
Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 11:42am | Post# 1

 
7 Attachment(s) 

This thread is set up in such a way that you have to read it to get 
the GOLD within. No single post contains all the jewels. All those 
who spent time reading it are happy today! 
 
 

For the theory of transient zones, go to 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...34603&page=286 
 





 
 
Hello People: 
I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-mathematical support for what you are 
about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot of things you already know and initially I opened a 
demo-account for the EXPLORER section but I may not have the time to trade it daily at this 
time. Therefore, I waNT all of you to have a basic idea of the principle underlying this thread. The 
demo-account(EXPLORER) EURUSDpips that I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days 
before I closed it today! I also traded heavy lots (8 lots) on such a little account in order to prove 
to you that the principle is sound. 23 trades, 1 loss, 20 wins. 
 
The are many parts to my trading strategy, however there is one part that everyone can test and 
master. The SIMILARITY-TRICK! 
There are two ways to apply/use the trick. 
1: Across brokers, same time-frame, same currency pair 
 
2: same broker, same currency pair, compatible time frames. 
 
Best Compatible time-frames are 1: 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr, 1hr-4hr, 
4hr-1day, 1day-1week. For day-traders, 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr will 



be sufficient! 
 
Once you have chosen your currency pair, and compatible time-frames you need to chosen 
indicators that alert you on important patterns on the chart. IT DOES NOT MATTER if the 
indicators you chose repaint or not! 
 
For the purpose of the thread, I will use 1min-5min and indicators that everyone can get! 
 
There are very good ways to spot loop-holes in the market but a crude way is the use the cycle-
identifier indicator. You can easily get it online. You may have to tweAK the code a little so that 
the indicator does not 'clear-itself' like it usually does when new data point comes in. 
Then you need to make sure your 1min and 5min charts look VERY SIMILAR like the one below. 

 
Do you see the cycle indicators on the 1min and 5min charts agreed? 
Since the indicators are set in such a way that they should agree >90% of the time, as soon as 
you spot a difference, like the case below, you are in for a high-probability trade! 
Furthermore, since both chart must agree >90% of the time, once the cycle on the 1min/5min 
chart is telling you something and the cycle on the 5min/1min chart does not show the same 
stuff, you need to pay attention to you chart! 
Another example of aggreement 



 
 
Look at this difference!!! Since both chart must AGREE within a maximum interval of 5 minutes, 
any time the 5min bar closes and the cycles do not agree, the chart showing the difference gives 
you the trade signal. In the example below, the 1min chart gave the trade signal after the 5min 
candle closed without a similarity! Details 

later.  
 
The cycle-identifier is a repainting indicator and the least used in the similarity system! The next 



indicator is the stochastic indicator! This one is SUPER but you need to watch your chart cause 
once you get the signal, you are in for a big ,,,,,,,,,, 
 
lOOK at the two reading in the indicator window! I will explain this approach next week! 

 
 

Eurusdd, Professional Scammer  

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 11:44am | Post# 2

 
I will give interested traders sometime to tweet their charts and then I will put up a link 
to my EXPLORER or trade in real-time here! All the best! 

 

tarrini65 Jun 26, 2013 11:54am | Post# 3

 
why don't you share your modified indi? 
that will help to discuss about it ... 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 12:00pm | Post# 4

1 Attachment(s) 
This is the last example for 30min/1hr . spot the 



difference!!!

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 12:02pm | Post# 5

 
Quoting tarrini65 
why don't you share your modified indi? that will help to discuss about it ... 
Hi. If you are not using a wireless connection and you don't experience cuts then the 
original cycle-identifier should be ok! Otherwise, when you lose connection, and regain it 
the indicator can reset itself! 
To be save use 30min/1hr and higher time-frame pairs!!! 

 

The Sparrow Jun 26, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 6

 
D, we can watch you, but can't set up our charts without more detail info.  
Ma? Hama? zigzag? Cycle identifier settings? 
why not post the indi's and a template and your settings? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 12:15pm | Post# 7

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting The Sparrow 
D, we can watch you, but can't set up our charts without more detail info. Ma? Hama? 
zigzag? Cycle identifier settings? why not post the indi's and a template and your 
settings? 
You have a point! Any indicator should do. Each one has it own analysis. Therefore, I 
decided to stick to one : Cycle identifier. I am sure most traders already have it. If you 
don't you can get the code online. 
As for the settings, you need to decide that yourself since the idea is to make the charts 
look very similar. There are different degrees of similarities. Each one has its own 



probability of similarity. For example, if you tweet you chart so that the cycle indicator 
agree in the past 97/100 of the time then you have a high-probability setup! 
For the cycle identifier, the two parameters you have to tweet are shown below. 

 
 
All the best! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 8

 
Next week I will attach an explorer to this thread so that we can track and trade this 
strategy in real-time!!! Take care. LATER!!! 

 

Darryl Jun 26, 2013 4:01pm | Post# 9

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Cycle identifier attached, this is the first time I've uploaded a file, hope it works. 
cycle-identifier.mq4 
cycle-identifier.ex4  

 

Darryl Jun 26, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 10

 
I meant that I hope the upload works, I know the Cycle identifier works just fine. 
You will need to tweet the settings as shown above. 

 

Madmoney Jun 26, 2013 4:40pm | Post# 11

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I like the style of this thread! My trading style was kinda along lines of "LOOPHOLES". 
 
As you can see below have a MTF cycle identifier I'm currently working on, should work well 
with this method. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 5:03pm | Post# 12

 
Quoting Darryl 
Cycle identifier attached, this is the first time I've uploaded a file, hope it works. {file} 
{file} 
Nice! 
Now, try the settings 1-6-4 for the 30min chart and 1-3-4 for the 1hr chart. That should 
get you a fairly good chart! We will then go through the analysis later after you have 
study it a little while yourself! 

 

Redsunfx Jun 26, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 13

 
Quoting Darryl 
Cycle identifier attached, this is the first time I've uploaded a file, hope it works. {file} 
{file} 
you are king's of trading ... how to trade with an indicator that repaint so much ? signal 
appears disappears appear disappear how to manage ..... 
 
or may be i didn't understand the way to use it ... 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 5:10pm | Post# 14

 
Quoting Madmoney 
I like the style of this thread! My trading style was kinda along lines of "LOOPHOLES". As 
you can see below have a MTF cycle identifier I'm currently working on, should work 
well with this method. {image} 
Exactly. In fact, you have a plus. Figure out the right settings and how to read the 
signals and boom. 

 



Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 5:12pm | Post# 15

 
Quoting Redsunfx 
{quote} you are king's of trading ... how to trade with an indicator that repaint so much 
? signal appears disappears appear disappear how to manage ..... or may be i didn't 
understand the way to use it ... 
Hi there. repainting indicators work well with this approach since at the end of the day, 
you need the charts to be similar. For the 30min/1hr pair, you only have to wait for the 
1hr bar to close to figure out what is going on!!! 

 

Redsunfx Jun 26, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 16

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi there. repainting indicators work well with this approach since at the end of 
the day, you need the charts to be similar. For the 30min/1hr pair, you only have to wait 
for the 1hr bar to close to figure out what is going on!!! 
ok i start to see the light ..... thank's ... what setup should i use for 1 mn 5 mn ?  
thank's for your patience 

 

Madmoney Jun 26, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 17

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi there. repainting indicators work well with this approach since at the end of 
the day, you need the charts to be similar. For the 30min/1hr pair, you only have to wait 
for the 1hr bar to close to figure out what is going on!!! 
 
Eurusdd, how did you go about finding the correct parameters for each timeframe? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 18

 
The EXPLORER I will construct will be called EURUSDpips JUST LIKE MY LAST ONE! It will 
be a demo-account!!! Deposit = $5,000 and I will use the cycle-identifier ONLY to 
generate signals so that you can easily verify the claim. One thing to note is : the shape 
the cycle-identifier takes is based on the number of bars in your chart. Therefore, my 
chart may be different from yours even if we use the same settings!!!! 
 
In that case we can apply the across broker, same time-frame same currency-pair 
method. 

 

Darryl Jun 26, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 19

 
Put both Cycle identifier files in your experts/indicators folder, restart Metatrader. 
 
Have a good day. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 6:41pm | Post# 20

 
Quoting Redsunfx 
{quote} ok i start to see the light ..... thank's ... what setup should i use for 1 mn 5 mn ? 
thank's for your patience 



The default settings are 5X-Y-4 for 1min and X-Y-4 for 5min chart or X-5Y-4 for 1min and 
X-Y-4 for 5min. The first is responsive to moving averages and so you will not catch tops 
and bottoms exactly. However, it is quite good too! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 6:44pm | Post# 21

 
2 Attachment(s) 
There is a hint on the 30min/1hr combination! EURUSD 

The Blue Cycle-identifier are responsive to MA so, we should expect EURUSD to push up 
soon. We have to wait a little while for the 1HR bar to close or manage our entry now! 
 
The History of the 30min/1hr combination is given below 
Spot the missing points! 



 
 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) 
begins. Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected 
to continue!!!  

 

whoareyou Jun 26, 2013 6:52pm | Post# 22

 
Am I the only retard here? Haven't been able to make a lick of sense of this yet. Or is 
it.......... 

 

hoss Jun 26, 2013 7:16pm | Post# 23

 
Can you explain how to enter the 5x-y-4 settings? I am not seeing that when I click on 
the indicator properties. Thank you. 

 

forexzak Jun 26, 2013 7:16pm | Post# 24

 
Interesting system but we still need to understand it clear to test, is it possible to have 
template from 1M to 1H time-frames with similarity parameter set, so we all can benefit, 
thanks for the posting 

 

forexzak Jun 26, 2013 7:30pm | Post# 25

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The default settings are 5X-Y-4 for 1min and X-Y-4 for 5min chart or X-5Y-4 for 
1min and X-Y-4 for 5min. The first is responsive to moving averages and so you will not 
catch tops and bottoms exactly. However, it is quite good too! 



Question: for cycle indicator you said price action filter to set 25 and length to 1 
 
In post 12, you mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 7:49pm | Post# 26

 
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!! 
 
if you are using the 30min/1hr template the whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for 
the 1hr, it must me 2X for the 30min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 
 
if you are using the 1min/5min template the whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for 
the 5min, it must me 5X for the 1min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 7:52pm | Post# 27

 
Quoting forexzak 
{quote} Question: for cycle indicator you said price action filter to set 25 and length to 1 
In post 12, you mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H 
This setting is what I am using for my 30min/1hr template!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 7:56pm | Post# 28

 
Quoting hoss 
Can you explain how to enter the 5x-y-4 settings? I am not seeing that when I click on 
the indicator properties. Thank you. 
1min chart 
 
PriceAcqtionFilter = 5X 
Length = Y 
MajorCycleLength = 4 
 
5min chart 
 
PriceAcqtionFilter = X 
Length = Y 
MajorCycleLength = 4 
 
 
OR -OR -OR 
 
1min chart 
 
PriceAcqtionFilter = X 
Length = 5Y 
MajorCycleLength = 4 
 
5min chart 
 
PriceAcqtionFilter = X 
Length = Y 
MajorCycleLength = 4 

 



whoareyou Jun 26, 2013 8:55pm | Post# 29

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!! if you are using the 30min/1hr template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 1hr, it must me 2X for the 30min. The 
same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! if you are using the 1min/5min template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 5min, it must me 5X for the 1min. The 
same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 
 
In post 12, you mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H. 
 
In this post you say the price action filter (where you have said in post 12 to use 1 in 
both time frames) should be x'd. Which is correct? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 9:02pm | Post# 30

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting whoareyou 
{quote} In post 12, you mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H. In this post you 
say the price action filter (where you have said in post 12 to use 1 in both time frames) should be 
x'd. Which is correct? 
I understand you. the parameters 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 are for those who want to modify the Length 
and not the PriceActionFilter. 
Notice that the 30min/1hr now agree. Compare this to the chart 

above.!   

 

hoss Jun 26, 2013 9:04pm | Post# 31

 
What should x and y be on the 1 and 5 minute? 

 



hoss Jun 26, 2013 9:05pm | Post# 32

 
or better yet, can you just tell me what my settings should be without using x and y? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 9:08pm | Post# 33

 
Quoting hoss 
or better yet, can you just tell me what my settings should be without using x and y? 
You can put any number there. Let x and y be any number you choose. It is better to let 
x=1 when y>1 and vice-versa! 
Once your charts look alike, we can then focus on analyzing them. You will learn how to 
see high-probability trades! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 26, 2013 9:23pm | Post# 34

 
Can anyone post something for us to see! Any similar charts? 

 

lazyegg Jun 27, 2013 1:23am | Post# 35

 
1 Attachment(s) 
is my chart right? 
 
what don't you give us more detail about your system? 

 

 

panosmgr Jun 27, 2013 1:27am | Post# 36

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Can anyone post something for us to see! Any similar charts? 
Eurusdd, I'm into the thread with really big interesting... That's another approach I hadn't 
imagine... although it's a bit complicated till now... 
 
What do you think?? I'm using as per your instructions... 30m (1-6-4) and H1 (1-3-4)... 
Alpari broker. 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jun 27, 2013 4:34am | Post# 37

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!! if you are using the 30min/1hr template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 1hr, it must me 2X for the 30min. The 
same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! if you are using the 1min/5min template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 5min, it must me 5X for the 1min. The 
same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 
 
Keep going Eurusdd, I'm loving your view of the markets! 
 
I will be testing and posting my results shortly. 

 

umpats Jun 27, 2013 4:50am | Post# 38

 
Dear Eurusdd, 
 
Looks promising your system. 
 
Thanks but can you give us some idea or your trade means entry and exit point in chart.  

 

broketrader Jun 27, 2013 5:03am | Post# 39

 
I have ran the cycle identifier indicator in visual test mode and the signal redraws itself 
even several bars later, so for me it's totally bs. 



 
Do not misunderstand me, I'm talking about the indicator, not you system, maybe you 
could try to illustrate the system with another more conventional indicator, just a 
suggestion... 

 

Madmoney Jun 27, 2013 5:07am | Post# 40

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Can anyone post something for us to see! Any similar charts? 
All types of gains! 

 

 

 



Madmoney Jun 27, 2013 5:18am | Post# 41

 
Quoting broketrader 
I have ran the cycle identifier indicator in visual test mode and the signal redraws itself 
even several bars later, so for me it's totally bs. Do not misunderstand me, I'm talking 
about the indicator, not you system, maybe you could try to illustrate the system with 
another more conventional indicator, just a suggestion... 
 
Each to there own, they do repaint, but once you get use to using them, you become 
familiar with it's behaviour. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 9:45am | Post# 42

 
sorry people, I was away from the markets! I will be back to trading soon in. We can do 
this! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 10:00am | Post# 43

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} All types of gains! {image} {image} 
That is a fairly good chart!! 

 

panosmgr Jun 27, 2013 10:48am | Post# 44

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
...We can do this! 

I like your attitude!!!  
 
Of course we can do this!!! 
 
Just help us to make it clear. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 10:54am | Post# 45

 
Quoting panosmgr 

{quote} I like your attitude!!! Of course we can do this!!! Just help us to make it clear. 
Notice that I have traded 8lots so far, on this very small account. That means i believe in 
the system. I am going to reduce it to 1 lot per-trade. My profit drawdown is -$18. 
And when I spot an openeing, I will alert the room and let those around take advantage 
of it! Another option is to follow my trades on the explorer posted! All the best! 

 

Madmoney Jun 27, 2013 10:56am | Post# 46

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is a fairly good chart!! 
Eurusdd, I know you can use any number for the parameters, but what timeframe and 
parameters do you use? 

 



Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 11:00am | Post# 47

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What is pulling EURUSD down? A hint is on the chart below! However, I have already traded this 
move and the window is 

closing!   

 

Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 11:08am | Post# 48

 
I have seen that most people cannot get the settings right or do not understand how to 
use the cycle-identifier in order to get the kind of similarity I have. Therefore I will 
propose another indicator soon. The problem with the cycle identifier is that, the way 
your chart looks depends on the number of bars in your chart. Therefore, we may have 
different charts even though we used the same settings!!! 

 

charvo Jun 27, 2013 11:40am | Post# 49

 
Hi, EU: 
 
the circles you drew on the "difference" happened quite a while back (far left on the 
charts). how does a trader trade it? or react to a difference in 'cycle identifier'. 
 
i read this thread thru, but didn't find the specific instructions on "upon seeing xxxx, you 
need to do xxxx". thanks. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 
 

 



panosmgr Jun 27, 2013 11:47am | Post# 50

 
That will be the best!! Otherwise thread will reach 50 pages and we'll still try to clear 

the basics  

Quoting Eurusdd 
I have seen that most people cannot get the settings right or do not understand how to 
use the cycle-identifier in order to get the kind of similarity I have. Therefore I will 
propose another indicator soon. The problem with the cycle identifier is that, the way 
your chart looks depends on the number of bars in your chart. Therefore, we may have 
different charts even though we used the same settings!!! 
 

 

whoareyou Jun 27, 2013 11:53am | Post# 51

 
6 trades, 17 pips profit. Is that about normal for this tactic? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 12:24pm | Post# 52

 
Quoting whoareyou 
6 trades, 17 pips profit. Is that about normal for this tactic? 
Hi. I believe you don't understand the fundamental principle behind this approach or you 
did not read the first post! This approach is radical and different from others because you 
are not required to second-guess your decision to buy/sell. In other words, if a window 
appears, you don't have to ask yourslef whether buy/sell really makes sense considering 
all the other information you have access to. That is why we refer to these windows as 
wormholes or blackholes. They do not last long and depending on the time-frame pair 
you are using, they can last less than 20secs and guarantee you less than 5 pips. 
 
One thing is sure though, you will get your pips!!!! 
 
That is why I traded 8lots because I was sure of my pips, 1pip, 2pips or whatever! I 
chose 1min/5min because of this thread and so the windows I see on my chart are very 
small. If you choose 30min/1hr you will get 10pips-20pips sure but you will have to wait 
1hr-3hrs to identify a window. 
Finally, since these windows can appear randomly, you have to start at your chart or 
design a way or alerting you on their occurrence! 
 
So, if you want 30pips or more per-trade then you will have to use 4hr/1day, 1day/2days 
etc. The problem with that choice is that you could miss a window when it appears or see 
it late -- when it is closing!!!! 
All the best! 

 

whoareyou Jun 27, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 53

 
10-20 pips in 1-3 hours would work fine for me and I suspect many others who are in 
this thread, but apparently I am not the only one here who needs a clearer explanation 
of how to do that. 
 
If you would be so kind as to further explain the process, it will be appreciated........... 

 



Eurusdd Jun 27, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 54

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Why is EURUSD heading back uup? I posted this chart earlier and said that I traded the move but 
the window was closing(check post 47)! This is what I meant!!! I expected a similarity at A 
after the 1hr bar closed but none appeared, so that means price had to go up before it can come 
down again in order to get similarity!!! 
Because this is a 30min/1hr pair, you make your decision when the 1hr bar 

closes!!!   

 

juhanimi Jun 27, 2013 3:37pm | Post# 55

 
1 Attachment(s) 
You can try this indi. 
It is zz too. 
zz1-alert.mq4  

 

juhanimi Jun 27, 2013 3:52pm | Post# 56

 
no, that zz1-alert does not work like cycle identifier. 
There is more math in Cycle Identifier. 
So, forget that. 

 

juhanimi Jun 27, 2013 4:06pm | Post# 57

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is this a problem, that CI does not mark absolute tops or bottoms? 



 

 

juhanimi Jun 27, 2013 4:36pm | Post# 58

 
Thank you Eurusdd. 

 

66trader66 Jun 27, 2013 4:44pm | Post# 59

 
Madmoney: 
What Indicator are you using to get these signals? Amazing! 
 
66Trader66 

 

juhanimi Jun 27, 2013 4:51pm | Post# 60

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Just showing what that zz1-alert can do, but it is not so high win% than similarity has, but 
good anyway. 



 

 



 

 

limprobable Jun 27, 2013 5:02pm | Post# 61

 
Hello, 
 
interesting. CAN you share a .tpl file with 1 And 5 minutes. Easiest for explanation 
 
good pips to you 

 

lazyegg Jun 27, 2013 6:55pm | Post# 62

 
help me out here, are you saying that if one of the time TF showing the signal that other 
TF don't have, then that is the signal i should buy/sell? thx 

 

whoareyou Jun 27, 2013 7:56pm | Post# 63

 
I smell a signal service on it's way. I won't be buying it............ 

 

juhanimi Jun 28, 2013 6:20am | Post# 64

 
Quoting whoareyou 
I smell a signal service on it's way. I won't be buying it............ 
Must be something wrong in your nose(brain). 
He is showing how to take signals, how could he sell them after that? 

 

forexzak Jun 28, 2013 6:28am | Post# 65

 
Quoting whoareyou 
10-20 pips in 1-3 hours would work fine for me and I suspect many others who are in 
this thread, but apparently I am not the only one here who needs a clearer explanation 



of how to do that. If you would be so kind as to further explain the process, it will be 
appreciated........... 
So Whats is the suggested stoploss for this kind of window trades ? 

 

juhanimi Jun 28, 2013 6:33am | Post# 66

 
Quoting whoareyou 
Am I the only retard here? Haven't been able to make a lick of sense of this yet. Or is 
it.......... 
Yes, you are. 

 

whoareyou Jun 28, 2013 7:29am | Post# 67

 
Quoting forexzak 
{quote} So Whats is the suggested stoploss for this kind of window trades ? 
Ask juha. He seems to have a rare insight................ 

 

Big_A Jun 28, 2013 8:04am | Post# 68

 
In a way that this trading style is just a pure lottery (guessing) I like it.  

 

Don M Jun 28, 2013 8:40am | Post# 69

 
I like everything about this method except for the following: 
 
Entry/ exit not defined. 
 
Settings for indicator not well defined. 
 
Indicator repaints so when can we trust it? 
 
3 hours to make 10 pips. 
 
Great system! Excuse me while I go to the bank to make a deposit. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 9:04am | Post# 70

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} Yes, you are. 
Lol!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 9:08am | Post# 71

 
This system is not good for many people because they will second-guess what they see 
and never make the trade!!! 
Furthermore, the indicator I chose for the thread will appear different on different charts 
due to the number of bars you have. But take a moment and understand what is going 
on! When you finally get the WOW feeling, you will forever look at forex differently. Later 

 



Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 9:19am | Post# 72

 
Therefore, I will use Two indicators that should give us a better deal. Working on the 
package! Maybe Monday! 

 

Madmoney Jun 28, 2013 9:33am | Post# 73

 
Quoting Don M 
I like everything about this method except for the following: Entry/ exit not defined. 
Settings for indicator not well defined. Indicator repaints so when can we trust it? 3 
hours to make 10 pips. Great system! Excuse me while I go to the bank to make a 
deposit. 
Give Eurusdd a chance before succumbing narrow-mindedness and sarcasm. 
 
There is more to it. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 9:47am | Post# 74

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Give Eurusdd a chance before succumbing narrow-mindedness and sarcasm. 
There is more to it. 
Good. I simply presented the basic underlying principle and already people are asking for 
exact trading ideas. You can't use the system effectively, if you don't understand the 
underlying concept! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 9:59am | Post# 75

 
1 Attachment(s) 



EURUSD is falling back down now just like it is suppose to do. That will lead to the similarity 
I talked about in post #54. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 10:23am | Post# 76

 
The WINDOW on the sell will close in 20mins!!! Take profit and get out within that time. 
If EURUSD continues to go down, it will be a bonus(very risky though) but the window 
will close! 

 

Madmoney Jun 28, 2013 10:50am | Post# 77

 
Might take another small dip, but will rise shortly. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 10:56am | Post# 78

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Might take another small dip, but will rise shortly. 
Yeah. 4 mins to go!!! The aim is the create similarity. Therefore, with high-probability 
she will try to hit the previous LOW! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 11:06am | Post# 79

 
Remember, there can never be a change in TREND without similarity!!! That is the 
reason for this fallllllllllllllll!!!!!!!! 
We needed similarity, check post #47 and #54. Take care everyone! Try and master this 
and you will never have to second-guess.... 
 
You don't even need to folow fundamentals. Everything is already discounted and 
reflected in the windows you see! 

 

sakthigm Jun 28, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 80

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
YOUR COMMENT? 
 
TNX, 
Sakthi 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 12:51pm | Post# 81

 
Quoting sakthigm 
{image} YOUR COMMENT? TNX, Sakthi 
Nice chart!!! Please note that the trick is not to trade when both cycles agree. The trick is 
to trade when they do not agree! When they do not agree, the trend will continue in such 
a way that you finally get similarity! For example, the two green arrows do not signal 
buy! That is a signal that the window is closing, assuming you used LENGTH as your 
main parameter. 
 
YOUR CHARTS DO NOT LOOK SIMILAR!!! 

 

lazyegg Jun 28, 2013 1:30pm | Post# 82

 
Quoting lazyegg 
help me out here, are you saying that if one of the time TF showing the signal that other 
TF don't have, then that is the signal i should buy/sell? thx 
 
i am right or wrong? anyone? 

 

onlyghost Jun 28, 2013 1:52pm | Post# 83

 
Quoting lazyegg 
{quote} i am right or wrong? anyone? 
Hi lazyegg, 



 

I think nobody knows exactly, so far....except Eurusdd, of course!!  

 

Madmoney Jun 28, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 84

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Guys it's quite simple, just take so time to break down what eurusdd explained. 
 
If you would have traded gbpjpy yesterday like I, you would of had a field day. What is 
circled in yellow is the buy/sell opportunities that were available, the difference is the key! 
 
First chart is GBPJPY 30 minute, second is GBPJPY 1hr. The settings are 1-10-4 and 1-5-4 
(you might have to tweak it cause brokers differ) 
 
Later on I'll post today's opportunities. (excuse the lateness of these posts I've got a lot on) 

 



 

 

lazyegg Jun 28, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 85

 
Hello Madmoney, how you adjust the setting, by the time zone or?  

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 2:42pm | Post# 86

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Guys it's quite simple, just take so time to break down what eurusdd explained. If you 
would have traded gbpjpy yesterday like I, you would of had a field day. What is circled 
in yellow is the buy/sell opportunities that were available, the difference is the key! First 
chart is GBPJPY 30 minute, second is GBPJPY 1hr. The settings are 1-10-4 and 1-5-4 
(you might have to tweak it cause brokers differ) Later on I'll post today's 
opportunities. (excuse the lateness of these posts I've got a lot on) {image} {image} 
Madmoney, you are very very serious! I love your spirit! I love your chart. I hope your 
cycles are stable though. You have got the first trick right! When You get the remaining 
3, you will have a tight system! Good! 
 
From your settings, you are using LENGTH!!! Good, now - we will discuss how to analyze 
the cycles next week. Happy weekend! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 2:55pm | Post# 87

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The cycle-identifier is a repainting indicator and the least used in the similarity system! The 
next indicator is the stochastic indicator! This one is SUPER but you need to watch your 
chart cause once you get the signal, you are in for a big ,,,,,,,,,, 
 
lOOK at the two reading in the indicator window! I will explain this approach next week! 



 

 

Forex Lion Jun 28, 2013 3:46pm | Post# 88

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
interesting way of trading...the Stoch looks quit the same on both charts, so we are 
looking for a difference too? 
 
Thanks. 
 
Regards, 
FL 

 

Eurusdd Jun 28, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 89

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
Hi Eurusdd, interesting way of trading...the Stoch looks quit the same on both charts, so we 
are looking for a difference too? Thanks. Regards, FL 
The stochastic setup is very good. 
Choose your time-frame pair and make sure the stochastics have the same reading! >90% 
of the time, they should read the same. Whenever they give different readings, mark the 
price. If price was in an uptrend/downtrend, that price is will be returned to when the trend 
reverses reverses. This is what will happen. 
On rare occasions, there will be different readings, then after a while the two readings will 
be equal again! MARK THAT PRICE and get ready for a good trade! 
 
The more price continues away from that price, the faster it will return there. Below is a 
perfect example. The first difference in reading occurred at A, and the second and third at B 
and C. See what happened later. The fourth happened at D and price returned to D later. 



 

 
 
Since they must AGREE more than 98% of the time, different readings at any given time 
means one stoch will have to catch up with the other. So, once you know the one that will 
have to do the catch up, you know what to do. On the other hand, different readings means, 
there is a turn-around and price will return to the level where the first difference was 
recorded! Test it yourselves!The picture below shows that you can create this for any pair of 
time-frames. 
It is good!!! 



 
 
Settings should be X-1-1 AND gX-1-1, WHERE gX-1-1 is for the smaller time frame. For 
example if you use 10min/30min then your settings will be 3x-1-1/x-1-1 where x is any 
positive integer. 

 

Madmoney Jun 28, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 90

 
Can't really see a blatant difference, but I will be testing. 

 

Madmoney Jun 28, 2013 9:50pm | Post# 91

 
Quoting lazyegg 

Hello Madmoney, how you adjust the setting, by the time zone or?  
Hey Lazyegg, you can change the settings of the cycle identifier by going into the 
indicator list (right click on the chart). 

 

Slim Buffett Jun 28, 2013 10:13pm | Post# 92

 
hmmmmm..... let's review 
first we have the cycle indicator which "must" be right 90% of the time. 
You can trust it when there's a difference on 2 separate time frames.. 
 
Oh... wait !! that wasn't that great but you CAN trust the stoch when 
there's a difference on separate time frames 
 
Is that about the extent of it... 
 
or did I miss something (again) ??? 



 

Jane_peters Jun 29, 2013 5:12am | Post# 93

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
hmmmmm..... let's review first we have the cycle indicator which "must" be right 90% of 
the time. You can trust it when there's a difference on 2 separate time frames.. Oh... 
wait !! that wasn't that great but you CAN trust the stoch when there's a difference on 
separate time frames Is that about the extent of it... or did I miss something (again) ??? 
 

 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 7:33am | Post# 94

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Give Eurusdd a chance before succumbing narrow-mindedness and sarcasm. 
There is more to it. 
I agree. Let him develop his explanation. I think he may be on to something. 

 

Forex Lion Jun 29, 2013 8:04am | Post# 95

 
sorry, but i could not see any difference on the both stochs, could you pls explain the 
difference on the stochs, that would be great. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=1223244 
&stc=1&thumb=1&d=1372453552  

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 8:17am | Post# 96

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
sorry, but i could not see any difference on the both stochs, could you pls explain the 
difference on the stochs, that would be great. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=1223244 
&stc=1&thumb=1&d=1372453552  
I think I understand it. If I'm wrong eurusdd will correct me. 
 
You have to be looking at the actual values of the stochastics to see the difference. It's 
impossible to show that on an uploaded chart. 
The readings you see on the blowup are for the current bars only. 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 8:39am | Post# 97

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The stochastic setup is very good. Choose your time-frame pair and make sure 
the stochastics have the same reading! >90% of the time, they should read the same. 
Whenever they give different readings, mark the price. If price was in an 
uptrend/downtrend, that price is will be returned to when the trend reverses reverses. 
This is what will happen. On rare occasions, there will be different readings, then after a 
while the two readings will be equal again! MARK THAT PRICE and get ready for a good 
trade! The more price continues away from that... 
 
Let me see if I understand this- I probably don't. 



 
At A,B and C there is a difference in stochastics. One lags the other. Since price is 
heading up at those points the lagging TF will have to go up to catch up. You would buy 
at those points. 
At D price is headed down. You would sell. 
 
When price reverses, you would enter a trade in the direction of the reversal and exit at 
these points. Am I close? 

 

ecneralc Jun 29, 2013 9:27am | Post# 98

 
Quoting billbss 
{quote} Let me see if I understand this- I probably don't. At A,B and C there is a 
difference in stochastics. One lags the other. Since price is heading up at those points the 
lagging TF will have to go up to catch up. You would buy at those points. At D price is 
headed down. You would sell. When price reverses, you would enter a trade in the 
direction of the reversal and exit at these points. Am I close? 
 
This is my interpretation: the marked prices where the differences in stochs occur will 
have a "gravity" effect. So entry would be placed some distance away from these marked 
prices with the target of reaching back to the marked prices. ie. difference in stochs 
happen at price A. Price moves away from A. We take enter a position once it has move 
far enough to let us earn our desired pips (say 20 pips), with the target at price A. SL 
can be adjusted to one's risk reward appetite. 
 
As to when and where to place the entry we can look to the cycle indicator to tell us a 
good price to enter, since it seems to mark a change in direction. 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 10:27am | Post# 99

 
EURUSDD, 
let me ask it this way: 
 
If you were live trading what would do at point A?...point B?...point C?. How about point 
D? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:27am | Post# 100

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
hmmmmm..... let's review first we have the cycle indicator which "must" be right 90% of 
the time. You can trust it when there's a difference on 2 separate time frames.. Oh... 
wait !! that wasn't that great but you CAN trust the stoch when there's a difference on 
separate time frames Is that about the extent of it... or did I miss something (again) ??? 
You don't understand how to work with the cycle identifier - within the similarity 

realm!!!   

 

sakthigm Jun 29, 2013 11:28am | Post# 101

 
Hello Friends, 
 
Still really I do not understand the system I may be dumb enough. 
 



Tnx, 
Sakthi 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:29am | Post# 102

 
Quoting ecneralc 
{quote} This is my interpretation: the marked prices where the differences in 
stochs occur will have a "gravity" effect. So entry would be placed some 
distance away from these marked prices with the target of reaching back to the 
marked prices. ie. difference in stochs happen at price A. Price moves away from A. We 
take enter a position once it has move far enough to let us earn our desired pips (say 20 
pips), with the target at price A. SL can be adjusted to one's risk reward appetite. As to 
when and where to place the entry we... 
You are EXCEPTIONAL.!!!!!! Where you place entry above/below the marked price is your 
choice!!! 
WELL-DONE! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:31am | Post# 103

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Can't really see a blatant difference, but I will be testing. 
mADMONEY, the stochs will differ at some point! As long at the difference has not 
occurred the current trend will continue -generally -. 
You spot a difference everyday, if you are watching multiple time-frame pairs! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:35am | Post# 104

 
Quoting billbss 
{quote} I think I understand it. If I'm wrong eurusdd will correct me. You have to be 
looking at the actual values of the stochastics to see the difference. It's impossible to 
show that on an uploaded chart. The readings you see on the blowup are for the current 
bars only. 
THANK YOU!!! YOU GOT IT!!!! You summarized it nicely!!!!! 
 
yOU NEED TO WATCH YOUR CHART TO SPOT IT!!! ONCE YOU DO, MARK THAT 
PRICE AND target it. As long as you have not seen a difference, have faith that 
the current trend will generally continue!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:39am | Post# 105

 
Quoting billbss 
{quote} Let me see if I understand this- I probably don't. At A,B and C there is a 
difference in stochastics. One lags the other. Since price is heading up at those points the 
lagging TF will have to go up to catch up. You would buy at those points. At D price is 
headed down. You would sell. When price reverses, you would enter a trade in the 
direction of the reversal and exit at these points. Am I close? 
Yes you are right but you missed one little point! The point where you spotted the 
difference will be returned to after the move is done!!! So, it should be a price to 
MARK!!!!! 

 



Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 11:45am | Post# 106

 
bECAUSE OF THE SIMILARITY OF YOUR CHARTS, whenever there is a difference 
in your stochs, that is a window into PRICING! MARK that price! The stochs 
must agree >90% of the time, very rarely will they differ. When they do, one 
will have to catch up! 
I have back-tested this for long and stochs differ -----> if price continues in the 
current direction, it will return to the spot where you spotted the difference. 
This is good, but you have to watch your charts to spot it. That is why it is called 
a window. It opens and closes very fast!!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 107

2 Attachment(s) 
People have to understand that the similarity principle is a good way to spot mis-pricing in the market. 
However, the indicators you used also matters. For example, the stochs-method is 50% more efficient 
than the cycle-identifier method! However, it is 10% less efficient that the bollinger method. This 
method requires only one time-frame! Look at the red&white lines in the top and bottom windows in the 
chart below!!!! 
 
Do you see that both are similar???? 
Now, the top window is real-price and so, whenever the down window differs YOU HAVE A TRADE! The 
down will always play catch-up with the top!!!! 
In the first there are no major 

difference!!!
 
Spot the difference in the chart below (YELLOW), Both lines agreed really for the first time at BLUE and 
beyond!!!  



 

 

Madmoney Jun 29, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 108

 
Nice! what's the MA? 5? 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 109

 
What is the red line in the bottom window? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 110

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Nice! what's the MA? 5? 
EMA 1!!!!!! The period must be one!!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 111

 
Quoting billbss 
What is the red line in the bottom window? 
stochastics. So you can put this on your stoch-similarity system. 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 112

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} stochastics. So you can put this on your stoch-similarity system. 



What are the parameters of the Stochastic? 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 12:24pm | Post# 113

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Notice that we spotted a difference for the first time at A, price went up and we got similarity for 
the first time at B. Price that went back to the level of 

A!!!!!   

 

cenky Jun 29, 2013 12:44pm | Post# 114

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Notice that we spotted a difference for the first time at A, price went up and we got 
similarity for the first time at B. Price that went back to the level of A!!!!!{image} 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Thanks for sharing your idea. I want to ask what is the pair and time frame for this 
chart? and also what is the stoch settings? 
 
Thanks 

 

jurn_e Jun 29, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 115

 
This is pretty interesting. Finding irregularities in the market and trade it back to balance. 
#Follow 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:17pm | Post# 116

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jurn_e 
This is pretty interesting. Finding irregularities in the market and trade it back to balance. #Follow 



Use the similarity principle to develop super-trading systems. It is the best way to spot mis-pricing 
without using super-computers and arbitrage arguments. 
Look at this Monthly chart!!!! 
 
First difference spotted at A, first similarity occurred at B. price started to drop back to A from that 
point! 2,000+ pips IN A SHORT 

TIME!!!  
 
So, mis-pricing started at A, and the correction started at B. Notice that similarity is place from B 
onward!!!! 

 

winterfell Jun 29, 2013 1:20pm | Post# 117

 
1 Attachment(s) 
is this quite right? 
comment please 
30m = 4-1-4 
1hr = 2-1-4 



 

 

winterfell Jun 29, 2013 1:25pm | Post# 118

 
Quoting winterfell 
is this quite right? comment please 30m = 4-1-4 1hr = 2-1-4 {image} 
and another question: 
when is the exact time for a spike up/down (on CI) occurs? 
do i have to wait every 30min or 1hr every time a candle close? or there is another way 
to know it 
please enlighten me 
 
ps:sorry for bad english 

 

Madmoney Jun 29, 2013 1:32pm | Post# 119

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Use the similarity principle to develop super-trading systems. It is the best way 
to spot mis-pricing without using super-computers and arbitrage arguments. Look at this 
Monthly chart!!!! First difference spotted at A, first similarity occurred at B. price started 
to drop back to A from that point! 2,000+ pips IN A SHORT TIME!!!{image} So, mis-
pricing started at A, and the correction started at B. Notice that similarity is place from B 
onward!!!! 
How long have you ben trading live with this? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting winterfell 
is this quite right? comment please 30m = 4-1-4 1hr = 2-1-4 {image} 
Hi WINTERFELL., 
Using the across brokers, same time-frame pairs, it is clear that my chart and yours agree 
at the places I circled!!! You are OK!!! Note the across brokers dis-similarities at the places I 



did not circle. 
One this is clear though, EURUSD will aim for the low for our charts to finally agree. 
Therefore, don't be surprised if she opens DOWN!!!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:38pm | Post# 121

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} How long have you ben trading live with this? 
Demo-trading since 2003, Live trading since 2004. I am comfortable in that respect and 
so, I am here to share the idea freely. But every interested person will have to tweet it to 
suit his/her own ...... 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:42pm | Post# 122

 
Quoting winterfell 
{quote} and another question: when is the exact time for a spike up/down (on CI) 
occurs? do i have to wait every 30min or 1hr every time a candle close? or there is 
another way to know it please enlighten me ps:sorry for bad english 
You cannot predict the exact time from your setting, since you are using the 
PriceActionFilter which is subject to the value of the MA. If you want to know the exact 
time for the spike to occur, you must use Length instead and set PriceActionFilter to 1. 
Remember, you are not supposed to predict the spike. You must only trade dis-
similarities!!! This system, does not predict when or where the spike will occur. It works 
on the fact the both charts must agree and so when they do not, there is a problem!!! 

 

jurn_e Jun 29, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 123

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



Notice that we spotted a difference for the first time at A, price went up and we got 
similarity for the first time at B. Price that went back to the level of A!!!!!{image} 
Hi 
 
Could you post your template for us to test? 

 

billbss Jun 29, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 124

 
What are the parameters of the stochastics in post 107? 
8-3-3? 14-3-3? 5-3-3? Something else? 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 125

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Hi Could you post your template for us to test? 
for the 1MONTH CHART. PLEASE TEST IT and post your chart here, quick so I can check 
before I sign out! Thanks. 
template_name.tpl  

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 1:51pm | Post# 126

 
Quoting billbss 
What are the parameters of the stochastics in post 107? 8-3-3? 14-3-3? 5-3-3? 
Something else? 
I just posted the template for the 1month chart!!! 

 

ecneralc Jun 29, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 127

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd 
 
many thx for sharing the template. am i right to say that the area highlighted in blue is a 
difference..and we shld expect price to rise up violently in the near future? 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 2:22pm | Post# 128

 
Quoting ecneralc 
Hi Eurusdd many thx for sharing the template. am i right to say that the area highlighted 
in blue is a difference..and we shld expect price to rise up violently in the near future? 
{image} 
My dear, there is one mistake. This template is OPTIMIZED for the 1MONTH chart!!!! you 
are using 1HOUR. The similarity-probability is 10% effective in this case! However, since 
we now have similarity at the bottom, don't be surprised when she races back up there. 
 
Keep your eyes on that top level and watch the similarity at the bottom. 
I suspect that when she hits the LOW, she will start to race up there!!! There is no major 
difference on the 1MONTH chart though. 

 

ecneralc Jun 29, 2013 2:24pm | Post# 129

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My dear, there is one mistake. This template is OPTIMIZED for the 1MONTH 
chart!!!! you are using 1HOUR. The similarity-probability is 10% effective in this case! 
thx for clarifying Eurusdd 

 

winterfell Jun 29, 2013 3:39pm | Post# 130

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You cannot predict the exact time from your setting, since you are using the 
PriceActionFilter which is subject to the value of the MA. If you want to know the exact time 
for the spike to occur, you must use Length instead and set PriceActionFilter to 1. 
Remember, you are not supposed to predict the spike. You must only trade dis-
similarities!!! This system, does not predict when or where the spike will occur. It works on 
the fact the both charts must agree and so when they do not, there is a problem!!! 
ok. i add second CI at my chart using Length setting. 
 
at pic below im trying to find some entry and exit point. 
what do you think eurusdd? 
am i using the CI the way you using it or im using it in different way? 
many thanks for replying 

 

 

mex2000 Jun 29, 2013 4:46pm | Post# 131

 
hello everybody 
thank you eur for this thread! very interesting! does anybody knows good settings für the 
cycle indicator from the first post for 1min/5min timeframes? 
thank you, green pips to all! 
mex 

 

panosmgr Jun 29, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 132

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} for the 1MONTH CHART. PLEASE TEST IT and post your chart here, quick so I can 
check before I sign out! Thanks. {file} 
Eurusdd, thanks for the .tpl 
 
Some tests from me... 
 
What will be your comments?? 



 

 



 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:21pm | Post# 133

 
1 Attachment(s) 

This one has already been corrected. Similarity started at X and price fell the A!! 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:23pm | Post# 134 

 
1 Attachment(s) 



tHIS one too has been corrected in a way. Similarity started at X and Price rose up to 

A!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:25pm | Post# 135

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This ONE is still VALID!!! But since it is a monthly chart, you will have to be very patient 
looking for the first similarity!!! When it occurs, price may drop fast to A or slide gradually to 
A. Normally the movement is fast! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:29pm | Post# 136

 
1 Attachment(s) 
In this particular example, notice the correction earlier 



on!!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 137

 
Quoting mex2000 
hello everybody thank you eur for this thread! very interesting! does anybody knows 
good settings für the cycle indicator from the first post for 1min/5min timeframes? thank 
you, green pips to all! mex 
Use 5X-1-4 for the 1min chart and X-1-4 for the 5min chart 
 
OR  
 
Use 1-5X-4 for the 1min chart and 1-X-4 for the 5min chart 
 
where X is any positive integer you choose. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 29, 2013 6:39pm | Post# 138

 
Admin, is there a maximum number of attachments a thread should have? I think that is 
a good thing to know! 

 

mex2000 Jun 30, 2013 4:23am | Post# 139

 
thank you eur! other question: if you trade 1/5 min, how many signals do you have, 
when you are trading let's say 4hrs per day? thats what i do, i have 4hrs per day to 
trade, how many signals can i expect? 
thanks a lot! 
mex 

 

Eurusdd Jun 30, 2013 8:12am | Post# 140

 
Quoting mex2000 
thank you eur! other question: if you trade 1/5 min, how many signals do you have, 
when you are trading let's say 4hrs per day? thats what i do, i have 4hrs per day to 



trade, how many signals can i expect? thanks a lot! mex 
If you are using the CI-method please note that you are not supposed to predict 
when/where a spike on the CI will occur. You job is to trade difference. For 1min/5min, 
that can happen 3 times per day. I cannot say - the exact period. When a difference 
happens, it will exists until a similarity occurs. Sometimes, it can disappear quickly. 

 

winterfell Jun 30, 2013 11:03am | Post# 141

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you are using the CI-method please note that you are not supposed to predict 
when/where a spike on the CI will occur. You job is to trade difference. For 1min/5min, 
that can happen 3 times per day. I cannot say - the exact period. When a difference 
happens, it will exists until a similarity occurs. Sometimes, it can disappear quickly. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...21#post6786021 
comment please 

 

jjibl Jun 30, 2013 7:49pm | Post# 142

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Use 5X-1-4 for the 1min chart and X-1-4 for the 5min chart OR Use 1-5X-4 for 
the 1min chart and 1-X-4 for the 5min chart where X is any positive integer you choose. 
Please, can you indicate the values for Day and Week Time frame 
thank you very much. 
Regads 
Julio Bento 

 

Low Profile Jun 30, 2013 8:52pm | Post# 143

 
Quoting winterfell 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...21#post6786021 comment please 
 
i'm thinking the same thing you described on your charts. I hope this is correct.  
 
 
From my understanding, we look for deviation between the 2 charts we trade. We trigger 
the trade once the 2 charts are back to align again by giving same cycle direction RIGHT 
AFTER the deviation. 
 
LP 

 

Eurusdd Jun 30, 2013 9:17pm | Post# 144

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Low Profile 
{quote} i'm thinking the same thing you described on your charts. I hope this is correct. From my 
understanding, we look for deviation between the 2 charts we trade. We trigger the trade once 
the 2 charts are back to align again by giving same cycle direction RIGHT AFTER the deviation. 
LP 
No!!!!!!! 
When the charts are in sync, that means the window is closed!!!! For example, on Friday I told this 
forum that EURUSD will fall sharply even though she rose earlier on. That is due to the difference 



on the charts 

below.  
That window is still opened! So, EURUSD will go up but her eyes are on the LOW! A new trend can 
only begin when these two charts agree!!! Till then any up will end up turning into a sharp 
down!!!! 
-------------------- 
 
The cycle-identifier is not the best indicator for the similarity-system. Use the bollinger-band or 
stochastic-method! There are others but these two rest among the first 5. 
 
The current UP for EURUSD is restricted to around 1.30474. 

 

Eurusdd Jun 30, 2013 9:46pm | Post# 145

 
Another way to trade the Bollinger-band stochastic system is to use the similarity to 
place trades since the 1EMA and the Stochastic have the same shape almost surely. 

 

Mr D. Jun 30, 2013 10:21pm | Post# 146

 
HI Eur. Thanks for trying to help people here. May I ask how to set up the charts for the 
BB method using the1 hour chart only.I think it works with the 15 minute time frame. On 
the monthly Template you use the same BB 4 Dev 2 in upper and lower. Also 1 period 
MA in both but the 25,1,1 period stoch loses me. I guess I am still a little thick. Would 
you be willing to show the i hour chart and maybe a trade from it. Thanks again and god 
bless 

 

ravenclaw Jul 1, 2013 12:06am | Post# 147

 
still not understand.... 



can you show the entry/exit? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 12:46am | Post# 148

 
Quoting ravenclaw 
still not understand.... can you show the entry/exit? 
I am not giving you fish. I am teaching you how to catch fish!!!!!! 

 

rezky Jul 1, 2013 1:09am | Post# 149

 
Hi EUR 
 
In your examples using Stochastic, you used combinations of M1-M30 and M15-H1, 
which are not the recommended combinations as per your post no. 1. 
Are those the best combinations for stochastic ? 
 
Tq 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 1:17am | Post# 150

 
Quoting rezky 
Hi EUR In your examples using Stochastic, you used combinations of M1-M30 and M15-
H1, which are not the recommended combinations as per your post no. 1. Are those the 
best combinations for stochastic ? Tq 
Which post? what is the post number? #? 

 

rezky Jul 1, 2013 1:24am | Post# 151

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Which post? what is the post number? #? 
Post no # 1 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Best Compatible time-frames are 1: 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr, 
1hr-4hr, 4hr-1day, 1day-1week. For day-traders, 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-
30min, 30min-1hr will be sufficient! Once you have chosen your currency pair, and 
compatible time-frames you need to chosen indicators that alert you on important 
patterns on the chart. 
 
Your example in post #87 & #89 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 1:35am | Post# 152

 
Quoting rezky 
{quote} Post no # 1 {quote} 
Those pairs are optimized for the similarity system. are yo interested in the cycle 
identifier? stochastic? bollinger-band?.... which system? 

 

rezky Jul 1, 2013 1:37am | Post# 153



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Those pairs are optimized for the similarity system. are yo interested in the 
cycle identifier? stochastic? bollinger-band?.... which system? 
I'm interested in stochastic system 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 1:40am | Post# 154

 
Quoting rezky 
{quote} I'm interested in stochastic system 
The one where the readings are equal? You can only use it if yo can watch your chart 

 

rezky Jul 1, 2013 1:41am | Post# 155

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The one where the readings are equal? 
 
Yes ... based on readings are equal 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 1:46am | Post# 156

 
Quoting rezky 
{quote} Yes ... based on readings are equal 
Then it is easy: If you choose the 1min/5min time-frame pair, use the settings 
stoch(5X,1,1)/stoch(X,1,1) where X is any positive integer. 
This method is GOOD but yo have to watch your chart well-well! 
 
DON'T USE THE custom indicator stoch... 
Also use high/low setting. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 3:33am | Post# 157

 
1 Attachment(s) 



EURUSD is 
approaching the number I stated. 1.30474. watch that number!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 3:45am | Post# 158

 
EURUSD just HIT 1.30474. Trade successful! Watch the way EURUSD will react to 
1.30474!!!!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 4:11am | Post# 159

 
1 Attachment(s) 



See the reason at 1.30474??? lol. There are Black-holes in the market: Trading is not 
supposed to be a game of chance! 
You can do it!!! 

 

ravenclaw Jul 1, 2013 4:15am | Post# 160

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not giving you fish. I am teaching you how to catch fish!!!!!! 
yes, I know..  
but how to trade it?.... u use stochastic... 
so, can you showing to us..  
step by step your chart analysis... ? 

 

Hennessy Jul 1, 2013 4:19am | Post# 161

 
Eurusdd, 



 
Think you have a rather interesting strategy. 
 
Suggesting if your able to systematically explain: 

1. Charts/Indicators you use (it seemspossible to use a few different indicators? care 
to explain in detail for each of them?) 

2. When to enter/exit trades 
3. TP and SL targets 

Cheers, 
H 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 4:31am | Post# 162

 
The window on this fall closes in 5 mins. Consider 1.30296. I had to get out earlier. Time 
for something else. Later!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 4:41am | Post# 163

 
1.30296 is in view now. I hope people are watching the precision that comes with this 
system. Even when I am trading 1min/5min charts? Imagine the pips I can make trading 
1hr/4hr charts. 
 
The similarity-principle is the key to success. It gives you a peep into the real-forex-
world! 
 
I don't want to give people trade signals. I want you to consider the concept deeply and 
understand why it works!!! 
 
------------------- 
 
THEN YOU CAN APPLY IT ANYHOW YOU WANT 

 

whoareyou Jul 1, 2013 5:25am | Post# 164

 
Ant the trade where you lost 74% of your account? What happened there? 

 

Timer1991 Jul 1, 2013 5:25am | Post# 165

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd. I note a difference on charts eur/usd m15 h1 stohastic. Explain me please what 
should i do now with 



that?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 5:32am | Post# 166

 
Quoting whoareyou 
Ant the trade where you lost 74% of your account? What happened there? 
A technical issue. I trade on the move, since it is a demo account I forgot I had an open 
trade. When I got back to trading, the market had a surprise for me. A little silly though 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 5:34am | Post# 167

 
Quoting Timer1991 
Hi Eurusdd. I note a difference on charts eur/usd m15 h1 stohastic. Explain me please 
what should i do now with that?{image} 
At what PRICE. DID YOU MARK THE PRICE? Mark it. Trend about to change. Price will 
fall/rise back there 

 

Timer1991 Jul 1, 2013 5:44am | Post# 168

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} At what PRICE. DID YOU MARK THE PRICE? 
Its right on the end of price and stoch 
http://i46.fastpic.ru/big/2013/0701/...1ed2aecb47.jpg  

 

whoareyou Jul 1, 2013 6:03am | Post# 169

 
What happened to your explorer? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 6:19am | Post# 170

 
Quoting whoareyou 
What happened to your explorer? 
It is there. 

 



Timer1991 Jul 1, 2013 6:23am | Post# 171

 
What "explorer" are you talking about? 

 

Hennessy Jul 1, 2013 6:26am | Post# 172

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, 
 
Please see the chart below and tell me if I understood the strategy wrongly. 
This is what I have gathered so far from reading post 1 till now. 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 6:29am | Post# 173

 
Quoting Hennessy 
Eurusdd, Please see the chart below and tell me if I understood the strategy wrongly. 
This is what I have understood so far from reading post 1 till now. {image} 
Friend, you are 50% right! However, please note that the cycle identifier method is the 
least of the methods you can use! This is because, the cycle can be unstable at times!!!! 
It is the force behind the trades for the explorer above but you need experience. 

 

Hennessy Jul 1, 2013 6:37am | Post# 174

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Friend, you are 50% right! However, please note that the cycle identifier method 
is the least of the methods you can use! This is because, the cycle can be unstable at 
times!!!! It is the force behind the trades for the explorer above but you need 
experience. 
Ok, least we got a start now. You able to mark out on the chart where I went wrong or 
what should be correct? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 6:40am | Post# 175

 
Quoting Hennessy 
{quote} Ok, least we got a start now. You able to mark out on the chart where I went 
wrong or what should be correct? 



Everything on your chart - except the way you traded the differences- is ok. I can't really 
tell you exactly what to do now! You have to study it yourself and see how best you can 
trade the differences. 

 

Neio Jul 1, 2013 6:50am | Post# 176

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
People have to understand that the similarity principle is a good way to spot mis-pricing 
in the market. However, the indicators you used also matters. For example, the stochs-
method is 50% more efficient than the cycle-identifier method! However, it is 10% less 
efficient that the bollinger method. This method requires only one time-frame! Look at 
the red&white lines in the top and bottom windows in the chart below!!!! Do you see that 
both are similar???? Now, the top window is real-price and so, whenever the down 
window differs YOU HAVE A TRADE!... 
Hi Eursdd, 
 
I am reading this thread with interest. For the Bollinger method what settings do we 
need for smaller timeframes like 15 minutes and 1 hour. I know you provided the 
template for 1 month but it is not clear how we adjust the settings for the smaller 
timeframes. Appreciate your assistance. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

lastingwell Jul 1, 2013 7:26am | Post# 177

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Another way to trade the Bollinger-band stochastic system is to use the similarity to 
place trades since the 1EMA and the Stochastic have the same shape almost surely. 
 
Fascinating thread eurusdd, been reading everything and was particularly interested in 
what you mentioned here. Been watching the relationship between the 1ma and the 
stochastic on the H1 chart and noticed a few times that eg. the ma will go up and the 
stoc will go down, how would you trade that? 

 

Timer1991 Jul 1, 2013 7:34am | Post# 178

 
Eurusdd the diffirence in charts show us a graviti point where price is must return. Right? 
But how do we now when its gonna return back? When we must enter the trade? And 
where to put stop loss? 

 

oconnor365 Jul 1, 2013 9:22am | Post# 179

 
Hi Timer....not totally understanding yet but I think we take the trade when the charts 
return to similarity and trade it back down/up to the point where it first deviated....I'm 
sure Eursdd will correct me if I'm wrong... 
 
 
T 

 



Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 4:32pm | Post# 180

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My explorer is not working cause my demo account just went offline. i cannot connect to the 
broker anymore. So, I had to stop trading!!! Maybe I will have to open a new one if I can't 
get this to work!! 
 

 

 

Tok Jul 1, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 181

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My explorer is not working cause my demo account just went offline. i cannot connect to 
the broker anymore. So, I had to stop trading!!! Maybe I will have to open a new one if I 
can't get this to work!! {image} 
I am using your strategy, utilizing the stochastics indicator, with great success. 
 
However, it is a little hard to read my stochastics as they look different, but still slightly 
similar on the M15 and M30. 
 
Can you recommend me exact settings for both of these TFs so that they look the same? 
I don't know what to use, including the integer for X. 
 
Also, where do you recommend we put our SL? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 1, 2013 8:44pm | Post# 182

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I cannot connect to my account:  
Technical problem. Can't post explorer. 



Sorry!   

 

TraderJoe Jul 2, 2013 12:41am | Post# 183

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd, 
thanks I appreciate the efforts on what looks to me to be brilliant thinking. I like what 
you're doing here because it is not static box type and would be very hard to water down by 
the masses.  
 
So from my charts below I would assume to be looking for EU to most likely continue up 
from here unless I'm missing something of course. 
 
Thanks, 
TJ 

 



 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 4:28am | Post# 184

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Those interested in the STOCH-bollinger system should not wait for a difference to occur 
in order to trigger a trade. You can trade the similarities you see. Note that the 1EMA and 
the stoch lines should 95% of the time take the same shape. So, you can trade expecting 
that they will end up the same with money-management of course! 
For example EURUSD just dropped, 

why???  
Chill!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 4:51am | Post# 185

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD can shoot up this month. A case in point is on this monthly chart! The sections 
circled are important. WATCH THE WAY THEY 



DEVELOP.   

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 4:57am | Post# 186

 
hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect similarity in the future, the stoch 
may be forced to drop to meet price just like the case above!!!! TRADE WITH PURPOSE!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 5:03am | Post# 187

 
1 Attachment(s) 
LOOK FOR stoch to follow price hence be able to make trades like this 



one!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 5:04am | Post# 188

 
i just closed my sell. Enough 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 5:28am | Post# 189

 
Can you tell us what settings to set bollinger bands and stochs for 15 and 30 min charts? 

 

cenky Jul 2, 2013 5:31am | Post# 190

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Those interested in the STOCH-bollinger system should not wait for a difference to occur 
in order to trigger a trade. You can trade the similarities you see. Note that the 1EMA and 
the stoch lines should 95% of the time take the same shape. So, you can trade expecting 



that they will end up the same with money-management of course! For example EURUSD 
just dropped, why???{image} Chill!!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
What is the time frame , bollinger band and stoch settings for this chart? 
 
thanks 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 5:38am | Post# 191

2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Tok 
Can you tell us what settings to set bollinger bands and stochs for 15 and 30 min charts? 
TEMPLATE for 15min chart. Optimized. Similarity-probability is 97.6578% So, <3% of the time will 1EMA
and Stoch look different. That is GOOD!!!!! 
gggggggggg.tpl 
 
aLWAYS remember that price LEADSSSSSSSSS! 
 
So like the case below; YOU 

SELLLLLL!!!!

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 5:43am | Post# 192

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} TEMPLATE for 15min chart. Optimized. Similarity-probability is 97.6578% So, 
<3% of the time will 1EMA and Stoch look different. That is GOOD!!!!! {file} aLWAYS 
remember that price LEADSSSSSSSSS! So like the case below; YOU SELLLLLL!!!!{image} 
Thank you very much. 
 
So we enter the trade, once stochs AND bollinger bands show similarity? In this case, we 
don't worry about differences? I am confused. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 5:47am | Post# 193

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} Thank you very much. So we enter the trade, once stochs AND bollinger bands 
show similarity? In this case, we don't worry about differences? I am confused. 
There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the lines to 
disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not happen often so you 
will not have many trades a day!!! 
The other way: Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH 
THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - Place your 
trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get many trades that way. 
Money-management of course. I can get 100 wins in a role that way!!! 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 5:51am | Post# 194

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the 
lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not happen often so 
you will not many trades a day!!! The other way: Since the lines will look exactly the 
same >97% of the times, TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead 
of or behind the main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price 
eventually. You will get many trades that way. Money-management of course. I can get 
100 wins in a role that way!!! 
So we need both 15 min AND 30 min charts open, correct?  
 
If so, can you please make an optimized template for 30 min chart too? thank you. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 5:59am | Post# 195

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} So we need both 15 min AND 30 min charts open, correct? If so, can you please 
make an optimized template for 30 min chart too? thank you. 
NO, YOU NEED JUST ONE CHART!!!! you are watching the TWO RED line in the chart and 
how they react the the bollinger-bands 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 6:02am | Post# 196

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} NO, YOU NEED JUST ONE CHART!!!! you are watching the TWO RED line in the 
chart and how they react the the bollinger-bands 
I see. 
 
I understand that we are looking for similarities in the stochs, but what are we looking 
for in the bollinger bands? similarity compared to the direction of the stochs? 



 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 6:13am | Post# 197

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} I see. I understand that we are looking for similarities in the stochs, but what 
are we looking for in the bollinger bands? similarity compared to the direction of the 
stochs? 
I don't know but I think you are mixing the three methods I presented here. 
The 15 min template i gave you is for the stoch-bollinger-band method. You need only 
one chart in this case. The shape of the stoch(below) and the 1EMA (above) will be the 
same 97% of the time. They are expected to react to the bands in a similar fashion. 
When stoch lags or leads price,you have a chance for a trade. Also since the band below 
is tighter than the one above,you can use the stoch to guage resistance/support for 
price. 
 
The other way is the MARKED-PRICE approach. doesnot happen often. 
The first approach is responsible for this trade - sell of eurusd recently. 
Attachment 1224859  

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 6:19am | Post# 198

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't know but I think you are mixing the three methods I presented here. The 
15 min template i gave you is for the stoch-bollinger-band method. You need only one 
chart in this case. The shape of the stoch(below) and the 1EMA (above) will be the same 
97% of the time. They are expected to react to the bands in a similar fashion. When 
stoch lags or leads price,you have a chance for a trade. Also since the band below is 
tighter than the one above,you can use the stoch to guage resistance/support for price. 
The other way is the MARKED-PRICE... 
I see. 
 
 
Can you continue posting more examples please? So we can get a good understanding. 

 

FibFork Jul 2, 2013 7:05am | Post# 199

 
Eurusdd , the Stochastic do not show on the 15 min template, because it is a custom 
indicator. The Meta "Stochastic Oscillator" setting for %K Period =300,%D Period =1, 
Slowing = 1, Price Field high/Low and method Simple 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 7:12am | Post# 200

 
The stoch-bollinger band method seems very inaccurate, compared to the stochastic 
difference method, which is much more accurate. 
 
Or I'm just doing it wrong... 
 
We need more pics/explanation to do this properly. 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 8:22am | Post# 201

 



Eurusdd? Care to explain more? 
 
Stochs is leading price, and is on top of middle bolinger band. I place a buy, and price 
still goes down through the bollinger band ? ? ? ? 
 
Stochs was leading price. I thought price is supposed to lead stochs? 

 

oconnor365 Jul 2, 2013 9:32am | Post# 202

 
Hi Eurusdd....excellent thread.. 
In your experience will there usually be a change in stoch values if a direction change is 
about to happen? 
 
T 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 11:09am | Post# 203

 
Quoting FibFork 
Eurusdd , the Stochastic do not show on the 15 min template, because it is a custom 
indicator. The Meta "Stochastic Oscillator" setting for %K Period =300,%D Period =1, 
Slowing = 1, Price Field high/Low and method Simple 
Method -= exponential. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 11:19am | Post# 204

 
Quoting Tok 
The stoch-bollinger band method seems very inaccurate, compared to the stochastic 
difference method, which is much more accurate. Or I'm just doing it wrong... We need 
more pics/explanation to do this properly. 
There are reasons people fail a lot in forex-trading. 
 
1: The market is not mechanical. You see X-Y-Z-Q today and X-Y-Z tomorrow means Q 
must follow. 
2: They use setups - templates - indicators without first checking the instructions, 
settings or principle behind ..... 
3: Poor money-management. 
 
You are almost guilty of 2. 
 
The price field template setting for the stoch is CLOSE - I guess. Therefore, you can only 
make your decision after the bar has closed. That is the only time you can compare the 
two lines and know exactly what to do!!! 
You cannot do that while the bar is still alive! during the life of a bar - stoch may lead 
price and then lose the lead. The state of the lines after the bar closes is final! 
 
I have given you a great setup, I will not get into the details again. Study it yourself and 
adapt to it the way you want or move on!!!! 
----- As far as I know, it is magic and I have results to prove that. 100+ consecutive 
wins!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 11:24am | Post# 205

 



You don't even have to pay attention to the individual bars. Just look at the lines 
generally and if you see difference, work out where (up/down) the two will have to go to 
meet again! It is quite easy!!! 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 11:25am | Post# 206

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are reasons people fail a lot in forex-trading. 1: The market is not 
mechanical. You see X-Y-Z-Q today and X-Y-Z tomorrow means Q must follow. 2: They use 
setups - templates - indicators without first checking the instructions, settings or principle 
behind ..... 3: Poor money-management. You are almost guilty of 2. The price field template 
setting for the stoch is CLOSE - I guess. Therefore, you can only make your decision after 
the bar has closed. That is the only time you can compare the two lines and know exactly 
what to do!!! You... 

 
 
 
This is a sell trigger? 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 11:30am | Post# 207

 
Would there be more frequent trades on a 5 minute chart? 

 

panosmgr Jul 2, 2013 11:38am | Post# 208

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} {image} This is a sell trigger? 
I don't know what Eurusdd will say but I just made a sell here (I was also in this setup in 
my monitor). With a lot of tests and practice I'm trying to "open" my eyes. 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 11:47am | Post# 209

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is this a trade?? 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 11:55am | Post# 210

 
3 Attachment(s) 
How about these? 

 



 

 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 211

 
Quoting Madmoney 
How about these? {image} {image} {image} 
 
COrrect me if i'm wrong, but wouldn't some of these trades have FAILED using this 
method? Price did not lead stochs; It was the other way around. 

 

xixi Jul 2, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 212

 



Hi Eurusdd,  
 
Thanks a lot for sharing this very interesting idea! 
I'm trying hard to figure it out. 
 
@Madmoney: as far as I know, Eurusdd has not share any Stochastic-Bolliger template 
for 5M. So how you have it on 5M chart here? 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 12:11pm | Post# 213

 
@MADMONEY. How you manage to find that many set-ups. This system seems like 
fishing in high temperatures, but it's worth it when you find one cause it seems you're 
most likely going to make money. You're basically waiting on the stoch to 'goof', thus 
showing you the way. 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 12:25pm | Post# 214

 
Quoting xixi 
Hi Eurusdd, Thanks a lot for sharing this very interesting idea! I'm trying hard to figure it 
out. @Madmoney: as far as I know, Eurusdd has not share any Stochastic-Bolliger 
template for 5M. So how you have it on 5M chart here? 
I just applied the template a 15M chart and then just changed the TF 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 215

 
Quoting angelofx 
@MADMONEY. How you manage to find that many set-ups. This system seems like 
fishing in high temperatures, but it's worth it when you find one cause it seems you're 
most likely going to make money. You're basically waiting on the stoch to 'goof', thus 
showing you the way. 
Well my rationale behind the bollinger-stoch method is that you will probably find more 
setups on a smaller TF (Eurusdd please correct me if I'm wrong), but smaller wins. 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 216

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
Here, stoch penetrated the middle bband and has to play catch up because price didn't 
penetrate the middle band of the bband on the main window. 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 217

 
There are plenty of 15 min opportunities open at the moment.  
 
None of them follow the rules of this 'strategy' he has proposed. 
 
He claims he gets 100 trades in a row. I'm guessing most of them are losses. 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 218

 
1 Attachment(s) 
another set-up on gbpusd.... 

 

 

panosmgr Jul 2, 2013 12:35pm | Post# 219

 



Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Well my rationale behind the bollinger-stoch method is that you will probably 
find more setups on a smaller TF (Eurusdd please correct me if I'm wrong), but smaller 
wins. 
Yes, but... what about Stoch parameters? Eurusdd I think gave the right settings for 
15min in order to have <3% diff. 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 12:35pm | Post# 220

 
Quoting Tok 
There are plenty of 15 min opportunities open at the moment. None of them follow the 
rules of this 'strategy' he has proposed. He claims he gets 100 trades in a row. I'm 
guessing most of them are losses. 
...or you don't understand the system. 

 

xixi Jul 2, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 221

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I just applied the template a 15M chart and then just changed the TF 
I don't think that's correct using. The settings of indicators for 15M template is optimized 
for 15M chart only. So it may not correct if using for other time frames.  
Similar with Monthly template which Eurusdd has shared. 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 222

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} ...or you don't understand the system. 
Then explain for us all since you do?  
 
There are even pictures posted above, where price DID NOT follow the rules of this 
strategy.  
 
Please, explain for all of us. 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 223

 
Quoting Tok 
There are plenty of 15 min opportunities open at the moment. None of them follow the 
rules of this 'strategy' he has proposed. He claims he gets 100 trades in a row. I'm 
guessing most of them are losses. 
Don't jump the gun. Just because of our lack understanding, doesn't mean this method is 
void. 
 
I've seen this guy trade before and he has it down to a science. 

 

panosmgr Jul 2, 2013 12:38pm | Post# 224

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Look also gbpjpy 15m now... 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 12:41pm | Post# 225

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} COrrect me if i'm wrong, but wouldn't some of these trades have FAILED using 
this method? Price did not lead stochs; It was the other way around. 
The problem with you is this: You don't understand the reason for the thread. 
I am presenting a concept, not a signal-system. I then stated one or two ways to trade 
it. It is up to you to understand the concept and figure out how to use it to your benefit! 
The idea of similarity is simple. 
The curves/lines must be similar >90% of the time. so when you see differences there is 
a chance to analyze the chart and LOOK forward to where the next similarity will occur. 
I will not talk about this again!  
Furthermore, since the stoch is an oscillator and it has the same shape as the 1EMA, 
DON'T you see a chance to make money??? 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 12:41pm | Post# 226

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} I don't think that's correct using. The settings of indicators for 15M template is 
optimized for 15M chart only. So it may not correct if using for other time frames. Similar 
with Monthly template which Eurusdd has shared. 
I'm experimenting 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 12:48pm | Post# 227

 
Quoting Tok 



{quote} Then explain for us all since you do? There are even pictures posted above, 
where price DID NOT follow the rules of this strategy. Please, explain for all of us. 
 
Price is the master. It tells stoch "move in my direction cos i'm the master, the leading 
indicator". BUT stoch is sometimes forgetful or ambitious and will want to act as a 
leading indicator, then it tries to play catch up. The set-ups are visible on the upper, 
middle and lower band of the Bbands. No precise SL and TP. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 12:53pm | Post# 228

 
Quoting angelofx 

{quote} Price is the master. It tells stoch "move in my direction cos i'm the 
master, the leading indicator". BUT stoch is sometimes forgetful or 
ambitious and will want to act as a leading indicator, then it tries to play 
catch up. The set-ups are visible on the upper, middle and lower band of 
the Bbands. No precise SL and TP. 

I am not concerned about SL and TP because that is not the reason for the thread. Each 
trader can decide that for himself/herself based on the bands, stoch etc. What i did for 
you is to get you two lines that will react to a similar-band >90% of the time!!! I see a 
chance for $$$$. 
I hope people can see the chance too! 
 
 
I am done with the thread!!!! 

 

oconnor365 Jul 2, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 229

 
Quoting Tok 
There are plenty of 15 min opportunities open at the moment. None of them follow the 
rules of this 'strategy' he has proposed. He claims he gets 100 trades in a row. I'm 
guessing most of them are losses. 
Tok....you are forever jumping threads and throwing comments like the above without 
even trying to understand the concept. The guy obviously has a lot of experience with 
this method but just because you don't understand it straight away its deemed as 
'rubbish' as far as your concerned. There are people here who would love to hear more of 
what he has to say and are VERY interested in the method, before you start p....g 
everybody off with your incessant barbs and ignorance. If you don't like it...move on 
somewhere else... 
 
I'm sorry Eurusdd....prob not my place here on your thread 
 
T 

 

Eurusdd Jul 2, 2013 12:56pm | Post# 230

 
TOK is just having fun. I will not aid him! Chill people. I am out!!! I had a working 
explorer linked to this thread and my results were there for all to see.  
Bye 

 

Tok Jul 2, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 231

 



Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Price is the master. It tells stoch "move in my direction cos i'm the master, the 
leading indicator". BUT stoch is sometimes forgetful or ambitious and will want to act as 
a leading indicator, then it tries to play catch up. The set-ups are visible on the upper, 
middle and lower band of the Bbands. No precise SL and TP. 
I see. 
 
Is there a way for us to fine-tune this, so we know when to enter our positions ? 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 1:02pm | Post# 232

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not concerned about SL and TP because that is not the reason for 
the thread. Each trader can decide that for himself/herself based on the bands, stoch 
etc. What i did for you is to get you two lines that will react to a similar-band >90% of 
the time!!! I see a chance for $$$$. I hope people can see the chance too! I am done 
with the thread!!!! 
 
I agree with you. I wonder how you came up with this strategy, but it is a good one. The 
extent a currency pair will move is hard to tell but you're almost certain to get 
something. 
 
Please don't go. 

 

oconnor365 Jul 2, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 233

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
TOK is just having fun. I will not aid him! Chill people. I am out!!! I had a working 
explorer linked to this thread and my results were there for all to see. Bye 
I'm sorry that you feel this way. I do hope in the future that you change your mind and 
continue... 
 
T 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 1:14pm | Post# 234

 
Quoting Tok 
{quote} I see. Is there a way for us to fine-tune this, so we know when to enter our 
positions ? 
 
I'm trying to spot as many set-ups as possible. If you do the same, then entry will be 
pretty obvious. The lines of the bband should act as support and resistance areas, then 
look to price action for entry. 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 1:23pm | Post# 235

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

angelofx Jul 2, 2013 1:30pm | Post# 236

 
EURUSDD, Is there anything that helps you in spotting set-ups other than staring at the 
chart all day? 

 

khallas Jul 2, 2013 3:52pm | Post# 237

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hello EurUsdd, 
 
Thank you for the thread & sharing the information. I'm silently reading the thread & trying 
to learn from your charts and information... I try marking some charts, can be wrong but its 
just a try to learn, if possible reply & spot the corrections. 
 
Greetings, 

 



 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 2, 2013 7:19pm | Post# 238

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this happens sometimes, and looks like a sure bet. maybe worth to study more that? 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 2, 2013 7:27pm | Post# 239

 
1 Attachment(s) 
found one from M5 too. looks like they come when trend is on, and like i said, looks like a 
sure bet. 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 2, 2013 7:29pm | Post# 240

 
Quoting juhanimi 
found one from M5 too. looks like they come when trend is on, and like i said, looks like a 
sure bet. {image} 
Good concept, will look into it. 

 



juhanimi Jul 2, 2013 7:31pm | Post# 241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
wau, M15 too 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 2, 2013 7:33pm | Post# 242

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Good concept, will look into it. 
yes, do that 

 

chonghm Jul 2, 2013 7:42pm | Post# 243

 
Hello Eurusdd, 
Thank you for the system. For this system I appreciate if you can do a video and post it 
in youtube and post the link. Post the link on page 1 so that its easy for every to see 
rather than searching the whole thread. Appreciate what you are trying to share and 
please don't back out. 
 
Sincerely, 
chonghm 

 

rob1599 Jul 2, 2013 9:17pm | Post# 244

 
Quoting Tok 
There are plenty of 15 min opportunities open at the moment. None of them follow the 
rules of this 'strategy' he has proposed. He claims he gets 100 trades in a row. I'm 
guessing most of them are losses. 
I just started reading this thread and this idiot ruins it like every thread he posts. 

 

Hennessy Jul 2, 2013 9:34pm | Post# 245



 
Quoting juhanimi 
wau, M15 too {image} 
Its easier to spot the difference in backtesting and see the results. 
But in Forward Testing, how do we know if the price is gonna shoot up or shoot down? 

 

rob1599 Jul 2, 2013 10:08pm | Post# 246

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
{quote} So you just started reading but an idiot ruins it. How can you tell ?? You just 
started reading. Right ?? IMHO, there is little value in this thread tho I admit I haven't 
"studied" it. It just seems that it jumps from this to that and it's just absurd. But then 
again, I'm a simpleton and missed a lot, probably. Regards 
Yes I read the whole thread this evening and that idiot ruined it. But a moron like you 
can't see that. 

 

Slim Buffett Jul 2, 2013 10:26pm | Post# 247

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} But a moron like you can't see that. 
Is that a fact ? So exactly what did "idiot" do that the originator of this 
thread hadn't ALREADY done. 
And please explain what VALUE you find in this thread. I'm only 
a moron and need your input 
 
rod1599 is it.................. 

 

rob1599 Jul 2, 2013 10:59pm | Post# 248

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
{quote}I'm only a moron and need your input. 
You have described yourself perfectly in your posts. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 2, 2013 11:43pm | Post# 249

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the 
lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not happen often so 
you will not have many trades a day!!! The other way: Since the lines will look exactly 
the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is 
ahead of or behind the main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree 
with price eventually. You will get many trades that way. Money-management of 
course. I can get 100 wins in a role that... 
 
Hi Eurusdd, 
Are you saying it opposite than you mean? Isn't it Price that has to agree with the 
Stochastic eventually in order for one to make profit? How can profit be made if Price 
stands still while it is the stoch that catches up with price? This can not be, correct? 

 

Slim Buffett Jul 3, 2013 12:01am | Post# 250



 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} You have described yourself perfectly in your posts. 
Absolutely.... but you've failed to make any reasonable reply to the questions 
that I asked. It seems that all you do is try to intimidate. That's pretty lame. 
 
Have you any real reply or do you just wish to be LAME ??? 
 
What value do you find in this thread (for example) other than calling names ?? 
 
 
EH ??? 

 

xixi Jul 3, 2013 3:13am | Post# 251

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Wow! 
Is this a setups?! 

 

 

monocor Jul 3, 2013 5:20am | Post# 252

 
Interesting. I am in 

 

Ezzy Jul 3, 2013 5:37am | Post# 253

 
Hi Eurousdd 
 
First of all thanks for the thread and sharing your way of trading. 
 
I have just read most of your thread. I must admit, I only know the basics of what 
you've shared, but having great fun with it so far. I am using the cycle identifier, and 
although a little tricky to work out at first, I am following what you have shared, and so 
far so good. Only demo for now, but nothing wrong with it all!! 



 
Many thanks 
Ezzy 

 

xixi Jul 3, 2013 6:07am | Post# 254

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Looks like the great setup is forming...  

 

 

monocor Jul 3, 2013 6:19am | Post# 255

 
Can you explain more about 2 screen stoch. How do you read values of stoch?? For 
example M15 and H1. You marked 12:30 at M15, as I understand it is on the close of 
candle, but how did you get value from H1, H1 price is still moving. 

 

xixi Jul 3, 2013 6:38am | Post# 256

 
Quoting monocor 
Can you explain more about 2 screen stoch. How do you read values of stoch?? For 
example M15 and H1. You marked 12:30 at M15, as I understand it is on the close of 
candle, but how did you get value from H1, H1 price is still moving. 
Sorry I am still trying to figure out the idea.. 
As I know, this is Bollinger-Stoch approach, we need one chart only (15M). 
Focus on the red line (which is the price on upper window or stoch on lower window) and 
white lines (bollinger bands) on the two windows, how the red line reacts to the white 
line on the upper window differs with the red & white on the lower window... 

 

normtold Jul 3, 2013 6:46am | Post# 257

 
xixi, in your last picture, stochastics have reached the top bollinger band and the 1ema 
(and price) has only reached the middle band. 
 
Is this a clue to go long in the hope that price follows up to the top line of the bollinger 
bands? 



 

monocor Jul 3, 2013 6:52am | Post# 258

 
Quoting normtold 
xixi, in your last picture, stochastics have reached the top bollinger band and the 1ema 
(and price) has only reached the middle band. Is this a clue to go long in the hope that 
price follows up to the top line of the bollinger bands? 
Are you sure that stoch shouldn't follow the price and drop with price ?? 

 

normtold Jul 3, 2013 6:56am | Post# 259

 
No, I am not sure monocor. 
 
Something similar was asked in post 250 by Traderjoe. 

 

xixi Jul 3, 2013 6:57am | Post# 260

 
Quoting normtold 
xixi, in your last picture, stochastics have reached the top bollinger band and the 1ema 
(and price) has only reached the middle band. Is this a clue to go long in the hope that 
price follows up to the top line of the bollinger bands? 
No, Eurusdd said price always LEADS. So in this case I expected stoch will drop to catch 

up the price but looks like I jumped in quite soon  
Maybe I'm still missing something. 

Hope Eurusdd can help.  

 

monocor Jul 3, 2013 7:00am | Post# 261

 
What happen with trade exploer, can you put it back, that we could compare the trades 

 

monocor Jul 3, 2013 7:02am | Post# 262

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} No, Eurusdd said price always LEADS. So in this case I expected stoch will drop 

to catch up the price but looks like I jumped in quite soon Maybe I'm still missing 

something. Hope Eurusdd can help.  

By the cycle from M30 and H1 price went up, by the stoch M15 don't understand  

 

khallas Jul 3, 2013 7:04am | Post# 263

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Spotted few difference in EJ m15 last night and was at resistance was expecting a down 



 

 

oconnor365 Jul 3, 2013 11:12am | Post# 264

 
15m and 1hour stoch values have gone out of synch.... 

 

TraderJoe Jul 3, 2013 11:25am | Post# 265

 
Quoting khallas 
Spotted few difference in EJ m15 last night and was at resistance was expecting a down 
{image} 
But Eurusdd said it is best to trade the similarities because trading the differences would 
not lead to many trades. 
So I'm thinking he means when you see both the ma and stoch signal and they look the 
same, this is the best signal because 97% of the time they are true. Not positive but this 
is the only thing that makes sense. Now if you trade the differences then where they 
differ you mark that price area and then when there's a signal you trade back to that 
price. 
 
The only problem I have is understanding his non-english native tongue translating what 
he speaks to sensible english :P 

 

oconnor365 Jul 3, 2013 11:46am | Post# 266

 
ok...back in synch...its a sell on euusd 

 

oconnor365 Jul 3, 2013 11:48am | Post# 267

 
The deviation occurred around 125.5...( didn't quite catch it exactly ) 

 

oconnor365 Jul 3, 2013 11:48am | Post# 268

 



sorry...129.5 

 

TraderJoe Jul 3, 2013 12:17pm | Post# 269

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here's one I'm in. Trading back up to the dis-similar area from a similar area signal. 

 

 

Bomi Jul 3, 2013 3:12pm | Post# 270

 
Hi Eurudsd, 
 
Very nice techniq. Something new, very much impressed. I just started reading it 
yesterday. Trying to understand the new concept still require lot of practice, but I am in 
brother. My sincerly request is that people are joining your thread because you have 
something which is very uniqe. I feel someone has put comments not to put you down. 
You should not take too seriously. We all are waiting for your guidence. Appriciate your 
help.  
 
Bomi 

 

stu Jul 3, 2013 4:12pm | Post# 271

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 



I was just having a look at this to see if I could replicate. These are Alpari UK charts so 
timing is GMT+3. Rectangles indicate the candles where Stoch differed. In the first 2 
rectangles, there was maybe only 1.0 or 2.0 of difference in Stoch while within the larger 
3rd rectangle there could have been up to 10.0 difference from time to time. 
 
For the first 2 rectangles, it has shown that price comes back to the level of the blue, which 
is what you were demonstrating in post 89. On exactly why that happens, other than 
random market movement, I'm not entirely clear yet (sorry...theory not my strong point - 
takes a while for the penny to drop). I'm also unsure why there was a larger block of Stoch 
difference covering at least 8 candles. 
 
Anyhow - I'm posting this in the hope that I'll get confirmation as to whether or not it's on 
the right track. 
 
thanks.... 

 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 4:50pm | Post# 272

 
Quoting TraderJoe 
Here's one I'm in. Trading back up to the dis-similar area from a similar area 
signal. {image} 
THE ONLY POST ( Person) THAT REALLY UNDERSTAND HOW THE SYSTEM 
WORKS. Congrat !!!!! 
 
Trading back up to the dis-similar area from a similar area signal. One line with 
clear explanation 
 
The Title for this thread = The similarity system. Similarity-probability is 97.6578% ( 
I wonder WHY people are eagerly trying to find DIS-similar for an entry ? lol) 
 
Past two days I posted in another thread using my own system but using this system 
to confirm the entry and most importantly exit ( exit is cool)..... Good system to 
supplement to my trend following method..  



 
I will post my live trade next week to share with everyone here, since the Thread 
Owner had left because he was pissed with some comment from people who doesn't 
want to think. This system is really an "art" more than Science. 
 
 
I only trade EJ. Please post comments ideas and share you thought here. It may takes 
time for new traders to understand, but if you already have a system to trade with, 
this will give an extra boost for clear entry and exit. Soon you will see light at the end 
of tunnel. 
 
It's too dark to see how the system work because Eurusdd called it Blackhole in 
Forex........lol 
 
Eurusdd , I agree, with your Blackhole in Forex theory , you found it first......Don't 
take it too hard on inexperienced traders comments as they are looking for quick fix. 
 
Take care Brother  

 

jjibl Jul 3, 2013 5:36pm | Post# 273

 
Hi all 
 
I apologize to those concerned: I think that is not correct and demonstrates a lack of 
respect for our friend "EURUSDD" change the system he built. 
When someone creates a good system there is always that want to destroy! 
If you want to discuss "your system" (dis-similar!!) Go to another page! 
With maximum consideration for all, 
Regards 
Julio Bento 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 8:07pm | Post# 274

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Live Trade. 
 
This is on demo account. 
 
I use Market Scope to trade real account. 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 8:26pm | Post# 275

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
Live Trade. This is on demo account. I use Market Scope to trade real account. {image} 
Hey Lirbig, Why not enter on the first similarity? 
 
If I'm wrong, I'm wrong. 



 

 

TraderJoe Jul 3, 2013 8:41pm | Post# 276

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} THE ONLY POST ( Person) THAT REALLY UNDERSTAND HOW THE SYSTEM 
WORKS. Congrat !!!!! Trading back up to the dis-similar area from a similar area signal. 
One line with clear explanation The Title for this thread = The similarity system. 
Similarity-probability is 97.6578% ( I wonder WHY people are eagerly trying to find DIS-
similar for an entry ? lol) Past two days I posted in another thread using my own system 
but using this system to confirm the entry and most importantly exit ( exit is cool)..... 
Good system to supplement to my trend following... 

LOL... well one thing I can tell you is - It's the Blackholes that always get to me  

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 8:53pm | Post# 277

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Active trade 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 9:03pm | Post# 278

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Another trade, let's see how they work out. 

 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 9:04pm | Post# 279

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My bad..............I really not familiar with MT4 platform. I wanted to put Sl 23 pips, I 



type in 23... it is meant to be 2.3 pips. lol 
 
Got stopped out immediately. I got to add "0" to the pips count since it is YEN cross. I 
use "lvoe EA" trade manager to manage TP/SL 
 

I think I got it right for now. Bear with me coz I dont use MT4 to trade.  
 
Here is my re-entry......lol 

 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 9:37pm | Post# 280

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Hey Lirbig, Why not enter on the first similarity? If I'm wrong, I'm wrong. 
{image} 
 
Simple Question................to you before I answer you. 
 



1st. 
 
Do you know how BB works ? Why should I SELL on the upperband ? I rather wait for 
price to test the middle band. It is kind of Dynamic SR for price to move around it. 
Sometimes price will test it twice or triple before it break thro' the middle band. 
 
Similarity is almost 90% using this system( similar is abundance here), but we must 
know where to enter and the mechanics behind each entry. 
 
2nd.  
 
The band had expended , then it will contract...... alternately. Trade only when the band 
expanded. ( I realise ,..I went in too early for this trade, assuming Tokyo open will bring 
momentum and expand. my suggestion you have a quick read on BB theory to 
understand it its uses. 
 
3rd. 
 
Why should I SELL when the Stochs is pointing upward and moving above 50 level ? 
What does it mean when Stochs is pointing upward towards 100 Level ? Sign or 
weakness or Strength ? Read Stochs theory then you understand WHY I do not want to 
sell there. 
 
4th. 
 
Where you point is when London Closed... I expect price to retrace a bit because people 
are taking out profit. Retrace don't go very far may be 20pips, and during those hours we 
may get "spike" to take our SL. Don't trade after London close, unless there is big news 
to move the price. 
 
5th. 
 
BB Centre line for Price Chart is moving averages... To be safe follow the MA direction to 
trade, not against it. 
 
 
If you can find answer to the above, then you will understand why I enter short at the 
post above. 
 
Thank you for asking, Im glad if the above helps you in anyway, If not feel free to ask, 
may be someone else can give more accurate answer. 
 
Stay cool. 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 9:45pm | Post# 281

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
Live Trade. This is on demo account. I use Market Scope to trade real account. {image} 
 
Wrong stop Loss. Got stopped out for 2.3 pips. I'm not familiar with MT4 Platform to trade. 
 
Made my reentry with correct SL 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 9:53pm | Post# 282

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} Simple Question................to you before I answer you. 1st. Do you know how 
BB works ? Why should I SELL on the upperband ? I rather wait for price to test the 
middle band. It is kind of Dynamic SR for price to move around it. Sometimes price will 
test it twice or triple before it break thro' the middle band. Similarity is almost 90% using 
this system( similar is abundance here), but we must know where to enter and the 
mechanics behind each entry. 2nd. The band had expended , then it will contract...... 
alternately. Trade only when the... 
No, that is a clear answer, makes sense. 
 
Let's do this! 

 

Baillie Jul 3, 2013 9:54pm | Post# 283

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the 
lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not happen often so 
you will not have many trades a day!!! The other way: Since the lines will look exactly 
the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is 
ahead of or behind the main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price 
eventually. You will get many trades that way. Money-management of course. I can get 
100 wins in a role that way!!! 
This is the Post to look at to trade the 15 Min Stoch and Band method, from the creator 
of the thread. 
Lirbig Nubee said it best, most traders are looking for a quick fix and really are not 
paying attention to instructions. 
Take your time to look at the charts and see what the two indicators are doing then 
make your trade using the similarity method: 
 
***"""Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH 
THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - 
Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get 
many trades that way."""*** 
 
Doesn't seem too complicated to understand. 
 
Will post some charts after the holiday, Good trading to all. 

 

celestin2003 Jul 3, 2013 9:57pm | Post# 284

 
Can someone place a template that can be used for this system with the 
Stochastic/Bollinger Band combination? 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 10:01pm | Post# 285



 
Quoting celestin2003 
Can someone place a template that can be used for this system with the 
Stochastic/Bollinger Band combination? 
Read the full thread, you will find the template at post #191. 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 10:27pm | Post# 286

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} No, that is a clear answer, makes sense. Let's do this!  
 
Thank you for your response. I like you attitude...... 
 
Yeah let's do this !!!!! 
 

I'm richer now by USD 1,000 Demo money.  
 

One problem tho''..... Demo money cannot buy toys......  
 
Hope everyone participate and post & share your input.... to help each other... 
 
Don't get overload..... 
 

Maybe I can learn something new here............Peace  



 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 10:31pm | Post# 287

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} This is the Post to look at to trade the 15 Min Stoch and Band method, from the 
creator of the thread. Lirbig Nubee said it best, most traders are looking for a quick fix 
and really are not paying attention to instructions. Take your time to look at the charts 
and see what the two indicators are doing then make your trade using the similarity 



method: ***"""Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH 
THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - Place your 
trade expecting stoch to... 
THANK YOU BUDDY! You summarized this nicely! My job is done! I am also glad knowing 
that there are people here who can see something good in this stuff! 
 
Thank you all for trying the idea! I cannot show you exactly my rules for trading but I 
believe you will find your own ..... 
Thank you once again!!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 10:33pm | Post# 288

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} THANK YOU BUDDY! You summarized this nicely! My job is done! I am also glad 
knowing that there are people here who can see something good in this stuff! Thank you 
all for trying the idea! I cannot show you exactly my rules for trading but I believe you 
will find your own ..... Thank you once again!!!! 

No, THANK YOU!  

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 10:34pm | Post# 289

 
Thank you, EURUSDD 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 3, 2013 10:48pm | Post# 290

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} THANK YOU BUDDY! You summarized this nicely! My job is done! I am also glad 
knowing that there are people here who can see something good in this stuff! Thank you 
all for trying the idea! I cannot show you exactly my rules for trading but I believe you 
will find your own ..... Thank you once again!!!! 
 
It took me 2 days to test and trade demo and live account. Finally I post in this thread 
the trade I took. 
 

I need to read at least three times, as English is not my native language.....  
 
The point I want to make is to prove the negative comment made by several people 
are WRONG.!!!!! 
 
I may not be able to write a good english to explain the mechanics of this system, but 
i can trade with it .....easy. 
 
This is easy to understand..... I made RSI as another component to the system to test 
it...... 
 
Thanks Eurusdd for opening up the blackhole for us to use it. 
 
God blessed you and Happy holiday.... Take Care & Please drop by whenever you're free as this is 
your thread..... 



 

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 11:13pm | Post# 291

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Nubee, baillie and madmoney please clarify this: 
 
I highlighted the area where the lines are different on the chart. EURUSDD said to trade 
with the expectation that the lines are going to be similar and price leads so we go short. 
The other alternative is to mark the area where they disagree and then trade back to that 
area. My question is at what point do you trade back up to the area where they disagreed? 
Do you wait for the price to hit the lower end of the bband and then wait for the lines to be 
similar before trading back up to where they disagreed? 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:17pm | Post# 292

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I am adding a modified template with a new zigzag line. It will help you avoid wrong 
trades. 
This is 15mins template15min.tpl. I will explain it later! 

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 11:22pm | Post# 293

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am adding a modified template with a new zigzag line. It will help you avoid wrong 
trades. This is 15mins template{file}. I will explain it later! 
Thank you. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:26pm | Post# 294

 
3 Attachment(s) 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 
appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the ZZ 
does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade against it 
with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! 
Every leg of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the 
outer band (top/bottom). 
 



 
 

 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 11:26pm | Post# 295

 
Quoting angelofx 
Nubee, baillie and madmoney please clarify this: I highlighted the area where the lines 
are different on the chart. EURUSDD said to trade with the expectation that the lines are 
going to be similar and price leads so we go short. The other alternative is to mark the 
area where they disagree and then trade back to that area. My question is at what point 
do you trade back up to the area where they disagreed? Do you wait for the price to hit 
the lower end of the bband and then wait for the lines to be similar before trading back 
up to where they disagreed?... 
 
Angelofx, read post #107. The first similarity after the difference is the key area. 

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 11:31pm | Post# 296

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 
appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the 
ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade 
against it with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! Every leg 
of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the outer 
band (top/bottom).... 
 
Well explained. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:31pm | Post# 297

 



Quoting angelofx 
Nubee, baillie and madmoney please clarify this: I highlighted the area where the lines 
are different on the chart. EURUSDD said to trade with the expectation that the lines are 
going to be similar and price leads so we go short. The other alternative is to mark the 
area where they disagree and then trade back to that area. My question is at what point 
do you trade back up to the area where they disagreed? Do you wait for the price to hit 
the lower end of the bband and then wait for the lines to be similar before trading back 
up to where they disagreed?... 
That is not sufficient difference. You must also remember that the stoch is an oscillator 
therefore, the value of the stoch should be taken into consideration. 

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 11:36pm | Post# 298

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Angelofx, read post #107. The first similarity after the difference is the key 
area. 
I think i get what you mean( after reading #107). 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 11:40pm | Post# 299

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 
appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the 
ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade 
against it with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! Every leg 
of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the outer 
band (top/bottom).... 
Eurusdd, using it now and I'm loving the precision. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:40pm | Post# 300

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:43pm | Post# 301

 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the 
outer band!!! 
 
Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! 
With right money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 11:46pm | Post# 302

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Basically the zigzag puts the odds in you favour by predicting the next directional move? 

 

angelofx Jul 3, 2013 11:46pm | Post# 303

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Repainting issue notwithstanding? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:48pm | Post# 304

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Repainting issue notwithstanding? 
Yeah, it does not matter anymore!!!! The ZZ will end on/outside one of the bands and 



this should happen when the red 1EMA is there! Do you see a window for $$$ here? 

 

Madmoney Jul 3, 2013 11:50pm | Post# 305

 
CHA CHING! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 3, 2013 11:51pm | Post# 306

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Basically the zigzag puts the odds in you favour by predicting the next 
directional move? 
Sure, and repainting is good for you too! 
 
This blue-print is OK. If you study it, you will develop a way to get good trades! From 
this point we can discuss possible trade setups! I will not discuss the system again. Any 
discussion for me must be connected to the decision to buy/sell! 

 

Baillie Jul 4, 2013 12:08am | Post# 307

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} THANK YOU BUDDY! You summarized this nicely! My job is done! I am also glad 
knowing that there are people here who can see something good in this stuff! Thank you 
all for trying the idea! I cannot show you exactly my rules for trading but I believe you 
will find your own ..... Thank you once again!!!! 
 

Just re posting your words so THANK YOU BUDDY  
 
Thanks for not letting someone who didn't take their time to digest these loop holes, to 
run you off YOUR thread. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 12:10am | Post# 308

 
I managed to connect to my broker again. Therefore, I will add a new explorer to this 
thread now. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 12:16am | Post# 309

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer 
band!!! Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right 
money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!! 
 

Very nice... I can hear the coins falling from the Slots again  

 

Baillie Jul 4, 2013 12:19am | Post# 310

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 



appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the 
ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade 
against it with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! Every leg 
of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the outer 
band (top/bottom).... 
 
Another Gem!! 
 
Somebody will surely make some pips with this! Very Nice! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 12:35am | Post# 311

 
My contribution from now on will be as follows: 
1: my explorer trades 
2: when I spot a price level that is important for the day, I will post it here! 
 
That is all. I will not respond to posts concerned with how the principle works. It is time 
to trade!!! 

 

xixi Jul 4, 2013 12:43am | Post# 312

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer 
band!!! Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right 
money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!! 
Very very intelligent way of using indicators!  

THANK YOU BUDDY  

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 1:33am | Post# 313

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} Very very intelligent way of using indicators! THANK YOU BUDDY  



 

 

4xplosion Jul 4, 2013 2:38am | Post# 314

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My first "fakey" trade gbpjpy Sell: 

 

 

xixi Jul 4, 2013 2:56am | Post# 315



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 

 

 

 

monocor Jul 4, 2013 4:16am | Post# 316

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 

I saw that before, but didn't think of it. Lets give it a try  

 

panosmgr Jul 4, 2013 4:25am | Post# 317

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 
Hello Eurusdd, 
 
thank you for still being with us. 
 
is this Eurusd 1m chart? 

 

matlobien Jul 4, 2013 4:33am | Post# 318

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My contribution from now on will be as follows: 1: my explorer trades 2: when I spot a 
price level that is important for the day, I will post it here! That is all. I will not respond 
to posts concerned with how the principle works. It is time to trade!!! 
Now this is whwt I like. 
 
Thanks mate. 
 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 7:12am | Post# 319

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} {image} 
This one is tricky. I am not sure if it completed the move on the first attempt!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 7:28am | Post# 320

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Buy trade. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 7:31am | Post# 321

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Buy trade. {image} 
The red 1EMA is not on the lower band yet and so, not a very good condition for 
rebound! But it is still possible. 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 7:33am | Post# 322

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The red 1EMA is not on the lower band yet and so, not a very good condition for 
rebound! But it is still possible. 
Ok, noted 

 

monocor Jul 4, 2013 8:25am | Post# 323

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 



 

 

Jake62 Jul 4, 2013 8:35am | Post# 324

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Interesting thread! Thanks for the new view on FX. 
Took this (demo) trade on the 5m. Got out at the cross when stoch and 1 EMA lined up 
again (and before the news...). Is this correct ? 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:56am | Post# 325

 
Monocor and Jake62, READ post #294. 



 
Your methods are not quite correct, compared to Eurusdd's instructions. Also template is 
on 15m chart. 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 4, 2013 8:57am | Post# 326

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
Live Trade. This is on demo account. I use Market Scope to trade real account. {image} 
 
Is it Christmas already ? This going to be everyday Christmas xcept Saturday & 
Sunday....lol 
 
Trade closure from earlier post............ around 11 hours ago... and keep adding on 
retrace. 
 
MT 4 on Demo using it exclusive for the Chart setting.  

Note : MT4 demo account profit almost 100% for this trade only......lol  
 
Market Scope to trade real $$$$, cannot get the chart setting from Eurusdd 
 
Thanks Eurusdd......... I will post more live trade call as it develop. 
 
God blessed you Eurusdd 



 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:30am | Post# 327

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} Is it Christmas already ? This going to be everyday Christmas xcept Saturday & 
Sunday....lol Trade closure from earlier post............ around 11 hours ago... and keep 
adding on retrace. MT 4 on Demo using it exclusive for the Chart setting. Note : MT4 

demo account profit almost 100% for this trade only......lol  Market Scope to trade 
real $$$$, cannot get the chart setting from Eurusdd Thanks Eurusdd......... I will post 
more live trade... 
HMMMM. You were right in this from yesterday!!! Great! Just remember - sound money 

management!!!  
 
Do you see how the RETURN was sharp??? 

 

monocor Jul 4, 2013 9:31am | Post# 328



 
Quoting Madmoney 
Monocor and Jake62, READ post #294. Your methods are not quite correct, compared to 
Eurusdd's instructions. Also template is on 15m chart. 
Read post 301 
 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the 
outer band!!! 
 
Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! 
With right money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!! 
 
Eurusdd gave templ for M15 with right settings and thats it, he didn't say use only this 
tepl with this settings 
 
Plus look at post 313, he gave you an example of the move 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:35am | Post# 329

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Buy trade. {image} 
 

HMMM, Madmoney - did you take that BUY!!! GOOD CALL OOH!   

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 9:37am | Post# 330

 
All I'm seeing is £$£$£$£$.  
 
Eurusd +54 pips 
Audusd +21 pips 
Usdchf + 98pips 
 
Total: 173 pips 
 
Just this morning 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:37am | Post# 331

 
Quoting Madmoney 

All I'm seeing is £$£$£$£$.  
LOL. 

 

Bomi Jul 4, 2013 10:57am | Post# 332

 
Quoting Madmoney 

All I'm seeing is £$£$£$£$. Eurusd +54 pips Audusd +21 pips Usdchf + 98pips Total: 
173 pips Just this morning 
Hi Bro, 
 
Can u please put your chart please.....many thanks 



 
Bomi 

 

Bomi Jul 4, 2013 10:58am | Post# 333

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} LOL. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Good that u r back and helping us. 
 
Bomi 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 11:04am | Post# 334

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Hi Bro, Can u please put your chart please.....many thanks Bomi 
Hey Bomi, my charts are on post#277, #278 and #320. 

 

Bomi Jul 4, 2013 11:06am | Post# 335

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Hey Bomi, my charts are on post#277, #278 and #320. 
Thanks bro.... 

 

Hercs Jul 4, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 336

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EurUsd, 
 
I have read and reread your Thread and every time come across Post#27 on P.2 (attached 
for your perusal and comment) regarding settings on H-1 and M30. (Plse don't blow your 
top; I have read that you are no longer prepared to discuss the basics, but when the basic 
change and are inconsistent, it becomes a problem for this that are not familiar with your 
method, so plse hear me out) 
 
You stated quite categorically that if the setting is 1,3,4 on H1, then M30 should be TWICE 
those numbers i.e. 2,6,4 and so forth. 
 
Well I have tried to construct those settings and found that if you leave the PA-Filter @ 1 
and just double the Length, you get the desired effect. In fact an amazing effect. 
 
English is also not my first language, but it is no excuse not to be able to communicate well, 
so I trust you understand that I come to you with an open hand and a request for clarity. 
 
Also, your M-15 template (thank you for that fillip) is based on Eur/USD and is different 
from other currencies. Secondly, when you attach the BB onto the Stochastic, you cannot 
put the BB on CLOSE, it HAS to be on "previous indicator" to be able to get the desired 
effect. My friend had a near disaster with CHF today, but thank goodness we spotted the 
obvious mistake. 
 
Maybe you would like to comment on this as well. 



 
Thanking you most sincerely for replying firstly and secondly for not shouting at me. 
 
Best wishes, 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 3:10pm | Post# 337

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Bull trade. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 3:25pm | Post# 338

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Bull trade. {image} 
8pips spread????? 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 3:27pm | Post# 339

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 8pips spread????? 
Lol, No it's variable, I got in @ 3.9, which is still quite expensive! 
 



Usually for AUDUSD is 2.4 or 2.5 pips. 

 

panosmgr Jul 4, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 340

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Bull trade. {image} 
Before I visit again the thread to read latest post I've done my homework. 

I'm happy to see after that that my homework agree with you...  
 
Madmoney or Eurusdd or anyone else... can we consider this as a signal or not because 
1EMA has not touch the lower bb?? 
 

 
 
Same below... 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 341



 
Quoting panosmgr 
{quote} Before I visit again the thread to read latest post I've done my homework. I'm 

happy to see after that that my homework agree with you... Madmoney or Eurusdd or 
anyone else... can we consider this as a signal or not because 1EMA has not touch the 
lower bb?? {image} Same below... {image} 
No, those are not valid trade signals (YET), if they do touch the upper/lower band and 
still don't produce a new zigzag leg, then it will be a valid trade. 

 

panosmgr Jul 4, 2013 4:09pm | Post# 342

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} No, those are not valid trade signals. 
Because 1EMA haven't confirm lower BB I suppose... 
Thanks for your advice. 

 

stu Jul 4, 2013 4:18pm | Post# 343

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Difference occurred at highlighted candle. Opened a trade (fairly random entry I have to 
say) just to see - the expectation is that price should come back to the highlighted candle. 

 

 

panosmgr Jul 4, 2013 4:29pm | Post# 344

 
Quoting stu 
Difference occurred at highlighted candle. Opened a trade (fairly random entry I have to 
say) just to see - the expectation is that price should come back to the highlighted 
candle. {image} 
"Difference" in what?? Just between m1 - m5 candles?? That's it?? 

 

stu Jul 4, 2013 4:42pm | Post# 345

 
1 Attachment(s) 



And it did......Eurusdd - I hope this is the effect you have been outlining? 

 

 

stu Jul 4, 2013 4:44pm | Post# 346

 
Quoting panosmgr 
{quote} "Difference" in what?? Just between m1 - m5 candles?? That's it?? 
At the highlighted candle, both stochs went out of line for part of the candle. M1 was > 
than M5 (but not sure if this latter point is relevant). 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 4:47pm | Post# 347

 
Quoting stu 
{quote} At the highlighted candle, both stochs went out of line for part of the candle. M1 
was > than M5 (but not sure if this latter point is relevant). 
How's that working out for you (1M and 5M chart)? 

 

stu Jul 4, 2013 5:00pm | Post# 348

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} How's that working out for you (1M and 5M chart)? 
I was born with a good squint so if I sit at exactly 30 inches from the screen, the Stoch 
from both time frames are 100% in focus, one in each eye - parallel data feed burns the 
brain though ;-) (the squint is there, so I'm making fun of myself!) 
 
Seriously though, it isn't to difficult to keep a rough eye on the numbers in the evening 
time for an hour though extended periods of watching would certainly be a strain and 
would need a technical solution. 
 
That is getting ahead of things though, I've literally just sat down for an hour these last 
couple of nights after work to see if I can at least replicate something of what I felt 
Eurusdd was explaining. I've posted what I've seen both nights so I've no further 
evidence than this to support the idea. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 5:07pm | Post# 349

 
Quoting stu 
And it did......Eurusdd - I hope this is the effect you have been outlining? {image} 
clever guy|||||| 

 

stu Jul 4, 2013 5:22pm | Post# 350

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So my assumption is that we have lost trend so we don't pay these a second glance 
(highlighting Stoch out of sync as before). 

 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 5:24pm | Post# 351

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 8pips spread????? 
 
Yea was looking at the spreads this morning and decided just not to trade today. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 5:33pm | Post# 352

 
Quoting Hercs 
You stated quite categorically that if the setting is 1,3,4 on H1, then M30 should be 
TWICE those numbers i.e. 2,6,4 and so forth. 
Hercs, this is not at all what was stated. Go back and don't read but study those posts 
just like everyone else did and I'm sure you'll get it right. 



 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:03pm | Post# 353

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:10pm | Post# 354

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
HMMMM.... Making me think. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:13pm | Post# 355

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} HMMMM.... Making me think. 
Mad money: are you still keeping your AUDUSD trade? I think you have to be patient, it 
could shoot up! Hmmm. Had a ZZ line appear yet? 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:14pm | Post# 356

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Mad money: are you still keeping your AUDUSD trade? I think you have to be 
patient, it could shoot up! Hmmm. Had a ZZ line appear yet? 
Yea still holding out. yea it did, but very late. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:17pm | Post# 357

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yea still holding out. yea it did, but very late. 

 
 
Across broker platform. Mine has not appeared yet. Is your chart similar to mine? Does it 
mean we should expect similarity across brokers ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:19pm | Post# 358

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 
Mines different. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:20pm | Post# 359

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Mines different. {image} 
Then we should expect similarity across platforms, meaning eurusd will most likely go down 
in the short-term 

 
 
Not really different from yours! What broker is that? 



 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:21pm | Post# 360

 
What's your parameters for your zigzag (just in case)? 
 
Alpari 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:24pm | Post# 361

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
What's your parameters for your zigzag (just in case)? 
24-5-3. That is what i recommended as optimal for the template!!!! 
 
ZOOM out similar to this and paste. WE want to compare 

ZZ.   

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:35pm | Post# 362

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 24-5-3. That is what i recommended as optimal for the template!!!! ZOOM out 
similar to this and paste. WE want to compare ZZ.{image} 
I think it's just mini window, where yours will catch up. 
 
charts appear to be the same. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:41pm | Post# 363

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I think it's just mini window, where yours will catch up. charts appear to be the 
same. {image} 
So this is what I meant by SIMILARITY-ACROSS-PLATFORMS in post 1. 
 
You can use across platforms to avoid bad trades too!!! 
 
The 15min charts seems to agree over a wide range. 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 8:45pm | Post# 364

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} So this is what I meant by SIMILARITY-ACROSS-PLATFORMS in post 1. EURUSD 
has to go down!!! Thanks bro. You can use across platforms to avoid bad trades too!!! 
Yet another dimension to your method, still learning! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 8:48pm | Post# 365

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yet another dimension to your method, still learning! 
In #1 There are two way to use similarity. 
Now, you bought because the red line hit the outer band but remember that there is a 
probability attached to it. So, sometimes you have to go across time-frames or across 
platforms to make up your mind!!! 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:00pm | Post# 366

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yet another dimension to your method, still learning! 
I think ALPARI allows you to hedge! That is a big plus! I am out. 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 9:01pm | Post# 367

 
Yea they do. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:03pm | Post# 368

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Yea they do. 
Then don't worry bro. You can use that to your advantage. I will show you how! Right 
now, I am off. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 9:26pm | Post# 369

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A little bored... just thinking out loud here. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 9:34pm | Post# 370

 
Quoting TraderJoe 
A little bored... just thinking out loud here. {image} 
Possible but don't bet your life on that cause the similarity at B corrected the difference 
at A. Therefore, the move you are supporting may not be valid in the short run!!! 

 

hoss Jul 4, 2013 9:39pm | Post# 371

 
There were similarities before B, what makes us wait until the B point that you had 
circled? I thought I had a handle on this, but not just yet. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 9:45pm | Post# 372

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Possible but don't bet your life on that cause the similarity at B corrected the 
difference at A. Therefore, the move you are supporting may not be valid in the short 
run!!!{image} 
Ok thanks... I didn't realize that. 

 



TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 9:49pm | Post# 373

 
Quoting hoss 
There were similarities before B, what makes us wait until the B point that you had 
circled? I thought I had a handle on this, but not just yet. 
I believe he is showing the disimilarity at A which was covered by the 2nd Circle at A as 
an example to my disimilarity (yellow square) in which he shows G canceled out. Nice. 

 

hoss Jul 4, 2013 9:55pm | Post# 374

 
Quoting TraderJoe 
{quote} I believe he is showing the disimilarity at A which was covered by the 2nd Circle 
at A as an example to my disimilarity (yellow square) in which he shows G canceled out. 
Nice. 
gotcha. thanks. 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 10:13pm | Post# 375

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Where would YOU trade? 

 

 

hoss Jul 4, 2013 10:25pm | Post# 376

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Where would YOU trade? {image} 
If I'm understanding correctly, we would trade the first similarity back toward the last 
difference? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 10:27pm | Post# 377

 



2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Where would YOU trade? {image} 

 
I presented the idea of similarity and expected people to develop their own system around 
this core idea! I have a full-package I can never share with anyone. However, similarity is 
one idea I felt people could adapt to!!! 

 
So before I place a trade, I have to check 5 components and the similarity component is 
just one of them!!!! 
 
The concept is powerful. You have to figure out how to use it to compliment what you 
already have. Ask yourself the following basic question. 
 
"If i have two line that agree 97% of the time, and I just spotted a difference, how can I use 
this to my advantage?" 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 10:33pm | Post# 378

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} I presented the idea of similarity and expected people to develop their 
own system around this core idea! I have a full-package I can never share with anyone. 
However, similarity is one idea I felt people could adapt to!!! The concept is powerful. 
You have to figure out how to use it to compliment what you already have. 
Don't worry Eurusdd, I'm trying to get us to adapt and think. 
 
It was a meant to be a challenging question to us that are learning your concept. 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 10:35pm | Post# 379

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image}"If i have two line that agree 97% of the time, and I just spotted a 
difference, how can I use this to my advantage?" 
Exactly, what I was trying to get across. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 11:06pm | Post# 380

 
1 Attachment(s) 
across brokers similarity established for AUDUSD. Tha ZZ is now on the chart!! See that 



Madmoney?  This 
is for FXPRO. Your ZZ came earlier. 

 

TraderJoe Jul 4, 2013 11:08pm | Post# 381

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} {image} I presented the idea of similarity and expected people to develop their 
own system around this core idea! .... 
The concept is powerful. You have to figure out how to use it to compliment what you 
already have." 
 
A very excellent tool to compliment anyones trading arsenal. I thank you for it Eurusdd. 
 
Because of my particular life schedule trading the 4HR charts is best for me would you 

mind sharing how I might change my settings to catch some 4HR fish Is there a 
specific formula to do this? Thanks. 

 



Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 11:10pm | Post# 382

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} If I'm understanding correctly, we would trade the first similarity back toward 
the last difference? 
It's now a tradeable pair, but now we have to have confluence to get us in the moment it 
drops back down to where we marked out the difference. 
 
I am combining this concept with my own and it is precise, thanks to Eurusdd! 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 11:12pm | Post# 383

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
across brokers similarity established for AUDUSD. Tha ZZ is now on the chart!! See that 
Madmoney?{image} This is for FXPRO. Your ZZ came earlier. 
Yes, I'm glad that came up. 
 
Going to experiment with brokers. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 11:12pm | Post# 384

 
Finally, do not forget to consider the ACROSS-BROKERS+SAME CURRENCY PAIRS+ TIME 
FRAME version. It is powerful too! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 4, 2013 11:13pm | Post# 385

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yes, I'm glad that came up. Going to experiment with brokers. 
That is even the best because little mis-pricings/quotes from different brokers will have 
to agree eventually!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 11:16pm | Post# 386

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Bear trade @ 0.91393 



 

 

xixi Jul 4, 2013 11:24pm | Post# 387

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Go long  

 

 

Madmoney Jul 4, 2013 11:27pm | Post# 388

 
Quoting xixi 

Go long {image} 
You really want the red ema to touch the lower band or pierce it, to make sure a new 
zigzag leg doesn't appear. That way you have a strong signal. 

 



xixi Jul 4, 2013 11:35pm | Post# 389

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You really want the red ema to touch the lower band or pierce it, to make sure a 
new zigzag leg doesn't appear. That way you have a strong signal. 
Noted. Thanks! 

 

TraderJoe Jul 5, 2013 12:59am | Post# 390

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Ralome Jul 5, 2013 2:13am | Post# 391

 
For the lazy eyes  
 

[Edit: I made a mistake in my code, new file coming up. My apologies ] 

 

xixi Jul 5, 2013 2:53am | Post# 392

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You really want the red ema to touch the lower band or pierce it, to make sure a 



new zigzag leg doesn't appear. That way you have a strong signal. 
Price did go the way I expected but very slow in a narrow band. 

Decided to close the trade at +1 pips  

 

 

Ralome Jul 5, 2013 3:36am | Post# 393

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Correction of my previous post. 

 
StochDif.mq4  

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 5, 2013 4:00am | Post# 394

 
1 Attachment(s) 
In looking for LONG..................I may be WRONG ? Scalp or trend following ? 
 



 
Only enter when you see opportunity to. 

 

 

shiva Jul 5, 2013 4:32am | Post# 395

 
1 Attachment(s) 
AUD CAD: Shall I expect the price to return to the red line area where the ema 1 had 
touched the bands but zigzag did not appear? 
 



 

 

shiva Jul 5, 2013 4:34am | Post# 396

 
Quoting Ralome 
Correction of my previous post. {image} {file} 
Thanks Ralome! Nice indicator 

 

qprfc Jul 5, 2013 4:36am | Post# 397

 
Great thread,what are your take profit targets guys? 
Regards 

 

oconnor365 Jul 5, 2013 5:12am | Post# 398

 
Quoting shiva 
AUD CAD: Shall I expect the price to return to the red line area where the ema 1 had 
touched the bands but zigzag did not appear? {image} 
Hi Shiva.....When the ema hit the lower Bollinger and the zig zag did not print we can 
assume that the price will move up in line with the current zig zag...( which it did) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 5:17am | Post# 399

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Shiva.....When the ema hit the lower Bollinger and the zig zag did not print 
we can assume that the price will move up in line with the current zig zag...( which it 
did) 
nOT EVERY TIME. There are other things to check. But it depends on how the ZZ touched 



the line. Sometimes, you need it to strike through first!! 

 

shiva Jul 5, 2013 5:33am | Post# 400

 
Thanks Oconnor and Eurusdd! 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 5, 2013 5:33am | Post# 401

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
In looking for LONG..................I may be WRONG ? Scalp or trend following ? Only enter 
when you see opportunity to. {image} 
No trade. Missed the whole set up.............Waiting for NYO 
 
 
 
 
 
YOU Got my attention on this.............. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} nOT EVERY TIME. There are other things to check. But it depends on how the ZZ 
touched the line. Sometimes, you need it to strike through first!!  



 

 

oconnor365 Jul 5, 2013 5:42am | Post# 402

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} No trade. Missed the whole set up.............Waiting for NYO YOU Got my 
attention on this.............. {quote} {image} 
Hi Nubee 
The ema has to hit the band or go beyond even ...not just candle... 
Eurusdd can correct me if I'm wrong 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 5:46am | Post# 403

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Nubee The ema has to hit the band or go beyond even ...not just candle... 
Eurusdd can correct me if I'm wrong 
You are right! The 1EMA is important. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 5:48am | Post# 404

 
Nubee, outer band, not the inner one!!! 

 

chrissfx Jul 5, 2013 5:52am | Post# 405

 
Hi fellow members, 
 
great thread Eurusdd! Is it possible to optimize the bb-stoch-method for H4-timeframe. 
Or if you don't like to do it, may be you can explain how you are doing it? I would like to 
adapt it to my trading, but i trade higher timeframes than M15... mainly H4 only... 
 
Is it possible Eurusdd? 
 
 
Regards 
 
Chriss 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 5:57am | Post# 406

 
Quoting chrissfx 
Hi fellow members, great thread Eurusdd! Is it possible to optimize the bb-stoch-method 
for H4-timeframe. Or if you don't like to do it, may be you can explain how you are doing 
it? I would like to adapt it to my trading, but i trade higher timeframes than M15... 
mainly H4 only... Is it possible Eurusdd? Regards Chriss 
The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92% 

 

chrissfx Jul 5, 2013 6:26am | Post# 407

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92% 

Thanks, i found it  
 
 
Good trading... 
 
 
Chriss 

 

Hercs Jul 5, 2013 7:07am | Post# 408

 
Ralome, 
 
Would you mind explaining by using a real time example, as to how your indicator works, 
plse? 
 
Appreciated. 

 

Ralome Jul 5, 2013 7:52am | Post# 409



 
Quoting Hercs 
Ralome, Would you mind explaining by using a real time example, as to how your 
indicator works, plse? Appreciated. 
Hi Hercs, 
 
It simply visualizes the concept outlined by Eurusdd. You have the BB on price and 
Stochs, and the idea is to check the position of the price/stochs in relation to the BB 
lines. My indy displays the difference in the position (based on percentages, 2 standard 
deviations = 100%). The lines 1 and 2 equal to 100%/200% difference. 
 
Check the big spike on my picture (I know it's not real time, but past values don't 

repaint). At that moment, close price (=1EMA ) is below the middle line, but stochs is 
above the upper band line, so it's a big difference. 
 
Hope this helps, 
Ralome 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 5, 2013 7:59am | Post# 410

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Nubee, outer band, not the inner one!!! 
GOT IT...............I donno why I CANNOT focus to Miss Eejay.... She is easy to handle. 
Maybe I'm sleepy. 
 
I scalp her while waiting for NYO. Demo aacount 
 
What time is BIG News today EST ? 
 
Thanks 



 

 

shiva Jul 5, 2013 8:36am | Post# 411

 
Nice NFP  

 

EaglePip Jul 5, 2013 8:45am | Post# 41

1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 

Nice NFP  



Coincidence?!

 

shiva Jul 5, 2013 9:00am | Post# 413

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Coincidence?!{image} 
No, I don't think that's a coincidence. Price eventually obeyed the technicals and 
corrected the anomaly. 

 

Hennessy Jul 5, 2013 9:31am | Post# 414

 
6 Attachment(s) 
Hey All, 
 
Spotted potential trades forming up: 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Any comments will be hlelpful 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 5, 2013 9:34am | Post# 415

 
1 Attachment(s) 
SELL SOME. Any comment welcome. 



 

 

oconnor365 Jul 5, 2013 9:45am | Post# 416

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
SELL SOME. Any comment welcome. {image} 
Cant see any difference...Maybe I'm not spotting it but stoch's and ema look the same to 
me.. 

 

angelofx Jul 5, 2013 9:54am | Post# 417

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
...on eurusd 

 

whoareyou Jul 5, 2013 9:54am | Post# 418

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92% 
 
Would it be correct to assume it would also work on every chart in between m15 and h4? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 9:58am | Post# 419

 
1 Attachment(s) 
How I traded the NFP. Across-brokers-similarity. 
AWESOME!!!!! 
 
SEE 



THAT?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 9:59am | Post# 420

 
Quoting whoareyou 
{quote} would it be correct to assume it would also work on every chart in between m15 
and h4? 
15min = 97% 
4hr = 92% 
30min = 90% 
5min = 95% 
1min= 84% 
1hr = 86% 

 

oconnor365 Jul 5, 2013 10:12am | Post# 421

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How I traded the NFP. Across-brokers-similarity. AWESOME!!!!! SEE THAT?{image} 
Hi Eurusdd....looking at your 2 charts ...Are you saying that the broker on the right 
indicated that it was head down at the point your circled?? 

 

Madmoney Jul 5, 2013 10:48am | Post# 422

 
Eurusdd, your killing them the TRADE EXPLORER!! 

 

xixi Jul 5, 2013 10:55am | Post# 423

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd....looking at your 2 charts ...Are you saying that the broker on the 



right indicated that it was head down at the point your circled?? 

I think he wants to point out the dis-similarity of the red lines across brokers  

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 10:57am | Post# 424

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd....looking at your 2 charts ...Are you saying that the broker on the 
right indicated that it was head down at the point your circled?? 
You need experience and patience - when using cross-broker-similarity 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 10:58am | Post# 425

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Eurusdd, your killing them the TRADE EXPLORER!! 
Lol. I have not traded much today ooh. No NFP trading on the explorer. I did real-trading 
all day.Furthermore, I don't thhink about PIPS! I think in terms of money!!!!! 
Any positive value is good for me!!! 
 
MORE DANGEROUSLY, I am trading without stop-loss!  
Don't try this at home:::: 
 
Unless you are good at DETECTING BLACKHOLES!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 10:59am | Post# 426

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} I think he wants to point out the dis-similarity of the red lines across brokers  
exactly!!! 

 

xmess7 Jul 5, 2013 11:27am | Post# 427

 
@ Mr Eurusdd: 
Finally I am not alone, someone that also trades with no stop loss!!! Awesome idea and 
observation on the dis-similarities.  
I noticed that you mention "Quantitative Analyst" in your profile. Is this part of your 
profession, hobby? 
 

"... BLACKHOLES!!!!" LOL  
Jess 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Lol. I have not traded much today ooh. No NFP trading on the explorer. I did 
real-trading all day.Furthermore, I don't thhink about PIPS! I think in terms of money!!!!! 
Any positive value is good for me!!! MORE DANGEROUSLY, I am trading without stop-
loss! Don't try this at home:::: Unless you are good at DETECTING BLACKHOLES!!!! 
 

 

khallas Jul 5, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 428

 
Quoting Madmoney 



Bear trade @ 0.91393 {image} 

Bingo !!! Hit the Target,  
 

& as Eurusdd mention the fall was very sharp  

 

whoareyou Jul 5, 2013 12:24pm | Post# 429

 
My e/u m15 chart has been out of sync for 8 1/2 hours now. Would the stoch not need to 
bump bottom b band before placing a long? I notice eurusd is trying longs. 
 
Guess I'm still chasing wild geese.......... 

 

Madmoney Jul 5, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 430

 
Quoting khallas 

{quote} Bingo !!! Hit the Target, & as Eurusdd mention the fall was very sharp  
Yea need to work on my entries a bit, but the idea is at least we know where it's 
heading. 
 
Need to get my hedging game on! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 12:48pm | Post# 431

 
Quoting whoareyou 
My e/u m15 chart has been out of sync for 8 1/2 hours now. Would the stoch not need to 
bump bottom b band before placing a long? I notice eurusd is trying longs. Guess I'm still 
chasing wild geese.......... 
can you post your out-of-sync CHART. Let us see what's there!! Thanks. 
 
Note: My explorer is for 1min and 5mins only. Therefore, I am not watching the 15min 
chart 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 12:51pm | Post# 432 

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting khallas 

{quote} Bingo !!! Hit the Target, & as Eurusdd mention the fall was very sharp  
I said that when you spot a "good" difference, you have to manage your trade from that point 
onward because usually the return can be sharp!!!! 
The further price moves away from the price, the faster it will return 

there!   

 

Neio Jul 5, 2013 1:13pm | Post# 433

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} I said that when you spot a "good" difference, you have to manage your trade 
from that point onward because usually the return can be sharp!!!! The further price 
moves away from the price, the faster it will return there!{image} 
Hi Eursdd, 
 
Thank you so much for starting this thread. I am starting to see the power of this system 
and find a way to trade it. My entries are not great at the moment but I have been 
managing my trades until the target is reached. See the results in my trade explorer. I 
will continue to demo for a month or two to build confidence and then go live. I also hope 
to start posting my trades as I will have more time next month. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

whoareyou Jul 5, 2013 1:16pm | Post# 434

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} can you post your out-of-sync CHART. Let us see what's there!! Thanks. Note: My 
explorer is for 1min and 5mins only. Therefore, I am not watching the 15min chart 
 
From green vertical line and still out of sync.. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 1:19pm | Post# 435

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Eursdd, Thank you so much for starting this thread. I am starting to see the 
power of this system and find a way to trade it. My entries are not great at the moment 
but I have been managing my trades until the target is reached. See the results in my 
trade explorer. I will continue to demo for a month or two to build confidence and then 
go live. I also hope to start posting my trades as I will have more time next month. 
Regards Neio 
Power to the people. All the best, bro!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 1:22pm | Post# 436

 
Quoting whoareyou 
{quote} From green vertical line and still out of sync.. {image} 
post #432...... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 5, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 437

 
it is not good to expose the precise means by which you buy/sell. Big eyes are watching 
out for such things! So, I will never tell you exactly what makes me buy/sell but I can 
give you the general idea!!! 

 

Hercs Jul 5, 2013 2:07pm | Post# 438

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Hi Hercs, It simply visualizes the concept outlined by Eurusdd. You have the BB 
on price and Stochs, and the idea is to check the position of the price/stochs in relation 
to the BB lines. My indy displays the difference in the position (based on percentages, 2 
standard deviations = 100%). The lines 1 and 2 equal to 100%/200% difference. Check 
the big spike on my picture (I know it's not real time, but past values don't repaint). At 

that moment, close price (=1EMA ) is below the middle line, but stochs is above the 
upper band line, so... 
================= 
 
Hi Ralome, 
 
Thanks I do understand the concept quite well, I was just not au fait with your levels and 
what it meant, but now it makes sense as it really amplifies the difference - clever! 
 
Thanks very much for you explanation. 
 
Best wishes. 

 

Bomi Jul 5, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 439

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Is it the difference? can u please check. Thanks 



 

 

monocor Jul 5, 2013 2:46pm | Post# 440

 
Quoting Ralome 
Correction of my previous post. {image} {file} 
Nice indi !!! Thank you!! 

 

monocor Jul 5, 2013 3:02pm | Post# 441

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I have a question. We had a dissimilarity 6 of June and price closed that level 21 of june. 
What are you doing in situations like this ??? 
 
There was dissimilarity AU from the middle of june which is still open 



 

 

guess121 Jul 5, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 442

 
I can't get Stoch Dif indie to work... anyone know why this? Do you have to do 
something besides attach it to the chart? 

 

Madmoney Jul 5, 2013 6:38pm | Post# 443

 
Quoting guess121 
I can't get Stoch Dif indie to work... anyone know why this? Do you have to do 
something besides attach it to the chart? 
Go into the indicator properties and select "color", change it to white or any other colour, 
also change the width to "1". 

 

guess121 Jul 5, 2013 6:42pm | Post# 444

 
Excellent... thanks. 

Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Go into the indicator properties and select "color", change it to white or any 
other colour, also change the width to "1". 
 

 

waltini1 Jul 5, 2013 10:58pm | Post# 445

 
Many thanks to Eurusdd for sharing his ideas. 
 
I haven't seen any settings or templates for a 5 min chart, can any of you more 
experienced guys help me? 
 
Thanks 



 

Madmoney Jul 5, 2013 11:32pm | Post# 446

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 15min = 97% 4hr = 92% 30min = 90% 5min = 95% 1min= 84% 1hr = 86% 
Hey Waltini1. Settings are the same, but the percentage rate differs to each TF. 

 

waltini1 Jul 5, 2013 11:47pm | Post# 447

 
Thanks Madmoney, 
 
The reason I asked was because of this previously posted monthly template which has 
different values for the indicators compared to the 15 minute template. 
 
I will use the 15 min template on the 5 minute and see how it looks. 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} for the 1MONTH CHART. PLEASE TEST IT and post your chart here, quick so I 
can check before I sign out! Thanks. {file} 
 

 

charvo Jul 5, 2013 11:48pm | Post# 448

 
in this case, Mr. EurUsd, do we consider stoploss? or just stand with the drawdown? 

Quoting monocor 
I have a question. We had a dissimilarity 6 of June and price closed that level 21 of june. 
What are you doing in situations like this ??? There was dissimilarity AU from the middle 
of june which is still open {image} 
 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 1:14am | Post# 449

 
Quoting charvo 
in this case, Mr. EurUsd, do we consider stoploss? or just stand with the drawdown? 
{quote} 
There is no effective way of using SL. So we can keep it open. The question is how offen 
it is hep penning? What is the biggest draw down ?  
 
So far I found the biggest draw down 700 pips with a gold 

 

Eurusdd Jul 6, 2013 2:37am | Post# 450

 
You have to note that these "windows" are not created by small players in the market 
ooh. So, if you are not using anything else, you will have to manage up to 500pips - 
away from the marked price. If your broker allows you to hedge, then there are ways 
around this. 
But you can also find other ways to use the similarity principle. It is up to you to find 
them! Enjoy your weekend!!! 

 



TraderJoe Jul 6, 2013 3:17am | Post# 451

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
You have to note that these "windows" are not created by small players in the market 
ooh. So, if you are not using anything else, you will have to manage up to 500pips - 
away from the marked price. If your broker allows you to hedge, then there are ways 
around this. But you can also find other ways to use the similarity principle. It is up to 
you to find them! Enjoy your weekend!!! 
And if your broker dosen't hedge you can use a disimilar pair and still hedge very well. 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 3:30am | Post# 452

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For managing trades I feel that Nanningbob's Recovery System is very compatible with 
this way of trading as long as you do not over leverage. I am using this method myself. 
The Recovery System.pdf  

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 3:50am | Post# 453

 
Quoting Neio 
For managing trades I feel that Nanningbob's Recovery System is very compatible with 
this way of trading as long as you do not over leverage. I am using this method myself. 
{image} 
 

Good one instead of - $500 draw down you will have -$1900 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 3:55am | Post# 454

 
Quoting monocor 

{quote} Good one instead of - $500 draw down you will have -$1900 
What are the chances of a 500 pip move without any kind of retracements? I know you 
cannot rule anything out but with proper money management you would survive the odd 
trade that may do that. 
 
I have personally used it to recover all my positions at least to BE. Many end up in profit. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 4:47am | Post# 455

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Review on how the system works..... everyone has to adapt to their own way  
 
I'm only discussing here only one method presented by Eurusdd. The method presented 
here Post# 116 
 
This is good example how the system works. Attached Chart for explanation the action..... 
 
1. Explanation is in Post Post# 191 



" aLWAYS remember that price LEADSSSSSSSSS! So like the case below; YOU 
SELLLLLL!!!!"Post# 184 
 
2. Same as above but Stoch is doing the catch up now..........Post# 187 

Quoting Eurusdd 
hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect similarity in the future, the stoch 
may be forced to drop to meet price just like the case above!!!! TRADE WITH PURPOSE!!! 
3. Target, this cancel the 17th June dis-similarity..............Post# 193 
 
4. Cancel No. 2.  
 
5. Cancel No. 1... Note : No.5 itself is dis-similar therefore we will be visiting that point 
again in future. 
 
Remember This................. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} .... you are watching the TWO RED line in the chart and how they react the 

the bollinger-bands  
 
And this.................... 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH THAT 
EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - Place your 
trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get many trades that 
way. Money-management of course. I can get 100 wins in a role that way!!! 
And memorized this................ 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} .........When stoch lags or leads price,you have a chance for a trade. Also 
since the band below is tighter than the one above,you can use the stoch to guage 

resistance/support for price.  
 
The rules................... 
Question : What is the other three component ? beside similarity & ZZ Band.......... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} I presented the idea of similarity and expected people to develop 

their own system around this core idea! I have a full-package I can never share with 

anyone. However, similarity is one idea I felt people could adapt to!!!  
 
So before I place a trade, I have to check 5 components and the similarity component is 

just one of them!!!! The concept is powerful. You have to figure out how to use it to 
compliment what you already have. Ask yourself the following... 
 
Ooouchh........... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
it is not good to expose the precise means by which you buy/sell. Big eyes are watching 
out for such things! So, I will never tell you exactly what makes me buy/sell but I can 
give you the general idea!!! 
Comments and ideas are welcome... 
 
 
Next Stop............. we will look at ZZ component and discuss it. ( if anyone interested) 



 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 6, 2013 5:04am | Post# 456

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
Review on how the system works..... everyone has to adapt to their own way I'm only 
discussing here only one method presented by Eurusdd. The method presented here 
Post# 116 This is good example how the system works. Attached Chart for explanation 
the action..... 1. Explanation is in Post Post# 191 " aLWAYS remember that price 
LEADSSSSSSSSS! So like the case below; YOU SELLLLLL!!!!"Post# 184 2. Same as above 
but Stoch is doing the catch up now..........Post# 187 {quote} 3. Target, this cancel the 
17th June dis-similarity..............Post# 193 4. Cancel No. 2. 5. Cancel No. 1... Note : 
No.5 itself is dis-similar therefore we will be visiting that point again in future. Remember 
This................. {quote} And this.................... {quote} And memorized this................ 
{quote} The rules................... Question : What is the other three component ? beside 
similarity & ZZ Band.......... {quote} Ooouchh........... {quote} Comments and ideas are 
welcome... Next Stop............. we will look at ZZ component and discuss it. ( if anyone 
interested) {image} {image} 
 
Interested in discussing, need more components to make more clinical entries. The more 



ideas the better! 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 5:07am | Post# 457

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What are the chances of a 500 pip move without any kind of retracements? I 
know you cannot rule anything out but with proper money management you would 
survive the odd trade that may do that. I have personally used it to recover all my 
positions at least to BE. Many end up in profit. Regards Neio 
I didn't say it wont work, i am saying it is will increase the draw down. And as you said 
maybe yes or may be not, if price will conrinue for 700 move against you. We can do in 
easier way. Place orders every 100 pips away with TP 100. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 5:12am | Post# 458

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Interested in discussing, need more components to make more clinical entries. The more 
ideas the better! 
We can use adding to the position every 100 pips away, S/R from H4 or Daily chart, 
Trend direction from higher TF. We can look in to indicators. I am looking at Hamma to 
get better entry. Lets test and see 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 6:03am | Post# 459

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Chart attached for us to evaluate how to read sign and anticipate the move. 
 
At Point 3 ( before NYO) you have a choice to go Long or Short. You eyes are glue to Point 
No. 1... anticipating it will need to close. 
 
(Remember, this is 100 pips move. You don't want to miss this baby and it is kind of text 

book entry) 
 
Point 2 also Stochs playing catch up with EMA, At Point 3 we find similarity ... This is where 
you enter, but how do you know to go LONG or Short.? 
 
I Welcome everyone to express their view ( We know the answer price eventually goes up), 
but the point of discussion is to understand how & why you anticipate this move 
based on the two lines in relation to BB ( Note : ZZ only appear 60 minutes after 
NYO...much later than the entry) 
 
Before you post your view please read the following . 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Things to note about the zigzag indicator:::  
 
1: It repaints because -by definition - it has to. Therefore, the length of a leg can 
increase with time!  
 
2:It is possible to know where a leg of the ZZ must be drawn - relative to another 
indicator. So, those who say it is impossible to determine where/when a new leg will be 
drawn are a little behind time!  
 



3: ZZ is directly connected to the stoch indicator and there is a way to know how 
far price...  
 
 
 
And this........................... 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I said that when you spot a "good" difference, you have to manage your trade 
from that point onward because usually the return can be sharp!!!! The further price 
moves away from the price, the faster it will return there!  
 
 
And this too............... 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} nOT EVERY TIME. There are other things to check. But it depends on how the ZZ 
touched the line. Sometimes, you need it to strike through first!!  
 
 
Peace 
 

 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 6:47am | Post# 460

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 



Chart attached for us to evaluate how to read sign and anticipate the move. At Point 3 ( 
before NYO) you have a choice to go Long or Short. You eyes are glue to Point No. 1... 
anticipating it will need to close. (Remember, this is 100 pips move. You don't want to 
miss this baby and it is kind of text book entry) Point 2 also Stochs playing catch up with 
EMA, At Point 3 we find similarity ... This is where you enter, but how do you know to go 
LONG or Short.? I Welcome everyone to express their view ( We know the answer price 
eventually goes up),... 
What is your question ? At point one you had dissamilarity, you are looking for point 
where it starts, at point 3 you have similarity and you enter long with TP at point 1. 
Attach the indicator it is going to be much easier to see. We are looking on dissamilarity 
with ZZ when it appierse before EMA1 touched bollinger band, for the traide 
 
This setup is by the book, but if you enter at point 3 and price will keep falling and will 
return back in 2-3 weeks, how to hendle that position. For now I see the best way it is 
openning position without SL, and using hedgging pairs, lets say 10 pairs and 10 
heddging pairs, all togeter 20 pairs for trading. We don't have much trades on M15 chart, 
the average is 3-4 trades per months. So in this way we will have around 2 trades per 
day, and atleast 70% will go by the book, with closing in 1-2 days. and 30% will go 
against you, we can manage that 30% with adding one more lot every 100 pips with TP 
100pips for that lot. 
 
We need to control money management in order to trade in this way. 
 
It is how I see it, at least for now 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 7:00am | Post# 461

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} I didn't say it wont work, i am saying it is will increase the draw down. And as 
you said maybe yes or may be not, if price will conrinue for 700 move against you. We 
can do in easier way. Place orders every 100 pips away with TP 100. 
 
I agree. It is just one of many ways trades can be managed. There is no perfect solution. 
It is just another option for people to consider. I have found it works well for me. Also if 
you read the TMA thread it was used there with very good success. I think the thread 
starter had mentioned that he had never reached Level 4. 
 
Ultimately if we can improve our entries and get more skilful in spotting similarities that 
will have a high chance of moving in our favour then we should avoid too much stress 
caused by drawdowns. But as we all know there are no guarantees in this business. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 7:14am | Post# 462

 
How about get on skype during the week and discus system. Who is in PM me 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 7:41am | Post# 463

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} What is your question ? At point one you had dissamilarity, you are looking for 
point where it starts, at point 3 you have similarity and you enter long with TP at point 1. 
Attach the indicator it is going to be much easier to see. We are looking on 
dissamilarity with ZZ when it appierse before EMA1 touched bollinger band, for the traide 



This setup is by the book, but if you enter at point 3 and price will keep falling and will 
return back in 2-3 weeks, how to hendle that position. For now I see the best way it... 
Hello,.. 
 
The question is WHY you want to enter LONG at point No. 3 ? (mind ! that ZZ lines only 
appear much later, therefore it not in equation to go long)  
 
I must agree with your point that price is going back to No. 1. ( to close dis- similarity) 
but there is other reasons to give you a better probability to enter on the right side and 
price walk up the band beyond point 1 until it meet up Point No. 5 where you can see dis 
similarity again.  
 
( I'm opening this for discussion )  
 
Let me give you another Chart, to make point of discussion more interesting.  
 
This is the trade I took just before NFP yesterday. ( Posted earlier) Anyone who are 
interested to discuss this can put their view. 
The question is : WHY do i went LONG here ? ( Point A) with 20 pips SL ( low swing 
point). ZZ does not appear YET ! 
Right answer won't get any fish but you earn valuable knowledge.......lol 
 
You asking me for which indicator ? Can you please be more specific please. 
 
Thank you 



 

 

shiva Jul 6, 2013 7:59am | Post# 464

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} Hello,.. The question is WHY you want to enter LONG at point No. 3 ? (mind ! 
that ZZ lines only appear much later, therefore it not in equation to go long) I must 
agree with your point that price is going back to No. 1. ( to close dis- similarity) but there 
is other reasons to give you a better probability to enter on the right side and price walk 
up the band beyond point 1 until it meet up Point No. 5 where you can see dis similarity 
again. ( I'm opening this for discussion ) Let me give you another Chart, to make point of 
discussion more... 
I think you went from a similarity point (Entry) to a dissimilarity point (TP) 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 8:01am | Post# 465

 
How many of us really look at BB at this point to trade this method ? 



 
Point : 
 
%b tells us where we are in relation to the Bollinger Bands. The position within the bands is 
calculated using an adaptation of the formula for Stochastics 
 
Bollinger Bands can be used in pattern recognition to define/clarify pure price patterns such as "M" 
tops and "W" bottoms, momentum shifts, etc. 
 
In trending markets price can, and does, walk up the upper Bollinger Band and down the lower 
Bollinger Band. 
 
That something else is the 1-2-3 formation. 1-2-3 highs that originate at the upper Bollinger Band or 
the moving average line, and 1-2-3  
lows that originate at the lower Bollinger Band or the moving average line, provide some very excellent 
change-of-direction signals to the  
alert trader. ( 1-2-3 Low was used for NFP entry yesterday) 
 
In a down trending market, prices must touch or exceed the upper Bollinger Band, or prices must 
touch or exceed the moving average line before a 1-2-3 formation becomes a legitimate formation 
from which to trade. ( opposite is true) 
 
 
When prices reach one of the bands, we tighten stops or move exit closer to the price action based 
upon the statistical 
probability that the move may be nearly over. 
 
If a move has begun based upon a 1-2-3 which formed at one of the bands, we attempt to take some 
profits when prices reach the moving  
average.  

 
 
If our entry began based on a 1-2-3 which formed at the moving average, we attempt to take some 
profits when prices reach  
one of the bands.  

 
 
However, quite often 1-2-3 formations which form at the moving average ultimately result in a 
strongly trending market,  
and when that happens, we want to ride the trend as far as is possible before exiting our entire 
position. Example of this Post# 326 
 
Now we have covered the Third Component. Look forward for discussing this. ..............lol  

 

Barbossa Jul 6, 2013 8:02am | Post# 466

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
The question is : WHY do i went LONG here ? ( Point A) with 20 pips SL ( low swing 
point). ZZ does not appear YET ! 
Interesting question. I'd guess your trade premise is based on the expectation of a future 
similarity. If the stochastic and the close price chart are to remain similar, the price 
should rise back, as a continued downtrend would cause a dissimilarity (since the 
stochastic can't fall below 0 and hence can't keep making lower lows). 

 

Thoughts Jul 6, 2013 8:08am | Post# 467

 



Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} Interesting question. I'd guess your trade premise is based on the expectation 
of a future similarity. If the stochastic and the close price chart are to remain similar, the 
price should rise back, as a continued downtrend would cause a dissimilarity (since the 
stochastic can't fall below 0 and hence can't keep making lower lows). 
You beat me to typing that, but that trade was wayyy too risky in my opinion. 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 8:08am | Post# 468

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} Interesting question. I'd guess your trade premise is based on the expectation 
of a future similarity. If the stochastic and the close price chart are to remain similar, the 
price should rise back, as a continued downtrend would cause a dissimilarity (since the 
stochastic can't fall below 0 and hence can't keep making lower lows). 
I like you answer........... Thank you for participating to help each other. Anyway how's 
Captain Jack Sparrow ? ..lol  
 
Yeah must agree that Stoch cannot blow negative number...lol 
( also got to do something with BB) 
 
The Aqua dotted lines was yesterday low ( Thursday low) 
 
The best enter ( secured) is just at NYO price hit RN 129,000 and Price just above the 
middle band. ( posted earlier on BB middle band ) 
 
I'll be back to discuss this. Stay tuned. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 8:11am | Post# 469

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
How many of us really look at BB at this point to trade this method ? Point : %b tells us 
where we are in relation to the Bollinger Bands. The position within the bands is 
calculated using an adaptation of the formula for Stochastics Bollinger Bands can be used 
in pattern recognition to define/clarify pure price patterns such as "M" tops and "W" 
bottoms, momentum shifts, etc. In trending markets price can, and does, walk up the 
upper Bollinger Band and down the lower Bollinger Band. That something else is the 1-2-
3 formation. 1-2-3 highs that... 
Where is dissamilarity ? What is the connection to this tread, You have double bottom, 
2B, 123, there was a stopping volume, test and shake out at that point, but it doen't 
have any connection to this method 
 
I want to enter Long at point 3 because We had dissamiliriry ta point 1, and we have 
similliruty at point 3 so we enter long. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 8:14am | Post# 470

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} I like you answer........... Thank you for participating to help each other. Yeah 
must agree that Stoch cannot blow negative number...lol ( also got to do something with 
BB) The Aqua dotted lines was yesterday low ( Thursday low) The best enter ( secured) 
is just at NYO price hit RN 129,000 and Price just above the middle band. ( posted earlier 
on BB middle band ) I'll be back to discuss this. Stay tuned. 
Stoch can stay for days at zero level, while price will keep falling. What is the point. 



 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 8:22am | Post# 471

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} Stoch can stay for days at zero level, while price will keep falling. What is the 
point. 
THE POINT IS WE ARE DISCUSSING............... 
 
This is discussion.... you sound like very angry person. WHY ? 
 
I maybe wrong but please participate in the discussion not throwing anger. Bring values 
to this thread, because we are here to learn from Eurusdd. 
 
I'm trying to learn from others, because I'm NOT high flying traders. Please understand 
this is a discussion, anyone can agree or disagree with each other not by bashing each 
other. 
 
I m still waiting for your answer specific indicator you want. Please me if I can 
help to find it for you,  

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 8:36am | Post# 472

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} THE POINT IS WE ARE DISCUSSING............... This is discussion.... you sound 
like very angry person. WHY ? I maybe wrong but please participate in the discussion not 
throwing anger. Bring values to this thread, because we are here to learn from Eurusdd. 
I'm trying to learn from others, because I'm high flying traders. Please understand this is 
a discussion, anyone can agree or disagree with each other not by bashing each other. I 
m still waiting for your answer specific indicator you want.... 
 
I am not angry persone. Sorry for that, You can disscus what evre you want. Indi is in 
post 393, to help you find dissamilarity. 
 
The idia is pretty simple find dissamilarity, mark level of price, find similarity after that 
and enter the trade. 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 8:48am | Post# 473

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} Where is dissamilarity ? What is the connection to this tread, You have double 
bottom, 2B, 123, there was a stopping volume, test and shake out at that point, but it 
doen't have any connection to this method I want to enter Long at point 3 because 
We had dissamiliriry ta point 1, and we have similliruty at point 3 so we enter 
long.  
 
Think about this a moment................ 
 
One can also enter at Dissimilarity and expect to see Similarity ? . Have you 
consider this point in using this system? 
 
Please read......... 

Quoting Eurusdd 

Those interested in the STOCH-bollinger system should not wait for a 



difference to occur in order to trigger a trade. You can trade the similarities 
you see. Note that the 1EMA and the stoch lines should 95% of the time 
take the same shape. So, you can trade expecting that they will end up the 
same with money-management of course! For example EURUSD just 
dropped, why??? Chill!!!! 

 

 

Barbossa Jul 6, 2013 9:31am | Post# 474

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} I like you answer........... Thank you for participating to help each other. Anyway 
how's Captain Jack Sparrow ? ..lol Yeah must agree that Stoch cannot blow negative 
number...lol ( also got to do something with BB) The Aqua dotted lines was yesterday 
low ( Thursday low) The best enter ( secured) is just at NYO price hit RN 129,000 and 
Price just above the middle band. ( posted earlier on BB middle band ) I'll be back to 
discuss this. Stay tuned. 
 
Jack has probably just lost the Pearl again.  
Anyway, I can see some other reasons for your trade. The strong move down outside of 
the bands has stalled and the price has crossed the lower band. I'm not very familiar 
with BBs, but I'd guess that a test of the middle line is likely. To back that anticipation 
up, the price has failed to make any new lows after entering the bands. In fact, it created 
a tight range, allowing a low-risk entry with good timing or a limit order. I also notice 
that this range happens to be just below the yesterday's low. I wouldn't normally think of 
that, but now that you mentioned it, this type of behavior is not really what I would 
expect from a successful push below the previous day's low. It's a stall, a weakness and 
therefore likely to fail. 
I think that's about as much reasoning I can think of. Am I missing something? 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 9:39am | Post# 475

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
{quote} Think about this a moment................ One can also enter at Dissimilarity and 
expect to see Similarity ? . Have you consider this point in using this system? Please 
read......... {quote} 
How to explain it. There is a picture look at it. You are taking words out of contecst. The 
stoch was in dissamilarity, it is market on the chart, price down and stoch up. Stoch is 
following price, so at that point stoch will follow the price down in order to become 
simmiliar. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 9:41am | Post# 476

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} Jack has probably just lost the Pearl again. Anyway, I can see some other 
reasons for your trade. The strong move down outside of the bands has stalled and the 
price has crossed the lower band. I'm not very familiar with BBs, but I'd guess that a test 
of the middle line is likely. To back that anticipation up, the price has failed to make any 
new lows after entering the bands. In fact, it created a tight range, allowing a low-risk 
entry with good timing or a limit order. I also notice that this range happens to be just 
below the yesterday's... 
You are correct 

 



Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 9:53am | Post# 477

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I really want to move on with discussion. Already covered Three out of Five Point to 
consider before trade taken. ( we cover this later) 
 
So far I have posted only ONE method by Eurusdd System, that is  
 
Similarity to dissimilarity in stoch and ema reading in relation to BB.  

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Whenever they give different readings, mark the price. If price was in an 
uptrend/downtrend, that price is will be returned to when the trend reverses reverses. 
This is what will happen. On rare occasions, there will be different readings, then after a 
while the two readings will be equal again! MARK THAT PRICE and get ready for a good 
trade! The more price continues away from that price, the faster it will return there. 
Below is a perfect example. The first difference in reading occurred at A, and the second 
and third at B... 
Second Method covered in this 
 
Dissimilarity and catch up  

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The other way: Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, 
TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main 
price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get many 
trades that way. Money-management of course. I can get 100 wins in a role that way!!! 
Look at the attached Chart. If you tries to use first method( Similarity to Dissimilarity 
Method ) you will get stopped out. Choose the Second 
 
Therefore Second method would be appropriate... 
 
Trade with that expectation, Stoch will catch up with price 

Quoting Eurusdd 
aLWAYS remember that price LEADSSSSSSSSS! So like the case below; YOU 
SELLLLLL!!!! 
 
I'm open for discussion................ How do you know to apply which Method for which 
type of trade ? 
 
 
Peace. I want to learn too. 



 

 

Lirbig Nubee Jul 6, 2013 10:08am | Post# 478

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} How to explain it. There is a picture look at it. You are taking words out of 
contecst. The stoch was in dissamilarity, it is market on the chart, price down and stoch 
up. Stoch is following price, so at that point stoch will follow the price down in order to 
become simmiliar. 
 

Thank you for your input. I appreciate it.  
 
Most of us ( Me included) are slow learner ( language barrier, experience & education). 
 
We need to take this idea to walking pace so that as many will be able to learn from 
Eurusdd System. 
 
Looking at your post, One knows you're experienced and good traders. I appreciate ( 



many other also feel the same I think) your input in this discussion and will definitely 
help us to grasp the whole idea correctly.  
 
Until we are up to speed, then we got confidence to trade smartly like you do now. As for 
now we need to walk slowly in order to run like you. 
 
Thank You 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 10:13am | Post# 479

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
I really want to move on with discussion. Already covered Three out of Five Point to 
consider before trade taken. ( we cover this later) So far I have posted only ONE method 
by Eurusdd System, that is Similarity to dissimilarity in stoch and ema reading in relation 
to BB. {quote} Second Method covered in this Dissimilarity and catch up {quote} Look at 
the attached Chart. If you tries to use first method( Similarity to Dissimilarity Method ) 
you will get stopped out. Choose the Second Therefore Second... 
3 points is : 
 
1 similiarity 
2 disimiliarity 
3 money manegment 
 
Missing 2 points out of five 
 
2 types of trades 
 
1 spot dissimiliarity wait for similiarity and open a trader, kind of like gap, price has to 
close gap 
 
2 it is spot dissimiliarity, stoch has follow a price, opening trade in the direction of price, 
if stoch is up and price is down, price has to drop so we open a sell 

 

neurus Jul 6, 2013 10:14am | Post# 480

 
Where is the indicator? 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 10:17am | Post# 481

 
Quoting neurus 
Where is the indicator? 
 
Post 393 

 

Thoughts Jul 6, 2013 10:20am | Post# 482

 
I believe you figured out the patterns faster than I did Lirbig. I gained insights into some 
of the concepts from your posts. My appreciation of the various trade types goes 
something like this: 
 
* If one enters at a dissimilarity, we have a lower probability trade (as we dont know 
where the price will go from that point) except there are very strong reasons giving us a 



bias for one direction. 
* If one enters at a similarity which happened after a single dissimilarity 'event' or 
dissimilarity 'period', the trade has better probability. We enter looking to exit at the 
price level of the first dissimilarity event 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1372522044 [The order in the image 
(going forward in time) is yellow circle 1, yellow circle 2, yellow circle 3, yellow circle 4 
then blue circle. Enter at blue circle, exit at yellow circle 1 area for a high probability 
trade] 
 
For what its worth I hope that helped.. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 10:26am | Post# 483

 
Quoting Thoughts 
I believe you figured out the patterns faster than I did Lirbig. I gained insights into some 
of the concepts from your posts. My appreciation of the various trade types goes 
something like this: * If one enters at a dissimilarity, we have a lower probability trade 
(as we dont know where the price will go from that point) except there are very strong 
reasons giving us a bias for one direction. * If one enters at a similarity which happened 
after a single dissimilarity 'event' or dissimilarity 'period', the trade has better probability. 
We enter looking... 
You got it right. Only one but after you spot similiarity and enter a trade we dont know 
how long is it gonna be until price will reach dissamiliarity point 

 

Thoughts Jul 6, 2013 10:32am | Post# 484

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} You got it right. Only one but after you spot similiarity and enter a trade we 
dont know how long is it gonna be until price will reach dissamiliarity point 
Thats not really a problem..all you need to do is some creative thinking.. 

 

pickers Jul 6, 2013 10:36am | Post# 485

 
just my observation.... 
 
Stoch hitting 100 or 0 will cause dissimilarity and we shouldnt use that as a target point 
for trade. We should wait for it to normalise first in the range of 20-80, before looking for 
dissimilarity target point. 

 

guess121 Jul 6, 2013 11:36am | Post# 486

 
Excellent post and spot on! 

Quoting Thoughts 
I believe you figured out the patterns faster than I did Lirbig. I gained insights into some 
of the concepts from your posts. My appreciation of the various trade types goes 
something like this: * If one enters at a dissimilarity, we have a lower probability trade 
(as we dont know where the price will go from that point) except there are very strong 
reasons giving us a bias for one direction. * If one enters at a similarity which happened 
after a single dissimilarity 'event' or dissimilarity 'period', the trade has better probability. 
We enter looking... 



 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 11:53am | Post# 487

 
Interesting discussion. Here is my view. 
 
Eursdd pointed out that 95% of the time both the Price and Stoch should be similar and 
that we should trade the SIMILARITY rather than the DISSIMILARITY. The problem is 
how do you know which way to enter. If the Stoch is at or near the extremes of its 
movement (0 or 100) then it can't go past those points. 
 
For example if the STOCH has gone close or near to 0 then the STOCH is limited in its 
downward movement. Yes it is true that PRICE could go further down even though the 
STOCH cannot move down further but if we believe what Eursdd said that 95% they will 
be similar then that can only mean one of two things. That PRICE will either have to 
move sideways or UP. If PRICE were to keep on going down the STOCH would not be 
able to follow it. 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 12:01pm | Post# 488

 
Quoting Thoughts 
I believe you figured out the patterns faster than I did Lirbig. I gained insights into some 
of the concepts from your posts. My appreciation of the various trade types goes 
something like this: * If one enters at a dissimilarity, we have a lower probability trade 
(as we dont know where the price will go from that point) except there are very strong 
reasons giving us a bias for one direction. * If one enters at a similarity which happened 
after a single dissimilarity 'event' or dissimilarity 'period', the trade has better probability. 
We enter looking... 
 
I agree with this point. Here is a thought. If we are confident that the price will 
eventually return to that point. Could we not just take trades both ways. Then when price 
moves in one direction we continue to keep both trades open and eventually cash out on 
one knowing that are other one will eventually come back? 
 
Or could we just take a chance on one way know that if we are wrong that it will 
eventually come back? 
 
I know there are no guarantees. Just thinking out loud. 

 

Neio Jul 6, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 489

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} Interesting question. I'd guess your trade premise is based on the expectation 
of a future similarity. If the stochastic and the close price chart are to remain similar, the 
price should rise back, as a continued downtrend would cause a dissimilarity (since the 
stochastic can't fall below 0 and hence can't keep making lower lows). 
Sorry just read your post. I agree. 

 

Barbossa Jul 6, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 490

 
Quoting Neio 
Interesting discussion. Here is my view. Eursdd pointed out that 95% of the time both 



the Price and Stoch should be similar and that we should trade the SIMILARITY rather 
than the DISSIMILARITY. The problem is how do you know which way to enter. If the 
Stoch is at or near the extremes of its movement (0 or 100) then it can't go past those 
points. For example if the STOCH has gone close or near to 0 then the STOCH is limited 
in its downward movement. Yes it is true that PRICE could go further down even though 
the STOCH cannot move down further but... 
 
That's essentially betting on the premise that the price would remain range-bound in the 
range defined by the last N bars, where N is the period of the Stochastic - 300 in this 
case. However, the price cannot remain range-bound forever, so the Stochastic reading 
not a reason enough by itself is to get into a trade. That's what other clues (e.g. Zig-Zag 
or Bollinger Bands) are for. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 6, 2013 12:49pm | Post# 491

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} That's essentially betting on the premise that the price would remain range-
bound in the range defined by the last N bars, where N is the period of the Stochastic - 
300 in this case. However, the price cannot remain range-bound forever, so the 
Stochastic reading not a reason enough by itself is to get into a trade. That's what other 
clues (e.g. Zig-Zag or Bollinger Bands) are for. 
Barbossa, both of you have valid points! 
This is just the core principle. When I am sure that the room is ok with the principle, I 
will then introduce the part that allows you to determine which trades to take and those 
that you should ignore. If your broker allows you to hedge, then there is a twist to this 
system! 

I am still watching!!!   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 6, 2013 1:19pm | Post# 492

 
Hello everyone. Very interesting thread. I am trying very hard to understand but having 
problems. I need some help to see if my understanding is correct but first please let me 
apologize because I am a very slow learner. 
 
Question A 
Would it be correct for me to phrase trading principle of this system in the following 
steps? 
 
1)Look for dis-similarity and the point of the dis-similarity will be the profit target. 
2)After spotting dis-similarity we wait for next similarity to happen again. 
3a)If next similarity happen above dis-similarity point we want to sell because we expect 
price to return to that point. 
3b)If next similarity happen below dis-similarity point we want to buy because we expect 
price to return to that point. 
 
Am I correct on this? Sorry i have to ask because my efforts at understanding the topic 
not working very well. 
 
Question B 
I do not have MT4 and cannot seem to find the settings for the indicators used in 
threads.Very sorry i am asking maybe I missed it but I anyone can help please do. 
 
1)EMA period 1 yes? 
2)Bollinger bands standard settings 20 periods 2 deviations yes? 



3)Not slow stoch or fast stoch, but normal stoch at 300 periods 1%k and 1%d yes?  
 
THANK YOU VERY VERY MUCH FOR HELP 

 

Eurusdd Jul 6, 2013 1:22pm | Post# 493

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hello everyone. Very interesting thread. I am trying very hard to understand but having 
problems. I need some help to see if my understanding is correct but first please let me 
apologize because I am a very slow learner. Question A Would it be correct for me to 
phrase trading principle of this system in the following steps? 1)Look for dis-similarity 
and the point of the dis-similarity will be the profit target. 2)After spotting dis-similarity 
we wait for next similarity to happen again. 3a)If next similarity happen above dis-
similarity point we... 
For the 15min chart. period for band is 24, optimally. This number was obtained after 
processing all past data I could get my hands on for the 15min chart!!!! So unless we go 
very far into the future, period 24 is optimal. 

 

monocor Jul 6, 2013 2:18pm | Post# 494

 
Quoting Lirbig Nubee 
I really want to move on with discussion. Already covered Three out of Five Point to 
consider before trade taken. ( we cover this later) So far I have posted only ONE method 
by Eurusdd System, that is Similarity to dissimilarity in stoch and ema reading in relation 
to BB. {quote} Second Method covered in this Dissimilarity and catch up {quote} Look at 
the attached Chart. If you tries to use first method( Similarity to Dissimilarity Method ) 
you will get stopped out. Choose the Second Therefore Second... 
Price didn't get back to point A because dissamilarity started at the left lower corner of 
rectangle at your chart, and arround point A we got similiarity and price went down to 
the dissamiliarity point 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 6, 2013 3:11pm | Post# 495

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} For the 15min chart. period for band is 24, optimally. This number was obtained 
after processing all past data I could get my hands on for the 15min chart!!!! So unless 
we go very far into the future, period 24 is optimal. 
Thank you very much for information. I will look at chart for visual back test to see if my 
understanding make sense 

 

Baillie Jul 6, 2013 3:50pm | Post# 496

 
1 Attachment(s) 

There have been quite a lot of posts in the last few days mostly, how to 
trade this (similarity/wormhole/black hole/loophole) I.E. where do I enter, sl, 
tp, ect... 
 
I am of the opinion you do not need any more additions to what has been 
presented already to be a very highly profitable trader with THIS method. As 
a matter of fact, if you took the time to analyze the pics in post# 1 you 
would see EXACTLY when to enter, where to enter and where to get out 



along with where to place your stop. If you are using the cycle indicator. The 
same goes with the BB method. 
 
 Between the 2 methods you have a 90-97% congruence of price action and 
just those two indicators, that's a 3-10% DIS-similarity. Think about that for 
a moment, or longer. 
 
Using the pic in post# 1 I will walk through how I would trade this according 
to the Similarity. 
 
1. A and B are signals on M1 chart 
 
2. A and B do not show up on M5 chart, after M5 candle closes. 
 
3. Price moves down from B past A and not too long after we get swing point 
C 
 
4. So on M1 chart you have signals A, B and C but on M5 chart no A or B 
signal just C. 
 
5. First, the name of method is SIMILARITY, so I want to trade WITH 
similarity of the indicator and price action. 
 
6. Where is my first Similarity? Point C. 
 
7. C is where both charts match signals, so what do I want to do and why? 
 
8. I want to go LONG! Why? because the market was NOT similar at those 
points A and B and the last signal I got on the M1 and M5 chart that was 
similar is a LONG signal. 
 
With a 90% similarity I could just place a market order on the close of the 
signal bar to go LONG with a stop just under the new swing low at point C. 
(that is an option, a very good option) still low risk trade without looking at 
M1 chart. 
 
9. But if you did notice the M1 chart you would see a 1 2 3 breakout pattern 
has formed which is a confirmed entry with a tighter stop but with same take 
profit points; A and B. 
 
Personally, I would just target Point B and not point A because, A was 
already hit on the way down from B to C. 
 
Another possible option is to find entries using the cycle method on the M5 
and M15 along with the BB method on M15 to confirm a black hole, 
wormhole.....  
 
Point being there are many ways to trade this, similarity to DIS-similarity, 
DIS-similarity to similarity. Look through the charts posted and you will see 
examples of both along with commentary describing still more methods to 



take advantage of the market. 
 
I would advise everyone going back to the first post and then to the first 
post of your preferred indicator method and not move on until you fully 
comprehend what EURUSDD was pointing out. This post might even help, 
hopefully. 
 
Good trading. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 6, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 497

 
I so needed that thought walk through. I am of the opinion that I am not brightest 

light bulb around here so this post really helps. Thank you. 

 

Madmoney Jul 6, 2013 4:14pm | Post# 498

 
Quoting Baillie 
There have been quite a lot of posts in the last few days mostly, how to trade this 
(similarity/wormhole/black hole/loophole) I.E. where do I enter, sl, tp, ect... I am of the 
opinion you do not need any more additions to what has been presented already to be a 
very highly profitable trader with THIS method. As a matter of fact, if you took the time 
to analyze the pics in post# 1 you would see EXACTLY when to enter, where to enter and 



where to get out along with where to place your stop. If you are using the cycle indicator. 
The same goes with the... 
I know what your saying buddy, we all need to nail down the basic concept, however 
there are other components we can you. Even Eurusdd uses other confluences which he 
can not tell us, to perform like a super trader. 
 
I was an avid user of the cycle identifier before this thread, and anyone that knows the 
behaviour of that indy, it is not the most stable method even with the dis-similarity, 
Eurusdd was using that as the most basic concept for all of us to grab. 
 
Your suggestion of stacking the bb method with the cycle identifier is the next step. 

 

whoareyou Jul 6, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 499

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote}I was an avid user of the cycle identifier before this thread, and anyone that 
knows the behaviour of that indy, it is not the most stable method even with the dis-
similarity 
Excuse me for asking, but if the ci is so erractic why were you an avid user of it? Never 
heard of it before this thread.. 

 

Baillie Jul 6, 2013 5:22pm | Post# 500

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I know what your saying buddy, we all need to nail down the basic concept, 
however there are other components we can you. Even Eurusdd uses other confluences 
which he can not tell us, to perform like a super trader. I was an avid user of the cycle 
identifier before this thread, and anyone that knows the behaviour of that indy, it is not 
the most stable method even with the dis-similarity, Eurusdd was using that as the most 
basic concept for all of us to grab. Your suggestion of stacking the bb method with the 
cycle identifier is the next... 
Thanks Bro, I agree with you, was just pointing out from the questions that traders were 
asking about sl, tp, which way to trade, that those answers are there if you don't go too 
fast through the thread. 
I think that even if Eurusdd does not tell us the other things, this concept alone should 
spark a thought process in itself, that will lead us to those things or very close. 
I am still looking at combining the two methods, have to have 3 charts open for best 
view. 

 

Baillie Jul 6, 2013 5:26pm | Post# 501

 
Quoting Thoughts 
I believe you figured out the patterns faster than I did Lirbig. I gained insights into some 
of the concepts from your posts. My appreciation of the various trade types goes 
something like this: * If one enters at a dissimilarity, we have a lower probability trade 
(as we dont know where the price will go from that point) except there are very strong 
reasons giving us a bias for one direction. * If one enters at a similarity which happened 
after a single dissimilarity 'event' or dissimilarity 'period', the trade has better probability. 
We enter looking... 
 
Well said!! 

 



Baillie Jul 6, 2013 5:30pm | Post# 502

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

I so needed that thought walk through. I am of the opinion that I am not brightest 
light bulb around here so this post really helps. Thank you. 
 
Your welcome, glad to help. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 6, 2013 6:04pm | Post# 503

 
Ok after much re-reading I've realized when using the BB and stoch method, the 
principle behind the trading is that I have to 
 
1)Look for dissimilarity and mark that for a profit target 
2)Wait for the correct similarity to occur. By this I mean the correct "price action" at BB 
bands for entry instead of blindly entering at the next similarity that forms. The correct 
"price action" has been described already by people who have much better understanding 
of the system so I will not mention here and also because my level of understanding does 
not qualify me to do so. 
3)If the correct similarity is at level above the dissimilarity then it is sell, if below it is buy 
**)This is only part of the whole system, the dissimilarity part. It gives a lot less trades 
than the similarity part of the system if I may use the word 
 
1)For the similarity part the idea is actually we are also looking for a dissimilarity BUT the 
difference is that the dissimilarity is "temporary". We find this at the stoch part of the 
charts where the stoch is either ahead or behind the actual price. 
2)Once we find it we expect the stoch to "catch up" with actual price and create 
similarity.With this mind we will trade in the "catch up" direction till actual similarity is 
created. 
3a)If the stoch is lagging and below actual price ema we buy? Because price leads so the 
stoch must catch? 
3b)If the stoch is lagging and above actual price ema we sell? Because price leads so the 
stoch must catch? 
3c)If the stoch is leading and below actual price ema we buy? Because price leads so the 
stoch must follow? 
3d)If the stoch is leading and above actual price ema we sell? Because price leads so the 
stoch must follow? 
*)I am a little confused from 3a to 3d, help is much ,much apperciated 
**)This is the part of the system the gives more trades but smaller profit targets if I am 
not wrong. 
 
I hope I am "fishing" right. Any mistakes in the line of thought please let me know. 
Thank you everyone for the time and space. 

 

Madmoney Jul 6, 2013 9:25pm | Post# 504

 
Quoting whoareyou 
{quote} Excuse me for asking, but if the ci is so erractic why were you an avid user of it? 
Never heard of it before this thread.. 
It is erratic with it's 'repainting', but it's how you use it. There is certain patterns I used 
to spot changes in trends, for example buying dips in an uptrend or selling peaks in a 
downtrend. 

 



Madmoney Jul 6, 2013 9:27pm | Post# 505

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Thanks Bro, I agree with you, was just pointing out from the questions that 
traders were asking about sl, tp, which way to trade, that those answers are there if you 
don't go too fast through the thread. I think that even if Eurusdd does not tell us the 
other things, this concept alone should spark a thought process in itself, that will lead us 
to those things or very close. I am still looking at combining the two methods, have to 
have 3 charts open for best view. 

We will get there eventually.  

 

Bomi Jul 7, 2013 6:30am | Post# 506

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Hi Hercs, It simply visualizes the concept outlined by Eurusdd. You have the BB 
on price and Stochs, and the idea is to check the position of the price/stochs in relation 
to the BB lines. My indy displays the difference in the position (based on percentages, 2 
standard deviations = 100%). The lines 1 and 2 equal to 100%/200% difference. Check 
the big spike on my picture (I know it's not real time, but past values don't repaint). At 

that moment, close price (=1EMA ) is below the middle line, but stochs is above the 
upper band line, so... 
Hi Ralome, 
 
Can put your indicator or template, I just want to compare with Eurusdd chart. .. thanks 
 
Bomi 

 

Ralome Jul 7, 2013 6:42am | Post# 507

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Hi Ralome, Can put your indicator or template, I just want to compare with 
Eurusdd chart. .. thanks Bomi 

I don't understand your request, please clarify  

 

Barbossa Jul 7, 2013 10:23am | Post# 508

 
Quoting vanderpjer 
{quote} If hedge is allowed, then why not opening both trades (BUY/LONG) when 
difference occurs (point A) and close one for profit when similarity appears (point B) and 
then wait for the other open trade to return to difference level (point A) and close that 
one too for a "positive zero"? 
 
Why would you do that? It's just the same as waiting for the similarity to be restored and 
then opening a single trade towards the price of the dissimilarity. Only you would pay 
one extra spread. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 7, 2013 3:01pm | Post# 509

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer band!!! 



Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 97% 
guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right money-
management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!! 

 
 
Ok base on what Eurusdd has been teaching..at circle A the ZZ appeared but 1EMA is not at 
an outer band at the point I should have traded in the prevailing direction and in this a short 
which turned out nicely. 
 
At circle B the ZZ appeared the 1EMA at that point is already at/outside the band...and 
according to what Eurusdd has been saying the direction is highly false and should be 
considering a long in this case. Another reason to go long is because there is also a case of 
dis-similarity and similarity which I did not mark out in the picture. 
 
Someone please kindly tell me if I got it right or wrong? I don't a expect free meal 
here.....just a nudge in the right direction, a simple right or wrong will help a lot. 
 

Thanks!!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 5:19pm | Post# 510

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {image} Ok base on what Eurusdd has been teaching..at circle A the ZZ 
appeared but 1EMA is not at an outer band at the point I should have traded in the 
prevailing direction and in this a short which turned out nicely. At circle B the ZZ 
appeared the 1EMA at that point is already at/outside the band...and according to what 
Eurusdd has been saying the direction is highly false and should be considering a long in 
this case. Another reason to go long is because there is also a case of dis-similarity and 



similarity which I did not mark out in... 
I don't see 
enough reason to go long there. Don't be surprised if eurusd open lower!!! Wait for 
sometime after the opening before you go long cause, weekends are crazy stuffs. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 7, 2013 5:34pm | Post# 511

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't see enough reason to go long there. Don't be surprised if eurusd open 
lower!!! Wait for sometime after the opening before you go long cause, weekends are 
crazy stuffs. 
Thank you!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 6:00pm | Post# 512

 
MARKET JUST OPENED at my end and EURUSD is down!!! See? hmmm. From this 
moment you can then look for a buy-trade! 

 

whoareyou Jul 7, 2013 6:06pm | Post# 513

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

MARKET JUST OPENED at my end and EURUSD is down!!! See? hmmm. From this 
moment you can then look for a buy-trade! 
 
Target around 2880? 

 

sshhmmuueell Jul 7, 2013 7:25pm | Post# 514

 
becareful to buy EUR/USD 4HR ,DAILY AND WEEKLY are down  
hope its ok to shoot in my opinion 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 7, 2013 9:43pm | Post# 515

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
MARKET JUST OPENED at my end and EURUSD is down!!! See? hmmm. From this 
moment you can then look for a buy-trade! 

Yes I see thank you! Much learning acheived  

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 10:38pm | Post# 516

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Yes I see thank you! Much learning acheived  



 

 

renanc93 Jul 7, 2013 10:52pm | Post# 517

 
1 Attachment(s) 
AUDUSD dissimilarity corrected: 

 
 
Now we are able to find dissimilarities and we must find a way to correct enter the trades, 
suggestion guys? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 10:55pm | Post# 518

 
Quoting renanc93 
AUDUSD dissimilarity corrected: {image} Now we are able to find dissimilarities and we 



must find a way to correct enter the trades, suggestion guys? 
I think Madmoney had a problem with this particular case. He wasn't sure where to 
enter. I cannot tell you where to enter because we all have different accounts. That is 
why I said we should manage our trades above/below marked prices!!!! 
There are ways to produce LONG winning streaks in this market! To do that you need 
more than the similarity principle! You need the revolution principle and the delay 
principle too! With these two, forex trading is easy! But you can only succeed with these 
techniques if you are the only one using them and the people you are trading against do 
not have a clue - as to what you are doing!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 7, 2013 11:07pm | Post# 519

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I think Madmoney had a problem with this particular case. He wasn't sure where 
to enter. I cannot tell you where to enter because we all have different accounts. That is 
why I said we should manage our trades above/below marked prices!!!! There are ways 
to know how to produce LONG winning streaks in this market! To do that you need more 
than the similarity principle! You need the revolution principle and the delay principle too! 
With these two, forex trading is easy! But you can only succeed with these techniques if 
you are the only one... 

Lol, your killing me.  

 

jackprobe Jul 7, 2013 11:10pm | Post# 520

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are ways produce LONG winning streaks in this market! To do that you 
need more than the similarity principle! You need the revolution principle and the delay 
principle too! With these two, forex trading is easy! But you can only succeed with these 
techniques if you are the only one using them and the people you are trading against do 
not have a clue - as to what you are doing!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Can you explain more about this ?  
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 11:14pm | Post# 521

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} Lol, your killing me.  

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 7, 2013 11:27pm | Post# 522

 
1.28202 is a crazy price! Watch it! 

 

rswamy4449 Jul 8, 2013 12:22am | Post# 523

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I think Madmoney had a problem with this particular case. He wasn't sure where 



to enter. I cannot tell you where to enter because we all have different accounts. That is 
why I said we should manage our trades above/below marked prices!!!! There are ways 
to produce LONG winning streaks in this market! To do that you need more than the 
similarity principle! You need the revolution principle and the delay principle too! With 
these two, forex trading is easy! But you can only succeed with these techniques if you 
are the only one using them and... 
--------------------------------- 
After reading thread of 26 pages, now new principle MATRIX Revolutions comes, hope it's 
final principle of the chapter. 
For every new complexity, you keep on adding new your theories to it. 
Though, you are unable to define or explain none of the principles of your method(s)so 
far. 
Seems, lack of guidance, your dedicated followers on this thread are confused now--on 
your theory-- whether to Buy or Sell. 
Template(s) on the charts, seems not helping much-Eventually, started coming with their 
own interpretations. 
Naturally we all are very anxious to CRACK this Holygrail, eurusdd please crack it, 
soonest possible, we all are waiting! 
If anyone can know the zigzag pattern with certainty, forex could have been an easy 
process. 
Unfortunately, reality that is not the case. Thank you! 
Regards, 
rswamy 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:26am | Post# 524

 
Quoting rswamy4449 
{quote} --------------------------------- After reading thread of 26 pages, now new 
principle MATRIX Revolutions comes, hope it's final principle of the chapter. For every 
new complexity, you keep on adding new your theories to it. Though, you are unable to 
define or explain none of the principles of your method(s)so far. Seems, lack of guidance, 
your dedicated followers on this thread are confused now--on your theory-- whether to 
Buy or Sell. Template(s) on the charts, seems not helping much-Eventually, started 
coming with their own interpretations.... 
I am not introducing anything new! This thread is all about similarity! The version you 
use depends on the indicator you choose. So, I have not presented another idea. Please 
show me where I did. 
 
I am done presenting the similarity idea. There is nothing else to do!!!! 
So, I am done with this thread! It is up to you to apply it the way you want!!! 
 
--------------------- 
 
But in case you wonder how I trade, in post #1, I said there are other components to my 
strategy. The similarity concept is the only one I believe people can master/understand 
for now!!!! 
 
--------------------- 
I don't need followers! I introduced this idea but I do not expect people to rely on me 

from this point!!!  
 
-------------------- 
This thread is not meant to produce signals for you! So, don't visit it in the future looking 
for signals!!! I know what happens when one tries to give signals on a forum. I will never 
try that again!!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:38am | Post# 525

 
Quoting rswamy4449 
{quote} --------------------------------- After reading thread of 26 pages, now new 
principle MATRIX Revolutions comes, hope it's final principle of the chapter. 
Don't worry, I am done!!!! 
 
I guess you did not understand anything you read!!! I can not help you because you are 
looking for something else! 
There is only one idea in this thread :similarity!!! 
If you saw anything else - then I can't help you. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:55am | Post# 526

 
Quoting rswamy4449 
{quote} --------------------------------- After reading thread of 26 pages, now new 
principle MATRIX Revolutions comes, hope it's final principle of the chapter. For every 
new complexity, you keep on adding new your theories to it. Though, you are unable to 
define or explain none of the principles of your method(s)so far. Seems, lack of guidance, 
your dedicated followers on this thread are confused now--on your theory-- whether to 
Buy or Sell. Template(s) on the charts, seems not helping much-Eventually, started 
coming with their own interpretations.... 
You are the reason nothing else will be introduced here!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 12:55am | Post# 527

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Don't worry, I am done!!!! I guess you did not understand anything you read!!! 
I can not help you because you are looking for something else! There is only one idea in 

this thread :similarity!!! If you saw anything else - then I can't help you.  
I hope you will continue to post on your other thread. 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 1:20am | Post# 528

 
Quoting rswamy4449 
{quote} --------------------------------- After reading thread of 26 pages, now new 
principle MATRIX Revolutions comes, hope it's final principle of the chapter. For every 
new complexity, you keep on adding new your theories to it. Though, you are unable to 
define or explain none of the principles of your method(s)so far. Seems, lack of guidance, 
your dedicated followers on this thread are confused now--on your theory-- whether to 
Buy or Sell. Template(s) on the charts, seems not helping much-Eventually, started 
coming with their own interpretations.... 
 

 

 

shiva Jul 8, 2013 1:30am | Post# 529

 
Wonder why jerks have to say negative stuff? You don't get the idea just shut up and 
walk away, instead this rswamy character has to show off his maturity level and pee all 
over the place like some animals do to mark their territory. 



 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 1:35am | Post# 530

 
Quoting shiva 
Wonder why jerks have to say negative stuff? You don't get the idea just shut up and 
walk away, instead this rswamy character has to show off his maturity level and pee all 
over the place like some animals do to mark their territory. 
Well said! 

 

TraderJoe Jul 8, 2013 4:18am | Post# 531

 
Quoting shiva 
Wonder why jerks have to say negative stuff? You don't get the idea just shut up and 
walk away, instead this rswamy character has to show off his maturity level and pee all 
over the place like some animals do to mark their territory. 

Like I keep saying, WHERE'S THE ADULT LOUNGE!  
 
The thing is, when someone comes in FF and lays out the beginning of a system, they 
should be given respect. If you come into their thread and for some reason do not 
appreciate what they're offering then you should quietly leave. Systems like this are 
simple but they're not easy. It takes some real effort to "catch on" to these kinds of 
ideas. Personally I am lucky that I don't need this but, I do love learning whatever is out 
there and expecially the kinds of ideas that "tickle" the imagination like what eurusdd has 
presented here. But this kind of learning comes with a price - and the price is usually the 
fact that a person who's knowledge encompances a high level of Technical Analysis which 
is necessary to present these types of ideas also requires a reasonable level of respect. 
For a person to lay out ideas such as these which they themselves spent countless hours 
cultivating, only to be basically pissed on by the STUPID of the world - WTF reason 
should said person even waste their time giving out their precious knowledge to the 
unappreciated masses? I really don't blame eurusdd for being pissed and is the same 
reason I have never opened a thread and given those of you who are assholes any of my 
precious knowledge. 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 5:07am | Post# 532

 
Eursdd is killing it on his trade Explorer!!! 
 
Eursdd please continue to contribute, just ban those who do not show the proper respect 
or have not got the wisdom to find the value in this thread. I like many others here value 
your posts and are gaining great insight. I still do not understand everything fully but I 
am taking the time to study what you have taught and see how it plays out in the charts. 

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 5:22am | Post# 533

 
Quoting Neio 
Eursdd please continue to contribute, just ban those who do not show the proper respect 
or have not got the wisdom to find the value in this thread. 

+1 Looking forward to hearing about the delay bit (does this have anything to do with 
it or am I way off?). 

 

xixi Jul 8, 2013 5:40am | Post# 534



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are the reason nothing else will be introduced here!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Your works remind me about a guy name 'Certainty' on babypips.com who wrote the 
thread 'STOCHASTIC-indicator and the ZIGZAG-indicator! Know the truth!!!!'. 
I read that thread sometimes ago but then get lost among so many other things in forex. 
I don't think you are 'Certainty' but your approaches seem similar. 
Going back and forth between your posts and Certainty's could give me some more clues 
but I'm still struggling to figure out the whole things. 
I'm so sad if you'll not keep posting your interesting works. 
 
Please do not stop it Eurusdd! 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 5:47am | Post# 535

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Your works remind me about a guy name 'Certainty' on 
babypips.com who wrote the thread 'STOCHASTIC-indicator and the ZIGZAG-indicator! 
Know the truth!!!!'. I read that thread sometimes ago but then get lost among so many 
other things in forex. I don't think you are 'Certainty' but your approaches seem similar. 
Going back and forth between your posts and Certainty's could give me some more clues 
but I'm still struggling to figure out the whole things. I'm so sad if you'll not keep posting 
your interesting works. Please do not... 
That was 'Certainty'. 

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 5:53am | Post# 536

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Your works remind me about a guy name 'Certainty' on 
babypips.com who wrote the thread 'STOCHASTIC-indicator and the ZIGZAG-indicator! 
Know the truth!!!!'. I read that thread sometimes ago but then get lost among so many 
other things in forex. I don't think you are 'Certainty' but your approaches seem similar. 
While we're discussing similarities: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...9&d=1372754250 vs. 
http://forums.babypips.com/attachmen...7&d=1318987456 :-) 

 

whaka Jul 8, 2013 5:59am | Post# 537

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi 
 
Been trying to follow and understand this thread. 
 
I have an example from the GBPUSD 15min chart on 5 July 
 
I have marked the dissimilarity in the blue box. How would this be traded, if at all. Would 
you just follow the price action for a sell and where would the entry be and the exit? 



 

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 6:08am | Post# 538

 
Quoting whaka 
Hi Been trying to follow and understand this thread. I have an example from the GBPUSD 
15min chart on 5 July I have marked the dissimilarity in the blue box. How would this be 
traded, if at all. Would you just follow the price action for a sell and where would the 
entry be and the exit? {image} 

This exact same picture was posted on the previous page, with suggestions  

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 6:11am | Post# 539

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting whaka 
Hi Been trying to follow and understand this thread. I have an example from the GBPUSD 
15min chart on 5 July I have marked the dissimilarity in the blue box. How would this be 
traded, if at all. Would you just follow the price action for a sell and where would the entry 
be and the exit? {image} 
Allow price to rise, the further away it goes the faster or steeper the fall. The golden 
question is where to enter. 
 
You will need to pair it with you existing method for entry or build one. 

 

 

myichimoku Jul 8, 2013 6:23am | Post# 540

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks Eurusdd for this method. I've been reading all posts once and probably understand 
50% of it. My first trade on demo was EurUSD with + 41.20 pips. 
 
Currently EJ pair has dissimilarity with stock spike up, can anyone predict if price will go up 
or down without waiting for similarity? 

 

 

xixi Jul 8, 2013 6:36am | Post# 541

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Allow price to rise, the further away it goes the faster or steeper the fall. The 
golden question is where to enter. You will need to pair it with you existing method for entry 
or build one. {image} 
From 'Certainty' point of view, I think price is trying to go up to correct the last high (blue 

circle)  



 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 6:44am | Post# 542

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} From 'Certainty' point of view, I think price is trying to go up to correct the last 

high (blue circle) {image} 
That is not a dis-similarity to be corrected, However it is a bullish market (for now). 

 

xixi Jul 8, 2013 6:51am | Post# 543

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That is not a dis-similarity to be corrected, However it is a bullish market (for 
now). 
I mean "From Certainty's point of view", not from Eurusdd's point of view. Have you read 
Certainty's thread?  
(Sorry Eurusdd if I mention Certainty's thread here) 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 6:54am | Post# 544

 
They are the same person  

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 7:05am | Post# 545

 
Quoting Madmoney 

They are the same person  

 

 

xixi Jul 8, 2013 7:11am | Post# 546



 
Quoting Madmoney 

They are the same person  

 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 7:14am | Post# 547

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote}  
Best trader I've ever seen. 

 

xixi Jul 8, 2013 7:18am | Post# 548

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Best trader I've ever seen. 
me too 

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 7:19am | Post# 549

 
1 Attachment(s) 

A solution to everyone who doesn't like repainting but likes backtesting (Actually, I'm not 
joking.) 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 7:21am | Post# 550

 
Quoting Ralome 

A solution to everyone who doesn't like repainting (Actually, I'm not joking.) {image} 
Donchian? 



 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 7:38am | Post# 551

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Donchian? 

Yup  

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 7:41am | Post# 552

 
1 Attachment(s) 
From this morning. Any opinion ?? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:42am | Post# 553

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusd is falling back because of the delay-principle. Works 100% of the time and better than the 
similarity principle. It is built on a very serious algorithm. 
 
Marked prices are always respected and the time to wait is shorter that the one given by the 
similarity principle. 
As this picture shows!!! I will prove this by supporting the similarity principle on my EXPLORER. I 
will produce more than 100 trades without a loss and close every trade before the end of the 



day!!!!  
 
I am on a break! But you will see the result on my explorer whenever i get the time to trade. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:48am | Post# 554

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} From 'Certainty' point of view, I think price is trying to go up to correct the last 

high (blue circle) {image} 
nothing special there!! If EURUSD goes there it will not be due to the existence of a dis-
similarity at that price!!! 

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 8:01am | Post# 555

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Eurusd is falling back because of the delay-principle. Works 100% of the time and better 
than the similarity principle. It is built on a very serious algorithm. Marked prices are 
always respected and the time to wait is shorter that the one given by the similarity 
principle. As this picture shows!!! I will prove this by supporting the similarity principle on 
my EXPLORER. I will produce more than 100 trades without a loss and close every trade 
before the end of the day!!!!{image} I am on a break! But you will see the result on my 
explorer whenever... 
Can you share a core of that principle 
 
From the chart I can see that indicator is pointing down, but price is going for retest 

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 8:01am | Post# 556

 
1 Attachment(s) 



One more chart. Any opinion ?? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:04am | Post# 557

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} Can you share a core of that principle 

No!!! Even the similarity principle is knocking brains!!!  
 
Just want people to understand what is behind the 200+ winning streak they will see 
soon!!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 8:07am | Post# 558

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} No!!! Even the similarity principle is knocking brains!!!  Just want people to 
understand what is behind the 200+ winning streak they will see soon!!!! 
Anything to do with a combination stoch and CI? 

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 8:07am | Post# 559

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} No!!! Even the similarity principle is knocking brains!!!  Just want people to 
understand what is behind the 200+ winning streak they will see soon!!!! 
The similarity principle is awesome !! 

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 8:15am | Post# 560

 
Is this delay principle can give a good entry point for similarity ??? 

 



Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:19am | Post# 561

 
5 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Anything to do with a combination stoch and CI? 
The delay-principle extends the similarity-principle to all possible time frames and is time-
based!! So when a white arrow appears and price goes above it without a green arrow, price 
will fall back below the white arrow 100% of the time - at least based on the data i used. 
 
Most important: It uses cross-brokers price action. 
 
NOTE THESE SETUPS ARE ON THE 1MIN CHART!!! 
Attachment 1228747 
Attachment 1228748 
Attachment 1228753 
Attachment 1228756 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 8:26am | Post# 562

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The delay-principle extends the similarity-principle to all possible time frames 
and is time-based!! So when a white arrow appears and price goes above it without a 
green arrow, price will fall back below the white arrow 100% of the time - at least based 
on the data i used. Most important: It uses cross-brokers price action.{image} {image} 
{image} {image} 

Ok you have an algorithm, Is there a manual way?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:27am | Post# 563

 
Nothing can beat that!!!! 
kEEP applying the similarity-principle and if you don't understand it, stick to your 



principle and leave others to see the light!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:28am | Post# 564

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} Ok you have an algorithm, Is there a manual way?  
the algorithm produces the arrow but MADMONEY I am not going to share this with this 
forum! sorry. 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 8:29am | Post# 565

 
1 Attachment(s) 
While you trade on the delay principle can you look at the chart I post below regarding the 
modified zig zig template. 
 
 
I know your template was for the M15 so the settings probably wont be usable on the H1 
but did I get the idea right? 
Please ignore the open trades which are from another strategy. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:31am | Post# 566

 
Quoting normtold 
While you trade on the delay principle can you look at the chart I post below regarding 
the modified zig zig template. I know your template was for the M15 so the settings 
probably wont be usable on the H1 but did I get the idea right? Please ignore the open 
trades which are from another strategy. {image} 
If it works good for you, then you should be ok!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 8:31am | Post# 567

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} the algorithm produces the arrow but MADMONEY I am not going to share this 
with this forum! sorry. 
It's all good, you don't ask you don't get. Anyway I wanna thank you for opening my 
eyes once again! 
 

Peace   

 



xixi Jul 8, 2013 8:40am | Post# 568

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Eurusd is falling back because of the delay-principle. Works 100% of the time and better 
than the similarity principle. It is built on a very serious algorithm. Marked prices are 
always respected and the time to wait is shorter that the one given by the similarity 
principle. As this picture shows!!! I will prove this by supporting the similarity principle on 
my EXPLORER. I will produce more than 100 trades without a loss and close every trade 
before the end of the day!!!!{image} I am on a break! But you will see the result on my 
explorer whenever... 
wow, another interesting one!  
I'm curious to know more... 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 8:49am | Post# 569

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The delay-principle extends the similarity-principle to all possible time frames 
and is time-based!! So when a white arrow appears and price goes above it without a 
green arrow, price will fall back below the white arrow 100% of the time - at least based 
on the data i used. Most important: It uses cross-brokers price action. NOTE THESE 
SETUPS ARE ON THE 1MIN CHART!!! {image} {image} {image} {image} {image} 
 
Interesting. Is it some form of Arbitrage? Based on two different brokers that have a 
DELAY in pricing? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:52am | Post# 570

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Interesting. Is it some form of Arbitrage? 
Arbitrage, yeah. The difference in this case is simple: You don't need super-computers to 
spot mis-pricing. I managed - over many years (I am 27 now) - to develop a way to spot 
these opportunities without the facilities the big-guys use. 
The delay principle is a master-piece. All the charts I posted above are for the 1min time 
frame and i can count 234 cases since 2010 and all of them were right!!! 

 

crodzilla Jul 8, 2013 8:57am | Post# 571

 
Read post #27 on his other thread... they key to the kingdom (and maybe his algorithm) 
is explained there... 
 
Here  

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:03am | Post# 572

 
WATCH 1.2825!!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:17am | Post# 573

 
The buy-trade we mentioned earlier on will collapse when the move is done. 
 



Trigger price is 1.2864. Watching a certain condition there. If it is satisfied, EURUSD will 
start heading back down!!! 

 

Thoughts Jul 8, 2013 9:33am | Post# 574

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Arbitrage, yeah. The difference in this case is simple: You don't need super-
computers to spot mis-pricing. I managed - over many years (I am 27 now) - to develop 
a way to spot these opportunities without the facilities the big-guys use. The delay 
principle is a master-piece. All the charts I posted above are for the 1min time frame and 
i can count 234 cases since 2010 and all of them were right!!! 

Hmm, its not really arbitrage, is it ...more a dissimilarity between broker price feeds, 
at which you mark the price.....very very interesting..what I'm still trying to work out is 
how you determine your directionality.. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:36am | Post# 575

 
Quoting Thoughts 

{quote} Hmm, its not really arbitrage, is it ...more a dissimilarity between broker 
price feeds, at which you mark the price.....very very interesting..what I'm still trying to 
work out is how you determine your directionality.. 
! 
We can spot those prices that major players have their eyes on but try to fool the masses 
by taking price in the opposite direction! 

 

khallas Jul 8, 2013 9:37am | Post# 576

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} the algorithm produces the arrow but MADMONEY I am not going to share this 
with this forum! sorry. 
Sure, That is your privacy & contain your years & years of hard work. I understand the 
reason for not sharing with us, still very thankful too you for Sharing the precious 

knowledge & provided us an amazing view for looking into the market . 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 9:38am | Post# 577

 
This is what I am thinking... 
 
You have two brokers. At certain times the slow broker lags behind the fast broker? So 
you always follow the direction of the fast broker but execute the trade on the slower 
broker? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:41am | Post# 578

 
Quoting Neio 
This is what I am thinking... You have two brokers. At certain times the slow broker lags 
behind the fast broker? So you always follow the direction of the fast broker but execute 
the trade on the slower broker? 
No. That will only last a candle and on smaller time frames. 



 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:45am | Post# 579

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Look at the delay-principle in action currently: 
 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 9:46am | Post# 580

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting khallas 
{quote} Sure, That is your privacy & contain your years & years of hard work. I understand 
the reason for not sharing with us, still very thankful too you for Sharing the precious 

knowledge & provided us an amazing view for looking into the market . 
Thank you and I hope you will benefit from it someday. I stated in post #1 that the 

similarity principle is the only idea I will share here!  
 
See that trade completed? 



 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 9:51am | Post# 581

 
Response to post 579. 
 
 
Yes, no green arrow, price goes above the white arrow and then sell. 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 9:52am | Post# 582

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you and I hope you will benefit from it someday. I stated in post #1 that 

the similarity principle is the only idea I will share here! See that trade completed? 
{image} 
 
Loving your work Eurusdd! 

 

Thoughts Jul 8, 2013 10:05am | Post# 583

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}We can spot those prices that major players have their eyes on but try to fool 
the masses by taking price in the opposite direction! 
I did a big LOL when I read your first reply! This is a fascinating series of lectures 
Eurusdd, thanks for sharing your ideas. 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 10:09am | Post# 584

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} ! We can spot those prices that major players have their eyes on but try to fool 



the masses by taking price in the opposite direction! 
 
Am I on the right track though when I say that you see something using a Faster Broker 
that gives you insight into what the BIG boys are doing? 

 

myichimoku Jul 8, 2013 10:16am | Post# 585

 
Who needs Time Machine and John Titor while we have Eurusdd 

here   

 

monocor Jul 8, 2013 10:29am | Post# 586

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is in it similarity principle was there 

 

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 10:50am | Post# 587

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
stoch... Also use high/low setting. 
I just noticed this while re-reading. So here's a modified version of my indy posted 
earlier, which uses High/Low settings for stochs as default. 
StochDif2.mq4  

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:08am | Post# 588

 
Quoting myichimoku 

Who needs Time Machine and John Titor while we have Eurusdd here   
Lol. I am at you service, angel!! 

 



myichimoku Jul 8, 2013 11:11am | Post# 589

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I just noticed this while re-reading. So here's a modified version of my indy 
posted earlier, which uses High/Low settings for stochs as default. {file} 
Thanks for the update. I was trying to adding notification function in your indicator but it 
doesn't work well. Can you make it? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:12am | Post# 590

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD is almost done correcting the dis-similarity here!!!! 

 

 

renanc93 Jul 8, 2013 11:16am | Post# 591

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURJPY dis-similarity starting, lets mark this area to take profit: 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:23am | Post# 592

 
Quoting renanc93 
EURJPY dis-similarity starting, lets mark this area to take profit: {image} 
The price where the dis-similarity started is very close! So, you have to pray that price 
moves away from that point a little bit in order for you to get a good trade! I don't trade 
that pair - so good luck!!! 
Manage your trade well. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:27am | Post# 593

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Problem at 1.28726... 
 
My Alpari demo account is not connecting. Is that a general problem? 



 

 

jurn_e Jul 8, 2013 11:33am | Post# 594

 
Read the whole thread but still trying to figure out the strategy here. Will reread.. Thanks 
for sharing anyway. 

 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 11:34am | Post# 595

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Problem at 1.28726... My Alpari demo account is not connecting. Is that a general 
problem? {image} 
So FXPro is your fast broker and Alpari is your slow one? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:35am | Post# 596

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Read the whole thread but still trying to figure out the strategy here. Will reread.. Thanks 
for sharing anyway. 
All the best! I must confess that I did not present things nicely - for a reason - but a lot 
of people here got the basic idea. I know you will get it too. All the best!!! 



 

Neio Jul 8, 2013 11:38am | Post# 597

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Problem at 1.28726... My Alpari demo account is not connecting. Is that a general 
problem? {image} 
My Alpari UK demo is not connecting 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:39am | Post# 598

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My Alpari UK demo is not connecting 
Thanks. Then it is a general problem!!! I am back online though!! 

 

jurn_e Jul 8, 2013 11:40am | Post# 599

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} All the best! I must confess that I did not present things nicely - for a reason - 
but a lot of people here got the basic idea. I know you will get it too. All the best!!! 
Well actually i get the idea already, both the similarity and delay principle ideas.  
Just need some time to watch some live charts and test on the indicators parameter for 
similarity system. 
For the delay principle, its interesting, but the main missing link is the arrow. Which i 
know is priceless. : ) 
Btw can you pm me ur contact? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:40am | Post# 600

 
EURUSD to fall back to 1.28592 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:46am | Post# 601

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:47am | Post# 602

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

jurn_e Jul 8, 2013 11:47am | Post# 603

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Nice trade already. 

 

jurn_e Jul 8, 2013 11:48am | Post# 604

 
Any replacement indicators for the Arrow that you have for delay principle? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:50am | Post# 605

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Any replacement indicators for the Arrow that you have for delay principle? 
That is a 100% guarantee system(based on all available forex data) I can never release. 
The similarity system is ok for now. I ill post setups whenever I can. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 11:56am | Post# 606

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD just hit the number!!! Signal by the delay-



system   

 

jurn_e Jul 8, 2013 11:56am | Post# 607

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is a 100% guarantee system(based on all available forex data) I can never 
release. The similarity system is ok for now. I ill post setups whenever I can. 

Thanks.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:05pm | Post# 608

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is beautiful. 
It is said that real-time trading is the best proof of a system's efficiency!!!! 



 
EURUSD may continue downward from that point!!! 

 

aduarte Jul 8, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 609

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I just noticed this while re-reading. So here's a modified version of my indy 
posted earlier, which uses High/Low settings for stochs as default. {file} 
 
hello ralome, 
 
I have no issues with your first version, but this one I cannot load it, nothing happens. 
Anybody has the same problem? 
 
Regards, 
 
António 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 12:17pm | Post# 610

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is beautiful. It is said that real-time trading is the best proof of a system's 
efficiency!!!! {image} EURUSD may continue downward from that point!!! 

Looks like you have a license to print money  
 
 
Have you ever have a problem with Brokers using this method on your live accounts? 
Do they mind you winning 100% of the time? 
 
 



Are you still expecting to see re post 572 or was that certain condition not satisfied? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 611

 
dangerous times to buy eurusd, generally. EURUSD has already corrected -ALMOST 
completely- the last dis-similarity, so be careful buying! There is a minor problem down 
below!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 612

 
Quoting normtold 

{quote} Looks like you have a license to print money Have you ever have a problem 
with Brokers using this method on your live accounts? Do they mind you winning 100% 
of the time? Are you still expecting to see re post 572 or was that certain condition not 
satisfied? 
yeah twice but I got the idea later. You never go for 100% wins, once in a while you put 
a loss in there!!! Lol 
But I am with ECN Dukascopy right now, so...... 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 12:22pm | Post# 613

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yeah twice but I got the idea later. You never go for 100% wins, once in a while 
you put a loss in there!!! Lol 
 
Yeah, that is what I was thinking, such a high win rate is going to draw unwanted 
attention to yourself with the unscrupulous Brokers. 
 
But genuine STP ECN type wont mind as they make from commission. 

 

whoareyou Jul 8, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 614

 
Didn't realize Dukascopy still handles US clients... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 615

 
tHERE is still a problem at 1.2859..... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 616

 
Quoting whoareyou 
Didn't realize Dukascopy still handles US clients... 
I have three people on my team! Not a personal account! 

SELL AT 1.2869???  

 

whoareyou Jul 8, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 617

 



I'm still looking for 2882, but what do I know.......... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 618

 
Quoting whoareyou 
I'm still looking for 2882, but what do I know.......... 
tHE dis-similarity may finall be corrected around that area but remember my explorer is 
based on 1min/5min charts and so, I am looking at trades I can closed within a day!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:01pm | Post# 619

 
1 Attachment(s) 
That problem at 

1.2859!!!!  
 

EURUSD will hang around there, but she will touch the number!!!!   

 

Ralome Jul 8, 2013 1:15pm | Post# 620

 
Quoting aduarte 
{quote} hello ralome, I have no issues with your first version, but this one I cannot load 
it, nothing happens. Anybody has the same problem? Regards, António 
Hi António, 
 
Works fine here. Though you might be having the same problem that someone else had 
earlier: the line I display is black by default, you may have to change the color (the 6th 
in the list). Is this it or something else? 



 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:16pm | Post# 621

 
How can I vouch for someone in the future? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:19pm | Post# 622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
still doubting????? 
 
1.2859 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:24pm | Post# 623

 
What I am doing may look easy but it took me 5 years to develop my weapon!!! Never 

try this at home, unless you have seen the light!!!  
 
WE ARE about to hit 1.2859!!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:30pm | Post# 624

 
When we hit 1.2859 this will be the 270th time the delay-principle WORKED!!! 270 wins, 
0 losses. 
Notice that the delay-principle works faster than the similarity principle. 
The revolution-principle is GOD-LIKE!!!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 625

 
I want to give traders HOPE that if you work HARD enough you can make it!!!! 
I am not an expert-trader but I have seen a certain light. I hope you find yours 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 1:34pm | Post# 626

 
It does not look easy, I am a rubbish trader but I think with that magic white/green 

arrow even I could get 50% winning trades  

 

crodzilla Jul 8, 2013 1:34pm | Post# 627

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How can I vouch for someone in the future? 
Just click on their name (to go to their profile), and then click on vouch. 
 
Your method is stunning. 
I vouched for you. 
 
If you ever need any programming, MT4 or windows (or mix), let me know. 
 
Carl 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 628

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I want to give traders HOPE that if you work HARD enough you can make it!!!! I am not 
an expert-trader but I have seen a certain light. I hope you find yours 
TBH watching this is not giving me hope as I know you need to keep the algorithm to 
yourself for obvious reasons but it is still fun to watch you making £££$. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:36pm | Post# 629

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
mission accomplished!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:37pm | Post# 630

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Just click on their name (to go to their profile), and then click on vouch. Your 
method is stunning. I vouched for you. If you ever need any programming, MT4 or 
windows (or mix), let me know. Carl 
tHANK YOU very much!!! 

 

shiva Jul 8, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 631

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} tHANK YOU very much!!! 
So did I, a week or so back :P 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 1:43pm | Post# 632

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} So did I, a week or so back :P 
Thank you. Will back in 12 hours. Happy trading!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 633

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I leave you with THIS. 



 

 

crodzilla Jul 8, 2013 2:08pm | Post# 634

 
Again, stunning... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
I leave you with THIS. {image} 
 

 

Barbossa Jul 8, 2013 3:30pm | Post# 635

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
still doubting????? 1.2859 {image} 
 
I can't help but wonder... With this kind of confidence, why bother trading manually? 
Why not automate it? 

 

crodzilla Jul 8, 2013 4:26pm | Post# 636

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} I can't help but wonder... With this kind of confidence, why bother trading 
manually? Why not automate it? 
"With that kind of power, yields great responsibility..." 
 
I wouldn't want to... I would not leave a computer to automate any trading. 
I personally like a signaling mechanism. 



 
Heck, with this system, manual trading could be 2-3 hours of your day, then you are 
done. 
Especially using the 1-min chart as eurusdd does. 
 
As I am a programmer... visions of grandeur came flooding into my head. 
I would have a dashboard with the majors monitoring the 1-min charts. 
And on the weekends, I would have an offline program to ensure the integrity of the 
optimized stoch and zigzag settings. 
 
But I realized I am getting way ahead of myself. 
There is much, much more to learn. 
 
Carl 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 4:58pm | Post# 637

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} "With that kind of power, yields great responsibility..." I wouldn't want 
to... I would not leave a computer to automate any trading. I personally like a 
signaling mechanism. Heck, with this system, manual trading could be 2-3 hours of 
your day, then you are done. Especially using the 1-min chart as eurusdd does. As I am 
a programmer... visions of grandeur came flooding into my head. I would have a 
dashboard with the majors monitoring the 1-min charts. And on the weekends, I would 
have an offline program to ensure the integrity... 

 

 

normtold Jul 8, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 638

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} "With that kind of power, yields great responsibility..." I wouldn't want to... I 
would not leave a computer to automate any trading. I personally like a signaling 
mechanism. Heck, with this system, manual trading could be 2-3 hours of your day, then 
you are done. Especially using the 1-min chart as eurusdd does. As I am a 
programmer... visions of grandeur came flooding into my head. I would have a 
dashboard with the majors monitoring the 1-min charts. And on the weekends, I would 
have an offline program to ensure the integrity of the... 
Yes I remember Alorente's TMA thread from about 18 months ago where you created a 
dashboard. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 639

 
1.2859...... what a number!!!! There is a problem there. 
 
My explorer: I am not interested in the size of the pips I gain. I am only trying to show 
that I can enter the market anytime I want and come out "positive" every-time, almost 
surely!!! 
So, if I ever need money, the probability one trade will get me what I want is almost 1. 
 

So, before your very eyes, watch 100+ wins/even consecutively.  

 



normtold Jul 8, 2013 5:04pm | Post# 640

 
Quoting sirwolf 
I agree Carl! I am a programmer by trade and my mind went to creating a dashboard to 
monitor and identify trades as well. A few years ago I worked with an associate to create 
a nice dashboard for a system we were following here on FF. It monitored various 
currencies and timeframes and everyone thought it was a great tool. The only difference 
was, we SHARED the dashboard will everyone. Whole different story here with the "Delay 
System". Why mention a system you have no intention of sharing with others? To me, 
this is a forum for helping others... 
I guess we can just be impressed by the 270 wins, 0 loses with the Delay syatem but as 
you say we can't hope to gain from it. 
 
But we have been given the modified ZigZag template, maybe that is something us mere 
mortals should be concentrating on and trying to perfect. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 641

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
Notice that the delay-principle agrees with the similarity principle here: 1.2859...   

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:09pm | Post# 642

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} I guess we can just be impressed by the 270 wins, 0 loses with the Delay 
syatem but as you say we can't hope to gain from it. But we have been given the 
modified ZigZag template, maybe that is something us mere mortals should be 
concentrating on and trying to perfect. 
LoL. I am a mortal!!! I know that was a joke. 
Anyway, when there is a good setup, I will post it here! That is the best I can do!!!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:13pm | Post# 643

 
Quoting sirwolf 
{quote} Actually the BEST you can do is share your system with the masses. You are 
CHOOSING to just share set-ups. There is a difference... 
I will never do that: I have given you the similarity principle: That is enough!!! 
 
In fact, the delay system does not run on mt4 alone: so how are you going to use it??? 
You have not even mastered the similarity yet and you want another? 

Lol.  
Someone mentioned "COMPLEXITY"...... Good systems are kept secret. 
The least of the components : similarity : I have given you and even that one is good 
enough if you know how to use it!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:19pm | Post# 644

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:28pm | Post# 645

 
The talk about automation: I don't like auto trading. I love to click and feel the market 
yield to my algorithm!!! That is the joy of trading~ 
 

1.2859 1.2859 
 

Something will collapse. So, keep this 



number on your desk!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 646

 
Those who argue against technical indicators are not totally right!!! You need to know 
how to use indicators properly then you will find that indicators can sometimes tell you 
what news-outcome to expect and how people are likely to react to it. 
I am not nice when I push these ideas because indicators are good! You need to check 
yourself! 

 

metta87 Jul 8, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 647

 
hey eurusdd can you predict tops and bottoms ? also are you still gonna post in your 
other threads ? Thanks. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 648

 
Quoting metta87 
hey eurusdd can you predict tops and bottoms ? also are you still gonna post in your 
other threads ? Thanks. 
NO!! I killed that thread!!! 
 

Why predict tops and bottoms when you have REVOLUTION?  
 
It is silly trying to do so. NO one can precisely predict top/bottom correct to 4 decimal 
places. 

 

metta87 Jul 8, 2013 5:58pm | Post# 649

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} NO!! I killed that thread!!! Why predict tops and bottoms when you have 

REVOLUTION?  It is silly trying to do so. NO one can precisely predict 
top/bottom correct to 4 decimal places. 
lol ok , but are you still gonna post in your other thread ? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 8, 2013 5:59pm | Post# 650

 
Hey! I take some time to read your thread. I have noticed this pattern before, but i didn't 
figure out eventually the price would come back to the dissimilarity point..  
 
So i want to know the reason behind this dissimilarity to similarity. Can you tell about 
this?  
Thanks. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:00pm | Post# 651

 
Quoting metta87 
{quote} lol ok , but are you still gonna post in your other thread ? 



No!!! I will post on this thread till I hit 100+ consecutive wins/evens then I will leave it!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:03pm | Post# 652

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
Hey! I take some time to read your thread. I have noticed this pattern before, but i didn't 
figure out eventually the price would come back to the dissimilarity point.. So i want to 
know the reason behind this dissimilarity to similarity. Can you tell about this? Thanks. 
The key: the code of stoch: Understand how it works! Then you will understand why, 
together with the 1EMA and the BB, we are roughly able to identify price levels where the 
big-boys started to offload ....... 

 

metta87 Jul 8, 2013 6:10pm | Post# 653

 
how often do you lose and what is the longest losing streak you ve ever went through ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 654

 
Quoting metta87 
how often do you lose and what is the longest losing streak you ve ever went through ? 
Since, 2010 my longest is 2!!!! real/demo. 
If I am trading just for the fun of it, then I will not care much. But if I want to prove a 
point. 2 should be max!!! 
There can be technical issues too. "losing connection to broker etc" 
There is nothing you can do in that case!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:16pm | Post# 655

 
before 2010" 8 losing streak: blew my account 3 times!!! 
 
EURUSD is hanging up there, but : be careful. Before you know it ......... 
 

Then my eyes OPENED ooh!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:29pm | Post# 656

 
DON'T CHASE PRICE: Let price come to you!!!! 
 
Price is like people/girls 
 
dON'T CHASE A GIRL, get money - results, change yourself and SHE WILL COME 
TO YOU!!! 
 
If you chase price down/up, she will turn around and leave you HANGING!!! 
 
---- 
Draw your line in the sand and stand your ground: She will get tired and run to you!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 657



 
But do not go drawing red-lines everywhere. Know the levels. Price will try to tease you a 
little, run away from you; but when she finds out that you are not moving - chasing her - 
she will stop and start to run back to you!!! 
 
That is my trading-philosophy... 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 8, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 658

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The key: the code of stoch: Understand how it works! Then you will understand 
why, together with the 1EMA and the BB, we are roughly able to identify price levels 
where the big-boys started to offload ....... 
Em.....thanks. I will take a deep look on trend + oscillator with this similarity case, to see 
the movement. So far, I only understand that the similarity happens if the smaller time 
frame has finished its counter trend move and ready to respect bigger time frame. And it 
is very important for both the time frame relationship. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:39pm | Post# 659

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Em.....thanks. I will take a deep look on trend + oscillator with this similarity 
case, to see the movement. So far, I only understand that the similarity happens if the 
smaller time frame has finished its counter trend move and ready to respect bigger time 
frame. And it is very important for both the time frame relationship. 
There are so many variations to the idea. You may even find a better way to use it! All 
the best, bro. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 8, 2013 6:41pm | Post# 660

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The delay-principle extends the similarity-principle to all possible time frames 
and is time-based!! So when a white arrow appears and price goes above it without a 
green arrow, price will fall back below the white arrow 100% of the time - at least based 
on the data i used. Most important: It uses cross-brokers price action. NOTE THESE 
SETUPS ARE ON THE 1MIN CHART!!! {image} {image} {image} {image} {image} 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
very interesting, just one question, if price goes above the white arrow, when do you 
know you have to sell, immediatly after crossing, or do you wait for a higher level? 
 
thx and regards, 
Forex Lion 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 6:45pm | Post# 661

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, very interesting, just one question, if price goes above the white 
arrow, when do you know you have to sell, immediatly after crossing, or do you wait for 
a higher level? thx and regards, Forex Lion 
The similarity principle can leave you hanging for a while since price can move away from 
the marked-price for about 400 pips on higher-time frames. But the delay-principle is 



sharp!! Check these : http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...434603&page=29 Note 
the gaps!!! 
 
The similarity principle is for patient and big-boys - if you intend to use it on higher time-
frames!!! 

 

oconnor365 Jul 8, 2013 7:19pm | Post# 662

 
Hi Eurussd 
you mentioned a hedging 'twist' a little earlier in the thread....could you elaborate a 
lilittle many thanks 
 
 
T 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:25pm | Post# 663

 
Quoting oconnor365 
Hi Eurussd you mentioned a hedging 'twist' a little earlier in the thread....could you 
elaborate a lilittle many thanks T 
A lot of people like to use stop-loss but I am not one of them!!! 
I don't use stop-loss and in fact, I am not hedging or using stop-loss on my explorer. 
It is better to hedge than use stop-loss for the following simple reason!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:28pm | Post# 664

 
suppose you set a SL of 20 pips and the spread is 2pips. It is better to set a hedge with 
gap 18 pips. You can always recover that $2*18. 
For instant, if you get 3 wins in every 5 trades then I believe you can see the picture! If I 
hedge, I can go 500 trades without a loss, because on average I will be right almost 
surely. 
 
If your broker allows you to hedge, then you can use the similarity principle to the max!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:34pm | Post# 665

 
stand your ground 1.2859!!! 

 

angelofx Jul 8, 2013 7:37pm | Post# 666

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
stand your ground 1.2859!!! 
 
When should the trigger be pulled and i what direction? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:39pm | Post# 667

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} When should the trigger be pulled and i what direction? 



EURUSD is already heading to 1.2859. I announced it about two hours ago! She has to 
hit it. ignore her bluffing... 
If she goes up, target 1.2859!!! 

 

angelofx Jul 8, 2013 7:44pm | Post# 668

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EURUSD is already heading to 1.2859. I announced it about two hours ago! She 
has to hit it. ignore her bluffing... If she goes up, target 1.2859!!! 
I believe you are eurusd so can you go up a bit so folks can make more profit/pips? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:45pm | Post# 669

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} I believe you are eurusd so can you go up a bit so folks can make more 
profit/pips? 

I am tired. I have to give in to gravity!!! 

 

crodzilla Jul 8, 2013 7:47pm | Post# 670

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EURUSD is already heading to 1.2859. I announced it about two hours ago! She 
has to hit it. ignore her bluffing... If she goes up, target 1.2859!!! 
Looks good eurusdd. 
Hey, eurusdd! I wanted to ask a question about information that is on your other thread. 
I am writing a stochastic-zigzag monitor/indicator... want to know if i'm on the right 
track. 
Should I ask here? 
 
Carl 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:48pm | Post# 671

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Looks good eurusdd. Hey, eurusdd! I wanted to ask a question about 
information that is on your other thread. I am writing a stochastic-zigzag 
monitor/indicator... want to know if i'm on the right track. Should I ask here? Carl 
Democrazy!!!! 

 

angelofx Jul 8, 2013 7:50pm | Post# 672

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I am tired. I have to give in to gravity!!! 
I get that signal 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:52pm | Post# 673

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} I get that signal 



Think about my trading philosophy and your life will change!!! DON'T CHASE PRICE!! 
POST #656 

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 7:56pm | Post# 674

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 

271 wins, 0 loss!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 8, 2013 8:02pm | Post# 675

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
1.2859 is done! Third time you are seeing delay- in action!!! Bye people. 

 

hoss Jul 8, 2013 8:03pm | Post# 676

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{image} 271 wins, 0 loss!   

Nice job! I'm as confused now as ever, but nice job!  

 

angelofx Jul 8, 2013 8:16pm | Post# 677

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 1.2859 is done! Third time you are seeing delay- in action!!! Bye people. 
Thank you. I already know what "revolution " is all about. You're gonna tell us the OHLC 
for the next trading day. Never seen anyone with such market-savvy. You are EURUSD! 

 

meatpuppet Jul 8, 2013 8:19pm | Post# 678

 
1.2859...thanks for the pips Eurusdd  

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 8:49pm | Post# 679

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Nothing can beat that!!!! kEEP applying the similarity-principle and if you don't 
understand it, stick to your principle and leave others to see the light!! 



Oh I see the light, already utilising it, but in a different way! 

 

Baillie Jul 8, 2013 8:59pm | Post# 680

 
Well the show is over! no more crumbs to get, so I guess it's just a matter of looking at 
this new concept and practicing with what you do have. As I said before, with just the 
similarity and the ZZ from Eurusd's other thread that should be enough to at least turn 
some losing traders into consistently profitable traders.  
 
As far as the 271-0 record it is very impressive and praiseworthy, but not necessary to 
show, as it was obtained using principles not explained. 
 
Anyhow, props to Eurusd for the eye opener into a new trading world with an increased 
odds enhancer strategy. 
 

Peace  

 

renanc93 Jul 8, 2013 9:02pm | Post# 681

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Two dis-similarity being corrected right now: 
EURUSD: 

 
 
USDJPY: 



 
 
I don't find a way to correct enter the trades but this system really work!  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 8, 2013 9:41pm | Post# 682

 
Looking at the trade explorer you can see there is a trend following twist to the way 
Eurusdd trades this demo account. Each given pair is traded in a series of buy or sell 
positions. May be there too few trades to come to a solid conclusion but so far is what 
you can judge from it. 

 

juhanimi Jul 8, 2013 10:08pm | Post# 683

 
1 Attachment(s) 
it works fine, thank you Eurusdd 
0.1 lot demo trades 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 8, 2013 10:16pm | Post# 684

 
Quoting juhanimi 
it works fine, thank you Eurusdd 0.1 lot demo trades {image} 
Whats that? 

 

juhanimi Jul 8, 2013 10:31pm | Post# 685

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Whats that? 



from post 1. just added some modification 

 

jackprobe Jul 8, 2013 10:38pm | Post# 686

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} from post 1. just added some modification 
The EA is on M1 TF ? How may pips is your TP & SL ? 
 
Thanks 
-jack- 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 8, 2013 10:43pm | Post# 687

 
I think I get the cycle indicator part in theory, have all the indicators on the correct 
settings but cannot put it to practice as I still can't get the charts to align properly. I 
blame this on my lack to experience with MT4. 
 
The dis-similar and entry on similar for price to reach dis-similar I understand and many 
thanks to the trade examples posted to help see the light.Only issue now here is the 
trader trading it.....I managed to screw that move up... 
 
Not fully understand the the part on the ZZ and ema piercing the bands.This happened a 
number of times on the move up to correct the dis-similar and I lost many pips expecting 
a turn. I'm still trying to figure out where the fault in my thought process lies. 
 
I'm still losing $$$ but at least my understanding is improving and that is a reward. 
 
I will keep trying and would like to thank everyone continuing to sharing their examples 
and thoughts. 

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 12:26am | Post# 688

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
But do not go drawing red-lines everywhere. Know the levels. Price will try to tease you a 
little, run away from you; but when she finds out that you are not moving - chasing her - 
she will stop and start to run back to you!!! That is my trading-philosophy... 
100 consecutive wins is extraordinary. Do you mind saying what kind of damage 1 loss 
does to your account, i.e. percentage wise? What kind of risk:reward ratio? This is 
important for getting so many straight wins, no? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 1:31am | Post# 689

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} 100 consecutive wins is extraordinary. Do you mind saying what kind of damage 
1 loss does to your account, i.e. percentage wise? What kind of risk:reward ratio? This is 
important for getting so many straight wins, no? 
I think you'll get an answer along the line of its up to your own money management. He 

gives the idea and it is up to you how you use it but who am I to comment....  

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 1:48am | Post# 690



 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I think you'll get an answer along the line of its up to your own money 
management. He gives the idea and it is up to you how you use it but who am I to 

comment....  
I think that because we don't know everything (therefore won't be right nearly as many 
times), we will probably have to use a low, normal risk:reward. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 2:29am | Post# 691

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} 100 consecutive wins is extraordinary. Do you mind saying what kind of damage 
1 loss does to your account, i.e. percentage wise? What kind of risk:reward ratio? This is 
important for getting so many straight wins, no? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 2:38am | Post# 692

 
I am not your usual trader! I don't follow the norm!!! 
If I did, I will be like everyone else. If we are all using the same principle, strategy, 
money-management ideas, you wouldn't be on this thread!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 2:46am | Post# 693

 



I want to hit 100 consecutive wins on my explorer. Then, people will be forced to re-think 
the forex market and forex-trading. 
 

50:50, gambling they say???   

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 2:51am | Post# 694

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I want to hit 100 consecutive wins on my explorer. Then, people will be forced to re-think 

the forex market and forex-trading. 50:50, gambling they say???   
Well, your pretty much half way there. 
 

I've done 12 trades and counting..... All profit!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 2:55am | Post# 695

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Well, your pretty much half way there. I've done 12 trades and counting..... All 

profit!  
congratulations!!!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 2:57am | Post# 696

 
1.2877?   

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 3:02am | Post# 697

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Well, your pretty much half way there. I've done 12 trades and counting..... All 

profit!  
Hi Madmoney, which template are you using? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:04am | Post# 698

 
madmoney is on fire!! He - has seen a certain light.   

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 3:06am | Post# 699

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Hi Madmoney, which template are you using? 
Just the 15M bb and stoch template, but I have paired it with my existing method. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:07am | Post# 700

 
Quoting Madmoney 



{quote} Just the 15M bb and stoch template, but I have paired it with my existing 
method. 

turbo-booster. I told you!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:12am | Post# 701

 
1 Attachment(s) 

do you see how eurusd dropped to my number 1.2877?  

 

 

jurn_e Jul 9, 2013 3:12am | Post# 702

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} turbo-booster. I told you!   
Thanks. Closed my position. sold at 95 just now. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:13am | Post# 703

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Thanks. Closed my position. sold at 95 just now. 

BEAUTIFUL.!!!!   

 



Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:20am | Post# 704

 
1.2877 is the current attraction point!!! SO, be very careful with buys. Tricky! 
Dis-similarity at 1.2865 to be corrected too!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:29am | Post# 705

 
what is EURUSD doing? She is bluffing. Hold you ground!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 3:32am | Post# 706

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
what is EURUSD doing? She is bluffing. Hold you ground!! 
I bought USDCHF and sold EURUSD awhile ago 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:36am | Post# 707

 
Remember the principle: we are not supposed to chase price. She must come to us!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:36am | Post# 708

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I bought USDCHF and sold EURUSD awhile ago 

 
 
I remember a certain guy: 
He said whenever he buys eurusd, PRICE goes down. Then he will change position and 
sell only to find price heading up!!! Well, that is like trying to win a stubborn girl 

over!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:41am | Post# 709

 
We are at 1.2877 again!!! 

 

dare123 Jul 9, 2013 3:41am | Post# 710

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
what is EURUSD doing? She is bluffing. Hold you ground!! 
Good-day Eurusdd, You stunt me!!!. I have never seen such before in forex trading. 
Immediately I saw your tread I knew you had something unique. 
 
I understand the Delay Principle very well (Just like waiting for pullback on major trend 
and trading the major trend direction after the pullback has occured). 
Kindly clarify on the difference between the Similarity Principle and Delay Principle 
Please. 
 
Your clear explantion will be greatly appreciated. 
 



Big Thank You For Sharing. 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 3:41am | Post# 711

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I remember a certain guy: He said whenever he buys eurusd, PRICE goes 
down. Then he will change position and sell only to find price heading up!!! Well, that is 

like trying to win a stubborn girl over!!!   
Yep, been there done that, now wearing the t-shirt! 
 
Make that 14 winning trades now (close two of my USDCHF buys). 

 

dvanderlinde Jul 9, 2013 3:46am | Post# 712

 
This is truly fascinating! I just wish you would share your secret indicator/algorithm with 

us  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:47am | Post# 713

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} Good-day Eurusdd, You stunt me!!!. I have never seen such before in forex 
trading. Immediately I saw your tread I knew you had something unique. I understand 
the Delay Principle very well (Just like waiting for pullback on major trend and trading 
the major trend direction after the pullback has occured). Kindly clarify on the difference 
between the Similarity Principle and Delay Principle Please. Your clear explantion will be 
greatly appreciated. Big Thank You For Sharing. 
Good-day Dare: The difference is that DELAY gives you accurate-values to look at!!! That 
is Far better than the guess work of other methods! No emotions involved here! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:47am | Post# 714

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yep, been there done that, now wearing the t-shirt! Make that 14 winning trades 
now (close two of my USDCHF buys). 
You are my main-man. KEEP up the good work ooh. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:48am | Post# 715

 
EURUSD has corrected 90% of the dis-similarity at 1.2865. 
1.2877 is still the attraction point! So, any up will bring eurusd down until the dis-
similarity at 1.2868 is corrected!! 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 3:57am | Post# 716

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yep, been there done that, now wearing the t-shirt! Make that 14 winning trades 
now (close two of my USDCHF buys). 
I guess you are trading ony EUROUSD and USDCHF? How? There were no dissimilarity 



today in either of these two? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 3:59am | Post# 717

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I guess you are trading ony EUROUSD and USDCHF? How? There were no 
dissimilarity today in either of these two? 
you don't always need to wait for dis-similarity before you trade! That method is slow! 
There are other ways to use the similarity method!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 4:00am | Post# 718

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are my main-man. KEEP up the good work ooh. 
 
Thanks bro. 

 

dare123 Jul 9, 2013 4:00am | Post# 719

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Good-day Dare: The difference is that DELAY gives you accurate-values to look 
at!!! That is Far better than the guess work of other methods! No emotions involved 
here! 
Eurusdd, Thank you for the response. Really Its not clear to me what makes similarity 
different;is it because in similarity system what we trade is the dis-similarity or what? 
Kindly respond. 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 4:01am | Post# 720

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} you don't always need to wait for dis-similarity before you trade! That method is 
slow! There are other ways to use the similarity method!!! 
OOPS, I guess I need to re-read all your posts then, to pickup what I have overlooked. 
Thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 4:02am | Post# 721

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I guess you are trading ony EUROUSD and USDCHF? How? There were no 
dissimilarity today in either of these two? 
I see other things, aswell as similarities/dis-similarities. 

 

Barbossa Jul 9, 2013 4:03am | Post# 722

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I guess you are trading ony EUROUSD and USDCHF? How? There were no 
dissimilarity today in either of these two? 
 
In EUR/USD there was. I would put the start of the last serious dissimilarity at 1.2869-



1.2872 area, based on the Stochastic/BB method. That's on M1. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:06am | Post# 723

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} Eurusdd, Thank you for the response. Really Its not clear to me what makes 
similarity different;is it because in similarity system what we trade is the dis-similarity or 
what? Kindly respond. 
There are different versions to the similarity-concept. Each one depends on the indicator 
you are using!!! Furthermore, most versions - ie the BB, STOCH, 1EMA - rely on at most 
two time-frames. 
Furthermore, if you are trading dis-similarities then there is NO guarantee that you will 
close your trade before you leave your seat. 
The DELAY principle is 
1: similarity - processed using all time-frames 
2: fractal dimension analysis 
3: cross-brokers platforms 
4: Time-dependent. 
 
Therefore, every signal DELAY gives you will work almost surely! The past 270 signals on 
the 1min time frame worked!! 
You don't have to wait long before you close your trade! 
 
DELAY is 60% more efficient than trading dis-similarities. 
 
because of the cross-border analysis, part of DELAY does not run on MT4!!! 

 

xixi Jul 9, 2013 4:07am | Post# 724

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD has corrected 90% of the dis-similarity at 1.2865. 1.2877 is still the attraction 
point! So, any up will bring eurusd down until the dis-similarity at 1.2868 is corrected!! 
Hi Eurusdd,  
 
How do you define a dis-similarity has been corrected 100%? 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:08am | Post# 725

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, How do you define a dis-similarity has been corrected 100%? 
Thanks 
Price hits the number, the price where the dis-similarity started and there is no dis-
similarity at the current price. 
However, the template I gave you is optimal. It is the best we can get. There is a 3% 
chance for error/failure. 

 

alafatefx Jul 9, 2013 4:15am | Post# 726

 
I hope you can win for a long time, since it shows only 5 days. 
Good job, keep going, my friend. 



 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 4:19am | Post# 727

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are different versions to the similarity-concept. Each one depends on the 
indicator you are using!!! Furthermore, most versions - ie the BB, STOCH, 1EMA - rely on 
at most two time-frames. Furthermore, if you are trading dis-similarities then there is NO 
guarantee that you will close your trade before you leave your seat. The DELAY principle 
is 1: similarity - processed using all time-frames 2: fractal dimension analysis 3: cross-
brokers platforms 4: Time-dependent. Therefore, every signal DELAY gives you will work 
almost surely! The... 
 
i hope u give sample trading with the principles of DELAY 
please explain with charts....thank u bro... 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 4:20am | Post# 728

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I see other things, aswell as similarities/dis-similarities. 
Can you elaborate on the things you see pls? 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 4:21am | Post# 729

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} In EUR/USD there was. I would put the start of the last serious dissimilarity at 
1.2869-1.2872 area, based on the Stochastic/BB method. That's on M1. 
not 1 min, Madmoney is trading on m15 

 

xixi Jul 9, 2013 4:23am | Post# 730

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Price hits the number, the price where the dis-similarity started and there is no dis-
similarity at the current price. However, the template I gave you is optimal. It is the best we 
can get. There is a 3% chance for error/failure. 
Thanks! 
So, is this the reasons why you marked 1.2877 ? 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:30am | Post# 731

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} thanks! So, is this the reasons why you marked 1.2877 ? {image} 
post #701. Delay-signal. 

 

dare123 Jul 9, 2013 4:31am | Post# 732

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are different versions to the similarity-concept. Each one depends on the 
indicator you are using!!! Furthermore, most versions - ie the BB, STOCH, 1EMA - rely on 
at most two time-frames. Furthermore, if you are trading dis-similarities then there is NO 
guarantee that you will close your trade before you leave your seat. The DELAY principle 
is 1: similarity - processed using all time-frames 2: fractal dimension analysis 3: cross-
brokers platforms 4: Time-dependent. Therefore, every signal DELAY gives you will work 
almost surely! The... 
Thanks alot Eurusdd, I got that clearly. 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 4:33am | Post# 733

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Can you elaborate on the things you see pls? 
I use mutiple TF's, whatever mood I'm in (scalp or medium term trade), from M1 - H1 
TF. 
 
Dunno if I can discuss it here as it is not part of this thread, also it's early days yet 14 
trades in (winners), I will eventually discuss it soon. 
 
What really changed my trading was understanding stochs more and changing the 
parameters to match other standard indicators, I read through the two threads at least 6 
time each to get the 'Eureka' moment. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:34am | Post# 734

 



Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I use mutiple TF's, whatever mood I'm in (scalp or medium term trade), from 
M1 - H1 TF. Dunno if I can discuss it here as it is not part of this thread, also it's 
early days yet 14 trades in (winners), I will eventually discuss it soon. What really 
changed my trading was understanding stochs more and changing the parameters to 
match other standard indicators, I read through the two threads at least 6 time each to 
get the 'Eureka' moment. 
democrazy mADMONEY!!! freedom to express yourself!!! 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 4:36am | Post# 735

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} The EA is on M1 TF ? How may pips is your TP & SL ? Thanks -jack- 
no ea, manual trading, no sl, tp is in first post, everything is in first post 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:36am | Post# 736

 
1.2877 again. remember, I said it is the red-line we have drawn! Let price dance around! 
I will close in the next 30mins! Will be back in 12 hrs. 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 4:39am | Post# 737

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} democrazy mADMONEY!!! freedom to express yourself!!! 
Thank you Eurusdd, soon will be revealed. 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 4:40am | Post# 738

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EurUsdd, I have a question tell me if my assumption is right in the attached chart, in the are 
of blue box the ema hit the lower BB but no zigzag. I am betting that the price will go down 
to make a zigzag leg there? 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:43am | Post# 739

 
Quoting shiva 
EurUsdd, I have a question tell me if my assumption is right in the attached chart, in the 
are of blue box the ema hit the lower BB but no zigzag. I am betting that the price will go 
down to make a zigzag leg there? {image} 
I am aware of that but: please note this. 
strategy's Probability of success = 78.6% So, be careful! You may be lucky this time. 

 

shiva Jul 9, 2013 4:44am | Post# 740

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am aware of that but: please note this. strategy's Probability of success = 
78.6% So, be careful! 

Thanks!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:49am | Post# 741

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1.2877 is going to give way soon (losing his effectiveness). So, we are going to enter a 
sustained move in one direction in order to get a new red-line! 
 



 

 

xixi Jul 9, 2013 4:51am | Post# 742

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} post #701. Delay-signal. 
Zoom out a bit more.. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:54am | Post# 743

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Zoom out a bit more.. {image} 
There is a problem at 1.2865/8. True!! 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 4:55am | Post# 744

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2877 is going to give way soon (losing his effectiveness). So, we are going to enter a 
sustained move in one direction in order to get a new red-line! {image} 
Price may break 1.2830, waiting for an entry. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 4:58am | Post# 745

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Price may break 1.2830 

 
 
I am out people. Done trading for now!! Keep the thread active! 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 5:03am | Post# 746

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I use mutiple TF's, whatever mood I'm in (scalp or medium term trade), from 
M1 - H1 TF. Dunno if I can discuss it here as it is not part of this thread, also it's early 
days yet 14 trades in (winners), I will eventually discuss it soon. What really changed my 
trading was understanding stochs more and changing the parameters to match other 
standard indicators, I read through the two threads at least 6 time each to get the 
'Eureka' moment. 
understanding, how something works, and why it works, after that it is confident trading 

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 5:24am | Post# 747

 



This is pretty mind boggling stuff! Does anyone know why opportunities arise when the 
BB and stoch become dissimilar? All I'm understanding from the instructions is that there 
is an opportunity just because there is dissimilarity. So for me it's merely pattern 
recognition. But no pattern in forex is 97% reliable, so there must be a logical reason 
behind it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 5:26am | Post# 748

 
Quoting Stinky 
This is pretty mind boggling stuff! Does anyone know why opportunities arise when the 
BB and stoch become dissimilar? All I'm understanding from the instructions is that there 
is an opportunity just because there is dissimilarity. So for me it's merely pattern 
recognition. But no pattern in forex is 97% reliable, so there must be a logical reason 
behind it. 
If I tell you the truth, YOU WILL CRUCIFY ME. You will not believe me. So, just take it on 
face value!!! 

 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 5:30am | Post# 749

 
Quoting Stinky 
This is pretty mind boggling stuff! Does anyone know why opportunities arise when the 
BB and stoch become dissimilar? All I'm understanding from the instructions is that there 
is an opportunity just because there is dissimilarity. So for me it's merely pattern 
recognition. But no pattern in forex is 97% reliable, so there must be a logical reason 
behind it. 
 
we have something in common, i cant understand the system, i think page 1 is no longer 
used anymore.... please correct it bro eurousd  

 

Ralome Jul 9, 2013 5:32am | Post# 750

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If I tell you the truth, YOU WILL CRUCIFY ME. You will not believe me. So, just 
take it on face value!!! 

So this post IS true after all  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 5:34am | Post# 751

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If I tell you the truth, YOU WILL CRUCIFY ME. You will not believe me. So, just 
take it on face value!!! 
This si the reason why It is not good to expose a winning-strategy in a game like forex-
trading. Once, the method gets out there and is popular, SOMEONE - will intentionally 
place a move against the strategy and creat a failure. However, if no one knows what I 
am doing - I can apply it for years and NO-ONE will be able to go against it. 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 5:42am | Post# 752

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Once, the method gets out there and is popular, SOMEONE - will intentionally 



place a move against the strategy and creat a failure. 
it is impossible to do that in this case, because indicator has to work like it is planned to 
do, and when there is failure, or dis-similarity, or window of opportunity, it just have to 
correct itself 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 5:46am | Post# 753

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} it is impossible to do that in this case, because indicator has to work like it is 
planned to do, and when there is failure, or dis-similarity, or window of opportunity, it 
just have to correct itself 
Not true: Suppose 95% of traders are using this approach. At one point in time, they are 
all expecting a certain dis-similarity to correct. Now, a group a players will enough power 
to move the market can rally against that position and take out many traders!!! So, that 
is why - that 3% error term is there!!! 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 5:51am | Post# 754

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Not true: Suppose 95% of traders are using this approach. At one point in time, 
they are all expecting a certain dis-similarity to correct. Now, a group a players will 
enough power to move the market can rally against that position and take out many 
traders!!! So, that is why - that 3% error term is there!!! 
okey, that can happen, but unlikely, retail traders are not so big in forex and big money 
do not care what indicators we use, they see, where the money is 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 5:53am | Post# 755

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} okey, that can happen, but unlikely, retail traders are not so big in forex and big 
money do not care what indicators we use, they see, where the money is 

Big MONEY needs MORE-MONEY to become BIGGER money! SO, just don't 
let the 3% HIT YOU!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 5:57am | Post# 756

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember the principle: we are not supposed to chase price. She must come to us!!! 

I should really slap myself for not following this  

Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I remember a certain guy: He said whenever he buys eurusd, PRICE goes 
down. Then he will change position and sell only to find price heading up!!! Well, that is 

like trying to win a stubborn girl over!!!   
 

Have we met?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 5:58am | Post# 757

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Big MONEY needs MORE-MONEY to become BIGGER money! SO, just don't let 
the 3% HIT YOU!!! 
Hit you in the sense that, by the time the dis-similarity is corrected you may have lost 
your ability to keep going!!! 

 

acmedia Jul 9, 2013 5:59am | Post# 758

 
good informations !!!! 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 6:02am | Post# 759

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Big MONEY needs MORE-MONEY to become BIGGER money! SO, just don't let 
the 3% HIT YOU!!! 
I know, how forex works, but I cannot explain it, it is cycle, that repeats. 
If you think forex is like a clock, price start to goes down from 12.00 clock (selling), 
central banks start to buy 15.00, and price turns in 18.00 (buying), and central banks 
start to sell 21.00 
something like that, so, nobody cannot change that cycle, only if some central bank goes 
bankrupt 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 6:05am | Post# 760

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} I know, how forex works, but I cannot explain it, it is cycle, that repeats. If you 
think forex is like a clock, price start to goes down from 12.00 clock (selling), central 
banks start to buy 15.00, and price turns in 18.00 (buying), and central banks start to 
sell 21.00 something like that, so, nobody cannot change that cycle, only if some central 
bank goes bankrupt 

HAHA.  

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 6:12am | Post# 761

 
3. Governments and Central Banks 
Governments and central banks, such as the European Central Bank, the Bank of England, and the Federal 

Reserve, are regularly involved in the forex market too. Just like companies, national governments participate in 

the forex market for their operations, international trade payments, and handling their foreign exchange reserves. 
Meanwhile, central banks affect the forex market when they adjust interest rates to control inflation. By doing 

this, they can affect currency valuation. There are also instances when central banks intervene, either directly or 

verbally, in the forex market when they want to realign exchange rates. Sometimes, central banks think that 

their currency is priced too high or too low, so they start massive sell/buy operations to alter exchange 

rates. 
 

 

Read more: http://www.babypips.com/school/marke...#ixzz2YXeq4rF3  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 6:14am | Post# 762

 
Quoting juhanimi 
3. Governments and Central Banks Governments and central banks, such as the 



European Central Bank, the Bank of England, and the Federal Reserve, are regularly 
involved in the forex market too. Just like companies, national governments participate 
in the forex market for their operations, international trade payments, and handling their 
foreign exchange reserves. Meanwhile, central banks affect the... 
You are supporting my position, Bro. 
What/who govern central banks and big financial institutions? Humans - like you and me. 
They need to meet targets and any INFORMATION that can help them is valuable!!! 
 
Remember, I said the similarity principle was designed to capture the moves of BIG-
MONEY! So, yes, dis-similarities will be corrected but SIMILARITY is the least efficient for 
traders like you and me. 
 
CHECK MY SIGNATURE!!! 

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 6:16am | Post# 763

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} okey, that can happen, but unlikely, retail traders are not so big in forex and big 
money do not care what indicators we use, they see, where the money is 
I have started thinking that the market moves intelligently, and is predatory (predators 
are smarter than their prey, or they starve). Most traders use some kind of tech 
indicator. So most traders who can move the market give some thought to how other 
traders are thinking ('where are their stops?', 'where did trend/breakout traders just get 
a signal?'). The intelligence comes from crowd intelligence, e.g. if you ask a big group of 
people how many jelly beans in a jar full of jelly beans, the average answer will tend to 
be quite close to correct. 
 
So if heaps of us use this method, we will become unprofitable once the market catches 
on. 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 6:17am | Post# 764

 
big money has all the information, like I said, they do not care what indicators or 
strategies retail traders use, they can see where the money is 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 6:19am | Post# 765

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} I have started thinking that the market moves intelligently, and is predatory 
(predators are smarter than their prey, or they starve). Most traders use some kind of 
tech indicator. So most traders who can move the market give some thought to how 
other traders are thinking ('where are their stops?', 'where did trend/breakout traders 
just get a signal?'). The intelligence comes from crowd intelligence, e.g. if you ask a big 
group of people how many jelly beans in a jar full of jelly beans, the average answer will 
tend to be quite close to... 

 
I am just warning a FRIEND!!! 

 

monocor Jul 9, 2013 6:20am | Post# 766

 
I have a question ?? For the week with GU M5 with similarity I had 6 trades, 5 profit 120 
pips, and 1 is runner - 400 pips for now. What are you doing in this situations, keep it 



running until it reach TP, or close it ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 6:21am | Post# 767

 
Quoting monocor 
I have a question ?? For the week with GU M5 with similarity I had 6 trades, 5 profit 120 
pips, and 1 is runner - 400 pips for now. What are you doing in this situations, keep it 
running until it reach TP, or close it ? 
That is exactly what I am trying to warn someone about. 
 
POST #755.., POST #757 

 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 6:22am | Post# 768

 
Quoting juhanimi 
big money has all the information, like I said, they do not care what indicators or 
strategies retail traders use, they can see where the money is 
 
thats the POINT, this forum is for sharing ... no matter u will use the indy or not.... 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 6:23am | Post# 769

 
I used to work for one of the largest investment banks in the UK, and trust me it's all 
psychology, it's like jedi mind tricks! 

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 6:25am | Post# 770

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I am just warning a FRIEND!!! 

You might want to get this thread deleted soon!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 6:25am | Post# 771

 
Quoting merlion 
{quote} thats the POINT, this forum is for sharing ... no matter u will use the indy or 
not.... 
I just don't understand how some of you think! 
I never said - do not use it. I was simply trying to warn a friend to use it carefully or he 
will find himself stuck in a trade for days. He will then turn around and open a negative 
thread about the principle. 
The creator of the idea is warning you to be careful and you think you have gotten to 
heaven already. WELL: you are welcomed! 

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 6:28am | Post# 772

 
Quoting Madmoney 
I used to work for one of the largest investment banks in the UK, and trust me it's all 
psychology, it's like jedi mind tricks! 
 



 

I'm all ears if you want to explain their jedi mind tricks  

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 6:31am | Post# 773

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I was simply trying to warn a friend to use it carefully or he will find himself stuck in a 
trade for days. He will then turn around and open a negative thread about the principle. 
The creator of the idea is warning you to be careful and you think you have gotten to 
heaven already. WELL: you are welcomed! 
don`t worry about that, i have been played years with zigzag`s, i know how they works, 
no negativity from here Bro 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 6:38am | Post# 774

 
zigzag is price without noise 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 7:06am | Post# 775

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I will leave the more informed to the Delay revolution. How about this? 
 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the 
outer band!!! 
 
 
Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band!  
 
How about this one? Heading for 1.2858? Open trades from another strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I see dead people. 

 

 



normtold Jul 9, 2013 7:22am | Post# 776

 
TP @ 1.2858.  
 
Same scenario again? 

 

fx_forever Jul 9, 2013 7:42am | Post# 777

 
Quoting juhanimi 
it works fine, thank you Eurusdd 0.1 lot demo trades {image} 
Juhanami, which base indicators are you using ? 
 
Thanks ! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 7:44am | Post# 778

 
Quoting normtold 
I will leave the more informed to the Delay revolution. How about this? >97.345% of the 
time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer band!!! Therefore, 
when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 97% guarantee that 
price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! How about this one? Heading for 
1.2858? Open trades from another strategy. I see dead people. {image} 
YOU SEE DEAD PEOPLE? THE DEAD don't trade forex. 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 7:53am | Post# 779

 
Quoting fx_forever 
{quote} Juhanami, which base indicators are you using ? Thanks ! 
cycle identifier 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 7:59am | Post# 780

 
FOREXFACTORY did a good one on this forum. At least the EXPLORER allows the thread-
starter to justify his/her claims. This is good. I can remember what I went through some 
time ago!!! 
Thank you FOREXFACTORY. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:01am | Post# 781

 
@normtold I am sure you are not new to forex! So, I believe you understand what 97% 
means in this business! 
 
97% supports 1.2858 then you have a high-probability trade! Patience is key though. 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 8:02am | Post# 782

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
FOREXFACTORY did a good one on this forum. At least the EXPLORER allows the thread-
starter to justify his/her claims. This is good. I can remember what I went through some 



time ago!!! Thank you FOREXFACTORY. 
I remember! Lol 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 8:07am | Post# 783

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
i wanted to give a try to your strategy using the cycle identifier. 
I wanted to know if it could work on every pair cause my prefered is EURJPY. 
Take a look to this : 

 
On the M5 chart we have a bullish bar at 14:15 and on the M1 chart we have a green bullish 
bar at 14:18 so if i've understood correctly it's at 14/18 that i should enter long. Am i 
correct ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:09am | Post# 784

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I remember! Lol 

!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:12am | Post# 785

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@NORMTOLD, are you ok 



NOW???   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:14am | Post# 786

 
Quoting condor666 
Hi, i wanted to give a try to your strategy using the cycle identifier. I wanted to know if it 
could work on every pair cause my prefered is EURJPY. Take a look to this : {image} On 
the M5 chart we have a bullish bar at 14:15 and on the M1 chart we have a green bullish 
bar at 14:18 so if i've understood correctly it's at 14/18 that i should enter long. Am i 
correct ? 

I see no similarity between your charts? Work again!!!   

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 8:17am | Post# 787

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I see no similarity between your charts? Work again!!!   
 
Maybe the problem could be that i've bad values on the cycle indi, what are the correct 
values that i should use ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:20am | Post# 788

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Maybe the problem could be that i've bad values on the cycle indi, what are the 
correct values that i should use ? 
The charts (price-action) do not look similar. Get that right first. LOOK at my 
1min/5min in post #1. look at similar price action!!!  

 

crodzilla Jul 9, 2013 8:26am | Post# 789



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I want to hit 100 consecutive wins on my explorer. Then, people will be forced to re-think 

the forex market and forex-trading. 50:50, gambling they say???   
Yes, some people will rethink forex (me). Then there are others (most) that will think this 
is all rubbish. 
I hope most think this is rubbish... so we can quietly skim our profits from them... 
 
Carl 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 8:28am | Post# 790

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
@NORMTOLD, are you ok NOW???{image} 
Yes thanks. 
 
Hit 1.2858 for 2 trades now. Will leave it alone and look for next set up. 

 

jackprobe Jul 9, 2013 8:28am | Post# 791

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The charts (price-action) do not look similar. Get that right first. LOOK at my 
1min/5min in post #1. look at similar price action!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Can you give a clue? For a beginner, which one is better: using cycle indicator or 
Stoch+BB ? 
 
Thanks 
-jack- 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:31am | Post# 792

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Can you give a clue? For a beginner, which one is better: using 
cycle indicator or Stoch+BB ? Thanks -jack- 
STOCH-BB. Under the similarity umbrella, cycle-identifier ranks below stoch-bb. 

 

jackprobe Jul 9, 2013 8:33am | Post# 793

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} STOCH-BB. Under the similarity umbrella, cycle-identifier ranks below stoch-bb. 
OK, thank you very much. Is there any EA on this yet? 
 
-jack- 

 

Thoughts Jul 9, 2013 8:36am | Post# 794

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Yes, some people will rethink forex.. 



Major rethink, I've hardly slept the last two nights.. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:37am | Post# 795

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} OK, thank you very much. Is there any EA on this yet? -jack- 
The beauty of trading lies in you "feeling the market". Trade yourself. There is a 5% 
human component to every strategy!!!! 
I don't do auto-..... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:39am | Post# 796

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Yes, some people will rethink forex (me). Then there are others (most) that will 
think this is all rubbish. I hope most think this is rubbish... so we can quietly skim our 
profits from them... Carl 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:44am | Post# 797

 
1.2857 is now the new POINT.  

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 8:45am | Post# 798

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Must i do it like this ? 

 
But the cycle indi is still not same  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:48am | Post# 799

 
Quoting condor666 

Must i do it like this ? {image} But the cycle indi is still not same  



Bravo!! your price action is now good! 
What are your CI settings? 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 8:48am | Post# 800

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

1.2857 is now the new POINT.  
Would you be so kind to post a chart showing why this is so please? 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 8:50am | Post# 801

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Bravo!! your price action is now good! What are your CI settings? 
On M1 1-15-4 and on M5 1-3-4, all others are the same in both indis. 

 

ynot4x Jul 9, 2013 8:50am | Post# 802

 
Hi all, 
I am busy reading this thread, up to page 26 so far today. I like so thanks to ALL for 
your help and discussion. 
I don't get the same chart as what I see as I am reading through. One that I haven't 
been able to find to add is the zig zag indicator. 
If someone could please post it for me I would greatly appreciate it. 
I hope to catch up to all of you before I go to bed tonight. 
Thanks again 

 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 8:50am | Post# 803

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} STOCH-BB. Under the similarity umbrella, cycle-identifier ranks below stoch-bb. 
soory bro, if use stoch , timeframe 5 min dan 15 min...should i use 300,1,1 and 75,1,1 ? 
thx in advance 

 

xixi Jul 9, 2013 8:54am | Post# 804

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I remember! Lol 

I know what you mean  

 

Barbossa Jul 9, 2013 8:54am | Post# 805

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, would you take a look at the chart? Does it look similar enough to you to make the 
dissimilarity marked as important? 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:56am | Post# 806

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} On M1 1-15-4 and on M5 1-3-4, all others are the same in both indis. 
TRY 1min (1-60-4) 5min(1-12-4) post and let me see! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:58am | Post# 807

 
1.2857 IS THE NEW DANGEROUS NUMBER - LIKE i SAID. bE CAREFUL. sOMETHING IS 
COOKING. As a technical analyst, that is a sign -a certain fundamental is about to affect 
price!! 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 8:58am | Post# 808

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} TRY 1min (1-60-4) 5min(1-12-4) post and let me see! 
I have this : 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 8:59am | Post# 809

 
Quoting Barbossa 
Eurusdd, would you take a look at the chart? Does it look similar enough to you to make 
the dissimilarity marked as important? {image} 
The one at 1.4987 looks more reasonable. Try that one instead. Yours will be a bonus!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:00am | Post# 810

 

Quoting condor666 

{quote} I have this : {image} 
Ok, then we can reduce it to 1min(1-25-4) 5min(1-5-4) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:02am | Post# 811

 
Do you see the number of times eurusd is striking through 1.2857?? 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 9:07am | Post# 812

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Ok, then we can reduce it to 1min(1-25-4) 5min(1-5-4) 

Still not good : 



 

 

Barbossa Jul 9, 2013 9:08am | Post# 813

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The one at 1.4987 looks more reasonable. Try that one instead. Your will be a 
bonus!! 
OK, thanks for the hint. Just wanted to check if I'm on the right track. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:11am | Post# 814

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Still not good : {image} 
It is good!! look at the far-left! This is good. It means stay-bearish!!! YOur pair seems to 
hunting for 129.976. stay bearish till then 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:15am | Post# 815

 
eliminate emotions from your trading!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:18am | Post# 816

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 9:19am | Post# 817

 
1 Attachment(s) 
ZZ appeared without 1EMA touching outer Bband. 
 
97% possibility of hitting 1.2851? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:22am | Post# 818

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting normtold 
ZZ appeared without 1EMA touching outer Bband. 97% possibility of hitting 1.2851? 
{image} 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:23am | Post# 819

 
I gave you the number to WATCH::: 1.2857!!!! Draw your red-line there!!! you are 

chasing PRICE!!!  
 
YOu keep following eurusd down like that and she will DUMP YOU and leave you 
hanging/lonely!!! 
 

I don't want to affect your trading: I am just expressing an opinion!!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:27am | Post# 820

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 9:27am | Post# 821

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 
OK thanks, I did wonder if that previous touch of the outer BBand would negate or make 
it less likely even though the ZZ has repainted. 

 

fx_forever Jul 9, 2013 9:30am | Post# 822

 
I have a bad feeling. Never loses... 
 
I will stay away. But i won't give you my pips so easily ;-) 
 
A lot of these trades (look at signature) ends up in 1 or 2 pips, with no stop loss.... 
 



Maybe one day "BAAAAMMMMMM", juste a matter of time (3% of total time ?). 
 
99 traders viewing, man it's a tsunami... 
 
Wish you good luck ! 
 
PS : Now 121 !!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 9:33am | Post# 823

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I have this : {image} 
 
how you'g get your vertical scale to align....been tweaking the damn thing like 
forever....sorry mt4 newb 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:34am | Post# 824

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} OK thanks, I did wonder if that previous touch of the outer BBand would negate 
or make it less likely even though the ZZ has repainted. 
Once ZZ and 1EMA have already met on the BB, the condition is done. anything further is 
bonus!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:36am | Post# 825

 
Quoting fx_forever 
I have a bad feeling. Never loses... I will stay away. But i won't give you my pips so 
easily ;-) A lot of these trades (look at signature) ends up in 1 or 2 pips, with no stop 
loss.... Maybe one day "BAAAAMMMMMM", juste a matter of time (3% of total time ?). 99 
traders viewing, man it's a tsunami... Wish you good luck ! 
FX_FOREVER: Can you see what I am doing? I am trying to prove to you that I can trade 
under pressure, engage in a high-frequecy trading system, trade with big lots on a small 
account and even trade without stoploss and STILL give you a long winning streak!! BEAT 
THAT!!! 
 
I already stated that I am trading 1min/5mins charts and no trade should last more than 
a day! I don't think of pips, I think of dollars!!! 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 9:36am | Post# 826

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} It is good!! look at the far-left! This is good. It means stay-bearish!!! YOur pair 
seems to hunting for 129.976. stay bearish till then 
 
You're right, it seems that i didn't understood some little things that makes the 
difference. 

 

normtold Jul 9, 2013 9:37am | Post# 827

 



Understood, thanks. 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 9:37am | Post# 828

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} how you'g get your vertical scale to align....been tweaking the damn thing like 
forever....sorry mt4 newb 
 
I just modify zoom and chart scale, that's all. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:41am | Post# 829

 
Quoting fx_forever 
I have a bad feeling. Never loses... I will stay away. But i won't give you my pips so 
easily ;-) A lot of these trades (look at signature) ends up in 1 or 2 pips, with no stop 
loss.... Maybe one day "BAAAAMMMMMM", juste a matter of time (3% of total time ?). 99 
traders viewing, man it's a tsunami... Wish you good luck ! PS : Now 121 !!! 
LoOK man, if I want to go for 50/100 pips, you will never have me on this forum!!! What 
will I be discussing? 
 
I just want to hit 100 wins and CLOSE THE THREAD!!! That is my target!! 

 

khallas Jul 9, 2013 9:42am | Post# 830

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

Easy hit - 2857 - Bravooo  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:52am | Post# 831

 

1.2857 is about to lose potency!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 9:57am | Post# 832

 
Before you discuss the efficiency of an EXPLORER - please understand the strategy 
behind the trades!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:01am | Post# 833

 
1 Attachment(s) 

JUST LIKE i said: 1.2857 LOST IT!!! 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 10:03am | Post# 834

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Price may break 1.2830, waiting for an entry. 

30 pips - 20% roi  

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:05am | Post# 835

 
1 Attachment(s) 
condor666: see the bearish move??? 
 



 

 

angelofx Jul 9, 2013 10:05am | Post# 836

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
JUST LIKE i said: 1.2857 LOST IT!!! {image} 
lol. chart in human skin. Good call. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:09am | Post# 837

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} lol. chart in human skin. Good call. 
hI: people really believe I can't go for bigger pips? That is not the target of my 
EXPLORER! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:11am | Post# 838

 
@NORMTOLD: I think EURUSD is through the BB now! 

 

angelofx Jul 9, 2013 10:11am | Post# 839

 
EURUSD is it possible for price to get its mojo back at 1.2857 and give an upthrust 
similar to the downward slide or that price has no future relevance? 

 

renanc93 Jul 9, 2013 10:13am | Post# 840

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURJPY dis-similarity and prince is moving down, lets get this one guys: 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:14am | Post# 841

 
Quoting angelofx 
EURUSD is it possible for price to get its mojo back at 1.2857 and give an upthrust 
similar to the downward slide or that price has no future relevance? 
In the short-term, we have NOT seen any price that is ready to take over!!! No new price 
yet. 
 
Do you see technical can give you a hint to what fundamentals are doing!! I was just told 
that the fall was due to a news release!!! 
price is king! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:18am | Post# 842

 
1 Attachment(s) 

swing price =1.2840 



 

 

angelofx Jul 9, 2013 10:19am | Post# 843

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} In the short-term, we have seen any price that is ready to take over!!! No new 
price yet. Do you see technical can give you a hint to what fundamentals are doing!! I 
was just told that the fall was due to a news release!!! price is king!  
When you said it a while ago i checked on the FF calendar and there was no news due to 
be released. What was the news? 
 
I asked the question so i could 'bookmark' that price and see if there might be a riposte 
in future, thank you. 

 

Jerkmiew Jul 9, 2013 10:22am | Post# 844

 
I have read this tread over and over again (more than 3 times). But until the end still 
only know how to use similarities. Still cannot get the idea how you use the delay system 
on scalping. Do you mind to share more idea on delay system, the system really work. 

 

jackprobe Jul 9, 2013 10:22am | Post# 845

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The beauty of trading lies in you "feeling the market". Trade yourself. There is a 
5% human component to every strategy!!!! I don't do auto-..... 
Thanks for that. If there is a DIS-similarity, and normally Stoch+BB is faster than the 
price (EMA1), so we must trade by seeing the trend showed by Stoch+BB ? 
Ex. There is DIS-similar, and Stoch is going down touching the middle BB, but the EMA is 
still at upper BB. So, we can open a SELL order at that time, and EXIT right after the 
New Similarity exist ? 
 



-jack- 

 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 10:25am | Post# 846

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
JUST LIKE i said: 1.2857 LOST IT!!! {image} 
 
please share the arrows indy....bro...thx 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:27am | Post# 847

 
GOOD @ MADMONEY 

 

angelofx Jul 9, 2013 10:29am | Post# 848

 
Now i know what pip range to expect the next time EURUSD says a currency is about to 
lose its potency. 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 10:42am | Post# 849

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Big MONEY needs MORE-MONEY to become BIGGER money! SO, just don't let 
the 3% HIT YOU!!! 
This is very true and provable with your trading chart and a set of indicators, VSA traders 
often try to capitalize on this imbalance in the market when the BIG money begins to 
position themselves. Big money cannot enter their whole position with one single trade, 
that would create a parabolic move without filling the rest of their trades at the best 
prices possible. (because of the way they enter the market) So, they do what's called 
scaling into a position. 
A little here and a little there moving price in increments until they have filled their whole 
position. 
 
Now, why don't they just dump everything in at one time at a certain price? Well like 
EURUSDD is saying, they do not want you to ride their position. 
 
This is a game of winners and losers and there are plenty of losers to take positions 
from. 
 
Here is another truth, Big money cannot enter the market without creating an anomaly 
that is visible on your chart, their intentional trading is to make it hard for you to 
recognize which way they want to move the market, and they do a good job of it, but 
they cannot completely keep it hidden if you know what to look for. This is where 
similarity confirms the direction of big money movements. 
 
Using the conventional indicators and conventional settings makes this a hard task for 
most traders, hence the 95% loser to 5% profitable trader stat. 
 
My trading style is to look for the signs of Big money and to ride with them, the similarity 
has just made my job 100% easier to confirm if my system is correct and given me 
another 2 ways to trade. 
 

The BANK DOORS are WIDE open!   



 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:48am | Post# 850

 
I took down the EXPLORER- I think I have shown enough! Don't want to give a wrong 
impression! I will just sit back and watch the discussion. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 10:51am | Post# 851

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} This is very true and provable with your trading chart and a set of indicators, 
VSA traders often try to capitalize on this imbalance in the market when the BIG money 
begins to position themselves. Big money cannot enter their whole position with one 
single trade, that would create a parabolic move without filling the rest of their trades at 
the best prices possible. (because of the way they enter the market) So, they do what's 
called scaling into a position. A little here and a little there moving price in increments 
until they have filled... 
True and good for you. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 10:58am | Post# 852

 
similarity on cycle indicator m1 and m5, bb and ema way out of band....time to plan a 
long? 
 
edit...hmm not yet maybe 

 

ynot4x Jul 9, 2013 10:58am | Post# 853

 
wow, took quite a while to read the thread but well worth it. Thanks Eurusdd for all your 
input. Probably shouldn't have traded today while reading but did any way and just 
closed the EurUsd at 1.2838 for a nice 21.7 pips. Now tomorrow if I pay attention I 
should do better. Thanks again will continue to follow as it all sinks in. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 9, 2013 11:04am | Post# 854

 

$5,000 to $24,654 for 5 days - 
including weekends. 

 

69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 
even trades. That is the story!!! I 
am DONE!!! 

 

Next time I come around, you 



will have another window!!! 

 

tHANK YOU all, especially those 
who vouched for me and my 
main-man MADMONEY!!! 

Make money and spend/enjoy it 
too!  

 

Off to spend some of mine!!! 

 

WILL be back in September  

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 11:08am | Post# 855

 
Thank you Eurusdd! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 11:08am | Post# 856

 
:appl ause: 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 11:10am | Post# 857

 
1 Attachment(s) 
There is a Dis similarity taking place on the EUR/USD 15 min 



 

 

neurus Jul 9, 2013 11:12am | Post# 858

 
I dont understand the system, but thank you ...anyway... 

 

Ralome Jul 9, 2013 11:13am | Post# 859

 
Thanks a million  

 

merlion Jul 9, 2013 11:18am | Post# 860

 
 

 

Neio Jul 9, 2013 11:20am | Post# 861

 
Quoting Baillie 
There is a Dis similarity taking place on the EUR/USD 15 min {image} 
I am waiting for the hourly bar to close with the STOCH at 0. As Eursudd said in the 
other thread that this has a 90% chance of there being a new leg of the ZZ. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...07#post6800507. Which should mean that the 
price should reverse. 



 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Hennessy Jul 9, 2013 11:28am | Post# 862

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} 30 pips - 20% roi  
 
Able to post examples of ur trades to help in understanding the strategy? 

 

jackprobe Jul 9, 2013 11:33am | Post# 863

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
$5,000 to $24,654 for 5 days - including weekends. 69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 even 
trades. That is the story!!! I am DONE!!! Next time I come around, you will have another 
window!!! tHANK YOU all, especially those who vouched for me and my main-man 

MADMONEY!!! Make money and spend/enjoy it too!  Off to spend some of 
mine!!! WILL be back in September 
Thank you for your nice strategy. Hope you still will give answer to some newbie 

questions  

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 11:34am | Post# 864

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

$5,000 to $24,654 for 5 days - including weekends. 69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 even 
trades. That is the story!!! I am DONE!!! Next time I come around, you will have another 
window!!! tHANK YOU all, especially those who vouched for me and my main-man 

MADMONEY!!! Make money and spend/enjoy it too!  Off to spend some of 
mine!!! WILL be back in September 

YOUR A LEGEND!!!  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 11:37am | Post# 865

 
In which turn does the dog lays down to sleep? 

 

angelofx Jul 9, 2013 11:38am | Post# 866

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
$5,000 to $24,654 for 5 days - including weekends. 69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 even 
trades. That is the story!!! I am DONE!!! Next time I come around, you will have another 
window!!! tHANK YOU all, especially those who vouched for me and my main-man 

MADMONEY!!! Make money and spend/enjoy it too!  Off to spend some of 
mine!!! WILL be back in September 
Gracias EURUSD. Over to you Madmoney. 

 



Bomi Jul 9, 2013 11:41am | Post# 867

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
$5,000 to $24,654 for 5 days - including weekends. 69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 even 
trades. That is the story!!! I am DONE!!! Next time I come around, you will have another 
window!!! tHANK YOU all, especially those who vouched for me and my main-man 

MADMONEY!!! Make money and spend/enjoy it too!  Off to spend some of 
mine!!! WILL be back in September 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Thank you for very much. You have done enough for us. One more request can you 
continue with "How to use technical indicators properly!" - There are people like me who 
wants to learn lot of things from you. I will retire within two years. If I can learn 
something from you which will make a lot of difference in my life. God bless you and your 
family. 
 
Bomi 

 

Bomi Jul 9, 2013 11:44am | Post# 868

 
Quoting Hennessy 
{quote} Able to post examples of ur trades to help in understanding the strategy? 
Yes Madmoney If you can... appreciated 
 
Bomi 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 11:48am | Post# 869

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Pleases correct me if I am wrong. Is this not a di-similarity that has not been corrected for 
the last about 2 hrs? 

 

 

condor666 Jul 9, 2013 11:49am | Post# 870

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
condor666: see the bearish move??? {image} 
 
Sorry for the late reply, yes i saw it the only thing i don't understand is how do you can 
find so precise targets (0.1 pips) 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 11:51am | Post# 871

 
Quoting Baillie 
There is a Dis similarity taking place on the EUR/USD 15 min {image} 
That dis-similarity is not obvious enough, the dis-similarity from the 5th has just been 
corrected (15M). 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 11:56am | Post# 872

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Pleases correct me if I am wrong. Is this not a di-similarity that has not been corrected 
for the last about 2 hrs? {image} 
Sorry is that a 1M chart can't see it properly? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 11:57am | Post# 873

 
So is the vertical red line on my chart not a disimilarity? Yes, its M1 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 874

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
So is the vertical red line on my chart not a disimilarity? Yes, its M1 
I don't think that is a strong enough difference, here is what helps me (thanks to 
Ralome). 
 
If the stoch breaks '1' level it becomes a blatant difference. 
 
Also go into the indicator options, go to color and change the last row colour to white. 
StochDif2.mq4  

 

Hennessy Jul 9, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 875

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I don't think that is a strong enough difference, here is what helps me (thanks to 
Ralome). If the stoch breaks '1' level it becomes a blatant difference. Also go into the 
indicator options, go to color and change the last row colour to white. {file} 
Is this what we are supposed to see? 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 876

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Hennessy 
{quote} Is this what we are supposed to see? {image} 
Like this..... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I'm out, gonna have nap  

 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 877



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That dis-similarity is not obvious enough, the dis-similarity from the 5th has just 
been corrected (15M). 
Right, I said forming. I am also looking at the 1 hour stoch and zz which is in the 10 to 0 
range with zz still down. Also there has not been a similarity signal on the 15 min chart that 
would make me want to go long at this particular time. Still waiting for long. 
 
Here is a pic of my 1 Hr chart currently 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 9, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 878

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Right, I said forming. I am also looking at the 1 hour stoch and zz which is in 
the 10 to 0 range with zz still down. Also there has not been a similarity signal on the 15 
min chart that would make me want to go long at this particular time. Still waiting for 
long. Here is a pic of my 1 Hr chart currently {image} 

Sorry, my bad just realised your using a H1 chart. Not paying enough attention  

 

Ralome Jul 9, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 879

 
Quoting Hennessy 
{quote} Is this what we are supposed to see? {image} 



Yes, though I think MadMoney is using different settings than the default 300/24. [Edit: 

just noticed the different time frames myself, so never mind ] 
 
However, that doesn't explain why the 1-2 horizontal lines are not there. Did you remove 
them yourself? 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 880

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is the other reason I would not want to go long just yet. 
 
Price bouncing off my supply line and has not closed above it with a good confirmation. 
 
Plus price is at the Dis similarity I pointed out already higher probability of price moving 
sideways then down. 

 

 

renanc93 Jul 9, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 881

 
MadMoney do you found a way to correct enter the dis-similarity trades or nothing yet? 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 12:45pm | Post# 882

 



Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Sorry, my bad just realised your using a H1 chart. Not paying enough attention 

 
I am using multiple time frames and different strategies to confirm a confluence to make 
my decision. 
So you were not wrong per say. 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 883

 
Quoting renanc93 
MadMoney do you found a way to correct enter the dis-similarity trades or nothing yet? 
Please clarify what you mean by "correct enter the dis-similarity trades". what do you 
mean? 

 

renanc93 Jul 9, 2013 12:59pm | Post# 884

 
Quote 
Please clarify what you mean by "correct enter the dis-similarity trades". what do you 
mean? 
 
eurusdd only told to see the dis-similarity and enter at the similarity waiting the price 
back to the dis-similarity, but has a lot of similarities after the dis-similiarity so I 
can't find the right moment to enter the trades. 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 1:05pm | Post# 885

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
Here is the other reason I would not want to go long just yet. Price bouncing off my supply 
line and has not closed above it with a good confirmation. Plus price is at the Dis similarity I 
pointed out already higher probability of price moving sideways then down. {image} 
This is what i was talking about in this post above price is moving sideways at the Dis 
similarity. 5M chart 



 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 1:18pm | Post# 886

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting renanc93 
{quote} eurusdd only told to see the dis-similarity and enter at the similarity waiting the 
price back to the dis-similarity, but has a lot of similarities after the dis-similiarity so I can't 
find the right moment to enter the trades. 
O.K Gotcha! that is the part that he did not get into because of the secrecy of his trading 
system. 
 
You have the main rule correct, trade back to the Dis similarity(price) AFTER the market 
moves back into similarity. 
 
I am using different methods than most here but using only EURUSDD's similarity indicators 
I would use the 15 min template to Identify the Dis similarity and then I would use the 1 
hour stochastic and zz to confirm that you have a true bottom or top. 
 
give me a few and I will post some pics. 



 



 

 

marnic Jul 9, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 887

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If I understand this method correctly, then I should set my take profit at the highlighted 
disimilarity area? 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 888

 
1 Attachment(s) 
dis-similarity manual trading 
go to post 1 

 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 889

 
Quoting Baillie 
Here is the other reason I would not want to go long just yet. Price bouncing off my 
supply line and has not closed above it with a good confirmation. Plus price is at the Dis 
similarity I pointed out already higher probability of price moving sideways then down. 
{image} 
O.K price moved sideways at supply line/ resistance still in Dis similarity and is making 
it's way down to the recently created demand line. See if we get a bounce or a break 
down.  
 
Similarity will have to come into play at the bottom bollinger band before we get a move 
back up. 

 



Baillie Jul 9, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 890

 
Quoting marnic 
If I understand this method correctly, then I should set my take profit at the highlighted 
disimilarity area? {image} 
Your on a 5m chart I don't know if those settings will be correct. 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 1:46pm | Post# 891

 
Quoting juhanimi 
dis-similarity manual trading go to post 1 {image} 
 
post a screen shot, please. 
 

re read your post   

 

marnic Jul 9, 2013 1:52pm | Post# 892

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Your on a 5m chart I don't know if those settings will be correct. 
 
Here is the 15min screenshot. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 9, 2013 1:52pm | Post# 893

 
Given price leads and price is currently nearer to the outer BB.....stoch will have to move 
nearer to the outer BB also in order to make similarity. Which according to what has 
been stated stoch is "obliged" to do so 97% +++ of the time......which kinda started 
happening. Further more ZZ repainted without price ema touching the band and again it 



is 97%++ obliged to continue the direction....in this case down until it touches the band I 

think I may have finally got it some of it right  

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 894

 
Quoting marnic 
{quote} Here is the 15min screenshot. {image} 
 
If this is the same are you marked on the 5 min chart? 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 895

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Given price leads and price is currently nearer to the outer BB.....stoch will have to move 
nearer to the outer BB also in order to make similarity. Which according to what has 
been stated stoch is "obliged" to do so 97% +++ of the time......which kinda started 
happening. Further more ZZ repainted without price ema touching the band and again it 
is 97%++ obliged to continue the direction....in this case down until it touches the band I 

think I may have finally got it some of it right  
 
YES! 

 

marnic Jul 9, 2013 2:07pm | Post# 896

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} If this is the same are you marked on the 5 min chart? 
no, previous area no longer appeared disimilar on 15min chart. New area was further to 
the left on chart. 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 897

 
Quoting marnic 
{quote} no, previous area no longer appeared disimilar on 15min chart. New area was 
further to the left on chart. 
Yeah, the template is optimized for the 15 min chart 

 

oconnor365 Jul 9, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 898

 
Quoting juhanimi 
dis-similarity manual trading go to post 1 {image} 
Hi Juhanimi 
Are you using the cycle indi on 1 min/5 min , 30min/1h...or across brokers? 
 
 
T 

 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 2:17pm | Post# 899

 
1,5,15,30 and 60, it works many ways, if you watch it sometime, you will see what to do 



 

juhanimi Jul 9, 2013 2:29pm | Post# 900

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 
IMPORTANT! 

 

oconnor365 Jul 9, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 901

 
With regard to the stochastic value indicator part of Eurusdd's system, it can be a bit 
mind boggling to be watching the figures for hours waiting for a discrepancy in the values 
to appear..( I was watching 15 min/ 1 hr ). It would be fantastic to have an alert that 
would sound once they went out of synch...any ideas on that one? 
 
T 

 

marnic Jul 9, 2013 3:21pm | Post# 902

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Let's see how this one works out. moved take profit on this trade up to .7623, consider this 
trade counter to trend.  
 
Previous gold trade worked out beautifully, took profit at 1243. 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 9, 2013 3:28pm | Post# 903

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok I am going to take a crack at this here on the 15M EUR/USD chart 
 



Am I right in thinking the price will drop some since the the EMA pierced the bottom band 
with no new ZZ? 
 
Also, since this is dissimilarity, am I right to think the price will come back to this point later 
on once the similarity has been established? 

 

 

Barbossa Jul 9, 2013 3:38pm | Post# 904

 

Quoting oconnor365 

With regard to the stochastic value indicator part of Eurusdd's system, it can be a bit 
mind boggling to be watching the figures for hours waiting for a discrepancy in the values 
to appear..( I was watching 15 min/ 1 hr ). It would be fantastic to have an alert that 
would sound once they went out of synch...any ideas on that one? T 
 
It's very easy to write. However, most of the time the price retraces to the marked level 
almost immediately. It would be more useful to get an alert when the current price 
moves for some distance away from that level. 

 

fx_forever Jul 9, 2013 3:53pm | Post# 905

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Ok I am going to take a crack at this here on the 15M EUR/USD chart Am I right in 
thinking the price will drop some since the the EMA pierced the bottom band with no new 
ZZ? Also, since this is dissimilarity, am I right to think the price will come back to this 
point later on once the similarity has been established? {image} 
I am looking at the same because i am a suspicious. Money is hard to earn ! Don't like 
demo, prefer going live with 0.01 and increase with confidence. 
 
Let's see if it will continue to diverge, event at that late time. 
 
If it works it can be a good filter to any other strategy: if you know roughly where the 
price will go (dissimilarity) you can probably avoid bad trades. 

 

fx_forever Jul 9, 2013 3:56pm | Post# 906

 
The price is making a light converging triangle. Let's see what will happen then. Is it 
reliable during asian session ? 



 

fx_forever Jul 9, 2013 4:13pm | Post# 907

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I see a dissimilarity a little bit earlier than crottsinabox 
 
Wainting for the future but volatility is low now. 

 

 

oconnor365 Jul 9, 2013 4:15pm | Post# 908

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} It's very easy to write. However, most of the time the price retraces to the 
marked level almost immediately. It would be more useful to get an alert when the 
current price moves for some distance away from that level. 
Watching it the other day ,when it went out of sync it took about an hour to get the 
values back in sync and I traded it back...At least if we could pinpoint the exact point 
that they diverted with an alert ( or somehow to mark it )... I believe it could be very 
helpful... 

 

Barbossa Jul 9, 2013 4:21pm | Post# 909

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Watching it the other day ,when it went out of sync it took about an hour to get 
the values back in sync and I traded it back...At least if we could pinpoint the exact point 
that they diverted with an alert ( or somehow to mark it )... I believe it could be very 
helpful... 
 
There are occasions like that, yes. But in the most occasions when the readings get 
desynced, the price reaches the same level on the next bar or so. I used arrows/lines on 
the chart to track it, will post it tomorrow if you want. 

 



oconnor365 Jul 9, 2013 4:57pm | Post# 910

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} There are occasions like that, yes. But in the most occasions when the readings 
get desynced, the price reaches the same level on the next bar or so. I used arrows/lines 
on the chart to track it, will post it tomorrow if you want. 
I may be wrong Barbosa...although the next candle or candles retraced , the actual stoch 
value remained out of synch for a while...and from my interpretation of what Eurusdd 
said it was when the values returned back into synch we traded it back to that exact 
point..( if of course its worthwhile and has moved sufficiently away)..AS I may be wrong 
but that's not unusual...lol 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 5:28pm | Post# 911

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok I would consider market back in similarity at this point, BB and Stoch look the same on 
15 min chart. no entry yet for me though. 

 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 5:43pm | Post# 912

 
I have been sort of quietly browsing on this thread and I have read it at least twice (ok I 

skipped the parts where people argue with one another ). I have not been able to fully 
grasp the idea since we jumped from concept to concept. First we trade dissimilarities 



and then we went as far as saying "if you have 2 lines that are the same 97% of the 
time, why trade them when they are not the same). So all of it is a little confusing. 
Please correct me if I am wrong but wouldn't this be the same as trading, for example, 
when RSI is over 50% and a regular stoch is trending upwards? Does that not happen 
most of the time and yet is not always accurate? So in this case, trading two lines that 
are similar most of the time.. 
 
- If we have similarity, what is to say wether it will go up or down? If you use some other 
system to determine that, then what is the point of this? 
 
- If we don't have similarity, then what is to say which of the two lines is to catch up with 
the other? I admit that all in all, trading back to the point where dissimilarity happened 
first seems to be the only take away idea from this and the only one that makes sense to 
me. 
 
There is no arguing that the explorer that was attached to this thread had some 
impressive numbers. Way too impressive if you ask me. Did anybody stopped to think 
that at the rate it was going it could have hit a $1 trillion in about 45 trading days? that 
is insane! 
 
Don't hate! I am presenting a honest and respectful argument. I am an engineer by trade 
and my work revolves around making my case and have someone else shut it down (if 
they can) with a stronger counter case. 
 
So, with that said and considering all of the above, someone please pull my head out of 
my ass because I am about to run out of oxygen. 
 
Cheers! 

 

Baillie Jul 9, 2013 6:17pm | Post# 913

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Hello People: I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-mathematical 
support for what you are about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot of things you 
already know and initially I opened a demo-account for the EXPLORER section but I may 
not have the time to trade it daily at this time. Therefore, I waNT all of you to have a 
basic idea of the principle underlying this thread. The demo-account(EXPLORER) 
EURUSDpips that I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days before I closed it 
today! I also traded heavy lots (8 lots)... 
FOR PIPTHIEF 
 
I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-mathematical support for what 
you are about to read.  
 
The are many parts to my trading strategy, however there is one part that everyone can 
test and master. The SIMILARITY-TRICK! There are two ways to apply/use the trick. 1: 
Across brokers, same time-frame, same currency pair 2: same broker, same currency 
pair, compatible time frames. Best Compatible time-frames are 1: 1min-5min, 5min-
15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr, 1hr-4hr, 4hr-1day, 1day-1week. For day-traders, 
1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr will be sufficient! Once you have 
chosen your currency pair, and compatible time-frames you need to chosen indicators 
that alert you on important patterns on the chart. 
 
 Since the indicators are set in such a way that they should agree >90% of the time, as 
soon as you spot a difference, like the case below, you are in for a high-probability trade! 
 



IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 
 
Your second point is correct. you might also want to check out EURUSDD's other thread 
here: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=435149  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 7:16pm | Post# 914

 
Thanks for your reply.I understand what he pointed out on his first few posts, however, 
where most of my confusion relies is on the purpose of what he presented. I understand 
that this can simply be a complement to your current trading strategy and not a system 
in and on itself. Without resting merit to his findings, how much more valuable is it than 
a plain old moving average? And much more so in contrast with the trade explorer that 
he had going. In another note, I do agree that he is in his whole right to share only what 
he intends to share, but in that case there is no wrong on presenting a concept and back 
it up with math or a couple of trading examples (as those presented where price corrects 
itself) but it is very obvious that his actual trading style was a pretty far cry from what he 
actually released to the forum. 

 

forexzak Jul 9, 2013 7:48pm | Post# 915

 
hi is anyone know why the Explorer does not show up any more in this thread. 

 

marnic Jul 9, 2013 7:57pm | Post# 916

 
Quoting forexzak 
hi is anyone know why the Explorer does not show up any more in this thread. 
 
Eurusdd shut it down. He mentioned it in one of his posts. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 9, 2013 8:18pm | Post# 917

 
@ Baillie. I did read the entire other thread about how to use indicators. I am again at 
odds with interpreting what is being said there. 
 
So, the last time stoch is at 0/100 before going to 100/0 is the end of the 
current ZZ leg!!! 
 
 
How would you know when the price has finally touched 0/100 for the last time? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 9, 2013 8:24pm | Post# 918

 
The master has left this thread and took down the trade explorer. He will come back in 
September. 
 
So is this thread dead? Or someone here would continue to post the setup? 
 
I have noticed one of the follower here, open another thread to log his trade about this 
system. Guys, please check it here. I think master should take a rest because of earning 



too much of money. Lol.... 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=436271  

 

Slim Buffett Jul 9, 2013 8:46pm | Post# 919

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
The master has left this thread and took down the trade explorer. He will come back in 
September. Lol.... http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=436271  
SO.... apparently, you can bank 27 pips and make +41.4% of your account 
Of course that can be done.............. CONSISTENTLY is another matter. 
 
But.... if you need to wait for your "master".... good luck with that. 
 
all the best 

 

Thoughts Jul 9, 2013 9:02pm | Post# 920

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
{quote} SO.... apparently, you can bank 27 pips and make +41.4% of your account Of 
course that can be done.............. CONSISTENTLY is another matter 
You sincerely think 67 trades is not consistent.. 

 

Slim Buffett Jul 9, 2013 9:24pm | Post# 921

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote} You sincerely think 67 trades is not consistent.. 
 
From what I see (from the post that I quoted) there is ONE TRADE of 27 pips 
yielding a return of 41.4% on a DEMO account 
 
ONE TRADE 
 
Get real dude 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=436271  

 

Slim Buffett Jul 9, 2013 9:26pm | Post# 922

 

Quoting Thoughts 

{quote} You sincerely think 67 trades is not consistent.. 
 
And while I'm here........ why don't YOU show me exactly 
how you trade this "system". 
Maybe I'll become a believer. 
 
Just show me 
 
what's so difficult about that since you have all down 
 
right??? 



 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 9:38pm | Post# 923

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Thanks for your reply.I understand what he pointed out on his first few posts, however, 
where most of my confusion relies is on the purpose of what he presented. I understand 
that this can simply be a complement to your current trading strategy and not a system 
in and on itself. Without resting merit to his findings, how much more valuable is it than 
a plain old moving average? And much more so in contrast with the trade explorer that 
he had going. In another note, I do agree that he is in his whole right to share only what 
he intends to share,... 
Yeah, what was the point of the trade explorer when he didn't teach the entire system 
that he was actually trading with? 
 
Using the similarity principles/rules, I'm not seeing particularly high probability trades 
because I often see how the opportunities don't pan out. Mind you, I'm really not sure if I 
have a decent understanding. Eurusdd never explained the logic behind the similarity 
principles. 

 

Slim Buffett Jul 9, 2013 9:46pm | Post# 924

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} I'm not seeing particularly high probability trades because I often see how the 
opportunities don't pan out. 
So what you're really seeing is..... 

NOTHING AT ALL 

 
All the Best 
 
If, by some twist of fate, I'm proven otherwise I might think about 

 
admitting it.  

 

Stinky Jul 9, 2013 9:54pm | Post# 925

 
Quoting Slim Buffett 
{quote} So what you're really seeing is..... NOTHING AT ALL 
I'm definitely wondering that, hahaha 

 

RockRobb Jul 9, 2013 10:22pm | Post# 926

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
I have not been able to fully grasp the idea since we jumped from concept to concept. 
First we trade dissimilarities and then we went as far as saying "if you have 2 lines that 
are the same 97% of the time, why trade them when they are not the same). 
 
(DIS) SIMILARITY = this just a 'warning signal', something is gonna happen ... it's like, 
'On your mark!' 
DELAY = pullback situation, 'Get set!' 
REVOLUTION = 'Go!' ... pull the trigger,Entry. 
 



That's what i learn so far, feel free to correct me if you think i'm wrong 
 
As we know that Eurusdd didn't give us any exact rule for Entry and sorry to say that's is 
pretty much have lead most of us into confusion 
The very next Opposite signal on your Cycle Identifier is your SL 
 

Quoting PiPtHiEf 
please pull my head out of my ass because I am about to run out of oxygen. Cheers! 

 

 

Slim Buffett Jul 9, 2013 10:44pm | Post# 927

 
Quoting rockrobb 
{quote} please pull my head out of my ass because I am about to run out of oxygen. 
Cheers! 

LOL !!! 
 
I think that's a "wrap" people. 
 
All the best 
 
be happy.... trade well  

 

Hennessy Jul 9, 2013 11:06pm | Post# 928

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Trying to understand this system better... 
 
Looking at picture below and applying rule: 
 
"if the 1EMA is on the outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( 
study it and if the ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction)." 
 
Price should head up from here? Since there is no ZZ Line? 



 
 
 
Expecting Price to head down from here?? 

 

 

almo Jul 10, 2013 12:25am | Post# 929

 
Subscribed 

 

xixi Jul 10, 2013 12:54am | Post# 930

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are different versions to the similarity-concept. Each one depends on the 
indicator you are using!!! Furthermore, most versions - ie the BB, STOCH, 1EMA - rely on 
at most two time-frames. Furthermore, if you are trading dis-similarities then there is NO 



guarantee that you will close your trade before you leave your seat. The DELAY principle 
is 1: similarity - processed using all time-frames 2: fractal dimension analysis 3: 
cross-brokers platforms 4: Time-dependent. Therefore, every... 

Eurusdd also mentioned fractal dimension analysis. 
Anybody I learnt about this?  
 
Something I've reviewed: 
 
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension 
2. ftp://80.240.216.180/Transmission/%D...05/098LONG.pdf 
3. http://russeca.kent.edu/SeminarTsvetkovEng.pdf 
4. A measure of fractal self-similarity 
http://codebase.mql4.com/6593 
5. http://codebase.mql4.com/2275 
 
 

Still finding the clues..  

 

xixi Jul 10, 2013 3:31am | Post# 931

 
1 Attachment(s) 

a bit late...  

 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 5:43am | Post# 932

 
2 Attachment(s) 
when there is window open in 30/60 timeframe, or repaint is on, you can take every signal 
from M1 



 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 5:44am | Post# 933

 
Quoting juhanimi 
when there is window open in 30/60 timeframe, or repaint is on, you can take every 
signal from M1 {image} {image} 
Nice! 

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 5:49am | Post# 934

 
Quoting juhanimi 
when there is window open in 30/60 timeframe, or repaint is on, you can take every 
signal from M1 {image} {image} 
I guess you are using MTF cycle Identifier indicators? Any idea where to get that? 
Thanks 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 5:50am | Post# 935

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I guess you are using MTF cycle Identifier indicators? Any idea where to get 
that? Thanks 
no I don`t have that MTF indy, Madmoney has I believe 

 



Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 5:54am | Post# 936

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} no I don`t have that MTF indy, Madmoney has I believe 

Haven't finished coding it, I'm new to coding, so it takes me a long time.  

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 5:56am | Post# 937

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} no I don`t have that MTF indy, Madmoney has I believe 
But then how are you placing two CI indicators in same chart showing for different TFs? 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 5:58am | Post# 938

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} But then how are you placing two CI indicators in same chart showing for 
different TFs? 
that higher is working with M5 and lower is normal settings 

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 5:59am | Post# 939

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} that higher is working with M5 and lower is normal settings 
Cool thanks, can you share those settings for both upper and lower CI please 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 6:01am | Post# 940

 
Write Up on Fractal Dimension Index for those interested. 
 
http://transcripts.fxstreet.com/2005...l_dimensi.html 
 
I think tradestation has the indicator.  
Still figuring how to combine FDi with dis-sim. : ) 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 6:03am | Post# 941

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Cool thanks, can you share those settings for both upper and lower CI please 
everything is explained by Eurusdd in this thread 
 
if you have in M5 normal settings...1-3-4 then if you want that to M1 with LENGHT, then 
it should be...1-15-4 

 

merlion Jul 10, 2013 6:03am | Post# 942

 
Quoting juhanimi 
when there is window open in 30/60 timeframe, or repaint is on, you can take every 
signal from M1 {image} {image} 



 

please explain the details bro juha, let me know... im just slow-brain   

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:03am | Post# 943

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jurn_e 
Write Up on Fractal Dimension Index for those interested. 
http://transcripts.fxstreet.com/2005...l_dimensi.html I think tradestation has the 
indicator. Still figuring how to combine FDi with dis-sim. : ) 
Here.... 
MTF_FractalDispersion11.mq4 
fractal_dimension.mq4  

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 6:05am | Post# 944

 
Quoting merlion 

{quote} please explain the details bro juha, let me know... im just slow-brain   
go to post 1, everything is there, almost everything, there is more, but you will see that 
with when trading this shit 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 6:06am | Post# 945

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Here.... {file} {file} 
Thanks Madmoney. 
Thats fast of u. : ) 

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 6:10am | Post# 946

 
BTW does any one give some ideas why my explorer doesnt work despite the investor 
pass being right (It works in other places) Just refusing to connect, I deleted the explorer 
and tried to re connect, still no luck 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 6:14am | Post# 947

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nice! 
yes it is like using opportunity to the max, and why should you not do that 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:15am | Post# 948

 

Quoting juhanimi 

{quote} yes it is like using opportunity to the max, and why should you not do that 
Just make that money! 

 



juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 6:19am | Post# 949

 
yes Madmoney 
 
here is key to success 
 
Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:29am | Post# 950

 
Quoting juhanimi 
yes Madmoney here is key to success Quoting Eurusdd IMPORTANT: The charts MUST 
always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. Therefore, if they do not agree 
after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 
It's easy work! 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 6:35am | Post# 951

 
yes, so simple, but have to be genius to see simple things, Eurusdd is a real gentleman 
when giving things like this away for free 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:43am | Post# 952

 
Quoting juhanimi 
yes, so simple, but have to be genius to see simple things, Eurusdd is a real gentleman 
when giving things like this away for free 
Yes, - simplicity is genius - Albert Einstein 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 6:52am | Post# 953

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} It's easy work! 
When he says charts must agree, are we just talking about the Stochastic lining back up 
with the EMA? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:57am | Post# 954

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} When he says charts must agree, are we just talking about the Stochastic lining 
back up with the EMA? 
No the cycle identifier. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 7:26am | Post# 955

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} No the cycle identifier. 
There are many ways to profit consistently with Eurusdd similarity methods, from cycle 



identifier to stochastic and the bb and the stochastic method. 
 
You can choose one our combine them, just make sure you practice, that's when you 

start to see the light!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 7:38am | Post# 956

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting fx_forever 
{quote} I don't want to beat anyone. I experienced also long winning streak with other 
strategies and then... "it works until, it doesn't". This is the best way to get money : get it 
as quickly as possible. If you continue like that, we will see you on TV one day... Wish you 
good times ! I WOULD LIKE TO INFORM EVERYONE THAT NOW I AM BANNED FROM THIS 
THREAD. I CAN ONLY MODIFIY PAST REPLIES. MOREOVER YOU CAN SEE IN THE TEMPLATE 
GGGG.TPL THIS GUY IS SHOWING YOU AN INTERNET ADRESS. THEY WILL PROBABLY SELL 
YOU AN EA OR SIGNAL AT SOME TIME (COME BACK... 
JUST PASSING THROUGH: NON-SENSE: the link is part of the INDICATOR that I 
downloaded from the internet. I decided to leave it in the code cause i need to acknowledge 
the CODER! you are not contributing objectively to the thread! When you can successfully 
get 67 wins in a row, maybe we will listen to you in the future!!! I will banned anyone who 
is not helping other understand the little that I dropped here. 
 
I said "I do not auto-trade", so what will I be doing with an EA? 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 7:47am | Post# 957

 
Quoting fx_forever 
{quote} I don't want to beat anyone. I experienced also long winning streak with other 
strategies and then... "it works until, it doesn't". This is the best way to get money : get 
it as quickly as possible. If you continue like that, we will see you on TV one day... Wish 
you good times ! I WOULD LIKE TO INFORM EVERYONE THAT NOW I AM BANNED FROM 
THIS THREAD. I CAN ONLY MODIFIY PAST REPLIES. MOREOVER YOU CAN SEE IN THE 
TEMPLATE GGGG.TPL THIS GUY IS SHOWING YOU AN INTERNET ADRESS. THEY WILL 
PROBABLY SELL YOU AN EA OR SIGNAL AT SOME TIME (COME BACK... 
 
Move on!! Your views are not needed here. YOU ARE BLIND! 

 

jackprobe Jul 10, 2013 7:58am | Post# 958

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} No the cycle identifier. 
Hi Madmoney, 
Do you mean we must use 2 indicators: stoch & cycle ? Or what do you mean with "no 
cycle indentifier" while using stoch+BB+EMA setting? 
 
Thanks 



-jack- 
 
edited: 

Got it, combining of the twos ....  
 
Thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:03am | Post# 959

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Madmoney, Do you mean we must use 2 indicators: stoch & cycle ? Or what 
do you mean with "no cycle indentifier" while using stoch+BB+EMA setting? Thanks -
jack- 
I meant the charts must agree >90% when using the cycle identifier. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 8:10am | Post# 960

 
Quoting juhanimi 
when there is window open in 30/60 timeframe, or repaint is on, you can take every 
signal from M1 {image} {image} 
so I'm guessing u just use two CI on one chart but with the settings Eurusdd explained?? 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 8:12am | Post# 961

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Was that correct : 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:15am | Post# 962

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting condor666 
Was that correct : {image} 
There was no dis-similarity. 
 



Here's an example (a trade I took). 
 
The bottom CI represents the 5M chart. 
 
NOTE: I usually exit at major spike if my TP has not been hit. 

 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 8:18am | Post# 963

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity 
 
I know but now we have dis-similiraty so i thinked the price could go down so that we 
have the similiraty again. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:23am | Post# 964

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I know but now we have dis-similiraty so i thinked the price could go down so 
that we have the similiraty again. 
Your missing my point. 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 8:41am | Post# 965

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Your missing my point. 
Mad are you using the 1,15,4 and the 1,3,4 on the CI? 

 

crodzilla Jul 10, 2013 8:42am | Post# 966

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting oconnor365 
With regard to the stochastic value indicator part of Eurusdd's system, it can be a bit mind 
boggling to be watching the figures for hours waiting for a discrepancy in the values to 
appear..( I was watching 15 min/ 1 hr ). It would be fantastic to have an alert that would 
sound once they went out of synch...any ideas on that one? T 
I have written the engine for the stoch value indicator as described in eurusdd's other 
thread. After studying some of his charts, I have a signaling method which, after real-time 
running on a 5min chart for about 12-hours, looks quite good. 
 
From my interpretation, which is I'm sure about 10% of eurusdd's full trading method... 
since stochastic oscillates from 0-100 and zigzag should move to the new low-high with 
stochastics, I have used the logic that if stochastics reaches 50, but price does not reach 
50% of the last zigzag leg, the counter momentum will fail and price should revert to 
previous direction. 
 
There is still more work to be done. 
 
Carl 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:45am | Post# 967

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Mad are you using the 1,15,4 and the 1,3,4 on the CI? 
Each of the pairs that I trade have different parameters, due to their different volatility 
behaviour. 
 
Spend some time tuning the pairs you trade until they are >90% similar. 



 

whaka Jul 10, 2013 8:46am | Post# 968

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity. Here's an example (a trade I took). The bottom CI 
represents the 5M chart. {image} 
What are those green and red dots on the bollinger bands on your price chart 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:51am | Post# 969

 
Quoting whaka 

{quote} What are those green and red dots on the bollinger bands on your 
price chart 

Ahh that's my secret weapon! 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:52am | Post# 970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Ahh that's my secret weapon! 
Joking, it's chaos semfor. 
 
Here.... 
Chaos Semafor - 3_Mod.mq4  

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 8:52am | Post# 971

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} I have written the engine for the stoch value indicator as described in eurusdd's 
other thread. After studying some of his charts, I have a signaling method which, after 
real-time running on a 5min chart for about 12-hours, looks quite good. From my 
interpretation, which is I'm sure about 10% of eurusdd's full trading method... since 
stochastic oscillates from 0-100 and zigzag should move to the new low-high with 
stochastics, I have used the logic that if stochastics reaches 50, but price does not reach 
50% of the last zigzag leg, the counter... 
Crodzilla You da man!. When I saw the man who made T101 external IA monitor on this 

and the other threadI was sure we will soon see one of your fine products coming here   

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 8:57am | Post# 972

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Your missing my point. 
 
The question i would have is : why didn't you bought at the spike just before that one ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 8:59am | Post# 973

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} The question i would have is : why didn't you bought at the spike just before 



that one ? 
The concept is to capitalise on DIS-SIMILARITIES, however big or small the window. 

 

whaka Jul 10, 2013 9:00am | Post# 974

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Joking, it's chaos semfor. Here.... {file} 
Thanks 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 9:01am | Post# 975

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Each of the pairs that I trade have different parameters, due to their different 
volatility behaviour. Spend some time tuning the pairs you trade until they are >90% 
similar. 
I guess I don't know enough about the indicators to know how to fine tune them. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 9:04am | Post# 976

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity. Here's an example (a trade I took). The bottom CI 
represents the 5M chart. {image} 
Please help on this Madmoney....I'm trying to state what was your thought process when 
you took and closed the trades based on the CI please let me know if I'm right or wrong. 
 
1)You started with similarity first with both CI pointing up, dis-similarity appeared shortly 
with a down pointing 1M CI. 
2)Nothing else painted on the 5M CI and you got you confirmation when the upwards 
pointing CI painted on the 1M and sold. 
3)You held the trade expecting a downward trend to continue which can only turn when 
the next similarity occurred. 
4)Similarity occurred when the two downwards CI painted on 1M and 5M so you closed 
the trade. Because they were pointing down you prepared yourself for a long. 
5)Again dis-similarity appeared shortly this time with a up pointing 1M CI. 
6)Like the start nothing else painted on the 5M CI and you got your confirmation when 
the downwards pointing CI painted on the 1M and bought. 
7)Similarity occurred when the two ipwards CI painted on 1M and 5M so you closed the 
trade. 
8)The second short you made also went along similar reasoning. 
 

Yes no? Thankyou very much  

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 9:06am | Post# 977

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} I guess I don't know enough about the indicators to know how to fine tune 
them. 
It's not rocket science, just give it a try, experiment. 
 
All you need to know is on post# 28 

 



condor666 Jul 10, 2013 9:07am | Post# 978

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} The concept is to capitalise on DIS-SIMILARITIES, however big or small the 
window. 
 
Could you post your semaphor indi ? 
The red line is it SMA1 ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 9:14am | Post# 979

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Please help on this Madmoney....I'm trying to state what was your thought 
process when you took and closed the trades based on the CI please let me know if I'm 
right or wrong. 1)You started with similarity first with both CI pointing up, dis-similarity 
appeared shortly with a down pointing 1M CI. 2)Nothing else painted on the 5M CI and 
you got you confirmation when the upwards pointing CI painted on the 1M and sold. 
3)You held the trade expecting a downward trend to continue which can only turn when 
the next similarity occurred. 4)Similarity... 
The main trend is the bottom cycle identifier, my rule is 'I will not trade against it'. I will 
only take DIS-SIMILARITY trades that are in the same direction of the main trend. 
 
Is that clear? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 9:15am | Post# 980

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Could you post your semaphor indi ? The red line is it SMA1 ? 
I already posted it @ post#971. It's EMA1 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 9:21am | Post# 981

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} It's not rocket science, just give it a try, experiment. All you need to know is on 
post# 28 
Thanks, Mad. 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 9:23am | Post# 982

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I already posted it @ post#971. It's EMA1 
 
Thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 9:26am | Post# 983

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Thanks, Mad. 
Do you understand it? 

 



Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 9:45am | Post# 984

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Another trade. 
 
Money coming fast! 

 

 

oconnor365 Jul 10, 2013 10:07am | Post# 985

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} I have written the engine for the stoch value indicator as described in eurusdd's 
other thread. After studying some of his charts, I have a signaling method which, after 
real-time running on a 5min chart for about 12-hours, looks quite good. From my 
interpretation, which is I'm sure about 10% of eurusdd's full trading method... since 
stochastic oscillates from 0-100 and zigzag should move to the new low-high with 
stochastics, I have used the logic that if stochastics reaches 50, but price does not reach 
50% of the last zigzag leg, the counter... 
Well done Carl...cant wait to see finished product 
 
T 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 10:10am | Post# 986

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} The main trend is the bottom cycle identifier, my rule is 'I will not trade against 
it'. I will only take DIS-SIMILARITY trades that are in the same direction of the main 
trend. Is that clear? 
Yes I believe so....when they are pointing up the trend is down so you take only 
dissimilar trades that suggest shorts and vice versa. Thank you for the wonderful case 
study 

 



Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 10:12am | Post# 987

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Yes I believe so....when they are pointing up the trend is down so you take only 
dissimilar trades that suggest shorts and vice versa. Thank you for the wonderful case 
study 
Yes! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 10:20am | Post# 988

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 10:22am | Post# 989

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Another trade. Money coming fast! {image} 

You choose this point to enter because the "chaos" dot painted  

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 10:24am | Post# 990

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} You choose this point to enter because the "chaos" dot painted  
Yes, that's my preference. 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:18am | Post# 991

 
Just don't come in if you don't like the thread. Simple.  



 
Madmoney, if you dont mind. Could you post the template with the CI on post 985. 
Still trying to learn this slowly. Thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:36am | Post# 992

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Just don't come in if you don't like the thread. Simple. Madmoney, if you dont mind. 
Could you post the template with the CI on post 985. Still trying to learn this slowly. 
Thanks 
That wouldn't really benefit you, each of my pairs have different parameters. 
 
Just put two Ci's on your chart, it doesn't matter what number it is and just make sure 
one is 5 times more length than the other (that's if it's the 1M chart and the 5M chart). 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:44am | Post# 993

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That wouldn't really benefit you, each of my pairs have different parameters. 
Just put two Ci's on your chart, it doesn't matter what number it is and just make sure 
one is 5 times more length than the other (that's if it's the 1M chart and the 5M chart). 
Sorry to bother i got it already. 
 
I see dis-sim at 1.2850. Am i correct? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:45am | Post# 994

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Sorry to bother i got it already. I see dis-sim at 1.2850. Am i correct? 
Yes, EURUSD. 
 
I would wait for a matching major spike in the other direction. 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:48am | Post# 995

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
 
Posting my first screenshot here. : ) 
Now to wait for a signal to trade it back to the dis-sim. 



 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:51am | Post# 996

 
FOMC in 2 hours. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:52am | Post# 997

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jurn_e 
Hi, Posting my first screenshot here. : ) Now to wait for a signal to trade it back to the dis-
sim. {image} 
That's where you could have sold. 

 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:56am | Post# 998

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That's where you could have sold. {image} 



Thanks for pointing that out. My chart was just set up 5 minutes ago. : ) 
Will be chart watching today. Real trades tomorrow. 
 
 
Thanks again MadMoney! 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:57am | Post# 999

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Thanks for pointing that out. My chart was just set up 5 minutes ago. : ) Will be 
chart watching today. Real trades tomorrow. Thanks again MadMoney! 
Practice first! 

 

almo Jul 10, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 1000

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Well...this is what I am looking at.  
 
The white line is where the Stochs were last at the same level (Similarity) 
 
the numbers you see , are all the stochs, pointing to the 4H (1m - 240, 1,1 -> 4h 1,1,1) 
 
I'm still monitoring...I am seeing interesting things occurring, but its not something I can 
wrap my head around yet. 

 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 1001

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dis-sim filled. 



 

 

crodzilla Jul 10, 2013 12:27pm | Post# 1002

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Hmm, my indy just printed that alert as well... 
(still working out some kinks) 
 
Momentum is oversold (hidden divergence) on the higher timeframe as well. 

 



 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 1003

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 1004

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{image} 
Have you re-coded it? 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 1005

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What about that long entry ? 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 12:52pm | Post# 1006

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting condor666 
What about that long entry ? {image} 
Yes buy trade 

 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 1:05pm | Post# 1007

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yes buy trade {image} 
 
Perfect, now i've undertood it ! 
Now the billions can come in my account ! 

 

 



Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 1008

 
Quoting condor666 

{quote} Perfect, now i've undertood it ! Now the billions can come in my account ! 

 
Make sure you practice it. 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 1:12pm | Post# 1009

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Make sure you practice it. 
 
Yes, for sure, that's the condition for every system i test. 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 1:21pm | Post# 1010

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 1:23pm | Post# 1011

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{image} 
What parameters is yours based on? 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 1:26pm | Post# 1012

 
+31 pips up today 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 1:27pm | Post# 1013



 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} What parameters is yours based on? 
default in H1 and double in M30, but you get different shit with different brokers, or 
same broker live vs. demo, I have played with this indi few years ago then i did see that, 
it does not matter 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 1:28pm | Post# 1014

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} default in H1 and double in M30, but you get different shit with different 
brokers, or same broker live vs. demo, I have played with this indi few years ago then i 
did see that, it does not matter 
Oh right, I thought you were just using one chart. 

 

Panos Jul 10, 2013 1:31pm | Post# 1015

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys. Today I had my first successfully trade. I had try with the zig-zag but I didn't make 
it successfully but with the stochastic/bbands I did it. I can not say something more for the 
moment because 1 trade = zero trade. I marked 2 horizontal lines and one vertical in the 
picture. I took the trade (sell) to the upper horizontal line espesially to the spot that I have 
put the red arrow and I got [tp] to the down line that was the target. The vertical line is at 
the moment that it had the most disimilarity and from this spot I marked the down line 
(price) as the target. I do not like to tire you more, just one question. Have I understood it 
well? One yes or one no will be enough for me. Thanks. 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 1016

 
Quoting Madmoney 



{quote} Oh right, I thought you were just using one chart. 
no 
 
I was using this, just have to repaint, so you know place where price "MUST" go, yes, 

unbelieveble  
 
Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!!  

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 1:54pm | Post# 1017

 
so, have been using only that LAW in demo for almost 3 days: result, 157 winning 
trades, no losses or BE`s and 5000->12 271 with 0.1 lot bets 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 1:56pm | Post# 1018

 
Quoting juhanimi 
so, have been using only that LAW in demo for almost 3 days: result, 157 winning 
trades, no losses or BE`s and 5000->12 271 with 0.1 lot bets 
On what TF? 30/60 doesn't give frequent signals like that. 
 
Well done. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 2:00pm | Post# 1019

 
Quoting Panos 
Hi guys. Today I had my first successfully trade. I had try with the zig-zag but I didn't 
make it successfully but with the stochastic/bbands I did it. I can not say something 
more for the moment because 1 trade = zero trade. I marked 2 horizontal lines and one 
vertical in the picture. I took the trade (sell) to the upper horizontal line espesially to the 
spot that I have put the red arrow and I got [tp] to the down line that was the target. 
The vertical line is at the moment that it had the most disimilarity and from this spot I 
marked the down... 
That was a sufficient dis-similarity, so that trade was correct. Just master the entry and 
your there 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 1020

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Do you understand it? 

Yes, thank you for asking.  

 

juhanimi Jul 10, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 1021

 
1,5,15,30 and 60 
 
funny thing is that it works even when lower tf has no spike, and higher has, it moves 
untill lower has spike too, but that is just observation and not use it, have to check 
longer than few days 



 
also, have to find better exit strategy, I had a 1, but somehow indicator stopped working, 
have to work with that too 

 

lazyegg Jul 10, 2013 2:03pm | Post# 1022

 
For the Sycle Identifier, no matter what setting i change, the small time frame's signal 
always less than the bigger time frame, is anyone has the same problem? what should i 
do to adjust it? for 1m to 5m, i already try 5x-y-4/x-y-4 and x-5y-4/x-y-4, it won't wrok 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 2:05pm | Post# 1023

 
Thank you forexfactory for deleting NEGATIVE-posts. Keep it up people; spread the 
gospel and I can assure you your trading will become better - WITH PRACTICE.  
 
Just passing through!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 2:05pm | Post# 1024

 
Quoting lazyegg 
For the Sycle Identifier, no matter what setting i change, the small time frame's signal 
always less than the bigger time frame, is anyone has the same problem? what should i 
do to adjust it? for 1m to 5m, i already try 5x-y-4/x-y-4 and x-5y-4/x-y-4, it won't wrok 
Let me see you charts. 

 

lazyegg Jul 10, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 1025

 
I am at work now, will post it once i get home. thx Madmoney 

 

Thoughts Jul 10, 2013 2:15pm | Post# 1026

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thank you forexfactory for deleting NEGATIVE-posts. Keep it up people; spread the 
gospel and I can assure you your trading will become better - WITH PRACTICE. Just 
passing through!!! 
I reported the post for a clean up, it was 'not-thought-through' to be polite.. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 2:16pm | Post# 1027

 
I just hope you made use of post #989. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 2:18pm | Post# 1028

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote} I reported the post for a clean up, it was 'not-thought-through' to be polite.. 
Thank you. There is a road to the top and some want to get there in a day. First things 
first! 

 



cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 1029

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. There is a road to the top and some want to get there in a day. First 
things first! 
Not giving up...actually lost money trying to get there these few days after finding the 
thread but I'm thinking I really have proper understanding now. There is confidence...not 

excitement like before but confidence  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 2:49pm | Post# 1030

 
1.2894....... swing. 

 

shiva Jul 10, 2013 2:51pm | Post# 1031

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

That post won the Nobel prize  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 1032

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

maxysexy4x Jul 10, 2013 2:59pm | Post# 1033

 
Glad to have run across your thread. Reading it... 



 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 3:08pm | Post# 1034

 
For the sake of those following this thread, I will hang around till Friday. Want to help 
you identify some key levels for EURUSD but I will not discuss how similarity works. All 
my levels/prices are determined by the similarity principle!! 

 

maxysexy4x Jul 10, 2013 3:14pm | Post# 1035

 
I noticed that this thread has grown exponentially fast. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 3:16pm | Post# 1036

 
Watch the number of times eurusd will strike through 1.2894. That is you 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 3:18pm | Post# 1037

 
Quoting maxysexy4x 
I noticed that this thread has grown exponentially fast. 
If you want to make pips, it will be the place to be in the near future when I return!!! 
 
I trade ONLY EURUSD, but the main idea of the thread is "QUITE" applicable to other 
charts as well. 

 

cenky Jul 10, 2013 3:51pm | Post# 1038

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Joking, it's chaos semfor. Here.... {file} 
Thanks Madmoney, 
 
What is the settings for chaos semafor for M1 chart? 
 
thanks 

 

oconnor365 Jul 10, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 1039

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Dis-sim filled. {image} 
Hi jurn_e....would you mind posting a template of your set up?... 
 
many thanks 
T 

 

condor666 Jul 10, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 1040

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you want to make pips, it will be the place to be in the near future when I 
return!!! I trade ONLY EURUSD, but the main idea of the thread is "QUITE" applicable to 
other charts as well. 



 
That's sure, it works perfectly on EURJPY. 
I still wonder how do you detect at which price the price is going. 

 

handy148 Jul 10, 2013 4:03pm | Post# 1041

 
Carl - I'm sure whatever indi you are writing will be great - I remember the fantastic 
stuff you did on AL's thread. 

 

khallas Jul 10, 2013 4:35pm | Post# 1042

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Watch the number of times eurusd will strike through 1.2894. That is you 
How long that level can survive ?  
 

Reading template from last 1 hour in all tfs but still can't get a clue for the level  
 
EurUsdd I trust your methodology & surprise winning trades i'm having this week, off 

course on demo. But I want too be like you jajaja  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 4:35pm | Post# 1043

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Do you see eurusd is still hugging 1.2894. That is a swing price, attraction point and it will 
play the role of 1.2857, this time with upswing. 
 
If you can hedge, buy at 1.2894 and place a sell-stop at 1.2870 (24 pips). If you can't 
hedge, place a stop loss there!!! 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 4:39pm | Post# 1044

 
Quoting cenky 
{quote} Thanks Madmoney, What is the settings for chaos semafor for M1 chart? thanks 
It's default settings. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 4:48pm | Post# 1045

 
1 Attachment(s) 
see what happened??? 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 4:50pm | Post# 1046

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
see what happened??? {image} 

 

 

normtold Jul 10, 2013 4:50pm | Post# 1047

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Do you see eurusd is still hugging 1.2894. That is a swing price, attraction point and it 
will play the role of 1.2857, this time with upswing. If you can hedge, buy at 1.2894 and 
place a sell-stop at 1.2870 (24 pips). If you can't hedge, place a stop loss there!!! 
{image} 
Damn I was a few seconds too late. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 4:52pm | Post# 1048

1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} Damn I was a few seconds too late. 
@ normtold and Madmoney : just trying to prove a point ooh. 
Precision!!! 
 

Can you see 1.2894 caused the UPSWING: just like i said it 



would!!!

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 4:54pm | Post# 1049

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} @ normtold and Madmoney : just trying to prove a point ooh. Precision!!! 

I want to know why, it works. What creates black holes and why????  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 1050

 

1.2942 is NEW attraction point!!! 
 

These swing numbers are provided by 
REVOLUTION!!! 
 
PRICE IS KING: REVOLUTION IS QUEEN!!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 5:04pm | Post# 1051

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2942 is NEW attraction point!!! These swing numbers are provided by REVOLUTION!!! 
PRICE IS KING: REVOLUTION IS QUEEN!!! 

Stop your killing/teasing me.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:07pm | Post# 1052

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} Stop your killing/teasing me.  

I want people to take a second look at forex-trading: 
 
There is a LOOPHOLE/BLACKHOLE!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 1053



 
Quoting khallas 
{quote} How long that level can survive ? Reading template from last 1 hour in all tfs but 

still can't get a clue for the level EurUsdd I trust your methodology & surprise winning 

trades i'm having this week, off course on demo. But I want too be like you jajaja  

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:13pm | Post# 1054

 
1 Attachment(s) 
$543,554 real with this move. This is not demo and I have shown it here in real-time. So, 
those doubting should take time and learn a thing or two. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:16pm | Post# 1055

 

Final attraction point: 1.2955/7 

 

normtold Jul 10, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 1056

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I want people to take a second look at forex-trading: There is a 
LOOPHOLE/BLACKHOLE!!! 
I believe there is a loophole/blackhole, you proved you can predict where price is going. 
I do not doubt you, but doubt my ability to ever grasp it. Obviously Delay, Revolution are 
out of the question but I am struggling with similarity. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:26pm | Post# 1057

 
Few things about blackholes. No one has ever seen a black-hole -in the universe - but we 
can know where one is located because of the effect it has on neighboring stars. I cannot 



show/tell you where/what the black-hole is. That is my little secret! 
However, similarity is a step in the right direction. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:31pm | Post# 1058

 
@NORMTOLD: Watch 1.2955/7. 

 

ptla Jul 10, 2013 5:32pm | Post# 1059

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Few things about blackholes. No one has ever seen a black-hole -in the universe - but we 
can know where one is located because of the effect it has on neighboring stars. I cannot 
show/tell you where/what the black-hole is. That is my little secret! However, similarity is 
a step in the right direction. 
Hi Eurusdd  
 
Been watching from the start....have learnt so much its not funny. 
Thanks so much for sharing what you have.it has helped me. 

 

normtold Jul 10, 2013 5:33pm | Post# 1060

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
@NORMTOLD: Watch 1.2955/7. 

I am watching, got a massive 0.01 lot sell from 1.2995  
 
 
Watched this Horizon Documentary a couple of weeks back. It was a bout 45 minutes 
long, the rest can be found on youtube. 

Inserted Video 

 

khallas Jul 10, 2013 5:35pm | Post# 1061

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
$543,554 real with this move. This is not demo and I have shown it here in real-time. 
So, those doubting should take time and learn a thing or two. {image} 
Everyone is Surprised with the sudden move by market on facebook, now I understand 
EurUsdd is in the market and driving it, jajajaja. 
 
Eurusdd now there is also dis-similarity in EU m15, is there any consideration as well 
keeping the Final attraction point: 1.2955/7 In view ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:37pm | Post# 1062

 
Quoting ptla 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd Been watching from the start....have learnt so much its not funny. 
Thanks so much for sharing what you have.it has helped me. 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 5:38pm | Post# 1063

 
Quoting khallas 
{quote} Everyone is Surprised with the sudden move by market on facebook, now I 
understand EurUsdd is in the market and driving it, jajajaja. Eurusdd now there is also 
dis-similarity in EU m15, is there any consideration as well keeping the Final attraction 
point: 1.2955/7 In view ? 
No FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT? No news to cause it, right? 
 
That is what I wanted to explain on my other thread but - there are people who will 
never see the forex-light!!! 
 
Price will fall back to her, 1.2955/57. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 5:41pm | Post# 1064

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT? No news to cause it, right? That is what I wanted to 
explain on my other thread but - there are people who will never see the forex-light!!! 
Price will fall back to her, 1.2955/57. 
Event horizon! 

 

crodzilla Jul 10, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 1065

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting handy148 
Carl - I'm sure whatever indi you are writing will be great - I remember the fantastic stuff 
you did on AL's thread. 
Thanks. 
 
So far, my indy has performed quite nicely... only partial logic in place. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:03pm | Post# 1066

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Thanks. So far, my indy has performed quite nicely... only partial logic in place. 
{image} 

looks and feels very good!!!!   

 

normtold Jul 10, 2013 6:04pm | Post# 1067

 
You do good work Carl, I remember the dashboard from the TMA thread. 

 

islandhome Jul 10, 2013 6:04pm | Post# 1068

 
Hi Euro, 
 
On other threads outside of forex factory you touched upon a couple of theories within 
your arsenal... in particular the angle of ma's and stochs with ma's. I'm hoping that on 
your return from your well earned hiatus you might touch upon these subjects again. I 
just wanted to congratulate you on two things; firstly giving inspiration to the little guy 
plugging away at the charts trying to find his own loophole and secondly making mockery 



of all the forex dogmas that people refer to ad infinitum not really fully understanding it 
is the forex dogmas which holds them back. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:06pm | Post# 1069

 
Quoting islandhome 
that people refer to ad infinitum not really fully understanding it is.the forex 
dogmas which holds them back...  
 

 

 

Thoughts Jul 10, 2013 6:12pm | Post# 1070

 
Quoting islandhome 
...not really fully understanding it is the forex dogmas which holds them back. 
I've always thought so too, Eurusdd is proof.. 

 

renanc93 Jul 10, 2013 6:18pm | Post# 1071

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Buying EURUSD right now: 

 

 

Neio Jul 10, 2013 6:19pm | Post# 1072

 
Excellent work Eurusdd!!! What you are showing us here is amazing!!! 
 
Out of interest are you able to put a timescale on how long it will take for EU to fall back? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:20pm | Post# 1073

 
Quoting renanc93 
Buying EURUSD right now: {image} 

That is not similarity ooh. It has to be something else.   



 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:22pm | Post# 1074

 
Quoting Neio 
Excellent work Eurusdd!!! What you are showing us here is amazing!!! Out of interest are 
you able to put a timescale on how long it will take for EU to fall back? 
No: I am not watching the market again. I am done! It is an attraction point, so eurusd is 
teasing you for now!! 

 

renanc93 Jul 10, 2013 6:25pm | Post# 1075

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} That is not similarity ooh. It has to be something else.   
That is not a valid enter Eurusdd? 

 

killerno Jul 10, 2013 6:27pm | Post# 1076

 
hi guys, 
 
I am following the thread for 2 days now and I try to demo it. I have a question about 
the cycle identifier. I am using 1-1-4 and 1-5-4 settings on the M1 timeframe, but if I 
refresh the chart sometimes the spikes are disappearing or moving. Do you know how 
long are they "repainting"? When one spike appears I have to wait 5 minutes to confirm 
it? 
thanks for the answer and sorry for the newbie question. 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 6:35pm | Post# 1077

 
Quoting killerno 

hi guys, I am following the thread for 2 days now and I try to demo it. I 
have a question about the cycle identifier. I am using 1-1-4 and 1-5-4 
settings on the M1 timeframe, but if I refresh the chart sometimes the 
spikes are disappearing or moving. Do you know how long are they 
"repainting"? When one spike appears I have to wait 5 minutes to confirm 
it? thanks for the answer and sorry for the newbie question. 

Try bigger numbers. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 1078

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting killerno 
hi guys, I am following the thread for 2 days now and I try to demo it. I have a question 
about the cycle identifier. I am using 1-1-4 and 1-5-4 settings on the M1 timeframe, but if I 
refresh the chart sometimes the spikes are disappearing or moving. Do you know how long 
are they "repainting"? When one spike appears I have to wait 5 minutes to confirm it? 
thanks for the answer and sorry for the newbie question. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 10, 2013 6:39pm | Post# 1079

 
If you are still buying eurusd, consider closing orders from 1.3060 

 

killerno Jul 10, 2013 6:43pm | Post# 1080

 
Thanks Madmoney and Eurusdd, 
 
Madmoney could you share pls your cycle identifier indicator or you using the same what 
been shared in the first page? 
Anyone have a automatic refresh version? 
I gonna try bigger numbers now what are your settings 1-3-4, 1-15-4 should be better? 
thanks again guys 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 7:20pm | Post# 1081

 
Quoting killerno 
Thanks Madmoney and Eurusdd, Madmoney could you share pls your cycle identifier 
indicator or you using the same what been shared in the first page? Anyone have a 
automatic refresh version? I gonna try bigger numbers now what are your settings 1-3-4, 
1-15-4 should be better? thanks again guys 
I'm using the same one as you. Keeping tweaking it until the indicator behaves itself. 

 

Bomi Jul 10, 2013 7:33pm | Post# 1082

 
1 Attachment(s) 
checkout guys... 



 

 

sirwolf Jul 10, 2013 8:08pm | Post# 1083

 
Looks real good so far Carl. Are you planning a "dashboard" on multiple currencies by 
chance? 

Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Thanks. So far, my indy has performed quite nicely... only partial logic in place. 
{image} 
 

 

easy123 Jul 10, 2013 8:17pm | Post# 1084

 
Quoting Bomi 
checkout guys... {image} 
 
bomi, how come your charts are looking like this? what indicator puts are u using to get 
the window two at the bottom of the real chart? 

 

myichimoku Jul 10, 2013 8:26pm | Post# 1085

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Thanks. So far, my indy has performed quite nicely... only partial logic in place. 
{image} 



Nice one. What's concept behind this indicator? Can you share it? 

 

renanc93 Jul 10, 2013 8:39pm | Post# 1086

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello guys, 
Every one remember the trade I told at post 840? 
Look they right now: 

 

 

Hennessy Jul 10, 2013 8:41pm | Post# 1087

 
What sorta parameters you guys using for ZigZag 

 

crodzilla Jul 10, 2013 9:55pm | Post# 1088

 
Quoting sirwolf 
Looks real good so far Carl. Are you planning a "dashboard" on multiple currencies by 
chance? {quote} 
I would like to in the future. But there is a lot more work to figure out how to write the 
rest of the indicator. 
Eurusdd has spent 5 years to figure all this out. I've been messing with this for only a 
few days... 
And, he's not going to just disclose his hard earned secrets. 
 
Carl 

 

crodzilla Jul 10, 2013 9:57pm | Post# 1089

 
Quoting myichimoku 
{quote} Nice one. What's concept behind this indicator? Can you share it? 
The concept is on eurusdd's other thread, using stochastics. If you will take a minute to 
read post #24. 
With the settings he describes, 97% of the time, zigzag will make a new low/high when 
stochastics reaches 0/100. 
 
So, I asked myself, what happens if price reaches half way between the previous zigzag 
range of high/low? 
Theoretically, stochastics should be 50. So, the indicator makes a logical analysis that if 
stochastics crosses 50 from below, but price is lower than half the range of the previous 



zigzag, then the current price swing/correction will fail. Opposite if stochastics crosses 50 
from above. 
 

And if you ask why I picked 50... you need to look that one up.  
 
Carl 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 10:00pm | Post# 1090

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Still buzzing off this method! 

 



 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 10:16pm | Post# 1091

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi jurn_e....would you mind posting a template of your set up?... many thanks T 
Here you go. Good pips~ 
sim1.tpl  

 

EaglePip Jul 10, 2013 10:43pm | Post# 1092

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Still buzzing off this method! {image} {image} 
 
Fascinating stuff. Still trying to understand it all and have been looking at the Stochastic setup. 
Looks like a dissimilarity now. Will have to wait to see how it pans out. Hope this is 



correct.   

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:24pm | Post# 1093

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 10, 2013 11:42pm | Post# 1094



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2942 is NEW attraction point!!! These swing numbers are provided by REVOLUTION!!! 
PRICE IS KING: REVOLUTION IS QUEEN!!! 
OMG I just barely passed similarity 101 and now revolution?? Looks like I'm going to be 

last in class again If only I could upgrade my brain like a computer heh. 

 

hoss Jul 10, 2013 11:44pm | Post# 1095

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Still buzzing off this method! {image} {image} 
Mad, what are using to exit your trades? 

 

jurn_e Jul 10, 2013 11:46pm | Post# 1096

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Out of EU longs again. Pipping time~ 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:48pm | Post# 1097

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Mad, what are using to exit your trades? 
Here.... 

Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity. Here's an example (a trade I took). The bottom CI 
represents the 5M chart. NOTE: I usually exit at major spike if my TP has not been 
hit. {image} 
 

 

whaka Jul 10, 2013 11:51pm | Post# 1098

 



Quoting jurn_e 
Out of EU longs again. Pipping time~ {image} 
What level are you selling to 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:53pm | Post# 1099

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Out of EU longs again. Pipping time~ {image} 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 10, 2013 11:55pm | Post# 1100

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Another buy  
 
Closed 15 pips. 

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 10, 2013 11:56pm | Post# 1101

 
Quoting easy123 
{quote} bomi, how come your charts are looking like this? what indicator puts are u 
using to get the window two at the bottom of the real chart? 
Hi all, a little newbie here but finally i joined. Really like the idea of finding dissimilarity in 
markets. Found it a little bit like divergence with other indicators. Thanks for sharing 
that. 
 
I am not Bomi but i put the template given by Eurusdd on his thread at post #191 and 
have the same look. 
. 
If i do not make an error, i understood this is a dissimilarity so i mark the price because 
it will come back here later, after similarity establishes again. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 12:05am | Post# 1102

 



Quoting whaka 
{quote} What level are you selling to 
Lol. I said i am out of my longs. I didnt say i sold. 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 12:05am | Post# 1103

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Madmoney 
that is my chart 
setting are 1-10-4 for 1 min and 1-2-4 for 5 mins 
 
 
like i said this morning, small time frame's signal always less than the bigger time frame, 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 12:10am | Post# 1104

 
Quoting lazyegg 
Madmoney that is my chart setting are 1-10-4 for 1 min and 1-2-4 for 5 mins like i said 
this morning, small time frame's signal always less than the bigger time frame, {image} 
Ok the lowest length number that should be used is the default length (3), in my opinion. 
 
Use bigger numbers until your cycle looks similar >90% of the time. Experiment! 
 
There's a two fairly big numbers that will give you a good stable frequency. Tune it and 
show me again. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 12:47am | Post# 1105



 
2 Attachment(s) 
Bear trade. 
 
+10 pip closed - EURUSD 
 
Bull trade - +10 pip closed USDCHF 
 
27 consecutive winning trades. 

 

 

 

focusonmoney Jul 11, 2013 1:35am | Post# 1106

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Fascinating stuff. Still trying to understand it all and have been looking at the 
Stochastic setup. Looks like a dissimilarity now. Will have to wait to see how it pans out. 
Hope this is correct.{image} 
Eagle, How did you get both stochastic reading for the 1min and 30 min on one chart? At 
the bottom right. 

 



IFxRobot Jul 11, 2013 1:57am | Post# 1107

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Bear trade. +10 pip closed - EURUSD Bull trade - +10 pip closed USDCHF {image} {image} 
Congratulations !!! 
 
What you did on EURUSD M1 look like that on M15. 

 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 2:12am | Post# 1108

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Finally, target reached!  
But should sharpen my entries more! 
PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE!!!!!  

 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:19am | Post# 1109

 
Quoting xixi 
Finally, target reached! But should sharpen my entries more! PRACTICE! PRACTICE! 

PRACTICE!!!!! {image} 
Nice trade! I was in that too. 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 2:20am | Post# 1110

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} Nice trade! I was in that too. 

 

 

EaglePip Jul 11, 2013 2:22am | Post# 1111

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting focusonmoney 
{quote} Eagle, How did you get both stochastic reading for the 1min and 30 min on one 
chart? At the bottom right. 
Put together a few lines to print the values. Have attached it below. 
Surprised myself as price came back to the marked level! Attachment 1231154 
Sim2Stochs.mq4  

 

killerno Jul 11, 2013 2:28am | Post# 1112

 
hi Madmoney, 
thanks for your advises.I am playing with the settings now. 
I have an another question about the entry. It is clear that we have to wait til a new 
trend begins so e.g. two up spikes appears on both cycle indicator at the same time than 
we looking for sells. My question is when do you enter after a dis-similiraty happens on a 



lower TF. So a new up spikes comes up on the lower TF but not on the higher TF do you 
enter straight or wait 5 minutes to confrim ( M1 and M5 TFs) or wait for the semafor indi, 
cos it reapaints a lot. 
Do you refresh your chart often or leave it. 
Thanks for the answer. 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I'm using the same one as you. Keeping tweaking it until the indicator behaves 
itself. 
 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:35am | Post# 1113

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting killerno 
hi Madmoney, thanks for your advises.I am playing with the settings now. I have an another 
question about the entry. It is clear that we have to wait til a new trend begins so e.g. two 
up spikes appears on both cycle indicator at the same time than we looking for sells. My 
question is when do you enter after a dis-similiraty happens on a lower TF. So a new up 
spikes comes up on the lower TF but not on the higher TF do you enter straight or wait 5 
minutes to confrim ( M1 and M5 TFs) or wait for the semafor indi, cos it reapaints a lot. Do 
you refresh... 
Here is my latest trade. 
 
Is that clear? 

 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 2:41am | Post# 1114

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Bear trade. +10 pip closed - EURUSD Bull trade - +10 pip closed USDCHF 27 consecutive 
winning trades. {image} {image} 
Nice trades MM. I have 3 wins already today. 1 buy and 2 sell in eu using Cycle Identifier 

 

killerno Jul 11, 2013 2:41am | Post# 1115

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Here is my latest trade. Is that clear? {image} 



thanks mate it is clear. my only concern is if I refresh my chart e.g up spike was there 
and after disappear sometimes even on the higher TF. Just ignore it or I have to play 
more with the settings (do you adjust only the length)? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:47am | Post# 1116

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For those of you using the CI method, what's really been boosting my trades on the 1M 
chart is the "Cycle Kroufr", a cyclonic indicator that you pick quality peaks and dips 
(OS/OB) 
 
Try it out.... 
Cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4  

 

antoniomago Jul 11, 2013 2:50am | Post# 1117

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Here is my latest trade. Is that clear? {image} 
 
Nice trades. Congatulations. 
I have two questions. When do you close the trades? Do you use SL? 
Thanks in advance 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:52am | Post# 1118

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} thanks mate it is clear. my only concern is if I refresh my chart e.g up spike was 
there and after disappear sometimes even on the higher TF. Just ignore it or I have to 
play more with the settings (do you adjust only the length)? 
The problem is, if the length of your CI's are too short they can appear to repaint more 
frantically. You have tweak so the repainting calms down, at the same time keeping the 
ratio between them in proportion. 

 

Udine Jul 11, 2013 2:52am | Post# 1119

 
Good morning, 
 
Due to internet problems yesterday, I was not able to trade, so did some catching up on 
reading on ff.com. Read the thread and I just wish to compliment EURUSDD and 
Madmoney with their great work!! 
 
it only confirms again, that you can trade with repainting indicators (semafore/ZZ/ 
cycle), if you know how to work them... 
 
Gave the system a twist of my own, but the basics remain the same.. traded the EU on 
the 5M , instead of the 1M (too fast for an old man like me!) and picked up an easy 10 
pips on demo. 
 
Advice to the followers: give it time to digest the information given here... its trading is 
nice and simple... as soon as you "see" it... you wonder why it took you so long... 
 
Again, my compliments. 



 
Green pips. 
 
Udine 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 2:53am | Post# 1120

 
1 Attachment(s) 

If price continues downtrend then I think the next target could be 1.3023  

 

 

Anusragger Jul 11, 2013 2:58am | Post# 1121

 
@ Madmoney & jurn_e 
 
I see you have the cycle for the 5 min (5x settings of 1 min) on your 1 min charts. Do 
you wait for the 5 min candle to close though? Because is I take the signals like 
madmoney after a 1 min close I get a lot of bad (and thus disappearing) signals. 
 
I use 1-5-4 for 1 min and 1-25-4 for 5 min. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:00am | Post# 1122

 
Quoting antoniomago 
{quote} Nice trades. Congatulations. I have two questions. When do you close the 
trades? Do you use SL? Thanks in advance 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity. Here's an example (a trade I took). The bottom CI 
represents the 5M chart. NOTE: I usually exit at major spike if my TP has not been 
hit. {image} 
I could get 15 - 20 trades a day. 
 
TP I keep small (5-20 depending on if my daily target is reached ) or I trail stop. 
 



I don't use SL, I use hedging for my defence. 

 

Dewey McG Jul 11, 2013 3:02am | Post# 1123

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Great thread! I am going to start trying this on demo. 
 
With the talk about refreshing the cycle indicator I remembered this came up on another 
thread, so someone came up with this one that will automatically refresh your chart 
however often you select. 
Symphonie Autorefresh_v3.0.mq4  

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 3:04am | Post# 1124

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Put together a few lines to print the values. Have attached it below. Surprised 
myself as price came back to the marked level! {image} {file} 
Nice work Eagle, thanks! 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:05am | Post# 1125

 
Quoting Anusragger 
@ Madmoney & jurn_e I see you have the cycle for the 5 min (5x settings of 1 min) on 
your 1 min charts. Do you wait for the 5 min candle to close though? Because is I take 
the signals like madmoney after a 1 min close I get a lot of bad (and thus disappearing) 
signals. I use 1-5-4 for 1 min and 1-25-4 for 5 min. 
The way I trade the CI is in a certain sequence where the 5M trend can't be similar to the 
1M CI. 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 3:06am | Post# 1126

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
For those of you using the CI method, what's really been boosting my trades on the 1M 
chart is the "Cycle Kroufr", a cyclonic indicator that you pick quality peaks and dips (OS/OB) 
Try it out.... {file} 
Thanks Mad. 
 
Looks like the downtrend is paused. Price may go around for a while.. 



 

 

puma Jul 11, 2013 3:07am | Post# 1127

 
Quoting Madmoney 

Another buy Closed 15 pips. {image} 
 
HI Madmoney, 
would you normally buy/sell at the opening of the next bar after the spike? 
does it matter where the price is with respect to BB? 
 
Many thanks! Puma 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:10am | Post# 1128

 
Quoting puma 
{quote} HI Madmoney, would you normally buy/sell at the opening of the next bar after 
the spike? does it matter where the price is with respect to BB? Many thanks! Puma 
Yes, it's a lot safer to buy/sell the bar after the spike. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 3:10am | Post# 1129

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
Great thread! I am going to start trying this on demo. With the talk about refreshing the 
cycle indicator I remembered this came up on another thread, so someone came up with 
this one that will automatically refresh your chart however often you select. {file} 
I don't think a refresh is needed for this system. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 3:14am | Post# 1130



 
Dis sim at 3040 filled. If I m not mistaken 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:17am | Post# 1131

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Dis sim at 3040 filled. If I m not mistaken 
I haven't got any on my chart. 

 

killerno Jul 11, 2013 3:23am | Post# 1132

 
thanks Madmoney I get it now.what dou you suggest leave the setting default 1-X-4 and 
just adjust the length? where to start the lenght value 6 and 30 looks alright for me or 
better to increase more? 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} The problem is, if the length of your CI's are too short they can appear to 
repaint more frantically. You have tweak so the repainting calms down, at the same time 
keeping the ratio between them in proportion. 
 

 

angelofx Jul 11, 2013 3:25am | Post# 1133

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Can someone confirm if this is correct 

 



 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 3:25am | Post# 1134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
after i download the TPL. the chart look like this now. is that correct? 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:26am | Post# 1135

 
Quoting killerno 
thanks Madmoney I get it now.what dou you suggest leave the setting default 1-X-4 and 
just adjust the length? where to start the lenght value 6 and 30 looks alright for me or 
better to increase more? {quote} 
That's completely down to you, my chart will probably differ from yours. At first it's trial 
and error, test it and practice. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:28am | Post# 1136

 
Quoting angelofx 
Can someone confirm if this is correct {image} 
Yes, that's the sequence I trade. 

 

bulent Jul 11, 2013 3:29am | Post# 1137

 
Dear Madmoney, 
Thank you for your help. Do you advice to me h1 and m30 time frame? and how many 
pips to TP and SL?. 
Best Regards. 



Bülent. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:29am | Post# 1138

 
Quoting lazyegg 
after i download the TPL. the chart look like this now. is that correct? {image} 
Zoom out, wanna see the bigger picture. 

 

angelofx Jul 11, 2013 3:30am | Post# 1139

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yes, that's the sequence I trade. 
Thank you, madmoney. 

 

killerno Jul 11, 2013 3:30am | Post# 1140

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That's completely down to you, my chart will probably differ from yours. At first 
it's trial and error, test it and practice. 

thanks mate i will   

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 3:31am | Post# 1141

 
1 Attachment(s) 
how about this 

 

 

Barbossa Jul 11, 2013 3:31am | Post# 1142



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dissimilarity, similarity restored, dissimilarity corrected? I admit it did work as expected, 
although I fail to understand why. 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:34am | Post# 1143

 
Quoting bulent 
Dear Madmoney, Thank you for your help. Do you advice to me h1 and m30 time frame? 
and how many pips to TP and SL?. Best Regards. Bülent. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Best Compatible time-frames are 1: 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 
30min-1hr, 1hr-4hr, 4hr-1day, 1day-1week. For day-traders, 1min-5min, 5min-
15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr will be sufficient! Once you have chosen your 
currency pair, and compatible time-frames you need to chosen indicators {image} 
 
TP and SL will be personal, the smaller the TF usually mean smaller profits (sometimes), 
but higher frequency trading. 

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 3:39am | Post# 1144

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Blue box - zigzag but no band touch by EMA1, shall we say price will return to that are? 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:43am | Post# 1145

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Last trade of the day! 

 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 3:45am | Post# 1146

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 

If price continues downtrend then I think the next target could be 1.3023 {image} 
Oh NO !!! 

Price still reached 1.3023  

 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 3:45am | Post# 1147

 
Madmoney, have you check the last chart that i posted? thx , good night 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:51am | Post# 1148

 
Quoting lazyegg 
how about this {image} 
A bit more fine tuning, try 1-6-4, 1-30-4. 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 3:54am | Post# 1149

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} A bit more fine tuning, try 1-6-4, 1-30-4. 

that was 1-6-4 and 1-30-4 already 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:56am | Post# 1150

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Last trade of the day! {image} 
BOOM! Another +15 pips. 



 

Total for today +86 pips.  
 

29 consecutive wins (trying to compete with the MASTER, Eurusdd). Yeeeaa right.....  

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 3:56am | Post# 1151

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Last trade of the day! {image} 
Great trade Mad! 
Could you tell why you set TP there? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 3:57am | Post# 1152

 
Quoting lazyegg 
{quote} that was 1-6-4 and 1-30-4 already 
Try 1-10-4, 1-50-4. 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 3:59am | Post# 1153

 
1 Attachment(s) 
that you for all your help Madmoney 
 
 
it look like this for 1-10-4 and 1-50-4 

 

 



Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:00am | Post# 1154

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Great trade Mad! Could you tell why you set TP there? 
My personal daily target is 20 pips, cause I trade heavy lots, anything above that is a 
bonus. 
 
I set my self mental TP's when I exceed my target or if the a major signals against me 
(whatever comes first). 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 4:00am | Post# 1155

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} BOOM! Another +15 pips. Total for today +86 pips. 29 consecutive wins 

(trying to compete with the MASTER, Eurusdd). Yeeeaa right.....  
Excellent trading MM! 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:01am | Post# 1156

 
Quoting lazyegg 
that you for all your help Madmoney it look like this for 1-10-4 and 1-50-4 {image} 
Scroll to the right and zoom in, wanna double check. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:02am | Post# 1157

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Excellent trading MM! 
Thanks buddy. 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 4:05am | Post# 1158

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} My personal daily target is 20 pips, cause I trade heavy lots, anything above 
that is a bonus. I set my self mental TP's when I exceed my target or if the a major 
signals against me (whatever comes first). 
Thanks guy 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 4:05am | Post# 1159

 
1 Attachment(s) 
check it out 



 

 

Barbossa Jul 11, 2013 4:06am | Post# 1160

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Here is my latest trade. Is that clear? {image} 
 
How do you put a 5M cycle identifier on a 1M chart? 

 

condor666 Jul 11, 2013 4:09am | Post# 1161

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What is this on the cycle identifier ??? 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:10am | Post# 1162

 
Quoting lazyegg 
check it out {image} 
That's the same as my chart. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:13am | Post# 1163

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} How do you put a 5M cycle identifier on a 1M chart? 
If the normal CI on the is let's say '5', the CI on the 5M chart has to be five times that 
amount. 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 4:13am | Post# 1164



 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} That's the same as my chart. 
 
 

thank you so much Madmoney, i will use this setting then, have a good night and 
make lot of lot of $$$$$$$$$$ tomorrow 
 

for 1 hr, i already made 24 pips  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:14am | Post# 1165

 
Quoting condor666 
What is this on the cycle identifier ??? {image} 
You need to refresh your chart, that's the Ci clearing itself/repainting. 

 

EaglePip Jul 11, 2013 4:15am | Post# 1166

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Stochastic difference on 



audusd.   

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 4:16am | Post# 1167

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is my first trade... 



 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 4:16am | Post# 1168

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Madmoney could you please check my chart? 
I have 1m CI at 1 10 4 and 5m CI at 1 50 4 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:17am | Post# 1169

 
Quoting lazyegg 

{quote} thank you so much Madmoney, i will use this setting then, have a good 

night and make lot of lot of $$$$$$$$$$ tomorrow for 1 hr, i already made 24 pips  

The more you use it, the more you can develop you style (defence, TP, etc)  

 

Barbossa Jul 11, 2013 4:17am | Post# 1170



 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} If the normal CI on the is let's say '5', the CI on the 5M chart has to be five 
times that amount. 
 
Oh, it's just the normal CI tweaked to resemble the 5M one, I got it. Thanks. 

 

condor666 Jul 11, 2013 4:20am | Post# 1171

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You need to refresh your chart, that's the Ci clearing itself/repainting. 
 
It disappeared alone... 

 

oconnor365 Jul 11, 2013 4:20am | Post# 1172

 
Quoting EaglePip 
Stochastic difference on audusd.{image} 
Cool...great indi...Now I reckon we wait till the values come back into line and trade back 
to that price..if its far enough away of course...Be interesting to see results 
 
T 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:21am | Post# 1173

 
Quoting cenky 
This is my first trade... {image} 
Cenky, read my trading illustrations. It will give you a clearer idea of better entries. You'll 
see I enter on the first dis-similarity in the direction of the main trend. 

 

monocor Jul 11, 2013 4:26am | Post# 1174

 
I have been testing CI, today took 2 trades 40 pips in 30 min. I told before that I have 
GU -400 pips, closed today that trade with profit +100. So for 5 days of trading GU with 
BB+Stoch +220 pips. Love in it !!!! Thanks to Eurussd !!!!!!! 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 4:27am | Post# 1175

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Cenky, read my trading illustrations. It will give you a clearer idea of better 
entries. You'll see I enter on the first dis-similarity in the direction of the main trend. 
 
thanks i will read. So Can you paint on my chart when you can enter a trade? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:28am | Post# 1176

 
5 Attachment(s) 
Here is my template guys, you might need to tweak the CI, if it looks abnormal on your 
charts. 



 
Plus the inidies. 
3_Level_ZZ_Semafor.ex4 
mm.tpl 
#MTF Stochastic v2.0.mq4 
cycle-identifier.mq4 
Cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:31am | Post# 1177

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cenky 
{quote} thanks i will read. So Can you paint on my chart when you can enter a trade? 
Here... 

 

 

EaglePip Jul 11, 2013 4:32am | Post# 1178

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Cool...great indi...Now I reckon we wait till the values come back into line and 
trade back to that price..if its far enough away of course...Be interesting to see results T 
Why wait? Its like a reversal, so I just took a punt as it headed off. 
Have attached version showing Diff value. 



2Stoch%diff.mq4  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:33am | Post# 1179

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Why wait? Its like a reversal, so I just took a punt as it headed off. Have 
attached version showing Diff value. {image}{file} 
Loving the indicator, got some good ideas for it. Gonna be experimenting! 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 4:33am | Post# 1180

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Here... {image} 
 

thanks you Madmoney. you are companionable  

 



monocor Jul 11, 2013 4:43am | Post# 1181

 
MM your idea about combining CI and BB+Stoch is really great, really good job !!!!!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:44am | Post# 1182

 
Quoting normtold 
Madmoney could you please check my chart? I have 1m CI at 1 10 4 and 5m CI at 1 50 4 
{image} 
Try increasing the number a bit. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:46am | Post# 1183

 
Quoting monocor 
MM your idea about combining CI and BB+Stoch is really great, really good job !!!!!!! 
Yea sometimes I use bb stoch differences for my TP for longer trades or just to stack 
odds in my favour. 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 4:47am | Post# 1184

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Here is my template guys, you might need to tweak the CI, if it looks abnormal on your 
charts. Plus the inidies. {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} 
Thanks MM, you do not seem to have the ZZ indicator on the template, any reason for 
that? 

 

EaglePip Jul 11, 2013 4:48am | Post# 1185

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting EaglePip 
Stochastic difference on audusd.{image} 
And, its 



back!   

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:50am | Post# 1186

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} Thanks MM, you do not seem to have the ZZ indicator on the template, any 
reason for that? 
Haven't figured out a way to incorporate it into the method. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:50am | Post# 1187

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} And, its back!{image} 
Just like magic! 

 

Thoughts Jul 11, 2013 4:51am | Post# 1188



 
I have never seen anything like this..I tripled my account under 24 hours! And I'm only 
just beginning to toy with these concepts.. 
 
For anyone who needs to understand how multiple cycle identifiers go on the chart, just 
drag one CI on your M1 chart give it your M1 settings; then drag another CI unto the 
chart and give it your M5 settings.. 
 
There are multiple ways to trade, unlike MadMoney I would take both sell and buy 
trades, using similarities as well as dissimilarities. Just watch the charts a little while and 
you'll start to see patterns. 
 

To Eurusdd: I quite frankly dont think a Nobel prize would do! Thanks again!  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 4:52am | Post# 1189

 
I'm off, guys are probably tired of seeing my name popping up all the time. Peace  

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 4:53am | Post# 1190

 
Another win on long eu just now. What a great day of price action. 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 5:03am | Post# 1191

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What the MOMENT! 

This is yours Mad  

 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 5:05am | Post# 1192

 
1 Attachment(s) 



fast 2 pips... 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 11, 2013 5:11am | Post# 1193

 
Quoting Udine 
Good morning, Due to internet problems yesterday, I was not able to trade, so did some 
catching up on reading on ff.com. Read the thread and I just wish to compliment 
EURUSDD and Madmoney with their great work!! it only confirms again, that you can 
trade with repainting indicators (semafore/ZZ/ cycle), if you know how to work them... 
Gave the system a twist of my own, but the basics remain the same.. traded the EU on 
the 5M , instead of the 1M (too fast for an old man like me!) and picked up an easy 10 
pips on demo. Advice to the followers: give... 
 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} BOOM! Another +15 pips. Total for today +86 pips. 29 consecutive wins (trying 
to compete with the MASTER, Eurusdd). Yeeeaa right..... 
 
Quoting Thoughts 
I have never seen anything like this..I tripled my account under 24 hours! And I'm only 
just beginning to toy with these concepts.. For anyone who needs to understand how 
multiple cycle identifiers go on the chart, just drag one CI on your M1 chart give it your 
M1 settings; then drag another CI unto the chart and give it your M5 settings.. There are 
multiple ways to trade, unlike MadMoney I would take both sell and buy trades, using 
similarities as well as dissimilarities. Just watch the charts a little while and you'll start to 
see patterns. To... 
 
dingdingding 

 

lordorly Jul 11, 2013 5:28am | Post# 1194

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} And, its back!{image} 
 



 
Hello everyone. 
 
 
EaglePip of curiosity, when you enter the market? 
 
 
Orlando 

 

Lion99 Jul 11, 2013 5:34am | Post# 1195

 
Hey Guys, 
Just came across this thread, looks great. 
Looks like it has changed a fair bit from the first page, any advice where I should read 
from, I dont midn readign fromt he start but not much point if not valid anymore. 
Cheers 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 5:41am | Post# 1196

 
1 Attachment(s) 
won again 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 5:42am | Post# 1197

 
Quoting Lion99 
Hey Guys, Just came across this thread, looks great. Looks like it has changed a fair bit 
from the first page, any advice where I should read from, I dont midn readign fromt he 
start but not much point if not valid anymore. Cheers 
All of it is relevant, you can't miss one piece of Eurusdd's golden nuggets. 

 

Lion99 Jul 11, 2013 5:42am | Post# 1198

 
Cheers MM will get into it. 

 



forexzak Jul 11, 2013 5:47am | Post# 1199

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Why wait? Its like a reversal, so I just took a punt as it headed off. Have 
attached version showing Diff value. {image}{file} 
I thought one should take a short position in this scenario 

 

Forex Lion Jul 11, 2013 5:50am | Post# 1200

 
Quoting Lion99 
Hey Guys, Just came across this thread, looks great. Looks like it has changed a fair bit 
from the first page, any advice where I should read from, I dont midn readign fromt he 
start but not much point if not valid anymore. Cheers 
that is a good point Lion99, this is a very interesting thread, I followed it at the very 
beginning, but could not follow on a couple of days. 
It looks like a lot has happend the last days. 
 
Maybe it would be great, if someone could make a summary what and how to use this 
system (or systems), so we all get a basis to talk about. 
Something like a pdf file or a summary of indicators should be used. 
 
Hope this could help many other participants of this thread and will be a good 
documentation for the future. 
 

Wish you all many many pips and happy trading.  
 
Regards, 
Peter 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 5:59am | Post# 1201

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 6:02am | Post# 1202

 
cenky, I am using the same template as you. Also 2 for 2. 
 
 
Are you just looking at the 1M chart, watching for a change in CI on M5 say to Red and 
then waiting for CI on M1 to paint a red and trading in that direction? 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 6:05am | Post# 1203

 
Quoting normtold 
cenky, I am using the same template as you. Also 2 for 2. Are you just looking at the 1M 
chart, watching for a change in CI on M5 say to Red and then waiting for CI on M1 to 
paint a red and trading in that direction? 
Hi normtold, 
 
yes i am. firstly wait M5 to red then waiting M1 to red. For buy entry vise versa 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 6:08am | Post# 1204

 
Hi cenky, thanks for the reply. 
 
In the chart you posted above, did you take the previous red spike on the M1 CI? 



 
Will you continue to sell every red spike on the M1 CI until you get a green spike on the 
M5 CI? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 6:09am | Post# 1205

 
. 

 

bulent Jul 11, 2013 6:11am | Post# 1206

 
Dear Madmoney, 
Thank you for your template and indicator. I load your template and indicator my mt4. 
can ı use same seting m30 and h1 tame frame? or change to seting parameter.? 
Best Regards. 
Bülent . 

 

cenky Jul 11, 2013 6:12am | Post# 1207

 
Quoting normtold 
Hi cenky, thanks for the reply. In the chart you posted above, did you take the previous 
red spike on the M1 CI? Will you continue to sell every red spike on the M1 CI until you 
get a green spike on the M5 CI? 

i was not online previous spike. So i did not take it  
 
it is risky to wait green spike for me because my orders are big lots so 2 pips are enough 

for me  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 6:39am | Post# 1208

 
Quoting bulent 
Dear Madmoney, Thank you for your template and indicator. I load your template and 
indicator my mt4. can ı use same seting m30 and h1 tame frame? or change to seting 
parameter.? Best Regards. Bülent . 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!! if you are using the 30min/1hr template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 1hr, it must me 2X for the 
30min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! if you are using the 1min/5min 
template the whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 5min, it must me 5X for 
the 1min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 
Just double the length on the 30M chart. 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 6:42am | Post# 1209

 
Quoting cenky 

{quote} i was not online previous spike. So i did not take it  
I see. 
 
it is risky to wait green spike for me because my orders are big lots so 2 pips are enough 

for me  



Sorry, I did not phrase my question very well.  

 

Lion99 Jul 11, 2013 7:14am | Post# 1210

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just set up your template MM thanks heaps for that. 
Is this correct for a long. 

 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 7:15am | Post# 1211

 
dis-similarity in eur / usd 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 7:21am | Post# 1212

 
Quoting Lion99 
Just set up your template MM thanks heaps for that. Is this correct for a long. {image} 
There are many ways to trade the similarity CI, but I don't trade it like that, I trade in a 
certain sequence. 
 
Here's the post with some illustrations, also if you can find more of my posts with charts 
on, it will help. 

Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There was no dis-similarity. Here's an example (a trade I took). The bottom CI 



represents the 5M chart. NOTE: I usually exit at major spike if my TP has not been hit. 
{image} 
 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 7:28am | Post# 1213

 
my question is: 
where the similarity wait? is that right now in eur / usd is producing the similarity, and 
here will be a moment in which the similarity will fetch the dis-similarity to correct. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 7:29am | Post# 1214

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} There are many ways to trade the similarity CI, but I don't trade it like that, I 
trade in a certain sequence. Here's the post with some illustrations, also if you can find 
more of my posts with charts on, it will help. {quote} 
There is no unique way to trade this stuff because 
1: different account sizes 
2: different broker's feeds 
3: maturity 
4: greed 
 
I believe everyone should understand the basic concept and then chose the 
method(indicators) he/she wants to use. Do not ask Madmoney or another person if this 
is a buy/sell trade. How is he/she suppose to know - instantly -. 
Madmoney is a learner just like you so please do not turn him into your oracle and then 

turn around days later and accuse him of leading you astray!!!  
 
--------- 
If I give a signal - it will work, almost surely! That is because I have more than 5 years 
under my belt. However, there is always that 3% percent out there. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 7:33am | Post# 1215

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} There is no unique way to trade this stuff because 1: different 
account sizes 2: different broker's feeds 3: maturity 4: greed I believe 
everyone should understand the basic concept and then chose the 
method(indicators) he/she wants to use. Do not ask Madmoney or another 
person if this is a buy/sell trade. How is he/she supposed to know - 
instantly -. Madmoney is a learner just like you so please do not turn him 
into your oracle and then turn around days later and accuse him of leading 

you astray!!! --------- If I give a signal -... 

 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 7:35am | Post# 1216

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There is no unique way to trade this stuff because 1: different account sizes 2: 
different broker's feeds 3: maturity 4: greed I believe everyone should understand the 



basic concept and then chose the method(indicators) he/she wants to use. Do not ask 
Madmoney or another person if this is a buy/sell trade. How is he/she supposed to know 
- instantly -. Madmoney is a learner just like you so please do not turn him into your 

oracle and then turn around days later and accuse him of leading you astray!!! --------
- If I give a signal -... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Are we still heading down to 1.2955/57 on EU? 
 
You had an interesting thread going on proper use of indicators. Have you ever analysed 
the TMA indicator? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 
 
PS: My demo account is still growing!!! Thanks for your insights! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 7:36am | Post# 1217

 
If you think you have a buy/sell setup you can post it and then allow people to 
support/reject your expectation. 
 
There should be no one asking madmoney or another contributor - if he/she should 
buy/sell. 

 

bulent Jul 11, 2013 7:38am | Post# 1218

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} {quote} Just double the length on the 30M chart. 
Dear Mamoney, 
Thank you very much. 
Best Regards. 
Bülent . 

 

Yacht Life Jul 11, 2013 7:41am | Post# 1219

 
Hello fellow members! I'm new to FF and looking for a place to learn something valuable. 
I know I have many pages to read but I'm up for the challenge. I do work a FT job so it 
may take me some time to get through all of the material but I will make sure I read 
every single post. 
 
Once I'm done reading through the thread I will then participate actively. I wish all the 
traders many good opportunities to bring % growth to their account. 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 7:45am | Post# 1220

 
When you are accustomed to getting in and out of an operation? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 7:49am | Post# 1221



 
Quoting burnssss 
When you are accustomed to getting in and out of an operation? 
Operation??? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 7:51am | Post# 1222

 

Quoting Neio 

{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Are we still heading down to 1.2955/57 on EU? You had an 
interesting thread going on proper use of indicators. Have you ever analysed the TMA 
indicator? Regards Neio PS: My demo account is still growing!!! Thanks for your insights! 
My trading style is different. I look for levels that should checkmate price, attract price, 
trap price, swing price. Therefore, news or no news - it should work! 
TMA is not the indicator for me and I have never studied it deeply enough because the 
first time i saw it, I forgot about it the next minute. 

 

Lion99 Jul 11, 2013 7:53am | Post# 1223

 
Yep I understand all that no worries at all and thats exactly what I did posted a chart 
with a trade to see if I on the right track, I certainly wouldnt come back to anyone if the 
trade didnt work Im pushing the button, the only reason it was directed at MM coz it was 
his template I open to all comments no probs. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 11, 2013 7:56am | Post# 1224

 
Having a funny issue. I have 2 CIs 1m at 1-15-4 and 5m at 1-3-4 stacked on top of each 
other...1m top 5m bottom but on my display they seem reversed....the bottom has more 
spike than the top...is it an mt4 thing? 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 7:56am | Post# 1225

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My trading style is different. I look for levels that should checkmate price, 
attract price, trap price, swing price. Therefore, news or no news - it should work! TMA is 
not the indicator for me and I have never studied it deeply enough because the first time 
i saw it, I forgot about it the next minute. 
OK I understand... 
 
Thanks Eurusdd! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 7:58am | Post# 1226

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Yeah I think the next leg of the 12 ZZ on the daily chart should end below 
1.2955/7 
 



 
 
This is based on similarity from the daily chart: probability of success here is 
86.5%  

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 8:00am | Post# 1227

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
sorry 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 8:04am | Post# 1228

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Easy 10pips. Woots..  



 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:05am | Post# 1229

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
 
Is anyone using the BB method on EU/JPY? I wonder if anyone is seeing the same dis-
similarity that has not been closed at around 128.31? Wondering if it is a big enough 
difference. 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:06am | Post# 1230

 
Quoting jurn_e 

Easy 10pips. Woots.. {image} 
 
jurn_e, i don't know why i feel happy anytime i see a post from you. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 8:08am | Post# 1231

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} jurn_e, i don't know why i feel happy anytime i see a post from you. 

Because i am a female trader?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:08am | Post# 1232

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, Is anyone using the BB method on EU/JPY? I wonder if anyone is seeing the same 
dis-similarity that has not been closed at around 128.31? Wondering if it is a big enough 
difference. {image} 
I don't think it is a big difference. I said many times : 
"MANAGE YOUR TRADE". 



Similarity is for the big boys: you should not expect dis-similarities to be resolved before 

you leave your seat!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:08am | Post# 1233

 
Quoting jurn_e 

{quote} Because i am a female trader?  

MAYBE:  

 

Bhoopalan Jul 11, 2013 8:10am | Post# 1234

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Little confusing. But I'll be happy to learn. 
 

 
 
Left is the H1 chart and right is M15 chart. They look similar isn't it? So how does this give a 
signal? That is where I'm finding it hard to understand. You said we can use any strategy 
and set of indicators. So I thought I could use my own strategy that I'm comfortable with. 
Or do I need to get used with cycle indicator? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1235

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Operation??? 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1236

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dunno if anyone else trades this pair?? 



 

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1237

 
Red news in 19 mins  Careful 
 
USD 
 
Unemployment Claims  

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1238

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't think it is a big difference. I said many times : "MANAGE YOUR TRADE". 
Similarity is for the big boys: you should not expect dis-similarities to be resolved before 

you leave your seat!!!   

hmmm.....  . Are you saying I should follow the big boys? So trade similarity not dis-
similarity? 
 
BTW, I do not have any trades open at the moment. 

 

Baillie Jul 11, 2013 8:14am | Post# 1239

 

Quoting Baillie 

Another possible option is to find entries using the cycle method on the M5 and M15 
along with the BB method on M15 to confirm a black hole, wormhole..... Point being 
there are many ways to trade this, similarity to DIS-similarity, DIS-similarity to 
similarity. {image} 

WOW! looks like my suggestion, is paying off for some of you  
Maaaaaadddddmmmmoooooonnnneeeeyyyy! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:14am | Post# 1240

 



Quoting shiva 

Red news in 19 mins  Careful USD Unemployment Claims 
tRUE BUT IN THIS GAME, price is kind and similarities/dis-similarities should give you a 
hint where NEWS will send price. So just master the technique and NEWS won't matter 
much. 

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 8:16am | Post# 1241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Bhoopalan 
Little confusing. But I'll be happy to learn. {image} Left is the H1 chart and right is M15 
chart. They look similar isn't it? So how does this give a signal? 
Like this 

 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 8:17am | Post# 1242

 
I do not quite understand when you enter and when an operation salis. To match the 
color of CI understand that there is a change in trend, from there, go into the next spike 
of the same color right? and when the operation would appear an ear of another color? 
Also it would have in mind the edges of BB and 1 hour EMA in and out? 
These are some questions that I come to practice this method because I've read the 
whole thread and I think a fantastic job of Madmoney and Eurusdd. 
 
thank you very much 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:17am | Post# 1243

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} hmmm.....  . Are you saying I should follow the big boys? So trade similarity 
not dis-similarity? BTW, I do not have any trades open at the moment. 
A dis-similarity can take days to be corrected - depending on the time-frame you are 
using. That is why I said - it is for the big-boys. They give you a hint but they can drag 
you for a long time too. 

 

Baillie Jul 11, 2013 8:18am | Post# 1244

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Currently have a short open on EUR/USD from last night up +94 pips and counting 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:19am | Post# 1245

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 

Red news in 19 mins  Careful USD Unemployment Claims 
Speaking of news, got a cool little news flicker, if anyone wants it. 
 
Apply "dll" 
NewsCal-v107.ex4 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:20am | Post# 1246

 
Quoting Baillie 
Currently have a short open on EUR/USD from last night up +94 pips and counting 

great!!!!   

 

Hennessy Jul 11, 2013 8:20am | Post# 1247

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Speaking of news, got a cool little news flicker, if anyone wants it. Apply "dll" 
{file} {image} 
Thanks MM... been looking for something like that! 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:21am | Post# 1248

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} A dis-similarity can take days to be corrected - depending on the time-frame 
you are using. That is why I said - it is for the big-boys. They give you a hint but they 
can drag you for a long time too. 
Thanks for the clarification. 
 
So the hints the big boys give (not willing) are the dis-similarities that we see. This tells 
us were price will end up at some point. Problem is that we have to manage our account 
until it gets back there as you say it could take days!!! 
 
So it seems like it is better to trade away from dis-similarities. Not to them. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:24am | Post# 1249

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thanks for the clarification. So the hints the big boys give (not willing) are the 
dis-similarities that we see. This tells us were price will end up at some point. Problem is 
that we have to manage our account until it gets back there as you say it could take 



days!!! 
PERFECT: That is the entire story!!!!  
 
If you are looking for dis-similarities then this is what you should master. When you spot 
one, a good one, you have to track it, manage it because those guys can pull you along 
for a while and then run back to correct the problem!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:25am | Post# 1250

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} So it seems like it is better to trade away from dis-similarities. Not to them. 

That is another good way. Very good observation!!!!   

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:27am | Post# 1251

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} That is other good way. Very good observation!!!!   
 
LOL problem is I don't know which way the price will move away from the dis-similarity. 

Could try hedging? Or just take a chance on one way. If you are wrong you know 
that price will eventually come back? LOL 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:28am | Post# 1252

 
I should be asleep, but the market is addictive! 
 

Just cracked over a century of pips.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:29am | Post# 1253

 
Quoting Madmoney 

I should be asleep, but the market is addictive! Just cracked over a century of pips.  
TRUE: VERY SOON, you will have a lot of time to rest and chill. Loolll 

 

Westeast Jul 11, 2013 8:32am | Post# 1254

 
Thanks for sharing your trading strategies here Eurusdd . 
 
What is the best setting of CI for 1 hr - 4 hr ?  

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 8:33am | Post# 1255

 
Quoting Madmoney 

I should be asleep, but the market is addictive! Just cracked over a century of pips.  

Well done, get some rest  
 
I have so many things I should be doing but am glued to the screen. 



 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:33am | Post# 1256

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} TRUE: VERY SOON, you will have a lot of time to rest and chill. Loolll 
And this thread! The info on this thread is surreal! 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 8:33am | Post# 1257

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Nice pop. another 10pips. CI showed Buy 1 minute b4 news. 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:35am | Post# 1258

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Nice pop. another 10pips. CI showed Buy 1 minute b4 news. 
Lol 

 

Yacht Life Jul 11, 2013 8:37am | Post# 1259

 
Quoting Madmoney 

I should be asleep, but the market is addictive! Just cracked over a century of pips.  
Congrats!!! I should be sleep also getting rest for work but I'm awake trying to get some 
pages read so I can participate in the thread hopefully by next week. Trying to do what I 
can so maybe in 5 years or so, I won't have to worry about a job. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 8:38am | Post# 1260

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} you could be dis-appointed!!! just "joking"   

Hedge if i am wrong. And unhedge later.  

 



Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:41am | Post# 1261

 
I hope the number I provided yesterday is still on your mind. That is where the new 12 
period ZZ on DAILY will end. Do you see why mad news for USD is not affecting price 
much on the upside? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:43am | Post# 1262

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope the number I provided yesterday is still on your mind. That is where the new 12 
period ZZ on DAILY will end. Do you see why mad news for USD is not affecting price 
much on the upside? 
Gravity? 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:44am | Post# 1263

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope the number I provided yesterday is still on your mind. That is where the new 12 
period ZZ on DAILY will end. Do you see why mad news for USD is not affecting price 
much on the upside? 
Amazing. I love it!!! Maybe that proves that the big boys are ahead of the news??? 
 
Throw the news indicator away...lol 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:44am | Post# 1264

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Gravity? 

1.2955/7 

attraction.  

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1265

 
Noted 1,2955 

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 8:48am | Post# 1266

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope the number I provided yesterday is still on your mind. That is where the new 12 
period ZZ on DAILY will end. Do you see why mad news for USD is not affecting price 
much on the upside? 
Here is the reason for the market madness :  
 
 
42 patients escape from mental hospital in Guangxi  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:50am | Post# 1267

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.2955/7 attraction. 

Mind boggling accuracy  

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 8:51am | Post# 1268

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.2955/7 attraction. 
Wow, can't believe!!! 
I marked 1.3043, took a short trade, set TP, went out for a while. 
When I came back, price stopped right at that level before news make it jump up and 

down...  

 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 8:52am | Post# 1269

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.2955/7 attraction. 
 

Timberrrrr!!! No need to ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:52am | Post# 1270

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Wow, can't believe!!! I marked 1.3043, took a short trade, set TP, went out for a 
while. When I came back, price stopped right at that level before news make it jump up 

and down... {image} 

Not bad.....  

 

Pardy Jul 11, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1271

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys, 
I'm using MM's template. Thing I notice is that I have far fewer spikes than pics from others 
I see. Any help appreciated. Settings are 1,10,4 and 1,50,4. 
 
Thanks 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 11, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1272

 
My drawdown is shrinking!!! Thank you every one  

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 8:54am | Post# 1273

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Timberrrrr!!! No need to ? 
I am going to get rid of some previously consumed liquid, and when I return want 
EURUSD at 1.2980 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:55am | Post# 1274

 
Quoting Pardy 
Hi guys, I'm using MM's template. Thing I notice is that I have far fewer spikes than pics 
from others I see. Any help appreciated. Settings are 1,10,4 and 1,50,4. Thanks {image} 
You don't need too many spike to be successful. Furthermore, the number of spikes you 
have is directing related to your settings and the number of bars you have in you history 
and chart. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 8:55am | Post# 1275

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I am going to get rid of some previously consumed liquid, and when I return 
want EURUSD at 1.2980 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 8:58am | Post# 1276

 
1 Attachment(s) 

break-point 1.3005, . 
why is eurusd heading down despite these red 

numbers?  
That should keep you thinking for a while? 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 9:07am | Post# 1277

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

break-point 1.3005, . why is eurusd heading down despite these red 
numbers?{image} That should keep you thinking for a while? 

I think because the next black-hole is at the lower...   

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 9:09am | Post# 1278

 
14-0, thanks MM and Eurusdd. 

 

jurn_e Jul 11, 2013 9:09am | Post# 1279

 
There is dis-sim in M5 around 1.3176. Has not filled yet. Correct me if i am wrong.  
So PA can go either way. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 9:10am | Post# 1280

 
Quoting normtold 
14-0, thanks MM and Eurusdd. 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 9:11am | Post# 1281

 
Quoting normtold 
14-0, thanks MM and Eurusdd. 
 
Nice! 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 9:13am | Post# 1282

 
1.3030 has been filled.  

Price may start jumping down  

 

Westeast Jul 11, 2013 9:13am | Post# 1283

 



Guys, 
 
 
What is the best setting of CI for 1 hr - 4 hr ?  
 
 
Thanks in advance  

 

easy123 Jul 11, 2013 9:20am | Post# 1284

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, thanks for this thread. plz i want to get the entry point. check my chart. Was that 
a good enrty for sell? 

 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 11, 2013 9:37am | Post# 1285

 
Quoting easy123 
Eurusdd, thanks for this thread. plz i want to get the entry point. check my chart. Was 
that a good enrty for sell? {image} {image} 
Looking at this chart you actually will be waiting for a buy signal. Go back a few pages, 
Madmoney has a wonderful case study 

 

Hercs Jul 11, 2013 9:50am | Post# 1286

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nice! 
====== 
 
Hi MM, 
 
I have tried sending you a PM, but somehow it does not want to accept it. Would you be 
kind enough and PM me, so that I can get my message across to you plse? 
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

fxlur Jul 11, 2013 10:28am | Post# 1287

 



Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} If the normal CI on the is let's say '5', the CI on the 5M chart has to be five 
times that amount. 
Hi Madmoney, from my understanding isn't the CI indicator suppose to be attached to 
both the 1M chart and the 5M chart? 
I see you put both on the same chart... but if that's the case how do you make them > 
90% similar? 
 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The default settings are 5X-Y-4 for 1min and X-Y-4 for 5min chart or X-5Y-4 for 
1min and X-Y-4 for 5min. The first is responsive to moving averages and so you will not 
catch tops and bottoms exactly. However, it is quite good too! 
Ex. Applying the above formula from Eurusdd, if the 1M CI settings are 1-50-4, the 5M 
chart should be 1-10-4. That way they are almost identical. 
 
How do you achieve this when you put them in the same chart? Seems like you are doing 
the opposite.. Anyways thanks! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 10:40am | Post# 1288

 
Quoting fxlur 
{quote} Hi Madmoney, from my understanding isn't the CI indicator suppose to be 
attached to both the 1M chart and the 5M chart? I see you put both on the same chart... 
but if that's the case how do you make them > 90% similar? {quote} Ex. Applying the 
above formula from Eurusdd, if the 1M CI settings are 1-50-4, the 5M chart should be 1-
10-4. That way they are almost identical. How do you achieve this when you put them in 
the same chart? Seems like you are doing the opposite.. Anyways thanks! 

madmoney is making MAD MONEY right now. He is experimenting and doing well. 

you can experiment too.   

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 10:48am | Post# 1289

 
1 Attachment(s) 
From Madmoneys template. Not sure I am using it quite the same way as he does. 
 
Obviously using small Lots while I practice. 
 
Ignore the Gbp/Aud loss, it is a stoploss from another strategy. 



 

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 10:49am | Post# 1290

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Trades this morning: 

 

 

crodzilla Jul 11, 2013 10:53am | Post# 1291

 
I paused my programming to trade today... 8 for 8!!! 
The light is on, and I am as excited as ever to trade this way, for a long time to come. 
 
Carl 
 
PS. The big boys are really bouncing price around today... churning. 

 

shiva Jul 11, 2013 10:58am | Post# 1292

 
Quoting crodzilla 
I paused my programming to trade today... 8 for 8!!! The light is on, and I am as excited 
as ever to trade this way, for a long time to come. Carl PS. The big boys are really 
bouncing price around today... churning. 
Its not really the big boys doing this crazy hops. I am at fault, I was cleaning my desk 
and the PC dropped to the floor and all this craziness took place... I apologize! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:07am | Post# 1293

 



Do you guys really believe that the flow of price on your chart is random??? Do you really 
believe there is no set target(moving/fixed) for price at any given time and whoever 
knows the set-price can ride price there? 
 
Think about it this way! Look at the path of water from the top of a mountain to the very 
moment it gets to the sea. 
If you look at the path, it can sometimes be unpredictable. 
However, the ground on which the water flows already has its shape. Water is simply 
taking advantage of the gradients of the terrain. In other words, water is LOOKING FOR 
THE shortest-path TO THE SEA! 
 
tHAT IS THE SAME WITH this business. The trick is best applied to EURUSD because it 
has a high drive-ratio( won't explain that). 

 

crodzilla Jul 11, 2013 11:07am | Post# 1294

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Its not really the big boys doing this crazy hops. I am at fault, I was cleaning my 
desk and the PC dropped to the floor and all this craziness took place... I apologize! 

 
 
Well, throw it around some more... I'm 9 for 9 now... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:10am | Post# 1295

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Its not really the big boys doing this crazy hops. I am at fault, I was cleaning my 
desk and the PC dropped to the floor and all this craziness took place... I apologize! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:19am | Post# 1296

 
Therefore, those who use resistance and support levels to trade are not further from the 
truth. The only problem is that they do not have a good way of measuring the actual 
strength of a particular level and they also do not know the pre-determined set-prices 

(moving/fixed).   

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:25am | Post# 1297

 
Every news that comes out and the reactions that follow will only take price nearer to the 
next pre-determined point! So, if you can spot these you are a "master" in this business. 
The more price moves away from the next point, the FASTER she will return there!!! 
That is why you should NEVER CHASE PRICE!!!! 
 
that is my 2-cents: 
 

Make this your trading philosophy and see the light.   

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 11:34am | Post# 1298

 



Spotting these pre-determined points is the difficult part for plebs like me. 
 
 
 
 
Eurusdd, did you work all this out for yourself or did you have a mentor? 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 11:36am | Post# 1299

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Therefore, those who use resistance and support levels to trade are not further from the 
truth. The only problem is that they do not have a good way of measuring the actual 
strength of a particular level and they also do not know the pre-determined set-prices 

(moving/fixed).   
Interesting insights... 
 
Without giving any secrets away. Can all of this be seen through analysing pure price? Or 
do you need to know volume or something else. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:46am | Post# 1300

 
Price is king! even if eurusd will jump 400 pips in one min, the signs will be on your 
chart! She will hug, swing levels and then at the exact time, she will MOVE!!!! 
Just like the last trade we took at 1.2894!!!! 
 
I posted the signal 2mins to the move. 
The last one was 1.2840. 3 mins to the fall, I said "1.2840 is about to LOSE POTENCY" 
meaning eurusd is about to fall big - You know what it means to be potent and lose it - - 
-FALL/DECREASE IN VALUE/DEPRECIATION ..... 
 
The ground is FIXED!!!! The slopes, gradients are fixed! 
Even some bankers and big-financial institutions do not know these things. They are just 
players!!!  
 
The best way to prove what I am saying is :give you precise trades and let you judge 
me. 
------------------- 
 

These are well-guarded secrets!!!!  
 
------------------- 

 

islandhome Jul 11, 2013 11:53am | Post# 1301

 
Hi Euro 
Am i right in thinking that there is more than the one form of dismilarity you have 
presented here. The stoch/zz dis similarity is a minor black hole with limited power which 
allows price to wonder great distances, eventually pulling it back to its vortex. What you 
have omitted are the super massive black holes (anomalies) which let price go a much 
shorter distance than stoch dismilarity before sucking it back. A bit like a yo yo on a 
string. You are able to identify the black hole and measure the strength of the vortex 
prior to its appearance . How this is possible is the mystery. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 11:54am | Post# 1302

 
DON'T TAKE MY WORDS SERIOUSLY!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 12:06pm | Post# 1303

1 Attachment(s) 
Someone said -if I knew all this then I should be making trillions-. 
No! I just need to make enough to live a good-life. you have an atomic bomb is not enough reason to 
use it to prove you have one. When you have to you it, you will. 
 

1.2955/7 is still favoured!!!! Let's see what happens - 

TOMORROW.

 

ravs_avs Jul 11, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 1304

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
Thanks for this wonderful gift which you have imparted us, I thank you for your 
generosity and willingness to do good for our trader community. 
 
As far as I understand this is how it works. Once dis-sim is sighted, a blackhole is 
created. Price moving in any direction will ultimately retrace back to dis-sim. Now we do 

not know(by we I mean rest of the traders including me but not you ) which direction 
the price will move from dis-sim. Though we have a fair idea of when the price will 
retrace back by CI. 
 
The point which I am not sure is how long does the affect of a blackhole last. And what 
happens if their are multiple blackholes within one price range, which one is more 
affective. 
 
Any help or insight into this will be highly appreciated. 
 
Thanks in advance. 
 
Ravs 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 12:53pm | Post# 1305



 
Eursdd you ask if I can use neural networks to predict the value of the price? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 12:56pm | Post# 1306

 
Quoting burnssss 
Eursdd you ask if I can use neural networks to predict the value of the price? 
I am not an expert in that area. When it comes to EURUSD, we can talk!!! 
 
 
The similarity idea is optimized for the forex market ONLY and EURUSD in particular!!! 
Don't count on it when trading stocks, .etc. . . . . 

 

condor666 Jul 11, 2013 12:59pm | Post# 1307

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not an expert in that area. When it comes to EURUSD, we can talk!!! The 
similarity idea is optimized for the forex market ONLY and the EURUSD in particular!!! 
Don't count on when trading stocks, .etc. . . . . 
 
I think i stop trading everything else to focus on EURUSD only cause i've too many bad 
signals on EURJPY or other JPY based currency, cycle indi repaints too much on these 
pairs. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 1:01pm | Post# 1308

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I think i stop trading everything else to focus on EURUSD only cause i've too 
many bad signals on EURJPY or other JPY based currency, cycle indi repaints too much on 
these pairs. 
I stated in post #1, that the CI code must be tweaked before you use it. You need to 
make it stable first!!! 
Anyway, CI is the least used in the system. 
 
-------- 
If you can change the code, experiment with settings that give you some degree of 
stability. 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 1309

 
I do not understand the idea of marking a price and wait until it is touched. stochastic 
truly are predictive? I feel that continue to lag. could you clarify a bit?. Certainly I think 
your results mean that your studies over five years have found a satisfactory solution. 
Congratulations. 

 

josh11 Jul 11, 2013 1:16pm | Post# 1310

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Wooooow!!! I am impress.... Thank you so much Eurusdd!!! 
 
Been testing all day and thought I would try 5 pairs on 1min TF!!! The last couple of hours: 



 
Dont know if its luck but wooooooow! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 1:22pm | Post# 1311

 
Quoting josh11 
Wooooow!!! I am impress.... Thank you so much Eurusdd!!! Been testing all day and 
thought I would try 5 pairs on 1min TF!!! The last couple of hours: Dont know if its luck 
but wooooooow! {image} 
You are not an expert yet and you are beginning to have confidence and produce good 
results. It makes me feel good! When i showed a 700 winning streak to a friend 
sometime ago, she said it was fake. Well, you are a living example: with proper care and 
more practice you will get there. 

 

josh11 Jul 11, 2013 1:25pm | Post# 1312

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are not an expert yet and you are beginning to have confidence and 
produce good result. It makes me feel good! When i showed a 700 winning streak to a 
friend sometime ago, it said it was fake. Well, you are a living example: with proper care 
and more practice you will get there. 
Thank you mate just added another 10 more!!!  
 

Going gym now Good luck to everyone  

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 1:30pm | Post# 1313

 
Quoting islandhome 
Hi Euro Am i right in thinking that there is more than the one form of dismilarity you 
have presented here. The stoch/zz dis similarity is a minor black hole with limited power 
which allows price to wonder great distances, eventually pulling it back to its vortex. 
What you have omitted are the super massive black holes (anomalies) which let price go 
a much shorter distance than stoch dismilarity before sucking it back. A bit like a yo yo 
on a string. You are able to identify the black hole and measure the strength of the 
vortex prior to its... 

 

 

lazyegg Jul 11, 2013 1:34pm | Post# 1314



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are not an expert yet and you are beginning to have confidence and 
produce good results. It makes me feel good! When i showed a 700 winning streak to a 
friend sometime ago, she said it was fake. Well, you are a living example: with proper 
care and more practice you will get there. 

are you luring her?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 1:37pm | Post# 1315

 
Quoting lazyegg 

{quote} are you luring her?   

wedding her  next year!!!  

 

Ralome Jul 11, 2013 1:37pm | Post# 1316

 
Interesting bit: 
 
Dissimilarity on EURUSD M1: 4th of July, 11:25 
 
Correction of (=price returning to) that level: 10th of July, 21:40 
 

That must have been some yo-yo  

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 1:40pm | Post# 1317

 
Quoting Ralome 
Interesting bit: Dissimilarity on EURUSD M1: 4th of July, 11:25 Correction of (=price 

returning to) that level: 10th of July, 21:40 That must have been some yo-yo  
hmmm. the 15min template is not optimal for 1min, so be a little careful with your 

expectations!!!   

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 1:49pm | Post# 1318

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price is king! even if eurusd will jump 400 pips in one min, the signs will be on your 
chart! She will hug, swing levels and then at the exact time, she will MOVE!!!! Just like 
the last trade we took at 1.2894!!!! I posted the signal 2mins to the move. The last one 
was 1.2840. 3 mins to the fall, I said "1.2840 is about to LOSE POTENCY" meaning 
eurusd is about to fall big - You know what it means to be potent and lose it - - -
FALL/DECREASE IN VALUE/DEPRECIATION ..... The ground is FIXED!!!! The slopes, 
gradients are fixed! Even some bankers and... 
You inspire me, but these "well guarded secrets" has got my mind racing at 100 mph, 
trying to understand, I gotta keep my head from exploding. 
 

Let me say that your forex knowledge is UNRIVALED.  

 

oconnor365 Jul 11, 2013 1:50pm | Post# 1319



 
Quoting josh11 
Wooooow!!! I am impress.... Thank you so much Eurusdd!!! Been testing all day and 
thought I would try 5 pairs on 1min TF!!! The last couple of hours: Dont know if its luck 
but wooooooow! {image} 
Excellent results Josh...Do you place the trade the second the confirming 1 min with the 
5 spike appears ?...do you have a tp?...or do you just close on an opposite signal on the 
1 or 5 min? 
 
again...great trading bro 
 
T 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 1:55pm | Post# 1320

 
How do I vouch for people? 
 
Read the user guide and I don't see that "icon" your supposed to see. 

 

burnssss Jul 11, 2013 1:56pm | Post# 1321

 
forgiveness, between forex and ForexFactory Nose or write that language: 
Those kept secrets are complicated mathematical expressions or understanding of 
various indicators? a clue to know the working direction jajajja 
Thank you very much, I've never seen such results. 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 2:08pm | Post# 1322

 
Quoting Madmoney 
How do I vouch for people? Read the user guide and I don't see that "icon" your 
supposed to see. 
"If you have four or more vouchers you can vouch for any FF member by clicking the link 
next to the http://www.forexfactory.com/images/misc/1kt_vouch.gif icon on their 
member profile. When you vouch for someone, it means you believe they are an 
experienced and wise trader. Your definition of "experienced and wise" may differ from 
others, but that's alright, at least four other experienced traders trust your judgment. If 
you vouch for someone by mistake, or change your mind, you can undo your vouch by 
clicking the "(undo)" link next to your username in the member's voucher list on their 
profile page." 

 

ravs_avs Jul 11, 2013 2:09pm | Post# 1323

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
Hi EURUSDD, Thanks for this wonderful gift which you have imparted us, I thank you for 
your generosity and willingness to do good for our trader community. As far as I 
understand this is how it works. Once dis-sim is sighted, a blackhole is created. Price 
moving in any direction will ultimately retrace back to dis-sim. Now we do not know(by 

we I mean rest of the traders including me but not you ) which direction the price will 
move from dis-sim. Though we have a fair idea of when the price will retrace back by CI. 
The point which I am not sure... 
Hi MadMoney, can you plz comment. 
 



Thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:11pm | Post# 1324

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} "If you have four or more vouchers you can vouch for any FF member by 
clicking the link next to the 
http://www.forexfactory.com/images/misc/1kt_vouch.gif icon on their member 
profile. When you vouch for someone, it means you believe they are an experienced and 
wise trader. Your definition of "experienced and wise" may differ from others, but that's 
alright, at least four other experienced traders trust your judgment. If you vouch for 
someone by mistake, or change your mind, you can undo your vouch by clicking... 
That is the part that I don't see. It's ok, I'll hopefully wait until it kicks it. 

 

normtold Jul 11, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 1325

 
Quoting Madmoney 
How do I vouch for people? Read the user guide and I don't see that "icon" your 
supposed to see. 
I have been a member since January 2011 and never felt the need to vouch for anyone, 
but I was going to vouch got you as you kindly posted your template and I have had 
nothing but winning trades today using it but unfortunately I am unable to vouch for 
anyone as I am considered inexperienced. 
 
 
"The integrity of the WVS is maintained by only allowing members with four or more 
vouchers to vouch for others. That means every vouch granted comes from a trader who 
is already considered experienced and wise by their FF peers." 

 

Ralome Jul 11, 2013 2:14pm | Post# 1326

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} hmmm. the 15min template is not optimal for 1min, so be a little careful with 

your expectations!!!   

Don't worry, I chose my own settings (I don't even use the template)  

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:16pm | Post# 1327

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
Hi EURUSDD, Thanks for this wonderful gift which you have imparted us, I thank you for 
your generosity and willingness to do good for our trader community. As far as I 
understand this is how it works. Once dis-sim is sighted, a blackhole is created. Price 
moving in any direction will ultimately retrace back to dis-sim. Now we do not know(by 

we I mean rest of the traders including me but not you ) which direction the price will 
move from dis-sim. Though we have a fair idea of when the price will retrace back by CI. 
The point which I am not sure... 
I wish I could give you that answer, but I am not the MASTER of the blackhole concept. 
I merely capitalise on the tiny windows inbetween them. 

 

Madmoney Jul 11, 2013 2:21pm | Post# 1328



 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} I have been a member since January 2011 and never felt the need to vouch for 
anyone, but I was going to vouch got you as you kindly posted your template and I have 
had nothing but winning trades today using it but unfortunately I am unable to vouch for 
anyone as I am considered inexperienced. "The integrity of the WVS is maintained by 
only allowing members with four or more vouchers to vouch for others. That means 
every vouch granted comes from a trader who is already considered experienced and 
wise by their FF peers." 
Thanks, it's not important that I can't vouch yet, I was just wondering. 

 

crodzilla Jul 11, 2013 3:32pm | Post# 1329

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Thanks, it's not important that I can't vouch yet, I was just wondering. 
You are quite worthy MM, vouch to you from me... 
 
Carl 

 

crodzilla Jul 11, 2013 3:39pm | Post# 1330

 
Are we going to revisit 1.3165? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 1331

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crodzilla 
Are we going to revisit 1.3165? 
I don't know but I will advise you to remember this picture I posted in post #1,303. 
 
Do you see that EURUSD is following the paths I drew? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 4:09pm | Post# 1332

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

crodzilla Jul 11, 2013 4:14pm | Post# 1333

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't know but I will advise you to remember this picture I posted in post 
#1,303. Do you see that EURUSD is following the paths I drew? {image} 
Yep, it has been etched in my brain... 
I have been "managing" my short biased positions, (10 for 10) today, with a couple 
floaters with their eye on 2955/7... 
 
I'll take as many short bites of this wiggle worm, as the market will give me! 
 
Thanks, Eurusdd!!! 

 

Neio Jul 11, 2013 4:15pm | Post# 1334

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Looking forward to touchdown! 

 

xandi Jul 11, 2013 4:17pm | Post# 1335

 
what happened to your Trade Explorer? keep up the good work on "Price action emotion 
trading"★  

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 4:17pm | Post# 1336

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Yep, it has been etched in my brain... I have been "managing" my short biased 
positions, (10 for 10) today, with a couple floaters with their eye on 2955/7... I'll take as 
many short bites of this wiggle worm, as the market will give me! Thanks, Eurusdd!!! 
So, eurusd was expected to mimic the green path and the blue path (worst case 
scenario). 
Therefore, I am not surprised she went up. You just have to be careful. - don't keep 
following her, because she will turn around and leave you hanging (dump you). 
Naughty girl!!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 4:24pm | Post# 1337

 
Anything close to 1.3112/20 - is a good sell! I am still crunching the numbers!!! 
A tight stop-loss (10-20pips), should be enough. Let us see what she does, in 1hr. 

 

a_fx Jul 11, 2013 4:25pm | Post# 1338

 
been following this, interesting stuff... is every1 using 1 10 4 - 1 50 4 across most 
pairs..? 

 

Baillie Jul 11, 2013 4:35pm | Post# 1339

 
Quoting Baillie 
Another possible option is to find entries using the cycle method on the M5 and M15 
along with the BB method on M15 to confirm a black hole, wormhole..... Point being 
there are many ways to trade this, similarity to DIS-similarity, DIS-similarity to 
similarity. {image} 
Quoting Baillie 
There have been quite a lot of posts in the last few days mostly, how to trade this 
(similarity/wormhole/black hole/loophole) I.E. where do I enter, sl, tp, ect... I am of the 
opinion you do not need any more additions to what has been presented already to be a 
very highly profitable trader with THIS method. As a matter of fact, if you took the time 
to analyze the pics in post# 1 you would see EXACTLY when to enter, where to enter and 
where to get out along with where to place your stop. If you are using the cycle indicator. 
The same goes with the... 
 
MADMONEY 
I know what your saying buddy, we all need to nail down the basic concept, however 
there are other components we can you. Even Eurusdd uses other confluences which he 
can not tell us, to perform like a super trader. 
 
I was an avid user of the cycle identifier before this thread, and anyone that knows the 
behaviour of that indy, it is not the most stable method even with the dis-similarity, 
Eurusdd was using that as the most basic concept for all of us to grab. 
 
Your suggestion of stacking the bb method with the cycle identifier is the next step. 
 
 
 
 
How many got vouchers for using someone elses idea?  

 

almo Jul 11, 2013 4:50pm | Post# 1340

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Quoting Baillie There have been quite a lot of posts in the last few days mostly, 
how to trade this (similarity/wormhole/black hole/loophole) I.E. where do I enter, sl, tp, 
ect... I am of the opinion you do not need any more additions to what has been 
presented already to be a very highly profitable trader with THIS method. As a matter of 
fact, if you took the time to analyze the pics in post# 1 you would see EXACTLY when to 
enter, where to enter and where to get... 
 
Baille ,  



 
Arguably, anyone that is using any of the indicators mentioned in this thread are guilty of 
receiving vouches for using someone elses idea. 
 
Who cares? Look at the big picture - Eurusdd is teaching everyone how to break free of 
being chained to work.  
 
And for that, I tip my hat to you Eurusdd 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 11, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 1341

 
Well, I don't know what it is. May be I need to get my glasses. I see some of the things 
and I even followed some of the charts posted but I just don't seem to grasp the idea of 
what I am to look for. Hope it syncs in soon... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 5:04pm | Post# 1342

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Well, I don't know what it is. May be I need to get my glasses. I see some of the things 
and I even followed some of the charts posted but I just don't seem to grasp the idea of 
what I am to look for. Hope it syncs in soon... 
Follow the stoch-BB similarity method, open your mind and believe it is possible to get 
this done and you will see the light. Until then, we can't help you!!! 

 

almo Jul 11, 2013 5:07pm | Post# 1343

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Well, I don't know what it is. May be I need to get my glasses. I see some of the things 
and I even followed some of the charts posted but I just don't seem to grasp the idea of 
what I am to look for. Hope it syncs in soon... 
 
I'm right there with you - I see it sometimes, and then I lose it. 
 
My gut is saying I am too greedy - I keep shooting for 10 pips or more. But I am 
constantly seeing 3- 5 pips at any time. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 5:10pm | Post# 1344

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} I'm right there with you - I see it sometimes, and then I lose it. My gut is saying 
I am too greedy - I keep shooting for 10 pips or more. But I am constantly seeing 3- 5 
pips at any time. 
It depends on which method you are using. My EXPLORER was based on the CI-similarity 
method and that is why I could get 3-10 pips almost surely. I was also trading on the 
1min time-frame. 
But most guys here combine the CI-method with the STOCH-BB method and that allows 
them to avoid tricky setups. 
 

SOME have even design variations of the concept and they 
are doing fine.  

 



PiPtHiEf Jul 11, 2013 6:01pm | Post# 1345

 
Agreed! I am not sure the problem is a lack faith, is more like at this stage I feel like I 
am following a rule blindly without understanding what I am doing. Honestly I have not 
placed a single demo trade yet. Not that I am lazy or anything. I actually sit in front of a 
computer 8 hrs a day for work and I have plenty of flexibility on my schedule to put chart 
time. Yet, as an engineer I am too inclined to follow a minimal set of logical analysis and 
not to move until I have a bit of understanding. I manage a hybrid fiber optic/copper and 
wireless network that webs for 200 sq mi of territory. I can fix things I don't see and I 
have done so for the last 14 years. Idk, I figure I am smart enough... LOL. Today I've got 
a headache... tomorrow I have a meeting... darn it! I'll try to post some charts next week 
and see how it goes... just have some patience... 

 

Baillie Jul 11, 2013 6:14pm | Post# 1346

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Baille , Arguably, anyone that is using any of the indicators mentioned in this 
thread are guilty of receiving vouches for using someone elses idea. Who cares? Look at 
the big picture - Eurusdd is teaching everyone how to break free of being chained to 
work. And for that, I tip my hat to you Eurusdd 
This was from a post on the previous page: 
 
When you vouch for someone, it means you believe they are an experienced and wise 
trader. 
 
I was not looking for a vouch, I was pointing out people were receiving vouches like 
candy on halloween for ideas they copied, making trades using the indicator combination 
that I recommended, and getting vouches for how brilliant of a trader they are. Is that 
not what happened? 
 
I agree with you almo, but I am not chained to my work, I am sorry if you are and I am 
sure what was presented in this thread will help to loose you to trade full time. 
 
I see the big picture that is why I decided to do a trade walk through to help some others 
who did not "get it". What has been your contribution other than to correct me? 
 
So arguably, the only person on this thread who deserves a vouch is EURUSDD and if I 
had that privilege to do so, I would vouch for him too. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 6:15pm | Post# 1347

 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing 
you a much simpler and powerful way to use the stoch-bb 
similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms within the 
accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I 

want you to turn you red into green..   

 

josh11 Jul 11, 2013 6:20pm | Post# 1348

 
Hi everyone sorry been out this evening and will not be back trading till Monday now! 
 
Every trade I took today was based on what you read in post 1!! 



 

Will do more testing monday, good luck!!!  
 

Thanks again Eurusdd  

 

a_fx Jul 11, 2013 6:30pm | Post# 1349

 
just took 8 pts using ci incorporated with my current system, still needs a bit more 
testing 

 

Baillie Jul 11, 2013 6:31pm | Post# 1350

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
Awesome!! 

 

Albertdkpllh Jul 11, 2013 6:47pm | Post# 1351

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
 

'Yaaaaaaay'........   

 

rob1599 Jul 11, 2013 7:45pm | Post# 1352

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks so much to Eurusdd for this amazing method. This week at work I spent my lunch 
hour dabbling on an EA using the CI methods (because the Stoch-BB much to 
subjective). Anyway the backtest results in my first draft are very promising. Once I have 
all bugs worked out will start forward testing. 
 
 
Attachment 1231876 
SimilarityEATest.pdf  

 

Yacht Life Jul 11, 2013 7:58pm | Post# 1353

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
Thank You Very Much!!! What you are doing is amazing. I'm one of the traders who is in 



red looking to get to green. I look forward to what you have to teach and share and I will 
surely be soaking it up like a sponge. With the way the world can be in chaos at times it's 
very nice to have somebody like you be a change of pace! 

 

xandi Jul 11, 2013 8:38pm | Post# 1354

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hello eurusdd, congrats for the thread, as I said before to you, it´s not my system, but it 
can be used positively by everyone, especially choosing entry spots, refering my case...bro, 
tell me if I´m seeing things right..below you have a monthly example of Audusd...I spot A, 
where relative start the difference...it means price will end to return to that level?? 
thanks bro 

 

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 8:49pm | Post# 1355

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   

Waaating  

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 8:57pm | Post# 1356

 
Quoting xandi 
hello eurusdd, congrats for the thread, as I said before to you, it´s not my system, but it 
can be used positively by everyone, especially choosing entry spots, refering my 
case...bro, tell me if I´m seeing things right..below you have a monthly example of 
Audusd...I spot A, where relative start the difference...it means price will end to return to 
that level?? thanks bro {image} 
Hello xandi, the answer is yes. 
After you found a dis-similarity and the price goes away from the point, then you open a 



order expecting the price will return that level. 
Do you downloaded the right template for the monthly chart? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 9:01pm | Post# 1357

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting renanc93 
{quote} Hello xandi, the answer is yes. After you found a dis-similarity and the price goes away from 
the point, then you open a order expecting the price will return that level. Do you downloaded the 
right template for the monthly chart? 
Thank you. I think he used the wrong template, because the right one has no dis-similarity. I see only 
the previous dis-similarity 

corrected.   

 

xandi Jul 11, 2013 9:05pm | Post# 1358

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. I think he used the wrong template, because the right one has no 
dis-similarity. I see only the previous dis-similarity corrected.{image} 
hmmmm..bro, you have the correct template with you? can you kindly uploaded it again? 
sorry&thanks.. 
 
btw, it only works for monthly?? and if I want to use this bollinger method on 15 
minutes?? 
thanks for helping 
 
ps: why did you circle blue on that spot? do you consider difference also the angle of the 
line? or you only use if it´s on the upper or lower band? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 11, 2013 9:07pm | Post# 1359



 
Quoting xandi 
{quote} hmmmm..bro, you have the correct template with you? can you kindly uploaded 
it again? sorry&thanks.. btw, it only works for monthly?? and if I want to use this 
bollinger method on 15 minutes?? thanks for helping 
No, I don't have it with me right now. for the 15min, the correct one is ggg.tpl, search 
for it on the thread. The 1month template is also on the thread. sorry. 

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 9:19pm | Post# 1360

 
Here they are: 
At the post 125 the monthly template. 
At the post 292 the 15M template. 

 

xandi Jul 11, 2013 9:24pm | Post# 1361

 
Quoting renanc93 
Here they are: At the post 125 the monthly template. At the post 292 the 15M template. 

thanks bro!!!! I had found the 15 min only!!sorry my abuse, but there are to use 1 
hour?? 
thanks thanks thanks 

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 9:27pm | Post# 1362

 
Quoting xandi 

thanks bro!!!! I had found the 15 min only!!sorry my abuse, but there are to use 1 
hour?? thanks thanks thanks 
You want a 1H template? 
If yes, I don't remember if this exist, I think no. 

 

xandi Jul 11, 2013 9:46pm | Post# 1363

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting renanc93 
{quote} You want a 1H template? If yes, I don't remember if this exist, I think no. 
and daily? I used the 15 min template on daily and spot a difference: it´s valid? 



 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 11, 2013 9:56pm | Post# 1364

 
What about M1? or is M1 only applicable to the CI method? 

 

renanc93 Jul 11, 2013 10:00pm | Post# 1365

 
Quoting xandi 
and daily? I used the 15 min template on daily and spot a difference: it´s valid? 

No this is not valid, I don't remember of a daily template bro, sorry  

Quote 
What about M1? or is M1 only applicable to the CI method? 
Guys are using the M15 template to trade M1 with CI 

 

Stinky Jul 11, 2013 10:42pm | Post# 1366

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
Fantastic! I can't actually tell which way price will go away from dissimilarity. 
 
I've just been observing with these two guidelines: 
 
When the stoch is below the EMA, we buy 
When the stoch is above the EMA, we sell 
 
Picking the area to head back to the dissimilarity I don't understand at all. The price 
works on its own schedule. 



 

Stinky Jul 11, 2013 10:48pm | Post# 1367

 
I made a trade using MadMoney's template and got stopped out (the price went opposite 
at precisely the moment I entered). How are you meant to trade the CI dissimilarity 
when they repaint? 
 
The M5 CI was signalling down 
Then the M1 signaled down without a concurrent M5 signal 
Then the M1 signal disappeared and painted upward 
And then the M5 signal disappeared 
 
Looking back, it looks like I should have gone long instead 

 

xixi Jul 11, 2013 10:48pm | Post# 1368

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
AWESOME! 

I can't wait  
Thanks so much Eurusdd! 

 

vinforex7 Jul 11, 2013 11:26pm | Post# 1369

 
Eurusdd....! Thanks for creating such a wonderful thread.. and system. Im so humbled to 
know... someone can take soo much time and effort to empower others...! U r a great 
guy....! 
 
Im inthe initial pages now.... by the time U chase the Euro... let me go back and chase 
the thread and try to learn. It's going on very faaaaast.... ! Mad money... U r doing a 
great job for the less knowledgeable guys like us. Willing to learn... and willing to put 
time and effort.... thank U guys for being there to help us! Im just being greatful.... and 
wishing U best in your trades and ur life!!! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 12, 2013 12:28am | Post# 1370

 
Quoting rob1599 
Thanks so much to Eurusdd for this amazing method. This week at work I spent my lunch 
hour dabbling on an EA using the CI methods (because the Stoch-BB much to 
subjective). Anyway the backtest results in my first draft are very promising. Once I have 
all bugs worked out will start forward testing. 1231876 {image} 
Hi rob, it seems your lot size is increasing in your tests. You are averaging ? 
 
Thaaaanks ! 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 2:52am | Post# 1371

 
1 Attachment(s) 



I just took this trade. 
Marked a level at 1.3077, wait for price retrace back and short. 

I was nervous and closed too soon when price jumped up and down very fast  
 

Price is dropping as Eurusdd said  
 
(Edit: this is just an experiment of mine based on similarity idea, sorry if it makes you 
confused) 

 

 

jurn_e Jul 12, 2013 3:04am | Post# 1372

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Summary of the 3 methods if i understand correctly. 

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 12, 2013 3:16am | Post# 1373

 
Hi. 
 



anybody knows, how long the CI can repaint? Is there a deadline we know that it could 
not repaint anymore? Does it belong to the TF I use? 
Thanks. 
 
Happy Trading, 
Peter 

 

EaglePip Jul 12, 2013 3:20am | Post# 1374

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Summary of the 3 methods if i understand correctly. {image} 
Nice summary. Probably also need to add this: 
 
"The similarity idea is optimized for the forex market ONLY and EURUSD in particular!!! " 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...22#post6813422  

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 3:23am | Post# 1375

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Nice summary. Probably also need to add this: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...22#post6813422  
Thank you SO MUCH. I was just about to post that. I believe most people do not pay 
attention to the little hints i drop here and there. I said this thread is a project and you 

should not expect to become an expert over-night!!!   

 

jurn_e Jul 12, 2013 3:24am | Post# 1376

 
Black holes and revelations 

Inserted Video 

 

EaglePip Jul 12, 2013 3:44am | Post# 1377

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you SO MUCH. I was just about to post that. I believe most people do not 
pay attention to the little hints i drop here and there. I said this thread is a project and 
you should not expect to become an expert over-night!!! 
Yes, I only noticed that after rushing in and then things were not going as expected on 
other pairs. 
EP 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 3:47am | Post# 1378

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Yes, I only noticed that after rushing in and then things were not going as 
expected on other pairs. EP 
I gave the room an attraction number yesterday and the path eurusd will take to that 

number. She is living up to that!!! Think about HOW THAT IS POSSIBLE?   

 



chrissfx Jul 12, 2013 3:49am | Post# 1379

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Good morning, 
 
marked dis-sim on chart around 1.295... 
 
so accumulating slowy shorts toward the area 
 
Waiting how this plays... 
 

 
 
 
Regards 
 
Chriss 

 

Udine Jul 12, 2013 4:05am | Post# 1380

 
GM, 
 
FYI, i am testing the CI system, although i play it on the 5M.. 
yesterday : 90 pips 
today : 20 pips ( 2:0 (w:l) 
 
nice, simple and stressfree.. 
 
Green pips. 
 
Udine 

 

bulent Jul 12, 2013 4:06am | Post# 1381

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I gave the room an attraction number yesterday and the path eurusd will take to 

that number. She is living up to that!!! Think about HOW THAT IS POSSIBLE?   
Dear eurusdd, 
Bravooooo yesterday night sad that 1.2955/70 now is going your side. 
Thanks. 
Best Regards. 



Bülent . 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 4:59am | Post# 1382

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Summary of the 3 methods if i understand correctly. {image} 

Stool sample?   

 

jurn_e Jul 12, 2013 5:02am | Post# 1383

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Stool sample?   
LOL. 
Stoch-BB is the better method that suits me. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 12, 2013 5:09am | Post# 1384

 
I think all of them a very powerful, I think a combination of two of them for confirmation 
or entry/exit decisions is a good idea. 

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 12, 2013 5:16am | Post# 1385

 
I missed the best entry, sorry Master . 
 
"As quickly as you can...snatch the pebble from my hand. When you can take the pebble 
from my hand, it will be time for you to leave." 
 
And 
 
"Master : Close your eyes. What do you hear? 
Young : I hear the water, I hear the birds. 
Master : Do you hear your own heartbeat? 
Young : No. 
Master : Do you hear the grasshopper which is at your feet? 
Young : Old man, how is it that you hear these things? 
Master : Young man, how is it that you do not?" 
 
Wonderfull way of trading. 

 

merlion Jul 12, 2013 5:33am | Post# 1386

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Summary of the 3 methods if i understand correctly. {image} 
 
bro jurne for the method 2 stoch-stoch the diff% in my chart always 0.000000% 
please give me instructions for correct setting..... thx GBU 

 



Albertdkpllh Jul 12, 2013 5:35am | Post# 1387

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I took this trade based on the stock BB, and CI. I hope am getting this right!!!! Please 

criticize or correct  

 

 

giormet Jul 12, 2013 5:45am | Post# 1388

 
This must be wrong (it must be reversed i think) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Quoting normtold 
Madmoney could you please check my chart? I have 1m CI at 1 10 4 and 5m CI at 1 50 4 
{image} 
Try increasing the number a bit. 
according to this 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!! if you are using the 1min/5min template the 
whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the 5min, it must me 5X for the 1min. The 
same idea applies to the LENGTH!!! 
Am i right ? 
Thanks. 

 

Udine Jul 12, 2013 5:50am | Post# 1389

 
@Giormet, 
 
nope your wrong.. 
 

 
 
Udine 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 5:53am | Post# 1390

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
I took this trade based on the stock BB, and CI. I hope am getting this right!!!! Please 

criticize or correct {image} 



 

 

Anusragger Jul 12, 2013 5:56am | Post# 1391

 
My entry with the CI method is @ the spike of the 1 min CI, after 5 min CI spike in same 
direction. Just like madmoney and some others. 
 
But isn't this just the same as waiting for a swing and then entry @ a retrace? If so, 
couldn't we just use 2 zigzags or the semafor (wait for a 3, then an opposite 2 and then 
enter @ the 2 in the direction of the 3)? I'm thinking in this direction because what we 
call a dissimilarity here, isn't that just a swing in a smaller timeframe that doesn't show 
up on a larger timeframe because it's enclosed in 1 or more btf candles. And thus doesn't 
show up in the btf indy? 
 
Just thinking out loud here. What do you guys think? 

 

minute Jul 12, 2013 5:57am | Post# 1392

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I gave the room an attraction number yesterday and the path eurusd will take to 

that number. She is living up to that!!! Think about HOW THAT IS POSSIBLE?   
Some thoughts 
1. Unfinished business there - but what? And how do you see it? 
2. The centre point of spatial and or time based unfinished business computed 
mathematically - since you are providing an exact number then Im thinking it's likely 
there is some computation or graphical intersection involved. 
3. Some other sort of intersection - I believe you mentioned fractal analysis - the 
intersection of two or more fractals producing an exact point - but what? 

 

giormet Jul 12, 2013 6:01am | Post# 1393

 
Quoting Udine 

@Giormet, nope your wrong.. Udine 
 
Can you explain? 

I understood that it's 1-X-Y for 5M and 1-5X-Y for 1M  

 

Udine Jul 12, 2013 6:02am | Post# 1394

 
Quoting Anusragger 
My entry with the CI method is @ the spike of the 1 min CI, after 5 min CI spike in same 
direction. Just like madmoney and some others. But isn't this just the same as waiting 
for a swing and then entry @ a retrace? If so, couldn't we just use 2 zigzags or the 
semafor (wait for a 3, then an opposite 2 and then enter @ the 2 in the direction of the 
3)? I'm thinking in this direction because what we call a dissimilarity here, isn't that just 
a swing in a smaller timeframe that doesn't show up on a larger timeframe because it's 
enclosed in 1 or more... 
Anusragger (I am dutch... any idea what that means???lol), 
 
basically the 5M CI shows the "trend", and the 1M CI shows the "retrace", which enables 
you to enter... 



 
In the end it is like trading HiLo and LoHi trading. 
 
Udine 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:03am | Post# 1395

 
Quoting Anusragger 
My entry with the CI method is @ the spike of the 1 min CI, after 5 min CI spike in same 
direction. Just like madmoney and some others. But isn't this just the same as waiting 
for a swing and then entry @ a retrace? If so, couldn't we just use 2 zigzags or the 
semafor (wait for a 3, then an opposite 2 and then enter @ the 2 in the direction of the 
3)? I'm thinking in this direction because what we call a dissimilarity here, isn't that just 
a swing in a smaller timeframe that doesn't show up on a larger timeframe because it's 
enclosed in 1 or more... 
You are not far from the truth. However, you missed an important point! 
The CI-similarity method is the LEAST, and I repeat - THE LEAST, under the similarity 
umbrella. 
I give two more methods that are at least 30% more efficient the the CI-method!! 
The TWO most powerful techniques, I did not release. 
From similarity, you upgrade to DELAY and Then REVOLUTION. 
 

So, the CI-method is just for illustration purposes.  
 
------ 
In fact, similarity is very powerful - if you really know how to use it. There are variations. 
I am trying to let people think of trading like chess. 
When you have a very good similarity SETUP, you can checkmate price and know exactly 
where she is supposed to go! 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 6:03am | Post# 1396

 
Quoting minute 
{quote} Some thoughts 1. Unfinished business there - but what? And how do you see it? 
2. The centre point of spatial and or time based unfinished business computed 
mathematically - since you are providing an exact number then Im thinking it's likely 
there is some computation or graphical intersection involved. 3. Some other sort of 
intersection - I believe you mentioned fractal analysis - the intersection of two or more 
fractals producing an exact point - but what? 
I am not really supposed to reveal this, but EURUSDD discovered a secret method to 
arrive at this number. And now I will share this with you. 
 
Take two tsp sugar, add salt and cumin seeds to taste. Now mix this potent mixture well 
for 10 minutes while thinking about your favorite currency pair - Next -Pour all of this in 
to a glass of warm water and then look at the chart. The attraction points will be 
highlightedQ 

 

Anusragger Jul 12, 2013 6:04am | Post# 1397

 
Quoting giormet 

{quote} Can you explain? I understood that it's 1-X-Y for 5M and 1-5X-Y for 1M  
If you have a 1min chart and a 5 min chart you are right. 
 



If you have only the 1 min chart with 2 CI's you use: 1m CI at 1 10 4 and 5m CI at 1 50 
4  

 

Udine Jul 12, 2013 6:05am | Post# 1398

 
Quoting giormet 

{quote} Can you explain? I understood that it's 1-X-Y for 5M and 1-5X-Y for 1M  
Giormet, 
 
both are on the 1M chart 
 
first one is say: 1 / 10, which represents the "fast" one to show the retraces.. 
 
second one is: 1 / 50 ( 5 times the 1M setting), which represents the 5M (on the 1M 
chart). 
 
its the best i can explain.. 
 
Udine 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 6:05am | Post# 1399

 
Quoting giormet 

{quote} Can you explain? I understood that it's 1-X-Y for 5M and 1-5X-Y for 1M  
 
No, it's either 5X-1-4 for 1M and X-1-4 for 5M or 1-5X-4 for 1M and 1-X-4 for 5M  

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:07am | Post# 1400

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I am not really supposed to reveal this, but EURUSDD discovered a secret 
method to arrive at this number. And now I will share this with you. Take two tsp sugar, 
add salt and cumin seeds to taste. Now mix this potent mixture well for 10 minutes while 
thinking about your favorite currency pair - Next -Pour all of this in to a glass of warm 
water and then look at the chart. The attraction points will be highlightedQ 

 

 

giormet Jul 12, 2013 6:07am | Post# 1401

 
Quoting Anusragger 
{quote} If you have a 1min chart and a 5 min chart you are right. If you have only the 1 
min chart with 2 CI's you use: 1m CI at 1 10 4 and 5m CI at 1 50 4 
 
Ok, i understood. Thanks. 

 

Yacht Life Jul 12, 2013 6:07am | Post# 1402

 
Just want to wish everybody solid pips today. I'm starting to see the light. I just hope its 
the light to the bank vault and not the train coming at me.  
 



Looking forward to what Eurusdd has for us this weekend but going to continue to read 
through the thread to make sure I pick up all the nuggets of gold that others have left 
behind. 
 
Keep pushing forward my friends, we can realize our dreams! 

 

normtold Jul 12, 2013 6:08am | Post# 1403

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I am not really supposed to reveal this, but EURUSDD discovered a secret 
method to arrive at this number. And now I will share this with you. Take two tsp sugar, 
add salt and cumin seeds to taste. Now mix this potent mixture well for 10 minutes while 
thinking about your favorite currency pair - Next -Pour all of this in to a glass of warm 
water and then look at the chart. The attraction points will be highlightedQ 
No that recipe was just for demonstration purposes, the 30% more efficient recipe 
includes 3 pieces of Saffron, 2 nutmeg and 12 coffee beans (ground). 

 

Anusragger Jul 12, 2013 6:08am | Post# 1404

 
Hmm, so we could use the CI (or 123, or entry @ retrace) method as our entry technique 
to use the stoch or bb method. Watch out for similarity and dissimilarity with stoch 
and/or bb method. And then enter the market with CI. 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 6:09am | Post# 1405

 
I believe EURUSD has started its journey towards 1.295x 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 6:11am | Post# 1406

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} no that recipe was just for demonstration purposes, the 30% more efficient 
recipe includes 3 pieces of saffron, 2 nutmeg and 12 coffee beans (ground). 
dont tell them everything!! 

 

normtold Jul 12, 2013 6:13am | Post# 1407

 
There is another secret ingredient but I will not divulge that without a vouch  

 

Albertdkpllh Jul 12, 2013 6:15am | Post# 1408

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
I took this trade based on the stock BB, and CI. I hope am getting this right!!!! Please 

criticize or correct {image} 
I closed the trade. 



 

 

Anusragger Jul 12, 2013 6:19am | Post# 1409

 
My interpretation: 

1. Watch out for a dissimilarity with stoch or bb method. 
2. Mark price level @ which dissim took place. 
3. Enter market with CI (or any other entry method) away from marked price level. 
4. ? 
5. Enter market with CI (or any other entry method) back to marked price level. 

Now, is it behind door no. 4 where the answer will be? In other words: at what price level 
will price gravitate back to the previously marked dissim? 

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 6:20am | Post# 1410

 
lets keep to the subject and not beg for vouchers...! they dont get you pts. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 12, 2013 6:22am | Post# 1411

 
Quoting normtold 

There is another secret ingredient but I will not divulge that without a vouch  
 

I will ask Jamie Oliver, maybe he will give me the missing secret   

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:36am | Post# 1412

 
1.2955/9 has not moved yet and so, we need to be patient. I sense we could experience 
and steep move there. If there is any change, I will let you know!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 6:39am | Post# 1413

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 



1.2955/9 has not moved yet and so, we need to be patient. I sense we could experience 
and steep move there. If there is any change, I will let you know!!! 
Meanwhile scalping with dis-similarity (with one eye on 1.2955/9) 
 
+78 pips today! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:41am | Post# 1414

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Meanwhile scalping with dis-similarity (with one eye on 1.2955/9) +78 pips 
today! {image} 
You are the BOSS!!!! 
 
I think the general strategy should be , SELL tops!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 6:45am | Post# 1415

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are the BOSS!!!! I think the general strategy should be , SELL tops!!! 
I think the USD PPI annoucement will be a slave to your 1.2955/9 prediction! 

 

waltini1 Jul 12, 2013 6:46am | Post# 1416

 
Hi Madmoney, 
 
I am enjoying your posts, is there any chance you could mark on your previous chart 
where the trades were and which direction? 
 
Thanks. 

 

normtold Jul 12, 2013 6:46am | Post# 1417

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Meanwhile scalping with dis-similarity (with one eye on 1.2955/9) +78 pips 



today! {image} 
Nice trading MM. 
 
 
I see you have exchanged the cycle identifier for the symphonie extreme indicator. 
 
Any reason for that? It seems to provide extra information looking at your chart. 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 6:49am | Post# 1418

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Meanwhile scalping with dis-similarity (with one eye on 1.2955/9) +78 pips 
today! {image} 

 
mine only 21 pips so far  

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 6:50am | Post# 1419

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} Nice trading MM. I see you have exchanged the cycle identifier for the 
symphonie extreme indicator. Any reason for that? It seems to provide extra information 
looking at your chart. 
I three types of spike indicators, because I was and still am an avid user of it. 
 
Symphonie feels better programmed, less glitches, that's all. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:50am | Post# 1420

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} mine only 21 pips so far  

someone is -21.   

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 6:52am | Post# 1421

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} someone is -21.   

maybe fx_forever  

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 6:55am | Post# 1422

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I three types of spike indicators, because I was and still am an avid user of it. 
Symphonie feels better programmed, less glitches, that's all. 
Like I said before - You can used any indicator you want. jUST APPLY THE SIMILARITY 
CONCEPT, the way you want!!! 
Good job. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 6:59am | Post# 1423



 
Quoting waltini1 
Hi Madmoney, I am enjoying your posts, is there any chance you could mark on your 
previous chart where the trades were and which direction? Thanks. 
You can look at my past illustrations, but now I am posting just for people to see even 
Eurusdd Least most efficient method is consistently profitable, so imagine what we could 
do with the others. 
 
I am not a Master, I just love experimenting and my way is not the only way, infact my 
method is restrictive compared to Eurusdd concept. 

 

jurn_e Jul 12, 2013 7:02am | Post# 1424

 
Nice drop gogogo 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 7:02am | Post# 1425

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Like I said before - You can used any indicator you want. jUST APPLY THE 
SIMILARITY CONCEPT, the way you want!!! Good job. 
Agreed, it's completely my preference, that's all. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 7:03am | Post# 1426

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Nice drop gogogo 
Just caught that drop. 

 

Pardy Jul 12, 2013 7:04am | Post# 1427

 
Quoting normtold 

There is another secret ingredient but I will not divulge that without a vouch  
The secret ingredient is ozonated water. The extra atom of oxygen. You don't think 
EURUSDD would rely on traditional stuff alone, this is his twist!! :-) 

 

bradu Jul 12, 2013 7:08am | Post# 1428

 
Madmoney, 
 
i understand you use 1/5 CI and enter on 1m when 5 agrees and 1 is switching....but 
when do you enter ? 
next candle after 1m CI appears or wait for 5 X 1m CI to see if 5m doesnt change ? 
 
thanks in advance 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 7:09am | Post# 1429

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Just caught that drop. 



missed it....guess gotta wait for the bounce back 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 7:16am | Post# 1430

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
 
Man! I'm itching for you to drop some more KNOWLEDGE on us. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 12, 2013 7:18am | Post# 1431

 
Hi EURUSDD/Guys, 
 
Firstly, thanks very much for starting this thread. I came across it by accident and it's 
given me good food for thought. 
I've done some trades "trying to apply the concepts". They've been profitable but I'm 
unsure if it's because of The Sim Effect or not. 
 
Here's my beef if anyone can help solve or recommend alternatives: I'm at work, so no 
MT4 station. I use IGIndex for my charts. Their stochastic indi only provides for 300-1-2 
as my 15MIN setting on EURUSD. It doesn't provide the value automatically so I must 
use manual checking = pain in the ass. 
 
Eurusdd - are there other simpler ways to measure dissimilarities between timeframes, 
other than the ones you have mentioned already. Obviously I can't use CI indie. I didn't 
understand Bollinger. The Stochs make sense to me but there's got to be a simpler 

way.... ?  

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 7:34am | Post# 1432

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Sorry Madmoney that IQ settings you?, I leave the pins as you, the same is by the number 
of candles 
 



 

 

IFxRobot Jul 12, 2013 7:45am | Post# 1433

 
On live trading, in profit, i will wait for 1.2955/9 to push the concept to it's limits. No 
scalp. 
 
I was blind, eyes opened. Hope i can learn more from Master Po. 
 
Little grasshoper. 

 

Bomi Jul 12, 2013 7:46am | Post# 1434

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Fantastic! I can't actually tell which way price will go away from dissimilarity. 
I've just been observing with these two guidelines: When the stoch is below the EMA, we 
buy When the stoch is above the EMA, we sell Picking the area to head back to the 
dissimilarity I don't understand at all. The price works on its own schedule. 
Hi Bro, 
 
As far as my understanding "Stoc" has to follow PA. So if MA is above middle bollinger 
line and stoc is below middle Bollinger line then we have to buy and if it other way then 
sell. Please correct me if I am wrong. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 7:47am | Post# 1435

 
Quoting burnssss 
Sorry Madmoney that IQ settings you?, I leave the pins as you, the same is by the 
number of candles {image} 
Sorry, I don't understand what your asking? 



 

bradu Jul 12, 2013 7:49am | Post# 1436

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Sorry, I don't understand what your asking? 
can you please answer mine ? 
thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 7:56am | Post# 1437

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} can you please answer mine ? thanks 
You can look at my past illustrations, It's just one of the ways I trade it.  
 
But... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There is no unique way to trade this stuff because 1: different account sizes 2: 
different broker's feeds 3: maturity 4: greed I believe everyone should understand the 
basic concept and then chose the method(indicators) he/she wants to use. Do not ask 
Madmoney or another person if this is a buy/sell trade. How is he/she suppose to know - 
instantly -. Madmoney is a learner just like you so please do not turn him into your oracle 

and then turn around days later and accuse him of leading you astray!!! --------- If I 
give a signal - it... 
 

 

bradu Jul 12, 2013 8:01am | Post# 1438

 
was just a simple question...wait for 5 x 1m or enter on first...about how you trade... 
 
damn...sounds like a secret cult here...everyone posting perfect trades but noones really 
know if it is doing it the right way 
 
anyway thanks ( i have to be polite because at this rate of succes...here are the new 
rulers of the world) 

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 8:04am | Post# 1439

 
their settings which is CI? my letter differs from yours. 
sorry, I use the translator to be faster 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:08am | Post# 1440

 
Quoting bradu 
Madmoney, i understand you use 1/5 CI and enter on 1m when 5 agrees and 1 is 
switching....but when do you enter ? next candle after 1m CI appears or wait for 5 X 
1m CI to see if 5m doesnt change ? thanks in advance 
Lol, no cult here, I'm just like you, wanting to learn. 
 
 



Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a hint on the 30min/1hr combination! EURUSD {image} The Blue Cycle-identifier 
are responsive to MA so, we should expect EURUSD to push up soon. We have to wait a 
little while for the 1HR bar to close or manage our entry now! The History of the 
30min/1hr combination is given below Spot the missing points! {image} IMPORTANT: 
The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to 
continue!!!  
 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:10am | Post# 1441

 
Quoting burnssss 
their settings which is CI? my letter differs from yours. sorry, I use the translator to be 
faster 

I still don't understand, sorry.  

 

jurn_e Jul 12, 2013 8:11am | Post# 1442

 
scalping 3 - 5pips. done for the day. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1443

 
Quoting jurn_e 
scalping 3 - 5pips. done for the day. 

 

 

Yacht Life Jul 12, 2013 8:15am | Post# 1444

 
Quoting jurn_e 
scalping 3 - 5pips. done for the day. 
Congrats!!! Enjoy the rest of your day. 

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 8:16am | Post# 1445

 
what your configuration of CI? my chart and your chart do not match 

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 8:21am | Post# 1446

 
Hi Crodzilla, i was read the thread and i saw the logic in a post yours. could you repeat 
the logic that youare employing? 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:23am | Post# 1447

 
Quoting burnssss 
what your configuration of CI? my chart and your chart do not match 
My charts will differ, my platform requires unusual settings from others. Just 



Experiment with the 1M to 5M ratios and you will eventually get a good chart, it doesn't 
have to be exactly the same as mine. 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 8:24am | Post# 1448

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If i look only at the BBs i'd entered here : 

 

 

imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:30am | Post# 1449

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks Eurusdd for this awesome thread! 
 
I need help with the 15min template. For some reason my red line is not showing in the 
bottom window. I thought that the stoch is missing so I through that on with the correct 
setting but, Its not looking at all like the other posts with images. 
 
Could someone please point me in the right direction. 
 
Many thanks 
 
 



 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 8:31am | Post# 1450

 
Quoting imaxi 
Thanks Eurusdd for this awesome thread! I need help with the 15min template. For some 
reason my red line is not showing in the bottom window. I thought that the stoch is 
missing so I through that on with the correct setting but, Its not looking at all like the 
other posts with images. Could someone please point me in the right direction. Many 
thanks {image} 
 
Maybe your stoch's color is black ? 

 

crodzilla Jul 12, 2013 8:36am | Post# 1451

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are the BOSS!!!! I think the general strategy should be , SELL tops!!! 
Making absolutely mad pips selling tops... now I understand what Eurusdd means by 

managing positions.  

 

crodzilla Jul 12, 2013 8:38am | Post# 1452

 
Quoting burnssss 
Hi Crodzilla, i was read the thread and i saw the logic in a post yours. could you repeat 
the logic that youare employing? 



Sorry. I'm way busy trading this morning. There are so many pips being raked in right 
now. I'm delaying programming to trade. Will program on weekend. 
 
Read Eurusdd's other thread, post #24, about indicators. Its one of those jewels... 
 
Carl 

 

fraud Jul 12, 2013 8:38am | Post# 1453

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting imaxi 
Thanks Eurusdd for this awesome thread! I need help with the 15min template. For some 
reason my red line is not showing in the bottom window. I thought that the stoch is 
missing so I through that on with the correct setting but, Its not looking at all like the 
other posts with images. Could someone please point me in the right direction. Many 
thanks {image} 
 
I had similar problem. Added by myself stoch to bb. Here is the template) 
15m.tpl  

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 8:39am | Post# 1454

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Hi Bro, As far as my understanding "Stoc" has to follow PA. So if MA is above 
middle bollinger line and stoc is below middle Bollinger line then we have to buy and if it 
other way then sell. Please correct me if I am wrong. 
Not always the case - if you really understand the CODE. 
It depends also on the period you chose and the candle that is just about to leave the 
period range. 
Stoch depends on price-action but it does not have to follow price all the time! 
 
This is one of the reason why this thing works! More later 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:40am | Post# 1455

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Maybe your stoch's color is black ? 
Yea, your moving average indy is probably coloured black. 

 

imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:42am | Post# 1456

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Maybe your stoch's color is black ? 
Hi Thanks.. There is no stoch.. 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:42am | Post# 1457

 
Quoting imaxi 
{quote} Hi Thanks.. There is no stoch.. {image} 
Moving average! 
 
Probably the second one. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 8:43am | Post# 1458

 
stoch leading price sometimes contributed to the error term in the analysis. However, if 
the period is very large, ie >= 300, then the probablity that stoch will lead price at any 
given time is less than 5%. 

 



imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:44am | Post# 1459

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Moving average! Probably the second one. 
 
Sorry for being a pleb.. But this is no MA in window 2? 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 8:44am | Post# 1460

 
Quoting imaxi 
{quote} Hi Thanks.. There is no stoch.. {image} 
 
You need to add the stoch forst and then apply the BB to it. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:48am | Post# 1461

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
stoch leading price sometimes contributed to the error term in the analysis. However, if 
the period is very large, ie >= 300, then the probablity that stoch will lead price at any 
given time is less than 5%. 

Ahhh...   

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 8:49am | Post# 1462

 

Quoting imaxi 

{quote} Hi Thanks.. There is no stoch.. {image} 
You used the template, which uses an external Stochastic indy. It's exactly the same as 
MT4's, but the template looks for it among custom indies. So you either add the external 
Stochastic indy (if I remember correctly, it has to be called Stochastic.mq4) or you 
reconstruct that window by hand (i.e. adding MT4's Stochastic oscillator, then overlaying 
the BB's over it). 

 

imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:50am | Post# 1463

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} You need to add the stoch forst and then apply the BB to it. 
 
Hi added but can you confirm that I need to apply to previous data? Cus if I don't it looks 
whacked.. 
 



 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 8:52am | Post# 1464

 
Yes, exactly  

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 8:52am | Post# 1465

 
the stoc must be >=300? i dont understand EURUSDD 

 

imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1466

 
Quoting condor666 

Yes, exactly  

Thanks for your help  



 

imaxi Jul 12, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1467

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} You used the template, which uses an external Stochastic indy. It's exactly the 
same as MT4's, but the template looks for it among custom indies. So you either add the 
external Stochastic indy (if I remember correctly, it has to be called Stochastic.mq4) or 
you reconstruct that window by hand (i.e. adding MT4's Stochastic oscillator, then 
overlaying the BB's over it). 

 

 

RockRobb Jul 12, 2013 8:54am | Post# 1468

 
Eurusdd,you're the MASTER  

MadMoney...i think you're the TRANSLATOR  
 
Thank you guys... 
 

Bank doors are open   

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 8:54am | Post# 1469

 
Quoting burnssss 
the stoc must be >=300? i dont understand EURUSDD 
in order to reduce the cases when stoch "leads price". But the more you increase the 
period, the more you will lose uniformity over DAYS, MONTHS, AND YEARS. So, 300 is 
optimal for 15min EURUSD. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 8:54am | Post# 1470

 
Eurusd is about to take another drop. 

 

Bomi Jul 12, 2013 8:55am | Post# 1471

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Not always the case - if you really understand the CODE. It depends also on the 
period you chose and the candle that is just about to leave the period range. Stoch 
depends on price-action but it does not have to follow price all the time! This is one of 
the reason why this thing works! More later 
Hi EUR, 
 
Can u please explain "period you chose and the candle that is just about to leave 
the period range" 
Bomi 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:00am | Post# 1472

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Hi EUR, Can u please explain "period you chose and the candle that is just about 



to leave the period range" Bomi 
lET US SUPPOSE YOU CHOSE 10 AS PERIOD. So the value of stoch depends on the past 
10 bars, including the current one. Bar number 10 is the one that is going to leave the 
period-range when the current bar closes. 
If the high/low over the 10-period is on bar number 10, then when that bar leaves the 
period-range stoch will most likely lead price - simply because 10 is so small. 

 

Udine Jul 12, 2013 9:02am | Post# 1473

 
win : loss => 4 : 0 
 
Green pips 
 
Udine 

 

killerno Jul 12, 2013 9:04am | Post# 1474

 
hi crodzilla, 
are you still using your idea with the zigzag and 50% stochastic touch? how was today? 
thanks 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 9:07am | Post# 1475

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} lET US SUPPOSE YOU CHOSE 10 AS PERIOD. So the value of stoch depends on 
the past 10 bars, including the current one. Bar number 10 is the one that is going to 
leave the period-range when the current bar closes. If the high/low over the 10-period is 
on bar number 10, then when that bar leaves the period-range stoch will most likely lead 
price - simply because 10 is so small. 

 
Could you elaborate on "lose uniformity over DAYS, MONTHS, AND YEARS"? 
Thanks  

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 9:08am | Post# 1476

 
Quoting fraud 
{quote} I had similar problem. Added by myself stoch to bb. Here is the template) {file} 
Oh no! You fraud! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:11am | Post# 1477

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} Could you elaborate on "lose uniformity over DAYS, MONTHS, AND YEARS"? 
Thanks 
I am not sure you want to change the default settings every week, month or year. You 
want a setting that will still be stable ten years into the future. The one I gave is the best 
we could get - given the information we have!!! Other settings will become unstable over 
time and that can get you into trouble. The default setting you have successfully 
captured most of the important - behind the scene transactions - and we believe it will 
continue to do so over the next ten years, 



 

fraud Jul 12, 2013 9:16am | Post# 1478

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Oh no! You fraud! 

Oh no, I'm sorry for my person-content, god shiva  

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 9:18am | Post# 1479

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not sure you want to change the default settings every week, month or 
year. You want a setting that will still be stable ten years into the future. The one I gave 
is the best we could get - given the information we have!!! Other settings will become 
unstable over time and that can get you into trouble. The default setting you have 
successfully captured most of the important - behind the scene transactions - and we 
believe it will continue to do so over the next ten years, 
Ohh, I understand. 

I just thought "uniformity" is somehow about "fractal" among timeframes but no, it's 
the optimal parameter so that stoch is stable over the time. 
Thanks! 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 9:18am | Post# 1480

 
Quoting fraud 

{quote} Oh no, I'm sorry for my person-content, god shiva  

You know I am just yanking your chain right?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:21am | Post# 1481

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} You know I am just yanking your chain right?   

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 12, 2013 9:23am | Post# 1482

 
Oh yeeeees !   

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:26am | Post# 1483

 
Quoting IFxRobot 

Oh yeeeees !   
have you seen a ghost? 

 

normtold Jul 12, 2013 9:27am | Post# 1484

 
Nice drop, still selling the tops, are we still heading for 1.2955/7? 



 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:29am | Post# 1485

 
Quoting normtold 
Nice drop, still selling the tops, are we still heading for 1.2955/7? 
DON'T DOUBT!! It is the next NODE and they will try to take it there today. If they can't 
it does not means the NODE is not valid anymore. Did you read my post about how this 

thing works???   

 

normtold Jul 12, 2013 9:31am | Post# 1486

 
Yes a few times, and I will keep reading it, hopefully it will sink in eventually. 
 
 
Although I have not posted much today I have been lurking in this thread all day from 
when I woke up. 
 
 
Still trying to wrap my tiny head around it all, and do not have much to contribute, yet. 
But all wins today. 
 
 
I doubt myself, not you. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 9:34am | Post# 1487

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Eurusd is about to take another drop. 

Everyday this week I've eaten over 100 pips  
 
Can't thank you enough Eurusdd! 

 

Bomi Jul 12, 2013 9:35am | Post# 1488

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} lET US SUPPOSE YOU CHOSE 10 AS PERIOD. So the value of stoch depends on 
the past 10 bars, including the current one. Bar number 10 is the one that is going to 
leave the period-range when the current bar closes. If the high/low over the 10-period is 
on bar number 10, then when that bar leaves the period-range stoch will most likely lead 
price - simply because 10 is so small. 
Got it.. Thank you. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:37am | Post# 1489

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Got it.. Thank you. 

 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 9:37am | Post# 1490



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
stoch leading price sometimes contributed to the error term in the analysis. However, if 
the period is very large, ie >= 300, then the probablity that stoch will lead price at any 
given time is less than 5%. 
So how does Bollinger Band work in this case to "filter" this 5% ? 

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 9:40am | Post# 1491

 
ive done close to 60 this week, i find 134 1154 better does body want to share more 
parameters for other pairs that was eurusd.. would be much appreciated madmoney... 

 

Barbossa Jul 12, 2013 9:41am | Post# 1492

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} So how does Bollinger Band work in this case to "filter" this 5% ? 
I think the Bollinger functions more like a reference rather than filter. It's easier to spot 
differences when you have something to compare with. 

 

burnssss Jul 12, 2013 9:41am | Post# 1493

 
Many thanks EURUSDD , now i understand a little more and i can know when repain CI 
with stoc and rsi but i´m sorprised with accuracy with you gives the nodos. 
Increible 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:41am | Post# 1494

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} I think the Bollinger functions more like a reference rather than filter. It's easier 
to spot differences when you have something to compare with. 

almost there. 70%   

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:43am | Post# 1495

 
Quoting burnssss 
Many thanks EURUSDD , now i understand a little more and i can know when repain CI 
with stoc and rsi but i´m sorprised with accuracy with you gives the nodos. Increible 
The NODES are provided by REVOLUTION. Incredibly accurate. I have never looked at 
news releases before because we know where the nodes are, most of them!! 

 

Barbossa Jul 12, 2013 9:46am | Post# 1496

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} almost there. 70%   
 
Another point would be that BBs (as opposed to plain MAs for example) have the 
standard deviation encoded. Thus you have some kind of measure of the difference as 

well. I don't know if that qualifies for more than a reference (and extra score ) though. 



 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:49am | Post# 1497

 
Caution at 1.29908. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 12, 2013 9:51am | Post# 1498

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} have you seen a ghost? 
This is the first time i now consider doing scalping... easy if you know where the shore is 

 
 
I took profit at 1.3000. There are so many players here it will surely make a bounce and 
the banks/big players will supply them. You know "round numbers", "grid trading" ... And 
"i'll be back" at the next top ! 
 
Knowing where the price goes, just follow the dow theory on the returning path... (the 
forward path too is possible but maybe less predictable) Even a "YOUNG" like me can do 
it. 
 
I don't know what is your intrinsic motivation for doing this Eurusdd, but many thanks ! 
 
The path that makes money is more interesting than the money itself. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 9:52am | Post# 1499

 
Managed 4 in row only to screw up because of repainting issues with CI. Any ideas on 
that? Really having issues replicated the results of others here 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 9:55am | Post# 1500

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Managed 4 in row only to screw up because of repainting issues with CI. Any ideas on 
that? Really having issues replicated the results of others here 
Try different settings in order to get stability. If LENGTH is giving you problem, then use 
PRICEACTIONFILTER. However, this will not give you tops/bottoms. It is related to price 
crossing an MA. 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 10:00am | Post# 1501

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} Another point would be that BBs (as opposed to plain MAs for example) have the 
standard deviation encoded. Thus you have some kind of measure of the difference as 

well. I don't know if that qualifies for more than a reference (and extra score ) though. 
I'm imaging about the black-hole/wormhole/vortex to see how BBs works in this case.. 

 

 

Cfx1 Jul 12, 2013 10:15am | Post# 1502

 



Quoting xixi 
{quote} Eurusdd also mentioned fractal dimension analysis. Anybody I learnt about this? 
Something I've reviewed: 1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension 2. 
ftp://80.240.216.180/Transmission/%D...05/098LONG.pdf 3. 
http://russeca.kent.edu/SeminarTsvetkovEng.pdf 4. A measure of fractal self-similarity 
http://codebase.mql4.com/6593 5. http://codebase.mql4.com/2275 Still finding the 

clues..  
My favorite fractal dimension indicator: ivar.mq4 http://codebase.mql4.com/4490 
 
If ivar < 0.5: Market becomes deterministic 
If ivar > 0.5: Market becomes random 
 
Works quite well on M1. I only take trades based on signals if ivar is below 0.5 and 
trending down. Try it & have fun. 

 

Anusragger Jul 12, 2013 10:29am | Post# 1503

 
Hey crodzilla, 
 
Ere you still using the ZZ stoch combo as described in the other thread? 

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 10:40am | Post# 1504

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Plz EURUSDD and MadMoney or anyone who has gotten this concept. This is s alive trade, is 
it correct. I took a sell on that broken vertical line. Was my dis similarity correct? 

 



 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 10:41am | Post# 1505

 
Quoting Cfx1 
{quote} My favorite fractal dimension indicator: ivar.mq4 
http://codebase.mql4.com/4490 If ivar < 0.5: Market becomes deterministic If ivar > 
0.5: Market becomes random Works quite well on M1. I only take trades based on signals 
if ivar is below 0.5 and trending down. Try it & have fun. 
Thanks guy! 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 10:50am | Post# 1506

 
Quoting easy123 
Plz EURUSDD and MadMoney or anyone who has gotten this concept. This is s alive 
trade, is it correct. I took a sell on that broken vertical line. Was my dis similarity 
correct? {image} 
I think I can not determine when price will go at this point, it may go up and down for a 
while but eventually will head up to correct dis-similarity at 0.9173 
Just my opinion. 

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 10:59am | Post# 1507

 
1 Attachment(s) 
ok. i took the sell becos i saw a difference betweek both windows, thats if i am correct and i 
drew a fibo line to determine my entry. 

 



 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 11:04am | Post# 1508

 
Quoting easy123 
ok. i took the sell becos i saw a difference betweek both windows, thats if i am correct 
and i drew a fibo line to determine my entry. {image} 
I think you should read this post again. We're still in dis-similarity window. 

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 11:07am | Post# 1509

 
Thank u xixi. So you mean i should wait till the stoc touches the BB upperline as against 
the 1EMA touching the middle line to confirm dis similarity? if you understand what i 
mean? 

 

renanc93 Jul 12, 2013 11:07am | Post# 1510

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello Madmoney, 
 
Can you explain how are you trading with BB and CI together? 
 
I'm trying here and I'm taking a lot of repaint who take all me positive orders from 
yesterday: 
 

 
 
If you can please take a photo of a enter signal in your chart that will help me to see if I'm 
doing right. 

 

ravs_avs Jul 12, 2013 11:09am | Post# 1511

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
Are we still targetting 1.2955 node?? 
 
Rav 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 11:12am | Post# 1512

 
Quoting easy123 
Thank u xixi. So you mean i should wait till the stoc touches the BB upperline as against 
the 1EMA touching the middle line to confirm dis similarity? if you understand what i 
mean? 



If you read that post carefully, you can see price and stoch start to be dis-similar from A 
to B (I called it dis-similarity window) then be similar at X. So we trade a short at X 
expect target at A.  
 
In your case, price and stoch are still dis-similar. 

 

josh11 Jul 12, 2013 11:14am | Post# 1513

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 

Cu all Monday good luck!!  

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 11:31am | Post# 1514

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} If you read that post carefully, you can see price and stoch start to be dis-
similar from A to B (I called it dis-similarity window) then be similar at X. So we trade a 
short at X expect target at A. In your case, price and stoch are still dis-similar. 
Ok got u know. The diference existed ffrom A to B and at "X" we trade sell and make "A" 
the target. Plz is "X" point a similarity or a dis similarity. The reason i am asking is what 
mmade that point x? 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 11:51am | Post# 1515

 
Quoting easy123 
{quote} Ok got u know. The diference existed ffrom A to B and at "X" we trade sell and 
make "A" the target. Plz is "X" point a similarity or a dis similarity. The reason i am 
asking is what mmade that point x? 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}This one has already been corrected. Similarity started at X and price fell the 
A!! 
 

"X" is a similarity mate  

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 12:02pm | Post# 1516

 

would the great eurusdd or the great madmoney 
helpfully sum everything up as things seem to be 
all over the place. 
 

iam sure other traders would appreciate it too. 
 

something like being spoon fed would be great  

 

hoss Jul 12, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 1517



 
Quoting a_fx 
would the great eurusdd or the great madmoney helpfully sum everything up as things 
seem to be all over the place. iam sure other traders would appreciate it too. something 
like being spoon fed would be great 
It's all in this thread. 

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 1518

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} {quote} "X" is a similarity mate  
 
Plz, i want to be clear, to know dis similarities, is not not if the two red lines react 
differently to the BB at one time of looking at the chart? 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 1519

 
Quoting a_fx 
would the great eurusdd or the great madmoney helpfully sum everything up as things 
seem to be all over the place. iam sure other traders would appreciate it too. something 
like being spoon fed would be great 
 
Hey a_fx, even though I'm doing well, I'm not the master. 
 
Eurusdd is the master of these concepts, as I said before I'm learning just like you. Take 
your time, read through the thread (maybe multiple times), I read through it 5 or 6 
times, each time I learnt something new. 

Quoting hoss 
{quote} It's all in this thread. 
 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 1520

 
Quoting a_fx 
would the great eurusdd or the great madmoney helpfully sum everything up as things 
seem to be all over the place. iam sure other traders would appreciate it too. something 
like being spoon fed would be great 
If you would state what your not clear about, maybe Eurusdd will clear things up. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 1521

 
The red lines can be dissimilar either by shape or by the position from the BB lines 
meaning same shape but one is its middle BB while the other is at the top BB for 
example. You are supposed to mark the dissimilar you see and when they become similar 
again....you attempt to trade to where you marked the dissimilar. This is about as much 
as I am able to help 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 1522

 



Madmoney can I just verify again you using a 15m chart and 2 CIs one at 10 length and 
the other 50 length representing a 1m and 5m chart? Having repainting issues and still 
tweaking my charts.Thanks. 

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 1523

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Hey a_fx, even though I'm doing well, I'm not the master. Eurusdd is the 
master of these concepts, as I said before I'm learning just like you. Take your time, 
read through the thread (maybe multiple times), I read through it 5 or 6 times, each 
time I learnt something new. {quote} 
 
Madmoney, plz, help me get clear on this. To know the differences, is it not the diference 
in which both red lines react to the BB? if that is true, is not from that point i begin to 
look at for an entry till when both red lines react thesame way to the BB. if am correct, i 
thought that was one of the way to trade it? 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 1524

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Madmoney can I just verify again you using a 15m chart and 2 CIs one at 10 length and 
the other 50 length? Having repainting issues and still tweaking my charts.Thanks. 
Me personally, I use 1M. Keeping tuning! 

 

renanc93 Jul 12, 2013 12:21pm | Post# 1525

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello Madmoney, 
Can you explain how are you trading with BB and CI together? 
I'm trying here and I'm taking a lot of repaint who take all me positive orders from 
yesterday: 

 
If you can please take a photo of a enter signal in your chart that will help me to see if I'm 
doing right. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 1526

 
Quoting easy123 
{quote} Madmoney, plz, help me get clear on this. To know the differences, is it not the 
diference in which both red lines react to the BB? if that is true, is not from that point i 
begin to look at for an entry till when both red lines react thesame way to the BB. if am 
correct, i thought that was one of the way to trade it? 
Read #post 107. 

 



Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 1527

 
Quoting renanc93 
Hello Madmoney, Can you explain how are you trading with BB and CI together? I'm 
trying here and I'm taking a lot of repaint who take all me positive orders from 
yesterday: {image} If you can please take a photo of a enter signal in your chart that 
will help me to see if I'm doing right. 
Once you have tweaked the CI correctly (according to your broker), you won't experience 
heavy repainting. Also I use any valid bb/stoch mismatch for stacking the odds in your 
favour or exit. 
 
Majority of the time I scalp heavy partly using Eurusdd's CI method in #post 1. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 1528

 
Hello, my week has ended. EURUSD is teasing for the moment and if they do not 
complete the job today, they will continue next week. Watch for tops and don't chase 
price up there. Enjoy your weekend!!! 

 

crodzilla Jul 12, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 1529

 
Quoting Anusragger 
Hey crodzilla, Ere you still using the ZZ stoch combo as described in the other thread? 
Since we know than price is going down to 2955/7, I am trading the CI method, all 
shorts. 
I am raking in tons of pips. I halted writing the zz-stoch combo indicator, to trade, and 
hopefully learn more about this method. 
If I am to make an effective indicator, I need to understand this method as much as 
possible. 
 
Carl 

 

crodzilla Jul 12, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 1530

 
Quoting killerno 
hi crodzilla, are you still using your idea with the zigzag and 50% stochastic touch? how 
was today? thanks 
See post above. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 1531

 
Thanks Mad and Eur. 0.01 lots for now till charts get tweaked right ....market will 

always be there, the trader just gotta hang on!  

 

puma Jul 12, 2013 12:57pm | Post# 1532

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Once you have tweaked the CI correctly (according to your broker), you won't 
experience heavy repainting. Also I use any valid bb/stoch mismatch for stacking the 



odds in your favour or exit. Majority of the time I scalp heavy partly using Eurusdd's CI 
method in #post 1. 
Hi Madmoney, 
 
I am also experiencing a lot of repainting.... the tweak is only on the length or what 
other parameters? 
 
Many thanks, Puma 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 12:59pm | Post# 1533

 
Quoting puma 
{quote} Hi Madmoney, I am also experiencing a lot of repainting.... the tweak is only on 
the length or what other parameters? Many thanks, Puma 
Or price action filter. 

 

hoss Jul 12, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 1534

 
That was either some stop hunting, or FOMC member Bullard's words can move the 
markets around a little. 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 1:07pm | Post# 1535

 
Quoting hoss 
That was either some stop hunting, or FOMC member Bullard's words can move the 
markets around a little. 
Bullard probably sneezed. 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 1:08pm | Post# 1536

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward I 
believe, but here's the gist: 
 
1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity stops. 
2. The zones will start at a green dot. 
3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's 
high/low (=the candle at the previous pink dot). 
4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest dissimilarity 
candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest between a green and 
the previous pink dot). 
5. A zone will be cleared after both the high/low have been touched. 
 
Please report any bugs/mistakes. 
StochDifZones.mq4 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 12, 2013 1:11pm | Post# 1537

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 
Great idea Ralome. 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 1:20pm | Post# 1538

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Great idea Ralome. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
price will return to the level where the first difference was recorded! 

I'm just visualizing it  

 

easy123 Jul 12, 2013 1:24pm | Post# 1539

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Read #post 107. 
 
Thanks Madmoney, i am getting it. what profit do you take using 1m or 5m charts? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 1:36pm | Post# 1540



 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 

DAMN, I just vouched for you.   

 

crodzilla Jul 12, 2013 1:43pm | Post# 1541

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 
Very cool!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 1:45pm | Post# 1542

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} {quote} I'm just visualizing it  
Technically one would just place an order in the direction towards the dis-sim and hold it 
till the zone disappears!?!?!? 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 1:45pm | Post# 1543

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} DAMN, I just vouched for you.   
 

 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 1:46pm | Post# 1544

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 
Ralome, you need one more voucher 

 

Gvc Jul 12, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 1545



 
2 Attachment(s) 
Great thread EURUSDD...... 
 
Here is the CI indicator with history. 
 
It marks repainting spikes with dots and has an Alert function. 

 
Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4  

 

crottsinabox Jul 12, 2013 1:52pm | Post# 1546

 
Ralome  
 
Just loaded the indi you posted and I dont see any of the lines or dots. I tried to change 
the colors to see if it was just my chart setup but no luck 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 1547

 
Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 

my tweaking will be so much easier now 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 1548

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Technically one would just place an order in the direction towards the dis-sim and 
hold it till the zone disappears!?!?!? 
I don't think so. Check this, same chart, zoomed out, scrolled back a bit. Imagine you're at 
this moment, i.e. around 1.31220. You have zones 100-300 pips away, both directions. How 
will you choose? I have no idea if older/younger zones have any preference. 
 



But trading dissimilarity has already been discussed anyway, and my understanding is it's 

up to everyone how he uses this information  

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 12, 2013 1:55pm | Post# 1549

 
nvm Ralome I got it to work. I guess it just some sort of glitch or something haha. 
Thanks man! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 12, 2013 1:56pm | Post# 1550

 
Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 

Gee, I thought I ended the day. What is happening here?  
 
Experts are hiding ooh. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 12, 2013 1:59pm | Post# 1551

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Gee, I thought I ended the day. What is happening here? Experts are 
hiding ooh. 
 

Ha! Yea for me the light in my head isnt on yet but it is starting to flicker   

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 2:00pm | Post# 1552

 
Quoting Gvc 



Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 
 
Thanks, you're the man, exactly what i needed. 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 2:00pm | Post# 1553

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
nvm Ralome I got it to work. I guess it just some sort of glitch or something haha. 
Thanks man! 

Glad you did, because I had no idea anyway Sometimes MT4 is just a son a glitch  
 
You're welcome! 

 

juhanimi Jul 12, 2013 2:03pm | Post# 1554

 
Quoting Gvc 
Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting spikes with dots and has an 
Alert function. {image} {file} 
 
That is something. Thank You! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 12, 2013 2:03pm | Post# 1555

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I don't think so. Check this, same chart, zoomed out, scrolled back a bit. 
Imagine you're at this moment, i.e. around 1.31220. You have zones 100-300 pips away, 
both directions. How will you choose? I have no idea if older/younger zones have any 
preference. But trading dissimilarity has already been discussed anyway, and my 

understanding is it's up to everyone how he uses this information {image} 
Yes good point. I was going along the line of using "fresh" zones my thought process is 
as 
1) A dis-sim appears and get captured by your indicator. 
2) Price moves...world goes around and similarity happens and your painted zone 
appears. 
3) And trade the dissimilarity as was discussed 

This thought process maybe a little too simple I'll admit  

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 2:04pm | Post# 1556

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Gee, I thought I ended the day. What is happening here? Experts are 
hiding ooh. 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 12, 2013 2:11pm | Post# 1557

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I don't think so. Check this, same chart, zoomed out, scrolled back a bit. 



Imagine you're at this moment, i.e. around 1.31220. You have zones 100-300 pips away, 
both directions. How will you choose? I have no idea if older/younger zones have any 
preference. But trading dissimilarity has already been discussed anyway, and my 

understanding is it's up to everyone how he uses this information {image} 
Eurusdd mentioned hedging. Is this a situation where hedging would give you an 
advantage. Trading towards both zones? Or would you just want to determine old/fresh 
zones and only trade towards fresh zone? 

 

shiva Jul 12, 2013 2:24pm | Post# 1558

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Eurusdd mentioned hedging. Is this a situation where hedging would give you an 
advantage. Trading towards both zones? Or would you just want to determine old/fresh 
zones and only trade towards fresh zone? 
Hedging is great. 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 12, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 1559

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Hedging is great. {image} 
HA! not sure why I even asked I cant hedge anyway. US broker 

 

lazyegg Jul 12, 2013 3:23pm | Post# 1560

 
Ralone do you mind to share ur tpl? Thx 

 

Ralome Jul 12, 2013 3:27pm | Post# 1561

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting lazyegg 



Ralone do you mind to share ur tpl? Thx 
Well, it's just a simple black&white scheme with the indy I just posted, but here you go 

 
simple_white_template.tpl  

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 3:31pm | Post# 1562

 
GVC very good now we can adjust and backtest and see which is the best settings and 
which rpaints the least 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 3:55pm | Post# 1563

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Hedging is great. {image} 
 
Totally agree, but only for those who can manage it, personnally i do hedging with a grid 
strategy and it works even with high leverage. 

 

Cfx1 Jul 12, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 1564

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Totally agree, but only for those who can manage it, personnally i do hedging 
with a grid strategy and it works even with high leverage. 
Could you explain the hedging strategy you employ? 
 
The way I use "recovery" is to open additional lots in the same direction any x pips and 
close them individually as price returns to the profit zone. This way if even if price never 
makes it back to the level of the initial order but instead cycles up and down at a certain 
level I am able to close the position at breakeven or even at profit. I stop this operation 
& take the loss once it becomes obvious that the odds are against my position. 

 

handy148 Jul 12, 2013 4:26pm | Post# 1565

 
Ralome - that's a nice indi you made and thank you, but may I make a suggestion as the 
the dots are quite hard to see so near the bottom of the window. Would say a vertical 
line not be preferable - would help my poor eyesight. 

 

monocor Jul 12, 2013 4:27pm | Post# 1566

 
I have been looking in to 2 TF stoch method for 2 days not that many trades but 
quawality of trades is great, but you have to watch charts all the time. 

 

condor666 Jul 12, 2013 4:30pm | Post# 1567

 
Quoting Cfx1 
{quote} Could you explain the hedging strategy you employ? The way I use "recovery" is 
to open additional lots in the same direction any x pips and close them individually as 
price returns to the profit zone. This way if even if price never makes it back to the level 
of the initial order but instead cycles up and down at a certain level I am able to close 



the position at breakeven or even at profit. I stop this operation & take the loss once it 
becomes obvious that the odds are against my position. 
 
Imagine i open a long, at the same time i open a short 10 pips below and a few others 
every 5 pips. 
When a long and a short order is running i add also some buy orders every 5 pips above 
the first buy. 
The only way i could burn the account is if the market is too ranging. 
Every time i close in profit, even if it's just a 10 pips profit. 

 

renanc93 Jul 12, 2013 4:30pm | Post# 1568

 
Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 

Man, I love you  

 

monocor Jul 12, 2013 4:33pm | Post# 1569

 
Eurusdd did you choose levels by the 2 timeframe stoch ridings ? 

 

angelofx Jul 12, 2013 6:47pm | Post# 1570

 
EURUSD, what time is tomorrow's meeting? 

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 7:17pm | Post# 1571

 
madmoney yes you are correct ill go through it a few more times and should hopefully be 
fully clear. but your active contribution is highly appreciated, keep posting and helping 

others and god will bring you very close to your goals.  

 

a_fx Jul 12, 2013 7:44pm | Post# 1572

 
ok may sound like a silly question if you can tweek your setting to such a way so 
repinting in minimalist u can prob trade with just dis sim ci..? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 12, 2013 9:30pm | Post# 1573

 
Oh oh oh.... I think its finally coming. Hate to disrupt everyone's weekend. I just had to 
make a cliff note here. 
I might even risk to say I think I have and idea of what Eurusdd way of picking tops and 
bottoms might be. I, however, will let him speak first before I make a fool of myself... 
LOL 

 

xixi Jul 12, 2013 9:48pm | Post# 1574

 
Quoting Ralome 



Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 
You've done what I intended to do Ralome. 
Greate! 
Thank you! 

 

Stinky Jul 12, 2013 10:00pm | Post# 1575

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not sure you want to change the default settings every week, month or 
year. You want a setting that will still be stable ten years into the future. The one I gave 
is the best we could get - given the information we have!!! Other settings will become 
unstable over time and that can get you into trouble. The default setting you have 
successfully captured most of the important - behind the scene transactions - and we 
believe it will continue to do so over the next ten years, 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 
The NODES are provided by REVOLUTION. Incredibly accurate. I have never looked at 
news releases before because we know where the nodes are, most of them!! 

There are more than one of you?  

 

Stinky Jul 13, 2013 12:12am | Post# 1576

 
I FINALLY get the stoch BB method! The key is to look at the very start of the 
dissimilarity. Wait for the difference to become very clear, and then make your trade. 

Thank you Eurusdd!  

 

Bomi Jul 13, 2013 1:04am | Post# 1577

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward 
I believe, but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity 
stops. 2. The zones will start at a green dot. 3. show_first_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's 
high/low will be the first dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle at the previous pink 
dot). 4. show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone: the zone's high/low will be the largest 
dissimilarity candle's high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest 
between a green and... 
Hi Bro - Fantastic....Keep growing.... 

 

Bomi Jul 13, 2013 1:25am | Post# 1578

 
Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 
Hi GVC, 
Good job easy to see it with one eye..  



MM,XIXI,RALOME and few others - you guys always try to help others. Many thanks & big 
thanks to EURUSDD.. 
 
I am in the office...Canada....Toronto.... 

 

xixi Jul 13, 2013 1:25am | Post# 1579

 
Quoting Stinky 
I FINALLY get the stoch BB method! The key is to look at the very start of the 
dissimilarity. Wait for the difference to become very clear, and then make your trade. 

Thank you Eurusdd!  

 
I think the general idea is trade from similarity to dis-similarity or vice versa. 
Just make it fit yourself. 

 

Yacht Life Jul 13, 2013 1:52am | Post# 1580

 
Just wanted to give major kudos to those who have helped others on this thread. Its nice 
to have a few people who are trying to help those who may be struggling learning this 
method. 
 
I look forward to what Eurusdd has to share with us this weekend. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 2:04am | Post# 1581

 
1 Attachment(s) 

price is aware of where all the dis-similarity points/zones are and 
JUST LIKE a river meandering 



 
 
its way from the source to sea, price will correct each dis-
similarity depending on how close each one is and the ease of 
correction. 
Therefore, you have a chess-board and if you stare at it you can 
determine possible options for price in order to avoid a check-
mate. 
 
The basic principle is simple: PRICE has to move in such a way 
that it corrects as many dis-similarities as possible and also create 
VERY FEW NEW ONES. That is why some-times price can just move 
in way, that no one expected. 
Because there are so many dis-similarity points - taking into 
consideration all possible computable time-frames, you need a 
powerful algorithm to track these things. Most traders don't have 

that luxury.   

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 2:23am | Post# 1582

 
The problem now is: find the best settings that are close to the true one. The true one is 
the one that will eventually happen at a point-at-infinity. 



That is not an easy thing to do event though it is possible to estimate the true settings. 
 
So, for you -the ordinary trader - try and consider as many time-frames as possible and 
keep the template simple: You need to mark those point and do your chess-board 
analysis. 

 

jurn_e Jul 13, 2013 2:29am | Post# 1583

 
#follow eurusdd 

 

xixi Jul 13, 2013 2:40am | Post# 1584

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
price is aware of where all the dis-similarity points/zones are and JUST LIKE a river 
meandering {image} its way from the source to sea, price will correct each dis-similarity 
depending on how close each one is and the ease of correction. Therefore, you 
have a chess-board and if you stare at it you can determine possible options for price in 
order to avoid a check-mate. The basic principle is simple: PRICE has to move in such a 
way that it corrects as many dis-similarities as possible and also create VERY FEW NEW 
ONES.... 

That's exactly what I see in my experiments of your idea.  

Quoting Eurusdd 
The problem now is: find the best settings that are close to the true one. The true one is 
the one that will eventually happen at a point-at-infinity. That is not an easy thing to do 
event though it is possible to estimate the true settings. So, for you -the ordinary trader 
- try and consider as many time-frames as possible and keep the template simple: You 
need to mark those point and do your chess-board analysis. 
I'm wondering if we have rules to evaluate these points so that to pick the best one 
among the chess-board... 
 
Excellent, Eurusdd! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 13, 2013 2:49am | Post# 1585

 
Quoting Cfx1 
{quote} Could you explain the hedging strategy you employ? The way I use "recovery" is 
to open additional lots in the same direction any x pips and close them individually as 
price returns to the profit zone. This way if even if price never makes it back to the level 
of the initial order but instead cycles up and down at a certain level I am able to close 
the position at breakeven or even at profit. I stop this operation & take the loss once it 
becomes obvious that the odds are against my position. 
This has sense for me : 
 
- If the long term probability to win/lose is 50/50 
- Then if you are winning, the longer you stay in the market, the more probable you can 
lose 
- Then if you are losing (this is the case), the longer you stay in the market, the more 
probable you can win. 
 
So hedging can help us to stay in the market. 
And scalping reduces exposure time. 

 



Stinky Jul 13, 2013 3:10am | Post# 1586

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} I think the general idea is trade from similarity to dis-similarity or vice versa. 
Just make it fit yourself. 

Yes, although trading toward dissimilarity seems trickier  

 

xixi Jul 13, 2013 3:22am | Post# 1587

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The problem now is: find the best settings that are close to the true one. The true one is 
the one that will eventually happen at a point-at-infinity. That is not an easy thing to do 
event though it is possible to estimate the true settings. So, for you -the ordinary trader 
- try and consider as many time-frames as possible and keep the template simple: You 
need to mark those point and do your chess-board analysis. 
Yeah, you're right. It's like playing chess, like how you can decide which one is the best 
move next. It seems simple but not easy. You must have the view of the whole context 
in mind and the best move next is usually based on your experience or "eyes" or how far 
you can evaluate. To evaluate exactly the best move you must see as far as to the 
infinity and that needs a huge computations... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 3:29am | Post# 1588

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Yeah, you're right. It's like playing chess, like how you can decide which one is 
the best move next. It seems simple but not easy. You must have the view of the whole 
context in mind and the best move next is usually based on your experience or "eyes" or 
how far you can evaluate. To evaluate exactly the best move you must see as far as to 
the infinity and that needs a huge computations... 
BAAAM. That is the KEY!!!! 
 
One way around that is to identify NODES. Have the mind of the chess-player. Price does 
not move any-how. 

 

xixi Jul 13, 2013 3:38am | Post# 1589

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Yeah, you're right. It's like playing chess, like how you can decide which one is 
the best move next. It seems simple but not easy. You must have the view of the whole 
context in mind and the best move next is usually based on your experience or "eyes" or 
how far you can evaluate. To evaluate exactly the best move you must see as far as to 
the infinity and that needs a huge computations... 
We humans don't have such computing power. So how can we still win the competitor? 
The best strategy in practical is usually attack the competitor's weaknesses. Detecting 
those weaknesses, picking the weakest and easiest-to-attack one is most likely the best 

move next...   

 

Shearer9 Jul 13, 2013 4:23am | Post# 1590

 
Hi Guys, I'm an avid reader of the thread since it's inception but my knowledge of 
indicators and their settings is very limited. I downloaded the 15 min template on here 



which has stoch settings of 300/1/1. Could anyone be so kind as to tell me what the 
settings would be for the 5 min and 1 min charts. I have trawled through the whole 
thread a few times and cannot find the answer to my question. Thanks. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 4:29am | Post# 1591

 
Quoting Shearer9 
Hi Guys, I'm an avid reader of the thread since it's inception but my knowledge of 
indicators and their settings is very limited. I downloaded the 15 min template on here 
which has stoch settings of 300/1/1. Could anyone be so kind as to tell me what the 
settings would be for the 5 min and 1 min charts. I have trawled through the whole 
thread a few times and cannot find the answer to my question. Thanks. 
From 15min TF :300 x 15min = 4500 min 
For 1hour TF >> setting is 75/1/1 (Use 4500 min divide 60 min = 75 hours) 
 
For whatever TF, as long as the setting is matching 4500 min or 75 hours or 3.125 days, 
then it is fine. 
So for 5min TF >> 4500min / 5min = 900 min >> 900/1/1 
So for 1min TF >> You should know. 

 

Shearer9 Jul 13, 2013 4:38am | Post# 1592

 
Thanks for the prompt response Bull Bear - much appreciated. 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 4:59am | Post# 1593

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi everyone, 
 
here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by default: 
 
1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 
2. You can have markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. 
 

The settings_are_self_explanatory  



 
StochDifZones_v1_2.mq4  

 

Hennessy Jul 13, 2013 5:21am | Post# 1594

 
Quoting Ralome 
Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by 
default: 1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can have 
markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
Thanks Ralome, 
 
Ur indicator makes spotting the dis-similarity so much easier and provides the start and 
end of dis-similarity window. 
Makes my entry plan easier to carry out. 
 

Will practice more and use it when market opens on Mon  
 
My only question here would be how to utilize the First Dis-Similarity Zone as part of 
Eurusdd's trading methods. 

 

a_fx Jul 13, 2013 5:21am | Post# 1595

 
eurusdd loves talking in riddles, keep it straight boss, spill 

 

a_fx Jul 13, 2013 5:26am | Post# 1596

 
ralome does your indi repaint.? 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 5:34am | Post# 1597



 
Quoting a_fx 
ralome does your indi repaint.? 
No, it doesn't. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 5:46am | Post# 1598

 
Quoting Ralome 
Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by 
default: 1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can have 
markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
It took the loading for quite a long time.... 
Is my platform issue? Or maybe could re-code it with the calculation of few bars instead 
of all bars. So it faster the load up. 
Thanks. 

 

a_fx Jul 13, 2013 5:47am | Post# 1599

 
does every1 only take ci in the direction of a 15min established stoc on the m1 chart 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:02am | Post# 1600

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by 
default: 1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can have 
markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
Ralome: Well done!!!! You have made life easier for a lot of folks here. I just want to add 
that your indicator is OPTIMIZED for the 15min chart only and for EURUSD in particular!!! 
So, folks should be careful!!! 
Furthermore, only zones that are younger than 300*24 =7200 bars should be considered 
valid!!!! 
 
Look at the chart! The rise of EURUSD was partly due to the correction at A. tHAT ZONE 
WAS MATURING!!! 
 



 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 6:09am | Post# 1601

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Furthermore, only zones that are younger than 300*24 =7200 bars should be considered 
valid!!!! 

May I ask why (I mean, in 300*24, do 300 and 24 match the stoch & bb settings)?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:10am | Post# 1602

 
I am grateful to all of you for your contribution to this thread. I knew FOREXFACTORY 

had serious-minded people!!! Thanks   

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 6:10am | Post# 1603

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} It took the loading for quite a long time.... Is my platform issue? Or maybe 
could re-code it with the calculation of few bars instead of all bars. So it faster the load 
up. Thanks. 
I'll look into that. The new markers on chart make it slow indeed. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:15am | Post# 1604

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} May I ask why (I mean, in 300*24, do 300 and 24 match the stoch & bb 

settings)?  



exactly boss!!! So the thing should be stable for roughly 75 trading days!! 

tHAT is why similarity(correcting dis-similarity) is FOR THE BIG 
BOYS/BANKS/NATIONAL FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS. 
 
All zones must be corrected within that period - almost surely. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:22am | Post# 1605

 
sorry: there is an error. let me correct it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:24am | Post# 1606

 
75 TRADING DAYS!!!! 
7,200 BARS ON 15MIN CHART 
= 7,200/4 = 1,800 bars on 1hr chart 
= 75 bars on daily chart!!! 
 
SO, a zone on the 15 min chart should close in 75 days ALMOST SURELY. 
<3% ERROR. 
 
Now, the mean is 15 days. so we have a large SD. 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 6:26am | Post# 1607

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
75 TRADING DAYS!!!! 
Just under 4 months!?!? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:28am | Post# 1608

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Just under 4 months!?!? 
yES!!! 
But it is still not good for most traders! That is why this is the chessboard for those with 
money and patience!! 
 
So, you see the opportunities? 
The chessboard is there for you!!! You just need to plan your moves now!!! But since you 
don't have the exact numbers for all time-frames, you will need to play it save for now! 
I will post 1min and 5min templates later! Bye. 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 6:30am | Post# 1609

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yES!!! But it is still not good for most traders! That is why this is the chessboard 
for those with money and patience!! 
What about us little guys? I guess we need a smaller chess board. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:43am | Post# 1610

 
But since Ralome's indicator is adaptable, you can experiment with different settings on 
the smaller time frames. Or convert the 15 min to your smaller time frame using the 
ratio-principle: not the way to go, but that is where to start. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:48am | Post# 1611

 
can you see the great POTENTIAL? very soon, trading will be emotionless and scientific!!! 
You can plan your move days into the future and process new zones much easily. Trading 
is now closer to playing chess!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 6:49am | Post# 1612

 
For example 5M would be close to 100x8? 
1M would be close to 20x2 (1.6)? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 6:52am | Post# 1613

 
Quoting Madmoney 
For example 5M would be, 100x8? 
EXACTLY!!!! Under normal circumstances most zones will confirm the ones on the 15min 
chart but you will get others in between and that expands your view into the banking 
world! Experiment and you will be surprised at what you will see! 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 6:54am | Post# 1614

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EXACTLY!!!! Under normal circumstances most zones will confirm the ones on 
the 15min chart but you will get others in between and that expands your view into the 
banking world! Experiment and you will be surprised at what you will see! 
BINGO! My eyes are opening again!! 
 
All about perfecting your craft. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:01am | Post# 1615

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} My eyes are opening again!! All about perfecting your craft. 
That is my objective! Open the eyes of traders and help buddies turn their reds into 
greens!!! 
 
I am grateful to Ralome! Great Job!!! Now we can all trade scientifically. 

 

Pardy Jul 13, 2013 7:01am | Post# 1616

 
Eurusdd, 
 
Is there a relationship between the extent of dissimilarity ( eg > 1) and time of price 



coming back. In other words, at what level should a dissimilarity be considered valid? 
 
Also, if you are on a chart at a particular price, if there are more dissimilarities above 
than below, would it be valid to prefer long trades ( going on your analogy of water 
flowing taking the easiest route). 
 
Thanks. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:05am | Post# 1617

 
Quoting Pardy 
Eurusdd, Is there a relationship between the extent of dissimilarity ( eg > 1) and time of 
price coming back. In other words, at what level should a dissimilarity be considered 
valid? Also, if you are on a chart at a particular price, if there are more dissimilarities 
above than below, would it be valid to prefer long trades ( going on your analogy of 
water flowing taking the easiest route). Thanks. 
multiply the settings you used for Ralome's indicator and you will get the number of bars 
(<3% error). But the standard deviation from the mean is large. Meaning, if you get 100 
say, the mean will be around 10. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 7:07am | Post# 1618

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
this is the current status...? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:08am | Post# 1619

 
REMEMBER: This is just SIMILARITY!!!! THINK what REVOLUTION MEANS!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:09am | Post# 1620

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting Forex Lion 
{image} this is the current status...? 
yoUR SETTINGS ARE WRONG!!!!! 
 
You are using 75/24 for the 15min chart!!! 
 

Optimal is 300/24!!! Please follow instructions.  
 
If you choose the wrong settings or something different from the optimal, please blame 
yourself!!! 
 
CORRECT ONE::: 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 7:10am | Post# 1621

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
REMEMBER: This is just SIMILARITY!!!! THINK what REVOLUTION MEANS!!! 
Change in power?? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 7:14am | Post# 1622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yoUR SETTINGS ARE WRONG!!!!! You are using 75/24 for the 15min chart!!! 

Optimal is 300/24!!! Please follow instructions.  If you choose the wrong settings or 
something different from the optimal, please blame yourself!!! 
o.k.....here is the right one...the one before was the wrong saving due to mt crash before 

 



 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 7:15am | Post# 1623

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Change in power?? 
I think it is not that but: 
 
Synonyms 
5. cycle, circuit, round, rotation.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:15am | Post# 1624

 
Quoting forex lion 
{quote} o.k.....here is the right one...the one before was the wrong saving due to mt 

crash before {image} 
did you change your ralome's indicator to 300/24 too? 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 7:17am | Post# 1625

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I think it is not that but: Synonyms 5. cycle, circuit, round, rotation. 

Yea, cycle was my next guess.  

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 7:19am | Post# 1626

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} did you change your ralome's indicator to 300/24 too? 
yes I did 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:20am | Post# 1627

 



nOTE THAT optimal does not mean: THE BEST!!! 
So, you can use whatever settings you want, but there is a reason for the default 

settings!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:22am | Post# 1628

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} yes I did 
Then yours will be similarity across brokers. 
Cross-brokers similarity due to mis-pricing or price-differentials. 
Check post #1. 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 7:25am | Post# 1629

 
Eventually, we should all agree. So, price will most likely touch your zones at some 

point!!!  
 
NEXT WEEK WILL BE INTERESTING. 
Too bad, I won't be here! Hope you all the best!!! Play safe and remember, it is a 
game!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 7:31am | Post# 1630

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yoUR SETTINGS ARE WRONG!!!!! You are using 75/24 for the 15min chart!!! 

Optimal is 300/24!!! Please follow instructions.  If you choose the wrong settings or 
something different from the optimal, please blame yourself!!! CORRECT ONE::: {image} 
Quick question, what is that heiken ashi spike indicator about? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 7:37am | Post# 1631

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yES!!! But it is still not good for most traders! That is why this is the chessboard 
for those with money and patience!! So, you see the opportunities? The chessboard is 
there for you!!! You just need to plan your moves now!!! But since you don't have the 
exact numbers for all time-frames, you will need to play it save for now! I will post 1min 
and 5min templates later! Bye. 

 
 
I have read and watched this thread from the beginning until the latest post. So now 
allow me to explain my finding, hope i am not wrong from my experience. 



I think i understand what is the root cause to form these dissimilarity/pricing arbitrary, it 
is because of spike, pull back, imbalance of supply and demand, and too fast for the price 
movement. 
So this dissimilarity can be found from across broker, time frame correlation, or TF itself 
(By using stoch). I think the stoch "Default formula >> %K = 100[(C - L14)/(H14 - 
L14)]" is good indicator to measure this case, because it based on CLOSE, and price 
action candlestick is based on OHLC, after combine with BB to smooth the average of 24 
bars. That is why stoch lead the price action to touch/reach BB line. Of course, other 
indicators could also do the same function. However, the distant between the 
dissimilarity to similarity is quite small for some case, and can be ignored, and it is hard 
for other to spot it with naked eyes. 
 
And i have noticed the price is like vibration, as you describe it as a river. Price will come 
back to the dissimilarity point, after and once the price found it balance point, as this also 
can call pattern ABC (Big or small). 
 

I am sure that there are more to learn. I will follow you. But i cannot vouch you. Sad!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 7:39am | Post# 1632

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Then yours will be similarity across brokers. Cross-brokers similarity due to mis-
pricing or price-differentials. Check post #1. {image} 
here is the starting of the two zones, which are only on my chart.... 
 
what should I do in this case (see picture before), if there are zones below and above the 
current price? how should this be traded? 
Thanks. 
 
regards, 
Peter 

 

 

Pardy Jul 13, 2013 7:44am | Post# 1633

 



Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I'll look into that. The new markers on chart make it slow indeed. 
Ralome, thanks for your work. 
 
I have noticed that the blue zone is drawn at the start of a green dot and ends at pink 
dot. Should it not be the other way around, since dissimilarity starts with pink and end 
with green. It is this dissimilarity zone we have to highlight. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 7:44am | Post# 1634

 
Quick question for thoes who have found success using the CI method. Do you guys 
enter the moment the signals paint or do you guys wait a bit to see if it repaints? I 
understand the concepts but my execution of it is still below par 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 7:48am | Post# 1635

 
Quoting Pardy 
{quote} Ralome, thanks for your work. I have noticed that the blue zone is drawn at the 
start of a green dot and ends at pink dot. Should it not be the other way around, since 
dissimilarity starts with pink and end with green. It is this dissimilarity zone we have to 
highlight. 
If I'm not wrong the pink dot is where dis-sim starts and green dot is where dis-sim end. 
The blue zone is marking an area of similarity so it ends at pink dot when a dis-sim 
appears gain. 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 7:49am | Post# 1636

 
MTF dis-similarity (trading dis-similarity within other dis-similarities), is my next step! 

 

a_fx Jul 13, 2013 7:50am | Post# 1637

 
is every1 using the ci w history.???????????????? 
 
madmoney & eurusdd & jerome plus other superstar traders 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 7:51am | Post# 1638

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} If I'm not wrong the pink dot is where dis-sim starts and green dot is where dis-
sim end. The blue zone is marking an area of similarity so it ends at pink dot when a dis-
sim appears gain. 
...ok and price needs to find similarity again, this are the marked zones? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 7:58am | Post# 1639

 
Quoting Madmoney 
MTF dis-similarity (trading dis-similarity within other dis-similarities), is my next step! 
Yeah. I have looked into this as well. It is more easy to find entry if found dissimilary in 
bigger TF, so can drop down to smaller TF to enter, or transform bigger TF indicator 



setting into smaller TF, so you would just use 1 TF to trade for this case. 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 8:05am | Post# 1640

 
Pardy & cfdtaleong & Forex Lion & others: 
 
In order of appearance: 
 
dissimilarity starts -> dissimilarity ends -> dissimilarity gets corrected (most of the time) 
 
The pink dot marks the beginning of dissimilarity, the green dot marks the end of 
dissimilarity. The dots do specify the dissimilarity and similarity zones, BUT THAT'S NOT 
WHAT WE WATCH! 

Quote 
Quoting Eurusdd: price will return to the level where the first difference was 
recorded! 
 
So, we only watch the first difference point = pink dot. I take the high and low of that 
candle, that gives the high/low of the blue box. Starting point of the blue box is the 
green dot. And the blue box extends in time, until price touches both the low and high of 
the box. 
 
I'll try to make an example picture so that it will be 100% clear. 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1641

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Yeah. I have looked into this as well. It is more easy to find entry if found 
dissimilary in bigger TF, so can drop down to smaller TF to enter, or transform bigger TF 
indicator setting into smaller TF, so you would just use 1 TF to trade for this case. 
Top-down analysis (from largest to small) and see the dis-sim on the smallest chart! 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 8:28am | Post# 1642

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Pardy Jul 13, 2013 8:30am | Post# 1643

 
Quoting Ralome 
Pardy & cfdtaleong & Forex Lion & others: In order of appearance: dissimilarity starts -> 
dissimilarity ends -> dissimilarity gets corrected (most of the time) The pink dot marks 
the beginning of dissimilarity, the green dot marks the end of dissimilarity. The dots do 
specify the dissimilarity and similarity zones, BUT THAT'S NOT WHAT WE WATCH! 
{quote} So, we only watch the first difference point = pink dot. I take the high and low 
of that candle, that gives the high/low of the blue box. Starting point of the blue box is 
the green dot. And the blue... 
Thanks ralome, a pic would be useful. 
 
However, the logic according to Eurusdd is we get a dissimilarity ( marked correctly by 
the pink dot). Then we get similarity ( marked correctly with a green dot.) 
At a point of similarity onwards, the logic is that we trade towards dissimilarity. 
The dissimilarity can be many bars back, in fact even going off the chart.  
Hence would it not be better to draw the blue zone from pink dot to green? That way on 
your chart you would have at the current moment all the dissimilarities highlighted that 
have not yet been taken out, (but will be at some point in the future - that is what you 
would be trading towards). 
 
In the current indicator, the blue zones are marking points of similarity. So when you 
look at a chart, you do not see all previous points of dissimilarity that still exist. What will 
you trade towards, then? 
 
Hope I have been able to explain myself. 
Pardy 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:37am | Post# 1644

 
Quoting Ralome 



{image} 

seriously, is it possible to vouch for someone twice????   

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:42am | Post# 1645

 
Quoting Pardy 
{quote} Thanks ralome, a pic would be useful. However, the logic according to Eurusdd 
is we get a dissimilarity ( marked correctly by the pink dot). Then we get similarity ( 
marked correctly with a green dot.) At a point of similarity onwards, the logic is that we 
trade towards dissimilarity. The dissimilarity can be many bars back, in fact even going 
off the chart. Hence would it not be better to draw the blue zone from pink dot to green? 
That way on your chart you would have at the current moment all the dissimilarities 
highlighted that have not... 
You don't need all that. Zone fade away with time. There is a way to estimate the 
number of bar for which a given zone is potent. Market players have many things to 
correct but sometimes they can't correct it all and so, after a period they will forget about 
it. I think I gave you a rough idea of how many bars to look out for!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 8:42am | Post# 1646

 
Quoting Ralome 
{image} 
Your on fire! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:43am | Post# 1647

 
The whole thing is a chess-game and you need serious algorithms to work out which 
zones to take out without creating too many new one far away from your target! 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 8:45am | Post# 1648

 
Quoting Pardy 
{quote} Thanks ralome, a pic would be useful. However, the logic according to Eurusdd 
is we get a dissimilarity ( marked correctly by the pink dot). Then we get similarity ( 
marked correctly with a green dot.) At a point of similarity onwards, the logic is that we 
trade towards dissimilarity. The dissimilarity can be many bars back, in fact even going 
off the chart. 
So far, correct. 

Quoting Pardy 
Hence would it not be better to draw the blue zone from pink dot to green? 
That's a dissimilarity zone, but that's not what we watch! 

Quoting Pardy 
That way on your chart you would have at the current moment all the dissimilarities 
highlighted that have not yet been taken out, (but will be at some point in the 
future - that is what you would be trading towards). 
That is exactly what the boxes show!!! 

Quoting Pardy 
In the current indicator, the blue zones are marking points of similarity. 
That's totally wrong. If that was the case, there was a box between the second solid line 



and the first dashed line :-) But the picture should clear it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1649

 
At every point in time, there will be zones to clear but price has to move CAREFULLY so 
that it does not create a new zone very far away from the one it is targeting. 
Furthermore, there will be a valid zone to clear at any given time, almost surely. Since 
most big guys look at higher time frames, zones there are HOT!!! Clearing them can also 
mean clearing those on lower time frames too. 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 8:48am | Post# 1650

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} seriously, is it possible to vouch for someone twice????   
 

I'm glad to be of help  

 

stu Jul 13, 2013 8:51am | Post# 1651

 
Hi - can I just step back a bit and ask what may well be a naïve question.  
 
This complete strategy is built around one currency pair, because of certain attributes 
peculiar to that pair. 
 
Thinking of cause/effect, and as trading in this style becomes more scientific, then the 
volumes traded based on it will exponentially increase. There is bound to be an impact 
that the market/pair will try to deal with? 
 
One person trading (Eurusdd) could get away with it - if all ~70 traders reading this 
thread 'get it' (then tell their friends) and all start moving large volumes then the 
attributes within the pair that make it tradable, based on similarity, are bound to change. 
 
Just musing......:-) 

 

jurn_e Jul 13, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1652

 
Ralome thanks for the indicator. 
 
It clearly shows in M15 that 1.2928 area is the next blackhole. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 8:53am | Post# 1653

 
Quoting Ralome 
{image} 

many thanks Ralome, that is a very helpful explanation...   

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:54am | Post# 1654

 



Quoting stu 
Hi - can I just step back a bit and ask what may well be a naïve question. This complete 
strategy is built around one currency pair, because of certain attributes peculiar to that 
pair. Thinking of cause/effect, and as trading in this style becomes more scientific, then 
the volumes traded based on it will exponentially increase. There is bound to be an 
impact that the market/pair will try to deal with? One person trading (Eurusdd) could get 
away with it - if all ~70 traders reading this thread 'get it' (then tell their friends) and all 
start moving... 
tHAT IS THE REASON i DON'T LIKE TO SHARE TRADING SECRETS. But this one will stand 
strong for a long time because it is based on market dynamics and zones are not 
supposed to last forever. If price cannot take out a zone within the estimated time, it will 
try to spike there or focus on those that are easier to take out! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 8:56am | Post# 1655

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Ralome thanks for the indicator. It clearly shows in M15 that 1.2928 area is the next 
blackhole. 
Nice, that is one of the reasons why people should be careful chasing eurusd up there!!! 
 
Note that she has not created any new zone since the last major high. 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 9:00am | Post# 1656

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} tHAT IS THE REASON i DON'T LIKE TO SHARE TRADING SECRETS. But this one 
will stand strong for a long time because it is based on market dynamics and zones are 
not supposed to last forever. If price cannot take out a zone within the estimated time, it 
will try to spike there or focus on those that are easier to take out! 
So how do we stay up to date with a dynamic market? Getting new ratios? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 9:06am | Post# 1657

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} So how do we stay up to date with a dynamic market? Getting new ratios? 
nO: I gave the extreme number of days for a zone on the 15min 
chart: 75(2.5%). The mean is 15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The 
probability for the mean is very small(3.65%). So, most zones will 
be corrected within a week!!! 
 
Presonally, I do ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for 
more that a week(extreme case; 2 weeks).  

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 9:11am | Post# 1658

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} nO: I gave the extreme number of days for a zone on the 15min chart: 
75(2.5%). The mean is 15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The probability for the mean is 
very small(3.65%). So, most zones will be corrected within a week!!! Presonally, I do 
ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for more that a week(extreme case; 2 
weeks). 



 
Got it. 

 

shiva Jul 13, 2013 9:12am | Post# 1659

 
Quoting stu 
Hi - can I just step back a bit and ask what may well be a naïve question. This complete 
strategy is built around one currency pair, because of certain attributes peculiar to that 
pair. Thinking of cause/effect, and as trading in this style becomes more scientific, then 
the volumes traded based on it will exponentially increase. There is bound to be an 
impact that the market/pair will try to deal with? One person trading (Eurusdd) could get 
away with it - if all ~70 traders reading this thread 'get it' (then tell their friends) and all 
start moving... 
Stu, you, me and 5000 other small retail traders trade on these principles together, it 
won't form even a blip in the market. 
 
reason 1: All our trades taken togethre are still miniscule in volume 
reason 2: Chances are your/my broker will not send your orders in to the market but will 
deal it in-house 
reason 3: You will not get filled often. 

 

ravenclaw Jul 13, 2013 9:14am | Post# 1660

 
@eurousd 
 
I'll try this similiarty in all pairs...  
is that ok? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 9:14am | Post# 1661

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You don't need all that. Zone fade away with time. There is a way to estimate 
the number of bar for which a given zone is potent. Market players have many things to 
correct but sometimes they can't correct it all and so, after a period they will forget about 
it. I think I gave you a rough idea of how many bars to look out for!!! 
maybe something for Ralome, do you think it make sence to implement a counter in the 
zone how long the zone still exist and when the time for this zone is over, so we could 
see it direct on the chart. Perhaps it is also possible that the zone will be delete itselfe 

when the time is over?  
 
Just my thinking? 

 

hoss Jul 13, 2013 9:16am | Post# 1662

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} nO: I gave the extreme number of days for a zone on the 15min chart: 
75(2.5%). The mean is 15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The probability for the mean is 
very small(3.65%). So, most zones will be corrected within a week!!! Presonally, I do 
ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for more that a week(extreme case; 2 
weeks). 
thanks eur. You said you may be posting some pics this weekend on picking tops within 
10 to 20 pips. Looking forward to that if you are able. Thanks in advance! 



 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 9:18am | Post# 1663

 
Quoting ravenclaw 
{quote} I'll try this in all pairs... is that ok? 
I am specialized in EURUSD; sometimes AUDUSD. 
 
The theory is good and so it should be adaptable ..... 
However, I have never tried that! 
What you need is a stochastic process - market, price-process - that has certain 
fundamental properties. EURUSD for me has 8/10 of those properties and that is why I 
developed everything for EURUSD! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 9:19am | Post# 1664

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe something for Ralome, do you think it make sence to implement a 
counter in the zone how long the zone still exist and when the time for this zone is over, 
so we could see it direct on the chart. Perhaps it is also possible that the zone will 

be delete itselfe when the time is over? Just my thinking? 
tHAT will be GREAT! It will be perfect if there is a number attached to each zone telling 
us how long it has been in existence! Gee, that is some work! 

 

shiva Jul 13, 2013 9:20am | Post# 1665

 
Quoting ravenclaw 
@eurousd I'll try this similiarty in all pairs... is that ok? 
I suggest you observe how other pairs conform to this concept first before live trades 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 9:20am | Post# 1666

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} thanks eur. You said you may be posting some pics this weekend on picking 
tops within 10 to 20 pips. Looking forward to that if you are able. Thanks in advance! 
Hello: I wanted to do that but Ralome's stuff took my attention and I also want to get all 
the facts right and present them well. When I am through I will post the idea here soon. 
It could be anytime. 

 

Pardy Jul 13, 2013 9:34am | Post# 1667

 
Thanks Ralome, 
 
Get it now. Brilliant piece of work! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 13, 2013 9:48am | Post# 1668

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe something for Ralome, do you think it make sence to implement a 
counter in the zone how long the zone still exist and when the time for this zone is over, 
so we could see it direct on the chart. Perhaps it is also possible that the zone will be 



delete itselfe when the time is over? Just my thinking? 
Woukd it be possile to change the color of the zones ? 
 
- lessthan X days : the youngest one is red, the oldest one is blue 
-after X days : all zones are grayed 
 
It would help us to quickly visualize the hottest zones 

 

jurn_e Jul 13, 2013 9:51am | Post# 1669

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

hoss Jul 13, 2013 9:53am | Post# 1670

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hello: I wanted to do that but Ralome's stuff took my attention and I also want 
to get all the facts right and present them well. When I am through I will post the idea 
here soon. It could be anytime. 
Thanks, again. Great thread. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 13, 2013 9:53am | Post# 1671

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe something for Ralome, do you think it make sence to implement a 
counter in the zone how long the zone still exist and when the time for this zone is over, 
so we could see it direct on the chart. Perhaps it is also possible that the zone will be 

delete itselfe when the time is over? Just my thinking? 
Would it be possile to change the color of the zones ? 
 
- less than X days : the youngest one is red, the oldest one is blue 
-after X days : all zones are grayed 
 
It would help us to quickly visualize the hottest zones  



 
But probaly a MTF colouring scheme would be the best. I am thinking of some kind of 
fraactal dissimilarity. But iam in the train now ! 

 

spufuz Jul 13, 2013 9:55am | Post# 1672

 
Great thread and thanks also to Ralome and the others who contribute so great in this 
discussion. 
 
 
@Eurusdd: Im really impressed with what you got here and I lift my hat off to you for 
sharing some valuable information with us! 
 
The similarity strategy seems great for pointing out the direction of the price until 
correction to the point of the first dissimilarity. And Ralomes indicator makes them easier 
to spot! 
What I have to understand and learn next, is where to make the entries right. 
For example when first similarity point after a dissimilarity appears, correction to 
dissimilarity does not go in the right direction at once. The price can go in the wrong 
direction for a while before correction, and I must learn where to make the entries. 
 
Its really interesting to see how price almost always continues in the same direction 
when the dissimilarity appears. 
Trade the dissimilarity, trade the correction!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 10:00am | Post# 1673

 
Quoting spufuz 
Its really interesting to see how price almost always continues in the same direction 
when the dissimilarity appears. 
That, my friend, is a very important observation. Ralome's indicator almost makes this so 
easy now!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 10:02am | Post# 1674

 
Now, the reason why you can't always tell exactly where to enter is simple: price is 
finding the easiest or most significant zone to correct and so, sometimes the nearest one 
may not be the one in sight!!! 
 
There is a way to analyze this but I want everyone to find their own stuff, just like you 
did ^^^^^. 

 

spufuz Jul 13, 2013 10:12am | Post# 1675

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now, the reason why you can't always tell exactly where to enter is simple: price is 
finding the easiest or most significant zone to correct and so, sometimes the nearest one 
may not be the one in sight!!! ... 
Ok, so price might correct older zones before correcting the latest one, but not older 
zones than 75 days? 

Or did I got that part wrong now?  



 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 10:16am | Post# 1676

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Ok, so price might correct older zones before correcting the latest one, but not 

older zones than 75 days? Or did I got that part wrong now?  
You, see: most of us on this thread are watching the 15min chart: But there are other 
charts as well! So, at any given moment, price will try the look for the BEST MOVE!! Just 
like the way a computer chess-engine looks for the best move......... 
 
The best move may be a zone that has been in existence for a while. By taking out that 
zone, price would have solve many other positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!! 
 
For your sake, try and stick to the MODES and the MEAN!!! Don't pay too much attention 
to zones that have been on your 15min chart for more than 2 weeks! 

 

Hennessy Jul 13, 2013 10:17am | Post# 1677

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Another possible way to trade is to enter at either High/Low of Box and exit the other end of 
bluebox 
 

 

 

hoss Jul 13, 2013 10:28am | Post# 1678

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You, see: most of us on this thread are watching the 15min chart: But there are 
other charts as well! So, at any given moment, price will try the look for the BEST 
MOVE!! Just like the way a computer chess-engine looks for the best move......... The 
best move may be a zone that has been in existence for a while. By taking out that zone, 
price would have solve many other positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!! For your 
sake, try and stick to the MODES and the MEAN!!! Don't pay too much attention to zones 
that have been on your 15min... 
Eur, 
 



I know what median and modes mean, but what do they represent in this situation? The 
number of bars? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 10:36am | Post# 1679

 
Days!!! The mean for 15min is 15days - (2 weeks) with a low probability. 
some of the modes are 2days, 1 day, 4 days etc. So, closure within a week is very 
possible. !!! 

 

spufuz Jul 13, 2013 10:37am | Post# 1680

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You, see: most of us on this thread are watching the 15min chart: But there are 
other charts as well! So, at any given moment, price will try the look for the BEST MOVE!! 
Just like the way a computer chess-engine looks for the best move......... The best move 
may be a zone that has been in existence for a while. By taking out that zone, price would 
have solve many other positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!! For your sake, try and 
stick to the MODES and the MEAN!!! Don't pay too much attention to zones that have been 
on your 15min... 
Thanks for clearing that part up! 
 
"The best move may be a zone that has been in existence for a while. By taking out that 

zone, price would have solve many other positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!! " 
 
- I guess that is what happened here at the chart below. 
Prize went back to the zone in the red ring, but it also continued and corrected the zones in 
the blue rings. 

Its just like the price wanted to get rid of those zones once and for all!  
 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 10:40am | Post# 1681



 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Thanks for clearing that part up! "The best move may be a zone that has been 
in existence for a while. By taking out that zone, price would have solve many other 
positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!! " - I guess that is what happened here at 
the chart below. Prize went back to the zone in the red ring, but it also continued and 
corrected the zones in the blue rings. Its just like the price wanted to get rid of those 

zones once and for all! {image} 
EXACTLY: DO YOU SEE WHERE SHE STOPPED??? and started reversing. The JOB WAS 
DONE!!! 

 

faze Jul 13, 2013 10:58am | Post# 1682

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, does the size of the zone carry any importance? In this example of the EURUSD 
15m zoomed out, the difference zones below are much larger. 
 
Ralome thank you for the great indicator! 

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 11:11am | Post# 1683

 



I am wondering, if someone could help for the right setup in different timeframes. 
 
If I want to watch the sim/dis-sim in different timeframes to find the bigger and smaller 
picture of my chessfield, how do I have to set-up the stoch, bb and the stochdifzones 
indicator. 
 
For the 15 min it should look like this?: 
 
bb within main chart: 24 
stoch: 300/1/1 
bb within stoch indicator window: 24 
stochdifzones: 300/24 
 
what I have to change for example 1 hour, 5 M or 1M timeframe? 
 
Maybe the cherry on top would be, if there is a possibility to show different tf-zones in 
one tf (the tf I will watch for entry, eg. within the 15M tf? 
 
Many thanks for your assistance and sorry for this possible dump question, but I am not 

used to work a lot with indicators.  
 
Best regards, 
Peter 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 11:13am | Post# 1684

 
Quoting faze 
Eurusdd, does the size of the zone carry any importance? In this example of the EURUSD 
15m zoomed out, the difference zones below are much larger. Ralome thank you for the 
great indicator! {image} 
that's exactly the way my chart looks like with the two upper zones... 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 11:19am | Post# 1685

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
I am wondering, if someone could help for the right setup in different timeframes. If I 
want to watch the sim/dis-sim in different timeframes to find the bigger and smaller 
picture of my chessfield, how do I have to set-up the stoch, bb and the stochdifzones 
indicator. For the 15 min it should look like this?: bb within main chart: 24 stoch: 
300/1/1 bb within stoch indicator window: 24 stochdifzones: 300/24 what I have to 
change for example 1 hour, 5 M or 1M timeframe? Maybe the cherry on top would be, if 
there is a possibility to show different... 
Quoting Madmoney 
For example 5M would be close to 100x8? 1M would be close to 20x2 (1.6)? 
Along the lines... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EXACTLY!!!! Under normal circumstances most zones will confirm the ones on 
the 15min chart but you will get others in between and that expands your view into the 
banking world! Experiment and you will be surprised at what you will see! 
 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 11:34am | Post# 1686



 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} {quote} Along the lines... {quote} 
many thanks MM, I read this, but I am not sure what I have to do exactly. maybe a 
examaple for the M5 TF: 
 
bb within main chart: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 8 
stoch: 300/1/1 ? or do I have to change it to 100/1/1, or 900/1/1 
bb within stoch indicator window: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 8 
stochdifzones: 100/8 ? thats what you mentioned above 
 

 
 

Many thanks for your help...   

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 11:40am | Post# 1687

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} many thanks MM, I read this, but I am not sure what I have to do exactly. 
maybe a examaple for the M5 TF: bb within main chart: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 
8 stoch: 300/1/1 ? or do I have to change it to 100/1/1, or 900/1/1 bb within stoch 
indicator window: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 8 stochdifzones: 100/8 ? thats what 

you mentioned above Many thanks for your help...   
Quoting Eurusdd 
But since Ralome's indicator is adaptable, you can experiment with different settings 
on the smaller time frames. Or convert the 15 min to your smaller time frame using the 
ratio-principle: not the way to go, but that is where to start. 
Stoch period and bb period are to be adapted. Experiment with the dis-sim zones 
hopefully you'll see something. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 1688

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} many thanks MM, I read this, but I am not sure what I have to do exactly. 
maybe a examaple for the M5 TF: bb within main chart: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 
8 stoch: 300/1/1 ? or do I have to change it to 100/1/1, or 900/1/1 bb within stoch 
indicator window: 24 ? or do I have to change it to 8 stochdifzones: 100/8 ? thats what 

you mentioned above Many thanks for your help...   
Refer to post 1591. The setting is matching the optimal setting of 15m. But for BB 
setting, try to see the chart and set yourself. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 12:22pm | Post# 1689

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} {quote} Stoch period and bb period are to be adapted. Experiment with the dis-
sim zones hopefully you'll see something. 
I will do some experimenting on it , many thanks 

 

Forex Lion Jul 13, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 1690

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 



{quote} Refer to post 1591. The setting is matching the optimal setting of 15m. But for 
BB setting, try to see the chart and set yourself. 
I will do some experimenting on it , many thanks 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 13, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 1691

 
I did some little research and its it pingpongs between the dissimilarity's spanned on 
different timeframes. 
 
I also found out that 'spikes' just reach out to fix dissimilarities. 
 
Right now I'm thinking a lot and it seems that it's really a game, everything seems more 
determined now 
for me, or maybe it's because I want to see it that way, but I feel pretty confident about 
it. 

 

killerno Jul 13, 2013 12:40pm | Post# 1692

 
Hi 
 
thanks for the indicator. Have you or anyone tested it in live. Is is draw the disappered 
spikes accurate? 
Why I am asking because on Friday I used the original cycle indicator and before the 
market close I had a spike up and I can not see it in this histo version.(no spike no dot) 

thanks for the answer and the amazing topic Eurusdd.  

Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 
 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 12:55pm | Post# 1693

 
Quoting Ralome 
Pardy & cfdtaleong & Forex Lion & others: In order of appearance: dissimilarity starts -> 
dissimilarity ends -> dissimilarity gets corrected (most of the time) The pink dot marks 
the beginning of dissimilarity, the green dot marks the end of dissimilarity. The dots do 
specify the dissimilarity and similarity zones, BUT THAT'S NOT WHAT WE WATCH! 
{quote} So, we only watch the first difference point = pink dot. I take the high and low 
of that candle, that gives the high/low of the blue box. Starting point of the blue box is 
the green dot. And the blue... 
Thank you for the detailed explanation. I'm have to apologize to this thread that my 
ability to process all the information shared is rather slow and often I keep asking 
questions and some repeated ones at that. I also try to rephrase what is taught in my 
own words which may not benefit a lot of people but it is the only way I can be sure that 
I understand what I read correctly. I thank everyone for their understanding and 
patience on this matter. 
 
Base on the picture you provided and just assuming no other zones exists less the 
SECOND one, the trade process should be go along the lines of : 
 
1)1st dissimilarity candle (pink dot) is captured by your indicator. 
2)When the the dissimilarity finally ends (green dot) your indicator will start painting the 



zones base on the data captured until it gets corrected 
3)This zone signals 2 things... 
a)It marks out the target we expect price to return to and 
b)The moment it paints is the moment where we can start planning our entries for that 
return I mentioned 
 
Issues I notice base on the assumption above is that: 
 
1)If I entered a short the moment the zone paints in expectation of that return I would 
have been easily stopped out before target get hit. 
2)If I did the exact same thing but with a stop I may not have the equity to withstand 
that move. 
 
These issues are however something is beyond the scope and purpose of your indicator. 
Finding a proper entry would be separate issue. This I assume is how your indicator 
should be used and read? 
 
Thank you very much for your time and patience 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 1694

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thank you for the detailed explanation. I'm have to apologize to this thread that 
my ability to process all the information shared is rather slow and often I keep asking 
questions and some repeated ones at that. 
Don't worry, if there's something to be cleared up, it'll be cleared up. 
 
As for entries, yes, you are right, that is a separate issue :-) 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 1:09pm | Post# 1695

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Don't worry, if there's something to be cleared up, it'll be cleared up. As for 
entries, yes, you are right, that is a separate issue :-) 

Ah...so I'm reading and understanding your indicator correctly then?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:10pm | Post# 1696

 
I am closed to giving you a perfect way to trade this stuff and I have "laughing-tears" in 

my eyes!!!  
I am doing some serious tests on the strategy right now and if it passes the test, we will 
have the youngest sister of the "holy-grail" everyone has been looking for. This one does 

not need the zone to be corrected! BUT YOU MUST BE 
ABLE TO HEDGE!!!! 

 

AND you must be able to use Ralome's indicator correctly! That is all!   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 1:14pm | Post# 1697



 
I have not studied so hard since college  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:15pm | Post# 1698

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

I have not studied so hard since college  

 

 

Thoughts Jul 13, 2013 1:17pm | Post# 1699

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am closed to giving you a perfect way to trade this stuff and I have "laughing-tears" in 

my eyes!!! I am doing some serious tests on the strategy right now and if it 
passes the test, we will have the youngest sister of the "holy-grail" everyone has been 
looking for. This one does not need the zone to be corrected! BUT YOU MUST BE ABLE TO 

HEDGE!!!! AND you must be able to use Ralome's indicator correctly! That is all!   
I just caught up on reading the thread since yesterday, and this was the last thing I 
read..I'm not even going to try to explain whats going on in my mind right now.. 

 

jurn_e Jul 13, 2013 1:19pm | Post# 1700

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am closed to giving you a perfect way to trade this stuff and I have "laughing-tears" in 

my eyes!!! I am doing some serious tests on the strategy right now and if it 
passes the test, we will have the youngest sister of the "holy-grail" everyone has been 
looking for. This one does not need the zone to be corrected! BUT YOU MUST BE ABLE TO 

HEDGE!!!! AND you must be able to use Ralome's indicator correctly! That is all!   
Anxiously waiting since Friday night for this. Thumbs up to EURUSDD and Ralome. Love u 
guys ~ 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:21pm | Post# 1701

 
I will trade the technique on my real-account when the test is done and then I will join 

the REAL-EXPLORER for all of you to see perfection!!!  
 
But the explorer/calls will be restricted to my buddies.  

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 1:23pm | Post# 1702

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Ah...so I'm reading and understanding your indicator correctly then?  
Yes, I think so. Blue zone is the level price is expected to return. But of course it may not 
happen straight away, in a straight line. 

 

shiva Jul 13, 2013 1:25pm | Post# 1703

 



Quoting cfdtaleong 

I have not studied so hard since college  
You worked hard at college? You will never be like Bill Gates. He dropped out:P 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 1:26pm | Post# 1704

 
1 Attachment(s) 

These counters are killing me Your potential bug reports already make me anxious 

Although, so far, knock on wood...  

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:29pm | Post# 1705

 
ralome, your contribution is significant already!!!! 
I owe my new strategy to you( the simple graphical indicator that makes trading stoch-
bb so simple): If I add this to revolution I will be something else: 

I can choose to enter the market whenever I want and make $.  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 1706

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Yes, I think so. Blue zone is the level price is expected to return. But of course it 
may not happen straight away, in a straight line. 

Thank you so so much and your ability to code so fast is pure amazing  
 
Not in my wildest dreams Shiva lol 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:38pm | Post# 1707

 



I hope those who said the thread was going no-where will reconsider ..... 
Guys/gals here have turned this place into a serious research-camp! They have polished 
the simple idea and we are getting somewhere! 
 

We can do this!!!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 1708

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Thank you so so much and your ability to code so fast is pure amazing Not in 
my wildest dreams Shiva lol 
He is a real-team-player!!! 

 

Ralome Jul 13, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 1709

 
Thanks everyone for your kind words  

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 13, 2013 1:47pm | Post# 1710

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope those who said the thread was going no-where will reconsider ..... Guys here have 
turned this place into a serious research-camp! They have polished the simple idea and 

we are getting somewhere! We can do this!!!!   
Well done!!  
I can't wait to code an EA by using the indicator from Ralome. Lol... 
 
Anywhere, ralome. Gd job and keep it up! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 1711

 
I hope everyone can see that we have a non-repainting 
indicator based on a sound concept!! Stoch and 1ema do 
not repaint in the traditional sense ..., so the zones are 
fixed, once identified!!!! 

 

shiva Jul 13, 2013 1:54pm | Post# 1712

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope those who said the thread was going no-where will reconsider ..... Guys/gals here 
have turned this place into a serious research-camp! They have polished the simple idea 

and we are getting somewhere! We can do this!!!!   

Here is the gentleman who trashed this thread early on  
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...11#post6801811  

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 1:54pm | Post# 1713



 
a question: these nodes have been touched on more than one occasion? ie 7 years ago 
could have spent the prices for the same node and repeat the movement?. 
I ask this because the market has memory and performs cyclic behavior. I am among 
those who believe that all the information is in the price, and partly I'm happy because 
EURUSDD has proved a very important concept. 
 
many thankss 

 

handy148 Jul 13, 2013 1:56pm | Post# 1714

 
How will this (if at all) be affected by gaps? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 2:00pm | Post# 1715

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Here is the gentleman who trashed this thread early on 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...11#post6801811  
We will accept him back into the fold someday. For now we are interested in perfecting 

the art!!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 1716

 
Quoting handy148 
How will this (if at all) be affected by gaps? 
not in a major way: All the zones are fixed and gaps will most likely create a new zone! 
That is why most gaps are filled!!!!  

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 1717

 
Would be affected the way in which you could get the precise movement of the price. We 
know two nodes. Among these nodes, the path may be infinite. However if in the past 
these nodes have been touched, there are high chances that path is met 

 

xixi Jul 13, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 1718

 
Don't have time to focus to the discussion today. Look like you guy added lots of new 
interesting stuffs. Wait for me :-) 
hmm internet is even be cut at night @&&$$));: 
i must see you tomorrow. Keep up the good work! 

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 1719

 
I would like to ask another question, just trying to provide some idea to achieve greater 
accuracy the system: I currently have tried and SVM neural networks with the intention 
to predict the price movement, but the results are not quite good because there is much 
noise. With the similarity think you could extract all those nodes for several years, 
process and try to predict future nodes. because the points of dis-similarity is well below 
the number of all prices, perhaps to increase the probability of success over the course of 



price 

 

Baillie Jul 13, 2013 2:17pm | Post# 1720

 
Quoting Ralome 
{image} 
This is funny!! I trade this way already, only I use Volume bars and the Bill Williams MFI 
to determine which bars to trade to and from. 
 
I use the 4 hr chart because volume is almost predictable on this time frame. 
 
Not exactly the same but the principles are the same, so making trades this way for me 

would be like riding a bike.  

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 1721

 
The starting point we have, we would fail to determine the entry point, and even better if 
we know the points of inflexion. Although according to studies, the volume shows very 
little correlation with the prices, try to make your mode of operation. And also the 
stocastico study more, and thanks to EURUSDD, this indicator hides many things. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 13, 2013 2:29pm | Post# 1722

 
Quoting burnssss 
The starting point we have, we would fail to determine the entry point, and even better if 
we know the points of inflexion. Although according to studies, the volume shows very 
little correlation with the prices, try to make your mode of operation. And also the 
stocastico study more, and thanks to EURUSDD, this indicator hides many things. 
 
We don't need to worry about entry points anymore: You will understand what I means 
later!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 1723

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} We don't need to worry about entry points anymore: You will understand what I 
means later!!! 

Oh boy!  

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:35pm | Post# 1724

 
You amaze me more and more 

 

Baillie Jul 13, 2013 2:35pm | Post# 1725

 
Quoting burnssss 
The starting point we have, we would fail to determine the entry point, and even better if 
we know the points of inflexion. Although according to studies, the volume shows very 
little correlation with the prices, try to make your mode of operation. And also the 



stocastico study more, and thanks to EURUSDD, this indicator hides many things. 
Yes, volume and price have very little correlation, but combined with bar support and 
resistance, swing support and resistance, at breakouts and break in's with the MFI it is 
highly accurate. 
 
MFI if used by someone who knows how to read it properly, can identify what the players 
are doing on any particular bar, or swing. It is very handy to me. 

 

Baillie Jul 13, 2013 2:38pm | Post# 1726

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} We don't need to worry about entry points anymore: You will understand what I 
means later!!! 
Looking forward to this.. 

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 1727

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} We don't need to worry about entry points anymore: You will understand what I 
means later!!! 

alguna ayuda??   

 

burnssss Jul 13, 2013 2:41pm | Post# 1728

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Yes, volume and price have very little correlation, but combined with bar 
support and resistance, swing support and resistance, at breakouts and break in's with 
the MFI it is highly accurate. MFI if used by someone who knows how to read it properly, 
can identify what the players are doing on any particular bar, or swing. It is very handy 
to me. 
thank you very much. I also find it very interesting the way you operate 

 

Dewey McG Jul 13, 2013 3:23pm | Post# 1729

 
My head is still spinning trying to take everything. Thanks for a great thread! 
 
Would it make sense to add another instance of Ralome's indicator on the chart showing 
zones that are generated from a different time frame maybe using slightly different 
colors? 

 

renanc93 Jul 13, 2013 3:45pm | Post# 1730

 
Theres no more nails in my hand, I can't wait until the next EURUSDD tip  

 

IFxRobot Jul 13, 2013 3:51pm | Post# 1731

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} not in a major way: All the zones are fixed and gaps will most likely create a 
new zone! That is why most gaps are filled!!!! 



Maybe your weekend strategy with that ?  

 

Pardy Jul 13, 2013 3:58pm | Post# 1732

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} We don't need to worry about entry points anymore: You will understand what I 
means later!!! 
I was thinking one could use hedging. So if we enter long to target the zone above, but 
price moves down, we could open a short hedge at any point of dd we are comfortable 
with, say 40 pips If price moves further down to say 60 or 80 or 100 pips, our net 
exposure will remain 40. Once price starts heading back in our direction, we lose the 
hedge. At what point we do this is your decision. But to make it mechanical, we could do 
it when we are 40 pips away - so our net exposure continues to be 40 pips max.  
 
In fact, one could open trades long and short if your zones are above and below current 
price ( in this case within x no. of pips). Since 97% of time price will take the zones out, 
you would have built good equity, with maybe a few hanging trades with max d/d of 40 
pips. Soon as you close in towards the zone targeted, lose the hedge. 
 
Should work. 
Pardy 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 4:01pm | Post# 1733

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
Base just on the picture above and my own understanding which is "Price will try to correct 

dissimilarity by returning to it 97% of the time. It will do this by moving to the dissimilarity 

that is easiest to correct and that would usually be the nearest one to current price action". 
How I intend to get to the target zone would be to trade my way to it using the CI method. 
The blue circles are my signals to go short but as price does not move in a straight line a 
short right now will be faced with a very real risk of being stopped out before it hits my TP. 
Only way I can trade this is to use no stop at all which most of us can't afford to or just use 
simple stop management. Moving stop to BE, BE+1 +5 etc etc so that should an "attack" on 



the dissimilarity zone fail and reverses, my capital is protected. I will repeat this process 
when the next signal appears for a move to dissimilarity zone until such time price 
successfully corrects that dissimilarity. 

 

wilsonch Jul 13, 2013 4:08pm | Post# 1734

 
Finally!! I have done reading the thread! Thanks to Eurusdd, MM and Ralome for all 
effort! Could it possible some 'push' notification function in added to the indicator? It will 
be best to get notified when a zone has been opened, so we wont stick to the screen. 
 
On top of having a counter for the days, probably we can also add in function to end the 
zone when a number of days have elapsed. We get to 'set' the number of days. 
 
Anyway it just some ideas, appreciate if it can be added! Thank you. 

 

khallas Jul 13, 2013 4:12pm | Post# 1735

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} You worked hard at college? You will never be like Bill Gates. He dropped out:P 

Means my chances are bright  
 
All those who didn't went to college are successful now, Sachin, Amir, Billy etc etc hope 

soon you'll hear khallas (jeje) Kiddin  

 

spufuz Jul 13, 2013 4:34pm | Post# 1736

 
Quoting wilsonch 
Finally!! I have done reading the thread! Thanks to Eurusdd, MM and Ralome for all 
effort! Could it possible some 'push' notification function in added to the indicator? It will 
be best to get notified when a zone has been opened, so we wont stick to the screen. On 
top of having a counter for the days, probably we can also add in function to end the 
zone when a number of days have elapsed. We get to 'set' the number of days. Anyway 
it just some ideas, appreciate if it can be added! Thank you. 
That's some good ideas! Would be great to have those! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 13, 2013 4:38pm | Post# 1737

 
I mentioned the other day the light flickering in my head. Well it is now on. A few people 
kept mentioning studying the charts and that you will see. And sure enough it did. It just 
sort of clicked and I was like awww yeeaaa! I keep staring at the charts. I feel like a kid 
during Christmas waiting for the market to open back up. 
 
Question on hedging though. Since I use a US broker I am not allowed to hedge. I do 
have two separate accounts though. Would going opposite directions on the accounts be 
a way to get around the no hedging regulation for me? (granted both accounts are 
funded well enough for that) 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 13, 2013 4:58pm | Post# 1738

 
OMG.............its not that random after all........ 



 

Madmoney Jul 13, 2013 5:10pm | Post# 1739

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
OMG.............its not that random after all........ 

 

 

Stinky Jul 13, 2013 8:38pm | Post# 1740

 
Is it actually predictable whether the market will take out a zone a day before it happens 
or at the start of the day? 

 

billbss Jul 13, 2013 9:06pm | Post# 1741

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
I mentioned the other day the light flickering in my head. Well it is now on. A few people 
kept mentioning studying the charts and that you will see. And sure enough it did. It just 
sort of clicked and I was like awww yeeaaa! I keep staring at the charts. I feel like a kid 
during Christmas waiting for the market to open back up. Question on hedging though. 
Since I use a US broker I am not allowed to hedge. I do have two separate accounts 
though. Would going opposite directions on the accounts be a way to get around the no 
hedging regulation for... 
You can hedge with some US brokers. 
I use FXDD and can hedge. 
They do it in a way that complies with the regulations. 
I've never seen a reason to hedge. I still don't. 

 

lazyegg Jul 14, 2013 12:02am | Post# 1742

 
Thank you EURUSDD &  Madmoney, your guys did a great job here, you guys 
just open my mind, i see $$$$$$$$$$ all the way 
 

have a nice weekend   

 

Bomi Jul 14, 2013 12:23am | Post# 1743

 
Quoting Ralome 
{image} 
Hi Ralome, 
 
Very nice and clear explanation. My question is - in this case 1st dissimilarity still pending 
and eventully PA will come down for similarity. Please correct me if I am wrong. 

 

lazyegg Jul 14, 2013 12:45am | Post# 1744

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by 
default: 1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can 



have markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
 
still seeing people using dots, you can change to line as the picture showing below, many 

thx to Ralome for the wonderful indicator 

 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 2:24am | Post# 1745

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is something to work on for he weekend - A new price pattern was discovered. 
Observe the picture below. 
 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 2:52am | Post# 1746

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That, my friend, is a very important observation. Ralome's indicator almost 
makes this so easy now!!! 

Dun mind me i just need to put my thoughts somewhere  
 
Hmm I predict price will move higher on eur/usd when markets open till similarity before 

attacking the black hole   

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 3:09am | Post# 1747

 
I suggest no body trade this month because July is dangerous a bad month trade. The 
other dangerous months are October, January, September, April, November, May, March, 
June, December, August and February.  

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 3:10am | Post# 1748

 
Quoting Bomi 
{quote} Hi Ralome, Very nice and clear explanation. My question is - in this case 1st 
dissimilarity still pending and eventully PA will come down for similarity. Please correct 
me if I am wrong. 
Yes, price is expected to clear all dissimilarities. 

 



cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 3:12am | Post# 1749

 
Quoting shiva 
I suggest no body trade this month because July is dangerous a bad month trade. The 
other dangerous months are October, January, September, April, November, May, March, 
June, December, August and February. 

someone is bored waiting for markets to open  

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 3:13am | Post# 1750

 
Quoting shiva 
I suggest no body trade this month because July is dangerous a bad month trade. The 
other dangerous months are October, January, September, April, November, May, March, 
June, December, August and February. 
Fear not, I've already built in a month checker in the latest version of the indy. For 
maximum security, it also checks the days. If it's ending in "y", it doesn't display 
anything. 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 3:28am | Post# 1751

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Fear not, I've already built in a month checker in the latest version of the indy. 
For maximum security, it also checks the days. If it's ending in "y", it doesn't display 
anything. 

 

 

spufuz Jul 14, 2013 3:52am | Post# 1752

 
Quoting shiva 
Here is something to work on for he weekend - A new price pattern was discovered. 
Observe the picture below. {image} 
LOL! If a saw that on the screen I would just turn of the computer and go to bed. And 
never start it again. 

 

spufuz Jul 14, 2013 3:58am | Post# 1753

 
Quoting Ralome 
2. You can have markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
I must have missed something here. Why do we look at those zones where dissimilarity 
is bigger than X? 
What do they tell us? 

 

wilsonch Jul 14, 2013 4:06am | Post# 1754

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I must have missed something here. Why do we look at those zones where 
dissimilarity is bigger than X? What do they tell us? 
It is not yet been confirmed in the thread, but 'normally' the higher the dissimilarity, the 



higher the possibility/tendency for the price to align back to similarity. Probably some 
traders feel more comfortable to only trade at dissimilarity bigger than certain amount. 
Once again, this is not mentioned by Eurusdd, its merely some idea that you can try to 
look into it. 

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 4:19am | Post# 1755

 
Quoting wilsonch 
{quote} Once again, this is not mentioned by Eurusdd, its merely some idea that you can 
try to look into it. 
Precisely, it was a request by a user. 

 

lazyegg Jul 14, 2013 4:42am | Post# 1756

 
Ralome 
 
is your "StochDifZones_v1_2.mq4" work for 1m TF too? thx 

 

Gvc Jul 14, 2013 4:45am | Post# 1757

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ralome, 
 
I hope you don't mind, but I altered the indicator so that the user can select the number 
of bars to use. 
 
This way it is much faster and does not look for history all the way back to 19...... 
 
Just enter the number of bars you want into "barsToProcess" 
 
By default it is set to 1000..... 
StochDifZones_v1_3.mq4  

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 4:46am | Post# 1758

 
Quoting lazyegg 
Ralome is your "StochDifZones_v1_2.mq4" work for 1m TF too? thx 
Of course, it works on all timeframes, but the default settings are for M15. 

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 4:51am | Post# 1759

 
Quoting Gvc 
Ralome, I hope you don't mind, but I altered the indicator so that the user can select the 
number of bars to use. This way it is much faster and does not look for history all the 
way back to 19...... Just enter the number of bars you want into "barsToProcess" By 
default it is set to 1000..... {file} 
I've already included that myself, I just haven't posted it straight away, I'm still working 

on the other requests too. When I'm done processing the other stuff too, I'll post too  

 



Pardy Jul 14, 2013 5:08am | Post# 1760

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I've already included that myself, I just haven't posted it straight away, I'm still 
working on the other requests too. When I'm done processing the other stuff too, I'll post 

too  
Ralome, 
 
I don't know if you are working on this, probably you are. It would be useful to make the 
indicator mtf. So one could have for each tf a yes/no and it would plot the zones from 
other tf's on your chart. I expect price would head to the nearest zones or 
conglomeration of zones. 
 
By having a yes/no, you couyld associate the correct settings for each tf, so where it is 
300 for say for 15 min, it would be 75 for 1 hr or 900 for 5 min. 
 
thanks for your fine efforts. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:11am | Post# 1761

 
HAVE YOU GUYS NOTICED SOMETHING ABOUT the zones of dis-similarity? 
I will post pictures soon!!! 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 14, 2013 5:14am | Post# 1762

 
Quoting Gvc 
Ralome, I hope you don't mind, but I altered the indicator so that the user can select the 
number of bars to use. This way it is much faster and does not look for history all the 
way back to 19...... Just enter the number of bars you want into "barsToProcess" By 
default it is set to 1000..... {file} 

Well done!  
 
And there is more room for improvement. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:15am | Post# 1763

 
2 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:18am | Post# 1764

 
That can mean only two things. I hope you will figure them out!!   

 



EaglePip Jul 14, 2013 5:21am | Post# 1765

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
HAVE YOU GUYS NOTICED SOMETHING ABOUT the zones of dis-similarity? I will post 
pictures soon!!! 
They seem to appear at reversals, also defined on another thread as: PTECZs (Potential 
Trend Ending Consolidation Zones). 

 

Madmoney Jul 14, 2013 5:21am | Post# 1766

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

That can mean only two things. I hope you will figure them out!!   
Free money!!! 

 

alij79 Jul 14, 2013 5:22am | Post# 1767

 
hello, i am still unable to understand how to trade using raolme indicator... can someone 
please help me out...  
 
As per my understanding when the pink dot appears that means price has reached dis-
similar zone and we shoud enter trade towards similar zone, is that correct? what if when 
the price is in the middle and pink dot appears (dis-similar zone) and there is zone 100 
pips above price as well as another zone 100 pips below price? which direction will the 
price move ? 
 
OR 
 
Do we trade when either green or pink dot appears and we enter trade towards the 
zone... but again if zone is below and above the price which way price will move? 
 
If my understanding is completely incorrect then pls guide me , will be really thankful. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:24am | Post# 1768

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Free money!!! 

 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 5:25am | Post# 1769

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

That can mean only two things. I hope you will figure them out!!   
They are turning points... 

 

Pardy Jul 14, 2013 5:29am | Post# 1770

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Free money!!! 
An apt definition, the correct way of looking at eurusdd's revelations! 



 

lazyegg Jul 14, 2013 5:31am | Post# 1771

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

That can mean only two things. I hope you will figure them out!!   
 
with zigzag you will see the picture? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:31am | Post# 1772

 
One can use this week to test it live and find ways to trade it successfully. All the best. It 
will be nice if the house can discuss setups together since almost everyone will be looking 

at the same thing! Peace!   

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 14, 2013 5:31am | Post# 1773

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} 

 

 

xixi Jul 14, 2013 5:33am | Post# 1774

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} 
Are these what you called tops & bottoms? 

 

 

cmeldatrader Jul 14, 2013 5:36am | Post# 1775

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
One can use this week to test it live and find ways to trade it successfully. All the best. It 
will be nice if the house can discuss setups together since almost everyone will be looking at 

the same thing! Peace!   
turning points can happen more than once in dis-similarity zones?? see picture 
regards 



 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 5:36am | Post# 1776

 
Quoting lazyegg 
{quote} with zigzag you will see the picture? 
Zigzag may repaint, but the dissimilarity line won't 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:37am | Post# 1777

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} Are these what you called tops & bottoms?  
If we add the method I wanted to show you yesterday - we can do better than we have 
done in the past. There is now a real opportunity for people to trade successfully! Just do 
a good analysis! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:38am | Post# 1778

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Zigzag may repaint, but the dissimilarity line won't 

 
That is why this is a real tool....... 

 

handy148 Jul 14, 2013 5:42am | Post# 1779

 
This is very interesting cos it contains a lot of facets that traders use - regression, 
divergence, supply and demand. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:43am | Post# 1780

 
Quoting handy148 
This is very interesting cos it contains a lot of facets that traders use - regression, 
divergence, supply and demand. 



 
A super concept and indicator!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 5:58am | Post# 1781

 
Indicators rely on price but technical analysis is not 
useless. Most people just don't have the right theory to 
base their analysis on. That is one reason I started this 
thread. This should get the debate going! I believe that 
even though the price process is governed fundamentally 
by a stochastic process, there are ways to detect the 
"signature" of specific price-processes. 
 

There is a top force directing affairs and markets respond 
to well-defined nodes even though the participants in the 
market may not know the effect of their actions! 
 

Our job is not done yet: Trading this successfully will 
depend on your GREED AND MATURITY!!!  

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 6:04am | Post# 1782

 
I will be called stupid for this, but I think the stochDiffZones graph is negatively 
correlated to price. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 6:11am | Post# 1783

 
Quoting shiva 
I will be called stupid for this, but I think the stochDiffZones graph is negatively 
correlated to price. 
Can you explain further? Pictures? Thank you. Right now any idea about what to look for 
will be good! 
Ralome made life so simple! 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 6:15am | Post# 1784

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Can you explain further? Pictures? Thank you. Right now any idea about what to 
look for will be good! Ralome made life so simple! 
I meant to say price graph and stochdiff graph are mirror images of each other at times of 
dissimilarity. Like in EURUSD/USDCHF 
 
Also another funny observation, most of the time price avoids travelling thru the marked 
zones. It wiggles through the gaps between the blocks like water finding openings to move 
 



 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 6:20am | Post# 1785

 
1 Attachment(s) 
By correlation i mean this. Notice the marked areas they have some sort of similarity in 
peaks and valleys. May be 70% correlation there. 



 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 6:26am | Post# 1786

 
I am probably seeing things that don't exist and so will step away for a sip of the ancient 
herbal remedy - Coffee. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 6:30am | Post# 1787

 
Quoting shiva 
I am probably seeing things that don't exist and so will step away for a sip of the ancient 
herbal remedy - Coffee. 

 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 14, 2013 6:43am | Post# 1788

 
Quoting shiva 
By correlation i mean this. Notice the marked areas they have some sort of similarity in 
peaks and valleys. May be 70% correlation there. {image} 
Just my view. I think the indicator could add correlation function, so maybe when the 
negative correlation value rise up to -0.5, you can make the exit since price is reversing 
from top/bottom. 

 

jurn_e Jul 14, 2013 7:01am | Post# 1789



 
Mistakes by a majority of less skilled market participants can drive prices to incorrect 
levels creating opportunities for more skilled traders. 

 

alij79 Jul 14, 2013 7:28am | Post# 1790

 
can someone help me on how to use stochdifzone indicator? will really appreciate if 
someone can guide me.... 

 

cenky Jul 14, 2013 7:50am | Post# 1791

 
Quoting alij79 
can someone help me on how to use stochdifzone indicator? will really appreciate if 
someone can guide me.... 

i suggest to read thread again  

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 8:00am | Post# 1792

 
Quoting alij79 
can someone help me on how to use stochdifzone indicator? will really appreciate if 
someone can guide me.... 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...02#post6817302 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...13#post6817313 
 
 
Look at these two for an indy explanation. As for having more zones at the same time, 
there are only guidelines, like "price will go the easiest way, it may even choose a zone 

which is not in sight". These are indeed scattered in the thread But the indy just 
identifies the zones, it's not about the entries. 

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1793

 
i cnt seem to set up this indi 

 

behof Jul 14, 2013 9:11am | Post# 1794

 
Hi Ralome & Eurusdd ! 
 
As I understand your "system" there is a general tendency of price action to wipe out the 
"blue zones". 
Therefore one can place orders right at the top or bottom of each box with take profit on 
the other side. 
Combined with a good money management there is no doubt for me that tis thing could 
work quite well... 
 
Happy trading 
 
Bernhard 

 



behof Jul 14, 2013 9:25am | Post# 1795

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Folks ! 
 
Attached you can find an example of EUR_JPY_15 Min chart with next target zone and trade 
parameters. 
 
Regards 
 
Bernhard 

 

 

angelofx Jul 14, 2013 9:39am | Post# 1796

 
I've been comparing Ralome's indicator's signal with the stch/bollinger/ema indicators 
and i've seen no difference. The development of the stochdifzones has made his 
contribution on here invaluable. We're never going to have contrasting signals. When to 
trade toward the blackholes is another challenge and i hope we'll get this right. At least 
we have a bias. If the big boys are thinking sell, we have a tool to point us to that 
direction. 
 
A big thank you to you, Ralome. 

 

Madmoney Jul 14, 2013 9:48am | Post# 1797

 
Quoting behof 
Hi Folks ! Attached you can find an example of EUR_JPY_15 Min chart with next target 



zone and trade parameters. Regards Bernhard {image} 
Good idea. 
 
But remember.... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am specialized in EURUSD; sometimes AUDUSD. The theory is good and so it 
should be adaptable ..... However, I have never tried that! What you need is a stochastic 
process - market, price-process - that has certain fundamental properties. EURUSD for 
me has 8/10 of those properties and that is why I developed everything for EURUSD!  
 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 10:13am | Post# 1798

 
Hmm possible entry points to dissimilarity zones? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 10:15am | Post# 1799

 
Quoting angelofx 
I've been comparing Ralome's indicator's signal with the stch/bollinger/ema indicators 
and i've seen no difference. The development of the stochdifzones has made his 
contribution on here invaluable. We're never going to have contrasting signals. When to 
trade toward the blackholes is another challenge and i hope we'll get this right. At least 
we have a bias. If the big boys are thinking sell, we have a tool to point us to that 
direction. A big thank you to you, Ralome. 
I don't understand you because Ralome's indicator is actually based on the stoch-bb-
ema, so you are not supposed to see a difference. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 10:18am | Post# 1800

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't understand you because Ralome's indicator is actually based on the 
stoch-bb-ema, so you are not supposed to see a difference. 
I think thats what he meant sir 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 10:20am | Post# 1801

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I think thats what he meant sir 

ahhh,   

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 10:23am | Post# 1802

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} I meant to say price graph and stochdiff graph are mirror images of each other 
at times of dissimilarity. Like in EURUSD/USDCHF Also another funny observation, most 
of the time price avoids travelling thru the marked zones. It wiggles through the gaps 
between the blocks like water finding openings to move {image} 
I agree with you, It shows that there is a relevant time factor involved here based on the 
indicators default settings. 



 
If this is the indicators default settings? 

 

rob1599 Jul 14, 2013 10:40am | Post# 1803

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by 
default: 1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can have 
markers on the chart where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The 

settings_are_self_explanatory {image} {file} 
 
Just when I have made a nice EA based on the CI method you come up with this amazing 
work. I may have to put CI EA on hold and work with this. I was seeing very good 
backtest results with CI though. I may still start forward test tomorrow while working 
with new indicator. 
 
Here are some backtest results. 
Preferred Settings.pdf 
Conservative Settings.pdf  

 

Madmoney Jul 14, 2013 10:47am | Post# 1804

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} Just when I have made a nice EA based on the CI method you come up with this 
amazing work. I may have to put CI EA on hold and work with this. I was seeing very 
good backtest results with CI though. I may still start forward test tomorrow while 
working with new indicator. Here are some backtest results. {image} {image} 
Not bad, me and my friend have also come up with a EA (alerts only), and it has 

performed 47 live alerts 100% win record.  
 
I believe if you master Eurusdd's most basic method first, the world is your oyster! 
 
Keep it up! 

 

angelofx Jul 14, 2013 10:48am | Post# 1805

 
I think the mt4 fractal indicator can be used in place of the CI. It can be frustrating 
watching the CI print on the chart and just when you're about to pull the trigger, it 
disappears. 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 10:50am | Post# 1806

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} Just when I have made a nice EA based on the CI method you come up with this 
amazing work. I may have to put CI EA on hold and work with this. I was seeing very 
good backtest results with CI though. I may still start forward test tomorrow while 
working with new indicator. Here are some backtest results. {image} {image} 
Would you please post it so some of us can forward test it as well. 

 



blamshakk Jul 14, 2013 11:05am | Post# 1807

 
hey madmoney are you planning to share the alerts EA?  

Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Not bad, me and my friend have also come up with a EA (alerts only), and it has 

performed 47 live alerts 100% win record. I believe if you master Eurusdd's most 
basic method first, the world is your oyster! Keep it up! 
 

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 11:31am | Post# 1808

 
if ci w history is accurate their, ive tweaked the hell out of it, and cannot wait for the 
markets to open 

 

killerno Jul 14, 2013 11:37am | Post# 1809

 
Hi a_fx, 
 
I've asked the same question before, but I think is not showing all dots 
properly(disappered spikes). I have ran in in the trading simulator and much more spikes 
disappear, then dots we have on the chart. 
But as you said if in live works as we can see with the histo indicator then I gonna move 

to Hawai  
 
I wanted to ask Madmoney as well, cos he has been using the Symphonie Extreme 
Indicator v2.mq4 which is the same then the Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4 what was his 
experience. Is it shows the dots/disapperes spikes properly? 
Quoting a_fx 
if ci w history is accurate their, ive tweaked the hell out of it, and cannot wait for the 
markets to open 
 

 

angelofx Jul 14, 2013 11:51am | Post# 1810

 
Quoting a_fx 
if ci w history is accurate their, ive tweaked the hell out of it, and cannot wait for the 
markets to open 
Where can i find the CI with history indicator? 

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 11:58am | Post# 1811

 
"I wanted to ask Madmoney as well, cos he has been using the Symphonie Extreme 
Indicator v2.mq4 which is the same then the Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4 what was his 
experience. Is it shows the dots/disapperes spikes properly?" 
 
 
it seems the same as ci w history..  
 
can only see when the markets open if nobody wants to clarify...  



 

killerno Jul 14, 2013 12:17pm | Post# 1812

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Where can i find the CI with history indicator? 
hi anfelofx, 
 
just check the File Attachments of this thread it is there. 

 

angelofx Jul 14, 2013 12:24pm | Post# 1813

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} hi anfelofx, just check the File Attachments of this thread it is there. 
Found it! Thanks much. 

 

whoareyou Jul 14, 2013 1:11pm | Post# 1814

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If we add the method I wanted to show you yesterday - we can do better than 
we have done in the past. 
 
How about showing that method today?? 

 

shiva Jul 14, 2013 1:13pm | Post# 1815

 
Stocks fell Friday sharply on predictions of speculation of rumors of negative sentiments. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 1:55pm | Post# 1816

 

REMEMBER 

For the 15min chart, optimal settings are 300(stoch) and 24(bb). 
A zone is supposed to close within 75 days with probability 0.97. However, 
that does not mean that you can'T use this because the mean is 15 days 
and this mean occurs with probability approximately 0.03.  
Some modes (high frequency) are 1, 2, 4,6 and 8 days. Therefore, we can 
expect most zones to close within a week. Anything beyond two weeks 
should be considered dead. 
 

PRICE-FLOW DYNAMICS 

Price will try to close as many zones as possible. It will also try to create 
fewer new zones - to be corrected in the future. However, the optimal 
settings we got shows that there will be at least ONE zone to be correct at 
any give time, with probability 0.9984. Therefore, you can safely assume 
that there will be a zone to correct at any give time! 
 
At any given time, if there is a zone above price and there is another 
below price, price will stall and figure out which one to take out without 



creating a zone far away from the one it wants to correct. There is a very 
complex dynamics here and only those with the right algorithms can 
accurately see a clearer picture!!! 
 
MORE LATER.....  

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 2:05pm | Post# 1817

 

WHICH ZONES WILL BE CORRECTED? 

For those who have the right algorithms, there is a fairly accurate way to 
know which zone will be corrected at any given time. However, this is 
subject on the assumption that price does not create "opposite zones" 
(This is not easy to achieve)on its way to correction. Furthermore, when 
you extend the idea - correctly - across different time-frames, you should 
be able to tell which zone is a target. 
A crude way to identify hot zones is the time-factor. Those zones that 
have been around for some time are HOT!!! But hot here does not mean 
they will be taken out within 15 days!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 1818

 
1 Attachment(s) 
We are working on the monthly chart and there are three optimal settings. You already have 
one - template on the thread. 
The other optimal settings produced the picture below!!! 

 
 

THIS SHOULD GIVE AN IDEA of what price is 
trying to do or will most likely do soon! 
 

Notice that PRICE has not created new zones 
above its current position. That is very good - 
even though we know that she will create one 
soon. This can only happen with a spike-down 



or a ZZ move!  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 1819

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
We are working on the monthly chart and there are three optimal settings. You already 
have one - template on the thread. 
 
Post #125? 

 

vspatrick Jul 14, 2013 2:43pm | Post# 1820

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
 
 
Very interesting thread and THANK YOU for sharing your different and unique 
approach to forex. 
 
You seem to have a strong mathematical background, may I ask you how do you 
explain that a dis-symetrie between 2 instruments is able to spot prices where the big 
players are stacking orders ? what is the theory behind this ?  
 
 
 

I am really impressed by your work  

 

cenky Jul 14, 2013 2:43pm | Post# 1821

 
Eurusdd my friend, someone try to steal your indicator. hey someone i tell you, PLEASE 
try to understand the similarity concept Instead of theft. 
 
http://worldwide-invest.org/threads/...EVEL-indicator  

 

Ralome Jul 14, 2013 2:49pm | Post# 1822

 
Word of wisdom: if you spend your entire Sunday debugging and working with Strategy 
Tester, your sanity will go so far away you can't even imagine, and you'll get extremely 

close to doing self-harm. Do think twice.  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 1823

 
Oh....there is only one way price has to move base on that chart.....   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 14, 2013 2:51pm | Post# 1824

 
Quoting Ralome 



Word of wisdom: if you spend your entire Sunday debugging and working with Strategy 
Tester, your sanity will go so far away you can't even imagine, and you'll get extremely 

close to doing self-harm. Do think twice.  

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 14, 2013 3:13pm | Post# 1825

 
Quoting cenky 
Eurusdd my friend, someone try to steal your indicator. hey someone i tell you, PLEASE 
try to understand the similarity concept Instead of theft. http://worldwide-
invest.org/threads/...EVEL-indicator  
Hi. I am not worried about that. If I was worried about how people will 
use this basic concept I would have .......... You know!!!! 
 
I have been trading this and producing fantastic results for almost 2 years 
now and people keep asking me what the trick is. Some even claim my 
results are FAKE. In fact, I was BANNED from Babypips for this very 
reason. Therefore, I decided to release one of my ideas for all to test and 
use. 
 
I am interested in variations that you and others will create out of this! 
 
I know that most experienced traders here know the true source of this 
idea and that is enough for me!!! 
 
Have fun and keep experimenting!!!!  

 

Deyaz Jul 14, 2013 3:15pm | Post# 1826

 
So, is there already an EA which is working? I was working on a new one based on this 
thread, but I am always getting some results not fitting to the chart. Never had such 
problems creating an EA. 

 

cenky Jul 14, 2013 3:24pm | Post# 1827

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi. I am not worried about that. If I was worried about how people will use this 
basic concept I would have .......... You know!!!! I have been trading this and producing 
fantastic results for almost 2 years now and people keep asking me what the trick is. 
Some even claim my results are FAKE. In fact, I was BANNED from Babypips for this very 
reason. Therefore, I decided to release one of my ideas for all to test and use. I am 
interested in variations that you and others will create out of this! I know that most 
experienced traders here know... 
 
 
 

keep going  

 

IFxRobot Jul 14, 2013 3:34pm | Post# 1828



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} . In fact, I was BANNED from Babypips for this very reason. 
Don't worry about that... A lot of people doesn't want things to change. 
 
One day you wake up and you realize you know that you know nothing... 

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 3:40pm | Post# 1829

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Here is a strategy that I have been using the last few years to Identify key levels to trade to 
and from, I spoke briefly about it in an earlier post but since we are moving in that direction 
at full speed I thought I might share how I do it. 
 
First, this is not to use as a trade strategy alone, I use it in conjunction with other strategies 
to enhance their performance. 
 
Just like the Indicator that Ralome created the levels will have differing strength and 
weaknesses, combining with the similarity principle gives a high direction probability. (which 
way to trade). 
 
The indicator is the Bill Williams MFI, In particular I am looking for the bar that is BLUE, It 
represents spead is DOWN and volume is UP. This means small bars with volume increasing. 
What that also means is there are a lot of ticks coming in or trades coming in but price is 
just moving in small increments, up and down repeatedly. 
 
That is how you can tell where the big boys are. They have levels that they trade to and 
from, some are more important than other depending on what they want to do. Or where 
they want price to go. 
 
So, I start on the daily chart with the MFI and I mark the bars that are BLUE this is the 

Mother F@#$@$@ In charge bar, MFI ,then I go to the 4 Hour chart and mark the High 
and Low of those bars. Those then become my KEY LEVELS. Look at how price reacts to 
these levels when it gets back to them 
 
I drop to lower Time frames to make my trades, now I combine the similarity principle to 
this analysis and I now have a money making machine. have not lost a trade yet, since I got 
it. 
 
The lowest TF I trade is 15 min, I do not like to scalp. 



 



 



 

 

fxlur Jul 14, 2013 3:47pm | Post# 1830

 
Quoting Gvc 
Great thread EURUSDD...... Here is the CI indicator with history. It marks repainting 
spikes with dots and has an Alert function. {image} {file} 
Thank you for this!! Would you or anyone else be able to make a zigzag indicator with 
history as well? this would be much appreciated and probably very useful for backtesting 

 

spufuz Jul 14, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 1831

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
We are working on the monthly chart and there are three optimal settings. You already 
have one - template on the thread. The other optimal settings produced the picture 
below!!! {image} THIS SHOULD GIVE AN IDEA of what price is trying to do or will most 
likely do soon! Notice that PRICE has not created new zones above its current position. 
That is very good - even though we know that she will create one soon. This can only 
happen with a spike-down or a ZZ move! 
That's really impressive. It really gives a good hint of where price will go in the future. 
How do you set up the StochDifZones indicator on the monthly chart? I cant get it to look 
like your chart! 

 



Albertdkpllh Jul 14, 2013 4:16pm | Post# 1832

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi 
Looking at my 5min set up I see money cooking below. 

 

 

spufuz Jul 14, 2013 4:38pm | Post# 1833

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
Hi Looking at my 5min set up I see money cooking below. {image} 
What indicator settings are you using? 
I can see five zones over current price on M5! 

 

handy148 Jul 14, 2013 4:42pm | Post# 1834

 
Yes make sure you are using the correct settings - what is optimised for M15 probably 
won't work on M5. And remember that this has been designed and tested for EU not EJ 
although a good system should work on others. 

 

behof Jul 14, 2013 4:45pm | Post# 1835

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Folks ! 
 
Look at the EUR/USD 15 min chart..... 
 
Hmmmm... lets wait and see ;-)) 
 
Cheers 
 
Bernhard 



 

 

crottsinabox Jul 14, 2013 4:56pm | Post# 1836

 
Quoting behof 
Hi Folks ! Look at the EUR/USD 15 min chart..... Hmmmm... lets wait and see ;-)) Cheers 
Bernhard {image} 
That's what I'm thinking also 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 14, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 1837

 
Would it be correct to say that, mathematically speaking, the EMA1 is a stochastics with 
period infinite? Sorry if this is redundant and someone already said it. I am trying to 
make mathematical sense of this with my limited mathematical knowledge. 

 

Jimnewb Jul 14, 2013 5:10pm | Post# 1838

 
1 Attachment(s) 

OMG Black hole!  



 

 

Albertdkpllh Jul 14, 2013 5:38pm | Post# 1839

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} What indicator settings are you using? I can see five zones over current price on 
M5! 
 
5 min eurjpy, 1-3-4 for 5min and 1-9-4 for 15min. 

 

condor666 Jul 14, 2013 5:41pm | Post# 1840

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Does this mean price will go there where i made a circle ? 

 

 



a_fx Jul 14, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 1841

 
find it real strange folks how someone can talk about m1 charts then after a few days 
talk about monthly charts.. 

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 6:04pm | Post# 1842

 
Quoting a_fx 
find it real strange folks how someone can talk about m1 charts then after a few days 
talk about monthly charts.. 
Did you read the whole thread? EURUSDD discussed all different time frames. 

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 6:06pm | Post# 1843

 
of course buddy not great stuff but too too wide.. 

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 6:13pm | Post# 1844

 
Quoting a_fx 
of course buddy not great stuff but too too wide.. 
Ok find the person name in this thread you want to read only their posts, click on their 
name it will take you to their profile page then click on thread replies. 
 
It will list their posts from most recent to earliest. 

 

killerno Jul 14, 2013 6:32pm | Post# 1845

 
hi, 
 
I am testing the Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4 and it is useless not showing the 
disappered spike dots, repaint badly without dots, so basically same as the original 
indicator. 

 

lastingwell Jul 14, 2013 6:49pm | Post# 1846

 
Quoting killerno 
hi, I am testing the Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4 and it is useless not showing the 
disappered spike dots, repaint badly without dots, so basically same as the original 
indicator. 
 
It shows the history of the major spikes not the minor spikes, there are loads of minor 
spikes that appear and disappear all the time, the only ones really to take a lot of notice 
of are the major spikes (coloured spikes) 

 

Albertdkpllh Jul 14, 2013 6:53pm | Post# 1847

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A trade i took. 



 

 

candero Jul 14, 2013 6:56pm | Post# 1848

 
Quoting fxlur 
{quote} Thank you for this!! Would you or anyone else be able to make a zigzag 
indicator with history as well? this would be much appreciated and probably very useful 
for backtesting 
Check the link in this post: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...27#post6808127 
 
That's an awesome ZZ! 

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 7:06pm | Post# 1849

 
looks like no muai then... 

 

khallas Jul 14, 2013 7:20pm | Post# 1850

 
Quoting a_fx 
find it real strange folks how someone can talk about m1 charts then after a few days 
talk about monthly charts.. 
Spend sometime, Start reading from Post #1 slowly slowly, give sometime don't do 

skeptic reading ... than comment again  

 

a_fx Jul 14, 2013 7:31pm | Post# 1851

 
iam finding if u use ci with a trend director ie something which is giving u flow of short 
time direction, it is a good way to scalp.. any views.? 

 

marian Jul 14, 2013 8:05pm | Post# 1852

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
So, I start on the daily chart with the MFI and I mark the bars that are BLUE this is the 

Mother F@#$@$@ In charge bar, MFI ,then I go to the 4 Hour chart and mark the High 



and Low of those bars. Those then become my KEY LEVELS. Look at how price reacts to 
these levels when it gets back to them I drop to lower Time frames to make my trades, now 
I combine the similarity principle to this analysis and I now have a money making machine. 
have not lost a trade yet, since I got it. The lowest TF I trade is 15 min, I do not like to 
scalp. {image}... 

I have a lot of spaghetti when I mark the highs and lows of the "D1 MFI bars" on H4  

 

 

Stinky Jul 14, 2013 8:12pm | Post# 1853

 
Quoting Baillie 
Here is a strategy that I have been using the last few years to Identify key levels to trade 
to and from, I spoke briefly about it in an earlier post but since we are moving in that 
direction at full speed I thought I might share how I do it. First, this is not to use as a 
trade strategy alone, I use it in conjunction with other strategies to enhance their 
performance. Just like the Indicator that Ralome created the levels will have differing 
strength and weaknesses, combining with the similarity principle gives a high direction 
probability. (which... 
On the standard MT4 BW MFI, the blue bars represent 'MFI up, volume down'. When you 
said 'spead is DOWN and volume is UP', did you mean, 'MFI down, volume up? 

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 8:16pm | Post# 1854

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} On the standard MT4 BW MFI, the blue bars represent 'MFI up, volume down'. 
When you said 'spead is DOWN and volume is UP', did you mean, 'MFI down, volume up? 
Yes, my bad wrote it backwards, nice catch! 

 

Baillie Jul 14, 2013 8:27pm | Post# 1855

 
Quoting marian 
{quote} I have a lot of spaghetti when I mark the highs and lows of the "D1 MFI bars" 

on H4 {image} 



How many days back did you go? I only go back so far as the chart would be readable 
and I do not add every level if there is one within the same range. Using a daily chart no 
more than 60 days (60 bars) 

 

renanc93 Jul 14, 2013 10:40pm | Post# 1856

 
Hello guys, can someone post the arrow indicator please? Thanks. 

 

myichimoku Jul 14, 2013 11:33pm | Post# 1857

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@ Madmoney or someone who knows CI. 
 
Picture below is taken from page 49. Yellow circles are marked by Madmoney, blue circles 
are marked by me. 
I understand yellows circles' spikes have dis-similarity. But why those blue circles that I 
marked aren't valid entries? 
 

 

 

xixi Jul 14, 2013 11:41pm | Post# 1858

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Would it be correct to say that, mathematically speaking, the EMA1 is a stochastics with 
period infinite? Sorry if this is redundant and someone already said it. I am trying to 
make mathematical sense of this with my limited mathematical knowledge. 
Obviously, stochastic's scale is 0..100 while EMA1 is 0..oo. So how could it be equivalent? 

 
But I think we could say: if period is infinite then the shape of stochastic and EMA1 is 

uniform which means there's no dis-similarity  

 



Baillie Jul 15, 2013 12:13am | Post# 1859

 
Quoting myichimoku 
@ Madmoney or someone who knows CI. Picture below is taken from page 49. Yellow 
circles are marked by Madmoney, blue circles are marked by me. I understand yellows 
circles' spikes have dis-similarity. But why those blue circles that I marked aren't valid 
entries? {image} 
You can trade them too. Remember this is 1 M chart, on 5 M or 15 M you will not have all 
these spikes. 

 

paws Jul 15, 2013 12:15am | Post# 1860

 
Quoting myichimoku 
@ Madmoney or someone who knows CI. Picture below is taken from page 49. Yellow 
circles are marked by Madmoney, blue circles are marked by me. I understand yellows 
circles' spikes have dis-similarity. But why those blue circles that I marked aren't valid 
entries? {image} 
1st - great and profuse thanks to eurusdd, madmoney, ralome, etc for sharing their 

insights and wisdom with us - absolutely fantastic!  
 
myichimoku, I think if you will focus on each 5M blip (bottom cycle identifier row) , 
Madmoney's buy/sell signals are where there is the 1st (and only 1st) missing 5M blip 
(dis sim) after that. He is wanting to be careful to take signals in the direction of the 5M. 

"The main trend is the bottom cycle identifier, my rule is 'I will not trade 
against it'. I will only take DIS-SIMILARITY trades that are in the same 
direction of the main trend." 

(Madmoney, please correct me if necessary) 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:43am | Post# 1861

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Morning, 
 
this is my current status, looks like a new zone has been established... 



 

 

myichimoku Jul 15, 2013 12:46am | Post# 1862

 
Quoting paws 
{quote} 1st - great and profuse thanks to eurusdd, madmoney, ralome, etc for sharing 

their insights and wisdom with us - absolutely fantastic! myichimoku, I think if 
you will focus on each 5M blip (bottom cycle identifier row) , Madmoney's buy/sell signals 
are where there is the 1st (and only 1st) missing 5M blip (dis sim) after that. He is 
wanting to be careful to take signals in the direction of the 5M. "The main trend is the 
bottom cycle identifier, my rule is 'I will not trade against it'. I will only take DIS-
SIMILARITY trades... 
Thanks bro. I noticed that after I continue read page 50 onward. Now I fully understand 

how it works.   

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 1:11am | Post# 1863

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
Morning, this is my current status, looks like a new zone has been established... {image} 
 
I see the same zone. price just broke the top of the box, so if it moves down it will 
correct that zone and head towards 2 more zones below. I also notice a zone above but it 
is older than 2 weeks so according to Eurusdd the probability of the zone above is less 
than those below. 
 
Of course this is all on the 15min frame. I haven't had a chance to set Ralome's indi up 
on a larger time frame like the 1H or 4H just yet 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 1:19am | Post# 1864

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} I see the same zone. price just broke the top of the box, so if it moves down it 
will correct that zone and head towards 2 more zones below. I also notice a zone above 
but it is older than 2 weeks so according to Eurusdd the probability of the zone above is 
less than those below. Of course this is all on the 15min frame. I haven't had a chance to 
set Ralome's indi up on a larger time frame like the 1H or 4H just yet 



yes, I also have a older zone above, and I am trying to set up the indi for larger time 

frames as well to get the bigger picture...   

 

lappies Jul 15, 2013 1:36am | Post# 1865

 
Hi everyone. Just wanted to make clear to everyone that the way MadMoney is using the 
CI indicator is NOT similarity. 
 
He probably uses it for entry towards dis-similarity (according to BB/stoch). On 
MadMoney's 1m chart, the CI's are DIFFERENT, the 1 is calculated with X bars and the 
other by 5X, so the spikes are formed in a shorter trend in the one CI (X setting), and 
the spikes are being formed in a longer trend on the other CI (5X settings). 
 
This is not what Eurusdd showed in the first page of the thread. Eurusdd CI's on the first 
page are the SAME, ie 5X on 1 min and X on 5min: The CI's are the same, 1min CI is 
calculated by 5 times the bars that the 5min CI is calculated with, so they are the same 
CI's and when they do not agree u have dis-sim and should be looking for a trade. 
 
Thanks for all the info Eurusdd!! 
Cheers 

 

charvo Jul 15, 2013 1:40am | Post# 1866

 
this is very true, i just found out same thing today. but it is profitable, so it is a gem 
along the road, i guess. 

Quoting lappies 
Hi everyone. Just wanted to make clear to everyone that the way MadMoney is using the 
CI indicator is NOT similarity. He probably uses it for entry towards dis-similarity 
(according to BB/stoch). 
 

 

RockRobb Jul 15, 2013 1:49am | Post# 1867

 
Quoting myichimoku 
{quote} Thanks bro. I noticed that after I continue read page 50 onward. Now I fully 

understand how it works.   
I experienced this too 
The first 50 pages was struggle 

Thanks for MadMoney 'the translator'  
 

Those who's looking for quick fix ... they give up this thread, easily   

 

lazyegg Jul 15, 2013 2:12am | Post# 1868

 
Quoting lappies 
Hi everyone. Just wanted to make clear to everyone that the way MadMoney is using the 
CI indicator is NOT similarity. He probably uses it for entry towards dis-similarity 
(according to BB/stoch). On MadMoney's 1m chart, the CI's are DIFFERENT, the 1 is 
calculated with X bars and the other by 5X, so the spikes are formed in a shorter trend in 
the one CI (X setting), and the spikes are being formed in a longer trend on the other CI 



(5X settings). This is not what Eurusdd showed in the first page of the thread. Eurusdd 
CI's on the first page are the... 
 
 
You should read more careful before you make the post, you are wrong 

 

normtold Jul 15, 2013 3:45am | Post# 1869

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If you zoom right out on E/U M15 you can see that there are more zones above from 20/21 
June, 17 trading days ago. 
 
 
So it could take those out first but having read there is a 97% chance of taking out a zone 
within 75 days, mean 15 days, modes 1,2,4,6,8, anything older than 2 weeks is considered 
dead, I assume we can forget about the ones above around 3231-3404? 

 

 

Barbossa Jul 15, 2013 3:56am | Post# 1870

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have fun and keep experimenting!!!! 
 
I kept experimenting (also thinking) and want to ask a question. Let me show a chart. 



 
Not really surprising, if you think how the Stochastic works, but the start of a dissimilarity 
zone is always perfectly lined-up with a change of the range of the last N bars. However, 
there are two ways for this range to change: 
1. By dropping a range-defining bar due to moving more than N period away from it (these 
are the first two vertical lines). 
2. By a price push out of the range. 
 
Since we're looking at anomalies in the market, it is my gut feeling that we would be 
interested mainly at dissimilarities caused by "2". I'd like to know your opinion on the 
matter, though. Am I on the right track? 
A rough estimation below (just an estimation, note the blue rectangle - there should be a 
zone starting there). 

 

 

josh11 Jul 15, 2013 4:01am | Post# 1871

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DON'T CHASE PRICE: Let price come to you!!!! Price is like people/girls dON'T CHASE A 



GIRL, get money - results, change yourself and SHE WILL COME TO YOU!!! If you chase 
price down/up, she will turn around and leave you HANGING!!! ---- Draw your line in the 
sand and stand your ground: She will get tired and run to you!!! 
Morning everyone, I can see the thread has be moving very fast!!  
 
One of my fav quotes from Eurusdd is above! 
 
happy trading guy... 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 4:38am | Post# 1872

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys! Dis start! I m short now. Not expect Monday would have too much range. 
 

 

 

jurn_e Jul 15, 2013 4:38am | Post# 1873

 
Blackhole sucking EU 

 

ptla Jul 15, 2013 4:38am | Post# 1874

 
I'm targeting 1.29711 ...lets see 

 

ptla Jul 15, 2013 4:41am | Post# 1875

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Blackhole sucking EU 
Wow we posted at the same time ...similarity >>> 

 



Neio Jul 15, 2013 4:43am | Post# 1876

 
Been away for the weekend. Just catching-up with this fantastic thread! Really like the 
way this is developing. Big thanks to Ralome for his work on the indicator. I am finding it 
really useful. Would love to be able to programme like that myself so that I could 
contribute something. 
 
Also many thanks again for Eurusdd for the insights. Will continue to demo trade for now 
but hope to setup a live account next month with explorer. 
 
Neio 

 

ptla Jul 15, 2013 4:48am | Post# 1877

 
targeting 95690 on Chf....lets see 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 4:54am | Post# 1878

 
Quoting ptla 
targeting 95690 on Chf....lets see 
Looks like a good call on that (usd/chf). But we have to be cautious as Eurusdd states 
that the settings we currently have are optimised for EU. Not to say that it won't work on 
other pairs especially as they appear to be correlated. 
 
Personally, I am watching a few different pairs to see how this plays out over the next 
couple of weeks. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 5:02am | Post# 1879

 
Quoting Neio 
Been away for the weekend. Just catching-up with this fantastic thread! Really like the 
way this is developing. Big thanks to Ralome for his work on the indicator. I am finding it 
really useful. Would love to be able to programme like that myself so that I could 
contribute something. Also many thanks again for Eurusdd for the insights. Will continue 
to demo trade for now but hope to setup a live account next month with explorer. Neio 
Why not going live with 0.01 ? As far as i can see your green "Pre-go-live" is going to 
shoot the stars... 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 5:07am | Post# 1880

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Why not going live with 0.01 ? As far as i can see your green "Pre-go-live" is 
going to shoot the stars... 
Good point. But I prefer to trade demo with amounts similar to what I will be trading live 
then trade micro amounts as personally I feel psychologically it is closer to trading REAL. 
I feel similar emotions as if I was experiencing drawdown on REAL money. 

 

easy123 Jul 15, 2013 5:31am | Post# 1881

 
I got an entry and it was a winner. I am trying to master the dis similarity style. and 



thereafter till trade the similarity 

 

Tools Jul 15, 2013 5:44am | Post# 1882

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi Guys, 
 
I was silently watching this thread how it evolves, and I must say its amazing. Its a very 
intresting Idea that I have read once here on FF. But it was not tradeable and it was only 
some experimental Idea. But as EURUSDD found a way to realy see and prove these 
"blackholes". Its amazing. What I read once was based on the idea of a GAP, that there are 
some extreme movements which are like gaps, that are out of the normal flowing of the 
market. Due to many pushing and pumping it produces unnatural behaviour that need to be 
corrected so the river can flow again. And this is what I see here. 
 
Amazing job! This community is so unique! 
 
I wanted to add something to you guys. I am experimenting alot with Fibo levels, and I 
think there is something that we can use to have better entries. 
 
D1 



 
M15 

 
 
This is a daily chart, I draw a Fibo marked at every 10% and if you go down to M15, you will 
see how it reacts. The better would be to set every 5%, but ist better to see now. 



 
If the price breaks one of these levels its likely that it will reach the next one. And as we can 
see our target areas are near to these levels, so its good to set TPs. 
 
I hope this Idea is not ruining anything built up here, infact and can add some extra to the 
mathod. 
 
Best Regards to all hard working hero here! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 5:56am | Post# 1883

 
1 Attachment(s) 
a next level has been formed, see arrow... 
what do you think, will price take this level out first, or go down to the older one? 

 

 

tylerbose Jul 15, 2013 6:03am | Post# 1884

 
first of all, thanks for the grate system ! , 
 
i'v been a member of FF since oct 2011, and never bothered to post, all the systems i'v 
seen here so far are rubbish and have more to do with blind luck/gambling than anything 
else, not worth bothering IMO (no offense). to be honest i was starting to think that all 
technical analysis was BS, and that the market was completely random between the 
news. 
 
but this one is different, i'v made some backrest for few days, and it works flawlessly 
with my strategy. 
 
thanks to Ralome and his wonderful indi which makes the whole thing much much easier 

. 
 

however, can anyone please add an alert when a new dissimilarity appear, please?  
i'v been trying do it my self, but the thing makes my mt4 freeze :/ 
 
thanks . 

 



Neio Jul 15, 2013 6:04am | Post# 1885

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
a next level has been formed, see arrow... what do you think, will price take this level 
out first, or go down to the older one? {image} 
Sorry I do not see that level on my chart. I see the dissimilarity that was formed earlier 
but it looks like it has been closed. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 6:19am | Post# 1886

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Sorry I do not see that level on my chart. I see the dissimilarity that was formed 
earlier but it looks like it has been closed. 
I dont see too. This is my 5M chart, it gives more clear of the movement, but don't see the 
zone. Dissimilarity is still in progress...  
 

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 6:32am | Post# 1887

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} I dont see too. This is my 5M chart, it gives more clear of the movement, but 
don't see the zone. Dissimilarity is still in progress... {image} 
hmm... what settings do you use for the 5M chart? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 6:39am | Post# 1888

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 



{quote} hmm... what settings do you use for the 5M chart? 
Check in post 1591. 
Both TF should match like below. 
 

 

 

spufuz Jul 15, 2013 6:45am | Post# 1889

 
My guess is a bounce up to the middle BB line and then downwards. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 6:55am | Post# 1890

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Check in post 1591. Both TF should match like below. {image} 
do you change the ZZ settings? 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 7:11am | Post# 1891

 
1 Attachment(s) 
50% dissimilarity? 
does not happen so often, but maybe when using many timeframes... 
 
btw. that CI with history does not work, good effort anyway 



 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 7:14am | Post# 1892

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} do you change the ZZ settings? 
Yup. I don't watch ZZ in 5M, so the setting at post 1886 is incorrect. All setting are 
corrected at post 1888 for ZZ, BB and stochdiff. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 7:18am | Post# 1893

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Yup. I don't watch ZZ in 5M, so the setting at post 1886 is incorrect. All setting 
are corrected at post 1888 for ZZ, BB and stochdiff. 
8/5/3 for your zz I assume? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 7:18am | Post# 1894

 
Quoting juhanimi 
50% dissimilarity? does not happen so often, but maybe when using many timeframes... 
btw. that CI with history does not work, good effort anyway {image} 
Are you trying to test the dissimilarity for this pair? Or did you read the posts properly? 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 7:22am | Post# 1895

 
a chart is a chart is a chart, so they say 

 

Jerkmiew Jul 15, 2013 7:24am | Post# 1896

 
Really very thank to EURUSDD. I have loss a lot money on forex and after I found out 



this system. I am starting testing again and now I am also making conservative win 10 
and 0 loss. really special thank to EURUSDD. 
 
 
Not bad, me and my friend have also come up with a EA (alerts only), and it has 

performed 47 live alerts 100% win record.  
 
I believe if you master Eurusdd's most basic method first, the world is your oyster! 
 
Keep it up! 
Can madmoney share the alert? Thank you very much 

 

lastingwell Jul 15, 2013 7:34am | Post# 1897

 
Quoting juhanimi 
50% dissimilarity? does not happen so often, but maybe when using many timeframes... 
btw. that CI with history does not work, good effort anyway {image} 
 
The CI with history does work with respect with the way its supposed to work. It only has 
the history for the major spikes (those with colour) not minor spikes. 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 7:37am | Post# 1898

 
Quoting lastingwell 
{quote} The CI with history does work with respect with the way its supposed to work. It 
only has the history for the major spikes (those with colour) not minor spikes. 
i know that, but it does not work, put it to M1 chart and settings 1-1-1, you will see 
soon, dots dissapear, it looks like a million dollar when you put it on to your chart, butt 
unfortunately, it does not work 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 7:40am | Post# 1899

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 
 
1. Bugfixes (rare, but nasty occurrences) 
2. A bit of speed improvement 
3. New functions: 

i. you can limit how many bars are processed 

ii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this post for explanation) 

iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removed 

iv. you can add counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; 
remaining: remaining time until zone expires (see point ii)) 

v. popup/sound alert when a new zone starts 

vi. mark youngest/oldest active zones with different color (it marks both, if you 



wish to mark just one, set the other one to the same color of regular zones) 

 
A note about counter position: don't be surprised if it will move if you zoom in/out the 

chart  
 
I tried my best as usual to present this error-free, but it's common knowledge that the 

users are always the greatest buggers bugfinders - so please report anything you 
come across, with as many details as possible. 
 
Enjoy! 
StochDifZones_v1_80.mq4  

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 7:43am | Post# 1900

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} 8/5/3 for your zz I assume? 
No. It should be bigger value. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 7:47am | Post# 1901

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 

 

 

lastingwell Jul 15, 2013 7:51am | Post# 1902

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} i know that, but it does not work, put it to M1 chart and settings 1-1-1, you will 
see soon, dots dissapear, it looks like a million dollar when you put it on to your chart, 
butt unfortunately, it does not work 
 
Just tried that and the dots are staying on mine so not sure what the problem is you are 
having. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 7:52am | Post# 1903

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 

great 

 



juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 7:53am | Post# 1904

 
Quoting lastingwell 
{quote} Just tried that and the dots are staying on mine so not sure what the problem is 
you are having. 
yes, maybe try little longer, few hours maybe, trust me, you will see, it does not work 

 

Barbossa Jul 15, 2013 7:54am | Post# 1905

 
Great job Ralome! 
 
BTW, did E/U just start the journey south? 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 7:55am | Post# 1906

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
 
Excellent. Thank you so much for you work!!! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 15, 2013 7:57am | Post# 1907

 
Hi guys, I haven't been an active poster here for a long time but I do drop in now and 
then and have a look at some of the threads. This thread really caught my interest, I've 
read the whole thing now. I have Ralome's latest indy and Madmoneys templates he 

posted a while back. Oh and an eye on Eurusdd's theory  
 
Just started testing it so will give sensible feedback in time. 
 
I wish I was good at maths!! 
 
Cheers Daz. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 8:00am | Post# 1908

 
1 Attachment(s) 
as you can see on my chart below, I have a new green zone and it looks like others do not 
have such a zone, how do I know, if "my zone" is correct (valid) or not? 

 



 

 

candero Jul 15, 2013 8:01am | Post# 1909

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yes, maybe try little longer, few hours maybe, trust me, you will see, it does not 
work 
 
Yep, experienced it myself, too. Indicator was tuned up quite well, but after starting it 
this morning it looked like a clusterf**k. I'll look at other indicators to prove and test the 
method, CI is just too unstable for me. 

 

tylerbose Jul 15, 2013 8:03am | Post# 1910

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator....... {file} 
 
 

awesome ! thanks  

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 8:05am | Post# 1911

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
as you can see on my chart below, I have a new green zone and it looks like others do 

not have such a zone, how do I know, if "my zone" is correct (valid) or not? {image} 
Check this... 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} ....The mean is 15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The probability for the mean is 
very small(3.65%). So, most zones will be corrected within a week!!! Presonally, I do 
ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for more that a week(extreme case; 2 
weeks). 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 8:08am | Post# 1912



 
Hi Guys, 
 
This thread has been fantastic for generating a new set of ideas. But I notice everyone 
has been testing only on MT4 platform.  
Has anyone managed to apply this on any other platform? For example, I run charts off 
IGINDEX. I can't run BB against a stoch. 
 
Just wondering... 
 
Thanks in advance 

 

Barbossa Jul 15, 2013 8:12am | Post# 1913

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hi Guys, This thread has been fantastic for generating a new set of ideas. But I notice 
everyone has been testing only on MT4 platform. Has anyone managed to apply this on 
any other platform? For example, I run charts off IGINDEX. I can't run BB against a 
stoch. Just wondering... Thanks in advance 
 
I believe most of the users use MT4. It's handy because it allows a great variety of 
indicators, including custom-written such as the one Ralome develops. 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 8:14am | Post# 1914

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hi Guys, This thread has been fantastic for generating a new set of ideas. But I notice 
everyone has been testing only on MT4 platform. Has anyone managed to apply this on 
any other platform? For example, I run charts off IGINDEX. I can't run BB against a 
stoch. Just wondering... Thanks in advance 
Hi Vlady1974, 
 
I doubt you will get it to work on their platform. When I use my IGindex account I just 
base my buy and sell decisions on what I see in MT4. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Thoughts Jul 15, 2013 8:19am | Post# 1915

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
Thank you very much Ralome for your indicators. 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:20am | Post# 1916

 



Quoting candero 
{quote} Yep, experienced it myself, too. Indicator was tuned up quite well, but after 
starting it this morning it looked like a clusterf**k. I'll look at other indicators to prove 
and test the method, CI is just too unstable for me. 
it is good if you use it like Eurusdd used it in his tradeExplorer (he had M1&M5, but much 
better to look M30&H1, I think)-> 
 
Eurusdd: 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) 
begins. Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is 
expected to continue!!!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 8:21am | Post# 1917

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Check this... {quote} 

many thanks for your help, I am sorry for asking such stupid questions  
 
do you mean, I should wait two weeks and after that time, if the zone has not been 
taken out, just forget the zone? 

 

normtold Jul 15, 2013 8:24am | Post# 1918

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, Enjoy! {file} 
Nice update Ralome, thank-you. 
 
 
Obviously we need to come up with our own set file that fits our needs but regarding 
bars_limit would it be a good idea to have it set to 7200 ( 75 days worth of 15M bars) or 
have I misunderstood that parameter? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:25am | Post# 1919

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
as you can see on my chart below, I have a new green zone and it looks like others do 

not have such a zone, how do I know, if "my zone" is correct (valid) or not? {image} 
 
I see the same green zone. My chart looks just like that. According to Eurusdd's rules, 
the red zone has been there more than a week so we can disregard that zone. I hope this 
next part isn't mixing the strategies up. It seems the chart is still in dis-similarity so until 
they agree again, the trend (currently heading down) is expected to continue.  
 

My eyes are on the light blue zone below. Someone jump in if I am wrong  
 
Also, Ralome......nice work man! 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:27am | Post# 1920

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My EXPLORER was based on the CI-similarity method and that is why I could get 3-10 



pips almost surely. I was also trading on the 1min time-frame. 
yes, i did remember that right. 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 8:29am | Post# 1921

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
as you can see on my chart below, I have a new green zone and it looks like others do 

not have such a zone, how do I know, if "my zone" is correct (valid) or not? {image} 
Guys, remember Eurusdd's system must agree "Across brokers" as well. With all of us 
using different brokers, each feed is going to be different. So, we may see different 
things. If you must post a chart, tell us which broker you use. Especially when posting 
settings. You are going to drive each other nuts trying to figure out why your chart 
doesn't look like everyone elses. 
 
Carl 

Quote 
The are many parts to my trading strategy, however there is one part that everyone can 
test and master. The SIMILARITY-TRICK! 
There are two ways to apply/use the trick. 
1: Across brokers, same time-frame, same currency pair 
 
2: same broker, same currency pair, compatible time...  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 8:29am | Post# 1922

 
Can't upload my chart for some reason...just to bring up some points 
 
1)Was mention by someone...XiXi I think sorry I cannot give proper credit but it was 
observed that whenever a dissimilarity gets capture by Ralome's indicator the price tends 
to move in the same direction. Meaning if the candle where it happened is bullish price 
tend to go up and vice versa pretty much until the indicator shows that the dissimilarity 
has end.(Some kind of sound alert at the two events would add awesome to an awesome 

indicator ) Check your charts and decide for yourselves 
 
2)When CI paints a signal, (repainting aside) say a sell spike...observation suggest that 
price will usually return to the previous low of the candle where the previous buy spike 
painted and vice versa also. Run a cross hair on the charts you'll see. 
 
These should help provide some structure on how to set you TP and SL 

 

bulent Jul 15, 2013 8:30am | Post# 1923

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
Dear Ralome, 
Thank you for your help. Did you trade today EU/USD and could you please share us 
your chart? 



Best Regards. 
Bülent. 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 8:31am | Post# 1924

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
 
Great job Ralome! Your continued effort is very much appreciated by this community. 
 
Carl 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 8:31am | Post# 1925

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Sorry I do not see that level on my chart. I see the dissimilarity that was formed 
earlier but it looks like it has been closed. 
Different brokers, different feed? 
 
Carl 

 

normtold Jul 15, 2013 8:31am | Post# 1926

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} I see the same green zone. My chart looks just like that. According to Eurusdd's 
rules, the red zone has been there more than a week so we can disregard that zone. I 
hope this next part isn't mixing the strategies up. It seems the chart is still in dis-
similarity so until they agree again, the trend (currently heading down) is expected to 

continue. My eyes are on the light blue zone below. Someone jump in if I am wrong  
Also, Ralome......nice work man! 
1 week? 
 
As I understand it there is a 97% chance of taking out a zone within 75 days, the mean 
is 15 days, modes 1,2,4,6,8, anything older than 2 weeks is considered dead. 
 
Are we talking about trading days here? I have no Sunday candle with my Broker so 5 
days per week, so with the mean of 15 days is that 3 trading weeks? 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:32am | Post# 1927

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote}the red zone has been there more than a week so we can disregard that zone. 

NO! THE RED* ZONE IS SIMPLY THE 
OLDEST ACTIVE ZONE! 



 
*(assuming you used the default setting: oldest_zone_color = Red)  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 8:34am | Post# 1928

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Neio/Barbossa, 
 
Thanks for replying guys. I know MT4 is flexible. Makes sense of course. I have it at home 
where I study this method. 
At work, I am fortunate enough to be able to use internet freely. So I can only rely on 
IGIndex and the default indicators.... i can't programme so there's no other way of 
measuring stoch differences but in real time. 
 
For those in the same predicament, you must use 2 window charts of EURUSD. I use 15M 
and 1H as per Eurusdd. 
Interestingly, I also use 5M and 15M on a different layout template. I then compare the 
CURRENT bards and if the stochs are the same, I wait for the next bar. I continue to do this 
to memorise the rise and fall.  
 
I then analyse the past: looking for sim. and dissim. but you have to keep in mind that for 
example, 1 hour bar = 4 bars of 15M.... so I evaluate the last bar of the 15M... but I also 
check the last 1 hour bar and compare the 1st 15M of the following hour and try and spot 
sim/dissim. On my chart you can see that these are forming lower highs (downtrend). I've 
spotted a few dissims .. ariound the 13040 mark so I'm expecting a retrace to around this 
point. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 8:35am | Post# 1929

 



Quoting Ralome 
{quote} NO! THE RED* ZONE IS SIMPLY THE OLDEST ACTIVE ZONE! *(assuming you 
used the default setting: oldest_zone_color = Red) 
Price would be tempted to take that out since it can solve the green one also in the 
process? I believe this reasoning to be sound 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:36am | Post# 1930

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} nO: I gave the extreme number of days for a zone on the 15min chart: 
75(2.5%). The mean is 15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The probability for the mean is 
very small(3.65%). So, most zones will be corrected within a week!!! Presonally, I do 
ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for more that a week(extreme case; 2 
weeks). 
 
Ralome, just going by what he said. "ignore any zone that has been on the 15min chart 
longer than a week(extreme case; 2 week" 
 

did I miss something else along the way? Thanks   

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:37am | Post# 1931

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} NO! THE RED* ZONE IS SIMPLY THE OLDEST ACTIVE ZONE! *(assuming you used 
the default setting: oldest_zone_color = Red) 
[ignore the other lines] 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:41am | Post# 1932

 
well I am a bonified idiot. On my chart all I saw on my red zone was the 9/14 days. The 
4.0 in front of the 9 was not visible so please disregard my statement earlier. the red 
zone is 4.9 days not 9!!!! 
 



My mistake 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 8:43am | Post# 1933

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 
zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
This is brilliant Thanks again Ralome! 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1934

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Ralome, just going by what he said. "ignore any zone that has been on the 
15min chart longer than a week(extreme case; 2 week" did I miss something else along 

the way? Thanks   
You didn't, it's just the choice of words I guess. So let's clear it up: 
 
1. He says he ignores zones which are older than 1/2 weeks. Let's call these "expired 
zones". 
2. The zones which price took out may be called "cleared zones". 
3. What's left: unexpired, uncleared zones, with different ages. The oldest OF THESE 
UNEXPIRED AND UNCLEARED zones is marked with red. 

 

myichimoku Jul 15, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1935

 
Quoting Jerkmiew 
Really very thank to EURUSDD. I have loss a lot money on forex and after I found out 
this system. I am starting testing again and now I am also making conservative win 10 
and 0 loss. really special thank to EURUSDD. Not bad, me and my friend have also come 

up with a EA (alerts only), and it has performed 47 live alerts 100% win record. I 
believe if you master Eurusdd's most basic method first, the world is your oyster! Keep it 
up! Can madmoney share the alert? Thank you very much 
Do you mean your EA is CI with notification? The indicator send the notification when it's 
painting or after that minute? Please share the EA if you don't mind. Thank you. 

 

handy148 Jul 15, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1936

 
Thanks Ralome for your fantastic continued work. 
 
What worries me is that I'm not showing any red zone at all and I have it at default 
setting. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 8:46am | Post# 1937

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Guys, remember Eurusdd's system must agree "Across brokers" as well. With all 



of us using different brokers, each feed is going to be different. So, we may see different 
things. If you must post a chart, tell us which broker you use. Especially when posting 
settings. You are going to drive each other nuts trying to figure out why your chart 
doesn't look like everyone elses. Carl {quote} 
Hi Carl, 
 
I understand, but how should I handle my trading, I only have my broker's feed, if my 
chart is showing a zone should I trade this zone? How do I know if it is a correct zone 
(where the big players created a dissim)? 
 
Thx and regards, 
Peter 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:47am | Post# 1938

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} You didn't, it's just the choice of words I guess. So let's clear it up: 1. He says 
he ignores zones which are older than 1/2 weeks. Let's call these "expired zones". 2. The 
zones which price took out may be called "cleared zones". 3. What's left: unexpired, 
uncleared zones, with different ages. The oldest OF THESE UNEXPIRED AND UNCLEARED 
zones is marked with red. 
 

I know I didn't. I corrected my mistake. But thank you for looking out though   

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 8:47am | Post# 1939

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} many thanks for your help, I am sorry for asking such stupid questions  do 
you mean, I should wait two weeks and after that time, if the zone has not been taken 
out, just forget the zone? 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Ralome, just going by what he said. "ignore any zone that has been on the 
15min chart longer than a week(extreme case; 2 week" did I miss something else along 

the way? Thanks   
The zone more than 1 week actually can be ignored, because the probability is low. 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:49am | Post# 1940

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Price would be tempted to take that out since it can solve the green one also in 
the process? I believe this reasoning to be sound 

Yes, taking out more zones with one move is "tempting" indeed  

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:50am | Post# 1941

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} {quote} The zone more than 1 week actually can be ignored, because the 
probability is low. 
 
This is true, but I made an elementary mistake on my original statement. Ralome helped 
me point it out so although Eurusdd's rules hold true, the red zone in question that me 



and Ralome were discussing was not in fact older than a week, and is still in play 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 8:51am | Post# 1942

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} [ignore the other lines] {image} 
May you explain the definition of counter? What is the remaining number of 9 7/14 days? 
Mean 9 days to go? 

 

angelofx Jul 15, 2013 8:51am | Post# 1943

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Folks, there dissimilarity in the area i marked on the chart. Price might be heading there to 
correct it. 
1.3074-1.3066 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:55am | Post# 1944

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting angelofx 
Folks, there dissimilarity in the area i marked on the chart. Price might be heading there to 
correct it. 1.3074-1.3066 {image} 
Ok I will try this again 
 
It appears now that there are 2 zone above and below current price. Before the news spike 



just now I would have guessed it was going to keep heading down to correct the blue and 
red zones. I do remember a few of us trying to determine which zones price would go to 
first. So that is where I am at now. That and nailing the entries 

 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 8:55am | Post# 1945

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} Hi Carl, I understand, but how should I handle my trading, I only have my 
broker's feed, if my chart is showing a zone should I trade this zone? How do I know if it 
is a correct zone (where the big players created a dissim)? Thx and regards, Peter 
That is a great question. And, I don't think we have an answer about that from Eurusdd. 
He has said that his "next level" system uses multiple feeds and multiple timeframes. So, 
we may not get a good answer. 
 
I personally will be "biasing" my CI trades like price is going to go towards the youngest 
price zone. 
 
Carl 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:56am | Post# 1946

 
Quoting handy148 
Thanks Ralome for your fantastic continued work. What worries me is that I'm not 
showing any red zone at all and I have it at default setting. 
This may happen if you have one active zone, in that case, the oldest and youngest zone 

is the same I chose to mark it as young, so it'll have the respective color. I can change 

it or add another setting if you/others want it  

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 8:58am | Post# 1947



 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} May you explain the definition of counter? What is the remaining number of 9 
7/14 days? Mean 9 days to go? 
Yes, if you choose "remaining" in the settings, it means X days to go until zone is 
considered ignored (=zone_lifetime_in_days). 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 9:00am | Post# 1948

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Ok I will try this again It appears now that there are 2 zone above and below 
current price. Before the news spike just now I would have guessed it was going to keep 
heading down to correct the blue and red zones. I do remember a few of us trying to 
determine which zones price would go to first. So that is where I am at now. That and 
nailing the entries {image} 
Hmm, you have two green zones, that seems to be a bug. I'll look into it. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 9:04am | Post# 1949

 
Quoting angelofx 
Folks, there dissimilarity in the area i marked on the chart. Price might be heading there 
to correct it. 1.3074-1.3066 {image} 
I think you are right! 
 
EDIT: 

Here's the question... what will you do then once the dissim has been closed? Short?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 9:06am | Post# 1950

 
Can someone please post a 5M / 15M with the ZZ indicator on current prices (since I 
dont have that indi on igindex)? 
We're looking to verify if the current prices hitting the top of the BB is a "fake". 
Many thanks. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 9:08am | Post# 1951

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think you are right! EDIT: Here's the question... what will you do then once the 

dissim has been closed? Short?  
I think dissimilarity is going to end soon after she correct to low again to form W shape. 
 
I would go long to that zone. Should be appearing after the dissim is end. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 9:10am | Post# 1952

 
1 Attachment(s) 
as you can see, price is moving to the newest green zone. 
 
as you can also see on the bottom on the diff indi, there is one dissim after the other... 
Maybe to produce significant zones, there should be a minimum dissim (e.g. 0.5 or 1) after 



a zone will be drawn on the chart?? 
Maybe after that our zones will be looking more the same, also on different brokers? 

 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 9:13am | Post# 1953

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Can someone please post a 5M / 15M with the ZZ indicator on current prices (since I 
dont have that indi on igindex)? We're looking to verify if the current prices hitting the 
top of the BB is a "fake". Many thanks. 
here you go 

 

 



Neio Jul 15, 2013 9:14am | Post# 1954

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Can someone please post a 5M / 15M with the ZZ indicator on current prices (since I dont have 
that indi on igindex)? We're looking to verify if the current prices hitting the top of the BB is a 
"fake". Many thanks. 
Here is the 

15M   

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:14am | Post# 1955

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} I think dissimilarity is going to end soon after she correct to low again to form W 
shape. I would go long to that zone. Should be appearing after the dissim is end. 
This is the part I get confused. I had a position going short heading towards 1.2930 (the 
blue box in my attached chart from earlier), So if a new zone forms above, and price 
wants to correct that first, should I just hang on for the time being and wait for the price 
to come back down and correct the blue zone. 
 
I have a US broker so I have to use FIFO rules and no hedging 

 

Tools Jul 15, 2013 9:15am | Post# 1956

 
Time to go short. Price has tested back the 45% of the Fibo I marked in my recent post. 
Entered short. 

 



Neio Jul 15, 2013 9:16am | Post# 1957

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
as you can see, price is moving to the newest green zone. as you can also see on the 
bottom on the diff indi, there is one dissim after the other... Maybe to produce significant 
zones, there should be a minimum dissim (e.g. 0.5 or 1) after a zone will be drawn on the 
chart?? Maybe after that our zones will be looking more the same, also on different brokers? 
{image} 
My Broker is FxPro and I do not see that zone. I only see the ones below the current price. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 
 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 9:19am | Post# 1958

 
Oh there IS an alert for zone start  

 

Bomi Jul 15, 2013 9:19am | Post# 1959

 
Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's the new version of the StochDifZones indicator, including: 1. Bugfixes (rare, 
but nasty occurrences) 2. A bit of speed improvement 3. New functions: i. you can limit 
how many bars are processedii. you can specify zone lifetime (default is 14 days, see this 
post for explanation)iii. old/cleared zones can be grayed out / removediv. you can add 
counters after the zones (elapsed: time since zone start; remaining: remaining time until 



zone expires (see point ii))v.... 
Thanks Ralome you are the best. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 9:19am | Post# 1960

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Yes, if you choose "remaining" in the settings, it means X days to go until zone is 
considered ignored (=zone_lifetime_in_days). 
Thank you. 
But i think the counter also include weekend, because my data start on Sun. But not a big 
problem for that.  
 

 

 

Jeysun Jul 15, 2013 9:20am | Post# 1961

 
Thank you Ralome for the indicator and it's updates. You've saved us many hours of 

work. And to Eurusdd for the strategy in the first place. Much appreciated   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 9:22am | Post# 1962

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My Broker is FxPro and I do not see that zone. I only see the ones below the 
current price. Regards Neio {image} 
Same thing I see. MT4 by vantage fx 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 9:23am | Post# 1963

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here is the 15M{image} 
Cheers Neio! Appreciate that. 



 
To everyone else: 
This verifies that the 72 mark is a viable target for the "next" direction of the ZZ pending 
the outcome of a sim/dissim close. I'm seeing a few shorts and I suspect many here are 
confusing the system for the emotional need to trade. If anything, the break of the lower 
BB after the zone recent zone should have prompted a short earlier at 3050 where price 
has returned. That was an easy 50 pips... plus another 50 if you wanted the retrace. 
 
How many longed when the 15M printed the recent leg of the ZZ at the lower of the BB? 
Wasn't that one of the opportunities Eurusdd mentioned? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:24am | Post# 1964

 
Ralome 
 
Earlier you mentioned that I had 2 green bars on my graph and you thought that might 
be a bug. Now the longer green zone is gone. I only have the small green one a few 
others have 
 
Another possible bug? Or maybe some MT4/Broker glitch? 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 9:24am | Post# 1965

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Thank you. But i think the counter also include weekend 
Yes, that's right. 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 9:27am | Post# 1966

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Ralome Earlier you mentioned that I had 2 green bars on my graph and you thought that 
might be a bug. Now the longer green zone is gone. I only have the small green one a 
few others have Another possible bug? Or maybe some MT4/Broker glitch? 
Please post your M15 candle data (File, Save As, format: .csv), then I'll check. You just 

gotta love these "not supposed to happen" type errors  

 

a_fx Jul 15, 2013 9:29am | Post# 1967

 
black holes, been tweaking hit over 40 pts today already since uk 6.30. boom... 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 9:29am | Post# 1968

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} This is the part I get confused. I had a position going short heading towards 
1.2930 (the blue box in my attached chart from earlier), So if a new zone forms above, 
and price wants to correct that first, should I just hang on for the time being and wait for 
the price to come back down and correct the blue zone. I have a US broker so I have to 
use FIFO rules and no hedging 
No guarantee that it need to correct to top first before bottom. What i see is if you are 
looking at 1H chart, draw a trendline to connect the top, i would see it would break the 



resistance and move up. The blue zone at the bottom might not be longer valid. 

 

a_fx Jul 15, 2013 9:29am | Post# 1969

 
talk less more action...! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:30am | Post# 1970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here you go, Thanks.  
 
It wasn't a huge issue to me but I figured I would point it out in case it made a bigger 
problem in the future. It was a farther away zone anyway 
EURUSD15.csv  

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:36am | Post# 1971

 
Quoting a_fx 
talk less more action...! 
I have made one live trade so far as how I understand it for a nice pip gain. But there is 
always more to learn! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 9:36am | Post# 1972

 
Quoting tylerbose 

first of all, thanks for the grate system ! , i'v been a member of FF since oct 2011, and 
never bothered to post, all the systems i'v seen here so far are rubbish and have more to 
do with blind luck/gambling than anything else, not worth bothering IMO (no offense). to 
be honest i was starting to think that all technical analysis was BS, and that the market 
was completely random between the news. but this one is different, i'v made some 
backrest for few days, and it works flawlessly with my strategy. thanks to Ralome and his 
wonderful... 
I must admit this idea is really really incredible and relates to what i've tried and what i 
"felt" so many times in the market. 
 
I must admit too that i found other guys here that gave me ideas for a very long term 
70% R:R = 1 winning strategy. So what ? am i too greedy to try to do more ? 
 
But what we have here looks deep intrinsic of the market, how it works. That's really 
mastering the game ! 
 
Money is nothing, but the path to know how to make it as much as you want is more 
rewarding. 

 

Madmoney Jul 15, 2013 9:36am | Post# 1973

 
Quoting a_fx 
black holes, been tweaking hit over 40 pts today already since uk 6.30. boom... 

 

 



Ralome Jul 15, 2013 9:40am | Post# 1974

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Here you go, Thanks. It wasn't a huge issue to me but I figured I would point it out in 
case it made a bigger problem in the future. It was a farther away zone anyway 
{file} 

That's the reason you need to mention it Thanks for the file, I'll report back. 

 

Jerkmiew Jul 15, 2013 9:49am | Post# 1975

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Not bad, me and my friend have also come up with a EA (alerts only), and it has 

performed 47 live alerts 100% win record.  
 
I believe if you master Eurusdd's most basic method first, the world is your oyster! 
 
Keep it up! 
 
 
Can madmoney share the alert indicator? Thank you very much  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 9:51am | Post# 1976

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} here you go {image} 
Hi Shiva, 
Thanks for your chart as well... just wondering where the 1st box on the right is derived 
from? 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 9:54am | Post# 1977

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Shiva, Thanks for your chart as well... just wondering where the 1st box on 
the right is derived from? 
Hi Vlady, that was from the older version of Ralomes indicator, that box is now greyed in 
the new indicator 

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 9:57am | Post# 1978

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} This is the part I get confused. I had a position going short heading towards 
1.2930 (the blue box in my attached chart from earlier), So if a new zone forms above, 
and price wants to correct that first, should I just hang on for the time being and wait for 
the price to come back down and correct the blue zone. I have a US broker so I have to 
use FIFO rules and no hedging 
This is maybe a reason why US doesn't allow hedging... They don't want you to beat the 
bank. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 9:57am | Post# 1979



 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Hi Vlady, that was from the older version of Ralomes indicator, that box is now 
greyed in the new indicator 
Excellent. Thanks for letting me know. I don't have MT4 on the computer I am on (and 
am not allowed to install it anyway). 
Are there any zones still in play above the 72-75 area? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 10:02am | Post# 1980

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} This is maybe a reason why US doesn't allow hedging... They don't want you to 
beat the bank. 
sounds legit to me. Also the FIFO rule keeps you from using certain tactics to recover 
from a losing position 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:07am | Post# 1981

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent. Thanks for letting me know. I don't have MT4 on the computer I am 
on (and am not allowed to install it anyway). Are there any zones still in play above the 
72-75 area? 
Yes There is a green zone 
 

 

 

tylerbose Jul 15, 2013 10:12am | Post# 1982

 
sorry for the question, its not related to the tread. 



 
just guessing, at how many lot size do we start to have problems with fills ? (partial fills) 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:12am | Post# 1983

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Yes There is a green zone {image} 
Your last red dot is approaching the higher of the BB, looking at 62. If I've got the 
BB/Stoch/ZZ logic right, if green zone is not taken out (ie. a fakey), we will break your 
last blue dot and some time in the future may return to green zone, right? 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:14am | Post# 1984

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Your last red dot is approaching the higher of the BB, looking at 62. If I've got 
the BB/Stoch/ZZ logic right, if green zone is not taken out (ie. a fakey), we will break 
your last blue dot and some time in the future may return to green zone, right? 
That is a possibility but it is also possible AND likely that price will clear the nearest zone. 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:15am | Post# 1985

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Your last red dot is approaching the higher of the BB, looking at 62. If I've got 
the BB/Stoch/ZZ logic right, if green zone is not taken out (ie. a fakey), we will break 
your last blue dot and some time in the future may return to green zone, right? 
BTW, if you have a vps you can have a mt4 running on it and can access from anywhere 

Or install one of the groupware stuff on your home pc and remote log in to check mt4 
at home 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 10:17am | Post# 1986

 
Hello: sometimes the indicator does not update the zones in the chart above 
automatically. So, you need to check click on the indicator in the bottom window before 
you will see the zone ... 
 
Furthermore, as soon as dis-similarity begins you need to mark that level and adjust 
your plans. Remember that when there is a zone above and a zone below, price will go 
for the one that is easier to take out and at the same time she will try to create fewer 
new-zones. So, if there is a trend, then the zone in the direction of the trend is cool.!!! 
 
It is all about the BEST-MOVE! There are way to know which zone will give you the best 
move and this is one of the things I will explain when I return. I am watching from afar 
and if there is the need to come on-board, I will. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:22am | Post# 1987

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Hello: sometimes the indicator does not update the zones in the chart above 
automatically. So, you need to check click on the indicator in the bottom window before 



you will see the zone ... Furthermore, as soon as dis-similarity begins you need to mark 
that level and adjust your plans. Remember that when there is a zone above and a zone 
below, price will go for the one that is easier to take out and at the same time she will try 
to create fewer new-zones. So, if there is a trend, then the zone in the direction of the 
trend is cool.!!! It is all... 
Thanks Eurusdd!  
 
I guess, this was the underlying tone of my recent posts/queries.... determining which 
zone to take out via Best Move! 
 

P.S Sent you a vouch as I think you deserve it for both your threads.  

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 10:28am | Post# 1988

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} This is maybe a reason why US doesn't allow hedging... They don't want you to 
beat the bank. 
Maybe you could use an Australian broker for example ? I am not australian, but i love 
this country. 
 
I took a broker from there. VERY satisfied. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:29am | Post# 1989

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} BTW, if you have a vps you can have a mt4 running on it and can access from 

anywhere Or install one of the groupware stuff on your home pc and remote log in to 
check mt4 at home 
Cheers mate... it's definitely worth considering. 
 
At the same time, I don't want to be a slave to a custom indi. I like the idea of being able 
to use what most other traders would have access to - especially the big boys. 
 
If some mathematical geniues was able to find a correlated indi that would show the 
same divergence between 2 timeframes on stochs, then please shout out or PM me.  
 
And just to air out some thoughts: This notion of taking out zones - isn't necessarily new 
- but Eurusdd has introduced an elegant way to visualize it. 
 
The notion of eternal recurrence is very much a human thing being played out in prices. 
Reaction to price levels is traditionally seen as Support/Resistance. The return principle is 
displayed most eloquently in the 50% level between to points. This can even play out on 
multiple levels (time and price) - otherwise known as fractals. ===> Price will always 
seek out the equilibrium level. We humans just keep changing and reshaping the 
container/mountain.... so therefore the liquid nature of price flows towards balancing 
point after crashing against a wall we've created. 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:32am | Post# 1990

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cheers mate... it's definitely worth considering. At the same time, I don't want 
to be a slave to a custom indi. I like the idea of being able to use what most other 
traders would have access to - especially the big boys. If some mathematical geniues 



was able to find a correlated indi that would show the same divergence between 2 
timeframes on stochs, then please shout out or PM me. And just to air out some 
thoughts: This notion of taking out zones - isn't necessarily new - but Eurusdd has 
introduced an elegant way to visualize it. The notion... 

From trading to philosophy  I tend to agree. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 10:33am | Post# 1991

 
Hmm I see no new green zone and my red just disappeared 

 

easy123 Jul 15, 2013 10:35am | Post# 1992

 
EURUSDD, i want to personally thank you and all contributors in this thread. I just read 
through and asked few questions and last Friday, i took some trades at least i made 
something. But the concept was not clear to me, but when i sat down again to read and 
watch the chart, i think i got the idea and today alone, i doubled my account. i trade both 
ways. This is soo simple, i could not believe i can do this. Thanks everyone 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 10:37am | Post# 1993

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Yes There is a green zone {image} 
What I don't get is why that green zone does not have any candles around it? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:38am | Post# 1994

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What I don't get is why that green zone does not have any candles around it? 
Isn't the width, based on the candle high/low that created the dissimilarity? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 10:40am | Post# 1995

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Isn't the width, based on the candle high/low that created the dissimilarity? 
yes it is 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 10:41am | Post# 1996

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Isn't the width, based on the candle high/low that created the dissimilarity? 
Yeah but should not the zone start from that candle that created the dissimilarity? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:42am | Post# 1997

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yeah but should not the zone start from that candle that created the 
dissimilarity? 



Ahhh! I see what you mean now. I guess that's a question for Ralome.  

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:43am | Post# 1998

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What I don't get is why that green zone does not have any candles around it? 

Now corrected with a candle for you  

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 10:43am | Post# 1999

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yeah but should not the zone start from that candle that created the 
dissimilarity? 
no, the zone will start after the dissim has been closed 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 10:44am | Post# 2000

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Now corrected with a candle for you  {image} 
ha ha good one! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:45am | Post# 2001

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Now corrected with a candle for you  {image} 



 
 
EDIT: At least we can still have fun with it. 
 
Ralome, looking forward to playing with your latest release this evening when I get 
home! 

 

a_fx Jul 15, 2013 10:50am | Post# 2002

 
what settings every1 using on ralome, on a 15min chart pls.? 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 10:51am | Post# 2003

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} no, the zone will start after the dissim has been closed 
You are right. See the attached. The two red vertical lines mark the start and end of 
dissim. The candle which began the dissimilarity determines the zones height. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 10:56am | Post# 2004

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} You are right. See the attached. The two red vertical lines mark the start and 
end of dissim. The candle which began the dissimilarity determines the zones height. 
{image} 
I think it would be better if the zone was painted within the dissim start and end. This 
then removes the ambiguity of which candle created the height and width.  
 
Ralome is this possible? 



 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 10:56am | Post# 2005

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} You are right. See the attached. The two red vertical lines mark the start and 
end of dissim. The candle which began the dissimilarity determines the zones height. 
{image} 
Thanks for the clarification guys. Appreciate it! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 15, 2013 10:58am | Post# 2006

 
Yes but I think the point is we do not trade back towards the dissimilarity until we reach 
similarity again. So the box not appearing until that point keeps you under starters 
orders until you should consider trading. 
 
That's how I read it anyway, I could be wrong, I've been wrong before, according to my 
wife anyway. 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 11:00am | Post# 2007

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Ahhh! I see what you mean now. I guess that's a question for Ralome.  
The zone starts when dissimilarity ends. Recently Eurusdd posted this: "Furthermore, as 
soon as dis-similarity begins you need to mark that level and adjust your plans." So this 
is new information, I'll include it in future updates. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 11:03am | Post# 2008

 
at the moment we do have an ongoing dissim since 5 1/2 hours, the one before was also 
round about 4 hours is this ok?, because I tought most of the time there should be sim in 
the market?? 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 11:05am | Post# 2009

 
Seems like there's indeed something fishy that's going on with the 
new version of the indy, so until further notice use it only for 

decorative purposes. My apologies  

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 11:05am | Post# 2010

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Yes but I think the point is we do not trade back towards the dissimilarity until we reach 
similarity again. So the box not appearing until that point keeps you under starters 
orders until you should consider trading. That's how I read it anyway, I could be wrong, 
I've been wrong before, according to my wife anyway. 
You said and you said it right, these zones were made for waiting-out and thats just what 
they gonna do. 

 



Thoughts Jul 15, 2013 11:05am | Post# 2011

 
@ vlady1974: Install MT4 onto a USB stick, then you can use it from any computer. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:10am | Post# 2012

 
Quoting Thoughts 
@ vlady1974: Install MT4 onto a USB stick, then you can use it from any computer. 
What!?! Can you do that!? Oh man that is brilliant! LOL! I will research that sir.... brilliant 
brilliant brilliant! 

 

angelofx Jul 15, 2013 11:11am | Post# 2013

 
Quoting Ralome 
Seems like there's indeed something fishy that's going on with the new version of the 

indy, so until further notice use it only for decorative purposes. My apologies  
Can we revert to the old one? 

 

angelofx Jul 15, 2013 11:11am | Post# 2014

 
Quoting Thoughts 
@ vlady1974: Install MT4 onto a USB stick, then you can use it from any computer. 

 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 11:12am | Post# 2015

 
Looks like 1.3072 is a zone that needs to be taken out first. 

 

wilsonch Jul 15, 2013 11:12am | Post# 2016

 
Wow Ralome, your hard work and effort are simply more than words! Thanks for the new 

release! Glad that you have taken in our opinion!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 11:12am | Post# 2017

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Can we revert to the old one? 
the old one is showing the same ...I just tried it 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:14am | Post# 2018

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just noted this dissimilarity on the 15M v 1H 
My inclination is that it will go higher, possibly clearing out that recent zone. 



 

 

Misterdaz Jul 15, 2013 11:19am | Post# 2019

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks Shiva. 
 
First of all Ralome, exceptional work on the indicator, I'm sure there's half of Forexfactory 
playing with your indie at the moment. 
 
You are right though, there does seem to be something a bit awry with it at the moment. I 
have a box greyed out from earlier which means it's already cleared I assume? How close 
are you needing price to tracel to the dis zone before you consider it cleared? 
 
I do not have the green box you guys are discussing. 
 
I'm using FX Pro in the UK. 
 
I'll use the previous indy for now. 



 

 
 
Again, great work. 
 
Daz. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 11:20am | Post# 2020

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} You are right. See the attached. The two red vertical lines mark the start and 
end of dissim. The candle which began the dissimilarity determines the zones height. 
{image} 
hmm I don't have that zone or the marker either. we sure its right? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:23am | Post# 2021

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just noted this dissimilarity on the 15M v 1H My inclination is that it will go higher, 
possibly clearing out that recent zone. {image} 
Put in a small long on EU @ 39 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 11:25am | Post# 2022

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} What!?! Can you do that!? Oh man that is brilliant! LOL! I will research that 
sir.... brilliant brilliant brilliant! 
Yes, technically, MT4 does not need to be "installed" on a computer you want to run it 
on. All programmed libraries are self contained in the MT4 folder. And on a USB, you can 
port all your custom indicators with it. 
 



And, if you really want to get fancy... since I do a lot of programming either at home or 
at work, you can copy MT4 on to dropbox.com. So, when I install the dropbox utility on 
all my computers, no matter if I make modifications at work or at home (or at somebody 
else's house), my modifications or additions show up on all the computers at the same 
time. So I always see what I did at home, on my work computer. It very cool. No more 
copying to USB. 
 
Carl 
 
PS. Dropbox is free. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:27am | Post# 2023

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Yes, technically, MT4 does not need to be "installed" on a computer you want to 
run it on. All programmed libraries are self contained in the MT4 folder. And on a USB, 
you can port all your custom indicators with it. And, if you really want to get fancy... 
since I do a lot of programming either at home or at work, you can copy MT4 on to 
dropbox.com. So, when I install the dropbox utility on all my computers, no matter if I 
make modifications at work or at home (or at somebody else's house), my modifications 
or additions show up on all... 
That sir, is the bomb! Let me get this straight.... can you actually run MT4 from 
DropBox? Or do you still USB the executables but have the data on DBox? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 15, 2013 11:28am | Post# 2024

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} Yes, technically, MT4 does not need to be "installed" on a computer you want to 
run it on. All programmed libraries are self contained in the MT4 folder. And on a USB, 
you can port all your custom indicators with it. And, if you really want to get fancy... 
since I do a lot of programming either at home or at work, you can copy MT4 on to 
dropbox.com. So, when I install the dropbox utility on all my computers, no matter if I 
make modifications at work or at home (or at somebody else's house), my modifications 
or additions show up on all... 
 
Interesting. So you run MT4 from Dropbox? 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 11:31am | Post# 2025

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} hmm I don't have that zone or the marker either. we sure its right? 
This bothers me slightly as if we are all seeing different things depending on what 
brokers we use then how do we know what is true and what to base our decisions on? 
 
My bias is short at the moment based on what I am seeing. But I will manage the trade if 
it does head up further to take out a zone that I cannot see!!! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 11:33am | Post# 2026

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} This bothers me slightly as if we are all seeing different things depending on 
what brokers we use then how do we know what is true and what to base our decisions 



on? 
This falls inline with what the first post says. If I remember correctly, at SOME point, the 
charts (even with different brokers) must agree on price. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 11:36am | Post# 2027

 
eurusd is in a minor state of indecision because of those two zones: one up, one down!! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 11:36am | Post# 2028

 
Eurusdd also told us to keep an eye on the 1.2955/57 line. He said if that price didn't hit 
on Friday that it could hit the the next trading day. He mentioned nodes around when he 
was posting that. Not sure how that price correlates to the latest zones/charts that most 
of us are looking at. The beginning of my lower zone begins at 1.2929 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 15, 2013 11:37am | Post# 2029

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So I just took 3 trades in the last half hour so. I am utilizing what I think is the correct 
interpretation of a hybrid between the CI method from post 1 and some screen shots that 
Madmoney posted a while back. I am posting chart but notice that most of the signals I've 
got have repainted. The red circles represent the short trades and I went for about 2 pips 
each or whatever extra the market gave me. The settings for the indies are 1-5-4 for the 
top CI and 1-25-4 for the bottom CI. 
 
I am glad all 3 were winners but please bear with me as I am trying to catch from the 
beginning of the thread. If someone sees something that is completely out of place, please 
be nice and let me know... use bad words if needed... Thanks 

 

 

wilsonch Jul 15, 2013 11:39am | Post# 2030

 
I have added in push notification to suit my trading style. Let's see if I can catch some 



trade  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:42am | Post# 2031

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is in a minor state of indecision because of those two zones: one up, one down!! 
I think this is the easiest zone to take out (i.e. the higher one). The momentum was up 
and I know changing trends don't just trickle into a new direction - they're violent and 
show a battle of suppliers and buyers. 
 
So if the lower number of 1.2955/57 is gonna be taken out properly, then this current 
formation should be rejected with a resounding thud. I'm not sure if there is a zone 
around the 1.32XX area, but if this area is closed but not taken out, a resounding fall 
could possibly revisit 2955.  

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 11:45am | Post# 2032

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is in a minor state of indecision because of those two zones: one up, one down!! 

Make sense.  

 

hoss Jul 15, 2013 11:45am | Post# 2033

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is in a minor state of indecision because of those two zones: one up, one down!! 
Eur, 
 
If you have some time, could you post a couple pictures of the tops and bottoms pics 
within 10-20 pips that you were eluding to a few days ago? Much appreciated. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 11:45am | Post# 2034

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think this is the easiest zone to take out (i.e. the higher one). The momentum 
was up and I know changing trends don't just trickle into a new direction - they're violent 
and show a battle of suppliers and buyers. So if the lower number of 1.2955/57 is gonna 
be taken out properly, then this current formation should be rejected with a resounding 
thud. I'm not sure if there is a zone around the 1.32XX area, but if this area is closed but 
not taken out, a resounding fall could possibly revisit 2955. 
 
I see. Makes sense. So if price moves up to take out the box, I will keep an eye on a 

heavy move south. Thanks for the insight   

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 11:55am | Post# 2035

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} I see. Makes sense. So if price moves up to take out the box, I will keep an eye 

on a heavy move south. Thanks for the insight   
I would say that whilst this is my sentiment, it's less about predicting price and more 



about "catching a move" or riding a move.  
Whilst Eurusdd has provided a tool and even a map... you still have to trade this sucker. 
Without other tools, I think there was only one clear strategy that provides a buy/sell 
signal (ie. The Zigzag/Bollinger fakey method). 
 
So... I still use other tools that give me extra reasons to justify my trade. And this is 
what Eurusdd also mentioned - to adapt it to your style. 
Here's additional reasons for an up move now.  

• Daily Pivot Point is in the target zone. 
• 1H and Daily show a bull flag. 
• There's a big massive BULL candle on the daily... this can't be ignored. 
• Cross pairs related to EU (eg. EJ and UJ are showing the opposite trends, and if 

you also watch those they can signal whether EU is a leader or follower). 

 
Any one of these or other factors could change in the next 5 hours of the New York 
session. But you at least have a plan, and your risk is defined by the last Zig Zag leg of 
the 15M at 12997, for a reward at 13060 (63 pip leeway). 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 2036

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} This bothers me slightly as if we are all seeing different things depending on 
what brokers we use then how do we know what is true and what to base our decisions 
on? My bias is short at the moment based on what I am seeing. But I will manage the 
trade if it does head up further to take out a zone that I cannot see!!! 
By bias is down also based on CI. But yes these charting issues are quite bothersome 
 
From post till now indi just fixed itself. Prolly some refreshing issue but things are making 
sense again 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 2037

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I would say that whilst this is my sentiment, it's less about predicting price and 
more about "catching a move" or riding a move. Whilst Eurusdd has provided a tool and 
even a map... you still have to trade this sucker. Without other tools, I think there was 
only one clear strategy that provides a buy/sell signal (ie. The Zigzag/Bollinger fakey 
method). So... I still use other tools that give me extra reasons to justify my trade. And 
this is what Eurusdd also mentioned - to adapt it to your style. Here's additional reasons 
for an up move... 
 
I think this is why the recovery method compliments this. Because if there is a high-
probability that the price is going to come back to touch a zone. If it goes the wrong way 
you can always trade it back to break-even or even profit. This is what I have been doing 
quite successfully in my demo explorer. 
The Recovery System.pdf  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 2038

 
next try to hit the upper box...   



 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:05pm | Post# 2039

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} By bias is down also based on CI. But yes these charting issues are quite 
bothersome 
Generally, and THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT: All markets must agree eventually, therefore 
EURUSD will most likely take out the zone on top so that all charts can agree eventually. 
Mis-pricings must be corrected!!! 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 12:05pm | Post# 2040

 
Taken and similarity! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:06pm | Post# 2041

 
Now we all have same charts!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 2042

 
Boom!  

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 2043

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now we all have same charts!!! 

That was quick. Now can we get on with the business of going down please...lol  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 2044

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Generally, and THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT: All markets must agree eventually, 
therefore EURUSD will most likely take out the zone on top so that all charts can agree 
eventually. Mis-pricings must be corrected!!! 

Yes sir! Happening right now on my chess board  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 2045

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Put in a small long on EU @ 39 
Out @ 75 = 36 pips. Nice. 5 pip SL. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 2046

 
It is testing the box right now 
 



Man I have looked at the ZZ/Stoch/BB method over and over and over and I still can't 
seem to get the hang of it. I am still trying to develop a short term/day trading strategy. 
I understand the rules of the ZZstochBB but every time I look at the past legs on the 
chart it I start to get lost. It seems like once the ZZ repaints, I am already behind the 
price 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:12pm | Post# 2047

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now we all have same charts!!! 
my zone have not been taken completly, and I do not have sim... see pic. 
 
what does that mean? 
 
Should we as a group with different brokers, always check our charts to know if there is a 
sim across the brokers too? 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:12pm | Post# 2048

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
It is testing the box right now Man I have looked at the ZZ/Stoch/BB method over and 
over and over and I still can't seem to get the hang of it. I am still trying to develop a 
short term/day trading strategy. I understand the rules of the ZZstochBB but every time 
I look at the past legs on the chart it I start to get lost. It seems like once the ZZ 
repaints, I am already behind the price 

Post a chart dude. Let's see what you're seeing (or not seeing)  

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 2049

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Out @ 75 = 36 pips. Nice. 5 pip SL. 
Vlad the Bad! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 2050

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} That was quick. Now can we get on with the business of going down please...lol 

 
Wait: not exact time yet! 

 

Neio Jul 15, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 2051

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Out @ 75 = 36 pips. Nice. 5 pip SL. 
Nice work! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 2052

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} my zone have not been taken completly, and I do not have sim... see pic. what 
does that mean? Should we as a group with different brokers, always check our charts to 
know if there is a sim across the brokers too? {image} 
 
my chart looks like that. I am using FXCM by the way 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:15pm | Post# 2053

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} my chart looks like that. I am using FXCM by the way 
I am using Excel Markets 

 

Thoughts Jul 15, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 2054

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That sir, is the bomb! Let me get this straight.... can you actually run MT4 from 
DropBox? Or do you still USB the executables but have the data on DBox? 
If you use DropBox, you dont need the USB... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 2055

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} my zone have not been taken completly, and I do not have sim... see pic. what 
does that mean? Should we as a group with different brokers, always check our charts to 
know if there is a sim across the brokers too? {image} 
The high of your candle reached the price. What is this chart of, 15M or 1H? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 2056

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Wait: not exact time yet! 

Yes I get it similarity not yet there no new trend till similarity is achieved there will be 



another push. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 2057

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The high of your candle reached the price. What is this chart of, 15M or 1H? 
it is 15 min...the question is, does the zone needs to be taken out complete, or is it ok, if 
the zone has been touched? 
Also the dis sim on my chart has not been finished until now 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 2058

 
the high of my candle did not reach the top of the box. When we talk about reaching 
similarity across brokers, must the price be exact or can it be off even a bit? 
 
The high of my candle was 3 pips shy of the top of the zone 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:22pm | Post# 2059

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys, no shorts yet.  
Someone watch the ZZ and Bolinger for a signal. We want a fakey (price touches upper 
BB)... or a confirmed Zig.  

ONLY AFTER look for a trade entry, not before. You don't want to get whipsawed.  
 
EDIT: 
Chart to show what I mean... plus Elliot Wave count to show another possible reason 
why one more move higher for a fakey or end of cycle. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 2060

 
Each time a new dis-similarity starts, there is a road-block in front of price. That new 
road-block is added to the data we have and best paths estimated! So, there is a 
massive number-crunching job on this stuff! 
 
Take you time and very soon, it will be easy! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:24pm | Post# 2061

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, no shorts yet. Someone watch the ZZ and Bolinger for a signal. We want a fakey 
(price touches upper BB)... or a confirmed Zig. ONLY AFTER look for a trade entry, not 

before. You don't want to get whipsawed.  

so I will take a long, because my green zone needs to be cleared completly...   



 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 2062

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, no shorts yet. Someone watch the ZZ and Bolinger for a signal. We want a fakey 
(price touches upper BB)... or a confirmed Zig. ONLY AFTER look for a trade entry, not 

before. You don't want to get whipsawed.  
Ok help me out with this since this is in real time: 
 
ZZ leg is going up. So if price does not touch the outer band, we wait to show short. 
SO....if we wait for the outer band touch/confirmed new direction ZZ, we can still hop in 
short and net a few pips? 
 
I think my issue is worrying about missing a move and not landing enough pips to 
warrant entering the trade. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 2063

 
Most of the questions you guys are asking - will be answered properly when I 
return. I don't want to get involved now or I will mess up my Vac.  
very soon, you will get the trick!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 2064

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
the high of my candle did not reach the top of the box. When we talk about reaching 
similarity across brokers, must the price be exact or can it be off even a bit? The high of 
my candle was 3 pips shy of the top of the zone 
Is that what the rules state - that the entire height of the box needs to be retraced by 
price?  
My own interpretation is that it doesn't need to do that. I may be wrong. Eurusdd 
thoughts on this? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 2065

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Most of the questions you guys are asking - will be answered properly when I return. I 
don't want to get involved now or I will mess up my Vac. very soon, you will get the 
trick!!! 
Fair enough, I have nothing but time 
 
Now that vlady added a few things, my observation is that once this current dis-similarity 
ends, a zone will be created under the current price, and at the point, there would only 
be zones to correct below 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 2066

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} so I will take a long, because my green zone needs to be cleared completly...   
Ahhh... now you're thinking. Yes. 
 



Me, I wouldn't do it because I want the bigger move. But this is trading. We are looking 
for arbitrage opportunities. 
So.... I like what you are thinking. If the zone is not cleared, determine your lowest price 
move as the risk maximum (ie your stop), find a good entry point now and target that 
price point. It's a good reason for a trade!! Do it! 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 2067

 
Here is my prediction: Tomorrow between GMT 9 AM and 12:30 PM (noon) we will have a 
touch down to the lower zone that s thirsty for an embrace from the price. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 2068

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Is that what the rules state - that the entire height of the box needs to be 
retraced by price? My own interpretation is that it doesn't need to do that. I may be 
wrong. Eurusdd thoughts on this? 
The zone was created in the candle, so yes, the whole thing has to go!!1 There is no 
other way around that!!!!  
 
A zone is completed when it does NOT PAINT ANYMORE!! 

 

NeuroSith Jul 15, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 2069

 
And that Ladies and Gentlemen concludes today's epic trading session proudly brought to 
you and yours by Monsieur Eurousdd and the 300% return a week Goon-Squad. I'm done 
for the day. Crazy lots and 20 pips secure. 
 
@Eurousdd: Lemme know the name of your favorite charity. I'm sending them 2% of my 
account balance at the end of next month. 
 
Been trading for only 2 months. You and Nanningbob just exponentially reduced my 
learning curve. I'm already insanely profitable, consistently. 
Alright kids, I'm off to cut brains again. Don't want the wicked witch of neuro-ward to 

scold me today as well. Lol!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 2070

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Most of the questions you guys are asking - will be answered properly when I return. I 
don't want to get involved now or I will mess up my Vac. very soon, you will get the 
trick!!! 

Happy Vacations no problem, we will try and think and wait until you are 

back..enjoy   

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:33pm | Post# 2071

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The zone was created in the candle, so yes, the whole thing has to go!!1 There 
is no other way around that!!!! A zone is completed when it does NOT PAINT ANYMORE!! 



ok then. on my charts the upper zone is still in play.  
 
This is awesome. Most threads by now people would be arguing over the system/plan. 

It's nice to see everyone helping out. Thanks everyone   

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 2072

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Ahhh... now you're thinking. Yes. Me, I wouldn't do it because I want the bigger 
move. But this is trading. We are looking for arbitrage opportunities. So.... I like what 
you are thinking. If the zone is not cleared, determine your lowest price move as the risk 
maximum (ie your stop), find a good entry point now and target that price point. It's a 
good reason for a trade!! Do it! 
I would say Daily S1 is a good price point 13049. If you can risk an extra 5 pips, you 
could enter now and target 13076.  
 
Entry 13051.2  
Risk 13044.0 
TP1 13076.0 
 
7.2 vs 24.8 = 30% risk to 70% reward. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 2073

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} ok then. on my charts the upper zone is still in play. This is awesome. Most 
threads by now people would be arguing over the system/plan. It's nice to see everyone 

helping out. Thanks everyone   
Good, now I can go away: 
I will advice that you study the way price reacts to new zones in real-time first! I am 
getting settings for other important timeframes for you. 
Remember, this is serious business: We are playing against the big boys!!!! 
We will know where they want to go-with certainty- only when we are ready to do deep 
analysis.  
You cannot beat a chess grand-master if you are not prepared to think 8 to 20 steps 
ahead and think fast good!!!! 
 
------- 
closing statement!!!! 

 

Pipinek Jul 15, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 2074

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I'm still learnig how it works, but I took 2 trades for today and made 90pips, looking foward 
:-) nice system 

 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 2075

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I would say Daily S1 is a good price point 13049. If you can risk an extra 5 pips, 
you could enter now and target 13076. Entry 13051.2 Risk 13044.0 TP1 13076.0 7.2 vs 
24.8 = 30% risk to 70% reward. 
Oh look! As I was creating that trade plan, it came down and revisited Daily S2 where I 
placed my earlier trade.  
Guys you could have placed a small long on this baby.... work out your risk then set your 
target. 
 
BTW.... no one has posted a Zig Zag chart yet, but I'm almost willing to be that last 
move is a fakey and we are due another move up to finish the play. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:41pm | Post# 2076

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The zone was created in the candle, so yes, the whole thing has to go!!1 There 
is no other way around that!!!! A zone is completed when it does NOT PAINT ANYMORE!! 

Got it Captain!  
Makes a whole lot more sense that way. Now. Go and enjoy your vacation and don't 

worry about us kids!  
 
Thanks again! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 2077

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh look! As I was creating that trade plan, it came down and revisited Daily S2 
where I placed my earlier trade. Guys you could have placed a small long on this baby.... 
work out your risk then set your target. BTW.... no one has posted a Zig Zag chart yet, but 
I'm almost willing to be that last move is a fakey and we are due another move up to finish 
the play. 
here it is with zz 



p.s. I entered the trade as price touched the middle bb 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:46pm | Post# 2078

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} here it is with zz p.s. I entered the trade as price touched the middle bb 
{image} 
It does look like unfinished business up there. 
 
Using other principles.... the ZZ shows the last swings.... so that zone is basically the last 
major swing high. 
GL! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 12:46pm | Post# 2079

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh look! As I was creating that trade plan, it came down and revisited Daily S2 
where I placed my earlier trade. Guys you could have placed a small long on this baby.... 
work out your risk then set your target. BTW.... no one has posted a Zig Zag chart yet, but 
I'm almost willing to be that last move is a fakey and we are due another move up to finish 
the play. 
 
As of 12:48 EST 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 2080

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} As of 12:48 EST {image} 

Thanks.  
 
My instant reaction is: 
 
a) I would wait for the bigger move which would come after Similarity. (which has just 
happened). 
b) If I was scalping like Forex Lion, then I would use very tight stops. The reward is there 
but there is a chance of a whipsaw as we all just saw. The reason for this is because of 
the newly formed pink bar (dissim) which has no similarity bar printed yet. Is that indi 
sync'd to an 1hour setting?... it's 8 minutes to 6 here in London so you may just very 
well see a new graphic. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 12:56pm | Post# 2081

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I think this is why the recovery method compliments this. Because if there is a 
high-probability that the price is going to come back to touch a zone. If it goes the wrong 
way you can always trade it back to break-even or even profit. This is what I have been 
doing quite successfully in my demo explorer. {image} 
Mate, I haven't forgotten you. Let me read this on my commute home and digest it. 
1st para seems to resonate with my earlier "philosophical" post.... basically the same 
thing.  
Will let you know either here or PM. Thx 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 2082



 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Thanks. My instant reaction is: a) I would wait for the bigger move which 
would come after Similarity. (which has just happened). b) If I was scalping like Forex 
Lion, then I would use very tight stops. The reward is there but there is a chance of a 
whipsaw as we all just saw. The reason for this is because of the newly formed pink bar 
(dissim) which has no similarity bar printed yet. Is that indi sync'd to an 1hour setting?... 
it's 8 minutes to 6 here in London so you may just very well see a new graphic. 
Not sure what you mean with it being sync'd. It was the template Eurusdd posted for 
optimal settings for the 15min EUR/USD chart.  
 
I am not against scalping but I would rather wait for moves over 20 pips. 10 at the least. 
I start to have mini anxiety attacks watching the charts trying to scalp haha 
 
I would want to go long up to the top of box and net around 20 pips and then turn 
around and go short for the long ride down. But I havent pulled the trigger yet. I want to 
understand a little bit better first but I am starting to get the hang of it 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 2083

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote}  
He is the same person who posted here in red before 
 
accusing me of selling an EA. He is constanly opening new accounts and displaying his 
inability to see the light. I welcome anything that helps others become better traders. I 
will ban him if another irrelevant post ..... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 2084

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is this what the Similarity will produce - a repeat of the last yellow box? 



 

 

a_fx Jul 15, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 2085

 
try not to talk in riddles 

 

shiva Jul 15, 2013 1:07pm | Post# 2086

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Good, now I can go away: I will advice that you study the way price reacts to 
new zones in real-time first! I am getting settings for other important timeframes for 
you. Remember, this is serious business: We are playing against the big boys!!!! We will 
know where they want to go-with certainty- only when we are ready to do deep analysis. 
You cannot beat a chess grand-master if you are not prepared to think 8 to 20 steps 
ahead and think fast good!!!! ------- closing statement!!!! 
Have a great vacation buddy, see you soon! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:07pm | Post# 2087

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} He is the same person who posted here in red before accusing me of selling an 
EA. He is constanly opening new accounts and displaying his inability to see the light. I 
welcome anything that helps others become better traders. I will ban him if another 
irrelevant post ..... 
I checked out his posts to your thread.... his earliest post said something like "give me 
information... kind of like, spoon feed me" 
What?!?! This isn't a child's game. Trading is probably one of the hardest things in the 
world to do. Effort is recognised and rewarded both in kind and in cash. Can't abide folk 
that want a free ride as if they're entitled to it. 



 
Anyhoo... there is such a thing as an ignore button. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:09pm | Post# 2088

 
Quoting a_fx 
try not to talk in riddles 
try and not be a baby. work it out. 
contribute something meaningful.  
stop asking without giving. 
 
simples. 

 

Thoughts Jul 15, 2013 1:10pm | Post# 2089

 
Quoting a_fx 
try not to talk in riddles 
What is wrong with you? If youre unimpressed why not go to another thread and leave 
this one be? 

 

crodzilla Jul 15, 2013 1:10pm | Post# 2090

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That sir, is the bomb! Let me get this straight.... can you actually run MT4 from 
DropBox? Or do you still USB the executables but have the data on DBox? 
Yes, dropbox creates the directory on each computer, and updates it when there is a file 
that changes, is added, or deleted. So all computers/devices will have the same exact 
MT4 on them. No USB required, ever again. 
 
Carl 

 

myichimoku Jul 15, 2013 1:12pm | Post# 2091

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So few people talking about Cycle Identifier with alert indicator ( they called it EA?) but 
no one shares, here's the CI with notification alert. I took "Cycle Identifier with 
history" and edit it.  
 
The main reason to make this edit is because I want to send instant notification alert to 
my phone, instead of email alert. Credit goes to the person who create/share the 
indicator. 
 
To use the CI alert: 
1. set "NotificatioAlert" = true 
2. MinorAlert = true 
3. for 5m CI, set "alertsOption" = 0 (all) 
4. for 1m CI, when trend up, set "alertsOption" = 1(buy only). When trend down, set 
"alertsOption" = 2 (sell only). 
 
Cycle Identifier Notification.mq4  

 



vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:13pm | Post# 2092

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Not sure what you mean with it being sync'd. It was the template Eurusdd 
posted for optimal settings for the 15min EUR/USD chart. I am not against scalping but I 
would rather wait for moves over 20 pips. 10 at the least. I start to have mini anxiety 
attacks watching the charts trying to scalp haha I would want to go long up to the top of 
box and net around 20 pips and then turn around and go short for the long ride down. 
But I havent pulled the trigger yet. I want to understand a little bit better first but I am 
starting to get the hang... 
Don't trade if you have doubts. It's fine to wait.  
 

And it's free  
 
 
Re the sync... i've not played with the indi yet but if there was a setting that matched the 
15M to the 1Hour.... then essentially the indicator would need to mathematically adjust 
the last 4 bars of 15M to something even though the hour hasn't completed yet. See 
what I mean? Whereas the previous hour is complete - the bar is not repainted - 
therefore the corresponding 15M bars are also complete.  
 
If you end up using the indi as a trade signal (which I wouldn't personally), then you run 
the risk of the indi being ahead of price. ie. the current set of 15M bars are printing 
against an 1H bar that isn't complete yet. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:25pm | Post# 2093

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} here it is with zz p.s. I entered the trade as price touched the middle bb 
{image} 
Hope you get this one! It coincides with Daily R1 @ 13078 
 
GL 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 1:29pm | Post# 2094

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Don't trade if you have doubts. It's fine to wait. And it's free Re the sync... 
i've not played with the indi yet but if there was a setting that matched the 15M to the 
1Hour.... then essentially the indicator would need to mathematically adjust the last 4 
bars of 15M to something even though the hour hasn't completed yet. See what I mean? 
Whereas the previous hour is complete - the bar is not repainted - therefore the 
corresponding 15M bars are also complete. If you end up using the indi as a trade 

signal (which I wouldn't... 
 
Yea I don't want to rely solely on an indi for a signal (unless of course there was one that 
was that accurate). Eurusdd mentioned using these techniques to supplement and 
already established strategy. Up until this thread I was focusing on mid to longer term 
trend following strategies but I would like to develop a shorter term strategy as well. And 
all this info is really interesting 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 2095



 
Forex Lion! Rwaaaooorr!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 1:42pm | Post# 2096

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD went 
up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. 
Similarity played her part in the following way: 
 
1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 
2: Dis-similarity started at A 
3: Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 
4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 
 
5: Price cannot go down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and 
create a mess 
 
6: The zone at E was also maturing. 
 
------ 
At that point I checked REVOLUTION for the EXACT TIME FOR the call and BOOOOM. PRICE 
HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO GO UP!!! 
----- 
 
That is one way you should think!!!! 
 

 
 

Use this as a stepping stone.... till you hear from me again!!!   

 



cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 1:51pm | Post# 2097

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD 
went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity played her part in the 
following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: 
Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a mess 6: 
The zone at E was also maturing.... 
 

 

 

angelofx Jul 15, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 2098

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD 
went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity played her part in the 
following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: 
Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a mess 6: 
The zone at E was also maturing.... 
Committed to memory. But i don't quite understand point #5 can you clarify? and we 
don't have REVOLUTION not that i'm asking for it. 

 

lappies Jul 15, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 2099

 
Cool stuff!!!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 1:55pm | Post# 2100

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Forex Lion! Rwaaaooorr!!  

that was a nice trade.... 
 
but zone still has not been taken out, missed complete takeout by one pip 

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 1:57pm | Post# 2101

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
3: Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at 
A. That zone is C. 5: Price cannot go down because the zone at B will meet the zone at 
Cin the future and create a mess 
Considering what you said earlier about resetting our plans whenever dissimilarity starts, 
can't we say that by point A candle "getting into" zone B, the mess was already there? 

 
 

But anyway,  

 



Ralome Jul 15, 2013 1:58pm | Post# 2102

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Committed to memory. But i don't quite understand point #5 can you clarify? 
and we don't have REVOLUTION not that i'm asking for it. 
 
"Creating a mess" = overlapping zones! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 1:58pm | Post# 2103

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD 
went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity played her part in the 
following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: 
Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a mess 6: 
The zone at E was also maturing.... 
Niiiice....  
Here are some observations: 

• You have an unmarked/undescribed feature like a moving average in blue, let's 
call it BL. 

• At A, there is also a RED zone starting at a much earlier time. This overlaps C. 
• BL acted as support (coincidence?) at A and also cuts through this red zone and 

another zone which is un-named. 
• When BL left the upper price boundary of un-named zone, entering the red zone 

price flew up, completing zones B and E. 
• Where B overlaps C in price will be a magnet for the future 

Some food for thought! Ciao for now! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 1:58pm | Post# 2104

 
9 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 2105

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Considering what you said earlier about resetting our plans whenever 
dissimilarity starts, can't we say that by point A candle "getting into" zone B, the mess 

was already there? But anyway,  
Yes, in a way. But the mean reason is that ZONE B is a maturing zone and Since the 
candle at A did not take out B, B was heading on a collision course with the zone 
expected at C. That probability of that happening is very small. It is all about 
probabilities!!! Notice also that the more price stayed quiet the smaller the gap will be. 
 
There is more to it but that is why I said if you do your analysis well, you will win! 

 

angelofx Jul 15, 2013 2:30pm | Post# 2106

 



Quoting Ralome 
{quote} "Creating a mess" = overlapping zones! 
gotcha. Zones should not overlap or cross each other. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 15, 2013 2:30pm | Post# 2107

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD 
went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity played her part in the 
following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: 
Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a mess 6: 
The zone at E was also maturing.... 
I understand what it means. Zone B is there first before the A, and it is still valid for price 
to correct to, since it is no more than 1 week. Then dissimilarity A started and price 
complete it mission to arrive to zone B, and zone E as well due to strong buying at the 
moment (News). So in the end, dissimilarity is end and zone C is formed. So now, zone C 
is still valid and price must correct to. However, along the way to correct to zone C, big 
players out there (Across broker) create another zone at top of current price, that the 
reason why it is a mess now, indecision of price to move to top of zone or zone C. 
 
Add: The set of candle at area A was supposed to go up, but it pull back. Therefore, it 
created the "expected" zone C after the dissimilarity A was end. 

 

Anusragger Jul 15, 2013 2:54pm | Post# 2108

 
Maybe it's possible to add an alert to the already superb indy? If a new dissim candle has 
closed and the created future zone overlaps existing zones it will give a text alert or 
something. Dont know if its possible. Great work so far Ralome! And eurusdd, thanks for 
your insights. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 2109

 
1 Attachment(s) 
the yellow one will be the next future zone...so price should take out the above green zone, 
after that he move through the yellow one and go down further to take out the blue 

one...this could be a logical move...maybe...  



 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 3:36pm | Post# 2110

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
the yellow one will be the next future zone...so price should take out the above green 
zone, after that he move through the yellow one and go down further to take out the 

blue one...this could be a logical move...maybe...  {image} 
 
I agree with that. I have that yellow part marked on my graph 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 3:42pm | Post# 2111

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} I agree with that. I have that yellow part marked on my graph 
at the moment the third attempt has started... 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 15, 2013 3:46pm | Post# 2112

 
Hi all, 
 
The last zone that runs through 1.3075x is not visible on my chart. 
I have the correct settings, so im not really sure what's wrong now. 

 



killerno Jul 15, 2013 3:46pm | Post# 2113

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
the yellow one will be the next future zone...so price should take out the above green zone, 
after that he move through the yellow one and go down further to take out the blue 

one...this could be a logical move...maybe...  {image} 
 
hi 
I don't have this new dis-sim zone, the previous one still not ended. I think we have to use 
more brokers to get clear picture. 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 3:47pm | Post# 2114

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} at the moment the third attempt has started... 

I know it is driving me nuts . I want to wait to go short and ride te bigger move down 
but it just wont break that top of that box yet. 1-2 pips ugh 

 

Anusragger Jul 15, 2013 3:50pm | Post# 2115

 
Quoting Anusragger 
Maybe it's possible to add an alert to the already superb indy? If a new dissim candle has 
closed and the created future zone overlaps existing zones it will give a text alert or 
something. Dont know if its possible. Great work so far Ralome! And eurusdd, thanks for 
your insights. 
Better idea for the indy: new dissim candle is closed. Now an empty zone is created 
which extends into the future. Now we can visualise any overlaps. When the dissim ends 
the zone gets filled. What do you think? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 3:50pm | Post# 2116

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} hi I don't have this new dis-sim zone, the previous one still not ended. I think 
we have to use more brokers to get clear picture. {image} 
 



his yellow zone he drew was his one marker. The zone has not been marked by the indi 
yet because there is still dis-similarity on the chart. once that green dot/line appears, the 
new zone will also appear 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 3:54pm | Post# 2117

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} hi I don't have this new dis-sim zone, the previous one still not ended. I think 
we have to use more brokers to get clear picture. {image} 
yes, that's true we have a lot of different charts, someone with and someone without 
that zone. 
I think after this hard fighting zone has been cleared we will have across broker sim 
again... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 3:57pm | Post# 2118

 
Quoting Anusragger 
{quote} Better idea for the indy: new dissim candle is closed. Now an empty zone is 
created which extends into the future. Now we can visualise any overlaps. When the 
dissim ends the zone gets filled. What do you think? 
a good idea!! the "future zone" could be a unfilled rectangular 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 3:59pm | Post# 2119

 
Let me explain what is happening to EURUSD right now. If you have every 
played chess-titan before you should have noticed that there are different 
levels of difficulties. If you choose level 1, the computer takes very little 
time to calculate a move. But if you choose level 8, the computer can take 
up to 1min before it makes a move? Why? Level 8 means the program has 
to search deeper into the underlying tree for a move that will be good! 
It also depends on the move you made. If you made a good one, then the 
program will take a longer time to .... 
 
So, that is what we are seeing right now! EURUSD is faced with a problem 
and those who can move the market have to thread carefully. They have 
to find that path that will balance out so many components in the 
system!!! So, like I said, price is finding the right gradient and when she 
finds it, SHE WILL MOVE!!!!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 4:05pm | Post# 2120

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let me explain what is happening to EURUSD right now. If you have every played chess-
titan before you should have noticed that there are different levels of difficulties. If you 
choose level 1, the computer takes very little time to calculate a move. But if you choose 
level 8, the computer can take up to 1min before it makes a move? Why? Level 8 means 
the program has to search deeper into the underlying tree for a move that will be good! 
It also depends on the move you made. If you made a good one, then the program will 
take a longer time to ....... 



ok, so we play at level 8 at the moment...and we have to wait...   

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 4:10pm | Post# 2121

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} ok, so we play at level 8 at the moment...and we have to wait...   
It does not matter whether volume is small or big, when they find the right path they will 
move price!! So, we could experience a spike to the upside soon in order to clear the 
zone!! It is possible!!1 That zone is in sight! 

 

Barbossa Jul 15, 2013 4:17pm | Post# 2122

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD 
went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity played her part in the 
following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: 
Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. 
That zone is C. 4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a mess 6: 
The zone at E was also maturing.... 
 

Fascinating stuff man.  
Once again, you show me a different perspective on the market. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 4:21pm | Post# 2123

 
another thought, what happens if price breaks the "future zone" before the zone has 
been drawn? is it also a "take-out", or not? 

 

 

killerno Jul 15, 2013 4:25pm | Post# 2124

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
another thought, what happens if price breaks the "future zone" before the zone has 

been drawn? is it also a "take-out", or not?  

I wanted to ask the same   

 

taypot Jul 15, 2013 4:25pm | Post# 2125

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, 
Thanks for all the hard work put into this thread and for sharing this with us EURUSDD. i 
have spent yesterday and some of today reading the posts and made three tentative trades 
on a practice FXCM account ... all winners... Very pleased with how I felt waiting for the 
trades to suceed, much better than my trading emotions before when relying on indicators. 
 
I have tried to take in too much I think and have probably made errors on my set up as I 
cant see the zone above that you are talking about EURUSDD. If anyone has time can they 
please advise. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 4:27pm | Post# 2126

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
another thought, what happens if price breaks the "future zone" before the zone has 

been drawn? is it also a "take-out", or not?  
No, It will still be drawn! That is a key to your trading. Can you see it? 

 

taypot Jul 15, 2013 4:35pm | Post# 2127

 
Oh, i have found one on the minute chart, maybe thats the one you refer to. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 4:39pm | Post# 2128

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No, It will still be drawn! That is a key to your trading. Can you see it? 
ahh. I saw it...here is an example... 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 4:45pm | Post# 2129

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} ahh. I saw it...here is an example... {image} 

Good!!! I must confess people, I can't leave my thread ooh....  
I just want to answer questions and make people understand .....  
 

Lol.   

 

Ralome Jul 15, 2013 4:48pm | Post# 2130

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Good!!! I must confess people, I can't leave my thread ooh.... I just 

want to answer questions and make people understand ..... Lol.   

Yeah, you see dissimilarity in people's thoughts and you just want to take them out  

 

jaris Jul 15, 2013 4:51pm | Post# 2131

 
I have read this thread, and referring to post 2098 about eurusdd trade, wow he sold at 
the top with hindsight incredible trade. Dissimilarity similarity what a bunch of crap. No 
one can even explain how to use this crap, stochastic fantastic, trading with indicators 
their's a recipe for sure failure. I took 50 trades for two pips each trade wow. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 4:54pm | Post# 2132

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Good!!! I must confess people, I can't leave my thread ooh.... I just 

want to answer questions and make people understand ..... Lol.   

you have to pull out the plug of your computer and enjoy your vac... take a beer 
and enjoy...if nobody is around the corner you can turn on the computer again, just for a 



look... , but be careful...if your family or friends are watching you...   

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 2133

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Good!!! I must confess people, I can't leave my thread ooh.... I just 

want to answer questions and make people understand ..... Lol.   
Eurusdd, you're truly dedicated. Get some vacation time! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 2134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} you have to pull out the plug of your computer and enjoy your vac... take a 
beer and enjoy...if nobody is around the corner you can turn on the computer again, just for 

a look... , but be careful...if your family or friends are watching you...   
GREAT IDEA!!! I will demo-test that... 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 15, 2013 5:01pm | Post# 2135

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Good!!! I must confess people, I can't leave my thread ooh.... I just 

want to answer questions and make people understand ..... Lol.   
Not only a master, but a true gentleman! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 2136

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Been playing around with this on MT4... brilliant indi, Ralome! 

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 2137

 
Hey guys, it comes to a point where i can't follow. Too much excitation ! I feel some guys 
(and girl ?) don't eat / sleep anymore... I will never want to be that 'hard nervous' 
trader. 
 
If someone makes an EA or a clear PDF resume of EURSDD strategy 
(BB+Stock+ZigZag), i'll buy it 50% of my lifetime profit. 
That makes 25% left for charity - this is my secret project (NOT 2% PLEASE !), and 25% 
left for my family : my two motivations for doing Forex. 
 
Remember the money we win, someone loses it. 
 
Earn money to live, not live to earn money. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 5:09pm | Post# 2138

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Been playing around with this on MT4... brilliant indi, Ralome! {image} 
nice little bounce off the middle band there. Good for a quick long? 

 

IFxRobot Jul 15, 2013 5:11pm | Post# 2139

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Been playing around with this on MT4... brilliant indi, Ralome! {image} 
As everybody can see here, the ZigZag is really a s*** stuff ! 
 
Another big dissimilarity now... So many at this price. Seems the conclusion of wandering 
price ? Now we can "crack" ? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:14pm | Post# 2140



 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} As everybody can see here, the ZigZag is really a s*** stuff ! Another big 
dissimilarity now... So many at this price. 
If you switch between 15M and 30M you can see where the swing is, so it can be 
explained as a glitch. It shouldn't affect how you interpret it - i mean, I can see where 
the swing occurs. I've maintained it at the 24 setting which matches the 300 stoch for 
the 15M timeframe. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 5:15pm | Post# 2141

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Hey guys, it comes to a point where i can't follow. Too much excitation ! I feel some guys 
(and girl ?) don't eat / sleep anymore... . 

good idea, I need a sandwich and a beer....and make a break   

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 15, 2013 5:15pm | Post# 2142

 
I must confess too. I was one of the biggest skeptics. You gotta understand. I've been 
around forums since 05 and I have seen my share of threads that present impressive 
things that don't last very long. This, however, is surviving the test of time. I still have to 
wrap my head around everything that is presented here but definitely a fresh look. Thank 
you to all contributors and hope to make some contributions of my own soon. 

 

smartest Jul 15, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 2143

 
why my chart not drawing that top zone? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 2144

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I've just applied the template to USDJPY, which is currently playing contra to EURUSD. 

What direction is it heading towards?  

 



 

normtold Jul 15, 2013 5:20pm | Post# 2145

 
Quoting killerno 

{quote} I wanted to ask the same   
I tell you what I did this morning, I looked at the M15 Eur/Usd chart with the 
StochDifZones, zoomed out as far as I could go and scrolled back as far as I could which 
was May 2nd 2013. 
 
Then I took my time and looked at each pink dot/line and then each blue dot/line and 
understood how the zones were formed and how the thickness of the zone was 
established. 
 
I went through them one at a time and it was very educational. 
You will see that if price breaks the "future zone" before the zone has been drawn price 
needs to come back through the zone after it has been drawn to cancel it out. 
 
 
Also noted was the high and low need to be broken to end a zone. 
 
 
As Eurusdd said most zones will be cancelled out within a week but some took 18, 21, 
22, 34 or 37 days. 
 
On the 10th of July it took out 3 zones of 6, 15 and 16 days old and created 2 new 
zones. 
 
 
Just saying it is worth scrolling through to see a bit more. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 5:21pm | Post# 2146

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I've just applied the template to USDJPY, which is currently playing contra to EURUSD. 

What direction is it heading towards? {image} 

you know the song "Move in the right direction".. ? 

 

taypot Jul 15, 2013 5:21pm | Post# 2147

 
Smartest, i asked the same question but think I've worked it out. You have to tweak 
Ralome's indicator to show the biggest similarity zones to 'true' 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:29pm | Post# 2148

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} nice little bounce off the middle band there. Good for a quick long? 
I just posted UJ... if it goes up, then EU goes down. Just extrapolating... the possibility 
I'm seeing is: 

• the new zone being created is 1.30294 to 1.30355, for a buy, target potentially 
1.34159 to 1.34954. 



• If that zone is cleared but provides no support.... then that opens up 1.29590 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:38pm | Post# 2149

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Can someone please confirm if this is a viable setup: 
 
The 300 stoch has hit the bottom level of the BB but the zigzag has not printed a bottom = 
fakey bottom. 
The actual price is in the mid of the BB = support. 
 
Will try a small long, looking for a higher swing high to replace the current zigzag leg high. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 5:46pm | Post# 2150

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
I must confess too. I was one of the biggest skeptics. You gotta understand. I've been 
around forums since 05 and I have seen my share of threads that present impressive 
things that don't last very long. This, however, is surviving the test of time. I still have to 
wrap my head around everything that is presented here but definitely a fresh look. Thank 
you to all contributors and hope to make some contributions of my own soon. 

GOOD SOUL! There is light out there.   

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 5:48pm | Post# 2151

 
Quoting smartest 
why my chart not drawing that top zone? 
Some chart do not draw them. Alpari does. All charts will eventually agree. Choose at 
least one more mt4 for cross-broker analysis. Make sure the broker is popular and big!!! 

 



smartest Jul 15, 2013 5:50pm | Post# 2152

 
Eurusdd 
 
Could that because where the dis-similarity starts, is where the big-boys starts heavily 
hedge their positions? then it has to come back to rescue the position? 
 
Just a guess. 

 

smartest Jul 15, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 2153

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Some chart do not draw them. Alpari does. All charts will eventually agree. 
Choose at least one more mt4 for cross-broker analysis. Make sure the broker is popular 
and big!!! 
Mine is IBFX. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 5:52pm | Post# 2154

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} I tell you what I did this morning, I looked at the M15 Eur/Usd chart with the 
StochDifZones, zoomed out as far as I could go and scrolled back as far as I could which 
was May 2nd 2013. Then I took my time and looked at each pink dot/line and then each 
blue dot/line and understood how the zones were formed and how the thickness of the 
zone was established. I went through them one at a time and it was very educational. 
You will see that if price breaks the "future zone" before the zone has been drawn price 
needs to come back through the... 
True. The mean is 15 days and you know what that means. Modes are better parameters 
in this case. That is why you don't need to follow every zone and like I said, with 97% 
probability, zone will be taken out before they grow to 75 days. So, your analysis 
conformed that. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 5:52pm | Post# 2155

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Can someone please confirm if this is a viable setup: The 300 stoch has hit the bottom level 
of the BB but the zigzag has not printed a bottom = fakey bottom. The actual price is in the 
mid of the BB = support. Will try a small long, looking for a higher swing high to replace the 
current zigzag leg high. {image} 
this is how my chart looks like at the moment...what kind of zz settings do you use? 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 2156

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The yellow line in the bottom window is climbing. We are heading for a top!!!! 

Maybe!   

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 5:58pm | Post# 2157

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} this is how my chart looks like at the moment...what kind of zz settings do you 
use? {image} 
It's the same as yours. I believe these were default from Eurusdd's template. 



However, the picture you sent before when replying to Eurusdd about the blackhole that 
would exist if the zone wasn't yet complete.... I couldn't replicate with my charts. No 
matter... not that important! As long as we tie the concepts down, that's more important 

- as we have to be able to trade it.  

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 6:01pm | Post# 2158

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow line in the bottom window is climbing. We are heading for a top!!!! 
Maybe!{image} 

maybe, because it is level 8  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 6:05pm | Post# 2159

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow line in the bottom window is climbing. We are heading for a top!!!! 
Maybe!{image} 
I certainly hope so. If it happens during Asian session I will miss it as I'm off to bed. But 
I'll be readying my shorts if so. 

Thanks for your guidance on this Eurusdd! Now get back to vacation! LOL  

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 6:07pm | Post# 2160

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's the same as yours. I believe these were default from Eurusdd's template. 
However, the picture you sent before when replying to Eurusdd about the blackhole that 
would exist if the zone wasn't yet complete.... I couldn't replicate with my charts. No 
matter... not that important! As long as we tie the concepts down, that's more important 

- as we have to be able to trade it. {image} 
this one?....the yellow zone, which I have drawn. it is the high of the first candle where 
the new dissim started... 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...6&d=1373916853  

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 6:17pm | Post# 2161



 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} ahh. I saw it...here is an example... {image} 
No it was this one. I didn't get the two swing highs. No matter, the settings should be 24 
from previous postings. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 15, 2013 6:22pm | Post# 2162

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No it was this one. I didn't get the two swing highs. No matter, the settings 
should be 24 from previous postings. 
ok, on this picture I had different settings for the zz, now I also have only one swing high 
at this point with the zz settings from the default tmpl. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 15, 2013 6:25pm | Post# 2163

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} ok, on this picture I had different settings for the zz, now I also have only one 
swing high at this point with the zz settings from the default tmpl. 
Cool! Then we're in sync.  
I was about to scalp a long from 64. Decided against it and going to bed. More 

opportunities tomorrow!  
 
good night folks! 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:08pm | Post# 2164

 
Testing the upper zone again. StochDiff indi spiking pretty high 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 8:16pm | Post# 2165

 
Quoting NeuroSith 
And that Ladies and Gentlemen concludes today's epic trading session proudly brought to 
you and yours by Monsieur Eurousdd and the 300% return a week Goon-Squad. I'm done 
for the day. Crazy lots and 20 pips secure. @Eurousdd: Lemme know the name of your 
favorite charity. I'm sending them 2% of my account balance at the end of next month. 
Been trading for only 2 months. You and Nanningbob just exponentially reduced my 
learning curve. I'm already insanely profitable, consistently. Alright kids, I'm off to cut 
brains again. Don't want the wicked witch... 
stay around buddy. The objective of this thread : help good people like you trade 
strategically and without too much emotions! Know where the powers that be want to 
take price!!! 

 

Karish Jul 15, 2013 8:20pm | Post# 2166

 
yoo guys is there a way to make the CI indicator paint the signal in the moment it should 
be painted and not after the candle closed?.., 
how accurate it will be if it will be like that..? 
 
and what do i have to add to the indicator code to make it write in a specific notepad, 



creating a new row each time it showing a new signal with the exact time it came on with 
the currency pair and signal strength  
like:  
[DATE: 07,16,13|TIME:20:20:02][CURRENCY:EUR/USD][AT:1.30555][SIGNAL:GOING 
UP][TYPE:MAJOR!] 
/ 
[DATE: 07,16,13|TIME:20:20:02][CURRENCY:EUR/USD][AT:1.30555][SIGNAL:GOING 
DOWN][TYPE:regular!] 
 
if thats possible thank you very much for your help and i believe it will help some other 

members too  

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:22pm | Post# 2167

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Testing the upper zone again. StochDiff indi spiking pretty high 
I don`t get it, please help me with this one. 
 
That upper zone, why it is there and not there where the yellow zone is? 

 

 

cenky Jul 15, 2013 8:23pm | Post# 2168

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Testing the upper zone again. StochDiff indi spiking pretty high 
i think EU makes a top now... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 8:26pm | Post# 2169 

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} I don`t get it, please help me with this one. That upper zone, why it is there and not 



there where the yellow zone is? {image} 
That yellow zone will occur somewhere behind 

A.   

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:29pm | Post# 2170

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That yellow zone will occur somewhere behind A.{image} 
okey, but why that upper zone is there where it is? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:30pm | Post# 2171

 
Still coming up a few pips short. I wish it would hit it already so we can move on. I want 
to see what happens to these next few zones and price in real time 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:36pm | Post# 2172

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Still coming up a few pips short. I wish it would hit it already so we can move on. I want to 
see what happens to these next few zones and price in real time 
That zone was made from the candle marked with a red arrow 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:38pm | Post# 2173

 
1 Attachment(s) 
or why that earlier box is not there where that yellow zone is? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 8:39pm | Post# 2174

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:42pm | Post# 2175

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} That zone was made from the candle marked with a red arrow {image} 
so, these stochdifzones had nothing to do with that upper zone? 

 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:45pm | Post# 2176

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} so, these stochdifzones had nothing to do with that upper zone? {image} 



 
The green line you have highlighted marked the end of the dis-similarity that caused the 
zone in the upper right to paint. The zone doesnt paint until dis-similarity that caused it 
reaches similarity again. 
 
And then the pink line is the start of a new dis-similarity that has not corrected yet so the 
zone it WILL create later on does not show up yet. That is where Eurusdd said it would 
form somewhere behind A 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 8:49pm | Post# 2177

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} The green line you have highlighted marked the end of the dis-similarity that 
caused the zone in the upper right to paint. The zone doesnt paint until dis-similarity that 
caused it reaches similarity again. And then the pink line is the start of a new dis-
similarity that has not corrected yet so the zone it WILL create later on does not show up 
yet. That is where Eurusdd said it would form somewhere behind A 
okey, thank you very much, i had a different understanding about green and pink lines. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 8:51pm | Post# 2178

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} okey, thank you very much, i had a different understanding about green and 
pink lines. 

no problem  
 
If I am interpreting this right, the indi shows as price gets higher the dis-similarity 
spikes. It is almost like price wants to drop SO BAD to correct itself but it cant till it 
clears this box. 

 

RockRobb Jul 15, 2013 9:06pm | Post# 2179

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} ...but it cant till it clears this box. 
which box? 
those two boxes above? 
Or...just one of them? 
 

those two boxes are the 'blackhole' right?  

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 9:08pm | Post# 2180

 
Quoting crottsinabox 

{quote} no problem If I am interpreting this right, the indi shows as price gets higher 
the dis-similarity spikes. It is almost like price wants to drop SO BAD to correct itself but 
it cant till it clears this box. 
okey we`ll see 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:11pm | Post# 2181

 



I hope those who argue that technical indicators are useless are having a second ...... 
 
you need a sound theory/argument to design a reliable technical indicator. Most of the 
indicators out there approach forex-trading in the wrong way. They follow price or chase 
price. 
 
Here we let price come to us. We see the road-blocks in front of price and have the 
chance to ..... 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:13pm | Post# 2182

 
Quoting rockrobb 
{quote} which box? those two boxes above? Or...just one of them? those two boxes are 

the 'blackhole' right?  
At the moment, just the one immediately above price. it is the easier one to take out at 
the moment. Eurusdd said he would elaborate more(later on) on which zone takes 
priority if there are more than one.  
 
From my understanding, the zones are the 'blackholes" yes 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:13pm | Post# 2183

 
For example, there is a reason why eurusd is still trying to go up there. We know why. 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 9:14pm | Post# 2184

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope those who argue that technical indicators are useless are having a second ...... 
you need a sound theory/argument to design a reliable technical indicator. Most of the 
indicators out there approach forex-trading in the wrong way. They follow price or chase 
price. Here we let price come to us. We see the road-blocks in front of price and have the 
chance to ..... 
you have different things here going on, CI (post1) works fine too 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:16pm | Post# 2185

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} you have different things here going on, CI (post1) works fine too 
yeah, but I said it is the LEAST tool in the tool-box!!! The stoch- bb -zz is one-step above 
it. 
 
There is another tool but I will not present it here. That one allows you to TIME YOUR 
TRADES!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:18pm | Post# 2186

 
1 Attachment(s) 
When to enter is just as important as where to enter. 
 
Look at where I entered here. 



 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 15, 2013 9:22pm | Post# 2187

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yeah, but I said it is the LEAST tool in the tool-box!!! The stoch- bb -zz one step 
above it. 
i have been busy with CI, but have to study that stoch-bb thing now 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:23pm | Post# 2188

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
When to enter is just as important as where to enter. Look at where I entered here. 
{image} 
Agreed. This is where I am now. I understand the zones and where price is looking to 
head. I just need to figure out where to enter. I am not much of a scalper so I want to 
get into at least a 20+ pip trade. 10 at the least 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:25pm | Post# 2189

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} i have been busy with CI, but have to study that stoch-bb thing now 
Right now, that is what most people here are following. I support that idea. Because if 
you want to be able to pick tops/bottoms using the similarity approach then you must 
master the bb-stoc-zones stuff: How to use Ralome's indicator. 

 

Baillie Jul 15, 2013 9:26pm | Post# 2190

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
When to enter is just as important as where to enter. Look at where I entered here. 
{image} 
Hey, was your sell at 1.3190? or close within 10 pips? 

 

Baillie Jul 15, 2013 9:28pm | Post# 2191

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey, was your sell at 1.3190? or close within 10 pips? 
no need, I zoomed in too far on your pic. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:31pm | Post# 2192

 
Have you guys realized the zones can also repel price, act as support/resistance zones? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:31pm | Post# 2193

 
Ralome is a life saver. I was having the hardest time with the BB/ZZ/Stoch method but I 
used his indicator side by side with the bb/zz/stoch and it made the dis-similarity easier 
to spot.  
 
I understand the turn of the ZZ legs, but it seems like I am a few candles behind every 
time still. It will repaint but by then price has already been back on it's way without me 
haha 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 2194

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have you guys realized the zones can also repel price, act as support/resistance zones? 
YES! the current zone it keeps testing has been tested numerous times on the daily 
chart! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:33pm | Post# 2195

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Ralome is a life saver. I was having the hardest time with the BB/ZZ/Stoch method but I 
used his indicator side by side with the bb/zz/stoch and it made the dis-similarity easier 
to spot. I understand the turn of the ZZ legs, but it seems like I am a few candles behind 
every time still. It will repaint but by then price has already been back on it's way 
without me haha  
Remember what I said: "Don't chase price". 
That is why I owe Ralome for his wonderful contribution. I was about to write an 
algorithm for mt4 but he saved me. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:37pm | Post# 2196

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Remember what I said: "Don't chase price". That is why I owe Ralome for his 
wonderful contribution. I was about to write an algorithm for mt4 but he saved me. 



I remember. Ralome's indi makes it easier to spot(for me at least). I feel way more 
comfortable now than I did a few days ago.  
 
According to his indi and the general rules, until this current dis-similarity ends, we can 
expect price to continue doing what it is doing right?  
 
Trend wont change until the dis-similarity is corrected correct?  
 
My current opinion is regardless of the zone right now, when the dis-similarity gets 
corrected, I think price is headed back down 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:38pm | Post# 2197

 
eurusd is careful because it wants to take out that zone without creating many new ones 
or trapping itself! It has already created a new one right under the current price (@ 
1.30283). 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:42pm | Post# 2198

 
That is why price is beginning to trade in a Very narrow range. It is trapping itself. It has 
to move to a free area. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 15, 2013 9:50pm | Post# 2199

 
Well this a post I made a while ago in one of those "indicators suck" type of thread. So I 
was a visionary LOL! I just didn't know how but I knew the truth was out there. 
 
Any form of trading (PA/Indicators/Fundamentals, etc) is based on the notion that we are 
simply beasts of habit. The ticking prices on the screen are nothing but a reflection of the 
mass psychology of the market participants. Therefore, if enough people believe MAs are 
good for trading signals, then they will be. Same happens for any combinations of trading 
styles or strategies. They are ALL founded on the same belief. 
 
Disregarding any method of trading on the basis of their ability to keep up with future 
price movements is, in my opinion, evidence that we are not keeping in mind the above 
fundamental truth of human behavior. If, in turn, we choose to base our assessment of 
the above based in our ability to enter trades earlier than those who use other methods, 
then I could always come in here and tell a scalper that I entered the same trade he did, 
two days ago and I am already 200 pips in when in fact I am a swing trader. 
 
In my opinion, if PA (which is nothing but price movement), have pattern that can tell us 
something about the market, then indicators (which are based on price as well) could 
have patterns too. We just need to know what they are telling us. The biggest weakness 
of an indicator, as stated, is its inability to keep with prices as they change trends, but 
this is all due to the fact that indicators only factor in blocks of time lapses rather than a 
continuum. One day it can move lots of pips in a short period of time, and sometimes a 
few pips can take many days. Take time out of the equation and things look a lot 
different. 
 
In my own experience, just like two sets of several indicators can give you contradicting 
signals, I have seen PA gurus see completely different things on the same charts. 
 
Cheers!  



 

crottsinabox Jul 15, 2013 9:53pm | Post# 2200

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is careful because it wants to take out that zone without creating many new ones 
or trapping itself! It has already created a new one right under the current price (@ 
1.30283). 
I see. Another piece of the puzzle for me. This is going to be a good week! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 15, 2013 9:56pm | Post# 2201

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have you guys realized the zones can also repel price, act as support/resistance zones? 
Yes...I can now trade with purpose and manage trades properly. I have a short on E/U 
that got triggered prematurely but knowing how price will likely move and how far....I 

can manage it with a lot less emotion and more sensibility. Truly a chess game  

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 9:58pm | Post# 2202

 
@PipThiEF: What we are doing looks very simple but the indicator is based on a very-
deep theory and I can assure you that it will stand the test of time! The settings we have 
will be valid for the next ten years. You do not need more than that to live comfortably 
from forex. All the best!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 10:00pm | Post# 2203

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Yes...I can now trade with purpose and manage trades properly. I have a short 
on E/U that got triggered prematurely but knowing how price will likely move and how 

far....I can manage it with a lot less emotion and more sensibility. Truly a chess game  
That is the way I want people to approach the market. The price-process we are dealing 
with has all the characteristics of a financial chess-world! 

 

FXWrangler Jul 15, 2013 10:03pm | Post# 2204

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I've been reading FF for years and have pretty much never posted. PA and moving averages 
can only get you so far. I wanted to know WHY the market moved. 
 
So far, this is the only thread I have found that even begins to touch on this. I found this 
thread 2 days ago and have been kicking myself for not seeing this particular viewpoint on 
indicator divergence. This makes sense to me. 
 
I have a question: 
 
I understand the method, zone creation, etc. This most recent spike we are currently seeing 
(screenshot), is the size of the spike in any way related to the size of the move to come? 



 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 15, 2013 10:04pm | Post# 2205

 
If price would attempt to take out zones without creating new ones in the process, would 
it then be accurate to say that those zones that are within the price range of the current 
stochastic are more likely to be taken first? I would think so, because if the price moves 
over or under the range then is much more likely to create new zones. Any insights? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 10:14pm | Post# 2206

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
If price would attempt to take out zones without creating new ones in the process, would 
it then be accurate to say that those zones that are within the price range of the current 
stochastic are more likely to be taken first? I would think so, because if the price moves 
over or under the range then is much more likely to create new zones. Any insights? 
Good: There will be a zone to correct/take-out every time, with probability close to 97%. 
What I mean here is that, if price creates too many new zones beneath the current one 
in its attempt to take the top-zone out, , it will end up trapping itself and will stall or 
spike!!! 
 
Right now, it has already created a new zone at 1.30283.  
 
I will explain this in detail at the right time and you will never look at forex-trading the 
same again. In fact, you will never look at EURUSD the same way again! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 10:16pm | Post# 2207

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
I've been reading FF for years and have pretty much never posted. PA and moving 
averages can only get you so far. I wanted to know WHY the market moved. So far, this 
is the only thread I have found that even begins to touch on this. I found this thread 2 
days ago and have been kicking myself for not seeing this particular viewpoint on 



indicator divergence. This makes sense to me. I have a question: I understand the 
method, zone creation, etc. This most recent spike we are currently seeing (screenshot), 
is the size of the spike in any way related... 
Hi there. Are you referring to the spike in the bottom window? 

 

FXWrangler Jul 15, 2013 10:18pm | Post# 2208

 
Yes. This is the largest I can find in my usable history. The price move itself is not 
outsized but the stoch diff indicator is off the chart. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 15, 2013 10:21pm | Post# 2209

 
If yes, then the answer is no. A spike like that is a sign that when this move happens, all 
energies in that direction will be exhausted. We are heading into a possible MAXIMUM!!! 
 
There is a great chance to PICK A TOP here!!! Zone will be taken-out at 1.30788. 

 

FXWrangler Jul 15, 2013 10:26pm | Post# 2210

 
My posts are being moderated since I am a newly registered member so there is a delay 
from when I actually post them. I believe that restriction will be lifted at some point. 
 
If the amplitude of the difference is not important then does that also apply to the time 
length of the divergence?  
 
I recall from your earlier posts that once the divergence is complete then the longer price 
stays away from it the sharper the move back but does that concept apply at all to the 
duration of the divergence itself? 

 

EaglePip Jul 15, 2013 11:08pm | Post# 2211

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
......I could be wrong, I've been wrong before, according to my wife anyway. 
Misterdaz.......Seem to recall that name...Skunny?? What a surprise seeing you here. You 
guys had a lot of fun on that thread!! 

 

Jeysun Jul 16, 2013 12:01am | Post# 2212

 
I'm curious whether USDCHF might also offer some insight into where EURUSD is 
heading, since they are almost mirror images of each other. I think the indicator is 
geared mainly for the EU. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 12:17am | Post# 2213

 
Quoting Jeysun 
I'm curious whether USDCHF might also offer some insight into where EURUSD is 
heading, since they are almost mirror images of each other. I think the indicator is 
geared mainly for the EU. 
Every stochastic process similar to the ones that govern the prices of currency-pairs have 



what we called a fractal-coefficient. If the coefficient is close to 1 (ie 0.8 -1), then we can 
find optimal settings for the process and apply this method. 
 
if you use the wrong settings, you may have many zones that will never be taken-out. 
eurusd has a very high co-efficient, 0.87. 
 
usdchf has 0.82. So, you cannot directly apply the settings for eurusd to usdchf. 

 

Pipinek Jul 16, 2013 12:26am | Post# 2214

 
Hi to all, 
 
may somebody post Eurusdd's template, I can't find it, thanks a lot :-) 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 12:27am | Post# 2215

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Every stochastic process similar to the ones that govern the prices of currency-
pairs have what we called a fractal-coefficient. If the coefficient is close to 1 (ie 0.8 -1), 
then we can find optimal settings for the process and apply this method. if you use the 
wrong settings, you may have many zones that will never be taken-out. eurusd has a 
very high co-efficient, 0.87. usdchf has 0.82. So, you cannot directly apply the settings 
for eurusd to usdchf. 
a difference of 0.5 is significant? And I am going to hanged for saying this but now that 
what you shared with us is out in the open although only part of you system, would not 
the market markets be able to make some kind of counter move against us? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 12:37am | Post# 2216

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} a difference of 0.5 is significant? And I am going to hanged for saying this but 
now that what you shared with us is out in the open although only part of you system, 
would not the market markets be able to make some kind of counter move against us? 
When you play chess against your computer, I am sure there are many possible moves 
the computer can make against you. However, it will choose from the best possible 
moves. 
If you do your analysis well you will be able to know what the computer will do, most 
likely. 
sAME THING HERE. The terrain is fixed and all must play by the rules! 
 
The banks beat you in the past because you didn't know the slopes!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 12:51am | Post# 2217

 
I will keep quiet now and just allow you guys to test it for yourselves! Maybe three 
months, four months ....? 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:29am | Post# 2218

 
Looks like EU has finally taken out that zone! 



 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 1:30am | Post# 2219

 
job is done...taken   

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:42am | Post# 2220

 
The only zones are below now. Unless someone is seeing something different with their 
broker!!! 
 
Surely it does not want to go up now and risk creating more zones without taking out the 
ones below first. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 1:45am | Post# 2221

 
good job, I think now we are waiting for similarity...then price could take out the zone 
(which will be formed after current dissim is closed) and go further down to the older 
zone 

 

bradu Jul 16, 2013 1:45am | Post# 2222

 
Quoting Neio 
The only zones are below now. Unless someone is seeing something different with their 
broker!!! Surely it does not want to go up now and risk creating more zones without 
taking out the ones below first. 
 
indeed.. 
for me...the only zones are below...arround 1.2910...unless Ralome`s indie is seeing 
something different from the broker 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:47am | Post# 2223

 
If this does go down now. Who can doubt the power of what Eurusdd has shown us? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 1:50am | Post# 2224

 
Quoting Neio 
If this does go down now. Who can doubt the power of what Eurusdd has shown us? 

NONE SHALL QUESTION!! Sorry can't help it but skills as a trader must still come in 

play along with the usual ham haw  

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:50am | Post# 2225

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} indeed.. for me...the only zones are below...arround 1.2910...unless Ralome`s 
indie is seeing something different from the broker 
Or unless there are zones from higher time frames that we do not have visibility of. 

 



Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:52am | Post# 2226

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} NONE SHALL QUESTION!! Sorry can't help it but skills as a trader must still 

come in play along with the usual ham haw  
 
Lol we have to use the force wisely. Don't go all in!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 1:53am | Post# 2227

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Or unless there are zones from higher time frames that we do not have visibility 
of. 
Eurusdd posted a monthly sometime earlier. No zones above as can be seen but plenty 
below....which paints a rather scary picture of dollar crashing 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 1:54am | Post# 2228

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My job is done! Yours 

now!   

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 1:57am | Post# 2229

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My job is done! Yours now!{image} 
Enjoy your vacation. Look forward to more valuable insights! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 2:00am | Post# 2230

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My job is done! Yours now!{image} 

and that was really a great job...   

 

Deyaz Jul 16, 2013 2:04am | Post# 2231

 
I opened some trades on my demo on every pair that fitted to the wanted pattern. 
Opened positions in EURMEx, Silver, USDJPY, and some other pairs, in which I never 
gained before. All positions were closed with profit, 2 are still open with profit. This is 



awesome! Eurusdd, you are awesome! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:16am | Post# 2232

 
Good morning all, 

Arent we happy? EU posts new highs that have taken out our zones!  

 

bradu Jul 16, 2013 2:17am | Post# 2233

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Good morning all, Arent we happy? EU posts new highs that have taken out our zones! 

 
 

indeed....if you have that zones  
i only have zones below 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 2:24am | Post# 2234

 
Quoting bradu 

{quote} indeed....if you have that zones i only have zones below 
Lol. I opened a demo account with Alpari so that I can see what others were seeing! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:24am | Post# 2235

 
Quoting bradu 

{quote} indeed....if you have that zones i only have zones below 

Thats cos they were the zones  
 
My ZZ has printed a swing high. I'm looking for a short. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 2:25am | Post# 2236

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Good morning all, Arent we happy? EU posts new highs that have taken out our zones! 

 
Good morning, we only need to sleep for a few hours and things are going their 

way...that's a pretty cool way...  
 
Now we are looking for the next move...maybe the new zone will be painted soon at 
1.3035 - 1.3030?? , only if the current dis-sim will be closed 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 2:31am | Post# 2237

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} Good morning, we only need to sleep for a few hours and things are going their 

way...that's a pretty cool way...  Now we are looking for the next move...maybe the 
new zone will be painted soon at 1.3035 - 1.3030?? , only if the current dis-sim will be 



closed 
...and until that dissimilarity is closed we may continue with the trend. Charts must agree 
for change of trend. 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember, there can never be a change in TREND without similarity!!! That is the 
reason for this fallllllllllllllll!!!!!!!! We needed similarity, check post #47 and #54. Take 
care everyone! Try and master this and you will never have to second-guess.... You don't 
even need to folow fundamentals. Everything is already discounted and reflected in the 
windows you see! 
 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 2:33am | Post# 2238

 
1 Attachment(s) 
On my M15 Chart, the dissimilarity is not closed. So we have to wait for it first, no ? 
 
Then we have this new big big zone. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:35am | Post# 2239

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} Good morning, we only need to sleep for a few hours and things are going their 

way...that's a pretty cool way...  Now we are looking for the next move...maybe the 
new zone will be painted soon at 1.3035 - 1.3030?? , only if the current dis-sim will 
be closed  
Correct! 
 
Now I said I was up for a short.... But it's only 7:30a = Frankfurt Fake. For a top to have 
meaning, it must: 

• Have space to the left 



• Be a clear rejection of price ( what kind of candle is it? ) 
• Printed when London opens (ie. After 8am) 

In other words, look for a confirmed top.... You're not Eurusdd, you don't have all the 
tools to enter right at the top... But we're close. Until then, look for a sign of weakness 
with the above in mind. Also, London may decide that it's close enough to 3122 and aim 
higher. Did I post this number yesterday? 
 
EDIT: 
 
i posted this in another thread, it's actually 3112. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:37am | Post# 2240

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
On my M15 Chart, the dissimilarity is not closed. So we have to wait for it first, no ? Then 
we have this new big big zone. {image} 
I don't think you have the same settings. Can anyone help with a screenshot? 
 
EDIT: 
 
Dude, check the indie settings. You'll find that some colours are in black. Err... You have 

a black background.  
 
 
RE: EDIT 
 
Lesson for others... Open the settings and read. Ralome has done an excellent job of 
labelling the settings with notes. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 2:41am | Post# 2241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
On a weekly basis, it seems we are converging. 



 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 2:45am | Post# 2242

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't think you have the same settings. Can anyone help with a screenshot? 
EDIT: Dude, check the indie settings. You'll find that some colours are in black. Err... You 

have a black background. RE: EDIT Lesson for others... Open the settings and read. 
Ralome has done an excellent job of labelling the settings with notes. 
Yes, the duration of the zones are in black. Thanks. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:46am | Post# 2243

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
On a weekly basis, it seems we are converging. {image} 
... For quit some time. Notice that we've not escaped the range of at least 5 legs. You 
can draw a triangle marking tops and bottoms. = Breakout 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 2:50am | Post# 2244

 
Quoting Deyaz 
I opened some trades on my demo on every pair that fitted to the wanted pattern. 
Opened positions in EURMEx, Silver, USDJPY, and some other pairs, in which I never 
gained before. All positions were closed with profit, 2 are still open with profit. This is 
awesome! Eurusdd, you are awesome! 
 
Nice work. Thanks for sharing. Builds confidence. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 2:52am | Post# 2245

 
Price coming back to BB mid. 10 to 8am London..... May see a new high.  



Gonna have a shower but could be good for a long scalp. Any takers? 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 2:52am | Post# 2246

 
Dissimilarity is about to close and London to open. MAYBE. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 2:53am | Post# 2247

 
There is a secret encoded on your 15min similarity chart. Whoever can spot it will cry 
just like I did the first time I saw it. You will see that this whole thing is not random but 
psuedo-random or even deterministic. It is a law that works all the time. it occurs from 
start of dis-similarity to end of dis-similarity. 
 
Anyone who sees it should pm me. 
 
Price of $3,000 in sept for the winner. Bye. 

 

ynot4x Jul 16, 2013 2:57am | Post# 2248

 
1 Attachment(s) 
One of my accounts, MB Trading shows a box on the top and no one is talking about an 
upward move. My Easy Forex account doesn't show that box. I guess when London opens in 
four minutes we will get to see which way the banks want to go to take out which level. I 
just wish as I read I had what everyone else had. Thanks all for all your insight and hard 
work. 

 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 2:57am | Post# 2249

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a secret encoded on your 15min similarity chart. Whoever can spot it will cry 
just like I did the first time I saw it. You will see that this whole thing is not random but 
psuedo-random or even deterministic. It is a law that works all the time. it occurs from 
start of dis-similarity to end of dis-similarity. Anyone who sees it should pm me. Price of 
$3,000 in sept for the winner. Bye. 
Just did a quick scan. Seems to me like dissimilarity always starts and ends around the 



middle of the BB. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 3:01am | Post# 2250

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Just did a quick scan. Seems to me like dissimilarity always starts and ends 
around the middle of the BB. 
Yes, I noticed this too but thought nothing of it.... Gulp! 

 

lazyegg Jul 16, 2013 3:02am | Post# 2251

 
what is the setting for Ralome 's indicator for 1m chart? anyone know? 

 

Karish Jul 16, 2013 3:03am | Post# 2252

 
someone please.?: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...50#post6821450  

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 3:05am | Post# 2253

 
Quoting ynot4x 
One of my accounts, MB Trading shows a box on the top and no one is talking about an 
upward move. My Easy Forex account doesn't show that box. I guess when London opens 
in four minutes we will get to see which way the banks want to go to take out which 
level. I just wish as I read I had what everyone else had. Thanks all for all your insight 
and hard work. {image} 
 
Interesting.... I do not see that with Alpari and FxPro 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 3:05am | Post# 2254

 
Small long @ 3080 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 3:06am | Post# 2255

 
Quoting ynot4x 
One of my accounts, MB Trading shows a box on the top and no one is talking about an 
upward move. My Easy Forex account doesn't show that box. I guess when London opens 
in four minutes we will get to see which way the banks want to go to take out which 
level. I just wish as I read I had what everyone else had. Thanks all for all your insight 
and hard work. {image} 
Dissimilarity is not closing and this upper green zone is not in accordance with Ralome 
zone indicator below. 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 3:11am | Post# 2256

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a secret encoded on your 15min similarity chart. Whoever can spot it will cry 



just like I did the first time I saw it. You will see that this whole thing is not random but 
psuedo-random or even deterministic. It is a law that works all the time. it occurs from 
start of dis-similarity to end of dis-similarity. Anyone who sees it should pm me. Price of 
$3,000 in sept for the winner. Bye. 
J. H .C!! I might have an orgasm now if what I think is what it is! 

 

lazyegg Jul 16, 2013 3:15am | Post# 2257

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} J. H .C!! I might have an orgasm now if what I think is what it is! 
let everybody have a forex orgasm in their life time, please share it 

 

ynot4x Jul 16, 2013 3:15am | Post# 2258

 
Put in a buy @ 1.3088 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 3:19am | Post# 2259

 
Quoting lazyegg 
{quote} let everybody have a forex orgasm in their life time, please share it 
Like eurusdd said we are to PM him with what we think of it. I have done this and waiting 
for his confirmation if i was right was a fool lol 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 3:29am | Post# 2260

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} indeed.. for me...the only zones are below...arround 1.2910...unless Ralome`s 
indie is seeing something different from the broker  
And if so, then we might run into different expectations. Eg. I don't have the top zones 
from yesterday most of you were talking about. I also don't have it today. So my 
expectations about price movement were different. 
Which, theoretically, could not be correct, since it's still the same EU pair, regardless of 
the broker. If you have a box above, it eventually need to go up to clear it, and it doesn't 
matter that some of us don't have it. 
 
This leads me to a conclusion that it's imperative for this technique to look at the same 
pair at different brokers the same time, to be able to build the full picture. 
 

Just like eurusdd stated above...  

 

spufuz Jul 16, 2013 3:30am | Post# 2261

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Could someone explain to me if its ok or not to change the "stochperiod" in StochDifZones? 
I have not really understood why price wanted upwards, until I saw your charts showing the 
zone over the prize. 
 
When I change to stochperiod=200 I get a zone above, and it all makes sense. 
It it OK to change it!? 
 



Look at my chart. Prize almost reaching the zone in the yellow circle! 
 

 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 3:37am | Post# 2262

 
Quoting spufuz 
Could someone explain to me if its ok or not to change the "stochperiod" in 
StochDifZones? I have not really understood why price wanted upwards, until I saw your 
charts showing the zone over the prize. When I change to stochperiod=200 I get a zone 
above, and it all makes sense. It it OK to change it!? Look at my chart. Prize almost 
reaching the zone in the yellow circle! {image} 
Eurusdd has already mentioned that the template that he gave for the 15 min was 
optimised for that timeframe based on all the data he had available. So while settings 
can be changed and new zones can appear I do no believe those zones will be optimal. 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 3:42am | Post# 2263

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting spufuz 
When I change to stochperiod=200 I get a zone above, and it all makes sense. It it OK to 
change it!? Look at my chart. Prize almost reaching the zone in the yellow circle! {image} 
Yeah, this is something I wanted to ask as well. I can obviously tweak Ralome's excellent 
indie to show the same as on your charts, but than other zones are changing, and overall 
the picture becomes completely different. 
 
May I ask some of the masters if they changed the default settings of Ralome's indicator? 
Or maybe to Ralome, is it at all something possible / wise to do? 
 
Still, looking at the "tweaked" chart from spufuz, the bottom of the green zone matches R1 
of the daily pivots... 



 

 

spufuz Jul 16, 2013 3:48am | Post# 2264

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Eurusdd has already mentioned that the template that he gave for the 15 min 
was optimised for that timeframe based on all the data he had available. So while 
settings can be changed and new zones can appear I do no believe those zones will be 
optimal. 
Yes youre right about that. 
I guess the right way to do it then, is to compare the chart with another broker?! 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 3:52am | Post# 2265

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Yes youre right about that. I guess the right way to do it then, is to compare the 
chart with another broker?! 
Based on what Eurusdd has said I believe that is better than changing his optimal 
settings. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 3:52am | Post# 2266

 
Maybe during the dissimilarity, the price is exactly the mirror of StockDiffZone 
(centrosymetric). 

 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 4:07am | Post# 2267

 
could someone post template of latest version of ralome? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:10am | Post# 2268



 
All of you should try and solve the following problem!! 
Price is on the line where the next zone is expected to 
occur. Now when the zone appears, do you expect price to 
be below it or above it. That will solve your dilemma.  

 

dare123 Jul 16, 2013 4:19am | Post# 2269

 

This is a world class tread. The Number of 
traders on this tread will soon increase to 
200, 300 etc. 
 

Great Thanks To Eurusdd!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 4:20am | Post# 2270

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
All of you should try and solve the following problem!! Price is on the line where the next 
zone is expected to occur. Now when the zone appears, do you expect price to be below 
it or above it. That will solve your dilemma. 
hmm, maybe below, because price is now searching for the current di-sim-zone, which is 
below (the green one) and if price is one his way it is more easy for him to take out both 
of the zones if he is in the middle, between the green and the future zone... 

 

normtold Jul 16, 2013 4:21am | Post# 2271

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, I see price is well above where the next zone will appear, I have maked a blue 
rectangle where I think the next zone will occur when the current dis-similarity ends. 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:21am | Post# 2272

 
Quoting dare123 
This is a world class tread. The Number of traders on this tread will soon increase to 200, 
300 etc. Great Thanks To Eurusdd! 
There is a reward. Most of them will be better traders at the end of the period! Bit by bit, 
the information will be released! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:24am | Post# 2273

 
A zone is expected to appear at 1.30715. Will price be above/below it? 

 

ynot4x Jul 16, 2013 4:26am | Post# 2274

 
Price will be below it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:26am | Post# 2275

 
The best way to know what price will do is : Start your analysis once dis-similarity starts. 
Mark the level where the zone is to appear and with a little thinking you will see the light! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:27am | Post# 2276

 
Quoting ynot4x 
Price will be below it. 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 4:28am | Post# 2277

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A zone is expected to appear at 1.30715. Will price be above/below it? 
I would vote for below, as then by going up, it can take out two zones by creating only 
one. Maybe. Or not. I'm just learning this excellent stuff, so excuse me for my ignorance. 

 
 
Also I understood that, although on Alpari with a live account, and with default settings 
on the indie, I see different boxes. For me the new box will appear right around the 
current price... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:30am | Post# 2278

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} I would vote for below, as then by going up, it can take out two zones by creating 
only one. Maybe. Or not. I'm just learning this excellent stuff, so excuse me for my 

ignorance. Also I understood that, although on Alpari with a live account, and with 
default settings on the indie, I see different boxes. For me the new box will appear right 
around the current price... 



 
 
For other, 1.3025 is the next possible zone. So, where will price be? 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 4:32am | Post# 2279

 
I'd also take into consideration that price tested yesterday's high once, then broke it 
from above, now heading up towards it and I expect it to repel from that pivot level. 
And as the new zone will be created right below the pivot line, it eventually will go up, 
breaking through it and clearing the box that will be created. 
 
Maybe. 

But all the Masters pls. correct me, so that I can learn... Thanks in advance!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:39am | Post# 2280

 
Quoting lnorbi 
I'd also take into consideration that price tested yesterday's high once, then broke it 
from above, now heading up towards it and I expect it to repel from that pivot level. And 
as the new zone will be created right below the pivot line, it eventually will go up, 
breaking through it and clearing the box that will be created. Maybe. But all the Masters 

pls. correct me, so that I can learn... Thanks in advance!  
Always ask yourself : When a zone appears, will price cut it from above or below? 
 
If the answer is above, then check the bottom window for the end of dis-similarity. If you 
are right, price should be above the zone when it starts!! 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 4:39am | Post# 2281

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} For other, 1.3025 is the next possible zone. So, where will price be? 
Yes, thanks Eurusdd, I see (almost) the same. On my chart the new box will be between 
1.3073 and 1.3079. Theoretically... 
 
This is my only issue with following this thread. Somehow my charts are always a bit 

different. And such small differences lead to big confusions in my head... I'm sure it's an 
issue on my end, but somehow I cannot overcome it. 

 

 

normtold Jul 16, 2013 4:41am | Post# 2282

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A zone is expected to appear at 1.30715. Will price be above/below it? 
 
It looks like our charts marked the start of dis-similarity in different places on the chart, 
that's why we have the next zone if a different area. 
Yours started quite a few bars earlier. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:42am | Post# 2283

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Yes, thanks Eurusdd, I see (almost) the same. On my chart the new box will be 
between 1.3073 and 1.3079. Theoretically... This is my only issue with following this 
thread. Somehow my charts are always a bit different. And such small differences lead to 

big confusions in my head... I'm sure it's an issue on my end, but somehow I cannot 
overcome it. {image} 
That should be expected. We are searching for mis-pricing and windows; therefore, little 
differences help. 
But you should use another broker with your current one! 

 



vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:43am | Post# 2284

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The best way to know what price will do is : Start your analysis once dis-similarity starts. 
Mark the level where the zone is to appear and with a little thinking you will see the light! 
I think the price should be at the opposite end of the zone in order to clear it. 
 
In your example, Dissim (DS) starts and price goes into the zone (pre-print) but then it 
leaves.... allowing for Similarity to begin retracing back to equilibrium. In this case, price 
has risen above the pre-printed zone so once Similarity (SM) is confirmed it will go 
down. 

• If the pre-printed or unconfirmed zone is above price, price will bottom or swing 
low and then travel up 

• If the pre-printed or unconfirmed zone is below price, price will top or swing high 
and then travel up 

How does that sound? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:45am | Post# 2285

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Always ask yourself : When a zone appears, will price cut it from above or 
below? If the answer is above, then check the bottom window for the end of dis-
similarity. If you are right, price should be above the zone when it starts!!  

You're typing too quickly for me to keep up! LOL 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:49am | Post# 2286

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Small long @ 3080 
Closed in profit (using binary option) 
 
Looking for that short but we're back at 64 which is a good support line. I think we're 

gonna see another spike for NYC open for the day's high - well, at least I'd like it to If 
it doesn't eyes are on 64 to short... I don't care what price it tops at. If it fails to take out 
13099 again, then that cluster of prices should tell you that it is NOT the daily high yet.... 
remember, an extreme price (top/bottom) has space to the left, not a bunch of 
price bars.  

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 4:54am | Post# 2287

 
Omg...this thread is growing fast. It took 1 night jump another 10 pages +.  
 
I got to take some time to read. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:54am | Post# 2288

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} For other, 1.3025 is the next possible zone. So, where will price be? 
The first top on the left says 1.3125ish... that would be a nice 100 pip drop if the new 



zones are 1.3025ish.  
 
EDIT: 
Wrong... I took a closer look, the pre-zone is pricing at about current price 3068!! That's 
57-60 pips though... I'll still take it! 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 4:56am | Post# 2289

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Always ask yourself : When a zone appears, will price cut it from above or 
below? If the answer is above, then check the bottom window for the end of dis-
similarity. If you are right, price should be above the zone when it starts!! 
If we look at the stoch position where the dissimilarity started, we get out clue of where 
the price will be in relation to the to=be-formed zone. 

 

lappies Jul 16, 2013 4:59am | Post# 2290

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Attachment 1234256 
 
Price will be above the new zone, it should go down to the blue zone, then come back and 
range a bit, then (probably during cpi news release) spike through the zone. 
 
By doing that it will probably create a new zone, and will be trapped between the bottom 
and new zones. 
 
(This is my first time posting a chart, hope it works!!) 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 4:59am | Post# 2291

 
eurusd is preparing for a fall but until that dis-similarity ends, it is risky to starts selling 
heavy. 

 

chrissfx Jul 16, 2013 5:02am | Post# 2292

 
1 Attachment(s) 
good morning, 
 
i think we go for the lower one first... 
 



 
 
regards... 
 
chriss 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:03am | Post# 2293

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Always ask yourself : When a zone appears, will price cut it from above or 
below? If the answer is above, then check the bottom window for the end of dis-
similarity. If you are right, price should be above the zone when it starts!! 
I think Shiva's got the right idea.  
 
The new zone trigger occurred when stoch was at the top of the Bollinger Band. 
Therefore price will cancel out the zone from the top? 
By inference, if stoch is at the bottom of the Bollinger band, price will cancel out the 
zone from the bottom? 
 
Are we getting close? 

 

bradu Jul 16, 2013 5:05am | Post# 2294

 
damn...more charts i see from you guys....most of them are different 

of course mine is diff from all of you  

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 5:06am | Post# 2295

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} If we look at the stoch position where the dissimilarity started, we get out clue 
of where the price will be in relation to the to=be-formed zone. 
Seems going up and down around where it started : 1.3075. 
 
 
Sorry this is 1.3070 : look how price is attracted by this point. 
 
Since first zone we hade one swing down, then a swing up, smaller, then a spike down, 
even shorter (one bar). 
 



Now BOOM ? 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 5:09am | Post# 2296

 
Now it seems to me that each one of us are looking at different charts... 
I launched a demo acct at another broker, which shows somehow similar picture than my 
live acct, although there is one additional zone, which naturally changes the whole 
picture. 
 
I had an idea to tweak the similarity threshold in Ralome's excellent indie, to be a 
parameter instead of fixed 0.0001, so maybe we can decrease the sensitivity a bit, to 
have more aligned charts. What do you think about it? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 5:09am | Post# 2297

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a secret encoded on your 15min similarity chart. Whoever can spot it will cry 
just like I did the first time I saw it. You will see that this whole thing is not random but 
psuedo-random or even deterministic. It is a law that works all the time. it occurs from 
start of dis-similarity to end of dis-similarity. Anyone who sees it should pm me. Price of 
$3,000 in sept for the winner. Bye. 

WTB extra brain power and visualisation ability. Not for the prize 
though, what you've already shared can be potentially life changing already I just 

develop a burning desire to figure stuff out after coming to thread  

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:09am | Post# 2298

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Seems going up and down around where it started : 1.3075. 
I have placed a small binary option long there (@72) with expiry in 20 minutes. Let's see 
if she goes north. Price rejection at Daily Pivot is encouraging. 

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 5:12am | Post# 2299

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
All of you should try and solve the following problem!! Price is on the line where the next 
zone is expected to occur. Now when the zone appears, do you expect price to be below 
it or above it. That will solve your dilemma. 
 
The price should be above the next dissimilarity zone, that would allow it to close it on 
its way to closing the lower zones without leaving "unfinished business" above. A path of 
least resistance. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 5:13am | Post# 2300

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think Shiva's got the right idea. The new zone trigger occurred when stoch was 
at the top of the Bollinger Band. Therefore price will cancel out the zone from the top? By 
inference, if stoch is at the bottom of the Bollinger band, price will cancel out the zone 
from the bottom? Are we getting close? 



if I look back in the chart, it looks like the other way...if stoch was on top of 
bollinger...price will break from the bottom and vice versa 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 5:15am | Post# 2301

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is preparing for a fall but until that dis-similarity ends, it is risky to starts selling 
heavy. 
It's like a giant double top forming. Can spike up again ? 
 
It's like a Rorschach figure, or a FFT aliasing. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 5:20am | Post# 2302

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Are we IN the black hole now ? 
 
Needing money to push us out of there ? 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:24am | Post# 2303

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} if I look back in the chart, it looks like the other way...if stoch was on top of 
bollinger...price will break from the bottom and vice versa 
This is where I got the logic from... also notice the thinning of the BB. Since you have the 

charts.... any chance of confirming this? Cheers mate!  



 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 5:24am | Post# 2304

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} if I look back in the chart, it looks like the other way...if stoch was on top of 
bollinger...price will break from the bottom and vice versa 
just checked more of them...it is not always the same...sometimes this way sometimes 

the other way...   

 

xixi Jul 16, 2013 5:26am | Post# 2305

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hello everyone,  
 
First, thanks Ralome for his awesome indicator and Eurusdd for his full of insights and great 
ideas.  
 
I found Ralome indicator a little bit confused for me to read the zones so I have made some 
modifications:  
 
- hide/show "dis-similarity zones" (from start to end of dis-similarity) 
- show "dis-similarity correction zones" (which called dis-similarity zones by Ralome)  
- make the code cleaner and easier for scaling in the future (add multi-timeframe zones,...) 
 
Features I haven't done yet but will add soon:  
 
- counters info  
- mark youngest/oldest active zones  
- mark big dissimilarity  
- multi-timeframe zones 
 
Any feedback are welcomed. Thanks! 



 

 
StochDifZoneX.mq4  

 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 5:26am | Post# 2306

 
I still do not see very well where to place trades. When you start dis-similarity there is 
much probability of continuation of trend, which could be placed there operation. Dis-
similarity ends and I need the identification of the turning point to start operation until 
correction point. Stoch indicator gives peaks that correspond to points of inflection, but 
not always coincide with the point of inflexion general. Someone me can clarify a bit this 
aspect?. I understand that this is where the beginning starts EURUSDD delay system 
because that is where the operations performed accurately and comes into play analysis 
of fractal dimension. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:38am | Post# 2307

 



Quoting xixi 
Hello everyone, First, thanks Ralome for his awesome indicator and Eurusdd for his full of 
insights and great ideas. I found Ralome indicator a little bit confused for me to read the 
zones so I have made some modifications: - hide/show "dis-similarity zones" (from start 
to end of dis-similarity) - show "dis-similarity correction zones" (which called dis-
similarity zones by Ralome) - make the code cleaner and easier for scaling in the future 
(add multi-timeframe zones,...) Features I haven't done yet but will add soon: - counters 
info - mark... 
Wow. Everyone is really contributing. 

• My suggestion (as an IT Project Manager) is to reach out to Ralome first and get 
his blessing. 

• Then, we should get a proper feature list of the most important features required 
to identify DS/SM zones. 

Once we have this, you and Ralome should collaborate to re-write a new version 
of the indie so that the users of this forum don't have 2 versions of the same software 
suddenly creating 2 strands of development which will confuse and distract from the 
principles of the thread. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 5:40am | Post# 2308

 
I want to place an option saying half of you guys are programmers  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 5:41am | Post# 2309

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is where I got the logic from... also notice the thinning of the BB. Since you 

have the charts.... any chance of confirming this? Cheers mate! {image} 

of course, here we go, have a look---  

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 5:41am | Post# 2310

 



 
 
You don't know how much i refrain myself from coding... Make a small motivated team 
around Ralome and let's go ! 
 
But i'd prefer this is his choice. 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 5:43am | Post# 2311

 
I think this market will range till the next news in 2 hrs 45 mins (US Core CPI m/m}  

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 5:44am | Post# 2312

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

I want to place an option saying half of you guys are programmers  

Betcha  

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 5:45am | Post# 2313

 
Quoting xixi 
- hide/show "dis-similarity zones" (from start to end of dis-similarity) 
- show "dis-similarity correction zones" (which called dis-similarity zones by Ralome) 
 
These are very nice indeed. Being able to see the next dissimilarity zone in advance is 
quite handy. 
By the way, I appreciate your work greatly, but let's keep the development of the indi in 
a single branch/version. 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 5:47am | Post# 2314

 
Quoting shiva 
I think this market will range till the next news in 2 hrs 45 mins (US Core CPI m/m} 
I think that is a good call. We know at some point soon they are going to have to agree 
because as Eurusdd showed the charts should be similar the majority of the time and 
only dissimilar < 3% of the time. 

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 5:48am | Post# 2315

 
Quoting shiva 
I think this market will range till the next news in 2 hrs 45 mins (US Core CPI m/m} 
 
Yeah, I think the market is likely to keep in range for a while. This will allow the most-
recent dissimilarity spike to settle, and similarity finally be restored. Once it is, the price 
should head south to correct the older zones below. This way it would only create one 
zone of dissimilarity above itself, around 1.2993. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 5:50am | Post# 2316

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow. Everyone is really contributing. My suggestion (as an IT Project Manager) 
is to reach out to Ralome first and get his blessing. Then, we should get a proper feature 
list of the most important features required to identify DS/SM zones.Once we have this, 
you and Ralome should collaborate to re-write a new version of the indie so that the 
users of this forum don't have 2 versions of the same software suddenly creating 2 
strands of development which will confuse and distract from the principles of the thread. 

, yep, that's the way we should do it 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 5:54am | Post# 2317

 
1 Attachment(s) 
How many remember one of the older tips? If a leg of zigzag appears and EMA1 has not 
pierced the BB ...... notice the circles. Now what does the latest leg say? 

 

 

xixi Jul 16, 2013 6:03am | Post# 2318

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow. Everyone is really contributing. My suggestion (as an IT Project Manager) 
is to reach out to Ralome first and get his blessing. Then, we should get a proper feature 
list of the most important features required to identify DS/SM zones.Once we have this, 
you and Ralome should collaborate to re-write a new version of the indie so that the 
users of this forum don't have 2 versions of the same software suddenly creating 2 
strands of development which will confuse and distract from the principles of the thread. 
Quoting IFxRobot 

You don't know how much i refrain myself from coding... Make a small motivated 
team around Ralome and let's go ! But i'd prefer this is his choice. 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} These are very nice indeed. Being able to see the next dissimilarity zone in 
advance is quite handy. By the way, I appreciate your work greatly, but let's keep the 
development of the indi in a single branch/version. 
yeah, we should keep it that way to get rid of mess. Building Ralome team of 

programmers is a possible way  

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 6:06am | Post# 2319

 
Quoting shiva 
How many remember one of the older tips? If a leg of zigzag appears and EMA1 has not 



pierced the BB ...... notice the circles. Now what does the latest leg say? {image} 
Yes, I have found the answer to that, but as a newbie poster all my posts are delayed 
 
 
 
Quoting "Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right 
money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!!" 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:15am | Post# 2320

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} of course, here we go, have a look---  {image} 
Hmm! Excellent chart. I think both of us need to refine our definitions more accurately... but 
I think there's something here! 
 
I said, if stoch is on top BB, price will cancel from the top and I showed an example. 
Your chart shows that if stoch is on top BB but is rejected outside the zone to the bottom, 
then it cancels from the bottom. 
 
In both cases... the bar when dissim started is in the past. Price can either go above or 
below. 
But something tells me you're closer to the actual behaviour. Maybe you can backtest a few 
of the zones? 
 
Let's restate the test: (DS = Dissimilarity, SM - Similarity) 

• On DS, if stoch is on upper BB, we expect price to go lower than the zone, therefore 
cancelling the zone from the bottom once SM has returned. 

• On DS, if stoch is on lower BB, we expect price to go higher than the zone, therefore 
cancelling the zone from the top once SM has returned. 

These could maybe account for a % of moves but I suspect not all.... so there may be 
exceptions - as there always is. 

 

 



vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:18am | Post# 2321

 
Quoting shiva 
How many remember one of the older tips? If a leg of zigzag appears and EMA1 has not 
pierced the BB ...... notice the circles. Now what does the latest leg say? {image} 
Shiva, I'm mindful of ZZ reprinting when prices change. I think we will hit 3112 at least. 
It would be great to get 3125. If so... can you post a chart with the EMA and let's see if 
that baby touches the BB.... that could be a good signal for a confirmed short using 

SM/DS Method.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:22am | Post# 2322

 
3112 almost done.... come on! 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 6:23am | Post# 2323

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Shiva, I'm mindful of ZZ reprinting when prices change. I think we will hit 3112 
at least. It would be great to get 3125. If so... can you post a chart with the EMA and 
let's see if that baby touches the BB.... that could be a good signal for a confirmed short 

using SM/DS Method.  
Why 1.3125? 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 6:24am | Post# 2324

 
1 Attachment(s) 
so you get price in the oscillator in this way, and trading similarity, looks good 

 

 

normtold Jul 16, 2013 6:24am | Post# 2325

 



Quoting normtold 
If you zoom right out on E/U M15 you can see that there are more zones above from 
20/21 June, 17 trading days ago. So it could take those out first but having read there is 
a 97% chance of taking out a zone within 75 days, mean 15 days, modes 1,2,4,6,8, 
anything older than 2 weeks is considered dead, I assume we can forget about the ones 
above around 3231-3404? {image} 
I posted this yesterday. Probably not worthy of a response but the above zones although 
older are about equidistant to the newer ones below. 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 6:25am | Post# 2326

 
There is R1 just around current price level, I expect her to stall a bit, or even retrace. 
It's fantastic how many conclusions we can draw from looking at similar, but still 
somehow different things, and at the end all of us will be right somehow. 

This is the magic of forex.  

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 6:25am | Post# 2327

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Shiva, I'm mindful of ZZ reprinting when prices change. I think we will hit 3112 
at least. It would be great to get 3125. If so... can you post a chart with the EMA and 
let's see if that baby touches the BB.... that could be a good signal for a confirmed short 

using SM/DS Method.  
 
1.3125 would create another spike in dissimilarity. I would guess the price is going to 
stay below it. 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 6:28am | Post# 2328

 
1 Attachment(s) 
yes 

 



 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:29am | Post# 2329

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Why 1.3125? 
One of the other minor swing highs. 3122 to be exact. And not that long ago - 15 days 
range right? 

And an overshoot can be a great bear sign.  

 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 6:35am | Post# 2330

 
1 Attachment(s) 
if you see things like this, you just have to take it 
 
oversold area, and stoch goes under the lower bb band, extremly oversold or what? 



 

 

normtold Jul 16, 2013 6:40am | Post# 2331

 
If price keeps going up the current long lasting dis-similarity will end and a new zone will 
print. 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 6:44am | Post# 2332

 
1 Attachment(s) 
here is eu-m5, it is in overbought area 

 

 



vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:45am | Post# 2333

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} I posted this yesterday. Probably not worthy of a response but the above zones 
although older are about equidistant to the newer ones below. 
From a non-Similarity frame of mind, I wouldn't discount them. It just means ignoring 
them when using the SM Principle. Kind of like not worrying about RSI when you're 
analysing Bollinger Bands or worrying about EMAs when looking at Pivot Points. 
 
However, I think when you combine the principle... without relying on the indicator to tell 
you a diff/sim occurred... then I think you can expand it to higher timeframes. Let's not 
through the baby out with the bathwater ----- LONGER TIMEFRAMES ARE MORE 
POWERFUL THAN SMALLER TIMEFRAMES WHEN SPECIFIC POINTS ARE MAPPED ON 
THOSE HIGHER TIMEFRAMES. 
 
Those 32XX and 34XX prices look like targets price could definitely reach. These zones 
can potentially let us know further upstream if we are headed that way. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:45am | Post# 2334

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here is eu-m5, it is in overbought area {image} 
Are you remembering to change your settings when going into different timeperiods? Eg. 
5M = 900 not 300. 
 
EDIT: 
Does everyone remember what the stoch is actually measuring? Why do we use 900, 
300, 75, 18.75 ? 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 6:48am | Post# 2335

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Are you remembering to change your settings when going into different 
timeperiods? Eg. 5M = 900 not 300. EDIT: Does everyone remember what the stoch is 
actually measuring? Why do we use 900, 300, 75, 18.75 ? 
I can`t find any dissimilarities, so it must be good. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 6:51am | Post# 2336

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Are you remembering to change your settings when going into different 
timeperiods? Eg. 5M = 900 not 300. EDIT: Does everyone remember what the stoch is 
actually measuring? Why do we use 900, 300, 75, 18.75 ? 
All TF setting are based on optimal 15M. It is 300. So 15M is converted into smaller TF. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 6:55am | Post# 2337

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Why 1.3125? 

Hi of 3124.5  

 



vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 7:00am | Post# 2338

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} All TF setting are based on optimal 15M. It is 300. So 15M is converted into 
smaller TF. 
True... but wanted the guys watching to understand that if they don't have MT4 and had 
to trade on a near naked chart... what settings would you put in? I think this is one of 
the things Eurusdd had been evangelising about, not just in this thread but his other one 
about ZZ. People should understand their indicators and what they do. 
 
For example... (and I haven't written it down to have a complete knowledge note) but I 
was experimenting this week using 2 charts of the EURUSD. One is 15M and one is 1H.... 
on both I put in 2 stochs withouth BB..... and in each I played around with the 
900/300/75/18.75 and found some combinations that were yelling dissimilarities in real 
time. One lead the way, the other followed... ie, one was higher therefore LONG. one was 
lower, therefore SHORT kind of thing. I think I had about 12 successful trades in 2-3 
hours. All without zones. So imagine with the zones! 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 7:03am | Post# 2339

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hey Guys! 
 
Here is my analysis for future price movement. 
As some of you across broker, there are some zone at top and mine would be the bottom as 
show in below green zone. 
From the 4H chart as below, the movement should create double top pattern in future and 
come down to Fibonacci 61.8% to form wave C, so to complete a wave ABC pattern. At the 
same time, the price at Fibo 61.8% is just the same as the green zone marked as red 
arrow. So what a coincident! 
So i think the green zone would be maturity in future. 
 

 
 



 

 

bulent Jul 16, 2013 7:05am | Post# 2340

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} {quote} yeah, we should keep it that way to get rid of mess. Building 

Ralome team of programmers is a possible way  
Hello, 
Thank you very much for new indicator. Thank you Ramola and you. 
Bülent. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 7:11am | Post# 2341

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
Hey Guys! Here is my analysis for future price movement. As some of you across broker, 
there are some zone at top and mine would be the bottom as show in below green zone. 
From the 4H chart as below, the movement should create double top pattern in future 
and come down to Fibonacci 61.8% to form wave C, so to complete a wave ABC pattern. 
At the same time, the price at Fibo 61.8% is just the same as the green zone marked as 
red arrow. So what a coincident! So i think the green zone would be maturity in future. 
{image} {image} 

I like how it lines up with other techniques.  

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 7:12am | Post# 2342

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this oversold-oversold thing was... 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 7:14am | Post# 2343

 
1 Attachment(s) 
...here 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 7:17am | Post# 2344

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yeah, but I said it is the LEAST tool in the tool-box!!! The stoch- bb -zz is one-
step above it. 
yes, it really is, thanks MAN. 



 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 7:17am | Post# 2345

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmm! Excellent chart. I think both of us need to refine our definitions more 
accurately... but I think there's something here! I said, if stoch is on top BB, price will 
cancel from the top and I showed an example. Your chart shows that if stoch is on top BB 
but is rejected outside the zone to the bottom, then it cancels from the bottom. In both 
cases... the bar when dissim started is in the past. Price can either go above or below. 
But something tells me you're closer to the actual behaviour. Maybe you can backtest a 
few of the zones? Let's... 
I have backtested ten of the DS - SM 
 
DS start top of BB: 4 // 3x entry zone from the bottom + 1x entry zone from the top 
DS start bottom of BB: 5 // 1x entry zone from the top + 4 entry zone from bottom 
DS sart middle of BB: 1 // 1x entry zone from the bottom 
 
some of them nearly moved sideways, without a clear direction 
 
so it looks like there it is more random... 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 7:22am | Post# 2346

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} True... but wanted the guys watching to understand that if they don't have MT4 
and had to trade on a near naked chart... what settings would you put in? I think this is 
one of the things Eurusdd had been evangelising about, not just in this thread but his 
other one about ZZ. People should understand their indicators and what they do. For 
example... (and I haven't written it down to have a complete knowledge note) but I was 
experimenting this week using 2 charts of the EURUSD. One is 15M and one is 1H.... on 
both I put in 2 stochs withouth... 
Congrats that you have made some green pips! 
Actually, EURUSDD didn't mention about the setting actually in different TF. He just 
showed the chart with the setting which it appeared on the chart ,especially in post 1, 
and since he mentioned 15M is the optimal setting. So from my experience that, i 
convert it all because i know well about how to play magic with the indicator, such as 
MACD can be treated as the meaning of PA of bigger TF, or MA can be treated as PA as 
well if understand the math behind. 
 
So for this case, of optimal 15M.  
Stoch: 75/1/1 (1h), 150/1/1 (30m), 300/1/1 (15m), 900/1/1 (5m), 4500/1/1 
(1m)  
BB and ZZ: .............24 (15m), 72 (5m), 360 (1m) 
 
Add: You can see the movement in chart and compare yourself, all the setting above are 
aligned and matched well. 
 
Maybe there is another optimal setting for other TF as well, so someone may found and 

reveal it.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 7:36am | Post# 2347

 
I'm building up my shorts on EU. Long on EJ and I can see UJ is about to go up = EU 
down. 



 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 7:39am | Post# 2348

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm building up my shorts on EU. Long on EJ and I can see UJ is about to go up = EU 
down. 

 
I am short EU too. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 7:40am | Post# 2349

 
Quoting juhanimi 
...here {image} 
I remember that point.... 6pm GMT... I had been going long and failing... then gave up 
and went to dinner.... and missed the bloody ride. 
This method could have helped. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 7:41am | Post# 2350

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 

{quote} I am short EU too. 
I am waiting for the hour to close and see what is happening. I'm hearing rumblings of 

Dollar positive news... which means you know what.  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 7:46am | Post# 2351

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Congrats that you have made some green pips! Actually, EURUSDD didn't 
mention about the setting actually in different TF. He just showed the chart with the 
setting which it appeared on the chart ,especially in post 1, and since he mentioned 15M 
is the optimal setting. So from my experience that, i convert it all because i know well 
about how to play magic with the indicator, such as MACD can be treated as the meaning 
of PA of bigger TF, or MA can be treated as PA as well if understand the math behind. So 
for this case, of optimal 15M. Stoch:... 
thats great bullbear, so, do you use for the 1 hour chart BB and ZZ = 6 
what settings do you use for the 1 hour stochdiff, 75 / 6 ? 
 

thanks..   

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 7:47am | Post# 2352

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I remember that point.... 6pm GMT... I had been going long and failing... then gave 
up and went to dinner.... and missed the bloody ride. This method could have helped. 
and USDCHF had a same shit about same time, maybe 5 minutes earlier, like double check 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 16, 2013 7:53am | Post# 2353

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} and USDCHF had a same shit about same time, maybe 5 minutes earlier, like 
double check {image} 
What are you trying to explain??? 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 7:56am | Post# 2354

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} What are you trying to explain??? 

what you don`t understand? for me it`s very clear, i don`t know what to say...   

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 7:58am | Post# 2355

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am waiting for the hour to close and see what is happening. I'm hearing 

rumblings of Dollar positive news... which means you know what.  

Yeah  
 

Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} thats great bullbear, so, do you use for the 1 hour chart BB and ZZ = 6 what 

settings do you use for the 1 hour stochdiff, 75 / 6 ? thanks..   
No. I don't. I prefer smaller TF because i can see accurate movement, many bars instead 
of few bars. 

 

monocor Jul 16, 2013 8:04am | Post# 2356



 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Congrats that you have made some green pips! Actually, EURUSDD didn't 
mention about the setting actually in different TF. He just showed the chart with the 
setting which it appeared on the chart ,especially in post 1, and since he mentioned 15M 
is the optimal setting. So from my experience that, i convert it all because i know well 
about how to play magic with the indicator, such as MACD can be treated as the meaning 
of PA of bigger TF, or MA can be treated as PA as well if understand the math behind. So 
for this case, of optimal 15M. Stoch:... 
For M5 settings was Stoch 100 and BB 8 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:05am | Post# 2357

 
Daily R2 broken and I will place another short. 
Anyone have a confirmed SM (Similarity) yet - or in other words, the END of Dissimilarity 
(DS)? 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 8:05am | Post# 2358

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Congrats that you have made some green pips! Actually, EURUSDD didn't mention 
about the setting actually in different TF. He just showed the chart with the setting which it 
appeared on the chart ,especially in post 1, and since he mentioned 15M is the optimal 
setting. So from my experience that, i convert it all because i know well about how to play 
magic with the indicator, such as MACD can be treated as the meaning of PA of bigger TF, or 
MA can be treated as PA as well if understand the math behind. So for this case, of optimal 
15M. Stoch:... 
Thanks for the figures Bull.bear. 
 
My head is spinning with all the charts/numbers as I have only followed this thread since 
Sunday and I am not a mathematician. Its a steep learning curve. Anyway I've had a go at 
a one minute template based on the newest indicators (thanks folks) and your values. Does 
it look at all sensible? 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:08am | Post# 2359

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} For M5 settings was Stoch 100 and BB 8 
Hey Monocor, how's it going? 
How come you've got 100 stoch for the 5M? Are you resolving this to something else? 
 
For the others, the reason I ask is because the overall timeframe is 4500 minutes.. or 
3.125 days. (go back into the posts). 
So, 5M => 4500 / 5 = 900. 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 8:09am | Post# 2360

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Daily R2 broken and I will place another short. Anyone have a confirmed SM (Similarity) 
yet - or in other words, the END of Dissimilarity (DS)? 
Nope dissimilarity has still not closed yet. It feels like it is close though. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 8:11am | Post# 2361

 
Quoting monocor 
{quote} For M5 settings was Stoch 100 and BB 8 

Is this the new optimal setting, for 5M?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:12am | Post# 2362

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Thanks for the figures Bull.bear. My head is spinning with all the charts/numbers 
as I have only followed this thread since Sunday and I am not a mathematician. Its a 



steep learning curve. Anyway I've had a go at a one minute template based on the 
newest indicators (thanks folks) and your values. Does it look at all sensible? {image} 
Interesting chart.... here's a question.... if Dissimilarity starts and ends... why does one 
of the pink dots coincide with a Similarity and ZZ Top? 
 
Check the top CI and the bottom CI... when they're both the same, ZZ tops or bottoms. 
The zones... happen in between!!!! Wait a minute... isn't this what Eurusdd has been 
saying all along....??!? 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 8:12am | Post# 2363

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Daily R2 broken and I will place another short. Anyone have a confirmed SM (Similarity) 
yet - or in other words, the END of Dissimilarity (DS)? 
Not yet, at least on my charts it's still in dissim zone. 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 8:12am | Post# 2364

 
yes, in M5 900 and bb same 
stoch is now price (in oscillator), i can`t find dissimilarities with stoch and price, they are 
same, so stoch is price and shows oversold and overbought areas, and USDCHF should 
show mirror image 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:13am | Post# 2365

 
Taypot I think you should put a Bollinger Band on yours. It's just I don't know what the 
setting would be for 1M chart.... 
Math guys? 300 stoch and 24 BB for the 15M timeframe... what's 1M? 

 

Madmoney Jul 16, 2013 8:14am | Post# 2366

 
Quoting juhanimi 
yes, in M5 900 and bb same stoch is now price (in oscillator), i can`t find dissimilarities 
with stoch and price, they are same, so stoch is price and shows oversold and 
overbought areas, and USDCHF should show mirror image 
I get what your saying now. 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 8:15am | Post# 2367

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Taypot I think you should put a Bollinger Band on yours. It's just I don't know what the 
setting would be for 1M chart.... Math guys? 300 stoch and 24 BB for the 15M 
timeframe... what's 1M? 
you can`t get stoch 4500 in M1 chart, don`t see nothing`, bb always same 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:17am | Post# 2368

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} you can`t get stoch 4500 in M1 chart, don`t see nothing`, bb always same 



I meant for BB to be put on price. Since price = stoch... would price be in certain places 
on the BB as you are also observing on the USDCHF chart? 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 8:18am | Post# 2369

 
you can try different settings, but looks like that 24-2 for bb works everywhere 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 8:19am | Post# 2370

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Taypot I think you should put a Bollinger Band on yours. It's just I don't know what the 
setting would be for 1M chart.... Math guys? 300 stoch and 24 BB for the 15M 
timeframe... what's 1M? 
Hi Vlady, There is a bolly... Its like Bull.bear said ...360 for period (i've left shift at 0 and 
deviations at 2). I havent put a stoch yet as tending to use the lower indicator instead. 
 
zz at 360 too 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:20am | Post# 2371

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I meant for BB to be put on price. Since price = stoch... would price be in 
certain places on the BB as you are also observing on the USDCHF chart? 
Also... in another thread which I will review later this afternoon... Eurusdd says that ZZ 
can also be derived from stochs... ie. Price. 
Can't remember the maths... but as I'm piecing this together, in essence, you have 
everything you need on a chart to determine: 
 
a) The start and end points of a cycle (Top to Bottom, Bottom to Top) 
b) The function to identify zones or nodes of obstacles for price to run through in the 
future. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 8:20am | Post# 2372

 
Can someone enlighten me on the move up? Was there a zone or just a case of 
dissimilarity running its course till it ends? 

 

monocor Jul 16, 2013 8:21am | Post# 2373

 
I don't understand, you will determine OS/OB area, what you will get from that ??? 
Divergence or what principle you want to use ??? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:21am | Post# 2374

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Hi Vlady, There is a bolly... Its like Bull.bear said ...360 for period (i've left shift 
at 0 and deviations at 2). I havent put a stoch yet as tending to use the lower indicator 
instead. zz at 360 too 

Bloody hell - I am blind! It's in white!  



 

Apologies!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 8:24am | Post# 2375

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Can someone enlighten me on the move up? Was there a zone or just a case of 
dissimilarity running its course till it ends?  
Yes.  
 
Also, the top of the zone coincided with ZZ forming a new top/swing high. It wasn't 
exact.... but Taypot's chart with CI has an interesting bit of info which I commented on 

above. If ZZ works consistently.... then you don't need a CI indicator.  

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 8:24am | Post# 2376

 
Hold for Core CPI m/m in 8 minutes. I guess all anomalies will get corrected or addressed 
after that.  

 

monocor Jul 16, 2013 8:28am | Post# 2377

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. Also, the top of the zone coincided with ZZ forming a new top/swing high. 
It wasn't exact.... but Taypot's chart with CI has an interesting bit of info which I 

commented on above. If ZZ works consistently.... then you don't need a CI indicator.  
I have tried it, had to hold -400 pips for a week, until I closed it +100. I have seen 
runners from10-30 days, and drop to -700. 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 8:32am | Post# 2378

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. Also, the top of the zone coincided with ZZ forming a new top/swing high. It 
wasn't exact.... but Taypot's chart with CI has an interesting bit of info which I commented 

on above. If ZZ works consistently.... then you don't need a CI indicator.  
Cooo. Maybe I am getting somewhere! I have put a stoch on with settings 360 as 4500 
didnt work. (Advice please!) Interesting to see that the pink dis areas start when stoch is at 
the top. 



 

 

crodzilla Jul 16, 2013 8:33am | Post# 2379

 
There she goes... 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 8:35am | Post# 2380

 
Still dissimilar. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 8:40am | Post# 2381

 
Quoting Neio 
Still dissimilar. 
For me toov (M15). 
 
Looks like a GIANT double top (one week wide) ! 

 

crodzilla Jul 16, 2013 8:43am | Post# 2382

 
What a battle! 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 8:47am | Post# 2383

 
Maybe I'm wrong, but I can see somehow dissimilarity "calming down". Still not similar, 
but almost... 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 8:49am | Post# 2384

 



Quoting crodzilla 
What a battle! 
Wow certainly having to manage this one!!! 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 8:53am | Post# 2385

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Can someone enlighten me on the move up? Was there a zone or just a case of 
dissimilarity running its course till it ends? 
 
On my charts (Alpari, FxPro) I do not see a zone above. But others were reporting a zone 
above. The dissimilarity has not closed so this appears to be the reason behind the trend 
continuing. 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 8:55am | Post# 2386

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Wow certainly having to manage this one!!! 
Sentiment quickly turning against the USD as movements of USD long positions disappoint; US leveraged 

accounts now closing out those long positions 
Flow Info 07/16/2013 08:52:37 
From:http://www.orderflowtrading.com/News/NewsFeed.aspx  

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 8:57am | Post# 2387

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Wow certainly having to manage this one!!! 
 
I think that's why it is better to wait for similarity to be restored before entering. 
Remember, there has to be similarity in order for the trend to change. Or, to be precise, 
a change of trend WILL cause similarity. 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 8:59am | Post# 2388

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Sentiment quickly turning against the USD as movements of USD long positions 
disappoint; US leveraged accounts now closing out those long positions Flow Info 
07/16/2013 08:52:37 From:http://www.orderflowtrading.com/News/NewsFeed.aspx... 
 
Interesting... 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 9:01am | Post# 2389

 
Quoting Barbossa 
{quote} I think that's why it is better to wait for similarity to be restored before entering. 
Remember, there has to be similarity in order for the trend to change. Or, to be precise, 
a change of trend WILL cause similarity. 
 
Yes we were warned about 4 hours ago... 

Quoting Eurusdd 



eurusd is preparing for a fall but until that dis-similarity ends, it is risky to starts selling 
heavy. 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 9:04am | Post# 2390

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yes we were warned about 4 hours ago... {quote} 
Yes. Very true.  

I was getting excited myself  
 

Still gonna hold my shorts though  

 

smartest Jul 16, 2013 9:18am | Post# 2391

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Yes. Very true. I was getting excited myself Still gonna hold my shorts though 

 
EURUSD is obviously going for the uptrend, why are you holding your shorts? 

 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 9:31am | Post# 2392

 
Quoting smartest 
{quote} EURUSD is obviously going for the uptrend, why are you holding your shorts? 
{image} 
Hi, What is that grey box? 
 
Is anyone showing a dissimilarity zone above the current price? If so which Broker? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 9:45am | Post# 2393

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting smartest 
{quote} EURUSD is obviously going for the uptrend, why are you holding your shorts? 
{image} 
I understand that the "uptrend" sentiment is driven by Bernanke's Fomc Bull Bar. But until 
that top of 1.32XX clears, there's no bull or bear.... as usual. 
 
If I was playing my normal game, I would have been long from Monday. But as it stands, I 
may have been a tad early - and I could pay for that, which is fair enough - but this 
Similarity exercise causes me to think we've topped. Hence why I'll hold my shorts. This 
current area is a defined supply area. 
 
We'll find out in the next 4-8 hours. It's definitely at a crucial point. If I'm wrong, then I 
switch and go Long. No biggie. 
 
Now coming back to Similarity... where's that grey box coming from? 

 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 9:49am | Post# 2394

 
EUR/USD - Offers at 1.3140 with stops clustering from 1.3150 through 1.3160. Bids light at 1.3100 with 

stops under 1.3090; more bids at 1.3050 

 

Sixfour Jul 16, 2013 9:56am | Post# 2395

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Good day everyone.  
 
Can someone with more experience of this method tell me if this EUR/AUD is a dissimilarity 
on the Bollinger bands method? 
 
Should we be looking to go short in expectation of the ma and stochs to become similar 



again? 

 

 

khallas Jul 16, 2013 9:56am | Post# 2396

 
The thread moving really very fast, I'm short on EurUsd 1.3120, Keeping a very tiny SL 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 9:56am | Post# 2397

 
Quoting shiva 
EUR/USD - Offers at 1.3140 with stops clustering from 1.3150 through 1.3160. Bids light 
at 1.3100 with stops under 1.3090; more bids at 1.3050 

Nice!  

 

smartest Jul 16, 2013 10:03am | Post# 2398

 
Do you guys ever think Euruadd could be that big-boy? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 10:04am | Post# 2399

 
Shiva, what broker are you using? The only box I can see has got a pair of shoes in it! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 10:07am | Post# 2400

 
Based on the prices of the zone building bellow current price (3065ish), I'll take a stab 
and say EU may form a cup and handle. 
That should satisfy a longer term up trend, whilst still going down to take out that open 

zone..... err Similarity providing of course  

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 10:10am | Post# 2401



 
Similarity seems to be in hiding  

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 10:12am | Post# 2402

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Shiva, what broker are you using? The only box I can see has got a pair of shoes in it! 
LOL Daz, I use ironfx but the order flow info I posted wasn't from my chart its from this 
website: http://www.orderflowtrading.com/News/NewsFeed.aspx  

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 10:14am | Post# 2403

 
A very important insight. Price drops when I look at 1 minute charts and climbs when I 
switch to 15m. Is FED or some Central Bank monitoring me? 

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 10:14am | Post# 2404

 
Quoting shiva 

Similarity seems to be in hiding  
Well STOCH does not have much room to move up so if we are going to see similarity 
soon it has to come down....surely??? 

 

Barbossa Jul 16, 2013 10:18am | Post# 2405

 
Quoting smartest 
Do you guys ever think Euruadd could be that big-boy? 
What incentive would he have to get us on the right track? What incentive would he have 
to mislead us? I believe "big boys" have more important affairs to attend to than writing 
in a forum. So that assumption doesn't really make sense to me. 

 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 10:25am | Post# 2406

 
the configuration for 1Day would how be?  
Stoch..... 
BB...... 
ZZ.... 
??? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 10:28am | Post# 2407

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} LOL Daz, I use ironfx but the order flow info I posted wasn't from my chart its 
from this website: http://www.orderflowtrading.com/News/NewsFeed.aspx  
Thanks Shiva. Don't worry mate I wasn't looking at your order flow stuff, I get that info 
here anyway. Just trying to get an idea what broker most people are using. As some 
have mentioned earlier, with different boxes on different charts it's hard to stay on the 
same page. It's probably better to follow this manually with the Stoch/BB template. 
 
Cheers. 



 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 10:31am | Post# 2408

 
still will continue to rise, zigzag not come out of bb 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 10:39am | Post# 2409

 
price is reacting very much to UJ and EJ. 
 
I should have waited for this reaction... c'est la vie. 
I have a small long on UJ. 

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 10:43am | Post# 2410

 
This !#$%*ing market has no sense of direction for now  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 10:45am | Post# 2411

 
where is similarity gone???? looks like sim is gone on vacation with Euruadd, 

since he is gone sim is also gone..   

 

smartest Jul 16, 2013 10:45am | Post# 2412

 
Quoting shiva 

This !#$%*ing market has no sense of direction for now  
the direction is obviously UP NOW! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 10:46am | Post# 2413

 
Quoting shiva 

This !#$%*ing market has no sense of direction for now  
UK market falling asleep under the heat, not used to it here. More melted train tracks for 
me tonight I guess! 

 

khallas Jul 16, 2013 10:51am | Post# 2414

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
where is similarity gone???? looks like sim is gone on vacation with Euruadd, since he is 

gone sim is also gone..   
Its all there, but trading need patience...remember everyday is not Sunday... and there 

is no holy grail but still can see the things clearly if focus  

 

Neio Jul 16, 2013 10:51am | Post# 2415

 
Quoting Forex Lion 



where is similarity gone???? looks like sim is gone on vacation with Euruadd, since he is 

gone sim is also gone..   
Lol....the whole trading day so far has been in dissimilarity. 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 10:52am | Post# 2416

 
1 Attachment(s) 
maybe this is how HE picks bottoms/tops 
 
looks bullish still, but i believe that yellow box is like selling zone, eurusd 
overbought/expensive, we`ll see what happens 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 10:55am | Post# 2417

 
Quoting smartest 
{quote} the direction is obviously UP NOW! 
Yes, direction is up. Direction is not a trend until the usual has been satisfied.  
 
LOL. That's relative to time. Yes. Prices have been up since this morning, yes. Timeframe 
1M, 5M, 15M, 1H over a range of 12 hours. 
4H over we've been going sideways since 10 July. 
Daily... we've been on a downtrend since Mid June. The bull bar is what - a retrace or a 
change in trend? Yes it's up but what is the trend? 
Weekly? Sideways for years, but yes last week posted an overlapping bar signally a 
potential change in trend.... when is this trend verified? 
Monthly? Sideways but we're on a DOWN swing... is that the trend? We have a Higher 
Low and a Lower High? Consolidating? 
 
Depends.... on your relative perspective. If we are referring to intra-day trading, then 
yes price has gone up "today" from its DP. Anything more is why we're reading this 
forum in the first place. 

 



Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 11:03am | Post# 2418

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Lol....the whole trading day so far has been in dissimilarity. 
yep, I thought, there is only 3% dissim...maybe we have to adjust the indis?? 
if I look on the chart there is, with a small break, since friday evening gmt nearly dissim 
on the chart... 

 

 

Hercs Jul 16, 2013 11:04am | Post# 2419

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, 
EURUSD went up: Let me show you one of the ways I did it. Similarity 
played her part in the following way: 1: There was an uncompleted zone at 
B 2: Dis-similarity started at A 3: Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is 
expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. That zone is C. 4: 
Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet. 5: Price cannot go 
down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create 
a mess 6: The zone at E was also maturing.... 

================================= 
 
Forgive the lateness of my post, but I am catching up slowly. 
 
Did you change the colours of your indicator by any chance? I understood that Red/Pink 
is where Dissimilarity STARTS and Green/Lime where Dissimilarity ENDS? 
 
Be kind enough to point me in the right direction here, plse. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Ralome Jul 16, 2013 11:08am | Post# 2420

 
Quoting Hercs 
{quote} ================================= Forgive the lateness of my 
post, but I am catching up slowly. Did you change the colours of your indicator by any 
chance? I understood that Red/Pink is where Dissimilarity STARTS and Green/Lime where 
Dissimilarity ENDS? Be kind enough to point me in the right direction here, plse. 
Sincerely, 

Yes, he did. It scared the hell out of me when I first saw that picture  

 

shiva Jul 16, 2013 11:19am | Post# 2421

 
Good news for short people   
EUR/USD - Stops continue to grow above 1.3150, but macro and sovereign names selling ahead of that 

area for now  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 11:31am | Post# 2422

 
loosing holding power  



 
 
lesson learnt ---- ALWAYS WAIT FOR SIMILARITY TO APPEAR 1ST 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 11:35am | Post# 2423

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

loosing holding power lesson learnt ---- ALWAYS WAIT FOR SIMILARITY TO APPEAR 
1ST 
Yes! LOL 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 11:39am | Post# 2424

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

loosing holding power lesson learnt ---- ALWAYS WAIT FOR SIMILARITY TO APPEAR 
1ST 

...ok, now next lesson... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 11:40am | Post# 2425

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} ...ok, now next lesson... 

Another short  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 11:45am | Post# 2426

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Another short  
maybe not bad, I do have a supply zone there... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 11:50am | Post# 2427

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe not bad, I do have a supply zone there... 
Personally it's not that bad for me - quite normal actually, to scale in. Shorts at 11, 21, 
45. Could add another one at 35, R3 just for fun. 

 

Hercs Jul 16, 2013 11:51am | Post# 2428

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Yes, he did. It scared the hell out of me when I first saw that picture  
=================== 
 

Thanks very much Ralome, you saved the day for me.   

 



lordorly Jul 16, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 2429

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} Just when I have made a nice EA based on the CI method you come up with this 
amazing work. I may have to put CI EA on hold and work with this. I was seeing very 
good backtest results with CI though. I may still start forward test tomorrow while 
working with new indicator. Here are some backtest results. {image} {image} 
 
 
Hello, splendid results and good work, it's a shame that you leave this EA, you could? 
share to try to evolve it. 
 
 
Thanks and sorry for my boldness 
 
 
lordorly 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 2430

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I've been wondering about the value of stoch for 1 min as it cant be 4500 which relates to 
the 300 for the 15min so I've tried changing it to 900, 5min 180 and 15 min 60. BB and zz 
values as Bull.bear suggested. Value Labels shown on chart. Thoughts please, .... 

 

 

xixi Jul 16, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 2431

 
Quoting taypot 
I've been wondering about the value of stoch for 1 min as it cant be 4500 which relates 
to the 300 for the 15min so I've tried changing it to 900, 5min 180 and 15 min 60. BB 
and zz values as Bull.bear suggested. Value Labels shown on chart. Thoughts please, .... 
{image} 
Have you tried to increase num of bars limit which is currently 1000 by default? For 1m 



chart it should be larger than 4500. 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 12:47pm | Post# 2432

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Have you tried to increase num of bars limit which is currently 1000 by default? 
For 1m chart it should be larger than 4500. 
 
yes xixi, tried that but it wouldnt work, thanks for the idea though, off out but may have 
another go later. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 1:16pm | Post# 2433

 
Hey all. I m back for a while.  
Omg....can your guys don't post too much, this thread grows too fast. Lol.....joking.  

Quoting taypot 
{quote} yes xixi, tried that but it wouldnt work, thanks for the idea though, off out but 
may have another go later. 
For 1m, it can't be set more than four digits for stoch indicator because it is restricted by 
metaeditor. I m not sure if the stochdiff can be set, because the indicator is user defined. 
Of course the bar limit must be more than 4500, if not how it is going to calculate. 

 

condor666 Jul 16, 2013 1:18pm | Post# 2434

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
For 1m, it can't be set more than four digits for stoch indicator because it is restricted by 
metaeditor. I m not sure if the stochdiff can be set, because the indicator is user defined. 
Of course the bar limit must be more than 4500, if not how it is going to calculate. 
On my computer it's impossible to use it on 1m cause it makes freeze my MT4 terminal. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 1:24pm | Post# 2435

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} On my computer it's impossible to use it on 1m cause it makes freeze my MT4 
terminal. 
Agree. It is normal. That why I don't use 1m. CPU took too long for the calculation.  
 
I think maybe need to re-code the indicator. Maybe there are too many looping cycle 
inside the coding, I m not sure now because I have no time to check. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 2436

 
Looks like the Dollar news affected sentiment worse than I thought. However it's daily 
trend remains intact and is in sync with the weekly, suggesting higher prices and 
conversely... should mean lower prices for EU in the longer Daily/Weekly term.  
 
However for today, both EJ and UJ scaled lower to a range between the last 2 trading 
day's pivot points. Seems like a positioning move rather than a change in hourly trend. 
UJ's high on the 15 July is still intact and the low of 9888 isn't in danger. If anything, a 



recent swing low of 9907 (previous day's S1) could be a swing point for the current 
hourly down move. 
 
All this is influencing EU but this slow rise towards 1.3200 is starting to form the 
traditional cup and handle which requires one last drop to 1.306X to gain momentum for 
1.33XX. I will hold my shorts until the end of NY session and will close any losses only at 
that time if price hasn't yet gone lower than 35. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 2437

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looks like the Dollar news affected sentiment worse than I thought. However it's daily 
trend remains intact and is in sync with the weekly, suggesting higher prices and 
conversely... should mean lower prices for EU in the longer Daily/Weekly term. However 
for today, both EJ and UJ scaled lower to a range between the last 2 trading day's pivot 
points. Seems like a positioning move rather than a change in hourly trend. UJ's high on 
the 15 July is still intact and the low of 9888 isn't in danger. If anything, a recent swing 
low of 9907 (previous day's... 
Zoom out on M15, i call that the Crone pattern. Maybe some kind of head and shoulders 

 
 
The dissimilarity zone is two days wide. Waiting and waiting for similarity takes place... 
 
I believe i will not win the $3000. Eurusdd is a show man sometimes ! 

 

Albertdkpllh Jul 16, 2013 2:04pm | Post# 2438

 
where is similarity. 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 2:17pm | Post# 2439

 
Eurusdd told to us in the beginning that we need to setup our charts / indies so that 97% 
of the time they show similarity. If they don't, then the initial setup is not correct / 
optimal for the TF. 
Now if I increase the # of bars in the indie and scroll back on my charts, I rather see 
something like 50% dissim / sim ratio. Which seems to be off, wouldn't you think so? Or 
is the 97/3% guidance not valid for our current single TF stoch setup? Or am I making 
another mistake somewhere? 
 
For me the current dissimilarity started almost 2 full days ago. Is it the same for 
everyone? 
 
Pls. forgive me for keeping asking, but I thought I got the concept and also made some 

promising trades, but now I feel I still miss something...  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 2440

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Eurusdd told to us in the beginning that we need to setup our charts / indies so that 97% 
of the time they show similarity. If they don't, then the initial setup is not correct / 
optimal for the TF. Now if I increase the # of bars in the indie and scroll back on my 



charts, I rather see something like 50% dissim / sim ratio. Which seems to be off, 
wouldn't you think so? Or is the 97/3% guidance not valid for our current single TF stoch 
setup? Or am I making another mistake somewhere? For me the current dissimilarity 
started almost 2 full days ago.... 
Yes it is the same...I also asked this question already, because dissim should not be 
more than 3 % 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 2:38pm | Post# 2441

 
now? 

 

almo Jul 16, 2013 2:41pm | Post# 2442

 
Quoting juhanimi 
now? 
Juhanimi, 
Can you post your chart? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 2:43pm | Post# 2443

 
Quoting juhanimi 
now? 
no, still dissim 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 2:43pm | Post# 2444

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Eurusdd told to us in the beginning that we need to setup our charts / indies so that 97% 
of the time they show similarity. If they don't, then the initial setup is not correct / 
optimal for the TF. Now if I increase the # of bars in the indie and scroll back on my 
charts, I rather see something like 50% dissim / sim ratio. Which seems to be off, 
wouldn't you think so? Or is the 97/3% guidance not valid for our current single TF stoch 
setup? Or am I making another mistake somewhere? For me the current dissimilarity 
started almost 2 full days ago.... 
Sort of how I feel. I made one good trade and one bad one haha. In the end I broke even 
so I guess no harm done. 
 
In reference to price maybe moving higher. There is another zone higher still around 
1.3256. And one lower zone as well. Price is now trapped in between these zones and 
range is getting tighter and tighter. EUrusdd said that price will try to take out as many 
zones as it can without making a new zone. Well we already know it is going to make at 
least one new one once this 2 day dis-similarity ends. So taking that into account, maybe 
it is trying to take out more than zone right now before it goes similar again. Because if it 
does go similar again, and then goes back to dis-similar it will make another zone. Hope 
this doesnt sound confusing but maybe price is trying to take care of as much old 
business as possible before it gets similar again. 
 
And since it is stuck in between the 2 zones, and price has been rising, I am guessing it 
will go towards the top zone UNLESS we hit similarity again 

 



Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 2:49pm | Post# 2445

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Sort of how I feel. I made one good trade and one bad one haha. In the end I 
broke even so I guess no harm done. In reference to price maybe moving higher. There 
is another zone higher still around 1.3256. And one lower zone as well. Price is now 
trapped in between these zones and range is getting tighter and tighter. EUrusdd said 
that price will try to take out as many zones as it can without making a new zone. Well 
we already know it is going to make at least one new one once this 2 day dis-similarity 
ends. So taking that into account,... 
hmmm, you have a zone above...could you pls show your chart, I do not have a zone 
above, but I know yesterday we had the same charts...thats funny... 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 2446

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Yea this zone is from way back on June 20th. It is out of the 2 week (extreme case) range 
but not out of 75 day range so I guess it is still possible to hit. I need to go back and read 
what Eurusdd said about the Modes. Maybe it has something to do with that.  
 
There is actually even another zone above that at 1.3397. 
 
If you take your mouse at click and hold the numbers on the right side of the graph and 
drag up and down it expands/contracts the prices so you can see more levels in the same 
time frame. 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 2447

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} Sort of how I feel. I made one good trade and one bad one haha. In the end I 



broke even so I guess no harm done. In reference to price maybe moving higher. There is 
another zone higher still around 1.3256. And one lower zone as well. Price is now trapped in 
between these zones and range is getting tighter and tighter. EUrusdd said that price will try 
to take out as many zones as it can without making a new zone. Well we already know it is 
going to make at least one new one once this 2 day dis-similarity ends. So taking that into 
account,... 
What you described makes a lot of sense, thanks a lot!! However, I also don't have the zone 
above (on neither of my accounts). So naturally, my conclusions - at least based purely on 
my charts - are different. I'm more biased to expect a short, since I will only have two 
zones below the price, once current dissim ends. Which actually does not seem to be 
happening yet. 
 
This is what I was referring to earlier, when I told we are coming to different conclusions 
due to the differences among our charts. And to be fully honest, this confuses me quite a 
bit... 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 3:02pm | Post# 2448

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Yea this zone is from way back on June 20th... {image} 
Strange. I even set the number of bars setting of the indie much higher (to 3000) and 
still there is nothing there. 
I also zoomed out the chart scale to the extremes, but nothing. 
 
Can it be that our price flows are such different across brokers? (I know they are, but I 
would not have expected such a big difference). 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:02pm | Post# 2449

 
He also said that the faster price moves away from dis-similarity the more violent (spike) 
it will return to it. The price has been slowly moving away from the first point of dis-
similarity so if I had to guess, it might not make a fast dip back to it. But this is all me 
still sort of guessing/attempting to put everything we learned into practice.  
 



If I am wrong, somebody chime in. Wouldn't be the first time ha   

 

Bluekubi Jul 16, 2013 3:05pm | Post# 2450

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Strange. I even set the number of bars setting of the indie much higher (to 
3000) and still there is nothing there. I also zoomed out the chart scale to the extremes, 
but nothing. Can it be that our price flows are such different across brokers? (I know 
they are, but I would not have expected such a big difference). 
Change the lifetime to 50 days and 8000 bars. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:05pm | Post# 2451

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Strange. I even set the number of bars setting of the indie much higher (to 
3000) and still there is nothing there. I also zoomed out the chart scale to the extremes, 
but nothing. Can it be that our price flows are such different across brokers? (I know 
they are, but I would not have expected such a big difference). 
I suppose that is possible. Without trying to sound too dependent on the indicator, I am 
just looking at what the indi painted. Now if more people don't have those zones than do 
have them, I would be inclined to think maybe my chart is wrong, but I honestly just 
dont know 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 3:08pm | Post# 2452

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Strange. I even set the number of bars setting of the indie much higher (to 
3000) and still there is nothing there. I also zoomed out the chart scale to the extremes, 
but nothing. Can it be that our price flows are such different across brokers? (I know 
they are, but I would not have expected such a big difference). 
same here 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:14pm | Post# 2453

 
Try loading the second version of the indicator. I remember Ralome saying something 
about the third version so I went back to using the 2nd version (v1_2) 
 
When I upload a new 15min chart with v1_80 the upper zones are gone 

 

Pipfree Jul 16, 2013 3:15pm | Post# 2454

 
First time I write on the forum, I hope to learn this system, although at the time I 
eventually find still difficult. 
 
Thanks to eurusd the gift that you did 
 
I apologize for my English 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:16pm | Post# 2455



 
Quoting Ralome 
Seems like there's indeed something fishy that's going on with the new version of the 

indy, so until further notice use it only for decorative purposes. My apologies  

Found it. But Ralome is def the indi expert here, not me   

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 3:17pm | Post# 2456

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just got home guys. 
 
My 15M shows a key ZigZag low that was a signal to go Long... but obviously I wouldn't 
have known this.... dammit, need to get MT4 installed on DropBox asap! 
Oh well... 20 20 hindsight don't help the trading.... 

 

 

Bluekubi Jul 16, 2013 3:17pm | Post# 2457

 
Quoting crottsinabox 

{quote} Found it. But Ralome is def the indi expert here, not me   
You have to change the liftime of the bars to 50 days or more. Then you will see it with 
version 1.8. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 3:18pm | Post# 2458

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Try loading the second version of the indicator. I remember Ralome saying something about 
the third version so I went back to using the 2nd version (v1_2) When I upload a new 
15min chart with v1_80 the upper zones are gone 
ahhh, here we go... 



 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:27pm | Post# 2459

 
My bias right now is that it is going up. 
 
Only taking in account what I understand the rules/signals for the system I gathered 
 
-Trend on 15 min is slowly moving up. Until the charts agree(similarity), expect trend to 
continue 
-Price is moving away from initial dis-similarity slowly so don't expect a fast return to it 
-Once an established zone is wiped out, consider looking for entry back to current dis-
similarity or possibly take out a zone behind it. 
 
Both upper/lower zones have other zones higher/lower than them as well 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 3:28pm | Post# 2460

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} What you described makes a lot of sense, thanks a lot!! However, I also don't 
have the zone above (on neither of my accounts). So naturally, my conclusions - at least 
based purely on my charts - are different. I'm more biased to expect a short, since I will 
only have two zones below the price, once current dissim ends. Which actually does not 
seem to be happening yet. This is what I was referring to earlier, when I told we are 
coming to different conclusions due to the differences among our charts. And to be fully 
honest, this confuses me... 
Don't be alone. We have the same zone.  
 
Sorry,i can't post my chart here as i am at outside. 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 3:30pm | Post# 2461

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} ... Now if more people don't have those zones than do have them, I would be 
inclined to think maybe my chart is wrong, but I honestly just dont know 
Or I'm just an idiot... I needed to exit/restart MT4, and magically the zones appeared. So 



it was my issue, not yours, sorry!! 
 
And yes, it is from June 20th, and around 1.3258. It's something like 26 days old, and I 
wonder how strong it is. 
I also see a S/R around 1.3170-1.3180, and an even stronger at 1.3200. So my thinking 
is that there are two possible outcomes. 

• Price keeps going up and through the SR, taking out that zone above, and maybe 
forming a nice double top on D1, to begin the fall afterwards. 

• It heads South now, bouncing back from the lower SR level (~1.3180), falling so 
to take out the currently open dissim zone (supposed it's coming back to similarity 
until then), and maybe the ones below, and the zone above will simply fade out. 

Looking at all the other indies (forgive me for that, I'm trying to merge this concept into 
my previous strategies), EU is very much overbought, so from this view I'd vote for a 
drop soon. From the sim/dissim thinking, I'd vote for further price increase, as the dissim 
is still there, and it simply doesn't make sense for price to drop before the dissim is over. 
 

Hmmmm....  

 

Forex Lion Jul 16, 2013 3:32pm | Post# 2462

 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 
{quote} Don't be alone. We have the same zone. Sorry,i can't post my chart here as i 
am at outside. 
maybe you try Ralomes version 1.2, after I changed the Stoch_Diff indicator to this 
version the zones above appears 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:34pm | Post# 2463

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Or I'm just an idiot... I needed to exit/restart MT4, and magically the zones 
appeared. So it was my issue, not yours, sorry!! And yes, it is from June 20th, and 
around 1.3258. It's something like 26 days old, and I wonder how strong it is. I also see 
a S/R around 1.3170-1.3180, and an even stronger at 1.3200. So my thinking is that 
there are two possible outcomes. Price keeps going up and through the SR, taking out 
that zone above, and maybe forming a nice double top on D1, to begin the fall 
afterwards. It heads South now, bouncing back... 
 
No apology necessary that's what we are all here for to help each other. I feel the same 
way. One way of thinking tells us price will go up, and another tells us it will go down. 
Eurusdd said we should get to a point where we don't second guess the trade.  
 
I am looking for the post where he talked about mean/modes. I am hell bent on figuring 
this out. 

 

lnorbi Jul 16, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 2464

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Try loading the second version of the indicator. I remember Ralome saying something 
about the third version so I went back to using the 2nd version (v1_2) When I upload a 
new 15min chart with v1_80 the upper zones are gone 
Yes. In v1.8 there is a setting 'zone_lifetime_in_days', and by default it's 14. If you 



increase it to eg. 75, the zone will appear. 
For me it was something with MT4 getting mad at the number of objects somehow. After 
restart it displayed the missing ones correctly. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 3:37pm | Post# 2465

 
So we can agree now across brokers that we all see the same zones? 
 
Also pay attention to the StochDiff line when price starts to move. Most of yesterday 
when the price would move up, so would the indi. now I am seeing it move down as price 
moves up. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 3:39pm | Post# 2466

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe you try Ralomes version 1.2, after I changed the Stoch_Diff indicator to 
this version the zones above appears 
Emm....no problem. I will try when i back home. 
 

Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Yes. In v1.8 there is a setting 'zone_lifetime_in_days', and by default it's 14. If 
you increase it to eg. 75, the zone will appear. For me it was something with MT4 getting 
mad at the number of objects somehow. After restart it displayed the missing ones 
correctly. 
Is it? But according to to EURUSDD, if the zone stays more than 1 week, it can be 
ignored, the extreme would be 2 week. But if we take 75 days, i think this doesn't make 
sense. 

 

Pipfree Jul 16, 2013 3:44pm | Post# 2467

 
I think a very useful indicator of change ralome would be able to see if the difference of 
similarity and positive or negative 
 
I think this is very useful for our trading 
 
eurusd will correct me if 

 

normtold Jul 16, 2013 3:44pm | Post# 2468

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
Yea this zone is from way back on June 20th. It is out of the 2 week (extreme case) 
range but not out of 75 day range so I guess it is still possible to hit. I need to go back 
and read what Eurusdd said about the Modes. Maybe it has something to do with that. 
There is actually even another zone above that at 1.3397. If you take your mouse at click 
and hold the numbers on the right side of the graph and drag up and down it 
expands/contracts the prices so you can see more levels in the same time frame. 
{image} 
crottsinabox, please see post 1869 on page 94 where I noticed the same. 
The zones are there with both versions of the StochDif indicator. 
 
 



Thanks for the tip about expanding the graph, you live and learn  

 

smartest Jul 16, 2013 4:02pm | Post# 2469

 
Price either go up or down, this is valid. 
 
You can always find a zone upper or lower. So, price goes either way is always valid. 
unless price goes all time high. 
 
Price doesn't has to hit the zone. if you already into the market in the wrong direction 
but towards your zone, see what gonna happen? stop you out every time. 
 
So, basically this zone method is not very efficient. and the dissimilarity will continue. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 4:08pm | Post# 2470

 
No problem  
 
Let's try to figure this out. He said it is like chess. We have to plan moves ahead. I play 
chess sometimes so lets try to look 3-4 moves ahead. 
 
Currently there are 4 zones on the chart. 1.3400, 1.3258, 1.2929, and 1.2853. 
 
Logic tells us not to worry about 3400 and 2853 as price has to pass through 3258 or 
2929 to reach them. But think about what he said. Price is going to take the easiest path 
to wipe out as many zones as it can without making new zones. 
 
We have 4 zones paint and one pending. If price can manage to creep up to 3258 
without hitting similarity then it can eliminate a zone. Now we are down to 3 painted. 
Well obviously at that point, 3400 is way easier to take out than 2853 so taking the 
easier path would take out another zone. Now we are down to 2 painted. now if at some 
point it hit sim than we are back to 3 which is still better than 4. If it hits similarity then 
trend would change and head back down. Now the new zone at 1.3028 would be in view. 
3 zones. Heads down takes out 3028. Granted we dont hit dis-sim along the way that 
would leave 2 painted zones that wouldn't be too far away to take out. 
 
Right now when price drops it makes the dis-sim worse so it looks as though price has to 
rise (right now at least) to bring the similarity back to normal 
 
Also notice that once price approaches a zone it seems to be drawn to it. like s/r it can't 
seem to get away once it is close enough. Unless of course it just spiked right through 
 

Over analyzed?   

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 4:12pm | Post# 2471

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I can see a dissimilarity here, M15 chart, after the major trend reversal. Indicator doesn't 
show it for me. 
 
Now we are back at this price and then... if similarity appears... 
 
Sometimes i wonder it this theory will not explain a lot of "mirror" patterns we see so 



manytimes. Double top here (1 week wide). First with dissimilarity so then the second top 
for the come back. 

 

 

bradu Jul 16, 2013 4:16pm | Post# 2472

 
Quoting smartest 
Price either go up or down, this is valid.. 
best info found so far in this thread 

 

Ralome Jul 16, 2013 4:20pm | Post# 2473

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi everyone, 
 
here's an indy you can use to compare v1.2 with v1.8. Do the following: 
 
1. Open a new chart, put v1.2 on it. After the zones appear, put this indy on too. It will 
create a file objectlist.txt in experts/files. Create a copy of this file with a different name, 
then delete the original. 
2. Remove both indicators. 
3. Put v1.8 on the chart, but change the bars_limit setting to zero, the 
zone_lifetime_in_days to 999 and show_counters to false. Put on the objectslist indy, it 
will create another objectlist.txt. 
4. Compare the two .txt files. 
 
I've just tested it myself, I didn't see any difference. Make sure of course that no new 

candle appears while you're doing this  
 
There were also other reports about objects appearing/disappearing/not updating. Let 
me introduce you to the darkest hell of MT4 known to me called "I Just Effing Reset My 
Effing Charts": 
 
5:39 -- bars: 9439 -- IndicatorCounted: 0 
5:39 -- bars: 9439 -- IndicatorCounted: 9438 
5:39 -- bars: 9439 -- IndicatorCounted: 9438 



(...) 
5:39 -- bars: 9439 -- IndicatorCounted: 9438 
5:40 -- bars: 9440 -- IndicatorCounted: 9438 
5:40 -- bars: 9440 -- IndicatorCounted: 9439 
5:40 -- bars: 9440 -- IndicatorCounted: 9439 
(...) 
(...so far so good, but after some time, comes the magic...) 
(...) 
14:21 -- bars: 9961 -- IndicatorCounted: 9960 
14:21 -- bars: 9961 -- IndicatorCounted: 9960 
14:22 -- bars: 9962 -- IndicatorCounted: 9960 

14:22 -- bars: 9834 -- IndicatorCounted: 0  
14:22 -- bars: 9834 -- IndicatorCounted: 9833 
14:22 -- bars: 9834 -- IndicatorCounted: 9833 
 
At that precious moment, both the objects and the green/pink dots/lines go tits up (at 
least on my MT4). You can easily spot it by checking if there are two dots/lines after each 
other that have the same color. It can be solved with a period switch and switching back, 
or removing the indy and reattaching it. 
 

Hope this helps  
ObjectList.mq4  

 

IFxRobot Jul 16, 2013 4:21pm | Post# 2474

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} best info found so far in this thread 

 
 
Thank you ! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:23pm | Post# 2475

 
Quoting smartest 
Price either go up or down, this is valid. You can always find a zone upper or lower. So, 
price goes either way is always valid. unless price goes all time high. Price doesn't has to 
hit the zone. if you already into the market in the wrong direction but towards your zone, 
see what gonna happen? stop you out every time. So, basically this zone method is not 
very efficient. and the dissimilarity will continue. 
Why are you still here? Being dissimilar? 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 16, 2013 4:25pm | Post# 2476

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} best info found so far in this thread 
I Agree too, this system feels more like Russian roulette at the moment 

 

lastingwell Jul 16, 2013 4:28pm | Post# 2477

 
Quoting smartest 
Price either go up or down, this is valid. You can always find a zone upper or lower. So, 



price goes either way is always valid. unless price goes all time high. Price doesn't has to 
hit the zone. if you already into the market in the wrong direction but towards your zone, 
see what gonna happen? stop you out every time. So, basically this zone method is not 
very efficient. and the dissimilarity will continue. 
 
There are also other timeframes to take into account not just the 15m. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 4:34pm | Post# 2478

 
Just copied my MT4 onto my DropBox so I will see tomorrow whether I can run it at my 
Workstation. Fingers crossed. 

 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 4:40pm | Post# 2479

 
settings would be like in 1 day? 

 

spufuz Jul 16, 2013 5:01pm | Post# 2480

 
Could everybody PLEASE take a break from this thread, for about a week or so? 

I´m trying to catch up since around page 80 or something!  

 

smartest Jul 16, 2013 5:10pm | Post# 2481

 
Quoting lastingwell 
{quote} There are also other timeframes to take into account not just the 15m. 
True! 
 
So, we still don't know for sure where the price going. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:14pm | Post# 2482

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If i change to 5M timeframe but keep the 15M display and set the StochDiff to 900 
keeping the BBar to 24, I get the following. 
 
The interesting thing about this: there is NO DIFF whilst price is consolidating upwards. 
If anything, it created a large Zone above price, giving good reason for price to go UP. 
(Note: as of current price, there is not much left until this zone is cleared... but there are no 

further zones in this timeframe) 
 
Now... how to reconcile this to 15M and its settings? 



 

 

behof Jul 16, 2013 5:20pm | Post# 2483

 
Hi Folks ! 
 
I think this thing is getting a little bit confusing ;-) 
It's a nice concept which has to be proofed in the longer term-- 
 
Happy trading 
 
Bernhard 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 5:20pm | Post# 2484

 
Quoting vlady1974 
If i change to 5M timeframe but keep the 15M display and set the StochDiff to 900 
keeping the BBar to 24, I get the following. The interesting thing about this: there is NO 
DIFF whilst price is consolidating upwards. If anything, it created a large Zone above 
price, giving good reason for price to go UP. (Note: as of current price, there is not much 
left until this zone is cleared... but there are no further zones in this timeframe) Now... 
how to reconcile this to 15M and its settings? {image} 

This might be optimal setting for 5M.  
 
The conversion into 15M : Stoch >> 300/1/1, ZZ and BB >> 8 

 

juhanimi Jul 16, 2013 5:28pm | Post# 2485

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
{quote} I Agree too, this system feels more like Russian roulette at the moment 
i am pretty sure, that it is a solid system,  
just have to learn to use it first, understand it 
something like that 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:31pm | Post# 2486



 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 

{quote} This might be optimal setting for 5M. The conversion into 15M : Stoch >> 
300/1/1, ZZ and BB >> 8 
Okay... that's gotten better on the 15M.... but what does 8 bollinger bands mean? It will 
look at the last 8 bars of 15M? 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 5:36pm | Post# 2487

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Okay... that's gotten better on the 15M.... but what does 8 bollinger bands 
mean? It will look at the last 8 bars of 15M? 

I think i should deserve voucher from you before answer the question. ....joking. 
Yes, it is 8 bars. 8 x 15 min = 120 min. So 120 min /5 min TF = 24 in 5m 

 

vlady1974 Jul 16, 2013 5:41pm | Post# 2488

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ~bull.bear~ 

{quote} I think i should deserve voucher from you before answer the question. ....joking. 
Yes, it is 8 bars. 8 x 15 min = 120 min. So 120 min /5 min TF = 24 in 5m  
LOL... that sir. Is a Vouch. Now take a look at this: My shorts today were running blind 
based on an unconfirmed ZZ. This makes more sense! 
Now maybe it's an indicator thing... but where Dissim starts, the ZigZag changes node. I 
was under the impression that ZZ changes when we get similarity and I've checked past 
posts to verify that just now. Also, it's interesting how zones almost act as support in this 
view. 

 

 

handy148 Jul 16, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 2489

 
crottsinabox - one of the oldest sayings in trading - "price will take the path of least 
resistance". 

 



Eurusdd Jul 16, 2013 5:52pm | Post# 2490

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I don't understand your problem. I asked where price will be when the new zone comes in an 
someone said DOWN. 
I gave a hint then with thumb down. So why are you complaining? I aslo said, don't sell too much 
till dis-similarity ends. 

hmmm.   

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 5:52pm | Post# 2491

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL... that sir. Is a Vouch. Now take a look at this: My shorts today were 
running blind based on an unconfirmed ZZ. This makes more sense! {image} 

Typo... . Thanks for the vouch! 
 
Yes, it make more sense for you. Can i ask you something? If you set an indicator maybe 
stochastic to sensitive value, what will you see? Obviously you can see many occurrence 
of overbought and oversold case, but it is not valid/accurate for all the case. So IMO, 
some of the zone in the chart are not valid, but it is valid for the formation. 
 
Add: For this case, since it is not the optimal setting. Its probability is less than 97%. 

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 6:07pm | Post# 2492

 
Looking back through posts I found this from EURUSDD 
"The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92%" 
so maybe we don't need to change the settings of stoch, bb and zz for other timeframes? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 2493

 
Eurusdd, when are you going on holiday?  

 

taypot Jul 16, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 2494

 
I'm going to go back to original 15min template and just change the TF after reviewing 
Post 420 Eurusdd 
Quoting whoareyou 
{quote} would it be correct to assume it would also work on every chart in between m15 
and h4? 
15min = 97% 
4hr = 92% 
30min = 90% 
5min = 95% 



1min= 84% 
1hr = 86% 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 6:16pm | Post# 2495

 
Quoting taypot 
Looking back through posts I found this from EURUSDD "The 15min template - modified 
version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92%" so maybe we don't need to change the settings of 
stoch, bb and zz for other timeframes? 
No. The optimal setting is 15m for the stoch, bb and zz. If you want to use other TF, you 
must convert the setting value from 15m to that TF. One of the post from EURUSDD had 
mentioned this, but i can't find where is it. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 6:18pm | Post# 2496

 
Hey guys, just a thought. Why don't you try and perfect this in one timeframe, learn the 
ropes so to speak, then start tinkering with other timeframes. Focus on how it works 
before trying to split the atom. Maybe the original 15min template Eurusd gave is a good 
place to ground yoursleves in. If it doesn't work for you there, then it won't work for you 
on any timeframe. 
 

I put my hands up, I'm an habitual tinkerer too but I'm trying to be good, for now  
 
Just a thought. 
 
Daz. 

 

~bull.bear~ Jul 16, 2013 6:24pm | Post# 2497

 
I think some of the traders here start to confuse themselves about which setting is valid, 
for the zone to stay valid. And some traders feel uncomfortable for why there are less 
zone, and some have many. I am personally not sure if your have applied the optimal 
setting, or due to across broker with correct setting. But what i do is i follow EURUSDD 
optimal setting, i don't bother about many or less zone, as long as it is valid for no more 
than 1 week, i would follow it. Unless the indicator is something wrong, couldn't draw the 
zone out the calculation. I think EURUSDD need to verify for this case if the indicator 
works well. 
 
I think let not try to put or find other optimal setting in other TF, so not to confuse 
yourself and everyone. Instead stick to the optimal setting in 15m, it is fine. There will be 
more lessons from EURUSDD in future after his vacation. 
Thanks. 

 

burnssss Jul 16, 2013 6:46pm | Post# 2498

 
optimal configurations were given by eurusdd to timeframes 1-5-15-30-1h. 
therefore any variation of these parameters would suppose a variation of precision and 
an increase of the error. 
But that does not mean it is not advisable to study the dis-similarities in other higher 
timeframes, as there may be additional information on higher timeframes. 

 



burnssss Jul 16, 2013 6:54pm | Post# 2499

 
1.30687 is the node maybe? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 16, 2013 7:25pm | Post# 2500

 
Quoting burnssss 
1.30687 is the node maybe? 

I have a manual box I have drawn down there, on a 15min  
 
Good luck! 
 
Night. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 16, 2013 9:31pm | Post# 2501

 
Back to similarity now... finally! 

 

cenky Jul 16, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 2502

 
i think, EU dis-similarity is ending now... 

 

crodzilla Jul 16, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 2503

 
Yes! So the plan is... 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 16, 2013 9:49pm | Post# 2504

 
Quoting crodzilla 
Yes! So the plan is... 

Sigh..too late for me, check mated myself. Had to close out all the shorts But those 

pips did not go down for nothing....they will be back  

 

slimjim Jul 16, 2013 10:11pm | Post# 2505

 
Hey guys, 
Thank you to everyone who has put in a great deal of work to this thread, especially 

EURUSDD, MadMoney, Ralome, xixi, and others (sorry, can't remember them all . I've 
been wanting to start learning how to trade forex for a about a year now, using technical 
analysis, but after reading some of the forums (here and babypips) I became a little 
discouraged. I'm a practicing engineer and am working on my thesis at the moment, so I 
don't have too much time to dedicate to trading. But, I stumbled across this thread early 
last week and have glued to it since. The "physics" behind the strategy make sense to 
me, and Eurusdd has done a great job showing why and how it works. 
 
So last night, seeing as I had finally read to the end of the thread and wanted more, I 
decided I would finally open a practice MT4 account and load up Ralome's indicator. I did 
a trade last night on the eurusd M15 and woke up to a successful trade for ~10 pips, 



which was my first trade where I actually knew what I was doing! And just now I entered 
in on this big dis-similarity that just finished a few minutes ago. This will be a big one at 

~110 pips once/if it works Still just playing around with filling orders in MT4 and 
getting used to trading...  
http://charts.mql5.com/2/52/eurusd-m...poration-5.png  

 

crottsinabox Jul 16, 2013 10:57pm | Post# 2506

 
Quoting crodzilla 
Yes! So the plan is... 

Not entirely sure now. I was sort of hoping the dis-sim would last up closer to that 
upper zone. But now once again it is stuck in between 2 zones.  
 
Eurusdd did hint at the price would be above the newest zone, and since the upper zones 
are older, I would guess that price will go down and take out the newest zone that just 
formed. 
 
I am still visually/demo trading this though. There are times when it is clear what price is 
going to do, and then the next I second guess. 
 
I dont want to second guess though. I want to nail this thing 

 

xixi Jul 16, 2013 11:32pm | Post# 2507

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} yes xixi, tried that but it wouldnt work, thanks for the idea though, off out but may 
have another go later. 
This is StochDifZoneX with stoch_period=4500, bb_period=360, bars_limit=10000 on my 
computer. It takes a while to load the indicator but not too long (few seconds on my 
computer). 

 

 

Jer21 Jul 16, 2013 11:59pm | Post# 2508

 



Hey juhanimi, 
 
Would you gladly share your obv indicator? 
 
Thanks! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:10am | Post# 2509

 
Morning! 
 
So similarity is back! Let's see what happens at London open. BTW, Bernanki speaks 

later... Hmmm...   

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 2:13am | Post# 2510

 
Quoting vlady1974 
So similarity is back! ... 

Yes, confirmed, finally something I see the same.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:17am | Post# 2511

 
I'm researching the instances on 15M where price goes out of the BB coinciding with a ZZ 
leg. 
This has just formed a bottom, so technically the current 15M direction is up. 
 
EDIT: 
I should note that since the BB has narrowed, the chance of an up ZZ leg forming a top 
should be higher. Since the zone is below, then that makes a better short signal. 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 2:23am | Post# 2512

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm researching the instances on 15M where price goes out of the BB coinciding with a ZZ 
leg. This has just formed a bottom, so technically the current 15M direction is up. 
Thanks Vlady, very neatly put, I was just about to share the same thinking of me. 
And now I'm not sure which direction it will finally take. 
Also it just started to bounce back up from the daily pivot, which eventually matches the 

lower ZZ lag, with EMA1 outside the BB...  

 

handy148 Jul 17, 2013 2:24am | Post# 2513

 
Jer - obv is a standard indicator in mt4 

 

vspatrick Jul 17, 2013 2:29am | Post# 2514

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:31am | Post# 2515

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If yes, then the answer is no. A spike like that is a sign that when this move happens, all 
energies in that direction will be exhausted. We are heading into a possible MAXIMUM!!! 
There is a great chance to PICK A TOP here!!! Zone will be taken-out at 1.30788. 
This is what I think I've missed, and everyone else here. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:33am | Post# 2516

 
Quoting vspatrick 
{image} 
I dont have your top zone. 15M tf still, original settings. 

 

vspatrick Jul 17, 2013 2:37am | Post# 2517

 
Same original settings, but using version v1.3 showing old zones. Top one started on 
june 20th.... 
 
I will stick to original setting and timeframe until i get a full understanding of the 
process. 

 



cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 2:41am | Post# 2518

 
Quoting vspatrick 
{image} 
down imho. assuming i see the "light" i need to go see more charts to confirm. 
 
1)consider my theory previous trend was up and when similarity finally acheived the 
trend must change direction so down. 
 
 
2)price moves with purpose to "correct" zones and assuming (1) is correct it will head 
toward a zone to be correct and assuming it is the small blue zone is below.... so down 
again. 
 
 
3)when the small blue zone was formed the PA was above it and if I did not misread a 
"law" stated by eurusdd when PA is above a zone when it form that zone will be "taken 
out" from top down and vice versa 
 

Just theory feel free to ignore it but IF im right let me know PLEASE   

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:42am | Post# 2519

 
Lessons learnt yesterday.... 
 
As for direction today. Here is a very important post: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
REMEMBER For the 15min chart, optimal settings are 300(stoch) and 24(bb). A zone is 
supposed to close within 75 days with probability 0.97. However, that does not mean 
that you can'T use this because the mean is 15 days and this mean occurs with 
probability approximately 0.03. Some modes (high frequency) are 1, 2, 4,6 and 8 days. 
Therefore, we can expect most zones to close within a week. Anything beyond two weeks 
should be considered dead. PRICE-FLOW DYNAMICS Price will try to close as many zones 
as possible. It will also try to create fewer new... 
 

 

vspatrick Jul 17, 2013 2:45am | Post# 2520

 
then 1.3032 seems to be the next target..... 
 

Still learning how to play chess  

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 2:48am | Post# 2521

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I dont have your top zone. 15M tf still, original settings. 
If you're using v1_80 of the indie, make sure to set the zone_lifetime_in_days parameter 
to higher, if you wish to see it. 
By default it is set to 14, which matches what Eurusdd said about zone lifecycles: 
"everything beyond two weeks should be considered dead" 

 



vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:48am | Post# 2522

 
Quoting Neio 
Lessons learnt yesterday.... As for direction today. Here is a very important post: 
{quote} 
LOL I was just reading that. 
 
To me this tells me that the zone above, on vspatrick's chart is NOT an alive zone to be 
taken out. Therefore the active zone is below price - which is what he was alluding to last 
night. 
 
BTW... price still outside Lower BB and re-painting ZZ Low. 
I would definitely want this to make a Lower High below yesterday's high.... actually, 
scrap that. Any ZZ TOP during similarity could trigger the short that will cancel the lower 
zone. 

 

taypot Jul 17, 2013 2:54am | Post# 2523

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} This is StochDifZoneX with stoch_period=4500, bb_period=360, bars_limit=10000 
on my computer. It takes a while to load the indicator but not too long (few seconds on my 
computer). {image} 
Hi xixi, Thanks for your great indicator and for looking at the problem I am having. I tried 
again but this is what I get, .... (I am with FXCM) 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:54am | Post# 2524

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} If you're using v1_80 of the indie, make sure to set the zone_lifetime_in_days 
parameter to higher, if you wish to see it. By default it is set to 14, which matches what 
Eurusdd said about zone lifecycles: "everything beyond two weeks should be considered 
dead" 



Yes, I don't want to see it - as it has confused me before. I'd prefer not to have a zone 

that will attract a trade  

 

vspatrick Jul 17, 2013 2:59am | Post# 2525

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
That example was given by EurUsdd and that top zone was more than 15 days.... (ok 
just by few days). 
 
The way I understand is any zone within 15 days has better chance to be the next 
target. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 3:11am | Post# 2526

 
If Price goes down too fast it could start another dissimilarity zone. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 3:15am | Post# 2527

 
Good morning, 
 
after a good night we have similarity now, great, so I hope I will get similarity for me 

soon ) 



 
As we have similarity now, the trend is able to change, right? 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 3:22am | Post# 2528

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
Good morning, after a good night we have similarity now, great, so I hope I will get 

similarity for me soon ) As we have similarity now, the trend is able to change, right? 
 
Here are some important posts regarding trend: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) begins. 
Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!! 
 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember, there can never be a change in TREND without similarity!!! That is the 
reason for this fallllllllllllllll!!!!!!!! We needed similarity, check post #47 and #54. Take 
care everyone! Try and master this and you will never have to second-guess.... You don't 
even need to folow fundamentals. Everything is already discounted and reflected in the 
windows you see! 
 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} THANK YOU!!! YOU GOT IT!!!! You summarized it nicely!!!!! yOU NEED TO 
WATCH YOUR CHART TO SPOT IT!!! ONCE YOU DO, MARK THAT PRICE AND target it. As 
long as you have not seen a difference, have faith that the current trend will generally 
continue!!! 
 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 3:27am | Post# 2529

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The latest in trading accessories is here 



 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 3:27am | Post# 2530

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I have been drawing zones manually, the indicator for me, is not always producing the same 
boxes as some of you guys have. I'm aiming for the box down at 1.3067 area. 
 



 

 

RockRobb Jul 17, 2013 3:27am | Post# 2531

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here are some important posts regarding trend: {quote} {quote} {quote} 
 
Thanks for the reminder... 
Like everybody else i'm waiting to see what happen next... 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 3:36am | Post# 2532

 
Quoting shiva 
The latest in trading accessories is here {image} 

Oh! hahahha. The toilet would come in handy, that's where most of my trades go   

 

xixi Jul 17, 2013 3:37am | Post# 2533

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Hi xixi, Thanks for your great indicator and for looking at the problem I am having. 
I tried again but this is what I get, .... (I am with FXCM) {image} 
I guess you haven't loaded enough M1 bars on your chart.  
Just open M1 chart and press 'Home' about 100 times or so then try again. 
Also, note that your stoch_period is not correct (should be 4500).  
 
This is my chart with FXCM: 



 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 3:50am | Post# 2534

 
would have to determine the point at which the graph changes trend to 1.30687. that's 
the difference between eurusdd, who knows the exact moment that point. I think the 
price will fall to this point for the correction of the anterior and the creation of new dis-
similarities 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 4:09am | Post# 2535

 
Quoting burnssss 
would have to determine the point at which the graph changes trend to 1.30687. that's 
the difference between eurusdd, who knows the exact moment that point. I 
think the price will fall to this point for the correction of the anterior and the creation of 
new dis-similarities 
That's exactly what we'd all like to learn, but this knowledge is apparently not coming 
easy... 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 4:20am | Post# 2536

 
I personally think that using fractal analysis to determine more precisely that point. We 
will have to read a bit more about that topic, and I think that is what really makes this 
system good 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 4:25am | Post# 2537

 
I do have two different zones on the 15M and 5M chart 
15M = 1.3036 to 1.3030 
5M = 1.3077 to 1.3072 
 
15M I use the original seetings and for M5 I use 900 stoch and 72 BB 

 

spufuz Jul 17, 2013 4:26am | Post# 2538



 
Quoting burnssss 
I personally think that using fractal analysis to determine more precisely that point. We 
will have to read a bit more about that topic, and I think that is what really makes this 
system good 
Lets try to help each other out with that part! 
 
Xixi made a post a while ago with some good links: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...10#post6807510  

 

smartest Jul 17, 2013 4:31am | Post# 2539

 
Don't sell it. Always buy! 10 Lot 3155 BUY TP 3165 

 

smartest Jul 17, 2013 4:33am | Post# 2540

 
Quickly hit TP  

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 4:38am | Post# 2541

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Lets try to help each other out with that part! Xixi made a post a while ago with 
some good links: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...10#post6807510  
I agree with this, a mathematical expression that performs the most precise 
measurements. There are some research 

 

spufuz Jul 17, 2013 4:54am | Post# 2542

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} I agree with this, a mathematical expression that performs the most precise 
measurements. There are some research 
Lets study and discuss fractal dimension and analysis and hope that Eurusdd could chime 
in and correct us or have something to say about how we should apply this to taking 
entries for example. 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 4:55am | Post# 2543

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Lets study and discuss fractal dimension and analysis and hope that Eurusdd 
could chime in and correct us or have something to say about how we should apply this 
to taking entries for example. 

Straight down from here  

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 5:10am | Post# 2544

 
I've read all about 5 times and has not said at any time and apply this principle, but if 
you have named that uses algorithms for delay system based on fractal dimension 
analysis 



 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 5:14am | Post# 2545

 
Guys, no shorts yet until (for this system at least), that last piercing candle outside of ZZ 
Top. 
 
Currently price is bouncing off ZZ Mid. The 1H, supports the 15M in stating that the spike 
to 166 is a fake top, ie. more to come - because the 166 spike in the 1H was still inside 
the BB... not anywhere near 1H ZZ Top. 
 
So basically... you could: 
 
a) Wait until 15M ZZ Top is confirmed, then place a short 
b) Go with small longs from now until (a) 
 
EDIT: 
1 small long @ 3140 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 5:31am | Post# 2546

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Straight down from here  
Yes, hope so.... but, as always, never in a straight line . 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 5:32am | Post# 2547

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here are some important posts regarding trend: {quote} {quote} {quote} 

 

 

bulent Jul 17, 2013 5:40am | Post# 2548

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote}  
Ha, 
Could you please share to your trade chart?, 
Bülent. 

 

EaglePip Jul 17, 2013 5:52am | Post# 2549

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, no shorts yet until (for this system at least),.... 
Yes, lets be realistic. It helps to step back and look at the big picture. 
Blue lines on M30 chart show the previous day range. The bands are areas of congestion. 
To me it looks like price will be bouncing between the bands for a while. 
 



 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 5:54am | Post# 2550

 
first note on fractal dimension analysis. Used to know if we are in range or trend. a 
serious possibility perform various intersections between different temporalities to delimit 
the beginning or end of a trend. 
Reviews and let the system delay. 
Otherwise 15M in my letter has bounced average online BB and still no signal to go short 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 5:54am | Post# 2551

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting bulent 
{quote} Ha, Could you please share to your trade chart?, Bülent. 
Here you go. Igindex is having issues with its data... some bars missing on the 15M. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 6:06am | Post# 2552

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Yes, lets be realistic. It helps to step back and look at the big picture. Blue lines 
on M30 chart show the previous day range. The bands are areas of congestion. To me it 
looks like price will be bouncing between the bands for a while. {image} 
Yes. My exuberance with trying to apply this system caused me to break my own rules as 
I was getting excited over a ZZ swing. FAIL. 
 
From a non-similarity point of view, price just bounced off daily pivot, supported by 
yesterday's R2. 
Yesterday's high formed a neat long range double top - potentially a cup/handle 
formation.... for me, this would be validated by a 32XX high before a shoot down to 
3060-3070. That's a 160-150 pip range which sounds about right for an EU move.... 
given that Bernie is about to speak. 
 



Also: 

• MACD - 1H: is above zero (= longs) - 15M: crossed zero higher (= longs) 
• 1H price has bounced off 267EMA for support 
• 15M current ZZ Low has bounced off 267EMA 

 

smeden Jul 17, 2013 6:14am | Post# 2553

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Yes, lets be realistic. It helps to step back and look at the big picture. Blue lines 
on M30 chart show the previous day range. The bands are areas of congestion. To me it 
looks like price will be bouncing between the bands for a while. {image} 
Nice Daily averange indicator you got. Can you post it? 
 
Thanks 

 

EaglePip Jul 17, 2013 6:18am | Post# 2554

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote}...... From a non-similarity point of view, price just bounced off daily pivot, 
supported by yesterday's R2. ...... 
Did not want to detract from this system...... but nothing like getting back to the basics! 

 

EaglePip Jul 17, 2013 6:19am | Post# 2555

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smeden 
{quote} Nice Daily averange indicator you got. Can you post it? Thanks 
That's not an indicator! Just go to Daily chart and draw a line at the High and Low. 

Sorry, just realised you are referring to this..... 
Daily_Range_Stats.mq4  

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 6:21am | Post# 2556

 
patience, these dis-similarities the need to correct and possibly in a fast 

 

smeden Jul 17, 2013 6:37am | Post# 2557

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} That's not an indicator! Just go to Daily chart and draw a line at the High and 

Low. Sorry, just realised you are referring to this..... {file} 
yes thanks.... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 6:45am | Post# 2558

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Did not want to detract from this system...... but nothing like getting back to the 



basics! 
I think it is healthy to do that. There's a difference discussing a new strategy and 
experimenting / applying its merits vs relying on something without having the basics of 
trading in the first place. 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 6:53am | Post# 2559

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Juhanimi, Can you post your chart? 
i use this template for now, for over 20 pairs, and there is good things, almost every one is 
a winner 
 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...36#post6790136 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 6:56am | Post# 2560

 
That's actually a good example of how the ZZ turns coincide with price being outside the 
BB. 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 6:57am | Post# 2561

 
The dollar DXY traded at three-week low, down 07 % against a basket of six major currencies on Tuesday on 

expectations that that the Chairman of the US Federal Reserve (FED), Ben Bernanke, later today will reiterate 

FED's lose monetary policies. The dollar has over the last 24 hours lost ground both to Euro and Japanese yen.  

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 6:59am | Post# 2562

 
1 Attachment(s) 
here is one or two losses, 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:01am | Post# 2563

 
1 Attachment(s) 
but most of them look like this 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:06am | Post# 2564

 
1 Attachment(s) 
yes 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 7:07am | Post# 2565

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here is one or two losses, {image} 
With that particular one, the ZZ Low was NOT outside the BB. So if you were still in the 
short, you would try and take profits when price re-traces over the BB Mid. You can see 
that the recent ZZ Top has a wick outside BB. 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:11am | Post# 2566

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} With that particular one, the ZZ Low was NOT outside the BB. So if you were 
still in the short, you would try and take profits when price re-traces over the BB Mid. 
You can see that the recent ZZ Top has a wick outside BB. 
all right man, that is good, i havent really get into how to use zz in this thing 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 7:17am | Post# 2567

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} all right man, that is good, i havent really get into how to use zz in this thing 
it's meant to mark visually what the swing hi and swing low is. top/bottom 
 
the risk is that the indicator will repaint... so hence it top/bottom needs to be confirmed. 
The BB helps in this regard. 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:28am | Post# 2568

 
1 Attachment(s) 

okey, i did change zz to one with alert, now it rocks, hopefully  



 

 

jeetvirk Jul 17, 2013 7:41am | Post# 2569

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi every one just correct me i found one dis-sim in Aud/Jpy..  
 
thanks kind regards 

 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 7:41am | Post# 2570

 
Looks like the market is waiting for the man with the neatly trimmed beard to speak. 

 

condor666 Jul 17, 2013 7:42am | Post# 2571

 



Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} i use this template for now, for over 20 pairs, and there is good things, almost 
every one is a winner http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...36#post6790136 
{image} 
 
I tried the template but there are 2 indies missing : dtzz and trend, could you post them 
? 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 7:43am | Post# 2572

 
Quoting jeetvirk 
hi every one just correct me i found one dis-sim in Aud/Jpy.. thanks kind regards 
{image} 
Right, no dis-similarity 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:46am | Post# 2573

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I tried the template but there are 2 indies missing : dtzz and trend, could you 
post them ? 
here is zz with alert. 20-5-20 was settings in Eurusdd`s template 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...17#post6783217 
 
that trend thing i don`t know what you mean 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 7:47am | Post# 2574

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
 
This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. 
 
I hope someone finds this useful... 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 
Eurusdd-STOCH-BB-Posts-v1.pdf  

 

condor666 Jul 17, 2013 7:47am | Post# 2575

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} here is zz with alert. 20-5-20 was settings in Eurusdd`s template 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...17#post6783217 that trend thing i don`t know 
what you mean 
 
I have these messages : 



 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 7:50am | Post# 2576

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 
Neio, this is super, thanks a million!! Great to have all the wisdom of Eurusdd in a single 
place. 

 

juhanimi Jul 17, 2013 7:51am | Post# 2577

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I have these messages : {image} 
yes, i did take some indi`s away when i put that template to my chart, you really don`t 
need them 
 
it is stoch-bb-zz-ema1 what you need 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 7:51am | Post# 2578

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 
Nice effort Neio, how considerate. 

 

celestin2003 Jul 17, 2013 7:51am | Post# 2579

 
The hearing on the Fed's semiannual monetary policy report before the House of 
Representatives Financial Services Committee begins at 10 a.m. (1400 GMT). But the 
panel plans to make Bernanke's prepared remarks public at 8:30 a.m. (1230 GMT), an 
hour before U.S. stock markets open. 

 

lappies Jul 17, 2013 7:54am | Post# 2580

 
Tx Neio !!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 8:09am | Post# 2581

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 



Dude! You've done a really commendable thing here. Well done. I hope Eurusdd finds 
this and adds some sticky post at the start of the thread with this attachment. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 8:12am | Post# 2582

 
Quoting celestin2003 
The hearing on the Fed's semiannual monetary policy report before the House of 
Representatives Financial Services Committee begins at 10 a.m. (1400 GMT). But the 
panel plans to make Bernanke's prepared remarks public at 8:30 a.m. (1230 GMT), an 
hour before U.S. stock markets open. 
Cheers for the heads up.  
 
A few traders I know are planning their reaction. The key is the 1.32XX high. If Bernie 
fails to break it, we could definitely see price break through the southern zones. The 
other possibility is that we reach 1.33X which would nullify the zones for the moment 
until the next similarity. 

 

crodzilla Jul 17, 2013 8:18am | Post# 2583

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 
Thank you very much Neio! 

 

Ralome Jul 17, 2013 8:18am | Post# 2584

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 

You're ahead of me Was planning to do the same. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 8:22am | Post# 2585

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} You're ahead of me Was planning to do the same. 

No problem....leaves you free to focus on the development of the indicator  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 8:24am | Post# 2586

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Dude! You've done a really commendable thing here. Well done. I hope Eurusdd 
finds this and adds some sticky post at the start of the thread with this attachment. 
You're welcome...least I could do. 
 

Many thanks for the Vouch....my first one!  

 



Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 8:28am | Post# 2587

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} You're welcome...least I could do. Many thanks for the Vouch....my first one!  

You've got two now for your efforts.  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 8:32am | Post# 2588

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

{quote} You've got two now for your efforts.  
Many thanks Misterdaz! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 8:34am | Post# 2589

 
*bernanke says fed may taper qe in 2013, halt it around mid-2014 
*bernanke sees highly accommodative policy in foreseeable future 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 8:38am | Post# 2590

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
*bernanke says fed may taper qe in 2013, halt it around mid-2014 *bernanke sees 
highly accommodative policy in foreseeable future 
Dollar positive news. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 8:40am | Post# 2591

 
Yes, ease off on the QE but no rate move as yet. Eur USD hasn't really reacted as yet, 
just a bid up about 20 pips. Well, it spiked up 40 initially. 

 

Bomi Jul 17, 2013 8:44am | Post# 2592

 
Quoting Neio 
Hi All, This is my contribution to the thread. All of Eursdd posts related to the STOCH-BB 
method are compiled in this pdf. I hope someone finds this useful... Regards Neio 
{image} 
Hi Brother, 
 
Much appreciated. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 8:46am | Post# 2593

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} here is zz with alert. 20-5-20 was settings in Eurusdd`s template 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...17#post6783217 that trend thing i don`t know 
what you mean 
is this his 15m?thought it was 24-5-3? 

 



lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 8:49am | Post# 2594

 
On my chart another dissimilarity started. 
Can anybody else confirm this? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 8:50am | Post# 2595

 
Quoting lnorbi 
On my chart another dissimilarity started. Can anybody else confirm this? 
Can you please post it? Thanks Inorbi! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 8:51am | Post# 2596

 
Quoting lnorbi 

On my chart another dissimilarity started. Can anybody else confirm this? 

yes I have it across gft and vantage 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 8:52am | Post# 2597

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} is this his 15m?thought it was 24-5-3? 
Yeah I believe he updated the ZZ indicator from the original template... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
I am adding a modified template with a new zigzag line. It will help you avoid wrong 
trades. This is 15mins template{file}. I will explain it later! 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 24-5-3. That is what i recommended as optimal for the template!!!! ZOOM out 
similar to this and paste. WE want to compare ZZ.{image} 
 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 8:53am | Post# 2598

 
I am going to post a series of pictures that will give you one of the conditions for a given 
settings on a particular chart to be optimal!!! 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 8:53am | Post# 2599

 
Quoting lnorbi 
On my chart another dissimilarity started. Can anybody else confirm this? 
Yep I see it on FxPro and Alpari too. 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 8:54am | Post# 2600

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Can you please post it? Thanks Inorbi! 
Sure, here you go. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 8:56am | Post# 2601

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Sure, here you go. {image} 

 

 

condor666 Jul 17, 2013 8:57am | Post# 2602

 
Quoting lnorbi 
On my chart another dissimilarity started. Can anybody else confirm this? 
 

On Trader's Way too  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:00am | Post# 2603

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Sure, here you go. {image} 
Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? Above it or 
below it? That is the key!!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:03am | Post# 2604

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Sure, here you go. {image} 
More ramblings sorry need a place for my thoughts.....thank you for accommodating 
 
Went long because 1) Price almost always move in the direction of dissimilarity start. 
2)Price is below the zone above and was also below when the zone 1st formed providing 
attraction for price to move up and clear it from below 3)if I can figure where price 
should be when the new zone paints and assuming it is above then i'll have even more 



reason to long 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:04am | Post# 2605

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
I'm still missing that piece but i'm close yes? 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 9:04am | Post# 2606

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
Above no? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 9:06am | Post# 2607

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Looking at my chart with the naked eye I do not see a disimilarity starting. I'm on FX Pro, 
although Ralome's indi suggests there is one on another chart I have. 
 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 9:06am | Post# 2608

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
 



??? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 9:08am | Post# 2609

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
Price will be below the zone. It will be below because it will be clearing out the lower 
zones maturing. When this completes, it will be ready to shoot back up to clear this one 
3130-3160 
 
EDIT: 
I will also add that the spike that caused the Dissim (DS) will be a ZZ Top and so I 
expect price to move down. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:08am | Post# 2610

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
I say BELOW because the candle that created the dissimilarity started low and finished 
high. I think this was the opposite of what happened on the previous zone. Just my 
thoughts not entirely sure. 

 

Ralome Jul 17, 2013 9:08am | Post# 2611

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
I also go for above. 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 9:08am | Post# 2612

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Ask youself this question: Where will price be when the big new zone starts? 
Above it or below it? That is the key!!!! 
I'm asking, but my problem is that I cannot answer. I know this would be one of the 
keys, and it might be just my ignorance. But quite frankly, I don't have a clue. 
This dissim started with a huge up spike, before that market was almost ranging (on 
short term), or in a delicate uptrend (based on ZZ/BB). Currently it's kinda' ranging 
within the highs/lows of that spike candle. There are one fresh and two older zones 
below, and one rather old above. Theoretically, we should consider this as dead. 
 
I know I should figure this out myself, otherwise I will not learn it, but would you try to 

lead me a bit, please?  
What am I missing? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:08am | Post# 2613

 
If price is under this new zone when it starts then it will most likely go to those down 



there too because the bar when the current dis-similarity started is quite long. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:11am | Post# 2614

 
To be frank: Ralome's indicator does not show true dis-similarity but what I will call 
pseudo dis-similarity. I think we will have to modified the way the indicator identifies dis-
similarities in the future. This is very important.. However, it is the best indicator we 
have so far. 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 9:16am | Post# 2615

 
Even so I still missing something to complete the strategy. It is clear that if a dis-
similarity, the more likely you are correct, but as I said above, you have to know when to 
initiate operation, in that middle ground is to be supported to reach correct the dis-
similarity. 
Something I overlook 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:18am | Post# 2616

 
Most of you should not be trading correction of dis-similarities because l said this is for 
the big-boys. They have the patience and huge money to manage their trades. 
what you should do is : 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 9:20am | Post# 2617

 
Would one of you chaps mind posting the dis-similarity on a BB/Stoch chart. I can't see it 

on mine, looks perfect to me. Maybe I need new glasses  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:23am | Post# 2618

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Would one of you chaps mind posting the dis-similarity on a BB/Stoch chart. I can't see it on 

mine, looks perfect to me. Maybe I need new glasses  
Here you go... 



 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 9:24am | Post# 2619

 
What should we do eurusdd??. As we use the fractal dimensional analysis for greater 
accuracy. One clue to paddle in the right direction. 
Anyway thank you very much because it really is a very effective way to operate but at 
least I, the operating margin is much smaller than a financial institution. 
thank you very much 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:26am | Post# 2620

 
according to Ralome's indicator, most zones are allowed to grow. That means that price 
doesn't kill zones as soon at they start!!! Therefore, if you study the portion where a 
zone is expected to occur - relative to other zones, you can tell if price will be 
above/below that zone when it finally appears! Most zones act as support/resistance 
areas. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 9:26am | Post# 2621

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
To be frank: Ralome's indicator does not show true dis-similarity but what I will call 
pseudo dis-similarity. I think we will have to modified the way the indicator identifies dis-
similarities in the future. This is very important.. However, it is the best indicator we 
have so far. 



Eurusdd - I've PMd you. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 9:28am | Post# 2622

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
according to Ralome's indicator, most zones are allowed to grow. That means that price 
doesn't kill zones as soon at they start!!! Therefore, if you study the portion where a 
zone is expected to occur - relative to other zones, you can tell if price will be 
above/below that zone when it finally appears! Most zones act as support/resistance 
zones. 
What is a zone made up of then? The HI/LO of the DS bar or the Open/Close? 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:29am | Post# 2623

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Most of you should not be trading correction of dis-similarities because l said this is for 
the big-boys. They have the patience and huge money to manage their trades. what you 
should do is : 
 
??? Interested to know the answer to this! 
 
My guess would be if we know at the start of dissimilarity where the price will end up at 
the end of the zone (above or below) then we can place trades based on that as we know 
the dissimilarity should not last that long. 
 
For example if we know the price is going to end up BELOW the dissimilarity zone after 
the zone closes...then if the price moves above it before it closes then we know we can 
go short. 
 
or 
 
We need to learn to trade away from the dissimilarity. 
 

 

 

Misterdaz Jul 17, 2013 9:29am | Post# 2624

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here you go... {image} 
Thanks Neio. Well if that's a dis-similarity it's a very close call. Are we considering the 
fact the moving average just popped through the upper band and the Stoch just missed 
it a dis-similarity? Seems negligible to me. 
 
Eurusdd, what's your view on the current difference? How big does the difference need to 

be to call it good? If you don't mind?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:33am | Post# 2625

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} What is a zone made up of then? The HI/LO of the DS bar or the Open/Close? 
The high and low. That is why if you can hedge, there is a way to take every pips from 



this market. 1,2,3,4 --- 100 pips surely. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:35am | Post# 2626

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} ??? Interested to know the answer to this! My guess would be if we know at the 
start of dissimilarity where the price will end up at the end of the zone (above or below) 
then we can place trades based on that as we know the dissimilarity should not last that 
long. For example if we know the price is going to end up BELOW the dissimilarity zone 
after the zone closes...then if the price moves above it before it closes then we know we 

can go short. or We need to learn to trade away from the dissimilarity.  
That is the way I want us to go!!! Trading dis-similarity is for big boys or people who 
have patience. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:36am | Post# 2627

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
according to Ralome's indicator, most zones are allowed to grow. That means that price 
doesn't kill zones as soon at they start!!! Therefore, if you study the portion where a 
zone is expected to occur - relative to other zones, you can tell if price will be 
above/below that zone when it finally appears! Most zones act as support/resistance 
areas. 
It has to go up to the top zone to clear it from below because it formed when PA was 
below. Doing that will achieve similarity fulfilling the condition for a trend change which 
when it happen the newest zone should paint.....putting price above it and allowing price 
a straight path down to clear all the zones below because those zones where painted 
when PA was above them thus price has to cut them from above. 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 9:37am | Post# 2628

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} ??? Interested to know the answer to this! My guess would be if we know at the 
start of dissimilarity where the price will end up at the end of the zone (above or below) 
then we can place trades based on that as we know the dissimilarity should not last that 
long. For example if we know the price is going to end up BELOW the dissimilarity zone 
after the zone closes...then if the price moves above it before it closes then we know we 

can go short. or We need to learn to trade away from the dissimilarity.  

Wait a minute.... we have the answer before our eyes. It's the CLOSE 
 
The stoch is based on price close.  
The Dissimilarity, if we take Neio's chart, is basically the differences between the close.  
The ZZ however, is based on either LOW or HI... so the price movement could basically 
be betweenLO and CLOSE OR HI and CLOSE.... where CLOSE is the closing price of the 
dissimilarity bar. 
 
Er.... anyone get that? LOL 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:37am | Post# 2629



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is the way I want us to go!!! Trading dis-similarity is for big boys or people 
who have patience. 
Would hedging be the way to do it? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:39am | Post# 2630

 
right now, we need to analyze what price does in relation to the high/low of the bar. I if 
she breaks high/low we can buy/sell and place a sell-stop/buy-stop somewhere inside the 
bar or at the high/low. I don't use stop-loss so I cannot help you ..... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:40am | Post# 2631

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Would hedging be the way to do it? 
THAT is the way I do it!!!  

 

Thoughts Jul 17, 2013 9:40am | Post# 2632

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The high and low. That is why if you can hedge, there is a way to take every 
pips from this market. 1,2,3,4 --- 100 pips surely. 

You are changing lives my friend  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:43am | Post# 2633

 
Quoting Thoughts 

{quote} You are changing lives my friend  
People should not panic or rush this. Take your time and you will become good! I don't 
have time to wait long, so unless a dis-similarity zone is against the trend, I do not trade 
its correction. 
 
I take sure pips by hedging positions (if necessary) relative to dis-similarity zones!!! 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:44am | Post# 2634

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} THAT is the way I do it!!! 
But you don't have losses??? So do you close the trade manually at BE or profit once 
price moves a certain way? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:45am | Post# 2635

 
The new zone we are expecting is based on a long-bar, so, price will give you a hint once 
it breaks the low/high. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:46am | Post# 2636

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} But you don't have losses??? So do you close the trade manually at BE or profit 
once price moves a certain way? 
my losses - if any - will be due to technical-issues or a way to divert broker's attention 
from my account or slippage! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:48am | Post# 2637

 
So when price breaks the high of the dissimilar bar the pa will be above the new zone 
and vice versa??? My brain is kinda frozen fight now 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:49am | Post# 2638

 
I will leave you to decide that! later. 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 9:49am | Post# 2639

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The new zone we are expecting is based on a long-bar, so, price will give you a hint once 
it breaks the low/high. 
So if price breaks 1.31285, that's a hint price's next move is down! 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:50am | Post# 2640

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The new zone we are expecting is based on a long-bar, so, price will give you a hint once 
it breaks the low/high. 
OK so in the case of this zone that is forming we know the following: 
 
1. When the dissimilarity ends the price will be BELOW the zone. 
2. There are unclosed dissimilarity zones BELOW. 
 
so in the meantime if Price goes above the forming zone we should go Short with a 
target below the zone? 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 9:52am | Post# 2641

 
have if I understand correctly, in the areas of dis-similarity, we look at the bar that 
marks the beginning of dis-similarity, and observe the next bar, if you break up bought a 
few pips, and if it breaks down pips sell . is that true?. the operation in similarity 
understand it, but the exact point of entry is where I have the doubt 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:54am | Post# 2642

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I will leave you to decide that! later. 
At least I have something to work on. A little hint on my analysis earlier in % of 



correctness is all I ask if you're willing  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:55am | Post# 2643

 
Pay attention to the answer I expected from you yesterday! 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 9:57am | Post# 2644

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} At least I have something to work on. A little hint on my analysis earlier in % of 

correctness is all I ask if you're willing  
 
From my understanding, it's like dis-similarity bar breakout method. Price breaks high of 
bar (buy), price breaks low of bar (sell). 
 
If that is correct. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 9:58am | Post# 2645

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Pay attention to the answer I expected from you yesterday! 

Ok HOMEWORK TIME!  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 9:59am | Post# 2646

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} From my understanding, it's like dis-similarity bar breakout method. Price 
breaks high of bar (buy), price breaks low of bar (sell). If that is correct. 
And the facts we know about where the price will be once the zone completes gives us a 
BIAS? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:03am | Post# 2647

 
1 Attachment(s) 
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! Within 
that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will usually be a 
little gap before dis-similarity begins again!!! 
 
On the 15min eurusd chart, there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not 
break the high/low of the previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a 
blue rectangle!!! 
 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 10:03am | Post# 2648

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} And the facts we know about where the price will be once the zone completes 
gives us a BIAS? 
That would be an advantage. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:04am | Post# 2649

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 10:06am | Post# 2650

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} From my understanding, it's like dis-similarity bar breakout method. Price breaks 
high of bar (buy), price breaks low of bar (sell). If that is correct. 
Yeah, this can be correct. 
But whether the breakout was on the low / high does not correlate with whether the zone 
will be cleared from below/above. 
Just look at that long zone from the 15th. Price broke below, went down, than went above 
the dissim zone (before it actually appeared!!) and now it's pretty much above, and zone is 
not yet cleared but visible already. So price will for sure clear it from above. 

 



 

IFxRobot Jul 17, 2013 10:07am | Post# 2651

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} i use this template for now, for over 20 pairs, and there is good things, almost 
every one is a winner http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...36#post6790136 
{image} 
 
Great but i don"t see any dissimilarity... what are you using ? ZZ + BB top / bottom ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:08am | Post# 2652

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 10:09am | Post# 2653

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Yeah, this can be correct. But whether the breakout was on the low / high does 
not correlate with whether the zone will be cleared from below/above. Just look at that 
long zone from the 15th. Price broke below, went down, than went above the dissim zone 
(before it actually appeared!!) and now it's pretty much above, and zone is not yet 
cleared but visible already. So price will for sure clear it from above. {image} 
I thought we were talking about trading away from dis-sim zones. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:11am | Post# 2654

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The current one! 



 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 10:11am | Post# 2655

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! 
Within that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will 
usually be a little gap before dis-similarity begins again!!! On the 15min eurusd 
chart, there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not break the high/low 
of the previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!! 
{image} 
According to the rules, that little gap is overall like 97% of the market time, isn't it? At 
least that was my understanding previously. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 17, 2013 10:12am | Post# 2656

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! 
Within that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will 
usually be a little gap before dis-similarity begins again!!! On the 15min eurusd chart, 
there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not break the high/low of the 
previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!! {image} 
Ah ? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 10:12am | Post# 2657

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
right now, we need to analyze what price does in relation to the high/low of the bar. I if 
she breaks high/low we can buy/sell and place a sell-stop/buy-stop somewhere inside the 
bar or at the high/low. I don't use stop-loss so I cannot help you ..... 



This sounds like the best option, it's a classic Breakout Strategy: 
 
a) Dissimilarity bar is identified as DS 
b) Ignore or 
c) i - put a buy a few pips above DS High 
ii - put a short a few pips below DS Low 
d) if using SL, could use MID or opposite end value... ie. use Low for Long stop or Hi for 
short stop. 
 
But ideally you would rather we didnt trade and waited for price to come out of the 
Dissim Zone. 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 10:13am | Post# 2658

 
Dr. Bernanke has spoken and he says he is really a whisky man. Other than that how is 
everyone? 
 

Neio great big thanks to you buddy   

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 10:13am | Post# 2659

 
eurusdd, you may repeat it to operate in the dis-similarity bar?. 
I did not understand very well 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:14am | Post# 2660

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:16am | Post# 2661

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} According to the rules, that little gap is overall like 97% of the market time, isn't 
it? At least that was my understanding previously. 
We are using radome's indicator for this. The analysis I did - is for this indicator 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 10:29am | Post# 2662

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Price will be below the zone. It will be below because it will be clearing out the 
lower zones maturing. When this completes, it will be ready to shoot back up to clear this 
one 3130-3160 EDIT: I will also add that the spike that caused the Dissim (DS) will be a 
ZZ Top and so I expect price to move down. 
I said Price will be below the zone.... incorrect... I forgot that the zone I was referring to 
hasn't materialised yet. Eurusdd is referring to the one confirmed early this morning 
during Asian session. Therefore, current price is ABOVE it.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:34am | Post# 2663

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I said Price will be below the zone.... incorrect... I forgot that the zone I was 
referring to hasn't materialised yet. Eurusdd is referring to the one confirmed early this 
morning during Asian session. Therefore, current price is ABOVE it. 
No. We are referring to the zone which we are expecting. Once dis-similarity starts, we 
need to find out if price will be above/below the zone when it appears. 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 10:38am | Post# 2664

 
Bernanke must have farted look at EURUSD and gold race to the bottom lol 

 

lnorbi Jul 17, 2013 10:38am | Post# 2665

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I said Price will be below the zone.... incorrect... I forgot that the zone I was 
referring to hasn't materialised yet. Eurusdd is referring to the one confirmed early this 
morning during Asian session. Therefore, current price is ABOVE it. 
But it would really be interesting to know where price will be in reference to the zone that 
is currently forming. And I believe Eurusdd referred to this new zone. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 10:38am | Post# 2666

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No. We are referring to the zone which we are expecting. Once dis-similarity 
starts, we need to find out if price will be above/below the zone when it appears. 
LOL... i'm getting confused. Sorry. For the zone that has just started because of Dis-
Similarity, because we are in it ....whoop! there it goes... now we are not! We are below 

it  

 



shiva Jul 17, 2013 10:39am | Post# 2667

 
We are Borg, all your zones are belong to us! 

 

lappies Jul 17, 2013 10:39am | Post# 2668

 
Wow!! 
 
Tx for this info Eurusdd!! Now we have some great tools to predict what price might do 

next, using these boundaries will be of GREAT help  
 
All the best. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:39am | Post# 2669

 
This new dis-similarity could put pressure on price downward. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 10:43am | Post# 2670

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This new dis-similarity could put pressure on price downward. 

My demo account is looking a lot healthier again...lol  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:43am | Post# 2671

 
MOST zones are ALLOWED to grow to a reasonable length. Therefore, once dis-similarity 
starts at a given bar - analyze the chart and other zones and ask try and figure out 
where price will be relative to the zone when it materializes. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 10:45am | Post# 2672

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} But it would really be interesting to know where price will be in reference to the 
zone that is currently forming. And I believe Eurusdd referred to this new zone. 
 

Boom... what a great day for shorts!  
 
Um... my simplistic view on this was that the current Zone being created wouldn't be 
cancelled before the previous one was. 
Therefore as of London Open, I was looking to buy at ZZ Low until a new ZZ Top 
formed... which it did. I shorted and my target was the previous Zone at 307x. 
 
Whilst all this was going on, the new DS started.... but we would be below it cancelling 
out the previous zone. 

 

burnssss Jul 17, 2013 10:46am | Post# 2673

 
30687 should be correct? 



 

ptla Jul 17, 2013 10:49am | Post# 2674

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
MOST zones are ALLOWED to grow to a reasonable length. Therefore, once dis-similarity 
starts at a given bar - analyze the chart and other zones and ask try and figure out 
where price will be relative to the zone when it materializes. 
OK so 1.30789 is the only zone in here that price can go to at the moment. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 10:56am | Post# 2675

 
I think we are going below 1.29945. 
The new zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 
 

Price will take a zigzag path down there.  

 

jmn5611 Jul 17, 2013 10:58am | Post# 2676

 
1 Attachment(s) 
To the maker of the StochDiffZones. It appears you have a BIG bug on your alerts. Set your 
show first dissimilarity zone to true right now on the EJ M15, and watch what happens! Can 
you fix that? Basically it is firing an alert on every tick! 
 
Fix that, and you have something serious here. 
 
I think something went wrong here. A new zone appeared, and then an outside bar which 
took out the high of the zone, so basically you got a two bar zone. 
 
Was that your intent? 

 

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 10:59am | Post# 2677

 
Its a battle to break or keep 1.3100 

 



Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 10:59am | Post# 2678

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I think we are going below 1.29945. The new zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 

I'm bearish already with +40 pips, vice versa on USDCHF.  

 

Bomi Jul 17, 2013 11:01am | Post# 2679

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
 
I had pending order for buy and sell @ dissimilarity eauaud. buy order was materialize - 7 
pips up. Trying to hedge.... let see what happen.... 
Eurusdd - is it the right thing to do? please guide. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 11:01am | Post# 2680

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} I'm bearish already with +40 pips, vice versa on USDCHF.  
price will zigzag on its way, so manage your profits. 

 

NeuroSith Jul 17, 2013 11:08am | Post# 2681

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
I think we are going below 1.29945. The new zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 
Price will take a zigzag path down there. 
 
Hedged up for+70pips at 1.3090. Hedge broken at 1.3160 and triple short already +ve 
overall. Up I win, down I...win again. Done for today. Playing with house money now. Let 
the trailing stop run its course. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 11:09am | Post# 2682

 
Based on what you said earlier... 
 
If dissimilarity ends without taking out the zone below...then it will not be reachable 
during the next period of similarity (95% probability) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 11:13am | Post# 2683

 
Quoting NeuroSith 
{quote} Hedged up for+70pips at 1.3090. Hedge broken at 1.3160 and triple short 
already +ve overall. Up I win, down I...win again. Done for today. Playing with house 
money now. Let the trailing stop run its course. 

 

 

xixi Jul 17, 2013 11:14am | Post# 2684

 
3 Attachment(s) 
I've updated the indicator to reflect what Eurusdd just said. 
 
- show the gap zone (blue one) 
- fix 'alerts' error 

 



 
StochDifZoneX_v1_2.mq4  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 11:15am | Post# 2685

 
Quoting xixi 

I've updated the indicator to reflect what Eurusdd just said. - show the gap 
zone (blue one) - fix 'alerts' error {image} {image} 

Can I have that?   

 

xixi Jul 17, 2013 11:17am | Post# 2686

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Can I have that?   
sorry, i forgot attaching the indicator 

Edited the post  

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 11:19am | Post# 2687

 
Quoting xixi 
I've updated the indicator to reflect what Eurusdd just said. - show the gap zone (blue 
one) - fix 'alerts' error {image} {image} {file} 
Is that right - the whole box is now taking the extreme HI / LO of the Dissimilarity 
range.... it should only be the HI/LO of the first bar... right Eurusdd? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 11:23am | Post# 2688

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Is that right - the whole box is now taking the extreme HI / LO of the 
Dissimilarity range.... it should only be the HI/LO of the first bar... right Eurusdd? 
Notice that you cannot use this new one with the old one. You have to store them 



differently. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 11:26am | Post# 2689

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Notice that you cannot use this new one with the old one. You have to store 
them differently. 
I will check tonight at home... but I think I know what you mean... file name, etc. 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 11:28am | Post# 2690

 
Quoting xixi 
I've updated the indicator to reflect what Eurusdd just said. - show the gap zone (blue 
one) - fix 'alerts' error {image} {image} {file} 
Lovely! We're evolving! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 11:31am | Post# 2691

 
Need broker change...sl get hits all the time but failed to execute my SL on a number of 

occasions  

 

jmn5611 Jul 17, 2013 11:35am | Post# 2692

 
Quoting xixi 
I've updated the indicator to reflect what Eurusdd just said. - show the gap zone (blue 
one) - fix 'alerts' error {image} {image} {file} 

very responsive xixi, if this works, a vouch for you!   

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 11:35am | Post# 2693

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Lovely! We're evolving! 
Absolutely! Definite lessons since taking on this thread in the last few days: 

• Don't place a trade until DS zones / ZigZags / BB print valid signals 
• Be mindful of where price is in relation to zones being born 
• Be mindful of where price is in relation to recent / maturing zones 

And a big congrats and thank you to Eurusdd, Ralome, XiXi for the indicators which make 

our lives easier!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 11:39am | Post# 2694

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Absolutely! Definite lessons since taking on this thread in the last few days: 
Don't place a trade until DS zones / ZigZags / BB print valid signals Be mindful of where 
price is in relation to zones being born Be mindful of where price is in relation to recent / 
maturing zonesAnd a big congrats and thank you to Eurusdd, Ralome, XiXi for the 



indicators which make our lives easier!  

beautiful summary!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 12:01pm | Post# 2695

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} beautiful summary!!!  
she is thinking : strike the zone below or go back up and rest above the zone that is 
about to appear or just play between the two? 
She will strike below! The zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 12:02pm | Post# 2696

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} beautiful summary!!!  
Thank you sir.... no really. An extra 100+ pips from the techniques in these principles 
can't thank you enough. 

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 2697

 
I see it. 
 
If this isn't correct then it's very close. 
 
When a dissimilarity zone completes it creates the box. IF price breaks the high or low of 
that box during the period between similarities it usually clears out the next zone in the 
direction of the breakout. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 12:06pm | Post# 2698

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thank you sir.... no really. An extra 100+ pips from the techniques in these 
principles can't thank you enough. 
Until dis-similarity ends and the zone above appears, we should "buy" with care!!! 
 

This is just like the warning i gave yesterday on selling!!!   

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 2699

 
1 Attachment(s) 
screenshot 



 

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 12:12pm | Post# 2700

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Also, because price did not break the zone between dissimilarities and has now started a 
new zone it will most likely not break the last zone either. 

 

 

mattkirby Jul 17, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 2701

 
So time for me to jump in too. 
First of all, big thanks to Eurusdd for showing us this amazing stuff. Also thanks to all the 
people who help here to understand this idea of trading a little bit better cause it's really 
hard to understand (for me...yet) and to put all the things together in a right way. 
 
At the moment I'm a little bit confused and I think I lost the red plot. 



 
A big question for me is what should tell us those blue zones during the similarity???? 
 
Perhaps somebody who knows can help me........ 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 12:15pm | Post# 2702

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Until dis-similarity ends and the zone above appears, we should "buy" with 

care!!! This is just like the warning i gave yesterday on selling!!!   
I hear ya. I've decided that the breakout will decide my bias. So in this case, we broke 
out of the the unborn Zone to the south side so I am biased short. ie. Short entries only. 
Any counter-trend moves are opportunities.... ordinarily, I would trade them but to keep 
my head clear I will only trade in the direction of the 15M trend as determined by the 
"DS Zone Breakout". 
 
Suggestion.... instead of me typing all that out, anyone want to create a name for this so 
we can just name it and we'd all know what it means? 

 

condor666 Jul 17, 2013 12:15pm | Post# 2703

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I think we are going below 1.29945. The new zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 
Price will take a zigzag path down there. 
 
So i think i will get huge profit : 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 2704

 
Quoting mattkirby 
So time for me to jump in too. First of all, big thanks to Eurusdd for showing us this 
amazing stuff. Also thanks to all the people who help here to understand this idea of 
trading a little bit better cause it's really hard to understand (for me...yet) and to put all 
the things together in a right way. At the moment I'm a little bit confused and I think I 
lost the red plot. A big question for me is what should tell us those blue zones during the 
similarity???? Perhaps somebody who knows can help me........ 



If you look at the 15min chart you will notice that most zones live for a while. Therefore 
if you don't have additional information or you cannot trade like the big-boys, treat those 
zones like support/resistance areas. 
As soon as dis-similarity begins, try to figure out where price will be relative to zones 
already on your chart and the new-baby you are expecting... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 2705

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} So i think i will get huge profit : {image} 
Manage your profits. do not leave it open like that because price will zigzag her way..... 
Have a manual or automatic trailing stop.... 

 

condor666 Jul 17, 2013 12:21pm | Post# 2706

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Manage your profits. do not leave it open like that because price will zigzag her 
way..... Have a manual or automatic trailing stop.... 
 
I've just set a SL at 10 pips profit. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 2707

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I've just set a SL at 10 pips profit. 
That is also cool! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 2708

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mattkirby 
So time for me to jump in too. First of all, big thanks to Eurusdd for showing us this 
amazing stuff. Also thanks to all the people who help here to understand this idea of 
trading a little bit better cause it's really hard to understand (for me...yet) and to put all 
the things together in a right way. At the moment I'm a little bit confused and I think I 
lost the red plot. A big question for me is what should tell us those blue zones during the 
similarity???? Perhaps somebody who knows can help me........ 
Matt... I would suggest you download and read this first. Again. And probably one more 
time. 
 
There are a few components but it's about PRICE in comparison to STOCHASTIC. 
 
a) when Dis-Sim (DS) occurs, that price bar HI/LO defines your box.... but it's not born 
yet. Price can go through it, stay within in it, whatever. 
b) when DS ends then the box is born, ie. it's visible. Where is price in comparison to 
that box? Above = Shorts, Below = Long 
 
 
But how do you know when to get in? Timeframe = 15M only.  
 
Note: 

PDF collated by Neio!  



 
1. Wait for the ZigZag to print a HI or LO swing on the PRICE chart. Take note of its 
position on the Bollinger Band. Lets call this BBA 
2. Compare it to the Bollinger Band of the Stochastic, BBS 
3. If BBA lies OUTSIDE of the bands.... get ready! If not, it's a fake swing, it will be taken 
out by a swing on a higher price. 
4. If BBS occurs on the band midpoint, that is also a good indication of strength to trade 
in the direction of the swing. 
 
Now all you have to do is ALIGN the ZigZag/Bollinger with the DS Zones..... 
 
If ZZBB marks a Top and the DS Zone is below price = SHORT! 
If ZZBB marks a Bottom the DS Zone is above price = LONG! 
 
Fine tune to your trading style or whatever other indicators you use.... adjust for your 
risk/ stoploss etc. 
Eurusdd-STOCH-BB-Posts-v1.pdf  

 

mattkirby Jul 17, 2013 12:28pm | Post# 2709

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you look at the 15min chart you will notice that most zones live for a while. 
Therefore if you don't have additional information or you cannot trade like the big-boys, 
treat those zones like support/resistance areas. As soon as dis-similarity begins, try to 
figure out where price will be relative to zones already on your chart and the new-baby 
you are expecting... 
Thanks for your fast answer. I will try to figure out. Hope you keep going with your 
support in this thread for a long time. So perhaps I can see the big yellow light someday 
too 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 2710

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} So i think i will get huge profit : {image} 
I love the 2 ZigZag tops! 

 

mattkirby Jul 17, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 2711

 
thanks for this vlady. I have read the whole thread from the beginning 2 times now. 
Sometimes I think I got it and some post along I think I know nothing......but still try 

hard.....and will not give up. Maybe tomorrow comes the big eye opener....   

 

crottsinabox Jul 17, 2013 12:46pm | Post# 2712

 
The pdf has a post that says similarity should be used on higher time frames. It is for the 
big boys and the patient. I am patient enough to handle a higher time frame if someone 
wants to help me set up a chart for the 1 hour and up frames 
 
Also it mentions delay principle. If similarity is intended for higher time frames, why are 
we trying to master it on the 15min. Is delay principle better for the 15min time frame. If 
so, let's learn that instead 
 



EDIT: 
 
Nevermind he said he was only going to share similarity here. Well it seems kind of 
counter-intuitive to practice similarity on a time frame it isn't intended for 

 

trader48 Jul 17, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 2713

 
http://s1307.hizliresim.com/1c/k/qf2hh.jpg 
Did you think the right EURUSDD 

 

hoss Jul 17, 2013 1:07pm | Post# 2714

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
screenshot {image} 
FXWrangler, 
 
Would you mind posting your template? I really like the way this looks. 

 

almo Jul 17, 2013 1:19pm | Post# 2715

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
The pdf has a post that says similarity should be used on higher time frames. It is for the 
big boys and the patient. I am patient enough to handle a higher time frame if someone 
wants to help me set up a chart for the 1 hour and up frames Also it mentions delay 
principle. If similarity is intended for higher time frames, why are we trying to master it 
on the 15min. Is delay principle better for the 15min time frame. If so, let's learn that 
instead EDIT: Nevermind he said he was only going to share similarity here. Well it 
seems kind of counter-intuitive... 
 
 
FWIW - Eurusdd said something that may have slipped by - 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...67#post6813867 
 

SOME have even design variations of the concept and they 
are doing fine. 
 
 
While I think everything Eurusdd is showing is great, I also think we're supposed to apply 
this to other indicators/Time frames/trading styles. If you want to try something larger, I 
say go for it...just adjust the ratios appropriately as a base, and tweek it to where you 
get the similarities occurring 97% of the time. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 1:20pm | Post# 2716

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Matt... I would suggest you download and read this first. Again. And probably 
one more time. There are a few components but it's about PRICE in comparison to 
STOCHASTIC. a) when Dis-Sim (DS) occurs, that price bar HI/LO defines your box.... but 
it's not born yet. Price can go through it, stay within in it, whatever. b) when DS ends 
then the box is born, ie. it's visible. Where is price in comparison to that box? Above = 
Shorts, Below = Long But how do you know when to get in? Timeframe = 15M only. 



Note: PDF collated by Neio! 1.... 
The way price has been moving hints a much deeper reason for the movements but the 
above is a good safe procedure to follow though bias may change 

 

focusonmoney Jul 17, 2013 1:46pm | Post# 2717

 
Eurusdd, 
 
I would like to know step by step how do you personally hedge your trades? Thanks... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 1:49pm | Post# 2718

 
1 Attachment(s) 
just did a research on the chart, looks like the blue zone does not always works as support 
and resistance... 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:05pm | Post# 2719

 
I am seriously looking at the code behind the current indicator we are using and 
I will make corrections - if necessary - and give you something that will prevent 
misunderstandings. 
Do not give up!  

 

IFxRobot Jul 17, 2013 2:07pm | Post# 2720

 
The more post we have, the less easy it is to be tradable on mid-term basis... 
 
Eurusdd, you are really a showman ! Forex summer TV show ! 
 
You are really not clear. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:10pm | Post# 2721



 
Quoting IFxRobot 
The more post we have, the less easy it is to be tradable on mid-term basis... Eurusdd, 
you are really a showman ! Forex summer TV show ! You are really not clear. 
I did not write the code for the indicator! I said I am looking at the code to see 
if there is any problem. What is unclear about that???  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:15pm | Post# 2722

 
The most recent dissimilarity zone has just finished being created. 
 
So based on what Eurusdd said and if I have understood correctly this zone should be 
used as Resistance. So perhaps sell against this zone but it should not break the low of 
the last dissimilarity zone.(95%) 
 
Please correct me if I am wrong. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 17, 2013 2:15pm | Post# 2723

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am seriously looking at the code behind the current indicator we are using and I will 
make corrections - if necessary - and give you something that will prevent 
misunderstandings. Do not give up! 
Yes sir thank you for all efforts so far you and everyone else who contributed R and MM 

and too many to name!!! All the programmers and smart people out there who help 

dumb shits like me see some light There will be bumps along the road, people will get 

complacent like yesterday......forget stuff etc etc but we will get there!  Some don't 
realise that the main purpose of this thread is TO SHARE AN UNDERSTANDING and 
NOT GIVE OUT A SYSTEM AND SET OF RULES for traders to just blindly follow...... 
 
I'd like to report that I have noticed some deviations of zone markings to actual DS start 
and end points with regards to the actual EMA and Stoch. 
 
 
(Remember to enjoy your holiday) 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 2:18pm | Post# 2724

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am seriously looking at the code behind the current indicator we are using and I will 
make corrections - if necessary - and give you something that will prevent 
misunderstandings. Do not give up! 

great...we do not give up   

 

shiva Jul 17, 2013 2:20pm | Post# 2725

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
The more post we have, the less easy it is to be tradable on mid-term basis... Eurusdd, 
you are really a showman ! Forex summer TV show ! You are really not clear. 
Not clear to you? Don't like what you see? You are free to stop reading. No one is obliged 
to coach you. 



 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 2:21pm | Post# 2726

 
Quoting Neio 
The most recent dissimilarity zone has just finished being created. So based on what 
Eurusdd said and if I have understood correctly this zone should be used as Resistance. 
So perhaps sell against this zone but it should not break the low of the last dissimilarity 
zone.(95%) Please correct me if I am wrong. 
hmm, on my chart zone has not been created until now...still dissim 

 

xixi Jul 17, 2013 2:22pm | Post# 2727

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am seriously looking at the code behind the current indicator we are using and I will 
make corrections - if necessary - and give you something that will prevent 
misunderstandings. Do not give up! 
It would be great if you get a hand to verify the logic of the code. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:22pm | Post# 2728

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} hmm, on my chart zone has not been created until now...still dissim 
hmm yeah just checked Alpari and dissimilarity has not finished yet. It has finished on 
FxPro. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 2729

 
Back at home now and just to put in my 2 cents.... DS has not finished yet on MIG's 
platform. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:28pm | Post# 2730

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Back at home now and just to put in my 2 cents.... DS has not finished yet on MIG's 
platform. 
Dissimilarity across brokers.... 
 
So I guess we should expect the downtrend to continue? Also Price touched the lower BB 
with no upward zigzag. Does that mean it is a fake move up? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 2:30pm | Post# 2731

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} hmm yeah just checked Alpari and dissimilarity has not finished yet. It has 
finished on FxPro. 
next question is, if for example, the dissim finished on your FxPro account and the 
ongoing dissim on the other broker account is still open. 
Now the dissim is getting bigger, there could be the possibility, that a new dissim will 
start on your FxPro account and you will have two different zones on this account and 

still zone one on the other account ... 



 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 2732

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Dissimilarity across brokers.... So I guess we should expect the downtrend to 
continue? Also Price touched the lower BB with no upward zigzag. Does that mean it is a 
fake move up? 
Dissimilarity finished on Alpari now. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 2733

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Dissimilarity across brokers.... So I guess we should expect the downtrend to 
continue? Also Price touched the lower BB with no upward zigzag. Does that mean it is a 
fake move up? 
BRO! DS just Finished, as I read your post. I will put up a chart in a few minutes. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 2:32pm | Post# 2734

 
now new zone has been created 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:32pm | Post# 2735

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} next question is, if for example, the dissim finished on your FxPro account and 
the ongoing dissim on the other broker account is still open. Now the dissim is getting 
bigger, there could be the possibility, that a new dissim will start on your FxPro account 
and you will have two different zones on this account and still zone one on the other 

account ... 
very unlikely. 

 

trader48 Jul 17, 2013 2:34pm | Post# 2736

 
Second trade!!! Sell now  
http://s1307.hizliresim.com/1c/k/qf5gu.jpg  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:34pm | Post# 2737

 
Remember, what I said. EURUSD will ZIGZAG her way .... 
 

some of you want moves to complete before you leave you seat.  

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:34pm | Post# 2738

 
seems to be heading the way that makes sense to me....  

 



Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:36pm | Post# 2739

 
Quoting Neio 

seems to be heading the way that makes sense to me....  

I MADE IT CLEAR: EURUSD will ZIGZAG her way ..... 
 
meaning, it won't be a straight fall/path, but an up and down one. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:38pm | Post# 2740

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I MADE IT CLEAR: EURUSD will ZIGZAG her way ..... 
Yeah I remember that. But I am just trying to make sense of the reasons why it will do 

that. So that next time I might be able to see for myself  

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 2741

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I MADE IT CLEAR: EURUSD will ZIGZAG her way ..... meaning, it won't be a 
straight fall/path, but an up and down one. 
I banked out at +30 pips, cause I had to leave. Now re-entering. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 17, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 2742

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I did not write the code for the indicator! I said I am looking at the code to see if 
there is any problem. What is unclear about that??? 

Keep cool ! I am experiencing problems with ADSL connexion, so i wrote my post 
before i could see you will review the indicator code. You've done a good work and your 
ideas are great. An indicator is usefull but your ideas are much more important. 
 
At the begining it was really clear (dissimilarity followed by a similarity and then at that 
time price should go back to the price where the dissimilarity started). I understood that, 
thinking "at dissimilarity, a big boy is injecting money, giving money to fishes around and 
when it has reached a certain point (simmilarity because he doesn't inject anything 
more), slashing the price to get all the slop losses. Maybe a kind of grid trading" but now, 
we have new things like a high / low of the dissimilarity zone, breakout, if you know 
where the price will go this is easy... This is unclear as this is not a whole thing for me. 
 
It looks very valuable but needs really some time to digest. 
 
I would prefer you take hollidays and come back in two months with another freshly 
thread where only you can post. One post a day is more mature than 50 ones with slight 
or no evolution. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 17, 2013 2:42pm | Post# 2743

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Not clear to you? Don't like what you see? You are free to stop reading. No one 
is obliged to coach you. 



No one. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:43pm | Post# 2744

 
Quoting IFxRobot 

{quote} Keep cool ! I am experiencing problems with ADSL connexion, so i wrote my 
post before i could see you will review the indicator code. You've done a good work and 
your ideas are great. An indicator is usefull but your ideas are much more important. At 
the begining it was really clear (dissimilarity followed by a similarity and then at that 
time price should go back to the price where the dissimilarity started). I understood that, 
thinking "at dissimilarity, a big boy is injecting money, giving money to fishes around and 
when it has... 
You probably just need some time to take it in. 
 
My understanding is that originally we had been helped to identify dissimilarities and 
their importance. Now we are trying to find a better way to make trades using that 
information as trading to dissimilarities often requires lots of patience and a large 
drawdown. Eurusdd is now showing us how to trade away from these similarities. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:44pm | Post# 2745

 
Quoting IFxRobot 

{quote} Keep cool ! I am experiencing problems with ADSL connexion, so i wrote my 
post before i could see you will review the indicator code. You've done a good work and 
your ideas are great. An indicator is usefull but your ideas are much more important. At 
the begining it was really clear (dissimilarity followed by a similarity and then at that 
time price should go back to the price where the dissimilarity started). I understood that, 
thinking "at dissimilarity, a big boy is injecting money, giving money to fishes around and 
when it has... 
what we are doing right now is testing the idea in real-time. This is the time to make 
corrections to the code. If I leave and come back in sept, a lot of people would have 
lost money - possible - if there is a serious problem with the indicator. 
Maybe I will come back and find NO ONE on the thread!!! 
I know you understand what that means? I have added nothing new. I said trading dis-
similarities is for the big boys, so many people won't be able to cope. However, there 
are other ways too and that is what we are evaluating. It is up to you to choose the one 
that fits you.... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 2:49pm | Post# 2746

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is my view of the DISSIM WORLD as of the latest zone being born: 

• SUMMARY: BIASED SHORT 
• WHY: Asian session printed a ZZ Bottom outside BB, giving opportunity for ZZ Top 

to form which was today's High. Shorts entered into. 
• WHEN: Can't offer a time projection, but it's within 14 days. 
• WHERE: ZONE A is the target, I am looking for the bottom of the range, as well as 

the any nearby ZZ Bottoms 
• WHAT: Whilst ZZ Top was forming, a Dissimilarity (DS) was formed on this candle. 

This is obviously a major line in the sand fundamentally as per Bernanki's intentions. 
Thus, the zone created is now a major resistance to upward moves. It is now ZONE B 



and we will return to it after ZONE A is cancelled. 

Trade implementation:  
I am already short. But if you're not, can enter a number of ways... break of last ZZ 
Bottom. 
Enter now at market with a stop at the most recent swing high.  
Wait for Asian session (11pm GMT) for their moves or Wait until tomorrow to see if any 
retrace allows for another short at BB Mid 

Depends on aggressive or conservative strategy. Up to you now.  
 
 
Notes on the chart:  

• Yellow arrows show valid ZZ swings...err except the last one! Notice that the stoch 
BB turn is always inside or near inside the boundaries (green arrows) 

• Compare this to the fake PRICE swings where both PRICE and STOCH are outside the 
Bollinger Bands... then swung back in the direction of the trend. 

• Zone B was just born. It is NOT the target. 
• Zone A was completed early this morning. That is the target. 
• The recent inside BB swing has a previous template/sample which I connected with a 

green line... notice how similar they are. You could have entered another short here. 

 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:52pm | Post# 2747

 
According to what Eurusdd said earlier we should not expect 1.3082 to be broken during 
this similarity period. This was the LOW of the last dissimilarity period. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! 
Within that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will 
usually be a little gap before dis-similarity begins again!!! On the 15min eurusd chart, 
there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not break the high/low of the 
previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!! {image} 
 

 



Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 2:53pm | Post# 2748

 
1 Attachment(s) 
on the chart I marked the start and the end of the zone, as you can see on the bottom 
window it looks like dissim has been ended earlier (yellow arrow), also on the price and 
stoch window it do not look like there is still dissim (yellow arrow), maybe the indi do have a 
delay? Sorry I am not a programmer, but is this possible? 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 2:54pm | Post# 2749

 
Quoting Neio 
According to what Eurusdd said earlier we should not expect 1.3082 to be broken during 
this similarity period. This was the LOW of the last dissimilarity period. 
Short on a 5M chart. 

 

Neio Jul 17, 2013 2:56pm | Post# 2750

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Here is my view of the DISSIM WORLD as of the latest zone being born: SUMMARY: 
BIASED SHORT WHY: Asian session printed a ZZ Bottom outside BB, giving opportunity 
for ZZ Top to form which was today's High. Shorts entered into. WHEN: Can't offer a 
time projection, but it's within 14 days. WHERE: ZONE A is the target, I am looking for 
the bottom of the range, as well as the any nearby ZZ Bottoms WHAT: Whilst ZZ Top 
was forming, a Dissimilarity (DS) was formed on this candle. This is obviously a major 
line in the sand fundamentally as per Bernanki's... 
Nice work! I will take some time to look over this. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 2751

 
Quoting Neio 
According to what Eurusdd said earlier we should not expect 1.3082 to be broken during 
this similarity period. This was the LOW of the last dissimilarity period. {quote} 
Yes, 95% is high and remember it is the LOW of the 1EMA not price. So, price can go 
below but 95% chance, it will close above!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 2:59pm | Post# 2752

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Here is my view of the DISSIM WORLD as of the latest zone being born: SUMMARY: 
BIASED SHORT WHY: Asian session printed a ZZ Bottom outside BB, giving opportunity 
for ZZ Top to form which was today's High. Shorts entered into. WHEN: Can't offer a 
time projection, but it's within 14 days. WHERE: ZONE A is the target, I am looking for 
the bottom of the range, as well as the any nearby ZZ Bottoms WHAT: Whilst ZZ Top 
was forming, a Dissimilarity (DS) was formed on this candle. This is obviously a major 
line in the sand fundamentally as per Bernanki's... 

WOW.   

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:04pm | Post# 2753

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes, 95% is high and remember it is the LOW of the 1EMA not price. So, price 
can go below but 95% chance, it will close above!! 
Shite... yes, this was one of the last things I read before I left work and I hadn't 
internalised it yet. I will modify the plan (for the future moves) to try and incorporate the 
quiet move. I think this is important. 
 
Especially for the newbies: PRICE DOES NOT TRAVEL IN STRAIGHT LINES. 
 
I've known this a long time prior to this thread, but it is still easy to get caught up in the 
emotion of trades and news etc. Zones A and B (as per my prev post) are connected by 
one major thing: NEWS. Panic or greed create straight or near vertical lines. Once the 
drama has been absorbed, the interaction of all big players creates the zigzag patterns. 
 
So it makes sense that once Similarity is in equilibrium, basically the market is 
still...absorbing the data until a new arbitrage opportunity arises.... leading to 
Dissimilarity.... and the beat goes on. 

 

jmn5611 Jul 17, 2013 3:05pm | Post# 2754

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If I may make a suggestion. Try to put all the things the OP has laid out onto one chart. The 
indicators are there now for you to do so. 
 
When dissimilarity begins, go in the direction of the last similarity, but only if price has 
extended far enough. The BB and the ZZ will let you know when to do this. Keep your 
position until you are stopped out or until you get similarity again. This is how I see it. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:10pm | Post# 2755

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
on the chart I marked the start and the end of the zone, as you can see on the bottom 
window it looks like dissim has been ended earlier (yellow arrow), also on the price and 
stoch window it do not look like there is still dissim (yellow arrow), maybe the indi do 
have a delay? Sorry I am not a programmer, but is this possible? {image} 
Hey Lion... the best way I can describe this is that you are looking at a pregnancy 
ultrasound picture once it's been taken. 
Whereas if you've ever seen an ultrasound being done... it's always moving. The 
MOVEMENT CREATES A 3D PICTURE.... and yet it's a 2D image. 
 
Same with the chart. The price has been printed. One bar is 15 Minutes! What you can't 
see are the ever changing values - ONE OF WHICH WAS DISSIMILAR - and the indicator 
triggers the start/end. But you only see one bar and the last price as at 14:59:59:59 
seconds. 
 
Bearing this in mind, you may see similarity.... but your software indi is on all the time. 
You may have paused, gone to the bathroom, made a coffee, bitten your nails... 
whatever... but that indi scans constantly and will pick up the variance. 

 

trader48 Jul 17, 2013 3:11pm | Post# 2756

 
Two profit trades  
http://k1307.hizliresim.com/1c/k/qf6xj.jpg  

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:12pm | Post# 2757

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I banked out at +30 pips, cause I had to leave. Now re-entering. 
Nice one bro!  
 
And I like how you're pushing this to other pairs! Keep em coming! We can learn from 

you!  



 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 3:17pm | Post# 2758

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Lion... the best way I can describe this is that you are looking at a 
pregnancy ultrasound picture once it's been taken. Whereas if you've ever seen an 
ultrasound being done... it's always moving. The MOVEMENT CREATES A 3D PICTURE.... 
and yet it's a 2D image. Same with the chart. The price has been printed. One bar is 15 
Minutes! What you can't see are the ever changing values - ONE OF WHICH WAS 
DISSIMILAR - and the indicator triggers the start/end. But you only see one bar and the 
last price as at 14:59:59:59 seconds. Bearing this in... 
thanks vlady! 
 
ok, so we need this indicator, without it is impossible to follow 
by the way, as I looked on the ultrasound picture of my daughter I also had problems to 

see the right things   

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 3:23pm | Post# 2759

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
screenshot {image} 
I believe my posts got mixed up in the shuffle from just being approved as a posting 
member. 
 
What I had said that never made to print was this: 
 
If price closes above or below the dissimilarity box during dissimilarity then it will take 
out the next closest level in that direction. My screenshot demonstrating this was on the 
linked post. 
 
Please click on the "quoting fxwrangler" link to see the actual screenshot.  

 

lufkindog Jul 17, 2013 3:29pm | Post# 2760

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and 
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms 
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to 

turn you red into green..   
 
Eurusdd 
 
When you have time, could you show us this technique of picking Tops/Bottoms. 

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 3:29pm | Post# 2761

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I located the screenshot and re-posted it here 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 2762

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
{quote} I believe my posts got mixed up in the shuffle from just being approved as a 
posting member. What I had said that never made to print was this: If price closes above 
or below the dissimilarity box during dissimilarity then it will take out the next closest 
level in that direction. My screenshot demonstrating this was on the linked post. Please 
click on the "quoting fxwrangler" link to see the actual screenshot. 
More or less, yes. But your chart was harder to understand than the Ralome based 
indicator. 2 of your zones didn't extend it's green price range... not sure what happened. 
 
When you are in Dissimilarity, you should basically not be using it as a guide to trade. 
Price should tend towards the previous Zone. 
If price does leave the Dissimilarity Zone before the box or period is up... then you know 
the direction you will revisit the zone when it appears. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 2763

 
Quoting lufkindog 
{quote} Eurusdd When you have time, could you show us this technique of picking 
Tops/Bottoms. 
I think what we have now is enough! 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 3:37pm | Post# 2764

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice one bro! And I like how you're pushing this to other pairs! Keep em 

coming! We can learn from you!  
Thanks, your break down analysis is impressive. People are learning from you too! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:37pm | Post# 2765



 
1 Attachment(s) 
I'm really liking the concepts! Eurusdd, you've created a monster! 
 
I like it so much, I will make a projection... let's see how near or far this compares to Asian 

session  
 
EDIT: 
I should explain that I don't know whether the projected swing/ZZ Top will be a fake or real. 
But it satisfies all the conditions for a valid signal down.... ie. a ZZ TOP. 
And price remains within the Top and Bottom Prices of the Dissimilarity Zone 
(Horizontal Blues Lines) as per Eurusdd. 
If it is a fake, then the Stoch BB will be outside the Band. If it is real, then the Stoch BB will 

be inside the Band and the ZZ indicator will print a new swing.... ENTER SHORT!  

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:46pm | Post# 2766

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I think what we have now is enough! 

 
 
Personally, tops and bottoms are not as important as the recent valid ZZ Bottom or ZZ 

Top  

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 3:52pm | Post# 2767

 
And because I'm in a generous mood... 
 
Let me tell you about today's high. It was still difficult. The bar printed and shot up 
within 10 seconds and remained in the bottom half for most of that 15 minutes. I shorted 
at 50. Wasn't a good price and I cacked myself. It went down to 30ish I think... so I took 
a long knowing I wanted high 60s. Then it shot up to 67/70ish... i was waiting and I had 
the conviction of the ZZ/BB rules i mentioned above to go for it. I closed the long and I 
shorted at 62 I think it was. Then I left it, 2 shorts open and 1 long closed. 
 
This is not normally how I trade. But I wanted to force myself as if I'd known this system 



for a long time..... But I wanted to let you (THE BEGINNER OR NEWBIE) that just 
because you have a plan/map/system will it mean you will know how to trade... because 
it is you who will still click that mouse button then curse yourself if you get filled in at a 
shit price. 
 
Anyways.... my trades were in and I was responding to Eurusdd's question about where 
are we in relation to Zone B when boom... the ZZ Top was confirmed with force and 
vigour. I'm now flat as I don't like to carry trades over night. I will look at opportunities 
tomorrow morning. 
 
I think this stuff works....but you still need to adapt it to your style. Don't rely on the 
indicator to show zones - this gives you a target absolutely, but I think the gold is in the 

Stoch/Bollinger/ZZ method.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 3:57pm | Post# 2768

 
Quoting vlady1974 
And because I'm in a generous mood... Let me tell you about today's high. It was still 
difficult. The bar printed and shot up within 10 seconds and remained in the bottom half 
for most of that 15 minutes. I shorted at 50. Wasn't a good price and I cacked myself. It 
went down to 30ish I think... so I took a long knowing I wanted high 60s. Then it shot up 
to 67/70ish... i was waiting and I had the conviction of the ZZ/BB rules i mentioned 
above to go for it. I closed the long and I shorted at 62 I think it was. Then I left it, 2 
shorts open and 1... 

 

 

FXWrangler Jul 17, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 2769

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} More or less, yes. But your chart was harder to understand than the Ralome based 
indicator. 2 of your zones didn't extend it's green price range... not sure what happened. 
When you are in Dissimilarity, you should basically not be using it as a guide to trade. Price 
should tend towards the previous Zone. If price does leave the Dissimilarity Zone before the 
box or period is up... then you know the direction you will revisit the zone when it appears. 
Yes, sorry. I hand drew the chart and was only referencing what I had drawn. I also did a 
poor job of wording what I was trying to say...had to jet to a meeting. 
 
Here is a clearer chart of the same area. 
 
Here is what I meant to say: 
 
After the period of dissimilarity ends then IF price closes on either side of the box the 
dissimilarity created then price will head towards and/or take out the next closest zone in 
that direction. 
 
The periods of similarity appear to show the tendency to trend toward the previous zone. 
 
It also appears that most zones get taken out during the periods of similarity rather than 
overlapping zones during dissimilarity. 
 
The circled areas demonstrate that the previous/closest zone was taken out during the 
similarity period and after price had broken the dissimilarity box high or low. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 2770

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
{quote} Here is what I meant to say: After the period of dissimilarity ends then IF price 
closes on either side of the box the dissimilarity created then price will head towards 
and/or take out the next closest zone in that direction. The periods of similarity 
appear to show the tendency to trend toward the previous zone. It also appears 
that most zones get taken out during the periods of similarity rather than 
overlapping zones during dissimilarity. The circled areas demonstrate that the 
previous/closest zone was taken out during the similarity... 
THAT, sir, IS AN EXCELLENT OBSERVATION!! 
 
This may amend my projection posted above. I think we may see more dissimilarity 
zones.. (ie smaller ones). 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:11pm | Post# 2771

 
Anyone trading 5M chart?? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 4:13pm | Post# 2772

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Anyone trading 5M chart?? 
I have a 5M chart open, but only for reference, not for trading at the moment 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:15pm | Post# 2773

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} I have a 5M chart open, but only for reference, not for trading at the moment 
Nothing but hits on a 5M chart today. 
 



Need to somehow combine Ralome's indi with Xixi's high/low. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 4:26pm | Post# 2774

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Anyone trading 5M chart?? 
Madmoney! I've just had a look... I'm keeping the settings for 15 minute time frame, It's 
got some ZZ swings that are different (or not even visible) from the 15M. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 17, 2013 4:27pm | Post# 2775

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nothing but hits on a 5M chart today. Need to somehow combine Ralome's indi 
with Xixi's high/low. 
Can you post XiXi's High/Low indi? Thanks! 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:29pm | Post# 2776

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Madmoney! I've just had a look... I'm keeping the settings for 15 minute time 
frame, It's got some ZZ swings that are different (or not even visible) from the 15M. 
{image} 
Yep, waiting to attack on a sell position! Concept is sound and versatile! 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:30pm | Post# 2777

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Can you post XiXi's High/Low indi? Thanks! 
Here... 
StochDifZoneX_v1_2.mq4  

 



almo Jul 17, 2013 4:32pm | Post# 2778

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nothing but hits on a 5M chart today. Need to somehow combine Ralome's indi 
with Xixi's high/low. 
What's the frequency of hits for the 5m? 
 
Can you post a chart? 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:36pm | Post# 2779

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} What's the frequency of hits for the 5m? Can you post a chart? 
Well I've taken three trades, averaging just over 30 pips (each). 
 
Hopefully post charts later, when I have time. 
 
Once you know how to hedge, it's probably the best DEFENSIVE weapons you could 
have. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 4:52pm | Post# 2780

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Well I've taken three trades, averaging just over 30 pips (each). Hopefully post 
charts later, when I have time. Once you know how to hedge, it's probably the best 
DEFENSIVE weapons you could have. 
yes I see there have been nice trades on the 5M too... 
do you use the original 15M settings, or the converted 900 / 72? 

 

Madmoney Jul 17, 2013 4:55pm | Post# 2781

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} yes I see there have been nice trades on the 5M too... do you use the original 
15M settings, or the converted 900 / 72? 
I experimented with 900/24. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 17, 2013 4:57pm | Post# 2782

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Can you post XiXi's High/Low indi? Thanks! 

don't tell me you are going to build an indi, which can combine the both other indis

  

 

josh11 Jul 17, 2013 5:11pm | Post# 2783

 
Just got back from my trip and boy has the thread been moving!! Gonna start reading 
and will get involved as soon as I am up to speed!!  
 
Just to let everyone know, I have had some amazing results using the C-I from post 
one.... 



 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 5:14pm | Post# 2

10 Attachment(s) 

PLEASE do not reply to this thread till 
6AM GMT Thursday.(I WILL MODIFY 
THE post occasionally) 

 
I have looked into Ralome's indicator and made a simple change. The code is 
good but it does not identify true dis-similarity bars(40% of the time). That is 
why we are having problems identifying price direction. 
 

This should be the final setup for this THREAD!!!! 
 
 
The indicator was able to identify about 60% of the true dis-similarity bars. Furthermore, it gave too man
dis-similarity zones(simply because the conditions for dis-similarity involve more). I did not change the 
code much. 
 
Now, I will post setups for 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min and 1hr, using ralome's indicator and the new-onE 
and I will also tell you what to look for. The new one does not change the way Ralome's indicator 
identifies dis-similarity zones; rather, together with R's indi, we can identify very good zones t
take out. 
 
If you want to use them, you will have to open two 15min charts side by side and install the indicators; o
indicator to a chart. 
The rule is very simple: 
 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone that will be
created is a very good target. 
2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not appear at the

same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one appears on the other chart, then 

that zone is a very good target. 
 
These should work across board for all, regardless of the broker you are using. 
 
Ralome -V1 
Attachment 1235697 
 
 
Ralome - V2 
Attachment 1235698 
1: The zone at A was not created in Ralome-V1, so it had to go. 
2: The zone at C appeared in Ralome-V2 earlier than Ralome-V1. It was taken
out in R-V2, before it appeared in R-V1. So, the zone in R-V1(at C) is a very goo
target. 
3: The zone at B is valid in R-V2 but not R-V1; therefore, it is a very good targe
 
---------------------------------- 



This is the best we can do with the code we have currently. We can still ude the
idea like we have been doing, but now we have zones that are very good 
targets. 
 
---------------------------------- 
 
Ralome-v1 template(DELETE tt.ex4 from template) 
Attachment 1235702 

Ralome-v1-indicator(SETTING = 300/24, use 
2000 bars) 

Attachment 1235704 
Ralome-v2 template (DELETE tt.ex4 from template) 

Attachment 1235703 

Ralome-v2-indicator(SETTING = 300/6, use 2000 
bars) 

Attachment 1235705 
 

If the template does not install properly, download 
the indicators only and install it on your charts 
 
 

===================================
======= 
 

ANOTHER WAY TO USE R-V2 

Do you see those yellow lines down there? They are not 
supposed to stay above 1 for long. In fact they will rarely 
get to 2. As soon as they fall back below 1, you have a 
LOCAL max/min(For the 1EMA- not necessarily price). 
Good for identifying local turning point or resistances. 
Attachment 1235729 

Furthermore, the first time the yellow line is flat at the 
bottom, you have a max/min.( Gives you a good time to 
enter/exit the market.) In a ranging market, this is very 
good. 
 
Attachment 1235736 
Attachment 1235737 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 7:36pm | Post# 2785

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The post above ends my contribution on how we should use the setup and what to 
look for. Maybe in the future I will team up with Ralome and together we can 
design the perfect similarity-dissimilarity INDICATOR (ONE THAT can spot almost 
every TRUE dis-similarity bar). Until then, we will have to manage what we have 
now!!! 
 
Resistance on 30min 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 17, 2013 9:40pm | Post# 2786

 
Thank you all for your patience!!! Priceless. 
 
My role on this thread from now on will be PROVIDE accurate signals whenever 
possible and also comment of signals or analysis of contributors here!!! 
 
Thank all of you again! 
 
SINCE most of you will never have access to the machinery - we have developed 
- I will prove to you , over the coming months, that i know where price is 
supposed to go; almost surely. Just watch the numbers I give let them convince 
u.  

 

nightstocher Jul 18, 2013 2:04am | Post# 2787

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thank you all for your patience!!! Priceless. My role on this thread from now on will be 
PROVIDE accurate signals whenever possible and also comment of signals or analysis of 
contributors here!!! Thank all of you again! SINCE most of you will never have access to the 
machinery - we have developed - I will prove to you , over the coming months, that i know 
where price is supposed to go; almost surely. Just watch the numbers I give let them 
convince u. 
over the coming months will you leave your other calls up so we actually can let your 
numbers convince us. this one disappeared when price didn't back you up. 



 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 2:13am | Post# 2788

 
Quoting nightstocher 
{quote} over the coming months will you leave your other calls up so we actually can let 
your numbers convince us. this one disappeared when price didn't back you up. {image} 
{image} 
I personally would rather have the reasons for a RANGE of prices than a "signal service". 
Teach me to fish, not give me fish - is my thinking. 
 
Anyhow... EURUSDD: this post is GOLD! Thank you thank you Thank You! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:14am | Post# 2789

 
1 Attachment(s) 

I do not understand the post of the nightstocher I said, consider 



buying when price gets 5-10 within range of 1.3082. That worked 
relatively, because I added that the pressure will be on 1.3098 and 
not 1.3093,. So what is the problem? 
 
 

 
 

Some of you are just hiding waiting for a 
failure that might never happen!!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:20am | Post# 2790

 

Where is the pressure NOW, 
nightstocher???? 

 



nightstocher Jul 18, 2013 2:21am | Post# 2791

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I do not understand the post of the nightstocher I said, consider buying when price gets 
5-10 within range of 1.3082. That worked relatively, because I added that the pressure 
will be on 1.3098 and not 1.3093,. So what is the problem? {image} Some of you are 

just hiding waiting for a failure that might never happen!!!!  
i guess i just misunderstood what you meant by price will not go below 1.3093 and that 
you know where price is supposed to go; almost surely. i'm just asking how we'll be able 
to tell if we can't reference your calls by having them stay on the thread? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:22am | Post# 2792

 
Quoting nightstocher 
{quote} i guess i just misunderstood what you meant by price will not go below 1.3093 
and that you know where price is supposed to go; almost surely. i'm just asking how 
we'll be able to tell if we can't reference your calls by having them stay on the thread? 
THAT particular post was supposed to REMAIN valid till 6AM:::: I stated that perfectly. I 
deleted it at 6AM. 
 

Look on top of the picture you posted again!!!  
 

condor666 Jul 18, 2013 2:23am | Post# 2793

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The post above ends my contribution on how we should use the setup and what to look 
for. Maybe in the future I will team up with Ralome and together we can design the 
perfect similarity-dissimilarity INDICATOR (ONE THAT can spot almost every TRUE dis-
similarity bar). Until then, we will have to manage what we have now!!! Resistance on 
30min {image} 
 
The only problem for the 2 templates is that there is an indicator missing : tt.ex4 
Important or not ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:26am | Post# 2794

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} The only problem for the 2 templates is that there is an indicator missing : 
tt.ex4 Important or not ? 
Thank you. Please delete it from the indicator-log. Thanks. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 2:27am | Post# 2795

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
PLEASE do not reply to this thread till 6AM GMT Thursday.(I WILL MODIFY THE post 
occasionally) I have looked into Ralome's indicator and made a simple change. The code 
is good but it does not identify true dis-similarity bars(40% of the time). That is why we 
are having problems identifying price direction. This should be the final setup for this 
THREAD!!!! The indicator was able to identify about 60% of the true dis-similarity bars. 
Furthermore, it gave too many dis-similarity zones(simply because the conditions for dis-
similarity involve more).... 



wow!!! great!!!  you never sleep on vacations???  
Thank you very much  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:28am | Post# 2796

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} wow!!! great!!!  you never sleep on vacations???  Thank you very much 
Lol. Just trying to help. When i get lost, it will be LONG!!!! 

 

nightstocher Jul 18, 2013 2:34am | Post# 2797

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Where is the pressure NOW, nightstocher???? 
i show price right around the price you said it was done with. but you took that post down 
too. and i agree that price will probably move away but that's b/c we're 30 minutes away 
from LO. i'm having a hard time understanding why you say it will move. 
 
I'm not saying you're right or wrong man. i'm always open to new ideas and i'm def not just 
here to shoot someone who's thinking outside the box down. there's a reason most traders 
fail, and i think part of that is they're trying the same thing everybody else is failing with. 
 
 
I'm trying to figure out how to interpret what it is you are saying. and that would be easier 
if i could review the thread and know posts aren't cherry picked. that's all. strengths need to 
balanced against weaknesses to really understand a system. i think you got a good thing 
going here and so i'm just gonna back away and watch. hopefully your thread will stay on 
good tracks and you can shed some light. 

 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:38am | Post# 2798

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting nightstocher 
{quote} i show price right around the price you said it was done with. but you took that 
post down too. and i agree that price will probably move away but that's b/c we're 30 
minutes away from LO. i'm having a hard time understanding why you say it will move. I'm 
not saying you're right or wrong man. i'm always open to new ideas and i'm def not just 
here to shoot someone who's thinking outside the box down. there's a reason most traders 
fail, and i think part of that is they're trying the same thing everybody else is failing with. 
I'm trying to... 
Friend, I made the statement when price was below 1.3098 and a little under 1.3093. She 
looked like she was heading for 1.3082. That is when I said that price will head for 1.3098. 
In other words, target 1.3098. ONCE price hit, 1.3098, I said she was done!!! 
 

Gee  
 
AND the pressure is still on the side of 1.3098!!! I am EURUSDD!!! 
----- 
 
i DON'T NEED you to agree with me: I know where price is heading almost surely and I am 
demonstrating that daily::::: 
 
 

I am sure you did not buy!!!!  
 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 2:51am | Post# 2799

 
Quoting nightstocher 
{quote} i show price right around the price you said it was done with. but you took that 
post down too. and i agree that price will probably move away but that's b/c we're 30 
minutes away from LO. i'm having a hard time understanding why you say it will move. 
I'm not saying you're right or wrong man. i'm always open to new ideas and i'm def not 
just here to shoot someone who's thinking outside the box down. there's a reason most 
traders fail, and i think part of that is they're trying the same thing everybody else is 
failing with. I'm trying to... 
Making calls, even if it is Eurusdd does not equate to the system. The similarity system 
you are studying, which I have also been studying identifies zones after major moves. 
The ZZ/BB is perhaps the closest we have to predicting bottoms or tops. 
 
i made a projection last night. Did it happen? No. Not exactly. But I was right that when 
price exceeds a BB it would turn. Do you see that this is not the same thing as making a 
price call? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 2:54am | Post# 2800

 
This is not a signal thread. I will drop signals once in a while but the main idea behind 
the thread is similarity and my post before the curfew summarized the best we have so 
far! 
 
If there is no dis-similarity bar when price approaches 1.3082; be careful!!!  

 

condor666 Jul 18, 2013 2:57am | Post# 2801

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. Please delete it from the indicator-log. Thanks. 
 
Ok but my chart doesn't looks like yours : 

 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:02am | Post# 2802

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If there is no dis-similarity bar when price approaches 1.3082; be careful!!! 
I guess this is due to the low of the previous dissimilarity period will act as support until 
a new dissimilarity occurs. 
 
So to me it seems that until we get dissimilarity the Price is going to stay in this range. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:04am | Post# 2803

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I guess this is due to the low of the previous dissimilarity period will act as 
support until a new dissimilarity occurs. So to me it seems that until we get dissimilarity 
the Price is going to stay in this range. 
Exactly NEIO!! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:06am | Post# 2804

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} Ok but my chart doesn't looks like yours : {image} 
hi Condor, 
 
Perhaps Eurusdd can clarify but I believe you need to remove CCI and add either the rv-
1 or rv-2 indicator with the correct settings. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 



Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:07am | Post# 2805

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} hi Condor, Perhaps Eurusdd can clarify but I believe you need to remove CCI 
and add either the rv-1 or rv-2 indicator with the correct settings. Regards Neio 
Exactly again: I am sorry guys. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:14am | Post# 2806

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Exactly again: I am sorry guys. 
With your permission could I create new templates to post? Maybe you could check it is 
right before I post it up? 
 
I am not sure on the Bollinger and Stoch settings. Do they stay the same for both? 
I know the RV indicator settings are different. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:16am | Post# 2807

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} With your permission could I create a new templates to post? Maybe you could 
check it is right before I post it up? I am not sure on the Bollinger and Stoch settings. Do 
they stay the same for both? I know the RV indicator settings are different. 
cool. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:30am | Post# 2808

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} cool. 
OK here is what I have... 
 

PLEASE WAIT UNTIL EURUSDD CONFIRMS THAT 
BOTH TEMPLATES ARE OK 
 
You need the indicators: 
 
r-v1.mq4 
r-v2.mq4 
 
 
 
Template 1 
rv-1.tpl 
 
Template 2 
rv-2.tpl 
 
On Both Templates the ZigZag, Bolinger Bands and Stochastic have the same settings 
(not sure if this is right?) 
The RV indicators are different. 



 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 3:35am | Post# 2809

 
Something i probably misunderstood is that i thought i could use only mid term 
dissimilarities with one M15 chart. 
 
But it seems that M1 chart is also necessary. 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 3:35am | Post# 2810

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I like waking up to PROFIT! 

 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:39am | Post# 2811

 
They should just download r-v2. That is the only new thing 

 



Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:42am | Post# 2812

 
Quoting Madmoney 
I like waking up to PROFIT! {image} {image} 

buying spree at 1.3090/3.  
We need a new dis-similarity bar to really break down there. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 3:45am | Post# 2813

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I guess this is due to the low of the previous dissimilarity period will act as support 
until a new dissimilarity occurs. So to me it seems that until we get dissimilarity the Price is 
going to stay in this range. 
Do you mean this range (orange ?) Or maybe between old zone (blue) and new zone 
(green) ? 
 
Thanks 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:45am | Post# 2814

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Do you mean this range (orange ?) Or maybe between old zone (blue) and new 
zone (green) ? Thanks {image} 
The orange BOX!!! It is not very easy to break the low in the orange box without creating 
a new dis-similarity bar. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:48am | Post# 2815

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Do you mean this range (orange ?) Or maybe between old zone (blue) and new 
zone (green) ? Thanks {image} 
Yes the orange box. Also the green box will act as resistance based on what Eurusdd said 
previously. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 3:50am | Post# 2816



 
Su until a new dissimilarity comes, we have far more room upper than lower. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:52am | Post# 2817

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Su until a new dissimilarity comes, we have far more room upper than lower. 
yes!! The zone up have been around for a while now, so price will try to get a little closer 
before tumbling down again. I said SHE WILL ZIGZAG her way down!!! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 3:53am | Post# 2818

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Su until a new dissimilarity comes, we have far more room upper than lower. 
Eurusdd please correct me if I am wrong....just thinking out loud. 
 
The 1EMA touched the lower BB but no ZZ has printed so we assume the downtrend is 
still intact and that any move up is fake? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 3:54am | Post# 2819

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Eurusdd please correct me if I am wrong....just thinking out loud. The 1EMA 
touched the lower BB but no ZZ has printed so we assume the downtrend is still intact 
and that any move up is fake? 
please post your 15min pix. 
I think the zigzag is already at 1.3082 and so, temporarily, we are ok!!! Look on the left 
of current position. 
 
We need dis-similarity to break-down. 



 
do you see B relative to A? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:00am | Post# 2820

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting eurusdd 
{quote} please post your 15min pix. I think the zigzag is already at 1.3082 and so, 
temporarily, we are ok!!! Look on the left of current position. We need dis-similarity to 
break-down. 
 
rv1 



 
 
rv2 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:03am | Post# 2821

 
The zigzag is already through the BB, on the left. Therefore, price is free to go up a little. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:06am | Post# 2822

 
Looking for ZZ Top to form in the 3122 - 3135 area. Born zone to act as resistance. New 
DS Zone to be created underneath. 
 
BTW I'll be on naked charts for most of the day.  
Looking at BB breakouts. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:07am | Post# 2823

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The zigzag is already through the BB, on the left. Therefore, price is free to go up a little. 
So the next leg of the ZZ should print when the 1EMA goes through the upper BB? That 
would signal the start of the next wave down? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:11am | Post# 2824

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} So the next leg of the ZZ should print when the 1EMA goes through the upper 
BB? That would signal the start of the next wave down? 
If you are expecting a leg of the ZZ to print pointing up, then it can ONLY happen at 
1.3158!!! 
 
If it happens earlier, price may continue to push to 1.3158. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:14am | Post# 2825

 
I hope people took my call to buy at 1.3093. Hmmm. 
 
Dis-similarity did not happen for price to strike below 1.3082. Therefore, those guys are 
going up to return again! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 4:15am | Post# 2826

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} OK here is what I have... PLEASE WAIT UNTIL EURUSDD CONFIRMS THAT BOTH 
TEMPLATES ARE OK You need the indicators: r-v1.mq4 r-v2.mq4 Template 1 {file} 
Template 2 {file} On Both Templates the ZigZag, Bolinger Bands and Stochastic 
have the same settings (not sure if this is right?) The RV indicators are different. 
many thanks Neio, 
 
Eurusdd, are the settings the same or do we need to adjust them on the r-v2 templ to 
reflect ZZ BB to show 6 instead of 24? 
 
look on my r-v2 templ I have a additional green zone within the other green zone 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:16am | Post# 2827

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking for ZZ Top to form in the 3122 - 3135 area. Born zone to act as resistance. New 
DS Zone to be created underneath. BTW I'll be on naked charts for most of the day. 



Looking at BB breakouts. 

do you see the BB can tell you where to expect ZZ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:18am | Post# 2828

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} many thanks Neio, Eurusdd, are the settings the same or do we need to adjust 
them on the r-v2 templ to reflect ZZ BB to show 6 instead of 24? look on my r-v2 templ I 
have a additional green zone within the other green zone {image} 
Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. 
neio, THE zz CAme to early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:21am | Post# 2829

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2 
Eurusdd, Should the number of counter days on the RV indicators be 14? I think you had 
it set to 35 on your templates? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:22am | Post# 2830

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Eurusdd, Should the number of counter days on the RV indicators be 14? I think 
you had it set to 35 on your templates? 
35 was cool. but you can choose whatever you want! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:23am | Post# 2831

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. neio, THE zz CAme to 
early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 
Hmmm I don't think I fully understand the ZZ yet. Not sure how you determine that. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:24am | Post# 2832

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hmmm I don't think I fully understand the ZZ yet. Not sure how you determine 
that. 
WATCH IT! price will HUG the BB till 1.31583. 
 
The reason is clearly on your chart!!!! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:24am | Post# 2833

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 35 was cool. but you can choose whatever you want! 
But does it still apply what you said about zones over two weeks being dead? or very low 
probability of being closed? 

 



killerno Jul 18, 2013 4:25am | Post# 2834

 
hi guys, 
 
can someone clarify which template should I install Eurusdd or Neo? Or both of them are 
ok? 

 

burnssss Jul 18, 2013 4:26am | Post# 2835

 
My vision: will break 3083/8, will go to 3053/2 and eventually will fall in 2994/2 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:27am | Post# 2836

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} But does it still apply what you said about zones over two weeks being dead? or 
very low probability of being closed? 
Neio: The indicator we have does not identify 40% of the dis-similarity bars after we did 
a test on it. Therefore, the theory is sound but the indicator is not perfect. 
Ralome did a perfect Job but he does not know the exact formula to identify dis-
similarity bars. I did not give that to Him!!!!  

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 4:31am | Post# 2837

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} WATCH IT! price will HUG the BB till 1.31583. The reason is clearly on your 
chart!!!! 
If i well understand we can put a buy up to 1.31583 with hedging / stop loss at 1.3082 ? 
These are bounds of the last dissimilarity range. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:35am | Post# 2838

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} If i well understand we can put a buy up to 1.31583 with hedging / stop loss at 1.3082 ? 
These are bounds of the last dissimilarity range. 
I am not giving a CALL: I am trying to help NEIO understand his BB-ZZ. 
tHE reason is here. ZZ has some more to 



go.....   

 

EaglePip Jul 18, 2013 4:35am | Post# 2839

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} OK here is what I have... PLEASE WAIT UNTIL EURUSDD CONFIRMS THAT BOTH 
TEMPLATES ARE OK ..... 
Hi Neio, 
Nice work on the templates. Just want to mention that the R-v2 Indi has 6 BB , the 
plotted BB in the template is 24. It is just a visual thing and easy to change manually 
but, Eur can confirm this. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 4:36am | Post# 2840

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. neio, THE zz CAme to 
early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 
as I have a new zone, smaller green one in the bigger green one, on one chart and not 
on the other....is this a possible target? Like you said on your instructions... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:36am | Post# 2841

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope people took my call to buy at 1.3093. Hmmm. Dis-similarity did not happen for 
price to strike below 1.3082. Therefore, those guys are going up to return again! 
I bought without your call because I checked both 15M and 5M and ZZ Bottom occurred. 
Was filled at 98 whilst I was typing the order when it was 95. Oh well. Out now for +19 
pips. 

 



IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 4:37am | Post# 2842

 
Quoting burnssss 
My vision: will break 3083/8, will go to 3053/2 and eventually will fall in 2994/2 
Yes but will it clear the green zone first ? 
 
And we must have a new dissimilarity to break, no ? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:38am | Post# 2843

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Hi Neio, Nice work on the templates. Just want to mention that the R-v2 Indi 
has 6 BB , the plotted BB in the template is 24. It is just a visual thing and easy to 
change manually but, Eur can confirm this. 
 
Eurusdd said that the BB settings should remain the same... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. neio, THE zz CAme to 
early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 
 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:40am | Post# 2844

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} as I have a new zone, smaller green one in the bigger green one, on one chart 
and not on the other....is this a possible target? Like you said on your instructions... 
kind of the reason this monster is trying to go there. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:41am | Post# 2845

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. neio, THE zz CAme to 
early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 
I saw that but I do not see why it is significant. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:41am | Post# 2846

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} do you see the BB can tell you where to expect ZZ? 
YESS! I'm just catching up on the posts... but I didn't explain this very well in my call as 
I was on a train in to work. But yes, the ZZ Tops and Bottoms magnify each other during 
SM periods waiting for a DS to kick in. I also projected the high 50s price as a 
possibility... this morning I thought it may fail at a lower price / previous ZZ bottom.  
 
Actually... what you said yesterday about the QUIET ZONE opened the whole thing up.... 
the system isn't really a "1-2-3 system" but a game strategy more like: 
If A then B otherwise C then wait for A again or B otherwise C and if this happens D.... 
kind of thing. Where each letter is a component of the strategy: 
 
A = Simmilarity 



B = ZZ 
C = Dissimiliarity 
D = Zones pushing each other. 

 

EaglePip Jul 18, 2013 4:43am | Post# 2847

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Eurusdd said that the BB settings should remain the same... {quote} 
Oh...sorry.. missed that! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 4:45am | Post# 2848

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Oh...sorry.. missed that! 
No problem...this thread moves at a pace...lol 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 4:46am | Post# 2849

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Leave everything else, except the new indicator R-V2. neio, THE zz CAme to 
early, so do not be surprised to see price shoot up to 1.31583 
1.31583 Always valid ? The next ZZ leg is down. 
 
Thanks. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:47am | Post# 2850

 
Also... to add to the ZZ.... During Dissimilarity (DS - I will use to this from now on), the 
variance comes down to zero as Eurusdd said last night. When that happens, the bar's 
top or bottom can act as resistence. This is where the 3158 can also come from. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:51am | Post# 2851

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Yes but will it clear the green zone first ? And we must have a new dissimilarity 
to break, no ? 
No it wont. It will probably retrace 50/60 percent of it but wont clear it. This is an 
important zone (Bernanke statement is dollar positive)... therefore EURUSD has to fall. 
 
Dissimilarity may come on or around the ZZ Top which forms on the 15M.... look for it at 
3158 or earlier. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:54am | Post# 2852

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} No problem...this thread moves at a pace...lol 

Let us slow down!!! 

 



vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:54am | Post# 2853

 
Guys! The low of 3083 needs a BIG push down.  
 
Asia did not go past the daily Pivot Point of 3125 which is where I had one of my short 
targets. 
Eurusdd is stating that 3158 is also a good short level - look at it - it's the last Swing 
High on the 15M.... kind of like a double-top with a range of 3160-3083 = 77pips. 
77x2=154.... 3160-154=3006 as a minimum price target for a short. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:55am | Post# 2854

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} 1.31583 Always valid ? The next ZZ leg is down. Thanks. 
Be careful: ROBOT!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 4:56am | Post# 2855

 
Long @ 3115 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 5:01am | Post# 2856

 
Great work guys finally caught up with all the reading!!  
 

I am also long Eur and aus and short UC  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:02am | Post# 2857

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} WATCH IT! price will HUG the BB till 1.31583. The reason is clearly on your 
chart!!!! 

I can definitely see that.  



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:03am | Post# 2858

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Long @ 3115 

I have to SLEEP. But remember EURUSDD has spoken! 
1.31583 is in the line of fire. Dis-similarity bar is needed to break 1.3082 in a way; so, 
for now continue the call(buy @ 1.3093) I made earlier on. 
We could get a spike there. 
 
Manage your BUY careful because a new dis-similarity bar can sent price below 1.3082!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 5:04am | Post# 2859

 
I thought I understand but I don't.....I'm really failing terribly at this. I get some trades 
right only to have others fail terribly eating away my profits and capital to an extent I 
have don't much to go on with. Loss recovery is going to take a long time. Some king 
soul give me a idiot's guide or point me to the right direction something or something. 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 5:08am | Post# 2860

 
Wow, needed some time to catch up. 
 
Eurusdd and all others, thanks a lot for your efforts trying to explain and to share your 
views, all this information is a huge help for those who wish to learn!! 
 
Yesterday I had loss, I think I tried to combine this technique too much with my original 



trading approach. And as we know, forex is a very complex system, thus several 

completely different strategies can be profitable the same time. But not if mixed up...  
 
Today I'm focusing only on this system and trying to ignore my earlier "human signals". 
So far so good, took the fall during the Asia session, and now I'm also long since 

1.3107... I naturally need time to adapt this thinking, but I like the concept a lot, and 
I believe it started to make sense to me. 
 
Thanks again!! 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 5:12am | Post# 2861

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I thought I understand but I don't.....I'm really failing terribly at this. I get some trades 
right only to have others fail terribly eating away my profits and capital to an extent I 
have don't much to go on with. Loss recovery is going to take a long time. Some king 
soul give me a idiot's guide or point me to the right direction something or something. 
I know how you feel, but go through the posts and examples that Eurusdd gave, at least 
3-4 times while following it on your charts, it should become clearer then. It really helped 
me, tx again Eurusdd!! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 5:12am | Post# 2862

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Be careful: ROBOT!!! 
Thanks ! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:13am | Post# 2863

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have to SLEEP. But remember EURUSDD has spoken! 1.31583 is in the line of 
fire. Dis-similarity bar is needed to break 1.3082 in a way; so, for now continue the 
call(buy @ 1.3093) I made earlier on. We could get a spike there. Manage your BUY 
careful because a new dis-similarity bar can sent price below 1.3082!!! 

Indeed sir... you've done above and beyond the call of duty!  
Enjoy your rest! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:15am | Post# 2864

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Wow, needed some time to catch up. Eurusdd and all others, thanks a lot for your efforts 
trying to explain and to share your views, all this information is a huge help for those 
who wish to learn!! Yesterday I had loss, I think I tried to combine this technique too 
much with my original trading approach. And as we know, forex is a very complex 
system, thus several completely different strategies can be profitable the same time. But 

not if mixed up... Today I'm focusing only on this system and trying to ignore my 
earlier "human signals". So... 
Mate, I hear ya. Don't combine... i did that the other day. Fail. You do need to commit to 
this fully in terms of signals and evaluatiing etc etc. So keep going.... you will get it. 
Don't give up... this isn't as hard as some other systems I've come across. 

 



Neio Jul 18, 2013 5:16am | Post# 2865

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I thought I understand but I don't.....I'm really failing terribly at this. I get some trades 
right only to have others fail terribly eating away my profits and capital to an extent I 
have don't much to go on with. Loss recovery is going to take a long time. Some king 
soul give me a idiot's guide or point me to the right direction something or something. 
Sorry to hear that. Maybe try trading on demo until you are confident that you know 
what you are doing? 

 

handy148 Jul 18, 2013 5:16am | Post# 2866

 
Neio - yes great job on the templates. Will be really good when we have a final fully 
approved and working version so we can all sing from the same hymn sheet, although 
there will surely be some broker time differences that will mess things up a bit. 

 

EaglePip Jul 18, 2013 5:16am | Post# 2867

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

I thought I understand but I don't.....I'm really failing terribly at this. I get 
some trades right only to have others fail terribly eating away my profits 
and capital to an extent I have don't much to go on with. Loss recovery is 
going to take a long time. Some king soul give me a idiot's guide or point 
me to the right direction something or something. 

You must realise that price will not travel to the target in a straight line. It will bounce 
around for hours which will mean you need to sustain large drawdowns. 
For small accounts you are better off closing small trades in direction determined by the 
ZZ and BB. 
eg Few posts above vlady got out with 19 pips. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 5:18am | Post# 2868

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I can definitely see that. {image} 
 
Hi Vlady, 
 
Enjoying your posts. Are you able to explain why it will hit 1.3158 before the ZZ top 
forms? I really don't get that part. Maybe I need to re-read all the ZZ stuff. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 5:20am | Post# 2869

 
Quoting lappies 
{quote} I know how you feel, but go through the posts and examples that Eurusdd gave, 
at least 3-4 times while following it on your charts, it should become clearer then. It 
really helped me, tx again Eurusdd!! 



Thanks for the encouragement. I know the concept presented is very sound and there 
more enough successful cases here to back up the claim. The losses hurt yes but its the 
"oh! I think I got it! only to have the charts prove you wrong and make you feel 
ridiculously stupid" that really hurt. I guess I must stop trading for a while and preserve 
what little I have left until I get this 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 5:25am | Post# 2870

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Vlady, Enjoying your posts. Are you able to explain why it will hit 1.3158 
before the ZZ top forms? I really don't get that part. Maybe I need to re-read all the ZZ 
stuff. Regards Neio 
 
Is it because ZZs mark the last highest swing. The last highest swing was 1.3158 but no 
ZZ printed. So we can expect that price needs to go at least to that level before it will 
print? 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 5:32am | Post# 2871

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thanks for the encouragement. I know the concept presented is very sound and 
there more enough successful cases here to back up the claim. The losses hurt yes but 
its the "oh! I think I got it! only to have the charts prove you wrong and make you feel 
ridiculously stupid" that really hurt. I guess I must stop trading for a while and preserve 
what little I have left until I get this 
My advise is not to trade live until u have a feel and confidence with these concepst (and 
consistently profitable on demo). You should also setup your own rules for entry and exit 
based on Eurusdd's info (something that will work for you), and be able to execute it with 
confidence - this will take practice and time. 
 
All the best, don't get discouraged!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:35am | Post# 2872

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Vlady, Enjoying your posts. Are you able to explain why it will hit 1.3158 before 
the ZZ top forms? I really don't get that part. Maybe I need to re-read all the ZZ stuff. 
Regards Neio 
I don't have an exact reason for why it will hit X price. 
What I do know is that ZZ/BB work in a way to predict/project whether a price will form a 
swing top or bottom. 
 
Quick recap: 

1. Price and BB 
2. Stoch and BB (my charts wont have this as it can't do it. MT4 has it) 

• If Price BB goes outside of BB Bands, it COULD BE a swing top.... need to check: 
• Stoch BB... if it is inside whilst PriceBB is outside... then high chance (97%) it 

is a top/bottom. 
• Stoch BB... if it is outside it is a fake. Price will reverse, sure. But it will 



reverse again and continue the trend. 

• If Price BB stays inside the Band....  
• It could turn on the midpoint 
• It could turn when the Stoch/BB turns on its midpoint. 

 
So that's the background. In this case, we have an established ZZ Bottom. So the next ZZ 
has to be what? Of course! A ZZ Top! 
Now everyone wants to know where. I personally don't care. For me, it's better to project a 
range of prices and wait for confirmation 
 
So.... 

1. Last swing high = 3160 
2. 3140ish 
3. 3130ish 

The last 2 are my levels. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:39am | Post# 2873

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Is it because ZZs mark the last highest swing. The last highest swing was 
1.3158 but no ZZ printed. So we can expect that price needs to go at least to that 
level before it will print? 
One of the reasons I don't like MT4 indicators is that it replaces my thinking. You should 
be able to eye-ball the swings. 
In my chart, you cannot have the first swing down after the daily top of 317X and not 
have another swing high to create swing low 309X. If you think about it... it is impossible 
to do this: 



 
3178 Top 
3083 Bot 
3091 Bot ??? Where's the previous top to create Bottom? 
 

--> 3160 Top!  
 
EDIT: 
But I must emphasise.... my lesson learned on Monday when I was placing SHORTS 
before the Swing Top was even formed and confirmed... DUH! If the top don't exist, then 
the swing bottom is in play..... LONG!!!! Or Buy the dips.  
 
And for God's sake, if anyone is not confident don't short 3158. Wait for confirmation.... 
we are targetting 1.29XX if you can't get a slice out of that you shouldn't be trading. 
Don't make your mission to get the BEST price by calling tops and bottoms... catch the 
waves produced by tops and bottoms. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 5:42am | Post# 2874

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thanks for the encouragement. I know the concept presented is very sound and 
there more enough successful cases here to back up the claim. The losses hurt yes but 
its the "oh! I think I got it! only to have the charts prove you wrong and make you feel 
ridiculously stupid" that really hurt. I guess I must stop trading for a while and preserve 
what little I have left until I get this 
That's a good idea, make a break and just watch your chart, read all the info, after you 
get it, try on demo first. 
I will do it like this. For the moment only demo, until I am very very confident with this 
wonderful and interesting kind of trading. 
 
And with all this nice and helpful people within this thread we will learn a lot and one day 
we will be like these expert-guys and help others too. 
For the moment, we newbies, could be a good help for the experts, because we are 
asking questions, which let them think about the easy stuff, which is also very important 

for this strategy. So they don't loose the basics. Our view on this picture is important 
too, perhaps we are showing the expert-guys a different view on the picture and maybe 
this could be the key for their solutions. 
 

Keep staying  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:46am | Post# 2875

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} That's a good idea, make a break and just watch your chart, read all the info, 
after you get it, try on demo first. I will do it like this. For the moment only demo, until I 
am very very confident with this wonderful and interesting kind of trading. And with all 
this nice and helpful people within this thread we will learn a lot and one day we will be 
like these expert-guys and help others too. For the moment, we newbies, could be a 
good help for the experts, because we are asking questions, which let them think about 
the easy stuff, which... 
My small contribution to this line of thought?  
Save up £500 or $500 and open up a spread-bet account... you cannot trade a demo and 
feel the emotional consequences of your actions. Do the demo to learn the mechanics of 
the system, yes. But please, get onto real money as soon as you can. Be emotionally 



ready to lose it all even before you have started. Once you can accept that you 
have lost that money before you start trading, then every trade becomes mechanical and 
unemotional. This is key. 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 5:53am | Post# 2876

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} One of the reasons I don't like MT4 indicators is that it replaces my thinking. 
You should be able to eye-ball the swings. In my chart, you cannot have the first swing 
down after the daily top of 317X and not have another swing high to create swing low 
309X. If you think about it... it is impossible to do this: 3178 Top 3083 Bot 3091 Bot ??? 

Where's the previous top to create Bottom? --> 3160 Top! EDIT: But I must 
emphasise.... my lesson learned on Monday when I was placing SHORTS before the 
Swing Top was even formed and confirmed...... 
Vlady, you really are the GUY!!! This is an excellent explanation, maybe the best I've 

ever seen so far on swings. You help me structure my thinking. Thanks!  

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 5:56am | Post# 2877

 
Vlady, Thanks for posting your charts and for the time you are spending showing us your 
thoughts. They are the same as I have access to on my Hargreaves spreadbetting 
account and are used to trading on. i have had to open a MT4 practice account to try this 
method and have had to get up to speed with both MT4 and the methods that Eurusdd so 
generously provides for us (thanks again EURUSDD and ralome and Xixi). What I wanted 
to ask you is do you have access to Prorealtime (advenced charts) too? 

 

burnssss Jul 18, 2013 5:57am | Post# 2878

 
as adding warnings of dis-similarities to the indicator bulls and awesome? or just adding 
rv1 and rv2 as the graphic works? in templates I get nothing on the in bulls and 
awesome indicators. 
thank you very much 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 5:59am | Post# 2879

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} One of the reasons I don't like MT4 indicators is that it replaces my thinking. 
You should be able to eye-ball the swings. In my chart, you cannot have the first swing 
down after the daily top of 317X and not have another swing high to create swing low 
309X. If you think about it... it is impossible to do this: 3178 Top 3083 Bot 3091 Bot ??? 

Where's the previous top to create Bottom? --> 3160 Top! EDIT: But I must 
emphasise.... my lesson learned on Monday when I was placing SHORTS before the 
Swing Top was even formed and confirmed...... 
 
Thank you for your insightful posts again. 
 
In the chart below we see the previous swing high was 1.3159 (yellow circle). If this was 
a valid swing high then it SHOULD have been outside the BB and the ZZ should have 
appeared. It did not. So my thinking is that this tells us that the price must go higher or 
at least equal to that (>1.3159). Hence why Eurusdd is confident on the price reaching 



1.3158 (at least). 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:01am | Post# 2880

 
Quoting taypot 
Vlady, Thanks for posting your charts and for the time you are spending showing us your 
thoughts. They are the same as I have access to on my Hargreaves spreadbetting 
account and are used to trading on. i have had to open a MT4 practice account to try this 
method and have had to get up to speed with both MT4 and the methods that Eurusdd so 
generously provides for us (thanks again EURUSDD and ralome and Xixi). What I 
wanted to ask you is do you have access to Prorealtime (advenced charts) too?  
It's a paid service and at the moment, I am not spot-trading. I have been trialing Binary 
Options for about 2 months now. Month 1 was horrendous as it's completely different to 
normal spot trading, Month 2 is getting better. 
 
Therefore, I've not funded that account or traded that account to warrant spending 



£30/month. They rebate you after about 3-4 trades? I will do that later this year but I'm 
focused on making my trading strategies work on Binary Options. 
 
Long answer to your question I know... but it means that I can have access to them but 
currently choosing not to. 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 6:05am | Post# 2881

 
Closed aus for 20pips and and EU and UC for about 10pips each holding EJ short all using 

the BB ZZ will at charts later 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 6:05am | Post# 2882

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My small contribution to this line of thought? Save up £500 or $500 and open up 
a spread-bet account... you cannot trade a demo and feel the emotional consequences of 
your actions. Do the demo to learn the mechanics of the system, yes. But please, get 
onto real money as soon as you can. Be emotionally ready to lose it all even before you 
have started. Once you can accept that you have lost that money before you start 
trading, then every trade becomes mechanical and unemotional. This is key. 
you are right, I did it like this...but I stoped to learn the basics of this new strategy, after 
I will confident with the rules and mechanics, I will reactivate the real-account. 
And of course at the moment I learn so much interesting new stuff here, my brain feels 

like two weeks on the "oktoberfest"  
 
Thanks for all the great assistance. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 6:06am | Post# 2883

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My small contribution to this line of thought? Save up £500 or $500 and open up 
a spread-bet account... you cannot trade a demo and feel the emotional consequences of 
your actions. Do the demo to learn the mechanics of the system, yes. But please, get 
onto real money as soon as you can. Be emotionally ready to lose it all even before you 
have started. Once you can accept that you have lost that money before you start 
trading, then every trade becomes mechanical and unemotional. This is key. 
I am a bad trader too. I am LIVE because you really can feel how YOU react to things 
around you... forum, price action, etc. 
 
So what i have is a lot of loses but : 
 
- I am always with 0.01 lot, and think i will continue like that for 100 trades before i 
"feel" how the price moves. 
- I am focussed on Eurusdd recommandations, and try to understand what happened 
around that. 
 
So my account has grown 0.1% since the beginning of this thread but most importantly i 
have more wins than loses. So i am profitable, and that's the most important i think. For 
me, the bad trader, this is a turtle race. Only time and experience will improve that. 
 
And also, when i don't understand something, i look stupid but i don't do anything, so 
that i don't have any loss there. 
 



And when i am not sure anymore, i take the profit as soon as i can. 
 
Even i know that, i hang to it ! 
 
Hope it can help ! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:06am | Post# 2884

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thank you for your insightful posts again. In the chart below we see the 
previous swing high was 1.3159 (yellow circle). If this was a valid swing high then it 
SHOULD have been outside the BB and the ZZ should have appeared. It did not. So my 
thinking is that this tells us that the price must go higher or at least equal to that 
(>1.3159). Hence why Eurusdd is confident on the price reaching 1.3158 (at least). 
{image} 
YES!  
 
AND.... 
 
On your chart, notice that the Stoch/BB of the recent swing high 3122 is also out of the 
BB? What does that tell you about that swing high? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:14am | Post# 2885

 
Quoting josh11 
Closed aus for 20pips and and EU and UC for about 10pips each holding EJ short all using 

the BB ZZ will at charts later 
Interested to hear that these settings work for other pairs. Are you trading fake ZZ tops? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:17am | Post# 2886

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} YES! AND.... On your chart, notice that the Stoch/BB of the recent swing high 
3122 is also out of the BB? What does that tell you about that swing high? 
That it was fake? 
 
I am putting what I think to the test on demo. Opened two longs: 
 
Long @ 1.3115 
Long @ 1.3109 
 
TP for both is 1.3150 (but I am expecting it to reach 1.3158 based on what I think and 
what Eurusdd has told us) 
 
That is not a buy or sell recommendation. Just testing. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 6:19am | Post# 2887

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} YES! AND.... On your chart, notice that the Stoch/BB of the recent swing high 
3122 is also out of the BB? What does that tell you about that swing high? 
maybe fake, because stoch BB is also outside?? 



 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:19am | Post# 2888

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} That it was fake? I am putting what I think to the test on demo. Opened two 
longs: Long @ 1.3115 Long @ 1.3109 TP for both is 1.3150 (but I am expecting it to 
reach 1.3158 based on what I think and what Eurusdd has told us) That is not a buy or 
sell recommendation. Just testing. 

 

 

burnssss Jul 18, 2013 6:23am | Post# 2889

 
Quoting burnssss 
as adding warnings of dis-similarities to the indicator bulls and awesome? or just adding 
rv1 and rv2 as the graphic works? in templates I get nothing on the in bulls and 
awesome indicators. thank you very much 

sorryy, someone can help me?   

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:24am | Post# 2890

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} maybe fake, because stoch BB is also outside?? 

 
 
And if you switch to 5M, it can also show you what are the real swings on that 

timeframe.... BTW we just registered a ZZ Bot on the 5M.  

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 6:26am | Post# 2891

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Interested to hear that these settings work for other pairs. Are you trading fake 
ZZ tops? 
I am testing at the moment, I am using BB and ZZ to try determine tops and bottoms! I 
have been back testing and found most of the time when the BB and ZZ are formed you 
have a high chance it could be a top or bottom.  
 
 
At the moment I am Testing some other indicators that I use such as APB and TDI to 
confirm top or bottom! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:28am | Post# 2892

 
Quoting burnssss 

{quote} sorryy, someone can help me?   
Burnsss... we're not understanding what it is you want or need? We are not using 
awesome indicators. 
???? I'm really sorry, would love to help but you need to be clear with your question(s). 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:32am | Post# 2893



 
Quoting burnssss 

{quote} sorryy, someone can help me?   
Hi Burnssss, 
 
I think those indicators you are referring to are indicators that were left in Eurusdd's 
template. I don't believe they are needed so you can just remove them and add the RV-1 

and RV-2 indicators. Or you could just use the my template. I believe it is OK.  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:34am | Post# 2894

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am testing at the moment, I am using BB and ZZ to try determine tops and 
bottoms! I have been back testing and found most of the time when the BB and ZZ are 
formed you have a high chance it could be a top or bottom. At the moment I am Testing 
some other indicators that I use such as APB and TDI to confirm top or bottom! 
Thanks Josh...will be interested to hear how that goes! I quite like TDI myself on high 
timeframes. Never really used it on lower TFs. 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 6:37am | Post# 2895

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thanks Josh...will be interested to hear how that goes! I quite like TDI myself on 
high timeframes. Never really used it on lower TFs. 

Just testing it, we will see  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:40am | Post# 2896

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} And if you switch to 5M, it can also show you what are the real swings on 

that timeframe.... BTW we just registered a ZZ Bot on the 5M.  
 
Cool. 
 
Another question I have (not expecting answers from you...lol) 
 
If we are going to 1.3158. Why not just take out that dissimilarity zone by going to 
1.3176? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:45am | Post# 2897

 
Long @ 31074, 31064 
 
Closed the other Longs for +10 and -5 
Note. This is counter trend scalping as I am still biased Short. Major positions will be 
placed once we're closer to 30-50ish. 

 

RockRobb Jul 18, 2013 6:47am | Post# 2898

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't have an exact reason for why it will hit X price. What I do know is that 
ZZ/BB work in a way to predict/project whether a price will form a swing top or bottom. 
...... In this case, we have an established ZZ Bottom. So the next ZZ has to be what? Of 
course! A ZZ Top! Now everyone wants to know where. I personally don't care. For me, 
it's better to project a range of prices and wait for confirmation So.... Last swing high = 
3160 3140ish 3130ish The last 2 are my levels. {image} 

Vlady....thanks bro  

You really made Eurusdd's 'divine teaching' easier to digest in my miniscule brain   

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:47am | Post# 2899

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Long @ 31074, 31064 Closed the other Longs for +10 and -5 Note. This is counter trend 
scalping as I am still biased Short. Major positions will be placed once we're closer to 30-
50ish. 
Going to be interesting to see how all this plays out. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:47am | Post# 2900

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Cool. Another question I have (not expecting answers from you...lol) If we are 
going to 1.3158. Why not just take out that dissimilarity zone by going to 1.3176? 
I wondered about this... but from a non-DS point of view... if 3176 was taken out, then 
there's nothing to stop going north. But the fundamentals of that don't match what is 
happening. Dollar Positive news all round is kicking in for USDYEN. EURUSD must go 
down... before it can go up again. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:51am | Post# 2901

 
This is also in the back of my mind... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}...Manage your BUY careful because a new dis-similarity bar can sent price below 
1.3082!!! 
Surely a zz Top would need to form before that happens? And if my thinking is right that 

can only happen above the previous high (>1.3159)???  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 6:58am | Post# 2902

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I wondered about this... but from a non-DS point of view... if 3176 was taken 
out, then there's nothing to stop going north. But the fundamentals of that don't match 
what is happening. Dollar Positive news all round is kicking in for USDYEN. EURUSD must 
go down... before it can go up again. 
I can think of a couple of reasons why it might not go North. 
 
1. The dollar positive news you mentioned. 
2. Big institutions were selling (we know this because of the dissimilarity and the price 
went south) 
3. Eurusdd said that this zone had a lot of weight 



Quoting Eurusdd 
I think we are going below 1.29945. The new zone we are expecting has a lot of weight. 
Price will take a zigzag path down there. 
4. He also said that zones are often allowed to grow a reasonable length. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
MOST zones are ALLOWED to grow to a reasonable length. Therefore, once dis-similarity 
starts at a given bar - analyze the chart and other zones and ask try and figure out 
where price will be relative to the zone when it materializes. 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:59am | Post# 2903

 
Quoting Neio 
This is also in the back of my mind... {quote} Surely a zz Top would need to form before 
that happens? And if my thinking is right that can only happen above the previous high 

(>1.3159)???  
You're possibly thinking of too many things that MUST EXIST in order for SOMETHING 
ELSE TO EXIST. 
I agree that a ZZ Top has to occur before DS.  
 
If you are concerned about timing.... then there is only one "time" that needs to be 
factored in from now..... New York Open at 1:30pm GMT. Until then, we'll be ranging. 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 7:00am | Post# 2904

 
I am short at 1.3110 looking for 1.3088  

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 7:04am | Post# 2905

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's a paid service and at the moment, I am not spot-trading. I have been 
trialing Binary Options for about 2 months now. Month 1 was horrendous as it's 
completely different to normal spot trading, Month 2 is getting better. Therefore, I've not 
funded that account or traded that account to warrant spending £30/month. They rebate 
you after about 3-4 trades? I will do that later this year but I'm focused on making my 
trading strategies work on Binary Options. Long answer to your question I know... but it 
means that I can have access to them... 
Well, they don't actually 'refund' the £30 unless you cancel the charts, then it appears in 
your account at the end of the month. I learnt this painfully when I cancelled the charts, 
needing the drawdown instantly, expecting immediate refund and it didn't appear. I only 
have a small SB account as I have been wiped out 3 few times in the past 5 years and I 
am under strict orders not to fund it anymore. I take several small trades a day and 
partially close them, leaving them to run to target to test my theoris. Its taught me to be 
very careful and hedge rather than use stop losses as they always seemed to get 
triggered. Eurusdd's methods have shown me why. Its all about strength of support and 
resistance and the easiest 'path' for the price to take. It feels right to me after years of 
watching price action. 
 
I rather like prorealtime because of the easy programming. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:04am | Post# 2906



 
This sharp move down during Londong 10:30 to 12PM looks like alot of buying kicking in. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:07am | Post# 2907

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Well, they don't actually 'refund' the £30 unless you cancel the charts, then it 
appears in your account at the end of the month. I learnt this painfully when I cancelled 
the charts, needing the drawdown instantly, expecting immediate refund and it didn't 
appear. I only have a small SB account as I have been wiped out 3 few times in the past 
5 years and I am under strict orders not to fund it anymore. I take several small 
trades a day and partially close them, leaving them to run to target to test my theoris. 
Its taught me... 

LOL... I can empathise with that!  
 
Thanks for the info. I do want to get back to Spot Trading as Binaries have not yet kicked 
out my spot habits. It's a pain in the ass... but when it works it's beautiful as I dont 

worry about stoplosses etc. Timing is everything though... and it aint like dancing  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:16am | Post# 2908

 
3100 
3112 
3125 are all important numbers today on EURUSD. 
 
You can expect drama near these levels, no matter what system/strategy is being used. 
 
Tails forming on the 5M... reversal.... outside of BB? 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 7:16am | Post# 2909

 
Out of EJ +15pios Euro at BE  

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 7:20am | Post# 2910

 
Hmmm. That long I took doesn't really look like a great idea... I exited one half for a 
minor profit, but still the position overall is -($$$). 
Still holding on to it though. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:25am | Post# 2911

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Hmmm. That long I took doesn't really look like a great idea... I exited one half for a 
minor profit, but still the position overall is -($$$). Still holding on to it though. 
That fake swing at 3122 is a real bitch! 

 

lind Jul 18, 2013 7:29am | Post# 2912

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
$543,554 real with this move. This is not demo and I have shown it here in real-time. 
So, those doubting should take time and learn a thing or two. {image} 
like a dream!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:40am | Post# 2913

 
Soo... 3095 has proved its worth.  
 
On the 5M timeframe did you spot the price come out of BB? That's a ZZ Bottom right 
there, confirmed now after 3106 taken out. Will add another long on a dip. 
 
Edit: 
Missed another add... dammit. 
 
Re-edit: 
In! 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 7:43am | Post# 2914

 
Out of EU and GU at BE Good luck all 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 7:45am | Post# 2915

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Soo... 3095 has proved its worth. On the 5M timeframe did you spot the price come out 
of BB? That's a ZZ Bottom right there, confirmed now after 3106 taken out. Will add 
another long on a dip. Edit: Missed another add... dammit. 
I am just sitting tight now... 
 
Once we master this method I am sure there will be plenty of other opportunities!!! 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 7:48am | Post# 2916

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I am just sitting tight now... Once we master this method I am sure there will be 
plenty of other opportunities!!! 

Me too! flat at moment.... 
 

waiting for another ZZ change  

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 7:49am | Post# 2917

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Soo... 3095 has proved its worth. On the 5M timeframe did you spot the price come out 
of BB? That's a ZZ Bottom right there, confirmed now after 3106 taken out. Will add 
another long on a dip. Edit: Missed another add... dammit. Re-edit: In! 
I'm not sure... From one perspective, I'd tend to agree, everything you outlined seems 
100% logical. On the more fundamental side, NY is just about to open, news will come as 
well, plus yesterday news were USD positive, and we're yet to see a significant impact... 



 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 7:53am | Post# 2918

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't have an exact reason for why it will hit X price. What I do know is that 
ZZ/BB work in a way to predict/project whether a price will form a swing top or bottom. 
Quick recap: Price and BB Stoch and BB (my charts wont have this as it can't do it. MT4 
has it) If Price BB goes outside of BB Bands, it COULD BE a swing top.... need to check: 
Stoch BB... if it is inside whilst PriceBB is outside... then high chance (97%) it is a 
top/bottom. Stoch BB... if it is outside it is a fake. Price will reverse, sure. But it will 
reverse again and... 
A great help for the last guy in class thanks....I'm going back to square one and taking 
this bit by bit again. To square my understanding..just because ZZ paints with the 1 EMA 
at BB does not mean a reversal..I've seen the thing repaint itself 20-30 pips later taking 
out my stops. What you've posted is a good way to mitigated that yes? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 7:54am | Post# 2919

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} I'm not sure... From one perspective, I'd tend to agree, everything you outlined 
seems 100% logical. On the more fundamental side, NY is just about to open, news will 
come as well, plus yesterday news were USD positive, and we're yet to see a significant 
impact... 
 
Well I don't have the confidence that Eurusdd has but he names his targets regardless of 

news. News just accelerates it for him...  
 
Until I build a level of confidence for myself I will not trade this live. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 7:59am | Post# 2920

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} A great help for the last guy in class thanks....I'm going back to square one and 
taking this bit by bit again. To square my understanding..just because ZZ paints with the 
1 EMA at BB does not mean a reversal..I've seen the thing repaint itself 20-30 pips later 
taking out my stops. What you've posted is a good way to mitigated that yes? 
hmm.... 
 
These posts will help: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...06#post6794806 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...35#post6794835  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:02am | Post# 2921

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} A great help for the last guy in class thanks....I'm going back to square one and 
taking this bit by bit again. To square my understanding..just because ZZ paints with the 
1 EMA at BB does not mean a reversal..I've seen the thing repaint itself 20-30 pips later 
taking out my stops. What you've posted is a good way to mitigated that yes? 
That's for the 15M, yes. Things get complicated when you start switching timeframes 
during the session. 



 

RockRobb Jul 18, 2013 8:13am | Post# 2922

 
Quoting josh11 

Out of EJ +15pios Euro at BE  
Quoting josh11 

Out of EU and GU at BE Good luck all 
Hi Josh11, 
Apparently you trade ZZ ... 
 
Do you trade every ZZ Top & Bottom? 
What TF...5M or 15M? 
 
Thnx b4, 
 
RR 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:13am | Post# 2923

 
This is how I would like this to play out as I am hoping it matches what I believe....if not 
I am lost!!! 
 
Spike UP on BAD U.S unemployment data due shortly? 
 
Spike down later on positive U.S Bernake comments? 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 8:16am | Post# 2924

 
Quoting Neio 
This is how I would like this to play out as I am hoping it matches what I believe....if not 
I am lost!!! Spike UP on BAD U.S unemployment data due shortly? Spike down later on 
positive U.S Bernake comments? 
I hope so as well... 
Currently it's the most classical example of a perfect slow downtrend, on M1, M5 and 
M15... 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:16am | Post# 2925

 
Quoting Neio 
This is how I would like this to play out as I am hoping it matches what I believe....if not 
I am lost!!! Spike UP on BAD U.S unemployment data due shortly? Spike down later on 
positive U.S Bernake comments? 
 
hmmm.... no dissimilarity yet so according to Eurusdd this is unlikely to go down yet??? 
 
My demo trades earlier are suffering...lets see how this plays out!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:17am | Post# 2926

 
Wow... 3rd attempt at 3095 

 



josh11 Jul 18, 2013 8:18am | Post# 2927

 
Quoting rockrobb 
{quote} {quote} Hi Josh11, Apparently you trade ZZ ... Do you trade every ZZ Top & 
Bottom? What TF...5M or 15M? Thnx b4, RR 
Hi mate, at the moment I am only trading 15min TF!! I dont trade everyone know! i wait 
for confirmation from the APB and TDI indicator... 
 

Please remember I am just testing at the moment  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:19am | Post# 2928

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} hmmm.... no dissimilarity yet so according to Eurusdd this is unlikely to go down 
yet??? My demo trades earlier are suffering...lets see how this plays out!!! 
Concerned about the ZZ top that has formed on M15....did not think that could happen? 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 8:19am | Post# 2929

 
1.3088 dam it! 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 8:20am | Post# 2930

 
Guys, let me be wrong, but this is not working as it should. 
It will break through the zone below, once news will cause the turbulence and this 
dissim... 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:20am | Post# 2931

 
13083 broken... hmmm, let's see where 15M closes. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:23am | Post# 2932

 
Quoting vlady1974 
13083 broken... hmmm, let's see where 15M closes. 
The 1EMA could still end up within the H/L of the previous dissimilarity. 
 
At the moment I am thinking I need to go back to the drawing board with my 
understanding! 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 8:25am | Post# 2933

 
Looks like it might go up from here... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:25am | Post# 2934

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have to SLEEP. But remember EURUSDD has spoken! 1.31583 is in the line of 
fire. Dis-similarity bar is needed to break 1.3082 in a way; so, for now continue the 
call(buy @ 1.3093) I made earlier on. We could get a spike there. Manage your BUY 
careful because a new dis-similarity bar can sent price below 1.3082!!! 
ok, now price should go up...it is on the downside-limit and no dissim-bar is printed 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:27am | Post# 2935

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} ok, now price should go up...it is on the downside-limit and no dissim-bar is 
printed 
Less than 3 mins until news...could that be a nice pin forming on M15???!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:30am | Post# 2936

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I told you that 3122 was a bitch. It's a fake top and has caused confusion for us. 
Here's why. But 5M swing is in play. 
 
EDIT: 
AND WATCH THE CLOSE / in or out of BB 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:32am | Post# 2937

 
Bloody hell that's some vicious pins forming! 

 



Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:35am | Post# 2938

 
1 Attachment(s) 
could you see how the zone is acting as support, until now.. 

 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:35am | Post# 2939

 
News was dollar positive but it is struggling to move down!!!!??? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:38am | Post# 2940

 
Quoting Neio 
News was dollar positive but it is struggling to move down!!!!??? 
Players want a better price, mate. ie higher price.  
EDIT: Well, to be fair, that's more of an opinion... it's a downright fight at the minute! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:38am | Post# 2941

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Players want a better price, mate. ie higher price. 
Lol....they have not finished with it up here yet by the looks of it!!! 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 8:39am | Post# 2942

 
think before eur falls down the big dogs go for some stop hunts on the upside in the 
3120s and load their boats full!! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:41am | Post# 2943

 
Quoting mattkirby 
think before eur falls down the big dogs go for some stop hunts on the upside in the 
3120s and load their boats full!! 



Lol...maybe the 3150s!!!! 
 
Who knows this is certainly entertaining....not sure how I would feel if I had real money 
on this!! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:44am | Post# 2944

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Lol...maybe the 3150s!!!! Who knows this is certainly entertaining....not sure 
how I would feel if I had real money on this!! 

...yes it is a nice demo fight 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:44am | Post# 2945

 
Guys can someone post the latest 15M chart again. Where is the lower zone "A"? Has it 
not just been cleared? 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 8:45am | Post# 2946

 
Dis-sim on 5M chart started. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:45am | Post# 2947

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys can someone post the latest 15M chart again. Where is the lower zone "A"? Has it 
not just been cleared? 
not complete yet 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 8:46am | Post# 2948

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys can someone post the latest 15M chart again. Where is the lower zone "A"? Has it 
not just been cleared? 
Yes it has. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:46am | Post# 2949

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:47am | Post# 2950

 
Hmmm... but we're inside the Zone A, right? 
 
I think Zone B could be taken out.... let's see. No more longs... but I'll put a mental Long 
as of now. 3080 was mentioned before. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:47am | Post# 2951

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} not complete yet 
Looks cleared to me??? 
 
no Dissimilarity on M15 yet? What happened to that support? 
 



 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 8:48am | Post# 2952

 
sorry can't post chart I#m on the road. area hast been testet but not completet yet. 
complition ist at 3068 with my broker. deepest price till now was 72 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:49am | Post# 2953

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{image} 
Looks like it's cleared mate. EDIT: ???? Can someone confirm? 
 
Perhaps I read 3122 incorrectly. Again, I don't have the ZZ indi so I am reading it naked. 
But if 3122 was not a fake and is legit, then this is now the ZZ bottom that has cleared a 
zone.... and Dissim has started, can only lead to the conclusion that Zone B is the next 
target. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:50am | Post# 2954

 
Quoting mattkirby 



sorry can't post chart I#m on the road. area hast been testet but not 
completet yet. complition ist at 3068 with my broker. deepest price till now 
was 72 

Same as I've got... which is the same as Daily S2! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 8:54am | Post# 2955

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Same as I've got... which is the same as Daily S2! 
Taken a long @ 3081 not sure about it...but I thought if ZZ prints outside of the BB it 
should be good? 
 

Maybe I am getting mixed up???  
 
Maybe I have to wait for the next M15 candle to close first...ooopss... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 8:54am | Post# 2956

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Looks cleared to me??? no Dissimilarity on M15 yet? What happened to that 
support? {image} 
Cheers! Zone B must be the next target. Has to be. 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 8:56am | Post# 2957

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Looks like it's cleared mate. EDIT: ???? Can someone confirm? Perhaps I read 
3122 incorrectly. Again, I don't have the ZZ indi so I am reading it naked. But if 3122 
was not a fake and is legit, then this is now the ZZ bottom that has cleared a zone.... 
and Dissim has started, can only lead to the conclusion that Zone B is the next target. 
I do not yet see dissim. Also how can we be sure ZZ bottom is already complete? Price 
might continue to fall and ZZ will just redraw... 
Hope not, I'm at losses currently... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 8:58am | Post# 2958

 
i got lost...I have no plan how to trade...   

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:00am | Post# 2959

 
Considering it was positive news has not reacted downwards that much yet!!!??? 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:00am | Post# 2960

 
zz outside bb, no dissim, cycle iden both bullish, must get up 

 



lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 9:01am | Post# 2961

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

i got lost...I have no plan how to trade...   
And you are not alone... 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:01am | Post# 2962

 
Can that ZZ bottom still repaint now that the candle has closed? 

 

josh11 Jul 18, 2013 9:01am | Post# 2963

 
I am out good luck guys  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:01am | Post# 2964

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Taken a long @ 3081 not sure about it...but I thought if ZZ prints outside of the 

BB it should be good? Maybe I am getting mixed up??? Maybe I have to wait for 
the next M15 candle to close first...ooopss... 
Boom! 
 
Joined you on that Long 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:02am | Post# 2965

 
Quoting mattkirby 
zz outside bb, no dissim, cycle iden both bullish, must get up 
I tend to agree...but I am questioning myself all the time at the moment...lol 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 9:02am | Post# 2966

 
Quoting Neio 
Can that ZZ bottom still repaint now that the candle has closed? 
Of course, if another one goes lower within the specified number of candles range. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 9:02am | Post# 2967

 
up and down...come on...whats going on 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:04am | Post# 2968

 
main direction for me still down, all ups now are stop huntings!!! 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:06am | Post# 2969



 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Of course, if another one goes lower within the specified number of candles 
range. 

of course...   

 

FXWrangler Jul 18, 2013 9:07am | Post# 2970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is a real time example to see if my observation is true in this case. I observed 
previously that IF price closed below the low of the most recent DS zone then price would 
head for and/or take out the closest zone. 
 
I don't know if it will or not but all the conditions for it to do so are there. 
 
If it does, it will also most likely begin a new DS zone at that point. 

 

 

shiva Jul 18, 2013 9:09am | Post# 2971

 
1 Attachment(s) 

They are hypnotizing you, the big boys  
 



 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:10am | Post# 2972

 
Quoting shiva 

They are hypnotizing you, the big boys  {image} 

LOL... They are on to us... 

 

Jerkmiew Jul 18, 2013 9:10am | Post# 2973

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Because it testing support 



 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:10am | Post# 2974

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
This is a real time example to see if my observation is true in this case. I observed 
previously that IF price closed below the low of the most recent DS zone then price would 
head for and/or take out the closest zone. I don't know if it will or not but all the 
conditions for it to do so are there. If it does, it will also most likely begin a new DS zone 
at that point. {image} 
Interesting....thanks for sharing! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:10am | Post# 2975

 
Quoting shiva 

They are hypnotizing you, the big boys  {image} 

 
. 
. 
. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:13am | Post# 2976

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys, this is one of the most dramatic tussles I have ever seen. 2010 and 2011 had some 
good ones as well. 
It's a fight for control and advantage. You can't expect straight lines and having all the 
rules work.... it's just not what trading is.  
 



Having said that and seen your charts: I was wrong about 3122. It was a legit ZZ Top. 
Meaning we had to expect ZZ Bottom happening now. 
Apologies for the confusion I might have caused. 
 
Now don't forget Bernanke is speaking at 3PM.... fireworks expected. 

 

 

shiva Jul 18, 2013 9:14am | Post# 2977

 
Big moves and a direction is likely to appear after Fed Chairman Bernanke Testifies in 44 
minutes. For now I am showing him how to use excel spreadsheets.  

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:26am | Post# 2978

 
if we break 3068 it can go very fast to 3025 or even to 2980. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:29am | Post# 2979

 
I will long the s*$% out of this if it breaks 3112 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:35am | Post# 2980

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I will long the s*$% out of this if it breaks 3112 
try it. A retrace is probable befor it goes down. Question is how high???? I still think it's 
the 3120s. 

 



vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:36am | Post# 2981

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Can we all agree the 15M has now printed a ZZ Bottom? 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 9:39am | Post# 2982

 
I wouldn't dare to put any trade before Bernie... 
But after these two days, I'm more than cautious... 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 9:40am | Post# 2983

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Can we all agree the 15M has now printed a ZZ Bottom? {image} 
Not yet. It can go lower if a new candle pushes price lower. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:42am | Post# 2984

 
Quoting mattkirby 
{quote} try it. A retrace is probable befor it goes down. Question is how high???? I still 
think it's the 3120s. 

LOL That was the original plan!  
 
But I think many including me, thought the retrace to 3160 would happen earlier and 
then NY would take it down. 
Of course, when I think about it... why would any bank based in NYC want a lower price 
for shorts?  



 
If anything, and this may change or be reinforced by Bernanke, but the move down was 
sharp and deliberate. It's a play for longs. 
If I recall, the zone we were looking for wasn't in the sub 29XX, but 3050 to 3080??? so 
that's cleared. We should all have been short as at 3122 on an intraday basis. 
 
I think now, we can clear our heads until Bernanke, but the play is definitely a confirmed 
ZZ Bottom so we are looking to go long until a ZZ Top is formed on the 15M. In my 
normal trading scenario, I would still need the SAR taken at 3094, and I wouldn't be 
placing any longs until MACD was over the zero line. 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:42am | Post# 2985

 
yes I also got a zz at bottom. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:44am | Post# 2986

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Not yet. It can go lower if a new candle pushes price lower. 
Yes but the same could be said of any swing. The 3122 ZZ Top still had that potential... 
when did it become a confirmed top? When price crosses the BB Mid? 
 
EDIT: 
That is a rhetorical answer by the way.... i don't know. I'd like Eurusdd's thoughts. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:45am | Post# 2987

 
Closed my long @ 1.30825. Still holding my two longs from earlier and my shorts from 
days ago....all demo. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:47am | Post# 2988

 
Yeah I don't know about a confirmed ZZ bottom. What confirms it? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:49am | Post# 2989

 
Quoting Neio 
Closed my long @ 1.30825. Still holding my two longs from earlier and my shorts from 
days ago....all demo.  
Keep treating it like it's real and it will help! 
 
No worries. I have one long still open. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:49am | Post# 2990

 
Quoting Neio 
Yeah I don't know about a confirmed ZZ bottom. What confirms it? 
 
IF the ZZ did not appear when the 1EMA touched/crossed the bottom BB then that would 



have been a signal to go LONG? 
 
If I understand the following correctly: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 
appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the 
ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade 
against it with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! Every leg 
of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the outer 
band (top/bottom). {image} {image} {image} 
 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 9:51am | Post# 2991

 
Quoting Neio 
Yeah I don't know about a confirmed ZZ bottom. What confirms it? 
That's something I'd like to know as well. 
As purely from a mathematical / algorithmic perspective, ZZ is confirmed only if the 
number of bars set in ExtDepth have passed without a lower low / higher high than the 
marked one. 
 
EDIT: for our settings depth is 24, so theoretically 24 bars should pass before the last 
marked top/bottom is final. But again, that just math, nothing about strategy. 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:52am | Post# 2992

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} LOL That was the original plan! But I think many including me, thought the 
retrace to 3160 would happen earlier and then NY would take it down. Of course, when I 
think about it... why would any bank based in NYC want a lower price for shorts? If 
anything, and this may change or be reinforced by Bernanke, but the move down was 
sharp and deliberate. It's a play for longs. If I recall, the zone we were looking for wasn't 
in the sub 29XX, but 3050 to 3080??? so that's cleared. We should all have been short as 
at 3122 on an intraday basis.... 
the zone directly under isn't cleared yet. Zone is from 3076 to 3068. Lowest price till now 
was 3070. If eur breaks this Next zone for me is 2991 - 2975. Could imagine a retrace 

first to the pivot zone around 3126.  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:54am | Post# 2993

 
Those lower zones are older as well so should they not be hotter targets than the zone 
above??? 
 
Let me see if I can dig out the post on it... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
WHICH ZONES WILL BE CORRECTED? For those who have the right algorithms, there is a 
fairly accurate way to know which zone will be corrected at any given time. However, this 
is subject on the assumption that price does not create "opposite zones" (This is not easy 
to achieve)on its way to correction. Furthermore, when you extend the idea - correctly - 
across different time-frames, you should be able to tell which zone is a target. A crude 



way to identify hot zones is the time-factor. Those zones that have been around for some 
time are HOT!!! But hot here does not mean they will be taken out within 15 days!!! 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:54am | Post# 2994

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} That's something I'd like to know as well. As purely from a mathematical / 
algorithmic perspective, ZZ is confirmed only if the number of bars set in ExtDepth 
have passed without a lower low / higher high than the marked one.  

That's really hard! So basically.... a top is a top until it's a bottom!  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 9:57am | Post# 2995

 
I guess we will get all our answers in less than 3 mins...  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 9:58am | Post# 2996

 
Quoting mattkirby 
{quote} the zone directly under isn't cleared yet. Zone is from 3076 to 3068. Lowest 
price till now was 3070. If eur breaks this Next zone for me is 2991 - 2975. Could 

imagine a retrace first to the pivot zone around 3126.  
This will be a point of debate across-brokers. My lowest point was 70. Is 2 pips 

important? Eurusdd can answer that. It's 2/8 pips.... 25% is alot.  
I know someone posted a chart (Neio?) where the zone was overlapped by the bar, so 
yes it has been cleared. Dunno. It does make things difficult and alters/influences your 
ability to plan ahead 
 

.... not that this plan has gone well! LOL 

 

mattkirby Jul 18, 2013 9:59am | Post# 2997

 
so in a few minutes we know the "truth". I put my seatbelt on  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:01am | Post# 2998

 
 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 10:04am | Post# 2999

 
Fantastic. Daily S1 is kinda' still holding... 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:06am | Post# 3000

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Fantastic. Daily S1 is kinda' still holding... 



...and the dollar news was positive again??? 
 

Has Bernanke got some bad news up his sleeves???? or the quiet before the storm 
down??? 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 10:07am | Post# 3001

 
Nice play of the brokers. I could see price jump down more than 10 pips right on news 
time, just to kick in stop orders, and then 1 bar later there's stop hunting already... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 10:11am | Post# 3002

 
to be honest, what we are doing here? playing a quiz...at the moment every trading-style 

is mixed up here  

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 10:13am | Post# 3003

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
to be honest, what we are doing here? playing a quiz...at the moment every trading-style 

is mixed up here  

 
Perfectly well put. And the reason being.... ??? 

 

fraud Jul 18, 2013 10:13am | Post# 3004

 
we are now trading dissimalarities/similarities zones WITH bb/zz confirmation OR bb/zz 

cross only?  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:18am | Post# 3005

 
Quoting fraud 
we are now trading dissimalarities/similarities zones WITH bb/zz confirmation OR bb/zz 

cross only?  
I would like to trade but at the moment the price is stuck...lol. 
 
We are still finding our way here really. I few different things going on. 

 

angelofx Jul 18, 2013 10:20am | Post# 3006

 
Guys, is the red zone at the bottom of a chart still a target or has it been 'killed' due to it 
being too old. I forgot the expiry date EURUSD gave. 
 
chart wont upload for some reason. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:23am | Post# 3007

 



Initial testimony time was shifted 30 minutes later due to source rescheduling; 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 10:24am | Post# 3008

 
Guys, i don't know for you, but i feel like a child that can't do his homework... 
 

Ouppsss... what will the MASTER say when he comes back ?  

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 10:26am | Post# 3009

 
 

Quoting IFxRobot 
Guys, i don't know for you, but i feel like a child that can't do his homework... Ouppsss... 

what will the MASTER say when he comes back ?  
 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3010

 
Quoting angelofx 

Guys, is the red zone at the bottom of a chart still a target or has it been 
'killed' due to it being too old. I forgot the expiry date EURUSD gave. 

Not sure if this still applies since the indicator was changed: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
REMEMBER For the 15min chart, optimal settings are 300(stoch) and 24(bb). A zone is 
supposed to close within 75 days with probability 0.97. However, that does not mean 
that you can'T use this because the mean is 15 days and this mean occurs with 
probability approximately 0.03. Some modes (high frequency) are 1, 2, 4,6 and 8 days. 
Therefore, we can expect most zones to close within a week. Anything beyond two weeks 
should be considered dead. PRICE-FLOW DYNAMICS Price will try to close as many zones 
as possible. It will also try to create fewer new... 
 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 10:29am | Post# 3011

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Guys, i don't know for you, but i feel like a child that can't do his homework... Ouppsss... 

what will the MASTER say when he comes back ?  
Well, my whole family working as teachers, I dare to say it's not only up to the student... 
On the other side this is a very unique technique, and our minds need time to adapt. And 
it apparently takes longer than expected... 
 
Eurusdd is doing a great job trying to lead us, but somehow there are still gaps. For me 
at least. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 10:37am | Post# 3012

 
This entire day has been a measly 50 pips range. Everything is waiting on Mr B. Even 
that down-move wasn't convincing enough. Limbo market. 



 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 10:50am | Post# 3013

 
Dis- sim starting.. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:51am | Post# 3014

 
Quoting lappies 
Dis- sim starting.. 
Good spot.. 
 
So will the price be above or below when this zone closes? 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 10:52am | Post# 3015

 
Seems price is gonna aim for the big top zone, then come back and take out the bottom 
zones... 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 10:53am | Post# 3016

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Good spot.. So will the price be above or below when this zone closes? 
This is what I cannot figure out. If anybody has a pragmatic logic here, could you 

pleeeeeaase share it? I'm begging you.  

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 10:53am | Post# 3017

 
We will have to see after this bar if price wants to go up or down.. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 10:56am | Post# 3018

 
Quoting lappies 
We will have to see after this bar if price wants to go up or down.. 
Well the bar that started the dissimilarity started low and finished high. 
 
I thought this meant that the price will be below when this finished??? But I am not 
100% sure on that. 

 

angelofx Jul 18, 2013 10:57am | Post# 3019

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Not sure if this still applies since the indicator was changed: {quote} 
 
The red zone should still be active. 



 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 10:57am | Post# 3020

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Well the bar that started the dissimilarity started low and finished high. 
 
We will have to wait and see if the next bars break the hi or low of this bar, hi - long 
bias, low - short bias, if I understand it correct. 

 

dare123 Jul 18, 2013 10:58am | Post# 3021

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Well, my whole family working as teachers, I dare to say it's not only up to the 
student... 

CAN THE SAGES Madmoney,Neio,Lirbig Nubee AND A HOST 
OF OTHERS ON THIS TREAD REPACKAGE THIS TRADING 
SYSTEM FOR ALL TO UNDERSTAND THE ENTRY AND EXIT 
OF SIMILARITY, DIS-SMILARITY AND DELAY PRINCIPLE 
FOR CLEARER UNDERSTANDING. 
 

THANK YOU.  

 



vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:00am | Post# 3022

 

Quoting Neio 
{quote} Good spot.. So will the price be above or below when this zone 
closes? 

Well this is debatable. If Zone A was taken out, then Zone B above is the target.  
5M just posted a ZZ Top so, a ZZ bottom back at the 3070 prices is in order. 
 
If Zone A was not taken out... then shorts should be taken now and a down move would 
DEFINITELY CLEAR OUT Zone A. 
Does someone have a current chart that shows the 15M ZZs? Thanks! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 11:03am | Post# 3023

 
2 Attachment(s) 
here 

 

 

 



Neio Jul 18, 2013 11:03am | Post# 3024

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} CAN THE SAGES Madmoney,Neio,Lirbig Nubee AND A HOST OF OTHERS ON 
THIS TREAD REPACKAGE THIS TRADING SYSTEM FOR ALL TO UNDERSTAND THE ENTRY 
AND EXIT OF SIMILARITY, DIS-SMILARITY AND DELAY PRINCIPLE FOR CLEARER 
UNDERSTANDING. THANK YOU. 

Sage???  
 
When I work this out I will let you know!!! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 11:03am | Post# 3025

 
Beautifull down pinbar ! Ouppss ... i go out ... 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 11:04am | Post# 3026

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} CAN THE SAGES Madmoney,Neio,Lirbig Nubee AND A HOST OF OTHERS ON 
THIS TREAD REPACKAGE THIS TRADING SYSTEM FOR ALL TO UNDERSTAND THE ENTRY 
AND EXIT OF SIMILARITY, DIS-SMILARITY AND DELAY PRINCIPLE FOR CLEARER 
UNDERSTANDING. THANK YOU. 
Please Dare123, don't quote me on this one, this is not what, and especially how, I 
wanted to say!!!! 
All the people here are doing their best to help each other, and there might be millions of 
reasons why we are failing at this technique. It might also be that maybe I'm too simple 
minded for such a complex thing. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:10am | Post# 3027

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} CAN THE SAGES Madmoney,Neio,Lirbig Nubee AND A HOST OF OTHERS ON 
THIS TREAD REPACKAGE THIS TRADING SYSTEM FOR ALL TO UNDERSTAND THE ENTRY 
AND EXIT OF SIMILARITY, DIS-SMILARITY AND DELAY PRINCIPLE FOR CLEARER 
UNDERSTANDING. THANK YOU. 
You make this sound like it is an easy thing to do. I would suggest that you summarise 
for yourself what you think the system does, then get involved in the discussion when 
Eurusdd is absent... and learn to formulate a view.  
 
The "rules" that you think exist are still being tested out by all of us.... and all of us have 
our own views of the market and how we trade. To try and summarise this FOR YOU is 
not going to be practical. Only EURUSDD can do that for you. 

 

shiva Jul 18, 2013 11:11am | Post# 3028

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} CAN THE SAGES Madmoney,Neio,Lirbig Nubee AND A HOST OF OTHERS ON 
THIS TREAD REPACKAGE THIS TRADING SYSTEM FOR ALL TO UNDERSTAND THE ENTRY 
AND EXIT OF SIMILARITY, DIS-SMILARITY AND DELAY PRINCIPLE FOR CLEARER 
UNDERSTANDING. THANK YOU. 
Here is something Neio has compiled 



 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...37#post6826237  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:13am | Post# 3029

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
here {image} {image} 
Lion are these the 2 new screens that EURUSDD is now advocating?  
One is showing that a new lower zone was DEFINITELY CLEARED. >> That definitely 

confuses me  

 

shiva Jul 18, 2013 11:13am | Post# 3030

 
Bernie rules out moving rates back up any time soon 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 11:15am | Post# 3031

 
looks like it is under the ds bar now, would you say short now? or must there be a bigger 
distance 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 11:17am | Post# 3032

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Lion are these the 2 new screens that EURUSDD is now advocating? One is 
showing that a new lower zone was DEFINITELY CLEARED. >> That definitely confuses 

me  
yes those are the new ones...from Neio 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:20am | Post# 3033

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
looks like it is under the ds bar now, would you say short now? or must there be a bigger 
distance 
A 
If the zone below is not cleared, we need a ZZ Top to short down into it. 
After that, we need to be looking for longs after a ZZ Bottom to clear the Zone B above. 
This then puts us above the new Dissim DS Zone at 3087 to 3107 (20 pips). 
 
B 
The zone below IS cleared... therefore, we need a ZZ Bottom to go long to target the 
Zone B above 
This also puts us above the new DS Zone. 
 
Thoughts team? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 11:23am | Post# 3034

 
ok, I make a break, friends waiting at the "Biergarten", sun is shining...and I will take a 



cold beer now  

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 11:24am | Post# 3035

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} A If the zone below is not cleared, we need a ZZ Top to short down into it. After 
that, we need to be looking for longs after a ZZ Bottom to clear the Zone B above. This 
then puts us above the new Dissim DS Zone at 3087 to 3107 (20 pips). B The zone 
below IS cleared... therefore, we need a ZZ Bottom to go long to target the Zone B 
above This also puts us above the new DS Zone. Thoughts team? 
 
RE A 
Don't we already have a ZZ top at around 1.3122? The bottom has not been confirmed 
yet as far as I know. 
 
I sold because my belief is that the price needs to be BELOW the zone....but I am not 

sure to be honest!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:24am | Post# 3036

 
Here are my "wants" or questions: 

• How can we confirm a ZZ Swing on the 15M? 
• When is the optimal time to enter a trade? 
• Must the Zone Targets be completed in the order of appearance? Or is it the zone 

closest to the Dissim Start/End? 

 

lappies Jul 18, 2013 11:25am | Post# 3037

 
We have broken the DS bar to the down side, so we should be below the new zone, so I 
think price is aiming for the 1.2959 level. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:27am | Post# 3038

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} RE A Don't we already have a ZZ top at around 1.3122? The bottom has 
not been confirmed yet as far as I know. I sold because my belief is that the price 

needs to be BELOW the zone....but I am not sure to be honest!!!  
Aah... I keep forgetting that 3122 is a legit ZZ Top. Grrrr.... this has been a costly 

mistake on my part!  

Okay. So without a tool to divine the status of a ZZ, we assume continuation.  

 

fraud Jul 18, 2013 11:28am | Post# 3039

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
ok, I make a break, friends waiting at the "Biergarten", sun is shining...and I will take a 

cold beer now  



 

goodluck! cold beer now it's better, than catch 100pips in 1minute  

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 11:31am | Post# 3040

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} A If the zone below is not cleared, we need a ZZ Top to short down into it. After 
that, we need to be looking for longs after a ZZ Bottom to clear the Zone B above. This then 
puts us above the new Dissim DS Zone at 3087 to 3107 (20 pips). B The zone below IS 
cleared... therefore, we need a ZZ Bottom to go long to target the Zone B above This also 
puts us above the new DS Zone. Thoughts team? 
On zone below you mean the one I marked below? The old one? 'Cause for me the smaller / 
more recent zone is indeed cleared already. 
 
EDIT: now with picture... I'm getting tired. 

 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 11:32am | Post# 3041

 
Surely we should get some movement if this DS zone is valid. Otherwise when Similarity 
resumes there will not be much space to move??? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 11:34am | Post# 3042

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Aah... I keep forgetting that 3122 is a legit ZZ Top. Grrrr.... this has been a 

costly mistake on my part! Okay. So without a tool to divine the status of a ZZ, we 

assume continuation.  
 



LOL...like you I am just trying to make sense of this all so that I can have something that 
is tradeable. 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 11:36am | Post# 3043

 
I would vote for a move down. But don't ask me why. Just some intuition. I cannot put 
any reasoning behind unfortunately. 

 

marian Jul 18, 2013 11:39am | Post# 3044

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
ok, I make a break, friends waiting at the "Biergarten", sun is shining...and I will take a 

cold beer now  
oans, zwoa, g'suffa! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:41am | Post# 3045

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} On zone below you mean the one I marked below? The old one? 'Cause for me 
the smaller / more recent zone is indeed cleared already. EDIT: now with picture... I'm 
getting tired. {image} 
Yours is the 2nd chart i've seen that shows that thinner lower zone as cleared. 
If we are to go all the way down to the big zone below, then I don't think this will happen 
today. 
 
My momentum indicators point down on the 1H and 15M. The start of DS tells me to look 
for a ZZ Bottom.... which potentially has already happened. But I just don't have a clear 
green light NOW to go long heavy. I long still open at 106. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 11:50am | Post# 3046

 
Well if anything thanks for the support you guys have given!!! I guess some of us are still 
trying to get their head on straight but don't worry about being last in class....I'm there!! 

and you guys are not taking my spot .....yet 
 
I am convinced certain from the start of this thread till the last 2 self kicking days is that 
while price appears to move randomly it does not. It moves with a specific target in 
mind, it has purpose. The thing we all should know by now because even I get it.... is 
where those targets are(A)! Another thing we know with decent confidence is how price 
will approach the existing target, above it or below it(B)? These gives us two pieces of 
the puzzle. This however is not enough for us to make trades yet..well at least for me. In 
order to consider a trade I'll need A-B-C, C is the missing piece for now but what is it? C 
is what path price will take in order to complete the process. To put it in question 
form..."How is price going to move so that it can hit the target from above/below" This is 
what some of us are still trying to figure out. 
 

BUT..... 
 
A-B-C can only be so straight forward if only a single A exists. There is A1,A2,A3 etc etc 
and as price moves new As are created. The only way I see so far to figure out C is to 
determine which A price will go for. This has been mentioned but it is something I 



believe we do not yet fully understand but there is a general idea provided so far. 
 

SO..... 
 
In order to trade I need know find out which A, determine Babove/Bbelow and figure 
out C so the end equation will look something like A4-Babove-C 
 

However.... 
 
Having achieved C is still not enough for trade entry. How to use the information 
gathered at C is still critical but think this part is where basic trading 101 comes in. 
 
Well.....I know there is still something missing in this thought process and can't put my 
finger on it yet but I guess this should be my frame work for now.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 11:55am | Post# 3047

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
In order to consider a trade I'll need A-B-C, C is the missing piece for now but 
what is it? C is what path price will take in order to complete the process. To put it in 
question form..."How is price going to move so that it can hit the target from 
above/below" This is what some of us are still trying to figure out. BUT..... A-B-C can 
only be so straight forward if only a single A exists. There is A1,A2,A3 etc etc and as 
price moves new As are created. The only way I see so far to figure out C is to determine 
which A price will go for.... 

EXCELLENT POST!  
 
Same thing I am looking for. We need trading rules. That's it. 
ABC will result in trading rules. They may not always be RIGHT but they are rules that 
can be tested. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 12:12pm | Post# 3048

 
Low reached is 68 so that lower thinner zone has cleared. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 3049

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} RE A Don't we already have a ZZ top at around 1.3122? The bottom has not 
been confirmed yet as far as I know. I sold because my belief is that the price needs to 

be BELOW the zone....but I am not sure to be honest!!!  
Just closed this short in demo for a 20 pip gain! 
 
I still believe it MAY go lower as we are in a period of dissimilarity and Trend should 
continue...if my understanding is right? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 3050

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Just closed this short in demo for a 20 pip gain! I still believe it MAY go lower as 
we are in a period of dissimilarity and Trend should continue...if my 



understanding is right?  
That's another bit I don't understand mate. Where does he say that is the case? Anyhoo.. 

don't bother... I will look it up tonight  

 

Misterdaz Jul 18, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 3051

 
Wow, you can't afford to miss this thread! Training someone today and 20 pages roll by 

lol. I've got some catching up to do tonight then I see  

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 12:35pm | Post# 3052

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Wow, you can't afford to miss this thread! Training someone today and 20 pages roll by 

lol. I've got some catching up to do tonight then I see  
You didn't miss much mate... just a bunch of us panicking as prices plummted and 
pierced the DS Quiet Zone lower band created yesterday. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 18, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 3053

 
1 Attachment(s) 

ZigZig indicator ! My favourite. I've lost 40 cents today ! 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 3054

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You didn't miss much mate... just a bunch of us panicking as prices plummted 
and pierced the DS Quiet Zone lower band created yesterday. 
Yeah, read it if you like adventure movies, because today was like that. Blind in the 
jungle. 

Or maybe drama for me...  
 
Guys, the best advice I can give, based on statistics from today: I'm short, so >97% 
chance price will go up... 

 



vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 12:56pm | Post# 3055

 

Quoting IFxRobot 

ZigZig indicator ! My favourite. I've lost 40 cents today ! {image} 
Thanks for the chart.  
 
I've taken a small Long. 
Why? Dissim started and a ZZ Bottom has formed. Notes from last night, when 
dissimilarity drops to zero, it is a support/resistance price. 
The StochBB is also outside the bands.  
 
If the ZZBot gets confirmed with price going over the BB Mid, I will add more longs. 
Target, Zone above in green. 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 1:04pm | Post# 3056

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thanks for the chart. I've taken a small Long. Why? Dissim started and a ZZ 
Bottom has formed. Notes from last night, when dissimilarity drops to zero, it is a 
support/resistance price. The StochBB is also outside the bands. If the ZZBot gets 
confirmed with price going over the BB Mid, I will add more longs. Target, Zone above in 
green. 
Good spot on the notes last night....I need to re-read that part 

 

lnorbi Jul 18, 2013 1:11pm | Post# 3057

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thanks for the chart. I've taken a small Long. Why? Dissim started and a ZZ 
Bottom has formed. Notes from last night, when dissimilarity drops to zero, it is a 
support/resistance price. The StochBB is also outside the bands. If the ZZBot gets 
confirmed with price going over the BB Mid, I will add more longs. Target, Zone above in 
green. 
Very good point about dissim / resistance, thanks for that. 
Also can you shed some light on when do you consider ZZ bottom confirmed? 
 
EDIT: on a second thought, it cannot be dissim falling to zero, as this would mean the 
end of the dissim area and beginning of the zone, wouldn't it? It was rather like "flat", 
but to be honest, I cannot really confirm this by looking back at my charts. 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 1:12pm | Post# 3058

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I should be quite interesting to see if we go down to correct the zone below from here since 
we have broken down into the area of high and low within the dis-similarity range of the 
lower zone. 
 
During dis-similarity that later created the zone below current price, the price moved 
between the yellow circles. 
During dis-similarity that later created the zone above current price, the price moved 
between the green circles. 
Looks like price is struggling to break down into the area of the lower zone (red circle) and it 
will be very interesting to see what happens from here! 



 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 1:20pm | Post# 3059

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Very good point about dissim / resistance, thanks for that. Also can you shed some 
light on when do you consider ZZ bottom confirmed? EDIT: on a second thought, it cannot 
be dissim falling to zero, as this would mean the end of the dissim area and beginning of the 
zone, wouldn't it? It was rather like "flat", but to be honest, I cannot really confirm this by 
looking back at my charts. 
The nearest thing I've got guys, is the Bollinger Band (BB) Midpoint.  
Once a potential ZZ Swing is in place, price must cross over and stay over the 
midpoint. 
 
This is easier said than done.... as was demonstrated today at New York open when prices 
when spasmodic and a fight was on our hands. 
How to trade? I have no idea... but probably best to leave that one alone. 
 
Chart below shows when price crosses over ... I think that's good enough to define a ZigZag 
swing.... but we still need the Outside Bolllinger Band rule to validate the swing 
into a Bottom or Top AS WELL AS PRICES STAYING OVER MIDPOINT. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 1:24pm | Post# 3060

 
Quoting spufuz 
I should be quite interesting to see if we go down to correct the zone below from here 
since we have broken down into the area of high and low within the dis-similarity range 
of the lower zone. During dis-similarity that later created the zone below current price, 
the price moved between the yellow circles. During dis-similarity that later created the 
zone above current price, the price moved between the green circles. Looks like price is 
struggling to break down into the area of the lower zone (red circle) and it will be very 
interesting to see... 
 
Excellent points!! 
 
Doing a very broad calculation (ie. the nearest price close to your charts), the Zone 
Above is NEARER than the Zone Below.  
+ ZZ Bottom (waiting confirmation on 15M) 
+ Dissim Started 
 
I think EU will head higher. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 1:29pm | Post# 3061

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Very good point about dissim / resistance, thanks for that. Also can you shed 
some light on when do you consider ZZ bottom confirmed? EDIT: on a second thought, it 
cannot be dissim falling to zero, as this would mean the end of the dissim area and 
beginning of the zone, wouldn't it? It was rather like "flat", but to be honest, I cannot 
really confirm this by looking back at my charts. 



I think that it's not the case of an absence of similarity by itself. It's an absence of 
similarity over a duration of time. But that's just my opinion. 
Perhaps the difference is 0.001 which is too small to draw on a chart? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 1:37pm | Post# 3062

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Bollinger Band has now been pierced on the 5M.... the 15M looks like it is confirming that ZZ 
Bottom. 
 
I would like a retrace to occur now. To 3090 or 3085, for another long. 
Whoop... 15M just pierced the opposite Bollinger band... perhaps that's an additional criteria 
for confirming a swing Top/Bottom. 

 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 1:41pm | Post# 3063

 
Yep looks like that bottom has been confirmed...with that upward ZZ leg. Sorry I don't 
have time to post chart heading out. 

 

shiva Jul 18, 2013 1:42pm | Post# 3064

 
for whatever it is worth, I notice lower lows and lower highs. 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 1:43pm | Post# 3065

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Another beauty! 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 1:47pm | Post# 3066

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Another beauty! {image} 
Guys, this is the same scenario as when Eurusdd called the 2896 and it flew up.  
2 zones, one being created but not born which would trap price above it and another 

zone above price. It shot through the gap. 
 
Personally... I think this could go higher than 3158. If it cancels the higher Zone but fails 
to take out 3200, It will be BIG FALL to that large lower zone at 29XX which will also take 
out this most recent zone that got created at 3060. 

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 3067

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSDD mentioned comparing charts as below. Well, I've marked a few differences 
between the two templates and inviting any comments. First point applies as one zone 
appears to start an hour before the other so that means this zone is a good target. 
 
Price is also outside and above boll while stoch is inside, so doesn't this imply that stoch will 
have to catch up and so price will rise now? 
 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone 
that will be created is a very good target. 
2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not 
appear at the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one appears 
on the other chart, then that zone is a very good target. 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 3068

 
Everyone has gone silent, let's post some charts of our trades.  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 2:30pm | Post# 3069

 
ok. Been doing some studying of my own. I am posting to share if it is correct or to be 
flamed if it is wrong. I apologize is this may look a bit obvious but this is all I can do with 
my limited math. I actually like math but statistics was not the part I liked best. I sure 

regret it now.  
 
- It is possible to tell when a dissimilarity will start or end. Sometimes very accurately 
and even if stochastic is somewhere in the middle 
- No DI-similarity can ever exists less than 24 periods, in this case 24 M15 candles = 6 
hrs 
 
There is more. If this is and old chapter of this book or if it is completely wrong, please 
let me know so I can keep it to myself. Otherwise, let me know as well and I can share 
what I have. 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 2:36pm | Post# 3070

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
ok. Been doing some studying of my own. I am posting to share if it is correct or to be 
flamed if it is wrong. I apologize is this may look a bit obvious but this is all I can do with 
my limited math. I actually like math but statistics was not the part I liked best. I sure 

regret it now. - It is possible to tell when a dissimilarity will start or end. Sometimes 
very accurately and even if stochastic is somewhere in the middle - No DI-similarity can 
ever exists less than 24 periods, in this case 24 M15 candles = 6 hrs There is more. If... 

Sounds like you made a real effort! Do feel free to share it with us!  



 

crottsinabox Jul 18, 2013 2:38pm | Post# 3071

 

Quoting Madmoney 

Everyone has gone silent, let's post some charts of our trades.  

I was at work today when most of this went down earlier so no trades from me. But I am 
going to be completely honest, I haven't got much of a clue where to enter the market 
and which direction. 
 
I can look at the various instructions posted and I comprehend them no problem but we 
jump around so fast I still get confused. And everyone has their own terminology and 
other methods start getting thrown into the mix, so I start second guessing everything 
haha. So for me, when in doubt, sit it out. 
 
I am in no hurry to make a killing off this market so I am just being patient studying the 
thread and charts until I come to MY OWN understanding. And Eurusdd has mentioned a 
few times that we will get there. The thread is still very much interesting to me so I am 

still game   

 

almo Jul 18, 2013 2:42pm | Post# 3072

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here are mine.  
 
 
No ZZ or the recent Stoch divergence indi's. I don't think I will ever use them to be honest. 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 2:46pm | Post# 3073



 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} I was at work today when most of this went down earlier so no trades from me. 
But I am going to be completely honest, I haven't got much of a clue where to enter the 
market and which direction. I can look at the various instructions posted and I 
comprehend them no problem but we jump around so fast I still get confused. And 
everyone has their own terminology and other methods start getting thrown into the mix, 
so I start second guessing everything haha. So for me, when in doubt, sit it out. I am in 
no hurry to make a killing off this market... 
Hang in there. 

 

Dewey McG Jul 18, 2013 2:48pm | Post# 3074

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I had to go out of town for a few days so am scrambling to catch up. Here are a couple 
observations though: 
 
1. Most charts aren't showing the old zones grayed out once they have been taken out. It's 
on the indicator properties and probably a good idea to do so. 
 
 
2. Like most, I am not sure yet how to trade this, but as someone else suggested earlier, 
there does seem to be an easy strategy right in front of is. If you go back even further and 
gray out the zones that are taken out, you can see that they are almost all taken out, so 
why not just trade those? If price enters a zone from below, enter long with tp at other end 
of the zone and vice versa. This looks like a high probability trade (and a lot less math). 

 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 2:58pm | Post# 3075

 
Exactly! Use them as S/R. 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 2:58pm | Post# 3076

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
I had to go out of town for a few days so am scrambling to catch up. Here are a couple 
observations though: 1. Most charts aren't showing the old zones grayed out once they 
have been taken out. It's on the indicator properties and probably a good idea to do so. 
2. Like most, I am not sure yet how to trade this, but as someone else suggested earlier, 
there does seem to be an easy strategy right in front of is. If you go back even further 
and gray out the zones that are taken out, you can see that they are almost all taken 
out, so why not just trade... 
I put a buy stop pending order at the zone above earlier this day, just for testing what 
you mention. 
That's trading corrections, and as Eurusdd says, its for the big boys and you need 
patience. 
 
It feel like what the thread is leaning towards right now is focusing on how to trade 
during similarity or dis-similarity. 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 3:02pm | Post# 3077

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I put a buy stop pending order at the zone above earlier this day, just for testing 
what you mention. That's trading corrections, and as Eurusdd says, its for the big boys 
and you need patience. It feel like what the thread is leaning towards right now is 
focusing on how to trade during similarity or dis-similarity. 
But with that said, im still very curious about the zone-corrections. 
If its possible to put entry at one side of the zone and exit at the other, I can imagine 
that it would be good to put some off the table at exit and let it run with S/L moved to 
break even. 
Looks like price often continues after closing a zone!? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 3:08pm | Post# 3078

 



I am, by the way, working on a simple indicator that can help with what I said. Have 
patience, I do have a day job that for now pays better than forex. Lets not forget the 
healthcare benefits that come with it. 

 

burnssss Jul 18, 2013 3:29pm | Post# 3079

 
I think I'm understanding simply are closing roads and mark the path of the price. but 
lack the exact time in which to perform the operation. 

 

crottsinabox Jul 18, 2013 3:42pm | Post# 3080

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
I had to go out of town for a few days so am scrambling to catch up. Here are a couple 
observations though: 1. Most charts aren't showing the old zones grayed out once they 
have been taken out. It's on the indicator properties and probably a good idea to do so. 
2. Like most, I am not sure yet how to trade this, but as someone else suggested earlier, 
there does seem to be an easy strategy right in front of is. If you go back even further 
and gray out the zones that are taken out, you can see that they are almost all taken 
out, so why not just trade... 
I have noticed that too. It seems once price gets so close to a zone it cant seem to pull 
away and eventually takes the zone out 
 
If price breaks the lower line of this box above, I am going to throw a demo trade up for 
TP at the top of the box to test it out 

 

juhanimi Jul 18, 2013 3:43pm | Post# 3081

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 

Everyone has gone silent, let's post some charts of our trades.  
almost perfect for two days, had to close few trades with small minus, have to sleep too, 
sometimes 
something like 600 pips for two days 

 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 3:50pm | Post# 3082

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} almost perfect for two days, had to close few trades with small minus, have to 
sleep too, sometimes something like 600 pips for two days {image} 

Really impressive!  
 
Have you traded using Stoch/BB/ZZ method only?! 



At M15? 
 
I would love to read some kind of summary/explanation of how you trade your entries 
and exits. 
Im sure there will be many hints from you earlier in the thread, but its really hard to 

follow everybody at the same time!  

 

juhanimi Jul 18, 2013 3:51pm | Post# 3083

 
1 Attachment(s) 
best trade so far... (demo trading) 

 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 3:55pm | Post# 3084

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok, let see if I've got this right. If my math is correct, current disimilarity will end at 1:45 
AM GMT. By the way... this is all based on the current indicators. Eurusdd did mention there 
were not perfect. Yet, if I've got my math right, it should end there. Give a +/- 1 candle as I 
am currently calculating manually and I could have made a mistake 
 



 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 4:01pm | Post# 3085

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Ok, let see if I've got this right. If my math is correct, current disimilarity will end at 1:45 
AM GMT. By the way... this is all based on the current indicators. Eurusdd did mention 
there were not perfect. Yet, if I've got my math right, it should end there. Give a +/- 1 
candle as I am currently calculating manually and I could have made a mistake {image} 
Would you like to share how you calculated this? 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 4:06pm | Post# 3086

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} almost perfect for two days, had to close few trades with small minus, have to 
sleep too, sometimes something like 600 pips for two days {image} 
Ci or bb/stoch? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 3087

 
Disclaimer again. If I am correct, said similarity will only last 15 candles or 3 h 45 min. 
Then a new dissimilarity will appear. Although a new dissimilarity could appear sooner if 
price happens to tick over 1.31771 or under 1.30486. 
 
I just effing wish I effing knew how to use this to make some effing money.... lol 
 
Its actually pretty simple to calculate but the explanation can take a while to type. Give 
me some time 

 

juhanimi Jul 18, 2013 4:08pm | Post# 3088

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Really impressive! Have you traded using Stoch/BB/ZZ method only?! At 
M15? I would love to read some kind of summary/explanation of how you trade your 



entries and exits. Im sure there will be many hints from you earlier in the thread, but its 

really hard to follow everybody at the same time!  
yes, stoch-bb method (zz with alert to alert when there is something possible to trade, 
does not have to watch charts all the time), oversold-oversold thing, added VSA and 
MoneyFlowIndex5 to have volume on my side too 
maybe 25 pairs or something like that 
good night 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 4:10pm | Post# 3089

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
dissimilarity could appear sooner if price happens to tick over 1.31771 or under 1.30486. 
I just effing wish I effing knew how to use this to make some effing money.... lol 

Hang in there, well get there!  

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 4:14pm | Post# 3090

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yes, stoch-bb method (zz with alert to alert when there is something possible to 
trade, does not have to watch charts all the time), oversold-oversold thing, added VSA 
and MoneyFlowIndex5 to have volume on my side too maybe 25 pairs or something like 
that good night 
Again, really impressive to be able to trade that many pairs! 
How do you set up the alerts for the ZZ? When should ZZ give you an alert? 
Is this the VSA indicator you are referring to? 

 

juhanimi Jul 18, 2013 4:17pm | Post# 3091

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Again, really impressive to be able to trade that many pairs! How do you set up 
the alerts for the ZZ? When should ZZ give you an alert? Is this the VSA indicator you 
are referring to? 
jag måste gå sova 

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 4:20pm | Post# 3092

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Still watching the two charts for comparison that EURUSDD talked about this am (unless I 
am on wrong track). Anyone else watching this? I'm interpreting C on this chart as 
indicative of price rise. What do people think? Also A shows the difference EURUSDD talked 
about when the zones started at diff times. B is beginning to show slight DIS which is then 
confirmed by the start of a new dis line on r-v1. I think I would expect price to go up from 
what we have been told. ?????? 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 4:29pm | Post# 3093

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} EXCELLENT POST! Same thing I am looking for. We need trading rules. 
That's it. ABC will result in trading rules. They may not always be RIGHT but they are 
rules that can be tested. 
Thanks for the pat on the back...helps keep me going. While things are racing along I'm 
just going to take it slow and work on component A of my framework. 
 
A : Identifying which target price will go for.  
I quote post #1581, #1674, #1816, #1817, #1818 and have found no direct answer 
from them but a good general direction of how to think. 
 
Post #2784 sheds a little more light on the thought process but I've yet to fully absorb it 
 
Post #3066 leads me to this suggestion that one should not be lazy and just look at the 
indicator, we need to mark that unborn zone out the moment we get it because i think it 
affects which target price will choose. 
 
In other words the game play changes every time a new DS appear. It changes the 
moment the DS appears and NOT when it finally paints. Eurusdd had a case study 
referred to in post #3066 sorry I can't find post number for that but this how I will 
pharse my thoughts : 
 
1) Start with the zone that is currently painting as price is moving.Keeping in mind that 
price is currently in a state of similarity thats why the zone is painting. 
2) As price moves along inevitably the state of similarity will end and DS will start again. 
Mark out where the new zone is due to appear. 
3) Price cannot move in such a way that will cause the currently painting zone to meet 
the unborn zone. It will cause chaos and the world will explode! It has to move in a 
direction that is away from the "unborn" zone 
4) So in order for the world to not explode..if the currently painting zone is above the 
"unborn" zone price must go up thus targeting the zones above. If the currently painting 
zone is below the "unborn" zone price must go down. 



 
I cannot check on my theory as I do not have MT4 now but if I do this how I can check it 
based on..... 
 
Eurusdd asked us to think where price would be when an "unborn" zone paints. Our best 
answer so far is based on how price action breaks the close of the DS candle that caused 
the DS. If it breaks up then PA will be above the zone when it paints if it breaks below PA 
will be below. Correlate this with what I mentioned in (4). If by some miracle I am right 
then we will be able to a certain degree not only be able to a)pick probable targets but 
also b) know that any break of the DS candle in the wrong direction is false PA cannot be 

reasonably substained. 
 
Sorry for the ramblings  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:31pm | Post# 3094

 
treat zones as temporary road-blocks; support/resistance areas. So when one is about to 
appear, figure out if price will be above or below it. Very straight-forward. For example, 
we expected price to be below that 15min zone and she is still there. That helped in your 
trading. 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 4:41pm | Post# 3095

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} jag måste gå sova 
LOL! 

Ta en tupplur du så fortsätter vi diskussionen imorgon!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 4:44pm | Post# 3096

 
If you look at your chart very well: YOU WILL FIND that most ZONES 
live reasonably long periods. Therefore, once dis-similarity 
begins, you have to figure out where price will be when the 
zone starts to appear. Furthermore, since most zones live 
long, they will eventually act as support/resistance zones 
until they are taken-out or expires. 
 

True-zones do not appear any-how or randomly and so 
their locations are important.  

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 4:54pm | Post# 3097

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
4) So in order for the world to not explode..if the currently painting zone is above the 
"unborn" zone price must go up thus targeting the zones above. 
So that's why we got a new leg at ZZ and price heading upwards after dis-similarity 
began!? 
Price is now stuck between the zone to be born and the zone painting above. 
Actually, price has bounced back up around 1.3101 witch is the top of the zone not yet 



born! 
 
Am I getting you right!? 

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 5:05pm | Post# 3098

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you look at your chart very well: YOU WILL FIND that most ZONES live reasonably long 
periods. Therefore, once dis-similarity begins, you have to figure out where price will be 
when the zone starts to appear. Furthermore, since most zones live long, they will 
eventually act as support/resistance zones until they are taken-out or expires. True-zones 
do not appear any-how or randomly and so their locations are important. 
The new zone will be where I have put the last blue rectangle and price is above 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 3099

 
That zone on the 15min chart (above) is strong! 

 

Dewey McG Jul 18, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 3100

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you look at your chart very well: YOU WILL FIND that most ZONES live reasonably long 
periods. Therefore, once dis-similarity begins, you have to figure out where price will be 
when the zone starts to appear. Furthermore, since most zones live long, they will 
eventually act as support/resistance zones until they are taken-out or expires. True-zones 
do not appear any-how or randomly and so their locations are important. 
OK, Figuring out where the zone will be and where price will probably be once the zone is 
full formed doesn't seem too hard. Pardon me for being slow (it's takes more repetition with 
me for things to sink in), but what do we do with this information? 



 

 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 5:07pm | Post# 3101

 
First thing to keep in mind is how stochastics is calculated. After the period is determined 
(in our case 300) then the three values that are relevant is the current close, the highest 
high and the lowest low of the period. Google and review the formula and you will see 
this. In short, stochastics is just a little graph that show where the current close sits in 
comparison to the highest high and the lowest low of the studied period. So for 
example... 
 
If the highest high in the period (last 300 bars in our case) is 1.50 and the lowest low in 
the period is 1.30 and the price is currently at 1.40, then stochastic will be at 50%. This 
will be re calculated every time a new candle opens. 
 
We are using a 300 period stochastics in our charts and we are comparing this to the 
EMA1. EMA1 will show nothing but the close of every candle, similar to a line chart. So 
what we have so far is... 
 
EMA1 (candle close) --> Stochastics 300 (close compared to range of high-low). 
 
In order to asses similarity, we are comparing both of the above by means of using a 24 
period BB. By looking at the BB values on both, the EMA1 and the stock, we can see if 
the are aligned. If am correct, in a nutshell, this is what the StochDiff indicator is doing. 
 
Is this clear so far? 

 



Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:12pm | Post# 3102

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
{quote} OK, Figuring out where the zone will be and where price will probably be once 
the zone is full formed doesn't seem too hard. Pardon me for being slow (it's takes more 
repetition with me for things to sink in), but what do we do with this information? 
{image} {image} 
So, in relation to other zones on the chart; you want to know where price will be once 
that zone finally appear. If you think she will be above, the you should expect the zone 
to serve as a temporary support area till it expires or is taken out! 

 

spufuz Jul 18, 2013 5:14pm | Post# 3103

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
That zone on the 15min chart (above) is strong! 
Sorry if this has been asked or discussed before but on what timeframes do you use the 
StochDifZones indicator? 
Do you use it on higher timeframes than the M15? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 3104

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Sorry if this has been asked or discussed before but on what timeframes do you 
use the StochDifZones indicator? Do you use it on higher timeframes than the M15? 
I use it on all time frames. I chose 15min because it is almost mid-way between what 
most people use here; from 1min to daily. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:20pm | Post# 3105

 
if you are in an uptrend/downtrend, you are expecting a zone to appear and the position 
of the zone - when it appears - is directly in-front of current price then that is a hint that 
the trend could turn around temporarily. 

 

Dewey McG Jul 18, 2013 5:24pm | Post# 3106

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I know the CI method is, as my daughter would say, so yesterday, but I thought I would 
go ahead and share this. It takes me several times reading all this stuff to even start to 
make sense, so I was already working on putting to most relevant posts together for 
each method. Neio did the BB-Stochs method before I finished that one, so I decided to 
at least share this one. 
 
If I missed anything important let me know and I can edit it. 
Similarity CI Method.pdf  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:28pm | Post# 3107

 
right now - price is stalling because there is a new zone expected just below it zone and 
there is one already painting above it. You see what I mean. Price has to find a way! 

 



Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 5:30pm | Post# 3108

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
right now - price is stalling because there is a new zone expected just below it zone and 
there is one already painting above it. You see what I mean. Price has to find a way! 
I'm long, expecting price to bounce off the big zone at the top. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 5:30pm | Post# 3109

 
Every time a new candle opens, the current 300th candle in the period becomes 301 and 
therefore out of the time range of the stochastic calculation. Eventually that candle that 
is left out will be the candle that holds either the highest high or the lowest low. When 
the new highest high and lowest low is taken into the stoch calculation, the high-low 
range changes, the stoch percentage calculation changes and therefore throws the BB 
out of whack... by simply drawing an area that encompasses the current candle, the 
300th candle (at the moment), and the highest high and lowest low within that time 
period you can accurately tell how many candles before this happens. 
 
Once this happened, you can also see how long before the stoch range changes again. If 
such time is still far away, then you know dissimilarity will begin to settle as the BB is 
recalculated. Given the BB is average related and we use it with 24 periods, then it will 
take 24 periods for the BB to catch up with one another and therefore no dissimilarity 
can exists for less than 24 candles. 
 
The exemptions can happen if the price is moving near the stoch highest high or lowest 
low. This is because for now I am not able to say where price will go, so if the current 
candle breaks the high or the low of the current stoch period, then the range is changed 
and then an unpredicted dissimilarity will appear. In turn, this also signal an extension of 
the current dissimilarity. Even then you can continue to estimate how long this will last. 
Every time the range changes, the current dissimilarity will extend for at least another 24 
candles... 
 
Hope it makes sense. If anyone finds anything wrong with my theory, please read my 
signature! Thanks! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 5:31pm | Post# 3110

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} So that's why we got a new leg at ZZ and price heading upwards after dis-
similarity began!? Price is now stuck between the zone to be born and the zone painting 
above. Actually, price has bounced back up around 1.3101 witch is the top of the zone 
not yet born! Am I getting you right!? 

Well thanks for reading I think you got me but my assumptions can be wrong!  
 
I don't have my charts now so I don't know what price is doing. But if you are telling me 
that there is a painting zone above and an unborn below then this would be a situation 
very similar to the trade example Eurusdd presented. You need to check what is PA now. 
If it breaks above the close of the DS candle then the assumption is PA should be above 
the unborn zone when it paints. Couple this with the example Eurusdd presented which is 
price cannot go down because it will meet the unborn zone then price will have to fulfill 
these 2 conditions and stay up possible taking out the currently painting zone. 
 
There are gaps to my thinking so I can't offer further suggestions on the matter but know 
that figuring out where price will be when the new zone paints is the key. So if the 



current method/assumption of determining where price will be when the unborn paints 
my current frame work on this matter will collapse. 
 

Edit : Gee you type a response and a new age appears by the time you are done   

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 5:33pm | Post# 3111

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
right now - price is stalling because there is a new zone expected just below it zone and 
there is one already painting above it. You see what I mean. Price has to find a way! 
I see the new expected zone acts as support, price is bouncing on it 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:34pm | Post# 3112

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} There are gaps to my thinking so I can't offer further suggestions on the matter 
but know that figuring out where price will be when the new zone paints is the 
key. . 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:37pm | Post# 3113

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi All/Eurusdd, 
 
Just doing some homework on zones. This one is on the 4H timeframe. 2 zones act as 
blocks. 
Seems like the Upper Zone will be cleared out first before the Lower Zone... thus dictating 
direction of price. Have I analyse this right? 
 
Below that, back to 15M but zoomed out. The zone above it (the "Strong One") is being 
hugged by price and seems more likely to be cleared before the zone below. This lines up 
with the 4H analysis. Both the 4H and 15M have high probability. Have I got this correct? 

 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 5:40pm | Post# 3114

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}  

Yes! I will finally understand once I figure out what means!  
 
I so need my charts now. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:41pm | Post# 3115

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hi All/Eurusdd, Just doing some homework on zones. This one is on the 4H timeframe. 2 
zones act as blocks. Seems like the Upper Zone will be cleared out first before the Lower 
Zone... thus dictating direction of price. Have I analyse this right? Below that, back to 
15M but zoomed out. The zone above it (the "Strong One") is being hugged by price and 
seems more likely to be cleared before the zone below. This lines up with the 4H 
analysis. Both the 4H and 15M have high probability. Have I got this correct? {image} 
{image} 
I think you should be good because that zone below - on the 15min chart, on the left - is 
a good one to take out! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 3116

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
This is a beautiful case to analyze. A new zone is expected at BLUE and the one above could 
continue to YELLOW. The gap will be small for price. If price takes out the top one the we 
will be heading into a strong uptrend. Price cannot remain in the small gap for long. 
CLASSIC!!! We could be heading into a spike or strong move!!! 
 
Some NEWS must be cooking in the kitchen. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 3117

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I think you should be good because that zone below - on the 15min chart, on 
the left - is a good one to take out! 
To take out first? 

 

Neio Jul 18, 2013 5:48pm | Post# 3118

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Are you able to confirm how we determine whether the Price will be above or below a 
dissimilarity zone once the period ends? 
 
With the current zone that is forming I believed that Price will be below but now I am not 
so sure. I believe I know how to trade this once this point is confirmed. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:52pm | Post# 3119



 
1 Attachment(s) 

This is to do with today's discussion on ZigZag Tops and Bottoms... ZZ Top and ZZ Bot  
 
On the 15M, the most recent swing high is not yet "confirmed". 
We devised some rules for confirmation: 

• Price is marked by the ZigZag 
• Price is outside the BB 
• Stoch is outside the BB 
• Price crosses the BB Midline AFTERWARDS 

There are some exceptions that I've seen... so I would say this is 97% accurate  
 
Below is a chart showing the most recent swing high or ZZ Top is possibly a fake or won't be 
the ZZ Top for much longer.... hopefully. 

 

 

Dewey McG Jul 18, 2013 5:56pm | Post# 3120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} So, in relation to other zones on the chart; you want to know where price will be 
once that zone finally appear. If you think she will be above, the you should expect the zone 
to serve as a temporary support area till it expires or is taken out! 
I can see that when I draw in where the new zone will be 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 3121

 
Quoting vlady1974 
This is to do with today's discussion on ZigZag Tops and Bottoms... ZZ Top and ZZ Bot 

On the 15M, the most recent swing high is not yet "confirmed". We devised some rules 
for confirmation: Price is marked by the ZigZag Price is outside the BB Stoch is outside 
the BB Price crosses the BB Midline AFTERWARDSThere are some exceptions that I've 

seen... so I would say this is 97% accurate Below is a chart showing the most recent 
swing high or ZZ Top is possibly a fake or won't be the ZZ Top for much longer.... 
hopefully. {image} 

YOU are becoming on expert on this APPROACH . 

 

Madmoney Jul 18, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 3122

 
5M chart looks interesting, hinting price may rise! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 5:57pm | Post# 3123

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} This is a beautiful case to analyze. A new zone is expected at BLUE and the one 
above could continue to YELLOW. The gap will be small for price. If price takes out the 
top one the we will be heading into a strong uptrend. Price cannot remain in the small 
gap for long. CLASSIC!!! We could be heading into a spike or strong move!!! Some NEWS 
must be cooking in the kitchen. 
Of course, this doesn't necessarily mean that price can't enter the YELLOW ZONE and 

NOT clear the zone... ie. failure at 3158?  
This failure would be a catalyst to go south.... especially once similarity is regained.  
 
That could then take out two lower zones at once, on the way to 1.29XX 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:01pm | Post# 3124

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} YOU are becoming on expert on this APPROACH . 
Only after realising my massive fail this morning. After 2 great trades, 3122 happened 



and was confirmed.....err... but i thought it was a fake. Hadn't come up with the rules 
yet.  
 
Some of the guys helped out big style today. I owe them!  
 
But thank you for your encouraging words. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 6:05pm | Post# 3125

 
1 Attachment(s) 
as we have learned, if price moves below the low of the dissim starting bar we will expect 
price will stay below the new to be formed zone, but in this case price first went down and 
than up, through the expected zone...see yellow marker on chart... 
so it is always possible, that the expected zone could be broken and do not act as 
resistance/support?? 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 3126

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
 
I present more ramblings in picture. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 6:14pm | Post# 3127

 
The only problem I have with price comes from the STOC-BB-ZZ method. 
 
There is a problem at 1.31583. There is >97% chance that the problem will be corrected. 
So without any reason price can just push there, correct it and jump down again! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:23pm | Post# 3128

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
as we have learned, if price moves below the low of the dissim starting bar we will expect 
price will stay below the new to be formed zone, but in this case price first went down 
and than up, through the expected zone...see yellow marker on chart... so it is always 
possible, that the expected zone could be broken and do not act as resistance/support?? 
{image} 
Hey Lion, 
 
To me, if it's not on the chart yet, I am not going to create a trade decision based upon 
it. 
 
I think that this expectation of where price is compared to an unborn zone causes 
confusion.  
I realise it's important. But wouldn't it be easier if the unborn zone is NOT considered a 
support/resistance zone until it is born? That removes your question's issue. 
Also, once Dissimilarity Starts.... the price can do anything it wants... dissimilarity is just 
the difference between price and stochastic, that doesn't mean traders wont push prices 



above below or even through the FIRST BAR'S HI or LOW.  
 
Thoughts? I mean... can someone go through how they would trade this unborn zone 
then? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 6:24pm | Post# 3129

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{image} I present more ramblings in picture. 
good.!!! I think price has something to correct at 1.31835. The probability for error is 
very small. good night! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 6:28pm | Post# 3130

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Lion, To me, if it's not on the chart yet, I am not going to create a trade 
decision based upon it. I think that this expectation of where price is compared to an 
unborn zone causes confusion. I realise it's important. But wouldn't it be easier if the 
unborn zone is NOT considered a support/resistance zone until it is born? That removes 
your question's issue. Also, once Dissimilarity Starts.... the price can do anything it 
wants... dissimilarity is just the difference between price and stochastic, that doesn't 
mean traders wont push... 
OK, you mean we should not take care if price is above or below the unborn zone? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 18, 2013 6:33pm | Post# 3131

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} good.!!! I think price has something to correct at 1.31835. The probability for 
error is very small. good night! 
1.31835 or 1.31583  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 3132

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} 1.31835 or 1.31583 
1.31583. sorry. There is a technical problem there and for purely technical reasons - not 
fundamentals - price can run there. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 6:43pm | Post# 3133

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} OK, you mean we should not take care if price is above or below the unborn 
zone? 
I think it means be aware of it... but since it's not "there" while Dissimilarity Time 
exists... then what trade could possibly affect it? None. Therefore you can still trade a ZZ 
Top or Bottom inside or outside that zone. You can also still use it as a target. 

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 6:55pm | Post# 3134

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think it means be aware of it... but since it's not "there" while Dissimilarity 
Time exists... then what trade could possibly affect it? None. Therefore you can still trade 
a ZZ Top or Bottom inside or outside that zone. You can also still use it as a target. 
Yes, that makes sense, thanks for clarifying. 
 
I take it that the idea of using two charts with the two rv indicators has been shelved. 
Maybe I missed that post. Everyone seems to be using one still? 
 
Come on price, you know you want to 'flow' upwards!!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 6:58pm | Post# 3135

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Lion, To me, if it's not on the chart yet, I am not going to create a trade 
decision based upon it. I think that this expectation of where price is compared to an 
unborn zone causes confusion. I realise it's important. But wouldn't it be easier if the 
unborn zone is NOT considered a support/resistance zone until it is born? That removes 
your question's issue. Also, once Dissimilarity Starts.... the price can do anything it 
wants... dissimilarity is just the difference between price and stochastic, that doesn't 
mean traders wont push... 
You are 10 times the trader I am but I will embarrass myself and offer the following 
counter suggestions.  
 
1)Where price will be when the zone forms is not just important,it is key that is why we 
have to mark it first. 
2)When price breaks the DS we can guess where price will be be but that answer is not 
confirmed since it is observed that price can very well go back and break it the other way 
therefore we need to observe how it behaves around the unborn zone first. If it bonces 
off the unborn after the break or reverses near it I think we can assume the direction of 
the break to be true. If it goes thru and break the other way we simply repeat the 
observation again. If price were to bounce off the unborn it tends to do it a few times so 
we have ample time to determine if a break is true or false 
3)I am inclined to think at the moment that DS or not, price movement is restricted to 
the zones it is currently between, if we look only at painted or painting zones all we will 
see is history...we need the unborn in order to project price movement and pick targets 
 

For your considerations  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 7:00pm | Post# 3136

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} good.!!! I think price has something to correct at 1.31835. The probability for 
error is very small. good night! 

 

 

taypot Jul 18, 2013 7:04pm | Post# 3137

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote}  
Careful, he corrected this to 1.31583 

 



cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 7:38pm | Post# 3138

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Careful, he corrected this to 1.31583 
Thanks for the warning but its not that price that I am concerned about at the moment. 
Its the validity of the framework I am working on that is of primary concern. If my way 
of predicting price movement and picking targets is correct I may very well have found a 
reliable way to trade this concept. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 18, 2013 7:39pm | Post# 3139

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} You are 10 times the trader I am but I will embarrass myself and offer the following 
counter suggestions. 1)Where price will be when the zone forms is not just important,it is 
key that is why we have to mark it first. 2)When price breaks the DS we can guess where 
price will be be but that answer is not confirmed since it is observed that price can very well 
go back and break it the other way therefore we need to observe how it behaves around the 
unborn zone first. If it bonces off the unborn after the break or reverses near it I think we... 
These are excellent questions! 
 
1. For me, it is not key. I trade price. If a zone is real, it either becomes a target or a 
blockage. A price range that "could be a target or blockage" gives me no trading opportunity 
right now. I don't disregard it, I am aware of it and know where it is at all times in relation 
to current price and other nearby zones. 
 
2. See chart and the notes 
 
3. I disagree in a sense that my target is not the Pregnancy, but the Baby at the End of the 
Pregnancy. As show in the Chart, one pregnancy took a bloody long time to finish. Price 
went up and down like a yo-yo.... but no baby.... What then is your target? The answer 
must be, an older Zone that is real and has already been born. In addition, I think the 
overlooked goldmine is that Dissimilarity is what we have to TRADE. Most of the ZZ Tops 
and Bottoms appear near/on/after the start of DS. So why would I worry about the 
pregnancy being support/resistance if my target is another zone? 
 
Those are my thoughts. I think there is definitely a discussion to be had - and possibly 
someone (Neio probably, as he says he has a plan for the DS Zones) can show us a trading 
plan based on a new Dissimilarity Zone. But your points are valid and obviously should be 

thought about.  



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 7:56pm | Post# 3140

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} These are excellent questions! 1. For me, it is not key. I trade price. If a zone is 
real, it either becomes a target or a blockage. A price range that "could be a target or 
blockage" gives me no trading opportunity right now. I don't disregard it, I am aware of it 
and know where it is at all times in relation to current price and other nearby zones. 2. See 
chart and the notes 3. I disagree in a sense that my target is not the Pregnancy, but the 
Baby at the End of the Pregnancy. As show in the Chart, one pregnancy took a bloody long 
time... 
I think we are getting close......let me put both ideas together and think it through. Your 

input has been invaluable  
 

 
 
I would have planned my trades the same way on the circled part. In this case you planned 
it such because the blue zone was the only valid target, it was an "incentive" for price to 
move that way if can phrase it in such a way. Do correct if I'm wrong. I planned mine the 



same way because I felt price had "no choice" but to go there. Two thoughts one result we 

have DS and S across traders!!!  

 

smallcat Jul 18, 2013 8:34pm | Post# 3141

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.31583. sorry. There is a technical problem there and for purely technical 
reasons - not fundamentals - price can run there. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Thank you for your nice work and willing to share. I still do not understand, do you 
mean, if there is a "fundamentals" effect, so the target 1.31583 can not be reached ? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 8:49pm | Post# 3142

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I think we are getting close......let me put both ideas together and think it 

through. Your input has been invaluable {image} I would have planned my trades 
the same way on the circled part. In this case you planned it such because the blue zone 
was the only valid target, it was an "incentive" for price to move that way if can phrase it 
in such a way. Do correct if I'm wrong. I planned mine the same way because I felt price 
had "no choice" but to go there. Two thoughts one result we have DS and S across 

traders!!! ... 
Another rambling sorry my brain is really going overdrive right know and I don't want to 
waste the momentum. Please understand I'm not insisting I am right I just want to put 
forth for discussion so we all have progress. 
 
My "theory" for the born and unborn as S/R is likely only valid if current PA is between 
them. 
 
My suggestion for why the unborn/pregnancy on the left of chart failed as S/R is below, 
but they based on the assumption that there is no zone below. So if there is no zone 
below then... 
 
1)PA is not between a born and unborn thus the unborn cannot serve as S/R 
2)The way PA is going has already created a DS and if it keep going that way it 
eventually create another zone.What this means is that PA would have made move that 
created a DS without correcting any! This would go against the logic presented by 
Eurusdd that price have to move in such a way to correct DS while creating as little new 
ones as possible. 
3)Base on the 2 points above price will have to force itself through that unborn 
explaining the move. 
 
Thank very much. I would never help reach this spectrum of thought without you 

 

smallcat Jul 18, 2013 8:52pm | Post# 3143

 
The price is going down now .... May be i have misunderstood the moving trend ? Will it 

going down, or it's the time now to buy, and the price will go to 1.31583 ???  
 
There is a dis-similarity at M5 TF. The price is in the light blue support zone. Pls some 
one can explain, if the price break through the bottom area of the light blue box, the 



price will go down ? or the box is still as support area, and will not become a resistance 
area ? 

 

fraud Jul 18, 2013 9:54pm | Post# 3144

 
1 Attachment(s) 
As Eurusdd said, the most probability target for price correcting is 1.31583. 
And we thinking after that correction price may fall down. Looking on other system, we can 
see that on 1H and 4H price value 1.31580 (see green line) will reach overbought zone and 

then it may fall down as we expecting  

But it's Forex and all is possibly  

 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 10:01pm | Post# 3145

 
1 Attachment(s) 
As predicted.... similarity started at 1:45 am GMT 
 



 

 

Stinky Jul 18, 2013 10:31pm | Post# 3146

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
As predicted.... similarity started at 1:45 am GMT {image} 

Congrats! That was extremely accurate  

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 10:35pm | Post# 3147

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
As predicted.... similarity started at 1:45 am GMT {image} 

PERFECTION!   

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 10:44pm | Post# 3148

 
 

 
Note to self: work on indicator.... For now, time to hit the sack 

 

FXWrangler Jul 18, 2013 10:45pm | Post# 3149

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
As predicted.... similarity started at 1:45 am GMT {image} 
 
I am on the same track as you as far as analyzing the 'why' of this. You are spot on and I 
would like to add a few things that should bring the rest of it to light. WARNING: THIS IS 
COMPLICATED AND WILL PUT YOU TO SLEEP BUT IT PROVES OUT. 
 
Not only can you tell exactly when the DS will begin, you can, with a fair degree of accuracy 
tell which way price is going to go during the DS and after. 



 
Here's how: 
 
1. Since the stoch range is determined by the lowest and highest price (just find them with 
the ZZ swings) during the past 300 bars, you just have to count the number of bars from 
300 to the top or bottom of the highest high or lowest low. 
 
If it's a swing low dropping out of the 300, then the stoch range will be adjusted upward 
causing the stoch to drop more than price on the BB creating the DS. 
 
It appears that a DS can only be created when the highest high or lowest swing drops out of 
the 300 bar range. 
 
When the stoch drops and price doesn't then we know the stoch will always play catch up to 
price. Thus we go long. This would imply that as a swing lowest is dropping out of the 300 
bar range then we can trade long during that DS. 
 
Guess what, since swings alternate UP and DOWN, that's why the zones alternate up and 
down...THEY ARE CREATED BY THE SWINGS DROPPING OUT OF THE STOCH CALCS!!!! So 
they HAVE to make a zig zag pattern. 
 
I see where the fractal dimensions come into play here. This occurs on EVERY time frame 
and creates an intricate pattern of ups and downs and zones projected into the future on the 
chart. 
 
Look at my screen shot proving this 
 
I know everyone recalls the massive 170 bar DS recently with the massive spike. Just look 
300 bars back and the massive swing low that was dropping out of the 300 bar range. Once 
price rising got even with the rest of the swing lows the spike on the stoch diff dropped back 
to normal ranges for the rest of the DS. 
 
I'm very close to putting this all together in my head. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 10:45pm | Post# 315



2 Attachment(s) 

There is a TECHNICAL-PROBLEM AT 1.31583! 
So you can see the EURUSD is correcting a purely-technical-

problem.
 

 
 
NOTICE that I bought exactly at the area close to 1.3082!!! That is the key number I provided earlier 
before the FAKE fall during the day. 
 

I closed this trade @1.31450.  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 18, 2013 10:55pm | Post# 3151

 

Quoting FXWrangler 

{quote} I am on the same track as you as far as analyzing the 'why' of this. You are spot 
on and I would like to add a few things that should bring the rest of it to light. WARNING: 
THIS IS COMPLICATED AND WILL PUT YOU TO SLEEP BUT IT PROVES OUT {image} 
There are two reasons why I will leave your post alone and read tomorrow... 
 



 

1- I am real tired and chances are I won't grasp it.  
 

2- If by chance my grey matter gets it together, it could be too exciting to sleep  
 
 
I'll be away from the computer most of Friday, Saturday and Sunday. I will have to play 
catch up big time in the evenings and this thread runs at the speed of light. Hopefully 
you guys won't be gone selecting the color scheme of your new jet by the time I make it 
back. 

 

FXWrangler Jul 18, 2013 10:56pm | Post# 3152

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a TECHNICAL-PROBLEM AT 1.31583! So you can see the EURUSD is correcting a 
purely-technical-problem.{image} 
There is no ZZ swing high on that area, thus it isn't a level to create a DS from. it won't 
create a zone. 

 

 

EaglePip Jul 18, 2013 11:06pm | Post# 3153

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a TECHNICAL-PROBLEM AT 1.31583! So you can see the EURUSD is correcting a 
purely-technical-problem.{image} {image} 

Uncanny!   

 

Jerkmiew Jul 18, 2013 11:08pm | Post# 3154

 
Eurusdd You are god in EURUSD   

 



Eurusdd Jul 18, 2013 11:09pm | Post# 3155

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
{quote} There are two reasons why I will leave your post alone and read tomorrow... 1- 

I am real tired and chances are I won't grasp it. 2- If by chance my grey matter gets 

it together, it could be too exciting to sleep I'll be away from the computer most of 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. I will have to play catch up big time in the evenings and 
this thread runs at the speed of light. Hopefully you guys won't be gone selecting the 
color scheme of your new jet by the time I make it back. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 18, 2013 11:31pm | Post# 3156

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
{quote} I am on the same track as you as far as analyzing the 'why' of this. You are spot 
on and I would like to add a few things that should bring the rest of it to light. WARNING: 
THIS IS COMPLICATED AND WILL PUT YOU TO SLEEP BUT IT PROVES OUT. Not only can 
you tell exactly when the DS will begin, you can, with a fair degree of accuracy tell which 
way price is going to go during the DS and after. Here's how: 1. Since the stoch range is 
determined by the lowest and highest price (just find them with the ZZ swings) during 
the past 300 bars, you... 
!!!! This is gold!!! I don't quite get it yet I need some sleep to restore thinking power but 
i think this may just be the missing link. If you could kindly add some labels to you chart 

 

 

Stinky Jul 19, 2013 12:02am | Post# 3157

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
{quote} I am on the same track as you as far as analyzing the 'why' of this. You are spot 
on and I would like to add a few things that should bring the rest of it to light. WARNING: 
THIS IS COMPLICATED AND WILL PUT YOU TO SLEEP BUT IT PROVES OUT. Not only can 
you tell exactly when the DS will begin, you can, with a fair degree of accuracy tell which 
way price is going to go during the DS and after. Here's how: 1. Since the stoch range is 
determined by the lowest and highest price (just find them with the ZZ swings) during 
the past 300 bars, you... 
Do you think that if you drew the lines where dissimilarity would occur and end, or had 
an indicator to do it, you could have a pretty effective support-resistance type trading 
system? 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 12:56am | Post# 3158

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a TECHNICAL-PROBLEM AT 1.31583! So you can see the EURUSD is correcting a 
purely-technical-problem.{image} {image} NOTICE that I bought exactly at the area 
close to 1.3082!!! That is the key number I provided earlier before the FAKE fall during 

the day. I closed this trade @1.31450.  

Great !!! Thank you .... now I got it ...  

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 1:31am | Post# 3159

 



Quoting fraud 
As Eurusdd said, the most probability target for price correcting is 1.31583. And we 
thinking after that correction price may fall down. Looking on other system, we can see 
that on 1H and 4H price value 1.31580 (see green line) will reach overbought zone and 

then it may fall down as we expecting But it's Forex and all is possibly {image} 
 

Thank you Fraud  

 

RockRobb Jul 19, 2013 1:35am | Post# 3160

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting juhanimi 
best trade so far... (demo trading) {image} 
Trying to do what Juhanimi did on post 3083 
 
ZZ top to ZZ top,again??? 
 
Bollinger Bands is 24 
TF 5minutes 
 
Any comment? 

 

 

shiva Jul 19, 2013 1:56am | Post# 3161

 
I go to sleep and you all dare to create 6 more pages?? 
 

 

 

fraud Jul 19, 2013 1:56am | Post# 3162

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting rockrobb 
{quote} Trying to do what Juhanimi did on post 3083 ZZ top to ZZ top,again??? Bollinger 
Bands is 24 TF 5minutes Any comment? {image} 
 



Is it ZigZag? Maybe it's tired Try attached version. Settings: 0 / 24 / 2.0 (or 0 / 12 / 2.0 
to be more sensitive) 

 
NonLagZigZag_v2.02.mq4  

 

4xxxx Jul 19, 2013 1:59am | Post# 3163

 
Don't post much; still wrapping my head around all these..(reading pipthief and 
FXwranglers' postings the third time..I am not very clever with maths) 
 
BUT just want to thank EURUSDD for giving us all these to start with 
 
AND Pipthief and FXWragler and all the rest for bringing it this far.. 
 
4xxxx 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 2:03am | Post# 3164

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
NOTICE that I bought exactly at the area close to 1.3082!!! That is the key number I 

provided earlier before the FAKE fall during the day. I closed this trade @1.31450.  

I learn another from you Eurusdd, we may not be greedy If the price is NEAR our 
target just close it (if profit), we must not wait until it hit the target. You close your order 

about 10 pips from the target. It's nice .... greddy is dangeruous ... thank you 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 2:30am | Post# 3165

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I experimented with 900/24. 
i just finished catching up on the thread. I believe the 900 refers to the kPerîod of the 
stochastic. What is the 24 referencing?it is hard to find the post explaining this as the 
thread has grown rapidły. Thx. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 2:30am | Post# 3166

 
Finally caught up! Well.....I've read all the posts anyway but my brains still on page one! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 2:32am | Post# 3167

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Another rambling sorry my brain is really going overdrive right know and I don't 
want to waste the momentum. Please understand I'm not insisting I am right I just want to 
put forth for discussion so we all have progress. My "theory" for the born and unborn as S/R 
is likely only valid if current PA is between them. My suggestion for why the 
unborn/pregnancy on the left of chart failed as S/R is below, but they based on the 
assumption that there is no zone below. So if there is no zone below then... 1)PA is not 
between a born and unborn... 

That, my friend is alot better. 
 
See what happened last night? I was wondering if that move back up to 3122 was a fake or 
not. But I think I've learned something extra about ZZ indicator and the Bollinger. Once it 
prints.... you have to make a trading decision as to where the next ZZ Top or Bot is LIKELY 
TO OCCUR. I reasoned that it must be OUTSIDE BB and cross the MID and be LOWER THAN 
THE ZZ TOP PRICE... I estimated around 3100..... it printed lower than that at 3090ish!  
 
And based on our discussions last night it went INSIDE the pregnancy zone. Yes it acted as 
support....but at least it avoids the confusion of what price is it meant to stop at.... we know 

one thing.... IT WASN'T SUPPOSED TO CLEAR IT!  
 
Well done sir... I think we're both getting there! 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 2:34am | Post# 3168

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
As predicted.... similarity started at 1:45 am GMT {image} 

Excellent Excellent Excellent!!!  
 
 
This was one of the key posts I'm going to be interested in incorporating the ZZ/BB 
concept to!  
Your efforts are exemplary! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 2:37am | Post# 3169

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
{quote} I am on the same track as you as far as analyzing the 'why' of this. You are spot 
on and I would like to add a few things that should bring the rest of it to light. WARNING: 
THIS IS COMPLICATED AND WILL PUT YOU TO SLEEP BUT IT PROVES OUT. Not only can 
you tell exactly when the DS will begin, you can, with a fair degree of accuracy tell which 
way price is going to go during the DS and after. Here's how: 1. Since the stoch range is 
determined by the lowest and highest price (just find them with the ZZ swings) during 
the past 300 bars, you... 
This is exactly why I think that PREGNANCY PERIODS are not as important as 
the BORN BABY. The swing has to happen firs to let us know what sequence 
NEXT will be!  
 
FXWrangler THIS IS GOLD! THANK YOU!  

 

antoniomago Jul 19, 2013 2:38am | Post# 3170

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} almost perfect for two days, had to close few trades with small minus, have to 
sleep too, sometimes something like 600 pips for two days {image} 
Incredible. Congratulations. 



Do you use SL? 
When do you close the trade? 
Thanks in advanced. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 2:40am | Post# 3171

 
Quoting rockrobb 
{quote} Trying to do what Juhanimi did on post 3083 ZZ top to ZZ top,again??? Bollinger 
Bands is 24 TF 5minutes Any comment? {image} 

I don't get the same chart Rob. That must be your broker! ZZ must alternate!  

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 2:45am | Post# 3172

 
Morning All, 
 
I like the way this thread is developing. Some really good comments last night will be 
interested to see where it takes us. 
 
Me personally I am trying to figure out how to determine where price will be in relation to 
the forming dissimilarity zone once it appears. 
 
In the meantime I will treat the dissimilarity zones as S/R and try to trade off of them. I 
am short on my demo account at the moment from that top zone for the following 
reasons. 
 
1. It acts as Resistance 
2. All of the other uncleared dissimilarity zones are below. 
3. Eurusdd stated that it was STRONG resistance 
4. That COULD be a valid ZZ top (need confirmation) 
 
Just a few of my thoughts. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 2:49am | Post# 3173

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Ok, let see if I've got this right. If my math is correct, current disimilarity will end at 1:45 
AM GMT. By the way... this is all based on the current indicators. Eurusdd did mention 
there were not perfect. Yet, if I've got my math right, it should end there. Give a +/- 1 
candle as I am currently calculating manually and I could have made a mistake {image} 
Hi Pipthief, 
 
Could you explain how do you calculate it ? 
 
Thank you 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 2:55am | Post# 3174

 
Quoting Neio 



Morning All, I like the way this thread is developing. Some really good comments last 
night will be interested to see where it takes us. Me personally I am trying to figure out 
how to determine where price will be in relation to the forming dissimilarity zone once it 
appears. In the meantime I will treat the dissimilarity zones as S/R and try to trade off of 
them. I am short on my demo account at the moment from that top zone for the 
following reasons. 1. It acts as Resistance 2. All of the other uncleared dissimilarity zones 
are below. 3. Eurusdd... 
I have a similar read. Short from 1.3135, looking to take out the DZ below. However, 
Eurusdd also is expecting 1.3183 to get taken out too I believe. therefore half position on 
this trade for me. We are also right at the monthly pivot, if anyone follows those as 
well.my target for this trade is only 1.3105, just above the top of the recent DZ. reason 
being the 1.31 roundie. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 2:57am | Post# 3175

 
Short @ 3133 
 

This could spike up but there can't be a swing ZZ Bottom!  

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 2:58am | Post# 3176

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} I have a similar read. Short from 1.3135, looking to take out the DZ below. 
However, Eurusdd also is expecting 1.3183 to get taken out too I believe. therefore half 
position on this trade for me. We are also right at the monthly pivot, if anyone follows 
those as well.my target for this trade is only 1.3105, just above the top of the recent DZ. 
reason being the 1.31 roundie. 
I think 1.3183 was a typo that was corrected to 1.3158? 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.31583. sorry. There is a technical problem there and for purely technical 
reasons - not fundamentals - price can run there. 
 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 2:59am | Post# 3177

 
Quoting Neio 
I think 1.3183 was a typo that was corrected to 1.3158? 
Not sure, hard to remember. Anyway, I am confident in the reasons for the trade, my 
risk, and MM. 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 3:02am | Post# 3178

 
Quoting Neio 
I think 1.3183 was a typo that was corrected to 1.3158? 
Not sure, hard to remember. Anyway, I am confident in the reasons for the trade, my 
risk, and MM. normally I do it trade Fridays with my other manual systems. I have not 
read anything about that here though. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:02am | Post# 3179



 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} Not sure, hard to remember. Anyway, I am confident in the reasons for the 
trade, my risk, and MM. 
If it does continue up and take out this zone my question was where would it go next. 
There are no zones above this big zone so in my mind it has to return back down 
anyway. Unless it just keeps on creating zones above and allows the zones below to 
expire! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 3:03am | Post# 3180

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I think 1.3183 was a typo that was corrected to 1.3158? {quote} 
This is correct. He exited his position at 3145. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 3:04am | Post# 3181

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If it does continue up and take out this zone my question was where would it go 
next. There are no zones above this big zone so in my mind it has to return back down 
anyway. Unless it just keeps on creating zones above and allows the zones below to 
expire! 
No.the zone was born and it is now below us. We are going down. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 3:11am | Post# 3182

 
Guys I have a question. Didn't Eurusdd say that there is a very high probability that 
while we are in similarity price will not leave the range that was created while we were 
previously in dis-similarity. Which is 1.3065 to 1.3119. But we are above that? 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:13am | Post# 3183

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Guys I have a question. Didn't Eurusdd say that there is a very high probability that 
while we are in similarity price will not leave the range that was created while we were 
previously in dis-similarity. Which is 1.3065 to 1.3119. But we are above that? 
Yeah I noted that too. He did say that there was a 95% chance it would stay within so I 
assumed that this is one of the exceptions. Maybe down to that technical fault he pointed 
out at 1.3158? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 3:18am | Post# 3184

 
And guys, I'm covering two other members of staff today so try not to do 1,000 posts 

and hour!!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 3:34am | Post# 3185

 
What is more likely: 
 



a, a zone needs to be taken out 
b, a zone acts as resitance/support 
 
About those two opportunities we have talked in this thread, how do we know which one 
is the best solution? 
I think, if we will understand this, we know what direction we have to choose. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 3:51am | Post# 3186

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Guys I have a question. Didn't Eurusdd say that there is a very high probability that 
while we are in similarity price will not leave the range that was created while we were 
previously in dis-similarity. Which is 1.3065 to 1.3119. But we are above that? 

what??? similarity-price? Did I ever use that term?   

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 3:56am | Post# 3187

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
What is more likely: a, a zone needs to be taken out b, a zone acts as resitance/support 
About those two opportunities we have talked in this thread, how do we know which one 
is the best solution? I think, if we will understand this, we know what direction we have 
to choose. 
I don't understand what you mean by "know what direction to choose". As i read the 
current state, we have an open DZ below, and we just went into a state of Sym. That 
means take a short trade. My plan is to take larger size when the trade is in the direction 
of the prevailing trend. Smaller trades if the direction is against the prevailing trend or, 
as in this case, the current trend is sideways. I do not use hedging. If a trade does not 
work out, that is ok, time to wait for the next set up. Good trades to me are those that I 
follow the system, not taking trades before the setup is complete etc. If the system has 
an edge, you follow the rules, and use good MM techniques, the account will build over 
time. 
 
My position sizing strategy will develop as i grow more familiar with the strategy. My 
early thoughts are risk 2% on trades with the trend, and 1% for others. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 4:08am | Post# 3188

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} what??? similarity-price? Did I ever use that term?   
We are referring to this... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! 
Within that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will 
usually be a little gap before dis-similarity begins again!!! On the 15min eurusd chart, 
there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not break the high/low of the 
previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!! {image} 
 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 4:09am | Post# 3189

 



There should be a comma between the words similarity and price. I didn't mean it as a 
term. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 4:11am | Post# 3190

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
What is more likely: a, a zone needs to be taken out b, a zone acts as resitance/support 
About those two opportunities we have talked in this thread, how do we know which one 
is the best solution? I think, if we will understand this, we know what direction we have 
to choose. 
So ? 
 

Summer show !  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:15am | Post# 3191

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
There should be a comma between the words similarity and price. I didn't mean it as a 
term. 
Anyway, I never said something like that. CAN you show me? 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 4:20am | Post# 3192

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} We are referring to this... {quote} 
And since it broke that level it has rejected that zone for now maybe? 
Another sign to me that we are heading up to correct the zone above. 
Looks like we might get a new ZZ leg confirmed at the lower BB band! 
I get strong dis-similarity between brokers here! GFT at middle BB band and OANDA at 
lower??! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:25am | Post# 3193

 
This case is due to the technical-problem at 1.31583. The move eurusd made was to 
correct a technical problem at 1.31583. Such moves make no sense from the 
fundamentalist's point of view! It was a technical one! 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 4:29am | Post# 3194

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This case is due to the technical-problem at 1.31583. The move eurusd made was to 
correct a technical problem at 1.31583. Such moves make no sense from the 
fundamentalist's point of view! It was a technical one! 
Has the technical problem been resolved now? 

 

lappies Jul 19, 2013 4:30am | Post# 3195

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This might be a fake down move, lets see if ZZ forms 



 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 4:30am | Post# 3196

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Morning All, 
 
Great to see my long closed at 13149 while I was asleep!!!! Thanks EURUSDD. My 
homework paid off. 
 
I am still comparing charts as EURUSDD suggested. No one is talking about this so I keep 
bringing it up until you all tell me its not valid. 
 
here are his words from yesterday am.... 
 
If you want to use them, you will have to open two 15min charts side by side and install the 
indicators; one indicator to a chart. 
The rule is very simple: 
 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone 
that will be created is a very good target. 
2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not 

appear at the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one appears 

on the other chart, then that zone is a very good target. 
 
and here is my current chart comparison....please comment (the royal blue rectangle is one 
I marked as unborn zone) 



 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 4:34am | Post# 3197

 
Well, even if we correct the zone above or not, we should probably expect price to come 
down soon since we have zones below? 
Also, H1 timeframe shows a new zone will be born between 1.3101 and 1.3070. 
The zone around 1.3029 is not showing up at GFT broker, only at OANDA and SHOULD 
be a good one! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:34am | Post# 3198

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Has the technical problem been resolved now? 
No. 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 4:35am | Post# 3199

 
Quoting lappies 
This might be a fake down move, lets see if ZZ forms {image} 
Im also waiting for that leg to be confirmed, price go up to close the zone and then turn 
down to the ones below. 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 4:35am | Post# 3200

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This case is due to the technical-problem at 1.31583. The move eurusd made was to 
correct a technical problem at 1.31583. Such moves make no sense from the 
fundamentalist's point of view! It was a technical one! 
Ok, so we should not expect the zone prize is in now to be closed? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:36am | Post# 3201

 



Quoting taypot 
Morning All, Great to see my long closed at 13149 while I was asleep!!!! Thanks 
EURUSDD. My homework paid off. I am still comparing charts as EURUSDD suggested. 
No one is talking about this so I keep bringing it up until you all tell me its not valid. here 
are his words from yesterday am.... If you want to use them, you will have to open two 
15min charts side by side and install the indicators; one indicator to a chart. The rule is 
very simple: 1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, 
the zone that will be created... 
You are doing fine. The small green zone on the left is the one to look at in the short-
term! 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 4:36am | Post# 3202

 
Quoting taypot 
Morning All, Great to see my long closed at 13149 while I was asleep!!!! Thanks 
EURUSDD. My homework paid off. I am still comparing charts as EURUSDD suggested. 
No one is talking about this so I keep bringing it up until you all tell me its not valid. here 
are his words from yesterday am.... If you want to use them, you will have to open two 
15min charts side by side and install the indicators; one indicator to a chart. The rule is 
very simple: 1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, 
the zone that will be created... 
 
Thanks for raising this... 
It would seem that the last zone to be created just below the current price does not meet 
either of these criteria. So is it a valid zone? 
 
Would like to hear other thoughts.... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:37am | Post# 3203

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thanks for raising this... It would seem that the last zone to be created just 
below the current price does not meet either of these criteria. So is it a valid zone? 
Would like to hear other thoughts.... 
Yes!!!! 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 4:40am | Post# 3204

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes!!!! 
Lol was that a Yes!!! to my comment or a Yes!!! it is a valid zone..... 
 

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 4:41am | Post# 3205

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The only problem I have with price comes from the STOC-BB-ZZ method. There is a 
problem at 1.31583. There is >97% chance that the problem will be corrected. So 
without any reason price can just push there, correct it and jump down again! 
Eurusdd, can you share a little bit more ? 
 



How can you know this is a "technical problem" ? 
 
Thanks. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:42am | Post# 3206

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Lol was that a Yes!!! to my comment or a Yes!!! it is a valid zone.....  
yes to validity. 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 4:43am | Post# 3207

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are doing fine. The small green zone on the left is the one to look at in the 
short-term! 
Thank you for confirming EURUSDD, I thought I had misunderstood you as no one else is 
doing this, so this is good. 
 
Studying the charts I have just had a Eureka moment which makes me think The higher 
figure with the technical problem may be revisited before a fall as there is no new dis 
zone starting up there on the second chart but i need to think some more, just wanted to 
reply to you. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 4:43am | Post# 3208

 
Quoting taypot 
Morning All, Great to see my long closed at 13149 while I was asleep!!!! Thanks 
EURUSDD. My homework paid off. I am still comparing charts as EURUSDD suggested. 
No one is talking about this so I keep bringing it up until you all tell me its not valid. here 
are his words from yesterday am.... If you want to use them, you will have to open two 
15min charts side by side and install the indicators; one indicator to a chart. The rule is 
very simple: 1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, 
the zone that will be created... 
hmm, I do not have two different zones on both charts, only the green one appears on 
both charts at the same time. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:45am | Post# 3209

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} hmm, I do not have two different zones on both charts, only the green one 
appears on both charts at the same time. 
don't worry. We do not have to see the same thing. What you broker gives you is ok! 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 4:51am | Post# 3210

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} yes to validity. 
 
OK but based on below. 
 



1. Both zones started at the same time. So this is not valid. 
2. The zones appeared at different times and no zones have been taken out. So this is 
not valid. 
 
Am I missing something? 
 
 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the 
zone that will be created is a very good target. 
2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not 

appear at the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one 

appears on the other chart, then that zone is a very good target.  

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 4:54am | Post# 3211

 
Gents, I also spent some time with Excel and math, studying what we are exactly looking 
at. 
I tend to believe, based on my investigations, that the ONLY thing that can cause 
dissimilarity is a change in the lowest/highest price for the last 300 bars. In other words, 
the dissimilarity we see today reflects changes from 300 bars back. 
Whatever price does at the point of dissimilarity is simply irrelevant. 
 
I'm currently doing simulations in Excel / Matlab to prove it, and I'm yet to find a way to 
cause dissimilarity by changing current price. 
 
EDIT: one exception of course -> if current price is the one changing the lowest low / 
highest high of the last 300 bars. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:55am | Post# 3212

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} OK but based on below. 1. Both zones started at the same time. So this is not 
valid. 2. The zones appeared at different times and no zones have been taken out. So 
this is not valid. Am I missing something? 1: When one indicator shows start of dis-
similarity and the other doesn't, the zone that will be created is a very good target. 2: 
When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not appear at 
the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one appears on the other 
chart, then that zone is a very good... 
look at the chart again. There is a small green on top; left picture!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:58am | Post# 3213

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Gents, I also spent some time with Excel and math, studying what we are exactly looking 
at. I tend to believe, based on my investigations, that the ONLY thing that can cause 
dissimilarity is a change in the lowest/highest price for the last 300 bars. In other words, 
the dissimilarity we see today reflects changes from 300 bars back. Whatever price does 
at the point of dissimilarity is simply irrelevant. I'm currently doing simulations in Excel / 
Matlab to prove it, and I'm yet to find a way to cause dissimilarity by changing current 
price. 

That is the problem with your guys!!!  
Did you read the part that said :"I did not GIVE Ralome the formula to IDENTIFY 
true dis-similarity bars" and " Ralome's indicator identifies only 60% of true dis-



similarity bars". It is the best indicator(closest thing) we have that comes close to what 
MY TEAM USES( I am not going to share that with you though).!!! 
 

Your proof will be irrelevant!!! Don't waste your time!   

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 5:01am | Post# 3214

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} look at the chart again. There is a small green on top; left picture!!! 
Yes, I think that was the 'very good target you mention. 
 
 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the 
zone that will be created is a very good target. 
 
 
But do you mean 
 
 
1: When one CHART shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone 
that will be created is a very good target.  

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 5:01am | Post# 3215

 
Closed short at 1.3114 on ZZ leg completion. +21 
 
Probably left some on the table, but I will take it. Friday and tight range on Eu. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:02am | Post# 3216

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Yes, I think that was the 'very good target you mention. 1: When one indicator 
shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone that will be created is a very 
good target. But do you mean 1: When one CHART shows start of dis-similarity and the 
other doesn't, the zone that will be created is a very good target. 
I think your region was taken-out!!! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 5:03am | Post# 3217

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Anyway, I never said something like that. CAN you show me? 
I will try to find it to clear up the confusion, I think a couple of others were thinking along 
the same lines as me too. And don't take it as a criticism (incase you did) as it is not, I'm 
just confused. 
 
I'm also Up 20 pips on a short too hahahah, which, confusion aside, I seem to be winning 
quite consistently with this stuff. 
 
Daz. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:04am | Post# 3218

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} I will try to find it to clear up the confusion, I think a couple of others were 
thinking along the same lines as me too. And don't take it as a criticism (incase you did) 
as it is not, I'm just confused. I'm also Up 20 pips on a short too hahahah, which, 
confusion aside, I seem to be winning quite consistently with this stuff. Daz. 
I understand. I said this move - up spin - is to correct a technical problem and so it will 
not make sense!!! I love objective criticisms. We are learning! 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:04am | Post# 3219

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} look at the chart again. There is a small green on top; left picture!!! 
I see...I do not have that on my charts with Alpari or FxPro. 
 
The zone below that at 1.3101 was what I was referring too. Is this one valid? 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 5:04am | Post# 3220

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I think your region was taken-out!!! 
LOL YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! And so quick... A WINDOW... GENIUS... 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:07am | Post# 3221

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I see...I do not have that on my charts with Alpari or FxPro. The zone below that 
at 1.3101 was what I was referring too. Is this one valid? 
I do not have it too. But remember I said - this setup should work for everyone - 
irrespective of the broker you are using. He saw it and it worked for him. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:09am | Post# 3222



 
So now we have our ZZ top confirmed. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 5:10am | Post# 3223

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is 
Red bar! Within that region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-
similarity ends, there will usually be a little gap before dis-similarity begins 
again!!! On the 15min eurusd chart, there is 95%+ chance that during the 
wait, the 1EMA will not break the high/low of the previous area. On my 
charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!! {image} 

Here it is. I have re-read it. you did not say price aha!! You said there is a 95% chance 
the 1 EMA will not break the high or low of the previous dis-similarity area while we wait 
for the next dis-similarity to start. You know what, at the time I thought "I must 

remember it's the EMA and not the price ". Don't you wish you had a memory like mine 

 
 
If I'm still wrong about this I'm sure you will correct me. 
 
Cheers Daz. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:11am | Post# 3224

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I do not have it too. But remember I said - this setup should work for everyone 
- irrespective of the broker you are using. He saw it and it worked for him. 
My concern is that if we don't see something it may affect one of our trades in a bad 
way. I guess this is the closest we are going to get. 
 
LOL...maybe I will just go around opening accounts with lots of different brokers and 

checking all charts every 15 minutes....  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:16am | Post# 3225

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My concern is that if we don't see something it may affect one of our trades in a 
bad way. I guess this is the closest we are going to get. LOL...maybe I will just go 
around opening accounts with lots of different brokers and checking all charts every 15 

minutes....  
We are in the information age. More information is NEVER BAD!!! You want to play the 

game you must be ready to process a lot of data.   

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 5:16am | Post# 3226

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} That is the problem with your guys!!! Did you read the part that said :"I did 
not GIVE Ralome the formula to IDENTIFY true dis-similarity bars" and " Ralome's 
indicator identifies only 60% of true dis-similarity bars". It is the best indicator(closest 
thing) we have that comes close to what MY TEAM USES( I am not going to share that 



with you though).!!! Your proof will be irrelevant!!! Don't waste your time!   
With all due respect sir, I'm NOT talking about Ralome's indicator. 
I'm talking about your described method of looking at Stoch + Stoch BB and price EMA + 
price BB. 
Either the described method does not match what you and your team are using, or it 
simply identifies changes in the tops/bottoms of the last 300 bars (or X bars, based on 
Stoch settings). 
 
Which can still be a profitable strategy, simply based on the principle of "what goes up 
needs to come down". 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 5:19am | Post# 3227

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} OK but based on below. 1. Both zones started at the same time. So this is not 
valid. 2. The zones appeared at different times and no zones have been taken out. So this is 
not valid. Am I missing something? 1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and 
the other doesn't, the zone that will be created is a very good target. 2: When both charts 
show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not appear at the same time AND 
one zone is taken out before the other one appears on the other chart, then that zone is a 
very good... 

Looking at it unfold  
 

 
 
And some theories to suggest that green box in left chart is next target...gotta watch and 
see 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:21am | Post# 3228

 
Quoting lnorbi 



{quote} With all due respect sir, I'm NOT talking about Ralome's indicator. I'm talking 
about your described method of looking at Stoch + Stoch BB and price EMA + price BB. 
Either the described method does not match what you and your team are using, or it 
simply identifies changes in the tops/bottoms of the last 300 bars (or X bars, based on 
Stoch settings). Which can still be a profitable strategy, simply based on the principle of 
"what goes up needs to come down". 
I have seen people trying to understand the reason for dis-similarity....... Don't try 
because what is have here is not close at all. To identify true dis-similarity zones that will 
be corrected all the time, we need more than what we have here!  
But I am going with the flow because Ralome at least did something to help us all. 
I have nothing against you - jUST DON'T try to prove/dis-prove something! 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 5:24am | Post# 3229

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My concern is that if we don't see something it may affect one of our trades in a 
bad way. I guess this is the closest we are going to get. LOL...maybe I will just go 
around opening accounts with lots of different brokers and checking all charts every 15 

minutes....  
No, EURUSDD said the two chart method meant we didn't need to compare between 
brokers, thank goodness. 
 
That little green window was a magnet and the ema went through it failrly easily, it is 
now finding support on zone below. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:24am | Post# 3230

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} No, EURUSDD said the two chart method meant we didn't need to 
compare between brokers, thank goodness. That little green window was a magnet 
and the ema went through it failrly easily, it is now finding support on zone below. 

 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:25am | Post# 3231

 
Closed my demo shorts from this morning... 
 
One demo long from this zone @ 1.3102. 
 
Generally I still feel that there is more incentive for the price to go down as there are 
more uncleared zones down there but the technical problem at 1.3158 that Eurusdd is in 
the back of my mind. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 5:25am | Post# 3232

 
Bam!  
 

At work now and I log in and it's instant pips! Easiest £100 I've ever made  
 
More to come. See... the zone that was born was the magnet. No need to worry about 
support and resistance of dissimilarity zones that have not finished yet. ??? Just be 



aware of them. Use the ZZ to tell you whether the move is a Long or Short - eg. Why 
BUY after a ZZ Top and a born/real Zone at the bottom? 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:27am | Post# 3233

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} No, EURUSDD said the two chart method meant we didn't need to compare 
between brokers, thank goodness. That little green window was a magnet and the ema 
went through it failrly easily, it is now finding support on zone below. 
It was more of a joke... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 5:29am | Post# 3234

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Can anyone please post a chart if a Zig Zag bottom forms. 
 
I think we won't see one for a while. Looking to add to shorts if price nears BB Mid.  
I won't place contra trend trades (ie Longs). 
 
Our target is the big zone at the bottom... 1.29XX 
 
EDIT: 
Here's my view of the world. Price out of Bollinger Bands... it's tempting to call it a ZZ 
Bottom but if you apply the 4 tests (see my previous posts), you won't get sucked in! 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 5:32am | Post# 3235

 
Quoting Neio 



Closed my demo shorts from this morning... One demo long from this zone @ 1.3102. 
Generally I still feel that there is more incentive for the price to go down as there are 
more uncleared zones down there but the technical problem at 1.3158 that Eurusdd is in 
the back of my mind. 
Why did you close the short and go long? The short has a long way to travel still. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:36am | Post# 3236

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Why did you close the short and go long? The short has a long way to travel 
still. 
I have other 3 other shorts open from previous. I only closed the two shorts from this 

morning....  
 
So I currently have 3 shorts and 1 long open. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:38am | Post# 3237

 
Whatever you guys are doing just remember that technical-corrections do not make 
sense - in the usual way. So - sell but be careful too. 

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 5:40am | Post# 3238

 
Yes, I'm short too. So far so good.  
But I still don't get what "technical problem" we have at 1.3158. 
It was a normal swing high, that our ZZ settings did not show as a top. Simply because it 
happened too soon, compared to the last ZZ bottom. 
If you read the code of the ZZ indie, you will understand why is that. 
 
Is the problem related to this "too soon" thing? 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 5:40am | Post# 3239

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Whatever you guys are doing just remember that technical-corrections do not make 
sense - in the usual way. So - sell but be careful too. 
Thanks Eurusdd....I have that technical issue in my mind. 
 
At some point you will leave the board or stop posting and we will not be aware of such 

issues!  

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 5:41am | Post# 3240

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Whatever you guys are doing just remember that technical-corrections do not make 
sense - in the usual way. So - sell but be careful too. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
The price has hit the "pregnant" green support area. So, it "could be" going up, if the dis-
similarity appear ? 



 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:47am | Post# 3241

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, The price has hit the "pregnant" green support area. So, it "could 
be" going up, if the dis-similarity appear ? 
If you look at my OUTLOOK : It is bearish (MILD). That means I am looking forward to a 
great fall- but a gentle week! For me, until the problem I see at 1.31583 is corrected - I 
will sell wisely. 
 
And so far EURUSD has been gentle 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 5:49am | Post# 3242

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you look at my OUTLOOK : It is bearish (MILD). That means I am looking 
forward to a great fall- but a gentle week! For me, until the problem I see at 1.31583 is 
corrected - I will sell wisely. And so far EURUSD has been gentle 
Thank you. Can you explain, how can we know that "the technical problem at 1.31583" is 
already corrected or not ? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 5:50am | Post# 3243

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, The price has hit the "pregnant" green support area. So, it "could 
be" going up, if the dis-similarity appear ? 
I'm going to be the first to say, "Please ignore the idea of support and resistance at the 
pregnant green support area"! 
You just don't know what price will do. Target a REAL BORN VERIFIED ZONE, preferrably 
the newer ones. They are all below current price. 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Lion, To me, if it's not on the chart yet, I am not going to create a 
trade decision based upon it.I think that this expectation of where price is compared 
to an unborn zone causes confusion. I realise it's important. But wouldn't it be easier if 
the unborn zone is NOT considered a support/resistance zone until it is born? That 
removes your question's issue. Also, once Dissimilarity Starts.... the price can do 
anything it wants... dissimilarity is just the difference between price and stochastic, that 
doesn't mean traders... 
 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:52am | Post# 3244

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank you. Can you explain, how can we know that "the technical problem at 
1.31583" is already corrected or not ? 
EURUSD will make one last move to that area. It will be a technical move and so it will 
take people BY SURPRISE. 
Big-boys are planning so - just like the buy at 1.2894 - a lot of people will not 
understand it when it happens. 
That is why - sellers should sell wisely. The time will come! 

 



smallcat Jul 19, 2013 5:54am | Post# 3245

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm going to be the first to say, "Please ignore the idea of support and resistance 
at the pregnant green support area"! You just don't know what price will do. Target a 
REAL BORN VERIFIED ZONE, preferrably the newer ones. They are all below current 
price. {quote} 
 
Thank you vlady, but how do i know that the "Real born verified zone" will be at below of 
current price ? Which item must I see (stoch, bb, ema, or ??? ) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 5:55am | Post# 3246

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank you vlady, but how do i know that the "Real born verified zone" will be at 
below of current price ? Which item must I see (stoch, bb, ema, or ??? ) 

LOOK at the chart and find your own WOW-moment.   

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 5:57am | Post# 3247

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EURUSD will make one last move to that area. It will be a technical move and so 
it will take people BY SURPRISE. Big-boys are planning so - just like the buy at 1.2894 - 
a lot of people will not understand it when it happens. That is why - sellers should sell 
wisely. The time will come! 

Thank you very much Eurusdd. Great ...  

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 6:00am | Post# 3248

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Latest chart showing how the little window magnet was quickly closed and how lower zone 
has formed support. Will it hold? What does the method/approach tell us about this? 

 

 



smallcat Jul 19, 2013 6:01am | Post# 3249

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} LOOK at the chart and find your own WOW-moment.   

Ok, thank you. Have learned much from a master like you ....  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 6:05am | Post# 3250

 
So my final statement. I have to go: Sell but always remember - eurusd can dump you. 
Therefore -use stoploss/buystops wisely. 

 

merlion Jul 19, 2013 6:09am | Post# 3251

 
the tread is very interesting one....like al lorente's & evaluator's..........   

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:13am | Post# 3252

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
So my final statement. I have to go: Sell but always remember - eurusd can dump you. 
Therefore -use stoploss/buystops wisely. 
Wise words! 
 
Current posted chart (thanks Taypot!) shows that the ZZ Bottom (B) has confirmed ZZ 
Top (B).  
The next logical move is for price to make a....... ZZ Top (C).  
 
A reminder for all the folk: 

• I don't care about pregnant zones for now 
• I don't care about real zones for now 
• I am looking for WHERE a ZZ Top could form?? 

• Outside of Bollinger 
• Stoch outside of Bollinger 
• Price to cross Bollinger Mid after (B) 

If that price happens to be near 3150-3160 (Daily R2 is 3152), once the charts prints the 
ZZ Top: 

1. Aggressive: Short the heck out of it, targetting all lower zones. Even better if a 
Dissimilarity Zone starts around this time as well 

2. Moderate: Wait... if price crosses the BB Mid down, THEN you can short and put a 
SL at the ZZ Top. Target all lower zones.  

3. Conservative: Wait for any movement down to 3100 and short at 3098ish. Target 
all lower zones.  

Does this show that the Zones become my target, not my REASON FOR 
TRADING? No support/resistance decisions or wondering if it's i, ii or iii...  
Just trade the swings (read FXWRANGLER's Recent post!!). 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 6:20am | Post# 3253



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wise words! Current posted chart (thanks Taypot!) shows that the ZZ Bottom 
(B) has confirmed ZZ Top (B). The next logical move is for price to make a....... ZZ Top 
(C). A reminder for all the folk: I don't care about pregnant zones for now I don't care 
about real zones for now I am looking for WHERE a ZZ Top could form?? Outside of 
Bollinger Stoch outside of Bollinger Price to cross Bollinger Mid after (B)If that price 
happens to be near 3150-3160 (Daily R2 is 3152), once the charts prints the ZZ Top: 
Aggressive: Short the heck out of it,... 
Could you point me to FxWrangler's post ? Is it also at this thread (that i passed it )? Tq 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:20am | Post# 3254

 
Quoting taypot 
Latest chart showing how the little window magnet was quickly closed and how lower 
zone has formed support. Will it hold? What does the method/approach tell us 
about this? {image} 
That price will eventually go through it.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:22am | Post# 3255

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Could you point me to FxWrangler's post ? Is it also at this thread (that i passed 
it )? Tq 
Smallcat, FXWrangler's post is a few pages back. Have you read most of the thread? 
There are some summary PDFs for Stoch/BB and CI methods. I suggest you become fully 
immersed in these in order to be able to participate. FXWrangler's post is complex - but 
not complicated.... so you need to be familiar with the bits and pieces. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 6:24am | Post# 3256

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wise words! Current posted chart (thanks Taypot!) shows that the ZZ Bottom 
(B) has confirmed ZZ Top (B). The next logical move is for price to make a....... ZZ Top 
(C). A reminder for all the folk: I don't care about pregnant zones for now I don't care 
about real zones for now I am looking for WHERE a ZZ Top could form?? Outside of 
Bollinger Stoch outside of Bollinger Price to cross Bollinger Mid after (B)If that price 
happens to be near 3150-3160 (Daily R2 is 3152), once the charts prints the ZZ Top: 
Aggressive: Short the heck out of it,... 

also wise words...  and something like a plan I can lean on, thanks 
 
so, you are waiting for the zz top to be formed and than start shorting... 
until the top has formed, you trade the zz bottom to top also? 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 6:28am | Post# 3257

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wise words! Current posted chart (thanks Taypot!) shows that the ZZ Bottom (B) 
has confirmed ZZ Top (B). The next logical move is for price to make a....... ZZ Top (C). A 
reminder for all the folk: I don't care about pregnant zones for now I don't care about real 
zones for now I am looking for WHERE a ZZ Top could form?? Outside of Bollinger Stoch 



outside of Bollinger Price to cross Bollinger Mid after (B)If that price happens to be near 
3150-3160 (Daily R2 is 3152), once the charts prints the ZZ Top: Aggressive: Short the 
heck out of it,... 
 
Great stuff vlady 
put text on according to your thoughts (correct me if I'm wrong) .... but added that top 
might be next news time at 1.30 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:41am | Post# 3258

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} also wise words...  and something like a plan I can lean on, thanks so, you are 
waiting for the zz top to be formed and than start shorting... until the top has formed, 
you trade the zz bottom to top also?  
No. 
 
Okay.. this is the level that I start using the Pregnant Zones and Born Zones (Babies) 
concept. 
But before I delve into it... the perspective I take first is to view the world from higher 
timeframes: 
 
Eurusdd mentioned that the 15M settings can also work on the 4H. So I switch to the 4H 
and I am looking for the DS Zones to place my targets. 
 
a) Any Zone that are Born Babies that have not been cleared ARE TARGETS 
b) Any Zone that is pregnant... will act as a Barrier. 
 
Let's talk about (b) again. Barriers. What happens when you hit a barrier. You get 
stopped. If you insist on getting through the barrier, you will go through it but you will 
get resistance. That's how I feel about Pregnant Zones. There are no rules to state that 
just because it is Support/Resistance... that price won't break it. In one of my posts last 
night, I showed that a Pregnant Zone had 4 ZigZag swings going through it!! How would 
you trade that if you always had the conviction that a Pregnant Zone was S/R????? To 
me it;s a crazy notion. 
 
So.... how to make a plan with (a) and (b). Simple. Eurusdd said that price will find the 
EASIEST WAY TO THE TARGET (ZONES): 
That means "EASY" could be defined as 



1. The closest ones 
2. The newest one 
3. The (1) or (2) that forces price Up/Down into an existing zone 

So... Based on this, my current view is that we are targeting the 1.29XX ZONES. 
This is below us so all trades should be SHORT BIASED. I may do a counter 
trend trade... but ideally it's better not to for your own sanity and trade 
management. 
 
It's a slightly older zone but a massively strong support zone. If we break it... we must 
therefore expect a ZZ Bottom eventually that will target........ the big massive ZONE we 
are currently in at the moment! 
 
One Zone before the next, all in perfect synchronization with the the ZigZag swings. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:48am | Post# 3259

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Great stuff vlady put text on according to your thoughts (correct me if I'm 
wrong) .... but added that top might be next news time at 1.30 {image} 

YES!!!  
 
I'm relying on your MT4 charts today my friend! I'll post more thoughts soon.... I'll give 
you guys a break LOL 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 6:49am | Post# 3260

 
it`s like information overload in this thread  
 
thanks for PDF`s 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 6:49am | Post# 3261

 
I have read the thread, but maybe I missed a page. What are pregnant zones and born 
babies referencing? 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 6:52am | Post# 3262

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Smallcat, FXWrangler's post is a few pages back. Have you read most of the 
thread? There are some summary PDFs for Stoch/BB and CI methods. I suggest you 
become fully immersed in these in order to be able to participate. FXWrangler's post is 
complex - but not complicated.... so you need to be familiar with the bits and pieces. 
Thank you vlady, will look for it. 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 6:56am | Post# 3263

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} YES!!! I'm relying on your MT4 charts today my friend! I'll post more 
thoughts soon.... I'll give you guys a break LOL 
Question: why not open a free demo account so u have access to Mt4 charts and makes 
your trádes in your own platform? Then u are not ever wondering if a ZZ has formed. 
Seems a crucial aspect to how u are trading this. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 6:56am | Post# 3264

 
Quoting panamamike 
I have read the thread, but maybe I missed a page. What are pregnant zones and born 
babies referencing? 
Pregnant Zones = when Dissimilarity Starts but hasn't ended 
Born Babies = Zones that are now on the chart, coinciding when Dissimilarity Ends or 
Similarity Resumes. 
 
People are hanging on statements from Eurusdd such as: 

• Price tends to stay between the High/Low of the bar that triggered Dissim. - What 
happens when price breaks the boundaries. 

• Dissimilarity zones act as support/resistance 
• Take note of where price is compared to a zone that hasn't been confirmed yet. 

 
The terminology is evolving to describe when zones exist/don't exist and what to do 
about them. All of these statements are fine actually... but in context. I think people are 
using these as Initial Trading Triggers, which I think is not what is intended. 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 6:58am | Post# 3265

 
what indicator to see zones are you using now? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 7:00am | Post# 3266

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} Question: why not open a free demo account so u have access to Mt4 charts and 
makes your trádes in your own platform? Then u are not ever wondering if a ZZ has 
formed. Seems a crucial aspect to how u are trading this. 
Good question. I am at work, I don't control my workstation. I tried the DropBox 
method, but our internet firewall restricts that so.... basically... I don't have access to 
MT4.  
 
I chart using IGINDEX so I don't have a ZigZag indicator (believe it or not). But I have 
Bollinger Bands. I don't have Stochastics with Bollinger Bands in the same window. So I 
am learning to use this system with as naked a set of indies as possible. 
 
EDIT:  
I can now make a reasonable guess of where a ZZ will form. I get more comfort when 
the MT4 indi definitely says it is. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 7:03am | Post# 3267

 



Quoting juhanimi 
what indicator to see zones are you using now? 
I don't. I use MT4 at home, look at the 4H and pick my target. I don't care as much 
about Dissim Zones forming. I care about ones that exist and right now recent ones 
below current price have been taken out. But the big zone we are in has not. Add the fact 
that Eurusdd mentions a technical error at 3153 and you get all targets being south of 
price. Currently short. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 7:08am | Post# 3268

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No. Okay.. this is the level that I start using the Pregnant Zones and Born Zones 
(Babies) concept. But before I delve into it... the perspective I take first is to view the world 
from higher timeframes: Eurusdd mentioned that the 15M settings can also work on the 4H. 
So I switch to the 4H and I am looking for the DS Zones to place my targets. a) Any Zone 
that are Born Babies that have not been cleared ARE TARGETS b) Any Zone that is 
pregnant... will act as a Barrier. Let's talk about (b) again. Barriers. What happens when 
you hit a barrier.... 
here is the 4H chart with the same settings as 15M we can see one big zone above and one 
big zone below. The zone above as been expired (more than 14 days), so we only have the 
green zone as target below, right? 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 7:08am | Post# 3269

 
i did mean that, what is best indi for now, to see zones 
what indi you guys are using now 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 7:11am | Post# 3270

 
Quoting juhanimi 
i did mean that, what is best indi for now, to see zones what indi you guys are using now 
Eurusdd posted a lengthy post with 2 new templates along with 2 updated indicators: v1 
and v2. 
You are meant to use 2x 15M screens and apply v1 and v2 separately. These will give 



(sometimes) contrasting zones. See the post for rules. It's about 1 day old.... and also on 
Page/Post 1. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 7:13am | Post# 3271

 
2 Attachment(s) 

signing off. I hope YOU can see what EURUSD IS DOING!!! 
Never underestimate the BABY! She will dump you!!!  

 
 

 
 
Technical-corrections are more powerful than whatever FUNDAMENTALS can give 
you! Learn this!!!! 
 
I will not wait for eurusd to get to 1.31583. I will take a good profit!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 7:13am | Post# 3272



 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} here is the 4H chart with the same settings as 15M we can see one big zone 
above and one big zone below. The zone above as been expired (more than 14 days), so 
we only have the green zone as target below, right? {image} 
Yes, that's my plan. 
 
Also, after the recent update, Eurusdd changed his expiry time to 35 days. I followed 
suit. Therefore, upper zone still exists... but since we are in it and haven't cleared it you 
can now say it is acting as resistance and have more confidence in shorting it.  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 7:14am | Post# 3273

 
1 Attachment(s) 
These trades keep on coming! It's becoming easier! 

 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 7:16am | Post# 3274

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
signing off. I hope YOU can see what EURUSD IS DOING!!! Never underestimate the 

BABY! She will dump you!!!  {image} 

 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 7:17am | Post# 3275

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Eurusdd posted a lengthy post with 2 new templates along with 2 updated 
indicators: v1 and v2. You are meant to use 2x 15M screens and apply v1 and v2 
separately. These will give (sometimes) contrasting zones. See the post for rules. It's about 
1 day old.... and also on Page/Post 1. 
 
vlady...for you a 4 hr... with thanks 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 7:19am | Post# 3276

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote}  
Neio, you can make it too. Just ask the PAIR to love you!!! 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 7:21am | Post# 3277

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, that's my plan. Also, after the recent update, Eurusdd changed his expiry 
time to 35 days. I followed suit. Therefore, upper zone still exists... but since we are in it 
and haven't cleared it you can now say it is acting as resistance and have more confidence 
in shorting it. 
4 hr .......expiry time now 35 

 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 7:21am | Post# 3278



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Neio, you can make it too. Just ask the PAIR to love you!!! 
 
thank you Eurusdd....I am learning to love it. My trading has improved greatly since this 
thread!!! My demo account is giving me the confidence to go live. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 7:27am | Post# 3279

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, that's my plan. Also, after the recent update, Eurusdd changed his expiry 
time to 35 days. I followed suit. Therefore, upper zone still exists... but since we are in 
it and haven't cleared it you can now say it is acting as resistance and have more 
confidence in shorting it. 
 
35 days? have not seen this post? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 7:28am | Post# 3280

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} vlady...for you a 4 hr... with thanks {image} 
Thank you very much. Very helpful. 
 
We are in Similarity now. If I recall, it's best not to open any new trades. My short was 
done during "pregnancy" or Dissimilarity. 
This means big players (watch NYC open) could spike this bad boy. My trades are Binary 
Options, so I don't worry about stop losses. 
 
I can see a retest of today's high 1.3150. I was late in getting that price... but I will take 
another short around there if/when that happens. 
That should form the Swing ZZ Top.  
 
Other things to note.... it's Friday. So I don't expect the move DOWN to occur all in one 
hit today either. Next week news days are Wed and Thu so we could also range in this 
upper zone. I don't know... I don't care... I'm relying on the ZZTop/BB to set my 
direction. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 7:28am | Post# 3281

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} thank you Eurusdd....I am learning to love it. My trading has improved greatly 
since this thread!!! My demo account is giving me the confidence to go live. 
Don't love her first. Let her LOVE YOU first! It that way - you are not likely to get 

DUMPED!!!  

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 7:29am | Post# 3282

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} vlady...for you a 4 hr... with thanks {image} 
Vlady.....and now a 15min with 35 expiry time and same settings as 4 hr , and i have added 
text to what I think you mean by pregnancy and birth 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 7:29am | Post# 3283

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Don't love her first. Let her LOVE YOU first! It that way - you are not likely to 

get DUMPED!!!  
lol 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 7:33am | Post# 3284

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Don't love her first. Let her LOVE YOU first! It that way - you are not likely to 

get DUMPED!!!  
ha ha 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 7:36am | Post# 3285

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thank you very much. Very helpful. We are in Similarity now. If I recall, it's best 
not to open any new trades. My short was done during "pregnancy" or Dissimilarity. This 
means big players (watch NYC open) could spike this bad boy. My trades are Binary 
Options, so I don't worry about stop losses. I can see a retest of today's high 1.3150. I 
was late in getting that price... but I will take another short around there if/when that 
happens. That should form the Swing ZZ Top. Other things to note.... it's Friday. So I 
don't expect the move... 
If I could vouch, I would, but there are so many people to vouch for. I am learning so 
much here. I hope my posts are not a nuisance am I am glad we are now talking about 
the two chart comparison method that Eurusdd proposed. That little magnet window was 
great. But in 'birthing terms' what could it be called...The mind boggles, a 'hatch' maybe 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 7:36am | Post# 3286

 
Hmm no shorts yet...not yet 



 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 7:39am | Post# 3287

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hmm no shorts yet...not yet 
I am waiting for at least the EMA1 to go outside the BB and for the next leg of the ZZ to 
show. Which is currently around the 1.3150 level 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 7:40am | Post# 3288

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I am waiting for at least the EMA1 to go outside the BB and for the next leg of 
the ZZ to show. 
Remember - eurusd will try and make a last move up there. So hold your shorts for now! 
Hmmm!!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 7:51am | Post# 3289

 
Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, to prove it can be done! 
 

My friend thought it was fake, now he's interested in the thread!  
 
I still have a lot to learn!  

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 7:54am | Post# 3290

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, prove it can be done! My friend thought it 

was fake, now he's interested in the thread!  

 
 
Im impressed! 
Are you trading stoch/bb/zz on M15 only? Several pairs? 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 7:54am | Post# 3291

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, prove it can be done! My friend thought it 

was fake, now he's interested in the thread!  
 
ha ha.... look forward to seeing it! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 7:55am | Post# 3292

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, prove it can be done! My friend thought it was 

fake, now he's interested in the thread!  

!!! Let them keep doubting. You don't know what I went through. 



HMMMM. 
 

 
 
THANK YOU! U have added more support to this thread. I admire you. 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 7:59am | Post# 3293

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, prove it can be done! My friend thought it 

was fake, now he's interested in the thread!  
400% under 3 weeks 
 
YOU KNOW THE THRUTH 

 

lappies Jul 19, 2013 8:02am | Post# 3294

 
Dis-sim started.. 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 8:02am | Post# 3295

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Im impressed! Are you trading stoch/bb/zz on M15 only? Several pairs? 
It was a mix of CI and bb/stoch/zz on 5M chart, but mostly stoch/bb/zz. 
 
I've acquired the skill to scalp with CI, now I'm knuckling down the stoch/bb/zz skill, my 
eyes have been opened once again! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 8:04am | Post# 3296

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Im impressed! Are you trading stoch/bb/zz on M15 only? Several pairs? 
Madmoney is doing what I said everyone should do: understand the BASIC CONCEPT and 
then adapt it to your trading style. I urged you to experiment too; produce variations! 
 
EURUSD is not done yet. buy around 1.31200/195 

 



Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 8:07am | Post# 3297

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} !!! Let them keep doubting. You don't know what I 
went through. HMMMM. {image} THANK YOU! U have added more support to this thread. 
I admire you. 
Your concept is probably too simple for people to understand, some people will never get 
it, because they give up too soon. 
 
Just allow it time to sink in people. SIMPLICITY IS GENIUS. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 8:08am | Post# 3298

 
vlady can i request a link to your post on how to determine the accuracy of a zz swing? 

 

panamamike Jul 19, 2013 8:12am | Post# 3299

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} It was a mix of CI and bb/stoch/zz on 5M chart, but mostly stoch/bb/zz. I've 
acquired the skill to scalp with CI, now I'm knuckling down the stoch/bb/zz skill, my eyes 
have been opened once again! 
May I inquire as to the amount of leverage u are using per trade? 17 trades to net 
+400% !! 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 8:12am | Post# 3300

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Your concept is probably too simple for people to understand, some people will 
never get it, because they give up too soon. Just allow it time to sink in people. 
SIMPLICITY IS GENIUS. 
I will not give up. I will plow through this thread over and over again and demo-trade 

until I find something that works for me and seems to keep me profitable.  

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 8:16am | Post# 3301

 
Quoting lappies 
Dis-sim started.. 
Hmmm are we going to be above or below...looks like quite a thin zone. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 8:16am | Post# 3302

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I will not give up. I will plow through this thread over and over again and demo-

trade until I find something that works for me and seems to keep me profitable.  
I INTENTIONALLY put things around in a random-fashion. Only 
SMART/SERIOUS people like MADMONEY-RALOME-neio and others 
will be able to connect the dots!!!  

 



Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 8:18am | Post# 3303

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I will not give up. I will plow through this thread over and over again and demo-

trade until I find something that works for me and seems to keep me profitable.  

Keep going!  
 
Our greatest weakness lies in giving up - Thomas Edison  

 

killerno Jul 19, 2013 8:22am | Post# 3304

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Your concept is probably too simple for people to understand, some people will 
never get it, because they give up too soon. Just allow it time to sink in people. 
SIMPLICITY IS GENIUS. 
Hi Madmoney, 
 
great results. I am using only the Stoch/BB concept during dissimilarity periods on 
M1/M5/M15. 23/22 winning trades so far. 
May I ask u how are you using the ZZ in the concept? I mean if 1 EMA touch the BB but 
ZZ is not drawing new top/bottom then go for the previous direction or using in different 
way? 
thanks 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 8:22am | Post# 3305

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I INTENTIONALLY put things around in a random-fashion. Only SMART/SERIOUS 
people like MADMONEY-RALOME-neio and others will be able to connect the dots!!! 
That's what I like with this thread, it keep the brain occupied, least to say. 
It does NOT give us a complete manual from A to Z of "HOW TO MAKE MONEY ON 
FOREX" and that blablabla!! 
 
I do not have to prove for anyone other than myself who I am and if im smart/serious 
enough. 
But I want you to know that im not here to get entry-signals. I want to LEARN! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 8:31am | Post# 3306

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I INTENTIONALLY put things around in a random-fashion. Only SMART/SERIOUS 
people like MADMONEY-RALOME-neio and others will be able to connect the dots!!! 

Im the STUPID/SERIOUS people.....dots connect me?  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 8:33am | Post# 3307

 
I'm co-ordinating zz tops/bottoms with the zones, which I'm using as S/R, that's all. 
 
VLADY1974 made a good case. 

Quoting vlady1974 



This is to do with today's discussion on ZigZag Tops and Bottoms... ZZ Top and ZZ Bot 

On the 15M, the most recent swing high is not yet "confirmed". We devised some rules 
for confirmation: Price is marked by the ZigZag Price is outside the BB Stoch is outside 
the BB Price crosses the BB Midline AFTERWARDSThere are some exceptions that I've 

seen... so I would say this is 97% accurate Below is a chart showing the most recent 
swing high or ZZ Top is possibly a fake or won't be the ZZ Top for much longer.... 
hopefully. {image} 
 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 8:38am | Post# 3308

 
how to use zz is in post 294, i did missed that part 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 8:42am | Post# 3309

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD is going to go up at this point. so mark it. The UP IS NOT DONE 

YET.   

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 8:46am | Post# 3310

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD is going to go up at this point. so mark it. The UP IS NOT DONE YET.{image} 

Hahaa I just bought not too long ago!  

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 8:54am | Post# 3311

 
I haven't bought yet......waiting for a turn. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:07am | Post# 3312

 
still waiting for eurusd to get back to 1.31200/195 in order to buy. If she doesn't then 
she will try 1.31583 next week. 

 

Jer21 Jul 19, 2013 9:07am | Post# 3313

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I INTENTIONALLY put things around in a random-fashion. Only SMART/SERIOUS 
people like MADMONEY-RALOME-neio and others will be able to connect the dots!!! 
 



I have a strong fundamental understanding of fractal dimension analysis and arbitrage 
pricing theory. But Eurusdd pointed out several aspects that gave me a "ahhh ha" 
moment.It's one thing to know the formulas but applying with different layers of 
theories/math is another. It's a complicated issue, but depending on your understanding 
one can really take off risk in the market. Forgive me if I'm not willing to share my 
findings because it is worth years of research. I just want to thank Eurusdd for all the 
engaging sometimes coded message, very thought proving to say the least. Good luck to 
all the aspiring multi-millionaire traders. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:12am | Post# 3314

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Back from lunch... awesome steak! No worries about my short trade (alert set at 1.3155 but 

none so far)  
 
Chart Before Lunch (FIRST) 
Chart After Lunch (SECOND) 
 
I am still projecting... but as you can see I am projecting the turns on a lower level using 
the 5M... still using 15 minute settings on my Stoch though. 

 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:13am | Post# 3315

 
Quoting Jer21 
{quote} I have a strong fundamental understanding of fractal dimension analysis and 
arbitrage pricing theory. But Eurusdd pointed out several aspects that gave me a "ahhh 
ha" moment.It's one thing to know the formulas but applying with different layers of 
theories/math is another. It's a complicated issue, but depending on your understanding 
one can really take off risk in the market. Forgive me if I'm not willing to share my 
findings because it is worth years of research. I just want to thank Eurusdd for all the 
engaging sometimes coded message,... 

depending on one's level of sophistication: the AAAHHH moment will come sooner 
rather than later. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:15am | Post# 3316

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I INTENTIONALLY put things around in a random-fashion. Only SMART/SERIOUS 
people like MADMONEY-RALOME-neio and others will be able to connect the dots!!! 

LOL... one day I will make this list  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:16am | Post# 3317

 
Quoting vlady1974 
This is to do with today's discussion on ZigZag Tops and Bottoms... ZZ Top and ZZ Bot 

On the 15M, the most recent swing high is not yet "confirmed". We devised some rules 
for confirmation: Price is marked by the ZigZag Price is outside the BB Stoch is outside 



the BB Price crosses the BB Midline AFTERWARDSThere are some exceptions that I've 

seen... so I would say this is 97% accurate Below is a chart showing the most recent 
swing high or ZZ Top is possibly a fake or won't be the ZZ Top for much longer.... 
hopefully. {image} 
Can't recall who wanted it... here is the post regarding the ZZ "Rules" as I saw them. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 9:17am | Post# 3318

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Back from lunch... awesome steak! No worries about my short trade (alert set at 1.3155 

but none so far) Chart Before Lunch (FIRST) Chart After Lunch (SECOND) I am still 
projecting... but as you can see I am projecting the turns on a lower level using the 5M... 
still using 15 minute settings on my Stoch though. {image} {image} 
Where did you have your steak vlady? Hawksmoor? 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:19am | Post# 3319

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer 
band!!! Therefore, when ZZ appears and the 1EMA has not hit an outer band, you have 
97% guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right 
money-management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!! 
97% is good enough 
how to open trade? when price comes to mid-bb-band maybe? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 19, 2013 9:20am | Post# 3320

 
Hey vlady, how proficient are you with computer/network? There are times where you 
can work around the restrictions at work 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:23am | Post# 3321

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Vlady.....and now a 15min with 35 expiry time and same settings as 4 hr , and i 
have added text to what I think you mean by pregnancy and birth {image} 
My thoughts on this are: 
 
What If I Am Wrong? 

• My risk is defined in my short. ie. Limited exposure. 
• Price would have to clear the entire upper zone (high 3172). If that happens.... 

ALL LOWER ZONES ARE NOT TO BE CONSIDERED UNTIL AFTER THE NEXT 
DISSIMILARITY <----- you must realize this will mean a bull trend and those 
zones will need to be cleared by another change in trend... ie. you could be 
waiting more than 14 or 35 days. 

• Price could also stay above 3153 but not exceed 3172.... that would piss me off 
but still possible 

 
Can't think of any more. 

But thank you for the charts... they are keeping me grounded  



 

FXWrangler Jul 19, 2013 9:23am | Post# 3322

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Do you think that if you drew the lines where dissimilarity would occur and end, 
or had an indicator to do it, you could have a pretty effective support-resistance type 
trading system? 
yes. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:25am | Post# 3323

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Hey vlady, how proficient are you with computer/network? There are times where you 
can work around the restrictions at work 
I'm not a programmer so not super technical.... but funnily enough I am a systems 

administrator  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:26am | Post# 3324

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Do you think that if you drew the lines where dissimilarity would occur and end, 
or had an indicator to do it, you could have a pretty effective support-resistance type 
trading system? 
Don't we have that now? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:27am | Post# 3325

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
still waiting for eurusd to get back to 1.31200/195 in order to buy. If she doesn't then 
she will try 1.31583 next week. 
Err.... did you mean SELL? 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:29am | Post# 3326

 
1 Attachment(s) 
so price should go up at least so far that ema1 hits outer band, 97%, 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 9:30am | Post# 3327

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Hey vlady, how proficient are you with computer/network? There are times where you 
can work around the restrictions at work 
Yea like changing PROXY 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:31am | Post# 3328

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Err.... did you mean SELL? 
My buy is hot at 1.3120/1.31195. If price does not get there then I think she will try 
1.31583 next week and so a sell is cool or I will stop. 
 
But eurusd means business. she wants to close the deal. Don't let her dump you. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 19, 2013 9:31am | Post# 3329

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm not a programmer so not super technical.... but funnily enough I am a 

systems administrator  

Seen plenty of you... lol 
 
How are you locked out of your own system? Anyway. Look into SSH proxies. PM me if 
you want some more details 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:32am | Post# 3330

 
Quoting juhanimi 
so price should go up at least so far that ema1 hits outer band, 97%, {image} 



It will go up as far as it needs to. But you took your LONG at the safest place... when 
price crossed the BB Mid, confirming the ZZ swing bottom. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 19, 2013 9:32am | Post# 3331

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yea like changing PROXY 
Some business firewalls are proxy aware.. you need other tricks 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:33am | Post# 3332

 
I hope you guy are aware that a new ZONE is coming to life soon. Factor that into your 
analysis. 
 
Buy should ONLY be considered at 1.3120/1.31195 AREA!!!!  

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:35am | Post# 3333

 
1 Attachment(s) 
zz rules, 97% buy? 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:37am | Post# 3334

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} It will go up as far as it needs to. But you took your LONG at the 
safest place... when price crossed the BB Mid, confirming the ZZ swing 
bottom. 

no, i did take that trade, when it came down, because there is 97% chance that last zz 
will repaint because ema1 is not touching upper bb and zz is there, that is how i 
understand that 

 



vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:38am | Post# 3335

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 

{quote} Seen plenty of you... lol How are you locked out of your own system? 
Anyway. Look into SSH proxies. PM me if you want some more details 

I am ALL OVER! LOL... PM'd back. Cheers for your help in advance, fella.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:38am | Post# 3336

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I hope you guy are aware that a new ZONE is coming to life soon. Factor that into your 
analysis. Buy should ONLY be considered at 1.3120/1.31195 AREA!!!! 
Oh. I got you now. Understood. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:39am | Post# 3337

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} no, i did take that trade, when it came down, because there is 97% chance that 
last zz will repaint because ema1 is not touching upper bb and zz is there, that is how i 
understand that 
eurusd WILL GO UP, contrary to what you expect. There is a problem there. 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:40am | Post# 3338

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} eurusd WILL GO UP, contrary to what you expect. There is a problem there. 
okey, that my trade is eurcad and long 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:41am | Post# 3339

 
EURUSD is getting into a trap! It should be easier to tell where she will go! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:42am | Post# 3340

 
Quoting juhanimi 
zz rules, 97% buy? {image} 
The ZZ point should be outside the BB. That doesn't look like it's outside. Wait a bit 
more? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:44am | Post# 3341

 
MOST of you are not using the BB-ZZ-1EMA method 
properly. Hmmm 
 
I will explain it in detail later. 

 



juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:45am | Post# 3342

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The ZZ point should be outside the BB. That doesn't look like it's outside. Wait a 
bit more? 
i am just trying to do what Eurusdd is explaining and showing, like this pic 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...5&d=1372908482  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 9:47am | Post# 3343

 
Quoting juhanimi 
zz rules, 97% buy? {image} 
1EMA (not price) has to pierce the bb for it to be considered a safe trade. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:47am | Post# 3344

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Vlady.....and now a 15min with 35 expiry time and same settings as 4 hr , and i 
have added text to what I think you mean by pregnancy and birth {image} 
Hey Taypot... are you able to put up another updated 15min? Many thanks! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:48am | Post# 3345

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} 1EMA (not price) has to pierce the bb for it to be considered a safe trade. 

Thank you! Got there before I did  

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 9:48am | Post# 3346

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} 1EMA (not price) has to pierce the bb for it to be considered a safe trade. 
okey thanks, so that is not good buy 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 9:51am | Post# 3347

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} okey thanks, so that is not good buy 
You can buy, and it may turn out to be a good trade, but Eurusdd >90% analysis is not 
behind it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:51am | Post# 3348

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You can buy, and it may turn out to be a good trade, but Eurusdd >90% 
analysis is not behind it. 
thank you. i will explain it further. 
 



 
EURUSD IS GOING TO strike!!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 9:55am | Post# 3349

 
She's sneaking up! 
 
Lovely support barrier. 

 

taypot Jul 19, 2013 9:57am | Post# 3350

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Taypot... are you able to put up another updated 15min? Many thanks! 
Yes vlady, pleasure, here you go, ignore all my thoughts in yellow...just ideas, I bought at 
bottom of my 'hatch zone' (pale blue window) and closed most of it in profit... leaving .1 pip 
to run while i go on the beach so may not be around till after 6 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 9:59am | Post# 3351

 
eurusd wants to be above the new baby we are expecting. I am away for a while: 2hrs. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 9:59am | Post# 3352

 
Long at 3115 ... bastards dragged me in LOL  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:00am | Post# 3353

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Yes vlady, pleasure, here you go, ignore all my thoughts in yellow...just ideas, I 
bought at bottom of my 'hatch zone' (pale blue window) and closed most of it in profit... 
leaving .1 pip to run while i go on the beach so may not be around till after 6 {image} 



Thank you! Now that's my kind of trading!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:00am | Post# 3354

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Long at 3115 ... bastards dragged me in LOL  

 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 10:01am | Post# 3355

 
1 Attachment(s) 
is this right...zz has to repaint and ema1 has to touch upper bb band 

 

 

renanc93 Jul 19, 2013 10:02am | Post# 3356

 
Some one can please post the last sotch dis-similarity indicator here please? I can't found 
in so many topics. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:03am | Post# 3357

 
There is a reason why I TRADE ONLY EURUSD. 
 
1: If you know what you are doing, 1 PAIR is enough. 
 
aLL price-processes are governed by the same stochastic-process. 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 10:03am | Post# 3358

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting renanc93 



Some one can please post the last sotch dis-similarity indicator here please? I can't found 
in so many topics. 
May the force be with you! 
r-v2.mq4  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:05am | Post# 3359

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
It was clear EURUSD will return to 1.31195/200 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:06am | Post# 3360

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Long at 3115 ... bastards dragged me in LOL  
Closed +15 
 
Re-entered 3126, TP open for 1H. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:08am | Post# 3361

 



Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}  

 
 
Loving these counter trend trades. When you know where all the ducks are, it is sooooo 
easy. 
 
(And yes, I know we're on support from the preggers dissim born baby zonal black hole 
funky mofo zone) HAHA! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 10:10am | Post# 3362

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So, Eurusdd you traded just as price bounced off that lower zone.... 
 

Pink box, coincidence or deliberate ? 
 

 

 

renanc93 Jul 19, 2013 10:11am | Post# 3363

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} May the force be with you! {file} 
Thank you bro. 
Thats only one active zone at EURUSD right now? 
Look: 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 10:12am | Post# 3364

 
Quoting renanc93 
{quote} Thank you bro. Thats only one active zone at EURUSD right now? Look: 
{image} 
What's your settings? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:14am | Post# 3365

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
So, Eurusdd you traded just as price bounced off that lower zone.... Pink box, 

coincidence or deliberate ? {image} 
70% was my effort and the remaining 30% is due to my baby -EURUSD - listening to 

me.  
 
But seriously, I considered the position of the new-born baby we are expecting. EURUSD 
had to go up!!! The green region MUST serve as temporary support. 

 

renanc93 Jul 19, 2013 10:16am | Post# 3366

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} What's your settings? 
 
Settings in what indicator? 
If the dis-similarity it is standard. 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 10:17am | Post# 3367

 
Quoting renanc93 
{quote} Settings in what indicator? If the dis-similarity it is standard. 
Is it 300/24? 

 



renanc93 Jul 19, 2013 10:18am | Post# 3368

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} Is it 300/24? 

 
Yes, 
May be my broker, 
I'll donwload another MT4. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 10:19am | Post# 3369

 
Hahaha, I am noticing how price bounces between the existing zones. I now need to 
figure how the new forming zones come into play with regard to price direction. 
 
Still having an amazing amount of winners though, I must have trod in something as we 

say over here  
 
Daz. 

 

slimjim Jul 19, 2013 10:20am | Post# 3370

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Closed +15 Re-entered 3126, TP open for 1H. 
vlady, can you explain why you went long at 3115? I was thinking that, too, to be above 
the new zone that is about to show, but had to go do some chores around the house, 
came back and you had your profit! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3371

 
Quoting slimjim 
{quote} vlady, can you explain why you went long at 3115? I was thinking that, too, to 
be above the new zone that is about to show, but had to go do some chores around the 
house, came back and you had your profit! 

Effectively, in its simplest form: I am hedging.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:29am | Post# 3372

 
Quoting slimjim 
{quote} vlady, can you explain why you went long at 3115? I was thinking that, too, to 
be above the new zone that is about to show, but had to go do some chores around the 
house, came back and you had your profit! 
Sorry for the short response.... more detail: 
 
My long term is short - but if 3158 is not reached then next week... what do I do with the 
short? 
 
Short term, bounces off the stated support areas mean that price right now is going up. 
Just need to take it around the best areas. Otherwise known as scalping (hence why I 
booked my profits early). 
 



Traders should be able to position trade and scalp trade = adapt to the situation. 

 

Me3w Jul 19, 2013 10:37am | Post# 3373

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
I am still learning your concept, not easy to catch up to with the thread. 
 
Based on what condition you make the call 1.3120/1.31195 ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 10:46am | Post# 3374

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Caught another move on AUDUSD! 
 
Sold @ new support! (check my trade explorer) 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 10:47am | Post# 3375

 
1 Attachment(s) 
no animals were harmed in the making of this trade 



 

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 10:48am | Post# 3376

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just sold, hopefully i'm right : 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:48am | Post# 3377

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Caught another move on AUDUSD! Sold @ new support! {image} 

Same!  
 
WHOOPS! Sorry... meant EURUSD 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:49am | Post# 3378



 
Quoting condor666 
Just sold, hopefully i'm right : {image} 

Same!  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 10:49am | Post# 3379

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Same!  
It's easy when you know how! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 10:50am | Post# 3380

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Can't recall who wanted it... here is the post regarding the ZZ "Rules" as I saw 
them. 

Thanks was me  

 

angelofx Jul 19, 2013 10:51am | Post# 3381

 
Quoting Me3w 
Hi EURUSDD, I am still learning your concept, not easy to catch up to with the thread. 
Based on what condition you make the call 1.3120/1.31195 ? 
Imagine if we all have to answer to that!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:52am | Post# 3382

 
Do you know almost 96% of my LIVE trades are done with 10pips 
risk and I have VERY long winning streaks. 
It will take another thread to explain this: This thread is already a 
FOREST!!!  

 

angelofx Jul 19, 2013 10:53am | Post# 3383

 
Quoting juhanimi 
no animals were harmed in the making of this trade {image} 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:54am | Post# 3384

 
When you are trading : Pay attention to good technicals and don't get confuse with 
NEWS items! The whole story is in the current price. 
 
There is a problem at 1.31583 and No amount of NEWS will prevent its correction!!! 

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 10:54am | Post# 3385



 
IF price continues to go down, it will be my preferred figure, a nice double top. 

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 10:56am | Post# 3386

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Same!  
 

It could give a nice 60 pips trade  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 10:56am | Post# 3387

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
When you are trading : Pay attention to good technicals and don't get confuse with 
NEWS items! The whole story is in the current price. There is a problem at 1.31583 and 
No amount of NEWS will prevent its correction!!! 
Eurusdd... any chance of an overshoot on that price? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 10:57am | Post# 3388

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Same! WHOOPS! Sorry... meant EURUSD 
Closed my long, short now too! 
 
Don't forget 1.3158 is still lurking. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:58am | Post# 3389

 
YES: But I took my profit at 1.31499 on this move. 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:00am | Post# 3390

 
Quoting condor666 

{quote} It could give a nice 60 pips trade  
It will zigzag, so we can hedge! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 11:00am | Post# 3391

 
Due to 1.3158 not hit yet I closed my short for a couple of pips. Had a good day, I'm not 

being greedy  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:01am | Post# 3392

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Closed +15 Re-entered 3126, TP open for 1H. 

Long options expired in the money  



Getting paid, left right and centre today... actually last 2 days (once I got the ZZ/BB 
thing going properly). 
 
2 shorts in play. I want more. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 11:02am | Post# 3393

 
I gotta get the hang of this hedging, I tried it earlier and ballsed up my wining streak. 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 11:02am | Post# 3394

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Do you know almost 96% of my LIVE trades are done with 10pips risk and I have VERY 
long winning streaks. It will take another thread to explain this: This thread is already a 
FOREST!!! 
Looking forward to that! 

And PLEASE don't forget you "how to use indicators properly" thread!  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:03am | Post# 3395

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Long options expired in the money Getting paid, left right and centre today... 
actually last 2 days (once I got the ZZ/BB thing going properly). 2 shorts in play. I want 
more. 
You trading live?? 
 
Let's not get greedy, let's play by the method. 

 

Me3w Jul 19, 2013 11:05am | Post# 3396

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Do you know almost 96% of my LIVE trades are done with 10pips risk and I have VERY 
long winning streaks. It will take another thread to explain this: This thread is already a 
FOREST!!! 
Which means that when you call for 1.3120/1.31195, you did not enter immediately. 
You had patiencely wait for the price move down created the lowest ZZ @1.095 then 
reverse back to 1.312 then you place the order OR 
 
better price @ eg. 1.3110 which the stoploss below the last lowest ZZ 
 
So that you can had 10pips risk. 
 
 
Am I right ? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:08am | Post# 3397

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You trading live?? Let's not get greedy, let's play by the method. 



Yep. Live cash... not alot by any standard, but cash nonetheless. 
 
Using the 5M now to visualise the minor ZZswings. We're due another ZZ Bottom to make 
3158 as per my projection on the Right. 
If that happens before I leave the office today, I will long going into 3158... dunno... that's 
not set in stone. I'd rather short AFTER 3158, if you know what I mean. 
 
EDIT: 
One possible extra test on the 15M for the ZZ Top/Bot is that once price makes the move 
outside the Bollinger Band it's a heads up to wait until the price goes back inside the 

Bollinger Band as a mini-confirmation that it is a legitimate swing in the making. 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:11am | Post# 3398

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yep. Live cash... not alot by any standard, but cash nonetheless. Using the 5M 
now to visualise the minor ZZswings. We're due another ZZ Bottom to make 3158 as per 
my projection on the Right. If that happens before I leave the office today, I will long 
going into 3158... dunno... that's not set in stone. I'd rather short AFTER 3158, if you 
know what I mean. {image} 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:14am | Post# 3399

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote}  
Madmoney, before I start applying this to other pairs.... are you keeping the v2 settings 
or the v1? or Both? And what other pairs (other than AUDUSD) are you playing with? 

 



Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:19am | Post# 3400

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Madmoney, before I start applying this to other pairs.... are you keeping the v2 
settings or the v1? or Both? And what other pairs (other than AUDUSD) are you playing 
with? 
V2, at the moment 3 pairs EURUSD USDCHF and AUDUSD 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:20am | Post# 3401

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} V2, at the moment 3 pairs EURUSD USDCHF and AUDUSD 
Thx. I will test on these pairs next week. You're getting great success on them so may as 
well go with those!. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 11:21am | Post# 3402

 
last 5 trades have been successfully, all of them I have used the stoch-bb-zz-methode on 

tf 5 and tf 15  
 

why trade complicated, if there is a simple way  
 
this makes hope for the future... 

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 11:26am | Post# 3403

 
I think it could be easily applied to cfds too. 
I've checked the DAX and it seems interesting too. 

 

slimjim Jul 19, 2013 11:26am | Post# 3404

 
Quoting condor666 
Just sold, hopefully i'm right : {image} 
I think I'm getting the zz rules straight, now. I think I'll hold off on the sell and enter 
when the ema hits the middle bb. That should complete the last of the 4 zz rules, and 
maybe the zone that is being formed will be born by then, showing even more reason for 
the price to go down. Right? We'll see, I'm definitely still learning how to apply 
everything (3 out 4 successful trades so far...). 

 

Me3w Jul 19, 2013 11:27am | Post# 3405

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
YES: But I took my profit at 1.31499 on this move. 
Cause of highest ZZ on the right and round number at 1.3150 
 
Your Target 1.3158 is the Daily R2. 

 

spufuz Jul 19, 2013 11:27am | Post# 3406



 
Quoting Forex Lion 
last 5 trades have been successfully, all of them I have used the stoch-bb-zz-methode on 

tf 5 and tf 15  why trade complicated, if there is a simple way  this makes hope for 
the future... 
Are you using M5 to time your entries better or are you trading M5 and M15 
independently? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:28am | Post# 3407

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
last 5 trades have been successfully, all of them I have used the stoch-bb-zz-methode on 

tf 5 and tf 15  why trade complicated, if there is a simple way  this makes hope for 
the future... 

See?! Easy!  

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 11:31am | Post# 3408

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
last 5 trades have been successfully, all of them I have used the stoch-bb-zz-methode on 

tf 5 and tf 15  why trade complicated, if there is a simple way  this makes hope for 
the future... 
Nice work FL! 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 11:32am | Post# 3409

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} See?! Easy!  
So frustrating for bad traders like me ! 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:34am | Post# 3410

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} So frustrating for bad traders like me ! 
It doesn't mean your a bad trader, it's following instructions, application! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:38am | Post# 3411

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} It doesn't mean your a bad trader, it's following instructions, application! 
Completely agree with this. 
 
And don't forget also that you may already have some habits or trading ideas that are in 
conflict with the components of this system. 
Your first task is to clear everything from your trading mind. These principles will (and 
have for me) changed the way I trade now. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:39am | Post# 3412



 
Okay back to trading. 
 
5M timeframe.... if 3158.3 is the target and we've just had a ZZ TOP.... what do we need 
next? 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 11:42am | Post# 3413

 
A bottom, so short for a few pips. Can be stopped at the middle bb ? 
 
Or maybe you prefer seeing the bottom and then go for top ? 
 
But we have a dissimilarity on going so price should stay in its trend... 

 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 11:43am | Post# 3414

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay back to trading. 5M timeframe.... if 3158.3 is the target and we've just had a ZZ 
TOP.... what do we need next? 
A pint! I'm melting here! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:45am | Post# 3415

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} A pint! I'm melting here! 

 
 

I had one at lunch thankfully! Why not more! Bring it!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:46am | Post# 3416

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay back to trading. 5M timeframe.... if 3158.3 is the target and we've just had a ZZ 
TOP.... what do we need next? 
I'm done trading for the week, I would love to sell! But I don't like getting caught up in 
the weekend madness. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 19, 2013 11:47am | Post# 3417

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Are you using M5 to time your entries better or are you trading M5 and M15 
independently? 
M5 and M15 independently 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 11:48am | Post# 3418

 
In fact bad traders stay bad traders and brokers won't have my commission. 
 
Ciao. 



 

Misterdaz Jul 19, 2013 11:48am | Post# 3419

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I'm done trading for the week, I would love to sell! But I don't like getting 
caught up in the weekend madness. 
A wise move, Friday, London close, markets gone to sleep and I'm going home so sorry I 

can't move the markets for you anymore today  

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 11:49am | Post# 3420

 
Quoting slimjim 
{quote} I think I'm getting the zz rules straight, now. I think I'll hold off on the sell and 
enter when the ema hits the middle bb. That should complete the last of the 4 zz rules, 
and maybe the zone that is being formed will be born by then, showing even more 
reason for the price to go down. Right? We'll see, I'm definitely still learning how to apply 
everything (3 out 4 successful trades so far...). 
 
I got stopped out with 5 pips profit, better than nothing. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 11:49am | Post# 3421

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
In fact bad traders stay bad traders and brokers won't have my commission. Ciao. 
I don't believe that. Stay positive. Keep reading and learning and trade on demo until 
confident 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:49am | Post# 3422

 
Quoting condor666 
{quote} I got stopped out with 5 pips profit, better than nothing. 
You can't go broke by taking profit! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 11:50am | Post# 3423

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting IFxRobot 
A bottom, so short for a few pips. Can be stopped at the middle bb ? Or maybe you prefer 
seeing the bottom and then go for top ? But we have a dissimilarity on going so price should 
stay in its trend... 
Well before you start trading, make sure you know what you're looking for on the Zig Zag 
Bollinger Band Tool/ Method: 

• Price back in BB <check>  
• Break of Mid <not yet>  
• Break of BB (down or south) <not yet>  
• Break of Stoch BB (down or south) <not yet>  

When that prints... you would be looking for the above tests again, and a ZZ Top. 
Do that on the 5M all week next week and see how many times the ZZ indicator confirms 
your top/bot or not..... 97% means that it won't do it for all swings. 



 
 
Things that could go wrong or unexpected: 

1. Price doesn't cross Mid and keeps going in the direction.... and repaints the ZZ swing 
2. Price doesn't break BB but reverses anyway 
3. Stoch BB doesn't break BB but reverses anyway. 

Come up with a plan for what you would do. Everyone will be different. 

 

 

condor666 Jul 19, 2013 11:58am | Post# 3424

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You can't go broke by taking profit! 
 

It's rare that i use negative SL  

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 11:58am | Post# 3425

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I don't believe that. Stay positive. Keep reading and learning and trade on demo 
until confident 
Don't worry about that ! I am responsible for what i do, nobody else ! 
 
Wish you can make a lot of money, i wish most of all that you can make a wise usage of 
it ! 
 
YOU DO ALL A GOOD WORK !!! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 11:59am | Post# 3426

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay back to trading. 5M timeframe.... if 3158.3 is the target and we've just had a ZZ 
TOP.... what do we need next? 

rest 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:00pm | Post# 3427

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} rest 

PINT!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:00pm | Post# 3428

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I'm done trading for the week, I would love to sell! But I don't like getting 
caught up in the weekend madness. 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:09pm | Post# 3429

 
1 Attachment(s) 
eurusd m15,  
r-v2 indi, pink line says that dissimilarity starts, is it comparing other timeframes or what, 
because i can`t see any dissimilarity in price-stoch/bb thing 

 

 

IFxRobot Jul 19, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 3430

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Well before you start trading, make sure you know what you're looking for on 
the Zig Zag Bollinger Band Tool/ Method: Price back in BB <check> Break of Mid <not 
yet> Break of BB (down or south) <not yet> Break of Stoch BB (down or south) <not 
yet>When that prints... you would be looking for the above tests again, and a ZZ Top. 
Do that on the 5M all week next week and see how many times the ZZ indicator confirms 
your top/bot or not..... 97% means that it won't do it for all swings. Things that could go 
wrong or unexpected: Price doesn't cross... 

Keep going guys ! your beer (a golden one ?) is not very far ! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:11pm | Post# 3431

 
What is the meaning of the term "technical-problem" in forex trading? Any price level of 
price range where the market shoots itself becomes a worm-hole. Technically those 
wormholes attract price and can also SWING price right through into another part of the 
forex-universe. 1.31583 is one of such price-levels. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:12pm | Post# 3432

 
Quoting juhanimi 
eurusd m15, r-v2 indi, pink line says that dissimilarity starts, is it comparing other 
timeframes or what, because i can`t see any dissimilarity in price-stoch/bb thing 
{image} 
HAVE FAITH! Remove emotions and stop trying to rationalize these things. No second 
guessing! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 3433

 
2 Attachment(s) 
FXWrangler gave an insight today about the ZZ swings. 
Eurusdd mentioned about 3158.3 being a technical problem. 
 
Here's what I think has happened, using the 1H timeframe. 
 
Pink ZZ is what SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED. 
Blue ZZ is what IS HAPPENING 
 
The correction as you will note from our ZZ rules is broken by the sharp retrace on the day 
of the big short and bounce, creating a level, 3158 which needs to be taken out so that the 
Zig Zag sequence is restored. Notice that the most recent swing bottom had to happen 
INSIDE the bollinger band... breaking our rules.  
 
So it's technical thing, not a fundamental thing. 



 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:15pm | Post# 3434

 
THE 1EMA is expected to stay below 1.3145 till dis-similarity ends. Buy is not a very 
good option now! 



 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:16pm | Post# 3435

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well before you start trading, make sure you know what you're looking for on the 
Zig Zag Bollinger Band Tool/ Method: Price back in BB <check> Break of Mid <not yet> 
Break of BB (down or south) <not yet> Break of Stoch BB (down or south) <not yet>When 
that prints... you would be looking for the above tests again, and a ZZ Top. 
Price back in BB <check> 
Break of Mid <check> 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:17pm | Post# 3436

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
THE 1EMA is expected to stay below 1.3145 till dis-similarity ends. Buy is not a very 
good option now! 
Taypot if you're there... a nice juicy chart would be FANTASTICHE! 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:17pm | Post# 3437

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} HAVE FAITH! Remove emotions and stop trying to rationalize these things. No 



second guessing! 
yes, i have faith and understanding about concept, but for me looks like indicator is not 
doing it`s job right 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 3438

 
Quoting vlady1974 
FXWrangler gave an insight today about the ZZ swings. Eurusdd mentioned about 3158.3 
being a technical problem. Here's what I think has happened, using the 1H timeframe. 
Pink ZZ is what SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED. Blue ZZ is what IS HAPPENING The correction 
as you will note from our ZZ rules is broken by the sharp retrace on the day of the big 
short and bounce, creating a level, 3158 which needs to be taken out so that the Zig Zag 
sequence is restored. Notice that the most recent swing bottom had to happen INSIDE 
the bollinger band... breaking our rules.... 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:18pm | Post# 3439

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}  
E.U.R.U.S.D.D. = "EURUSD....Daaaaaymnnn!" 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 3440

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} E.U.R.U.S.D.D. = "EURUSD....Daaaaaymnnn!" 

I am the first-born ACCORDING to HER!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:21pm | Post# 3441

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
THE 1EMA is expected to stay below 1.3145 till dis-similarity ends. Buy is not a very 
good option now! 
If it can be below 1.31333 at 18:10, I will be a happy man. LOL 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 3442

 
+30 pips recovery today hope I can keep it up and bring my equity to break even. 
 
Not putting anyone down or brown nosing to Eurusdd but I am inclined to agree a lot of 
us still do not fully get the key to unlocking the full potential of this "method" yet.  
 
However I think a lot of us in our quest to understand the "concept" have at least 
obtained a few key elements which allows us to develope coherent frameworks to 
place at the very least higher probility trades. These elements are PRICE TARGETS, 
PRICE BOUNDARIES, PRICE MOVEMENT (understanding varies) 
 
These alone has enabled a number of traders here to produce results at scale that they 
themselves never expected which in my opinion is testament enough to the "power" of 
what is being presented. 



 
I am also humbled by the efforts and determination of the people here essentially 
working around the clock, to connect the dots together. With every post I feel we are 
getting closer and closer and truly one can feel the energy. 
 
(I should be happy with the +30 but I'm really not because there are still many gaps in my understanding. I have 
produced such results since day one of the thread starting but only to return them and more to market. Only until true 
understanding is gained will I be happy because that is when I will be able to trade with certainty)  

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 3443

 
Current dissimilarity will end at 18:30GMT. 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:27pm | Post# 3444

 
1 Attachment(s) 
here is another one 
clearly dissimilar, but no action from indi 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 3445

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here is another one clearly dissimilar, but no action from indi {image} 
If I'm not mistaken, the indi is already in a dis-sim state. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 3446

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here is another one clearly dissimilar, but no action from indi {image} 
From a system point of view: 

• re-download v2 file. 



• Turn off MT4 
• Add the indicator 
• Restart MT4 

It's a pain in the ass to redo the settings but I had a few wobblies last night doing the 
same thing.... good old restart sorted it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:30pm | Post# 3447

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here is another one clearly dissimilar, but no action from indi {image} 
Hello: did you read the part where I said :"the indicator does not identify 40% of true 
dis-similarity bars"? 
 
Anyway, we are trying to make sense of the 60%. So relax and chill. Ralome did a good 

job: Use what we have!!!   

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 3448

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
+30 pips recovery today hope I can keep it up and bring my equity to break even. Not 
putting anyone down or brown nosing to Eurusdd but I am inclined to agree a lot of us 
still do not fully get the key to unlocking the full potential of this "method" yet. However I 
think a lot of us in our quest to understand the "concept" have at least obtained a few 
key elements which allows us to develope coherent frameworks to place at the very least 
higher probility trades. These elements are PRICE TARGETS, PRICE BOUNDARIES, PRICE 
MOVEMENT (understanding... 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 3449

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Current dissimilarity will end at 18:30GMT. 
how do you calculate this??? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:33pm | Post# 3450

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote}  
He forgot the post where I said "Beauty is presented randomly here and 
you have to be smart/serious to connect the dots"  

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:33pm | Post# 3451

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} If I'm not mistaken, the indi is already in a dis-sim state. 
yes, but problem is that start for dis-sim state is actually similar 

 



juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:35pm | Post# 3452

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hello: did you read the part where I said :"the indicator does not identify 40% 
of true dis-similarity bars"? Anyway, we are trying to make sense of the 60%. So relax 

and chill. Ralome did a good job: Use what we have!!!   
yes, maybe better to learn to do this manually, i am not complaining, just saying that we 
really can`t trust that indi 

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 3453

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yes, maybe better to learn to do this manually, i am not complaining, just 
saying that we really can`t trust that indi 
Cant trust 100% or 60%? 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 3454

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} He forgot the post where I said "Beauty is presented randomly here and you 
have to be smart/serious to connect the dots" 
I think determination to succeed and not just give up on things is also important. Too 
many people read the first few pages and criticised or jumped ship without seeing the 
value or really giving it a chance.  
 
I know there are lot of time wasters and false gurus so you have to be a bit sceptical but 
also be perceptive enough when someone has something valuable to share!!! At least 
give it some time to see how it develops. 

 

iamsynapse Jul 19, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 3455

 
A great thread and strategy .. I'm following this one now Thanks a lot .. 

 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 3456

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Current dissimilarity will end at 18:30GMT. 

Only in case of R-V1, I believe, though it's 18:00 on my chart  

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 3457

 
it is hard to make things right when tools are broken 
 
all right, thanks for all, and have a nice weekend. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 3458

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} He forgot the post where I said "Beauty is presented randomly here and you 
have to be smart/serious to connect the dots" 

Yeah....was stupid/serious but i think I can upgrade myself to slow/serious for now  

and I thankful for the smart ones for sharing  

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 12:45pm | Post# 3459

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yes, maybe better to learn to do this manually, i am not complaining, just 
saying that we really can`t trust that indi 
Manually (by using stoch/stochBB + price/priceBB) you will get the same. There's 
nothing wrong with the indie. This is coded into the method what we are using for 
identifying dissimilarities here. 
Eurusdd either uses a different method, or a combination of methods, to come up with 
that +40%. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:48pm | Post# 3460

 
You are right Inorbi: But I really like this indicator because there is another side to it I 

never saw before:. I won't complain!!!   

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 12:49pm | Post# 3461

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Only in case of R-V1, I believe, though it's 18:00 on my chart  

Can be. I just roughly pulled the measure cursor on a zoomed-out chart. 
Can also be a bit earlier also because there was no big change in the lower low, so the 
diff might go below the threshold earlier. 
 
But it SHOULD end by 18:30 latest. 
I see you understand what I'm trying to tell here. 
 

 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 12:53pm | Post# 3462

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
MOST of you are not using the BB-ZZ-1EMA method properly. Hmmm I will explain it in 
detail later. 

I am waiting and will learn from that great explanations ....  

Quoting Eurusdd 
Do you know almost 96% of my LIVE trades are done with 10pips risk and I have VERY 
long winning streaks. It will take another thread to explain this: This thread is already a 
FOREST!!! 

Please let us know here, if you create another thread ....  
 
Thank you. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 3463

 
From now till dis-similarity ends, the 1EMA on the 15MIN chart 
will close below 1.31451. I said that earlier. Respect this number. bye. 

 

josh11 Jul 19, 2013 12:59pm | Post# 3464

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hey guys, hope we are all making money!!  
 
Eurusdd show us that when dis-similarity become flat it becomes good support and 
Resistants: 
 
Take a look at the picture this help me alot with my trades!  

 

 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 12:59pm | Post# 3465

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote}Can also be a bit earlier 

Hmm, I disagree. Are we talking about the same thing?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 19, 2013 1:00pm | Post# 3466

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
From now till dis-similarity ends, the 1EMA on the 15MIN chart will close below 1.31451. 
I said that earlier. Respect this number. bye. 
Yes, watching intently... hope it gets to 3133.3  
Have an excellent weekend! 

 

josh11 Jul 19, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 3467

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Example from lastnight tight SL  



 

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 1:14pm | Post# 3468

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Hmm, I disagree. Are we talking about the same thing?  

Yes, I think so. This is what I meant: 18:30, or a bit earlier. Which I believe is what 
you said as well (18:00). It's a matter of measuring it and when the difference returns 
below the threshold, so latest is 18:30, but it can be earlier. 

 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 1:27pm | Post# 3469

 
Quoting lnorbi 

{quote} Yes, I think so. This is what I meant: 18:30, or a bit earlier. Which I believe is 
what you said as well (18:00). It's a matter of measuring it and when the difference 
returns below the threshold, so latest is 18:30, but it can be earlier. 

That's why I think we're not talking about the same thing I think it can be "later", but 

not "earlier"  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 3470

 
Hmm reading the charts hoping for an ah ha moment i noticed that if you take the a DS 
candle marked by ralome's indicator which has been broken high and mark its LOW it 
makes for a good short entry a number of times when price return. This is off my 
15m...am I being silly? 

 

slimjim Jul 19, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 3471

 
Quoting josh11 

Example from lastnight tight SL {image} 
You're right, I had forgotten about this. It would have saved me from this long trade I'm 
in. I was going for the "trend will continue if still in dis-similarity mode", but I remember 
now what Eurusdd said about the flat, close to zero dis-similarity. Still learning! Just got 
stopped out though. 

 



FXWrangler Jul 19, 2013 1:39pm | Post# 3472

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
From now till dis-similarity ends, the 1EMA on the 15MIN chart will close below 1.31451. I 
said that earlier. Respect this number. bye. 
Again, I have to understand 'why' this is so. I don't question whether or not it is true. 
 
These are the only things that show currently: 
 
There is an existing M5 zone still alive. The bottom is 1.34163 on my charts (different 
broker). 
 
IF that is the reason why price won't close above that number then the follow must be 
true...at least in part: 
 
Price can't enter and close inside another zone while the DS is still being created even from 
another time frame. If it's still in an existing zone that's fine. 
Eurusdd: Is this true or false? 
 
Why else present this information unless we were intended to deduce the 'why' of it I think. 
 
My charts show no other zones or reasons I can see why this number would otherwise hold 
significance. 

 

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 3473

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This may help, apply the RV 1 or Rv 2 to a blank chart, whatever time frame with the 
appropriate setting; look through the thread you will find them for the Stoch and BB 
method. 
 
Zoom your chart out and watch how price moves around the completed zones, price does 
not completely cross the zone until that zone is finished. 
 
Also, look and see if price gets into a zone near the end of it's CYCLE. Look for a pull back 



and then a continuation. 
 
There are more things but I would start here for now. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 2:11pm | Post# 3474

 
Quoting Baillie 
This may help, apply the RV 1 or Rv 2 to a blank chart, whatever time frame with the 
appropriate setting; look through the thread you will find them for the Stoch and BB 
method. Zoom your chart out and watch how price moves around the completed zones, 
price does not completely cross the zone until that zone is finished. Also, look and see if 
price gets into a zone near the end of it's CYCLE. Look for a pull back and then a 
continuation. There are more things but I would start here for now. {image} 

PRICE WILL ALWAYS CLEAR THE FREAKING ZONE FROM THE OPPOSITE 

DIRECTION THAT CREATED IT   

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 2:19pm | Post# 3475

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} PRICE WILL ALWAYS CLEAR THE FREAKING ZONE FROM THE OPPOSITE 

DIRECTION THAT CREATED IT   
very good observation. That is a good probability there. Remember, this is a probability 
game. When I tell people I move EURUSD, they don't understand what I mean. I know 



where she is going! Keep it up friend!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 3476

 
But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not 
the "best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: 
 
However, what most of you have FAILED to learnr is this: 
 

The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the 
level where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, 
even if price returns there and the zone has not yet 
appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the 
CONDITION IS DONE!!!!! 
 
 
GET THIS RIGHT!!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 2:29pm | Post# 3477

 
DIS-SIMILARITY just ended and THE 1EMA remained under 1.3145 as predicted!!! Next 

week:  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 3478

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} very good observation. That is a good probability there. Remember, this is a 
probability game. When I tell people I move EURUSD, they don't understand what I 
mean. I know where she is going! Keep it up friend!!! 
Now I know why you say you'll cry when you see it. With this I will know likely where 
price will be when a zone paints and the other pieces that provide the boundaries to price 
movement! I can finally start connecting the dots and know where she is going 
too...maybe not as accurate as you but with a good probabilty guess at least...and 

thankyou Baillie for the zoom out chart! Thankyou all so much I have dots to connect 

 

 

almo Jul 19, 2013 2:33pm | Post# 3479

 
Quoting Baillie 
This may help, apply the RV 1 or Rv 2 to a blank chart, whatever time frame with the 
appropriate setting; look through the thread you will find them for the Stoch and BB 
method. Zoom your chart out and watch how price moves around the completed zones, 
price does not completely cross the zone until that zone is finished. Also, look and see if 
price gets into a zone near the end of it's CYCLE. Look for a pull back and then a 
continuation. There are more things but I would start here for now. {image} 
Baillie, 
 
I know we discussed this in the past about vouches - if there was a way for me to give 
you something other than an 'Atta boy", I'd do it.  



 
Very good post! 
 
 
-Almo 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 2:36pm | Post# 3480

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
Yes I saw that too. I may not get 97% but I am sure as hell I can finally build a 
framework that will have decent probaility and as I fit in the pieces including this that 

probaility can only increase god...the tears won't stop 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 3481

 
NOW EURUSD is firmly under 1.3145 !!! Isn't that beautiful. Who said forex-trading is 

100% luck? Please spend a day on this thread. We will convert you.   

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 3482

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
I do not wait for the indicator to draw the zone, I place a horizontal line at the high and 
the low as soon as the indicator identifies a dis similarity. 
 
Watch what price does around here too, BEFORE the indicator draws it. 

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 2:40pm | Post# 3483

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} PRICE WILL ALWAYS CLEAR THE FREAKING ZONE FROM THE OPPOSITE 

DIRECTION THAT CREATED IT   
 
 
LOL... why you crying????? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 2:54pm | Post# 3484

 



Quoting Baillie 
{quote} LOL... why you crying????? 

All i had to do was to zoom out the chart  
 
There is more to see I know but this 1 revealation is a gaint leap 

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 3485

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} All i had to do was to zoom out the chart There is more to see I know 
but this 1 revealation is a gaint leap 
That is funny, I needed a good laugh today. Thanks 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 2:58pm | Post# 3486

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I do not wait for the indicator to draw the zone, I place a horizontal line at the 
high and the low as soon as the indicator identifies a dis similarity. Watch what price 
does around here too, BEFORE the indicator draws it. 
Thanks for your posts Baillie. I do the same. I would find it useful if the indicator could do 
this automatically some way. Possibly marking it in a different colour from when the 
dissimilarity zone finished? Maybe we could have that added to the indicator by one of 

the programmers.  

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 3:03pm | Post# 3487

 
Another forecast for those who are interested: next dissimilarity will start on 07.22. 
15:45 GMT. 
And it will be a longer one, for around 10-11 hours. 

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 3:04pm | Post# 3488

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thanks for your posts Baillie. I do the same. I would find it useful if the indicator 
could do this automatically some way. Possibly marking it in a different colour from when 
the dissimilarity zone finished? Maybe we could have that added to the indicator by one 

of the programmers.  
Yes, that's a good idea but I don't mind doing it by hand. It might even help people get 
the brain to connect with what is happening on the chart a little quicker. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:12pm | Post# 3489

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Another forecast for those who are interested: next dissimilarity will start on 07.22. 
15:45 GMT. And it will be a longer one, for around 10-11 hours. 
This could be very useful information. If correct that could mean that the price will be 
ranging until that time (within the H/L of the last dissimilarity period). Incidentally this 
coincides with the next RED News for USD at 15:00 GMT!!! 
 



If this information proves to be reliable we could be able to forecast how long price will 
be ranging and adjust our trading accordingly!!! 

 

juhanimi Jul 19, 2013 3:15pm | Post# 3490

 
Quoting josh11 
hey guys, hope we are all making money!! Eurusdd show us that when dis-similarity 
become flat it becomes good support and Resistants: Take a look at the picture this help 
me alot with my trades! {image} 
okey thanks 
 
weekly levels are 1.3355 and 1.2..dont remember 
 
and if it is like water and zones are resistances, it will go to 1.3355 

 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 3:27pm | Post# 3491

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Another forecast for those who are interested: next dissimilarity will start on 07.22. 
15:45 GMT. And it will be a longer one, for around 10-11 hours. 

 

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 3:29pm | Post# 3492

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} This could be very useful information. If correct that could mean that the price 
will be ranging until that time (within the H/L of the last dissimilarity period). Incidentally 
this coincides with the next RED News for USD at 15:00 GMT!!! If this information proves 
to be reliable we could be able to forecast how long price will be ranging and adjust our 
trading accordingly!!! 
There is one important exception to my forecast: if, before the forecasted date/time, 
price goes higher than 1.3177 (can happen, although unlikely) or lower than 1.3065 
(very unlikely). 
When the above barriers are broken, dissimilarity will begin right away. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:29pm | Post# 3493

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote}  

Imagine If there was an indicator that could automatically figure it all out!!! Man I 

wish I could program!!!  

 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 3494

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Imagine If there was an indicator that could automatically figure it all out!!! 

Man I wish I could program!!!  

Imagine that I already imagined it I'll see what I can come up with. Although I think 



it won't figure all out, but many  

 

Barbossa Jul 19, 2013 3:36pm | Post# 3495

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the "best". 
There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have FAILED to 
learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level where the 
dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the zone has not 
yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS DONE!!!!! GET THIS 
RIGHT!!!! 
I want to ask a question on that. I assume that affects a dissimilarity detected by any 
method. Suppose we're using "stochastic to stochastic" method to detect dissimilarities, 
as it is fairly simple one and you can discern similarity from dissimilarity accurately (the 
readings either match or they don't). What happens if the price return to that specific 
level while there is still dissimilarity (the readings still don't match)? Is the condition 
done or does it have to be done under similarity? 

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 3:39pm | Post# 3496

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Imagine If there was an indicator that could automatically figure it all out!!! 

Man I wish I could program!!!  
It can be programmed. If I find some free time during the weekend, I will do it. 
It will be able to "look ahead" exactly the same number of bars as the stochastic is set to 
(300 in this case). 
 
Naturally only the time of dissim can be forecasted, where price will be at that point 

cannot. Maybe we can ask Eurusdd to fill us in there...  

 

lnorbi Jul 19, 2013 3:43pm | Post# 3497

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Imagine that I already imagined it I'll see what I can come up with. 

Although I think it won't figure all out, but many  
If Ralome can incorporate this into his excellent existing indie, I'd rather not interfere. 
If Ralome doesn't have time, and you accept to have this in a separate indie, I'll do it. 
As per my knowledge MT4 doesn't allow an indicator to write forward the data buffers, so 
it can only be a textual forecast, put on the main window. But I'll dig into it if you wish. 

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:44pm | Post# 3498

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} It can be programmed. If I find some free time during the weekend, I will do it. 
It will be able to "look ahead" exactly the same number of bars as the stochastic is set to 
(300 in this case). Naturally only the time of dissim can be forecasted, where price will 

be at that point cannot. Maybe we can ask Eurusdd to fill us in there...  
That would be excellent!!! You would certainly get my Vouch (if I had enough vouches to 

be able to give them ) 
 



LOL...I feel like Eurusdd has given us so much already....  

 

Neio Jul 19, 2013 3:52pm | Post# 3499

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Lol Eurusdd....Look at the DEMO Leaderboard for this week!!! 
 
 
Number 4 on the board (the other two are EAs that I am testing) 
 

 
 
I should change the name of it to "Eurusdd's Similarity Trading" 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 4:22pm | Post# 3500

 
Quoting Neio 
Lol Eurusdd....Look at the DEMO Leaderboard for this week!!! Number 4 on the board 
(the other two are EAs that I am testing) {image} I should change the name of it to 
"Eurusdd's Similarity Trading" 
HAHA. Congrats. 



 

Ralome Jul 19, 2013 4:33pm | Post# 3501

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} If Ralome can incorporate this into his excellent existing indie, I'd rather not 
interfere. If Ralome doesn't have time, and you accept to have this in a separate indie, 
I'll do it. As per my knowledge MT4 doesn't allow an indicator to write forward the data 
buffers, so it can only be a textual forecast, put on the main window. But I'll dig into it if 
you wish. 

It doesn't allow it, but we'll cheat  
 
Let me give it a shot during the weekend, if I can't make it, I'll let you know. 

 

burnssss Jul 19, 2013 5:03pm | Post# 3502

 
I'm learning a lot. I've been reading the thread since it started. I'm testing and 
researching and any news that i find it publishes. 
Thank you very much to all 

 

Baillie Jul 19, 2013 5:31pm | Post# 3503

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Imagine that I already imagined it I'll see what I can come up with. 

Although I think it won't figure all out, but many  
Im Imagining!!! and looking forward to it. 

 

Stinky Jul 19, 2013 8:27pm | Post# 3504

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Do you think that if you drew the lines where dissimilarity would occur and end, 
or had an indicator to do it, you could have a pretty effective support-resistance type 
trading system? 
 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Don't we have that now? 
I meant before the dissimilarity begins. But nevermind. Big thanks to you and 
MadMoney. I can see how to start winning! (even without understanding how to trade 

Eurusdd's system)   

 

Me3w Jul 19, 2013 9:25pm | Post# 3505

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
 
Yesterday after your called for 1.3120/1.3195, the price fall. 
I entered at 1.3109, profit 28pips in demo. 
Here the 1min chart. 
 



 
The thing i observe that if the ZigZag High/Low in sync with the CI, there could be a 
possibility to enter with 
the better price, and we can catch the TOP n BOTTOM. 
 
In such I can also achieve 10pips risk as you. 
 
I check on M5 to M15, it seen work. 
 
However, i believe you are the MASTER, you can tell me more on your statistical study and 
give the optimal setting. 
CI setting is :1,5,4. 

 

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 9:39pm | Post# 3506

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DIS-SIMILARITY just ended and THE 1EMA remained under 1.3145 as predicted!!! Next 

week:  
Great ..... will wait for your more explanation about the right way to use : ema, stoch, bb 

...  

 

smallcat Jul 19, 2013 9:43pm | Post# 3507

 
Quoting Neio 
Lol Eurusdd....Look at the DEMO Leaderboard for this week!!! Number 4 on the board 
(the other two are EAs that I am testing) {image} I should change the name of it to 
"Eurusdd's Similarity Trading" 
Hi Neio, 
 
May i know the strategy you use for the TSS-TCO EA (and the indicators) ? 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 19, 2013 10:17pm | Post# 3508

 
Thanks for the vouch pips! Have a fun weekend! 



 

crodzilla Jul 19, 2013 10:29pm | Post# 3509

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} If Ralome can incorporate this into his excellent existing indie, I'd rather not 
interfere. If Ralome doesn't have time, and you accept to have this in a separate indie, 
I'll do it. As per my knowledge MT4 doesn't allow an indicator to write forward the data 
buffers, so it can only be a textual forecast, put on the main window. But I'll dig into it if 
you wish. 
Ralome: Of course MT4 allows drawing into the future... use SETINDEXSHIFT to shift a 
buffer to the right. 
If you need an example I have one. Its an indicator that draws cycles into the future. 
 
Carl 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 10:37pm | Post# 35

1 Attachment(s) 

Can you spot the "SIMILARITY" on the similarity-
system thread? 
 

hahaha
 

crottsinabox Jul 19, 2013 11:23pm | Post# 3511

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Neio, May i know the strategy you use for the TSS-TCO EA (and the 
indicators) ? 
There is a thread for the 3SS strategy located in the Commercial content section. Look 
for Third Screen Strategy- Dr. Alexander Elder" 
 
And the TCO EA is under the trading systems section. 
 
The 3SS is quite a decent system as well as long as you can handle the 
drawdown(thousands of pips sometimes) that comes with it. I have used it with good 
success as well. 

 

Ezzy Jul 19, 2013 11:26pm | Post# 3512

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
NOW EURUSD is firmly under 1.3145 !!! Isn't that beautiful. Who said forex-trading is 



100% luck? Please spend a day on this thread. We will convert you.   
 
Hi Eurusdd 
 
I have spent more than a day in this thread ( I have been on holidays and most of what 
I've done is read the info in this thread and try to apply it...my wife is not happy with me 

). 
 
People only need to read the first post to be hooked, that's what happened with me. I 
have thanked you already for your map to the gold mine and your efforts to help us, I 
guess a thanks is also to be given to a number of contributors on this thread who are 
getting the concept, applying successfully and sharing their learning with the rest of us. 
 
Unfortunately for me, I must be one of the not serious / intelligent traders, given that I 
am a bit of a slow learner and that my learning style prefers a more structured approach 
(please, no disrespect to you or how you teach, just pointing out my deficits), 
nonetheless I can assure you that I am definitely determined. 
 
I dont think that I have much to contribute at this stage, and with so many questions 
asked and the number of posts everyday, I thought I'd not clogg it up any further. 
 
I have started to re-read the thread again, and I am happy that I have made a little 
more progress in my understanding, although my application is not crash hot! 
 
I am determined to at least understand fully the BB / stoch / ZZ method and apply it to 
my trading. I know that a few such as madmoney and vlady 'got it'. 
 
Please don't give up on the rest of us. 'Where there is a will, there is a way' and I think 
that there is a lot of good will, and motivation in this thread. 
 
Once again thanks, I'll keep reading, re-reading and practicing. I'll post again when I am 
having more success or can offer something back to the thread. 
 
Ezzy 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 11:27pm | Post# 3513

 
I am putting together a setup for the CI-similarity strategy. I have also created a 
modified CI-indicator and it is very stable. This new system should work extremely well. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 11:29pm | Post# 3514

 
Thank you EZZY. I am putting together something good for you. Stay in touch!!! 

 

Madmoney Jul 19, 2013 11:32pm | Post# 3515

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am putting together a setup for the CI-similarity strategy. I have also created a 
modified CI-indicator and it is very stable. This new system should work extremely well. 
Your getting me excited again! 

 



Eurusdd Jul 19, 2013 11:55pm | Post# 3516

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Your getting me excited again! 
I will use the new system to make calls here first so you can verify it. Finally the main 

thing will be given to only trusted buddies!!!   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 19, 2013 11:57pm | Post# 3517

 
 

 

Trust me???   

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 12:01am | Post# 3518

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

Trust me???   
Part of the algorithm does not run on mt4. Therefore, you will need an external software. 
It is the reason I know we have a technical problem at 1.31583. As you can see, eurusd 
is going there against people's expectations. 

 

Neio Jul 20, 2013 12:03am | Post# 3519

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Neio, May i know the strategy you use for the TSS-TCO EA (and the 
indicators) ? 
Hi Smallcat, 
 
Here is the post where I disclose the settings. WARNING - Adjust the Lot sizes to suit 
yourself. Mine were high compared to my account size. Recommend to trade it in demo 
for a while before going live with any EA. 
 
I might use it to live to supplement my manual trading of Eurusdd's methods! 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

Quoting Neio 
Hi TCO, Here are the settings that I am using with your EA. I am manually intervening 
occasionally to take profit. I close all profitable positions at the end of the week. I also 
increase lot size at the end of the week. Regards Neio {file} 
 

 

Neio Jul 20, 2013 12:06am | Post# 3520

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I will use the new system to make calls here first so you can verify it. Finally the 

main thing will be given to only trusted buddies!!!   
Wow...he just keeps on giving!!! Stick around folks. You will learn a lot here. 



 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 12:14am | Post# 3521

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Part of the algorithm does not run on mt4. Therefore, you will need an external 
software. It is the reason I know we have a technical problem at 1.31583. As you can 
see, eurusd is going there against people's expectations. 
Yes but these technical problems they do not happen often yes? 
 
Actually all that you have already given and I mean you need to connect ALL of them 
together coupled with some sensible trade management is going to be rather profitable. 
And if you release the stable CI indictor it makes it even more robust. 
 
Thankyou!!! 

 

Hennessy Jul 20, 2013 12:26am | Post# 3522

 
Can't wait for that stable CI to be released. 
We have so many indicators and the mechanics of this system seems sophisticated to 
say. 
Just need that one strategy to help achieve the ahhh moment and bam we are making 
constant good money! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 12:30am | Post# 3523

 
Quoting Hennessy 
Can't wait for that stable CI to be released. We have so many indicators and the 
mechanics of this system seems sophisticated to say. Just need that one strategy to help 
achieve the ahhh moment and bam we are making constant good money! 
The similarity principle is simple and constant. However, there are many ways to apply 
it; you can use different indicators or setups. That is why there is a lot of different things 
going on here. 

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 12:33am | Post# 3524

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I just woke had a smoke. And then this thought (Rather stupid one I must say) came to 
me.  
 
Since price moves away from the point of dissimilarity, should we hedge at this point? 
Yes we can, and the price will move in favor of one of the hedges for some distance and 
then at some point the price will also retrace 
The question is where do we take-profit on the winner and wait for the retrace? 
The answer seems obvious to me while in this half-sleepy tobacco influenced state - At the 
next "zigzag+ema-out-of-bollinger." 
 

Am I right? Monday will tell us  
Now we all need a picture to explain our ideas, so the picture below says it all 
 



 

 

Hennessy Jul 20, 2013 12:35am | Post# 3525

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The similarity principle is simple and constant. However, there are many way to 
apply it; you can use different indicators or setups. That is why there is a lot of different 
things going on here. 
Yes, do get a little confusing with the various methods of applying it. 
I do seem to understand the similarity principle better with the CI indicator you posted in 
#1. 

 

Hennessy Jul 20, 2013 12:57am | Post# 3526

 
Quoting shiva 
I just woke had a smoke. And then this thought (Rather stupid one I must say) came to 
me. Since price moves away from the point of dissimilarity, should we hedge at this 
point? Yes we can, and the price will move in favor of one of the hedges for some 
distance and then at some point the price will also retrace The question is where do we 
take-profit on the winner and wait for the retrace? The answer seems obvious to me 
while in this half-sleepy tobacco influenced state - At the next "zigzag+ema-out-of-

bollinger." Am I right? Monday will tell us ... 
Had that exact same thoughts and noticed that too at the time of DS, price moves away 
from it. At times its obvious when price is out of BB and DS happens it moves away from 
that. Sometimes not so obvious when price is no where near the outer bands of BB. 
 
The way I play with it is to trade when price is outside of BB and DS takes place. Take 
profit when price reach another point outside of BB. 



Might be right might be wrong, would love to hear any comments on this. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 1:01am | Post# 3527

 
2 Attachment(s) 

CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM 
 

It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints badly and is normally 
unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the 
CI-indicator in such a way that we can use the same setting on the 
original CI and my version and get a picture like the one below: 
 

 
 
DAILY CHART!!! 



 
 
My version is in Yellow and the original CI is in white. The setting is the same for 
both indicators. However notice the difference. Therefore, we are able to cut down 
NOISE/FALSE-FLAGS by 70%+. This is good! 
 
HAHA. 
 

How to trade this: Treat a spike of the original CI-indicator 
as important if and only if there is a corresponding spike on 
my version!  

 

smallcat Jul 20, 2013 1:03am | Post# 3528

 
Quoting crottsinabox 
{quote} There is a thread for the 3SS strategy located in the Commercial content 
section. Look for Third Screen Strategy- Dr. Alexander Elder" And the TCO EA is under 
the trading systems section. The 3SS is quite a decent system as well as long as you can 
handle the drawdown(thousands of pips sometimes) that comes with it. I have used it 
with good success as well. 

Thank you very much for your information crottsinabox  

Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Smallcat, Here is the post where I disclose the settings. WARNING - Adjust 
the Lot sizes to suit yourself. Mine were high compared to my account size. Recommend 
to trade it in demo for a while before going live with any EA. I might use it to live to 
supplement my manual trading of Eurusdd's methods! Regards Neio {quote} 
Thank you Neio. I found this thread is very wonderful, especially for a beginner like me 

...  

 



shiva Jul 20, 2013 1:04am | Post# 3529

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 

Amazing   

 

Hennessy Jul 20, 2013 1:04am | Post# 3530

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 
bloody awesome! 

 

smallcat Jul 20, 2013 1:04am | Post# 3531

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} My version is in Yellow and the original CI is in white. The 
setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the difference. Therefore, we are 
able to cut down... 

Great Eurusdd, would you share the indicator ? ..... please ....  

 

jamiza3 Jul 20, 2013 2:59am | Post# 3532

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 
Dear SIR EURUSDD, 
As a newbie, have been quitely following this thread since June29 with deep interest and 
taking down notes where necessary. You started with CI method, followed by Stoch 
readings and last is Stoc-BB-ZZ. All of them can give profitable tradings provided you or 
rather we, know how to effectively use it. I like KISS system hence am more prone to 
using the CI method as I find it simple and easier among the 3 methodologies. With 



reference to Daily chart in post 3527, you drew 2 blue arrows indicating the direction of 
price. I believe (sorry if am wrong) this was based on the upwards white spike of the 
original CI. This far I understand how the CI signals work. 
 
On the other hand, the yellow spike shown by your version indicates that trades should 
go south. In cases where both CI give different signals, which way should I trade?  
 
As English is not my primary language, am sorry again if I misunderstood your statement 

"Treat a spike of the original CI-indicator as important if 
and only if there is a corresponding spike on my version!"  
 
Appologise to offend you with my stupidness and being dumb hence I prefer to remain 
silent and keep my mouth SHUT rather than making people feel irritated with stupid 
questions. Thank you very much SIR for not prohibiting me from learning and applying 
your MAGIC approach. 

 

killerno Jul 20, 2013 3:45am | Post# 3533

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 

I am addicted to this thread now, which is not good  I am using the stoch-bb concept 
now with very good result. I have tried the CI method as well, but as you said it repaints 
badly. In your version, the spikes reapints or not? 
Thanks a lot for this amazing thread 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 4:08am | Post# 3534

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
I restate my claim as Price usually corrects a DS zone from the opposite direction that 
created it. In other words if price was in a downward trend it would correct the DS from 
below in an uptrend and vice versa. This is however base on the current indicator we are 
using and I have observed the conditions where my claim fail is usually where price has 
ALREADY returned to the point of DS WITHOUT THE ZONE PAINTING OR BEING BORN 
YET. I see why you stressed it so. This has led to the conclusion that the moment a DS is 
picked up it is imperative that we mark the CLOSE of the DS candle. 
 
I would also like to put forward the following suggestions and observations some of them 
may be contradicting 
 
1)When a DS candle appears price usually does not kill it straight away. It will move 



away from it first but there are times when AFTER the initial move away price will return 
and approach the close of a DS candle and the zone is NOT YET PAINTED. The direction 
of the FIRST approach often makes for a good scalp. If price touches DS close form 
above short scalp and long scalp if it come up from below. A safer play might be to use 
the highs and low of the DS for your trigger point. **Every single approach under this 

condition may be a scalping possibility, that DS close may well be what some people call 

a scalp line! Analysis this on your own chart and come to your own conclusion** **I 

suspect some of you are probably employing some kind of hedging technique on this** 
 
2)When PA takes out an unpainted DS, according to what I quote from Eurusdd I might 

not want to consider taking that zone into account for PA prediction because the DS/S 
condition of it has actually already been fulfilled 
 
3)I have also observed that for unpainted zones that already have their DS/S condition 
fulfilled, price does still respect it when it paints to a rather reasonable degree however 
the forecast of where the PA would be when it paints and how it would be "killed" will 
have to be a evolving one. Example when the DS appears while price was downward I 
expect PA to be below it when it paints and kill it from below and it HAS to do it this way 
but if PA killed it before it got painted I instead expect PA to be above the zone now 

when it paints and kill it from top down. If the zone got killed again before it paints I 
again change my expectation for PA to be below the zone instead and kill it from bottom 

up. Repeating the cycle till such time PA decides how it bloody well wants to kill the zone 
or when the zone finally paints which by then it should be fairly clear how the zone is 
going to die. 
 
Thankyou 

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 4:12am | Post# 3535

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting josh11 
hey guys, hope we are all making money!! Eurusdd show us that when dis-similarity 
become flat it becomes good support and Resistants: Take a look at the picture this help me 
alot with my trades! {image} 
Hi josh, 
Thanks for reminding us this tips. 
I think this is one of important pieces that we should not forget. 
I already added it to my trading plan. 
 
By the way, I see you are using my indicator which draws H & L of dissimilarity zones and 
gap zones. 
Few days ago, I received a feedback: 
Quote 
Xixi 
 
I keep getting the following errors in my expert file at every tick.. 
 
Anyway to fix this? 
 
10:51:42 StochDifZoneX_v1_2 EURUSDm,M15: object name passed to ObjectGet function 
cannot be an uninitialized or empty string 
10:51:42...... 
 
 
1. I fixed it. I also rename it to 'StochDifZoneX_HL' to prevent confusing with the old one 
'StochDifZoneX' which draws dissimilarity zones and dissimilarity correction zones.  



 
2. I see that there's only a small difference between R-v1 and R-v2 indicator which is one 
based on SMA to calculate Stoch & BB, the other based on EMA. So I add another option to 
both indicator 'StochDifZoneX' & 'StochDifZoneX_HL' so that it can switch caculation 
between SMA and EMA. I also fixed above error for 'StochDifZoneX'.  
 
Further more, I also update these indicators to work as Eurusdd just said:  

Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the "best". 
There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have FAILED to learnr 
is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level where the dis-
similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the zone has not yet 
appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS DONE!!!!! GET THIS 
RIGHT!!!! 
 
I think that means the dissimilarity zone is ended as soon as it is corrected. 
 
Hope that helps & thanks Eurusdd for this great educational thread! 
 

 
StochDifZoneX_v2_0.mq4 
StochDifZoneX_HL_v2_0.mq4  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 4:19am | Post# 3536

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 
Ok take reference from the yellow spike..... 
 
1)If it points up, up trend and if it points down, down trend. 



2)Look to the right and upper CI and assuming we have a UP yellow spike 
3)If the upper CI shows an UP spike it is SELL signal (weaker) 
4)If the upper CI show a DOWN spike it is BUY signal (stronger) 
 
Spikes are inversely related.....correct me if I am wrong. 
 
Whew....what a day! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 4:23am | Post# 3537

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi josh, Thanks for reminding us this tips. I think this is one of important pieces 
that we should not forget. I already added it to my trading plan. By the way, I see you 
are using my indicator which draws H & L of dissimilarity zones and gap zones. Few days 
ago, I received a feedback: {quote} 1. I fixed it. I also rename it to 'StochDifZoneX_HL' 
to prevent confusing with the old one 'StochDifZoneX' which draws dissimilarity zones 
and dissimilarity correction zones. 2. I see that there's only a small difference between 
R-v1 and R-v2 indicator... 
I O U 1 x future vouch if I ever can vouch 
 
The original indicator still has it uses though...if my ramblings on the scalp line thingy 
holds water then original indicator will give me a good gauge on how long I can employ 
the line 

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 4:30am | Post# 3538

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I O U 1 x future vouch if I ever can vouch 
Thanks mate! I see you're learning very well day by day. I'm learning too and tweaking 

the indicator is a way I go.  

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 4:39am | Post# 3539

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote}The original indicator still has it uses though...if my ramblings on the scalp line 
thingy holds water then original indicator will give me a good gauge on how long I can 
employ the line 
Maybe.  
I just keep up with latest lesson from Eurusdd. I'm not sure how it affects what we've 

been learnt so far...  

 

josh11 Jul 20, 2013 5:09am | Post# 3540

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi josh, Thanks for reminding us this tips. I think this is one of important pieces 
that we should not forget. I already added it to my trading plan. By the way, I see you 
are using my indicator which draws H & L of dissimilarity zones and gap zones. Few days 
ago, I received a feedback: {quote} 1. I fixed it. I also rename it to 'StochDifZoneX_HL' 
to prevent confusing with the old one 'StochDifZoneX' which draws dissimilarity zones 
and dissimilarity correction zones. 2. I see that there's only a small difference between 
R-v1 and R-v2 indicator... 



Thanks mate will download later when I get home!!  
 
Glad to hear you have a trade plan....  
 
Keep up the great work. 

 

hepsibah Jul 20, 2013 5:20am | Post# 3541

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The similarity principle is simple and constant. However, there are many ways to 
apply it; you can use different indicators or setups. That is why there is a lot of different 
things going on here. 
I came across this thread the day after it began and have followed every single post ever 
since. It is awesome! Not only the invaluable insight that Eurusdd has imparted but also the 
amazing contributions by so many others and the willingness of everyone to share and work 

together in a good natured way. THANK YOU everyone.  
 
With all the fantastic work going on around Ralome's excellent indicator, I am a little 
hesitant about sharing my modest experiences but, in the light of Eurusdd's comment above 
about the use of the similarity principle with other indicators, I decided it may be useful to 
some. I am pretty good at logic processes but am seriously challenged spatially and so, 
although I understand what to look for with the stoch/BB and 1MA/BB, my brain finds it 
difficult to actually pick them out. I had some early success with the CI (thanks here to 
Madmoney) but I then discovered Eurusdd's other thread 'How to Use Technical Indicators'. 
Sadly this thread was de-railed early on by the all to common negative posters but the 
content for me was pure gold. In effect it is looking at similarity between the zigzag and 
stochastic. I actually use the ZZ Semafor and hopefully the image should show some 
examples clearly (I've never posted or attached anything before so hope this works!). 
 
When the stochastic = 100, the semafor should be printing a new high (a yellow 3 on the 
chart) and, when the stochastic = zero, the semafor should be printing a new low. If the 
stochastic = 100 and a new high does not print, mark this price as it will be returned to. If a 
new high prints and the stochastic is < 100, in all probability the price will turn down as it is 
a fake top. So, in the chart, the first point A is a point of disimilarity because the stoch = 
100 but no new high has printed. At the subsequent point B, a new low has been printed on 
the chart but the stoch has already moved up from zero so this would be a good point to 
enter in expectation of the price clearing the previous point A. In the following pair, the 
point A is again a point of disimilarity. B isn't actually disimilar but I would enter here, after 
a new low has printed and when the stoch moves away from zero in expectation that we are 
on a new zigzag up leg that will surpass the point A. 
 
I hope this makes sense and that it reflects what Eurusdd was actually advocating. I was 
reassured by his insistence that price will go to 1.31583 as I have that level marked on my 
chart as one where a stochastic top was not matched by a new high on the chart. The other 
red dotted lines are prices that occurred on a pink bar in Ralome's indicator that have not 
subsequently been revisited (my brain can't cope with all the boxes but the information is 
invaluable). 
 
I have used a value of 13 for the stoch and semafor on this 15m chart for demonstration 
purposes only, it is not a recommendation. I usually use a 5m chart and tend to use longer 
settings than this but am still experimenting with optimum settings. The important thing is 
that the settings for the stoch and semafor must be the same and the stoch should be set to 
close/close. I have been making money with this consistently but sometimes it takes a long 
time to return to the price so, if anyone can crack the question of which direction price will 
take off in after a similarity resumes, this would help considerably! 



 
For those who are comfortable with the concept of similarity but are struggling a bit to spot 
it, play around with this and try different settings. It is truly a thing of beauty! Thank you 
again Eurusdd. 

 

 

burnssss Jul 20, 2013 5:27am | Post# 3542

 
good, just wanted to ask a few things: because there is new material with IC, and 
everything seen so far. I venture to give my point of view: I believe that similarity 
system is a very big clue to where the price goes. In this I agree and that is a 97% 
success rate. But since we can not cope with all the movement, it is necessary to know 
the boss TURNING POINTS and because this is the second system that makes EURUSDD 
winner. These turning points are calculated without taking into account holders or 
resistance or trends and as a result provides daily values, monthly .... for which the price 
is going to happen. So knowing dis-similarity (which is where you should not operate) 
and the subsequent area, and the point where they will produce rotation, it is easy to get 
very many winning trades. Currently I think we are in a hybrid system, ie a system that 
is based on waiting for the price to price monitoring system. From my point of view, 
without offending anyone, I think we are perfecting a system which is still a little behind 
and the consequent degradation of the accuracy. Yet there are people who have very 
good stats and I would like to congratulate. I'm in search of those turning points and 
shall not doubt in publishing, my results if one day I find the algorithm, although 
mathematics is my life, complex mathematics is not the part that attracts me. 
thank you very much 

 

Forex Lion Jul 20, 2013 5:50am | Post# 3543

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi josh, Thanks for reminding us this tips. I think this is one of important pieces 
that we should not forget. I already added it to my trading plan. By the way, I see you 
are using my indicator which draws H & L of dissimilarity zones and gap zones. Few days 
ago, I received a feedback: {quote} 1. I fixed it. I also rename it to 'StochDifZoneX_HL' 
to prevent confusing with the old one 'StochDifZoneX' which draws dissimilarity zones 
and dissimilarity correction zones. 2. I see that there's only a small difference between 
R-v1 and R-v2 indicator... 
Hi xixi, 
 



many thanks for your great indi. 
 
One thing I am not sure about is that the "dissimilarity zone is ended as soon as it is 
corrected", eurusdd has mentioned something like that...I will search the thread and let 
you know... 
 
here it is: 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No, It will still be drawn! That is a key to your trading. Can you see it? 
 

 

TradeFinder Jul 20, 2013 6:11am | Post# 3544

 
Hi 
 
My first post in this thread and what a thread. I have read every page and to be honest it 

is making my head hurt in the most positive way......  
 
So, many many thanks to EURUSD in the sharing of the overall principles and the many 
crumbs that as time progress help us all evolve, I know I am slowly but surely. 

Regarding the other traders who share their views, well bravo to everyone  I bow to 
the way they analyse and plan and equally communicate to further the discussion in this 
group evolution 
 
Anyway thank you to all but I would like to hopefully add something to the mix. 
 
I like many have observed many hours on the charts and can generally see the way DS 
and SM operate, I also can see the way the ZZ gives us good guidance on extremes but 
again I bow to the way others can see the real from the repaints with this indicator, I 

struggle  
 
I am working through charts using the indicators under discussion but given the mention 
EURUSD made of the other components of his trading and the use of Fractional 
Dimension Analysis I have been focusing on this area as it seems to give useful guidance 
on the turning points. I have kept quiet whilst the DS and SM birth and death scenarios 
have evolved so we don't tie the thread in knots with extremes and turning points at the 
same time  
 
Now as always I could be wrong and probably am and I may be willfully dreaming 
/halucinatiing BUT I think am seeing something, it may be tired eyes as I have done a lot 
of hours but we will see. I will do some more work this weekend and then try my best to 
articulate detail as it involves Multi timeframes but so far it seems to be close to the 10-
20 pips turning accuracy EURUSD has access to 
 
I will report back either way so I can give back something to this great forum, I hope it 
adds some value to our progress 

 

burnssss Jul 20, 2013 6:18am | Post# 3545

 
in my point of view, the analysis of the fractal dimension is what really makes good the 
system. We have a very strong direction by simulitud, we need the sense. The sense 
appears fractal. I see so thank EURUSDD 

 



vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 6:20am | Post# 3546

 
Morning All, 
What a week! 
 
Looks like Eurusdd has some new things planned for us. Possibly an instruction manual! 
LOL 
 
Some of you guys are now catching up fast. A few of you have mentioned: 

• DS Zones as targets, with a hedge 
• Using ZZ swings and CI swings 
• DS Zones as Support Resistance 
• DS Zones as Scalp points 

All excellent. I still have issues myself. I can get the swings right....but interestingly, I 
can't get the Price/Time right yet.... Or maybe it's because of the Technical Problem I 
explained with fxWrangle's notes, at 3158.3 Eurusdd says it's a current black hole. I lost 
my final shorts as price came back to 3145.. 
 
I didn't place enough importance on the DS Support principle. I see 3 issues: 

1. Magnetism: Once a Zone is born, it will attract price. But not immediately. it 
depends. 

2. Once price gets to the zone it may be rejected. 
3. Once price gets to the zone it may clear it. 

That's 3 unknowns that you don't know WHEN it will occur precisely. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 6:23am | Post# 3547

 
Quoting shiva 
I just woke had a smoke. And then this thought (Rather stupid one I must say) came to 
me. Since price moves away from the point of dissimilarity, should we hedge at this 
point? Yes we can, and the price will move in favor of one of the hedges for some 
distance and then at some point the price will also retrace The question is where do we 
take-profit on the winner and wait for the retrace? The answer seems obvious to me 
while in this half-sleepy tobacco influenced state - At the next "zigzag+ema-out-of-

bollinger." Am I right? Monday will tell us ... 
I like this a lot. Timing is the missing factor.. Not where...WHERE is price. WHEN is the 
time to take profit regardless of price. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 6:27am | Post# 3548

 
Quoting burnssss 
good, just wanted to ask a few things: because there is new material with IC, and 
everything seen so far. I venture to give my point of view: I believe that similarity 
system is a very big clue to where the price goes. In this I agree and that is a 97% 
success rate. But since we can not cope with all the movement, it is necessary to know 
the boss TURNING POINTS and because this is the second system that makes EURUSDD 
winner. These turning points are calculated without taking into account holders or 
resistance or trends and as a result provides daily... 
This is also in the same line of thinking. I like it. 



 
WHEN Major Rotation will occur is the missing link. 
 
And when I think about it, there's not 1 WHEN... there's at least 2: When is a turning 
point a strong one? When will a Zone be cleared as opposed to S/R? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 6:34am | Post# 3549

 
These are all excellent points. Hedge again. 
 
I think this is how Eurusdd ignores the problem of time. When you get in at a price, it's 
usually at ANY rotation point. 
If you have no open trades and that rotation point is a Major Top for example... Then u 
open a SHORT. 
 
When DS stops and you are BELOW the zone, you could then open a LONG. 
The 2 will contra out so you will win whichever way price goes. 
 
But WHEN do you exit. If the answers revolve around an indicator signal.... It's still a 
PRICE DEPENDENT factor. I suspect that some here are discovering a pure TIME 
element, such as WHEN DS starts and stops PLUS Some Hidden Factor. 
 

ENJOY THE WEEKEND!  

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I restate my claim as Price usually corrects a DS zone from the opposite 
direction that created it. In other words if price was in a downward trend it would correct 
the DS from below in an uptrend and vice versa. This is however base on the current 
indicator we are using and I have observed the conditions where my claim fail is usually 
where price has ALREADY returned to the point of DS WITHOUT THE ZONE PAINTING OR 
BEING BORN YET. I see why you stressed it so. This has led to the conclusion that the 
moment a DS is picked up it is imperative... 
 

 

TradeFinder Jul 20, 2013 6:44am | Post# 3550

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I like this a lot. Timing is the missing factor.. Not where...WHERE is price. 
WHEN is the time to take profit regardless of price. 
Yes totally agree, timing maximises profit so that has focused my efforts thus far. Really 
excited if this blends well with the DS/SM zone entry and target stuff already on the table 

 

burnssss Jul 20, 2013 6:46am | Post# 3551

 
One thing that I just figured on fractal dimension analysis is the calculation of Hurst 
coefficient, which indicates if the market has a memory. By using EURUSD operations is 
because the coefficient is 0.8, indicating a high degree of memory on the market. 

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 7:21am | Post# 3552

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} Hi xixi, many thanks for your great indi. One thing I am not sure about is that 



the "dissimilarity zone is ended as soon as it is corrected", eurusdd has mentioned 
something like that...I will search the thread and let you know... here it is: {quote} 
Here is his latest comment few pages back:  
Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
I'm not sure if I interpret his words correctly. Let's see Eurusdd's confirmation on this. 

 

cenky Jul 20, 2013 7:44am | Post# 3553

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints 
badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-
4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the CI-indicator in such a 
way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and get a picture 
like the one below: {image} DAILY CHART!!! {image} My version is in Yellow and the 
original CI is in white. The setting is the same for both indicators. However notice the 
difference. Therefore,... 
 
it looks faultless. i am looking forward to try it.  
 
keep going. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 8:02am | Post# 3554

 
vlady if you recall our discussion on the confusion caused by why price goes through 
unpainted zones I think it is because that zone has already been taken out by PA though 
still unpainted which is why price does not RESPECT it but she will REMEMBER it. 
 
Analogy : 
 
Price hates un born zones and will try to kill them. Because some zones are weak while 
un born price will keep trying to kill them over and over but they just don't die 
 
Some are strong even when not born and price stays away plotting her move 
 
Eventually all will be born and all will be strong to repel price. Price respects them and 
continues to plot her kill 
 
Eventually price will build enough strength and move in for the final kill. This time round 
the zones die and price finally forgets 
 
My understanding of Eurusdd statement is that when price first returned to DS that 
similarity IS CORRECTED, its condition is done. When it returns again after a zone which 
has already been corrected paints it is not due to price trying to correct a DS.....it is price 
MEMORY 

 

magico31 Jul 20, 2013 8:28am | Post# 3555

 



Quoting monocor 
{quote} 3 points is : 1 similiarity 2 disimiliarity 3 money manegment Missing 2 points out 
of five 2 types of trades 1 spot dissimiliarity wait for similiarity and open a trader, kind of 
like gap, price has to close gap 2 it is spot dissimiliarity, stoch has follow a price, opening 
trade in the direction of price, if stoch is up and price is down, price has to drop so we 
open a sell 
 
hello guys, i'm an italian trader. 
 
IMPORTANT for all system: BEFORE PRICE AFTER INDICATORS..THEN WHEN THE 
INDICATOR MOVING UP THE PRICE, THERE'IS A DIFFERENCE. 
 
WE WILL OPEN THE POSITION IN DIRECTION OF THE ZZ WHEN THERE IS A SIMILARITY. 
STOP 
 
SORRY FOR MY BAD ENGLISH. 

 

Baillie Jul 20, 2013 8:32am | Post# 3556

 
Quoting Baillie 
This may help, apply the RV 1 or Rv 2 to a blank chart, whatever time frame with the 
appropriate setting; look through the thread you will find them for the Stoch and BB 
method. Zoom your chart out and watch how price moves around the completed zones, 
price does not completely cross the zone until that zone is finished. Also, look and see if 
price gets into a zone near the end of it's CYCLE. Look for a pull back and then a 
continuation. There are more things but I would start here for now. {image} 
Hi guys, everyone is talking about timing entries and where, many of you have even 
spelled out the correct answer of when but appear to "just not get it". I think we may 
have indicator overload and are getting a little confused with all the informative posts. 
 
We also need to remember, that we do not have all the pieces to the puzzle, because of 
the proprietary idea that EURUSDD has not shared. 
 
I also believe that he has revealed some of it in a cryptic way through his posts, I alluded 
to it in this post when I mentioned CYCLE / TIMING. 
 
Here is a step by step of where and when: 
 
Apply RV 1, RV 2, only to chart. NO other indicators. Set indicator to the proper settings 
for the time frame you want to trade. 
 
Set chart to BARS or CANDLE. Zoom chart out. 
 
First, locate the CANDLE where DIS Similarity starts, set a horizontal line on the high and 
the low; watch price. If the Candle that creates the DIS similarity is Down, look for price 
to go up to solve the DIS similarity. 
 
See if it took place BEFORE the indicator completes the DIS similarity zone. If it did, look 
for another zone to happen. 
 
If it does not solve the DIS similarity before the zone is created, look for price to return 
to that zone, when price enters the zone it means that the CYCLE is coming to an end, 
though, it could bounce around in the zone or go back out of the zone, especially if the 
zone is large. 
 
If price is in a large zone I would set a pending long just above the high in the zone. 



 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 8:40am | Post# 3557

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Easypeasy method. 
Ever notice how the ZZ AFTER the DS begins is always the bottom/top? 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 9:14am | Post# 3558

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
I made it clear that technical problems will be corrected even if it 
does not make sense to you.  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 9:21am | Post# 3559

 
I seriously think I should prep a long in the near term 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 20, 2013 9:30am | Post# 3560

 



Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi guys, everyone is talking about timing entries and where, many of you have 
even spelled out the correct answer of when but appear to "just not get it". I think we 
may have indicator overload and are getting a little confused with all the informative 
posts. We also need to remember, that we do not have all the pieces to the puzzle, 
because of the proprietary idea that EURUSDD has not shared. I also believe that he has 
revealed some of it in a cryptic way through his posts, I alluded to it in this post when I 
mentioned CYCLE / TIMING.... 
Did notice this... have not had a chance to sit down and ponder about it. Plus I always 

get better visibility when I can tap on my double cinema displays at work.   

 

IFxRobot Jul 20, 2013 10:05am | Post# 3561

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} I made it clear that technical problems will be corrected even if it does not 
make sense to you. 
 
 
Guys, i must admit i HAVE to continue to follow this thread. How can i compare to 
Thomas Edison ? How can i quit now while there is a lot of promesses for my project ? 
 
The most difficult is to summarize all that. It is easy to understand BB + ZZ + Stoch but 
not really to connect the dots with the dissimilarity zones. And now the new Cyclic 
indicator... But i found it a little bit late compared to top and bottoms. 
 
Did anyone make backtests on this strategy (without dissimilarity) ? 

 

Madmoney Jul 20, 2013 10:11am | Post# 3562

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Guys, i must admit i HAVE to continue to follow this thread. How can i compare to 
Thomas Edison ? How can i quit now while there is a lot of promesses for my project ? The 
most difficult is to summarize all that. It is easy to understand BB + ZZ + Stoch but not 
really to connect the dots with the dissimilarity zones. And now the new Cyclic indicator... 
But i found it a little bit late compared to top and bottoms. Did anyone make backtests on 
this strategy (without dissimilarity) ? 
You can't give up. 
 
This one is for people that are struggling..... 



 

 

smallcat Jul 20, 2013 10:31am | Post# 3563

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You can't give up. This one is for people that are struggling..... {image} 
Hi Madmoney, 
 

Your image makes me happy .... there's a hope in the future ...  

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 10:42am | Post# 3564

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 
Easypeasy method. Ever notice how the ZZ AFTER the DS begins is always the bottom/top? 
{image} 
Great observation shiva! 
I came close to that observation too though it's weaker. Mine is: if DS appears at upper 
band, it tends to go down and vice versa, and if it's also a ZZ then it's most likely a 
top/bottom.  
Just wanna note that in few cases, price may reverse very fast. 



 

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 10:48am | Post# 3565

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Great observation shiva! I came close to that observation too though it's 
weaker. Mine is: if DS appears at upper band, it tends to go down and vice versa, and if 
it's also a ZZ then it's most likely a top/bottom. Just wanna note that in few cases, price 
may reverse very fast. {image} 
Yes Xi, we are on the same line. AND btw thanks for the new version of your indicator!  
The only issue with what I mentioned is, the idea may not be valid if the zone closes very 
quickly or if the zz has formed a leg but ema has not pierced the BB. Also if the DS begin 
and a zz leg appears at the same point I would not consider that leg. The next one - if it 
appears before the return to similarity. 

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 11:05am | Post# 3566

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Yes Xi, we are on the same line. AND btw thanks for the new version of your 
indicator! The only issue with what I mentioned is, the idea may not be valid if the zone 
closes very quickly or if the zz has formed a leg but ema has not pierced the BB. Also if the 
DS begin and a zz leg appears at the same point I would not consider that leg. The next one 
- if it appears before the return to similarity. 
As I see, if ZZ, DS start, EMA touching the band happen at the same time then it's always a 
top/bottom.  
Look at the chart. 

 

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 11:20am | Post# 3567



 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} As I see, if ZZ, DS start, EMA touching the band happen at the same time then 
it's always a top/bottom. Look at the chart. {image} 
Bingo and Aha! 

 

Sixfour Jul 20, 2013 11:41am | Post# 3568

 
Hey everyone,  
 
Top class thread here, have finally caught up on all the posts as its the weekend now! 
Great big thanks to EURUSDD for sharing his interesting principles and getting it our here 
for all of us to explore and experiment with. Although my wife ins't so happy as all I have 
been doing is reading the forum after trading hours! 
 
Also great work to Ralome, Xixi and the others who have been developing these 
indicators, and sharing with everyone else who aren't so adept at coding to get this 

moving forward! Thanks heaps  
 
MadMoney I am using your original template to scalp in and around the 1M and 5M TF's 
using mainly CI with a couple of my own twists on a frighteningly successful scale so 
thanks mate for clarifying some things in the thread early on, I am sure it was great help 
to all as well as me! 
 
And for everyone else thumbs up for great posts, trades, discussions and an all round 
great place on FF right now. I hope I can contribute something in the future to the thread 
and look forward to more great results from across the board! 
 
Six 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 3569

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} As I see, if ZZ, DS start, EMA touching the band happen at the same time then 
it's always a top/bottom. Look at the chart. {image} 

Thats one more way to trade  
 
 

Wow just realised I got a vouch. Thanks V!!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 1:09pm | Post# 3570

 
Quoting burnssss 
So knowing dis-similarity (which is where you should not operate) and the 
subsequent area, and the point where they will produce rotation, it is easy to get very 
many winning trades. Currently I think we are in a hybrid system, ie a system that is 
based on waiting for the price to price monitoring system. From my point of view, 
without offending anyone, I think we are perfecting a system which is still a little 
behind and the consequent degradation of the accuracy. 
 
 
YOUR first point is good!!! 



 
 
We are not perfecting any system. The principle is already PERFECT. We are only trying 
to adapt it to the indicators we have right now! Furthermore, I made it clear on page 1 
that what I have presented here is THE LEAST of the tools available and I am presenting 
them in a random/chaotic fashion. Only those who want to go further will get there. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 1:34pm | Post# 3571

 
Anyway, We are moving the market this weekend: take out 
1.31583 on opening!!  

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 1:47pm | Post# 3572

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Anyway, We are moving the market this weekend: take out 1.31853 on opening!! 

 
You mean 1.31583 sir? :P 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 1:54pm | Post# 3573

 
Quoting shiva 
Easypeasy method. Ever notice how the ZZ AFTER the DS begins is always the 
bottom/top? {image} 
YES! That was one of my secrets and I wanted to see if anyone spotted that.Great to see 
you got it! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 3574

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} YES! That was one of my secrets and I wanted to see if anyone spotted 
that.Great to see you got it! 
Lil help pls, i think it was mention somewhere that a new trend can only start when we 
have similarity so why are we seeing the opposite? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:02pm | Post# 3575

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Great observation shiva! I came close to that observation too though it's 
weaker. Mine is: if DS appears at upper band, it tends to go down and vice versa, and if 
it's also a ZZ then it's most likely a top/bottom. Just wanna note that in few cases, price 
may reverse very fast. {image} 
The picture on the left shows the same "technical problem" as 3158. The ZZ Top 
beginning from the left is INSIDE the BB. This breaks our rules, and creates an extra 
swing, and also creates a DS...Then shoots back up to try and correct the black hole. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:04pm | Post# 3576

 



Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Lil help pls, i think it was mention somewhere that a new trend can only start 
when we have similarity so why are we seeing the opposite? 
I don't remember this rule mate.  
 
Trend must originate from a ZZ. Where that ZZ is located is what we're trying to piece 
together.  
I think it's during DS. 

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 2:09pm | Post# 3577

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} YES! That was one of my secrets and I wanted to see if anyone spotted 
that.Great to see you got it! 

And you kept it a secret?:P  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 2:18pm | Post# 3578

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't remember this rule mate. Trend must originate from a ZZ. Where that 
ZZ is located is what we're trying to piece together. I think it's during DS. 
Thanks I went back in time and realised I got things mixed up and corrected that DS in 
my head. 
 
 
On another note post #184 has a good trade example for study 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:32pm | Post# 3579

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} As I see, if ZZ, DS start, EMA touching the band happen at the same time then 
it's always a top/bottom. Look at the chart. {image} 
In your chart: 
 
1 instance where Trend started from SM (no colour) zone 
2 instances where Trend started from DS Beginning (pink) 
 
Lets dissect #2 cos it's easier: 
 
ZZTOP = Short 
you stay short until ZZBOT or SM begins - this is the simplest rule to follow (doesn't 
cover all bases though). 
but if you did that, you would have had 3 fake ZZ swing bottoms... But you didn't exit 
the trade since they didn't cross the BB MID... 
FINALLY, a legitimate ZZBOT appears, but you take a LONG as a Hedge. Personally, I 
would have closed the short at the last fake swing bottom. 
 
Thats it. 2 trades. 
no worrying about born/unborn zones. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:34pm | Post# 3580

 



Quoting shiva 

{quote} And you kept it a secret?:P  
I was keeping it a secret until I understood the Timing better.  
There is something more to DS start and end. 

 

smallcat Jul 20, 2013 2:36pm | Post# 3581

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Anyway, We are moving the market this weekend: take out 1.31583 on opening!! 

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Now i got it ..... it was the technical problem value on last friday ..... and the price will go 
there !!!!! 
I have read your posts from #1 , again and again .... and now I found something .... 
very interesting. 

Thank you very much for your willing to share and educating ....  

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:41pm | Post# 3582

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Now i got it ..... it was the technical problem value on last friday ..... 
and the price will go there !!!!! I have read your posts from #1 , again and again .... and 
now I found something .... very interesting. Thank you very much for your willing to 

share and educating ....  
 
This is what he is referring to. 
XIXI, notice the ZZ sequence and Bollinger positioning 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...72#post6834072  

 

shiva Jul 20, 2013 2:42pm | Post# 3583

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thanks I went back in time and realised I got things mixed up and corrected 
that DS in my head. On another note post #184 has a good trade example for study 

Went back in time did you? Met your younger self?  

 

lnorbi Jul 20, 2013 2:44pm | Post# 3584

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} I made it clear that technical problems will be corrected even if it does not 
make sense to you. 
Yes, you perfectly have. But still you have not made it clear what the technical problem 
is. 
I guess you will not anyhow, so let's leave it like that. 
 
No offense, I believe you that there is a tech. problem, but believing in something and 
understanding something are two very distant things. 
You mentioned that you use a non-MT4 tool for additional analysis, that is a valid 
explanation, although does not shed any light on the nature of such technical issues. 



 

smallcat Jul 20, 2013 2:45pm | Post# 3585

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is what he is referring to. XIXI, notice the ZZ sequence and Bollinger 
positioning http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...72#post6834072  

Thank you very much vlady1974 .... I learn much here ....  

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 3586

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Yes, you perfectly have. But still you have not made it clear what the technical 
problem is. I guess you will not anyhow, so let's leave it like that. No offense, I believe 
you that there is a tech. problem, but believing in something and understanding 
something are two very distant things. You mentioned that you use a non-MT4 tool for 
additional analysis, that is a valid explanation, although does not shed any light on the 
nature of such technical issues. 
Inorbi, check post 3582 above with link. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 2:51pm | Post# 3587

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Went back in time did you? Met your younger self?  

 

 

angelofx Jul 20, 2013 3:04pm | Post# 3588

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was keeping it a secret until I understood the Timing better. There is 
something more to DS start and end. 
Shiva/ Vlady. I want to be sure i understand this top/bottom thing. After DS occurs, the 
top/bottom that is formed by the ZZ, before and after the appearance of DS are true top 
and bottom ie it is not likely to repaint. Is this correct? 

 

lnorbi Jul 20, 2013 3:17pm | Post# 3589

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Inorbi, check post 3582 above with link. 
Thanks Vlady, read and re-read, it definitely gives more hints to what it being talked 
about. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 3:57pm | Post# 3590

 
Quoting shiva 
Easypeasy method. Ever notice how the ZZ AFTER the DS begins is always the 
bottom/top? {image} 
AngeloFX, 
 



Look at this post above. In the right DS you got 2 swings... One of them happened to be 
a Bottom. 
Here's the thing... No ZigZag indicator can tell you that it is a true Top/Bottom.You need 
rules to confirm. 
I've provided some rules but they can never guarantee that price won't violate 
them...there is no such thing. 
Shiva made an observation that Tops/Bottoms coincide wth DS....this is still tradeable 
but you need an escape plan for when it does not happen. 
 
 
Xixi posted a chart where price was outside BB and a ZZBOT was expected.....3 Fakes - 
mainly because BB Mid was not crossed. That meant 3 repaints. Eventually one sàtisfied 
the condition. 
 
Personally, true tops will appear when no prices have been there for days. So if the area 
produces a ZZTOP, treat it like it is a true top until it isn't or until the next ZZ. 

 

Dewey McG Jul 20, 2013 4:08pm | Post# 3591

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I only went back the last week, but this looks like a high probability trade: 
 
- ZZ bottom or top forms 
- EMA is outside the BB band 
- Stoch is outside the BB band (same side as above) 
- Target is middle BB band 
- SL is tight--only 10 pi[s 
 
This would have given 12 out of 15 winners 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 20, 2013 4:20pm | Post# 3592

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
I only went back the last week, but this looks like a high probability trade: - ZZ bottom 
or top forms - EMA is outside the BB band - Stoch is outside the BB band (same side as 
above) - Target is middle BB band - SL is tight--only 10 pi[s This would have given 12 
out of 15 winners {image} 
Dude! Thank you! You've back tested 5 days of 15M and have proved my rule of BBMID 
cross, to prove a Top/Bot. 
That trade system is awesome. 
 



Here's a thought what if you held it until the opposite ZZ forms, open an opposite trade 
close the losing trade at Mid? 

 

Sixfour Jul 20, 2013 4:23pm | Post# 3593

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} YOUR first point is good!!! We are not perfecting any system. The principle 
is already PERFECT. We are only trying to adapt it to the indicators we have right now! 
Furthermore, I made it clear on page 1 that what I have presented here is THE LEAST of 
the tools available and I am presenting them in a random/chaotic fashion. Only those 
who want to go further will get there. 
Hey again guys!  
 
As per my last post on this thread, I will reiterate my thanks to EURUSDD and Ralome 
and Madmoney and Xixi and all who have worked hard these past few weeks to move 
forward in our thinking to this new approach (new to some anyway).  
 
I have trialled EURUSDD original method using CI principle to great success on 1M and 
5M using dissimilarity in CI with Madmoney's first (or second) template (thanks mate!) 
This is a nice easy scalping system to take some pips off the big boys and bank em our 

way  
 
However, as quoted above, Although adapting your principles to an indicator has been 
worked tirelessly by a few on the thread to a truly praiseworthy outcome so far from 
which clearly many have gained.... I find higher value in your (EURUSDD) original 
concepts, and prefer to exploit the dissimilarities manually.  
 
My reasoning behind this is that EURUSDD has identified dissimilarities in two or more 
indicators vs current price.....Therefore should we not assume that all indicators will one 
day have a dissimilarity? If this can be assumed, would not we have also a dissimilarity 
even in the indicator we are creating now???? And in this case where does it end? Is it 
possible to code an indicator to truly identify the dissimilarities between ALL indicators 
over all time frames??? In this case we will always have inherently less accuracy... 
 
Even the latest version of Ralomes indicator, although excellently executed and coded to 
give a real time value of the discrepancies in Price based on part as a measure of the 
dissimilarities in two or more indicators at a given time, can still perhaps be 
replicated and perhaps we may find dis sims even here within the indicator that 
you created?? Lets run a trial on this indi on 5m and 15m or etc........Do we have 
dis sim here as well???? And if so what indicator do we create next?? Ralome 
you created this and EURUSDD this is your system please what are your 

thoughts on this??? Cheers guys  
 
 
For me I have taken your (EURUSDD) principles at face value and am "manually" 
identifying dissimilarities and "manually" drawing in my own zones using the BB/Stoch 
method which as you (EURUSDD) stated has a much higher degree of accuracy than the 
CI method, and the Stoch method standing alone. To this I can say I have only had good 
results so far. In fact it is so simple you don't even need any indicators to be profitable. 
EURUSDD has clearly identified an exit from the market. You just need the other side of 
the equation (the entry) and now you are in the money..... 
 
EURUSDD also stated so far that only 60% accuracy can be achieved using the latest 
version of Ralome's indicator. I can trade far better than 60% on PA alone on 1H and 
above, so therefore I need not take trades using this indicator ALONE. However, when I 



combined identified targets using dis sim zones and applied my normal PA trading 
strategy (my entry points) my results rocketed. EURUSDD gave me an exit which is 

the hardest part of trading....Happy Days  
 
So far I can see the most accurate, successful and adaptable method you (EURUSDD) 
have given us is a highly identifiable and accurate price target within a given time frame. 

For that I thank you and can only bow !! 
 
Happy trading to all and I hope in no way did I offend anyone on this great 

thread. I only wish to contribute my thoughts  
 
Six  

 

ptla Jul 20, 2013 5:22pm | Post# 3594

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Anyway, We are moving the market this weekend: take out 1.31583 on opening!! 

 
 
good news for me, I am still long from friday..... 
not by cool,cunning technical analysis, but got to the pc after Friday close. LOL 

 

Dewey McG Jul 20, 2013 5:53pm | Post# 3595

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Dude! Thank you! You've back tested 5 days of 15M and have proved my rule of 
BBMID cross, to prove a Top/Bot. That trade system is awesome. Here's a thought what 
if you held it until the opposite ZZ forms, open an opposite trade close the losing trade at 
Mid? 
Thanks! 
 
My coding skills are limited, so I e-mailed someone who is much better to help me write 
the condition to see of the stoch is above or below the outer bands of the BB of the stoch 
so I can try writing a simple EA to test both what I suggested and your alternative. that 
way we can back test this over a longer period of time and get more robust results. 
 
If any of our more skilled coders wants to take a stab at this I think both of these 
stra5tegies could prove quite promising. 

 

winterfell Jul 20, 2013 5:58pm | Post# 3596

 
gonna re-read all of this from the start.  
hope im all set for next monday 
 
im leaving this thread after i mis-used the CI indi, but then again i find the zz stoch bb 
method quite awesome 
gonna restart my brain and fill it with this stuff lol 

 

Misterdaz Jul 20, 2013 6:07pm | Post# 3597

 
Hey guys, I've been busy decorating, yeah I know how to live baby!! 



 
I wanna get stuck into this with you guys a bit more but struggling for time, ending up 
having to catch up up on the 8,000 new posts each night. 
 
Anyway I know you guys like your vouches so I'll say thanks with some of those. 
 
Xixi, thanks for the indie update, you get one. Eurusdd gets one for obvious reasons, he 
must be bored of them. Vlad get's one for generating the most posts in 1 minute and 
Shiva gets one for keeping up the fun!! 
 
Have a great weekend all. 
 
Daz. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 6:15pm | Post# 3598

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Hey guys, I've been busy decorating, yeah I know how to live baby!! I wanna get stuck 
into this with you guys a bit more but struggling for time, ending up having to catch 

up up on the 8,000 new posts each night . Anyway I know you guys like 
your vouches so I'll say thanks with some of those. Xixi, thanks for the indie update, you 

get one.Eurusdd gets one for obvious reasons, he must be bored of them . Vlad get's 
one for... 

 

 

Dewey McG Jul 20, 2013 6:27pm | Post# 3599

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Dude! Thank you! You've back tested 5 days of 15M and have proved my rule of 
BBMID cross, to prove a Top/Bot. That trade system is awesome. Here's a thought what if 
you held it until the opposite ZZ forms, open an opposite trade close the losing trade at Mid? 
Over the same period of time using your method would have generated at least 6 out of 7 
winners, even 7 out of 7 depending on your SL settings, so also looks quite promising. I 
used vertical lines to show when ZZ tops and bottoms were made according to your rules, 
blue check marks when price crossed the mid band of BB and red X's for exits. 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 20, 2013 6:31pm | Post# 3600



 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi Misterdaz, 
I hope the picture below explains my answer to your post on Friday. Do you see the position 
of the new-born baby and where price is? 

 

 
I bought at A because I expected price to be above the zone at B. haha. 

 

MikiMark Jul 20, 2013 7:38pm | Post# 3601

 
Hi Eurusdd/All great Members of this thread! 
 
Many thanks for SUPER Method ! 

As you can see it's my first post here  
Really proud to be in such a good company! 
I'm still digesting and studying (on p.80 already) 
Keep up the good work Guys! 
Hope you can help me later with my questions when I finish 

my studies  
All the Best 
Mark 

 



Dewey McG Jul 20, 2013 7:38pm | Post# 3602

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Slowly the wheels are starting to turn and I can see a dim light at the end of the tunnel. 
Just for fun I threw another indicator to see if I could do this--show where the DS 
(dissimilarity) would point the way towards a trade. I used a semafor which repaints, but 
you can see the principal. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 10:00pm | Post# 3603

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
Slowly the wheels are starting to turn and I can see a dim light at the end of the tunnel. 
Just for fun I threw another indicator to see if I could do this--show where the DS 
(dissimilarity) would point the way towards a trade. I used a semafor which repaints, but 
you can see the principal. {image} 
very interesting...kinda like the CI methodology. ur settings? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 20, 2013 10:05pm | Post# 3604

 
Did anyone else see that post by Eurusdd where he revealed the math formula for 

similarity?? Must be hallucinating   

 

whaka Jul 20, 2013 10:08pm | Post# 3605

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Did anyone else see that post by Eurusdd where he revealed the math formula for 

similarity?? Must be hallucinating   
No I saw it and refreshed my page and it disappeared 

 

Dewey McG Jul 20, 2013 10:37pm | Post# 3606

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} very interesting...kinda like the CI methodology. ur settings? 
I cannot vouch for this at all--was just showing the principal EURUSDD mentioned. 
 
Settings for top chart 77/31/18 (assuming 2x the 15 min setting) 
Settings for bottom one are out of the box--77/31/9 



 
Whether this is better or worse I can't say, but I can see how EURUSDD is pointing us in 
the right direction. If this indicator didn't repaint I would be jumping up and down 
already 

 

xixi Jul 20, 2013 11:51pm | Post# 3607

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The picture on the left shows the same "technical problem" as 3158. The ZZ Top 
beginning from the left is INSIDE the BB. This breaks our rules, and creates an extra swing, 
and also creates a DS...Then shoots back up to try and correct the black hole. 
ohh.. 

but I don't see the same  

 

 

xixi Jul 21, 2013 12:15am | Post# 3608

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is what he is referring to. XIXI, notice the ZZ sequence and Bollinger 
positioning http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...72#post6834072  
ohh, you referred to the one on H1. 
I see. Thanks! 
Just wonder if we could apply the same ZZ parameters on M15 and H1 (mine is 24/5/3)? 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 12:29am | Post# 3609

 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

EURUSD has to fall to 1.29554 but there is a WORM-HOLE 

at 1.32038. EURUSD will have to enter that worm-hole in order to 
appear below 1.29554. Take this seriously and watch the number 
of days the zones down there have. Any major fall in the short-
term will be limited to the area around 1.30206...... 
 

REPEAT: 1.32038 IS A SINK-HOLE!!!  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 12:36am | Post# 3610

 
An extremely brief summary thus far on various applications of 
similarity 
*If you are smart + serious you probably don't need this summary 
**If you are slow + serious this might help 
***If you are stupid + serious this will help 
****If you are anything + slacker no one can help you or maybe whichever religion you subscribe to can 
*****If you just discovered this thread, this may help you navigate the information a little 
 
This is a powerful concept. How many pips you gather depends on your level of understanding of the 
subject. But your own skills as a trader also come into play. Your ability to place proper stops, set profit 
targets, R:R etc. Don't forget that.  
 
1) The ZZ top/bottom approach. There is much information on how to identify a proper ZZ top/bottom, theories and 
chart examples. You'll need to go back the find the posts yourself. I'll do it for you but I won't cause you'll be missing 
out on understanding which is very important and it is too draining for me at this time to do so as the sheer volume of 
this thread is mind boggling. Unless you need to be taught what to do at say...a ZZ top..you should be profitable with 
this one alone. 



 
2) The CI approach. Consisting of 2 CI with different settings. This is probably the most mechanical method to employ. 
If you see A do B, see B do C that kind of thing. That being said, it is in your best interest to NOT just use this in a 
100% mechanical way. There are some indicator issues with this method however as stability of the CIs varies across 
platform and settings. What may work for me on my platform will not necessarily work for you. Those who managed to 
obtain stability have PROVEN to be highly profitable. However there is good news as Eurusdd has device a modified 
version of CI which should provide 70% stability across all platforms and settings. With the release of that CI you 
should be profitable. The information regarding this can be found at the start of thread 
 
3) The Dissimilarity zones approach using special indicators developed by really smart+serious people in this thread. It 
requires more than basic understanding of the similarity principle but provides excellent information such as price 
targets, S/R zones and price projections. Application (1) was derived from our efforts to employ this approach. This 
approach is very different in that it plays out like chess requiring you to make projections of price and placing trades. 
Using the close, hi and low of the DS zone as scalping triggers is a suggested way of mine (thought not yet tested) of 
using the information DS zones provides. Hedging around then has been employed by the more trade savvy people 
here. Discussion, charts and trade examples for this can be found around the middle of the thread till now. It is 
extremely recommend you go thru them for you never know what gem you will discover. If you somehow master this 
you will be very very profitable  
 
At this point you may be complaining why there is no clear defined steps on what to do and the answer is 
there really isn't any! The 3 approaches I've highlighted can be used individually or in whatever 
combination you can come up with and will likely enable you to be rather profitable! How else then can I 
possibly give a list of steps on what to do? But general guide lines are available. Your best interest is to 
treat it like a chess game as was wisely pointed out to us. You have have to decide on your own how to 
react at any given time, rook or pawn? Which is why it is important you go thru the threads and build your 
own level of understanding! 
 
Everything I mentioned here is related in one way or another. The CI methodology was but an introduction to the 
similarity concept. That alone has made people profitable! There is also much information regarding the BB/Stoch 
method which is a step above from CI and that has led to the development/discovery/realization of (1) and (3). I admit 
without reservations that my own understanding of this topic is still very much sub par but I hope I was of some help 
with this summary and I leave you with this :  

 
 
What you are seeing is but the tip of the iceberg although ice is still just ice. 
 
Credits to : E/M/R/B/V/P and many many more 
 
***Many things are left out due to sheer volume and not because they are of lesser importance and also due the 
dissimilarity in my head which I am trying to correct  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 12:40am | Post# 3611

 
^^^^^ super-summary!   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 12:42am | Post# 3612

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

^^^^^ super-summary!   

 

 

Neio Jul 21, 2013 12:50am | Post# 3613

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
ANNOUNCEMENT EURUSD has to fall to 1.29554 but there is a WORM-HOLE at 1.32038. 
EURUSD will have to enter that worm-hole in order to appear below 1.29554. Take this 
seriously and watch the number of days the zones down there have. Any major fall in the 
short-term will be limited to the area around 1.30206...... REPEAT: 1.32038 IS A SINK-
HOLE!!! 
 
This is a BIG call. I believe in you bro.  



 
Are the number of days that most zones remain uncleared still less than 15? I see there 
are two zones further down from 1.29554 that have been active for about 9 days. If so I 
guess there is a big chance that they could get taken out next week! 

 

shiva Jul 21, 2013 12:59am | Post# 3614

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Hey guys, I've been busy decorating, yeah I know how to live baby!! I wanna get stuck 
into this with you guys a bit more but struggling for time, ending up having to catch up 
up on the 8,000 new posts each night. Anyway I know you guys like your vouches so I'll 
say thanks with some of those. Xixi, thanks for the indie update, you get one. Eurusdd 
gets one for obvious reasons, he must be bored of them. Vlad get's one for generating 
the most posts in 1 minute and Shiva gets one for keeping up the fun!! Have a great 
weekend all. Daz. 

LOL I am the joker in the pack eh?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 1:24am | Post# 3615

 
There is a technical-problem at 1.31583 and a fractal-
dimensional-problem at 1.32038. So, be careful with your 
selling. Downside for these corrections is limited to 
1.30206. 

 

Ezzy Jul 21, 2013 1:34am | Post# 3616

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thank you EZZY. I am putting together something good for you. Stay in touch!!! 
 
Many thanks Eurusdd, cant wait for what you are preparing for us. I must say that 
despite your post surrounding the improved CI indicator etc, I have continued to read 
and re-read, and I am fairly sure that I have an understanding of how to scalp using CI, 
BB, EMA and semafor, very similar to madmoney's approach, however on the 15min / 30 
min timeframe (cant get settings right on the 1 min / 5 min...too unstable) 
 
Looking forward to trying it out this week, turning red numbers into black, and being 
living proof of what you are showing us here is real gold! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 2:08am | Post# 3617

 
Quoting Dewey McG 
{quote} I cannot vouch for this at all--was just showing the principal EURUSDD 
mentioned. Settings for top chart 77/31/18 (assuming 2x the 15 min setting) Settings for 
bottom one are out of the box--77/31/9 Whether this is better or worse I can't say, but I 
can see how EURUSDD is pointing us in the right direction. If this indicator didn't repaint 
I would be jumping up and down already 
Edit....Edit...Edit 
 
Dewey...see Eurusdd's other thread its all there 

 



EaglePip Jul 21, 2013 3:09am | Post# 3618

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So much going on here, its hard keeping up! 
 
Was attracted to this and have taken the liberty of using 1ema to flag swings outside the 
BBs, with confirmation by the 1ema Stoch. 
 
 

Quoting vlady1974 
This is to do with today's discussion .......Price is marked by the ZigZag Price is outside the 
BB Stoch is outside the BB ... so I would say this is 97% accurate ,,,,, {image} 

 
 
Looks promising, but still results in multiple signals. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 4:04am | Post# 3619

 
Eurusdd mentioned in the other thread "the last time stoch is at 0/100 before going 
to 100/0 is the end of the current ZZ leg" after that it was met by a strong argument 
from someone but both their level of understanding and level of exchange is beyond my 
scope. My opinion is if even if we just take it as it this could potentially be gold. I've not 
check my charts yet no assess at the moment but this might be able to provide a crude 

way to time cycles and pick good entry levels Maybe our BB/ZZ/Stoch division can 

help look into this??  I'll do my analysis when I get home also but Im not a good source 
of data lol 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 4:13am | Post# 3620

 
Good Morning Everybody! 
 



Today I'm taking part in The Race For Life, a 5KM run/skip/walk..I'll be walking with my 
special ladies (gf and her mum) for Anti Cancer research. We all strive for interesting 
challenges such as Eurusdd's Similarity Principle but today I'll be reminded of things that 
matter most and I wish all of you and the circles you are in the very best in HEALTH, 
WEALTH and HAPPINESS. 
 
Many thanks for your contributions to this thread! It's A Hell of a Ride! 
 
p.s. Eurusdd, thanks for your hidden message... You continue to inspire and things like 

that encourage to keep going. See you at 3203.8  

 

shiva Jul 21, 2013 4:17am | Post# 3621

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Good Morning Everybody! Today I'm taking part in The Race For Life, a 5KM 
run/skip/walk..I'll be walking with my special ladies (gf and her mum) for Anti Cancer 
research. We all strive for interesting challenges such as Eurusdd's Similarity Principle 
but today I'll be reminded of things that matter most and I wish all of you and the circles 
you are in the very best in HEALTH, WEALTH and HAPPINESS. Many thanks for your 
contributions to this thread! It's A Hell of a Ride! p.s. Eurusdd, thanks for your hidden 
message... You continue to inspire and... 

Have a good run Forest   

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 4:31am | Post# 3622

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Have a good run Forest   

Thanks mate. I'm not crazy, I'm walking.  
 
P.S 
For the moment, prices are lining up with Fib and Pivot Points.  
Projected prices I mean. We are experiencing convergence of some sort. 

 

NeuroSith Jul 21, 2013 5:21am | Post# 3623

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a technical-problem at 1.31583 and a fractal-dimensional-problem at 1.32038. 
So, be careful with your selling. Downside for these corrections is limited to 1.30206. 
 
On open, BUY and SELL [hedge] at the same time. 
Release BUY at around 1.32038 and SELL again at 1.70X the original sell lot value with 
TP around 1.2955. 
Assumption: You are one hell of a greedy mofo. 

 

spufuz Jul 21, 2013 5:30am | Post# 3624

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Good Morning Everybody! Today I'm taking part in The Race For Life, a 5KM 
run/skip/walk..I'll be walking with my special ladies (gf and her mum) for Anti Cancer 
research. We all strive for interesting challenges such as Eurusdd's Similarity Principle 
but today I'll be reminded of things that matter most and I wish all of you and the circles 



you are in the very best in HEALTH, WEALTH and HAPPINESS. Many thanks for your 
contributions to this thread! It's A Hell of a Ride! p.s. Eurusdd, thanks for your hidden 
message... You continue to inspire and... 
That's great to hear! This thread have an almost paralyzing effect on our minds (atleast 
for some of us), and its very important to keep the perspective and remember whats 

REALLY important.  
Take care and lets sink in to this tomorrow when a new week starts! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 5:43am | Post# 3625

 
Quoting EaglePip 
So much going on here, its hard keeping up! Was attracted to this and have taken the 
liberty of using 1ema to flag swings outside the BBs, with confirmation by the 1ema 
Stoch. {quote} {image} Looks promising, but still results in multiple signals. 
Don't rely on just these conditions. I posted 3 rules and added on more rule to be used in 
real time. 
You'll see further refinement in valid ZZTOPS and BOTS 

 

Ralome Jul 21, 2013 5:45am | Post# 3626

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Coming up next: 

 

 

spufuz Jul 21, 2013 5:48am | Post# 3627

 
Quoting Ralome 
Coming up next: {image} 

 

 



taypot Jul 21, 2013 5:55am | Post# 3628

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Thanks mate. I'm not crazy, I'm walking. P.S For the moment, prices are 
lining up with Fib and Pivot Points. Projected prices I mean. We are experiencing 
convergence of some sort. 

Hey Vlady, Thanks for the vouch, its my first , hope your walk goes well, such a 
good cause and one dear to me. 
 
I checked out the MA on Eurusdd's chart this mornig 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...0&d=1374359421 
 
It is the 300 exp for those that are curious. 
 
I have also checked the F X C M Speculative Sentiment Index and saw 2 interesting 
things, first the mid 'pivot' line on the chart is about 13175 so this could be very 
important as crowd sentiment possibly swings here, and secondly that they are bullish in 
their statement for the start of the week. 
 
EDIT... check out the comparison between the sto 50 line and the 300 ma, also 
look at the same on the 4hr chart!! There may be something else to work with. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 21, 2013 6:49am | Post# 3629

 
Quoting Ralome 
Coming up next: {image} 
Hey, that looks cool Ralome. Now we can see into the future!! 
Have you got an indy that tells me where my car keys are? Now where did I put them.... 

 

taypot Jul 21, 2013 7:00am | Post# 3630

 
Quoting Ralome 
Coming up next: {image} 
 
Ralome, Genius! Monday is going to be interesting, especially 15.30, ------is this GMT? 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 21, 2013 7:04am | Post# 3631

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a technical-problem at 1.31583 and a fractal-dimensional-problem at 1.32038. 
So, be careful with your selling. Downside for these corrections is limited to 1.30206. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Does this have to do with 10 june around 6 in the evening? 

 

handy148 Jul 21, 2013 7:39am | Post# 3632

 
Ralome great stuff - all I need now is next weeks lottery numbers   

 



Neio Jul 21, 2013 7:56am | Post# 3633

 
Quoting Ralome 
Coming up next: {image} 
Looking good Ralome! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 8:40am | Post# 3634

 
Excellent Summary!  

Quoting cfdtaleong 
An extremely brief summary thus far on various applications of similarity *If you are 
smart + serious you probably don't need this summary **If you are slow + serious this 
might help ***If you are stupid + serious this will help ****If you are anything + slacker 
no one can help you or maybe whichever religion you subscribe to can *****If you just 
discovered this thread, this may help you navigate the information a little This is a 
powerful concept. How many pips you gather depends on your level of understanding of 
the subject. But your own skills... 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 8:42am | Post# 3635

 
Quoting Ralome 
Coming up next: {image} 
Superb, Ralome! 

 

Ralome Jul 21, 2013 8:48am | Post# 3636

 
The geniuses were PipThief & FXWrangler, not me, credit is totally theirs  
 
Yes, it's GMT. Might be +/- 1 candle, MT4 ****s with me again. Oh, and please don't 
compare this to lottery numbers, because these lines will REPAINT. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 9:06am | Post# 3637

 
Gee one does not simply sleep while on this thread 

 

Misterdaz Jul 21, 2013 9:22am | Post# 3638

 
Guys, I have the 3 level zz semafor, it does the same thing a the Zig Zag I believe. I'm 
sure somewhere in this maze it says how to set it up the same as the ZIg Zag. I don't 
think I can just bang in 24,5,3 
 
Does anybody have the correct settings? If not and you decide I am being lazy then 

that's ok I will try to find it tonight. I just like seeing spots before my eyes  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 9:25am | Post# 3639

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Guys, I have the 3 level zz semafor, it does the same thing a the Zig Zag I believe. I'm sure 
somewhere in this maze it says how to set it up the same as the ZIg Zag. I don't think I can 
just bang in 24,5,3 Does anybody have the correct settings? If not and you decide I am 

being lazy then that's ok I will try to find it tonight. I just like seeing spots before my 

eyes  
I already explained that they are the same and I showed Madmoney how to replace the ZZ 
with Semafor. 
The post is in the thread!! 
 
SEMAFOR is three-ZZ-in-one! If you want one zigzag, ie with setting 24, simply make all 
settings for semafor equal to 24. 
 

 
 
Blue is semafor, white is zz. 
 
This is why I said it is very important we know how to use indicators properly. 

 

Neio Jul 21, 2013 9:31am | Post# 3640

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I already explained that they are the same and I showed Madmoney how to 
replace the ZZ with Semafor. The post is in the thread!! SEMAFOR is three-ZZ-in-one! If 
you want one zigzag, ie with setting 24, simply make all settings for semafor equal to 24. 
{image} Blue is semafor, white is zz. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Was this the post you were referring too? I found it in the other thread: 

Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} If you are using stoch(60-1-1), stoch(30-1-1) and stoch(15-1-1) then your 
semafor will be period1=60, period2=30, period3=15!!! 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 9:33am | Post# 3641

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Was this the post you were referring too? I found it in the other 
thread: {quote} Regards Neio 
yes! semafor, zz and stoch with those settings represent the same thing!!!!! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 21, 2013 9:40am | Post# 3642

 
Thanks Eurusdd, I knew you had mentioned it, just couldn't find it. I will it set up later 
on, hanging wallpaper now. I have a feeling this wallpaper will go up to 8" 6' before it 
drops to the floor, there's a wormhole there, no actually it's a woodworm hole, my 

mistake  
 
cu later. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 9:57am | Post# 3643

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Was this the post you were referring too? I found it in the other 
thread: {quote} Regards Neio 
Er so if the 3 level paints it is a high probility signal because it was a correlation of 3 time 
frames? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 21, 2013 10:08am | Post# 3644

 
No I don't think so CFD, they are all set to the same setting so are just repeating 
themselves. They will all paint or they will all repaint. It's like 3 moving averages on the 
screen all set to 10, they will all say the same thing. 
 
I hope that's right or I will look like a complete arse!! 
 
Back to the wallpaper. 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 10:29am | Post# 3645

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
....... a fractal-dimensional-problem at 1.32038.... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
Could you please explain more about this ? 
 
Thank U. 

 



Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 10:37am | Post# 3646

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Could you please explain more about this ? Thank U. 
A price-process like that for EURUSDD has to satisfy certain fractal-similarity properties 
across time-frames. It does not matter how "random" or "pseudo-random" the process is. 
In the case of the EURUSD you can say that 1.32038 is an isolated point that causes lack of 
similarity on high timeframes. Price has to flow there in order to correct the problem. So - in 
the mean time :BULLISH is the way. 
 
Don't worry about all the background calculations: just watch the number and plan your 
trades carefully. If your signals are telling you to sell, seriously- remember "you were 

WARNED"!!!  
 
On 2nd July, 2013 I gave a hint about EURUSD: I am sure she took a lot of people by 
surprise when she jumped above 1.3200. 
 

 

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 10:44am | Post# 3647

 
EURUSDD, are you gonna release the stable CI indicator before trading starts today? 
Can fractal indicator be used in place of the CI Indicator 
 
Thank you 

 



Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 10:46am | Post# 3648

 
Quoting angelofx 
EURUSDD, are you gonna release the stable CI indicator before trading starts today? Can 
fractal indicator be used in place of the CI Indicator Thank you 
NO!!! 

 

spufuz Jul 21, 2013 10:47am | Post# 3649

 
*Summary document deleted.* 
 
The reason for this is well explained by "cdftaleong": 
"But for thoes who are new or have yet to find that first ah hah moment you have 

UNITENTIONALLY robbed them of a chance to acheive a proficient understanding of 

the subject matter."  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 10:50am | Post# 3650

 
Quoting spufuz 
Good day friends! I needed to try to filter out much of the "noise" in this thread and get 
some sort of overview of everything. So I have made some sort of summary that helps 
me look up and re-read stuff more easily! Don't know if anyone´s interested but I 
thought I could share it with you as it might be helpful for you to! I will update this 
continuously and feel free to PM me if you would like something added to the list! 
{image} 
Forex-traders are used to "NOISE"! They are used to dealing with Noise. Anyone who is 
not ready to work with NOISE should do something else. 

 

spufuz Jul 21, 2013 10:53am | Post# 3651

 
Im sorry, I did not mean to offend anyone! 
The document is helpful for me. Just wanted to share if anyone also could find it useful. 

I can remove it if you want.  
 
I did not mean "noise" in the way that many posts aren´t worth reading. 
Believe me I have read most of the posts in this thread. 
My intention was to more easily being able to look up many of the posts 
explaining or discussing the strategy!!  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 10:53am | Post# 3652

 
Quoting spufuz 
Good day friends! I needed to try to filter out much of the "noise" in this thread and get 
some sort of overview of everything. So I have made some sort of summary that helps 
me look up and re-read stuff more easily! Don't know if anyone´s interested but I 
thought I could share it with you as it might be helpful for you to! I will update this 
continuously and feel free to PM me if you would like something added to the list! 
{image} 

GREAT WORK!!! and if you think Eurusdd is offended you read him wrong. 
Yes, the information presented is not as straight forward as what we might be used to 
because this it FORCES YOU TO THINK. If you seek to understand this stuff you need 



to read stuff over and over in order to do so and that gives you reinforcement. As you 
ponder over stuff it also FORCES YOU TO EXPERIMENT. This whole thing is centered 
not just on similarity it also about changing PERSPECTIVE, seeing things in a different 
light. Once you get that first break thru...the rest will follow naturally although for dumb 

shits like me they follow much slower . Unless you are exceptionally talented like 
some here......this is likely the best way to teach you this stuff because you will not be 
just be remembering stuff...you will be UNDERSTANDING stuff. That is what he is 
trying to give!! Read my own summary....after ALL the help I've gotten here all I had to 
give back was just a one page summary that not is very "clear cut" either!!! Selfish 
bugger right?? But why did I do that?? Because if I came up with something like you...did 
I would be doing the opposite of what Eurusdd is trying to do!!! 
 
But do not get me wrong also..your work is commendable and for people who have 
already been putting in the hours and acheived certain levels of understanding 
already.....it is extremely useful if we need to go back in time for some fact checking or 
reference and what not. And it does not affect us negatively because we are already 
commited to making ourself think and understand. But for thoes who are new or 
have yet to find that first ah hah moment you have UNITENTIONALLY robbed them of 
a chance to acheive a proficient understanding of the subject matter. You see the light 

my friend? Prehaps this file you made can be shared on a request basic instead?? 

 

hughmac Jul 21, 2013 10:55am | Post# 3653

 
Quoting spufuz 
Good day friends! I needed to try to filter out much of the "noise" in this thread and get 
some sort of overview of everything. So I have made some sort of summary that helps 
me look up and re-read stuff more easily! Don't know if anyone´s interested but I 
thought I could share it with you as it might be helpful for you to! I will update this 
continuously and feel free to PM me if you would like something added to the list! 
{image} 
Brilliant!!! Very helpful indeed! Thank you! 
 
As someone who is battling with a chronic illness i am grateful for any assistance in 
working my way through these posts, hopefully i will find my ahh moment soon because 
its managed to elude me so far. lol 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:00am | Post# 3654

 
THE SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE!!! 
 

Let X(n) be a random/pseudo-random process that 
satisfies - certain well-defined conditions (known as the 
fractal-conditions). Let F and G be functions that satisfy 
the Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set 
{X(n)| n>0}. Then the set of values on which F and G do 
not agree is a predictor of the process. 
 

One has to construct F and G, continuously as the process 
evolves or use the back-door approach to extend F and G. 
This is the hardest part!!! 



If you can construct good candidates for F & G, then you 
are close!!! 
------------------------------------ -------- 
 

 This principle is good and applicable to forex-trading. The 
price-process of EURUSD satisfies 8/10 of the fractal-
conditions! I will not recommend it for stock-trading.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:11am | Post# 3655

 
The similarity-principle is not applicable to the raw-data of 
lotteries. In fact, you need to massage the data before you 
can apply the principle. However, you will find it extremely 
difficult to construct F and G or anything close!!! 
 

The main reason for this difficulty is: the lottery process is 
a sequence of identically and independently distributed 
random variables.  
However: I can massage the data in such a way that we can zero in on a very 
good set of possible outcomes. The first time I succeeded was the time I 
realized I could CRACK the forex problem!!!! 

Forex is the best.  

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 11:13am | Post# 3656

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} A price-process like that for EURUSDD has to satisfy certain fractal-similarity 
properties across time-frames. It does not matter how "random" or "pseudo-random" the 
process is. In the case of the EURUSD you can say that 1.32038 is an isolated point that 
causes lack of similarity on high timeframes. Price has to flow there in order to correct 
the problem. So - in the mean time :BULLISH is the way. Don't worry about all the 
background calculations: just watch the number and plan your trades carefully. If your 
signals are telling you to... 

Thank U very much Eurusdd ...  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:19am | Post# 3657

 
Quoting smallcat 

{quote} Thank U very much Eurusdd ...  

My pleasure!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:22am | Post# 3658

 
I DID not give you a precise way to apply the principle - . I only introduced the idea in 
the crudest way possible. It is up to you to see the little light...... 

 



xixi Jul 21, 2013 11:23am | Post# 3659

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
THE SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE!!! Let X(n) be a random/pseudo-random process that 
satisfies - certain well-defined conditions (known as the fractal-conditions). Let F and G 
be functions that satisfy the Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set {X(n)| 
n>0}. Then the set of values on which F and G do not agree is a predictor of the process. 
One has to construct F and G, continuously as the process evolves or use the back-door 
approach to extend F and G. This is the hardest part!!! If you can construct good 
candidates for F & G, then you are close!!!... 
wow, first time I see such a profound and scientific approach to solve forex trading 
problem! 

 

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 11:25am | Post# 3660

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I DID not give you a precise way to apply the principle - . I only introduced the idea in 
the crudest way possible. It is up to you to see the little light...... 

I'm trying hard to see the full light  

 

Ralome Jul 21, 2013 11:26am | Post# 3661

 
Eurusdd, once you said you'd vouch for me twice if that was possible - I feel the same 

way now  

 

Ralome Jul 21, 2013 11:29am | Post# 3662

 
To others: The forecast indy will be delayed a bit, I'm sick of bugfinding for today. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 11:29am | Post# 3663

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
THE SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE!!! Let X(n) be a random/pseudo-random process that 
satisfies - certain well-defined conditions (known as the fractal-conditions). Let F and G 
be functions that satisfy the Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set {X(n)| 
n>0}. Then the set of values on which F and G do not agree is a predictor of the process. 
One has to construct F and G, continuously as the process evolves or use the back-door 
approach to extend F and G. This is the hardest part!!! If you can construct good 
candidates for F & G, then you are close!!!... 
Ah hah i wasn't hallucinating the post is real! 
 
"Don't bother with math" they say....... "You'll probably never use all that shit anyway" 
they say....."Humanities is much cooler and check out the babes!" they say..... 
 

A holes............... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:29am | Post# 3664

 



Quoting Ralome 
Eurusdd, once you said you'd vouch for me twice if that was possible - I feel the same 

way now  
Lol. Ok pals: 
 
Let us see if this thing will fail us! 1.31538 is the first number to target and then after a 
little reversal, we will go for 1.32083. By Friday - we will TALK again!!!  
 
Trade well and KEEP your eyes pointing up!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:47am | Post# 3665

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} GREAT WORK!!! and if you think Eurusdd is offended you read him 
wrong. Yes, the information presented is not as straight forward as what we might be 
used to because this it FORCES YOU TO THINK. 

 

 

Advocate FX Jul 21, 2013 11:52am | Post# 3666

 
The 1.32083 target does not make sense Eurusdd unless you are targeting the swing 
high from the 10th of July? I would have thought that when EURUSD hit 1.3174 on the 
17th of July we took out the problem that dissimilarity had created on the 10th of July 
where the highest candle to close in dissimilarity closed at 1.31743? So I am confused as 
to where this 1.32083 figure comes from? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:53am | Post# 3667

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 11:55am | Post# 3668

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Ah hah i wasn't hallucinating the post is real! "Don't bother with math" they 
say....... "You'll probably never use all that shit anyway" they say....."Humanities is much 

cooler and check out the babes!" they say..... A holes............... 

 

 

shiva Jul 21, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 3669

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Math is great, even kids and cats know this. 



 

 

spufuz Jul 21, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 3670

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} GREAT WORK!!! and if you think Eurusdd is offended you read him 
wrong. Yes, the information presented is not as straight forward as what we might be 
used to because this it FORCES YOU TO THINK. If you seek to understand this stuff you 
need to read stuff over and over in order to do so and that gives you reinforcement. As 
you ponder over stuff it also FORCES YOU TO EXPERIMENT. This whole thing is centered 
not just on similarity it also about changing PERSPECTIVE, seeing things in a different 
light. Once you get that... 
As I said earlier in this thread, what I really like with this thread is that if forces you to 
think and experiment. 
So I get your point. People should plow through every post of this thread and not get 
spoon-fed from my summary! 
I still have to clarify though, that the intension with the document was NOT to make a 
copy of Eurusdd´s thread. It was meant to be a useful tool for going back and reading 
stuff. 
So therefore I could at least recommend everyone and especially the newcomers to read 



the thread through before reading my summary list. 
Because its really just a list with posts I find valuable. 

Summary file removed. If someone wants the summary, I will send it to you.  

 

behof Jul 21, 2013 12:25pm | Post# 3671

 
Hi Folks ! 
 
From my point of view EURUSDD is correct in warning to wait 1.3203 level to be cleared 
out first before 
the majpr dive begins........ 
 
I have a different trading strategy but the core principles presented here make sense.... 
 
There is a huge bunch of orders clustered around this level.... 
 
Happy trading 
 
Bernhard 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 3672

 
Quoting shiva 
Math is great, even kids and cats know this. {image} 
Mooo....... 

Quoting spufuz 
{quote} As I said earlier in this thread, what I really like with this thread is that if forces 
you to think and experiment. So I get your point. People should plow through every post 
of this thread and not get spoon-fed from my summary! Summary file removed. If 

someone wants the summary, I will send it to you.  

have it and its very useful compared to the scribbled post numbers I have stickied all 
over my desk 

 

panamamike Jul 21, 2013 1:18pm | Post# 3673

 
If they are the same, what is these benefit of replacing ZZ with SEMAOR? I have not read 
the using of or seen pics containing more than one ZZ. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I already explained that they are the same and I showed Madmoney how to 
replace the ZZ with Semafor. The post is in the thread!! SEMAFOR is three-ZZ-in-one! If 
you want one zigzag, ie with setting 24, simply make all settings for semafor equal to 24. 
{image} Blue is semafor, white is zz. This is why I said it is very important we know how 
to use indicators properly. 
 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 1:25pm | Post# 3674

 
Quoting panamamike 
If they are the same, what is these benefit of replacing ZZ with SEMAOR? I have not 



read the using of or seen pics containing more than one ZZ. {quote} 
Sometimes dots are better visual aids than lines. The bold part is YOU! I have seen 

many!!!!   

 

JazzmanQ2 Jul 21, 2013 1:28pm | Post# 3675

 
Quoting panamamike 
If they are the same, what is these benefit of replacing ZZ with SEMAOR? I have not read 
the using of or seen pics containing more than one ZZ. {quote} 
 
The benefit is having 3 diff settings available on semaphor instead of putting 3 ZZs on 
chart. Small dot = warning, small dot + medium dot = get ready, small dot+medium 
dot+large dot=ZZ top/bot 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 1:46pm | Post# 3676

 
Quoting JazzmanQ2 
{quote} The benefit is having 3 diff settings available on semaphor instead of putting 3 
ZZs on chart. Small dot = warning, small dot + medium dot = get ready, small 
dot+medium dot+large dot=ZZ top/bot 
Hmm so it has 2 main values...period and Dev_step.......so value for period should be 
the same for all 3 i.e 300 but the Dev-step values are different and serve as a kind of 
sensitivity filter and if I get a signal where all 3 dots paints it a high probility signal. Is 
this the working principle? Please advise 

 

JazzmanQ2 Jul 21, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 3677

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Hmm so it has 2 main values...period and Dev_step.......so value for period 
should be the same for all 3 i.e 300 but the Dev-step values are different and serve as a 
kind of sensitivity filter and if I get a signal where all 3 dots paints it a high probility 
signal. Is this the working principle? Please advise 
 

Bingo! But you can set 3 diff periods. Play with it! 

 

panamamike Jul 21, 2013 1:58pm | Post# 3678

 
Quoting JazzmanQ2 
{quote} The benefit is having 3 diff settings available on semaphor instead of putting 3 
ZZs on chart. Small dot = warning, small dot + medium dot = get ready, small 
dot+medium dot+large dot=ZZ top/bot 
i am still a bit confused. I have read the entire thread, and live trade using stoch, BB, 
and ZZ on 15 in time frame. I realize that there are 3 or 4 different methods based upon 
SIM/DS and many use different aspects to trade. is the 3 ZZs on a chart for MTF 
añalysis, and thus combined into 1 view by SEMAFOR? I have read the thread and just 
done a search. I still have not seen the use of 3ZZ on the same chart. If you have an 
example to post I would be very grateful. 

 

taypot Jul 21, 2013 2:01pm | Post# 3679

 



1 Attachment(s) 
I have my MT4 charts set up and I'm now setting up prorealtime charts (just out of mild 
interest really and to see how brokers differ, also to optimise and do backtests) but i do not 
have the PRT code for the cycle identifier. Can anyone help. I have a tiny .01 long left on 
this account from friday after closing most of it in profit. I am looking forward to watching 
what happens later! 
 
EDIT ...I have changed lower stoch values to 5,3,3 which work better 

 

 

JazzmanQ2 Jul 21, 2013 2:06pm | Post# 3680

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} i am still a bit confused. I have read the entire thread, and live trade using stoch, 
BB, and ZZ on 15 in time frame. I realize that there are 3 or 4 different methods based 
upon SIM/DS and many use different aspects to trade. is the 3 ZZs on a chart for MTF 
añalysis, and thus combined into 1 view by SEMAFOR? I have read the thread and just done 
a search. I still have not seen the use of 3ZZ on the same chart. If you have an example to 
post I would be very grateful. 
Here ya go! 
Q 



 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 2:08pm | Post# 3681

 
Thank you very much EURUSDD to formulate a principle of similarity. You have given 
much to this principle and understand that you've found these functions satisfactorily. 
Also I deem a good data management for optimum results. I will continue my fight for 
the meeting of these two functions, because I think they are the key to a successful 
system. 
 
Thank you so much 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 2:09pm | Post# 3682

 
Quoting JazzmanQ2 

{quote} Bingo! But you can set 3 diff periods. Play with it! 
Thanks!!! This changes how I see my charts a fair bit...hmm gotta do some thinking 

 

Dobbsie Jul 21, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 3683

 
I just finished going through the entire thread. Very intriguing and confusing at the same 
time. Going back to post #1 and reading again..... 
 
Thanks everyone! 

 



panamamike Jul 21, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 3684

 
Quoting JazzmanQ2 
{quote} Here ya go! Q {image} 
i see the SEMAFOR, can u show a chart that showed trading using 3ZZs? 

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 2:22pm | Post# 3685

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} i see the SEMAFOR, can u show a chart that showed trading using 3ZZs? 
I think you mean 3 TF's? 

 

JazzmanQ2 Jul 21, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 3686

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} i see the SEMAFOR, can u show a chart that showed trading using 3ZZs? 
 
This what you mean? ZZ periods same as samaphor periods 

 

 

panamamike Jul 21, 2013 2:29pm | Post# 3687

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I think you mean 3 TF's? 



ok. That is why I asked if using SEMAFOR was a type of MTF analysis of ZZ. 

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 2:35pm | Post# 3688

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If anyone is interested experimenting with MTF's.... 
3_ZZ_Semafor_MTF.mq4  

 

JazzmanQ2 Jul 21, 2013 2:37pm | Post# 3689

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} ok. That is why I asked if using SEMAFOR was a type of MTF analysis of ZZ. 
 
It is multi period not multi time frame but similar 

 

shiva Jul 21, 2013 2:38pm | Post# 3690

 
Quoting Madmoney 
If anyone is interested experimenting with MTF's.... {file} 

MM, isn't MTF an obscene word?:P  

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 3691

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} MM, isn't MTF an obscene word?:P  
MULTI TIME FRAME! 

 

Eurjpy Jul 21, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 3692

 
hello JazzmanQ2 
could you plz attach your temp as showing in post #3685 
thanks 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 21, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 3693

 
Ok this observation may be highly flawed because Im tired, there is not a lot of 
instances of it to be sure or an incident where I just realised "oh hey!do you guys know 
that water is actually WET!!" or simply a figment of my imagination but I will try 
word it properly so I don't confuse people.....and sound too stupid... 
 
During periods of DS as captured by indicator rv1...should the 1EMA go out 
outside of its BB while the stoch is still inside its own BB, price will very often 
but not always reverse at the next candle. 
 
Do not confused this with valid ZZ top/bot!  

 

Baillie Jul 21, 2013 3:09pm | Post# 3694



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} As I see, if ZZ, DS start, EMA touching the band happen at the same time then it's 
always a top/bottom. Look at the chart. {image} 
Sorry guys! but it is not always the bottom or the top, your pic shows that. But the pic does 
help give a clue why and will help us to trade in the right direction. 
 
1. the NEW, SMALL zone created to the left and below. 
 
2. The OLDER, BIGGER zone just above has not been taken out yet. Being tested in the 
middle pic. 
 
Your observances can be used to help if you also consider the proximity of the newer and 
older zones around. 
New small zones offer the least resistance to being taken out in a shorter time. 
 
Reason why? Each zone is created by a single BAR / Candle for that time frame, so in that 
time if the bar is long (larger zone) it would represent more pressure in the closing 
direction. 
 
If the bar is short (small zone) in would still offer pressure in the closing direction but less 
than the larger bar. = less resistance. 
 
So, in your example, the reason price went down; there was an older stronger resistance 
zone above. 
 
There were newer, weaker zones below. 
 
You were at the BB high with ZZ there, and a Dis Similarity Zone was being created by a 
DOWN BAR = look for price to move away from the zone in the same direction as the Dis 
similarity. 
 
So, in my pic below where I marked your pic, that was not a Bottom because, a DOWN Dis 
similarity was created at the lower BB, confirming prices continued direction of travel and 
also marking a zone to return to. 
 
If the Zone that was created it was an up bar, price would look to continue in that direction 
and return there to correct. 



 

 

blackqn Jul 21, 2013 4:22pm | Post# 3695

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
THE SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE!!! Let X(n) be a random/pseudo-random process that 
satisfies - certain well-defined conditions (known as the fractal-conditions). Let F and G 
be functions that satisfy the Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set {X(n)| 
n>0}. Then the set of values on which F and G do not agree is a predictor of the process. 
One has to construct F and G, continuously as the process evolves or use the back-door 
approach to extend F and G. This is the hardest part!!! If you can construct good 
candidates for F & G, then you are close!!!... 

Thanks Eurusdd, it explains a lot. Great thread btw  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 4:28pm | Post# 3696

 
Quoting blackqn 

{quote} Thanks Eurusdd, it explains a lot. Great thread btw  
I have VERY GOOD candidates for F and G but I am still modifying key parameters. That 
is one reason I am able to make GOOD CALLS that sometimes do not make sense - 
taking into consideration NEWS items and the general environment at the time the CALL 
was made. 

 



burnssss Jul 21, 2013 4:36pm | Post# 3697

 
you have algorithms that take into account up to the news so to speak. Their decisions 
are not affected by news. great job 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 4:43pm | Post# 3698

 
Quoting burnssss 
you have algorithms that take into account up to the news so to speak. Their decisions 
are not affected by news. great job 
I want people to attack trading from this direction and see their REDS become GREENS!!! 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 4:56pm | Post# 3699

 
the complexity of the model lies in these two functions. It is not easy to determine two 
functions to explain the correlation, and the point where they express that similarity 
represents a turning point. Basically express money but would have to consider the other 
side of time. The time in which this that turn. Expressing the data on daily TF, weeks and 
months, you would have a very powerful tool. 
The functions F and G could be carried out by the stochastic because i think is the 
indicator that best expresses the dynamics of the price. The price shows a lot of noise so 
it is necessary filter 

 

candero Jul 21, 2013 4:56pm | Post# 3700

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let X(n) be a random/pseudo-random process that satisfies - certain well-defined 
conditions (known as the fractal-conditions). Let F and G be functions that satisfy the 
Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set {X(n)| n>0}. Then the set of values 
on which F and G do not agree is a predictor of the process. One has to construct F and 
G, continuously as the process evolves or use the back-door approach to extend F and G. 
This is the hardest part!!! If you can construct good candidates for F & G, then you are 
close!!! 
I have a function on 2 different timeframes, which almost surely agree on the same data 
set. For number guys and girls let me give you exact number - it is 
96.085409252669039145907473309609 percent the signals of that function agree on 
M1/M5 timeframe. In other words 98% of signals from M5 are there on M1. 
 

I must be close. I damn hope so  

 

blackqn Jul 21, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 3701

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have VERY GOOD candidates for F and G but I am still modifying key 
parameters. That is one reason I am able to make GOOD CALLS that sometimes do not 
make sense - taking into consideration NEWS items and the general environment at the 
time the CALL was made. 
So the F and G could be an even lagging indi, however we shall look for something more 
accurate, or find parameters making them more accurate? 
 
There are approaches basing on pointing-out differences between brokers and require 



speedy machines to process orders in a way so thousands of small profits are achieved, 
but this approach is something more. Looks like written in the universe like construction 
of the leaf. It's amazing. 
 
You mentioned developing some standalone (in relation to trading terminal) SW. Is that 
due to speed, limitations of MQL, or more sophisticated analysis and constructed F and G 
candidates? 
 
I see you have a lot of fun with it. I like solving analitycal problems and I know this 

feeling. Must be great  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 3702

 
Quoting candero 
{quote} I have a function on 2 different timeframes, which almost surely agree on the 
same data set. For number guys and girls let me give you exact number - it is 
96.085409252669039145907473309609 percent the signals of that function agree on 
M1/M5 timeframe. In other words 98% of signals from M5 are there on M1. I must be 

close. I damn hope so  
You cannot just take any two functions and make a claim like this. According to the 
principle: F and G MUST satisfy a set of conditions! So, I don't know what you have right 

now!!!1   

 

winterfell Jul 21, 2013 5:04pm | Post# 3703

 
big spread for the opening 

 

Kenergy Jul 21, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 3704

 
Quoting burnssss 
you have algorithms that take into account up to the news so to speak. Their decisions 
are not affected by news. great job 
From Stanley Kroll commodities book, "I can tell you what the news will be from the price 
better than you can tell me what the price will do based on the news." 
Please keep this in mind when all the news is against your trade! 
 
I just joined FF because of this thread. Been trading on and off since 1976 (paper trading 
soybeans at the age of 14) so I think I will be able to contribute something at some 
point. But you guys that are fast on the uptake make it hard for someone with a full time 
job to come up with something new before you do.  
 
Will post some indicator ideas soon. 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 5:08pm | Post# 3705

 
third function would suffice to complete the model. 

 

billbss Jul 21, 2013 5:11pm | Post# 3706

 
Very interesting methodology, but the thread is getting impossible to read. 



It's turning into a garbage dump of BS comments and miscellaneous charts. 
Eurusdd's posts only account for 20% of the posts in this thread. 
He should be doing the great majority of the posting and the rest of should be reading. 

 

candero Jul 21, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 3707

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You cannot just take any two functions and make a claim like this. According to 
the principle: F and G MUST satisfy a set of conditions! So, I don't know what you have 

right now!!!1   
 
They do satisfy a conditon! And while doing it, they agree on M1 and M5 96% of the 

time. I must be close, you said it yourself  
 
On a more serious note, I'll carry on testing, if I have a breakthrough of sorts I'll shout 
out loud. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 5:19pm | Post# 3708

 
Quoting billbss 
Very interesting methodology, but the thread is getting impossible to read. It's turning 
into a garbage dump of BS comments and miscellaneous charts. Eurusdd's posts only 
account for 20% of the posts in this thread. He should be doing the great majority of the 
posting and the rest of should be reading. 
Let people have fun!!! I don't have a problem with that!!! No comment is BS - 
yours inclusive!!! 
 
That is the spirit here - if you don't like it; ignore the thread!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 5:21pm | Post# 3709

 
Quoting candero 
{quote} They do satisfy a conditon! And while doing it, they agree on M1 and M5 96% of 

the time. I must be close, you said it yourself On a more serious note, I'll carry on 
testing, if I have a breakthrough of sorts I'll shout out loud. 
Not just any set of conditions. Read the principle again Anyway - good luck! 

 

Kenergy Jul 21, 2013 5:25pm | Post# 3710

 
Quoting billbss 
Very interesting methodology, but the thread is getting impossible to read. It's turning 
into a garbage dump of BS comments and miscellaneous charts. Eurusdd's posts only 
account for 20% of the posts in this thread. He should be doing the great majority of the 
posting and the rest of should be reading. 
Hate to sound argumentative in my second post, but I bet you that EURUSDD is thinking 
things he never thought he would be thinking, due to the feedback he has gotten here. 
And R's indicator program was modified due to feedback as well. Who is to say what is 
garbage and what will turn to gold until it is posted? 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 5:35pm | Post# 3711



 
EURUSDD as I said has a consistent system, and the fact of making a mathematical 
expression in Forex which makes it cost effective because it makes me understand a 
person with great mathematical abilities. I've been quite a few years also in search of a 
mathematical expression that defines the market movement. EURUSDD data is a spatial 
form. By using different softwares MT4 is because I assume that needs to process new 
data continuously applying the mathematical expression, such as MATLAB. Again, the 
complexity of the model lies in the elaboration of algortimos that under certain 
conditions, which helps to increase the likelihood, explaining 97! rotation. Simply 
amazing. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 5:42pm | Post# 3712

 
The comments you make here are very important for me because I want to see if you 
understand the basic ideas before I can ever take you to the next level. So -I am just 

giving signals right now so that learning and making money can go hand in hand!   

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 5:48pm | Post# 3713

 
Quoting billbss 
Very interesting methodology, but the thread is getting impossible to read. It's turning 
into a garbage dump of BS comments and miscellaneous charts. Eurusdd's posts only 
account for 20% of the posts in this thread. He should be doing the great majority of 
the posting and the rest of should be reading.  
Err.. no. First and foremost, this is not a platform for a classroom with a syllabus. FF is a 
platform for open discussion. Thread starters are given certain powers over their thread 
but it is primarily an open platform to discuss trading strategies. 
 
Eurusdd has chosen to reveal a principle in the same way great sages of old have done - 
cryptically, so that students who are ready can appear. Those who are not yet ready can 
have a place to discourse... this place. 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 5:56pm | Post# 3714

 
I'm a little tired and may have some inconherencia. small steps rather go and so I 
developed a work plan. I have considered the following: 
 
1 - Perform the test formulas several technical indicators for sampling similarities (dis-
similarity) over a period of time. Look about three equations for two TF are a total of 6 
equations. (leaving aside time since we are only drafts) 
 
2 - An analysis of the data to see if any treatment necessary data, although unlike 
artificial intelligence systems, I think in this case it would not be necessary because it 
would distort the series. 
 
3 - calculation of Hurst coefficient (H> 0.5) 
 
4 - Calculation of fractal dimension. 
 
5 - Representation logarithmic and observe the "regression of the data" 
 
This would be my working algorithm 

 



vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 5:58pm | Post# 3715

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} MM, isn't MTF an obscene word?:P  

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 3716

 
eurusd has to take out 1.31583 quick!!! 
 
She will go for it sooner rather than later!!! 

 

handy148 Jul 21, 2013 6:12pm | Post# 3717

 
Well all the big boys use complex algorithms. I remember a BBC financial journalist was 
invited to a $billion hedge fund in Zurich and he watched such a computer system make 
$1 million in 20 minutes. 

 

burnssss Jul 21, 2013 6:30pm | Post# 3718

 
but doing so would justify the accuracy of the model, after the new pivot points as would 
be calculated? by straight regression? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 6:59pm | Post# 3719

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd has to take out 1.31583 quick!!! She will go for it sooner rather than later!!! 
2 longs placed as soon as 5M printed a ZZBOT. 

 

crodzilla Jul 21, 2013 7:05pm | Post# 3720

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, I found this article for you. They speak your language... talks about a Market 
Instrument Function... 
(way over my head) 
Market Instrument Function.pdf  

 

Forex Lion Jul 21, 2013 7:07pm | Post# 3721

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} 2 longs placed as soon as 5M printed a ZZBOT. 

Hi vlady, it is bedtime...  
 
but you have seen, that the 1 ema has not been outside the bb as the zz has been 
printed?! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 7:14pm | Post# 3722



 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} Hi vlady, it is bedtime...  but you have seen, that the 1 ema has not been 
outside the bb as the zz has been printed?! 
My longs are closed now. 80% return. 
I read a tail print outside of BB on Friday at bottom, so next had to be a top when 
market opened. 
I switched to 5M and I saw 3 swings and got in on the Bottom swing but only after 
BBMID was broken: 37, 40 respectively. 
 
in addition, these were Binary Options, so the price at expiry just had to be above 37 and 

40. What was the price at 12am open?  
 
Alarms set for 3158. Goodnight, 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:29pm | Post# 3723

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting crodzilla 
Eurusdd, I found this article for you. They speak your language... talks about a Market 
Instrument Function... (way over my head) {image} 
Just finished reading the whole article and this particular piece should give you a clue 
why I trade 

EURUSD!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:37pm | Post# 3724

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 

JUDGE for yourselves!!!  

 

cenky Jul 21, 2013 7:39pm | Post# 3725



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} JUDGE for yourselves!!! 

She is going to target  

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 7:42pm | Post# 3726

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} JUDGE for yourselves!!! 
Lol! Right on schedule. 

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 7:43pm | Post# 3727

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} JUDGE for yourselves!!! 
 

EURUSD 1.3159!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:43pm | Post# 3728

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 



REMEMBER, I said we will take 1.31583 out on OPENING!!!  

 

cenky Jul 21, 2013 7:44pm | Post# 3729

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

Perfect  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:45pm | Post# 3730

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Lol! Right on schedule. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 7:46pm | Post# 3731

 
Alarms set off but my trading platform won't take trades. f@%$! 
Oh we'll. Will wait for retrace.... Target 1.32 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 7:47pm | Post# 3732

 
Quoting Madmoney 
If anyone is interested experimenting with MTF's.... {file} 

Thank U madmoney ...  

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 7:48pm | Post# 3733

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} REMEMBER, I said we will take 1.31583 out on OPENING!!! 

Never doubted!  
 
 
right.. Bedtime. for REAL! 

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 7:49pm | Post# 3734

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} REMEMBER, I said we will take 1.31583 out on OPENING!!! 
Now you have made it move to 1.31583, can you make it drop or rise by 100 pips? I 

could do with a bonus!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:49pm | Post# 3735

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Alarms set off but my trading platform won't take trades. f@%$! Oh we'll. Will wait for 
retrace.... Target 1.32 



Read my eurusd market sentiment: The technical problem at 1.31583 is solved now. 
Eurusd will target 1.32 next but - in the course of that move she may take a break. Any 
downside is restricted to 1.302 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 7:50pm | Post# 3736

 
Quoting Ralome 

To others: The forecast indy will be delayed a bit, I'm sick of bugfinding for 
today. 

Don't worry Ralome, Thank U very much for your work. Take your time ....  

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 7:51pm | Post# 3737

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What about the high of the DS candle? It's possible for it to move past 1.3177. 

 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 7:53pm | Post# 3738

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} REMEMBER, I said we will take 1.31583 out on OPENING!!! 

You R great Eurusdd .....  

 



khallas Jul 21, 2013 7:55pm | Post# 3739

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} JUDGE for yourselves!!! 

 
 

Late but manage too made +10 pips, Staggering Eurusdd  

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 7:56pm | Post# 3740

 
Quoting angelofx 
What about the high of the DS candle? It's possible for it to move past 1.3177. {image} 
So far I know, Eurusdd said it will go to 1.32038. So, may be moving down a bit first, or 
direct going there ..... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 7:57pm | Post# 3741

 
Thank all of you. I am just trying to prove a point!!! The best way to do it : call the 
numbers and let people see them play out in real-time! That will force people to "re-think 
the market"!!! 

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 8:01pm | Post# 3742

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} So far I know, Eurusdd said it will go to 1.32038. So, may be moving down a bit 
first, or direct going there ..... 
Thanks smallcat. I was actually searching for the post where he gave that price. 

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 8:03pm | Post# 3743

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thank all of you. I am just trying to prove a point!!! The best way to do it : call the 
numbers and let people see them play out in real-time! That will force people to "re-think 
the market"!!! 
You got nothing to prove. The level of activity here says it all. Can you go a step further 

by telling us the HLC for the day?   

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 8:03pm | Post# 3744

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} Thanks smallcat. I was actually searching for the post where he gave that price. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 21, 2013 8:06pm | Post# 3745

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Read my eurusd market sentiment: The technical problem at 1.31583 is solved 
now. Eurusd will target 1.32 next but - in the course of that move she may take a break. 
Any downside is restricted to 1.302 
Understood. And there's a zone to take out below. 
when I wake and price is still around 35, with the right ZZ Conditions on 5M, I would 
short.  
Great calls! 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 8:09pm | Post# 3746

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I think the AUD will go to 0.9288 , because there is a technical problem there .... is that 
right ? 

 

angelofx Jul 21, 2013 8:12pm | Post# 3747

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hi Eurusdd, I think the AUD will go to 0.9288 , because there is a technical problem there 
.... is that right ? 
....and this technical problem is determined by the use of the zigzag indi? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 21, 2013 8:12pm | Post# 3748

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hi Eurusdd, I think the AUD will go to 0.9288 , because there is a technical problem there 
.... is that right ? 

smallcat: I don't know about that. I am a child of EURUSD!  

 

mubinirl Jul 21, 2013 8:23pm | Post# 3749

 
Is anybody over here using CI indi proposed by Eurusdd or everyone using stoch & BB 



method..frankly i dont get the latter one..big thicko  

 

mubinirl Jul 21, 2013 8:26pm | Post# 3750

 
Eurusdd, can you please suggest settings for CI indi for daily & 4H timeframe (broker: 
FXCM UK). Later on i will post some charts for your criticism..i want to get this one right 
on with your help..thanks 

 

Madmoney Jul 21, 2013 8:58pm | Post# 3751

 
Quoting mubinirl 
Eurusdd, can you please suggest settings for CI indi for daily & 4H timeframe (broker: 
FXCM UK). Later on i will post some charts for your criticism..i want to get this one right 
on with your help..thanks 
You need to read the first few pages, all the answers are there. 

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 10:18pm | Post# 3752

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} smallcat: I don't know about that. I am a child of EURUSD!  

I see .... Thank U ...  

 

smallcat Jul 21, 2013 10:32pm | Post# 3753

 
Quoting angelofx 

{quote} ....and this technical problem is determined by the use of the 
zigzag indi? 

No .... Eurusdd makes a very complex mathematical approach to get the "technical 
problem" in EURUSD (there are some posts about it, just read from the beginning) .... I 
just "guess" through seeing the price of AUDUSD in different TF. This is NOT the way 

Eurusdd does .... edited: => that's why i asked Eurussd, because i'm not so sure this 
"guessing" can be used to predict the price or not. 
 
I am still trying to read the posts in this thread from post #1 again ...and again ... and 
again .... As Eurusdd said, the KEY to understand the whole of this is there, we just need 
to put the puzzle in to the right position, so we can see the "WOW" soon or later .... 
After reading the posts twice, now I got something. The light at the end of the tunnel is 

still far, but i think i'm on the right path ....  

 

hannele Jul 22, 2013 1:25am | Post# 3754

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} As I said earlier in this thread, what I really like with this thread is that if forces 
you to think and experiment. So I get your point. People should plow through every post 
of this thread and not get spoon-fed from my summary! I still have to clarify though, 
that the intension with the document was NOT to make a copy of Eurusdd´s thread. It 
was meant to be a useful tool for going back and reading stuff. So therefore I could at 
least recommend everyone and especially the newcomers to read the thread through 



before reading my summary list.... 
Hi Spufuz, 
could you send the summary for me please. I have read the thread but summary would 
be great to print out. 
Cheers, hannele 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 1:57am | Post# 3755

 
A 
 
Scenario : Price is currently in a period of similarity based on rv indicators(1). It is stated 
that the high and low of the preceding DS is your price boundary(x) during the period(1). 
It is also know that in order for a painted DS zone to be eliminated, PA must cross their 
price boundary(Y). Given this conditions, Any (Y) that lies outside of (x) or overlaps (x) 
will only have a 3% chance of being corrected while in the period of (1). 
 
 
There...sounds like I know math. Please correct if the condition is wrong  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 2:40am | Post# 3756

 
Morning guys. No doubt everyone woke up to another winner  
 
Wish I'd studied higher maths. But I take heart, nothing is complex if you break it down 

into its constituent parts, knowing where to start is the kicker  
 
Daz. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 2:50am | Post# 3757

 
Don't we have bottom now? 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 2:52am | Post# 3758

 
Morning All  

 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 3:16am | Post# 3759

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Strange...just logged into my Alpari Demo and noticed a dissimilarity zone inside the active big 



zone...   

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 3:19am | Post# 3760

 
1 Attachment(s) 
On target again EURUSD and my little .01 long closed while I was asleep at your stated 
number 1.3158. Perfect and thank you. Thats the second time this has happened so I am 
now convinced that 97% of the time the similarity system is going to work. You are a good 
teacher as you make people think and develop their own systems. Thats great as 'the big 
money' will find it a little more difficult to wipe us out (3 times in my case). i would like to 
take a little back off them. 
 
Anyway, here's charts Vlady, let me know if you want any diff time frames or indicators. I 
haven't a clue about the current lesson unfortunately as I don't understand the maths but I 
am experimenting and have altered the bb on the right chart. They are now set to six to 
match rv2, just out of curiosity. 

 

 



taypot Jul 22, 2013 3:27am | Post# 3761

 
Quoting Neio 
Strange...just logged into my Alpari Demo and noticed a dissimilarity zone inside the 
active big zone...{image} 
Hey Neio, My charts don't have it, and yours look like they may comply with eurusdd's 
statement 
 
 
 
2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the zones do not 
appear at the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one 
appears on the other chart, then that zone is a very good target.  

 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 3:28am | Post# 3762

 

Quoting taypot 

{quote} Hey Neio, My charts don't have it, and yours look like they may comply with 
eurusdd's statement 2: When both charts show dis-similarity bars at the same time, the 
zones do not appear at the same time AND one zone is taken out before the other one 
appears on the other chart, then that zone is a very good target. 
Hi Taypot, Yes I agree. It is a valid zone. The price found support there. Would have 
been a nice trade with ZZ confirmation. 

 

Dewey McG Jul 22, 2013 3:36am | Post# 3763

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} REMEMBER, I said we will take 1.31583 out on OPENING!!! 
 
Truly awesome! 

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 3:54am | Post# 3764

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Taypot, Yes I agree. It is a valid zone. The price found support there. Would 
have been a nice trade with ZZ confirmation. 
Yes, they definitely agree with Eurusdd's statement as the bars appear at the same time 
but the zones appear at different times on the charts, marked by the positioning of the 
red bars below. Curiously though, looking at your charts you have dis bars at around 
16.30 (which mine do not have obviously) but visually I can't see the diff between your 
stoch and your main chart. I usually can see an area where they go out of kilter. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 3:58am | Post# 3765

 
Heys guys, something you may find interesting/amusing. 
 
I work for a small private bank in London, we are not big players and we certainly don't 
move markets. Anyway everyday we get market views from some of the big boys. This 

snippet might raise your eyebrows  
 



With the main event risk behind us, trading believes that the USD will have a 
corrective few days. Watch 1.3205 in EURUSD and 1.5305 in cable. The spot 
desk will be looking for medium term opportunities to buy USD on dips and 
highlight that 10y UST at 2.35% will be a signal for them to buy USD. 
Don't worry, anything I learn at Forex Factory has been for me and me only, the banks 
have enough money. 
 
Daz.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 4:04am | Post# 3766

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Heys guys, something you may find interesting/amusing. I work for a small private bank 
in London, we are not big players and we certainly don't move markets. Anyway 
everyday we get market views from some of the big boys. This snippet might raise your 

eyebrows With the main event risk behind us, trading believes that the USD will have 
a corrective few days. Watch 1.3205 in EURUSD and 1.5305 in cable. The spot desk will 
be looking for medium term opportunities to buy USD on dips and highlight that 10y UST 
at 2.35% will be a signal for them to buy... 
Nice one! Big Thumbs Up! 

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 4:14am | Post# 3767

 
Well it was 2.49% Friday so a fall is implied for them to buy at this price which of course 
means more upside for our lady until they make their move. This is fundamentals of 
course but interesting. Here's another snippet which contradicts and implies a rise from 
1.32 
EUR/USD - sizeable buy stops resting above 1.32 through 1.3215; including 
stops from CTA accounts 
 
from 
 
http://www.orderflowtrading.com/News/NewsFeed.aspx 
 
So thanks to the fundamentals, normal volatility will be resumed for us to make technical 
trading decisions on. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 4:16am | Post# 3768

 
Quoting Neio 
Strange...just logged into my Alpari Demo and noticed a dissimilarity zone inside the 
active big zone...{image} 
I have a active zone inside the big one. I also noticed the high of its own zone was 
broken when it should not be while we are in similarity now.Quite an anomaly perhaps 

due the correction of 1.31583 or a 3% incident  
 
Still confused but thinking about it....price was trying to take out the big zone and it will 
try to do so without creating new similarity but key here is it would try so a new zones 
will still have chance to get created...which did happen. Now she has two zones that need 
to be taken in out opposite directions..not sure what she will do but taking confirmed 
bounces can be a good idea. But Im staying on the benches for this one. 
 
**some of the rules of the high or low of a DS period as boundaries don't seem to apply 



very well here maybe because the current one is nested and only the values of the bigger 

one is valid   

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 4:25am | Post# 3769

 
Quoting taypot 
Well it was 2.49% Friday so a fall is implied for them to buy at this price which of course 
means more upside for our lady until they make their move. This is fundamentals of 
course but interesting. Here's another snippet which contradicts and implies a rise from 
1.32 EUR/USD - sizeable buy stops resting above 1.32 through 1.3215; including stops 
from...... 
 
 
It was the fact they said "watch 1.3205" which I found amusing as EURUSDD has also 
called this level. 
 
Daz. 
 

 

IFxRobot Jul 22, 2013 4:32am | Post# 3770

 
Those posts must not be there... 
 
The CI indicator repaints soooo much. Looks great on a chart ! But work not so good in 
real-time. Make a test by yourself. 
 
Like the zigzag : "look, if i sold at top and bought at bottom !" 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 4:37am | Post# 3771

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Those posts must not be there... The CI indicator repaints soooo much. Looks great on a 
chart ! But work not so good in real-time. Make a test by yourself. Like the zigzag : 
"look, if i sold at top and bought at bottom !" 

another way to SAY i do not know how to USE it!!!  
The problem is YOU! 

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 4:38am | Post# 3772

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I have a active zone inside the big one. I also noticed the high of its own zone 
was broken when it should not be while we are in similarity now.Quite an anomaly 

perhaps due the correction of 1.31583 or a 3% incident Still confused but thinking 
about it....price was trying to take out the big zone and it will try to do so without 
creating new similarity but key here is it would try so a new zones will still have chance 
to get created...which did happen. Now she has two zones that need to be taken in out 
opposite directions..not... 
I also had something similar. Go to settings and change the stochperiod to something 
else than 300 and get out from the settings so it repaints. 
Then change back to 300 and it should be fine! 

 



burnssss Jul 22, 2013 4:42am | Post# 3773

 
Quoting crodzilla 
Eurusdd, I found this article for you. They speak your language... talks about a Market 
Instrument Function... (way over my head) {image} 
Okay this article. Basically it is a genetic algorithm, but differs from the fractal theory. In 
this case you must try to follow the steps of EURUSDD. It is very difficult to try to predict 
low values such algorithms because the price by noise, overfitting occurs easily. A NarX 
neuronla network I developed has a coefficient of determination of 70% and so far 
response is the maximum I could give. I like the approach of treating the problem from a 
spatial form, and develop algorithms such calculations in a temporary, based on the 
setting of weights over time. Very complicated. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 4:51am | Post# 3774

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
Those posts must not be there... The CI indicator repaints soooo much. Looks great on a 
chart ! But work not so good in real-time. Make a test by yourself. Like the zigzag : 
"look, if i sold at top and bought at bottom !"  
Hi Dude, 
 
I've not used the CI, but you mentioned the ZigZag. It's not meant to be used the way 
you stated it. 
 
 
"look, if i sold at top and bought at bottom !" - is a good way to get lose a trade. 
Simple. 
 
You have to treat a turn as signpost. It may or may not be accurate. But you are ready.  
That doesn't mean you have a guaranteed turn. No - one should ever rely on their 
indicators to guarantee a trade signal... .that is just absolute madness. 
Every trade is a gamble. You find as many valid reasons to trade or not to trade. Relying 
on one signal's VISUAL INDICATOR is just ..... let me repeat. MADNESS. 
 
That's why I traded it live last week... I willingly risked real cash (and I did lose some) to 
find out what rules could be applied to limit risk. That's every trader's goal. How to limit 
risk.  
 
So if there is a ZZ TOP.... you get ready to look for a short... you apply the rules.... 3/4 
check, you gamble that it's good enough. You place the SL at your least costly risk point 
(absolutely up to you to work this out). That's it! No more no less. If you wanted to 
analyse it further, set up a trading diary and find out how many winners and losers you 
get real time.... don't back test. Actually let me qualify that.... DON'T BACK TEST WITH A 
VIEW OF MODIFYING THE RULES. If you do, you have a totally different set of rules that 
you need to forward test over at least 3000 bars to have a worthy history. 
 
Guys, do not look for PERFECTION. It does not exist.  
Find out what works 60 or 70 percent of the time and then refine it to your trading style. 
That remaining 30% is completely yours not anyone else's. 
 
EDIT: 
Let me refine this: "Guys, do not look for PERFECTION. It does not exist." 
Principles can be perfect (eg. Similarity PRINCIPLE) because it's an idea.... Plato and all 
that. 
Execution is never perfect.... we, as individuals, stamp our own truth to it... thus 
manifesting an imperfect model of the idea. Accept the kinks... or limit the risk. 



 

IFxRobot Jul 22, 2013 4:55am | Post# 3775

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} another to SAY i do not know how to USE it!!! The problem is YOU! 
Everybody can make a try and judge by itself. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 4:58am | Post# 3776

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Everybody can make a try and judge by itself. 
This is exactly why I mentioned this in my last post: 
 
Principles can be perfect (eg. Similarity PRINCIPLE) because it's an idea.... Plato and all 
that. 
Execution is never perfect.... we, as individuals, stamp our own truth to it... thus 
manifesting an imperfect model of the idea.  
 
There're's nothing wrong with the above.... but back to trading, you have to 
Accept the Indicator's kinks/flaws... or limit the risk.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 5:03am | Post# 3777

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} Everybody can make a try and judge by itself. 
I repeat: "you do not know how to use it" YOU are USING the setup in the wrong way> 
What are people going to test for themselves? Do you have a set of rules for them to 
follow? Do you have the right settings for the particular broker/pair? 
 
If you are not getting the results you want, try something else: 
 
It is like someone saying running 100m in 9.58 sec is impossible: Let people try it for 
themselves. 
 
Sure: most people will not even get below 10sec. 
 
AND did you read the part where I stated that "the CI-method is the LEAST......"  

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 5:23am | Post# 3778

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
.... 10y UST at 2.35% will be a signal for them to buy USD. 
Hi Misterdaz, 
Can you explain what does it mean ? I can't found it at FF calendar for this week about 
"10y UST" .... 
 
Thanks 

 

IFxRobot Jul 22, 2013 5:29am | Post# 3779

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Hi Dude, I've not used the CI, but you mentioned the ZigZag. It's not meant to 
be used the way you stated it. "look, if i sold at top and bought at bottom !" - is a good 
way to get lose a trade. Simple. You have to treat a turn as signpost. It may or may not 
be accurate. But you are ready. That doesn't mean you have a guaranteed turn. No - one 
should ever rely on their indicators to guarantee a trade signal... .that is just absolute 
madness. Every trade is a gamble. You find as many valid reasons to trade or not to 
trade. Relying on one... 
I agree 80% with that, perfection doesn't exists. But some have NO losing trades... 
hmmmm. They have no stop loss, so what... this is not a risk / reward scheme. Now that 
the zones are a little big more intricated than just shorting the euro down and down and 
down with a big reversal, the game is not so easy now. 
 
And the dissimilarity is 97% accurate. So how ? I applied 'when the dissimilarity ends by 
similarity, the price is going back to clear the zone'. Works when the market trends. 
Doesn't seem so easy now it ranges. Maybe up 1.32 with support 1.30. So the market is 
ranging around 1.32 / 1.30... 
 
You are wrong with the backtest : backtest is absolutly necessary BUT with unchanged 
rules. What you probably wanted to say is "don't try to optimize with backtest results". 
Here we have rules for zone clearing changing day by day. No good to forward-change 
the rules too. You are always trying to reach someting just happened yesterday. 
 
And EURUSDD didn't gave his intrinsic motivation for all this thread. 

 

IFxRobot Jul 22, 2013 5:33am | Post# 3780

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I repeat: "you do not know how to use it" YOU are USING the setup in the 
wrong way> What are people going to test for themselves? Do you have a set of rules for 
them to follow? Do you have the right settings for the particular broker/pair? If you are 
not getting the results you want, try something else: It is like someone saying running 
100m in 9.58 sec is impossible: Let people try it for themselves. Sure: most people will 
not even get below 10sec. AND did you read the part where I stated that "the CI-method 
is the LEAST......" 
You are right, i haven't any rule, i tried to use YOURS, without success. Don"t have any 
others ones... 
 
Make a clear recap of your rules, give it to everybody and let them judge by themselves 
(with BB + Stock + ZZ). IF YOU DO IT I WILL MAKE A FORWARD DIARY OF IT AND 
SHOW IT HERE. 
 
Maybe "You Can". 
 
Sorry, this will not be possible anymore : banned from this thread... 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 5:34am | Post# 3781

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Can we predict WHEN it will reach that value ? If it reach that level today, may be after 
"Existing Home Sales" fundamental news, the price will fall down ? 
 
Thanks 



 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 5:41am | Post# 3782

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Misterdaz, Can you explain what does it mean ? I can't found it at FF calendar 
for this week about "10y UST" .... Thanks 
Smallcat, you won't find it at Forexfactory. As I said I get market info from other banks, 
it's part of my job. My point was to highlight the fact they were making the same call as 
EURUSDD, 1.3205. 
 
Daz. 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 5:42am | Post# 3783

 
Here we go!!  

 

ravs_avs Jul 22, 2013 5:45am | Post# 3784

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is exactly why I mentioned this in my last post: Principles can be perfect 
(eg. Similarity PRINCIPLE) because it's an idea.... Plato and all that. Execution is never 
perfect.... we, as individuals, stamp our own truth to it... thus manifesting an imperfect 
model of the idea. There're's nothing wrong with the above.... but back to trading, you 
have to Accept the Indicator's kinks/flaws... or limit the risk. 
 

Thank you is all I can say and offer right now. Thank you to EURUSDD and all other 
members on this thread for their great contribution and their desire to help others. 
 
Further this message is more of directed towards Vlady. First of all thank you for going to 
great lengths to carve out the steps to identify the tops and bottoms using ZZ-BB-Stoch. 
I am finding it really helpful and I have adapted it after doing a few alterations to make it 
mine. I plan to invest a few weeks of my life to this method as I finding lot of value in it. 
But before I do go forward I would just like to recap and get a confirmation from Vlady 
about the steps, so that at least I am in sync with the latest of this strategy. The basic 
principle as I understand for the BB-Stoch-ZZ method is as follows: 
 
Main concept: The yellow zigzag line must always(97%) appear after the red 1EMA 
touches the upper/lower BB. 
 
Two cases can be found: 
- When yellow zigzag appears and red 1 EMA has not hit the outer band. In this case the 
price will travel in the same direction until the red 1 EMA hits the outer band. Expect the 
ZZ to repaint in the same direction. 
- When red 1 EMA has hit the outer band and the Zig zag does not appear. In this case 
the price will turn back and continue in the previous direction towards the other outer BB 
band. 
 
Confirmation of a Swing TOP/BOTTOM: 
At a swing TOP following must be satisfied - 
• Price should be marked by the ZigZag 
• Price should be outside the BB 
• Stoch should be outside the Sotch BB in bottom window 
• Price should cross the BB Midline AFTERWARDS 
 



Vlady can you please confirm the above mentioned points. EURUSDD can you also please 
share your thought on this. 
 
I want to master one of the basic methods first before diving deeper into Similarity and 
DS concept. 
 

Once again thank you to every participant on this thread.  
 
Ravs 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 5:47am | Post# 3785

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} Smallcat, you won't find it at Forexfactory. As I said I get market info from other 
banks, it's part of my job. My point was to highlight the fact they were making the same 
call as EURUSDD, 1.3205. Daz. 
Ou ... I see ... it's a kind of term used by a bank .... Thank U. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 5:49am | Post# 3786

 
Quoting IFxRobot 
{quote} You are right, i haven't any rule, i tried to use YOURS, without success. Don"t 
have any others ones... Make a clear recap of your rules, give it to everybody and let 
them judge by themselves (with BB + Stock + ZZ). IF YOU DO IT I WILL MAKE A 
FORWARD DIARY OF IT AND SHOW IT HERE. Maybe "You Can". 
I Just banned you IFxRobot!!! 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 5:49am | Post# 3787

 
dis-similarity starting on Euro and GBP!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 5:51am | Post# 3788

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Can we predict WHEN it will reach that value ? If it reach that level 
today, may be after "Existing Home Sales" fundamental news, the price will fall down ? 
Thanks 
watch my eurusd sentiment - my signature!! 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 5:57am | Post# 3789

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} watch my eurusd sentiment - my signature!! 
Great ..... I found it. I will watch my trade in these 2 days ..... Thank U very much 

Eurusdd ...  

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 5:57am | Post# 3790

 
Thank you so much Eurusdd for opening my eye!! 



 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:00am | Post# 3791

 
Bradu; you too!!! I don't need your attention! 
I don't CHASE price, why would I chase you for your attention. If you don't make good 
relevant contributions I will not let you destroy our platform 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:10am | Post# 3792

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting josh11 
Thank you so much Eurusdd for opening my eye!! 
No. I did not open your eyes. They are already opened. I simply "helped" you look the right 

way!  
 
 

 
 
I will take my profit now!!! 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 6:17am | Post# 3793

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} No. I did not open your eyes. They are already opened. I simply "helped" you 

look the right way!   

You Sure did....  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 6:19am | Post# 3794

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dammit.. impromptu meeting made me miss the move I was looking for. 
 
Anyway, here's an example of why ZZ is still not perfect because it still relies on 
judgement. This is on 15M. When I get this kind of uncertainty, I go down to the 5M 
timeframe.... but I'll leave that analysis to the side and show you what I mean on the 
15M. 
 
Below you'll see that the sequence on the 20th July on my charts show that a ZZTOP was 
due.  
 
The first case, price even crossed the ZZMID but the next bar closed back above it... to 
me that smelled trouble, no trade. Also... forgetting all the Similarity stuff... use your 
other trading knowledge: the price was going sideways and above R1... not an up/down 
trend.... so caution was the key. 
 
It then shot up, cancelling the previous ZZTOP and creating a new one. The close wasn't 
outside the BB though. What to do? Can't remember if I traded this using the 5M or not. 
What if I treated it as a swing... what do I expect next? ZZBOT. But it only created a tail 
that was outside the BB, not a close outside BB. Is that a ZZBottom? Based on my rules 
it's not.... but step back for a second... isn't it marvellous that for the first time ever in 
my trading - all I am worried about is what sequence swing it is. I'm not worried about 
price as much. It's freedom! If you miss it (and sometimes that hurts) there will always 
be another swing. 
 
Now I think that was last night actually before bedtime. I wasn't sure of the 15M so I 
used the 5M and it gave a proper ZZBOT so I took it. 
 
Today, we enter full volume with Asia and we have a True ZZTOP. The ZZBOT was 
therefore expected and I traded that up. The next sequence was ZZTOP but notice that 
there was confusion near the MID. At least 4 bounces.... but then I was pulled away into 
the meeting. I had watched 2 bounces at the time and was loooking for a LONG around 
the mid. 
 
Now that 1.3189 has formed, could this be a ZZTOP? Let's see if it breaks mid. Also.... 
remember the shape of the Bollinger. For it to be able to break the lower band, the 
Bollinger must draw properly and close to price.... right now that's elasticated way south. 
Expect price to range now until NYC for the Bollinger to catch up. If it spikes down 
suddenly you can long the shit out of it because we could have a target of 3200. 
 
Am I applying my rules 100% as a mechanical system? Or am I using the rules as a 
chess pieces in a game? Sometimes I win, sometimes I lose (yes that continues, but I 
limit risk). All you "automated system hunters" should take note. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:21am | Post# 3795

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} You Sure did....  

Just doing my job then - helping folks turn red into green.   

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:22am | Post# 3796

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Dammit.. impromptu meeting made me miss the move I was looking for. 

 
The system we have - ZZ included - is the closest to NEAR-perfection, I have ever seen 
or used. It is a beast! Look at ZZ closely, real close! 
 



For your information: DO not second-guess 1.32. They will take it out!!!  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 6:27am | Post# 3797

 
Quoting josh11 
Thank you so much Eurusdd for opening my eye!! 

Hopefully he will be able to open your other one too  

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 6:31am | Post# 3798

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

{quote} Hopefully he will be able to open your other one too  
lol.... I only have one eye!!  
 
nah typing to fast while trading... that did make me lol!!  
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:34am | Post# 3799

 
1.32 is a done-deal. They need to take price there! There is NO OTHER WAY for price!!!!! 
buy dips! In post 

• Post# 3,667 I said that region had to go! It is gone!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 6:38am | Post# 3800

 
Hey RAVS! 
 
Cheers for following this up. Let me answer in red: 
 
Main concept: The yellow zigzag line must always(97%) appear after the red 1EMA 
touches the upper/lower BB. 
I prefer to state it as.... PRICE must appear outside of BB in sequence on the 15M. It's 
better for the CLOSE of one bar to be outside. But sometimes a tail can be a weak ZZ. 
When it's weak, it's still pushing that BB isn't it but the 15M may be too big for it so I 
switch to a 5M.... that means your trade time horizon has to change also (hint!) but the 
resolution of the price (close and tails) will most likely be outside of BB to give proper ZZ 
swings. 
 
Unfortunately, I have to add my disability of not having MT4 when I am trading. So I 
don't have a 1EMA inside a BB as a 2nd chart to compare PRICE. I wish I had because 
yes, I do check for both PRICE/BB and STOCH/BB to be outside BB as a strong ZZ signal. 
But since I can't, I am eyeballing it. 
 
Two cases can be found: 
- When yellow zigzag appears and red 1 EMA has not hit the outer band. In this case the 
price will travel in the same direction until the red 1 EMA hits the outer band. Expect the 
ZZ to repaint in the same direction. 
- When red 1 EMA has hit the outer band and the Zig zag does not appear. In this case 



the price will turn back and continue in the previous direction towards the other outer BB 
band. 
 
I also found these cases. Don't know if we're looking at the same thing. One was near 
top that created the 3200 and 3158 black hole. 
These are exceptions. I welcome you to come up with rules for this because I haven't 
been able to as of now.  
 
Confirmation of a Swing TOP/BOTTOM: 
At a swing TOP following must be satisfied - 
• Price should be marked by the ZigZag 
• Price should be outside the BB 
• Stoch should be outside the Sotch BB in bottom window 
• Price should cross the BB Midline AFTERWARDS  
 
I think I amended this later on to account for different levels of aggression. This also 
means different levels of success. Use as flavourings. 
If you're aggressive, at times I have traded as soon as price closes back into BB. Have I 
lost? Yes. Have I won? Yes. Flavour. Risk management. 
If I am conservative, I may enter after price has worked out what it wants to do at BB 
Mid.  
 
This is where Non Sim trading (experience or what have you) kicks in. FIBS, Pivots, 
Rumour, Whatever you can use to give you reasons to trade or not trade.  
 
Until I get a fully blown MT4 at work, I can't trade the full system as per what you guys 
are seeing on MT4. 
Having said that, the rules above are principles or structures that I am able to work 
within. I'm not even worrying about DS Zones... although when you know they are 

there... I have used them as support zones. I'm relying on Tapot to put out charts! 

 
 
I must admit that having Eurusdd make the call of 3208 is alot more comforting. I had 
the opinion that this zone was NOT going to be cleared first before the bottom... but then 
this whole technical issue about 3158 made me think that it has to go for it. Eurusdd 
made it easier. So let me acknowledge the help there!  

 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 6:38am | Post# 3801

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.32 is a done-deal. They need to take price there! There is NO OTHER WAY for price!!!!! 
buy dips! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
You mentioned that it was a sink-hole at 1.32. Can we expect a fast downward reaction 
once it reaches that price considering the lowest zones below are almost 12 days old? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 6:40am | Post# 3802

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} The system we have - ZZ included - is the closest to NEAR-perfection, I have 
ever seen or used. It is a beast! Look at ZZ closely, real close! For your information: 
DO not second-guess 1.32. They will take it out!!! 
LOL... I am trying sir! Day job getting in the way!  
 
I'm not going to countertrend... looking for new longs on the 5M until New York 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:42am | Post# 3803

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, You mentioned that it was a sink-hole at 1.32. Can we expect a fast 
downward reaction once it reaches that price considering the lowest zones below are 
almost 12 days old? Regards Neio 
There problem that price is faced with each time is this: It has to take out as many zones 
as possible , Without creating too many new ones!!! 
 
I said 1.32 is a sinkhole - price has to go there before any major fall. She created two 
new zones on her way there so we have to start forgetting about the lowest zones soon. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 6:44am | Post# 3804

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} lol.... I only have one eye!! nah typing to fast while trading... that did make me 

lol!!  

Actually after I typed that I thought "Sh1t!!! what if he only has one eye!!!" hahah.  
 
So Josh you spotted a new dis-sim below at 1.3159, I have that too. 
 
1ema and zig zag (or Semamfor) are outside the upper band, so is the stoch. Could dip 
before we take 1.3205. 
 

 



 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 6:45am | Post# 3805

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There problem that price is faced with each time is this: It has to take out as 
many zones as possible , Without creating too many new ones!!! I said 1.32 is a sinkhole 
- price has to go there before any major fall. She created two new zones on her way 
there so we have to start forgetting about the lowest zones soon. 
Thanks Eurusdd. I hope you are still around the next few weeks when I go live!!! I could 
do with a good few calls like that! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 6:45am | Post# 3806

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There problem that price is faced with each time is this: It has to take out as 
many zones as possible , Without creating too many new ones!!! I said 1.32 is a sinkhole 
- price has to go there before any major fall. She created two new zones on her way 
there so we have to start forgetting about the lowest zones soon.  
Yes! This is what I've had in my gut all the time. If price movement creates a direction, 
then it should be attracted to the zone with the biggest magnet... the lower zones 
(except 1.29XX) are small. If we take out 1.32XX we have nothing above to magnetise 
price higher. As long as we don't see 1.33XX I don't believe we'll continue the bulls. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:48am | Post# 3807

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes! This is what I've had in my gut all the time. If price movement creates a 
direction, then it should be attracted to the zone with the biggest magnet... the lower 
zones (except 1.29XX) are small. If we take out 1.32XX we have nothing above to 
magnetise price higher. As long as we don't see 1.33XX I don't believe we'll continue the 
bulls. 

But we should Not Chase her!!! 1.32 is a sink-hole. Once she gets there, 
dis-engage or she will dump you.  

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 6:55am | Post# 3808

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} Actually after I typed that I thought "Sh1t!!! what if he only has one eye!!!" 

hahah. So Josh you spotted a new dis-sim below at 1.3159, I have that too. 1ema and 
zig zag (or Semamfor) are outside the upper band, so is the stoch. Could dip before we 
take 1.3205. {image} 

Think you could be right!! I am just waiting for more confirmation  

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 6:55am | Post# 3809

 
Quoting mubinirl 
Eurusdd, can you please suggest settings for CI indi for daily & 4H timeframe (broker: 
FXCM UK). Later on i will post some charts for your criticism..i want to get this one right 
on with your help..thanks 
 



 
it really does not help you, if isomeone give you settings, you have to first understand 
how trading happens with CI and when you understand that, then you KNOW settings to 
all timeframes you want 
so basic thing is, 2 timeframes and CI same settings in both 
think about moving averages, you have in H1 10 ema, you want to look that H1 10 ema 
in m30, you have to double up, so there setting is 20 
hope that helps 
 
this is it, that is all, this how you trade CI, very simple and very effective, only "problem" 
is when to open trade, but that really is not problem, because you "know" where price 
has to go, so you can open many small trades instead one big, and exit when there is 
similarity again-> 
Eurusdd: 
IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) 
begins. Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is 
expected to continue!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:56am | Post# 3810

 
Quoting juhanimi 
Eurusdd: IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major) 
begins. Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to 
continue!!! 
The secret to the CI-method is in that statement. Good job juhanimi. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:00am | Post# 3811

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Opportunities opening up on 5M... compare the movement to 15M (Chart below) 
Watch those tails... what's it telling you? Nearing the end one final push? New York Open? 
Possible overshoot? 
 
Eurusdd... definitely not chasing. I'm still on longs until 3208. Then I'll re-asses 
price action to determine bias change. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:02am | Post# 3812

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Opportunities opening up on 5M... compare the movement to 15M (Chart below) Watch 
those tails... what's it telling you? Nearing the end one final push? New York Open? 
Possible overshoot? Eurusdd... definitely not chasing. I'm still on longs until 3208. Then 
I'll re-asses price action to determine bias change. {image} 

I trust you! Very effective guy! 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:07am | Post# 3813

 
Out of my GBP long for 50pips  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:07am | Post# 3814

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I trust you! Very effective guy! 
Thank you sir.. I am still trying. This has been very worthwhile. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:08am | Post# 3815

 
Quoting josh11 

Out of my GBP long for 50pips  

~Awesome!  



Was the exit triggered by the Mid by any chance? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:09am | Post# 3816

 
Quoting josh11 

Out of my GBP long for 50pips  

loan me 25 pip s? 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 7:10am | Post# 3817

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Do we have a case with undrawn zone going to be cleared now? 
 

 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 7:11am | Post# 3818

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} Eurusdd: IMPORTANT: The charts MUST always agree before a new trend 
(minor/major) begins. Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is 
expected to continue!!! 
Juhanimi, Thanks for that..So let's see if I still get this; As Eurusdd has said the trick is 



not to trade when CI agree but when the CI does not agree. And as you said it if they do 
not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue...I should keep writing 

this hundred times & then me old thicko might learn...   

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:12am | Post# 3819

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} ~Awesome! Was the exit triggered by the Mid by any chance? 
No, I am only watching the 15mins, bcoz I am trading 5 pairs I cant keep flicking to 
different TF. 
 

Closed because of Price Action  

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 7:12am | Post# 3820

 
Is she sinking now ? On M5/M15, there is still no ZZ leg ... Any idea ? 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:12am | Post# 3821

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} loan me 25 pip s? 

Anytime  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:13am | Post# 3822

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} No, I am only watching the 15mins, bcoz I am trading 5 pairs I cant keep 

flicking to different TF. Closed because of Price Action  

 
All good mate, great trading. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:13am | Post# 3823

 
Quoting mubinirl 
{quote} Juhanimi, Thanks for that..So let's see if I still get this; As Eurusdd has said the 
trick is not to trade when CI agree but when the CI does not agree. And as you said it if 
they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue...I should keep 

writing this hundred times & then me old thicko might learn...   
A lot of people trade when spikes agree. That is not the way to go!!! That is the time to 
GET-OUT/Be careful!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:13am | Post# 3824

 
Quoting smallcat 

Is she sinking now ? On M5/M15, there is still no ZZ leg ... Any idea ? 
Err... show your chart? 



 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:14am | Post# 3825

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} All good mate, great trading. 

Thanks mate and nice work  

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 7:14am | Post# 3826

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} A lot of people trade when spikes agree. That is not the way to go!!! That is the 
time to GET-OUT/Be careful!!! 
yes, and then they are complaining that this shit does not work, lol 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:14am | Post# 3827

 
Quoting smallcat 

Is she sinking now ? On M5/M15, there is still no ZZ leg ... Any idea ? 
SMALLCAT: Buy dipsssssss!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:15am | Post# 3828

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yes, and then they are complaining that this shit does not work, lol 
The truth is en-coded.!!! I don't have much time to explain further. 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 7:17am | Post# 3829

 
Mind me asking whats does the EL 0.16/14 days mean on the graph ? 
 
Thanks.. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 7:17am | Post# 3830

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} SMALLCAT: Buy dipsssssss!!!! 

and ride till 1.32?  

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 7:18am | Post# 3831

 
1 Attachment(s) 

for vlady... new pregnancy zone... no time to read thread or trade ( ) as moving house 
stuff ... hope not annoying anyone by posting 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:18am | Post# 3832

 
Quoting blackqn 

{quote} and ride till 1.32?  
Come on sir... what do you think? Last high? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:18am | Post# 3833

 
Quoting mubinirl 
Mind me asking whats does the EL 0.16/14 days mean on the graph ? Thanks.. 
the zone has been around for 0.16 days out of the expected life-time of 14 days. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 7:19am | Post# 3834

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Err... show your chart? 
How to do that ? I can press "Print Screen", then how to save it and send as attachment 
? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 7:20am | Post# 3835

 
Quoting mubinirl 
Mind me asking whats does the EL 0.16/14 days mean on the graph ? Thanks.. 
0.16 is how many days it has been alive as a dis sim zone. 14 is the number of days until 
expiry, if you set it to that. So the zone has been alive for 0.16 days out of 14. 
 

EDIT: EURUSDD beat me to it  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:21am | Post# 3836

 



Quoting taypot 

for vlady... new pregnancy zone... no time to read thread or trade ( ) as moving house 
stuff ... hope not annoying anyone by posting {image} 
That is a sign that EURUSD is heading into a brick-wall. 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 7:21am | Post# 3837

 
Quoting josh11 

Out of my GBP long for 50pips  
Nice, was gonna enter but, I'm a bit tied up at the moment. 
 
Lovely to hear people making profit live or demo. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:22am | Post# 3838

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} How to do that ? I can press "Print Screen", then how to save it and send as 
attachment ? 
When you write a post, below the writing screen there is an area called ATTACH FILES 
with 3 options. I hope you can upload from computer. 
When you print screen, you need to "paste" that into your graphics/picture application. 
Google is your friend! 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 7:23am | Post# 3839

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is a sign that EURUSD is heading into a brick-wall. 
Yea, she likes to avoid zones like her ex's. 

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 7:23am | Post# 3840

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The truth is en-coded.!!! I don't have much time to explain further. 
okey, maybe later then about that, 
i am familiar with CI, i did played with it maybe two months, and did everything you can 
possible imagine, so i understand, that you can get losses with this dissimilarity thing 
too, but if this happens, it does not happen often 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 7:26am | Post# 3841

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} How to do that ? I can press "Print Screen", then how to save it and send as 
attachment ? 
If you are using MT4 save screen as picture 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:28am | Post# 3842

 
Quoting taypot 

for vlady... new pregnancy zone... no time to read thread or trade ( ) as moving house 
stuff ... hope not annoying anyone by posting {image} 
Yeah, I know how you feel.. Missed out on the move up... cos I had to deal with an issue 

at work.... ironically to do with FX  
Second what Eurusdd said. The born baby is now a brick wall for any intermediate moves 
south. Effectively nothing below 3129.0 
 
To me this also suggests that if a potential short at 3205 occurs, it's not a crash 
we're expecting today. Could be later this week? 
Best to look for reasons why it would sink down... pending news? Mr Daz put forward one 

reason  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:31am | Post# 3843

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yea, she likes to avoid zones like her ex's. 

 
That's a new analogy! Unborn zone = divorce proceedings. Born Zone = Ex Boyfriend!! 

EU is a biatch!  

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 7:32am | Post# 3844

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} When you write a post, below the writing screen there is an area called ATTACH 



FILES with 3 options. I hope you can upload from computer. When you print screen, you 
need to "paste" that into your graphics/picture application. Google is your friend! 
Thank U vlady1974. Downloading the free GIMP now .... will try to upload it later .... 

 

Thoughts Jul 22, 2013 7:34am | Post# 3845

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} But we should Not Chase her!!! 
I will admit, I have preferred trading paradigms (and I'm not complaining about any of 
them) which follow price (though with an extraordinary measure of selectivity). Using 
mispricing events as tools for prognostication is brilliant (to say the least); but the 
degree of detail you display far exceeds that, especially if it is assumed exact mechanical 
derivatives are employed. And as I see it, once you stop posting, most will be unable to 
prevent reverting to keeping in step with the price. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:34am | Post# 3846

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} That's a new analogy! Unborn zone = divorce proceedings. Born Zone = Ex 

Boyfriend!! EU is a biatch!  

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:34am | Post# 3847

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank U vlady1974. Downloading the free GIMP now .... will try to upload it 
later .... 

Good good! You are now learning fast! 

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 7:35am | Post# 3848

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} That's a new analogy! Unborn zone = divorce proceedings. Born Zone = Ex 

Boyfriend!! EU is a biatch!  

Hey! Don't forget its Eurusdd´s mother youre talking about!  
He might be upset! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:36am | Post# 3849

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What will the 5M do? Will she print a ZZBOT? 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:37am | Post# 3850

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Hey! Don't forget its Eurusdd´s mother youre talking about! He might be 
upset! 
 
Yes but clearly he is not! It's like battle of the Roses:  
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}  
 
 
Actually this really made me laugh out loud.... thankfully wasn't drinking coffee. 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 7:37am | Post# 3851

 
Quoting vlady1974 

What will the 5M do? Will she print a ZZBOT? {image} 
The next dip load up on buys (ZZBOTTOM) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:40am | Post# 3852

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Hey! Don't forget its Eurusdd´s mother youre talking about! He might be 
upset! 

exactly.   



 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 7:40am | Post# 3853

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} 0.16 is how many days it has been alive as a dis sim zone. 14 is the number of 
days until expiry, if you set it to that. So the zone has been alive for 0.16 days out of 14. 

EDIT: EURUSDD beat me to it  
And what should I be looking for in this zone..DS in price ? but the DS can also occur 
outside this zone right ? 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:40am | Post# 3854

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Something I spotted today and thought i would trade it! 
 
EJ- Dis-similarity ended, BB and ZZ top  
 

Enter short, Stops at BE so now I will wait and hope its a top  

 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 7:42am | Post# 3855

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Yea, she likes to avoid zones like her ex's. 
This makes me trade better, cause I can just picture it and apply to my trading. LOL 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:42am | Post# 3856

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote} I will admit, I have preferred trading paradigms (and I'm not complaining about 
any of them) which follow price (though with an extraordinary measure of selectivity). 
Using mispricing events as tools for prognostication is brilliant (to say the least); but the 
degree of detail you display far exceeds that, especially if it is assumed exact mechanical 
derivatives are employed. And as I see it, once you stop posting, most will be unable to 
prevent reverting to keeping in step with the price. 



Deep post!!   

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:43am | Post# 3857

 
My last statement: Buy dips!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:45am | Post# 3858

 
Quoting josh11 
Something I spotted today and thought i would trade it! EJ- Dis-similarity ended, BB and 

ZZ top Enter short, Stops at BE so now I will wait and hope its a top {image} 
EJ could also be dragging EU down. Haven't looked at UJ since I've been studying this. 
But if UJ is steady, then definitely EJ in sync with EU and therefore your EJ short is in line 
with further EU price drop.... but only scalp it 131.40ish. 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 7:46am | Post# 3859

 
Quoting josh11 
Something I spotted today and thought i would trade it! EJ- Dis-similarity ended, BB and 

ZZ top Enter short, Stops at BE so now I will wait and hope its a top {image} 
Excuse my ignorance! You mention EJ DS ended; where was the DS created...thanks still 
trying to get the hang of this.. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 7:46am | Post# 3860

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I have a active zone inside the big one. I also noticed the high of its own zone 
was broken when it should not be while we are in similarity now.Quite an anomaly 

perhaps due the correction of 1.31583 or a 3% incident Still confused but thinking 
about it....price was trying to take out the big zone and it will try to do so without 
creating new similarity but key here is it would try so a new zones will still have chance 
to get created...which did happen. Now she has two zones that need to be taken in out 
opposite directions..not... 
OkI think i see something. I was talking about how I was confused by the nested zone 
and have reach the conclusion on how to read the data properly thanks to the inputs of 
the good people here. 
 
1)I know that the high and low of that nested zone was suppose to serve as price limit 
during the similarity phase but it got broken. So either it was a 3% thing because that 
zone ususally gets respected otherwise it is because due to the nesting, the actual limits 
are that of the bigger active zone at the time.This would be an isolated incident. 
 
2)There two kind of zones true zones and false zones bse on the rv series of indicators. 
"True" zones are zones whose condition are not yet done after being painted. These 
ATTRACT price as she will try to correct them. "False" zones are the ones whose 
condition are already done before being painted. These repel price instead 
 
Makes sense????? 
 
edit : re-reading the last few post and recalling what I saw.I think we are very very 



close!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:50am | Post# 3861

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} OkI think i see something. I was talking about how I was confused by the 
nested zone and have reach the conclusion on how to read the data properly thanks to 
the inputs of the good people here. 1)I know that the high and low of that nested zone 
was suppose to serve as price limit during the similarity phase but it got broken. So 
either it was a 3% thing because that zone ususally gets respected otherwise it is 
because due to the nesting, the actual limits are that of the bigger active zone at the 
time.This would be an isolated incident.... 

Yeah, that's a far more elegant distinction. I admire your perseverance on this mate!  
Now... if you can prove these 2 hypotheses - or test them with something tradeable then 
you've got some rules! And then I'll be able to use them! Cos all these 
pregnancies/babies/breakups and divorce make this the most un-family-
friendly trading system ever devised! LOL 
 
EDIT: 
EU is a home-wrecker! 
Which means Eurusdd is the ultimate baaaasterd! LOL (with affection and respect of 

course!)  

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:52am | Post# 3862

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nice, was gonna enter but, I'm a bit tied up at the moment. Lovely to hear 
people making profit live or demo. 

Thanks mate  
 

See your doing very well!!   

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:53am | Post# 3863

 
Quoting mubinirl 
{quote} Excuse my ignorance! You mention EJ DS ended; where was the DS 
created...thanks still trying to get the hang of this.. 
It started on the 19th at 15.00! 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 7:58am | Post# 3864

 
Quoting mubinirl 
{quote} And what should I be looking for in this zone..DS in price ? but the DS can also 
occur outside this zone right ? 
I can only say read the thread, I know it's growing exponentially each day but the info 
about the zones is in the thread. The zones highlight where dis-similarity occured, places 
where price should return within the rules. As I said, read the thread and soak it up then 
make up your own mind. 

 



josh11 Jul 22, 2013 7:59am | Post# 3865

 
out of AUS for 21pips!! Got to go out now Gonna leave my EJ short running as its at 
BE.....  
 

Good Luck all and thanks  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 8:02am | Post# 3866

 
Quoting josh11 
out of AUS for 21pips!! Got to go out now Gonna leave my EJ short running as its at 

BE..... Good Luck all and thanks  

 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 8:03am | Post# 3867

 
The more EU falls, the more I  
 
Gonna try and load up big! 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 8:07am | Post# 3868

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank U vlady1974. Downloading the free GIMP now .... will try to upload it later 
.... 
Hi vlady1974, 
 
This is EU in M15 TF ... 
 
Thank U 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 8:08am | Post# 3869

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, This is EU in M15 TF ... Thank U {image} 
Excellent. So what was the last ZZ and what type of ZZ are you expecting next? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 8:14am | Post# 3870

 
Daily R2 @ 3155 seems like a good target for a bounce. 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 8:17am | Post# 3871

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} It started on the 19th at 15.00! 
Do you see the DS yourself ? or is it marked by the lilac vertical line drawn by the 
indicator ? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 8:17am | Post# 3872

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} EJ could also be dragging EU down. Haven't looked at UJ since I've been studying 
this. But if UJ is steady, then definitely EJ in sync with EU and therefore your EJ short is in 
line with further EU price drop.... but only scalp it 131.40ish.  
ZZ/BB method working out on 5M for EJ. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 8:30am | Post# 3873

 
My broker's platform is down. Absolutely dismal... what else isn't working today! Grrrrr 

 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 8:55am | Post# 3874

 
That new zone just got taken out already Josh, did you spot that with your one eye?  

 

bulent Jul 22, 2013 8:57am | Post# 3875

 
Quoting Madmoney 

The more EU falls, the more I Gonna try and load up big! 
Hello Madmoney 
First thank you Eurusdd and you and other person. I am using 15 minute chart and using 
ZZ - 24-5-3 am ı right or wrong? aolso please send me 3 semofer indicator value? Thank 
you for your help. 
Bülent. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 8:59am | Post# 3876

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent. So what was the last ZZ and what type of ZZ are you expecting next? 
Hi vlady1974, 
 
This is M5 TF EU. There is was no red similarity line and no zigzag line at the white arrow, 



ema touch lower BB, green dot semaphore is seen at the white arrow point. At the same 
time, with TF M15, there was also no zigzag line ..... so i thought it must go down .... 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:03am | Post# 3877

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, This is M5 TF EU. There is was no red similarity line and no zigzag 
line at the white arrow, ema touch lower BB, green dot semaphore is seen at the white 
arrow point. At the same time, with TF M15, there was also no zigzag line ..... so i 
thought it must go down .... {image} 
Good. That's the way I am reading it too. I want a PRICE close outside BB on the M15 
timeframe. 5M timeframe also has not gone outside BB as you said. So even though it 
looks like a good long.... I won't enter. 
 
IF WE ARE WRONG and price goes up.... the NEXT SAFE PLACE to look for an opportunity 
is the MID. 
 
IF WE ARE RIGHT then a fantastic ZZBOTTOM will appear on 15M and you can be 
aggressive or conservative after that point. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:06am | Post# 3878

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, This is M5 TF EU. There is was no red similarity line and no zigzag 
line at the white arrow, ema touch lower BB, green dot semaphore is seen at the white 
arrow point. At the same time, with TF M15, there was also no zigzag line ..... so i 
thought it must go down .... {image} 
Forgot to say that your 5M chart shows a zone just born. Based on what everyone else 
has found out... this zone could be temporary short-term resistance/blockage. So yes, 
could go further south. 
 
Anyone have the 2 chart layout? Taypot? 

 



blackqn Jul 22, 2013 9:08am | Post# 3879

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Forgot to say that your 5M chart shows a zone just born. Based on what 
everyone else has found out... this zone could be temporary short-term 
resistance/blockage. So yes, could go further south. Anyone have the 2 chart layout? 
Taypot? 
But tgere also is red bar on that TF... is this zone valid then? 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 9:11am | Post# 3880

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Good. That's the way I am reading it too. I want a PRICE close outside BB on 
the M15 timeframe. 5M timeframe also has not gone outside BB as you said. So even 
though it looks like a good long.... I won't enter. IF WE ARE WRONG and price goes up.... 
the NEXT SAFE PLACE to look for an opportunity is the MID. IF WE ARE RIGHT then a 
fantastic ZZBOTTOM will appear on 15M and you can be aggressive or conservative after 
that point. 
Thank U vlady1974. ".... the NEXT SAFE PLACE to look for an opportunity is the MID" => 
do you mean, the MID line of BB ? At the moment, EMA has just touch it (inside the 

green zone) ....  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:11am | Post# 3881

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} But tgere also is red bar on that TF... is this zone valid then? 
That's the Dissimilarity ending on the 5M. The green area is now valid after this point in 
time. Notice there was a ZZTOP and BOT formed during the Dissimilarity Period. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:15am | Post# 3882

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank U vlady1974. ".... the NEXT SAFE PLACE to look for an opportunity is the 
MID" => do you mean, the MID line of BB ? At the moment, EMA has just touch it (inside 

the green zone) ....  
Touching it and clearing it are not the same. Convincing breakage is what you are after. 
You can devise your own rules for that.  
Think about what a touch means. Touch.... is it over or not? It's not tennis or football... 
it's PRICE CLOSE going in a DIRECTION captured in 1 second and printed on a 2 
dimensional chart. How do you know that something has moved forward in direction? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:16am | Post# 3883

 
There you go... price broke Mid. Personally I wouldn't trade yet. 15M in the middle of 
nowhere. 
5M could make a top... but that means the previous ZZBOT is weak.... could repaint. 
 
IN OTHER WORDS.... WE'RE GOING SIDEWAYS OR RANGING = LUNCH FOR ME. 

 



taypot Jul 22, 2013 9:17am | Post# 3884

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Forgot to say that your 5M chart shows a zone just born. Based on what everyone 
else has found out... this zone could be temporary short-term resistance/blockage. So yes, 
could go further south. Anyone have the 2 chart layout? Taypot? 
here you go... good luck all 
 
sorry not 5 min charts and no time to alter, (cushions are being chucked around here, 
temper tantrums) 

 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 9:20am | Post# 3885

 
Quoting vlady1974 
There you go... price broke Mid. Personally I wouldn't trade yet. 15M in the middle of 
nowhere. 5M could make a top... but that means the previous ZZBOT is weak.... could 
repaint. IN OTHER WORDS.... WE'RE GOING SIDEWAYS OR RANGING = LUNCH FOR ME. 
Didn't it clear the zone that did not appear yet on M15? and now it is ready to continue 
up, isn't it? 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 9:21am | Post# 3886

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Didn't it clear the zone that did not appear yet on M15? and now it is ready to 
continue up, isn't it? 

That's what I meant  

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 9:22am | Post# 3887

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Right now it looks to me like price is trapped in the area where the unborn zone will be 
matured! 
 



 

 

vspatrick Jul 22, 2013 9:23am | Post# 3888

 
With that new DYS zone being created now on 15min , price should be above when that 
zone is drawn, and that zone should act as support for price to be able to reach 1.32xx ? 

 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 9:24am | Post# 3889

 
After current dis-similarity ends we shall wait for ZZ Top confirmed with BB passed by 
EMA and Stoch then go short, is that right? 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 9:37am | Post# 3890

 
Quoting blackqn 
After current dis-similarity ends we shall wait for ZZ Top confirmed with BB passed by 
EMA and Stoch then go short, is that right? 
To be 100% CERTAIN i'd say wait for EURUSDD for confirmation. 



 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 9:41am | Post# 3891

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} To be 100% CERTAIN i'd say wait for EURUSDD for confirmation. 

LOL  Yes, i know what you mean! But it wouldn't be great if we have been taught to 
fish for ourselves. 
 
Advice people (nothing to do with trading).... Don't fill your houses with stuff, it all has to 
be dealt with one day. I am getting in trouble for sneaking looks at my computer! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 9:45am | Post# 3892

 
I don't know if this post will do more harm than good(delete if harmful) but here goes..... 
 
CI base on default CI 
When spikes agree trend will change but if trade right then it is very risky. They can 
repaint. Wait for dissimilarity to occur and for higher probability trades take only 
corresponding signals. Meaning if you have to upwards spike you trade only when you 
see a mis-aligned upwards spike. You will be selling near a top. As long as the spikes do 
not align it is a sign the trend will continue. When they line up again the trend is ABOUT 
to end but not yet. Spike alignment is a WARNING not a CONFIRMATION. 
 
DS zones  
Legend : 
MDS - Magnetic Disimilarity Zone - Painted zones with unfulfilled similarity condition 
RDS - Repelling Disimilarity Zone - Painted zones with fulfilled similarity condition 
UDS - Upainted Disimilarity Zone - Duh 
 
A)All zones start out as UDS, price will often but NOT always try to correct a zone form 
the opposite direction that created it. It will either head above or below it the UDS until 
MDS paints and you can almost be sure price will correct it from the opposite direction. 
Price will never cut thru UDS during this process. (Price will reverse trend) 
 
B)If price does cut a UDS before it paints then you can expect a RDS to be painted and 
the above process invalidated. Price will be more erratic under this condition possibly 
crossing the UDS a few times.In this case the last direction where price cross the UDS 
will usually be the opposite direction price will cross the RDS when it paints. Meaing if the 
last cross was from below expect price to cross the RDS from above. Note however that 
this is not really due to price trying to correct it. It has already did it. 
 
Look at your chart like a chess board and identify your zones. Observe price position 
relative to the zones and plot your moves base on the following conditions. 
 
1)MDS should attract price. Age and distance matters 
2)RDS should repel price relative to its targeted MDS. 
3)If price is between 2 MDS see (1) 
4)If price is between MDS and RDS see (1)+(2) 
5)If price is between 2 RDS, expand view to next higher and lower MDS and see (1) 
6)RDS should loose its repelling properties once there is no MDS to target  
 
*)If a RDS repels price and a valid ZZ paints, probability is increased 
**)If zones make it an issue for visualisation consider just using lines pegged to the 
close of the DS candles 
 



Actually the entire concept of Similarity is very simple but so simple that it is difficult to 
see. In essence it really is about if you see X do Y, see Y do Z but the back ground 
considerations to obtain X and Y is very complex. Contradicting? Yes. 
 
!)Much of this is a reorganization of my thoughts/theory on an earlier post 
 
!!)Although a good chunk of this is theory but i think it is far from being a wild 

guess. There are gaps in understanding so horses are held till more data and 

obersvations are made. This can be considered a work around for now. 
!!!)The BB+ZZ has evolved to be rather robust if you can complement that with 

this assuming accuracy..bam! 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 9:50am | Post# 3893

 
Made 20 pips from sink-hole info. Thank you EURUSDD 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 9:54am | Post# 3894

 
1 Attachment(s) 
USDCHF making a double bottom after closing out a DS zone. 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 9:56am | Post# 3895

 
I think we can all agree that the last non-ZZBOT on the 5M was an absolute bitch...  



 
Could have gone in the mid but was too late. For those on Spots (not binary options like 
me), you could have put an buy stop a few pips above BB Mid if you were a bit more 
aggressive. 
 
Oh well.. That's TRADING. 
I didn't lose any money. Didn't make any either but that's okay. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 10:01am | Post# 3896

 
Quoting vlady1974 
There you go... price broke Mid. Personally I wouldn't trade yet. 15M in the middle of 
nowhere. 5M could make a top... but that means the previous ZZBOT is weak.... could 
repaint. IN OTHER WORDS.... WE'RE GOING SIDEWAYS OR RANGING = LUNCH FOR ME. 
Thank U vlady1974. It will reach the "sink-hole" for the second time. Will wait until 
fundamental news released ..... 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:02am | Post# 3897

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I was just thinking about 1.320x... This is why I asked last question about possible thing we 
are waiting for now. 
 

 



 
Your thoughts? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:03am | Post# 3898

 
1.3205 on the button! Right again EURUSDD  

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 10:05am | Post# 3899

 
Quoting blackqn 
I was just thinking about 1.320x... This is why I asked last question about possible thing 
we are waiting for now. {image} Your thoughts? 
what does the aqua & red vertical lines mean in the bottom window in rv-2 ? 

 

crodzilla Jul 22, 2013 10:06am | Post# 3900

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

1.3205 on the button! Right again EURUSDD  
I love it when EURUSDD's plan comes together... 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:06am | Post# 3901

 
disappointing home sales, positioning and techincals (lower USD yields), that just gave 
the kick on to 1.3205. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:06am | Post# 3902

 
Don't short yet unless your aggressive!  

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:09am | Post# 3903

 
1 Attachment(s) 
It is there now... So wait for H4 candle close and reverse or wait for dissimilarity end , 
confirmed with crossed BB by both EMA and Stoch, hunting for short entry, right? 
 



 

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 10:09am | Post# 3904

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

Don't short yet unless your aggressive!  
4 hr for vlady 
 
notice green zones start at diff times 



 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:10am | Post# 3905

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Don't short yet unless your aggressive!  

I'm a kitten  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:12am | Post# 3906

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

{quote} I'm a kitten  
Mate, my broker's site is down. I'm out for the foreseable moment... but I would be short 
right now. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 10:12am | Post# 3907

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

1.3205 on the button! Right again EURUSDD  

Great .... salute to the master of EURUSD ....  

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 10:13am | Post# 3908

 
Quoting smallcat 

{quote} Great .... salute to the master of EURUSD ....  

How the H#LL does he do it?  
 
Amazing. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:14am | Post# 3909



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, my broker's site is down. I'm out for the foreseable moment... but I would 
be short right now. 
What about waiting for H4 close? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:17am | Post# 3910

 
Quoting blackqn 
It is there now... So wait for H4 candle close and reverse or wait for dissimilarity end , 
confirmed with crossed BB by both EMA and Stoch, hunting for short entry, right? 
{image} 
The 4H looks good with some conditions satisfied for a ZZTOP.  
If I was trading the 4H, absolutely... wait for the close. I'm trading 15M and 5M... if my 
broker was online. But you know, anything can happen. 
 
When does 4H end... can't remember now... when does your bar end? 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:19am | Post# 3911

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And the M15 chart, there is DS still, so trend shall continue, right? 
 
ZZ arm formed, EMA passed BB, but Stoch did not made its homework. Opinions? 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:19am | Post# 3912

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} What about waiting for H4 close? 
See post above.... also depends on Price Action. It's forming a pin on the 15M. 
My 4H closes at 4PM... London close. Would I trust NYC to bring it down? Probably. You 
do have a point sir! 

 

Advocate FX Jul 22, 2013 10:19am | Post# 3913

 
I think with this system one has to hedge as price bounces around so much. At first we 
identify disimilarity in the 1.29's now we are up clearing out disimilarity at 1.32's. If one 
had entered at 1.3050 or 1.31 waiting for retrace to 1.29's you would have been burned 
unless you opened positions in both directions and dump your longs now i.e. in the 
1.32's. Furthermore, we have potential for more disimilarities to push price higher again 
into mid 1.32's or higher still. In addition to this it is possible that 1.29's will become 
dead zone very soon if they expire after 14 days. It appears that if one is to make money 
with this system one has to hold onto positions for a long time and hedge, hedge, hedge! 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 10:21am | Post# 3914

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Could somebody pls post an template for BB - Stoch please..the one I have seems to have 
stuff missing..thanks 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:21am | Post# 3915

 
Quoting blackqn 
And the M15 chart, there is DS still, so trend shall continue, right? ZZ arm formed, EMA 
passed BB, but Stoch did not made its homework. Opinions? {image} 
Niiiice chart. Yes... this multiframe analysis is vital. Goood good. Yes... I shouldn't really 
short it now. 
What may be happening is that the unofficial ZZTop may actually be valid - but as you 
know, once the Change In Trend has been confirmed by the big boys' orders, there will 
be ONE LAST KISS around the same levels.... tonight at Asian or early tomorrow at 
London Open. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:21am | Post# 3916

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The 4H looks good with some conditions satisfied for a ZZTOP. If I was trading 
the 4H, absolutely... wait for the close. I'm trading 15M and 5M... if my broker was 
online. But you know, anything can happen. When does 4H end... can't remember now... 
when does your bar end? 
happy to hear that, candle closes after 3hrs from now. 

 

fx light Jul 22, 2013 10:24am | Post# 3917

 
can someone please make a video about this system's entry and exit? i am lost... 

 



Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:24am | Post# 3918

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, my broker's site is down. I'm out for the foreseable moment... but I would be 
short right now. 
Well I've got a little dicrepancy here. My 1 ema is out side the band and I have possible ZZ 
top but my stoch has stayed inside the band, which, if I remember rightly means price will 
have to go back up to that point to fix the stoch difference. 
 
Please correct me if I'm wrong? 
 

 
 

EDIT: BLACKQN, Just notice you said the same, I feel better now  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:25am | Post# 3919

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} happy to {quote} that, candle closes after 3hrs from now. 
This is where the "Chess" game described by Eurusdd results in different interpretations. 
Your 4H analysis is valid.  
I could also short the 15M and be out after 30 minutes..... I could also have a 5M trade 
and be out in 10 minutes.... it's all different 
 
What is important is that the ZZ formed at the same price on all timeframes. We don't 
know which timeframe will confirm the top.... although I am betting it will be the lower 
timeframe...... if this is the case, eg. 5M confirms the 4H... it may do so with 3-5 ZZ 
Swings with Lower Highs. 

 

mubinirl Jul 22, 2013 10:25am | Post# 3920

 
Quoting fx light 
can someone please make a video about this system's entry and exit? i am lost... 

good to hear i am not the only one..   

 



winterfell Jul 22, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3921

 
Both eu and au forming the same shape :d  
Trying to short here tight sl 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3922

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} Well I've got a little dicrepancy here. My 1 ema is out side the band and I have 
possible ZZ top but my stoch has stayed inside the band, which, if I remember rightly 
means price will have to go back up to that point to fix the stoch difference. Please 
correct me if I'm wrong? {image} 
Yes, alluding to a "continuation" - or - what I was referring to as ONE LAST KISS.... ie. 
retracement then another hike up to near the price or exactly same price Double Top or 
Weaker Double Top" and then it drops. 
 
If this will be a major top... we should all expect major turbulence here - and also based 
on your info as well. 

 

hughmac Jul 22, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3923

 
Congratulations EURUSDD! stunningly accurate! but doh, im going to have to trawl 
through all these posts yet again to see if i can get a handle on it! LOL 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:27am | Post# 3924

 
Quoting fx light 
can someone please make a video about this system's entry and exit? i am lost... 
There is probably good summary in attachments (look at right top on the FF navigation 
bar, or little below), all indis, tamplates.. and summery, in pdf I think 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 10:29am | Post# 3925

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 10:30am | Post# 3926

 
Nice call as always Eurusdd  
 

EJ over 50pips now  

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 10:34am | Post# 3927

 
Quoting angelofx 
{image} 
I would expect similarity a little lower, stoch has to catch up with price! 
Look at the Stoch/BB on M15. 
But don't take my word on it. Just my 0.02! 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 10:36am | Post# 3928

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I would expect similarity a little lower, stoch has to catch up with price! Look at 
the Stoch/BB on M15. But don't take my word on it. Just my 0.02! 
I see what you're saying, Spufuz. 

 



lappies Jul 22, 2013 10:36am | Post# 3929

 
Wow, I've never seen anybody make calls like this - amazing  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:37am | Post# 3930

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, alluding to a "continuation" - or - what I was referring to as ONE LAST 
KISS.... ie. retracement then another hike up to near the price or exactly same price 
Double Top or Weaker Double Top" and then it drops. If this will be a major top... we 
should all expect major turbulence here - and also based on your info as well. 
That's why I'm not keen on a short yet. I would never have known not to before though, 
before I read this thread. Unbelievable stuff. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:37am | Post# 3931

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, alluding to a "continuation" - or - what I was referring to as ONE LAST KISS.... 
ie. retracement then another hike up to near the price or exactly same price Double Top or 
Weaker Double Top" and then it drops. If this will be a major top... we should all expect 
major turbulence here - and also based on your info as well. 
I think that it can go even higher before candle ends, stupid but ZZ line woul look nicer 
 



 
 
Targeting more-less in 1.335? 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 10:39am | Post# 3932

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, alluding to a "continuation" - or - what I was referring to as ONE LAST 
KISS.... ie. retracement then another hike up to near the price or exactly same price 
Double Top or Weaker Double Top" and then it drops. If this will be a major top... we 
should all expect major turbulence here - and also based on your info as well. 

 

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 10:40am | Post# 3933

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} I see what you're saying, Spufuz. 
But if price ranges for a while, stoch might catch up at this level. 
I just noticed that price is not very far above unborn zone, so when we get similarity, I 
guess price wants to be a bit further away from the zone. 
Lets see what happens!! 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 10:50am | Post# 3934



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} [..] 1.32 is a sinkhole - price has to go there before any major fall. She created 
two new zones on her way there so we have to start forgetting about the lowest zones 
soon. 
Something to keep in mind 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 10:50am | Post# 3935

 
Out of EJ 50pips done for the day... 
 

Good luck everyone and hope your all making lots of pips  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:52am | Post# 3936

 
Quoting mubinirl 

{quote} good to hear i am not the only one..   
Mubinirl, if you read my posts you see that I am still figuring this stuff out, I'm sure some 
of the other guys are too. If we all made a video, each one would be different. With any 
trading method, you have to find your own way to execute it, we are all wired differently. 
I could show you what I do (and I am no expert) and you would not be able to do the 
same as me. 
 
I know you didn't asK for the video, it was FX light. Read the thread, I do, I have to keep 
refering back to bits I missed. 
 
Good luck. 

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 10:55am | Post# 3937

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just wanted to share some thoughts around my last trade. 
I noticed that the R-V2 line went flat (yellow ring) at the same time as price crossed mid BB 
(blue ring). 
Went long since bias was bullish. Turned out well. (Yes, Eurusd´s prediction of price going 

to 1.3200 was in my head too)  
 
Eurusdd: 
"Furthermore, the first time the yellow line is flat at the bottom, you have a max/min.( 

Gives you a good time to enter/exit the market.)" 
 
I have done some observations that price tends to do just this around this 
particular time of the day! 
It bounces at outer BB, goes in to middle, turns around and then shoots away. 
 



 

 

lappies Jul 22, 2013 10:55am | Post# 3938

 
Eurusdd, am I close in saying 1.2990 is the next black-hole? (next 2 days or so). If yes, I 
might be starting to see a ray of light, still need to go through everything a few more 
times to get a better grip on all this great info. 
 
Thanks again and all the best. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 10:57am | Post# 3939

 
Guys, does anyone have the new DS zone between 1.3159 and 1.3190? 
 
According to me and my terrible memory, EURUSDD said the zone can be created and 
then cleared straighaway, XIXI even updated the indicator to represent this fact. 
 
Anyway, my new zone is now cleared oon FX Pro. 

 

jasonckb Jul 22, 2013 11:01am | Post# 3940

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Guys, does anyone have the new DS zone between 1.3159 and 1.3190? According to me 
and my terrible memory, EURUSDD said the zone can be created and then cleared 
straighaway, XIXI even updated the indicator to represent this fact. Anyway, my new 
zone is now cleared oon FX Pro. 
Yes. DS at 9:30 (FXCM) 

 

josh11 Jul 22, 2013 11:02am | Post# 3941

 
To everyone struggling be patient, Trading takes skills just like driving a car for instants, 
you can read, read and read more on how to drive but what happens the first time you 
get in a car to drive it? 
 
Most people will struggle....  



 
but in time with more practice, you become better and better till it becomes automatic.... 
 

You have to much to think about at first so try master one thing at a time  
 
Good Luck : 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 11:03am | Post# 3942

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Misterdaz 
Guys, does anyone have the new DS zone between 1.3159 and 1.3190? According to me 
and my terrible memory, EURUSDD said the zone can be created and then cleared 
straighaway, XIXI even updated the indicator to represent this fact. Anyway, my new zone 
is now cleared oon FX Pro. 
Wasn't it cleared before creation? 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:06am | Post# 3943

 
Quoting spufuz 
Just wanted to share some thoughts around my last trade. I noticed that the R-V2 line 
went flat (yellow ring) at the same time as price crossed mid BB (blue ring). Went long 



since bias was bullish. Turned out well. (Yes, Eurusd´s prediction of price going to 

1.3200 was in my head too) Eurusdd: "Furthermore, the first time the yellow line is 
flat at the bottom, you have a max/min.( Gives you a good time to enter/exit the 
market.)" I have done some observations that price tends to do just this around this 
particular time of the day! It bounces... 
Sir, I think you have just reminded me/we of a solution to the Bollinger Mid limbo that 

we walked through earlier with SmallCat etc.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:08am | Post# 3944

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Wasn't it cleared before creation? {image} 
You need to have 2 indicators one in separate windows.... v1 on Window 1 and v2 on 
Window 2. See post 1 and scroll down. 
He mentions why this is the case and why it's a powerful target. 

 

blackqn Jul 22, 2013 11:10am | Post# 3945

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You need to have 2 indicators one in separate windows.... v1 on Window 1 and 
v2 on Window 2. See post 1 and scroll down. He mentions why this is the case and why 
it's a powerful target. 

I have both, just posted one of these windows  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 11:11am | Post# 3946

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Wasn't it cleared before creation? {image} 
EXACTLY!! that was my point, thanks Blackqn. 

 

Ralome Jul 22, 2013 11:13am | Post# 3947

 
Quoting Ralome 
To others: The forecast indy will be delayed a bit, I'm sick of bugfinding for today. 

I can't believe it myself, but almost done  

 

jasonckb Jul 22, 2013 11:17am | Post# 3948

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} I can't believe it myself, but almost done  

Thanks Ralome. And your indi and modification (R-V2) really help me much   

 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 11:20am | Post# 3949

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} EXACTLY!! that was my point, thanks Blackqn. 



Let's refer to the Master: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
 

 

angelofx Jul 22, 2013 11:21am | Post# 3950

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} I can't believe it myself, but almost done  
 
More power to your elbow, Ralome. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 22, 2013 11:24am | Post# 3951

 
1 Attachment(s) 
looks like stoch has to catch up 1ema...price should go up again?! 
see yellow rect. 

 

 

Ralome Jul 22, 2013 11:25am | Post# 3952

 
Quoting jasonckb 

{quote} Thanks Ralome. And your indi and modification (R-V2) really help me much   

R-V2 modification was done by Eurusdd, not me  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:26am | Post# 3953

 
Quoting Forex Lion 



looks like stoch has to catch up 1ema...price should go up again?! see yellow rect. 
{image} 

YESS!!!  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 11:28am | Post# 3954

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Let's refer to the Master: {quote} 
Thanks Neio, that was the post I was looking for. I interpereted that as meaning if price 
comes back through where dis similarity has started, before the the box is drawn, or 
before we reach similarity, then we are done on that zone. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:30am | Post# 3955

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
looks like stoch has to catch up 1ema...price should go up again?! see yellow rect. 
{image} 
Your 15M last ZZBot had PRICE and STOCH outside BB.... mine didn't..... AAAARRGH!! 
No wonder I was puzzled by that mofo! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 22, 2013 11:32am | Post# 3956

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Your 15M last ZZBot had PRICE and STOCH outside BB.... mine didn't..... 
AAAARRGH!! No wonder I was puzzled by that mofo! 
yes, that was a perfect entry at the zzbot... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:36am | Post# 3957

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Your 15M last ZZBot had PRICE and STOCH outside BB.... mine didn't..... 
AAAARRGH!! No wonder I was puzzled by that mofo! 
Alright... I'm over it. I can't trade real cash, but I can still make calls. Need 5M to close 
below 3180 for a ZZBOT potential. (See chart on the right) 
BTW... my 4H closed at 4pm. Here's another angle of why 3158 and 3208 are block hole 
prices.... Look at the 4H... no ZZBOTTOMS after the ZZTOP on the left. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:39am | Post# 3958

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} yes, that was a perfect entry at the zzbot... 

Next time the 5M is on the line, I will shout out for an MT4 chart! LOL  

 

Kenergy Jul 22, 2013 11:44am | Post# 3959

 
Ralome, I am thinking a marker 300 bars (or Stoch bars) back would be helpful to see 
what range changes are coming up. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 11:46am | Post# 3960

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, alluding to a "continuation" - or - what I was referring to as ONE LAST 
KISS.... ie. retracement then another hike up to near the price or exactly same price 
Double Top or Weaker Double Top" and then it drops. If this will be a major top... we 
should all expect major turbulence here - and also based on your info as well. 

Great analyzing .....  

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 11:49am | Post# 3961

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Your 15M last ZZBot had PRICE and STOCH outside BB.... mine didn't..... 
AAAARRGH!! No wonder I was puzzled by that mofo! 
Hi vlady1974, may i know your broker and your platform ? 



 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 11:49am | Post# 3962

 
Apologies for spamming the thread and not making any big contributions. Thank you all 
for accommodating and your patience has allowed me to increase my understanding 
steadily. 
 
I have ask myself over and over why Eurusdd keeps saying that figuring out where price 
will be when a zone paints is key. I also remember him saying that although the rv series 
of indicators is limited in accuracy it has enabled him to see another side of thing. Below 
is my theory and I need to write it down because the last series of movement appears to 
fit it like a glove which gives me encouragement research along this line. 
 
Using the chess board analogy there an unlimited possibility of moves that can be made. 
Knowing where price will be reduces that figure to a limited and workable set of 
possibilities allowing trade to be planned! If my theory of MDS, magnetic dissimilarity 
zones that attract price and RDS, repelling dissimilarity zones that repels price holds any 
water at all, we will be able to further reduce that workable set of possibilities to such an 
extent we can predict near exact price direction. 
 
I attempt to demonstrate the theory this using the following example. 
 
Assuming MDS that has to corrected from below and a RDS that has to be crossed from 
above. Given this scenario because we already figured out where price has to be when a 
zone paints we also know that price has to move upwards to clear the MDS. Assuming I 
am correct on RDS and this fits in with zones being S/R....price has no way to move 
down and we can simply deduce that price MUST go up. This is why I think Eurussd 
mentioned why price location is key as it tells us how must move in relation to each 
zone. Consider the various possible combinations of MDS and RDS with price between 
them and apply how price must move in relation to each of them, we should be able to 
predict where price must travel in each case! (Theory on MDS and RDS is few posts 
above)  
 
At this point since we have price direction we are able to place "swinging" trades. 
However if we can also figure out how price will move in that direction we will be able to 
place multiple trades exponentially increasing potential profits. Entries and exits will now 
be the issue. I believe there is enough proven methods on how to enter, so my theory 
will not cover it. For exiting the swinging trades just use the close of DS candles. But the 
small multiple trades are trickier. However since we know which direction it goes and are 
able to make correct entries then simply employ the CI method and you should be able 
to make a good exit! 
 
Whew!! Sorry to put you guys through this. Thank you for not laughing too loudly and I 
know im not brightest light bulb here but I dare say if I'm am correct you'll be jet 

shopping  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 11:53am | Post# 3963

 
2 Attachment(s) 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:55am | Post# 3964

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 

{quote} Great analyzing .....  
Not sure how we're gonna get the last kiss... but you can see it's already done it once and 
printed a higher price 3218. One Final Last Kiss?? 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:56am | Post# 3965

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, may i know your broker and your platform ? 
It's not spot FX trading. It's Binary Options: OneTwoTrades. Absolute Crap today.... and 
Friday. Upgraded their website... nothing is working. On a day like this. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 11:57am | Post# 3966

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} 

Thank you great sir! You are .... as we say in Australia.... "an Effing Legend"!  
 
EDIT: 
BTW... that CI indicator I will take as a SHORT signal! LOLOL 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 12:01pm | Post# 3967

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} 

Lol 

 



smallcat Jul 22, 2013 12:05pm | Post# 3968

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Not sure how we're gonna get the last kiss... but you can see it's already done it 
once and printed a higher price 3218. One Final Last Kiss?? {image} 
I'm agree with you vlady1974. As Eurusdd said before about the "technical problem" & 
"fractal problem", the price has touch the "sink-hole" today, the time it needs are 2 days 
(until 23rd July) to sink to 1.30206 or even deeper to 1.29554 (if I'm not wrong .... ). 
So, i think tomorrow (23rd July) will be the falling day ... 
 
And AUD/USD has reach 0.92698 , but not yet touch 0.9288 . May be tomorrow Aud will 
reach that point (i hope), before she fall down together with other majors .... 
 
edited : 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's not spot FX trading. It's Binary Options: OneTwoTrades. Absolute Crap 
today.... and Friday. Upgraded their website... nothing is working. On a day like this. 
I see ... Thank U ... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 3969

 
1 Attachment(s) 
These numbers are called worm-holes/black-holes for a reason. I said that sometimes they 
just don't make sense. 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 12:11pm | Post# 3970

 
Quoting smallcat 
I'm agree with you vlady1974. As Eurusdd said before about the "technical problem" & 
"fractal problem", the price has touch the "sink-hole" today, the time it 
needs are 2 days (until 23rd July) to sink to 1.30206 or even 
deeper to 1.29554  

I NEVER said that!!!   

 

shiva Jul 22, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 3971

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thank you great sir! You are .... as we say in Australia.... "an Effing Legend"! 

EDIT: BTW... that CI indicator I will take as a SHORT signal! LOLOL 
Fair dinkum mate, sorry if I am not very participatory at the moment, lots of shit on 
personal front and I am as tired as a dead dingo's donker. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 12:21pm | Post# 3972

 



Quoting cfdtaleong 
Apologies for spamming the thread and not making any big contributions. Thank you all 
for accommodating and your patience has allowed me to increase my understanding 
steadily. I have ask myself over and over why Eurusdd keeps saying that figuring out 
where price will be when a zone paints is key. 
Gonna try and read this over tonight mate, as you've written a thesis. No, you've written 
"Similarity: War & Peace" 
I'll see if I can get my head around it. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 12:22pm | Post# 3973

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Fair dinkum mate, sorry if I am not very participatory at the moment, lots of 
shit on personal front and I am as tired as a dead dingo's donker. 

 
 
Struth! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 3974

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Gonna try and read this over tonight mate, as you've written a thesis. No, 
you've written "Similarity: War & Peace" I'll see if I can get my head around it. 

Haha sorry about that...just trying to connect the dots..thanks for the interest   

 

handy148 Jul 22, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 3975

 
Like most here I won't crack the mystery but what I have seen are huge elements of 
supply and demand. Some of the zones I've seen are exactly where I would draw my 
S&D. Need to study further to see if it's a coincidence. As for predicting where price will 
be or go to, even supply and demand could come into play there. Would be interesting to 
have an M15 chart and draw S&D zones based on H1 H4 D1 M1 Y1. If I get time I'll take 
a look at this on the basis that current price and historical price are linked together. 

 

Sixfour Jul 22, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 3976

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No. I did not open your eyes. They are already opened. I simply "helped" you 

look the right way!  {image} I will take my profit now!!! 
 
Hi Eurusdd, out of curosity what Volume indicator are you using? Or perhaps I missed it 
in the thread somewhere....Is it just a basic one or one that involves more than one TF? 
 
Cheers,  
 
Six 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 3977

 
Quoting handy148 



Like most here I won't crack the mystery but what I have seen are huge elements of 
supply and demand. Some of the zones I've seen are exactly where I would draw my 
S&D. Need to study further to see if it's a coincidence. As for predicting where price will 
be or go to, even supply and demand could come into play there. Would be interesting to 
have an M15 chart and draw S&D zones based on H1 H4 D1 M1 Y1. If I get time I'll take 
a look at this on the basis that current price and historical price are linked together. 
Nice! I like that. D/S are a nice parallel to it. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 22, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 3978

 
Quoting handy148 
Like most here I won't crack the mystery but what I have seen are huge elements of 
supply and demand. Some of the zones I've seen are exactly where I would draw my 
S&D. Need to study further to see if it's a coincidence. As for predicting where price will 
be or go to, even supply and demand could come into play there. Would be interesting to 
have an M15 chart and draw S&D zones based on H1 H4 D1 M1 Y1. If I get time I'll take 
a look at this on the basis that current price and historical price are linked together. 
a very good point, I am also looking for S/D zones, you are right, a lot of them are the 
same as the zones within this system, 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 3979

 
Quoting handy148 
Like most here I won't crack the mystery but what I have seen are huge elements of 
supply and demand. Some of the zones I've seen are exactly where I would draw my 
S&D. Need to study further to see if it's a coincidence. As for predicting where price will 
be or go to, even supply and demand could come into play there. Would be interesting to 
have an M15 chart and draw S&D zones based on H1 H4 D1 M1 Y1. If I get time I'll take 
a look at this on the basis that current price and historical price are linked together. 
S/D in its own is a solid system there are two class A threads on it. You are not wrong 
that DS has correlation with S/D they are both about big boys making their moves. DS 
can tell you which are the S/D levels that will likely hold. Everything is about increasing 

trade probability. DS takes it to 97% Put them together you have another method of 

applying DS  

 

burnssss Jul 22, 2013 12:40pm | Post# 3980

 
I've been reading, testing and thinking about fractals and the definition expressed by 
EURUSDD. 
 
"Let X (n) a random process / pseudoaletorio" 
A process is random when H = 0.5. 
a process is pseudo inverse / direct when H <0.5 / H> 0.5 
 
"Let F and G two functions that satisfy the conditions-Fractals" 
Ie F and G must satisfy the condition that the price behaves fractal, ie H <0.5, H> 0.5; 
fractional dimension .... 
 
I understand that F and G are functions that represent the price at time scales where 
fractal conditions are met, ie if TF15 TF min 5 min, and the conditions fractals means that 
represent similar cycles, and when F and G do not coincide, there is a turning point 
(change in trend). If F and G coincide, the trend continues. 
 



"You have to build F and G continuously as the process evolves" 
Must continually check the conditions fractals because it would be produced false signals. 
 
EURUSDD Am I right? 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 12:40pm | Post# 3981

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I NEVER said that!!!   
Sorry Eurusdd, You NEVER said that. I've wrong explain (sorry for my bad english). That 
was actually my interpretation of what i saw from your signature / footer (the red icon 
with "EUR/USD" text), and will show popup window if we put our mouse over it .... sorry 

for wrong explanation ...  

 

Forex Lion Jul 22, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 3982

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} a very good point, I am also looking for S/D zones, you are right, a lot of them are 
the same as the zones within this system, 
for example, here is a 4H chart with S/D zones 

 

 

Ralome Jul 22, 2013 12:45pm | Post# 3983

 
2 Attachment(s) 

Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with  
 

Big shouts once again to PiPtHiEf and FXWrangler!  
 
Changes in 2.30 

1. bit of bugfixing (no refreshing problem encountered by some should be gone) 
2. removed some sidetracking functions (go back to old versions if you wish to 

experiment) 



3. you may choose to display zone lifetime in trading days (=weekend excluded) 
4. a forecast option is available to show POSSIBLE future zones 

Disclaimers about the forecast option: 

1. The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. 
2. The forecast will change if a new highest high/lowest low comes in (as pointed out by 

lnorbi earlier) 
3. Inserted Code 
4. extern string weekend_correction="0: correct position, 1: correct 

date"; 
5.  

extern int correct_position_or_date = 0; 

 
This option will help you choose which lovely feature of MT4 you want to enjoy 
[/sarcasm]. Take a look at the picture. You can see 1+2+2 lines on the right. First 
dotted line has correct date and correct position, because that line is in the current 
week. The next two lines are scheduled to appear next week. The picture shows both 
options for those in one screenshot. Everybody knows that MT4 doesn't display any 
empty space to "mark" weekends where no trading took place, i.e. after the last 
Friday candle comes directly the first Sunday/Monday candle. However, in the future, 
the whitespace is there. Which means, if you move the crosshair cursor to the right 
to the future, the dates will show weekends too (=as if MT4 assumed that trading will 
go on during the weekend). This means that the lines scheduled to appear next week 
will either have the wrong date, or have the wrong position. You can choose which 

one you wish to live with  

6. If you choose to display the dashboard, it forces you to go with the right dates, i.e. it 
will override the correct_position_or_date if you set it to 0. 

Rest of the settings should be self explanatory. Enjoy!  



 
StochDifZones_v2_30.mq4 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 12:45pm | Post# 3984

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1H charts forming some very nice pins. This will be a beauty! Now if I could only trade 

... come on OneTwoTrade...sort your game out! 
 
EDIT: 
As an aside, congratulations and applause all round to our illustrious leader, the topics on 

this thread and to all contributors and readers!  

200 pages of posts! 



 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 12:48pm | Post# 3985

 
Quoting Ralome 

Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with Big shouts once again to PiPtHiEf and 

FXWrangler! Changes in 2.30 bit of bugfixing (no refreshing problem encountered by 
some should be gone) removed some sidetracking functions (go back to old versions if 
you wish to experiment) you may choose to display zone lifetime in trading days 
(=weekend excluded) a forecast option is available to show POSSIBLE future zones 
Disclaimers about the forecast option: The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. The forecast 
will change if a new highest high/lowest... 

Thank U very much Ralome, PiPtHiEf & FXWrangler ....  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 3986

 



Awesome!!! Another dimension!! Might have to rewrite my theories though....can't wait 
to get back to my platform!! 

 

cenky Jul 22, 2013 12:57pm | Post# 3987

 
Quoting Ralome 

Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with Big shouts once again to PiPtHiEf and 

FXWrangler! Changes in 2.30 bit of bugfixing (no refreshing problem encountered by 
some should be gone) removed some sidetracking functions (go back to old versions if 
you wish to experiment) you may choose to display zone lifetime in trading days 
(=weekend excluded) a forecast option is available to show POSSIBLE future zones 
Disclaimers about the forecast option: The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. The forecast 
will change if a new highest high/lowest... 
 
thanks great job... 

 

Neio Jul 22, 2013 1:08pm | Post# 3988

 
Quoting Ralome 

Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with Big shouts once again to PiPtHiEf and 

FXWrangler! Changes in 2.30 bit of bugfixing (no refreshing problem encountered by 
some should be gone) removed some sidetracking functions (go back to old versions if 
you wish to experiment) you may choose to display zone lifetime in trading days 
(=weekend excluded) a forecast option is available to show POSSIBLE future zones 
Disclaimers about the forecast option: The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. The forecast 
will change if a new highest high/lowest... 
 
Excellent job Ralome!!! and guys for your input! Another weapon in the arsenal!!! 

 

panamamike Jul 22, 2013 1:14pm | Post# 3989

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Am i correct to assume that the recent DZ that occurred was cleared before the zone 
formed? 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 1:16pm | Post# 3990

 
Quoting panamamike 
Am i correct to assume that the recent DZ that occurred was cleared before the zone 
formed? {image} 
That's correct Mike. 

 

panamamike Jul 22, 2013 1:18pm | Post# 3991

 
Thanks. Sorry the annotations are bad. I am working from my Ipad at the beach  

 

spufuz Jul 22, 2013 1:18pm | Post# 3992

 
Quoting Ralome 
The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. {image} {file} 
Thanks a lot Ralome! Good work! 
But does this mean that we can discard the V1/V2 method, or should we still use this 
with R-V2 for comparison of the zones? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 1:21pm | Post# 3993

 
Quoting panamamike 



Thanks. Sorry the annotations are bad. I am working from my Ipad at the beach  
Loving it! Checking out your recommendations... it's probably the way I'm gonna go. 

 

Ralome Jul 22, 2013 1:22pm | Post# 3994

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Thanks a lot Ralome! Good work! But does this mean that we can discard the 
V1/V2 method, or should we still use this with R-V2 for comparison of the zones? 
Yes, keep on using R-V2 for comparison! 

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 1:23pm | Post# 3995

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's correct Mike. 
I don't know whether this helps or even fits in with the system as we know it. I haven't 
been able to concentrate/trade today but I drew in two blue rectangles after dis had started 
and they seem to have both been cleared and the one has formed a range now. 
Thanks for new indicator Ralome. Some really useful posts today. 

 

 

panamamike Jul 22, 2013 1:24pm | Post# 3996

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Loving it! Checking out your recommendations... it's probably the way I'm 
gonna go. 
glad I was able to help. In todays world there are few limitations when it comes to 
remote access and productivity. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 1:26pm | Post# 3997

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I don't know whether this helps or even fits in with the system as we know it. I 
haven't been able to concentrate/trade today but I drew in two blue rectangles after dis 



had started and they seem to have both been cleared and the one has formed a range 
now. Thanks for new indicator Ralome. Some really useful posts today. {image} 
Quick question... is the semaphor indi #2 blob meant to coincide with 5M timeframe? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 1:28pm | Post# 3998

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I don't know whether this helps or even fits in with the system as we know it. I 
haven't been able to concentrate/trade today but I drew in two blue rectangles after dis 
had started and they seem to have both been cleared and the one has formed a range 
now. Thanks for new indicator Ralome. Some really useful posts today. {image} 
Yes, this big zone has now been taken out. The "cleared" zones you are referring to now 
become a question of relevance. There are some further discussion on it that needs to be 
read through. 

 

FXWrangler Jul 22, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 3999

 
Eurusdd, 
 
I've remained largely silent because I haven't had anything more relevant to post. I have 
a question regarding the spotting of dissimilarities. 
 
I have other tools available to me than MT4 that make comparing data from indicators 
easier to work with. 
 
Is it more valuableto be able to spot a dissimilarity by comparing the stochastics of 2 
differing timeframes as described in the beginning of the thread or is it more valuable to 
use the existing Stoch + BB + ema method of spotting dissimilarities? 

Quoting Ralome 
Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with 
I suppose we'll see if my observations of DS zones holds any water. Looking forward to 
trying out the indicator. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 4000

 
Quoting Advocate FX 
I think with this system one has to hedge as price bounces around so much. At 
first we identify disimilarity in the 1.29's now we are up clearing out disimilarity 
at 1.32's. If one had entered at 1.3050 or 1.31 waiting for retrace to 1.29's you would 
have been burned unless you opened positions in both directions and dump your longs 
now i.e. in the 1.32's. Furthermore, we have potential for more disimilarities to push 
price higher again into mid 1.32's or higher still. In addition to this it is possible that 
1.29's will become dead zone very soon... 
u have no idea about what you are talking about! Furthermore, you forgot the part where 
I said that this thing is for big boys and so - instead of trading towards dis-similarities, 
trade away from them! No-where was it stated that as soon as a zone is created it should 
be eliminated!!!! I think I said the mean is 14 days and a zone can be around for 75 days 
but with probability 3%. Did you open your eyes when you were reading? 
 
DELETED!!! 

 



taypot Jul 22, 2013 1:55pm | Post# 4001

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Quick question... is the semaphor indi #2 blob meant to coincide with 5M 
timeframe? 
You are right, well spotted, forgotten I'd changed it, and didn't trade today, so didn't 
notice. The semafor is default settings here (i.e.5), i did change to 300 (as per following 
advice) and it cuts out the smaller spots. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you are using stoch(60-1-1), stoch(30-1-1) and stoch(15-1-1) then your 
semafor will be period1=60, period2=30, period3=15!!! 
 
 
. 

 

Ralome Jul 22, 2013 2:03pm | Post# 4002

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
I suppose we'll see if my observations of DS zones holds any water. Looking forward to 
trying out the indicator. 
If you mean this: 

Quoting FXWrangler 
It appears that a DS can only be created when the highest high or lowest swing drops 
out of the 300 bar range. 
Then my small tests in the strategy tester confirm this. And the other possibility is of 
course a new highest high/lowest low coming in. 
 
This is not true though for R-V2. I'll try to find an example later. 

 

fredgold3434 Jul 22, 2013 2:19pm | Post# 4003

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD can shoot up this month. A case in point is on this monthly chart! The sections 
circled are important. WATCH THE WAY THEY DEVELOP.{image} 



 
 
 
hi 
i just wondering after that chart image and Eurusdd said in the next post 
"hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect similarity in the future, the 
stoch may be forced to drop to meet price just like the case above!!!! TRADE WITH 
PURPOSE!!!" 
 
its a buy or sell signal. 
can eurusdd or madmoney please clear it up for me. 
thanks alot 

 

Forex Lion Jul 22, 2013 2:36pm | Post# 4004

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 

Sooo, here's another toy for you to play with Big shouts once again to PiPtHiEf and 



FXWrangler! Changes in 2.30 bit of bugfixing (no refreshing problem encountered by 
some should be gone) removed some sidetracking functions (go back to old versions if you 
wish to experiment) you may choose to display zone lifetime in trading days (=weekend 
excluded) a forecast option is available to show POSSIBLE future zones Disclaimers about 
the forecast option: The "engine" is equivalent to R-V1. The forecast will change if a new 
highest high/lowest... 

Many thanks Ralome...wonderful  
 
just a quick screen-shot: 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 2:52pm | Post# 4005

 
Quoting fredgold3434 
{quote} {image} hi i just wondering after that chart image and Eurusdd said in the next 
post "hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect similarity in the future, the 
stoch may be forced to drop to meet price just like the case above!!!! TRADE WITH 
PURPOSE!!!" its a buy or sell signal. can eurusdd or madmoney please clear it up for me. 
thanks alot 
Allow me...the answer is both. "hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect 
similarity in the future, the stoch may be forced to drop to meet price just like the case 
above!!!! so obviously sell. Why then was price shooting up mentioned? Read up ZZ legs 

and 1 ema at BBs. The better question is which one first  
 
price leads  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 3:03pm | Post# 4006

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Allow me...the answer is both. "hOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we 
expect similarity in the future, the stoch may be forced to drop to meet price just like the 
case above!!!! so obviously sell. Why then was price shooting up mentioned? Read up ZZ 

legs and 1 ema at BBs. The better question is which one first price leads 

 

 



Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 4:46pm | Post# 4007

 

Do not reply to this thread till 10PM GMT 
Monday!!!! 
 

The Cycle-Identifier Indicator: what you 
should know!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 4008

 
3 Attachment(s) 

There are two 
parameters you should pay attention to: 
1: Length. This one can be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS. But most people use it in the 

wrong way and then complain that the indicator is useless.  
This one repaints a lot because it is supposed to appear after a new high/low is 
established!!! However, you can trade this very well if you understand one little point! If you 
have the right settings, the LENGTH is supposed to produce a spike only when price is on 
the right side of the correct corresponding EMA. Picture below: (Notice an up/down spike is 
valid if and only if price is above/below the correct EMA) Any spike that does not agree with 
price correctly is suspect! 



 
 
2: Priceactionfilter : This is sensitive to the EMA and cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms 
but confirm them with the passage of price over a selected EMA. 
 
 
If you use the setting X-1-4, then the CI will show a spike when price is about to cross the 
X-EMA, almost surely. The CI will re-paint if price fails to cross-over and goes on the take-
out the immediate past high or low. Therefore, if Length is set to 1, you cannot pick tops 
and bottom with PAF but confirm them. When price crosses over completely, then the 
probability that the spike will repaints reduces by 50% because any major cross-over the 
EMA again will create a new spike most of the time! 



 
 
Therefore, do not use the PAF to pick tops/bottoms. 
 
The two settings are chosen so that the spike for PAF always appear after a 
spike for LENGTH. This is a delicate set-up. 
 
Notice that the EMAs in the two pictures are different but the SPIKES for PAF 
and LENGTH are in perfect sync!!! You need to construct such a setup in 
order to establish proper windows!!! 
 
Notice in the second picture that LENGTH produces spikes that are in 
sync with the DOTS and the EMA!!! Similarity that will give away 
windows at the right times. In this history, there are 342 dots and 
spikes in agreement like this. There is NO disagreement. That means 
I was able to let the dots and spikes agree almost 100% of the time: 
I hope you know what that means!!! 
 

So, it is possible to know which spikes MUST-
REPAINT with certainty!!!  

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 5:37pm | Post# 4009

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} There are two parameters you should pay attention to: 1: Length. This one can 
be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS. But most people use it in the wrong way and then 

complain that the indicator is useless. This one repaints a lot because it is supposed 



to appear after a new high/low is established!!! However, you can trade this very well if 
you understand one little point! If you have the right settings, the LENGTH is supposed to 
produce a spike only when price is on the right side of the correct corresponding EMA. 
Picture below: (Notice... 
 
Need to work on my parameters! I'll let people know if I work it out. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 5:48pm | Post# 4010

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Need to work on my parameters! I'll let people know if I work it out. 
Way to go!!! 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 22, 2013 6:04pm | Post# 4011

 
I think the EMA is 32 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 6:08pm | Post# 4012

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
I think the EMA is 32 
Nope. 
 
It's 10 EMA 

 

cenky Jul 22, 2013 6:10pm | Post# 4013

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Nope. It's 10 EMA 
yes 10 EMA 

 

burnssss Jul 22, 2013 6:11pm | Post# 4014

 
I have a 6 EMA and a fairly filtering cycle 

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 6:20pm | Post# 4015

 
thanks Eurusdd 
 
maybe ema is 24 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 6:28pm | Post# 4016

 
pictures above for illustration purposes only.  

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 6:31pm | Post# 4017



 
Quoting Eurusdd 

pictures above for illustration purposes only.  

Now I'm thrown off.....   

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 6:32pm | Post# 4018

 
1 Attachment(s) 
okey, here is ema 10 and CI 10, eurusd m5 
and taking trades only with trend, looks good 

 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 22, 2013 6:32pm | Post# 4019

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

pictures above for illustration purposes only.  
 

Hahaha I just found out the ci is probably 10-1-4  

 

cenky Jul 22, 2013 6:32pm | Post# 4020

 
1 Attachment(s) 
i think i understand and imagine what Eurusdd said... 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 4021

 
Quoting cenky 
i think i understand and imagine what Eurusdd said... {image} 
You are supposed to double up on the CI's, one for LENGTH and one for PAF. 

 

burnssss Jul 22, 2013 6:37pm | Post# 4022

 
I continue with the determination of turning points and would like to continue to expose 
my thoughts and I would like (if possible) that EURUSDD tell me if I'm on the right track. 
 
1) choose TF and Hurst exponent calculation and fractal dimension. 
2) If these conditions are met, I agree that this is in a cycle TF persistent and able to 
apply the principle. 
3) choose another TF and return to check Hurst and fractal dimension. 
4) I find that this TF also fulfill the conditions of fractal principle. 
5) If both the conditions TF, logarithmic representations are a line and then you can 
extrapolate a possible point where the price will must be satisfied in both TF. 
 
Is that correct? 

 

cenky Jul 22, 2013 6:47pm | Post# 4023

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You are supposed to double up on the CI's, one for LENGTH and one for PAF. 
yes i know, thanks for reminding 

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 6:49pm | Post# 4024



 
1 Attachment(s) 
2-6-4 and ema 6 
looks good if history is right, trend trading 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 6:51pm | Post# 4025

 
Guys, can someone please post the latest CI and save me another 30 minutes of 

searching the thread!  
Many thanks! LOL 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 6:51pm | Post# 4026

 
Ralome, thanks for the indy update, I'd give you a vouch but you've already got one, 

don't be greedy!!  
 
EURUSDD, great thread. So much going on in here, it's a multi-dimensional thinking 
tank. 
 
I'm enjoying posting back here again, and I'm winning...which is an added bonus. 
 
Shiva, must be your round!! 
 
Night all. 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 6:52pm | Post# 4027

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, can someone please post the latest CI and save me another 30 minutes of 

searching the thread! Many thanks! LOL 
Here... 



Symphonie Extreme Indicator v2.mq4  

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 6:53pm | Post# 4028

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, can someone please post the latest CI and save me another 30 minutes of 

searching the thread! Many thanks! LOL 
Vlad, you know you can hit the paper clip icon at the top an it will show all the 
attachments for the whole thread? Pictures seperate. 

 

alij79 Jul 22, 2013 6:56pm | Post# 4029

 
where is the CI indicator?? 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} There are two parameters you should pay attention to: 1: Length. This one can 
be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS. But most people use it in the wrong way and then 

complain that the indicator is useless. This one repaints a lot because it is supposed 
to appear after a new high/low is established!!! However, you can trade this very well if 
you understand one little point! If you have the right settings, the LENGTH is supposed to 
produce a spike only when price is on the right side of the correct corresponding EMA. 
Picture below: (Notice... 
 

 

juhanimi Jul 22, 2013 6:58pm | Post# 4030

 
Eurusdd is collecting good karma, just giving good things away 

 

taypot Jul 22, 2013 7:01pm | Post# 4031

 
Eurusdd shows 2 charts, both are hourly, one has a 10ema and the other a 30 ema, 
that's a start. 

 

candero Jul 22, 2013 7:02pm | Post# 4032

 
Can we say the EMA is function F and the CI is function G? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 22, 2013 7:02pm | Post# 4033

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here 
cycle-identifier.mq4  

 

vlady1974 Jul 22, 2013 7:04pm | Post# 4034

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} Vlad, you know you can hit the paper clip icon at the top an it will show all the 



attachments for the whole thread? Pictures seperate. 

Thank you for that! I've never seen it but so obvious! 

 

alij79 Jul 22, 2013 7:10pm | Post# 4035

 
eurusdd, can u pls share ur template, i cannot see blue dots on my charts, will really 
appreciate it. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} There are two parameters you should pay attention to: 1: Length. This one can 
be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS. But most people use it in the wrong way and then 

complain that the indicator is useless. This one repaints a lot because it is supposed 
to appear after a new high/low is established!!! However, you can trade this very well if 
you understand one little point! If you have the right settings, the LENGTH is supposed to 
produce a spike only when price is on the right side of the correct corresponding EMA. 
Picture below: (Notice... 
 

 

crodzilla Jul 22, 2013 7:10pm | Post# 4036

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is another interesting read for you EURUSDD... 
 
"Scaling, self-similarity and multifractality in FX markets" 
pa-xu.pdf  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:35pm | Post# 4037

 
problem at 1.31816. eurusd will drop back there. sell tops around 1.3200/195 area! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 7:48pm | Post# 4038

 
so if i line up two CIs one for length and one for PAF then i would surely have a  

 

shaan Jul 22, 2013 7:55pm | Post# 4039

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dear Eurusdd, 
Very generous of you for giving all the information and slowly revealing the scientific and 
prognostic features of price prediction. I am also thankful to madmoney, juh, shiva, vlady, 
bailie, ralome and host of others for being part of the think tank. There are so many 
components of this subject that things will have to be slowly put into their place over a 
period of time. Perhaps the complexity of the system and 
different parameters of this relatively new angle of trading from retail trader's point of view 
need to be understood properly before these can be put into practice.  
I think Eurusdd is a very good teacher with a very good bunch of intriguing students on this 
forum. 
I thank you all once more and just to add a picture here is my graph. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 7:58pm | Post# 4040

 
Quoting shaan 
Dear Eurusdd, Very generous of you for giving all the information and slowly revealing 
the scientific and prognostic features of price prediction. I am also thankful to 
madmoney, juh, shiva, vlady, bailie, ralome and host of others for being part of the think 
tank. There are so many components of this subject that things will have to be slowly put 
into their place over a period of time. Perhaps the complexity of the system and different 
parameters of this relatively new angle of trading from retail trader's point of view need 
to be understood properly... 

beautiful setup.   

 

shaan Jul 22, 2013 7:58pm | Post# 4041

 
Quoting shaan 

Dear Eurusdd, Very generous of you for giving all the information and 
slowly revealing the scientific and prognostic features of price prediction. I 
am also thankful to madmoney, juh, shiva, vlady, bailie, ralome and host 
of others for being part of the think tank. There are so many components 
of this subject that things will have to be slowly put into their place over a 
period of time. Perhaps the complexity of the system and different 
parameters of this relatively new angle of trading from retail trader's point 
of view need to be understood properly... 

The upper CI is for length and lower for EMA , Combine the two and you may have a very 



high probability. 

 

shaan Jul 22, 2013 8:01pm | Post# 4042

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} beautiful setup.   
Thanks Eurusdd, 
I wish my trading is as beautiful as yours. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 8:09pm | Post# 4043

 
EURUSD is faking an up move. Her eyes are on 1.31816/7 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 8:11pm | Post# 4044

 
This will be a good week for me to recover loss but i only have 1 day available to 

trade  
 
I'm assuming no modified CI will be released then? Combine this with the BB/ZZ+EMA 

and DS.......oh i just said water is wet again did'nt I  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 22, 2013 8:44pm | Post# 4045

 
Darn! This thing grows too fast. In between this weekend full of family commitments and 
an unscheduled trip to Dallas, I have some serious catching up to do... will be back... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 9:20pm | Post# 4046

 
I am afraid!!! EURUSD has created two problems and a crash is possible? I need to 

investigate further! But I am . 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 9:21pm | Post# 4047

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

I am afraid!!!   
Why??? 

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 9:26pm | Post# 4048

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

I am afraid!!! EURUSD has created two problems and a crash is possible? I need to 

investigate further! But I am . 

I'll investigate for you.  

 



Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 9:28pm | Post# 4049

 
EURUSD has started proceedings for a FALL!!! Be careful : 
She will fake a rise!!! 
 

Consider 1.31382 at first target!!! Sell tops!!!  
 

KEY trigger level :1.31816  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 9:30pm | Post# 4050

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} I'll investigate for you.  

Lol. Don't follow her up there! She is heading into a brick-wall!!! Sleep time!   

 

Madmoney Jul 22, 2013 9:31pm | Post# 4051

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Lol. Don't follow her up there! She is heading into a brick-wall!!! Sleep time!   

I've got something up my sleeve, I'm holding shorts anyways.  

 

MarsjeNL Jul 22, 2013 9:39pm | Post# 4052

 
A crash? You mean we get a black Tuesday?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 10:19pm | Post# 4053

 
EURUSD is faking the rise Now!!! part one! 

 

crodzilla Jul 22, 2013 10:32pm | Post# 4054

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD is faking the rise Now!!! part one! 
Thanks, watching closely. 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 10:43pm | Post# 4055

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Not sure how we're gonna get the last kiss... but you can see it's already done it 
once and printed a higher price 3218. One Final Last Kiss?? {image} 
 
Hi vlady1974, 
 
It reaches that level now .... for the second time : 1.32038 ..... and the price is stay not 
far from that level ..... you're right, it's the second kiss, i think ... 
Ready for sinking through the hole ..... 



 

Eurusdd Jul 22, 2013 10:44pm | Post# 4056

 
I couldn't analyze this deeply but the data I have shows that eurusd will fake a rise and 
then fall. I think she will take it very close to the top or just a FEW pips above it. Be 
careful at that point!!! The fake-rising part is already in play. Catch you guys in 12 hrs 
time!!! 

 

smallcat Jul 22, 2013 10:45pm | Post# 4057

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD is faking the rise Now!!! part one! 

Thank U Eurusdd, now i'm preparing the SELL ....  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 22, 2013 10:55pm | Post# 4058

 
Can I get some help on setting the extra EMA for the CI set up for 15M? It should be 
hugging price or cutting thru them in the mid? 

 

hoss Jul 22, 2013 11:01pm | Post# 4059

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Can I get some help on setting the extra EMA for the CI set up for 15M? It should be 
hugging price or cutting thru them in the mid? 
Yes, I've been playing with settings and can't seem to get this right. 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 12:15am | Post# 4060

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi EurUsdd, 
 
 
Thank you to your post #4009 Page 201 that answer and provide additional detailed 
information to my queries in #3505 Page 176. 
(Forgive me if my writing sound bad to you in the previous post). 
 
Here is my observation and did get some good profit in the demo. 
I understand this CI will keep repainting. 
 
Upper CI: 1,5,4 
Lower CI: 5,1,4 
 
Please advice me. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 2:17am | Post# 4061

 
Morning All, 
 
Seems Eurusdd's fake top has materialised. One more fakey for a short setup? I've 
already taken an end of day short at 3187. Could do with another one higher, lets see 
what London open does. 

 

easy123 Jul 23, 2013 2:58am | Post# 4062

 
I am really happy to see this thread had movedin the shortest possible time. Plz can 
anyone tell me the page to get all the indicators and PDFs. I saw it but my network was 
messing up. I had to cchange my network service provider. But right now, i have been 
looking for the page but cant seem to find it. Thanks to all who made this ideology 
getting simplier. 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 3:00am | Post# 4063

 
Quoting easy123 
I am really happy to see this thread had movedin the shortest possible time. Plz can 
anyone tell me the page to get all the indicators and PDFs. I saw it but my network was 
messing up. I had to cchange my network service provider. But right now, i have been 
looking for the page but cant seem to find it. Thanks to all who made this ideology 
getting simplier. 
goto top right corner, see the clip pin 756 button, go there and download the indicators 
and pdf 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 3:24am | Post# 4064

 
Short 3199 and 3187 

 

Dewey McG Jul 23, 2013 3:24am | Post# 4065



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD is faking an up move. Her eyes are on 1.31816/7 
Another bull's-eye! I am amazed. Thank you so much for everything you have shown us 

 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 3:31am | Post# 4066

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Short 3199 and 3187 
Hmm.. Just guessing, one problem solved, then fake uphill and down to 1.31382 pointed-
out by EURUSDD? 
Why not wait till top, nice top with Stoch and EMA passing BB, on m15 forms? Looks like it 
is coming... 
 
And the ZZ arm... 
 



 
 

And other thing. Shaln't we be extremally carefull at similarity periods?  

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 3:36am | Post# 4067

 
Hi vlady1974, 

Quoting vlady1974 
Short 3199 and 3187 
What the reason you short now? 
While you short, I see my 2xCI green, i dare not short. cannot explain . 

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 3:37am | Post# 4068

 
1 Attachment(s) 
No ZZ leg formed at previous hi, thus highly false direction 



 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 3:43am | Post# 4069

 
Short from 1.3202 

 

Ezzy Jul 23, 2013 3:46am | Post# 4070

 
I hope you know what that means!!! So, it is possible to know which spikes MUST-
REPAINT with certainty!!![/quote] 
I have returned to work this week and I am absolutely hating being away from this 

thread  
 
EUROUSDD this thread...... and now your post about the CI indicator has highlighted 
how little I know about trading and about indicators. I have much reading and practicing 
to do. 
 
You really know your shi.......I mean , stuff! don't you! 
 
Many thanks, and I'll be back after I take the kids to Judo. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 3:49am | Post# 4071

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 3:51am | Post# 4072

 
I am also short from 1.3203 with an initial target of 1.3185 (Lower BB) 
 
As I don't want to rely to heavily on Eurusdd's forecasts I try to look for other reasons to 
go short: 
 
1. All unclear zones are below. 
2. This level has been rejected twice before. 
3. Fake move up before with no ZZ. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 3:52am | Post# 4073

 
Quoting Me3w 
Hi vlady1974, {quote} What the reason you short now? While you short, I see my 2xCI 
green, i dare not short. cannot explain . 
OK. I see the double top now 
enter 1.3198 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 3:56am | Post# 4074



 
I have feeling that fake up is not done yet, don't know why  

 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 4:08am | Post# 4075

 
Quoting blackqn 

I have feeling that fake up is not done yet, don't know why  
I kind of know what you mean. Looks like the zone don't want price to close it yet. 
We did not brake upper BB with EMA1 either. 
 
But price is jammed between upper resistance at 1.32 and the zone. So my guess could 
be a fake breakout upwards and then down to take out the zone. 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 4:09am | Post# 4076

 
Quoting Me3w 
{quote} OK. I see the double top now enter 1.3198 
 
don't feel right also. 
exit with +4pips 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:12am | Post# 4077

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} I kind of know what you mean. Looks like the zone don't want price to close it 
yet. We did not brake upper BB with EMA1 either. But price is jammed between upper 
resistance at 1.32 and the zone. So my guess could be a fake breakout upwards and 
then down to take out the zone. 
 
I thought the consensus was that that zone is not relevant anymore because it was 
actually taken out before it fully appeared. 
 
I can see Price is supported around 1.3181 but the main thing for me anyways is all of 
the uncleared dissimilarity zones are below. (The ones I can see anyway!) 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 4:14am | Post# 4078

 
Quoting Me3w 
{quote} exit with +4pips 

good 4u  

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 4:23am | Post# 4079

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I thought the consensus was that that zone is not relevant anymore because it 
was actually taken out before it fully appeared. I can see Price is supported around 
1.3181 but the main thing for me anyways is all of the uncleared dissimilarity zones are 
below. (The ones I can see anyway!) 
Agree, however something fishy is in the air... are we ready to clear zones far away 
down? 



 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 4:25am | Post# 4080

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I thought the consensus was that that zone is not relevant anymore because it 
was actually taken out before it fully appeared. I can see Price is supported around 
1.3181 but the main thing for me anyways is all of the uncleared dissimilarity zones are 
below. (The ones I can see anyway!) 
That's right. I forgot that. 
Is there some rule I have missed about that? Like if price closes the unborn zone before 
x candles have closed in dis-sim, it should be considered as "dead"? 
 

I still get a feeling that that zone acts as support right now.  

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 4:27am | Post# 4081

 
1 Attachment(s) 
the ema 1 is in a range of 20 pips a long time now..maybe there will be a breakout in the 
near future? 

 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:27am | Post# 4082

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Agree, however something fishy is in the air... are we ready to clear zones far 
away down? 
It would certainly make more sense to me if we head down. If UP then I will start to lose 
confidence in these zones and prices attraction to them. This is no disrespect to Eurusdd 
as I totally believe in him. But I can only trade what I see and understand. 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:31am | Post# 4083

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} That's right. I forgot that. Is there some rule I have missed about that? Like if 
price closes the unborn zone before x candles have closed in dis-sim, it should be 



considered as "dead"? I still get a feeling that that zone acts as support right now.  
 
Here you go... 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:32am | Post# 4084

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
the ema 1 is in a range of 20 pips a long time now..maybe there will be a breakout in the 
near future? {image} 
I agree tight range. I will hold my short. If it breaks to the upside then if necessary I will 
use the Recovery method to bring it back to Break even at least. 

 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 4:32am | Post# 4085

 
I would not be suprised if we see a false bullish breakout! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 4:32am | Post# 4086

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Short 3199 and 3187 
Closed short 3199 (auto) for 40 pip equivalent. One still open. Just got into work, not 
even seen a chart yet but in green. 
At home, my MT4 15M formed a ZZTop then a ZZ Bottom (318X) and I knew outside 
Bollinger had to be a 200+.... Got filled in at 199 even though I pressed the button at 
3203. That's trading 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 4:34am | Post# 4087

 
I am keeping a list of key posts for reference purposes. I am missing one that just came 
to mind. Does anyone know offhand the post # that describes adjusting the indicators for 
different timeframes? 

 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 4:34am | Post# 4088

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here you go... {quote} 
Thanks a lot! I remember reading that but must have got it wrong. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 4:36am | Post# 4089



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Closed short 3199 (auto) for 40 pip equivalent. One still open. Just got into 
work, not even seen a chart yet but in green. At home, my MT4 15M formed a ZZTop 
then a ZZ Bottom (318X) and I knew outside Bollinger had to be a 200+.... Got filled in 
at 199 even though I pressed the button at 3203. That's trading 

40 pip or 4 pip = 40 pipettes?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 4:36am | Post# 4090

 
Quoting panamamike 
{image} 
Nice! 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 4:38am | Post# 4091

 
Covered short from 3201 at 3186 +15 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 4:39am | Post# 4092

 
Quoting panamamike 

{quote} 40 pip or 4 pip = 40 pipettes?  
40 pips @ £1 per pip 
 
P.S. No I've not used the CI as I couldn't get my head around the settings. I need 
MadMoney and some others to give me a tutorial on that and trade setup. I've even read 
the manual prepared by someone and I still couldn't wrap it around my head like I did 
with BBZZ. But I want to... simple reason: 
They are both the same principles  

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:40am | Post# 4093

 
Quoting panamamike 
I am keeping a list of key posts for reference purposes. I am missing one that just came 
to mind. Does anyone know offhand the post # that describes adjusting the indicators for 
different timeframes? 
hmmm. I don't recall which post that is. But you could try looking through the pdf that I 
put together of all Eurusdd's posts about the BB-STOCH method. It will be a lot less to go 
through than this thread. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 4:41am | Post# 4094

 
Not much news today, so I am anticipating a low volatility day. Can't be greedy, booking 
profits as they present themselves and looking at both 15m and 5m for entry 
opportunities. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 4:41am | Post# 4095

 
Quoting Neio 



{quote} hmmm. I don't recall which post that is. But you could try looking through the 
pdf that I put together of all Eurusdd's posts about the BB-STOCH method. It will be a lot 
less to go through than this thread. 
Good idea. Thanks for putting that together by the way. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 4:45am | Post# 4096

 
The Trap of Probability 
 
DAD: Son, if you toss a fair coin the probability that you will get 5/10 tails is 
0.5. 
SON: Cool dad!!! 
 
------ 
 
Later that day: The boy bought a new fair-coin and a new gun!!! 
BOY: I am going to test my daddy's theory. 
I will toss this coin 20 times and If I do not get even a single head -I will kill 
myself! 
 
 
-- 
 
-- 
 
Later later that evening: He got 20 tails!!!  
HE KILLED HIMSELF!!!  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 4:47am | Post# 4097

 
Using 15M and value 8 for the CI. Tolerable stability but I think it can be better tuned. 
Being taught how to read the indictor properly helped mitigate mistakes tremendously. 

1st top took in +15 on short. Second top short is going strong Own analysis concurs 

with short bias good indication I've learnt stuff  
 
 

Edit : Gah!! Wanted to set a trailing stop ending closing the thing  +25 still 

 

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 4:47am | Post# 4098

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Seems like it is going to test the DP(also Eurusdd's 1.31816) again, if it breaks it should go 
down to at least S1(also Eurusdd first target 1.3140) 



 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 4:54am | Post# 4099

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Later later that evening: He got 20 tails!!! HE KILLED HIMSELF!!! 

Sad, but true, next 20 could be even 20 heads  

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:55am | Post# 4100

 
Closed my short for now. Price seems to be ranging. Will look for another opportunity to 
go short. 
 
 
EDIT: Watch it go south now....LOL 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 4:57am | Post# 4101

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The Trap of Probability DAD: Son, if you toss a fair coin the probability that you will get 
5/10 tails is 0.5. SON: Cool dad!!! ------ Later that day: The boy bought a new fair-coin 
and a new gun!!! BOY: I am going to test my daddy's theory. I will toss this coin 20 
times and If I do not get even a single head -I will kill myself! -- -- Later later that 
evening: He got 20 tails!!! HE KILLED HIMSELF!!! 
 



So the moral of the story is don't rely on probabilities. Use proper Risk management! 

 

Ralome Jul 23, 2013 5:05am | Post# 4102

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The Trap of Probability DAD: Son, if you toss a fair coin the probability that you will get 
5/10 tails is 0.5. SON: Cool dad!!! ------ Later that day: The boy bought a new fair-coin 
and a new gun!!! BOY: I am going to test my daddy's theory. I will toss this coin 20 
times and If I do not get even a single head -I will kill myself! -- -- Later later that 
evening: He got 20 tails!!! HE KILLED HIMSELF!!! 
More on this here. 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 5:08am | Post# 4103

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Great so far, short at 13200. Closed most in profit but have a small .07 running (this is real 
money!). Would be targeting 131601 if the green zone is to be taken out again. Thanks 
Eurusdd. My CI hourly charts confirm fall too. 

 

 

fraud Jul 23, 2013 5:08am | Post# 4104

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The Trap of Probability DAD: Son, if you toss a fair coin the probability that you will get 
5/10 tails is 0.5. SON: Cool dad!!! ------ Later that day: The boy bought a new fair-coin 
and a new gun!!! BOY: I am going to test my daddy's theory. I will toss this coin 20 
times and If I do not get even a single head -I will kill myself! -- -- Later later that 
evening: He got 20 tails!!! HE KILLED HIMSELF!!! 
 

We can play this game and choose right winning probability  
http://www.haverford.edu/math/cgreen.../CoinFlip.html 
For example (click on url). 
TAILS = BUY, HEADS = SELL. If we see on our ZZ = Buy Buy Sell => TTH, type it in 
string A and click generate on string B. Then we have HTT (sell buy buy) next possibly 
move (75%). 



And we need buy a GUN  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:09am | Post# 4105

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, It reaches that level now .... for the second time : 1.32038 ..... 
and the price is stay not far from that level ..... you're right, it's the second kiss, i 
think ... Ready for sinking through the hole ..... 

Believe it or not.... I read it in a book  

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 5:10am | Post# 4106

 
SELL every top!!! Do you see the two FAKE attempts at the 
top...?  

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 5:11am | Post# 4107

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} More on this here. 
 
Yeah, I love CrucialPoint's threads, he's a genius, lol 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:12am | Post# 4108

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Hmm.. Just guessing, one problem solved, then fake uphill and down to 1.31382 
pointed-out by EURUSDD? Why not wait till top, nice top with Stoch and EMA passing BB, 
on m15 forms? Looks like it is coming... And the ZZ arm... {image} And other thing. 

Shaln't we be extremally carefull at similarity periods?  
Hi Blackqn... this is what I saw before I left home. My alerts were set for any price higher 
than 3195 and 3200. As soon I had those, I knew the ZZBottom was confirmed. 
Forearmed with the Double Kiss principle, Eurusdd's prediction, Daz's info about Big Boy 
shorts @ 3205... and a whole bunch of stuff... I could afford to be aggressive with the 

Short at 3199.  

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 5:12am | Post# 4109

 
Quoting neio 
closed my short for now. Price seems to be ranging. Will look for another opportunity to 
go short. Edit: Watch it go south now....lol 
noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!! ! Lol 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:12am | Post# 4110

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

SELL every top!!! 



DONE! 120 PIPS coming my way!  

 

ravs_avs Jul 23, 2013 5:13am | Post# 4111

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} The system we have - ZZ included - is the closest to NEAR-perfection, I have 
ever seen or used. It is a beast! Look at ZZ closely, real close! For your information: DO 
not second-guess 1.32. They will take it out!!! 
Hi guys,  
 
After reading EURUSDD's comment I have been trying to look into ZZ indicator on the 
internet and trying to figure out how it works. The major thing in which I am interested is 
to know the conditions necessary for ZZ to draw a new leg. It seems that there is not 
much information available for this indicator. By what I have gathered about it: 
 
The ZZ parameters are as follows - 
ExtDepth - Looks for the HH and LL in the range of ExtDepth number of candles. In 
current template it is 24. 
ExtDeviation (% tolerance) difference between the current low/high with new low/high 
after which a new leg or a repaint will occur. In current template it is 5. 
ExtBackstep is apparently the number of previous Highs and Lows that it looks at. In 
current template it is 15. 
 
I am not sure about the ExtDeviation parameter. 
According to the currently used template ZZ has the following settings - ExtDepth =24; 
ExtDeviation = 5%; ExtBackstep =15; 
For this ZZ a new leg must be created after the price deviates 5%(of the range) from the 
range high/low. 
 
Not considering the repainting legs a part of this analysis. I am not sure if the above 
statement is true. 
 
My observation states that a NEW leg forms approximately when price retraces by 50% 
of the 24 bar range. This is not based on any calculation but a rough approximation via 
visual verification. 
 
But this observation is also contradicted by EURUSDD's other thread, where he states 
that a 24 period stochastic's top(100) and bottom(0) levels coincide with 24 period ZZ 
legs. So every time price touches the high/low of last 24 bars range a new ZZ leg will 
form. 
 
Which contradicts my observation above that the price needs to retrace by 50% of the 
range in order to draw a new leg. 
 
So in the end I am not sure of the conditions which the indicator takes as an input to 
output a new ZZ leg on the chart. 
 
If anyone can shed some light on this, it will be really helpful.  
 
Ravs. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 5:22am | Post# 4112

 
Quoting ravs_avs 



According to the currently used template ZZ has the following settings - ExtDepth =24; 
ExtDeviation = 5%; ExtBackstep =15; For this ZZ a new leg must be created after the 
price deviates 5%(of the range) from the range high/low. 
Are you sure about this? A new leg will appear(almost surely) as soon as the current 
high/low is the highest/lowest over the ZZ period! 

 

Ralome Jul 23, 2013 5:25am | Post# 4113

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Here's something which you might find useful to test the double CI method described 
earlier. This way you can save some valuable screen space AND add extra distinction to the 
different settings besides choosing different colors. The SpikeSize setting is at the end. No 
other modifications were made. 
 
"Length. This one can be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS." 
"Priceactionfilter : This [...] cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms but confirm them [...]" 
 
Double indy attach 101: 
 
1. Attach the indy to the chart. Pick your desired length setting. Set spike size to 2.0. Go to 
the common tab and set fixed minimum to -2.2, fixed maximum to 2.2. 
 
2. Pull up Navigator (View/Navigator or CTRL+N). Find the indy in the list. Drag it to the 
chart SUBWINDOW where the first instance of the indy is. Pick your desired priceactionfilter 
setting. Set spike size to 1.0. Go to the common tab and set fixed minimum to -2.2, fixed 
maximum to 2.2. 
 

3. Done  
 
You can choose any other numbers instead of 2.0/1.0 for SpikeSize, the point is, they 
should be different. Don't forget to set the fixed min/max accordingly. 
Cycle Identifier wHistory_SpikeSize.mq4 

 

 



Me3w Jul 23, 2013 5:27am | Post# 4114

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} DONE! 120 PIPS coming my way!  
Fantastic. 
a lot to learn. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 5:34am | Post# 4115

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something which you might find useful to test the double CI method described 
earlier. This way you can save some valuable screen space AND add extra distinction to 
the different settings besides choosing different colors. The SpikeSize setting is at the 
end. No other modifications were made. "Length. This one can be used to pick 
TOPS/BOTTOMS." "Priceactionfilter : This [...] cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms but 
confirm them [...]" Double indy attach 101: 1. Attach the indy to the chart. Pick your 
desired length setting. Set spike size... 

 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 5:36am | Post# 4116

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something which you might find useful to test the double CI method described 
earlier. This way you can save some valuable screen space AND add extra distinction to 
the different settings besides choosing different colors. The SpikeSize setting is at the 
end. No other modifications were made. "Length. This one can be used to pick 
TOPS/BOTTOMS." "Priceactionfilter : This [...] cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms but 
confirm them [...]" Double indy attach 101: 1. Attach the indy to the chart. Pick your 
desired length setting. Set spike size... 
Thanks again Ralome, another goodie. I love this thread and the good people here. Still 
holding my tiny short and watching hourly chart which is in period of dis and promising 
great falls. I will place a stop at 13200 to break even if it shoots up while I'm not 
watching and first target is still 131601.....(house packing calling). 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:36am | Post# 4117

 
Okay, question: Without being rude or intruding on privacy... Can some of the guys 
please post screenshots of their MT4 setup or screen layout?  
 
I wish to get an idea of how you all "manage" the different indicator methods for 

SIMILARITY. Given that there's CI and BBZZ.... before I go ahead and set this up for 

myself (YES I'M GONNA GET A remote VPS!) I thought I'd ask and get ideas for efficiency 

etc.  
 
I want to be able to trade quickly not study for hours.... that is what the indicators are 
meant to do after all. Eg. do you use 2 templates to manage the dual screens of diff 
indicators? 
 
Many thanks in advance Sim Team! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 5:38am | Post# 4118



 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!! ! Lol 
I feel ya!...How on earth does one screw up when setting a trailing stop and ended up 

closing the position instead  AH!!! it just hit my tp..add salt to wound! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 5:40am | Post# 4119

 
Have you guys noticed something? I am not just giving you price targets but in most of 
my posts, I am actually telling you the way price will move! I don't watch fundamentals 
at all or work with any bank/financial institution. I can do this till I die and almost surely 
get it right. 
I am trying to force you to sit back and ask yourself some questions. I will stop posting 
at some point but by that time ........ 
 
Moral: You can know where price will go - without listening to NEWS ...... Forex-trading 
is possible. turn the 95% failure upside down. 
 
The secret is on your chart!!! 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 5:41am | Post# 4120

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I feel ya!...How on earth does one screw up when setting a trailing stop and 

ended up closing the position instead  AH!!! it just hit my tp..add salt to wound! 
Yeah typical hey! Oh well...another trade will be along soon!!! 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 5:46am | Post# 4121

 
Eurusdd, 
 
Thanks very much for sharing a new (to me) approach to trading. If I had the ability to 
Vouch, I would send one. I have traded for a living now for 10 years. I have another 
manual system I trade, and an EA that I run semi-auto. It has only been a week that I 
have been trading the BBZZ method, but the results have been excellent. I look forward 
to continuing with this method. 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 5:47am | Post# 4122

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay, question: Without being rude or intruding on privacy... Can some of the guys 
please post screenshots of their MT4 setup or screen layout? I wish to get an idea of how 
you all "manage" the different indicator methods for SIMILARITY. Given that there's CI 
and BBZZ.... before I go ahead and set this up for myself (YES I'M GONNA GET A remote 
VPS!) I thought I'd ask and get ideas for efficiency etc. I want to be able to trade quickly 
not study for hours.... that is what the indicators are meant to do after all. Eg. do you 
use 2 templates to manage... 
 
On the VPS thing...I have a solution that I currently use so that I can see get access to a 
full version of MT4 via remote desktop. Not a true VPS but a Windows Server that is 
hosted in a virtual environment. Not worried about latency to broker as this is not really 



a scalping method. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:47am | Post# 4123

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have you guys noticed something? I am not just giving you price targets but in most of 
my posts, I am actually telling you the way price will move! I don't watch fundamentals 
at all or work with any bank/financial institution. I can do this till I die and almost surely 
get it right. I am trying to force you to sit back and ask yourself some questions. I will 
stop posting at some point but by that time ........ Moral: You can tell where price will go 
- without listening to NEWS ...... Forex-trading is possibly. turn the 95% failure upside 
down. 
Hi Eurusdd... one thing that's been on my mind is the exhaustion at 3205. Once it 
reached this point, all zones were below it, none above. Formation of the zones (and I 
have this feeling I witnessed the anomaly of 3181 in real time on the 1M but I can' be 
sure)... suggested only 1 direction, Down.... but also the angle of the descent (vertical as 
opposed to 45 degrees). 
 
BBZZ helped in the timing and trapping of trades around that price. But the call of a 
crash - is that predictable from what we know or are there extra pieces of the chess 
board to learn? 

 

cenky Jul 23, 2013 5:47am | Post# 4124

 
Quoting Ralome 
Here's something which you might find useful to test the double CI method described 
earlier. This way you can save some valuable screen space AND add extra distinction to 
the different settings besides choosing different colors. The SpikeSize setting is at the 
end. No other modifications were made. "Length. This one can be used to pick 
TOPS/BOTTOMS." "Priceactionfilter : This [...] cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms but 
confirm them [...]" Double indy attach 101: 1. Attach the indy to the chart. Pick your 
desired length setting. Set spike size... 
 

 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 5:52am | Post# 4125

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have you guys noticed something? I am not just giving you price targets but in most of 
my posts, I am actually telling you the way price will move! I don't watch fundamentals 
at all or work with any bank/financial institution. I can do this till I die and almost surely 
get it right. I am trying to force you to sit back and ask yourself some questions. I will 
stop posting at some point but by that time ........ Moral: You can know where price will 
go - without listening to NEWS ...... Forex-trading is possible. turn the 95% failure upside 
down. The... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I hear the calls but I am personally trying not to depend on them too much as I know 
you will not be here forever and I need to be able to make trading calls based on what I 
can see for myself. 
 
I would love for the calls to continue to come for the next year or two to fix the 
dissimilarity in my bank account but I know I need to do this for myself! 



 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:53am | Post# 4126

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} On the VPS thing...I have a solution that I currently use so that I can see get 
access to a full version of MT4 via remote desktop. Not a true VPS but a Windows Server 
that is hosted in a virtual environment. Not worried about latency to broker as this is not 
really a scalping method. 
It's what I am debating atm. Cloud VPS or real VPS.... cost may decide. I don't want to 
use the MT4 to trade.... I will still use OneTwoTrade or IgIndex. This will be purely for 
advanced charting. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 5:58am | Post# 4127

 
be careful!! eurusd Is just retracing, she will go below 1.3162. 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 5:58am | Post# 4128

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's what I am debating atm. Cloud VPS or real VPS.... cost may decide. I don't 
want to use the MT4 to trade.... I will still use OneTwoTrade or IgIndex. This will be 
purely for advanced charting. 
 
Will you still be trying to access it from your work PC? As you still may have issues with 
that. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 6:00am | Post# 4129

 
Morning guys. 
 

EURUSDD says the answer is on our charts, I'm inclined to believe him  
 
I would love to figure it out for myself too. We can't rely on his perfect calls forever. 
ZZ/BB works best for me and I can trade with that no probs but knowing where the 
distant targets are like the man so acurately calls is a massive help for trading direction. 
 
Anyway I still have 2 shorts on, stops at b/e. 
 
Better get on with my day job for now. 
 
Good trading to you all. 
 
Daz. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:01am | Post# 4130

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} Will you still be trying to access it from your work PC? As you still may have 
issues with that. 
Why is that? IP? 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 6:02am | Post# 4131

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Why is that? IP? 
I will PM you, don't want to clog up the thread! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:02am | Post# 4132

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

Morning guys. EURUSDD says the answer is on our charts, I'm inclined to believe him 
I would love to figure it out for myself too. We can't rely on his perfect calls forever. 
ZZ/BB works best for me and I can trade with that no probs but knowing where the 
distant targets are like the man so acurately calls is a massive help for trading direction. 
Anyway I still have 2 shorts on, stops at b/e. Better get on with my day job for now. 
Good trading to you all. Daz. 
Same! Kinda what I was asking too. 

Good trading to you and everyone with green pips!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4133

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I will PM you, don't want to clog up the thread! 

Thanks Neio. If you're solution covers all bases... I'm in!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:07am | Post# 4134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eyeing Pivot Point 3181 for Short re-entry via BBZZ... looking for a pierced BB on 5M. 15M 
equivalent could be BBMid. 
 

EDIT: I could still be wrong!  



 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 6:08am | Post# 4135

 
EURUSDD, you mentioned Stoch as good candidate for dissimilarity detection (it is a kind 
of paraphrase, the meaning underlying is what I want to recall). 
 
Is it possible that comparing Stochs from 2 TFs more dissimilarities can be detected than 
with CI? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:21am | Post# 4136

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Eyeing Pivot Point 3181 for Short re-entry via BBZZ... looking for a pierced BB on 5M. 

15M equivalent could be BBMid. EDIT: I could still be wrong! {image} 
Almost there! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 6:24am | Post# 4137

 
1 Attachment(s) 
just closed a 13 pip long trade from bb to mid bb +13 pips 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 6:25am | Post# 4138

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

Morning guys. EURUSDD says the answer is on our charts, I'm inclined to believe him 
I would love to figure it out for myself too. We can't rely on his perfect calls forever. 
ZZ/BB works best for me and I can trade with that no probs but knowing where the 
distant targets are like the man so acurately calls is a massive help for trading direction. 
Anyway I still have 2 shorts on, stops at b/e. Better get on with my day job for now. 
Good trading to you all. Daz. 
I will support your effort to see the truth. It is right there on your charts! It is not 
possible to hide somethings!!! 

 

burnssss Jul 23, 2013 6:32am | Post# 4139

 
In letters this all, but EURUSDD is on another level. I guess what I mean is, the 
indicators to be operated on, and always operate in similarity, when both TF are agree. 
Is that EURUSDD? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:36am | Post# 4140

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
just closed a 13 pip long trade from bb to mid bb +13 pips {image} 
Nice counter trade!  
 
That reminds me.... is everyone still using 24 as their setting for BB. I remember seeing 
others change their settings. My iG chart is on 24 but does not get your tail outside of BB 
which is really annoying. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 6:39am | Post# 4141

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
just closed a 13 pip long trade from bb to mid bb +13 pips {image} 



Actually you could have kept going until the other ZZ Leg! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 6:39am | Post# 4142

 
Quoting burnssss 
In letters this all, but EURUSDD is on another level. I guess what I mean is, the 
indicators to be operated on, and always operate in similarity, when both TF are agree. Is 
that EURUSDD? 
Hi Burnssss, nice name. There are three levels that I work on: Similarity(mis-pricing), 
Delay(worn-holes, entries) and Revoluton(timing, exactness). 
Now, Similarity is the least of the three but the fundamental step. 
 
It is so powerful that if you use the principle properly you can laugh at news releases..... 
There are many ways to apply similarity and YOU must understand the concept well and 
then construct setups or algorithms to identify good windows. Most traders can only 
create setups using MT4 and that is ok too. The power I have is great and If I use it to 
the fullest, a lot can be done!!! I am still testing and modifying the beast! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 6:43am | Post# 4143

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Actually you could have kept going until the other ZZ Leg! 
I tought at the mid-bb there could be a bounce back, that is why I closed 
 

and of course the words of Eurusdd in my ears   

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 6:45am | Post# 4144

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} I tought at the mid-bb there could be a bounce back, that is why I closed and of 

course the words of Eurusdd in my ears   

What"words" friend??   

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 6:47am | Post# 4145

 
In the future I will like us to FOCUS on the color of the daily BAR!! 

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 6:48am | Post# 4146

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} What"words" friend??   
Quoting Eurusdd 
be careful!! eurusd Is just retracing, she will go below 1.3162. 
like this... 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 6:48am | Post# 4147

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} I will support your effort to see the truth. It is right there on your charts! It is 
not possible to hide somethings!!! 

That is very much appreciated, I had better start looking  
 
Vlad, I'm using 24 on the Semafor (Same for ZZ). My stoch is set at 300 and I have not 
really left the 15 minute chart, maybe dropped to 5 min for entry but not to read the 
indicators. Works ok for me. 
 
Daz. 

 

mattkirby Jul 23, 2013 6:49am | Post# 4148

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice counter trade! That reminds me.... is everyone still using 24 as their setting 
for BB. I remember seeing others change their settings. My iG chart is on 24 but does 
not get your tail outside of BB which is really annoying. 
Hi Vlady, 
 
I'm using IG with prorealtime too. I use the bb settings with 24 but get sure that the bb 
settings are sma not ema. So they work better. 

 

burnssss Jul 23, 2013 6:50am | Post# 4149

 
Thank you very much. I understand the concept of similarity, and much of it I try to 
carry 2D, ie understand the rotation as a coordinate (x for example) and the accuracy 
you need another coordinate that would be the time. I do not know the principles of the 
other two systems. I reckon we've similarity revealed practically everything. Comparison 
between two TF, operations in areas of similarity, and using technical analysis to extract 
important points in these areas. Although I suppose your system through analysis of the 
points you turning within these areas of similarity and thus wait for the price touches 
these nodes. The other two systems give you enviable precision 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 6:50am | Post# 4150

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} {quote} like this... 

The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. Don't let her leave you UP there!!! 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 6:59am | Post# 4151

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
In the future I will like us to FOCUS on the color of the daily BAR!! 
I will keep this in mind. I assume you mean the current daily bar??? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:00am | Post# 4152

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I will keep this in mind. I assume you mean the current daily bar??? 
Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar will be when 
it die!!! 



 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 7:00am | Post# 4153

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. Don't let her leave you UP 
there!!! 
Lower lows and Lower highs? or some other method? 

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 7:02am | Post# 4154

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. Don't let her leave you UP 
there!!! 

right, I will not follow her. I will wait for her on the right place, she will come....   

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:03am | Post# 4155

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar will 
be when it die!!! 
I thought it was something like this.... but not to the extent of ONE HOUR! When does 
the day begin? Asia Open? 

 

hoss Jul 23, 2013 7:04am | Post# 4156

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi Burnssss, nice name. There are three levels that I work on: Similarity(mis-
pricing), Delay(worn-holes, entries) and Revoluton(timing, exactness). Now, Similarity is 
the least of the three but the fundamental step. It is so powerful that if you use the 
principle properly you can laugh at news releases..... There are many ways to apply 
similarity and YOU must understand the concept well and then construct setups or 
algorithms to identify good windows. Most traders can only create setups using MT4 and 
that is ok too. The power I have is... 
I've been studying this for weeks and I think I have the DIS/SIM down, but I'm still 
struggling with the other parts. I hope it comes to me at some point. Maybe I am 
overthinking it. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:06am | Post# 4157

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar 
will be when it die!!!  
 
Re-translated Question: The 1st Hour can determine/predict whether the CLOSE is above 
or below the open by the time a particular trading session ends? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:10am | Post# 4158

 
Quoting mattkirby 



{quote} Hi Vlady, I'm using IG with prorealtime too. I use the bb settings with 24 but 
get sure that the bb settings are sma not ema. So they work better.  
 

Thank you!!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 7:11am | Post# 4159

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar will 
be when it die!!! 
 

ahhh,...nice indi for the direction  
I just compared the last few days... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:13am | Post# 4160

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I thought it was something like this.... but not to the extent of ONE HOUR! 
When does the day begin? Asia Open? 
9/10am gmt. 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 7:14am | Post# 4161

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Lower lows and Lower highs? or some other method? 
This is how I do it Neio, but remember, trading is personal. So, we are short, track pullback 
up and sell the the breakdown, stop above last high or whatever suits you. It's simpe for 

me, may not suit others. Of course, it helps knowin where price is going  
 

 



 
Visa versa for longs. 

 

handy148 Jul 23, 2013 7:14am | Post# 4162

 
Going back to what I said yesterday re S&D it's uncanny how many specific numbers the 
boss calls which are spot on with my S&D zones - 13162 this morning for example. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:17am | Post# 4163

 
Quoting handy148 
Going back to what I said yesterday re S&D it's uncanny how many specific numbers the 
boss calls which are spot on with my S&D zones - 13162 this morning for example. 
Are you using an indicator for your SD zones, or are you creating them manually? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:18am | Post# 4164

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 9/10am gmt. 
Thank you sir! Can I assume this is without Daylight Saving as well? Can I set it as 9am 
GMT ..... which is 10am BST (British Summer Time)? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:21am | Post# 4165

 
Short at 3178.9 (expires 11pm GMT) and 3182.9 (expires 12pm GMT).... not BST. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:33am | Post# 4166

 
Short 1.3182 

 

ravs_avs Jul 23, 2013 7:35am | Post# 4167

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Are you sure about this? A new leg will appear(almost surely) as soon as the 
current high/low is the highest/lowest over the ZZ period! 
 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
Thanks for the reply. I need to check that statement as what you have mentioned is what 
I feel. And this for one was causing a lot of confusion. Now that you have mentioned then 
I think I might have misread somewhere or mis understood something. 
 
Ravs 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:37am | Post# 4168

 
Quoting panamamike 
Short 1.3182 



right price?   

 

easy123 Jul 23, 2013 7:40am | Post# 4169

 
Plz anyone, the PDFs are been demanged anytime i download them. What might be the 
cause? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:42am | Post# 4170

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} right price?   

We sure hope so!  

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 7:42am | Post# 4171

 
Quoting panamamike 
Short 1.3182 
because of zz within the 5 M timeframe? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 7:44am | Post# 4172

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} because of zz within the 5 M timeframe? 
That's what triggered mine.... errr very aggressive, I know. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:44am | Post# 4173

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} right price?   
1.81816 .... I rounded for simplicity. I have never gotten used to the extra decimal place. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:44am | Post# 4174

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} because of zz within the 5 M timeframe? 
that is correct. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:47am | Post# 4175

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
{quote} because of zz within the 5 M timeframe? 

ok. I think we should wait a little above 1.3183. I "could" be wrong!!! 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 7:47am | Post# 4176

 



EMA wasn't outside yet 
 
I was hoping for 1.3185 

 

ravs_avs Jul 23, 2013 7:48am | Post# 4177

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Have you guys noticed something? I am not just giving you price targets but in most of 
my posts, I am actually telling you the way price will move! I don't watch fundamentals 
at all or work with any bank/financial institution. I can do this till I die and almost surely 
get it right. I am trying to force you to sit back and ask yourself some questions. I will 
stop posting at some point but by that time ........ Moral: You can know where price will 
go - without listening to NEWS ...... Forex-trading is possible. turn the 95% failure upside 
down. The... 
"The secret is on your chart!!" 
 
Just as a confirmation is it really on the chart. If it is there I will find it but please provide 
assurance that it is really on the chart and we do not need any extra tools to find it. 
 
Or may be an assurance of how successful we can be considering that most of us here 
are not very good at mathematics. Is it the logic that we have to apply or is do we need 
to educate ourselves on the mathematics. 
 
I have researched a bit on the internet and what I can feel is that there is somehow 
Fourier analysis involved. Since every curve is a part of the bigger curve we might be 
able to transpose this into sinusoidal wave form. And this is where fractal dimension 
analysis also come into picture. May be a little bit of Time pattern analysis as well. 
 

But what do I know..  
 
This is only my guess.. I am just astonished at the accuracy which your method can 
predict future prices. It is as if you are clairvoyant and can see into future. As if you are a 

saint or a Messiah!!  
But you have the respect of everyone on this thread and we love you for what you are 

doing here. Helping us!!  
 
Thanks!! 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:49am | Post# 4178

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} ok. I think we should wait a little above 1.3183. I "could" be wrong!!! 
I agree....I am actually waiting for the setup on 15 m. But i started to look at taking half 
positions on 5 min signal scalps. The signal also happened to coincide with a retest of the 
bottom of the previous up channel on 15 min chart. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:54am | Post# 4179

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
{quote} "The secret is on your chart!!" Just as a confirmation is it really on the chart. If 
it is there I will find it but please provide assurance that it is really on the chart and we 
do not need any extra tools to find it. Or may be an assurance of how successful we can 



be considering that most of us here are not very good at mathematics. Is it the logic that 
we have to apply or is do we need to educate ourselves on the mathematics. I have 
researched a bit on the internet and what I can feel is that there is somehow Fourier 
analysis involved.... 
My Buddy today! Yes, friend, it is all on your chart and you don't need Mathematics to be 
a good forex-trader. However, if you want to be able to discover what I have seen you 
must understand the language of creation, love forex-trading, love technical analysis and 
be open-minded. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 7:55am | Post# 4180

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} I agree....I am actually waiting for the setup on 15 m. But i started to look at 
taking half positions on 5 min signal scalps. The signal also happened to coincide with a 
retest of the bottom of the previous up channel on 15 min chart. 
Cool. I don't know what your stoploss is. I hope it is not too tight around 1.3182 - where 
you sold. 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 7:57am | Post# 4181

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} ok. I think we should wait a little above 1.3183. I "could" be wrong!!! 
I thought 1.31867 maybe as the hourly chart has a mid bb value there and stoc bouncing 
on 20 . Watching hourly has put me off opening a short below just yet this but still have 
my little one left which i notice hit my first target of 1.31601 earlier ... interesting, I got 
this right so i know I can trust my judgement a little more thanks to Eurusdd 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 7:59am | Post# 4182

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Cool. I don't know what your stoploss is. I hope it is not too tight around 1.3182 
- where you sold. 
1.3196...above the zone on 15 min chart 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 23, 2013 7:59am | Post# 4183

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Im not sure if my settings are good, I guess not but the upper one is maybe confirmed 



 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 8:03am | Post# 4184

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Cool. I don't know what your stoploss is. I hope it is not too tight around 1.3182 
- where you sold. 
Since I have witnessed your accuracy over the past week, I just moved SL to +2 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:04am | Post# 4185

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} ok. I think we should wait a little above 1.3183. I "could" be wrong!!! 
Nope! 1.31836 
 
LOL 

 
 
Short @ 1.31829 expired. In the money. 40 pips equivalent 
2 Shorts open. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:07am | Post# 4186

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys.... 5M chart... look at the shape of the Bollinger. See how if you know what ZZ 
sequence you can not only estimate price... but the angle of projection. 



 

 

hepsibah Jul 23, 2013 8:10am | Post# 4187

 
3 Attachment(s) 
OMG! I think I may have seen something amazing. Flushed with success from my first post 

(zero replies ), I am full of trepidation to post again but this seems too good not to 
share. [t could be that, with the speed of this thread, a few new pages have appeared 
before my post has been vetted?]. 
 

My set up is the usual 15min chart with Ralome's latest indicator (thank you so much ) 
plus ZZ semafor with the following settings. Period 1 is set to zero, period2 I am calling the 
minor zigzag and is set to 24 (same as BB) and period3 I am calling the major zigzag (set to 
72). 
 

The vertical red lines represent the major zigzag points. Notice where they fall 
within the DIS/SIM zones. All of them are within periods of DIS and, if this 
holds up it is extremely exciting as it will not only give us significant pointers to where price 
is going, but also some indication of when. 
 
I captured this chart at around 8am UK time and am watching it play out for a while to 
make sure I haven't jumped to the wrong conclusion but I am expecting the following: 
 
Attachment 1238747 
 
1. we are currently in a period of SIM and therefore the price should continue 
downwards/sideways, expecting a new major low to be made once the next DIS zone begins 
 
2. the last major high of 1.32173 shouldn't be taken out (if the theory holds that the next 
major turning point should be a low in the next DIS zone) 



 
3. I would expect a significant move down in order to create the next DIS and so it is 
probable that current green zone will be taken out (low 1.31592). 
 
4. Ralome's new forecasting charts estimate the start of the next DIS zone to begin around 
8pm UK time so we can expect quite a bit of sideways movement during the day. 
 
My strategy will be to play the minor zigzag turning points in general but with special 
attention to selling the tops. 
 
I am off to play badminton now, back around 12.30 UK time to see how things are panning 
out. 
[note to self - stoch 24 = 100 at 10.15 chart time but a corresponding minor zigzag was not 
formed therefore price must return here i.e. 1.32064. But when?] 
 
Attachment 1238763 
 
ok, back from badminton and it's 12.45 UK time. The 1.32064 price has not been returned 
to as yet. A new major low has been printed at 1.31626 so, if the theory holds, the price 
should drop further so that a lower major turning point will appear near the start of the next 
DIS zone. Also the green zone hasn't yet been taken out so new lows would be expected). I 
will be looking for places to sell but will be mindful that the price may rise just above 
1.32064, before the next DIS starts. 
 
Let's see what unfolds! 
 
Attachment 1238886 

 



 

 



 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 8:10am | Post# 4188

 
Sl hit at 1.3180 +2 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:12am | Post# 4189

 
Do you see what I mean? She will still push a little. That is my MOM!!   

 

Ralome Jul 23, 2013 8:12am | Post# 4190

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My Buddy today! Yes, friend, it is all on your chart and you don't need 
Mathematics to be a good forex-trader. However, if you want to be able to discover what 
I have seen you must understand the language of creation, love forex-trading, love 
technical analysis and be open-minded. 

 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 8:14am | Post# 4191

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Do you see what I mean? She will still push a little. That is my MOM!!   
Well done. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:15am | Post# 4192

 
If your stoploss is ok - then you should be fine. My mom can be crazy sometimes!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:17am | Post# 4193

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} ok. I think we should wait a little above 1.3183. I "could" be wrong!!! 
Oh you mean THAT ONE!  
LOLOLOL 
 
Thankfully out with 2 remaining shorts in the money. 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 8:19am | Post# 4194

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

If your stoploss is ok - then you should be fine. My mom can be crazy sometimes!!  
I don't call my mom crazy.....i kindly use eccentric. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:21am | Post# 4195

 
Quoting panamamike 



{quote} I don't call my mom crazy.....i kindly use eccentric. 

my forex-mom is not your typical mom ooh. One day she is , next day . But we 

love to be her children. Hmmm.   

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:27am | Post# 4196

 
Me got to retire. EURUSD is teasing people. Beware!!! 

 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 8:29am | Post# 4197

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} my forex-mom is not your typical mom ooh. One day she is , next day . 

But we love to be her children. Hmmm.   

 
What would life be without a sense of humor!? 
 
My wife had to drag me to the beach for a couple of hours today! Tried to stay tuned 
over the phone, but I have some catching up to do this evening!! 
Have we seen EURUSD doing its last bullish false move for this time`? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 8:32am | Post# 4198

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Me got to retire. EURUSD is teasing people. Beware!!! 
Have a word with you mum will you, she's driving the wrong way down a one way 
street!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:35am | Post# 4199

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} Have a word with you mum will you, she's driving the wrong way down a one 
way street!! 

She told me to tell you guys to wait above 1.3183 and I did!!!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:40am | Post# 4200

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Just thinking out loud here. Uh-oh!  
 
Below is a chart of Daily. We used 4500 minutes as the equivalent in 300 bars of 15 
minutes. The daily is 4500 / 60 minutes / 24 hours = 3.125 
If I set the stoch to 3-1-1, I get the following: 
 
If we say that when the Stoch reaches its extreme point (top) we label it +1, and if it is a 
bottom, we label it -1.... then we have a cruuuude ZZ indicator of daily. At the moment... 
the previous day was + so today must be a .... MINUS. 
 
How's that?! 
 



EDIT: 
By the way... this isn't a fully fleshed out thought... just a random brainstorm. 
Haven't worked out how it syncs to a day's colour (ie. UP or DOWN). 

 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 8:40am | Post# 4201

 
Triggered on M5, patience is the... you know what  

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 8:42am | Post# 4202

 
IT is important to know where price is going. It is more important to know the right-
time!! 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 8:43am | Post# 4203



 
Quoting hepsibah 
OMG! I think I may have seen something amazing. Flushed with success from my first 

post (zero replies ), I am full of trepidation to post again but this seems too good not 
to share. [t could be that, with the speed of this thread, a few new pages have appeared 
before my post has been vetted?]. My set up is the usual 15min chart with Ralome's 

latest indicator (thank you so much ) plus ZZ semafor with the following settings. 
Period 1 is set to zero, period2 I am calling the minor zigzag and is set to 24 (same as 
BB) and period3 I... 
 
Hey Hepsibah, Did not want you to be ignored a 2nd time! It looks like you might have 
something that works. If it works for you perhaps trade it in demo for a while before 
going live! 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 8:43am | Post# 4204

 
Is she ready done with fakes? 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 8:44am | Post# 4205

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
IT is important to know where price is going. It is more important to know the right-
time!! 
Yes because drawdown can be quite painful sometimes...Your Mum is such a tease. She 

clearly wants to go down...but is playing games.  

 

Madmoney Jul 23, 2013 8:45am | Post# 4206

 
AUDUSD looks like a peach! 
 
Expected zone to be above price when it appears, looks set to take a tumble (5M chart). 

 

panamamike Jul 23, 2013 8:47am | Post# 4207

 
short 1.3188 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 8:49am | Post# 4208

 
Would be happy having confirmation on M15, is it possible that She will be playing her 
game for some time yet? 

 

hepsibah Jul 23, 2013 8:51am | Post# 4209

 
Quoting Neio 



{quote} Hey Hepsibah, Did not want you to be ignored a 2nd time! It looks like you 
might have something that works. If it works for you perhaps trade it in demo for a while 
before going live! Regards Neio 
Thanks Neio! I actually trade live and did well with the Stoch/semafor disimilarities all 
last week but the missing piece was 'when' the price would be revisited. If what I found 

this morning holds up, this could be the key.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:51am | Post# 4210

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting blackqn 
Would be happy having confirmation on M15, is it possible that She will be playing her 
game for some time yet? 
For there to be another confirmation on 15M, it would have to be at +3200, based on 
Bollinger formation. 

 

 



blackqn Jul 23, 2013 8:55am | Post# 4211

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} For there to be another confirmation on 15M, it would have to be at +3200 
which I doubt, based on Bollinger formation {image} 
Time matters, if only upper band comes down a bit... maybe later... You know I'm in on 
M5, but it would be nice to get also reason on M15... 

 

Ezzy Jul 23, 2013 8:56am | Post# 4212

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I am not exactly top of the class when it comes to this thread and applying what has been 
taught but.......... 
 
I am hoping that what I am about to post next is a contribution to this great thread. It may 
have already been picked up by others, or may not be worth much,....but its something that 
I have found so far. 
 
Playing around with settings of the CI, I have found the following.... 
 

 
 
 
As per the way it is being used, when the CI indicators agree, and we have similarity, we 
wait for similarity and confirmation of the PAF CI. In the setting I am using, it appears that 
after we have both CIs agreeing as highlighted in blue (for example has reached a bottom) 
we wait for PAF CI to give us a buy signal as highlighted in blue. 
 
Whats interesting about the settings I am using is that in the above example, the PAF CI 
does not repaint when we are looking for buy signals, likewise when it is reversed and we 
begin to look for sells. I will test in the next few days and see if it assists the process. 
 
Hopefully I am making sense. 
 
Cheers 
 
 
PS - Thoughts and feedback is greatly appreciated. 

 



Madmoney Jul 23, 2013 8:59am | Post# 4213

 
Quoting Ezzy 
I am not exactly top of the class when it comes to this thread and applying what has 
been taught but.......... I am hoping that what I am about to post next is a contribution 
to this great thread. It may have already been picked up by others, or may not be worth 
much,....but its something that I have found so far. Playing around with settings of the 
CI, I have found the following.... {image} As per the way it is being used, when the CI 
indicators agree, and we have similarity, we wait for similarity and confirmation of the 
PAF CI. In the setting... 
You don't have to be top class, I'm certainly not. It's all about experimenting and 
discovery. 
 

Please let us know how you get on.  

 

spufuz Jul 23, 2013 9:02am | Post# 4214

 
Quoting Ezzy 
I am not exactly top of the class when it comes to this thread and applying what has 
been taught but.......... I am hoping that what I am about to post next is a contribution 
to this great thread. It may have already been picked up by others, or may not be worth 
much,....but its something that I have found so far. Playing around with settings of the 
CI, I have found the following.... {image} As per the way it is being used, when the CI 
indicators agree, and we have similarity, we wait for similarity and confirmation of the 
PAF CI. In the setting... 
Sounds really interesting! 

Looking forward to hear how it goes!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 23, 2013 9:05am | Post# 4215

 
got this at the top. hmm 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 9:06am | Post# 4216

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
got this at the top. hmm 
Is your mum gonna have a lie down now is she? hahahahahaah 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 9:16am | Post# 4217

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1.3187 is around the mid BB spot in the hourly and as a result I had thought of it for a short 
order BUT the 4hrly has a zone above it is attacking - top 1.33037 (settings are same as 15 
min which Eurusdd said was optimal for 4 hr in post 406). I am reluctant to short this as I 
can't be at my machine much today and I don't use stops, (I partially close instead which 
takes time).. 
 
 
quoting eurusdd .....The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92% 



 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 9:31am | Post# 4218

 
Looks to me like we are heading for the north side of the BB before we get any action. Or 
it is just a result of the current price action that is drawing it nearer. One or the other, I'll 
leave it to the mathematicians. 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 9:34am | Post# 4219

 
Maybe She is going to confirm on M15 for me  

 

smallcat Jul 23, 2013 9:37am | Post# 4220

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
 
Got some winning trades since yesterday. Great system Eurussd, thank U. 
I just sell again some minutes ago, after red similarity signal shown up, target is the bottom 
ZZ point 1.3168. 

have learned a lot from this thread. Thank U all .....  



 

 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 23, 2013 9:37am | Post# 4221

 
I guess we are heading for another kiss 

 

killerno Jul 23, 2013 9:53am | Post# 4222

 
Hi Ezzy, 
 
looks very good set up. So the top CI is the PAF and the bottom is the Lenght. Could you 
share your settings, specially the EMA parameters. I going to play with it as well. 



thanks 

Quoting Ezzy 
I am not exactly top of the class when it comes to this thread and applying what has 
been taught but.......... I am hoping that what I am about to post next is a contribution 
to this great thread. It may have already been picked up by others, or may not be worth 
much,....but its something that I have found so far. Playing around with settings of the 
CI, I have found the following.... {image} As per the way it is being used, when the CI 
indicators agree, and we have similarity, we wait for similarity and confirmation of the 
PAF CI. In the setting... 
 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 9:57am | Post# 4223

 

Quoting Misterdaz 

Looks to me like we are heading for the north side of the BB before we get any action. Or 
it is just a result of the current price action that is drawing it nearer. One or the other, I'll 
leave it to the mathematicians. 
So to quote myself (because I'm bored) as the last 24 closing prices get closer together 
on our bands, the whole thing contracts in, until we get a burst of price again, preferably 

down.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 10:01am | Post# 4224

 
Quoting Misterdaz 
{quote} So to quote myself (because I'm bored) as the last 24 closing prices get closer 
together on our bands, the whole thing contracts in, until we get a burst of price again, 

preferably down.  
Yes pretty much. I'm assuming 15M.... but I guess the settings prove that it can also be 
applied on 4H. 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 10:16am | Post# 4225

 
Leg on M15 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 10:24am | Post# 4226

 
Quoting blackqn 
Leg on M15 
Yes! I hope it's a trigger cos my shorts are underwater now. LOL. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 10:27am | Post# 4227

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes! I hope it's a trigger cos my shorts are underwater now. LOL. 

Don't worry. Moms coming home soon  

 



lappies Jul 23, 2013 10:28am | Post# 4228

 
Think she's hunting stops behind 1.3200... She needs some food to go down 

 

BlackStack Jul 23, 2013 10:29am | Post# 4229

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar will 
be when it die!!! 
 
Is this due to repeating fractal patterns? They say that you can tell the year ahead of a 
chart by looking at the pattern of the first month. 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 10:30am | Post# 4230

 
Quoting lappies 
Think she's hunting stops behind 1.3200... She needs some food to go down 

She can hunt for my stops all she wants....I don't have any. (not a recommendation) 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 10:31am | Post# 4231

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Don't worry. Moms coming home soon  
The thing about "Mum" is that she's not even printed a viable ZZBot on the 5M!! Trading 
longs off the BBMid is hazardous at best, especially counter trend. 
Let's hope that 15M signal is a proper one... lower high and all that. 
 
What a tease "Mum" is! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 10:36am | Post# 4232

 
1 ema needs to touch that band....come on... 
 
edit..phew ok now mum has to come home 
 
edit I mean not now now, but soon 

 

mattkirby Jul 23, 2013 10:36am | Post# 4233

 
15m Doji and zz leg out of BB is a good sign that race up could be finished 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 10:39am | Post# 4234

 
pls goto 3216 
 
thank you. 
 
 



i m done! 

 

crodzilla Jul 23, 2013 10:39am | Post# 4235

 
Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} Is this due to repeating fractal patterns? They say that you can tell the year 
ahead of a chart by looking at the pattern of the first month. 
I have been more inquisitive about the "how." myself. Probably to my detriment, because 
I stay up late researching it. It seems the math is something along the lines on fractal 
patterns / geometry. Its probably over my head, but it would be interesting to know... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 10:44am | Post# 4236

 
Quoting Me3w 
pls goto 3216 thank you. i m done! 

Nice trade!  

 

josh11 Jul 23, 2013 10:45am | Post# 4237

 
Will this be the double top? 

 

burnssss Jul 23, 2013 10:50am | Post# 4238

 
If Crodzila, all due to the fractal geometry. I would like to ask if there are any more 
EURUSDD postulate I can say about the other systems, to give a hint in the direction that 
we must look. 
thank you very much 

 

shiva Jul 23, 2013 10:50am | Post# 4239

 
Looks like 1.33 is coming soon! We now have a new monthly high  

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 10:51am | Post# 4240

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Nice trade!  
She still not satisfy. 
Please got to 3256 

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 10:55am | Post# 4241

 
Dis-sim started, now to see if price will take out the ds-price early, or where price will be 
if a valid zone forms... 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 23, 2013 11:04am | Post# 4242



 
Whoaw that was some crazy rollercoaster ride, I thought I was starting to understand the 
system a little but I guess not yet. 

 

shiva Jul 23, 2013 11:05am | Post# 4243

 
A bounce down from R1? 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 11:08am | Post# 4244

 
Quoting shiva 
A bounce down from R1? 
Can it be a bounce up Yesterday High ? 

 

lebaksiu Jul 23, 2013 11:10am | Post# 4245

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
Whoaw that was some crazy rollercoaster ride, I thought I was starting to understand the 
system a little but I guess not yet. 

me also, and got burn twice....., almost dead  

 

jasonckb Jul 23, 2013 11:10am | Post# 4246

 
5 days average daily range top at 1.3243 

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 11:11am | Post# 4247

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is my trade, think she has done enough hunting, good R:R if it works out, if not - 
always a next time 



 

 

josh11 Jul 23, 2013 11:13am | Post# 4248

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes. We can decide 1hr into the life of the daily bar what the color of the bar will 
be when it die!!! 
Is it because either the hi or low of the day is set in the first couple of hours after London 
opens? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 11:17am | Post# 4249

 
Trade what you see not what you think. Sold too early so gotta sit out the draw down. 
This system has enough to tell how and when to do what. But if you got carried away and 
ignore the very indicators you've spent days trying to figure out you deserve the whack 
lol 

 

vspatrick Jul 23, 2013 11:17am | Post# 4250

 
if price is below that new Dis-sim zone when it appears then we have our top Resistance 
and EURUSD can bounce and dive as predicted. let see. 

 

Oghix Jul 23, 2013 11:19am | Post# 4251

 



Do you all really believe in eurusdd predictions and his system? If yes you are extremly 
naive. He is struggling with forex trading like all of you. He is trying to prove that his 
system is almost perfect. He is leaving us hints and saying that we have to find the truth 
ourselves. Do you know why? I'll tell you: because his system doesn't work , he doesn't 
know any "secrets" and you lose your money sooner or later. Do you think that he has 
found "black holes" in forex? "BLACK HOLES"!!!!! Read it loud and listen to how stupid 
and absurdly that sounds. Do you really think that you can find a "bug" in forex market, 
the biggest market in the world? Please use your common sense. There are no miracles 
in this world. If i see Jesus Christ descending from the sky then I believe in " black holes 
" in forex. 

 

lappies Jul 23, 2013 11:19am | Post# 4252

 
Quoting vspatrick 
if price is below that new Dis-sim zone when it appears then we have our top Resistance 
and EURUSD can bounce and dive as predicted. let see. 
 
If it is below the zone, it will not be valid anymore. 

 

vspatrick Jul 23, 2013 11:27am | Post# 4253

 
when the new zone appears , prices should go down to clear the actual green on , isn't it 
? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 11:34am | Post# 4254

 
Quoting lappies 
{quote} If it is below the zone, it will not be valid anymore. 

That lines up with my thinking  

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 11:34am | Post# 4255

 
Quoting Oghix 
Do you all really believe in eurusdd predictions and his system? If yes you are extremly 
naive. He is struggling with forex trading like all of you. He is trying to prove that his 
system is almost perfect. He is leaving us hints and saying that we have to find the truth 
ourselves. Do you know why? I'll tell you: because his system doesn't work , he doesn't 
know any "secrets" and you lose your money sooner or later. Do you think that he has 
found "black holes" in forex? "BLACK HOLES"!!!!! Read it loud and listen to how stupid 
and absurdly that... 
There are always higher time frames to take into account and the similarity system works 
with those too. Folk that are short at the moment were looking at the 15 min and less, 
the 1 hr and 4 hour were telling a different story. Don't be too ready to dismiss this. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 11:35am | Post# 4256

 
Quoting vspatrick 
when the new zone appears , prices should go down to clear the actual green on , isn't it 
? 
If you're thinking along the lines that price will avoid creating DS while trying to clear 



existing DS then yes she made a mess with the last move up so she will likely go down. 
But this is one probability....personally I hope im right 

 

jackprobe Jul 23, 2013 11:39am | Post# 4257

 
I think EU will go down now ..... at M15, symphonie extreme indi gives down signal & 
StochDiffzone 2.3 similarity was started .... it will swing at 1.32038 as axis ... 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 4258

 
Quoting Oghix 
Do you all really believe in eurusdd predictions and his system? If yes you are extremly 
naive. He is struggling with forex trading like all of you. He is trying to prove that his 
system is almost perfect. He is leaving us hints and saying that we have to find the truth 
ourselves. Do you know why? I'll tell you: because his system doesn't work , he doesn't 
know any "secrets" and you lose your money sooner or later. Do you think that he has 
found "black holes" in forex? "BLACK HOLES"!!!!! Read it loud and listen to how stupid 
and absurdly that sounds. Do you really think that you can find a "bug" in forex market, 
the biggest market in the world? Please use your common sense. There are no miracles 
in this world. If i see Jesus Christ descending from the sky then I believe in " black holes 
" in forex. 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} There are always higher time frames to take into account and the similarity 
system works with those too. Folk that are short at the moment were looking at the 15 
min and less, the 1 hr and 4 hour were telling a different story. Don't be too ready to 
dismiss this. 
He doesn't get it so don't bother. I am stuck in shorts simply because I took while there 
was no ZZ or CI or whatever. I got overly excited but if the "rules" were followed I'll be 
at 15 pips at least so don't bother with him. 

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 12:06pm | Post# 4259

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {quote} He doesn't get it so don't bother. I am stuck in shorts simply because I 
took while there was no ZZ or CI or whatever. I got overly excited but if the "rules" were 
followed I'll be at 15 pips at least so don't bother with him. 
 
I have to agree - anyone that comes in here with a new ID is suspect of being one of the 
many people that have been poo-pooing this thread since day 1.  
 
 
Just ignore them. Eurusdd will eventually boot them permanently. 

 

Oghix Jul 23, 2013 12:07pm | Post# 4260

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} There are always higher time frames to take into account and the similarity 
system works with those too. Folk that are short at the moment were looking at the 15 
min and less, the 1 hr and 4 hour were telling a different story. Don't be too ready to 
dismiss this. 
 
This is what eurusdd said: " The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. Don't let 



her leave you UP there!!!". 
Now tell me where do you see established downtrend? All i can see is uptrend being built 
on all timeframes. Yes of course price will go down one day... I wonder when. Do you 
believe that dissimilarity based on an indicator will tell you that? You should come back 
to basic of trading. Indicators tell you what happend no matter what similarity or 
disimilarity you get and they DO NOT tell you what is going to happen in the future. 
Eurusdd said that there is about 97% of propability that price would clear a diss. box. 
Please use you common sense. Do you really think that you can predict the future with 
97% of propability? He would be the richest guy in the universe and we would hear about 
him a long time ago. 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 12:20pm | Post# 4261

 
Quoting jackprobe 
I think EU will go down now ..... at M15, symphonie extreme indi gives down signal & 
StochDiffzone 2.3 similarity was started .... it will swing at 1.32038 as axis ... 
Interesting - 3206 previously resistance, now become support. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 12:27pm | Post# 4262

 
Well folks... the 15M timeframe had it. If you broke the rules on that (my hand is up) 
then you would have lost. 
More lessons learned (ie. with real money). The day's not over yet, but I doubt if she'll 
see the day out below 3200. 

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 12:31pm | Post# 4263

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Well folks... the 15M timeframe had it. If you broke the rules on that (my hand is up) 
then you would have lost. More lessons learned (ie. with real money). The day's not over 
yet, but I doubt if she'll see the day out below 3200. 
VLADY - can you post your chart? 

 

Neio Jul 23, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 4264

 
Quoting Oghix 
{quote} This is what eurusdd said: " The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. 
Don't let her leave you UP there!!!". Now tell me where do you see established 
downtrend? All i can see is uptrend being built on all timeframes. Yes of course price will 
go down one day... I wonder when. Do you believe that dissimilarity based on an 
indicator will tell you that? You should come back to basic of trading. Indicators tell you 
what happend no matter what similarity or disimilarity you get and they DO NOT tell you 
what is going to happen in the... 
 
What you are saying is with hindsight. If you saw different why did you not make a call 
at the time? 
 
I am not naïve to blindly follow someone but if I see certain things then my trust grows. I 
am wondering what went on with this call this afternoon but I made my own judgement. 
Trading in demo until I have enough confidence in this system. It is afternoons like this 
that make me question what is going on and make me more cautious. 

 



Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 4265

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hmm, does your 15M chart looks like this? strange ZZ, or? 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 4266

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting almo 
{quote} VLADY - can you post your chart? 
The issue of what designates a proper piercing of Bollinger Bands rears its ugly head. Does 
it include price Close or not? Would you rather leave it up to an indicator or work it out 
yourself?  
 
The 1H poses some interesting questions, at least for me. 
 
The 15M shows that the fake Top didn't couldn't have been a ZZTop because there was no 
prior ZZBottom... I posted yesterday that I found that weird and I didn't take the trade.... 
well that has cost me. By interpreting the price being out of BB as a legitimate Top... the 
analysis then made the ZZBottom coming in a bit early (ie. Eurusdd's prediction of lower 
than 3162) seem valid... ie. I dismissed the opportunity to trade as I thought it was 
counter-trend. 
 
Someone rightly reminded us to view higher timeframes. I've been so blindsided by the 
methods going from 15M to 5M to 1M that I've forgotten what I always do and that is to 
look from the top down.... Monthly/Weekly/Daily/4H/1H/15M/5M/1M.... perhaps its because 
some timeframes have less % of accuracy.... I dunno.  
 
I had 3 winners, 1 loser and potentially some losers still (2) so we shall see how to evaluate 
today. Here's the chart: 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 12:47pm | Post# 4267

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
hmm, does your 15M chart looks like this? strange ZZ, or? {image} 
Can you see why it did that? I alluded to it in my chart. 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 12:50pm | Post# 4268

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Well folks... the 15M timeframe had it. If you broke the rules on that (my hand is up) 
then you would have lost. More lessons learned (ie. with real money). The day's not over 
yet, but I doubt if she'll see the day out below 3200. 
I kept away from any shorts today for reasons given in my posts to do with higher time 
frames. This has made me realise I need to get the indicator values correct of these 
higher time frames in order to trust them. 
 
I had used this advice from an early post for lower time frames (sorry, forgot whose) 
 
 
 
Stoch: 75/1/1 (1h), 150/1/1 (30m), 300/1/1 (15m), 900/1/1 (5m), 4500/1/1 
(1m)  
BB and ZZ: .............24 (15m), 72 (5m), 360 (1m) 
 
 
Thats fine as far as it goes but then what are the larger time frame settings if you follow 
this logic as they quickly become too small? Besides I know Eurusdd said that the 15min 



settings could be used on the 4 hr which turns turns this logic on its head anyway. I 
would like to fill in some gaps and put this excel chart right if anyone can help 
similarity.xls  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 12:52pm | Post# 4269

 
In my head... Eurusdd's prediction is still valid price wise - maybe he got his timing 
calculations wrong (which is a separate issue). 
 
We did return to 3170-80 and then it's shot back up. Fake move? Not sure about fake... 
but I can tell from the wicks that she may not last long before a down move is 
warranted. We shall see... New York at lunch. Let's see what happens. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 12:55pm | Post# 4270

 
Lower Bollinger Band on 15M just turned up.... consolidation started.... then next swing 
due for a ZZBottom (not necessarily today). 
Anyone see a Dis starting? 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 1:00pm | Post# 4271

 
Quoting Oghix 
{quote} This is what eurusdd said: " The downtrend is established so just sell retraces. 
Don't let her leave you UP there!!!". Now tell me where do you see established 
downtrend? All i can see is uptrend being built on all timeframes. Yes of course price will 
go down one day... I wonder when. Do you believe that dissimilarity based on an 
indicator will tell you that? You should come back to basic of trading. Indicators tell you 
what happend no matter what similarity or disimilarity you get and they DO NOT tell you 
what is going to happen in the... 
There are holes. Did you play closing price gaps? It works, when it appears. EURUSD also 
provided his sentiment with a shadow of the doubt... I don't remember the word, but 
there was nothing about certainit. I was worride by this, but I'm looking how that 
develops since there are many factors and even 97% of rightness must sometimes mean 
failure. Probability, the kid, the coin, the gun and the death... 

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 1:02pm | Post# 4272

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Can you see why it did that? I alluded to it in my chart. 

nice face on your chart  
 
on my chart the current zz top is outside bb and the ema1 has been outside too. stoch 
was outside too. 
This should be a regular zz top... 
 

by the way...today I opened a live-account  

 

Forex Lion Jul 23, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 4273

 
Quoting vlady1974 



Lower Bollinger Band on 15M just turned up.... consolidation started.... then next swing 
due for a ZZBottom (not necessarily today). Anyone see a Dis starting? 
yes, look at my chart 

 

blackqn Jul 23, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 4274

 
Quoting Forex Lion 
hmm, does your 15M chart looks like this? strange ZZ, or? {image} 

So we will see technical correction then - guessing  

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 1:07pm | Post# 4275

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The issue of what designates a proper piercing of Bollinger Bands rears its ugly 
head. Does it include price Close or not? Would you rather leave it up to an indicator or 
work it out yourself? The 1H poses some interesting questions, at least for me. The 15M 
shows that the fake Top didn't couldn't have been a ZZTop because there was no prior 
ZZBottom... I posted yesterday that I found that weird and I didn't take the trade.... well 
that has cost me. By interpreting the price being out of BB as a legitimate Top... the 
analysis then made the... 
 

Thanks Vlady - appreciate you sharing  

 

Oghix Jul 23, 2013 1:08pm | Post# 4276

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What you are saying is with hindsight. If you saw different why did you not 
make a call at the time? I am not naïve to blindly follow someone but if I see certain 
things then my trust grows. I am wondering what went on with this call this afternoon 
but I made my own judgement. Trading in demo until I have enough confidence in this 
system. It is afternoons like this that make me question what is going on and make me 
more cautious. 
 
Sorry my friend but don't you see that uptrend is being built? What call did you want? I 
thought that everybody can see that. Is it so hard to see that? I think you should remove 
your all indicators and diss. boxes from you chart and look on the pure price.I bet that 
most of you stuck in short or sl was hit becasuse your attention were absorbed by 
indicators and "amazing" diss. boxes and you didn't see so obvious thing like support an 
resistance levels. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 1:11pm | Post# 4277

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I kept away from any shorts today for reasons given in my posts to do with higher 
time frames. This has made me realise I need to get the indicator values correct of these 
higher time frames in order to trust them. I had used this advice from an early post for 
lower time frames (sorry, forgot whose) Stoch: 75/1/1 (1h), 150/1/1 (30m), 300/1/1 
(15m), 900/1/1 (5m), 4500/1/1 (1m) BB and ZZ: .............24 (15m), 72 (5m), 360 (1m) 
Thats fine as far as it goes but then what are the larger time frame settings if you follow this 
logic as they quickly... 



Hey Taypot... I took your values and added some formuls... the 10min is the one that 
varies.  
Perhaps we can try putting in the values for 30M and 1H/4H? 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 1:12pm | Post# 4278

 
Quoting Forex Lion 

{quote} nice face on your chart on my chart the current zz top is outside bb and the 
ema1 has been outside too. stoch was outside too. This should be a regular zz top... by 

the way...today I opened a live-account  
I meant that your crooked ZZ line is because of that fake Top... a repaint basically. 

Congrats on opening an account. Start small  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 1:13pm | Post# 4279

 
Well, that's it for work... see you at home folks. 

 

Oghix Jul 23, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 4280

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} There are holes. Did you play closing price gaps? It works, when it appears. 
EURUSD also provided his sentiment with a shadow of the doubt... I don't remember the 
word, but there was nothing about certainit. I was worride by this, but I'm looking how 
that develops since there are many factors and even 97% of rightness must sometimes 
mean failure. Probability, the kid, the coin, the gun and the death... 

Ok. First of all gaps are made by PRICE not indicators and that is a huge difference. Of 

course he has doubts and the reason is : his system doesn't work as good as he 

describes it. Do you realize how much is 97%? It is astronomical percent of accuracy. 

Every bank would pay any money for that. 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 4281



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Taypot... I took your values and added some formuls... the 10min is the 
one that varies. Perhaps we can try putting in the values for 30M and 1H/4H? {image} 
Thanks Vlady,,, LOL That 10 mins was my rubbish maths so have corrected and 

attached.... ...... I put in all the same figures you did but then took them out again as 
they get so small and what about day and week. I couldn't reconcile them anyway with 
Eurusdd's saying that the 15 mins were ok for the 4 hr. 
 
I cant use the 4500 stoch on the 1 min either as too big a number. 
 
CI values would be good too. 
similarity.xls  

 

Madmoney Jul 23, 2013 2:07pm | Post# 4282

 
Quoting TheXTrader 
Got a trading idea for an automated system? Want to turn your trading system into a 
automated system? If you have a system or just an idea ? Not sure how to turn that into 
an automated system? Send me a PM and we can discuss turning your strategy into an 
automated system. 

LOL!  

 

cenky Jul 23, 2013 2:19pm | Post# 4283

 
Quoting TheXTrader 
Got a trading idea for an automated system? Want to turn your trading system into a 
automated system? If you have a system or just an idea ? Not sure how to turn that into 
an automated system? Send me a PM and we can discuss turning your strategy into an 
automated system. 
 

 

 

Misterdaz Jul 23, 2013 2:26pm | Post# 4284

 
Quoting TheXTrader 
Got a trading idea for an automated system? Want to turn your trading system into a 
automated system? If you have a system or just an idea ? Not sure how to turn that into 
an automated system? Send me a PM and we can discuss turning your strategy into an 
automated system. 
Some people are just f*#king hilarious. What next PPI claims? 

 

juhanimi Jul 23, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 4285

 
Does anyone know if there is MTF CI somewhere? 

 

lnorbi Jul 23, 2013 2:32pm | Post# 4286

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



be careful!! eurusd Is just retracing, she will go below 1.3162. 

 

 

shiva Jul 23, 2013 2:34pm | Post# 4287

 
I know this is not a thread for fundamentals and yet I can't resist reminding everyone 
that EURUSD is struggling to consolidate above 1.3200. 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 23, 2013 2:37pm | Post# 4288

 
Time for some negative news from the eurozone  

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 2:39pm | Post# 4289

 
Quoting lnorbi 

{quote}  

Probably not today  

 

MarsjeNL Jul 23, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 4290

 
Double top on the 1 hour, but i guess it will go to 1.4 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 23, 2013 2:52pm | Post# 4291

 
Well none of us should have caught with shorts today. The very stuff we've been 
discussing and researching did not fail us. It told us when price was falling and when it 
told us it was rising we just didn't listen lol the irony! A lot us were caught up with the 
short assessment and did exactly what we weren't suppose to do and chased price. 
Those that didn't well done! 

 

juhanimi Jul 23, 2013 3:05pm | Post# 4292

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} okey thanks weekly levels are 1.3355 and 1.2..dont remember and if it is like 
water and zones are resistances, it will go to 1.3355 
there is massive amount daily and h4 levels under price, and only few daily and h4 levels 
above price, way of least resistance is up to weekly 1.3355, maybe, we will see 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 3:11pm | Post# 4293

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I thought 1.31867 maybe as the hourly chart has a mid bb value there and stoc 
bouncing on 20 . Watching hourly has put me off opening a short below just yet this but 
still have my little one left which i notice hit my first target of 1.31601 earlier ... 
interesting, I got this right so i know I can trust my judgement a little more thanks to 
Eurusdd 
Posted this 7 hrs ago as it was the hourly that first alerted me. Then looked at the 4 hrly 



and noted a zone above ma and stochs looking like they were going to rise, put me 
off shorting, thankfully. Couldn't really trade after, so didn't buy either, so no money 
made, so nothing to crow about, but I shall definitely check the zones on higher time 
frames again as it paid off today. 
 
Trouble is... top of this 4 hr zone is 100 pips above where we are now! 

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 3:55pm | Post# 4294

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Current trade.... 

 

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 4:09pm | Post# 4295

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting almo 
Current trade.... {image} 
 
Well that could have been better - +6 pips 
 
Trying long side 

 

 

crodzilla Jul 23, 2013 4:42pm | Post# 4296



 
Quoting juhanimi 
Does anyone know if there is MTF CI somewhere? 
You don't need an MTF CI. 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 5:06pm | Post# 4297

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Thanks Vlady,,, LOL That 10 mins was my rubbish maths so have corrected and 

attached.... ...... I put in all the same figures you did but then took them out again as 
they get so small and what about day and week. I couldn't reconcile them anyway with 
Eurusdd's saying that the 15 mins were ok for the 4 hr. I cant use the 4500 stoch on the 
1 min either as too big a number. CI values would be good too. {file} 
I have been looking at this tonight and I am going to stick my neck out here and say 
 

Stoch 300,1,1 and BB 24 will do for all time frames and 
needn't be changed at all. 
 
 
This explains why i could not make sense of changing the values as shown in my excel 

chart and was asking for help. I have worked it out for myself now. I'm happy. It is 
going to be much easier as I don't need so many charts and can just change the period 
on my two comparison charts. 
 
No wonder EURusdd said the 4 hr would be ok for the 15 min. 
 
So ignore my similarity spreadsheet 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 5:12pm | Post# 4298

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I have been looking at this tonight and I am going to stick my neck out here and 
say Stoch 300,1,1 and BB 24 will do for all time frames and needn't be changed at all. 
This explains why i could not make sense of changing the values as shown in my excel 

chart and was asking for help. I have worked it out for myself now. I'm happy. It is 
going to be much easier as I don't need so many charts and can just change the period 
on my two comparison charts. No wonder EURusdd said the 4 hr would be ok for the 15 
min. So ignore my similarity spreadsheet... 
Excellent work! What tests did you run? PRICE vs STOCH? 

 

taypot Jul 23, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 4299

 
LOL Purely visual, I'm an artist not a mathematician (as you may have noticed). I put 
them on an empty chart and changed time frames, they looked right but the altered 
values didn't (as well as not being in a logical sequence). 
 

I think it probably applies to the semafor and zig zag too but I'm feeling lazy now and 
I'm waiting to see if anyone tells me I'm talking rubbish about the stoch and bb. 
 
Did anyone get anywhere with today's task about the colour of the daily candle??? 

 



juhanimi Jul 23, 2013 5:46pm | Post# 4300

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} You don't need an MTF CI. 
What you mean? 

 

fraud Jul 23, 2013 7:18pm | Post# 4301

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Forex Lion 
hmm, does your 15M chart looks like this? strange ZZ, or? {image} 
 
Try using ZigZag from post #3162 
Settings for your zz-look: 0 / 50 / 2.0 

 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 7:26pm | Post# 4302

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The issue of what designates a proper piercing of Bollinger Bands rears its ugly 
head. Does it include price Close or not? Would you rather leave it up to an indicator or 
work it out yourself? The 1H poses some interesting questions, at least for me. The 15M 
shows that the fake Top didn't couldn't have been a ZZTop because there was no prior 
ZZBottom... I posted yesterday that I found that weird and I didn't take the trade.... well 
that has cost me. By interpreting the price being out of BB as a legitimate Top... the 
analysis then made the... 

Re-Read Eurusdd concept again.  
 
 
The CI keep hang the system, like high cpu utilization. had to take out . 
The zones also look difficult to use for me, also take out. 
Now clearer. 
 
Note: 



=================================== == 
Interesting, I kanna banned by the owner without warning. 
Very amusing. 
 
But I had to thank him for all these wonderful stuff. 
I am not a spy or destructor, I know he is talented, so i joining. 
This last chart, i got the understanding of Sim-Desim from the mistake other people make. 
And understand very well by participating instead of sitting quietly reading material. 
 
Thank you very much. 
=================================== 
====================== 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:09pm | Post# 4303

 
Quoting Me3w 

{quote} Re-Read Eurusdd concept again.  The CI keep hang the system, like high cpu 
utilization. had to take out . The zones also look difficult to use for me, also take out. 
Now clearer. {image} 
err.. which one? there are 200+ pages to look through. please be specific. 
I understand BBZZ. I Understand Zones but done rank them higher than BBZZ. I don't 
care about CI just yet and i'm aware of the high level fractal geometry that is going on.... 
which concept are you referring to? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:12pm | Post# 4304

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Testing something out on a Daily basis. 
Short at market 



 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 8:19pm | Post# 4305

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} err.. which one? there are 200+ pages to look through. please be specific. I 
understand BBZZ. I Understand Zones but done rank them higher than BBZZ. I don't care 
about CI just yet and i'm aware of the high level fractal geometry that is going on.... which 
concept are you referring to? 
Sim-Desim. 
 
Mostly your stoch no BB, cannot see it. 
 
My Final work 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:19pm | Post# 4306

 
Calling on MadMoney and other CI experts: 
 
Can I please enlist your help in getting the BEST settings for the Top/Bottom picker 
format that can be best aligned with the 1H and/or 4H (1H preferred) ZigZag or Semafor 
values. Don't need the Confirmation format. 
 
If I can use your CI with what I am testing I will report back after 5 trading days to test 
my theory... unless Eurusdd reveals all or more and invalidates my theory. 
 
Many thanks 

 

vlady1974 Jul 23, 2013 8:23pm | Post# 4307

 
Quoting Me3w 
{quote} Sim-Desim. Mostly your stoch no BB, cannot see it. 
Yes I know. 
It was a problem with not having MT4 at work. I have solved that tonight. 
That doesn't answer the question of what I have to re-read. I understand Sim-Desim, its 
executing it that is challenging. 

 

Me3w Jul 23, 2013 8:40pm | Post# 4308

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes I know. It was a problem with not having MT4 at work. I have solved that 
tonight. That doesn't answer the question of what I  
have to re-read. I understand Sim-Desim, its executing it that is challenging. 
Just joking. emulate other people. 
don't be serious. 
if you feel offended. then sorry for that. 
 
You are very well verse in these concepts. I admire you. 
When i do my homework, i will keep record of your chart & answers to other people. 



Sometimes no clear what eurusdd talking, i had to search your reference and other 
successful people. 
 
CI don't not concern you. 
Just hope that someone see it, can give some help 
Kind of like 1 stone 2 bird. maybe not a good idea. should put in another posting. 

 

almo Jul 23, 2013 9:49pm | Post# 4309

 
It would seem Eurusdd's black hole is starting... 
 
Time to short folks 

 

slimjim Jul 23, 2013 10:13pm | Post# 4310

 
Wow this thread really blows up during my working hours, just got time to look at the 
charts, ended up going long for the time being (ZZ bottom and M5 CI/PAF concurred): 
http://charts.mql5.com/2/103/eurusd-...oration-10.png 
http://charts.mql5.com/2/103/eurusd-...orporation.png 
Ok, maybe a little aggressive on the zz bottom, but that's what practice is for. 

 

Stinky Jul 23, 2013 10:24pm | Post# 4311

 
Do the other major pairs influence the EURUSD? Several of them had zones taken out on 
the upswing. As soon as the AUDUSD was taken out, everything started reversing. 
USDJPY still has a zone to be taken out. 

 

lebaksiu Jul 23, 2013 10:59pm | Post# 4312

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting slimjim 
Wow this thread really blows up during my working hours, just got time to look at the 
charts, ended up going long for the time being (ZZ bottom and M5 CI/PAF concurred): 
{image} {image} Ok, maybe a little aggressive on the zz bottom, but that's what 
practice is for. 

anxious to know what CI setting you used for , ......would be great if people used indi 

with transparent setting on it, just like mine  

 



Symphonie Extreme Indicator v2 (refreshfix).mq4  

 

batemap Jul 24, 2013 1:51am | Post# 4313

 
Quoting crodzilla 
Here is another interesting read for you EURUSDD... "Scaling, self-similarity and 
multifractality in FX markets" {image} 
Hi there 
 
Excellent thread, many thanks! I've been watching from afar and trying to apply these 
concepts, but the Math aspect caught my attention. 
 
From the paper that Crodzilla posted: - 
"The non-linearity of the scaling exponent provides evidence for multifractal properties 
of USD–DEM returns." 
 
So, H is non-linear and you use a genetic algorithm to determine H and consequently 
periods of similarity and dis-similarity. 
I guess all this is coded in a non-MT4 language to get the performance you need? 
 
Cheers 
 
Paul 

 

Kiads Jul 24, 2013 2:02am | Post# 4314

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hi great thread.. thanks for sharing.. still trying to understand the core.. lol.. 
 
idk if this useful for all of u.. if u want to experimenting with my CI mod and BB mod.. 
maybe u want to set specific time/date (candle) to start your CI or BB calculations. or 
select different MA method or MA price.. hope it help.. 
Kiads. 
 
Attachment 1239442 
! mth_cycle_identifier_v01.mq4 
! mth_ma_bands_v01.mq4  

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 2:42am | Post# 4315

 
Quoting Me3w 
{quote} Just joking. emulate other people. don't be serious. if you feel offended. then 
sorry for that. You are very well verse in these concepts. I admire you. When i do my 
homework, i will keep record of your chart & answers to other people. Sometimes no 
clear what eurusdd talking, i had to search your reference and other successful people. 
CI don't not concern you. Just hope that someone see it, can give some help Kind of like 
1 stone 2 bird. maybe not a good idea. should put in another posting. 
No problem. It's just that this thread is unique in that we are talking about 1 general idea 
broken down into 3 implementation ideas based on indicators. So people have to be 
specific about what they are referring to in order to just keep up. I am happy to be 
critiqued but I have my own notes so tell me the specific bit so I can go back and check 

that too.   

 



vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 2:45am | Post# 4316

 
Quoting Stinky 
Do the other major pairs influence the EURUSD? Several of them had zones taken out on 
the upswing. As soon as the AUDUSD was taken out, everything started reversing. 
USDJPY still has a zone to be taken out. 
I mentioned this previously with UJ and EJ but there were no takers. There are some 
AUD traders as well as others who are using the CI method. MadMoney is one, another is 
J--- can't remember! sorry! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 2:52am | Post# 4317

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Testing something out on a Daily basis. Short at market {image} 
I am predicting this to be a DOWN day. Ie. Close < Open 
Trade placed 1H after midnight. That is an offset of 9 hours from 9am GMT not Daylight 
Savings 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 3:34am | Post# 4318

 
1.33xx real soon now. 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 3:38am | Post# 4319

 
Don't you guys ever sleep?  
 
I really thought price would fall after correcting the problem at 1.32! 
No zones above to correct. 
Would expect down from here, so I hoping that the spike upwards now is a false 
breakout. 
 
I know, I know, don't trade what you expect, trade what you see. But I might be seeing 
a false breakout!? 
What do you guys think? 

 

fgsfx Jul 24, 2013 3:40am | Post# 4320

 
Hmmmm, me thinks things not going quite according to plan???  
 
Don't think we can ignore news completely - at least not at this stage of learning the 
system... 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 3:40am | Post# 4321

 
Quoting shiva 
1.33xx real soon now. 
Whenever we have these 3 PMI days, they almost always produce strong price action 
with the appropriate data (i.e. this month's forecast was better than last month's fact 
and this month's fact is better than the forecast). But always 2 minutes earlier than 



scheduled, because some news company provides the data 2 minutes earlier (for a large 

fee of course). So watch out for 7:58 GMT (18 minutes)  

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 3:41am | Post# 4322

 
I think we see now till 9.00 GMT the top of the day. 

 

Ezzy Jul 24, 2013 3:43am | Post# 4323

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} You don't have to be top class, I'm certainly not. It's all about experimenting 

and discovery. Please let us know how you get on.  
 
Mmadmoney, Spufus, I will definitely report back if it is any good, particularly those 

using Alapari like me  

 

Stinky Jul 24, 2013 3:44am | Post# 4324

 
There are a couple 30+ day old zones above on the EU H1 on my chart. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 3:46am | Post# 4325

 
Quoting spufuz 

Don't you guys ever sleep? I really thought price would fall after correcting the 
problem at 1.32! No zones above to correct. Would expect down from here, so I hoping 
that the spike upwards now is a false breakout. I know, I know, don't trade what you 
expect, trade what you see. But I might be seeing a false breakout!? What do you guys 
think? 
 
Be careful now, this doesnt look like a false breakout, lot of fundamentals seem to be 
behind this. 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 3:49am | Post# 4326

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Be careful now, this doesnt look like a false breakout, lot of fundamentals seem 
to be behind this. 
Absolutely, I will not take bearish position before we have a confirmed downtrend 
actually. 
Look at H1 chart, the bullish trend is very strong. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 4:00am | Post# 4327

 
LOL Eurozone just keeps printing good news   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 4:08am | Post# 4328



 
Quoting Me3w 
{quote} Sim-Desim. Mostly your stoch no BB, cannot see it. My Final work {image} 
Tried to send PM but couldn't. I think you spotted something but I'm not sure what lol. If 
you could kindly explain a bit more or pm 

 

geminicz Jul 24, 2013 4:11am | Post# 4329

 
Amazing thread! i have one question - has anyone tried the dis-sim system with eurusd x 
usdchf, due their strong negative correlation? 
Sorry for my english. 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 4:17am | Post# 4330

 
2 Attachment(s) 
If I recall properly start of dissimilarity says that trend will be continued, yellow line coming 
down to 0 says that there is min/max, point of good entry (probably first one only) And look 
at charts it seems to be in harmony with what we actually see... 
 

I like M15 more due to leg drawn  
 

 
 



 

 

dare123 Jul 24, 2013 4:20am | Post# 4331

 
Quoting slimjim 
Wow this thread really blows up during my working hours, just got time to look at the 
charts, ended up going long for the time being (ZZ bottom and M5 CI/PAF concurred): 
{image} {image} Ok, maybe a little aggressive on the zz bottom, but that's what 
practice is for. 
Good-day slimjim, Please what is the setting of the two CCI on your chart. Kindly 
respond. 

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 4:41am | Post# 4332

 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. It has affected my confidence in trading this live in a week. There are 
parts of what we have learnt that are clearly tradeable. The part I am having trouble with 
is Prices attraction to zones where dissimilarity occurred especially those in the past. 
What I am seeing at the moment is that Price is ignoring older zones lower down and 
they may expire without being hit. This affected my bias and encouraged me to go short 
as I could see nothing above. Now I ended up on the wrong side of a powerful move up. 
This is making trading this difficult because while there are good periods it is periods like 
now that can blow the account if not careful. 

 



vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 4:47am | Post# 4333

 
Quoting Neio 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. It has affected my confidence in trading this live in a week. There are 
parts of what we have learnt that are clearly tradeable. The part I am having trouble with 
is Prices attraction to zones where dissimilarity occurred especially those in the past. 
What I am seeing at the moment is that Price is ignoring older zones lower down and 
they may expire without being hit. This affected my bias and encouraged me to go short 
as I could see nothing above.... 
I feel the same way mate. Which is why I am doing 3 things:  
 
1) I am trying to recall/trade the way I did before complexity kicked in. The BBZZ was 
enough (trending / non trending) but this Zone Attraction business that I got caught up 
in later in the week last week has also made me focus on something that is against my 
normal trading behaviour. Even some fellow traders were asking "why are you shorting?" 
 
2) Testing a theory on the Daily. Currently underwater... but it's only one day. Nothing to 
do with DS Zones. But I do want input from the CI guys who have the best settings for 
1H and 4H individually, for the Top/Bottom picker not the Confirmation one. 
 
3) Looking at Higher Timeframes first then drilling down using the BBZZ 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 4:48am | Post# 4334

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Tried to send PM but couldn't. I think you spotted something but I'm not sure 
what lol. If you could kindly explain a bit more or pm 
I think he's banned - didn't want him to be. But I wished he was more specific! Nothing 
more frustrating than someone saying "Re-read the concepts.... Sim/Desim" well... of 
course, duh.... which parts? LOL 

 

lappies Jul 24, 2013 4:52am | Post# 4335

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If we followed what we saw, and what Eurusdd showed us, this would have been an exellent 
trade. 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 24, 2013 4:53am | Post# 4336

 
Quoting Neio 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. It has affected my confidence in trading this live in a week. There are 
parts of what we have learnt that are clearly tradeable. The part I am having trouble with 
is Prices attraction to zones where dissimilarity occurred especially those in the past. 
What I am seeing at the moment is that Price is ignoring older zones lower down and 
they may expire without being hit. This affected my bias and encouraged me to go short 
as I could see nothing above.... 
yeah, i can see people are angry here, maybe they have lost money, 
my advice is, take all good what you have been giving in this thread and learn to use it 
yourself 
there are so many good things that Eurusdd has been giving, like right now i am testing 
one thing 
what he said and that looks so unbelievable good, they are real sr-levels when trend 
turns and they work, 
looks like 100% 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 4:54am | Post# 4337

 
USD is strong across the board, and yet, EURUSD defies this. 

 



zwirN Jul 24, 2013 4:55am | Post# 4338

 
Quoting Neio 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. 
Let me allow to comment on this as a more less silent reader: You didn't follow proper 
risk managament or risk managament at all as you said yourself you would not use 
stops. I myself cannot assess the reliability of the whole dissimilarity idea Eurusdd has 
brought to us and how to develop a trading idea other than using the zones as some sort 
of support/resistance in compliance with my setups. But I would never ever trade 
anything without stops. I think this is what hurt you most and what might lead you to a 
conclusion. 

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 4:59am | Post# 4339

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I feel the same way mate. Which is why I am doing 3 things: 1) I am trying to 
recall/trade the way I did before complexity kicked in. The BBZZ was enough (trending / 
non trending) but this Zone Attraction business that I got caught up in later in the week 
last week has also made me focus on something that is against my normal trading 
behaviour. Even some fellow traders were asking "why are you shorting?" 2) Testing a 
theory on the Daily. Currently underwater... but it's only one day. Nothing to do with DS 
Zones. But I do want input from... 
I am also reviewing and trying to formulate the way I will trade this going forward as 
Eurusdd has clearly shown us something but there issues that put us at risk of being on 
the wrong side of trades: 
 
1. We will not see all of the zones that could affect direction of price. 
2. We have no visibility on Technical issues or Blackholes, Sinkholes etc 
3. Dissimilar zones don't always seem to attract price an can expire. 
 
I think the BB/ZZ method generally works on M15 but we have to be cautious as it does 
repaint sometimes. 
 
Maybe I will just trade these without using dissimilar zones for overall bias. 
 
Again I have seen enough things in this thread to be convinced that Eurusdd definitely 
knows something as the majority of his calls have been bang on. Just need to exercise a 
bit of caution especially when it comes to trading this live and take note of some of the 
limitations we discover. 

 

killerno Jul 24, 2013 5:01am | Post# 4340

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yeah, i can see people are angry here, maybe they have lost money, my advice 
is, take all good what you have been giving in this thread and learn to use it yourself 
there are so many good things that Eurusdd has been giving, like right now i am testing 
one thing what he said and that looks so unbelievable good, they are real sr-levels when 
trend turns and they work, looks like 100% 
hi juhanimi, 
 
what do you mean exactly? what are the real sr-levels? the dis-similarity zones? 
thx 

 



handy148 Jul 24, 2013 5:02am | Post# 4341

 
I'm an avid follower of this thread but I don't trade the system because there are too 
many imponderables and lot of unsolved mysteries. I think perhaps some have been 
seduced away from the basics of trading, for example, if you have a series of higher 
highs and higher lows then you need a really strong reason to be short. 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 5:02am | Post# 4342

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} my advice is, take all good what you have been giving in this thread and learn 
to use it yourself there are so many good things that Eurusdd has been giving, like right 
now i am testing one thing what he said and that looks so unbelievable good 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 5:02am | Post# 4343

 
Quoting Neio 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. It has affected my confidence in trading this live in a week. There are 
parts of what we have learnt that are clearly tradeable. The part I am having trouble with 
is Prices attraction to zones where dissimilarity occurred especially those in the past. 
What I am seeing at the moment is that Price is ignoring older zones lower down and 
they may expire without being hit. This affected my bias and encouraged me to go short 
as I could see nothing above.... 
Agree with you that there are many tradable components. I'm also confused now and 
with all the theories I've came up with its a little demoralising. I zoomed out my charts 
and lol things are clearer again. I mentioned price will usually clear zone form the 
opposite direction that created it? This is fairly easy to see zoomed out just observe the 
general price direction in relation to the zone. But Eurusdd warned there are cases where 
this assumption will fail but I think the ratio is rather acceptable. Observe also the ZZ 
when they are in and outside the zones. I phrase it properly yet...something like ZZ form 
on approach to take out a zone expect take out to fail and strong reversal that kinda stuff 
but there is more. Sorry I cannot properly put it in words yet but I think it be good 
observation 

 

taypot Jul 24, 2013 5:04am | Post# 4344

 
Quoting Neio 
Just reflecting on what has happened over the past 24 hour period. Lets be honest it has 
not been good. It has affected my confidence in trading this live in a week. There are 
parts of what we have learnt that are clearly tradeable. The part I am having trouble with 
is Prices attraction to zones where dissimilarity occurred especially those in the past. 
What I am seeing at the moment is that Price is ignoring older zones lower down and 
they may expire without being hit. This affected my bias and encouraged me to go short 
as I could see nothing above.... 
I posted the following yesterday, post 4217 I think, eurusd was around 1.3197 
and I wanted to short but could see a zone above on the 4hr which stopped me 
(top 1.33037) and I did try to ask what people thought. The system was giving 
me this info so it does work. Don't lose confidence just yet as Eurusdd has 
proved a very good teacher but there is always a 3% chance things don't work 
out and the 4 hr (with 15 min settings) can be 8% out. 
 



1.3187 is around the mid BB spot in the hourly and as a result I had thought of it for a 

short order BUT the 4hrly has a zone above it is attacking - top 1.33037 (settings are 

same as 15 min which Eurusdd said was optimal for 4 hr in post 406). I am reluctant to 

short this as I can't be at my machine much today and I don't use stops, (I partially close 

instead which takes time).. 

 
 
 
quoting eurusdd .....The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92% 
Attached Image (click to enlarge) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=1238949 
&stc=1&thumb=1&d=1374585843  

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 5:06am | Post# 4345

 
Quoting zwirN 
{quote} Let me allow to comment on this as a more less silent reader: You didn't follow 
proper risk managament or risk managament at all as you said yourself you would not 
use stops. I myself cannot assess the reliability of the whole dissimilarity idea Eurusdd 
has brought to us and how to develop a trading idea other than using the zones as some 
sort of support/resistance in compliance with my setups. But I would never ever trade 
anything without stops. I think this is what hurt you most and what might lead you to a 
conclusion. 
 
Let me just be clear. I am not trading this live at the moment so I have not lost 
money...but I am trying to trade this as if it were my money on the line. So yes IF I had 
been trading this live I would be in heavy drawdown right now. I may have to evaluate 
my non-use of stops but so far I have been using the recovery method with no stops with 
success. 
 
My main reason for raising the issues is that I don't want to be seen as a Cheerleader 
when times are good and everything is going well. I want to be real as like many others I 
will have real money riding on this and I would hate for anyone to lose it all. Like I said 
there are many parts to this and I have seen many good things in this thread so a bad 
24hr period does not erase that. I am just being honest in how I feel. 

 

juhanimi Jul 24, 2013 5:06am | Post# 4346

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} hi juhanimi, what do you mean exactly? what are the real sr-levels? the dis-
similarity zones? thx 
it was early in this thread, if i remember right there was only stochastic in m1 and m5, 
sorry but you have to find that yourself 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 5:06am | Post# 4347

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I am also reviewing and trying to formulate the way I will trade this going 
forward as Eurusdd has clearly shown us something but there issues that put us at risk of 
being on the wrong side of trades: 1. We will not see all of the zones that could affect 
direction of price. 2. We have no visibility on Technical issues or Blackholes, Sinkholes 
etc 3. Dissimilar zones don't always seem to attract price an can expire. I think the 
BB/ZZ method generally works on M15 but we have to be cautious as it does repaint 



sometimes. Maybe I will just trade... 
Yes, we will always be limited in our trading when it comes to the similarity system, I 
think. 
Eurusdd has made clear that he will not share all the tools needed to be able to do what 
he does. 
So I think we have to use the tools provided from him, with our own strategies, and 
make the best of it. 
I don't see how we will be able to do something like spotting that 1.3204 level of 
"technical problem" that price had to correct? Or will we? 

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 5:12am | Post# 4348

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} yeah, i can see people are angry here, maybe they have lost money, my advice 
is, take all good what you have been giving in this thread and learn to use it yourself 
there are so many good things that Eurusdd has been giving, like right now i am testing 
one thing what he said and that looks so unbelievable good, they are real sr-levels when 
trend turns and they work, looks like 100% 
 
I am not angry...just reflecting. Eurusdd has shown us many good things. Like you say 
we need to take the bits that we can use and trade it to our advantage. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:14am | Post# 4349

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Repeating this: 
 
Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity starts, trade the 
semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. 
 

 

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 5:17am | Post# 4350

 



Quoting taypot 
{quote} I posted the following yesterday, post 4217 I think, eurusd was around 1.3197 
and I wanted to short but could see a zone above on the 4hr which stopped me (top 
1.33037) and I did try to ask what people thought. The system was giving me this info 
so it does work. Don't lose confidence just yet as Eurusdd has proved a very good 
teacher but there is always a 3% chance things don't work out and the 4 hr (with 15 min 
settings) can be 8% out. 1.3187 is around the mid BB spot in the hourly and as a result I 
had thought of it for a short order BUT... 
 
I am sure I was not the only one that was convinced we were heading lower. I did note 
your comments but myself based on what we have learnt in this thread I could not see 
any valid zone above. I know there will be exceptions. 

 

winterfell Jul 24, 2013 5:24am | Post# 4351

 
Quoting shiva 
Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity 
starts, trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 
nice catch 
but isnt the semaphore can repaint? 
what tf did you use? 

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 5:25am | Post# 4352

 
Anyway going forward.... 
 
My demo trades are in recovery so I hope to bring them back to at least break even. So I 
am expecting/hoping for price to go down. 
 
It looks like we could have a ZZ top as we are outside the BB but as we know this can 
repaint. 
We also seem unable to make higher highs right now. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:27am | Post# 4353

 
Quoting winterfell 
{quote} nice catch but isnt the semaphore can repaint? what tf did you use? 
15M, Sem really doesnt repaint, the dots once painted remain, the outer ring in yellow 
may move. It is not of concern to us, we scalp as soon as a dot appears after the dZ 
starts. This is one trade per zone kind of trading. 

 

juhanimi Jul 24, 2013 5:30am | Post# 4354

 
1 Attachment(s) 
so, i made those levels when price was going down 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 5:31am | Post# 4355

 
I will approach the charts in such a manner. 
 
Me : Yo chart! Where should I be headed? 
Chart : Kansas City.. 
Me : Ok how do I get there? 
Chart : Head north to Kanas City 
Me : So imma just gonna drive north is that it? 
Chart : Hell no man! I ain't your momma dude! Go figure! 
Me : Yo ZZ! Chart says we be headed north to Kansas. You er know the route there 
ZZ : You kidding me dude? Hell....I'm like a living GP and S brother! 
Me : You da man! 
ZZ : Turn left on 6 
Me : Gotcha. 
ZZ : Exit 79 
ME : Aight 
ZZ : Aw man roads closed. Turn back around on 7 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 5:31am | Post# 4356

 
Quoting shiva 
Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity 
starts, trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 
Hmmm... I like the simplicity of this. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 5:33am | Post# 4357

 
Quoting shiva 
Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity 



starts, trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 
Can I get your precise settings buddy? I know it's on 15M. 
Many thanks 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 5:34am | Post# 4358

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmmm... I like the simplicity of this. 
Me to, think im gonna demo this. 
Shiva: Are you trading from the M15 TF? 
What are your setting? 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:34am | Post# 4359

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I will approach the charts in such a manner. Me : Yo chart! Where should I be headed? 
Chart : Kansas City.. Me : Ok how do I get there? Chart : Head north to Kanas City Me : 
So imma just gonna drive north is that it? Chart : Hell no man! I ain't your momma 
dude! Go figure! Me : Yo ZZ! Chart says we be headed north to Kansas. You er know the 
route there ZZ : You kidding me dude? Hell....I'm like a living GP and S brother! Me : You 
da man! ZZ : Turn left on 6 Me : Gotcha. ZZ : Exit 79 ME : Aight ZZ : Aw man roads 

closed. Turn back around on 7 ... 
 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 5:35am | Post# 4360

 
Quoting shiva 
Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity 
starts, trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 

Yeah but somehow I only ever get (3)....using 300/300/300 - 1,3 / 8,5 / 21,12 looks 
right to you? 

 

hepsibah Jul 24, 2013 5:35am | Post# 4361

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Yes, we will always be limited in our trading when it comes to the similarity system, 
I think. Eurusdd has made clear that he will not share all the tools needed to be able to do 
what he does. So I think we have to use the tools provided from him, with our own 
strategies, and make the best of it. I don't see how we will be able to do something like 
spotting that 1.3204 level of "technical problem" that price had to correct? Or will we? 
Hi spufuz, 
 
There was a mismatch between the 24 stoch and 24 semafor at 1.32064 at 10.15 (chart 
time yesterday morning) i.e. the stoch reached 100 but no semafor high was printed. This is 
one of the charts I posted before the rise (but my posts get moderated and so don't appear 
until everyone has moved on LOL). 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 5:36am | Post# 4362

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} I posted the following yesterday, post 4217 I think, eurusd was around 1.3197 
and I wanted to short but could see a zone above on the 4hr which stopped me (top 
1.33037) and I did try to ask what people thought. The system was giving me this info 
so it does work. Don't lose confidence just yet as Eurusdd has proved a very good 
teacher but there is always a 3% chance things don't work out and the 4 hr (with 15 min 
settings) can be 8% out. 1.3187 is around the mid BB spot in the hourly and as a result I 
had thought of it for a short order BUT... 
You did some great work last night dude. 
 
I tried a few settings on the higher TF. I am going to say something contradictory: 
changing the Stoch values to match the TF allows the stoch to be more visible... but if 
you keep the R1 or R2 setting to 300 : 24 then the zone calc is based on that setting for 

all timeframes. 2 different things.  

 

winterfell Jul 24, 2013 5:37am | Post# 4363

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} 15M, Sem really doesnt repaint, the dots once painted remain, the outer ring in 
yellow may move. It is not of concern to us, we scalp as soon as a dot appears after the 
dZ starts. This is one trade per zone kind of trading. 
its really good 



but ds appear almost once every day  
do you think you just want to scalp once a day? 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:38am | Post# 4364

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Me to, think im gonna demo this. Shiva: Are you trading from the M15 TF? What 
are your setting? 
Here you go 
simple dissimilarity 15 minutes.tpl 
3_Level_ZZ_Semafor.ex4 
StochDifZones_v2_30.mq4  

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:39am | Post# 4365

 
Quoting winterfell 

{quote} its really good but ds appear almost once every day do you think you just 
want to scalp once a day? 
 

I have more than 30 tradeable forex pair on my platform, how about you?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 5:40am | Post# 4366

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Here you go {file} {file} {file} 
I'm gonna try and apply this to the "daily" test I am doing! Cheers bro! 

 

merlion Jul 24, 2013 5:44am | Post# 4367

 
is the system still working ? or still make a holy grail... 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 5:45am | Post# 4368

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Here you go {file} {file} {file} 
Thanks a lot! 
Ill try it our for a couple of days. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 5:46am | Post# 4369

 
Quoting merlion 
is the system still working ? or still make a holy grail... 
 
We move at the rate of 8 pages a day, what do you think? 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 5:47am | Post# 4370



 
Quoting merlion 
is the system still working ? or still make a holy grail... 
I would say that its no question its working for Eurusdd. 
What we other is trying to do, is learning what we can from it an adapting it to our own 
trading. 
This thread does not give a A-Z manual how to make money on forex! 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 5:49am | Post# 4371

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} I have more than 30 tradeable forex pair on my platform, how about you?  

 
 

 

Ezzy Jul 24, 2013 5:54am | Post# 4372

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I will approach the charts in such a manner. Me : Yo chart! Where should I be headed? 
Chart : Kansas City.. Me : Ok how do I get there? Chart : Head north to Kanas City Me : 
So imma just gonna drive north is that it? Chart : Hell no man! I ain't your momma 
dude! Go figure! Me : Yo ZZ! Chart says we be headed north to Kansas. You er know the 
route there ZZ : You kidding me dude? Hell....I'm like a living GP and S brother! Me : You 
da man! ZZ : Turn left on 6 Me : Gotcha. ZZ : Exit 79 ME : Aight ZZ : Aw man roads 

closed. Turn back around on 7 ... 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 5:55am | Post# 4373

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Here you go {file} {file} {file} 
Mate, I can't get the Semafor to work... i put in 24,1,1 for all the periods and then 

blank... nothing. Grrr.. deleted/re-copied/restarted....  

 

taypot Jul 24, 2013 5:56am | Post# 4374

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You did some great work last night dude. I tried a few settings on the higher TF. 
I am going to say something contradictory: changing the Stoch values to match the TF 
allows the stoch to be more visible... but if you keep the R1 or R2 setting to 300 : 24 

then the zone calc is based on that setting for all timeframes. 2 different things.  
Thats interesting, thanks Vlady, will try tonight when I have chance. Good luck all today, 
I think maybe' luck' can be defined as 'dodging the 3%' and next time EURusdd says he's 
scared tighten the stops. 

 

Sixfour Jul 24, 2013 6:01am | Post# 4375

 
Quoting shiva 



Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity 
starts, trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 
 
This looks great. Straightforward. Which version of the indi are you using? And did you 
modify any major settings? 
 
Thanks 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 6:03am | Post# 4376

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, I can't get the Semafor to work... i put in 24,1,1 for all the periods and 

then blank... nothing. Grrr.. deleted/re-copied/restarted....  

Try this (shiva forgot the .mq4)!  
Compile and copy paste to indicators after compiling. (don't ask why, just seems to work 
better for me) 
 
3_Level_ZZ_Semafor.mq4  

 

Forex Lion Jul 24, 2013 6:03am | Post# 4377

 
this was a good start with my live-account yesterday   

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4378

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} I have more than 30 tradeable forex pair on my platform, how about you?  
Shiva I actually think R-V2 could be good to use on a chart side to side with your 
template! 

The R-V2 line gives good hints of entry-point witch could be used also!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 24, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4379

 
Nothing close to a holy grail is floating around in public!!! There has to be a market!!! 

 

Kiads Jul 24, 2013 6:09am | Post# 4380

 
1 Attachment(s) 
short EU, dunno right or wrong lol..  
 



 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 6:13am | Post# 4381

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, I can't get the Semafor to work... i put in 24,1,1 for all the periods and 

then blank... nothing. Grrr.. deleted/re-copied/restarted....  
 

Sorry, I think Spufuz answered your issue   

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 6:18am | Post# 4382

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Nothing close to a holy grail is floating around in public!!! There has to be a market!!! 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:25am | Post# 4383

 
Quoting spufuz 

{quote} Try this (shiva forgot the .mq4)! Compile and copy paste to indicators after 
compiling. (don't ask why, just seems to work better for me) {file} 

Thank You!!  
 
Works now.... BTW... I noticed that the file you sent me isn't the Multi Time Frame (MTF) 
one... 
Not complaining... but they are named the same just in case people are downloading it. 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 6:28am | Post# 4384

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Thank You!! Works now.... BTW... I noticed that the file you sent me 



isn't the Multi Time Frame (MTF) one... Not complaining... but they are named the same 
just in case people are downloading it. 
Hmm. that's right! 

Maybe we could ask Shiva to attach the right one?!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:28am | Post# 4385

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
short EU, dunno right or wrong lol.. {image} 
I am also short (same platform as Daily Test). s. 3232 
 
BTW.... thank you to ALL those that helped with suggestions for the Remote VPS. I am now 
currently running a remote MT4 on my iPad. Someone suggested SkyFex.com for internet 
remoting - fantastic suggestion... but didn't work at my office (probably due to firewall). 
Basically... THANK YOU! 

 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 6:29am | Post# 4386

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Over the last days I spot some intersting things and I hope I can explain what I found in 
simple words (hope you can see my picture it is the first time I try to upload one) 
 
 



 
 
- for me there are 2 kind of zones. Both are produces by price when the candle close is 
outside the BB. 
- the first zones are sim-zones that means Stoch is outside BB too (grey box) 
- the second ones are dissim zones that means Stoch is not outside BB (blue box) 
- for me zones (both) must be cleared from that direction from where they result. for 
example we have a close above bb zone, it must be cleared from above to the downside 
with first a close above the zone than a close under the zone. ( zones in my picture with a 
frame aren't cleared till now) 
-As zone I mark the first countertrend candle after a close outside bb (yellow box) 
-the zones are always support zones for retraces when price breaks bb in the opposite 
direction (red boxes) 
 
what I don't know yet are the differences between the dis zones and the dissim zones, but I 
think there must be one...... 
 
These are my first thougts about that. What do you think about this??? 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 6:33am | Post# 4387

 
the box around 1.32 should be a blue box I forgot to color it!!!!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:33am | Post# 4388

 
Quoting mattkirby 
Over the last days I spot some intersting things and I hope I can explain what I found in 



simple words (hope you can see my picture it is the first time I try to upload one) 
{image} - for me there are 2 kind of zones. Both are produces by price when the candle 
close is outside the BB. - the first zones are sim-zones that means Stoch is outside BB 
too (grey box) - the second ones are dissim zones that means Stoch is not outside BB 
(blue box) - for me zones (both) must be cleared from that direction from where they 
result. for example we have a close... 
Excellent stuff Matt. Just need your chart to be clearer as I can't see the difference 
between a grey and blue box.... and since you don't have the Rv1 or Rv2.. can't tell 
which are SM/DS. 
 
Also your last sentence must actually mean: "...I don't know yet are the differences 
between the SIM zones and the DISSIM zones..." 
 
But great work there! 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 6:35am | Post# 4389

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am also short (same platform as Daily Test). s. 3232 BTW.... thank you to ALL 
those that helped with suggestions for the Remote VPS. I am now currently running a 
remote MT4 on my iPad. Someone suggested SkyFex.com for internet remoting - 
fantastic suggestion... but didn't work at my office (probably due to firewall). Basically... 
THANK YOU! {image} 
Cool! Do you know if there is any remote software for android? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:37am | Post# 4390

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} Cool! Do you know if there is any remote software for android? 
There probably is if there is (most likely) as my remote is for Apple. 

What I really want is a Web Based remote site/app (that's free for one connection)  

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 6:40am | Post# 4391

 
grey zones = sim zones = price and stoch is outside bb 
blue zones = dissim zones = price ist outside bb but stoch not (forgot the one in my 
picture around 1.32 to color it blue!!) 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:45am | Post# 4392

 
Quoting mattkirby 
grey zones = sim zones = price and stoch is outside bb blue zones = dissim zones = 
price ist outside bb but stoch not (forgot the one in my picture around 1.32 to color it 
blue!!) 

 
 
The way you described the Clearance of a Zone is quite possibly the clearest 
yet.... and uses "CLOSES" as a key. Thank you for the great work!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:47am | Post# 4393



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am also short (same platform as Daily Test). s. 3232 BTW.... thank you to ALL 
those that helped with suggestions for the Remote VPS. I am now currently running a 
remote MT4 on my iPad. Someone suggested SkyFex.com for internet remoting - fantastic 
suggestion... but didn't work at my office (probably due to firewall). Basically... THANK YOU! 
{image} 

So... 15M... we're due a ZZBottom with Close Outside BB (c.o.b.b.)  

 

 

winterfell Jul 24, 2013 6:47am | Post# 4394

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} I have more than 30 tradeable forex pair on my platform, how about you?  
=)) lol i totally forgot that, 
Anotheer question, do you exit after the next opposite dot appear (small dot)? 
Do you think using the bb zz ema, we ride with the swing (after using your entry point) 
and exit with the possible top/bot? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 6:51am | Post# 4395

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Sorry, I think Spufuz answered your issue   
Shiva, what settings do you use for the other 2 smaller timeframes in Semafor? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 6:52am | Post# 4396



 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} The way you described the Clearance of a Zone is quite possibly the clearest 
yet.... and uses "CLOSES" as a key. Thank you for the great work! 
It is woot! I can really go some where with it 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 6:52am | Post# 4397

 

Quoting winterfell 

{quote} =)) lol i totally forgot that, Anotheer question, do you exit after the next 
opposite dot appear (small dot)? Do you think using the bb zz ema, we ride with the 
swing (after using your entry point) and exit with the possible top/bot? 
Yes next dot would be the exit. 
Yes if you like to you can let the winner ride. Safely with a trail or jumping stop etc 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 6:54am | Post# 4398

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Shiva, what settings do you use for the other 2 smaller timeframes in Semafor? 
 

Other timeframes? I dunno, seriously I used the indicator as it was found. Stock  

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 6:54am | Post# 4399

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} The way you described the Clearance of a Zone is quite 
possibly the clearest yet.... and uses "CLOSES" as a key. Thank you for the 
great work! 

I think there are some mor things to discover......like when there is just a spike over the 
bb and no close that candle could be used to start to clear a zone?! (like the one in my 
picture from july 23 at 20:45 

 

TradeFinder Jul 24, 2013 6:57am | Post# 4400

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There probably is if there is (most likely) as my remote is for Apple. What I 

really want is a Web Based remote site/app (that's free for one connection)  
Hi 
 
We just changed to iphones and I now have working very well MT4 and Trade Interceptor 
on the phones. both are better in places but MT4 nicer updates it seems, but less 
indicators BUT Trade interceptor has a cool multi chart display option which is great for 
MTF on the move 
 
works on ipad also 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 6:58am | Post# 4401

 



Here is the MTF Zemafor: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...mentid=1237735 
 
But I don't really see any difference!? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 7:00am | Post# 4402

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi We just changed to iphones and I now have working very well MT4 and Trade 
Interceptor on the phones. both are better in places but MT4 nicer updates it seems, but 
less indicators BUT Trade interceptor has a cool multi chart display option which is great 
for MTF on the move works on ipad also 
Yes, I love TradeInterceptor. Just useless for this thread with all the modifications. The 
iPad MT4 is also useless as I dont know or can't find a way to import custom indicators. I 
have Interceptor on my Android phone as well. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 7:01am | Post# 4403

 
Quoting mattkirby 
Over the last days I spot some intersting things and I hope I can explain what I found in 
simple words (hope you can see my picture it is the first time I try to upload one) 
{image} - for me there are 2 kind of zones. Both are produces by price when the candle 
close is outside the BB. - the first zones are sim-zones that means Stoch is outside BB 
too (grey box) - the second ones are dissim zones that means Stoch is not outside BB 
(blue box) - for me zones (both) must be cleared from that direction from where they 
result. for example we have a close... 
This might be usable to further validate a ZZ leg 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 7:03am | Post# 4404

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, I love TradeInterceptor. Just useless for this thread with all the 
modifications. The iPad MT4 is also useless as I dont know or can't find a way to import 
custom indicators. I have Interceptor on my Android phone as well. 
The MT4 app for my android phone would be great if I could use custom indicators, like 
the ZZ or such. 

 

TradeFinder Jul 24, 2013 7:11am | Post# 4405

 
Quoting spufuz 
{quote} The MT4 app for my android phone would be great if I could use custom 
indicators, like the ZZ or such. 
Yep I agree limited for this thread, it is good as the fallback if internet goes down and in 
a trade or have to go out but also the hotspot tethering is good with a connected small 
laptop/tablet/notepad laden with indicators which avoids all corporate firewalls 
restrictions and breaks free from landline dependance. 
 
Its part of my risk management in case of internet and power outages, we live in UK 
countryside and are on the edge of reliable services.. 

 



vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 7:19am | Post# 4406

 
BBZZ "Method" Notes... can anyone add further? 
 
Terms 

• Bollinger Band = BB 
• Bollinger Band Middle Line = BBMID 
• ZigZag Indicator = ZZ 
• ZZTOP = Recent Swing High on the ZZ 
• ZZBOT = Recent Swing Low on the ZZ 
• Closed Outside Bollinger Band (COBB) 

Method 

• PRICE & STOCH must be COBB to be a proper ZZTOP 
• Best confirmation is Price CLOSE to cross the BBMID on the opposite 

side.... but watch out for fake/reversals on the next bar 
• Slow confirmation is ZZBOT 

• If combined with Semafor + StochDiff (any version) 
• If DS Starts and ZZTOP Prints, can take that as a short signal and exit on 

the next semafor opposite dot. 
• Can Short and scalp the BBMID. 

Notes 

• PRICE can still create a top or be higher than the previous ZZTOP, but have 
STOCH inside BB.... this high can then lead to a next low 

• PRICE spikes over the BB (no close), that candle could be used to start to clear a 
zone (thanks MattKirby) 

• If Price forms a ZZTOP but does not close over the BBMID, trend to continue 
• Make sure you check the higher timeframe as a reversal could just be a retrace. 

 
Edit: Added the blue text. 

 

crodzilla Jul 24, 2013 8:10am | Post# 4407

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There probably is if there is (most likely) as my remote is for Apple. What I 

really want is a Web Based remote site/app (that's free for one connection)  
Teamviewer.com has a free app (for private use) for desktop/android/apple/linux, etc. 
Web based access as well. I use it daily. 
 
Carl 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 8:24am | Post# 4408

 
I think this is a short-squeeze spike 

 

crodzilla Jul 24, 2013 8:31am | Post# 4409

 



15m, top zz, no ema bollinger touch and no stoch bollinger touch? 
No news. Price falling like a rock. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 8:34am | Post# 4410

 
Quoting crodzilla 
15m, top zz, no ema bollinger touch and no stoch bollinger touch? No news. Price falling 
like a rock. 
Shiva says it's a short squeeze. Could be.  
No C.O.B.B. Close Outside BB and it's crossed BBMID... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 8:36am | Post# 4411

 
We're back to the top of the previous DS Zone. :s 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 8:36am | Post# 4412

 
Quoting crodzilla 
15m, top zz, no ema bollinger touch and no stoch bollinger touch? No news. Price falling 
like a rock. 
 
Orderflow in play 
 
I see dissimilarity of correlation, USDCHF up, GBP USD up, AUD USD dropping, USDYEN 

shooting, only EUROUSD was sulking away from the group  And now she has to be 
similar or else! 

 

handy148 Jul 24, 2013 8:39am | Post# 4413

 
Shiva - unless someone has done a new Semaphore indi then previous experience tells 
me that it recalculates/repaints like hell. 

 

killerno Jul 24, 2013 8:41am | Post# 4414

 
Quoting handy148 
Shiva - unless someone has done a new Semaphore indi then previous experience tells 
me that it recalculates/repaints like hell. 
 
yes you are right.it is repaints. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 8:42am | Post# 4415

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Orderflow in play I see dissimilarity of correlation, USDCHF up, GBP USD up, 
AUD USD dropping, USDYEN shooting, only EUROUSD was sulking away from the 

group  And now she has to be similar or else! 
What's EJ doing? 
 
UJ = up 



EJ = ? 
EU = down 
 
EJ down? 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 8:43am | Post# 4416

 
Quoting handy148 
Shiva - unless someone has done a new Semaphore indi then previous experience tells 
me that it recalculates/repaints like hell. 
 
Like hell yes, you need to the post I made a while earlier. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 8:44am | Post# 4417

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} yes you are right.it is repaints. 
All zig zags repaint.... you probably want one were the history is kept. 
 
Zig Zag is nothing but +1 or -1 or +1 or 0. Price can go higher it is still +1. It can go 
lower still it is still -1, only when it changes trend and exceeds conditions then it goes to 
+1.. nothing in between. 
 
Edit: 
therefore a swing hi to swing low is nothing but: +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 

 

handy148 Jul 24, 2013 8:50am | Post# 4418

 
Absolutely - basically it's a fractal calculation so if it is to be true to the real definition it 
needs five candles to mark the high point which it can't know for sure until until 5th 
candle is completed. 

 

smallcat Jul 24, 2013 8:52am | Post# 4419

 
EU is going back near to the price of technical problem "1.32038" ... unbelievable ... !!! 

Very precise .....  
edited: 
May be she preparing jump to the sink hole ? 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 8:59am | Post# 4420

 
Quoting smallcat 
EU is going back near to the price of technical problem "1.32038" ... unbelievable ... !!! 

Very precise .....  
 
EU has a problem?? Why didnt ask me to help? I would've helped her you know! 

 

killerno Jul 24, 2013 9:02am | Post# 4421

 



Yes I know. I am using the 3 modified ZigZagN indicator instead of the semafor to see 
the repainted tops and bottoms. 
Probably shiva's idea is good but it looks too good in the past. e.g. before the last Long 
entry was an another one which is repainted, therefore you need big SL to wait for the 
turn. 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} All zig zags repaint.... you probably want one were the history is kept. Zig Zag is 
nothing but +1 or -1 or +1 or 0. Price can go higher it is still +1. It can go lower still it is 
still -1, only when it changes trend and exceeds conditions then it goes to +1.. nothing in 
between. Edit: therefore a swing hi to swing low is nothing but: +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 9:03am | Post# 4422

 
Can't really screen shot this as it's real time but let me describe it..... it's kind of like that 
Fractal thing. 
 
I have a template using the Semafor template. It's for 15M. The current low being 
formed is a #2 and it's repainting. 
I have the same template but using the 5M and it's a #3 and it is repainting. 
 
Until both 5M and 15M are #3, then it's not to be considered a ZZBOT. 

 

lnorbi Jul 24, 2013 9:04am | Post# 4423

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There probably is if there is (most likely) as my remote is for Apple. What I 

really want is a Web Based remote site/app (that's free for one connection)  
We (my company) are just developing a remote control for MT4, that can be used to 
access an EA from the Web. Whatever you can put into an EA, can be made accessible 
from any browser, supposed your proxy lets it through. It can use normal http. 
If interested, I'll let you know once I can send you a pre-release for testing. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 9:04am | Post# 4424

 
Quoting handy148 
Absolutely - basically it's a fractal calculation so if it is to be true to the real definition it 
needs five candles to mark the high point which it can't know for sure until until 5th 
candle is completed. 
 
I think this is quite a key concept. We need SIMILARITY ACROSS ALL 
TIMEFRAMES.... or: 
 
DISSIMILARITY ACROSS ALL TIMEFRAMES returning TO SIMILARITY ACROSS 
ALL TIMEFRAMES  

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 9:05am | Post# 4425

 
Where is the price going to be once this current zone appears? Above or below it? 
 
PS: Almost recovered all of my short positions to BE using recovery. 



 

angelofx Jul 24, 2013 9:07am | Post# 4426

 
Quoting handy148 
Absolutely - basically it's a fractal calculation so if it is to be true to the real definition it 
needs five candles to mark the high point which it can't know for sure until until 5th 
candle is completed. 
I have asked before if the mt4 fractal indicator can be used in place of ZZ or semafor but 
EURUSDD said no. At least i understand how that works. It's hard believing anything you 
see on your chart that's painted by ZZ or semafor, here today, gone tomorrow. We'll 
keep trying until we get it right, no doubt EURUSDD knows how to use it very well. 

 

smallcat Jul 24, 2013 9:08am | Post# 4427

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} EU has a problem?? Why didnt ask me to help? I would've helped her you know! 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 9:10am | Post# 4428

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} We (my company) are just developing a remote control for MT4, that can be 
used to access an EA from the Web. Whatever you can put into an EA, can be made 
accessible from any browser, supposed your proxy lets it through. It can use normal 
http. If interested, I'll let you know once I can send you a pre-release for testing. 
Sure! Yes please. I know work proxy's are pains... but if it can use normal http..... ie. I 
am currently using teamviewer... which needs a thin client installed on my work PC to 
remote to the VPS. 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 9:13am | Post# 4429

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Upper zone cleared and dissim zone (blue box) is support (purple circles) 
 



 

 

handy148 Jul 24, 2013 9:23am | Post# 4430

 
Neieo what recovery system are you using - Nanning Bob ?? 

 

fraud Jul 24, 2013 9:23am | Post# 4431

 
2 Attachment(s) 
How about using Spread Indicator based on changes of 2 pairs? Any good ideas for using 

it, compare to this great system from EURUSDD?  
Indicators & templates are in archive. 
When red line on indicator breaks channel up, it's signal for sell and vice versa. 



 
15ma_corr.rar  

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 9:25am | Post# 4432

 
Quoting handy148 
Neieo what recovery system are you using - Nanning Bob ?? 
Yes, I referred to it a couple of times in this thread. 

 

Forex Lion Jul 24, 2013 9:47am | Post# 4433

 
puhh...hard work, but I made my account into positive pips (all short-term buy orders in 

eurusd)...now time for the forum   

 

MarsjeNL Jul 24, 2013 9:49am | Post# 4434

 
Lets hope the US Home sales will kill the Euro 

 

lnorbi Jul 24, 2013 9:56am | Post# 4435

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Sure! Yes please. I know work proxy's are pains... but if it can use normal 
http..... ie. I am currently using teamviewer... which needs a thin client installed on my 
work PC to remote to the VPS. 
Yes, this tool can go through normal http, no client required (only a web browser). It can 
also transfer chart captures of multiple charts, and you can freely configure what 
buttons/forms you wish to have on the front-end. The other end (MT4 side) only requires 
a library and an EA, that will be able to execute the commands (e.g. close a position or 
open an order). 
As I don't want to spam the thread, I'll PM you if you allow, to elaborate more. 

 



vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 10:01am | Post# 4436

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Yes, this tool can go through normal http, no client required (only a web 
browser). It can also transfer chart captures of multiple charts, and you can freely 
configure what buttons/forms you wish to have on the front-end. The other end (MT4 
side) only requires a library and an EA, that will be able to execute the commands (e.g. 
close a position or open an order). As I don't want to spam the thread, I'll PM you if you 
allow, to elaborate more. 

 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 10:05am | Post# 4437

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
Lets hope the US Home sales will kill the Euro 
 
Your prayers are answered and then there was much merriment and dancing in the 
aisles. so it was written. 

 

smallcat Jul 24, 2013 10:06am | Post# 4438

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
Lets hope the US Home sales will kill the Euro 
The result was green .... but she did not sink .... why?????? Hmmmmm .... what are the 

plan of big player  

 

Fx_Pipin Jul 24, 2013 10:14am | Post# 4439

 
1 Attachment(s) 
First post here on what looks like a valid setup (similarity shown in the box), Hope I'm 

understanding this correctly, I've read over 50 pages  

 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 10:18am | Post# 4440



 
1 Attachment(s) 
purple lines are my wish for price to go.....let's see 
 

 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 10:26am | Post# 4441

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
Lets hope the US Home sales will kill the Euro 
Why? Let it go its way. I like to think that we got ZZBOT during dissim, so trend shall 

continue, let's see.  

 

Fx_Pipin Jul 24, 2013 10:32am | Post# 4442

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Closed e/u for +25 pips, currently positive on this one now. 



 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 10:34am | Post# 4443

 
1.3200 looks like a line in the sand  

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 10:48am | Post# 4444

 
The open for the day Midnight GMT is 1.3222  
 
Open for 9am GMT is 1.32015 
Open for 10am GMT is 1.32162 
 
Initial target is for a close lower than 1.3222 for my own definition of a "down day" 
Otherwise, a close lower than either 9/10am GMT based on Eurusdd's definition of "Day" 
 
EDIT: 
And according to the forecaster.... Dissimilarity won't finish until 9am tomorrow. 

 

lnorbi Jul 24, 2013 10:54am | Post# 4445

 
Quoting vlady1974 
The open for the day Midnight GMT is 1.3222 Open for 9am GMT is 1.32015 Open for 
10am GMT is 1.32162 Initial target is for a close lower than 1.3222 for my own definition 
of a "down day" Otherwise, a close lower than either 9/10am GMT based on Eurusdd's 
definition of "Day" EDIT: And according to the forecaster.... Dissimilarity won't finish until 
9am tomorrow. 
Dissimilarity will not finish until the price keeps making new higher highs, considering the 
last 300 bars range. Don't forget that the forecast is only accurate if price remains in the 
range of the last 300 bars high/low. But now we are constantly going for higher highs, so 
dissimilarity remains... 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 10:59am | Post# 4446

 



Quoting vlady1974 
The open for the day Midnight GMT is 1.3222 Open for 9am GMT is 1.32015 Open for 
10am GMT is 1.32162 Initial target is for a close lower than 1.3222 for my own definition 
of a "down day" Otherwise, a close lower than either 9/10am GMT based on Eurusdd's 
definition of "Day" EDIT: And according to the forecaster.... Dissimilarity won't finish until 
9am tomorrow. 
Vlady I think you are wrong. Open 9.00 Gmt is 1.3243 and close is 1.3237. I think your 
price is the 8 - 9 candle!! Look at this again 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 11:21am | Post# 4447

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} Dissimilarity will not finish until the price keeps making new higher highs, 
considering the last 300 bars range. Don't forget that the forecast is only accurate if price 
remains in the range of the last 300 bars high/low. But now we are constantly going for 
higher highs, so dissimilarity remains... 
This is the bit (FxWrangler and PipTheif's work) that I haven't really fully internalised yet. 
But yes, I see what you mean. So really, it implies our current direction will continue to 
go higher... until the predicted TIME? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 11:26am | Post# 4448

 
Quoting mattkirby 
{quote} Vlady I think you are wrong. Open 9.00 Gmt is 1.3243 and close is 1.3237. I 
think your price is the 8 - 9 candle!! Look at this again 
Matt!! LOL Dissimilarity! 
 
Let's check... You know what... this is the time of the broker's not "real" time. Shit! 
Alright... subsidiary question... is there a way to reset your global time, or reset the 
data's time based on some kind of offset or global setting in MT4? Mine is 2 hours 
ahead.... meaning 9am BST is actually 11am 1.32426 matching Matt's 1.3243 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 11:35am | Post# 4449

 
Here is a little moral booster.I followed that charts and our methods and made 
25pips.After that I ignored them and lost 30.I followed the charts and methods again and 
made 15. Keep at it. 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 11:35am | Post# 4450

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Matt!! LOL Dissimilarity! Let's check... You know what... this is the time of the 
broker's not "real" time. Shit! Alright... subsidiary question... is there a way to reset your 
global time, or reset the data's time based on some kind of offset or global setting in 
MT4? Mine is 2 hours ahead.... meaning 9am BST is actually 11am 1.32426 matching 
Matt's 1.3243 
I think you can not change the time in MT4, but there are some indis which shows you 
the different times. I didn't have one but I think it's not hard to find one. Or just set the 

time in FF to GMT so you always can compare  

 



crodzilla Jul 24, 2013 11:35am | Post# 4451

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Sure! Yes please. I know work proxy's are pains... but if it can use normal 
http..... ie. I am currently using teamviewer... which needs a thin client installed on my 
work PC to remote to the VPS. 
I have teamviewer installed on my home computer and use the teamviewer browser 
(web) login to access my home computer from work. 
It has no issues with firewalls. 

 

lnorbi Jul 24, 2013 11:39am | Post# 4452

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is the bit (FxWrangler and PipTheif's work) that I haven't really fully 
internalised yet. But yes, I see what you mean. So really, it implies our current direction 
will continue to go higher... until the predicted TIME? 
OK, let me try to explain. 
Look at the illustration below. On top you have the price. Looking back 300 bars, at each 
point in time you mark your highest high and lowest low. This will be the basis for your 
stoch. So if let's say price is 50, LL is 0 and HH is 100, you will have stoch at 50%. This 
is the first point in the illustration (on the left). 
Now, move ahead in time. As you are scrolling the 300-bar window, your HH or LL 
changes. You can see that in the illustration, the HH changed as price made a new HH in 
the 300 bars range (this is what's happening now). Now, if you have the SAME absolute 
price like above (50), it will be a different % in stoch, as it is now measured agains 0 and 
120. So it is less % than previously, thus a change in stoch value. THIS CHANGE IS 
WHAT WE IDENTIFY AS DISSIMILARITY IN THIS SYSTEM!! So it can come from two 
sources: a LL / HH is falling out on the left side of the 300-bar window as it is moving 
with time, OR a new LL/HH is created by price (within 300 bars range), which changes 
the LL/HH of the 300-bar window. 
 
Additionally, we are applying a MA on the stoch below, which introduces a 24 bar lag. So 
if I have a change now, the effect of that single change will last at least now + 24 bars. If 
I have another change in let's say 10 bars from now, the effect will be 10 + 24 = 34 bars 
long. 
Currently we are having a continuous effect by price moving higher and higher, thus the 
"dissim" will keep going, as stoch keeps tuning itself. If we stop doing new HH's, it will 
still take 24 bars for MA to settle, thus we can predict the length of the dissim. 
 
I hope it sheds some light on the topic. 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 11:44am | Post# 4453

 
Quoting crodzilla 
{quote} I have teamviewer installed on my home computer and use the teamviewer 
browser (web) login to access my home computer from work. It has no issues with 
firewalls. 
That's great to know. I will play around with it more to try and achieve this! Many 
thanks. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 11:51am | Post# 4454

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} OK, let me try to explain. Look at the illustration below. On top you have the 
price. Looking back 300 bars, at each point in time you mark your highest high and 
lowest low. This will be the basis for your stoch. So if let's say price is 50, LL is 0 and HH 
is 100, you will have stoch at 50%. This is the first point in the illustration (on the left). 
Now, move ahead in time. As you are scrolling the 300-bar window, your HH or LL 
changes. You can see that in the illustration, the HH changed as price made a new HH in 
the 300 bars range (this... 
OMG. Thank you for the plain english explanation and visual. Completely get it now! To 
paraphrase: 
 
DS: 

• bars falling off the tail end of the 300 bar count, changes the calculation of stoch 
• new bars (consequently, higher highs or lower lows) being added to the front of 

300 bars, changes the calculation of stoch 

MA: 

• The 24 period Bollinger Band keeps this "change" in stasis for the 24 period PLUS 
any other time gap which produces another price change. 

• If price stops producing variances, the 24 period stabilizes because the variance is 



consistent across the 24 bars.... dissimilarity ends! 

 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 24, 2013 11:56am | Post# 4455

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} OK, let me try to explain. Look at the illustration below. On top you have the 
price. Looking back 300 bars, at each point in time you mark your highest high and 
lowest low. This will be the basis for your stoch. So if let's say price is 50, LL is 0 and HH 
is 100, you will have stoch at 50%. This is the first point in the illustration (on the left). 
Now, move ahead in time. As you are scrolling the 300-bar window, your HH or LL 
changes. You can see that in the illustration, the HH changed as price made a new HH in 
the 300 bars range (this... 
My words exactly! LOL. Thanks for the graphs! I wish I could say I've been away 
enjoying the pips... Finally back at my office today. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 12:00pm | Post# 4456

 
YOU GUYS ARE GOOD! 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 12:01pm | Post# 4457

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
{quote} My words exactly! LOL. Thanks for the graphs! I wish I could say I've been away 

enjoying the pips... Finally back at my office today.  
Did you have a land office day? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 4458

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} OK, let me try to explain. Look at the illustration below. On top you have the 
price. Looking back 300 bars, at each point in time you mark your highest high and 
lowest low. This will be the basis for your stoch. So if let's say price is 50, LL is 0 and HH 
is 100, you will have stoch at 50%. This is the first point in the illustration (on the left). 
Now, move ahead in time. As you are scrolling the 300-bar window, your HH or LL 
changes. You can see that in the illustration, the HH changed as price made a new HH in 
the 300 bars range (this... 
Can i assume then we can say how long price will continue to rise or fall. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 24, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 4459

 
I did! I don't travel very often but this year has been the exception. Making things worst, 
none of my flights had wifi onboard and were under an hour in duration. By the time the 
computer was finally on it was time to shut it off for landing. Bummer! 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 12:04pm | Post# 4460



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting lnorbi 
THIS CHANGE IS WHAT WE IDENTIFY AS DISSIMILARITY IN THIS SYSTEM!! (...) which 
introduces a 24 bar lag. So if I have a change now, the effect of that single change will 
last at least now + 24 bars. 
Only if we stick to R-V1. R-V2 with it's EMA's produces these. So far, I couldn't explain 

 

 

 

handy148 Jul 24, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 4461

 
Inorbi - unless I've completely lost the plot (which is quite possible cos I'm realy tired) 
what you are referring to in your illustration is divergence. 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 12:09pm | Post# 4462

 



Oooh I have had my aha moment just now. I have seen the light and its hurting my eyes 
and head,. May be this is happening because of Mr Jack Daniel. I dunno 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 4463

 
Quoting shiva 
Oooh I have had my aha moment just now. I have seen the light and its hurting my eyes 
and head,. May be this is happening because of Mr Jack Daniel. I dunno 

Please keep being generous and share!  

 

fgsfx Jul 24, 2013 12:25pm | Post# 4464

 
Quoting shiva 
Oooh I have had my aha moment just now. I have seen the light and its hurting my eyes 
and head,. May be this is happening because of Mr Jack Daniel. I dunno 
shiva, what you mean "Mr. Jack Daniel"??? 
 
I thought you were on shiva's regal... 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 4465

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Please keep being generous and share!  
Can't say no to you Vlady 



 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 12:44pm | Post# 4466

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Can't say no to you Vlady {image} 
LOL. Luvin' it!  

 

 

Forex Lion Jul 24, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 4467

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Can't say no to you Vlady {image} 

 
 
a good idea, "cheers"  

 

MarsjeNL Jul 24, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 4468

 
Quoting shiva 



{quote} Your prayers are answered and then there was much merriment and dancing in 
the aisles. so it was written. 

It was a pure guess, I had 50% chance after all  

 

Neio Jul 24, 2013 1:22pm | Post# 4469

 
Nice Recovery  

 

Misterdaz Jul 24, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 4470

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Can't say no to you Vlady {image} 
what the Dickens has been going on here? Drinking!  
 
Ahhh JD, now you're talking, think I might have one of those while I catch up on this 
lunacy. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 1:49pm | Post# 4471

 
1 Attachment(s) 
15M has now gone below the 300EMA and STOCH below the 50 line.... starting to confirm a 
change in Higher TF trend? 

 

 

shiva Jul 24, 2013 2:03pm | Post# 4472



 
We miss our friend, guide and philosopher Mr EURUSDD. Come back! 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 2:05pm | Post# 4473

 
Quoting lnorbi 
{quote} [...] THIS CHANGE IS WHAT WE IDENTIFY AS DISSIMILARITY IN THIS 
SYSTEM!! [...] {image} 
In post 1 I saw that Stoch is good to look for difference in two compatible timeframes. I 
tried to calculate this and get dissim by filtering diff by standard deviation but it is not in 
harmony with what RV-1/2 shows. To be honest I tried to make different MTF indicator to 
compare with RV and check if more dissimilarities can be targeted that way. 
Now you say that dissimilarity comes with new higher high over given candles period and 
ends within 24 candles until new higher high comes. 
 
Looks simple (and I like that), but I have probably missed change in dissimilarity term, 
please help... 

 

mattkirby Jul 24, 2013 2:23pm | Post# 4474

 
Quoting mattkirby 
purple lines are my wish for price to go.....let's see {image} 

Looks like I understand the speech of EURUSD a little bit better now. So enough for 

today. I'm going for some beer and perhaps I met my friend Jack D. too  
 
See you guys tomorrow. Good luck and green pips. 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 2:47pm | Post# 4475

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Can i assume then we can say how long price will continue to rise or fall. 
No, we can only say how long dissimilarity MAY exist. 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 2:54pm | Post# 4476

 
Quoting blackqn 
Now you say that dissimilarity comes with new higher high over given candles period and 
ends within 24 candles until new higher high comes. Looks simple (and I like that), but I 
have probably missed change in dissimilarity term, please help... 
Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest high of 
all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. 
 
Candle #301 will be a dissimilarity candle if: 
 
1. Candle #1 had the LL. 
2. Candle #1 had the HH. 
3. Candle #301 goes higher than HH. 
4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. 
 
Dissimilarity ends if NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above 
happens, you have to wait 24 candles again from that point. 



 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 2:57pm | Post# 4477

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest 
high of all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. Candle #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle if: 1. Candle #1 had the LL. 2. Candle #1 had the HH. 3. Candle 
#301 goes higher than HH. 4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. Dissimilarity ends if 
NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above happens, you have to 
wait 24 candles again from that point. 
Ah hah! 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 3:02pm | Post# 4478

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest 
high of all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. Candle #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle if: 1. Candle #1 had the LL. 2. Candle #1 had the HH. 3. Candle 
#301 goes higher than HH. 4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. Dissimilarity ends if 
NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above happens, you have to 
wait 24 candles again from that point. 
Thanks, Is it what your indi does? 

 

lnorbi Jul 24, 2013 3:03pm | Post# 4479

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest 
high of all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. Candle #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle if: 1. Candle #1 had the LL. 2. Candle #1 had the HH. 3. Candle 
#301 goes higher than HH. 4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. Dissimilarity ends if 
NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above happens, you have to 
wait 24 candles again from that point. 
Perfect and simple explanation. This is exactly it. 

 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 3:50pm | Post# 4480

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest 
high of all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. Candle #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle if: 1. Candle #1 had the LL. 2. Candle #1 had the HH. 3. Candle 
#301 goes higher than HH. 4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. Dissimilarity ends if 
NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above happens, you have to 
wait 24 candles again from that point. 
One more question, 
 
Candle #1, not any of next 300 ones? Looks I misssed some posts. Then knowing Where 
HH/LL was we are able to predict next possible (optional) dissim? 
 
Thus candle #1, has it be the highest/lowest of next 299? 
 
I Assume that conditions 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 must apply, is that right? 
 



And what about Stochs mentioned in 1st post? Has the way of dissim detection evolved 
or? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 3:51pm | Post# 4481

 
I have many people to thank for this observation so I take zero credit. I do not dare 
openly credit the key person in case I'm wrong and end up embarrassing the person 
instead. I won't write what I see either cause I can't word it properly. But something I 
think is useful for you to look at and come to your own conclusion and a good half of 
what I've written previously can be ignored lol .. 
 
This is a specific condition for price movement so observe price when it is at or near a 
painted zone's lines. Observe the 1ema and stoch position relative to their own BB at 
that time. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 3:58pm | Post# 4482

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} One more question, Candle #1, not any of next 300 ones? Looks I misssed 
some posts. Then knowing Where HH/LL was we are able to predict next possible 
(optional) dissim? Thus candle #1, has it be the highest/lowest of next 299? I Assume 
that conditions 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 must apply, is that right? And what about Stochs 
mentioned in 1st post? Has the way of dissim detection evolved or? 
Rephrase 
 
1)If candle #1 has a LL compared to #301 
2)If candle #1 has a HH compared to #301 
3)If candle #301 has the HH of all 
4)If candle #301 has the LL of all 
 
Correct me if wrong 

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 4:07pm | Post# 4483

 
I have still words in the back of my head that this indi detects 60% of dissimilarities. This 
is why I turned to first post and mentioned Stoch indi from corresponding TFs. 
 
EDITIED: Ive noticed now that ANY of these conditions is enough 

 

spufuz Jul 24, 2013 4:09pm | Post# 4484

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
This is a specific condition for price movement so observe price when it is at or near a 
painted zone's lines. Observe the 1ema and stoch position relative to their own BB at 
that time. 

hmmm...  
My sight is obscured by clouds right now. 
Feels like I have to go to the Dark side of the moon to find the answers. 
Whish you where here Eurusdd 
Cant get over The Wall. 

 



Ralome Jul 24, 2013 4:46pm | Post# 4485

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Rephrase 1)If candle #1 has a LL compared to #301 2)If candle #1 has a HH 
compared to #301 3)If candle #301 has the HH of all 4)If candle #301 has the LL of all 
Correct me if wrong 
1. If candle #1 has LL of all 
2. If candle #1 has HH of all 
 

3&4 were correct  

 

 

Ralome Jul 24, 2013 4:47pm | Post# 4486

 
Quoting blackqn 
Ive noticed now that ANY of these conditions is enough 

Exactly!  

 

blackqn Jul 24, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 4487

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Exactly!  
Thanks, Is it the same as what can be got from stochs difference at different TFs, or 
concept changed in meantime? 

 



Sixfour Jul 24, 2013 5:48pm | Post# 4488

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} 1. If candle #1 has LL of all 2. If candle #1 has HH of all 3&4 were correct 
{image} 
 
Am I missing something here I think on this new explanation....Because sounds to me 
that you gave a good example of a 300 bar trend. 
 
Ralome In your illustration between candles #1 and #301 you have Higher Highs in 
between your candles (that huge peak both up and down)...I assume this was a mistake 
in the drawing? Correct me if I am wrong please and missed something else perhaps! 
 
Also isn't any number of candles from #1 to #10 000 for example if you like......if #1 has 
a higher High (higher than any other candles in the sequence) and Number 10 001 has a 
lower low (lowest in the sequence) , you simply have a trend... No? 
 
In which case is dissimilarity put this way is a possible reversal zone after X amount of 
candles? 

 

Stinky Jul 24, 2013 6:24pm | Post# 4489

 
Quoting Neio 

Nice Recovery  
If a recovery system increased your account by say, 20% (to BE), and your primary 
system caused the 20% loss, isn't it better to just use the recovery system to make 
money? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 24, 2013 7:11pm | Post# 4490

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Testing something out on a Daily basis. Short at market {image} 
Short opened @ 1.32234, closed @ 1.32169 
Day closed at @ 1.31955 
 
DOWN DAY 
Anticipated based on new rules being formulated 
 
 
Next day prediction: UP DAY 
Long opened @ 1.31948 
This one is a little more difficult as we are right on the border of some indicator thresholds. 

Anticipation of swing high lower than previous swing high. However, if the change occurs 

intraday, given PMI news releases, the day could easily turn into a DOWN DAY if the 

thresholds are broken. 



 

 

lebaksiu Jul 24, 2013 7:28pm | Post# 4491

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting fraud 
How about using Spread Indicator based on changes of 2 pairs? Any good ideas for using it, 

compare to this great system from EURUSDD? Indicators & templates are in archive. 
When red line on indicator breaks channel up, it's signal for sell and vice versa. {image} 
{file} 
just tried spread.env indi from different view. because (i) looking for unsimilarity for EU, 
setting that used was (GU vs EG) and (EJ vs UJ). 

 
dissimilarity visible from candle to candle ( moving up vs down), just guessing, minority 
dissimilar move marking delay or last kick to top/bottom, majority cross...., ah, just try it 

guys, not sure about this  

 



smallcat Jul 24, 2013 7:41pm | Post# 4492

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest 
high of all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. Candle #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle if: 1. Candle #1 had the LL. 2. Candle #1 had the HH. 3. Candle 
#301 goes higher than HH. 4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. Dissimilarity ends if 
NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the above happens, you have to 
wait 24 candles again from that point. 

Thank you Ralome .... now I got it ....  
 
Edited: 
And for the candle #301, we must wait for the candle to close first, before we calculate it 
(the calculating is begin on the OPEN of candle #302) ? 
And checking ending of dissimilarity is at OPEN of candle #25 ? 

 

jasonckb Jul 24, 2013 7:59pm | Post# 4493

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} 1. If candle #1 has LL of all 2. If candle #1 has HH of all 3&4 were correct 
{image} 
So can I said DS is just marking the HH and LL candle for the past 301 candles (which is 
good) but not some secret zone of "big boys clearing book etc"? 

 

smallcat Jul 24, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 4494

 
Quoting jasonckb 
{quote} So can I said DS is just marking the HH and LL candle for the past 301 candles 
(which is good) but not some secret zone of "big boys clearing book etc"? 
So far I know, this concept can predict the way big boys does ... 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 9:51pm | Post# 4495

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} 1. If candle #1 has LL of all 2. If candle #1 has HH of all 3&4 were correct 
{image} 

Thanks for taking the trouble with the picture Ralome Can I also say that whenever 
a candle paints a HH/LL there is a good chance that it may be a DS candle but not 
necessary? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 24, 2013 10:23pm | Post# 4496

 
Quoting jasonckb 
{quote} So can I said DS is just marking the HH and LL candle for the past 301 candles 
(which is good) but not some secret zone of "big boys clearing book etc"? 
This is the problem with sharing forex-trading ideas on forums! Some People will never 

pay attention to what you say.  
Ralome's indicator identifies 60% of TRUE DS bars and that is what I found out. I drew 
your attention to that discovery. Therefore, it is wrong to say that all zones identified by 
the indicator are true DS zones. The algorithm is much more complicated than the one 



that supports the indicator. Whatever you think you know about DS is a product of the 
indicator you have. 
I have never released the exact process of identifying True DS zones and NO-ONE in his 

right mind will do that!!! There has to be a market!!!  

 

Baillie Jul 24, 2013 10:31pm | Post# 4497

 
Look at all the pages! Well this may help take the stress of picking tops and bottoms 
using the ZZ and Semafore, if you use them. I know I have seen some draw down as 
price has pushed higher than my supposed top. 
 
Anyway, as a US trader I do not have the luxury of being able to hedge my trades. 
(stupid rules) 
So, why stress about the entries? Use a LIMIT ORDER! 
 
If the ZZ is at the BB Top, place a Sell Limit at the low of the ZZ Candle with a sl just 
above the high. Reverse for a long. Of course trading with Similarity. 
 
Risk will be reduced and if the order is not triggered you can get in LATER with the 
market, also you will not be chasing the market. 
 
As far as the losses, they should be reduced greatly along with draw down. 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 24, 2013 10:34pm | Post# 4498

 
Quoting Baillie 
Look at all the pages! Well this may help take the stress of picking tops and bottoms 
using the ZZ and Semafore, if you use them. I know I have seen some draw down as 
price has pushed higher than my supposed top. Anyway, as a US trader I do not have 
the luxury of being able to hedge my trades. (stupid rules) So, why stress about the 
entries? Use a LIMIT ORDER! If the ZZ is at the BB Top, place a Sell Limit at the low of 
the ZZ Candle with a sl just above the high. Reverse for a long. Of course trading with 
Similarity. Risk will be reduced and if... 
 
So you are saying this is what you do? US trader as well here, can't hedge. Do you mean 
to put a sell order when the new zz top is formed at the low of the candle that formed it? 

 

Baillie Jul 24, 2013 10:37pm | Post# 4499

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
{quote} So you are saying this is what you do? US trader as well here, can't hedge. Do 
you mean to put a sell order when the new zz top is formed at the low of the candle that 
formed it? 
YES. 

 

smallcat Jul 24, 2013 10:55pm | Post# 4500

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Like I said before - You can used any indicator you want. jUST APPLY THE 
SIMILARITY CONCEPT, the way you want!!! Good job. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 



For similarity concept, can I also use a Very Repaint indicator, that use THE FUTURE 
CANDLES for its calculation ? Ex. 5-34-5 indicator. 
edited: link http://codebase.mql4.com/2028 
 
Thanks 

 

EaglePip Jul 24, 2013 10:56pm | Post# 4501

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote}.......Next day prediction: UP DAY ..... {image} 
Here is a chart saved a few days ago when attention was focussed on worm holes and 
certain price levels. 
The significance of BRNs should be obvious at the 

CP.   

 

cfdtaleong Jul 24, 2013 10:56pm | Post# 4502



 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} YES. 

well played sir! 

 

lillelise Jul 24, 2013 11:11pm | Post# 4503

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} This is the problem with sharing forex-trading ideas on forums! 

Some People will never pay attention to what you say. Ralome's 
indicator identifies 60% of TRUE DS bars and that is what I found out. I 
drew your attention to that discovery. Therefore, it is wrong to say that all 
zones identified by the indicator are true DS zones. The algorithm is much 
more complicated than the one that supports the indicator. Whatever you 
think you know about DS is a product of the indicator you have. I have 
never released the exact process of... 

eurusdd you are a star :-) you and the others before you..who pop up all the time ..is 
what makes Forexfactory worth reading.. 
....realy great and hileraius entertainment. 
 
its always something like : iam a master i make millions i just want to help and give 
back. i found the grail... 
.. i will teach you : you need indicators ,and a chart... i will not tell you excatly how...but 
its all there :-) 
i will make a few predcitions.... if im right ,iam a hero...if its wrong i have a good excuse 
that you all didnt understod what i was telling.. lol then we have the sheeps/praisers... 
im realy in doubt they are real people ( who the hell can be so naive and stupid ) are 
they for real or are they one and same guy ????? i hope they are not real..... 
... 
,,,, anyway i wish you good luck in this fantasy world of yours 
 
ps. not trying to save any body..i dont give a shit,,, im just saying thanks for the 
Hileraius entertainment you gurus and naive sheeps provide :-) 

 

Baillie Jul 24, 2013 11:35pm | Post# 4504

 
Quoting lillelise 
{quote} eurusdd you are a star :-) you and the others before you..who pop up all the 
time ..is what makes Forexfactory worth reading.. ....realy great and hileraius 
entertainment. its always something like : iam a master i make millions i just want to 
help and give back. i found the grail... .. i will teach you : you need indicators ,and a 
chart... i will not tell you excatly how...but its all there :-) i will make a few predcitions.... 
if im right ,iam a hero...if its wrong i have a good excuse that you all didnt understod 
what i was telling..... 
OH no, It's the FF Police come to save all the naive and stupid sheeps. 
 
It's a forum jack ass! go get a life. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 24, 2013 11:38pm | Post# 4505

 
Quoting lillelise 
{quote} eurusdd you are a star :-) you and the others before you..who pop up all the 



time ..is what makes Forexfactory worth reading.. ....realy great and hileraius 
entertainment. its always something like : iam a master i make millions i just want to 
help and give back. i found the grail... .. i will teach you : you need indicators ,and a 
chart... i will not tell you excatly how...but its all there :-) i will make a few predcitions.... 
if im right ,iam a hero...if its wrong i have a good excuse that you all didnt understod 
what i was telling..... 

Well I do not know where you came from but I think you are on the wrong thread! 

Maybe you lost your way. I have read things like this before and you are the very 
same ones who will follow the thread in INVISIBLE mode! You are free to express 
yourself but you are also the very reason why most people will not share true systems. 
This thread is about a concept, principle; not a holy-grail. That is why you will not find a 
precise A-B-C then D kind of argument in most of my posts. It is up to you to apply the 
concept the way you want! Please do not put me in some group because I am way out of 

your league!!!  
 
------ 
I believe you don't have anything of true worth for this beautiful community because you 
have started 15 threads and none of them have more than 100 replies! You don't have 
buddies and you don't have people vouching for you?  
Little advice: Bring something "good" to the table, share freely and I can assure you that 
good and smart people will recognize your effort and add value to your thread. 
I have just started here and you have seen nothing yet!!!  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 12:01am | Post# 4506

 
No one is a perfect forex-trader but it is possible - in fact easy - to live on earnings you 
make from forex-trading! 
I do not know about most people here but I don't give up easily. The more the going-
gets-tough, the deeper I will go to find the truth. 
 
---------- 
 
For those who have access to hedging-platforms, it is even easier to make money!  
 
I will show you where to place a trade, where to place a buy-stop // sell-stop and 
maintain a possible hedge-trade for a maximum profit! If you can't hedge on your 
platform then I can't help you much! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 12:03am | Post# 4507

 
If you want to follow me then you have to make sure you do not place other trades apart 
from the ones I present here. You are not suppose to mess up your account!!! 
 
It can be demo/real but my trades are live! 
 
I will put up an explorer specifically for the hedging plan. but I will place the calls here 
too. 

 

Hennessy Jul 25, 2013 12:10am | Post# 4508

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
No one is a perfect forex-trader but it is possible - in fact easy - to live on earnings you 



make from forex-trading! I do not know about most people here but I don't give up 
easily. The more the going-gets-tough, the deeper I will go to find the truth. ---------- 
For those who have access to hedging-platforms, it is even easier to make money! I will 
show you where to place a trade, where to place a buy-stop // sell-stop and maintain a 
possible hedge-trade for a maximum profit! If you can't hedge on your platform then I 
can't help you much! 

Can't wait... when does the first lesson start?  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 12:16am | Post# 4509

 
Thursday/Friday. It will not be a lesson. I will place live-calls with sell-stops/buy-stops 
instead of stop-loss. If you follow the calls you will grow your account! Before each call I 
will give a hint at least 5 mins earlier. 
 
You should not mix my calls with other trades! We will work with VERY tight buy-
stops/sell-stops, ie. 5-20 pips! 
 
------- 
The way I write here is MY forum style. If you don't understand it, please get use to it. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 12:21am | Post# 4510

 
All trades are expected to close within 1 day. Furthermore, We are hedging because will 
will recover every locked position, if any! 

 

Hennessy Jul 25, 2013 12:50am | Post# 4511

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thursday/Friday. It will not be a lesson. I will place live-calls with sell-stops/buy-stops 
instead of stop-loss. If you follow the calls you will grow your account! Before each call I 
will give a hint at least 5 mins earlier. You should not mix my calls with other trades! We 
will work with VERY tight buy-stops/sell-stops, ie. 5-20 pips! ------- The way I write here 
is MY forum style. If you don't understand it, please get use to it. 
Aye aye captain! 
Bring it on! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 1:22am | Post# 4512

 
strength of 1.32203 = 0.92  

 

fgsfx Jul 25, 2013 1:41am | Post# 4513

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This is the problem with sharing forex-trading ideas on forums! Some People will 

never pay attention to what you say. Ralome's indicator identifies 60% of TRUE DS 
bars and that is what I found out. I drew your attention to that discovery. Therefore, it is 
wrong to say that all zones identified by the indicator are true DS zones. The algorithm is 
much more complicated than the one that supports the indicator. Whatever you think 
you know about DS is a product of the indicator you have. I have never released the 
exact process of... 



Good morning Eurusdd 
 
Thank you for all your input here. I still have lightyears to go to get my head around this 
concept. But I've noticed that lately the thread seems to get a bit frazzled and lost in 
different directions. 
Am I reading your message correctly: "There has to be a market" - if anyone had and 
released to the world a system to detect every DS at the correct timing, there would be 
NO MARKET, and thus NOTHING FOR US TO TRADE >> stop searching for the perfect 
match, but rather try to optimize the trading approach to what we have, e.g. money 
management etc.? Am I getting your message??  
 
Looking forward to your planned exercises! 
 
Cheers and thanks again. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 1:54am | Post# 4514

 
Quoting fgsfx 
{quote} Good morning Eurusdd Thank you for all your input here. I still have lightyears 
to go to get my head around this concept. But I've noticed that lately the thread seems 
to get a bit frazzled and lost in different directions. Am I reading your message correctly: 
"There has to be a market" - if anyone had and released to the world a system to detect 
every DS at the correct timing, there would be NO MARKET, and thus NOTHING FOR US 
TO TRADE >> stop searching for the perfect match, but rather try to optimize the trading 
approach to what we have,... 
I pray for intelligent posts like this one everyday! 
 
If everyone knew exactly where price is going and when it will go there: there will be no 
market! 
 
Let me ask you this simple question: If you had the key to immortality, would you stand 
in the street and announce it to the whole world?  
I don't think so. Why? War is profitable and the powers-that-be will pick you up fast!... I 
believe you will enjoy your power for a while and even if you want to share it with 
someone, you will indirectly introduce the person to the truth.  
Those who are lazy will give up but the strong-willed soul will continue with you and 
maybe join your elite-club someday. 
 
Maybe you will just give the public the raw ingredients and allow them to find the right-

combinations themselves.  
 
----------- 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 1:55am | Post# 4515

 
1 Attachment(s) 

strength of 1.32203, NOW 0.87 
 



Before  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 1:57am | Post# 4516

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
strength of 1.32203 = 0.92 
Morning! 
 
Is that 92% resistance? Thx 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 2:00am | Post# 4517

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Here is a chart saved a few days ago when attention was focussed on worm 
holes and certain price levels. The significance of BRNs should be obvious at the 
CP.{image} 
Hi EaglePip 
Apologies but I couldn't work out the acronyms. CP = closing price? BRN =? 
Many thanks! 

 

lappies Jul 25, 2013 2:03am | Post# 4518

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi EaglePip Apologies but I couldn't work out the acronyms. CP = closing price? 
BRN =? Many thanks! 
BRN = Big Round Number 

 



Richterzoo Jul 25, 2013 2:05am | Post# 4519

 
If you can't hedge on your platform then I can't help you much! 
 
Eurusdd 

Thanks for all the help.  It has been fun racking my brain to understand the concepts 

you have been bringing up . Being a US trader, and not hedging. Can't I still get a lot 
from your posts? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 2:09am | Post# 4520

 
Quoting lappies 
{quote} BRN = Big Round Number 
Thanks for that Lappies! 
 
i get the total message now Eaglepips! What I'm trying to do is piece together a strategy 
to predict the direction of the daily bar based on the first hours of the day, using 
statements made by Eurusdd and what are on provided charts/templates. BRNs 
unfortunately don't participate in that calculation.... Just offer support resistance. 
 

i'll post more detail when I have a week's data.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:15am | Post# 4521

 
Pay attention to the 1EMA and 1.32203 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:16am | Post# 4522

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Morning! Is that 92% resistance? Thx 

yes vlady1974. The strength of the resistance reduces with 
time. Now @ 0.74  

 

EaglePip Jul 25, 2013 2:17am | Post# 4523

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} .... Just offer support resistance. ...........  
Exactly. With current price (CP) hovering above 1.3200, it adds to the likelihood of an Up 
day! 
dp 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 2:23am | Post# 4524

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Exactly. With current price (CP) hovering above 1.3200, it adds to the likelihood 
of an Up day! dp 
So far I am using indicators that have been highlighted in Eurusdd's last templates 
relating to Rv1 and 2, not CI. 



The effect you're mentioning is coincidental... Ie, it could be a down day with close on a 
BRN then next dy open from BRN.... but what I've tested so far does not use S/R and is 
irrelevant as a Day could break any number of BRN SR levels. All I am measuring is the 
likelihood that Close will be greater or less than Open. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:24am | Post# 4525

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So far I am using indicators that have even highlighted in Eurusdd's last 
templates relating to Rv1 and 2, not C? The effect you're mentioning is coincidental... Ie, 
it could be a down day with close on a BRN then next dy open from BRN.... but what I've 
tested so far does not use S/R and is irrelevant as a Day could break any number of BRN 
SR levels. All I am measuring is the likelihood that Close will be greater or less than 
Open. 
I love doing that. 

Strength of 1.32203 @ 0.71  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:29am | Post# 4526

 
strength of 1.32203 @ 0.65 

 

FxGunner Jul 25, 2013 2:29am | Post# 4527

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I pray for intelligent posts like this one everyday! If everyone knew exactly 
where price is going and when it will go there: there will be no market! Let me ask you 
this simple question: If you had the key to immortality, would you stand in the street and 
announce it to the whole world? I don't think so. Why? War is profitable and the powers-
that-be will pick you up fast!... I believe you will enjoy your power for a while and even if 
you want to share it with someone, you will indirectly introduce the person to the truth. 
Those who are... 
Hi guys, 
 
I made losses few days ago before i read this thread. I found in this thread with very 
good ideas. ZigZag, CyclicIndicator, Stoch, etc. EURUSDD you are first kind to share that 
with us and second you master your idea, this is really great. Thanks. 
 
I understood soon that the market is not a casino. This a Supply / Demand market so if 
everybody wan't to buy the price at the forecast level, nobody wants to sell before that 
price, so the price won't go there... so this is the idea i hope. This is probably the major 
reason you can not tell us everything. "The more is works, the less it works". 
 
I hope being able to go back in green now ! 

 

lappies Jul 25, 2013 2:29am | Post# 4528

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So far I am using indicators that have been highlighted in Eurusdd's last 
templates relating to Rv1 and 2, not CI. The effect you're mentioning is coincidental... Ie, 
it could be a down day with close on a BRN then next dy open from BRN.... but what I've 
tested so far does not use S/R and is irrelevant as a Day could break any number of BRN 



SR levels. All I am measuring is the likelihood that Close will be greater or less than 
Open. 
 
The close of ANY timeframe candles will be above or below open > 95% of the time, I 
have checked this before. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:32am | Post# 4529

 
Quoting lappies 
{quote} The close of ANY timeframe candles will be above or below open > 95% of the 
time, I have checked this before. 

 

 

smallcat Jul 25, 2013 2:33am | Post# 4530

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
strength of 1.32203 @ 0.65 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
At M1 the zz can be shown, ema has reach the BB. Shall I close the SELL order now ? 
 
edit: 

I have closed it with 3 pips profit ... Great  

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 2:35am | Post# 4531

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Short opened @ 1.32234, closed @ 1.32169 Day closed at @ 1.31955 DOWN 
DAY Anticipated based on new rules being formulated Next day prediction: UP DAY Long 
opened @ 1.31948 This one is a little more difficult as we are right on the border of some 
indicator thresholds. Anticipation of swing high lower than previous swing high. However, 
if the change occurs intraday, given PMI news releases, the day could easily turn into a 
DOWN DAY if the thresholds are broken. {image} 
My broker shows an Open: 1.3189 
the last couple of days price had an issue with 1.3220. 
So I am looking at 1.3176 from where eurusdd pointed. Thank you for yesterday's put 
heads up, that helped.  
 
-- BTW new to the thread. -- Hello everyone!! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:41am | Post# 4532

 
strength of 1.32203 @ 0.54.  
When strength drops below 0.2-0.1, the level is weak! 
Price is now free to go through!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 2:42am | Post# 4533

 
Quoting lappies 



{quote} The close of ANY timeframe candles will be above or below open > 95% of the 
time, I have checked this before. 
Well that's an easy enough statement to test, grab any TF count a sample and count for 
Doji/up/down candles. Then remove Dojis. 
 
I am trying to forecast tomorrow's exact direction at Open + 1H. Not so easy... 33% 
right, 64% wrong probabilities at its simplest calc. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:44am | Post# 4534

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well that's an easy enough statement to test, grab any TF count a sample and 
count for Doji/up/down candles. Then remove Dojis. I am trying to forecast tomorrow's 
exact direction at Open + 1H. Not so easy... 33% right, 64% wrong probabilities at its 
simplest calc. 
can we play that game. my bar begins at 9/10 pm gmt. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:45am | Post# 4535

 
strength of 1.32203 @ 0.40. Any value below 0.5 is a 
green-light for price to go through if it wants to. 

 

lappies Jul 25, 2013 2:46am | Post# 4536

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well that's an easy enough statement to test, grab any TF count a sample and 
count for Doji/up/down candles. Then remove Dojis. I am trying to forecast tomorrow's 
exact direction at Open + 1H. Not so easy... 33% right, 64% wrong probabilities at its 
simplest calc. 

Then you already have a 64% probability what direction it will close  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:48am | Post# 4537

 
Quoting lappies 

{quote} Then you already have a 64% probability what direction it will close  

true talk. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:49am | Post# 4538

 
so those who trade using resistance/support levels: similarity can help you too. Do you 

see how eurusd is respecting 1.32203? strength of 1.32203 @ 0.35.  

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 2:51am | Post# 4539

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
so those who trade using resistance/support levels: similarity can help you too. Do you 
see how eurusd is respecting 1.32203? strength of 1.32203 @ 0.35. 



Yes. I was looking for the resistance to hold and you are hinting at resistance becoming 
week. How? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:52am | Post# 4540

 
strenght of 1.32203 @ 0.25 

 

lazyegg Jul 25, 2013 2:53am | Post# 4541

 
Welcome back Eurusdd, i Thought you were adopted by the alien  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 2:53am | Post# 4542

 
Quoting lappies 

{quote} Then you already have a 64% probability what direction it will close  
Randomly selecting an outcome, you could be 64% wrong. 
 
What if you had rules? What % probability would that be reduced to? 
 
EDIT: 
Ive made ONE CALL and it was 100% correct. Too small a sample! LOL. I have another 
call today... Lets wait at least a week! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:54am | Post# 4543

 
Quoting lazyegg 

Welcome back Eurusdd, i Thought you were adopted by the alien  

lol. had some things to work on. Strength of 1.32203 @ 0.2. 
But I will not stay long!  

 

lazyegg Jul 25, 2013 2:58am | Post# 4544

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} lol. had some things to work on. Strength of 1.32203 @ 0.2. But I will not 
stay long! 

that means Eurusd will drop like a Poo Poo ? 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 2:58am | Post# 4545

 
eurusd is NOW free to go through!!! Strength of 1.32203 @ 
0.06.  

 

lappies Jul 25, 2013 2:59am | Post# 4546

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Randomly selecting an outcome, you could be 64% wrong. What if you had 
rules? What % probability would that be reduced to? EDIT: Ive made ONE CALL and it 
was 100% correct. Too small a sample! LOL. I have another call today... Lets wait at 
least a week! 
You can put in rules like, if previous daily candle engulfed, closed up/down, is previous 
weekly/monthly candle up/down... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 3:07am | Post# 4547

 
The power of 1.32203 to resist price is NOW 0.00!!! Eurusd is free 
to go through now - if she wants to. 

 

Ralome Jul 25, 2013 3:22am | Post# 4548

 
Quoting smallcat 

{quote} Thank you Ralome .... now I got it .... Edited: And for the candle #301, we 
must wait for the candle to close first, before we calculate it (the calculating is begin on 
the OPEN of candle #302) ? And checking ending of dissimilarity is at OPEN of candle 
#25 ? 
Yes, my indy waits for #301 to close (same with checking if DS has ended). It is true 
that if the dissimilarity is caused by #1 being HH or LL, we will know that #301 will be a 
dissimilarity candle at the moment of its open. It is also true that if the dissimilarity is 
caused by #301 becoming the new HH or LL, we will know that at the moment it 
breaches the old HH/LL. BUT the zones drawn are based on the complete candle. So 
that's why I chose to wait for the candle to close. Eurusdd also mentioned that one 
option is trading AWAY from the dissimilarity zone (i.e. the range of dissimilarity candle). 
My point is, if the candle is not finished yet, you don't know what you'd trade away from 

 

 

burnssss Jul 25, 2013 3:23am | Post# 4549

 
You evaluate the probability of price over a node using force? 

 

burnssss Jul 25, 2013 3:31am | Post# 4550

 
sounds awesome oscillator 

 

smallcat Jul 25, 2013 3:32am | Post# 4551

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Yes, my indy waits for #301 to close (same with checking if DS has ended). It is 
true that if the dissimilarity is caused by #1 being HH or LL, we will know that #301 will 
be a dissimilarity candle at the moment of its open. It is also true that if the dissimilarity 
is caused by #301 becoming the new HH or LL, we will know that at the moment it 
breaches the old HH/LL. BUT the zones drawn are based on the complete candle. So 
that's why I chose to wait for the candle to close. Eurusdd also mentioned that one 
option is trading AWAY from the... 

Thank U Ralome ...  

 



fraud Jul 25, 2013 3:41am | Post# 4552

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Channel breaks of Spread-I_env indicator. Maybe it's time to go through new ds-zone 

and then go up?  

 

 

matlobien Jul 25, 2013 3:59am | Post# 4553

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The power of 1.32203 to resist price is NOW 0.00!!! Eurusd is free to go through now - if 
she wants to. 
Brilliant 
 

 

 



vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 4:06am | Post# 4554

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} can we play that game. my bar begins at 9/10 pm gmt. 
I don't want you to influence my results! LOL 
How about I continue to post them daily then after a week I will summarise and you can 

take a look  
 
 
 
My candle also starts at 10pm GMT Summertime. 
So the MT4 server is in Europe. 
 
PREDICTIONS SO FAR: 
Yesterday - Down : Correct 
Today - Up : in progress 

 

Kelvinhand Jul 25, 2013 4:08am | Post# 4555

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting matlobien 

{quote} Brilliant  
Nope. I speak the true from the bottom of my heart. 
 
The moment he say start, within 5min, the eurusd break up. that is brilliant. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...34603&page=236 #4711 

 

 

josh11 Jul 25, 2013 4:32am | Post# 4556

 
1.32365 I think will be hi of the day! GL 

 

ravs_avs Jul 25, 2013 4:43am | Post# 4557

 



Why is everybody so quiet.. 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 4:46am | Post# 4558

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Let me ask you this simple question: If you had the key to immortality, would 
you stand in the street and announce it to the whole world? I don't think so. 
Christian people do this every day!! They believe that they have key to immortality. 
 
and about trading, looks like i found true sr-levels, THANKS to you MAN!!! 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 4:49am | Post# 4559

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 
Repeating this: Dump the BB, ZZ and the zone markers. Note when the dissimilarity starts, 
trade the semaphore dot which appears AFTER the beginning of diss. {image} 
 
Hey guys, 
 
I have been working on Shiva's above method here (thanks mate for getting me onto this!) 
and basically I love the simplicity behind it, however, the issues with the repainting 
semaphore can be annoying and inaccurate, which lead me to explore these zones (drawn 
specifically by Ralome's indicator) a bit more. I noticed two main things that jumped out at 
me here: 
 
1. After dissimilarity starts and the indicator draws the zone, price will very often respect 
the two extremes of that CURRENT zone. 
 
2. Price will either travel down to touch the bottom of the zone and then back up to the top 
or vise versa. 
 
In this case when dis sim begins and the zone is drawn by the indicator, we can place 
opposite sell limit and buy limit orders at each end of the extremities of the zone with our 
SL outside the zone and TP set to the opposite extremity of the zone thus giving us BOTH a 
very clear entry and very clear exit with low risk and good reward. 
 
Please see attached image of the method. Hopefully some feedback and thoughts too from 
EURUSDD! thanks. 
 
EDIT: I have only pulled this off chart history and have not applied this to New zones yet on 
the sterling/dollar, so I hope the indi doesnt repaint the zones? 



 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 5:06am | Post# 4560

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 5:10am | Post# 4561

 
You can ignore my previous post as the indi does repaint. Back to the drawing board... 

 

Jordi Jul 25, 2013 5:15am | Post# 4562

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
strength of 1.32203, NOW 0.87 {image} Before 
Hi eurusdd, first, thank you very much for sharing with your knowledge with us. There is 
something in your today posts that caught my attention, this the "strenght" concept, can 



you explain how do you know "the strenght"? 

 

shiva Jul 25, 2013 5:21am | Post# 4563

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{image} 
 
New tools Juhanimi? 

 

FxGunner Jul 25, 2013 5:28am | Post# 4564

 
Hi SixFour, very good and many thanks ! 
 
My problem with your figure is this is summer time. And during summer time, we have 
less volatility, meaning the probability of swing trading methods being higher than 
breakout ones. Must be verified during last november for example. 
 
Maybe something interresting : in the second zone, which lasts for two consecutive 24 
bars candles (if i am not too far from you big guys : please correct me for everybody), i 
can see that the bottom of the first zone now acts as the support for the second one: can 
we conclude that this is two dissimilarities ? 
 
 
So we would have here : 
 
Z1 - First dissimilarity (creates Z1H and Z1-L) : price trends UP 
Z2 - Second dissimilarity (creates Z2-H and Z2-L) : price trends DOWN, using Z1-H as 
resistance 
Z3 - Third dissimilarity following second one (creates Z3-H and Z3-L) : price trends UP, 
using Z2-L as a support 
 
So can we guess what will happen during the next dissimilarity ? 
 
- Price will trend towards Z3 
- If the price is above Z3, it will use Z3-H as support 
- If the price is below Z3, it will use Z3-L as resistance 
- If price is in Z3 : don't know ! 
 
Just an idea. 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 5:32am | Post# 4565

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} New tools Juhanimi? 
no, that is daily ema 10 in h1 with golden ratio deviation, 
those green lines are true sr-levels, draw line there where mis-pricing starts, 
like i said before, you probably can see these levels when spread are widening, ask/bid 
spread 
something like that, i do still have to work with this 
but Eurusdd has said everything allready about these, just have to read and re-read 

 

Neio Jul 25, 2013 5:33am | Post# 4566



 
Quiet here.... 
 
I am personally expecting it to bounce here for the following reasons (I may be wrong): 
 
1. Stoch outside BB. 
2. Price outside Lower BB with ZZ 
3. As already mentioned. Price is near the bottom of the previous dissimilarity zone. So 
should act as support. 
4. Currently seeing pins with long tails in M15. 
 
Just my thoughts. Like I say I don't know if I am right just going by what I see. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Neio Jul 25, 2013 5:49am | Post# 4567

 
Quoting Neio 
Quiet here.... I am personally expecting it to bounce here for the following reasons (I 
may be wrong): 1. Stoch outside BB. 2. Price outside Lower BB with ZZ 3. As already 
mentioned. Price is near the bottom of the previous dissimilarity zone. So should act as 
support. 4. Currently seeing pins with long tails in M15. Just my thoughts. Like I say I 
don't know if I am right just going by what I see. Regards Neio 
 
hmmm...Dissimilarity has started so things have changed.... 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 5:51am | Post# 4568

 
1 Attachment(s) 
4 hr That Top zone is closer than bottom, also 5,3,3 bottom stoch could go up, I've taken a 
small buy as there are 2 rather nice zones on 1 min up to over 1.3200 
 
fingers crossed too 

 

 



dare123 Jul 25, 2013 5:54am | Post# 4569

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The power of 1.32203 to resist price is NOW 0.00!!! Eurusd is free to go through now - if 
she wants to. 
Good-day Eurusdd, 
I notice the CI indicator repaints alot. Please what is the way out 
or is there another version of the CI indicator that do not repaint. 
 
Kindly assist and replay please.  

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 5:58am | Post# 4570

 
1 Attachment(s) 
2 possibilities now. A 15 min close over 1.3193 to take out the zones with the red frames or 
going down to the box between 1.3150 - 1.3140. 
 

 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 5:59am | Post# 4571

 
Quoting FxGunner 
Hi SixFour, very good and many thanks ! My problem with your figure is this is summer 
time. And during summer time, we have less volatility, meaning the probability of swing 
trading methods being higher than breakout ones. Must be verified during last november 
for example. Maybe something interresting : in the second zone, which lasts for two 



consecutive 24 bars candles (if i am not too far from you big guys : please correct me for 
everybody), i can see that the bottom of the first zone now acts as the support for the 
second one: can we conclude... 
 
Hi FXGunner, 
 
Please note the issue with my method previously is that the Zone constantly repaints 
until Dissimilarity ends. I did not fully consider this until after I had made the post! 
woops. For that I apologies its been a long morning! 
 
Thus this nullifies my initial method here with the swing high/low to a certain degree. 
Clearly we can SEE the swing high and low of the current zone, but we cannot technically 
act upon it until after the zone stops repainting unless you use Shiva's method and 
actually trade the first semaphor that appears after the zone begins. (however as the 
semaphor repaints as well this is also not so accurate).  
 
 
 
However, what you have said about the zones being used as S/R is clear. This has been 
noted by Eurusdd and others earlier in the thread, I can't remember how far back but 
perhaps someone else can remember where exactly. Try a search for some pages dealing 
with similarity zones acting as S/R and some should come up from this thread. 

 

Bomi Jul 25, 2013 6:05am | Post# 4572

 
Quoting Richterzoo 
If you can't hedge on your platform then I can't help you much! Eurusdd Thanks for all 

the help.  It has been fun racking my brain to understand the concepts you have been 

bringing up . Being a US trader, and not hedging. Can't I still get a lot from your posts? 
FXDD allows for hedging. Don't know about US. 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4573

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Live trade. EUR/USD 5M 
 
Long at first semaphor that appeared after Dissimilarity begins. 
 
TP at current extreme high of the zone. 



 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 6:11am | Post# 4574

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
4 hr That Top zone is closer than bottom, also 5,3,3 bottom stoch could go up, I've taken a 
small buy as there are 2 rather nice zones on 1 min up to over 1.3200 fingers crossed too 
{image} 
Trade (real money!) doing ok so far, first zone on 1 min taken, next one looks likely, fingers 
crossed 

 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 6:19am | Post# 4575

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd takes trades by 10 pips accuracy, so when mis-pricing starts 10 pips rectangle 



maybe ok 

 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 6:20am | Post# 4576

 
Quoting Sixfour 
Live trade. EUR/USD 5M Long at first semaphor that appeared after Dissimilarity begins. 
TP at current extreme high of the zone. {image} 
 
TP hit for +11.5 pips. 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 6:21am | Post# 4577

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Trade (real money!) doing ok so far, first zone on 1 min taken, next one looks 
likely, fingers crossed {image} 
great, but closing most now as approaching resistance 300ma, just in case 

 

burnssss Jul 25, 2013 6:22am | Post# 4578

 
juhanimi you explain your approach?. interests me and may be an option 
thank you very much 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 6:25am | Post# 4579

 
1 Attachment(s) 
lol, same in M5, we`ll see how this works 



 

 

spufuz Jul 25, 2013 6:27am | Post# 4580

 
Quoting juhanimi 
Eurusdd takes trades by 10 pips accuracy, so when mis-pricing starts 10 pips rectangle 
maybe ok {image} 
And by that you mean 10 pip S/L at each direction? 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 6:33am | Post# 4581

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} great, but closing most now as approaching resistance 300ma, just in case 
Good trade, (all out now) so what did I do, just for my record and anyone else thats 
interested. 
 
1. Looked at 4 hr chart and decided the zone above looked good, euro recovering after 
some news had bashed it. 
 
2. checked 1 min and saw two magnetic zones above. Bought aiming to close most at top 
first zone or if it fell further. 
 
3. Closed most at top first zone, then watched it bounce between the two zones 
 
4. Closed rest as approaching 300ma resistance and this whole move could retrace as 
current trend is down despite that tempting 4 hr zone and higher times frames look 
dodgy. Basically I think it was a scalp and should ignore 4 hr top zone for now. 
 
Juhanimi and Sixfour....Great trades too, different ideas....great stuff...lets keep those 
big boys guessing. Need to look at what you are both doing! gotta go now. good luck all. 
will be back. 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 6:33am | Post# 4582

 



Quoting spufuz 
{quote} And by that you mean 10 pip S/L at each direction? 
it is a trending thing, think about it, 
 
if mis-pricing is place where big boys are loading, so when price comes back to level, 
they load again 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 6:37am | Post# 4583

 
you will see a spike to 1.3204 than eurusd will fall again. 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 6:39am | Post# 4584

 
1 Attachment(s) 
we´ll see, live and learn 

 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 6:45am | Post# 4585

 
Quoting juhanimi 
we´ll see, live and learn {image} 
As we can see in this chart. LH and LL so we start to the downside...... 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 6:50am | Post# 4586

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mattkirby 
{quote} As we can see in this chart. LH and LL so we start to the downside...... 
we`ll see 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 6:51am | Post# 4587

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Before:  

• Post# 4,515 

 



After  

 

josh11 Jul 25, 2013 6:54am | Post# 4588

 
Quoting mattkirby 
you will see a spike to 1.3204 than eurusd will fall again. 
Agree!!! Still holding my short from this morning and believe it will continue at this 
level.... Nice work! 

 

dare123 Jul 25, 2013 6:56am | Post# 4589

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} hmmm...Dissimilarity has started so things have changed.... 
 
Good-day Neio, Please assist 
 
I notice the CI indicator repaints alot. Please what is the way out 
or is there another version of the CI indicator that do not repaint. 
 
Kindly assist and replay please.  

 

Neio Jul 25, 2013 6:58am | Post# 4590

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} Good-day Neio, Please assist I notice the CI indicator repaints alot. Please what 



is the way out or is there another version of the CI indicator that do not repaint. Kindly 
assist and replay please. 
Sorry I do not use the CI. Also Eurusdd said it is the least efficient method so I prefer 
Stoch-BB 

 

Thoughts Jul 25, 2013 7:03am | Post# 4591

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} Christian people do this every day!! They believe that they have key to 
immortality.. 
:-) 

Quoting juhanimi 
{quote} ..about trading, looks like i found true sr-levels, THANKS to you MAN!!! 
This part was always kind of obvious to me, mispricing between buyers and sellers is 
analogous to dynamic support and resistance levels. Trading away from them makes 
sense.. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 7:06am | Post# 4592

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} Good-day Neio, Please assist I notice the CI indicator repaints alot. Please what 
is the way out or is there another version of the CI indicator that do not repaint. Kindly 
assist and replay please. 
It was the same CI that I used to make the prediction in 

• Post# 4,515 
• and the outcome is in  
• Post# 4,587. 

So, I don't see a problem. 

 

Thoughts Jul 25, 2013 7:07am | Post# 4593

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote}..Eurusdd said it is the least efficient method 
I disagree with Eurusdd's opinion here..as far as I can see it depends on how one applies 
the information we have.. 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 7:13am | Post# 4594

 
let's compare our opinions to where price is going....to see what we have learned till 

now. My target is 1.3148.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:14am | Post# 4595

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Newly printed zone on the 1H preventing price from higher atm. 
This is the Rv2 indicator.... nothing on Rv1. 
 



EDIT: 
Slightly difficult because I see a ZZTOP due on the 15M.... so it has to go higher. Well, it has 
to pass the BBMid admittedly. 

 

 

 

dare123 Jul 25, 2013 7:15am | Post# 4596

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} It was the same CI that I used to make the prediction in Post# 4,515 and the 
outcome is in Post# 4,587.So, I don't see a problem. 
Thanks alot Eurusdd, Which setting do u use to handle the repainting issue or how do u 
handle it. I am asking because i found the indicator beneficial in giving a good entry and 



exit both on long term and short term. 
 
Kindly assist. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:19am | Post# 4597

 
Quoting mattkirby 
let's compare our opinions to where price is going....to see what we have learned till 

now. My target is 1.3148.  
Hi Matt, 
Good idea to compare. How have you decided your bias (ie. what timeframe and what 
trigger)? 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 7:21am | Post# 4598

 
Quoting mattkirby 
let's compare our opinions to where price is going....to see what we have learned till 

now. My target is 1.3148.  
i am just guessing, so do not take this as a trading advice, because i am probably wrong, 
i am new with this concept,  
1.3354 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 7:22am | Post# 4599

 
So price has returned within 2 pips from the low of the First bar from the previous zone 
on 15M... 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 7:25am | Post# 4600

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Matt, Good idea to compare. How have you decided your bias (ie. what 
timeframe and what trigger)? 
Hi Vlady. I take my opinions from the 15 min chart ( with an eye on the 1H). With my 
sim system there is a zone between 1.3150 and 1.3137. I think this zone is resistance for 
today. Also this target matches with the ATR which is around 90 at the moment. 

 

Panos Jul 25, 2013 7:31am | Post# 4601

 
Hi EURUSDD. 
You mentioned that Ralome's indicator identifies 60% of TRUE DS bars and I wonder if 
you have test Xixi's indicator and if yes what percent identifies of true DS bars? 
I mean which of these two indicators is better for this "concept"? 
thanks in advance. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:33am | Post# 4602

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mattkirby 
{quote} Hi Vlady. I take my opinions from the 15 min chart ( with an eye on the 1H). 



With my sim system there is a zone between 1.3150 and 1.3137. I think this zone is 
resistance for today. Also this target matches with the ATR which is around 90 at the 
moment. 
Do you mean the green zone here? My take is that the 15M requires a ZZTop as the next 
zigzag sequence. Whether this coincides with a 1H ZZTop is another question. 

 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 7:34am | Post# 4603

 
but first now I' d like to see a hourly close above 1.3198 to clear a zone in my 1H chart 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 7:37am | Post# 4604

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Do you mean the green zone here? My take is that the 15M requires a ZZTop as 
the next zigzag sequence. Whether this coincides with a 1H ZZTop is another question. 
{image} 
I didn't use the MT4 zones and no ZZ. I draw my zones with hand on base of BB and 
stoch. Like I tried to explain yesterday in my picture. 

 



vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:40am | Post# 4605

 
Quoting mattkirby 
but first now I' d like to see a hourly close above 1.3198 to clear a zone in my 1H chart 
Ahhh. No worries. 
Well that 1H dissimilarity has just ended, thus printing the zone above price (chart 2 
posts ago I think). I agree with you that I would like price to clear this zone first.... which 
would then construct a 1H ZZTOP, possibly in the area of 1.3260 

 

FxGunner Jul 25, 2013 7:43am | Post# 4606

 
Quoting Sixfour 
{quote} Hi FXGunner, Please note the issue with my method previously is that the Zone 
constantly repaints until Dissimilarity ends. I did not fully consider this until after I had 
made the post! woops. For that I apologies its been a long morning! Thus this nullifies 
my initial method here with the swing high/low to a certain degree. Clearly we can SEE 
the swing high and low of the current zone, but we cannot technically act upon it until 
after the zone stops repainting unless you use Shiva's method and actually trade the first 
semaphor that appears... 
Hi "SixFour", 
 
I think we can try to treat the repainting aspect of the ZigZag (inspired by Madmoney as 
far as i can remember and its cyclic indicator) : 
 
1- Wait for a big signal (level 3) 
2- Confirm this big signal with a small signal (level 1) for example. 
 
Example : 
 
1- Level 3 is a top, then 
2- Wait for level 1 being a bottom 
3- Wait for level 1 being a top, (thus near the big top) 
 
I have seen last day a big level 3 being retraced higher before the level 1 confirmation 
and when the level 1 confirmation was there the level 3 didn't change anymore. So this is 
maybe a "not too bad" idea. This is absolutly not perfect ! but seems coherent with my 
fractal idea of the market: you have high speed oscillations/patterns within low speed 
oscillations/patterns. 
 
I can't show you pictures now but sometimes i see almost the same price path at W1 or 
H1 for example. Incredible ! The pattern in the pattern. During the 1.30 ranging market 
at the begining of the year you could see big horizontal "S" and inside them, faster 
horizontal "S". It convinces me of the fractal nature of the market. 
 
All that must be validated by professionnals/experience people FOR SURE: I am not 
sufficiently versed in mathematics to demonstrate if the market is fractal or not, and if it 
is at every time or not. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:44am | Post# 4607

 
Just cleared 2 longs (demo). Still keeping my Daily "Day Projection Trade" open. 
 
It's definitely alot easier than trading Binary Options.... hmmm. Maybe I should just go 
back to spot trading. 



 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 7:54am | Post# 4608

 
Quoting taypot 
4 hr That Top zone is closer than bottom, also 5,3,3 bottom stoch could go up, I've taken 
a small buy as there are 2 rather nice zones on 1 min up to over 1.3200 fingers crossed 
too {image} 
Hey Taypot, 
Sorry for being lazy... what are your settings for 1H and 15M on the CIwHistory? 

 

Thoughts Jul 25, 2013 7:58am | Post# 4609

 
Quoting mattkirby 
let's compare our opinions to where price is going... 
At best what I have would be a guess, the only fellow I know with what is at least partly 
a mechanical system for doing this near conclusively is Eurusdd..but based on whats 
already happened today I'd say price has still has a shot at either R1 (1.32421) or S1 
(1.31627) at the moment as we're right again at the daily pivot. 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 8:20am | Post# 4610

 
USD news in 10 min shows us the direction 

 

xixi Jul 25, 2013 8:38am | Post# 4611

 
Quoting Panos 
Hi EURUSDD. You mentioned that Ralome's indicator identifies 60% of TRUE DS bars and 
I wonder if you have test Xixi's indicator and if yes what percent identifies of true DS 
bars? I mean which of these two indicators is better for this "concept"? thanks in 
advance. 
Hi Panos,  
I used same formular as Ralome's indicator to calculate the zones. So the probability is 
the same. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 8:58am | Post# 4612

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Do you mean the green zone here? My take is that the 15M requires a 
ZZTop as the next zigzag sequence. Whether this coincides with a 1H ZZTop is 
another question. {image} 
Done. Not sync'd with a 1H top though... only a minor. Took a short, trading all the "3"s 
on the15M. 



 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 9:00am | Post# 4613

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Done. Not sync'd with a 1H top though... only a minor. Took a short, trading all 
the "3"s on the15M. {image} 

took the last part of leg up agree with you on short. just got triggered on spike 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:01am | Post# 4614

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} took the last part of leg up agree with you on short. just got triggered on 
spike 
How did you set your price? Previous top @ "3"? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 9:03am | Post# 4615

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} How did you set your price? Previous top @ "3"? 
slightly below open of last (3) stop slightly above current (3) 
 
edit typo 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:17am | Post# 4616

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} slightly below open of last (3) stop slightly above current (3) edit typo 
I was actually wondering about that, ie. "close" before you corrected it - "how does he 
know it will close there?" 
But doing it by Open is actually quite sensible and ingenious! Thanks for that! 
 
I am trying to force myself to basically trade the 15M signal, then exit on the 5M brown 
signal... as Method 1 - Scalp. 
Method 2 is to hold until the opposite 15M signal... 

 

Panos Jul 25, 2013 9:19am | Post# 4617

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Hi Panos, I used same formular as Ralome's indicator to calculate the zones. So the 
probability is the same. 
Thank you xixi, for your all your support in the thread and for your fast reply. But you did 
something different. Your indicator is opening the DS zone in the chart whenever it give the 
DS and it closes the DS whenever the price come back to the DS zone independently if the 
DS has stop or not. 
The Ralome's indicator opens the DS zone in the chart whenever the DS stop to exist and 
then we have the zone after the close of DS. I attach a pic to show what I mean. That's why 
I asked. I think that it is something interest here. So if the ralome's indicator is about 60% 

correct, I wonder if xixi's indicator is more or less than 60%. Thanks for your lights.  

 



 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:24am | Post# 4618

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Done. Not sync'd with a 1H top though... only a minor. Took a short, trading 
all the "3"s on the15M. {image} 
Closed on the 5M "1" signal on Semafor. 
 

After a couple of early mistakes, this is starting to come along.  

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 9:26am | Post# 4619

 
1 Attachment(s) 
update, we`ll see, much to learn still 

 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 9:27am | Post# 4620

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok have tweaked out this method here a bit more and found some more interesting stuff 
with price returning to the zones. 
 
Have attempted to clearly identify entry and exit for this and am currently in this trade in 

profit. Hopefully it wins  
 
See below the method attached. This is on the EUR/AUD 5M time frame. 



 

 

mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 9:39am | Post# 4621

 
Quoting juhanimi 
update, we`ll see, much to learn still {image} 

I totaly agree with you. But some steps on this long stair are hopefully taken.  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:39am | Post# 4622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just projecting into the future, in order for the 1H to post a ZZTOP, I think the 15M must 
pivot now on the BBMID and make another higher ZZTOP **3** 



 

 

fibotrader30 Jul 25, 2013 9:40am | Post# 4623

 
Quoting Sixfour 
Ok have tweaked out this method here a bit more and found some more interesting stuff 
with price returning to the zones. Have attempted to clearly identify entry and exit for 

this and am currently in this trade in profit. Hopefully it wins See below the method 
attached. This is on the EUR/AUD 5M time frame. 
if you have sooo many lines, arrows and indicators then something will definitely work ))) 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 9:40am | Post# 4624

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't want you to influence my results! LOL How about I continue to post them 

daily then after a week I will summarise and you can take a look My candle also starts 
at 10pm GMT Summertime. So the MT4 server is in Europe. PREDICTIONS SO FAR: 
Yesterday - Down : Correct Today - Up : in progress 
Don't worry. I was just having fun. 

 

burnssss Jul 25, 2013 9:42am | Post# 4625

 
EURUSDD can you tell us something about arbitrary pricing theory? 

 

Kiads Jul 25, 2013 9:44am | Post# 4626



 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FxGunner 
{quote} Hi "SixFour", I think we can try to treat the repainting aspect of the ZigZag 
........ 
ZigZag is always repaint.. and i believe that the true power of ZZ.... , nrp ZZ only 
'delayed version' of original ZZ..  
 
maybe u can use my mod version of ZZ that create mark of previous high or low leg of 
ZZ b4 repainting to new HH or LL.. and u will see how far this repaint can be.. lol. 
try to use depth 72 at H4 TF.  
check this image bellow, maybe u can 'see' the advantage of this repaint phenomenon.. ( 
i mark the first time HH or LL with horiz line)..  
 
hope it help.. (sorry for my bad english).. 
 
Kiads. 
 
Attachment 1240570 
! mth_ZigZag_marker_v01.mq4  

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 9:44am | Post# 4627

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} It was the same CI that I used to make the prediction in Post# 4,515 and the 
outcome is in Post# 4,587.So, I don't see a problem. 
dude, i have to say this, i knew that you are using CI, from day 1, i believe, it is like 
double check that everything is okey 
anyway, thank you again 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 9:44am | Post# 4628

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was actually wondering about that, ie. "close" before you corrected it - "how 
does he know it will close there 
Hehe maybe I got a crystal ball...nah pure typo. good thing I spotted it else i'd look real 
silly. inclined to think this leg still has some run in it. can't articulate rightly now but 

gonna hold it a bit and see how it goes. last run up provided the pips to risk the test  

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:48am | Post# 4629

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Hehe maybe I got a crystal ball...nah pure typo. good thing I spotted it else i'd 
look real silly. inclined to think this leg still has some run in it. can't articulate 
rightly now but gonna hold it a bit and see how it goes. last run up provided the pips to 

risk the test  
For this to happen and not break the 1H ZZBOT and one minor turn, there would have to 
be at least 2-3 hours of slightly lower bottoms before continuing.... that leads us to 
London Close and New York lunch... so yes, could see another lunge northwards. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 9:48am | Post# 4630



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Don't worry. I was just having fun. 

Thank you sir.... I hope my method is actually a valid one!  

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 9:53am | Post# 4631

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} ZigZag is always repaint.. and i believe that the true power of ZZ.... , nrp ZZ 
only 'delayed version' of original ZZ.. maybe u can use my mod version of ZZ that create 
mark of previous high or low leg of ZZ b4 repainting to new HH or LL.. and u will see how 
far this repaint can be.. lol. try to use depth 72 at H4 TF. check this image bellow, maybe 
u can 'see' the advantage of this repaint phenomenon.. ( i mark the first time HH or LL 
with horiz line).. hope it help.. (sorry for my bad english).. Kiads. {image} {file} 
 
Are the horizontal lines your orders? 

 

Kiads Jul 25, 2013 9:58am | Post# 4632

 
Quoting Sixfour 
{quote} Are the horizontal lines your orders? 
not always.. , but please check in history.. mostly (not always).. price will returning back 
to that first HH or LL of ZZ.. . and other 'repaint' advantage of ZZ. u can check it out that 
first HH or LL leg usually ( again this is not always). just 'half way' of the whole trend... 

 

xixi Jul 25, 2013 10:22am | Post# 4633

 
Quoting Panos 
{quote} Thank you xixi, for your all your support in the thread and for your fast reply. 
But you did something different. Your indicator is opening the DS zone in the chart 
whenever it give the DS and it closes the DS whenever the price come back to the DS 
zone independently if the DS has stop or not. The Ralome's indicator opens the DS zone 
in the chart whenever the DS stop to exist and then we have the zone after the close of 
DS. I attach a pic to show what I mean. That's why I asked. I think that it is something 
interest here. So if the ralome's... 
Yes, what you see is correct. The first version of the indicator (StochDifZoneX) works the 
same as Ralome's but the new one (StochDifZoneX_v2_0) works as my interpretation of 
Eurusdd's post:  
Quoting Eurusdd 
 But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the 
"best". There are cases whereyour claim will fail: However, what most of you have 
FAILED to learnr is this: The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level 
where the dis-similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the 
zone has not yet appeared (according to Ralome's indicator), the CONDITION IS 
DONE!!!!! GET THIS RIGHT!!!! 
I'm not sure if that interpretation is correct or not.  
I think it's another way to look at Sim/Dis-sim zones. You should experiment to know its 
probability.. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 10:55am | Post# 4634

 



1.32338 @ 0.91 

There is a little problem at 1.32379. 
 

So when 1.32338 dies, eurusd could push there and then 
fall.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:01am | Post# 4635

 
1.32338 @ 0.74, fast decay. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:03am | Post# 4636

 
Pay attention to 1EMA and not price!!! 

1.32338 @ 0.61  

 

Madmoney Jul 25, 2013 11:03am | Post# 4637

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.32338 @ 0.74, fast decay. 
Radioactive decay! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:07am | Post# 4638

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Radioactive decay! 

1.32338 @ 0.51. below 0.5, we will have a 50:50 chance price 
will close above her.  
 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:08am | Post# 4639

 
a value closer to 0.1 and eurusd is free to go above her. 0.40 now. 
 

a lot of people trade resistance/support levels but they 
can't really figure out how long a given level will hold 
strong and what is the rate of resistance/support 
depreciation!  

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 11:10am | Post# 4640

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} Radioactive decay! 

That a master stroke.... Well I am slowly starting to believe it. Now sure how he is 
calculating the strength of resistance. <Rocky music in the background>, work to do to 
figure this out. 



 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:10am | Post# 4641

 
0.32 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:12am | Post# 4642

 
similarity can let you know how long a level will be potent!!! 0.27 now for 
eurusd.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:14am | Post# 4643

 
1.32338 @ 0.13 now. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:15am | Post# 4644

 
1.32338 @ 0.03 now! From this point eurusd should either fall or be free to 
just go a little above 1.32338. 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 11:16am | Post# 4645

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.32338 @ 0.51. below 0.5, we will have a 50:50 chance price will close above her. 
Three Stoch 100% and semafor mismatches (no dots printed). So it definitely needs to 
break level and print a new high - but I don't know when. I am making good money trading 
these mismatches. 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:17am | Post# 4646

 
1.32338 @ 0.00 now. eurusd is totally free now to close above 1.32338 - if she 
wants to. 

 

burnssss Jul 25, 2013 11:18am | Post# 4647

 
but one thing I do not understand. The principle of similarity refers to the agreement 
between two TF not? 
If you make or get operation node dis-similarity, it would not be reliable has not. Could 
you shed some light on that concept? 
Thank you very much and really amazing 

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 11:18am | Post# 4648

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
a value closer to 0.1 and eurusd is free to go above her. 0.40 now. a lot of people trade 
resistance/support levels but they can't really figure out how long a given level will hold 
strong and what is the rate of resistance/support depreciation! 
many teach how the support and resistance get stronger and weaker by the number of 
times they are touched and bounce or using theory of confluence to see how many indi's 



agree to a price point to know how strong or week they also which one's the price is 
more attracted to (similar to taking out zones here) but Rate of depreciation??? I dont 
know. hint? 

 

Misterdaz Jul 25, 2013 11:19am | Post# 4649

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
0.32 
Hey EURUSDD, good to see you around. 
 
I'm wondering if you are calculating this probability from OHLC information as each 
candle presents, or closes to be more accurate? 
 
Daz. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:21am | Post# 4650

 
The 1EMA is key! during the resistance period, the 1ema is supposed to stay 
above/below the number. 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 11:23am | Post# 4651

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Three Stoch 100% and semafor mismatches (no dots printed). So it definitely 
needs to break level and print a new high - but I don't know when. I am making good 
money trading these mismatches. {image} 
 
Hi Hepsibah can you post your stochastic indicator and settings at all? 
 
Thanks. 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 11:31am | Post# 4652

 
Quoting Sixfour 
{quote} Hi Hepsibah can you post your stochastic indicator and settings at all? Thanks. 
 
I do tend to change them a bit but it doesn't seem to matter overmuch as long as the 
semafor and stochastic settings match. At the moment, my semafor periods are: 13, 39, 
117 with matching stochastics below i.e. 13,1,1; 39,1,1; 17,1,1 (and they must be set to 
use close/close. If you get a mismatch, note the price and start building a position as it 
moves away from it. Sometimes they get taken out quite quickly but I had one early this 
morning that took about four hours - by which time, I had a very nice position built and 
took 80 pips. 
 
The methodology is all in Eurusdd's thread which unfortunately had too many rude 
people posting so it didn't progress. 
 
A fourth mismatch has now happened. 

 

almo Jul 25, 2013 11:32am | Post# 4653



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
a value closer to 0.1 and eurusd is free to go above her. 0.40 now. a lot of people trade 
resistance/support levels but they can't really figure out how long a given level will hold 
strong and what is the rate of resistance/support depreciation! 
Eurusdd - I appreciate you posting this information, but I am curious as to how your 
coming up with the rate of decay number? 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 11:34am | Post# 4654

 
sorry, I should have said this was Eurusdd's other thread 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=435149 
 
It doesn't need any guesswork to see if there is a mismatch and a lot of these price 
points don't show up in the coloured zones. It's well worth experimenting with! 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 11:39am | Post# 4655

 
there we go, a new yellow (period 117) has now printed after four previous mismatches 
(never had that many before). 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 11:40am | Post# 4656

 
1 Attachment(s) 
sorry, here's the image 



 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:49am | Post# 4657

 
Quoting hepsibah 
sorry, I should have said this was Eurusdd's other thread 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=435149 It doesn't need any guesswork 
to see if there is a mismatch and a lot of these price points don't show up in the coloured 
zones. It's well worth experimenting with! 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 11:50am | Post# 4658

 

Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} I do tend to change them a bit but it doesn't seem to matter overmuch as long 
as the semafor and stochastic settings match. At the moment, my semafor periods are: 
13, 39, 117 with matching stochastics below i.e. 13,1,1; 39,1,1; 17,1,1 (and they must 
be set to use close/close. If you get a mismatch, note the price and start building a 
position as it moves away from it. Sometimes they get taken out quite quickly but I had 
one early this morning that took about four hours - by which time, I had a very nice 
position built and took 80 pips. The... 

 

 



juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 12:03pm | Post# 4659

 
Quoting ffpips 
{quote} many teach how the support and resistance get stronger and weaker by the 
number of times they are touched and bounce or using theory of confluence to see how 
many indi's agree to a price point to know how strong or week they also which one's the 
price is more attracted to (similar to taking out zones here) but Rate of depreciation??? I 
dont know. hint? 
i think it is question about what is situation, is it trend or range, so they are different, 
now eurusd is like in range, and usually after trending and then sideways, it is like 
collecting power to move to trending again, or false spike in trend direction and trend 
turns 
trend turning points are usually those where we/normal people get in trouble, and when 
trending usually one touch is enough 
just have to think where price is, what is going on 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 4660

 
1 Attachment(s) 
here one way to use volume to help with trading, use h1, and look where big volumes are, i 
don`t want to explain this more, it is just common sense, where is money 

 

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 1:33pm | Post# 4661

 
Quoting juhanimi 
here one way to use volume to help with trading, use h1, and look where big volumes 
are, i don`t want to explain this more, it is just common sense, where is money {image} 
Yeap been there, done that, in fact, volume is half what I trade today. Some how volume 
always screwed up my exits. I know volume has not been a part of this thread so I will 
leave it at that but TAW. 

 

Baillie Jul 25, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 4662

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember, there can never be a change in TREND without similarity!!! That is the 
reason for this fallllllllllllllll!!!!!!!! We needed similarity, check post #47 and #54. Take 
care everyone! Try and master this and you will never have to second-guess.... You don't 
even need to folow fundamentals. Everything is already discounted and reflected in the 
windows you see! 
Here is an oldie but a goodie: Remember, there can never be a change in 
TREND without similarity!!!  

 

SouthernPips Jul 25, 2013 1:48pm | Post# 4663

 
But that is only 60% of the time as of now, correct? 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 25, 2013 1:52pm | Post# 4664

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Here is an oldie but a goodie: Remember, there can never be a change in 
TREND without similarity!!! 
What fall do you mean?, I only see stuff rising. Now it's time to fade EU before it goes 
higher if it breaks through the resistance. 

 

panamamike Jul 25, 2013 1:57pm | Post# 4665

 
Short 1.3246 

 

Baillie Jul 25, 2013 2:27pm | Post# 4666

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
{quote} What fall do you mean?, I only see stuff rising. Now it's time to fade EU before it 
goes higher if it breaks through the resistance. 
The quote is from a post earlier in the thread, read the bold words.  

 

Baillie Jul 25, 2013 2:28pm | Post# 4667

 
Quoting panamamike 
Short 1.3246 
Im short 1.3242 

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 2:30pm | Post# 4668

 
Quoting panamamike 
Short 1.3246 
So you don't want for price to touch Mid-BB for confirmation, for aggressive what was 
your criteria to define a proper SL (or was there none?), (like right after you posted this 
short the price shot up a little and tested previous resistance before it dropped. ). The 
reason I ask is to make sure we can define a proper SL? That short seem to be working 

for you  

 



mattkirby Jul 25, 2013 2:46pm | Post# 4669

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The 1EMA is key! during the resistance period, the 1ema is supposed to stay 
above/below the number. 
in other words resistance stays till there is a Close (thats what 1EMA is) above/below the 
number. Spikes just degrades the resistance number. Am I right with that? 

 

crottsinabox Jul 25, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 4670

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Here is an oldie but a goodie: Remember, there can never be a change in 
TREND without similarity!!! 
What if you set up a higher time frame chart and only traded the trend while in dis-
similarity? If trend can only change while in similarity, then theoretically we only trade in 
one direction until we are back in similarity. 
 
Or is this just me taking the off ramp to Crazytown 

 

panamamike Jul 25, 2013 3:09pm | Post# 4671

 
Quoting ffpips 
{quote} So you don't want for price to touch Mid-BB for confirmation, for aggressive 
what was your criteria to define a proper SL (or was there none?), (like right after you 
posted this short the price shot up a little and tested previous resistance before it 
dropped. ). The reason I ask is to make sure we can define a proper SL? That short seem 

to be working for you  
Stopped out at 1.3266 

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 3:13pm | Post# 4672

 
Quoting panamamike 
{quote} Stopped out at 1.3266 
Hmm, See you should have gone with the ZZ trend which was looking for tops. That is 
why I was waiting for Mid_bb touch for confirmation. I think VLady pointed this out. 

 

ffpips Jul 25, 2013 3:23pm | Post# 4673

 
M5 and M15 showing Dis-Sim 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 25, 2013 3:43pm | Post# 4674

 
Ill be quitting the use of this system a while, I feel it have too much inconsistenties at 
this moment. Euro wont go down for a while. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 4:00pm | Post# 4675

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 



Ill be quitting the use of this system a while, I feel it have too much inconsistenties at 
this moment. Euro wont go down for a while. 

inconsistencies are from you! can you please show me the inconsistencies! I will be 
glad! Did you miss the part where I said - smaller-boys SHOULD trade away from 

zones? Maybe I don't know what you are talking about. I am waiting.  
 
Your Greed is affecting you, me think! 
 
---------  

 

almo Jul 25, 2013 4:12pm | Post# 4676

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} inconsistencies are from you! can you please show me the inconsistencies! I 
will be glad! Did you miss the part where I said - smaller-boys SHOULD trade away from 

zones? Maybe I don't know what you are talking about. I am waiting. Your Greed is 
affecting you, me think! --------- 
Eurusdd, 
 
24 hrs ago, pretty much the entire board was short based on the information we had at 
the time. I realize that 
1) nothing is perfect and 
2) we are only as good as the information we have 
 
That being said, what transpired yesterday was inconsistent, to the previous 2 weeks.  
 
I am NOT saying this method doesn't work. Just pointing out , yesterday was a hiccup 
 
 
 
*edit.....and yes, you did say "smaller-boys SHOULD trade away from zones". 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 25, 2013 4:15pm | Post# 4677

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} inconsistencies are from you! can you please show me the inconsistencies! I 
will be glad! Did you miss the part where I said - smaller-boys SHOULD trade away from 

zones? Maybe I don't know what you are talking about. I am waiting. Your Greed is 
affecting you, me think! --------- 
Like the part both cycle identifiers agree when stoch is broken and a leg appears, which 

gets repainted 10 bars further and 100 pips higher  

 

almo Jul 25, 2013 4:24pm | Post# 4678

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
{quote} Like the part both cycle identifiers agree when stoch is broken and a leg 

appears, which gets repainted 10 bars further and 100 pips higher  
You never read the method.  
 
Anyone following this thread can see that, based on what you wrote. 

 



taypot Jul 25, 2013 4:50pm | Post# 4679

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Monthly chart has a formation on it. 

 

 

FXWrangler Jul 25, 2013 4:57pm | Post# 4680

 
Logic: 
 
1. DS zones create SR areas 

 

2. HH and LL from the past create these zones 

 

3. LL and HH from the past are SR lines themselves  

 

4. The first bar of a DS zone becomes a defined SR zone 

 

5. Therefore we are creating new SR zones based on arbitrary SR lines created in the past. 

 

6. Arbitrary in and of itself has no useful purpose when defining something. 

 

7. Therefore it isnt' so much the paricular SR zone being created that's important. 

 

If the zone isn't important than what is??? 

 

If you can create a new SR zone based on any major swing high or swing low from the past, regardless of it's 

location price wise, is this fact important? 
 
By connecting the low of the first DS and the high of the last DS on the m15, it created the entire swing on the 

m30. 
 
Note that the highs and lows are created DURING the DS. This matches our observation that says old SR lines 

(highs and lows) are taken out during DS creation. 
 
I post this to show the fractal part. 



 
What this tells us: 
 
1. On any given timeframe where a DS is created, a swing high or low most likely will occur at some point 

during the DS.  
 
2. Once the DS completes, then most of the time price moves AWAY from the H or L just created. 
 
3. On a lower time frame this means that any subsequent H or L created after the higher time frame DS is 

complete most likely will continue in the original direction.  

 

FXWrangler Jul 25, 2013 4:59pm | Post# 4681

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Illustration 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 5:11pm | Post# 4682

 
Quoting MarsjeNL 
{quote} Like the part both cycle identifiers agree when stoch is broken and a leg 

appears, which gets repainted 10 bars further and 100 pips higher  
haha. is that it? Ok! 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 4683

 
Quoting hepsibah 
sorry, I should have said this was Eurusdd's other thread 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=435149 It doesn't need any guesswork 
to see if there is a mismatch and a lot of these price points don't show up in the coloured 
zones. It's well worth experimenting with! 
Hi Hepsibah,  
 
I have read both threads from 1 - present. I am after your stochastic indicator 



specifically...I have never used a 3 stoch... It would be great if you could post here as a 
link? 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 5:17pm | Post# 4684

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
Illustration {image} 
I like this bit.... 
 
3. On a lower time frame this means that any subsequent H or L created after the higher 
time frame DS is complete most likely will continue in the original direction. 
 
Thanks RXWrangler, will investigate as this could be very profitable  

 

TradeFinder Jul 25, 2013 5:19pm | Post# 4685

 
Really struggling to see things clearly any more 
 
I thought I was reasonable at problem solving and have dealt with some quite complex 

issues in the past but this journey of evolution is blowing my mind....  
 
Time for the fifth stand back review to try and make sense of what these pearls of 
knowledge all add up to in terms of tradeable toolkits 
 
Apologies to everyone who has got this and is sharing so openly, I get glimses and it is 
so exciting, but today I made some small money, really only small but it just feels 
difficult,. I won't give up but this is testing me somewhat... 
 
Edit : no complaints as the sharing is superb, i think i have lost track of what indie 
version is working with what settings within what method within each respective persons 
trading framework within EURUSD's principles... it's probably just me, LOL 3/10 see me 

said the teacher  

 

Ralome Jul 25, 2013 5:29pm | Post# 4686

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
Really struggling to see things clearly any more 

I felt like that, but I decided to keep on  
 
I don't want to sound like a wise ass, but I feel this quote is true (at least it was/is in my 
case): 
 
 
“When you’ve exhausted all possibilities, remember this—you haven’t.” 

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 5:31pm | Post# 4687

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
Really struggling to see things clearly any more I thought I was reasonable at problem 
solving and have dealt with some quite complex issues in the past but this journey of 

evolution is blowing my mind....  Time for the fifth stand back review to try and make 



sense of what these pearls of knowledge all add up to in terms of tradeable toolkits 
Apologies to everyone who has got this and is sharing so openly, I get glimses and it is 
so exciting, but today I made some small money, really only small but it just feels 
difficult,. I won't give up but... 
For me I think I can remember saying that I will not explain how 
things work anymore. I presented the basic idea and you can 
experiment - if you want to. 
 
I am done with what I wanted to do!  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 25, 2013 5:36pm | Post# 4688

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
Logic: 1. DS zones create SR areas 2. HH and LL from the past create these zones 3. LL 
and HH from the past are SR lines themselves 4. The first bar of a DS zone becomes a 
defined SR zone 5. Therefore we are creating new SR zones based on arbitrary SR lines 
created in the past. 6. Arbitrary in and of itself has no useful purpose when defining 
something. 7. Therefore it isnt' so much the paricular SR zone being created that's 
important. If the zone isn't important than what is??? If you can create a new SR zone 
based on any major swing high or swing... 
Not sure I got all of that... can you may be explain a bit further please? 
 
Thanks 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 5:37pm | Post# 4689

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} For me I think I can remember saying that I will not explain how things work 
anymore. I presented the basic idea and you can experiment - if you want to. I am done 
with what I wanted to do! 
 
Thanks Eurusdd for sharing this. Its been very interesting and there have been many 
worthwhile contributions. 

 

TradeFinder Jul 25, 2013 5:37pm | Post# 4690

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} I felt like that, but I decided to keep on I don't want to sound like a wise ass, 
but I feel this quote is true (at least it was/is in my case): “When you’ve exhausted all 
possibilities, remember this—you haven’t.” 
 
Sound quote, I'm far from quitting just my past inner process manager twitching with 
parallel and settings version control against any process control against any procedure 
but against well defined principles. 
 

I have no doubt this journey will be reflected upon as "character" building when the 
penny drops and the 4 dimensional rubiks cube with no colours or pictures is clearer. 
 
Onward... 

 



TradeFinder Jul 25, 2013 5:41pm | Post# 4691

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} For me I think I can remember saying that I will not explain how things work 
anymore. I presented the basic idea and you can experiment - if you want to. I am done 
with what I wanted to do! 
Hi EURUSD, please there is no complaint in my post just finding it tough to manage so 
much information but eternally grateful for you sharing so much with us all 
 

 

 

bulent Jul 25, 2013 5:43pm | Post# 4692

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} haha. is that it? Ok! 
quote} Like the part both cycle identifiers agree when stoch is broken and a leg appears, 
which gets repainted 10 bars further and 100 pips higher 
 
Thank you I am using 15 min tf it has one chart is 2 cycle ind. one rv1 ind one rv2 ind 
and stoch that is all. 
Bülent. 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 5:43pm | Post# 4693

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Eurusdd, 24 hrs ago, pretty much the entire board was short based on the 
information we had at the time. I realize that 1) nothing is perfect and 2) we are only as 
good as the information we have That being said, what transpired yesterday was 
inconsistent, to the previous 2 weeks. I am NOT saying this method doesn't work. Just 
pointing out , yesterday was a hiccup *edit.....and yes, you did say "smaller-boys 
SHOULD trade away from zones". 
 
Wise words mate. Im with you on this. 

 

juhanimi Jul 25, 2013 5:44pm | Post# 4694

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} “When you’ve exhausted all possibilities, remember this—you haven’t.” 
that is good...300?.... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 5:46pm | Post# 4695

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote}Next day prediction: UP DAY Long opened @ 1.31948 This one is a little 
more difficult as we are right on the border of some indicator thresholds. Anticipation of 
swing high lower than previous swing high. However, if the change occurs intraday, given 
PMI news releases, the day could easily turn into a DOWN DAY if the thresholds are 
broken. {image} 
Prediction Outcome: Successful 
Long 
opened 1.31948 



Closed 1.32743 
+80 pips 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 25, 2013 5:47pm | Post# 4696

 
Nice Vlady... keep posting! 

 

MarsjeNL Jul 25, 2013 5:53pm | Post# 4697

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Prediction Outcome: Successful Long opened 1.31948 Closed 1.32743 +80 pips 
Hey Vlad, 
 
Do you still use the stochbb method? 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 5:53pm | Post# 4698

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Prediction Outcome: Successful Long opened 1.31948 Closed 1.32743 +80 pips 
Wow Vlady, well done, looking forward to seeing how you get on. Noticed that you asked 
me earlier today about my CI settings. I have tried various but think those were probably 
1,2,4 and 2,1,4. Sorry for late reply on this only very busy today and only just catching 
up. 

 

TradeFinder Jul 25, 2013 5:54pm | Post# 4699

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Prediction Outcome: Successful Long opened 1.31948 Closed 1.32743 +80 pips 

One day I will get there.  
 
You are inspiring, well done and great PIPS 

 

hepsibah Jul 25, 2013 6:16pm | Post# 4700

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Sixfour 
{quote} Hi Hepsibah, I have read both threads from 1 - present. I am after your 
stochastic indicator specifically...I have never used a 3 stoch... It would be great if you 
could post here as a link? 
Hi Sixfour, 
 
It's just a standard stochastic that can change colour (and can alert) if certain levels are 
reached. I tweaked the code slightly to change the colour if it is equal to either 100 or 
zero. You can put as many as you like in the same data window. Make the colour of each 
stochastic the same as the equivalent semafor period so you can match up that an 
appropriate dot has been printed on the semafor when that colour stoch is either 100 or 
zero. 
 
Currently, there is an open mismatch on the M5 chart, created 20.10 chart time at 
1.32253 (period 13) so I have been building sells to target this. Hopefully you'll be able 



to see this when you set up your chart - at 20.10 the stoch 13 = zero but no 
corresponding low dot was printed on the semafor. 
 
So far, the price has always returned to the point of the disimilarity but how you manage 
the trade has to be up to you as there can be significant time and drawdown before it 
returns. 
 

Huge thanks again to Eurusdd and to all the considerable number of helpful 
contributors on this thread. There is an incredible wealth of gold dust contained within he 
thread, it's just a case of finding which bits work for you. This method works for me and 
suits my trading personality so I will continue with it - but I'll keep on reading as I would 
love to be able to get a better handle on timing! . 
Color Stochastic.mq4  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 4701

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Prediction Outcome: Successful Long opened 1.31948 Closed 1.32743 +80 pips 
V I know your analysis for this short than long is lot more holistic than mine. Can you ask 
your inputs with regards to mine? I shorted due to (3) formed and because the ZZ was 
fake I remember reading some where that price will move in the previous direction in 
such a case, small retrace and switched to long thereafter because price will have to 
move in such a way it creates a valid ZZ. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 6:37pm | Post# 4702

 
Forecast for Fri 25th July 
DOWN DAY 
 
Open 1.32766 
I believe that price will test a minimum of 1.3309, owing to a DS Zone started at 
22:00GMT or basically start of new day Europe.... this makes it difficult to project. It 
implies strongly that ZZTOP on the 1H for the 24th July is unresolved. 
 
If during the Asian session and this early hours of the DS Zone, we post a swing high 
then we will have a down day.  
I will do 2 things: 

• I will open a SHORT trade for the Daily Forecast even though the price will go 
higher. 

• I will open a LONG TRADE with a TP of 1.3309 and a SELL LIMIT of 1.3313 

EDIT: 
Day Trade - Short 1.3279 
Short Trade - Long 1.3280, TP 1.3309 
Sell Limit - Short 1.3313, SL 1.3323 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 6:50pm | Post# 4703

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
Logic: 1. DS zones create SR areas 2. HH and LL from the past create these zones 3. LL 
and HH from the past are SR lines themselves 4. The first bar of a DS zone becomes a 
defined SR zone 5. Therefore we are creating new SR zones based on arbitrary SR lines 



created in the past. 6. Arbitrary in and of itself has no useful purpose when defining 
something. 7. Therefore it isnt' so much the paricular SR zone being created that's 
important. If the zone isn't important than what is??? If you can create a new SR zone 
based on any major swing high or swing... 
FXW Thank You so much for this! I've had thoughts about timeframes all stacked up on 
each other.... probably because I've become an avid fan of Cloud Atlas! LOL 
I may need your help to clarify this more. Many thanks! 

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 6:56pm | Post# 4704

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} FXW Thank You so much for this! I've had thoughts about timeframes all 
stacked up on each other.... probably because I've become an avid fan of Cloud Atlas! 
LOL I may need your help to clarify this more. Many thanks! 

Cloud Atlas = A film... not a Forex system!!! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 25, 2013 6:58pm | Post# 4705

 
Quoting taypot 

{quote} Cloud Atlas = A film... not a Forex system!!! 

"Everything is Connected"  

 

taypot Jul 25, 2013 7:08pm | Post# 4706

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} "Everything is Connected"  
Yep and our eurusd is connected to the usdjpy. Some figures out in 24 mins could 
change things. I'm off to bed though. Night night 

 

Sixfour Jul 25, 2013 7:22pm | Post# 4707

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} For me I think I can remember saying that I will not explain how things work 
anymore. I presented the basic idea and you can experiment - if you want to. I am done 
with what I wanted to do! 
Eurusdd, Ralome, Xixi, vlad, Mad money, shiva, and others was intersting to share some 
ideas with you guys and thanks for all the work you did here on this thread. I hope it 
doesnt go to waste... I have been a pretty silent follower until the last few days while 
trialling semaphores and extremities within the dis sim zones... 
 
 
These are my conclusions: 
 
Good for you Eurusdd.... Thank you for sharing! 
 
You have put forward some very interesting points and concepts and offered many here 
the opportunity to explore your ideas here. For that I thank you and I have enjoyed 
the discussions. 
 
However, I would NEVER apply this on a long term real time strategy. 
 



Eurusdd is smart and his principles are sound..(and in fact nothing new - there are plenty 
of threads across a variety of sites on the very same system of dissimilarity and fractal 
geometric concepts covering simlar algorithims and mathematics......) but you will 
NEVER learn what he truly trades on, he is only taking you for a ride. These same 
"Disimlarity zones" can be derived from a variety of Price action methods and concepts 
across multiple time frames. Simply look at your chart (as Eurusdd once said "The 
answer is on your chart". Eurusdd method is not the only way to arrive at his 
conclusions. 
 
Eurusdd I took your original method from post #1 using CI and applied it easily and had 
some great results, yet there was nothing ground breaking in this at all... In fact I had 
the same confluence of signals from two other systems (of which one is on Forex factory 
and the other is simply based on trend lines, swing highs and lows... (The oldest gig in 
the book). Sometimes simplicity is best! However the way you presented your ideas was 
very intriguing and made everyone "Think outside the box." I commend you for this. 
 
 
However, you have taken a very odd stance recently and said that you will only "Make 
calls from here on in"......AND now you have said that you "Will NOT explain how 
things work any more..." Well you must truly be the greatest teacher since Plato my 
friend, and personally I will not waste any more of my time on your "Dangling the 
carrot in front of the donkey system"  
 
You do not impress anyone here mate with your calls whether right or wrong (perhaps 
you impress the newbies and the NON profitable traders out there)....But truly this is 
amateur and the members of this forum and those who have followed your posts from 
day one deserve better than that.... 
 
I really enjoyed your thread until you started to make calls like you are a genie or 
something???? Personally anyone who would follow your calls blindly must be either an 
idiot or a fool and you know how the old saying goes...."A fool and his money are easily 
parted." 
 
I have tried all of your methods that you have kindly posted here, and although every 
single one of them can turn a profit (eventually with a lot of work!!), there is nothing 
here finally to give me a reason to continue to listen to your Biblical type attitude. Either 
smarten up and give us a system with clear rules to work on or take your Bull S^&%t 
calls elsewhere because forex factory should NOT be treated as a signal service.  
 
I also urge this community to not buy into his ideas without concrete rules and proven 
stats (all of his trade explorers are deleted??). A few good calls each week means 
noting in my books.  
 
Your system (or rather ideology) works in theory.....But please EXPLAIN it to everyone 
in clear cut rules, perhaps in PDF like a proper trader of the community....And not some 
dime a dozen clown at local circus. Perhaps then those of us who really trade will heed 
your advice and those learning may understand better. 
 
All you are doing here is making a fool out of yourself, you would have been better off to 
compile your system and ideology properly like a disciplined trader and entrepreneur to 
present to the world first. For those of us who make a living off trading your thread 
started well but is turning into a joke. 
 
For me I will post no further on this thread. I have real pips to earn and little time to 
follow self proclaimed prophets who refuse to back up their claims while dangling carrots. 
I hope many of you have thought this members methods through FROM TOP TO 
BOTTOM before truly committing to his calls based on what?????? >>>>> Dissimilarity 



between two instruments of price....You are already two steps behind price before even 
starting.... Good luck with that. 
 
To all you newbies to this thread who did not read all of it or are just popping in looking 
for a quick fix (well there is no quick fix - especially not here) I would NEVER (and I 
hope many of you did NOT) follow a call from someone like this....Based on obscurity 
and defying all of the the Principle, Probable and profitable rules of forex trading. 
 
Eurusdd thanks for your time. And as always, to one and all stay safe and happy trading. 
 
OUT. 
 
Six 
 
EDIT: P.S Neio great trading mate but by looking at your similarity trade explorer you 
are CLEARLY Over leveraged. You went from +26% to -11 % overnight if I recall. 
Remember mate its a marathon not a sprint. Adjust your trade size (I know your on 
demo but still you should trade as though real) NEver risk more than 2% and if hedging 
you risk 1% either way. Good luck. 

 

oconnor365 Jul 25, 2013 7:25pm | Post# 4708

 
WOW....was away for 12 days and suddenly this thread has turned into a monster that 
has so many convoluted methods of trading it that my mind is bursting...and I was 

stupid to think it was simple...oh well..   

 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 7:35pm | Post# 4709

 
Quoting Sixfour 
{quote} Eurusdd, Ralome, Xixi, vlad, Mad money, shiva, and others was intersting to 
share some ideas with you guys and thanks for all the work you did here on this thread. I 
hope it doesnt go to waste... I have been a pretty silent follower until the last few days 
while trialling semaphores and extremities within the dis sim zones... These are my 
conclusions: Good for you Eurusdd.... Thank you for sharing! You have put forward some 
very interesting points and concepts and offered many here the opportunity to explore 
your ideas here. For that I thank... 
Congratulations!!! Human beings! We are something else. Enjoy you break from the 
thread and happy trading! 
 
I am not impressed though. Your post is too long and empty. 
 
I don't know if you will follow someone or waste your time learning from the person if 
he/she cannot make good live-calls. There is a long bridge to cross if you want to 
transform yourself from an expert in theory into an expert in real-trading! My live-calls 
are not to impress you - I did not even know you existed - . I made those calls in order 
for you to know I have something up my sleeves and I am experienced! 
Would you learn Mathematics from a 6th grade student? 
 
Start your own thread and share something with the community; maybe then I will listen 

to you.  
 
----- 
 
Jesus, you made my night! Good night! 



 

Eurusdd Jul 25, 2013 7:57pm | Post# 4710

 
I decided to give everyone a chance to post on the thread 
and have fun but it seems there will always be strange 
characters...... 
Therefore only buddies and those with 11 or more 
vouchers can post on the thread! Thank you!  

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 8:21pm | Post# 4711

 
Wohoo how can you not love this thread!? War and peace, simple and complex all at the 
same time! I am a terrible trader no doubt, repeat mistakes emotional and stuff yet 
these are what I have learnt here so far.How to use a few indis, how to see some indis in 
a different light, a concept that corelates with others,how proper traders think,sound 
trading ideas,forex trading is an art form,how a trader should think and more! Yes some 
are old school stuff to the more experience traders but if you are a trader of a higher 
level than I am will you not be able to use these to make yourself profitable already? Pips 
I have lost here yes and guess whose fault is it.Worth it?TOTALLY. 
 
Edit post 200 lol im a spammer sorry 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 25, 2013 9:59pm | Post# 4712

 
Ok... this has gone quiet? Am I out of the thread? or is it that everyone is out to bed? 
Just to make sure... what time zone are you in eurusdd? 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 25, 2013 10:34pm | Post# 4713

 
Bed 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 25, 2013 11:06pm | Post# 4714

 
Is Alpari always this slow to open and close orders or is it just because is demo? 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 1:45am | Post# 4715

 
Hmm and wow  Plenty of emotions at work  

 

smallcat Jul 26, 2013 2:16am | Post# 4716

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
Is Alpari always this slow to open and close orders or is it just because is demo? 
I don't know about Alpari. But FxOpen since yesterday is very slow ... and gives some 
requotes. It's on demo account. I have used it more than a month without problem, but 

still don't know why it is very slow since yesterday .....  



 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 4:02am | Post# 4717

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Forecast for Fri 25th July DOWN DAY Open 1.32766 I believe that price will test a 
minimum of 1.3309, owing to a DS Zone started at 22:00GMT or basically start of new 
day Europe.... this makes it difficult to project. It implies strongly that ZZTOP on the 1H 
for the 24th July is unresolved. If during the Asian session and this early hours of the DS 
Zone, we post a swing high then we will have a down day. I will do 2 things: I will open a 
SHORT trade for the Daily Forecast even though the price will go higher. I will open a 
LONG TRADE with a TP of... 
The Asian session did not create a new ZZTOP. I won't amend my original projection of 
down day but it could be an up day if we consolidate on new highs. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 5:29am | Post# 4718

 
1 Attachment(s) 
We need a new ZZBOT on the 15M. 
For this to happen, I can see that prices need to move higher in order to reshape the 
Bollinger upwards - allowing for an "easier" ZZBot to be formed. If it remains flat, we will 
have a flat zigzag all day until NYC. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 26, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4719

 
Shorted for a quick +10 a little earlier on. 
 
Reasons 
 
Spotted DS manually expecting zone to resist price 
ZZ with ema and stoch out of BB 
ZZ painted at DS area 
Lvl 3 sem painted 



R-v1 picked up DS start just after ZZ painted 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:06am | Post# 4720

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I decided to give everyone a chance to post on the thread and have fun but it seems 
there will always be strange characters...... Therefore only buddies and those with 11 or 
more vouchers can post on the thread! Thank you! 
Hello Eurusdd, 
 
I understand your reasons for restricting postings to the thread.  
 
But there are some worthy contributors who do not have 11+ vouches such as 
Cfdtaleong, PipTheif, FXWrangler to name a few. It may either be worth giving 
instructions on how to include someone on a buddy list. 
 
Otherwise, the discussion will dwindle which would be really unfortunate given the 
collaborative nature the thread started in. 
 
Just my humble thoughts, 
 
Vlad 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:08am | Post# 4721

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Shorted for a quick +10 a little earlier on. Reasons Spotted DS manually expecting zone 
to resist price ZZ with ema and stoch out of BB ZZ painted at DS area Lvl 3 sem painted 
R-v1 picked up DS start just after ZZ painted 
Nice one! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:15am | Post# 4722

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} V I know your analysis for this short than long is lot more holistic than mine. 
Can you ask your inputs with regards to mine? I shorted due to (3) formed and because 
the ZZ was fake I remember reading some where that price will move in the previous 
direction in such a case, small retrace and switched to long thereafter because price will 
have to move in such a way it creates a valid ZZ. 
Just to discuss this mate.... the perenial problem of indicators repainting has made me 
question and requestion the ZigZag rules. 
There are also other ideas and suggestions that have made me modify this more into a 
"personal" style. 
 
Possibly the biggest idea is the fractal nature of price/time. The "Cloud Atlas" concept as 
I described FXWrangler's post. He was specifically describing swings during DS but if I 
peel it back to a more basic form.... without the Similarity Principle..... 1 BAR of 30MIN = 
2x 15M = 4x5M etc. 
 
If a signal 3 appears on a higher timeframe, eg. 1H and it is a ZZTOP.... we are due a 
ZZBOT. That is understood. 
But now you must not only apply the rules.... but make sure your synchronisation to the 
other timeframes is right. ie. 



Having a ZZBOT on 5M, 15M, 30M AND 1H makes that ZZBOT very very powerful... 
something in electronics called "in-phase"...where wavelength tops and bottoms match. 
When they are out of phase.... one top appears earlier than others, sometimes at the 
opposite time and this "cancels" out the effect of the movement. 
 
Now I know this makes the "visual tracking" of charts alot harder... but it's what I've 
been doing in addition to the rules. So when I spot a 1H ZZTOP I frantically try and make 
a judgement call on the other timeframes.... but still using the BBZZ rules. This is why I 
can be short and long at the same time.... one of the trades could be for a higher 
timeframe, another for a smaller timeframe. 
 
 
Okay... I'm ranting. Coffee time. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:23am | Post# 4723

 
Quoting vlady1974 
We need a new ZZBOT on the 15M. For this to happen, I can see that prices need to 
move higher in order to reshape the Bollinger upwards - allowing for an "easier" ZZBot to 
be formed. If it remains flat, we will have a flat zigzag all day until NYC. {image} 
Well the market has decided to go flat one more time with a bounce on 15M. 

 

dare123 Jul 26, 2013 6:48am | Post# 4724

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice one! 

Can somone help us out;Why is this great tread dying?  

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:56am | Post# 4725

 
Quoting dare123 
{quote} Can somone help us out;Why is this great tread dying? 
Read the recent posts from Eurusdd. He has explained it there. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:59am | Post# 4726

 
Long on 5M, DS started and ZZBot indicator formed, aggressive trade (did't wait for close 
outside bb [COBB] confirmation) 
Previous DS zone on 5M places resistance at 1.32913 

 

josh11 Jul 26, 2013 7:53am | Post# 4727

 
Hi guy hope we are all trading well... Haven't posted much lately been really busy testing 
many thing out.... 
 

Still working on a few things but its looking good  
 

good luck  

 



shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:02am | Post# 4728

 
Vlady, looks like you are 3 for 3 in predicting the daily direction   

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 8:05am | Post# 4729

 
Quoting shiva 

Vlady, looks like your 3 for 3 in predicting the daily direction   
LOL... but my set trades were wrong.... another missing piece. 
 
5M and 15M are in sync. current swing ZZBOT... requires a ZZTOP next 
1H and above are all ZZTOPS requiring a ZZBOT.... 
 
So if the 1H was to create a ZZBOT.... it implies that 15M and below must create a lower 
bottom. If that occurs within New York and London Close... then it's still wide open. 
 
EDIT:  
DS Support coming up at 1.32546... may bounce off that? 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:21am | Post# 4730

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL... but my set trades were wrong.... another missing piece. 5M and 15M are 
in sync. current swing ZZBOT... requires a ZZTOP next 1H and above are all ZZTOPS 
requiring a ZZBOT.... So if the 1H was to create a ZZBOT.... it implies that 15M and 
below must create a lower bottom. If that occurs within New York and London Close... 
then it's still wide open. 
 
Vlady, go ahead and conduct a back-scrolling experiment by observing the below two 
points. 

• When the DZ begins, note the previous zigzag state (Hereinafter called PZZS) - Is 
it ZZT or ZZB? 

• Now predict the next ZZ-state to be the opposite of the PZZS just before the zone 
beginning. 

Now post your findings and applaud or flay me  

 

Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 8:25am | Post# 4731

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL... but my set trades were wrong.... another missing piece. 5M and 15M are 
in sync. current swing ZZBOT... requires a ZZTOP next 1H and above are all ZZTOPS 
requiring a ZZBOT.... So if the 1H was to create a ZZBOT.... it implies that 15M and 
below must create a lower bottom. If that occurs within New York and London Close... 
then it's still wide open. EDIT: DS Support coming up at 1.32546... may bounce off that? 
A lot has gone on here, I have a bit of catching up to do. 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:30am | Post# 4732

 



This is off-topic, one of the indicators is producing giga sized log files i have no idea 
which one this is, the log file is too huge to be opened by any editor i have. How do I find 
out which is the resources hogger? 

 

Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 8:32am | Post# 4733

 
Quoting shiva 
This is off-topic, one of the indicators is producing giga sized log files i have no idea 
which one this is, the log file is too huge to be opened by any editor i have. How do I find 
out which is the resources hogger? 
Ever tried treesize software, it's free and it can tell you what is taking up memory. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 8:33am | Post# 4734

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Vlady, go ahead and conduct a back-scrolling experiment by observing the 
below two points. When the DZ begins, note the previous zigzag state (Hereinafter called 
PZZS) - Is it ZZT or ZZB? Now predict the next ZZ-state to be the opposite of the PZZS 

just before the zone beginning.Now post your findings and applaud or flay me  

Okay... this is great!  
 
I'm on the 15M.... Each PZZS (Pizzas) alternates! It's not always every DS though.  
 
But if I was to go on the strength of this alternating pattern... then the (3) semafor 
ZZTOP that appeared today on London Open would be a strong contender for Daily Top... 
whilst I was projecting a higher top. If I then add the fact that the 1H and higher are not 
in sync with the 5M and 15M... then I would have made a decision not to place Longs 
against my Daily Forecast Short....... ie. I was looking for 2 ZZTOPS for the day. 
 

Good thing these are all demo! LOL  

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:33am | Post# 4735

 
Aha thanks MM, it can pinpoint the indicator? Or will it tell me its MT4 is the culprit? This 
I already know 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:35am | Post# 4736

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Okay... this is great! I'm on the 15M.... Each PZZS (Pizzas) alternates! It's 
not always every DS though. But if I was to go on the strength of this alternating 
pattern... then the (3) semafor ZZTOP that appeared today on London Open would be a 
strong contender for Daily Top... whilst I was projecting a higher top. If I then add the 
fact that the 1H and higher are not in sync with the 5M and 15M... then I would have 
made a decision not to place Longs against my Daily Forecast Short....... ie. I was 
looking for 2 ZZTOPS for... 
 
LOL yes, also its quite possible that the next ZZS forms on the very next candle and may 
just turn around, I notice this happens in very short lived DS zones. 

 



Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 8:35am | Post# 4737

 
Quoting shiva 
Aha thanks MM, it can pinpoint the indicator? Or will it tell me its MT4 is the culprit? This 
I already know 
No it gives you the file structure of your computer and it is easy to locate files in 
programs that maybe collecting a lot of memory. 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:35am | Post# 4738

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} No it gives you the file structure of your computer and it is easy to locate files in 
programs that maybe collecting a lot of memory. 
 
Thanks, googling it already 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 8:40am | Post# 4739

 
2 Attachment(s) 
1H and 15M 
DS and ZZS (ZigZagState).... testing for alternating pattern at the beginning of a DS Zone 

 



 

 

Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 8:42am | Post# 4740

 
Quoting vlady1974 
1H and 15M DS and ZZS (ZigZagState).... testing for alternating pattern at the beginning 
of a DS Zone {image} {image} 
How's it working out for you? 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 8:46am | Post# 4741

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} How's it working out for you? 
Hey MM! 
 
This week has been one hell of an experiment, I can tell you. There is promise in some of 
this stuff.... it's putting in a methodology that works for my style that is where the effort 
is. 
 
Having said that.. I have a rudimentary "method" for predicting Daily Direction (macro). 
But I have no way to reconcile this high level info with smaller tf to trade it (micro). And 
the sample size is too small yet to see if this is viable long term.  
 
However, the demo account was sitting at $6000 up from $4800 as at the beginning of 
the day... all trades from some Similarity Principle technique. This is what is encouraging 
me to plough on. 

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 8:48am | Post# 4742

 
someone said please share your secret with us: the next moment, the same person is 
crucifying you! That is the reason I won't allow anyone without a sound mind to post on 



my thread again! Forex-trading is not for the weak. 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 8:50am | Post# 4743

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
someone said please share your secret with us: the next moment, the same person is 
crucifying you! That is the reason I won't allow anyone without a sound mind to post on 
my thread again! Forex-trading is not for the weak. 
 

 
 
To lighten the mood here is a headline 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 8:51am | Post# 4744

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} To lighten the mood here is a headline {image} 

 

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 9:01am | Post# 4745

 
My experience is clear: 5 years of testing, experimenting and live-trading. I am busy with 
other things but 5 years is enough time to know a lot about this market! I give math 
lectures around the world too and I know that it is always good to allow people to 
understand a concept first before they apply it. You cannot just start applying a difficult 
concept without a deep understanding of what it says. You cannot be a pro within a 
week! 
 



I don't have a problem with anyone who says the principle is not working for him/her. 
However, it is wrong to put a gun to my head and say - "give us the real-deal or else...". 
I am also not concerned if you decide to ignore the principle. You are just a bad/weak 
student or unable to digest complicated ideas. 
 
Those I chose as buddies are - from my perspective - capable of understanding 
deep issues or stable!  

 

EaglePip Jul 26, 2013 9:02am | Post# 4746

 
Quoting shiva 
Aha thanks MM, it can pinpoint the indicator? Or will it tell me its MT4 is the culprit? This 
I already know 
Easier still is just go the MT4 directory and check the logs folder. Just delete the file and 
check again when a new one is created before it gets too large. 

 

Ralome Jul 26, 2013 9:07am | Post# 4747

 
Quoting EaglePip 
{quote} Easier still is just go the MT4 directory and check the logs folder. They are text 
files which list the indicators creating the log. 
Yes, but he says the file size is too big to open in a text editor. 
 
Shiva, try this: shut down MT4, delete log file for today, restart MT4, wait a few ticks, 
shut down again. This way the log file should be around 20-30 megs tops (been there 

seen that ) and you can open that. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 9:10am | Post# 4748

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My experience is clear: 5 years of testing, experimenting and live-trading. I am busy with 
other things but 5 years is enough time to know a lot about this market! I give math 
lectures around the world too and I know that it is always good to allow people to 
understand a concept first before they apply it. You cannot just start applying a difficult 
concept without a deep understanding of what it says. You cannot be a pro within a 
week! I don't have a problem with anyone who says the principle is not working for 
him/her. However, it is wrong to put... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Some of us hear what you're saying loud and clear. And if you think some of us are 
worthy of deeper thought/ideas - we're very thankful. This thread has been quite 
rewarding in terms of ideas and perspectives. Any dissenting thought can be simply put 
to "it's not for me".  
 

I hope we can draw a line in the sand so we can move on and develop what we have.  

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 9:27am | Post# 4749

 
Thanks Eaglepip and Ralome, strangely the indicator has stopped doing this, it probably 

knows its being hunted and is biding its time  

 



Misterdaz Jul 26, 2013 9:30am | Post# 4750

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hey guys. 
 

Well I have 10+ vouches so hopefully I'm ok but if there's any doubt here's a picture 
of me on holiday last year on Saturn. I was attending the intergalactic Mercedes owners 
club convention in that pic, i go every year, its such a groove. This clearly illustrates I 
have the grey matter to cope with these concepts! 
 

 
 
Daz 

 

shiva Jul 26, 2013 9:31am | Post# 4751

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

Hey guys. Well I have 10+ vouches so hopefully I'm ok but if there's any doubt here's 
a picture of me on holiday last year on Saturn. This clearly illustrates I have the grey 
matter to cope with these concepts! {image} Daz 

Hmmm a swollen head!  

 

Misterdaz Jul 26, 2013 9:37am | Post# 4752

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Hmmm a swollen head!  
Man, I have a hell of time trying to buy a hat! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 9:38am | Post# 4753

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

Hey guys. Well I have 10+ vouches so hopefully I'm ok but if there's any doubt here's 
a picture of me on holiday last year on Saturn. This clearly illustrates I have the grey 
matter to cope with these concepts! {image} Daz 

my is bigger than yours.  

 

Misterdaz Jul 26, 2013 9:42am | Post# 4754

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} my is bigger than yours.  

Story of my life  

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 9:44am | Post# 4755

 
Quoting Misterdaz 

{quote} Story of my life  

 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 26, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 4756

 
Ok....here is more ramblings from the class idiot. Please understand I'm not trying to 
teach you guys anything here but as I try to explain the stuff in my head I am helping 

myself rationalize things. Its an effective way to learn but "noisy" so sorry people  
 
I think the current ZZ rules are sound. I will just use ZZT for easy reference. I think 
when most people see a ZZT the initial bias is to sell. I think this bias needs to be 
rethought. When I see a ZZT now, my bias is instead to buy. 
 
Yes, buy. Since we can observe price goes to ZZT then ZZB and T and B and T and 
B......I evaluate every ZZT I see. We are bothering with repainting finding ways to see 
how strong the signal is because we know that value is not absolute and can hurt our 
shorts. It is for this reason I am long bias. I have flipped over the perspective of the the 
stuff we done around so instead of thinking how to spot a valid ZZT it become how to 
spot an invalid ZZT. No change in rules just definition and perspective.  
 
We know what happens to ZZ that paint in BB. Chaos and DS,extra swing blah blah but 
price has to return to make a correct swing so to speak. Ema at BB and painted but stoch 
not at BB and what to expect. The established rules so to speak. Therefore price is 
usually inclined to validate a ZZ first before it has to turn. Would not make 
sense to want to follow in the validation direction first before I bother with the 
turn? Up till the time when the validation become strong then do i consider the 
reversal. Will this not make for more effective trading?? Kinda like killing two birds with 
one stone? 
 
See,if I work from the bottom up say 15M till validation at that TF, I move 1TF up..if that 
ZZT at the 15M is true I would see the same thing on the 30M then I just simply return 
to the 15 for my short run. How am I sure its time for the turn?? Because ZZ tells me 
only one thing..a variable X and if X is indeed a top, that value will appear marked 
on all TFs no? If X is not a top it will not be marked on the higher TF 30M in this 
case since it requires that value to be X + Y instead. Assumption is on 15M say X is 
maybe 1.3000 and it brings the EMA out of the BB, on the 30M 1.3000 is still inside the 
BB so I'm biased long till such time I get a value that paints a proper ZZ on 30M and 
repeat the process not bothering with shorts till such time the a get a TF concurrence. 
There is therefore be no need for me to watch multiple TFs as I only progress when 
required. 
 
This reasoning is assuming price moved steadily. It may fail if for example we have a 
spike up to say 1.3500 immediately putting the EMA out of the BB for both 15M and 30M 
but still within the BB on the 1H. Using my approach will not detect this and likely result 
in an early short. Therefore to counter, we take another step checking up another TF and 
if the top is false then we start the process again at that TF instead. This being so, there 
will still be no requirement to actively monitor multiple TFs since you need to make a 



reference or use when actively required. 
 
You keep can going up in TFs but till what end? 
 
There! Either I realized something new or that what everyone else is already doing or I'm 

completely wrong!!!  

 

FXWrangler Jul 26, 2013 2:23pm | Post# 4757

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I had a question in a PM that I'll answer here because close to the same thing was asked 
here as well. 
 
Eurusdd, if you read this and find it to be blatantly incorrect or too revealing, please delete 
it. I will not be offended. 
 
Quote:"...It seems in fact we are trading a pivot point (a swing) at higher time frame and 
building position away from it at a lower timerframe : when we have a dissimilarity this is 
because we are making a little higher high of a higher timeframe swing." 
 
This is a good question but you must first, understand that my answer is based on what I 
interpret DS zones to be. Perhaps not what Eurusdd intends... 
 
Also, before I answer this I'm going to share some additional information: 
 
Now that the general riffraff has been effectively banned from asking irrelevant questions 
I'm going to tell you some things you haven't though of that I hope will put the thread back 
on track. I can do so because there won't be any stupid questions as a result...I hope.  
 
1. This method isn't about trying traditional tactics and indicators with the information 
presented...not exactly. 
 
 
2. This is a shift in thinking that requires one to stop thinking about indicators as a signal. 
Instead think of what the represent...what data makes them behave in the fashion the 
behave. 
 
3. There are other tools available that require additional training or effort to learn how to 
use that compliment what's going on here. 
 
Ok, to answer the question asked above: 
 
Dis-similarities as described by the indicator by themselves are nothing more than a visual 
representation of a range change. A range change means that an area of SR was taken out. 
 
Yes, it does apply to multiple time frames but I'm still working that part out...however, 
again, for right now this isn't as important. 
 
Back to statistics (and quants). Math is magical. It can tell you things you never dreamed 
of. There are tools out there that even a person that doesn't like math can use. 
 
Rapidminer, Matlab and R are all software that can do much data crunching in a short period 
of time. You just have to know how to use them and how to tell it to look at the data you 
give it. 
 
That said, you could probably come up with some of the indicator combinations that provide 



a high degree of accuracy for any given trading method. Great. Fine. 
 
What's unique about what Eurusdd has presented here is the particular mix of indicators and 
settings that yield these results. You may not realize it but it literally takes hundreds of 
hours of CPU time to crunch all possible settings of just 2 indicators in relation to each other 
to find the best ones possible...AND THIS IS JUST FOR A SINGLE TRADING METHOD. 
 
1. I can't imagine how many hours were necessary to crunch data to get these settings. 
 
2. Coming up with the idea to incorporate fractal dimensional analysis, time delay and 
probability of price level effectiveness is not a concept the typical FF reader or new trader is 
'just going to come up with' and say "Hey, I think I'll dedicate the next X thousand dollars to 
equipment and the next X thousand hours of my time to and see if it works. 
 
3. Finding a set of indicators to represent even a proximally close estimate of the actual 
results without giving away the whole thing is a task all by itself. 
 
The mechanics behind what this thread is about: 
 
You can take data exported from MT4, shove it into one of the programs I mentioned and 
guess what comes out: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
...Then you need to make sure your 1min and 5min charts look VERY SIMILAR like the one 
below. {image} Do you see the cycle indicators on the 1min and 5min charts agreed? Since 
the indicators are set in such a way that they should agree >90% of the time, as soon as 
you spot a difference, like the case below, you are in for a high-probability trade! 
and 
 

 
 
and 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The stochastic setup is very good.....This is what will happen. On rare occasions, 
there will be different readings, then after a while the two readings will be equal again! 
MARK THAT PRICE and get ready for a good trade! The more price continues away from that 
price, the faster it will return there..... Since they must AGREE more than 98% of the time, 
different readings at any given time means one stoch will have to catch up with the other. 
and a whole bunch of others. 
 
THAT is why I pay attention to what's on this thread. 
 
What's important to those that don't have access to these tools or the resources to 
run them is the fact that the information presented here, while obfuscated for 
obvious reasons, is sufficient to discover at least a part of these statistical findings 
along with how they can be profited from. 
 
I don't post very often and will continue to watch rather than post until I see something else 



that adds to the puzzle.  
 
Don't bother trying to apply the same old tired methods to the information presented 
here...while they will probably work, that isn't what this information is for. Instead, try to 
figure out what the data is really saying about the relationship between price movements in 
the past and on different time frames to the indicators being used. This is the premise 
behind all of my posts. 
 
YOU MUST LOOK AT THE DATA AND UNDERSTAND WHAT IT'S TELLING YOU ABOUT PRICE. 
 
Statistical probabilities are why las vegas is one of the wealthiest locations on the globe. 
Find odds that are in your favor, have the internal fortitude to stick to a plan and you will 
make money. 
 
All of the information isn't here yet.  

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 2:31pm | Post# 4758

 
Objective posts, contributions are so good. FxWrangler is a good example that there are 
still serious people around. ^^^^ I will take criticisms from him because he will be fair. 

Thank you!  

 

vlady1974 Jul 26, 2013 6:06pm | Post# 4759

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Forecast for Fri 25th July DOWN DAY Open 1.32766 I believe that price will test a 
minimum of 1.3309, owing to a DS Zone started at 22:00GMT or basically start of new 
day Europe.... this makes it difficult to project. It implies strongly that ZZTOP on the 1H 
for the 24th July is unresolved. If during the Asian session and this early hours of the DS 
Zone, we post a swing high then we will have a down day. I will do 2 things: I will open a 
SHORT trade for the Daily Forecast even though the price will go higher. I will open a 
LONG TRADE with... 
Forecast for Fri 25th July DOWN DAY Open 1.32766 CLOSE 1.32770 DIFF 

+0.00004 !  
Outcome: Fail. The day was a "unchanged" 
 
After 3 days: 2 correct 1 wrong 
 
The Daily Forecast Short is still open and is in the money.  
Other trades using 5M and 15M scalps = 681 or 68.1 pips 

 

Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 8:35pm | Post# 4760

 
Quoting FXWrangler 
I had a question in a PM that I'll answer here because close to the same thing was asked 
here as well. Eurusdd, if you read this and find it to be blatantly incorrect or too 
revealing, please delete it. I will not be offended. Quote:"...It seems in fact we are 
trading a pivot point (a swing) at higher time frame and building position away from it at 
a lower timerframe : when we have a dissimilarity this is because we are making a little 
higher high of a higher timeframe swing." This is a good question but you must first, 
understand that my answer... 
Let's get things moving! 

 



Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 9:01pm | Post# 4761

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The following time-frames: 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 1day, 1week, 1month 
were used to produce the following stunning market "predictor". The code behind this 
predictor is 3mb - very large. Most indicators are about 5-10 kb. The indicator scans 
similarities on all time-frames and present trading nodes on the 1min and 5min time 
frames. This is a sophisticated application of the similarity principle and the best 
functions we have been able to produce for the purpose of forex-trading! First, we had to 
make the 1min and 5min charts look similar... 

So this is what you see!  
 
This is the external software you were talking about? Also why the ohm/omega symbol, 
any reason? 

 

smallcat Jul 26, 2013 9:04pm | Post# 4762

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Prediction Outcome: Successful Long opened 1.31948 Closed 1.32743 +80 pips 

Great vlady1974 ..... i will learn Binary Option also in the future ....  

 

smallcat Jul 26, 2013 9:17pm | Post# 4763

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Yes, but he says the file size is too big to open in a text editor. Shiva, try this: 
shut down MT4, delete log file for today, restart MT4, wait a few ticks, shut down again. 

This way the log file should be around 20-30 megs tops (been there seen that ) and 
you can open that. 

This is a new great trick. Thank U Ralome ...  

 

cenky Jul 26, 2013 9:30pm | Post# 4764

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The following time-frames: 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 1day, 1week, 1month 
were used to produce the following stunning market "predictor". The code behind this 
predictor is 3mb - very large. Most indicators are about 5-10 kb. The indicator scans 
similarities on all time-frames and present trading nodes on the 1min and 5min time 
frames. This is a sophisticated application of the similarity principle and the best 
functions we have been able to produce for the purpose of forex-trading! First, we had to 
make the 1min and 5min charts look similar... 

is this your famous external program?  

 

smallcat Jul 26, 2013 9:42pm | Post# 4765

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The following time-frames: 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 1day, 1week, 1month 
were used to produce the following stunning market "predictor". The code behind this 
predictor is 3mb - very large. Most indicators are about 5-10 kb. The indicator scans 
similarities on all time-frames and present trading nodes on the 1min and 5min time 
frames. This is a sophisticated application of the similarity principle and the best 



functions we have been able to produce for the purpose of forex-trading! First, we had to 
make the 1min and 5min charts look similar... 

Thank U very much Eurusdd.... Will keep this in mind, will read it some times ...... 

(because my brain is like an old PC 486 ... ) .... 

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 10:42pm | Post# 4766

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} So this is what you see! This is the external software you were talking about? 
Also why the ohm/omega symbol, any reason? 
Alpha and Omega. First and Last. It is the final predictor for the similarity principle. The 
best! 

 

Madmoney Jul 26, 2013 10:43pm | Post# 4767

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Alpha and Omega. First and Last. It is the final predictor for the similarity 
principle. The best! 
Love it! 

 

Eurusdd Jul 26, 2013 10:54pm | Post# 4768

 
This master predictor is responsible for the decay-numbers I have been posting here! 
This is just another reason for people to consider the similarity principle. You could 
discover something good! 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 26, 2013 11:04pm | Post# 4769

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This master predictor is responsible for the decay-numbers I have been posting here! 
This is just another reason for people to consider the similarity principle. You could 
discover something good! 
Haha you are wrong! You WILL discover something good! ;-) 

 

Neio Jul 27, 2013 1:32am | Post# 4770

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD can shoot up this month. A case in point is on this monthly chart! The sections 
circled are important. WATCH THE WAY THEY DEVELOP.{image} 
Gong through all of Eurusdd's posts this weekend to pick up on anything I may have 
missed. Look at this amazing prediction that the Month would end up!!! That was made 
when the price was at 1.3031. We are now at 1.3227!!! Almost 200 pips up! 
 



 

 

shiva Jul 27, 2013 1:39am | Post# 4771

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} So this is what you see! This is the external software you were talking about? 
Also why the ohm/omega symbol, any reason? 
 

That post disappeared!   

 

shiva Jul 27, 2013 1:45am | Post# 4772

 
Can some one vouch for gg53? He is one of the pioneers of OOTB thinking. Look at his 
profile and you will know On the other thread by EURUSDD he has posted the following 
Quote 
Eurusdd, 
Quote 



 

Since I can't post in the Similarity thread (looks like I need 1 more vouch) 

and I can't PM Eurusdd, so here it is FWIW: 

I found out that using the Gadi_TickVolume (instead of the price chart) gives 
slightly better results for the Similarity method. 

And yes, I do have and heavilly use MATHLAB and R. 

(Currently tested on M15/H1 and H1/H4). 

 

 

vlady1974 Jul 27, 2013 2:19am | Post# 4773

 
Quoting shiva 
Can some one vouch for gg53? He is one of the pioneers of OOTB thinking. Look at his 
profile and you will know On the other thread by EURUSDD he has posted the following 
{quote}{quote} 

Done. A beer would be nice!  

 

vspatrick Jul 27, 2013 3:08am | Post# 4774

 
Nice article about similarity http://fractalfinance.blogspot.fr/20...ure-of-it.html  

 

shiva Jul 27, 2013 3:41am | Post# 4775

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Done. A beer would be nice!  
 
Here you go Vlady! 



 

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 27, 2013 11:43am | Post# 4776

 
The following time-frames: 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 1day, 1week, 1month 
were used to produce the following stunning market "predictor". The code behind this 
predictor is 3mb - very large. Most indicators are about 5-10 kb. The indicator scans 
similarities on all time-frames and present trading nodes on the 1min and 5min time 
frames. This is a sophisticated application of the similarity principle and the best 
functions we have been able to produce for the purpose of forex-trading! First, we had to 
make the 1min and 5min charts look similar.. 
 
Sorry, I might have missed this. Was there a file attached? 

 
 
Thanks  

 

Madmoney Jul 27, 2013 11:46am | Post# 4777

 
Quoting PiPtHiEf 
The following time-frames: 1min, 5min, 15min, 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 1day, 1week, 1month 
were used to produce the following stunning market "predictor". The code behind this 
predictor is 3mb - very large. Most indicators are about 5-10 kb. The indicator scans 
similarities on all time-frames and present trading nodes on the 1min and 5min time 
frames. This is a sophisticated application of the similarity principle and the best 
functions we have been able to produce for the purpose of forex-trading! First, we had to 
make the 1min and 5min charts look similar..... 
There was no file, it's Eurusdd secret software that shows price nodes. 

 

vlady1974 Jul 27, 2013 4:34pm | Post# 4778

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Here you go Vlady! {image} 

Thank You Mate!  

 



vlady1974 Jul 28, 2013 7:50am | Post# 4779

 
Quoting vspatrick 
Nice article about similarity http://fractalfinance.blogspot.fr/20...ure-of-it.html  
Great article VS! 

 

vlady1974 Jul 28, 2013 5:18pm | Post# 4780

 
Daily Forecast for 29 July 
UP DAY 
Open 1.32855 
 
My earlier Sell Limits at 33XX remain. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 29, 2013 12:20am | Post# 4781

 
Things have slowed down a lot here Good time to consolidate thoughts and ideas  

 

smallcat Jul 29, 2013 6:41am | Post# 4782

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Daily Forecast for 29 July UP DAY Open 1.32855 My earlier Sell Limits at 33XX remain. 
Hi vlady1974, 
 
So it will swing ? I'm still waiting for "pending home sales" .... will do a SELL also, may 
be it's the time of falling ... 

 

vlady1974 Jul 29, 2013 6:49am | Post# 4783

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi vlady1974, So it will swing ? I'm still waiting for "pending home sales" .... will 
do a SELL also, may be it's the time of falling ... 
Don't anticipate it. It's still up from Midnight (10pm GMT Summertime) 
 
EDIT: 
My projection is for a high at 1.3309-3316. I don't know what day this will be. I could be 
wrong and price overshoots.... i haven't recalculated this target from Friday (too busy 
enjoying weekend). 
 
The 1H has a ZZTOP that is not resolved. So if you see ZZBOT on smaller timeframes, i 
suspect that you can LONG these and they will go higher. If right now you are seeing 
ZZTOPs but they are not C.O.B.B. (Close Outside Bollinger Band) then price will continue 
in the 1H trend (ie last confirmed ZZ which is bottom... therefore direcction is UP). 

 

smallcat Jul 29, 2013 6:56am | Post# 4784

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Don't anticipate it. It's still up from Midnight (10pm GMT Summertime) EDIT: 
My projection is for a high at 1.3309-3316. I don't know what day this will be. I could be 
wrong and price overshoots.... i haven't recalculated this target from Friday (too busy 



enjoying weekend). The 1H has a ZZTOP that is not resolved. So if you see ZZBOT on 
smaller timeframes, i suspect that you can LONG these and they will go higher. If right 
now you are seeing ZZTOPs but they are not C.O.B.B. (Close Outside Bollinger Band) 
then price will continue in the 1H... 

Thank U vlady1974. Have a nice weekend  

 

PiPtHiEf Jul 29, 2013 3:17pm | Post# 4785

 
WOW! think have seriously slowed down here. Not complaining, actually allow me to stay 
on track with everyones progress. As for me, my traveling schedule is heating up. Not 
the norm for my job, I don't know what is going on. Hopefully this will save me soon. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Jul 29, 2013 5:38pm | Post# 4786

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Daily Forecast for 29 July UP DAY Open 1.32855 My earlier Sell Limits at 33XX remain. 
Result: Unsuccessful. Close 1.32618 

 

vlady1974 Jul 29, 2013 5:50pm | Post# 4787

 
Projection : 30 July 2013 
UP DAY 
 
Open: 1.32618 
 
Commentary: I have a price target 1.33337. I don't have a day target for this price. I 
have one zone one the 1H that is begging to be closed from below, top level price @ 
3305. I also have another zone (different indicator) with a clearance price @ 1.32992.  
 
Prior to today, 1H timeframe had a ZZTOP that was in the middle of the Bollinger Bad 
insinuating a fake top. What I failed to take into account (still!) is that the zone it was in 
was very strong resistance. Today, price fell to the bottom of an existing zone that has 
not been born yet.... 1.32377. And turned, forming a ZZBOT. We have another zone 
above this zone @ 1.33184, so the move that must happen this week and this can only 
happen from a ZZBOT. 

 

Neio Jul 30, 2013 6:58am | Post# 4788

 
Don't know about anybody else but I have not seen any dissimilarity on 15M EUR/USD 
for a while. 
 
I know there is another thread going where EVERYBODY can contribute but I personally 
do not want this thread to die as I believe there is something special here. 
 
Vlady I appreciate your continued posts in both threads but I think we really need 
Eurusdd to come back for this thread to survive! 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 



vlady1974 Jul 30, 2013 7:40am | Post# 4789

 
Quoting Neio 
Don't know about anybody else but I have not seen any dissimilarity on 15M EUR/USD 
for a while. I know there is another thread going where EVERYBODY can contribute but I 
personally do not want this thread to die as I believe there is something special here. 
Vlady I appreciate your continued posts in both threads but I think we really need 
Eurusdd to come back for this thread to survive! Regards Neio 
I agree with you. But that choice is entirely up to Eurusdd. It's his thread, his topic. 
 
I certainly want to keep the thread alive, and I said that I would continue my daily 
projections until I had sufficient data.... so I'll do this until Wed and post my findings. 
After that, without new material from Eurusdd on this thread - what other purpose would 
it serve? 
 
It's a shame cos it was a great community. 

 

cfdtaleong Jul 30, 2013 9:24am | Post# 4790

 
Quoting Neio 
Don't know about anybody else but I have not seen any dissimilarity on 15M EUR/USD 
for a while. I know there is another thread going where EVERYBODY can contribute but I 
personally do not want this thread to die as I believe there is something special here. 
Vlady I appreciate your continued posts in both threads but I think we really need 
Eurusdd to come back for this thread to survive! Regards Neio 
No this thread won't die I just don't have time to spam it lately lol. Anyway just because 

the R series of indicators don't show DS does'nt mean there is'nt any  
 
Consider this..2 peaks, similar price level but different position on indicators. This is as 
far as I can say. I'm very sorry. Was pointed out to me by someone and I take no credit. 
Use the rest of the DS theories to work it to your advantage 

 

vlady1974 Jul 30, 2013 9:41am | Post# 4791

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} No this thread won't die I just don't have time to spam it lately lol. Anyway just 

because the R series of indicators don't show DS does'nt mean there is'nt any 
Consider this..2 peaks, similar price level but different position on indicators. This is as 
far as I can say. I'm very sorry. Was pointed out to me by someone and I take no credit. 
Use the rest of the DS theories to work it to your advantage 

In...te...res...ting!  

 

dryclean Jul 30, 2013 3:01pm | Post# 4792

 
Just spent the last week reading this thread and trying to catch up 
Very Interesting. I have been playing with basically what was said here 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...=435149&page=3 
post 42 
 
I was hitting 85+% wins last week 
and 5-0 since start of this week 
 



Trying to understand DS and where the price will come back too. 
I am getting the grasp of it to maximize my profits  
 
 
I have been using Buy or sell stops and building it out 
I place 5 orders 5 pips apart and let price come to me 
I then place TS on the orders or I make 1 TP point 
Still playing with that 
 
But you guys are very far ahead of me on the DS stuff 
Hope to contribute once I catch all the way up 
 
DC 

 

smallcat Jul 30, 2013 7:57pm | Post# 4793

 
Quoting dryclean 
I was hitting 85+% wins last week and 5-0 since start of this week 
Quoting dryclean 
I have been using Buy or sell stops and building it out I place 5 orders 5 pips apart and 
let price come to me I then place TS on the orders or I make 1 TP point Still playing with 
that 
Great result dryclean .... and I am still reading from the beginning again .... looking for 

the light at the end of tunnel  

Quoting Madmoney 
For example 5M would be close to 100x8? 1M would be close to 20x2 (1.6)? 
Hi Madmoney , can you please explain, we use 2000 bars on M15 (and NOT 7200 bars - 
assuming using R-v2 of Ralome's indicator). So, for M5 , how many bars must we use ? 
6000 bars ? Or it does not matter of it, and we can use any bars > 2000 ? 

 

dryclean Jul 31, 2013 6:52am | Post# 4794

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Five buy wins yesterday 5 sell wins this am 
I take 5 positions 5 pips apart at .3 lots each 
I close out .1 lot at BE+7 then I move the stop to BE+7 2nd .1 +10 set TS to 7 then the last 
.1 I set TP to 999 and let the TS run its course 

 

 



Ralome Jul 31, 2013 6:59am | Post# 4795

 
Attention everyone: the forecast function of my indy has problems on larger timeframes 
(H1 confirmed, but probably on others too). 
Solution: TBA. 

 

Ralome Aug 1, 2013 11:30am | Post# 4796

 
1 Attachment(s) 
New version: v2.60 
 
Changes: 

1. Fixed some bugs (everything should be OK up to H1) 
2. Included the pre-zone feature which I wanted to do a long time ago, but they beat 

me to it  
3. Added a new feature: we had a dashboard for upcoming zones, now we have one 

for existing ones too. Kinda like a map  

Known bugs still existing: 

1. No zones drawn in H4 & D1. Solution TBAWIR  

Greets, 
Ralome 
StochDifZones_v2_60.mq4 

 

cenky Aug 1, 2013 4:54pm | Post# 4797

 
Quoting Ralome 
New version: v2.60 Changes: Fixed some bugs (everything should be OK up to H1) 
Included the pre-zone feature which I wanted to do a long time ago, but they beat me to 

it Added a new feature: we had a dashboard for upcoming zones, now we have one for 

existing ones too. Kinda like a map Known bugs still existing: No zones drawn in H4 & 

D1. Solution TBAWIR Greets, Ralome {file} 
 
thank you Ralome... 

 

smallcat Aug 1, 2013 8:00pm | Post# 4798

 
Quoting Ralome 
New version: v2.60 Changes: Fixed some bugs (everything should be OK up to H1) 
Included the pre-zone feature which I wanted to do a long time ago, but they beat me to 

it Added a new feature: we had a dashboard for upcoming zones, now we have one for 

existing ones too. Kinda like a map Known bugs still existing: No zones drawn in H4 & 

D1. Solution TBAWIR Greets, Ralome {file} 

Wow ... thank U very much Ralome ....  
Could you please explain more about TBAWIR ? 
 
Thanks 



 

Ralome Aug 2, 2013 2:07am | Post# 4799

 
TBAWIR = To Be Available When It's Ready  

 

smallcat Aug 3, 2013 1:52am | Post# 4800

 
Quoting Ralome 

TBAWIR = To Be Available When It's Ready  

Thanks Ralome .... waiting for it ....  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 8:38am | Post# 4801

 
EURUSD expected to push up. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 16, 2013 8:42am | Post# 4802

 
Oh shit...i still have a short open.Welcome back! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 8:43am | Post# 4803

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Oh shit...i still have a short open.Welcome back! 
cfdtaleong. Yes I am around with a different stroke! EURUSD is 
expected to head up to form a strong top across all time-frames.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 8:49am | Post# 4804

 
I tired to explain how the principle of similarity works within the 
frame-work of revolution but that did not turn out well so, I will 
simply post pictures and analysis of my views of the market and 
those of you who understand how the similarity principle works 
can compare my analysis with yours and make pips! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 8:52am | Post# 4805

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I tired to explain how the principle of similarity works within the frame-work of revolution 
but that did not turn out well so, I will simply post pictures and analysis of my views of 
the market and those of you who understand how the similarity principle works can 
compare my analysis with yours and make pips! 

Cool!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 8:56am | Post# 4806



 
2 Attachment(s) 
So, let me explain how the principle of revolution works as an indicator of market direction! 
All the computations we make - within mT4 and external softwares lead to the creation of 
certain arrows that are marked on the chart! Sometimes, these arrows will meet price and 
sometimes they will not! 
When the arrow does not meet price, we check it with other arrows on higher time-frames 
and if all is well, we should have a strong resistance level. 
 

 



 
When price meets an arrow, it usually means that direction is 
preferred! This is Revolution. I said on my 4th thread that I will not 
try to explain the algorithm again!  

 

Madmoney Aug 16, 2013 8:56am | Post# 4807

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} cfdtaleong. Yes I am around with a different stroke! EURUSD is expected to 
head up to form a strong top across all time-frames. 

Spotted  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 8:58am | Post# 4808

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Cool!  

The expert in bb-zz. I hope all is well with you...   

 

cfdtaleong Aug 16, 2013 9:00am | Post# 4809

 
Well that was an embarassing loss.i knew it had to go up first.Luckily i have more smart 
than dumb days now 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:05am | Post# 4810

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Well that was an embarassing loss.i knew it had to go up first.Luckily i have more smart 



than dumb days now 
Good thing is : the market will always be around. It is not like you can't have another 

chance! EURUSD is forming a top across all time-frames and so, we will hang up there 
a little bit! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 9:08am | Post# 4811

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} The expert in bb-zz. I hope all is well with you...   
Hello Good Sir. 
 
FYI... i turned a $5000 demo account into $24,000 in 3 weeks. Never done that before. 
All on "Similarity" work (except for the CI). 
You've changed my trading style. Just only started adapting it back to UY and EY... i 
know the settings aren't set up for those pairs but still... the concept is there. If I can 
turn the account into $50K I will take the same amount in starting seed capital but using 
real dinero. 
 
My deepest gratitude 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:12am | Post# 4812

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hello Good Sir. FYI... i turned a $5000 demo account into $24,000 in 3 weeks. 
Never done that before. All on "Similarity" work (except for the CI). You've changed my 
trading style. Just only started adapting it back to UY and EY... i know the settings aren't 
set up for those pairs but still... the concept is there. If I can turn the account into $50K I 
will take the same amount in starting seed capital but using real dinero. My deepest 

gratitude  
Good VLADY1974; but I can't remember what I did to deserve the title "Sir". EURUSDD 

will be just fine. Thanks.  $5,000 to $24,000 is a good deal - even if your account is a 
demo account. Many people can't do that in 3 weeks! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:23am | Post# 4813

 
once this mini-trend is done, the first sign will be a revolution-arrow that does 
not meet price. So, we are up there for now. 

 

handy148 Aug 16, 2013 9:38am | Post# 4814

 
Has anyone noticed that lots of posts have gone missing - page 240 is 3rd August and 
page 241 (current page) starts 16th August. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:47am | Post# 4815

 
Quoting handy148 
Has anyone noticed that lots of posts have gone missing - page 240 is 3rd August and 



page 241 (current page) starts 16th August. 
I think the moderators wanted to clean up the thread a little or people deleted their 
posts.. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 16, 2013 9:49am | Post# 4816

 
Quoting handy148 
Has anyone noticed that lots of posts have gone missing - page 240 is 3rd August and 
page 241 (current page) starts 16th August. 
Nah dont think so handy,thread was quiet for a while and some posts were reported for 
being a nuisance 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:52am | Post# 4817

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Nah dont think so handy,thread was quiet for a while and some posts were 
reported for being a nuisance 
better explanation. Thanks. Anyway, I think we have a top. There is an off arrow on 
1min. This top is likely to hold until we have an agreement for a revival. so buy 
responsibly. 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 9:53am | Post# 4818

 
Welcome back Eurusdd!!! 
 
I have been on a little break myself. Ready to refocus on this again now. 
Looking forward to seeing your analysis and insights. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:56am | Post# 4819

 
That top will HOLD! Don't mind her. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 9:57am | Post# 4820

 
Quoting Neio 
Welcome back Eurusdd!!! I have been on a little break myself. Ready to refocus on this 
again now. Looking forward to seeing your analysis and insights. Regards Neio 
Sure. Welcome back too!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 9:57am | Post# 4821

 
I think my brain has exploded. 
 
Eurusdd I've just done a "quick" 30 minute scan of your 4th Thread..... OMG. It's beyond 
me for the time being. 



DNA Sequencing!?! Lord Almighty! 
 
I can see the power in it though. But I will probably have to team up with someone here 
who can help me with the logic and then perhaps a spreadsheet. LOL. 
If I understand it correctly, you are picking a timeframe then taking as much population 
(ie bars) and assigning 1 or 0 for UP or Down 
 
From my Daily Projection Method... what I found was you need 3.... UP/DOWN/DOJI. so -
1, +1 and 0 
So based on this, there must be a better way to do the maths on 3 results rather than a 
binary result. 
 

~Anyway just thinking out loud. I'll work on this next week!  
 
Awesome! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:02am | Post# 4822

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I think my brain has exploded. Eurusdd I've just done a "quick" 30 minute scan of your 
4th Thread..... OMG. It's beyond me for the time being. DNA Sequencing!?! Lord 
Almighty! I can see the power in it though. But I will probably have to team up with 
someone here who can help me with the logic and then perhaps a spreadsheet. LOL. If I 
understand it correctly, you are picking a timeframe then taking as much population (ie 
bars) and assigning 1 or 0 for UP or Down From my Daily Projection Method... what I 
found was you need 3.... UP/DOWN/DOJI. so... 
The DNA sequence is necessary to establish the algorithm behind revolution and is not a 
predictive-indicator in itself. Anyway, forget about it. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:07am | Post# 4823

 
Do you see the top is establishing itself? Good! 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 16, 2013 10:12am | Post# 4824

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I think my brain has exploded. Eurusdd I've just done a "quick" 30 minute scan of your 
4th Thread..... OMG. It's beyond me for the time being. DNA Sequencing!?! Lord 
Almighty! I can see the power in it though. But I will probably have to team up with 
someone here who can help me with the logic and then perhaps a spreadsheet. LOL. If I 
understand it correctly, you are picking a timeframe then taking as much population (ie 
bars) and assigning 1 or 0 for UP or Down From my Daily Projection Method... what I 
found was you need 3.... UP/DOWN/DOJI. so... 

have fun with that one   

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:19am | Post# 4825

 
A new trend begins if and only if there is a revolution arrow on all time-frames and there 
is at least one off-arrow on the 1min/5min time-frames. 
That is why I said that top way a temporary halt!!! 

 



Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:24am | Post# 4826

 
1 Attachment(s) 

SEE that?  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:35am | Post# 4827

 
1.3326 is a strong support level for the next 120mins. Price 
will close above it at the end of the 120mins!!!  

 

Madmoney Aug 16, 2013 10:41am | Post# 4828

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3326 is a strong support level for the next 120mins. Price will close above it at the end of 

the 120mins!!!   
I've got that support price already on my chart! 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:42am | Post# 4829

 
eurusdd will wait for 120mins to close below 1.3326. That is a road-block. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:43am | Post# 4830

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} I've got that support price already on my chart! {image} 
sure! Watch the way price react to her within 120mins. Price close above. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 10:47am | Post# 4831

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3326 is a strong support level for the next 120mins. Price will close above it at the end 

of the 120mins!!!   
I can see that on 1H that top is a Black Hole price... so price closing above that support 
suggests it will be taken out as the market resolves the price/top. 

 

Madmoney Aug 16, 2013 10:49am | Post# 4832

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3326 is a strong support level for the next 120mins. Price will close above it at the end 

of the 120mins!!!   
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusdd will wait for 120mins to close below 1.3326. That is a road-block. 
Above or below bro? 

 



Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:51am | Post# 4833

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} {quote} Above or below bro? 
ABOVE. Sorry. I meant we should close above at the end of the period. 

 

angelofx Aug 16, 2013 10:54am | Post# 4834

 
Guess who's back!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 10:57am | Post# 4835

 
Quoting angelofx 
Guess who's back!! 
EURUSDD: 100mins more. 

 

angelofx Aug 16, 2013 11:08am | Post# 4836

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} EURUSDD: 100mins more. 
lol. Welcome back!! You've been sorely missed. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:09am | Post# 4837

 
Quoting angelofx 
{quote} lol. Welcome back!! You've been sorely missed. 
Missed you too. Next week hmmm. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:16am | Post# 4838

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 



Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:21am | Post# 4839

 
In order to continue the downtrend, EURUSD will have to rise 
above 1.3340!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 11:22am | Post# 4840

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
I was a bit more aggressive and Longed at 3329.4  
 
21 pips to $25,000  

I've treated this account as if it was real.... this will be a psychological barrier.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 11:23am | Post# 4841

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
In order to continue the downtrend, EURUSD will have to rise above 1.3340!!!  
Yes! I said this (roughly) in the practical Thread. 
The 4H is the base. The 1H is behind and playing catchup. The 5M and 15M have created 
the support base from the last 3 days 

 

josh11 Aug 16, 2013 11:24am | Post# 4842

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Welcome back Eurusdd  
 
My next Zone.... 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:24am | Post# 4843

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was a bit more aggressive and Longed at 3329.4 21 pips to $25,000 I've 

treated this account as if it was real.... this will be a psychological barrier.  
You trade like me. I pay attention to the money and not the pips really. Certains amounts 



of $$$ - give me "certain feelings". With $5,000 , $20,000 will be the level from which I 
can never the account again and at the same time make at least $1,000 per-day! It is all 
about living off your account - daily, weekly, monthly etc. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:26am | Post# 4844

 
Quoting josh11 

Welcome back Eurusdd My next Zone.... {image} 
1.3340 is the level to watch for the next sell after the 120mins period! 
70 mins remaining! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 11:39am | Post# 4845

 
EXACTLY, 1hr to go. EURUSD should close above 1.3326. Take care. 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:08pm | Post# 4846

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EXACTLY, 1hr to go. EURUSD should close above 1.3326. Take care. 
Is this still valid? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:10pm | Post# 4847

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Is this still valid? 
YES. When the time ends, eurusd should be above. 30mins more approx 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:13pm | Post# 4848

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} YES. When the time ends, eurusd should be above. 30mins more approx 
I would like to trade it but the current price is not far off. 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 4849

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Is this still valid? 
I have had a week of house moving but just called in to find Eurusdd here....welcome 
back. Great to see all you guys are still here, I will be back too when i can concentrate. I 
have just had a little flutter at 13320 and taken a long which I have already closed most 
of in profit nearer 13325, so thank you again Eurusdd. Watching the action with 
fascination and so wanting you to be right about this because of all the help you are 

generously giving us folk...  

 

oconnor365 Aug 16, 2013 12:26pm | Post# 4850

 
Quoting Neio 



{quote} I would like to trade it but the current price is not far off. 
If you were trading 20 lots for a couple of pips...that wouldn't be bad..lol 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:27pm | Post# 4851

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} If you were trading 20 lots for a couple of pips...that wouldn't be bad..lol 
I have seen many of Eurusdd's predictions come right....but...not sure I could put that 
much on it...lol 

 

oconnor365 Aug 16, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 4852

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I have seen many of Eurusdd's predictions come right....but...not sure I could 
put that much on it...lol 
true....I'd be sh.....g myself now..lol 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:32pm | Post# 4853

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} YES. When the time ends, eurusd should be above. 30mins more approx 
10 mins to go to 1.3326? How confident are you of it reaching 1.3340 before the next 
sell off? 

 

almo Aug 16, 2013 12:36pm | Post# 4854

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} 10 mins to go to 1.3326? How confident are you of it reaching 1.3340 before the 
next sell off? 
 
I think your missing the point Neio 
 
Regardless where its supposed to be , he is expecting a sell off in 25 minutes.  
 
You'd be risking dollars for pennies if you try to go long now. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 4855

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} 10 mins to go to 1.3326? How confident are you of it reaching 1.3340 before the 
next sell off? 
That is not what I said. We expect eurusd to close above 1.3326 and the end of the 
approx period and then she will move to 1.3340 before a serious downtrend can continue 
again! So, eurusd is not supposed to go to 1.3340 before the end of the 120mins. 
 
within the next few mins, eurusd should try and rush up to close the period above 
1.3326. That is expected. If she does not that will be a pricing-window!!! 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:37pm | Post# 4856



 
Quoting almo 
{quote} I think your missing the point Neio Regardless where its supposed to be , he is 
expecting a sell off in 25 minutes. You'd be risking dollars for pennies if you try to go 
long now. 
 
I thought he said price should close ABOVE 1.3326? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 12:38pm | Post# 4857

 
 

 

almo Aug 16, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 4858

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I thought he said price should close ABOVE 1.3326? 
 
He did , he also said that would be the start of the next sell 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 1.3340 is the level to watch for the next sell after the 120mins period! 70 mins 
remaining! 
 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:39pm | Post# 4859

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is not what I said. We expect eurusd to close above 1.3326 and the end of 
the approx period and then she will move to 1.3340 before a serious downtrend can 
continue again! So, eurusd is not supposed to go to 1.3340 before the end of the 
120mins. within the next few mins, eurusd should try and rush up to close the period 
above 1.3326. That is expected. If she does not that will be a pricing-window!!! 
I know you said 1.3326 in 10 mins. But I was asking about after that. 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 12:40pm | Post# 4860

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is not what I said. We expect eurusd to close above 1.3326 and the end of the 
approx period and then she will move to 1.3340 before a serious downtrend can continue 
again! So, eurusd is not supposed to go to 1.3340 before the end of the 120mins. within the 
next few mins, eurusd should try and rush up to close the period above 1.3326. That is 
expected. If she does not that will be a pricing-window!!! 
 
heres my trade 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:40pm | Post# 4861

 
1min to go!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 4862

 
time is up. eurusd closed the 120mins a little below 1.3326 @ 1.3323 on my chart. Not 

exactly what was expected.  

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:43pm | Post# 4863

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
time is up. eurusd closed the 120mins a little below 1.3326 @ 1.3323 on my chart. Not 

exactly what was expected.  



So will price still try to reach 1.3326? What will happen now? 

 

almo Aug 16, 2013 12:45pm | Post# 4864

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
time is up. eurusd closed the 120mins a little below 1.3326 @ 1.3323 on my chart. Not 

exactly what was expected.  
 
Not sure if this matters, but are you taking spread into account? That would push it 
closer to 1.3324 at the very least, possibly even higher depending on the volatility at that 
time. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:49pm | Post# 4865

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Not sure if this matters, but are you taking spread into account? That would 
push it closer to 1.3324 at the very least, possibly even higher depending on the 
volatility at that time. 
You are right!!! The idea was that during the fall we experienced, eurusd should move 
back to 1.3326. In other words, buy below that price before the period ended. 
 
1.3326 was the level to attract price before the period ends. she did but price did not end 
up above her exactly. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 12:50pm | Post# 4866

 
time is biatch thing to predict. I've always favoured price. 
 
5M has to C.O.B.B. even though the Semafor has printed a ZZB. 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 12:51pm | Post# 4867

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are right!!! The idea was that during the fall we experience, eurusd should 
move back to 1.3326. In other words, buy below that price before the period ended. 
1.3326 was the level to attract price before the period ends. she did but price did not end 
up above her exactly. 
That was my view. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 4868

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are right!!! The idea was that during the fall we experienced, eurusd should 
move back to 1.3326. In other words, buy below that price before the period ended. 
1.3326 was the level to attract price before the period ends. she did but price did not end 
up above her exactly. 
The irony there Eurusdd is that the 1M created a DS zone! it probably sucked in price and 

is ready to spit out north.  

 



almo Aug 16, 2013 12:54pm | Post# 4869

 
Quoting vlady1974 
time is biatch thing to predict. I've always favoured price. 5M has to C.O.B.B. even 
though the Semafor has printed a ZZB. 
 
I beg to differ. The Rahlome's and Xixi's (not sure if its his...sorry if I am mistaken) indi's 
are set up with the knowledge that we already know the length time must pass to 
create/end the DS zones.  
 
 
Trading that info , has been the problem , on that I agree. 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 12:55pm | Post# 4870

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are right!!! The idea was that during the fall we experienced, eurusd should 
move back to 1.3326. In other words, buy below that price before the period ended. 1.3326 
was the level to attract price before the period ends. she did but price did not end up above 
her exactly. 
Still in there and stoch favourable 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 12:55pm | Post# 4871

 
Quoting vlady1974 
time is biatch thing to predict. I've always favoured price. 5M has to C.O.B.B. even 
though the Semafor has printed a ZZB. 
Time is very very important. Price can take ages to reach a certain level. So, if we know 
when to expect price to make a move we would be better-off. Timing is good. Price is not 
too precise due to pricing-differentials. 
 

I think we are done for the week. Next week then.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 4872

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting almo 



{quote} I beg to differ. The Rahlome's and Xixi's (not sure if its his...sorry if I am mistaken) 
indi's are set up with the knowledge that we already know the length time must pass to 
create/end the DS zones. Trading that info , has been the problem , on that I agree. 
I have that too and I had no predicted bar at that time. So this bar on the screenshot 
appeared when it did.... probably as I was switching timeframes. 
And I have first hand experience that not every predicted point results in a DS bar so it's 
just whatever the market delivers. 
 
Anyways.... 4 longs in the BB Neck. Let's see what happens. Got a quick finger to pull the 
trigger if all goes south. 
 
EDIT: 
The CCNEW indicator (from the Practical Approach thread) shows convergence on the EU 
and USD currencies... so I think this has affected EU's ability to pounce. 

 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 4873

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Still in there and stoch favourable {image} 
15min stoch now looking favourable too, 
going up 



 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 1:53pm | Post# 4874

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} 15min stoch now looking favourable too, going up {image} 
Still in, back in profit and watching. Stoch is about to cross 20 which will be bullish...I like 
using renko charts as they tend to continue in same direction most of the time. You can see 
the importance of 13326 as it is above my trend line and would change the Renko to a 
Bullish direction. i'm using this alongside my similarity charts posted above and still aiming 
for 13338. i think the next sell off will be here as shown on renko. If it goes above and 
closes I will go long 



 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 2:11pm | Post# 4875

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Still in, back in profit and watching. Stoch is about to cross 20 which will be 
bullish...I like using renko charts as they tend to continue in same direction most of the 
time. You can see the importance of 13326 as it is above my trend line and would change 
the Renko to a Bullish direction. i'm using this alongside my similarity charts posted above 
and still aiming for 13338. i think the next sell off will be here as shown on renko. If it goes 
above and closes I will go long {image} 
Looks like I'm talking to myself and trading alone! But its good...PIPS. Have closed a bit 
more but will leave the rest to run now as will provide a 'sort of' slight hedge for a tiny 
usdjpy long i have open. Here's my layout, I'm off now. Bye and thanks again Eurusdd, I'm 
going to try to get my head back into your other thread this weekend (if house-moving 
allows) where Ii was making some progress. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 2:13pm | Post# 4876

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is not what I said. We expect eurusd to close above 1.3326 and the end of 
the approx period and then she will move to 1.3340 before a serious downtrend can 
continue again! So, eurusd is not supposed to go to 1.3340 before the end of the 
120mins. within the next few mins, eurusd should try and rush up to close the period 
above 1.3326. That is expected. If she does not that will be a pricing-window!!!  
Pricing window problem solved now. eurusd @ 1.3326 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 2:14pm | Post# 4877

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Pricing window problem solved now. eurusd @ 1.3326 
Great, here we go, you are a star! 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 2:15pm | Post# 4878

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Looks like I'm talking to myself and trading alone! But its good...PIPS. Have 
closed a bit more but will leave the rest to run now as will provide a 'sort of' slight hedge 
for a tiny usdjpy long i have open. Here's my layout, I'm off now. Bye and thanks again 
Eurusdd, I'm going to try to get my head back into your other thread this weekend (if 
house-moving allows) where Ii was making some progress. {image} 
Nice work Taypot. I enjoyed your observations. 

 



taypot Aug 16, 2013 2:25pm | Post# 4879

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Nice work Taypot. I enjoyed your observations. 
Thanks Neio, great to know. Theres a DS zone on my 15 min chart that has 13373 at its 
top while a close look at my Renko gives 13377 as a top. I am so tempted to stay and 
watch but its hitting its head on the boll middle at the moment and I'm getting bored as 
there is not much at stake in my account. Reluctant to go long now until a decent close 
and bullish outlook above 13340 and I think Eurusdd talked about 13340 needed for sell 
off to resume (which is likely happen before 13377 Renko top) 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2013 2:49pm | Post# 4880

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Thanks Neio, great to know. Theres a DS zone on my 15 min chart that has 
13373 at its top while a close look at my Renko gives 13377 as a top. I am so tempted to 
stay and watch but its hitting its head on the boll middle at the moment and I'm getting 
bored as there is not much at stake in my account. Reluctant to go long now until a 
decent close and bullish outlook above 13340 and I think Eurusdd talked about 13340 
needed for sell off to resume which is likely happen as roughly same as 13377 Renko 
top. 
Yes I see that too. Interested to find someone using Renko charts . I had a brief look at it 
previously. Do you use MT4 for that or another charting tool? 
 
I have a small short on at the moment from 1.3332 as I am expecting the DS zone to act 
as resistance and also based on what Eurusdd said about 1.3340 

 

taypot Aug 16, 2013 3:10pm | Post# 4881

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yes I see that too. Interested to find someone using Renko charts . I had a brief 
look at it previously. Do you use MT4 for that or another charting tool? I have a small 
short on at the moment from 1.3332 as I am expecting the DS zone to act as resistance 
and also based on what Eurusdd said about 1.3340 
Hi Neio, I'm back. Well price went up to13340 just like Eurusdd said and now looks like 
its testing boll middle support, stoch has just turned under 80 and its overbought on my 
dynamic rsi. You may be ok with your short. I like Renko because I read that they 
continue in same direction 79% of the time. Thats good odds. I use Prorealtime for my 
SB account and have it set up there. Price now 13331 so good luck! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2013 3:56pm | Post# 4882

 
Closing remark: This mini-uptrend will be sustained until we have agreement on all my 
time-frames. Therefore, 1.3310 is a real-low and price will now -after hitting 1.3326 - try 
to go higher, maybe complete next week. A fall is only possible above 1.3340!!!! I am 

out!   

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2013 7:32pm | Post# 4883

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Closing remark: This mini-uptrend will be sustained until we have agreement on all my 



time-frames. Therefore, 1.3310 is a real-low and price will now -after hitting 1.3326 - try 
to go higher, maybe complete next week. A fall is only possible above 1.3340!!!! I am 

out!   
Agreed.Thats what my 4H says...ZZT due. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 17, 2013 9:32pm | Post# 4884

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Agreed.Thats what my 4H says...ZZT due. 
Er hasn't the ZZT painted already on 4H 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2013 5:28am | Post# 4885

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Er hasn't the ZZT painted already on 4H 
I see what you mean. I combine ZZ (24 settings) and Semafor (default settings) so the 
swing is a *2* not a *3* . I've found that the semafor is good at picking the 3 swings 
except for Black Hole swings. I suspect this will repaint and price will go higher. 

 

 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 18, 2013 6:37am | Post# 4886

 



Ah i see...was wondering 

 

blackqn Aug 18, 2013 6:44am | Post# 4887

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Closing remark: This mini-uptrend will be sustained until we have agreement on all my 
time-frames. Therefore, 1.3310 is a real-low and price will now -after hitting 1.3326 - try to 

go higher, maybe complete next week. A fall is only possible above 1.3340!!!! I am out!   
Is it somehow connected to fresh zone om M15, we are expected to run away from? 
EDIT: And price returned to the point where DS started before zone was born. What then? 
will this zone act as resistance, but will not attract price in the future? 
 
I hope that what I wrote below is not complete stupidness, however I want to know your 
thoughts regarding the view I have. (posted only RV-2 charts) 

 
 
Will we aim for clearing zones around 1.3255-1.3265 and the old one around 1.3213 ending 
below 1.3187 moreless? 
 
ZZB on H1 is painted but it can be the fake one since higher TF shows aim for south. 



 
 
And M30: zone 1.3289-1.3222 moreless, ZZBoyt painted, but ema1 and Stoch did not 
crossed BB. It is possible that we will touch the zone at least, Taking into account 
information from M15 we have some chance of clearing this zone, however it usually higher 

TF determines what shall be done on lower one...  



 
In general situation looks somehow similar to end of last week, where zone after zone were 
painted making more price distance from 1.3222 level, but direction now seems to be 
opposite. 
Edit: and there are only zones below price, so they may be now an attraction for the price 
 
Edit: And the daily chart has ZZT painted, and there is small doubd regarding if we will form 
a head with shoulders and then go souch or we just painting abc where we still have some 

area to get north till around 1.346...  

 
 
EDIT: Do I see it correctly that clearing zona below requires new DS while clearing fresh 
zone above price doesn't? Shall it be interpreted that it is easier to clear newly born zone? 

 



vlady1974 Aug 18, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 4888

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Agreed.Thats what my 4H says...ZZT due. 
Closed my Longs for +153 pips. Over the $25K mark. Next objective $50K 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2013 8:22pm | Post# 4889

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Is it somehow connected to fresh zone om M15, we are expected to run away 
from? EDIT: And price returned to the point where DS started before zone was born. 
What then? will this zone act as resistance, but will not attract price in the future? I hope 
that what I wrote below is not complete stupidness, however I want to know your 
thoughts regarding the view I have. (posted only RV-2 charts) {image} Will we aim for 
clearing zones around 1.3255-1.3265 and the old one around 1.3213 ending below 
1.3187 moreless? ZZB on H1 is painted but it can... 
Nice charts. 
 
Firstly, we don't have the advanced tools or science from Eurusdd to know how to rank 
or prioritise signals that you have raised. It's also a fair call that Eurusdd may not 
necessarily reveal them and neither should you expect them - even if you did pose the 
question. I think that if we continue to post our charts and trades in good faith then over 
a longer course of time, we can go over them and see if we can spot significant patterns 
or trends. 
 
Having said that your charts state the same main points that my charts state: 

1. 2 different DS Zones: 15M and 30M.... which one will price be attracted to first? 
2. The 1H ZZTop is not a legitimate swing top because it's inside the BB.... is this 

more important to resolve than #1? 

My own personal point of view is that the 4H indicates a swing ZZT is due that is higher 
than the last ZZT. This will cancel out the 15M zone to the north and satisfy the condition 
that price be above 1.3340 before going south that Eurusdd has predicted. I believe such 
a move will have force and that force should take us down to the zone below on the 30M. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 5:06am | Post# 4890

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
While waiting for something interesting to hapen I was looking over different TFs. Nothing 
new on H4 and H1, but there is new pregnant zone at M30. Price returned to dissimilarity 
start right away, so, if my interpretation is correct, it will only act as a kind of furbulence. 
The same we can say about older zone below, so from this TF there seem s to be possibility 
of downward move in 1.3222 direction. 
 



 
 
From BB percpectivve downward move could be after hitting upper band around 1.334 
 
Also M15 has some zones, where older ones are below price, so they shall bore attract it if I 
understand principies correctly. 



 
but there is this strong, old one around 1.3222...  
 
I think that we may expect ZZTop on M15 and M30 then move downwards to clear zone 
around 1.325-1.326 and another try for 1.3222. Did I get it right? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 6:03am | Post# 4891

 
Quoting blackqn 
Hi, While waiting for something interesting to hapen I was looking over different TFs. 
Nothing new on H4 and H1, but there is new pregnant zone at M30. Price returned to 
dissimilarity start right away, so, if my interpretation is correct, it will only act as a kind 
of furbulence. The same we can say about older zone below, so from this TF there seem 
s to be possibility of downward move in 1.3222 direction. {image} From BB percpectivve 
downward move could be after hitting upper band around 1.334 Also M15 has some 
zones, where older ones are below... 
Blackqn your analysis is getting better my friend! 
Awesome stuff. I'm currently out as I have to do tons of work... 
 
I have a slightly different opinion than yours but in no way does it invalidate yours. At 
this price action, it's a 50/50 coin toss unless you have a super computer and worked out 
the EU DNA as per the 4th thread. But I agree with how you've arrived at your 
conclusions: collecting info from various time frames and assessing the probability of a 
move based on the DS/SM principles. Just because we don't agree doesn't necessarily 
mean we can't trade in the same direction! 



 

 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 6:08am | Post# 4892

 
Thanks Vlady for kind words, looks I was wrong a bit. price tries to pass upper zone. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 6:09am | Post# 4893

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The mini-trend uptrend is now kicking. remember I said 1.3310 is the real low on friday. 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 6:11am | Post# 4894

 
Quoting blackqn 
Thanks Vlady for kind words, looks I was wrong a bit. price tries to pass upper zone. 

 
Don't get frustrated on that.... find the signals that negated your initial view and check 
for patterns.  
I'm not watching price ATM so I won't/can't comment.... but you're edging closer.  
 
Not that I can predict any better mind you.... but one thing I've learned very quickly is to 
be fluid and dynamic. 
If you're wrong in direction then switch..... and I mean trade opposite... and quickly! LOL 

 



oconnor365 Aug 19, 2013 6:22am | Post# 4895

 
My take...( and I maybe wrong..) 
On the 15min chart , twice in the last 10 hrs the stoch had reached 100 without printing 
a new ZZT and retraced down... , so we are expecting it to retest and print that ZZT. 
Would appreciate other opinions.. 
 
T 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 6:26am | Post# 4896

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} If you're wrong in direction then switch..... and I mean trade opposite... and 
quickly! LOL 
I don't want to chase her, she is quicker.. LOL 
 
I'm trying to use hedging as a weapon. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 6:28am | Post# 4897

 
There is agreement across board now, however we have to wait for the first conformation 
on the 1min chart. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 6:30am | Post# 4898

 
EURUSD please explain the issue with unborn zone passed by proce. I haven't found the 
answer yet and I need a hint from a master. 
 
When preice returns to point where DS staterd condition is done, soe from that time on 
zone, when it is born, acts as a pure S?R or? How about price attrction then.? I know 
that we are expected to run away from the zone, but is it still valid after" condition is 
done"? put some light please, at least help me with focusing on the chart, so I feel better 
what to look at in order to win cheesgame. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 6:32am | Post# 4899

 
Quoting blackqn 
EURUSD please explain the issue with unborn zone passed by proce. I haven't found the 
answer yet and I need a hint from a master. When preice returns to point where DS 
staterd condition is done, soe from that time on zone, when it is born, acts as a pure S?R 
or? How about price attrction then.? I know that we are expected to run away from the 
zone, but is it still valid after" condition is done"? put some light please, at least help me 
with focusing on the chart, so I feel better what to look at in order to win cheesgame. 
I am sorry but I don't want to go there again. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 6:34am | Post# 4900

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am sorry but I don't want to go there again. 
Assume that answer is in the thread, so I'll be reading it again and again till I got it. 



 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 6:35am | Post# 4901

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Okay Chappies 
 
Just had a look, still flat but the 1H is the barometer for the day.  
The 4H is still there for the week, ie. Need to see a legitimate ZZT (see that post from the 
past) 
 
The black hole has not been neutralised. Eurusdd is saying mini up... I want it to go to 340X 
at the very least before I consider shorts. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 6:35am | Post# 4902

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Assume that answer is in the thread, so I'll be reading it again and again till I 
got it. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 6:44am | Post# 4903

 
Quoting blackqn 
EURUSD please explain the issue with unborn zone passed by proce. I haven't found the 
answer yet and I need a hint from a master. When preice returns to point where DS 
staterd condition is done, soe from that time on zone, when it is born, acts as a pure S?R 
or? How about price attrction then.? I know that we are expected to run away from the 
zone, but is it still valid after" condition is done"? put some light please, at least help me 
with focusing on the chart, so I feel better what to look at in order to win cheesgame. 
It's a matter of opinion until you find the edge via price corroboration. True proof will be 



if price behaves the same way across all timeframes. 
I haven't found that yet. So my advice still is : prioritize born zones over unborn 
zones.  
 
So: 

1. Born Zone:  
• First touch - price rejection 
• Second touch - price was attracted to it but it could still reject it 
• Third touch and above - rejection may not happen so don't go contra... 

just watch as it may clear the entire zone 
2. Unborn Zone 

• Only look at the DS Bar's Top and Bottom not open/close. The DS Bar 
represents the point of arbitrage opportunity ie. a big player made a move. 
Now others are reacting to it. Which means price can't just go through it 
without turbulence. 

• But since it's not yet "real" another player could decide "screw that" and 
take price through it then back to it..... you have to allow for this as 
Similarity has not yet returned and equalised everything. 

• Trading:  
• So if you're trading a position going into the zone... then preprare 

to exit. 
• If you're not trading... then just watch it and jump on a trade 

outside of it.. easier and less risk 

Last point of #2..... you can't try and systemise this. You just can't. It's like asking... 
"How do I know that the market has priced in the XXXXX? And which way will it come 
from and will it do this"... .err not a chance. Just my humble opinion is all. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 7:01am | Post# 4904

 
Thanks Vlady! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 8:14am | Post# 4905

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Opened 2 small Longs @ 45 and 49. 
Let's see what happens: 
 
Thoughts:  
no daily projection done today, but based on where Asia opened and what London did with it 
(UP) I think NYC will continue it. 
The black hole price of 1.3379 has not been closed. 
 
EDIT: 
Put in 3 sell limits at 75 to 80 and set the TP of the longs to 69-75. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 8:42am | Post# 4906

 
well I said, we are in a mini-downtrend and it is not complete yet. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 8:49am | Post# 4907

 
market seems to be a bit nervous now, under emotions I'd say  
 
EDIT: to be under daily pivot or not to be... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 8:59am | Post# 4908

 
We are in a downtrend and it is not complete yet. So, 1.3358 is a resistance level. until 
this thing is complete any buy will get you stuck.... 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 9:07am | Post# 4909

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
We are in a downtrend and it is not complete yet. So, 1.3358 is a resistance level. until 
this thing is complete any buy will get you stuck.... 
Can you say how strong is it and how long shall it hold? There is still daily pivot below 
and it looks that price is looking for easier way. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 9:17am | Post# 4910

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} Can you say how strong is it and how long shall it hold? There is still daily pivot 
below and it looks that price is looking for easier way. 
eurusd has to close above 1.3353 to change trend. But that level is the current 
resistance. 

 



blackqn Aug 19, 2013 9:18am | Post# 4911

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is this H1 good reason to aim for downmove? both ema and stoch touched BB, but no ZZ 
arm appeared. I know that this H1 is only a part of wider picture, but trying still to put all 

parts together and look for some confirmation from these, who got more light  
 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 9:21am | Post# 4912

 
this drop looks deceptive but it is real. a return to the top is not on the map yet. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 9:25am | Post# 4913

 
a serious buy should be considered after eurusd drops and closes below 1.3341.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 9:25am | Post# 4914

 
Quoting blackqn 
Is this H1 good reason to aim for downmove? both ema and stoch touched BB, but no ZZ 
arm appeared. I know that this H1 is only a part of wider picture, but trying still to put all 



parts together and look for some confirmation from these, who got more light {image} 
That is the black hole I was referring to. The swing high inside the BB. 
You shouldn't expect the sequence to keep on going HI/LO/HI/LO when one of the HI's is 
not really a HI. 
 
On your chart, the last legitimate top outside of BB is at 3358. The bottom is at 3310ish? 
So a HI/LO exist requiring a next HI.  
but an extra HI out of sequence will need something to cancel it out. 
 
Not a scientifc statement, but from memory, these price discrepancies result in: 
 
HI/LO whiplash of large range - Higher HI that takes out the Black Hole Hi then moves 
down sharply. 
LO/HI whiplash of large range - Lower LO then sudden move to close the Black Hole Hi. 
Price avoidance until a better LO builds a stronger bull move to clear the Hi 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 9:27am | Post# 4915

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

a serious buy should be considered after eurusd drops and closes below 1.3341.  
Man, don't scare me like that. I closed my longs for +23 pips! 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 9:35am | Post# 4916

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is the black hole I was referring to. The swing high inside the BB. You 
shouldn't expect the sequence to keep on going HI/LO/HI/LO when one of the HI's is not 
really a HI. On your chart, the last legitimate top outside of BB is at 3358. The bottom is 
at 3310ish? So a HI/LO exist requiring a next HI. but an extra HI out of sequence will 
need something to cancel it out. Not a scientifc statement, but from memory, these price 
discrepancies result in: HI/LO whiplash of large range - Higher HI that takes out the 
Black Hole Hi then moves... 
So even if it passed BB earlier then moved top we do not see it true one since it is not 
connected directly with BB touch/cross, right? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 9:36am | Post# 4917

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Man, don't scare me like that. I closed my longs for +23 pips! 
I am not scaring you. EURUSD will only go back to that top from a level below 1.3341. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 19, 2013 9:40am | Post# 4918

 
er the last swing low on the 15m is not valid also no? 
 
edit : Dun think it is wise to enter now though...can't tell where she wants to go..i need 

more training  

 

easy123 Aug 19, 2013 9:47am | Post# 4919

 



One thing i am noticing is that during news releases, the correction is done quickly 
especially if the dissimilarity has been there for a while. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 9:50am | Post# 4920

 
under 1.3341. mark that!!   

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 9:50am | Post# 4921

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am not scaring you. EURUSD will only go back to that top from a level below 
1.3341. 
Oh ok... i get what you're saying now. 

Sorry... Monday... slow.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 10:14am | Post# 4922

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
er the last swing low on the 15m is not valid also no? edit : Dun think it is wise to enter now 

though...can't tell where she wants to go..i need more training  
It's a swing but it's not lower than the previous one 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 10:15am | Post# 4923

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

a serious buy should be considered after eurusd drops and closes below 1.3341.  
I see how you are sequencing this now... I had the same idea but I went in too early. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 10:23am | Post# 4924

 
Quoting blackqn 
{quote} So even if it passed BB earlier then moved top we do not see it true one since it 



is not connected directly with BB touch/cross, right? 
Sorry dude, I'm not getting what you mean. 
 
ZZ Swings always have PRICE/Stoch outside BB. 
With my added 2nd Stoch, if STOCH2 is 0 or 100 then that extreme is a signal that it's 
overbought or oversold for that timeframe or move. 
 
If price/stoch1 are outside BB AND stoch2 is at extreme, then I have confidence that is a 
legitimate ZZ. 
If semafor and ZigZag confirm that also, then I have 4 indicators giving me the next 
sequence and general direction. 
 
If I go to other timeframes and they all say... 
 
Bottom 5M, Bottom 15M, Bottom1H, Bottom 4H.... then I am looking for a major top and 
a place to long 
Bottom 5M, Bottom 15M, Bottom 1H, Top 4H then I'm still looking for a top but there has 
to be a bottom on the 4H so longer term has to go lower 
Bottom 5M, Bottom 15M, Top 1H, Top 4H then I'm looking for lower on both 1H and 4H 
and the minutes are just going through corrective swings 
Bottom 5M, Top 15M, Top 1H, Top 4H then this is a countertrend long and I should be on 
the lookout mainly for shorts. 
Top 5M, Top 15M, Top 1H, Top 4H then I should be looking for shorts 
 
It's just sequencing and overlaps... prioritise higher timeframes over lower, previous 
confirmed swings over minor swings. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 10:32am | Post# 4925

 
Vlady, I was talking about a couple of candles before ZZTop. There was condition for 
price and stoch met, both touched or even passed bb. However confirmation with second 
stoch may give different view I see that now. 

 

jusiur Aug 19, 2013 10:33am | Post# 4926

 
Thanks Vlady, please confirm settings of 2nd stoch. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 10:35am | Post# 4927

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay Chappies Just had a look, still flat but the 1H is the barometer for the day. The 4H 
is still there for the week, ie. Need to see a legitimate ZZT (see that post from the past) 
The black hole has not been neutralised. Eurusdd is saying mini up... I want it to go to 
340X at the very least before I consider shorts. {image} 
Ok, if it's on the 1H... the candles before ZZT that were outside BB should have been the 
top but it wasn't. 
It was COBB and even the Stoch2 was at extreme... but then the market spiked. It's 
unresolved at 1.3379 and needs to be corrected. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 10:38am | Post# 4928

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Ok, if it's on the 1H... the candles before ZZT that were outside BB should have 
been the top but it wasn't. It was COBB and even the Stoch2 was at extreme... but then 
the market spiked. It's unresolved at 1.3379 and needs to be corrected. 

Thanks for a piece of light  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 10:41am | Post# 4929

 
Quoting jusiur 
Thanks Vlady, please confirm settings of 2nd stoch. 
It's in the Practical Approach thread: 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think the settings have to align to the timeframe. The Minutes should be set to 
BB of 60 ie. 60 minutes and then you can experiment with multiples of the 1M, 5M, 15M 
etc. ie. 60/1 or 60/5 or 60/15... then further divide into 2 or 4..... or multiply by 2 etc. 
The Hours should be set to BB of 24 for 24 hours... etc. 5M is set to 48, BB of 60. 15M is 
set to 12, BB of 60. {image} {image} 
 
Basically, I try and make it look nice and readable. Minutes use 60 for the BB and then I 
do a MurreyMath/Binary type division until the stoch is clear. By that I mean if the Stoch 
goes too flat at the extreme, then you basically can't tell when the price will turn. ATM, 
my 5M is set to 48, 60 and the 15M is set to 16, 60 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 11:26am | Post# 4930

 
see why i said you should forget about buying seriously. you will get stuck because the 

mini-down is not done yet!  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 12:14pm | Post# 4931

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
see why i said you should forget about buying seriously. you will get stuck because the 

mini-down is not done yet!  

Yup!  
 

I would have been scratching my eyeballs on that long!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 4932

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Yup! I would have been scratching my eyeballs on that long!  

Any buy must occur below 1.3341. Now eurusd is below 1.3341 but the down is still 
not complete yet. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 19, 2013 12:41pm | Post# 4933

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Any buy must occur below 1.3341. Now eurusd is below 1.3341 but the down 



is still not complete yet. 
Ok since there is a zone on top to be clear and I can't pick my extremes that well yet i 
should play it safe and put a buy order just above that level and target the zone above. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 12:42pm | Post# 4934

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Any buy must occur below 1.3341. Now eurusd is below 1.3341 but the down 
is still not complete yet. 
I've had 1.33337 for a while now. So I'm buying around there. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 12:44pm | Post# 4935

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've had 1.33337 for a while now. So I'm buying around there. 
Dammit! Too slow! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 12:51pm | Post# 4936

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Dammit! Too slow! 

Me think a proper fall is developing. eurusd will consider that top again from a number 
below 1.3335 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 12:58pm | Post# 4937

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Me think a proper fall is developing. eurusd will consider that top again from a 
number below 1.3335 
Perhaps because of the DS that formed on M5 tf 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 1:03pm | Post# 4938

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Perhaps because of the DS that formed on M5 tf 
hmmm. anyway, IBM trading is also very cute. I will add that to my eurusd arsenal 
someday. I like the dynamics. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 1:05pm | Post# 4939

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} hmmm. anyway, IBM trading is also very cute. I will add that to my eurusd 
arsenal someday. I like the dynamics. 
What's IBM trading? As in the stock? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 4940

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Perhaps because of the DS that formed on M5 tf 
seem like that could be one of the reasons. Hmmm. I am not looking at that though, 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 19, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 4941

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} What's IBM trading? As in the stock? 

Im Bagging Money ???   

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 1:23pm | Post# 4942

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Im Bagging Money ???   
Lol. Downtrend is stil not complete. So watch out. 

 

hepsibah Aug 19, 2013 1:29pm | Post# 4943

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Me think a proper fall is developing. eurusd will consider that top again from a 
number below 1.3335 
I trade using only the semafor for direction and your zigzag/stochastic mismatches for 
price disimilarities to return to. It is clean, simple and profitable for me and I thank you 

hugely for it . 
 
I currently have only one price mismatch awaiting clearance which is at 1.33146 and was 
formed by both M1 and M15 at 9.30-9.41 this morning (Alpari time). i.e. stoch reached 
zero but was not matched by a new semafor. This target has served me very well today 
but, respecting your judgement that 1.3310 is the intermediate bottom (and the fact that 
we are at a point of heavy resistance), I have exited most of my position in case it 
reaches a new high in the meantime. On past experience however, I am confident it will 
revisit 1.3314 in the not too distant future. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 3:13pm | Post# 4944

 
eurusd is closing in on 1.3335 now. Lol. The system I have knows exactly how far a 
major/minor trend muct continue before a change and we can identify tops/bottoms 
accurately. Most of the time - what I say will not make sense but price will confirm. 
This mini-downtrend will end below 1.3335 like I said. I am not watching the market now 
so -tomorrow. 

 

grin Aug 19, 2013 3:19pm | Post# 4945

 
Please excuse my ignorance, but how does the phenomena help to determine something 
which is not otherwise available? 
 
I understand the delta is created by development of an impulsive move. Stochastic on 
shorter timeframe is faster i.e. gets new candle closes as old candles fall off the 
calculation while on higher timeframe price still works on the same candle. 



 
Consolidation zone around the divergence hot spots are likely representing support and 
resistance zone anyway. I have not noticed in the posted examples that the hot spots are 
attractive to price. The charts show price typically overshooting them. 
 
The spots could be used as some approximation of support resistance levels by some 
EAs, but I do not observe much of benefit when trading off charts. 
 
Am I missing something or failing to observe some benefit? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 3:21pm | Post# 4946

 
over the next 99 mins, the low is restricted to 1.3326. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 3:23pm | Post# 4947

 
Quoting grin 
Please excuse my ignorance, but how does the phenomena help to determine something 
which is not otherwise available? I understand the delta is created by development of an 
impulsive move. Stochastic on shorter timeframe is faster i.e. gets new candle closes as 
old candles fall off the calculation while on higher timeframe price still works on the same 
candle. Consolidation zone around the divergence hot spots are likely representing 
support and resistance zone anyway. I have not noticed in the posted examples that the 
hot spots are attractive to... 

lol. are you on the correct thread?   

 

grin Aug 19, 2013 3:34pm | Post# 4948

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} lol. are you on the correct thread?   
I am. You made an interesting observation, but price does not move in straight lines. It 
bounces between supports and resistances. Inevitably it hits the hot spots along the way, 
but the price actually appears to be driven by other factors. I could be missing 
something... I am asking to understand the spots' possible utility better. 

 

blackqn Aug 19, 2013 3:35pm | Post# 4949

 
EURUSDD, these levels. Is it possible to read it from chart comparing for example price 
and stoch in relation to BB? I saw a difference Iread as insignificant at this long candle 
north today. Is it coincidence that 1.3335 is somehow low of that candle? (M15 tf) 
I'm trying to figure out and understood better. I remeber that after similarity is restored 
price returns to the point where dissimilarity started, however I understood that it is 
rater dificult since it may take a time and price may go long way away from that point 
before she returns there. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 4:58pm | Post# 4950

 
eurusd is below 1.3335 now and we have 3 mins more for the support 1.3326 to hold. 

 



vlady1974 Aug 19, 2013 5:11pm | Post# 4951

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is below 1.3335 now and we have 3 mins more for the support 1.3326 to hold. 
Cool. Already had a buy limit at 3322 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 6:27pm | Post# 4952

 
agreement on all time-frames developing @ 1.3326 mark!!! This mini-downtrend could 
be ending.... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2013 8:45pm | Post# 4953

 
downtrend done! up limited to 1.3346 for the next 200mins 

 

grin Aug 19, 2013 10:09pm | Post# 4954

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
downtrend done! up limited to 1.3346 for the next 200mins 
How do you go about time projections? 

 

blackqn Aug 20, 2013 1:54am | Post# 4955

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} How do you go about time projections? 
He is a wizzard, you know, black cat, bat (his leg), the cup and the tea (leafs)... then you 

get it all  

 

blackqn Aug 20, 2013 2:04am | Post# 4956

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} How do you go about time projections? 
Seriously, read this thread, and three others. You will not find complete solution, but first 

steps opening the whole universe for you  
The only problem is that while reading 1 post you will experience 3 new coming, LOL 
 
But all this, all these views, questiona, answers, explanations, analysis help in 
understanding the principle and its application. 

 

blackqn Aug 20, 2013 2:56am | Post# 4957

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Daily chart. 
 
Usig template from EURUSDD 
 



 
 
When looking carefuly... I marked with red verticals three dissimilarities on the chart (didn't 
look for more for now). 
 
first one 24/7, you can see that on the following day price is going where it started, it looks 
like similarity is back on that day also 
31/7: following day price eats the low of the candle and similarity is restored on that day, 
but top of the candle is passed on 7/08 
14/08: similarity restored on the following day, dissimilarity candle eaten. 
 
EDIT: These candles shall be corrected after similarity is restored, could it be the like 
above? 
 
There is small piece to be corrected yet, not marked here. If I'm riht we need to go for 

1.34088 at least. this will also make this ZigZag looking nicer  
 
The question is... time. it may coincide with FED statement or other interesting information 
finance word is waiting for, however EURUSDD presented here also some "nonsense" 
moves, technical corrections, probably not the case here. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 20, 2013 3:53am | Post# 4958

 
For the next 730mins, eurusd will be restricted to levels below 
1.3398. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 20, 2013 4:15am | Post# 4959

 
this up will continue but it is limited to levels below 1.3398 

 

Eurusdd Aug 20, 2013 4:21am | Post# 4960

 
agreement achieved. Now we wait for 1min chart signal to signify trend change. This up 
is potentially dead. 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2013 4:25am | Post# 4961

 
is 730 minutes a typo or not ?? 

 



blackqn Aug 20, 2013 4:27am | Post# 4962

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Some to laugh at 
 
Consider it is a live being. It was thinking that it cleared an upper zone and run towards 
lower one then it realized that upper one wasn't yet cleared. it was angry and run quickly to 

fix it ... what an animal...  
 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2013 4:36am | Post# 4963

 
Quoting blackqn 
Some to laugh at Consider it is a live being. It was thinking that it cleared an upper zone 
and run towards lower one then it realized that upper one wasn't yet cleared. it was 

angry and run quickly to fix it ... what an animal... {image} 
Yes!  
 
This is the kind of behaviour I started realising once I could visibly see the zones. That's 
why I prioritise born zones from unborn ones. 

I mean look at that beast! LOL  

 



blackqn Aug 20, 2013 4:50am | Post# 4964

 
1 Attachment(s) 

And the daily leg.... it looks nicer now  
 
however there is still something to target up if I'm not in the complete darkness 
 

But probably not earler than after some 630 minutes  
 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 20, 2013 5:09am | Post# 4965

 
EURUSDD will continue to respect 1.3398 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2013 5:34am | Post# 4966

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSDD will continue to respect 1.3398 
I think that it's a major psychological barrier that may not be breached.  
I changed my mind about this looking at the 4H and Daily chart. 
 

But then, you have your special DNA computer  

 

diamonddbw Aug 20, 2013 9:25pm | Post# 4967

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hi EU. Appreciate your sharing this info. Been trying many different Osc. approaches with 
some success. However adding the extreme spike with the way you have described using it, 
does offer up new territory (for me) to explore. Thank You! 
 
Over a year ago, while studying the symphonie method here on FF, I was fortunate enough 
to be paying attention when some replacement indies were reworked for that method. Of 
course the hard core followers pooh poohed this guys efforts as not being pure. After lmao I 
tried to just tell why I thought the replacements should be considered. Zero impact. Oh 
well! 
 
The original indies were not only major resource hogs due to many footprints adding on 
code and never eliminating what was no longer needed, but also gave different readings on 
different comp & even using the very same brokers charts, the readings did not match up. 



Then along comes member Comer. He is the responsible party for the re-writes. And his 
Extreme Spike re-do, has the most useful ability to mark spikes that went away, using dots 
as place holders. 
 
blah blah blah. Here it is along with pdf on how it was cleaned up, settings, and tweak 
suggestions. btw you can set it to not repaint however you then end up with quite late 
signals: 
 
I also see my other brother is on this thread as well... 
Darryl 

 
Comer Extreme Spike.pdf 
Extreme_Spike.mq4  

 

oconnor365 Aug 22, 2013 6:20am | Post# 4968

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I trade using only the semafor for direction and your zigzag/stochastic 
mismatches for price disimilarities to return to. It is clean, simple and profitable for me 

and I thank you hugely for it . I currently have only one price mismatch awaiting 
clearance which is at 1.33146 and was formed by both M1 and M15 at 9.30-9.41 this 
morning (Alpari time). i.e. stoch reached zero but was not matched by a new semafor. 
This target has served me very well today but, respecting your judgement that 1.3310 is 
the intermediate bottom (and the fact that... 
It Seems your confidence was well founded hepsibah..( albeit a scary journey..lol)...Are 
there any others trading in a similar fashion with hepsibah? I myself am watching 
1.3426.. Looks like that will be a bit of a journey. 
 
T 

 

smallcat Aug 23, 2013 11:13am | Post# 4969

 
Quoting diamonddbw 
Hi EU. Appreciate your sharing this info. Been trying many different Osc. approaches with 
some success. However adding the extreme spike with the way you have described using 
it, does offer up new territory (for me) to explore. Thank You! Over a year ago, while 
studying the symphonie method here on FF, I was fortunate enough to be paying 
attention when some replacement indies were reworked for that method. Of course the 



hard core followers pooh poohed this guys efforts as not being pure. After lmao I tried to 
just tell why I thought the replacements... 
Thank U mate ... 

 

AimaSaiko Aug 26, 2013 8:38am | Post# 4970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting diamonddbw 
Hi EU. Appreciate your sharing this info. Been trying many different Osc. approaches with 
some success. However adding the extreme spike with the way you have described using 
it, does offer up new territory (for me) to explore. Thank You! Over a year ago, while 
studying the symphonie method here on FF, I was fortunate enough to be paying 
attention when some replacement indies were reworked for that method. Of course the 
hard core followers pooh poohed this guys efforts as not being pure. After lmao I tried to 
just tell why I thought the replacements... 
 
The Extreme Spike that you mention reminds me of another indicator that I have already 
seen (See attachment). I believe they are basically the same thing. 
 
Thanks a lot for sharing. I hope I will be contributing some soon. 
 
C 
CycleIdentifier.mq4  

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 4:05am | Post# 4971

 
Quoting lnorbi 
Another forecast for those who are interested: next dissimilarity will start on 07.22. 
15:45 GMT. And it will be a longer one, for around 10-11 hours. 
Hi Inorbi, 
at post #3487, you can predict WHEN the next similarity will begin. Can you explain 
more about this? Or can you point me where I can learn about this? 

 

almo Aug 27, 2013 8:56am | Post# 4972

 
Smallcat,  
 
I believe this is your answer 
 

Quoting lnorbi 
Gents, I also spent some time with Excel and math, studying what we are exactly looking 
at. I tend to believe, based on my investigations, that the ONLY thing that can cause 
dissimilarity is a change in the lowest/highest price for the last 300 bars. In other words, 
the dissimilarity we see today reflects changes from 300 bars back. Whatever price does 
at the point of dissimilarity is simply irrelevant. I'm currently doing simulations in Excel / 
Matlab to prove it, and I'm yet to find a way to cause dissimilarity by changing current 
price. EDIT:... 
 
-Almo 

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 11:13am | Post# 4973



 
Quoting almo 
Smallcat, I believe this is your answer {quote} -Almo 
Hi Almo, 
Thanks for your information. Looking at 300 bars is looking for the DIS-similarity, it looks 
for lowest/highest among these 300 bars. Inorbi wrote something else, after the Dis-
similarity appear, he can predict WHEN (the time of the Similarity bar) will appear. 
 
After read the thread again and again, i found that Ralome has wrote something here: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...65#post6844365 

Quote 
Given candles period is 300, candle #1 is oldest, candle #300 is current. Highest high of 
all 300 candles is HH, lowest low of all 300 candles is LL. 
 
Candle #301 will be a dissimilarity candle if: 
 
1. Candle #1 had the LL. 
 
2. Candle #1 had the HH. 
3. Candle #301 goes higher than HH. 
4. Candle #301 goes lower than LL. 
 
Dissimilarity ends if NONE of the above happens in 24 candles. If ANY of the 
above happens, you have to wait 24 candles again from that point.... 
 
I think may be it's the answer ..... if i'm not wrong, we must wait for 24 candles, begin 
from the DS bar => then we will know exactly WHEN (time and the bar) of Similarity bar 
.... Or may be I misunderstand it ????? 
 

edited: Ralome, please correct if I'm wrong .....  

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 1:49pm | Post# 4974

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Pay attention to the 1EMA and 1.32203 
Quoting Eurusdd 
a value closer to 0.1 and eurusd is free to go above her. 0.40 now. a lot of people trade 
resistance/support levels but they can't really figure out how long a given level will hold 
strong and what is the rate of resistance/support depreciation! 
 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The 1EMA is key! during the resistance period, the 1ema is supposed to stay 
above/below the number. 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is NOW free to go through!!! Strength of 1.32203 @ 0.06. 
Hi all, 
Do i missed the explanation about "price level strength" here ? Anybody know, has 

Eurusdd explained how to calculate this ? I can not find that post  
Thanks 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 27, 2013 1:56pm | Post# 4975

 
Quoting smallcat 



{quote} {quote} {quote} {quote} Hi all, Do i missed the explanation about "price level 
strength" here ? Anybody know, has Eurusdd explained how to calculate this ? I can not 

find that post Thanks 
Nope it was not explained how price level strength is calculated. His system is more than 
just similarity. It includes revolution and others. The price level strength is not part of the 
similarity chapter. 

 

cfdtaleong Aug 27, 2013 1:59pm | Post# 4976

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Almo, Thanks for your information. Looking at 300 bars is looking for the 
DIS-similarity, it looks for lowest/highest among these 300 bars. Inorbi wrote something 
else, after the Dis-similarity appear, he can predict WHEN (the time of the Similarity bar) 
will appear. After read the thread again and again, i found that Ralome has wrote 
something here: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...65#post6844365 {quote} I 
think may be it's the answer ..... if i'm not wrong, we must wait for 24 candles, begin 
from the DS bar... 
The bigger question is what do you do when dissimilarity ends? 

 

Ralome Aug 27, 2013 2:04pm | Post# 4977

 
Smallcat, yes, you're right  

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 2:11pm | Post# 4978

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Nope it was not explained how price level strength is calculated. His system is 
more than just similarity. It includes revolution and others. The price level strength is not 
part of the similarity chapter. 
Thank U cfdtaleong .... 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} The bigger question is what do you do when dissimilarity ends? 
Please correct me if I'm wrong : If DIS-similarity ends => we expect it's begin of 
Similarity candle (is this right ??) 
So, it's the time to trade. Because the price will go to where the DIS-similarity appear ...  
If we know WHEN the similarity will begin, then we must not seat in front of computer all 

the time ....  

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 2:12pm | Post# 4979

 
Quoting Ralome 

Smallcat, yes, you're right  

Thank U very much Ralome ....  
Edited: The value 24 candle has relation to BB value ? or how it was calculated ? 

 

Ralome Aug 27, 2013 2:20pm | Post# 4980

 
Quoting smallcat 



The value 24 candle has relation to BB value ? 

Precisely  

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 2:23pm | Post# 4981

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Precisely  
 

Thank U Ralome, this 24 value is very interesting. I'm still trying to apply that value to 

Fractal Dimension to find something ....  

Edited: I must go to sleep now .... thank you all ...  

 

cfdtaleong Aug 27, 2013 2:50pm | Post# 4982

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Thank U cfdtaleong .... {quote} Please correct me if I'm wrong : If DIS-
similarity ends => we expect it's begin of Similarity candle (is this right ??) So, it's the 
time to trade. Because the price will go to where the DIS-similarity appear ... If we know 
WHEN the similarity will begin, then we must not seat in front of computer all the time 

....  
For your considerations. I may be wrong. 
 
Things you got correct 
1)You are right when dissimilarity ends similarity beings. 
2)You are also right price will go to where dissimilarity appear.  
 
Things where you may be wrong 
1)We won't know when similarity will begin. We can only estimate at best. Your post 
4973, the statement you highlighted in yellow. It ends if none of the conditions appear if 
it happens you wait another 24 candles and if it happens again you have to wait another 
24 until such time none of the conditions appears. How then can we know when exactly 
when dissimilarity will end? Ralome may have misunderstood your question or perhaps I 
am the one that misunderstand lol.  
2)The end of dissimilarity is when you can consider a trade targeting the dissimilarity 
level but it is not so straight forward. I am very sorry I cannot fully explain it here as 
there are too many variables. The other similarity may hold answers for you.  
 
Hope it helps 

 

Ralome Aug 27, 2013 3:06pm | Post# 4983

 
Cfdtaleong, you're right, but I think it's just semantics, i.e. "we know it'll end after 24 
candles if this and this doesn't happen" and "we estimate that it'll end after 24 candles" 

are very close in my opinion. But I'm sure smallcat got his answer  

 

cfdtaleong Aug 27, 2013 4:30pm | Post# 4984

 
Quoting Ralome 
Cfdtaleong, you're right, but I think it's just semantics, i.e. "we know it'll end after 24 



candles if this and this doesn't happen" and "we estimate that it'll end after 24 candles" 

are very close in my opinion. But I'm sure smallcat got his answer  

Hehe english langauge.....love it hate it  

 

Baillie Aug 27, 2013 5:36pm | Post# 4985

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The cycle-identifier is a repainting indicator and the least used in the similarity system! 
The next indicator is the stochastic indicator! This one is SUPER but you need to watch 
your chart cause once you get the signal, you are in for a big ,,,,,,,,,, lOOK at the two 
reading in the indicator window! I will explain this approach next week! {image} 
Is there any programmer willing to code an indicator using just the stochastic method 
described in this post that can identify similarity from both time frames onto one chart? 
 
Not the BB stoch method, just the Stochastic method. 

 

smallcat Aug 27, 2013 8:32pm | Post# 4986

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} For your considerations. I may be wrong. Things you got correct 1)You are right 
when dissimilarity ends similarity beings. 2)You are also right price will go to where 
dissimilarity appear. Things where you may be wrong 1)We won't know when similarity 
will begin. We can only estimate at best. Your post 4973, the statement you highlighted 
in yellow. It ends if none of the conditions appear if it happens you wait another 24 
candles and if it happens again you have to wait another 24 until such time none of the 
conditions appears. How then can... 

Thank U cfdtaleong, you are right ...  

Quoting Ralome 
Cfdtaleong, you're right, but I think it's just semantics, i.e. "we know it'll end after 24 
candles if this and this doesn't happen" and "we estimate that it'll end after 24 candles" 

are very close in my opinion. But I'm sure smallcat got his answer  

Thank U Ralome, you are also right ....  
 
------ 

English is not easy, especially for me .......  

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2013 5:21am | Post# 4987

 
I agree with the treatment that the measure of similarity must be the Bollinger Band 
setting of 24. 
 
The words similarity/dissimilarity are describing the effect of "congruence" in price across 
all timeframes: 
 
Similarity = congruence ON 
Dissimilarity = congruence OFF 
 
but they are actually talking about the same thing, as opposed to 2 different things to 
measure. Hence why the 300 bar thing is needed to define the extent to which our eyes 
can see congruence on a chart. But time is the tricky bit.... because congruence or lack 
of it needs a measurement also.... hence the 24.  



 
In theory this can be any value really... but the link back to the Bollinger Band gives you 
a nice visual that when Price or Stoch exceeds the band, then in effect the limit of that 

24 period is now being reached..... am i making sense? Hope so!  
 
EDIT: 
By the way, for those interested in my boring ramblings, I've opened up a trading journal 
for Attempt #2 at turning $5K into $50K. Before you ask, it's DEMO! This time I've linked 

a trading explorer onto it so I'm trying to take it more seriously.  

 

mxb Aug 28, 2013 10:01am | Post# 4988

 
Hi 
Can someone add alerts to the CycleIdentifier indi? thx! 

 

smallcat Aug 30, 2013 3:54am | Post# 4989

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Ralome, 

May be this is a kiddy question ... I'm just curious, is it possible to convert the "simple 
value" of Stoch-BB at lower window to "price value" like BB-EMA at upper window, OR may 
be convert the "price value" of EMA-BB to "simple value" ? 
 
Thanks 

 

 

Wanderer272 Aug 30, 2013 6:50am | Post# 4990

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Is there any programmer willing to code an indicator using just the stochastic 
method described in this post that can identify similarity from both time frames onto one 
chart? Not the BB stoch method, just the Stochastic method. 
See attached indicator. It only works in real-time, so no history. The default setting is 75 
period for the 1-minute chart and compares it to the 5-minute 15 period stochastic. 
MTF Stochastic ComparisonV2.mq4  

 

Ralome Aug 30, 2013 9:58am | Post# 4991



 
Quoting smallcat 

Hi Ralome, May be this is a kiddy question ... I'm just curious, is it possible to convert 
the "simple value" of Stoch-BB at lower window to "price value" like BB-EMA at upper 
window, OR may be convert the "price value" of EMA-BB to "simple value" ? Thanks 
{image} 
Yes, it's possible to some extent. How would you like it exactly? 

 

smallcat Aug 30, 2013 11:36am | Post# 4992

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Yes, it's possible to some extent. How would you like it exactly? 
Wow great ... thanks before, Ralome. And sorry, it doesn't mean that i do not appreciate 
your Rv-1 or Rv-2 indicators, they are great. But i just think that the difference of both 
indicator (EMA1 with BB24) - lets say the TOP indicators - and (Stoch300,1,1 with BB24) - 
lets say the BOTTOM indicators - can be clearly seen if we can see the value of indicators as 
number (ex. via data window). So, if the "price value" of TOP BB24 indicator & EMA1 
indicator can be convert to "simple value" like the value of BOTTOM indicators (or the 
reverse of it), it would very nice. 
 
Example: At the picture below, the middle band value of TOP BB i think is the same as 
SMA24 (close), but i don't know how to get the value of BOTTOM middle band. Form picture 
we can see, at the specific time (green vertical line), from the data window (left area), the 
value of EMA1 is (1.32384) , TOP upper band of BB24 (1.32480), TOP lower band of BB24 
(1.32318) , and TOP middle band (actually is SMA24) has value of 1.32399, at bottom: 
value of Stoch300,1,1 (38.4462), BOTTOM upper band of BB24 (51.2795) and BOTTOM 
lower band of BB24 (25.7254). Lets say the the TOP upper band is converted from 1.32480 
=> 51.2795 , and TOP lower band is converted from 1.32318 to 25.7254. So, can we 
convert the EMA1 value from 1.32384 to something like 38.xxxx ? How can we calculate it 
(there is a deviation of 2 in the BB).? If it is possible, we can compare the "converted EMA1 
value" with the value with Stoch300,1,1 (38.4462). May be we need an indicator that show 
the difference , and in this indicator there is an external double variable , ex: 0.0002 (can 
be changed). So, if the difference is > 0.0002 , we can define it's a big "enough" difference ( 
dissimilarity ). And another external double variable, ex: 0.0001 , if the difference < 0.0001 
, then we can say that TOP and BOTTOM are similar. 
 
This is just my opinion. I don't know, this will make sense or not, and any idea from you all 

is welcome .....  
 
Thank U .... 

 



 

Baillie Aug 30, 2013 1:50pm | Post# 4993

 
Quoting Wanderer272 
{quote} See attached indicator. It only works in real-time, so no history. The default 
setting is 75 period for the 1-minute chart and compares it to the 5-minute 15 period 
stochastic. {file} 
Not sure how we could use this for the proposed method. 
 
Thank you for making the effort and not having posted here before, shame on the rest! 

 

symon7777 Aug 31, 2013 11:02am | Post# 4994

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Is there any programmer willing to code an indicator using just the stochastic 
method described in this post that can identify similarity from both time frames onto one 
chart? Not the BB stoch method, just the Stochastic method. 
Xixi started to write this. No zones yet, just dissimilarity across timeframes! looks 
interesting! 

 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...6&d=1375178632  

 

Ralome Sep 3, 2013 7:22am | Post# 4995

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
So, if the "price value" of TOP BB24 indicator & EMA1 indicator can be convert to "simple 
value" like the value of BOTTOM indicators (or the reverse of it), it would very nice. 
Just remembered this one. Try these. 
StochPrice.mq4 
StochPrice_onchart.mq4  

 

smallcat Sep 3, 2013 8:43am | Post# 4996

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Just remembered this one. Try these. {file} {file} 

Thank U very much Ralome. Will look at it ....  

 

yongda Sep 7, 2013 6:57am | Post# 4997

 
1 Attachment(s) 
finally after 250 Pages and Trial on the templates 
 
i'm ready to make my first post to contribute to the thread 
 
Found the boxes linked with strong future signal, i found if that is a possible way of 
determining future price direction 
 
As EURUSDD Mentioned before Price leads Stochastic. 
 



Pay attention to the MA 300 Line and compare with the indicator below and see the reaction 
in the very near future right side of the chart after the black boxes. 
 
Cheers. 

 

 

BlackStack Sep 7, 2013 1:54pm | Post# 4998

 
Quoting yongda 
As EURUSDD Mentioned before Price leads Stochastic. {image} 
Stochastics indicator is lagging, nothing new about that. 
 
If you find an indicator that leads price let me know. 

 

yongda Sep 8, 2013 1:02am | Post# 4999

 
Maybe i did not explain more clearly 
 
if you look clearly at the price column and indicator row stochastic 
 
look at the action within the black boxone is above? And the other below the MA 300 
 
action after that on the price chart tells a little about direction after the disimilarity. 
 
You probably are looking at traditional theories of stochastic? 

Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} Stochastics indicator is lagging, nothing new about that. If you find an indicator 
that leads price let me know. 
 

 

yongda Sep 8, 2013 1:04am | Post# 5000

 
Base on that theory the second or the pair of black box on the right maybe hinting price 
is going after the 2 zones above on monday? 

 



oconnor365 Sep 9, 2013 9:56am | Post# 5001

 
Quoting yongda 
finally after 250 Pages and Trial on the templates i'm ready to make my first post to 
contribute to the thread Found the boxes linked with strong future signal, i found if that 
is a possible way of determining future price direction As EURUSDD Mentioned before 
Price leads Stochastic. Pay attention to the MA 300 Line and compare with the indicator 
below and see the reaction in the very near future right side of the chart after the black 
boxes. Cheers. {image} 
Hi Yongda.... 
are you using the 300ma as a trigger to trade?..if price moves above the ma it will then 
clear the zones above and below the same? 
 
Not quite getting where your coming from if you could elaborate a little further? 
 
Many thanks 
T 

 

yongda Sep 9, 2013 8:23pm | Post# 5002

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Yongda.... are you using the 300ma as a trigger to trade?..if price moves 
above the ma it will then clear the zones above and below the same? Not quite getting 
where your coming from if you could elaborate a little further? Many thanks T 
hi oconner  
 
i'm still testing the strategy as well but from the looks of it similarity can work with a few 
indicators  
 
the MA300 or the stochastic both has the sign of price moving up. 
 
in fact MA300 was on the template that EURUSDD provided but no one has taken a look 
at it seriously yet is the reason why i'm pointing it out. 
 
Green pips! 



 

 

yongda Sep 9, 2013 10:33pm | Post# 5003

 
1 Attachment(s) 
is EU going to hit the Green zone now ? 

 

 

yongda Sep 10, 2013 7:37am | Post# 5004

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Simply amazing system thank you EURUSDD. 



 

 

oconnor365 Sep 13, 2013 6:26am | Post# 5005

 
Hi Folks 
I've been following this thread from the start and its sad to see it slowly dying. I was just 
wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of dissim 
with success ? Eurusdd gave us many different ways of trading it (ci , zz/100stoch , 
zones , stoch values etc) and while I was having good success myself trading zz/100/0 I 
went into heavy DD when eu fell of the edge a couple of weeks ago. 
Vladys doing tremendous work on zone trading and was having really good success until 
he went into big DD recently and is now adding his own trading experience and I feel it 
has become more subjective. 
It started off so simple and I really believe theres an edge here and would love to hear 
from contributors like Madmoney , Juhamini, Ralome, Taypot etc to see if they've nailed 
it down and their own take and rules on how they spot and trade ( if their still using) this 
system. 
 
Regards 
T 

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 6:36am | Post# 5006

 
Quoting oconnor365 
Hi Folks I've been following this thread from the start and its sad to see it slowly dying. I 
was just wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of 
dissim with success ? Eurusdd gave us many different ways of trading it (ci , zz/100stoch 
, zones , stoch values etc) and while I was having good success myself trading zz/100/0 I 
went into heavy DD when eu fell of the edge a couple of weeks ago. Vladys doing 
tremendous work on zone trading and was having really good success until he went into 
big DD recently and... 
In short... without further "free" input from Eurusdd, the ZZBB method works really well 
in trending markets. When you have uncertainty around 300EMA on the 1H and higher 
timeframes, then trading decisions on the method are difficult without resorting to other 



things not in the method. I am finding it tough. I have now got Fibs and Pivots on one 
screen which I originally said I wouldn't do... so you're right, I've diluted the method. 
 
This story in some part magnifies a recent book I read called "The Holy Grail Trading 
System" which is an excellent story of exactly the above. Applying simple rules can work 
on a backtest and produce great results in a long term trend (3 years uptrend on 
GBPUSD as the book goes, pre 2007 inclusive). It's always the Change In Trend that 
breaks behaviour... 
 
So my current Attempt #2 is basically shocking. It's probably 65% bad trading decisions 
and poor money management on my part 35% method not working as per above. In my 
zealousness to "prove the method" I forget the essence of trading - heck I even forgot 
my own style and it's taking some adjusting to looking at Fibs, Pivots, Demand/Supply 
again because I'm constantly looking for the ZZTs and ZZBs... 
 
I never had understanding of the CI Method so it may be worth considering that. I know 
some guys had excellent Scalping Results on the CI method of Similarity. I just couldn't 
understand it to be able to apply.  
 
My 2 cents. 
 
Great comment! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 6:38am | Post# 5007

 
BTW... I'm short on EUR 
 

and unfortunately, not because of ZZBB method  

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 6:41am | Post# 5008

 
Maybe this is like Similarity Anonymous (btw... watched Wreck It Ralph twice last week 
with the girlfriend due to illness so maybe this is where it's coming from). 
 
Just wanted to clarify my comment on the 1H 300EMA. 
It was one of the rules I formed on the Daily Direction Predictor method. 
 
If Price > 300EMA, default bias = BULL/LONG 
If Price < 300EMA, default bias = BEAR/SHORT 
 
When price is near or on the 300EMA by a factor of 50-100 pips.... that's where the 
indecision is. And no amount of swings on the pair's chart will tell you where it's going to 
go. I've learned my lesson on this and I'm returning to my roots..... you have to look at 
currency pairs to know what will happen in EURUSD. 

 

Chake Sep 13, 2013 6:44am | Post# 5009

 
Hi oconnor, 
 
DD are normal for any system, if there is no DD then in my opinion there is something 
wrong. 
My advise would be to keep reporting what the trades of your system would have done, 
and see how long and how deep the DD really is. 



It could be that it is a normal DD, but what is normal is also different for any system. 
Usually, the bigger the risk, the deeper the DD and the bigger the profit, provided you 
survive the DD. 
Another point is the length of the DD, I would not like to trade a system where the DD 
lasts longer then a couple off months, although i have traded systems that did, and that 
was terrible. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 6:48am | Post# 5010

 
Quoting Chake 
Hi oconnor, DD are normal for any system, if there is no DD then in my opinion there is 
something wrong. My advise would be to keep reporting what the trades of your system 
would have done, and see how long and how deep the DD really is. It could be that it is a 
normal DD, but what is normal is also different for any system. Usually, the bigger the 
risk, the deeper the DD and the bigger the profit, provided you survive the DD. Another 
point is the length of the DD, I would not like to trade a system where the DD lasts 
longer then a couple off months,... 
It's a hot topic for sure. SL or no SL. 
 
Account size is the key. And absolutely, this is an issue if you're under capitalised. If 
everyone had $100K, then a $2K DD is not so bad, assuming 1 lot size still. 
 
But as one other trader mentioned in another thread. Yes, allow for Money 
Management.... but it really is more to do with reducing your errors. You need to lower 
that error ratio.  
 
As I said, any system is geared to follow the trend. But when the trend changes, you 
make more errors. The effort then is to find the plan that reduces this. Whether it's your 
system, money management, solar eclipses or wave counts... whatever. Reduce your 
errors is the key. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 11:19am | Post# 5011

 
Quoting vlady1974 

BTW... I'm short on EUR and unfortunately, not because of ZZBB method  
All closed. I still want to see 1.3337 resolved as a price point. 
Anyway, we'll see next week. 

 

Ralome Sep 13, 2013 11:56am | Post# 5012

 
Quoting oconnor365 
Hi Folks I've been following this thread from the start and its sad to see it slowly dying. I 
was just wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of 
dissim with success ? Eurusdd gave us many different ways of trading it (ci , zz/100stoch 
, zones , stoch values etc) and while I was having good success myself trading zz/100/0 I 
went into heavy DD when eu fell of the edge a couple of weeks ago. Vladys doing 
tremendous work on zone trading and was having really good success until he went into 
big DD recently and... 
I'm working with/on this and this. I've experimented with and developed both further 
and applied them to my existing ideas. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 11:58am | Post# 5013



 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I'm working with/on this and this. I've experimented with and developed both 
further and applied them to my existing ideas. 

Looking forward to testing it!  

 

oconnor365 Sep 13, 2013 2:15pm | Post# 5014

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} I'm working with/on this and this. I've experimented with and developed both 
further and applied them to my existing ideas. 
Hi Ralome..Thnks for your reply...I remember both posts and while the first one intrigued 
me I could not get my head around the way to tade it..was stoch to come down following 
price or what?...the second one from Juhanimi seemed more clear cut though I couldn't 
get my charts to look like his..I know his stoch settings were 3 ,1, 1 and 10,1 ,1 ..but 
what settings were the zigzag?. It certainly seemed to be a lot safer way to trade by 
going with the trend alright.What settings are you using yourself? 
 
Cheers 
T 

 

Ralome Sep 13, 2013 4:53pm | Post# 5015

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Looking forward to testing it!  

It's still incomplete and I won't discuss it like that  

 

vlady1974 Sep 13, 2013 4:58pm | Post# 5016

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} It's still incomplete and I won't discuss it like that  

Hehe.. no worries dude!  

 

taypot Sep 13, 2013 5:51pm | Post# 5017

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
Hi Folks I've been following this thread from the start and its sad to see it slowly dying. I 
was just wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of 
dissim with success ? Eurusdd gave us many different ways of trading it (ci , zz/100stoch , 
zones , stoch values etc) and while I was having good success myself trading zz/100/0 I 
went into heavy DD when eu fell of the edge a couple of weeks ago. Vladys doing 
tremendous work on zone trading and was having really good success until he went into big 
DD recently and... 
Hi OConnor, Yes i am still intrigued by dissimilarity but are on a different path combining it 
with another trading method. My fight indicator is based on dissim between 1ma and several 
stoch values. Its purple on my image. If its 5 or above I know a reversal could be due, if 
there are just blue spots then the trend may continue. Fight repaints till the end of any bar 
which gives me a warning of unusual trading if it flashes up to over 5 and I may exit a 
trade. You can see the great backtest results but they are a bit misleading and I am still 
trying to work out how to trade it. safely. 



 

 

rob1599 Sep 13, 2013 8:11pm | Post# 5018

 
5 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
I was just wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of 
dissim with success ? 
I haven't checked this thread in over a month. Too busy trading and making money. I have 
spectacular results using the CI method from the start of the thread. I developed an EA I 
use for trading the 1 minute time frame using small lots so I don't need to monitor it much. 
For larger trades I manually trade on constant range bars (similar to Renko bars but better 
in my opinion). Basically you put the CI indicator on one TF with different settings. Once you 
get a signal on the more conservative CI you wait for the next signal in the same direction 
on the more aggressive CI. The key is you must see a signal in the opposite direction on the 
aggressive CI before the confirming signal in the original direction. I will attach a trade I 
took yesterday. 
 

 



 
Here is a strategy tester report of the EA. Sorry I will not post anything from live account so 
don't even bother asking. Live results almost as good as tester though. So it proves this 
system works great. 
 

 
 
StrategyTester 1.pdf 
 
Here is CI I use plus template. 
Cycle Identifier wHistory.mq4 
black hole.tpl  

 

trexy123 Sep 13, 2013 11:20pm | Post# 5019

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Hi OConnor, Yes i am still intrigued by dissimilarity but are on a different path 
combining it with another trading method. My fight indicator is based on dissim between 
1ma and several stoch values. Its purple on my image. If its 5 or above I know a reversal 
could be due, if there are just blue spots then the trend may continue. Fight repaints till 
the end of any bar which gives me a warning of unusual trading if it flashes up to over 5 
and I may exit a trade. You can see the great backtest results but they are a bit 
misleading and I am... 
Taypo 
Does the blue rectangles that you drawn appear on lower timeframe? 

 

yongda Sep 13, 2013 11:22pm | Post# 5020

 
Quoting oconnor365 
Hi Folks I've been following this thread from the start and its sad to see it slowly dying. I 
was just wondering if any of the original contributors are trading any particular aspect of 
dissim with success ? Eurusdd gave us many different ways of trading it (ci , zz/100stoch 
, zones , stoch values etc) and while I was having good success myself trading zz/100/0 I 
went into heavy DD when eu fell of the edge a couple of weeks ago. Vladys doing 
tremendous work on zone trading and was having really good success until he went into 
big DD recently and... 
hi o'conner what time frame are you normally trading off ? 
 
Try using lower time frame it might help with all the HFT going on now even 15mins 
chart has a certain amount of risk. 
 
read some where on books anyway it says short time frames with many trades is more 
profitable then one trade that last for days  
 
it maybe less gains on each trade but it's worth it losses will some how be capped too. 

 



oconnor365 Sep 14, 2013 10:08am | Post# 5021

 
Wow... 
great to see people are still trying out ( and indeed being very successful ) with certain 
aspects of diss method.Looking forward to hearing Ralomes observations and results on 
the zz continuation with the trend extracts that he highlighted earlier. 
A couple of questions Taypot..are the different stoch values based on several time 
periods? And when we get diss on various time periods it increases your fight indi up to 
and above 5 and therefore your guessing that a reversal is highly probable..The indi 
looks great and would certainly be a lot more user friendly than having to revert to 
different time frames... 
 
 
Regards 
T 

 

oconnor365 Sep 14, 2013 10:17am | Post# 5022

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} I haven't checked this thread in over a month. Too busy trading and making 
money. I have spectacular results using the CI method from the start of the thread. I 
developed an EA I use for trading the 1 minute time frame using small lots so I don't 
need to monitor it much. For larger trades I manually trade on constant range bars 
(similar to Renko bars but better in my opinion). Basically you put the CI indicator on one 
TF with different settings. Once you get a signal on the more conservative CI you wait for 
the next signal in the same direction... 
Very impressive Rob...I always believed that there was a simple way to have an edge 
with this strategy. 
Looking at your charts ,are you trading trading 2min/5min ci's on a 2 min chart? 
Is your tp purely subjective based on candles or do you have a set tp?...I assume sl 
would be the high of the previous candle..be very interested to hear more bro...anyway 
congrats on super results 
 
Cheers 
T 

 

taypot Sep 14, 2013 10:18am | Post# 5023

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting trexy123 
{quote} Taypo Does the blue rectangles that you drawn appear on lower timeframe? 
Hi Trexy, I have written an indicator that does something like that for Prorealtime ( a few 
zones on each chart that appear whenever there is dissim to 1MA on any of the stoch values 
have set it to monitor for that time frame and they stop once new dissim appears for each 
stoch value). There's a screenshot below. But I don't use it much. I think I prefer simpler 
charts. So I draw in rectangles sometimes and refer to price action and my fight indicator. 
My fight indicator tells me when dissim occurs across a number of stoch values and alerts 
me to change. 
 
 
In the chart you ask about I have hand drawn those supply/demand rectangles. Here is 
something interesting ---I have been looking at another thread .... The other thread has a 
great supply and demand indicator plus a rectangle reader that works on those you hand 
draw and colour codes them in MT4. 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=428204 

 

 

taypot Sep 14, 2013 11:14am | Post# 5024

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting oconnor365 
Wow... great to see people are still trying out ( and indeed being very successful ) with 
certain aspects of diss method.Looking forward to hearing Ralomes observations and results 
on the zz continuation with the trend extracts that he highlighted earlier. A couple of 
questions Taypot..are the different stoch values based on several time periods? And when 
we get diss on various time periods it increases your fight indi up to and above 5 and 
therefore your guessing that a reversal is highly probable..The indi looks great and would 
certainly be a... 
Hi OConnor...This post explains more about what i was trying to do 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...27#post6940727 
 
Its moved away from the method a bit as its not time frames but I couldn't work out how to 
do it any other way and I'm not really sure how logical it is. (I'm an artist!). The zones are 

pretty though  The deeper the colour, the more they overlap and the more important. If 
FIGHT bobs up over 5 (can disappear after) and stoch is crossing and a load of zones shoot 
up with a vertical line I close my longs just in case. I've put text on my image to show a 
case that has not repainted. Unless I rewrite FIGHT its not so good at finding bottoms as 
tops. 



 

 

taypot Sep 14, 2013 11:51am | Post# 5025

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Hi Ralome..Thnks for your reply...I remember both posts and while the first one 
intrigued me I could not get my head around the way to tade it..was stoch to come down 
following price or what?...the second one from Juhanimi seemed more clear cut though I 
couldn't get my charts to look like his..I know his stoch settings were 3 ,1, 1 and 10,1 ,1 
..but what settings were the zigzag?. It certainly seemed to be a lot safer way to trade 
by going with the trend alright.What settings are you using yourself? Cheers T 
Hi, Oconnor, ... eurusdd originally used 24 for zig zag.. and then it got a little more 
complicated and the semaphor became popular. Here is a quote from Eurusdd, ...If you 
are using stoch(60-1-1), stoch(30-1-1) and stoch(15-1-1) then your semafor will be 
period1=60, period2=30, period3=15!!! 

 

taypot Sep 14, 2013 1:30pm | Post# 5026

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting trexy123 
{quote} Taypo Does the blue rectangles that you drawn appear on lower timeframe? 
Heres a great addition for us. See higher zones on smaller timeframes on MT4. You need 
alphonso's rectangle reader indi. Brilliant! You draw a rectangle on higher time zone and 
lines appear on smaller ones. ie. month, week, day, 4hr, but no lower unfortunately so more 
for swing trading 
 
See the blue weekly zone (drawn in by me when disim starts on Wolf's ind) appear as green 
lines on daily. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...51#post6689451 



 

 

 

rob1599 Sep 15, 2013 8:43am | Post# 5027

 
Quoting oconnor365 
{quote} Very impressive Rob...I always believed that there was a simple way to have an 
edge with this strategy. Looking at your charts ,are you trading trading 2min/5min ci's on 
a 2 min chart? Is your tp purely subjective based on candles or do you have a set tp?...I 
assume sl would be the high of the previous candle..be very interested to hear more 
bro...anyway congrats on super results Cheers T 
 
I trade very similar to the way Madmoney showed very early in the thread. Go back to 
this post 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...48#post6808448 



 
and read his posts after that for a while. I adapted his method to my own style and have 
been using it with success. 
 
My chart is not 2 minute but a constant range bar chart. They are like Renko bars, you 
will need to research them yourself. There is a lot of info here at FF about them. 

 

oconnor365 Sep 15, 2013 10:12am | Post# 5028

 
Quoting rob1599 
{quote} I trade very similar to the way Madmoney showed very early in the thread. Go 
back to this post http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...48#post6808448 and read his 
posts after that for a while. I adapted his method to my own style and have been using it 
with success. My chart is not 2 minute but a constant range bar chart. They are like 
Renko bars, you will need to research them yourself. There is a lot of info here at FF 
about them. 
Very interesting Rob...I assume range bars are not on the mt4 indi's?...What size bars 
are you using and maybe you could point me in the direction of a good thread on them in 
FF? 
 
Much appreciated 
T 

 

oconnor365 Sep 15, 2013 10:17am | Post# 5029

 
Also Rob ..what are your cci values? 
 
Cheers 
T 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2013 9:41am | Post# 5030

 
Good trading everyone. This is back to the black holes. General when we see one we 
expect price to go back to it at some point in time..I believe this to be the general 
understanding. Question is do you guys/gals consider gaps in pricing as black holes too? 
Like the big gap at market open today 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 10:42am | Post# 5031

 
hmmm.   

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 10:47am | Post# 5032

 
ok. today not a good day.  

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:03am | Post# 5033

 
I was going to post BUY @ 1.33382: Lol 



 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:07am | Post# 5034

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD is running into a temporary problem at 1.33648!, The monthly direction is UP!!! 
 
Reason for mini-buy: 

 

 

lind Sep 18, 2013 11:17am | Post# 5035

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I was going to post BUY @ 1.33382: Lol 
nice to see you back. 
 
did you mean that price will hit 1.33382 from now onward? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:18am | Post# 5036

 
Quoting lind 
{quote} nice to see you back. did you mean that price will hit 1.33382 from now 
onward? 



I am not really back. Just passing through today and tomorrow! . 
No: eurusd will stay away from that level in this mini-up!!! Furthermore, there is a 
problem at 1.3368 so, eurusd will hang between the two for sometime 

 

lind Sep 18, 2013 11:23am | Post# 5037

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} I am not really back. Just passing through today and tomorrow! . No: eurusd 
will stay away from that level in this mini-up!!! Furthermore, there is a problem at 
1.3368 so, eurusd will hang between the two for sometime 
still, nice to see you active. thanks for this. 
 
any clues what will happen today with EUR/USD? which direction is good to go? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:29am | Post# 5038

 
There is a big problem on the MONTHLY chart!!! What that means is simple: Before the 
end of the month, EURUSD will attempt to shoot up there. So, keep your eyes on the 
top-side. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:40am | Post# 5039

 
for now. watch 1.3360 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 11:55am | Post# 5040

 
1 Attachment(s) 
eurusd closing in on 1.3360. will struggle in the 1.3362/67 



area.  
There is a limit to this mini-rise. 1.3360/5/7 

 

Eurusdd Sep 18, 2013 12:29pm | Post# 5041

 
1 Attachment(s) 



1.3360 done for the mini-rise! 

 

smallcat Sep 18, 2013 1:35pm | Post# 5042

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}1.3360 done for the mini-rise! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 

Nice to see you here ... ... any prediction after FOMC in 30-60 minutes from now ? Will 
go up or down ? 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2013 7:19am | Post# 5043

 
1 Attachment(s) 



I think I said we should be UP-Bias because eurusd will rush up there. I guess she did. 

 

san1111 Sep 19, 2013 8:02am | Post# 5044

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
thank you for your nice system and razor sharp predictions. 
Somehow what I missing is your bottom indicator. Is it possible to share with us? 
 
Thanks in advance. 
 
San 

 

lind Sep 19, 2013 8:18am | Post# 5045

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}I think I said we should be UP-Bias because eurusd will rush up there. I guess 
she did. 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
Thanks for this. any predictions for now? 

 

smallcat Sep 19, 2013 9:23am | Post# 5046

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}I think I said we should be UP-Bias because eurusd will rush up there. I guess 
she did. 
Yes, you're right. I was too concentrate with the moving near FOMC, did not read it 

clearly. Just put Sell stop & Buy stop ... 40 pips profit ...  
Btw, at the bottom of your image, it's the difference (dis-sim / sim) ? 
 
Thanks 

 

skyline Sep 19, 2013 5:20pm | Post# 5047

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd & all,  
i'm reading the whole thread (actually at page 40...), sorry if I'm asking dumb/obvious 
question but I'm at earlier stage studying this methodology... 
Ok so looking at today eurusd chart using bb+stoch+zz , I see there was a huge dis-
similarity yesterday at FOMC news (aqua line price @ 1.3446) then there was today another 
dis-similarity (lime line price @ 1.3550 then there was other but more or less at the same 
price), so now if I get the method right I had to wait for price to come back to dis-similarity 
price level, but which one : 1.3446 or 1.3550 ? Is the latest dis-similarity occurence the 
most relevant to look at ?  
If I look at where the price actually is (around 1.3530) i would bet 1 cent it will go up to 



1.3550 since it's only 20 pips travel and stochs/bb are also pointing up but who knows ? 
Maybe ZZ could help me to put me in the right direction ?  
 

 
 
Thx, 
Skyline 

 

skyline Sep 20, 2013 10:58am | Post# 5048

 
phew I'm at page 200 still learning but i'm more confused than when I started There 
would need to study more deeply all this stuff... 
Notice there's very poor activity nowdays in this thread than it was in july/august, maybe 

are you quitely stacking pips applying similarity method ?  
 
Cheers, 
Skyline 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2013 11:25am | Post# 5049

 
Quoting skyline 

phew I'm at page 200 still learning but i'm more confused than when I started There 
would need to study more deeply all this stuff... Notice there's very poor activity 
nowdays in this thread than it was in july/august, maybe are you quitely stacking pips 

applying similarity method ? Cheers, Skyline 
Good luck! Pick just a handful of concepts and try and make it work for yourself and your 
style.  
 
My 2 cents. 

 

skyline Sep 20, 2013 11:42am | Post# 5050

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Good luck! Pick just a handful of concepts and try and make it work for yourself 
and your style. My 2 cents. 



 

Thx Vlady !  

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:05am | Post# 5051

 
NOTE: The rest of the month: EURUSD will test south mysteriously. So, watch out!  
the next month together, she will try numbers below 1.31945!!! 
the up mentioned earlier is maturing! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:28am | Post# 5052

 
1 Attachment(s) 
MONTHLY CHART!!!!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:32am | Post# 5053

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD is fighting against GRAVITY!!! 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:38am | Post# 5054

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:40am | Post# 5055

 
This is a monthly analysis. Therefore, we expect a strong sell 1 or 2 weeks from now!!! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:49am | Post# 5056

 
I am comparing the stoch against a bar-indicator: looking for deviations/contradictions! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 9:52am | Post# 5057

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 10:00am | Post# 5058

 
see that? problem corrected! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 10:08am | Post# 5059

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 10:33am | Post# 5060

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 10:38am | Post# 5061

 
I am off for now, but EURUSD will drop big, 1/2 weeks ahead. so keep your eyes on the 
tops! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 10:39am | Post# 5062

 
1.3355 is a possibility by end of week!!! 

 

normtold Sep 23, 2013 10:50am | Post# 5063

 
Can you post your 1M template please. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 12:19pm | Post# 5064

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 12:25pm | Post# 5065

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 12:34pm | Post# 5066

 
posts dedicated to MADMONEY! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2013 6:36pm | Post# 5067

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
See the correction. Sell done! 

 

hoss Sep 23, 2013 7:35pm | Post# 5068

 
Eur, 
 
What is that bottom indicator that you are using? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2013 10:12am | Post# 5069

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2013 10:37am | Post# 5070

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

normtold Sep 24, 2013 10:54am | Post# 5071

 
Eurusdd post your template please tease so I can join in. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2013 10:57am | Post# 5072

 
Quoting normtold 
Eurusdd post your template please tease so I can join in. 
The indicators Eurusdd is using are proprietary. I don't think he is going to just give them 
away upon a request.  
It's probably more important to look at what he is pointing out... and if you've read the 

thread, he is actually pointing out a dissimilarity.  

 

Ralome Sep 24, 2013 1:49pm | Post# 5073

 
Shape of the line is similar to that of price, the middle line is 50, you can't see the 0-

100, reminds me of a long term RSI. Just guessing  

 



Eurusdd Sep 24, 2013 6:30pm | Post# 5074

 
sell move successful! lol 

 

Eurusdd Sep 25, 2013 2:02am | Post# 5075

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

jimsterk Sep 25, 2013 3:52am | Post# 5076

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi everyone. 
 
my first analysis. please correct me if wrong. 
 
the chart attatched is 15M EURUSD. 
 
zigzag bottom formed, and now, dis-similarity is just above the price + price&stoch spiking 
up BB, meaning high probability of TOP. 
 
once dis-similarity is corrected, it is a good chance to enter SHORT. correct? 
 
thanks. 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 4:42am | Post# 5077

 
Quoting jimsterk 

hi everyone. my first analysis. please correct me if wrong. the chart 
attatched is 15M EURUSD. zigzag bottom formed, and now, dis-similarity is 
just above the price + price&stoch spiking up BB, meaning high probability 
of TOP. once dis-similarity is corrected, it is a good chance to enter 
SHORT. correct? thanks. {image} 

Just make sure you check higher timeframes and do the same analysis to ensure you 
don't have contradictory signals. Higher TFs are always more powerful.... ie. 1M > 1W > 
1D > 4H > 1H > 15M So if you short at 15M but there's a Bottom on the 1H... then the 
short will be over quickly.... in which case are you scalping, position/swing trading.... etc 
etc.  
 
Not to scare you.... but it's never easy as it sounds. Your analysis is good..... time to get 
better. 

 

burnssss Sep 25, 2013 4:50am | Post# 5078

 
will move to 1.35068, 1.34794 being back? 

 

jimsterk Sep 25, 2013 5:08am | Post# 5079

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just make sure you check higher timeframes and do the same analysis to 
ensure you don't have contradictory signals. Higher TFs are always more powerful.... ie. 
1M > 1W > 1D > 4H > 1H > 15M So if you short at 15M but there's a Bottom on the 
1H... then the short will be over quickly.... in which case are you scalping, position/swing 



trading.... etc etc. Not to scare you.... but it's never easy as it sounds. Your analysis is 
good..... time to get better. 
thank you very much for advice, vlady1974! 
 
yeah, i forgot to see the higher timeframe. and 1 hour chart is currently under the 
retracement, not forming zz-top. 
 
similarity system is really difficult and educative. i am currently reading page 210. hope i 
can catch up you this week. 
 
i keep studying and try to post my outcome. 
 
anyway, thank you for advice!!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 5:11am | Post# 5080

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting burnssss 
will move to 1.35068, 1.34794 being back? 
I'm staying away from EU until a better signal comes along. The 1H shows a ZZB... so 
should be a Long signal... but that big DS zone give downside risk. There are other pairs 
worth looking at. If we get a ZZT today, I may line up a short to target 1.34... until then, 
flat on EU. Even if we don't get a ZZT and the ZZB holds, it will be ranging thing.... just not 
worth the effort. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 5:13am | Post# 5081

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} thank you very much for advice, vlady1974! yeah, i forgot to see the higher 
timeframe. and 1 hour chart is currently under the retracement, not forming zz-top. 
similarity system is really difficult and educative. i am currently reading page 210. hope i 
can catch up you this week. i keep studying and try to post my outcome. anyway, thank 



you for advice!!! 
If you devote yourself to it... it will be one of the more difficult things to do. I'm definitely 
no expert in my attempts. But I have learned a lot about my trading self trying to apply 
it. Hope you can too. Good luck! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 5:39am | Post# 5082

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm staying away from EU until a better signal comes along. The 1H shows a 
ZZB... so should be a Long signal... but that big DS zone give downside risk. There are 
other pairs worth looking at. If we get a ZZT today, I may line up a short to target 
1.34... until then, flat on EU. Even if we don't get a ZZT and the ZZB holds, it will be 
ranging thing.... just not worth the effort. {image} 
Okay... for non-dissimilarity reasons, I've taken a small Short at 3504 which was just 
under 3507, a resistance line formed by a previous DS zone. 

 

burnssss Sep 25, 2013 5:55am | Post# 5083

 
1,35194?? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 6:03am | Post# 5084

 
Quoting burnssss 
1,35194?? 
Is that the previous high? I have 35182... close enough. It's valid. Weakness would not 
reach that price... a good signal would turn at slightly lower. 

 

burnssss Sep 25, 2013 6:06am | Post# 5085

 
I'm a little confused but I finally understand the system and the need similarity delay 
system. If these levels were produced the day September 19, there are some more 
upper level uncorrected, would fail me temporalities contrast with more as I'm using 
tf5min. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2013 6:32am | Post# 5086

 
Quoting burnssss 
I'm a little confused but I finally understand the system and the need similarity delay 
system. If these levels were produced the day September 19, there are some more 
upper level uncorrected, would fail me temporalities contrast with more as I'm using 
tf5min. 
I wish I understood more about that... not every ZZ swing is a signal to enter... but I 
have nothing else to let me know when is optimal.... so back to using Fibs and S/R levels 
etc. 

 

burnssss Sep 25, 2013 6:45am | Post# 5087

 
A quantitative analysis of the data is much more accurate, I still keep in implantation 
period of several programs, and ongoing research. If it is true that the number of levels 



is higher than can be produced in metatrader. 

 

yongda Sep 25, 2013 10:26pm | Post# 5088

 
EU still strong on upside? 

 

cdavis5766 Sep 27, 2013 3:47am | Post# 5089

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3355 is a possibility by end of week!!! 
 
I see 1.3533 before 1.3355 

 

cdavis5766 Sep 27, 2013 1:06pm | Post# 5090

 
Quoting cdavis5766 
{quote} I see 1.3533 before 1.3355 
 
I Love it when a plan comes together, got 40 pips. Thanks Eurusdd for opening my eyes 
to this type of trading. 

 

Stinky Sep 28, 2013 12:33am | Post# 5091

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The zig zag painted but the stoch is off 0 (although it was at 0 previously). Is this 
dissimilarity? 
 
ZZ - 24 
Stoch - 24 
 
Thanks 

 

 



taypot Sep 28, 2013 11:20am | Post# 5092

 
Quoting Stinky 
The zig zag painted but the stoch is off 0 (although it was at 0 previously). Is this 
dissimilarity? ZZ - 24 Stoch - 24 Thanks {image} 
Hi stinky, try stoch 900 with 5 min chart, 300 with 15 min etc and have you tried 
stochdiffzonex indicator ( by Ralome I think) to mark the dissim and sim periods for you. 

 

Stinky Sep 28, 2013 6:07pm | Post# 5093

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Hi stinky, try stoch 900 with 5 min chart, 300 with 15 min etc and have you 
tried stochdiffzonex indicator ( by Ralome I think) to mark the dissim and sim periods for 
you. 
Sure, I was just trying out a different dissimilarity. The 900/300 stoch to 1 EMA is the 
most talked about in this thread, but Eurusdd also mentioned a ZZ-stoch method. Or 

maybe that was a different forum  
 
Has anyone noticed that almost whatever price you choose, the market will come back to 
it anyway? When the market starts trending strongly, like on FOMC days, then it may not 
come back for a long time. But otherwise it does. Identifying BB ZZ stoch DS has about 
the same probability of a return? 

 

taypot Sep 29, 2013 4:47am | Post# 5094

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Sure, I was just trying out a different dissimilarity. The 900/300 stoch to 1 EMA 
is the most talked about in this thread, but Eurusdd also mentioned a ZZ-stoch method. 

Or maybe that was a different forum  Has anyone noticed that almost whatever price 
you choose, the market will come back to it anyway? When the market starts trending 
strongly, like on FOMC days, then it may not come back for a long time. But otherwise it 
does. Identifying BB ZZ stoch DS has about the same probability of a return? 
Yes I agree, price does return quite often to point before the news. I have looked at two 
other forums to see other points of view regarding overall price movement. The Abonacci 
system is interesting as he states that the previous years HLC determine this years 
phases and news just knocks the price around in those phases, briefly driven one way or 
another by news. His indicators only work on latest version of MT4 though so I can't 
check his theories but maybe he can give us the other levels that EURUSDD alludes to 
that his years of research and maths understanding have opened up to him. Another 
describes how price returns to previous areas of support and resistance because that's 
where the traders are waiting (of course big news events can change these areas as 
people have to adjust with game changing events.) I think the similarity system with the 
cycle indicators and stoch zones and zigzags helps us to find the turning points. Its worth 
just looking at the stochdiffzonex indicator on its own on a chart and seeing how the 
price gets kicked around during the dissim pink zone but when the sim green zone starts 
it often seems to return to where it entered the pink zone. (unless another pink zone 
starts!) I think that agrees with what you are talking about.... 

 

Stinky Sep 29, 2013 7:44am | Post# 5095

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Yes I agree, price does return quite often to point before the news. I have 



looked at two other forums to see other points of view regarding overall price movement. 
The Abonacci system is interesting as he states that the previous years HLC determine 
this years phases and news just knocks the price around in those phases, briefly driven 
one way or another by news. His indicators only work on latest version of MT4 though so 
I can't check his theories but maybe he can give us the other levels that EURUSDD 
alludes to that his years of research... 
Thanks for mentioning the Abonacci System. It's interesting that Aebab says that the 965 
phase range combined with the fib levels are constant forever. Could be interesting to 
combine the stochdif zones and the Abonacci template indicator. 

 

taypot Sep 29, 2013 9:44am | Post# 5096

 
Quoting Stinky 
{quote} Thanks for mentioning the Abonacci System. It's interesting that Aebab says 
that the 965 phase range combined with the fib levels are constant forever. Could be 
interesting to combine the stochdif zones and the Abonacci template indicator. 
Yes that would be interesting. Please let me know if you get anywhere. He has two 
threads, his older one may be for my MT4 but I can't download indicators very easily as 
only on slow dial up while travelling. His new thread is only 6 pages long so easier to 
read but unfortunately I think indicators may be for MT5 or a newer version of MT4 that I 
don't have. 

 

Stinky Sep 29, 2013 8:03pm | Post# 5097

 
Quoting taypot 
{quote} Yes that would be interesting. Please let me know if you get anywhere. He has 
two threads, his older one may be for my MT4 but I can't download indicators very easily 
as only on slow dial up while travelling. His new thread is only 6 pages long so easier to 
read but unfortunately I think indicators may be for MT5 or a newer version of MT4 that I 
don't have. 
There are parameters to enter to make the Abonacci Templates Manual v7.0 indicator 
work. My MT4 is v4 build 509. 
 
I couldn't see anything useful comparing Stochdifzone to Abonacci. I think DS is a 
concept to be applied in some other way to come up with the Delay system. 

 

cdavis5766 Sep 29, 2013 8:23pm | Post# 5098

 
I have a black hole at 1.3511 which will also close my brokers gap. 

 

cdavis5766 Sep 30, 2013 4:58am | Post# 5099

 
I got 1.3511 exactly then price has retreated again 

 

Stinky Sep 30, 2013 5:39am | Post# 5100

 
Quoting cdavis5766 
I got 1.3511 exactly then price has retreated again 
That's awesome cdavis5766. What is your definition of a black hole and do you use the 
stoch BB EMA dissimilarity by itself? 



 

lind Sep 30, 2013 9:08am | Post# 5101

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3355 is a possibility by end of week!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Is this still valid? 

 

cdavis5766 Sep 30, 2013 8:52pm | Post# 5102

 
keep an eye on 1.3539 current price 1.3521 

 

cdavis5766 Oct 1, 2013 7:07am | Post# 5103

 
Quoting cdavis5766 
keep an eye on 1.3539 current price 1.3521 
Look at what price did at 1.3539 it went 50 above and came right back to it. Eurusdd 
said the market is not random. 

 

hukam Oct 5, 2013 5:54am | Post# 5104

 
hi eurusd, 
i was testing it on 30min, and find out some time window is open for 550 to 600pips from 
order price. means stop loss must be 600pips away from order price, its a big game, but 
average wining 80%. 
thanks 
Hukam 

 

topt Oct 20, 2013 11:44pm | Post# 5105

 
Hi, read through the whole thread and have only 1 question; if the price corrects the 
disimilarity before the zone is born; is it still valid ? 

 

mattkirby Oct 21, 2013 3:46am | Post# 5106

 
Hi topt, 
 
as you can see this thread isn't really alive the last weeks. I think there are too many 
open questions to make a successful system out of it........and the teacher is gone 

unfortunately.  

 

topt Oct 21, 2013 4:09am | Post# 5107

 
Some very interesting stuff here; been looking now "The ultimate truth" thread and I see 
some guys have managed to code what this guy was teaching. Very complicated to say 
at least but that is expected if we want something new. 

 



samtouzen Oct 21, 2013 6:24am | Post# 5108

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And now what ??? 

 

 

Malek Nov 5, 2013 2:40pm | Post# 5109

 
Hi eurusdd thanks a lot for bringing this principle and method of trading and market 
analysis . 
i owe you big time  
 
PS:great thread but too bad it turns to a trade journal for some others who spammed the 
thread 

 

Baillie Nov 15, 2013 11:30am | Post# 5110

 
Quoting mattkirby 
Hi topt, as you can see this thread isn't really alive the last weeks. I think there are too 
many open questions to make a successful system out of it........and the teacher is gone 

unfortunately.  
I would refer you to pages 1, 47- 52 to find a system you can use. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2013 11:43am | Post# 5111

 
I was locked in some serious stuff but I am gradually returning back to trading. Maybe 
next week I will appear more often. Nice weekend people 

 

Baillie Nov 15, 2013 12:57pm | Post# 5112

 
Nice to see you back! Look forward to your posts. 



 

buzznack Nov 30, 2013 4:52pm | Post# 5113

 
Hi, 
Have started reading this thread and currently up to page 26. Fascinating stuff. One 
question, i keep seeing a reference to Eurusdd explorer. Is this still being run and if so 
how can i view it? 

 

Freefox Dec 5, 2013 4:58am | Post# 5114

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Reading through this thread and trying to get to grips with it. 
 
Loaded 15 min template and this is what it is showing NOW for the Euro ... 
 

 
 
So the way I understand it, the Price in top window and Stoch in lower window have been in 
sync until now. For them to get back in sync the price needs to go down to hit the lower 
bollinger band to match the pattern in the window below. 
 
So is this a time to short in expectation of that pattern been fulfilled or am I not 
understanding. 
 
Thanks in advance 

 

PipinStein Dec 5, 2013 6:49am | Post# 5115

 
Hi All, 
Does anyone know how to modify cycle-identifier.mq4 & cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4 to 
make them calculate and display only a certain number of bars. Perhaps an external 
variable to allow me to pick the number of bars to calculate and display. The reason I ask 
is because the default seems to be CPU intensive on my machine. 
Thanks 



 

Baillie Dec 5, 2013 12:23pm | Post# 5116

 
Quoting PipinStein 
Hi All, Does anyone know how to modify cycle-identifier.mq4 & 
cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4 to make them calculate and display only a certain number of 
bars. Perhaps an external variable to allow me to pick the number of bars to calculate 
and display. The reason I ask is because the default seems to be CPU intensive on my 
machine. Thanks 
I use the Symphonie Extreme instead of the Cycle for that reason. You can find it in the 
attachments on this thread. 

 

Baillie Dec 5, 2013 12:27pm | Post# 5117

 
Quoting Freefox 
Reading through this thread and trying to get to grips with it. Loaded 15 min template 
and this is what it is showing NOW for the Euro ... {image} So the way I understand it, 
the Price in top window and Stoch in lower window have been in sync until now. For them 
to get back in sync the price needs to go down to hit the lower bollinger band to match 
the pattern in the window below. So is this a time to short in expectation of that pattern 
been fulfilled or am I not understanding. Thanks in advance 
Price should LEAD the indicator, so you should go long at the point the indicator is at the 
outer band, at least till they both look the same again. 

 

kumaramy Dec 6, 2013 1:37pm | Post# 5118

 
cycle identifier repaints...and all the indicator repaints. 

 

Baillie Dec 7, 2013 1:44pm | Post# 5119

 
Quoting kumaramy 
cycle identifier repaints...and all the indicator repaints. 
Yes they do, but no problem if you know how to handle it. 

 

Börsenkater Jan 29, 2014 4:37am | Post# 5120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi great thread.. thanks for sharing.. still trying to understand the core.. lol.. idk if this 
useful for all of u.. if u want to experimenting with my CI mod and BB mod.. maybe u 
want to set specific time/date (candle) to start your CI or BB calculations. or select 
different MA method or MA price.. hope it help.. Kiads. {image} {file} {file} 
Hi all and Kiads, 
 

can you help me.  
The indi "! mth_cycle_identifier_v01" work not for me. 
The Subchart is blank.? 
Why? 
 
Börsenkater 
! mth_cycle_identifier_v01.mq4  



 

altoronto Jan 29, 2014 8:23am | Post# 5121

 
Quoting Börsenkater 

{quote} Hi all and Kiads, can you help me. The indi "! mth_cycle_identifier_v01" work 
not for me. The Subchart is blank.? Why? Börsenkater {file} 
Problem is that you don't have enough bars in chart history. 

 

Börsenkater Jan 30, 2014 2:55pm | Post# 5122

 
Quoting altoronto 
{quote} Problem is that you don't have enough bars in chart history. 
Oh yes, thats right. 
 

Thanks  

 

lqsky88 Feb 3, 2014 5:25am | Post# 5123

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hello everyone. 
my english is poor, sometime i can't understand this system. 
i find a dis-similary here.but how to use? 
buy or sell? please give me a example. 
thank's a lot! 
 

 

 

sram Feb 10, 2014 4:19am | Post# 5124

 
Thank you very much EURUUSDD 
 
For sharing such a wonderful information about market movements. Your thread is like a 
book and i love the way you teach. Best school of thought i have ever heard about forex! 
Still try to learn . 100 million thanks and God bless you. 
 
My Thanks to those who contributed this tread madmoney,Ralome,shiva,Juhanimi,crod 
illa,baillie,neio,Cfdtaleong,jurn-e,vladi1974 and others. 

 



sram Feb 10, 2014 4:50am | Post# 5125

 
Quoting lqsky88 
hello everyone. my english is poor, sometime i can't understand this system. i find a dis-
similary here.but how to use? buy or sell? please give me a example. thank's a lot! 
{image} 
DEAR lqsky88 
 
In your chart you are using wrong stochastic setting.75,1,1 is not optimal for 15 min TF 
It should be 300,1,1. you can find the 15 m template#post 292 
 
There are so many ways to trade the principle of similarity.it is explained throughout the 
thread so it is better to read the thread from bigining to understand it completely.If you 
are trading stoch-bb-zz method trading dissimilarity may cause for big DD (upto 500 
pips) euruusdd explained it well and it is for big boys .so in my opinion it is better to 
trade away from dissimilarity. 
 
I read the whole thread and I am also learning ,we need a practice and patience to trade 
principles of similarity and i think it cannot explain by single example. 
 
If you find good dissimilrity first mark the price where dissimilarity starts that is your 
target(blackholes-word used in this thread) from above or below of that price. hope my 
words help you. 

 

schaefsky Feb 19, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 5126

 
Hello guys, 
long time lurker, my first post so I hope I do it right. 
 
Very interesting thread, almost read a 100 pages so far and trying to get my head 
around it all. 

Already manged to do 3 (very) small winning trades, but well 3 could be coincidence  
 
[...] 
 
Opened the r-v2.mq4 Indi from page 140 in the MetaEditor, and when I try to compile it 
it says: 
'SetLevelValue' - declaration without type r-v2.mq4 75 4 
 
EDIT: 
For one, I was using the wrong folder, it seems. 
Also, concerning the error above: 
Moving the SetLevelValue() and SetLevelStyle() calls to the "int init()" function seems to 
have fixed it. 
So it looks like it is working now for me. 
 
[...] 

 

schaefsky Feb 19, 2014 4:35pm | Post# 5127

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just had to show this: 
This is one trade I took (Demo account, platform is cTrader, EURUSD 15min) 
A rather random entry I had setup yesterday evening, and I went out early because I wasn't 



sure if price would go down all the way.... 

Well, price actually went down with precision  
(My other small winners were using CI, but I am not comfortable at all using CI, too much 
repaint for me) 

 

 

ZeusTm Mar 5, 2014 8:58am | Post# 5128

 
EURUSD. I have been using your chart and following much of the conversations and 
tweaks but i must have missed something. On a few of your charts you have an indicator 
which are arrows showing the directions of the flow. What are they called and where can 
i find them?? 

 

schaefsky Mar 15, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 5129

 
Just thought I would post that for now I have decided that this system is not for me, I 
have tried it a bit more and well, sometimes it works, sometimes it does not. Add to it 
that I do not really understand the reasoning behind it, I am out for now. 
Reason I post this is my euphoric post just above, thought that would be fair. 

 

ChanhXanh Apr 9, 2014 10:19am | Post# 5130

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello guys, 
 
I am been through the entire thread and couldnt stop reading it, all my trading beliefs 
are under reconsidaration !!! 

Time to read it for the second then third time  
 
But from now on I wanted to start demo-trading, 
For those willing to try with me, a valuable friend has adapted the StochDifZones to the 
Mt4 v600 build. 
 
I hope it will help those of you that came across this thread ! 



 
Good luck to all of you, 
ChanhXanh 
StochDifZones_v2_60_v600.mq4  

 

ChanhXanh Apr 15, 2014 11:57am | Post# 5131

 
2 Attachment(s) 
have been doing my first day demo after reading twice the entire thread and 3-4 times the 

first 30 pages  
 
 
I will post my thought on EUR/USD session of 15.04.2014 for personnal records as I still can 
not make any sense of what happened 
 
1st chart : Clean Chart 
 
2nd chart: Chart with Lines 
 
2 purple horizontal line = Range of StochdifZones dissimilarities 
 
12 vertical red lines : 
1st: Begining of dissimilarities as per StochdifZones 
2nd: Creation of low of the Range: StochDifZones decrease sharply from 1 to 0 
3rd: Test of low of the Range : StochDifZones decrease sharply from 1 to 0 (we got a fake 
BO) 
4th: Price rose sharply and StochdifZones increase from 0 to around 2 !!!! --> I see that the 
top of this is extremely dissimilar and should be tested later 
5th: Test the High of the range (beginning of dissimilarity) + Cleared the high of "4th", 
StochDifzones decreased steadily from 2 to about 0 
6th: Test of the low: Stoch difzones remained stable at around 0.25 from number 5th 
7th: End of dissimilarity as per StochDifZones -> Price is expected to remain in the range of 
"1st to 7th" unless new dissimilarites appear 
8th: Beginning of new dissimilarity zone as per StochDifZones 
9th Retest of the low of the previous dissimilarity Zone: StochdifZones went from 0.20 to 
about 0 at that point 
10th Test of the high of the previous dissimilarity Zone: StochdifZones went from 0 to about 
0.20 
11th: Price tested the "first candle signaling the beginning of the Dissimilarity Zone 
12th: Break of the "1st to 7th" dissimilarity zone 
 
Which signs could have told me that the resistance was weakening to finally break at line 
12th??? 
 
1st hypotesis: Price found resistance at the "first candle signaling the beginning of Diss 
Zone --> line 11th 
2nd hypotesis: ??? 
--> Reading post 4903 from Vlad, very interesting 



 

 

 

Poocher Apr 15, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 5132

 
Thanks for the updated indi ChanhXanh.  
 
Now you've got me re-interested. 

 

ChanhXanh Apr 15, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 5133

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just re-read post 2872 from Vlad1974 
 
 



"If Price BB goes outside of BB Bands, it COULD BE a swing top.... need to check: 

1. Stoch BB... if it is inside whilst PriceBB is outside... then high chance (97%) it is a 
top/bottom" 

 
 
Pattern to be remembered for my future trades in the picture attached, I believe this is 
exactly the first TOP where I did put a "Down arrow" 
We could have taken the second LH that materialised few minutes thereafter 

 

 

sram May 13, 2014 3:33am | Post# 5134

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I trade using only the semafor for direction and your zigzag/stochastic 
mismatches for price disimilarities to return to. It is clean, simple and profitable for me 

and I thank you hugely for it . I currently have only one price mismatch awaiting 
clearance which is at 1.33146 and was formed by both M1 and M15 at 9.30-9.41 this 
morning (Alpari time). i.e. stoch reached zero but was not matched by a new semafor.... 
Hello hepsibah, 
 
I think you catch a nice stuff within a similarity realm.Is it's still working with you? what 
is the expected drawdown pips in 5 min chart ?which one is the best parameter that price 
return to? i confuse a part if semafor appears and stochs not at extremes -fake move and 
price turn back immidiately but it runs till the stochs reaches extreme (where fake 
semafor appears) right? your help will be appreciated . 
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

hepsibah May 15, 2014 5:13am | Post# 5135

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Hello hepsibah, I think you catch a nice stuff within a similarity realm.Is it's still 



working with you? what is the expected drawdown pips in 5 min chart ?which one is the 
best parameter that price return to? i confuse a part if semafor appears and stochs not at 
extremes -fake move and price turn back immidiately but it runs till the stochs reaches 
extreme (where fake semafor appears) right? your help will be appreciated . Thanks in 
advance. 
Hi sram, 
 
I don't often visit this thread any more but, to answer your question, I no longer purely 
trade the mismatches between the stoch and semafor because the drawdown was too 
great (for instance, we are still waiting for a return to 1.31xx from september last year). 
However, I love the thinking behind 'similarity' and I still mark the relevant prices on the 
chart but adopt shorter term strategies for making a profit in the interim. 

 

elen21168 Jul 1, 2014 11:22pm | Post# 5136

 
Quoting juhanimi 
{image} 
Hallo juhanimi, 
 
Can you tell us, how can you know that the CI indicator will repaint at that point ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 8, 2014 12:18am | Post# 5137

 
hmm. this thread. just passing through. Maybe I will touch it again soon. 

 

Baillie Aug 8, 2014 12:21am | Post# 5138

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
hmm. this thread. just passing through. Maybe I will touch it again soon. 
Looking forward to that. 

 

smallcat Aug 8, 2014 5:17am | Post# 5139

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
hmm. this thread. just passing through. Maybe I will touch it again soon. 

Great .... we are all waiting ...  

 

pedma Aug 8, 2014 9:27am | Post# 5140

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Looking forward to that. 
Hi Baillie, 
 
Your Trade Explorer is based on this "similarity system" ? What is 3 step ZZ ? Is it the 3 
ZZ Semafor ? Are you using the simple one or the MTF one? 

 

Baillie Aug 10, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 5141

 
Quoting pedma 



{quote} Hi Baillie, Your Trade Explorer is based on this "similarity system" ? What is 3 
step ZZ ? Is it the 3 ZZ Semafor ? Are you using the simple one or the MTF one? 
Hi Pedma, It is based upon both the 3 ZZ Semaphore and the similarity system. It also 
references 3 TF's = step. I simply change TF's to confirm direction and freshness of 
signal. There are other indicators such as stochastics and BB to confirm the validity of 
the signal. The TF's are 30 min, 15 min, 5 min. 

 

Baillie Aug 10, 2014 6:42pm | Post# 5142

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Here are 3 pics of my set up; Similarity takes place when the 3rd level ZZ Semaphore is on 
all 3 TF's; 5 min, 15 min, 30 min. 

 

 



 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 10, 2014 8:04pm | Post# 5143

 
Quoting Baillie 
Here are 3 pics of my set up; Similarity takes place when the 3rd level ZZ Semaphore is 
on all 3 TF's; 5 min, 15 min, 30 min. {image} {image} {image} 
This is a good idea. Do you use the same setting for all of the 3 TFs ? 

 

Baillie Aug 10, 2014 8:30pm | Post# 5144

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Pedma, It is based upon both the 3 ZZ Semaphore and the similarity system. 
It also references 3 TF's = step. I simply change TF's to confirm direction and freshness 
of signal. There are other indicators such as stochastics and BB to confirm the validity of 
the signal. The TF's are 30 min, 15 min, 5 min. 
YES 
 
OOPS! I quoted wrong post, I meant Dewachen77 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 10, 2014 8:42pm | Post# 5145

 
It is ok, this can some time happened. Thanks for sharing .... Baillie .... 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 5146

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Here is another 3 pics of the 5, 15 and 30 min charts. 
 
As per my last post, Similarity occurs when you have a 3 level ZZ Semaphore on all 3 TF's. 
Keep that in mind. 
 
So according to the similarity principle we trade from dis-similarity to similarity. 
 



On the 5 min chart we now have a 2nd level ZZ Semaphore but nothing on 15 and 30 min 
so I am staying short. Do not take this as a trade signal, you must see the principle for 
yourself. 
 
Think about why I sold last night, should have been sooner though, but I do not keep trades 
open over weekend. Also, I am trying to keep trades open for the most pips per trade. 

 

 



 

 

P.technique Aug 11, 2014 3:22pm | Post# 5147

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
hmm. this thread. just passing through. Maybe I will touch it again soon. 
I believe you have a very different yet effective approach. I would be more than happy if 
you could keep posting over here instead of EUR thread. 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 5148

 
I should also point out that it would benefit you to check out this thread for the 
stochastic and BB principles to confirm the trade: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=435149  

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 3:49pm | Post# 5149

 
Quoting P.technique 
{quote} I believe you have a very different yet effective approach. I would be more than 
happy if you could keep posting over here instead of EUR thread. 
Yeah, I am re-activating this thread!!! 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 3:50pm | Post# 5150

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yeah, I am re-activating this thread!!! 
YEAH!!!! 

 

feline207 Aug 11, 2014 3:51pm | Post# 5151

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
hmm. this thread. just passing through. Maybe I will touch it again soon. 



It is really good idea to continue posting in the old similarity thread. That way you make 
calls in front of an audience that respects you, already knows your basic concepts and 
will try to understand your posts. The mega EURUSD thread is not a right place to prove 
any point. Keep doing what you do, there are many people interested here. 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 11, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 5152

 
I am one of the big fan of your post in EUR/USD thread. I hope you will not be getting 
any disturbance here. I just moved in your personal thread for avoiding all the argument 
which was made by few members. 

 

vspatrick Aug 11, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 5153

 
Lets restart the fool's party  

 

pip.monkey Aug 11, 2014 4:25pm | Post# 5154

 
welcome home  

 

Alobez Aug 11, 2014 4:32pm | Post# 5155

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I'am connected 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 5156

 
The main focus will be EURUSD and any form of similarity that 
gives a hint about the direction of price is ok. The idea is to argue 
objectively. NO CURSES!!! 
 

davinci15 Aug 11, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 5157

 
Great. Hope for good trades. 



 
Let's trade not argue. Arguing it's a waste of time and money. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 4:50pm | Post# 5158 

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I posted this similarity some time ago on the EURUSD thread when they were not in sync. Now they 
are in sync. But there is still some down to go if we compare the 1hr and 4hr 

charts!!!   

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 4:53pm | Post# 5159

 
1 Attachment(s) 
4hr chart is missing something. So, we expect some more down for 

eurusd!!!  
 
In the main time, eurusd may go up a little but the direction is CLEAR!!! 
 

All pictures posted here are for my demo explorer, the one 



connected to this THREAD!!!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:10pm | Post# 5160

 
AT the end of the next 50 mins, if eurusd closed above 1.33823, we should expect a 
mini-up. So, if bears want to remain in control, theye need to close price below that 
number at the end of the period!!! 

 

davinci15 Aug 11, 2014 5:18pm | Post# 5161

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd, Thanks for your effort and explanations. I examine your examples and notice 
that a problem is corrected after a bar with omega is formed in an opposite direction. You 
often said every little up is a chance to sell. Why don't make a call at opening of a bar after 
omega bar? This way i don't see to get more than 20 pips off course. 
 

Just a thought  

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 5162

 
My view going into the next few hrs. 1.33838 IS A CENTRAL PRICE meaning eurusd will 
take a minor swing up at the point. So, no agressive selling going into the next 4 hrs. 
 
1.33803 will be a level difficult to close below. 
That is why I hedged my position there on my explorer!!!!!!! 
 
For those of you buying into the minor up, place stoploss at 1.33796, in case 
you use it!  



 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 5163

 
Quoting davinci15 
Hi Eurusdd, Thanks for your effort and explanations. I examine your examples and notice 
that a problem is corrected after a bar with omega is formed in an opposite direction. You 
often said every little up is a chance to sell. Why don't make a call at opening of a bar 
after omega bar? This way i don't see to get more than 20 pips off course. Just a 

thought  {image} 
Where you sell will depend on you. But I recommend, you look at your other indicators 
and find an optimal position!!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:30pm | Post# 5164

 
Finally, I will palce calls here too. <10 pips SL and it is expected that I won't be wrong 
three times in a row!!! Good luck. I am available for this month 24/7 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 5165

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just closed trade based upon resistance and time of day, looking to get short after midnight 
here EST US. Here's pic of trade. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 5166

 
Quoting Baillie 
Just closed trade based upon resistance and time of day, looking to get short after 
midnight here EST US. Here's pic of trade. {image} 
Not a bad movE!  
 
Please note, I usually hedge my position whenever I think price will take a minor retrace 
or the level is confusing. so, if I am not hedging, it means I don't expect confusion! 

 



Baillie Aug 11, 2014 5:40pm | Post# 5167

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Not a bad movE! Please note, I usually hedge my position whenever I think 
price will take a minor retrace or the level is confusing. so, if I am not hedging, it means 
I don't expect confusion! 
I can't hedge in US (sucks) 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 5168

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I can't hedge in US (sucks) 
You can do it indirectly with a pair that is almost 100% in opposite direction? 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 5169

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You can do it indirectly with a pair that is almost 100% in opposite direction? 
USD/CHF ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 5170

 
If we are all serious, I can assure you, we will make money together. If you disagree 
with something, contribute objectively. I expect mature arguments. I am not God! Till 
something serious happens, I will give some space for now!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 5:48pm | Post# 5171

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} USD/CHF ? 
yes! you can calculate the lots to give perfect hedge! 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 5172

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}yes! you can calculate the lots to give perfect hedge! 
What would the calculation be? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 5173

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} What would the calculation be? 
If you just do equal lots on both sides, I don't believe the hedge will be perfect. It 
depends on your broker too though. Anyway, 1.33887 is an attractive price for eurusd 
and so, rest your sells for now!!! 

 

Baillie Aug 11, 2014 6:07pm | Post# 5174



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you just do equal lots on both sides, I don't believe the hedge will be perfect. 
It depends on your broker too though. Anyway, 1.33887 is an attractive price for eurusd 
and so, rest your sells for now!!! 

 

 

burnssss Aug 11, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 5175

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If you just do equal lots on both sides, I don't believe the hedge will be perfect. 
It depends on your broker too though. Anyway, 1.33887 is an attractive price for eurusd 
and so, rest your sells for now!!! 
Just a thought, referring to hedge.  
I can do hedge, but I'm interested in the subject too.  
You can do the calculation on the basis of three pairs (the famous triangle) and based on 
their deviations, calculate the average price to balance the scales?  
Is that correct? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 6:17pm | Post# 5176

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Just a thought, referring to hedge. I can do hedge, but I'm interested in the 
subject too. You can do the calculation on the basis of three pairs (the famous triangle) 
and based on their deviations, calculate the average price to balance the scales? Is that 
correct? 
Yes. prefer hedging to SL because I don't leave trade open for more than 24 hr normally 
and i don't get three fails in a row.  
If you do your calculations right, you can hedge perfectly. The problem with hedging here 
is this. someone might think you are placing a trade backed by analysis, when in fact you 
are just hedging a position!!! 

 

burnssss Aug 11, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 5177

 
Yes, is a intelligent and effective way to make profits. 

saved in my head.   

 

burnssss Aug 11, 2014 6:35pm | Post# 5178

 
@Eurusdd 
taking advantage of this stop,  
how do you think they work great algorithms that manage money in forex?  
I read a post above, in which you said you had thousands of high frequency algorithms, 
which only went for 2,3..10 pips. That is some information, you yourself have an 
algorithm that can do that and not lose in 100 operations.  
But when editing large machines ?.  
We have seen you solve your problems by algorithms that employ mathematical 
concepts such as similarity, perhaps wave theory, convergence of series ....  
Detect errors in their algorithms. 

 



Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 6:40pm | Post# 5179

 
Quoting burnssss 
@Eurusdd taking advantage of this stop, how do you think they work great algorithms 
that manage money in forex? I read a post above, in which you said you had thousands 
of high frequency algorithms, which only went for 2,3..10 pips. That is some information, 
you yourself have an algorithm that can do that and not lose in 100 operations. But when 
editing large machines ?. We have seen you solve your problems by algorithms that 
employ mathematical concepts such as similarity, perhaps wave theory, convergence of 
series .... Detect errors in their algorithms.... 
burnsss, I am not greedy like most people. I am interested in 'almost' sure pips, be it 
1,2,3.... whatever. Now, once I spot one, I take it. Now, another way to look at this is to 
set very small stoploss. If you believe your chance is 50:50, a SL of 10 pips every time 
should make you money eventually if your profit target is 1:x, where x>1. 

 

pip.monkey Aug 11, 2014 7:17pm | Post# 5180

 
FROM ZERO HEDGE  
 
A man returns from Africa feeling very ill. He visits his doctor, who immediately rushes the guy to the intensive 

care unit at the local hospital. The man wakes up to the ringing of a telephone and answers it. “We’ve received 

the results from your tests,” says the doctor on the other end of the line. “Bad news—you have Ebola.” “Oh, my 

God,” cries the man. “Doc! What am I going to do?” “Don’t worry. First, we’re going to put you on a diet of 

pizza, pancakes, and pita bread,” says the doctor. “Will that cure me?” “No, but it’s the only food we’ll be able 

to get under the door.”  

 

hoom Aug 11, 2014 7:42pm | Post# 5181

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Finally, I will palce calls here too. <10 pips SL and it is expected that I won't be wrong 
three times in a row!!! Good luck. I am available for this month 24/7 
I am eager to contribute by activating my live explorer based 
on your calls . so let be it as far as I aim for a cleanup 
towards some pretended "gurus" around here . 
and the talk of HFT includes deep pockets in first place . it 

is not my case , I don't have a 6 zeros account "yet"   

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 8:08pm | Post# 5182

 
Hoom, If the market moves, we will get it! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 11, 2014 8:29pm | Post# 5183

 
Be back in 8hrs. 

 

hoom Aug 11, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 5184

 
Eurusd wont go down 3340 the next 11 hours . 
probability 92.80% 



hitting 3336 after 11 hours and 55 minutes probability 
88%  

 

NickkiT Aug 11, 2014 9:26pm | Post# 5185

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Be back in 8hrs. 

 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 11, 2014 10:53pm | Post# 5186

 
Quoting hoom 
Eurusd wont go down 3340 the next 11 hours . probability 92.80% hitting 3336 after 11 
hours and 55 minutes probability 88% 

Thanks for your call Hoom  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 11, 2014 10:56pm | Post# 5187

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My view going into the next few hrs. 1.33838 IS A CENTRAL PRICE meaning eurusd will 
take a minor swing up at the point. So, no agressive selling going into the next 4 hrs. 
1.33803 will be a level difficult to close below. That is why I hedged my position there on 
my explorer!!!!!!! For those of you buying into the minor up, place stoploss at 1.33796, 
in case you use it! 

Thanks Eurusdd, i have a hedging order last night, and i have booked my profit  

 

smallcat Aug 12, 2014 12:15am | Post# 5188

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If we are all serious, I can assure you, we will make money together. If you disagree 
with something, contribute objectively. I expect mature arguments. I am not God! Till 
something serious happens, I will give some space for now!!! 
Welcome back Eurusdd. I believe there are many serious traders here. I have learned a 
lot from you, but there are so many things must be learn in forex world, so please share 
some knowledge. Thanks 

 

vector0 Aug 12, 2014 12:40am | Post# 5189

 
Thanks for continuing this post and i was on post #139 before you restarted it 
 
i will keep reading all posts thread. like many others said, this world has too much 
foolishness and we all need some light! 
 
and the light and wisdom is actually already within ourselves. thanks for revealing that to 
us. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 2:00am | Post# 5190

 



Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

1.34340 = 0.11 
 

1.34000 = 0.42 
 

1.33695 = 1.00 
 

1.33495 = 0.71 
 

1.33294 = 0.67 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels below 1.33695 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call DOWN for EURUSD going forward but with 
caution.. 
 

It may not be immediate!!!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 2:04am | Post# 5191

 
I closed the sell component of my hedge because I expect eurusd to retrace up there a 
bit before ....., possibly after a push down 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 2:24am | Post# 5192

 
There is a technical red-flag on today's down. So, be careful!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 2:35am | Post# 5193

 
Those calling for a buy yesterday against a high probability setup 
should learn a lesson. I will be back in 30 mins 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 2:39am | Post# 5194

1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD just corrected a 2nd degree ERROR!!! Now she will attempt the third degree one!: MIS-



PRICING!!!

 

Freefox Aug 12, 2014 3:29am | Post# 5195

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

All pictures posted here are for my demo explorer, the one 
connected to this THREAD!!! 
 
I can't see any explorer connected to this thread 
 

... Can some me point me to how I look at it? Thanks  

 

NickkiT Aug 12, 2014 3:30am | Post# 5196

 
Quoting Freefox 

{quote} I can't see any explorer connected to this thread ... Can some me 

point me to how I look at it? Thanks  

i think u need to be a buddy 

 

Freefox Aug 12, 2014 3:53am | Post# 5197

 
Quoting NickkiT 
{quote} i think u need to be a buddy 
 
 
Thanks for that - I didn't know. 
 
I'm subscribed to EURUSDD ... trying to workout how to make him a buddy. FF has so 
many features, hard to grasp them all ! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 3:55am | Post# 5198

 
Technical problem!!!! At the end of the next 14 hrs, 
EURUSD should close below 1.33744 in order to satisfy an 
important condition.  

 



Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 3:59am | Post# 5199

 
That summarizes my calls for the day!! Board opened now!! 
 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:11am | Post# 5200

 
An up will come within this period but don't trade against this high probability setup 
generally. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:22am | Post# 5201

 
1 Attachment(s) 
understand my explorer before you consider 

it!   

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:26am | Post# 5202

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
An up will come within this period but don't trade against this high probability setup 
generally. 
Hello eurusdd, are you still looking for correction to 1.3334 today? Can you give high 
probability if the first level to be breached is going to be 1.3334 or 1.3387? 

 



feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:28am | Post# 5203

 
Can we know which price will be corrected FIRST ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:29am | Post# 5204

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Hello eurusdd, are you still looking for correction to 1.3334 today? Can you give 
high probability if the first level to be breached is going to be 1.3334 or 1.3387? 

I told you guys on friday, "the UP is not sustainable" but almost 
everyone ignored it because of 1.3390. Well, now they will 
believe. This correction has NEVER failed before, 345 in total on 
4hr and higher time frames. So, based on history, CORRECTION 
IS THE WAY TO GO!!!!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:32am | Post# 5205

 
US/LONDON SESSIONs should complete it. 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:32am | Post# 5206

 
Yes, I look towards the low, but you say that there COULD be a rally first, right? Do you 
see something to be corrected around 1.3387 area and do you have probability which 
comes first for the price ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:35am | Post# 5207

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting feline207 
Yes, I look towards the low, but you say that there COULD be a rally first, right? Do you 
see something to be corrected around 1.3387 area and do you have probability which 
comes first for the price ? 
oh ok. I don't see 1.3387 before correction. Probability is low. it may happen but I don't 
bet on low probabilities!!! 
 
That is why I always make sure my loss is very small even if i do not use stop loss. Look 
at the open buy is my explorer. It is a loss right now but small compare to my profit!!! It 
was a buy to hedge a sell. 
 



 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:39am | Post# 5208

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} oh ok. I don't see 1.3387 before correction. Probability is low. it may happen but 
I don't bet on low probabilities!!! That is why I always make sure my loss is very small 
even if i do not use stop loss. Look at the open buy is my explorer. It is a loss right now 
but small compare to my profit!!! It was a buy to hedge a sell. {image} 
Nice, you were right about the unsustainable uptrend! I bet you are selling the correction 
on your real accounts as well. So your 1.3386 buy was only a protect trade? Too bad as I 
thought I was seeing a dissimilarity on 1.3387, based on the concept and also ralome 
indicator gave a fresh zone there. 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:42am | Post# 5209

 
The problem for me still remains as to chose which price to trade first between 2 
different levels. As they are above and also below the current price, I always have the 
dilemma and often take too much damage and floating loss on the trades..... It seems 
your have reall strong evidence to know the specific order of corrections. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:43am | Post# 5210

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Nice, you were right about the unsustainable uptrend! I bet you are selling the correction on 
your real accounts as well. So your 1.3386 buy was only a protect trade? Too bad as I thought I was 
seeing a dissimilarity on 1.3387, based on the concept and also ralome indicator gave a fresh zone 
there. 
yes(I bought to protect a sell. I did not want to use SL.)!!! You are not totally wrong Feline207. 
There is an up but maybe after 

correction.  

 



Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:46am | Post# 5211

 
Quoting feline207 
The problem for me still remains as to chose which price to trade first between 2 
different levels. As they are above and also below the current price, I always have the 
dilemma and often take too much damage and floating loss on the trades..... It seems 
your have reall strong evidence to know the specific order of corrections. 
If you could hedge, I will say "buy and sell right now". If not, the american session is yet 
to open; so down is better deal!!! 

 

Robertk Aug 12, 2014 4:47am | Post# 5212

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I told you guys on friday, "the UP is not sustainable" but almost everyone 
ignored it because of 1.3390. Well, now they will believe. This correction has NEVER 
failed before, 345 in total on 4hr and higher time frames. So, based on history, 
CORRECTION IS THE WAY TO GO!!!! 
eurusdd, I must admit I think you made a wise decision to move your responses to this 
place, instead of the eur/usd topic. That and any apologies from earlier responses aside, 
I am wondering if you could answer two questions because right now I am working on 
elements that I wish to implement in a strategy I am already using. 
 
1* I noticed that 4 digit and 5 digit brokers give different outcomes on some occasions 
when it comes to plotting the omega's. (despite using the exact same values and tf's). 
Could you shed some light on this matter? 
 
2* Last week, price moved away a good distance from the mentioned problem. Does that 
mean the market/price will prioritize this problem above anything else? ; if a new counter 
problem is created this will be ignored, in order to reach the earlier created problem first 
/ OR will it prioritize near problems>further away problems most of the times? I was 
willing to backtest this until I noticed that the matter, described at point 1, will maybe 
give me missleading results. Thank you. 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 4:52am | Post# 5213

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} If you could hedge, I will say "buy and sell right now". If not, the 
american session is yet to open; so down is better deal!!! 

Sell towards 1.3334 , buy towards 1.3387 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:53am | Post# 5214

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} eurusdd, I must admit I think you made a wise decision to move your responses 
to this place, instead of the eur/usd topic. That and any apologies from earlier responses 
aside, I am wondering if you could answer two questions because right now I am working 
on elements that I wish to implement in a strategy I am already using. 1* I noticed that 
4 digit and 5 digit brokers give different outcomes on some occasions when it comes to 
plotting the omega's. (despite using the exact same values and tf's). Could you shed 
some light on this matter?... 
gOOD: First I want you to know that what those guys are saying on the EURUSD thread 
is wrong. The algorithm we are using is not semaphor. It is true that on higher time 



frames semaphor agrees with our algorithm about 67% of the time, But rest assured, 
you will lose with semaphor!!! 
 
i STATED the reasons on that thread. Maybe you can find a way to adapt to semaphor 
but it is not the deal.!!!! 
 
Now: concerning the way problems are corrected. Once a problem is created, the 
difference between semaphor and our algorithm is this: there is only one B after the A for 
ours. semaphor can deceive you with many options. Once, we spot a B, the market will 
prioritize the first problem for correction. 
Just like she is doing NOW!!!  

 

handy148 Aug 12, 2014 5:00am | Post# 5215

 
Eurusdd - what's your definition of a market trap - I know what a price trap is but don't 
know if it's the same thing. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:02am | Post# 5216

 

done deal in the making!!!!!! 

 

davinci15 Aug 12, 2014 5:08am | Post# 5217

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
done deal in the making!!!!!! 
 
is there any problem above 1.3360? 

 

AsadKiani Aug 12, 2014 5:15am | Post# 5218

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} oh ok. I don't see 1.3387 before correction. Probability is low. it may happen but 
I don't bet on low probabilities!!! That is why I always make sure my loss is very small 
even if i do not use stop loss. Look at the open buy is my explorer. It is a loss right now 
but small compare to my profit!!! It was a buy to hedge a sell. {image} 

Well, that was quite accurate!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:18am | Post# 5219

 
Quoting AsadKiani 

{quote} Well, that was quite accurate!  

I am just pleased the market corrected it quickly as usual.  

 

Robertk Aug 12, 2014 5:26am | Post# 5220

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}gOOD: First I want you to know that what those guys are saying on the EURUSD 



thread is wrong. The algorithm we are using is not semaphor. It is true that on higher 
time frames semaphor agrees with our algorithm about 67% of the time, But rest 
assured, you will lose with semaphor!!! i STATED the reasons on that thread. Maybe you 
can find a way to adapt to semaphor but it is not the deal.!!!! Now: concerning the way 
problems are corrected. Once a problem is created, the difference between semaphor 
and our algorithm is this: there is only one... 
This confuses me a bit. When a small TF's leg end does not back up a larger TF leg end, 
it will create miss pricing. Isn't this what sem(MTF) is doing in the first place? I dont see 
how another variable/indicator can create more triggers than sem, since the value input 
can be whatever you prefer. 

 

NuNix Aug 12, 2014 5:31am | Post# 5221

 
Bravo  
 
Want to say something in eurusd thread? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:32am | Post# 5222

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} This confuses me a bit. When a small TF's leg end does not back up a larger TF 
leg end, it will create miss pricing. Isn't this what sem(MTF) is doing in the first place? I 
dont see how another variable/indicator can create more triggers than sem, since the 
value input can be whatever you prefer. 
The algorithm I am using to identify mis-priced bars is NOT semaphor!!! 
 
That is the truth!!! 

 

burnssss Aug 12, 2014 5:32am | Post# 5223

 
I do not understand a thing,  
1- Semaphor repaints strongly and therefore gives false signals during a strong trend.  
2 ZigZag not show all the legs on the chart, which is also dangerous because it can have 
a level but not the initial condition for the correction.  
What I do not understand is the dynamics of the market. All "TF" inferior must converge 
to one "TF" superior to find points of inflexion.  
But there is something wrong, errors occur in determining turning points of "TF" superior, 
ie, TF lower can build a minimum relative, give signal minimum, while in higher TF is not 
a minimum.  
Your "omega" is driving me crazy.  
I error 1.34010, but I do not know the condition of time. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 5:36am | Post# 5224

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 1.34340 = 0.11 1.34000 = 
0.42 1.33695 = 1.00 1.33495 = 0.71 1.33294 = 0.67 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Can you explain, how you calculate the probability number of those level ? I don't think it 
is related to distance of each level to current price 1.33695. 



 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:38am | Post# 5225

 
Quoting NuNix 

Bravo Want to say something in eurusd thread? 
No!!!, I feel like I wasted my time there! 
Enough! Why should anyone take insult simply because you want to share what u believe 
in. ??? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:40am | Post# 5226

 
Quoting tbird2121 

{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Can you explain, how you calculate the probability 
number of those level ? I don't think it is related to distance of each level 
to current price 1.33695. 

No. the theory is quite simple but maybe I will find time to explain that.  

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 5:47am | Post# 5227

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} No. the theory is quite simple but maybe I will find time to explain that.  

Waiting for that ... Thanks in advance. 

 

Robertk Aug 12, 2014 5:50am | Post# 5228

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The algorithm I am using to identify mis-priced bars is NOT semaphor!!! That is 
the truth!!! 
Just one last question, as far as research in order for you to create your indicator goes, 
what part did DNA of price, in particularly for EURUSD, play a part? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:54am | Post# 5229

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Just one last question, as far as research in order for you to create your 
indicator goes, what part did DNA of price, in particularly for EURUSD, play a part? 
Now you are talking. I gave a hint when I said, we used 24 time frames. DNA, helps with 
the probabilities. Similarity and DNA contribute towards the problem bars. You can'T put 
all that on mT4. That is why I said, we found a crude way to do it and that was the 
omega. 
However, when I make a call, the OMEGA is not the sole reason. 
That is where those guys are WRONG!!!! 

 

burnssss Aug 12, 2014 6:09am | Post# 5230

 
I'm not behind the system, I'll mathematics behind the market and "omega" is a part. 
The complete system is incredible. You have important probabilistic tests on your 
system. Proof of this is DNA. 



All join to give you a call with very high probability of success. In fact, your calls are clear 
in the thread of EURUSD. 
But as is "omega"? and I do not mean "omega" as a system by itself. I hope everyone 
contrasteis various signals in order to obtain high probabilities. 
"omega" by itself is not a sign. Just a variable in a complex system. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 6:17am | Post# 5231

 
Quoting burnssss 
I'm not behind the system, I'll mathematics behind the market and "omega" is a part. 
The complete system is incredible. You have important probabilistic tests on your 
system. Proof of this is DNA. All join to give you a call with very high probability of 
success. In fact, your calls are clear in the thread of EURUSD. But as is "omega"? and I 
do not mean "omega" as a system by itself. I hope everyone contrasteis various signals 
in order to obtain high probabilities. "omega" by itself is not a sign. Just a variable in a 
complex system. 
You summarized everything nicely.  

 

smallcat Aug 12, 2014 8:30am | Post# 5232

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Now you are talking. I gave a hint when I said, we used 24 time frames. DNA, 
helps with the probabilities. Similarity and DNA contribute towards the problem bars. You 
can'T put all that on mT4. That is why I said, we found a crude way to do it and that was 
the omega. However, when I make a call, the OMEGA is not the sole reason. That is 
where those guys are WRONG!!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, 
May i know the platform you are using to get 24 TF ? And the DNA calculation is similar 
to "Ultimate Truth" ? 
Thanks 
-smallcat 

 

elen21168 Aug 12, 2014 8:49am | Post# 5233

 
@Eurusdd, if i get so many levels like gbp/usd or nzd/usd at the moment, are they valid? 
Or there is something wrong with my levels? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 8:53am | Post# 5234

 
Quoting elen21168 
@Eurusdd, if i get so many levels like gbp/usd or nzd/usd at the moment, are they valid? 
Or there is something wrong with my levels? 
so many levels? i don't understand. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 8:55am | Post# 5235

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, May i know the platform you are using to get 24 TF ? And the DNA 
calculation is similar to "Ultimate Truth" ? Thanks -smallcat 
Different timeframes can be created in mt4. Anyway, the thread should not be centered on 



me cause i won't be around 24/7. Chill. 
 
Just remember 

 

 

elen21168 Aug 12, 2014 8:58am | Post# 5236

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}so many levels? i don't understand. 
There are some MTF levels on gu is not touched (all of them are above current price). 
similar to nu, and there are some MTF levels. All of them are above current price. Edit: i 
see, thanks a lot. 

 

davinci15 Aug 12, 2014 8:58am | Post# 5237

 
How to implement Omega indicator in MT4 so i can try to follow your calls and compare 
it? 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 9:12am | Post# 5238

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Different timeframes can be created in mt4. Anyway, the thread should not be 
centered on me cause i won't be around 24/7. Chill. Just remember {image} 
Yes, and apart from your predictions, it would be really nice if you can also explain more 
theory behind your approaches. Your calls are clearly right , but we would also benefit if 
you provide additional knowledge for those of us that are still trying to clear the 
concepts. We learn a lot from your explanations, even though you clearly cannot show 
details about your approach. It is really really interesting how to distinguish which level is 
hit before another level. The order of price passing through those points. We are 
convinced already that you know levels where price will return. Btw your explorer is 

going well as planned  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 9:30am | Post# 5239

 
FINAL PROBABILITIES. 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

1.34340 = 0.12 
 

1.33687 = 0.54 
 

1.33551 = 1.00 
 

1.33495 = 0.54 



 

1.33294 = 0.10 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels on both sides of 1.33551 have almost 
similar probabilities. Therefore, I will call Ranging with inclination 
towards up for EURUSD  

 

Netflix Aug 12, 2014 9:30am | Post# 5240

 
Hi everyone, 
 
How do i combine both Bollinger Bands and Stochastic into single windows? 

Hope i'm not too late to learn the technique... thanks.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 9:43am | Post# 5241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This move is done!!!! 
 

 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 9:43am | Post# 5242

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Looking for longs on a pullback to test the lows, may not go that far though. Here's what I see with 
my 



method.

 Range 
is likely. 



 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 9:44am | Post# 5243

 
I am out people. Take care!!! 

 

Alobez Aug 12, 2014 9:56am | Post# 5244

 
problem 1.3336 solved  

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 9:59am | Post# 5245

 
Hi, 
 
Any one know the pair relationship ? ex. EUR/USD & USD/CHF. Is there other ? 
 
Tq 

 

hoom Aug 12, 2014 10:06am | Post# 5246

 
Quoting tbird2121 
Hi, Any one know the pair relationship ? ex. EUR/USD & USD/CHF. Is there other ? Tq 
here currency correlation table LINK  

 

Netflix Aug 12, 2014 10:13am | Post# 5247

 
Hi everyone, 
 
How do i combine both Bollinger Bands and Stochastic into single windows? 

Hope i'm not too late to learn the technique... thanks.  

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 10:14am | Post# 5248

 
Quoting hoom 
{quote} here currency correlation table LINK  
Thanks hoom. 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:24am | Post# 5249

 
Quoting Netflix 
Hi everyone, How do i combine both Bollinger Bands and Stochastic into single windows? 

Hope i'm not too late to learn the technique... thanks.  
Go to Indicators folder, grab and drag BB to stochastic window and release, select apply 
to first indicator, done. 
 
Your not too late, just read the first 30 or so pages of thread to grasp the principle. 
 
You should check this thread out also: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...02#post7663002  



 

Dewachen77 Aug 12, 2014 11:53am | Post# 5250

 
Hi, 
 
Any body know, can an Omega becomes an Alfa ? I am looking for this through out the 
thread, but i did not find it. May be i must read the whole thread again ... for the 3rd 

times ....  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 11:56am | Post# 5251

 
EURUSD will close next 64 mins above 1.33509. and like I said 
before: down is done. eurusd will range with inclination to the up 
side!!! meet again you in 12 hrs!!! 
 

Trillion2015 Aug 12, 2014 12:02pm | Post# 5252

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD will close next 64 mins above 1.33509. and like I said before: down is done. 
eurusd will range with inclination to the up side!!! meet again you in 12 hrs!!! 
Thanks Eurusdd... Thats the information I was looking for the whole day.... 

 

 

bradu Aug 12, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 5253

 
No 3 losses in a row. MAX SL = 10pips 
...and yet you have an open trade with -3o pips... 
why didnt you just closed it admitting was a bad call ?  

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 5254

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting bradu 
No 3 losses in a row. MAX SL = 10pips ...and yet you have an open trade with -3o pips... why 
didnt you just closed it admitting was a bad call ? 
It was not a call. I bought to hedge a sell position yesterday. I don't like using SL. So, it is not a 
trade based on analysis. I said that here yesterday before I placed 

it!!!   

 

bradu Aug 12, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 5255



 
ok...but now it is the only one left...is not headgind anything...why not close it now? 
i mean...how long are you going to keep it...till will become positive ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 5256

 
Quoting bradu 
ok...but now it is the only one left...is not headgind anything...why not close it now? i 
mean...how long are you going to keep it...till will become positive ? 
Down is DONE buddy!!! 

 

bradu Aug 12, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 5257

 
and... ? 
move down iis done, i understant....lets assume it will rise for 10 pips then drop 20... 
let me reprase: will you ever close it negative or just wait for it to get positive again ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 5258

 
Quoting bradu 
and... ? move down iis done, i understant....lets assume it will rise for 10 pips then drop 
20... let me reprase: will you ever close it negative or just wait for it to get positive again 
? 
In the description of the explorer, I said I will try and close every trade within 24 hrs. We 
still have about 5 hours for this trade to be old. Now, eurusd will range and push to the 
upside, so this trade will be closed positive!!! 
 
I am always for positive pips, no matter how small. 1 pip @ 100lots is $$$$ 

 

bradu Aug 12, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 5259

 
ok...got it...you will close it after 24h no matter what..positive (as you hope) or negative 
thanks 

 

Robertk Aug 12, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 5260

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} In the description of the explorer, I said I will try and close every trade within 
24 hrs. We still have about 5 hours for this trade to be old. Now, eurusd will range and 
push to the upside, so this trade will be closed positive!!! I am always for positive pips, 
no matter how small. 1 pip @ 100lots is $$$$ 
How much longer will you actively put trades on your active TE? / how big of a sample 
will you aim for? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 5261

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} How much longer will you actively put trades on your active TE? / how big of a 
sample will you aim for? 



I can place a trade for large pips if i want to. but that is not the objective of this explorer. 
This explorer is focused on the money, whether it came through 1pip, 0.5 pips etc. I am 
just interested in WINS!!!! 
 
 
I will not place another trade again till 12 hrs time. I am just waiting to close current 
position. 

 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 5262

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}I can place a trade for large pips if i want to. but that is not the objective of this 
explorer. This explorer is focused on the money, whether it came through 1pip, 0.5 pips 
etc. I am just interested in WINS!!!! I will not place another trade again till 12 hrs time. I 
am just waiting to close current position. 
Does that mean that you think 1.3386 will be pushed with almost sure probability? I 
understand that it was a protect trade, but if you are looking towards a positive close of 
that trade, you must have a reason for price to pass again above 1.3386, right? 

 

Robertk Aug 12, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 5263

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}I can place a trade for large pips if i want to. but that is not the objective of this 
explorer. This explorer is focused on the money, whether it came through 1pip, 0.5 pips 
etc. I am just interested in WINS!!!! I will not place another trade again till 12 hrs time. I 
am just waiting to close current position. 
I understand that part, I just hope to see a large enough sample. Because personally I 
experience that 1 to 3 pips can be grabbed quite easily when you know what areas 
create good orderflow. The problem comes with your R:R however. You state a max SL of 
10 pips. That still means you have to win at least 6 trades with an average of 2 pips in 
order to reach profit. If you have a large enough sample I guess this wouldnt be that 
much of a flaw. 

 

CholiPop Aug 12, 2014 3:41pm | Post# 5264

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I understand that part, I just hope to see a large enough sample. Because 
personally I experience that 1 to 3 pips can be grabbed quite easily when you know what 
areas create good orderflow. The problem comes with your R:R however. You state a 
max SL of 10 pips. That still means you have to win at least 6 trades with an average of 
2 pips in order to reach profit. If you have a large enough sample I guess this wouldnt be 
that much of a flaw. 
Many people say that it is EASY to get 1 to 3 pips, but actually it isn´t. Not to mention 
you mentioned ORDERFLOW.... and the reality is no one can predict order flow, much 
less know which range it is in. If EURUSD is able to get 3 pips without ever losing 10 
pips, then that R:R isn´t as nearly important as his REAL R:R His real R:R (directly 
related to PIP-DRAWDOWN) is one of the key stats that a thread should focus on. 
 
EURUSD R:R could be 3:1 or even 10:1 but the most important stat is how many pips is 
he actually giving to the market before he closes the position for profit,loss, or break 
even. He could have an expected R:R of 3:1 but have a REAL R:R of 1:6 which is OUT OF 
THIS WORLD! 
 



 
 
I think we as a group should take the time to break down trade explorer more to 
understand how the numbers reveal how accurate a system actually is. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 4:07pm | Post# 5265

 
I just sold to hedge my buy position. It is not a trade based on analysis. I am away from 
market!!! 

 

tashkent Aug 12, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 5266

 
Quoting CholiPop 
{quote} Many people say that it is EASY to get 1 to 3 pips, but actually it isn´t. Not to 
mention you mentioned ORDERFLOW.... and the reality is no one can predict order flow, 
much less know which range it is in. If EURUSD is able to get 3 pips without ever losing 
10 pips, then that R:R isn´t as nearly important as his REAL R:R His real R:R (directly 
related to PIP-DRAWDOWN) is one of the key stats that a thread should focus on. 
EURUSD R:R could be 3:1 or even 10:1 but the most important stat is how many pips is 
he actually giving to the market... 

 

 

samaralala Aug 12, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 5267

 
I notice you use 0.1 pip on 4K account. At what point do you increase your volume 
generally? Is it when you are in green already? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 5268

 
1 Attachment(s) 

14 hrs just ended. Look at where eurusd close. 1.3369..... 
 

feline207 Aug 12, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 5269

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}14 hrs just ended. Look at where eurusd close. 1.3369..... 
what do you mean "important condition" 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 5270

 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 



 

1.34340 = 0.02 
 

1.33900 = 0.36 
 

1.33686 = 1.00 
 

1.33495 = 0.85 
 

1.33382 = 0.75 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels below 1.33686 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call Ranging-market with inclination towards 
down for EURUSD(If you are buying, be careful and keep your 
eyes on those numbers).  
There is a minor problem at 1.33465!!!  
 

Trillion2015 Aug 12, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 5271

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 1.34340 = 0.02 1.33900 = 
0.36 1.33686 = 1.00 1.33495 = 0.85 1.33382 = 0.75 What do these numbers mean? At 
the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 1. To have 
an idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or below the 
current one. It is clear that price levels below 1.33686 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call Ranging-market with inclination towards down for EURUSD(If you 
are buying, be careful and keep your eyes... 
ITS QUITE IMPRESSIVE...  
 

 

 

burnssss Aug 12, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 5272

 
We can organize ideas, with some beginning to understand more.  
We are seeing an algorithm that informs us of errors in the market.  
These errors are detected with the 2 previous candles.  
The algorithm produces a signal, like zigzag or semaph, but these indicators are not 
involved.  
From the beginning, eurusdd taught us techniques with cycle indicator.  
Inflexion points of TF can be calculated, taking the cycle properly configured in low TF ?.  
Inflection points having various configurations of "cycle" can be detected in the same TF? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 6:41pm | Post# 5273

 



2 Attachment(s) 

1HR 

 
 

30MIN 



 
 
 

Similarity  

 

kprsa Aug 12, 2014 6:47pm | Post# 5274

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting burnssss 
We can organize ideas, with some beginning to understand more. We are seeing an 
algorithm that informs us of errors in the market. These errors are detected with the 2 
previous candles. The algorithm produces a signal, like zigzag or semaph, but these 
indicators are not involved. From the beginning, eurusdd taught us techniques with cycle 
indicator. Inflexion points of TF can be calculated, taking the cycle properly configured in 
low TF ?. Inflection points having various configurations of "cycle" can be detected in the 
same TF? 
Hi, 
here is an amateur first attempt of the (omega) indicator for your consideration. In this 
incarnation it derives from the Fractals indicator. It can probably be improved by the 
more experienced mt4 coders. It may also be straight out wrong, so be careful! It is also 
clear that this poor attempt appears to capture only a fraction of clear market 
manipulations... 
Finally: I think that the view of the market caused by the success of the similarity 
approach is much more revealing than any particular indicator. 
Cheers, 
kprsa 
FractalDivergence.mq4  

 



Baillie Aug 12, 2014 6:54pm | Post# 5275

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Is that 1.3374 where the white arrow is pointing down from? 

 

LITEchild Aug 12, 2014 7:31pm | Post# 5276

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, here is an amateur first attempt of the (omega) indicator for your consideration. 
In this incarnation it derives from the Fractals indicator. It can probably be improved by the 
more experienced mt4 coders. It may also be straight out wrong, so be careful! It is also 
clear that this poor attempt appears to capture only a fraction of clear market 
manipulations... Finally: I think that the view of the market caused by the success of the 
similarity approach is much more revealing than any particular indicator. Cheers, kprsa 
{file} 
pardon my ignorance, but how is this indicator different from the the default fractal indicator 

in mt4???  

 

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 9:25pm | Post# 5277

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1HR {image} 30MIN {image} Similarity 
Nice picture .... i will look at it ... Thanks Eurusdd 

 

tbird2121 Aug 12, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 5278

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Is that 1.3374 where the white arrow is pointing down from? 
Thanks Baillie, i think you are right ... 

 



Baillie Aug 12, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 5279

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Thanks Baillie, i think you are right ... 
Thanks, if it is a relevant number I am early to the party by 10 pips + I did not wait for 
my system to give me the go ahead just yet. I was preempting it based upon price 
action. 

 

CholiPop Aug 12, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 5280

 
Has anyone had pretty good success trading this system on the 1m tf? 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:07pm | Post# 5281

 
Quoting CholiPop 
Has anyone had pretty good success trading this system on the 1m tf? 
Which Indicator package you talking about? This system covers about 5, not including 
EURUSDD's private collection. 

 

CholiPop Aug 12, 2014 10:10pm | Post# 5282

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Which Indicator package you talking about? This system covers about 5, not 
including EURUSDD's private collection. 
I honestly have no idea on where to begin. I read the first 2 pages of the thread and then 
jumped to the last page. Would you please be as kind of enough to please guide me 
Baillie? I would love to try something new which will result in better scalping trades. 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:11pm | Post# 5283

 
Did you read the first part of this thread? 30 pages should be enough or just read all of 
EURUSDD's posts. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 12, 2014 10:18pm | Post# 5284

 
Quoting CholiPop 
{quote} I honestly have no idea on where to begin. I read the first 2 pages of the thread 
and then jumped to the last page. Would you please be as kind of enough to please 
guide me Baillie? I would love to try something new which will result in better scalping 
trades. 
I have read all of Eurusdd's posts in this thread twice. And i think it is not enough, now 
reading his posts for the 3rd time ..... I believe there is something there, like some 
friends said : "This is a puzzle. We must find each pieces of the puzzle, and put it to the 
right place .... if we are serious, hopefully we can find it ... " 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:18pm | Post# 5285

 
Quoting CholiPop 
{quote} I honestly have no idea on where to begin. I read the first 2 pages of the thread 



and then jumped to the last page. Would you please be as kind of enough to please 
guide me Baillie? I would love to try something new which will result in better scalping 
trades. 
I goofed around with all of the indicators mentioned here and with all the special 
designed ones for this thread, and you can see from my posts what I came up with, If 
you like what you seen from my posts I will post a template. Let me know, but I still 
suggest reading some more first. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 12, 2014 10:19pm | Post# 5286

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Which Indicator package you talking about? This system covers about 5, not 
including EURUSDD's private collection. 

You define it perfectly ...  

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:22pm | Post# 5287

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} I have read all of Eurusdd's posts in this thread twice. And i think it is not 
enough, now reading his posts for the 3rd time ..... I believe there is something there, 
like some friends said : "This is a puzzle. We must find each pieces of the puzzle, and put 
it to the right place .... if we are serious, hopefully we can find it ... " 
Yes, you should look into trying to use what was presented in the beginning of the thread 
to unlock the treasure. 

 

Baillie Aug 12, 2014 10:25pm | Post# 5288

 
Quoting CholiPop 
{quote} I honestly have no idea on where to begin. I read the first 2 pages of the thread 
and then jumped to the last page. Would you please be as kind of enough to please 
guide me Baillie? I would love to try something new which will result in better scalping 
trades. 
I missed your post 

 

Eurusdd Aug 12, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 5289

 
Quoting CholiPop 
{quote} I honestly have no idea on where to begin. I read the first 2 pages of the 
thread and then jumped to the last page. Would you please be as kind of enough to 
please guide me Baillie? I would love to try something new which will result in better 
scalping trades. 
Because there is no package for you to download and use. The thread is a concept and 
each one must understand the concept and figure out how to apply it. If you can, you 
can make precise calls. 
 
The similarity principle is what you must understand. 

 

Netflix Aug 13, 2014 12:06am | Post# 5290

 
Hi all, 



Is there an error at the range of 1.3383x ?? The EURUSD will incline from now on? 

 

kprsa Aug 13, 2014 12:23am | Post# 5291

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} pardon my ignorance, but how is this indicator different from the the default 

fractal indicator in mt4??? {image} 
Hi, 
It differs because this version of the omega indicator does not look at the second future 
bar, just the first one. If it is a high omega, and the following bar is higher, it will repaint 
itself to the next bar. However, it either stays on the bar or repaint to the next, but does 
not disappear, which the Fractal indicator does if the central bar has a lower high than 
the second bar in the future (analogous for the low omega). . 
Omegas should appear in the high-low-high-low meandering pattern most of the time. 
The problem points are when there are, for example, two successive high omegas, with 
the second lower than the first. 
In your picture, the problem points are shown with a Dodger Blue circle around the 
Fractal symbol. You can change the third indicator linewidth to 4 to see the identified 
problem points better and can visually inspect their past behavior... 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 12:39am | Post# 5292

 
1 Attachment(s) 
After Eur market open in some hours, it is time for me to sell ... 

 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 1:11am | Post# 5293

 



Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, It differs because this version of the omega indicator does not look at the 
second future bar, just the first one. If it is a high omega, and the following bar is higher, 
it will repaint itself to the next bar. However, it either stays on the bar or repaint to the 
next, but does not disappear, which the Fractal indicator does if the central bar has a 
lower high than the second bar in the future (analogous for the low omega). . Omegas 
should appear in the high-low-high-low meandering pattern most of the time. The 
problem points are when... 

Tnx for the clarification buddy. Makes sense now. Nice work by the way  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 2:10am | Post# 5294

 

Most powerful thing to master. 
 

Best place to place a stoploss!!!!! A tight but optimal stoploss 
level!!! To master this you must understand the market and 
space-time fabric of trading! Price is defined in space and in time! 
If you understand this, you will always be able to place SL at the 
optimal space-time (closest to price and repellent for long)  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 2:19am | Post# 5295

 
2 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Netflix Aug 13, 2014 2:27am | Post# 5296

 
is the incline to 1.3372x is done? time to going down again? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 3:03am | Post# 5297

 
Thank you Eurusdd. My sell orders are in profit now ...  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 3:05am | Post# 5298

 
Quoting Netflix 
is the incline to 1.3372x is done? time to going down again? 
Some one call Eurusdd with Grand Master !!! my calculation could be wrong (most of 

time are wrong ... ) .... so if there is a call from Eurusdd, i must pay attention to it .... 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 3:10am | Post# 5299

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Yes, you should look into trying to use what was presented in the beginning of 
the thread to unlock the treasure. 
Thank you Baillie. 

 

Netflix Aug 13, 2014 3:18am | Post# 5300

 
Hi Eurusdd or any senior member, 
 
I have some question for you. If we spotted multiple error from the chart (M30, H1 etc), 
let's call it problem 1, 2 and 3. Is there any sequence to fix the problem? e.g Problem 1 
should fix first and next to problem 2 and so on.. 
 
Once again, thanks for the nice thread. i'm still learning from the system.. 



 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 3:24am | Post# 5301

 
I told you. My call for today is done. I have other things to do, SO 
i will be away for the rest of the coming 12 hrs. Take care 
people!!! 
 

PS: I asked no one to follow me, but don't trade against high-
probability setups!!!! I have proven myself!@  

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 3:42am | Post# 5302

 
You guys still shorting? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 3:51am | Post# 5303

 
Quoting davinci15 
You guys still shorting? 
I have closed my profit orders. Waiting for other opportunity ... 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 4:02am | Post# 5304

 
I think we must see 1.3368 again today or tomorrow. But I may be wrong. As I also see 
a dissim around 1.3342 area that be corrected first. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:31am | Post# 5305

 
Quoting bradu 
No 3 losses in a row. MAX SL = 10pips ...and yet you have an open trade with -3o pips... 
why didnt you just closed it admitting was a bad call ? 
Hello bradu, I am sorry I have not closed that 0.1 position yet. Notice that 0.1 is very 
small and so I am not worried about that position. My eyes are on my net $$$. Anyway, 
since I must follow the law of the explorer, I will close it today! I hope you made pips 
today! Take care. 
 
From now on, I will go for larger pips. That is not my target though, just $$$. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:35am | Post# 5306

 
If you are new to forex trading, forget about everything you know 
and try to master this: 
 

choose a price level and a given time and see if price hits your 
level within the time you specified. In other words, master the art 
of setting GOOD stoplosses. When you are good at that, you will 
make money even if you enter your trades randomly!!! 



 

So, start now!!! With time, choose levels VERY close to price and 
longer periods!!!!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:43am | Post# 5307

 
You are free to post your levels and times here. With time you will become very good at 
it. I will post mine too: in fact you all know that I post them regularly. 
 
Let this be the starting point to you becoming a student of the similarity principle. If you 
want to be good, take part now!!! 
 
Just give your price and time, forget about what other think of you. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:55am | Post# 5308

 
^^ This post is necessary for me to continue to post here. I am not a signal provider!!!! 
If we are not progressing together, I will stop. 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 5:01am | Post# 5309

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you are new to forex trading, forget about everything you know and try to master this: 
choose a price level and a given time and see if price hits your level within the time you 
specified. In other words, master the art of setting GOOD stoplosses. When you are good 
at that, you will make money even if you enter your trades randomly!!! So, start now!!! 
With time, choose levels VERY close to price and longer periods!!!! 
Hello eurusdd. I got a little confused recently. Most of what i saw from you was trading 
withouta a stoploss. Now I am asking this just of curiosity and with the respect to your 
method, but if your calls are that accurate and I have seen they are, why do you need a 
stoploss at all??? It seems that you are right almost 100% of the time about where price 
has to go and you even know the TIME to go there. Given that fact, i am sure you can 
have extreme returns in a very short time, even without good entry points ( and you 
have that also ) ! So why do you think about that stop at all ? You have very good 
understanding where price will and will not go for specific time, so why care to put a stop 
order? What do you protect from? If you withdraw your money, that is how you protect 

I may not be getting some aspect so forgive me if my question is not at the right 
place, but still it is at the very least strange for me. If we strongly believe price is getting 
back to us, why take the loss? 
Edit: I remember some of you older posts, you supported the idea that it is impossible to 
know PRECISE turning points of market. But you can know when and where it will return. 
If we cannot know precise turning points, how do we know where stops wont be taken 
for sure? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 5:09am | Post# 5310

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
Update of setup I posted earlier. Trade completed!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 5:17am | Post# 5311

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Hello eurusdd. I got a little confused recently. Most of what i saw from you was 
trading withouta a stoploss. Now I am asking this just of curiosity and with the respect to 
your method, but if your calls are that accurate and I have seen they are, why do you 
need a stoploss at all??? It seems that you are right almost 100% of the time about 
where price has to go and you even know the TIME to go there. Given that fact, i am 
sure you can have extreme returns in a very short time, even without good entry points ( 
and you have that also ) !... 
Intelligent post!!! 
This is why I said many time before: understand the SPACE-TIME environment of 
trading. Price lives in space and time. 
Before you place a stoploss, ask yourself, WHERE should I put it AND for how long will it 
be valid!!! Some people only ask the first question and that is why their stop-loss gets hit 
every time. 
That is why I normally say eurusd will close below, stay below .... this or that level, 
within the next ,,,,, mins. after that period, the statement is invalid. 
 
I don't use stoploss normally and I am not using one on my explorer because I asked 
and answered both questions!!!! If I want to hedge a position or let it run against me, it 
will be 0.1 lots or very small in $$$$. 

 



Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 5:22am | Post# 5312

 
I need to know where to place a stoploss because that will help me know when and 
where to enter. once you answer the where and when questions, you will know where 
and when to enter!!! 
 
Knowing where to place a stoploss does not means you have to place one. My explorer 
proves this. look at the huge lots I used sometimes!! 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 13, 2014 5:34am | Post# 5313

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Update of setup I posted earlier. Trade completed!! 
I took profit by following your post. You deserve a big thanks. As you mentioned Trade 
completed , any more update for us. 
 

Thanks for this profitable trade  

 

Karpa Aug 13, 2014 5:41am | Post# 5314

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you are new to forex trading, forget about everything you know and try to master this: 
choose a price level and a given time and see if price hits your level within the time you 
specified. In other words, master the art of setting GOOD stoplosses. When you are good 
at that, you will make money even if you enter your trades randomly!!! So, start now!!! 
With time, choose levels VERY close to price and longer periods!!!! 
Hi Eurusdd, may I ask what basic principle one can use to choose a price level, MAs, Mr. 
Elliot's waves, other. What about fundamental points of view? 

 

CholiPop Aug 13, 2014 5:45am | Post# 5315

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Because there is no package for you to download and use. The thread is a 
concept and each one must understand the concept and figure out how to apply it. If you 
can, you can make precise calls. The similarity principle is what you must understand. 
Thank you for the answer. I will begin reading as e speak. Cheers 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 5:49am | Post# 5316

 
Quoting Karpa 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, may I ask what basic principle one can use to choose a price level, 
MAs, Mr. Elliot's waves, other. What about fundamental points of view? 
Hi. That is the phase two of the similarity thread. But I can't do it alone. You must state 
levels too for all of us to grow! Then with time, I may let you knwo why your level failed 
or mine failed. I may then tell you why I gave a certain level. However, I will not release 
info just like that without participation.... 

 

AsadKiani Aug 13, 2014 5:50am | Post# 5317

 
Quoting Karpa 



{quote} Hi Eurusdd, may I ask what basic principle one can use to choose a price level, 
MAs, Mr. Elliot's waves, other. What about fundamental points of view? 
+1 

Quoting Eurusdd 
I need to know where to place a stoploss because that will help me know when and 
where to enter. once you answer the where and when questions, you will know where 
and when to enter!!! Knowing where to place a stoploss does not means you have to 
place one. My explorer proves this. look at the huge lots I used sometimes!! 
 

 

AsadKiani Aug 13, 2014 5:55am | Post# 5318

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi. That is the phase two of the similarity thread. But I can't do it alone. You 
must state levels too for all of us to grow! Then with time, I may let you knwo why your 
level failed or mine failed. I may then tell you why I gave a certain level. However, I will 
not release info just like that without participation.... 
I've already started to feel like in a classroom and I'm liking it. I'm already skimming 
through your posts in this thread to understand The Similarity System. Once I'm done 

with it I'll share my calculated levels (I hope I get there soon ). 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 5:58am | Post# 5319

 
^^^^ The when question is very important because every price level is a potential 
support or resistance level. So, how long a certain level holds is all that matter. So, when 
I know a partcualar level will hold for the next 10mins with probability 98%, I can enter 
without SL, or place a VERY small sl( i.e <10pips, as I do whenever I use SL) And I have 
never lost 3 trades in a row, SL or no SL!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 6:00am | Post# 5320

 
Our first lesson will be to look at candle sticks again, not in the way people look at it 
around the world. We will focus on the spacetime component!!!! 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 6:07am | Post# 5321

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My buy limit was missed by half a pip. I am still not sure if it is good or bad that i am out of 
that tade. 



 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 6:10am | Post# 5322

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
^^^^ The when question is very important because every price level is a potential 
support or resistance level. So, how long a certain level holds is all that matter. So, when 
I know a partcualar level will hold for the next 10mins with probability 98%, I can enter 
without SL, or place a VERY small sl( i.e <10pips, as I do whenever I use SL) And I have 
never lost 3 trades in a row, SL or no SL!!! 
 
I don't undertsand you are buying right now? Do you think it will crawl back up to 
1.3386? 

 

Karpa Aug 13, 2014 6:50am | Post# 5323

 
post removed 

 

Karpa Aug 13, 2014 7:02am | Post# 5324

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Our first lesson will be to look at candle sticks again, not in the way people look at it 
around the world. We will focus on the spacetime component!!!! 

Please elaborate  

 

tbird2121 Aug 13, 2014 7:03am | Post# 5325

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Our first lesson will be to look at candle sticks again, not in the way people look at it 
around the world. We will focus on the spacetime component!!!! 

Very interesting .... I am preparing my historical data at the moment ... still need 
some time, because of slow internet connection (got problem in network ....). I hope it 
will be ok tomorrow, then i will try to post my level ... May be tomorrow (latest on 
Friday) - based on what i understand about the level - ... 
 
Thank you buddy ... 

 



davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 7:09am | Post# 5326

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1HR {image} 30MIN {image} Similarity 
OK this poste was a breakout for me of understanding what you're looking for. I'm using 
TOS platform and was trying to identify spot on another currency (EUR/GBP). 
Would like to get confirmation if my understanding is correct or this was just a 
quincidence. As i understood your poste you can search similarity with any of indicator so 
i tried with PPS and comparing timeframes 4h/1h/30min. 

 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 13, 2014 7:17am | Post# 5327

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Our first lesson will be to look at candle sticks again, not in the way people look at it 
around the world. We will focus on the spacetime component!!!! 
May I join in this lesson???? I would love to join .... 



 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:17am | Post# 5328

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} OK this poste was a breakout for me of understanding what you're looking for. 
I'm using TOS platform and was trying to identify spot on another currency (EUR/GBP). 
Would like to get confirmation if my understanding is correct or this was just a 
quincidence. As i understood your poste you can search similarity with any of 
indicator so i tried with PPS and comparing timeframes 4h/1h/30min. {image} 
That is very true and the more sophisticated your setup is the more precise your calls will 
be! 

 

hepsibah Aug 13, 2014 7:19am | Post# 5329

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I need to know where to place a stoploss because that will help me know when and 
where to enter. once you answer the where and when questions, you will know where 
and when to enter!!! Knowing where to place a stoploss does not means you have to 
place one. My explorer proves this. look at the huge lots I used sometimes!! 
Ok, I will give this go. I am not mega confident but feel we need to contribute something 
back so I'll start the ball rolling. 
 
The current H1 bar needs to close above 1.33561 so I would buy if it drops sufficiently 
below to cover the spread and my SL would be a close below 1.35561 at the close or 
1.33451 if hit before. 

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 7:21am | Post# 5330

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} OK this poste was a breakout for me of understanding what you're looking for. 
I'm using TOS platform and was trying to identify spot on another currency (EUR/GBP). 
Would like to get confirmation if my understanding is correct or this was just a 
quincidence. As i understood your poste you can search similarity with any of indicator so 
i tried with PPS and comparing timeframes 4h/1h/30min. {image} 
I spot one possible trade at EUR/JPY. Price should return to 136,36. 
 
be aware: this is not trade idea. Just asking EURUSDD if i understand the idea os 
similarity. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:24am | Post# 5331

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Ok, I will give this go. I am not mega confident but feel we need to contribute 
something back so I'll start the ball rolling. The current H1 bar needs to close above 
1.33561 so I would buy if it drops sufficiently below to cover the spread and my SL would 
be a close below 1.35561 at the close or 1.33451 if hit before. 
Thank you Hepsibah. However, remember the most important thing I said. Price lives in 
spacetime. Always give position and time of validity. so it is not enough to say this: The 
current H1 bar needs to close above 1.33561 
 
because your H4 bar may be different from another person's. 
 
You can say "at the end of the next xxx mins, eurusd should close below/above 
xxxxx" 
 



and make sure you did some analysis. because if you are right you can go back 
to your analysis and make it better.  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 7:28am | Post# 5332

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} OK this poste was a breakout for me of understanding what you're looking for. 
I'm using TOS platform and was trying to identify spot on another currency (EUR/GBP). 
Would like to get confirmation if my understanding is correct or this was just a 
quincidence. As i understood your poste you can search similarity with any of indicator so 
i tried with PPS and comparing timeframes 4h/1h/30min. {image} 
Hi davinci15, 
 
Are you using ThinkOrSwim ? Thanks, i am agree. Is it secure and can show us how 
many TFs ? 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:29am | Post# 5333

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} I spot one possible trade at EUR/JPY. Price should return to 136,36. be aware: 
this is not trade idea. Just asking EURUSDD if i understand the idea os similarity. 
{image} 
You have a great starting setup. you have to fix your coloring. Make the arrow clear so 
we can follow you and contribute. 

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 7:31am | Post# 5334

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Hi davinci15, Are you using ThinkOrSwim ? Thanks, i am agree. Is it secure and 
can show us how many TFs ? Thanks 
Yes TOS as ThinkOrSwim. I'm only using three timeframes now i mentioned above 
4h/2h/30min. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:33am | Post# 5335

 
I propose we use weekends or market closing periods to 
learn new things or help each others. These periods should 
be for applying what we learned and trading EURUSD.... 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 7:34am | Post# 5336

 
Now I feel bad I missed the long from 1.3342  
davinci15 hello, could you tell what is the PPS indicator? 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 7:37am | Post# 5337

 



eurusdd, do you agree that there is a problem to be fixed at 1.3400 

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 7:40am | Post# 5338

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You have a great starting setup. you have to fix your coloring. Make the arrow 
clear so we can follow you and contribute. 
quick fix on coloring. 
will try to make it even better. 

 

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 7:41am | Post# 5339

 
Quoting feline207 
Now I feel bad I missed the long from 1.3342 davinci15 hello, could you tell what is the 
PPS indicator? 



https://tlc.thinkorswim.com/center/c...y/O-Q/PPS.html  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:42am | Post# 5340

 
Quoting feline207 
eurusdd, do you agree that there is a problem to be fixed at 1.3400 
Price can go there but not really because of a problem. 
 
I urge everyone to post only things related to pips making during trading periods. we can 
learn new things during the weekends. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:43am | Post# 5341

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} quick fix on coloring. will try to make it even better. {image} 

Sorry though I don't trade your pair. But, hey same pips! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:49am | Post# 5342

 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

1.34200 = 0.10 
 

1.33900 = 0.86 
 

1.33639 = 1.00 
 

1.33495 = 0.85 
 

1.33382 = 0.79 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels below 1.33639 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call Ranging-market with inclination towards 
down for EURUSD. However, keep buying around 1.3340  

 

hepsibah Aug 13, 2014 7:56am | Post# 5343

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you Hepsibah. However, remember the most important thing I said. Price 
lives in spacetime. Always give position and time of validity. so it is not enough to say 
this: The current H1 bar needs to close above 1.33561 because your H4 bar may be 
different from another person's. You can say "at the end of the next xxx mins, eurusd 
should close below/above xxxxx" and make sure you did some analysis. because if you 



are right you can go back to your analysis and make it better. 
 
Ok, understood. there are now 5min remaining for price to close above 1.33561 so 
looking good. I hadn't realised you wanted us to share our analysis so next time... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:59am | Post# 5344

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Notice that something is missing on the 30min chart. It can 
only be fixed if price goes up!! so buy around 1.33400 

 
 

This is my explorer account!!!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 8:03am | Post# 5345

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Ok, understood. there are now 5min remaining for price to close above 1.33561 
so looking good. I hadn't realised you wanted us to share our analysis so next time... 
The time for explaining the similarity concept is over. this is time to apply and make 
money. so everyone is free to post their data!!! Just no curses... 

 

iqyu5an Aug 13, 2014 8:04am | Post# 5346

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Notice that something is missing on the 30min chart. It can only be fixed if price goes 



up!! so buy around 1.33400 {image} This is my explorer account!!! 
light green for dummy account.. it should be dark green in dummy 
 
any real account ?? 

 

smallcat Aug 13, 2014 8:17am | Post# 5347

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I propose we use weekends or market closing periods to learn new things or help each 
others. These periods should be for applying what we learned and trading EURUSD.... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Do you mean after US market closed on Friday (17:00 US time , it is about 24:00 GMT 
time) ?? Or it is on Saturdays ? 
Count me in (if my level calculation is ok, i will try to post it soon) .... but if my 
calculation still not ok, i will try my best to make it better, in order to join the class. 

Thank you very much for your generosity ...  
 
Edit: 
if we need real time running price, we can begin some hours before market close .... 

 

TimidTimmy Aug 13, 2014 8:17am | Post# 5348

 
Sorry I don't quite see what's missing between the 30m and 1hr, does anyone else see 
it? o_O 
I'm looking at 1.3347 to be touched in the next 15 hours or so 

 

davinci15 Aug 13, 2014 8:22am | Post# 5349

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Sorry though I don't trade your pair. But, hey same pips! 

I know, just want to find a spot without your help and hints  so i moved to other pairs 
for analyzing. 
 
Tnx 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 8:23am | Post# 5350

 
Philosophically speaking, Price/Time is very difficult for most traders to conceptualise 
because the time factor is relative not absolute. 
 
If resistance is found at 3430 then it is an absolute whether or not you are using 
Fibonacci, a horizontal line, Pivot Points or any other calculator/indicator out there. 
Relationships between prices, is what most traders are typically used to. 61.8 and 38.2 
from the Fibonacci sequence to name just one. 
 
W.D Gann suggested quite strongly, that Price = Time and was heavily into cyclical forces 
as it related to geometry. As a result, astrological phenomenon was also studied. This is 
really hard stuff once you dive in. 
 
With FX, I think we are observing a "particle" that we are influencing as soon as we 



observe it. The question then is, WHEN is the observation MOST PERTINENT? 
That is what I am putting out there. In terms of my own style of trading, I happen to like 
London Open. The activity and overlap at the end of Austral-Asia/Frankfurt/London 
seems to be where most moves originate. But this is transitory.... a few years back, I 
remember NYC controlling most movements where the rest was in a less volatile state. 
 
So the interesting question then is WHEN would be the Most Ideal Time to swap Euros for 
Dollars at Price X.... because if it has to happen only once, then that point will become 
a longer lasting Support or Resistance level. 
 

My 2 cent rant is over.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 8:23am | Post# 5351

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Do you mean after US market closed on Friday (17:00 US time , or 
about 24:00 GMT time) ?? Or it is on Saturdays ? Count me in (if my level calculation is 
ok, i will try to post it soon) .... but if calculation still not ok, i will try my best to make it 

better, in order to join the class. Thank you very much for your generosity ...  
If you have a problem that is not directly related to PIPS during the market period, keep 
it for the weekend. But if you problem is related to the current market data, then go 
ahead..... 
 
 
Week days for pipping, weekends for digging... 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 8:31am | Post# 5352

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I propose we use weekends or market closing periods to learn new things or help each 
others. These periods should be for applying what we learned and trading EURUSD.... 
Eurusdd, 
What are the requirements to join? 
Tq 

 

mario777 Aug 13, 2014 8:37am | Post# 5353

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The time for explaining the similarity concept is over. this is time to apply and 
make money. so everyone is free to post their data!!! Just no curses... 
Eurusdd, where can we download your indi and template? and kindly please direct us 
new comers where can we find your explaination of your similarity concept. Im very 
much interested to participate but I want to study first the concept how it works. Many 
Thanks! 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 8:38am | Post# 5354 

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Is that 1.3374 where the white arrow is pointing down from? 

3 pages in 6 hours, seems like old times  



 
Well this level held as resistance price made it to 1.3372 then fell like a rock, made some nice pips 

while sleeping  
 
Looks like this level will be tested again soon, my evidence is on the 5 min chart, I have a 1 level 
and 2 level ZZ Semaphore but no 2 level ZZ leg. 
 
Level was broken as I typed this, looking for it to hold as a support on the 

return.



  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 8:44am | Post# 5355

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Notice that something is missing on the 30min chart. It can only be fixed if price goes 
up!! so buy around 1.33400 {image} This is my explorer account!!! 
similarity restored!!! 

 

evrynet Aug 13, 2014 8:53am | Post# 5356

 
how funny…everybody started to short... 

 

feline207 Aug 13, 2014 8:55am | Post# 5357

 
What is the probability for return towards 1.3342. Are you seeing dissimilarity there or 
any other type of concern or that was it for the downmove. I feel bad i missed the pips 
for the buy. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 9:01am | Post# 5358

 
Quoting evrynet 
how funny…everybody started to short... 
not true 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 9:20am | Post# 5359

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Netflix Aug 13, 2014 9:30am | Post# 5360

 
Hi Eurusdd 
what should we look for after similarity was restored?? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 9:40am | Post# 5361

 
Quoting Netflix 
Hi Eurusdd what should we look for after similarity was restored?? 
What you are asking is recipe for disaster. That is why most people lose money. Just 
after they win money from a setup, they are quickly looking for what to do next without 
waiting for a clear setup again!!! 
 
I don't want to fall into that trap!!! I will post when I have a reason to!!! 

 

limprobable Aug 13, 2014 9:47am | Post# 5362

 
Hello Eurusdd, 
 
Does your strategy still works with range bars? (no time) 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=390663  

 

hoom Aug 13, 2014 9:56am | Post# 5363

 



I am applying this system with order flow trading and 
supply/demand zones . positive test confirmed .  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 9:57am | Post# 5364

 
Quoting limprobable 
Hello Eurusdd, Does your strategy still works with range bars? (no time) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=390663  
I am sure but I am not an expert in range bars ooh. anyway, the objective of my 
explorer is to make 2000 consecutive trades, ALL WINS. I hope I have enough time. Two 
months should be ok! 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 10:06am | Post# 5365

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What you are asking is recipe for disaster. That is why most people lose money. 
Just after they win money from a setup, they are quickly looking for what to do next 
without waiting for a clear setup again!!! I don't want to fall into that trap!!! I will post 
when I have a reason to!!! 
Since the indicators are set in such a way that they should agree >90% of the time, as 
soon as you spot a difference, like the case below, you are in for a high-probability trade! 
 
Look at this difference!!! Since both chart must AGREE within a maximum interval of 5 
minutes, any time the 5min bar closes and the cycles do not agree, the chart showing 
the difference gives you the trade signal. In the example below, the 1min chart gave the 
trade signal after the 5min candle closed without a similarity!  
 
This is from post 1 on this thread, start with this, using your choice of indicator and time 
frame.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 10:06am | Post# 5366

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What you are asking is recipe for disaster. That is why most people lose money. 
Just after they win money from a setup, they are quickly looking for what to do next without 
waiting for a clear setup again!!! I don't want to fall into that trap!!! I will post when I have 
a reason to!!! 
(With a grain of salt) 
 
Having said that, ZZBB swings on the 1H are going fine. Didn't predict an upswing, but it 

still created a valid pricing sequence. B > T > B > T > next??  
 
I'm now interested in answering the question of TIME. 
 
I'm wondering of the squeeze of the bollinger band is modelling pricing behaviour with 
accelerating time which = longer bars and shorter time periods [as opposed to wider bands 
= slower time = smaller range bars]. 
 
Edit:  
Chart added 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 10:06am | Post# 5367

 
Quoting hoom 
I am applying this system with order flow trading and supply/demand zones . positive 
test confirmed . 
Nice to hear Hoom. Nice thing about similarity is its flexibility. everyone can apply it! 

 

bradu Aug 13, 2014 10:09am | Post# 5368

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am sure but I am not an expert in range bars ooh. anyway, the objective of 
my explorer is to make 2000 consecutive trades, ALL WINS. I hope I have enough time. 
Two months should be ok! 
if you ar doing this...why didnt you start with oanda, live 50$ or something small ? 
at your growt rate...2000 trades could make a nice sum of $$ 
and since you re doing this experiment, i think it is worthed 
 
just a tought 

 



iqyu5an Aug 13, 2014 10:14am | Post# 5369

 
 

 
or open cent account with 500 cent deposit  

Quoting bradu 
{quote} if you ar doing this...why didnt you start with oanda, live 50$ or something 
small ? at your growt rate...2000 trades could make a nice sum of $$ and since you re 
doing this experiment, i think it is worthed just a tought 
 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 10:25am | Post# 5370

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} if you ar doing this...why didnt you start with oanda, live 50$ or something 
small ? at your growt rate...2000 trades could make a nice sum of $$ and since you re 
doing this experiment, i think it is worthed just a tought 

 

 

smallcat Aug 13, 2014 10:29am | Post# 5371

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Week days for pipping, weekends for digging... 

Weekends are nice ...  
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 10:31am | Post# 5372

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} (With a grain of salt) Having said that, ZZBB swings on the 1H are going fine. 
Didn't predict an upswing, but it still created a valid pricing sequence. B > T > B > T > 

next?? I'm now interested in answering the question of TIME. I'm wondering of the 
squeeze of the bollinger band is modelling pricing behaviour with accelerating time which 
= longer bars and shorter time periods [as opposed to wider bands = slower time = 
smaller range bars]. Edit: Chart added {image} 
VLADY1974, 
The last probabilities I gave, showed a ranging market. Therefore, my opinion is this: 
eurusd is not going to levels below 1.3354. She is targeting that top again!!! Probability 
for numbers below 1.3340 is now below 50%. 
 

More precisely, her struggle for the next 384mins will be to 
close above 1.3368!!!!!  

 

handy148 Aug 13, 2014 10:37am | Post# 5373

 
It's logical that this should work (perhaps better) with range bars and renko since they 
are not time based - but then sometimes there's not a lot of logic in forex trading. 

 



handy148 Aug 13, 2014 10:38am | Post# 5374

 
1.3368 being the daily open line. 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 10:41am | Post# 5375

 
Eurusdd, where can we download your indi and template? and kindly please direct us 
new comers where can we find your explaination of your similarity concept. Im very 
much interested to participate but I want to study first the concept how it works. Many 
Thanks![/quote] 
 
This is funny, I do not mean to single anyone out but this is the problem with traders, all 
are fascinated with EURUSDD's results and are visiting the thread that explains the 
concept or a principle to his fantastic results, but do not get that you should read from 

the beginning of the thread.   

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 10:44am | Post# 5376

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}VLADY1974, The last probabilities I gave, showed a ranging market. Therefore, 
my opinion is this: eurusd is not going to levels below 1.3354. She is targeting that top 
again!!! Probability for numbers below 1.3340 is now below 50%. More precisely, her 
struggle for the next 384mins will be to close above 1.3368!!!!! 
That's actually fine... Bolliner Mid currently on 15M is 3369! 
One of the "rules" developed in this thread for the bollinger strategy was to treat the 
break of the mid as a lower/higher/bounce indicator.  

I'm currently short, so I can use the mid as the TP.  
 
 
In terms of the probabilities, is there an "evolution" during a TF you're looking at of 
certain prices/times as new prices trickle into your feed? 
 
This is an analogy from Formula 1, where track temperature affects speed of cars via 
tyres. Over time, the track goes faster as cars trace over the same patch of track over 
and over again. If they don't that track gets "cold" and they avoid it.  
 
So now that 3340 has been rejected, did the 3412 high directly affect the probabilities of 
3340 appearing in the next 6.4 hours within your calc? 

 

handy148 Aug 13, 2014 10:45am | Post# 5377

 
Seems nobody reads the whole thread(s) anymore. I saw an example the other day 
where it was only one page so far and someone was asking for template and indis that 
were given two post above. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 10:51am | Post# 5378

 
eeeiii Baillie 

 



Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 10:56am | Post# 5379

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's actually fine... Bolliner Mid currently on 15M is 3369! One of the "rules" 
developed in this thread for the bollinger strategy was to treat the break of the mid as a 

lower/higher/bounce indicator. I'm currently short, so I can use the mid as the TP. In 
terms of the probabilities, is there an "evolution" during a TF you're looking at of certain 
prices/times as new prices trickle into your feed? This is an analogy from Formula 1, 
where track temperature affects speed of cars via tyres. Over time, the track goes faster 
as... 
Beautiful. The problem is just for the next 360mins! 1.3340 will be hard due to the 
probabilities I am seeing now. Even if she goes there, BUYING WILL COME IN 
STRONGLY!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 10:58am | Post# 5380

 
Quoting Baillie 
Eurusdd, where can we download your indi and template? and kindly please direct us 
new comers where can we find your explaination of your similarity concept. Im very 
much interested to participate but I want to study first the concept how it works. Many 
Thanks! 
This is funny, I do not mean to single anyone out but this is the problem with traders, all 
are fascinated with EURUSDD's results and are visiting the thread that explains the 
concept or a principle to his fantastic results, but do not get that you should read from 

the beginning of the thread. [/quote] 
 
 
Similarity is about parity or equivalence across all measuring sticks. 
If you have a ruler, 100cm = 1meter, no matter what ruler you use. 
 
With market prices though, it's a moving object: 

1. Price changes value 
2. Duration of value changes via Time 
3. Prices are dependent on Source (Broker) 

 
The theory then is that if you grab a price graph on a 5M chart, and then add any 
indicator that matches the swings of Price (you must change the settings) 
In theory, the price and the indicator should be the same. 
 
The theory must also hold true for different timeframes. So the 5M / 15M / 1H and 4H 
should have the same swings relative to their larger timeframe. 
 
The moment you have DISSIMILARITY is the trade opportunity because this is arbitrage. 
Once SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading window is closed. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 11:02am | Post# 5381

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is funny, I do not mean to single anyone out but this is the problem with 
traders, all are fascinated with EURUSDD's results and are visiting the thread that explains 
the concept or a principle to his fantastic results, but do not get that you should read from 



the beginning of the thread.   
Quote 
Similarity is about parity or equivalence across all measuring sticks. If you have a ruler, 
100cm = 1meter, no matter what ruler you use. With market prices though, it's a moving 
object: Price changes value Duration of value changes via Time Prices are dependent on 
Source (Broker) The theory then is that if you grab a price graph on a 5M chart, and then 
add any indicator that matches the swings of Price (you must change the settings) In 
theory, the price and the indicator should be the same. The theory must also hold true for 
different timeframes. So the 5M / 15M / 1H and 4H should have the same swings relative to 

their larger timeframe. The moment you have DISSIMILARITY is the 
trade opportunity because this is arbitrage. Once 
SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading window is closed. 
 
That is why I love VLADY1974. You are super. That is the whole truth. 
 
This is why when someone asked me what happens after similarity is restored, I refused to 
fall into that trap!! Thank you vlady1974.. 
 
A perfect example is the arbitrage window below.. There is a white on 1hr but none on 
30min. That is why I said, UP is coming. We saw how high she went. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 11:09am | Post# 5382

 
Furthermore: 
 
a) Simple = Price Levels that must be corrected or returned to 
 
b) Intermediate = Price Levels + Timeframe for correction 
 
c) Complex = Probability that price must be at/above/below a price/time 
 
 
No-one should really start asking "what is the sequence? is it A first then B then C?" That 



is hard and involves probabilistic calculations in real-time. Start with the basics first and 
find some indies that support your style and allows you to manually check for 
dissimilarity. 
 
For newbies, I think the concept of similarity should be applied to an existing trading 
strategy.  
 
In of itself, it is nothing. It is just a principle. How you apply it is dependent on an edge - 
a determination by you that something could happen. 
Read "Trading In The Zone" - all good traders know that anything can happen and that 
every moment is unique (ie. different from last time!) 
 
So probabilities is what counts applied with your trading strategy & money management 
strategy. In other words, if the probability of price going to 3400 is 10% and current 
price is 3379 and you are SHORT, then you should be building a safety measure to move 
your stop or takeprofit to a point where you could be wrong. Because ANYTHING can 
happen, whether you knew about Similarity or not. 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 11:09am | Post# 5383

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is funny, I do not mean to single anyone out but this is the problem with 
traders, all are fascinated with EURUSDD's results and are visiting the thread that 
explains the concept or a principle to his fantastic results, but do not get that you should 

read from the beginning of the thread.   
Similarity is about parity or equivalence across all measuring sticks. If you have a ruler, 
100cm = 1meter, no matter what ruler you use. With market prices though, it's a moving 
object: Price changes value Duration of value changes via Time Prices are dependent on 
Source (Broker) The theory then is that if you grab a price graph on a 5M chart, and then 
add any indicator that matches the swings of Price (you must change the settings) In 
theory, the price and the indicator should be the same. The theory must also hold true 
for different timeframes. So the 5M / 15M / 1H and 4H should have the same swings 
relative to their larger timeframe. The moment you have DISSIMILARITY is the trade 
opportunity because this is arbitrage. Once SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading 
window is closed.[/quote] 

Exactly!   

 

stt Aug 13, 2014 11:33am | Post# 5384

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There is a white on 1hr but none on 30min. That is why I said, UP is coming. We saw 
how high she went. {image} 
Can you say what does that white X represent on the hour chart? Is that an indicator - if 
so which one? TIA 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 11:41am | Post# 5385

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} Can you say what does that white X represent on the hour chart? Is that an 
indicator - if so which one? TIA 
It is an indicator modeled on the MAs on the charts. It is supposed to identify windows 
for the 30min 1hr pair. I said at the beginning of the thread: you should try to use your 
own indicators, those you are very ok with. 



 
and eurusd is entering into dangerous zone now. She has to fight to close above 1.3368; 
so buy oppo.... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 5386

 
EURUSD just created dis-equilibrium at 1.33663. Now watch, if she hits 1.3354 before 
1.33663, she will spike up! This type of window will be corrected 100% of the time. 
 

In theory, efficient markets should close these kinds of windows. 
therefore, eurusd must go above 1.33663 before hitting 1.33547, 
IN THEORY!!! 
 

FOREX IS efficient? CLOSE !!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 5387

 
DO you see eurusd is stationary? TA rules. She is deciding!!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 5388

 
Money managers around the world know that leaving this window open will 
cause problems. They finally corrected it. Now, they can continue downward. 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 5389

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DO you see eurusd is stationary? TA rules. She is deciding!!! 
What does your probablility say about hitting 1.33530 today? 
 
I sleept all day and missed and the fun... 

 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 5390

 
Quote 
The moment you have DISSIMILARITY is the trade opportunity because this is 
arbitrage. Once SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading window is closed 
Quote 
. 
 
I would like to a link a more practical approach to this matter; the why and how to deal 
with it. 
Dissimilarity is created by bigger money in the market / causing the market to go out of 
sync. 
Price needs to move in a way to remove this "out of sync" proportion.. To then have price 
in sync again / similarity. 
 
A very simpe practical approach that reflects above theories would be to trade towards 
dissimilarity (pull factor), and trade away(push factor) from the source/once similarity 



appears. 
 
Let me know if this is correct pls eurusdd, vlady, or anyone else. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 5391

 
The dis-equilibrium corrected fully. Technical analysis rules. I did not even look at the 
news today but knew very well where this monster is going. believe in your methods and 
they will pay u back! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 5392

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote}{quote} I would like to a link a more practical approach to this matter; the why and how to 
deal with it. Dissimilarity is created by bigger money in the market / causing the market to go out of 
sync. Price needs to move in a way to remove this "out of sync" proportion.. To then have price in sync 
again / similarity. A very simpe practical approach that reflects above theories would be to trade 
towards dissimilarity (pull factor), and trade away(push factor) from the source/once 
similarity appears. Let me know if this is correct pls... 
You are not right Robertk. 
 
There are different kinds of windows depending on the indicator you are using. some times you may 
have to trade away from the dis-similarity in order to create similarity. for example, we bought 
today(away from dis-

similarity).  

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 5393



 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote}{quote} I would like to a link a more practical approach to this matter; the why 
and how to deal with it. Dissimilarity is created by bigger money in the market / causing 
the market to go out of sync. Price needs to move in a way to remove this "out of sync" 
proportion.. To then have price in sync again / similarity. A very simpe practical approach 
that reflects above theories would be to trade towards dissimilarity (pull factor), and 
trade away(push factor) from the source/once similarity appears. Let me know if this is 
correct pls eurusdd,... 
You can do it that way also but only if you can recognize dissimilarity in the first place. I 
do that sometimes, I consider that counter trend if there is such a thing for this method. 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 5394

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are not right Robertk. There are different kinds of windows depending on 
the indicator you are using. some times you may have to trade away from the dis-
similarity in order to create similarity. for example, we bought today(away from dis-
similarity).{image} 
I keep looking at this image and wondering if you guys are pulling someone's leg. I can't 
see any similarities nor disimilarities...It is like alien morse code or something. I must be 
missing something.. 
 
If there is something that i should be seeing can you please be kind enough to explain to 
me? I am really keen to learn about similarities/dissimilarities 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 5395

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {quote} That is why I love VLADY1974. You are super. That is the whole truth. 
This is why when someone asked me what happens after similarity is restored, I refused 
to fall into that trap!! Thank you vlady1974.. A perfect example is the arbitrage window 
below.. There is a white on 1hr but none on 30min. That is why I said, UP is coming. We 
saw how high she went. {image} 
 
OK OK I see what you are talking about! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 1:17pm | Post# 5396

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I keep looking at this image and wondering if you guys are pulling someone's 
leg. I can't see any similarities nor disimilarities...It is like alien morse code or 
something. I must be missing something.. If there is something that i should be seeing 
can you please be kind enough to explain to me? I am really keen to learn about 
similarities/dissimilarities 
Hi. that picture is made up uf 1hr and 30min charts. Both look very similar. Buy there is 
a dis-similarity. One the 1hr chart there are 4 white symbols. but on the 30min, there 
are only three. So, the market has to move in a way to create 4 on the 30min(so that 
both chart are in sync again). The only way that can happen is for price to go UP!!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 5397

 



Quoting Robertk 
{quote}{quote}A very simpe practical approach that reflects above theories would be to 
trade towards dissimilarity (pull factor), and trade away(push factor) from the 
source/once similarity appears. Let me know if this is correct pls eurusdd, vlady, or 
anyone else. 
I see where you are going. It was a creative suggestion! 
 
The problem is, the Dissimilarity Event is unknown and unpredictable. 
You can only measure it and react to it once it's happened. 
 
Perhaps what you are meaning is: 
a) DISSIM Event has been tagged or recorded at PRICE DS 
b) A major price move needs to occur near or on PRICE DS 
c) On sufficient move away from (how to measure???) price will be at PRICE DT 
d) Price will then move BACK towards PRICE DS. 
 
That setup then allows you to enter a trade of some sort with respect to (a) 
The further away (b) can be measured by any other indicator you have at your disposal: 
S/R, Pivots, Whatever 
Once a reversal back to (a) is confirmed, you at least have a Target 
 
Is this heading in the right direction? 

 

evrynet Aug 13, 2014 1:36pm | Post# 5398

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD just created dis-equilibrium at 1.33663. Now watch, if she hits 1.3354 before 
1.33663, she will spike up! This type of window will be corrected 100% of the time. In 
theory, efficient markets should close these kinds of windows. therefore, eurusd must go 
above 1.33663 before hitting 1.33547, IN THEORY!!! FOREX IS efficient? CLOSE !! 
I'm a bit confused now. It didn't hit 1.335 before she hit 1.336 therefore it won't spike up 
but going down?! that is what this meant to be? 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 5399

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi. that picture is made up uf 1hr and 30min charts. Both look very similar. Buy 
there is a dis-similarity. One the 1hr chart there are 4 white symbols. but on the 30min, 
there are only three. So, the market has to move in a way to create 4 on the 30min(so 
that both chart are in sync again). The only way that can happen is for price to go UP!!!! 
What are these symbols? What kind of indicator is that? What does Tick and CROSS 
mean? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 5400

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} I'm a bit confused now. It didn't hit 1.335 before she hit 1.336 therefore it won't 
spike up but going down?! that is what this meant to be? 
 
Naaa. I said the dis-equilibrium was created at 1.33663 and eurusd must go above that 
number before she tries to hit 1.3354. If she hits 1.3354 before going above 1.33663, 
SHE WILL SPIKE UP!! EURUSD did what was expected. she went above 1.33663. Now, 
she is trying to hit 1.3354 



 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 5401

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi. that picture is made up uf 1hr and 30min charts. Both look very similar. Buy 
there is a dis-similarity. One the 1hr chart there are 4 white symbols. but on the 30min, 
there are only three. So, the market has to move in a way to create 4 on the 30min(so that 
both chart are in sync again). The only way that can happen is for price to go UP!!!! 
Samaralala, I'm just looking at this... I hadn't actually spotted the Dissimilarity so I am also 
reviewing today's move. 
 
What I'm seeing is that there is a "double hump" on the 30M which doesn't appear on the 
1H. The price this occurred at was roughly 3409.  
 
In terms of Fundamentals that I know of, there was chatter of fund managers etc wanting a 
decent place for shorts. I had thought that 3424 would have been sufficient, but since there 
were other news items that occurred over the last 3 trading days, the 3409 may have 
provided an opportunity for a sell. This took place which brought price down, but then shot 
back up to close that arbitrage. 

 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 5402

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Samaralala, I'm just looking at this... I hadn't actually spotted the Dissimilarity 
so I am also reviewing today's move. What I'm seeing is that there is a "double hump" 
on the 30M which doesn't appear on the 1H. The price this occurred at was roughly 3409. 
In terms of Fundamentals that I know of, there was chatter of fund managers etc 
wanting a decent place for shorts. I had thought that 3424 would have been sufficient, 
but since there were other news items that occurred over the last 3 trading days, the 



3409 may have provided an opportunity... 
 
THanks for your explanation Vlad. What are these Crosses and Ticks - did you manually 
add this just for the purpose of explaining this diagram? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 5403

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} THanks for your explanation Vlad. What are these Crosses and Ticks - did you 
manually add this just for the purpose of explaining this diagram? 
This is Eurusdd's chart. You will need to review the last couple of hours of posts. 
the crosses and ticks are his. I'm guessing they mark areas of mid-price. 

 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 2:13pm | Post# 5404

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I see where you are going. It was a creative suggestion! The problem is, the 
Dissimilarity Event is unknown and unpredictable. You can only measure it and react to it 
once it's happened. Perhaps what you are meaning is: a) DISSIM Event has been tagged 
or recorded at PRICE DS b) A major price move needs to occur near or on PRICE DS c) 
On sufficient move away from (how to measure???) price will be at PRICE DT d) Price will 
then move BACK towards PRICE DS. That setup then allows you to enter a trade of some 
sort with respect to (a) The further... 
Yes. interesting theories for sure. The reason I have so much problems figuring out how 
to react ( and I assume many have ), is because this topic, among with other topics of 
EURUSDD are mostly reverse engineering. 
 
Personally the only way to go is to first find out the "why" , to then make solid strategies 
based on this. Despite simple similarity practical approaches are described on page 1 
onwards, people dont know what makes them effective. They need to know underlying 
fundamentals first, explained in a clear way. 
 
Once people have this fundamental knowledge, we can work towards creating and 
adjusting new strategies with ones creativity, knowledge and experience. I dont know 
about you but despite the fact that sim and dsim clearly has an effect on price, I have a 
hard time figuring out exactly what is going on. 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 5405

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is Eurusdd's chart. You will need to review the last couple of hours of posts. 
the crosses and ticks are his. I'm guessing they mark areas of mid-price. 
 
For the purpose of this excercise, I have actually printed these out and I am staring at 
them... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 5406

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Yes. interesting theories for sure. The reason I have so much problems figuring 
out how to react ( and I assume many have ), is because this topic, among with other 
topics of EURUSDD are mostly reverse engineering. Personally the only way to go is to 



first find out the "why" , to then make solid strategies based on this. Despite simple 
similarity practical approaches are described on page 1 onwards, people dont know what 
makes them effective. They need to know underlying fundamentals first, explained in a 
clear way. Once people have this... 
markets exist because of incomplete information to participants. So, i am ok if you don't 
know what exactly is going on. i don't need windows closing before they open! I need 
windows to remain opened for me to make money. So, i gave you just what is enough!!! 

 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 5407

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Yes. interesting theories for sure. The reason I have so much problems figuring 
out how to react ( and I assume many have ), is because this topic, among with other 
topics of EURUSDD are mostly reverse engineering. Personally the only way to go is to 
first find out the "why" , to then make solid strategies based on this. Despite simple 
similarity practical approaches are described on page 1 onwards, people dont know what 
makes them effective. They need to know underlying fundamentals first, explained in a 
clear way. Once people have this... 

Quoting myself here. One hint given by eurusdd in the past is DNA of price. I 
suggest we take a look at this first, in order at least have an understanding of what 
creates the levels mentioned by eurusdd. 

 

tashkent Aug 13, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 5408

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} For the purpose of this excercise, I have actually printed these out and I am 
staring at them... 
i do not think you will be able to see anything because the dissimilarity in these charts is 
not visual but something sensitive captured by the effective tools only 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 5409

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i do not think you will be able to see anything because the dissimilarity is not 

visual but something sensitive captured by the effective tools 
only  
SPOT ON. TO EACH HIS own!!! 

 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 5410

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} markets exist because of incomplete information to participants. So, i am ok if 
you don't know what exactly is going on. i don't need windows closing before they open! 
I need windows to remain opened for me to make money. So, i gave you just what is 
enough!!! 

I very much respect that and I think I know what you are saying here . The thing is, 
the human mind is a beautiful thing and can interpretate things a thousand ways ( just 
look at how many offsprings came from your concepts in the past, including missleading 
ones such as semafor). 
 
In other words, do you want your followers to be robots, following your calls, or in a 



better case, applying the basic static posted indicators on their charts. 
 
Or is there room for improvement where your followers can use their own creativity 
whatsoever, in order to even improve this further... The last one can only be achieved 
when they actually know what is going on. 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 5411

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} For the purpose of this excercise, I have actually printed these out and I am 
staring at them... 
Good luck with that, you don't even know what the indicator settings are. 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 5412

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Pardon my ignorance. I'm still trying to understand whats going on,but... 
 
1. Was there a DISSIMILARITY problem at 1.3342??? (red rectangle area) 
 
2. Is that what PA at the yellow rectangle area is trying to correct??? 

 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 2:48pm | Post# 5413

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i do not think you will be able to see anything because the dissimilarity in these 
charts is not visual but something sensitive captured by the effective tools only 
Yes, at first i tought i might be requiring stronger perscription... 

 

P.technique Aug 13, 2014 2:48pm | Post# 5414

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is funny, I do not mean to single anyone out but this is the problem with 



traders, all are fascinated with EURUSDD's results and are visiting the thread that 
explains the concept or a principle to his fantastic results, but do not get that you should 

read from the beginning of the thread.   
Similarity is about parity or equivalence across all measuring sticks. If you have a ruler, 
100cm = 1meter, no matter what ruler you use. With market prices though, it's a moving 
object: Price changes value Duration of value changes via Time Prices are dependent on 
Source (Broker) The theory then is that if you grab a price graph on a 5M chart, and then 
add any indicator that matches the swings of Price (you must change the settings) In 
theory, the price and the indicator should be the same. The theory must also hold true 
for different timeframes. So the 5M / 15M / 1H and 4H should have the same swings 
relative to their larger timeframe. The moment you have DISSIMILARITY is the trade 
opportunity because this is arbitrage. Once SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading 
window is closed.[/quote] 
 
Thank you Vlady, I admire Eurusdd's concept but couldn't really understand it from his 
posts. The Picture is getting clearer. Thanks gents. 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 2:49pm | Post# 5415

 
Quoting Robertk 

{quote} I very much respect that and I think I know what you are saying here . The 
thing is, the human mind is a beautiful thing and can interpretate things a thousand ways 
( just look at how many offsprings came from your concepts in the past, including 
missleading ones such as semafor). In other words, do you want your followers to be 
robots, following your calls, or in a better case, applying the basic static posted indicators 
on their charts. Or is there room for improvement where your followers can use their own 
creativity whatsoever,... 
Misleading? hmm... I seem to be making money with it, demo and live.... No problem, if 
you understand the principle and how to use the tools, as for how EURUSDD came to get 
the settings that is beyond me, I simply followed instructions and adapted the tools in 
such a way to make it trade-able for me. I understood from the start that whatever 
indicator I or any other trader here, other than EURUSDD, will not have a complete 
picture of what is going on or where his dis similarity really appears. I am fine with that. 
His numbers and figures for the settings he has shared "work", that is all I need. 

repainting or not but repainting is a signal in itself if you know what I mean   

 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 5416

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Misleading? hmm... I seem to be making money with it, demo and live.... No 
problem, if you understand the principle and how to use the tools, as for how EURUSDD 
came to get the settings that is beyond me, I simply followed instructions and adapted 
the tools in such a way to make it trade-able for me. I understood from the start that 
whatever indicator I or any other trader here, other than EURUSDD, will not have a 
complete picture of what is going on or where his dis similarity really appears. I am fine 
with that. His numbers and figures... 

As long as you make money with it thats cool! eurusdd however mentioned that 
semafor is not what he is using because it creates only a few signals that are a copy of 
his own way. I call it missleading because its coded in such a way that only parts show a 
hidden message what eurusdd is using, the remainder is noise. While typing this I 
actually came to the idea to analyze this code and maybe grab some hints along the way 

 

 



samaralala Aug 13, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 5417

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}SPOT ON. TO EACH HIS own!!! 
 
So what is this effective TOOL we are talking about? you can sms ms/skype me privately 
and we can agree on a price? 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 5418

 
1 Attachment(s) 
????? 

 

 

hoom Aug 13, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 5419

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} So what is this effective TOOL we are talking about? you can sms ms/skype me 
privately and we can agree on a price? 
if he sell or advertise anything for profit , he would 
be moved directly to commercial section . and as far as 
I know about it , they dont have good reputation there 

 

 

AsadKiani Aug 13, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 5420

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} for the 1MONTH CHART. PLEASE TEST IT and post your chart here, quick so I 
can check before I sign out! Thanks. {file} 
Hi EURUSDD, 
Your 1 Month Chart Template came with these settings, For Bollinger Band method. 
 
-Main Window- 
Bollinger Band: Period: 4 Shift: 0 Deviation: 2 Apply To: Close 



ZigZag: Depth: 12 Deviation: 5 Backstep: 3 
MA: Period: 1 Shift: 0 MA Method: Exponential Apply To: Close 
 
-Indicator Window- 
Custom Stoch: K Period: 5 D Period: 3 Slowing: 3 
Bollinger Band: Period: 4 Shift: 0 Deviation: 2 
 
Can I use them for other TFs as well. Or do I have to modify them? If yes then how? 
Much thanks! 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 5421

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} So what is this effective TOOL we are talking about? you can sms ms/skype me 
privately and we can agree on a price? 
 
5 tools : similarity, delay, revolution what are the other 2? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 5422

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 5 tools : similarity, delay, revolution what are the other 2? 
similarity is for spotting market mistakes - the form you use is important though. My 
similarity tool may be different from yours and I won't give mine to you. 
 
Delay is what allows me to tell you precise times. Can give you very good times for a 
certain level to hold.. 
 
Revolution is all about precise probabilities and you have seen it in action many times. 
Revolution is built on 24 time frames. It is the most powerful of all because it depends on 
the available DNA of price history. 
 
Then we have two more ideas. but that is not for public ,,,, 
 
similarity is powerful enough and can stand alone!!!! But never fool yourself into thinking 
it is the sole reason for my calls here. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 3:13pm | Post# 5423

 
vlady1974, the time for 1.3368 is almost over so eurusd will start going down. 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 5424

 
Did you build these tools or is similarity something that is available ( I haven't cheked) ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 3:17pm | Post# 5425

 
Quoting samaralala 
Did you build these tools or is similarity something that is available ( I haven't cheked) ? 
similarity applied to forex the way we use it here originated with me but the theory exists 



for fractals and random processes. 

 

samaralala Aug 13, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 5426

 
Looks like I am going to have to read up on theory that exists for fractals and random 
processes all derived from stochactic geometry! How exciting! 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 5427

 
1 Attachment(s) 

seems to work on other pairs too...  

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 13, 2014 3:38pm | Post# 5428

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
vlady1974, the time for 1.3368 is almost over so eurusd will start going down. 

Great! Thank you very much  

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:09pm | Post# 5429

 
the problem is none of what we do run on mt4. That software cannot handle to workload. 
even the complete DNA alone is serious! I post pictures from MT4 here because if I don't, 
you will say I am making up numbers. But I don't what those charts really. 

 

Nan-ook Aug 13, 2014 4:27pm | Post# 5430

 
EurUsd, may i ask..why have you in your trader buy on 1.3393? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 5431

 



Quoting Nan-ook 
EurUsd, may i ask..why have you in your trader buy on 1.3393? 
Good question. I don't normally use SL, so when I am busy and not watching the market, 
I hedge confusing positions that I can correct later and in $$$ terms are worth very little. 
The buy you see there is the current one. It will close positive. Don't worry! 

 

burnssss Aug 13, 2014 4:34pm | Post# 5432

 
eurusdd,  
There is level at 1.34820?  
The time factor still do not have it under control, I check only two TF. And not calculate 
probabilities. I focus on the correct calculation errors. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:40pm | Post# 5433

 
Note: my trades are designed to close positive within 24hrs and 
so, that buy is not dangerous. 
 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 5434

 
Quoting burnssss 
eurusdd, There is level at 1.34820? The time factor still do not have it under control, I 
check only two TF. And not calculate probabilities. I focus on the correct calculation 
errors. 
Can you please explain further burnssss? 

 

burnssss Aug 13, 2014 4:47pm | Post# 5435

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Can you please explain further burnssss? 
Yes, it is based on similarity.  
Two TF, M30 and H1. My two arrows do not agree on the level of 1.34820. Not got time 
study or probabilities, so do not know when that level is hit. 

 

P.technique Aug 13, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 5436

 
If I may ask a question: 
Does your system capture any levels beyond the current range, or you use the levels 
that actually happened for trading ideas? In that case, one can make tens of good trades 
but if some market news hits, one can löse it all on a single trade. 
What I mean is say: 
 
- Your system detects a level that needs to be corrected say 1.3340, however some 
market news hits and we see a spike above 1.3500 - I know the likelihood of sth like that 
in this low vol enivronment is minmal just as an example - and I have a short @1.3370. 
Does your tool any level that I can still keep my short without getting stopped out? 

 

dennis681 Aug 13, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 5437



 
I downloaded and applied the gggggggggggg.tpl template. What I see is two identical 
(24-0-2) BB's stacked one upon the other, with the top BB only having a red 1-ema. 
There is no red line in the lower BB from this template, yet I'm seeing lots of great 
examples with both BB's having red lines. There HAS to be a difference between the 
upper and lower for the method to work, yet my template has no diff between upper and 
lower except upper has a red ema. Does anyone have a template that will show the 
correct upper and lower indicators? MANY THANKS! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 6:19pm | Post# 5438

 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

>1.34200 = 0.01 
 

>1.33900 = 0.30 
 

=1.33619 = 1.00 
 

<1.3355 = 0.95 
 

<1.3342 = 0.65 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels below 1.33619 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call DOWN for EURUSD with main target 1.33541.  
 

Robertk Aug 13, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 5439

 
Recently I have been doing more wrong than good when it comes to implementing new 
things to my already decent system. I used to be an einzelganger, just figuring things 
out on my own, making my own theories. Last days I noticed I have been acting 
completely against my nature, be it some decent calls from eurusdd, be it some concepts 
I cannot seem to grasp. 
 
eurusdd, dont take this personal but for my own sake I am going to unsubscribe, ignore, 
and change my pw on FF. I just realize I have the power my own to be succesful, 
reflected in an ok account statement for 12 months onwards. I will return to my 
"basement" and stay truth to my own formula. gl, take care. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 6:26pm | Post# 5440

 
Quoting Robertk 
Recently I have been doing more wrong than good when it comes to implementing new 
things to my already decent system. I used to be an einzelganger, just figuring things 
out on my own, making my own theories. Last days I noticed I have been acting 



completely against my nature, be it some decent calls from eurusdd, be it some concepts 
I cannot seem to grasp. eurusdd, dont take this personal but for my own sake I am going 
to unsubscribe, ignore, and change my pw on FF. I just realize I have the power my own 
to be succesful, reflected in an ok account... 

Free world buddy. But you are always welcomed to the 
similarity thread. You can rest assured when the market 
kick you, the right numbers will be here. Stay successful! 

 

 

burnssss Aug 13, 2014 6:29pm | Post# 5441

 
hmm, I do not like stochastic. Maybe too perfect for similarity 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 6:34pm | Post# 5442

 
Quoting burnssss 
hmm, I do not like stochastic. Maybe too perfect for similarity 
I felt the same way. 

 

burnssss Aug 13, 2014 6:37pm | Post# 5443

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I felt the same way. 
Yes, I just checked in several TF.  
In these previous 3 days, there are no errors between M5 and M15.  
Meets all too well the condition. 

 

Baillie Aug 13, 2014 6:39pm | Post# 5444

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Yes, I just checked in several TF. In these previous 3 days, there are no errors 
between M5 and M15. Meets all too well the condition. 
That's why I decided to go with the ZZ Semaphores 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 6:50pm | Post# 5445

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! >1.34200 = 0.01 >1.33900 = 
0.30 =1.33619 = 1.00 <1.3355 = 0.95 <1.3342 = 0.65 What do these numbers mean? At 
the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 1. To have an 
idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or below the current 
one. It is clear that price levels below 1.33619 have higher probabilities. Therefore, I will 
call DOWN for EURUSD with main target 1.33541. 
pardon my ignorance, but does your figures mean 1.3343 has 0.95 probability too? I still 
got that price as an area of dissimilarity. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 6:51pm | Post# 5446

 
Robertk, you are doing something wrong by ignoring successful traders. I will never 
ignore VLADY1974, for instance simply because of right calls. Rather I will put a weight 
on his/her calls and integrate them into my overall decision-making process. I don't even 
need to know how he/she does it. 
 

The weight is a variable under my control!!!!   

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 6:59pm | Post# 5447

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} pardon my ignorance, but does your figures mean 1.3343 has 0.95 probability 
too? I still got that price as an area of dissimilarity. {image} 
<1.3343 is very close to <1.3342 and <1.3342 has 0.65 so. <1.3343 must be like 
0.67/9 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 7:05pm | Post# 5448

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} <1.3343 is very close to <1.3342 and <1.3342 has 0.65 so. <1.3343 must be 
like 0.67/9 
ok. thanks. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 5449

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ok. thanks. 
my pleasure. Well I checked. <1.3343 is exactly 0.67844. Very close to the estimate! 

 



Baillie Aug 13, 2014 7:14pm | Post# 5450

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Robertk, you are doing something wrong by ignoring successful traders. I will never 
ignore VLADY1974, for instance simply because of right calls. Rather I will put a weight 
on his/her calls and integrate them into my overall decision-making process. I don't even 

need to know how he/she does it. The weight is a variable under my control!!!!   

Never heard that one before   

 

Eurusdd Aug 13, 2014 7:37pm | Post# 5451

 
Tightest SL for this fall should be at 1.33724, plus your 
SPREAD!! 

 

jackprobe Aug 13, 2014 7:57pm | Post# 5452

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Tightest SL for this fall should be at 1.33724, plus your SPREAD!! 
Thank you Eurusdd, nice call. I have sent you PM. If you have time, please see it ... 
thanks. 

 

jackprobe Aug 13, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 5453

 
Quoting Netflix 
Hi Eurusdd or any senior member, I have some question for you. If we spotted multiple 
error from the chart (M30, H1 etc), let's call it problem 1, 2 and 3. Is there any sequence 
to fix the problem? e.g Problem 1 should fix first and next to problem 2 and so on.. Once 
again, thanks for the nice thread. i'm still learning from the system.. 
Hm ... not so sure. i have read some where, If we have 2 errors lets say M30 & H1, it is 
likely the smaller TF (M30) will be reached first. But i am still waiting for Eurusdd clue on 
how to find the most probability for the price to go up or down first .... 

 

jackprobe Aug 13, 2014 8:19pm | Post# 5454

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} That's why I decided to go with the ZZ Semaphores 
Good idea. Thanks Baillie. 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 5455

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Tightest SL for this fall should be at 1.33724, plus your SPREAD!! 

my charts suggests 1.3374, so it's all good!  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 8:49pm | Post# 5456

 
Quoting LITEchild 



{quote} my charts suggests 1.3374, so it's all good!  
Hi LITEchild, 
 
how do you calculate it ? Can you give me a clue ? 

 

Netflix Aug 13, 2014 9:20pm | Post# 5457

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi everyone, 
 
My H1 chart spotted an error at 1.3367x area.. anyone has the same spot?? 

 

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 9:45pm | Post# 5458

 
Quoting Netflix 
Hi everyone, My H1 chart spotted an error at 1.3367x area.. anyone has the same spot?? 
{image} 

I don't think that's an error. I may be wrong though...   

 

LITEchild Aug 13, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 5459

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Hi LITEchild, how do you calculate it ? Can you give me a clue ? 

me?...i'm just looking at M1 Z swings!  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 13, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 5460

 
Quoting dennis681 
I downloaded and applied the gggggggggggg.tpl template. What I see is two identical 



(24-0-2) BB's stacked one upon the other, with the top BB only having a red 1-ema. 
There is no red line in the lower BB from this template, yet I'm seeing lots of great 
examples with both BB's having red lines. There HAS to be a difference between the 
upper and lower for the method to work, yet my template has no diff between upper and 
lower except upper has a red ema. Does anyone have a template that will show the 
correct upper and lower indicators? MANY THANKS!... 
Hi Dennis, 
I like your number, your account is since 2007, wow ... Actually i have tried ggggggg.tpl 
& 15min.tpl , and both gives similar result. In fact, it is difficult for me (with my old eyes) 
to catch the difference between the top (EMA1) and the bottom (Stoch) which both are 
over the BB. That's why Ralome helps us to draw the difference using indicator Ralome-
V1 & V2 (see post #1). I think you can try to download and test the 15min.tpl , and see 
the result. I assume you got my Point, THANKS too. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 14, 2014 12:00am | Post# 5461

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Furthermore: a) Simple = Price Levels that must be corrected or returned to b) 
Intermediate = Price Levels + Timeframe for correction c) Complex = Probability that 
price must be at/above/below a price/time No-one should really start asking "what is the 
sequence? is it A first then B then C?" That is hard and involves probabilistic calculations 
in real-time. Start with the basics first and find some indies that support your style and 
allows you to manually check for dissimilarity. For newbies, I think the concept of 
similarity should be applied to... 

 

 

CholiPop Aug 14, 2014 12:32am | Post# 5462

 
My eyes hurt from so much reading. Hopefully tomorrow what I`ve read will sink in. Until 
then everyone have a wonderful Thursday trading session. 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 12:38am | Post# 5463

 
I saw yesterday dissim at 1.3382 and 1.3402, which got hit and I still see one on 1.3342, 
that is why i hada shortfrom 1.3402 to 1.3342 which is still open and I am wondering if it 
is a wise idea to close the trade... Eurusdd are you still looking for a resume to the 
upside after the downmove is over? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 1:10am | Post# 5464

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
the problem is none of what we do run on mt4. That software cannot handle to workload. 
even the complete DNA alone is serious! I post pictures from MT4 here because if I don't, 
you will say I am making up numbers. But I don't what those charts really. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
May i know the platform that can have 24 TFs ? 
Thanks 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 1:23am | Post# 5465

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Morning All! 
 
something I was looking at this morning, playing with Exp Moving Averages. I have 1H 
on the left EMA 4, the right is 30M with EMA 8. Notice the blimp at 3378-3382. 
 
Also notice how the EMA stays centre of price action, and all the highs and lows stick out 
like centipede legs. One could argue that the average is the real trend whilst the price 
action is the arbitrage market movements of buyers and sellers. 
 
When price action moves above the EMA it's obviously a Long, but then it goes short and 
heads back into the EMA. This is very similar to the Bollinger Band effect, where extreme 
pricing reaches a maximum at one point in time. 
 
What I'm getting at is the phenomenon of returning prices. This is why Fibonacci and 
Gann is useful. It's also what Gator uses for his numbers which are simple 1/2 and 1/4 of 
a move projected outwards. 
 
So if you spot a Dissimilarity in the past, and you can see where price is now.... What 
would price have to do in order to return to that point? Do you think it will return like a 
curved line or will it behave violently first before returning? What time of day is price 
more likely to be volatile? What market events, scheduled or otherwise, could cause 
volatility? 
 
Just putting this out there so that you can see how Similarity can help you think about 
EU in context of your own trading style. You don't have to KNOW how to get the same 
numbers as Eurusdd's....but if you did, how would you trade it based on where price is 
now?  
 
BTW his query about stop plots placement and Price Time is directly related to the EMA 
example above. When price host 3412 yesterday - I shorted at 3407...why? Where was 
price averaging before that....3350-3360, price prints 3415....and the price starts slowing 
down, how many times was that likely to happen today......once! Stop Loss! = Entry 
point. 



 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 1:58am | Post# 5466

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All! something I was looking at this morning, {image} 
Hey vlady1974. You did that because you already had a reason to look for target below 
the level. What if price does not go back ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:01am | Post# 5467

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:11am | Post# 5468

 
1 Attachment(s) 



TODAY!! SIMILARITY WILL RULE!   

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:15am | Post# 5469

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks subscribers and contributors to this thread!!! 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:19am | Post# 5470

 
A buy is cooking! 

 

shiva Aug 14, 2014 2:19am | Post# 5471

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thanks subscribers and contributors to this thread!!! {image} 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:22am | Post# 5472

 
1.33536 is an UPTREND pivot point. So buy at or under it!!! It is cooking! 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 14, 2014 2:25am | Post# 5473

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



Thanks subscribers and contributors to this thread!!! {image} 

 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 2:35am | Post# 5474

 
But one may ask what is the target for today  

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:35am | Post# 5475

 
The DOWN has a little bit to go. BUT GET READY TO lock in the uptrend! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:37am | Post# 5476

 
1.3347 IS not the tRUe LOW 

 

NorthTrader Aug 14, 2014 2:40am | Post# 5477

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.3347 IS not the tRUe LOW 
You mean you expect a LL before it goes higher? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 2:46am | Post# 5478

 

EURUSD is going to go up BUT for the final 
move towards uptrend, eurusd has to go 
under 1.3347 first. So, just like yesterday, 
look for a sell in the coming UP!!! 
 

Right now, this temporary up is sealed with 
1.3347 as the low. But 1.3347 is a problem 
and eurusd will return back to it!  

 

burnssss Aug 14, 2014 2:51am | Post# 5479

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All! something I was looking at this morning, playing with Exp Moving Averages. 
I have 1H on the left EMA 4, the right is 30M with EMA 8. Notice the blimp at 3378-3382. 
Also notice how the EMA stays centre of price action, and all the highs and lows stick out 
like centipede legs. One could argue that the average is the real trend whilst the price 
action is the arbitrage market movements of buyers and sellers. When price action 
moves above the EMA it's obviously a Long, but then it goes short and heads back into 
the EMA. This is very similar... 
Very good appreciation Vlady1974,  



thank you very much 

 

AsadKiani Aug 14, 2014 2:56am | Post# 5480

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thanks subscribers and contributors to this thread!!! {image} 

Way to go...  

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 2:57am | Post# 5481

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD is going to go up BUT for the final move towards uptrend, eurusd has to go 
under 1.3347 first. So, just like yesterday, look for a sell in the coming UP!!! Right now, 
this temporary up is sealed with 1.3347 as the low. But 1.3347 is a problem and eurusd 
will return back to it! 
What do you mean by problem. is dissimilarity a problem. I have come to conclusion that 
you call these 2 different things? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 3:01am | Post# 5482

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} What do you mean by problem. is dissimilarity a problem. I have come to 
conclusion that you call these 2 different things? 
You are right Feline207. 1.3347 is a mis-pricing problem of the 1st degree and must be 
corrected. It is important tot note that some calls here will be supported by other 
techniques other than dis-similarity methods. 
 
I hope that is ok with you? 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 3:05am | Post# 5483

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are right Feline207. 1.3347 is a mis-pricing problem of the 1st degree and 
must be corrected. It is important tot note that some calls here will be supported by 
other techniques other than dis-similarity methods. I hope that is ok with you? 
Yes I want just to make clear if you are calling different things - problem is something 

with your other methods right? And dissimilarity is another option May I know what 
are your views for the targets for today uptrend. Do you have a problem/dissim above? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 3:07am | Post# 5484

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thanks subscribers and contributors to this thread!!! {image} 

You deserve it Eurusdd  

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 3:10am | Post# 5485

 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 



 

1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level therefore, every up 
EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 
 

2: This current uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or 
even 1.34. From that point start looking for a short back to 
1.3347!!!  
 

When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!!  
 

iqyu5an Aug 14, 2014 3:13am | Post# 5486

 
and the green account is demo ........ #OMG 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level 
therefore, every up EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 2: This current 
uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or even 1.34. From that point start 
looking for a short back to 1.3347!!! When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!! 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 3:18am | Post# 5487

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Hey vlady1974. You did that because you already had a reason to look for target 
below the level. What if price does not go back ? 
Well, my first and foremost assumption is that anything can happen. My targets are 
targets until they are invalidated. If I'm not in the market, no cost no loss, move on to 
next target.  
 
If it didn't go up, look for next probability. 
 
this morning I had a good price target of 78 before 54. Invalidated. 54 first... No big 
deal. I'm still flat. 
but if this sucker goes above 65, I'm watching cos I'm biased short. 
 
my bias is long term and nothing to do with Similarity.... More fundamentals. But I'm 
effectively a day trader, so I enter and exit based on hourly movements not Daily close. 
Hint! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 3:19am | Post# 5488

 
...and if it goes near 73-79, I'm shorting. 
not a trade recommendation, just my plan and view. 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 3:19am | Post# 5489

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level 



therefore, every up EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 2: This current 
uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or even 1.34. From that point start looking 
for a short back to 1.3347!!! When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!! 
Thank you eurusdd. I am really looking forward to the weekend if you can put some 
more theory and hints so we can paint the picture. Lets see how it goes today! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 3:20am | Post# 5490

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level 
therefore, every up EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 2: This current 
uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or even 1.34. From that point start looking 
for a short back to 1.3347!!! When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!! 
Haha. We're on a Similar wavelength (no pun intended) LOL 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 3:32am | Post# 5491

 
This uptrend is not done yet. 45% maybe. Be careful: fooling you!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 3:37am | Post# 5492

 
Pending short at Daily Pivot Point 3373 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 3:42am | Post# 5493

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Pending short at Daily Pivot Point 3373 
I see money flowing into a spike upward!!! 75.6% possibility. cooking!!! 

 

davinci15 Aug 14, 2014 3:43am | Post# 5494

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level 
therefore, every up EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 2: This current 
uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or even 1.34. From that point start looking 
for a short back to 1.3347!!! When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!! 
Hope you don't mind to interupt pips making. 
 
I know it's not a weekend yet for learning leasons, but do you mind post a picture why 
do you see a problem at 1.3347. Would like to understand. 

 

AsadKiani Aug 14, 2014 3:46am | Post# 5495

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This uptrend is not done yet. 45% maybe. Be careful: fooling you!!! 
Uptrend before even formation of new ZZ Leg? 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 3:55am | Post# 5496

 
Quoting AsadKiani 
{quote} Uptrend before even formation of new ZZ Leg? {image} 
it will open up that band!!! 

 

bcp1 Aug 14, 2014 4:03am | Post# 5497

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok Feline207. This is the summary: 1: 1.3347 is a first degree mis-pricing level 
therefore, every up EURUSD does, will bring her falling back to 1.3347. 2: This current 
uptrend is real and it will end above 1.33735 or even 1.34. From that point start looking 
for a short back to 1.3347!!! When this uptrend is ending, I will let YOU know!!! 
FWIW Guys, My system is now suggesting EURUSD is a sell. Be really interested in a 
contra opinion. Cheers Gavin 

 

AsadKiani Aug 14, 2014 4:03am | Post# 5498

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} it will open up that band!!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:07am | Post# 5499

 
eurusd cannot return too soon to 1.3347. it needs a push.   

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:09am | Post# 5500

 
Quoting bcp1 
{quote} FWIW Guys, My system is now suggesting EURUSD is a sell. Be really interested 
in a contra opinion. Cheers Gavin 



eurusd returning to 1.3347 is part of the plan but that up move is not it ooh. It better not 
be. 

 

AsadKiani Aug 14, 2014 4:10am | Post# 5501

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 

eurusd cannot return too soon to 1.3347. it needs a push.   
I'm trying..... 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:22am | Post# 5502

 
Quoting AsadKiani 
{quote} I'm trying..... {image} 

numbers don't lie. eurusd has to go to make the return t 1.3347 good!!! 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 4:35am | Post# 5503

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} numbers don't lie. eurusd has to go to make the return t 1.3347 good!!! 
Hey eurusdd, where does it have to go to make the return to 1.3347 good? What is the 

connection between the 2 levels.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:38am | Post# 5504

 
Quoting feline207 



{quote} Hey eurusdd, where does it have to go to make the return to 1.3347 good? 

What is the connection between the 2 levels.  
The uptrend cannot end below 1.33735 before we go back to 1.3347. That is the problem 
I am having with eurusd! But I am sure she will listen ... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:46am | Post# 5505

 

Relax TA rules. She will go there against all odds. 13 MINS more!!! 
watch  

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 4:53am | Post# 5506

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The uptrend cannot end below 1.33735 before we go back to 1.3347. That is the 
problem I am having with eurusd! But I am sure she will listen ... 
Mmm, I don't have 1.3347 but I have unfinished business at A (1.33415) and B (1.33721) 
so I currently have buy and sell trades open to close at these levels. 

 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 4:54am | Post# 5507

 

Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Mmm, I don't have 1.3347 but I have unfinished business at A 
(1.33415) and B (1.33721) so I currently have buy and sell trades open to 
close at these levels. {image} 

Seems that many eyes are on 1.3341-1.3347 area 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:02am | Post# 5508

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Relax TA rules. She will go there against all odds. 13 MINS more!!! watch 
 
Are you Psychic?...I dream big moves but small like that is amaizing... 



 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:06am | Post# 5509

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Are you Psychic?...I dream big moves but small like that is amaizing... 
No one mention big moves. the number is 1.3375. that is the number. Please!!!! 
 
Please don't put words. if you feel uncomfortable, .....---> 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:09am | Post# 5510

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}No one mention big moves. the number is 1.3375. that is the number. Please!!!! 
Please don't put words. if you feel uncomfortable, .....---> 
No I mean I see BIG moves but not a small ones like you do... thats all so If anything it 
is meant to serve as a compliment :-) 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:09am | Post# 5511

 
This up move is not done. There is an error @ 1.33606. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:14am | Post# 5512

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} No I mean I see BIG moves but not a small ones like you do... thats all so If 
anything it is meant to serve as a compliment :-) 
 
Someone is chasing BIG moves and his account is in red. I can continue making these 
small moves for the next 4 months and all will be green. why? 
 
I am trading arbitrage prices. SURE PIPS!!! Sure pips come in 1-2-3-4-.... 
 
AND I can make 50-100 pips if I want to. That is not the purpose of my 
explorer.  

 

Trillion2015 Aug 14, 2014 5:14am | Post# 5513

 
Thanks for being my Baddie .... 
 

 

 

Freefox Aug 14, 2014 5:15am | Post# 5514

 
Just want to say fascinating stuff EURUSDD. 
 
I don’t fully understand what similarity is fully about yet (presently reading through the 
entire thread for the 2nd time to get a more complete understanding) but there is no 
denying you clearly understand markets as can be seen in the evidence of your calls 

which seem to be always right. (Though there does seem to be an apparent 
contradiction in how it plays out in the demo account, but maybe I’ll understand more 



the intention of the demo account as I continue to read through the thread). 
 
A lot of what you are doing reminds me our Chaos Theory or Fractal Dimensions. (Have 
to dig out my books to recap about that stuff). Simplistically, in fractal geometry 
everything is built up from repeated smaller patterns that ultimately become identical 
(similar) on the larger levels. So applying it to Forex, for a particular timeframe it mirrors 
the ones below it and also the ones above it mirror that in form and structure. 
 
So I guess a DS zone is where they are temporarily out of sync and the only way for 
them to get back in sync is for a particular move to happen? Is this anyway close to what 
is going on here with the Similarity System? 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:17am | Post# 5515

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Someone is chasing BIG moves and his account is in red. I can continue making 
these small moves for the next 4 months and all will be green. why? I am trading 
arbitrage prices. SURE PIPS!!! Sure pips come in 1-2-3-4-.... AND I can make 50-100 
pips if I want to. That is not the purpose of my explorer. 
 
Wish I could see what you see.... you are awesome! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:24am | Post# 5516

 

SEE THAT? CONDITION satisfied!!! 
 

DELAY, similarity and revolution once again 
proved TA rules!!!  

 

Velites Aug 14, 2014 5:25am | Post# 5517

 
I just wish you could explain what it is that you do to recognize this. 

 

jurn_e Aug 14, 2014 5:26am | Post# 5518

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up move is not done. There is an error @ 1.33606. 

Long EU at 68 and TP at 80. Thanks. 

 

handy148 Aug 14, 2014 5:28am | Post# 5519

 
Hmm at the time of writing this USD is at zero on the currency strength meter. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:29am | Post# 5520

 
Quoting jurn_e 



{quote} Long EU at 68 and TP at 80. Thanks. 
Nice to know that friend!!! 
 
good pipping! Now that is a proper up!!! Anyone still doubting? 

 

zarkon Aug 14, 2014 5:29am | Post# 5521

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
SEE THAT? CONDITION satisfied!!! DELAY, similarity and revolution once again proved TA 
rules!!! 
Amazing . simple amazing. 
Thank you 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 5:30am | Post# 5522

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Nice to know that friend!!! good pipping! Now that is a proper up!!! Anyone still 
doubting? 
Do you support still the ida that it is turning to 1.3347 

 

newforex21 Aug 14, 2014 5:36am | Post# 5523

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
SEE THAT? CONDITION satisfied!!! DELAY, similarity and revolution once again proved TA 
rules!!! 
I Had been following your calls since last Friday,I have not seen a single call that missed 
the numbers,really great way of analyzing.Thank you very much.Hope we get to learn 
the methods from you . 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:40am | Post# 5524

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 



iqyu5an Aug 14, 2014 5:41am | Post# 5525

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
"DEMO" << noted 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 5:43am | Post# 5526

 
Quoting jurn_e 

{quote} Long EU at 68 and TP at 80. Thanks. 
This was very "similar" to my trades this morning: 
 
a) Counter-trend trade targetting my original projections: Long @ 3359, TP 3383 
b) With Trend: Short @ 3395, TP open 
 
The short was influenced by Eurusdd's comment that it will be a reshoot. But that was an 
easy influence to take because of the chart I posted this morning. 
If my Dissimilarity price was 3378-3382, how much further would price have to expand 
before it collapsed back to that price? I use S/R and the good old price of 3396 was the 
one I chose as the most likely to hit, with a short time span.  
 
Currently in play. Stops to BE. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:43am | Post# 5527

 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. 
Thanks everyone!!! 

 

jurn_e Aug 14, 2014 5:45am | Post# 5528

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up move is not done. There is an error @ 1.33606. 
Error at 1.3360. I assume price will go back there to correct it later? 

 

davinci15 Aug 14, 2014 5:45am | Post# 5529

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. Thanks everyone!!! 
Have a rest. Thank you teaching us. 
 
Bye 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:46am | Post# 5530

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. Thanks everyone!!! 
What do you mean you are done with this thread? Where are you off to - which thread I 
need to glue my self onto now? 

 



iqyu5an Aug 14, 2014 5:47am | Post# 5531

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. Thanks everyone!!! 
have a green pips and hopefully u can w/d your nice profit .... 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 14, 2014 5:47am | Post# 5532

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. Thanks everyone!!! 
So many of us , we wait for your call and we always follow your post . Please do not 
leave....  
 

 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:49am | Post# 5533

 
I am sure this is how religion is formed...there needs to be a guru/master and teh rest is 
a history... :-) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 5:52am | Post# 5534

 
That's why I tell you guys not to become dependent on the man. Integrate the principles 
into your trading. 

 

davinci15 Aug 14, 2014 5:54am | Post# 5535

 
Quoting Trillion2015 
{quote} So many of us , we wait for your call and we always follow your post . Please do 

not leave....  
That's the problem he is tired of traders just following the post and put a trade after his 
analyze. 
 
He said a few days ago his purpuse is teaching us do the trades by yourself not just 
following. 
 
Go to page 1 and start reading then you can do it yourself. 

 

Netflix Aug 14, 2014 5:55am | Post# 5536

 
Quoting vlady1974 
That's why I tell you guys not to become dependent on the man. Integrate the principles 
into your trading. 
agree.. he created this threat to benefit all of us just to share his knowledge and 

experiences. I guess most of us need to go back to study his notes again..  
happy pipping.. cheers. 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:55am | Post# 5537



 
Quoting vlady1974 
That's why I tell you guys not to become dependent on the man. Integrate the principles 
into your trading. 
 
How I am a supposed to see some obsure similarity issue? I even took a magnifying 
glass last night - killed my self over analysing those diagrams. 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 5:59am | Post# 5538

 
Well not quite 'killed myself'.. I am typing this afterall. What I wanted to say is that I 
stayed up all night analysing and trying to find connections! 
 
Happy Trading day everyone! 

 

DrGuap Aug 14, 2014 6:05am | Post# 5539

 
Quoting samaralala 
I am sure this is how religion is formed...there needs to be a guru/master and teh rest is 
a history... :-) 

I had already built my EURUSDD altar! 

 

AdukaFX Aug 14, 2014 6:07am | Post# 5540

 
Thank you very much Eurusdd   

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:08am | Post# 5541

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} How I am a supposed to see some obsure similarity issue? I even took a 
magnifying glass last night - killed my self over analysing those diagrams. 
In the early days of this thread, the concepts were about comparing 1H to 30M. 
 
Some of the early members found a way to programme that and that was fair enough. 
There are a variety of templates available within this thread. It comes down to what your 
preferences are. 
 
If you are going to constantly hunt for dissimilarities, you will become screen-bound. 
That's not me. 
When Eurusdd pointed out the Bollinger Band phenomenon, I ran with it and developed 
rules of my own. Ironically, it went well with Semaphor Zigzags.  
Again, this was moving away from the original "similarity" of prices. But if you hunt down 
Ralome's indicator, it will point out Dissimilarity PERIODS on MT4. So you don't have to 
be screen bound. 
 
None of this will teach you how to trade! 
 
These just define the playing field and the boundaries. You still have to pick a direction. 
You still have to pick an entry point and exit point. Just because 1.3343 has a "problem" 
and current price is 1.3365 doesn't mean shit if you can't read a 5M, 15M, 1H chart and 
understand what is happening right now. 



 
For some of you, a really good exercise is to create a word document and copy/paste 
entries from the thread on a given topic. There are 3 main ones: 
Cycle Indicator, Similarity/Dissimilarity, Bollinger Band & ZigZag. Take your pick. 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 14, 2014 6:09am | Post# 5542

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} That's the problem he is tired of traders just following the post and put a trade 
after his analyze. He said a few days ago his purpuse is teaching us do the trades by 
yourself not just following. Go to page 1 and start reading then you can do it yourself. 
I tried to analysis his digram and his post. Its quite something else. I am not even 
familiar with the terms he used. Is there any way I can learn from the basic ??? Any 
suggestion from where to start ??? 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:14am | Post# 5543

 
Quoting Trillion2015 
{quote} I tried to analysis his digram and his post. Its quite something else. I am not 
even familiar with the terms he used. Is there any way I can learn from the basic ??? Any 

suggestion from where to start ???  
http://www.babypips.com/school  

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 6:15am | Post# 5544

 
1 Attachment(s) 
...another misprice at 1.3349, old one still at 1.3343. Waiting for the final 

stophunt???....hmmm  

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:26am | Post# 5545

 



Quoting LITEchild 
...another misprice at 1.3349, old one still at 1.3343. Waiting for the final 

stophunt???....hmmm {image} 
I've been meaning to ask you, what is that indicator at the bottom?  
What is your definition of a mis-price? 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 6:37am | Post# 5546

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've been meaning to ask you, what is that indicator at the bottom? What is your 
definition of a mis-price? 

...maybe I should have said dissimilarity??? still not sure whats the difference . Thats 
RSI overlayed on Momentum Indy. All periods set to 24. The DS 'misprice' is taken 
between the RSI cycle and the ZZ cycle(also set to 24 period). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:44am | Post# 5547

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ...maybe I should have said dissimilarity??? still not sure whats the difference 

. Thats RSI overlayed on Momentum Indy. All periods set to 24. The DS 'misprice' is 
taken between the RSI cycle and the ZZ cycle(also set to 24 period). 
So is the Momentum blue and the RSI Red/Green? 
Are you matching the peaks and troughs and then looking for the differences? For 
example, the last bottom swing.... the Red line has 2 top crests before it turns grey and 
swings up. On the Blue, it's only one crest. That's a misprice. What you should have is a 
Moving Average on the price. On the one hour, I'm currently using 4. That should match 
your 2 indies. 

 

mario777 Aug 14, 2014 6:47am | Post# 5548

 
Quoting LITEchild 
...another misprice at 1.3349, old one still at 1.3343. Waiting for the final 

stophunt???....hmmm {image} 

all I can see in your indicator is nothing but dis-similarity  

 

mario777 Aug 14, 2014 6:50am | Post# 5549

 
Quoting vlady1974 
There are 3 main ones: Cycle Indicator, Similarity/Dissimilarity, Bollinger Band & ZigZag. 
Take your pick. 
vlady , can you please share how do you use the ZZ for this strategy. Thanks! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:54am | Post# 5550

 
Quoting mario777 
{quote}vlady , can you please share how do you use the ZZ for this strategy. Thanks! 
On the top of this thread there is a paper clip icon with 1,001 next to the Subscribe 
button/symbol. 
I suggest you go there and look through 5 pages of attachments. One of them is PDF 



from me from the early days. Have a read at your leisure.  

 

dennis681 Aug 14, 2014 6:56am | Post# 5551

 
Ah, at last. Peace and beauty. For those who might be new to this thread and wish to 
create your own setup, after HOURS of trying this and that from this thread, see #4431 

on page 56, posted by "Fraud". How ironic that Fraud's upload was the most truthful! 
His template works and I can finally view a great Similarity chart. I will program this 
to detect the differences. 
 
And THANKS to those kind people who tried to help over PM. And special thanks to 
Eurusdd for bringing this system to our attention. 

 

Freefox Aug 14, 2014 7:01am | Post# 5552

 
It’s a shame that EURUSDD has decide to abandon the thread (for now at least), he’s got 
an obvious talent but I would have liked for him to hang around to learn more insights 
from him. You can tell that EURUSDD gets frustrated with all the questions and would 
rather people develop something themselves using the techniques he offers, and that his 
a great objective for anyone – to rely on your own abilities. (He stated as much the other 
day – post your calls to the thread, he asked). 
 
But he hasn't helped himself when some basic fundamental stuff he carries out that on 
the face of it is very contradictory and remains unanswered, so how can people have any 
chance of grasping the more complicated and deeper stuff? There are a number of things 
that I just don’t get and I guess the vast majority of others (all?) don’t too. And these 
are the basics and not even getting into the in-depth stuff of the system logic itself. For 
example:- 

  

1. Why does the demo account not have trades based on the directional bias he calls 
out in the thread and are typically only for a few pips profits. (Example: the 
recent call that the Euro was going to hit 1.3375 - why was no trade placed?). The 
trades in the demo account bear no relation to the great calls he makes in the 
thread. Just confusing to me... 

2. Why in the demo account do we have trades for 0.1 lots when the main trades are 
for much bigger lot sizes (1-8 lots each)? Now I think I read somewhere that they 
were hedging positions – but hedging what and at 0.1 lot size they were pretty 
worthless hedges anyway with regard to the main trade size. So they were 
confusing (and pointless) trades... unless somewhere can offer an explanation 
that I’m overlooking. 

3. He says he uses 10 pip SL but that clearly wasn’t the case. In fact his Trade 
Explorer was titled “No 3 losses in a row. MAX SL = 10pips”. So again genuine 
question – how does anyone reading the thread reconcile that in a meaningful 
way to what he actually did? 

4. Why not use a live account? 

 
Now the above are NOT in depth questions about EURUSDD’s Similarity System but they 
have not been given a satisfactory explanation (not that I can find anyway). So if people 
can’t fathom the reasons for the above and get a straight answer to this simple stuff then 
when tackling the core of the system where there are so many interpretations of what 
something can mean it will elude the vast majority, probably everyone. (In fact, after 



over 5,500 posts has anyone managed to develop a trading strategy around it and ended 
up trading for a living with it?) 
 
Having said all that, I like a challenge and like to think I’m a well educated clever chap 
(we'll see!) and with years of experience in Forex so I’m going to continue to read 
through the thread to gather as much information about EURUSDD’s obvious abilities as I 
can. 
 

He’s a gifted Trader without question but frustrating at the same time  
 
Isn't that a mark of a genius – an ongoing tension between two competing forces? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 7:12am | Post# 5553

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Some other notes I've compiled. One is regarding the zones and the numbers required to 
match the equivalence of time. For whatever reason, we are using 4500 minutes. I can't 
remember where this comes from. 
 
In my previous post, I mentioned a PDF in the attachments section - that was a 
compilation of posts from the thread specifically about Stochastics and Bollinger. It's the 
basis and foundation of the ZigZag Bollinger Method. Attached is my unfinished draft of 
my notes on the method. 
 
DISCLAIMER: These are unfinished or works in progress. Adapt them to your 
own! 
 
Happy Reading! 
ZONES.pdf 
The ZigZag Bollinger Method 1.0.pdf  

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 7:17am | Post# 5554

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So is the Momentum blue and the RSI Red/Green? Are you matching the peaks 
and troughs and then looking for the differences? For example, the last bottom swing.... 
the Red line has 2 top crests before it turns grey and swings up. On the Blue, it's only 
one crest. That's a misprice. What you should have is a Moving Average on the price. On 
the one hour, I'm currently using 4. That should match your 2 indies. 
yes you're right vlady(ma'am?). Momentum is blue. Rsi red/Green. Matching peaks and 
troughs is another way to look at it I guess. That seems like noting divergences between 
the Momtm indy and the RSI? Interesting way to look at it. What I look for is 
discrepanceis between the RSI and the ZZ legs. Ideally the ZZ swings should match RSI 
swings. When they don't match that's how I get the DS price, which I expect the market 
to eventually correct.. I'll try pay more attention to the divergent 'misprices' you pointed 
out and see if it holds any value for me. Tnx friend! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 7:24am | Post# 5555

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} yes you're right vlady(ma'am?). Momentum is blue. Rsi red/Green. Matching 
peaks and troughs is another way to look at it I guess. That seems like noting 
divergences between the Momtm indy and the RSI? Interesting way to look at it. What I 



look for is discrepanceis between the RSI and the ZZ legs. Ideally the ZZ swings should 
match RSI swings. When they don't match that's how I get the DS price, which I expect 
the market to eventually correct.. I'll try pay more attention to the divergent 'misprices' 
you pointed out and see if it holds any... 
You are actually on the right track or very "similar" track to the Bollinger method. 
 
Basically, you mention the ZZ creates its leg. For example, the current leg is a Top. 
Therefore, the next leg should be a bottom until the Top is invalidated by another top. 
But since price revisited the area and failed - this is just the classic Test / Retest 
phenomenon, nothing new! - you could create a trade to Short with a tight stop against 
the ZZ Top. On a Bollinger Band, that would display as Price outside of the bands as a 
price extreme point. 
 
If you look for dissimilarity in the indicator values, you will probably notice that once it 
happens price starts to move (away) from it. Your queue then is to find the extreme 
point of its travel and trade it back. Or you could trade in the direction of travel away 
from it. Up to you. 
 
Cheers, 
 
(Mister) Vlad LOL 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 7:41am | Post# 5556

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This was very "similar" to my trades this morning: a) Counter-trend trade 
targetting my original projections: Long @ 3359, TP 3383 b) With Trend: Short @ 3395, TP 
open The short was influenced by Eurusdd's comment that it will be a reshoot. But that was 
an easy influence to take because of the chart I posted this morning. If my Dissimilarity 
price was 3378-3382, how much further would price have to expand before it collapsed back 
to that price? I use S/R and the good old price of 3396 was the one I chose as the most 
likely to hit, with a... 
vlad!(sorry, ma bad, ma bad!) lol. Now i understand your thinking too for the trades you 
took. personally i didn't take the longs because divergence(misprice?) is just too fickle for 
me. Before it can be confirmed as valid, entries are too late. I prefer to trade towards the 

DS price, and then AWAY from the DS price if PA confirms that. Thanks 'Mister'.  

 



 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 7:44am | Post# 5557

 
vlady1974. are you still targetting 1.3347 low. Or Im the only crazy trader that has 
opened short trades 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 7:49am | Post# 5558

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} vlad!(sorry, ma bad, ma bad!) lol. Now i understand your thinking too for the 
trades you took. personally i didn't take the longs because divergence(misprice?) is just 
too fickle for me. Before it can be confirmed as valid, entries are too late. I prefer to 
trade towards the DS price, and then AWAY from the DS price if PA confirms that. Thanks 

'Mister'. {image} 
Yep, that's fine. It's your style! You shorted when price made an extreme. I would place 
my SL closer. 
Your target is the DS prices (towards) which is good. I'm not sure of your pending Buys. 
It assumes that it will reverse (which it could do)... but isn't it better to wait? Just 
thoughts. 
 
Just remember that currently we are in consolidation or sideways market.  
Trending is different behaviour. Reversals are also different.... a mixture of consolidation 
and trending....all in the same timeframe 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 7:51am | Post# 5559

 
Quoting feline207 
vlady1974. are you still targetting 1.3347 low. Or Im the only crazy trader that has 
opened short trades 
My tp is 3343 but yes, I'm still short. Stops are now at BE so no risk. 

And I don't care if I'm wrong and get stopped out. (Read "Trading in the Zone", 
awesome book) 
 
Edit: Changed tp to 3325 and will keep my eyes peeled. 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 8:00am | Post# 5560

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My tp is 3343 but yes, I'm still short. Stops are now at BE so no risk. And I don't 

care if I'm wrong and get stopped out. (Read "Trading in the Zone", awesome book) 
Edit: Changed tp to 3325 and will keep my eyes peeled. 
Hello. based on my analysis there are 2 numbers now to be corrected - 1.3379 and 
1.3342. i have loaded shorts but am not confident in the trade 
what caused your tp change? 

 

davinci15 Aug 14, 2014 8:04am | Post# 5561

 
as i see downward should start in about one hour. It should stay above 13370 level till 
then. So i will wait with shorting. 

 



LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 8:07am | Post# 5562

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yep, that's fine. It's your style! You shorted when price made an extreme. I 
would place my SL closer. Your target is the DS prices (towards) which is good. I'm not 
sure of your pending Buys. It assumes that it will reverse (which it could do)... 
but isn't it better to wait? Just thoughts. Just remember that currently we are in 
consolidation or sideways market. Trending is different behaviour. Reversals are also 
different.... a mixture of consolidation and trending....all in the same timeframe 
Uncanny! I had just taken a closer look at my charts again, cancelled the pending 

buys,(wait to see what PA would do there), and then came here and read your post!!!  

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 8:14am | Post# 5563

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Uncanny! I had just taken a closer look at my charts again, cancelled the 
pending buys,(wait to see what PA would do there), and then came here and read your 

post!!!  
There you go - it's making you a better trader by getting you to question your trading 

motives!  
 
And don't get me wrong, you will make mistakes. But it's better to know why first than 
try and figure out the reason after including suffering the loss. 
In this case, your strategy of trading TOWARDS the DS price didn't match your pending 
trades. Excellent! 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 8:24am | Post# 5564

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There you go - it's making you a better trader by getting you to question your 

trading motives! And don't get me wrong, you will make mistakes. But it's better to 
know why first than try and figure out the reason after including suffering the loss. In 
this case, your strategy of trading TOWARDS the DS price didn't match your pending 
trades. Excellent! 

 

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 8:26am | Post# 5565

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I've tweaked my indicators slightly and can now clearly see the mismatch at 1.33478. 
 
I now have three levels: 
 
1.33478 
1.33762 
1.33918 
 
Unfortunately I've never learnt how to predict the order they wil be taken out so I have both 
buys and sells in place. Let's see. 



 

 

samaralala Aug 14, 2014 8:37am | Post# 5566

 
Quoting hepsibah 
I've tweaked my indicators slightly and can now clearly see the mismatch at 1.33478. I 
now have three levels: 1.33478 1.33762 1.33918 Unfortunately I've never learnt how to 
predict the order they wil be taken out so I have both buys and sells in place. Let's see. 
{image} 
 
How exactly did you conclude the mismatch? 

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 8:43am | Post# 5567

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} How exactly did you conclude the mismatch? 
As per the similarity concept, I have two indicators that are supposed to measure the 
same thing and agree most of the time. When they do not match, I mark the level. 
 
1.33762 and 1.33918 have now been taken out. Nice! Now let's see if it can take out 
1.33478. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 8:48am | Post# 5568

 
Quoting hepsibah 
I've tweaked my indicators slightly and can now clearly see the mismatch at 1.33478. I 
now have three levels: 1.33478 1.33762 1.33918 Unfortunately I've never learnt how to 
predict the order they wil be taken out so I have both buys and sells in place. Let's see. 
{image} 
Frigging awesome! 

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 8:51am | Post# 5569

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Frigging awesome! 



 

Thank you . 
 
I also have a level at 1.34193 on the M15 so it may go there first. Wish I understood the 
timing element. 

 

Velites Aug 14, 2014 8:53am | Post# 5570

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} As per the similarity concept, I have two indicators that are supposed to 
measure the same thing and agree most of the time. When they do not match, I mark 
the level. 1.33762 and 1.33918 have now been taken out. Nice! Now let's see if it can 
take out 1.33478. 
Is it the ZZ semaphor indicator you're talking about? What is the other one? 

 

bradu Aug 14, 2014 8:55am | Post# 5571

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} As per the similarity concept, I have two indicators that are supposed to 
measure the same thing and agree most of the time. When they do not match, I mark 
the level. 1.33762 and 1.33918 have now been taken out. Nice! Now let's see if it can 
take out 1.33478. 
care to elaborate please on those indicators ? 
from that pic i cant understand many things....and from vlady`s comment...seems it is 

awesome  
 
thanks in advance 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 8:55am | Post# 5572

 
Quoting hepsibah 
I've tweaked my indicators slightly and can now clearly see the mismatch at 1.33478. I 
now have three levels: 1.33478 1.33762 1.33918 Unfortunately I've never learnt how to 
predict the order they wil be taken out so I have both buys and sells in place. Let's see. 
{image} 
Are you using a 5 min chart in conjunction with the 1 min to filter the levels? It may help 
you choose the right one first, I do that with the Semaphores. 

 

dennis681 Aug 14, 2014 9:07am | Post# 5573

 
Quoting Freefox 
It’s a shame that EURUSDD has decide to abandon the thread (for now at least), he’s got 
an obvious talent but I would have liked for him to hang around to learn more insights 
from him. 
This thread is his (eurusdd) kid, so he probably stops in to see how it's doing. But the kid 
(thread) has grown into a teenager, so time to 
give the kid some independence (even though the kid does some silly things). Anyway, 
I'm looking everywhere for divergences now (like on my H-A's), thanks to eurusdd. 
Divergences are an ancient thing, but I like his take on it. 

 



AsadKiani Aug 14, 2014 9:07am | Post# 5574

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Some other notes I've compiled. One is regarding the zones and the numbers required to 
match the equivalence of time. For whatever reason, we are using 4500 minutes. I can't 
remember where this comes from. In my previous post, I mentioned a PDF in the 
attachments section - that was a compilation of posts from the thread specifically about 
Stochastics and Bollinger. It's the basis and foundation of the ZigZag Bollinger Method. 
Attached is my unfinished draft of my notes on the method. DISCLAIMER: These are 
unfinished or works in progress. Adapt them... 
That helped. Thanks! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 9:11am | Post# 5575

 
Stopped out. 
Re-entered same price. 3395.5, SL to BE. 
TP open. Can't see why it couldn't get to 3295 in the next 3-8 trading days. 

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 9:11am | Post# 5576

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Are you using a 5 min chart in conjunction with the 1 min to filter the levels? It 
may help you choose the right one first, I do that with the Semaphores. 
To be honest, I just look at all timeframes to mark the levels then start with those on the 
lower tf's first. I suppose I should be filtering by finding levels that occur on multiple tf's? 
 
bradu - you should start with whichever indicators you are most comfortable with and 
find two of them that almost always match. There are several examples at the beginning 
of the thread as a starting point. Personally I am not comfortable with bollinger bands so 
I have worked on ones that suit me best. We are all different so it needs to be your own 
version to suit your personality (and the work you need to put in to find them will be 
invaluable). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 9:15am | Post# 5577

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} To be honest, I just look at all timeframes to mark the levels then start with 
those on the lower tf's first. I suppose I should be filtering by finding levels that occur on 
multiple tf's? bradu - you should start with whichever indicators you are most 
comfortable with and find two of them that almost always match. There are several 
examples at the beginning of the thread as a starting point. Personally I am not 
comfortable with bollinger bands so I have worked on ones that suit me best. We are all 
different so it needs to be your own version... 
I was going to ask you what indies you chose but thought the better of it.Your view of 
trying to see the same signal on multiple TFs is on the right track.While it won't have the 
predictive power of Eurusdd's it may help you prioritise which DS prices will last 
longer.The more closer they are to current price action, the smaller the TF.... is my 
observation. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 9:16am | Post# 5578

 



Quoting vlady1974 
Stopped out. Re-entered same price. 3395.5, SL to BE. TP open. Can't see why it 
couldn't get to 3295 in the next 3-8 trading days. 
1.3295 is a level I have as a long range target also, like where your going with your 

analysis  

 

Netflix Aug 14, 2014 9:19am | Post# 5579

 
currently the EM1 are outside BBTOP with ZZTOP. but the price is not moving down? 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 9:33am | Post# 5580

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Stopped out. Re-entered same price. 3395.5, SL to BE. TP open. Can't see why it 
couldn't get to 3295 in the next 3-8 trading days. 
Same here. I think ideal stop should have been at 3415. Moreover, Looking like a bull 
trap to me. How else will you get them to tighten those stops eh? hehehe. 

 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 14, 2014 9:34am | Post# 5581

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Some other notes I've compiled. One is regarding the zones and the numbers required to 
match the equivalence of time. For whatever reason, we are using 4500 minutes. I can't 
remember where this comes from. In my previous post, I mentioned a PDF in the 
attachments section - that was a compilation of posts from the thread specifically about 
Stochastics and Bollinger. It's the basis and foundation of the ZigZag Bollinger Method. 
Attached is my unfinished draft of my notes on the method. DISCLAIMER: These are 
unfinished or works in progress. Adapt them... 
Some good discussion going on here (even though I don't completely understand it, I 
know it's good.. I think =p ) 
Thanks vlady for the attachments, Inorbi's reply was really enlightening to actually 
understand what dissimilarity is. I'm still working out the other ideas and haven't made 
time to read the other posts.  
Is the idea that price (or an indicator) has to return to a level such that it's value 
matches the original value to create similarity again? 

 

Netflix Aug 14, 2014 9:39am | Post# 5582

 



i wonder how's Eurusdd will react in current situation.... how i wish he is still around.. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 9:42am | Post# 5583

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} 1.3295 is a level I have as a long range target also, like where your going with 

your analysis  
It's at a crossroads. It's okay to be a bull, it's okay to be a bear. 
Fundamental reports I've read have a bearish sentiment. Then there are the conflicts in 
Ukraine, Syria, Gaza, Iraq. Oil and Gold are falling. Dollar Strong. 
 
However, we are rangebound on the 4H, topside 1.3440 to 13340 give or take. Long if its 
above the middle, Short from the top. Risk is the difference between your entry and the 
Top. Short if below the middle, Long if on the bottom - Risk between your entry and 
bottom. Not rocket science. Doesn't require similarity. 
 
But if you had some levels that you anticipate had a higher chance of returning to..... 
how would you trade? 
 
My short was stopped out again at 3395. Re-entered 3394.9, SL at 3406. News item at 
3:30pm but don't know how gas will affect Dollar. 
Let's see what happens. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 9:47am | Post# 5584

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Some good discussion going on here (even though I don't completely 
understand it, I know it's good.. I think =p ) Thanks vlady for the attachments, Inorbi's 
reply was really enlightening to actually understand what dissimilarity is. I'm still working 
out the other ideas and haven't made time to read the other posts. Is the idea that price 
(or an indicator) has to return to a level such that it's value matches the original value to 
create similarity again? 
I don't have the best analogy.  
 
But it's kind of like Warren Buffet enters a big Long on EU at 3331 and it's so huge that 
the price dropped. Because he uses FXCM, any indicator will show an imperfection of that 
price compared to say IGINDEX, IBFX, etc. Because he placed that trade at US Open, the 
4H and 1H can probably show it but it will not mean much on the 5M or 1M. 
 
Price then shoots up 100 pips. Market goes WTF!? Goldmans, Deutsche, Morgan Stanley 
etc get wind of the trade and immediately sell a shitload of reserve EUR to get the price 
back down to where Mr Buffet entered. Bang, price returns to 3333 and everyone is 
Long. 
 
Kind of like that. 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 9:48am | Post# 5585

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's at a crossroads. It's okay to be a bull, it's okay to be a bear. Fundamental 
reports I've read have a bearish sentiment. Then there are the conflicts in Ukraine, Syria, 
Gaza, Iraq. Oil and Gold are falling. Dollar Strong. However, we are rangebound on the 
4H, topside 1.3440 to 13340 give or take. Long if its above the middle, Short from the 



top. Risk is the difference between your entry and the Top. Short if below the middle, 
Long if on the bottom - Risk between your entry and bottom. Not rocket science. Doesn't 
require similarity.... 
nice analysis. I think I'm finally getting the final missing piece in my puzzle. DS gives me 
no-brainer targets. The problem was the no-brainer entries. Eureka! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 9:52am | Post# 5586

 
EFFING EU! Lol. 
 
Stopped out -10.  
Re-entered short @ 3406, SL 3412 smaller size.  
If price back at 3395, will re-enter again with same size to match original order. 
 
Target MIDDLE part of range 3375-3380. 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 9:58am | Post# 5587

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Shorts cancelled for now!!! It was starring me in the face all along and I didnt see it!!! 
Targets 4s have no entry signals YET!!! 

 

 

dennis681 Aug 14, 2014 10:04am | Post# 5588

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Newbie Question: 
 
Based on the chart setup: 
 



 
 
I am looking for divergences between the upper and lower charts. So in order to know 
what's diverging, I'm looking at two things: 1) the relationship between the upper ema1-to-
nearest band and 2) the relationship between the lower stoch red line (Main)-to-nearest 
band. As long as those two relationship remain "similar" (not sure how that quantifies), we 
think "continuation". However, when those two relationships become dissimilar, we look to 
enter or exit. 
 
Is this correct? What about this is incorrect?  
 
As always, thanks... 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 14, 2014 10:12am | Post# 5589

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} But it's kind of like Warren Buffet enters a big Long on EU at 3331 and it's so 
huge that the price dropped.. 
Wait, he bought and THEN price dropped? Or he bought BECAUSE price dropped? o_O 

 

burnssss Aug 14, 2014 10:13am | Post# 5590

 
@ Vlady1974,  
how to operate in a dis-similarity?  
for example:  
we are in downtrend, but dis-similarity appears.  
How you have to negotiate?  



1- Set price dis-similarity, the similarity wait appears, and negotiate to the level of dis-
similarity?  
2 Negotiate the dis-similarity? How we negotiate the dis-similarity ?. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 10:19am | Post# 5591

 
Quoting dennis681 
Newbie Question: Based on the chart setup: {image} I am looking for divergences 
between the upper and lower charts. So in order to know what's diverging, I'm looking at 
two things: 1) the relationship between the upper ema1-to-nearest band and 2) the 
relationship between the lower stoch red line (Main)-to-nearest band. As long as those 
two relationship remain "similar" (not sure how that quantifies), we think "continuation". 
However, when those two relationships become dissimilar, we look to enter or exit. Is 
this correct? What about this is incorrect?... 
No, that does not mean "continuation" start with dissimilarity and finish trade with 
similarity, this is the easiest way to try to understand the principle. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 14, 2014 10:27am | Post# 5592

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Some other notes I've compiled. One is regarding the zones and the numbers required to 
match the equivalence of time. For whatever reason, we are using 4500 minutes. I can't 
remember where this comes from. In my previous post, I mentioned a PDF in the 
attachments section - that was a compilation of posts from the thread specifically about 
Stochastics and Bollinger. It's the basis and foundation of the ZigZag Bollinger Method. 
Attached is my unfinished draft of my notes on the method. DISCLAIMER: These are 
unfinished or works in progress. Adapt them... 

Thank you very much Vlady ...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 10:30am | Post# 5593

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Wait, he bought and THEN price dropped? Or he bought BECAUSE price 
dropped? o_O 
Imagine you are buying a house and you are Warrent Buffet. 
Prices are rising for "The EU" Deluxe, £450K 
 
You order 10 of those with a specialist Estate Agent but only if he can secure them at 
£275K. 
He comes back and says the supplier will agree on £320K. 
 
The order goes on the books. 
 
What's the price? 
 
EDIT: 
It doesn't mean the fundamentals have changed either. Buffet (ie. you) is buying 
because he's researched the area and the fundamentals and he knows he can sell all the 
units for £1.5M in 25 years. 
 
RE-EDIT: LOL 
The price dropped because of him. He is a Big Player. 

 



smallcat Aug 14, 2014 10:32am | Post# 5594

 
Hallo all, 
is there problem at 1.3655 ? 
Thanks 

 

tbird2121 Aug 14, 2014 10:34am | Post# 5595

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hallo all, is there problem at 1.3655 ? Thanks 
What ? More than 250 pips ??? Hm.... i can say that your calculation is Wrong ..... 

 

elen21168 Aug 14, 2014 10:41am | Post# 5596

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hallo all, is there problem at 1.3655 ? Thanks 
I don't have at the moment. I think tbird is right .... 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 10:41am | Post# 5597

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hallo all, is there problem at 1.3655 ? Thanks 
1.3655??? or did you mean 1.3355??? problem is actually at 1.3349 and 1.3343.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 10:43am | Post# 5598

 
Quoting burnssss 
@ Vlady1974, how to operate in a dis-similarity? for example: we are in downtrend, but 
dis-similarity appears. How you have to negotiate? 1- Set price dis-similarity, the 
similarity wait appears, and negotiate to the level of dis-similarity? 2 Negotiate the dis-
similarity? How we negotiate the dis-similarity ?. 
Burnsss, from the old discussions I recall that big moves happen after similarity is 
restored. 
 
If I was to use Ralome's Indicator to tell me when an DS has started, then I would be 
looking for an extreme price move.... using my method, preferably a close outside of 
Bollinger. At that point, I will look for any kind of set up (ie. nothing to do with Similarity) 
to enter a trade. I take note of the price and which ever direction it takes off at, I will be 
looking for a retrace/test. 
 
Therefore, I react to DS Price and never try to predict it.  
 
a) DS Happens 
b) Price reacts to this. I wait for an extreme price move. (ie. it changes trend and forms 
a bottom or top) 
c) The initial move happens.... if it's a larger timeframe I could decide to join the run or 
keep waiting. 
d) The Extreme Price event happens (top or bottom) and price starts to return in the 
direction of DS. 
e) Look for the retrace to DS. 
f) Once Retrace has confirmed, join trend. 



 
So... we never negotiate the DS Price. It's a past event.  
Am I making sense? It's like LikeChild's chart.... his Zigzags form but there is a retest. I 
would enter after the retest. 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 14, 2014 10:46am | Post# 5599

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Imagine you are buying a house and you are Warrent Buffet. Prices are rising 
for "The EU" Deluxe, £450K You order 10 of those with a specialist Estate Agent but only 
if he can secure them at £275K. He comes back and says the supplier will agree on 
£320K. The order goes on the books. What's the price? EDIT: It doesn't mean the 
fundamentals have changed either. Buffet (ie. you) is buying because he's researched 
the area and the fundamentals and he knows he can sell all the units for £1.5M in 25 
years. RE-EDIT: LOL The price dropped because... 
Umm, price = 320k? 
How does this relate to dissimilarity again? LOL 
My initial guess is that it has something like buying a huge order will actually be able to 
create a drop in price? (drop in price=dissimilarity -> positions now long ->long?) 

Sorry for struggling with this, thanks for taking the time to explain it though  

 

elen21168 Aug 14, 2014 10:46am | Post# 5600

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All! something I was looking at this morning, playing with Exp Moving Averages. 
I have 1H on the left EMA 4, the right is 30M with EMA 8. Notice the blimp at 3378-3382. 
Also notice how the EMA stays centre of price action, and all the highs and lows stick out 
like centipede legs. One could argue that the average is the real trend whilst the price 
action is the arbitrage market movements of buyers and sellers. When price action 
moves above the EMA it's obviously a Long, but then it goes short and heads back into 
the EMA. This is very similar... 
Thanks vlady. Your image of platform is not MT4 .... may i know what is it ? 

 

hepsibah Aug 14, 2014 10:47am | Post# 5601

 
Quoting smallcat 
Hallo all, is there problem at 1.3655 ? Thanks 
 
I have one at 1.3694. But lots in between. 
 
Sorry, that should read 1.36394  

 

stt Aug 14, 2014 10:49am | Post# 5602

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Imagine you are buying a house and you are Warrent Buffet. Prices are rising 
for "The EU" Deluxe, £450K You order 10 of those with a specialist Estate Agent but only 
if he can secure them at £275K. He comes back and says the supplier will agree on 
£320K. The order goes on the books. What's the price? EDIT: It doesn't mean the 
fundamentals have changed either. Buffet (ie. you) is buying because he's researched 
the area and the fundamentals and he knows he can sell all the units for £1.5M in 25 
years. RE-EDIT: LOL The price dropped because... 



i think what you are saying is - big players can get better price than the current market 
price if the dealer they are talking to has inventory to offload and dealer thinks by 
offloading it in one big chunk, he has less risk of information leakage (mkt finding out his 
position and run price against him) and thus efficient for him to do a big transaction at a 
slight discount.  
 
however the flaw in this reasoning is that the public price will not drop in this case. The 
dealer will keep showing original price even when he just sold a big chunk at lower price 
to buffet. 

 

smallcat Aug 14, 2014 10:52am | Post# 5603

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} What ? More than 250 pips ??? Hm.... i can say that your calculation is Wrong 
..... 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} 1.3655??? or did you mean 1.3355??? problem is actually at 1.3349 and 1.3343. 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} I don't have at the moment. I think tbird is right .... 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I have one at 1.3694. But lots in between. 

Thank you all ... i think my calculation is still need improving ......  

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 10:52am | Post# 5604

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Umm, price = 320k? How does this relate to dissimilarity again? LOL My initial 
guess is that it has something like buying a huge order will actually be able to create a 
drop in price? (drop in price=dissimilarity -> positions now long ->long?) Sorry for 

struggling with this, thanks for taking the time to explain it though  
The house sale analogy is crude but simple. Last sale price was £450K and was rising. 
Buffet orders 10 bad boys at £320K. That's a price drop on the charts but he was 
BUYING. 
The next sale is processed in some other random Estate Agent at £450K. What would 
that look like on a chart? 
 
Buyers = Sellers always.  
 
Lower price doesn't mean MORE buyers, nor does Higher price mean MORE sellers. 
This event (£320K) is a misprice because it is an outlier. Normal price is £450K but 
someone managed a deal for cheaper. This would be a pin-bar on a Daily. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 10:54am | Post# 5605

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} i think what you are saying is - big players can get better price than the current 
market price if the dealer they are talking to has inventory to offload and dealer thinks 
by offloading it in one big chunk, he has less risk of information leakage (mkt finding out 
his position and run price against him) and thus efficient for him to do a big transaction 
at a slight discount. however the flaw in this reasoning is that the public price will not 
drop in this case. The dealer will keep showing original price even when he just sold a big 
chunk... 
Of course! I just needed a reasonably simple analogy to show what I mean. LOL 



I'm sure he would never transact a house purchase like this!  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 11:02am | Post# 5606

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I have one at 1.3694. But lots in between. Sorry, that should read 1.36394 
i am not sure, may be i have one, about 1.339x .... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 11:03am | Post# 5607

 
Quoting dennis681 
Newbie Question: Based on the chart setup: {image} I am looking for divergences 
between the upper and lower charts. So in order to know what's diverging, I'm looking at 
two things: 1) the relationship between the upper ema1-to-nearest band and 2) the 
relationship between the lower stoch red line (Main)-to-nearest band. As long as those 
two relationship remain "similar" (not sure how that quantifies), we think "continuation". 
However, when those two relationships become dissimilar, we look to enter or exit. Is 
this correct? What about this is incorrect?... 
Dennis, you probably want to add a 30M tf there and compare it to the 1H side by side 
vertically.  
The smaller timeframe will have more peaks and troughs... you want to peaks and 
troughs to occur at roughly the same time and place. 
 
As for trading, try and move away from having them as triggers. More like windows of 
opportunity. 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 14, 2014 11:03am | Post# 5608

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The house sale analogy is crude but simple. Last sale price was £450K and was 
rising. Buffet orders 10 bad boys at £320K. That's a price drop on the charts but he was 
BUYING. The next sale is processed in some other random Estate Agent at £450K. What 
would that look like on a chart? Buyers = Sellers always. Lower price doesn't mean MORE 
buyers, nor does Higher price mean MORE sellers. This event (£320K) is a misprice 
because it is an outlier. Normal price is £450K but someone managed a deal for cheaper. 
This would be a pin-bar on a Daily.... 
So given that it is an outlier, what's the usefulness in the information for us? The 320k 
price is not available to us because we're not buying 10 houses, and at the same time, 
the price on the house before hand was known to be rising anyway; Buffet's interest in 
the houses did not affect the price for us. Correct? o_O 
There's a blip in the chart due to this, but what to do with it? 

 

stt Aug 14, 2014 11:09am | Post# 5609

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Of course! I just needed a reasonably simple analogy to show what I mean. LOL 

I'm sure he would never transact a house purchase like this!  
i think your analogy is pretty good ((substitute house with 10mm eur and you got a 
pretty realistic scenario). but my point is, the fact that large client got a deal on the price 
will not show up in any of the price feeds shown externally (i.e. external price feeds will 
not show a lower bid/offer). That big client deal will be just known to that client and the 



dealer who did it. so it wont show as a pin bar on price graph. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 11:22am | Post# 5610

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} i think your analogy is pretty good ((substitute house with 10mm eur and you 
got a pretty realistic scenario). but my point is, the fact that large client got a deal on the 
price will not show up in any of the price feeds shown externally (i.e. external price feeds 
will not show a lower bid/offer). That big client deal will be just known to that client and 
the dealer who did it. so it wont show as a pin bar on price graph. 
I see what you're saying. I guess that I am heavily implying that a transaction took place 
that was big enough to cause a price distortion across all brokers. Should the reason 
behind the distortion become known, then market forces dictate that price will travel 
back to that price point to restore equilibrium from the arbitrage move. 
 
Edit: 
What I've never been able to find out in greater detail is if this is misprice is Broker-
based or investor/trader based. That's a question for Eurusdd. 
There was a brief thread about broker-arbitrage. Can't remember which thread that was 
in. 

 

NorthTrader Aug 14, 2014 11:23am | Post# 5611

 
Vlad, do you think binary options are part of the arbitrage problems too? Eurusdd 
sometimes says things like "she will close below 1.3xxx after xx minutes". Maybe big 
players are defending option positions at these prices? Just a thought. 

 

tashkent Aug 14, 2014 11:25am | Post# 5612

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't have the best analogy. But it's kind of like Warren Buffet enters a big 
Long on EU at 3331 and it's so huge that the price dropped. Because he uses FXCM, any 
indicator will show an imperfection of that price compared to say IGINDEX, IBFX, etc. 
Because he placed that trade at US Open, the 4H and 1H can probably show it but it will 
not mean much on the 5M or 1M. Price then shoots up 100 pips. Market goes WTF!? 
Goldmans, Deutsche, Morgan Stanley etc get wind of the trade and immediately sell a 
shitload of reserve EUR to get the price... 
Hey Vladik, 
I am not sure if i understood you correctly but here is my interpretation: when there is a 
huge buy/sell transaction, market tries to consume it and adjust to it, hence appears 
dissimilarity (chaos) in different times frames and among brokers. Price moves in either 
direction with inertia of the huge order(really does not matter in which direction). soon 
enough the price returns to the point of DS to restore the equilibrium (order). As soon as 
we see the chaos, we mark it wait price to distance itself from it and then ride the 
opposite wave until we reach the order again. just another example of eternal fight 

between chaos and order  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 11:27am | Post# 5613

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} i am not sure, may be i have one, about 1.339x .... 
If she goes up, may be she needs about 1 hour approximately (if she wants) => small 



probability. 
I think more likely (bigger probability) that she will goes down first to reach support area 
1.334x , before restore similarity (goes up). This will happened tomorrow or day after 
tomorrow ... 

 

stt Aug 14, 2014 11:43am | Post# 5614

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I see what you're saying. I guess that I am heavily implying that a transaction 
took place that was big enough to cause a price distortion across all brokers. Should the 
reason behind the distortion become known, then market forces dictate that price will 
travel back to that price point to restore equilibrium from the arbitrage move. Edit: What 
I've never been able to find out in greater detail is if this is misprice is Broker-based or 
investor/trader based. That's a question for Eurusdd. There was a brief thread about 
broker-arbitrage.... 
i understand the way bank dealers operates (dont ask how) and also how retail brokers 
make prices. so can answer if there is any specific question via PM. on the forum, i have 
seen people making all sort of assumptions - some are largely correct while others are 
totally BS. I do think there is some information content in looking at multi broker price 
feeds. in fact there are small funds who do just that. 

 

zarkon Aug 14, 2014 11:45am | Post# 5615

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up move is not done. There is an error @ 1.33606. 
almost there 

 

Naokia980 Aug 14, 2014 11:53am | Post# 5616

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The house sale analogy is crude but simple. Last sale price was £450K and was 
rising. Buffet orders 10 bad boys at £320K. That's a price drop on the charts but he was 
BUYING. The next sale is processed in some other random Estate Agent at £450K. What 
would that look like on a chart? Buyers = Sellers always. Lower price doesn't mean MORE 
buyers, nor does Higher price mean MORE sellers. This event (£320K) is a misprice 
because it is an outlier. Normal price is £450K but someone managed a deal for cheaper. 
This would be a pin-bar on a Daily.... 
Isnt there same price for everyone? Buffet's buy limit on £320K but others cant take 
advantage of it because buffet buys all offers? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 11:57am | Post# 5617

 
Quoting vlady1974 
EFFING EU! Lol. Stopped out -10. Re-entered short @ 3406, SL 3412 smaller size. If 
price back at 3395, will re-enter again with same size to match original order. Target 
MIDDLE part of range 3375-3380. 

Nice, you booked profit now Vlady ...  
 
Edit: 
at one of your post, you said about "DS" & "DT". DS is the short for "Dis Similarity" ? 
What is "DT" ? 
 



Thanks 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 5618

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} i understand the way bank dealers operates (dont ask how) and also how retail 
brokers make prices. so can answer if there is any specific question via PM. on the forum, 
i have seen people making all sort of assumptions - some are largely correct while others 
are totally BS. I do think there is some information content in looking at multi broker 
price feeds. in fact there are small funds who do just that. 
Yeah. I think that's where the gold is.  
I wish I had time and resources to pump into that but sadly not as yet.  
 
Having said that, I may PM you to get a better idea of the pricing and dealer pricing... 
thanks for the tip! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 5619

 
Quoting Dewachen77 

{quote} Nice, you booked profit now Vlady ... Edit: at one of your post, you said 
about "DS" & "DT". DS is the short for "Dis Similarity" ? What is "DT" ? Thanks 
Yes, I've covered all shorts for 50 pips net.  
Yes, DS is Dissimilarity. Can't remember DT... need more context (give me a sentence?) 

It could be a typo.  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 5620

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, I've covered all shorts for 50 pips net. Yes, DS is Dissimilarity. Can't 

remember DT... need more context (give me a sentence?) It could be a typo.  
Can not find it at the moment Vlady. Will try to search tomorrow .... Thanks 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 14, 2014 12:35pm | Post# 5621

 
Quoting Baillie 
This is how I use the similarity principle to trade, this is just the basics with only ZZ 
Semaphores. This how I track the price and determine the direction. Start with 
dissimilarity: dissimilar levels with the ZZ and Semaphores have 2 levels; 1 yellow, 2 
blue. A 3 level ZZ maroon is also considered dissimilar only if the next higher time frame 
does not have one also. A level 3 ZZ Semaphore maroon, indicates a similarity no matter 
what the time frame. So I start with 30 min chart and look to see what the last ZZ 
Semaphore is. Currently it is a 1... 
Thanks Baillie ... trying to understand it. It's late now, ... will try again tomorrow. Good 
night every body .... 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 5622

 
I think we will have to revisit 1.3372. eurusdd initially said that 1.3348 was not the true 
bottom, so it has to go lower. and I have been targetting 1.3342 since before ny open. 



 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 5623

 
Quoting feline207 
I think we will have to revisit 1.3372. eurusdd initially said that 1.3348 was not the true 
bottom, so it has to go lower. and I have been targetting 1.3342 since before ny open. 
I was just wondering that. Looking for evidence. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 1:25pm | Post# 5624

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was just wondering that. Looking for evidence. 
Here ZZ semaphore printed but price did not hit outer BB, stochastics are at zero. 5 min 
chart is a 3rd level ZZ and 30 min chart is a 1st level ZZ, MUST correct. Price at this 
point 1.3335 
 
Attachment 1490075  

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 5625

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Burnsss, from the old discussions I recall that big moves happen after similarity 
is restored. If I was to use Ralome's Indicator to tell me when an DS has started, then I 
would be looking for an extreme price move.... using my method, preferably a close 
outside of Bollinger. At that point, I will look for any kind of set up (ie. nothing to do with 
Similarity) to enter a trade. I take note of the price and which ever direction it takes off 
at, I will be looking for a retrace/test. Therefore, I react to DS Price and never try to 
predict it.... 
Hello. I understand your explanation (think I do ) but what bothers me is this - how do 
you know for sure that the so called retrace is confirmed and price is definately going to 
reach your DS target, what if you are wrong. What I mean is this - i think that the 
concept of DS must be concentrated around the idea that price MUST, and by must i 
mean like 99.xx% (surely) return to a specific level. And also that it must return to that 
level in a reasonable ammount of time and not go too far before that. Because most of 
the levels are going to be filled again, but that doesnt have to do with similarity... If we 
place anabsolutely random trade with a random tp level, it is almost sure that we will hit 
it someday if we can survive the fluctuations before that. And there comes the problem, 
we need to be sure that level is going to be hit SOONER and know how far price can go 
before it snaps back. And you say that you wait for confirmation of the retrace to ds level 
and then enter. Well, how is that different from just entering on the reverse of the 
immediate trend with a take profit level that has nothing to do with dsisimilarity? 
Chances are not much lower for your trade to get to the level. It seems that you have 
found your ways to deal with situations and make good trades, I am not arguing, but at 
least for me- I need to put the concept in a smaller frame. Probably the main difference 

comes by the fact that you use stops and i do not and that changes the game 
Anyways I like your explanations! I am thankful that there are other people besides 
eurusdd that invested their time and effort and are giving back to the others. Keep going 

 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 1:59pm | Post# 5626

 
For me that is the main question from the beginning of the thread. How can I expect the 



maximum distance that price can travel on a specific timeframe , before getting back. 
Lets say we have a dissim on small TF, maybe M5, but price travels 300 pips before 
returnign back. Well, that could be completely random. I do not have at least for now( 
and i doubt i will ever have) the capacity and knowledge to analyse the market like 
eurusdd does. I cannot give exact probability in % of the price levels, i cannot give the 
exact time. But then how do I know that my targets are hit because of DS and not by 
chance? Right now we have a rangind market. In a ranging market most levels are 
returned to and are getting hit, but that does not prove that our analysis is completely in 
place. Am I right? Problems comes in a strong trednging market, when price doesn look 
back. Look at the highs from may 8 2014, look at the more recent drops from 1.36xx . 
As far as I remember there were people sure that 1.3550-1.3560 will be hit soon. And 
that was 1 month ago. Where is price now ? There were many things hapenning during 
that time. Yes price will eventualy return to 1.3560, but that fact by itself is not enough 
to make a strategy on its own. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 1:59pm | Post# 5627

 
Here's a pick me up for you all, enjoy!  

Inserted Video 

 

zarkon Aug 14, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 5628

 
1.33600 REACHED exactly like Mr eurusdD said. 
So now will?? resume upper move or go lower. 
1.3395 is a point of interest only for me. 

 

zarkon Aug 14, 2014 2:19pm | Post# 5629

 
there is looking good thread by Mr Relativity , where he gives his explaination about time 
factor. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...07#post7675507 
Hope you find it interesting 

 

Alobez Aug 14, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 5630

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am done with this thread for now!!! Come back someday. Thanks everyone!!! 
 
 
There is only one thing I do not understand eurusdd, why you were always posting (and 
well) on eurusd thread and as you were always targeted by there, you suggested that 
anyone who wanted to follow you have to come to this post and now you're here one day 
and you're leaving? 
what made you change your mind? 
Those calls were appreciated and also probabilities. 
I've been studying the system but there are things that you see there that I think no one 
else can see and so accurately. 

 

 



evrynet Aug 14, 2014 3:16pm | Post# 5631

 
EURUSDD did a great job but he was wrong in 1.3347 problem. It won't go there. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 3:37pm | Post# 5632

 
Quoting evrynet 
EURUSDD did a great job but he was wrong in 1.3347 problem. It won't go there. 
Already did todayAttachment 1490146  

 

evrynet Aug 14, 2014 3:51pm | Post# 5633

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Already did today{image} 
He mentioned that after this….. 

 

Baillie Aug 14, 2014 4:12pm | Post# 5634

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} He mentioned that after this….. 
Quoting Eurusdd 

eurusd cannot return too soon to 1.3347. it needs a push.   
Here it is. your right. 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 5635

 
Quoting evrynet 
EURUSDD did a great job but he was wrong in 1.3347 problem. It won't go there. 
What makes you so sure? 
I think it will. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 4:38pm | Post# 5636

 
A little advise for everyone. 
1: The similarity concept is very powerful but when you choose 
your indicator and strategy based on the similarity principle O 
not let anyone know the exact code of your strategy. It is very 
important that you keep that close to your heart because we are 
dealing with levels. Let people doubt you until the level is HIT!!!. 
You can give the levels you are watching to your friends .....: but 
how you came to that level should remain a secret. 
 

2: I promised to pass through during weekends and I will still do 
that. I am just not into trading for now. Got research to 
complete!!!! 



bYE. 

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 4:50pm | Post# 5637

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A little advise for everyone. 1: The similarity concept is very powerful but when you 

choose your indicator and strategy based on the similarity principle O not let anyone 
know the exact code of your strategy. It is very important that you keep that 
close to your heart because we are dealing with levels. Let people doubt you 
until the level is HIT!!!. You can give the levels you are watching to your friends .....: 
but how you came to that level should remain a secret. 2: I promised to pass through 
during weekends and I will still do that.... 
Why??? It won't affect the outcome in any case? We are too small in a Multitrillion Dollar 
daily turnover market to even make any impact! I believe we have all been beneficiaries 
of kind hearted individuals who have given unreservedly to us all in the true spirit of 
sharing. No offence intended, but apart from bragging rights, I really see little to gain in 

such a mindset. Just my own opinion anyway... . Tnx for everything you've shared with 
us so far and awesome trading by the way...200%+ in a week!!! Even if it's just a demo 
account, it's still quite remarkable. Welldone! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 5638

 
@Feline207 
 
Thanks for your questions. There are many ways to answer but at the heart of it, if I 
think I've understood you - you want to know how to use the principle as we know it for 
predictive purposes. If I am right, there in lies the problem. 
 
Principle 1: Starting with Price being a consistent value as modelled by any 
indicator until a change causes a dissimilarity between Price and the Indicator. 
(see my Zones attachment). 
 
Principle 2: When Dissimilarity has begun, movements will extend price beyond 
the price origin for a period of time until it begins to return to that price . 
 
As far as I know.... that's it. Now, the problem with these principles is that by 
themselves, they cannot be used for predictive purposes. It's about as good as saying 
that price sometimes bounces off 50% Fibonacci range between 2 prices. We all know 
that sometimes it does, sometimes it doesn't. 
 
It is only when we start applying the principle to a set of indicators that you are 
comfortable with, that the art of expressing the principles through your trading begins. At 
this point, it becomes an art not a science. Why? 
 
For the simple reason that we don't have the REST of Eurusdd's principles, or the 4 other 
tools that he uses to predict Price Level, Price DNA, Probability and Time. So wondering 
whether DS1 @ 1.3551 will be returned to is almost made irrelevant. 
 
What has been shown today by some others which has been quite helpful is their 
interpretation and implementation of the principles. Let's take Bailie's use of multiple 
timeframes. Eurusdd has provided many examples of how he applies the principles 
regarding the timeframes, which you could probably add as a sub principle: 



The more timeframes that confirm that price level as a Dissimilarity Price, the 

more significant it is as a price level to repel or attract price. 

 
His method allows him to stack reasons for assessing direction. If 4H has Top, the next is 
Bottom. If 1H is 2 and 15M is 1 in the same leg from a Top... then you have 3 
timeframes that tell you that Similarity has been reached and price should now travel 
lower. Observation should then lead towards the level where Dissimilarity started and 
you could try to create a trading plan to target that price. If you are wrong, you use a 
stop loss. 
 
Nothing in that plan assumes that price will return there for certain. It's just not how 
trading works.... nothing is for certain. To believe that requires that you know what all 
traders at all times at all values at all volumes will be doing..... impossible. Which is why 
I say, the PRINCIPLES are not trading plans. 
 
So when I say, wait for a confirmation of a retrace.... what if doesn't happen!?! Well, 
then you don't enter the trade! Let price happen. But if you look at Bailie's charts, you 
can see that they almost always happen in some way or another. I can pull out other 
charts based on Semaphor ZigZag which does the same thing. You will reply that this has 
nothing to do with the Principles but randomness. But actually - if you were to use the 
one indicator that this thread has produced which is quite valuable: Ralome's 
StochDiffZones 2.6 then this will mark the BAR and the time duration of DS..... then you 
can allow for all the randomness around the price levels and simply create a trading plan 
that does either two things: Trade Away or Trade Towards it. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 14, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 5639

 
[quote=LITEchild;7675942] No offence intended, but apart from bragging rights, I really 
see little to gain in such a mindset. Just my own opinion anyway./quote] 
Then you run counter to my trading philosophy and there is nothing else I can tell you. 
The biggest lie you accept is this :what you do does not matter. 
I will not be part to that lie or failure. You can let the world know the code to your levels 
and very soon so will start failing!!! 
 
I will keep my code close to heart and always be right!!! 
 

If you will give out such a secret then we cannot deal!!!! 
 

There is a code of conduct in every successful enterprise. 
In three months time, all my levels will still be right. Yours 
may start failing when your code flow through the system 
and is dissolved! 
 

Suppose after two years you are now 30billion dollars 
richer and everyone knows the code of your success. They 
know exactly how you picked your level. Do you know your 
future success is no more guaranteed? nothing is too small 
or big in an information game. Every little information is 
crucial to those looking for an edge!!!  

 



vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 5640

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Okay, here's a quick view of the 1H using one of the MT4 templates I use. 
 
The ZigZag shows a Bottom to Top swing... both of which have price closing outside 
bollinger bands and also the stochastic closing outside bollinger (lower window). 
The Light Blue 300EMA in the price window is capping price and keeping my short bias. The 
moment price closes above it, will be a period of transition and direction will be hard to call 
until a firm confirmation is received. 
 
Now because I don't know whether 3340 will be tested or not, all I know is that a Yellow 
Bottom is expected in the next sequence. To invalidate that, a new Top needs to be printed. 
How would I know? Thankfully the Bollinger has a middle line that I can use to tell me either 
Lower or Upper. If you didn't have Bollinger and used Fibs, then that would just be 50%..... 
this isn't new.... but now you can use it in combination. 
 
Also, the indicator below (Ralome's StochDiffZone 2.6) shows the start (pink) and end 
(green) of a DS Zone. The rectangle to the right of the Green is a zone that can either 
attract or repel price action. You can see that it's origin happened way back on the 11th of 
August 6pm. It was resolved today with price crossing the zone. The height of that rectangle 
is basically the HI/LO of the original candle. All of this is in the thread for you all to 
research. 
 
Finally, bias.... I am still short biased but I am very wary about price being near 300EMA. 
The last time this happened, it went from Bull to Bear and it was a very difficult 2-3 months 
to predict direction as it was a consolidation period. Were a change in trend to happen, any 
cross of the EMA will obviously undergo numerous tests/retests... retraces and failures then 
more tests/retests until a dominant sentiment is confirmed. Geopolitics will play a hand in 
this as well as Interest Rates. 
 
Therefore, don't dismiss the bulls.... there's a reason to test that 300EMA which is now 
encroaching 1.3396 
 
Good luck for tomorrow. 

 

 

feline207 Aug 14, 2014 5:48pm | Post# 5641

 



Quoting vlady1974 
Okay, here's a quick view of the 1H using one of the MT4 templates I use. {image} 
vlady I closed the short for 1.3342 at very small profit, since price is getting slow around 
ny close and i have to go to sleep, not being able to monitor the charts. I still think that 
we have to make a return to 1.3372 before a substantial move down. Are you going to 
trade towards a new bottom. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 14, 2014 6:00pm | Post# 5642

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} vlady I closed the short for 1.3342 at very small profit, since price is getting 
slow around ny close and i have to go to sleep, not being able to monitor the charts. I 
still think that we have to make a return to 1.3372 before a substantial move down. Are 
you going to trade towards a new bottom. 
I've not been a very good positional trader (I'm working on it) as I prefer to close trades 
at end of London session. 
So whilst I have trading reasons to have kept the shorts from 3396 and 3412... 3375 
was too good not to take profits on - irrespective of an unresolved misprice. 
 
If Asia goes to 72 and then goes lower, then bad luck for me. If Franky fakes back up to 
72, I may have a look... but I would still be careful.... for my trading rules, it crosses the 
bollinger band midline... this makes it bullish. If Franky or London tests 72 and fails, I'll 
short from 65 and lower... I won't try and pick the top of the swing.... what if it keeps 
going up?  
 
3353 is the line in the sand. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 14, 2014 8:23pm | Post# 5643

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I promised to pass through during weekends and I will still do that. I am just not into 
trading for now. Got research to complete!!!! bYE. 
Nice to see you again Eurusdd ... I will attend the class. May i know what time is it 
approximately (in GMT) ? I am free on (almost) Saturdays, but i want to make sure that i 
am not late to join the class. i WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER that time, and i will prepare my 
self before the class begin. This class great, i am SURE IT IS IMPORTANT to me, where i 
can learn much from you. My brain is slow like an old Intel x486, but i will try my best ... 

 
 

Thanks for sharing  

 

LITEchild Aug 14, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 5644

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Old DS zone, 3343 - 3345, about to be taken out... . New DS zone @ 3401 - 3407. 



 

 

mario777 Aug 14, 2014 8:28pm | Post# 5645

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Nice to see you again Eurusdd ... I will attend the class. May i know what time is 
it approximately (in GMT) ? I am free on (almost) Saturdays, but i want to make sure 
that i am not late to join the class. i WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER that time, and i will 
prepare my self before the class begin. This class great, i am SURE IT IS IMPORTANT to 
me, where i can learn much from you. My brain is slow like an old Intel x486, but i will 

try my best ... Thanks for sharing  

where did he said he would make a class???  

 

tbird2121 Aug 14, 2014 9:07pm | Post# 5646

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} where did he said he would make a class???  
Hi mario, sorry i do not say it clearly. A class, is not a definition. Eurusdd has open a 
similarity class since 2013. On weekend he will come to visit us here (if i understand it 
correctly), that is a class for me. And if we are online at the same time he is online, we 
can get answer to our doubt faster . Like a school, Eurusdd , vlady and some others are 

teachers, and i am a student. That is i mean a class....  

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 1:56am | Post# 5647

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
 
This is my DS zone, thank you to Eurusdd for the great Similarity concept & Ralome for the 

great code . i just try to get the concept, i know this is my first step. I am still trying to 
implement this real similarity truth Clues to get our best S/R zone. 



 

 

jackprobe Aug 15, 2014 2:24am | Post# 5648

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
 
I collect the posts below. I am more sure, that this similarity concept can be applied any 
where, using any system/indicators/scripts/ea or other tools we named it. From the posts 
below, i can see that the Similarity concept result are near each other ... this is great .... 

I remember Eurusdd said, try to apply the concept .... it doesn't matter if our indicators 
are repaint .... I am sure: the Similarity concept will work every where ... 
 

Quoting LITEchild 

Old DS zone, 3343 - 3345, about to be taken out... . New DS zone @ 3401 - 3407. 
{image} 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} i am not sure, may be i have one, about 1.339x .... 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} If she goes up, may be she needs about 1 hour approximately (if she wants) => 
small probability. I think more likely (bigger probability) that she will goes down first to 
reach support area 1.334x , before restore similarity (goes up). This will happened 
tomorrow or day after tomorrow ... 
Quoting vlady1974 
Also, the indicator below (Ralome's StochDiffZone 2.6) shows the start (pink) and end 
(green) of a DS Zone. The rectangle to the right of the Green is a zone that can either 
attract or repel price action. You can see that it's origin happened way back on the 11th of 
August 6pm. It was resolved today with price crossing the zone. The height of that rectangle 
is basically the HI/LO of the original candle. All of this is in the thread for you all to 
research. ..... Therefore, don't dismiss the bulls.... there's a reason to test that 300EMA 
which is... 
Quoting tbird2121 
Hi, This is my DS zone, thank you to Eurusdd for the great Similarity concept & Ralome for 

the great code . i just try to get the concept, i know this is my first step. I am still trying 
to implement this real similarity truth Clues to get our best S/R zone. {image} 
This image is my result of Similarity concept ... a little different, but not far from other 
result .... 



 

 

jackprobe Aug 15, 2014 2:28am | Post# 5649

 
I just think, it would be better if Eurusdd create another thread to discuss this more 

deeply .... and may be a clue on how to Entry ...  
Just an idea .... 
 
Thanks 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 2:34am | Post# 5650

 
Quoting jackprobe 
I just think, it would be better if Eurusdd create another thread to discuss this more 

deeply .... and may be a clue on how to Entry ... Just an idea .... Thanks 
I am agree .... it is something like the second part of Similarity, which we can discuss 
More about the concept. After I recalculate again, my result is not far from Vlady's. You 
are right, Eurusdd has given us the SECRET of big boys, the Similarity concept ... he is so 

generous ...  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 2:48am | Post# 5651

 
Take a rest for some minutes, see during lunch time .... 90% of traders are like the 

fishes ... Similarity concept is the dog ...  

Inserted Video 

 



evrynet Aug 15, 2014 3:29am | Post# 5652

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} What makes you so sure? I think it will. 
you see? 

 

ibram.forex Aug 15, 2014 3:30am | Post# 5653

 
Hey Guys, Is any Insurance companies out there does insure Forex account?? 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 3:33am | Post# 5654

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
2: I promised to pass through during weekends and I will still do that. I am just not into 
trading for now. Got research to complete!!!! bYE. 

Nice ....  

 

evrynet Aug 15, 2014 3:47am | Post# 5655

 
Quoting ibram.forex 
Hey Guys, Is any Insurance companies out there does insure Forex account?? 
no 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 3:57am | Post# 5656

 

Quoting jackprobe 

Hi All, I collect the posts below. I am more sure, that this similarity concept can be 
applied any where, using any system/indicators/scripts/ea or other tools we named it. 
From the posts below, i can see that the Similarity concept result are near each other ... 

this is great .... I remember Eurusdd said, try to apply the concept .... it doesn't 
matter if our indicators are repaint .... I am sure: the... 
If I'm right, the pink zone is no longer valid because price has returned and crossed 
it.Unless another zone exits on a lower timeframe. But 1H trumps any lower rd in terms 
of power. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 4:33am | Post# 5657

 
Guys, I went long this morning @ 64.4, just exited under 3387 for +24pips. 
This was done for a a number of reasons that I had mentioned in my last night's post. 
 
Some who have dug through my notes will see that I tried a daily forecast of direction 
last year.  
This worked only during a trend (price was above and moving away from 300EMA). 
It stopped when it started to CROSS the 300EMA.  
 
Guess where the 300EMA is now on the 1H. (Don't use lower timeframes for this) 

 



LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 4:37am | Post# 5658

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} If I'm right, the pink zone is no longer valid because price has returned and crossed 
it.Unless another zone exits on a lower timeframe. But 1H trumps any lower rd in terms of 
power. 
Lots of compression going on in there...dare say price will NOT close above 3415 before 

clearing the '4' DS zones... ...still think it's a bull trap. Interestingly there's been no short 
entry signal either since the creation of the FIRST '4' zone. 

 

 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 4:43am | Post# 5659

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Lots of compression going on in there...dare say price will NOT close above 3415 

before clearing the '4' DS zones... ...still think it's a bull trap. Interestingly there's 
been no short entry signal either since the creation of the SECOND '4' zone. 
{image} {image} 
That behaviour is bullish. i.e. price may want to go higher before going lower. 
300EMA is coming in on the 1H at 3396. The weekly pivot is now 3392.  
Any crossing will meet some form of resistance around this area. A breakout will mean 
higher prices. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 4:52am | Post# 5660

 
Quoting jackprobe 
Hi All, I collect the posts below. I am more sure, that this similarity concept can be 
applied any where, using any system/indicators/scripts/ea or other tools we named it. 
From the posts below, i can see that the Similarity concept result are near each other ... 

this is great .... I remember Eurusdd said, try to apply the concept .... it doesn't 
matter if our indicators are repaint .... I am sure: the Similarity concept will work every 
where ... {quote} {quote} {quote} {quote} {quote} This image is my result of 
Similarity concept ...... 
Nice work! 
 
What timeframe is that? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 5:00am | Post# 5661

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That behaviour is bullish. i.e. price may want to go higher before going lower. 
300EMA is coming in on the 1H at 3396. The weekly pivot is now 3392. Any crossing will 
meet some form of resistance around this area. A breakout will mean higher prices. 
Hmmm... 3392 rejected for now. Back to 82 but doesn't look weak. 



 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 5:03am | Post# 5662

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That behaviour is bullish. i.e. price may want to go higher before going lower. 
300EMA is coming in on the 1H at 3396. The weekly pivot is now 3392. Any crossing will 
meet some form of resistance around this area. A breakout will mean higher prices. 

 

 

 

jackprobe Aug 15, 2014 5:08am | Post# 5663

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice work! What timeframe is that? 
Hi Vlady, 
 
I have checked it again at lower time frame .... you are right, it was done. Thank you for 
correction. 
So, now is a "false" down trend (fooling) ? It will goes up fast in some hours i think ... 
 
Thanks 

 

pedma Aug 15, 2014 5:15am | Post# 5664

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, I went long this morning @ 64.4, just exited under 3387 for +24pips. This was 
done for a a number of reasons that I had mentioned in my last night's post. Some who 
have dug through my notes will see that I tried a daily forecast of direction last year. This 
worked only during a trend (price was above and moving away from 300EMA). It stopped 
when it started to CROSS the 300EMA. Guess where the 300EMA is now on the 1H. 
(Don't use lower timeframes for this) 
Quoting vlady1974 
.. Therefore, don't dismiss the bulls.... there's a reason to test that 300EMA which is now 
encroaching 1.3396 Good luck for tomorrow. {image} 
Great Vlady .... good prediction. Your number 3396 is still valid ? 



 
Thanks 
 
edit: 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmmm... 3392 rejected for now. Back to 82 but doesn't look weak. 
Yes, it will goes up a little ... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 5:31am | Post# 5665

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} {quote} Great Vlady .... good prediction. Your number 3396 is still valid ? 
Thanks edit: {quote} Yes, it will goes up a little ... 
The 300EMA is not a "similarity" indicator. But Eurusdd elluded to it last year in one of 
his observations. 
I forward tested it for one month and was able to get 70% accuracy on daily direction.... 
but my caveat is that it must be a trending market. 
 
So right now, EU is under 300EMA on the 1H (lowest timeframe to analyse macro level). 
So bias is short. 
BUT we are now right on the line. If sentiment is to change, it will be violent not smooth. 
 
This is why I say, learn to trade or study other price patterns because it is useful 
reference when combined with DS price zones.  
Anyway.... those who have worked with moving average crosses will know that price 
can: 
 
a) touch and bounce 
b) pierce and retest 
c) touch and bounce and retest and fail... go to (b) 
d) pierce and retest and fail and go to (b) 
 
------ 
a) is good because it maintains the trend 
b) is good because it changes trend quickly  
 
c) is bad because it's going sideways whilst the market figures itself out 
d) just like (c) 
 
 
Any trader who has lost money will usually do it during periods of (c) and (d). I'm one of 
them. 
Something I think will come into play as we edge closer to the 300EMA. 

 

pedma Aug 15, 2014 5:51am | Post# 5666

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The 300EMA is not a "similarity" indicator. But Eurusdd elluded to it last year in 
one of his observations. I forward tested it for one month and was able to get 70% 
accuracy on daily direction.... but my caveat is that it must be a trending market. So 
right now, EU is under 300EMA on the 1H (lowest timeframe to analyse macro level). So 
bias is short. BUT we are now right on the line. If sentiment is to change, it will be 
violent not smooth. This is why I say, learn to trade or study other price patterns 
because it is useful reference when... 
Thank you Vlady ... 



 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 5:58am | Post# 5667

 
2 Attachment(s) 

 
things will never be the same again!  Told you this first position is mine by end of week!!! 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 6:01am | Post# 5668

 
300EMA rejected. Looking like shorts again. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 6:02am | Post# 5669

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

things will never be the same again!   
What's up Eurusdd? 
 
Edit: haha.. you were too quick! Congratulations! 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 15, 2014 6:03am | Post# 5670

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

things will never be the same again!  Told you this first position is mine by end of 
week!!! {image} 



Please explain a bit more....  

 

evrynet Aug 15, 2014 6:04am | Post# 5671

 
but its still not gonna make to 1.3347 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 6:06am | Post# 5672

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{image} things will never be the same again!  Told you this first position is mine by 
end of week!!! {image} 

Congratulation ...  

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 6:09am | Post# 5673

 
Quoting Trillion2015 

{quote} Please explain a bit more....  
As far as trading and making comment about the market here, I won't go there. There 
are very good people here who are experts themselves. vlady1974 is one. I would 
recommend you pay attention to his/her little posts! Me, I am off for a while! Once in a 
while though, I will pass through. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 6:14am | Post# 5674

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} As far as trading and making comment about the market here, I won't go there. 
There are very good people here who are experts themselves. vlady1974 is one. I would 
recommend you pay attention to his/her little posts! Me, I am off for a while! Once in a 
while though, I will pass through. 

Good luck with your research! I remember those days... so long ago!  

 

Trillion2015 Aug 15, 2014 6:28am | Post# 5675

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} As far as trading and making comment about the market here, I won't go there. 
There are very good people here who are experts themselves. vlady1974 is one. I would 
recommend you pay attention to his/her little posts! Me, I am off for a while! Once in a 
while though, I will pass through. 
Undoubtedly vlady1974 one of the expert. I read few people post all the time like 
Maxdoom , vlady1974 , pipmaster , chazzle etc. I hope you are missing us Eurusdd ..... 

 

 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 6:33am | Post# 5676

 
1 Attachment(s) 

next week should be interesting....somethings got to give...  



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 6:40am | Post# 5677

 
Quoting LITEchild 

next week should be interesting....somethings got to give...  {image} 

You are a Gann student.... or should I say Cowan?  

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 6:49am | Post# 5678

 
Looking for a short setup.. 

 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 7:18am | Post# 5679

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} You are a Gann student.... or should I say Cowan?  

actually...never heard of them...   

 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 7:19am | Post# 5680

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking for a short setup.. 

....the trigger...   

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 7:26am | Post# 5681

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ....the trigger...   
coming up. Retest of 92. Looking for a failure. If above 92, no trade. If close below 92 on 
15M, will start to look for entry. 

 



vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 7:30am | Post# 5682

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} actually...never heard of them...   
That is funny.  
 
W.D. Gann was an old trader and introduced geometric and numeric type patterns.  
Things like squaring time and price, Square of 9.  
Worked alot in Stocks and Commodities.  
I've never tried to apply the more esoteric stuff to FX 
 
Bradley Cowan was/is a recent student of Gann. He made a fortune using new research 
on Oil. 
His books are awesome, patterns from Square Roots, Astronomical stuff (sympathetic 
resonance).... loads of complex stuff. 
 
Your Cubes through Time diagram is a Bradley Cowan type of drawing.... thought you 

had studied that.  
What is the length of the long diagonal? 

 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 7:46am | Post# 5683

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is funny. W.D. Gann was an old trader and introduced geometric and numeric 
type patterns. Things like squaring time and price, Square of 9. Worked alot in Stocks and 
Commodities. I've never tried to apply the more esoteric stuff to FX Bradley Cowan was/is a 
recent student of Gann. He made a fortune using new research on Oil. His books are 
awesome, patterns from Square Roots, Astronomical stuff (sympathetic resonance).... loads 
of complex stuff. Your Cubes through Time diagram is a Bradley Cowan type of drawing.... 
thought you had studied... 
My logic is to draw them until they intersect(using opens, highs and lows), so the lengths 

kinda take care of themselves? ...pending any breakouts of course...  
Idea was inspired by IDoubleStochs 'Funny Looking Rectangles and Useless Drivel' Thread. 

 

 



feline207 Aug 15, 2014 8:22am | Post# 5684

 
I think it is time to go low... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 8:24am | Post# 5685

 
Hi Vlady, 
 
Your DS zone is hit .... great .... 
So after similarity zone is done, we are waiting for next opportunity right ? 
I mean, we may not take a risk to go short, right ? 
 
Thanks 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 8:36am | Post# 5686

 
Quoting feline207 
I think it is time to go low... 
Agree feline, 
I have put short order, Similarity must be restored at support zone 1.3360 - 1.3365 . I 
hope it will be reached in next 4-8 hours. If not, it will goes up to about 1.343x , and will 
reach Similarity / support zone on Monday or Tuesday ... 

 

evrynet Aug 15, 2014 8:37am | Post# 5687

 
it will! 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 9:06am | Post# 5688

 
Price is at the bottom of a zone right now, price does not like to remain within any 
dissimilarity zone, so if it cannot break through it will reverse. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 9:11am | Post# 5689

 
Quoting Baillie 
Price is at the bottom of a zone right now, price does not like to remain within any 
dissimilarity zone, so if it cannot break through it will reverse. 
Hi Baillie, 
do you mean a "failed" zone (not unborn zone) or active zone ? My upper DS zone is hit 
... 

 

mario777 Aug 15, 2014 9:13am | Post# 5690

 
1 Attachment(s) 

HI all, my lucky 35 pips trade today . Honestly I wasnt sure about it. I just entered after i 

saw divergence on stoch and targeted my DS zone. Vlady please comment  



 

 

NickkiT Aug 15, 2014 9:15am | Post# 5691

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi people 
 
rookie nick here, so seldom post. 
 
are you guys still using this chart? or am i the only 1 left. 



 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 9:32am | Post# 5692

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Hi Baillie, do you mean a "failed" zone (not unborn zone) or active zone ? My 
upper DS zone is hit ... 
I do not understand the exact meaning of those terms, I do recall cfdtleong and Vlady 
having those conversations, I did not see the merit in pursuing that line of thinking based 
upon an indicator that only caught 67% or less of the dissimilar zones. 
 
But what I am saying, is, there is a zone where price is currently at and has failed to 
penetrate further than it's first attempt into the zone on a single candle. 

 

NickkiT Aug 15, 2014 9:32am | Post# 5693

 
Quoting NickkiT 
hi people rookie nick here, so seldom post. are you guys still using this chart? or am i the 
only 1 left. {image} 

WOW 3k to 13k in a week... 
 

i can do that do.. the reverse way hhehhee 13k to 3k in a day  

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 9:37am | Post# 5694

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I do not understand the exact meaning of those terms, I do recall cfdtleong and 
Vlady having those conversations, I did not see the merit in pursuing that line of thinking 
based upon an indicator that only caught 67% or less of the dissimilar zones. But what I 
am saying, is, there is a zone where price is currently at and has failed to penetrate 
further than it's first attempt into the zone on a single candle. 
Hi Baillie, 
 



Could you give me a clue on how you calculate that 67% ? 
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 9:39am | Post# 5695

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I do not understand the exact meaning of those terms, I do recall cfdtleong and 
Vlady having those conversations, I did not see the merit in pursuing that line of thinking 
based upon an indicator that only caught 67% or less of the dissimilar zones. But what I 
am saying, is, there is a zone where price is currently at and has failed to penetrate 
further than it's first attempt into the zone on a single candle. 
I see .. thanks Baillie ... 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 9:43am | Post# 5696

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Hi Baillie, Could you give me a clue on how you calculate that 67% ? Thanks in 
advance. 
I did not calculate it EURUSDD did. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 10:01am | Post# 5697

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I did not calculate it EURUSDD did. 
I see .... but if you don't mind, any clue how do you do it ? but if it is a secret, it is ok ... 

 

 

stt Aug 15, 2014 10:01am | Post# 5698

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} As far as trading and making comment about the market here, I won't go there. 
There are very good people here who are experts themselves. vlady1974 is one. I would 
recommend you pay attention to his/her little posts! Me, I am off for a while! Once in a 
while though, I will pass through. 
Congrats!! very impressive.. I have a question though -- what is your objective in giving 
hints about your methods on the forum. i have to think you want people to learn 
something about your methods so you can have a group of like minded people who can 
then together improve these. but you seem to tease hints and then disappear so one 
would think you are participating in the forum only to show off (nothing wrong with that 
too imho). I think that is one reason some people on EURUSD threat starting going 
against you.  
 
would love to hear thoughts about your motive on this forum.. anyways have a good 
time :-) 

 

stt Aug 15, 2014 10:04am | Post# 5699

 
Quoting NickkiT 

{quote} WOW 3k to 13k in a week... i can do that do.. the reverse way hhehhee 13k 



to 3k in a day  
hehe... if you can RELIABLY do the reverse then you have a great strategy... just reverse 
(i know reverse of loosing strategy is not always a winning strategy but in this case, it 
would work imho) 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 10:07am | Post# 5700

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} hehe... if you can RELIABLY do the reverse then you have a great strategy... 
just reverse (i know reverse of loosing strategy is not always a winning strategy but in 
this case, it would work imho) 
I have thought about that proposition many times, funny to contemplate such things. 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 11:24am | Post# 5701

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I see .... but if you don't mind, any clue how do you do it ? but if it is a secret, it 

is ok ...  
Do what? I did not calculate the success rate for identifying dissimilarity zones. 
 
As for how I do it, EURUSDD suggested yesterday that we should not divulge the 
specifics of how we came about our conclusions. I will say that if a level is called out you 
should take note how price approaches the level and if it is broken or rejected with a 
certain type of volume in those areas. 
 
Also, as I pointed out, price does NOT like to stay within the zones. Look for break outs 
or break ins as I call them. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 11:32am | Post# 5702

 
Hi All, 
 
Sorry I've not been in. I'm dealing with a server at work that's died. 
I'm short 3400, SL at break even. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 11:32am | Post# 5703

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} Congrats!! very impressive.. I have a question though -- what is your objective 
in giving hints about your methods on the forum. i have to think you want people to 
learn something about your methods so you can have a group of like minded people who 
can then together improve these. but you seem to tease hints and then disappear so one 
would think you are participating in the forum only to show off (nothing wrong with that 
too imho). I think that is one reason some people on EURUSD threat starting going 
against you. would love to hear thoughts... 
Thank you. You gave me the chance to explain myself. 
In fact, do you know why I love vlady1974? f I met him or her, I would not mind showing 
him/her deeper stuffs. Why? 
vlady1974 is one person who seem to understand what I stand for. He has never insulted 
me because I didn't show everything and he always seems to apply the little concept in a 
way which is equally impressive. My objectives are simple: 



 
1: to force you people to question your beliefs about the market. For example, some of 
you believe the market is totally random, unbeatable etc. 
By giving you solid hints, without a blueprint I am indirectly forcing you to look at the 
market differently. 
Furthermore, I always said I will never let anyone know my blueprint: not even my 
father because that is my edge against the market. But I will give you a general idea of 
how i THINK. It is up to you to apply the concept too. 
 
 
Furthermore, look at the explorer. I didn't even want to create one but I did just to 
silence some people. Then they shifted to real account. Lo. How many of them can do 
what I can do to a demo account? 
 
Forex is an information game, that is why I have NEVER asked anyone here to give me 
the blueprint of their strategy and I will never give mine too. 
 
I believe I have achieved my objective. Now there are many traders who believe they 
have an edge now.. 
 
That is PROGRESS. Whatever way they apply the similarity concept is all good. I do not 
want to know!!! 
 
 
nice weekend. 
 
I guess I have explained myself. Till we meet again!!! 

 

LITEchild Aug 15, 2014 11:40am | Post# 5704

 
1 Attachment(s) 
'5' DS zone being attended to now. 3415 needs to be taken out though to fully resolve the 

problem. Observe PA reaction THERE. Multiple issues still to sort out @ '4s'...  

 

 

feline207 Aug 15, 2014 11:48am | Post# 5705



 
I think first we should take out recent top and then go down once again to 1.3342 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 11:50am | Post# 5706

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hi All, Sorry I've not been in. I'm dealing with a server at work that's died. I'm short 
3400, SL at break even. 

LOL... I keep getting stopped out. Clearly I'm not picking my stops very well.  

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 11:52am | Post# 5707

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} LOL... I keep getting stopped out. Clearly I'm not picking my stops very well.  
What is the bottom of the zone you have as far as price? 

 

feline207 Aug 15, 2014 11:52am | Post# 5708

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. You gave me the chance to explain myself. In fact, do you know why 
I love vlady1974? f I met him or her, I would not mind showing him/her deeper stuffs. 
Why? vlady1974 is one person who seem to understand what I stand for. He has never 
insulted me because I didn't show everything and he always seems to apply the little 
concept in a way which is equally impressive. My objectives are simple: 1: to force you 
people to question your beliefs about the market. For example, some of you believe the 
market is totally random, unbeatable... 
Thank you eurusdd. You have provided good to us. Hope your trading month went well! 

And you should come back more often to check on us  

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 5709

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} What is the bottom of the zone you have as far as price? 
The bottom for me is 3383, top part is 3404... but I'm sensitive of 3412. If that gets 
broken, then it's north to 3430. 
There are good reasons to go to 3430 - for one, that's a 100 pip drop to 3330. But this is 
what the market needs to negotiate. 
 

Like I said, the 300EMA and price is violent.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 5710

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. You gave me the chance to explain myself. In fact, do you know why 
I love vlady1974? f I met him or her, I would not mind showing him/her deeper stuffs. 
Why? vlady1974 is one person who seem to understand what I stand for. He has never 
insulted me because I didn't show everything and he always seems to apply the little 
concept in a way which is equally impressive. My objectives are simple: 1: to force you 
people to question your beliefs about the market. For example, some of you believe the 



market is totally random, unbeatable... 
Really appreciate the kind words Eurusdd. The concepts I learned last year was a big 
game changer for me so I really must thank you for the contribution you've made. Best 
of luck with your research and endeavours! 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 5711

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The bottom for me is 3383, top part is 3404... but I'm sensitive of 3412. If that 
gets broken, then it's north to 3430. There are good reasons to go to 3430 - for one, 
that's a 100 pip drop to 3330. But this is what the market needs to negotiate. Like I said, 

the 300EMA and price is violent.  
I have 1.3397 as bottom and top as 1.3414, but that is because of 3 different 
dissimilarity zones overlapping. I have been measuring the strength of the move into the 
top zone by how far it penetrates into the zone and putting a simple 0 to 100% range 
calculation combined with volume. 
 
Example: Bottom of zone is 1.3397 = 0%, mid range of zone is 1.3405 = 50 %, top of 
range is 1.3414 = 100%  
 
I then take in consideration the length of the bar that penetrates into the range and how 
far % wise, where it closes; in the range, above or below, and always with volume. 
 
As with the current situation we have 3 zones overlapping, that is not good for a 
continued rise in price. Lower prices look more favorable. 
 
But the caveat; 300 ema just below in relatively close proximity. Very violent as you 
pointed out. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 5712

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I have 1.3397 as bottom and top as 1.3414, but that is because of 3 different 
dissimilarity zones overlapping. I have been measuring the strength of the move into the 
top zone by how far it penetrates into the zone and putting a simple 0 to 100% range 
calculation combined with volume. Example: Bottom of zone is 1.3397 = 0%, mid range 
of zone is 1.3405 = 50 %, top of range is 1.3414 = 100% I then take in consideration 
the length of the bar that penetrates into the range and how far % wise, where it closes; 
in the range, above or below, and... 
I've never thought to qualify the strength of the penetration into the zone! Ingenius! And 
by separating out the timeframes, the penetration 100% can actually act as retest levels 
anyway with the larger tfs being more significant as they've been proving on the 1H for 

me.  
 
Edit: I think I see the bar that created your zone. My low for that is 3392.7 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 5713

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've never thought to qualify the strength of the penetration into the zone! 
Ingenius! And by separating out the timeframes, the penetration 100% can actually act 
as retest levels anyway with the larger tfs being more significant as they've been proving 



on the 1H for me. Edit: I think I see the bar that created your zone. My low for that is 
3392.7 
Just thought of something, our zones might be slightly different because of broker feeds, 
so they could be different but not by much. 

 

vector0 Aug 15, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 5714

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. You gave me the chance to explain myself. In fact, do you know why 
I love vlady1974? f I met him or her, I would not mind showing him/her deeper stuffs. 
Why? vlady1974 is one person who seem to understand what I stand for. He has never 
insulted me because I didn't show everything and he always seems to apply the little 
concept in a way which is equally impressive. My objectives are simple: 1: to force you 
people to question your beliefs about the market. For example, some of you believe 
the market is totally random, unbeatable etc. By giving you solid hints, without a 
blueprint I am indirectly forcing you to look at the market differently. Furthermore, I 
always said I will never let anyone know my blueprint: not even my father because that 
is my edge against the market. But I will give you a general idea of how i THINK. It is 
up to you to apply the concept too. Furthermore, look at the explorer. I didn't even want 
to create one but I did just to silence some people. Then they shifted to real account. Lo. 
How many of them can do what I can do to a demo account? Forex is an information 
game, that is why I have NEVER asked anyone here to give me the blueprint of their 
strategy and I will never give mine too. I believe I have achieved my objective. Now 
there are many traders who believe they have an edge now.. That is PROGRESS. 
Whatever way they apply the similarity concept is all good. I do not want to know!!! nice 
weekend. I guess I have explained myself. Till we meet again!!! 
 
These are the most sensible words i have read in this week , definitely. You are a great 
teacher! Eurusdd.  
Deep thanks to you. 

 

stt Aug 15, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 5715

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. You gave me the chance to explain myself. In fact, do you know why 
I love vlady1974? f I met him or her, I would not mind showing him/her deeper stuffs. 
Why? vlady1974 is one person who seem to understand what I stand for. He has never 
insulted me because I didn't show everything and he always seems to apply the little 
concept in a way which is equally impressive. My objectives are simple: 1: to force you 
people to question your beliefs about the market. For example, some of you believe the 
market is totally random, unbeatable... 
 
Thanks for your answer.. I agree all your points. markets are not random (if they were, 
there wouldn't have been professionals whose job was to make money from markets). 
Now tools you need to make money dependent on your abilities - both TA and FA can 
work and most use combination of both.  
 
In terms of market efficiency, my view is market is efficient for people who dont know 
any details (i.e. layman). but people who have more information than laymans are the 
one who make it efficient by capturing inefficiencies. Thats why agree with your point 
about not sharing your information/blueprint completely with anyone (perhaps ok to do 
with people you can trust and you are partnering with but again depends on your 
relationship). 
 



have a great success in your research and trading. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 5716

 
I told you people I will leave you with something to think about while I am away till end 
of October. I am going to post a series of ideas that are used to calculate my 
probabilities and pick out problem bars. 
 
Please do not post until I am done with my posts. Thank you. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 3:30pm | Post# 5717

 
1 Attachment(s) 

1 

Forex traders are basically dealing with stochastic processes. 
Therefore, your success in this game depends on your 
understanding of stochastic processes, especially discrete 
ones. It is not necessary that you know these ideas in order 
to be successful but, if you want to see what people like me 
see, then you must understand what you are fighting 
against. Know thy enemy. 
 

Now, since almost everyone on the planet believes, the path 
of currency prices are random, we shall follow them and use 
stochastic processes to model our probabilities. 
 

In fact, we shall assume that any two bars on your chart are 
independent, that is the process has no memory. Even in this 
case, you can still beat the process. 
 



 
 

In the case of forex trading the random variable are the bars on 
your charts. The feature of the bar you are interested in gives the 
value of that random variable. So, if you are interested in the close 
values of the bars, then the process is defined by the closing prices 
of the bars.  
 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 5718

 
3 Attachment(s) 

Now that we assumed a random process, what is the best 
way to win on average? Well, there are many methods on the 
internet and yet most people struggle to be successful. Well, 
you don't have to be in that group anymore - if you change 
your focus. 
There are basic features of every stochastic process that can 
help you get an edge against the process -even if you have 
no idea of the underlying factors that drive the process : (you 
are 100% a technical analyst). 
 

It is clear that we are dealing with time-dependent processes, where 
the feature of the bars you are interested in define the value of the 
process at any given time. 
Attachment 1490869 



 

We can also define the relationship between consecutive 
bars. It is generally believed that there is no relationship. Let 
us assume this is true, even though that is not the truth.  
 

Attachment 1490864 
 

Hitting probabilities are very important. In fact, I have 
demonstrated that here many times. Once you are good at 
calculating hitting probabilities, you are one step ahead of the rest! 
You must have a fair idea of which numbers are likely to be hit 
within a given period. 
Attachment 1490866 

 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 3:56pm | Post# 5719

 

$1 million question 

Since there are many different stochastic processes, 
which one is very simple and generally believed 
to represent forex rates? 
 

Generally, since most people believe that the 
market has no memory - the past has no say in 
the present, technical analysis is nonsense - we 
will follow them and assume we are dealing with  

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 5720

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 4:05pm | Post# 5721

 
1 Attachment(s) 

So, we can assume that we are in the world of Markov chains and 
according to most people, that is a dangerous place to live. But, believe 
me, when we are done with this study, you will wonder what happened 
to yu all these years.... Why didn't you see 

it..?  



 

In the world of forex trading, the transition probabilities are used to 
understand how we move from one price state into another.  
 

Remember, I said you don't need to know what process drives the 
price! 
 

There will always be loop-holes. No matter the underlying process.  
 

burnssss Aug 15, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 5722

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Interesting meet Markov. I studied some developed algorithms with Markov chain 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 4:09pm | Post# 5723

 
1 Attachment(s) 
We do not need to understand everything about markov chain: What we need for forex trading are 
the 

following.  
 

1: It is clear that NO state(price) is absorbing!!! 
2: But, and this is important, At any given time, there is a set of states 
that are transient!!!, we can find them. 
 

3: NOT all forex prices are recurrent. 
 
 



So, those problem bars are the ones that contain the KEY transient 
states(price). Once we calculate the the time-interval, we can make a call 
that the process will return to those prices within the time period!!!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 4:17pm | Post# 5724

 
Now this is the KEY secret: I will help you understand next time: 
 

No matter the currency pair you are trading, 
no matter the state of the market, trending, 
sideways WHATEVER, there will always be 
problem bars. There are easy ways to find at 
least 10 recurrent states per day.. 
 

That is why I can place so many trades and 
get them right!!!! I have record of 1,000 
trades no LOSS!!  

 

burnssss Aug 15, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 5725

 
The transition probabilities?  
that satisfy the equations of Chapman, and therefore the calculation of the transition 
rate. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 4:19pm | Post# 5726

 
Now that you have an idea of where I am coming from, 
next time, I will adapt this theory to trading!!! Stay with 
me. Bye. 

 

burnssss Aug 15, 2014 4:22pm | Post# 5727

 
I always defend mathematics and its application. Spectacular your class today, and 
spectacular your weekly numbers.  

10 !!!  
Thank you very much. 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 4:26pm | Post# 5728

 
I am no mathematician, where does someone like me begin to study such subjects to lay 
the foundation to understand these formulas? 

 



burnssss Aug 15, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 5729

 
The first is to be clear what kind of data we have. A monster that we face.  
Eurusdd defines the price as a discrete stochastic process.  
With which, you have a starting point. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 4:38pm | Post# 5730

 
Quoting Baillie 
I am no mathematician, where does someone like me begin to study such subjects to lay 
the foundation to understand these formulas? 
Neither am I mate, but you can always begin by defining the territory. 
Were talking about Price and Time. 
 
Setting aside mathematics, what do we know? 
TIME: Asian, London, New York = 1Day 
 
Time Equivalents: 
Day = 24 Hours = 60 Min is the first Time Set 
Larger than Day = Week (5 days + 3 hours) = Months is the second Time Set 
 
Price Sets: 
For each element of time, the exists Open High Low Close. 
 
Lets start there! 
The tick represents an actual trade that equated sellers to buyers at that price at that 
time. 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 4:40pm | Post# 5731

 
Let me clarify my point, I have not used any kind of mathematical formula (algebra) for 
any reason since High School. 25 years. 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 4:42pm | Post# 5732

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Neither am I mate, but you can always begin by defining the territory. Were 
talking about Price and Time. Setting aside mathematics, what do we know? TIME: Asian, 
London, New York = 1Day Time Equivalents: Day = 24 Hours = 60 Min is the first Time 
Set Larger than Day = Week (5 days + 3 hours) = Months is the second Time Set Price 
Sets: For each element of time, the exists Open High Low Close. Lets start there! The 
tick represents an actual trade that equated sellers to buyers at that price at that time. 
Ok Im with you on that, I did that to make my system. 

 

josh11 Aug 15, 2014 4:53pm | Post# 5733

 
Its been along time since I been on this thread but remember it well, Great to see some 

of the old boys still here kicking it  

 

vlady1974 Aug 15, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 5734



 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Ok Im with you on that, I did that to make my system. 
So the printing of price on a screen... What is that? 
By this I mean, if you place a Fibonacci on a 5M does it have an effect on price/time? 
But what if your chart was just dots and not candlesticks and you had MACD to model 
the EQUIVALENT of price? 
 
im just being philosophical. Price is a value...just like a house price. But is it open, hi low 
close? 
Do you realise that the Open is just the price when time transitions from one discrete 
time value to the next? If price goes up and down 20 times in 60 seconds, would you see 
that on a 1M chart? When it goes to the second minute, would you care? what if it went 
up and down 20 times but it spent 75% of that time on the top half of the range of that 
time bar? 
 
Just some questions to get the juices flowing... Will have more thoughts over the 
weekend.  
 
Everyone have great Fri night! 

 

Baillie Aug 15, 2014 5:05pm | Post# 5735

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So the printing of price on a screen... What is that? By this I mean, if you place 
a Fibonacci on a 5M does it have an effect on price/time? But what if your chart was just 
dots and not candlesticks and you had MACD to model the EQUIVALENT of price? im just 
being philosophical. Price is a value...just like a house price. But is it open, hi low close? 
Do you realise that the Open is just the price when time transitions from one discrete 
time value to the next? If price goes up and down 20 times in 60 seconds, would you see 
that on a 1M chart?... 
Thanks for the explanation, you have a great night too. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 5:06pm | Post# 5736

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just in case you are not sure if i can back my word with real action, I promised you I will 
climb to the top of the ladder before the week ends. I did. This is the current position.  
 
I created the explorer to back my words and erase rumors of deception. 
Well, this should speak for itself. 
 

350% is on the low....



  

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 8:23pm | Post# 5737

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} Congrats!! very impressive.. I have a question though -- what is your objective 
in giving hints about your methods on the forum. i have to think you want people to 
learn something about your methods so you can have a group of like minded people who 
can then together improve these. but you seem to tease hints and then disappear so one 
would think you are participating in the forum only to show off (nothing wrong with that 
too imho). I think that is one reason some people on EURUSD threat starting going 
against you. would love to hear thoughts... 
It would nice if Eurusdd stay with us here. We need him. There is NO NOICE here, we 
really want to learn from him. Welcome home. We love this place much, much better 
than that place. And this Similarity concept that he gives is unbelieveable powerful .. !! 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 8:26pm | Post# 5738

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



Just in case you are not sure if i can back my word with real action, I promised you I will 
climb to the top of the ladder before the week ends. I did. This is the current position. I 
created the explorer to back my words and erase rumors of deception. Well, this should 

speak for itself. 350% is on the low.... {image} 
I am very sure about this result from the beginning. You are the best !!!! 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 8:28pm | Post# 5739

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Do what? I did not calculate the success rate for identifying dissimilarity zones. 
As for how I do it, EURUSDD suggested yesterday that we should not divulge the 
specifics of how we came about our conclusions. I will say that if a level is called out you 
should take note how price approaches the level and if it is broken or rejected with a 
certain type of volume in those areas. Also, as I pointed out, price does NOT like to stay 
within the zones. Look for break outs or break ins as I call them. 
Thanks Baillie ... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 8:40pm | Post# 5740

 
Now In the next few minutes, I am going to show you the 
first of 7 steps to making price-action your biatch! 
 

This fact works with any currency pair. In order to get it 
right, I introduce the following definitions.  

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 5741

 
J 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I told you people I will leave you with something to think about while I am away till end 
of October. I am going to post a series of ideas that are used to calculate my 
probabilities and pick out problem bars. Please do not post until I am done with my 
posts. Thank you. 

Thanks Eurusdd. I will be always here i will make a reminder for end of October ... 
Edit: Thanks for your last some posts, i will do my home work. I want to make sure that i 
am ready for october ..... Edit: SORRY Eurusdd, i did some posts. I though you have 
finished posting before. I hate this slow internet connection. after i finish with typing, i 
see your new post is already there .... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 5742

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is the heart of the matter and it works on any time frame. I will prove this to you. 



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 5743

 
Quoting mario777 

HI all, my lucky 35 pips trade today . Honestly I wasnt sure about it. I just entered 

after i saw divergence on stoch and targeted my DS zone. Vlady please comment 
{image} 
Hi mario, 
I am still learning this concept, like some of us doing. I am not good, but i am happy that 
my DS zone is similar with some of us. I did not use Ralome's indicator "as it is". The 
indicator is great, but i must change it a little. I take the main code to apply to my 
needs. 
From your picture, i think you also got the concept !!! But it is different than what i did. I 
take advice from some one here : 'you must read all of Eurusdd's thread, not only one 
thread. This is a puzzle, and the pieces are there... find them , and you will see the light 
....' Edit: sorry, just see that your question is for Vlady ... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 9:15pm | Post# 5744

 
Right now, I will just choose random numbers for h and k and 
apply it to the pair USDCHF. 
 
Let us choose h=5 . So I will draw a rectangle of length on the 
daily chart, T=DAILY. 
 
We can then identify the h(T,k)-transient prices!!!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 9:20pm | Post# 5745

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
The 5-transient prices are represented by the yellow/red zones. Very few of them. 
 
The 5 means that within the bars where those prices occur, none of the next 5 
bars, behind or in front of the bar in question, passed through those prices. 
 
Now, if you get the h and k right, you will find that transient price-zone occur with 
very LOW -probability. That is prices are h-recurrent almost-surely  
 
for some positive h.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 9:33pm | Post# 5746

 
Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the 
current price p, the previous bars never hit p, then 
probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars 
because the probability that p is h-transient is very low. 
 

If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That 
is 97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should 
hit p. 
 

This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic 
process similar to the ones that govern currency prices!!! 
 

Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of your 



rectangle should be very small. This means that most 
prices choose to be h-recurrent!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 9:40pm | Post# 5747

 
1 Attachment(s) 

I urge you to verify this fact for any pair. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 9:48pm | Post# 5748

 
If you consider what this means theoretically and 
practically, you should see how to rake in the $$$ quickly. 
 

I leave you to think about what it means!!! bye.  

 

LiquidGenius Aug 15, 2014 9:59pm | Post# 5749

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I believe I see where this is going... 
I must say I was planning on something similar to this but didn't quite work out how to 
approach it. You mentioned something interesting about the h/k values which I pondered. 
Then for a second my mind was blown.  
Well done hehe 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 5750

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
I believe I see where this is going... I must say I was planning on something similar to 
this but didn't quite work out how to approach it. You mentioned something interesting 
about the h/k values which I pondered. Then for a second my mind was blown. Well done 
hehe {image} 
GOOD liquidgenius. Let me blow your mind now! If a bar has you rectangle then the 
probability the next one will have a rectangle is 0.00005463% on any time frame. NOW 
think what that means..... 
ONE THING: $$$$ 

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 10:17pm | Post# 5751

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you consider what this means theoretically and practically, you should see how to rake 
in the $$$ quickly. I leave you to think about what it means!!! bye. 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE NICE CLASS Eurusdd ... i am weak in mathematics, 
still trying to understand this deep and great lesson. 

 

mario777 Aug 15, 2014 10:18pm | Post# 5752

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Hi mario, I am still learning this concept, like some of us doing. I am not good, 
but i am happy that my DS zone is similar with some of us. I did not use Ralome's 
indicator "as it is". The indicator is great, but i must change it a little. I take the main 
code to apply to my needs. From your picture, i think you also got the concept !!! But it 
is different than what i did. I take advice from some one here : 'you must read all of 
Eurusdd's thread, not only one thread. This is a puzzle, and the pieces are there... find 
them , and you will... 
tbird thanks for the reply ans suggestion. I have been reading it many times now. I think 
we have to go to learn the basics. 

 



Eurusdd Aug 15, 2014 10:19pm | Post# 5753

 
1 Attachment(s) 

One way to use this to your benefit. 
 

since transient rectangles have small heights in general, if 
price falls into the region A, we can assume we are in a 
recurrent zone. So prices within the zone A will be hit by at 
least two bars or price will pull back into the rectangle 
above!!! 
 
 

 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 15, 2014 10:27pm | Post# 5754

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} GOOD liquidgenius. Let me blow your mind now! If a bar has you rectangle then 
the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 0.00005463% on any time frame. 
NOW think what that means..... ONE THING: $$$$ 
Ok you're right. Now it's really blown. 



 

 

mario777 Aug 15, 2014 10:28pm | Post# 5755

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the 
lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not happen often so 
you will not have many trades a day!!! The other way: Since the lines will look exactly 
the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is 
ahead of or behind the main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price 
eventually. You will get many trades that way. Money-management of course. I can get 
100 wins in a role that way!!! 
Im reading about this old statement od EU. 
1.wait for the lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return 
2.When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - Place your trade expecting 
stoch to agree with price eventually 
 
Are they not the same? which means Dissimilarities? The only difference is the way to 
trade but doesnt mean the second one is you will get many trades than the first since 
they are the same you have to wait for DS. Am i right? 

 

Vigovski Aug 15, 2014 10:45pm | Post# 5756

 
Quote 
Here's one I'm in. Trading back up to the dis-similar area from a similar area signal. 
"""Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH 
THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the main price - 
Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get 
many trades that way.""" 
 
 
There are two ways to trade under the similarity-umbrella. You can wait for the 
lines to disagree and then MARK the price for a return! But that does not 
happen often so you will not have many trades a day!!! 
The other way: Since the lines will look exactly the same >97% of the time, 
TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or behind the 
main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. 
You will get many trades that way. Money-management of course. I can get 100 
wins in a role that way!!! 
 
The Title for this thread = The similarity system. Similarity-probability is 97.6578% 

( I wonder WHY people are eagerly trying to find DIS-similar for an entry ? lol)  

 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 10:46pm | Post# 5757

 
Hi Eurusdd,About Markov at post #5720 :i think it can be used for calculating the 
Average, so we do not need MA or ATR. Is it right ???thanks. Edit: or it is the same 
calculation used by MA ? 



 

tbird2121 Aug 15, 2014 11:30pm | Post# 5758

 
Hi George, i think you must see "3 plan" post #221. Everything is there. 

 

Vigovski Aug 15, 2014 11:32pm | Post# 5759

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 15, 2014 11:37pm | Post# 5760

 
Quoting tbird2121 
Hi George, i think you must see "3 plan" post #221. Everything is there. 
Thanks Tbird, now it is clear ... 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 12:01am | Post# 5761

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Neither am I mate, but you can always begin by defining the territory. Were 
talking about Price and Time. Setting aside mathematics, what do we know? TIME: Asian, 
London, New York = 1Day Time Equivalents: Day = 24 Hours = 60 Min is the first Time 
Set Larger than Day = Week (5 days + 3 hours) = Months is the second Time Set Price 
Sets: For each element of time, the exists Open High Low Close. Lets start there! The 
tick represents an actual trade that equated sellers to buyers at that price at that time. 
Great Vlady. And idea of Burnssss about Stochastic process is nice for my starting point. 
Thanks. 



 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 12:20am | Post# 5762

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So the printing of price on a screen... What is that? By this I mean, if you place 
a Fibonacci on a 5M does it have an effect on price/time? But what if your chart was just 
dots and not candlesticks and you had MACD to model the EQUIVALENT of price? im just 
being philosophical. Price is a value...just like a house price. But is it open, hi low close? 
Do you realise that the Open is just the price when time transitions from one discrete 
time value to the next? If price goes up and down 20 times in 60 seconds, would you see 
that on a 1M chart?... 
Nice post Vlady. Tick chart is good ... 

 

NickkiT Aug 16, 2014 1:41am | Post# 5763

 
Hei EURUSDD 
 
thanks for the lesson. 
 
those maths looks alien to me, last saw them about 20+ years ago. 
 

will investigate further into your pictures.  
 
many thanks 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2014 3:30am | Post# 5764

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the previous 
bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars because 
the probability that p is h-transient is very low. If your h is right, this probability should 
be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should hit p. This 
works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that govern 
currency prices!!! Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of your rectangle 
should... 
 
Many thanks Eurusdd!! 
 
I believe we can reverse engineer to find the h values. If we take a chart that has a 100 
bars we should only find approximately 3 (3%) of the bars are h-transient (i.e they have 
prices that have not been returned to within a certain number of bars). 
 
We look for those rare cases then count the number of bars when those prices were 
previously reached. The lowest of those should be the h-value. 
Then backtest this number across the same time frame. We do this exercise for each 
time frame that we want to trade. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

jackprobe Aug 16, 2014 3:56am | Post# 5765



 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Many thanks Eurusdd!! I believe we can reverse engineer to find the h values. If 
we take a chart that has a 100 bars we should only find approximately 3 (3%) of the 
bars are h-transient (i.e they have prices that have not been returned to within a certain 
number of bars). We look for those rare cases then count the number of bars when those 
prices were previously reached. The lowest of those should be the h-value. Then backtest 
this number across the same time frame. We do this exercise for each time frame that 
we want to trade. Regards... 
Good idea .... thanks Neio .... 

 

vector0 Aug 16, 2014 4:27am | Post# 5766

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Ok you're right. Now it's really blown. {image} 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408156090 
 
Hi LiquidGenius, may i know what is the difference between box and rec? 
 
Am i understanding it incorrectly? The low probability (0.000%) is for having consecutive 
candles that carries a h-transient price? 
 
[edit: anyone having same problem as me? coz the way i see it, having 2 consecutive 
bars with transient price is quite common.] 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 16, 2014 5:19am | Post# 5767

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vector0 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408156090 Hi LiquidGenius, may i 
know what is the difference between box and rec? Am i understanding it incorrectly? The 
low probability (0.000%) is for having consecutive candles that carries a h-transient price? 
Sorry. To clarify, there are 2 possibilities for any bar. Either the bar is a "box" bar, or a 
"reg" bar. "Reg" is short for "regular", whereas a box bar is a bar that has a complete box 
set up. A reg bar is basically any bar that is not a box bar. Just to show frequencies, there 
are 238 box bars in the set, and 3642 regular bars. Therefore the occurrence of a box bar is 
6.5%. The top box is my confirmation of what eurusdd suggested; or at least, what I got 
out of what he said. Now that I go back and he has not explicitly talked about the part that I 
plan to test in the coming days/weeks; I will not say it, because he has mentioned not 
spilling the whole can of beans before. (: 
I will say that knowledge of this certainly explains why he makes calls the way he does. At 
least part of it. 



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 16, 2014 5:30am | Post# 5768

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Sorry. To clarify, there are 2 possibilities for any bar. Either the bar is a "box" bar, 
or a "reg" bar. "Reg" is short for "regular", whereas a box bar is a bar that has a complete 
box set up. A reg bar is basically any bar that is not a box bar. Just to show frequencies, 
there are 238 box bars in the set, and 3642 regular bars. Therefore the occurrence of a box 
bar is 6.5%. The top box is my confirmation of what eurusdd suggested; or at least, what I 
got out of what he said. Now that I go back and he has not explicitly talked about the... 
Hi LiquidGenius, 
At your last image, do you use "5" as "h" ? The value "5" is a must ( in term of "optimized" ) 
? 
Thanks 
 
Edit : 
Can you explain the Yellow Box i marked ? is it valid ? hm... seeing this result, i remember 

of optimized ZZ  



 

 

Freefox Aug 16, 2014 5:36am | Post# 5769

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
So, we can assume that we are in the world of Markov chains and according to most 
people, that is a dangerous place to live. But, believe me, when we are done with this 
study, you will wonder what happened to yu all these years.... Why didn't you see 
it..?{image} In the world of forex trading, the transition probabilities are used to 
understand how we move from one price state into another. Remember, I said you don't 
need to know what process drives the price! There will always be loop-holes. No matter 
the underlying process. 
Interesting series of posts EURUSDD, thanks - it’s given me something to think about 
and still trying to work through it all and how this can be best converted into working out 
a probability to be used for making trading decisions, but .... 
 
Why do you refer to a Markovian Process, where the future state of a process (or price) 
depends only upon the present state and not on any past states? 
 
Would it not more wise or correct, to use an Ohrnstein-Uhlenbeck-Process, which then 
would be Gaussian, Markovian and stationary? 
 
Especially in your case this question seems relevant because you are looking at the past 
in order to find the "problems". 
 
So, please, clarify why a Markovian process when you do in fact reference the past? 
 
Regards 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 5:45am | Post# 5770

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Interesting series of posts EURUSDD, thanks - it’s given me something to think 
about and still trying to work through it all and how this can be best converted into 
working out a probability to be used for making trading decisions, but .... Why do you 
refer to a Markovian Process, where the future state of a process (or price) depends only 
upon the present state and not on any past states? Would it not more wise or correct, to 



use an Ohrnstein-Uhlenbeck-Process, which then would be Gaussian, Markovian and 
stationary? Especially in your case... 
I think he means the opposit. It's not Markovian. 

 

Freefox Aug 16, 2014 6:37am | Post# 5771

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think he means the opposit. It's not Markovian. 
No, read through it all again vlady ... he's pretty clear in a few places about each bar 
been Markovian and he wants us to think along those lines in our analysis. 
 
Just one example here... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
... In fact, we shall assume that any two bars on your chart are independent, that is the 
process has no memory. Even in this case, you can still beat the process.. 
 

 

NorthTrader Aug 16, 2014 6:49am | Post# 5772

 

Quoting vector0 
{quote} ... anyone having same problem as me? coz the way i see it, 
having 2 consecutive bars with transient price is quite common. 

He clearly said that 2 consecutive bars with h-transient prices are extremely uncommon, 
if you get the value of h right. It's all about choosing the right h value for the given 
timeframe. 

 

NorthTrader Aug 16, 2014 7:04am | Post# 5773

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to explain the stochastic process of price 
movements. I do have a couple of questions though, for you or anyone else who 
understands it (Vlady?): 
 
1) I understand what the h constant is but I'm less sure about the value of k. Is this a 
constant too? I thought it might be the height of the rectangle (i.e. price range), but that 
would make it dependant on h. You said that setting the right values for k and h was 
very important for this to work, buy I don't even know what k is! 
 
2) I'm sure you're going to get to this, but how do these rectangles relate to 
dissimilarity? Does a dissimilarity occur when a h-transient rectangle is forming? Since 
you say that the price must return there, it can't ultimately be h-transient! Or does it 
occur when a h-recurrent rectangle that looks like a h-transient one is forming (i.e. full 
rectangle to the left of suspect price and partial rectangle to the right)? 
 
Thanks! 

 

limprobable Aug 16, 2014 7:24am | Post# 5774

 
h = bars ? But what is k ? 



 

very interesting but i am not good in english And maths.... Hard work  
 

eurusd, maybe if you try constant bars, your results could be better (if They CAN be ) 
 
good trades to all 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 8:14am | Post# 5775

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 

Let me explain one way you can trade this fact. I borrowed this 
picture from a post above. Now at the current development, he 
placed a ? mark at the red spot because we do not know if the zone 
developing will be transient yet. But this is where you can beat the 
market. Let us suppose that A will be a transient zone, then we can 
expect that the region just above A must be recurrent. Therefore, 
once price gets into that region, we are in for $$. 
 
So, all you have to do is estimate a constant value for k or let is depend on the current bar. 
However, in general K should be small!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 8:17am | Post# 5776

 
Guys, 
 
Keep thinking! Write out the formulas and google terms. I don't have it yet, but take the 
lead off LiquidGenius. 
If you don't know something, u have to learn it and study it. So this morning, I've started 
learning how to program MT4. 
 
Sorry... No quick answers here. Philosophy breeds ideas and discussion. Answers are 
verifiable facts from observation... So we must learn to observe for ourselves after ideas 
like this have been presented. 
 



FreeFox, my mathematics is poor...so I rely heavily on linguistic logic. My interpretation 
is that even if we assume Markovian states we don't need to understand their process. 
Thus by Proposition 1, we have already broken the assumption when referring to h and X 
as a function of time t and Timeframe T. Thus, the market is not random therefore not 
Markovian...... Is that logical? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 8:22am | Post# 5777

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Let me explain one way you can trade this fact. I borrowed this picture from a 
post above. Now at the current development, he placed a ? mark at the red spot because 
we do not know if the zone developing will be transient yet. But this is where you can 
beat the market. Let us suppose that A will be a transient zone, then we can expect that 
the region just above A must be recurrent. Therefore, once price gets into that region, 
we are in for $$. So, all you have to do is estimate a constant value for k or let is 
depend on the current bar.... 
This is what I was thinking! 
 
Sorry guys, I may be starting to understand this and unfortunately, I won't be making 
this public. 

 

limprobable Aug 16, 2014 8:29am | Post# 5778

 
Graph looks like zigzag? Does k = pips? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 8:39am | Post# 5779

 
Quoting limprobable 
Graph looks like zigzag? Does k = pips? 
Looks like ZigZag, Smells like ZigZag, Sounds like ZigZag.... 
 

but isn't ZigZag  

 

LITEchild Aug 16, 2014 8:58am | Post# 5780

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, Keep thinking! Write out the formulas and google terms. I don't have it yet, but 
take the lead off LiquidGenius. If you don't know something, u have to learn it and study 
it. So this morning, I've started learning how to program MT4. Sorry... No quick answers 
here. Philosophy breeds ideas and discussion. Answers are verifiable facts from 
observation... So we must learn to observe for ourselves after ideas like this have been 
presented. FreeFox, my mathematics is poor...so I rely heavily on linguistic logic. My 
interpretation is that even if... 
hey buddy, what resources are you using to learn mt4 programming? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 9:01am | Post# 5781

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} hey buddy, what resources are you using to learn mt4 programming? 
Google search of Programming MT4 yielded this:  



http://www.mtprogramming.com/mql4/  

 

LITEchild Aug 16, 2014 9:08am | Post# 5782

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Google search of Programming MT4 yielded this: 
http://www.mtprogramming.com/mql4/  

 

 

Freefox Aug 16, 2014 9:43am | Post# 5783

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, Keep thinking! Write out the formulas and google terms. I don't have it yet, but 
take the lead off LiquidGenius. If you don't know something, u have to learn it and study 
it. So this morning, I've started learning how to program MT4. Sorry... No quick answers 
here. Philosophy breeds ideas and discussion. Answers are verifiable facts from 
observation... So we must learn to observe for ourselves after ideas like this have been 
presented. FreeFox, my mathematics is poor...so I rely heavily on linguistic logic. My 
interpretation is that even if... 
 
Thanks for the reply vlady ... I understand what you are saying that sometimes you don't 
have to fully understand sometimes to benefit. But I do understand what Markovian 
states means. Markovoian means that bars are totally independent and they have NO 
consideration of the past. But therein lies the discrepancy which I highlighted in my 
previous post ... 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...20#post7678820 
 
EURUSDD's similarity system is about identifying DS zones that are in the PAST, yet 
Markovoian processes have no reference to the past. Was merely asking EURUSDD for 
clarity on this matter. Would like to know how that is resolved? I think anyone who does 
a bit of research themselves on Markovoian processes (and understands) will see the 
apparent anomaly, Be good to know EURUSDD's thoughts on the matter to grasp what 
he his trying to impart ... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 9:47am | Post# 5784

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Thanks for the reply vlady ... I understand what you are saying that sometimes 
you don't have to fully understand sometimes to benefit. But I do understand what 
Markovian states means. Markovoian means that bars are totally independent and they 
have NO consideration of the past. But therein lies the discrepancy which I highlighted in 
my previous post ... http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...20#post7678820 
EURUSDD's similarity system is about identifying DS zones that are in the PAST, yet 
Markovoian processes have... 
Freefox, what I am presenting here is not related to the similarity system. I am trying to 
open your eyes to the fact that even if you assume the market is random and bars are 
independent, you can beat the market and there are ways to calculate probabilities for 
hitting times. 
 
So, this addition is to help you calculate which prices are likely to be re-visited within a 
specific period! 
 



I said we should assume the systems is Markovian just so I can 
show you that assumption cannot prevent us from beating the 
market!!! 
 
Let me make this point clear. All markets depend on the past. 
Don't mix theory with practice.  

 

Baillie Aug 16, 2014 9:49am | Post# 5785

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the previous 
bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars because 
the probability that p is h-transient is very low. If your h is right, this probability should 
be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should hit p. This 
works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that govern 
currency prices!!! Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of your rectangle 
should... 

Got it!!!! Looks like I will be learning how to code, thanks so much!   

 

Freefox Aug 16, 2014 9:51am | Post# 5786

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Freefox, what I am presenting here is not related to the similarity system. I am 
trying to open your eyes to the fact that even if you assume the market is random and 
bars are independent, you can beat the market and there are ways to calculate 
probabilities for hitting times. So, this addition is to help you calculate which prices are 
likely to be re-visited within a specific period! I said we should assume the systems is 
Markovian just so I can show you that assumption cannot prevent us from beating the 
market!!! 
 
 
Ok, thanks EURUSDD .. understand what you are saying ... I assumed the lesson was 

related to Similarity System, but I get the distinction now  

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 9:54am | Post# 5787

 
To understand why Technical Analysis rules and you don't really need to 
know what drives the market, consider the following case. 
 
Suppose I call you one morning and said "XXX the current price of eurusd 
is 1.3445. Will you buy or sell?" 
 
Now, think about this for a moment? If you buy/sell without at least 
knowing how price got to the current state, you are gambling!!! Every 
financial guru, billionaire etc will never place a trade without looking at the 
history. Even fundamentalists do it all the time. This is because, the way 
price got to the current state matters and I will explain this soon.  

 



vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 9:59am | Post# 5788

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
To understand why Technical Analysis rules and you don't really need to know what 
drives the market, consider the following case. Suppose I call you one morning and said 
"XXX the current price of eurusd is 1.3445. Will you buy or sell?" Now, think about this 
for a moment? If you buy/sell without at least knowing how price got to the current 
state, you are gambling!!! Every financial guru, billionaire etc will never place a trade 
without looking at the history. Even fundamentalist do it all the time. This is because, the 
way price got to the current... 
Yep, in my own feeble way this is what I was trying to describe: 
 
(A - Markovian) Whilst each event is independent of past (and of future)... 
 
(B - Non-Markovian) ... our expectation of the event being observed (based on 
knowledge or awareness of past events) helps determine their future state. 
 
 
p.s. Oh yes, this is not directly related to Similarity, although I can now begin to see the 
relationship to that as well. Check the 3-Plan thread (which I did this morning) and the 
pieces are there too. Anyways, back to MT4 programming! LOL 
 
p.s.s. Thanks Eurusdd for setting the direction of the compass! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 10:01am | Post# 5789

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Ok, thanks EURUSDD .. understand what you are saying ... I assumed the 

lesson was related to Similarity System, but I get the distinction now  

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 10:06am | Post# 5790

 
1 Attachment(s) 

It is very important you know how price got to its current state 
before you buy or sell. In other words, the HISTORY of price does 
matter. 
There are three possibilities. 
 

Consider A. Price was increasing before it got to A and the 
probability it will continue in that direction is greater than 50%. 
WHy? 

Because top and bottoms like B occur with probability less than 1%, 
if you define a period which is greater than three bars. Check it 
yourself. Therefore, since the probability that B is a turning point is 
less that 1%, price is expected to continue to do what it was doing 
before it got to B. 
Price was decreasing before it got to C and since the probability that 
C is a local maximum or local minimum is less that 1%, price is 



likely to continue in that direction. 
 

Now, if you do not know what price was doing before it got to A or 
C, you are silly to buy or sell. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 10:23am | Post# 5791

 
In summary: Believe in technical analysis, not just any analysis 
but the right one! Believe that there is enough information in the 
history of price to give you an edge. When you are done, START 
looking for the right information. I believe I got you started!!! 
 

hepsibah Aug 16, 2014 10:33am | Post# 5792

 
2 Attachment(s) 
This is getting very interesting! I've attached an indicator (public domain) which should be 
useful in playing around with different settings for 'h'. It's a fractal indicator where you can 
choose how many bars go to make up the fractal e.g. if you want 7 bars on either side, set 
the total = 15 and those on either side = 7. I have used these settings in the example on 
the M5 chart but this is in no way a recommendation, I haven't had time to play about with 
it yet to find the optimum. 
 
In the example a few things come to light. The first rectangle (grey because it is 
subsequently taken out) isn't formed until the 7th bar after the fractal because we can't 
know it is a valid fractal until that point. By then another potential fractal is forming on the 
downside. When that fractal is confirmed, I believe we can then assume that all prices 
between the bottom of the previous rectangle and the top of the newly completed bottom 
rectangle are recurrent prices. So, with a known open rectangle above, we can open a buy 
with a significant degree of confidence that it will become profitable. And we don't have to 
hold the buy until the rectangle is reached, we can scalp away until we are happy with the 
profit or another intermediate rectangle is formed. 
 



I suspect that 'k' is too large for the first red rectangle so I would not be relying on getting 
all the way there but would be happy to trade towards it from an upside rectangle in the 
knowledge that the prices in between should be recurrent. 
 
The other point of interest is at A. The 7 bars to the left of A alert us to the fact that a 
fractal may be forming but at point B the price goes above A. So we can assume that point 
B is recurrent and a good place to trade towards this would be after the completion of the 
next upside rectangle. Sure enough, the price is revisited at C - by the time the upside 
fractal has fully formed, the price has already come down significantly but there are still 6 
pips to play with so enough for a scalp. 
 
Now to do some research on optimum settings. 
 
Thanks again Eurusdd for your insights. 
wlxFractals.mq4 

 

 

davinci15 Aug 16, 2014 10:53am | Post# 5793

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Let me explain one way you can trade this fact. I borrowed this picture from a 
post above. Now at the current development, he placed a ? mark at the red spot because 
we do not know if the zone developing will be transient yet. But this is where you can beat 
the market. Let us suppose that A will be a transient zone, then we can expect that the 
region just above A must be recurrent. Therefore, once price gets into that region, we are 
in for $$. So, all you have to do is estimate a constant value for k or let is depend on the 
current bar.... 
 
If i got this right we're looking for transient zones. Once one bar brakes transient ZONE A 
then price should return and touch ZONE A to enter long position. 



 

 

Baillie Aug 16, 2014 10:55am | Post# 5794

 
Quoting hepsibah 
This is getting very interesting! I've attached an indicator (public domain) which should 
be useful in playing around with different settings for 'h'. It's a fractal indicator where 
you can choose how many bars go to make up the fractal e.g. if you want 7 bars on 
either side, set the total = 15 and those on either side = 7. I have used these settings in 
the example on the M5 chart but this is in no way a recommendation, I haven't had time 
to play about with it yet to find the optimum. In the example a few things come to light. 
The first rectangle... 
Thank you so much, this is a great place to start. It works in all TF's? 

 

NorthTrader Aug 16, 2014 11:02am | Post# 5795

 
Quoting hepsibah 
This is getting very interesting! I've attached an indicator (public domain) which should 
be useful in playing around with different settings for 'h'. It's a fractal indicator where 
you can choose how many bars go to make up the fractal e.g. if you want 7 bars on 
either side, set the total = 15 and those on either side = 7. I have used these settings in 
the example on the M5 chart but this is in no way a recommendation, I haven't had time 
to play about with it yet to find the optimum. In the example a few things come to light. 
The first rectangle... 
Interesting observations hepsibah, and a nice clear chart. But I don't think we can 
assume that price will return to point B. That price is recurrent because of point A. It 
doesn't mean it will be recurrent in the future too. Take the bar after the first red down 
arrow as an example. The bottom part of that bar is recurrent, yet the price never goes 
back there. Just my take on things anyway, I could be wrong! 

 

NorthTrader Aug 16, 2014 11:08am | Post# 5796

 
Also hepsibah, if h=7 then your indicator should have painted a fat rectangle halfway up 
bar B, shouldn't it? Price didn't go there 7 bars before and after. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 11:10am | Post# 5797



 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Interesting observations hepsibah, and a nice clear chart. But I don't think we 
can assume that price will return to point B. That price is recurrent because of point A. It 
doesn't mean it will be recurrent in the future too. Take the bar after the first red down 
arrow as an example. The bottom part of that bar is recurrent, yet the price never goes 
back there. Just my take on things anyway, I could be wrong!  
Yes you are wrong. That region was a possible recurrent region but because price never 
went there, there is nothing to trade. If price had gone below that red-region, then we 
can assume the red-region is transient and below it is recurrent. In that case, we expect 
prices below the red region to be re-visited almost surely. 

 

Baillie Aug 16, 2014 11:11am | Post# 5798

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Interesting observations hepsibah, and a nice clear chart. But I don't think we 
can assume that price will return to point B. That price is recurrent because of point A. It 
doesn't mean it will be recurrent in the future too. Take the bar after the first red down 
arrow as an example. The bottom part of that bar is recurrent, yet the price never goes 
back there. Just my take on things anyway, I could be wrong! 
He's just pointing out how the indicator works and an observation with his current 
settings, we would have to try to find the optimal settings for the TF of our choice. Still a 
lot of work to do. But a good place to start for the non coder. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 11:14am | Post# 5799

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} If i got this right we're looking for transient zones. Once one bar brakes 
transient ZONE A then price should return and touch ZONE A to enter long position. 
{image} 
Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you are 
guaranteed are re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be 
transient and price moves to a region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade 
the re-visits. But don't try to buy when price hits the top of the suspect zone because the 
zone is still forming!!! 

 

davinci15 Aug 16, 2014 11:33am | Post# 5800

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you 
are guaranteed are re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be 
transient and price moves to a region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade 
the re-visits. But don't try to buy when price hits the top of the suspect zone because the 
zone is still forming!!! 
 
Thank you for correction. One more question, does the price re-visit the transient zone 
within the h bars or could be latter? 

 

vspatrick Aug 16, 2014 11:41am | Post# 5801

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
Do I get it right ? 

 

Neio Aug 16, 2014 11:45am | Post# 5802

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hepsibah 
This is getting very interesting! I've attached an indicator (public domain) which should be 
useful in playing around with different settings for 'h'. It's a fractal indicator where you can 
choose how many bars go to make up the fractal e.g. if you want 7 bars on either side, set 
the total = 15 and those on either side = 7. I have used these settings in the example on 
the M5 chart but this is in no way a recommendation, I haven't had time to play about with 
it yet to find the optimum. In the example a few things come to light. The first rectangle... 
 
Many thanks Hepsibah, 
 
This indicator is useful because it is possible to highlight the fractals where price has not re-
touched within h-bars on both sides (i.e price was transient) - Red arrows on my chart 
below. 
 
Also you can configure it to highlight bars where price was not recurrent within h bars 
before the bar closed but where it did return at some point within h bars after it closed. 
White arrows on my chart. 
 



 
 
Please note I did not highlight those bars where price returned within 2 bars of the target 
bar close. 

 

samaralala Aug 16, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 5803

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is the heart of the matter and it works on any time frame. I will prove this to you. 
{image} 
Do you think you could possibly send me two examples where you drew the price 
prediction. I would be extremely grateful... 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 5804

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi Eurusdd, Vlady and others ... 
 
I try to understand this. Is my image right ? If price goes up through transient rectangle A, 
and landed at the top of Recurrent-Area, the price will goes down to A again ? 
 
Thanks 
 
Edit: because of transient rectangle at the left (the level is the same as the top of dark 
green Recurrent-Area) is very thin, it has big probability the price will go there ? 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 5805

 
Quoting vspatrick 
{image} Do I get it right ? 
You are wrong. You do not know if that region is transient or recurrent yet because it is 
still forming. What you do though is wait. The moment price goes above that region, you 
can assume it is transient and then prices very close above it recurrent. Those prices are 
the ones you will expect a re-visit within at least one of the remaining h bars. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 5806

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
Hi Eurusdd, Vlady and others ... I try to understand this. Is my image right ? If price 
goes up through transient rectangle A, and landed at the top of Recurrent-Area, the price 
will goes down to A again ? Thanks Edit: because of transient rectangle at the left (the 
level is the same as the top of dark green Recurrent-Area) is very thin, it has big 
probability the price will go there ? {image} 
if price goes above the region before it is done forming, you can assume it is transient 
and the prices above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones you will expect to be re-
visited, not the prices in the region. 

 

LITEchild Aug 16, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 5807

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you are 
guaranteed are re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be 
transient and price moves to a region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade the 
re-visits. But don't try to buy when price hits the top of the suspect zone because the zone 
is still forming!!! 
Eurusdd, based on hepsibahs chart and his h settings could the green and red arrows,(i.e on 

the open of those bars), be considered the highest probability entries???.../  



 

 

davinci15 Aug 16, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 5808

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you 
are guaranteed are re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be 
transient and price moves to a region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade 
the re-visits. But don't try to buy when price hits the top of the suspect zone because the 
zone is still forming!!! 
which statments bellow are correct: 
 
- once h is calculated for a currency pair and time frame is it always valid or needs to be 
calculated every day/week/month 
- h is always the same for any currency pair for same time frame 
- h is always the same for any currency pair for any time frame 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 5809

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}if price goes above the region before it is done forming, you can assume it is 
transient and the prices above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones you will expect to be 
re-visited, not the prices in the region. 
Thanks Eurusdd. 
Another question: Lets say the white candle is the candle on next Monday (not closing yet). 
The price goes through region, and the region is now transient (even the candle is not 
closing yet). The area above it (dark green) becomes recurrent area, right ? So, we are 
waiting for the price goes far enough (up or down), then we put order with target some 
where in recurrent area ? 
 
Thanks 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 5810

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Thanks Eurusdd. Another question: Lets say the white candle is the candle on 
next Monday (not closing yet). The price goes through region, and the region is now 
transient (even the candle is not closing yet). The area above it (dark green) becomes 
recurrent area, right ? So, we are waiting for the price goes far enough (up or down), 
then we put order with target some where in recurrent area ? Thanks {image} 
exactly but only the region above is tradeable. Let the probability be on your side. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 5811

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}exactly but only the region above is tradeable. Let the probability be on your 
side. 

Thank you very much ....  
good night all .... see you .... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 5812

 
Quoting davinci15 
{quote} which statments bellow are correct: - once h is calculated for a currency pair 
and time frame is it always valid or needs to be calculated every day/week/month - h is 
always the same for any currency pair for same time frame - h is always the same for 
any currency pair for any time frame 
If the forces of demand are very close, almost equal then there is a way to find the 
optimal value for k. That is why I trade only eurusd because demand and supply are 
almost equal. That is the strengths of bulls and bears are almost equal in every state of 
the market. 
 
How you calculate k is up to you. That will differentiate you from another person applying 
the same principle. Keep that secret. 

 



shiva Aug 16, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 5813

 
Why do I keep reading "restaurant area" when I see "recurrent area" ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 5814

 
Quoting shiva 
Why do I keep reading "restaurant area" when I see "recurrent area" ? 
because restaurant you will visit many times soon when you start making those six 

figures regularly...  
 
You need to start calculating your hitting probability. 

 

shiva Aug 16, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 5815

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}because restaurant you will visit many times soon when you start making those 

six figures regularly... You need to start calculating your hitting probability. 
I don't eat much really, but, liquid food is another story altogether :P 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 5816

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Wow, it is difficult for me to close my eyes ... I hope this is my last question before sleep 
.... 
I think i got it now. But, if there is only 1 region at upper, and 3 or 4 region at lower of 
current price. We must take each upper and lower, or ?? 
 
Thanks 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 1:36pm | Post# 5817

 
Quoting Dewachen77 



Wow, it is difficult for me to close my eyes ... I hope this is my last question before 
sleep .... I think i got it now. But, if there is only 1 region at upper, and 3 or 4 region at 
lower of current price. We must take each upper and lower, or ?? Thanks {image} 
No!! focus on the zone price is concerned with. the current price should guide you. The 
whole thing is simply. This and the DNA are the two tools one needs to develop 
revolution! I gave you people just the idea. You can modify it the way you want. But 
there are even more powerful things. That i keep for heaven. Nice weekend. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 5818

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No!! focus on the zone price is concerned with. the current price should guide 
you. The whole thing is simply. This and the DNA are the two tools one needs to develop 
revolution! I gave you people just the idea. You can modify it the way you want. But 
there are even more powerful things. That i keep for heaven. Nice weekend. 
Great ... thanks again Eurusdd. Have a nice weekend too .... 

 

burnssss Aug 16, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 5819

 
Hi to all,  
Eurusdd,  
I'm a little sick, but I am following the thread.  
The main idea is the search for recurring areas. Maybe that's your "omega".  
If the candle is inserted into recurring area have high probability.  
The numbers are very powerful jajajj.  
I kinda liken it to the convergence of a series. There comes a time when the transition 
probabilities are very small and then assume recurrence.  
I now will read more carefully, your assumptions.  
Thank you very much. 

 

vector0 Aug 16, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 5820

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}If the forces of demand are very close, almost equal then there is a way to find 
the optimal value for k. That is why I trade only eurusd because demand and supply 
are almost equal. That is the strengths of bulls and bears are almost equal in every 
state of the market. How you calculate k is up to you. That will differentiate you from 
another person applying the same principle. Keep that secret. 
 
hello all, am i right in assuming that Proposition 1 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1408196176 
is only valid for markets that tends to moves in ranges? and that transient prices are 
harder to find in higher TFs? 

 

vector0 Aug 16, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 5821

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No!! focus on the zone price is concerned with. the current price should guide 
you. The whole thing is simply. This and the DNA are the two tools one needs to develop 
revolution! I gave you people just the idea. You can modify it the way you want. But 
there are even more powerful things. That i keep for heaven. Nice weekend. 
I love revolution!! thanks EURUSDD! 



 

kprsa Aug 16, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 5822

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vector0 
{quote} hello all, am i right in assuming that Proposition 1 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1408196176 is only valid for markets that 
tends to moves in ranges? and that transient prices are harder to find in higher TFs? 
From the looks of it, the proposition 1 appears to be correct. The problem is just that the 
involved positive integers could be quite large in case of a trending market... See below a 
possible "black swan event" for EURUSD on H1 chart. 

 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 16, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 5823

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Hi LiquidGenius, At your last image, do you use "5" as "h" ? The value "5" is a 
must ( in term of "optimized" ) ? Thanks Edit : Can you explain the Yellow Box i marked 

? is it valid ? hm... seeing this result, i remember of optimized ZZ {image} 
I'm using 5 because that's the example that eurusdd provided. The yellow box, which I 
suppose you could say is a half box, is not valid. There is, however, something to learn 
from it. It verifies something. SHHHHHH. 

 

vspatrick Aug 16, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 5824

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are wrong. You do not know if that region is transient or recurrent yet 
because it is still forming. What you do though is wait. The moment price goes above 
that region, you can assume it is transient and then prices very close above it recurrent. 
Those prices are the ones you will expect a re-visit within at least one of the remaining h 
bars. 
Thanks EURUSDD, i was thinking that since we don't know yet if the zone is Transient or 
Reccurent and "Now, if you get the h and k right, you will find that transient 
price-zone occur with very LOW -probability" then there is a good probability that 
the zone will be a Reccurent one and therefore be revisited by the price. 

 



burnssss Aug 16, 2014 3:07pm | Post# 5825

 
"k" and "h" must meet the condition "X (t)- k, X (t)+ k"?  
thus there are two variables and two equations to solve the system. That's right ?? 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 16, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 5826

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I spoke (or thought?) slightly too early yesterday. Oops. I guess that's what happens 
when you're really eager hah. 
 
I'm still working on the concepts but if anyone is looking for a hint or a tip, I'll give you 
the obvious one that eurusdd will likely back me on. Do your research! I've always been 
a visual and hands-on learner. The indi posted is a really great and simple tool to point 
out the transient bars (which I call box bars because I'm not very fancy. Perhaps when I 
make it, my vocabulary will increase as well heh). I do like to put in the zones myself, 
and then make observations. Observe, hypothesize, then take the numbers elsewhere to 
verify what you thought you saw (excel for me). Excel, like most programming, is just a' 
function' when you use it properly. Ask it a question, and it gives you an answer. But 
watching the transient bars and what occurs in those areas in a chart is really where the 
questions come from. So go play! 
 
 
The below is output for the probability that a transient bar is followed by another 
transient bar within Delta bars. Not quite ideal, (also could run into opportunity issues) 
but as always, will be working on it (: 

 

 

eitan1010 Aug 16, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 5827

 
nice thread,like the math and phyci here ..anyway u can use this algo 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/math/6/d...f5e5c466fd.png  
 
as known as" Boltzmann equation" 
 
its will help u to figure out where the price will be in future.. 
 
GL . 

 

Vigovski Aug 16, 2014 5:30pm | Post# 5828

 
Quoting eitan1010 
nice thread,like the math and phyci here ..anyway u can use this algo {image} as known 
as" Boltzmann equation" its will help u to figure out where the price will be in future.. GL 
. 

 

 



vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 5829

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hepsibah 
This is getting very interesting! I've attached an indicator (public domain) which should be 
useful in playing around with different settings for 'h'. It's a fractal indicator where you can 
choose how many bars go to make up the fractal e.g. if you want 7 bars on either side, set 
the total = 15 and those on either side = 7. I have used these settings in the example on 
the M5 chart but this is in no way a recommendation, I haven't had time to play about with 
it yet to find the optimum. In the example a few things come to light. 
Firstly thanks so much for putting up the file. It's been quite helpful in helping me advance 

through programming MT4 101!  
 
In terms of your chart, I've been able to replicate it. I've not been able to create boxes yet. 
The settings are 10, so 5 either side. Below are just some thoughts and ramblings as I've 
tried to piece the equations together. 
 
The challenges we have are going to be with timeframes. We want to be able to make 
consistent choices from consistent signals. 
The difficulty is that a signal on a lower timeframe will come more frequently because t is 
the x-axis, thus being the number of bars. 
 
1.3384 on the 5M was a transient price at 2:15pm... 10 bars later another transient price 
was registered... At this point, we are in 
unknown territory as we have a zone that is forming between 3384 and 3371. Now how do 
we naturally know that it's not possible 
for price to stay between these two prices? Higher timeframes. 
 
We know that highs had been recorded in the afternoons of London, or New York Sessions. 
Below, we can see that the 15M and higher don't have any Fractal Indicators (ie to mark the 
Transient Price zones) based on 5 either side. 
So essentially, in the 5M timeframe it's not a pure enough definition of Transient and 

Recurring. The setting of 5 may be too low.  

 



 

 

 

handy148 Aug 16, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 5830

 
Some of you guys are really clever - fractal divergence is all I can come up with at the 
moment. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 5831

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Just to compare Eurusdd's original example on USDCHF with the indie from Hepsibah (which 
is a configurable Fractal Indicator to simulate +/- bars). 
Note how the 5 blue arrows are only similar with 2 fractal signals. I suspect that on 
Eurusdd's chart, those zones within the bar are actually intraday zones but are visible on the 
Daily chart. 
 
Edit: 
Just realised I missed an extra blue arrow zone from the original, just after the first zone 



from the bottom left. 

 

 

 

Vigovski Aug 16, 2014 7:14pm | Post# 5832

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Do you want a delicate secret ? .. 



 

 

smallcat Aug 16, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 5833

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I am Really Really SORRY. I was too busy repairing my DS zone algorithm yesterday, and 
i was forget that yesterday was Saturday, the time you will give us good stuff !! I tried to 

Think and Think in the whole day, why I am so Fool , that i can not get good result .... 

I think i must learn Meditation, so it will calms my mind, and i can think clearly, for 
my better future. 
 
I see your very nice posts this morning, it is not easy for me to understand it, but i will 
try my best. I know i need much time for this and for my DS zone ... nevertheless i will 
manage myself to be better and better .... 
 

Thanks for you nice work  

 

vlady1974 Aug 16, 2014 8:51pm | Post# 5834

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Doing this manually since I can't programme this yet into MT4. LOL  
 
Based on what I see, I can't help but draw parallels with the ZZ Bollinger strategy. 
Using the Fractal Indie (from Hepsibah) this shows the basic Transient Zones. I then delved 
into lower timeframes but I only went down to 1H and searched for the transition where 
price was not touched again within that single hour bar. This revealed the 2 green transient 
prices. 
 
So, my interpretation is that the transient prices seem to be indicating a further move south 
(provided my assumption about the h value remains). 
What's not on the chart are the previous transient prices:  
1.3295, 1.3104 (Fractal Indie) 
1.3285, 1.2952 (Manual) 



These are based on 60 day bars on the screen. 

 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 16, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 5835

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok! Last one for me for a little bit, I think I need to start looking at some of the other 
things eurusdd has posted about while I was sleeping. 
If my calculations are correct (and very often they are not unfortunately) I think I can 
verify the 97%/3%, although not the 0.00005463% figure he listed. In any case the 
number is still quite small. 

 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 16, 2014 8:56pm | Post# 5836

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
I spoke (or thought?) slightly too early yesterday. Oops. I guess that's what happens 
when you're really eager hah. I'm still working on the concepts but if anyone is looking 
for a hint or a tip, I'll give you the obvious one that eurusdd will likely back me on. Do 
your research! I've always been a visual and hands-on learner. The indi posted is a really 
great and simple tool to point out the transient bars (which I call box bars because I'm 
not very fancy. Perhaps when I make it, my vocabulary will increase as well heh). I do 
like to put in the... 
Hi LiquidGenius, i am sure you can help all of us here .... i will do my research, and will 
come here for asking you if i get problem. Thank you in advance .. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 16, 2014 9:04pm | Post# 5837

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} I'm using 5 because that's the example that eurusdd provided. The yellow box, 
which I suppose you could say is a half box, is not valid. There is, however, something to 
learn from it. It verifies something. SHHHHHH. 
Quoting LiquidGenius 



...... I do like to put in the zones myself, and then make observations. Observe, 
hypothesize, then take the numbers elsewhere to verify what you thought you saw (excel 
for me). Excel, like most programming, is just a' function' when you use it properly. Ask 
it a question, and it gives you an answer. But watching the transient bars and what 
occurs in those areas in a chart is really where the questions come from. So go play! The 
below is output for the probability that a transient bar is followed by another transient 
bar within Delta bars. Not quite... 
Thanks for you Clues, LiquidGenius .... Great stuff, this can be my starting point. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 5838

2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} From the looks of it, the proposition 1 appears to be correct. The problem is just that the 
involved positive integers could be quite large in case of a trending market... See below a possible 
"black swan event" for EURUSD on H1 chart. {image} 
look at your chart again and you will see there is something wrong. This is the problem and reason i try 
to be careful sharing some things. Please get the concept right before you start making such errors. 
Thank you. 
 
Pay attention to the words(phrases) almost surely and there exists. in the 

proposition.

 
 
So, the existence of h and k is an almost sure event meaning apart from some exceptional cases, you 
should be able to calculate optimal values for h and k. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 16, 2014 9:22pm | Post# 5839

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Ok! Last one for me for a little bit, I think I need to start looking at some of the other 
things eurusdd has posted about while I was sleeping. If my calculations are correct (and 
very often they are not unfortunately) I think I can verify the 97%/3%, although not the 



0.00005463% figure he listed. In any case the number is still quite small. {image} 
 
sure the 0.00005463% is an error.intended 5.463% or 0.05463. my typing sometimes 
ooh. sorry 

 

tbird2121 Aug 16, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 5840

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Firstly thanks so much for putting up the file. It's been quite helpful in helping 

me advance through programming MT4 101! In terms of your chart, I've been able to 
replicate it. I've not been able to create boxes yet. The settings are 10, so 5 either side. 
.... 
Hi Vlady, 
I will try it. The default value is "5,2" so i though it was "11,5" ... but may be i am 
wrong. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 16, 2014 10:10pm | Post# 5841

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Pay attention to the words(phrases) almost surely and there exists. in the 
proposition.{image} {image} So, the existence of h and k is an almost sure event 
meaning apart from some exceptional cases, you should be able to calculate optimal 
values for h and k. 

Hi Eurusdd, You are absolutely right. I think he Meant some thing Else or typo ... i love 
h and k ... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 16, 2014 10:14pm | Post# 5842

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Doing this manually since I can't programme this yet into MT4. LOL Based on what I 
see, I can't help but draw parallels with the ZZ Bollinger strategy. Using the Fractal Indie 
(from Hepsibah) this shows the basic Transient Zones. I then delved into lower 
timeframes but I only went down to 1H and searched for the transition where price was 
not touched again within that single hour bar. This revealed the 2 green transient prices. 
So, my interpretation is that the transient prices seem to be indicating a further move 
south (provided my assumption... 

Nice ....  

 

vector0 Aug 16, 2014 11:04pm | Post# 5843

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} sure the 0.00005463% is an error.intended 5.463% or 0.05463. my typing 
sometimes ooh. sorry 
Thanks for correcting this. this clears my earlier question: 

Quoting vector0 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408156090 Hi LiquidGenius, 
may i know what is the difference between box and rec? Am i understanding it 
incorrectly? The low probability (0.000%) is for having consecutive candles that carries a 
h-transient price? [edit: anyone having same problem as me? coz the way i see it, having 
2 consecutive bars with transient price is quite common.] 



 

 

kprsa Aug 17, 2014 12:08am | Post# 5844

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} look at your chart again and you will see there is something wrong. This is the 
problem and reason i try to be careful sharing some things. Please get the concept right 
before you start making such errors. Thank you. Pay attention to the words(phrases) 
almost surely and there exists. in the proposition.{image} {image} So, the existence of 
h and k is an almost sure event meaning apart from some exceptional cases, you should 
be able to calculate optimal values for h and k. 
OK, understood. 
You are right - the blue box I drew above is indeed a low probability/exceptional event, 
given a well chosen h and k. 
Cheers and thanks. 

 

NorthTrader Aug 17, 2014 1:05am | Post# 5845

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes you are wrong. That region was a possible recurrent region but because 
price never went there, there is nothing to trade. If price had gone below that red-region, 
then we can assume the red-region is transient and below it is recurrent. In that case, 
we expect prices below the red region to be re-visited almost surely. 
Thanks, but all I was saying is that just because a price doesn't have a rectangle (so is h-
recurrent), it doesn't mean that price will return there. It may have been recurrent due 
to an earlier bar, not a later one. You can see this in several bars on all the charts posted 
so far, particularly when price is trending. That's why I was questioning Hepsibah's 
assumption that all prices between top and bottom rectangles are recurrent will be 
revisited. 
 
(edited last few words) 

 

Ezzy Aug 17, 2014 4:36am | Post# 5846

 
Wow! once again eurusdd, you come through the thread, add some brilliance and all of a 
sudden the thread goes frantic with pages and pages of posts to read and re-read. 
 
Thank you for sharing your knowledge. I must say that at times, I think you are just 
teasing us and nothing else. You have proven that you know something that at least 95% 
of traders don't. 
 
The mathematics side of what you present is way out of my league, and at times the 
language as well. 
 
However I did understand the concept of you last lesson here (only the very bare basics). 
Although understanding the bare basics, I think I understand how to apply it in a very 
simple way (I actually think I am cheating because I am no doing what I think most 
others here are trying to do). 
 
So..... I think I can recognize the levels where price must return to. I am just not sure 
where that turn around point is as yet. I will keep rading and re-reading, however I will 
practice next week and have a crack at the levels. 
 



Thanks again. 
Ezzy 

 

TimidTimmy Aug 17, 2014 5:30am | Post# 5847

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Let me explain one way you can trade this fact. I borrowed this picture from a post 
above. Now at the current development, he placed a ? mark at the red spot because we do 
not know if the zone developing will be transient yet. But this is where you can beat the 
market. Let us suppose that A will be a transient zone, then we can expect that the region 
just above A must be recurrent. Therefore, once price gets into that region, we are in for 
$$. So, all you have to do is estimate a constant value for k or let is depend on the current 
bar.... 
I'm been reading this post the posts attached to it a lot today and just want to check on 
some things. 
 
In my understanding, if we can predict a transient area, then the area above it has a good 
chance to be recurrent. However, by that region becoming recurrent it's nulling the transient 
area isn't it? So we're not really looking at bars/areas that are transient, but rather areas 
that COULD be transient? I'm just confused because it's been said that the area above "A" 
can be traded, but if price goes up above the "A" area, the "A" zone is no longer a transient 
zone. Does that make sense?? 
 
Also I am guessing "k" to be pip or rectangle size? I'm still unsure about that..  
Thanks eurusdd for sharing with us. 

 

 

Neio Aug 17, 2014 6:19am | Post# 5848

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the 
previous bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the next 
h bars because the probability that p is h-transient is very low. If your h is right, this 
probability should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars 
should hit p. This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the 
ones that govern currency prices!!! Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of 
your rectangle... 



I am personally looking to trade the above point on the 15 min TF. I believe I have found 
the right number for h (or at least a number that I think can work for me). Although not 
perfect the indicator that Hepsibah posted is very useful for this strategy. I know Eurusdd 
showed that transient points could occur in the middle of a bar, but I am personally only 
concerned with transient points that are at the extremes of bars. 
 
The red arrows are where price has not been/returned within h bars (transient). For these I 
would eventually have taken a loss. 
The white arrows are where price had not previously been hit within h bars, but were hit 
within h bars after the target bar was closed. 
I believe I can make consistent entries that will give me an average of 10 pips to the white 
arrow targets. 
 

 
 
I am also looking to other ways that this could be possibly traded. Maybe trading in the 
opposite direction of arrows with a small stop hoping to buy/sell at a transient bar where 
price will not return for a long while. 
 
I guess what I am saying is that we do not need to fully grasp everything that Eurusdd is 
showing us as long as we can use it to find something that gives us an edge and will work 
for us personally. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

hepsibah Aug 17, 2014 6:51am | Post# 5849



 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I am personally looking to trade the above point on the 15 min TF. I believe I 
have found the right number for h (or at least a number that I think can work for me). 
Although not perfect the indicator that Hepsibah posted is very useful for this strategy. I 
know Eurusdd showed that transient points could occur in the middle of a bar, but I am 
personally only concerned with transient points that are at the extremes of bars. The red 
arrows are where price has not been/returned within h bars (transient). For these I 
would eventually have taken... 
Hi Neio, 
 
Sounds good. and I agree that finding different ways of using the transient zones is a 
good way to go. One way I am going to try this week is to put limit sells a few pips above 
and limit buys a few pips below the zones with tp's at the zone since the price appears to 
snap back very quickly once it takes out the zone. 
 
As you and NorthTrader rightly point out, the fractal indicator doesn't identify the mid-
bar transient zones. At the moment I am just identifying these manually as they will 
provide additional opportunities. If I get the energy together, I may have a go at coding 
something to pick them out but it may defeat my meagre coding skills. So if anyone else 
is willing and able....... 

 

Neio Aug 17, 2014 7:19am | Post# 5850

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Hi Neio, Sounds good. and I agree that finding different ways of using the 
transient zones is a good way to go. One way I am going to try this week is to put limit 
sells a few pips above and limit buys a few pips below the zones with tp's at the zone 
since the price appears to snap back very quickly once it takes out the zone. As you and 
NorthTrader rightly point out, the fractal indicator doesn't identify the mid-bar transient 
zones. At the moment I am just identifying these manually as they will provide additional 
opportunities. If I get... 
Sounds great...I like that idea....waiting for price to pull away and then set up orders to 
scalp the target for when/if it returns. 
That may help to avoid some of the losses. 
 
I believe the mid-bar transient zones could be useful for another strategy. One where 
price bursts through but has to return to cover some of the areas where price should not 
be left transient (I believe this is more related to the k value - could be wrong) 
 
So if anyone has any coding skills to be able to write an indicator that can code the h 
boxes mid-bar I will be interested to hear via PM. I don't think that Eurusdd would want 
us to share an indicator or our settings but I would be willing to share what I know with 
anyone who is willing to put the work in to code. 
 
I believe I can operate or I have found enough to make it working without an additional 
indicator though but it may help to uncover other strategies 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

feline207 Aug 17, 2014 7:30am | Post# 5851

 
Yes , eurusdd suggest that we do not share everything, but it would be really nice if 



someone could code the indicator with the yellow/red boxes. I dont think it would harm 
anyone, but it would be a real visual aid for the principle. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 17, 2014 8:00am | Post# 5852

 
Apologies in advance for sticking an MT4 question/request in here. This could however, 
save time for others in same boat. 
 
I'm wanting to replicate Neio's indicator modification (white for recurrent fractals). Is 
someone able to decipher the code into a document or something like that? 
The counts are confusing me. :-) I don't know where I can stick my new buffers for the 
white colour given they are not meant to be the most High or most Low of the range in 
question. 
 
Thanks in advance 

 

NorthTrader Aug 17, 2014 8:20am | Post# 5853

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} <snip> If I get the energy together, I may have a go at coding something to 
pick them out but it may defeat my meagre coding skills. So if anyone else is willing and 
able....... 
I'm working on a C# indicator now to cover the bars' midpoints too. It will work on 
MultiCharts and NinjaTrader (with slight modification). I don't know anything about MQL 
but if it's anything like C# you should be able to adapt it. I'll try to post it when it's 
finished. 

 

hepsibah Aug 17, 2014 8:57am | Post# 5854

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} I'm working on a C# indicator now to cover the bars' midpoints too. It will work 
on MultiCharts and NinjaTrader (with slight modification). I don't know anything about 
MQL but if it's anything like C# you should be able to adapt it. I'll try to post it when it's 
finished. 
 

Many thanks  

 

Sciurus Aug 17, 2014 9:56am | Post# 5855

 
It amazes me that no-one has deciphered eurusdd original post yet. Everyone has 
jumped on h and run with it, without actually thinking about the implications the original 
proposition. 
 
Here is my take. 
eurusdd uses set notation. In my interpretation, it reads something like this: At any 
point in time and on any time frame, either price+k or price-k is recurrent for 
any given h. 
Therefor, k is the number of pips (above or below) current price before price becomes 
recurrent. 
 
This leads to a few corollaries (from me). 
1. As h decreases, one would expect that k must increase. 



2. Each value for h includes all transient prices from h values greater than it - so the only 
way to reduce the number of transient prices on a chart is to increase h. 
3. The transient prices should be comparable across time frames is you take into 
consideration the number of bars contained in one time frame to the next. 
 
One thing that confuses me is this statement by eurusdd "Very important: If your h is 
correct, then the height of your rectangle should be very small. This means that 
most prices choose to be h-recurrent!"  
If you look at my second corollary, adjusting h only increases or decreases the number of 
transient prices on a chart, and not the height. What I think eurusdd might be getting at 
is that sometimes transient prices "stack" across multiple bars during strong moves, and 
you might think of these stacked transient prices as a continuous transient price. This 
stacked price would then show up on higher time frames after taking into account my 3rd 
corollary. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
This is the heart of the matter and it works on any time frame. I will prove this to you. 
{image} 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 17, 2014 10:13am | Post# 5856

 
Quoting Sciurus 
It amazes me that no-one has deciphered eurusdd original post yet. Everyone has 
jumped on h and run with it, without actually thinking about the implications the original 
proposition. Here is my take. eurusdd uses set notation. In my interpretation, it reads 
something like this: At any point in time and on any time frame, either price+k or price-k 
is recurrent for any given h. Therefor, k is the number of pips (above or below) current 
price before price becomes recurrent. This leads to a few corollaries (from me). 1. As h 
decreases, one would expect... 
It may be because the value of k is one that can be yours to keep. 
I've already accounted for that and have one or two values that Eurusdd has 
"suggested". 

 

Sciurus Aug 17, 2014 10:39am | Post# 5857

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote}So if anyone has any coding skills to be able to write an indicator that can code 
the h boxes mid-bar I will be interested to hear via PM. 
I have already done this. It is really not difficult. It looks at price prior to current price 
and ignores price after. The problem with the fractal indicator is that it requires price to 
move a certain number of bars before it prints the fractal. 

 

Neio Aug 17, 2014 11:01am | Post# 5858

 
Quoting Sciurus 
It amazes me that no-one has deciphered eurusdd original post yet. Everyone has 
jumped on h and run with it, without actually thinking about the implications the original 
proposition. Here is my take. eurusdd uses set notation. In my interpretation, it reads 
something like this: At any point in time and on any time frame, either price+k or price-k 
is recurrent for any given h. Therefor, k is the number of pips (above or below) current 
price before price becomes recurrent. This leads to a few corollaries (from me). 1. As h 
decreases, one would expect... 



My understanding of k is the same as yours but I think that it does affect the number of 
transient zones. My feeling is that if price enters within the k value it invalidates that as a 
transient zone and that zone would be considered recurrent (even though all price points 
within K might not have been reached). 
 
I believe for zones that are just at the end of the bars the k value may not be that 
critical. Not completely sure just my interpretation based on what I have understood. I 
think the K value is more critical for mid-bar zones. 
 
It is difficult for me to assess properly without an indicator as I have to measure and 
draw each zone by hand. As mentioned I believe I have found something that I believe 
can work without worrying about k values. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Neio Aug 17, 2014 11:14am | Post# 5859

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} I have already done this. It is really not difficult. It looks at price prior to current 
price and ignores price after. The problem with the fractal indicator is that it requires 
price to move a certain number of bars before it prints the fractal. 

It is difficult for a non-coder.  
 
Noted the indicator Hepsibah is not ideal but I have been able to adjust the settings in a 
way that I believe will work for me. 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 5860

 
I've just finished coding an indicator that automatically draws the yellow/red zones 
around fractals. 
 

I'll load up up for all to use very soon  

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 5861

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Draws the zones like this and is totally parameterized 
 



 

 

feline207 Aug 17, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 5862

 
Quoting Freefox 
I've just finished coding an indicator that automatically draws the yellow/red zones 

around fractals. I'll load up up for all to use very soon  

Hey Freefox that is exactly what i had hope for. I will be thankful if you provide it.  

 

toddanderson Aug 17, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 5863

 
Thank you freefox 

Quoting Freefox 
I've just finished coding an indicator that automatically draws the yellow/red zones 

around fractals. I'll load up up for all to use very soon  
 

 

limprobable Aug 17, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 5864

 
Quoting Freefox 
Draws the zones like this and is totally parameterized {image} 

can you program a yellow/red for up And red/yellow for down plz  

 

vector0 Aug 17, 2014 12:52pm | Post# 5865

 
Quoting Sciurus 
It amazes me that no-one has deciphered eurusdd original post yet. Everyone has 
jumped on h and run with it, without actually thinking about the implications the original 
proposition. Here is my take. eurusdd uses set notation. In my interpretation, it reads 
something like this: At any point in time and on any time frame, either price+k or 
price-k is recurrent for any given h. Therefor, k is the number of pips (above or below) 
current price before price becomes recurrent. {quote} 
My math isn't great, only high school level. But reading the proposition by EURUSDD 
again 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...05#post7678605 
 
My take is a bit different from yours. i think EURUSDD was trying to establish that, 
 
1) if you take any price at any moment in time, and apply a large enough value of h, that 
price will be h-recurrent. i.e. no price will be h-transient. 
2) the key is to find a sufficiently low value of h , so that the occurrence of h-transient 
prices become a low (3%) probability event. that this event could be applied to a trading 
strategy. 
 
obviously , 1) will only be incorrect for the 2 extreme bars in the price history. (assuming 
there is no price gaps) 
 
and for 2) EURUSDD has already hinted that he would only apply this to 'balanced' 
markets. so if i understand it correctly, we are just betting the price to go back to 'then-
transient' prices to make it recurrent. such bet will have a high success rate because it 
would be against the market trait for not revisiting them. 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 5866

 
Quoting limprobable 

{quote} can you program a yellow/red for up And red/yellow for down plz  
 
It has got red arrows for down and yellow for up and you can change the color if you 
want. 

 

limprobable Aug 17, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 5867

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} It has got red arrows for down and yellow for up and you can change the color if 
you want. 
Thank you freefox : 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 5868

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Here's the promised indicator that draws the transient zones around fractals 
 
Fractal_Zones.ex4 
It's pretty self explanatory. Not had chance to test it obviously when market is open but 
should be okay. 
 
May develop it further to identify recurrent zones too but need to work out in my own head 
first exactly how that would be done and if it would in fact be useful. 
 
Let me know if there are any issues or questions. 
 
Hope it proves useful. 



 

 

dragos_ Aug 17, 2014 2:17pm | Post# 5869

 
Quoting Freefox 
Here's the promised indicator that draws the transient zones around fractals {file} It's 
pretty self explanatory. Not had chance to test it obviously when market is open but 
should be okay. May develop it further to identify recurrent zones too but need to work 
out in my own head first exactly how that would be done and if it would in fact be useful. 
Let me know if there are any issues or questions. Hope it proves useful. {image} 
Thanks Freefox. Good luck with your trading! 

 

hepsibah Aug 17, 2014 2:20pm | Post# 5870

 
Quoting Freefox 
Here's the promised indicator that draws the transient zones around fractals {file} It's 
pretty self explanatory. Not had chance to test it obviously when market is open but 
should be okay. May develop it further to identify recurrent zones too but need to work 
out in my own head first exactly how that would be done and if it would in fact be useful. 
Let me know if there are any issues or questions. Hope it proves useful. {image} 
 
Many thanks! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 5871

 
I have read your posts and I must confess many of you don't get the key trick yet. 
However, the way you are approaching the idea is also good. That is what I want. I want 
you to adapt the idea to your own style. But when you see it the way I do, 
you will get your Eureka moment. 
 
All the best!  

 

Poocher Aug 17, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 5872

 
Freefox thanks a bunch!   



 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 2:59pm | Post# 5873

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

It is very important you know how price got to its current state before you 
buy or sell. In other words, the HISTORY of price does matter. There are 
three possibilities. Consider A. Price was increasing before it got to A and 
the probability it will continue in that direction is greater than 50%. WHy? 
Because top and bottoms like B occur with probability less than 1%, if you 
define a period which is greater than three bars. Check it yourself. 
Therefore, since the probability that B is a turning point is less that 1%, 
price is expected to continue... 

 
This is a money making Idea: Because top and bottoms like B occur with probability less 
than 1%, if you define a period which is greater than three bars. Check it yourself. 
Therefore, since the probability that B is a turning point is less that 1%, price is expected 
to continue to do what it was doing before it got to B. 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 3:01pm | Post# 5874

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} This is a money making Idea: Because top and bottoms like B occur with 
probability less than 1%, if you define a period which is greater than three bars. Check it 
yourself. Therefore, since the probability that B is a turning point is less that 1%, price is 
expected to continue to do what it was doing before it got to B. 
This is why repainting indicators such as ZZ's can make you money. 

 

dragos_ Aug 17, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 5875

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I have read your posts and I must confess many of you don't get the key trick yet. 
However, the way you are approaching the idea is also good. That is what I want. I want 
you to adapt the idea to your own style. But when you see it the way I do, you will get 
your Eureka moment. All the best! 
Hesitated to write this post, awaiting for a tough answer, but with the risk to sound dumb 

I would give it a go  
 
As I see it, the next candle after the transient on should show us where price is most 
probable going for the next several candles. So we should buy if next candle is above the 
transient one, and sell if is below. Could you please let me know if is correct ? 
 
Thanks, 
Dragos 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 5876

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} Hesitated to write this post, awaiting for a tough answer, but with the risk to 

sound dumb I would give it a go As I see it, the next candle after the transient on 
should show us where price is most probable going for the next several candles. So we 
should buy if next candle is above the transient one, and sell if is below. Could you 



please let me know if is correct ? Thanks, Dragos 
I believe this is the answer your looking for: 

Quoting Eurusdd 
We do not need to understand everything about markov chain: What we need for forex 
trading are the following.{image} 1: It is clear that NO state(price) is absorbing!!! 2: 
But, and this is important, At any given time, there is a set of states that are transient!!!, 
we can find them. 3: NOT all forex prices are recurrent. So, those problem bars are the 
ones that contain the KEY transient states(price). Once we calculate the the time-
interval, we can make a call that the process will return to those prices within the time 
period!!! 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 17, 2014 3:17pm | Post# 5877

 
FreeFox! Thank you so much for the indicator! 
 
Just wondering if this is relevant: 
Eurusdd mentioned that knowing where to place your stop loss was important. This was 
always 10 pips. 

 

davinci15 Aug 17, 2014 4:27pm | Post# 5878

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I have read your posts and I must confess many of you don't get the key trick yet. 
However, the way you are approaching the idea is also good. That is what I want. I want 
you to adapt the idea to your own style. But when you see it the way I do, you will get 
your Eureka moment. All the best! 
 
 

Most prices choose to be h-recurrent. That means if you find the 
correct h then you can trade any recurrent area for next h (time frame) as price in that h 
time frame has to be in recurrent area. If you're "unlucky" and you choose an area that 
is transient you should only wait for a price to return in h (time frame) and close the 
position or even trade it when price is far enough from that area. So in case there you 
have to close your first trade with a loss you will cover it with a profit of the second 
trade. 
 

So now who will find the correct h?   

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 4:39pm | Post# 5879

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} The 5-transient prices are represented by the yellow/red zones. Very few of 
them. The 5 means that within the bars where those prices occur, none of the next 5 
bars, behind or in front of the bar in question, passed through those prices. Now, if you 
get the h and k right, you will find that transient price-zone occur with very LOW -
probability. That is prices are h-recurrent almost-surely for some positive h. 
Based upon this image the transient zones can be at swing highs or lows but some are 
not: I would bet most are not, they would appear to be so because of the swings after 
the zones are created. Look at zones 2,3,4 from the left. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408152401  



 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 4:52pm | Post# 5880

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Based upon this image the transient zones can be at swing highs or lows but 
some are not: I would bet most are not, they would appear to be so because of the 
swings after the zones are created. Look at zones 2,3,4 from the left. {image} 
Actually that is a good point that transient zones don't have to be at swing hi/lo's - they 
can develop inter-bar and something my indicator won't pickup. I'll have to have a 
rethink how to capture those type of transient zones and code a modification. Will have 
to be tomorrow now.. 

 

burnssss Aug 17, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 5881

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Based upon this image the transient zones can be at swing highs or lows but some 
are not: I would bet most are not, they would appear to be so because of the swings after 
the zones are created. Look at zones 2,3,4 from the left. {image} 

 
there are two conditions 

 

Bartleby Aug 17, 2014 4:58pm | Post# 5882

 
i would agree with the assumption that we got to look for prices in between the top and 
bottom of a candle.  
 
Thats what , at least , i read out of Definition 2 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 4:58pm | Post# 5883

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is an example of what i am talking about: orange 



rectangle.   

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 5884

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} {image} there are two conditions 
intelligent observation burnsss... 
 
Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-transient, then as soon as price goes 
above it, assuming the zone is developing at the top, you can declare the area 
immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look for a sell. 
 
The following things will happen. 
 
If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. 
if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER way, you will win!! 
 
I leave you to figure this out. 
 
That is why I can win many times without a loss, even if the pips are small. I can kill it 
on every time frame because whatever the state of the market, I am guaranteed a win, 
except in exceptional cases, those sample points in zero-measure sets. 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 5885

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} {image} there are two conditions 
So, what i am pointing out is proposition/definition #2? 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 5:13pm | Post# 5886

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}intelligent observation burnsss... Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-
transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is developing at the 
top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look 
for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your 



sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER 
way, you will win!! I leave you to figure this out. That is why I can win many times 
without a loss, even... 

Thank you for this, explanation.  

 

hepsibah Aug 17, 2014 5:18pm | Post# 5887

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Actually that is a good point that transient zones don't have to be at swing 
hi/lo's - they can develop inter-bar and something my indicator won't pickup. I'll have to 
have a rethink how to capture those type of transient zones and code a modification. Will 
have to be tomorrow now.. 
Freefox, that would be great if you can include the mid bar zones. Would it also be 
possible to make the arrows external variables? I would prefer to just have the zones and 
so could nullify the arrows if they are external but no worries if it's a pain to do. 

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 5888

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} {image} there are two conditions 
Thanks for pointing this out. 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 5:25pm | Post# 5889

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}intelligent observation burnsss... Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-
transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is developing at the 
top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look 
for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your 
sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER 
way, you will win!! I leave you to figure this out. That is why I can win many times 
without... 
Is your use if the word EXPECT important here? When you say EXPECT, does that mean 
you don't wait the h bars for the transient zone to be confirmed, you act as though it 
already is one even though subsequent bars with the next h bars may invalidate it? 

 

burnssss Aug 17, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 5890

 
Thank you very much eurusdd.  
Baillie,  
At the moment I can not assure that these areas correspond to the definition 2 of 
eurusdd.  
I'm just saying that there is a condition and an exception.  
Either way, the problem is to find "k" and "h" optimally, and contrast information with 
the calculation of probabilities.  
h (T) varies by X and [X (t) + - k] varies Y.  
To solve this problem we need 2 equations, and we have 2 unknowns.  
That is, "k" and "h" should vary in each bar, so to satisfy the condition, there is a 
possible area.  
I think the approach is this. 

 



feline207 Aug 17, 2014 5:29pm | Post# 5891

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}intelligent observation burnsss... Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-
transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is developing at the 
top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look 
for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your 
sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER 
way, you will win!! I leave you to figure this out. That is why I can win many times 
without a loss, even... 
Ok but how do we know that when the zone is not finished developing? How do we know 
that we actually got above it? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 5:30pm | Post# 5892

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Is your use if the word EXPECT important here? When you say EXPECT, does 
that mean you don't wait the h bars for the transient zone to be confirmed, you act as 
though it already is one even though subsequent bars with the next h bars may 
invalidate it? 

You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint 
that a transient zone may be forming, you act assuming that will 
be the case and act. (This is where the secret is) Riskless profit in most cases. 
you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-
recurrent and then look for a sell. 
 
The following things will happen. 
 
If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. 
if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. 
EITHER way, you will win!!  

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 5:32pm | Post# 5893

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Freefox, that would be great if you can include the mid bar zones. Would it also 
be possible to make the arrows external variables? I would prefer to just have the zones 
and so could nullify the arrows if they are external but no worries if it's a pain to do. 
Yeah, I'll get the mid bar zones sorted but like I say will have to look at it tomorrow now. 
As for the arrrows, just select a colour that matches your chart background for the 

indicator buffer and they won't show for you  

 

Baillie Aug 17, 2014 5:35pm | Post# 5894

 
Quoting burnssss 
Thank you very much eurusdd. Baillie, At the moment I can not assure that these areas 
correspond to the definition 2 of eurusdd. I'm just saying that there is a condition and an 
exception. Either way, the problem is to find "k" and "h" optimally, and contrast 
information with the calculation of probabilities. h (T) varies by X and [X (t) + - k] varies 
Y. To solve this problem we need 2 equations, and we have 2 unknowns. That is, "k" and 
"h" should vary in each bar, so to satisfy the condition, there is a possible area. I think 



the approach is this.... 
I understand, I was playing with the newest indicator and I noticed that it only plotted 
swing hi's/lo's and I remembered seeing the pic EURUSDD posted with the examples I 
pointed out. I did not remember the 2nd definition till you pointed it out. 

 

feline207 Aug 17, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 5895

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Yeah, I'll get the mid bar zones sorted but like I say will have to look at it 
tomorrow now. As for the arrrows, just select a colour that matches your chart 

background for the indicator buffer and they won't show for you  
Freefox. thanks for the indicator. i dont know why but after a while, the boxes disappear 
from the chart and all i have left are the arrows, until i delete and drop it again on the 
chart. 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 5896

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a transient zone 
may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act. (This is where the secret 
is) Riskless profit in most cases. you can declare the area immediately above the zone as 
h-recurrent and then look for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns 
out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your 
sell will still win. EITHER way, you will win!! 
Thanks for that clarification - that is VERY, very important and something I will change 
my indicator to mark on the recent developing zones. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 5:38pm | Post# 5897

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop 
the blue area yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, 
it will be transient. So, we declare the area A as recurrent. We then move 
ahead to find sell position above B. 
Now, if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, 
our assumption of A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. 
Both ways, we will 

win!!!   

 

vspatrick Aug 17, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 5898

 



So as soon as we break above the last fractal top ( h bar before ) , we can consider a 
new zone forming ? 

 

Freefox Aug 17, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 5899

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Freefox. thanks for the indicator. i dont know why but after a while, the boxes 
disappear from the chart and all i have left are the arrows, until i delete and drop it again 
on the chart. 
Ok, thanks for that feedback. Maybe some error in the realtime 'live' logic. That's one 
problem with developing indicators on a weekend when the markets are closed you can't 
test it realtime. I'll pick it up tomorrow and make sure it copes when new realtime bars 
are added. 
 
Thanks again for pointing it out. 

 

feline207 Aug 17, 2014 5:42pm | Post# 5900

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area 
yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we 
declare the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, 
if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of 
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!!{image} 
Thank you for that post. I understand that h-bars are before and after current bar, and 
the blue area is still unknown. What I dont understand is how do we calculate the height 
of the ractangle area, and how do we make difference where B actually ends and zone A 
begins. As it is still forming, how can we be sure about the span/height of that area? 

 

feline207 Aug 17, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 5901

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Ok, thanks for that feedback. Maybe some error in the realtime 'live' logic. 
That's one problem with developing indicators on a weekend when the markets are 
closed you can't test it realtime. I'll pick it up tomorrow and make sure it copes when 
new realtime bars are added. Thanks again for pointing it out. 
Sure thanks for helping us 

 

burnssss Aug 17, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 5902

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area 
yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we 
declare the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, 
if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of 
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!!{image} 
jajajjaj eurusdd you're a crack.  
100% safe, areas of maximum profitability and minimum risk. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 5903



 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Thank you for that post. I understand that h-bars are before and after current 
bar, and the blue area is still unknown. What I dont understand is how do we calculate 
the height of the ractangle area, and how do we make difference where B actually ends 
and zone A begins. As it is still forming, how can we be sure about the span/height of 
that area? 

On average the height of a transient zone is less than 10% 
of the window size or the price-active region. That is left to 
you to figure out!!! I will not go into optimal values!!! 
 

97% of the time, the current price going forward wants to 
be h-recurrent for some h!!! So, there lies you key to $$$.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 17, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 5904

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} On average the height of a transient zone is less than 10% of the window size or 
the price-active region. That is left to you to figure out!!! I will not go into optimal 
values!!! 
Yes!! I thought so! 

 

kprsa Aug 17, 2014 5:51pm | Post# 5905

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}intelligent observation burnsss... Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-
transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is developing at the 
top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look 
for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your 
sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER 
way, you will win!! I leave you to figure this out. That is why I can win many times 
without a loss, even... 
Brilliant. 

 

davinci15 Aug 17, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 5906

 
the only missing point to me is how to define a middle bar  
 
-----I----- 
 
-----I 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 17, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 5907

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} {image} there are two conditions 
Thank you Burnssss, 
You show me the world. So far i just saw the point 1, never pay attention to other. 
I think i must relax, so i can see things better. Some time i can get some nice thought 
while i am under the shower or watching television. 



 
Do you like sport Burnsss ? I love football, my dream team is Netherlands, the ORANGE 
team. 
 
For us who love the Orange team, take a rest ... 
Inserted Video 

 

Blackeagle Aug 17, 2014 9:56pm | Post# 5908

 
Quoting vector0 
{quote} ..... so if i understand it correctly, we are just betting the price to go back to 
'then-transient' prices to make it recurrent. such bet will have a high success rate 
because it would be against the market trait for not revisiting them.... 
I know probability is on your side based on Eurusdd's explanations but what if the price 
DOES NOT go back to transient zone? 
 
Therefore I understand that if my zone turns out to be h-recurrent, my sell position will 
win, but I don't understand how my sell position wins if my zone 
turns out to be h-transient and price DOES NOT want to make it recurrent this time and 
keep going up? 
 
I believe this is where SL plays its part but then how about Eurusdd's win-win condition? 
 
Anyone? 
 
Kins Regards, 
Blackeagle 

 

Sciurus Aug 17, 2014 10:28pm | Post# 5909

 
As I see it, there are three and a half options. First, price pushes through the zone and 
then returns some time later to create a recurrent zone. Second, it pushes up and the 
pushes down in the same bar (it creates a pin bar), and then the pin on the pin bar 
becomes a transient zone. The third option is that price pushes through and does not 
return. The other half option is that price pushes through and then returns to the zone, 
but does not return all the way back to "complete" the zone. In the first two options, as 
well as the last half option, you can make money by selling regardless of whether the 
zone eventually becomes transient to recurrent. In the third option, you need to find a 
way to protect your capital. 
 

Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} I know probability is on your side based on Eurusdd's explanations but what if 
the price DOES NOT go back to transient zone? Therefore I understand that if my zone 
turns out to be h-recurrent, my sell position will win, but I don't understand how my sell 
position wins if my zone turns out to be h-transient and price DOES NOT want to make it 
recurrent this time and keep going up? I believe this is where SL plays its part but then 
how about Eurusdd's win-win condition? Anyone? Kins Regards, Blackeagle 
 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 10:54pm | Post# 5910

 
Quoting Sciurus 



As I see it, there are three and a half options. First, price pushes through the zone and 
then returns some time later to create a recurrent zone. Second, it pushes up and the 
pushes down in the same bar (it creates a pin bar), and then the pin on the pin bar 
becomes a transient zone. The third option is that price pushes through and does not 
return. The other half option is that price pushes through and then returns to the zone, 
but does not return all the way back to "complete" the zone. In the first two options, as 
well as the last half option,... 
Prices does not have to return back into the zone. Since you assumed it is transient you 
are not selling with the intention of price returning into the zone. You are selling with the 
expectation that price will re-visit the area above the zone. So, the third option you will 
still win because price will visit the area above the zone. The other options, you will get 
more pips because price will not just visit the area above the zone but go down into it as 
well. This is my last comment on this issue. Thanks people nice week. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 17, 2014 10:57pm | Post# 5911

 
find out how to maximize profit. I leave that to you. Chill. work done. 

 

Sciurus Aug 17, 2014 11:19pm | Post# 5912

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Prices does not have to return back into the zone. Since you assumed it is 
transient you are not selling with the intention of price returning into the zone. You are 
selling with the expectation that price will re-visit the area above the zone. So, the third 
option you will still win because price will visit the area above the zone. The other 
options, you will get more pips because price will not just visit the area above the zone 
but go down into it as well. This is my last comment on this issue. Thanks people nice 
week. 
 
Thanks a lot for your comment eurusdd!! Have a great week. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 18, 2014 12:09am | Post# 5913

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} On average the height of a transient zone is less than 10% of the window size or 
the price-active region. That is left to you to figure out!!! I will not go into optimal 
values!!! 97% of the time, the current price going forward wants to be h-recurrent for 
some h!!! So, there lies you key to $$$. 

Thank you very much Eurusdd ...  

 

WillyWonka Aug 18, 2014 1:13am | Post# 5914

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hey Guys, 
 
This is my first post into this thread, having only discovered it a few days ago. I have to say 

this concept is fascinating to me, Eurusdd you have my full respect  . 
I have been working my way from the start of the thread and trying my best to understand 
the concept. Statistics and probability are not my strongest suits and the latest stuff posted 

is way above my pay grade . 
 



Anyway with that said I was hoping you guys might let me know if I am on the right path 
regarding the earlier posted concept of stochastic similarities. I apologise for bring up older 
posts but I am attempting to work from the start of this tread. 
 
This is my attempt to find some trades when the stochastic oscillator differed between the 
M15 and H1 charts. 

 

 

Atihun Aug 18, 2014 1:39am | Post# 5915

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
Here is an example of what i am talking about: orange rectangle.{image} 
I coded this to spot those areas but how will you use this? exactly like the top/bottom 
boxes? 



 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 2:06am | Post# 5916

 
2 Attachment(s) 
EDIT: UPDATE: See here for the updated indicator 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...96#post7682396 
 
 
 
Hi all, 
 
here is something to perhaps assist you with the choice of h... 
Might contain bugs: I have just put it together, and I am not very experienced in MT4. 
One bar having two zones is here counted as two problem bars, but the choice here changes 
the stats very liittle. 
 
Eurusdd, if I'm spilling the beans, let me know and I'll delete this post. 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 
 
RecurrenceStatistic.mq4 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 2:17am | Post# 5917

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is something to perhaps assist you with the choice of h... Might contain bugs: 
I have just put it together, and I am not very experienced in MT4. One bar having two 
zones is here counted as two problem bars, but the choice here changes the stats very 
liittle. Eurusdd, if I'm spilling the beans, let me know and I'll delete this post. Cheers, 
kprsa {file} {image} 
Non. you 
r effort is good and positive. Making pips is for everyone. What shall a man profit if he 

makes all the money alone?   

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 2:26am | Post# 5918

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Non. you r effort is good and positive. Making pips is for everyone. What shall a 

man profit if he makes all the money alone?   
My effort is just some coding.  
All good ideas here are from you. 
cheers 

 

vspatrick Aug 18, 2014 2:30am | Post# 5919

 
nice one kprsa, thanks  

 

hannele Aug 18, 2014 2:48am | Post# 5920

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} My effort is just some coding. All good ideas here are from you. cheers 

Thank you kprsa  
 
cheers 
hannele 

 



hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 3:07am | Post# 5921

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is something to perhaps assist you with the choice of h... Might contain bugs: 
I have just put it together, and I am not very experienced in MT4. One bar having two 
zones is here counted as two problem bars, but the choice here changes the stats very 
liittle. Eurusdd, if I'm spilling the beans, let me know and I'll delete this post. Cheers, 
kprsa {file} {image} 
 
 
Many thanks kprsa! 

 

burnssss Aug 18, 2014 3:33am | Post# 5922

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Thank you Burnssss, You show me the world. So far i just saw the point 1, never 
pay attention to other. I think i must relax, so i can see things better. Some time i can 
get some nice thought while i am under the shower or watching television. Do you like 
sport Burnsss ? I love football, my dream team is Netherlands, the ORANGE team. For us 
who love the Orange team, take a rest ... 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJt7Bm_xiRg  
ahhahah, i love football. My favorite selection of football is the RED (Spain).  
Unfortunately, the selection was on vacation the whole year.  
The second CONDITION (exception) set k = 0.  
For k = 0, X (t0) should be between the high and low, and at least one candle (previous 
or next) will pass through X (t0).  
If previous candles do not touch X (t0), then we have high probability that the next 
candles touch X (t0).  
This exception provides a clue, because it omits a variable.  
But we have two variables (h, k) that must be synchronized to get optimal results.  
Marking an area we need to define two zones (transient and recurrent).  
Just that. 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 3:34am | Post# 5923

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Looks like a scary opportunity to me  

 

 



Bartleby Aug 18, 2014 3:39am | Post# 5924

 
Thank you kprsa.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 3:54am | Post# 5925

 
Quoting feline207 

Looks like a scary opportunity to me {image} 
Look carefully at your chart again and you will find that the next bar hit recurrent prices 
in the recurrent zone below your transient zone! 
 
lol: condition satisfied!!! 
 
I will urge you and others to understand the implications of that key proposition properly 
before trying to use it. If you understand it well, you will get your EUREKA moment. 
Otherwise, it will be a nightmare for you. 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 4:08am | Post# 5926

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Look carefully at your chart again and you will find that the next bar hit recurrent 
prices in the recurrent zone below your transient zone! lol: condition satisfied!!! 
Well yes, but it depends on the parameters that i have chosen. The transient zone 
appered to be about 8 pips, so it could have gotten really ugly if i was hoping for a 

deeper retrace Of course that is a low probabiltiy event as you said, but every once in 

a while i would burn the dollar bills  

 

LiquidGenius Aug 18, 2014 4:08am | Post# 5927

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Look carefully at your chart again and you will find that the next bar hit recurrent 
prices in the recurrent zone below your transient zone! lol 
WOW. 
 
I was stuck on a couple issues on where to go next but this thread has been absolutely 
packed with information and hints a la eurusdd and some great questions from other 
people. 
 
eurusdd you are the beast my friend. 
 
I still have 1 very important issue to solve, but the initial results are spot on with what's 
been said. 
 
The below is not the results of my backtesting, but rather of fact checking. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 4:11am | Post# 5928



 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Well yes, but it depends on the parameters that i have chosen. The transient 
zone appered to be about 8 pips, so it could have gotten really ugly if i was hoping for a 

deeper retrace Of course that is a low probabiltiy event as you said, but every once in 

a while i would burn the dollar bills  
The problem is you still don't get what the proposition is saying. In a way I am happy 
you guys are not getting it totally. That means the true application is still hidden. Only 
one person has got it so far... 
 

You are focusing on the wrong things and that is 
preventing you from getting your arbitrage moment. Look 
at the proposition again and think about the probabilities 
and content.!!! 
 
nice day. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 4:17am | Post# 5929

 
Let me help you with probabilities a little in case you don't get the idea. To work with 
probabilities you need to understand this! 
 
While you are still wondering if this stuff works, I just made another $1,000 on demo and 
$3,298 on real. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 4:41am | Post# 5930

 
PROBABILITIES PITFALLS 
 

1: Just because an event has zero(0) probability of 
occurring does not mean it cannot occur. So those who 
don't understand probability on the eurusd thread called 
me names when i said an event will occur with probability 
100% and it did not occur immediately. I laughed at them 
because immediately i knew their level of intelligence in 
these matters. 
 

For example, on the positive real line, the probability that a 
randomly chosen positive number is prime is zero(0) 
almost-surely, but we all know there are infinitely many 
primes. The set of primes is a non-event: forms a set of 
measure zero. Therefore, almost-surely, every positive 
number is not a prime. 
 

That does not mean there are no primes or if you run down 
the positive real-line you will never meet a prime. So, just 
because there is a prime does not mean the statement is 



false. 
 

Furthermore, how can you use this fact in business? 
 

When they were laughing at me on the eurusd thread, I 
was also laughing at them in my house because I knew 
most of them were going to lose. They were fooled by their 
mis-understanding of probability  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 4:47am | Post# 5931

 
When eurusd hit 1.3390, that was a rare event and to have 
two rare events in a row will be rare-rare. So, I said, "the 
up is not sustainable", yet many went on saying I am 
fraud. well I left the thread and called eurusd to fall back 
to 1.3347 starting monday. We all know what happened. 
Today, they are quiet. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 4:52am | Post# 5932

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Look carefully at your chart again and you will find that the next bar hit recurrent 
prices in the recurrent zone below your transient zone! lol: condition satisfied!!! I will 
urge you and others to understand the implications of that key proposition properly 
before trying to use it. If you understand it well, you will get your EUREKA moment. 
Otherwise, it will be a nightmare for you. 
 
Do you always enter on the next candle past the h-transient zone? The problem for me is 
knowing when to enter to avoid too much drawdown. 
The exit is virtually guaranteed but how best to enter. 

 

burnssss Aug 18, 2014 4:59am | Post# 5933

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
PROBABILITIES PITFALLS 1: Just because an event has zero(0) probability of occurring 
does not mean it cannot occur. So those who don't understand probability on the eurusd 
thread called me names when i said an event will occur with probability 100% and it did 
not occur immediately. I laughed at them because immediately i knew their level of 
intelligence in these matters. For example, on the positive real line, the probability that a 
randomly chosen positive number is prime is zero(0) almost-surely, but we all know 
there are infinitely many primes.... 
Eurusdd, 
 
in probability there are two types of zeros (0): 
- Inability 
- Almost certainly impossible 
Unable to those numbers that do not fall in the list 
Almost certainly impossible, those numbers entering the list 
?? 



 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 4:59am | Post# 5934

 
So, if you find one instance on your chart where your choice of h 
or k did not work or price did not behave as you expected 
immediately, that is a rare event. There next instance is most 
likely to work So, do not raise your hand to the sky cursing the 
powers that be. Have more confidence that you will not be living 
to see a rare-rare event. Probability is on your side. The next 
instance is good to go... 
 

vspatrick Aug 18, 2014 5:03am | Post# 5935

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
.... Today, they are quiet. 

and probably reading carefully this thread  

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 5:07am | Post# 5936

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Do you always enter on the next candle past the h-transient zone? The problem 
for me is knowing when to enter to avoid too much drawdown. The exit is virtually 
guaranteed but how best to enter. 
CLOSE on the timeframe T that created the zone. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 5:20am | Post# 5937

 
Quoting vspatrick 

{quote} and probably reading carefully this thread  
bad ooh. I will come back i oct will more precision that will blow your minds. By then you 
will also have some experience with the little thigns introduced here. Forex is difficult but 
not impossible as a means of income. j ust open your mind and stop living in the past!!! 
stay blessed. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 5:29am | Post# 5938

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Do you always enter on the next candle past the h-transient zone? The problem 
for me is knowing when to enter to avoid too much drawdown. The exit is virtually 
guaranteed but how best to enter. 
Hi Neio, I do not know your trading conditions, but there is a way I trade these setups 
and in fact, it is the reason behind 50% of my trades on my demo explorer. I am just 
interested in catching those sure little pips by finding the riskless setups. Where there is 
confusion, I trade very little lot, i.e. 0.1. 
 
You will have to figure out entries and exits yourself, assuming you want to trade these 
setups. That will be your secret! 

 



Neio Aug 18, 2014 5:36am | Post# 5939

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi Neio, I do not know your trading conditions, but there is a way I trade these 
setups and in fact, it is the reason behind 50% of my trades on my demo explorer. I am 
just interested in catching those sure little pips by finding the riskless setups. Where 
there is confusion, I trade very little lot, i.e. 0.1. You will have to figure out entries and 
exits yourself, assuming you want to trade these setups. That will be your secret! 
Many thanks for your reply Eurusdd, 
 

I knew you were going to say that!  
 
I always believed in your ability and you have demonstrated time and time again that 
you have something worth listening too. 
You have opened my eyes. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

jurn_e Aug 18, 2014 5:47am | Post# 5940

 
1 Attachment(s) 
ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol 
 
Demo-ing on the indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient.  
I think i am getting it wrong. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 5:54am | Post# 5941

 
Quoting jurn_e 
ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol Demo-ing 
on the indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient. I think i am getting it 
wrong. {image} 
My long time buddy. For your sake, I will post a clear plan for you to follow. I will write 



the document and post it here or pm you as pdf. Stay blessed. Your picture shows that 
you still don't get the concept yet ooh even if your trade is right. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 5:56am | Post# 5942

 
Quoting jurn_e 
ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol Demo-ing 
on the indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient. I think i am getting it 
wrong. {image} 
Eurusdd has shown us that Transient zones are low probability. There is a higher 
probability that it will be a recurrent zone. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 5:59am | Post# 5943

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
Someone once asked me if i trade binary options and I said yes. In fact, i find it easier than 
spot.... 
 
Just placed two trade for today 
 
rate of success is >95% 
 
So if anyone is doing binary for eurusd, i can help you here, when I return. !!! 

 

jurn_e Aug 18, 2014 6:06am | Post# 5944

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My long time buddy. For your sake, I will post a clear plan for you to follow. I 
will write the document and post it here or pm you as pdf. Stay blessed. Your picture 
shows that you still don't get the concept yet ooh even if your trade is right. 
Thanks for the advice. I will go back to your posts and reread, at least i know what i 

did/interpret was wrong.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 6:22am | Post# 5945

 
I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with 
probability and business. 
 



Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for 
tail is 50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got 

H-H-H-H-H-H 

after this i tossed the coin once and got 

H-X-X-X-X-X 

The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five 
positions will be H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T? 
That is what you need in this forex business. You need to look for very rare events and 
then when you find one, bet that the next instance which is STILL DEVELOPING will not 
be that rare event that just occurred!! SIMPLE! 

 

xirtam Aug 18, 2014 6:30am | Post# 5946

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with 
probability and business. Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for 
Head is 50% and that for tail is 50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got 
H-H-H-H-H-H after this i tossed the coin once and got H-X-X-X-X-X The X positions are 
for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five positions will be H or be 
on the safe side and expect at least one T? That is what you need in this forex business. 
You need to look for... 
 
Thanks Eurusdd, this post made things much clearer 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 6:34am | Post# 5947

 
Quoting jurn_e 
ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol Demo-ing 
on the indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient. I think i am getting it 
wrong. {image} 
Hello jurn_e . Actually you have to be looking fora short trade above the current zone of 
the price, because you bet that it is currently in a transient zone, when it gets above it, 
you presume that it is entering recurrent zone, so it must AT LEAST return to the end of 
the transient zone. Of course there is a fairly big chance that it could retrace the whole 
pin so there happens to be no transiet area at all there. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 6:49am | Post# 5948

 
Quoting jurn_e 
ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol Demo-ing 
on the indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient. I think i am getting it 
wrong. {image} 
I now see where you are coming from jurn_e but that is a dangerous way to apply the 
principle. Why? Transient zones have small probability and even if you assume that 
region is one, that is not where to trade it. The right area is below!!!! 
 
What you are betting on has very small probability. so, don't be happy even if you get it 



right! 

 

wowzers Aug 18, 2014 7:04am | Post# 5949

 
Hi, can someone explain this topic of recurrent zones/transient zones and h and k in 
laymens terms for those less versed in mathematical lingo? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 7:06am | Post# 5950

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I now see where you are coming from jurn_e but that is a dangerous way to 
apply the principle. Why? Transient zones have small probability and even if you 
assume that region is one, that is not where to trade it. The right area is below!!!! 
What you are betting on has very small probability. so, don't be happy even if you get it 
right! 
 
In other words, where there exists a Transient Zone (3% probability) T, it defines the 
start of the Recurrent Zone (97% probability) R. 
So it's better that price go through a T and we place a trade on the R. 
 
Even if we miss an entry in the first bar of entering an R zone, we can be assured that 
Price X(t) has a high chance of being returned to. 
Price will tend to move AWAY from a T zone, either as a bounce or a one-time transition 
through it, within a period of h bars. 

 

normtold Aug 18, 2014 7:09am | Post# 5951

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with 
probability and business. Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for 
Head is 50% and that for tail is 50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got 
H-H-H-H-H-H after this i tossed the coin once and got H-X-X-X-X-X The X positions are 
for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five positions will be H or be 
on the safe side and expect at least one T? That is what you need in this forex business. 
You need to look for... 
Hello again Eurusdd, I have been following since your return but this is the first post I 
felt I could comment on. 
 
Say you toss the coin 4 times and you get H-H-H-H, that is a rare event then another H 
even rarer and another H very rare. 
So applied to trading Forex one could have bet against another H after the 4th toss. 

 

hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 7:15am | Post# 5952

 
Eurusdd, 
 
I notice that you are only placing sell trades even though there have been some buy 
opportunities. Is this because: 
 
a) you know there is still a problem at 1.3347 
b) the last T zone on a higher timeframe was above current price so you will sell until a 
bottom T zone is created on the higher tf 



c) a combination 
d) neither 
 
If you'd prefer not to answer, I'll understand. It's just that I think I'm beginning to get 
the hang of it but my buy trades have given me some mild worries before they came 

good this morning. However, all have been profitable so I am very happy  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 7:15am | Post# 5953

 
Quoting normtold 
{quote} Hello again Eurusdd, I have been following since your return but this is the first 
post I felt I could comment on. Say you toss the coin 4 times and you get H-H-H-H, that 
is a rare event then another H even rarer and another H very rare. So applied to trading 
Forex one could have bet against another H after the 4th toss. 
I have not gone yet, so i haven't returned. 
 
And that is not what I meant. 6 Hs is a rare event with probability 0.5^6= 0.015625. So, 
if the probability you will meet a mad person on your way to school is 0.015625 and you 
just met one, then it is safe to say that the next person you meet will not be mad. That is 
a safer bet because if the next person is mad then you just witnessed and event with 
probability 0.5^12 = 0.00024441 of occurring. How many people do you have to 
meet on your way to school on average for this event to occur? 1/0.00024441 = 
4091 
 
So, in the game of forex you need to play this type of safe bet. Each trade with a safe 
bet is better than trades without a sound reason 
 

The point is : play the strategy of rare events do not immediately 
follow rare events on average!!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 7:21am | Post# 5954

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Eurusdd, I notice that you are only placing sell trades even though there have been some 
buy opportunities. Is this because: a) you know there is still a problem at 1.3347 b) the 
last T zone on a higher timeframe was above current price so you will sell until a bottom 
T zone is created on the higher tf c) a combination d) neither If you'd prefer not to 
answer, I'll understand. It's just that I think I'm beginning to get the hang of it but my 
buy trades have given me some mild worries before they came good this morning. 
However, all have been profitable... 
Nice observation. (A) is the key reason though. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 7:22am | Post# 5955

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have not gone yet, so i haven't returned. And that is not what I meant. 6 Hs is 
a rare event with probability 0.5^6= 0.015625. So, if the probability you will meet a mad 
person on your way to school is 0.015625 and you just met one, then it is safe to say 
that the next person you meet will not be mad. That is a safer bet because if the next 
person is mad then you just witnessed and event with 0.5^12 = 0.00024441 of 
occurring. So, in the game of forex you need to play this type of safe bet. Each trade 
with a safe bet is better than trades... 



Do you only hold out for those trades (beyond the transient zones)? 
Or do you also take the 97% ones towards what are likely (but not guaranteed) to be 
recurrent zones? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 7:27am | Post# 5956

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Do you only hold out for those trades (beyond the transient zones)? Or do you 
also take the 97% ones towards what are likely (but not guaranteed) to be recurrent 
zones? 
I am trading this microscopically on the 1min 5min tfs.. 
 
Once price is above my h bars, I label that zone a suspect transient zone and start 
looking for my SURE 1-10 pips above it, assuming it is forming up...!! 

 

hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 7:31am | Post# 5957

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Nice observation. (A) is the key reason though. 
 
Thanks. That makes sense - though it would have been easier if the answer had been B) 
. I'm not too bad at getting levels that agree with you but I get more of them and still 

can't get my head around which one gets taken out first.  

 

normtold Aug 18, 2014 7:34am | Post# 5958

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have not gone yet, so i haven't returned. And that is not what I meant. 6 Hs is 
a rare event with probability 0.5^6= 0.015625. So, if the probability you will meet a mad 
person on your way to school is 0.015625 and you just met one, then it is safe to say 
that the next person you meet will not be mad. That is a safer bet because if the next 
person is mad then you just witnessed and event with probability 0.5^12 = 0.00024441 
of occurring. How many people do you have to meet on your way to school on average 
for this event to occur? 1/0.00024441... 
 
When I said your return I meant from here, 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...00#post7398800 
 
Thank-you for the above explanation though, it is much clearer now. 

 

samaralala Aug 18, 2014 7:34am | Post# 5959

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Nice observation. (A) is the key reason though. 
Do you ever look at the star formations? 

 

samaralala Aug 18, 2014 7:37am | Post# 5960

 
Calendar August 2014. This month is known Silver Pockets Full. 



This is the only time you will see this phenomenon in your life unless you are a vampire!  
August, in 2014, has 5 Fridays, 5 Saturdays and 5 Sundays. This happens only once every 
823 years. Check for star formations!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 7:38am | Post# 5961

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Thanks. That makes sense - though it would have been easier if the answer had 
been B) . I'm not too bad at getting levels that agree with you but I get more of them 

and still can't get my head around which one gets taken out first.  
The key difference with my explorer is this: 
 
EVEN though I am sure about my direction, I don't place a sell/buy and wait hours for 
the market to act. No: If I am sure it is down, I will trade down moves for sure pips. So 
every arbitrage window on the down side will be taken. Risk-less arbitrage windows do 
not normally give more than 10 pips, hence my explorer. 
 
I don't care. $$$ IS $$$, 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 8:01am | Post# 5962

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am trading this microscopically on the 1min 5min tfs.. Once price is above my 
h bars, I label that zone a suspect transient zone and start looking for my SURE 1-10 
pips above it, assuming it is forming up...!! 
Thanks again for the insight.  
 
I am currently trading on the 15 min TF but not many opportunities so far. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

zarkon Aug 18, 2014 8:01am | Post# 5963

 
1 Attachment(s) 
i am totally out of waters when it comes trading but i think i get the pigger picture of 
eurusdd,Now i cant get the propabities but for sure before the misprint leaves the screen it 
will correct it. 
all indicators are the commons.nothing fancy. 
 
Big thanks to eurusdd for the time and knowledge he shared here for the last2 years. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:06am | Post# 5964

 
another $1,000 on demo and $5,654 on real!!! keep eyes on down buddies. 

 

zarkon Aug 18, 2014 8:10am | Post# 5965

 
i think i will depot another 200$ to start live again.I am doing good on demo with 
eususdd tactic.i am with you usdd .down it is 

 

zarkon Aug 18, 2014 8:12am | Post# 5966

 
1.33881 is a point of interest on 1min frame.dont follow me .i am noob 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:12am | Post# 5967

 
Quoting zarkon 
i think i will depot another 200$ to start live again.I am doing good on demo with 
eususdd tactic.i am with you usdd .down it is 
If you do things well, you can get that to $1,000+ by friday. goodluck! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:15am | Post# 5968

 

1.33638 is the main target. anything else is 
extra. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 8:18am | Post# 5969



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.33638 is the main target. anything else is extra. 
I take it this is based on one of your other systems? 
 
Love the way you have mastered the market. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 8:26am | Post# 5970

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am trading this microscopically on the 1min 5min tfs.. Once price is above my 
h bars, I label that zone a suspect transient zone and start looking for my SURE 1-10 
pips above it, assuming it is forming up...!! 

AHHHHHH! I think you are going to turn me into a scalper also.  
 
My eyes have seen the glory!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:34am | Post# 5971

 
Quoting Baillie 

{quote} AHHHHHH! I think you are going to turn me into a scalper also. My eyes have 
seen the glory!! 
I don't believe you need to make 100 pips to be labeled a good trader. It is all about $$$, 
whether it came through 1pip, 2pips etc. 
 
I am focused on the $$$ with my trades. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:36am | Post# 5972

 
problem at 1.33981 but i think she will focus on that later. Therefore, here is the plan. 
when she is done with the down, buyers will rush in, so be careful with how you stay in 
the trade!!! Take profit wisely!!! 

 

mario777 Aug 18, 2014 8:37am | Post# 5973

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.33638 is the main target. anything else is extra. 

It seems im on the right track  



 

 

josh11 Aug 18, 2014 8:39am | Post# 5974

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't believe you need to make 100 pips to be labeled a good trader. It is all 
about $$$, whether it came through 1pip, 2pips etc. I am focused on the $$$ with my 
trades. 
Hi Eurusdd, I don't know if you remember but I once traded over 200+ trades all positive 
and you said to me wait till you get over 1000 people will not believe you! 
 
well I done it lol and I need to thank you for that...  
 

Now I will try understand your new development  

 

josh11 Aug 18, 2014 8:42am | Post# 5975

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are not an expert yet and you are beginning to have confidence and 
produce good results. It makes me feel good! When i showed a 700 winning streak to a 
friend sometime ago, she said it was fake. Well, you are a living example: with proper 
care and more practice you will get there. 

here it was  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:47am | Post# 5976

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} here it was  
wow. 
that is great. Good to know the future is bright. Nice to have people freeing their minds 



ooh while others stay in the past! Even the 'devil' is on board! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 8:55am | Post# 5977

 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 8:57am | Post# 5978

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 

Yes I was....  
 
Wow can't wait!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:00am | Post# 5979

 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I've received several messages from Ephisi who posts the following and wanted this 
addressed directly to you: 
 
I have gotten my eureka moment. unfortunately i cannot tell eurusdd how grateful i am 

bcos he has blocked me. please inform him that i made a public apology on the eurusd 

thread. he should check it out. thankyou and sorry for disturbing. Ephisi 
 
If you are inclined to unblock him from the thread, I will leave that to you but he appears 
to be genuine in his efforts to reach you and therefore I am posting this here. 
 
Regards, 
 
Vlad 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 9:04am | Post# 5980

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 
I can't wait!!! 

 

mario777 Aug 18, 2014 9:05am | Post# 5981

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 



wow! HOw I wish I could have my AHA-moments too . But this new discussion about h 
and k is making me headache. I hope someone is going to explain in simple terms. I was 
not born a smart person but I want to become successful trading forex too. Thank you 
EU. Thank you all! 

 

hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 9:09am | Post# 5982

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 
Explanations about timing would be fantastic. Thank you! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:09am | Post# 5983

 
Just watching the 5M price bar change over time. I am visually scanning now, - h bars.... 
and I can now even spot transient prices over the h bars.... and lo and behold, price just 
stopped under my transient price zone and went the other way. 
 
For most people, that will appear as a tail on a bar. On my classic indicator (Bollinger) 
that appears as price rejecting the middle line.  
But knowing that price turned on a price that was 97% probably to have returned to is a 
really new and useful insight - and definitely trade-able and a variety of ways. 
 
Thanks again Eurusdd! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 9:11am | Post# 5984

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hi Eurusdd, I've received several messages from Ephisi who posts the following and 
wanted this addressed directly to you: I have gotten my eureka moment. unfortunately i 
cannot tell eurusdd how grateful i am bcos he has blocked me. please inform him that i 
made a public apology on the eurusd thread. he should check it out. thankyou and sorry 
for disturbing. Ephisi If you are inclined to unblock him from the thread, I will leave that 
to you but he appears to be genuine in his efforts to reach you and therefore I am 
posting this here. Regards, Vlad... 
Sure: Once you requested it I have to unblock him. 
 
Infact, we are fighting the market, not people. So, as long as people are ready to learn 
new things and contribute OBJECTIVELY: o problem. Unblocking now....... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 9:14am | Post# 5985

 
market volume is low but keep your eyes on those down numbers. they will be hit from 
today going. I am off for now. Thanks people. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:14am | Post# 5986

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Sure: Once you requested it I have to unblock him. Infact, we are fighting the 



market, not people. So, as long as people are ready to learn new things and contribute 
OBJECTIVELY: o problem. Unblocking now....... 
A scholar and a gentleman! 
 

My hat's off to you sir  

 

handy148 Aug 18, 2014 9:29am | Post# 5987

 
Would this system have any merits with pairs that are supposed to have some kind of 
correlation? Let's take EURUSD and USDCHF for example. If last time EURUSD was at X 
then USDCHF was at Y and now it is at Y + ..... or Y -..... 
 
Just a thought - probably bo**ox. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 9:30am | Post# 5988

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just watching the 5M price bar change over time. I am visually scanning now, - h bars.... 
and I can now even spot transient prices over the h bars.... and lo and behold, price just 
stopped under my transient price zone and went the other way. For most people, that 
will appear as a tail on a bar. On my classic indicator (Bollinger) that appears as price 
rejecting the middle line. But knowing that price turned on a price that was 97% 
probably to have returned to is a really new and useful insight - and definitely trade-able 
and a variety of ways.... 
I am doing the same as you with 1min and 5 min charts, looks very interesting. Funny 
how the eyes start to adjust to seeing them. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 9:32am | Post# 5989

 
Quoting handy148 
Would this system have any merits with pairs that are supposed to have some kind of 
correlation? Let's take EURUSD and USDCHF for example. If last time EURUSD was at X 
then USDCHF was at Y and now it is at Y + ..... or Y -..... Just a thought - probably 
bo**ox. 
EURUSDD said this can be used with any pairs. YES 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 18, 2014 9:33am | Post# 5990

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.33638 is the main target. anything else is extra. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Wow ... your concept is really powerful. This DS zone will be restored ..... 
Thanks a lot for opening my eyes Eurusdd .... 

Quoting mario777 

{quote} It seems im on the right track {image} 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Agree feline, I have put short order, Similarity must be restored at support zone 
1.3360 - 1.3365 . I hope it will be reached in next 4-8 hours. If not, it will goes up to about 



1.343x , and will reach Similarity / support zone on Monday or Tuesday ... 
Ou ... Monday is the right time .... but its high is only 1.341x (20 pips difference) ..... any 

way, i see $$$$$$ . Great concept  

 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 9:35am | Post# 5991

 
Proposition #1 will be at swing hi's and lo's, Proposition#2 will be somewhere in mid bar 
range. 

 

ephisi Aug 18, 2014 9:36am | Post# 5992

 
Wow, Thank you so much eurusdd for unblocking me. learnt my lessons . thanks 
vlady1974 

Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:39am | Post# 5993

 
Quoting Baillie 
Proposition #1 will be at swing hi's and lo's, Proposition#2 will be somewhere in mid bar 
range. 

That's an elegant way of putting it..... here's my question: Why is it in mid-range?  

 



vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:44am | Post# 5994

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I am doing the same as you with 1min and 5 min charts, looks very interesting. 
Funny how the eyes start to adjust to seeing them. 
I was watching this on the 5M but I switched to the 2M. 
I drew the horizontal line as my visual guide to what I thought was a Transient Price. The 
transition occurred outside of the h value and price shot through it. 
Now notice what happened later. Price RETURNED to a price that is in the recurrent zone but 
not near the transient zone. That's a safe place to place a trade and a SL above the 
horizontal line. 

 

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 9:52am | Post# 5995

 
Everyone's getting "it" but me!! If this continues, I have no choice left but to stop 
the entire forex market. I can do it you know.... 

 



Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 9:54am | Post# 5996

 
the main target 1.33638 hit.. anything now is extra! $7,985 secured! 

 

jurn_e Aug 18, 2014 9:54am | Post# 5997

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.33638 is the main target. anything else is extra. 
I really don't get the idea yet. But i sold at 3380 and TP at 3370. Thanks for the level. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 9:56am | Post# 5998

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} I really don't get the idea yet. But i sold at 3380 and TP at 3370. Thanks for the 
level. 
$ is all that matters. thanks for the trust though. See ya tomorrow. Nice pipping! 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 9:57am | Post# 5999

 
Think we have gone beyond a possible transient zone. 
 
Time for a low risk trade? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 9:57am | Post# 6000

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} $ is all that matters. thanks for the trust though. See ya tomorrow. Nice 
pipping! 

 
 
 
 

 

Ralome Aug 18, 2014 9:59am | Post# 6001

 
Quoting shiva 

Everyone's getting "it" but me!! If this continues, I have no choice left but to stop 
the entire forex market. I can do it you know.... 

Not just you (I'm only telling you this so that you won't stop the forex market.) 

 

Nif90 Aug 18, 2014 10:00am | Post# 6002

 

Quoting Eurusdd 
1.33638 is the main target. anything else is extra. 

 

 



shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:02am | Post# 6003

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Not just you (I'm only telling you this so that you won't stop the forex 
market.) 
AHA! 

 

mario777 Aug 18, 2014 10:05am | Post# 6004

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Not just you (I'm only telling you this so that you won't stop the forex 
market.) 

ok Ralome kindly please make a simple summary for us in layman's term.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 10:06am | Post# 6005

 
Notice that EURUSD paused at 1.33638 EXACTLY 

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:06am | Post# 6006

 
Am I right to think that there is unfinished business at 1.3434? 

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:07am | Post# 6007

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Notice that EURUSD paused at 1.33638 EXACTLY 

Absolutely! Gobsmacked  

 

samaralala Aug 18, 2014 10:09am | Post# 6008

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
the main target 1.33638 hit.. anything now is extra! $7,985 secured! 
Not sure i get it - i need to read it again... But I sold and got 120 for nothing. Thank you 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 10:14am | Post# 6009

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} ok Ralome kindly please make a simple summary for us in layman's term.  
Mario, 
 
Price: 1.3400 x x x x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3390 x x p x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3380 x x p x x P x x x p x 
Price: 1.3370 x p p x x P x x x p x 
Price: 1.3360 x p x p x P x x p p p 
Price: 1.3350 p p x p p P p p x x p 
 



P is current price bar being evaluated. 
h = 5 
So 5 bars back and 5 bars front is evaluated. 
 
P at 1.3400 is transient because price didn't touch it +/-5 days 
That is the level you want to take note of. 
 
Once you go beyond the hth bar.... price can do anything now. 
Currently price p is between 1.3360 and 1.3350 
 
If it shot up and went to 1.3401 and then came down to 3390, you could trade from 
3399 DOWNWARDS because you are confident that going back to 3400 has a 3% 
probability whereas going down to any price under 3400 has a chance of 97% 
 
If we assume that the 1.3400 was the only transient price (ie. not between 3400-3410), 
then any price Above 1.3400 (ie. 3401 and upwards)is recurrent not transient. So that 
means price could go past 3400 and stop at 3407. You could decide to place a pending 
long at 3404 because you have 97% that 3404 will be returned to rather than 3400 
which has 3% probability. 
 
By knowing that 3400 is 3% probability you are increasing your chance of getting a good 
entry and not getting stopped out. 

 

samaralala Aug 18, 2014 10:15am | Post# 6010

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Notice that EURUSD paused at 1.33638 EXACTLY 
Self fullfilling prophecy maybe - given that pretty much everyone here follows you :-)  
 
One day if you are evil you can drag them all into a ditch! 

 

mario777 Aug 18, 2014 10:19am | Post# 6011

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mario, Price: 1.3400 x x x x x P x x x x x Price: 1.3390 x x p x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3380 x x p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3370 x p p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3360 x p x 
p x P x x p p p Price: 1.3350 p p x p p P p p x x p P is current price bar being evaluated. 
h = 5 So 5 bars back and 5 bars front is evaluated. P at 1.3400 is transient because price 
didn't touch it +/-5 days That is the level you want to take note of. Once you go beyond 
the hth bar.... price can do anything now. Currently price p is between 1.3360 and 
1.3350 If it shot... 
Wow! Vlady, many many thanks! Im going to study your reply. Im sure this can help 

many of us here.   

 

pedma Aug 18, 2014 10:21am | Post# 6012

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} Not just you (I'm only telling you this so that you won't stop the forex 
market.) 
Count me in, we are on the same boat ... but may be our boat is on the right direction ? 

 



samaralala Aug 18, 2014 10:21am | Post# 6013

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mario, Price: 1.3400 x x x x x P x x x x x Price: 1.3390 x x p x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3380 x x p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3370 x p p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3360 x p x 
p x P x x p p p Price: 1.3350 p p x p p P p p x x p P is current price bar being evaluated. 
h = 5 So 5 bars back and 5 bars front is evaluated. P at 1.3400 is transient because price 
didn't touch it +/-5 days That is the level you want to take note of. Once you go beyond 
the hth bar.... price can do anything now. Currently price p is between 1.3360 and 
1.3350 If it shot... 
Why H=5? an assumption 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 10:22am | Post# 6014

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Why H=5? an assumption 
H is anything you want it to be. But if you read what others have been thinking about 

then hopefully you can come up with a number that is right for you.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 10:23am | Post# 6015

 
Quoting mario777 
{quote} Wow! Vlady, many many thanks! Im going to study your reply. Im sure this can 

help many of us here.   
Try and compare my notes to Eurusdd's phrases. His phrase is exact. Mine is an 
interpretation. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 10:24am | Post# 6016

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Why H=5? an assumption 
 
If you read Eurusdd's posts he said you adjust h for each time frame so that you only see 
a very low number of transient zones (around 3%) 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the previous 
bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars because 
the probability that p is h-transient is very low. If your h is right, this probability 
should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should hit 
p. This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that 
govern currency prices!!! Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of your 
rectangle should be very small. This means that most prices choose to be h-recurrent! 
 

 

Ralome Aug 18, 2014 10:29am | Post# 6017

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Absolutely! Gobsmacked  



See? It couldn't have happened if you had stopped it before  

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:31am | Post# 6018

 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote} See? It couldn't have happened if you stopped it before  

Yes, my kindness knows no limits But I warn you I am going to stop if for a few days 
beginning 31st Dec midnight NY time. I have my reasons. 

 

hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 10:32am | Post# 6019

 
So there is now a whopping mid bar T zone between 13369 and 13379 unless price fills 
it. So presumably that is why Eurusdd said to watch for a speedy bounce upwards? 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 10:33am | Post# 6020

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If you read Eurusdd's posts he said you adjust h for each time frame so that you 
only see a very low number of transient zones (around 3%) {quote} 
You can also put the indicator Recurrent statistics on a chart and adjust the input for the 
# of bars and check their probability, look for the lowest probability for the time frame of 
your choice. Keep in mind that this indicator only is capable of identifying proposition#1 
NOT proposition#2. 
 

It would be fantastic if it could do both, hint hint  

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:33am | Post# 6021

 
BTW, thanks to kprsa, your indicator is simply superb. Combined with Vlady's summary I 
can see some faint light, not clear, but its a light alright. 

 

pedma Aug 18, 2014 10:35am | Post# 6022

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mario, Price: 1.3400 x x x x x P x x x x x Price: 1.3390 x x p x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3380 x x p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3370 x p p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3360 x p x 
p x P x x p p p Price: 1.3350 p p x p p P p p x x p P is current price bar being evaluated. 
h = 5 So 5 bars back and 5 bars front is evaluated. P at 1.3400 is transient because price 
didn't touch it +/-5 days That is the level you want to take note of. Once you go beyond 
the hth bar.... price can do anything now. Currently price p is between 1.3360 and 
1.3350 If it shot... 

Thanks Vlady. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 10:35am | Post# 6023

 
Quoting shiva 

{quote} Yes, my kindness knows no limits But I warn you I am going to stop if for a 



few days beginning 31st Dec midnight NY time. I have my reasons. 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 10:36am | Post# 6024

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If you read Eurusdd's posts he said you adjust h for each time frame so that you 
only see a very low number of transient zones (around 3%) {quote} 
This is important. For example, if your k is constant, i.e. k=5, and there is a pin-bar with tail 
= 10 pips, you are supposed to declare only 5 pips of whatever part is left as transient in 
your trading process. Don't extend the transient portion to the whole tail. so even though 
the light-blue part was not really recurrent, your sell still worked!!! 

 
. 

 

Atihun Aug 18, 2014 10:37am | Post# 6025

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} You can also put the indicator Recurrent statistics on a chart and adjust the 
input for the # of bars and check their probability, look for the lowest probability for the 
time frame of your choice. Keep in mind that this indicator only is capable of identifying 

proposition#1 NOT proposition#2. It would be fantastic if it could do both, hint hint  
are you talking about the mid bar box? 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 10:38am | Post# 6026

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} are you talking about the mid bar box? 
Yes 

 



shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:38am | Post# 6027

 
Long = shooting 1.3390 

 

Atihun Aug 18, 2014 10:44am | Post# 6028

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Yes 
i have coded an indicator to identify these boxes but im not sure if i did it right..check 
post 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...94#post7680694  

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 10:45am | Post# 6029

 
Quoting hepsibah 
So there is now a whopping mid bar T zone between 13369 and 13379 unless price fills 
it. So presumably that is why Eurusdd said to watch for a speedy bounce upwards? 
 
Difficulty is knowing how far into that bar price will return as part of the recurrent area 
(as the bar might be transient) . I have a target at 1.3372 but not sure it will be reached. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 10:48am | Post# 6030

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Difficulty is knowing how far into that bar price will return as part of the 
recurrent area (as the bar might be transient) . I have a target at 1.3372 but not sure it 
will be reached. 
remember the value of h. don't panic. There are h bars and your expectation is that if 
your h is cool, at least one of the bars should ..... trade like a PRO! 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 10:48am | Post# 6031

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This is important. For example, if your h is constant, i.e. h=5, and there is a 
pin-bar with tail = 10 pips, you are supposed to declare only 5 pips of whatever part is 
left as transient in your trading process. Don't extend the transient portion to the whole 
tail. so even though the light-blue part was not really recurrent, your sell still worked!!! 
{image} . 
 
hmmm....have I got something wrong. I though h was the width of the box not height? 

 

shiva Aug 18, 2014 10:49am | Post# 6032

 
1 Attachment(s) 

This is the hottest thread now  



 

 

Sciurus Aug 18, 2014 10:58am | Post# 6033

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If you read Eurusdd's posts he said you adjust h for each time frame so that you 
only see a very low number of transient zones (around 3%) {quote} 
Yes, but the question is: How to quantify the 3%? 
1. sum up all the pips of the "confirmed transient zones", divide by sum of pips in 
"confirmed transient zones", and multiply by 100. 
2. same as in 1, but instead of using pips, use a count of the bars in each category. 
3. Use 1 or 2, but filter each category based upon... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 10:59am | Post# 6034 

 
1 Attachment(s) 

This is the meeting ground for serious 



traders!!!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 11:00am | Post# 6035

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Yes, but the question is: How to quantify the 3%? 1. sum up all the pips of the 
"confirmed transient zones", divide by sum of pips in "confirmed transient zones", and 
multiply by 100. 2. same as in 1, but instead of using pips, use a count of the bars in 
each category. 3. Use 1 or 2, but filter each category based upon... 
I am preparing a full documentation for this setup and I will post it here. If you have 
problems, I am sure it will be answered! So be patient 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 11:02am | Post# 6036

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Yes, but the question is: How to quantify the 3%? 1. sum up all the pips of the 
"confirmed transient zones", divide by sum of pips in "confirmed transient zones", and 
multiply by 100. 2. same as in 1, but instead of using pips, use a count of the bars in 
each category. 3. Use 1 or 2, but filter each category based upon... 
 
Well I started by trying various wide ranging settings for h each time and counting the 
number of transient areas across 1000 bars. I tweaked the settings until I got around 30 
transient bars (3%). Not sure if it is 100% how Eurusdd would do it but.... 



 

Sciurus Aug 18, 2014 11:02am | Post# 6037

 
I like this idea of recurrence, if only for the idea that it aligns with a lot of ideas from 
other threads, like in the James16 thread they talk about setups with a lot of "space" to 
the left. Remind you of something? Or how about in Market Profile, where they teach that 
you want to trade the extremes. Remind you of something? Or how about VSA where 
they teach you to trade wide range bar gaps. Remind you of something??? 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 18, 2014 11:03am | Post# 6038

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am preparing a full documentation for this setup and I will post it here. If you 
have problems, I am sure it will be answered! So be patient 
I am sure your upcoming documents will help all of us ... 

 

Netflix Aug 18, 2014 11:04am | Post# 6039

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mario, Price: 1.3400 x x x x x P x x x x x Price: 1.3390 x x p x x P x x x x x 
Price: 1.3380 x x p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3370 x p p x x P x x x p x Price: 1.3360 x p x 
p x P x x p p p Price: 1.3350 p p x p p P p p x x p P is current price bar being evaluated. 
h = 5 So 5 bars back and 5 bars front is evaluated. P at 1.3400 is transient because price 
didn't touch it +/-5 days That is the level you want to take note of. Once you go beyond 
the hth bar.... price can do anything now. Currently price p is between 1.3360 and 
1.3350 If it shot... 
Hi Vlady, could you post your chart in order to understand how you mark the "P" on each 

time frame? Thanks to Eurusdd for your wonderful lesson. I'm trying to catch up 

everything you have taught in this forum as well. I respect you guys.   

 

Sciurus Aug 18, 2014 11:06am | Post# 6040

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I am preparing a full documentation for this setup and I will post it here. If you 
have problems, I am sure it will be answered! So be patient 
 
Hey, no worries! I was just thinking out loud, as I prone to do in real life (just rarely on 
forums, ha ha!). I am enjoying thinking this through. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 11:16am | Post# 6041

 
Quoting Netflix 
{quote} Hi Vlady, could you post your chart in order to understand how you mark the "P" 

on each time frame? Thanks to Eurusdd for your wonderful lesson. I'm trying to catch 

up everything you have taught in this forum as well. I respect you guys.   
I made the chart up! 
The idea is to understand what it represents. Good luck! 
 
Edit: P represents that price touched the price value in question. X represents that it did 
not hit the price on that level. On your chart, x will just be a blank space. 



 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 11:18am | Post# 6042

 
Quoting Sciurus 
I like this idea of recurrence, if only for the idea that it aligns with a lot of ideas from 
other threads, like in the James16 thread they talk about setups with a lot of "space" to 
the left. Remind you of something? Or how about in Market Profile, where they teach that 
you want to trade the extremes. Remind you of something? Or how about VSA where 
they teach you to trade wide range bar gaps. Remind you of something??? 
Recurrance is what price does all the time. It's the effect of a well balanced market that 
is volatile. 
Otherwise, you will get transient prices. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 11:25am | Post# 6043

 
With the Recurrent statistic indicator the best I could come up with is: 
 
# of bars = 25437 
# of problem bars = 220 
Frequency of problem bars = 6.2547 

Probability of resolving = **** 86.1725%****  
 
This is just for probability #1 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 11:32am | Post# 6044

 
Quoting Baillie 
With the Recurrent statistic indicator the best I could come up with is: # of bars = 25437 
# of problem bars = 220 Frequency of problem bars = 6.2547 Probability of resolving = 

**** 86.1725%****  This is just for probability #1 
Using the above settings to identify the correct bar if you target 75% of the move your 
% will increase to above 95% or even more. 
 

This is just one of many strategies that can be used.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 11:35am | Post# 6045

 
eurusd is trying to solve the 1.3347 problem/ 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 11:40am | Post# 6046

 
Quoting Baillie 
With the Recurrent statistic indicator the best I could come up with is: # of bars = 25437 
# of problem bars = 220 Frequency of problem bars = 6.2547 Probability of resolving = 

**** 86.1725%****  This is just for probability #1 
Hi, you are surely aware of this, but others please note that this percentage includes 
both statistics for the potential transient (for example candle closes above the max of 
previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of previous h bars, 
even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). 
 



The resolving means that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared within the next 
h bars (k=0). This is in principle not necessary for trading, one can use Eurusdd´s recipe 
and win pips even if the transient zone is not cleared completely in the future (i.e. if 
k>0). 
 
I'll make a second version where the stats for transient and fractal cases are 
distinguished, so that it is easier to use for trading.  
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

josh11 Aug 18, 2014 11:43am | Post# 6047

 
1.3365 first maybe  

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 11:43am | Post# 6048

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you are surely aware of this, but others please note that this percentage 
includes both statistics for the potential transient (for example candle closes above the 
max of previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of previous h 
bars, even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). The resolving means 
that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared within the next h bars (k=0). This is 
in principle not necessary for trading, one can use Eurusdd´s recipe and win pips even if 
the transient zone... 
Awesome 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 11:46am | Post# 6049

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3365 first maybe  

Just a very rough calculation, but not for at least 15-16 2M bars  
 
Edit: or I could be dead wrong. Just trying to apply the theory real-time. 
And if it did head in that direction, not greater than or equal to 3371.3 
LOL 

 

josh11 Aug 18, 2014 11:50am | Post# 6050

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Just a very rough calculation, but not for at least 15-16 2M bars Edit: or I 
could be dead wrong. Just trying to apply the theory real-time. 

Don't know about the timing but I am on the 15min TF so lets see  

 

Velites Aug 18, 2014 11:54am | Post# 6051

 
I guess anyone can answer this and not just Eurusdd but please correct me if I'm too far 
off. 
 



To wrap my head around this way of trading; We find some extreme values and 
determine a proper h value to get the omega points. From here we define the transient 
zones which Eurusdd usually mark as blue as the Omega point (Y-axis max value) +5 
pips to get the volume, the rectangle. And to create the Recurrent lightblue zone we add 
the K value, which we have to calculate in our own way just like h? 
 
And to use all this we need price to enter the recurrent area on another bar once it has 
left the transient zone in the omega point? 
Thanks in advance if this gets answered. Just trying to get this sorted and I figured a 
post might save a couple of hours of reading 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 11:56am | Post# 6052

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Recurrance is what price does all the time. It's the effect of a well balanced 
market that is volatile. Otherwise, you will get transient prices. 
 
Also if you get any kind of momentum bar or big bar down you can always expect a 
retrace at some point. (if the bar has not had any previous recurrence) 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 11:58am | Post# 6053

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you are surely aware of this, but others please note that this percentage 
includes both statistics for the potential transient (for example candle closes above the 
max of previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of previous h 
bars, even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). The resolving means 
that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared within the next h bars (k=0). This is 
in principle not necessary for trading, one can use Eurusdd´s recipe and win pips even if 
the transient zone... 
I just noticed as more bars come in the probability of resolving % has increased, very 
interesting. 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 6054

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I just noticed as more bars come in the probability of resolving % has increased, 
very interesting. 
Hi, I am not at my hobby computer now, please note that if the change of probabilities 
with new bars is significant, it may be a bug (try reloading the indicator and check if 
there is a difference - reloading the indy should always give you correct values! bug may 
arise from some variable not being reinitialized every tick...). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 12:14pm | Post# 6055

 
Quoting Velites 
I guess anyone can answer this and not just Eurusdd but please correct me if I'm too far 
off. So we find some extreme values and determine a proper h value to get the omega 
points. From here we define the transient zones which Eurusdd usually mark as blue as 
the Omega point (Y-axis max value) +5 pips to get the volume, the rectangle. And to 
create the Recurrent lightblue zone we add the K value, which we have to calculate in our 
own way just like h? And to use all this we need price to enter the recurrent area on 



another bar once it has left the... 
You pick an h value first. 
Best to use ForexFox's indicator. 
 
The result will then highlight a bunch of regions marked yellow/red. These are potential 
transient zones (3% probability of happening again). 
Anything not in this area is a recurrent zone (97% probability price will hit this level 
again). However, the indicator only shows Tops and Bottoms. 
 
There are transient ranges which are in larger timeframe bars. This implies (strongly) 
that lower timeframes have different settings to higher timeframes. 
If you take note of all the transient bar zones, use them as S/R blocks.  
 
The way price behaves around a transient zone provides the trade opportunity. If it goes 
through, then enter on the other side recurrent zone but use a recurrent price zone not a 
transient price. If it goes through the transient zone but in the same bar returns to the 
same recurrent zone (ie. bounce), then you can trade in the direction of the bounce, 
again using a recurrent price not a transient price. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 6056

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Just a very rough calculation, but not for at least 15-16 2M bars Edit: or I 
could be dead wrong. Just trying to apply the theory real-time. And if it did head in that 
direction, not greater than or equal to 3371.3 LOL 
Looks like it was greater than 15. Currently 21 bar count from my anchor. My anchor 
could be wrong. 
But it didn't go near 3360 for at least 16 bars of 2 minutes. 

 

jurn_e Aug 18, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 6057

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You pick an h value first. Best to use ForexFox's indicator. The result will then 
highlight a bunch of regions marked yellow/red. These are potential transient zones (3% 
probability of happening again). Anything not in this area is a recurrent zone (97% 
probability price will hit this level again). However, the indicator only shows Tops and 
Bottoms. There are transient ranges which are in larger timeframe bars. This implies 
(strongly) that lower timeframes have different settings to higher timeframes. If you take 
note of all the transient... 
Finally i can understand a bit after reading your post. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 6058

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, I am not at my hobby computer now, please note that if the change of 
probabilities with new bars is significant, it may be a bug (try reloading the indicator and 
check if there is a difference - reloading the indy should always give you correct values! 
bug may arise from some variable not being reinitialized every tick...). 
 
Probability of resolving was: 86.1742% 
 
With increase of multiple bars, it increased to: 86.1896% I don't know if that is a bug, I 
switched TF's and % changed. I then went back to original TF and % stayed the same 



86.1896% 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 6059

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Probability of resolving was: 86.1742% With increase of multiple bars, it 
increased to: 86.1896% I don't know if that is a bug, I switched TF's and % changed. I 
then went back to original TF and % stayed the same 86.1896% 
Ok, most likely not a bug then. 

 

tashkent Aug 18, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 6060

 
my recurrent zone is 1.3352-57; I am not sure if I got this right. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 6061

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Ok, most likely not a bug then. 
That's what I was thinking, thanks. 

 

samaralala Aug 18, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 6062

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd is trying to solve the 1.3347 problem/ 
 
Can you please check and tell me if this diagram means anything to you. Is there an issue 
1.33920 and 1.33598. 

 

 

stt Aug 18, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 6063

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I have not gone yet, so i haven't returned. And that is not what I meant. 6 Hs is 



a rare event with probability 0.5^6= 0.015625. So, if the probability you will meet a mad 
person on your way to school is 0.015625 and you just met one, then it is safe to say 
that the next person you meet will not be mad. That is a safer bet because if the next 
person is mad then you just witnessed and event with probability 0.5^12 = 0.00024441 
of occurring. How many people do you have to meet on your way to school on average 
for this event to occur? 1/0.00024441... 
i just want to comment that for a true fair coin, prob of H after 6H in a row is still 1/2 
and not any lower. Since the toss are independant, first 6 H dont affect prob of next toss. 
you can also see it like this - after 6 H, there are two possibilities, next is tail or head. 
prob of 6H in a row is (1/2)^6 
prob of 6H in a row and then next one T is (1/2)^6 * 1/2 = (1/2)^7 
prob of 6H in a row and then next one H is (1/2)^6 * 1/2 = (1/2)^7 
 
so you see that prob of 7th toss coming up T is same as prob of 7th toss coming up H. 
 
So even though in absolute terms, on the outset the prob of 6H then another H is very 
low (1/2)^7, once the first 6H have happened, the prob of getting another H (to make it 
7 H in a row) is exactly 1/2. 
 
Now not saying you can't think like this in forex as the events in forex may not be totally 
independant so chances of another rare event may reduce after one rare event (depends 
on what event are we talking about really). But for a coin toss, you dont get any 
advantage by betting on T after 6H in a row. 
 
check this for bigger discussion on this http://www.drdobbs.com/architecture-
...odds/229300217  

 

hepsibah Aug 18, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 6064

 
I have a new level formed at 1.33522. So my current levels above and below are: 
 
1.34110 
1.33986 
 
1.33522 
1.33475 
1.33415 
 
Can't wait for Eurusdd's hints on timing to see which way first!  
 
If we're going for closest, we should see 1.33415 before it turns back up. But on my 
chart I have a transient zone at 1.33787 that was breached and so I believe that would 
have been a candidate for a scalp. Rather a big and scary scalp though down to 1.33522 
and possibly down to 1.33415 so I probably need to deduce my 'h' is a little off! 

 

matkooo2575 Aug 18, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 6065

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Someone once asked me if i trade binary options and I said yes. In fact, i find it 
easier than spot.... Just placed two trade for today rate of success is >95% So if anyone 
is doing binary for eurusd, i can help you here, when I return. !!! 
hi I am interesting in this binary options. The place where you are doing BO-forex 

business, I am betting matches, so I know this place So I am interesting and when 

you will come, you can contact me.  



 

Velites Aug 18, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 6066

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The way price behaves around a transient zone provides the trade opportunity. 
If it goes through the transient zone and enters the recurrent zone on the other side. If it 
goes through the transient zone but in the same bar returns to the transient zone (ie. 
bounce), then you can trade in the direction of the bounce, again using a recurrent price 
not a transient price. 
I changed your text a little bit for my own and maybe others clarity. When you say trade 
in the direction of the bounce; if i throw a ball at the floor, the direction after it has hit 
the floor is towards the ceiling. Although I get the feeling you mean the direction of the 
"pricepillar", so if price touches a top but sinks in the same bar, the direction of the 
bounce is up.  
 
Thanks for the response though. It was very informative. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 6067

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Velites 
{quote} I changed your text a little bit for my own and maybe others clarity. When you say 
trade in the direction of the bounce; if i throw a ball at the floor, the direction after it has hit 
the floor is towards the ceiling. Although I get the feeling you mean the direction of the 
"pricepillar", so if price touches a top but sinks in the same bar, the direction of the bounce 
is up. Thanks for the response though. It was very informative. 
These are the 2 basic outcomes. There are more... but basically, you don't put a pending 
order in the transient unless you have a technique or an edge that guarantees that price will 
go through the transient region (and hence never return there 97% of the timeframe). 
 
Edit: 
I know some of you will nitpick at the other possibilities. But try and get the message that if 
you knew IN ADVANCE that a region wasn't going to be returned to... if price goes through 
it, near it, around it, under it or over it.... trade AWAY from the zone. Trade away from the 
same side your in, or from the other side if price goes through the Transient zone.  
 
Also.... try and see this develop as price action happens. This will allow you not to rely on an 
indicator. The minute you see a top or bottom, count back h number of bars until you see 
price cross through your top/bottom price. Find the points where price was visited only at 
that one bar. Draw a line like a S/R line.... draw more if you think it's a range. But then see 
what happens when price comes near it. If from below.... short. If from above long. Put SL 
inside the transient zone. See how many times you're right/wrong. 



 

 

stt Aug 18, 2014 1:41pm | Post# 6068

 
I think this is one way to define a mean reversion strategy. What EURUSDD is saying is 
that once price start trading in zone that has not reached in last h bars, it will likely 
revert. So basically we are trying to calibrate how long you should let it go out of the 
zone and how much you should expect it to revert. This also jives well with EURUSDD 
saying that he likes to trade balanced market where supply / demand is some what 
balanced.  
 
So this means this strategy should not be traded before or just after major new events. it 
is better to trade in periods where there is little outside news and only thing that is 
moving the price is seller / buyers which are balanced so price will likely not keep 
running in one direction. 

 

handy148 Aug 18, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 6069

 
Re coin toss I seem to remember reading somewhere recently that a Las Vegas Casino 
reported that red came up 41 times in a row. 

 

jurn_e Aug 18, 2014 1:47pm | Post# 6070

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} These are the 2 basic outcomes. There are more... but basically, you don't put a 
pending order in the transient unless you have a technique or an edge that guarantees 
that price will go through the transient region (and hence never return there 97% of the 
timeframe). Edit: I know some of you will nitpick at the other possibilities. But try and 
get the message that if you knew IN ADVANCE that a region wasn't going to be returned 
to... if price goes through it, near it, around it, under it or over it.... trade AWAY from the 
zone. Trade away... 
Nice explanation and the only problem is finding h value for each timeframe. 

 

Velites Aug 18, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 6071

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} These are the 2 basic outcomes. There are more... but basically, you don't put a 
pending order in the transient unless you have a technique or an edge that guarantees 



that price will go through the transient region (and hence never return there 97% of the 
timeframe). Edit: I know some of you will nitpick at the other possibilities. But try and 
get the message that if you knew IN ADVANCE that a region wasn't going to be returned 
to... if price goes through it, near it, around it, under it or over it.... trade AWAY from the 
zone. Trade away... 
People can compare your picture with Eurusd's which he posted earlier. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408372565 
Also, solid advice. An extension to normal trading. 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 6072

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Nice explanation and the only problem is finding h value for each timeframe. 
Hi, please check post #5916 for the first version of the indicator which should help with 
this. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 6073

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} i just want to comment that for a true fair coin, prob of H after 6H in a row is 
still 1/2 and not any lower. Since the toss are independant, first 6 H dont affect prob of 
next toss. you can also see it like this - after 6 H, there are two possibilities, next is tail 
or head. prob of 6H in a row is (1/2)^6 prob of 6H in a row and then next one T is 
(1/2)^6 * 1/2 = (1/2)^7 prob of 6H in a row and then next one H is (1/2)^6 * 1/2 = 
(1/2)^7 so you see that prob of 7th toss coming up T is same as prob of 7th toss coming 
up H. So even though... 
 
Seriously, I really don't think anyone here thinks that after 6 tosses, you have a better 
advantage of tail coming up! what we are saying is : if you tossed the coin and got 6 
heads and I asked you to bet on what the next 6 outcomes will be? It is safer to expect 
at least one tail in the next 6 outcomes because that probability is 1-(.5)^6 which is 
about 98%. Therefore we can bet on not experiencing the rare event HHHHHH again 
immediately after one. 

 

swamper Aug 18, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 6074

 
Quoting handy148 
Re coin toss I seem to remember reading somewhere recently that a Las Vegas Casino 
reported that red came up 41 times in a row. 
I'd have to bet on black. 

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 6075

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} On average the height of a transient zone is less than 10% of the window size or 
the price-active region. That is left to you to figure out!!! I will not go into optimal 
values!!! 97% of the time, the current price going forward wants to be h-recurrent for 
some h!!! So, there lies you key to $$$. 
 
Still trying to figure this part out. 
 
What is the price-active region? 



 
I still have a target of of 1.3372 for the underside of a currently transcient zone which 
will probably close in the next 30 minutes (CORRECTION another hour) based on my h 
bar setting for 15m tf. I feel that the current zone is too high and price needs to cut back 
into it a bit more. 
 
I guess we will find out in the next 30 minutes or so... CORRECTION I have about 
another HOUR 

 

tashkent Aug 18, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 6076

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, I really don't think anyone here thinks that after 6 tosses, you have a 
better advantage of tail coming up! what we are saying is : if you tossed the coin and got 
6 heads and I asked you to bet on what the next 6 outcomes will be? It is safer to expect 
at least one tail in the next 6 outcomes because that probability is 1-(.5)^6 which is 
about 98%. Therefore we can bet on not experiencing the rare event HHHHHH again 
immediately after one. 
98% is correct if we consider the tosses one set. In a set of 7 tosses what is the outcome 
of all 7 tosses are H? The probability is definitely pretty small. This applies to any other 
sequences, for example what is the probability of TT in a sequence of HHTTHH? Pretty 
small. Even in perfect sequence like HTHTHT the probability that the next outcome is H is 
quite small if you consider it a SET. 
However, if we consider each outcome as independent, then even after 47 H the 
probability of another H is 50%, nothing more, nothing less. 
This is just my high school math knowledge. I might be wrong. 

anyway, this is was little off topic  

 

Ullen Aug 18, 2014 3:12pm | Post# 6077

 
First i would like to say than im am a huge fan of what you are doing on this thread 
EURUSDD. It is amazing that people like you are sharing their knowlegde and know how. 
Im a huge fan! 
 
Secondly i would like to ask if anyone in this thread has managed to get the proper 
indicators for Mac? I'm having trouble getting the right indicators. 
 
Thank you! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 3:50pm | Post# 6078

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} 98% is correct if we consider the tosses one set. In a set of 7 tosses what is the 
outcome of all 7 tosses are H? The probability is definitely pretty small. This applies to 
any other sequences, for example what is the probability of TT in a sequence of HHTTHH? 
Pretty small. Even in perfect sequence like HTHTHT the probability that the next outcome 
is H is quite small if you consider it a SET. However, if we consider each outcome as 
independent, then even after 47 H the probability of another H is 50%, nothing more, 
nothing less. This is... 
 
Hey: did you get the message? No one is interested in a single toss. We are interested in 
rare evenets and so how can a single toss be rare? I am talking about getting 6 Hs again 
after we got one the last time. lol. 



 
I am talking about getting HHHHHH again after the last 6 tosses ended up as HHHHHH. 
HHHHHH is a rare event here and we can safely bet that the next 6 tosses will have at 
least one T. That is a safer bet!!! 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 3:54pm | Post# 6079

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} i just want to comment that for a true fair coin, prob of H after 6H in a row is 
still 1/2 and not any lower. Since the toss are independant, first 6 H dont affect prob of 
next toss. you can also see it like this - after 6 H, there are two possibilities, next is tail 
or head. prob of 6H in a row is (1/2)^6 prob of 6H in a row and then next one T is 
(1/2)^6 * 1/2 = (1/2)^7 prob of 6H in a row and then next one H is (1/2)^6 * 1/2 = 
(1/2)^7 so you see that prob of 7th toss coming up T is same as prob of 7th toss coming 
up H. So even though... 
Yes but the coin tossing has no memory and price has. There is no relationship between 

2 consecutive tosses of the coin. Maybe that is the case? And also, we dont look at a 
coin toss that is random in time, but rather in a chain of 6 consecutive events. So 
probability of the same tial gets lower with every turn. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 3:56pm | Post# 6080

 
Quoting swamper 
{quote} I'd have to bet on black. 
This is not the message in my post. I am not concerned about a single toss. 
My point is this. 41 red is a rare event. Now which is a better bet? 
1: The next 41 colours will be red 
 
2: at least one of the next 41 colours will be black. 
 
That is what I meant. We should not expect the rare event "41 reds" to occur again just 
after it occurred. 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 4:04pm | Post# 6081

 
Quoting stt 
I think this is one way to define a mean reversion strategy. What EURUSDD is saying is 
that once price start trading in zone that has not reached in last h bars, it will likely 
revert. So basically we are trying to calibrate how long you should let it go out of the 
zone and how much you should expect it to revert. This also jives well with EURUSDD 
saying that he likes to trade balanced market where supply / demand is some what 
balanced. So this means this strategy should not be traded before or just after major 
new events. it is better to trade... 
I guess it wont be the best idea to trade it on ecb rates if you haven't refined the concept 

But on the other hand those major blows could provide opportunities for great profits.. 

 

feline207 Aug 18, 2014 4:10pm | Post# 6082

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} These are the 2 basic outcomes. There are more... but basically, you don't put a 
pending order in the transient unless you have a technique or an edge that guarantees 



that price will go through the transient region (and hence never return there 97% of the 
timeframe). Edit: I know some of you will nitpick at the other possibilities. But try and 
get the message that if you knew IN ADVANCE that a region wasn't going to be returned 
to... if price goes through it, near it, around it, under it or over it.... trade AWAY from the 
zone. Trade away... 
Now I have a problem with 2nd idea. Okay I totally understand the first scenario, when 
price breaks out of suspected transient zone, it is 90-something % sure it will NOT be 
transient and we enter counter-trade with expectation that it will at least cover the 
recurrent area above it (if the zone happens to be transient at all) ! But what I dont 
understand is the following : on the second scenario, how is probability on our side? If 
we have say 3% transient and 97% recurrent, then 2nd opportunity doesnt make logical 
sense to me. We have very strong probability that price will return and even break the 
transient zone, because 97% it is not transient. Then why enter inthe other direction ? I 
dont see a good way here to protect the capital except if we can have a very precise 
place to put a small stoploss and also a well defined target, perhaps some other 
contracition towards our trade direction? Anyways, I am not good with stoplosses so that 
could be a real disaster for me... Maybe I am missing something important... vlady 

pelase help me  

 

josh11 Aug 18, 2014 4:21pm | Post# 6083

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3365 first maybe  
Hope some of you took my call lol hit 1.3365 to the pip! just made a mint Thank you 

Eurusdd  
 

Vlady1974 u was right about the time  

 

tashkent Aug 18, 2014 4:32pm | Post# 6084

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hey: did you get the message? No one is interested in a single toss. We are 
interested in rare evenets and so how can a single toss be rare? I am talking about 
getting 6 Hs again after we got one the last time. lol. I am talking about getting HHHHHH 
again after the last 6 tosses ended up as HHHHHH. HHHHHH is a rare event here and we 
can safely bet that the next 6 tosses will have at least one T. That is a safer bet!!! 
exactly. that was my point too. just was checking if I understood your statement correct. 
i am seeing the bigger picture where this going with all methods you have been showing 
people. if i have to squeeze my conclusions to one sentence then it would be: every trade 
has just over 50% of probability being a loser, the main task of a trader is to diminish 
this rate as much as possible and ANYTHING that gives you this edge is GOOD so just 
keep tweaking (mastering this edge) it. 

 

limprobable Aug 18, 2014 4:42pm | Post# 6085

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} These are the 2 basic outcomes. There are more... but basically, you don't put a 
pending order in the transient unless you have a technique or an edge that guarantees 
that price will go through the transient region (and hence never return there 97% of the 
.... {image} 
have you read this thread ? 
 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=416131  

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 5:13pm | Post# 6086

 
Quoting limprobable 
{quote} have you read this thread ? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=416131  
What people are calling price action is not really price action. Price action is tick data. 
Candlesticks and bars are just technical indicators too. So, so-called price action fellows 
are still trading with indicators. People should stop fooling themselves! 
 
The 1min chart is like a 60SMA on the tick data because you are putting all the 
information contained in 60 seconds ticks into one bar. The High, Low, Close , Open on 
the bars are generally lagging too because they depend on the tick data. For example, 
the Close of a bar is not determined until the 60 ticks are done. 
So just like MAs, you have another lagging indicator. 
 
All these so called no-indicators price-action folks make me laugh. 

 

burnssss Aug 18, 2014 5:19pm | Post# 6087

 
@Eurusdd, 
what happens when bears and bulls are almost the same?  
In these circumstances, the supply and demand are nearly equal and therefore the 
spread is almost 0.  
But what happens in these circumstances? 

 

stt Aug 18, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 6088

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, I really don't think anyone here thinks that after 6 tosses, you have a 
better advantage of tail coming up! what we are saying is : if you tossed the coin and got 
6 heads and I asked you to bet on what the next 6 outcomes will be? It is safer to expect 
at least one tail in the next 6 outcomes because that probability is 1-(.5)^6 which is 
about 98%. Therefore we can bet on not experiencing the rare event HHHHHH again 
immediately after one. 
Thanks for clarfying (for my benefit as i am sure you were thinking it correctly but i 
misinterpreted). totally agree that probability of at least one T in 6 tosses is ~98% as 
you calculated.  
 
However it doesnt matter if last six tosses were all H or not. The probably of at least one 
T in next 6 tosses is always the same (~98%). 
 
I think what you are saying is that always bet on event (at least one T in next 6 toss) 
which has 98% probability. if the opposite event (all 6H - 2% prob event) happens one 
time doesn't mean stop betting on 98% prob event. 
However the probability of event (at least one T in 6 toss) is not increased or decreased 
by the fact that opposite event happened just prior. 

 

tashkent Aug 18, 2014 5:24pm | Post# 6089

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} What people are calling price action is not really price action. Price 
action is tick data. Candlesticks and bars are just technical indicators too. 
So, so-called price action fellows are still trading with indicators. People 
should stop fooling themselves! 

 
€$D, while you are around, a quick question: 
can someone successfully trade just looking at the naked chart without using all these 
indicators (please do not count the candlesticks even though they are a form of indicator 
too) and mathematical formulas? (because I am seeing that everything is boiling down to 
very simple concepts, use of which still offering about or over 60% win rate) 

 

limprobable Aug 18, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 6090

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What people are calling price action is not really price action. Price action is.... 
thanks for you answer. What i want to say is the analogy between vladys Graph And the 
Graph of dadas. Both are showing a potential zone of reversal... Buy if the price above 
the zone or sell if the price rebond on this zone... (No matter how hé call this price 
action) 
 
How do you mix the two ideas of similarity And the new concepts of transient/recurrent 

in your trading  
 
(I must admit That the new concept is not very clear for me (i am better to read price 
than english)) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 18, 2014 5:43pm | Post# 6091

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Now I have a problem with 2nd idea. Okay I totally understand the first 
scenario, when price breaks out of suspected transient zone, it is 90-something % sure it 
will NOT be transient and we enter counter-trade with expectation that it will at least 
cover the recurrent area above it (if the zone happens to be transient at all) ! But what I 
dont understand is the following : on the second scenario, how is probability on our side? 
If we have say 3% transient and 97% recurrent, then 2nd opportunity doesnt make 
logical sense to me. We have very... 
Perhaps I trade differently but I don't take an indicator that draws boxes or lines so that 
as soon as price goes out of it I place a trade to long or short. 
If there's one thing I've learned over the years it's to wait for a test/retest to confirm the 
trend. 
 
Scenario 1 makes sense to you all because you all understand the conditions for Scenario 
1.... mainly that it's at the Top. Therefore your trade is to Short. 
I never make this assumption. I don't care if it's on recent highs or all time highs... no-
one knows what will happen next. You just trade on probabilities. 
Notice that in my drawing the red bar has gone up through the transient region then 
come back down. So the direction in 1 bar was UP and DOWN and then I draw arrows to 
show a retest. I don't know how long (how many bars) it will take for price to retest the 
transient region... but if it fails by 1 or 2 pips, it's a VERY GOOD sign to enter short.  
 
Scenario 2.... so you see this top and price goes back under. So you think it's going 
short. But as you are WAITING FOR THE RETEST, it retests and succeeds in pushing 
through. Once it's gone beyond your transcient region... for goodness sake, don't long! 
Wait for a retest, if it bounces outside off the transcient/recurrent border, then go long.  



 
For the more experienced traders, go for your life. But if you are thinking that Eurusdd is 
providing you with programmable boxes to trigger a trade.. you are making an 
assumption about price moving in straight lines. (And we don't have all the tools Eurusdd 
has to predict price movments). 
 
Note: 
All this depends on your own personal style of course and the timeframe. If the next bar 
is 1M or 5M then you don't have much time. But if the next bar is 1H or 1D then hardly 
as much time pressure to observe the retest. If you're a Day Trader like me, then you're 
looking at 1H and 15M.... Scalping is 1M and 5M... so the price action is the same but 
your decision making time is different. 

 

kprsa Aug 18, 2014 6:29pm | Post# 6092

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, 
 
Update to the Recurrence statistic indicator, it contains more useful statistical quantities. I 
separate the stats for transient (for example when the candle closes above the maximum of 
previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of previous h bars, 
even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). 
 
The resolving of the problem bar means that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared 
within the next h bars (And this implies the zone width k=0). This strong condition is in 
principle not necessary for trading, one can use Eurusdd's recipe and win pips even if the 
transient zone is not cleared completely in the future (i.e. if k>0). The indicator gives the 
probability of success for this case, as you can take profit for k=<k>, k=2<k>, k=3<k> 
(here <k> is the mean value of zone width k, you also need to take into account your 
spread). 
 
Also note that my notation is slightly different than Eurusdd's, what he calls price+/-k in the 
Proposition 1, I call price +/- k/2 (i.e. my zone width is k, not 2k). 
 
Let me know if there are bugs and mistakes... 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV2.mq4 
 



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 18, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 6093

 

Quoting kprsa 

Hi all, Update to the Recurrence statistic indicator, it contains more useful statistical 
quantities. I separate the stats for transient (for example when the candle closes above 
the maximum of previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of 
previous h bars, even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). The 
resolving of the problem bar means that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared 
within the next h bars (And this implies the zone width k=0). This strong condition is in 
principle not necessary... 
Hi kprsa, 
Nice .. thank you very much. I will try to add something without changing the logic 
(cause i see your logic is great already) ... 

 

mickwolf Aug 18, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 6094

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area 
yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we 
declare the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, 
if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of 
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!!{image} 
I think (hope) I finally had my eureka moment :-). Looks like most of the people here 
focus on the 3% situation where price is and remains transient. But (I believe) the point 
is to use the remaining 97% situations where we anticipate the price to be recurrent. And 
that applies to when the "zone" emerges, which is based solely on past data. Then we 
wait until the price moves away from the zone and we know that in 97% of cases it will 
return back within "h" number of bars after emerging giving us $$$. 
 
Now the trick is to: 
1. Identify entry point, which, may be even within the bar that created the zone. 
2. Find proper "h" and "k" parameters. 
 
Please, correct me if I am totally off target. 

 



smash1820 Aug 18, 2014 7:47pm | Post# 6095

 
Sorry, because this is a meaningless post and I know it, but the returns that EUR/USD 
have presented us so far are soooo good... it just makes me wonder... 
 
We should start a thread for all scalpers (challenge to all scalpers, I know there is such a 
thread, but it needs to have that competitive spirit of many people competing, not just 
one) to see who THE BEST SCALPER is on all of Forex Factory. 
 
I know it won't be me, but I would bet that EUR/USD would put up one hell of a fight. 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 18, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 6096

 
Quoting Velites 
{quote} People can compare your picture with Eurusd's which he posted earlier. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408372565 Also, solid advice. An 
extension to normal trading. 
Yea, I thought we were looking to sell in all scenarios of the potential transient zone 
being on top. That's how I've been working through it anyway. Initially I didn't even 
think eurusdds picture was correct. I thought that the whole box labeled 
transient+recurrent was considered transient, and only the area above the transient zone 
(in the picture what is labeled the recurrent zone) was the recurrent zone. 
 
My assumption is that if your k is correct, it will allow for part of the left side transient 
zone to be considered recurrent Or is some portion of the left side transient zone always 
considered recurrent? seems more "fun" in the first scenario. Would love some 

confirmation from eurusdd on this  
 
Edit: looking at 1.33588 within the next hour.. 

 

Baillie Aug 18, 2014 8:22pm | Post# 6097

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}intelligent observation burnsss... Furthermore, Once you expect a zone to be h-
transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is developing at the 
top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look 
for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your 
sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER 
way, you will win!! I leave you to figure this out. That is why I can win many times 
without a loss, even... 
If your having a hard time check this post out and the pic in the previous before it. 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 18, 2014 8:56pm | Post# 6098

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Perhaps I trade differently but I don't take an indicator that draws boxes or lines 
so that as soon as price goes out of it I place a trade to long or short. If there's one thing 
I've learned over the years it's to wait for a test/retest to confirm the trend. Scenario 1 
makes sense to you all because you all understand the conditions for Scenario 1.... 
mainly that it's at the Top. Therefore your trade is to Short. I never make this 
assumption. I don't care if it's on recent highs or all time highs... no-one knows what will 
happen next. You... 
Wonderful Vlady. Yes i am agree, important for me is $$$$$, even it is just 1 pip, profit 



is what i need  

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 10:09pm | Post# 6099

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Still trying to figure this part out. What is the price-active region? I still have a 
target of of 1.3372 for the underside of a currently transcient zone which will probably 
close in the next 30 minutes (CORRECTION another hour) based on my h bar setting for 
15m tf. I feel that the current zone is too high and price needs to cut back into it a bit 
more. I guess we will find out in the next 30 minutes or so... CORRECTION I have about 
another HOUR 
 
So this did not work out and the transient zone ended up at around 9.2 pips in height 
(between 1.33794 and 1.33702). The average transient zone is around 2.6. 
 
This is what concerns me is even though we have a good trade opportunity it is hard to 
know how much into the zone you should target. I thought my target was quite 
conservative as it would have still left the box with 7 pips in height. 
 
Increasing the h value would not have made any difference 

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 11:18pm | Post# 6100

 
Quoting smash1820 
Sorry, because this is a meaningless post and I know it, but the returns that EUR/USD 
have presented us so far are soooo good... it just makes me wonder... We should start a 
thread for all scalpers (challenge to all scalpers, I know there is such a thread, but it 
needs to have that competitive spirit of many people competing, not just one) to see who 
THE BEST SCALPER is on all of Forex Factory. I know it won't be me, but I would bet that 
EUR/USD would put up one hell of a fight. 

I will gladly sign up!!!   

 

Eurusdd Aug 18, 2014 11:30pm | Post# 6101

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} So this did not work out and the transient zone ended up at around 9.2 pips in height 
(between 1.33794 and 1.33702). The average transient zone is around 2.6. This is what concerns 
me is even though we have a good trade opportunity it is hard to know how much into the zone 
you should target. I thought my target was quite conservative as it would have still left the box 
with 7 pips in height. Increasing the h value would not have made any difference 
You guys are always focusing on the wrong things.forget about that transient zone above. Since it 
is turning out to be one, the region below has a high probability for recurrent prices. That is where 
you should focus your little buys. 
Now, if you draw horizontal lines below that recent low-probability transient zone, the chance 
price will hit it at least twice is high. that is your window to profit!!! 
 
since that rare event (transient zone) is not likely to occur immediately again, you can continue 
picking up pips down 



there.   

 

Neio Aug 18, 2014 11:57pm | Post# 6102

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}You guys are always focusing on the wrong things.forget about that transient 
zone above. Since it is turning out to be one, the region below has a high probability for 
recurrent prices. That is where you should focus your little buys. Now, if you draw 
horizontal lines below that recent low-probability transient zone, the chance price will hit 
it at least twice is high. that is your window to profit!!! since that rare event (transient 
zone) is not likely to occur immediately again, you can continue picking up pips down 
there.{image} 
 
thanks for clarifying. 
 
Where will price hit twice? Each horizontal line? The underside of the transient zone? 
 
How are the horizontal lines determined? 
 
Sorry for the questions I really want to make sure I have got it right. 

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 12:11am | Post# 6103

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}You guys are always focusing on the wrong things.forget about that transient zone 
above. Since it is turning out to be one, the region below has a high probability for 
recurrent prices. That is where you should focus your little buys. Now, if you draw 
horizontal lines below that recent low-probability transient zone, the chance price will 
hit it at least twice is high. that is your window to profit!!! since that rare event (transient 



zone) is not likely to occur immediately again, you can continue picking up pips down... 

Pls pardon my ignorance, but are those the zones you mean???  

 

 

NorthTrader Aug 19, 2014 12:23am | Post# 6104

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}You guys are always focusing on the wrong things.forget about that transient 
zone above. Since it is turning out to be one, the region below has a high probability for 
recurrent prices. That is where you should focus your little buys. Now, if you draw 
horizontal lines below that recent low-probability transient zone, the chance price will hit 
it at least twice is high. that is your window to profit!!! since that rare event (transient 
zone) is not likely to occur immediately again, you can continue picking up pips down 
there.{image} 
Hi Eurusdd, why are your cyan boxes all different widths? Do you recommend using 
different h values within the same screen? Thanks. 

 

ruben17 Aug 19, 2014 12:34am | Post# 6105

 
why i cant attach R-V1 and R-v2 to my chart....please help me....tq 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 19, 2014 1:43am | Post# 6106

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Hope some of you took my call lol hit 1.3365 to the pip! just made a mint Thank 

you Eurusdd Vlady1974 u was right about the time  
Yes, you got it ... and thanks for the call ... 



 

giovanni4000 Aug 19, 2014 1:48am | Post# 6107

 
Quoting ruben17 
why i cant attach R-V1 and R-v2 to my chart....please help me....tq 
Hi ruben, i am not so sure ... may be incompatible MT4 build cause this ? If you are using 
build 6xx, try to use build 509. If it works, then incompatible mt4 version is the source of 
problem. Edit: I am not at my computer right now, so i can not test it .... sorry.... 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 19, 2014 2:03am | Post# 6108

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Looks like it was greater than 15. Currently 21 bar count from my anchor. My 
anchor could be wrong. But it didn't go near 3360 for at least 16 bars of 2 minutes. 
Hi Vlady, can you give a clue on time prediction? 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 2:20am | Post# 6109

 
Ok. 1.3347 problem solved. Now I can vanish!  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 2:25am | Post# 6110

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. 1.3347 problem solved. Now I can vanish! 

 
 

 

normtold Aug 19, 2014 2:45am | Post# 6111

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. 1.3347 problem solved. Now I can vanish! 
Ta da, see you next time. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 19, 2014 3:18am | Post# 6112

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. 1.3347 problem solved. Now I can vanish! 

Thank you very much Eurusdd ... see you in October ...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 3:51am | Post# 6113

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} Hi Vlady, can you give a clue on time prediction? Thanks 
Probably best not to confuse people with more stuff. Better to concentrate on how to 
trade the zones.Besides, that was just an experiment turned good. May not work next 
time. 

 



limprobable Aug 19, 2014 3:58am | Post# 6114

 
The global idea of transient/recurrent is to sclap 1-10 pips in a sure range market? 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 19, 2014 3:58am | Post# 6115

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Probably best not to confuse people with more stuff. Better to concentrate on 
how to trade the zones.Besides, that was just an experiment turned good. May not work 
next time. 
I see ... you are right. Thanks 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. 1.3347 problem solved. Now I can vanish! 

Thanks Eurusdd ...  

 

Satex Aug 19, 2014 4:21am | Post# 6116

 
Hello everyone, 
 
I have been lurking this topic for some time and it all still boggles my mind. I have 
checked EURUSD trades with my chart and using two indicators from this thread namely 
the Fractal Zones and RecurrenceStatsV1 + V2 and his entries are spot on to the fractal 
arrows. 
 
Now I would like to know if there is a post I missed where the system is explained and is 
the system in 1# still used? (Including those two indicators that don't work on version 
600+) From reading the thread you suddenly see a change where people use 
MACD/SToch and pretty much plaster their charts and then it is suddenly these fractal 
zones and neat charts. 
 
I appreciate the help cause it would supplement my current BB strategy. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 4:28am | Post# 6117

 
Quoting limprobable 
The global idea of transient/recurrent is to sclap 1-10 pips in a sure range market? 
No, that's just a trading strategy. 
 
The Global Idea 
... is not to trade highly improbable events that are likely to fail 97% of the time. 
Highly improbable events are moments when prices reach a transient state which is 3% 
of the time. 
 
The Goal  
... is to identify and differentiate price levels (or ranges) that have a high probability of 
recurrence compared to transient prices. 
We have a method for this. Once you have achieved the goal of identifying the areas of 
probability... 
 
Your Strategy 
... is to employ your own trading style that will trade FROM an improbable state TO a 
probable state.  



In other words to trade away from a Transient Zone to a Recurrent Zone.  
 
Tactics That Can Be Used to Achieve The Strategy 

• Transient Zone (TZ) formed at bottom, Long from the top of the zone in an 
upwards direction away from TZ 

• Long wick formed inside TZ that near bottom. Long from the wick on the other 
side (given your k value). Price will go back through TZ and onto the opposite 
Recurrent Zone (RZ) on the other side. This is Eurusdd's tactic of not waiting and 
acting on the next bar. 

• Breakout/Retest from any TZ and enter on the retest failure (Vlad's preferred 
tactic which is a conservative approach) 

• Straddle Scalp. Place pending longs/shorts on either side of TZ. 
• TZ Stradle, if price is staying within TZ place pendings just inside the TZ borders. 
• ..... etc etc etc which is all up to you. 

 

limprobable Aug 19, 2014 4:32am | Post# 6118

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No, that's just a trading strategy. The Global Idea ... is . 
Ok thanks Vlady. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 4:36am | Post# 6119

 
Quoting Satex 
Hello everyone, I have been lurking this topic for some time and it all still boggles my 
mind. I have checked EURUSD trades with my chart and using two indicators from this 
thread namely the Fractal Zones and RecurrenceStatsV1 + V2 and his entries are spot on 
to the fractal arrows. Now I would like to know if there is a post I missed where the 
system is explained and is the system in 1# still used? (Including those two indicators 
that don't work on version 600+) From reading the thread you suddenly see a change 
where people use MACD/SToch and pretty... 
It's not a system. 
 
Those who don't have English as a first language, I really am sorry. But if you try to 
understand my interpretation of this then hopefully the confusion will disappear. My 
previous post: 
 
 
IDEA - a thought that describes a principle. Not rules. A concept that governs why we are 
doing what we are doing. 
GOAL - to implement the idea, we need to see a result 
STRATEGY - this is HOW we will utilise the idea. This is an action plan but it doesn't 
necessarily have every single step of how to do it.  
TACTIC - this is the specifics of each step of the Strategy. There will be many ways to 
"skin a cat" so to speak 
 
Everyone's personal expression and opinion will be situated around STRATEGY and 
TACTICS. 
The original IDEA and GOAL should be uniform for all of us. 
 
So please, let's distinguish between 
 



a) is the idea to only trade when we have reached 5 pips of the zone and enter after h 
days has elapsed...blah blah blah (this is a tactic) 
 
to 
 
b) is the aim to focus on entering the high probability area once I've identified a possibly 
suspect transient area? 
 
That is the real difference in how you can apply this to your own strategy. You don't even 
need an indicator. 

 

mallolator Aug 19, 2014 4:50am | Post# 6120

 
Quoting ruben17 
why i cant attach R-V1 and R-v2 to my chart....please help me....tq 
Hi guys, 
Ruben17 is right, the R-R-V1 and v2 indicators cann't be used in higher versions of 
Metatrader to build 600, which is the one used by most brokers today. Someone has the 
indicators for these versions? 
By the way, great work Eurusdd which is doing in this thread. Thank you very much for 

sharing and show your system.  

 

Neio Aug 19, 2014 5:08am | Post# 6121

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am sure some of you are wondering how i can trade so many times with large lots and 
no SL. The secret is 'timing'. I will show you one of the seven methods I use in timing the 
market . Maybe Wednesday. 
 
Eurusdd, 
 

Please come back to show us this aspect!  
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vspatrick Aug 19, 2014 5:10am | Post# 6122

 
Good call Vlady, 
 
EURUSDD sharing his findings definitely give us a edge on the market and we should 
focus on, explore and keep learning on.  
 
The way we exploit or manage this knowledge in our trading is something completely 
personal. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 5:15am | Post# 6123

 
On the 5M, I have these Transient levels (calculated manually/visually) 
 



Upper @ 3371.2 
Lower@ 3344.8 
 
In between is Recurrent. 
 
Edit: 
I just spotted a transient price in between the above: 3359.8 
So between 3359.8 and 3348.8 is recurrent. Scalping tactics? 

 

anna3003 Aug 19, 2014 5:33am | Post# 6124

 
Quoting vlady1974 
On the 5M, I have these Transient levels (calculated manually/visually) Upper @ 3371.2 
Lower@ 3344.8 In between is Recurrent. Edit: I just spotted a transient price in between 
the above: 3359.8 So between 3359.8 and 3348.8 is recurrent. Scalping tactics? 
Hello vlady1974, 
 
Maybe with pictures is better to understand for people who do not understand English. 
This gives a good imagination power to understand. 
And to help each other. 
 
I hope this is not a problem 
 
Thank you very much 

Greeting and green pips   

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 5:42am | Post# 6125

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting anna3003 
{quote} Hello vlady1974, Maybe with pictures is better to understand for people who do not 
understand English. This gives a good imagination power to understand. And to help each 

other. I hope this is not a problem Thank you very much Greeting and green pips   
Done. 
Transitory parts circled in red.  
What do you think my h value is? 



 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 5:46am | Post# 6126

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Done. Transitory parts circled in red. What do you think my h value is? {image} 
15 ? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 5:55am | Post# 6127

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} 15 ? 
Cool... I'll go with that. I count 26 from bottom to bottom so we'll go with 13. 
So the recent tops.... why wouldn't I project when price will go away from the Top (let's 
take the second top) and count forward 13 bars and see what happens during that time? 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 6:03am | Post# 6128



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cool... I'll go with that. I count 26 from bottom to bottom so we'll go with 13. 
So the recent tops.... why wouldn't I project when price will go away from the Top (let's 
take the second top) and count forward 13 bars and see what happens during that time? 
Which top u start counting from ? what price is that top at. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:09am | Post# 6129

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I'm doing this real-time so we can apply it in real conditions. 
I don't know what will happen next. 
 
It's just occurred to me last night that we might get too reliant on indicators to tell us where 
the boxes/zones are when we really should begin recognising price action and get back to 
our central idea. 
 
Attached is 15M and 5M of the same area. I am currently short from 3352. 
The 5M shows price clearly going around the Recurrent Area.  
The transient prices are where the swing tops and bottoms are.  
 
If price bounces, I could scalp long. If it goes through the bottom, then I hold my short or 
add on the breakout of the other side (under 3344). 
I could exit now because the possibility of going under 3344 in the 5M timeframe is 3% over 
the last 13-26 bars right? 
 
Or I could go to a higher timeframe and say that the chances of going are higher on the 
15M because the h in 15 minutes is about 32. 
The observation I made last night is that once a suspected transient zone is breached, it 
becomes recurrent... and then you apply the new rules to the most current set of market 
prices. Which is why I'm doing this in real-time now. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:11am | Post# 6130

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Which top u start counting from ? what price is that top at. 



My bad. It's the 3rd Swing Top after the drop. Price at 3356. 

 

josh11 Aug 19, 2014 6:32am | Post# 6131

 
I want say a massive thank you to Eurusdd to help me look at the market differently and 

I think I have found the light  

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 6:34am | Post# 6132

 
Quoting josh11 
I want say a massive thank you to Eurusdd to help me look at the market differently and 

I think I have found the light  

Please PM me your light as i am still in the dark.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:41am | Post# 6133

 
Quoting josh11 
I want say a massive thank you to Eurusdd to help me look at the market differently and 

I think I have found the light  
Josh, mate, you're one impressive player and I thank you again for your contribution to 
my trading as well - especially the MM part! LOL 
You still using DS/Sim? Can't remember your strategy and tools... I know you were a 

scalper!  

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 6:42am | Post# 6134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm doing this real-time so we can apply it in real conditions. I don't know what will happen 
next. It's just occurred to me last night that we might get too reliant on indicators to tell us 
where the boxes/zones are when we really should begin recognising price action and get 
back to our central idea. Attached is 15M and 5M of the same area. I am currently short 
from 3352. The 5M shows price clearly going around the Recurrent Area. The transient 
prices are where the swing tops and bottoms are. If price bounces, I could scalp long. If it 
goes through... 
Vlady, 
 
Thanks for the explanation of your take on the concept/idea brought forward by Eurusdd. 
 
Anyway what i noticed today. 
If a transient zone is low probability for price to hit the zone then 2 transient zones will be 
even lower. 
 
Overlapping transient zones. Any significance? hmmm.. 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:48am | Post# 6135

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Vlady, Thanks for the explanation of your take on the concept/idea brought 
forward by Eurusdd. Anyway what i noticed today. If a transient zone is low probability 
for price to hit the zone then 2 transient zones will be even lower. Overlapping 
transient zones. Any significance? hmmm.. {image} 
I don't necessarily agree with this. Instead, that entire price level is transient (but 
suspect).  
Basically look at the formation...price between 2 lines = breakout. 
 
How do you trade breakouts (nothing to do with DS or transient/recurrent, just a 
standard trading question)? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:51am | Post# 6136

 
Let's put it another way... 
 
The bottom zones: price went there twice!! 2 times in how many bars?  
 
So if price goes anywhere near there again then 1 of 3 things can happen:  
a) the bet is that it will not go through the zone and bounce 
b) the bet is it will go through the zone and pierce and return 
c) the bet is it will go through and continue 
 
Either way... price will not stay at 3343-44 

 

hannele Aug 19, 2014 6:52am | Post# 6137

 
Quoting jurn_e 

{quote} Please PM me your light as i am still in the dark.  

me too, I see it just a bit then go and test and ...bummer. 



Just don't seem to get it, so josh11 you PM could put me out of my misery too, please. 
cheers 
hannele 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 6:53am | Post# 6138

 
Quoting hannele 

{quote} me too, I see it just a bit then go and test and ...bummer. Just don't seem to 
get it, so josh11 you PM could put me out of my misery too, please. cheers hannele 
What went wrong? 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 19, 2014 6:57am | Post# 6139

 
Nice to see your ideas Vlad. We took the same starting point and are in 2 quite different 
areas. It's nice to see your more "traditional" view on PA attached to the ideas that 
eurusdd set up. I will post something when I get home perhaps that should help 
everyone a little bit no matter their 'style' they choose to take with this knowledge. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:00am | Post# 6140

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Nice to see your ideas Vlad. We took the same starting point and are in 2 quite different 
areas. It's nice to see your more "traditional" view on PA attached to the ideas that 
eurusdd set up. I will post something when I get home perhaps that should help 
everyone a little bit no matter their 'style' they choose to take with this knowledge. 
Let me PM you something! :-) 

 

josh11 Aug 19, 2014 7:05am | Post# 6141

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Josh, mate, you're one impressive player and I thank you again for your 
contribution to my trading as well - especially the MM part! LOL You still using DS/Sim? 

Can't remember your strategy and tools... I know you were a scalper!  
Mine is different from when we first started here and a lot more basic! I had this Idea 
along time ago but with this new development from Eurusdd it really made me look at it 
differently!  
 
I am now live testing it and so far so good... once I am fully confident with it I will share 

it with you all  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:08am | Post# 6142

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Mine is different from when we first started here and a lot more basic! I had this 
Idea along time ago but with this new development from Eurusdd it really made me look 
at it differently! I am now live testing it and so far so good... once I am fully confident 

with it I will share it with you all  

Excellent stuff mate! It's awesome to see you succeed and succeed well!  

 



Ralome Aug 19, 2014 7:16am | Post# 6143

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mallolator 
{quote} Hi guys, Ruben17 is right, the R-R-V1 and v2 indicators cann't be used in higher 
versions of Metatrader to build 600, which is the one used by most brokers today. 
Someone has the indicators for these versions? By the way, great work Eurusdd which is 

doing in this thread. Thank you very much for sharing and show your system.  
Here you go. I haven't tested them, but all my old stuff worked perfectly in 600+ after 
correcting minor errors, so, these should work fine too. 
r-v1_670.mq4 
r-v2_670.mq4  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:35am | Post# 6144

 
I wish people would stop disturbing me at work so I can place a trade! 
What do they think work is?! LOL 
 
Edit: 
What just happened is a classic Eurusdd type trade. Buy from the lower end of the 
Transient Price back into the higher recurrent zone. Did you all see that? You could have 
scalped 5-10 pips net. 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 7:42am | Post# 6145

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I wish people would stop disturbing me at work so I can place a trade! What do they 
think work is?! LOL Edit: What just happened is a classic Eurusdd type trade. Buy from 
the lower end of the Transient Price back into the higher recurrent zone. Did you all see 
that? You could have scalped 5-10 pips net. 
I saw that and i am still in the long position. 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 7:52am | Post# 6146

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I wish people would stop disturbing me at work so I can place a trade! What do they 
think work is?! LOL Edit: What just happened is a classic Eurusdd type trade. Buy from 
the lower end of the Transient Price back into the higher recurrent zone. Did you all see 
that? You could have scalped 5-10 pips net. 
I dont know why I still cannot understand your view on the concept. What if the price has 
dropped below that transient zone and went down? I think you would be either out at a 
loss or in a painful drawdown position if you trade larger leverage. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:55am | Post# 6147

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} I dont know why I still cannot understand your view on the concept. What if the 
price has dropped below that transient zone and went down? I think you would be either 
out at a loss or in a painful drawdown position if you trade larger leverage. 
SL! 
 



Edit: I think your biggest hurdle is that you are looking for absolute certainty. Until you 
accept that you cannot predict anything at near 100% you will not trade better than you 
are now. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:57am | Post# 6148

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} I saw that and i am still in the long position. 
@Feline207 
 
You should ask Jurn_e why she went into the Long trade. 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 8:02am | Post# 6149

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} @Feline207 You should ask Jurn_e why she went into the Long trade. 
Well, 
 
1. Eurusdd said problem at 3347 is solved. 
2. Transient zone at 44. 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 8:04am | Post# 6150

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} SL! Edit: I think your biggest hurdle is that you are looking for absolute 
certainty. Until you accept that you cannot predict anything at near 100% you will not 
trade better than you are now. 
Well, I said once that even after years of learning how to trade, I am still yet to see a 
way to accurately place stoplosses so that they really provide what they are for, which is 
protection of the capital in extremely rare cases, without too much cutting the 
performance (at least that is what i want). But I don't see how hitting your stoploss will 

be a rare event when you put it right infront of the comming train Maybe I am stil 
getting everything wrong here, but if we are given the fact that your zone has 3% 
chance to be transient and 97% chance to be recurrent, the 97% are equally distributed 
to the up and downside. Yes, that price could not be touched again for a long time, but it 
is a 50/50 whether we are going next to the downside or to the upside. So am I right to 
say that you were betting 97% price WONT stay in that area. If that is the case, how do 
you judge that there is much higher probability it leaves the area up and not 
downside?Perhaps you can teach us and give some example of how to put proper stops, 

if you don't mind ?  
Edit: I see that you are betting on direction right at the transient zone rather than 
outside of it, I haven't made such interpretation of eurusdds posts. His examples 
suggested that we obtain edge over the market outside the zone. But agian, maybe I 
missed an imporant point/ post. 
Edit2: Vlady, yes maybe that is a hurdle for me as you said. But right in front of us we 
have eurusdd, trading without stoploss with almost 100.00% success rate, so why 

shouldn't i dream of that  

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 8:06am | Post# 6151

 
Quoting jurn_e 



{quote} Well, 1. Eurusdd said problem at 3347 is solved. 2. Transient zone at 44. 
Well I am personally looking for 1.3363 but not because of TZ. Ok jurn_e , was that the 
reason behind it? 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 8:17am | Post# 6152

 
Long position closed. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:19am | Post# 6153

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Long position closed. 
Nice work! 

 

Ezzy Aug 19, 2014 8:19am | Post# 6154

 
nice work jurn e 

 

Sciurus Aug 19, 2014 8:29am | Post# 6155

 
Strap on your seat belts! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:35am | Post# 6156

 
Quoting Sciurus 
Strap on your seat belts! 
I am definitely not trading news. Although, I did short from 55 down into the transient 

 

 

evrynet Aug 19, 2014 8:35am | Post# 6157

 
what just happened? 

 

Sciurus Aug 19, 2014 8:38am | Post# 6158

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am definitely not trading news. Although, I did short from 55 down into the 

transient  
Me neither, but sometimes I can pull pips out of the aftermath. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:40am | Post# 6159

 
Quoting evrynet 
what just happened? 
Dollar News. Always check FX Calendar News daily. 

 



feline207 Aug 19, 2014 8:47am | Post# 6160

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Dollar News. Always check FX Calendar News daily. 

Nice now we fade that  

 

evrynet Aug 19, 2014 8:47am | Post# 6161

 
1.3393 

 

davinci15 Aug 19, 2014 8:51am | Post# 6162

 
Quoting evrynet 
what just happened? 
Check the calendar before you trade! 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/  

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 8:54am | Post# 6163

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am definitely not trading news. Although, I did short from 55 down into the 

transient  
why ever not? (apart from NFP and fomc of course). 68, 58, 23pips and counting....(trailing 
the stops) 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:57am | Post# 6164

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} why ever not? (apart from NFP and fomc of course). 68, 58, 23pips and 
counting.... {image} 



Cos today and the last 3 days, my job has had me being interrupted by requests and 
people coming over to my desk etc etc etc and I can't be concentrating and managing 
SL's on newspikes. Had I kept my shorts from this morning, I'd be okay but I was 
scalping. So change of mindset required for tomorrow's session.  
Today I'm just nicking pips in between....  
 
Short 3328 btw (away from the transient zone we just went through). 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 8:57am | Post# 6165

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} why ever not? (apart from NFP and fomc of course). 68, 58, 23pips and 
counting.... {image} 

Nice place for your stops  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:58am | Post# 6166

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cos today and the last 3 days, my job has had me being interrupted by requests 
and people coming over to my desk etc etc etc and I can't be concentrating and 
managing SL's on newspikes. Had I kept my shorts from this morning, I'd be okay but I 
was scalping. So change of mindset required for tomorrow's session. Today I'm just 
nicking pips in between.... Short 3328 btw (away from the transient zone we just went 
through). 
Done +5 pips x2 = 10 
Easy scalps. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 8:59am | Post# 6167

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} why ever not? (apart from NFP and fomc of course). 68, 58, 23pips and 
counting....(trailing the stops) {image} 
BTW... your trades were excellently placed. 
Your stops were in my Transient Zone on the top side. 
 
Feline, can you see how LITEchild has done this? 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 9:22am | Post# 6168

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} BTW... your trades were excellently placed. Your stops were in my Transient 
Zone on the top side. Feline, can you see how LITEchild has done this? 

No really, his trades and the line chart are a mystery to me  

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 9:27am | Post# 6169

 
Nice short after price broke the 44 level. Hehe.. 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 9:40am | Post# 6170



 
would like to add something here: recurrent zones do not necessarily have to be 
horizontal 

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 9:41am | Post# 6171

 
Quoting feline207 

{quote} No really, his trades and the line chart are a mystery to me  
I posted all my levels since last week thursday. dig out my posts. The rest was simply a 

waiting game...   

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 9:58am | Post# 6172

 
Quoting feline207 

{quote} No really, his trades and the line chart are a mystery to me  
Maybe part of the mystery is because of his bias. Clearly he was biased short. 
But in terms of entry, each sideways move was capped by a levels that define the zones 
as we've described them. 
 
 
Notice that when price moved down, there move to challenge his entry instead it was 
just a retracement at best. And when it did move lower for the final sideways movement, 
he entered in the Recurrent Area (which matched my 3350 line) and waited for the 
breakout south. 
 
You would probably ask, but what if price had gone up?  
I don't know. I like to move my stops to BE as soon as I can without fail once a move 
confirms the direction of my open trade. Why let a drawdown increase? 
You can't avoid drawdowns.... is this the inhibiting factor? I don't know Feline. I guess 
I'm not understanding your motivations for trading an entry. Perhaps you need a higher 
timeframe entry, say 1H (but you'll need a bigger account to handle the bigger sized SL). 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 10:04am | Post# 6173

 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 

There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 
2nd degree problem at 1.3344. This points to the development of a new 
trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today or by friday eurusd is heading in that 
direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! 
 

I am sorry for returning!  

 

LiquidGenius Aug 19, 2014 10:09am | Post# 6174

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This point to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in the direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  



Welp, looks like you can't leave again until 1.3405 is solved. (: 

 

Alobez Aug 19, 2014 10:18am | Post# 6175

 
 

Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Welp, looks like you can't leave again until 1.3405 is solved. (: 
 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 10:21am | Post# 6176

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Welp, looks like you can't leave again until 1.3405 is solved. (: 

 

 

Waez Aug 19, 2014 10:22am | Post# 6177

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. There 
is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. This 
points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today or by 
friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I am sorry 

for returning!  
Looks like the price is testing the area from 07/11-13 on Daily. 
 

 
 
2nd degrre problem=big gap in the tickdata? 
 
Regards 
 
Waez 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 10:23am | Post# 6178

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



I am sorry for returning!  

LOL... don't be.  
 
I was seeing some dissimilarity around 3390ish but I wasn't confident enough yet to call 
it a mis-price. 
I was waiting to see if Price started to weaken. 

 

shiva Aug 19, 2014 10:29am | Post# 6179

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  
We are glad that you returned lol 

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 10:34am | Post# 6180

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  

strange. I do not see any problems. I saw all the previous ones you called though...  
I do see smooth sailing to 1.3110. 

You've not been wrong yet though, so Thanks for the heads up as usual!  

 

sunrisetofu Aug 19, 2014 10:36am | Post# 6181

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. There 
is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. This 
points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today or by 
friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I am sorry 

for returning!  
 
hmmmm???? are we suppose to different time frame to obtain different transient zones? 
this is the one I obtained on the one hour, using H of 18 



 

 

burnssss Aug 19, 2014 10:38am | Post# 6182

 
Quoting Waez 
{quote} Looks like the price is testing the area from 07/11-13 on Daily. {image} 2nd 
degrre problem=big gap in the tickdata? Regards Waez 
Waez,  
For what reason your bands are wider than some other ?, size of the candle? 
Thank you very much 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 10:44am | Post# 6183

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. There 
is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. This 
points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today or by 
friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I am sorry 

for returning!  
I could be wrong, but I believe this to be caused by the gap down on Sunday evening. It 
creates a false swing top and swing bottom on the 1H. 



 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 10:47am | Post# 6184

 
Hi 
 
Anyone facing the problem with indicator fractal zones whereby after a particular 
timeframe's candle closes, the zones will be gone?  
have to manually refresh it to show the zones again. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 10:49am | Post# 6185

 
Quoting sunrisetofu 
{quote} hmmmm???? are we suppose to different time frame to obtain different 
transient zones? this is the one I obtained on the one hour, using H of 18 {image} 
Not sure of your question Sunrise! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 10:49am | Post# 6186

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Hi Anyone facing the problem with indicator fractal zones whereby after a particular 
timeframe's candle closes, the zones will be gone? have to manually refresh it to show 
the zones again. 
Yes, I noticed that last night. Just refresh it. 

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 10:51am | Post# 6187

 



Quoting jurn_e 
Hi Anyone facing the problem with indicator fractal zones whereby after a particular 
timeframe's candle closes, the zones will be gone? have to manually refresh it to show 
the zones again. 
 
yes. same here. 

 

sunrisetofu Aug 19, 2014 11:08am | Post# 6188

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I could be wrong, but I believe this to be caused by the gap down on Sunday 
evening. It creates a false swing top and swing bottom on the 1H. {image} 
Hi Vlady, first of all thanks for doing alot of the explaining here on the thread, I 
appreciate it. Im still not quite sure how you can use these zones to make trades, for 
example, on the 1 min chart, I use an H of 15, I saw a potential first leg of the zone 
forming (I.e. 15 bars with the last one being the lowest). the next 3bars confirmed it by 
going higher. so I bought thinking that prices are bouncing off a possible zone. however 
the 4 th bar went much lower and through the half leg already established.... is this what 
you mean in your earlier posts about having stop and moving to BE?Thanks, Sunrisetofu 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 11:13am | Post# 6189

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just 3 trades today based on my little knowledge of transient and recurrent zones. 

All 3 trades are scalps and TP before the next transient zones.  

 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 19, 2014 11:23am | Post# 6190

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  
 



We are so happyyy to get you back ....  

 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 11:26am | Post# 6191

 
Yes, I have 1.3336 for sure, but I also had 1.3295 on a longer time frame chart that was 
not "corrected". Thank you for the reply. 
 
This was from a (pm) on 8/11/2014 
 
Still valid in my opinion. 

 

handy148 Aug 19, 2014 11:30am | Post# 6192

 
Vlady1974 - I was going to ask a question on that regarding whether gaps on a Sunday 
will invalidate or maybe give a false reading. 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 11:33am | Post# 6193

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Welp, looks like you can't leave again until 1.3405 is solved. (: 
Haha yes ...I really hope that he stays until 1.6038 is solved ...Really , I swear there is a 

4th level mispricing there Just wait and see! It is like a black hole sucks everything. 

 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 11:35am | Post# 6194

 
Quoting handy148 
Vlady1974 - I was going to ask a question on that regarding whether gaps on a Sunday 
will invalidate or maybe give a false reading. 
No they do not. 

 

mallolator Aug 19, 2014 11:38am | Post# 6195

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Here you go. I haven't tested them, but all my old stuff worked perfectly in 
600+ after correcting minor errors, so, these should work fine too. {file} {file} 

Thank you very much Ralome. Work perfectly in Build 670 Has been helpful.  
Greetings 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 11:39am | Post# 6196

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Maybe part of the mystery is because of his bias. Clearly he was biased short. 
But in terms of entry, each sideways move was capped by a levels that define the zones 
as we've described them. Notice that when price moved down, there move to challenge 
his entry instead it was just a retracement at best. And when it did move lower for the 
final sideways movement, he entered in the Recurrent Area (which matched my 3350 
line) and waited for the breakout south. You would probably ask, but what if price had 
gone up? I don't know. I like to move... 



yes but he had some sort of short sentiment for that pair that probably had come from 
other analysis. maybe that is what we all have to do.. try to incorporate that principles 
we learn from this thread with other knowledge and find them a good place in our trading 
approach. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 11:42am | Post# 6197

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} yes but he had some sort of short sentiment for that pair that probably had 
come from other analysis. maybe that is what we all have to do.. try to incorporate that 
principles we learn from this thread with other knowledge and find them a good place in 
our trading approach. 
Yep, that's what I've been saying all along - as long as we all agree what the principles 

are. Should be great!  

 

burnssss Aug 19, 2014 11:42am | Post# 6198

 
1 Attachment(s) 
But ye are using recurrent area?  
I thought the way to use it is as of picture below.  
The biggest problem is to get "k" correctly.  
"h" is a function of Timeframe and "k". 

 

 

josh11 Aug 19, 2014 11:57am | Post# 6199

 
1.3322 next target for me! lets see  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 6200

 
Quoting burnssss 



But ye are using recurrent area? I thought the way to use it is as of picture below. The 
biggest problem is to get "k" correctly. "h" is a function of Timeframe and "k". {image} 
Hi Burnssss, 
It's the other way around... Transition is inside the boxes. Everything else around is 
recurrent. 
 
Question: How did you get the most recent box to appear inside the bar (ie. not at a top 
or bottom)? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 6201

 
Quoting handy148 
Vlady1974 - I was going to ask a question on that regarding whether gaps on a Sunday 
will invalidate or maybe give a false reading. 
I was referring to Dissimilarity based on my indicators.... not related to Trans/Recur 
Zones. 
Cheers 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 6202

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3322 next target for me! lets see  
Already reached... do you mean again?! Don't be greedy! Let my short @ 17 play out! 
LOL 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 6203

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Last scalp for the day. +5pips long.  
Hope i am doing it right. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 6204

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Last scalp for the day. +5pips long. Hope i am doing it right. {image} 
Kicking A$$! 

 

Robertk Aug 19, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 6205

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Burnssss, It's the other way around... Transition is inside the boxes. 



Everything else around is recurrent. Question: How did you get the most recent box to 
appear inside the bar (ie. not at a top or bottom)? 
Hey Vlady, I am pretty sure that has got to do with a small price gap on his charts so the 
zone did not close. I had the same thing happening to me about 8 times in total when 
working with dsim zones. 

 

MikiMax Aug 19, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 6206

 
seems like basically S/R strategy..... 
It would be VERY HELPFUL if someone could summarize (in points/steps) the Eurusdd's 
method, 
at least the valid understanding of it... 
Thanks a lot to all clever minds here, of course my great respect for Eurusdd! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 6207

 
Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 
1.3389+. So like I said before, don't bet against that . If you are 
selling, do so with caution before you end up in red! from now to 
Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. 
Later. 
 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 6208

 
Quoting MikiMax 
seems like basically S/R strategy..... It would be VERY HELPFUL if someone could 
summarize (in points/steps) the Eurusdd's method, at least the valid understanding of 
it... Thanks a lot to all clever minds here, of course my great respect for Eurusdd! 
If you distill it or simplify it to explain to someone, yes it behaves like S/R lines. 
But it's not "like" that. In a small set of circumstances, the underlying trading behaviour 
is different. 
 
Eg. transitions between bars.... which obviously is not support or resistence. 
 
 
This is the danger of the "translation" part where we try and simplify the logic in order to 
educate. 
But if you start translating it to a "S/R type of thingy" then you will lose some of the finer 
nuances of the probabilities. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 6209

 
It is clear that most people still cannot see the massive opportunities they have with 
transient or recurrent prices. Please do not think of this as S/R because you will lose! 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 6210

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 1.3389+. So like I said 



before, don't bet against that . If you are selling, do so with caution before you end up in 
red! from now to Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. Later. 

Yes, I have been looking for 1.3363 and right now I am in red lets see how fast can it 
snap back 
Right now the beast is calm 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 6211

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
It is clear that most people still cannot see the massive opportunities they have with 
transient or recurrent prices. Please do not think of this as S/R or you will lose! 
I for one is still in the dark, i do admit i can't understand much but i do believe in your 
analysis. 

Aiming Longs for tomorrow. Keke  

 

Trillion2015 Aug 19, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 6212

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 1.3389+. So like I said 
before, don't bet against that . If you are selling, do so with caution before you end up in 
red! from now to Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. Later. 

Don't know how to say thanks to you for this helpful guidance ....  

 

samaralala Aug 19, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 6213

 
Quoting feline207 

{quote} Yes, I have been looking for 1.3363 and right now I am in red lets see how 
fast can it snap back 
I am glad for once I am not the only one left behind in red. :-) Not a good day for me. 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 19, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 6214

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 1.3389+. So like I said 
before, don't bet against that . If you are selling, do so with caution before you end up in 
red! from now to Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. Later. 
Will you explain where this set up comes from eventually? =o 

 

feline207 Aug 19, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 6215

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I am glad for once I am not the only one left behind in red. :-) Not a good day 
for me. 

Dont worry it will be climbing there soon  

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 6216

 
This is the whole idea. At any give time, the current price or price range wants to be 



recurrent(97%) rather than transient(3%). There lies your money. If you can see it, take 
it!!! 

 

MikiMax Aug 19, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 6217

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

It is clear that most people still cannot see the massive opportunities they 
have with transient or recurrent prices. Please do not think of this as S/R 
because you will lose! 

Sure I won't do it ! 
It was just due to lack of fine/valid understanding... 
I'd be obligated if someone who got the Eurusdd's point 
could sum it all up in a few, practical steps. 

Valdy, thanks for your response  
Eurusdd, if you could find some minutes and provide us 
with words and pictures and examples explained...would be GREAT !!! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 6218

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} Sure I won't do it ! It was just due to lack of fine/valid understanding... I'd be 
obligated if someone who got the Eurusdd's point could sum it all up in a few, practical 

steps. Valdy, thanks for your response Eurusdd, if you could find some minutes and 
provide us with words and pictures and examples explained...would be GREAT !!! 

Power is not in special cases - pictures - . Power lies in the general case, statement. "At 
any give time, the current price or price range wants to be 
recurrent(97%) rather than transient(3%)" 
 

How I apply this idea exactly, I cannot share. I expect 
everyone to find her/his own level.  

 

kprsa Aug 19, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 6219

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  
The fractal divergence indy #5274 prints unresolved problems at 1.3363 (M30, FXCM) 

and 1.3399 (H1, FXCM)...   

 

Waez Aug 19, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 6220

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Waez, For what reason your bands are wider than some other ?, size of the 
candle? Thank you very much 
Hi burnssss, I think the width is the same for each zone. Or do you mean the difference 



in height (?) caused by the difference between the two Candles creating the zone? 
 
Regards 
 
Waez 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 6221

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} Sure I won't do it ! It was just due to lack of fine/valid understanding... I'd be 
obligated if someone who got the Eurusdd's point could sum it all up in a few, practical 

steps. Valdy, thanks for your response Eurusdd, if you could find some minutes and 
provide us with words and pictures and examples explained...would be GREAT !!! 
Hi MikiMax, 
 
You will have to go back and read the recent posts of today and the last number of days 
since the weekend when Eurusdd started the new concept. There are a variety of 
concepts to understand. I gave a breakdown this morning but it's not a step-by-step 
guide. It's an idea. 
 
Best of luck! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 6222

 
^^^ Great! It is an idea. You don't even need indicators on your chart to apply it 
whichever way you want. 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 1:17pm | Post# 6223

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
^^^ Great! It is an idea. You don't even need indicators on your chart to apply it 
whichever way you want. 

so this is a yes to my question  
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...42#post7682342  

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 6224

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} so this is a yes to my question 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...42#post7682342  
SURE: I can very successfully using just the idea of transient or recurrent prices. So, yes. 
It is highly possible. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 6225

 
At any given price, ask yourself, 
 
will the price be transient/recurrent h-bars into the future? 
 



Use the probability to your advantage. 
 
 
Most of the time, in fact almost always, I trade these without SL 
because i don't jump at every price. I TIME the market in order to 
pick out recurrent prices!!!  

 

Ralome Aug 19, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 6226

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 1.3389+. So like I said 
before, don't bet against that . If you are selling, do so with caution before you end up in 
red! from now to Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. Later. 

Glad to hear that, I have a couple of leftover levels nearby  

 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 6227

 
EURUSDD, can you please answer this question; Is the h factor a constant or variable for 
any specific time frame? I do not believe it is a constant but variable, am I wrong? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 1:28pm | Post# 6228

 
Quoting Baillie 
EURUSDD, can you please answer this question; Is the h factor a constant or variable for 
any specific time frame? I do not believe it is a constant but variable, am I wrong? 
 
You don't have to restrict yourself. Adapt to the market. 
I have decided to allow you to develop or use the idea whichever way you want. I do not 
want to give a series of steps.... because this is a powerful and flexible concept! 
 
 
Transient and recurrent prices as well as similarity account for the performance on my 
explorer. You will see what I have done to it soon!!! 
 

REMEMBER 1.3389 and make pips  

 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 6229

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You don't have to restrict yourself. Adapt to the market. I have decided to allow 
you to develop or use the idea whichever way you want. I do not want to give a series of 
steps.... because this is a powerful and flexible concept! 
Thank you for the quick and informative reply. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 19, 2014 1:32pm | Post# 6230

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 



This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  

Thank you for this important information Eurusdd ...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 6231

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} so this is a yes to my question 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...42#post7682342  
I believe in this idea tashkent, mainly out of necessity. 
 
I don't have an MT4 terminal at my work. My trading platform is online so I rely on IG Index 
charts, therefore no wonderful MT4 indicators that everyone has access to. 
 
The best I can do is horizontal lines that I place to mark a seemingly transient price. 
I do that over multiple timeframes so that I don't mistake the strength of a 5M transient 
price with a larger 1H transient price. 
 
Here's how I map out my 1H. 
I look for one bar that has a range of prices that are only found in this bar and no other bar 
for h number of bars. 
3340 from this morning. When price broke through it did it ONCE. 
3329 same 
3313.1 once 
They are my price points for Transient. 
 
My 5M is different. 
Levels are at 3335, 3322, 3313,3300, 3295 
I visually scan a number of h bars and see how the market is "pulsating" between h 
intervals. 
Here after the drop, you can see that it's roughly 9-10 bars between tops. That's 
10x5minutes, or 50 minutes in between potential tops or Transient Prices. But also, that 
transient price kept getting lower and lower. So... it's like another price formation 
(breakout) which means it could go down or up very quickly. 
 
My strategy is different (and less aggressive to Eurusdd as I want a test/retest). So if price 
breaks through any of these prices +/- 5 pips (hint!) Then I am looking for an entry. I am 
not entering, I am LOOKING for an entry. I will enter when there is a test/retest failure. 
 
If it went down, I have an old support line @ 1.3300 and also 1.3295. If it hits those, I 
know they are Transient prices and I will go Long on those. 
If I am wrong and it goes up without me, I will wait to enter on a test of 3322 (Josh's 
number). 



 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 6232

 
It would be nice if it went to 3313ish and I will place a small long with a 20 pip SL. Even 
3308 or 3309 would be nice. 
I'd fade it at 3300 and 3395 if it went lower. 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 1:54pm | Post# 6233

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} The fractal divergence indy #5274 prints unresolved problems at 1.3363 (M30, 

FXCM) and 1.3399 (H1, FXCM)...   
Thanks for that Indi. 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 6234

 
Quoting vlady1974 
It would be nice if it went to 3313ish and I will place a small long with a 20 pip SL. Even 
3308 or 3309 would be nice. I'd fade it at 3300 and 3395 if it went lower. 
Pending buy limits below 3313. 

 

LITEchild Aug 19, 2014 2:00pm | Post# 6235

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You don't have to restrict yourself. Adapt to the market. I have decided to allow 
you to develop or use the idea whichever way you want. I do not want to give a series of 
steps.... because this is a powerful and flexible concept! Transient and recurrent prices as 



well as similarity account for the performance on my explorer. You will see what I have 
done to it soon!!! REMEMBER 1.3389 and make pips 

...hmmm...still beg to differ..for now. 3110 still in my crosshairs...   

 

kprsa Aug 19, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 6236

 
Quoting vlady1974 
It would be nice if it went to 3313ish and I will place a small long with a 20 pip SL. 
It appears as if the probability is very high (>80%) for such a scenario. I do not know if 
it would go lower though. Need something faster than MT4... 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 6237

 
Thanks for the response EURUSDD! 
 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I believe in this idea tashkent, mainly out of necessity. I don't have an MT4 
terminal at my work. My trading platform is online so I rely on IG Index charts, therefore 
no wonderful MT4 indicators that everyone has access to. The best I can do is horizontal 
lines that I place to mark a seemingly transient price. I do that over multiple timeframes 
so that I don't mistake the strength of a 5M transient price with a larger 1H transient 
price. Here's how I map out my 1H. I look for one bar that has a range of prices that are 
only found in this... 
Thanks for a great response, Vlady! 
the same situation here, i peek at my online platform whenever can get a little chance. 
since i do not have mt4 platform, no access to indicators and templates. most of the time 
i do not even have these horizontal, diagonal lines, so basically what i have in front of me 
is candlesticks/bars and absolutely nothing else.  
EURUSDD's and your response confirms that with solid understanding of the concepts 
and extensive training the eye, it is possible to successfully trade without indicators, even 
though they will not be the of highest probability possible, and i assume this little 

drawback can be fixed by good money and trade management  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 2:11pm | Post# 6238

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Pending buy limits below 3313. 

Pending buys @ 3310  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 6239

 
Quoting tashkent 
Thanks for the response EURUSDD! {quote} Thanks for a great response, Vlady! the 
same situation here, i peek at my online platform whenever can get a little chance. since 
i do not have mt4 platform, no access to indicators and templates. most of the time i do 
not even have these horizontal, diagonal lines, so basically what i have in front of me is 
candlesticks/bars and absolutely nothing else. EURUSDD's and your response confirms 
that with solid understanding of the concepts and extensive training the eye, it is possible 
to successfully trade without... 
 



I'm using everything I know: 

1. Test/Retest & classic S/R and Breakouts 
2. Candlestick patterns. 
3. Fake Moves 
4. ZZ Bollinger on 5M, 15M, 1H 
5. 300EMA on 1H and translations to 5M 

in combination with Transient/Recurrent. TRZ! 
I don't use trendlines because they are arbitrary lines. I like things that relate Price to 
Time and vice versa. 
 

The good thing about TRZ is that h = time, k = .............  

 

stt Aug 19, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 6240

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Pending buys @ 3310  
if we go to 3310, EURUSDD's explorer will be in pain (>30% drawdown). if we go down 
40 pips from here (without first going above 3330), his account will blow up. 
 
so you are really against his position currently. we know who has been correct in the past 
:-) 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 6241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@vlady1974 @kprsa 
 

Today's 2 possible M5 short setup (red arrows). Thinking aloud.  

 

 

AsadKiani Aug 19, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 6242

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} I'm using everything I know: Test/Retest & classic S/R and Breakouts 
Candlestick patterns. Fake Moves ZZ Bollinger on 5M, 15M, 1H 300EMA on 1H and 
translations to 5M in combination with Transient/Recurrent. TRZ! I don't use trendlines 
because they are arbitrary lines. I like things that relate Price to Time and vice versa. 

The good thing about TRZ is that h = time, k = .............  

k = distance / length?  

 

kprsa Aug 19, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 6243

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} It appears as if the probability is very high (>80%) for such a scenario. I do not 
know if it would go lower though. Need something faster than MT4... 
Scratch that, probability to go to 1.3312 now is small, less than 4% in the next 12 
hours... Sorry. 

 

jurn_e Aug 19, 2014 2:42pm | Post# 6244

 
Quoting Freefox 
Here's the promised indicator that draws the transient zones around fractals {file} It's 
pretty self explanatory. Not had chance to test it obviously when market is open but 
should be okay. May develop it further to identify recurrent zones too but need to work 
out in my own head first exactly how that would be done and if it would in fact be useful. 
Let me know if there are any issues or questions. Hope it proves useful. {image} 
Can anyone modify this indicator so that the fractal zones won't disappear every time a 

new candle forms? Much appreciated. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...07#post7680007  

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 6245

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} if we go to 3310, EURUSDD's explorer will be in pain (>30% drawdown). if we 
go down 40 pips from here (without first going above 3330), his account will blow up. so 
you are really against his position currently. we know who has been correct in the past :-
) 
hey Stt, not seeing his explorer. Wasn't watching it to be fair. 
As per usual, if orders today aren't triggered, I close and reevaluate after Asian session. 

 

kprsa Aug 19, 2014 2:48pm | Post# 6246

 
Quoting jurn_e 

@vlady1974 @kprsa Today's 2 possible M5 short setup (red arrows). Thinking aloud. 
{image} 
Yes, this looks good. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 6247

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...hmmm...still beg to differ..for now. 3110 still in my crosshairs...   



Freedom dear. It is a free world!!!  

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 2:59pm | Post# 6248

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Freedom dear. It is a free world!!! 

as far as you stay away from the territory of the 3%  

 

stt Aug 19, 2014 3:04pm | Post# 6249

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Freedom dear. It is a free world!!! 
thats what make market a market.  
 
BTW Eurusdd, can you tell what made you go long at 3328 today morning. were you 
expecting the zone from 3340 to 3335 transient and thus were expecting 3335 to 3330 
as reoccuring and thus price should have gone back quickly to 3335. 
 
TIA 

 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 6250

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm using everything I know: Test/Retest & classic S/R and Breakouts 
Candlestick patterns. Fake Moves ZZ Bollinger on 5M, 15M, 1H 300EMA on 1H and 
translations to 5M in combination with Transient/Recurrent. TRZ! I don't use trendlines 
because they are arbitrary lines. I like things that relate Price to Time and vice versa. 

The good thing about TRZ is that h = time, k = .............  
Did u try a bazooka? LOL 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 3:30pm | Post# 6251

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm using everything I know: Test/Retest & classic S/R and Breakouts 
Candlestick patterns. Fake Moves ZZ Bollinger on 5M, 15M, 1H 300EMA on 1H and 
translations to 5M in combination with Transient/Recurrent. TRZ! I don't use trendlines 
because they are arbitrary lines. I like things that relate Price to Time and vice versa. 

The good thing about TRZ is that h = time, k = .............  
i am sure many have probably figured out what this optimal "k" is but i am not there 
yet... 
i have always had that idea of studying the areas where price hates to stay and loves to 
be - where it keeps coming back. the good news is now we know how to use this but the 
not so good news is that we still need to find out why some areas are transient and why 
some are recurrent. 

 

Trader_X Aug 19, 2014 3:42pm | Post# 6252

 
would anyone mind converting this , Fractal_Zones.ex4 , to an mq4 format please? 
having a crazy time trying to download it...thank you in advance...X 



 

Baillie Aug 19, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 6253

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i am sure many have probably figured out what this optimal "k" is but i am not 
there yet... i have always had that idea of studying the areas where price hates to stay 
and loves to be - where it keeps coming back. the good news is now we know how to use 
this but the not so good news is that we still need to find out why some areas are 
transient and why some are recurrent. 
I do not think that there is just one optimal k setting for any time frame. I think there is 
a optimal range for k relative to the current price = p. 
 
I have been doing it by looking at the transient zones as they appear and using an idea 
(secret for now until proven absolute) to calculate how many bars it will take to come 
back to the transient zone. 

 

Sciurus Aug 19, 2014 4:01pm | Post# 6254

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Still trying to figure this part out. What is the price-active region? I still have a 
target of of 1.3372 for the underside of a currently transcient zone which will probably 
close in the next 30 minutes (CORRECTION another hour) based on my h bar setting for 
15m tf. I feel that the current zone is too high and price needs to cut back into it a bit 
more. I guess we will find out in the next 30 minutes or so... CORRECTION I have about 
another HOUR 
 
Here are a couple interpretations I have come up with. The active region could be the 
height of the potential zone. 
OR the active region could be the ATR for the h value - I think you'd need to use a higher 
timeframe to determine the ATR. For eg. using h=60 on a 1 minute chart, you'd need to 
look at the ATR of the 1 hr timeframe to determine average movement over 60 bars on 
the 1 minute time frame. 

 

josh11 Aug 19, 2014 4:06pm | Post# 6255

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3322 next target for me! lets see  

Target hit £££££ 

 

Freefox Aug 19, 2014 4:32pm | Post# 6256

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Can anyone modify this indicator so that the fractal zones won't disappear every 

time a new candle forms? Much appreciated. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...07#post7680007  
 
Yes, I'm modifying it so it works real time plus calculates the interbar transient zones 
too. 
 

New version will be posted soon.  

 



Trader_X Aug 19, 2014 4:45pm | Post# 6257

 
freefox...can you please post it in a mq4 format? much thanks if you could...X 

 

Sciurus Aug 19, 2014 4:52pm | Post# 6258

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Robertk Aug 19, 2014 4:58pm | Post# 6259

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Yes, I'm modifying it so it works real time plus calculates the interbar transient 

zones too. New version will be posted soon.  

oh god, so you are telling me I need to refresh this page upcoming night ?  

 

sunrisetofu Aug 19, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 6260

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Target hit £££££ 
Hi Josh, how did you come up with 1.3322? 

 

hoom Aug 19, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 6261

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Pending buys @ 3310  

7 hours ago  
 

 

 

tashkent Aug 19, 2014 6:30pm | Post# 6262

 



Quoting hoom 

{quote} 7 hours ago {image} 
i decided not to use pending orders after a few bad experiences... probably coz did not 
know much about TRZ lol 

your trade explorer looks great. keep it up  

 

cenetti Aug 19, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 6263

 
I wish I could understand half the stuff being discussed here..   

 

hoom Aug 19, 2014 7:17pm | Post# 6264

 
Quoting cenetti 

I wish I could understand half the stuff being discussed here..   
Just read the whole stuff , bring in a paper and a pen , and 
apply what you see on a demo account . if you don't have time 

to do that then that's up to you .   

 

hoom Aug 19, 2014 7:20pm | Post# 6265

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i decided not to use pending orders after a few bad experiences... probably coz 

did not know much about TRZ lol your trade explorer looks great. keep it up  

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 19, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 6266

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hoom 

{quote}  
Hoom! Sorry to disappoint buddy. It's a new day! I've removed my pending longs. Not 
because I don't think they are valid but I've had a little time to look at higher tf chats and 
think that price needs one good shove in order to go north.  
 
So my strategy is to see what Asia does. If she holds a range, I will be looking for any 
Franky fakes to the southside. If that happens to break 3310 then I am in. 
However, if tonight Asia takes her down to 3310 but no further, I think we could see a 
challenge of 3295 with a violent retrace back to 3337. 
 
That's why I took the pending off. I don't think this will travel down in a nice straight or 

curved line. Could be a jagged edge. LOL  



 

 

hoom Aug 19, 2014 7:53pm | Post# 6267

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Hoom! Sorry to disappoint buddy. It's a new day! I've removed my 
pending longs. Not because I don't think they are valid but I've had a little 
time to look at higher tf chats and think that price needs one good shove in 
order to go north. So my strategy is to see what Asia does. If she holds a 
range, I will be looking for any Franky fakes to the southside. If that happens 
to break 3310 then I am in. However, if tonight Asia takes her down to 3310 
but no further, I think we could see a challenge of 3295 with a violent retrace 
back to 3337.... 

HI vlady1974 ,  
nothing dissapointing my friend , as I said in EU thread ,  
 

 
 

 
 
I am taking opportunity for a retrace in case 3300 is very well 
defended noting that real money bids remain in 3310 area . Still 
I am convinced that this Cross has to make a real dip in order to 
reverse as we all now how it plays such games to confuse traders 
.  

 



LiquidGenius Aug 19, 2014 10:30pm | Post# 6268

 
Some quick and general notes for people. First, I'm running a macro that's calculating 7 
different values which I'm using to help me take a deeper look at the data. I'm using 2 
pieces of that data to find a ratio. That ratio is wrong(constantly giving me numbers >1). 
My code is buggy! Even so, I'm thinking at this point that the other values are correct. 
Thus, take these numbers with a grain of salt and get to work if you decide to use them 
(: 
 
1. Size (kinda) matters. In general if a LTB (left-side transient bar) has a small transient 
range, it's slightly more likely to become a recurrent bar (over 65%) 
2. In the correct market and with the correct h, you're almost guaranteed at least 1 LTB 
(between 2 true transient bars )that will later become recurrent.  
3. Some people have asked some really really good questions that eurusdd has 
answered.  
 
A lot of the other numbers are specific to my h and time frame, so I don't want to make 
generalized comments for things that may not be true for other people. I will say that the 
number of transient bars the exist mid trend are not very common (<8%) 

 

Eurusdd Aug 19, 2014 11:27pm | Post# 6269

 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 12:09am | Post# 6270

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 

Long half size  

 

kprsa Aug 20, 2014 12:29am | Post# 6271

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Scratch that, probability to go to 1.3312 now is small, less than 4% in the next 
12 hours... Sorry. 

Well, that didn't quite work...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 1:08am | Post# 6272

 
Morning All, 
Looks like Asia did what she was gonna. 
Long @ 3305, pending longs @ 3295 
Will add more as she develops. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 1:17am | Post# 6273

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Well, that didn't quite work...  
Keep the algo and see if it's contrarian! 



 

giovanni4000 Aug 20, 2014 1:21am | Post# 6274

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 
Thanks for the call Eurusdd. I just see this post, and have put a buy, with target arrount 

1.3387 ...  

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 1:28am | Post# 6275

 
If 1.33 gets broken there's not a lot of support below. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 1:43am | Post# 6276

 
use a magnifying glass. im sure u will find major support 1.3294  
Quoting handy148 
If 1.33 gets broken there's not a lot of support below. 
 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 1:54am | Post# 6277

 
Yes that's the last "significant" swing low and the next "significant" one for me is way 
below. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 1:58am | Post# 6278

 
Quoting handy148 
Yes that's the last "significant" swing low and the next "significant" one for me is way 
below. 

 

 

phdmonster Aug 20, 2014 2:02am | Post# 6279

 
Hey guys, i've been following this thread for a while and the system looks amazing. I'd 
like to test it for myself too though... 
 
I can't seem to find the posts with the indicators that are used... 
 
Can someone point me to them? I'd be realy greatfull if somebody did that. 
 
I think i have one of them: Fractal_Zones.ex4  
 
But i do not know if there were changes made on it. The other one i don't have (the thing 
that looks like ketlers channels). 
 
Have a nice one, 
 
Emil 

 



LiquidGenius Aug 20, 2014 2:18am | Post# 6280

 
Quoting phdmonster 
Hey guys, i've been following this thread for a while and the system looks amazing. I'd 
like to test it for myself too though... I can't seem to find the posts with the indicators 
that are used... Can someone point me to them? I'd be realy greatfull if somebody did 
that. I think i have one of them: Fractal_Zones.ex4 But i do not know if there were 
changes made on it. The other one i don't have (the thing that looks like ketlers 
channels). Have a nice one, Emil 
I'm using this one: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...96#post7682396 
Although I don't have much use for the statistics or the channel; I mostly just use to spot 
the fractals 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 2:53am | Post# 6281

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3322 next target for me! lets see  
Did you see what happen to price once it hit my target? Wow!  
 
GL 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 3:01am | Post# 6282

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 3:51am | Post# 6283

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All, Looks like Asia did what she was gonna. Long @ 3305, pending longs @ 
3295 Will add more as she develops. 
Long 3292, 3302, 3304 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 3:55am | Post# 6284

 
Now that's true belief in the system. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 3:57am | Post# 6285

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Long 3292, 3302, 3304 
Hi Vlady, it seems you do not put orders based on distance (lets say 10pips averaging). 
So, do you act based on signal, may be in small TF ? I have 1 buy order at: 1.3306 
Thanks 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 4:08am | Post# 6286

 
Now I start to lose confidence in my trading. That one way train hasnt stoped for weeks. 
I have longs in red right now , targetting way above 1.33... Eurusdd prediction is giving 
me a little more belief, but he wont be always around. I start to doubt my own analysis. 
Soon I will drop all "sophisticated" methods and start trading a basic moving average 

system for newbies, i guess i will be much more profitable!  

 

burnssss Aug 20, 2014 4:25am | Post# 6287

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Some quick and general notes for people. First, I'm running a macro that's calculating 7 
different values which I'm using to help me take a deeper look at the data. I'm using 2 
pieces of that data to find a ratio. That ratio is wrong(constantly giving me numbers >1). 
My code is buggy! Even so, I'm thinking at this point that the other values are correct. 
Thus, take these numbers with a grain of salt and get to work if you decide to use them 
(: 1. Size (kinda) matters. In general if a LTB (left-side transient bar) has a small 
transient range, it's... 
Very interesting Liquidgenius,  
Can you explain a little more. Any part does not fit me, may be for my lack of 
understanding.  
thank you very much 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 4:27am | Post# 6288

 
Buy at 90 out for 13pips. 1 more buy from Asian session still holding. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 4:37am | Post# 6289

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting feline207 
Now I start to lose confidence in my trading. That one way train hasnt stoped for weeks. I 
have longs in red right now , targetting way above 1.33... Eurusdd prediction is giving me a 
little more belief, but he wont be always around. I start to doubt my own analysis. Soon I 
will drop all "sophisticated" methods and start trading a basic moving average system for 

newbies, i guess i will be much more profitable!  
I don't know if you can see this but there is hope. This morning it went lower to hit that Low 
support line (green one).  
It is retesting now and ff it breaks 1.32851 ( unlikely as it didn't before) we are not going to 
recover easily but if it holds then we are OK. 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 4:38am | Post# 6290

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Hi Vlady, it seems you do not put orders based on distance (lets say 10pips 
averaging). So, do you act based on signal, may be in small TF ? I have 1 buy order at: 
1.3306 Thanks 
I'm a pretty mobile guy for alot of what I do, so I don't have the luxury of sitting behind 
a desk to watch constantly. 
So my entries can be quite erratic.  
 
Forgetting Similarity/Transient and everything else for the moment, what I saw this 
morning was this (and I can still be wrong):  
 
Asia pushed down from 3324. I thought it would but not that strong. 
Asia has been an indicator of direction when a trend has been chosen. When it hasn't it 
will be flat. 
 
The direction of prices is the opposite of trend chosen because they want to get the best 
price. Longs, need lower price. Shorts need higher price. 
This is especially prevalent on Franfurt session which does alot of fakes. The fake for a 



long is to go......what? SHORT.  
At London open, I hadn't seen the spike... so even though I was watching (and longing at 
3305) I was waiting for aaaaaages for a downspike, 
Then I had to go to work. Since signal isn't guaranteed, by the time I saw it again I saw 
the pin bar all the way down to 3286. That's the baby I was waiting for. In addition, the 
bar is outside my Bollinger Band on the bottomside (5M tf) and therefore tells me the 
next sequence has to be a topside (ie LONG). 
 
All of this takes place in various times, so I check when I can and I act where I can. 
Sometimes I put a pending if price is close enough. 
Had I not closed my pending long last night it would have been a major drawdown. 
 
Hope that reveals the mind of an erratic trader! LOL 

 

Robertk Aug 20, 2014 4:39am | Post# 6291

 
Anyone able to see eurusdd's TE? Just wondering if he somehow avoided longs at the 
very end (AS onwards). Would mean he is able to filter out certain bad trades. 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 4:41am | Post# 6292

 
vlady - as a fellow Brit I gotta love your turn of phrase for describing your stops (on EU 
thread). Much politer than my "tighter than a duck's ar*e". 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 4:48am | Post# 6293

 
Quoting handy148 
vlady - as a fellow Brit I gotta love your turn of phrase for describing your stops (on EU 
thread). Much politer than my "tighter than a duck's ar*e". 
LOL... it's actually an Aussie saying (where I'm originally from <Filipino parents though> 
down in Melbourne) but I've been in London for 13 years and going strong! The phrase 
just came to me and thought it was appropriate cos I'm feeling a slight sphincter squeeze 
at the moment with these positions! LOL 

 

matkooo2575 Aug 20, 2014 4:52am | Post# 6294

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Am I right with this? I am not sure if I understand wwell transcient and reccurent price. 
h=13 ... 



 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 4:53am | Post# 6295

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I don't know if you can see this but there is hope. This morning it went lower to 
hit that Low support line (green one). It is retesting now and ff it breaks 1.32851 ( 
unlikely as it didn't before) we are not going to recover easily but if it holds then we are 
OK. {image} 
Hope that it plays in such way!I still see 1.3355-1.3360 as potential targets for the up 
move.. Lets see 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 4:53am | Post# 6296

 
Quoting matkooo2575 
Am I right with this? I am not sure if I understand wwell transcient and reccurent price. 
h=13 ... {image} 
 
How you drawing your pretty rectanges? 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 4:56am | Post# 6297

 
IMO all timeframes from from 1minute to 4hrs have BB lower bands extended below the 
zero line. that means we will have a correction sometime. it might not be today 
aseurusdd said between today and friday. scalping longs and shorts right now. thats the 
way to go till we find a bottom. eurusdds system is still working for short trades if you 
have observed. ive taken close to 80 pips long and short. be creative. this is art 

 

matkooo2575 Aug 20, 2014 4:56am | Post# 6298

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} How you drawing your pretty rectanges? 
thanks to freefox  
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...07#post7680007  

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 4:57am | Post# 6299

 
Quoting matkooo2575 



Am I right with this? I am not sure if I understand wwell transcient and reccurent price. 
h=13 ... {image} 
It means the value of your h is low for your style of interpretation.... which on a 1M 
means you have to act quick. Your zones at the bottom were already triggered on the 
retest (smaller zone above the bigger zone) so you should have bought and then closed 
all of them when it hit the top. And sold there. 
 
That's why I don't use 1M.... to fast to think. 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 5:00am | Post# 6300

 
Quoting ephisi 
IMO all timeframes from from 1minute to 4hrs have BB lower bands extended below the 
zero line. that means we will have a correction sometime. it might not be today 
aseurusdd said between today and friday. scalping longs and shorts right now. thats the 
way to go till we find a bottom. eurusdds system is still working for short trades if you 
have observed. ive taken close to 80 pips long and short. be creative. this is art 
By the moment we have found our bottom, price is going to be reaching up.. Why look 
after the fact. Edit: look at gbpusd 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:02am | Post# 6301

 
@eurusd im trading without stop loss now. I think one needs to master the art of trading 
transient and recurrent zones without stops in and out to be highly profitable. hedge 
comes in when you become unsure of direction. i would only close a bad trade when i am 
sure i got the trade wrong. 
 

master @eurusd i really appreciate what you have done for us all  $$$$$$$ 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:03am | Post# 6302

 
i agree with you. and im long right now. But if we go below 1.3284 im shorting. till the 
next bottom before long again. 

Quoting feline207 
{quote} By the moment we have found our bottom, price is going to be reaching up.. 
Why look after the fact. Edit: look at gbpusd 
 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 5:05am | Post# 6303

 
Quoting ephisi 
@eurusd im trading without stop loss now. I think one needs to master the art of 
trading transient and recurrent zones without stops in and out to be highly profitable. 
hedge comes in when you become unsure of direction. i would only close a bad trade 
when i am sure i got the trade wrong. master @eurusd i really appreciate what you have 

done for us all  $$$$$$$ 

Me too!!  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:09am | Post# 6304



 
awesome stuff  price never moves in a straight line 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Me too!!  
 

 

Robertk Aug 20, 2014 5:10am | Post# 6305

 
Small short from 1.33010 here. Personally I think this can drop some further before a 
decent bounce happens. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:13am | Post# 6306

 
price leads, we follow. 

Quoting Robertk 
Small short from 1.33010 here. Personally I think this can drop some further before a 
decent bounce happens. 
 

 

limprobable Aug 20, 2014 5:13am | Post# 6307

 
Can we apply recurrent / transient price to a simple ma 30 for example. 
 
Price are transient when touch the Ma, and recurrent when above or under the MA. 
 
What does that mean for our trading? 

 

Freefox Aug 20, 2014 5:17am | Post# 6308

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. 
 
Transient_Zones.ex4 
 
It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the zones disappeared on open of 
next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones 
 
I’ve also added a main new feature that highlights the “potential” transient zones (PTZ) 
that are developing in real-time. For example, if H=10 then for the conditions of a TZ to 
be totally fulfilled we need 10 bars either side of a bar to not trade in a particular area for 
it to be marked as a TZ. Therefore for the current/recent bars we cannot know that an 
area is a TZ until 10 bars AFTER the event. However, we do know if a bar has the 
“potential” to become one (a PTZ) if it has for example, fulfilled the conditions for the 
left-hand side (yellow zone) but we are waiting for the remaining H bars to come in to 
ascertain if it will become a genuine TZ rather than just a PTZ! 
 



I have shown these developing zones in “Orange” which appear/disappear in reaction to 
the real-time bars as they come in. It alerts traders to the fact that a TZ maybe 
developing but that it may be rejected too dependent on the future price action within 
the remaining H period. Please note, creating/tracking the orange zones in real-time is 
problematic at the moment and needs to be refined. I’ve not got the logic 100% 
complete yet but wanted to get this version out as I know people are waiting on the 
other features I’ve added (particularly the inter-bar TZs). If you want to turn off the 
Developing Zone feature you can do so by changing the default for the DevelopingZone 
parameter from “Orange” to “None”. 
 
There are a few other minor features added which are more obvious to understand. 
 
Hope you all find it useful and let me know if there are any questions/issues. Enjoy - and 
hope it proves profitable, though for me I'm now going to spend time trying to get to 

grips with how to trade these TZs with money management built in, etc.  
 
PS. Sorry, but I can’t individually reply to all the loads of private messages people have 
sent regarding the indicator (it was very popular, thanks for those that subscribed to me 

too ); please post in the open Forum unless there is a very good reason to discuss 
something privately. Don’t think there was anything said via PM that was not mentioned 
on the forum anyway. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:21am | Post# 6309

 
From my own style of trading i have observed that the zones coincide with my pivots and 
mas on all time frames most times. so i would say a yes and no depends on how you 
combine the principle with your own trading strategy. when the zones coincide with your 
mas then your strategy works better. the recurrent transient principle has greatly refined 
my entries and exits. most times i dont get more that 2pip drawdown @ eurusdd would 
know better anyway. 
EDITED POST 

Quoting limprobable 
Can we apply recurrent / transient price to a simple ma 30 for example. Price are 
transient when touch the Ma, and recurrent when above or under the MA. What does that 
mean for our trading? 
 

 

Rockerzeus Aug 20, 2014 5:27am | Post# 6310

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones I’ve also added a main new feature that 
highlights the “potential” transient zones... 
Hi FreeFox, Thanks for the indi. 
Would you please make comment at top left deleted when indicator deleted from chart 

Thanks 

 



Freefox Aug 20, 2014 5:31am | Post# 6311

 
Quoting Rockerzeus 
{quote} Hi FreeFox, Thanks for the indi. Would you please make comment at top left 

deleted when indicator deleted from chart Thanks 
 
No problem, will add that to any future release. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 5:33am | Post# 6312

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones I’ve also added a main new feature that 
highlights the “potential” transient zones... 
 
Are you sharing the code as well instead of executable file? It will be good to disect it... 
:-) 

 

hepsibah Aug 20, 2014 5:33am | Post# 6313

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones I’ve also added a main new feature that 
highlights the “potential” transient zones... 
Many thanks Freefox 

 

phdmonster Aug 20, 2014 5:33am | Post# 6314

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} I'm using this one: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...96#post7682396 
Although I don't have much use for the statistics or the channel; I mostly just use to spot 
the fractals 
Thank you for the reply... If nothing else i can try using it as target or something like 
that :-) 
 
I will try to make an EA out of this strategy when i have time and i will share it when i 
make it work properly. 
 
If the OP doesn't have any problem with that of course :-) 
 
Have a nice one, 
 
Emil 

 



LiquidGenius Aug 20, 2014 5:41am | Post# 6315

 
Quoting burnssss 

{quote} Very interesting Liquidgenius, Can you explain a little more. Any 
part does not fit me, may be for my lack of understanding. thank you very 
much 

I think maybe to help clarify, I will go over some questions that I thought, and this can 
help you generate some questions on your own and dig deep. 
 
How large is the average T-zone? 
What's the likelihood of the total T-zone being met? 
If a T-zone is particularly big, is it more likely to become fully transient? 
How many times will a recurrent bar be passed through in an x(variable) or h(as is stated 
in the thread) period of time? 
 
Note that these questions will only get you so far, but IMO they are great for helping you 
learn more about them. At some point you have to great creative and really read the 
posts that eurusdd has put out. You can take the knowledge that this thread provides 
and incorporate it into your strategy as many people have, or if you choose the more 
daring route of trying to get 100% accuracy, you should probably meditate on the 
propositions and watch how price moves through recurrent bars. Large price movements 
definitely seem to move with purpose; as if they're trying to reach a certain number, and 
doing with good timing. 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 20, 2014 5:42am | Post# 6316

 
Quoting phdmonster 
{quote} Thank you for the reply... If nothing else i can try using it as target or 
something like that :-) I will try to make an EA out of this strategy when i have time and 
i will share it when i make it work properly. If the OP doesn't have any problem with that 
of course :-) Have a nice one, Emil 
As far as I know there was never a set of rules so I'm curious to see how that would turn 
out.. 

 

limprobable Aug 20, 2014 5:42am | Post# 6317

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones 

Many thanks  

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 5:45am | Post# 6318

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones I’ve also added a main new feature that 
highlights the “potential” transient zones... 
Thanks for the indi! 

 



handy148 Aug 20, 2014 5:45am | Post# 6319

 
Well, rightly or wrongly I've just taken a scalp short cos my system says so and currency 
strength meter agrees. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:55am | Post# 6320

 
same here. 

Quoting handy148 
Well, rightly or wrongly I've just taken a scalp short cos my system says so and currency 
strength meter agrees. 
 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 5:56am | Post# 6321

 
Thankfully it worked out. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 5:57am | Post# 6322

 
mind sharing your currency meter? would greatly appreciate it 
Quoting handy148 
Well, rightly or wrongly I've just taken a scalp short cos my system says so and currency 
strength meter agrees. 
 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 5:58am | Post# 6323

 
No problem - are you on skype or you want me to post it in here? 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:00am | Post# 6324

 
yeah im on skype, i guess other may want it to. if you want my skype i can send it to you 

Quoting handy148 
No problem - are you on skype or you want me to post it in here? 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:02am | Post# 6325

 
out @ + 6pips waiting for reentry at 84/87 short 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 6:03am | Post# 6326

 
1 Attachment(s) 
There you go - sure you will find loads if you google. 
Currency Strength - Giraia.ex4  



 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:06am | Post# 6327

 
thanks bro. hope ure getting pips. 

Quoting handy148 
There you go - sure you will find loads if you google. {file} 
 

 

dragos_ Aug 20, 2014 6:10am | Post# 6328

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 
I bought since you mentioned it yesterday, not for the money but as an act of faith in 
your method. 
Waiting patiently for the price to go up. 
 
Do you have an explanation on the chart why is going down since morning, as an 
analysis for us to understand ? 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:11am | Post# 6329

 
out again @ +2. @eurusd you just made some of us Pipserial killers   

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:12am | Post# 6330

 
 

Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} I bought since you mentioned it yesterday, not for the money but as an act of 
faith in your method. Waiting patiently for the price to go up. Do you have an 
explanation on the chart why is going down since morning, as an analysis for us to 
understand ? 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:16am | Post# 6331

 
i think i need to setup a trade explorer. unfortunately i cant demo trade cos im trading 

live. wont want to trade 2 accounts. i wonder how @eurusdd does it  
long at 81 close and reverse below 80 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 6:20am | Post# 6332

 
dragos - not to dis-respect Eurusdd but if George Soros phoned me and told me to buy 
XYZ Ltd, I wouldn't do it without some due diligence of my own. I learned long ago that 
it's better to make your own mistakes regardless of how good the trader may be. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:22am | Post# 6333

 



spot on . That is how religion and cults starts. They start to have faith in you then 
they follow and then they follow blindly 
Quoting handy148 
dragos - not to dis-respect Eurusdd but if George Soros phoned me and told me to buy 
XYZ Ltd, I wouldn't do it without some due diligence of my own. I learned long ago that 
it's better to make your own mistakes regardless of how good the trader may be. 
 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 6:25am | Post# 6334

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} I bought since you mentioned it yesterday, not for the money but as an act of 
faith in your method. Waiting patiently for the price to go up. Do you have an 
explanation on the chart why is going down since morning, as an analysis for us to 
understand ? 
I belief it will goes up, and USD/CHF goes down .... i remember money management 
every time i put order ... small lot is ok for me, and hedging at 15 pips i think should be 
ok. Waiting to buy again on the deep .... 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:25am | Post# 6335

 
we could get a strong reversal anytime . so not holding shorts but scalping them 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:28am | Post# 6336

 
i was tempted to trade heavy the way @eurusdd did but i realized it was messing with 
my trades. i slapped myself and returned to my 2 percent 10pip stoploss. 
most times i close manually less than - 3 pips when i place a bad trade. now i do not use 
physical stop. i use imaginary stop 
 
 
quote=tbird2121;7686278]{quote} I belief it will goes up, and USD/CHF goes down .... i 
remember money management every time i put order ... small lot is ok for me, and 
hedging at 15 pips i think should be ok. Waiting to buy again on the deep ....[/quote] 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 6:30am | Post# 6337

 
1.3290 my next target!! lets see  

 

LITEchild Aug 20, 2014 6:32am | Post# 6338

 
1 Attachment(s) 
closed all positions for 116, 106 and 69pips. 



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 6:32am | Post# 6339

 
Quoting ephisi 
we could get a strong reversal anytime . so not holding shorts but scalping them 

agree ... yes, i like scalping ...  

Quoting ephisi 
i was tempted to trade heavy the way @eurusdd did but i realized it was messing with 
my trades. i slapped myself and returned to my 2 percent 10pip stoploss. most times i 
close manually less than - 3 pips when i place a bad trade. now i do not use physical 
stop. i use imaginary stop 
Thanks 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 6:34am | Post# 6340

 
Not sure if anyone else is seeing the same but we seemed to have passed through 
multiple transient levels without any real strong reversal. 

 

Blackeagle Aug 20, 2014 6:37am | Post# 6341

 
Quoting Neio 
... we seemed to have passed through multiple transient levels without any real strong 
reversal. 
Assuming those transient levels match the real ones!!! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:38am | Post# 6342

 
uwc 

Quoting tbird2121 

{quote} agree ... yes, i like scalping ... {quote} Thanks 



 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 6:39am | Post# 6343

 
Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} Assuming those transient levels match the real ones!!! 
 
Well the h number on some time frames would need to be pretty big as price as not been 
down at these levels for a while. 
 
So I don't see how they can't be. 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 6:43am | Post# 6344

 
Maybe we have to ignore transient levels that are below a certain size (height). May that 
is the k number. 
 
If we ignored those ones then we would not try trading towards them. 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 6:43am | Post# 6345

 
LITEchild - what are you using on that chart a Raghee Horner channel ? 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 6:44am | Post# 6346

 
Quoting Neio 
Not sure if anyone else is seeing the same but we seemed to have passed through 
multiple transient levels without any real strong reversal. 
Yes, I agree. Then again, wait for the NY to kick in :-( 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:46am | Post# 6347

 
still searching for that bottom  Tired of scalping 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 6:49am | Post# 6348

 
Top and Bottm picking can be a dangerous game. No need to find the very top or the 
very bottom - plenty in between. 

 

LITEchild Aug 20, 2014 6:50am | Post# 6349

 
Quoting handy148 
LITEchild - what are you using on that chart a Raghee Horner channel ? 
TMA channel. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 6:55am | Post# 6350



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 

still searching for that bottom  Tired of scalping 
MAYBE this is it 1.3275:-) 

 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 6:56am | Post# 6351

 
@eurusdd  

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 6:56am | Post# 6352

 
By what I was seeing that beast must have started shooting up long time ago.. Dont 
know how will I agonize before making radical decisions, but still i think 1.3315 at least 
must be hit before asia. If we don't see strong reversal at ny open, i will be seriously 
losing confidence. 
very tough day today...  

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 6:58am | Post# 6353

 
Thanks - I tested TMA a while back. Didn't continue with it because different pairs 
needed different settings. I presume you are using a proper Triangular Moving Average 
and not the so called TMA True which is just a 56 LWMA with an ATR band around it. 

 

Ralome Aug 20, 2014 6:59am | Post# 6354

 
Quoting feline207 
By what I was seeing that beast must have started shooting up long time ago.. Dont 
know how will I agonize before making radical decisions, but still i think 1.3315 at least 
must be hit before asia. If we don't see strong reversal at ny open, i will be seriously 
losing confidence. very tough day today... 

If you want strong stuff, wait till FOMC That is strong most of the time. 



 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 7:01am | Post# 6355

 
eurusdd has said many times - the faster it runs away, the faster it has to go back to 
close the door. Well the door is opened since asia session and cold wind is coming 
through. EURUSD once again has no mercy over the small fishes! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:04am | Post# 6356

 
My observation. we just broke out of a crazy range of weeks i cant count. now the 
market is trending so you have to adapt the system. i remember @eurusd telling us he 
was only taking shorts because he was certain we were going down. i believe we have 
continuation of the bear trend. we could have correction back above 1.3300 any time. i 
am taking only shorts for now, few longs till i find that bottom 

Quoting Neio 
Not sure if anyone else is seeing the same but we seemed to have passed through 
multiple transient levels without any real strong reversal. 
 

 

Robertk Aug 20, 2014 7:06am | Post# 6357

 
Quoting Robertk 
Small short from 1.33010 here. Personally I think this can drop some further before a 
decent bounce happens. 
Closed 1/2. Might spike some more downward before a good bounce. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:08am | Post# 6358

 
My thoughts exactly. Only Red news reverses strong trends 

Quoting Ralome 

{quote} If you want strong stuff, wait till FOMC That is strong most of the time. 
 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 7:08am | Post# 6359

 
Yes Ralome - FOMC can move markets in a big way sometimes. 

 

Robertk Aug 20, 2014 7:10am | Post# 6360

 
Quoting ephisi 
My observation. we just broke out of a crazy range of weeks i cant count. now the 
market is trending so you have to adapt the system. i remember @eurusd telling us he 
was only taking shorts because he was certain we were going down. i believe we have 
continuation of the bear trend. we could have correction back above 1.3300 any time. i 
am taking only shorts for now, few longs till i find that bottom {quote} 
I couldnt have said more. Every time a winning streak occurs people go hallelujah, until a 
transition into a different LTF trend occurs. This does not have to be bad, but one needs 
to adjust to the market at that time. That's why I wonder how eurusdd handled these 



last positions of him, in order to know if he has filters that neutralize/benefit trend 
changes. 

 

LITEchild Aug 20, 2014 7:11am | Post# 6361

 
Quoting handy148 
Thanks - I tested TMA a while back. Didn't continue with it because different pairs 
needed different settings. I presume you are using a proper Triangular Moving Average 
and not the so called TMA True which is just a 56 LWMA with an ATR band around it. 
it's not about the tool. It's how you use it. 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 7:14am | Post# 6362

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I couldnt have said more. Every time a winning streak occurs people go 
hallelujah, until a transition into a different LTF trend occurs. This does not have to be 
bad, but one needs to adjust to the market at that time. That's why I wonder how 
eurusdd handled these last positions of him, in order to know if he has filters that 
neutralize/benefit trend changes. 
The drawdown was my concern and hence why I asked the question earlier in the thread 
about the best place to enter to avoid drawdown from entering too early. 

 

hepsibah Aug 20, 2014 7:16am | Post# 6363

 
Quoting Neio 
Not sure if anyone else is seeing the same but we seemed to have passed through 
multiple transient levels without any real strong reversal. 
Just thinking out loud here so bear with me. 
 
The probability of a transient zone being a long term turning point is very low and the 
smaller h is, the lower this probability becomes. In other words, the probability of a 
transient zone with a low h (provided it is not within a TZ with a much larger h) being 
subsequently taken out is high. So instead of looking for the optimum h for long term 
turning points (low probability), why not assume that short term TZ's with small h are 
going to be taken out (high probability). 
 
If this holds up, I think you could scalp two ways: 
 
1. after the left hand side of a potential TZ has formed, scalp as soon as price breaks 
through that and invalidates the TZ (this seems to be what ephisi is doing very 
effectively) 
2. if the TZ forms, scalp towards it once the left hand side of one in the opposite direction 
has formed 
 
SL would a breakthrough of the zone in the other direction. 
 
As I said, this is just thinking out loud at this stage but at least it would keep you on the 
right side of the major trend which would have saved some carnage over the last two 
days 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:17am | Post# 6364

 



yea, we need to give eurusd some time to close the door 
Quoting feline207 
eurusdd has said many times - the faster it runs away, the faster it has to go back to 
close the door. Well the door is opened since asia session and cold wind is coming 
through. EURUSD once again has no mercy over the small fishes! 
 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 7:18am | Post# 6365

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I couldnt have said more. Every time a winning streak occurs people go 
hallelujah, until a transition into a different LTF trend occurs. This does not have to be 
bad, but one needs to adjust to the market at that time. That's why I wonder how 
eurusdd handled these last positions of him, in order to know if he has filters that 
neutralize/benefit trend changes. 
Good point. I think most average dudes/dudesses can trade in range. What goes down 
has to come back up eventually. You don't even have to worry too much where you have 
enetered the trade as long as it is in the middle somewhere--eventually you should pick 
up few pips. You don't need sophisticated Simplicity etc tools just some common sense.  
 
However, indentifying the CHANGE from a RANGE to TREND is where majority fail. I am 
one of them for now. I think time to go back to my books... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 7:20am | Post# 6366

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} If this holds up, I think you could scalp two ways: 
 
1. after the left hand side of a potential TZ has formed, scalp as soon as price 
breaks through that and invalidates the TZ (this seems to be what ephisi is 
doing very effectively)  
 
2. if the TZ forms, scalp towards it once the left hand side of one in the opposite 
direction has formed SL would a breakthrough of the zone in the other 
direction. As I said, this is just thinking out loud at this stage but at least it would keep 
you on the right side of the major trend which... 
Like this. Hadn't thought of trading towards the TZ in a meaningful way until you 
described it like this. Possibly a eureka moment for me! 
So thank you very much! 
 
Edit: This then could be the approach to sort out Feline's issue of shooting through the 
TZ. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:20am | Post# 6367

 
Spot on @ hepsibah. thats why i called this an art. it needs creativity. Adapt @eurusdds 
method to the prevailing circumstance and the $$$$$$$$ are sure 

Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Just thinking out loud here so bear with me. The probability of a transient zone 
being a long term turning point is very low and the smaller h is, the lower this probability 
becomes. In other words, the probability of a transient zone with a low h (provided it is 
not within a TZ with a much larger h) being subsequently taken out is high. So instead of 



looking for the optimum h for long term turning points (low probability), why not assume 
that short term TZ's with small h are going to be taken out (high probability). If this 
holds up, I... 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:23am | Post# 6368

 
such is life vlady1974. we see life the market the way we are not the way the market it. 
what eurusdd has been able to do to us all is bring out differing perspectives that makes 
us think deeply. @eurusdd will make a good lecturer. im sure he is one 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Like this. Hadn't thought of trading towards the TZ in a meaningful way until 
you described it like this. Possibly a eureka moment for me! So thank you very much! 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:26am | Post# 6369

 
i strongly believe in eurusdds ability and im sure he has handled his trades well. im only 
2weeks old in this how much more eurusdd who is d grand master 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Good point. I think most average dudes/dudesses can trade in range. What goes 
down has to come back up eventually. You don't even have to worry too much where you 
have enetered the trade as long as it is in the middle somewhere--eventually you should 
pick up few pips. You don't need sophisticated Simplicity etc tools just some common 
sense. However, indentifying the CHANGE from a RANGE to TREND is where majority fail. 
I am one of them for now. I think time to go back to my books... 
 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 7:32am | Post# 6370

 
According to Einstein, the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and 
expecting different result.  
 
“Keep buying in a DOWNTREND” Therefore, I must be insane. My last day at this forum, tomorrow I 
am checking myself into…  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:32am | Post# 6371

 
trust me. i am loving dis 

Quoting handy148 
Top and Bottm picking can be a dangerous game. No need to find the very top or the 
very bottom - plenty in between. 
 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 7:34am | Post# 6372

 
Quoting samaralala 
According to Einstein, the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over 
again and expecting different result. “Keep buying in a DOWNTREND” Therefore, I must 
be insane. My last day at this forum, tomorrow I am checking myself into… 



TWO OF US THERE !  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:34am | Post# 6373

 
Maybe, just maybe. if shes gonna go short i want her to move fast. more and easy pips 

you know  
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} MAYBE this is it 1.3275:-) {image} 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:36am | Post# 6374

 
Not a good spot to be. i killed my longs on eurusdds call below 1.33 and followed my 
strategy. it payed off. please state your positions, position size and risk lets see what i 
can advice 

Quoting feline207 
By what I was seeing that beast must have started shooting up long time ago.. Dont 
know how will I agonize before making radical decisions, but still i think 1.3315 at least 
must be hit before asia. If we don't see strong reversal at ny open, i will be seriously 
losing confidence. very tough day today... 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 7:39am | Post# 6375

 
Quoting ephisi 
Not a good spot to be. i killed my longs on eurusdds call below 1.33 and followed my 
strategy. it payed off. please state your positions, position size and risk lets see what i 
can advice {quote} 
Longs @ 78,79,81,92 

Longs above 3300 stopped out (total -10x3) but lesson learned re the taking out of 
TZ. I've clearly not adapted it to my Bollinger Style yet because I've had all sorts of sell 
signals once below 3300. Should have closed the longs on retest and fail of 3304. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:41am | Post# 6376

 
the usdollar is very strong right now. been watching bloomberg allday as i dont open any 
other charts other than eurusd. im very loyal. i believe the fomc will take us more down/ 
price is news and news is price. 

Quoting handy148 
Yes Ralome - FOMC can move markets in a big way sometimes. 
 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 7:41am | Post# 6377

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Just thinking out loud here so bear with me. The probability of a transient zone 
being a long term turning point is very low and the smaller h is, the lower this probability 
becomes. In other words, the probability of a transient zone with a low h (provided it is 



not within a TZ with a much larger h) being subsequently taken out is high. So instead of 
looking for the optimum h for long term turning points (low probability), why not assume 
that short term TZ's with small h are going to be taken out (high probability). If this 
holds up, I... 
Thanks Hepsibah, 
 
The opportunity that Eurusdd highlighted is good I agree and we have to find a way to 
make it work for us. 
The main problem being that in trending markets we are going to be scalping retraces. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 7:44am | Post# 6378

 
[quote=ephisi;7686473]the usdollar is very strong right now. been watching bloomberg 
allday as i dont open any other charts other than eurusd. im very loyal. i believe the 
fomc will take us more down/ price is news and news is price. {quote}[/quote 
 
2-year German auction bonds. 0% yield!! Not good . 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 7:45am | Post# 6379

 
Quoting ephisi 
the usdollar is very strong right now. been watching bloomberg allday as i dont open any 
other charts other than eurusd. im very loyal. i believe the fomc will take us more down/ 
price is news and news is price. {quote}[/quote 2-year German auction bonds. 0% 
yield!! Not good . 
Wow! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:45am | Post# 6380

 
are those your positions or felines. i learnt painfully in the past never to marry a trend or 
a range. a breakout against you when you expect range to continuw could be the most 
painful experience. EURUSD is trying to spike up a bit right now. it could go back above 
1.3300. i dont know. so you can close as many in profit or breakeven or you can hold for 
reversal. but im sure we have a bearish breakout and i expect more down. if fomc takes 
this up tonite i will keep shorting from the top back to the bottom 
 
Edit i meant to say you can close not cant. typing really fast bcos of managing trades 

Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Longs @ 78,79,81,92 Longs above 3300 stopped out (total -10x3) but lesson 
learned re the taking out of TZ. I've clearly not adapted it to my Bollinger Style yet 
because I've had all sorts of sell signals once below 3300. Should have closed the longs 
on retest and fail of 3304. 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:48am | Post# 6381

 
im long at 82. may scalp or hold 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:49am | Post# 6382



 
i hope it has a little momentum to push up 

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 7:55am | Post# 6383

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The gap at 1.33127 From the Asian session is still there. Anyone showing an inefficiency 
there? 

 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 7:56am | Post# 6384

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Just thinking out loud here so bear with me. The probability of a transient zone 
being a long term turning point is very low and the smaller h is, the lower this probability 
becomes. In other words, the probability of a transient zone with a low h (provided it is 
not within a TZ with a much larger h) being subsequently taken out is high. So instead of 
looking for the optimum h for long term turning points (low probability), why not assume 
that short term TZ's with small h are going to be taken out (high probability). If this 
holds up, I... 
Can you show a example with chart? 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 7:58am | Post# 6385

 
spot on.  
[quote=samaralala;7686482] 
Quoting ephisi 
the usdollar is very strong right now. been watching bloomberg allday as i dont open any 
other charts other than eurusd. im very loyal. i believe the fomc will take us more down/ 
price is news and news is price. {quote}[/quote 2-year German auction bonds. 0% 
yield!! Not good . 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 7:59am | Post# 6386

 



Quoting ephisi 

spot on.  
That's what's concerning me. The strong dollar move is almost pricing in FOMC? Could be 
ranging from now until Fri. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 8:00am | Post# 6387

 
[quote=ephisi;7686509]spot on.  
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 
 
Yes but as i said previously, with all the facts presented to me - I am insane. I am LONG! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:01am | Post# 6388

 
Eurozone generally is messed up from spain to germany to france. Mario draghi also says 
eurusd is overpriced and needs to weaken 
 
[quote=samaralala;7686482] 
Quoting ephisi 
the usdollar is very strong right now. been watching bloomberg allday as i dont open any 
other charts other than eurusd. im very loyal. i believe the fomc will take us more down/ 
price is news and news is price. {quote}[/quote 2-year German auction bonds. 0% 
yield!! Not good . 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:02am | Post# 6389

 
we have found a temporary bottom at 74. longs longs have hope 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:03am | Post# 6390

 
Holding my longs from here on out. Except we take out todays low. no more shorts till 
we attemt to take out 74 todays low 
Quoting ephisi 
we have found a temporary bottom at 74. longs longs have hope 
 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 8:04am | Post# 6391

 
[quote=ephisi;7686517]Eurozone generally is messed up from spain to germany to 
france. Mario draghi also says eurusd is overpriced and needs to weaken  
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 
 
Yes correct but Fragi/DRAGI also said he is HAPPY to be LIKE NOVEMBER! check it out if 
you don't believe me. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:09am | Post# 6392



 
i dont have a crystal ball but i see news in price and it works for me 80percent of the 
time. if i had a short right no of + 50pips i would hold into focm statement. either i get 
stopped out or i could get some major pips. 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's what's concerning me. The strong dollar move is almost pricing in FOMC? 
Could be ranging from now until Fri. 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:10am | Post# 6393

 
But im long right now. just following what i see 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:11am | Post# 6394

 
im insane also. i am long 
[quote=samaralala;7686516] 
Quoting ephisi 

spot on. {quote} Yes but as i said previously, with all the facts presented to me - I am 
insane. I am LONG! 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:12am | Post# 6395

 
ok bro. what exactly did he say. i guess i missed that 
[quote=samaralala;7686525] 
Quoting ephisi 
Eurozone generally is messed up from spain to germany to france. Mario draghi also says 
eurusd is overpriced and needs to weaken {quote} Yes correct but Fragi/DRAGI also said 
he is HAPPY to be LIKE NOVEMBER! check it out if you don't believe me. 
 

 

Baillie Aug 20, 2014 8:17am | Post# 6396

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Longs @ 78,79,81,92 Longs above 3300 stopped out (total -10x3) but lesson 
learned re the taking out of TZ. I've clearly not adapted it to my Bollinger Style yet 
because I've had all sorts of sell signals once below 3300. Should have closed the longs 
on retest and fail of 3304. 
Im in the same boat as you Vlady, I had all the signals of a short and I ignored them to 

adjust the new method into my system This is my first loss on my REAL and demo acc 
in 50+ trades, pa is not looking good for longs atm. 

 

mario777 Aug 20, 2014 8:17am | Post# 6397

 
Quoting ephisi 
From my own style of trading i have observed that the zones coincide with my pivots and 
mas on all time frames most times. so i would say a yes and no depends on how you 
combine the principle with your own trading strategy. when the zones coincide with your 



mas then your strategy works better. the recurrent transient principle has greatly refined 
my entries and exits. most times i dont get more that 2pip drawdown @ eurusdd would 
know better anyway. EDITED POST {quote} 
hi! ephisi, Im sure many wanted follow your way of trading. I hope you can show you 

chart so we can learn from you and have eureka moments too. Thanks! 

 

rehorst Aug 20, 2014 8:17am | Post# 6398

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 

 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 8:19am | Post# 6399

 
Quoting Sciurus 
The gap at 1.33127 From the Asian session is still there. Anyone showing an inefficiency 
there? {image} 
Yes, I am looknig for retrace of the whole move until 1.3355 at least. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:20am | Post# 6400

 
i will do that> focused on trading right now. 

Quoting mario777 
{quote} hi! ephisi, Im sure many wanted follow your way of trading. I hope you can 

show you chart so we can learn from you and have eureka moments too. Thanks! 
 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 8:21am | Post# 6401

 
Quoting rehorst 
{quote} {image} 
Admittedly not the best call.... 
 



....but he makes more right calls then wrong so I guess that is what matters over the 
long run. 

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 8:24am | Post# 6402

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Yes, I am looknig for retrace of the whole move until 1.3355 at least. 
 
If that was our bottom, it came during London lunch, which would be a bit odd. Who 
knows, we might get a double bottom or another fakeout. I'm not long yet. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:25am | Post# 6403

 
lol. you are the captain of your destiny not eurusdd. afterall he told us there was 
3percent probability of failure 

Quoting rehorst 
{quote} {image} 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:27am | Post# 6404

 
pin bar forming on 4hr candle. pray it closes more up. it would favor longs 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 8:29am | Post# 6405

 
Problem with trading EURUSD lately is its abysmal daily range - around 45 I think. 

 

tashkent Aug 20, 2014 8:30am | Post# 6406

 
[quote=samaralala;7686525] 
Quoting ephisi 
Eurozone generally is messed up from spain to germany to france. Mario draghi also says 
eurusd is overpriced and needs to weaken {quote} Yes correct but Fragi/DRAGI also said 
he is HAPPY to be LIKE NOVEMBER! check it out if you don't believe me. 
this is the life, ephisi. 
Euro has problems, but i am pessimistic about USD as much as EUR. Well, let me put it 
this way: i am pessimistic about the whole financial system and any type of money not 
backed by gold or silver. The clock is ticking. 
But while there is a chance when you can make money trading these currencies, why not 
to do it? who cares if euro or usd or jpy or whatever is weak or strong??? grab your 
chance and forget about anything, because all these will go to ... when the day come. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 8:30am | Post# 6407

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Longs @ 78,79,81,92 Longs above 3300 stopped out (total -10x3) but lesson 
learned re the taking out of TZ. I've clearly not adapted it to my Bollinger Style yet 
because I've had all sorts of sell signals once below 3300. Should have closed the longs 



on retest and fail of 3304. 
Hi Vlady, 
 
I have short signal for USD/CHF => 0.9046-0.9051 ... does it mean that EUR/USD will go 
up ? 
 
Thanks 

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 8:30am | Post# 6408

 
Volume very low at US open. Price is adrift. 

 

phdmonster Aug 20, 2014 8:32am | Post# 6409

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} As far as I know there was never a set of rules so I'm curious to see how that 
would turn out.. 
 
I don't agree entirely... Even if you place trades randomly with tossing a coin of flipping 
cards or playing blackjack it is still a rule.... You place your trade acording to something 
(meaning something has to happen in order for you to place a trade). Even if you don't 
flip a coin still you decide what trade you are going to take randomly (the event that has 
to occus is your choice). Do you understand where i am going? 
 
It will probably be hard to program, but when i get a better grasp at the system myself it 
won't be imposible. 
 
:-) 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 8:32am | Post# 6410

 
Well it is not written in stone that tops and bottoms form at a specific time of day. Couple 
of years ago frankfurt moves were almost always fake, absorbing the crowd and then 
price snapped in another direction, that is not the case now. I really hope that eurusdd 

will come back and buy 1 million lots and just resolve our issues of corse on a live 

account  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:32am | Post# 6411

 
EURUSDD should hit 1.3300 soon. Expectant. 
 
Warning. This is not a trade call, im only sharing my trades  

 

evrynet Aug 20, 2014 8:34am | Post# 6412

 
EURUSD should hit 1.3310 soon?!!!!! 

 

hepsibah Aug 20, 2014 8:35am | Post# 6413

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Can you show a example with chart? 
Just a hasty response as I am about to go out. I have only annotated a few of the potential 
trades otherwise the chart would be too messy but hope you get the idea. There have been 
no broken zone sell trades signalled since the low of 1.32768. 
 
If it's still not clear, I will have another go at explaining this evening. 

 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:35am | Post# 6414

 
are you saying there will be no currency market soon and only gold will be traded? i dont 
get your point 
 
[quote=tashkent;7686580] 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} this is the life, ephisi. Euro has problems, but i am pessimistic about USD as 
much as EUR. Well, let me put it this way: i am pessimistic about the whole financial 
system and any type of money not backed by gold or silver. The clock is ticking. But 
while there is a chance when you can make money trading these currencies, why not to 
do it? who cares if euro or usd or jpy or whatever is weak or strong??? grab your chance 
and forget about anything, because all these will go to ... when the day come. 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:36am | Post# 6415

 
@EURUSDDs call is still valid. No one should come in here talking against @eurusdds 
call. i can confidently tell you you will be blocked just the way he blocked me. 

 
I was one of the judasses but i saw the light and repented. @ master @eurusdd granted 
me mercy. and here i am now smashing pips with what hes shared here. 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 8:38am | Post# 6416

 
Quoting evrynet 



EURUSD should hit 1.3310 soon?!!!!! 
It is definately hitting that today or during asia, BUT I what I am really afraid of is a 
some massive stop hunt below 1.3375. That beast is running on FULL STEAM today 

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 8:38am | Post# 6417

 

Quoting feline207 

Well it is not written in stone that tops and bottoms form at a specific time of day. Couple 
of years ago frankfurt moves were almost always fake, absorbing the crowd and then 
price snapped in another direction, that is not the case now. I really hope that eurusdd 

will come back and buy 1 million lots and just resolve our issues of corse on a live 

account  
 
Yes Agreed. That is why I am not short either. Price is not behaving within my current 
trading paradigm. Price could move up 100 pips without me. I don't care. There will 
always be other opportunities. 

 

tashkent Aug 20, 2014 8:39am | Post# 6418

 
[quote=ephisi;7686599]are you saying there will be no currency market soon and only 
gold will be traded? i dont get your point  
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} 
no all i am saying is that there MUST be grandiose changes coming to financial system 
(the question is when), there is no other way around. 
CYCLES my friend. 
let's not get too deep into this. let's make money!  

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 8:40am | Post# 6419

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Yes Agreed. That is why I am not short either. Price is not behaving within my 
current trading paradigm. Price could move up 100 pips without me. I don't care. There 
will always be other opportunities. 
Market adapts to our behavior. If we start learning the tricks, it will come with new 

stuff... But one thing is for sure, it is always up or down! 
That is why it is not a good idea to think what most are thinking, because it surely wont 
bring profits in the lon run... That MA - trend follower may have got his moment today, 
but the minutet we stop with the pronounced and clear extended moves, he is dead. that 
is what has been bothering me for eurusdd concepts. They work exceptional when 
market has no clear direction and is clearing both ways., but in a strong trending market 
the risk gets really serious. I see MANY EXAMPLES where many of us would have failed, 
no matter if we used delicate levels ,similarities, transient levels etc. And that is only 
examples from 2014... We want to participate longer in that game.... Sooo, unless we 
find out more about his OTHER concepts, I dont think we are yet very strong with these 
ideas! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:41am | Post# 6420

 
closed long at 90. waiting for reentry @+8pips 



 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 8:41am | Post# 6421

 
ephisi - good call on EU long 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:47am | Post# 6422

 
understood bro 
 
[quote=tashkent;7686608] 
Quoting ephisi 
are you saying there will be no currency market soon and only gold will be traded? i dont 
get your point {quote} no all i am saying is that there MUST be grandiose changes 
coming to financial system (the question is when), there is no other way around. CYCLES 
my friend. let's not get too deep into this. let's make money! 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:49am | Post# 6423

 
honestly i just looked at my lower band on bolinger. from 4hrtf downwards are strongly 
below zero. we are going to have a burial for bears soon and i wont be one off them. im 
preparing to short this baby towards the bottom. eurusdd style. watching to see if i will 
enter short or reenter long 

 

Baillie Aug 20, 2014 8:53am | Post# 6424

 
If Bears cannot close it below 1.3274 in next 3 hrs longs are in play to much higher 
levels, Already looking like that. 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 8:53am | Post# 6425

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3290 my next target!! lets see  

Target hit again OMG.... Eurusdd thank you so much, no loses yet  
 

Just to let you know I have just double my live account  
 
It feel Great to know how the market really works!  
 

Everything is here on this thread guy just keep reading exp Eurusdd posts  

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 8:58am | Post# 6426

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Market adapts to our behavior. If we start learning the tricks, it will come with 

new stuff... But one thing is for sure, it is always up or down! That is why it is not a 
good idea to think what most are thinking, because it surely wont bring profits in the lon 
run... That MA - trend follower may have got his moment today, but the minutet we stop 
with the pronounced and clear extended moves, he is dead. that is what has been 



bothering me for eurusdd concepts. They work exceptional when market has no clear 
direction and is clearing both... 
 
Agreed. Sometimes a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. I am following the concepts 
of this thread, but I stick to trading what I am familiar with. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 8:59am | Post# 6427

 
im short at 83. taking a break 
 
bearsih pinbar about to be confirmed on 1hr candle. 4hr bullish pin bar invalidated. 

Taken a short now. if it plays out i will hold short till fomc and take a break, 
scalping requires lots of concentration and its braindrainig. its wort the trouble though 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 8:59am | Post# 6428

 
[quote=josh11;7686643]{quote} Target hit again OMG.... Eurusdd thank you so much, 

no loses yet Just to let you know I have just double my live account It feel Great 
to know how the market really works! Everything is here on this thread guy just keep 
reading exp Eurusdd posts 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:01am | Post# 6429

 
Thanks bro and more thanks to our master @eurusdd. he is the lionel messi of this 
pair. 

Quoting handy148 
ephisi - good call on EU long 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 9:02am | Post# 6430

 
Quoting ephisi 
im short at 83. taking a break bearsih pinbar about to be confirmed on 1hr candle. 4hr 
bullish pin bar invalidated. Taken a short now. if it plays out i will hold short till fomc and 

take a break, scalping requires lots of concentration and its braindrainig. its wort 
the trouble though 
Me too! 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 9:04am | Post# 6431

 
1 Attachment(s) 
thank you eurusd and madmoney for this great thread! 
dear Traders, i have a Problem with the cycleIndi..i loaded the indi, use standart Settings 1-
10-4 and 1-50-4 but not all the Spikes are showing...can u help please? 
thank you all cheers mex 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 9:06am | Post# 6432

 
[quote=josh11;7686643]{quote} Target hit again OMG.... Eurusdd thank you so much, 

no loses yet Just to let you know I have just double my live account It feel Great 
to know how the market really works! Everything is here on this thread guy just keep 
reading exp Eurusdd posts 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:06am | Post# 6433

 
I have studied eurusdd and i understand he is giving us bits and pieces. if he were to 
give us all at once we wont be able to handle it. thats why i said he is a good teacher. i 
would love to be his student in a class. he sparks you to think. and dosnt spoonfeed us. 
when eurusdd comes back he will teach us more. whats hes given us is enuf to make me 
a billionaire. 
Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} He did not give probability for 3389 call. A couple of weeks ago on EURUSD 
thread, when price was at 3340ish, he said it would bounce to 3397 with 99.xxxx % 
probability (then everyone on EURUSD thread was bearish) and then drop back to 3336 
as 3397 was unsustainable. After his call, price shot to 3397 (and many people shorted 
at 3397 to book profit at 3336) and even further up to 3432, and all those scalpers 
shorted at 3397 got stopped out and many people on the thread mocked him saying 
price wouldn't go back to 3336 but a couple of days... 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:10am | Post# 6434

 
i disagree feline. EURUSD came at a time when the market was ranging. hes never been 
with us in a trend market since i joined here. im sure he would trade differently now. 
many here are using his concepts right now in addition with their strategy and making 
pips. at least you have seen the callls i made today. check the time i made the calls and 
check price i posted immediately. judge from my result. all those calls were made using 
eurusdds strategy. 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Market adapts to our behavior. If we start learning the tricks, it will come with 

new stuff... But one thing is for sure, it is always up or down! That is why it is not a 
good idea to think what most are thinking, because it surely wont bring profits in the lon 



run... That MA - trend follower may have got his moment today, but the minutet we stop 
with the pronounced and clear extended moves, he is dead. that is what has been 
bothering me for eurusdd concepts. They work exceptional when market has no clear 
direction and is clearing both... 
 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 9:11am | Post# 6435

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Target hit again OMG.... Eurusdd thank you so much, no loses yet Just to let 

you know I have just double my live account It feel Great to know how the market 
really works! Everything is here on this thread guy just keep reading exp Eurusdd posts 

 
Good job! could you share how you did it? 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:13am | Post# 6436

 
EURUSDD has givven us different toos, how you use it is up to you. i observed that the 
similarity principle is quick to work out in range markets faster. but in trends it could 
take days if not weeks or years to play out. How did i find out? i backtested 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 9:15am | Post# 6437

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Good job! could you share how you did it? 
Not just yet! I am still testing, I will tell you my calls but like I said testing at the 
moment so if you follow its at your own risk!  
 

I have done 11 trades all winners  

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 9:19am | Post# 6438

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is what I was referring too earlier when I said we had gone through multiple transient 
levels. 
Even if I adjust the h size to a high number we would still seem most if not all of those 
levels. So those levels must be right. 
 
My theory is that what we are seeing today is quite rare. Going through 3 levels like that. 
 
So what has the highest probability...going through a fourth transient level or going up? 
 
I make no advice on what you should do... 
 
This is on H4 TF 
 



 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:21am | Post# 6439

 
closed short. need a break -9 . will keep posting though and watch for direction 
 
it may go back down to 74 from here. but my brain needs rest. will stop trading for today 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 9:22am | Post# 6440

 
Quoting Neio 
This is what I was referring too earlier when I said we had gone through multiple 
transient levels. Even if I adjust the h size to a high number we would still seem most if 
not all of those levels. So those levels must be right. My theory is that what we are 
seeing today is quite rare. Going through 3 levels like that. So what has the highest 
probability...going through a fourth transient level or going up? I make no advice on 
what you should do... This is on H4 TF {image} 
 
The only other thing that I could think of that could invalidate those transient levels is 
that they have to be a minimum pip height to be valid. 

 

jurn_e Aug 20, 2014 9:25am | Post# 6441

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Not just yet! I am still testing, I will tell you my calls but like I said testing at 

the moment so if you follow its at your own risk! I have done 11 trades all winners  

Thanks.  
 

Am still long since Asian.  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:35am | Post# 6442

 
similarity will not play out quickly in a trending market. transient zones made tons of pips 
today if you know how to apply the principle the way eurusdd does 
 
edit eurusdd told us the move back up will be as fast or slow as the move down 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Market adapts to our behavior. If we start learning the tricks, it will come with 



new stuff... But one thing is for sure, it is always up or down! That is why it is not a 
good idea to think what most are thinking, because it surely wont bring profits in the lon 
run... That MA - trend follower may have got his moment today, but the minutet we stop 
with the pronounced and clear extended moves, he is dead. that is what has been 
bothering me for eurusdd concepts. They work exceptional when market has no clear 
direction and is clearing both... 
 

 

velox Aug 20, 2014 9:35am | Post# 6443

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
optimal time to buy eurusd. 
wow.. looks like your demo account has blown up. yesterday i saw you had long from 
1.3320 and 1.3328 with very high leverage (1:100+ each so account leverage was 
1:200+). when eurusd went under 1.3280, you likely lost 100%. 
 
please show us the explorer if this is not correct. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:45am | Post# 6444

 
@vlady1974 i hope you closed your longs? are u still short @ 83?. if she goes down after 

i exit my short i will   

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 9:51am | Post# 6445

 
in my experience down moves are much faster than up moves - of course it's not an 
exact science. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:57am | Post# 6446

 
gravity effect i guess. 

Quoting handy148 
in my experience down moves are much faster than up moves - of course it's not an 
exact science. 
 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:57am | Post# 6447

 
This eurusd bull looks to me like a 4hr 5sma retracement. i believe we are going back to 
the bottom. bulls be careful. im done trading for today. i got a short at 87 10stop. 
holding till fomc. too tired to scalp 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:59am | Post# 6448

 
lol 4hr 5sma retracement trying to manifest. i learnt that in the days of karmo and 
auslanco. 

Quoting ephisi 



This eurusd bull looks to me like a 4hr 5sma retracement. i believe we are going back to 
the bottom. bulls be careful. im done trading for today. i got a short at 87 10stop. 
holding till fomc. too tired to scalp 
 

 

matkooo2575 Aug 20, 2014 10:00am | Post# 6449

 
Quoting velox 
{quote} wow.. looks like your demo account has blown up. yesterday i saw you had long 
from 1.3320 and 1.3328 with very high leverage (1:100+ each so account leverage was 
1:200+). when eurusd went under 1.3280, you likely lost 100%. please show us the 
explorer if this is not correct. 
woooww someone new and dont read a lot of this thread. so it means you dont know 
nothing about eurusdd trading. he is looking for only 1-10 pips and when he wrote 
optimal time for buy, yes it was optimum time for some pips and I am almost sure he 

took it and close trade  !! 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 10:02am | Post# 6450

 
Im out guys! happy Piping. will check back at fomc release 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 10:04am | Post# 6451

 
Quoting handy148 
in my experience down moves are much faster than up moves - of course it's not an 
exact science. 

That why it's called long and short!!  

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:12am | Post# 6452

 
Previous messages were hashed up by the phone - apologies. 
 
Yes, I was out of longs for a net of -3 on 5 of those bad boys which was better than what 
it could've been.  
Tried to scalp some longs and shorts and I won 2 lost 2, meh. 
 
Been called away left right and centre so I'm distracted now. 
 
Josh, your analysis thus far, is that on 5M or do you use all sorts to get your final 
projections? 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 10:13am | Post# 6453

 
Quoting Neio 
This is what I was referring too earlier when I said we had gone through multiple 
transient levels. Even if I adjust the h size to a high number we would still seem most if 
not all of those levels. So those levels must be right. My theory is that what we are 
seeing today is quite rare. Going through 3 levels like that. So what has the highest 
probability...going through a fourth transient level or going up? I make no advice on 
what you should do... This is on H4 TF {image} 



 
On reflection.... 
 
...of course it could still go down but what I am trying to say is that based on what 
Eurusdd said it should not keep on creating levels without taking them out. 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 10:15am | Post# 6454

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Previous messages were hashed up by the phone - apologies. Yes, I was out of longs for 
a net of -3 on 5 of those bad boys which was better than what it could've been. Tried to 
scalp some longs and shorts and I won 2 lost 2, meh. Been called away left right and 
centre so I'm distracted now. Josh, your analysis thus far, is that on 5M or do you use all 
sorts to get your final projections? 

I am trading the 15mins chart mate  

 

rehorst Aug 20, 2014 10:16am | Post# 6455

 
Eurusdd trade explorer was removed. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:17am | Post# 6456

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I am trading the 15mins chart mate  
Cool! Even better, that's the one I like. Cheers matey, keep em coming! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:21am | Post# 6457

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Hi Vlady, I have short signal for USD/CHF => 0.9046-0.9051 ... does it mean 
that EUR/USD will go up ? Thanks 
Euro and USD are obviously inversely related so if there is a signal for Dollar weakness 
we do LOOK for signs of EUR strength. 
The caveat is that you need to see what other currency is tied to the dollar that may 
reduce or amplify the effect. 
 
Eg. If UJ (USDYEN) and EJ (EURYEN) are both going up, you'll find EU is flatter than what 
you would have expected. If UJ and EJ are invers, the EJ and EU are in sync... etc etc 
etc. Some news spikes will effect EU exclusively whilst others not. GU up doesn't always 
mean EU up... etc  
 
So my "knee-jerk reaction" is Yes, EU should go up if USDCHF is going down. But always 
validate that with signals or other news. 

 

velox Aug 20, 2014 10:21am | Post# 6458

 
Quoting matkooo2575 
{quote} woooww someone new and dont read a lot of this thread. so it means you dont 
know nothing about eurusdd trading. he is looking for only 1-10 pips and when he wrote 
optimal time for buy, yes it was optimum time for some pips and I am almost sure he 



took it and close trade  !! 
Clearly you didnt see his trades from yesterday. He took these position at 8:34 ny time 
(1.3328) and 10:30ish ny time (1.3320) and was still holding these till evening since as 
you know he doesnt like to take loss. 
 
Also someone else also asked eurusdd about one of these trades yesterday. 
 
PS: if you think only people who post a lot are one following this thread you are 
mistaken. there are lot of people who dont post because they spend their energy in 
listening to what is being said and post infrequently. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:22am | Post# 6459

 
Quoting ephisi 
This eurusd bull looks to me like a 4hr 5sma retracement. i believe we are going back to 
the bottom. bulls be careful. im done trading for today. i got a short at 87 10stop. 
holding till fomc. too tired to scalp 
Scalping long dude. Eyeing 3295ish 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 10:24am | Post# 6460

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Euro and USD are obviously inversely related so if there is a signal for Dollar 
weakness we do LOOK for signs of EUR strength. The caveat is that you need to see what 
other currency is tied to the dollar that may reduce or amplify the effect. Eg. If UJ 
(USDYEN) and EJ (EURYEN) are both going up, you'll find EU is flatter than what you 
would have expected. If UJ and EJ are invers, the EJ and EU are in sync... etc etc etc. 
Some news spikes will effect EU exclusively whilst others not. GU up doesn't always 
mean EU up... etc So my "knee-jerk... 
Very clear, thanks Vlady ... 

 

velox Aug 20, 2014 10:24am | Post# 6461

 
Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} This is what he said. He didn't say "optimal time for buy" for a few pips. That's 
for sure. "Remember that we are faced with a very high-probability setup @ 1.3389+. So 
like I said before, don't bet against that . If you are selling, do so with caution before you 
end up in red! from now to Tomorrow is up!, news or no news because this setup is tight. 
Later." 
exactly and like i said in other post, he was holding big long positions (from 1.3328 & 
3320). there is a reason why he would delete his explorer. i would love to be proven 
wrong and learn how he managed in this situation. but very likely he blew this demo 
account. 
 

Quoting rehorst 
Eurusdd trade explorer was removed. 
yes, thats why i think his demo account is blown by those longs he was holding since 
yesterday morning hoping to get 1.3389+. if his predictions had turned true, his return 
would have been 700% just from this trade !! 

 

Neio Aug 20, 2014 10:25am | Post# 6462



 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I am trading the 15mins chart mate  
Congrats and very interesting Josh, I see those levels on my 15 min chart too but not 
sure how you determine which way it will go. 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 10:28am | Post# 6463

 
Hmm seems a lot of us are using M15 charts 

 

rehorst Aug 20, 2014 10:32am | Post# 6464

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 10:35am | Post# 6465

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Very clear, thanks Vlady ... 
 
Here use this to see the correlation of all the currencies: 
http://www.myfxbook.com/forex-market/correlation  

 

zarkon Aug 20, 2014 10:38am | Post# 6466

 
1.32748 should be revisit (fix) before going north. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 10:38am | Post# 6467

 
Quoting velox 
{quote} exactly and like i said in other post, he was holding big long positions (from 



1.3328 & 3320). there is a reason why he would delete his explorer. i would love to be 
proven wrong and learn how he managed in this situation. but very likely he blew this 
demo account. {quote} yes, thats why i think his demo account is blown by those longs 
he was holding since yesterday morning hoping to get 1.3389+. if his predictions had 
turned true, his return would have been 700% just from this trade !! 
THis reminds me of some social experiment...and we are all subjects in it. Eurusdd is 
writting a book right now. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:41am | Post# 6468

 
Quoting rehorst 
{image} 
LOL... it's very easy to do this kind of thing, but many were also saying death of shorts 
back at 3405 but when the call was made for 3347, no song and dance was done about 

it.... so that analogy you're implying is... sunk!  

 

matkooo2575 Aug 20, 2014 10:42am | Post# 6469

 
Quoting velox 
{quote} exactly and like i said in other post, he was holding big long positions (from 
1.3328 & 3320). there is a reason why he would delete his explorer. i would love to be 
proven wrong and learn how he managed in this situation. but very likely he blew this 
demo account. {quote} yes, thats why i think his demo account is blown by those longs 
he was holding since yesterday morning hoping to get 1.3389+. if his predictions had 
turned true, his return would have been 700% just from this trade !! 
hmm guys guys I can say only 1 thing for you. live in your dreams....you follow him and 

didnt close your trade after 2-5pips and blow your account? or what do you want? I 
think you are new in this thread and dont know nothing what he is doing with explorer, 
with trades etc. just start reading EURUSDD post from august and maybe you will fnd 

something dont make this thread like some guys made in EURUSD thread, ok? share 
your ideas about trading and not about why he isnt showin explorer and his account has 

to be blown and similar things. focus on the trading ideas, or just reading  

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:44am | Post# 6470

 
Quoting matkooo2575 
{quote} hmm guys guys I can say only 1 thing for you. live in your dreams....you follow 

him and didnt close your trade after 2-5pips and blow your account? or what do 
you want? I think you are new in this thread and dont know nothing what he is doing 
with explorer, with trades etc. just start reading EURUSDD post from august and maybe 

you will fnd something dont make this thread like some guys made in EURUSD thread, 
ok? share your ideas about trading and not about why he isnt showin explorer and his 
account has to be blown... 
Err... not me? Who blew their account? 

 

matkooo2575 Aug 20, 2014 10:49am | Post# 6471

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Err... not me? Who blew their account? 
no man, not you...I think guys like rehorst or velox !! maybe their account are in red 



because of the idea that price should fix problem with 1,3344 and 1,3405 and it went 
more down...I dont know 

 

shiva Aug 20, 2014 10:51am | Post# 6472

 
Seeing how sharks who have a whiff of the upcoming news drive the price up/down when 
they want to sell/buy later, it seems to me that the price is being driven to cheaper levels 
in order to get in good fills after the FOMC later today. 

 

Sciurus Aug 20, 2014 10:53am | Post# 6473

 
Quoting rehorst 
{image} 
i'm not sure if you are referring to the explorer, but one thing is for sure, the eur/usd has 
no sails this morning. No one is interested in it. Volume is very low. No wind, no 
movement. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 10:55am | Post# 6474

 
Quoting matkooo2575 
{quote} no man, not you...I think guys like rehorst or velox !! maybe their account are 
in red because of the idea that price should fix problem with 1,3344 and 1,3405 and it 
went more down...I dont know 
That's cool man! It's life, eh?! Live and LEARN. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 11:03am | Post# 6475

 
Dnt try to trade like eurusdd. i bet he dosnt trade his life account that way. With sund 
money management theres no way you can blow your account using eurusdds method. i 
bet he dosnt leverage that high on his live account 
The truth is eurusdd was only trying to prove a point and top forexfactorys leaderboard. 
because people like me challenged him. he was just having fun. but correct me if im 
wrong , the money management may be bad but the strategy is 97percent efficient 

 

tbird2121 Aug 20, 2014 11:06am | Post# 6476

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Here use this to see the correlation of all the currencies: 
http://www.myfxbook.com/forex-market/correlation  

Thanks a lot samaralala ...  

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 11:06am | Post# 6477

 
can someone please explain to me how to load the ex4 file...for some odd reason my 
computer keeps saying "application not found"...when i try to down load it...much 
appreciated ..x 

 



samaralala Aug 20, 2014 11:07am | Post# 6478

 
The following are forecasts for this week's remaining data from a survey compiled the 
previous Friday and the past Monday. 
 
DATE TIME RELEASE PERIOD CONSENSUS PREVIOUS (ET) 
Thursday 0830 Jobless Claims Aug 16 302K (21) 311K 
0945 Markit "Flash" Mfg PMI Aug N/A 55.8* 
1000 Existing Home Sales Jul 5.0mln (31) 5.04mln 
--percent change -0.8% +2.6% 
1000 Phila Fed Mfg Svy Aug 18.0 (23) 23.9 
1000 Leading Index Jul +0.6% (22) +0.3% 
 
*Final July reading (Figures in parentheses refer to number of economists surveyed.) 

 

kprsa Aug 20, 2014 11:12am | Post# 6479

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Keep the algo and see if it's contrarian! 
There is really no algorithm. It is just statistics and probability. And sometimes you do 

get lower probability events.  
Whatever happens with EURUSD in the meantime, I think the return north should be 
dramatic. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 11:15am | Post# 6480

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} There is really no algorithm. It is just statistics and probability. And sometimes 

you do get lower probability events. Whatever happens with EURUSD in the 
meantime, I think the return north should be dramatic. 
Very dramatic. I hope i can catch the move. It would be awesome 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 11:19am | Post# 6481

 
Quoting Trader_X 
can someone please explain to me how to load the ex4 file...for some odd reason my 
computer keeps saying "application not found"...when i try to down load it...much 
appreciated ..x 
 
Easy . It is executable file that you are moving into your Indicators folder.  
 
Navigate and copy your file into : C:\Program Files\MetaTrader 4\MQL4\Indicators. 
 
*Restart your Metatrader  

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 11:24am | Post# 6482

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Easy . It is executable file that you are moving into your Indicators folder. 
Navigate and copy your file into : C:\Program Files\MetaTrader 4\MQL4\Indicators. 
*Restart your Metatrader 



Should just add that the *.ex4 file is the compiled file of the *.mq4 code, and is the file 
that the mt4 platform executes.  
 
Let me know if you have more issues. Here to help :-)  

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 11:25am | Post# 6483

 
Thank you sam...may all the pips be yours!!!  

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 11:28am | Post# 6484

 
that is very kind of you sam...very much appreciated...ill try that...x 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 11:30am | Post# 6485

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Scalping long dude. Eyeing 3295ish 
Done.  
Line in the sand.  
The formation on the Daily seems interesting now. 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 11:36am | Post# 6486

 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 11:38am | Post# 6487

 
Watching the action form on UJ makes me think pump and dump. Most of today's action 
is definitely more Dollar related than Euro. 

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 11:56am | Post# 6488

 
to sam and tbird....i humbly thank you both for your help...i was able to complete the 
download!!! one thousand thank you's too you both...sam please disregard the PM i sent 
you...wont be necessary...all the best ..X 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 6489

 
Finally a lower high on USDJPY 15M 
 
2H from FOMC... could the market have priced everything in? I've been told that aside 
from some just 2min before, that no one knows the news before it comes out..... hmmm. 

 

velox Aug 20, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 6490

 
Quoting ephisi 



Dnt try to trade like eurusdd. i bet he dosnt trade his life account that way. With sund 
money management theres no way you can blow your account using eurusdds method. i 
bet he dosnt leverage that high on his live account The truth is eurusdd was only trying 
to prove a point and top forexfactorys leaderboard. because people like me challenged 
him. he was just having fun. but correct me if im wrong , the money management may 
be bad but the strategy is 97percent efficient 
I agree EURUSDD has ingenuine way of thinking about the market and certainly hope he 
doesnt trade his real account like he traded the demo account. However do note that if 
you are showing an explorer (even demo) and showing 500% return in a week, people 
will think that is for real and try to do in their real account and that wont end up well. 
 
as for me, i listen a lot thats why you dont see too many posts from me but i have read 
eurusdd since begining and even gg53's thread that was offshoot from this thread. I 
questioned him about his explorer as well since that didnt sound like a good way to 
trade. 
 
my own trading is long term (i.e. weeks, months) based on both fundamental and 
technical. I couldnt trade at these leverage anyways because of account size (you will 
know when you have a big account that leverage of 5 is also too much sometimes). Read 
up fti's thread (technical analysis fallacy) and see how he trades with 0 leverage now - 
and he was a market maker at tier1/2 bank in the past. 
 
 
BTW this 97% has no scientific proof (not even defined properly : 97% of what??). 
historically price is transient for much more than 3% of the price points or time for any 
reasonable h. Also what matters is how far price goes before it comes back to recurrent 
zone. if price goes 100 pips against you before it get back to make you 5 pips, that is not 
going to be a sustainable strategy i.e. sure blow up sooner or later. 
Also Eurusdd's use of math here is like a car salesman's pitch - claim using buzz words 
without fully understanding those. like that example where he said higher probability of 
tail after 6 heads... when someone pointed out thats wrong then changed tune to say he 
meant probability of 1 tail 6 tosses is high after 6 heads have occurred. Wrong again. 
 
 
Anyhow i will leave it at this. Just wanted to point this out so that people dont think 
trading like eurusdd did in this demo account is sustainable. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 6491

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Finally a lower high on USDJPY 15M 2H from FOMC... could the market have priced 
everything in? I've been told that aside from some just 2min before, that no one knows 
the news before it comes out..... hmmm. 
Lol. Thats not true. Who has the news before its released. If you watch most high impact 
news price starts moving in tue direction of news some times 10minutes before news. 
Some time 24 hrs. 

 

velox Aug 20, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 6492

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Finally a lower high on USDJPY 15M 2H from FOMC... could the market have priced 
everything in? I've been told that aside from some just 2min before, that no one knows 
the news before it comes out..... hmmm. 
i totally believe that. but then some people might have better estimates based on their 
access to fed members. but no one knows for sure which way news is going (sometime 



there is leak due to technical errors but thats rare). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 6493

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Lol. Thats not true. Who has the news before its released. If you watch most 
high impact news price starts moving in tue direction of news some times 10minutes 
before news. Some time 24 hrs. 
The question was posed to someone who works with crew behind his employer's trading 
desk. His answer was that no-one knows. 
If there is any insider leakage, then some of the guys at another thread are showing that 
2M before release there is enough of a blimp to suggest that a move in a particular 
direction is imminent. 
 
Not saying I know... just saying I find it interesting. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 6494

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The question was posed to someone who works with crew behind his employer's 
trading desk. His answer was that no-one knows. If there is any insider leakage, then 
some of the guys at another thread are showing that 2M before release there is enough 
of a blimp to suggest that a move in a particular direction is imminent. Not saying I 
know... just saying I find it interesting. 
ok, i didnt get you. Are you watching the 1hr short setup 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 6495

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}ok, i didnt get you. Are you watching the 1hr short setup 
Don't worry mate... it's just quiet time ramblings whilst we wait on news. 
 
Regarding UJ, yes I'm seeing that "lower high" forming on the 1H and 15M. Of course, 
not confirmed until the candle low is passed........sigh. Need a beer. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 6496

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The question was posed to someone who works with crew behind his 
e3mployer's trading desk. His answer was that no-one knows. If there is any insider 
leakage, then some of the guys at another thread are showing that 2M before release 
there is enough of a blimp to suggest that a move in a particular direction is imminent. 
Not saying I know... just saying I find it interesting. 
alot of people have been caught for insider trading. I believe the system is not perfect. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 6497

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Don't worry mate... it's just quiet time ramblings whilst we wait on news. 
Regarding UJ, yes I'm seeing that "lower high" forming on the 1H and 15M. Of course, not 



confirmed until the candle low is passed........sigh. Need a beer. 
Inverse reln between EU and UJ 

 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 6498

 
Quoting velox 
{quote} I agree EURUSDD has ingenuine way of thinking about the market and certainly 
hope he doesnt trade his real account like he traded the demo account. However do note 
that if you are showing an explorer (even demo) and showing 500% return in a week, 
people will think that is for real and try to do in their real account and that wont end up 
well. as for me, i listen a lot thats why you dont see too many posts from me but i have 
read eurusdd since begining and even gg53's thread that was offshoot from this thread. I 
questioned him about his explorer... 
I love this post especially last paragraph 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 6499

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Should just add that the *.ex4 file is the compiled file of the *.mq4 code, and is 
the file that the mt4 platform executes. Let me know if you have more issues. Here to 
help :-) 
thank you sama, my cycle indie is not working well, always missing Spikes..i have the 
.mq4 on my Chart, so better to use a .ex4 Version? where can i find it? can you post the 
indi? thank you so much! cheers mex 

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 6500



 
mex...click on the paper clip in the upper left hand corner...there you will see the ex4 file 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 6501

 
Quoting Trader_X 
mex...click on the paper clip in the upper left hand corner...there you will see the ex4 file 
thank you Trader, but cannot see the file ..i only see cycle-indi with mq.4 there ..whats 
the name of the file? cheers 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 6502

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} thank you Trader, but cannot see the file ..i only see cycle-indi with mq.4 there 
..whats the name of the file? cheers 

sorry Folks, found the indi now..haven't see that there are 5 pages with indies   

 

Baillie Aug 20, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 6503

 
Quoting shiva 
Seeing how sharks who have a whiff of the upcoming news drive the price up/down when 
they want to sell/buy later, it seems to me that the price is being driven to cheaper levels 
in order to get in good fills after the FOMC later today. 
 
Exactly! 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 6504

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} thank you Trader, but cannot see the file ..i only see cycle-indi with mq.4 there 
..whats the name of the file? cheers 
 
As far as I understand the code author is only providing EXECUTABLE file not the source. 
Hence why .ex4 file type. 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 6505

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is anyone seeing what I am seeing..... 
 
BUTTERFLY maybe? 



 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 1:54pm | Post# 6506

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} As far as I understand the code author is only providing EXECUTABLE file not the 
source. Hence why .ex4 file type. 
it's working well with eur/usd now but not with other charts...i have much less Spikes with 
other Charts..is that normal? 
thank you 



 

 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:01pm | Post# 6507

 
bull trap? heading for 74 

 

handy148 Aug 20, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 6508

 
Closed my shorts way too early but never mind. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 6509

 
Price is news news is price like i said  holding 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 6510

 
Quoting ephisi 
bull trap? heading for 74 
 
nice move opportunity to reenter short at 74 

 



ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 6511

 
closed long plus 7 pips 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:28pm | Post# 6512

 
scal long at 61 

 

pipcruiser Aug 20, 2014 2:28pm | Post# 6513

 
Mex, what are your settings?Do you have full history on your broker platform?PC 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} it's working well with eur/usd now but not with other charts...i have much less 
Spikes with other Charts..is that normal? thank you {image} {image} 
 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 6514

 
The only thing that dissapoints me is that eurusdd is not back here today to give some 
info. I would really want to hear his interpreatation of todays moves and how much he 
believes in a rapid snap back to upper levels. Perhaps he has some hard times with his 
live trading also ? If his analysis was centered along the prediction of an upward move? 
Who knows.. There is no doubt it will retrace. But sometimes it gets too late. 

 

Baillie Aug 20, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 6515

 
Here's some #'s to think about:  
 
1.3692 
1.3229 
1.3114 
 
You decide 

 

Naokia980 Aug 20, 2014 2:30pm | Post# 6516

 
It's time to buy some euro?   

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 6517

 
Quoting feline207 
The only thing that dissapoints me is that eurusdd is not back here today to give some 
info. I would really want to hear his interpreatation of todays moves and how much he 
believes in a rapid snap back to upper levels. Perhaps he has some hard times with his 
live trading also ? If his analysis was centered along the prediction of an upward move? 
Who knows.. There is no doubt it will retrace. But sometimes it gets too late. 
I had 5 trades today all winners so it does wrk!  
 



HINT: we need to look at the market different  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 6518

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I had 5 trades today all winners so it does wrk! HINT: we need to look at the 

market different  

its working even right now 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 6519

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} its working even right now 
closed plus 4 waiting for reentry 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 6520

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} closed plus 4 waiting for reentry 
long 64 again 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 6521

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} long 64 again 
preparing to short at 74 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:40pm | Post# 6522

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} preparing to short at 74 
closed last long now. better to wait for short 

 

feline207 Aug 20, 2014 2:42pm | Post# 6523

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I had 5 trades today all winners so it does wrk! HINT: we need to look at the 

market different  
With which method, the transient zones? Sure we have to look different. 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 6524

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} With which method, the transient zones? Sure we have to look different. 
Its my own interpretation of what Eurusdd has been teaching in this thread! 

 



hepsibah Aug 20, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 6525

 
I have 1.32530 as a level and so am assuming it needs this before going up. 
 
Next level I have below is 1.31039. I hope we see a significant retrace before this. There 
are multiple levels above and I see 1.33986 and 1.4110 as significant. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 6526

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Its my own interpretation of what Eurusdd has been teaching in this thread! 
the funny thing is our interpretations may be different. but we all make pips. as i said 
earlier when the trend starts forget about dissimilarity but bear in mind a reversal could 
happen anytime. focus on trz during trends 

 

mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 6527

 
Quoting pipcruiser 
Mex, what are your settings?Do you have full history on your broker platform?PC{quote} 
hi pip , to be honest i don't know..i have a demo with FinFX...where can i get this 
Information? 
 
live i would use an stp Broker like hotforex.com..thanks 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 6528

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I had 5 trades today all winners so it does wrk! HINT: we need to look at the 

market different  
"Some of you will say, "it does not matter. The big boys don't care about you." That is 

silly. In fact, they really care about you. Your collective failures add up to their collective 

gains. The more they know about other players, small or large, the better their ....... 
 
So, in this thread I am not going to give you an indicator. But, I am going to show you 

that no matter how random the market looks, not matter how difficult your trading is, 

there is an underlying truth that exists. I will show it in pictures. It is up to you to look at 

the market differently and if you can uncover the truth for yourself, KEEP IT TO 

YOURSELF. 

Don't waste your time trying to teach others because they will only end you calling you 

names. 

 

SO, what is this fact. I have been in this industry for a while and my background is 90% 

technical and 10% fundamental. On the pictures, posted below, are two indicators. One 

orange and the other white. The law I managed to uncover is really really deep but in 

simple terms can be stated as follows" - Eurusdd.  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 6529

 
we will surely get back to 74. ive decide not to buy the retracements anymore henceforth 
except inrangemarkets. I have observed the retrace can be so slow and annoying so 
better to short the main move 



 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 2:59pm | Post# 6530

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} "Some of you will say, "it does not matter. The big boys don't care about you." 
That is silly. In fact, they really care about you. Your collective failures add up to their 
collective gains. The more they know about other players, small or large, the better their 
....... So, in this thread I am not going to give you an indicator. But, I am going to show 
you that no matter how random the market looks, not matter how difficult your trading 
is, there is an underlying truth that exists. I will show it in pictures. It is up to you to look 
at... 

Great post, thank you!  

 

NuNix Aug 20, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 6531

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I had 5 trades today all winners so it does wrk! HINT: we need to look at the 

market different  
me too, . I'm testing similarity concept at the moment. 10 trades no losses so far, just 
luck or not...let's c! 

 

josh11 Aug 20, 2014 3:02pm | Post# 6532

 
Quoting NuNix 
{quote} me too, . I'm testing similarity concept at the moment. 10 trades no losses so 
far, just luck or not...let's c! 
Great to hear my friend, keep up the good wrk and remember we don't need to 

overtrade  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 6533

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} "Some of you will say, "it does not matter. The big boys don't care about you." 
That is silly. In fact, they really care about you. Your collective failures add up to their 
collective gains. The more they know about other players, small or large, the better their 
....... So, in this thread I am not going to give you an indicator. But, I am going to show 
you that no matter how random the market looks, not matter how difficult your trading 
is, there is an underlying truth that exists. I will show it in pictures. It is up to you to look 
at... 
please can you share the link to that eurusdd post 

 

tashkent Aug 20, 2014 3:04pm | Post# 6534

 
guys, please keep all your pips and winners to yourself. this is not your trading journal. 
have some respect to others who are here to understand the important concepts about 
market not to read how many pips you scalped, taking short or long unless it relevant to 
the topic and you can explain it with the systems we are learning. no disrespect intended 
against anyone. 

 



mex2000 Aug 20, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 6535

 
1 Attachment(s) 
anyhow..this stuff is crazy! thanks to eurusd and madmoney! i guess you just changed my 

life and my view to forex  
still i'm finetuning the settings but with just 1 pair (usd/eur) from 1pm to 6pm i have 

already 7 beauties with no loss...  can't thank you enough! in the beginning i thought i 
never get that but the more you try and try and watch set up's you suddenly see the light.. 

 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 6536

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, please keep all your pips and winners to yourself. this is not your trading journal. 
have some respect to others who are here to understand the important concepts about 
market not to read how many pips you scalped, taking short or long unless it relevant to 
the topic and you can explain it with the systems we are learning. no disrespect intended 
against anyone. 
 
Good point. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 3:13pm | Post# 6537

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, please keep all your pips and winners to yourself. this is not your trading journal. 
have some respect to others who are here to understand the important concepts about 
market not to read how many pips you scalped, taking short or long unless it relevant to 
the topic and you can explain it with the systems we are learning. no disrespect intended 
against anyone. 

great post   

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 3:16pm | Post# 6538

 
Quoting mex2000 
anyhow..this stuff is crazy! thanks to eurusd and madmoney! i guess you just changed 

my life and my view to forex  still i'm finetuning the settings but with just 1 pair 

(usd/eur) from 1pm to 6pm i have already 7 beauties with no loss...  can't thank you 



enough! in the beginning i thought i never get that but the more you try and try and 
watch set up's you suddenly see the light.. {image} 
thats just the first stage of learning, there abe better indictiors to use in place of the 
cyclic indicator. read through the read entirely and you will get them 

 

Freefox Aug 20, 2014 3:17pm | Post# 6539

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, please keep all your pips and winners to yourself. this is not your trading journal. 
have some respect to others who are here to understand the important concepts about 
market not to read how many pips you scalped, taking short or long unless it relevant to 
the topic and you can explain it with the systems we are learning. no disrespect intended 
against anyone. 
I think it gives encouragement to others and I'm personally glad that people post them 
 
... and people can learn from the trades other people are posting and try and workout 
why 
 
... each to there own I guess - no one approach will suit all so no point trying to state 
one. 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 3:21pm | Post# 6540

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} I think it gives encouragement to others and I'm personally glad that people 
post them ... and people can learn from the trades other people are posting and try and 
workout why ... each to there own I guess - no one approach will suit all so no point 
trying to state one. 
another opinion. good one. i personally tracked all eurusdds trades on his trade explorer, 
to fine why he took them. some i didnt un derstand but i learnt from that excercize. 
everything that needs to be learnt has already been posted, newbies should just go to 
page one and start studying and testing thing out 

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 6541

 
if we dont post, im sure this thread is going to die soon now at eurusdd is away. he will 

revive it after his resurection, maybe next year   

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 6542

 
FreeFox thanks for the latest update! It's behaving alot better and I love the developing 

zone! Cheers!   

 

Freefox Aug 20, 2014 3:41pm | Post# 6543

 
Quoting vlady1974 
FreeFox thanks for the latest update! It's behaving alot better and I love the developing 

zone! Cheers!   
Glad you like it and appreciate the thanks. 
 



I'm working on better "developing zone" code logic - It's actually pretty complex tracking 
them real-time, but I'll hopefully get it 100% sorted soon. 
 
Hope it's proving useful making your trading decisions.  
 
I'm actually going through all the TZ posts again to try and work out my trading strategy 
around using them as I've not yet fully grasped the approach to how to best use them at 
the moment. But will persist ... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 6544

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Glad you like it and appreciate the thanks. I'm working on better "developing 
zone" code logic - It's actually pretty complex tracking them real-time, but I'll hopefully 
get it 100% sorted soon. Hope it's proving useful making your trading decisions. I'm 
actually going through all the TZ posts again to try and work out my trading strategy 
around using them as I've not yet fully grasped the approach to how to best use them at 
the moment. But will persist ... 
I personally like the comment during this afternoon regarding ephisi's approach 
(scalping?) 
It was diametrically opposite to what I was doing and I instantly realised that had I been 
able to view it that way, I would have salvaged my -30 pips today. 
 
In many ways, we're converging because it is to do with the Developing Zone. 
Perhaps I can PM you some details as I am also working with Burnsss on refining the K 
value ;-) (I know you'd be interested in that). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 3:54pm | Post# 6545

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Just thinking out loud here so bear with me. The probability of a transient zone 
being a long term turning point is very low and the smaller h is, the lower this probability 
becomes. In other words, the probability of a transient zone with a low h (provided it is 
not within a TZ with a much larger h) being subsequently taken out is high. So instead of 
looking for the optimum h for long term turning points (low probability), why not assume 
that short term TZ's with small h are going to be taken out (high probability). If this 
holds up, I... 
This is the post. Thank you very much again Hepsibah! 
I'll be studying this! 

 

Freefox Aug 20, 2014 4:05pm | Post# 6546

 
Thanks, re-reading a load of stuff now :-) 

 

samaralala Aug 20, 2014 4:27pm | Post# 6547

 
"I belong to a small trading group of five persons. We have been analyzing the forex 

market :EURUSD: for a while now and each person has a probability of success p 

(o<p<1) obtained from averaging his past calls. 

So, if X says eurusd will rise to 1.23 within the next 3 hrs and his current probability of 

success is 45%, the group will identify his call with that number.  

The more correct calls he makes, the higher p will be. In that way, he is motivated to 



make better calls and the group advances .... 

We are not really interested in how he came about his decision, our group position is 

based on his p. 

 

If I make 100 calls here and 90 of them are right and you place 10 pips stop loss each 

time and follow the simple rule above, you will benefit from my presence here more. But 

if I just give you an indicator and vanish, ." - EURUSDD 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 4:42pm | Post# 6548

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I still have this template on the 1H. It is for my ZigZag Bollinger method developed last year 
from the notes on this thread. 
This is why I am very bearish - price is under 300EMA. 
 
Now despite today's price action, let's humour the target of 3387. To achieve that from 
where we are, the only classical formation I know of that could take us there is a double 
bottom. Given we are at new lows for 1 year at least, the classic method is to measure the 
middle leg of the W shape of a double bottom and multiply by 2. 
3387 Target - 3254 Low = 133 pips. 133/2 = 66.5 pips which is the projected middle leg 
giving 3254 + 66.5 = 3320.5 Which is 4 pips away from the last swing high before the 
plunge (that was yesterday... Josh's projection of 3322). 
 
For it to continue down (which I speculate) it has to be a convincing Bull Trap. The 300EMA 
is my ultimate marker for this. If the Eurusdd's projection holds, then if 3387 is reached, it 
must be a challenge to 300EMA. If it pierces, then it could be a setup for a test/fail and we 
plunge into the depths of Hades. If not, we could have a new change in trend - or 
countertrend Wave 4 as some ElliotWave analysts have been debating. 
 
The current ZigZag shows that the bottom is a significant one, the last swing was the top 
342X. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 20, 2014 4:49pm | Post# 6549

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And just to round out what's lying north of current price, there are 3 Dissimilarity Zones 



above that would be price targets only if price came from the bottom. 

 

 

hepsibah Aug 20, 2014 4:51pm | Post# 6550

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I still have this template on the 1H. It is for my ZigZag Bollinger method developed last 
year from the notes on this thread. This is why I am very bearish - price is under 
300EMA. Now despite today's price action, let's humour the target of 3387. To achieve 
that from where we are, the only classical formation I know of that could take us there is 
a double bottom. Given we are at new lows for 1 year at least, the classic method is to 
measure the middle leg of the W shape of a double bottom and multiply by 2. 3387 
Target - 3254 Low = 133 pips. 133/2... 
There may still be a further down to below 1.32531. Trade the breaks of zones in both 
directions. 

 

Baillie Aug 20, 2014 5:31pm | Post# 6551

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} There may still be a further down to below 1.32531. Trade the breaks of zones 
in both directions. 
1.3229 It cannot get a strong close above 1.3266 within 3 hours, look for Asia to drop. 

 

xxl205 Aug 20, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 6552

 
Quoting mex2000 
anyhow..this stuff is crazy! thanks to eurusd and madmoney! i guess you just changed 

my life and my view to forex  still i'm finetuning the settings but with just 1 pair 

(usd/eur) from 1pm to 6pm i have already 7 beauties with no loss...  can't thank you 
enough! in the beginning i thought i never get that but the more you try and try and 
watch set up's you suddenly see the light.. {image} 
Hello Mex2000, 
 
your setup looks quite nice, would you mind sharing the EXACT indicators and maybe a 
template ? 



 
That would be great ... 
 
Thanks a lot ! 

 

Trader_X Aug 20, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 6553

 
hi mex...yes a template would be great..but how are you trading that...using 
DisSimalarity? it s hard to tell from the chart but it almost looks like your trading the 
cycles when they align...please elaborate...much thanks , X 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 20, 2014 8:25pm | Post# 6554

 
Quoting xxl205 
{quote} Hello Mex2000, your setup looks quite nice, would you mind sharing the EXACT 
indicators and maybe a template ? That would be great ... Thanks a lot ! 
Quoting Trader_X 
hi mex...yes a template would be great..but how are you trading that...using 
DisSimalarity? it s hard to tell from the chart but it almost looks like your trading the 
cycles when they align...please elaborate...much thanks , X 
Hmm ... i don't think it is a good idea .... learning process must be filled with practice, 
we must try to look for the best for us. The great concept is given, we just need to apply 
it using our own indicators. 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 20, 2014 8:57pm | Post# 6555

 
Quoting samaralala 
xxxxx .... If I make 100 calls here and 90 of them are right and you place 10 pips stop 

loss each time and follow the simple rule above, you will benefit from my presence here 

more.  
Thanks samaralala, 
This post is a good REMINDER .... thanks. Oh yes, i remember of it until now. And i will 
try to more CAREFUL in putting an order now, and try do Not too Active in buying/selling 
a pair, if it is not really needed. We do not know when Market will act against us, so a 
stop loss is needed - yes i am agree with this. 
In my opinion, if we are just following a call without good money management, this is 
dangerous. My max loss is 2.5% - 3% (may be this is bigger than normally trader use, 
2%) , but so far so good. I have followed Eurusdd's calls so many times, and probability 
of win is big. And i think with good money management, my account should be ok. 
 
One question: 
Some of us choose hedging instead of stop loss. Do you know which one is better ? 
We can wait for good opportunity to close the hedging+original orders, and end with a 

win. But if we hold it too long, we must pay for swap Any idea? 

 

aud Aug 20, 2014 9:41pm | Post# 6556

 
Quoting Freefox 
Thanks, re-reading a load of stuff now :-) 
Thanks for the indi Freefox. I trust that those who are able to benefit from it the most, 
will help you do the same. 
 



Is it possible to incorporate this post from Eurusdd? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...17#post7681717  

 

ephisi Aug 20, 2014 9:45pm | Post# 6557

 
NEXT MAJOR SUPPORT FOR TARGET ON SHORTS 1.3095. ENJOY. 
 
Observation, When you catch a trend you will be more profitable letting your profits run. 
reserve scalping for when you observe a tight range. alternatively you can exit short at 
pivot and reentershot on retracement. add shorts at every opportunity and you will be 
more profitable. im gone back to my swing trades for now, in and out in and out. 
minimum of 10pips profit. 
 
im short at 1.32551 letting profits run until i spot reversal. will add more shorts on 
retracements. not smart to be scalping in a trend when you can let profits run. i will scalp 
when range starts. thanks to eurusdds strategy i have refined my swing trade and 

daytrade entries entries to the pip. @eurusdd  
 
happy trading 

 

LITEchild Aug 21, 2014 1:52am | Post# 6558

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} strange. I do not see any problems. I saw all the previous ones you called 

though...  I do see smooth sailing to 1.3110. You've not been wrong yet though, so 

Thanks for the heads up as usual!  
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...hmmm...still beg to differ..for now. 3110 still in my crosshairs...   
 

nuf said...  

 

 

mex2000 Aug 21, 2014 2:26am | Post# 6559



 
7 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xxl205 
{quote} Hello Mex2000, your setup looks quite nice, would you mind sharing the EXACT 
indicators and maybe a template ? That would be great ... Thanks a lot ! 
hello when i have two Spikes in the same direction (from the to different cycle windows) 
and a 3 ball, all at the same time, trend normaly changes (two red Spikes up= sell, two 
green Spikes down=buy) 
..you have to try different Settings with cycle-indie (see post 28 from eurusd) 
but i'm still testing...be carefull..sometimes the Spikes and 3ball appear and disappear 
again..feel free to correct me i'f i'm wrong but thats the way i interpret madmoneys way 
of trading..cheers mex 
Cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4 
#MTF Stochastic v2.0.mq4 
3_Level_ZZ_Semafor.ex4 
Chaos Semafor - 3_Mod.mq4 
Cycle Identifier Notification.mq4 
cycle-identifier.ex4 
Mex.tpl  

 

giovanni4000 Aug 21, 2014 2:40am | Post# 6560

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} hello when i have two Spikes in the same direction (from the to different cycle 
windows) and a 3 ball, all at the same time, trend normaly changes (two red Spikes up= 
sell, two green Spikes down=buy) ..you have to try different Settings with cycle-indie 
(see post 28 from eurusd) but i'm still testing...be carefull..sometimes the Spikes and 
3ball appear and disappear again..feel free to correct me i'f i'm wrong but thats the way i 
interpret madmoneys way of trading..cheers mex {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} 
{file} 
Thanks mex ... 

 

zarkon Aug 21, 2014 3:05am | Post# 6561

 
1.32430-1.32420 i have a problem in 5m TF to be fixed. 

 

xxl205 Aug 21, 2014 3:13am | Post# 6562

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} hello when i have two Spikes in the same direction (from the to different cycle 
windows) and a 3 ball, all at the same time, trend normaly changes (two red Spikes up= 
sell, two green Spikes down=buy) ..you have to try different Settings with cycle-indie 
(see post 28 from eurusd) but i'm still testing...be carefull..sometimes the Spikes and 
3ball appear and disappear again..feel free to correct me i'f i'm wrong but thats the way i 
interpret madmoneys way of trading..cheers mex {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} 
{file} 
Thank you a lot ! 
 
I have tried myself yesterday on GJ ... and it seems this pair has a lot less noise 
regarding the cycles. Will (perhaps) post my screens, but don't want to clutter up this 

thread  

 



sram Aug 21, 2014 3:14am | Post# 6563

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {quote} nuf said...  {image} 
Dear litechild 3110 is possible only if it breaks 3155.I believe 3155 is 2014 support if it 
breaks it enters the area of Bearish territory but very strong support at 3115-3108. Now 

i have a target 3124 let us see. Thank you  
 
Sorry, typo-I mean my short term target is 1.3224 and i am sure eu will complete! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 3:41am | Post# 6564

 
Quoting zarkon 
1.32430-1.32420 i have a problem in 5m TF to be fixed. 
This is where it found support. I went long at 3245. At first I thought the rub up was a 
Franky fake but London open has gone with it. 

 

Anusragger Aug 21, 2014 3:52am | Post# 6565

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} hello when i have two Spikes in the same direction (from the to different cycle 
windows) and a 3 ball, all at the same time, trend normaly changes (two red Spikes up= 
sell, two green Spikes down=buy) ..you have to try different Settings with cycle-indie 
(see post 28 from eurusd) but i'm still testing...be carefull..sometimes the Spikes and 
3ball appear and disappear again..feel free to correct me i'f i'm wrong but thats the way i 
interpret madmoneys way of trading..cheers mex {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} {file} 
{file} 
I think Madmoney traded it differently. 

1. 5 min spike 
2. 1 min opposite spike 
3. 1 min spike in direction of 5 min spike: entry 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 3:53am | Post# 6566

 
Initial jobless claims  

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 4:00am | Post# 6567

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This has been mentioned before by Eurusdd and others but it's worth reiterating. 
 
When a previously completed transient zone is taken out, price always seems to return to 
the taken out zone before continuing on its way. Many times it happens very quickly and 
there is not room to make a profit but it's worth watching for those that are taken out by a 
considerable margin. 
 
I've attached an example. 



 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 21, 2014 4:04am | Post# 6568

 
I had my Eureka moment this morning before I went to bed. I woke up to test it and sure 
enough in it's vanilla version it looked to be about 92% accuracy. I added a filter and no 
stop loss and I discovered that if you martingale with this strategy in the right way, it 
looks like you can win (tested over 86640 bars). if you double up after every "loss" 
(meaning every time the target is not hit in the next x period), you will never need to 
double more than twice before you hit a winner. In other words... You can never lose 
more than 3 times in a row. Coincidence? I estimated the following: 
 
Trade 1: 
Win: 92% 
Lose: 8% 
 
Trade 2 (of the 8%): 
Win: 86% 
Loss: 14% 
 
Trade 3 (of the 14% of the 8%): 
Win: 100% 
Loss: 0% 
 
 
I will take a break, go exercise, perhaps yell a little bit, and come back to confirm the 
results.  
 
So I DO think something very very good can come of this. There are a few 'issues' with 
the results currently, but not anything that I think cannot be solved (check other time 
frames, h values, other pairs, system check on # of trade opportunities, look at detailed 
entry). I don't think I have the same system as he does, but I think I've found something 

that works for me. I will probably go back to not be posting too much unless some 
people have general questions or when eurusdd comes back for the next lesson (: I'd 
rather not bug this informational thread with trade calls. 
 
Notes: 
1. You don't need high level math to understand the true proposal that is put out by 
eurusdd. I still don't really know what a markov process is. 
 



2. If you're new the thread, came in mid way, or just feel a little stuck, start from the 
beginning (pg 286/287?). eurusdd shouts in bold for a good reason. Pay attention! If you 
learn nothing else, learn to do your research on the basic h and you will not be able to 
deny the fact that most prices chose to be h recurrent. 
 
3. You cannot apply the concept effectively until you realize and understand the 
similarities/dissimilarities between what I call a left-side transient bar and a full transient 
bar. There is a critical reason why we assume that a left-side transient bar is a full 
transient bar and act as such in labeling other areas as recurrent. eurusdd has made no 
mistakes in labeling areas or answering questions.  
 
4. As I've said before, some people have asked some really great questions. Sciurus's 
early posts in this thread in particular and eurusdd's response to them were printed out 
and taped to my wall (along with others). 
 
5. I still need to work on k. I think it is the key to optimal entry, not the key to 
understanding how the concept works. There is a reason why it is not discussed much. 
 
Nevertheless, this is still a hyper specific component of the market. I still haven't a clue 
on how to project levels like 1.3384 or being able to pinpoint a problem level. My 
knowledge of the original similarity thread is basically none. For those who can only 
make use of some of this lesson but can still better their trading by it, great! But I will be 
working endlessly to turn this 100% level into 100% trading. 

 

Freefox Aug 21, 2014 4:14am | Post# 6569

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hepsibah 
This has been mentioned before by Eurusdd and others but it's worth reiterating. When a 
previously completed transient zone is taken out, price always seems to return to the taken 
out zone before continuing on its way. Many times it happens very quickly and there is not 
room to make a profit but it's worth watching for those that are taken out by a considerable 
margin. I've attached an example. {image} 
 
 
Didn't realised until I look more closely that you are using my indicator I provided but 
changed the colors. Glad people are finding it useful :-) 
 
I notice though you have the H values set to only 3, and thus TZs appear nearly 27% of the 
time. 
 
EURUSDD said TZs should only appear around 3% of the time, like this ... 



 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 4:21am | Post# 6570

 
Quoting ephisi 
we will surely get back to 74. ive decide not to buy the retracements anymore henceforth 
except inrangemarkets. I have observed the retrace can be so slow and annoying so 
better to short the main move 
 

heavy rains here, my interenet connection went out while trading. we touched 74 
as i predicted i would have shorted from there 

 

Ullen Aug 21, 2014 4:24am | Post# 6571

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Anusragger 
{quote} I think Madmoney traded it differently. 5 min spike 1 min opposite spike 1 min 
spike in direction of 5 min spike: entry 
Is this a propper setup then? 

 

 



hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 4:27am | Post# 6572

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Didn't realised until I look more closely that you are using my indicator I 
provided but changed the colors. Glad people are finding it useful :-) I notice though you 
have the H values set to only 3, and thus TZs appear nearly 27% of the time. EURUSDD 
said TZs should only appear around 3% of the time, like this ... {image} 
Hi freefox 
 
Your indicator is invaluable - thank you so much. 
 
If you read post 6363 and look at the example on post 6414, you will see why I am using 
a small h. It is because I expect them to be taken out and scalp accordingly. 

 

josh11 Aug 21, 2014 4:27am | Post# 6573

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
I have the same system as he does, but I think I've found something that works for me. 
But I will be working endlessly to turn this 100% level into 100% trading. 
Great work mate and same with me I don't believe anyone is trading or using what I am 
to get my levels but it still working that why this thread is so interesting! 
 

All your hard work will pay off mate keep up the great work  

 

Anusragger Aug 21, 2014 4:31am | Post# 6574

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Is this a propper setup then? {image} 
Well, it's not how MM traded. Lose the 5 min chart. Now, on your 1 min chart, if you see 
a spike in the lower cycle indy (represents 5 min) wait for an opposite spike in the top 
cycle indy (represents 1 min) and then wait for a spike in the initial direction (still top 
indy) and enter. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 4:33am | Post# 6575

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
I had my Eureka moment this morning before I went to bed. 
Congratulations mate, I'm very happy for your success! Your efforts have paid off! 

 

Freefox Aug 21, 2014 4:34am | Post# 6576

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Hi freefox Your indicator is invaluable - thank you so much. If you read post 
6363 and look at the example on post 6414, you will see why I am using a small h. It is 
because I expect them to be taken out and scalp accordingly. 
Ok, thanks that makes sense :-) 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 4:38am | Post# 6577

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 



I had my Eureka moment this morning before I went to bed. I woke up to test it and sure 
enough in it's vanilla version it looked to be about 92% accuracy. I added a filter and no 
stop loss and I discovered that if you martingale with this strategy in the right way, it 
looks like you can win (tested over 86640 bars). if you double up after every "loss" 
(meaning every time the target is not hit in the next x period), you will never need to 
double more than twice before you hit a winner. In other words... You can never lose 
more than 3 times in a row.... 
congrats mate. welcome to the club 

 

mex2000 Aug 21, 2014 4:40am | Post# 6578

 
Quoting xxl205 
{quote} Thank you a lot ! I have tried myself yesterday on GJ ... and it seems this pair 
has a lot less noise regarding the cycles. Will (perhaps) post my screens, but don't want 

to clutter up this thread  

thank you xx..pls post your Screens, ist helpful for other peoples..also for me   

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 5:01am | Post# 6579

 
If this system tames "the beast" that really will be something. 

 

Waez Aug 21, 2014 5:01am | Post# 6580

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Well, I´ve finally got it. Huge thanks to Eurusdd and to the coders/traders kprsa, Freeforex, 
Hepsibah, Josh11 and Vlady and many more. Next question for me will be to make a 
qualified suggestion to where the price will go in the near future. I´ve been dealing with the 
concept of gaps and the tendency of price to retirn and fill the gaps. Eurusdd Points to a 
2:nd degree problem at 1.3344. Looking closer at 19/8 15:33 M1 there´s a gap of 10/7 pips 
between 1.3344/1.3341 and 1.3334. What will determine the gravity Power of 
those gaps? Some relationship between range and volume? Probably - but then we don´t 
have the tickdata which in any case will be second hand quality tick data from our brokers, 
not the presumably more accurate tickdata from a dealer higher up in the chain, and we 
don´t have the true volume. We have to work with what we have and assume that there´s 
major gaps in the tickdata in that M1 Candle. Looking at the bigger Picture the next major 
level down is at 1.3110, a level that formed 6/9-13. Looking at my chart there´s a 
significant lower volume traded 6/9-13 than traded the last Days. Therefore, if volume 
during errors is important we should expect the price to correct the high volume errors 
Before reaching for the low volume areas. 
And if 1.3344 is a 2:nd degree problem, what will will constutue a 1:degree problem? 
 



 
 

 
 
Regards 
 
Waez 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. There 

is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 
1.3344. This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be 
careful. Today or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe 

continuation!!! I am sorry for returning!  
 

 

chjungen Aug 21, 2014 5:03am | Post# 6581

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
...I discovered that if you martingale with this strategy in the right way, it looks like you 
can win... 
Dear LiquidGenuis, with a system like this of 92% accuracy, I would never use concepts 
like martingale or trade averaging or similar cheats. 
Why? Because I believe you will have less worst drawdown without using this - and less 



drawdown means you can risk more - and this 
means you can make more profit. 
And the other thing is: I have learned my lessons with martingale. You never can be sure 
if you get more losers than you expected. 
-my opinion- 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 5:07am | Post# 6582

 
Quoting handy148 
If this system tames "the beast" that really will be something. 
hmmmn, i see you still got your eye on the beast. its really wild lol. i would demo it 
 
taken a short at 70 expecting 77 to hold, above 77 i will buy. basic TRZ trades 

 

maximinus Aug 21, 2014 5:07am | Post# 6583

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
I had my Eureka moment this morning before I went to bed. I woke up to test it and sure 
enough in it's vanilla version it looked to be about 92% accuracy. I added a filter and no 
stop loss and I discovered that if you martingale with this strategy in the right way, it 
looks like you can win (tested over 86640 bars). . 
Fairly acceptable. If you don't mind, I'd like to know the time frame of your backtest, the 
total number of trades that your system gave and... 

Quoting LiquidGenius 
: Trade 1: Win: 92% Lose: 8% Trade 2 (of the 8%): Win: 86% Loss: 14% Trade 3 (of 
the 14% of the 8%): Win: 100% Loss: 0% 
how many bars and trades in hypothesis 2 and 3 ? 
 
Thanks. 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 5:19am | Post# 6584

 
ephisi - re your short, the daily open at 58 might be a good short term target. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 5:36am | Post# 6585

 
anyone believe we may correct 1.3344 today? based on similarity analysis? looking like it 
to me 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 21, 2014 5:37am | Post# 6586

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Fairly acceptable. If you don't mind, I'd like to know the time frame of your 
backtest, the total number of trades that your system gave and... {quote} how many 
bars and trades in hypothesis 2 and 3 ? Thanks. 
I used the one hour time frame as my basis point because it was the one I had the most 
data on (~10 years) 
 
Due to my coding capabilities I checked short trades only to begin. I generated about 



1050 "signals" in total. 81 of those would have failed the first time, and 13 of the 81 
would have failed a second time.  
 
hope this clears things up. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 5:37am | Post# 6587

 
i took profit. not sure anymore of bears. im seeing a correction today 
Quoting handy148 
ephisi - re your short, the daily open at 58 might be a good short term target. 
 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 5:38am | Post# 6588

 
Bulls are in control for now. i would rather be long 
Quoting ephisi 
i took profit. not sure anymore of bears. im seeing a correction today {quote} 
 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 5:42am | Post# 6589

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
anyone believe we may correct 1.3344 today? based on similarity analysis? looking like it to 
me 
It's got to be quite soon. The lowest TZ on my daily chart was taken out 2 days ago and has 
not been returned to. 

 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 5:47am | Post# 6590

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
3. You cannot apply the concept effectively until you realize and understand the 
similarities/dissimilarities between what I call a left-side transient bar and a full transient 
bar. There is a critical reason why we assume that a left-side transient bar is a full 
transient bar and act as such in labeling other areas as recurrent. eurusdd has made no 



mistakes in labeling areas or answering questions. 
Excellent post. 
 
I just wanted to pick up on the point above because it is one that I recognise the 
importance of. 
 
The reason for assuming it will be a full transient is that you can assume that the area 
below it will be recurrent. If the area below it is recurrent that means that price has a 
high chance of retracing back. Let's call these "beyond transient zone trades". 
 
The problem we saw yesterday is that in a trending market is that multiple transients can 
occur in succession without an immediate retrace. This leads to drawdown. As I 
mentioned yesterday in a trending market the idea that we should trade when price goes 
beyond an assumed transient zone puts us in a position where would be trading against 
the main trend and trying to catch retraces.  
 
I understand your way to deal with that is to introduce martingale as if you do it right 
price should at one point retrace enough for you to come out with a profit. 
 
What I have seen is a way to handle it differently. Why not only take "beyond transient 
zone trades" that are going with the main trend of the day? How you determine the trend 
is up to you. A simple way could be if it is below/above the daily open. 
 
As you will note on higher time frames you are not going to see transients that you can 
trade that way. But on lower time frames you will. 
From what I have seen these with trend"beyond transient zone trades" have a very low 
failure rate. 
 
Just thought I would throw that out there. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 5:47am | Post# 6591

 
Hmm interesting that you are using 3 as H value on a daily time frame - I'll have to look 
into that. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 5:48am | Post# 6592

 
Long TRZ setop on the 15mins and 3mins timeframe. sorry cant post charts 

 

maximinus Aug 21, 2014 5:50am | Post# 6593

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} I used the one hour time frame as my basis point because it was the one I had 
the most data on (~10 years) Due to my coding capabilities I checked short trades 
only to begin. I generated about 1050 "signals" in total. 81 of those would have failed 
the first time, and 13 of the 81 would have failed a second time. hope this clears things 
up. 
Thanks for the reply. To be honest with your readers you should have precised the 
info in bold in your initial post. Your presentation is biased, incomplet and the results 



are not valid (not yet at least). 
Anyway, I know that coding and testing is time consuming, but that's the only way to 
proceed imo. So continue with this approach but be always fair with yourself and your 
readers. That will save your money. 
GL 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 5:51am | Post# 6594

 
Quoting handy148 
Hmm interesting that you are using 3 as H value on a daily time frame - I'll have to look 
into that. 
But only because I expect they will be taken out as opposed to longer h zones which 
may not be. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 5:51am | Post# 6595

 
Quoting ephisi 
Bulls are in control for now. i would rather be long{quote} 
Bullish as well.  
 
The Asian session indicated as such, posting the low of 3242 before 3232. (LOL, I sound 
like GatorInLA) 
 
Driven by news, the return from 3242 to 3272 is just under the low (3274) of yesterday's 
first drop. To me this is the first Transient Zone that was breached in 8x1H bars and 
13x1H bars. Any move through this zone, I expect to become a recurrent range before 
more higher lows. 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 5:56am | Post# 6596

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Excellent post. I just wanted to pick up on the point above because it is one that I 
recognise the importance of. The reason for assuming it will be a full transient is that you 
can assume that the area below it will be recurrent. If the area below it is recurrent that 
means that price has a high chance of retracing back. Let's call these "beyond transient 
zone trades". The problem we saw yesterday is that in a trending market is that multiple 
transients can occur in succession without an immediate retrace. This leads to drawdown. As 
I mentioned... 
 
Here is an M5 chart to illustrate the trading with trend "beyond transient zone trades" 
 
The white line indicates the daily open. As you can see price is trending down below it. So 
we only take trades beyond transient zones that will help us to follow the main trend. These 
are show by the green vertical lines. 
 



 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 6:05am | Post# 6597

 
Neio - interesting idea but then you can always rely on a Brit to come up with one (as 
long as it's not me). 
 
I've been using 200 ema on my charts as a filter. 

 

jurn_e Aug 21, 2014 6:09am | Post# 6598

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here is an M5 chart to illustrate the trading with trend "beyond transient zone 
trades" The white line indicates the daily open. As you can see price is trending down 
below it. So we only take trades beyond transient zones that will help us to follow the 
main trend. These are show by the green vertical lines. {image} 
Whats the indcator on your chart to draw the zones? 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 6:11am | Post# 6599

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Whats the indcator on your chart to draw the zones? 
Unfortunately it is not mine to share....but the author of it reads this thread so it it is up 
to him if/when he wants to do so. 
 
As Eurusdd said you do not need the indicator anyway. It just helps to visualise it. I 
could actually trade this on the mobile version of MT4 as you only have to be able to 
count bars 

 

jurn_e Aug 21, 2014 6:16am | Post# 6600

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Unfortunately it is not mine to share....but the author of it reads this thread so it 
it is up to him if/when he wants to do so. As Eurusdd said you do not need the indicator 
anyway. It just helps to visualise it. I could actually trade this on the mobile version of 



MT4 as you only have to be able to count bars 
Noted with thanks. 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 6:18am | Post# 6601

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Unfortunately it is not mine to share....but the author of it reads this thread so it 
it is up to him if/when he wants to do so. As Eurusdd said you do not need the indicator 
anyway. It just helps to visualise it. I could actually trade this on the mobile version of 
MT4 as you only have to be able to count bars 
 
In fact all you are really doing is selling the new highs of pullbacks to the trend. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 6:22am | Post# 6602

 
Market trying to decide. us unemployment claims will decide where we go in few hours. 

EURUSD is indecisive right now  

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Bullish as well. The Asian session indicated as such, posting the low of 3242 
before 3232. (LOL, I sound like GatorInLA) Driven by news, the return from 3242 to 
3272 is just under the low (3274) of yesterday's first drop. To me this is the first 
Transient Zone that was breached in 8x1H bars and 13x1H bars. Any move through this 
zone, I expect to become a recurrent range before more higher lows. 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:24am | Post# 6603

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Unfortunately it is not mine to share....but the author of it reads this thread so it 
it is up to him if/when he wants to do so. As Eurusdd said you do not need the indicator 
anyway. It just helps to visualise it. I could actually trade this on the mobile version of 
MT4 as you only have to be able to count bars 
Great contribution Neio! 
It's given me another idea on the possiblity of k. 
 
Anyway, in an attempt to summarise your ideas (which are an excellent strategy): 
 
a) Determine the trend : UP or DOWN. For this example, let's use DOWN to follow your 
chart 
b) When a TZ forms, you can wait for a bounce and trade INTO/TOWARDS it in the 
direction of your chosen trend. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 6:28am | Post# 6604

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Bullish as well. The Asian session indicated as such, posting the low of 3242 
before 3232. (LOL, I sound like GatorInLA) Driven by news, the return from 3242 to 
3272 is just under the low (3274) of yesterday's first drop. To me this is the first 
Transient Zone that was breached in 8x1H bars and 13x1H bars. Any move through this 
zone, I expect to become a recurrent range before more higher lows. 
i share your toughts. 1.3377 is the key right now/ above there bull will charge. if 77 



holds she will consolidate for a while before deciding where to go 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 6:29am | Post# 6605

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Great contribution Neio! It's given me another idea on the possiblity of k. 
Anyway, in an attempt to summarise your ideas (which are an excellent strategy): a) 
Determine the trend : UP or DOWN. For this example, let's use DOWN to follow your 
chart b) When a TZ forms, you can wait for a bounce and trade INTO/TOWARDS it in the 
direction of your chosen trend. 
 
Yes that sumarises it well. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:29am | Post# 6606

 

Quoting ephisi 

Market trying to decide. us unemployment claims will decide where we go in few hours. 

EURUSD is indecisive right now  {quote} 
TZ 3261  
TZ 3276  
 
I'm scalped a few in between as well as from today's low. Currently a 2.5hr cycle from tz 
to tz on the 5M. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:30am | Post# 6607

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i share your toughts. 1.3377 is the key right now/ above there bull will charge. 
if 77 holds she will consolidate for a while before deciding where to go 

I'm assuming you meant 3277  

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 6:38am | Post# 6608

 
i see what you see 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ 3261 TZ 3276 I'm scalped a few in between as well as from today's low. 
Currently a 2.5hr cycle from tz to tz on the 5M. 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:39am | Post# 6609

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yes that sumarises it well. 
Neio's post reminded me of the price action this morning on the 1M with FreeFox's 
indicator. 
I am still not sure how to describe it but LiquidGenius' post has also described a part of 
it. 
 
The potential tz as it constantly forms is where you need to practice the art of watching... 



and deciding. 
Once the zone is printed and is in the past, it can only serve as a guide to where the 
price has been. 
 
Remember that TIME is width and PRICE is length. 
As price and time move towards the right, the box is constantly moving and changing. 
The area to the left is what has been confirmed. The area to the right is what is 
happening now. On a 1M this is erratic especially when there is news.  
 
Because I don't normally trade off the 1M, I decided to watch this and I can see how 
Neio's chart is the way it is and how Liquid's description fits. 
Once a Zone has printed to the left and the next price bar has moved away from it - 
that's when the opportunity presents itself. 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 6:42am | Post# 6610

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} In fact all you are really doing is selling the new highs of pullbacks to the trend. 
Yes, but by not trading the failures in the direction of the trend you are missing a lot of 
pips. 
 
If the left hand h completes but the right hand side breaks the H/L, you have a failed 
top/bottom transient zone that will then create a mid bar transient zone, in the direction 
of the trend. So why not trade the break? 
 
You don't need MA's or anything else on the chart because the mid bar TZ's show you the 
trend. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 6:43am | Post# 6611

 
this is what i was talking about yesterday. its not safe to scalp long and short in a trend. 
but when you spot a tight range. thats golden opportunity to scalp 

Quoting ephisi 

i see what you see {quote} 
 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 6:46am | Post# 6612

 
oops  
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I'm assuming you meant 3277  
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:46am | Post# 6613

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Yes, but by not trading the failures in the direction of the trend you are missing 
a lot of pips. If the left hand h completes but the right hand side breaks the H/L, you 
have a failed top/bottom transient zone that will then create a mid bar transient zone, in 
the direction of the trend. So why not trade the break? You don't need MA's or anything 



else on the chart because the mid bar TZ's show you the trend. 
aaah but this raises a good classic question: What is the trend? 
 
Neio takes a macro approach (Daily) and applies it to lower tf 
But within the fractal (4H, 1H, 15M, etc etc) are trends unique to that tf. 
 
EDIT 
When would you know there was a major top or bottom forming? 
What direction would you trade if you knew there was a major top or bottom confirmed? 
If a Low was confirmed on the 4H and 1H... and the Daily is down... would you still only 
trade down? Or would you always trend in either direction? 
 
Don't have the answer - just asking questions :-) 

 

Ullen Aug 21, 2014 6:51am | Post# 6614

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Let's go! I predict a big move 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 6:54am | Post# 6615

 
Quoting Ullen 
Let's go! I predict a big move {image} 
There's no 2nd bottom CI... doesn't that mean the opposite? 
Also what tf? 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 6:54am | Post# 6616

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} aaah but this raises a good classic question: What is the trend? Neio takes a macro 
approach (Daily) and applies it to lower tf But within the fractal (4H, 1H, 15M, etc etc) are 
trends unique to that tf. EDIT When would you know there was a major top or bottom 
forming? What direction would you trade if you knew there was a major top or bottom 



confirmed? If a Low was confirmed on the 4H and 1H... and the Daily is down... would you 
still only trade down? Or would you always trend in either direction? Don't have the answer 
- just asking questions... 
 
Here's an example. 

 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 6:56am | Post# 6617

 
vlady makes an interesting point. I tend to trade the M15 chart and use 200 ema as a 
filter. But I also look at the trend on H1 and D1. In fact I have the 200 ema daily time 
frame showing on my M15 chart. 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 6:58am | Post# 6618

 
hepsibah - are you using an H value of 3 on all time frames ? 

 

pooyan2012 Aug 21, 2014 7:00am | Post# 6619

 
Quoting ephisi 
anyone believe we may correct 1.3344 today? based on similarity analysis? looking like it 
to me 
i believe it will happen but uptrend always take more time to develop actually i believe it 
will hit 1.3550 but first uptrend must confirm itself. 
not today:| 

 

Ullen Aug 21, 2014 7:01am | Post# 6620

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There's no 2nd bottom CI... doesn't that mean the opposite? Also what tf? 
I've always worked from the theory that structure leaves clues, and if we look for the 
same pattern, i found one just earlier today when price went up. 
 

But i'm just a rookie, so no one should take my advice  



 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 7:09am | Post# 6621

 
anyone taking the 15mins short signal? 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 7:11am | Post# 6622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Interesting..... could EURSDDD be right? 



 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 7:12am | Post# 6623

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} It's got to be quite soon. The lowest TZ on my daily chart was taken out 2 days 
ago and has not been returned to. {image} 
interesting. really interesting 

 

zarkon Aug 21, 2014 7:13am | Post# 6624

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is where it found support. I went long at 3245. At first I thought the rub up 
was a Franky fake but London open has gone with it. 

3 hours later this is comming back to fix problem.(i hope)  
i see same problem or mis-print in 1minTF and 5M TF.let see if this comes true. 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 7:22am | Post# 6625

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Yes, but by not trading the failures in the direction of the trend you are missing 
a lot of pips. If the left hand h completes but the right hand side breaks the H/L, you 
have a failed top/bottom transient zone that will then create a mid bar transient zone, in 
the direction of the trend. So why not trade the break? You don't need MA's or anything 
else on the chart because the mid bar TZ's show you the trend. 
Sorry Hepsibah I don't fully understand what you are saying. 
 
Surely trading with the trend is what we should be aiming for? 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 7:26am | Post# 6626

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} Sorry Hepsibah I don't fully understand what you are saying. Surely trading with 
the trend is what we should be aiming for? 
I get it now.... 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 7:34am | Post# 6627

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Sorry Hepsibah I don't fully understand what you are saying. Surely trading with 
the trend is what we should be aiming for? 
No worries, I'd hoped the example would help but I'm not good at explaining it. You will 
of course make money if you trade the pull back TZ's but I was just trying to say that 
you could make more if you traded in the direction of the mid bar TZ's as soon as they 
form because they give the direction of trend. The trend changes if either a previous mid 
bar TZ is taken out or a new mid bar TZ is formed in the opp direction. A mid bar TZ is 
formed when there is a gap between the LL on the lhs and the HH on the rhs (or vice 
versa). 

 

Neio Aug 21, 2014 7:38am | Post# 6628

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} No worries, I'd hoped the example would help but I'm not good at explaining it. 
You will of course make money if you trade the pull back TZ's but I was just trying to say 
that you could make more if you traded in the direction of the mid bar TZ's as soon as 
they form because they give the direction of trend. The trend changes if either a previous 
mid bar TZ is taken out or a new mid bar TZ is formed in the opp direction. A mid bar TZ 
is formed when there is a gap between the LL on the lhs and the HH on the rhs (or vice 
versa). 
No reason why you can't do both. 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 7:39am | Post# 6629

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} No reason why you can't do both. 
That's what I was trying to say/show 

 

jurn_e Aug 21, 2014 7:44am | Post# 6630

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hepsibah, 
 
If the Long trade taken in the picture will be result in a loss. What do you think? 

 



 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 7:45am | Post# 6631

 
Daily needs a H>1.33106 to prevent a mid bar down TZ forming 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 7:50am | Post# 6632

 
Quoting jurn_e 
Hepsibah, If the Long trade taken in the picture will be result in a loss. What do you 
think? {image} 
As long as you don't have a low in the next 14 bars that is lower than the highest high of 
the 15 bars to the left, you will have a mid bar TZ up and therefore a short term trend 
up. The bigger the h used, the more robust the trend should be so you will probably be 
pretty good using an h of 15. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 8:05am | Post# 6633

 
was a bit confused with applying eurussdds system to my own strategy. just used the 
last hour to refine my previous trading strategy appying eurusdds method to make it 
more effective. also wrote down new trading rules and those rules will be beside me for 
reference before every set up 
 
 
i got a secret for those who are yet to get their euraka moment. use strategy tester on 
mt4 aplly the indis and back test. and keep back testing and paper trading 10pip stop 
until you see the light. and waaaaa your eureka moment will flash like a light bulb . come 
back to thank me later 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 8:08am | Post# 6634

 
ive been screen bound for the past 2 weeks little food little sleep, no shower lol, 

crazy . now im free  
 
still short on the last 15mins setup 10pips stop 
Quoting ephisi 
was a bit confused with applying eurussdds system to my own strategy. just used the 
last hour to refine my previous trading strategy appying eurusdds method to make it 
more effective. also wrote down new trading rules and those rules will be beside me for 
reference before every set up i got a secret for those who are yet to get their euraka 
moment. use strategy tester on mt4 aplly the indis and back test. and keep back testing 
and paper trading 10pip stop until you see the light. and waaaaa your eureka moment 
will flash like a light bulb . come... 
 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 8:12am | Post# 6635

 
Quoting ephisi 
ive been screen bound for the past 2 weeks little food little sleep, no shower lol, 

crazy . now im free  still short on the last 15mins setup 10pips stop 
{quote} 



What is that 15m setup you are talking about today may we see some screenshot of 
your setup? 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 8:16am | Post# 6636

 
Quoting feline207 

{quote} What is that 15m setup you are talking about today may we see some 
screenshot of your setup? 
ok let me try 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 8:17am | Post# 6637

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} ok let me try 

I have a short towards that level but it is not realted to TZ, at least i think it is not  
 
Who thinks IJC will crash the london top 

 

zarkon Aug 21, 2014 8:18am | Post# 6638

 
all problems fixed but the one at 1.32430-20 area.lets see 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 8:19am | Post# 6639

 
ephisi - there you go - told you daily open line would be a good target  
 
excellent short trade - you're the man 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 8:20am | Post# 6640

 
@vlady1974 i wanna believe news is leaked again. price is news news is price. lets wait 
and see what happens in 10minutes. lol 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 8:21am | Post# 6641

 
Quoting handy148 

ephisi - there you go - told you daily open line would be a good target  excellent short 
trade - you're the man 

youre the man 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 8:23am | Post# 6642

 
Quoting ephisi 
@vlady1974 i wanna believe news is leaked again. price is news news is price. lets wait 
and see what happens in 10minutes. lol 

Who would think otherwise  



I will go and do something else for the next 10 minutes Dont wanna see the lightning 

 

Ezzy Aug 21, 2014 8:25am | Post# 6643

 
Quoting ephisi 
ive been screen bound for the past 2 weeks little food little sleep, no shower lol, 

crazy . now im free  still short on the last 15mins setup 10pips stop 
{quote} 
 
Congratulations ephisi! 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 8:36am | Post# 6644

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} ok let me try 
Can you shine some light in this direction while you are at it :-) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 8:43am | Post# 6645

 
Quoting ephisi 
@vlady1974 i wanna believe news is leaked again. price is news news is price. lets wait 
and see what happens in 10minutes. lol 
In that case, then your theory is partly validating mine. 
If news is price, the Asia knows price direction but they don't have the volume like 
London or New York. But why would a Goldman Sachs HK trader want to lose out to a 
NYC trader? Doesn't make sense. So to me, Asia (for their legal entities at least) must 
know or set direction for the rest of the day. 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 8:47am | Post# 6646

 
IF the big boys know it in advance which a lot of cynics believe they do, then it is 
probably only a relatively short time before the official announcement I would have 
thought. 

 

Ezzy Aug 21, 2014 9:19am | Post# 6647

 
3. You cannot apply the concept effectively until you realize and understand the 
similarities/dissimilarities between what I call a left-side transient bar and a full transient 
bar. There is a critical reason why we assume that a left-side transient bar is a full 
transient bar and act as such in labeling other areas as recurrent. eurusdd has made no 
mistakes in labeling areas or answering questions. 
 
Hi Liquid, the above feels to me to be key in understanding this concept. eurusdd 
provided information surrounding the left side of the forming TZ. I know there is an 
important relationship, but cant quite get it. 
 

Thanks for the info though......now back to re-re-re-reading  

 



LiquidGenius Aug 21, 2014 9:43am | Post# 6648

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Thanks for the reply. To be honest with your readers you should have precised 
the info in bold in your initial post. Your presentation is biased, incomplet and the results 
are not valid (not yet at least). Anyway, I know that coding and testing is time 
consuming, but that's the only way to proceed imo. So continue with this approach but 
be always fair with yourself and your readers. That will save your money. GL 
Thanks for your concern. Although I have never seen a bull test fail to compared with a 
bear test or vice versa, I finished testing the other side and concluded the same results 
with 970, 73, and 13. 
 
I do not see how I have fooled readers in any way as I have not given them any 
instruction on how to create a trade system. I have mentioned more than once to people 
following my work to do the work themselves and verify what they think they see. I am 
simply identifying points that I found helpful in my interpretation of eurusdd's post for 
those who want to achieve what his "objective" was and not trade transient and non-
transient zones similar to trading support and resistance zones, something that he spoke 
on. 
 
Good luck to you as well. Thanks again. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 9:48am | Post# 6649

 
Will this thing EVER clear 3272 already!  

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 10:01am | Post# 6650

 
To quote an old proverb - patience is a virtue 

 

shiva Aug 21, 2014 10:02am | Post# 6651

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Will this thing EVER clear 3272 already!  

Ni idea but the US data keeps staying green and that of Euro red And despite good 
data, USD is being dumped currently, why? 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 10:09am | Post# 6652

 
There you go vlady - bounced off daily pivot as I write this. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 10:13am | Post# 6653

 
looks like @eurusdd might have the lst laff afterall. his explorer will come back to read 

20,000 account balance   

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 10:13am | Post# 6654

 



Looks like we made a near 3 year high on the S&P - wonder if it will hit the magic 2000. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 10:14am | Post# 6655

 
Quoting handy148 
There you go vlady - bounced off daily pivot as I write this. 
And potential HH on the 1H, in the making. 

 

Albertdkpllh Aug 21, 2014 10:32am | Post# 6656

 
Hi everyone. I need help. 
How do you create the zone for transient and recurrent idea. Its clear that H is the 
number of bars but how do we develop the zone for the bars. Where do u place the zone. 
What is the logic behind the creation of the zones. Thanks. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 10:33am | Post# 6657

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In that case, then your theory is partly validating mine. If news is price, the Asia 
knows price direction but they don't have the volume like London or New York. But why 
would a Goldman Sachs HK trader want to lose out to a NYC trader? Doesn't make sense. 
So to me, Asia (for their legal entities at least) must know or set direction for the rest of 
the day. 
suprisingly truue, asia usually sets direction for the day 

 

maximinus Aug 21, 2014 10:41am | Post# 6658

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Thanks for your concern. Although I have never seen a bull test fail to compared 
with a bear test or vice versa, I finished testing the other side and concluded the same 
results with 970, 73, and 13. I do not see how I have fooled readers in any way as I 
have not given them any instruction on how to create a trade system. I have mentioned 
more than once to people following my work to do the work themselves and verify what 
they think they see. I am simply identifying points that I found helpful in my 
interpretation of eurusdd's post for those... 
Have I said that you have fooled people ? I said that your presentation is biased and 
incomplete and it was. And in somehow, it still is. But will keep further remarks for 
myself. It seems that you took the wrong way my post. 
GL 

 

kprsa Aug 21, 2014 10:54am | Post# 6659

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Unfortunately it is not mine to share....but the author of it reads this thread so it 
it is up to him if/when he wants to do so. As Eurusdd said you do not need the indicator 
anyway. It just helps to visualise it. I could actually trade this on the mobile version of 
MT4 as you only have to be able to count bars 
The Recurrence statistic indy would look nicer with the plot of the boxes, so I'll make that 
and share it as soon as I find the time (weekend or so). 

 



samaralala Aug 21, 2014 10:55am | Post# 6660

 

NEWS or NO NEWS EUR is going UP! That's what he said. Unresolved 
issues must be fixed - some big guy failed to short and now they are all working together 
to help him out. :-) 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 10:56am | Post# 6661

 
Is it possible to change the box colour once they've been met? 

 

kprsa Aug 21, 2014 10:58am | Post# 6662

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In that case, then your theory is partly validating mine. If news is price, the Asia 
knows price direction but they don't have the volume like London or New York. But why 
would a Goldman Sachs HK trader want to lose out to a NYC trader? Doesn't make sense. 
So to me, Asia (for their legal entities at least) must know or set direction for the rest of 
the day. 
I think the game is slightly more complicated as sometimes they want to kill the stops of 
other players. Anyway, money is free if you can change the price of EURUSD by 10-20 
pips at correct prices/moments... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 11:03am | Post# 6663

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} I think the game is slightly more complicated as sometimes they want to 
kill the stops of other players. Anyway, money is free if you can change the price of 
EURUSD by 10-20 pips at correct prices/moments... 
Oh absolutely! The FX game is bigger than pure speculative investment banks. However, 
if we make just the one assumption that a move in a direction is like a herd of animals 
then a change in direction is lead by those at the front. To me this is the Asian session. 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 11:12am | Post# 6664

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh absolutely! The FX game is bigger than pure speculative investment banks. 
However, if we make just the one assumption that a move in a direction is like a herd of 
animals then a change in direction is lead by those at the front. To me this is the Asian 
session. 
Funny you say that. I am up most mornings from 5am and all I see is that Asia simply 
follows the existing trend the day before. Rarely do they venture opposite. I find it easier 
to trade in their - end of day closing time as it is so predictable.. 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 11:21am | Post# 6665

 
Normally trying to trade Asia is like watching paint dry but there are always exceptions. 

 

jurn_e Aug 21, 2014 11:25am | Post# 6666



 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} The Recurrence statistic indy would look nicer with the plot of the boxes, so I'll 
make that and share it as soon as I find the time (weekend or so). 
Can you show the developing zones that didn't become transient zones just like this:  
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408614879  

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 11:30am | Post# 6667

 
1.3250 was a stepping stone for the pair when it was on its way up in 2013,  
was this one part of the logic behind this turn?  

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 11:31am | Post# 6668

 
thank you @ ezzy smashing pips confidently now 
Quoting Ezzy 
{quote} Congratulations ephisi! 
 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 11:32am | Post# 6669

 
i will been busy trading 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Can you shine some light in this direction while you are at it :-) 
 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 11:39am | Post# 6670

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is an example of breaking a Transient region 5min. I see 2 failed attempts. 3rd 
coming...as I am typing this. 
 
If it pushes though on the 3rd don't go long until it bouces nicely outside (on top of)the 
transien zone... Vlady isn't that what you were telling us last week? 



 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 11:43am | Post# 6671

 
Quoting ephisi 
anyone believe we may correct 1.3344 today? based on similarity analysis? looking like it 
to me 
just as i expected. Now 1.3303 next on the card 1,3344 next after 1.3303 then master 
eurusdd will appear with his trade explore. then there will be a rapture. all those against 

eurusdd will be sent to forex hell while thise for eurusdd will be sent to forex heaven

 
 
guys i just got my 3 and 4th eureka moment today 3 had to do with combining 
timeframes from monthly to 1minuet to sort out conflicts between two timeframe 
directions and also to know when to hold and when to scalp. ie trading with trend and 
against trend 
 
4. has to do with pivots points. with the pivots you can trade with only 2pips drawdown. 



this is how eurusdd does it. 
 
Number 5 eureka moment in the making. is how to calculate probabilities. im not good 
with maths so i will share the idea with vlady1974 then we know how we will proceed. we 
will pick a team of the mathematicians in the house and gurus with strenth in other are 
so we can break the code. 
 
whos with me on this on. vlady1974 i nominate you team leader. 
 
between does anyone have an idea on how eurusdd calculates probabilities? dont need it 
anyway but i think we need to crack the code 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 11:45am | Post# 6672

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh absolutely! The FX game is bigger than pure speculative investment banks. 
However, if we make just the one assumption that a move in a direction is like a herd of 
animals then a change in direction is lead by those at the front. To me this is the Asian 
session. 
I dont understand why you think that way vlady. The market is 24-hour, it is a constant 
flow, so why do you think asia has more significance? And we also know that it has lower 
volume and liquidity, which makes it prone to manipulation and mm deception . If we 
have your analogy, I think that not the front animals, but those that are strongest are 
giving the direction. And we know when they are awake. In fact the big moves that 
represent market trend almost always happen during London and NY sessions, that is 
where the big players unleash their positions. 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 11:46am | Post# 6673

 
house i will share my ideas when im less buys. want to focus on the pips 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 11:55am | Post# 6674

 
Quoting samaralala 
Here is an example of breaking a Transient region 5min. I see 2 failed attempts. 3rd 
coming...as I am typing this. If it pushes though on the 3rd don't go long until it bouces 
nicely outside (on top of)the transien zone... Vlady isn't that what you were telling us last 
week? {image} 
Yes, but now that I saw it develop on the 1M, I can see how tricky it can be to interpret. 
Hence to be able to distinguish between what has happened already (left handside) vs 
what is happening right now (righthandside) is crucial. 
 
The indi on that chart has the setting turned on to have both sides the same - can't 
remember what it's called exactly. I have this turned off. 
 
Eg. If my h = 15 and the last top was 3240, 14 bars ago. On the 15th bar price goes to 
3250 so now you have a lefthand box of height 10 pips. Price continues to rise every bar 
by 10 pips for another 4 bars. Then price goes down 20 pips for 2 bars each. 
 
What have we got? The Box to the left is 15 bars wide still... but the original 3240 bar 
that triggered it is long gone out of the range. Since the next 4 bars increased by 10 
each... the box is getting taller! When price goes lower, the box height is retained but 
now starts forming the RIGHTHANDSIDE. 



 
To me, these are 2 different regions. The left is PAST. Sorry I can't articulate this better. 
I'm still trying to refine this. 
We should add the observation that we should trade with the trend 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 11:55am | Post# 6675

 
Quoting ephisi 
house i will share my ideas when im less buys. want to focus on the pips 
Hey ephisi, if you have some time later, it would be nice to post the screen of m15 short 

from earlier posts  

 

MikiMax Aug 21, 2014 11:57am | Post# 6676

 
Quoting ephisi 
house i will share my ideas when im less buys. want to focus on the pips 

thanks a lot mate  
Appreciate it! 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 11:59am | Post# 6677

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but now that I saw it develop on the 1M, I can see how tricky it can be to 
interpret. Hence to be able to distinguish between what has happened already (left 
handside) vs what is happening right now (righthandside) is crucial. The indi on that 
chart has the setting turned on to have both sides the same - can't remember what it's 
called exactly. I have this turned off. Eg. If my h = 15 and the last top was 3240, 14 bars 
ago. On the 15th bar price goes to 3250 so now you have a lefthand box of height 10 
pips. Price continues to rise every... 
Setting is Combine Zones 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 12:02pm | Post# 6678

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} I dont understand why you think that way vlady. The market is 24-hour, it is a 
constant flow, so why do you think asia has more significance? And we also know that it 
has lower volume and liquidity, which makes it prone to manipulation and mm deception 
. If we have your analogy, I think that not the front animals, but those that are 
strongest are giving the direction. And we know when they are awake. In fact the big 
moves that represent market trend almost always happen during London and NY 
sessions, that is where the big players... 
No, that is a misconception.  
Herd-like behaviour is.... democratic. Consensus.  
Otherwise it would be random. A flock of birds don't all have the strongest flying at front. 
They take turns. They inherently know the direction but if path/obstacles occur they 
adapt as one not individually. 
 
Anyway, I digress.... I don't place "significance" on Asia. I've merely pointed out my 
observation since I started studying Eurusdd's stuff. Funnily enough it's been a year. I 
used Asia "direction" to help forecast Day direction for London and NYC. It was 70% 
accurate for 1 month then I stopped tracking. But I continued to observe. Not saying it 



happens all the time all year round. It definitely stops or has stopped on many occasions.  
 
I just don't think it's all necessarily WIN-LOSE to take advantage of arbitrage. And yes, if 
NYC upon closing spots an opportunity "tomorrow" I am sure that cables and messages 
are sent to Sydney/Tokyo/Hong Kong Branch of Big Bank Limited to place those orders. 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 12:06pm | Post# 6679

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but now that I saw it develop on the 1M, I can see how tricky it can be to 
interpret. Hence to be able to distinguish between what has happened already (left 
handside) vs what is happening right now (righthandside) is crucial. The indi on that chart 
has the setting turned on to have both sides the same - can't remember what it's called 
exactly. I have this turned off. Eg. If my h = 15 and the last top was 3240, 14 bars ago. On 
the 15th bar price goes to 3250 so now you have a lefthand box of height 10 pips. Price 
continues to rise every... 
 
1 MIN. 

 

 

hepsibah Aug 21, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 6680

 
I see a short term HL is needed below 1.32769 (maybe around 1.3269) before it can go 
above 1.3300. 
 
If it goes above first, there is something to clean up at 1.32769. 

 



ephisi Aug 21, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 6681

 
Quoting handy148 
Normally trying to trade Asia is like watching paint dry but there are always exceptions. 

you wont believe i sleep off watching my trades in asia  i did it last nite asia, the 

night before   

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 12:09pm | Post# 6682

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 1 MIN. {image} 
Yup! Now how would you / could you describe how that top box formed given the blue 
boxes you highlighted..... I guess it would be better to video it and post the video. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 6683

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Note the difference between the 5M and the 1M 
 
If you simply looked at the 5M, you could be mistaken for thinking the pin/tail was 
transient. 
But if you look at the 1M where 5x1M bars.... you will see that it is in fact recurrent on the 
1M timeframe. 
 
So in theory.... almost all prices are recurrant. When are they really transient? 
 
EDIT: 3288.5 is the only transient price on the 1M currently.... until it becomes 
recurrant. 

 



 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 6684

 
[quote=vlady1974;7690086]{quote} Yup! Now how would you / could you describe how 
that top box formed given the blue boxes you highlighted..... I guess it would be better 
to video it and post the video. LOL[/qu 
Ignore blue bars forgot to switch them off - I don't use 1 min charts.  
Fractal ZigZag 

 

sunrisetofu Aug 21, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 6685

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} just as i expected. Now 1.3303 next on the card 1,3344 next after 1.3303 then 
master eurusdd will appear with his trade explore. then there will be a rapture. all those 
against eurusdd will be sent to forex hell while thise for eurusdd will be sent to forex 

heaven  guys i just got my 3 and 4th eureka moment today 3 had to do with 
combining timeframes from monthly to 1minuet to sort out conflicts between two 
timeframe directions and also to know when to hold and when to scalp. ie trading with 
trend and against trend... 
Hi Ephisi, 
 
You may want to check out Eurousdd's other thread, "the Ultimate Truth". In there they 
were doing probability calcuations, trying to predict using historic data, fractals and zz 
legs, or something like that. Unfortunately Eurousdd has vacated the thread, however 
enough info was given that some smart math gurus on that thread picked it up. 
 
Here's the link to the new thread: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=464948 
 



check both out, it's quite an interesting read for sure. 
 
Sunrisetofu 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 6686

 
Would someone explain to me leftside transient and full transient, or at least point me to 
the post where it was discussed? I don't'remember that. 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 12:28pm | Post# 6687

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Note the difference between the 5M and the 1M If you simply looked at the 5M, you could 
be mistaken for thinking the pin/tail was transient. But if you look at the 1M where 5x1M 
bars.... you will see that it is in fact recurrent on the 1M timeframe. So in theory.... 
almost all prices are recurrant. 
 
When are they really transient? EDIT: 3288.5 is the only transient price on the 1M 
currently.... until it becomes recurrant. {image} {image} 
 
They are transient when there is NON-zero Probability that we are returning to it! 
Correct? 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 6688

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Hey ephisi, if you have some time later, it would be nice to post the screen of 

m15 short from earlier posts  
no problemo i will upload it and let you know 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 6689

 
Quoting sunrisetofu 
{quote} Hi Ephisi, You may want to check out Eurousdd's other thread, "the Ultimate 
Truth". In there they were doing probability calcuations, trying to predict using historic 
data, fractals and zz legs, or something like that. Unfortunately Eurousdd has vacated 
the thread, however enough info was given that some smart math gurus on that thread 
picked it up. Here's the link to the new thread: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=464948 check both out, it's quite an 
interesting read for sure. Sunrisetofu 
 
yea i read a post on one of his threads. then some things added up. thats why i said i will 
discuss with the gurus in house and we will crack the code, 
imo eurusdd has taught all his principples scattered all over forex factorys, so we will find 
then and precipitate something concrete. i believe the only principles left to learn are 
timin and probability. i have been doing some timing and it working like magic. 
 
Looking for a long around 70 if conditions is right also waiting for the right time. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 6690



 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} They are transient when there is NON-zero Probability that we are returning to 
it! Correct? 
That is right. But on a chart, what are the truly transient prices? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 21, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 6691

 
Quoting ephisi 
Looking for a long around 70 if conditions is right also waiting for the right 
time. 
I'm looking at 3276.1 or 3275.5 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 6692

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm looking at 3276.1 or 3275.5 

Yes and I am looking at 1.3256 hah   

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:11pm | Post# 6693

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is right. But on a chart, what are the truly transient prices? 
please check out the last post where i mention you, let me know what you think. also if 
you are doing any research on how to calculate eurussds probalilities 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 6694

 
CONDITION SATISFIED   
 
im long at 1.3275 
10pips stop attempting to break previous high 
 
lets see if i got it right 

trying to operate in the spirit of eurusdd , i hope he has impacted me with his spirit 
before leaving 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 6695

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm looking at 3276.1 or 3275.5 

wow, i guess im not the only one with eurusdds spirit   

 

pooyan2012 Aug 21, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 6696

 
i think price will come down to 1.3250 and then go up   

 



samaralala Aug 21, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 6697

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is right. But on a chart, what are the truly transient prices? 
State visited but unlikely to visit again within the time parameter. If you 
know more tell me more.  

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 6698

 
Quoting pooyan2012 

i think price will come down to 1.3250 and then go up   

well lets see whose got the holy grail  
 
Note if we dont break the top in the next few hours asia will do that. we could glide 
sideways before up 1.3303 first target, 1.3344 second target 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:26pm | Post# 6699

 
need to go take care of myself and have a meal now, see you guys soon 

 

Bartleby Aug 21, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 6700

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is right. But on a chart, what are the truly transient prices? 
sorry for nit-picking here , but 
 
"A state i is transient if the probability of returning to the state is < 1. 
i.e. there is a non-zero probability that the system never returns to the state." 
 

or maybe i´m not understanding it correct. Could be much likely too  

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 6701

 
eurusd closes above 1.3270 in the next 24minutes  
 
second prediction  
 
eurusd closes above 1.3270 in the next 3 hrs 24minutes(end of daily candle)  

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 6702

 
Quoting Bartleby 
{quote} sorry for nit-picking here , but "A state i is transient if the probability of 
returning to the state is < 1. i.e. there is a non-zero probability that the system never 
returns to the state." or maybe i´m not understanding it correct. Could be much likely 

too  
h-transient - probability of return <1 
h-recurrent - proability of return = 1 
What do you mean REAL transient prices. All prices are returned to eventually, but it 



depends on H right? 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 6703

 
Quoting ephisi 
eurusd closes above 1.3270 in the next 24minutes second prediction eurusd closes above 
1.3270 in the next 3 hrs 24minutes(end of daily candle) 
@eurusdd was trying to teach us this concept before he decided to leave classes for 
weekend. He said pick a number and predict where price will close. That is price is a 
function of time 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 6704

 
I imagine he is using matrix to calculate the market position. I think in Forex this would 
equate to Stochastic matrix. His initial distribution as a row vector would very much 
interest me.  
 
Possibly for weeks - given his calls ' market will return by the end of the week'. 

 

handy148 Aug 21, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 6705

 
We've got Yellen talking tomorrow - let's see what she brings to the party. 

 

samaralala Aug 21, 2014 2:45pm | Post# 6706

 
Quoting handy148 
We've got Yellen talking tomorrow - let's see what she brings to the party. 
Who cares what she is going to say Hawkish or Dovish EUR is going up! Didn't you see it 
today? Eurusdd said it is going up no matter what. 

 

kprsa Aug 21, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 6707

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} Can you show the developing zones that didn't become transient zones just like 
this: http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408614879  
I'll give it a shot, when I find time. 

 

hannele Aug 21, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 6708

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} The Recurrence statistic indy would look nicer with the plot of the boxes, so I'll 
make that and share it as soon as I find the time (weekend or so). 

 
cheers 
hannele 

 

feline207 Aug 21, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 6709

 



1 Attachment(s) 

here we are, ready for landing in tokyo  

 

 

BlackStack Aug 21, 2014 8:04pm | Post# 6710

 
Quoting pooyan2012 

i think price will come down to 1.3250 and then go up   
I see a problem at 1.3250 also, which it might return too. The problem I have with 
delicate levels is that it could take more than a year to get back there. In this case I 
would not expect it to get there, I would expect down to 1.3260. Anything more than 
that is possible but less likely. My signal to sell was at 1.3284 area. If I get a buy signal 
between 1.3284 and 1.3260 I would exit. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 21, 2014 9:01pm | Post# 6711

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ 3261 TZ 3276 I'm scalped a few in between as well as from today's low. 
Currently a 2.5hr cycle from tz to tz on the 5M. 
Morning all .... 
 
Thanks Vlady ... i think i find something good .... My algo is not finished yet, but i see a 
small candle light, it is not far ... 
Today i found some DS zones in some pairs, all of them are in direction of USD 
weakening ... 
ex: 
EU = 1.3298 - 1.3294 
UCHF = 0.9100 - 0.9097, and another is deeper 0.9047 - 0.9053 
AU = 0.9333 - 0.9338 
NU = 0.8478 - 0.8470 
 
This will be reached today (Yellen / ECB) , the similarity must be restored. If not, i think i 
must forget those DS zones .... 

 



ephisi Aug 21, 2014 9:42pm | Post# 6712

 
Quoting ephisi 

CONDITION SATISFIED  im long at 1.3275 10pips stop attempting to break previous 

high lets see if i got it right trying to operate in the spirit of eurusdd , i hope he has 
impacted me with his spirit before leaving 
well i got that right . Im now short at 1.3278 10pips SL Attempting a break of 70/73 This 
may be the start of bear continuation if we assume that asia sets direction for today. will 
go long if conditions satisfy 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 9:45pm | Post# 6713

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} well lets see whose got the holy grail  Note if we dont break the top in the 
next few hours asia will do that. we could glide sideways before up 1.3303 first target, 
1.3344 second target 
we made a new high at 88 so i was right, then we have been sliding sideways in asia as i 
said 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 9:46pm | Post# 6714

 
Quoting ephisi 
eurusd closes above 1.3270 in the next 24minutes second prediction eurusd closes above 
1.3270 in the next 3 hrs 24minutes(end of daily candle) 
CONDITION SATISFIED 

 

tbird2121 Aug 21, 2014 10:08pm | Post# 6715

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. There 
is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. This 
points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today or by 
friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  
I am sure today is the action day .... I will buy at the deep .... just with very small lot or 

tight money management, bigger lot at moving time ....  



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 21, 2014 10:11pm | Post# 6716

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} we made a new high at 88 so i was right, then we have been sliding sideways in 
asia as i said 
Yes, you are right buddy ... i have a short at the moment ... 

 

Sciurus Aug 21, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 6717

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In that case, then your theory is partly validating mine. If news is price, the Asia 
knows price direction but they don't have the volume like London or New York. But why 
would a Goldman Sachs HK trader want to lose out to a NYC trader? Doesn't make sense. 
So to me, Asia (for their legal entities at least) must know or set direction for the rest of 
the day. 
 
Most major banks are international and have offices in Asia, etc, and this work around 
the clock. Here is what ex-delaer FTI (by the way, he has a very long and often esoteric 
thread, but worth the browse) has to say on the subject: 
 
"Hi semar, 
 
Like I said no question is silly. don't worry. 
 
About daylight,  
Being tier 1, my dealing room operates round the clock. 
I had 3 shift of dealers, 
the number of dealers are biggest on sg time. 
the number of dealers are smaller on london 
During london morning , both my sg dealers and london dealer team are operational 
By london afternoon, up to Ny cross over whats left is the london shift. 
by NY afternoon , only 1 spot dealer is in and my futures dealers are in the room , as 
CME take over NY afternoon dealing and most interbank activity slows to a crawl. then 
Wellington (twinlight zone)and back to Sg. 
 



So when I say daylight, I mean each teams daylight, but the dealers have bigger lines 
during Sg daylight, due to seniority compared to the graveyard shift dealers. At all times 
I am on standby so my daylight is 24 hrs, esp during release of figs nights. I have a 
choice for selecting which sector I am active on. For your purpose you should consider 
when you are babvsitting , daylight. 
" 

 

ephisi Aug 21, 2014 11:03pm | Post# 6718

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Yes, you are right buddy ... i have a short at the moment ... 
i missed my first entry from 85 cos i was asleep, i believe thats the trade you took 
 
yea will look for long set up to later 

 

tbird2121 Aug 21, 2014 11:16pm | Post# 6719

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i missed my first entry from 85 cos i was asleep, i believe thats the trade you 
took yea will look for long set up to later 

I was also late in entry, it was after asia opened, but some pips is ok  
Trying to see another sell in next some minutes .... and planning for a buy at london/ny 
open... 
Edit: i have put a sell at 1.32838 ... , target 1.3275 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 12:45am | Post# 6720

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I am sure today is the action day .... I will buy at the deep .... just with very 

small lot or tight money management, bigger lot at moving time .... {image} 
I agree with you. Short then long 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 1:02am | Post# 6721

 
1hr long signal setting up 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 1:27am | Post# 6722

 
Quoting ephisi 
1hr long signal setting up 
Fakish 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 1:48am | Post# 6723

 
Only a 20 pip range for the last 5 hours or so but it is steadily rising at the moment. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 1:50am | Post# 6724



 
1.3298 next area of challenge 

 

pedma Aug 22, 2014 1:52am | Post# 6725

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Note the difference between the 5M and the 1M If you simply looked at the 5M, you could 
be mistaken for thinking the pin/tail was transient. But if you look at the 1M where 5x1M 
bars.... you will see that it is in fact recurrent on the 1M timeframe. So in theory.... 
almost all prices are recurrant. When are they really transient? EDIT: 3288.5 is the only 
transient price on the 1M currently.... until it becomes recurrant. {image} {image} 
Hi Vlady, 
The price is sometimes not same between brokers in M1. Is it better for us to do cross 
broker to get TZ ? 
Thanks 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:07am | Post# 6726

 
PROBABILITIES GOING FORWARD 
 
1.3344= 0.55 
 
1.3315= 0.62  
 
1.3303= 0.70 
 
1.3290 = 1 
 
1.3270= 0.40 
 
1.3252= 0.30 
 
There for i call Long on EU , probabilities will be updated as d day goes on 
 
PS dis is not a trade call, i am experimenting with probabilities  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:08am | Post# 6727

 
Quoting handy148 
Only a 20 pip range for the last 5 hours or so but it is steadily rising at the moment. 
yea thats asia for you, it was waiting for europe open 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 2:16am | Post# 6728

 
For the moment anyway you have the Currency Strength Meter supporting your long. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:19am | Post# 6729

 
Quoting ephisi 
probabilities going forward 1.3344= 0.55 1.3315= 0.62 1.3303= 0.70 1.3290 = 1 



1.3270= 0.40 1.3252= 0.30 there for i call long on eu , probabilities will be updated as d 
day goes on ps dis is not a trade call, i am experimenting with probabilities 
first take profit opportunity approaching  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:19am | Post# 6730

 
Quoting handy148 
For the moment anyway you have the Currency Strength Meter supporting your long. 
Thanks bro, as slowly as she creep-ed away fro 1.3344 she will slowly creep back to 
1.3344 hopefully before yellen and draghi speak. This two will really move the market 
today 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:24am | Post# 6731

 
That was a less than 2pip draw down call 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:28am | Post# 6732

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Most major banks are international and have offices in Asia, etc, and this work 
around the clock. Here is what ex-delaer FTI (by the way, he has a very long and often 
esoteric thread, but worth the browse) has to say on the subject: "Hi semar, Like I said 
no question is silly. don't worry. About daylight, Being tier 1, my dealing room operates 
round the clock. I had 3 shift of dealers, the number of dealers are biggest on sg time. 
the number of dealers are smaller on london During london morning , both my sg dealers 
and london dealer team... 
Thank you for this. It only makes me think that my theory holds on a general level and 
there would be variances due to operational or tactical reasons throughout the year. 
 
I'm not in the finance industry but I do work for a global company. The international 
controller does watch fx movements but ultimately has to move money by a certain time. 
He coordinates with the New York controller. 
 
Trades that require strategic positioning for a house (ie Goldmans etc) will therefore 
originate somewhere for some reason.... Then filters through daylight. They are not 
separate independent teams. 

 

jurn_e Aug 22, 2014 2:32am | Post# 6733

 
Quoting ephisi 

That was a less than 2pip draw down call 
good job 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:33am | Post# 6734

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi Vlady, The price is sometimes not same between brokers in M1. Is it better 
for us to do cross broker to get TZ ? Thanks 
Hi Pedma, 
i don't think it would matter for TZ calculations on the 1M. But certainly for calculating 



Similarity. 
its just too fast on TZ, I literally saw boxes disappear and reappear yesterday.... How to 
make decisions on that?! Too fast for me. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:34am | Post# 6735

 
Quoting ephisi 
PROBABILITIES GOING FORWARD 1.3344= 0.55 1.3315= 0.62 1.3303= 0.70 1.3290 = 1 
1.3270= 0.40 1.3252= 0.30 There for i call Long on EU , probabilities will be updated as 
d day goes on PS dis is not a trade call, i am experimenting with probabilities 
Im all in from 3270. 
a 100 pip day is not out of the question. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:37am | Post# 6736

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} good job 

tnx   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:38am | Post# 6737

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Im all in from 3270. a 100 pip day is not out of the question. 

Definitely   

 

pedma Aug 22, 2014 2:38am | Post# 6738

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Pedma, i don't think it would matter for TZ calculations on the 1M. But 
certainly for calculating Similarity. its just too fast on TZ, I literally saw boxes disappear 
and reappear yesterday.... How to make decisions on that?! Too fast for me. 

OK, thanks Vlady  

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:39am | Post# 6739

 
Asian low was 3273 
Giving an allowance of -30 pips, I don't think we will be revisiting this price. 
i have my stops at 3270 so if it spikes down, depending on where we are later, I can see 
Eurusdd's target being reached. 
3333 is probably the area we will consolidate at before news. Halfway between 3280 and 
3380. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:42am | Post# 6740

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} yea thats asia for you, it was waiting for europe open 
Ah, but on the 15M look how Asia took down price early to get that low....classic bull 
move. 



So even though it's small ranges, it's a magnified view of what's to come. I don't think 
they wait for London.... They tell London, this is what we did.... Do your thing. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:42am | Post# 6741

 
my thoughts exactly 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 2:44am | Post# 6742

 
Quoting ephisi 
PROBABILITIES GOING FORWARD 1.3344= 0.55 1.3315= 0.62 1.3303= 0.70 1.3290 = 1 
1.3270= 0.40 1.3252= 0.30 There for i call Long on EU , probabilities will be updated as 
d day goes on PS dis is not a trade call, i am experimenting with probabilities 

Bar height?  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 22, 2014 2:47am | Post# 6743

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Morning all .... Thanks Vlady ... i think i find something good .... My algo is not 
finished yet, but i see a small candle light, it is not far ... Today i found some DS zones in 
some pairs, all of them are in direction of USD weakening ... ex: EU = 1.3298 - 1.3294 
UCHF = 0.9100 - 0.9097, and another is deeper 0.9047 - 0.9053 AU = 0.9333 - 0.9338 
NU = 0.8478 - 0.8470 This will be reached today (Yellen / ECB) , the similarity must be 
restored. If not, i think i must forget those DS zones .... 
First target of EU & UCHF is done. Price could be retrace, looking for other opportunity to 
reach my second target on UCHF, Aussie & Kiwie (could be during NY session .... ) 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:47am | Post# 6744

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Ah, but on the 15M look how Asia took down price early to get that low....classic 
bull move. So even though it's small ranges, it's a magnified view of what's to come. I 
don't think they wait for London.... They tell London, this is what we did.... Do your 
thing. 
lol asia euro london and us most time never agree, we needed that asia move down to 
gather strength for a push up, if you look at 30mins tf down ward another leg was 
created but not on the 1hr. when you see such phenomenon where lower tfs disagree 
with higher tf lower time frame are pointing to retracement before lining up with higher 
tfs. thats one of the principles of choosing direction to holdtrade or close trade 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 22, 2014 2:49am | Post# 6745

 
Quoting ephisi 
PROBABILITIES GOING FORWARD 1.3344= 0.55 1.3315= 0.62 1.3303= 0.70 1.3290 = 1 
1.3270= 0.40 1.3252= 0.30 There for i call Long on EU , probabilities will be updated as 
d day goes on PS dis is not a trade call, i am experimenting with probabilities 
Nice calculation Ephisi, thanks. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:04am | Post# 6746



 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Nice calculation Ephisi, thanks. 
That was valid for one hour, but i still believe there is more up to go 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 3:05am | Post# 6747

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} lol asia euro london and us most time never agree, we needed that asia move 
down to gather strength for a push up, if you look at 30mins tf down ward another leg 
was created but not on the 1hr. when you see such phenomenon where lower tfs 
disagree with higher tf lower time frame are pointing to retracement before lining up with 
higher tfs. thats one of the principles of choosing direction to holdtrade or close 
trade  

 
 
that's why I use Asia as a "lower timeframe " indicator to London and New York. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:06am | Post# 6748

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Bar height?  

lol For now its still an experiment, pure assumption until we crack the code of 
calculating probabilities. i have an idea of what should be used in calculation but im not a 
mathematician 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 3:07am | Post# 6749

 
ephisi - you see how quick that currency strength meter can change. When I commented 
before EUR was 6.0 and USD was 1.1 - now at time of writing EUR is 3.6 and USD is 2.6. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:08am | Post# 6750

 
Quoting handy148 
ephisi - you see how quick that currency strength meter can change. When I commented 
before EUR was 6.0 and USD was 1.1 - now at time of writing EUR is 3.6 and USD is 2.6. 
yea i see but dont take its signals against the trend 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:11am | Post# 6751

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} lol For now its still an experiment, pure assumption until we crack the code 
of calculating probabilities. i have an idea of what should be used in calculation but im 
not a mathematician 
liquidgenius has offered to help out though with calculations 

 

Barca Aug 22, 2014 3:12am | Post# 6752

 



Quoting handy148 
ephisi - you see how quick that currency strength meter can change. When I commented 
before EUR was 6.0 and USD was 1.1 - now at time of writing EUR is 3.6 and USD is 2.6. 
If you are using the Currency strength meter.. just aim for 5-10 pips..its more like 
scalping bcos it changes very fast..better still trade a pair that has few spreads for this 
method. 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 3:13am | Post# 6753

 
I don't use the CSM as an indi - just a confirmation sometimes. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:15am | Post# 6754

 
Quoting handy148 
I don't use the CSM as an indi - just a confirmation sometimes. 
cool 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:21am | Post# 6755

 
a yellow 3 just popped up on my 1hr chart, i guess its time for retracement 

 

burnssss Aug 22, 2014 3:24am | Post# 6756

 
In calculating probabilities, Markov Chains 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:29am | Post# 6757

 
Quoting ephisi 
a yellow 3 just popped up on my 1hr chart, i guess its time for retracement 
if 1hr trendline breaks Bulls may have some trouble going back up especially if we close 
below 1.3281 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 3:31am | Post# 6758

 
I make next target 73 but I'm probably wrong. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:34am | Post# 6759

 
Quoting burnssss 
In calculating probabilities, Markov Chains 
do you mean markov chains can be used for calculating probabbilities? 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 3:38am | Post# 6760

 
EU got support at daily open line - for now anyway. 

 



ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:40am | Post# 6761

 
I see us closing above 1.3378 and 1hr trendline holds, if that condition satisfies we are 
going back up after we break 15mins trend line up 
if these conditions don't satisfy i will change bias from long 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:47am | Post# 6762

 
Quoting ephisi 
I see us closing above 1.3378 and 1hr trendline holds, if that condition satisfies we are 
going back up after we break 15mins trend line up if these conditions don't satisfy i will 
change bias from long 
i meant closing in the next 1hr, in 13minutes time 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:49am | Post# 6763

 
was there any new? that retracement was too strong and fast   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 3:59am | Post# 6764

 
Quoting ephisi 
I see us closing above 1.3378 and 1hr trendline holds, if that condition satisfies we are 
going back up after we break 15mins trend line up if these conditions don't satisfy i will 
change bias from long 
5minutes trenline broke 15mins trenline breaking condition about to be satisfied to stay 
bulish, if it does go up the move is going to be violent 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 4:04am | Post# 6765

 
That daily open line still doing a nice support job - long may it continue. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:08am | Post# 6766

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} 5minutes trenline broke 15mins trenline breaking condition about to be satisfied 
to stay bulish, if it does go up the move is going to be violent 

sound money management stoplosses in place. We wont always be right   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:11am | Post# 6767

 
Quoting handy148 
That daily open line still doing a nice support job - long may it continue. 
never took daily open line serious until you mentioned it. thanks bro. did you know that 

previous days high and low also works like daily open   

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 4:22am | Post# 6768



 
Yes m8 - I've got more lines on my chart than a London tube map lol. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:31am | Post# 6769

 
Quoting handy148 
Yes m8 - I've got more lines on my chart than a London tube map lol. 
everyone take note lines are key. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:33am | Post# 6770

 
Quoting ephisi 
I see us closing above 1.3378 and 1hr trendline holds, if that condition satisfies we are 
going back up after we break 15mins trend line up if these conditions don't satisfy i will 
change bias from long 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} 5minutes trenline broke 15mins trenline breaking condition about to be satisfied 
to stay bulish, if it does go up the move is going to be violent 
condition satisfied and we went back up. that was a crazy retracement i missed the short 

cos i was posting   

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 4:38am | Post# 6771

 
Quoting handy148 
Yes m8 - I've got more lines on my chart than a London tube map lol. 

 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:39am | Post# 6772

 
we need 1hr candle to close above 88 in order to satistfy the condition to move up easily. 
if we close below 88 move up will be difficult 

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 4:41am | Post# 6773

 
recurrence statistic indi measures problem bars , transient and fractal. Would someone 
explain what is the difference between them? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 4:43am | Post# 6774

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} just as i expected. Now 1.3303 next on the card 1,3344 next after 1.3303 then 
master eurusdd will appear with his trade explore. then there will be a rapture. all those 
against eurusdd will be sent to forex hell while thise for eurusdd will be sent to forex 

heaven  guys i just got my 3 and 4th eureka moment today 3 had to do with 
combining timeframes from monthly to 1minuet to sort out conflicts between two 
timeframe directions and also to know when to hold and when to scalp. ie trading with 
trend and against trend... 
FOUND IT! 



 
LOL completely missed this one mate!  
Yep, I'm all up for it! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 4:44am | Post# 6775

 
Quoting ephisi 
we need 1hr candle to close above 88 in order to satistfy the condition to move up easily. 
if we close below 88 move up will be difficult 
"Opens" 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:52am | Post# 6776

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} "Opens" 
opens? 

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 4:52am | Post# 6777

 
Quoting feline207 
recurrence statistic indi measures problem bars , transient and fractal. Would someone 
explain what is the difference between them? 
Also, I still want to learn the difference between full transient and what you call left side 
transient. 
Is there anyone willing to explain, thanks 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:53am | Post# 6778

 
bearish divergence on 1hr not good for bulls 

 

kprsa Aug 22, 2014 4:55am | Post# 6779

 
Quoting feline207 
recurrence statistic indi measures problem bars , transient and fractal. Would someone 
explain what is the difference between them? 
Hi, 
I coded the indicator. 
The problem bars come in two types: transient and fractal. 
 
Example for a possible transient bar: high of a current candle is higher than maximum of 
h previous candles, and the close of the current candle occurs above that maximum as 
well. It becomes a true transient bar if the area between the close and the previous max 
is not completely cleared in the subsequent h candles. 
Example for a possible fractal bar: high of a current candle is higher than maximum of h 
previous candles, but the close of the current candle occurs below that maximum. It 
becomes a true fractal bar (i.e. a h-fractal) if the area between the high and the previous 
max is not completely cleared in the subsequent h candles. 
 
The indicator does not have good graphical options at the moment, but I hope to change 
this in the next incarnation (edit: the next incarnation of the indicator, not my next 



incarnation, hopefully)... 
 
This indicator gives you the frequency of occurence of possible problem bars (separately 
for transient and fractal), frequency of them becoming a true problem bars (i.e. 
probability of them not being completely cleared) and mean sizes for the transient/fractal 
areas in price which remained uncleared <k>. It allows you to estimate the probability of 
reaching within <k>, 2<k>, 3<k> of clearing the problem (transient or fractal) zone in 
the next h-bars. 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:57am | Post# 6780

 
Quoting ephisi 
bearish divergence on 1hr not good for bulls 
we are closeing below 88 so i will take the next 30mins TRZ short signal 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 4:57am | Post# 6781

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} opens? 
Sorry for being cryptic... is 88 because last Hour closed at 87.3 therefore to go higher 

next candle must open at 88 (or above 87.3)  
I've seen that technique before in another method many years ago. 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 4:57am | Post# 6782

 
Trading range on EU is just crap lately - yesterday 46. Compare that with say DAX which 
was 130. We need more volatility back in EU pair. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:58am | Post# 6783

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} FOUND IT! LOL completely missed this one mate! Yep, I'm all up for it! 
cool mate 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 5:06am | Post# 6784

 
Hmmmmm very bullish move there. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:07am | Post# 6785

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Sorry for being cryptic... is 88 because last Hour closed at 87.3 therefore to go 

higher next candle must open at 88 (or above 87.3) I've seen that technique before in 
another method many years ago. 
yes 



 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:10am | Post# 6786

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} we are closeing below 88 so i will take the next 30mins TRZ short signal 
will updat soon. retest of 74 good for short 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 5:11am | Post# 6787

 
Hmm I was right about 73 - sorry ephisi  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:11am | Post# 6788

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} will updat soon. retest of 74 good for short 
wait for one hour canle to close first we are at a critical point 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:12am | Post# 6789

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} wait for one hour canle to close first we are at a critical point 
im in at 75 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:13am | Post# 6790

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im in at 75 
will decide if we close trade after 48minutes. take your profits if u see them 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:14am | Post# 6791

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} will decide if we close trade after 48minutes. take your profits if u see them 
a 1hr candle close below 70 is condition required to continue bearish. it seems the trend 
is reversing back to major 
 
edit i meant to say below 70. sorry tying fast 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 5:15am | Post# 6792

 
Well that last M15 candle bounced off daily pivot (for now) 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:16am | Post# 6793

 
Quoting handy148 

Hmm I was right about 73 - sorry ephisi  
i took first short at break of last 5minutes trend line, closed for 15pips on my last call, 



now in again at 74. sorry for what?   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:17am | Post# 6794

 
Quoting handy148 
Well that last M15 candle bounced off daily pivot (for now) 
i believe we will close below pivot soon 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 22, 2014 5:27am | Post# 6795

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Also, I still want to learn the difference between full transient and what you call left 
side transient. Is there anyone willing to explain, thanks 
Those are my terms, oops. 
 
I call a bar full transient when it meets the conditions of a transient bar: either no bar +/- h 
bars makes a higher high or when no bar +\- h bars makes a lower low. 
I call a bar left side transient if it is only transient on the left side of the chart, or rather 
more specifically, if it is only transient on the left side of the bar.  
 
View the screen shot on the bottom. Assume an h value of 5. There are two bars checked 
and two boxes to denote the general area. The first checked bar is a full transient bar. None 
of the 5 bars to the left or right make a lower low. Now note the second checked bar at the 
very right side of the screen. It is a left side transient bar. None of the 5 bars to the left 
make a lower low. We don't need to know what happens on the right side of that bar to call 
it a left side transient bar. 
 
All full transient bars are left side transient. Not all left side transient bars are full transient. 
 
Hope this helps. 



 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:27am | Post# 6796

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i believe we will close below pivot soon 

shhhhhhh  Trading in progress 

 

TessiaFx Aug 22, 2014 5:33am | Post# 6797

 
I have been reading this thread with interest trying to learn but I'm afraid I got burned 
today..... was in short and price went up to 1 pip past my stop before going down.....had 
already placed the trade by the time I found this thread.....however from what I am 
seeing now you are not expecting it to continue with it's recovery up? 
Sorry new to this so looking for insight anywhere I can find it... 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:39am | Post# 6798

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
I have been reading this thread with interest trying to learn but I'm afraid I got burned 
today..... was in short and price went up to 1 pip past my stop before going down.....had 
already placed the trade by the time I found this thread.....however from what I am 
seeing now you are not expecting it to continue with it's recovery up? Sorry new to this 
so looking for insight anywhere I can find it... 

i hope you got burned on a demo.  youre not supposed to be trading live. i dont 
expect up for now. just my opinion if i see anything i will update 

 



vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 5:47am | Post# 6799

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
I have been reading this thread with interest trying to learn but I'm afraid I got burned 
today..... was in short and price went up to 1 pip past my stop before going down.....had 
already placed the trade by the time I found this thread.....however from what I am 
seeing now you are not expecting it to continue with it's recovery up? Sorry new to this 
so looking for insight anywhere I can find it... 
Nothing moves in straight lines my friend. 
 
You firstly need to decide what is the current trend. Use your edge to decide this bias or 
else everything additional will cloud your judgement. 
I suggest you look at larger tf and scale your way down. You're clearly trading 
intraday.... so perhaps begin with Daily over the last month. 
 
If you've done that, then my next sentence may have some meaning: We are in a down 
trend (1D) 
 
Current price action over the last 2 days suggests a correction. We have a projected 
magnitude of 100+ pips which is a normal ATR when all else is equal. But these are 
interesting times geopolitically and geofinancially, so you the news is a key driver of 
movements thus far. Today will be a big day. 
 
If you understand that, then a direction will require momentum. Momentum doesn't just 
begin out of thin air. 
If you started to jump over a small stream, what do you do? Jump from a standing 
position or do you take steps backwards to build momentum on a run-up? 
Do you watch cricket or baseball? In cricket, the bowler walks back at least 5-6 metres 
for his run-up. 
 
Based on this, any moves you are seeing will need to be assessed if it is a normal market 
move, or is there momentum building for a move. 
Analysing multiple timeframes will help you do this and keep the context of all the posts 
here in line. Eg. watch Ephisi's calls - he mentions at least 2 timeframes, sometimes 3. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:51am | Post# 6800

 
closed my last trade -2 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:51am | Post# 6801

 
Quoting ephisi 
closed my last trade -2 
sems we are in for retrace 30mins tf and below. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 5:56am | Post# 6802

 
My 1H bollinger mid is 3279. We must close above to see more moves higher. 
I can see the fight happening on the 2M. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:57am | Post# 6803



 
reentered short at 80 better position. if we close below 80 we will go challenge pivot 
again 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 5:58am | Post# 6804

 
Quoting vlady1974 
My 1H bollinger mid is 3279. We must close above to see more moves higher. I can see 
the fight happening on the 2M. 
great stuff bro, 

 

TessiaFx Aug 22, 2014 5:59am | Post# 6805

 
Thanks Vlady and Ephisi 
 
I have been watching the higher time frames and been working on the fact that it is in a 
downtrend I like your analogy of moving back for the run up : )  
I got burned today saw it had moved up and thought it should be due to move back 
down. 
I clearly entered at the wrong level and have been keeping my stops fairly tight..... which 
is maybe not such a good idea I would have hit my target if my SL had been 1 pip 

higher  but was reading this thread and it sounded as though we were in for a fairly 
larger correction before it continued down I've only been trading for a few weeks so don't 
have enough experience yet to really know how far a correction is likely to go before the 
trend resumes...... I have been 50 50 on winning and losing trades which has felt really 
dissapointing so not feeling all that confident. 
Thanks for taking the time to answer 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:04am | Post# 6806

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Thanks Vlady and Ephisi I have been watching the higher time frames and been working 
on the fact that it is in a downtrend I like your analogy of moving back for the run up : ) 
I got burned today saw it had moved up and thought it should be due to move back 
down. I clearly entered at the wrong level and have been keeping my stops fairly 
tight..... which is maybe not such a good idea I would have hit my target if my SL had 

been 1 pip higher  but was reading this thread and it sounded as though we were in for 
a fairly larger correction before it... 
are you trading live? go read up on support and ressistance, how to draw eliot waves or 
you can use the zz indicator thats shared here. the best advice i will ever givve you is 
this before entry always wait for retracement and trade more in directon of trend if you 
can discipline your self to do that you will succeed 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 6:07am | Post# 6807

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Thanks Vlady and Ephisi I have been watching the higher time frames and been working 
on the fact that it is in a downtrend I like your analogy of moving back for the run up : ) 
I got burned today saw it had moved up and thought it should be due to move back 
down. I clearly entered at the wrong level and have been keeping my stops fairly 
tight..... which is maybe not such a good idea I would have hit my target if my SL had 



been 1 pip higher  but was reading this thread and it sounded as though we were in for 
a fairly larger correction before it... 
Firstly, well done. 
 
That's for recognising it's your fault. That is the BIGGEST breakthrough you can 
or will get in this business. 
The market is the market. I cannot begin to tell you! LOL The market is always right. 
 
Take a read of this thread: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=2644 
 
Secondly, it may not be recommended but I actually think it's good you're trading with 
real money. My caveat to Ephisi's suggestion is to make sure this is money you are 
prepared to lose. If you go in thinking you'll turn $1000 into $10K...FORGET. IT. It's 
GONE. If that's okay, you can begin. If it's not, then do not trade because the emotion of 
trying to NOT LOSE will severely impair how you react to the market. The 2nd book in 
the list in the thread above is my favourite and I am re-reading this now. It's amazing 
each time I read it because each new experience tells me more about MYSELF. If you 
change your perspective from being a Money Keeper/Protector to a Probability Player, the 
trading game will change for you. You will then ask yourself before you trade whether the 
move you're expecting has a higher or lower chance of happening compared to not doing 
anything, and if you're wrong what is the risk? 
 
Thirdly, yes participate in forums - but make an opinion for yourself and test it. If it 
works, $. If not -$ but it will be priceless.... another thing not to do. 
 

 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 6:08am | Post# 6808

 
Tessia - if you've only been trading for a few weeks, please use demo account and not 
real money. 
 
This is a zero sum game. Newbies get burned badly (I was one more than 20 years ago) 
and I'm sure others in here will have similar stories. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:08am | Post# 6809

 
Quoting ephisi 
reentered short at 80 better position. if we close below 80 we will go challenge pivot 
again 
closed at +5 and waiting 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 6:11am | Post# 6810

 
vlady - excellent post to Tessia, Good to emphasize that first rule is capital preservation. 

 

mattkirby Aug 22, 2014 6:16am | Post# 6811

 
Hi @ all, 
 
nothing about the System just my 2 Cents for the aims today. At the Moment we are 



exactly at daily Pivot Point and weekly s3!!! Weekly Pivot is 1.3384. So I think thats the 
direction we will go when the red News Events come in some hours. 
 
Good luck! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 6:23am | Post# 6812

 
Just going out on a limb here.... but if I am right, there will be a misprice at 3242ish. 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 6:31am | Post# 6813

 
Next move on M5 will be a TZ high above 1.32699 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 6:31am | Post# 6814

 
It's gonna take some turnaround for Eurusdd's prediction to come true today. Still when 
Yellen and Draghi are speaking all things are possible. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:32am | Post# 6815

 
reentered short at 70 closed+ 5 waiting to enter at 70 again 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:35am | Post# 6816

 
Quoting ephisi 
reentered short at 70 closed+ 5 waiting to enter at 70 again 
looks to me like we will close above 70 in 26minutes, im scalping long will reavaluate at 
candle close 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 6:36am | Post# 6817

 
http://www.efxnews.com/story/25764/w...views-10-banks 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:41am | Post# 6818

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} looks to me like we will close above 70 in 26minutes, im scalping long will 
reavaluate at candle close 
closed + 1 lol waiting till close of one hour to evaluate. i tot it would spike up 

 

handy148 Aug 22, 2014 6:42am | Post# 6819

 
That's the problem m8 - the market will always do what the market wants to do 
regardless of what we do or think. 

 



ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:43am | Post# 6820

 
see ya all later, need to focus on grabbing pips. pips 

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 6:46am | Post# 6821

 
I thank LiquidGenius and kprsa for explanations! 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 6:51am | Post# 6822

 
Quoting ephisi 
see ya all later, need to focus on grabbing pips. pips 
ars be careful, bulls are cooking something, above 75 we will see what bulls are cooking 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 7:04am | Post# 6823

 
HH expected above 1.32816 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 7:10am | Post# 6824

 
Quoting hepsibah 
HH expected above 1.32816 
possible 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 7:21am | Post# 6825

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} possible 
It should definitely go to 1.32816 today, probably fairly soon. However, there is a longer 
term problem lurking at 1.32488 so there is a chance it might take that out first. This 
could be a good place to open a hedge. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 7:45am | Post# 6826

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} It should definitely go to 1.32816 today, probably fairly soon. However, there is 
a longer term problem lurking at 1.32488 so there is a chance it might take that out first. 
This could be a good place to open a hedge. 
 
waiting for jennet yellen between weekly pivot daily pivot and monthly pivot. tight range. 
the next move will be based on yellen and draghi moments. im routing for them taking 
euro up. yellen dovish draghi dovish. yellen speaks before draghi so up then down 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 7:58am | Post# 6827

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} waiting for jennet yellen between weekly pivot daily pivot and monthly pivot. 



tight range. the next move will be based on yellen and draghi moments. im routing for 
them taking euro up. yellen dovish draghi. yellen speaks before draghi so up then down 
 
Fair enough. I'm just trading TZ's. Can't pretend to know the whole story and I'm pretty 
sure I haven't seen the same thing as you but it seems to be very reliable. This morning 
has been extremely profitable. 
 
There is an unusual situation at the moment so maybe it does want to take out 1.32488 
first. Consecutive TZ's in the same direction are relatively rare - but they give huge profit 

potential  

 

jurn_e Aug 22, 2014 8:05am | Post# 6828

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Fair enough. I'm just trading TZ's. Can't pretend to know the whole story and 
I'm pretty sure I haven't seen the same thing as you but it seems to be very reliable. 
This morning has been extremely profitable. There is an unusual situation at the moment 
so maybe it does want to take out 1.32488 first. Consecutive TZ's in the same direction 

are relatively rare - but they give huge profit potential  
What do u mean by consecutive TZ in the same direction? 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 8:06am | Post# 6829

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} What do u mean by consecutive TZ in the same direction? 
Two low TZ's without an intervening high TZ or vice versa. 

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 8:08am | Post# 6830

 
Down then up, that must be it 
There is still room below 

 

pooyan2012 Aug 22, 2014 8:09am | Post# 6831

 
as i said it's reaching to 1.3250 

 

jurn_e Aug 22, 2014 8:11am | Post# 6832

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Two low TZ's without an intervening high TZ or vice versa. 
Can you show a screenshot please? 

 

jurn_e Aug 22, 2014 8:19am | Post# 6833

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Entered long to early. 



 

 

TessiaFx Aug 22, 2014 8:32am | Post# 6834

 
Ephisi - It is a live account.... have learnt a little about S & R but don't know anything 
about Elliot waves so that's about to change thanks : ) 
Vlady - Thanks for your perspective and recommended reading I will be reading up this 
weekend..... you are right I am finding emotion is part of this and something I need to 
master...I haven't changed any trades based on emotion but have to admit I end up 
feeling stressed when they are going in the wrong direction... 
 
Sorry for the delayed response I've got a 5yr old little boy had to go and fetch him from 
school 

 

TessiaFx Aug 22, 2014 8:55am | Post# 6835

 
Vlady - Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas? 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:23am | Post# 6836

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Fair enough. I'm just trading TZ's. Can't pretend to know the whole story and 
I'm pretty sure I haven't seen the same thing as you but it seems to be very reliable. 
This morning has been extremely profitable. There is an unusual situation at the moment 
so maybe it does want to take out 1.32488 first. Consecutive TZ's in the same direction 

are relatively rare - but they give huge profit potential  
keep practising and with time you will see 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:24am | Post# 6837

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Ephisi - It is a live account.... have learnt a little about S & R but don't know anything 
about Elliot waves so that's about to change thanks : ) Vlady - Thanks for your 
perspective and recommended reading I will be reading up this weekend..... you are right 



I am finding emotion is part of this and something I need to master...I haven't changed 
any trades based on emotion but have to admit I end up feeling stressed when they are 
going in the wrong direction... Sorry for the delayed response I've got a 5yr old little boy 
had to go and fetch him... 
ok, if its a live account pls be careful. you dont wanna hear our stories in here. you 
should be be very careful. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:25am | Post# 6838

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Vlady - Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas? 
that book changed my life 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 9:26am | Post# 6839

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Vlady - Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas? 
That's the one! 
 
It's no longer a secret and it seems different when you read it because you're detached... 
but when you really do the thinking that he asks you to - if you are the kind of trader he 
is describing, then you'll know exactly what he's talking about. You just said it yourself 
about how it feels when it goes against you. 
 
Warning: it's not a trading strategy book. 
 
But it's so valuable in setting up the "way to think about the market and your role in it". 
Once you get this, then Eurusdd's material will become like mana from heaven. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:28am | Post# 6840

 

Quoting feline207 

Down then up, that must be it There is still room below 

you got that right. thumbs up   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:29am | Post# 6841

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} ars be careful, bulls are cooking something, above 75 we will see what bulls are 
cooking 

cooking   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:30am | Post# 6842

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Ephisi - It is a live account.... have learnt a little about S & R but don't know anything 
about Elliot waves so that's about to change thanks : ) Vlady - Thanks for your 
perspective and recommended reading I will be reading up this weekend..... you are right 
I am finding emotion is part of this and something I need to master...I haven't changed 



any trades based on emotion but have to admit I end up feeling stressed when they are 
going in the wrong direction... Sorry for the delayed response I've got a 5yr old little boy 
had to go and fetch him... 
sent you a personal message. check your inbox 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 9:31am | Post# 6843

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's the one! It's no longer a secret and it seems different when you read it 
because you're detached... but when you really do the thinking that he asks you to - if 
you are the kind of trader he is describing, then you'll know exactly what he's talking 
about. You just said it yourself about how it feels when it goes against you. Warning: it's 
not a trading strategy book. But it's so valuable in setting up the "way to think about the 
market and your role in it". Once you get this, then Eurusdd's material will become like 
mana from heaven.... 
will mail you later tonite mate. we are just 2hr time difference i think 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 9:33am | Post# 6844

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} will mail you later tonite mate. we are just 2hr time difference i think 

You're in Europe? Cool!  

 

shiva Aug 22, 2014 9:34am | Post# 6845

 
Quoting TessiaFx 
Vlady - Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas? 
Douglas may have written trading in the zone, but I am working on "Trading on The 

Phone"  

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 9:34am | Post# 6846

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} you got that right. thumbs up   
But we still must return above 1.33 after that. And I mean fast. What do you think about 
it ? 
It is going to be a very interesting evenning...... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 9:37am | Post# 6847

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Douglas may have written trading in the zone, but I am working on "Trading on 

The Phone"  
Mate, I can write 2 chapters on that puppie! 

 

shiva Aug 22, 2014 9:45am | Post# 6848

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Mate, I can write 2 chapters on that puppie! 

Sure, guest authors welcome  

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 10:09am | Post# 6849

 
[quote=hepsibah;7691875]{quote} 
 
It should definitely go to 1.32816 today, probably fairly soon. However, there is a longer 
term problem lurking at 1.32488 so there is a chance it might take that out first. This 
could be a good place to open a hedge. 
 
 

 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 10:12am | Post# 6850

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} You're in Europe? Cool!  
lol, nope Africa 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 10:13am | Post# 6851

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} But we still must return above 1.33 after that. And I mean fast. What do you 
think about it ? It is going to be a very interesting evenning...... 
i think mario draghi will take eurusd down 

 

Alorente Aug 22, 2014 10:20am | Post# 6852

 
[quote=hepsibah;7692363] 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} It should definitely go to 1.32816 today, probably fairly soon. However, there is 
a longer term problem lurking at 1.32488 so there is a chance it might take that out first. 

This could be a good place to open a hedge.  
Hi. Can you kindly please explain what you mean by: "... there is a longer term problem 
lurking at 1.32488." 
 
I´ve been reading extensively everything posted about transient zones and would 
appreciate your input. 
 
Thanks. 

 

josh11 Aug 22, 2014 10:25am | Post# 6853

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's the one! It's no longer a secret and it seems different when you read it 
because you're detached... but when you really do the thinking that he asks you to - if 
you are the kind of trader he is describing, then you'll know exactly what he's talking 
about. You just said it yourself about how it feels when it goes against you. Warning: it's 
not a trading strategy book. But it's so valuable in setting up the "way to think about the 



market and your role in it". Once you get this, then Eurusdd's material will become like 
mana from heaven.... 

Those were the good old days  

 

tbird2121 Aug 22, 2014 10:27am | Post# 6854

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i think mario draghi will take eurusd down 
This can be happened, but some unfinished job must be done (other pairs are clearly). 
So, it will goes up first, before goes down fast, faster ... 

 

TessiaFx Aug 22, 2014 10:32am | Post# 6855

 
I will careful thanks Ephisi ( or try to be) but that seems to be what is burning me to be 

honest EVERY trade I took today would have been a winning trade it my stops were 
bigger...... do any of you have an average SL in pips that you would recommend..... 

Vlady - going to get myself a copy of that tomorrow  
Shiva - Good luck ; ) 

 

dragos_ Aug 22, 2014 10:40am | Post# 6856

 
Quoting ephisi 

spot on . That is how religion and cults starts. They start to have faith in you then 
they follow and then they follow blindly {quote} 
no man, this is not it. following blindly is not why did. 
I just made the decision to give him some credit for 1 day, to see what happens - if he 
would have been right then I would have invested more time in understanding his 
method (nothing blindly here). this is what people do, or should do, normally: to show 
trust to people around them and let them show themselves they don't deserve it if the 
case. 
is just that in this specific situation eurusdd's call was a big failure, and he didn't even 
bother to come back in due time to deal with it - at least as far as I know. so things are 
clear about him based on facts. 
in other order of ideas, I believe you rushed into conclusions too soon. what you said has 
nothing to do with my specific case. 
 
good luck with your trading! 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 10:43am | Post# 6857

 
[quote=Alorente;7692413] 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Hi. Can you kindly please explain what you mean by: "... there is a longer term 
problem lurking at 1.32488." I´ve been reading extensively everything posted about 
transient zones and would appreciate your input. Thanks. 
I am using only transient zones on my chart now and have found a way to use them that 
identifies prices that will be returned to. In the main, the price will be returned to very 
quickly and these occur all the time on all timeframes and are great for scalping, 
although sometimes they retrace too quickly to cover the spread. There is a special setup 
however where price is unlikely to return to for some time, if at all, and it was one of 
these that I had marked at 1.32488. I don't trade those as a rule but I like to know 



where they are. 
 
There are many ways to trade the TZ's but I am content I have found one that seems to 
work for me. I followed this thread from its inception and am a great fan but found some 
of the earlier methods I used for identifying dissimilarity produced levels that took too 
long to return to (there's still one outstanding from 6 Sep last year - we may get there 
soon!). So far, this method is holding up well and gets me in and out quickly. 
 
I am not going to spell out exactly what I do but will give you some massive hints: 
 
1. observe exactly what happens immediately after price takes out a previously formed 
TZ. Especially where the next TZ is formed 
2. wait for the TZ to complete before entering (I use a small h by the way) - many will 
have already invalidated the trade by then but it is better than anticipating and being 
wrong. There are lots and lots of opportunities. 
3. if a TZ is taken out by a mid bar TZ leave it alone and move on 
 
Eurusdd may be displeased at giving so much away but most people don't really read the 
posts anyway. 
Good luck 

 

jurn_e Aug 22, 2014 10:45am | Post# 6858

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Quoting Alorente 
{quote} I am using only transient zones on my chart now and have found a way to use 
them that identifies prices that will be returned to. In the main, the price will be returned 
to very quickly and these occur all the time on all timeframes and are great for scalping, 
although sometimes they retrace too quickly to cover the spread. There is a special setup 
however where price is unlikely to return to for some time, if at all, and it was one of 
these that I had marked at 1.32488. I don't trade those as a rule but I like to 
... 

Thanks for your insights.  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 10:46am | Post# 6859

 
london bridge is falling down falling down falling down  we just had a 4hr TRZ short 
setup, expect her to run some more 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 10:50am | Post# 6860

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} no man, this is not it. following blindly is not why did. I just made the decision 
to give him some credit for 1 day, to see what happens - if he would have been right 
then I would have invested more time in understanding his method (nothing blindly 
here). this is what people do, or should do, normally: to show trust to people around 
them and let them show themselves they don't deserve it if the case. is just that in this 
specific situation eurusdd's call was a big failure, and he didn't even bother to come back 
in due time to deal with... 
 
its ok bro, i understand and accepth your explanation but the truth is this . the fact that 
he made one wrong call does not mean his method does not work. it works perfectly. the 
system works , the trader may make a mistake applying the system.common one loss 



isnt enuf to discard the system 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 10:56am | Post# 6861

 
EURUSD IS CORRECTING PROBLEMS THAT HAPPENED IN 2013 LAST YEAR  SHE WILL 
CORRECT SOME MORE BEFORE WE CORRECT 1.3344. 
SWING TRADING MODE ACTIVATED 

 

stevefx Aug 22, 2014 10:59am | Post# 6862

 
3211 is top of weekly demand. Its a strong level/zone...Don't expect too much (more 
drop). 

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 11:01am | Post# 6863

 
I like the look of 1.32604 (that's not to say it may not fall farther in the meantime) 

 

dragos_ Aug 22, 2014 11:04am | Post# 6864

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} its ok bro, i understand and accepth your explanation but the truth is this . the 
fact that he made one wrong call does not mean his method does not work. it works 
perfectly. the system works , the trader may make a mistake applying the 
system.common one loss isnt enuf to discard the system 
in my opinion this transient/recurrent system is nothing more than a pivot trading 
system. if you trade pivots in a disciplined manner and you will get results as well. 
I think people thinks is much more than it is 

 

Alorente Aug 22, 2014 11:05am | Post# 6865

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Quoting Alorente 
{quote} I am using only transient zones on my chart now and have found a way to use 
them that identifies prices that will be returned to. In the main, the price will be returned 
to very quickly and these occur all the time on all timeframes and are great for scalping, 
although sometimes they retrace too quickly to cover the spread. There is a special setup 
however where price is unlikely to return to for some time, if at all, and it was one of 
these that I had marked at 1.32488. I don't trade those as a rule but I like to 
... 
Thanks for your pointers. I noticed you use an H value of 3, I assume you do not scalp 
on M1 charts. What do you normally use? M15 or higher? What do you use for your TP? 
 
I am looking to use transient zones to complement my Extreme TMA system, which by 
itself is great, but I feel adding TZ´s can make it better still. 
 
Thanks again. 

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 11:05am | Post# 6866

 



Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} in my opinion this transient/recurrent system is nothing more than a pivot 
trading system. if you trade pivots in a disciplined manner and you will get results as well 
I agree. But must admit chart looks rather pretty :-) 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:10am | Post# 6867

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} in my opinion this transient/recurrent system is nothing more than a pivot 
trading system. if you trade pivots in a disciplined manner and you will get results as 
well. I think people thinks is much more than it is 

HMMN, I agree with you to an extext   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:12am | Post# 6868

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} in my opinion this transient/recurrent system is nothing more than a pivot 
trading system. if you trade pivots in a disciplined manner and you will get results as 
well. I think people thinks is much more than it is 
i tot u were a noob, apologies. he taught us more than just transient stuff 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:29am | Post# 6869

 
reentered short at 42 previous low. 20pips stop and holding as a swing trade 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:29am | Post# 6870

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I agree. But must admit chart looks rather pretty :-) 

 

 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 11:35am | Post# 6871

 
One more push down , then up  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:38am | Post# 6872

 
Quoting feline207 
One more push down , then up  
Hmmn , up but the up move will be limited. the trend is officially bear. 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 22, 2014 11:44am | Post# 6873

 
Quoting stevefx 
3211 is top of weekly demand. Its a strong level/zone...Don't expect too much (more 
drop). 

 



 

feline207 Aug 22, 2014 11:45am | Post# 6874

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Hmmn , up but the up move will be limited. the trend is officially bear. 
What I meant is ine more push belo 1.3230 before anything significant happens to the 
upside. 

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 11:49am | Post# 6875

 
Quoting feline207 
One more push down , then up  
Don't tell me you are still think it is going up? :-( 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:50am | Post# 6876

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} What I meant is ine more push belo 1.3230 before anything significant happens 
to the upside. 
oh ok, got it now. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 11:55am | Post# 6877

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Don't tell me you are still think it is going up? :-( 

 

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 6878

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote}  
Eurusdd's influence has made more damage to my account in the last 3 days than the 
entire little life i have had with Forex... I guess I really wanted to see if it could be 
possible...funny stuff... not funny 
 
A lesson I shall never forget...You need these. SERIOUSLY all indicators say SELL-- The 
trend is your ONLY friend.. I want to cry 
 
Markov Chin model is also very useful thank you.. :-) 

 

shiva Aug 22, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 6879

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Eurusdd's influence has made more damage to my account in the last 3 days 
than the entire little life i have had with Forex... I guess I really wanted to see if it could 
be possible...funny stuff... not funny A lesson I shall never forget...You need these. 
SERIOUSLY all indicators say SELL-- The trend is your ONLY friend.. I want to cry Markov 
Chin model is also very useful thank you.. :-) 
Sorry to hear that Samar, I hope your acc will recover soon. 



 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 6880

 
Hello Guys, 
 
Just having a quick look at USDJPY 4H in comparison to Daily. 
I haven't actually seen the Yellen speech but regardless of these... the pause is.... 
interesting.  
 
"USDollar" on the EURUSD thread has done a cool EW count which I am finding 
agreement with. 
The 3200 option level may pose a barrier, so I do see a retracement is required.  
 
Bank holiday for UK on Monday so I don't see any action until mid next week. Not unless 
Draghi says something absolutely spectacular... which I remember 2 years ago, he did 
and EU flew beyond the sky. Never say never. 
 
I am now flat. USDJPY falling but EU steady.... something is waiting. Be prepared to 
react! LOL 

 

LiquidGenius Aug 22, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 6881

 
Since things look a tad grim for our good friend the bull I will attempt to make a trade 
call: 
Edit: Scratch that. Lets just go with end of next week. We will see 1.3310. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 6882

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Since things look a tad grim for our good friend the bull I will attempt to make a trade 
call: Edit: Scratch that. Lets just go with end of next week. We will see 1.3310. 

That would require some serious Draghi + Asian RedBull Wings.  

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 6883

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hello Guys, Just having a quick look at USDJPY 4H in comparison to Daily. I haven't 
actually seen the Yellen speech but regardless of these... the pause is.... interesting. 
"USDollar" on the EURUSD thread has done a cool EW count which I am finding 
agreement with. The 3200 option level may pose a barrier, so I do see a retracement is 
required. Bank holiday for UK on Monday so I don't see any action until mid next week. 
Not unless Draghi says something absolutely spectacular... which I remember 2 years 
ago, he did and EU flew beyond the sky. Never... 
Yes but check out the LONG term trend 2 years ago and Today! Or maybe i need to do 

that  

 

KennyForex Aug 22, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 6884

 
Hello all in here! 
 
I been reading alot in this and other threed from eurusdd,,, 



 
One question!,,, are you all trading in the same way now or do you all use diffrent 
setups? 
 
can anyone upload a pic of what you do now,,, there is so much information in here and i 

am litle confused  

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 12:52pm | Post# 6885

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Since things look a tad grim for our good friend the bull I will attempt to make a trade 
call: Edit: Scratch that. Lets just go with end of next week. We will see 1.3310. 
I think you will see 1.29999 much sooner :-) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 6886

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Yes but check out the LONG term trend 2 years ago and Today! Or maybe i need 

to do that  
The Dollar and EU came undone as soon as interest rate differentials started increasing. 
That's when EU started heading down. 
I can't recall the name on the specific instruments but I do recall the graphic.  
 
From 2 years ago, both EU and USD were rising. 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 6887

 
Quoting zarkon 
1.32430-1.32420 i have a problem in 5m TF to be fixed. 
problem fixed after 31 hours 
now i am expecting eur to re-visit 1.3223 again as there is a mis-print. 

 

Alorente Aug 22, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 6888

 
Quoting zarkon 
{quote} problem fixed after 31 hours now i am expecting eur to re-visit 1.3223 again as 
there is a mis-print. 
Well, since you are looking at M5, how about a problem at 1.3291? 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 6889

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Alorente 
{quote} Well, since you are looking at M5, how about a problem at 1.3291? 
it is fixed 



 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 6890

 
Quoting Alorente 
{quote} Well, since you are looking at M5, how about a problem at 1.3291? 

There are problems to be fixed everywhere.  

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 6891

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} There are problems to be fixed everywhere.  
xexe , you are right , ephisi . we luck the timing to beat the system tho.at least i 
do.Eurusdd said something about 100% price will return before price leave screen but 
this not helping atm .anyway back on observation 

 

vlady1974 Aug 22, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 6892

 
Quoting zarkon 
{quote} it is fixed {image} 
On your chart the last semaphor bottom is a problem because it's not outside the 
Bollinger. 
but that's been fixed since! Lol 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 22, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 6893

 
Quoting KennyForex 

.... there is so much information in here and i am litle confused  

You are not alone ....  

 



samaralala Aug 22, 2014 1:48pm | Post# 6894

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} On your chart the last semaphor bottom is a problem because it's not outside 
the Bollinger. but that's been fixed since! Lol 
Yep and 1.36507 also might be an issue -a big one (for some). 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 1:48pm | Post# 6895

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} On your chart the last semaphor bottom is a problem because it's not outside 
the Bollinger. but that's been fixed since! Lol 
yes , but Alorente was asking for first semaphor (upperleft) .there was a problem few 
bars back and price return to fixed it. 
and yes on last sema you point out.price return there also to make a proper Bottom 
Signal 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 6896

 

Quoting zarkon 

{quote} xexe , you are right , ephisi . we luck the timing to beat the system tho.at least i 
do.Eurusdd said something about 100% price will return before price leave screen but 
this not helping atm .anyway back on observation 
My observations : Similarity or dissimlarity trades are only effective in range markets so 
anyone who tried to trade similarity after the break out must have gotten burnt a lil. 
TRZ trades are effective in both range and trending markets. 
 
The problem is if you never had a fairly good strategy( before encountering eurusdds 
methods) experience, discipline and sound money management eurusdds methods wont 
help any noob. 
 
the most effective way i see to use eurusdds methods are to use them to tweak your 
personal system. 
Thats why i said earlier that im going back to swing trading as there is no range 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 6897

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This are one type of misprint and also a problem .when i see a yellow sema or N2 sema 
away from bar , in the next (h) bars will return to fix it .this is where eurusdd comes with all 
other tools he has to take those trades for 1 to 10 pips and walk away but everyday .those 
misprint happends very few times all day . 
i am a noob so dont follow me. 



 

 

tbird2121 Aug 22, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 6898

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} My observations : Similarity or dissimlarity trades are only effective in range 
markets so anyone who tried to trade similarity after the break out must have gotten 
burnt a lil. TRZ trades are effective in both range and trending markets. The problem is if 
you never had a fairly good strategy( before encountering eurusdds methods) 
experience, discipline and sound money management eurusdds methods wont help any 
noob. the most effective way i see to use eurusdds methods are to use them to tweak 
your personal system. Thats why i said earlier... 
Agree, if there is no clear signal given by our own system, at the moment (until NY close) 
... better just watching, or using demo account to improve our system ... 

Nice explained ...  

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:11pm | Post# 6899

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Agree, if there is no clear signal given by our own system, at the moment (until 
NY close) ... better just watching, or using demo account to improve our system ... Nice 

explained ...  



tnx   

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 2:13pm | Post# 6900

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Agree, if there is no clear signal given by our own system, at the moment (until 
NY close) ... better just watching, or using demo account to improve our system ... Nice 

explained ...  

Trust me, we will have a signal in the next 18minutes . mario draghi signal . i hope 
eurusd dosnt whipsaw but goes straight down 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 6901

 
Quoting zarkon 
This are one type of misprint and also a problem .when i see a yellow sema or N2 sema 
away from bar , in the next (h) bars will return to fix it .this is where eurusdd comes with 
all other tools he has to take those trades for 1 to 10 pips and walk away but everyday 
.those misprint happends very few times all day . i am a noob so dont follow me. 
{image} 

closed for 2 pips.   

 

Trader_X Aug 22, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 6902

 
ive read and re-read this thread over and over again...can someone define "a problem" 
please!! best regards ..x 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 6903

 
Quoting Trader_X 
ive read and re-read this thread over and over again...can someone define "a problem" 
please!! best regards ..x 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=457033 
read this also.in fact you need to read all eurusdd threads to get the all picture of what 
are problems and what is the consept 
sorry , its post 107 here 

 

tbird2121 Aug 22, 2014 2:55pm | Post# 6904

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} Trust me, we will have a signal in the next 18minutes . mario draghi signal
. i hope eurusd dosnt whipsaw but goes straight down 
The move is small ... market will close in some hours, next week we can get green pips 

again .. have a nice day ephisi ... 

 

zarkon Aug 22, 2014 2:57pm | Post# 6905

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



People have to understand that the similarity principle is a good way to spot mis-pricing 
in the market. However, the indicators you used also matters. For example, the stochs-
method is 50% more efficient than the cycle-identifier method! However, it is 10% less 
efficient that the bollinger method. This method requires only one time-frame! Look at 
the red&white lines in the top and bottom windows in the chart below!!!! Do you see that 
both are similar???? Now, the top window is real-price and so, whenever the down 
window differs YOU HAVE A TRADE!... 
For Trader X .If you using the stoch tactics then look the above 
bah sorry post 107 here 

 

Dystopia Aug 22, 2014 3:49pm | Post# 6906

 
hello everyone I am pretty new and got interested in EURUSDD methods after seeing 
accuracy of his previous calls... am puzzled why the 1.3389 didnt work out but I guess its 
a timing issue. And yes, I am wondering if his methods only work well in ranging 
market...  
 
his transient/recurrent method seems very similar to the "M" and "W" used by 
candlestick traders btw. except they are not as precise in timing exit/entries. 
 
ps: does anyone else here use fibo? i find it very subjective... everyone seems to have 
different start and end point. vlady, would you suggest the best fibo is one that fits the 
key bouncing points? thanks! 

 

samaralala Aug 22, 2014 4:00pm | Post# 6907

 

The 3-plan - Thread 
http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar299948_8.gif Eurusdd  
Joined Oct 2012 | Status: NOT AVAILABLE | 
Quoting go4it 
Why are you starting a new thread when you have unfinished business on 3 other 

"system threads" you started. ??? This is beginning to become a theme for you 

EURUSDD. 
I am done with the other threads. There is no law that says; "a thread must continue 

forever"... 

 

All that I said in the other threads are part of this thread. All those ideas went into the 

signal is I will be using here. 

 

BUT this thread will continue forever!!!  

 

hepsibah Aug 22, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 6908

 
Quoting hepsibah 
I like the look of 1.32604 (that's not to say it may not fall farther in the meantime) 
Price reached 1.32607. 
 
Guys, the thread seems to have wandered off transient zones and similarity a little. It is 
a pity that Eurusdd made the call about the problem at 1.34xx, it is undoubtedly there 
and will be revisited at some point but it was intended to make you cautious, not blindly 
put on long trades. But I understand that it may have burnt quite a few and put you off 
the strategy. 



 
To give you some hope, every call I have made today, including this one and the 
1.32816/1.32488 earlier, were based purely on transient zones. For me, this works like a 
charm (increased bank 40% today) and I gave some huge hints earlier as to how I use it. 
For those still interested, keep looking. 
 
I'm going to be busy trading rather than posting from now but I wish you luck. 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:31pm | Post# 6909

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} The move is small ... market will close in some hours, next week we can get 

green pips again .. have a nice day ephisi ... 
Have a nice weekend mate. See you london open 

 

Dystopia Aug 22, 2014 4:34pm | Post# 6910

 
Wow well done Hepsibah but i am guessing the methodology is more suited for scalpers 
at the moment? and yes i am still trying to figure out how you got those numbers i am 
looking at transient zone 3% of sample correct? 
 
let's see how I do. and thanks for keeping faith here. today i also cut some losses (it isnt 
EURUSDD fault, my other reliable friends also told me to go long EURUSD lol tho I was 
actually mostly short)  
 
Maybe this method should just complement our others but meanwhile based on what 
vlady or EURUSDD mention about price returning to recurrent zone 2 times, this reminds 
me of the PA behavior of the M and W formation others talk about except they are not 
very good predicting what happens AFTER the formation is complete.  
 
Still trying to figure that out now 
 
Cheers to all 

 

ephisi Aug 22, 2014 4:39pm | Post# 6911

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Price reached 1.32607. Guys, the thread seems to have wandered off transient 
zones and similarity a little. It is a pity that Eurusdd made the call about the problem at 
1.34xx, it is undoubtedly there and will be revisited at some point but it was intended to 
make you cautious, not blindly put on long trades. But I understand that it may have 
burnt quite a few and put you off the strategy. To give you some hope, every call I have 
made today, including this one and the 1.32816/1.32488 earlier, were based purely on 
transient zones. For me,... 
same here bro, was nice trading alongside you all, all the trades i took today were also 
TRZ trades. TRZ is highly effective. I will be posting less in here and also focused more 
on trading. Those who havnt had their eureka moment should keep at it. 

 

diceman555 Aug 22, 2014 5:17pm | Post# 6912

 
GUYS AND GIRLS, 
 



i do not question , 
 
but you will not know the answer untill you look at the math. 
 
everything return to 0 
 
scewer the math and you have found somthing you should keep to yourself. 
 
regards 
 
dice 

 

Bartleby Aug 22, 2014 7:52pm | Post# 6913

 
Sometimes i wonder , if FF is the place where everybody got their special mystique 
riddles.. 
 
*sigh* 

 

BlackStack Aug 22, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 6914

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. . 
Freefox, 
 
Could you add an option to not show mid-bar transient zone please? Some feel that they 
should not be used, so if it could be an option then some poeple can turn it off if they so 
desire. 
 
Thanks 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 22, 2014 8:24pm | Post# 6915

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Price reached 1.32607. Guys, the thread seems to have wandered off transient 
zones and similarity a little. It is a pity that Eurusdd made the call about the problem at 
1.34xx, it is undoubtedly there and will be revisited at some point but it was intended to 
make you cautious, not blindly put on long trades. But I understand that it may have 
burnt quite a few and put you off the strategy. To give you some hope, every call I have 
made today, including this one and the 1.32816/1.32488 earlier, were based purely on 
transient zones. For me,... 

This is great !!! thanks a lot hepsibah, i will look at it ...  

 

tbird2121 Aug 22, 2014 8:38pm | Post# 6916

 
Quoting diceman555 
xxxx ..... All that I said in the other threads are part of this thread. All those ideas went 
into the signal is I will be using here. BUT this thread will continue forever!!! 
Thank you very much buddy..... will take a look and do home work ... 



 

aud Aug 22, 2014 9:36pm | Post# 6917

 
[quote=hepsibah;7692363] 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} It should definitely go to 1.32816 today, probably fairly soon. However, there is 
a longer term problem lurking at 1.32488 so there is a chance it might take that out first. 

This could be a good place to open a hedge.  
Which T/F are you using? 

 

LITEchild Aug 22, 2014 9:57pm | Post# 6918

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {quote} nuf said...  {image} 

 

 

 

NorthTrader Aug 22, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 6919

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Price reached 1.32607. Guys, the thread seems to have wandered off transient 
zones and similarity a little. It is a pity that Eurusdd made the call about the problem at 
1.34xx, it is undoubtedly there and will be revisited at some point but it was intended to 
make you cautious, not blindly put on long trades. But I understand that it may have 
burnt quite a few and put you off the strategy. To give you some hope, every call I have 
made today, including this one and the 1.32816/1.32488 earlier, were based purely on 
transient zones. For me,... 
Thank you very much hepsibah for your generous hints, and congratulations on 
increasing your account by 40%! Unfortunately I was too busy to trade much last week, 
but I'll look into your low-h system from now. It's great that you're using it to predict 
"problem" levels too! I wonder if Eurusdd was doing the same? 
 
By the way, that C# indicator I was making for MultiCharts didn't turn out too well. It 
shows the TZs (including mid-bar) and statistics, but the graphics are poor. It seems that 
you can't even draw a rectangle easily on Multicharts. If you or anyone else thinks it 



might be useful then please tell me, and I'll clean it up a bit and post it. But it seems 
there are plenty of good TZ indicators available now, thanks to you and the other 
members, especially for MetaTrader. And as others have said, you don't even need an 
indicator to trade the system once you get used to it. 
 

Cheers  

 

Pip_Monk Aug 22, 2014 11:02pm | Post# 6920

 
Thanks for the Transient_Zones indicator FreeFox. Two things I've noticed about the TZ's 
: One is that the edges of a TZ often coicide with one or more SR levels. The second is 
that TZ's often form in price ranges where the price doesn't want to stay, especially with 
high values of H. So the TZ's can be considered "exclusion" zones or maybe "repulsion" 
zones which price tends to move out of fairly quickly. Still don't know how to trade TZ's. 
 
PM. 

 

josh11 Aug 23, 2014 3:53am | Post# 6921

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, I really don't think anyone here thinks that after 6 tosses, you have a 
better advantage of tail coming up! what we are saying is : if you tossed the coin and got 
6 heads and I asked you to bet on what the next 6 outcomes will be? It is safer to expect 
at least one tail in the next 6 outcomes because that probability is 1-(.5)^6 which is 
about 98%. Therefore we can bet on not experiencing the rare event HHHHHH again 
immediately after one. 
Some of you not understanding this concept pls read and re-read this post and pull up a 
chart and look at what Eurusdd is saying!!  
 
You should get it! Remember the word that is stated rare event!! 
 

Good luck  

 

NorthTrader Aug 23, 2014 5:10am | Post# 6922

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Some of you not understanding this concept pls read and re-read this post and 
pull up a chart and look at what Eurusdd is saying!! You should get it! Remember the 

word that is stated rare event!! Good luck  
I think there are two ways you can interpret this: 
 
1) If the last h bars didn't touch a certain price (so the current bar is left-hand transient), 
then the probability of the next h bars not touching the same price is small (especially if 
h is large). 
 
2) If the current bar has a left-hand transient price zone, then the probability of the next 
bar being transient is small. 
 
Of course different traders will have different ideas about where to enter, which direction, 
where to set targets and stops, depending on their different trading styles, so it's 
probably best if those kind of details are left unsaid! 

 



Dystopia Aug 23, 2014 6:03am | Post# 6923

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Some of you not understanding this concept pls read and re-read this post and 
pull up a chart and look at what Eurusdd is saying!! You should get it! Remember the 

word that is stated rare event!! Good luck  
 
thanks for clarifying Josh. I was a bit puzzled on this example tbh 

 

Pigh77 Aug 23, 2014 7:30am | Post# 6924

 
Hi, 
I feel closer to reaching my Eureka, I would thank everybody! 
I have now my paranoia: maybe the hands-free code in MT4 (experts) could be a 
"danger" for the arbitrage, we don't know exactly if something is sent/uploaded 
somewhere. 
 
bye 

 

hepsibah Aug 23, 2014 8:03am | Post# 6925

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thank you very much hepsibah for your generous hints, and congratulations on 
increasing your account by 40%! Unfortunately I was too busy to trade much last week, 
but I'll look into your low-h system from now. It's great that you're using it to predict 
"problem" levels too! I wonder if Eurusdd was doing the same? By the way, that C# 
indicator I was making for MultiCharts didn't turn out too well. It shows the TZs 
(including mid-bar) and statistics, but the graphics are poor. It seems that you can't 
even draw a rectangle easily on Multicharts.... 
No worries about the indicator, now I know what I'm looking for, I've gone back to just 
using the fractal indicator as I like my charts as clutter free as possible. Having said that, 
I do put lines on the chart to mark the mid bar zones as these require a great deal of 
respect - I think of them as walls and from now on will only trade the right side of the 
wall until it is broken! 

 

Alorente Aug 23, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 6926

 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of 
this UJ problem. My H value is 10. 
 
Thanks a million. 

 

kprsa Aug 23, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 6927

 
Quoting Alorente 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of 
this UJ problem. My H value is 10. Thanks a million. 
Hi Alorente, 
 



For what is worth, I'd bet there on short as well. It looks to me as if there is nothing to 
safely bet on at 101.50/70 anymore (it is a "true" h=10 fractal), but it seems highly 
probable that the potential transient zones (starting from 102.708 upwards) would be 
cleared within the next 7-8 trading days. The reason is that the 3 subsequent 
"true"/uncleared problem bars have a very low probability of occurring (<2% probability 
with h=10, so you have ~98% probability of reaching the 102.955 level and ~93% 
probability to reach 102.708). 
 

Please note that also low probability events may occur.  
 
Cheers, 
kprsa  

 

Alorente Aug 23, 2014 4:42pm | Post# 6928

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Alorente, For what is worth, I'd bet there on short as well. It looks to me as if 
there is nothing to safely bet on at 101.50/70 anymore (it is a "true" h=10 fractal), but it 
seems highly probable that the potential transient zones (starting from 102.708 
upwards) would be cleared within the next 7-8 trading days. The reason is that the 3 
subsequent "true"/uncleared problem bars have a very low probability of occurring (<2% 
probability with h=10, so you have ~98% probability of reaching the 102.955 level and 
~93% probability to reach 102.708).... 
Thanks kprsa. I will keep your post nearby in the next few days. 
 
So you feel that once a problem bar has exceeded its H value without a test, the 
probability of it being taken out is very low? 
 
I have seen EURUSDD give great credence to problem bars that were older than this one 
and fully expected them to be taken out at some point... 

 

kprsa Aug 23, 2014 5:05pm | Post# 6929

 
Quoting Alorente 
{quote}So you feel that once a problem bar has exceeded its H value without a test, the 
probability of it being taken out is very low? 

I don't feel anything, I calculate probabilities.  
 
For USDJPY, daily, FXCM broker: 
 
if h=10: 
probability of clearing the fractal problem bar (edit: within 10 days) is 71.154 %. 
if the fractal problem is not cleared within 10 days, the probability of it being cleared 
within 20 days is 6.167 %. 
if the fractal problem is not cleared within 20 days, the probability of it being cleared 
within 30 days is 3.077 %. 
if the fractal problem is not cleared within 30 days, the probability of it being cleared 
within 40 days is 2.692 %. 
... 

Quoting Alorente 
{quote}I have seen EURUSDD give great credence to problem bars that were older than 
this one and fully expected them to be taken out at some point... 

The probability for time going to infinity will certainly reach ~100 %...  



 

LITEchild Aug 23, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 6930

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Alorente 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of this 
UJ problem. My H value is 10. Thanks a million. 
bad idea. Also, USD doing well atm. 

 

 

 

NorthTrader Aug 23, 2014 9:36pm | Post# 6931

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} I don't feel anything, I calculate probabilities. For USDJPY, daily, FXCM 
broker: if h=10: probability of clearing the fractal problem bar (edit: within 10 days) is 
71.154 %. if the fractal problem is not cleared within 10 days, the probability of it being 
cleared within 20 days is 6.167 %. if the fractal problem is not cleared within 20 days, 



the probability of it being cleared within 30 days is 3.077 %. if the fractal problem is not 
cleared within 30 days, the probability of it being cleared within 40 days is 2.692 %. ... 
{quote}... 
Interesting analysis kprsa, thanks. Presumably you calculated the probabilities of a 
transient price being broken using a large sample of past data? 
 
However, your last statement is interesting and appears to contradict the previous ones. 
The initial probabilities are decreasing with time, yet the last statement puts a very high 
probability of it happening when time is huge. Which makes sense, of course, due to the 
cyclical nature of markets. So this begs the question: at what point do the probabilities 
stop decreasing and start increasing? (I'm not asking for an answer, by the way, I'm just 
wondering aloud). 
 
I would think that the probabilities are affected by a number of parameters, such as 
current trend, proximity to the transient price, volatility, news events, sentiment shifts, 

and so on. So is it fair to base probabilities on past data alone, I wonder?  

 

Dewachen77 Aug 23, 2014 10:35pm | Post# 6932

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} No!! focus on the zone price is concerned with. the current price should guide 
you. The whole thing is simply. This and the DNA are the two tools one needs to develop 
revolution! I gave you people just the idea. You can modify it the way you want. But 
there are even more powerful things. That i keep for heaven. Nice weekend. 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Some of you not understanding this concept pls read and re-read this post and 
pull up a chart and look at what Eurusdd is saying!! You should get it! Remember the 

word that is stated rare event!! Good luck  
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} that's why I use Asia as a "lower timeframe " indicator to London and New 
York. 
Thank you to you all, especially Eurusdd, Vlady, Burnsss, Dice, Kprsa, Samar, Ephisi, 

Josh and some others. Finally i see the light, a bright light  

 

kprsa Aug 24, 2014 3:01am | Post# 6933

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Interesting analysis kprsa, thanks. Presumably you calculated the probabilities 
of a transient price being broken using a large sample of past data? 
Yes. I use the recurrent statistic V2 indicator (I just added a minor modification to 
calculate probabilities of clearing the level after n*h, n=1,2,3...). 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} However, your last statement is interesting and appears to contradict the 
previous ones. 
I don't think so. For example, if you are summing the geometric series 
(1/2)+(1/2)^2+(1/2)^3+...+(1/2)^n+... the partial sums (s(n)=sum up to n-th 
element) are steadily growing even though the change with every new element (1/2)^(i) 
decreases. The sum converges to 1 for n->infinity. Similar to here: even though the 
probabilities are steadily dropping, they will sum to ~100% when time goes to infinity. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} So this begs the question: at what point do the probabilities stop decreasing and 
start increasing? 



In my opinion, this can happen if the problem on the current time scale also makes a 
problem on a higher time scale. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} I would think that the probabilities are affected by a number of parameters, 
such as current trend, proximity to the transient price, volatility, news events, sentiment 

shifts, and so on. So is it fair to base probabilities on past data alone, I wonder?  

All technical indicators rely on the past data to somehow conjecture the future.  

 

NorthTrader Aug 24, 2014 4:02am | Post# 6934

 
Quoting kprsa 

... All technical indicators rely on the past data to somehow conjecture the future.  
I see kprsa, thanks. I understood now that you were talking about the sum of 
probabilities. 
 
Regarding the last point, the probability would be much higher than 71% if the current 
price was only 10 pips away from the problem price (for example). Or much lower if it 
was 300 pips away! If this could be worked into the calculation somehow, along with any 
other current conditions that might affect it, then surely the indicator would become 

more accurate.  

 

kprsa Aug 24, 2014 4:26am | Post# 6935

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}Regarding the last point, the probability would be much higher than 71% if the 
current price was only 10 pips away from the problem price (for example). Or much 
lower if it was 300 pips away! If this could be worked into the calculation somehow, 
along with any other current conditions that might affect it, then surely the indicator 

would become more accurate.  
I wouldn't complicate the code without necessity. I provide the source, so you can add 
more conditions and do with it what you want. However, I can investigate the price 
distance factor. 

 

jackprobe Aug 24, 2014 6:01am | Post# 6936

 
Can some one show picture or price of TZ please .. past one or future one are ok. May be 
Vlady, Hepsibah, Josh, Dewachen or other? I think i got some thing too, but still not 
sure. I want to compare my TZ, to know my algo is right or wrong. Thanks in advance. 

 

mex2000 Aug 24, 2014 9:33am | Post# 6937

 
Quoting ChanhXanh 
Hello guys, I am been through the entire thread and couldnt stop reading it, all my 
trading beliefs are under reconsidaration !!! Time to read it for the second then third time 

But from now on I wanted to start demo-trading, For those willing to try with me, a 
valuable friend has adapted the StochDifZones to the Mt4 v600 build. I hope it will help 
those of you that came across this thread ! Good luck to all of you, ChanhXanh {file} 
hello chan, thanks a lot for the StochDifZones Indie v600. i was looking for that. can 
anybody tell me where to Change Settings for 1Min TF. i want to trade from there. 



thanks a lot! mex 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 24, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 6938

 
Quoting jackprobe 
Can some one show picture or price of TZ please .. past one or future one are ok. May be 
Vlady, Hepsibah, Josh, Dewachen or other? I think i got some thing too, but still not 
sure. I want to compare my TZ, to know my algo is right or wrong. Thanks in advance. 
There is a small bug at my code, i will post the price/image as soon as i get my code 
works perfectly ... soon ... 

 

dragos_ Aug 24, 2014 3:52pm | Post# 6939

 
Quoting Alorente 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of 
this UJ problem. My H value is 10. Thanks a million. 
hello, 
 
I believe is too early to go short. there are some signs that it may have found a top there 
indeed (divergences, SD etc.) but it is not yet confirmed to go short, especially "heavy". 
however, looking at your system: why would you do this? I've put your extreme tma - 
new version template and your own system says Long: on Daily the Slo 

 

dragos_ Aug 24, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 6940

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Alorente 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of this 
UJ problem. My H value is 10. Thanks a million. 
hello, 
 
with my tools, I believe is too early to go short. 
there are some signs that it may have found a top there indeed (divergences, SD etc.), is 
true. But it is not yet confirmed to go short, especially "heavy". We should wait a bit, 
instead of rushing to hunt tops. 
 
moreover, looking at your system: why would you do this? I've put your "Extreme tma - 
new version" template on, and your own system says Long: 
- on Daily the Slope values is >0.4, 
- on H4 is >0.8, 
which according to your own rules below it says Long. 
tell me I am wrong.. 
 
" 
Extreme TMA System 
 
Entry Rules: 
1- We will first determine trend in the 3 TMAs by using the TMA Slope indicator values. 
Ranging TMA (-0.40 to 0.40): Trades can be placed in both directions. 
Buy Only TMA (Above 0.40): Place ONLY Long trades. 
Sell Only TMA (Below -0.40): Place ONLY Short trades. 



Super Range: Above 0.80: Hold longs till slope value drops under 0.80, at which 
point you should close all longs. 
Below -0.80: Hold shorts till slope value climbs above -0.80, at which point you should close 
all shorts. 
 
H4, D1, W1 slope values must be either Ranging or higher for Longs or Ranging or 
lower for shorts." 
" 

 



 

 

zarkon Aug 24, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 6941

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Alorente 
Hello guys. I am heavily short UJ. Could you please confirm a problem on the Daily at 
101.50/70? I know you are focusing on EurUsd, but I would appreciate confirmation of this 
UJ problem. My H value is 10. Thanks a million. 
Dear sir , there are a lot of 'problems' below 102 but still need time to move price towards 
that direction.it seems to me it will go up first to clear unfinish business and then if upper 
blue area does hold will come down. 
when we spot a 'problem' doesnt mean that price will return as soon as possible back 
there.still have the time issue to figure out .Eurusdd said that problems can take as much 
time as the price need to leave the screen. 
it is just my view and dont follow. 



 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 24, 2014 8:41pm | Post# 6942

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} There is a small bug at my code, i will post the price/image as soon as i get my 
code works perfectly ... soon ... 
As my code still has bugs, this result can be wrong .... please comment , do i make it right 
... ??? 

 

 

tbird2121 Aug 24, 2014 9:57pm | Post# 6943

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} As my code still has bugs, this result can be wrong .... please comment , do i 
make it right ... ??? {image} 
Hi buddy, 
Seems your logic is similar to mine. But I think you must look at the top/bottom fractal , 



and combine it with your logic .... 

 

sram Aug 24, 2014 11:49pm | Post# 6944

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} As my code still has bugs, this result can be wrong .... please comment , do i make 
it right ... ??? {image} 
Hi dowachen 
Don't trade against the trend --that is the key!.see the picture i marked the right one.Green 

pips to you  

 

 

Alorente Aug 25, 2014 2:28am | Post# 6945

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} hello, with my tools, I believe is too early to go short. there are some signs that it 
may have found a top there indeed (divergences, SD etc.), is true. But it is not yet 
confirmed to go short, especially "heavy". We should wait a bit, instead of rushing to hunt 
tops. moreover, looking at your system: why would you do this? I've put your "Extreme tma 
- new version" template on, and your own system says Long: - on Daily the Slope values is 
>0.4, - on H4 is >0.8, which according to your own rules below it says Long. tell me I am 
wrong.. "... 
Hello Dragos. For several months while ranging, UsdJpy H4 TMA always turned before 
reaching the D1 TMA outer bands. During this time I have traded it successfully several 
times. In this particular case, I entered at A as H4 TMA began the turn. Slope values where 
all within threshold. I exited at B. Reentered at C (D1 centerline) for the expected second 
leg lower with good slope values. Several other factors indicated to me that USD was going 
to consolidate lower, including 2 sequential inverted hammers on the USDIndex Weekly. It 
turned out to be a Black Swan event. I am still confident the trade will work out OK as long 
as the high at 1.0543 is not broken. 
 
By the way, I now use -0.30 to 0.30 as limit threshold slope values instead of -0.40 to 0.40. 
It delivers considerably more consistent results and slightly fewer trades. 



 

 

josh11 Aug 25, 2014 2:47am | Post# 6946

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}You guys are always focusing on the wrong things.forget about that transient 
zone above. Since it is turning out to be one, the region below has a high probability for 
recurrent prices. That is where you should focus your little buys. Now, if you draw 
horizontal lines below that recent low-probability transient zone, the chance price will hit 
it at least twice is high. that is your window to profit!!! since that rare event (transient 
zone) is not likely to occur immediately again, you can continue picking up pips down 
there.{image} 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 25, 2014 3:18am | Post# 6947

 
A rare event occurred. My call for eurusd failed within the time-
frame I gave!!!  
POO happens!  
 

jurn_e Aug 25, 2014 3:26am | Post# 6948

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A rare event occurred. My call for eurusd failed within the time-frame I gave!!! POO 



happens! 

Oops. So it won't rally back up?  

 

Trillion2015 Aug 25, 2014 3:28am | Post# 6949

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A rare event occurred. My call for eurusd failed within the time-frame I gave!!! POO 
happens! 

wow....... u back  

 

vspatrick Aug 25, 2014 3:29am | Post# 6950

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A rare event occurred. My call for eurusd failed within the time-frame I gave!!! POO 
happens! 
 

" When you've trained your mind to think in probabilities, it 
means you have fully accepted all the possibilities (with no 
internal resistance or conflict) and you always do 
something to take the unknown forces into account. "  

 

Eurusdd Aug 25, 2014 3:35am | Post# 6951

 
Quoting jurn_e 

{quote} Oops. So it won't rally back up?  
 
My calls are usually based on the spacetime property of price, meaning that when I gave 
a call, the distance price should travel and the time within which it should travel that 
distance are connected. If one fails, the call is invalid!!! 
My last call, was wrong because the time for price to travel the distance failed. Therefore, 
even though the problem still exists, the call is not valid anymore! 
 
Anyway, I guess that I stressed that all my calls should be followed with not more than 
10pips sl, . 
 

If three of your entries fail, ignore it! A 3% probability event just 
happened. That means it will take some time before I fail 
again, on average!  

 

Eurusdd Aug 25, 2014 3:44am | Post# 6952

 
Quoting Trillion2015 

{quote} wow....... u back  
No! just 
letting the house know that I am not always right and that my last call failed! That is a 
rare event! 

 



jurn_e Aug 25, 2014 3:58am | Post# 6953

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}No! just letting the house know that I am not always right and that my last call 
failed! That is a rare event! 
Noted :0 

 

stevefx Aug 25, 2014 4:12am | Post# 6954

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}No! just letting the house know that I am not always right and that my last call 
failed! That is a rare event! 
It goes without saying that everybody needs to take responsibility for their own trading 
decisions and what happens to their account balance, up or down. If some people lost too 
much money at a certain time because they either forgot this or never really learned it, 
then perhaps they learned a good lesson for their own future benefit. 
 
As far as I can see you've shared your understanding freely and encouraged people to 
think for themselves and make it their own. Your original ideas have instigated more 
fruitful thinking on the part of others. And even very often made them some money. 
 
Why is it even noteworthy that you made a wrong call? Every-single-trader-in-history has 
done, does, will do that again. Whatever. Welcome back. 

 

Dystopia Aug 25, 2014 4:31am | Post# 6955

 
Stevefx, good post there... but its pretty hard to believe in oneself at times when all the 
people you respect say to go long eur/usd (I was formerly on the "short" camp)... I am 
not blaming eurusdd here. I probably would not have followed his call alone, but my 
mentor who guided me as a noob also made the call for long. Said he was very sure of 
it... and so everyone followed and here we are today lets see -200 pips since and my 
account is in deep red (though I close trades off earlier in losses to protect it sigh). The 
other people in my group arent that much better - many have blown their accounts in the 
meanwhile. Only good thing I guess is now, I am beginning to doubt his calls and TP 
targets just seem pretty unrealistic. Lost money, but evolved in thinking so it isnt too bad 
I guess. 
 
EURUSDD, I would like to say thank you for reinforcing that some of our current methods 
do actually work, though we still havent yet figured out how you came up with 
probabilities but important thing is you prove such things can be done. We were always 
told price is "random" and we will never know where it goes but you proved majority of 
the time you can "predict" its direction. So there exists a way, but we gotta discover and 
finetune it. 
 
ps: End of month coming... Profit taking time for those greedy bankers soon so... 

anything can happen between now to Friday  

 

LiquidGenius Aug 25, 2014 5:12am | Post# 6956

 
Anyone who takes calls other than their own deserves to lose =p 
Still, if 1.3310 is not met in the next 6 weeks, it will create an event that has not 
occurred since 2008. (but low probability occurrences have to happen at some point 
don't they?) 



 

Eurusdd Aug 25, 2014 5:37am | Post# 6957

 
Some of you are not serious! I said here many times 
 
1: I do not place a trade with more than 10 pips SL, If i choose to use SL. 
 
2: I don't fail three times in a row!!! 
 
 
Therefore, it is silly to believe I will lose more than 30 pips at any given moment!!!! I 
don't tell people to place precise SL because each to his/her own. However, I will not 
make calls here again before anyone start blaming me, as a result of his/her failure to 
follow basic rules, I laid out. 
 
 
I made the call and then allow everyone to decide where they want to enter or how they 
choose to trade it. I never said "buy with 100+ pips SL". 
If I don't buy/sell with more than 10pips SL, why will you follow me and place more than 
10PIPS SL? 
 
 
 
So, I was wrong but I did not lose much cause that is one 10+10 pips loss! 
 
 
And to the one who said, "why follow calls of others"? Well, a lot of people follow their 
own calls and lose more! So, you have a weak point! The right thing to say is this: When 
you follow a call, make sure you understand the rules of the call and trade it your way! 

 

ephisi Aug 25, 2014 5:45am | Post# 6958

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My calls are usually based on the spacetime property of price, meaning that 
when I gave a call, the distance price should travel and the time within which it should 
travel that distance are connected. If one fails, the call is invalid!!! My last call, was 
wrong because the time for price to travel the distance failed. Therefore, even though the 
problem still exists, the call is not valid anymore! Anyway, I guess that I stressed that all 
my calls should be followed with not more than 10pips sl, . If three of your entries fail, 
ignore it!... 

Welcome Boss, was expecting you   

 

Eurusdd Aug 25, 2014 5:58am | Post# 6959

 
Quoting Dystopia 
Only good thing I guess is now, I am beginning to doubt his calls and TP targets just 

seem pretty unrealistic.  
How many of the 23 clear calls I made here within the last three weeks failed? 
 
Just two!!!! How many pips are you expected to lose? less that 40!!!! How many pips 
were gained? 675!!! 
 
Don't worry: you would never know my thoughts about eurusd again to even 
have the pleasure of choosing to ignore them!!! It is difficult trading with 



emotional traders!!! Especially those who don't follow strict rules!   

 

AsadKiani Aug 25, 2014 6:15am | Post# 6960

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}How many of the 23 clear calls I made here within the last three weeks failed? 
Just two!!!! How many pips are you expected to lose? less that 40!!!! How many pips 
were gained? 675!!! Don't worry: you would never know my thoughts about eurusd again 
to even have the pleasure of choosing to ignore them!!! It is difficult trading with 

emotional traders!!! Especially those who don't follow strict rules!   
Hey, Good to see you back. I'm on page 120 of this thread. Please don't stop making 

calls until I catch-up with the thread . 

 

hepsibah Aug 25, 2014 6:16am | Post# 6961

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}How many of the 23 clear calls I made here within the last three weeks failed? 
Just two!!!! How many pips are you expected to lose? less that 40!!!! How many pips 
were gained? 675!!! Don't worry: you would never know my thoughts about eurusd again 
to even have the pleasure of choosing to ignore them!!! It is difficult trading with 

emotional traders!!! Especially those who don't follow strict rules!   
It's hard not to take those comments personally but I would advise to replace the 
monkey on his back, it's his and you don't need to take it on. 
 
You deal in probabilities so you know that roughly 80% of the people reading the thread 
won't get it and will blame you for it, 20% will get some or all of it but will make 
mistakes implementing it/create their own variations. About 1% might get it all and take 
it forward. 
 
On behalf of those who have understood some of it and are managing to make some 
money from it, I thank you and would love to see you back when your research/studies 
have been given appropriate prioritisation. 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 25, 2014 6:42am | Post# 6962

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}No! just letting the house know that I am not always right and that my last call 
failed! That is a rare event! 
You are great gentlement Eurusdd .... about SL, yes you have told us so many times 
about it, and it is very clear if i see your statement at your other thread, use always 10 
pips sl. You told us not to follow your style of trading, that not using sl. If some of us do 
not use sl, it is our own responsibility. I get a very good result following your call, and it 
is normal that price some times touch my sl. Overall following your call gives me profit 

>>>>> than loss, this is good. This is what i need ... and i know it is rare ... Thank 
you for your calls ... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 25, 2014 7:46am | Post# 6963

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A rare event occurred. My call for eurusd failed within the time-frame I gave!!! POO 



happens! 
Any one know, what is POO ?? 

 

Ralome Aug 25, 2014 7:57am | Post# 6964

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Any one know, what is POO ?? 

It's NOT an abbreviation of Point Of Observation  

 

feline207 Aug 25, 2014 8:03am | Post# 6965

 
We need to go lower. 

 

feline207 Aug 25, 2014 8:06am | Post# 6966

 
Very little posting, is anyonetrading now... 

 

samaralala Aug 25, 2014 9:16am | Post# 6967

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Any one know, what is POO ?? 
Shit happens :-) 

 

feline207 Aug 25, 2014 9:19am | Post# 6968

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Shit happens :-) 

Yes, shit happens 3% of the time But 97% we have miracle. 

 

GoldenEA Aug 25, 2014 9:51am | Post# 6969

 
Please tell me if I want to catch up with this system where should I start and don't need 
to go through 350 pages. It will take a lof time to go through 350 pages. Thanks in 
advance. 

 

MikiMax Aug 25, 2014 9:53am | Post# 6970

 
Quoting GoldenEA 
Please tell me if I want to catch up with this system where should I start and don't need 
to go through 350 pages. It will take a lof time to go through 250 pages. Thanks in 
advance. 
if you mean last part relating to probabilities - go to page 286 

 

samaralala Aug 25, 2014 10:10am | Post# 6971

 
Quoting feline207 



{quote} Yes, shit happens 3% of the time But 97% we have miracle. 
I am selling everything below 1.321100 

 

GoldenEA Aug 25, 2014 11:03am | Post# 6972

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} if you mean last part relating to probabilities - go to page 286 
Thanks a lot. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 25, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 6973

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I am selling everything below 1.321100 
Yes, I see more downside. No highs have been taken since the main gap. 

 

b0xel Aug 25, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 6974

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now... 
hey Freefox, could you kindly post the MQ4 file for that indicator? 

 

Christmas14 Aug 25, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 6975

 
Hello all, 
 
this is my first post on this forum so please be kind ;-) I just wanted to share some 
thoughts and calculations. I think this is a very interesting and potentially profitable way 
to look at price development. No matter where this journey takes me I want to thank 
EURUSDD! 
 
Maybe I am wrong but the follow statistic is what I understand so far which doesn't 
match some others conclusions/posts: 
 
1. First we are looking at a "h" which makes a high percentage of bars be "recurrent" (> 
97%) 
Example: 
Tool: Metatrader 4 
Indicator: My own 
Pair: EUR-USD 
Timeframe: H1 
Time of analysis: 10:30 pm at GMT+2 
h = 72 (this is not a recommendation, just an example) 
Bars that were checked: 48385 
Transient bars/prices (bars/prices that were NOT hit by price h (72) hours before and h 
(72) hours after the bar: 663 
This means that 1.4% of the bars are transient and 98.6% of the bars are recurrent 
BUT: 
The "interesting" bars (or prices) are not the transient BUT the ones that turn out NOT to 



be transient although (or because?) they have not been touched for h hours (72) 
These are 5132 of all bars which I will call "potential" transient but that will become 
recurrent with a high chance!!! 
So we are looking at 5132 bars/prices that will potentially become recurrent and that are 
potential prices to trade towards to because we are expecting them to be "wiped" out. 
The conclusion is that we are dealing with 89% (1.0 - 663 / 5132) of the potential trades 
will hit their target. 
BUT: 
Not all of the 5132 potential trades are really tradable because they don't leave room for 
spread and some profit depending on the used timeframe before price touches and 
makes them recurrent. This will be the next analysis that I will look at. 
 
Does the above make sense? Am I on the right track? Is it worth doing more analysis in 
this direction? 
 
If so ... the next question is how many potential trades leave room for a profit and how 
the probability changes by time and distance from "our " potential transient (and 
hopefully recurrent) price. 
 
Best Regards 
 
P.S. English is not my native language ... 

 

kprsa Aug 25, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 6976

 
Quoting Christmas14 
Hello all, this is my first post on this forum so please be kind ;-) I just wanted to share 
some thoughts and calculations. I think this is a very interesting and potentially 
profitable way to look at price development. No matter where this journey takes me I 
want to thank EURUSDD! Maybe I am wrong but the follow statistic is what I understand 
so far which doesn't match some others conclusions/posts: 1. First we are looking at a 
"h" which makes a high percentage of bars be "recurrent" (> 97%) Example: Tool: 
Metatrader 4 Indicator: My own Pair: EUR-USD... 
Hi, 
the recurrence statistic indicator V2 does much of this analysis out of the box. I get 

slightly different numbers with it for h=72, but overally your result looks fine.  
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...96#post7682396 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

summicron Aug 25, 2014 10:39pm | Post# 6977

 
Quoting Christmas14 
... BUT: The "interesting" bars (or prices) are not the transient BUT the ones that turn 
out NOT to be transient although (or because?) they have not been touched for h hours 
(72) ... 
Can you post an image of such bars you're talking about? I don't understand this part. 

 

Christmas14 Aug 26, 2014 12:20am | Post# 6978

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, Update to the Recurrence statistic indicator, it contains more useful statistical 



quantities. I separate the stats for transient (for example when the candle closes above 
the maximum of previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of 
previous h bars, even though the high of it was higher than the previous max). The 
resolving of the problem bar means that the potential transient/fractal zone was cleared 
within the next h bars (And this implies the zone width k=0). This strong condition is in 
principle not necessary... 
Hi kprsa, 
 
Thank you for pointing out your indicator. I had seen it but was too blind the last days 
focussing on "reeinventing the wheel" because I like to programm. I will compare your 
results with mine. Are you working on the timing/probabilty part? If so then maybe we 
can combine our efforts! 
 
@summicron: 
I will post a picture later today. 
 
Thanks again, 
 
Christmas14 

 

Christmas14 Aug 26, 2014 1:00am | Post# 6979

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} Can you post an image of such bars you're talking about? I don't understand this 
part. 
Hello summicron, 
 
I hope the two attached pictures make it clear: 
 
1. The transient example is a fully developed transient price range that is not touched 72h 
before and after (happens 1.4% in my example) 
2. The "possible transient" price range in the second picture was not touched for 72h but is 
currently developing. The right orange range will be covered completely (make the price 
range recurrent) within the next 66 hours (price range is already 6 hours old) with a 
probability of 89% and it will NOT be completely covered with a probability of 11%. That 
statistic should give us a good opportunity BUT price can move far away inbetween or even 
not come back with a probability of 11%. So to me the most important question is when 
and where to enter (like always) to avoid these "rare" good-bye-forever-bars. I think this is 
where the real work starts ... 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Christmas14 



 

 

 

kprsa Aug 26, 2014 1:48am | Post# 6980

 
Quoting Christmas14 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Thank you for pointing out your indicator. I had seen it but was too 
blind the last days focussing on "reeinventing the wheel" because I like to programm. I 
will compare your results with mine. Are you working on the timing/probabilty part? If so 
then maybe we can combine our efforts! @summicron: I will post a picture later today. 
Thanks again, Christmas14 
Hi, i have done some simple analysis regarding the probability of clearing the zone as a 
function of time by slightly modifying the indicator. Some of the results are in my 
previous comments. I have not done much regarding the price difference probability... 
It is always good to try to program the indicator by yourself - that is why I made one in 

the first place...  
 
Gruss aus Freiburg, 
kprsa 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 4:05am | Post# 6981

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Shit happens :-) 
Ou ok, got it. Thanks 



 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 4:16am | Post# 6982

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Let's clear out this DS zone, long opened at 1.31920 

 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 4:17am | Post# 6983

 
Quoting Christmas14 
{quote} Hello summicron, I hope the two attached pictures make it clear: 1. The 
transient example is a fully developed transient price range that is not touched 72h 
before and after (happens 1.4% in my example) 2. The "possible transient" price range 
in the second picture was not touched for 72h but is currently developing. The right 
orange range will be covered completely (make the price range recurrent) within the next 
66 hours (price range is already 6 hours old) with a probability of 89% and it will NOT be 
completely covered with a probability... 

Nice picture Christmas, thanks. Simple but clear calculation, i like it ...  

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, i have done some simple analysis regarding the probability of clearing the 
zone as a function of time by slightly modifying the indicator. Some of the results are in 
my previous comments. I have not done much regarding the price difference 
probability... It is always good to try to program the indicator by yourself - that is why I 

made one in the first place... Gruss aus Freiburg, kprsa 
That is a great code kprsa, i am playing with it at the moment. Trying to find best result 
on small time frames (testing it since Some Hours until now, will try until 1 Day, this 
whole day). I am sure will get good result today or tomorrow ... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 4:21am | Post# 6984

 
Quoting Ullen 
Let's clear out this DS zone, long opened at 1.3920 {image} 
I have a long , my target is around 1.3245 - 1.3248. I will wait for US core durable goods 
news. 

 



Ullen Aug 26, 2014 4:25am | Post# 6985

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I have a long , my target is around 1.3245 - 1.3248. I will wait for US core 
durable goods news. 
I was just waiting for the CI signal. I have target 1.3252, so almost the same 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 4:33am | Post# 6986

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I was just waiting for the CI signal. I have target 1.3252, so almost the same 
Great ... our target is near. I have put order some times ago, at the time the candle went 
below my indicator line, and retrace on H4. At that time, stoch was at 0, and going up at 
small time frame. 

 

handy148 Aug 26, 2014 4:52am | Post# 6987

 
85-90 area has H1 H4 and D1 support - let's see what happens. 

 

samaralala Aug 26, 2014 4:56am | Post# 6988

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I have a long , my target is around 1.3245 - 1.3248. I will wait for US core 
durable goods news. 
Core Durable Goods Orders should be flying with rainbow colors.... 

 

pedma Aug 26, 2014 5:06am | Post# 6989

 
Quoting handy148 
85-90 area has H1 H4 and D1 support - let's see what happens. 
I am agree, it will goes up a little. But for long term, EU still has a big gravity force, it will 
fall down in the future .... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 5:07am | Post# 6990

 
Quoting Ullen 
Let's clear out this DS zone, long opened at 1.31920 {image} 
You need to validate that DS Zone by seeing if there are other zones in higher 
timeframes. 5M is always trumped by 1H or 4H. 
And also, just because a DS Zone appears is no guarantee of it being hit "soon". 
Trending prices trump anything.... go with it. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 5:16am | Post# 6991

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You need to validate that DS Zone by seeing if there are other zones in higher 
timeframes. 5M is always trumped by 1H or 4H. And also, just because a DS Zone 
appears is no guarantee of it being hit "soon". Trending prices trump anything.... go with 
it. 



Wow, thanks for this information Vlady. Without probability calculation, I have thought 
the opposite before, because the distance at small TF is normally smaller to current price, 

so i though it will be reached first ..... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 5:25am | Post# 6992

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Wow, thanks for this information Vlady. Without probability calculation, I have 
thought the opposite before, because the distance at small TF is normally smaller to 

current price, so i though it will be reached first ..... 
The danger with this stuff is that you all will pick the TFs that is appropriate for your 
trading style. You then grab an indicator and because it gives pretty pictures, you can 
sometimes lose the connection to the underlying principle governing the indicator. 
 
DS requires that you constantly assess/reassess all timeframes so that you know where 
all the significant DS zones are. They can act like magnets or repellents. 
These work differently to TZ but ultimately have the same principles of probability. There 
is a stronger chance of price returning to a DS Zone but you don't know when because 
we've not been given the tools. 
 
So you must still rely on non-Eurusdd trading techniques to establish Timeframe Trend 
and stack what you know into your trading decision. If you're scalping, you MUST know 
the 1H or 4H barriers. Even if you're on 1M or 5M. If you're on 1H, you need to be aware 
of both 5M zones as well as Weekly/Monthly zones in order to both time your entry and 
pick direction. 
 
Let me pass on some words of wisdom I encountered lately: 
 
1. Price = Points of Data 
2. All Data Flows 
3. Law of Inertia governs Data Flows 
4. If you understand the Data Structure of the Price you are looking at, you will 
understand the Next Move. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 5:48am | Post# 6993

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The danger with this stuff is that you all will pick the TFs that is appropriate for 
your trading style. You then grab an indicator and because it gives pretty pictures, you 
can sometimes lose the connection to the underlying principle governing the indicator. 
DS requires that you constantly assess/reassess all timeframes so that you know where 
all the significant DS zones are. They can act like magnets or repellents. These work 
differently to TZ but ultimately have the same principles of probability. There is a 
stronger chance of price... 

Thanks Vlady ... , will try to learn it ... 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 5:58am | Post# 6994

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You need to validate that DS Zone by seeing if there are other zones in higher 
timeframes. 5M is always trumped by 1H or 4H. And also, just because a DS Zone 
appears is no guarantee of it being hit "soon". Trending prices trump anything.... go with 



it. 
Thank you for the input. I based my decision on the CI signal and the Kroufr, i never 
base decisions from DS bars only. 
 
In my opinion the CI indicator is way stronger in terms of predicting price movement, but 
the DS bars just helps us detecting where we are going. 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 6:00am | Post# 6995

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you for the input. I based my decision on the CI signal and the Kroufr, i 
never base decisions from DS bars only. In my opinion the CI indicator is way stronger in 
terms of predicting price movement, but the DS bars just helps us detecting where we are 
going. 
Similar signal on GBP/JPY 

 

 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 6:04am | Post# 6996

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Thienduong Aug 26, 2014 6:12am | Post# 6997

 
Hallo, 
I saw this thread listed at "hottest" zone @FF almost everyday in the last 2 weeks. The 
big curiosity forces me to read this thread, and i found it is really interesting (although i 
still need time to read the whole posts). I saw the thread starter and you all still using CI 
indicator which is a repaint indicator, does it mean that i can choose any kind of 
indicator, although it is repaint badly ? I love an indicator which read the "future" candle 
( i-1 , i-2, i-3 : i = current candle). Can i use this indicator for this concept, or it is a bad 
idea ? 
 
Thank you in advance. 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 6:15am | Post# 6998

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Similar signal on GBP/JPY {image} 
What settings for the two CI you are using? 
 
Thanks 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 6:16am | Post# 6999

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} What settings for the two CI you are using? Thanks 
1 min: 1-10-4 
5 min: 1-50-4 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 6:52am | Post# 7000

 
Quoting Thienduong 
Hallo, I saw this thread listed at "hottest" zone @FF almost everyday in the last 2 weeks. 
The big curiosity forces me to read this thread, and i found it is really interesting 
(although i still need time to read the whole posts). I saw the thread starter and you all 
still using CI indicator which is a repaint indicator, does it mean that i can choose any 
kind of indicator, although it is repaint badly ? I love an indicator which read the "future" 
candle ( i-1 , i-2, i-3 : i = current candle). Can i use this indicator for this concept, or it 
is... 
The overall thread is principle-driven not indicator driven, although the discussions tend 
to branch into 3 main indicator type chats: CI, Bollinger, Stochastic. 
The idea is blend the concepts into your trading style as ultimately, similarity is indicator 



agnostic. 
 
CI and Zigzag are key indicators used in the indicator implementations of the concept. 
Both repaint. 
That's the inherent flaw in all of this that all traders and viewers need to accept: no-one 
knows what the next outcome will be. 
 
The recent discussion into probabilities should help towards creating a probability 
projection but there is no certainty, just probabilities. 
Therefore, the idea of an indicator reading a future candle is erroneous at this level.... 
you can't really do it by indicator.... instead, you can do it by data. There are some 
threads dedicated to this kind of discussion but I warn you that it is highly mathematical 
and code-based, so if you are that way inclined then go for it. 
 
I would suggest that you search and download from the thread's attachment page 
(paperclip icon). I recall someo people have actually developed a great scalping method 
on the CI based on the 5M and 1M timeframe and focusing on other currencies other 
than EURUSD. Caveat Emptor. 
 
 
 
Newbie Disclaimer: 
For any newbies who are fascinated by this thread and are new to trading will find it 

difficult. Don't ask for summaries, don't ask for help unless you have read all 350 pages 

at least once. If you don't match that effort, it's just not worth your while asking "lazy" 

questions. There have been many pioneers come and go on this thread and they have 

done some SERIOUS thinking and research and developed their own implementations of 

the concept. Sadly or unfortunately, this is not a classroom, just a discussion so no one is 

obliged to help you and no-one should start trading on someone else's price calls.  

 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 7:03am | Post# 7001

 
Just a question to you all here! 
 
At what point do you deicide that what you are doing here is right?? (Profitable) 
 
backtesting/forward testing and live testing?? 
 
Interested to see your answers  
 
Thanks 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 7:10am | Post# 7002

 
Quoting josh11 
Just a question to you all here! At what point do you deicide that what you are doing 
here is right?? (Profitable) backtesting/forward testing and live testing?? Interested to 
see your answers Thanks 
I backtest for 1 month or 2 but I am careful that I don't start to curve-fit. 
If anything, I have evolved into forward testing for 1-3 months and evaluate the 
performance on that basis. 
 
Curve-fitting is the biggest danger.... 
 
EDIT: 



The recent TZ/RZ discussion has caused a wrinkle in my strategy so I am currently 
forward testing some modifications. 
I do find it difficult because some rules can and do conflict with my established strategy 

rules. Can be a real nut cracker LOL 

 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 7:21am | Post# 7003

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I backtest for 1 month or 2 but I am careful that I don't start to curve-fit. If 
anything, I have evolved into forward testing for 1-3 months and evaluate the 
performance on that basis. Curve-fitting is the biggest danger.... EDIT: The recent TZ/RZ 
discussion has caused a wrinkle in my strategy so I am currently forward testing some 
modifications. I do find it difficult because some rules can and do conflict with my 

established strategy rules. Can be a real nut cracker LOL 
Thank you mate, does your other strategy work for you? If so leave it as is, if not then I 
suggest opening a second live account and trade both your old and new then you can 
improve then individually! 
 
Because the problem may come where your having mix results and not know which 
strategy is working! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 7:26am | Post# 7004

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Thank you mate, does your other strategy work for you? If so leave it as is, if 
not then I suggest opening a second live account and trade both your old and new then 
you can improve then individually! Because the problem may come where your having 
mix results and not know which strategy is working! 
The hardest part is time management mate, especially with day job and life job. My main 
strategy (live) does work for me and I don't want to mess with it too much. 
 
But that 2nd account strategy is something well worth looking into. I've just created a 
"strategy" over the last week and weekend on the TZ thing and it does look like the 
results need to be sandboxed. Sadly, I think I may have to day trade it which is not what 
the strategy is all about (1H to 5M). Sigh, if only I could programme. 

 

feline207 Aug 26, 2014 7:35am | Post# 7005

 
Live testing. Nothing can substitute that. 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 9:07am | Post# 7006

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The overall thread is principle-driven not indicator driven, although the 
discussions tend to branch into 3 main indicator type chats: CI, Bollinger, 
Stochastic..[...].Therefore, the idea of an indicator reading a future candle is erroneous 
at this level.... you can't really do it by indicator.... instead, you can do it by data. [..]. 
Please don't take it the wrong way, but in my opinion you are a little biased in your view. 
I propose to make a step back and think what the ultimate goal of trading is - in my case 
is simply to make profit out of trading, doesn't matter the method. 
 



To be able to predict exactly to what level will go ahead of time is one way of doing it. 
But for example you can also do it by going with the flow, i.e. with the momentum, and I 
have enough live experience to say that for this purpose indicators do work. 
Moreover you can even predict turning points, if looking in a dinamic manner, by using 
bollinger bands - scalpeur is a great example in this respect. For this I also can say that 
indicators do work. 
Furthermore some traders have great success with fibonnaci levels - allthough is not my 
case - or ichimoku etc. Others are using Volume spread analysis to have a glimpse on 
what the Big money are doing, which uses the Volume - which is also an indicator in 
some way. 
 
So with no intention of being rude or anything, I would just like everyone to keep an 
open mind that there is more than one way in attaining the final goal - being it by data, 
by indicator or in other ways. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 9:38am | Post# 7007

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} Please don't take it the wrong way, but in my opinion you are a little biased in 
your view. I propose to make a step back and think what the ultimate goal of trading is - 
in my case is simply to make profit out of trading, doesn't matter the method. To be 
able to predict exactly to what level will go ahead of time is one way of doing it. But for 
example you can also do it by going with the flow, i.e. with the momentum, and I have 
enough live experience to say that for this purpose indicators do work. Moreover you can 
even predict... 
No problem. I believe we are in agreement and so I think you misunderstood what I was 
saying.  
 
Firstly the context is this thread. This thread only. Eurusdd's similarity PRINCIPLE has no 
dedicated indicators. If you learn and understand that you will be able to apply the 
principle with any indicator and therefore add it to any strategy. So therefore, we are not 
disagreeing there. 
 
Secondly, I am not saying DON'T USE INDICATORS, because my own strategy uses 2. 
What I am saying is that if you are new to the thread and then think that because an 
indicator has been posted here by a programmer, that this indicator now has all the 
parameters you need to apply the Similarity principle and you don't have to worry about 
it anymore. That is the danger. Some readers will be able to understand and tailor an 
indicator.... some will not. It's up to the person to discover this for themselves. 
 
Thirdly, if you are able to predict price turns with your indicators.... then guess what: 
You and Only You can predict price turns with your indicators. This does not mean Mr Y 
or Mrs Z can do the same thing with your setup. People are different and perspectives 
are different. It is possible for clusters of people to replicate but ultimately, everyone is 
individual in there ability to make this work for themselves. 
 
Therefore.... we return to #1. Endeavour to understand the principles of Similarity and 
the recent Transient/Recurrent. One says that anything can model price and deviations 
offer an arbitrage opportunity, the other says to bet against a rare event recurring. 
Implementation is up to you! 
 

Good post, thank you for it!  

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 9:40am | Post# 7008



 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Thank you mate, does your other strategy work for you? If so leave it as is, if 
not then I suggest opening a second live account and trade both your old and new then 
you can improve then individually! Because the problem may come where your having 
mix results and not know which strategy is working! 
Hey Josh, 
 
Was just thinking whether your recent breakthrough was done in the way you just 
described.... 2 accounts to separate the different strategies? And since then, have you 
amalgamated them into one? Cheer dude! 
 
Vlad 

 

handy148 Aug 26, 2014 10:01am | Post# 7009

 
At the moment EU is really struggling to close and hold above 00 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 10:08am | Post# 7010

 
Quoting handy148 
At the moment EU is really struggling to close and hold above 00 
Yes. I'd be watching the 4H and 1H. The 4H close at 4pm will probably be at 3198. That 
means any pippage collection will be a breakout tactic at 1H or minute levels using the 
4H range as the base. 
 
Can't see anything beyond this range until the news days come into play. The fact that 
the "gap" has not been closed suggests quite strongly that it will be a lower move. Also, I 
wouldn't be surprised to see that gap closed in a 1M or 5M spike by some stupid-ass 
order as also happened on Draghi's and Yellen's speech day. So I'd be careful of longs 
trades this week where you think you'll be able to click that mouse in the time it takes to 
say "TRANSIENT!". 
 
Edit:  

4H High = 3205 Low = 3186, range = 19 pips! LOL  

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 10:18am | Post# 7011

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No problem. I believe we are in agreement and so I think you misunderstood 

what I was saying.[...] Good post, thank you for it!  
I believe we are as well. Thank you too! 

 

handy148 Aug 26, 2014 10:21am | Post# 7012

 
vlady - yes range and volatility have gone AWOL from EU. 
 
Why do I trade DAX more - here's a clue 
 
today's range on EU - 35 
 



todays range on DAX - 129 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 26, 2014 10:22am | Post# 7013

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Hi dowachen Don't trade against the trend --that is the key!.see the picture i 

marked the right one.Green pips to you {image} 
Thanks sram, you are right in this case. I just meant something else ... this TZ/RZ is 

really interesting, but not so easy as i think...  
I need to read and think again ... and again .... 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 26, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7014

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. I'd be watching the 4H and 1H. The 4H close at 4pm will probably be at 
3198. That means any pippage collection will be a breakout tactic at 1H or minute levels 
using the 4H range as the base. Can't see anything beyond this range until the news 
days come into play. The fact that the "gap" has not been closed suggests quite strongly 
that it will be a lower move. Also, I wouldn't be surprised to see that gap closed in a 1M 
or 5M spike by some stupid-ass order as also happened on Draghi's and Yellen's speech 
day. So I'd be careful of longs... 
Recurrent in H4 ... nice. I think there is a plan behind this, a big move soon ? 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 10:37am | Post# 7015

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} Recurrent in H4 ... nice. I think there is a plan behind this, a big move soon ? 
My humble opinion is still bearish.  

• 1H is still below 300EMA (down) 
• Gap down has not been closed indicating very strong supply. (down) 
• We're still in a 3 wave count (down....but) 
• 5 days away from Month close... and if it does, it will be 1M below the 24 

m.average on the bollinger (ie. indicates down) 

**I am expecting a counter-trend wave... and I'm no EW expert but basically, it needs a 
rest. I don't know where and when it will come.  
Having said that it seems like we haven't exhausted the move down. We are breaking all 
sorts of support levels from more than a year ago.  
 
**I've been reading up on Sam Seiden and looking for a appropriate Demand Zones. 
How this relates to TZ/RZ? These demand zones haven't been returned to. They don't 
necessarily have a "problem" but they were zones where previous demand was "in-
balanced" (Sam Seiden's words not Eurusdd's!)  
 
The ** comments are all higher timeframe stuff. The lower timeframe I am 
experimenting with TZ combined with 2 other indicators and one price strategy. Having 
mild success but still need time to iron out decision making kinks.  
 
I'm undecided on whether it will be a big move in the direction of main trend, or whether 
it will be a whipsaw move. I'm siding on the latter. So I will probably sit it out on news 
days and enter on re-tests/retracement of the move. 



 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 11:09am | Post# 7016

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Josh, Was just thinking whether your recent breakthrough was done in the 
way you just described.... 2 accounts to separate the different strategies? And since 
then, have you amalgamated them into one? Cheer dude! Vlad 
I have multi account for testing! All live and its great to keep the track of each one 
indivdually!  
 
Best of luck 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 26, 2014 11:54am | Post# 7017

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My humble opinion is still bearish. 1H is still below 300EMA (down) Gap down 
has not been closed indicating very strong supply. (down) We're still in a 3 wave count 
(down....but) 5 days away from Month close... and if it does, it will be 1M below the 24 
m.average on the bollinger (ie. indicates down) **I am expecting a counter-trend 
wave... and I'm no EW expert but basically, it needs a rest. I don't know where and when 
it will come. Having said that it seems like we haven't exhausted the move down. We are 
breaking all sorts of support levels... 
Thanks Vlady, i think you are right. My AU order is closed (just some pips below my 
target). My NU & UCHF (second one) target is not reached (and NU hit my SL ...) . I 
think i must forget them, especially NU. I am sure NU will go down fast this week (latest 
is next week) ... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 11:59am | Post# 7018

 
Quoting vlady1974 

4H High = 3205 Low = 3186, range = 19 pips! LOL  

New 4H candle: 3207 to 3187 (as of time of writing) range. = 20 pip range  
 
I sold at 3207 and exited at 3195. 

 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 7019

 
Quoting josh11 
{image} 
How many of you took notice of this point Eurusdd!!! 
 
Think about this most indicators are lagging yes! Now if a rare event happen in your 
indicator per day or per week! Then we can think that this rare event will not happen 
again!! 
 
We trade the fact that the rare event has happen and will not happen again!! 
 
You need to look at these rare event and figure out which indicator/indicators can show u 
this either per day/session/week! 
 
Best of luck 

 



vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 7020

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} How many of you took notice of this point Eurusdd!!! Think about this most 
indicators are lagging yes! Now if a rare event happen in your indicator per day or per 
week! Then we can think that this rare event will not happen again!! We trade the fact 
that the rare event has happen and will not happen again!! You need to look at these 
rare event and figure out which indicator/indicators can show u this either per 
day/session/week! Best of luck 
Indeed.... that concept alone was ringing in my ear when I was reading up on Sam 
Sieden's Supply/Demand zones : 

Quoting vlady1974 
I've been reading up on Sam Seiden and looking for a appropriate Demand Zones. How 
this relates to TZ/RZ? These demand zones haven't been returned to. They don't 
necessarily have a "problem" but they were zones where previous demand was "in-
balanced" (Sam Seiden's words not Eurusdd's!) 

And the simple indicator for these? Horizontal Lines!  

 

handy148 Aug 26, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 7021

 
FWIW and referring back to something said earlier, when trading m15 I wouldn't use 
S&D zones on that time frame. Rather I would like to draw S&D zones based on H1 or 
preferably H4 as IMHO they are far more meaningful than those on m15. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 1:41pm | Post# 7022

 
Breakout occured art 18:05 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 1:59pm | Post# 7023

 
EU going down. It was a sure trade since it breached 1.3185. 
Looking for a turning point to 1.3160-1.3157. If this level is breached then 1.3000 is next 
target.. 

 

feline207 Aug 26, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 7024

 
Badass EURUSD as usual I hope all accounts are fine after today. 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 2:13pm | Post# 7025

 
Anybody else on board on this call?  

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 2:25pm | Post# 7026

 
Quoting dragos_ 
EU going down. It was a sure trade since it breached 1.3185. Looking for a turning point 
to 1.3160-1.3157. If this level is breached then 1.3000 is next target.. 



I have a 2 fill zones: 
 
a) 3160 - 3177 
b) 3130 - 3160 
 
EDIT: 
I'm favouring the bottom as a target. That's a 30 pip range, so the 50% is 3145. I 
believe others on the Eurusd thread are talking 3150 as a deep psychological number. 
Co-incidence? Nah.. 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 7027

 
1 Attachment(s) 
We are clearing out a big level very soon, after that the bearish movement will be done on 
the weekly. I don't see price pulling through, we have to many levels to clear on the bullish 
side. Turnaround probably happening around 1.3163. If price pulls through i wouldn't hold 
on to my longs. 
 
Is it just me or did we just hit 1.3163 and bounce back? 
 

Peace  

 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 3:35pm | Post# 7028

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ullen 
We are clearing out a big level very soon, after that the bearish movement will be done 
on the weekly. I don't see price pulling through, we have to many levels to clear on the 
bullish side. Turnaround probably happening around 1.3163. If price pulls through i 
wouldn't hold on to my longs. Is it just me or did we just hit 1.3163 and bounce back? 

Peace  {image} 
 
We also have these ones to indicate a new trend. We just ned a bearish spike, and then 
one more bullish spike to confirm the new trend, and then we should be clearing some 
levels. 
 



Don't make decisions based on my opinions, i'm just as good as you. 

 

 

josh11 Aug 26, 2014 4:12pm | Post# 7029

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed.... that concept alone was ringing in my ear when I was reading up on 
Sam Sieden's Supply/Demand zones : {quote} And the simple indicator for these? 

Horizontal Lines!  
I know Sam's work very well and yes it work well but here Eurusdd isn't talking about 
supply and demand zone or S and R, but something that happen in the market either 
each day or week that is a rare event that has a very high probability not to occur again! 
 
Now we can look at some indicators or just even price to give us this info... for example 
if we have 5,6,7,8 bull candles in a row what it the probability we will see the same again 
after??  
 
Remember Price moves in waves!! how do you all think we can take advantage of this?? 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 5:04pm | Post# 7030

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I know Sam's work very well and yes it work well but here Eurusdd isn't talking 
about supply and demand zone or S and R, but something that happen in the market 
either each day or week [...] 
However, speaking about SD, check out the levels from 6 Sep13 and 15 Jul13 on Daily 



EU. 
On Daily the trend is clearly bearish, and some BB's are showing a nice down move. 
Allthough 1.313 is the nearest probable level to be hit, the move looks quite strong and I 
would incline more to think that 1.3000 is the price target on this timeframe before the 
daily trend changes. 
The analysis is a little bit off-topic, sorry for this, but I am posting it as a reference with 
respect to target levels. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 5:08pm | Post# 7031

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I know Sam's work very well and yes it work well but here Eurusdd isn't talking 
about supply and demand zone or S and R, but something that happen in the market 
either each day or week that is a rare event that has a very high probability not to occur 
again! Now we can look at some indicators or just even price to give us this info... for 
example if we have 5,6,7,8 bull candles in a row what it the probability we will see the 
same again after?? Remember Price moves in waves!! how do you all think we can take 
advantage of this?? 
Just passing by and this is a good one. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 5:21pm | Post# 7032

 
1st attempt: 
 
buy eurusd @ 1.31678 
 
SL at 1.31660 

 

Xpyct2003 Aug 26, 2014 5:29pm | Post# 7033

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1st attempt: buy eurusd @ 1.31678 SL at 1.31660 
Where would you put your TP? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 5:33pm | Post# 7034

 
Quoting Xpyct2003 
{quote} Where would you put your TP? 
can be anything from 5 to 50+ pips. ur taste. but u r risking just 2pips + spread! 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 7035

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Xpyct2003 
{quote} Where would you put your TP? 
This is not a signaling service. If you have read the entire thread you should know where 
price is heading. 
 
But as you can see on the 15min chart there are plenty of levels to go for. 



 

 

kprsa Aug 26, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 7036

 
There could be interesting links between fractal zones and the zigzag indicator.  
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 7037

 
i don't know about other brokers but eurusd is sitting right at 1.31665, close to 1.31660 
the SL. if the first attempt fails, the second or third should give a win. 2 pips risk 

 

feline207 Aug 26, 2014 5:52pm | Post# 7038

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
i don't know about other brokers but eurusd is sitting right at 1.31665, close to 1.31660 
the SL. if the first attempt fails, the second or third should give a win. 2 pips risk 
when are we going for other attempts 

 

feline207 Aug 26, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 7039

 
Quoting kprsa 

There could be interesting links between fractal zones and the zigzag indicator. 
Cheers, kprsa 
What link do you suggest 

 



Ullen Aug 26, 2014 5:59pm | Post# 7040

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
i don't know about other brokers but eurusd is sitting right at 1.31665, close to 1.31660 the 
SL. if the first attempt fails, the second or third should give a win. 2 pips risk 
Looks like we have the right setup now. #Madmoney 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 7041

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} This is not a signaling service. If you have read the entire thread you should 
know where price is heading. But as you can see on the 15min chart there are plenty of 
levels to go for. {image} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
trade still valid. eurusd trying to pull away. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 6:03pm | Post# 7042

 



Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Looks like we have the right setup now. #Madmoney {image} 
Definitely looks alot better. Well done. You found MM's setting. Madmoney was/is a beast 
with the CI. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 6:04pm | Post# 7043

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}  trade still valid. eurusd trying to pull away. 
I had a good Demand Zone on the 1M and it coincided with a transient zone just above 

it. Effortless entry.  
 
Edit: 
TP must be at least 3x my spread. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 6:10pm | Post# 7044

 
idea is to catch a big move with at most three attempts each carrying a risk of less than 
10 pips. in this case 2pips! 

 

Ullen Aug 26, 2014 6:15pm | Post# 7045

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Definitely looks alot better. Well done. You found MM's setting. Madmoney 
was/is a beast with the CI. 
Huge fan of the guy. Gives me the best entries! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 26, 2014 6:15pm | Post# 7046

 
1st attempt of two pips sl failed! Our second attempt will be 5 pips! 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 6:16pm | Post# 7047

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
idea is to catch a big move with at most three attempts each carrying a risk of less than 
10 pips. in this case 2pips! 
at this time i think is more probable to catch a big move on the sell side rather than up 

 

LITEchild Aug 26, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 7048

 
Quoting kprsa 

There could be interesting links between fractal zones and the zigzag indicator. 
Cheers, kprsa 

...finally...   

 

vlady1974 Aug 26, 2014 8:41pm | Post# 7049

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I have a 2 fill zones: a) 3160 - 3177 b) 3130 - 3160 EDIT: I'm favouring the 
bottom as a target. That's a 30 pip range, so the 50% is 3145. I believe others on 
the Eurusd thread are talking 3150 as a deep psychological number. Co-incidence? 
Nah.. 
New Low posted at 1.31521 
Long taken @ 3156 (price was way fast when trying to click to get in) 
 
Transient Zone on 5M printed as 3152 to 3155. 
4H shows Monthly S2 at 3151 and 2 developing transient zones above entry price - a 
break of these northside (likely) will indicate strong move up. 
1H shows nothing surprisingly other than close outside Bollinger Band downside, 
indicating Upward travel 
 
Let's see where she goes. I suspect Asia will drift now until Frankie and London open 
which will retest that low or print a new low at 3130. 
I'll set a 20pip TP and move stops to BE. 

 

dragos_ Aug 26, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 7050

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} New Low posted at 1.31521 Long taken @ 3156 (price was way fast when trying 
to click to get in) Transient Zone on 5M printed as 3152 to 3155. 4H shows Monthly S2 at 
3151 and 2 developing transient zones above entry price - a break of these northside 
(likely) will indicate strong move up. 1H shows nothing surprisingly other than 
close outside Bollinger Band downside, indicating Upward travel Let's see where she 
goes. I suspect Asia will drift now until Frankie and London open which will retest that 
low or print a new low at 3130. I'll set... 

Quoting dragos_ 

EU going down. It was a sure trade since it breached 1.3185. Looking for a turning 
point to 1.3160-1.3157. If this level is breached then 1.3000 is next target.. 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} However, speaking about SD, check out the levels from 6 Sep13 and 15 Jul13 
on Daily EU. On Daily the trend is clearly bearish, and some BB's are showing a nice 
down move. Allthough 1.313 is the nearest probable level to be hit, the move looks 
quite strong and I would incline more to think that 1.3000 is the price target on this 
timeframe before the daily trend changes. The analysis is a little bit off-topic, sorry for 
this, but I am posting it as a reference with respect to target levels. 
 
EU reached the target. allthough a little bit below 1.3157. 

good job vlady regarding bollinger, put BB600 and BB720 on M15 and then conclude. 
 
now it should make a retracement up (to 1.317 or even 1.319) but on H1 timeframe I 
think afterwards will go down to 1.313. 
very curious if will hit 1.3000 these days, but we have to see if the downward 
momentum will continue or there will be signs that it will change on the Daily timeframe 

 

tbird2121 Aug 26, 2014 10:00pm | Post# 7051

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} New Low posted at 1.31521 Long taken @ 3156 (price was way fast when trying 
to click to get in) Transient Zone on 5M printed as 3152 to 3155. 4H shows Monthly S2 at 
3151 and 2 developing transient zones above entry price - a break of these northside 
(likely) will indicate strong move up. 1H shows nothing surprisingly other than close 



outside Bollinger Band downside, indicating Upward travel Let's see where she goes. I 
suspect Asia will drift now until Frankie and London open which will retest that low or 
print a new low at 3130. I'll set... 

Great Vlady, your prediction is very sharp ...  
how about TZ at : 3163 - 3165 ? Does it mean that it's the Resistance to the Support 
(TZ) 3152 - 3155 ?? 
Thanks 
 

Edit: oups .. it is gone now ...  
I just can see 3177 - 3179 @H1 , and 3164 - 3165 @M15 

 

NorthTrader Aug 26, 2014 11:53pm | Post# 7052

 
Unless I'm mistaken, there's a big H4 TZ between current price and 1.3153 to be filled 
before any more serious up moves. Short from 1.3164. 
 
(edit - wrong price) 

 

NorthTrader Aug 27, 2014 12:08am | Post# 7053

 
Quoting kprsa 

There could be interesting links between fractal zones and the zigzag indicator. 
Cheers, kprsa 
Silly question maybe, but what's the difference between a fractal zone and a transient 
zone? From what I've read, fractal zones typically have low h values and are formed at 
bar ends. I guess this means that all fractal zones are transient zones, but not all 
transient zones (e.g. mid-bar) are fractal zones? 
 
Just wondering if people are using the terms interchangeably or not. 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 2:29am | Post# 7054

 
1.31670 is my next target! lets see if it will come back down!  

 

diceman555 Aug 27, 2014 2:45am | Post# 7055

 
1 Attachment(s) 
heres my 1 min entry from 13165 lead candle.traded from the weekly maxium potential and 
cycle completion,as posted in my journal,1 position closed at 11 pips ,remaining position 
stop at b/e left to run with 0 risk 



 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 2:48am | Post# 7056

 
3180 is the resistance number. Heavy selling here kicked off Asian session. 
London would want to test 3150 or 3130. 3130 is the last demand level before lower. 
 
In terms of zones, there are only 2 definitions based on the original postulates: Transient 
or Recurrant. 
There is no third. Mid Bar zone is still Transient until it's not. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 2:50am | Post# 7057

 
 

Quoting diceman555 
heres my 1 min entry from 13165 lead candle.traded from the weekly maxium potential 
and cycle completion,as posted in my journal,1 position closed at 11 pips ,remaining 
position stop at b/e left to run with 0 risk {image} 
Nice work on the Lead Candle. 

i recognise that.  

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 2:58am | Post# 7058

 
Quoting vlady1974 
3180 is the resistance number. Heavy selling here kicked off Asian session. London would 
want to test 3150 or 3130. 3130 is the last demand level before lower. In terms of 
zones, there are only 2 definitions based on the original postulates: Transient or 
Recurrant. There is no third. Mid Bar zone is still Transient until it's not. 
Hmm, the moves are really weak coming into London open. I'm suspicious. 
Small short at 3180. Target 3130 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 3:15am | Post# 7059



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmm, the moves are really weak coming into London open. I'm suspicious. 
Small short at 3180. Target 3130 
Out -5. 
Something is cooking. Flat and sidelined 

 

tashkent Aug 27, 2014 3:30am | Post# 7060

 
expecting spike up. sell order 1.3220 

 

Ezzy Aug 27, 2014 3:58am | Post# 7061

 
Quoting tashkent 
expecting spike up. sell order 1.3220 
 
Mine at 3210 

 

handy148 Aug 27, 2014 4:01am | Post# 7062

 
vlady - I went short at 73 - looks like I'm gonna get stopped out (my stop just above 200 
ema on m15). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 4:10am | Post# 7063

 
Quoting tashkent 
expecting spike up. sell order 1.3220 
I watched it at 3185.I think you could be right at those levels.So I am long 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 4:25am | Post# 7064

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I watched it at 3185.I think you could be right at those levels.So I am long 
This is what I love about this thread every one is trading the concept with different calls 
lol 
 

I am expecting 1.31670 to be taken out soon as said earlier  
 
Lets see best of luck 

 

dokke Aug 27, 2014 4:28am | Post# 7065

 
Next level today/tommorow on h4 is 1.31622 
 
reagards 

 

Neio Aug 27, 2014 4:28am | Post# 7066



 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} This is what I love about this thread every one is trading the concept with 

different calls lol I am expecting 1.31670 to be taken out soon as said earlier Lets see 
best of luck 
Hi Josh, 
 
Is your prediction based on the double transient zone on M5? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 4:30am | Post# 7067

 
I am shorting from 1.31865 target 1.31690 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 4:34am | Post# 7068

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Josh, Is your prediction based on the double transient zone on M5? Regards 
Neio 
No, I am using the 15 mins chart and it is base on a rare event! 

 

pedma Aug 27, 2014 4:56am | Post# 7069

 
I have a short at 3178, target 3158 (may be difficult to reach, so i put trailing stop @5.5 
pips). 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 5:02am | Post# 7070

 
Torn. Closed my long. 
15M says short, 5M says short. 
1H says long. 
 
Going with the small tf... at least 2 agree. 

 

Ezzy Aug 27, 2014 5:07am | Post# 7071

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} No, I am using the 15 mins chart and it is base on a rare event! 
Hi Josh 
 
By any chance is price returning to this rare event. 
 
Thanks 
Ezzy 

 

mhejek Aug 27, 2014 5:20am | Post# 7072



 
im in new here.i can install Ralome-v1-indicator on various mt4 is there 
any update or something else?  

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 5:22am | Post# 7073

 
Quoting mhejek 
im in new here.i can install Ralome-v1-indicator on various mt4 is there any update or 
something else? 
Check page 1 of the attachments page. I believe there is an update for the new MT4 
build. 

 

BlueSoCoool Aug 27, 2014 5:31am | Post# 7074

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} No, I am using the 15 mins chart and it is base on a rare event! 
Hi josh, 
I got a target at 1.31671 to be reached in 89 mins with probability about 95.5056% 

Does it mean anything to you  

 

dragos_ Aug 27, 2014 5:36am | Post# 7075

 
Quoting dragos_ 
{quote} {quote} {quote} EU reached the target. allthough a little bit below 1.3157. 

good job vlady regarding bollinger, put BB600 and BB720 on M15 and then conclude. 
now it should make a retracement up (to 1.317 or even 1.319) but on H1 
timeframe I think afterwards will go down to 1.313. very curious if will hit 1.3000 these 
days, but we have to see if the downward momentum will continue or there will be signs 
that it will change on the Daily timeframe 

retracement up done. is fun to make these calls  

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 5:43am | Post# 7076

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting BlueSoCoool 
{quote} Hi josh, I got a target at 1.31671 to be reached in 89 mins with probability 

about 95.5056% Does it mean anything to you  
No it is 97% vs 3% 



 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 5:50am | Post# 7077

 
Quoting Ezzy 
{quote} Hi Josh By any chance is price returning to this rare event. Thanks Ezzy 
Hi mate, my target is 1.31670! This is just my prediction with high probability, lets see 

 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 5:51am | Post# 7078

 
Quoting BlueSoCoool 
{quote} Hi josh, I got a target at 1.31671 to be reached in 89 mins with probability 

about 95.5056% Does it mean anything to you  
Great but I am not too bothered how long it take or timing of it!  
 

Good luck  

 

Ezzy Aug 27, 2014 5:58am | Post# 7079

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Hi mate, my target is 1.31670! This is just my prediction with high probability, 

lets see  

Hi Josh, no problems , that's not my target anyway. My question was more general 
but in relation to the correlation between rare events and price returning to rare events. 
 
Cheers 
Ezzy 

 

mhejek Aug 27, 2014 6:00am | Post# 7080

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Check page 1 of the attachments page. I believe there is an update for the new 



MT4 build. 
yes i did.r-v1 and r-v2.both from firts page. 
i upload what my mt4 got 

 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 6:02am | Post# 7081

 
Quoting Ezzy 

{quote} Hi Josh, no problems , that's not my target anyway. My question was more 
general but in relation to the correlation between rare events and price returning to rare 
events. Cheers Ezzy 
Sorry I miss understand you mate, Yes when a rare event happens we can predict that it 
will not happen again, so I will expect price to go back to my target!  
 
Best of luck mate 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 6:12am | Post# 7082

 
Russian soldiers crossed over to Ukrainian town. That's got to be important right? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 7:19am | Post# 7083

 
that up that failed with 2 pips on the first attempt finally happened but I could not post 
the second attempt. Anyway. I am preparing to bring back my probabilities soon. It is 
just a guide. feel free to ignore. 
 
The similarity concept is powerful because of its flexibility. Let us see how the next series 
of analysis predict the market! 

 

feline207 Aug 27, 2014 7:19am | Post# 7084

 



Short target > 1.3175 

 

feline207 Aug 27, 2014 7:21am | Post# 7085

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
that up that failed with 2 pips on the first attempt finally happened but I could not post 
the second attempt. Anyway. I am preparing to bring back my probabilities soon. It is 
just a guide. feel free to ignore. 

That would be GREAT  

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 7:28am | Post# 7086

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} This is what I love about this thread every one is trading the concept with 

different calls lol I am expecting 1.31670 to be taken out soon as said earlier Lets see 
best of luck 
 
And for me that is good. because I can assign numbers(weight) to each of those 
numbers in my analysis. 
 
I don't care if the person is wrong or right. The weights, I control!!! 

 

feline207 Aug 27, 2014 7:33am | Post# 7087

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} And for me that is good. because I can assign numbers(weight) to each of those 
numbers in my analysis. I don't care if the person is wrong or right. The weights, I 
control!!! 
Does it mean that you use analysis from your group for your calls here? Or the 
predictions are entirely up to your own analysis ? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 7:41am | Post# 7088

 
1 Attachment(s) 
pressure building to the down side again for 



eurusd.   

 

beachloup Aug 27, 2014 7:47am | Post# 7089

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
that up that failed with 2 pips on the first attempt finally happened but I could not post 
the second attempt. Anyway. I am preparing to bring back my probabilities soon. It is 
just a guide. feel free to ignore. The similarity concept is powerful because of its flexible. 
Let us see how the next series of analysis predict the market! 
More details or info on the probabilities would be appreciated. I can understand your 
concept in parts, I have even calculated the probabilities but am yet to find a way of 
trading them successfully, I suspect I am missing something to filter the bad trades. I 
look forward to the next instalment in the adventure! 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 7:56am | Post# 7090

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
pressure building to the down side again for eurusd.{image} 

Glad we are on the same track  
 
There so many people watching and reading this thread yet not many want to get 
involve, I asked some question there last couple of days to help you think in the right 
way but yet very little reply!! 
 
Anyway best of luck 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 8:04am | Post# 7091

 
Today, Euro yields sitting record low.  
 



The round number of 1.31 served as resistance several times - will it reach today?  

 

tbird2121 Aug 27, 2014 8:20am | Post# 7092

 
Quoting mhejek 
{quote} yes i did.r-v1 and r-v2.both from firts page. i upload what my mt4 got {image} 
Do you use this ? http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...52#post7683752  

 

tbird2121 Aug 27, 2014 8:29am | Post# 7093

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
.... Anyway. I am preparing to bring back my probabilities soon. It is just a guide. feel 
free to ignore. The similarity concept is powerful because of its flexible. Let us see how 
the next series of analysis predict the market! 

Great ... waiting for it.  

 

pedma Aug 27, 2014 8:30am | Post# 7094

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
pressure building to the down side again for eurusd.{image} 

This is good ...  

 

Ullen Aug 27, 2014 8:56am | Post# 7095

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
pressure building to the down side again for eurusd. 
This pair is just crazy. I agree, and we must go down again.  
 
Looks like we are pulling through the level shown here and on you're chart 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 9:00am | Post# 7096

 
1 Attachment(s) 



similarity on 30min and 60min charts. that green arrow will be taken! Keep your eyes there 

ooh.   

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 9:03am | Post# 7097

 
Quoting josh11 
Just a question to you all here! At what point do you deicide that what you are doing 
here is right?? (Profitable) backtesting/forward testing and live testing?? Interested to 
see your answers Thanks 
Ou yes, i must do a back test ... good idea. Thanks 

Quoting Eurusdd 
similarity on 30min and 60min charts. that green arrow will be taken! Keep your eyes 
there ooh.{image} 
Thank you Eurusdd ... 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 9:07am | Post# 7098

 
2 Attachment(s) 
further back: 30mins and 60mins 
 

60mins 



 
 

30mins 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 9:14am | Post# 7099

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} Ou yes, i must do a back test ... good idea. Thanks {quote} Thank you Eurusdd 
... 



The best way to know you are doing the right thing is simple: 
 
Don't sit in your little room and trade all by yourself. Be bold and tell others where you 
think the market will go. Expect fire when you consistently go wrong. That is a sure sign 
you are doing something wrong!  
 
If you can tell others what you think about the market that is a sign you believe you 
have a window! To get it right most of the time, when you are not the only one expecting 
to see if you are wrong or right... is a good good sign. 

 

feline207 Aug 27, 2014 9:15am | Post# 7100

 
That monster EURUSD seems hungry in its ranging cage! Better not stay infront when it 

comes out of it  

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 9:20am | Post# 7101

 
Once we clear 1.3176 level should move a lot faster!! 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 9:24am | Post# 7102

 
Bearish. No change as previous. 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 9:24am | Post# 7103

 
French PM said- EUR is overvalued! 
 
Long = Kamikaze 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 9:37am | Post# 7104

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The best way to know you are doing the right thing is simple: Don't sit in your 
little room and trade all by yourself. Be bold and tell others where you think the market 
will go. Expect fire when you consistently go wrong. That is a sure sign you are doing 
something wrong! If you can tell others what you think about the market that is a sign 
you believe you have a window! To get it right most of the time, when you are not the 
only one expecting to see if you are wrong or right... is a good good sign. 

Good advise .. thanks  

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 9:41am | Post# 7105

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Good advise .. thanks  
 
Giovanni that means you need to tell us where it is going? 

 



vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 9:42am | Post# 7106

 
Quoting josh11 
Once we clear 1.3176 level should move a lot faster!! 
Mate, that can't come any quicker. Still holding short from 3182... could've scalped 5 
pips each way for the last 4 moves LOL. 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 9:44am | Post# 7107

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, that can't come any quicker. Still holding short from 3182... could've 
scalped 5 pips each way for the last 4 moves LOL. 

 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 9:47am | Post# 7108

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Giovanni that means you need to tell us where it is going? 
Yes, and it shouldn't matter if you change your mind. This morning I was long from 
3154. I thought it would reverse at 77, it didn't. I hesitated at 3190 so I missed that 
perfect short. And when it held at 85, I thought it was a long move - based on the 1H. As 
soon as it halted at 87 and broke 79 on the 5M and 15M my view changed back to short. 
 
I have to say, combining the TZ/RZ and supply/demand zones is quite enlightening and 
allows me to be free from indicators. 
TZ tend to be the tails..... the only flaw is not spotting the intra-bar TZs visually. 
 

Josh, I have an idea of what you're doing but I'm not entirely sure yet.  
Need to confirm it later. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 9:47am | Post# 7109

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Giovanni that means you need to tell us where it is going? 

 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 9:49am | Post# 7110

 
For the life of me I am not going Long until I see 1.29xxx. 
 
I have been burned not once not twice but 3 times already going long in a STRONG 
DOWNTREND. 
 
No point guessing BOTTOM. When I see it i will believe it. 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 9:51am | Post# 7111

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Josh, I have an idea of what you're doing but I'm not entirely sure yet. Need 



to confirm it later. 

Great hope you have mate  

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 9:58am | Post# 7112

 
Did you all see where it bounce from lol 

 

burnssss Aug 27, 2014 9:59am | Post# 7113

 
Eurusdd,  
I'm glad to see you here.  
I've been thinking lately probabilities.  
And if we have the right thought, whatever the time we get to trade, we can make a 
profit. I hope not wrong.  
Your suppose an example of a rare event.  
We call "H" to hight and "L" for low. So if we have a set in H4, "{HHHHH}", we assume a 
rare event.  
I was reading discrete time and discrete processes. The drawback I find is that indicate 
independence of the variables. I think it is wrong, but something else these processes 
differ.  
In a discrete process we have the variable "t + 1" is dependent on "t", but independent 
of "t-n" where n = 1,2,3 ....  
Then we can easily check that X (t + 1) = X (t) + E, where E is a random variable with 
probability of 50%.  
By this I mean, if we only consider a bar, then the probability that we get is 50%, but if 
we consider a number "S" bar, then the probability changes.  
The finding of that number "S" bar depends on the history of data.  
Is that correct? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 10:01am | Post# 7114

 
Quoting samaralala 
For the life of me I am not going Long until I see 1.29xxx. I have been burned not once 
not twice but 3 times already going long in a STRONG DOWNTREND. No point guessing 
BOTTOM. When I see it i will believe it. 
Well, I guess that is why a good trader is a dynamic one. You must have conditions that 
tell you to stop following a given signal or hint. For example, my is three attempts 
totaling not more than 30pips sl, if i used sl. 
 
If the second one is a loss, like the first, the third must be a hit. even though, i have not 
experienced it yet, if I lose three times in a row, I quit! Even the gods can tell me to 
continue, I won't!!! 
 
 
At that moment, I am out for a new setup! 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 10:03am | Post# 7115

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Giovanni that means you need to tell us where it is going? 

may be some day, if i understand all of Eurusdd's system  



 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 10:04am | Post# 7116

 
Quoting josh11 
Did you all see where it bounce from lol 

I got 3168.3 on my feed. Was expecting 3167.45  

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 10:05am | Post# 7117

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} may be some day, if i understand all of Eurusdd's system  

well, then he has a long way. I am on page 1,950 and counting...   

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 10:05am | Post# 7118

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Well, I guess that is why a good trader is a dynamic one. You must have 
conditions that tell you to stop following a given signal or hint. For example, my is three 
attempts totaling not more than 30pips sl, if i used sl. If the second one is a loss, like the 
first, the third must be a hit. even though, i have not experienced it yet, if I lose three 
times in a row, I quit! Even the gods can tell me to continue, I won't!!! At that moment, I 
am out for a new setup! 
 
I hope to learn from the best *** :-) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 10:07am | Post# 7119

 
Quoting josh11 
Did you all see where it bounce from lol 
Josh are you always using the last set of these occurrences on the 15M only? Or are you 
ranking them? 

Errrr.... if I'm on the right track  

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 10:07am | Post# 7120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I got 3168.3 on my feed. Was expecting 3167.45  
mine is this: 
 
should continue after going back up to 1.3176! 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 10:11am | Post# 7121

 
Quoting burnssss 
Eurusdd, I'm glad to see you here. I've been thinking lately probabilities. And if we have 
the right thought, whatever the time we get to trade, we can make a profit. I hope not 



wrong. Your suppose an example of a rare event. We call "H" to hight and "L" for low. So 
if we have a set in H4, "{HHHHH}", we assume a rare event. I was reading discrete time 
and discrete processes. The drawback I find is that indicate independence of the 
variables. I think it is wrong, but something else these processes differ. In a discrete 
process we have the variable... 
Hi burnssss. probability is a funny concept to explain most times because in theory, it 
can tell you a lot of scary things but in practice you can get around some of those scary 
things. 
 
 
For example, the probability everyone will die is 1!!!!! Sure event. that does not mean 
you should NOT wake up tomorrow when you hear the bell. All you have to do is assume 
that tomorrow is not your day!!! 
 
 
So, it really does not matter if the coin toss is independent or not!!! If I toss a fair coin 
100 times, I am not expected to see 99 consecutive tails. Therefore, from the very start, 
if I have enough money, I can chase head 100 times and "EXPECT" a win!!! It does not 
mean that 100 tails is impossible; it is not expected!!!! 
 
That is the power of expectation!!! 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 10:13am | Post# 7122

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} mine is this: should continue after going back up to 1.3176! {image} 
Yeah, okay. It's close enuf! LOL 
 
I think I'm on your page now. Just had a look a very recent history and the method holds 
so far. 
The questions I have now are the variations. I'm looking at rare event x which could be 
classified as a NEAR daily occurrence. But then there are other rare events.... that could 
almost NOT be rare events..... so the ultimate question is: ?  
 
Awesome mate! 
It's taken a week, a weekend and some interesting deviations to get to where you're at - 
and I wouldn't change it for the world! Mwahahahaha 

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 10:15am | Post# 7123

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} So, it really does not matter of the coin toss is independent or not!!! If I toss a 
fair coin 100 times, I am not expected to see 99 consecutive tails. Therefore, from the 
very start, if I have enough money, I can chase head 100 times and "EXPECT" a 
win!!!  
(For A Lighthearted Break) 
I didn't have these kind of odds when I was a younger lad. 

 

 

burnssss Aug 27, 2014 10:21am | Post# 7124

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi burnssss. probability is a funny concept to explain most times because in 



theory, it can tell you a lot of scary things but in practice you can get around some of 
those scary things. For example, the probability everyone will die is 1!!!!! Sure event. 
that does not mean you should NOT wake up tomorrow when you hear the bell. All you 
have to do is assume that tomorrow is not your day!!! So, it really does not matter if the 
coin toss is independent or not!!! If I toss a fair coin 100 times, I am not expected to see 
99 consecutive tails.... 

I have only 28, I'm too young to assume that someday die hehe . 
The probability is really fun. I can take 12 bull bars in m5, that does not mean that the 
next 12 bars are bullish. Rare is the key event. 

 

josh11 Aug 27, 2014 10:23am | Post# 7125

 
EU taking out stops on both side of the range!! 

 

Ullen Aug 27, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7126

 
Tension is really building up 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7127

 
1.32185 significant resistance and where i plan to sell once more. 

 

shiva Aug 27, 2014 10:26am | Post# 7128

 
21:17 "His will be done and Gaps will be closed" 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 10:30am | Post# 7129

 
Now eurusd will close the next 330mins above 1.31660!!!! so 24 pips room to play in! 

 

shiva Aug 27, 2014 10:31am | Post# 7130

 
Shiva 22:17 Tell us when, they asked and He replied, 'On ther same week' 

 

NorthTrader Aug 27, 2014 10:39am | Post# 7131

 
Quoting josh11 
EU taking out stops on both side of the range!! 
Josh, do you think it will return to 1.3188 before continuing? 

 

shiva Aug 27, 2014 10:45am | Post# 7132

 
The spike is dues to some rumors which sayy Deutsche Bank leaked that the ECB will not 
announce outright QE any time soon. 

 



josh11 Aug 27, 2014 10:47am | Post# 7133

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Josh, do you think it will return to 1.3188 before continuing? 
I am not in any trade at the moment and have no signal or targets! 

 

sram Aug 27, 2014 10:48am | Post# 7134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Rare event-we can see 7 consecutive down bars in weekly chart only one time from 1994 . 
now we have 6 in a row. i want to post earlier today didn't got time 
 
so i am expecting weekly up close that is above 1.31973 little down is buy for me .I think 

master is here thank you for everything euruusdd  

 

 

NorthTrader Aug 27, 2014 10:53am | Post# 7135

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am not in any trade at the moment and have no signal or targets! 
Thanks. Me neither! Though it looks like 1.3196 could be a safer bet. Two TZ bars in a 
row on M15? Surely a rare event. 

 

burnssss Aug 27, 2014 10:54am | Post# 7136

 
Quoting sram 
Rare event-we can see 7 consecutive down bars in weekly chart only one time from 1994 
. now we have 6 in a row. i want to post earlier today didn't got time so i am expecting 
weekly up close that is above 1.31973 little down is buy for me .I think master is here 

thank you for everything euruusdd  {image} 
In this case you can take depending on variables.  
7 bearish bars for 20 years. 6 bears bars in 2014.  
Whereupon, the odds are that one of the following 2 bars will be bullish. 

 



burnssss Aug 27, 2014 10:56am | Post# 7137

 
Now turn.  

If in 20 years, you have most 7 bearish bars, do you assume for the next 20 years?   

 

LITEchild Aug 27, 2014 11:04am | Post# 7138

 
Quoting samaralala 
For the life of me I am not going Long until I see 1.29xxx. I have been burned not once 
not twice but 3 times already going long in a STRONG DOWNTREND. No point guessing 
BOTTOM. When I see it i will believe it.  

...finally...   

 

wireash Aug 27, 2014 11:16am | Post# 7139

 
Hello to everyone this is my first post 
just want to say that i had a dissimilarity on 1h chart 1.3208 and price just just touched 
it and went back down 
just wanna say thanks to all who support this thred 
P.S i spotted the dissim. on the old indis from first post.s bollinger and 1.ema dissim 

 

NorthTrader Aug 27, 2014 11:24am | Post# 7140

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Josh, do you think it will return to 1.3188 before continuing? 

Yep, should have shorted...  

 

sram Aug 27, 2014 11:27am | Post# 7141

 
Quoting burnssss 
Now turn. If in 20 years, you have most 7 bearish bars, do you assume for the next 20 

years?   
Not expecting the 7'nth one -even it turns to be 7'nth one i am bearish in the long run 
and i can hedge. we are in a bearish territory!! better bet will be buy as expecting weekly 

up close .2 days remains   

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 11:30am | Post# 7142

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...finally...   
"poo happens" - Eurusdd 

 

wireash Aug 27, 2014 11:41am | Post# 7143

 
spotted another dissim. on 15tf at 1.31659 

 



wireash Aug 27, 2014 11:44am | Post# 7144

 
and the same dissimilarity appears on 1h chart so i would assume that this makes it a 
stronger propability that price will want to touch this level before going anywhere else 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 7145

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...finally...   
wanted to warn him but something told me to keep quiet. I just hope he saw that coming 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 7146

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} wanted to warn him but something told me to keep quiet. I just hope he saw 
that coming 
 
hang on which bit? Did I miss something? 

 

diceman555 Aug 27, 2014 1:41pm | Post# 7147

 
1 Attachment(s) 
im holding my long for 13223 , 
 
13190 is the downside target for shorts 

 

 

wireash Aug 27, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 7148

 
for some reason i cant see freeforex transient indi 
i download it to my platform and when i open my mt4 its not there then i go back to 
expert,s /indi where i put all of my indis and its not there 
there rest of the indi,s work fine but that one for some reason doesnt install 
thanks 



 

burnssss Aug 27, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 7149

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Not expecting the 7'nth one -even it turns to be 7'nth one i am bearish in the 
long run and i can hedge. we are in a bearish territory!! better bet will be buy as 

expecting weekly up close .2 days remains   

I agree   

 

vlady1974 Aug 27, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 7150

 
Looking at 3184.5 as the line in the sand. Above it are more counter-trend top swings, 
take note of the tops not clearing 3210. Similar to 3410, two hundred pips ago. 
Below 3185 is with trend but be careful of clustering around recent lows before tomorrow 
morning's news. Probably best to stay out or catch a retrace. 

 

samaralala Aug 27, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 7151

 
Issue detected at 1.31873 overbought - when it gets there - further sell at least 5 pips... 

 

BlackStack Aug 27, 2014 7:56pm | Post# 7152

 
Quoting wireash 
for some reason i cant see freeforex transient indi i download it to my platform and when 
i open my mt4 its not there then i go back to expert,s /indi where i put all of my indis 
and its not there there rest of the indi,s work fine but that one for some reason doesnt 
install thanks 
You are probably on a 600's version of MT4 by now. So indicators don't go into 
experts/indicator folder. They go into MQL4/Indicators folder now. 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 8:36pm | Post# 7153

 
1.31932 is very interesting .... strong TZ level, seems price will swing there ... 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 8:51pm | Post# 7154

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
1.31932 is very interesting .... strong TZ level, seems price will swing there ... 

I see a nice swing ...  

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 7155

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking at 3184.5 as the line in the sand. Above it are more counter-trend top swings, 
take note of the tops not clearing 3210. Similar to 3410, two hundred pips ago. Below 
3185 is with trend but be careful of clustering around recent lows before tomorrow 
morning's news. Probably best to stay out or catch a retrace. 
Thanks Vlady .... yes, 3210 is not cleared. I have closed all my long orders, got some 



pips profit only, but it is enough for me ...  

 

giovanni4000 Aug 27, 2014 9:20pm | Post# 7156

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} Thanks Vlady .... yes, 3210 is not cleared. I have closed all my long orders, got 

some pips profit only, but it is enough for me ...  
Finally 3210 is cleared. Time to sell for me .... 1.31932 is my TP. 
Edit: Warning .... What i write here is NOT a call ... this is my process in learning .... 

 

wireash Aug 27, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 7157

 
Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} You are probably on a 600's version of MT4 by now. So indicators don't go into 
experts/indicator folder. They go into MQL4/Indicators folder now. 
im not sure but it doesnt look like i even have a file mql4 so i have the old version cause 
i know the new one had problems 
ill call IBFX tomorrow and find out 
thank you 
theres another dissim at 1.3251 but i dont think its gonna go there 

 

BlackStack Aug 27, 2014 10:13pm | Post# 7158

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} im not sure but it doesnt look like i even have a file mql4 so i have the old 
version cause i know the new one had problems ill call IBFX tomorrow and find out thank 
you theres another dissim at 1.3251 but i dont think its gonna go there 
I'd be surprised if they haven't updated by now. Mine is version 670 already. 
 
With some of the old versions of MT4 there was a limit to how many indicators you could 
have showing in the directory at one time. You might try to move out some of the ones 
you are not using any more and then open up the MT4 again. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 27, 2014 11:06pm | Post# 7159

 
That problem at 1.3430 is still unsolved and all the 
conditions- apart from the time I expected correction- are 
still valid! So, I am careful about this down and always on 
the guard against a run-away price leaving everyone stuck 
down there. Sometimes, correction can delay a little but 
that is where the fun begins! 
 

The problem bar is on a daily-chart and so, definitely it 
may take a little while but keep your eyes on it!  

 

GoldenEA Aug 27, 2014 11:30pm | Post# 7160

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
That problem at 1.3430 is still unsolved and all the conditions- apart from the time I 
expected correction- are still valid! So, I am careful about this down and always on the 
guard against a run-away price leaving everyone stuck down there. Sometimes, 
correction can delay a little but that is where the fun begins! The problem bar is on a 
daily-chart and so, definitely it may take a little while but keep your eyes on it! 
I would appreciate if someone can post a chart to illustrate what is problem bar. 

 

rehorst Aug 28, 2014 12:10am | Post# 7161

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} im not sure but it doesnt look like i even have a file mql4 so i have the old 
version cause i know the new one had problems ill call IBFX tomorrow and find out thank 
you theres another dissim at 1.3251 but i dont think its gonna go there 

Just go to MT4 and click on File, Open Data Folder. Voila, pardner.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 1:21am | Post# 7162

 
This up has cracks. On the following time-frames, we have cracks at  
 
1min @ 1.32133 
5min @ 1.32137 

15min @ 1.32127 
30min @ 1.32127 

60min @ 1.32155 
 
Therefore the following probabilities have been generated!!! 
 

Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

>1.32700 = 0.01 
 

>1.32370 = 0.30 
 

=1.32155 = 1.00 
 

<1.32000 = 0.85 
 

<1.31900 = 0.55 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels below 1.32155 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call DOWN for EURUSD with main target 1.31900. 
 

Give or take 10 pips above 1.32155, that price is a turn 



around price and eurusd will play around it with sight on 
target.  

 

wireash Aug 28, 2014 1:38am | Post# 7163

 
Quoting rehorst 

{quote} Just go to MT4 and click on File, Open Data Folder. Voila, pardner.  
YUP thats how you do it i actually just updated my meta trader cause i never did it before 
it kept asking me evry time i opened mt4 if i want to make changes and i alwais said no 
thanks again 

 

Waez Aug 28, 2014 2:09am | Post# 7164

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok fellow traders. I got this important information that I would like to share with you. 
There is a serious mis-price formed at 1.3405. There is a 2nd degree problem at 1.3344. 
This points to the development of a new trend. So, I will urge bears to be careful. Today 
or by friday eurusd is heading in that direction for correction and maybe continuation!!! I 

am sorry for returning!  
Hi Eurusdd, I´m qouting this interesting post for the third time. What i find interesting is 
your ranking of the problem areas. To my Eyes there´s a problem also at 1.3371-1.3379. 
If you also recognise a problem at that area, what rank would you give it? 
 
Best Regards 
 
Waez 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 2:21am | Post# 7165

 
Quoting Waez 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, I´m qouting this interesting post for the third time. What i find 
interesting is your ranking of the problem areas. To my Eyes there´s a problem also at 
1.3371-1.3379. If you also recognise a problem at that area, what rank would you give 
it? Best Regards Waez 
The time component is very important in matters of this sort. If you ask me whether the 
current target of eurusd is 1.3379, I will say my calculation gives that number <0.01 
since I have 1.32700 with probability 0.01. So, that number is not the current target 
according to the current probabilities. 
 
That will be a <1% event!!! 
 
But there is a problem on the daily chart at 1.3430 and that one is above your number. 
so, daily wise it is strong!!! I am keeping my eyes on that one and careful to avoid 
following the flock down there. But right now, we have a direction. 

 

Filipson Aug 28, 2014 4:12am | Post# 7166

 
Hy, all. I know this isn't the place to make this question but I see no other means to 
contact eurusd, so sorry everyone for bringing up the question here. 
Eurusd, what is your stance on binary options? Regarding your thread with data strings 
sometimes we can predict the color of the next bar with high probability and considering 



the returns in binary options if we can do this correct more often than not, in specific 
percentage of course, we can make all the money we need in no time. 

 

pooyan2012 Aug 28, 2014 4:52am | Post# 7167

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up has cracks. On the following time-frames, we have cracks at 1min @ 1.32133 
5min @ 1.32137 15min @ 1.32127 30min @ 1.32127 60min @ 1.32155 Therefore the 
following probabilities have been generated!!! Price movement and closing probabilities 
going forward.!!! >1.32700 = 0.01 >1.32370 = 0.30 =1.32155 = 1.00 <1.32000 = 0.85 
<1.31900 = 0.55 What do these numbers mean? At the time the numbers were 
calculated the current price always has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will 
go, One has to look at other price levels above or below... 
hi Eurusdd, 
 
first of all thank you for all the knowledge you shared with us, i really appreciate 
it.helped me to see the market differently. 
 
could you give a hint on how you calculate these probabilities. i know you calculate them 
with Markov model but i think i missed something for developing the state diagram and i 
know about your dna and all but i have some difficulties to put them together.i would 
appreciate if you could give me a hint here. 

 

tbird2121 Aug 28, 2014 4:53am | Post# 7168

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up has cracks. On the following time-frames, we have cracks at 1min @ 1.32133 
5min @ 1.32137 15min @ 1.32127 30min @ 1.32127 60min @ 1.32155 Therefore the 
following probabilities have been generated!!! Price movement and closing probabilities 
going forward.!!! >1.32700 = 0.01 >1.32370 = 0.30 =1.32155 = 1.00 <1.32000 = 0.85 
<1.31900 = 0.55 What do these numbers mean? At the time the numbers were 
calculated the current price always has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will 
go, One has to look at other price levels above or below... 
Thanks a lot Eurusdd. At your example you begin the calculation at 1.32155. Can we do 
calculation at any price/any time, or it must be at certain level? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 5:20am | Post# 7169

 
Quoting pooyan2012 
{quote} hi Eurusdd, first of all thank you for all the knowledge you shared with us, i 
really appreciate it.helped me to see the market differently. could you give a hint on how 
you calculate these probabilities. i know you calculate them with Markov model but i 
think i missed something for developing the state diagram and i know about your dna 
and all but i have some difficulties to put them together.i would appreciate if you could 
give me a hint here. 
Yeah you are right. Binary options is easy for me but I don't like the returns. Most of 
them are "you put X in and get 0.8X if you win". That is not so nice! That means you 
have to be really good. with my record of no three losses in a row, it can be done. 
Anyway, whatever I have done here is a test case. I am sharing 20% of what I know 
with more intelligent people! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 5:27am | Post# 7170



 
1 Attachment(s) 
No, the probabilities are not generated for every price level but NODES in the price flow that 
are generated using the similarity principle. Once the numbers start to pop up on the 
different time frames, like the picture below shows, we have a node and then we can 
calculate whether it will attract or repel price. 
 
Right now 1.32155 is repulsive. it is EXPECTED to push price down.. 

 

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 5:38am | Post# 7171

 
Quoting samaralala 
1.32185 significant resistance and where i plan to sell once more. 

Nice call mate  
 
I am short at 131.12 my stop are now at BE! 
 
Good luck 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 5:42am | Post# 7172

 
Any down will be restricted above 1.31761, a repulsive 
price level. This restriction will be in place for the next 678 
mins. 

 

samaralala Aug 28, 2014 5:52am | Post# 7173

 
Russians military invasion of Ukraine ( NEWS) has taken place? Some town under 
Russian control. I think this is important. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 6:01am | Post# 7174

 
1.31900, main target taken. Be careful following further on!!! That 
node is complete. 

 

jurn_e Aug 28, 2014 6:03am | Post# 7175



 
nice call hehe grab a few pips and got out. 

 

samaralala Aug 28, 2014 6:10am | Post# 7176

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.31900, main target taken. Be careful following further on!!! That node is complete. 
Do you mean following UP or DOWN? I am highly bias now for continuation of downtrend 
that's all? 

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 6:17am | Post# 7177

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.31900, main target taken. Be careful following further on!!! That node is complete. 

I think we should get back down to 1.3176  
 
Will it reach the 13167 again? 

 

samaralala Aug 28, 2014 6:20am | Post# 7178

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Any down will be restricted above 1.31761, a repulsive price level. This restriction will be 
in place for the next 678 mins. 

Exactly where it stopped. Nice Work. Can News PUSH it or is this controlled 
by some higher force? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 6:22am | Post# 7179

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Do you mean following UP or DOWN? I am highly bias now for continuation of 
downtrend that's all? 
For me, once a node is complete I am done. anything else is extra. Just be care, 1.31765 
+/- 10 pips is a dedicate level. You could see your profit erased! I will take profit now or 
reduce exposure!!! 
 
 
EURUSD is expected tp end the 600 mins above that number. so take or give 10 pips 

 

davinci15 Aug 28, 2014 6:25am | Post# 7180

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}For me, once a node is complete I am done. anything else is extra. Just be care, 
1.31765 +/- 10 pips is a dedicate level. You could see your profit erased! I will take profit 
now or reduce exposure!!! EURUSD is expected tp end the 600 mins above that number. 
so take or give 10 pips 
 
next 600 min will end above 1.3176? 

 



samaralala Aug 28, 2014 6:25am | Post# 7181

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}For me, once a node is complete I am done. anything else is extra. Just be care, 
1.31765 +/- 10 pips is a dedicate level. You could see your profit erased! I will take profit 
now or reduce exposure!!! EURUSD is expected tp end the 600 mins above that number. 
so take or give 10 pips 
fascinating. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 6:27am | Post# 7182

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Exactly where it stopped. Nice Work. Can News PUSH it or is this controlled by 
some higher force? 
repulsive does not mean price cannot touch the leve 
l. It means the level can act like a sling, providing price momentum back to where it 
came from 
! 

 

Alobez Aug 28, 2014 6:39am | Post# 7183

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} repulsive does not mean price cannot touch the leve l. It means the level can 
act like a sling, providing price momentum back to where it came from ! 

is there... 1.3172  

 

tbird2121 Aug 28, 2014 6:50am | Post# 7184

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Exactly where it stopped. Nice Work. Can News PUSH it or is this controlled by 
some higher force? 
Uncontested. I never see a perfect trader like him ... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 7:18am | Post# 7185

 
Josh, if I'm correct on the 15M then I expect a retrace to 3199.5 
 
I've found that the method doesn't work as well on the 2M, it does on 5M and 15M. 

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 7:22am | Post# 7186

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Josh, if I'm correct on the 15M then I expect a retrace to 3199.5 I've found that the 
method doesn't work as well on the 2M, it does on 5M and 15M. 
Not for me mate! but could wrk out... (I am not using Price alone to find my levels) 
 

BTW I closed my short at 1.3176  

 



Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 7:29am | Post# 7187

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Not for me mate! but could wrk out... (I am not using Price alone to find my 

levels) BTW I closed my short at 1.3176  
Anyway, 570 mins more to go. 
 
 
I am out!!! Just be careful with 1.31765 +/- 10pips. there is something wrong there. 

 

sram Aug 28, 2014 7:30am | Post# 7188

 
Hello eurusdd 
 
what is cracks? repel price?absorption? trapped price? 
Thank you. 

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 7:31am | Post# 7189

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Anyway, 570 mins more to go. I am out!!! Just be careful with 1.31765 +/- 
10pips. there is something wrong there. 

Yeah a lot of money  

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 7:32am | Post# 7190

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Not for me mate! but could wrk out... (I am not using Price alone to find my 

levels) BTW I closed my short at 1.3176  

Pretty much same price. Shorted from 3211 and 3215  

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 7:34am | Post# 7191

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Pretty much same price. Shorted from 3211 and 3215  

Great trades mate  

 

NorthTrader Aug 28, 2014 7:56am | Post# 7192

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} repulsive does not mean price cannot touch the leve l. It means the level can 
act like a sling, providing price momentum back to where it came from ! 
Any juicy hints you can throw us as to what causes these repulsive levels, Eurusdd? Do 
TZs play a part? And DS? Or is it something you can't tell us? Thanks! 

 

giovanni4000 Aug 28, 2014 8:29am | Post# 7193

 



Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Any juicy hints you can throw us as to what causes these repulsive levels, 
Eurusdd? Do TZs play a part? And DS? Or is it something you can't tell us? Thanks! 
If i am not wrong, Eurusdd has more than 5 systems (which are supporting each other). 
I think you are right, it could be part of his system that he will keep (not Similarity, 
Delay or Revolution ...). 20% of his secret that he shares to us are great, we can see the 
result of its action at the moment. I believe his other system are very very powerful ... 

 

 

Kapkhunkha Aug 28, 2014 8:51am | Post# 7194

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Anyway, 570 mins more to go. I am out!!! Just be careful with 1.31765 +/- 
10pips. there is something wrong there. 
Any one know, what does Eurusdd mean with 1.31765 +/- 10pips ? Price has visited it 
twice .... 
May be we can do scalping between 1.31665 - 1.31865 ?? 

 

elen21168 Aug 28, 2014 8:59am | Post# 7195

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Josh, if I'm correct on the 15M then I expect a retrace to 3199.5 I've found that the 
method doesn't work as well on the 2M, it does on 5M and 15M. 
I get the same at smaller TF. May be it needs some hours to go there .... I think it will do 
a swing near 1.31765, before it goes north ... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Anyway, 570 mins more to go. I am out!!! Just be careful with 1.31765 +/- 
10pips. there is something wrong there. 
 

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 9:06am | Post# 7196

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} I get the same at smaller TF. May be it needs some hours to go there .... I think 
it will do a swing near 1.31765, before it goes north ... {quote} 
There is a specific set of occurrence that I look for so it doesn't matter which price comes 
first or second.... it will be where price currently is in relation to the projected prices. 
 
15M trumps 5M timeframe. And I am finding that larger occurrences trump smaller 
occurrences. 
 
 
BIG clues there. Good luck! 
 
EDIT: 
Just remembererd... my method may not be the same as Josh's. Also he mentioned that 
he uses other things other than price to project the levels. Which is great. So again... 
using principles to come up with different implementations. As long we make the calls 
publicly then we can test. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 9:12am | Post# 7197



 
Looking for 3199 or 3192 
3192 is a test of a different method - may not work. 

 

elen21168 Aug 28, 2014 9:12am | Post# 7198

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There is a specific set of occurrence that I look for so it doesn't matter which 
price comes first or second.... it will be where price currently is in relation to the 
projected prices. 15M trumps 5M timeframe. And I am finding that larger occurrences 
trump smaller occurrences. BIG clues there. Good luck! EDIT: Just remembererd... my 
method may not be the same as Josh's. Also he mentioned that he uses other things 
other than price to project the levels. Which is great. So again... using principles to come 
up with different implementations.... 

Thanks Vlady ...  

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 9:15am | Post# 7199

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} my method may not be the same as Josh's. Also he mentioned that he uses 
other things other than price to project the levels. Which is great. So again... using 
principles to come up with different implementations. As long we make the calls publicly 
then we can test. 

I got nothing at moment got 35 pips for today  

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 9:18am | Post# 7200

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking for 3199 or 3192 3192 is a test of a different method - may not work. 

93 looks good for short  
 
(not a trade call BTW) 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 28, 2014 9:18am | Post# 7201

 
Quoting Kapkhunkha 
{quote} Any one know, what does Eurusdd mean with 1.31765 +/- 10pips ? Price has 
visited it twice .... May be we can do scalping between 1.31665 - 1.31865 ?? 
If i were you, i will do a Buy below 1.31765 (if it can reach 1.31665, then it is a good 
point to entry). I will not do a sell near 1.31865 .... 
Please read some last posts by Vlady and others ... you will get a clue .... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 9:33am | Post# 7202

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} If i were you, i will do a Buy below 1.31765 (if it can reach 1.31665, then it is a 
good point to entry). I will not do a sell near 1.31865 .... Please read some last posts by 
Vlady and others ... you will get a clue .... 
Excellent! 
 



What is interesting is how price has evolved or developed. Because the gap has been 
closed, by .6 pips on my broker, I don't see anymore upside beyond 3220. 
3185 was my line in the sand but you can see how 3172 has become today's level. 
 
I would suggest people look at 50% ranges to figure out which retraces are more likely 
to occur. These are the safest entries at 15M and 5M. 

 

josh11 Aug 28, 2014 10:26am | Post# 7203

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} mine is this: should continue after going back up to 1.3176! {image} 
Well I thought 1.3167 was done but maybe it wasn't! 
 

It is now!!  

 

sspremj Aug 28, 2014 10:39am | Post# 7204

 
Hi, 
 
Can anyone please post just the .ex4 of r-v1 and r-v2 attached in post #1. 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 11:17am | Post# 7205

 
343 mins to go. eurusd should close above 1.31765. 
 

Freefox Aug 28, 2014 11:46am | Post# 7206

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
343 mins to go. eurusd should close above 1.31765. 
 
343 mins = 5h 45m, so that means it will be at 22:00 UK time (BST) (or 21:00 GMT). 
 
Is there any significance that it is that time - ie. is it because that is taken by a lot of the 
Brokers as end-of day roll-over for Forex? 

 

orid Aug 28, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 7207

 
hi all , my first post here, 
many thanks to EURUSD and all the nice people that have contributed here to a fantastic 
thread 
been reading for the last week started over from the beginning 3 times lol and only up to 
page 180, still struggling for everything to sink into this old head, and will probably have 
to start from the beginning again soon. 
really battling to catch up with the amount of new pages will take me quite awhile. 
really admire all you guys that are getting the hang of all the different ways to trade this 
, I'm only still at the stage of masterminds template with the CI s and trading very 
successful the last week, 168 pips on demo. trying and determined to get my head 
around the stoch BB ,ZZ will get there eventually . sorry can't contribute anything . 



thanks again great work here wish you all good luck and good health . 
Regards orid peter 

 

wireash Aug 28, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 7208

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just wanna show you guys what im up against 
and also trying to learn how to post images on FF 
thanks 

 

 

wireash Aug 28, 2014 2:17pm | Post# 7209

 
1 Attachment(s) 
thanks e/u  
i made 70 pips on live account with your strategy 
the only thing i added to it were: 
two RED BULL.S 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 2:21pm | Post# 7210

 
Approx 150 mins to go. eurusd should close above 1.31765 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 7211

 
Quoting wireash 
thanks e/u i made 70 pips on live account with your strategy the only thing i added to it 
were: two RED BULL.S {image} 

That is the spirit. I love that drink!!!  

 

wireash Aug 28, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 7212

 
make that 84 pips today!! 
Im short at 1.3189 
 
LOL (SUGAR FREE) 
cause patience is a VIRTUE 

 

shiva Aug 28, 2014 2:38pm | Post# 7213

 
Quoting wireash 



thanks e/u i made 70 pips on live account with your strategy the only thing i added to it 
were: two RED BULL.S {image} 
Ever try this new drink called whiskey? 

 

wireash Aug 28, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 7214

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Ever try this new drink called whiskey? 
Im testing it right now! 
but the result.s MIGHT BE FUZZY 

 

junior.eso Aug 28, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 7215

 
Hi everyone, 
Someone have a manual aboult trade zones? 
I read sometimes and yet cannot understand. 
A manual will be helpful for many people. 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 7216

 
60 mins left for EURUSD. Bye 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 28, 2014 3:58pm | Post# 7217

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
60 mins left for EURUSD. Bye 

Is it your picture ?????  

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 4:06pm | Post# 7218

 
Quoting Trillion2015 

{quote} Is it your picture ?????  

sure!! The face behind the thread!  

 

burnssss Aug 28, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 7219

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}sure!! The face behind the thread!  
I would specify a little more,  

The face behind the threads !!!  jajaja 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 28, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 7220

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote}sure!! The face behind the thread!  
Now we know the genius ..... 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Aug 28, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 7221

 
1 Attachment(s) 

EURUSD ended the 678 mins at 1.31811, above 1.31765 as 
expected... 
 

Thank 

you.   

 

tbird2121 Aug 28, 2014 6:55pm | Post# 7222

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}sure!! The face behind the thread!  

 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}14 hrs just ended. Look at where eurusd close. 1.3369..... 
Quoting Eurusdd 
EURUSD ended the 678 mins at 1.31811, above 1.31765 as expected... Thank 
you.{image} 

Really great, very precise prediction .... People at other place should see this ...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 28, 2014 8:39pm | Post# 7223

 
I'm clearly drunk but sobering up to be posting this late at night. 
But here's an interesting tidbit - on a rough average, there are usually 11 UP bars in a 24 
hour day so far in 2014. Less than 50%! 
G'night. hic! 

 

tbird2121 Aug 28, 2014 9:15pm | Post# 7224

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm clearly drunk but sobering up to be posting this late at night. But here's an 
interesting tidbit - on a rough average, there are usually 11 UP bars in a 24 hour day so 
far in 2014. Less than 50%! G'night. hic! 

Have a nice dream mate ...  

 

tbird2121 Aug 28, 2014 9:58pm | Post# 7225



 
Quoting orid 
hi all , my first post here, many thanks to EURUSD and all the nice people that have 
contributed here to a fantastic thread been reading for the last week started over from 
the beginning 3 times lol and only up to page 180, still struggling for everything to sink 
into this old head, and will probably have to start from the beginning again soon. really 
battling to catch up with the amount of new pages will take me quite awhile. really 
admire all you guys that are getting the hang of all the different ways to trade this , I'm 
only still at the stage... 
If you have free time, do not forget to read other threads by Eurusdd ... i got something 

after i read them all more than 3 times ....  

Quoting wireash 
Just wanna show you guys what im up against and also trying to learn how to post 
images on FF thanks {image} 
Nice picture mate ... 

 

Forexcube Aug 28, 2014 10:08pm | Post# 7226

 
Quoting sspremj 
Hi, Can anyone please post just the .ex4 of r-v1 and r-v2 attached in post #1. Thanks 
You can it compile with the MetaEditor (F7). 
FXcube 

 

Thienduong Aug 28, 2014 11:01pm | Post# 7227

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
That problem at 1.3430 is still unsolved and all the conditions- apart from the time I 
expected correction- are still valid! So, I am careful about this down and always on the 
guard against a run-away price leaving everyone stuck down there. Sometimes, 
correction can delay a little but that is where the fun begins! The problem bar is on a 
daily-chart and so, definitely it may take a little while but keep your eyes on it! 
Thanks Eurusdd, that price was from long time ago. Is it possible to know when it will be 
touched again (approximately) ? The trend now is short, so it must be some day in 
middle/end of next month? 

 

orid Aug 29, 2014 3:28am | Post# 7228

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} If you have free time, do not forget to read other threads by Eurusdd ... i got 

something after i read them all more than 3 times .... {quote} Nice picture mate ... 
ty tbird2121 for the encouragement will do that, reading the pdfs at the moment that 

were kindly supplied by others here  
Orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 3:46am | Post# 7229

 
Could be a whipsaw day with CPI figures coming out. 
The 15M still has 3199 as a possible return touch setting up a short. 3192 is also there 
but I think that comes from 5M. 
All of these above 3184 so bullish look but not bullish feel in this ranging market. Could 



remain like this until next month's NFP. 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 4:47am | Post# 7230

 
Does anyone have Transient Zones indicator but for meta-trader 5?? 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 5:06am | Post# 7231

 
Yesterday i wrote something like Russians are invading Ukraine, well this morning turns 
out the evidence provided was graphics from a PC game :-) 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:08am | Post# 7232

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Could be a whipsaw day with CPI figures coming out. The 15M still has 3199 as a 
possible return touch setting up a short. 3192 is also there but I think that comes from 
5M. All of these above 3184 so bullish look but not bullish feel in this ranging market. 
Could remain like this until next month's NFP. 
Average between the two 3199 and 3192 = 3195 
 
Edit: 
Shorted 3193 and 3186 (bad entry, fat fingers), stops now to BE... would really like to 
see the 3150 broken. 

 

handy148 Aug 29, 2014 5:15am | Post# 7233

 
Well we got 93.7 on that news spike. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:16am | Post# 7234

 
Quoting handy148 
Well we got 93.7 on that news spike. 
Mine says 3195 top 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 5:21am | Post# 7235

 
I think we must be getting back to 1.3160 . i would Love that too...  

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:23am | Post# 7236

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Average between the two 3199 and 3192 = 3195 Edit: Shorted 3193 and 3186 
(bad entry, fat fingers), stops now to BE... would really like to see the 3150 broken. 
Hmmm.... took my 12 pips. 3199 is still out there. 
It's right on 3180-3185... AGAIN!  
Makes it really hard to project. 

 



vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:27am | Post# 7237

 
Flat and out. 
 
Whilst the market is trying to make a decision, has anyone taken a further look at Josh's 
recent posts about recurrent events? 
I managed to figure something out after about almost 2 weeks of thinking about it. 15M 
timeframe. I've dropped some decent hints as well. 
Good for scalping and positioning entries. Doesn't always work out - but with good MM, 
the risk reduction is excellent. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:30am | Post# 7238

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmmm.... took my 12 pips. 3199 is still out there. It's right on 3180-3185... 
AGAIN! Makes it really hard to project. 
3181 was a projected midpoint and it turned there.... dammit. That big long wick 15M 
bar is doing my head in. On the face of it, I expect it now to go up... possibly to 3199. I 
don't have anything pointing further than 3200. So I will sideline myself I think and set 
my alerts for 3190. 

 

josh11 Aug 29, 2014 5:42am | Post# 7239

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} 93 looks good for short (not a trade call BTW) 

Had a pending order at 93 with smaller lots  
 
nearly to the pip!!  
 
SL now at BE.... 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 5:47am | Post# 7240

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Had a pending order at 93 with smaller lots nearly to the pip!! SL now at 
BE.... 
I took mine out for +12 when it hesitated around 3180-3185. I have a feeling it will try 
for 3199 
UJ about to pop upwards as well. So not sure if I should enter now or wait for that 
ultimate retrace. LOL 
Got a meeting at 11am as well.... grrr 

 

NorthTrader Aug 29, 2014 6:20am | Post# 7241

 
I went long at 85 about an hour ago. Crap entry but I missed my ideal entry at 65 due to 

work (and forgot to transmit my pending order ). Reason now is that huge TZ on 
M15. If that TZ doesn't get filled then this baby is going down big time! 

 

Filipson Aug 29, 2014 6:42am | Post# 7242



 
Eurusd, thank you for answering my question, I admire your work very much. I don't 
know if any of you guys uses Teletrader pro, but if you do I have done some coding 
regarding to the use of similarity system (when you use similarity of the price and stoch). 
However I can't post my indicator, but if you are interested PM me and I will send you 
the code.. 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 6:58am | Post# 7243

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I took mine out for +12 when it hesitated around 3180-3185. I have a feeling it 
will try for 3199 UJ about to pop upwards as well. So not sure if I should enter now or 
wait for that ultimate retrace. LOL Got a meeting at 11am as well.... grrr 
Put in a pending short @ 3195 before going into my meeting. Just came out to see it 
triggered. Stops to BE. 
Didn't make 3199, so interesting "double top" LOL 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 7:15am | Post# 7244

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
I went long at 85 about an hour ago. Crap entry but I missed my ideal entry at 65 due to 

work (and forgot to transmit my pending order ). Reason now is that huge TZ on 
M15. If that TZ doesn't get filled then this baby is going down big time! 
YES a big time down to 1.3160 

 

sspremj Aug 29, 2014 7:29am | Post# 7245

 
Quoting Forexcube 
{quote} You can it compile with the MetaEditor (F7). FXcube 
Hi, 
 
I tried to compile, but it gave errors and warnings. "SetLevelValue - Declaration without 
type" and it is not compiling and hence no .ex4 file is produced. If you could please 
attach the .ex4 files, very much appreicated. 
 
Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 7:31am | Post# 7246

 
This point most people will never believe because it is counter-
intuitive. 
 

Price move news/fundamentals and not the other way round. 
The news that will be released tomorrow is based on the current 
price and the sequence of prices before the release. The nature of 
news releases are designed to have a particular impact on price. 
Most of this effect is measurable and successful. So, Technical 
analysis can give you a lead into the kind of news release you 



should expect!!! 
 

The data is KING!!!  
 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 7:40am | Post# 7247

 
For example: if certain powers that be, after studying the history of price, believe that 
the current price/trend is not desirable; they will set into motion certain events that will 
lead to a particular news outcome, which they hope will set price/trend in the right 
direction. 
These guys have mastered this art of market mechanics. 
 
So, it is the price which is king. 
 
I have never really looked at economic calendars because I know the secret is not there. 
The secret is in the price action dynamics. 

 

Filipson Aug 29, 2014 7:41am | Post# 7248

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This point most people will never believe because it is counter-intuitive. Price move 
news/fundamentals and not the other way round. The news that will be released 
tomorrow is based on the current price and the sequence of prices before the release. 
The nature of news releases are designed to have a particular impact on price. Most of 
this effect is measurable and successful. So, Technical analysis can give you a lead into 
the kind of news release you should expect!!! The data is KING!!! 
It actually makes sense.. probably ''the best of the best'' will react on the news earlier 
(have information earlier or other knowledge of it), that's why they are the best. Usually 
those guys control the biggest amounts of money, so they kinda show the news to the 

rest of use before it happens so the movement will occur prior to the news.. Is that 
what you are saying? 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 7:53am | Post# 7249

 
Plzzz, I am not against fundamentalists or Economists. I have a degree in Economics and 
I know that no trader will ever place a trade(manually) without looking at least one step 
back into price history, unless the trade is meant to hedge a position or meaningless!!! 
 
That should tell you that history matters. DONE! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 7:58am | Post# 7250

 
Yesterday, I said 1.31765 is supposed to act as a sling..... So, watch 1.32155 again. With 
1.31765 as center of gravity, we could sling our way to 1.32155. Processing probabilities 
now 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 8:01am | Post# 7251

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



Plzzz, I am not against fundamentalists or Economists. I have a degree in Economics and 
I know that no trader will ever place a trade(manually) without looking at least one step 
back into price history, unless the trade is meant to hedge a position or meaningless!!! 
That should tell you that history matters. DONE! 
Selling @ 1.31960 going to 1.31760 

 

Forex-test Aug 29, 2014 8:01am | Post# 7252

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting sspremj 
{quote} Hi, I tried to compile, but it gave errors and warnings. "SetLevelValue - 
Declaration without type" and it is not compiling and hence no .ex4 file is produced. If 
you could please attach the .ex4 files, very much appreicated. Thanks 
The attached versions compile with no problems. 
r-v1.mq4 
r-v2.mq4  

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 8:13am | Post# 7253

 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
 

>1.32300 = 0.60 
 

>1.32155 = 0.80 
 

=1.31870= 1.00 
 

<1.31700 = 0.30 
 

<1.31590 = 0.10 
 

What do these numbers mean? 

At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always 
has probability 1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has 
to look at other price levels above or below the current one. It is 
clear that price levels above 1.31870 have higher probabilities. 
Therefore, I will call UP for EURUSD with main target 1.32155+.  
 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 8:16am | Post# 7254

 
If you right drinks are on me :-) 

 

beachloup Aug 29, 2014 8:27am | Post# 7255

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! >1.32300 = 0.60 >1.32155 = 
0.80 =1.31870= 1.00 <1.31700 = 0.30 <1.31590 = 0.10 What do these numbers 
mean? At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 



1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or 
below the current one. It is clear that price levels above 1.31870 have higher 
probabilities. Therefore, I will call UP for EURUSD with main target 1.32155+. 
 
Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime.. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 8:34am | Post# 7256

 
Quoting samaralala 
If you right drinks are on me :-) 
My drink will cost you $100. Please wire that money to me within the next 12 hrs!!! You 

can start the processing now.  
 
Whatever news will be released for the USA today will most likely 
be NEGATIVE in order to support these probabilities.  

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 8:38am | Post# 7257

 
Quoting beachloup 
{quote} Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime.. 
Only a lazy man wants free-lunch when others have gone through 350 pages of stress!! 

 

beachloup Aug 29, 2014 8:41am | Post# 7258

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Only a lazy man wants free-lunch when others have gone through 350 pages of 
stress!! 
I think your are underestimating the stress you are causing some of us behind the 
scenes... 

 

Neio Aug 29, 2014 8:45am | Post# 7259

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! >1.32300 = 0.60 >1.32155 = 
0.80 =1.31870= 1.00 <1.31700 = 0.30 <1.31590 = 0.10 What do these numbers 
mean? At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 
1. To have an idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or 
below the current one. It is clear that price levels above 1.31870 have higher 
probabilities. Therefore, I will call UP for EURUSD with main target 1.32155+. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Are those price levels determined by concepts that you have shown in this thread or are 
they part of your other systems that won't be revealed? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 



sspremj Aug 29, 2014 8:48am | Post# 7260

 
Quoting Forex-test 
{quote} The attached versions compile with no problems. {file} {file} 
 
Thank you very much. They work. 

 

NorthTrader Aug 29, 2014 8:59am | Post# 7261

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My drink will cost you $100. Please wire that money to me within the next 12 

hrs!!! You can start the processing now. Whatever news will be released for the USA 
today will most likely be NEGATIVE in order to support these probabilities. 
What's your take on geopolitical news, Eurusdd, such as the Ukraine situation? Do you 
think that is manipulated too? 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:27am | Post# 7262

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My drink will cost you $100. Please wire that money to me within the next 12 

hrs!!! You can start the processing now. Whatever news will be released for the USA 
today will most likely be NEGATIVE in order to support these probabilities. 
Yes, well looks like for now - no drinks to you just yet! :-) 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:32am | Post# 7263

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Selling @ 1.31960 going to 1.31760 
 

You see everyone had you followed me you would have made $$$$ -  
 
I am awesome. Now at this point we are going up for a little 1.31845 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 9:33am | Post# 7264

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Yes, well looks like for now - no drinks to you just yet! :-) 
Not so fast buddy. don't react to those little movements. The eventual deal is key. That 
down is a stepping stone to me. There are low probabilities down there. I will not follow 
that trick!!! 
 
I don't trade low probabilities! 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:36am | Post# 7265

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Not so fast buddy. don't react to those little movements. The eventual deal is 
key. That down is a stepping stone to me. There are low probabilities down there. I will 
not follow that trick!!! I don't trade low probabilities! 



Very emotional day for me here... 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:38am | Post# 7266

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Very emotional day for me here... 
My master no. 1 cleared his account completely. I still - can't believe it. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 9:38am | Post# 7267

 
Those probabilities are for CLOSING prices going forward, not 10mins or 20mins 
randomness. If the next 3-4 hrs end and eurusd is at 1.3159 and below, I will declare I 
failed! NOT NOW!!! 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:39am | Post# 7268

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Those probabilities are for CLOSING prices going forward, not 10mins or 20mins 
randomness. If the next 3-4 hrs end and eurusd is at 1.3159 and below, I will declare I 
failed! NOT NOW!!! 
Ok OK!! 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:42am | Post# 7269

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Those probabilities are for CLOSING prices going forward, not 10mins or 20mins 
randomness. If the next 3-4 hrs end and eurusd is at 1.3159 and below, I will declare I 
failed! NOT NOW!!! 
 
can one assume that GBP/USD shall close higher today as well then? Above 1.66050? 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 9:44am | Post# 7270

 
That monster is going for the top. 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 9:51am | Post# 7271

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Not so fast buddy. don't react to those little movements. The eventual deal is 
key. That down is a stepping stone to me. There are low probabilities down there. I will 
not follow that trick!!! I don't trade low probabilities! 
Hey drinks here in UK are in a PUB ( not over the wire- I do not know what 'over the 
wire' place is)?? 
 
- So to clarify, when you visit UK then we take you to a pub and get you really drunk. 
Vlady can join us too - he is local here somewhere i think! 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7272



 
1 Attachment(s) 

1.31700 is the first key number with a closing probability below 50%. If eurusd 
hits and closes below that then I will be concerned! Where it is now is about 
50:50. That is where I am considering a 

buy.  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 10:07am | Post# 7273

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.31700 is the first key number with a closing probability below 50%. If eurusd hits and 
closes below that then I will be concerned! Where it is now is about 50:50. That is where 
I am considering a buy.{image} 
Observation:  
What I am seeing is that the price is concentrating around the magical pivot.  
 
Today that magical number is 1.3185, yesterday it was around your weird number 
1.3176 I think. So fraction higher.  
 
The difference b/w the two is important as it is a determinant for the next day in most 
ranging days scenarios. :-)  

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 10:12am | Post# 7274

 
Well that was a looooong 3 hour lunch! LOL 
Got stopped out of my short from 3195....GRRR. 
Looking for long. It's about 3176/3184. 
 

Edit: In at 3184  
 
Edit Edit: Stopped out -10 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 10:13am | Post# 7275

 



Money is flowing into this thing right now and I believe EURUSD is 
going to run up there and there is nothing anyone or any news 
can do about it.  
 

I will be back, when it is done!  
 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 10:13am | Post# 7276

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Hey drinks here in UK are in a PUB ( not over the wire- I do not know what 'over 
the wire' place is)?? - So to clarify, when you visit UK then we take you to a pub and get 
you really drunk. Vlady can join us too - he is local here somewhere i think! 
i will fly to uk and join the drinking party, or perhaps you can be my guests here and we 

can get wasted on the black sea coast Lets see if we can spot similarity/dissimilarity 

between 3 bottles of scotch The delicate levels will be 700ml,600ml,500ml... and all 

technicals and fundamentals point down...  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 10:27am | Post# 7277

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} i will fly to uk and join the drinking party, or perhaps you can be my guests here 

and we can get wasted on the black sea coast Lets see if we can spot 

similarity/dissimilarity between 3 bottles of scotch The delicate levels will be 

700ml,600ml,500ml... and all technicals and fundamentals point down...  
 

Yey, sounds good...  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 10:28am | Post# 7278

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} i will fly to uk and join the drinking party, or perhaps you can be my guests here 

and we can get wasted on the black sea coast Lets see if we can spot 

similarity/dissimilarity between 3 bottles of scotch The delicate levels will be 

700ml,600ml,500ml... and all technicals and fundamentals point down...  
 
"Those that trade together, stay together" :-) 

 

shiva Aug 29, 2014 10:29am | Post# 7279

 
Quoting beachloup 
{quote} Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime.. 
Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach him to fish and he will get on a boat, 
sit on his a$$ and drink beer all day... 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 10:30am | Post# 7280



 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach him to fish and he will get 
on a boat, sit on his a$$ and drink beer all day... 
 
I don't like boats personally, I prefer forest...that's all 

 

vlady1974 Aug 29, 2014 10:32am | Post# 7281

 

Quoting samaralala 

{quote} Hey drinks here in UK are in a PUB ( not over the wire- I do not know what 'over 
the wire' place is)?? - So to clarify, when you visit UK then we take you to a pub and get 
you really drunk. Vlady can join us too - he is local here somewhere i think!  
London town baby! 
Beeehhaaaave! 

 

shiva Aug 29, 2014 10:44am | Post# 7282

 
Find any similarity between this thread and this blog?  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 10:56am | Post# 7283

 
Quoting shiva 

Find any similarity between this thread and this blog?  
Did you write it? 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 11:04am | Post# 7284

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.31700 is the first key number with a closing probability below 50%. If eurusd hits and 
closes below that then I will be concerned! Where it is now is about 50:50. That is where 
I am considering a buy.{image} 
well, what now. UK adding more sanctions for Russia.... i think we have EURO falling 
again.... 

 

shiva Aug 29, 2014 11:04am | Post# 7285

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Did you write it? 
Nope, its not my blog, wonder who that is. 

 

burnssss Aug 29, 2014 11:08am | Post# 7286

 
lol  
Post the same and knowing the unknowns. 
Two variables, "h" and "k".  
For each "k" there is an "h" concrete.  
You can have h = constant, but not optimize the process, because if h = constant then k 



= constant most of the time.  
Whereupon, if "k" is not known, the system is not optimal and may fail.  
My head tour around "k". 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 11:20am | Post# 7287

 
Ha ha... News does matter people 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 11:29am | Post# 7288

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Nope, its not my blog, wonder who that is. 
LiquidGenius 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 11:32am | Post# 7289

 
I expected a return towards 1.3160 but not in this way... Now I expect 1.3195 but I may 
be out of my mind 

 

Filipson Aug 29, 2014 11:33am | Post# 7290

 
I'm still sticking up with eurusd even if we fail, he is probably the best trader I saw. one 

loss not enough to shake my faith  

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 11:36am | Post# 7291

 
One thing is sure though. Bulls stops were hit by a lightning Optimal time to buy 

eurusd, anyone ?  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 11:37am | Post# 7292

 
Quoting Filipson 
I'm still sticking up with eurusd even if we fail, he is probably the best trader I saw. one 

loss not enough to shake my faith  
Mate you are mad. 
 
I like Eurusdd.. he might be mighty trader but he is not invincible. No one is. I once 
followed someone like that and the matter of the actual example is, that someone, just 
cleared his account this morning: from 370K to -20K. More importantly this trader did 
over 2,000 trades in 3 months and the maximum he lost was 0!! Then on the 15th 
July....his DD kept getting bigger and bigger, doubling up to correct it on the 8th August 
and then Boom! He was gone on the 29th August 2014.... 
 
He was too proud to take a loss. He HOPED for return. When you hope you are 
gambling= dead. 
 
 
I follow news and what I lack in Technical I compensate in geopolitical. :-) 



 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 11:45am | Post# 7293

 
Big sharks eating fish tails. The other name for that shoud be - geopolitics  

 

Neio Aug 29, 2014 11:46am | Post# 7294

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.31700 is the first key number with a closing probability below 50%. If eurusd hits and 
closes below that then I will be concerned! Where it is now is about 50:50. That is where 
I am considering a buy.{image} 
 
Just because something has a low probability does not mean it can't happen. Just need 
to make sure that take the appropriate steps to manage it when it does. Like today. 

 

Filipson Aug 29, 2014 11:47am | Post# 7295

 
First of all don't forget all of this is just a game  
second of all I like eurusd because when everyone goes one way he goes the other.. 
even the similarity method can be described that way..  
third if I lose I lose, but money management is clearly something your boy didn't study 

well enough.. that's why I can allow myself to fail.. not something I enjoy, but I can 

take it without clearing my acc  
 
What do you say eurusd come to my house on island Rab in Croatia for a drink tonight? 

We can watch the news together  

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 11:49am | Post# 7296

 
Quoting Filipson 

First of all don't forget all of this is just a game second of all I like eurusd because 
when everyone goes one way he goes the other.. even the similarity method can be 
described that way.. third if I lose I lose, but money management is clearly something 

your boy didn't study well enough.. that's why I can allow myself to fail.. not 

something I enjoy, but I can take it without clearing my acc What do you say eurusd 
come to my house on island Rab in Croatia for a drink tonight? We can watch the news 

together  
 
Sretno onda... :-) 
 
P.s Ovo nije igra za mene. U smislu da ja ovo ozbiljno uzimam. 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 11:53am | Post# 7297

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} Hello People: I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a 
deep-mathematical support for what you are about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot 
of things you already know and initially I opened a demo-account for the EXPLORER 
section but I may not have the time to trade it daily at this time. Therefore, I waNT all of 



you to have a basic idea of the principle underlying this thread. The demo-
account(EXPLORER) EURUSDpips that I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 
days before I closed it today! I also traded... 
 
I am NOT doubting that you an excellent trader. I will still get you that DRINK! Just 
saying... well the obvious 

 

tashkent Aug 29, 2014 11:59am | Post# 7298

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Mate you are mad. I like Eurusdd.. he might be mighty trader but he is not 
invincible. No one is. I once followed someone like that and the matter of the actual 
example is, that someone, just cleared his account this morning: from 370K to -20K. 
More importantly this trader did over 2,000 trades in 3 months and the most he lost was 
0!! He was too proud to take a loss. He HOPED for return. When you hope you are 
gambling= dead. I follow news and what I lack in Technical I compensate in geopolitical. 
:-) 
high win rate means nothing in this game. i can explain this for hours but here is my own 
example: a had an account (later spread into smaller sub accounts) where total pips loss 
were around 1000. winning trades were just over 50% with total of 200 trades. so i lost 
about 100 trades yet i had 45% account increase. 
the trick was having as much losers as possible by cutting bad trades and keep the few 
winners. other side of the story is using the leverage the right way. 
people try to get good record - low losing, high winning trades, perfect entries, etc etc. 
who does not want 100 losing trades with 10 pips and just 10 winning trades with 200 
pips? 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 7299

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} high win rate means nothing in this game. i can explain this for hours but here is 
my own example: a had an account (later spread into smaller sub accounts) where total 
pips loss were around 1000. winning trades were just over 50% with total of 200 trades. 
so i lost about 100 trades yet i had 45% account increase. the trick was having as much 
losers as possible by cutting bad trades and keep the few winners. other side of the story 
is using the leverage the right way. people try to get good record - low losing, high 
winning trades, perfect... 
I agree with you, but it took months to see the light and many losses!!! Self-reflection 
does help.  
 
It is intuitive bits that kill you. Naturally we are more inclined to take profits quickly and 
ride the losers for longer. Once you trained your self to do the exact opposite you are 
almost there. 

 

feline207 Aug 29, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 7300

 
we will be having drinks later, bears are going to pay the bill in advance 

 

tashkent Aug 29, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 7301

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I agree with you, but it took months to see the light and many losses!!! Self-



reflection does help. It is intuitive bits that kill you. Naturally we are more inclined to 
take profits quickly and ride the losers for longer. Once you trained your self to do the 
exact opposite you are almost there. 
yes. and apply to this the power of leverage (advised ONLY to experienced) 
waiting losers to turn around actually works most of the time because of the cyclic 
behavior of the market. But it is guaranteed that you will get at least one trade that will 
never look back until clears your account. so as you said reverse this way of thinking and 
build your strategy. and train your PATIENCE, because you will need a lot of it. 

 

tashkent Aug 29, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 7302

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For example: if certain powers that be, after studying the history of price, believe that 
the current price/trend is not desirable; they will set into motion certain events that will 
lead to a particular news outcome, which they hope will set price/trend in the right 
direction. These guys have mastered this art of market mechanics. So, it is the price 
which is king. I have never really looked at economic calendars because I know the 
secret is not there. The secret is in the price action dynamics. 
would you mind elaborating a little the highlighted words. i do not think anybody has 
such power. 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 7303

 
UK Threat level = HIGH. Just announced. 
 
As I am not trading EUR until it consolidates somewhere... 
 
In the meantime I think GBP/USD could go down to lower levels. 
 
Looking at the monthly data GBP is flying higher than ideal. 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 7304

 
Now I guess that didn't work. Price is below 1.3159 

 

Eurusdd Aug 29, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 7305

 
Once 1.31700 was hit move was rejected 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 7306

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now I guess that didn't work. Price is below 1.3159 
Mate poo happens. Don't worry I think US news are not as pessimistic as they are here in 
the UK. I actually, understand that under the 'normal' conditions your calls would have 
most likely worked but other 'bits' of data need to be placed into the equation in order to 
make it even better. 

 

tashkent Aug 29, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 7307



 
1 Attachment(s) 
two shorts on CADJPY (two small triangles). the correct -h- and almost right -k- values. 

 

 

Baillie Aug 29, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 7308

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Did you write it? 
Liquid Genius is the guy who wrote it. 

 

samaralala Aug 29, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 7309

 
Good weekend everyone - bed time. 

 

Trillion2015 Aug 29, 2014 4:20pm | Post# 7310

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now I guess that didn't work. Price is below 1.3159 
Things happen sometimes. It does not matter. Still you are one of the best ....  
We will be looking forward to get your view next week... 

Have a good weekend...........  

 

cielo55588 Aug 29, 2014 11:13pm | Post# 7311



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image}{image} Hello People: I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-
mathematical support for what you are about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot of things 
you already know and initially I opened a demo-account for the EXPLORER section but I may 
not have the time to trade it daily at this time. Therefore, I waNT all of you to have a basic 
idea of the principle underlying this thread. The demo-account(EXPLORER) EURUSDpips that 
I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days before I closed it today! I also 
traded... 
Hi, 
My first post in this thread. Thanks Eurusdd, your result is great ..... 
Thanks to other people who contribute here too. 

This is what i get so far, EU may be go up on Monday .... ???  
Any correction is welcome ... 
 
Thanks 

 

 

probabilita Aug 29, 2014 11:33pm | Post# 7312

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hallo, 
 
Thanks Eurusdd, nice system !! I have read all posts in this thread - as all of you has done, 
and trying to share what i got. 
Do i have it right ? Will it bullish next week ? 
 
Thank you. 



 

 

handy148 Aug 30, 2014 5:57am | Post# 7313

 
Read on another FF thread that GBPUSD has only traded down 3 months consecutively 4 
times in the last 21 years. 
 
Might be food for thought in terms of probabilities or maybe in terms of this system the 
odds are good enough. 

 

diceman555 Aug 30, 2014 6:32am | Post# 7314

 
1 Attachment(s) 
13120 has been a converged level ive been looking at this past week,if price trades below 
that level i would expect to see 13036 longer term comming into the frame,short term for 
me i will look at the average price across mutiple time periods and take my bias from there. 
 
upwards pressure will take us to13269 and consolidate around that level,again this is from 
larger t/f so certainly not immediate,ill recalculate all the time periods and look for a 
converged zone,will post here 
 
if we look at the consolidated area ,this was the lower levels from daily weekly and 4 
hour,this area of convergence captures a multitude of diferent party interests,resulting in a 
period of agreement.this emphasizes the usefulness of potential levels from lead candles 
across mutiple t/frames.price ofcoarse will naturally go there.the more time periods that 
converge the greater the the expectation 
 
the result of this is the range that develops in the consolidation the agreed value,this is 
were advantage can be taken trading the shorter time frame levels. 



 

 

Eurusdd Aug 30, 2014 6:44am | Post# 7315

 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people 
misunderstand why most of my contributions to trading are associated 
with probability. 
When I say that my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 
1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not 
mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just trading rationally. 
Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to design 
your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare 
events do not take you out of profit when they happen. 
This is the most difficult part of sharing your thoughts with others. People 
usually do not see things the way you do. Furthermore, they may not 
have seen the many other times you got it right but just that 1 or 2 10% 
events. 
 
Well, I am a little tired and really need a break. I believe I affected some 
people and they will gain from my time here. I am not hiding my true 
identity because there is nothing to hide.  
 
I lost yesterday's trade on the first attempt but my loss was only 
10pips!!!! Like I said, 1.31700 was the first number with probability below 
50%. That is where I bought and took 15 pips when it when up. Then it 
came down again and I bought again, but this time it didn't go up as 
expected but one the 1min chart,a candle closed below 1.31700. I lost 10 
pips then. But once it closed below 1.31700, I knew then that the 10% 
event was likely and so I sold! That is one way to trade probabilistically.  

 

burnssss Aug 30, 2014 6:52am | Post# 7316

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand 



why most of my contributions to trading are associated with probability. When I say that 
my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, 
THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just 
trading rationally. Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to 
design your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare events 
do not take you out of profit when they... 
eurusdd, you give very reliable calls,  
41 trades, and all successful !!!,  
I agree that you rely on a probabilistic system.  
There are events that, though with little probability of their occurrence, may happen.  

It is the world of probability. Nothing is 100% secure.   

 

diceman555 Aug 30, 2014 7:03am | Post# 7317

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand 
why most of my contributions to trading are associated with probability. When I say that 
my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, 
THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just 
trading rationally. Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to 
design your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare events 
do not take you out of profit when they... 
exactly,you can not teach people that part.changing and adapting to evolving 
circumstance.hence thats why probability is the key . 
 
regards 
dice 

 

Eurusdd Aug 30, 2014 7:05am | Post# 7318

 
uI knew 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} eurusdd, you give very reliable calls, 41 trades, and all successful !!!, I agree 
that you rely on a probabilistic system. There are events that, though with little 
probability of their occurrence, may happen. It is the world of probability. Nothing is 

100% secure.   
If I knew burnsss I won't mind developing a system with him. The guy understands the 
nature of the game! Thank u 

 

Eurusdd Aug 30, 2014 7:22am | Post# 7319

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Congrats samaralala!!! 



no
w in the future, people should always watch the first number on the other side of the call. 
Like the case below!! 

 

NorthTrader Aug 30, 2014 9:01am | Post# 7320

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand 
why most of my contributions to trading are associated with probability. When I say that 
my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, 
THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just 
trading rationally. Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to 
design your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare events 
do not take you out of profit when they... 
Well, you've certainly affected me, Eurusdd. I've been thinking of little else for the last 
two weeks! 
 

Thanks again, and enjoy your break  

 

tbird2121 Aug 30, 2014 9:49am | Post# 7321

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand 
why most of my contributions to trading are associated with probability. When I say that 
my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, 
THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just 
trading rationally. Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to 
design your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare events 
do not take you out of profit when they... 
Thanks a lot Eurusdd .... you have showed me how to see the market differently, and it 
is really great. I found so many peoples said that price will up / down because indicator A 



crosses indicator B, etc .. etc ... But no one can tell me where the price will go exactly ( 
4/5 digits ), and when it can happened. From your calls and trading results, i can see 

that you are a really great trader ...  
If 2-3% of your calls are failed, i can say that it is a very good result - only God who has 

no errors .... You have done much much better than a commercial signal provider !!! 

 
 
Thanks again for all you have done for us, have a nice break .... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 30, 2014 10:12am | Post# 7322

 
Quoting diceman555 
13120 has been a converged level ive been looking at this past week,if price trades 
below that level i would expect to see 13036 longer term comming into the frame,short 
term for me i will look at the average price across mutiple time periods and take my bias 
from there. upwards pressure will take us to13269 and consolidate around that 
level,again this is from larger t/f so certainly not immediate,ill recalculate all the time 
periods and look for a converged zone,will post here if we look at the consolidated area 
,this was the lower levels from... 
Thank you very much Dice ... 

Quoting diceman555 
{quote} exactly,you can not teach people that part.changing and adapting to evolving 
circumstance.hence thats why probability is the key . regards dice 
Yes, i am sure all of us can understand that. Eurusdd has told us so many times that if 
the secret is given openly to the public, then it will not work any more in the future ... 
this makes sense, and we do not want this happened too. I can see some of us have got 
something already, this means that Eurusdd did not hide it. It is there, we should be a 
little more diligent and conscientious, then we can get the eureka moment , after we can 
find the puzzle pieces (that scattered in his several threads) to its right place. 
Thank you to all of you who have contributed so far ... i feel that my ability grows more 
than 1,000% since i read all posts and clues of Eurusdd's and some other good friends at 

this thread and at Eurusdd's other threads ... really appreciate it  

 

Pigh77 Aug 30, 2014 7:59pm | Post# 7323

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi to everybody, 
as EURUSDD suggested from the beginning try to open new frontiers thanks to the 
"similarities principle". 
 
Here an example of an application on the SP500 index, calculating an Historical Volatility on 
daily/weekly basis and then analyzing the similarities (dissimilarities) on the vix index. Well, 
many calls with high success percentage, similar to a "scalping"/short term strategy. I 

suggest to see over your imagination...  



 

 

sspremj Aug 30, 2014 11:31pm | Post# 7324

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
What is pulling EURUSD down? A hint is on the chart below! However, I have already 
traded this move and the window is closing!{image} 
Hi, 
 
What MAs are those in blue in the charts. 
 
Also, while using the cycle indentifier, what settings should be given to make it 
responsive to MAs. I only see the settings for such given for 1 min and 5 min charts 
 
Thanks. 

 

Dewachen77 Aug 30, 2014 11:42pm | Post# 7325

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Well that was a looooong 3 hour lunch! LOL Got stopped out of my short from 

3195....GRRR. Looking for long. It's about 3176/3184. Edit: In at 3184 Edit Edit: 
Stopped out -10 
Thank you mate. You did a good thing, i will follow your SL 10 pips. If i can get 80% 
good signals from my system (TP 1 pip - 100 pips), and 20% SL (10 pips each), i can see 
$$$$$ . I can imagine if my system gives me 90% good signals, oh yes i see a nice 

paradise ...  

Quoting Eurusdd 
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand 
why most of my contributions to trading are associated with probability. When I say that 
my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of occurring, 
THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just 
trading rationally. Of course, 10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to 
design your trading money-management blueprint in such a way that those rare events 
do not take you out of profit when they... 
This is a good post, buddy. You have given us very good ideas, 10% is rare but can 

happen. I have really good time with you, will not forget it . Thank you very much for 



your generosity and enjoy your break Eurusdd. I hope will see you again some time in 

the future ...  

Inserted Video 

 

pedma Aug 31, 2014 12:03am | Post# 7326

 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Hi, My first post in this thread. Thanks Eurusdd, your result is great ..... Thanks 
to other people who contribute here too. This is what i get so far, EU may be go up on 

Monday .... ??? Any correction is welcome ... Thanks {image} 
Hi cielo, 
trying to implement what I learned from this great thread. On next Monday may be it will 
go up a little near 3155, but the trend is down !! 
it will go down again some day next week, may be Monday / Tuesday ... but i could be 

wrong  
 
edit: 
Next week: EU = down , NU = down , UCHF = up, AU = sideway, GU = (limited) down 
please remember that i could be wrong ... 

 

tbird2121 Aug 31, 2014 3:09am | Post# 7327

 
Quoting sspremj 
{quote} Hi, What MAs are those in blue in the charts. Also, while using the cycle 
indentifier, what settings should be given to make it responsive to MAs. I only see the 
settings for such given for 1 min and 5 min charts Thanks. 
Have you read all of his threads ? If you did it, try to read again, and again ... it is there 

... Eurusdd shows us his ideas, we must try to find it. Just spend more time, it is there 

... and if you find it, keep it for your self ... 
Edit: 
If i have much time, i will read Eurusdd's and some other good friend's posts. If not, then 
i just read Eurusdd's posts and Click the Links Eurusdd's gave us. So far i have read all of 
his threads so many times, i think it is Above the average people do here. And i will try 
to read them again, i am sure there are some other clues i can get there. 

 

Paradiso88 Aug 31, 2014 3:59am | Post# 7328

 
Quoting Trillion2015 
{quote} Things happen sometimes. It does not matter. Still you are one of the best .... 

Yes. And i hope we all can get trillion $$$ in 2015 ...  

 

orid Aug 31, 2014 10:18am | Post# 7329

 
3 Attachment(s) 
hello everyone well ive managed to read the thread , I don't think I will be able to grasp the 
latest , with the transient zones etc , not good at maths ,and a terrible chess player , so ill 
have to try and master the ci method, + bb and zz 
I will keep reading over again and hopefully I will catch up with you guys eventually but 
doubt it , not very brainy lol 
Would some one please take a look at my charts to see if they look setup correctly, 



did ok last week mainly on 1 min EUR JPY 190 pips 
any help appreciated, 
Ps did someone mention ci indi the virtually non repainting cant find the post at mo ? 
oh and many thanks to Eurusd and everyone here again for all your great imputs and 
especially ralome for the fantastic indicators etc., 
Regards orid peter 



 

 

Paradiso88 Aug 31, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 7330

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting orid 
hello everyone well ive managed to read the thread , I don't think I will be able to grasp the 
latest , with the transient zones etc , not good at maths ,and a terrible chess player , so ill 
have to try and master the ci method, + bb and zz I will keep reading over again and 
hopefully I will catch up with you guys eventually but doubt it , not very brainy lol Would 
some one please take a look at my charts to see if they look setup correctly, did ok last 
week mainly on 1 min EUR JPY 190 pips any help appreciated, Ps did someone mention ci 
indi the... 
190 pips is a good result ! About non-repaint CI, i was looking for it too. But, i don't think i 
can find it , because it is similar to ZZ, per definition it must be repaint. 
I see your Stoch is not similar to EMA, or may be it is as result of my old eye ..... 
Our ZZ are similar. I am thinking of using different setting for different pair, but still can not 
find good reason why i must do it ... the article i found some where explain it with less 
satisfactory. 
May i know your cycle Kroufr setting ? Thanks 
 
Edit: 
Did you make changes to the code, lets say : if the ZZ has small difference in pips (between 
2 last points), just forget the both points, and take a bigger value ? 



 

 

 

LITEchild Aug 31, 2014 9:53pm | Post# 7331

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} strange. I do not see any problems. I saw all the previous ones you called 

though...  I do see smooth sailing to 1.3110. You've not been wrong yet though, so 

Thanks for the heads up as usual!  
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...hmmm...still beg to differ..for now. 3110 still in my crosshairs...   

Pretty sure 1st TP will be hit this week....(3110).  



 

 

cielo55588 Aug 31, 2014 10:17pm | Post# 7332

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {quote} Pretty sure 1st TP will be hit this week....(3110). {image} 
Ou je, i missed this. Long term for me now is 1.2750 (down) or 1.3480 (up). 

 

orid Aug 31, 2014 11:14pm | Post# 7333

 
Quoting Paradiso88 
{quote} 190 pips is a good result ! About non-repaint CI, i was looking for it too. But, i 
don't think i can find it , because it is similar to ZZ, per definition it must be repaint. I 
see your Stoch is not similar to EMA, or may be it is as result of my old eye ..... Our ZZ 
are similar. I am thinking of using different setting for different pair, but still can not find 
good reason why i must do it ... the article i found some where explain it with less 
satisfactory. May i know your cycle Kroufr setting ? Thanks Edit: Did you make changes 
to the... 
Hi paradise the zz is set to 24 -5 -3 cycle kroufr is standard setting the blue Ema is 10 for 
length setting ( price must be above below on ci signal ,not sure if this is correct setting 
still playing with that and the ema for price crossover which I have at 5 )  
hope this makes some sense , I baffle my self sometimes lol 
Regards Orid peter 

 

Baillie Sep 1, 2014 12:44am | Post# 7334

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {quote} Pretty sure 1st TP will be hit this week....(3110). {image} 
Quoting Baillie 
Here's some #'s to think about: 1.3692 1.3229 1.3114 You decide 
That's what I called back on the 20th, If it does bounce off this area It will try hit 1.3194. 

 

Baillie Sep 1, 2014 12:52am | Post# 7335



 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Ou je, i missed this. Long term for me now is 1.2750 (down) or 1.3480 (up). 
Interesting number you came up with for your short target, I have 1.2756 for mine. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 4:01am | Post# 7336

 
Looking at 3162 for the retrace. 

 

josh11 Sep 1, 2014 4:22am | Post# 7337

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking at 3162 for the retrace. 
I am trying out another Indi and 1.3152 is my next target! 
 
Already long at 1.3126 GL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 4:28am | Post# 7338

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am trying out another Indi and 1.3152 is my next target! Already long at 
1.3126 GL 
Yeah, the 150-160 is the range. I've scalped +10 this morning already. But I'm working 
on scaling quantity of trades down. Got too much at work. Looking to use ADR and 1H 
timeframes. 

 

josh11 Sep 1, 2014 4:36am | Post# 7339

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, the 150-160 is the range. 

That will probably be a good area to short  

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 4:40am | Post# 7340

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} That will probably be a good area to short  
I was gonna watch it but just found out I got meeting coming out of my ass. 

So pendings placed at 3161 and 53  

 

josh11 Sep 1, 2014 4:44am | Post# 7341

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was gonna watch it but just found out I got meeting coming out of my ass. So 

pendings placed at 3161 and 53  
If we are to continue down I think this is a very good area to short.... 
 
GL with the meeting! 

 



sram Sep 1, 2014 5:10am | Post# 7342

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looking at 3162 for the retrace. 
Mine also 3161! but looking 3146 first .I have a pending order short @3146 target as 
3128 then i look for 3162. 

 

josh11 Sep 1, 2014 5:13am | Post# 7343

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am trying out another Indi and 1.3152 is my next target! Already long at 
1.3126 GL 

SL now at Breakeven for my long!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 5:14am | Post# 7344

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Mine also 3161! but looking 3146 first .I have a pending order short @3146 
target as 3128 then i look for 3162. 
I'm playing safe. If you have a higher target and want to get in, that's fine. 
But if you think it's going higher and all evidence suggests it will... then waiting is for 
free and no drawdown. 

 

sram Sep 1, 2014 5:27am | Post# 7345

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm playing safe. free and no drawdown. 

I agree. play safe is very important  

 

NoCoolNick Sep 1, 2014 5:39am | Post# 7346

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was gonna watch it but just found out I got meeting coming out of my ass. So 

pendings placed at 3161 and 53  
So this is where you are hiding. Intraday price today looks very strong in term of bull. 
3160 could happen before any small retracement, Have shorts pending at 3148, fail and 
go higher.. 

 

samaralala Sep 1, 2014 6:19am | Post# 7347

 
Quoting NoCoolNick 
{quote} So this is where you are hiding. Intraday price today looks very strong in term 
of bull. 3160 could happen before any small retracement, Have shorts pending at 3148, 
fail and go higher.. 
 

you are too checking this group :-) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 6:22am | Post# 7348



 
Quoting NoCoolNick 
{quote} So this is where you are hiding. Intraday price today looks very strong in term 
of bull. 3160 could happen before any small retracement, Have shorts pending at 3148, 
fail and go higher.. 
Hey Nick! Got pendings at 53 and 62... 53 first from the look of it but probably in New 
York session. 
Still very bear. I'm looking at sub 1.3 for about a month now. However, having said 
that... I'm still pondering when the last Wave 4 will kick in for the final Wave 5 down. It's 
shaping up for a mighty retrace.... 1.34ish??? But we have to bottom out first... 1.31XX 
but I've not checked my numbers as yet. 

 

NoCoolNick Sep 1, 2014 6:27am | Post# 7349

 
Quoting samaralala 

{quote} you are too checking this group :-) 

have absolutly nothing else to do. 

 

NoCoolNick Sep 1, 2014 6:31am | Post# 7350

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Nick! Got pendings at 53 and 62... 53 first from the look of it but probably 
in New York session. Still very bear. I'm looking at sub 1.3 for about a month now. 
However, having said that... I'm still pondering when the last Wave 4 will kick in for the 
final Wave 5 down. It's shaping up for a mighty retrace.... 1.34ish??? But we have to 
bottom out first... 1.31XX but I've not checked my numbers as yet. 
You do know it's bank holiday in US? I think we are on the same wavecount thinking, i 
also want this to be our wave 4 to 3100 from 3100 to 3400 then wave 5 down, but i still 
don't know how deep..1,3000.. then 2 wave correction.. 

 

samaralala Sep 1, 2014 6:33am | Post# 7351

 
Here is one suggestion: Take a dog for a walk or do some charting - preferably pretty 
and put them up here :-) 

 

pedma Sep 1, 2014 9:48am | Post# 7352

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi cielo, trying to implement what I learned from this great thread. On next 
Monday may be it will go up a little near 3155, but the trend is down !! it will go down 

again some day next week, may be Monday / Tuesday ... but i could be wrong edit: 
Next week: EU = down , NU = down , UCHF = up, AU = sideway, GU = (limited) down 
please remember that i could be wrong ... 
Hm, it create just 1.3145 as its high - it is 10 pips difference from my target. Anyway, i 

get profit ...  
Next, my short target is 1.3120 

 

feline207 Sep 1, 2014 11:30am | Post# 7353

 



My observaiton is a mispricing around level 1.3180 That mispricing is corected within the 
current range >98% of time. It will be a VERY rare exception if price makes significant 
move under 1.3120 low before a retracement up to 1.3180 at least . That is my opinion , 
we know anything can happen, but again I favor buys. 

 

josh11 Sep 1, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 7354

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} SL now at Breakeven for my long!  
I am out at BE, now looking to re-enter soon aiming for 1.3152!  
 

With US on holiday might have to be patient  

 

Albertdkpllh Sep 1, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 7355

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi,  
Thanks to the BOSS EURUSDD. I use his ideas quite differently. The picture below shows the 
trade i took based on the Transient zone concept. 

 

 

Albertdkpllh Sep 1, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 7356

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Currently i am hoping to go long if the low in the graph proves to transient per my H. The 



arrow is from the genesis tread. It only gives me a positive mentality. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 1, 2014 4:19pm | Post# 7357

 
3112 is a key level on the downside I have. I wouldn't be surprised if Asia goes to this 
level overnight. 
I may go long here. Pending shorts cancelled. 

 

Paradiso88 Sep 1, 2014 9:57pm | Post# 7358

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi paradise the zz is set to 24 -5 -3 cycle kroufr is standard setting the blue Ema 
is 10 for length setting ( price must be above below on ci signal ,not sure if this is correct 
setting still playing with that and the ema for price crossover which I have at 5 ) hope 
this makes some sense , I baffle my self sometimes lol Regards Orid peter 
Thanks Orid ... 

 

wireash Sep 1, 2014 9:57pm | Post# 7359

 
Sorry i didnt get to post earlier 
i sold e/u at 1.3131 becouse of dissimilarity on my 15tf and im out at .3118 (double 
bottom) 
i see some of you are trying to pick tops and bottoms which this thred is not about 
this thred is about windows that expose themselve's for certain amount of time 



so i think you should not implement your own strategie's in here 
wheather it/s daily candle or enulfing candle 
that is your system which has nothing to do with this thred 
this thred is about opportunities that expose themselfes at a given time 

 

wireash Sep 1, 2014 10:56pm | Post# 7360

 
I LIKE EUR/USD ANALOGY: 
I DONT CARE IF SHE LIKE'S ME OR NOT 
I DO MY THING 
AND I'M OUT BY SUNRIRE 
IN FOREX THAT MEAN;S 
I DONT CARE IF THE MARKET IS UP OR DOWN 
I SEE SHE'S VULNERABLE (I WAIT TO MAKE MY MOVE) 
BANG!!! im out before she knows what happened!!!! 
NEXT!!! 

 

wireash Sep 1, 2014 10:59pm | Post# 7361

 
FOR NEWBIES: 
it is not about your setting's 
IT'S ABOUT YOUR MINDSET 

 

pedma Sep 2, 2014 1:29am | Post# 7362

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hm, it create just 1.3145 as its high - it is 10 pips difference from my target. 

Anyway, i get profit ... Next, my short target is 1.3120 
It is done. My target 1.3120 is reached. Next ... i must think again, and wait for other 
opportunity ... 

 

probabilita Sep 2, 2014 1:31am | Post# 7363

 
Quoting wireash 
FOR NEWBIES: it is not about your setting's IT'S ABOUT YOUR MINDSET 
Hi wireash, 
 
Can you explain more about this Mindset ? 
 
Thanks 

 

josh11 Sep 2, 2014 3:13am | Post# 7364

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am out at BE, now looking to re-enter soon aiming for 1.3152! With US on 

holiday might have to be patient  
Here she comes! 
 
I am long at 1.3120 aiming for 1.3152! my SL now at BE... 

 



feline207 Sep 2, 2014 3:59am | Post# 7365

 
My guess is one more pin fror 1.3115-1.3118 and then up 

 

vlady1974 Sep 2, 2014 5:09am | Post# 7366

 
Quoting vlady1974 
3112 is a key level on the downside I have. I wouldn't be surprised if Asia goes to this 
level overnight. I may go long here. Pending shorts cancelled. 
I have shorts going into this level. Looking at 3106 and below. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 2, 2014 5:34am | Post# 7367

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I have shorts going into this level. Looking at 3106 and below. 
Level reached. UJ still seems like it's climbing so looking for lower than 3106, shorts at BE. 
 
Edit: 
15M ZZBB method shows the swings, Bottom at 3115 then Top at 3130ish... which I saw 
but hesitated at shorting and missed it. 
That would have caused dissimilarity but notice the retest closed inside the bollinger. That is 
similarity regaining and the market went where it was intended to go. 
The move down broke the Bollinger mid and went south but has not yet pierced the 
bollinger lines... so no dissimilarity yet. It could retrace back to Bollinger Mid. 
 
As I write, action has pierced the Bollinger Band but has not closed. The CLOSE is perhaps 
the most important price because it is the level that combines or intersects between pure 
price action and time. The close is not a real value per se, it is the price at the end of a time 
period. It is how we are able to distinguish between one bar from another. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 2, 2014 5:54am | Post# 7368



 
Took my short profits based on watching the 2M... it made a pin then had 2 down bars 
that didn't close below the mid of the pin bar... so higher. 
 
Mini projection: looking for 3127 based on 15M 
I will short there again. I'm not counter-trading, too risky could turn at any moment ---- 
although having said that, it's almost 11am and so we are in no-man's land until New 
York open. NYC will want the price to go higher or near the recent swing highs in order to 
get into the Short Action. 

 

swamper Sep 2, 2014 7:22am | Post# 7369

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} 343 mins = 5h 45m, so that means it will be at 22:00 UK time (BST) (or 21:00 
GMT). Is there any significance that it is that time - ie. is it because that is taken by a lot 
of the Brokers as end-of day roll-over for Forex? 
Freefox, 
Thank you for the Transient Zone indicator. I've been using it on multiple pairs with 
success. Would it be possible to add a developing zone alert? For those of us who aren't 
limiting trades to EURUSD, it would be helpful. If you don't have the time or the 
inclination, thank you again for sharing your work. 
Swamper 

 

samaralala Sep 2, 2014 7:31am | Post# 7370

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} 343 mins = 5h 45m, so that means it will be at 22:00 UK time (BST) (or 21:00 
GMT). Is there any significance that it is that time - ie. is it because that is taken by a lot 
of the Brokers as end-of day roll-over for Forex? 
 
Transient Zones... I am using it and I am enjoying it. Thank you 
 
Could you please compile it for meta-trader 5 or perhaps provide source file? 

 

cielo55588 Sep 2, 2014 8:10am | Post# 7371

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Transient Zones... I am using it and I am enjoying it. Thank you Could you 
please compile it for meta-trader 5 or perhaps provide source file? 
Hm ... i think i must try it too. Some of us also use this, and from the images posted by 
them, i can say that it gives good signal for trading. 
 
Thanks 

 

Freefox Sep 2, 2014 9:57am | Post# 7372

 
Quoting swamper 
{quote} Freefox, Thank you for the Transient Zone indicator. I've been using it on 
multiple pairs with success. Would it be possible to add a developing zone alert? For 
those of us who aren't limiting trades to EURUSD, it would be helpful. If you don't have 
the time or the inclination, thank you again for sharing your work. Swamper 
Yes, I'm adding that to the next version - which will also makes the developing zones 



more accurate as well. Not sure when it will be as very busy at work at the moment and 
need to spend time working out how to trade these transient zones for myself so I can 

add some other nice features too  

 

vlady1974 Sep 2, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 7373

 
Well, 3112 is holding as expected. But it's not a base of support to warrant a turnaround. 
I'll keep my pending shorts at 3132-3142 

 

samaralala Sep 2, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 7374

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Well, 3112 is holding as expected. But it's not a base of support to warrant a turnaround. 
I'll keep my pending shorts at 3132-3142 
 
sold at 1.31325 till 1.31220. 

 

LITEchild Sep 2, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 7375

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {quote} Pretty sure 1st TP will be hit this week....(3110). {image} 
...finally...targets hit @ 3110 to the pip almost (3109!!!) Limit Buys placed @ 3109 and 
3100. Target 3220. 

 

feline207 Sep 2, 2014 3:17pm | Post# 7376

 
 

 

wireash Sep 2, 2014 9:58pm | Post# 7377

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Hi wireash, Can you explain more about this Mindset ? Thanks 
what i have in mind its  
your personal trading will vary from any other trader 
for instance i spot dissimilarities with my stochastic indicator and ive been doing that 
before i read the thread 
and there very accurate 
my point is that you shoudnt put too much time into focusing on the perfect settings but 
find the ones that will work for you 
change them around backtest use smaller or highier timeframes once you start doing 
that it will be easier to spot them 
cheers 

 

probabilita Sep 2, 2014 10:07pm | Post# 7378

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} what i have in mind its your personal trading will vary from any other trader for 
instance i spot dissimilarities with my stochastic indicator and ive been doing that before 



i read the thread and there very accurate my point is that you shoudnt put too much 
time into focusing on the perfect settings but find the ones that will work for you change 
them around backtest use smaller or highier timeframes once you start doing that it will 
be easier to spot them cheers 
That is a good idea, thank you very much Wireash ! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 2:57am | Post# 7379

 
Cancelled the shorts, am looking at 3162 as a target. A few are calling 3150 range but 
the 3162 is where I see supply. 
the 3132 to 3142 has developed into a consolidation point, so looks like heavy demand 
but I see it as a corrective profit taking move for all those short since 1.39XX 

 

ruben17 Sep 3, 2014 3:00am | Post# 7380

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now we all have same charts!!! 
Hello EURUSDD.....can you give example chart from this.....please, so i can little 
understand.... 

 

josh11 Sep 3, 2014 3:40am | Post# 7381

 
1.3117 my next target  

 

kprsa Sep 3, 2014 3:41am | Post# 7382

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} What link do you suggest 
Vertices of the n-zigzag are n-fractals.  

 

kprsa Sep 3, 2014 3:42am | Post# 7383

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...finally...   

 

 

kprsa Sep 3, 2014 3:54am | Post# 7384

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Silly question maybe, but what's the difference between a fractal zone and a 
transient zone? From what I've read, fractal zones typically have low h values and are 
formed at bar ends. I guess this means that all fractal zones are transient zones, but not 
all transient zones (e.g. mid-bar) are fractal zones? Just wondering if people are using 
the terms interchangeably or not. 
In my terminology, transient (for example when the candle closes above the maximum 
of previous h bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max of previous h 
bars, even though the high of it was higher than the previous max) are different.  

 



josh11 Sep 3, 2014 4:06am | Post# 7385

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am out at BE, now looking to re-enter soon aiming for 1.3152! With US on 

holiday might have to be patient  
 
1.3152 Hit.... finally 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 4:48am | Post# 7386

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} 1.3152 Hit.... finally 
Yeah, took a while.  
Got a short at 51 and a pending at 59 (target was 61). 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 4:50am | Post# 7387

 
I can't predict intended direction, however.... 
All important timeframes have price closed above Bollinger Bar (Top) so the next 
sequence is lower. 
More importantly, it begins at 1H to 15M to 5M to 2M. 
 
Edit: 
This doesn't mean it can't print another higher price (ie. a repaint) but hence caution is 
required and utilisation of other tools in the arsenal, eg. Transient Zones can help with 
your entry and management of open trades. 
 
Edit Edit: 
Don't forget news! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 5:26am | Post# 7388

 
2 Attachment(s) 
The 4H shows that price is at BB midpoint. It would be ideal for it to close below this point 
(3144ish) which would signal a failure and another retest of the lows. 
 



 
 
The 1H shows the same effect at the midpoint... which when not broken creates the 
opportunity to retest the highs and create new highs. In addition, the sequencing of the 
swings suggests a lower move. We shall have to wait as to what the next 2.5 hours before 
the 4H close will do (12PM). 
 

 
 
The lower timeframes of 15M and 5M should be pretty self evident. The average daily range 
had a high of 3164 which helped with my projection of 61. It has currently printed a high of 



3156.6... 5 pips so good enough. I'm less for accuracy and more for intent and profitability. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 7:09am | Post# 7389

 
Quoting vlady1974 
The 4H shows that price is at BB midpoint. It would be ideal for it to close below this 
point (3144ish) which would signal a failure and another retest of the lows. {image} The 
1H shows the same effect at the midpoint... which when not broken creates the 
opportunity to retest the highs and create new highs. In addition, the sequencing of the 
swings suggests a lower move. We shall have to wait as to what the next 2.5 hours 
before the 4H close will do (12PM). {image} The lower timeframes of 15M and 5M should 
be pretty self evident. The average daily... 
 
Very interesting. 4H closed above.  
I closed all shorts. And will wait for a better entry. I don't mind it being lower than 51 or 
61. But I'll wait to see what NYC open does. I'm sure they'll want it higher if they fancy 
shorting into Fri's NFP. 

 

cielo55588 Sep 3, 2014 7:18am | Post# 7390

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Interesting number you came up with for your short target, I have 1.2756 for 
mine. 
Wow, 6 pips difference for a long term target (> 300 pips), on big TF this is a very small 
difference. This is what i love from this great concept. 
But i think we need time for this, may be until the end of this month ... ?? 

If NFP pushes it down on next Friday, then it will be faster ...  
 
Thanks Baillie 

 

cielo55588 Sep 3, 2014 7:24am | Post# 7391

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Very interesting. 4H closed above. I closed all shorts. And will wait for a better 
entry. I don't mind it being lower than 51 or 61. But I'll wait to see what NYC open does. 
I'm sure they'll want it higher if they fancy shorting into Fri's NFP. 
Yes, this makes sense Vlady. Before they drops it on Friday, they will push it up first in 
these 2 days ... 
3150 is hit, may be it will hit 3188 or 3218 first before it drops on Friday ... ?? 

 

feline207 Sep 3, 2014 7:46am | Post# 7392

 
be careful with shorts before we hit that level. of course it can go a lot higher than that... 
and there is always a 2% chance! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 7:46am | Post# 7393

 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Yes, this makes sense Vlady. Before they drops it on Friday, they will push it up 
first in these 2 days ... 3150 is hit, may be it will hit 3188 or 3218 first before it drops on 



Friday ... ?? 
In at 3158 because of spread. I'm not sure to hold for position or to scalp. Intermediate 
target via 15M at 3143. If it goes here, I may scalp it and re-enter if the 3160 price 
range is revisited. 

 

cielo55588 Sep 3, 2014 8:48am | Post# 7394

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks Feline & Vlady, 
 
One question. It is difficult for me to see the difference to get Dis-similarity on 2 TF as on 
image ( i just see the price on top left of the second window ). Does it means that they are 
in Similarity state ? 
Or i must create a code to get the difference like Ralome did his R1 / R2 ? 
 
Thanks in advance 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 9:11am | Post# 7395

 
Quoting cielo55588 
Thanks Feline & Vlady, One question. It is difficult for me to see the difference to get Dis-
similarity on 2 TF as on image ( i just see the price on top left of the second window ). 
Does it means that they are in Similarity state ? Or i must create a code to get the 
difference like Ralome did his R1 / R2 ? Thanks in advance {image} 
My opinion on this is that the 2 timeframes are mutually exclusive in the sense that you 
are comparing one timeframe's top window to bottom window only. You're not comparing 
the bottom window of both timeframes because you are in effect comparing different 
quantities... there are more 15M bars than 1H bars to get the same 4500 minutes.... so 
your stochastic waves will be different.  
 
However, having said that, I think that the hourly CLOSE should be the same. So when 
the 1H prints the new bar, the previous bar's close should have the same value as the 
last 15 minutes bar - if that makes sense. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 9:13am | Post# 7396

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} In at 3158 because of spread. I'm not sure to hold for position or to scalp. 
Intermediate target via 15M at 3143. If it goes here, I may scalp it and re-enter if the 
3160 price range is revisited. 
Stops to BE and still targeting 3143 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 9:22am | Post# 7397

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Stops to BE and still targeting 3143 
... and out @ 41 for +17 

 

cielo55588 Sep 3, 2014 10:12am | Post# 7398

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My opinion on this is that the 2 timeframes are mutually exclusive in the sense 
that you are comparing one timeframe's top window to bottom window only. You're not 
comparing the bottom window of both timeframes because you are in effect comparing 
different quantities... there are more 15M bars than 1H bars to get the same 4500 
minutes.... so your stochastic waves will be different. However, having said that, I think 
that the hourly CLOSE should be the same. So when the 1H prints the new bar, the 
previous bar's close should have the same... 
Yes, this makes sense. Thanks Vlady. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 11:30am | Post# 7399

 
1 Attachment(s) 
15M didn't close outside Bollinger Band (COBB) so I would say it's gonna test the highs at 
3160 again. 
 

 

 

jimsterk Sep 3, 2014 11:43am | Post# 7400



 
I have just finished reading. 
Very interesting idea. recurrent and transient. 
I have never thought that the price p(t) is the projection to the space S. 
Has anyone proven the proposition1 ? (maybe burnssss ?) 
It would impose heavy calculation though. 
Thank you. 

 

LITEchild Sep 3, 2014 12:06pm | Post# 7401

 
Quoting vlady1974 
15M didn't close outside Bollinger Band (COBB) so I would say it's gonna test the highs 
at 3160 again. {image} 
A lot will depend on how newyork closes today. If NY closes below 3130, then expect 

3110 to be tested again. If not I'm targeting 3220.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 7402

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} A lot will depend on how newyork closes today. If NY closes below 3130, then 

expect 3110 to be tested again. If not I'm targeting 3220.  
It's shitty when PA does this... I'm tempted to start looking at other pairs again but I 
really wanted to concentrate on EU the last two months but seriously then ranges in 
between moves is just abysmal. 10 days and only 1 decent day of volatility. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 7403

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} A lot will depend on how newyork closes today. If NY closes below 3130, then 

expect 3110 to be tested again. If not I'm targeting 3220.  
But to add to your post, the 4H to 4pm closed below the 3143 which is better for bears. 
The 1H is right on the bollinger mid of 3135 as well, so a break of that south, I agree will 
see 3110 again. 
 
It's still possible for NYC to creep into 3112 which sort of implies preparation for a bullish 
tone for the next 2 days. 

 

LITEchild Sep 3, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 7404

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's shitty when PA does this... I'm tempted to start looking at other pairs 
again but I really wanted to concentrate on EU the last two months but seriously then 
ranges in between moves is just abysmal. 10 days and only 1 decent day of volatility. 
It's certainly worth taking a look at other pairs. Easier money elsewhere no doubt. Just 

weigh ADR/SPREAD and you should know what else to pay attention to.  

 

LITEchild Sep 3, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 7405

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} But to add to your post, the 4H to 4pm closed below the 3143 which is better for 
bears. The 1H is right on the bollinger mid of 3135 as well, so a break of that south, I 
agree will see 3110 again. It's still possible for NYC to creep into 3112 which sort of 
implies preparation for a bullish tone for the next 2 days. 
I really don't give much weight to candle closes. Just NY closing prices, weekly closes and 
monthly closes. 

 

LITEchild Sep 3, 2014 5:38pm | Post# 7406

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} A lot will depend on how newyork closes today. If NY closes below 3130, then 

expect 3110 to be tested again. If not I'm targeting 3220.  
NewYork close above 3130 as expected, so 3220 in my crosshairs. Tomorrow should be very 

interesting.  

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 3, 2014 7:10pm | Post# 7407

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} NewYork close above 3130 as expected, so 3220 in my crosshairs. Tomorrow 

should be very interesting. {image} 
Awesome entry. I have to agree with your analysis based on the 4H. 
 
Attachment 1502507 

  

• Sequence so far is Bottom to Bottom, with a failed crossover of the Bollinger Mid at 
the "X" 

• Current Bottom shows the next sequence to be a Top after price crossed the 
Bollinger Mid today. 

• Price targets show Supply Zones in two areas: 3206-3220 and 3185 to 3190 
• Playful projection of price movement by yellow arrows given the news evens of the 



coming days. 

I am still bearish overall, but mindful that we need a correction to complete Wave 4. This 
correction should be a deep one, but that does not mean a change in trend unless the 1H 
crosses over the 300EMA which ain't gonna happen. 
 
Attachment 1502510 
 
The 1H continues to stay above the Bollinger Mid, so even though price action has Closed 
Outside Bollinger Band (COBB) indicating a Bottom for the next sequence, price continues to 
hug the upper channel indicating higher moves. 4H trumps 1H and so I can project moves 
to the next Supply Zone above. 
 
In addition, I've been looking at Average Daily Range (ADR) and can see that the above 
analysis is supported on a daily ADR projection from the opening prices. Northern target 
shows 319X supporting the 32XX price targets. If this is wrong, then the base of support is 
still 3109/3112 and again, the news would have to be pretty savage for it to drop through 
the floor without some northern spike. 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 3, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 7408

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Awesome entry. I have to agree with your analysis based on the 4H. {image} 
Sequence so far is Bottom to Bottom, with a failed crossover of the Bollinger Mid at the 
"X" Current Bottom shows the next sequence to be a Top after price crossed the Bollinger 
Mid today. Price targets show Supply Zones in two areas: 3206-3220 and 3185 to 3190 
Playful projection of price movement by yellow arrows given the news evens of the 
coming days. I am still bearish overall, but mindful that we need a correction to complete 
Wave 4. This correction should be... 

 

 

jimsterk Sep 4, 2014 1:41am | Post# 7409

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jimsterk 
I have just finished reading. Very interesting idea. recurrent and transient. I have never 



thought that the price p(t) is the projection to the space S. Has anyone proven the 
proposition1 ? (maybe burnssss ?) It would impose heavy calculation though. Thank you. 
Maybe language barrier, but i do not exactly understand the proposition 1. 
 

 
 
Eurusdd or anyone, could you please elaborate on this? 
 
thank you. 
 
edit: or maybe 1.31000+-0.00010, 1.31010+-0.00010, 1.31020+-0.00010, ... , 1.31100+-
0.00010 ? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 2:28am | Post# 7410

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Maybe language barrier, but i do not exactly understand the proposition 1. 
{image} Eurusdd or anyone, could you please elaborate on this? thank you. edit: or 
maybe 1.31000+-0.00010, 1.31010+-0.00010, 1.31020+-0.00010, ... , 1.31100+-
0.00010 ? 
K is not officially known 

 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 2:38am | Post# 7411

 
Quoting vlady1974 

1. Current Bottom shows the next sequence to be a Top after price crossed the 
Bollinger Mid today. 

vlady, could you explain how do you project next sequence from previous one? 

 

burnssss Sep 4, 2014 3:51am | Post# 7412

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Maybe language barrier, but i do not exactly understand the proposition 1. 
{image} Eurusdd or anyone, could you please elaborate on this? thank you. edit: or 
maybe 1.31000+-0.00010, 1.31010+-0.00010, 1.31020+-0.00010, ... , 1.31100+-
0.00010 ? 
jimsterk, 
we are working with discrete stochastic process. If you work with the closing of the bar, 
then your prices are referred to the closing price. 
If X (t) is the closing price of the bar ends at 12:05, then there must be a value "k" 
optimal, allowing us to calculate "h" and therefore areas transient and recurrent. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 4:28am | Post# 7413

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} vlady, could you explain how do you project next sequence from previous one? 
In the attachments of the thread I have uploaded a draft of my notes called "The ZigZag 
Bollinger Band Method 1.0". 
 
Simply put, if price Closes Outside Bollinger Band (COBB) then if it is above the band, 
the next COBB will be below the band, then reverse, then reverse. 
This then gives: Top, Bottom, Top, Bottom 
 
Complexity enters the equation during the process of transitioning from Top to Bottom. 
This is only ever really confirmed from the middle of the Bollinger Band. 
If the close goes over the line in a convincing way then its intention is to go to the 
opposite end. 
 
------- 
 
The COBB was first highlighted by Eurusdd as a better probability indication of a 
dissimilarity when comparing the Bollinger of Price to a Bollinger of Stochastic that 
reflects Price. Almost all of the Dissimilarities occurred at COBB... and that was the idea 
that allowed me to develop the ZZBB method. 

 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 4:40am | Post# 7414

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In the attachments of the thread I have uploaded a draft of my notes called 
"The ZigZag Bollinger Band Method 1.0". Simply put, if price Closes Outside Bollinger 
Band (COBB) then if it is above the band, the next COBB will be below the band, then 
reverse, then reverse. This then gives: Top, Bottom, Top, Bottom Complexity enters the 
equation during the process of transitioning from Top to Bottom. This is only ever really 
confirmed from the middle of the Bollinger Band. If the close goes over the line in a 
convincing way then its intention... 
i will take a look , thanks 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 7:03am | Post# 7415

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I really don't give much weight to candle closes. Just NY closing prices, weekly 
closes and monthly closes. 
Hourly closes are proving their worth at the moment. The 4H closing below 3135 was 
indicative. 
I've shorted at 33. 
 
Edit: I'd like to see 3112 revisited before news. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 7:07am | Post# 7416

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hourly closes are proving their worth at the moment. The 4H closing below 3135 
was indicative. I've shorted at 33. Edit: I'd like to see 3112 revisited before news. 

Wow... volatility back. Err... stopped out at BE.  



 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 7:18am | Post# 7417

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hourly closes are proving their worth at the moment. The 4H closing below 3135 
was indicative. I've shorted at 33. Edit: I'd like to see 3112 revisited before news. 
but 4h are different. mine closed at 1.3145 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 7:25am | Post# 7418

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} but 4h are different. mine closed at 1.3145 
My 8am candle closed at 1.3128 
 
Edit: Why don't you verify if the 11am candle closed at the same price as your 4H? 
Equally, what was the 15M close from 11:45am? 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 7:27am | Post# 7419

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Wow... volatility back. Err... stopped out at BE.  
Same here. Buys still valid though. stops was just too tight, especially considering high 
impact news day. Long again. Buys invalidated only if price closes below 3109. 

 

 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 7:36am | Post# 7420

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My 8am candle closed at 1.3128 Edit: Why don't you verify if the 11am candle 
closed at the same price as your 4H? Equally, what was the 15M close from 11:45am? 
1.31458 . we have different time zones. so yours 8 am is not mine 8 am and yours 4h is 
not mine, it depends on broker time. Session times are fixed though. Your 12 am is not 
my 12 am but your and my NY close/open etc are always the same. 



 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 7:39am | Post# 7421

 
My expectation is for a very strong upmove with todays news, targetting levels above 
1.3180 . What are yours? 

 

feline207 Sep 4, 2014 7:46am | Post# 7422

 
Quoting feline207 
My expectation is for a very strong upmove with todays news, targetting levels above 
1.3180 . What are yours? 
well... maybe not today 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 7:55am | Post# 7423

 
Glad I stayed out. 
Short from 3050 

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 7:57am | Post# 7424

 
Shorted from 1.31305 until 1.29xx . Awesome!!! 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 8:00am | Post# 7425

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Same here. Buys still valid though. stops was just too tight, especially considering 
high impact news day. Long again. Buys invalidated only if price closes below 3109. 
{image} 

...and that's exactly what stops are for.(and sensible risk/money management!)  

 

 



vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 8:01am | Post# 7426

 
Quoting samaralala 
Shorted from 1.31305 until 1.29xx . Awesome!!! 
Mate that's awesome! Congrats! 1.3000 here we come! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 8:02am | Post# 7427

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ...and that's exactly what stops are for.(and sensible risk/money management!) 

{image} 
That's exactly it. It's not the wrong or right of a call... it's how to protect capital and 
jump on that moving train. 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 8:03am | Post# 7428

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ...and that's exactly what stops are for.(and sensible risk/money management!) 

{image} 
No entries yet for me...market just showed it's cards. Now the stop hunt(or 

consolidation), THEN the entry...   

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 8:07am | Post# 7429

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Glad I stayed out. Short from 3050 
Moved stops to +8, not being greedy. 
I may just remove the trades before news. Nothing like a whiplash spike to wipe out 
profits. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 8:12am | Post# 7430

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Moved stops to +8, not being greedy. I may just remove the trades before 
news. Nothing like a whiplash spike to wipe out profits. 
Out. Looking for any kind of retrace to 3076/3077.... but I'm getting lunch and staying 
away from news. 
I'll put it on alert.  
 
In my opinion, sub 1.3000 is where she's going. 

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 8:13am | Post# 7431

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Out. Looking for any kind of retrace to 3076/3077.... but I'm getting lunch and 
staying away from news. I'll put it on alert. In my opinion, sub 1.3000 is where she's 
going. 
You could be right. I am out. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 8:15am | Post# 7432

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} You could be right. I am out. 

 
 
Lunch! 

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 4, 2014 8:38am | Post# 7433

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} K is not officially known 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ...and that's exactly what stops are for.(and sensible risk/money management!) 

{image} 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} jimsterk, we are working with discrete stochastic process. If you work with the 
closing of the bar, then your prices are referred to the closing price. If X (t) is the closing 
price of the bar ends at 12:05, then there must be a value "k" optimal, allowing us to 
calculate "h" and therefore areas transient and recurrent. 
Thanks Vlady, LiteChild, Burnssss. 
So the K is a static value and same for all TF ? 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 8:38am | Post# 7434

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} It's certainly worth taking a look at other pairs. Easier money elsewhere no doubt. 

Just weigh ADR/SPREAD and you should know what else to pay attention to.  
...like I said, easier money elsewhere. 198pips and counting! 

 



 

 

Paradiso88 Sep 4, 2014 8:42am | Post# 7435

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In the attachments of the thread I have uploaded a draft of my notes called 
"The ZigZag Bollinger Band Method 1.0". Simply put, if price Closes Outside Bollinger 
Band (COBB) then if it is above the band, the next COBB will be below the band, then 
reverse, then reverse. This then gives: Top, Bottom, Top, Bottom Complexity enters the 
equation during the process of transitioning from Top to Bottom. This is only ever really 
confirmed from the middle of the Bollinger Band. If the close goes over the line in a 
convincing way then its intention... 

Thank you Vlady. It becomes more clear now ....  

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:05am | Post# 7436

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} well... maybe not today 
Here's general questions to you: 
 
How did you come to the conclusion it was going up? 
Given what happened to the market, what processes would you change in your analysis? 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:13am | Post# 7437

 
Quoting Kapkhunkha 
{quote} {quote} {quote} Thanks Vlady, LiteChild, Burnssss. So the K is a static value 
and same for all TF ? 
For me they're both static, and unique(different) for each TF. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:19am | Post# 7438

 
Historically there have been 6-7 consecutive months of bull candles. 



There hasn't been a 7 month consecutive bear, but given where we are on the Monthly 
tf, it's a possibility I'm beginning to entertain. 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:21am | Post# 7439

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Here's general questions to you: How did you come to the conclusion it was 
going up? Given what happened to the market, what processes would you change in your 
analysis? 
very appropriate line of questioning. For me, I'm seeing that the analysis is the least part 
of the process. More important is what to do in every case scenario. Like EURUSDD did 
while showcasing his 'NO THREE LOSSES IN A ROW' trades and Trade Explorer, I'm 
seeing the strong argument of using trade reversal strategies at levels marked as 
'critical', instead of/or in addition to stop placements.( a form of hedging if you will). 
Would have worked beautifully on my EU trade today. Will start implementing it and see 

how it goes. Seems very effective in hindsight though.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:33am | Post# 7440

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} very appropriate line of questioning. For me, I'm seeing that the analysis is the 
least part of the process. More important is what to do in every case scenario. Like 
EURUSDD did while showcasing his 'NO THREE LOSSES IN A ROW' trades and Trade 
Explorer, I'm seeing the strong argument of using trade reversal strategies at levels 
marked as 'critical', instead of/or in addition to stop placements.( a form of hedging if 
you will). Would have worked beautifully on my EU trade today. Will start implementing it 
and see how it goes. Seems very effective... 
Exactly. My thinking around this is putting in place the mental and mechanical triggers 
against the reversal strategies. 
For instance, I was long but not long biased.... so my timeframe perspective was still 
Bearish on the Monthly and 4H but I was relying heavily on that 1H close. The flatness of 
the consolidation mentally made me "want" a bounce rather than trading the obvious 
break..... which I did.. but late.  
 
The getting in bit, was literally not a trade decision, it was a mental switch decision..... 
 
- No, it's not long anymore. It's short! 
* But, are you sure? It might bounce? 
- No, it's broken a price, trendline, the alert price you set, etc etc etc. It's short. 
* Let's wait for the retrace to a price 
- Okay it did that and NOW it's definitely short 
* Are you sure?! What if it whiplashes? 
- Look it's dropped 50+ pips and counting, it's a short. 
* Oh okay then.... short. 
 
That entire mental indecision.... was probably close to 70 pips on that move. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:36am | Post# 7441

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} very appropriate line of questioning. For me, I'm seeing that the analysis is the 
least part of the process. More important is what to do in every case scenario. Like 
EURUSDD did while showcasing his 'NO THREE LOSSES IN A ROW' trades and Trade 



Explorer, I'm seeing the strong argument of using trade reversal strategies at levels 
marked as 'critical', instead of/or in addition to stop placements.( a form of hedging if 
you will). Would have worked beautifully on my EU trade today. Will start implementing it 
and see how it goes. Seems very effective... 
To continue this line of thought.... how tall would these critical levels have to be? Or in 
other words, what is the moving room either side of the level? Can it only be done on 
news days? eg. Shorting just under 3100 was something I saw 2 FF traders do today who 
weren't in a position. Just 2! I had thought of it but didn't execute because I couldn't 
work out where I'd place the SL without getting whiplashed. 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:36am | Post# 7442

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here's a little gift of informtion i'd like to give to you guys. I stumbled on it a few days 
back, and I think it's one of the best discoveries I've come across in FF in a while. It ties 
in beautifully with the overall theme of this thread, so study it and see for yourselves. 
(Hint take note of PA when numbers '999' start popping up(trend 'pivot')), (also numbers 
>100 in counter to 999 direction). (RARE EVENTS remember!!!). It's difficult to explain, 
but you can get more info here.. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=227948 
 
ENJOY! 
d3TrendCounter_v5.ex4  

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:37am | Post# 7443

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Here's a little gift of informtion i'd like to give to you guys. I stumbled on it a few days 
back, and I think it's one of the best discoveries I've come across in FF in a while. It ties 
in beautifully with the overall theme of this thread, so study it and see for yourselves. 
(Hint take note of PA when numbers '999' start popping up(trend 'pivot')), (also numbers 
>100 in counter to 999 direction). (RARE EVENTS remember!!!). It's difficult to explain, 
but you can get more info here.. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=227948... 
 
Glad you found it! I'd been playing with it for about 2 weeks! Well done sir! 
You developed any new strategies on it? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 9:40am | Post# 7444

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Here's a little gift of informtion i'd like to give to you guys. I stumbled on it a few days 
back, and I think it's one of the best discoveries I've come across in FF in a while. It ties 
in beautifully with the overall theme of this thread, so study it and see for yourselves. 
(Hint take note of PA when numbers '999' start popping up(trend 'pivot')), (also numbers 
>100 in counter to 999 direction). (RARE EVENTS remember!!!). It's difficult to explain, 
but you can get more info here.. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=227948... 
I find that if the count hits 10, 12, 11 it will generally reverse. Especially if there's alot of 
Zeros in between such as 10,12,0,11,10 

 



LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:41am | Post# 7445

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Glad you found it! I'd been playing with it for about 2 weeks! Well done sir! You 
developed any new strategies on it?  
...not 'new' per se, but I'm tying in the concept to an already great method, so I think it's 
EUREKA from here on. While testing, I ignored it's advice on EU, but respected it on 

EURNZD. The rest is history. So it just got promoted to Level 1 on my board of advisors.  

 

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 4, 2014 9:46am | Post# 7446

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} For me they're both static, and unique(different) for each TF. 
Hi Litechild, 
Would you choose a better value in order to get better probability - lets say 99%, or you 
will stay at 97% ? With 99% i can get more "safe" signal, but may be i can lose some 
opportunities, and (may be) this will effect my analysis because i did not find any signal 
at some points .... 
 
Thanks 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:47am | Post# 7447

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I find that if the count hits 10, 12, 11 it will generally reverse. Especially if 
there's alot of Zeros in between such as 10,12,0,11,10 

Many ways to skin cats with this one! It is a numbers game...   

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 4, 2014 9:50am | Post# 7448

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Here's a little gift of informtion i'd like to give to you guys. I stumbled on it a few days 



back, and I think it's one of the best discoveries I've come across in FF in a while. It ties 
in beautifully with the overall theme of this thread, so study it and see for yourselves. 
(Hint take note of PA when numbers '999' start popping up(trend 'pivot')), (also numbers 
>100 in counter to 999 direction). (RARE EVENTS remember!!!). It's difficult to explain, 
but you can get more info here.. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=227948... 

Found it. Thanks for the Link, Litechild.  

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7449

 
Quoting Kapkhunkha 
{quote} Hi Litechild, Would you choose a better value in order to get better probability - 
lets say 99%, or you will stay at 97% ? With 99% i can get more "safe" signal, but may 
be i can lose some opportunities, and (may be) this will effect my analysis because i did 
not find any signal at some points .... Thanks 
I'm of the opinion that there's an optimal value intrinsincly tied to each TF. You just need 
to figure it out. I only use the 30M TF for this and my 'h' is 48 for that TF only. How you 
implement these is another matter entirely... 

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 4, 2014 9:59am | Post# 7450

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I'm of the opinion that there's an optimal value intrinsincly tied to each TF. You 
just need to figure it out. I only use the 30M TF for this and my 'h' is 48 for that TF only. 
How you implement these is another matter entirely... 
Thanks again Litechild. This is great, will try to skin it. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 10:06am | Post# 7451

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I'm of the opinion that there's an optimal value intrinsincly tied to each TF. You 
just need to figure it out. I only use the 30M TF for this and my 'h' is 48 for that TF 
only. How you implement these is another matter entirely... 

 
On the same wavelength. 
 
I do the "same" on all other tfs within a day 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 10:07am | Post# 7452

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote}The getting in bit, was literally not a trade decision, it was a mental switch 
decision..... - No, it's not long anymore. It's short! * But, are you sure? It might bounce? 
- No, it's broken a price, trendline, the alert price you set, etc etc etc. It's short. * Let's 
wait for the retrace to a price - Okay it did that and NOW it's definitely short * Are you 
sure?! What if it whiplashes? - Look it's dropped 50+ pips and counting, it's a short. * Oh 
okay then.... short. That entire mental indecision.... was probably close to 70 pips on 
that... 

Dodging 'what ifs' on the charts is like dodging bullets from an AK47  
But the 'critical levels', if correctly identified and mapped out,(not as easy as one 
might think), helps to narrow down this what ifs. The idea I go with is to assume this 



critical levels are either going to hold or break. One. but not both levels. No ranging 
happens around this levels(that is once a trade is triggered). Of course sometimes 
stop hunts still do occur across this levels, but that is extremely rare in my backtests. 
The joker is DON'T STRADDLE LEVELS. Wait for a trade to be triggered in one direction 
across one level first, THEN hedge across the other. Price will not RANGE between those 
levels with 99% certainty! Thats the mistake I made on EU today. Of course thats 

assuming you got the levels right to begin with eh?  

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 10:13am | Post# 7453

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Dodging 'what ifs' on the charts is like dodging bullets from an AK47 But the 
'critical levels', if correctly identified and mapped out,(not as easy as one might think), 
helps to narrow down this what ifs. The idea I go with is to assume this critical 
levels are either going to hold or break. One. but not both levels. No ranging 
happens around this levels. Of course sometimes stop hunts still do occur across this 
levels, but that is extremely rare in my backtests. The joker is DON'T STRADDLE LEVELS. 
Wait for a trade... 
 
Gotcha. I understand this. 
You're right... that's alot harder than it sounds. But I completely get the notion of it. 
I'll see how I can implement the idea based on this. 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 10:18am | Post# 7454

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Gotcha. I understand this. You're right... that's alot harder than it sounds. But I 
completely get the notion of it. I'll see how I can implement the idea based on this. 

Let me know how it goes.  

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 11:08am | Post# 7455

 
strong support at 1.286xx 
 
1.27xx by the end of this month. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 11:22am | Post# 7456

 
Quoting samaralala 
strong support at 1.286xx 1.27xx by the end of this month. 

 
 
Edit: Looking to re-enter shorts at 1.2991.....lol. Seems funny typing that in. Keep typing 

in 1.3  

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 11:24am | Post# 7457

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} ...not 'new' per se, but I'm tying in the concept to an already great method, so I 



think it's EUREKA from here on. While testing, I ignored it's advice on EU, but respected 
it on EURNZD. The rest is history. So it just got promoted to Level 1 on my board of 

advisors. {image} 
Just a quick comment on this screenshot.... it's the 10 and 12 on the up/green side that I 
scan for weakness. Seems like it's doing it on the EURNZD as well as EU. 

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 11:28am | Post# 7458

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just a quick comment on this screenshot.... it's the 10 and 12 on the up/green 
side that I scan for weakness. Seems like it's doing it on the EURNZD as well as EU. 
Looks like dive over for today anyway.... time to have a breakfast 
 
Well, at least IR can't go any more negative.... 

 

Albertdkpllh Sep 4, 2014 11:30am | Post# 7459

 
1 Attachment(s) 

The principles of similarity. Price Leads.......  

 

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 11:35am | Post# 7460

 
Also, good time to keep shorting GBP( until Referendum) and AUS (until ~ 0.9xxxx) 

 



vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 11:36am | Post# 7461

 
I think the psychological barrier that 1.300 played in terms of being a bounce point for 
any descent coming from 1.39, 1.38 and particularly 1.36-1.34 has now been wiped out. 
The fundamentals have been absorbed and I take note of the Swiss and Yen effect on the 
EUR.  
 
I would be looking to capitalise on the break of 1.30 and be entering as close as possible 
to 1.30 within safety of your SL because projections all the way down to 1.28 and 1.27 
now don't seem like fairytale possibilities. Whether it bounces higher than 1.30 is the 
risk, but that can be easily managed given the opportunity of 300-400 pips towards 1.27. 
Heck, you even have good ole MaxDoom projecting 1.21 / 1.16 / 1.12 and 1.08 (near 
parity) .... and Max's predictions have above 90% accuracy based on tech and fundie. So 
today is a watershed moment. 4th September - shouldn't really be a surprise as these 
things tend to happen in Sep and Oct. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 11:55am | Post# 7462

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I think the psychological barrier that 1.300 played in terms of being a bounce point for 
any descent coming from 1.39, 1.38 and particularly 1.36-1.34 has now been wiped out. 
The fundamentals have been absorbed and I take note of the Swiss and Yen effect on the 
EUR. I would be looking to capitalise on the break of 1.30 and be entering as close as 
possible to 1.30 within safety of your SL because projections all the way down to 1.28 
and 1.27 now don't seem like fairytale possibilities. Whether it bounces higher than 1.30 
is the risk,... 
Short from 2932 

 

samaralala Sep 4, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 7463

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Short from 2932 
apparently there is a stop at 2.9000 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 12:14pm | Post# 7464

 
Aaaaaand to add to the EUR short cause..... 
http://news.sky.com/story/1330146/uk...ops-in-country  

 

summicron Sep 4, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 7465

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Pls pardon my ignorance, but are those the zones you mean???  



 
 
Sorry for bringing up an old post. These 4 transient zones in the chart, are they from a 
higher time frame? 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 7466

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} {image} Sorry for bringing up an old post. These 4 transient zones in the chart, 
are they from a higher time frame? 
No Summicron. They are from the current TF. There's an indicator posted that draws 
those zones automatically now. 

 

LITEchild Sep 4, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 7467

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
I think the psychological barrier that 1.300 played in terms of being a bounce point for 
any descent coming from 1.39, 1.38 and particularly 1.36-1.34 has now been wiped out. 
The fundamentals have been absorbed and I take note of the Swiss and Yen effect 
on the EUR. I would be looking to capitalise on the break of 1.30 and be entering as close 
as possible to 1.30 within safety of your SL because projections all the way down to 1.28 
and 1.27 now don't seem like fairytale possibilities. Whether it bounces higher than 1.30 
is the risk, but that... 

EUR flushed down the toilet.  



 

 

leeshindig Sep 4, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 7468

 
Maybe this is the start of the Autumn volatility!.. fingersxd 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 7469

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Short from 2932 
Bit of a bad trade... but shorted at 55 and 44 and closed everything at 34.  
Out and flat.  
 
Looking to short again at: 
2955 
2973 
2995 

 

diceman555 Sep 4, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 7470

 
the lowest level i have for euro/doller is 12476,longer term monthly potential, 
 
umm food for thought 

 

vlady1974 Sep 4, 2014 3:43pm | Post# 7471

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting diceman555 
the lowest level i have for euro/doller is 12476,longer term monthly potential, umm food for 
thought 
All very possible. 

Ironically, I have 2764 as my first monthly target using the Daily tf  
 



 

 

kolor ijo Sep 4, 2014 6:26pm | Post# 7472

 
2 Attachment(s) 
i just saw dissimilarity @GU, i wonder if GU going to up if find similarity? 

 



 

 

probabilita Sep 4, 2014 11:28pm | Post# 7473

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Exactly. My thinking around this is putting in place the mental and mechanical 
triggers against the reversal strategies. For instance, I was long but not long biased.... so 
my timeframe perspective was still Bearish on the Monthly and 4H but I was relying 
heavily on that 1H close. The flatness of the consolidation mentally made me "want" a 
bounce rather than trading the obvious break..... which I did.. but late. The getting in bit, 
was literally not a trade decision, it was a mental switch decision..... - No, it's not long 
anymore. It's... 
Hi Vlady, great prediction. For today, without looking at technical signals, is there a 
"Rule" that after a big down move yesterday, it will go up or swing (up, then down) by 
nfp today? 

 

jimsterk Sep 5, 2014 1:04am | Post# 7474

 

Quoting burnssss 

{quote} jimsterk, we are working with discrete stochastic process. If you work with the 
closing of the bar, then your prices are referred to the closing price. If X (t) is the closing 
price of the bar ends at 12:05, then there must be a value "k" optimal, allowing us to 
calculate "h" and therefore areas transient and recurrent. 
Hi, burnssss. 
 
Thank you for reply! 
Close price. That make sense and make calculation easier. 
 
btw, do you have any idea about how we can produce revolution with transient/recurrent 
and DNA? 
 
Thank you. 

 

diceman555 Sep 5, 2014 2:50am | Post# 7475

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} All very possible. Ironically, I have 2764 as my first monthly target using the Daily 

tf {image} 
ironically ,but theres a number of strange coincidences i find in my calculations ! 
 
starting to see convergence building at these extrme low levels of 124/5 

 

 

Dewachen77 Sep 5, 2014 3:23am | Post# 7476

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Hi Vlady, great prediction. For today, without looking at technical signals, is 
there a "Rule" that after a big down move yesterday, it will go up or swing (up, then 
down) by nfp today? 
I would not hear what the advertising say. Without a solid technical analysis (some 
people using fundamental information) and calculation, for me it is just guessing. And 
guessing is gambling, you just have 50% probability all the time. If your 
system/indicator is wrong, then it is good that you know it. You need to improve it, until 
you get good result with your system. Once you solve the problem, you will have a good 
system soon .... 

 

Dewachen77 Sep 5, 2014 3:33am | Post# 7477

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} All very possible. Ironically, I have 2764 as my first monthly target using the 

Daily tf {image} 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} ironically ,but theres a number of strange coincidences i find in my calculations ! 
starting to see convergence building at these extrme low levels of 124/5 {image} 
i have 1.2740 - 1.2755, or may be it will fall deeper ? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 4:03am | Post# 7478

 



Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Hi Vlady, great prediction. For today, without looking at technical signals, is 
there a &quot;Rule&quot; that after a big down move yesterday, it will go up or swing 
(up, then down) by nfp today? 
There is no such rule. 
 
A while back I posted that price is a bunch of points of data. Data points flow, just like a 
stream.The law of inertia applies to data flows.So if price moved down in a big way, what 
makes you think it MUST bounce unless you know the fundamental price that will stop it. 
Since nobody knows, we wait for a reaction. 
 
Edit: (now that I'm not on a train) 
There are times when you see a deep bar followed immediately by another deep bar in 
the opposite direction. They make pin bars on a higher timeframe. 
But in this case with EU... it was a DAY bar. 2 hours of descent and it didn't bounce 
immediately afterwards. You also know the reason why - Draghi ECB.... these are real 
reasons not technical reasons that impact a global economy. So it's NOT going back up. 
What would make it go back up???? Retrace yes. To clear 3152??? Absolutely not!! 
Momentum was down. It will remain down because that is what Europe needs.... a lower 
currency to ease debt and favour exports just to name a tiny few. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 4:36am | Post# 7479

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Hi Vlady, great prediction. For today, without looking at technical signals, is 
there a "Rule" that after a big down move yesterday, it will go up or swing (up, then 
down) by nfp today? 
Your question is a gift that keeps on giving!  
I forgot about NFP..... this phenomenon creates 100 pip swings. Sometimes it slides into 
it and goes in one direction. More times it whipsaws from one end to another. 
There's no way of knowing what direction unless you have invested money into streams 
of news and data feeds. So I would wait on reaction. NFP news is not normal market 
conditions... wait until it comes back to tell you which direction. 
 
Having said that.... if you have critical levels mapped out then if news passes those 
critical levels and you have orders in place, then perhaps you're on a winner. But waring: 
Stop Loss has to be very big. If you put in a SL of 5 pips at example 2919 you will get 
done. But perhaps if you pending short at 2890, you may get away with it.... but what if 
it goes to 2888 and then retraces to 2922 before going down???? Is it worth it?  
 
I have traded news before... I win, I lose. I remember the losers rather than the winners. 
There are some news trading systems but again.... worth it? NFP is once a month. Surely 
you can get your 50+ pips on any other week/day! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 5:15am | Post# 7480

 
I have levels below that I'm looking for shorts at: 
 
2993 
2973 
2955 
 
So I may fade in from 71. 
2942 and 2918 are obvious supports to look at for breaks lower 

 



feline207 Sep 5, 2014 7:06am | Post# 7481

 
Hello vlady. Well, I was really convinced that we need a more pronounced retrace up 
before anything significant happens below 1.31, but obviously I got it wrong. I never 
thought that setiment and fundamentals are changed, but rather i spotted arbitrage 
opportunities that are right much more often than not. For example, that occurrence that 
gave me signal for 1.3180 before any strong down move is right much more often than 
not, I would say at least 97% of time based on historical data. Problem is as eurusdd 
said, that rare events do happen. Especially in the past few weeks. From technical 
perspective, we needed a retracement. That downtrend from may ECB has been going 
without any significant counter-wave movement and such one way market is i must say 
an exception. More often than not, when there are too many on the train, it has to get 
back and shake some off, before continuing. But it seems that it was a lot more powerful 
than many expected. You see that even eurusdd that has very good record, has made 
not one, but two serious mistakes only in the past weeks. He has more sophisticated 
methods and knows wen things are going wrong, but its not that case with me. I have a 
way of getting optimal targets, but have absolutely no idea when the 3% chance is going 
to strike.... Anyways.. On my analysis now I see 2 levels that need to be revisited to the 
upside - these are 1.3140 and 1.3180. Before that we may once again hit the bottom 
1.2930 and under. Market has been acting strange and there is an accumulation of low 
probability events one after another. So I stil think that we may see a very strong 
corrective upmove sometimes sone. I am speaking from statistical perspective and my 
own analysis , which is very far from perfect. But I am not good with fundamentals and 
last few weeks that played me a huge trick.. I refused to look for continuation of the 

bearish move before a technical correction  

 

josh11 Sep 5, 2014 7:14am | Post# 7482

 
Quoting josh11 

1.3117 my next target  

Target hit again  

 

Ezzy Sep 5, 2014 7:26am | Post# 7483

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Here's a little gift of informtion i'd like to give to you guys. I stumbled on it a few days 
back, and I think it's one of the best discoveries I've come across in FF in a while. It ties 
in beautifully with the overall theme of this thread, so study it and see for yourselves. 
(Hint take note of PA when numbers '999' start popping up(trend 'pivot')), (also numbers 
>100 in counter to 999 direction). (RARE EVENTS remember!!!). It's difficult to explain, 
but you can get more info here.. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=227948... 
 
Many thanks LITE 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 7:26am | Post# 7484

 
Quoting feline207 
Hello vlady. Well, I was really convinced that we need a more pronounced retrace up 
before anything significant happens below 1.31, but obviously I got it wrong. I never 
thought that setiment and fundamentals are changed, but rather i spotted arbitrage 
opportunities that are right much more often than not. For example, that occurrence that 



gave me signal for 1.3180 before any strong down move is right much more often than 
not, I would say at least 97% of time based on historical data. Problem is as eurusdd 
said, that rare events do happen. Especially... 
Excellent post. I would recommend reading "Trading in the Zone" by Mark Douglas. 
Sharing your views is firstly, fantastic. And I suspect that you are suffering from the need 
to avoid paid in the sense of (being right) and (not losing money).  
Hence why I recommend reading the book above because the key difference is the 
probability thinking - since you are statistically driven. 
 
However, even though your approach is statistical - your words state something 
different:  

Quoting feline207 
From technical perspective, we needed a retracement. That downtrend from may ECB 
has been going without any significant counter-wave movement and such one way 
market is i must say an exception. 
Quoting feline207 
So I stil think that we may see a very strong corrective upmove 
Quoting feline207 
I have a way of getting optimal targets, but have absolutely no idea when the 3% chance 
is going to strike.... 
Quoting feline207 
I refused to look for continuation of the bearish move before a technical correction 
There seems to be a need there to be deterministic with a tinge of emotional and not 

probabilistic in thinking. (And definitely not having a go at you! just a friendly 
observation). It's relevant if you read the book! 
 
But as LITEChild mentioned yesterday, how do you switch from your mental bias to the 
opposite direction? 
Whilst it would appear that we need a corrective move (I know this via Elliot Wave) how 
would we know? Shouldn't we just follow the trend? But what is the trend? When do you 
think the trend you thought it would take be NOT THE TREND YOU THOUGHT..... 
 
So for example... I also had 3180 as a target. And higher. But did you have a lower 
target? I had 3112. Did you have a plan for a break of either two levels (higher / lower)? 
If you didn't wouldn't it be better if you had 2.... so you can do: IF A THEN TRADE, IF 
NOT THEN WATCH FOR B AND IF B THEN TRADE.... kind of logic which can then be 
statistically verified? 
 
They're just questions. The book mentions thinking un-emotionally from a probability 
standpoint because nobody knows what will happen next. The acceptance of this 
means that each trading event is unique in its own right without having to be Markovian. 
We can look to recent past, but we don't get committed to a set frame of mind and 
should endeavour to be able to switch quickly if our bias is disproved.  
 
Thought I'd share because that's how we become better traders. It's slower developing in 
a vacuum and quicker when done with others. 
 

Keep going! You can only improve!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 7:32am | Post# 7485

 
Currently playing with TZ levels between 1H and 4H. 
 
I have 2973 and 2957 as midrange levels and the mid is 2965 current resistence. 



There is another level at 2995 and 2973, the mid is 2984.... 
 
So I am looking for shorts at any of these: 
2995, 2984, 2973, 2965  
...and placing importance on the mids (bold) 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 7:50am | Post# 7486

 
I suspect a spike with NFP . I do hope there is going to be one :-) 
 
If Spike, I wait until it hits my target ( one of many is 1.30500). 
 
Right now, I am out of all my positions until after NFP. 
 
If it goes down first, which is also possible well, be it i wait for a small retrace and go 
from there :-) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 7:53am | Post# 7487

 
Quoting samaralala 
I suspect a spike with NFP . I do hope there is going to be one :-) If Spike, I wait until it 
hits my target ( one of many is 1.30500). Right now, I am out of all my position until 
after NFP. If it goes down first, which is also possible well, be it i wait for a small retrace 
and go from there :-) 
Good point! I have one at 3040. 
I too am out until then. 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 7:58am | Post# 7488

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Good point! I have one at 3040. I too am out until then. 
 
Did you pick 1.30400 based on the 4H candle and Transient void zone above it? Just 
curious :-) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 8:06am | Post# 7489

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Did you pick 1.30400 based on the 4H candle and Transient void zone above it? 
Just curious :-) 
Nope that's on my 15M. I have a 267EMA line..... someone gave me that a long time ago 
and has proved its worth. It tends to stay generally flat-ish but currently downward 
sloping so when price meets it I pay attention. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 8:08am | Post# 7490

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Did you pick 1.30400 based on the 4H candle and Transient void zone above it? 
Just curious :-) 
In terms of the 4H candle though.... not sure if you've picked up on the technique (via 



Josh) but I get 3035.85 so.. 3040 

It's the same technique from the 15M tf. Unique events, and all that  
 
 

Edit: I liked it so much I put a pending short on 3040  

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 8:20am | Post# 7491

 
10min.... to go 
 
NFP: 
PREVIOUS: 
The July jobs number was below expectations, coming in at 209K for the month with 
231K forecast. 
Average hourly earnings growth failed to grow on a month-on-month basis during July, 
and rose by only 2% year-on-year. 
CURRENT: 
This month, expectations are for an increase of 230K jobs, with the unemployment rate 
dropping slightly to 6.1% from 6.2%. 
Average hourly earnings are expected to rise by 0.2% month-on-month and 2.1% 
year-on-year. 
 
Job creation boost due to academics starting a new academic year? :-) 
Last month it was a boost due to auto industry job creation. 

 

handy148 Sep 5, 2014 8:48am | Post# 7492

 
vlady - a 267 ema !!! - That's a new one on me but hey if it works for you then why not. 
 
Trouble is you can pick any number you like and put it on a chart and you will find 
support and resistance at some points. Obviously 50 and 200 more so as they are 
commonly used and therefore self-fulfilling prophecies. 
 
Anyway I'm sure there's some logic somewhere in that 267 number. Can't immediately 
see it though. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 9:01am | Post# 7493

 
Quoting handy148 
vlady - a 267 ema !!! - That's a new one on me but hey if it works for you then why not. 
Trouble is you can pick any number you like and put it on a chart and you will find 
support and resistance at some points. Obviously 50 and 200 more so as they are 
commonly used and therefore self-fulfilling prophecies. Anyway I'm sure there's some 
logic somewhere in that 267 number. Can't immediately see it though. 
I never got the full low-down on the meaning behind the number. But it was given to me 
by Cloggie. His reputation was prickly but outstanding. He mentioned that to me... what, 
3 years ago now.... and I've never NOT looked at it. 
 
Edit: I don't use it to trade. I use it as a signpost. If it touches and stays under .... it's 
one thing. If it touches and breaks it's another.... like all Moving Averages I guess. But 
the trade trigger is always price. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 9:07am | Post# 7494

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting handy148 
vlady - a 267 ema !!! - That's a new one on me but hey if it works for you then why not. 
Trouble is you can pick any number you like and put it on a chart and you will find support 
and resistance at some points. Obviously 50 and 200 more so as they are commonly used 
and therefore self-fulfilling prophecies. Anyway I'm sure there's some logic somewhere in 
that 267 number. Can't immediately see it though. 
Here's an example of what I mean on 5M. 
Even if it's "coincidence" I've seen it sooooo many times that I don't question anymore. LOL 
one of the best free trading gifts given to me. 
Just remember not to use it as a trade trigger. 
 

 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 9:41am | Post# 7495

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Which way up or down? 



 

 

hannele Sep 5, 2014 9:43am | Post# 7496

 
Quoting samaralala 
Which way up or down? {image} 

up  
cheers 
hannele 

 

handy148 Sep 5, 2014 9:43am | Post# 7497

 
vlady - as soon as I see the name Cloggie then I know it's a gem. 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 9:45am | Post# 7498

 
Quoting hannele 

{quote} up cheers hannele 
 
 



It is Friday after all, Russians/Ukraine sign peace deal. If that's what will push EURO up 
else nothing else... 

 

Xpyct2003 Sep 5, 2014 9:51am | Post# 7499

 
according to russian news they will anounce peace treaty in 9 minutes 
18.00 Kiev time 
so its in 1 hour... 

 

jimsterk Sep 5, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7500

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I am not sure if I grasp things correctly. 
I still do not understand 97%-3%. 
 
This is just a quick calculation. 
 
edit: I found some error in programming. So I deleted the 1st picture. It does not change 
the result though. 
 
Therefore, if we assume proposition 1 is true, then it implies (at least) one possible trading 
strategy. 

 
This reminds me 3-plan. 
Note that (h,k) is randomly chosen; not optimal I think. 
 
It is obvious that (h,k) is related to the number of trade and the ratio of successful trade. 
We must chose (h,k) optimally, so that we maximise the number of trade and the ratio of 
successful trade. 
 
Thank you. 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 9:55am | Post# 7501

 
Quoting hannele 

{quote} up cheers hannele 
I really don't need to buy any EURO at the moment. Happy to sell it once signal is 



presented. 

 

burnssss Sep 5, 2014 10:20am | Post# 7502

 
Quoting jimsterk 
I am not sure if I grasp things correctly. I still do not understand 97%-3%. This is just a 
quick calculation. {image} Therefore, if we assume proposition 1 is true, then it implies 
(at least) one possible trading strategy. {image} This reminds me 3-plan. Note that (h,k) 
is randomly chosen; not optimal I think. It is obvious that (h,k) is related to the number 
of trade and the ratio of successful trade. We must chose (h,k) optimally, so that we 
maximise the number of trade and the ratio of successful trade. Thank you. 
Can you explain a little more about these signals.  
(h, k) random?  
thank you very much 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 11:19am | Post# 7503

 
Coming up to London closing time, the NFP was a bit of pickle to navigate. I must have 
scalped 15-20 pips and left 20 on the table before finally settling on a short at 2967 with 
a stop at BE. It's been a bit crazy so I don't mind now if it gets hit. 
 
============== 
 
In terms of h, we know it's the number of discrete time bars on either side of the central 
bar being evaluated. 
K is projected to be a value that affects price. From the notes, it would seem that the 
right size of h will reflect a small size in k. The end result of both h and k is to have a thin 
Transient Zone not a THICK one. 
 
The initial programming of this resulted in an indicator that displays at Tops and 
Bottoms. The real value to me is the levels of price WITHIN a bar, that is transient at h. 
And also that the left hand side of a developing transient zone is different in behaviour to 
the right hand side. 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 11:19am | Post# 7504

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} But as LITEChild mentioned yesterday, how do you switch from your mental bias to 
the opposite direction? Whilst it would appear that we need a corrective move (I know this 
via Elliot Wave) how would we know? Shouldn't we just follow the trend?  
It gets to a point where you have to decide whether to FOLLOW price, or PRE-EMPT IT. The 
former implies trading breakouts in one form or the other. The latter implies you try to catch 
tops and bottoms. Which then natuarally begs the question, which one is better??? If there 
is a high probability of price going up (or down) at any given point in time, do I just jump in 
confidently(at A), or wait for it to actually move in the expected direction first before 
commitiing to an entry(at B)? That's the CROSSROADS of critical price levels I talked about 
earlier. In my opinion, it doesn't matter!!! IF you can CORRECTLY identify those critical 
levels at A and B, THEN even if buy entries fail above A and B(which is subjective 
depending on your EXITS), sell entries at or below B, will most probably not. Statistically 
you should have determined that price will with high probability NOT RANGE between A and 
B! That is what I thought EURUSDD meant by not getting three losses in a row. Three losses 
in a row would imply you are stuck in a RANGING market and your identification of A and 



B was wrong and those levels are not CRITICAL afterall! 

 

 



 

 

 

feline207 Sep 5, 2014 11:24am | Post# 7505

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Excellent post. I would recommend reading......  
Vlady, thank you for your post. Well, I think my main problem has always been my 
romantic attitude towards trading. I have always been a dreamer, never scientific, never 
too rational, believed in the trading wonders and always wanted to replicate them. Maybe 
that is the reason why I still haven't reached my goals. I always think mostly about 
potential rewards, and not about the risk and how to avoid losing. I concentrate on 
winning, it took me about 4-5 years to finally become able to turn some green pips, but I 
always suffer some major disaster after a good series of success, which almost erases 
what I have done, so I don't have the consistency that I actually need. And then came 
EURUSDD with another fairytale, but this time much more possible and it gave me new 
hope to become better, and I really did, my performance has increased drastically, 
however I still suffer major losses that puth me off my track, I suffered such loss right in 
the last 2 weeks TWICE. After a good streak of wins, and now I am low on hope.. again. I 
fell like a rather experienced gambler, I win some, lose some, know many aspects of the 
game, but still I play rounds and sometimes the inevitable strikes out of nowhere and I 
am back one level down... Good that I play small accounts and never really relied on 
trading for anything.. But I want to go forward, I really believe that the true success, the 
one that I always aimed for is right around the corner, and is closer than before. I see 
experienced traders like you and few other people here, you have serious understanding 
and it seems that you have put eurusdds concepts into good frame, you have some 
tuned methods/strategies in your aresenal. Something i DON'T have yet... I will 
definately read the book when I have some time, probably over the weekends. Looking 
forward to more posts.. I really enjoy when you guys add visual examples with 
screenshots and synthesize your thoughts over the proccess.. I have learned A LOT from 

the beginning of that thread up until now  

 



Paradiso88 Sep 5, 2014 11:39am | Post# 7506

 
Quoting jimsterk 
I am not sure if I grasp things correctly. I still do not understand 97%-3%. This is just a 
quick calculation. {image} Therefore, if we assume proposition 1 is true, then it implies 
(at least) one possible trading strategy. {image} This reminds me 3-plan. Note that (h,k) 
is randomly chosen; not optimal I think. It is obvious that (h,k) is related to the 
number of trade and the ratio of successful trade. We must chose (h,k) optimally, 
so that we maximise the number of trade and the ratio of successful trade. Thank you. 
Nice picture jimsterk. Do you mean after we put some orders, then we must change the 
h & k value ?  

Or do you mean something else ?  

 

Paradiso88 Sep 5, 2014 11:42am | Post# 7507

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} It gets to a point where you have to decide whether to FOLLOW price, or PRE-
EMPT IT. The former implies trading breakouts in one form or the other. The latter 
implies you try to catch tops and bottoms. Which then natuarally begs the question, 
which one is better??? If there is a high probability of price going up (or down) at any 
given point in time, do I just jump in confidently(at A), or wait for it to actually move in 
the expected direction first before commitiing to an entry(at B)? That's the CROSSROADS 
of critical price levels I talked... 
I like your last image Litechild, i remember something some where, for long term trading 

....  

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 11:49am | Post# 7508

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Vlady, thank you for your post. Well, I think my main problem has always been 
my romantic attitude towards trading. I have always been a dreamer, never scientific, 
never too rational, believed in the trading wonders and always wanted to replicate them. 
Maybe that is the reason why I still haven't reached my goals. I always think mostly 
about potential rewards, and not about the risk and how to avoid losing. I concentrate on 
winning, it took me about 4-5 years to finally become able to turn some green pips, but I 
always suffer some major... 
Hang in there! Your experience is valuable - only you know you and that is the only 
trader that matters! 
 
I feel for your experience because we've all been there. So yes, great idea to read the 
book I mentioned. Then let's start with the basics. 
 
1) What is the strategy or edge that has given you green pips? 
2) In your most recent losses, what was your entry and where did you cut your loss? 
 
Answer these in the thread and let's see if we can't help put you on a good philosophical 
path. This is better than just giving you strategies or tactics - we can leave that to you. 
But if we are able to distill some solid trading ideas or philosophy, then you may just 
have your Eureka moment. 
 
=========== 
 
It doesn't matter what new edge comes across your path. The edge is nothing without 
your interpretation of it.... so hence why we get a million answers using the same 



Fibonacci indicator. LOL.  
 
As LITEChild has highlighted.... the true "art" of a trader is to think in terms of 
possibilities. This is what legendary Cloggie taught me: 
 
IF..... THEN.....ELSE 
 
3 words that create a trading plan. You do this enough times you start to not have to say 
it.... the prices/levels just come to you. 
But the trick is not the analysis of the numbers.... it's knowing that you have a plan or an 
approach. 
The beauty of the plan is that you don't ever have to be right or wrong - thus removing 
emotion from the equation. 
 
If price HITS 1.2950 AND closes below it on the 5M timeframe I will short from 
1.2948 targeting 1.2848 with 15 pip SL. 
Otherwise 
If price HITS 1.2950 AND closes above it I will wait for a retrace to 1.2960 and 
enter a long at that price with SL at 1.2950 targetubg 1.3050 
Otherwise 
If price HITS 1.2950 but does not clear either 1.2960 or 1.2940 in the following 
1H I will close any trades if they are open or I will not trade if I am flat. 
 
Now this is simple enough.... but I can tell you it wasn't until Cloggie did this in a play by 
play post on FF during a live session that I saw how he did it. And he never had to be 
right. Because he had each direction covered. 
 
The discussion LITEChild is providing now is worth thinking about..... it's where we can 
add the tools Eurusdd has provided. Ranging vs Trending. Transient vs Recurrent.... 
Similiarity vs Dissimilarity. There are really ever only 3 states: up, down, sideways. And 
that's what the IF THEN ELSE thinking helps you to do. 
 
Have a great weekend! 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 11:58am | Post# 7509

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Vlady, thank you for your post. Well, I think my main problem has always been 
my romantic attitude towards trading. I have always been a dreamer, never scientific, 
never too rational, believed in the trading wonders and always wanted to replicate them. 
Maybe that is the reason why I still haven't reached my goals. I always think mostly 
about potential rewards, and not about the risk and how to avoid losing. I concentrate on 
winning, it took me about 4-5 years to finally become able to turn some green pips, but I 
always suffer some major... 
 
MORE SANCTIONS ON RUSSIA are being finalized as I type now. 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 7510

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hang in there! Your experience is valuable - only you know you and that is the 
only trader that matters! I feel for your experience because we've all been there. So yes, 
great idea to read the book I mentioned. Then let's start with the basics. 1) What is the 
strategy or edge that has given you green pips? 2) In your most recent losses, what was 
your entry and where did you cut your loss? Answer these in the thread and let's see if 



we can't help put you on a good philosophical path. This is better than just giving you 
strategies or tactics... 
 
4H tell me Buy 
1Hr tell me SELL 
30M SELL 
15 SELL 
 
I am tired 

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 5, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 7511

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hang in there! Your experience is valuable - only you know you and that is the 
only trader that matters! I feel for your experience because we've all been there. So yes, 
great idea to read the book I mentioned. Then let's start with the basics. 1) What is the 
strategy or edge that has given you green pips? 2) In your most recent losses, what was 
your entry and where did you cut your loss? Answer these in the thread and let's see if 
we can't help put you on a good philosophical path. This is better than just giving you 
strategies or tactics... 
Thanks Vlady, ou yes i Remember it, and will always remember it, it is a very good book. 
Although I have not read it until finish, but i find it is really great. Will read it again, 
Thanks for that. 

This IF THEN ELSE is interesting ...... Have a nice weekend too  

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 5, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 7512

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 4H tell me Buy 1Hr tell me SELL 30M SELL 15 SELL I am tired 

I think it is time for us to take a rest ..... See you on monday ... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 12:09pm | Post# 7513

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 4H tell me Buy 1Hr tell me SELL 30M SELL 15 SELL I am tired 
LOL 
 
4H vs the rest... let's see... based on QTY 
 
One 4H (buy) = 4 x 1H and 8 x 30M and 16 x 15M (sell)  
 

Sell wins!  

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 7514

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL 4H vs the rest... let's see... based on QTY One 4H (buy) = 4 x 1H and 8 x 

30M and 16 x 15M (sell) Sell wins!  
 
How do you manage full time job and this? Who lets you trade at work :-0 

 



vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 7515

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} How do you manage full time job and this? Who lets you trade at work :-0 
Hehe... I wonder that sometimes myself. My objective is to get at least 3mths salary via 
trading and I am outta here! 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 12:28pm | Post# 7516

 
A wise man once said... 
It is unfortunate that so many of us interprete mistakes as failure and suffer feelings of 
frustration and discouragement. 
In actual fact, the mistakes we make are precisely the information that we need in order 
to make the necessary corrections that will take us to our goal! 
 
A guided missile on it's way to a target has sensors that detect when it is off course. 
The servo mechanism of it's Automatic Guidance System reaches it's goal by continually 
correcting mistakes. 
This is done thousands of times on it's journey. 
The guided missile relies on this negative feedback to 'guide' it on it's journey. 
Without this negative feedback, the guided missile would never reach it's target. 
This is also true for the human servo mechanism. 
A servo mechanism should have no opinion one way or the other about mistakes. 
It simply uses the information to guide it to it's objective. 
What we call 'mistakes' are actually valuable lessons for success. (paraphrased) 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 7517

 
http://digg.com/video/dressing-your-...-out-of-people 
 
Massive Spider 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 7518

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} 4H tell me Buy 1Hr tell me SELL 30M SELL 15 SELL I am tired 
That is actually another of my closely guided secrets with respect to TIMING 
When two consecutive timeframes agrees on a 'sell' or a 'buy', go the next lower timeframe, 
and trade the next signal in the direction of the 2 higher timeframes! 
In your case, I would have taken that 15M sell. The joker is working out the right EXIT. 



 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 7519

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} he never had to be right. Because he had each direction covered.  
\ 
 

shhhh!...that's the HOLY GRAIL!  

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 7520

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hang in there! Your experience is valuable - only you know you and that is the 
only trader that matters! I feel for your experience because we've all been there. So yes, 
great idea to read the book I mentioned. Then let's start with the basics. 1) What is the 
strategy or edge that has given you green pips? 2) In your most recent losses, what was 
your entry and where did you cut your loss? Answer these in the thread and let's see if 
we can't help put you on a good philosophical path. This is better than just giving you 
strategies or tactics... 
so what are you doing now? Long/SHORT? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 7521

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} so what are you doing now? Long/SHORT? 
I am currently still short from 2967, stops to BE. 
Debating whether to close at 48 and call it a week.  
 
I am still bear biased. However on the very short term, given where price is, I have a 
sneaking suspicion that may continue to consolidate. But not really sure. 
1H and 15M sequence suggests the next one is down. This is what worries me.... if it does 
print a bottom on the 15M and it doesn't clear 2920 then we're sideways. What I wish won't 
happen is sideways until Thurs or Friday.... 3 days of meat grinder. 



 

 

 

Baillie Sep 5, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 7522

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} That is actually another of my closely guided secrets with respect to TIMING 
When two consecutive timeframes agrees on a 'sell' or a 'buy', go the next lower 
timeframe, and trade the next signal in the direction of the 2 higher timeframes! In your 
case, I would have taken that 15M sell. The joker is working out the right EXIT. {image} 
That is essentially what this thread is all about. Yours has included the MTF approach as 
well, I use it that way also. 

 

samaralala Sep 5, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 7523

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} That is actually another of my closely guided secrets with respect to TIMING 
When two consecutive timeframes agrees on a 'sell' or a 'buy', go the next lower 
timeframe, and trade the next signal in the direction of the 2 higher timeframes! In your 
case, I would have taken that 15M sell. The joker is working out the right EXIT. {image} 
 
I like your picture what indicators do you use for it? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 7524

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} That is actually another of my closely guided secrets with respect to TIMING 
When two consecutive timeframes agrees on a 'sell' or a 'buy', go the next lower 
timeframe, and trade the next signal in the direction of the 2 higher timeframes! In your 
case, I would have taken that 15M sell. The joker is working out the right EXIT. {image} 
This is one of the "techniques" I used in private for my ZZBB method. 
Hence why I use 1H and 15M. The daily direction I ignore from charts as it is known but 
is reviewed....err daily! LOL 
Sync'd legs are powerful. 
 
It's something that I learned from Bradley Cowan using a known scientific phenomenon 
called sympathetic resonance as well as harmonic resonance. 
I play music so it makes sense to me when "things that vibrate" are in sync. 
 
p.s. As an aside, what will really blow people's minds is how these vibrations can be 



correlated to astronomical timings as well. I've never researched it for FX but does well 

on indices and futures.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 5, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 7525

 
Alright folks! 
It is Beer O'clock! 
 
It's been emotional. Have a brilliant weekend.... let's do this again! LOL 
 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 7526

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I like your picture what indicators do you use for it? 
I'm still drawing them manually. I'm having it custom coded right now as we speak. But 
sometimes I still use the regular MT4 ZZ indie. It's not really the tool per se. It's 
understanding what you're doing and what the data you're looking at is telling you. 

 

LITEchild Sep 5, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 7527

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} That is essentially what this thread is all about. Yours has included the MTF 
approach as well, I use it that way also. 

 

 

wireash Sep 5, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 7528

 
IBFX client;s will be transferred to FXCM on sept. 19 
IBFX chose not to service individual mt4 platform accounts 
any idea how good fxcm are 
and what the hell is going on: 
first american customers had to switch brokers 
now one of the biggest U.S. based brokers is closing it.s doors to private clients 
any ideas? 
i know its off topic but just wanted to let you guys know. 
thanks 

 

jimsterk Sep 5, 2014 9:44pm | Post# 7529

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Can you explain a little more about these signals. (h, k) random? thank you very 
much 
Hi burnssss. 
 
If we assume proposition 1 is true (that is there exists h-recurrent price almost surely) 
=>once we identify the transient price forming, we can say that it is very good candidate for 
a true transient price (because price is almost surely h-recurrent) 



=>if price is above the transient price, place buy order (in the hope of price will not touch 
the transient zone). and vice versa. 
=>if price touched the transient price, stop loss. 
 
I choose (h,k) intuitively. so I do not remember what value I have used. At least (h,k) was 
constant. 
 
Do you have any idea about DNA and revolution? I think we are looking to the same 
direction. 

Quoting Paradiso88 
{quote} Nice picture jimsterk. Do you mean after we put some orders, then we must 

change the h & k value ? Or do you mean something else ?  
Hi Paradiso88. 
 
I think we should stick to the constant (h,k). 
Although we can use a set of (h,k) depending on the number (and ratio) of trade, I think it 
is better to try to find the best one. 
 
 
The problem is that if we assume (h,k) is constant forever but the market is relatively less 
(or more) volatile like recent eurusd movement, 
the probability of transient is really low (less than 0.1% I think). 
So I can not place many orders. 
EURUSDD seems to place orders with using recurrent price, but I still have no idea about 
how. 
To me, if we want to trade with recurrent price, I think we will have to face and hold 

drawdown . I do not like drawdown. 

 
Above picture is recent eurusd movement. 
Market is less volatile, and only 4 orders are placed from April to yesterday. (last one is not 
in the picture, but it is 2 days ago at around 1.29200) 
All 4 orders worked well though. 
 
Thank you. 

 

summicron Sep 6, 2014 2:51am | Post# 7530

 
jimsterk, 



 
The chart is zoomed out too much. And the red indicator makes it even harder to read 
the bars within those 3 TRZ areas you highlighted. I don't how big your h value is. But 
there seems to be quite a few more TRZ to play with in this chart. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 6, 2014 5:22am | Post# 7531

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi burnssss. If we assume proposition 1 is true (that is there exists h-recurrent 
price almost surely) =>once we identify the transient price forming, we can say that it is 
very good candidate for a true transient price (because price is almost surely h-
recurrent) =>if price is above the transient price, place buy order (in the hope of price 
will not touch the transient zone). and vice versa. =>if price touched the transient price, 
stop loss. I choose (h,k) intuitively. so I do not remember what value I have used. At 
least (h,k) was constant.... 
 
Ultimately though, ugh, the net effect is just picking tops and bottoms. No different to 
any ZigZag. 
i don't believe you can use TZ/RZ purely on its own. What about inflection points 
between T bars?  
 
I believe the discovery of treating separately the occurances of h befor and after current 
time t is relevant. One idea of k is SL size.... See where that goes. GL 

 

handy148 Sep 6, 2014 5:46am | Post# 7532

 
vlady - read that you had a chance to see Cloggie trading live. That must have been an 
education - that guy is a legend. 

 

burnssss Sep 6, 2014 5:48am | Post# 7533

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi burnssss. If we assume proposition 1 is true (that is there exists h-recurrent 
price almost surely) =>once we identify the transient price forming, we can say that it is 
very good candidate for a true transient price (because price is almost surely h-
recurrent) =>if price is above the transient price, place buy order (in the hope of price 
will not touch the transient zone). and vice versa. =>if price touched the transient price, 
stop loss. I choose (h,k) intuitively. so I do not remember what value I have used. At 
least (h,k) was constant.... 
Hi jimmsterk,  
care, transient areas not work as support / resistance.  
By this I mean, only trade in recurrent area. Secure Pips.  
example:  
if you're currently in an area A, above this zone A is the transient area, you assume 
recurrent area above the transient area. Any area in the recurring price has 97% 
probabilities that return to the transient area "h" bars.  
For now I find a conclusion from DNA created by eurusdd and type of process used in 
transient / recurrent area.  
Is the independence of variables is assumed, whereby all kinds of combinations are 
created. Sounds like a smart solution, but probably many combinations processing is a 
very heavy task.  
Pay attention to the following event.  
Being A = bullish bar, and B = bearish bar, if h = 5, we have;  



X = {A A A A A},  
You assume that the coming 5 bars be A? 

 

cielo55588 Sep 6, 2014 11:36am | Post# 7534

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Coming up to London closing time, the NFP was a bit of pickle to navigate. I must have 
scalped 15-20 pips and left 20 on the table before finally settling on a short at 2967 with 
a stop at BE. It's been a bit crazy so I don't mind now if it gets hit. 
============== 
Thanks Vlady, These help me a lot. I am agree, although we are using scalping method, 
we must calculate our SL size, it is the key. I love harmonic too ... 
 

Is this an example of a harmonic of 2 different TF ?  
Inserted Video 

 

cielo55588 Sep 6, 2014 11:47am | Post# 7535

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Hi jimmsterk, care, transient areas not work as support / resistance. By this I 
mean, only trade in recurrent area. Secure Pips. example: if you're currently in an area 
A, above this zone A is the transient area, you assume recurrent area above the transient 
area. Any area in the recurring price has 97% probabilities that return to the transient 
area "h" bars. For now I find a conclusion from DNA created by eurusdd and type of 
process used in transient / recurrent area. Is the independence of variables is assumed, 
whereby all kinds of combinations... 
Thanks burnssss. It will have a big probability that one of the next 5 bars is B. 

Am i right about it ? I think this becomes an Ultimately though ... ?  

 

burnssss Sep 6, 2014 11:52am | Post# 7536

 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Thanks burnssss. It will have a big probability that one of the next 5 bars is B. 
Am i right about it ? 

Yes cielo55588   

 

summicron Sep 7, 2014 6:43am | Post# 7537

 
Sunday, some free quiet time to kill. 
 
Transient zone is price range untouched by h number of bars left and right. 
 
What about the opposite. A zone where price is touched by h number of bars left and 
right. I wonder if there's something there to check out. 

 

bluehawaii Sep 7, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 7538

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
First of all, i want to thank Eurussd and all of members here. This is really nice thread i have 



ever found. I have read this thread, and other Eurusdd's threads. It takes long time, more 
than 1 month for me to understand these. But i am happy, finally i can finish read them all, 
and i found it is so amazing. 
I have traded Forex for some years (not a full time trader), and i got loss, and loss, and loss 

. The good indicators i found was : 3 EMA cross for long term trading (H4) and Fibo 
retrace level (harmonic pattern). I like scalping, so i tried 3 EMA cross on M5, which later 
blow up my account. 
After i find these threads, i am so sure it can help me to recover my loss .... 
I will try my best to post what i know about this system, and i am sure you all can help me 
to reach my target, i see a good discussion from all of you here. 
This is my first post, the image describes what i understand from this system. Is my image 
right ? 
Thank you in advance for your kindness ... 

 

 

scardi Sep 7, 2014 4:05pm | Post# 7539

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
What is pulling EURUSD down? A hint is on the chart below! However, I have already 
traded this move and the window is closing!{image} 
How did you trade that move? Did you sell, or did you buy? 

 

scardi Sep 7, 2014 4:53pm | Post# 7540

 
[quote=Eurusdd, Post 54: "...........I expected a similarity at A after the 1hr bar closed 
but none appeared.........." 
 
Which bar do you mean? The green one, pointed by your arrow, or the previous red one? 
 
"...so that means price had to go up before it can come down again in order to get 
similarity!!!.... " 
 
How do you know that price had to go up, before it can come down? It's not clear how 



you make your trade decisions. Thank You! 

 

Baillie Sep 7, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 7541

 
[quote=scardi;7722453][quote=Eurusdd, Post 54: "...........I expected a similarity at A 
after the 1hr bar closed but none appeared.........." Which bar do you mean? The green 
one, pointed by your arrow, or the previous red one? "...so that means price had to go 
up before it can come down again in order to get similarity!!!.... " How do you know that 
price had to go up, before it can come down? It's not clear how you make your trade 
decisions. Thank You![/quote] 
 
Hey scardi, If you look at the 2 green spikes on the CI, that represents a Similarity, the 
first red spike after on the 30 min chart represents a dis similarity, that can be used as a 
trade signal because, the 1 hr candle closed in the 1 hr chart without a red spike. 
 
Look at the circle on the two charts and compare. Sorry wrong quote I was replying to. 
 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1372345205  

 

Baillie Sep 7, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 7542

 
[quote=scardi;7722453][quote=Eurusdd, Post 54: "...........I expected a similarity at A 
after the 1hr bar closed but none appeared.........." Which bar do you mean? The green 
one, pointed by your arrow, or the previous red one? "...so that means price had to go 
up before it can come down again in order to get similarity!!!.... " How do you know that 
price had to go up, before it can come down? It's not clear how you make your trade 
decisions. Thank You![/quote] 

Quoting Eurusdd 

Why is EURUSD heading back uup? I posted this chart earlier and said that I traded the 
move but the window was closing(check post 47)! This is what I meant!!! I expected a 
similarity at A after the 1hr bar closed but none appeared, so that means price had to go 
up before it can come down again in order to get similarity!!! Because this is a 30min/1hr 
pair, you make your decision when the 1hr bar closes!!!{image} 
At bar marked A there should have been a red spike down on the 1 hr chart, there was 
none; price could NOT continue down and produce a red spike on the 1 hr chart. Price 
would first have to climb up in order to produce the spike. 
 
EURUSDD said that the CI is the least used in the Similarity principle but I think it was 
abandoned too early in the thread, it has many good lessons left. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 7, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 7543

 
Quoting handy148 
vlady - read that you had a chance to see Cloggie trading live. That must have been an 
education - that guy is a legend. 
Hey there! Yes I did. 3x in fact. If I'm right this was back in 2009/2010. 
 
I think by the third time I began to understand the extent of which I had to relearn alot 
of stuff. 
But that wasn't because what I'd learned was "wrong" per se... just in the wrong order. 
 



Beginners will often get taught ABC or 123 trading. That's how I got started. 
AB is a range, C is about 50%. That was a Gann technique as mentioned by the "expert" 
who taught me....1996. 
 
Then there's things like Support/Resistence. Then breakouts.  
Then you graduate to Moving Average Crosses, Pivot Points and other lagging indicators 
 
Then you get into wild stuff like Elliot Waves, Murrey Math Lines, Gann Geometry, Gann 
Astronomical/Astrological 
Then you get into Automation and Expert Advisors. 
 
And then finally you get back to reading price action. Because most of the above, ever 
deals with one chart. 
But as soon as you start seeing Price = Time... then you get into a weird place where 
nothing you learned was useless.... you've retained it all it's just putting it into a 
sequence that begins to work for you. 
 
Cloggie confirmed for me for example, that EU moved in 20 pips. 19.5 in fact. This is a 
number I knew well from Gann studies. 
But he added the notion that if I knew about moves (eg. ADR, ATR).... why would I be 
looking for a 40 pip move at the end of the day when 120 pips have beed done? 
 
Stuff like that 3 years ago was a revelation. And soon, you could see that he'ls combining 
EVERYTHING.... he's got fundamentals and technicals and extrapolation. That's what 
prompted me to alter my method(s). It changed me from being just a 10 pip scalper to 
being able to get 50-100 pips and more. Still working on my 1000 pip trading week 
though. :P 

 

Eurusdd Sep 7, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 7544

 
Just passing thru. Hmmm 

 

tbird2121 Sep 7, 2014 8:34pm | Post# 7545

 
Quoting bluehawaii 
Hi, First of all, i want to thank Eurussd and all of members here. This is really nice thread 
i have ever found. I have read this thread, and other Eurusdd's threads. It takes long 
time, more than 1 month for me to understand these. But i am happy, finally i can finish 
read them all, and i found it is so amazing. I have traded Forex for some years (not a full 

time trader), and i got loss, and loss, and loss . The good indicators i found was : 3 
EMA cross for long term trading (H4) and Fibo retrace level (harmonic pattern). I like 
scalping, so... 
Welcome on board bluehawaii. You are at the right place, the free world thread. All of us 
here are human - not God, so we are not perfect. Some times our prediction can wrong 
(1-2% only) , but you can see that some of us here are really good traders that have 
sharp analysis. And all of us here are not Demon, so you can not find any bad words, nor 
any noise, nor any bad insults. You are free to express your idea here, and i believe 
there are so many good guys will help each other. 
So far, i found this thread is the best in FF too. If you are diligent and invest your time to 
read and think about the concept, you will be great ... i am sure about it. From your 

picture i can say that you have got some thing, congratulation  

 

tbird2121 Sep 7, 2014 8:36pm | Post# 7546



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Just passing thru. Hmmm 
Nice to see you buddy ..... 

Quoting Baillie 
{quote} At bar marked A there should have been a red spike down on the 1 hr 
chart, there was none; price could NOT continue down and produce a red spike 
on the 1 hr chart. Price would first have to climb up in order to produce the spike. 
EURUSDD said that the CI is the least used in the Similarity principle but I think it was 
abandoned too early in the thread, it has many good lessons left. 
Hi Baillie, 
We must see at the dis-similarity AFTER the candle H1 close, right ? In case at the time 
candle H1 closed, there is no red spike at H1, and there was a spike at M30. Then we 
find a dis-similarity, and we put a sell order, right ? Can you explain why the price could 
not continue down ? 
Thanks. 

 

bluehawaii Sep 7, 2014 9:35pm | Post# 7547

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Welcome on board bluehawaii. You are at the right place, the free world thread. 
All of us here are human - not God, so we are not perfect. Some times our prediction can 
wrong (1-2% only) , but you can see that some of us here are really good traders that 
have sharp analysis. And all of us here are not Demon, so you can not find any bad 
words, nor any noise, nor any bad insults. You are free to express your idea here, and i 
believe there are so many good guys will help each other. So far, i found this thread is 
the best in FF too. If you... 

Thanks tbird, all of the discussions here are great. They help me a lot  

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey there! Yes I did. 3x in fact. If I'm right this was back in 2009/2010. I think 
by the third time I began to understand the extent of which I had to relearn alot of stuff. 
But that wasn't because what I'd learned was "wrong" per se... just in the wrong order. 
Beginners will often get taught ABC or 123 trading. That's how I got started. AB is a 
range, C is about 50%. That was a Gann technique as mentioned by the "expert" who 
taught me....1996. Then there's things like Support/Resistence. Then breakouts. Then 
you graduate to Moving Average... 
This is a very good post Vlady, Thanks. I liked to play with Murrey Math too some time 
ago. I was playing with Currency Strength last year. Is it a good idea to combine 
Currency Strengh to my currently developing system ? 

 

Strawbale Sep 7, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 7548

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Just passing thru. Hmmm 
"a delicate secret" solved, i realized all the reverse psychology in your words and i can 

say "always return" was a false phrase even though the prob is quite high indeed ) 

 

fiji71 Sep 8, 2014 12:44am | Post# 7549

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 



 
This is a really goooooood thread. Thanks Eurusdd. Any body know where can i find good 
Adr & Atr indicator for MT4 ? 
I just found this for Atr : http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=280319 
and this for Adr : http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=479429 
Just found it today, do not know it is good or not. Any other link is appreciated . Trying to 
participate by sending H4 EurUsd chart. 
 
Thanks 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 1:32am | Post# 7550

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am currently still short from 2967, stops to BE. Debating whether to close at 
48 and call it a week. I am still bear biased. However on the very short term, given 
where price is, I have a sneaking suspicion that may continue to consolidate. But not 
really sure. 1H and 15M sequence suggests the next one is down. This is what worries 
me.... if it does print a bottom on the 15M and it doesn't clear 2920 then we're sideways. 
What I wish won't happen is sideways until Thurs or Friday.... 3 days of meat grinder. 
{image} 
My tp of 2938 was hit.Looking to re-enter. Short. 

 

Thienduong Sep 8, 2014 1:35am | Post# 7551

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
This is my chart EU using TF H1. One question: will TR/TZ having bigger probability than the 
DS zone ? 
If Dis-Similarity has bigger probability, it will goes up to touch the nearest blue zone, then 
goes down. 
But EU is in down trend, and may be the Dis-similarity zone can not be touch ??? It means, 
from today, EU will go down very deep .... 
Thanks 



 

 

probabilita Sep 8, 2014 1:44am | Post# 7552

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My tp of 2938 was hit.Looking to re-enter. Short. 
Hi Vlady, 
For EU, Will you put a Sell Limit order at 2968 - 2975 ( i got a dis-similarity zone around 
there ), or you will put a market order (short) after London market open ? 
 
=== 
This image is NU M15. 
I try to look at ZZ+BB , it is not COBB (top) at the moment. Does it mean that it will goes 
up to touch upper BB, before going down ? 
 
Thanks 
 
=== 
Edit, for EU M30 : 
 
a) IF it touch 2968 or 2971 , but close below 2968 : I do a Sell , TP is floating, SL 10 pips 
b) ELSE IF it touch 2971 and close above 2968, i will wait for 2975. If it touch 2975, but 
close below it, i will do a Sell , TP is floating, SL 10 pips 
c) ELSE IF it does not touch 2968, and goes down, i will do a Buy if it touch 2921, but close 
above it (hammer ?) , but this will not long (current trend is down). So, my SL is 2916, my 
TP is 2928 for this Buy. And waiting for Sell opportunity. 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 2:12am | Post# 7553

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Hi Vlady, For EU, Will you put a Sell Limit order at 2968 - 2975 ( i got a dis-
similarity zone around there ), or you will put a market order (short) after London market 
open ? === This image is NU M15. I try to look at ZZ+BB , it is not COBB (top) at the 
moment. Does it mean that it will goes up to touch upper BB, before going down ? 
Thanks {image} 
Excellent question...  
Always try not to expect what it will do. But put plans in place if it goes to all areas 
where it could go. 
 
If Then, Else. 
 
If it goes above, look to sell on a retrace 
If it goes above and continues, SL should be affordable 
If it goes above don't sell but wait for break of mid then sell (perhaps add to position if 
already sold) 
If it goes above and breaks mid perhaps add to short if previous swing low is taken. 
Always look to higher TFs for signs that will invalidate smaller TF. 
Always look for news or events that coincide with time of your entry 
 
if it goes above mid and touches upper line but doesn't COBB it's a sign of weakness, is a 
signal not a trigger. 
it could be a trigger but you can use candles, SR or whatever to guide your entry. There 
are thousands of trigger/entry techniques that reduce risk. 
 
To me, that last swing top is the key level.if you're aggressive and know the pair, you 
could have shorted. If it's prone to whiplash, then wait for a break of 8306. If then, if 
then, if then. 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 2:17am | Post# 7554



 
Short again at 2935. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 2:20am | Post# 7555

 
@probabilita 
 
if you look at EU 15M and 5M you can see an example of Cobb lower but 5M continues to 
hug lower than the BB line and go lower when it fails to cross the BB mid.Close is 
important, not the wick. 
 
edit: also, broke support at 2942 which my 2938 tp was based on. I have another 
support at 2918 so looking to add at 2915. 

 

probabilita Sep 8, 2014 2:27am | Post# 7556

 
Quoting vlady1974 
@probabilita if you look at EU 15M and 5M you can see an example of Cobb lower but 5M 
continues to hug lower than the BB line and go lower when it fails to cross the BB 
mid.Close is important, not the wick. 
This means, if it touch the mid of BB in M5 or M15, but Not close above it, it is a signal 
for Sell at that point ? 
Shall we look at M5 or M15 in this case ? 
 
Edit: 
i think i should look at the Close of bigger TF , in this case M15, then do action. Is it right 
? 
And 2942 is interesting price at the moment for me .... it is the mid of BB in M15 and top 
BB in M5. 
 
Edit again: 
But the mid of Tz is about 29444 ... so 2942 - 2944 could be the top . 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 2:33am | Post# 7557

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} This means, if it touch the mid of BB in M5 or M15, but Not close above it, it is a 
signal for Sell at that point ? Shall we look at M5 or M15 in this case ? Edit: i think i 
should look at the Close of bigger TF , in this case M15, then do action. Is it right ? 
Failure is assign of weakness. It is up to you to define trigger to sell or buy. 
Weakness is a signal to say there is an opportunity. Trigger says you know what the 
RISK is and what your expected reward is....they are 2 different things. 
 
if it touches Mid and doesn't close above it In Any Timeframe, it is weakness. 
Trigger will depend on your entry technique or strategy....that's up to your style.....Fade, 
breakout, 5 pips below support, retracement, pivot point, fib point, trendline break, etc 
etc etc. 

 

probabilita Sep 8, 2014 2:42am | Post# 7558

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Failure is assign of weakness. It is up to you to define trigger to sell or buy. 



Weakness is a signal to say there is an opportunity. Trigger says you know what the 
RISK is and what your expected reward is....they are 2 different things. if it touches Mid 
and doesn't close above it In Any Timeframe, it is weakness. Trigger will depend on your 
entry technique or strategy....that's up to your style.....Fade, breakout, 5 pips below 
support, retracement, pivot point, fib point, trendline break, etc etc etc. 

Thanks Vlady .   

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 3:01am | Post# 7559

 
Hello guys, Hope you're all pipping. Levels im looking at for short.1.2953/58, 1.2988 and 
1.2919 observe price action around these numbers. vlady1974 Hope youve been pipping 
mate 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 4:02am | Post# 7560

 
entered short 1.2943 10pips stop 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:03am | Post# 7561

 
Short again at 2945. 
Will add more if higher to max 60 
Will add more on break lowerof 18 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 4:04am | Post# 7562

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Short again at 2945. Will add more if higher to max 60 Will add more on break lowerof 
18 

lol, hmmm. same trade same time  nice. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:05am | Post# 7563

 
Quoting ephisi 
Hello guys, Hope you're all pipping. Levels im looking at for short.1.2953/58, 1.2988 and 
1.2919 observe price action around these numbers. vlady1974 Hope youve been pipping 
mate 

Hello Eph.Good to have you back. Yes, Pipping Machine is oiled and rolling steadily  

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:06am | Post# 7564

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} lol, hmmm. same trade same time  nice. 
Hahaha yes. It's my daily Train Trade.Gonna try and hold these bad boys for deep 1.28 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 4:09am | Post# 7565

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Hahaha yes. It's my daily Train Trade.Gonna try and hold these bad boys for 
deep 1.28 
same here bro 1.2750 ish. not easy to get a trade right with 10pip sl. so if i get it right 
im holding 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:11am | Post# 7566

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} This means, if it touch the mid of BB in M5 or M15, but Not close above it, it is a 
signal for Sell at that point ? Shall we look at M5 or M15 in this case ? Edit: i think i 
should look at the Close of bigger TF , in this case M15, then do action. Is it right ? And 
2942 is interesting price at the moment for me .... it is the mid of BB in M15 and top BB 
in M5. Edit again: But the mid of Tz is about 29444 ... so 2942 - 2944 could be the top . 

There you go! 2945 was my entry See the failure on the 15M mid and Cobb on the 
5M? 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 4:11am | Post# 7567

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hello Eph.Good to have you back. Yes, Pipping Machine is oiled and rolling 

steadily  
 
Good to be back bro. but decided to post and read less while trading. To enable me be 
more effective. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:35am | Post# 7568

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Good to be back bro. but decided to post and read less while trading. To enable 
me be more effective. 
Yeah, just got into work so gonna be the same for me.  
I'll post when I can.  
 
Good luck to everyone this week. Green pips! 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 6:27am | Post# 7569

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} There you go! 2945 was my entry See the failure on the 15M mid and Cobb 
on the 5M? 

Nice work mate I am also in at 45  
 

We are going to have a nice run down soon, so if you can hold it  

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 6:29am | Post# 7570

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Nice work mate I am also in at 45 We are going to have a nice run down 



soon, so if you can hold it  

 
In at 35,45 and 50. I think it's done there until 2918, where I could cover then add more. 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 6:35am | Post# 7571

 
Its really strugllig with 50. Trying to push up to 58. I see 58 as d max. If it breaks 58 
then we will see 88 another likely short entry. I doubt we will see 88 though 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 6:36am | Post# 7572

 
Quoting ephisi 
Its really strugllig with 50. Trying to push up to 58. I see 58 as d max. If it breaks 58 
then we will see 88 another likely short entry. I doubt we will see 88 though 
Watch the 15mins ascending trendline. We need to break that. Then we will retes 19 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 6:36am | Post# 7573

 
Quoting ephisi 
Its really strugllig with 50. Trying to push up to 58. I see 58 as d max. If it breaks 58 
then we will see 88 another likely short entry. I doubt we will see 88 though 

Between 54 and 60 is the strong level! I think down from here  

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 6:47am | Post# 7574

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Between 54 and 60 is the strong level! I think down from here  
Think so too. It should go down hard towards 19 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 6:54am | Post# 7575

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Think so too. It should go down hard towards 19 
Well depends how long you wanna hold becoz on monthly we are looking at 1.20 even 

1.15 but that really longer term  

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 7:02am | Post# 7576

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Well depends how long you wanna hold becoz on monthly we are looking at 1.20 

even 1.15 but that really longer term  
Lol, i meant 1.2919. Longterm target though ls 1.20000 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 7:03am | Post# 7577

 
Quoting josh11 



{quote} Well depends how long you wanna hold becoz on monthly we are looking at 1.20 

even 1.15 but that really longer term  
Lol, i meant 1.2919. Longterm target though ls 1.20000. I thing the 15mins ascending 
trendline is about to fail 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 7:08am | Post# 7578

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Well depends how long you wanna hold becoz on monthly we are looking at 

1.20 even 1.15 but that really longer term  
I've not held a position trade for longer than 2 weeks, so I'm really aiming to go for these 
numbers. I have 1.26 to 1.25 as levels on Weekly and Monthly. 
 
How I get there may be a bit turbulent... ie. a few tps to fund more positions etc. But the 
higher ones from 1.3 I am keeping. To me, 1.29 trades are also worth keeping but I'm 
getting attracted to EURNZD and the like..... even GBPJPY has been raising my eyebrows 
in terms of volatility so I'll have to weigh that up in deciding to keep these positions. 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 7:22am | Post# 7579

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've not held a position trade for longer than 2 weeks, so I'm really aiming to go 
for these numbers. I have 1.26 to 1.25 as levels on Weekly and Monthly. How I get there 
may be a bit turbulent... ie. a few tps to fund more positions etc. But the higher ones 
from 1.3 I am keeping. To me, 1.29 trades are also worth keeping but I'm getting 
attracted to EURNZD and the like..... even GBPJPY has been raising my eyebrows in 
terms of volatility so I'll have to weigh that up in deciding to keep these positions. 
Well there a many way of doing this mate, once your first pos moves enough you can put 
your SL to Breakeven and then use the first position as your risk for your second and so 
on... for example if you first position moves 500 pips in profit and then your SL is at 
Break even, you can open another pos with Sl of 250-500 pips and have no risk to your 

account from here... is actually easier than you think, this is just a simple version  

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 7:28am | Post# 7580

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Between 54 and 60 is the strong level! I think down from here  
 
Sold again at 54! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 7:45am | Post# 7581

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Sold again at 54! 

SMOOOOOOVV!  

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 7:51am | Post# 7582

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} SMOOOOOOVV!  

 
 
DD of 0.3 pips lol.... 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 9:11am | Post# 7583

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Between 54 and 60 is the strong level! I think down from here  
I hope some of you listen I told you and area which was very strong and it only 6 pips!!  
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 9:28am | Post# 7584

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I hope some of you listen I told you and area which was very strong and it only 

6 pips!!  
Indeed Josh. You and Ephisi have given precise or focused areas. I tend to be 
generalist... but we're all in the same ballpark.... and playing the same game (South 
Ball) so hopefully encouraged others to "think" in the similar angles.  
 
We're all for independent thinking of course, but for those reading - I can tell you that 
each of us and a few others like LITEChild arrive at our views from different angles and 
views of the same principles. That should be encouraging for you!! If you're able to form 
your own opinion that is in sync with our direction of travel... .go with it! See where it 

ends up taking you... it could be your Eureka Moment!  
 
 
BTW... Josh, I know you're into Gold ATM,... u also Long on Dollar? 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 9:35am | Post# 7585

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed Josh. You and Ephisi have given precise or focused areas. I tend to be 
generalist... but we're all in the same ballpark.... and playing the same game (South 
Ball) so hopefully encouraged others to "think" in the similar angles. We're all for 
independent thinking of course, but for those reading - I can tell you that each of us and 
a few others like LITEChild arrive at our views from different angles and views of the 
same principles. That should be encouraging for you!! If you're able to form your own 
opinion that is in sync with our... 
I am trading gold intraday and just closed as hit strong level for +60pips!  
 
Will watch PA and see if this level gets reject for a long!  
 
what I love about gold is most of my trades are less than 20 pips SL and returns are 
huge!  
 
Best of luck 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:36am | Post# 7586



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed Josh. You and Ephisi have given precise or focused areas. I tend to be 
generalist... but we're all in the same ballpark.... and playing the same game (South 
Ball) so hopefully encouraged others to "think" in the similar angles. We're all for 
independent thinking of course, but for those reading - I can tell you that each of us and 
a few others like LITEChild arrive at our views from different angles and views of the 
same principles. That should be encouraging for you!! If you're able to form your own 
opinion that is in sync with our... 
agree with you. but it seems theres something fundamentally similar in the foundations 
of our analysis. 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:39am | Post# 7587

 
15mins trendline finally gave way. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 9:46am | Post# 7588

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} agree with you. but it seems theres something fundamentally similar in the 
foundations of our analysis. 
LOL.... trading with the trend is the first!  
 
I think that we have incorporated "similarity" and TZ into our own styles so we are able 
to comfortably describe them without necessarily saying we do it in 3 easy steps. I know 
you have your nice scalping method. Josh has a few techniques and he coached me to 
discovering a good one on the 15M based on the "unlikely event" scenario.  
 
The underlying fundamentals are that we are using "probability based stuff rather than 
an indicator telling us to get in or get out (ie. Trigger). 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:50am | Post# 7589

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL.... trading with the trend is the first! I think that we have incorporated 
"similarity" and TZ into our own styles so we are able to comfortably describe them 
without necessarily saying we do it in 3 easy steps. I know you have your nice scalping 
method. Josh has a few techniques and he coached me to discovering a good one on the 
15M based on the "unlikely event" scenario. The underlying fundamentals are that we are 
using "probability based stuff rather than an indicator telling us to get in or get out (ie. 
Trigger). 
trading wit the trend yea. you forgot support and resistance wit price action. dumped the 
scalping method. i got into that because of the way i saw eurusdd trading. trading with 
what im more comfortable doing. daytrade and swings. no scalps 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 9:51am | Post# 7590

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Sold again at 54! 
EU hahahahahahahaha 
 
Now will you hold? 



 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:53am | Post# 7591

 
i no more use similarity. but TRZ are very usefull i use dem in conjunction with other 
things i watch 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 9:53am | Post# 7592

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I hope some of you listen I told you and area which was very strong and it only 

6 pips!!  
Yes Josh ... i put a Sell 2 pips below your price. I though it could go higher, but ... you 

are right  

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7593

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} EU hahahahahahahaha 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} trading wit the trend yea. you forgot support and resistance wit price action. 
dumped the scalping method. i got into that because of the way i saw eurusdd trading. 
trading with what im more comfortable doing. daytrade and swings. no scalps 

 
 
Love trendline breaks.... especially S/R lines. 
 
I'm formulating a new trading goal for Oct. I guess it's the logical inverse of EU and 
that's to long USD.... not just FX but across a platform.... ETFs, Stocks, Euro-Stocks, etc. 
Just wondered if anyone was doing this in a more structured way, not just FX. 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7594

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} EU hahahahahahahaha Now will you hold? 
lol, confidence come when you have an edge. nice 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 9:54am | Post# 7595

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Yes Josh ... i put a Sell 2 pips below your price. I though it could go higher, but 

... you are right  
Great now hold my friend and make $$$$ 

 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 9:56am | Post# 7596

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} {quote} Love trendline breaks.... especially S/R lines. I'm formulating a new 
trading goal for Oct. I guess it's the logical inverse of EU and that's to long USD.... not 
just FX but across a platform.... ETFs, Stocks, Euro-Stocks, etc. Just wondered if anyone 



was doing this in a more structured way, not just FX. 
i think thats what institutional traders do 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 10:03am | Post# 7597

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Yes Josh ... i put a Sell 2 pips below your price. I though it could go higher, but 

... you are right  
Yes, definitely worth holding onto these. The cutting of rates is very significant. 1.39 to 
1.34 still had room to move and psychologically 1.300 was the mental barrier to thinking 
that fundamentals could create a "black swan" event. 
 
Now that has been shaken off... all the Monthly targets that weren't even in viewing 
contention are on everyone's radar. 1.2XXX is in 2009, 2010, 2012... major! And we're 
getting in at 1.2900+?? That's 900 pips x stake!!! 
 
And let's not forget.... EURUSD is a pair. USD is very bullish.... hence my feelings on 
previous posts. 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 10:07am | Post# 7598

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} LOL.... trading with the trend is the first! I think that we have incorporated 
"similarity" and TZ into our own styles so we are able to comfortably describe them 
without necessarily saying we do it in 3 easy steps. I know you have your nice scalping 
method. Josh has a few techniques and he coached me to discovering a good one on the 
15M based on the "unlikely event" scenario. The underlying fundamentals are that we are 
using "probability based stuff rather than an indicator telling us to get in or get out (ie. 
Trigger). 
I am playing with "DS" , TR/TZ, 3plan, ZZ-BB at the moment ... Thanks a lot to you all 

(it is a long list if i wrote all your names ) . You all have helped me much, i feel 
different now in style of trading. My heart does not pump 200x in a minute, i can trade 
more calm because i know where it will go (approximately, may be still 70-80% and 
counting ...). Without you all, i can not do that !!! Using all ideas given on the threads, i 
am trying to find how they can match each other to build a massive great system. Still 
need time, but i think it is not far. I feel so lucky that i read Eurusdd threads and meet 

you all ....  

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 10:08am | Post# 7599

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Yes Josh ... i put a Sell 2 pips below your price. I though it could go higher, but 

... you are right  
Your risk was 8 pips and I think your DD was like 3 pips.. now if you have your SL at BE 

you will have a free ride to possible a long way down  
 

All the best  

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 10:09am | Post# 7600

 



Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I am playing with "DS" , TR/TZ, 3plan, ZZ-BB at the moment ... Thanks a lot to 

you all (it is a long list if i wrote all your names ) . You all have helped me much, i feel 
different now in style of trading. My heart does not pump 200x in a minute, i can trade 
more calm because i know where it will go (approximately, may be still 70-80% and 
counting ...). Without you all, i can not do that !!! Using all ideas given on the threads, i 
am trying to find how they can match each other to build a massive great system. Still 
need time, but i... 
I love this post. 
 
TBIRD! Guess what!?! 
 
YOU'RE A TRADER NOW! 
 
Keep it simple, manageable, consistent. Live your life not your trades! 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 10:14am | Post# 7601

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Your risk was 8 pips and I think your DD was like 3 pips.. now if you have your 

SL at BE you will have a free ride to possible a long way down All the best  
Thanks Josh. Just curious: we do not need to use trailing stop for this concept , right ? 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 10:19am | Post# 7602

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I love this post. TBIRD! Guess what!?! YOU'RE A TRADER NOW! Keep it simple, 
manageable, consistent. Live your life not your trades! 
Thanks a lot Vlady. I will remember all things you all have told me ... will keep that, in 

mind  

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 10:19am | Post# 7603

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Thanks Josh. Just curious: we do not need to use trailing stop for this concept , 
right ? 
You can trade how you want but trailing SL are for broker to hit... I never recommend! 
 
If we have our SL at BE we have no risk, how do you believe we can take advantage of 
this?? 
 
Hold for lower and lower level, now like vlady1974 said we could go down to 1.20 so now 
with no risk how much would you make if we got down there??? 
 
Is that worth holding or taking 50-100 pips now! 
 
Like I said earlier, once price has move you can add with the risk of the first trade this 
way we protect our accounts! 
 

hope that helped  
 
Its trading anything can happen!! 



 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 10:25am | Post# 7604

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} Thanks Josh. Just curious: we do not need to use trailing stop for this concept , 
right ? 
I second Josh. Don't use Trailing Stops. 
 
2942 is still the line in the sand today. We all know it's going lower so wait until it clears 
this price by at least 40-50 pips. 
EU moves in 20 pip waves. 40 pips is a decent move. 120 ATR is therefore about 3 big 
moves of 4 moves of 30..... broad average. 
 
So don't be too keen to move to BE especially in a consolidation period like now. The 15M 
is sideways, but finally breaking Support and Trendlines and is on the lower BB but not 
closed outside yet. In fact I don't want it to. I want it to revist 15M BB mid and fail... fail 
2wice for all i care, cos that only means lower tomorrow. 
 
Once it's away at least 12 pips , you can move to BE (if you really must) and sit back. 
If you do move to BE within a 20 pip move, make sure you're ready to pounce at a better 
price on that retest. 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 10:30am | Post# 7605

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} You can trade how you want but trailing SL are for broker to hit... I never 
recommend! If we have our SL at BE we have no risk, how do you believe we can take 
advantage of this?? Hold for lower and lower level, now like vlady1974 said we could go 
down to 1.20 so now with no risk how much would you make if we got down there??? Is 
that worth holding or taking 50-100 pips now! Like I said earlier, once price has move 
you can add with the risk of the first trade this way we protect our accounts! hope that 

helped Its trading anything can happen!!... 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I second Josh. Don't use Trailing Stops. 2942 is still the line in the sand today. 
We all know it's going lower so wait until it clears this price by at least 40-50 pips. EU 
moves in 20 pip waves. 40 pips is a decent move. 120 ATR is therefore about 3 big 
moves of 4 moves of 30..... broad average. So don't be too keen to move to BE 
especially in a consolidation period like now. The 15M is sideways, but finally breaking 
Support and Trendlines and is on the lower BB but not closed outside yet. In fact I don't 
want it to. I want it to revist... 
Thank you Josh & Vlady. Understood, will stay away from Trailing Stop. 

 

scardi Sep 8, 2014 10:35am | Post# 7606

 
[quote=Baillie;7722557] 
Quoting scardi 
{quote} {quote} At bar marked A there should have been a red spike down on the 1 hr 
chart, there was none; price could NOT continue down and produce a red spike on the 1 
hr chart. Price would first have to climb up in order to produce the spike. EURUSDD said 
that the CI is the least used in the Similarity principle but I think it was abandoned too 
early in the thread, it has many good lessons left. 
------------------------------ 
Hi Baillie, Thank you very much! Now I understand why price have to climb up. Best 
regards! 



 

ephisi Sep 8, 2014 10:57am | Post# 7607

 
EURUSD entering range mode. guess bears will have to wait some more 

 

probabilita Sep 8, 2014 12:35pm | Post# 7608

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} At bar marked A there should have been a red spike down on the 1 hr chart, 
there was none; price could NOT continue down and produce a red spike on the 1 hr 
chart. Price would first have to climb up in order to produce the spike. EURUSDD said 
that the CI is the least used in the Similarity principle but I think it was abandoned too 
early in the thread, it has many good lessons left. 
Thank you very much Baillie ... This is a great post ! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 1:31pm | Post# 7609

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} {quote} Thank you Josh & Vlady. Understood, will stay away from Trailing Stop. 
You can probably move stops to BE now, but watch for any retrace. 

 

josh11 Sep 8, 2014 4:23pm | Post# 7610

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I hope some of you listen I told you and area which was very strong and it only 

6 pips!!  

Well that Zone was strong  
 
My SL's are now at BE  
 

Best of luck guys  

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 4:37pm | Post# 7611

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Well that Zone was strong My SL's are now at BE Best of luck guys  

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 7612

 
Support Lines on my Weekly: 
 
2741.5 
2639.9 
2464.5 
2109.9 
 
The obvious "popular" bounce is 2741 but 2639.9 could play a part, with a TrendCount of 
at least 70 to 100. If it did bounce with a trendcount of 70 then I would view this as 



potentially a Wave 4 correction, with a price projection at 1.3128 with a final Wave 5 
price range beginning at 1.234 to 1.2110 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 8:12pm | Post# 7613

 
HELLO 
i see that some of you guys are making their own trade call's without using eur/usd 
strategy 
LET ME CORRECT THAT 
we're not looking into the future on this thread! 
we do not care what happen's tomorrow 
we dont care if OBAMA get's sick 
we have our window's 
when price gets trapped in our window  
WE TAKE ACTION (BALLS OUT) not for the fainth of heart 
I ASSUME YOU DONT GET SCARED EASILY ,otherwise you woudn;t be trading FOREX 
best indi that i ever learn't was that forex is not random 
i know it sound's funny but all my friends were telling me that forex is like gambling 
i never believed in that (THANK GOd FOR INDI:S and patience) 
assumption is a mother of all F^#@*!s 
NEVER STAND IN FRONT OF A RUNNING BEAR (COMMON SENSE) 
some of you! 
and i will not say their name's 
cancelled their short's? 
really? 
NEVER STAND IN FRONT OF A RUNNING BEAR! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 8, 2014 8:19pm | Post# 7614

 
Quoting wireash 
HELLO i see that some of you guys are making their own trade call's without 
using eur/usd strategy LET ME CORRECT THAT we're not looking into the future on 
this thread! we do not care what happen's tomorrow we dont care if OBAMA get's sick we 
have our window's when price gets trapped in our window WE TAKE ACTION (BALLS 
OUT) not for the fainth of heart I ASSUME YOU DONT GET SCARED EASILY ,otherwise 
you woudn;t be trading FOREX best indi that i ever learn't was that forex is not random i 
know it sound's funny but all my friends... 
??? 
 
Firstly, there is no strategy. It's a bunch of principles from the very beginning. 
Secondly, it's not your thread to correct. FF is a public forum. Anyone can post unless the 
op ignores them. 
 
We can disagree, that's fine, but I will defend anyone from censorship.  
As for those of us making calls.... well if you read our posts carefully today, we 
acknowledged how much of Eurusdd's principles we are using in our techniques.  
 
Feel free to add to that discussion with your own analysis. Ranting doesn't do anyone any 
good. 
So you're bearish. Great! Welcome to the club. I don't think anyone here is bullish. Some 
here are new and learning, some are not but want to understand DS or TZ. No need for 
unproductive criticism - provide some help, clues or answers. 

 



Kapkhunkha Sep 8, 2014 8:29pm | Post# 7615

 
Quoting wireash 
HELLO i see that some of you guys are making their own trade call's without using 
eur/usd strategy LET ME CORRECT THAT we're not looking into the future on this thread! 
we do not care what happen's tomorrow we dont care if OBAMA get's sick we have our 
window's when price gets trapped in our window WE TAKE ACTION (BALLS OUT) not for 
the fainth of heart I ASSUME YOU DONT GET SCARED EASILY ,otherwise you woudn;t be 
trading FOREX best indi that i ever learn't was that forex is not random i know it sound's 
funny but all my friends were telling me that... 
You are right Wireash, we are not predicting the price (and this is more difficult, except 
we are really good), but we are waiting the price to come to us (yes, this is easier, and 
having bigger probability) ..... As Eurusdd always told us, do not forget 10 pips stop loss, 
we do not know exactly (100%) the market, but it has history and we can see what it will 
do (approximately) in a specified time and price (may be 70%-99%), there is still 
something can happen some day (1% is not 0%). 
I think if we are standing behind an angry Bear, we take smaller risk compare to if we 
are standing if front of it. And standing in front of a calm Bull is also a bad idea at the 
moment. Just an idea. 
Thanks 

 

Kapkhunkha Sep 8, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 7616

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} ??? Firstly, there is no strategy. It's a bunch of principles from the very 
beginning. Secondly, it's not your thread to correct. FF is a public forum. Anyone can 
post unless the op ignores them. We can disagree, that's fine, but I will defend anyone 
from censorship. As for those of us making calls.... well if you read our posts carefully 
today, we acknowledged how much of Eurusdd's principles we are using in our 
techniques. Feel free to add to that discussion with your own analysis. Ranting doesn't do 
anyone any good. So you're bearish.... 
Hi Vlady, 
I think Wireash means some thing else ... ??? 
But i am agree with you, without making any mistake, we do not know the right thing. 
So, join the discussion is the only way to make our skill improved ... 
I still need some time to correct some bugs of my codes, will join soon ... 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 8:38pm | Post# 7617

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} ??? Firstly, there is no strategy. It's a bunch of principles from the very 
beginning. Secondly, it's not your thread to correct. FF is a public forum. Anyone can 
post unless the op ignores them. We can disagree, that's fine, but I will defend anyone 
from censorship. As for those of us making calls.... well if you read our posts carefully 
today, we acknowledged how much of Eurusdd's principles we are using in our 
techniques. Feel free to add to that discussion with your own analysis. Ranting doesn't do 
anyone any good. So you're bearish.... 
finally were getting somewhere 
to answer your question: 
I am providing good criticism 
and actually i was talking about you: 
you said you cancelled your short's 
on eur/usd i will not look back to see where exactly it was last week (WELL YOU WERE 
WRONG) picking top's and bottom's that's a big NO NO 



not to mention it has nothing to do with this thread 
you just posted your resistance levels 
according too? 
support/resistance basic 101 
once again  
it has nothing to do with this thrad 
were beyond that we look at $$$$ NotPIPS 

 

LITEchild Sep 8, 2014 8:39pm | Post# 7618

 
Quoting wireash 
some of you! and i will not say their name's cancelled their short's? really? NEVER 
STAND IN FRONT OF A RUNNING BEAR! 

I can't for the life of me imagine why anyone would buy EU at a time like this.  

 

Dewachen77 Sep 8, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 7619

 
Oyeeyeye ... more and more interesting, and some of us have a big improvement, 
congratulation. I think i got something too. I did not post for some days, but i read this 
great thread regularly, and made some changes needed to my algo. Thanks to Eurusdd 
and to you all that make this thread alive and giving more and more valuable stuffs. I am 
very sure that this concept is very profitable if we know how to apply it. I am agree with 
you all, EU is bearish. And may be NU too..... 

 

LITEchild Sep 8, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 7620

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote}actually i was talking about you: you said you cancelled your short's on 
eur/usd i will not look back to see where exactly it was last week (WELL YOU WERE 
WRONG)  
well, if you were specifically talking about Vlady, i do believe you are a bit out of line! He 
has constantly posted a lot of short trades and closed most, if not all, in profit. And you 
can get trade direction right and still be wrong in the short term. There is nothing wrong 
with being 'wrong' in trading. It's part of the job. so to speak. Moreover the effort Vlady 
has put into helping out people here should be the minimum requirement for anyone else 
saying he is out of line. I don't think you meet those requirements. But that's just my 
opinion. Vlady has my utmost respect. 

 

Dewachen77 Sep 8, 2014 8:59pm | Post# 7621

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} finally were getting somewhere to answer your question: I am providing good 
criticism and actually i was talking about you: you said you cancelled your short's on 
eur/usd i will not look back to see where exactly it was last week (WELL YOU WERE 
WRONG) picking top's and bottom's that's a big NO NO not to mention it has nothing to 
do with this thread you just posted your resistance levels according too? 
support/resistance basic 101 once again it has nothing to do with this thrad were beyond 
that we look at $$$$ NotPIPS  
Understood and agree with you in this case, wireash. $$$$ is what i need, not the Pips. 

 



Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} well, if you were specifically talking about Vlady, i do believe you are a bit out of 
line! He has constantly posted a lot of short trades and closed most, if not all, in 
profit. And you can get trade direction right and still be wrong in the short term. There 
is nothing wrong with being 'wrong' in trading. It's part of the job. so to speak. Moreover 
the effort Vlady has put into helping out people here should be the minimum 
requirement for anyone else saying he is out of line. I don't think you meet those 
requirements. But... 
Some of my shorts have almost same price that Vlady has. Some of them are closed in 
profit, some are still floating (positive floating, not minus floating). So, i can say that 
LiteChild is right about Vlady, he is a great trader that has sharp analysis and good heart 

 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 7622

 
I think that the biggest problem trader's have ( including me)is to exit their trade and 
reverse it. 
once youre in a trade for 50 pip profit you dont want to exit: even thou your strategy 
tell;s you to get out and reverse (human nature). 
i was never tought by great trader's ( i simply coudnt afford it) but i took my time i took 
my loses. 
laugh all you want. i went thru my fare share  
now i can tell you that:0 pi 
all your assumptions mean nothing 
DONT STAND IN FRONT OF A RUNNING BEAR 
HOW do i know that? 
stochastic 
trend is down as soon as stoch is overbought you short 
once again this has nothing to do with this thread cause i dont see no dissimilarities at 
the time 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 7623

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} well, if you were specifically talking about Vlady, i do believe you are a bit out of 
line! He has constantly posted a lot of short trades and closed most, if not all, in profit. 
And you can get trade direction right and still be wrong in the short term. There is 
nothing wrong with being 'wrong' in trading. It's part of the job. so to speak. Moreover 
the effort Vlady has put into helping out people here should be the minimum requirement 
for anyone else saying he is out of line. I don't think you meet those requirements. But 
that's just my... 
you are totally right  
and i apologize 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 9:15pm | Post# 7624

 
Hi, 
You are all in shorts, great .... we are in the same boat. I have just do a short at 1.2899 
again, because i see a TZ/RZ around it @M5, and it is building another one at the 
moment. I hope i do it at the right time. Now i have 2 pips profit for this last short order. 
Vlady's posts are very good, i like it. His posts are based on a clear mature technical 

analysis, like Eurusdd, GG and some other good friend's posts  
Keep posting buddy, your posts give so many benefit to all of us .... 



 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 9:18pm | Post# 7625

 
we dont look for minimum requieremt? 
we look for win to lose ratio 
gbp/aud sell at 1.7400 
yeah and euro will follow 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 7626

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} you are totally right and i apologize 
I like this post Wireash .... 

Quoting wireash 
we dont look for minimum requieremt? we look for win to lose ratio gbp/aud sell at 
1.7400 yeah and euro will follow 
Can we use currency strength ? 
Edit: some time i find it too fast, or may be it is result of my bad setting ... 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 7627

 
no you cant use currency strengh 
becouse by the time u realize whats going on your chart youre in for a drowdawn 
my friend 
dont listen to blah blah blah nostradamus prediction's 
chart your trade's 
and trade your chart's 
lol 

 

tbird2121 Sep 8, 2014 9:37pm | Post# 7628

 
Quoting wireash 
no you cant use currency strengh becouse by the time u realize whats going on your 
chart youre in for a drowdawn my friend dont listen to blah blah blah nostradamus 
prediction's chart your trade's and trade your chart's lol 
Got it, thanks. 

 

wireash Sep 8, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 7629

 
LOL 
NO YOU DONT 

 

Dewachen77 Sep 9, 2014 12:04am | Post# 7630

 
Quoting tbird2121 
{quote} I am playing with "DS" , TR/TZ, 3plan, ZZ-BB at the moment ... Thanks a lot to 

you all (it is a long list if i wrote all your names ) . You all have helped me much, i feel 
different now in style of trading. My heart does not pump 200x in a minute, i can trade 
more calm because i know where it will go (approximately, may be still 70-80% and 



counting ...). Without you all, i can not do that !!! Using all ideas given on the threads, i 
am trying to find how they can match each other to build a massive great system. Still 
need time, but i... 
hi tbird, so you have found it, you can get the probability of the level as Eurussd explain. 
It means you know how the price will go using that probability calculation, right? 

 

tbird2121 Sep 9, 2014 12:19am | Post# 7631

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} hi tbird, so you have found it, you can get the probability of the level as Eurussd 
explain. It means you know how the price will go using that probability calculation, right? 
NO mate, it is still on the way. I think i can use my "modified" DS zone and TZ/RZ to see 
the direction. I know this is not the way Eurusdd does. My approach is not proved yet, 
and i am learning dna at the0I get the strong zone like Josh said. If EU is in sideway 
state, I am very sure that this zone must be hit, but EU is in down trend now. I still can 
not find how we know that EU in sideway state or in trending state (up / down), before it 
is happens, or at the beginning of its changing state, from trending to sideway or from 
side way to trending. 

 

jimsterk Sep 9, 2014 12:48am | Post# 7632

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Hi jimmsterk, care, transient areas not work as support / resistance. By this I 
mean, only trade in recurrent area. Secure Pips. example: if you're currently in an area 
A, above this zone A is the transient area, you assume recurrent area above the transient 
area. Any area in the recurring price has 97% probabilities that return to the transient 
area "h" bars. For now I find a conclusion from DNA created by eurusdd and type of 
process used in transient / recurrent area. Is the independence of variables is assumed, 
whereby all kinds of combinations... 
oh ok, now I see your point. 
 
about DNA, ummm, I am still thinking how to connect the dots... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 2:28am | Post# 7633

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} finally were getting somewhere to answer your question: I am providing good 
criticism and actually i was talking about you: you said you cancelled your short's on 
eur/usd i will not look back to see where exactly it was last week (WELL YOU WERE 
WRONG) picking top's and bottom's that's a big NO NO not to mention it has nothing to 
do with this thread you just posted your resistance levels according too? 
support/resistance basic 101 once again it has nothing to do with this thrad were beyond 
that we look at $$$$ NotPIPS 
You can't read. I'm short from 2967. I'm still short. Yes i did cancel my shorts at one 
time. Then I got back in....so what? 
I can scalp and re enter as many times as I want. 
 
i don't pick tops and bottoms. WTF?! I pick swing points. Big difference. I don't trade into 
them. I trigger on retrace... I've been mentioning that technique for some of the newbies 
because some think Eurusdd's techniques are just calls to enter and exit. 
 
ive been contributing to this thread since the days of MadMoney and CI. Who are you? 
I'll tell you...you're ignored. Bye! 



 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 2:43am | Post# 7634

 
Morning all, 
 
Apologies for that. Back to trading! 
I'm booking some profits and closing my short from 2935. I'm keeping my 45s and 
they're at +10 
 
I was playing with my old Dissimilarity templates last night and one got triggered 
yesterday on the rush of USD on the daily timeframe. Those of you who have read the 
thread from the beginning will know that this Zone is not yet fully formed....it will only be 
formed once Similiarity is restored. This zone is one big massive candle and you'll have 
read that it can attract or repel...so I'm curious to see what will happen.....we haven't 
had a Daily zone printed below the 300EMA 
 
i posted the graphic in my ZZBB thread....I'll edit this post and put in the link once I'm at 
work. 

Quoting vlady1974 
Just posting my thoughts after the last major down moves. Alot of bulls will be looking 
for a place to park a long trade now because they'll feel it's oversold. From 1.39 to 1.28 
may seem like a lot but when you view it long term it's not unusual. The most obvious 
support is at 1.2764 which was previous support. But given the fundamentals behind the 
downward move, I don't believe it will necessarily create a reversal situation for the long 
term. It may pause momentarily, but I see this level failing and creating a Lower Low. 
{image} Any bounce I will view as Wave 4 and the retrace could go as high as 1.31 and I 
think this may occur at the Orange Lines with Green Arrows in the Yellow Box. But I 
would not be surprised to see an move towards the last major low 1.20422. The time 
frame for this could be between Oct 2014 to Oct 2015 which could coincide with a 
bottoming out and a recovery of the EU The last down moves were 3600 pips, 3200 pips, 
2800 pips.... let's average this to 3200 pips. 1.3900 - 3200 = 1.0700...... is that 
unreasonable? If we went for the minimum of 2800 then 1.3900 - 2800 = 1.1100 If the 
previous lows of 1.204 and 1.18 are taken out then it's not unreasonable at all. {image} 
Here's a view on the Daily. This shows how the 300EMA on the Daily tf was 
breached via Wave 3 and no retest. A new dissimilarity zone is now forming on 
today's move and as with previous zones, price tends to avoid a forming 
dissimilarity zone. Which supports my higher tf view that a new lower low will form and 
a Wave 4 retrace to 1.3151 would lead to a final Wave 5 push to lower lows. 
 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 2:49am | Post# 7635

 
Good morning house! Levels im looking for short today if we get there. 1. 2920/22. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 2:53am | Post# 7636

 
Quoting ephisi 
Good morning house! Levels im looking for short today if we get there. 1. 2920/22. 
We'll get there. Don't know about the day... But we will! If it's today, I'll be on it. Looking 

for fresh entries!  
 
Edit: Whoops! I read that wrong... I thought you meant 2820! LMAO.....yes, I'm shorting 
from around 2920 as well. I had 2918 as a level from like 2 years ago on my charts and I 



forgot to put a pending just beneath it, so missed that spike down yesterday. Gonna 
revisit that puppy. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 3:00am | Post# 7637

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} We'll get there. Don't know about the day... But we will! If it's today, I'll be on 

it. Looking for fresh entries! Edit: Whoops! I read that wrong... I thought you meant 
2820! LMAO.....yes, I'm shorting from around 2920 as well. I had 2918 as a level from 
like 2 years ago on my charts and I forgot to put a pending just beneath it, so missed 
that spike down yesterday. Gonna revisit that puppy. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 3:07am | Post# 7638

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} oh ok, now I see your point. about DNA, ummm, I am still thinking how to 
connect the dots... 
Jim, my hat's off to you for even contemplating the DNA stuff. 
It works on the same basis as the rare event: HHHHH 
So if you can pick a timeframe and then create a database that records the sequencing of 
occurances then you can project the outcome of the next bar. 
 
So if UP=U And Down=D 
DDDDD = rare then DDDDDU is ???? 
The guys in the other thread have modelled this using fractals and ZZ on the basis ( 
based on my understanding) that you take the last leg and project out as if the leg has 
finished.... You're basically filling in blanks on the proviso that your DNA Database of 
possible sequence outcomes will provide you with the most statistically appropriate 
projection. 
If you can programme that....then Bob's your uncle, Roberta's your aunt. 
 
i cant get past the maths and the science algorithms so the best I can do is Bollinger and 
ZigZag. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 3:41am | Post# 7639

 
Scalping a long from 2872, aiming for 2920ish 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 4:01am | Post# 7640

 
Added to my short's at 1.2990! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 4:03am | Post# 7641

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Scalping a long from 2872, aiming for 2920ish 
Dang... I had 10 pips on the table when I put the SL to BE. Triggered and I'm out. LOL 

 



josh11 Sep 9, 2014 4:04am | Post# 7642

 
Quoting josh11 
Added to my short's at 1.2990! 
SL now at BE 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 4:05am | Post# 7643

 
Quoting josh11 
Added to my short's at 1.2990! 

Nice one Josh. I missed that boat. Was in the bathroom. Doesn't look like a chance of 
a retrace either. 

 

handy148 Sep 9, 2014 4:23am | Post# 7644

 
Yep I missed it as well but there will be other opportunities. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 4:23am | Post# 7645

 
dont think we will go down easily. 1.2890 was a good short. i think we wil retest 1.2890 
and maybe 1.2920 before down. just my opinion 

 

wireash Sep 9, 2014 4:30am | Post# 7646

 
FIRST MISTAKE: 
trading should be emotion free 
SECOND MISTAKE; 
just becouse i posted my idea (like you do which has nothing to do with this thread) 
ok ok forget it youre ignored 

 

wireash Sep 9, 2014 4:52am | Post# 7647

 
THERE's a dissimilarity at current price level 1.2870 15tf using eur/usd method from first 
post's 
so it's safe to say that price will pull away from that place,and will come back before it 
take;s off 
TRADING IDEA would be to wait and let the price come to you before you enter long or 
short 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 5:10am | Post# 7648

 
So it did retrace. Glad I was wrong. Added shorts at 2871 and 2882 and pendings at 60. 
I would have had 90 if I was more awake. Meh. Let's not get greedy. 
Nothing has changed as far as circumstances go. 80,70,60 should cover the 1.28 range. 
 
Edit: And whaddya know. Short added at 2890 

 



ephisi Sep 9, 2014 5:14am | Post# 7649

 
Quoting ephisi 
dont think we will go down easily. 1.2890 was a good short. i think we wil retest 1.2890 
and maybe 1.2920 before down. just my opinion 
i suspected it was a bear trap. nice 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 5:18am | Post# 7650

 
Just put a sell @ 2888, SL @2899 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 5:19am | Post# 7651

 
Quoting ephisi 
dont think we will go down easily. 1.2890 was a good short. i think we wil retest 1.2890 
and maybe 1.2920 before down. just my opinion 
wont be taking shorts till 1.2920. if we dont get there today then some other day. will 
look for new levels 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 5:41am | Post# 7652

 
News in just over an hour will hopefully get things rolling. Chop zone until then. 
15M shows a LH and LL though. 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 6:03am | Post# 7653

 
Quoting vlady1974 
News in just over an hour will hopefully get things rolling. Chop zone until then. 15M 
shows a LH and LL though. 
My Zone from morning for short was 12890-12900 this is where I shorted from and 
believe this could be high of day! 
 

As I saw it pullback I took my BE back to SL, as its only 10 pips  
 
GL 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:06am | Post# 7654

 
in my scalping days i would have scalped long at 1.2981 now. lol, but No more 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:08am | Post# 7655

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} My Zone from morning for short was 12890-12900 this is where I shorted from 
and believe this could be high of day! As I saw it pullback I took my BE back to SL, as its 

only 10 pips GL 
where you been bro! was looking out for your levels cos i know we would be in sync. lol 
like i said earlier 1.2890 nwas a good short but we would retest it. and most likely 



higher. 1.2912 before 1.2920 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 6:10am | Post# 7656

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} where you been bro! was looking out for your levels. 
Read some thing on here ppl posted and thought twice! 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:14am | Post# 7657

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Read some thing on here ppl posted and thought twice! 
lol, dont be a people trader 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:16am | Post# 7658

 
Quoting ephisi 
in my scalping days i would have scalped long at 1.2981 now. lol, but No more 

then would have moved stop to Breakeven. 1.2994 is at risk of giving way 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 6:18am | Post# 7659

 
Quoting ephisi 
in my scalping days i would have scalped long at 1.2981 now. lol, but No more 
I think that's a wise move and possibly a better use of your time. You could load more on 
position... ie. Lots or Qty or whatever... and easily make the amount of $£$ on the 
counter-scalp, without having to manage the smaller timescale.  
 
Better Reward to Effort (ROE) ratio in addition to the ROI. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:18am | Post# 7660

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} then would have moved stop to Breakeven. 1.2994 is at risk of giving way 
less than 1pip drawdown 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 6:18am | Post# 7661

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} lol, dont be a people trader 

I am not just don't see why I should share my levels with such ppl  

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:21am | Post# 7662

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think that's a wise move and possibly a better use of your time. You could load 
more on position... ie. Lots or Qty or whatever... and easily make the amount of $£$ on 



the counter-scalp, without having to manage the smaller timescale. Better Reward to 
Effort (ROE) ratio in addition to the ROI. 
you think scalping is a better use of time? I think scalping is very risky. i havnt really 
scalped for long periods of time 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:24am | Post# 7663

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I am not just don't see why I should share my levels with such ppl  
cool 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 6:25am | Post# 7664

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I am not just don't see why I should share my levels with such ppl  
I'm beginning to feel the same mate. 
 
Some people think they've read this thread and every other Eurusdd thread and think 
they know the guy and how he thinks. But I've had one message from him that makes 
me respect the fact that he wants to see the interaction and evolution of his 
ideas/principles to see what comes out.  
 
But if becomes a signalling service, then it's another matter. And much worse, when 
there are critics with zero contribution... that I won't tolerate. I've taken alot from this 
thread and I feel some responsibility to give back for all the pippage I've been able to 
take...... just sometimes, as Eurusdd says, you gotta remain invisible. 
 
Hmmm.... you've made me think now Josh!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 6:27am | Post# 7665

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} you think scalping is a better use of time? I think scalping is very risky. i havnt 
really scalped for long periods of time 
Other way around... if you're moving back to swing trading or position trading with an 

improved strategy... then perhaps scalping is LESS productive.  

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:33am | Post# 7666

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Other way around... if you're moving back to swing trading or position trading 

with an improved strategy... then perhaps scalping is LESS productive.  
daytrading, swing and position trading. dont see why i should risk 10pips to make 10pips 
in a rush when i can hold the trade for 70 to 1000pips. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:35am | Post# 7667

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm beginning to feel the same mate. Some people think they've read this 



thread and every other Eurusdd thread and think they know the guy and how he thinks. 
But I've had one message from him that makes me respect the fact that he wants to see 
the interaction and evolution of his ideas/principles to see what comes out. But if 
becomes a signalling service, then it's another matter. And much worse, when there are 
critics with zero contribution... that I won't tolerate. I've taken alot from this thread and I 
feel some responsibility to give... 
eurusdd always said be creative, make the system your own. trade it your own way. No 2 
people should use eurusdds methods the same way. once you get your eureka moments 
you will realize that. 
 
the moment you guys stop sharing levels, the eurusdd thread is dead. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:37am | Post# 7668

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} you think scalping is a better use of time? I think scalping is very risky. i havnt 
really scalped for long periods of time 
now i get you. i understood the post backwards. lol 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 6:44am | Post# 7669

 
carney could take us either way, up a bit or down. i favour up 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 6:56am | Post# 7670

 
Quoting ephisi 
carney could take us either way, up a bit or down. i favour up 

You all know my zone!!!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 7:09am | Post# 7671

 
I've gone ahead and shorted Sterling. Still eyeing EU for a potential add anywhere 
between 2900 and 2920. Either way, I like how the 1H is shaping up on EU. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 7:16am | Post# 7672

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} eurusdd always said be creative, make the system your own. trade it your own 
way. No 2 people should use eurusdds methods the same way. once you get your eureka 
moments you will realize that. the moment you guys stop sharing levels, the eurusdd 
thread is dead. 
I look forward to Eurusdd coming back and providing more insight. 
 
Not many people realise or remember that the Transient/Recurring Principle was 1 of 7 
steps. We never got past Step 1, I don't believe. 
And when you have Proposition #1 and Definition #1..... it implies more. So again, we're 
making do with what we have.  
 
Similarity, Transience is one of 4 or 5 other things Eurusdd has in his arsenal .... I can't 
recall exactly..... Evolution, Timing, etc etc. 



If we don't know it, then we don't have his system. And he has stated a few times, he'll 
never reveal it.... not even to his father.  
So why on earth would a random stranger on FF be bestowed with these gifts for 
nothing? LOL 
 
Anyways.... I rant.. must mean it's lunchtime. 
In the mean time, we'll keep posting levels..... but I encourage people to participate 
more. 
 
Josh/Ephisi you guys are da bomb! 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 7:21am | Post# 7673

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I look forward to Eurusdd coming back and providing more insight. Not many 
people realise or remember that the Transient/Recurring Principle was 1 of 7 steps. We 
never got past Step 1, I don't believe. And when you have Proposition #1 and Definition 
#1..... it implies more. So again, we're making do with what we have. Similarity, 
Transience is one of 4 or 5 other things Eurusdd has in his arsenal .... I can't recall 
exactly..... Evolution, Timing, etc etc. If we don't know it, then we don't have his system. 
And he has stated a few times,... 

josh/vlady you guys rock.   

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 8:17am | Post# 7674

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} where you been bro! was looking out for your levels cos i know we would be in 
sync. lol like i said earlier 1.2890 nwas a good short but we would retest it. and most 
likely higher. 1.2912 before 1.2920 
 
playing out as i expected. once 1.2894 gave way 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 8:20am | Post# 7675

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} playing out as i expected. once 1.2894 gave way 
Nice, didn't think it would break but there must be to many ppl short ATM so they push 

up, still holding my other short  

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 8:22am | Post# 7676

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Nice, didn't think it would break but there must be to many ppl short ATM so 

they push up, still holding my other short  
stop hunting. looking to short around 1.2920 if i get right price action 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 8:24am | Post# 7677

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} stop hunting. looking to short around 1.2920 if i get right price action 



I can see why that level is an attractive sell... hope it reaches for you mate  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:25am | Post# 7678

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} playing out as i expected. once 1.2894 gave way 
Yes. I exited my new positions. One GBP trade is still on. I might short EU now. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 8:26am | Post# 7679

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} then would have moved stop to Breakeven. 1.2994 is at risk of giving way 

then would be looking to take profit at 1.2912   

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 8:27am | Post# 7680

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I can see why that level is an attractive sell... hope it reaches for you mate 

 
thanks mate 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 8:27am | Post# 7681

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. I exited my new positions. One GBP trade is still on. I might short EU now. 
great 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 8:27am | Post# 7682

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} stop hunting. looking to short around 1.2920 if i get right price action 

Will it go to 1.2930 ? It is strong there, but it is far enough ....  

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 8:28am | Post# 7683

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} then would be looking to take profit at 1.2912   
I think stop hunt could be over mate... 
 

Gold falling too  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:29am | Post# 7684

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. I exited my new positions. One GBP trade is still on. I might short EU now. 
Sterling kicking ass. EU short to BE. 



EU Hourly and 15M looking interesting. 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 8:33am | Post# 7685

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Sterling kicking ass. EU short to BE. EU Hourly and 15M looking interesting. 

Ou .. you are great mate  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:36am | Post# 7686

 
Quoting cielo55588 

{quote} Ou .. you are great mate  
I was reading/catching up with Alessio Rastani last couple of days, and one of the 
greatest skills you can have as a trader is to know when you're wrong! It protects your 

capital!  
 
Got in too early this morning in my enthusiasm. But the GBP stuff is allowing me to 
spread the risk around. I'm eyeing some Dollar Longs in the next couple of days. I'm 
waiting on USDCAD. It only seems logical that if EUR is going to 27XX, Dollar has to go 
somewhere. 
 
There's a big tip on Alessio Rastani's website about that.... hope some of you can spot it. 
Then PM me. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:38am | Post# 7687

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I think stop hunt could be over mate... Gold falling too  
Mate you have tempted me to investigate that bad boy.  
Are you correlating this with $ moves? (ie. not directly correlated with EU right?) 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 8:40am | Post# 7688

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate you have tempted me to investigate that bad boy. Are you correlating this 
with $ moves? (ie. not directly correlated with EU right?) 
I am in with a 20pip SL at 1257 and expecting to get to mu next level at 1246 so over 

100 pips for 20 it a no brainer to me  
 

only on it own no correlation  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:43am | Post# 7689

 
Quoting cielo55588 

{quote} Ou .. you are great mate  
Hey Cielo, I've set my TP for my EU trades at 1.2764 

Quoting vlady1974 



The most obvious support is at 1.2764 which was previous support. It may pause 
momentarily, but I see this level failing and creating a Lower Low. {image} 
 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 8:46am | Post# 7690

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am in with a 20pip SL at 1257 and expecting to get to mu next level at 1246 

so over 100 pips for 20 it a no brainer to me only on it own no correlation  
Gotcha. Shorting whilst $ rising. I like the setup. May join you to feel the experience. IG 
Index got min entry at £5 a pip! Wow! 

 

orid Sep 9, 2014 9:23am | Post# 7691

 
Hi all , I don't post much (nothing to give) nowhere at the same level as you guys Josh 
. vlady etc., but learned ever so much from your posts not forgetting our genius EUrusd 
many thanks to you all , thought id post these results for last two days 23 wins no loss 
except 1 pip bad exit could have been at least three times this ( have to learn to hold em 
) its on demo , but a little pressure as it is competition on delete lol so not good spreads 
also , trying to win the 3000 dollar prize ,(not much chance) 
however a bit of a confidence boost for other folks at my level I 'm trading TZ with 
confirmation from Bollinger ds and CI , 
Funny thing is it feels alien when I put on a trade (seems opposite to my old learnings ) 

then watch amazed how very little drawdown and then into green  
Keep up the good work and good health and luck to everyone . 
oh disregard that trade on the right nothing to do with this system , I check charts on 
right screen and trade the left one 
Regards Orid peter 
Attachment 1505644  

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 9:44am | Post# 7692

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I think stop hunt could be over mate... Gold falling too  
Yea. No new level for me today. Maybe tomorrow 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 9:47am | Post# 7693

 
Quoting orid 

Hi all , I don't post much (nothing to give) nowhere at the same level as you guys Josh 
. vlady etc., but learned ever so much from your posts not forgetting our genius EUrusd 
many thanks to you all , thought id post these results for last two days 23 wins no loss 
except 1 pip bad exit could have been at least three times this ( have to learn to hold em 
) its on demo , but a little pressure as it is competition on delete lol so not good spreads 
also , trying to win the 3000 dollar prize ,(not much chance) however a bit of a 
confidence boost for... 
Excellent results Orid. 
Glad it's working out for you.  
 
Just to put things in perspective for you. The heavy down trend on the EU is an 



opportunity few and far between. More so because the fundamental reasons behind the 
change in trend is deep seated. Therefore getting on or with the trend will boost your 
account.  
 
I would suggest that once you're fully confident with your setups, you try and practice on 
ranging moves because this is where most (including me) get burned. The TZ should 
hopefully help with that. There will be a few times when consolidation and ranging will 
occur and so best to prepare for them. 
 

Awesome job.  

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 9:55am | Post# 7694

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Cielo, I've set my TP for my EU trades at 1.2764 {quote} 
Good, it is a deep target. How about your SL ? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 9:58am | Post# 7695

 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Good, it is a deep target. How about your SL ? 
My SL for the 2904 is at BE. The others are all at 2930 but I will move them today to 
2904 depending on close - I want this to be below 2960. If not, they stay where they 
are. 
 
My GU and GJ are at BE and I will move SL to +10 when they clear 30 pips. 

 

orid Sep 9, 2014 10:15am | Post# 7696

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent results Orid. Glad it's working out for you. Just to put things in 
perspective for you. The heavy down trend on the EU is an opportunity few and far 
between. More so because the fundamental reasons behind the change in trend is deep 
seated. Therefore getting on or with the trend will boost your account. I would suggest 
that once you're fully confident with your setups, you try and practice on ranging moves 
because this is where most (including me) get burned. The TZ should hopefully help with 
that. There will be a few times when... 
thanks V lady , actually almost 50 % of the trades on EURUSD where Buys, 10 sells 9 
Buys and other 4 trades on EUR JPY 
should have left the sells on . 
Regards Orid Peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 10:17am | Post# 7697

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} thanks V lady , actually almost 50 % of the trades on EURUSD where Buys, 10 
sells 9 Buys and other 4 trades on EUR JPY should have left the sells on . Regards Orid 
Peter 
Cool! What's your TP/SL in pips? 

 



orid Sep 9, 2014 10:31am | Post# 7698

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cool! What's your TP/SL in pips? 
I have to control my exits 1 to 3 pips exit , no sl,,no tp all manual , DD hasn't been more 
than 4 pips , lucky maybe ? 
but it is the first couple days trading this way after reading whole thread 3 times and some 
pages at least 20 times Lol. 
but shows still make pips on retrace with trending, should have really taken shorts only. 
heres some of them 
Regards Orid peter  

 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 10:52am | Post# 7699

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My SL for the 2904 is at BE. The others are all at 2930 but I will move them 
today to 2904 depending on close - I want this to be below 2960. If not, they stay where 
they are. My GU and GJ are at BE and I will move SL to +10 when they clear 30 pips. 
Thanks Vlady. Hm , may be EU will reach 2930 ?? 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 11:14am | Post# 7700

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} stop hunting. looking to short around 1.2920 if i get right price action 
playing out as i expected. Now watching price action to see if we will break 1.292 if not i 
will short 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 11:42am | Post# 7701

 
Quoting ephisi 



{quote}playing out as i expected. Now watching price action to see if we will break 1.292 
if not i will short 
Indeed mate! Just got back to this and my new shorts are all stopped out. LOL 
Good thing all at BE. 
 
Edit: Short from 2914, stops to BE. 

 

3ammary Sep 9, 2014 11:46am | Post# 7702

 
is there a summary for this method 

 

sram Sep 9, 2014 11:50am | Post# 7703

 
My opinion-Weekly trend line @1.2900 area .so i am expecting some choppy retrace 
towards 1.2960 .Four hr middle BB support the move. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 7704

 
Quoting 3ammary 
is there a summary for this method 
In theory, Price is meant to be the same across all charts on all brokers. 
You can take any stochastic process (ie. Indicator) and imitate Price. This should also be 
the same as price. 
 
When a difference is spotted, trading opportunities appear. 
These opportunities will typically be found in price ranges that have a 9 out 10 chance of 
being returned to. These are Recurrent Prices 
There are ways to identify the prices that have 1/10 chance of being returned to. These 
are Transient Prices 
 
You typically trade away from Transient Prices towards Recurrent Prices. 
You typically have Dissimilarity Zones created by certain price bars. The prices on these 
bars create S/R effects on price action until price completely passes through that price 
range. 
 
You can apply these concepts to any indicator or technique.  
How you apply these concepts is up to you. 

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 7705

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed mate! Just got back to this and my new shorts are all stopped out. LOL 
Good thing all at BE. Edit: Short from 2914, stops to BE. 

Hope u took Gold  

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 7706

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Hope u took Gold  
Mate, I am kicking myself. Congrats mate. That setup was a dream! 100 pippage. You're 



buying drinks! 
My fundamentals were all alerting me, but these are new markets... so I was shy like a 

virgin at a high school dance  

 

josh11 Sep 9, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 7707

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}playing out as i expected. Now watching price action to see if we will break 1.292 
if not i will short 

That 12920 call was great I added there too  
 

Out at BE with that one but still have two shorts I am holding  
 
We are at 61.8 fib of last move down lets see if it continues! 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 7708

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}playing out as i expected. Now watching price action to see if we will break 1.292 
if not i will short 
Sold at 1.2925 stop 20pips! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 7709

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Sold at 1.2925 stop 20pips! 

Wow that's tight! In at 2922  
 
Dollar is kicking ass all over the place... which added impetus to the gold short (high 5, 
Josh). 
I'm peeved my Sterling shorts got stopped out as they were well in the money but that's 
FX, eh. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 7710

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} That 12920 call was great I added there too Out at BE with that one but still 

have two shorts I am holding We are at 61.8 fib of last move down lets see if it 
continues! 
Thanks mate. Patience. Had to wait for it to come to my level. No need to rush in 

 

vlady1974 Sep 9, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 7711

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Thanks mate. Patience. Had to wait for it to come to my level. No need to rush 
in 
Looks like the TZ on the 5M is 2927.3 to 2923.7 

 



ephisi Sep 9, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 7712

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Wow that's tight! In at 2922 Dollar is kicking ass all over the place... which 
added impetus to the gold short (high 5, Josh). I'm peeved my Sterling shorts got 
stopped out as they were well in the money but that's FX, eh. 
Great mate. We may hang around 1.2920 for some time. I believe we will not close 
above 1.2928 in the next 4hrs. im done trading for today. 
I have been tempted to look at gold , crudeoil, and other fx pairs. But i have this believe 
that different pairs have peculiar behaviors. What works on eurusd may fail on gold. Dont 
know. Thats why i specialize in eurusd. This way i can attain mastery. I believe it has 
many opportunities daytrading and swingtrading. When theres no set up i preferto take a 
break. Very much needed breaks from dis crazy jungle 

 

handy148 Sep 9, 2014 3:12pm | Post# 7713

 
Hey ephisi - that 1.2920 was a great call. 

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 7714

 
Quoting handy148 
Hey ephisi - that 1.2920 was a great call. 

Thanks mate.  

 

ephisi Sep 9, 2014 3:48pm | Post# 7715

 
Stopped out! Bulls stronger than expected. Will see what tomorrow has to offer. 

 

3ammary Sep 9, 2014 5:43pm | Post# 7716

 
THANKS VLADY1974 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 7:07pm | Post# 7717

 
Oh ... it eats my SL. But it is still ok. Some orders were profit, some loss about 10 pips 
(some loss are more, this is my fault). Today is still a calm day, may be tomorrow it will 
sink again, depend on today .... if the direction is up / side way today, i am sure it will 
down tomorrow. 
 
Edit: 
IF it touch 1.2970 and close below it, i would sell at that point, with TP = 1.2917. 
ELSE if it did not touch 1.2970, but goes down an touch 1.2917, i will sell from 1.2915 
with TP 1.2885. 

 

probabilita Sep 9, 2014 8:05pm | Post# 7718

 
Quoting cielo55588 
Oh ... it eats my SL. But it is still ok. Some orders were profit, some loss about 10 pips 



(some loss are more, this is my fault). Today is still a calm day, may be tomorrow it will 
sink again, depend on today .... if the direction is up / side way today, i am sure it will 
down tomorrow. Edit: IF it touch 1.2970 and close below it, i would sell at that point, 
with TP = 1.2917. ELSE if it did not touch 1.2970, but goes down an touch 1.2917, i will 
sell from 1.2915 with TP 1.2885. 
Do not worry as long as you put SL mate, and there is always opportunity in the market, 

tomorrow will be better  
I like your zone mate ... 

 

cielo55588 Sep 9, 2014 9:51pm | Post# 7719

 
Quoting probabilita 
{quote} Do not worry as long as you put SL mate, and there is always opportunity in the 

market, tomorrow will be better I like your zone mate ... 
Yes mate, the show must go on. And i know that my system needs improving, this is 
good, we must always have positive thinking. I am sure it is still in down trend, lets see if 
it can touch 2965 - 2970. 

 

sram Sep 9, 2014 10:25pm | Post# 7720

 
Quoting sram 
My opinion-Weekly trend line @1.2900 area .so i am expecting some choppy retrace 
towards 1.2960 .Four hr middle BB support the move. 
3 pips short to my target -out my long trade @2952 -I short @2946 looking for the 
target 2910. 

 

Dewachen77 Sep 9, 2014 11:41pm | Post# 7721

 
Quoting cielo55588 
{quote} Yes mate, the show must go on. And i know that my system needs improving, 
this is good, we must always have positive thinking. I am sure it is still in down trend, 
lets see if it can touch 2965 - 2970. 
It is good that you know it. If i were you, i will see why my system gave me wrong signal 
(it must be a bug in your code), or why i did not aware of the signal given by my system 
(you have a printed idea that the price will go up or down, and do not look carefully at 
your system anymore). SL is a must for a beginner like you, except you are really good 
and know what you are doing. You have done it right, and do not forget money 
management. 
It is a good idea now to do math, read carefully, repair bugs on your code, test it on 
demo account. Then, if you have passed these all things, you can try to trade again. Loss 
is an experience, and from your posts i see that you have profits or if loss, it is just a 
small amount, it is ok. 
I like this post ! It is rightly that you need time to implement all of this, but hey ... it is 
worth, you know that. 
Have a nice day and enjoy coding. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 1:58am | Post# 7722

 
Quoting Dewachen77 
{quote} It is good that you know it. If i were you, i will see why my system gave me 
wrong signal (it must be a bug in your code), or why i did not aware of the signal given 



by my system (you have a printed idea that the price will go up or down, and do not look 
carefully at your system anymore). SL is a must for a beginner like you, except you are 
really good and know what you are doing. You have done it right, and do not forget 
money management. It is a good idea now to do math, read carefully, repair bugs on 
your code, test it on demo account.... 
greatpost. good morning house. just wanted to point out that good signals or setups 
dosnt mean they cant fail. there is always a probability of failure no matter how tight the 
setup is 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 1:59am | Post# 7723

 
my levels for short today. 1.2952/58 zone. no longs. if this plays out. we should head for 
1.2750 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 2:15am | Post# 7724

 
Quoting ephisi 
my levels for short today. 1.2952/58 zone. no longs. if this plays out. we should head for 
1.2750 
Morning everyone, 
 
Ephisi, I have pending shorts at 54 and 57... So were on the same track. 
looks like yesterday, I noticed strength on 4H but I ignored it and that left pips on the 
table. 
 
Am changing tactics today until 2900 is cleared for good. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 2:23am | Post# 7725

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Morning everyone, Ephisi, I have pending shorts at 54 and 57... So were on the 
same track. looks like yesterday, I noticed strength on 4H but I ignored it and that left 
pips on the table. Am changing tactics today until 2900 is cleared for good. 
greatmate, we learn from our mistakes. I also called my zone based on resistance only. 
should have waitied for a break of the 15mins bullish trendline as i usually do for 
confirmation of short. tot i could get an early entry cos i knew it would go down. 
 
btw that 15mins trendline is broken. i strongly believe we are going down today. we 

could be wrong though   

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 2:38am | Post# 7726

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Morning everyone, Ephisi, I have pending shorts at 54 and 57... So were on the 
same track. looks like yesterday, I noticed strength on 4H but I ignored it and that left 
pips on the table. Am changing tactics today until 2900 is cleared for good. 
Long scalp from 28. Stops to BE 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 2:42am | Post# 7727

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Long scalp from 28. Stops to BE 
great mate. would have entered at 22(one hour candle open) based on the principle i 
shared with you. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 3:14am | Post# 7728

 
Quoting ephisi 
my levels for short today. 1.2952/58 zone. no longs. if this plays out. we should head for 
1.2750 
This is our move down. We got to 1.2952 zone @ 1.2949. Close enough. We may retest 
the top but i doubt it.guys did you see the strong rejection? We need to breakdown our 
zone of yesterday at 1.2920 to confirm this down move 

 

josh11 Sep 10, 2014 3:15am | Post# 7729

 
EU got rejected from my 6 pip area again so it still strong I am short! 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 3:49am | Post# 7730

 
Hi everyone I know we can trade this system of ideas as we think fit , 
I would just like your opinions on if this is the correct way Eurusd meant us to trade the 
TZs 
It does seem very good I have 32 win 2 loss trading this way so far the losses were my 
bad judgement and did goon to win easily. 
I know vlady you said to trade away from TZs I think that can also be profitable 
Your opinions please , would be nice if Eurusd would chime in , (I can take it lol) 
Regards Orid peter 
PS $6000.00 so far in the comp , do I have a chance ? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 4:10am | Post# 7731

 
Quoting orid 
Hi everyone I know we can trade this system of ideas as we think fit , I would just like 
your opinions on if this is the correct way Eurusd meant us to trade the TZs It does seem 
very good I have 32 win 2 loss trading this way so far the losses were my bad judgement 
and did goon to win easily. I know vlady you said to trade away from TZs I think that can 
also be profitable Your opinions please , would be nice if Eurusd would chime in , (I can 
take it lol) Regards Orid peter PS $6000.00 so far in the comp , do I have a chance ? 
{image} 
You're doing well Orid."Away from" is relative to position. Because you have 2 TZ then 
the possibility of going through one of them is high. When that event happens, that TZ 
could itself change in a sense that a piercing bar becomes the new central bar and you 
would evaluate +/- h from there but the price range remains transient. Meaning price 
goes through it once but does not go back. This is good when h is small like 5. The 
bottom TZ is where I would wait for a bounce and buy as you've noted. That doesn't 
mean you can't sell into it... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 4:42am | Post# 7732

 



Quoting orid 
Hi everyone I know we can trade this system of ideas as we think fit , I would just like 
your opinions on if this is the correct way Eurusd meant us to trade the TZs It does seem 
very good I have 32 win 2 loss trading this way so far the losses were my bad judgement 
and did goon to win easily. I know vlady you said to trade away from TZs I think that can 
also be profitable Your opinions please , would be nice if Eurusd would chime in , (I can 
take it lol) Regards Orid peter PS $6000.00 so far in the comp , do I have a chance ? 
{image} 
Hi Orid, 
 
I don't know the TF of your chart so it's harder to provide an opinion.... a 1M or 5M 
timeframe has different approaches to a 1H or 15M because you have time to think. 
I have seen behaviour on the 1M that is quick and repaints zones due to prices piercing 
and clearing TZ that have not completed their h cycle. This makes decision making 
harder. 
 
The point of a transient zone is to show where price does not stay for a long period of 
time. 
If it is breached, you'll notice that price hardly stays in that area. 
 
Therefore, the most basic approach is a straddle trade or breakout trade that focuses on 
being around the TZ. This is my preferred method and is an "AWAY FROM" type of trade 
because that is what a breakout does. 
 
Another way is to be far away from the TZ and you will want to "MOVE TOWARDS" the 
zone and then TP just before the zone. 
 
The next problem here is the piercing candle or the breach. This will happen. That is the 
eternal optimisation question because if you find the right number of H bars, then you'll 
have less breaches.... but that's not the scope of this post, it's about trading the TZ. The 
reason I prefer the breakout is that if a breach does happen, you can quickly REVERSE 
your bias and then trade on the other side of the TZ with the opposite bias. 
 
So in your graph... even though you're above TZ1.... if that is breached, I would short 
from the bottom of TZ1 and move away from it... but towards TZ2 and take profit just 
before the top of TZ2. Or... do nothing and wait for a bounce off TZ2 and trade away 
from TZ2 but towards TZ1. 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 4:56am | Post# 7733

 
thanks for your replys Vlady , I'm on the 1 min chart , pretty impressive results because 
as you say things happen very fast (just missed a nice one) 
must try the 5 min next week , after I've won this contest lol , 
34 from 36 now amazing for 1 min chart  
still on edge waiting for that big run the wrong way that kills me . need to know how to 
spot em, working on it 
Ill try to digest all your reccomendations into this old haggled brain of mine , it will take 
some time lol (it's not the booze) honest 
Regards Orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:02am | Post# 7734

 
Quoting orid 
thanks for your replys Vlady , I'm on the 1 min chart , pretty impressive results because 
as you say things happen very fast (just missed a nice one) must try the 5 min next 



week , after I've won this contest lol , 34 from 36 now amazing for 1 min chart still on 
edge waiting for that big run the wrong way that kills me . need to know how to spot em, 
working on it Ill try to digest all your reccomendations into this old haggled brain of mine 
, it will take some time lol (it's not the booze) honest Regards Orid peter 

 
 
What I don't want to do is ruin your current thinking if it's working for you. You probably 
need to write down EXACTLY what your rules are ---- and keep them to yourself. That's 
your edge. 
 
My posts are there to unravel the hundred and one posts of how to trade the beast.... 
but it doesn't make for a trading plan, you know what I mean? 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 5:08am | Post# 7735

 
Thanks Vlady yes I use a lot of other things to enter the trade, I use two screens with 
different settings ( all on this thread ) know what you mean about keeping to yourself. 
think I may delete the image actually later 
Regards Peter 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:18am | Post# 7736

 
Shoring at 1.2950ish 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:21am | Post# 7737

 
Quoting ephisi 
Shoring at 1.2950ish 
Eurgbp and gbpusd having effect on eurusd 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:26am | Post# 7738

 
Quoting ephisi 
Shoring at 1.2950ish 
Short at 1.2955. Done for toda 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:29am | Post# 7739

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Short at 1.2955. Done for toda 

Short at 2957 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:32am | Post# 7740

 
Quoting ephisi 
my levels for short today. 1.2952/58 zone. no longs. if this plays out. we should head for 
1.2750 
Price finally hit my sell levels for today.. could have short a bit higher. Will allow price to 
pierce my levels next time. Thats my trade for today. If it dosnt playout! Will wait for 



next setup. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:35am | Post# 7741

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Short at 2957 
Great. We are in sync. Eurgbp attempting to drag eurusd along. Lets see if it fails? 
GBPUSD paused. Lets see how she contributes to eurusd when it moves 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:45am | Post# 7742

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Great. We are in sync. Eurgbp attempting to drag eurusd along. Lets see if it 
fails? GBPUSD paused. Lets see how she contributes to eurusd when it moves 
Japanese news affected EJ as well and UJ slumping so I can see the correlations. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:47am | Post# 7743

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Japanese news affected EJ as well and UJ slumping so I can see the correlations. 
The correlations are really interesting. I will take time out to study them. Trying to decide 
if i should start applying my knowledge to trading other pairs. When there are no setups 
on eurusd 
 
..i am also observing dissimilarity windows in price movements between the pairs. Notice 
that eurgbp gapped up this week, while gbpusd gapped down. The result was that eurusd 
had to adjust downwards towards 1.2870ish. Interesting 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:53am | Post# 7744

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} The correlations are really interesting. I will take time out to study them. Trying 
to decide if i should start applying my knowledge to trading other pairs. When there are 
no setups on eurusd 
Perhaps as an idea... since you're versed on EURUSD then you can take a view on EUR 
related pairs and Dollar related pairs... that will have either a positive or negative 
correlation. Eg. If EURUSD is flat but EUR news is bad.... EJ may actually move more and 
USDCHF or USDJPN may move.... but it's the "same" effect, selling Euro buying Dollar.... 
or whatever the case may be. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:54am | Post# 7745

 
Okidoki, tat does it for me today. Its either eurusd hits my stop or runs towards 

1.2750ish. Will popping from time to time. Ciao   

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:55am | Post# 7746

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} The correlations are really interesting. I will take time out to study them. Trying 



to decide if i should start applying my knowledge to trading other pairs. When there are 
no setups on eurusd ..i am also observing dissimilarity windows in price 
movements between the pairs. Notice that eurgbp gapped up this week, while 
gbpusd gapped down. The result was that eurusd had to adjust downwards towards 
1.2870ish. Interesting 
I've not looked at EURGBP but you make an excellent point - especially in light of the 
Scottish Independence vote.... not that this issue directly effects it, but news and 
hysteria does affect market perceptions.... hence why Sterling is dropping through the 
floor. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:55am | Post# 7747

 
Quoting ephisi 
Okidoki, tat does it for me today. Its either eurusd hits my stop or runs towards 

1.2750ish. Will popping from time to time. Ciao   
Have a good one! I think I'll do the same... got work to do! LOL 
Ciao for now! 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:59am | Post# 7748

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Perhaps as an idea... since you're versed on EURUSD then you can take a view 
on EUR related pairs and Dollar related pairs... that will have either a positive or negative 
correlation. Eg. If EURUSD is flat but EUR news is bad.... EJ may actually move more and 
USDCHF or USDJPN may move.... but it's the "same" effect, selling Euro buying Dollar.... 
or whatever the case may be. 
Great idea mate. Taken not of the idea. Thats a good way to start 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 6:02am | Post# 7749

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've not looked at EURGBP but you make an excellent point - especially in light 
of the Scottish Independence vote.... not that this issue directly effects it, but news and 
hysteria does affect market perceptions.... hence why Sterling is dropping through the 
floor. 
Price action on the pound will be volatile during or after the vote. We will have a big 
move 

 

josh11 Sep 10, 2014 6:52am | Post# 7750

 
Sorry guy been busy this morning hope it going well I got out of my short at BE! 
 
best of luck 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 7:45am | Post# 7751

 
Vlady 2 pms too you 39 from 41 on 1 min astounding myself 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 7:54am | Post# 7752



 
Quoting orid 
Vlady 2 pms too you 39 from 41 on 1 min astounding myself 
Hello orid, do you use TZ principles in conjunction with similarity on that account, or 
trade only dissimilarities? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 7:55am | Post# 7753

 
Quoting orid 
Vlady 2 pms too you 39 from 41 on 1 min astounding myself 
You're on a roll! Lovin' it! 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 7:55am | Post# 7754

 
Guys, what do you think is a good target for today low. Where do you get out. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:00am | Post# 7755

 
Quoting orid 
Vlady 2 pms too you 39 from 41 on 1 min astounding myself 
Watch out for when market starts to trend. Then you would have to adjust 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 8:00am | Post# 7756

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Hello orid, do you use TZ principles in conjunction with similarity on that 
account, or trade only dissimilarities? 
Hi feline I use most of the indicators supplied here divided too two separate charts 
including tz 
Regards Orid peter 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 8:02am | Post# 7757

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Watch out for when market starts to trend. Then you would have to adjust 

that's the scary bit working on it  

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:04am | Post# 7758

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} that's the scary bit working on it  
Lol, ive been down that road. Im sure you could use some filters 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:04am | Post# 7759

 
Quoting feline207 
Guys, what do you think is a good target for today low. Where do you get out. 



Hey Feline!! 
 
Ephisi and I are short from mid 2950s. I'm at 57, I think Eph is at 54. 
The target is always long range for me. 2764 at the minimum. So hence, why we've 
constantly been shorting every rally. 
 
The overall trend (via Month and Weekly) is still down. The fundamentals are down. It's 
the daily's at the moment that are ticky because we are in a bit of a consolidation period 
until tomorrow..... so Sideways. We thought that below 2900 we could see the swing. But 
clearly not. 
 
You can tell on a sideways market how big money want to play it by looking at how the 
flatness is skewed. Short is usually left bottom to right top before the final drop. We're 
now going for the retraces today to 2960... we thought 2920/2950... we were wrong, but 
look at the range there. It switched from 2860 and stopped at 2960. We're targeting 
2760... so 200 pip move.... and I really believe more to come. 
 
So in terms of risk... the key is to manage your balance. If you're underfunded, ie 50 pip 
SL is not affordable, then you need to get entries right on lower timeframees and really 
nail the S/R levels to not get stopped out. Probably better to aim for breakouts of support 
rather than swings (tops/bottoms). 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:05am | Post# 7760

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Watch out for when market starts to trend. Then you would have to adjust 
Yeah, very good point. Trending markets has a different mindset to a Ranging market in 
my experience. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:08am | Post# 7761

 
Quoting ephisi 
my levels for short today. 1.2952/58 zone. no longs. if this plays out. we should head for 
1.2750 
Moved stoploss to breakeven. We need to clear 1.2920 to be safe. If we head back 
towards 1.2955 i may take a higher entry. Will see 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:08am | Post# 7762

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, very good point. Trending markets has a different mindset to a Ranging 
market in my experience. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:08am | Post# 7763

 
Quoting feline207 
Guys, what do you think is a good target for today low. Where do you get out. 
If you're in a trade from above, then on an intraday basis or 1H, target 2920. 
If it breaches this, then target 2860. 
 
Below that.... wow, name your pick 



 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:09am | Post# 7764

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Moved stoploss to breakeven. We need to clear 1.2920 to be safe. If we 
head back towards 1.2955 i ay take a higher entry. Will see 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} If you're in a trade from above, then on an intraday basis or 1H, target 2920. 
If it breaches this, then target 2860. Below that.... wow, name your pick 

 
 

Dang, you're quick! But we're in sync!  

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:11am | Post# 7765

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} {quote} Dang, you're quick! But we're in sync!  

Josh is missing toda   

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:13am | Post# 7766

 
While I have it in my mind.... one of the reasons I triggered on the 2957 is the TZ 
behaviour of previous moves there. 
 
Most observers will just comment on that as "resistence"..... let them do that. 
What we've learned is transience vs recurrance. Hence why I can put my SL there for 
now, on the basis that I believe price won't travel back there. 
If it did (then obviously I'm out) but I would count how many bars or h it took to do that 
and I will be looking for whether price CLUSTERS around that previous TZ or whether in 
fact it avoids that price altogether.... because if price comes back down through it... 
guess what I would be doing? I'd be shorting the shit out of it. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:26am | Post# 7767

 
I'm hoping that Dollar Strength kicks in this afternoon as New York opens. That could 
help break 2920 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:39am | Post# 7768

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm hoping that Dollar Strength kicks in this afternoon as New York opens. That could 
help break 2920 
There u go 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 8:46am | Post# 7769

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} There u go 

 



 
Feline... that's safe now. If you'd taken it as TP, then cha-ching! 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 8:54am | Post# 7770

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Feline... that's safe now. If you'd taken it as TP, then cha-ching! 
yea. btw. just checked my eurgbp and bgpusd. eurgbp came down from todays high 
while gbpusd went up. both supporting eurusd down move. i also observed that the way i 
trade eurusd wouldnt give me a setup on those pairs. i will have to understand their 
behaviors differently. maybe someday i will have time to check em out. but for now let 
me enjoy eurusd where the money is sure. so many opportunities daily on eurusd 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 9:11am | Post# 7771

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Feline... that's safe now. If you'd taken it as TP, then cha-ching! 
eurusd may go down straight to 1.2880 or retrace first to 1.2920 levels before 1.2880. if 
my trade were a scalp, would have exited at 1.2900. and reentered scalp at 1.2920 if we 
get there 

 

Freefox Sep 10, 2014 9:15am | Post# 7772

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I've been reading through the entire thread to try and understand more about DS zones. 
 
I've loaded the two indicators by Ralome r-v1 and r-v2 which draws the DS zone 
automatically but what does r-v1 do different from r-v2? 
 
The parameters for each of them is exactly the same and yet the plots on the screen shows 
different stuff. 
 
Look at the differences from the current charts. Can someone explain why they are different 
and how/when am I to use rv-1 over rv-2? 

 



 

 

Paradiso88 Sep 10, 2014 9:23am | Post# 7773

 
Hi All, 
 
i have a short, with target of 2888. I think to day 2888 is the lowest, then it will goes up 
again. Tomorrow is the action day ... 
Edit: 
current price is also interesting, but 2888 is stronger ... 

 

Paradiso88 Sep 10, 2014 9:39am | Post# 7774

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Freefox 
I've been reading through the entire thread to try and understand more about DS zones. 
I've loaded the two indicators by Ralome r-v1 and r-v2 which draws the DS zone 
automatically but what does r-v1 do different from r-v2? The parameters for each of them is 
exactly the same and yet the plots on the screen shows different stuff. Look at the 
differences from the current charts. Can someone explain why they are different and 
how/when am I to use rv-1 over rv-2? {image} {image} 
Hi Freefox, 
 

I use r-v1 , do not know the difference between v1 & v2. But our picture are similar  
Edit: Still playing with them ... 



 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 9:57am | Post# 7775

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} eurusd may go down straight to 1.2880 or retrace first to 1.2920 levels before 
1.2880. if my trade were a scalp, would have exited at 1.2900. and reentered scalp at 
1.2920 if we get there 

good area to scalp short 

 

cielo55588 Sep 10, 2014 10:03am | Post# 7776

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} good area to scalp short 

Thanks Ephisi, almost missed this ....  

 

Freefox Sep 10, 2014 10:11am | Post# 7777

 
Quoting Paradiso88 
{quote} Hi Freefox, I use r-v1 , do not know the difference between v1 & v2. But our 

picture are almost the same Edit: Still playing with them ... {image} 
 
Thanks for that confirmation - Guess I'll use r-v1 then though very puzzled about usage 
of r-v2. 
 
Will focus on understanding how r-v1 plots the DS zones based on dis-similarity and then 
similarity appearing. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:16am | Post# 7778



 
Quoting cielo55588 

{quote} Thanks ephisi, almost missed this ....  
 
youre welcome. remember its a scalp and a late entry if you intend to hold for long. it 
may go down straight it may retest 30ish. i would look to take profit or move stop to 
breakeven if she goes down further 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 10:20am | Post# 7779

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Feline... that's safe now. If you'd taken it as TP, then cha-ching! 
Yes 46 pips today, 1.2946 to 1.29 sharp. At least one good trade this week .. But I have 

reduced sizes after my last troubles from 1.3190  
Edit: how would you comment that sharp retrace to 1.2934 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 10:21am | Post# 7780

 
Quoting Freefox 
I've been reading through the entire thread to try and understand more about DS zones. 
I've loaded the two indicators by Ralome r-v1 and r-v2 which draws the DS zone 
automatically but what does r-v1 do different from r-v2? The parameters for each of 
them is exactly the same and yet the plots on the screen shows different stuff. Look at 
the differences from the current charts. Can someone explain why they are different and 
how/when am I to use rv-1 over rv-2? {image} {image} 
I think the latest version shows also developing zones etc 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7781

 
just had a very lucky escape made a total mess of entries managed to escape with small 
profit ( mistakes happen) 
45 from 48 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7782

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Yes 46 pips today, 1.2946 to 1.29 sharp. At least one good trade this week .. 

But I have reduced sizes after my last troubles from 1.3190 Edit: how would you 
comment that sharp retrace to 1.2934 
retraces are part of the business. you should expect them always. if you look at my last 
posts, i called the retrace. 
 
1.2897 WAS A PROBLEM ZONE ALSO 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:25am | Post# 7783

 
Quoting orid 
just had a very lucky escape made a total mess of entries managed to escape with small 
profit ( mistakes happen) 45 from 48 



lol, thats what happens when you scalp the 1minute chart. risky 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 10:27am | Post# 7784

 
Does anyone else have problem with Tz s have to keep changing chart to keep it updated 
? 
Also CI sometime all garbled have to keep restarting platform / 
Regards Orid peter 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 10:27am | Post# 7785

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} retraces are part of the business. you should expect them always. if you look at 
my last posts, i called the retrace. 
yes I understand, but reaction was sharp, that is why I asked, did I miss anything special 

 

orid Sep 10, 2014 10:30am | Post# 7786

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} lol, thats what happens when you scalp the 1minute chart. risky 
It was my own fault Ephisi but yes can be very badly on 1 min says something for the 
system though to recover quite easy from a bad place 
Regards Orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:33am | Post# 7787

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} yes I understand, but reaction was sharp, that is why I asked, did I miss 
anything special 
price usually is rejected sharp by certain levels 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 10:38am | Post# 7788

 
Quoting Freefox 

{quote} Thanks for that confirmation - Guess I'll use r-v1 then though 
very puzzled about usage of r-v2. Will focus on understanding how r-v1 
plots the DS zones based on dis-similarity and then similarity appearing. 

Hey FreeFox, 
 
If you look at Page 1 of this thread, Eurusdd tries to explain the difference between the 2 
indicators. 
I can't recall with precision, but it's how one calculates the stochastic and the number of 
bars and there's a slight difference between the two. 
 
Personally use r-V2. 
 
There is also a PDF attachment that I posted that explains the inherent logic of how 
Dissimilarity is calculated. I think the PDF is called Zones or something like that. It's in 
the attachment page. 

 



orid Sep 10, 2014 10:39am | Post# 7789

 
hey Vlad see that last move , all indis where spot on including new disim great move 
down ? quick profit 46 from 49 
Regards Orid Peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 10:43am | Post# 7790

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Yes 46 pips today, 1.2946 to 1.29 sharp. At least one good trade this week .. 

But I have reduced sizes after my last troubles from 1.3190 Edit: how would you 
comment that sharp retrace to 1.2934 
There is a fight going on between Dollar and Swiss Bank who have to now drop their rate 
to 1.2. Potentially that creates value for EU as a more attractive or substitute currency to 
the CHF.... if I've understood the fundamentals correctly. So what's interesting as a 
trader is: 
 
What would happen if USDCHF goes UP (because USD now > CHF in value)....given that 
USDCHF is a close proxy for DOLLAR in EURUSD? 
It should go down right? But what made EURUSD go UP when USDCHF actually just went 
BLIMP and nothing. 
 
Anyone got EURCHF as a chart? It's a genuine question... and this is how a trader was 
actually training me to see the BIG PICTURE. 
You can specialise in one currency... but having the others in your peripheral vision 
allows you better understanding and hence better entries. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:49am | Post# 7791

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} youre welcome. remember its a scalp and a late entry if you intend to hold for 
long. it may go down straight it may retest 30ish. i would look to take profit or move 
stop to breakeven if she goes down further 
cleo. now is the time i would move my stop to breakeven or prepare to take profit as she 
goes down further or hold. your choice 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 10:51am | Post# 7792

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There is a fight going on between Dollar and Swiss Bank who have to now drop 
their rate to 1.2. Potentially that creates value for EU as a more attractive or substitute 
currency to the CHF.... if I've understood the fundamentals correctly. So what's 
interesting as a trader is: What would happen if USDCHF goes UP (because USD now > 
CHF in value)....given that USDCHF is a close proxy for DOLLAR in EURUSD? It should go 
down right? But what made EURUSD go UP when USDCHF actually just went BLIMP and 
nothing. Anyone got EURCHF as a chart? It's... 
exactly, just the way i analyzed eurgbp and gbpusd today. they both brought eurusd 
down lower. great post mate 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 11:00am | Post# 7793

 



say byebye to the last bulls of the day. just my 2 cents 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 11:02am | Post# 7794

 
Quoting ephisi 
say byebye to the last bulls of the day. just my 2 cents 

wow, did i just push price down with my statement/   

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 11:05am | Post# 7795

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} wow, did i just push price down with my statement/   
a break of 1.2997 should lead us to 1. 2980 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 11:07am | Post# 7796

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
say byebye to the last bulls of the day. just my 2 cents 
It's edging that way. I was a bit nervous about that spike up cos it blasted past 2930 and I 
had 2928 as a key midpoint level on the 4H.... was thinking it was gonna drag everything 
back up to 50-60. But thankfully it's easing its way down.... they must be pricing in the fact 
that CHF has to take a hit (SEE BELOW).... Euro valued more than Swissy now. 
 

But then.... how did this effect EURUSD? (short term, long term?)  



 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 11:11am | Post# 7797

 
4H close 2915.7 
That's a positive sign, given that Bollinger Mid was 2930 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 11:13am | Post# 7798

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's edging that way. I was a bit nervous about that spike up cos it blasted past 
2930 and I had 2928 as a key midpoint level on the 4H.... was thinking it was gonna 
drag everything back up to 50-60. But thankfully it's easing its way down.... they must 
be pricing in the fact that CHF has to take a hit (SEE BELOW).... Euro valued more than 

Swissy now. But then.... how did this effect EURUSD? (short term, long term?) 
{image} {image} 
the correlations still tricky for me. cant say what effect/ btw i expected that spike up 
thats why i didnt panic. most times its a bull trap when price rises violently. 



 

Thoughts Sep 10, 2014 11:14am | Post# 7799

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In theory, Price is meant to be the same across all charts on all brokers. You can 
take any stochastic process (ie. Indicator) and imitate Price. This should also be the 
same as price. When a difference is spotted, trading opportunities appear. These 
opportunities will typically be found in price ranges that have a 9 out 10 chance of being 
returned to. These are Recurrent Prices There are ways to identify the prices that have 
1/10 chance of being returned to. These are Transient Prices You typically trade away 
from Transient Prices towards... 

Gentleman, I honestly dont think you know how good you are.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 11:17am | Post# 7800

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} the correlations still tricky for me. cant say what effect/ btw i expected that spike 
up thats why i didnt panic. most times its a bull trap when price rises violently. 
This (yellow highlight) is what made me think bull trap... but the initial bars still got me 
sitting down when I was already sitting down, ya know?! LOL 

Anyways, looking for that 2897 break  



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 11:22am | Post# 7801

 
Quoting Thoughts 

{quote}Gentleman, I honestly dont think you know how good you are.  
Hey, thanks very much for your kind words. 
You're right - that isn't my frame of mind even one iota.... I just want to help the crew 
who put in the hours and the struggle to internalise the principles that have helped turn 
my trading around. Just giving back, ya know? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 11:37am | Post# 7802

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's edging that way. I was a bit nervous about that spike up cos it blasted past 
2930 and I had 2928 as a key midpoint level on the 4H.... was thinking it was gonna 
drag everything back up to 50-60. But thankfully it's easing its way down.... they must 
be pricing in the fact that CHF has to take a hit (SEE BELOW).... Euro valued more than 



Swissy now. But then.... how did this effect EURUSD? (short term, long term?) 
{image} {image} 
I know it's from ZeroHedge but still a good picture of why DOLLAR is going from strength 
to strength. 
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-0...ming-bern-next  

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 11:40am | Post# 7803

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This (yellow highlight) is what made me think bull trap... but the initial bars still 
got me sitting down when I was already sitting down, ya know?! LOL Anyways, looking 

for that 2897 break {image} 
 
looking good so far. we should challenge 1.2897 in a bit 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 7804

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} looking good so far. we should challenge 1.2897 in a bit 

seems like im becoming a prophet on eurusd. lol. great day usually all it takes is one 
5minute candle to break a zone 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 7805

 
we should retest 1.2897 then head for 1.2880 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 12:28pm | Post# 7806

 
Quoting ephisi 
we should retest 1.2897 then head for 1.2880 
retested 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 7807

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} retested 

Boom Shakalaka!  

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 7808

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Boom Shakalaka!  
lol, pleasant to your eyes i guess 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 7809

 



Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Short at 1.2955. Done for today 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} eurusd may go down straight to 1.2880 or retrace first to 1.2920 levels before 
1.2880. if my trade were a scalp, would have exited at 1.2900. and reentered scalp at 
1.2920 if we get there 
 
closed short at 1.2900. From my analysis. since we didn't break previous lows, we may 
have some bullish or range moves tomorrow before any bear. not sure. will decide 
tomorrow. 1.2860 and 1.2880 may not give way tomorrow. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 3:55pm | Post# 7810

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I was out with work colleagues when I saw that 2883 was hit and I was too late to exit. I 
exited at 2904 
The rejection going all the way back to 2917 is a sign for me or ranging and indecision. 
 
The 4H tells me why. From a ZZBB perspective, the last swing was a bottom on the left of 
the Bollinger and it really needs a significant top (right circle) somewhere in this region to 
give all our shorts the good kick south. 
 

 
 
Alternatively, a key failure of at the Bollinger Middle is just as good, but the fact that our 
last 4H candle before close with 2 more hours of trading will close back near the middle 
means that we'll go through the meat grinder again tomorrow. 
 
Today revealed signs of big money positioning themselves. Dollar, Sterling, Swiss, Yen.... 
we had big swings today so caution on placement and stops is required for tomorrow with 
EUR news on the cards. 
 
I'm looking at this range tomorrow: 2987 to 2951, with a TZ in the range of 2962 to 2957. 
There is also a level at 2995. 
The 2995 and 2987 are the tops of TZs which have not been revisited in the 2900 to 2999 
range. 
 



 

 

feline207 Sep 10, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 7811

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Today revealed signs of big money positioning themselves. 
How do we judge that? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 4:37pm | Post# 7812

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} How do we judge that? 
Well, I have learned to try and get a hold of news reports and bank reports from various 
sources. Whilst I don't understand it all, I scan for anything to do with EUR. This is how I 
keep my fundamentals up to date. Pro traders have always suggested to me that I do 
this and so I recommend it. I can't afford a news feed because I'm not a full-time trader 
yet, but it will pay to do so because FF Calendar does not reveal all the news or the 
meaning behind released numbers. 
 
Secondly, we scan the news. We don't just take for granted FF's Calendar. Thankfully I 
have a subsription to Financial Times and a few other magazines like Forbes and Money. 
So when they started discussing Interest Rates back in May... it was no surprise when 
Bears started appearing at 1.39.... 
 
On a more technical level. Big spikes usually coincide with News or ...... a retail 
transaction? Absolutely not. It takes 100s of millions to move pips... how much more 80 
pips to 100 pips? Today, the Swiss National Bank cut their interest rates... that was the 
retrace spike you were asking about. Could you have predicted it? No, I would't have. On 
a 15M it looked like a spike. On an 1H.. can you see it? If not, it means that it's been 
priced in - the spike caused the red pin tail on the hourly that also formed the TZ. 
 
...... 
 
But I guess you're really asking..."How do we PREDICT big moves" 
Well the main thing to recognise is that we've been sideways since the 5th September 
since we dropped 200 pips on the 4th September. When the market goes sideways.... 
money is positioning itself.... profit taking and/or more trades. If sellers win..... the price 



goes up just before there are no more sellers willing to sell at that price. If buyers win, 
price skews lower because all buyers want a discount until no buyer exists at that low 
price anymore. 
 
The reason I like Bollinger ZZ method is it keeps allows me to keep track of the swings 
during the sideways movement. A short has to be a FAILURE AT THE TOP, not just a 
collapse at the bottom. A long is STRENGTH AT THE BOTTOM not just a collapse at the 
top. Also, EUR related news tends to be in the MORNING before USD related news comes 
in at 2PM GMT..... If EUR is to drop, it could be because there is more reason to buy 
DOLLAR.... who buys more dollars? Americans.... to fund their Stock Market 
investments.... risk off. 
 
I know this is all background info... but I've taken about 6-8 months trying to piece this 
together. It's just something you have to do to understand the moves. Yes, the 
technicals are brilliant and beautiful but unless you have a full predictive model, we are 
relying on previous price ranges to be returned to. Fundamentals can help explain WHY 
and help judge "to what extent". 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 7813

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm looking at this range tomorrow: 2987 to 2951, with a TZ in the range of 
2962 to 2957. There is also a level at 2995. The 2995 and 2987 are the tops of 
TZs which have not been revisited in the 2900 to 2999 range. {image} 
im watching these levels also. will plan my strategy for tomorrow. before london open,. 
im thinking retest of 1.2883 then up to 1.2962 possibly to 1.2988. will confirm before 
london open. but will most likely buy dips above 1.2960/80 

 

vlady1974 Sep 10, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 7814

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im watching these levels also. will plan my strategy for tomorrow. before london 
open,. im thinking retest of 1.2883 then up to 1.2962 possibly to 1.2988. will confirm before 
london open. but will most likely buy dips above 1.2960/80 
Yeah, my latest thinking is that the Weekly High is currently 2962, current price 2914.... 
that's not that far or insurmountable. A bounce could happen tomorrow or Friday and a 
decent price of 1.2808 seems like an ideal Demand Price. Using Fibs, that could be a retrace 
to 1.3260 or 1.3087 or 1.3400... throw in 3174 for good measure. 
 
But if it doesn't bounce, then 1.2764 is well in the cards... so I'm with you, we'll have to see 
price action over Asian and Frankfurt sessions. 
 



 
 
The 4H will have to lead the way... the TrendCounter shows an interesting pattern of 
printing zero's before a turn. I'm glad that this has printed on today's high. This is the one 
"indicator" that seems to nullify the possibility I mention above that 2962 will be breached. 
But looking back at previous swing tops only shows 1 breach which was just a higher top.... 
it still continued down. So a retrace is expected. 2943 seems like a good midway point. 
 

 

 

probabilita Sep 10, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 7815

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Yes 46 pips today, 1.2946 to 1.29 sharp. At least one good trade this week .. 

But I have reduced sizes after my last troubles from 1.3190 Edit: how would you 
comment that sharp retrace to 1.2934 

Congratulation Feline  

 

probabilita Sep 10, 2014 7:15pm | Post# 7816



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey FreeFox, If you look at Page 1 of this thread, Eurusdd tries to explain the 
difference between the 2 indicators. I can't recall with precision, but it's how one 
calculates the stochastic and the number of bars and there's a slight difference between 
the two. Personally use r-V2. There is also a PDF attachment that I posted that explains 
the inherent logic of how Dissimilarity is calculated. I think the PDF is called Zones or 
something like that. It's in the attachment page. 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} I think the latest version shows also developing zones etc 
Quoting vlady1974 
I was out with work colleagues when I saw that 2883 was hit and I was too late to exit. I 
exited at 2904 The rejection going all the way back to 2917 is a sign for me or ranging 
and indecision. The 4H tells me why. From a ZZBB perspective, the last swing was a 
bottom on the left of the Bollinger and it really needs a significant top (right circle) 
somewhere in this region to give all our shorts the good kick south. {image} 
Alternatively, a key failure of at the Bollinger Middle is just as good, but the fact that our 
last 4H candle before close with 2 more hours of trading will close back near the middle 
means that we'll go through the meat grinder again tomorrow. Today revealed signs of 
big money positioning themselves. Dollar, Sterling, Swiss, Yen.... we had big swings 
today so caution on placement and stops is required for tomorrow with EUR news on the 
cards. I'm looking at this range tomorrow: 2987 to 2951, with a TZ in the range of 2962 
to 2957. There is also a level at 2995. The 2995 and 2987 are the tops of TZs which have 
not been revisited in the 2900 to 2999 range. {image} 
 
Thanks Vlady & Feline. 

 

probabilita Sep 10, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 7817

 
Quoting Paradiso88 
Hi All, i have a short, with target of 2888. I think to day 2888 is the lowest, then it will 
goes up again. Tomorrow is the action day ... Edit: current price is also interesting, but 
2888 is stronger ... 
Quoting ephisi 
we should retest 1.2897 then head for 1.2880 

Wow wow wow ... the lowest is between yours, interesting concept  

 

probabilita Sep 10, 2014 7:26pm | Post# 7818

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well, I have learned to try and get a hold of news reports and bank reports from 
various sources. Whilst I don't understand it all, I scan for anything to do with EUR. This 
is how I keep my fundamentals up to date. Pro traders have always suggested to me that 
I do this and so I recommend it. I can't afford a news feed because I'm not a full-time 
trader yet, but it will pay to do so because FF Calendar does not reveal all the news or 
the meaning behind released numbers. Secondly, we scan the news. We don't just take 
for granted FF's Calendar.... 

This is good information, thanks Vlady  

 

probabilita Sep 10, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 7819

 
Quoting vlady1974 
...... Today revealed signs of big money positioning themselves. Dollar, Sterling, Swiss, 



Yen.... we had big swings today so caution on placement and stops is required for 
tomorrow with EUR news on the cards. I'm looking at this range tomorrow: 2987 to 
2951, with a TZ in the range of 2962 to 2957. There is also a level at 2995. The 2995 
and 2987 are the tops of TZs which have not been revisited in the 2900 to 2999 range. 
{image} 
Thanks Vlady, great posts, i like it. I am looking at 2968 - 2975 as my top, then will sell 
from there .... this is not a call, just a beginner's probability. 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 9:48pm | Post# 7820

 
Quoting probabilita 

{quote} {quote} Wow wow wow ... the lowest is between yours, interesting concept  

 

 

ephisi Sep 10, 2014 9:49pm | Post# 7821

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, my latest thinking is that the Weekly High is currently 2962, current price 
2914.... that's not that far or insurmountable. A bounce could happen tomorrow or Friday 
and a decent price of 1.2808 seems like an ideal Demand Price. Using Fibs, that could be 
a retrace to 1.3260 or 1.3087 or 1.3400... throw in 3174 for good measure. But if it 
doesn't bounce, then 1.2764 is well in the cards... so I'm with you, we'll have to see 
price action over Asian and Frankfurt sessions. {image} The 4H will have to lead the 
way... the TrendCounter shows... 
Yea, we will watch price action on the up move. Will short it if i get signal 

 

pedma Sep 10, 2014 11:09pm | Post# 7822

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, my latest thinking is that the Weekly High is currently 2962, current price 
2914.... that's not that far or insurmountable. A bounce could happen tomorrow or Friday 
and a decent price of 1.2808 seems like an ideal Demand Price. Using Fibs, that could be 
a retrace to 1.3260 or 1.3087 or 1.3400... throw in 3174 for good measure. But if it 
doesn't bounce, then 1.2764 is well in the cards... so I'm with you, we'll have to see 
price action over Asian and Frankfurt sessions. {image} The 4H will have to lead the 
way... the TrendCounter shows... 
Thank you very much Vlady, nice post. EU has a small moving during Asian session, and 
it will end soon. I don't think ECB monthly bulletin can cause a big move, will wait for 
New York session. 
 
Edit : 
Around last Friday high is a good place for me to put a Sell limit , IF Europe session can 
push it to around yesterday high. 
ELSE IF ECB monthly bulletin can not boost it, then i will put a Sell limit around 
yesterday high, hoping retail sales will push it up a little, then drop it down and 
consumer sentiment will do the job, a long way down ... 
This will match your H4 image at post #7811 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 1:24am | Post# 7823

 
my levels for long today from the bottom up. where ever price can give me a good entry. 



1.2860,1.2880. late entry above 1.2920 
 
i expect 1.2962 to break up if we retest it. levels for short . below 1.2860, 1. 2990. going 
to be a difficult trading day as there are many options today 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 1:33am | Post# 7824

 
Seeking first long attempt at 1.2900. Smaller lots as i will make more attempts 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 1:42am | Post# 7825

 
Quoting ephisi 
Seeking first long attempt at 1.2900. Smaller lots as i will make more attempts 
. i see eurusd struggling with 1.2920. a break of that will take us to 1.2960 where it may 
be rejected back to 1.2920. followed by an attempt to break 1.2960. a break of that will 
lead to 1.2990, failure to break 1.2960 or 1.2990 will trigger heavy shorts back towards 
the bottom. a break above 1.2990 would signal a corrective move towards 1.3100 where 
major selling could take place for a new attempt towards 1.2750 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 2:03am | Post# 7826

 
Quoting ephisi 
Seeking first long attempt at 1.2900. Smaller lots as i will make more attempts 

bought the dip at 1.2905 20pip stop first attempt   

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 2:04am | Post# 7827

 
Morning Folks! 
 
Did more analysis last night and I'm projecting based on this last Asian session that 
London to New York will post a newer low before Draghi sends this up (without 
necessarily changing sentiment). 
 
Asian open of 2923 travelled to a High of 2924.7 then to a Low of 2902 and we're 
currently nearer the Low. I'll see how Frankie develops but this is a Down session of 
lower than the average 30 pips suggesting a wait on some news to drive a breakout, the 
fact that they went for a lower direction without breaking 2900 suggests that London 
could attempt 2923 and the higher levels such as 2980-2990 which I posted last night, 
but also fail. The number I posted yesterday of 2808 could be attempted for an ATR of 
near 120 pips but I'm cautious....if 2990 is attempted, then low around 2860. If 2920-30 
not breached then 2800-10. 
 
The problem I see is any unexpected or unscheduled news that I don't have a pulse on 
during the New York session. Because Draghi speaks late, we could actually range all day 
between 2900 and 2930 for a while. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 2:15am | Post# 7828

 
Gold has fallen below 1250 but holding at 1247 (Josh!). ZZBB shows it posting a bottom 
swing meaning we're expecting a move up. This implies Dollar DOWN....that could mean 



EUR up. YEN is being sold across the board so it's harder to see how EU is being 
traded....AUD is up against Dollar and AUD is linked to Gold so implies Dollar lower. 
eURAUD is Up...so if EUR is above AUD and AUD is above USD.....EURUSD is UP. 
 
edit: Just thinking out loud, folks 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 2:21am | Post# 7829

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning Folks! Did more analysis last night and I'm projecting based on this last Asian 
session that London to New York will post a newer low before Draghi sends this up 
(without necessarily changing sentiment). Asian open of 2923 travelled to a High of 
2924.7 then to a Low of 2902 and we're currently nearer the Low. I'll see how Frankie 
develops but this is a Down session of lower than the average 30 pips suggesting a wait 
on some news to drive a breakout, the fact that they went for a lower direction 
without breaking 2900 suggests that London... 

your post tells me today could be a tricky day   

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 2:24am | Post# 7830

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Gold has fallen below 1250 but holding at 1247 (Josh!). ZZBB shows it posting a bottom 
swing meaning we're expecting a move up. This implies Dollar DOWN....that could mean 
EUR up. YEN is being sold across the board so it's harder to see how EU is being 
traded....AUD is up against Dollar and AUD is linked to Gold so implies Dollar lower. 
eURAUD is Up...so if EUR is above AUD and AUD is above USD.....EURUSD is UP. edit: 
Just thinking out loud, folks  
lol, thinking out loud is essential. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 2:32am | Post# 7831

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} bought the dip at 1.2905 20pip stop first attempt   
Frankie fake move... Bought 2900 -10 SL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 2:35am | Post# 7832

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Frankie fake move... Bought 2900 -10 SL 
I want an attempt and failure of 2934. Short on a retrace from there....ideally. That could 
mean 2924 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 2:40am | Post# 7833

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Frankie fake move... Bought 2900 -10 SL 

dicey dicey 

 



vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 2:45am | Post# 7834

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Frankie fake move... Bought 2900 -10 SL 
Stops to +6 
Not screwing around. Lol 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:01am | Post# 7835

 
lets see what london boys have for us 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 3:07am | Post# 7836

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Stops to +6 Not screwing around. Lol 
Out at +7 I trailed it. I didn't want to surrender anything near 2900 cos its a turbulent 
area. 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:14am | Post# 7837

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Out at +7 I trailed it. I didn't want to surrender anything near 2900 cos its a 
turbulent area. 

cool, i guess it was a scalp. i am waiting for a spike up. i may be wrong  

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:31am | Post# 7838

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} cool, i guess it was a scalp. i am waiting for a spike up. i may be wrong  
Spiking a bit. If we are to take out 1.2920 we will do so with one badass 5minutes candle 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:40am | Post# 7839

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Spiking a bit. If we are to take out 1.2920 we will do so with one badass 
5minutes candle 
 
this could be our 5minuts badass candle coming up 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:52am | Post# 7840

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Spiking a bit. If we are to take out 1.2920 we will do so with one badass 
5minutes candle 
8minutes to go 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:56am | Post# 7841



 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} 8minutes to go 
5minsnbadass candle confirmed loving this. expect a retrace to 1.2920ish then ee head 
towards 1.2962. It may retrace it may it retracefor a scalp entry long. Just as i said 

before london open   

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:58am | Post# 7842

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} bought the dip at 1.2905 20pip stop first attempt   
Moved stop to breakeven. Thinking of opeing a scalping account(10pips stop minimum of 
20 to 1000pips profit could be converted to day or swing trades) 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 4:12am | Post# 7843

 
Will be back in 50minuts. I dont expect eurusd to close below 1.2920 in the next 
50minutes to 3hrs. In the 4th hour Us unemploment claims if bad could take us above 
1.2960. If good could makke us close below 1.2920 or not 

 

chr1s Sep 11, 2014 4:19am | Post# 7844

 
Apologies for interrupting interesting posts (please do keep them coming) but is this still 
a part of The Similarity original thread? 
I'm about to read more about this idea (from the beginning of the thread) but if there 
was a conclusion that it cannot be used in any way on one of the pages (eg page 120 and 
no update on the 1st page) please let me know. 
 
Thank you 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 4:32am | Post# 7845

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I want an attempt and failure of 2934. Short on a retrace from there....ideally. 
That could mean 2924 
I shorted at 33 but it went to 2939 which I think invalidates that supply zone. 
Closed for +3 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 4:37am | Post# 7846

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} 5minsnbadass candle confirmed loving this. expect a retrace to 1.2920ish then 
ee head towards 1.2962. It may retrace it may it retracefor a scalp entry long. Just as i 

said before london open   
Awesome mate. I missed re-entering cos I had to do "good boyfriend duties" for the gf 
who is travelling today... missed the re-entry at 2905. So decided against scalping it cos 
I knew that around 8:20 to 8:50am, London tends to put in the big orders. That's when 
the BadAss candle took place. LOL. 
 
Anyways, it does look like my theory of Asian sessions is playing out in some minor way. 



Asia posts high then ranges. Frankie is the fucker that always does the fake move... so 
that low isn't Asian session really.... but London opens and posts a high near open..... 
New York I think will do the same and so I think 2962 is on the cards. 
 
Will look for strength above 2924 to 2935 for a long... but I actually don't care today. it's 
a 40 pip range day...sheesh! 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 4:44am | Post# 7847

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Awesome mate. I missed re-entering cos I had to do "good boyfriend duties" for 
the gf who is travelling today... missed the re-entry at 2905. So decided against scalping 
it cos I knew that around 8:20 to 8:50am, London tends to put in the big orders. That's 
when the BadAss candle took place. LOL. Anyways, it does look like my theory of Asian 
sessions is playing out in some minor way. Asia posts high then ranges. Frankie is the 
fucker that always does the fake move... so that low isn't Asian session really.... 
but London opens and posts a... 
Good mate. Today we need to be more watchful. I told you it would be a tricky day 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 4:47am | Post# 7848

 
Quoting chr1s 
Apologies for interrupting interesting posts (please do keep them coming) but is this still 
a part of The Similarity original thread? I'm about to read more about this idea (from the 
beginning of the thread) but if there was a conclusion that it cannot be used in any way 
on one of the pages (eg page 120 and no update on the 1st page) please let me know. 
Thank you 
Its a bit complicated. I have taken what ties in with my personal strategy from eurusdds 
methods and discarded the rest. Dont try to trade exactly like eurusdd does. But rather 
look for principles you could use in your own way. Vlady could advice u more 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 4:48am | Post# 7849

 
BTW for the newbies and viewers... I am still Net Short on my Bias. I'm sure Ephisi, Josh 
and other view the same way. 
The commentary so far is just intra-day positioning. Even if I was to long to 1.31... the 
big number targets begin at 1.2764 and below. 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 4:51am | Post# 7850

 
Quoting vlady1974 
BTW for the newbies and viewers... I am still Net Short on my Bias. I'm sure Ephisi, Josh 
and other view the same way. The commentary so far is just intra-day positioning. Even 
if I was to long to 1.31... the big number targets begin at 1.2764 and below. 
1.2750 my targets. I am only buying what looks like a possible correction. Sellers are 
waiting to load shorts at the top 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 5:01am | Post# 7851

 
Quoting ephisi 



{quote} 5minsnbadass candle confirmed loving this. expect a retrace to 1.2920ish then 
ee head towards 1.2962. It may retrace it may it retracefor a scalp entry long. Just as i 

said before london open   
so it retraced 1.2920ish @ 1.2925. lets see what the next 3 hrs before us news brings 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 5:06am | Post# 7852

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} In theory, Price is meant to be the same across all charts on all brokers. You can 
take any stochastic process (ie. Indicator) and imitate Price. This should also be the 
same as price. When a difference is spotted, trading opportunities appear. These 
opportunities will typically be found in price ranges that have a 9 out 10 chance of being 
returned to. These are Recurrent Prices There are ways to identify the prices that have 
1/10 chance of being returned to. These are Transient Prices You typically trade away 
from Transient Prices towards... 
Hey Chr1s, 
 
Above is my summary of the Thread.  
As a trading approach you are basically looking for arbitrage signals... it's not S/R in the 
traditional sense but certainly APPEARS like support/resistance. 
It's about the price value 1.2345 not being consistently 1.2345 across other indicators 
that are set up to be identical to 1.2345 
 
Reading through the thread yields a variety of techniques that expound on the principle. 
There's CI, there ZigZag Bollinger (which I am proud of extending from Eurusdd's original 
examples), and recently there is Transient / Recurrent Prices. 
 
The last concept is NOT similarity.... but can be used in conjunction. T/R tries to explain 
prices as events. The "rarer" it is (based on some posulates that Eurusdd has posted) the 
more unlikely it will be returned to. Thus the concept is less about RESISTENCE but more 
about probability of being repelled. 
 
If you combine Similarity with Transcience... you can now apply it to any of your own 
strategies with a new found perspective. Hence why you do not see a Tactic or Strategy 
here. At the moment, it's my take + Ephisi + Josh + LITEChild, + orid + etc..... if we are 
in sync, then we are probably looking at the same Transient Zones and Similarity 
Areas.... perhaps not precisely but they tend to get produced by swing tops and bottoms. 
The trick then is how to trade. 
 
Eurusdd has not revealed all his tools, so we are substantially less optimal than we would 
like. So we can only go by PRINCIPLES and adapt our strategies accordingly. 
 
Hope this is a better explanation. 
 
Vlad 

 

handy148 Sep 11, 2014 5:45am | Post# 7853

 
What I would say to newbies and viewers/lurkers is obviously to read the thread although 
not all (myself included) will fully understand all the ramifications. There are however a 
lot of good posters on this thread who have grasped "the system" quite well (vlady, 
ephisi and josh to name but three). Whilst I would never advocate copying someone 
elses trades without your own due diligence, it's fair the say that if the three persons 
aforementioned have the same bias and you have the opposite view, then I'd seriously 



think again. 

 

chr1s Sep 11, 2014 5:50am | Post# 7854

 
Thank you vlady1974, I will have in mind everything you said when reading this thread 

 

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 6:18am | Post# 7855

 
Quoting sram 
Rare event-we can see 7 consecutive down bars in weekly chart only one time from 1994 
. now we have 6 in a row. i want to post earlier today didn't got time so i am expecting 
weekly up close that is above 1.31973 little down is buy for me .I think master is here 

thank you for everything euruusdd  {image} 
Just a thought 
Last time they don't.Now we have 8 finished consecutive down bars in a weekly chart 
and there are no consecutive down bars more than 8 in last 20 years! rare event too may 
be a weekly up close this time that is above 2955. Ibw - My special thanks to Vlady 
,Ephisi , josh and others for your great contribution.I have AU short targeting 9100. 
Thank you. 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 6:50am | Post# 7856

 
as i said earlier. today is gonna be tricky. looking may take a short at 1.2920ish. 
watching 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 6:54am | Post# 7857

 
Quoting handy148 
What I would say to newbies and viewers/lurkers is obviously to read the thread although 
not all (myself included) will fully understand all the ramifications. There are however a 
lot of good posters on this thread who have grasped "the system" quite well (vlady, 
ephisi and josh to name but three). Whilst I would never advocate copying someone 
elses trades without your own due diligence, it's fair the say that if the three persons 
aforementioned have the same bias and you have the opposite view, then I'd 
seriously think again.  
 
 

i laughed on that one 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 6:56am | Post# 7858

 
Quoting ephisi 
as i said earlier. today is gonna be tricky. looking may take a short at 1.2920ish. 
watching 
Just had a free lunch at Pho (Vietnamese cuisine)... Awesome. Shorted at 2918 before I 
went to early lunch. Seems it's just retraced. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 6:59am | Post# 7859

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Just a thought Last time they don't.Now we have 8 finished consecutive down 
bars in a weekly chart and there are no consecutive down bars more than 8 in last 20 
years! rare event too may be a weekly up close this time that is above 2955. Ibw - My 
special thanks to Vlady ,Ephisi , josh and others for your great contribution.I have AU 
short targeting 9100. Thank you. 
I like this thinking Sram. Don't know if you'll be proved right (none of us do)... but the 
thinking behind it is important. 
You're now scanning for these rare events. 
 
Here's a ..... an idea, perhaps, rather than a hint or tip.  
When you see the rare event happen..... take the range and see where price goes to 
later on, with respect to that range.  
There. That's a gift for you all.... those that are worthy will work it out.  
 
The tip is... there are some timeframes that are better than others. And I think that it 
doesn't work all the time, but seems to phase in/out during specific market 
circumstances (but I've not fully worked that out yet). 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 7:03am | Post# 7860

 
Quoting ephisi 
as i said earlier. today is gonna be tricky. looking may take a short at 1.2920ish. 
watching 
not taking that short anymore at 1.2920ish. conflicting signals. will just wait it out. 
btw we are in a small triangle visible on the 4hr chart. may break up or down. im still in 
favor of up. wont be thinking short till 1.2960/90 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 7:12am | Post# 7861

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} not taking that short anymore at 1.2920ish. conflicting signals. will just wait it 
out. btw we are in a small triangle visible on the 4hr chart. may break up or down. im 
still in favor of up. wont be thinking short till 1.2960/90 
Same. just hit BE.  
You're right about the conflicting signals. The lag is evident. 15M just broke Bollinger Mid 
invalidating the short, 5M was already long but now about to go short so can't get a clear 
enough signal. Yep, the 4H is ranging int 2920 isn't it. Oh well... Sit On Hands Time. 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 7:29am | Post# 7862

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just had a free lunch at Pho (Vietnamese cuisine)... Awesome. Shorted at 2918 
before I went to early lunch. Seems it's just retraced. 
Yea 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 7:32am | Post# 7863

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Same. just hit BE. You're right about the conflicting signals. The lag is evident. 
15M just broke Bollinger Mid invalidating the short, 5M was already long but now about 
to go short so can't get a clear enough signal. Yep, the 4H is ranging int 2920 isn't it. Oh 
well... Sit On Hands Time. 
Exactly. Waiting till us news 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:02am | Post# 7864

 
3 Attachment(s) 

 



 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:04am | Post# 7865

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} {image} {image} 
Welcome back!  
 

I love chess analogies!  

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 8:08am | Post# 7866

 



Quoting vlady1974 

Long scalp at @ 2922. I think NYC will go for a higher high than London's 35. Possibly as 
high as 2950. I'll be looking for shorts there. 
Took one at 18, dont want to call scalps in here 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 8:09am | Post# 7867

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} {image} {image} 
Welcome boss 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:11am | Post# 7868

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 8:14am | Post# 7869

 
capital is king 
 
volatility is the queen 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:15am | Post# 7870

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Took one at 18, dont want to call scalps in here 



You know what.... you just made me think. You're right. Deleting scalping posts. 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 8:15am | Post# 7871

 
Quoting ephisi 
Will be back in 50minuts. I dont expect eurusd to close below 1.2920 in the next 
50minutes to 3hrs. In the 4th hour Us unemploment claims if bad could take us above 
1.2960. If good could makke us close below 1.2920 or not 
This is now the 4th hr. Eurusd didnt close belo 1.2920. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:18am | Post# 7872

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
apologies for nitpicking: spelling error on "paper money" 

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 8:21am | Post# 7873

 
[quote=vlady1974;7732081]{quote} I like this thinking Sram. Don't know if you'll be 
proved right (none of us do)... but the thinking behind it is important. 
 
Thank you Vlady ,thank you for sharing the info.My buy target @2939 

 

Neio Sep 11, 2014 8:21am | Post# 7874

 

Quoting sram 
{quote} Just a thought Last time they don't.Now we have 8 finished 
consecutive down bars in a weekly chart and there are no consecutive 
down bars more than 8 in last 20 years! rare event too may be a weekly 
up close this time that is above 2955. Ibw - My special thanks to Vlady 
,Ephisi , josh and others for your great contribution.I have AU short 
targeting 9100. Thank you. 

If that holds true there will be a nice big pin on the Weekly.  

 

Neio Sep 11, 2014 8:23am | Post# 7875

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} {image} {image} 
Welcome back. 
 
Looks like you are writing a book. Very interesting...so far. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:23am | Post# 7876

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 8:25am | Post# 7877

 
Quoting Strawbale 
capital is king volatility is the queen 
knight would be a secret trading system 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:27am | Post# 7878

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} knight would be a secret trading system 
that allows you to trade in a way no one, even if they are looking at you place trades, will 
understand what you are doing. They never really know your targets, till your pips come 
due!!! 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 8:30am | Post# 7879

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} that allows you to trade in a way no one, even if they are looking at you place 
trades, will understand what you are doing. They never really know your targets, till your 
pips come due!!! 

not if they are really smart and they have a lot of data  

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 8:31am | Post# 7880

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} {image} {image} 
Welcome back Sir. 
Nice comparison chess and forex.. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:36am | Post# 7881

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} Welcome back. Looks like you are writing a book. Very interesting...so far. 
I'm digging the font and format... it's like the university research papers I used to write. 
What a geek I was then! Love it! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:45am | Post# 7882

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:45am | Post# 7883

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm looking at this range tomorrow: 2987 to 2951, with a TZ in the range of 2962 to 
2957. There is also a level at 2995. The 2995 and 2987 are the tops of TZs which have 
not been revisited in the 2900 to 2999 range. {image} 
It's on its way. 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 8:48am | Post# 7884

 
ok update on my thoughts on chess-forex components: 
 
King: Capital 
Queen: Volatility 
Knight: Secret trading method 
Bishop: Trend 



 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 8:56am | Post# 7885

 
Quoting ephisi 
Will be back in 50minuts. I dont expect eurusd to close below 1.2920 in the next 
50minutes to 3hrs. In the 4th hour Us unemploment claims if bad could take us above 
1.2960. If good could makke us close below 1.2920 or not 
going according to plan. im driving right now. just parked to check trades. will close scalp 
at 1.2962 ish holding long till ecb. enjoy 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:56am | Post# 7886

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:57am | Post# 7887

 
ignore grammatical errors. posting on the go! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 8:59am | Post# 7888

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} going according to plan. im driving right now. just parked to check trades. will 
close scalp at 1.2962 ish holding long till ecb. enjoy 
Yeah, good call. I closed early. Plan working nicely. Pendings in place! 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 8:59am | Post# 7889

 
ok update on my thoughts on chess-forex components: 
 
King: Capital 
Queen: Volatility 



Knight: Secret trading method 
Bishop: Trend 
Rook: Hedging 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:03am | Post# 7890

 
Quoting Strawbale 
ok update on my thoughts on chess-forex components: King: Capital Queen: Volatility 
Knight: Secret trading method Bishop: Trend Rook: Hedging 
Most forex traders do not know that they have to think and trade like empire-biulders. 
They need to identify the key component of the forex empire or it will collapse. How you 
you deceive and dominant your traders, BIG OR SMALL, with your trades? 
Banks do it, why can't you? 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 9:05am | Post# 7891

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Most forex traders do not know that they have to think and trade like empire-
biulders. They need to identify the key component of the forex empire or it will collapse. 
How you you deceive and dominant your traders, BIG OR SMALL, with your trades? 
Banks do it, why can't you? 
i teach them a false way of how market works and a false way to analyse the market, 
controlling their emotions, stop hunting, taking the other side of the trade 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 9:15am | Post# 7892

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Most forex traders do not know that they have to think and trade like empire-
biulders. They need to identify the key component of the forex empire or it will 
collapse. How you you deceive and dominant your traders, BIG OR SMALL, with your 
trades? Banks do it, why can't you? 
They key component is trust. 
 
What wealth was once backed by gold or precious metals/gems has now been replaced 
by fiat money which is not real. It is a paper "contract" between two parties to exchange 
value for something... this is entirely based on trust that both will honour that contract. 
 
Armies will defend the "trust"-worthiness of a nation empire. 
Religion or Education Systems will teach the structure of the "trust"-worthiness of the 
nation empire to its people 
Corporations and Entertainment will exploit the benefits of people surrendering their 
"trust" to them 
.... in order to control the wealth producing assets. 
 
The moment trust is extinguished... it all collapses.... until it the trust is rebuilt. 
 
eg. Iceland, Greece.... post World War Germany 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:17am | Post# 7893

 

YOUR KING should be your forex-trading philosophy! Once, 



that collapses, your empire is gone. Everyone should be able to 
identify your king and other traders will fight to destroy your king. 
Your forex-trading philosophy should not change every now 
and then and every other piece in your empire should be designed 
to protect your king! 
 

MORE LATER.  
 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 9:17am | Post# 7894

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} They key component is trust. What wealth was once backed by gold or precious 
metals/gems has now been replaced by fiat money which is not real. It is a paper 
"contract" between two parties to exchange value for something... this is entirely based 
on trust that both will honour that contract. Armies will defend the "trust"-worthiness of a 
nation empire. Religion or Education Systems will teach the structure of the "trust"-
worthiness of the nation empire to its people Corporations and Entertainment will exploit 
the benefits of people surrendering... 

seems legit  

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:23am | Post# 7895

 
This is my KING : forex-trading philosophy: If you can get me to abandon this, my 
current empire fails. 
 
The market is like a sub-atomic particle. When you are watching, it behaves like a wave 

(adapts to your strategies). When you are invisible (market not aware of your existence) it 

behaves like a particle, revealing all her flaws to you. To win against the market, be an 

invisible observer, trader. Once your strategy is out there(known), you are finished(like 

everybody else)!  

 

tashkent Sep 11, 2014 9:28am | Post# 7896

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Most forex traders do not know that they have to think and trade like empire-
biulders. They need to identify the key component of the forex empire or it will collapse. 
How you you deceive and dominant your traders, BIG OR SMALL, with your trades? 
Banks do it, why can't you? 
thanks EURUSDD! 
may I ask for a favor - can you please post your last posts in this thread 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=396895 
i am gathering good reads and ideas about the philosophy of trading. 
 
 
 

Inserted Video 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:31am | Post# 7897



 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} They key component is trust. What wealth was once backed by gold or precious 
metals/gems has now been replaced by fiat money which is not real. It is a paper 
"contract" between two parties to exchange value for something... this is entirely based 
on trust that both will honour that contract. Armies will defend the "trust"-worthiness of a 
nation empire. Religion or Education Systems will teach the structure of the "trust"-
worthiness of the nation empire to its people Corporations and Entertainment will exploit 
the benefits of people surrendering... 
Yes, but for an empire it is not really important in the long run because the empire can 
simply make you realize the Resistance is Futile! You have no other option. So, trust 
cannot be identified with any of the components on the chessboard but it is a sub-sub 
component within the rook (entertainment and media). 

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 9:35am | Post# 7898

 
eurusdd check messages 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:41am | Post# 7899

 
Because the rook moves directly, not indirectly like the bishop, and the rook is closer to 
the bishop and the king. In fact, the rook can swap places with the king. TRUST is within 
the rook. The rook moves in a direct manner saying "trust me as I come to you. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 9:56am | Post# 7900

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Yes, but for an empire it is not really important in the long run because the 
empire can simply make you realize the Resistance is Futile! You have no other option. 
So, trust cannot be identified with any of the components on the chessboard but it is a 
sub-sub component within the rook (entertainment and media). 
It's possibly just semantics. I understand your analogy.  
Like fractals, it depends on how you cut it. 
 
My overall philosophy isn't written by me (someone else wrote it more elogquently than I 
could ever have), but it is one that I subscribe to. Kind of similar in parts to yours. Here I 
am paraphrasing: 
 
Price is nothing but data points. Points of Data tend to flow through time and as with 

anything that flows is subject to the laws of inertia. This flow.... makes price akin to a 3 

dimensional fabric that is continuous and flowing like a jellyfish, yet has structure and 

intelligence - almost self awareness. Understanding its structure and intelligence allows 

you to ride its wave.  

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:59am | Post# 7901

 

You queen should be a forex trading blueprint that works on every pair, 
trading platform or time-frame. Just like the monetary system, she must 
be able to help your empire anytime, on any time-frame and on any pair. 
If your strategy does not work on certain pairs, or on some time-frames, 



then you do not have the right queen. Your empire is not the ultimate!!! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 10:12am | Post# 7902

 
You knight should be the MANNER in which you execute your trades! It should help 
your empire defeat other trades, the market. It should be designed in such a way that 
even if some one is watching you trade or captures your queen, they will NEVER know 
exactly what you are doing. They cannot understand you by just looking at the way you 
place your trades. remember, military has a deception component. 
 
Therefore, most traders who broadcast simple trading methods like, "when price is ... 
buy, when price is ,.... sell". Normally lose in the long-run!!! 
If you have the right Knight, you are good to go! Deception and stealth!!! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 10:17am | Post# 7903

 
for example, you can buy, price goes up and everyone expects price to go another 100 
pips, but you took profit. You close your account.  
another example: you can place small trades ten times in a row and all of a sudden a BIG 
one. Out of the blues. Sometimes too you can choose to lose willing just to make people 

believe you are "human after-all".  

 

Strawbale Sep 11, 2014 10:20am | Post# 7904

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
for example, you can buy, price goes up and everyone expects price to go another 100 
pips, but you took profit. You close your account. another example: you can place small 
trades ten times in a row and all of a sudden a BIG one. Out of the blues. Sometimes too 

you can choose to lose willing just to make people believe you are "human after-all".  
damn right! 

 

burnssss Sep 11, 2014 10:24am | Post# 7905

 
5 large pillars that form a universal system.  
If you look, these movements apply to the gravitational field.  
eurusdd, I consider these posts as a great Pointview to beat the market. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 10:29am | Post# 7906

 
Quoting burnssss 
5 large pillars that form a universal system. If you look, these movements apply to the 
gravitational field. eurusdd, I consider these posts as a great Pointview to beat the 
market. 
Sure, if you do not get your empire blueprint right before you set out to build it, your 

empire will collapse just like others before you did!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 10:50am | Post# 7907

 



Your bishop should be ONE particular trading instrument or one particular basket of 
instruments. Remember bishop stands for RELIGION in empire building. It represents 
indirect faithfulness. So, stick to one instrument faithfully and build your empire on that 
instrument. Understand the playground and approach other competitors indirectly. 
Traders who trade hundreds of instruments at the same time for their empire do not 
have a strong empire. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:01am | Post# 7908

 
use your faithfulness to a particular basket of instruments to win converts, people who 
will join your empire or invest in it! 

 

Neio Sep 11, 2014 11:05am | Post# 7909

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Your bishop should be ONE particular trading instrument or one particular basket of 
instruments. Remember bishop stands for RELIGION in empire building. It represents 
indirect faithfulness. So, stick to one instrument faithfully and build your empire on that 
instrument. Understand the playground and approach other competitors indirectly. 
Traders who trade hundreds of instruments at the same time for their empire do not 
have a strong empire. 
Guilty of this one....but based on what I have learnt from you I am now focusing on just 
Eurusd as once mastered you can make as much or as little as you want even during low 
volatility. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:13am | Post# 7910

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Guilty of this one....but based on what I have learnt from you I am now focusing 
on just Eurusd as once mastered you can make as much or as little as you want even 
during low volatility. 
Good one there my friend. Rememebr the QUEEN. If you have the right queen, she 
should work for you any time, during high/low volatility. So, get the right queen, right 
bishop, right king, right rook, right knight! EMPIRE is born! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:16am | Post# 7911

 
Note: the right QUEEN should complete the KING you chose. For example, the current 
empire chose DEMOCRACY as king and a FIAT-Monetary system as queen. Fiat means 
freedom. democracy means freedom. Both complement each other. 
 
It is clear that the right queen will be difficult to produce but start thinking! 

 

Neio Sep 11, 2014 11:27am | Post# 7912

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Note: the right QUEEN should complete the KING you chose. For example, the current 
empire chose DEMOCRACY as king and a FIAT-Monetary system as queen. Fiat means 
freedom. democracy means freedom. Both complement each other. It is clear that the 
right queen will be difficult to produce but start thinking! 



Trading must be boring for you now. Are there still things that you want to achieve in 
trading? Is it just a case of maintenance or are you continuing to develop so that you can 
evolve if need be? 
 
For me personally I just want to make enough each day to give up work to focus on 
other things and just trade as and when I need too. I would still stay in touch with 
discussions but not to the degree that I do at the moment. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:30am | Post# 7913

 
The ROOK: I have said nothing about the rook yet! Remember, the rook move straight, 
far and wide, can sway places with the king, has trust as a sub-component and is close 
to the king and bishop. What then should be your rook. In the current empire rook = 
entertainment and corporate media. 
Consider the your rook to be Right broker and trading platform. 
 
Both are the domain the houses your empire, similarly in the way rook = castle houses 
the king. right broker and platform has trust as a component. without trust, your empire 
cannot work properly. The rook is directly connected to you, since you chose them and 
you trade yourself on the platform but it can swap places with you by ....... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:36am | Post# 7914

 
for most people, the queen is difficult to produce. so here is a simple test! go back and 
check what i proposed for queen. If it does not work on EVERY time-frame or pair, you 
not have the RIGHT queen!. Your empire is not the ultimate! 

 

smallcat Sep 11, 2014 11:38am | Post# 7915

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} {image} {image} 
Nice to see you again buddy. I can learn a lot again here, thank you very much. 
 
Try to understand your posts as below : 
 
King : Your secret great system, only for you alone, because it is secret 
Knight: In your secret system, you have some method (some logic or sub-system behind 
your great system). Some time you use method A, some time B. 
So no one can predict your move, jump from one method to another 
Bishop: You must have a faith to your system. If your system gave you wrong signal, 
repair it. Until you are fully faith to it. 
Do not chase the price, let it come to you 
Rook : Good and trusted brokers 
Queen: Your system must be universal, work good for any pair, any time frame, any 

situation (trend or side way), etc .... ??  

 

limprobable Sep 11, 2014 11:46am | Post# 7916

 
you are the fool  

 



Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:47am | Post# 7917

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Nice to see you again buddy. I can learn a lot again here, thank you very much. 
Try to understand your posts as below : King : Your secret great system, only for you 
alone, because it is secret Knight: In your secret system, you have some method (some 
logic or sub-system behind your great system). Some time you use method A, some time 
B. So no one can predict your move, jump from one method to another Bishop: You must 
have a faith to your system. If your system gave you wrong signal, repair it. Until you 
are fully faith to it. Do not chase... 
 
Thank you smallcat: But correct this: For a good empire I propose that the king be not a 
system but a trading philosophy. The queen is the trading system that complements the 
king!! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:51am | Post# 7918

 
remember, on the chessboard, the KING does not move often. even if it moves, small 
increments. Therefore, king should be identified with trading philosophy. one that is 
stable and does not change often. 
 
Queen should be versatile trading system/blueprint. She must be powerful enough every 
time. 
 
Rook = broker/platform that houses your empire. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 11:53am | Post# 7919

 
King = Idea / Philosophy 
Quen = Plan or Blueprint 
Knight = Execution (Strategy & Tactics) 
Bishop = Belief & Focus (Markets and Study) 
Rook = Infrastructure & Platform (Brokers, Systems, Records, Bank) 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 11:58am | Post# 7920

 
Quoting vlady1974 
King = Idea Quen = Plan or Blueprint Knight = Execution (Strategy & Tactics) Bishop = 
Belief & Focus (Markets and Study) Rook = Infrastructure & Platform (Brokers, Systems, 
Records, Bank) 
Exactly my Lord. 
 
 
 
 

Do you realize, I left out the pawn??? Every empire is 
out to get one things alone. Control over its inhabitant, resources, 
followers. In the case of the forex trader you aim is PIPS! That is your 
pawn.  
You can sacrifice pips to get more pips and everything you do is focused 
on owning pips! 



 
PIPS = pawns!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 7921

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
PIPS = pawns! 

Yes! I have definitely heard of that analogy before!  
The original analogy is that money = soldiers. If their not in your account (army), then 

they're not fighting for you. So you need to get more soldiers into your army!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 7922

 
you can lose pips and still survive or win. But the key thing to notice is this: every pawn 
has the ability to become every other member of the empire, except the king. a pawn 
can be transformed into a queen, knight etc. so, pips can help you get back your queen, 
bishop etc. I hope you understand. 
 
That is all for today! 

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 7923

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Traders who trade hundreds of instruments at the same time for their empire do not 
have a strong empire. 
Hi eurusdd 
 
Does it mean that trading system, the ultimate one can be defined for a long 

time?execution of trades are different but trading system(queen)remains same. 
Its like if we have two options to beat the opponent which one is better-a thousand 
moves that practiced one time or only one move that practiced thousand times-the 
second one is better.way to Perfection! 
 
I have a question -where opponent is strong, to build the universal system the 
information that we have some ordinary trader like me is enough or it needs a some 
secret informations or a source needs to find out?or I mean is its possible to build a 
ultimate system by what we learned here with our own skills of implementing the 
thought?Do someone need to be expert in math to build ultimate system?  
 
Thank you very much. 

 

smallcat Sep 11, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 7924

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
you can lose pips and still survive or win. But the key thing to notice is this: every pawn 
has the ability to become every other member of the empire, except the king. a pawn 
can be transformed into a queen, knight etc. so, pips can help you get back your queen, 
bishop etc. I hope you understand. That is all for today! 
Thank you Eurusdd, have a nice day. 

 



Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 12:14pm | Post# 7925

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Hi eurusdd Does it mean that trading system, the ultimate one can be defined 
for a long time?execution of trades are different but trading system(queen)remains 
same. Its like if we have two options to beat the opponent which one is better-a 
thousand moves that practiced one time or only one move that practiced thousand 
times-the second one is better.way to Perfection! I have a question -where opponent is 
strong, to build the universal system the information that we have some ordinary trader 
like me is enough or it needs a some secret informations... 
I gave you a simple test friend. If you build any system/blueprint and it does not work on 
every time frame, you don't have or you are not close to the one true queen. There may 
be many queens, but they must all me isomorphic to the one true queen, that all em-
compassing blueprint used since the beginning of time across the universe, in different 
galactic civilizations and will work here too. 
The one true queen is universally versatile. So, use the test and place yourself at a point 
on the ladder. 

 

shiva Sep 11, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 7926

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Your bishop should be ONE particular trading instrument or one particular basket of 
instruments. Remember bishop stands for RELIGION in empire building. It represents 
indirect faithfulness. So, stick to one instrument faithfully and build your empire on that 
instrument. Understand the playground and approach other competitors indirectly. 
Traders who trade hundreds of instruments at the same time for their empire do not 
have a strong empire. 
Great posts. I would like to point out the following with regards to chess. 
 
1. The player who controls AND occupies the center has an advantage. 
 
2. Initiative is very very important 
 
3. Have a plan - Even if it is defective plan. 
 
4. There are two aspects to planning - a) Short term b) Long term. 
 

But, I don't know how these are applied to trading  

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 7927

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Great posts. I would like to point out the following with regards to chess. 1. The 
player who controls AND occupies the center has an advantage. 2. Initiative is very very 
important 3. Have a plan - Even if it is defective plan. 4. There are two aspects to 
planning - a) Short term b) Long term. But, I don't know how these are applied to 

trading  
Hey Shiva! 
 
Here you go mate:  
Quoting vlady1974 
King = Idea / Philosophy Quen = Plan or Blueprint Knight = Execution (Strategy & 
Tactics) Bishop = Belief & Focus (Markets and Study) Rook = Infrastructure & Platform 
(Brokers, Systems, Records, Bank) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 7928

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Great posts. I would like to point out the following with regards to chess. 1. The 
player who controls AND occupies the center has an advantage. 2. Initiative is very very 
important 3. Have a plan - Even if it is defective plan. 4. There are two aspects to 
planning - a) Short term b) Long term. But, I don't know how these are applied to 

trading  
That is easy. The center of the board is a position and any piece on the board can control 
or help your empire control the center. In trading the center is a position in the market. 
A price level that allows you to control the market even if it acts silly. If the market 
wants to attack you, it has to past through this point/price: and there you will have 
pips/$. So, you will win ..... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 7929

 
Shiva: for example the market can decide to move away from the center that you control 
but like the chessboard, your opponent cannot really win without crossing the center into 
your half. So, if you choose the right price, the market will have to come to you! That is 
why most of my setup says, choose this price and wait for the market to realize how silly 
it is and run back to you!. The problem is how long your can endure the wait.  
For example, the opponent chess player can play in his/her own half for long but soon, 
he/she will have to come to you! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 7930

 
Since we're being philosophical, I think there's also an additional dimension: The Person 
or The Player 
We assume that all players are equal or homogeneous except for the 6 Chess Pieces in 
their arsenal. 
 
Whilst this is helpful in understanding the "Empire Building" strategy... I think that The 
Person/Player has to undergo a significant change as they acquire all the pieces of their 
"chess set". It is not feasible that the beginner novice will be the SAME person at the 
start of their journey compared to the Master that has all the pieces and wields them 
with skill....  
 
It is the universal truth for any human endeavour. If you want to do something or be 
something.... there's a transformation that needs to happen. 
If your current habits, thinking, language, attitude doesn't change to accept the new 
ideas/methods/direction/etc etc.... you simply cannot change. 
 
The Person / Player as a human being... needs to recognise their limitations, imagine the 
improvement required and desire that something that doesn't exist yet within 
themselves. Then put that thought into motion through focused, determined, directed 
action and methodology. 

 

shiva Sep 11, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 7931

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} Hey Shiva! Here you go mate: {quote} 
Thanks Vlady, great help! 

 

shiva Sep 11, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 7932

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Shiva: for example the market can decide to move away from the center that you control 
but like the chessboard, your opponent cannot really win without crossing the center into 
your half. So, if you choose the right price, the market will have to come to you! That is 
why most of my setup says, choose this price and wait for the market to realize how silly 
it is and run back to you!. The problem is how long your can endure the wait. For 
example, the opponent chess player can play in his/her own half for long but soon, 
he/she will have to come to... 
Thanks EurUsdd. What I understand from this post is we need to identify the opponent 
first. Am I correct? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 7933

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Thanks EurUsdd. What I understand from this post is we need to identify the 
opponent first. Am I correct? 
The opponent is the set of traders, minus you and your allies or those building empires 
that complement yours!!! 

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 7934

 
[quote=Eurusdd;7733233]{quote} I gave you a simple test friend. If you build any 
system/blueprint and it does not work on every time frame, you don't have or you are 
not close to the one true queen. There may be many queens, but they must all me 
isomorphic to the one true queen, that all em-compassing blueprint used since the 
beginning of time across the universe, in different galactic civilizations and will work here 
too. The one true queen is universally versatile. So, use the test and place yourself at a 
point on the ladder.[/quote 
 
Thank you. 
 
Trying to understand your words may be i will find something in future.I understand 
something like key is unique idea like unique move in chess.knowing the future moves of 
the opponent etc. and i remembered your word shortest path. Ibw now a days i don't 

chase price  Have a nice day. 

 

shiva Sep 11, 2014 1:08pm | Post# 7935

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is an interesting research paper by Credit Suisse, comparing a variant of chess to 
investing. 
 
"Chess and Investing: What’s Different and What’s the Same 
Let’s start with the obvious and relevant point that chess and investing are different in 
important ways. To 
begin, a chessboard has 64 squares (8x8) and the moves of each piece are set. So while 
there are a massive 



number of possible outcomes, the game itself is played in a stable and linear 
environment. Markets are much 
less stable and exhibit non-linear properties. In chess, the board and pieces don’t care 
about what you think. 
In markets, the beliefs of participants feed back onto the market itself. In finance, the 
models of the world 
shape and reshape the world itself. 
As each player can see all the pieces on the board, chess is a game with perfect 
information. But in investing 
the information each investor has is partial, not perfect. As a result, a chess player can 
use substantial 
computational power to his or her advantage, whereas an investor does not have a 
similar source of edge. 
Further, chess games have a beginning, middle, and end. Markets are effectively 
perpetual. 
In a game of chess, players compete head to head. In markets, investors compete with 
the aggregate of many 
investors, or the crowd. Individual mistakes do not cancel out in head-to-head matchups 
but they can cancel 
out in a group. Indeed, diversity is one of the underpinnings of the “wisdom of crowds.” 
On the other hand, 
crowds also make collective mistakes from time to time, allowing for the “madness of 
crowds” and investment 
opportunity." 
INVESTING Lessons from Freestyle Chess.pdf  

 

vlady1974 Sep 11, 2014 1:47pm | Post# 7936

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I want an attempt and failure of 2934. Short on a retrace from there....ideally. 
That could mean 2924 
This has been the centrepiece of the action all day and although it's late, my eyes are 
still on 2952... whichever way. I clearly would prefer shorts, but then we still have Friday 
to contend with.... so today may actually be just a nothing day. 
 
I noted that there was a small handful in the Eurusd thread who shorted above 2942 but 
were stopped out on the sharp reversal. I had shorted from 46... and I didn't take profit 
on the return to 2920 which actually has irritated me big time.... okay I'm over it. It's 
just on a small range day, you don't want to surrender any pips. 
 
Oh well... about to go onto a webinar. Will be watching from the sidelines. Have a good 
one! 

 

sram Sep 11, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 7937

 
In chess we know the opponent but in market opponents(set of orders) are hidden.so 
understand the opponent means understand the opponents move(that is how price 
moves from previous state to current state ) ?It means we need not to know who is 
opponent .our fight is only with opponents move?. In chess opponents move influences 
by our moves too but in market how do they find my(may be retailers move) move or 
Does it means understanding the retailers behaviour gives the idea of the opponents 
move? but the question is what is any single move and when it completes? --just my 
thougths .nice day 

 



ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:42pm | Post# 7938

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The opponent is the set of traders, minus you and your allies or those building 
empires that complement yours!!! 
great analogy . chess and forex. i missed todays class but will go through the materials. 
thanks eurusdd 

 

ephisi Sep 11, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 7939

 
Just got back. had to do alot of tasks away from my trading station. today played out as i 
expected except we didn't go beyond 1.2952. see ya all soon 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 6:21pm | Post# 7940

 

95% of traders blow-up their account is 
something you will normally hear. 

Well, let me tell you something. If you really want to be a successful 
trader in theory and in practice, forget about those failures before you. Do 
not include yourself in that group even though you should expect tough 
times ahead. Speak success into your work and success you will get. 
 
For example, before the current American Empire, all empires eventually 
failed but the USA is getting it right simply because she took her time to 
choose the right components of her empire and she has access to 
information none of the empires before her had. She knows the Earth is 
round and limited and God does not sit above the clouds. She has a 
powerful Knight(military), a Flexible King (democratic government), A 
powerful Queen (FED, fiat monetary system and intelligent money 
managers), a powerful Bishop, and a powerful Rook (entertainment 
industry and media group). America should rightly be envied because she 
is smart and she did not allow the failures of empires before her to stop 
thinking!  
In my opinion theoretically, she will last a very long time unless she 
DECIDES TO SELF-DESTRUCT! 
 
Now that is how you should treat this game! Be like the USA. fORGET ALL 
those who failed before you and choose the right components of your 
forex empire. In a few years you will rule!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:12pm | Post# 7941

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Similarity in my opinion is one component in the queen system. Any forex system that does 
not apply similarity in a way is not the TRUE queen. Similarity, when applied correctly, 
should work on every pair and on every time-frame. It all depends on how you apply it. 
 



The way most people apply it her is not the ultimate form of application. That is they look 
for dis-similarity and then trade back towards its correction. I am sure that cannot be 
applicable to everyone because not everyone has the right type of indicator/tool. 
 
There is another way which is the smart way in my opinion. 
1: Create a setup, where even if the indicator repaints, it does not do so once a bar closes. 
For example, if you are using an arrow indicator and an arrow appears on the current bar, it 
does not repaint once the bar closes, even if it can repaint when the bar is still active. 
 
2: create a system where when comparing two different charts, your arrows should agree 
about 99% of the time and most important one time-frame calls an arrow a little earlier 
than the other. 
 
In that way you will get some serious pips!!! 
 
For example, consider the chart below. The arrow indicators are different. completely 
different set of indicators based on different principles but they agree more that 99% of the 
time. The arrow on the right normally leads the one on the left and these arrows do not 
repaint once the bar they are focused on closes or satisfies a certain condition. 
Now, on the right there is an arrow pointing downward but there is no corresponding arrow 
on the left. That means down is still valid because the probability that the arrow on the right 
will repaint is 0% currently and the probability there will be similarity is 99.5432% 
Furthermore, for the arrow on the left to appear, price must go down further. 
 
This is a smarter way to trade similarity. 
the BUY in the photo has nothing to do with this setup. it was there to hedge a 
position. 

 
 
The nice thing about the setup above is this: arrows meet a bars 80%+ of the time. 
Therefore, that arrow which has not touch a bar yet is expect to touch one and that can only 
happens if price falls down a lot! 

 

BlackStack Sep 11, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 7942

 



You don't know that the American empire failed in 2008? It is just in the death process 
now. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:30pm | Post# 7943

 
Quoting BlackStack 
You don't know that the American empire failed in 2008? It is just in the death process 
now. 
Well, what happened in 2008 is normal in a society that does not restrict too much. Just 
like in forex trading, spikes are part of the game! Spikes will burn some people but help 
others. A flexible society will jump back. That is why this empire will last long! I am not 
joining the destruction boat because I have looked carefully at the engine room and it is 
flexible enough! 
 
Those calling for her demise will eat their words and lol, i am not an american: just a 
realist and a stealth observer. 

 

orid Sep 11, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 7944

 
1 Attachment(s) 
First Of all .This Is My Big Thankyou To eurusd, Thankyou ! 
and all the other wonderful folks on here that have helped me through their hints and 
enthusiasm, and contributions 
 
Those last posts by Eurusd just about sums up this thread so far ,fantastic, eurusd. Also 
hope this post encourages some folks here, who like me where at the back of the line when 
the brains were handed out lol. 
 
I have had a special moment this week , traded this way first time, 48 win from 51 trades , 
+92 pips - 5 pips in three days on the hard chart (1 minute) 
I was trying to emulate Eurusd quick 1-4 pips no sl no tp 
 
Now that is special , and I can see what Eurusd is saying ,the bulb is glimmering . 
we are very lucky indeed he has chosen to share this with us ,comparing to chess game is 
perfect for me we have everything here to deal with what ever our opponent throws at us , 
its not clear cut you have to counter every move but I believe all the most if not all of the 
tools are here. 
 
I'm not saying I'm in the same spot yet as Vlady and josh and a few others ,but I'm nipping 
at their tails , when and if I can get the part where to know probable price direction,well 
nothing can possibly go wrong ( I need that crystal ball Eurusd heh). 
 
I can see many ways to trade what I have here ,its almost impossible to ,put into a box and 
say trade like this there are so many chess pieces here to checkmate the enemy different 
ways, Eurusd has given magic happens, Its certainly different ,to what I'm used too ( josh 
hint open your mind ) 
One of the best (Repeated) hints from Eur usd ( let the price come to you ) let the opponent 
cross the board into your territory crucial hint. 
The 1 minute is pretty hectic gave me a headache the three days I traded be cause 
opponent come to me my side board then have to attack er quick and precisely most times.  
opponent is very strong and ruthless 'go to his side and chase you will lose. 
I have visitor for next week or so wont be able to trade much,(try 15 minute next time ) but 
will be reading your posts with baited breath 
All the best to you all 
Last but not least , again big thanks to Eurusd 



Checkmate 
.regards orid peter 
Results below 

 

 

Baillie Sep 11, 2014 8:49pm | Post# 7945

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Similarity in my opinion is one component in the queen system. Any forex system that 
does not apply similarity in a way is not the TRUE queen. Similarity, when applied 
correctly, should work on every pair and on every time-frame. It all depends on how you 
apply it. The way most people apply it her is not the ultimate form of application. That is 
they look for dis-similarity and then trade back towards its correction. I am sure that 
cannot be applicable to everyone because not everyone has the right type of 
indicator/tool. There is another way which... 
Hi EURUSDD, did your arrows print at the close of the bar that they are sitting on? or is it 
the close of the previous bar? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 8:57pm | Post# 7946

 
Quoting orid 
First Of all .This Is My Big Thankyou To eurusd, Thankyou ! and all the other wonderful 
folks on here that have helped me through their hints and enthusiasm, and contributions 
Those last posts by Eurusd just about sums up this thread so far ,fantastic, eurusd. Also 
hope this post encourages some folks here, who like me where at the back of the line 
when the brains were handed out lol. I have had a special moment this week , traded 
this way first time, 48 win from 51 trades , +92 pips - 5 pips in three days on the hard 
chart (1 minute) I was trying... 
very very encouraging! impressed. subscribing to you immediately. Good input! 

 

BlackStack Sep 11, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 7947

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote}Well, what happened in 2008 is normal in a society that does not restrict too 
much. Just like in forex trading, spikes are part of the game! Spikes will burn some 
people but help others. A flexible society will jump back. That is why this empire will last 
long! I am not joining the destruction boat because I have looked carefully at the engine 
room and it is flexible enough! Those calling for her demise will eat their words and lol, i 
am not an american: just a realist and a stealth observer. 
 
You haven't looked well enough. 
 
Corrupt political system, corrupt legal system, corrupt financial system, corrupt banking 
system, corrupt stock market. 
 
High debt, high unemployment, high crime rate.  
 
Large number of citizens in prison, large number of people on food stamps and 
government assistance, large number of people employed by the government. 
 
Very little manufacturing base, large military spending. 
 
The above describes a third world country. Welcome to the third world. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 11, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 7948

 
Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} You haven't looked well enough. Corrupt political system, corrupt legal system, 
corrupt financial system, corrupt banking system, corrupt stock market. High debt, high 
unemployment, high crime rate. Large number of citizens in prison, large number of 
people on food stamps and government assistance, large number of people employed by 
the government. Very little manufacturing base, large military spending. The above 
describes a third world country. Welcome to the third world. 
That is your problem. You are looking at the world through the glasses of a nation 
supporter. The USA is not a nation anymore. She is an empire. Her playground is the 
entire world, not just her original boundaries. So, do not look at old USA in order to 
understand the USA. Nations will not rule the world tomorrow. Banks and individuals will. 
It is a game of monopoly. 
So, welcome to the real 21st century. America is not a country anymore but the world 
empire! 

 

BlackStack Sep 11, 2014 9:56pm | Post# 7949

 
You're dreaming. No third world country can be a world empire. 
 
Nobody wants the American currency anymore. Wake up. 

 

giovanni4000 Sep 11, 2014 11:36pm | Post# 7950

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey FreeFox, If you look at Page 1 of this thread, Eurusdd tries to explain the 
difference between the 2 indicators. I can't recall with precision, but it's how one 
calculates the stochastic and the number of bars and there's a slight difference between 
the two. Personally use r-V2. There is also a PDF attachment that I posted that explains 
the inherent logic of how Dissimilarity is calculated. I think the PDF is called Zones or 
something like that. It's in the attachment page. 



Thanks Vlady. I saw Ralome's code V2 carefully this morning, i think it should be clear 
now. All of them have Similar function, i like this post. Will try to code and see the result, 

i will Let Her Comes to me  

 

giovanni4000 Sep 12, 2014 12:00am | Post# 7951

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
You queen should be a forex trading blueprint that works on every pair, trading platform 
or time-frame. Just like the monetary system, she must be able to help your empire 
anytime, on any time-frame and on any pair. If your strategy does not work on certain 
pairs, or on some time-frames, then you do not have the right queen. Your empire is not 
the ultimate!!! 
Thanks Eurusdd. In a battle, the Queen is like a "war strategy designer", and should have 
good ability to define the "enemy line". Once we know that enemy line, we will across 
that line, and hide far enough in the enemy territory. We are waiting for our enemy to go 
to that line (we know he will go there, that is the war limit area), so we just follow him 
until he reach it and shoot him from behind. About execution: I like scalping, so i will try 

1 MINUTE TF for That, hope i will not get headache ....  

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 1:33am | Post# 7952

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is your problem. You are looking at the world through the glasses of a 
nation supporter. The USA is not a nation anymore. She is an empire. Her playground is 
the entire world, not just her original boundaries. So, do not look at old USA in order to 
understand the USA. Nations will not rule the world tomorrow. Banks and individuals will. 
It is a game of monopoly. 
So, welcome to the real 21st century. America is not a country anymore but the world 
empire! 
 
I agree with the statement and i like open mind thoughts. We are under construction of a 
"GLOBAL ViLLAGE"(anyone agree with it or not but it is true).And global village process 
takes long time and needs to break many resistances like language,equality etc.. all that 
is the reason behind America is empire today(way to global village process) - In my 
opinion, indirectly world expecting it to be someone,America got a opportunity to do that 
and it creates U.S.A! -I think after many more centuries if we not able to build a term 
like global village i am sorry but i doubt human existance! food for thought today. thank 
you 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 2:45am | Post# 7953

 
Morning All, 
 
Looks like another small range morning until news. Been scalping since 2924. Got a rare 
event on 15M, so pending long at 2923.9 and looking for the 2952 or higher for the short 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 3:07am | Post# 7954

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All, Looks like another small range morning until news. Been scalping since 
2924. Got a rare event on 15M, so pending long at 2923.9 and looking for the 2952 or 



higher for the short 
good morning all. conflicting signals today. But scalping it is for today. looking to short 
1.2952/62. i have a signal to scalp long right now but its conflicting cos i also have a 
signal to scalp short at 1.2920 expecting to break the triangle downwards 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 3:11am | Post# 7955

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} good morning all. conflicting signals today. But scalping it is for today. looking to 
short 1.2952/62. i have a signal to scalp long right now but its conflicting cos i also have 
a signal to scalp short at 1.2920 expecting to break the triangle downwards 
i prefer the long side though, we should retest 1.2932. today will be more tricky than 
yesterday 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 3:14am | Post# 7956

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i prefer the long side though, we should retest 1.2932. today will be more tricky 
than yesterday 
scalped long at 1.2918. a third of normal lots 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 3:17am | Post# 7957

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All, Looks like another small range morning until news. Been scalping since 
2924. Got a rare event on 15M, so pending long at 2923.9 and looking for the 2952 or 
higher for the short 
looking like a 40pip range day today. except we have a break out . weekly candle looking 
like it wants to form a pin bar. but i always say a pin isnot a pin till the candle closes. 
alot can happen in 1hr 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 3:18am | Post# 7958

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning All, Looks like another small range morning until news. Been scalping since 
2924. Got a rare event on 15M, so pending long at 2923.9 and looking for the 2952 or 
higher for the short 
This one didn't work. -4 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 3:22am | Post# 7959

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This one didn't work. -4 
im still in. i prefer my stop being hit. that way i know i was wrong and dont regret exiting 
manually. my scalps are 10pips plus spread and also my scalps are 1/3 of my daytrades 
lotsize. this way if i am wrong i can take the next scalp setup. after 3losses scalping im 
done for the day. those are the rules i intend to follow 

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 3:50am | Post# 7960



 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} looking like a 40pip range day today. except we have a break out . weekly 
candle looking like it wants to form a pin bar. but i always say a pin isnot a pin till the 
candle closes. alot can happen in 1hr 
What about weekly doji?(continuation of rare event?). 

I buy some call options today around 2920 (rare event 8 down bars)-let me pray.   

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 4:03am | Post# 7961

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} What about weekly doji?(continuation of rare event?). I buy some call options 

today around 2920 (rare event 8 down bars)-let me pray.   
Your call option is very possible. But we cant confirm a pinbar till candle closes. If i were 
to stick my neck out i would say eurusd will close above 1.2920 . Because the range is 
most likely to continue. Dont be supprised if she closes 1.2920 +- 5pip. 1.2920 has been 
pulling price recently 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 4:06am | Post# 7962

 
I think I might stay out. Too choppy for me to monitor constantly. 
Too many conflicting signals which happens when volatility decreases and range 
decreases. The average between many bars flattens and across different timeframes, is 
very lagging. 
 
Eg. A small blimp on 5M won't show up on 15M until after the move is done. Out of 
phase. 
Can't use TZ on my phone app so best to stay out. I can see it's near 30s. Will set alerts 
for 25 and 40 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 4:13am | Post# 7963

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I think I might stay out. Too choppy for me to monitor constantly. Too many conflicting 
signals which happens when volatility decreases and range decreases. The average 
between many bars flattens and across different timeframes, is very lagging. Eg. A small 
blimp on 5M won't show up on 15M until after the move is done. Out of phase. Can't use 
TZ on my phone app so best to stay out. I can see it's near 30s. Will set alerts for 25 and 
40 
Since youre at work, better to stay out till you get signal for major move 

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 4:22am | Post# 7964

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Your call option is very possible. But we cant confirm a pinbar till candle closes. 
If i were to stick my neck out i would say eurusd will close above 1.2920 . Because the 
range is most likely to continue. Dont be supprised if she closes 1.2920 +- 5pip. 1.2920 
has been pulling price recently 
Thanks for the reply. If they came around 2900 or less i will try to average my buys. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 4:33am | Post# 7965

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Since youre at work, better to stay out till you get signal for major move 
Indeed... just got in...look at that... Whipsaw! LOL 
 
Edit: 
That plays havoc on the 15M chart.... ZZBB has a Top swing...needing a Bottom Swing... 
but the 5M yeeha means that on the 15M, you may have thought the bounce off the 
Bollinger Mid was sufficient to go long and break the previous swing top... but there's no 
sign of failure other than a pin bar... and fast fingers. 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 4:41am | Post# 7966

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} very very encouraging! impressed. subscribing to you immediately. Good input! 
Thanks for the acknowledgement Eurusd means a great deal 
Regards Orid Peter 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 4:43am | Post# 7967

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed... just got in...look at that... Whipsaw! LOL Edit: That plays havoc on the 
15M chart.... ZZBB has a Top swing...needing a Bottom Swing... but the 5M yeeha 
means that on the 15M, you may have thought the bounce off the Bollinger Mid was 
sufficient to go long and break the previous swing top... but there's no sign of failure 
other than a pin bar... and fast fingers. 
just set my charts for 15 min looks good , cant trade much ( visitors} but ill let you all 
know  
Regards Orid Peter 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 4:59am | Post# 7968

 
major difference on 15 min ema and stoch if anyones interested 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:05am | Post# 7969

 
Ping pong ding dong! Im expecting a spike up just like yesterday at or below 1.2952/62 
.maybe us news will make that happen. I may be wrong 

 

Neio Sep 12, 2014 5:09am | Post# 7970

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Good one there my friend. Rememebr the QUEEN. If you have the right queen, 
she should work for you any time, during high/low volatility. So, get the right queen, 
right bishop, right king, right rook, right knight! EMPIRE is born! 
This is why I believe scalping is the way forward....works in any market. Shooting for big 
pips to get 1%, or 2% is not the best way to play things IMHO. I tried those systems and 
they fall down when the market is sideways. Scalping is more flexible. 

 



ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:13am | Post# 7971

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} This is why I believe scalping is the way forward....works in any market. 
Shooting for big pips to get 1%, or 2% is not the best way to play things IMHO. I tried 
those systems and they fall down when the market is sideways. Scalping is more flexible. 
Scalping is what suits your personality. Dosnt mean it applies to everyone. Imo 

 

Neio Sep 12, 2014 5:21am | Post# 7972

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Scalping is what suits your personality. Dosnt mean it applies to everyone. Imo 

No scalping suits my system.... ...works in any market. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:23am | Post# 7973

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} No scalping suits my system.... ...works in any market. 
I never said scalping dosnt work in any market 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 5:25am | Post# 7974

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} No scalping suits my system.... ...works in any market. 

10 pips a day guaranteed is what I want for Xmas  
Heh this 15 minute chart is snail pace lol  
Regards orid Pete 

 

Eurusdd Sep 12, 2014 5:25am | Post# 7975

 
sure 10 pips. eurusd is going for 1.29300 

 

Neio Sep 12, 2014 5:29am | Post# 7976

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} I never said scalping dosnt work in any market 
No but you said the reason why I do it is because it suits my personality...the reason why 
I do it is that it works in any market. That is why I said it. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:31am | Post# 7977

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
sure 10 pips. eurusd is going for 1.29300 
great call, i have a long from 1.2918 i called here i guess instead of waiting forever to 
break up i should take profit at 30. Keep buying at 18/20 till we break downwards. Today 
is scalpers paradise 

 



orid Sep 12, 2014 5:32am | Post# 7978

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
sure 10 pips. eurusd is going for 1.29300 
to put right what I mentioned ? or 
something else? 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:33am | Post# 7979

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}great call, i have a long from 1.2918 i called here i guess instead of waiting 
forever to break up i should take profit at 30. Keep buying at 18/20 till we break 
downwards. Today is scalpers paradise 
We can also keep shorting 30/32 till we break up 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:34am | Post# 7980

 
[quote=ephisi;7734895]{quote} We can also keep shorting 30/32 till we break 
up[/quotenot forgeting 10pip sl 

 

Eurusdd Sep 12, 2014 5:37am | Post# 7981

 
[quote=ephisi;7734898] 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} We can also keep shorting 30/32 till we break up[/quotenot forgeting 10pip sl 
every little fall is a trick to hit 1.29300. keep your eyes on that number, buying around 
1.29157 area 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:39am | Post# 7982

 
[quote=Eurusdd;7734905] 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} every little fall is a trick to hit 1.29300. keep your eyes on that number, buying 
around 1.29157 area 
Yes boss. I agree with you 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:41am | Post# 7983

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}great call, i have a long from 1.2918 i called here i guess instead of waiting 
forever to break up i should take profit at 30. Keep buying at 18/20 till we break 
downwards. Today is scalpers paradise 
Reviewedd range bottom buys to 1.2915/20 ish. I agree with eurusdd 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:46am | Post# 7984

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Reviewedd range bottom buys to 1.2915/20 ish. I agree with eurusdd 
Long at 16 10pios stop. Closed long from 18. 



 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 5:57am | Post# 7985

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Long at 16 10pios stop. Closed long from 18. 
Best I could do was 18. SL to BE now. Yes, agree that 30 is the new 50. Grrrr. 

 

handy148 Sep 12, 2014 5:59am | Post# 7986

 
Seems 15 area difficult to break at the moment. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:01am | Post# 7987

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Best I could do was 18. SL to BE now. Yes, agree that 30 is the new 50. Grrrr. 
in that case we may not see 52 today. 30 may be trying to take the place of 50 especially 
if us news is positive. considering the euro sanctions,usd strength, fragile europe and the 
vote for scotish independence. fundamentally everything is pointing down for eurusd 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:03am | Post# 7988

 
whats the date for the scottish vote for independence. anyone? 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:04am | Post# 7989

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Long at 16 10pios stop. Closed long from 18. 
take profit auto set at 30 

 

NorthTrader Sep 12, 2014 6:17am | Post# 7990

 
Quoting ephisi 
whats the date for the scottish vote for independence. anyone? 
Next Thursday (18th). 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:19am | Post# 7991

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Next Thursday (18th). 

Thanks . will look out for it   

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:36am | Post# 7992

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Long at 16 10pios stop. Closed long from 18. 
closed at 26 

 



ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:36am | Post# 7993

 
Thanks for the heads up @ eurusdd 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:40am | Post# 7994

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Best I could do was 18. SL to BE now. Yes, agree that 30 is the new 50. Grrrr. 
if we retest 52/60 today it should break. i dont expect us to get there. will take my main 
daytrade short at 1.2930ish expecting a break downwards. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:54am | Post# 7995

 
eyeing scalp long at 1.2915  Daytrade sell at 1.2930ish 

 

Eurusdd Sep 12, 2014 6:59am | Post# 7996

 
Quoting ephisi 
Thanks for the heads up @ eurusdd 
my pleasure. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 6:59am | Post# 7997

 
Quoting ephisi 

eyeing scalp long at 1.2915  Daytrade sell at 1.2930ish 
Daytrade short at 1.2927 stop 20pips plus spread 
scalp short 1.2927 10pips stop 

 

mattkirby Sep 12, 2014 7:01am | Post# 7998

 
1 Attachment(s) 
seems like eur/usd is prisoned in todays Fib-zone (Aqua). Time for us open and News to get 
some moves....... 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:11am | Post# 7999

 
I think these moves are YEN related. Which makes it hard on EURUSD to move.  
EJ and UJ are up. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:17am | Post# 8000

 
I've shorted from 31 and 27. I think 52 is done, which is a shame cos I hesitated 
yesterday right on 50. Oh well.... it's one of those "one of those" trading moments that 
kick around your noggin for a little while. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:21am | Post# 8001

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I've shorted from 31 and 27. I think 52 is done, which is a shame cos I hesitated 
yesterday right on 50. Oh well.... it's one of those "one of those" trading moments that 
kick around your noggin for a little while. 
Edit: 
LOL... and just as I say that. 38. (sigh) 
Short at 39.. so not the best range of prices. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 7:23am | Post# 8002



 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Daytrade short at 1.2927 stop 20pips plus spread scalp short 1.2927 10pips 
stop 
stopped out on scalp. should have waited for 30/32 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 7:26am | Post# 8003

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I've shorted from 31 and 27. I think 52 is done, which is a shame cos I hesitated 
yesterday right on 50. Oh well.... it's one of those "one of those" trading moments that 
kick around your noggin for a little while. 

lol, i said it from london open today would be tricky to trade net loss on scalp -3pips 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:28am | Post# 8004

 
15M not giving proper short signal. 
Watching UJ 15M for clues on what Dollar will do. Inverse correlation. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 12, 2014 7:31am | Post# 8005

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} to put right what I mentioned ? or something else? 
haha. you said you needed sure 10 pips per day. That is why I helped you. That sure 10 
pips was for you. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:36am | Post# 8006

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} lol, i said it from london open today would be tricky to trade net loss on scalp 
-3pips 
Great management, mate. That's what it's all about. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:39am | Post# 8007

 
I see UJ is making a move on the 15M after a nice hammer. This could be the impetus 
we need. 
Positioning for the USD numbers in an hour? Looks overall like a positioning for further 
dollar highs. If this is a clue on EUR then it should give some comfort. 

My comfort will be for the damn thing to go under 32!  

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 7:39am | Post# 8008

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Great management, mate. That's what it's all about. 
tnx mate. 1hr ascending trendline needs to break to confirm shorts 

 



Neio Sep 12, 2014 7:39am | Post# 8009

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} haha. you said you needed sure 10 pips per day. That is why I helped you. That 
sure 10 pips was for you. 
Hey Eurusdd, 
 
Are you going to share with us any more on your views about Chess/Forex? I personally 
found it very insightful. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Baillie Sep 12, 2014 7:45am | Post# 8010

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi EURUSDD, did your arrows print at the close of the bar that they are sitting 
on? or is it the close of the previous bar? 
Can You please respond to this post? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 7:45am | Post# 8011

 
Something not right.... looking for clooos. Might just exit out of trades. 
Edit: I think she's going up.... can't tell 100% but better to be out when unsure. 
Thankfully net -1.75 lol 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 8:00am | Post# 8012

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} haha. you said you needed sure 10 pips per day. That is why I helped you. That 
sure 10 pips was for you. 

well thank you Eurusd nice present !  
Regards Orid peter 

 

Eurusdd Sep 12, 2014 8:17am | Post# 8013

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Can You please respond to this post? 
it can print anytime during the life of the bar. 

 

Baillie Sep 12, 2014 8:23am | Post# 8014

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}it can print anytime during the life of the bar. 
Right, I get that, I am asking about the arrows in the picture you posted, do they 
represent the bar that they are currently on in the picture or the previous bar? 

 



ephisi Sep 12, 2014 8:46am | Post# 8015

 
shorting at 1.2952ish and done for the day 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 8:49am | Post# 8016

 
Quoting ephisi 
shorting at 1.2952ish and done for the day 
what a tricky day 

 

DmitryFX Sep 12, 2014 8:50am | Post# 8017

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusdd, my the best regards for you for such powerful and very easy system!!!  
Below the chart with my first 20 pips trade by this system: 

 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 8:55am | Post# 8018

 
1.2952ish was the perfect zone for short. lets see if she holds. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 9:10am | Post# 8019

 
Got back from lunch to find the the 52 breach. Thought it might have done. Missed it, but 
in a way I'm glad I did. 
Short @ 38 
 
Scratch that... gonna wait. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 9:19am | Post# 8020

 
Quoting vlady1974 



Got back from lunch to find the the 52 breach. Thought it might have done. Missed it, but 
in a way I'm glad I did. Short @ 38 Scratch that... gonna wait. 
looks to me like a perfect bulltrap playing out. as @eurusdd said. watch out for 1.2930. 
an up move then a down. i guess eurusdd diidnt tell us the full gist. looks like a 

similarity/or proble up then down move  VERY STRONG REJECTION AT 52ISH 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 9:32am | Post# 8021

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} tnx mate. 1hr ascending trendline needs to break to confirm shorts 
breaking in process. moved stop to break even now plus 40 in less than an hr 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 9:39am | Post# 8022

 
shorting scalp retest of TRZ at 1.2917 

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 9:44am | Post# 8023

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quoteVERY STRONG REJECTION AT 52ISH 
How do you analyse this PA or 100% TA? 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 9:52am | Post# 8024

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} How do you analyse this PA or 100% TA? 
That was 100percent TA with fundamentals at the back of my mind 

 

Ullen Sep 12, 2014 9:55am | Post# 8025

 
Very interesting philosophy. i'm not using the indicators in this thread for my real 
trading, but i respect what you guys are doing. EURUSDD what is your opinion on the 
MMs controlling the marked? 
 
I can reveal that my trading philosophy is not as philosophical as you guys: 
 
Do NOT follow trend. If trend goes up, mm's are short ready to attack and eat the retail 

traders who are blindly following trend. Our opponent is not the market. It is the MM, 

and we can attack their counter trades. Forex is corrupt, and we can benefit from it. I 

repeat, DO NOT JUST FOLLOW TREND, you will be eaten.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 9:55am | Post# 8026

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} How do you analyse this PA or 100% TA? 
The rejection is seen by the pin. That means on that timeframe (15M), the price did go 
up and couldn't close or stay at that price and it went down. 

 



ephisi Sep 12, 2014 10:04am | Post# 8027

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} we closed back in the triangle. closed my shorts 
we may retest 52/55 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 10:04am | Post# 8028

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The rejection is seen by the pin. That means on that timeframe (15M), the price 
did go up and couldn't close or stay at that price and it went down. 
thanks mate. didnt quite get what he meant 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 10:08am | Post# 8029

 
Vlady sent Pm  

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 10:22am | Post# 8030

 
Quoting orid 

Vlady sent Pm  

Sent back. Hopefully all good!  

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 10:40am | Post# 8031

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Sent back. Hopefully all good!  
in your debt thankyou 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 10:45am | Post# 8032

 
a pm for you Burnsss   

 

NorthTrader Sep 12, 2014 10:48am | Post# 8033

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The rejection is seen by the pin. That means on that timeframe (15M), the price 
did go up and couldn't close or stay at that price and it went down. 
You can also get a good sense of rejection by looking at the volume on low timeframes (I 
use M1 or less on the CME futures contract). Not a perfect representation of overall 
volume but it does its job. 
 
Tricky day today, eh? I almost lost all my gains on that strong move down to 2910, but 
felt that the huge Top TZ was begging to be revisited. So I foolishly (?) lowered by stops, 
held on for the retrace, and came out in profit. 
 

Calling it a night now. Good luck guys and have a nice weekend.  



 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 10:50am | Post# 8034

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} You can also get a good sense of rejection by looking at the volume on low 
timeframes (I use M1 or less on the CME futures contract). Not a perfect representation 
of overall volume but it does its job. Tricky day today, eh? I almost lost all my gains on 
that strong move down to 2910, but felt that the huge Top TZ was begging to be 
revisited. So I foolishly (?) lowered by stops, held on for the retrace, and came out in 

profit. Calling it a night now. Good luck guys and have a nice weekend.  
Nice one mate! 
If only I had bigger screen real estate I would add a volume indicator... yes, it's a 
reasonable proxy. I use a VSA type indi - cant recall the exact name. 
Yes tricky day. Lost a few on shorts on the lower end 17-20. Keeping the one at 33. Pain 
in the bum. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 10:57am | Post# 8035

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice one mate! If only I had bigger screen real estate I would add a volume 
indicator... yes, it's a reasonable proxy. I use a VSA type indi - cant recall the exact 
name. Yes tricky day. Lost a few on shorts on the lower end 17-20. Keeping the one at 
33. Pain in the bum. 
sorry mate. your day job getting in the way. better to wait for next setup than to enter 
late. 

 

hepsibah Sep 12, 2014 11:03am | Post# 8036

 
Not spending too much time on the thread these days as I feel like I'm 'in the zone' and 
trading TZ top/bottom setups exclusively. I use the M15 as a barometer and the M5 as 
the signal i.e. if the next M15 TZ is due to be a top, I will buy when the M5 gives me a 
signal. It is purely scalping which I know is not good for those at full time jobs but I love 
the fact that I am flat at the end of every day and most trades last less than 15min. 
 
For those still struggling a bit here are a few hints (but you need to work the rest out 
yourselves): 
 
1. TZ top and bottoms will almost always happen alternatively. If you get two 
consecutive tops or bottoms, you can treat this as a DS and price will have to create the 
missing directional TZ at some point to get back into sync 
 
2. the left hand side and right hand side bars of a TZ have different characteristics. Once 
you understand this, you can identify when you are potentially beginning the right hand 
side. If I get a potential right hand side forming on a top M5 TZ and I believe the next TZ 
for M15 is going to be a bottom, I will sell. If it fails and goes higher, we are now in the 
realms of a recurrent zone and it will usually return - win/win. 
 
From the tip of vlady/cloggie (thanks vlady) that eurusd usually moves in 20 pip 
tranches, I now set my SL at 25 on the basis that price will have usually already moved 
at least 10 pips in a direction before I get a signal to reverse and, if it moves a further 25 
pips, it probably isn't coming back any time soon. This SL is still work in progress but 
seems to be holding up nicely. 
 
This works for all pairs on all tf's (bigger SL's obviously needed for bigger tf's) so, 



although I'm not particularly into chess, I guess it fits the analogy. 
 
Hope this helps somebody. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 11:19am | Post# 8037

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Not spending too much time on the thread these days as I feel like I'm 'in the zone' and 
trading TZ top/bottom setups exclusively. I use the M15 as a barometer and the M5 as 
the signal i.e. if the next M15 TZ is due to be a top, I will buy when the M5 gives me a 
signal. It is purely scalping which I know is not good for those at full time jobs but I love 
the fact that I am flat at the end of every day and most trades last less than 15min. For 
those still struggling a bit here are a few hints (but you need to work the rest out 
yourselves): 1.... 
Wow, that's some good research. 
 
I had noticed the sequencing... but it completely escaped my mind on being able to use 
that on alternative timeframe sequencing! Ingenius! 
As for #2, I will have to research some more as I am either blind or I don't observe / 
recognise this as often enough to state/know it categorically. It's obviously related to #1 
hence why it's been lost on me. 
 
These are gold nuggets Hepsibah! I really appreciate this post and thank you muchly! 

 

tashkent Sep 12, 2014 11:20am | Post# 8038

 
see you at 1.2960 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 11:35am | Post# 8039

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im now short at 46. 20pips sl so i dont have to hit your stop. will add a scalp 
short if it tests 52 
now short 

 

tashkent Sep 12, 2014 11:41am | Post# 8040

 
Quoting tashkent 
see you at 1.2960 
target hit in 19 minutes with one strong move which i was waiting for. do not care what 
is gonna happen next. the job is done. 
good weekend ppl. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 8041

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Should have paid more attention to the 4H. As long as it's trending up and still due a ZZBB 
swing top, EU will edge higher. 
Looks like 2980-3000 is where we are headed. These were the initial S/R levels on the 
dropdown... and the final line in the sand.  
Going up there does not signify bulls are back, but this could form part of the Wave 4 



retracement I was hoping would begin at a much lower price. 
 

 
 
Edit: 
And literally as I type... boom! 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 8042

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Should have paid more attention to the 4H. As long as it's trending up and still due a 
ZZBB swing top, EU will edge higher. Looks like 2980-3000 is where we are headed. 
These were the initial S/R levels on the dropdown... and the final line in the sand. Going 
up there does not signify bulls are back, but this could form part of the Wave 4 
retracement I was hoping would begin at a much lower price. {image} Edit: And literally 
as I type... boom! 
yeah, bulls win today. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 8043

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} yeah, bulls win today. 
Yeah, only short term. The long wicks are a sure sign of weakness in this bullishness.  



The fundamentals of the EU are still pretty crap.... more crashing down from higher 
levels when it comes. 

 

hukam Sep 12, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 8044

 
1 Attachment(s) 
price might be going to these levels now. 

 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 8045

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, only short term. The long wicks are a sure sign of weakness in this 
bullishness. The fundamentals of the EU are still pretty crap.... more crashing down from 
higher levels when it comes. 
i smell some more correction. we should test 1.2990 next week or today. posibble also to 
hit 1.3100. i will be looking for longs around 1.2920/30 monday. scalp short around 
1.2990. 
done for the week . have a great weekend yall 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 8046

 
Quoting hukam 
price might be going to these levels now. {image} 
Not the top level. That would refute all the fundamental reasons that sent prices down in 
the first place. It doesn't work that way.  
The move started in May... it's not unravelled because we hit a "SUPPORT" line. Dollar is 
up, Eurozone is screwed and a devalued Euro helps the region. 
At best, the one level that does make sense are the middle ones.... but the first set are 



2980-3000 which is where the first bounce ended after we dropped. 
Also, a move towards these prices is not the return of the Bull. It's just a retracement. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 12, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 8047

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i smell some more correction. we should test 1.2990 next week or today. 
posibble also to hit 1.3100. i will be looking for longs around 1.2920/30 monday. scalp 
short around 1.2990. done for the week . have a great weekend yall 
I think 2930 is the key one. With good old 2925 as the pesky number. 
 
Have a good one mate! 

 

hukam Sep 12, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 8048

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And this is the study which i did on gold. and its also obeyed the similarity rules. 
i am learning from you friends. 
Regards 
Hukam 

 

 

orid Sep 12, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 8049

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Not spending too much time on the thread these days as I feel like I'm 'in the zone' and 
trading TZ top/bottom setups exclusively. I use the M15 as a barometer and the M5 as 
the signal i.e. if the next M15 TZ is due to be a top, I will buy when the M5 gives me a 
signal. It is purely scalping which I know is not good for those at full time jobs but I love 



the fact that I am flat at the end of every day and most trades last less than 15min. For 
those still struggling a bit here are a few hints (but you need to work the rest out 
yourselves): 1. TZ... 
with you on this one close to what I'm testing the second time frame is great idea, don't 
know why I didn't think of it , much better than relying on 2 x CI like I have thanks 
hepsibah good stuff. 
 
regards Orid peter 

 

hepsibah Sep 12, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 8050

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} with you on this one close to what I'm testing the second time frame is great 
idea, don't know why I didn't think of it , much better than relying on 2 x CI like I have 
thanks hepsibah good stuff. regards Orid peter 
great to hear peter. Just had a couple of rare SL's BUT I know that I will live to see 
another day and am pretty confident that they will be recovered within a fairly short 
time. I think we will see something around 1.2947-1.2955 before long. Hope it's before 
another move up and before end of day to save swap but what will be will be. 
 

Off for a curry  

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 8051

 
Quoting ephisi 
check your daily charts. 12th of june to 30th june 2014. that was a correction. i believe 
we will repeat such move. alot of choppy up and down moves in an upward channel till 
the correction is over. the correction may be 200pips from 1.2858 bottom or more. have 
a great weekend 
We should have such tricky price action for some time. so will be taking profits same day 
maybe 40 to 80pips. no holding trades for days. till the crazy PA clears up 

 

wireash Sep 12, 2014 9:18pm | Post# 8052

 
eur/usd thank you for explaining your system in simple term's (CHESS) 
i know nothing about CHESS (IGNARANT) 
but i agree with you !! it's just a game (EMOTION FREE) 
you look at forex as a game of chess 
i look at forex as an ocean 
my price action is the shark 
shark, when it sleep it still moves up and down otherwise it will drown (ranging market) 
SHARK will move to get the easiest pray that's in front of him before he goes to get the 
big nugget (fakeout) 
the great white doesnt care!!!,he wil consume everything that's in front of him 
(fundamental's) 
REMORA! 
undercapitilized traded like you and me 
we are REMORA 
we dont care where the shark goes!(WE FOLLOW HIM) 
when shark wake's up, its like you!! you will strech left and right before you make a 
technical decision for the upcoming day 
just like a boxer 
it will stretch his arm's before he understands the opponent 



he will look for his weak spot's 
disimilarity? 
anyway thats just my 2cent's  
im not the sharpest tool in the shead! 
i just hope that we all can educate each other 

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 8053

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} If that holds true there will be a nice big pin on the Weekly.  

IT holds my friend  

 

sram Sep 12, 2014 9:41pm | Post# 8054

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Your call option is very possible. But we cant confirm a pinbar till candle closes. 
If i were to stick my neck out i would say eurusd will close above 1.2920 . Because the 
range is most likely to continue. Dont be supprised if she closes 1.2920 +- 5pip. 1.2920 
has been pulling price recently 

It works mate i made some decent money   

 

summicron Sep 12, 2014 10:12pm | Post# 8055

 
Quoting hepsibah 
... It is purely scalping which I know is not good for those at full time jobs ... here are a 
few hints ... TZ top and bottoms will almost always happen alternatively. If you get two 
consecutive tops or bottoms, you can treat this as a DS and price will have to create the 
missing directional TZ at some point to get back into sync 2. the left hand side and right 
hand side bars of a TZ have different characteristics. Once you understand this, you can 
identify when you are potentially beginning the right hand side. If I get a potential right 
hand side... 
Oh I see. When I get home, I will check them out. 
 
I've always wondered how you work with TZs looking at your prev charts. Your h is so 
small and you get so many signals. 

 

ephisi Sep 12, 2014 10:25pm | Post# 8056

 
Quoting sram 

{quote} It works mate i made some decent money   
great bro 

 

Neio Sep 13, 2014 1:24am | Post# 8057

 
Quoting sram 

{quote} IT holds my friend  
Congrats my friend. Excellent spot! 
 
Although on my platform even though it finished as a pin it was still a bear candle! I try 



not to trade with too much bias as I scalp small pips both ways but I think next week has 
a high chance of being a bull week as this is a rare rare event! 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 1:49am | Post# 8058

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Congrats my friend. Excellent spot! Although on my platform even though it 
finished as a pin it was still a bear candle! I try not to trade with too much bias as I scalp 
small pips both ways but I think next week has a high chance of being a bull week as this 
is a rare rare event! Regards Neio 
great, i see your trade explorer. great job. i see you seem to be scalping the way 
eurusdd did and successful too. proud of you. subscribed my friend. 
can i open a trade explorer with a non mt4 broker like dukascopy? 
 
anyone? 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 2:05am | Post# 8059

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} great, i see your trade explorer. great job. i see you seem to be scalping the 
way eurusdd did and successful too. proud of you. subscribed my friend. can i open a 
trade explorer with a non mt4 broker like dukascopy? anyone? 
Just checked forexfactory. they only allow mt4 accounts for now. my broker is 
dukascopy. guess i will hook up a demo account. i want to do this to enable me focus 
more on trading without having to post my trades here immediately. allowing me to post 

only when i have to   

 

Neio Sep 13, 2014 2:15am | Post# 8060

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} great, i see your trade explorer. great job. i see you seem to be scalping the 
way eurusdd did and successful too. proud of you. subscribed my friend. can i open a 
trade explorer with a non mt4 broker like dukascopy? anyone? 
Thank you my friend. I am sure you are doing just as well! 
 
I have only ever used the MT4 platform so not sure. 
 
Still early days for me using what I have learnt here but so far looks very promising and I 
even made a few mistakes last week getting caught against the trend. So still looking to 
improve. 
 
For those of you that are struggling to come up with anything, here are some thoughts 
for you. 
 
Everything you need to trade EU successfully is all in the threads provided by Eurusdd. 
Now Eurusdd does not exactly spelled everything out and I don't understand everything 
he has shown but I have understood enough to explore for myself and find good way to 
trade that gives me more confidence. 
 



My advice to you if you are serious about finding your own successful way to trade in 
Eurusdd style. 
 
1. Read the threads - I recommend a few times as every time I go back something 
became clearer. 
2. Experiment - Indicator settings (Stoch, BB, TZs etc) 
3. Back-test - While experimenting. Look for patterns, rare events, entry points were you 
can make high probability lower risk entries. See what worked and what did not and 
make adjustments. 
 
I personally find TZs are great and there are a number of ways to play them depending 
on your h settings. I also like stochs. 
 
Yes the above will take time. But those who are successful have done this. 
 
Here are 3 things I learnt from Eurusdd threads. 
 
1. Random processes like markets can be given some structure so that they can be more 
predictable. 
2. Look for rare events for high probability trades. 
3. Use indicators properly to help you find these rare events. 
 
I hope my success so far continues and I hope those that are determined enough and are 
willing to put in the time will also be successful. 
 
Thank you to all contributors and ultimately thank you to Eurusdd to opening eyes and 
helping us to see the markets the way he does! 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

wireash Sep 13, 2014 3:24am | Post# 8061

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thank you my friend. I am sure you are doing just as well! I have only ever 
used the MT4 platform so not sure. Still early days for me using what I have learnt here 
but so far looks very promising and I even made a few mistakes last week getting caught 
against the trend. So still looking to improve. For those of you that are struggling to 
come up with anything, here are some thoughts for you. Everything you need to trade EU 
successfully is all in the threads provided by Eurusdd. Now Eurusdd does not exactly spell 
everything out and I don't... 
+1 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 5:25am | Post# 8062

 
@vlady and house. I just reviewed my trades of yesterday and seen i had a blind spot 
yesterday. there are certain things i didnt notice on my chart because i was married to d 
down side. 
we were actually supposed to be long biased yesterday. note that we were printing 
higher lows on the 1hr chart and we had a strong 1hr/4hr ascending trendline. on the 
other hand price kept testing 1.2952/62. as a matter of fact price tested 1.2952/62 
8good times since the 4th of september. while we kept making higher lows. that should 
have meant break out to the up side. but i didnt notice that. 

 



ephisi Sep 13, 2014 5:32am | Post# 8063

 
Revised my entries for Monday upwards. long biased. will be looking for longs around 
1.2930/45ish while shorts fro 1.2988/94 ish . tricky price action should continue up till at 
least fomc news 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 7:12am | Post# 8064

 
House, i just realized i could partake in a traders contest. i will be posting less in here. 
but will definitely pop in from time to time to share my views. 
love yall. 
 

@EURUSDD God bless you real good . @fxtriumph my discussion with you was the 
icing on eurusdds cake. Thanks so much. @vlady my" in sync "trading buddy. Thanks 
mate 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 7:19am | Post# 8065

 
Quoting ephisi 
House, i just realized i could partake in a traders contest. i will be posting less in here. 
but will definitely pop in from time to time to share my views. love yall. @EURUSDD God 

bless you real good . @fxtriumph my discussion with you was the icing on eurusdds 
cake. Thanks so much. @vlady my" in sync "trading buddy. Thanks mate 
i forgot to add Jonas youre the best and all members of the similarity thread. love ya all 

 

Eurusdd Sep 13, 2014 10:38am | Post# 8066

 
Whenever a concept, like transient/recurrent zones, is presented 
here you should NOT always stick to exactly what you read here 
but find a more sophisticated and high-probability way of applying 
the concept. The idea of transient/recurrent zones presented here 
is in its most basic form as a theorem. However, there are VERY 
high probability modifications to the simple trading trick I 
presented here. That is what makes me different from everyone 
else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely. 
 

If I lose or close a trade negatively in this world, it will be because 
I want to be human like everyone else, the trade was just to 
hedge a position and not needed anymore or I am playing a trick. 
 

Trading is not impossible!!! So, think of a modification to TZ that 
will never fail you three times in a row. NOTE: Such a technique 
exists!  
 

burnssss Sep 13, 2014 11:01am | Post# 8067

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
Whenever a concept, like transient/recurrent zones, is presented here you should NOT 
always stick to exactly what you read here but find a more sophisticated and high-
probability way of applying the concept. The idea of transient/recurrent zones presented 
here is in its most basic form as a theorem. However, there are VERY high probability 
modifications to the simple trading trick I presented here. That is what makes me 
different from everyone else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely. If I lose or close a 
trade negatively in this world, it... 
There are more methods in Markov used to know how many times playing a level, when 
playing a level.  
If you mean area transient / recurrent only (I think) there is a possibility:  
- Current zone  
- Transient area.  
- Recurrent zone.  
If the price steps on a trap, a goal for us.  
The reverse is not possible. 

 

ephisi Sep 13, 2014 11:27am | Post# 8068

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Whenever a concept, like transient/recurrent zones, is presented here you should NOT 
always stick to exactly what you read here but find a more sophisticated and high-
probability way of applying the concept. The idea of transient/recurrent zones presented 
here is in its most basic form as a theorem. However, there are VERY high probability 
modifications to the simple trading trick I presented here. That is what makes me 
different from everyone else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely. If I lose or close a 
trade negatively in this world, it... 
Youre so right boss. I see a few of your followers her are even making trades the way 
you did in your explore. @neio is one ive spotted 
I too am now able to spot trz zones where i can get sure 5 to 10pips daily. Coupled with 
a few techniques i used before added to what you taught us in here i ha e been abke to 
create my own verzion of the trz concept. 
House TRZ is just one of eurusdds tools. But if you know how it may be all you need to 
never loose 3 trades in a row. Even with 10pips sl and no hedging 

 

FXTriumph Sep 13, 2014 11:48am | Post# 8069

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i forgot to add Jonas youre the best and all members of the similarity thread. 
love ya all 
It was a pleasure meeting you...I'm glad you've cracked the code...as for me, I keep 
pressing...lol... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 13, 2014 6:51pm | Post# 8070

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that 
can identify recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy 
sent me some pictures that i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in 
three months time, just an idea of how big the assignment is. 
 

So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the fourth 



condition is that the signals should not 

repaint!  
 

Under the current settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips 
from the transient price mark!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 13, 2014 6:52pm | Post# 8071

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 13, 2014 7:05pm | Post# 8072

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 13, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 8073 

 



1 Attachment(s) 
modified version shows past marked 

levels.   

 

orid Sep 13, 2014 11:44pm | Post# 8074

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that can identify 
recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some pictures that 
i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just an idea of how 
big the assignment is. So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the 
fourth condition is that the signals should not repaint!{image} Under the current 
settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the transient price mark! 
gets more interesting everyday, Just reading the thread again from page 1, still a lot I 
can't grasp 
regards Orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 14, 2014 12:35am | Post# 8075

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that can identify 
recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some pictures that 
i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just an idea of how 
big the assignment is. So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the 
fourth condition is that the signals should not repaint!{image} Under the current 
settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the transient price mark! 
awesome stuff. 

 

Strawbale Sep 14, 2014 2:00am | Post# 8076

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} awesome stuff. 
hey @ephisi I just saw you updated your bias to strong bearish for the next 12 months.. I will post 
an image which shows my 99% conviction of bullish bias over the next 12 months! You will save a 
LOT of pips if you decide to go with this call which im almost 100% 

positive.  
This call is made technically but my bias has fundamentals as well. World stock markets have 
already started their fall and the us dollar will be strongly depreciated. The US empire is choosing to 
self destruct and the price of gold will rise to new extremes. Tough times are coming in 2016-17-18. 
This fall in my opinion is nothing else but a "pump and dump" situation. Smart money is dumping 
dollars 

 

hannele Sep 14, 2014 2:51am | Post# 8077

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Not spending too much time on the thread these days as I feel like I'm 'in the zone' and 
trading TZ top/bottom setups exclusively. I use the M15 as a barometer and the M5 as 
the signal i.e. if the next M15 TZ is due to be a top, I will buy when the M5 gives me a 
signal. It is purely scalping which I know is not good for those at full time jobs but I love 
the fact that I am flat at the end of every day and most trades last less than 15min. For 
those still struggling a bit here are a few hints (but you need to work the rest out 
yourselves): 1. TZ... 

Thank you hepsibah  
cheers 
hannele 

 

orid Sep 14, 2014 7:53am | Post# 8078

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Whenever a concept, like transient/recurrent zones, is presented here you should NOT 
always stick to exactly what you read here but find a more sophisticated and high-
probability way of applying the concept. The idea of transient/recurrent zones presented 
here is in its most basic form as a theorem. However, there are VERY high probability 
modifications to the simple trading trick I presented here. That is what makes me 



different from everyone else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely. If I lose or close a 
trade negatively in this world, it... 
probably way off here but it looks to me that if the TZs are set up certain way ,they give 
you an early warning Quality signal system , = very high probability. 
Will test it tomorrow if I can creep away from the visitors 

Regards Orid peter 

 

Neio Sep 14, 2014 8:24am | Post# 8079

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that can identify 
recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some pictures that 
i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just an idea of how 
big the assignment is. So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the 
fourth condition is that the signals should not repaint!{image} Under the current 
settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the transient price mark! 
 
Now I don't pretend to understand everything that is being shown or what conditions 
Eurusdd is using to get these levels where price seems to be highly recurrent, but I 
would start to factor certain things into my thinking and look at how it relates to 
tools/indicators I am already using. Here is my thinking process.. 
 
 
3 months, big assignment - Yes I am sure it is but what can I learn now.... 
Why not mark the 1.2911 on your chart and she how it relates to your current indicators? 
Factor in the fact that he said that price cannot deviate more than 40 pips each way 
(even though we eventually know that it did). 
Mark those extreme levels on your chart (1.2951 and 1.2870) 
What indicators could you use to show the two extremes of price? What settings would 
they need? 
Do I need to account for the fact that price has already dropped 50 pips? 
How can I adjust my indicators to account for this? 
How does this look on the rest of my chart? Does it hold up? 
Can we find entries where we cannot fail 3 times in a row with a 10 pip SL (or hedge)? 
How does this all relate to h settings, stochs, other indicators etc? 
How can I use this to my advantage? 
 
I am not looking for perfection or the holy grail (so I expect some entries to fail)...I am 
just looking for a structure in which I can confidently place trades knowing that I have a 
high probability of success. 

 

ephisi Sep 14, 2014 9:15am | Post# 8080

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} hey @ephisi I just saw you updated your bias to strong bearish for the next 12 
months.. I will post an image which shows my 99% conviction of bullish bias over the 
next 12 months! You will save a LOT of pips if you decide to go with this call which im 
almost 100% positive.{image} This call is made technically but my bias has 
fundamentals as well. World stock markets have already started their fall and the us 
dollar will be strongly depreciated. The US empire is choosing to self destruct and the 
price of gold will rise to new extremes. Tough... 
Yea. Thanks but no thanks I dont take calls. I am bullish shortterm if my when the charts 
confirms the bullish recovery I will change my bias 

 



Strawbale Sep 14, 2014 9:19am | Post# 8081

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Yea. Thanks but no thanks I dont take calls. I am bullish shortterm if my when 
the charts confirms the bullish recovery I will change my bias 
as you wish friend 

 

sram Sep 14, 2014 11:22am | Post# 8082

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Now I don't pretend to understand everything that is being shown or what 
conditions Eurusdd is using to get these levels where price seems to be highly recurrent, 
but I would start to factor certain things into my thinking and look at how it relates to 
tools/indicators I am already using. Here is my thinking process.. 3 months, big 
assignment - Yes I am sure it is but what can I learn now.... Why not mark the 1.2911 
on your chart and she how it relates to your current indicators? Factor in the fact that he 
said that price cannot deviate... 
Very nice post.I am also try to do the same with the TZ - I think reverse engineering is 
the best way to find optimal h over time . I choose the optimal one which i can manage 
to trade. Imo h is related to the price not with TF. As there is no TF let me think what is 
the optimal h for 28 minutes chart or a 12 minutes chart -My thinking process questions 
me h is constant in all TF?and i remember that there is no definition of k . I believe 
euruusdd keep secrets in finding the optimal h because if everyone find optimal h, you 
know what does it means and I respect his decision or i could be wrong with my idea. 

 

Ullen Sep 14, 2014 11:48am | Post# 8083

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Just had my REAL Euraka moment this weekend. Thank you for everything EURUSDD. The 
fact that you are sharing this, and taking of the time is amazing. 
 
The reason i know that i had THE Euraka moment, is because i can now trade from a naked 
chart without any indicators! 
 
Here is ''my'' system: 
 
I will be using these charts when trading. The first is just for stoch dissim/sim, and i will be 
using this to confirm ''trend'' changes. I also added a volume indi to watch what MM is 
doing. The second one is the one i will be trading from. It is by the TZ concept, and i found 
my own strange way of using it. 



 

 

 

Baillie Sep 14, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 8084

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ullen 
Just had my REAL Euraka moment this weekend. Thank you for everything EURUSDD. The 
fact that you are sharing this, and taking of the time is amazing. The reason i know that i 
had THE Euraka moment, is because i can now trade from a naked chart without any 
indicators! Here is ''my'' system: I will be using these charts when trading. The first is just 
for stoch dissim/sim, and i will be using this to confirm ''trend'' changes. I also added a 
volume indi to watch what MM is doing. The second one is the one i will be trading from. It 
is by the TZ concept,... 
We have similar ideas; concept. 
 
This strategy has already been posted so Im not sharing a "secret", thanks, Hepsibah. The 
probability of a transient zone being a long term turning point is very low and the 
smaller h is, the lower this probability becomes. In other words, the probability of a 
transient zone with a low h (provided it is not within a TZ with a much larger h) being 



subsequently taken out is HIGH. 
 
So instead of looking for the optimum h for long term turning points (low probability), why 
not assume that short term TZ's with a small h are going to be taken out (high probability). 
 
1. After the left hand side of a potential TZ has formed, scalp as soon as price breaks 
through and invalidates the TZ. 
 
2. If the TZ forms, scalp towards it once the left hand side of one in the opposite direction 
has formed, SL would be on the other side of zone. 
 
This is just ONE way out of many ways to trade this, here is another, take a repainting 
indicator and trade with the intent that it will repaint; use low leverage and lots. If it does 
repaint look for those prices where it did repaint above or below to be recurrent. 
 
I am employing 8 different strategies between the two charts. 

 

 

 



Baillie Sep 14, 2014 1:28pm | Post# 8085

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is another concept that EURUSDD promoted in another one of his threads, have these 
targets been hit before they have left the screen? YES, except 2, but it still has a little time 
to work out. Even if 2 does not get hit that is 9 out of 11, not bad in my opinion. 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 14, 2014 4:25pm | Post# 8086

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Now I don't pretend to understand everything that is being shown or what 
conditions Eurusdd is using to get these levels where price seems to be highly recurrent, 
but I would start to factor certain things into my thinking and look at how it relates to 
tools/indicators I am already using. Here is my thinking process.. 3 months, big 
assignment - Yes I am sure it is but what can I learn now.... Why not mark the 1.2911 
on your chart and she how it relates to your current indicators? Factor in the fact that 
he said that price cannot deviate... 
I don't think you understood that part. What i mean is that when an arrow appears for 
the first time, price cannot deviate more than 40 pips before retracing back to the arrow. 
That is the case through out. Eventually price will move on but no arrow that appeared 
for the first time did not get hit again within that constarint! 

 

burnssss Sep 14, 2014 4:45pm | Post# 8087

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I don't think you understood that part. What i mean is that when an arrow 
appears for the first time, price cannot deviate more than 40 pips before retracing back 
to the arrow. That is the case through out. Eventually price will move on but no arrow 
that appeared for the first time did not get hit again within that constarint! 
Hi eurusdd,  
how much to time previously tested this principle to assume this deviation?  
1 year, 2 years, 10 years ...  
Calculate areas transient / recurrent limit in areas of indicators?  
You calculate a convergence in the price, but maybe not statistical convergence. 

 



Ullen Sep 14, 2014 5:03pm | Post# 8088

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} We have similar ideas; concept. 
Thank you for the input. I think that we are almost trading it the same way. I would say 
that mainly i look at he ''naked'' chart, and when i see an oppurtunity, i look at the stoch 
one to support my decision. I suppose this is what EURUSDD is doing when he is talking 
about his system of several concepts. It must increase probability that the trade will be 
succesfull. 
 
If it seemed like i was trading ''trend changes'' with the stoch chart, this is not the case 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 14, 2014 7:33pm | Post# 8089

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Hi eurusdd, how much to time previously tested this principle to assume this 
deviation? 1 year, 2 years, 10 years ... Calculate areas transient / recurrent limit in areas of 
indicators? You calculate a convergence in the price, but maybe not statistical convergence. 
P may not understand your ststaement exactly, so I will leave you with pictures, going back 
into the past, to make up your mind if the guy has done a good job so far! 
 

 



 

 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 14, 2014 7:36pm | Post# 8090

 
2 Attachment(s) 



 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 14, 2014 9:08pm | Post# 8091

 
Hello! So what did I miss? Been away for so long! 

 

Baillie Sep 14, 2014 10:32pm | Post# 8092

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hello! So what did I miss? Been away for so long! 
Hey long time! welcome back. 

 

Baillie Sep 14, 2014 10:37pm | Post# 8093

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you for the input. I think that we are almost trading it the same way. I 
would say that mainly i look at he ''naked'' chart, and when i see an oppurtunity, i look at 
the stoch one to support my decision. I suppose this is what EURUSDD is doing when he 
is talking about his system of several concepts. It must increase probability that the 
trade will be succesfull. If it seemed like i was trading ''trend changes'' with the stoch 

chart, this is not the case  
Im not trading trend changes with the stoch either, it is part of the similarity concept 
with MTF. 

 

sram Sep 14, 2014 11:45pm | Post# 8094

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Hi eurusdd, how much to time previously tested this principle to assume this 



deviation? 1 year, 2 years, 10 years ... Calculate areas transient / recurrent limit in areas 
of indicators? You calculate a convergence in the price, but maybe not statistical 
convergence. 

Eurusdd said it is result of 14 conditions and it is a huge assignment and his friend finished it in 3 

months.so it may not be simple as testing a ten years data as we don't know what are those 14 
conditions.  

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 2:41am | Post# 8095

 
Good morning peeps happy green pips this week. 
another tricky trading day but i believe we all learnt from fridays mistakes are better 
prepared for today. 
 
i dont expect any serious moves today being monday 

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 2:51am | Post# 8096

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} eurusd will not close below 1.2950 in the next 10 minutes 
some binary option calls. 

 

pedma Sep 15, 2014 3:40am | Post# 8097

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thank you my friend. I am sure you are doing just as well! I have only ever 
used the MT4 platform so not sure. Still early days for me using what I have learnt here 
but so far looks very promising and I even made a few mistakes last week getting caught 
against the trend. So still looking to improve. For those of you that are struggling to 
come up with anything, here are some thoughts for you. Everything you need to trade EU 
successfully is all in the threads provided by Eurusdd. Now Eurusdd does not exactly 
spelled everything out and I don't... 
Great post. +1 

 

pedma Sep 15, 2014 3:42am | Post# 8098

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Whenever a concept, like transient/recurrent zones, is presented here you 
should NOT always stick to exactly what you read here but find a more 
sophisticated and high-probability way of applying the concept. The idea of 
transient/recurrent zones presented here is in its most basic form as a 
theorem. However, there are VERY high probability modifications to the 
simple trading trick I presented here. That is what makes me different 
from everyone else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely. If I lose or 
close a trade negatively in this world, it... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that can identify 
recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some pictures that 
i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just an idea of how 
big the assignment is. So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the 
fourth condition is that the signals should not repaint!{image} Under the current 
settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the transient price mark! 



Interesting, thanks Eurusdd. To understand all of them, yes we need time. But it worth 

...  
Out of town in last weekend, there are some new and nice posts in last 3 pages. Thank to 
all of you friends ... 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 3:55am | Post# 8099

 
I am short my next zone lower is 12916- 12907!  
 
Best of luck 

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 4:13am | Post# 8100

 
Quoting josh11 
I am short my next zone lower is 12916- 12907! Best of luck 

welcome back mate. missed you  
 
im looking for long around 20 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 15, 2014 4:16am | Post# 8101

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Four days ago, I gave a friend a huge assignment. Create an indicator that can identify 
recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some pictures that 
i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just an idea of how 
big the assignment is. So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the 
fourth condition is that the signals should not repaint!{image} Under the current 
settings. price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the transient price mark! 
I don't quite understand what settings mean here. Settings for the indicator or are we 
referring to the current behaviour of the pair? If we are talking about pair behaviour then 
this statement will lead me to think that .... well for example given the previous TZ is 
"untouched" and price is cleanly away from it with nothing forming whatsoever than the 
price + or - 40pips give and take a few would be a good place to expect price to turn 
back to the TZ if it has not already done so? 
 
Edit Hmm I think the statement is in reference to the indi Eurusdd is building. Well I 
guess trades can be taken based on the logic i.e price is 40 pips above his indi's 
indication and it has not yet return to that level = sweet spot to short. Wonder if the 

same is applicable to the current TZs  

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 4:41am | Post# 8102

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} welcome back mate. missed you  im looking for long around 20 

Thanks mate, just saw your PM and wish you all the best mate  

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 4:51am | Post# 8103

 
Quoting josh11 



I am short my next zone lower is 12916- 12907! Best of luck 

TP hit on my short  

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 4:51am | Post# 8104

 
if the 1hr/4hr trendline breaks. it would mean to me that the correction is over. 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 4:53am | Post# 8105

 
Quoting josh11 
I am short my next zone lower is 12916- 12907! Best of luck 

Bouncing off my Zone let see if we will get a turnaround  

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 5:05am | Post# 8106

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Bouncing off my Zone let see if we will get a turnaround  
Hmmn, i found my self in the wrong direction today. my trendlines are broken. my bias 
for corecction is changed i am now fully bearish. i expect eurusd to retrace up then take 
out the lows but dont know when 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 5:16am | Post# 8107

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Bouncing off my Zone let see if we will get a turnaround  
I am long from my Zone I share earlier this morning @ 12916 targeting 1.2949!  
 

My SL now at BE  

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 5:26am | Post# 8108

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am long from my Zone I share earlier this morning @ 12916 targeting 1.2949! 

My SL now at BE  
i entered longs to early. if we get to 1.2949 i am eyeing shorts from there 

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 6:23am | Post# 8109

 
IMO the tricky PA is over. the bearish trend is resumed. no more scalping but holding 
trades for a while 

 

DmitryFX Sep 15, 2014 6:32am | Post# 8110

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Loosed very good setup to make some pips today  
OK, hope NY will bring another one possibility.... 



 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 6:46am | Post# 8111

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am long from my Zone I share earlier this morning @ 12916 targeting 1.2949! 

My SL now at BE  

move my SL back 1.2906, 10 pips! Lets see  

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 8:07am | Post# 8112

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} move my SL back 1.2906, 10 pips! Lets see  
very tricky day. the zone where we are now anything can happen long or short 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 8:18am | Post# 8113

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} very tricky day. the zone where we are now anything can happen long or short 
It's 10 pips I have no problem with that... Already made 50 pips this morning on EU! 
 
As you saw by the bounces it is a good area lets see if it will hold! 
 

My SL is at 1.2906  

 

killerno Sep 15, 2014 8:49am | Post# 8114

 
Quoting DmitryFX 

Loosed very good setup to make some pips today OK, hope NY will bring another one 
possibility.... {image} 
Hi DimitryFX, 
 



would you mind to tell a bit more about your entries? Thanks 

 

samaralala Sep 15, 2014 8:53am | Post# 8115

 
Today is Long for me. By the end of next week we could see 1.3290 

 

Baillie Sep 15, 2014 9:10am | Post# 8116

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Morning, got my pips for the day and the day is just starting for me. 
 
2 trades 
 
+28 
+37 
 
The rest of NY will be icing on the cake. 
 
Just a thought for everyone, EURUSDD has 14 different parameters that are being 
programmed into his trade strategy at least, some have been using just one or two to make 
a system. Maybe, combining the different principles together might be a good idea. Just 

saying.  
 
Here is the update to the TZ zones I posted yesterday, 2 out of the 3 were hit so far. EDIT 
HINT* the two MA's are numbers provided on this thread, price does NOT like to be riding 
between them for long. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 15, 2014 9:16am | Post# 8117

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
Morning, got my pips for the day and the day is just starting for me. 2 trades +28 +37 The 
rest of NY will be icing on the cake. Just a thought for everyone, EURUSDD has 14 different 
parameters that are being programmed into his trade strategy at least, some have been 
using just one or two to make a system. Maybe, combining the different principles together 



might be a good idea. Just saying. Here is the update to the TZ zones I posted yesterday, 
2 out of the 3 were hit so far. EDIT HINT* the two MA's are numbers provided on this 
thread, price... 

 
 
You targeted the ones I circled? 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 9:24am | Post# 8118

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} It's 10 pips I have no problem with that... Already made 50 pips this morning on 
EU! As you saw by the bounces it is a good area lets see if it will hold! My SL is at 

1.2906  

Well zone was very strong hope some of you took it  
 
taken half off at 34 and SL at BE! 

 

Baillie Sep 15, 2014 9:31am | Post# 8119

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {image} You targeted the ones I circled? 
Yes, but my trades are based upon more than the TZ zones alone, I will be taking TZ 
stand alone trades live during NY session. 

 

Baillie Sep 15, 2014 9:32am | Post# 8120

 



Quoting josh11 

{quote} Well zone was very strong hope some of you took it taken half off at 34 and 
SL at BE! 
Cool Josh, my targets are still down. 

 

hukam Sep 15, 2014 9:58am | Post# 8121

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this my target.. i lower TP little bit from it original level. 

 

 

samaralala Sep 15, 2014 10:00am | Post# 8122

 
Quoting hukam 
this my target.. i lower TP little bit from it original level. {image} 
It will comfortably hit top of the 1.29730 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 10:01am | Post# 8123

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am long from my Zone I share earlier this morning @ 12916 targeting 

1.2949! My SL now at BE  

TP hit  



 

samaralala Sep 15, 2014 10:04am | Post# 8124

 
4H = almost buy signal 
1Hr = Buy 
30= buy 
15= buy about to close. 

 

josh11 Sep 15, 2014 10:05am | Post# 8125

 
Quoting samaralala 
4H = almost buy signal 1Hr = Buy 30= buy 15= buy about to close. 

1.2949 maybe it for longs  

 

hukam Sep 15, 2014 10:05am | Post# 8126

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hukam 
And this is the study which i did on gold. and its also obeyed the similarity rules. i am 
learning from you friends. Regards Hukam {image} 
zz 

 

 

samaralala Sep 15, 2014 10:08am | Post# 8127

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} 1.2949 maybe it for longs  
Long may not be for next 15 min but after that you should see continuation of a long. 



 
P.s. hedge funds are starting to mass sell USD $. 

 

Neio Sep 15, 2014 10:08am | Post# 8128

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} 1.2949 maybe it for longs  
Good calls Josh! 
 
I am not able to predict where price is going to yet...but I have something that is 
working for me. 

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 10:09am | Post# 8129

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} 1.2949 maybe it for longs  
congrats mate. Totally got my entries wrong today. done for today 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 15, 2014 10:11am | Post# 8130

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Yes, but my trades are based upon more than the TZ zones alone, I will be 
taking TZ stand alone trades live during NY session. 
Thanks for the reply! Been away for sometime so a fair bit of catching up and refreshing 
needed. These newer TZ zones, well newer for me at least feels a little more "user 

friendly" then the DS zones I use to crack my head over  

 

DmitryFX Sep 15, 2014 10:13am | Post# 8131

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} Hi DimitryFX, would you mind to tell a bit more about your entries? Thanks 
Sorry, mate! I saw your PM but was too busy to reply it. 
Below is the example of just closed trade: 



 
An arrows are showing an initial signal (before re-drawing) of CI. 
Also was very good confirmation from divergence AKA dis-similarity of PA and oscilator. 
Target was very conservative at previous level of support. 
Hope it's clear. 

 

ephisi Sep 15, 2014 10:24am | Post# 8132

 
@neio sent you a PM 

 

Neio Sep 15, 2014 10:37am | Post# 8133

 
Quoting ephisi 

@neio sent you a PM 

Reply sent! 

 

Freefox Sep 15, 2014 11:30am | Post# 8134

 
Spent ages going through the thread right from the start to get to grips with DS zones in 
particular. Started to gain some firm insights into how they develop etc, using the 
ZZ/Stoch/BB method that seems popular with many. 
 
While going through stuff I thought about the stoch parameters of (300,1,1). On a 15M 
chart this equates to 75 hours, which is 3 days and 3 hours. Now this implies the logic 
has some connection to an underlying 3-day cycle roughly, which got me thinking about 
the similarity (no pun intended!) to the Taylor Trading Technique that advocated markets 
followed a 3-5 day cycle and each day was categorised by a simple notation and certain 
key levels are revisited before the day does what is intended to do by the categorisation. 
It was written about in a book from the 1950’s by a guy called George Taylor and later 
more modern technicians have utilised the principles to some extent in their trading 
styles. (Linda Raschke / George Angell). I’ll have to dig out the books again but from 
memory Taylor was a bit of a legend if I recall correctly. Anyone else read any of their 
books? 
 



Got me wondering if this historical 3 days cycle and the 300 bars used in the Stochastic 
is purely a coincidence or Similarity is connected to the 3 day cycle that some technical 
analysts have found to be highly influential in controlling where price goes. 
 
Just got me thinking … still going through it all so it becomes clearer but thought I'd offer 
that observation to see if others have thought along similar lines 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 15, 2014 11:46am | Post# 8135

 
Quoting hepsibah 
2. the left hand side and right hand side bars of a TZ have different characteristics. Once 
you understand this, you can identify when you are potentially beginning the right hand 
side. 
Left hand side build towards the TZ and right hand side builds away from it? 

 

Baillie Sep 15, 2014 11:53am | Post# 8136

 
Quoting Freefox 
Spent ages going through the thread right from the start to get to grips with DS zones in 
particular. Started to gain some firm insights into how they develop etc, using the 
ZZ/Stoch/BB method that seems popular with many. While going through stuff I thought 
about the stoch parameters of (300,1,1). On a 15M chart this equates to 75 hours, which 
is 3 days and 3 hours. Now this implies the logic has some connection to an underlying 
3-day cycle roughly, which got me thinking about the similarity (no pun intended!) to the 
Taylor Trading Technique that... 
Hi Freefox, I have been doing my own research into this matter but from a different 
perspective. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...0&d=1409809179  

 

feline207 Sep 15, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 8137

 
eurusd still looking for that low  

 

Freefox Sep 15, 2014 1:46pm | Post# 8138

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Freefox, I have been doing my own research into this matter but from a 
different perspective. {image} 
Interesting chart. I've read about those Fib Fans before but never used them. Hope it's 
working well for you. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 8139

 
sure 10 pips. watch 1.2950. real eurusd focus. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 5:05pm | Post# 8140

 
divergence tactics she will do then Boom. 



 

Ullen Sep 15, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 8141

 
I really can't stop admiring you EURUSDD. 
 
One thing is that you share ideas that you've spend alot of time developing and 
confirming! 
 
But the thing that impresses me the most, is that from the start you haven't posted a 
simple template with a set om strict rules to follow. You are making us think ourselves, 
so that we can go and become independant traders, and maybe come up with at new 
system concept similar to this. 
 
U don't learn how to ride a bike just by getting told how to do it, you need to 
actually ride the bike with support (EURUSDD) and at a moment the support can 

let go and you can ride yourself. -Ullen (lol)  

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 5:35pm | Post# 8142

 
Quoting Ullen 
I really can't stop admiring you EURUSDD. One thing is that you share ideas that you've 
spend alot of time developing and confirming! But the thing that impresses me the most, 
is that from the start you haven't posted a simple template with a set om strict rules to 
follow. You are making us think ourselves, so that we can go and become independant 
traders, and maybe come up with at new system concept similar to this. U don't learn 
how to ride a bike just by getting told how to do it, you need to actually ride the bike 
with support (EURUSDD) and... 
Thank you and I appreciate your contribution. Yes, it is true I did not provide any 
meaningful template because I believe there are people more intelligent than me who 
can do more with the basic idea I provide. So, why restrict them? If we all use the same 
templates, there will be no meaningful discussion since we are all seeing the same thing. 
But if we all develop different templates based on similar ideas then, boom rich trading 
discussion environment. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 8143

 
concerning no template. That is not entirely true because there are templates. 

 

Ullen Sep 15, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 8144

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
concerning no template. That is not entirely true because there are templates. 
I know this, but what i was focused on was the strict rules to follow. In most of the other 
system-threads you see a list of things that must match before entering a trade. like 
this: 
 
1. Golden arrow must point down 
2. Trend must be down 
3. Amazing multicolored indicator must be all red. 
... 
and so on. 
 



In this way the person trying the system doesn't know what is driving the procces, and 
therefore never will develop his/her own view of the market. 
 
Btw. you must have done something right when you make a template, and many people 
on the thread create their own regardless. All respect to the template. Just shows that 

people know how to think themselves   

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 8145

 
1 Attachment(s) 
reason for up! notice first 

arrow,
These arrows are based on the principle of recurrent prices. I used certain properties to identify 
recurrent prices and work is still in progress. Notice that price has already returned to the first 
arrow. However, we are expecting a second arrow on that level, accompanied by strong 
movement. 

 

kprsa Sep 15, 2014 6:52pm | Post# 8146

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
reason for up! notice first arrow,{image} 
The price did drift a bit more than 20 pips, but very close to the limit... 
I think I see what you're doing; it is a very interesting concept - quasi-stationary 
behaviour of a non-stationary time series.  
Very cool stuff, as always! 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 



vlady1974 Sep 15, 2014 8:10pm | Post# 8147

 
Sorry I've not been able to post recently guys. I've been ill with the flu. 
Just doing some midnight charting and reviewing some posts and doing some tests. 

Quoting hepsibah 
1. TZ top and bottoms will almost always happen alternatively. If you get two 
consecutive tops or bottoms, you can treat this as a DS and price will have to create the 
missing directional TZ at some point to get back into sync 2. the left hand side and right 
hand side bars of a TZ have different characteristics. Once you understand this, you can 
identify when you are potentially beginning the right hand side. 
Hepsibah, thanks for the PM and the post last week... beginning to see it. I might have a 
question for you regarding incomplete TZs. 

Quoting Baillie 
{image} 
Baillie, hopefully I'll get onto your charts this week. If anything, I love the colour 
scheme! LOL... ps. How do you get 10M timeframe on MT4? 
 
Projection: 15M (testing out a theory). 
If we break north beyond 2942, price range 2947 to 2950 will be transient for at least 12 
bars of 15M. 

 

Baillie Sep 15, 2014 8:34pm | Post# 8148

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Sorry I've not been able to post recently guys. I've been ill with the flu. Just doing some 
midnight charting and reviewing some posts and doing some tests. {quote} Hepsibah, 
thanks for the PM and the post last week... beginning to see it. I might have a question 
for you regarding incomplete TZs. {quote} Baillie, hopefully I'll get onto your charts this 
week. If anything, I love the colour scheme! LOL... ps. How do you get 10M timeframe 
on MT4? Projection: 15M (testing out a theory). If we break north beyond 2942, price 
range 2947 to 2950 will be... 
Hey Vlady, hope you feel better! Was thinking maybe your boss found out your secret 
trading at work, so they kept you busy with other things to keep you away from the 
computer. lol. 
 
10Min? that was 30 min chart, I had to change the color schemes to be darker, easier on 
the eyes. I have to change my ZZ BB charts also, need 3 colors for that one though. 
Again, hope you get well soon. 
 
Baillie 

 

vlady1974 Sep 15, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 8149

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey Vlady, hope you feel better! Was thinking maybe your boss found out your 
secret trading at work, so they kept you busy with other things to keep you away from 
the computer. lol. 10Min? that was 30 min chart, I had to change the color schemes to 
be darker, easier on the eyes. I have to change my ZZ BB charts also, need 3 colors for 
that one though. Again, hope you get well soon. Baillie 
Cheers mate, 
 
Haha... it may be the case tomorrow that I am busy with the boss. Have to go back in 



though not feeling the best. Girlfriend's been ill too. 30M!? Man I must be sick, that 
looked like 10 to me. Haha. Just changed my colour scheme to match yours and you're 

right, definitely easier on the eyes! LOL  

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 9:26pm | Post# 8150

 
th at 1.2950 is closing in ..... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 15, 2014 9:39pm | Post# 8151

 
1 Attachment(s) 
deal done! see that 

push?   

 

jackprobe Sep 15, 2014 10:38pm | Post# 8152

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Sorry I've not been able to post recently guys. I've been ill with the flu. Just doing some 
midnight charting and reviewing some posts and doing some tests. {quote} Hepsibah, 
thanks for the PM and the post last week... beginning to see it. I might have a question 
for you regarding incomplete TZs. {quote} Baillie, hopefully I'll get onto your charts this 
week. If anything, I love the colour scheme! LOL... ps. How do you get 10M timeframe 
on MT4? Projection: 15M (testing out a theory). If we break north beyond 2942, price 
range 2947 to 2950 will be... 
Hope you feel better mate ... and thanks for all of your help. 

 



jackprobe Sep 15, 2014 10:39pm | Post# 8153

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
deal done! see that push?{image} 
Well, this is good. Thanks Eurusdd. 

 

jackprobe Sep 15, 2014 10:44pm | Post# 8154

 
Quoting Freefox 
Spent ages going through the thread right from the start to get to grips with DS zones in 
particular. Started to gain some firm insights into how they develop etc, using the 
ZZ/Stoch/BB method that seems popular with many. While going through stuff I thought 
about the stoch parameters of (300,1,1). On a 15M chart this equates to 75 hours, which 
is 3 days and 3 hours. Now this implies the logic has some connection to an underlying 
3-day cycle roughly, which got me thinking about the similarity (no pun intended!) to the 
Taylor Trading Technique that... 
Good idea mate, i will do it too. Thanks to all of you mates ... 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hello! So what did I miss? Been away for so long! 
Welcome back mate, yes it was a long time. This year Eurusdd gave us some other great 
stuff, really appreciate it. 
I am busy with coding at the moment, will try to post as soon as i get something. 

 

summicron Sep 16, 2014 12:58am | Post# 8155

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} ... quasi-stationary behaviour of a non-stationary time series ... 

I'm going back to math school. The charts are not speaking to me at all.  

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 3:10am | Post# 8156

 
Blasphemy to claim that a Holy-Grail exists?   

 

josh11 Sep 16, 2014 3:13am | Post# 8157

 
Morning guys, currently short from 49 and targeting 1.2886! 
 
Best of luck 

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 3:19am | Post# 8158

 
If someone has a system that can produce 1000 consecutive correct calls, will that be a 
Holy-Grail? What really is a Holy-Grail? Lol 

 

orid Sep 16, 2014 3:24am | Post# 8159

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



If someone has a system that can produce 1000 consecutive correct calls, will that be a 
Holy-Grail? What really is a Holy-Grail? Lol 
my wife thinks I'm the holy grail ( very important) haha 
regards Orid peter 

 

hukam Sep 16, 2014 3:30am | Post# 8160

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If someone has a system that can produce 1000 consecutive correct calls, will that be a 
Holy-Grail? What really is a Holy-Grail? Lol 

 

 

orid Sep 16, 2014 3:43am | Post# 8161

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If someone has a system that can produce 1000 consecutive correct calls, will that be a 
Holy-Grail? What really is a Holy-Grail? Lol 
well if I, ahem when I make 1000 consecutive correct calls then that will be the holy grail 
to me personally, we are all different . 
Regards Orid peter 

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 4:14am | Post# 8162

 
1.2955: free 10 pips!!! 
 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 4:21am | Post# 8163

 
that is where she is going! Watch her tricks. each one will take her there! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 4:33am | Post# 8164

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2955: free 10 pips!!! 

Hmm I have 1.2957 lol I must have done something right but what  

 

hannele Sep 16, 2014 5:59am | Post# 8165

 
I don't know how you do it Eurusdd wow tried so many times and .... 
cheers 
hannele 

 

sram Sep 16, 2014 6:00am | Post# 8166

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2955: free 10 pips!!! 

TP HIT   



 

summicron Sep 16, 2014 6:07am | Post# 8167

 
One down. 999 to go and it's the holy grail. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 6:11am | Post# 8168

 
sram and Hannele, summicron: My pleasure having your around. I will start the 1,000 
journey when I return. Not now.  
 
but eurusd is now at 1.2955. good, news or no news. 

 

Eschmo Sep 16, 2014 6:13am | Post# 8169

 
TP now hit waiting, waiting, waiting  

 

hannele Sep 16, 2014 6:21am | Post# 8170

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
sram and Hannele, summicron: My pleasure having your around. I will start the 1,000 
journey when I return. Not now. but eurusd is now at 1.2955. good, news or no news. 

I'll be waiting and studying more meanwhile. 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 6:24am | Post# 8171

 
Leaving you with this: this up is not sustainable. the top at 1.2979 is strong for now so, 
look at the 1.2972 area!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 6:37am | Post# 8172

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

Leaving you with this: this up is not sustainable. the top at 1.2979 is strong for now so, 
look at the 1.2972 area!!! 
OH! 

 

evrynet Sep 16, 2014 6:39am | Post# 8173

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Leaving you with this: this up is not sustainable. the top at 1.2979 is strong for now so, 
look at the 1.2972 area!!! 
if the up is not sustainable why should we look at 1.297X area? 1.293X is more likely. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 6:47am | Post# 8174



 
1 Attachment(s) 
I'm looking at the following for the 2972. The 4H is still climbing and would need to show 
exhaustion for that failure to be significant. 
 
On a ZZBB, the next sequence required is a top and price must close outside of Bollinger 
Band. Alternatively, if this does not happen, the BB Mid 2931 needs to be breached to the 
south side. So a failure at 2972 or 2931 is required.  
 

 
 
I've been suspect about the price action on the 15M, the step-ladder shape of each bar 
suggests to me quite strongly that it's "computer" like. Anyway, I've no way to prove it but 
it doesn't look like normal price action. The sharp move down to 42 could be a setup for the 
bullish move to 72 since it failed at 67 on that swing high. It's 5 pips away. At 11:46am, 
that top 2967 was made on low volume, so need NYC to bring in the 2972 or failure at 2931 

 

josh11 Sep 16, 2014 6:49am | Post# 8175

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} if the up is not sustainable why should we look at 1.297X area? 1.293X is more 
likely. 
I am still looking for 1.2886 lets see!!  
 

looked to me like a stop hunt  



 

hannele Sep 16, 2014 6:59am | Post# 8176

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I suspect bit higher yet as Vlady and then down, but then I am yet to get this right..... 

 



 

 

hannele Sep 16, 2014 7:00am | Post# 8177

 
sorry, first 15 min, second 4 hours 

 

Eurusdd Sep 16, 2014 7:09am | Post# 8178

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} if the up is not sustainable why should we look at 1.297X area? 1.293X is more 
likely. 
meaning if price went up at all, that would have been maximum!!! 

 

killerno Sep 16, 2014 7:20am | Post# 8179

 
Quoting DmitryFX 



{quote} Sorry, mate! I saw your PM but was too busy to reply it. Below is the example of 
just closed trade: {image} An arrows are showing an initial signal (before re-drawing) of 
CI. Also was very good confirmation from divergence AKA dis-similarity of PA and 
oscilator. Target was very conservative at previous level of support. Hope it's clear. 
Hi DimitryFX, 
 
thanks for the answer. I am trying to understand it. Would you mind to post your .tpl. It 
is enough to check your indicator settings. 
Based on your chart, do you wait for similarity and after dis-similarity again, then you 
trade? 
Thanks 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 7:22am | Post# 8180

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I am still looking for 1.2886 lets see!! looked to me like a stop hunt  
Yeah.... an automated one. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 7:28am | Post# 8181

 
I'm calling shorts for now...valid till 1.2926ish?? Anyone agrees? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 7:37am | Post# 8182

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I'm calling shorts for now...valid till 1.2926ish?? Anyone agrees? 
I think we'll see another revisit of 2960-2970. NYC will not want to miss that move. 

 

pedma Sep 16, 2014 7:44am | Post# 8183

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
sram and Hannele, summicron: My pleasure having your around. I will start the 1,000 
journey when I return. Not now. but eurusd is now at 1.2955. good, news or no news. 

Wow, we will see the real holy grail ... (edit: actually we have seen some parts of it) 
Tomorrow is Wednesday, may be FOMC will press EU down ? I think it will be very deep. 
But before FOMC, EU will swing with up bias ? will remember that 1.297x , thanks 
Eurusdd. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 8:36am | Post# 8184

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think we'll see another revisit of 2960-2970. NYC will not want to miss that 
move. 
Hmm I yes I see..thanks would it make sense if I mention I have pending shorts 
thereish? 

 

Ullen Sep 16, 2014 8:50am | Post# 8185

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Just confirming that this concept works on other pairs as well  
 
Hard work will get you there! Learn to think yourself! 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 8:52am | Post# 8186

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm looking at the following for the 2972. The 4H is still climbing and would need to show 
exhaustion for that failure to be significant. On a ZZBB, the next sequence required is a top 
and price must close outside of Bollinger Band. Alternatively, if this does not happen, the BB 
Mid 2931 needs to be breached to the south side. So a failure at 2972 or 2931 is required. 
{image} I've been suspect about the price action on the 15M, the step-ladder shape of each 
bar suggests to me quite strongly that it's "computer" like. Anyway, I've no way to prove... 
To me, this is one of the central issues of the current consolidation movement. 
On the 1H, I've had to zoom out to show how far this goes. 
 
On ZZBB count, the drop produces a Bottom. The sequence is then okay (just barely) .... 
going to Top, then Bottom, then Top... but then no Bottom is posted and another Top is 
produced. This would have been fine if on the failure of the last top it then printed a 



Bottom.... but it has not. It has produced a double Top which in itself is a Dissimilarity area 
but I believe still needs a bottom or a new top. 
 

 
 
Given that the 4H is still going upwards and is due a Top.... then we need a 1H Top in order 
to start travelling down. 
In order for the 1H Top to be produced... we need a Bottom beforehand.... (can't have a 
Top next without a Bottom). Now we can see that the Bollinger Squeeze is starting to 
materialise now. Which means it's not difficult for price to head outside the bands into 2920-
2930... then scoot back up to 2970-2980... that's still just 50-60 pip range which is do-able. 
If I am wrong about the bottom, then a final move to a Tripple Top will be needed... so that 
means a turn within the Bollinger Bands around its mid. 
 
 
With FOMC tomorrow and Yellen the next day.... we can't expect moves to happen until 
then... except for a jockeying of position to take advantage of the next perceived move. On 
the face of it, the fundamentals for EUR are all still negative. There is also the Scottish vote 
which means any GBP effect (ie DOWN) will also pull EUR down on any notion of separatist 
"approval" of Scottish independence. So, I'm still very bear.... but for a bear to have well 
deserved honey, I believe the bees' nest needs to be perched up high... 2980-2990. 

 

burnssss Sep 16, 2014 9:07am | Post# 8187

 



1,29320 is valid? 

 

tashkent Sep 16, 2014 9:24am | Post# 8188

 
Quoting Ullen 

Just confirming that this concept works on other pairs as well  Hard work will get you 
there! Learn to think yourself! {image} 
very good Ullen. i checked your some trades and they are all on spot. are you 
considering anything to minimize your drawdown? 

 

Ullen Sep 16, 2014 9:31am | Post# 8189

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} very good Ullen. i checked your some trades and they are all on spot. are you 
considering anything to minimize your drawdown? 
Yes, i am working on that as we speak! 
 
With my system price will hit my target about 95% of times, and then you think that i 
should just wait for price to hit, but some drawdowns can be huge, and therefore i have 
to wait very long before target is hit. I'm experimenting with 10 pips and 5 pips stop loss 
as my entry usually is very sharp. 

 

tashkent Sep 16, 2014 9:40am | Post# 8190

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Yes, i am working on that as we speak! With my system price will hit my target 
about 95% of times, and then you think that i should just wait for price to hit, but some 
drawdowns can be huge, and therefore i have to wait very long before target is hit. I'm 
experimenting with 10 pips and 5 pips stop loss as my entry usually is very sharp. 

very good! keep up the good work  

 

Ullen Sep 16, 2014 9:46am | Post# 8191

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} very good! keep up the good work  
Thank you! 

 

Ullen Sep 16, 2014 9:47am | Post# 8192

 
MM's have been playing with AUD/USD! 
 

Price will go low. Find the level it will go for and cash in  

 

tashkent Sep 16, 2014 9:55am | Post# 8193

 
this is what i am watching now. also eurcad and gbpcad 

 



josh11 Sep 16, 2014 10:09am | Post# 8194

 
http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...r299948_14.gif Eurusdd I have received a PM from 
http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar102893_3.gif feline207 he said he has been ban 
from the thread and doesn't know why, he ask me to post this for you: 
 
"hey josh, hope your trading is going well. for some unknown reason eurusdd has 
ignored me and i can no longer post in similarity and his threads. could you please post 
my message in the thread, as I dont know how i offended him. I have always been 
follower of his teachings and now I find more success and am forever thankful to him.. it 
is probably misunderstanding of some kind.thank you josh"  

 

hukam Sep 16, 2014 10:15am | Post# 8195

 
1 Attachment(s) 
i am later cover... 
price have some correction my indicators at lower level 

 

 

hukam Sep 16, 2014 10:24am | Post# 8196

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hukam 
{quote} zz {image} 
. 
gold updated 



 

 

hukam Sep 16, 2014 10:39am | Post# 8197

 
Quoting Ullen 

Just confirming that this concept works on other pairs as well  Hard work will get you 
there! Learn to think yourself! {image} 

thanks, it was hard part... if you dig it out correctly its pure GOLD. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 11:58am | Post# 8198

 
Not sure if it has been phrased this way before but its a "logic" although not 100% sound 
and similar to some of the earlier DS zone concepts but... 
 
Given a fully formed TZ you can expect price to return to it sometime in the future. If PA 
was below it when it formed expect price to come up from below the TZ and vias versa. 
 
Edit which is kinda what happened for the 2978ish 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 12:02pm | Post# 8199

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote}... so that means a turn within the Bollinger Bands around its mid. With FOMC 
tomorrow and Yellen the next day.... we can't expect moves to happen until then... 
except for a jockeying of position to take advantage of the next perceived move. On the 
face of it, the fundamentals for EUR are all still negative. There is also the Scottish vote 
which means any GBP effect (ie DOWN) will also pull EUR down on any notion of 
separatist "approval" of Scottish independence. So, I'm still very bear.... but for a bear to 



have well deserved honey, I believe the bees' nest needs to be perched up high... 2980-
2990. 
Well, there you have it. 
 
Edit: 
5M posted the barest of Bottoms. 
15M has no bottom and 1H has no bottom.... just a new higher Top. 
 
4H... will close at 8PM British Summer Time. GMT an hour later. I don't think it will close 
on its highs. That means no Top outside Bollinger... it's a form of return to similarity in 
my opinion. It should now try to settle the lack of bottoms on this timeframe. 
 
I'm expecting a deep dive. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 16, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 8200

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think we'll see another revisit of 2960-2970. NYC will not want to miss that 
move. 
spot on V! Should be able to Bear in relative safety for now 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 8201

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} spot on V! 

, I'm in at "conservative and cautious" price of 2967. I wasn't gonna try and pick the 

top whilst at work  

 

Baillie Sep 16, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 8202

 
Quoting josh11 
{image} Eurusdd I have received a PM from {image} feline207 he said he has been ban 
from the thread and doesn't know why, he ask me to post this for you: "hey josh, hope 
your trading is going well. for some unknown reason eurusdd has ignored me and i can 
no longer post in similarity and his threads. could you please post my message in the 
thread, as I dont know how i offended him. I have always been follower of his teachings 
and now I find more success... 
Hey Josh, I think it is because he unsubscribed from EURUSDD and this thread, like tit 
for tat. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 8203

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} , I'm in at "conservative and cautious" price of 2967. I wasn't gonna try and 

pick the top whilst at work  
If I wasn't at work this would be so much easier.... but suffice to say, don't forget the 4H! 
The respect that price has paid to the Bollinger Mid means that this is probably the surest 
point in intraday price action that you can get for determining confirmed change of trend. I 
suspect now that price will have to stay above 2975 until 8pm and if it does it's a legit 4H 
close outside bollinger and I will be looking for moves lower. If it closes below 2975 before 



8pm.... then I'm wrong and we'll see 1.3000 tomorrow. 
 

 

 

Baillie Sep 16, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 8204

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well, there you have it. Edit: 5M posted the barest of Bottoms. 15M has no 
bottom and 1H has no bottom.... just a new higher Top. 4H... will close at 8PM British 
Summer Time. GMT an hour later. I don't think it will close on its highs. That means no 
Top outside Bollinger... it's a form of return to similarity in my opinion. It should now try 
to settle the lack of bottoms on this timeframe. I'm expecting a deep dive. 
Yes a very deep dive! 

 

josh11 Sep 16, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 8205

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey Josh, I think it is because he unsubscribed from EURUSDD and this thread, 
like tit for tat. 
Yes I said that is why I think also, but he still asked me to post it for him!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 8206

 



Quoting josh11 
{quote} Yes I said that is why I think also, but he still asked me to post it for him!! 

Might be a She, gentlemen.  

 

DmitryFX Sep 16, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 8207

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} Hi DimitryFX, thanks for the answer. I am trying to understand it. Would you 
mind to post your .tpl. It is enough to check your indicator settings. Based on your chart, 
do you wait for similarity and after dis-similarity again, then you trade? Thanks 
Killerno, I am still testing it. So, i don't have the "final" settings yet. 
But I can share with some of my "findings". 
1-No reason to watch many pairs, one pair from Majors is quiet enough, because the 
market has the pulse. I prefer "Cable" for now because it has better volatility then euro. 
2-Very good idea to monitor two TF's the same time. I like 5m vs 30m. 
3-I am not sure yet do i am right about "dis-similarity" but i use it at CI indicator. When i 
have found the peak (LL or HH) i am waiting for next wave (HL or LH) and make trade. 
CI is very good indicator to indicate peaks. 

 

Baillie Sep 16, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 8208

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Might be a She, gentlemen.  
lol 

 

josh11 Sep 16, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 8209

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Might be a She, gentlemen.  
That is true, if so I am sorry for that lol 

 

Baillie Sep 16, 2014 1:17pm | Post# 8210

 
Ok guys (sorry Gals) I got this TZ strategy whipped! What sucks is these freaking bucket 

shop brokers raising the spread at my pre defined TP's  
 
Had 2 trades today cross my TP and not trigger it. Had to settle for less. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 16, 2014 3:20pm | Post# 8211

 
Hey guys, I've been lurking around this thread for quite some time. 
I have collected some of the ideas presented here and created a system that combines 
those ideas in a very efficient way. 
 
The back-testing generated great results, and showed me the great potential this thing 
has. 
I kept on playing around with the settings, and now decided to start testing it in real 
time. 
 



I have to say that the results so far are quite spectacular. More like too good to be true. 
 
I will try to post the results and share my ideas here as time permits. 
I will start by posting the results for Monday & Tuesday's trades 

 

FX-Jay Sep 16, 2014 3:24pm | Post# 8212

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Monday 15/09 
 

 

 

FX-Jay Sep 16, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 8213

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Tuesday 16/09 
 
As you may have noticed, this can work on any pair and is not restricted to EUR/USD 
As long as you have the right setup, any instrument will do.  
 

 

 

Neio Sep 16, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 8214

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Hey guys, I've been lurking around this thread for quite some time. I have collected 
some of the ideas presented here and created a system that combines those ideas in a 
very efficient way. The back-testing generated great results, and showed me the great 
potential this thing has. I kept on playing around with the settings, and now decided to 
start testing it in real time. I have to say that so results so far are quite spectacular. 
More like too good to be true. I will try to post the results and share my ideas here as 
time permits. I will start... 
Great work my friend! 

 

junior.eso Sep 16, 2014 3:55pm | Post# 8215

 
FX-Jay, 



Could you talk more aboult your system? 

 

FX-Jay Sep 16, 2014 3:56pm | Post# 8216

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Great work my friend! 
 
Thanks Neio, this wouldn't have been possible without the generous contribution of 
everyone here mainly EURUSDD 
I hope I will be able to give back at least part of what I have gained here 

 

FX-Jay Sep 16, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 8217

 
Current trade ideas to consider: 
 
Short Eur/Gbp, target 15 pips from current levels 
Long Gbp/Huf targeting 396.00 
 
I am also experimenting with stocks, I am not sure how well this will work (I use CFDs on 
shares provided by my broker)  
 
Short Boeing targeting September's Low 
Short UPS targeting last week's Low 
Short UTX targeting today's Low 
 
All trades are valid till Friday  

 

wireash Sep 16, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 8218

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Tuesday 16/09 As you may have noticed, this can work on any pair and is not restricted 
to EUR/USD As long as you have the right setup, any instrument will do. {image} 
NICE JOB A+ 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 8219

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Hey guys, I've been lurking around this thread for quite some time. I have collected 
some of the ideas presented here and created a system that combines those ideas in a 
very efficient way. The back-testing generated great results, and showed me the great 
potential this thing has. I kept on playing around with the settings, and now decided to 
start testing it in real time. I have to say that the results so far are quite spectacular. 
More like too good to be true. I will try to post the results and share my ideas here as 
time permits. I will start... 
Brilliant and impressive results FX-Jay! It's great to see your success! 

 

HeisenbergFx Sep 16, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 8220

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Monday 15/09 {image} 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Brilliant and impressive results FX-Jay! It's great to see your success! 
are you guys still using the BB Stochs method? or the cycle indicator? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 8221

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting HeisenbergFx 
{quote} {quote} are you guys still using the BB Stochs method? or the cycle indicator? 
Yes, but I no longer have to use the BB Stochs to compare to BB Price to spot Dissimilarity - 
i'm comfortable that the "close outside of bollinger band" rule is enough to capture the short 
term dissimilarities. I've modified it so I use the BB concept with ZigZag indicator. 

 
 
Edit: Forgot to put the comment in the image. The arrows show the Zig Zag swings that 
didn't close outside the Bollinger. One has been returned to (quite violently) and I project 
the others will as well. 

 

HeisenbergFx Sep 16, 2014 6:19pm | Post# 8222

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but I no longer have to use the BB Stochs to compare to BB Price to spot 
Dissimilarity - i'm comfortable that the "close outside of bollinger band" rule is enough to 
capture the short term dissimilarities. I've modified it so I use the BB concept with 
ZigZag indicator. {image} 
ty for your response vlad, what are the settings on your BB and zig zag? is the BB still 
default 24? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 6:45pm | Post# 8223

 
Quoting HeisenbergFx 
{quote} ty for your response vlad, what are the settings on your BB and zig zag? is the 
BB still default 24? 
Yes, the BB is set to 24. It seems to be resilient on all timeframes, but then I tend to use 
4H, 1H, 15M, 5M.... with 2M for absolute timing entry if work allows. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 6:54pm | Post# 8224

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but I no longer have to use the BB Stochs to compare to BB Price to spot 
Dissimilarity - i'm comfortable that the "close outside of bollinger band" rule is enough to 
capture the short term dissimilarities. I've modified it so I use the BB concept with ZigZag 
indicator. {image} Edit: Forgot to put the comment in the image. The arrows show the Zig 
Zag swings that didn't close outside the Bollinger. One has been returned to (quite violently) 
and I project the others will as well. 
Just to explain this further, this is an old template where I still had the BB Stoch on the 
chart to compare to the Price Chart. It was quite troublesome getting the right setting for 
the BB to balance real-estate as well as a quick visual. Here, you can't even see the bottom 
swings, but you can see the top swings. 
 
After many months of looking at it, once you realise that the main swings worth trading 
close outside of BB, then you don't need the BB Stock - you can just put the BB on Price and 
I rely on Ralome v1 or v2 to tell me when a Dissimilarity Period kicks in.... but even then, I 
don't use that too often these days as I don't have time to look at it at work. The ZZBB still 
has about 30% error... but then again, that's why SL and trade management are there to 
minimise the losses. 

 

 

HeisenbergFx Sep 16, 2014 6:59pm | Post# 8225

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, the BB is set to 24. It seems to be resilient on all timeframes, but then I 
tend to use 4H, 1H, 15M, 5M.... with 2M for absolute timing entry if work allows. 
sorry for so many questions. so if you see a ZZ paint outside the BB on the 4h do you 
enter the trade, or do you drill down to the 1 h or 15 m chart and enter when a ZZ paints 
outside the BB on smaller TF in same direction? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 16, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 8226

 
Quoting HeisenbergFx 
{quote} sorry for so many questions. so if you see a ZZ paint outside the BB on the 4h 



do you enter the trade, or do you drill down to the 1 h or 15 m chart and enter when a 
ZZ paints outside the BB on smaller TF in same direction? 
Always drill down. Signals are fractal in nature. It's when they are all in sync and not 
out-of-phase that you get the best signals. 
 
4H down 
1H down 
15M down 
5M down 
 
is better than 
 
4H up 
1H down 
15M down 
5M up 
.... how long would you hold the trade? 1H? What if it went underwater? 
 
is better than 
 
4H down 
1H up 
15M down 
5M up 
.... if you entered on the 4H... then it's possible to be underwater 2-3 hours before being 
in trend. Is that good for your trading style? 

 

elen21168 Sep 16, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 8227

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just to explain this further, this is an old template where I still had the BB Stoch on 
the chart to compare to the Price Chart. It was quite troublesome getting the right setting 
for the BB to balance real-estate as well as a quick visual. Here, you can't even see the 
bottom swings, but you can see the top swings. After many months of looking at it, once 
you realise that the main swings worth trading close outside of BB, then you don't need the 
BB Stock - you can just put the BB on Price and I rely on Ralome v1 or v2 to tell me when a 
Dissimilarity... 
Thanks Vlady. About COBB, do we need to see the candle that exactly has ZZ end point in it 
? 
On image we can see that at ZZ end point, the candle is Not COBB (b). But it was COBB at 1 
candle before (a). 
In this case, we can say that we must see candle (b), that is Not COBB ? 
 
Thanks in advance. 



 

 

hukam Sep 16, 2014 10:54pm | Post# 8228

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just to explain this further, this is an old template where I still had the BB Stoch 
on the chart to compare to the Price Chart. It was quite troublesome getting the right 
setting for the BB to balance real-estate as well as a quick visual. Here, you can't even 
see the bottom swings, but you can see the top swings. After many months of looking at 
it, once you realise that the main swings worth trading close outside of BB, then you 
don't need the BB Stock - you can just put the BB on Price and I rely on Ralome v1 or v2 
to tell me when a Dissimilarity... 
supply and demand are good, but it might be drag you way from main ideas of similarly 
and dissimilar which constantly happening many times on 1-5-15 (tf) - supply and 
demand is stand alone strategy. 
by using RSI Stochastic or CCI we can find similarly and dissimilar which is might be 
good and keep you away from HH, LL area but if you use supply and demand zones and 
zig zag its almost HH, LL area which are not easily hit. this system is against supply and 
demand zones, means opposite. 
anyhow its good idea i am test it too.  
i personal think oscillator are better than choosing HH and LL for this kind of strategy, 
beacuse we only have to see similar and disimilar signal and entry point. 
-my knowledge is limited, if i wrote something wrong please correct it- 

 

sram Sep 17, 2014 1:10am | Post# 8229

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} If I wasn't at work this would be so much easier.... but suffice to say, don't 
forget the 4H! The respect that price has paid to the Bollinger Mid means that this is 
probably the surest point in intraday price action that you can get for determining 
confirmed change of trend. I suspect now that price will have to stay above 2975 until 
8pm and if it does it's a legit 4H close outside bollinger and I will be looking for moves 
lower. If it closes below 2975 before 8pm.... then I'm wrong and we'll see 1.3000 
tomorrow. {image} 
Always like to read your post.you are too good- LOL .I have questions that do you 
consider angle of the BB when you are choose your trade? Do you think this stcoch bb zz 
method work with all other major pairs? I think you are using stock 75 1 2. Is this is 



modified version of a stoch 75 1 1 could be used in 1h 4h? Thank you very much 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 1:34am | Post# 8230

 
Quoting hukam 
{quote} supply and demand are good, but it might be drag you way from main ideas of 
similarly and dissimilar which constantly happening many times on 1-5-15 (tf) - supply 
and demand is stand alone strategy. by using RSI Stochastic or CCI we can find similarly 
and dissimilar which is might be good and keep you away from HH, LL area but if you use 
supply and demand zones and zig zag its almost HH, LL area which are not easily hit. this 
system is against supply and demand zones, means opposite. anyhow its good idea i am 
test it too. i personal think... 
ZZBB has nothing to do with Demand and Supply. I don't even mention it. I do have it as 
an indicator on one of charts which is a recent thing, but I don't talk about it.... It's 
merely coincidental that it ties up to TZ (another separate concept) which also ties up 
with Similarity...I think you're confused with the Techniques being used here. 
 
Sim and Dissim are signals but I do not use it as Entry Exit Triggers. 
what is Signal versus Trigger? That.... You must research. Not every Signal means you 
jump into a trade. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 1:41am | Post# 8231

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Always like to read your post.you are too good- LOL .I have questions that do 
you consider angle of the BB when you are choose your trade? Do you think this stcoch 
bb zz method work with all other major pairs? I think you are using stock 75 1 2. Is this 
is modified version of a stoch 75 1 1 could be used in 1h 4h? Thank you very much 
Excellent question! Yes, the angle can allow you to project how price will form the next 
sequence of the swing. 
It all depends on how the band expand and contract... When a High or Low has been 
printed, I sometimes think, How on earth is that going to print a Low for example when 
it's jus taken out this price level? But the the BB contracts as price action becomes less 
volatile.... Catches up to price and flattens out. Then it closes out and boom, satisfies the 
condition! 
 
if it doesn't close outside, then it must try to solve the dissimilarity another way, by 
going towards the midpoint of Bollinger.. If it crosses, it's another signal. Trigger is when 
it aligns with other Timeframe directional bias for the same method. 

 

hukam Sep 17, 2014 1:50am | Post# 8232

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} ZZBB has nothing to do with Demand and Supply. I don't even mention it. I do 
have it as an indicator on one of charts which is a recent thing, but I don't talk about 
it.... It's merely coincidental that it ties up to TZ (another separate concept) which also 
ties up with Similarity...I think you're confused with the Techniques being used here. Sim 
and Dissim are signals but I do not use it as Entry Exit Triggers. what is Signal versus 
Trigger? That.... You must research. Not every Signal means you jump into a trade. 
thanks vlady1974 for clearly explanation... 
thanks & regards, 
hukam 

 



vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 1:53am | Post# 8233

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Thanks Vlady. About COBB, do we need to see the candle that exactly has ZZ 
end point in it ? On image we can see that at ZZ end point, the candle is Not COBB (b). 
But it was COBB at 1 candle before (a). In this case, we can say that we must see candle 
(b), that is Not COBB ? Thanks in advance. {image} 
I saved this question last as I think this is the reason why price should go lower on EU. 
The endpoint of a ZZ swing doesn't have to COBB as long as any of the adjacent bars do 
so. It's obviously better if it does because I can use that as a n entry trigger on a higher 
timeframe, eg 1H, if for example it closes on its low, then next minute of new hour, if 
other signals are in line , I go long. 
 
if it's not COBB but it's previous candles are, then to me it's a sign of weakness but you 
have to look for signs of strengthening too....perhaps the swing isn't over and it has just 
retraced and will then push further and repaints the ZZ. This happens a lot on lower 
timeframes, which is why I check 1D, 4H, 1H for directional synchronicity. Then I can 
make a call on the 15M, 5M and 2M. I try and use the quarter of each timeframe. The 4 
to 1, 60 min to 15 min, 5 min to 2 min.... There's no 6 min chart! 

 

sram Sep 17, 2014 2:07am | Post# 8234

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent question! Yes, the angle can allow you to project how price will form 
the next sequence of the swing. It all depends on how the band expand and contract... 
When a High or Low has been printed, I sometimes think, How on earth is that going to 
print a Low for example when it's jus taken out this price level? But the the BB contracts 
as price action becomes less volatile.... Catches up to price and flattens out. Then it 
closes out and boom, satisfies the condition! if it doesn't close outside, then it must try to 
solve the dissimilarity... 
Thank you vlady i got it. Do yo think method works on all other major pairs too? 
 
regards 
sram 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 2:24am | Post# 8235

 
Quoting sram 
{quote} Thank you vlady i got it. Do yo think method works on all other major pairs too? 
regards sram 
Yes, I use it on other pairs. Concept is the same. But try to look out for specific 
behaviours... Each FX Pair has it's own specific personality. Eurjpy behaves differently to 
EURUSD to Usdjpy to Audusd etc etc. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 2:45am | Post# 8236

 
Quoting junior.eso 
FX-Jay, Could you talk more aboult your system? 
 
Will sure do once I have a little bit of time on hand to finish all the testing needed. 
I'll keep you guys updated on this thread 

 



vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 2:50am | Post# 8237

 
Franky breaking from lower could set us up for higher pushes today in a very tight range. 
Gonna be eying 70-80 for any weakness. May not even trade it today....possibly scalping, 
but it all means nothing until news time tonight. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 2:53am | Post# 8238

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Brilliant and impressive results FX-Jay! It's great to see your success! 
Quoting wireash 

{quote} NICE JOB A+ 

Thanks for the support guys 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 2:59am | Post# 8239

 
Quoting HeisenbergFx 
{quote} {quote} are you guys still using the BB Stochs method? or the cycle indicator? 
The strategy I'm using is based mainly on the probabilistic theories presented in this 
thread which mainly includes transient/recurrent areas. 
My trading style is completely different from what I'm experimenting with at the 
moment, but since I've never seen such accuracy/returns in such a short period of time 
on so many different pairs in my last 5 years of trading, then I'm definitely going to 
adapt to this style little by little 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 3:06am | Post# 8240

 
Hmmm. 42 might be good for a Long scalp 
 
edit: 35 is better 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 3:10am | Post# 8241

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hmmm. 42 might be good for a Long scalp 

some good posts there vlady ,thanks and you other people good stuff here .

  

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 3:12am | Post# 8242

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Current trade ideas to consider: Short Eur/Gbp, target 15 pips from current levels Long 
Gbp/Huf targeting 396.00 

Target for EURGBP hit it's still going for 0.7942 if you want some more pips  
 
GBPHUF is significantly higher then the last time I posted, but still lots of room for 396 
then 396.25 

 



vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 4:05am | Post# 8243

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hmmm. 42 might be good for a Long scalp edit: 35 is better 
There you go. I didn't take the trade though. Still flat. May start drifting now. I've not 
checked news yet. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 4:07am | Post# 8244

 
CPI figures may prove EU attractive... but a bit of GBP news in there.  
I'm gonna be on the sidelines. 

 

sram Sep 17, 2014 4:55am | Post# 8245

 
I took short from 2961 looking for 2923 let me watch.   

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 5:07am | Post# 8246

 
A quick update before leaving for few hours:  
 
EURGBP hit its 15 pip target and followed through to 0.7942 as expected (+25 pips) 
GBPHUF still moving higher towards 396 - 396.25 
 
I will post the results for today; there are 2 things to notice: 
 
1- I have significantly decreased the volume (lot size) of the trades compared to the 1st 
two days. At the moment the aim is to test the accuracy of the system rather than to 
make large sums of money. I will take care of the money management part of this 
system at later stages. For now let's keep on taking as much trades as possible on all 
available instruments.  
 
2- I am trading lots of exotics that very few traders here even consider trading. Keep in 
mind that those pairs have extremely huge spreads, yet I am being able to totally kill 
them with this system. Just imagine how much larger the profit would be if those spreads 
weren't there. 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 5:07am | Post# 8247

 
I have a half decent trend indi off another website if anyone is interested and Eurusd 
doesn't mind me posting it . 
adjustable Uses 4 ma to what settings you prefer and any time frame , 
standard set to 4 hr. 
Regards Orid Peter 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 5:09am | Post# 8248

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Wednesday 17/09 



 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 5:14am | Post# 8249

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Wednesday 17/09 {image} 
Monday's results 
 
Tuesday's results  

 

josh11 Sep 17, 2014 5:17am | Post# 8250

 
I think markets will be range bound till the FOMC meeting! So be careful today I am on 

the sideline for now  

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:18am | Post# 8251

 
Quoting josh11 
I think markets will be range bound till the FOMC meeting! So be careful today I am on 

the sideline for now  

 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 5:19am | Post# 8252

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Monday's results Tuesday's results  

well done FX-jay should be proud  
Regards orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:19am | Post# 8253

 
Quoting orid 
I have a half decent trend indi off another website if anyone is interested and Eurusd 
doesn't mind me posting it . adjustable Uses 4 ma to what settings you prefer and any 
time frame , standard set to 4 hr. Regards Orid Peter 
Any charts to show it in action? 

 



sram Sep 17, 2014 5:23am | Post# 8254

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Wednesday 17/09 {image} 

Good luck my friend. Fantastic result  

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 5:28am | Post# 8255

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Any charts to show it in action? 
it doesn't show the MAs , but you can put on manually of course , I have one setup for four 
hour and one for one hour , 
Regards Orid peter 

 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 5:29am | Post# 8256

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} it doesn't show the MAs , but you can put on manually of course , I have one 
setup for four hour and one for one hour , Regards Orid peter {image} 
keeps your charts clean 

 

josh11 Sep 17, 2014 5:39am | Post# 8257

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
A quick update before leaving for few hours: EURGBP hit its 15 pip target and followed 
through to 0.7942 as expected (+25 pips) GBPHUF still moving higher towards 396 - 
396.25 I will post the results for today; there are 2 things to notice: 1- I have 
significantly decreased the volume (lot size) of the trades compared to the 1st two days. 
At the moment the aim is to test the accuracy of the system rather than to make large 
sums of money. I will take care of the money management part of this system at later 



stages. For now let's keep on taking as... 

Great wrk mate, try Gold its a crazy!  

 

lorbax Sep 17, 2014 5:44am | Post# 8258

 
hello folks, i'm Lorenzo from Milan, Italy. I've been in trading for a living for the last 
2.5/3 yrs and been trading since 2006. 
 
I was interested to the first pages of the thread, but as you can understand it's quite 
impossible to read it all throughout the 400+ pages, 
I would ask anyone with good will (and pacience), if : 
 
1) anyone is still using the very first approach (looking for di-similarities with indicators 
such as Stoch on a 5-15M or 1H-4H chart) 
2) anyone can summarize (not details) the main sub-versions of this system that evolved 
since the beginning 
 
I like and only use very clean charts, keep it simple, keep it green. 
Thank you  
 
have a nice day 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:47am | Post# 8259

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} it doesn't show the MAs , but you can put on manually of course , I have one 
setup for four hour and one for one hour , Regards Orid peter {image} 
Hey Peter! 
I like. What are the MA modes - Standard and Exponential?  
Please post up. 
 
============= 
 
Team! 
 
As a pre-warning... there will be questions as to "How to use".... guys, these are moving 
averages so at the risk of teaching you to suck eggs.... there are LOADS of resources out 
on the web to show you how to use moving averages. Please look them up! 
 

It's just another utensil. It don't change the recipe.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:50am | Post# 8260

 

Quoting lorbax 

hello folks, i'm Lorenzo from Milan, Italy. I've been in trading for a living for the last 
2.5/3 yrs and been trading since 2006. I was interested to the first pages of the thread, 
but as you can understand it's quite impossible to read it all throughout the 400+ pages, 
I would ask anyone with good will (and pacience), if : 1) anyone is still using the very 
first approach (looking for di-similarities with indicators such as Stoch on a 5-15M or 1H-
4H chart) 2) anyone can summarize (not details) the main sub-versions of this system 
that evolved since... 



Try this 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Chr1s, Above is my summary of the Thread. 
There really ought to be a summary website for this now for the newcomers. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 5:56am | Post# 8261

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Great wrk mate, try Gold its a crazy!  
Gold has been always my favorite market to trade apart from crude oil. 
However, it will be hard for me to trade it using this strategy since at the moment I am 
only using big TFs, and despite the good results from back-testing on gold, the draw-
downs were uncomfortable. I am sure I could make a killing on Gold using this strategy 
on lower TFs, but let's go step by step (+lower TFs require more monitoring and 
unfortunately I don't have enough time for that all the time). 
 
Anwz whenever I see I good opportunity in Gold I will post it here 

 

Pigh77 Sep 17, 2014 5:56am | Post# 8262

 
Quoting lorbax 
hello folks, i'm Lorenzo from Milan, Italy. I've been in trading for a living for the last 
2.5/3 yrs and been trading since 2006. I was interested to the first pages of the thread, 
but as you can understand it's quite impossible to read it all throughout the 400+ pages, 
I would ask anyone with good will (and pacience), if : 1) anyone is still using the very 
first approach (looking for di-similarities with indicators such as Stoch on a 5-15M or 1H-
4H chart) 2) anyone can summarize (not details) the main sub-versions of this system 
that evolved since... 
Ciao Lorenzo, leggi con attenzione tra 270 e 310, trovi tutto li 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 5:56am | Post# 8263

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Peter! I like. What are the MA modes - Standard and Exponential? Please 
post up. ============= Team! As a pre-warning... there will be questions as to 
"How to use".... guys, these are moving averages so at the risk of teaching you to suck 
eggs.... there are LOADS of resources out on the web to show you how to use moving 

averages. Please look them up! It's just another utensil. It don't change the recipe.  
sorry vlady havn't bothered to work out the modes (slacker that's me ) I find it usefull 
though for quick reference , 
Is it ok to post it ? being as I stole it from a thread on another site, ( don't wanna get in 

trouble ) paranoid pete lol  
should be able to put in what modes you want in the meta editor 

 

lorbax Sep 17, 2014 6:07am | Post# 8264

 
Quoting Pigh77 
{quote} Ciao Lorenzo, leggi con attenzione tra 270 e 310, trovi tutto li 

Grazie!!  

 



vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:13am | Post# 8265

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} sorry vlady havn't bothered to work out the modes (slacker that's me ) I find it 
usefull though for quick reference , Is it ok to post it ? being as I stole it from a thread on 

another site, ( don't wanna get in trouble ) paranoid pete lol should be able to 
put in what modes you want in the meta editor 

No worries. That makes sense. PM me or email  
Star! 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 6:14am | Post# 8266

 
Quoting Pigh77 
{quote} Ciao Lorenzo, leggi con attenzione tra 270 e 310, trovi tutto li 
Hi pigh and welcome , I think you will find that most people here that are trading 
successfully are using most if not all methods mentioned from page one , so its 
absolutely imperative to read from the start , to understand it all , (Im still struggling 
somewhat) just started from scratch again , well worth it imo. 
Good luck and Regards Orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:17am | Post# 8267

 
Italian boys! Grazie for the retro post numbers! Classic stuff. 
Here's the genesis of the Close Outside Bollinger Band "reason"....  

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} {image} 
 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 6:17am | Post# 8268

 
Looking for a 40 pip drop in USD/CHF, that will help the EUR/USD test 1.3 (which is also 
a level I am looking for)  
 
I'll be taking small positions here and adding to them if the $ strengthens pre/post 
FOMC. 
 
Please be careful if you want to follow these calls!  
Since the beginning of the strategy testing on Monday I made 45 trades with a 100% 
winning ratio, but please keep in mind that this is a probability strategy, and despite the 
fact of having a losing trade is very low, it is not impossible! 
 
What's more important is the following: 
When I take a trade it usually reaches its TP quite fast. However, the time allowed for the 
TP to be hit ranges between 1 to 5 days (since I use high TFs)!  
The above call on EUR/USD & USD/CHF has an extremely high probability of occurring 
(>97%), but the time allowed for the trade is till next Tuesday (London Close). 
Given that today we have the FOMC, your drawdown could be huge if you don't manage 
your money correctly.  
 
Best of Luck, 
Jay 



 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:20am | Post# 8269

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Looking for a 40 pip drop in USD/CHF, that will help the EUR/USD test 1.3 (which is also 
a level I am looking for) I'll be taking small positions here and adding to them if the $ 
strengthens pre/post FOMC. Please be careful if you want to follow these calls! Since the 
beginning of the strategy testing on Monday I made 45 trades with a 100% winning 
ratio, but please keep in mind that this is a probability strategy, and despite the fact of 
having a losing trade is very low, it is not impossible! What's more important is the 
following: When I take... 
Great explanation FX-Jay. 
Are you using pure TZ/RZ or combining other tools?  
I have 1.3 as one of the numbers in the higher area beginning 1.2980ish. The exact 
number I have is 1.3004 

 

Neio Sep 17, 2014 6:23am | Post# 8270

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi pigh and welcome , I think you will find that most people here that are 
trading successfully are using most if not all methods mentioned from page one , so its 
absolutely imperative to read from the start , to understand it all , (Im still struggling 
somewhat) just started from scratch again , well worth it imo. Good luck and Regards 
Orid peter 
+1 
 
It is only by reading the thread and experimenting with some of the ideas presented that 
you will hopefully adapt into your own system. 
There is no defined system in this thread just a lot of great ideas that you can use to 
create your own system. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

lorbax Sep 17, 2014 6:31am | Post# 8271

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Try this {quote} There really ought to be a summary website for this now for 
the newcomers. 
Thank you a lot!  
I am particularly interested in the There's CI, there ZigZag Bollinger - not so much in the 
T/R approach, too fancy/complicated for my humble taste. 
 
I will get back to the Stoch / Bollinger posts...  
 
Thank you 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:33am | Post# 8272

 
Quoting lorbax 
{quote} Thank you a lot! I am particularly interested in the There's CI, there ZigZag 
Bollinger - not so much in the T/R approach, too fancy/complicated for my humble taste. 



I will get back to the Stoch / Bollinger posts... Thank you 
If you can seek out MadMoney, he was the CI King. Pay attention to get the right 
indicator file and the right settings per timeframe. Those two things are most important. 
I would take MadMoney's approach to the signals. I think that's where the "artistic" 
interpretation is but is also where you can develop as a trader in terms of making it part 
of your style. 

 

handy148 Sep 17, 2014 6:46am | Post# 8273

 
Just a friendly warning to those not here in England about the Scottish Independence 
vote tomorrow. I'd be very wary about trading FTSE and GBP pairs - lot of money to be 
made if you get it right but opposite equally true. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 6:47am | Post# 8274

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Great explanation FX-Jay. Are you using pure TZ/RZ or combining other tools? I 
have 1.3 as one of the numbers in the higher area beginning 1.2980ish. The exact 
number I have is 1.3004 
The core of the system is based on the TZ/RZ theory that I first got to know about on 
this thread in particular. 
After some experimenting, I decided to add a twist to it, and boy what a twist it was :P 
 
I'm looking for 0.93 in USD/CHF & 1.2984 in EUR/USD as a minimum, but the ideal 
would be 1.3 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:50am | Post# 8275

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The core of the system is based on the TZ/RZ theory that I first got to know 
about on this thread in particular. After some experimenting, I decided to add a twist 
to it, and boy what it twist it was :P I'm looking for 0.93 in USD/CHF & 1.2984 in 
EUR/USD as a minimum, but the ideal would be 1.3 

OOoohh! I like that!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 7:02am | Post# 8276

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The core of the system is based on the TZ/RZ theory that I first got to know 
about on this thread in particular. After some experimenting, I decided to add a twist to 
it, and boy what it twist it was :P I'm looking for 0.93 in USD/CHF & 1.2984 in 
EUR/USD as a minimum, but the ideal would be 1.3 
I can see now why you've projected this. Great work.  
Are you shorting into USDCHF or buying the bounce or selling the break of .93 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 7:07am | Post# 8277

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I can see now why you've projected this. Great work. Are you shorting into 
USDCHF or buying the bounce or selling the break of .93 



Shorting into it  
Will keep on adding to the shorts as it goes up (if it does) 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 7:53am | Post# 8278

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I can see now why you've projected this. Great work. Are you shorting into 
USDCHF or buying the bounce or selling the break of .93 
wish I could sigh , ill keep on truckin lol 

sent email sorry I was slow, she whom must be obeyed called me .  
Regards Orid peter 

 

Robertk Sep 17, 2014 8:02am | Post# 8279

 
Did anyone had a unsolved problem around .29500 about 1,5-2 hours ago? just 
wondering if I am on the right track or that its just my luck. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 8:09am | Post# 8280

 
Quoting Robertk 
Did anyone had a unsolved problem around .29500 about 1,5-2 hours ago? just 
wondering if I am on the right track or that its just my luck. 
I would say that it is unresolved if it does not print a bottom that closes outside Bollinger. 
That heavily implies that price will need to revisit that level to resolve it. 

 

hukam Sep 17, 2014 8:20am | Post# 8281

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hukam 
{quote} zz {image} 
zz 



 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 8:22am | Post# 8282

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here are some of the orders I have open with their TPs if anyone would like to have some 
ideas: 

 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 8:32am | Post# 8283

 
Is there a problem at 1.2917 -1.2910 ? 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 8:32am | Post# 8284

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here are some of the orders I have open with their TPs if anyone would like to have 
some ideas: {image} 
 
All of those trades are high probability trades (i.e. probability of the set TP being hit is 
>90%)  
 
One way of trading this is by taking the same orders as I did, but if you're not into 
exotics and you don't want to pay large spreads then there is another way to look at this 
and use it to your advantage:  



 
Out of the 7 high probability trades opened (note: the 2 USDSGD trades are counted as 
1) there are 4 different pairs that are short USD (add to that my short USD/CHF call and 
you'll have 5 different pairs implying USD short).  
In addition, there are 2 pairs that imply Long EUR.  
 
So take a moment and think of the above. 
Will you long EUR/USD or short it?  
 
(Please don't forget that the above trades have maturity till Tuesday @ London's close!) 

 

NorthTrader Sep 17, 2014 8:33am | Post# 8285

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I can see now why you've projected this. Great work. Are you shorting into 
USDCHF or buying the bounce or selling the break of .93 
Wish I could see it too. I can't see anything special about 1.2984, except it's in a strong 

resistance area. Oh well...  

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 8:34am | Post# 8286

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here are some of the orders I have open with their TPs if anyone would like to have 
some ideas: {image} 
Nice of you Fx , to post those 
I may have to kidnap you along with josh ,Vlady and a few others , you will all be 
tortured for information ,or held to ransom maybe hehe 
Regards orid peter 

 

josh11 Sep 17, 2014 8:36am | Post# 8287

 
Quoting hukam 
{quote} zz {image} 

Nice mate gold is my fav  
 
I see you are manually putting the area too pull back to but how are you finding these 
areas?  
 

 

 

Bartleby Sep 17, 2014 8:53am | Post# 8288

 
maybe i´m seeing it all totally wrong. Does nobody see a problem at 1.28622?  
 

 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 9:01am | Post# 8289

 
Quoting Bartleby 



maybe i´m seeing it all totally wrong. Does nobody see a problem at 1.28622?  
That is my next target (after 1.2917 - 1.2910 is reached), and my long term target is 
1.2755 - 1.2745. 
I think it will go up to about 1.2989 - 1.2993, and down very deep, after Fomc. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 17, 2014 9:04am | Post# 8290

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} That is my next target (after 1.2917 is reached), and my long term target is 
1.2755. I think it will go up to about 1.2989, and down very deep, after Fomc. 
Edit Yes I think so. Down before up but be careful..there may be problems 
 

Edit nice 10 pips now to wait and see what she does  
 
Edit 1.295ish got cleared but not the way I expected..not ready to come down yet 
maybe? 

 

evrynet Sep 17, 2014 9:10am | Post# 8291

 
I really think otherwise. FOMC will be bad and EUR will go up I believe. Downtrend is 
almost over. 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 9:13am | Post# 8292

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Edit Yes I think so. Down before up but be careful..there may be problems 
 

Edit nice 10 pips now to wait and see what she does  
 
Edit 1.295ish got cleared but not the way I expected..not ready to come down yet 
maybe? 
You are right mate. It is going down now. Will put a buy limit at 1.2949, TP around 
1.2989. 
Edit: Any one trade NZD/USD ? i think it is more clear on that pair, NU will down. 

 

hukam Sep 17, 2014 9:14am | Post# 8293

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hukam 
i am later cover... price have some correction my indicators at lower level {image} 
.. 



 

 

josh11 Sep 17, 2014 9:16am | Post# 8294

 
If we go lower, Zones to watch are 12917-12907 and lower are 12886-12877! 
 

I am off to play golf so good luck  

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 9:20am | Post# 8295

 
Quoting josh11 
If we go lower, Zones to watch are 12917-12907 and lower are 12886-12877! I am off to 

play golf so good luck  

Thanks josh. I am sure you can do a "hole in one" ... enjoy ... 
Edit: i will put a bigger SL, bigger than default 10 pips, because of Fomc 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 9:37am | Post# 8296

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Looking for a 40 pip drop in USD/CHF, that will help the EUR/USD test 1.3 (which is also 
a level I am looking for) I'll be taking small positions here and adding to them if the $ 
strengthens pre/post FOMC. Please be careful if you want to follow these calls! Since the 
beginning of the strategy testing on Monday I made 45 trades with a 100% winning 
ratio, but please keep in mind that this is a probability strategy, and despite the fact of 
having a losing trade is very low, it is not impossible! What's more important is the 
following: When I take... 
I like your style Jay, that is how I am using the TZ zones also, probabilities, there is also 
a pattern the market makes that confirms if the TZ will hold or break, I cannot share, but 



it is there if you look carefully. 
 
I have too many demo's going right now testing different theories. All seem to be 
working great, so I am looking to integrate into one complete strategy. 
 
Subscribing! BTW fantastic results, keep it up! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 9:39am | Post# 8297

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Wish I could see it too. I can't see anything special about 1.2984, except it's in a 

strong resistance area. Oh well...  
Apologies.  
Picture says 1000 words and all that. I did this very quickly so no detailed number crunching 
as gone into it. 
 

 
 
Here, we see a clear downtrend with falling bottoms and no top. So if a swing top was to 
happen but fail (again), I'd like to see at least a test of that low at .93 
For it to bounce back up (because fundamentally USD is strong) then I expect to see my 
other indicators show the same patterns, etc. 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 9:47am | Post# 8298

 
Quoting Robertk 
Did anyone had a unsolved problem around .29500 about 1,5-2 hours ago? just 



wondering if I am on the right track or that its just my luck. 
Hey Robert, long time on thread, I have 1.2949 -1.2955 there are a cluster of HIGH 
probability targets there. Being taken out now. 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 9:55am | Post# 8299

 
1.2971 or higher. 

 

Robertk Sep 17, 2014 10:01am | Post# 8300

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey Robert, long time on thread, I have 1.2949 -1.2955 there are a cluster of 
HIGH probability targets there. Being taken out now. 

Hey Baillie, yeah been a while Decided to modify/tweak my 2nd strategy a little bit 
with the information found in here. At the moment playing a little bit with MTF and 
TZ/RZ. 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 10:03am | Post# 8301

 
Quoting Robertk 
Did anyone had a unsolved problem around .29500 about 1,5-2 hours ago? just 
wondering if I am on the right track or that its just my luck. 
i have a zone at 1.2945-1.2950, but it seems the lowest is 1.2952. i don't think it will go 
down to reach that zone before fomc. i have put a buy (scalp some pips). 
A sell limit order is set at 1.2989. 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:05am | Post# 8302

 
Quoting Robertk 

{quote} Hey Baillie, yeah been a while Decided to modify/tweak my 2nd strategy a 
little bit with the information found in here. At the moment playing a little bit with MTF 
and TZ/RZ. 

Cool  
 
There's a lot of pressure building right now to the up side. 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:12am | Post# 8303

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} i have a zone at 1.2945-1.2950, but it seems the lowest is 1.2952. i don't think 
it will go down to reach that zone before fomc. i have put a buy (scalp some pips). A sell 
limit order is set at 1.2989. 
Probabilities; 1.2989 is good, maybe a little higher, market is being forced down atm, 
looks like a mark up will happen. 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 10:23am | Post# 8304

 
Quoting Baillie 



{quote} Probabilities; 1.2989 is good, maybe a little higher, market is being forced down 
atm, looks like a mark up will happen. 
Thanks Baillie. Yes, it will be pushed up, before pressed down. 2989-2994 is a good zone, 

i am just want to make sure that my limit order is hit, so i take the lower one  

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 10:23am | Post# 8305

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I like your style Jay, that is how I am using the TZ zones also, probabilities, 
there is also a pattern the market makes that confirms if the TZ will hold or break, I 
cannot share, but it is there if you look carefully. I have too many demo's going right 
now testing different theories. All seem to be working great, so I am looking to integrate 
into one complete strategy. Subscribing! BTW fantastic results, keep it up! 
I totally understand what you are talking about. However, I've noticed that quite alot of 
time this pattern sometimes gets invalidated towards the end of "H", so personally I 
would rather hold on to the trade till it is completely invalidated.  
 
Best of luck with your strategy, btw I passed through many related theory testings 
before finally deciding on this one.  
The amazing thing about it (but still requires further testing) is that even when we have 
a 'rare event' and the trade is invalidated, the price tends to get as close as possible to 
the entry price as if it is telling you to go out with the least amount of damage. That is 
just spooky :P 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 10:31am | Post# 8306

 
1 Attachment(s) 
From the set of orders I posted a little while ago, 2 have hit their TP (usdpln & usdhuf), the 
rest are still in the market  
 
Below are the open I have for now: 

 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:41am | Post# 8307

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
From the set of orders I posted a little while ago, 2 have hit their TP (usdpln & usdhuf), 
the rest are still in the market Below are the open I have for now: {image} 

Your going to let the cat out of the bag.....lol No animal cruelty intended.  

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:42am | Post# 8308

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Thanks Baillie. Yes, it will be pushed up, before pressed down. 2989-2994 is a 
good zone, i am just want to make sure that my limit order is hit, so i take the lower one 

 
I get ya!  

 



FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 10:42am | Post# 8309

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
From the set of orders I posted a little while ago, 2 have hit their TP (usdpln & usdhuf), 
the rest are still in the market Below are the open I have for now: {image} 
Again I repeat that those orders are high probability orders that have a 90%+ success 
rate. All pairs that have USD in them are short USD, and those pairs are not related to 
each other. All the pairs that have EUR in them are pointing to a higher EUR. 
 
So for those of you that believe the EURUSD is going down without reaching at least 
1.2989, they are standing in the face of not only 1 90% probability, but 5*90% 
probabilities.  
 
Remember that those probabilities are valid till Tuesday, so in case EUR/USD actually 
crashes before reaching 1.289+ then expect it to be back at that level before the US 
open on next Tuesday. (This is a long time I know! but that invalidates 1.27 before 1.3) 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:49am | Post# 8310

 
I keep saying Im going to scalp but hard to break a habit, I could have grabbed 3-4 pips 

quite a few times already.   

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 10:51am | Post# 8311

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Again I repeat that those orders are high probability orders that have a 90%+ 
success rate. All pairs that have USD in them are short USD, and those pairs are not 
related to each other. All the pairs that have EUR in them are pointing to a higher EUR. 
So for those of you that believe the EURUSD is going down without reaching at least 
1.2989, they are standing in the face of not only 1 90% probability, but 5*90% 
probabilities. Remember that those probabilities are valid till Tuesday, so in case 
EUR/USD actually crashes before reaching 1.289+... 
Now you are really saying toooo much, lol 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 10:54am | Post# 8312

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Now you are really saying toooo much, lol 
Okay I'll stop there :P 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 11:00am | Post# 8313

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Again I repeat that those orders are high probability orders that have a 90%+ 
success rate. All pairs that have USD in them are short USD, and those pairs are not 
related to each other. All the pairs that have EUR in them are pointing to a higher EUR. 
So for those of you that believe the EURUSD is going down without reaching at least 
1.2989, they are standing in the face of not only 1 90% probability, but 5*90% 
probabilities. Remember that those probabilities are valid till Tuesday, so in case 
EUR/USD actually crashes before reaching 1.289+... 
Without revealing too much of your mechanics... is there an idea you can share 



regarding the time element of your probability formula? Or is that a reflection of some 
kind of qty of bars calculation in your formula... which then extrapolates "time" by means 
of qty? 

 

tashkent Sep 17, 2014 11:06am | Post# 8314

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
From the set of orders I posted a little while ago, 2 have hit their TP (usdpln & usdhuf), 
the rest are still in the market Below are the open I have for now: {image} 
keep up the good job! 
you may consider opening a trade explorer if you want to show your trades to others. it 
is easier than keep posting your statements. 

 

Pigh77 Sep 17, 2014 11:51am | Post# 8315

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Italian boys! Grazie for the retro post numbers! Classic stuff. Here's the genesis of the 
Close Outside Bollinger Band "reason".... {quote} 
Thank you Orid and Vlady, yes I started from the beginning about 1 month ago and only 

in last week I had the full view about EURUSDD precious techniques  
I fully agree with you, Lorenzo was asking for a summary, however I confirm that 400 
pages are nothing in this case, because the value is infinitive. 

 

sram Sep 17, 2014 11:57am | Post# 8316

 
Quoting sram 

I took short from 2961 looking for 2923 let me watch.   
Out with +18 pips. time is over for that trade . Fomc time .I am still bearish and looking 
for 2923 today but with small lot. 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 8317

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} You are right mate. It is going down now. Will put a buy limit at 1.2949, TP 
around 1.2989. Edit: Any one trade NZD/USD ? i think it is more clear on that pair, NU 
will down. 
Wow, NU is really aggressive .. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 8318

 
Quoting Pigh77 
{quote} Thank you Orid and Vlady, yes I started from the beginning about 1 month ago 

and only in last week I had the full view about EURUSDD precious techniques I fully 
agree with you, Lorenzo was asking for a summary, however I confirm that 400 pages 
are nothing in this case, because the value is infinitive. 
I'll give you a vote of confidence and any other observer / new visitor who has taken the 
time to read the whole thread.  
Welcome aboard and I hope you speedy success in implementing the principles quickly 

and making some pips!!  



 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 8319

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} keep up the good job! you may consider opening a trade explorer if you want to 
show your trades to others. it is easier than keep posting your statements. 
Thanks mate.  
For the time time being I'll stay away from the TradeExplorer as long as I am in the 
testing phase.  
Once testing is over I will open a real $50K just for this strategy and link it on TE for 
everyone to check and comment. 
I hope there is an option to keep at least part of the history/orders hidden, because 
eventually that would give away the whole strategy. 

 

tashkent Sep 17, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 8320

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Thanks mate. For the time time being I'll stay away from the TradeExplorer as 
long as I am in the testing phase. Once testing is over I will open a real $50K just for this 
strategy and link it on TE for everyone to check and comment. I hope there is an option 
to keep at least part of the history/orders hidden, because eventually that would give 
away the whole strategy. 
i think you can hide your orders but not sure about the history of your trades... 

anyway, good luck mate  

 

DmitryFX Sep 17, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 8321

 
1 Attachment(s) 

I took this short based on CI, but later signal was repainted. Anyway TP was taken  

 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 1:47pm | Post# 8322

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Some food of thought for the guys out there calling for much lower lows on EUR/USD for 
the medium term: 
(By much lower I mean sub 1.25 region) 
 
- Small speculators (i.e retailers = the guys that manage to lose 95% of time) are 
holding an all-time record number of short positions 
If you look at the ForexFactory Positions/Live Accounts tab to check retail sentiment (in 
order to do the opposite), then you may want to take a look at the bigger picture. 
 
- Large Banks' positions are at all-time record of long Euro positions. Again, ALL-TIME 
Extreme even though we are not even near any extreme in prices. Those guys are 
almost always correct with their bets. 
 
- Commercial traders (i.e smart money) are more than +200,000 contracts long. These 
are levels not seen since 2012 
 
- Large speculators (i.e Hedge Funds) slightly decreased their short positions on EUR last 
week, and guess who took those short position? Yes you guessed it, the retailers which 
will be left holding the bag. 
 
- The USD Index is completely overbought. A quick look on its weekly RSI should show 
you where its going. 
Also try checking how extreme the commercials' positions are in USD 
 
I expect a short squeeze to take place in the near future . My target for that is 1.355 
(that's where the small speculators started making money by shorting) 
This could take place from current levels, 1.28 or even 1.27, but don't expect this low to 
be sustainable without a sizable correction first. 
 
Disclaimer: The only eur/usd position i own is 0.25 contracts @ 1.29626 with a TP @ 
1.2994 so trust me I couldn't care less if this goes to the moon or goes to zero. I just felt 
the need to share my view with everyone who is calling for a much lower Euro in the 
short/medium term before any sizable correction. 



 

 

handy148 Sep 17, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 8323

 
Wow that was nice - had a pending order to sell at 78. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 8324

 
Quoting handy148 
Wow that was nice - had a pending order to sell at 78. 
Luck was on your side! Preparation meets opportunity! Tight SL, I imagine... what if it 

went shooting up instead?!  

 

handy148 Sep 17, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 8325

 
Well not that tight a stop loss - I like to give trades room to breathe. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 8326

 
I've shorted this at a stupidly stupid price of 2941... hesitated even when I saw 2950 
flash before my very eyes. SL to BE+1 

 

Madmoney Sep 17, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 8327

 
Hello people, 
 
I haven't been in this thread for awhile, and it has evolved! 
 
I see people successfully coming up with complete concepts, which enjoyable. Haven't 
spent as much time with TZ, but you guys are inspiring me to, I like a challenge. 
 
I'll start with MTF TZ sim/dis-sim. 
 
Guys like vlady1974, Neio, Baillie, FX-Jay and others get a big thumbs up for their 
input. 
 
 
MM 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 3:10pm | Post# 8328

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Hello people, I haven't been in this thread for awhile, and it has evolved! I see people 
successfully coming up with complete concepts, which enjoyable. Haven't spent as much 
time with TZ, but you guys are inspiring me to, I like a challenge. I'll start with MTF TZ 
sim/dis-sim. Guys like vlady1974, Neio, Baillie, FX-Jay and others get a big thumbs up 
for their input. MM 
Hey MM, 
 
Good to have you back around the traps! 
You're definitely one of the pioneers of the thread and laid the groundwork for many of 

us - so a big thumbs up to you, mate!  
Keep on inspiring us! 
 
Vlad 

 

Neio Sep 17, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 8329

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Hello people, I haven't been in this thread for awhile, and it has evolved! I see people 
successfully coming up with complete concepts, which enjoyable. Haven't spent as much 
time with TZ, but you guys are inspiring me to, I like a challenge. I'll start with MTF TZ 
sim/dis-sim. Guys like vlady1974, Neio, Baillie, FX-Jay and others get a big thumbs up 
for their input. MM 
Welcome back MM! 

 

Madmoney Sep 17, 2014 3:16pm | Post# 8330

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey MM, Good to have you back around the traps! You're definitely one of the 
pioneers of the thread and laid the groundwork for many of us - so a big thumbs up to 

you, mate! Keep on inspiring us! Vlad 
 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Welcome back MM! 
It's time for me to learn off of you guys and maybe add another feather to my bow. 
 
MM 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 3:30pm | Post# 8331

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I've shorted this at a stupidly stupid price of 2941... hesitated even when I saw 2950 
flash before my very eyes. SL to BE+1 
Closed for 60 pips. Done for today. 
Will look to re-assess tomorrow for Yellen. I'd love a retest from the prices we just left... 
or at least 50% of the range back. 

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 3:35pm | Post# 8332

 
Quoting Madmoney 
Hello people, I haven't been in this thread for awhile, and it has evolved! I see people 
successfully coming up with complete concepts, which enjoyable. Haven't spent as much 
time with TZ, but you guys are inspiring me to, I like a challenge. I'll start with MTF TZ 
sim/dis-sim. Guys like vlady1974, Neio, Baillie, FX-Jay and others get a big thumbs up 
for their input. MM 
Welcome back MM, look forward to your perspective. 
 
Got some longs on now, taking ALOT of effort to push this market down. ATM, there is 
also a huge volume divergence; double bottom. 
 
Im with FX Jay on this; going up. 

 

LITEchild Sep 17, 2014 3:44pm | Post# 8333

 
1 Attachment(s) 

It's still working...100+pips . 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 3:55pm | Post# 8334

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Closed for 60 pips. Done for today. Will look to re-assess tomorrow for Yellen. 
I'd love a retest from the prices we just left... or at least 50% of the range back. 
Couldn't resist as the prices were so good. Sold again at 2883 and closed at 2858, with 
TZ forming. Perhaps Asia will respond in kind and get us back to 2880-2910 

 

ephisi Sep 17, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 8335

 
Finally The brain racking price action is over.   

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 4:02pm | Post# 8336

 
Quoting LITEchild 

It's still working...100+pips . {image} 
That's brilliant mate! Love it! 

 

Madmoney Sep 17, 2014 4:09pm | Post# 8337

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Welcome back MM, look forward to your perspective. Got some longs on now, 
taking ALOT of effort to push this market down. ATM, there is also a huge volume 
divergence; double bottom. Im with FX Jay on this; going up. 
I think I see something already...... 
 
Not sure if I can confirm it here, but I see it on various pairs. 
 
I'll try post some pics without giving it away. 
 
MM 



 

EDIT: Could be a great time to buy EU  

 

LITEchild Sep 17, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 8338

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's brilliant mate! Love it! 

Tnx buddy. Your analysis have been quite enlightening along the way.  

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 8339

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Looking for a 40 pip drop in USD/CHF, that will help the EUR/USD test 1.3 (which is also 
a level I am looking for) I'll be taking small positions here and adding to them if the $ 
strengthens pre/post FOMC. Please be careful if you want to follow these calls! Since the 
beginning of the strategy testing on Monday I made 45 trades with a 100% winning 
ratio, but please keep in mind that this is a probability strategy, and despite the fact of 
having a losing trade is very low, it is not impossible! What's more important is the 
following: When I take... 
Just a quick reminder concerning the above post.  
As mentioned I'm still holding (& adding) long positions on eur/usd & short positions on 
usd/chf  
Probability/history has proven to be on the side of the above trades, and in case we don't 
reach the above mentioned targets by Tuesday's London close, I can assure you that the 
price will go high enough by that time to allow a positive close of the averaged down 
position for eur/usd & averaged up position for usd/chf.  
 
I'm also holding small positions in eurhkd + eursgd (long) & usddkk + usdsgd (short) 

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 4:23pm | Post# 8340

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Final Update for today's results 
 
(too many orders - needed 2 screenshots :P ) 

 



 

 

Pigh77 Sep 17, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 8341

 
Quoting Madmoney 

{quote} MM EDIT: Could be a great time to buy EU  

at least for 25 pips up  

 

FX-Jay Sep 17, 2014 4:44pm | Post# 8342

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Target for EURGBP hit it's still going for 0.7942 if you want some more pips 
GBPHUF is significantly higher then the last time I posted, but still lots of room for 396 
then 396.25 
Both targets hit - didn't need to wait till Friday  
 
Goodnight everyone, that's about it for today 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:13pm | Post# 8343

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Apologies. Picture says 1000 words and all that. I did this very quickly so no 
detailed number crunching as gone into it. {image} Here, we see a clear downtrend with 
falling bottoms and no top. So if a swing top was to happen but fail (again), I'd like to see at 
least a test of that low at .93 For it to bounce back up (because fundamentally USD is 
strong) then I expect to see my other indicators show the same patterns, etc. 
Just to update what happened with USDCHF. I don't trade it, just wanted to see the 
before/after shot. 
 
BEFORE 



 
 
AFTER 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 17, 2014 5:18pm | Post# 8344

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just to update what happened with USDCHF. I don't trade it, just wanted to see 
the before/after shot. BEFORE {image} AFTER {image} 
USD is thrashing every other currency out there at the moment. I just don't see the 'high 



probability' in any setup that seeks to sell the dollar right now.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 8345

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So the Weekly view of EU seems almost academic. The previous week's fine looking 
hammer/doji has been invalidated. Fib retracements shows the obvious levels. 
My weak Elliot Wave count projects where I think a Wave 4 could retrace... this does lend 
some weight to FX-Jay's 1.31XX price target before final Wave 5 for deeper prices.  
 

 
 
But as always, projects is one thing, planning is another... but in between we have to adapt 
to what the market tells us. And we still have Yellen to look forward to. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 8346

 
More new lows posted. 
Might look at 2821 for a small long if she gets there. 
 
Nope, gonna keep shorting any rallies. This looks like going to 2750ish 

 

vlady1974 Sep 17, 2014 6:06pm | Post# 8347

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} USD is thrashing every other currency out there at the moment. I just don't see 

the 'high probability' in any setup that seeks to sell the dollar right now.  
Indeed mate, it's high probability in buying Dollar. But interestingly, I'm looking at a 
possible turn in US Stocks since a particular price point has been breached on the 
S&P500.... but that could be short term. If Dollar up, Gold Down... Stocks could go up for 
the next year. 

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 8348

 



Quoting Madmoney 
Hello people, I haven't been in this thread for awhile, and it has evolved! I see people 
successfully coming up with complete concepts, which enjoyable. Haven't spent as much 
time with TZ, but you guys are inspiring me to, I like a challenge. I'll start with MTF TZ 
sim/dis-sim. Guys like vlady1974, Neio, Baillie, FX-Jay and others get a big thumbs up 
for their input. MM 

Nice to see you back mate .... waiting your great posts too  

 

pedma Sep 17, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 8349

 
Quoting vlady1974 
So the Weekly view of EU seems almost academic. The previous week's fine looking 
hammer/doji has been invalidated. Fib retracements shows the obvious levels. My weak 
Elliot Wave count projects where I think a Wave 4 could retrace... this does lend some 
weight to FX-Jay's 1.31XX price target before final Wave 5 for deeper prices. {image} 
But as always, projects is one thing, planning is another... but in between we have to 
adapt to what the market tells us. And we still have Yellen to look forward to. 
Nice picture Vlady. i think next week is the time for EU to go up, before going down again 
.... 
 
Edit: 
@D1 , H1, M15 stoch below 10, one of them is near to 0. May be today or tomorrow EU 
will up, just waiting for confirmation of stoch and other indicators. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 17, 2014 7:55pm | Post# 8350

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just to update what happened with USDCHF. I don't trade it, just wanted to see 
the before/after shot. BEFORE {image} AFTER {image} 

Very good. In fact, excellent!   

 

Baillie Sep 17, 2014 8:59pm | Post# 8351

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Here's some food for thought: 



 

 

 

orid Sep 17, 2014 9:33pm | Post# 8352

 
welcome back madmoney I was a great fan of your earlier posts thanks for sharing  
Regards Orid peter 

 

elen21168 Sep 17, 2014 9:35pm | Post# 8353

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I saved this question last as I think this is the reason why price should go lower 
on EU. The endpoint of a ZZ swing doesn't have to COBB as long as any of the adjacent 
bars do so. It's obviously better if it does because I can use that as a n entry trigger on a 
higher timeframe, eg 1H, if for example it closes on its low, then next minute of new 
hour, if other signals are in line , I go long. if it's not COBB but it's previous candles are, 
then to me it's a sign of weakness but you have to look for signs of strengthening 
too....perhaps... 



Thank you very much mate, you are really great  

Quoting orid 

welcome back madmoney I was a great fan of your earlier posts thanks for sharing 
Regards Orid peter 
+1 

 

ephisi Sep 17, 2014 10:41pm | Post# 8354

 
Quoting ephisi 

Finally The brain racking price action is over.   
Looking for a retracement to the 1.2917/21 area to short. If we can get there today. 

Finding it difficult to switch my brain back to daytrading mode from scalping. Help   

 

ephisi Sep 17, 2014 11:30pm | Post# 8355

 
Quoting ephisi 
check your daily charts. 12th of june to 30th june 2014. that was a correction. i believe 
we will repeat such move. alot of choppy up and down moves in an upward channel till 
the correction is over. the correction may be 200pips from 1.2858 bottom or more. have 
a great weekend 
i posted this few days ago. The daily bear/bull flag pattern is where the tricky crazy 
anoying scalpers parisdise price action usually plays out. Glad things have normalized 
now. I was away learning how to scalp the way eurusdd does it. 

 

orid Sep 18, 2014 1:10am | Post# 8356

 
word of warning Do not give your email to anyone here, unless you are absolutely certain 
of their honesty, my account is compromised 
Regards orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 1:50am | Post# 8357

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Looking for a retracement to the 1.2917/21 area to short. If we can get there 
today. Finding it difficult to switch my brain back to daytrading mode from scalping. 

Help   

Dont know yet where this can retrace to. Not thinking straight i should have been 
short from 1.2991 But i was carried away learning how to scalp 

 

Mj- Sep 18, 2014 2:24am | Post# 8358

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Who can help me?? 
 
After download template then mychart show like this 
 
 
 



And I add indicator r-v1, r-v2 to my chart but it does not show. 
 
 

why ???  

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 2:58am | Post# 8359

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} Dont know yet where this can retrace to. Not thinking straight i should 
have been short from 1.2991 But i was carried away learning how to scalp 
Hey Eph, good to see you back mate. 
Just let it all go. Or this will haunt you. There are always more trades. 2750 is on the 
cards. I believe we're in it to 1.21, retrace or not. Rely on what you're good at. Return to 
that. Whatever new stuff you've learned needs space to truly become internalised....you 
can't force it. 
 

You're already a good trader!  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 3:26am | Post# 8360

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Eph, good to see you back mate. Just let it all go. Or this will haunt you. 
There are always more trades. 2750 is on the cards. I believe we're in it to 1.21, retrace 
or not. Rely on what you're good at. Return to that. Whatever new stuff you've learned 
needs space to truly become internalised....you can't force it. You're already a good 

trader!  
 
The past few days revealed to me how to spot the tricky price action days we have had 
for some days. it usually occurs when bears are trying to reverse the trend. meaning 
higher lows higher highs in a bear trend and vice versa 
 
Thanks mate! Thanks for the advice. need to give it time. will continue with what im good 

at while i perfect new stuffs  
 
im looking for optimal level to short. Are you in already? where are you looking to short 
from. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 3:57am | Post# 8361

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} The past few days revealed to me how to spot the tricky price action days we 
have had for some days. it usually occurs when bears are trying to reverse the trend. 
meaning higher lows higher highs in a bear trend and vice versa Thanks mate! Thanks 
for the advice. need to give it time. will continue with what im good at while i perfect new 

stuffs  im looking for optimal level to short. Are you in already?... 
I'm waiting for 1h and 15m to agree. No price calcs this morning yet, but eyeballing my 
ZZBB I reckon it's between 2890 and 2908.... In fact I think the 1H already capped that 
and the price level is falling as current price action remains indecisive. But the big 
number is 2750 give or take 10/20 for over or under shoot. That's 150 pips in the 

bag...more if you load up.  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 4:05am | Post# 8362

 
i agree with you, down down down 1.20 final target. 
 
im eyeying 1.2907/21 range for short if we get there. if im getting close to a signal i will 
update. practising new stuff on demo while i wait 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 4:42am | Post# 8363

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
i agree with you, down down down 1.20 final target. im eyeying 1.2907/21 range for short 
if we get there. if im getting close to a signal i will update. practising new stuff on demo 
while i wait 
We're on the same wavelength. 
 
Something you said about the bear flag had me looking at charts and reminded me of 
something I saw 2 days ago but I didn't post it. To me, all bear flags rise from left to right. 
Traditional tech analysis books say that describes a reversal flag, but in today's modern 
trading world with automated trading, I don't believe that to be the case anymore. 
 
Here's a newbie rule on continuation. I actually learned this from an eBook but the example 
was clear and I tested it MANY times and found it to be true. 
Rule: After a pump in any direction, consolidations will tend to continue in the same 
direction as momentum, unless something significant forces the opposite. 
 



 
Here's my take on it. Law of inertia. Eurusdd mentioned his trading philosophy a while back, 
and I posted mine. One of those tenets is that price flows like liquid and it is subject to the 
Law of Inertia. In the chart below, we see EU with a pump downwards.... it broke alot of 
1.3XX levels. When it stopped, consolidation happened and that's when everyone started 
going crazy (again) about direction. The rule however states that it will continue south... but 
it does this by rising from left to right. I challenge anyone to find smaller timeframe 
examples of a fall,consolidation (rising left to right) then fall again.... there are LOADS of 
them. 
 
Now, of course let's not forget the last bit of the rule "unless significant force" creates a 
reversal. On EU, it could only be news from the powers that be. That's history. But the rising 
"flag" is what I look out for. If price moves in ranges and the range is capped...I would look 
for HH and LL within the range. Any spikes that breakout... but are not followed by bullish 
retraces, are signs of a continuation flag. 
 
And if you have this framework in your head... how much more powerful with TZ and 

DS/SIM.... and ZZBB or CI if you overlay this accuracy tools over a genarlised map?  

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 5:01am | Post# 8364

 
The TLTRO announcement is going to be important EU news. Watch market reaction to 

this... and if favourable (ie more bad news for currency) then you know what to do!  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 5:09am | Post# 8365

 
i.2895 could be todays high. not confirmed yet. 



 

orid Sep 18, 2014 5:22am | Post# 8366

 
my target 2830 at mo  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 5:23am | Post# 8367

 
Quoting ephisi 
i agree with you, down down down 1.20 final target. im eyeying 1.2907/21 range for 
short if we get there. if im getting close to a signal i will update. practising new stuff on 
demo while i wait 
 
Nice rejection to the pip from the lower band of my levels 1.2907. it didnt give me time 
to enter. hope it retests 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 5:29am | Post# 8368

 
Quoting ephisi 
i agree with you, down down down 1.20 final target. im eyeying 1.2907/21 range for 
short if we get there. if im getting close to a signal i will update. practising new stuff on 
demo while i wait 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I'm waiting for 1h and 15m to agree. No price calcs this morning 
yet, but eyeballing my ZZBB I reckon it's between 2890 and 2908.... In 
fact I think the 1H already capped that and the price level is falling as 
current price action remains indecisive. But the big number is 2750 give or 
take 10/20 for over or under shoot. That's 150 pips in the bag...more if 

you load up.  

Excellent.  
 
I've shorted at a conservative price of 2881. I waited for the 5M and 15M to finish. 

 

Ullen Sep 18, 2014 6:03am | Post# 8369

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. 
 
Results are only from today. 
 
Everyone can do this! 



 

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 6:07am | Post# 8370

 
Quoting Mj- 
Who can help me?? After download template then mychart show like this And I add 

indicator r-v1, r-v2 to my chart but it does not show. why ???  
{image} 
Do you use the indicator at page 1 (old version) on your mt4 platform build 6xx? if yes, 
try to download R-v1 670 and R-v2 670, these are for mt4 build 6xx. Hope this helps. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 6:12am | Post# 8371

 
Quoting Ullen 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. Results are only from today. Everyone can 
do this! {image} 
Awesome!! 

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 6:14am | Post# 8372

 
Quoting Ullen 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. Results are only from today. Everyone can 
do this! {image} 
Ou, so many of us having good result. Great, this is a proof that Eurusdd's concept works 
perfectly !! 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 6:19am | Post# 8373

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} {quote} Excellent. I've shorted at a conservative price of 2881. I waited for the 
5M and 15M to finish. 
I think she has some strength for one more push up. it may take a while. waiting for 



another push up. signal getting close 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 6:25am | Post# 8374

 
Quoting Ullen 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. Results are only from today. Everyone can 
do this! {image} 
Pure TZ? 

 

Ullen Sep 18, 2014 6:27am | Post# 8375

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Pure TZ? 

Nope. Very little TZ   

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 6:32am | Post# 8376

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} We're on the same wavelength. Something you said about the bear flag had me 
looking at charts and reminded me of something I saw 2 days ago but I didn't post it. To 
me, all bear flags rise from left to right. Traditional tech analysis books say that describes 
a reversal flag, but in today's modern trading world with automated trading, I don't 
believe that to be the case anymore. Here's a newbie rule on continuation. I actually 
learned this from an eBook but the example was clear and I tested it MANY times and 
found it to be true. Rule: After... 
Hi Vlady, your ZzBb method is great, we can use it for any pair. Thanks. If i have a 
"narrow zone" using R-v2 (like the "modified DS zone"), how long its lifetime? This 
SIMILAR' ITY concept can be used every where, i LIKE it so much. Just like if we eat a 

cake, this one is a very DELICATE one , isn't it ???  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 6:34am | Post# 8377

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} I think she has some strength for one more push up. it may take a while. 
waiting for another push up. signal getting close 
we may or may not get as high as 1.2907 again, 1.2895 is where i would start watching 

 

hannele Sep 18, 2014 6:50am | Post# 8378

 
Quoting Ullen 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. Results are only from today. Everyone can 
do this! {image} 
WOW enlighten me please 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

Pigh77 Sep 18, 2014 6:56am | Post# 8379

 



Quoting Ullen 
Trying to compete with the posts from fx-jay. Results are only from today. Everyone can 
do this! {image} 
Hi Ulle, are you trading manually or with hands-free script? 
 
Please, I am paranoic, be carefully with feeding the MT4 servers with the entire code of 
this strategy, I am worried about the end of these arbitrage opportunities 

 

Ullen Sep 18, 2014 7:04am | Post# 8380

 
Quoting Pigh77 
{quote} Hi Ulle, are you trading manually or with hands-free script? Please, I am 
paranoic, be carefully with feeding the MT4 servers with the entire code of this strategy, I 
am worried about the end of these arbitrage opportunities 

I am trading manually, and i have no code. Just my brain  

 

Pigh77 Sep 18, 2014 7:23am | Post# 8381

 
Quoting Ullen 

{quote} I am trading manually, and i have no code. Just my brain  

I hope that everybody here has considered the issue of uploading code/script in MT4 
servers... 

 

Tom21 Sep 18, 2014 7:35am | Post# 8382

 
Everyone is talking about the TZ system but where can i find it? 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 7:45am | Post# 8383

 
looking to short 1.2885 and below 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 7:48am | Post# 8384

 
Quoting Tom21 
Everyone is talking about the TZ system but where can i find it? 
Use the search function. 
Search Member: Eurusdd, 
Keyword: Recurrent 
 
I did this in 30 seconds. 
 
Edit: There is no "system". It's a set of ideas. TZ stands for Transient Zone. RZ stands 
for Recurrent Zone. 

 

Ullen Sep 18, 2014 7:50am | Post# 8385

 
I've made my explorer unavalible for the public. Don't want people to speculate in my 
concept. Just had to prove that i could make 20 trades in 1 day without losses. 



 
I'll post dayly updates, to prove that the system works. But people really need to figure 
out their own way of trading. It's not hard. 

 

DmitryFX Sep 18, 2014 7:52am | Post# 8386

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Because of waiting of election's results form the Scotland I was out of trade today. 
But anyway there were 2 very good possibilities to make pips.  

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 7:52am | Post# 8387

 
Quoting Ullen 
I've made my explorer unavalible for the public. Don't want people to speculate in my 
concept. Just had to prove that i could make 20 trades in 1 day without losses. I'll post 
dayly updates, to prove that the system works. But people really need to figure out 
their own way of trading. It's not hard.  
We need to promote this attitude clearly and more often. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 7:56am | Post# 8388

 
Quoting ephisi 
looking to short 1.2885 and below 
im in at 77 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 7:56am | Post# 8389

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting DmitryFX 
Because of waiting of election's results form the Scotland I was out of trade today. But 
anyway there were 2 very good possibilities to make pips. {image} 
Agreed... my 30sec eyeballing shows some initial targets to aim for (ie. recurrance or return 
to mis-price) 



 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 8:07am | Post# 8390

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im in at 77 
1.2885ish is the highest she can go now 

 

DmitryFX Sep 18, 2014 8:08am | Post# 8391

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Agreed... my 30sec eyeballing shows some initial targets to aim for (ie. 
recurrance or return to mis-price) {image} 
If say by true it's really hard to me to understand your trading ideas. 

Definitely, they are looks very powerful but out of my understanding  
I am still using more classical ideas, like divergences, S/R levels and 1-2-3 models.... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 8:15am | Post# 8392

 
Quoting DmitryFX 
{quote} If say by true it's really hard to me to understand your trading ideas. Definitely, 

they are looks very powerful but out of my understanding  I am still using more 
classical ideas, like divergences, S/R levels and 1-2-3 models....  
Well that's okay, no problems there. 
 
However, since you are in the Similarity Thread, the bits I highlighted on your chart are 
the differences I spotted between the Stochastic (bottom panel) and the Price Moving 
Average (price panel). I noticed you marked the divergence between the two.... nice, but 
not necessary - but to be fair, the stochastic was went outside the bollinger but the price 
moving average didn't so that's a difference. 
 
Similarity Concept: Price and Stochastic Process should be the same. If not, that 
moment (ie. Price) is a mis-price or an arbitrage occurance. Dissimilarity has 
occurred and the market went ahead and made a move away from that point. 



Eventually the market will return to that Dissimilar price so that market forces 
(ie. demand and supply) can re-negotiate the price.... then Similarity will be 
restored. 
 
How you trade this information is up to you: trade away from it, trade into it, trade after 
it... all up to you. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 8:19am | Post# 8393

 
Just an extension of the previous post..... 
 
Do people/newbies actually understand Demand and Supply here? 
Is it your understanding that when a price falls there's too much supply, vice versa price 
rises there's too much demand?  
Is there an understanding that for every seller there is a buyer? How does this change 
your answer to the question above? 
 
I'd be interested to hear views on this... .since we are talking about arbitrage: an 

opportunity to gain advantage over one party between buyers and sellers. 

 

Robertk Sep 18, 2014 8:52am | Post# 8394

 
Quoting Ullen 
I've made my explorer unavalible for the public. Don't want people to speculate in my 
concept. Just had to prove that i could make 20 trades in 1 day without losses. I'll post 
dayly updates, to prove that the system works. But people really need to figure out their 
own way of trading. It's not hard. 
"But people really need to figure out their own way of trading." Yep, couldnt agree more, 
no copy trading but thinking by themselves instead. 
 
That leaves me with one thing on my mind tho, and I cannot resist posting it but you do 
realize your "prove" etc is kind of rendered useless after your state explorer went from 
steady green, to bankrupt crimson right? Yesterday that was. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 8:57am | Post# 8395

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im in at 77 
stoped out at breakeven. looking for better entry. i think yekkens talk now was is causing 
volatility 

 

Robertk Sep 18, 2014 8:58am | Post# 8396

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just an extension of the previous post..... Do people/newbies actually understand 
Demand and Supply here? Is it your understanding that when a price falls there's too 
much supply, vice versa price rises there's too much demand? Is there an understanding 
that for every seller there is a buyer? How does this change your answer to the question 
above? I'd be interested to hear views on this... .since we are talking about arbitrage: an 
opportunity to gain advantage over one party between buyers and sellers. 
That's why traditional sup/dem marking does not work in my opinion; it does not include 
the correct time factor. In other words, the way price approaches a level is more 



important than the actual eyeballed sup/dem. Now arbitrage takes this in consideration, 
your bollinger overshoots for valid price marking as an example here. 

 

onlywin Sep 18, 2014 9:01am | Post# 8397

 
hi all, fantastic thread, please can someone send the indicators and template that has 
dimitryfx? the volume is not necessary. I would like to have that bollinger settings and 
the 2 indicators "cycle" I hope someone will help me a greeting. sorry my bad english. 

 

 

Ullen Sep 18, 2014 9:03am | Post# 8398

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} "But people really need to figure out their own way of trading." Yep, couldnt agree 
more, no copy trading but thinking by themselves instead. That leaves me with one thing on 
my mind tho, and I cannot resist posting it but you do realize your "prove" etc is kind of 
rendered useless after your state explorer went from steady green, to bankrupt crimson 
right? Yesterday that was. 
It didn't went bankrupt. But when i realised that i couldnt make the 100 pips a day with the 
explorer i deleted it. As i went out, i forgot about the account (It is not my main account) 
and it went down alot of pips! But i'm more focused to prove this system right, and i will 
take the explorer more serious. 
 
I'm almost at 100% for the day now. 

 

 

Robertk Sep 18, 2014 9:11am | Post# 8399

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} It didn't went bankrupt. But when i realised that i couldnt make the 100 pips a 
day with the explorer i deleted it. As i went out, i forgot about the account (It is not my 
main account) and it went down alot of pips! But i'm more focused to prove this system 



right, and i will take the explorer more serious. I'm almost at 100% for the day now. 
{image} 
Ok fair enough, gl and green pips onwards. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:21am | Post# 8400

 
short at 1.2901 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 9:24am | Post# 8401

 
Quoting ephisi 
short at 1.2901 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 9:27am | Post# 8402

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Here's a newbie rule on continuation. I actually learned this from an eBook but the 
example was clear and I tested it MANY times and found it to be true. Rule: After a pump in 
any direction, consolidations will tend to continue in the same direction as momentum, 
unless something significant forces the opposite. 
So with current price action, this is what I and a few people here are thinking.... (and this 
re-enforces the post above). 
Flag...rising from left to right 
 

 
 
From a wider perspective (same 1H chart though):  
 



 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:31am | Post# 8403

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote}  

 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:35am | Post# 8404

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote}  
same crazy price action pattern i illustrated on the daily chart. same things happening on 
the 1hr chart. bearflag( or what do you call it. i havnt read that post on bear flag 
properly). so we will have same tricky pricaction on the 1hr chart. 
 
But this time i am well prepared. Just occured to me that this pattern is a normal pattern 
on all timeframes and we have been experiencing it in the past. except i didnt know what 
it was 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:39am | Post# 8405

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} So with current price action, this is what I and a few people here are thinking.... 
(and this re-enforces the post above). Flag...rising from left to right {image} From a 
wider perspective (same 1H chart though): {image} 

wow, we are actually saying the same thing in different word . you beat me to it this 
time 

 

summicron Sep 18, 2014 9:40am | Post# 8406



 
Quoting Tom21 
Everyone is talking about the TZ system but where can i find it? 
Pages 286 to 296 discusses TZ concept. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 9:42am | Post# 8407

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} That's why traditional sup/dem marking does not work in my opinion; it does 
not include the correct time factor. In other words, the way price approaches a level is 
more important than the actual eyeballed sup/dem. Now arbitrage takes this in 
consideration, your bollinger overshoots for valid price marking as an example here. 
You know, I've learned something new from this. It's a very good point I didn't even 
consider when I made the statement. 

But let me dwell on this... thumbs up.  
 
========= 
 
I was actually making the point that demand always equals supply.  
There's no such thing as too many sellers or too many buyers. They are in equilibrium. 
 
What creates the perception of oversold/undersold or momentum is the auction process. 
The auction process is what drives the prices. Everytime a trade happens, there is an 
agreement in price. AGREEMENT. But at one point... if the last price is 2905 and if a 
seller says, 1.2910 and there are no willing buyers...... then another seller says 2905 and 
and again no buyers, then someone says 2875 and then there are 30 buyers....... what is 
the price move? 
 
2905....... 2875. Price drop. And it's not because of too many sellers. It's the exact 
opposite. There were no buyers and sellers who could come into agreement at 2905, but 
agreement was found at 2875. Supply though is an extension of that idea. Those who 
hold lots of contracts so that they can sell them to the market.... that's what "supply" 
really means. Therefore the price movement is the coming to agreement of the suppliers 
and the buyers.... via an auction process. Not because the quantity of one party exceeds 
the other. It's the willingness to transact at a certain price..... that's why a MISPRICE is 
the advantage traders look for. 
 
If one market prices what should be 2875 as 2873 for 20 seconds..... then those who 
were paying 2875 have lost the opportunity of 2 pips. What if a seller wanted to dump a 
shitload of EUR... they could take advantage of that fact.... arbitrage. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:46am | Post# 8408

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} We're on the same wavelength. Something you said about the bear flag had me 
looking at charts and reminded me of something I saw 2 days ago but I didn't post it. To 
me, all bear flags rise from left to right. Traditional tech analysis books say that describes 
a reversal flag, but in today's modern trading world with automated trading, I don't 
believe that to be the case anymore. Here's a newbie rule on continuation. I actually 
learned this from an eBook but the example was clear and I tested it MANY times and 
found it to be true. Rule: After... 
Awesome mate awesome. i never actually read the post cos it was long. But this is 
exactly what i meane. feels so good when we are in sync. it is this pattern im refering to, 
when everyone goes crazy on direction. But it cant fool me no more. 



 
 
Between i dont use BBzz Stock semaphors etc. I only use support and resistance. 
Transient zones and trendlines. but i see the exact same thing you see. wow awesome 
stuff 
 
THIS IS THE BEST POST I EVER READ ON FOREXFACTORY IN THE MEAN TIME  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:52am | Post# 8409

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You know, I've learned something new from this. It's a very good point I didn't 

even consider when I made the statement. But let me dwell on this... thumbs up. 
========= I was actually making the point that demand always equals supply. 
There's no such thing as too many sellers or too many buyers. They are in equilibrium. 
What creates the perception of oversold/undersold or momentum is the auction process. 
The auction process is what drives the prices. Everytime a trade happens, there is an 
agreement in price. AGREEMENT. But at... 
wow, arbritrage. haaaaaa. you broke your record again. 
 
BEST POST ON FOREXFACTORY SO FAR.  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:52am | Post# 8410

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} wow, arbritrage. haaaaaa. you broke your record again. BEST POST ON 
FOREXFACTORY SO FAR. 

Mate, youre revealing too much in one day   

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 9:52am | Post# 8411

 
I have a pretty decent 90+% probability trade on Crude Oil  
It's a buy targeting 50 points from current level. Got the same signal for both WTI & 
Brent. 
 
I hope the above info will be useful for for anyone that tracks crude oil or use it in his 
analysis for currency trading. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 9:57am | Post# 8412

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi Vlady, your ZzBb method is great, we can use it for any pair. Thanks. If i 
have a "narrow zone" using R-v2 (like the "modified DS zone"), how long its lifetime? 
This SIMILAR' ITY concept can be used every where, i LIKE it so much. Just like if we eat 

a cake, this one is a very DELICATE one , isn't it ???  
Hey, I just spotted this... apologies my friend. This is an interesting one.... I will have to 
dig this out to confirm at home, but I recall that Eurusdd may have initially 
mentioned.....35 days? Can't remember. It was a fixed number anyway. But I doubled it 
on one of my charts...... and guess roughly when price returned, 70 days later.  
 
Hence, DS Zones are NOT like Demand/Supply... you need to move away from them 



because they are abitrage points. When the market is ready to address the misprice, it 
will do so in its own time. But if you know on the chart where they are, then you can use 
them as targets. And if you know the time... eg. if the DS Zone is confirmed, then 1-
5days there's no chance of price returning there.... it's transient! LOL. I'm getting a 
feeling it was originally 11 or 14... dunno... hazy. But let's say after 10 days the market 
could be open to returning to the DS Zone. (n.b. The DS Zone is the High to Low of the 
candle where the price dissimilarity occurred). 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 9:59am | Post# 8413

 
sure 30pips. we are hitting 1.2857 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:02am | Post# 8414

 
us news reports all bad today. spoiling the bear party 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 10:06am | Post# 8415

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} Mate, youre revealing too much in one day   

Well... it's still 1/2 of the equation. The question from me is.... who among the crew will 
be able to improve their trading because of it?! 

Does this make improve your King and Queen and alter your Chessboard pieces?  
 
BTW... loving your calls mate. I don't get as accurate as you... you're the Sniper! 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:13am | Post# 8416

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well... it's still 1/2 of the equation. The question from me is.... who among the 
crew will be able to improve their trading because of it?! Does this make improve your 

King and Queen and alter your Chessboard pieces? BTW... loving your calls mate. I 
don't get as accurate as you... you're the Sniper! 

thanks for the complement. i really do appreciate it. 
 
i get your point. those information you just shared is useless to anyone who dont have a 
trading system and few years experience in this game. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 10:16am | Post# 8417

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey, I just spotted this... apologies my friend. This is an interesting one.... I will 
have to dig this out to confirm at home, but I recall that Eurusdd may have initially 
mentioned.....35 days? Can't remember. It was a fixed number anyway. But I doubled it 
on one of my charts...... and guess roughly when price returned, 70 days later. Hence, 
DS Zones are NOT like Demand/Supply... you need to move away from them because 
they are abitrage points. When the market is ready to address the misprice, it will do so 
in its own time. But if you... 
Hey Vlady, this may help, here is the post: 



Quoting Baillie 
Here is another concept that EURUSDD promoted in another one of his threads, have 
these targets been hit before they have left the screen? YES, except 2, but it still has a 
little time to work out. Even if 2 does not get hit that is 9 out of 11, not bad in my 
opinion. {image} 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1410715676  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:16am | Post# 8418

 
Quoting ephisi 
sure 30pips. We are hitting 1.2857 
its possible we go under 1.2857 but 1.2857 is minimum 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 10:17am | Post# 8419

 
Shorted @ 1.2886 with small target of 1.2875. Keeping it very very simple based only on 

the way I read the TZs and a bit of BB. Lets see if I embarrass myself  
 
Edit : Theory seems to be able to hold water but execution was rather off I admit. We'll 

see  
 

Edit : Rubber meets road and stopped out oh well  

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 10:19am | Post# 8420

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey Vlady, this may help, here is the post: {quote} {image} 
No it's not this.  
Well, okay it is ... but the Ralome indicators had a setting for Life or something like that. 
Wait... gonna dig it out! LOL 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:21am | Post# 8421

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Shorted @ 1.2886 with small target of 1.2875. Keeping it very very simple based only on 

the way I read the TZs and a bit of BB. Lets see if I embarrass myself  
only the bold and fearless do such, and only those who are not afraid to fail, to be 
embarrassed or laughed at achieve great feats in life 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 10:22am | Post# 8422

 
Quoting ephisi 
sure 30pips. we are hitting 1.2857 
Stopped out or not yet? :P 

 

Bartleby Sep 18, 2014 10:27am | Post# 8423

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



{quote} Stopped out or not yet? :P 
So .. you seem happy about people losing money..or what is this post about? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 10:30am | Post# 8424

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey, I just spotted this... apologies my friend. This is an interesting one.... I will 
have to dig this out to confirm at home, but I recall that Eurusdd may have initially 
mentioned.....35 days? Can't remember. It was a fixed number anyway. But I doubled it 
on one of my charts...... and guess roughly when price returned, 70 days later. Hence, 
DS Zones are NOT like Demand/Supply... you need to move away from them because 
they are abitrage points. When the market is ready to address the misprice, it will do so 
in its own time.... 
I was correct. The default was 35 days. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:33am | Post# 8425

 
crazy price action as expected. dont be caught offguard 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 10:33am | Post# 8426

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} only the bold and fearless do such, and only those who are not afraid to fail, to 
be embarrassed or laughed at achieve great feats in life 
True indeed. In fact should the trade fail I'll actually learn more about the TZs, if it works 
I could potentially fall prey to "confirmation bias" 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:53am | Post# 8427

 
stopped out of last trade. Done trading for today. Need to see how this plays out 
 
@vlady eurusd the frequency of these flag and its crazy effects on price action is 
becoming unrealistic. traders who hold trades for long periods would have to take a 
break in such market. 
 
scalpers paradise 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 10:58am | Post# 8428

 
Quoting ephisi 
stopped out of last trade. Done trading for today. Need to see how this plays out @vlady 
eurusd the frequency of these flag and its crazy effects on price action is becoming 
unrealistic. traders who hold trades for long periods would have to take a break in such 
market. scalpers paradise 
weekly pin bar forming allover again, some deep pockets seriously want to reverse 
eurusd 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 11:00am | Post# 8429

 



Quoting Bartleby 
{quote} So .. you seem happy about people losing money..or what is this post about? 
Not really, but it just kicks on my nerve when someone says "sure" pips  
Since i started the testing of my system i have made 85/85 winning trades, yet in almost 
every post i keep on repeating that despite the fact that I chose 90%+ probability 
trades, there is always a risk of of 5%. 
 
So basically its the bold statement that ephisi stated which got me to reply. 
No disrespect to ephisi whatsoever, nor do I wish anyone loss 

 

burnssss Sep 18, 2014 11:04am | Post# 8430

 
I'm still under 1.2860. 

We'll see what happens  
 
EDIT: 1,2890 FIRST 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 11:10am | Post# 8431

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Not really, but it just kicks on my nerve when someone says "sure" pips Since i 
started the testing of my system i have made 85/85 winning trades, yet in almost every 
post i keep on repeating that despite the fact that I chose 90%+ probability trades, there 
is always a risk of of 5%. So basically its the bold statement that ephisi stated which got 
me to reply. No disrespect to ephisi whatsoever, nor do I wish anyone loss 
People's lexicons are always up for misinterpretation - I'm sure Ephisi has his own 
meaning of "sure" and we're all subject to the true test of actuality.  
Having said that, EU is a right little biatch today - I'm still in. It's paused at 2920, we'll 
see. Closing under 2915 on the 15M is important to move lower. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 11:19am | Post# 8432

 
Always believe in your system and trust your intuition.  
 
I must admit that I was so close to give up my bullish targets on eur/usd after reading all 
those bearish comments here (which are coming from people I follow before I even 
started with this system) 
 
I am maintaining my 1.299 target on eur/usd and 0.93 target on usd/chf ( it's still not 
Tuesday yet, no? :P ) 
 
Despite not giving up my targets, you guys sure had an effect on me & I did close the 
positions I took at lower prices and was planning to keep for 1.299 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 11:25am | Post# 8433

 
1 Attachment(s) 
While almost everyone was shorting or looking for a place to short, I was adding up 
positions and doing some scalping. 
Eventually I went out of my long positions (except the pre FOMC ones) 
 
EDIT: Hoping for a drop do load up again 



 
That kind of explains the trades for today 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 11:27am | Post# 8434

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Always believe in your system and trust your intuition. I must admit that I was so close 
to give up my bullish targets on eur/usd after reading all those bearish comments here 
(which are coming from people I follow before I even started with this system) I am 
maintaining my 1.299 target on eur/usd and 0.93 target on usd/chf ( it's still not 
Tuesday yet, no? :P ) Despite not giving up my targets, you guys sure had an effect on 
me & I did close the positions I took at lower prices and was planning to keep for 1.299 
I understand you now! 
And I empathise. You're right to trust what you know and rely on your intuition.  
 
I defer back to the good old, "Trading In the Zone".... no one knows what will happen 
next. We're all subjects to the master that is probability. It's emotional because it's 
money earned or lost attached to whether we are right or not. But if we accept that we 
all don't know, then each trade is not a right/wrong question but a simple IS/ISN'T and 
there's no judgement in that at all. No need to say right or wrong.... because it was on a 
scale of probabilities. Even Eurusdd has had those days! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 11:32am | Post# 8435

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} weekly pin bar forming allover again, some deep pockets seriously want to 
reverse eurusd 
Try checking this out: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...73#post7744973  
Those deep pockets are into something 

 

hukam Sep 18, 2014 11:36am | Post# 8436

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD 



 

 

limprobable Sep 18, 2014 11:40am | Post# 8437

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Nice entry on gold  
 

 
 



(SL on BE) 

 

hukam Sep 18, 2014 11:42am | Post# 8438

 
Quoting hukam 
EURUSD {image} 
We all use different Oscillators- stochastic, RSI, Macd, Cycle ind. they have little different 
signal but its does not means they are not valid. what you learn and see on your chart 
stick to it. plan it. 
thanks & regards 
Hukam 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 11:43am | Post# 8439

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I understand you now! And I empathise. You're right to trust what you know 
and rely on your intuition... Even Eurusdd has had those days! 
Wise words Vlad, I always keep repeating to myself that success comes when you put 
emotions on the side. 
Maybe that's one of the main reasons I prefer higher Time Frames, much less emotions 
are involved compared to lower TFs & scalping 
 
Btw having mentioned EURUSDD, I believe he still have the conviction that there is a 
problem that needs to be corrected on the Daily charts around 1.334 i guess 
This also complements my theory on a relatively big correction on eur/usd in the near 
future (although my theory on this has nothing to do with charts or TA) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 11:45am | Post# 8440

 

Quoting limprobable 

Nice entry on gold {image} (SL on BE) 
I like that. Alot. I avoided this whilst it broke 1250. May look at it again. 

 

jusiur Sep 18, 2014 11:45am | Post# 8441

 
may I ask an ignorant question? why the new area (orange one) in the Transient_Zones 
indi appears and disappears? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 11:46am | Post# 8442

 
Quoting jusiur 
may I ask an ignorant question? why the new area (orange one) in the Transient_Zones 
indi appears and disappears? 
Because it gets taken out within h number of bars from the bar anchoring the analysis. 

 

hukam Sep 18, 2014 11:46am | Post# 8443

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 11:52am | Post# 8444

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Wise words Vlad, I always keep repeating to myself that success comes when 
you put emotions on the side. Maybe that's one of the main reasons I prefer higher Time 
Frames, much less emotions are involved compared to lower TFs & scalping Btw having 
mentioned EURUSDD, I believe he still have the conviction that there is a problem that 
needs to be corrected on the Daily charts around 1.334 i guess This also complements 
my theory on a relatively big correction on eur/usd in the near future (although my 
theory on this has nothing to do with charts... 
Well... the one Non-Similarity concept that I am holding onto which is contrary to the 
Bearishness... is the Elliot Wave 4 count. This is the long-awaited retrace that people are 
anticipating. This retracement is also going to be deep... so that 1.33 price isn't out of 
the water yet in my opinion. The deeper the retrace, the more conviction I have of the 
long term bear move to parity. Even on a "rough" fib extension to somewhere beyond 
current low... 50% is 1.339. 
Perhaps we can do that.... put 50% fib on Eurusdd's number and we can then project 
where the Wave 3 bottom could be... 
 
Anyone do that on a clear chart? Mine is rubbish with shitloads of lines. LOL 
 



Edit: 
So let me clarify the language. Up is bullish, Down is bearish. Bear Bias is different... It's 
a long term view that we are a downtrend on higher tfs (month etc). 
So a retrace would be bullish... but I would still call it a Bear Trend..... hope that's as 
clear as mud. LOL 

 

hepsibah Sep 18, 2014 11:59am | Post# 8445

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Always believe in your system and trust your intuition. I must admit that I was so close 
to give up my bullish targets on eur/usd after reading all those bearish comments here 
(which are coming from people I follow before I even started with this system) I am 
maintaining my 1.299 target on eur/usd and 0.93 target on usd/chf ( it's still not 
Tuesday yet, no? :P ) Despite not giving up my targets, you guys sure had an effect on 
me & I did close the positions I took at lower prices and was planning to keep for 1.299 
 
Must admit I was a little derailed today. I had clear TZ buy signals on both H1 and H4 
but Vlady and ephisi, who I both respect (tho maybe you two should get a room after 
today's banter - lol ), had me second guessing. So I screwed up a bit - all down to me 
of course not sticking to my plan. 
 
Anyway, it's a good lesson and at least I know the TZ's are still holding up if I choose to 
follow them. I am now awaiting a new TZ low on M15, M30 and H1 and will then take 
another view. 
 
gl to all, whichever flavour of the strategy you are following. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 8446

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Always believe in your system and trust your intuition. I must admit that I was so close 
to give up my bullish targets on eur/usd after reading all those bearish comments here 
(which are coming from people I follow before I even started with this system) I am 
maintaining my 1.299 target on eur/usd and 0.93 target on usd/chf ( it's still not 
Tuesday yet, no? :P ) Despite not giving up my targets, you guys sure had an effect on 
me & I did close the positions I took at lower prices and was planning to keep for 1.299 
 
I can understand the validity/reason of the 1.299ish level I just can't figure what is the 
"twist" to the TZ/RZ you added. Up until the last hour I was quite sure I got the whole 
TZ/RZ but guess not.. 

 

jusiur Sep 18, 2014 12:02pm | Post# 8447

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Because it gets taken out within h number of bars from the bar anchoring the 
analysis. 
from this perspective need I take the point made by Eurusdd in THIS post? 

 

hukam Sep 18, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 8448

 
Quoting hukam 
{image} 



15 pips long order closed. 
thanks Eurusdd you have showed us the new way to fx.. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 12:06pm | Post# 8449

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Always believe in your system and trust your intuition. I must admit that I was so close 
to give up my bullish targets on eur/usd after reading all those bearish comments here 
(which are coming from people I follow before I even started with this system) I am 
maintaining my 1.299 target on eur/usd and 0.93 target on usd/chf ( it's still not 
Tuesday yet, no? :P ) Despite not giving up my targets, you guys sure had an effect on 
me & I did close the positions I took at lower prices and was planning to keep for 1.299 
No one is perfect mate? EURUSDD tot use here to predict moves, call them out. he told 
us of a similar game they used to play and helped improve prediction. 
Even eurusdd called surepips atimes and it didnt workout. thats why u have money 
management and probabbility. 
meanwhile sure dosnt mean 100percent in my own opinion. 
 
no beef 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 12:09pm | Post# 8450

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Must admit I was a little derailed today. I had clear TZ buy signals on both H1 
and H4 but Vlady and ephisi, who I both respect (tho maybe you two should get a room 
after today's banter - lol ), had me second guessing. So I screwed up a bit - all down 
to me of course not sticking to my plan. Anyway, it's a good lesson and at least I know 
the TZ's are still holding up if I choose to follow them. I am now awaiting a new TZ low 
on M15, M30 and H1 and will then take another view. gl to all, whichever flavour of the 
strategy you are... 
 
sorry about that. you know too well to follow your own signal and plans. This the same 
reason eurusdd left the thread. Blaming others for what you should take responsibility 
on. 
 
when youre right everyone hails you. when youre wrong once they shout crucify him 
crucify him 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 12:09pm | Post# 8451

 
Quoting jusiur 
{quote} from this perspective need I take the point made by Eurusdd in THIS post? 
Excellent! I remember that post. If you keep going further from that post, I recall that I 
responded by not agreeing with that and gave my reasons. I wait for a retest. 
Remember, I'm not Eurusdd and I don't have all his tools and therefore not aware of all 
the nuances that he knows. So, I can only trade it the way I am comfortable. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 8452

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Must admit I was a little derailed today. I had clear TZ buy signals on both H1 



and H4 but Vlady and ephisi, who I both respect (tho maybe you two should get a room 
after today's banter - lol ), had me second guessing. So I screwed up a bit - all down 
to me of course not sticking to my plan. Anyway, it's a good lesson and at least I know 
the TZ's are still holding up if I choose to follow them. I am now awaiting a new TZ low 
on M15, M30 and H1 and will then take another view. gl to all, whichever flavour of the 
strategy you are... 
Hmm thanks for this. Made me re-look my charts and agree with the TZ buys on H1 and 
H4 but for some reason my logic fails to correlate on the lower TF. Reasons I can think of 
is I'm reading things wrong and the agreement is but coincidence or I have a logic 
deficiency somewhere 
 
Edit : When the grey matter is not working jolt with whisky. hope it helps 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 8453

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Must admit I was a little derailed today. I had clear TZ buy signals on both H1 
and H4 but Vlady and ephisi, who I both respect (tho maybe you two should get a room 
after today's banter - lol ), had me second guessing. So I screwed up a bit - all down 
to me of course not sticking to my plan. Anyway, it's a good lesson and at least I know 
the TZ's are still holding up if I choose to follow them. I am now awaiting a new TZ low 
on M15, M30 and H1 and will then take another view. gl to all, whichever flavour of the 
strategy you are... 

Shit man... sorry to have influenced. We'll get a room!  
 
How deep are you looking at for your retrace? Back up to 2990?  
Sorry.... let me rephrase, as I don't have a TZ on my platform.... whereabouts are the 
TZs forming roughly on the 1H? 
BTW, I'm shorting the 20. Just for the hell of it. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 8454

 
An extremely high probability trade proving itself on USD/MXN 
Check out the charts with TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips then you're on the 
right track. 
 
Just the positive swaps to be gained on selling that thing should be a reward by itself :P 
 
Edit: don't forget the time factor, if you are going to take the trade manage your money 
accordingly 

 

hepsibah Sep 18, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 8455

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} sorry about that. you know too well to follow your own signal and plans. This the 
same reason eurusdd left the thread. Blaming others for what you should take 
responsibility on. when youre right everyone hails you. when youre wrong once they 
shout crucify him crucify him 
please read again ephisi - I was only blaming myself, no one else 

 

DmitryFX Sep 18, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 8456



 
Quoting onlywin 
hi all, fantastic thread, please can someone send the indicators and template that has 
dimitryfx? the volume is not necessary. I would like to have that bollinger settings and 
the 2 indicators "cycle" I hope someone will help me a greeting. sorry my bad english. 

 
post # 6560  

 

hepsibah Sep 18, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 8457

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Shit man... sorry to have influenced. We'll get a room! How deep are you 
looking at for your retrace? Back up to 2990? Sorry.... let me rephrase, as I don't have a 
TZ on my platform.... whereabouts are the TZs forming roughly on the 1H? BTW, I'm 
shorting the 20. Just for the hell of it. 
I am only looking for TZ's below 1.2907 - probably around 1.2896. It could still move up 
to 1.2937 before it does that but the theory would still be the same. 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 8458

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Must admit I was a little derailed today. I had clear TZ buy signals on both H1 
and H4 but Vlady and ephisi, who I both respect (tho maybe you two should get a room 
after today's banter - lol ), had me second guessing. So I screwed up a bit - all down 
to me of course not sticking to my plan. Anyway, it's a good lesson and at least I know 
the TZ's are still holding up if I choose to follow them. I am now awaiting a new TZ low 
on M15, M30 and H1 and will then take another view. gl to all, whichever flavour of the 
strategy you are... 
 
Things have changed. havnt you noticed that these price actions are unusuall. times are 
changing. What used to be easy is no more easy. now we have to adapt. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 8459

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
An extremely high probability trade proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with 
TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips then you're on the right track. Just the positive 
swaps to be gained on selling that thing should be a reward by itself :P Edit: don't forget the 
time factor, if you are going to take the trade manage your money accordingly 
You mean this one on the Monthly? 



 

 

hepsibah Sep 18, 2014 12:28pm | Post# 8460

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Things have changed. havnt you noticed that these price actions are unusuall. 
times are changing. What used to be easy is no more easy. now we have to adapt. 
But the beauty of the TZ's is that it doesn't seem to matter, they just keep telling you 
what next. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 8461

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
An extremely high probability trade proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with 
TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips then you're on the right track. Just the positive 
swaps to be gained on selling that thing should be a reward by itself :P Edit: don't forget 
the time factor, if you are going to take the trade manage your money accordingly 
thanks for the tip. will try to figure it out...with my cat constantly trying to grab my 

attention and going at my mouse  
 
Edit cept onada does not give me that pair... 
 

Edit no longer necessary  

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 8462

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You mean this one on the Monthly? {image} 
Nop, I'm selling on daily for a 70 pip move before Tuesday's American session 



 
Btw I've made a time adjustment for the USD/CHF short trade entered previously, so for 
those who believe that Tuesday is a long time to, they now have one day less. The 
validity of the trade (0.93) ends on Monday London close rather than Tuesday's London 

close  

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 8463

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} But the beauty of the TZ's is that it doesn't seem to matter, they just keep 
telling you what next. 
yes, thats the way forward. but do you realize you cant realy hold profits for long like 
former days. if you dont take profit it turns to +0 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 8464

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
An extremely high probability trade proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with 
TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips then you're on the right track. Just the positive 
swaps to be gained on selling that thing should be a reward by itself :P Edit: don't forget 
the time factor, if you are going to take the trade manage your money accordingly 
Got it!  
 
Vlady: yours is a buy not SELL; here: An extremely high probability trade proving itself 
on USD/MXN Check out the charts with TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 8465

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Got it! Vlady: yours is a buy not SELL; here: An extremely high probability trade 
proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ 
pips 
Can I trouble someone to post that chart? MT4 version with TZ 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 8466

 
Looking for a 10+ pip move if 1.2932 gets broken in the coming few minutes  
 
(just some speculation on the 1 minute chart using a variation of my strategy) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 8467

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Got it! Vlady: yours is a buy not SELL; here: An extremely high probability trade 
proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ 
pips 

doh! I see it now!  
 
The TZ is defined by the first wick on the left 



 
Edit: 
Actually I see 2 tz, the bottom of the leftmost wick to the bottom of the wick to the right of 
it. 
The other is the rightmost wick up to the horizontal line I've put in. 

 
 
Edit: 
Here's another TZ I spotted.... Right Hand Side TZ 

 

 

hepsibah Sep 18, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 8468

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} yes, thats the way forward. but do you realize you cant realy hold profits for 
long like former days. if you dont take profit it turns to +0 
Ah, yes that seems to be very true. It actually suits me quite well as I became a bit 



jaded from holding out for DS levels to be returned to but I can see that scalping won't 
suit everybody, especially if they also have a day job. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 8469

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Ah, yes that seems to be very true. It actually suits me quite well as I became a 
bit jaded from holding out for DS levels to be returned to but I can see that scalping 
won't suit everybody, especially if they also have a day job. 
Yes. Today though I had a winning trade that went to BE. My fault entirely but I do 
remember days back in 2009 and earlier where you could hold a trade for more than a 
day without the threat of return past a certain level. Now you see all sorts of wicks, price 
action that is just plain WTF.... and yes, it's more of a scalpers world which I don't really 
like (Day Job).... but, having to roll with the punches here. It is what it is. Shite. LOL 
 
Anyway, am Flat. That short from 20 was closed at....guess where?! LOL 

 

FX-Jay Sep 18, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 8470

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} doh! I see it now! The TZ is defined by the first wick on the left Edit: 
Actually I see 2 tz, the bottom of the leftmost wick to the bottom of the wick to the 
right of it. The other is the rightmost wick up to the horizontal line I've put in. {image} 
That's 1 of the reasons we sometimes have high probability trades & extremely high 

probability trades  
I hope we are being able to help some people here. 
 
Just trying to be fair between both the people that are accusing me of not wanting to 
help & the others that believe I'm spilling out too much and jeopardizing the strategy for 
them+myself 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 8471

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes. Today though I had a winning trade that went to BE. My fault entirely but I 
do remember days back in 2009 and earlier where you could hold a trade for more than 
a day without the threat of return past a certain level. Now you see all sorts of wicks, 
price action that is just plain WTF.... and yes, it's more of a scalpers world which I don't 
really like (Day Job).... but, having to roll with the punches here. It is what it is. Shite. 
LOL Anyway, am Flat. That short from 20 was closed at....guess where?! LOL 
I still held trades few months ago and it was still easy. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 8472

 
Ok thanks guys your tips and charts are starting to make sense. I think the whisky is 

helping. We'll see but I'm grateful as it is  

 

summicron Sep 18, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 8473

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} ... Right Hand Side TZ ... 
Right Hand Side TZ? This is new for me. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 8474

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} Right Hand Side TZ? This is new for me. 
It's something that came out of FreeFox's indicator and there seemed to be a 
recognisable pattern or sequence between the left TZ of the candle in question to the 
right TZ. Left is confirmed if you like over h bars. The right is future so as the bars come 
in h-x you don't know if the zone will be breached or not....if it's not, then you have a 
fully formed TZ across hx2 bars.....sometimes however, you get a pierce of the range but 
not a full breach....that still makes it valid but reduces the height of the zone by the qty 
of the breach. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 8475

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} That's 1 of the reasons we sometimes have high probability trades & extremely 

high probability trades I hope we are being able to help some people here. Just trying 
to be fair between both the people that are accusing me of not wanting to help & the 
others that believe I'm spilling out too much and jeopardizing the strategy for 
them+myself 
Mate I'm surprised and shocked.  
No one is obliged to help anyone here. Period. If it comes, treat lit like gold dust. 
this is not a school or a charity. It's a discussion forum. Discuss or not, just don't censor. 

 

hoss Sep 18, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 8476

 
Does anyone have the file to check TZ's in Forex Tester? I understand we can't use .ex4 
files with it. 
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 8477

 
Quoting hoss 
Does anyone have the file to check TZ's in Forex Tester? I understand we can't use .ex4 
files with it. Thanks in advance. 
Doesn't it have to be converted to an EA to be used in the tester? 

 

summicron Sep 18, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 8478

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's something that came out of FreeFox's indicator and there seemed to be a 
recognisable pattern or sequence between the left TZ of the candle in question to the 
right TZ. Left is confirmed if you like over h bars. The right is future so as the bars come 
in h-x you don't know if the zone will be breached or not....if it's not, then you have a 
fully formed TZ across hx2 bars.....sometimes however, you get a pierce of the range but 
not a full breach....that still makes it valid but reduces the height of the zone by the qty 



of the breach. 
Thanks! 
 
All I know about TZ concept ... till now that is ... is left TZ and it's (rare) potential to 
become a full TZ. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 8479

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate I'm surprised and shocked. No one is obliged to help anyone here. Period. 
If it comes, treat lit like gold dust. this is not a school or a charity. It's a discussion 
forum. Discuss or not, just don't censor. 
Vlady, that's my fault, for his comment. I made the comment yesterday, "not to let the 
cat out of the bag". I was 1/2 kidding him when I said it. 
Of course I would like to know for sure how he does it but I have been checking his 
numbers against mine to see if we are on the same page, we are very close, to say the 
least. He has obviously worked out the "timing " I am still working on that part or I 
should say refining it. 
 
It is hard to post here with valuable information without giving away the house in the 
process, that is why I do not give out absolute numbers I use. They are GOLDEN. 

 

hoss Sep 18, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 8480

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Doesn't it have to be converted to an EA to be used in the tester? 
You could be right. I am not too familiar with the program, but would like to see the TZ's 
form on it. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 1:57pm | Post# 8481

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} You could be right. I am not too familiar with the program, but would like to see 
the TZ's form on it. 
If I am not mistaken, you will have to use a standalone program for indicators, not MT4. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 2:03pm | Post# 8482

 
BTW, USD/MXN looks great for using with TZ strategy, there is also a Gap trade nearly 
every day for those who like the gap plays. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 8483

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Vlady, that's my fault, for his comment. I made the comment yesterday, "not to 
let the cat out of the bag". I was 1/2 kidding him when I said it. Of course I would like to 
know for sure how he does it but I have been checking his numbers against mine to see 
if we are on the same page, we are very close, to say the least. He has obviously worked 
out the "timing " I am still working on that part or I should say refining it. It is hard to 
post here with valuable information without giving away the house in the process, that is 



why I do not... 
Big Hug 
mate... This thing called FF is impersonal at worst and gunny at best. It'd be different if 
we were all face to face. LOL 

Besides, you're a veteran here as well. You've got every right to do what you do!  
Peace! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 18, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 8484

 
Haven't got a chart as I'm currently in a diner in London Soho, but I was checking the 4H 
and it was right on the Bollinger mid. If it breaks, I'm looking for Longs. If not, shorts. 
We'll see what Asia does. 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 8485

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} same crazy price action pattern i illustrated on the daily chart. same things 
happening on the 1hr chart. bearflag( or what do you call it. i havnt read that post on 
bear flag properly). so we will have same tricky pricaction on the 1hr chart. But this time 
i am well prepared. Just occured to me that this pattern is a normal pattern on all 
timeframes and we have been experiencing it in the past. except i didnt know what it 
was 
put FIBS on YOUR chart and you will see them as retracement.s 
not pattern.s 
in one of the books i read which talked about fib's 
guy said if it retraces to 23.6 and continues down the trend is strong 
if it retraces to 50.0 the trend is running out of steam and so on 
hope that helps 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 18, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 8486

 
Hmm 6 scalps on 1m E/U in the last hour all on target  Using my "adjusted" 

understanding of TZ. Maybe I just got lucky  
Used the 1m so as to get more "test" opportunities 
 
Edit I manual TZed, now to work on confirming the "theory" for myself and proving it was 
not luck. 

 

Baillie Sep 18, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 8487

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

Hmm 6 scalps on 1m E/U in the last hour all on target  Using my "adjusted" 

understanding of TZ. Maybe I just got lucky Used the 1m so as to get more "test" 
opportunities 

 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 8488

 
Quoting wireash 



{quote} put FIBS on YOUR chart and you will see them as retracement.s not pattern.s in 
one of the books i read which talked about fib's guy said if it retraces to 23.6 and 
continues down the trend is strong if it retraces to 50.0 the trend is running out of steam 
and so on hope that helps 
Hmmmn, helps so much. Can i have a copy of the book? 

 

onlywin Sep 18, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 8489

 
Quoting DmitryFX 
{quote} post # 6560  
Hey, DimitryFx Thanks for Reply, i get it but my Mt4 dont show indicators... :-( 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 2:57pm | Post# 8490

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Hmmmn, helps so much. Can i have a copy of the book? 
the fx bootcamp guide to straregic and tactical forex guide 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 8491

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} the fx bootcamp guide to straregic and tactical forex guide 
the fx bootcamp guide to strategic and tactical forex training by wayne mcdonnell 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 3:29pm | Post# 8492

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} the fx bootcamp guide to straregic and tactical forex guide 
thanks buddy 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 3:34pm | Post# 8493

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Ordinarily I wouldn't trade two strong currencies against each other at any given time, but 
just to help illustrate how I leverage trades off potential TZs and/or RZs, here's a juicy one 
cooking on USDCAD...(like I said this just for illustration purposes. This is in no way a high 
probability setup for the simple fact that USD and CAD are both very strong currencies at 
the moment. This just for illustration purposes. Now imagine if one of them was extremely 

strong and the other extremely weak...AHA...like USDJPY?  



 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 3:54pm | Post# 8494

 
2 Attachment(s) 
The Scotland Referendum makes GBPUSD and/or GBPCAD special Pair(s)-Of-Interest(POI) 
in the next couple of days and next week. The fact that market makers have been jacking 
up price one week before this event against strong currencies like these makes it suspect in 

my opinion. GBPCAD looks particularly juicy...  



 

 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 4:28pm | Post# 8495

 
Quoting LITEchild 
The Scotland Referendum makes GBPUSD and/or GBPCAD special Pair(s)-Of-
Interest(POI) in the next couple of days and next week. The fact that market makers 
have been jacking up price one week before this event against strong currencies like 

these makes it suspect in my opinion. GBPCAD looks particularly juicy...  {image} 
{image} 
HHMMMMM i'm long on pound and euro 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 4:37pm | Post# 8496

 
Quoting LITEchild 
The Scotland Referendum makes GBPUSD and/or GBPCAD special Pair(s)-Of-
Interest(POI) in the next couple of days and next week. The fact that market makers 



have been jacking up price one week before this event against strong currencies like 

these makes it suspect in my opinion. GBPCAD looks particularly juicy...  {image} 
{image} 
but i see what youre saying  
GBP was going up for the last two week's 
it didnt even give a chance for my indi's to reset. 

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 8:28pm | Post# 8497

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey, I just spotted this... apologies my friend. This is an interesting one.... I will 
have to dig this out to confirm at home, but I recall that Eurusdd may have initially 
mentioned.....35 days? Can't remember. It was a fixed number anyway. But I doubled it 
on one of my charts...... and guess roughly when price returned, 70 days later. Hence, 
DS Zones are NOT like Demand/Supply... you need to move away from them because 
they are abitrage points. When the market is ready to address the misprice, it will do so 
in its own time. But if you... 
Do not worry, i know you are a very busy trader mate, and besides you can not post 
much at your office, you must concentrate at your trading plan, and have so much 
questions to answer. We all understand that. Thanks a lot mate, will remember the H-L 

zone, transient, etc ..  

Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey Vlady, this may help, here is the post: {quote} {image} 

Thanks mate.  

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 8498

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Nice picture Vlady. i think next week is the time for EU to go up, before going 
down again .... Edit: @D1 , H1, M15 stoch below 10, one of them is near to 0. May be 
today or tomorrow EU will up, just waiting for confirmation of stoch and other indicators. 
EU was up yesterday, unfortunately i was out (so many things to do) and could not 
trade. I think it is the time for EU to sink, today ... 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 9:07pm | Post# 8499

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} EU was up yesterday, unfortunately i was out (so many things to do) and could 
not trade. I think it is the time for EU to sink, today ... 
i disagree 
euro is strong euro will break all ressistance it will continue going 
reason: all my indi's bottomed out and there set to find tops and bottom.s (on different 
pairs) and they did 
BIAS : 
EURO LONG : medium 
GBP LONG: strong 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 8500

 
Quoting wireash 



{quote} i disagree euro is strong euro will break all ressistance it will continue going 
reason: all my indi's bottomed out and there set to find tops and bottom.s (on different 
pairs) and they did BIAS : EURO LONG : medium GBP LONG: strong 
once again look at other EUR pairs! 
there going up! 
dont stand in front of a running BULL 
what do you know? 
look at your chart! 
wait for a pullback! 
or wait for indecision (PRICE WILL MOVE UP AND DOWN LIKE A SHARK) 
and go with the trend 
GO LONG? (93%) youre right 
GO SHORT ( 7%) youre right 
K.I.S.S 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 9:24pm | Post# 8501

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} i disagree euro is strong euro will break all ressistance it will continue going 
reason: all my indi's bottomed out and there set to find tops and bottom.s (on different 
pairs) and they did BIAS : EURO LONG : medium GBP LONG: strong 
In my opinion that might not be completely true. EUR has so far only shown signs of 
strength against the Yen and AUD. It's also 50/50 with NZD. It's still considerable weaker 
than USD, CAD, GBP and CHF. so I still think It has to do more to justify going long on it 
other than indicator overbought/oversold readings. Just my opinion though. I might be 

totally wrong of course.  
 
GBP, on the other hand, seems to be making quite a case for itself. Keep an eye on that 

one.  

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 9:34pm | Post# 8502

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} In my opinion that might not be completely true. EUR has so far only shown 
signs of strength against the Yen and AUD. It's also 50/50 with NZD. It's still 
considerable weaker than USD, CAD, GBP and CHF. so I still think It has to do more to 
justify going long on it other than indicator overbought/oversold readings. Just my 

opinion though. I might be totally wrong of course.  
thats the beauty of charts 
were right but were wrong 
i personally think that your input on this thread is very important 
and i think that you should continue with your BIAS !  
my BIAS is up!why? becouse the trend is UP! 

 

elen21168 Sep 18, 2014 9:54pm | Post# 8503

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} In my opinion that might not be completely true. EUR has so far only shown signs 
of strength against the Yen and AUD. It's also 50/50 with NZD. It's still considerable weaker 
than USD, CAD, GBP and CHF. so I still think It has to do more to justify going long on it 
other than indicator overbought/oversold readings. Just my opinion though. I might be 



totally wrong of course. GBP, on the other hand, seems to be making quite a case for 

itself. Keep an eye on that one.  
This is what i got on ZzBB. It will swing today, latest on Monday ... and will down next 
week. For today, my Sell target today is around 1.2838. There is unfinished job at zone 
2836-2840. It will go up again today/Monday to reach upper BB, then it will be a long down 
next week ... 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:10pm | Post# 8504

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} This is what i got on ZzBB. It will swing today, latest on Monday ... and will down 
next week. For today, my Sell target today is around 1.2838. There is unfinished job at zone 
2836-2840. It will go up again today/Monday to reach upper BB, then it will be a long down 
next week ... {image} 

a bit early to the party though. Scout entry, very small risk...  
proper entries should be below the pivot. 

 

 

elen21168 Sep 18, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 8505



 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} a bit early to the party though. Scout entry, very small risk...  proper entries 
should be below the pivot. {image} 

I was too early too .... i will see at around 2870-2877 as my first zone. This area is 
almost surely will be hit. If it goes lower, next 2836-2840 is my last target for today. 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:17pm | Post# 8506

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
Ordinarily I wouldn't trade two strong currencies against each other at any given time, but 
just to help illustrate how I leverage trades off potential TZs and/or RZs, here's a juicy one 
cooking on USDCAD...(like I said this just for illustration purposes. This is in no way a high 
probability setup for the simple fact that USD and CAD are both very strong currencies at 
the moment. This just for illustration purposes. Now imagine if one of them was extremely 

strong and the other extremely weak...AHA...like USDJPY? {image} {image} 
Remember this from earlier? 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:21pm | Post# 8507

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Main trade still doing well...clocked 210pips at a point. 166pips locked in... just enjoying the 

ride.  



 

 

pedma Sep 18, 2014 10:23pm | Post# 8508

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Remember this from earlier? {image} 
This is a good idea, will try it. Thanks mate. 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 10:28pm | Post# 8509

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Main trade still doing well...clocked 210pips at a point. 166pips locked in... just enjoying 

the ride. {image} 
sweet! 
GBP/AUD 273 pips 
GBP/NZD 186 pips 
EUR/nzd 88 pips 
what about tomorrow? 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 8510

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} sweet! GBP/AUD 273 pips GBP/NZD 186 pips EUR/nzd 88 pips what about 
tomorrow? 
small retracment and were going UP! 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:30pm | Post# 8511

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} This is a good idea, will try it. Thanks mate. 
careful with your risk management though. Like I stated earlier, it's not really a grade A 
setup in my opinion. They are both strong currencies, so there might be a tendency to 
range and/or whipsaw a bit. I only posted the setup as it was forming in order to 



illustrate how I play the TZs/RZs...trade safe.  

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:32pm | Post# 8512

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} sweet! GBP/AUD 273 pips GBP/NZD 186 pips EUR/nzd 88 pips what about 
tomorrow? 

Nicely done.  

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:34pm | Post# 8513

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} sweet! GBP/AUD 273 pips GBP/NZD 186 pips EUR/nzd 88 pips what about 
tomorrow? 
careful with the EURNZD though. I don't see EUR winning that one longer term. Just my 

thots.  

 

elen21168 Sep 18, 2014 10:36pm | Post# 8514

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Main trade still doing well...clocked 210pips at a point. 166pips locked in... just enjoying 

the ride. {image} 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} sweet! GBP/AUD 273 pips GBP/NZD 186 pips EUR/nzd 88 pips what about 
tomorrow? 
Ou je, you are all having good pips. Congratulation. I got NZD/USD just some pips today, 
hope it will continue to south. 

Quoting LITEchild 
{quote}.....They are both strong currencies, so there might be a tendency to range 
and/or whipsaw a bit. I only posted the setup as it was forming in order to 

illustrate how I play the TZs/RZs...trade safe.  
Thanks mate. 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 10:40pm | Post# 8515

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} careful with the EURNZD though. I don't see EUR winning that one longer term. 

Just my thots.  
thank you for your reply 
my BIAS is up 
EUR/NZD is STRUGGLING 
BUT IT TESTED 61.8 FIB couple times  
it want.s to go there and beyond 
if it doesnt? thats fine ill short but from looking at the charts ! it wants to go up 
your input is highly appreciateed! 

 

LITEchild Sep 18, 2014 10:41pm | Post# 8516

 



Quoting wireash 
{quote} thank you for your reply my BIAS is up EUR/NZD is STRUGGLING BUT IT 
TESTED 61.8 FIB couple times it want.s to go there and beyond if it doesnt? thats fine ill 
short but from looking at the charts ! it wants to go up your input is highly appreciateed! 

Understood.  

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 10:46pm | Post# 8517

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} thank you for your reply my BIAS is up EUR/NZD is STRUGGLING BUT IT 
TESTED 61.8 FIB couple times it want.s to go there and beyond if it doesnt? thats fine ill 
short but from looking at the charts ! it wants to go up your input is highly appreciateed! 
it tested it too many times to be fake it has to create a new top 
so from now on im long on GBP and EUR 
REASON: look at the charts! it says up (sorry i dont trade eur/usd) but eur and puond 
are gaining strenght  
ADOPT TO THE MARKET 
go with the flow 

 

wireash Sep 18, 2014 11:10pm | Post# 8518

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} thank you for your reply my BIAS is up EUR/NZD is STRUGGLING BUT IT 
TESTED 61.8 FIB couple times it want.s to go there and beyond if it doesnt? thats fine ill 
short but from looking at the charts ! it wants to go up your input is highly appreciateed! 
yup i got stopped out 
gbp aud 250 pips (8HOURS) 
gbp nzd 166 pips *HOURS) 
eur? still strong if i get stopped out it will be for 50 pip profit 
oh well 
i had to close my trades becouse my IBFX broker 
is cancelling my account and giving it away to FXDM 
STILL! 
EUR 
GBP 
UP UP UP 

 

BlackStack Sep 18, 2014 11:43pm | Post# 8519

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} yup i got stopped out gbp aud 250 pips (8HOURS) gbp nzd 166 pips *HOURS) 
eur? still strong if i get stopped out it will be for 50 pip profit oh well i had to close my 
trades becouse my IBFX broker is cancelling my account and giving it away to FXDM 
STILL! EUR GBP UP UP UP 
GBPAUD in 8 hours is more like 25 pips, not 250 pips 

 

ephisi Sep 18, 2014 11:45pm | Post# 8520

 
back and Much better, my edge is increasing 
Dont be fooled by her tricks. we will have a down then an up. the down will be smaller 
than the up. 
 



Good morning house 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 12:20am | Post# 8521

 
Quoting ephisi 
back and Much better, my edge is increasing Dont be fooled by her tricks. we will have a 
down then an up. the down will be smaller than the up. Good morning house 
Today is a bull day. 1.2955 on the cards. Holding longs on live account. Testing scalps on 

demo. Im getting into the zone  
 
 
 
WARNING :THIS IS NOT A TRADE CALL 
LONG 1.2921  

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 12:30am | Post# 8522

 
@neio pls send me email or skype 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 12:38am | Post# 8523

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Today is a bull day. 1.2955 on the cards. Holding longs on live account. Testing 

scalps on demo. Im getting into the zone  WARNING :THIS IS NOT A TRADE CALL 
LONG 1.2921 
Main Long signal was at 1.2896. but i taught we would go down some more. lesson: 
Assume trend until trend-line breaks 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 1:35am | Post# 8524

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Main Long signal was at 1.2896. but i taught we would go down some more. 
lesson: Assume trend until trend-line breaks 
 
if 1hr trendline breaks and 1.2897 is taken out. we will have a down before up 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 1:52am | Post# 8525

 
I have a long signal currently, target 1.29621. However, I will need to revisit this if we 
get a close below 1.29080 in 190min time.  
 
Nothing clear showing up on lower tf's as yet. 
 
GL to all for today. 

 

Neio Sep 19, 2014 1:56am | Post# 8526

 
Overall my bias is slightly up....but I feel we may get a pull back to around 1.288x 
(possible fake Frankfurt down move?) and then head up. 



 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:02am | Post# 8527

 
Quoting Neio 
Overall my bias is slightly up....but I feel we may get a pull back to around 1.288x 
(possible fake Frankfurt down move?) and then head up. 
 
great, just as i expected. Asia and franky usually does the retraces. london should take 
her up 
 
 
pls send me email or skype 

 

Neio Sep 19, 2014 2:11am | Post# 8528

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} great, just as i expected. Asia and franky usually does the retraces. london 
should take her up pls send me email or skype 
 
I sent you a pm (I don't have your email or skype - don't post it here) 
 
For those of you following the progress of my explorer, I was up over 500% in profit but 
took a big hit as I tried to trade FOMC and thought I had caught the bottom. 
 
Started to recover again but I think those that trade using TZs are aware that it works 
great in slow moving or ranging markets. When markets start to trend and move quickly 
that is when mid-bar TZs tend to form. 
 
Anyway for me personally hopefully lesson learned and will avoid high impact news when 
trading TZs. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:18am | Post# 8529

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} great, just as i expected. Asia and franky usually does the retraces. london 
should take her up pls send me email or skype 
a 1hr candle close above 1.2930 should confirm next strong bull wave which may 
complete eurusds reversal 
a 1hr candle close below 1.2894 should confirm the next weak bearish wave toward 
1.2860, before next wave up again. 
 
Guys im not 100percent sure. just my analysis. price action has become crazy. one 
needs to be careful these days 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:24am | Post# 8530

 
im so glad, the EURUSDD thread has evolved. We now have so many proteges of 
eurusdd who have done really hard work and research to understand eurusdds principles. 
Finally i too im a testimony to the fact that eurusdds method works. 
 
neio is an example, fxjay is another example, vlady, hepsiba and so many too numerous 
to mention. EURUSDD no more needs to spoon feed us 
 



great work guys 

 

Neio Sep 19, 2014 2:25am | Post# 8531

 
Quoting Neio 
Overall my bias is slightly up....but I feel we may get a pull back to around 1.288x 
(possible fake Frankfurt down move?) and then head up. 
Following on from this...on my platform last week we had another consecutive bear 
candle (I know it was a pin but it finished down on the week open). 
 
The current weekly candle is down on the week open....do we expect to have another 
down week? (10 consecutive down weeks) 
 
Got to get above 1.297x to finish up thought. Quite a long way to go with no news 
today.... 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:29am | Post# 8532

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Following on from this...on my platform last week we had another consecutive 
bear candle (I know it was a pin but if finished down on the week open). The current 
weekly candle is down on the week open....do we expect to have another down week? 
(10 consecutive down weeks) Got to get above 1.297x to finish up thought. Quite a long 
way to go with no news today.... 
 
i think we will finish the week above 1.2858. dont know about that weekly pinbar 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 2:32am | Post# 8533

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} a 1hr candle close above 1.2930 should confirm next strong bull wave which 
may complete eurusds reversal a 1hr candle close below 1.2894 should confirm the next 
weak bearish wave toward 1.2860, before next wave up again. Guys im not 100percent 
sure. just my analysis. price action has become crazy. one needs to be careful these days 
Great, I have similar levels. 
 
I also need a short term high above 1.2910 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:50am | Post# 8534

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Great, I have similar levels. I also need a short term high above 1.2910 
1.2930 was a good swing top for short. i overlooked an aspect of my signal. oh 

well  as vlady said it will take time to sink in, 
 
if 1hr close below 1.28894 we will may have a small leg up then down to 1.2860. my 
eyes will now be on 1.2860 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:52am | Post# 8535

 



Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Great, I have similar levels. I also need a short term high above 1.2910 
 
i need short term hig around same levels 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 2:55am | Post# 8536

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i need short term hig around same levels 
now she will struggle to close above support at 1.2894/96 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 3:02am | Post# 8537

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} now she will struggle to close above support at 1.2894/96 
 
Yes, it may now be longer term before it fixes the zone needed above 1.2910, I think it is 
being drawn towards 1.28726. However, as vlady knows, UK often reverses the EU move 
so we'll see. I will add a long at a touch above 1.2896 if we get there. 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 3:54am | Post# 8538

 
Quoting elen21168 

{quote} I was too early too .... i will see at around 2870-2877 as my first zone. This 
area is almost surely will be hit. If it goes lower, next 2836-2840 is my last target for 
today. 
My first target is almost hit. If it is hit, may be it will retrace first, going up. 

 

Kamikazepips Sep 19, 2014 3:58am | Post# 8539

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} My first target is almost hit. If it is hit, may be it will retrace first, going up. 

Nice trade elen!! please you can send me your template, and indicators?  

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 4:02am | Post# 8540

 
Quoting Kamikazepips 

{quote} Nice trade elen!! please you can send me your template, and indicators?  
Sorry, there is no such thing. All i use is available at Eurusdd's threads, i thank him a lot 
for that. Just read them carefully, apply the concept, i think every one can do it. Good 
luck mate. 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 4:22am | Post# 8541

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} My first target is almost hit. If it is hit, may be it will retrace first, going up. 
My first target is reached. Lets see, if it goes below 2862, i will sell again. If not, then i 
think it will retrace, going up. I will do a sell at the top later .... 



Edit: if it goes up, i think it will reach 2917 - 2925. i will sell from there 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 4:29am | Post# 8542

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Yes, it may now be longer term before it fixes the zone needed above 1.2910, I 
think it is being drawn towards 1.28726. However, as vlady knows, UK often reverses the 
EU move so we'll see. I will add a long at a touch above 1.2896 if we get there. 
ok, so it's visited 1.28726 and could now go up. I still see the need for a TZ above 
1.2910 but, if there is not a close above 1.29080 in the next 31min, this may not happen 
for a while. 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 4:33am | Post# 8543

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} ok, so it's visited 1.28726 and could now go up. I still see the need for a TZ 
above 1.2910 but, if there is not a close above 1.29080 in the next 31min, this may not 
happen for a while. 
Great hepsibah. I have put a buy, SL 10 pips. Targeting around 2912-2917 (yes, i am 

learning not to be greedy, TP below the zone is ok for me ). 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 4:34am | Post# 8544

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} a 1hr candle close above 1.2930 should confirm next strong bull wave which 
may complete eurusds reversal a 1hr candle close below 1.2894 should confirm the next 
weak bearish wave toward 1.2860, before next wave up again. Guys im not 100percent 
sure. just my analysis. price action has become crazy. one needs to be careful these days 

so i was right this time, No one shouted crucify him . i guess i am doing something 
right. its sinking in, im currently trading with just TRZ no eurusdd template. but i plane 
to set all up this weekend. i see how the are usefull. but basicall what you need is TRZ 
and wave count 
 
1.2860 is where i will start attempting a reversal towards 1.2908 area. I might be wrong 

this time  learning 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 4:34am | Post# 8545

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} Thanks! All I know about TZ concept ... till now that is ... is left TZ and it's 
(rare) potential to become a full TZ. 
My logic is still some what messy but its clearing. So taking the way you phrased 
this..one way is that since its only a 3% chance a TZ will actually become a real TZ then 
you have 97% chance of a revisit. That should give some levels to work thing out with 
which lead to the next question of when the revisit will be. 
 
Using a 1 min chart and taking H to be 5 for example sake....once a potential TZ forms at 
say price 1.3000 then we can assume regardless of how price moves there is a 97% 
chance that price will be at 1.3000 again in the next H5 which is 5 mins 

 



ephisi Sep 19, 2014 4:36am | Post# 8546

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} ok, so it's visited 1.28726 and could now go up. I still see the need for a TZ 
above 1.2910 but, if there is not a close above 1.29080 in the next 31min, this may not 
happen for a while. 
im also long, willadd at 60 if we get it. I now understand why vlady kept adding new 
positions. doing that with small lots trying to catch the bottom 

 

LITEchild Sep 19, 2014 4:40am | Post# 8547

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Locked in +20. Free ride...  

 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 4:40am | Post# 8548

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} im also long, willadd at 60 if we get it. I now understand why vlady kept adding 
new positions. doing that with small lots trying to catch the bottom 
will take quick profit on this one. i think she will dip spike down to 1.2960. where i will 
hold buy if i enter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 4:52am | Post# 8549

 
Morning Folks! 
 
I've turned on my scalper hat since last night. Won some lost some, but the general tone 
has been a bit confused.  
 
The 4H rejected the Bollinger Mid 2935, but the rejection I think is only temporary... 
there's just something about the shape and timing. No reaction on Scottish Indep... it's 
moving to something else. The 1H... settled in roughly the same place before Yellen 
yesterday. Could be going for 56.  
 



The 15M has been showing failed turns since Asia end and Frankfurt. That's not bearish 
at all, just no power..... well not until 9am London. So it's not the "normal" routine. 
Something gives and I can't find enough clues on news atm. 
 
I'm looking to Long this pair on a clear signal from 1H and 15M combined. 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 4:55am | Post# 8550

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} ok, so it's visited 1.28726 and could now go up. I still see the need for a TZ 
above 1.2910 but, if there is not a close above 1.29080 in the next 31min, this may not 
happen for a while. 
Mmm, is this a shakeout before the rise or a continuation down? If it closes under 
1.29080 in the next 5min, I will have a buy and sell conflict on H4 so will probably be 
into a hedge. A touch above 1.28844 would be bullish for me. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 4:59am | Post# 8551

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} will take quick profit on this one. i think she will dip spike down to 1.2960. 
where i will hold buy if i enter 
out at break even. no more longs. Today is a down day. 60 seems to be repeling price 
abit. But i believe we will hit 60 and maybe break lower. my bias for today is 
bearish.There is possibility of reaching 1.2833. looking for a good rally to sell 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 5:06am | Post# 8552

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Morning Folks! I've turned on my scalper hat since last night. Won some lost some, but 
the general tone has been a bit confused. The 4H rejected the Bollinger Mid 2935, but 
the rejection I think is only temporary... there's just something about the shape and 
timing. No reaction on Scottish Indep... it's moving to something else. The 1H... settled 
in roughly the same place before Yellen yesterday. Could be going for 56. The 15M has 
been showing failed turns since Asia end and Frankfurt. That's not bearish at all, just no 
power..... well not until... 
good morning mate. how are you coping scalping at work? yes scalping is the way 
forward. 
 
but what i realized while researing last nite was that with eurusdds method you can 
actually pick the swing highs and lows. its only such trades that you can hold for 12 
hours. eg the short signal at 1.2930. we shouldnt close above 1.2930 today. i waited for 
the swing high into the nite. but when i found i i scalped it and took profit thinking she 
would go higher. i was cross with myself. i was in at 1.2929 jest 2pips below high. But i 
now know how to pick the tops and bottoms. 
 
based on that i dont think we will see a bottom till late us session where profit takers 
may make her rally abit 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 5:09am | Post# 8553

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} good morning mate. how are you coping scalping at work? yes scalping is the 



way forward. but what i realized while researing last nite was that with eurusdds method 
you can actually pick the swing highs and lows. its only such trades that you can hold for 
12 hours. eg the short signal at 1.2930. we shouldnt close above 1.2930 today. i waited 
for the swing high into the nite. but when i found i i scalped it and took profit thinking 
she would go higher. i was cross with myself. i was in at 1.2929 jest 2pips below high. 
But i now know how to... 
im not perfect yet with the scalping. still tweaking. so i will only take swing high and 
swing low swing trades which i can hold for the day. 
 
while i am practising scalping on demo. Getting better at it and creaing some high 
probability filters 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 5:18am | Post# 8554

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Great hepsibah. I have put a buy, SL 10 pips. Targeting around 2912-2917 (yes, 

i am learning not to be greedy, TP below the zone is ok for me ). 
Here we go .... there is a strong zone around 2913-2917. My other zone is higher (some 
of them are overlapping). So, i think 2912-2917 is a good choice for TP. 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 5:20am | Post# 8555

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Here we go .... there is a strong zone around 2913-2917. My other zone is 
higher (some of them are overlapping). So, i think 2912-2917 is a good choice for TP. 
yep, I'll be happy to tp at 1.2910 and then re-group 

 

summicron Sep 19, 2014 5:24am | Post# 8556

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} My logic is still some what messy but its clearing. So taking the way you 
phrased this..one way is that since its only a 3% chance a TZ will actually become a real 
TZ then you have 97% chance of a revisit. That should give some levels to work thing 
out with which lead to the next question of when the revisit will be. Using a 1 min chart 
and taking H to be 5 for example sake....once a potential TZ forms at say price 1.3000 
then we can assume regardless of how price moves there is a 97% chance that price will 
be at 1.3000 again in the next... 
Yea. Once we see a potential TZ we immediately assume it will become full TZ even if its 
rare at 3%. the odds the next bar is also a TZ, two TZ side by side, should be even rarer. 
So target price to revisit the 2nd bar, if so we win. If price go thru to potential TZ, the 
1st bar, we win. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 5:29am | Post# 8557

 
looking for short above 1.2888/94. 

 

wireash Sep 19, 2014 5:30am | Post# 8558

 
Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} GBPAUD in 8 hours is more like 25 pips, not 250 pips 



LOL what chart are you looking at? 
forex? 
from 5 to 10 o clock it moved 255.6 
so it was less than 8 hours  
sorry my mistake 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 5:32am | Post# 8559

 
Quoting ephisi 
looking for short above 1.2888/94. 
target 1.2830 and below. based on my analysis 1.2830ish is on the card. a break below 
1.2830 will lead to 1.2750. 
 
now i know when to switch betwwen scalping mode and swinging mode 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 5:50am | Post# 8560

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} target 1.2830 and below. based on my analysis 1.2830ish is on the card. a 
break below 1.2830 will lead to 1.2750. now i know when to switch betwwen scalping 
mode and swinging mode 
I agree that it is looking distinctly bearish. My problem is that we haven't had a top TZ to 
go down from and I think caution is needed on shorts until that forms. A close below 
1.28726 on M15 or higher tf will definitely have me short but I'll still be holding my longs 
as I have something from eurusdd's charts last w/e that makes me think it unlikely it will 
go further than 40-50 pips away from 1.2910 before returning. And if we hit that, we 
may be going onto 1.2962. 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 5:54am | Post# 8561

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} target 1.2830 and below. based on my analysis 1.2830ish is on the card. a 
break below 1.2830 will lead to 1.2750. now i know when to switch betwwen scalping 
mode and swinging mode 

 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 6:06am | Post# 8562

 
i now see what you guys seen long are seeing. Bulls are hoping for a reversal. it may 
reverse. i am not sure so will just stick to my own analysis. 
Time will tell. above 1.28855 bulls have hope. 
 
to me we are in a down trend. but the previous reversal patterns started playing out just 
the way today is playing out. i will learn something if i am wrong 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 6:19am | Post# 8563

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I agree that it is looking distinctly bearish. My problem is that we haven't had a 
top TZ to go down from and I think caution is needed on shorts until that forms. A close 



below 1.28726 on M15 or higher tf will definitely have me short but I'll still be holding my 
longs as I have something from eurusdd's charts last w/e that makes me think it unlikely 
it will go further than 40-50 pips away from 1.2910 before returning. And if we hit that, 
we may be going onto 1.2962. 
Well that could hardly have been closer, a M15 close at 1.28725, so I have a short with a 
3 pip SL as it doesn't seem totally convincing. Nothing in a rush today and no news to 
give it a shove. Could be a long day zzzzzz 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 6:34am | Post# 8564

 
Next stop should be 1.2845. what do i know. thats what d chart tells me. no one should 
follow my direction. trade at your own risk. only orid has really agrreed with shorts fully 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 6:40am | Post# 8565

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I agree that it is looking distinctly bearish. My problem is that we haven't had a 
top TZ to go down from and I think caution is needed on shorts until that forms. A close 
below 1.28726 on M15 or higher tf will definitely have me short but I'll still be holding my 
longs as I have something from eurusdd's charts last w/e that makes me think it unlikely 
it will go further than 40-50 pips away from 1.2910 before returning. And if we hit that, 
we may be going onto 1.2962. 
interesting. please what is that something that you have on your charts. 
 
just a question, must 1hr form a top trz? i believe 1 to 5mins tf have posted top trzs. to 
me thats enough 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 6:46am | Post# 8566

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Well that could hardly have been closer, a M15 close at 1.28725, so I have a 
short with a 3 pip SL as it doesn't seem totally convincing. Nothing in a rush today and 
no news to give it a shove. Could be a long day zzzzzz 
 
you may try to pick a bottom at 1.2860. a good spot. but i wont. learnt my lessons. i will 

know exactly when the bottom appears. will update the house  1.2860ish approached 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 6:49am | Post# 8567

 
@vlady youre busy watching and scalping transient zones. lol. how is it going mate.? 
scalping needs so much focus. thats why i was away for some time. 
the scalpers are usually silent for long periods 

 

hepsibah Sep 19, 2014 7:03am | Post# 8568

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} interesting. please what is that something that you have on your charts. just a 
question, must 1hr form a top trz? i believe 1 to 5mins tf have posted top trzs. to me 
thats enough 
It depends on the size of your h but, with the different h's I am now using for different 



tf's, I am looking for a new top TZ to begin developing on all tf's. H4 for instance is now 
heading back down to its last TZ bottom without having made a single new HH and it 
isn't usually comfortable with that. 
 
Anyway, I'm now flat. My next target downwards is 1.28559 but that isn't far enough 
away for me to risk new shorts. If we get a close below that, I'll wait for a new LL and 
then a touch back above to go long to take care of 1.2910. If it goes back up above 
1.28726 without a low below 1.28559, I'll be back in long. Expensive day for me so far 
but at least I'm following my own rules today instead of making them up as I go along 
like yesterday - thought I was well past that stage LOL. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:05am | Post# 8569

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} 1.2930 was a good swing top for short. I overlooked an aspect of my signal. Oh 

well  As vlady said it will take time to sink in, if 1hr close below 1.28894 we will 
may have a small leg up then down to 1.2860. My eyes will now be on 1.2860 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} a 1hr candle close above 1.2930 should confirm next strong bull wave which 
may complete eurusds reversal a 1hr candle close below 1.2894 should confirm the next 
weak bearish wave toward 1.2860, before next wave up again. Guys im not 100percent 
sure. Just my analysis. Price action has become crazy. One needs to be careful these 
days 
 
bam 1.2860 
this is not the bottom but she may retrace a bit 
will tell when she bottoms out  

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:13am | Post# 8570

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} It depends on the size of your h but, with the different h's I am now using for 
different tf's, I am looking for a new top TZ to begin developing on all tf's. H4 for 
instance is now heading back down to its last TZ bottom without having made a single 
new HH and it isn't usually comfortable with that. Anyway, I'm now flat. My next target 
downwards is 1.28559 but that isn't far enough away for me to risk new shorts. If we get 
a close below that, I'll wait for a new LL and then a touch back above to go long to take 
care of 1.2910. If it goes... 
 
YEA MATE . FOLLOW YOUR RULES AND SEE WHERE YOU MISSED IT 
 
in a stong trend 4hr/1hr wont post Top trzs for a while 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:16am | Post# 8571

 
Below 1.2860 will be attempting 45 then 30. 1.2867/68 is the highest i think she will 
retrace too before going under 60. It may go as high as it wants for all i care. i wont go 
long. shorting rallies 
 
I MAY BE WRONG 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:29am | Post# 8572



 
Quoting orid 

{quote}   
 

Orid i see you   

 

handy148 Sep 19, 2014 7:32am | Post# 8573

 
Remember there is one respected person within this forum confident of 1.30'ish by 
Monday night. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:37am | Post# 8574

 
Quoting handy148 
Remember there is one respected person within this forum confident of 1.30'ish by 
Monday night. 
who is that person please? remember that there is no 100percent call buddy. confident 
dosnt equal certainty 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:38am | Post# 8575

 
1.2860 is a bit strong. it may drag her back up or close around 60ish on 1hr 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 7:51am | Post# 8576

 
me thinks maybe too much info coming here now , (no offence please0 
Point is if you have worked it out reasonably well you should make an easy 10 - 20 pips a 
day with very very little risk and lots more if you use different tfs 
Regards orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 7:55am | Post# 8577

 
Quoting orid 
me thinks maybe too much info coming here now , (no offence please0 Point is if you 
have worked it out reasonably well you should make an easy 10 - 20 pips a day with very 
very little risk and lots more if you use different tfs Regards orid peter 
 
check your PM 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 8:03am | Post# 8578

 
ok, out of shorts. we may reverse temporarily or permanenntly from here 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 8:13am | Post# 8579

 
45hit as i suggested. Im done for today. we could keep going lower. monday is another 
day. 



Bye 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 8:30am | Post# 8580

 
I had 3 great trades overnight from a new found friend, USDMXN, first trade went a little 
against but I found a better price and added another position. 
 
EURUSD + 17 (1) position 
 
USDMXN + 43 (2) position.s 
 
I have been using TZ/RZ along with "probability", I could have had more but I used 
conservative targets to keep my pips. 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 8:38am | Post# 8581

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Price just hit my second target, see pic. 
 
I knew it would, but being Friday and I just got up, no need to be greedy! 

 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 9:03am | Post# 8582

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Here we go .... there is a strong zone around 2913-2917. My other zone is 
higher (some of them are overlapping). So, i think 2912-2917 is a good choice for TP. 

My SL was hit ... have a sell 2960, minus some pips at the moment. Seems it will go 

down again  

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 9:07am | Post# 8583

 
i think this is bear trap 

 



vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 9:10am | Post# 8584

 
Quoting Baillie 
Price just hit my second target, see pic. I knew it would, but being Friday and I just got 
up, no need to be greedy! {image} 
Morning! LOL 
 

I like your picture. Reminds me of this one!  
Attachment 1511923  

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 9:12am | Post# 8585

 
Quoting ephisi 
i think this is bear trap 
Thanks Ephisi. SL moved to 5 pips, will see .... if it does not break last low, then i will 

close it (now have some pips profit, BE is ok too ) 
Edit: 
have closed it, enough for today. Good night every body, see you on Monday .... 

 

elen21168 Sep 19, 2014 9:15am | Post# 8586

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Morning! LOL I like your picture. Reminds me of this one! {image} 
Hi Vlad, 
Wow wow wow, your image is similar to Baillie's. So, price really has finger print, it will 

repeat again some time in the future  

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 9:22am | Post# 8587

 
Quoting ephisi 
@vlady youre busy watching and scalping transient zones. lol. how is it going mate.? 
scalping needs so much focus. thats why i was away for some time. the scalpers are 
usually silent for long periods 
Tricky day of scalping for me buddy. Win some, Lose some, Get interrupted, Lose Some, 
Win Some, Get Interrupted.... aaaaargggh! 
 
Constant Scalping, I don't think is for me.... or perhaps i am rusty. But psychologically I 
think I've changed from years ago when I used to to do 10-20 pips in an hour but I'd be 
a crazy dog and be stressed out. Can't do that anymore. 
 
Overall, the rejection of the 4H into the 1H was actually difficult for me to absorb as the 
15M / 5M just wasn't giving me the signals to say it was in sync. Dunno. Perhaps I'm 
hung over from the night before.  
 
We should be retesting the 2830 level... or at least, I'd like it to. Both 4H and 1H tell me 
it wants to. On the 1H, h is proving to be 2-3 ATM.... so it may not get there today. 
Which means overall we are still within a range set yesterday.... which really doesn't 
mean anything as far as direction. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 9:25am | Post# 8588



 
will reply my msgs soon. closesly watching this and taking notes. if we close above 60 
then we should rally. 
 
i learnt something new. Neio i agree with you. we are heading foir 1.2930 gradually 
today or monday 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 9:28am | Post# 8589

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Hi Vlad, Wow wow wow, your image is similar to Baillie's. So, price really has 

finger print, it will repeat again some time in the future  
TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. But what 
you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right of the 
most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving Resistence/Support.  
 
But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always has space to the 
left. 
 
I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read this last couple of years 
and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us his Transient Price 
Theory. The h bars.... is really a definition of that space. 
 
A support line, assumes that h is infinity. The line is there and it will always be support 
UNTIL it changes to resistence.  
But in our case, the LEFT side can mean that in the past it was recurrent but after this 
price bar.... is completely transient.  
That's what that picture is saying. It's not a Top/Bottom but it has the opposite of the 
definition I gave above. And, to me, it is recurrent after a period of time (h). 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 9:28am | Post# 8590

 
Quoting ephisi 
will reply my msgs soon. closesly watching this and taking notes. if we close above 60 
then we should rally. i learnt something new. Neio i agree with you. we are heading foir 
1.2930 gradually today or monday 
65/68 next next target/. will read and reply posts later. im seriously multitaksing 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 9:29am | Post# 8591

 
Quoting ephisi 
will reply my msgs soon. closesly watching this and taking notes. if we close above 60 
then we should rally. i learnt something new. Neio i agree with you. we are heading 
foir 1.2930 gradually today or monday 
Yes. This I agree with. 60 has been a BITCH! 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 9:38am | Post# 8592

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I shouldn't do this, but, I do not use any of the indicators for identifying TZ Zones, I stay on 
the 4hr, 1hr, 30 min charts zoomed out a bit; to get a better picture. 
 



Look to your left for "clusters of prices" 2-3 bars or more, pick a price closest to 00 or 05 
within those "clusters" draw a horizontal line to your right. You now have a very good 
target. 
 
The good ones are those where price pulls away, up or down cleanly, without too much 
hesitation. 
 
Let price move away with "probability" in mind. 
 
Example: (1) prices at cluster, (2) prices move up, (3) prices cluster, (4) prices continue up, 
(5) prices cluster. 
 
(1) accumulation, (2) mark up, (3) consolidation, (4) mark up (5) consolidation, distribution 
 
Now use your "rare event" thinking. This is not all to my strategy but this gets me started in 
the right direction. 
 
Which looks better? 
 

 
 
OR this ? 
 



 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 9:42am | Post# 8593

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Morning! LOL I like your picture. Reminds me of this one! {image} 

HMMM, maybe, Im waiting for you to post something good so I have a trade? LOL 
 
Good evening or afternoon to you too. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 9:47am | Post# 8594

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. 
But what you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right 
of the most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving 
Resistence/Support. But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always 
has space to the left. I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read 
this last couple of years and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us 
his Transient Price Theory.... 
youre a good teacher. eurusdd taught and you learned very well 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 10:10am | Post# 8595

 
below 30 we would spike down alot. then the trend becomes officially bearish again 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 10:29am | Post# 8596

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just wanted to post my daily trades till now (don't want to change the norm for you guys 
:P) 
 
Edit: I decided to hide the TP & SL from the statement in order not to give out too much and 
keep you guys thinking 



 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 10:42am | Post# 8597

 
As crazy as this may sound, I am still long eur/usd despite the current price action 
I don't like to throw out hundreds of numbers out there and take credit whether the price 
goes up or down just because wherever it goes, I have a post to quote & say I told you 
so. 
 
I've been as transparent as humanly possible, I'm showing you all my daily trades right 
from my platform, I even went as far as giving you a screenshot of my actual orders that 
are open in the market with their TP & SL. 
 
I would be the 1st one to post this system's first losing trade, and I will be more than 
happy to discuss with you guys what went wrong and how could we get the sure next 
bet. 
 
The only reason I am here exclusively on this thread is because I feel that I have to give 
back at least part of what I have learned from here; without the ideas presented here, 
my system wouldn't exist now!  
 
Thanks 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 10:53am | Post# 8598

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
As crazy as this may sound, I am still long eur/usd despite the current price action I 
don't like to throw out hundreds of numbers out there and take credit whether the price 
goes up or down just because wherever it goes, I have a post to quote & say I told you 
so. I've been as transparent as humanly possible, I'm showing you all my daily trades 
right from my platform, I even went as far as giving you a screenshot of my actual 
orders that are open in the market with their TP & SL. I would be the 1st one to post this 
system's first losing trade,... 
yea longs have hope. but if we break 1.2830. expect to see 1.2730/50 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 10:55am | Post# 8599

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
As crazy as this may sound, I am still long eur/usd despite the current price action I 
don't like to throw out hundreds of numbers out there and take credit whether the price 
goes up or down just because wherever it goes, I have a post to quote & say I told you 
so. I've been as transparent as humanly possible, I'm showing you all my daily trades 
right from my platform, I even went as far as giving you a screenshot of my actual 
orders that are open in the market with their TP & SL. I would be the 1st one to post this 
system's first losing trade,... 
Hey Jay, 
 



Just wanted to give you a shout-out re your efforts, results, the knowledge you've shared 
back.... oh and your PM to me! 
I actually don't think your bias makes any difference. Some who are seeking intra-day 
guidance may get confused but that's by-the-by. 
 
To me, the TZ or whatever still leave room for the art of interpretation and that's where 
the true magic is. We may have the ability to project probability but in the end anything 
can happen no matter what the probability. So in saying that, I don't think it's wild at all 
for you to be bullish.... I'm bearish until 1.25 but I can drop it like a fart in an elevator if 
I see signs that the bull is back. I believe Pro Traders are like that. So, keep em coming! 
 
In terms of mechanics and technique... I was wondering whether you are projecting 
future price with the Eurusdd method(s) or combining this with other pearls of wisdom? 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 10:56am | Post# 8600

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I will post the trades I currently have in bold for everyone to see, and I'll be open to 
criticism if those trades end up in loss by the time I have given: 
 
(keep in mind that so for from the beginning of the testing on Monday I have 84/84 
winners - the statement posted shows 1 loss & that's bcz of negative swaps - the actual 
trade was closed at break even)  
 
Also remember that I don't take any trade that has a probability of success below 90% 

 

 

burnssss Sep 19, 2014 10:57am | Post# 8601

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, Just wanted to give you a shout-out re your efforts, results, the 
knowledge you've shared back.... oh and your PM to me! I actually don't think your bias 
makes any difference. Some who are seeking intra-day guidance may get confused but 
that's by-the-by. To me, the TZ or whatever still leave room for the art of interpretation 
and that's where the true magic is. We may have the ability to project probability but in 
the end anything can happen no matter what the probability. So in saying that, I don't 



think it's wild at all for you... 
jajajaj, you are very good Vlady 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 10:59am | Post# 8602

 
Quoting Baillie 
I had 3 great trades overnight from a new found friend, USDMXN, first trade went a little 
against but I found a better price and added another position. EURUSD + 17 (1) position 
USDMXN + 43 (2) position.s I have been using TZ/RZ along with "probability", I could 
have had more but I used conservative targets to keep my pips. 
Glad to have helped, I hope you took some of the profit and are going to add up some 
shorts from here on USD/MXN 
 

If you feel like another 100+ pips trade, check out Brent Crude Oil watch out for the 
volatility though  
 
Good Luck 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:07am | Post# 8603

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, Just wanted to give you a shout-out re your efforts, results, the 
knowledge you've shared back.... oh and your PM to me! I actually don't think your bias 
makes any difference. Some who are seeking intra-day guidance may get confused but 
that's by-the-by. To me, the TZ or whatever still leave room for the art of interpretation 
and that's where the true magic is. We may have the ability to project probability but in 
the end anything can happen no matter what the probability. So in saying that, I don't 
think it's wild at all for you... 
well i guess he has a 200pips sop loss 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 11:15am | Post# 8604

 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P 
 
My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 
those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...)  
 
In chronological order: 
 
- Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / European close 
- Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European close 
- Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close 
- Long Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least 99.50 before Wednesday's Asian 
session  
 
All of these trades have more than 100 pip potentials from current prices 
 
Thanks 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:18am | Post# 8605

 



Quoting FX-Jay 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 
those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...) 
In chronological order: - Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / 
European close - Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European 
close - Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close - Long 
Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least... 
so you are the highly respected somebody that orid was talking about who said we will 
see 1.3 by tuesday nite. 
Hmmm what happens if we dont see 1.2999 by tuesday nite. you loose your bragging 
rights? 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:19am | Post# 8606

 
I have learnt never to try to catch a falling knife till it his the ground and bounces once or 

twice into my hands.   

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 11:20am | Post# 8607

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 
those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...) 
In chronological order: - Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / 
European close - Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European 
close - Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close - Long 
Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least... 
I can see the reasoning for USDMXN 
I can see bits/pieces of EURUSD / USDCHF : this is the one that needs greater clarity, 
but definitely not averse to it... it's still in my Wave 4 expectation. 
I don't trade Brent, but I guess I can learn to expand my horizons! 
 
 

 
 
So, Jay.... what high level principle is required for us to see what you see on the #2... 

and what timeframe should we start at?  

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 11:21am | Post# 8608

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} well i guess he has a 200pips sop loss 
I have no stop loss on this, I mentioned 100 times before that this strategy requires 
excellent money management  
Since my call 2 days ago I've already made 150 pips from eur/usd only (my trades are 
displayed on the thread for you to check) eventhough the eur/usd is so far away from my 
target.  
 
Even if this goes 500 more pips against me, I'll be still in profit from the other 85/85 
profitable trades done. 
 
This is a probability system my friend, has nothing to do with forex analysis, all you need 



is some common sense and a good sense of probability. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 11:24am | Post# 8609

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} so you are the highly respected somebody that orid was talking about who said 
we will see 1.3 by tuesday nite. Hmmm what happens if we dont see 1.2999 by tuesday 
nite. you loose your bragging rights? 
I lose my bragging rights when I have three consecutive trading days with not even one 

winning trade, and then sneakily hide my Trade explorer hoping no one realizes  
 

Time to test the ignore button  

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:30am | Post# 8610

 
1.2830 looks like todays bottom. will buy the next push towards 1.2830 if she holds 
there. 1.2830 needs to break for my bias to become full bearish. 

 

hukam Sep 19, 2014 11:32am | Post# 8611

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Attachment 1512732 

 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 11:34am | Post# 8612

 
Quoting vlady1974 



{quote} I can see the reasoning for USDMXN I can see bits/pieces of EURUSD / USDCHF 
: this is the one that needs greater clarity, but definitely not averse to it... it's still in my 
Wave 4 expectation. I don't trade Brent, but I guess I can learn to expand my horizons! 

So, Jay.... what high level principle is required for us to see what you see on the #2... 

and what timeframe should we start at?  
 
#2 as in USD/MXN?  
I mentioned previously that I shorted it base on the Daily chart using the system being 
discussed here.  
I've taken some profit off the table (as you can see from today's statement), and I 
loaded up again on almost the same price I had yesterday.  
 
That trade expires Monday night so that's less than 24 bars on the hourly chart, and it 
comes in hand with the dollar weakness expected in order for the USD/CHF trade to be 
successful around the same time. I believe that its going to be both or none. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 11:38am | Post# 8613

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} #2 as in USD/MXN? I mentioned previously that I shorted it base on the Daily 
chart using the system being discussed here. I've taken some profit off the table (as you 
can see from today's statement), and I loaded up again on almost the same price I had 
yesterday. That trade expires Monday night so that's less than 24 bars on the hourly 
chart, and it comes in hand with the dollar weakness expected in order for the USD/CHF 
trade to be successful around the same time. I believe that its going to be both or none. 
Sorry, wasn't clear. It was my #2... EUR vs USD on both pairs. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 11:46am | Post# 8614

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Sorry, wasn't clear. It was my #2... EUR vs USD on both pairs. 
Actually, let me put it another way.... as this is probably at the heart of "mystery". 
 
For EURUSD 
Is there a determined area in the price action that shows 1.299 as an area of return? 
Y/N.... yes, obviously. 
Is it because of a Eurusdd concept? Which one? 
Is there an appropriate timeframe to validate this? 
 
I'll set aside the fundamentals for the moment.  
The reason I ask the above is that if the reasons are sound.... then we may have a 
significant rule or filter to add. 
 
Right now, as I write this, I'm looking at a 4H. I can see the picture through a ZZBB lens. 
Not a TZ lens.  
But if I were to, I can see the levels... but I have no way.... wait, no I have some ways... 
but I don't know how or what criteria I need to apply to assign weightings to prioritise. I 
have other TZ levels that I have viewed more important.... but it could be because of my 
bias. If there was a quantifying factor to determine or increase the probability... and you 
mentioned 1!, THEN there could be others... so I'm happy to hunker down and figure this 
out. 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 11:47am | Post# 8615



 
Anyone heard from Josh ? He went golfing a few days ago and hasn't come back. Hope 
he didn't get lost in the woods..... 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 11:54am | Post# 8616

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} so you are the highly respected somebody that orid was talking about who said 
we will see 1.3 by tuesday nite. Hmmm what happens if we dont see 1.2999 by tuesday 
nite. you loose your bragging rights? 
I never said that ephisi 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 11:56am | Post# 8617

 
1 Attachment(s) 
remember these words of wisdom 
Regards Orid peter 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 8618

 
Well it seems I've found myself stuck with this TZ business. Yesterday I employed my 
understanding that a formed left side TZ zone has only a probability of 3% to actually 
become a TZ zone so there is a 97% chance that the TZ "area" will be visited within 
H(x). This model worked really well yesterday with me letting price move away from the 
left side TZ and taking a position in the opposite direction of the move targeting and area 
just above the said TZ. 
 
This approach somehow failed quite miserably today for me. I understand of course the 
fault is mine but I can't figure out where the problem is. I was on the 1m so the 
"volatility" of it could be a reason. I was manual drawing my TZs so I could have drew 
them wrongly today for some reason. It could also be that I'm still very mixed up on the 



TZ concept and employing it wrongly.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 8619

 
That 30 is quite stubborn isn't it?! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 8620

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Actually, let me put it another way... so I'm happy to hunker down and figure 
this out. 
Vlad you're one of the smartest guys around here and you totally know how to ask your 
questions in order to get a very clear answer whether directly or indirectly, I totally 
congratulate you for that. 
 

That's why I'm gonna throw out more hints in my answer then you were expecting  
 
So here you go: 
 
1- There is only one theory I use in this system, the theory of TZ .. nothing else 
whatsoever. A quick look at my results will show you that I am taking perfectly profitable 
trades in pairs that I don't even know what their symbols stand for :P  
2- My charts (the ones used for this strategy) have 0 indicators! Yes ZERO. They are as 
clean as a chart can get.  
3- I have discussed with you my views on euro in general for the medium term, but this 
call (1.299) has nothing to do with those views, you could have hid the name of the chart 
for me, and I would have given you the same number. 
4- When I got the first signal, I was using a certain H, and this H allowed me to project 
the time at which the signal expires. The signal was of 90% probability of occurrence. As 
time passes you would assume that the probability should get less as the price moves 
away from your target. This is true in general, but sometimes you have another H that 
comes to the rescue (could be on the same timeframe or a lower one) 
5- I don't have to weigh priorities since I only have one in this system which is TZ & my 
probability %s depend only on that and the way I understand probabilities (that's why 
my 90% is different from EURUSDD's 90%, since he uses multiple factors to come up 
with this probabilities) 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 8621

 
Cfdtalleong sent you a pm 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 8622

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Vlad you're one of the smartest guys around here and you totally know how to 
ask your questions in order to get a very clear answer whether directly or indirectly, I 
totally congratulate you for that. That's why I'm gonna throw out more hints in my 

answer then you were expecting So here you go: 1- There is only one theory I use in 
this system, the theory of TZ .. nothing else whatsoever. A quick look at my results will 
show you that I am taking perfectly profitable trades in pairs that I don't even know what 
their symbols stand for :P... 



I'm no where near you guys league but I totally believe in this model. The theory of TZ 
alone is very powerful and as you've described it is able answer quite reasonably the 
questions of WHEN and WHERE and quite likely HOW too....provided you apply it 
correctly. Only difference is you are doing it and I'm still trying to do it but many thanks 
your post gives me a good description of what I'm trying to do! 

 

burnssss Sep 19, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 8623

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Vlad you're one of the smartest guys around here and you totally know how to 
ask your questions in order to get a very clear answer whether directly or indirectly, I 
totally congratulate you for that. That's why I'm gonna throw out more hints in my 

answer then you were expecting So here you go: 1- There is only one theory I use in 
this system, the theory of TZ .. nothing else whatsoever. A quick look at my results will 
show you that I am taking perfectly profitable trades in pairs that I don't even know what 
their symbols stand for :P... 

Very interesting, and very effective.   

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 8624

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Vlad you're one of the smartest guys around here and you totally know how to 
ask your questions in order to get a very clear answer whether directly or indirectly, I 
totally congratulate you for that. That's why I'm gonna throw out more hints in my 

answer then you were expecting So here you go: 1- There is only one theory I use in 
this system, the theory of TZ .. nothing else whatsoever. A quick look at my results will 
show you that I am taking perfectly profitable trades in pairs that I don't even know what 
their symbols stand for :P... 

now that is spelling it out.   

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 8625

 
g niteall got my 20 im happy chappy thanks Eurusd and all you lovely folks  
RegardsOrid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 8626

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} That's why I'm gonna throw out more hints in my answer then you were 

expecting  
Thanks Jay! Really appreciate it. I'm always willing to learn! 

Quoting FX-Jay 
1- There is only one theory I use in this system, the theory of TZ .. nothing else 
whatsoever. 2- My charts (the ones used for this strategy) have 0 indicators! Yes ZERO. 
They are as clean as a chart can get. 
Excellent. And I totally get that since I also have no TZ on my chart (ie no indicators that 
autoproduce that on my work charts. So eyeballing them is how I do it, eg. that USDMXN 
chart that I highlighted manually. 
 



Great! So we're still applying the TZ rules and of course you mention h, which I wont 
reveal here and haven't shared with anyone - that stays between you and me! 

Quoting FX-Jay 
3- I have discussed with you my views on euro in general for the medium term, but this 
call (1.299) has nothing to do with those views, you could have hid the name of the chart 
for me, and I would have given you the same number. 
So I have some ideas behind this, but if I assume that we're still basing all analysis and 
decisions on TZ, then voila... I get it. Got the same level and I also have mentioned it in 
my posts - but not prominently because I didn't put any weighting or elevated 
importance to it. This is possibly where we start diverging in terms of application to price 
action and therefore to initiated trades. 

Quoting FX-Jay 
4- When I got the first signal, I was using a certain H, and this H allowed me to project 
the time at which the signal expires. The signal was of 90% probability of occurrence. As 
time passes you would assume that the probability should get less as the price moves 
away from your target. This is true in general, but sometimes you have another H that 
comes to the rescue (could be on the same timeframe or a lower one) 
As I mentioned above about H, that's in stone. And I also get the expiration of it - it's 
one of the light-bulb moments about what you did that gives credence to your conviction. 
So I have to respect it. But then if you have received another H, say H2.... does H2 TZ 
get taken out first then H1 TZ? Would both TZ be taken out from the same direction? Or 

is each the alternate of the other?  
 
Not worried, yet, about diminishing probabilities. But my question about the sequence is 
probably one way to gauge the strength of that h expiry. 

Quoting FX-Jay 
5- I don't have to weigh priorities since I only have one in this system which is TZ & my 
probability %s depend only on that and the way I understand probabilities (that's why 
my 90% is different from EURUSDD's 90%, since he uses multiple factors to come 
up with this probabilities) 
This is THE most important sentence.... so, how do you define probability? Is it that 1 in 
4 chance 1:4 has 4 choices and only 1 probable and 3 improbable? Or is probability more 
like the bell curve model that ping pong balls fall into.... and your 90% is based on a 
"Sigma" type event where S1 is likely, and S25 is "bloody-hell/never to be seen in my 
liftime" likely? So is the calculation based on both price P, time H and its difference to 
TZ(H-expiry)? 
 

Many many thanks in advance mate! You're a genius! Feel free to PM me the answers 
if I'm shaving too close like a Gillette razor!  
 
Vlad 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 8627

 
Quoting orid 
g niteall got my 20 im happy chappy thanks Eurusd and all you lovely folks RegardsOrid 
peter 
Mate, haven't had a chance to say hello! But.... HELLO! 
 
You and Jay are doing some good stuff on a different branch of it. I envy you guys - 
you've got full time dedication to this and I've got people telling me their computers 
don't work. I'm more and more convinced I've got to do this full time. Gonna find a way 
guys, you're inspiring me like you wouldn't believe! 



 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 8628

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} now that is spelling it out.   

Received PM thanks . 
 
WHEN WHERE and HOW = Predictable market! 
 

Predictable market + Competent trader =  
 
Not me yet of course but I'd say I eliminated a fair bit of...ok make that some "what not 
to dos" heh. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 8629

 
why is fxjay ignoring me? i dont get it.  
anyway i wont ignore you. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 8630

 
since its friday, i doubt we will break 1.2833 today. profit taking friday. 
im seeing signs of the bottom i was talking about 

 

orid Sep 19, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 8631

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, haven't had a chance to say hello! But.... HELLO! You and Jay are doing 
some good stuff on a different branch of it. I envy you guys - you've got full time 
dedication to this and I've got people telling me their computers don't work. I'm more 
and more convinced I've got to do this full time. Gonna find a way guys, you're inspiring 
me like you wouldn't believe! 
Actually I' think FX jay and myself are trading almost exact same way not sure of his h 
size , and im sure he has refined it much better 
But exiting stuff. 
Now definitely goodnight 

 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 8632

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} As I mentioned above about H, that's in stone. And I also get the expiration of it 
- it's one of the light-bulb moments about what you did that gives credence to your 
conviction. So I have to respect it. But then if you have received another H, say H2.... 
does H2 TZ get taken out first then H1 TZ? Would both TZ be taken out from the same 

direction? Or is each the alternate of the other? Not worried, yet, about diminishing 
probabilities. But my question about the sequence is probably one way to gauge the 
strength of that h expiry. 
Allow me to answer the above in a live example, and I'm sure that given what I've said 
before and what about to say now will allow you to easily crack the code 



 
So my system is giving a 90% probability for the eur/usd to reach 1.299 by Tuesday's 
European Session closing, I got this probability few days ago and I directly stated it here. 
At that point everyone was cheering that yes it will happen since price was just like 40 
something pips away from there.  
 
Well, as time passed by and the euro kept on sliding down, my system gave another 
signal with a 96% probability this time. What does this signal say? It is saying that 
eur/usd will see 1.3 with a 96% certainty by Thursday's Asian session close. People at 
this stage would think you are crazy for 'catching the falling knife', but from my point of 
view having 90 and 96% probabilities are just too high to be missed. Wouldn't hurt to be 
called crazy or stupid for a while :P  
 
Does that mean it WILL get there for sure? NO , but am I willing to miss this 
opportunity? NO  
Since the day I called the above number I have made north of 100 pips on eur/usd alone 
and my statements are here for everyone to see 
I can't stress enough on money management and 'smart trading'. 
 
Jay 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 8633

 
Quoting vlady1974 
This is THE most important sentence.... so, how do you define probability? Is it that 1 in 
4 chance 1:4 has 4 choices and only 1 probable and 3 improbable? Or is probability more 
like the bell curve model that ping pong balls fall into.... and your 90% is based on a 
"Sigma" type event where S1 is likely, and S25 is "bloody-hell/never to be seen in my 
liftime" likely? So is the calculation based on both price P, time H and its difference to 

TZ(H-expiry)? Many many thanks in advance mate! You're a genius! Feel free to PM 
me the answers if I'm shaving... 
Allow me to keep that secret for myself for now. It's not really a secret since it was 
indirectly mentioned here by EURUSDD earlier, and that's how I was able to grasp it. It 

requires some reading between the lines  

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 8634

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Allow me to answer the above in a live example, and I'm sure that given what 
I've said before and what about to say now will allow you to easily crack the code So my 
system is giving a 90% probability for the eur/usd to reach 1.299 by Tuesday's European 
Session closing, I got this probability few days ago and I directly stated it here. At that 
point everyone was cheering that yes it will happen since price was just like 40 
something pips away from there. Well, as time passed by and the euro kept on sliding 
down, my system gave another signal... 

\Bold spirit. Good for this business!  
 

Just passing thru but You caught my attention. Love your boldness!!!   

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 8635

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote} \Bold spirit. Good for this business! Just passing thru but You caught my 

attention. Love your boldness!!!   
Glad to hear from you Eurusdd, if it wasn't for you I wouldn't have even thought of 
working on this system/strategy. 
You're a great influence, and I really hope that you'll be back to sharing your views with 
us. 

 

hoss Sep 19, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 8636

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Actually I' think FX jay and myself are trading almost exact same way not sure 
of his h size , and im sure he has refined it much better But exiting stuff. Now definitely 

goodnight  
i believe I am trading it very close as well. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 2:05pm | Post# 8637

 
For those emotionally shorting eur/usd, just so that you don't feel like I'm the enemy I'm 
gonna share with you what I'm seeing on a lower TF: 
 
There's an 81% that the low at 1.28302 won't be the final low between today and 
Monday's US closing 
 
Fair enough?  
 
Mind you, I don't trade signals with probabilities less than 90%, so for me a drop there or 
lower (if it happens) is a buying opportunity. 
 
Good Luck 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 8638

 
Well I know I'm not the brightest but I'm sure as hell not stupid Sometimes when you 
get too focused and intent on trying to figure something out you fail to see what is right 
next to you cause your eyes are only looking forward and we humans have lousy 
peripheral vision! Not saying I've got it and have a shiny light bulb but rather I'm going 
to use this philosophy to re-orientate myself and hopefully achieve clarity on what I 
doing wrong. I urge those still struggling to do the same. 
 
1)I was using Freefox's indicator as a guide and it was immensely helpful in helping 
visualise some stuff but I was not certain if I was using it right and that led to doubts in 
my analysis. This no longer affects me thanks be to those who gave me the confidence. 
 
2)I had BIG expectations of TZ but the recent going around in circles made me suspect if 
I was perhaps asking too much of something seemingly simple. The many brilliant people 
has strengthen the conviction that indeed TZ is powerful and that my efforts are 
worthwhile  
 
3)I was very thinking in the manner of "what does price choose to be recurrent 97% 
means". Simple acceptance of it as fact and thinking "what can I do given price is 97% 
recurrent" has yielded more positively. It may seem the same but the resultant thought 
process is different. 



 

tashkent Sep 19, 2014 2:18pm | Post# 8639

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I will post the trades I currently have in bold for everyone to see, and I'll be open to 
criticism if those trades end up in loss by the time I have given: (keep in mind that so for 
from the beginning of the testing on Monday I have 84/84 winners - the statement 
posted shows 1 loss & that's bcz of negative swaps - the actual trade was closed at break 
even) Also remember that I don't take any trade that has a probability of success below 
90% {image} 
Brilliant results, my friend. 
even though in trading the LEAST thing i care about is the winning rate (i look at stopped 
out trades as pruning which helps to grow the capital), I must admit that %100 win rate 
looks incredible! 
I am more interested in knowing about your stop loss. 
thanks for sharing your knowledge. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 8640

 
All charts have self-similarity properties and this feature is what I have been trying to 
use to uncover the market. And it is possible but I cannot share this one. However, what 
I have seen is this: From the 1min chart to the 4hr chart, it is possible to construct a 
similarity setup that shows that "there is only one path - maybe pre-determined but 
chaotic that price is following. Using this technique it is possible to know exactly when a 
given trend will change and at what point. Infact, trends and their turning points are 
determined precisely. The conditions for turning points are so precise that the following 
statement is true: 
 
A given time is good to start trading in the other direction IF AND ONLY IF the X-
conditions are satisfied on the 1min - 4hr time-frames. 
 
So, this means that the exact time for a trend-change happens on all time-frames 
simultaneously.  
 
In the future, I will prove this with calls here but there will be no secret release! 
 
 
Finally, just because you are a good trader does not mean that every trade you place on 
your real account should be a winner. Remember the deception component. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 8641

 
There seems to be a well-defined path price is following! That is it!!! Now, this is 
becoming a revelation. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 8642

 
Some turning points are inflexion-points. So even though the times these points occur 
can be determined precisely, if the point turns out to be an inflexion point then price may 
still continue in the previous direction till the next turning point which we can also 
determine precisely!!!! 
 
Inflexion points are the only black-holes in this strategy. However, using other methods 



it is possible to nail them down. 

 

josh11 Sep 19, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 8643

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
All charts have self-similarity properties and this feature is what I have been trying to 
use to uncover the market. And it is possible but I cannot share this one. However, what 
I have seen is this: From the 1min chart to the 4hr chart, it is possible to construct a 
similarity setup that shows that "there is only one path - maybe pre-determined but 
chaotic that price is following. Using this technique it is possible to know exactly when a 
given trend will change and at what point. Infact, trends and their turning points are 
determined precisely.... 
Yes this can be done in multiple way! Moving average is one where you have a set of 
MA's and will turn from the one min first to the higher time fames! This is one way which 
work well but u need to understand it and how to trade it... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 8644

 
forr example, I can say something about eurusd but since today is the last trading day. 
We should wait till next week and I will give precisely turning points (maximum, 
minimum or inflexion). 

 

Strawbale Sep 19, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 8645

 
the information being given on this thread is just too much gents.. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 8646

 
Strawbale: Most of them are connected to the similarity principle. Like I usually do, 
I will give calls first for you to see how effective it is before I release any math etc.... 
 
Without effective calls, everything is BS! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 2:48pm | Post# 8647

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} Brilliant results, my friend. even though in trading the LEAST thing i care about 
is the winning rate (i look at stopped out trades as pruning which helps to grow the 
capital), I must admit that %100 win rate looks incredible! I am more interested in 
knowing about your stop loss. thanks for sharing your knowledge. 
Hey Tashkent, 
 
I don't expect the win rate to remain 100% it should eventually drop to 90% since I'm 
taking 90%+ probability trades. So the concept that I am using in picking trades should 
apply also to my winning rate. When are these losses going to show up, I can't tell, but I 
sure do hope that it won't be in the eur/usd call because I'm certain people here will 
make sure to rub it in my face and forget all about the other 84 (now 90) profitable calls 
:P 
 
The most important thing in this system is money management specially that I don't use 



SL. You wouldn't want to loose all the profits gained in 90 trades on 1 unprofitable trade. 
It's up to each one to chose his/her own money management methods. What works fr 
me may not work for you (depends on your risk tolerance and how deep your pockets 
are). 
 
What I do is that I buy/sell a 0.5 contact once I first spot the signal. If it goes against me 
I add 0.25 lots every 30 to 50 pips (depending on the signal's probability). Remember 
that I'm trading a 10K account and I have lots of reserve money that I am willing to add 
if needed (but I would rather keep them out of the account). 
My signals usualy range between 1 day and a week, I usualy hope that price goes against 
me for some time (that's where the most money is made). In the end you know that you 
have a 90%+ chance to get back to you TP, even if you don't you will manage to close 
lots of profitable trades while price is playing in between. (that's how for example i made 
100+ pips in eur/usd and usd/chf in the last 2 days eventhough they are now so far from 
my targets). 
 
One amazing thing I realized is that even if the 10% chance occurs and the TP doesn't 
get hit, the price tends to get as close as possible to your target (still that could be 10s of 
pips) few hours before it expires... so if you were averaging down/up correctly you will 
almost surely end up with a small profit or very small loss. In very rare cases (probably 
less than 1%) price just goes as far away from your entry price and never comes back 
even close or give you a retrace before expiry, that's why you shouldn't go crazy with the 
volumes, if you know that 90% of your trades will be highly profitable, 9% will be either 
BE or small win or small loss, and 1% will be a big loss then my advice is to settle with 
small/medium volumes compared to your account size and the losses (even the big ones) 
will only be the size of one fish in the sea of profits. 
 
Hope the above helps. 
Jay 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 8648

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
All charts have self-similarity properties and this feature is what I have been trying to 
use to uncover the market. And it is possible but I cannot share this one. However, what 
I have seen is this: From the 1min chart to the 4hr chart, it is possible to construct a 
similarity setup that shows that "there is only one path - maybe pre-determined but 
chaotic that price is following. Using this technique it is possible to know exactly when a 
given trend will change and at what point. Infact, trends and their turning points are 
determined precisely.... 
WOW!! 

 

Strawbale Sep 19, 2014 3:01pm | Post# 8649

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Strawbale: Most of them are connected to the similarity principle. Like I usually do, I will 
give calls first for you to see how effective it is before I release any math etc.... Without 
effective calls, everything is BS! 

i know in my opinion you're saying too much, the world is not ready for all these 

queens  

 

Eurusdd Sep 19, 2014 3:07pm | Post# 8650

 



Quoting Strawbale 

{quote} i know in my opinion you're saying too much, the world is not ready for all 

these queens  
The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there. 
 
What I have released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first 
we have to make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far 
there are exceptional guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put 
it all together..... 

 

Strawbale Sep 19, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 8651

 
true true but you never know  

 

Freefox Sep 19, 2014 3:16pm | Post# 8652

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there. What I have 
released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first we have to 
make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far there are 
exceptional guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put it all 
together..... 
Can't wait for this :-) 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 8653

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there. What I have 
released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first we have to 
make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far there are 
exceptional guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put it all 
together..... 
MORE????? You are better than Santa Clause!! Without a doubt the cryptic lessons far 
outweigh any profitability from any trading system I ever bought, hell, I was losing 
money!! No Longer is that the case, Thanks to you! 

 

Strawbale Sep 19, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 8654

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there. What I have 
released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first we have to 
make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far there are 
exceptional guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put it all 
together..... 
the only way to know 100% where price will go is to teach all traders to trade the same 

way  

 

FX-Jay Sep 19, 2014 3:24pm | Post# 8655

 



Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} the only way to know 100% where price will go is to teach all traders to trade 

the same way  
Sounds like Fibonacci to me :P 

 

Strawbale Sep 19, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 8656

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Sounds like Fibonacci to me :P 
lol 

 

tashkent Sep 19, 2014 3:36pm | Post# 8657

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Tashkent, I don't expect the win rate to remain 100% it should eventually 
drop to 90% since I'm taking 90%+ probability trades. So the concept that I am using in 
picking trades should apply also to my winning rate. When are these losses going to 
show up, I can't tell, but I sure do hope that it won't be in the eur/usd call because I'm 
certain people here will make sure to rub it in my face and forget all about the other 84 
(now 90) profitable calls :P The most important thing in this system is money 
management specially that I don't... 
I see a great combination of excellent ingredients. 
Really appreciate your response! 

 

Robertk Sep 19, 2014 3:58pm | Post# 8658

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there. What I have 
released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first we have to 
make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far there are 
exceptional guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put it all 
together..... 
I thought the whole goal of this topic was exactly to give people concepts / get them 
familiar with it, in order to create that correct synergy between components for 
themselves. Its their job to put it together? Werent you the person that always said that 
secrets should remain hidden, or they will be dissolved by the market? No offense but if 
you are giving away such thing as a key system it would seriously be an insult to many 
of the hard workers in here. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 4:22pm | Post# 8659

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I thought the whole goal of this topic was exactly to give people concepts / get 
them familiar with it, in order to create that correct synergy between components for 
themselves. Its their job to put it together? Werent you the person that always said that 
secrets should remain hidden, or they will be dissolved by the market? No offense but if 
you are giving away such thing as a key system it would seriously be an insult to many 
of the hard workers in here. 
We can't really comment on a "key" system that we haven't seen yet. For all we know, it 
could be a blueprint in the same vein as The Chessboard. Besides, there are pieces that 
Eurusdd has mentioned he will never reveal....  
 



Never fear, there are many ways to apply the concepts we have. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 19, 2014 5:06pm | Post# 8660

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Allow me to answer the above in a live example, and I'm sure that given what 
I've said before and what about to say now will allow you to easily crack the code. 
Hey Jay, 
 
I really appreciate you sharing your thoughts and posts. I think I've replicated the "map" 
of what you're seeing. I only use FreeFox's Transient_Zone's application. I have the h 
value and can confirm that it matches your predicted expiry at Monday afternoon 
session. I have mine as 4PM. 
 
For everyone else: 
What I can say is that there is still a few ways to use the information to hand. 
From what I've seen of this "map", I would describe this as potentially further 
consolidation... just on a taller price range, which includes the projected price of 1.299X. 
A move back up to this price doesn't invalidate anything (doesn't create a bull) yet. On a 
weekly view, this doesn't show but it starts to on the Daily and lower. Consequently, 
even if price reached 2754.... it still has a reason to return to 2990 and the whole shape 
of this cluster is not invalidated. It also fits a Wave 4 EW structure that I've been eyeing. 
I know Jay believes this could actually become a bull... and I need further Fundamental 
evidence or clues for me to understand this... but it would still require a breakout of this 
cluster between 2990 and potentially 2750. That 250 range is nothing compared to 
upside or downside of 1000+ pips. 
 
Now obviously, Jay is already in and can use a larger funded account to hedge bi-
directionally. For those of us needing to get in, the playbook is different and MM is 
definitely a must. Swing trading to get in close to swing bottoms and tops is required. 
That's not the focus here... but this map is now a good guide for the activity on 

Sunday/Monday. I'll be watching it carefully!  

 

Freefox Sep 19, 2014 5:19pm | Post# 8661

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I thought the whole goal of this topic was exactly to give people concepts / get 
them familiar with it, in order to create that correct synergy between components for 
themselves. Its their job to put it together? Werent you the person that always said that 
secrets should remain hidden, or they will be dissolved by the market? No offense but if 
you are giving away such thing as a key system it would seriously be an insult to many 
of the hard workers in here. 
Insult? I very much doubt it. EURUSDD's avid followers will relish any new insights and 
will work very hard to piece together another little bit of the jigsaw. The way he releases 
the knowledge it's only for those that are prepared to put in the effort that will get any 
sort of benefit. I know I've not fully put it all together yet but I'm making progress and 
it's making me think very differently to before. 

 

Robertk Sep 19, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 8662

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Insult? I very much doubt it. EURUSDD's avid followers will relish any new 
insights and will work very hard to piece together another little bit of the jigsaw. The way 



he releases the knowledge it's only for those that are prepared to put in the effort that 
will get any sort of benefit. I know I've not fully put it all together yet but I'm making 
progress and it's making me think very differently to before. 
No, dont get me wrong. I much appreciate the concepts and mind triggers/light bulb 
moments he shared in the past with all of us. I simply interpret things as "putting all the 
pieces together", "key-system" as an insult. A system is not a blueprint, neither a 
concept, a complete system giveaway is candy for the lazy ones. 

 

Baillie Sep 19, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 8663

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. 
But what you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right 
of the most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving 
Resistence/Support. But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always 
has space to the left. I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read 
this last couple of years and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us 
his Transient Price Theory.... 
Must have missed this one, excellent explanation! 
 
Easiest way for me to identify the TZ is find the RZ= Re current first. Recurrent is where 
the trade will hit or come back to. Best of all it does not have to be perfect, though, I 
have narrowed it down to a specific price (secret). 
 
"PROBABILITY" has opened a world of new and interesting ideas. 
 
RobertK, yes, there are NO free lunches but a lot of screen time, and hard work, I hope 
all here, get it. 
 

EDIT: Lazy people will not understand this concept without work. So no worries.   

 

jackprobe Sep 19, 2014 7:56pm | Post# 8664

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} youre a good teacher. eurusdd taught and you learned very well 
Yes, Vlady is great. I like his post, and some of you too .... 

Quoting Baillie 
I shouldn't do this, but, I do not use any of the indicators for identifying TZ Zones, I stay 
on the 4hr, 1hr, 30 min charts zoomed out a bit; to get a better picture. Look to your left 
for "clusters of prices" 2-3 bars or more, pick a price closest to 00 or 05 within those 
"clusters" draw a horizontal line to your right. You now have a very good target. The 
good ones are those where price pulls away, up or down cleanly, without too much 
hesitation. Let price move away with "probability" in mind. Example: (1) prices at cluster, 
(2) prices move up,... 
Thanks mate. I like this post. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 8:24pm | Post# 8665

 
Quoting orid 
remember these words of wisdom Regards Orid peter {image} 
Ah this one drove me nuts back then. Almost everyone was "seeing" it less me. I was 
given lots of hints by the really smart people here and still could not "see". The 



"moment" did come in the end and boy did it felt good! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 8666

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. 
But what you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right 
of the most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving 
Resistence/Support. But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always 
has space to the left. I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read 
this last couple of years and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us 
his Transient Price Theory.... 

That put another piece in the right place. 

 

kprsa Sep 19, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 8667

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote}2- My charts (the ones used for this strategy) have 0 indicators! Yes ZERO. They 
are as clean as a chart can get. 
If you're not using any indicators for your strategy, how do you calculate your 

probabilities?  

 

Madmoney Sep 19, 2014 10:58pm | Post# 8668

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} If you're not using any indicators for your strategy, how do you calculate your 

probabilities?  
This is what I was wondering.... 
 
If it's not an indicator, what calculates the probabilities?? Is it an estimation or an 
external program? 
 
I know eurusdd has some kind of software. 
 
MM 

 

tashkent Sep 19, 2014 10:59pm | Post# 8669

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} If you're not using any indicators for your strategy, how do you calculate your 

probabilities?  
lets assume probability of current bar closing above previous bar is between 49 and 50 
percent; the same applies for closing below previous candle. start from this concept. 

 

BlackStack Sep 19, 2014 11:17pm | Post# 8670

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} lets assume probability of current bar closing above previous bar is between 49 
and 50 percent; the same applies for closing below previous candle. start from this 



concept. 
Seems that you are assuming that the market is random. It cannot be random. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:39pm | Post# 8671

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
All charts have self-similarity properties and this feature is what I have been trying to 
use to uncover the market. And it is possible but I cannot share this one. However, what 
I have seen is this: From the 1min chart to the 4hr chart, it is possible to construct a 
similarity setup that shows that "there is only one path - maybe pre-determined but 
chaotic that price is following. Using this technique it is possible to know exactly when a 
given trend will change and at what point. Infact, trends and their turning points are 
determined precisely.... 
Thank you very much eurusdd. as i said earlier today. confidence isnt equal to 
100percent probability or certainty. There is nothing like 100percent certainty. Deception 
component. i like that. 
 
EURUSDD i am begining to see this post and how it plays out. just as i was able to 
predict todays down move. i am now seeing things i didnt see before. all the dots in your 
teachings are connecting. i have learnt how to get precise targets and turns. i have also 
learnt how long it will take to go above or below a certain price level. what im trying to 
calculate now are the probabilitys. 
 
i have been on this for 4 days in a stretch. the dots are connecting. with a little filters i 
was able to see the scalps that have highest probability of 10pips profit or more and also 
yesterday asia, i saw the turn signals at 1.2930 but wasnt sure. i scalped it and took 
10pip profit. 
 
everything you have said in the past now makes sense. 
i am predicting that we will see 1.2760ish latest Monday the 29th of september 
 
 
THE KEY IS SIMILARITY ON THE 1MIN TO THE 4HR TIMEFRAME 
1.2760 LATEST 29TH SEPT 2014  

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:53pm | Post# 8672

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, I really appreciate you sharing your thoughts and posts. I think I've 
replicated the "map" of what you're seeing. I only use FreeFox's Transient_Zone's 
application. I have the h value and can confirm that it matches your predicted expiry at 
Monday afternoon session. I have mine as 4PM. For everyone else: What I can say is that 
there is still a few ways to use the information to hand. From what I've seen of this 
"map", I would describe this as potentially further consolidation... just on a taller price 
range, which includes the projected... 
I Agree with you mate. its possible we see 1.2999 but it cant call it a reversal at leats not 
yet. But i am seeing 1.2750 ish before 1.2999. 
as a matter of fact as it stands we should have a gap down on market open asia. 
1.2999 is possible its all probability. what i am not comfortable with was that fxjay telling 
everyone shorts wont work. as we have seen. we moved 100pips since the last swing. 
why wouldnt i take 100 or 200pips profit short before taking long towards 1.2999? 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 19, 2014 11:56pm | Post# 8673



 
Quoting BlackStack 
{quote} Seems that you are assuming that the market is random. It cannot be random. 
"Prediction" requires "room" Given current price is X, we are unable to determine at the 
next tick if price will be at X+1 or X-1. But we have a price value of Y and the time factor 
of (H). Working from this we should be able to estimate the probabilities. The failure rate 
in this is suggested to be at 3%. Therefore the apparent randomness is "clutter", the 
initial assumptions of "50-50" a means to an end...thus the market is still arguably 
predictable. I hope I'm right, someone kindly send me a PM if I am. I won't tell. 

 

ephisi Sep 19, 2014 11:57pm | Post# 8674

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
There seems to be a well-defined path price is following! That is it!!! Now, this is 
becoming a revelation. 
 
i see this precise path form the 1min to monthly time frame. Its like a Roadmap, a 
flexible oil and gas pipeline, an adjustable conduit that adjusts its shape depending on 
the forces its experiencein. 
 
Awesome 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 12:04am | Post# 8675

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Some turning points are inflexion-points. So even though the times these points occur 
can be determined precisely, if the point turns out to be an inflexion point then price may 
still continue in the previous direction till the next turning point which we can also 
determine precisely!!!! Inflexion points are the only black-holes in this strategy. 
However, using other methods it is possible to nail them down. 
For the hard workers, eurusdd has just revaled a few more secrets. you need to crack 
this. 
 
Now i believe youre a PHD student of mathemathics. 
Guys all i see is Mathemathics, Physics, economics, finance etc 
Mathematics is the key skill becos we are talking about stochastic processes. you will 
understan inflextion from maths. The market is not random. thank God i did some serios 
engineriing maths in univ. The laws of physics govern the movement of price like a fluid 
thru a pipeline. economics covers demand and supply. finance covers money 
management. 
 
i could go on and on to fill a book 
 
Thanks eurusdd. hard work pays. 4days with little food 1 shower a day, researching this 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 12:08am | Post# 8676

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Tashkent, I don't expect the win rate to remain 100% it should eventually 
drop to 90% since I'm taking 90%+ probability trades. So the concept that I am using in 
picking trades should apply also to my winning rate. When are these losses going to 
show up, I can't tell, but I sure do hope that it won't be in the eur/usd call because I'm 
certain people here will make sure to rub it in my face and forget all about the other 84 



(now 90) profitable calls :P The most important thing in this system is money 
management specially that I don't... 
well said, now i understand your strategy. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 12:15am | Post# 8677

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} "Prediction" requires "room" Given current price is X, we are unable to 
determine at the next tick if price will be at X+1 or X-1. But we have a price value of Y 
and the time factor of (H). Working from this we should be able to estimate the 
probabilities. The failure rate in this is suggested to be at 3%. Therefore the apparent 
randomness is "clutter", the initial assumptions of "50-50" a means to an end...thus the 
market is still arguably predictable. I hope I'm right, someone kindly send me a PM if I 
am. I won't tell. 

i think youre right cos its working for me 

 

elen21168 Sep 20, 2014 12:35am | Post# 8678

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. 
But what you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right 
of the most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving 
Resistence/Support. But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always 
has space to the left. I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read 
this last couple of years and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us 
his Transient Price Theory.... 
You are right mate. This is a good post too, still trying to get it. Thanks a lot. 

 

hukam Sep 20, 2014 12:47am | Post# 8679

 
Quoting LITEchild 

It's still working...100+pips . {image} 

good job, you got feeling of market heartbeat rating!   

 

elen21168 Sep 20, 2014 12:51am | Post# 8680

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} This is what i got on ZzBB. It will swing today, latest on Monday ... and will 
down next week. For today, my Sell target today is around 1.2838. There is unfinished 
job at zone 2836-2840. It will go up again today/Monday to reach upper BB, then it will 
be a long down next week ... {image} 
I look again at my trading plan on last Friday. My first (2874) and second (2838) target 
were hit, this is great. Although i was confused of its action, and lost some pips. But 
overall i am win, using small lots for testing what i understand from this concept. 
 
EU 0.1 lot sell +23 pips 
EU 0.1 lot sell +7 pips 
EU 0.1 lot buy -12 pips (it was 10 pips SL + spread) 
EU 0.05 lot sell +2 pips 
------------------------------- 

Total +20 pips  



 
And got +12pips on NU. 
 
For me this is a good result during my learning time. Thanks to Eurussd for the great 

concept  
 
For Monday, i think it will go up a little, but i am not so sure it will hit my zone 2918 - 
2925 (my image on last Friday). I am sure it will be hit some day, but may be not on 

next Monday, or totally will be transient , if it is not touched in next week. Highest on 
Monday may be around : 2859 - 2870, and it will go down again ...... 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 20, 2014 12:52am | Post# 8681

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} i think youre right cos its working for me 
Ah I can allow myself some rest. Progress! 

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 1:16am | Post# 8682

 
 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Ah I can allow myself some rest. Progress! 
 

 

jackprobe Sep 20, 2014 1:18am | Post# 8683

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} For the hard workers, eurusdd has just revaled a few more secrets. you need to 
crack this. Now i believe youre a PHD student of mathemathics. Guys all i see is 
Mathemathics, Physics, economics, finance etc Mathematics is the key skill becos we are 
talking about stochastic processes. you will understan inflextion from maths. The market 
is not random. thank God i did some serios engineriing maths in univ. The laws of 
physics govern the movement of price like a fluid thru a pipeline. economics covers 
demand and supply. finance covers money... 
Hi Ephisi, 
Does a black hole have a strong magnet, that will "eat" all aircraft and spacecraft which 
fly near it? 
I think we will visit 2865-2879 again on next Monday. 
Thanks 

 

NorthTrader Sep 20, 2014 1:28am | Post# 8684

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ is essentially how you would draw a support/resistence line in its basic form. 
But what you are looking for are the spaces. The absence of price bars to the left or right 
of the most extreme price. Most people think that is Top/Bottom.....giving 
Resistence/Support. But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always 
has space to the left. I got this from a trading book I can't recall the title to, but I read 
this last couple of years and that was gold. I remembered it instantly as Eurusdd gave us 
his Transient Price Theory.... 
Several people have acknowledged this post of Vlady's as very meaningful to them but 



unfortunately I can't see it yet (sorry Vlady!). Can anyone please help me out? 
 
For instance: 
 
"But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always has space to 
the left." 
 
I really can't see how this is a magic nugget. It's like saying the top of Everest has space 
all around it on a plane parallel to the Earth. Of course the top or bottom has space to 
the left, otherwise it wouldn't be a top or bottom! It will also have space to the right. 
 
And: 
 
"But in our case, the LEFT side can mean that in the past it was recurrent but after this 
price bar.... is completely transient." 
 
How can it become completely transient in the future if in the past it was left-side 
recurrent? Or do you mean it can become right-side-only transient? 
 
And: 
 
"That's what that picture is saying. It's not a Top/Bottom but it has the opposite of the 
definition I gave above. And, to me, it is recurrent after a period of time (h)." 
 
I can't see how knowing that a price that was recurrent in past can help us in the future. 
There are many prices that are left-side recurrent but right-side transient (for a given 
value of h) . Also prices that are left-side transient and right-side recurrent. And of 
course prices that are fully transient (left and right), and prices that are fully recurrent.. I 
know this is a probability game, and fully transient prices are the rarest, but I don't 
understand what Vlady is saying about the importance of left-side recurrent prices. If 
indeed that is what he's saying! 
 
Thanks anyway Vlady, I always enjoy your posts. But can anyone please enlighten me? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 2:31am | Post# 8685

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Several people have acknowledged this post of Vlady's as very meaningful to 
them but unfortunately I can't see it yet (sorry Vlady!). 
Wicks! I look for wicks! 
 
Not every wick will be a candidate but a wick is a visible sign that the price action called 
"Now" didn't stay at that part of the bar for very long. It's the difference between the 
extreme price level and where time opened or closed. 
 
if time before that was transient, what are the chances time will be transient in the 
future? Well what if h bars into the future of the bar/time you are looking at already tells 
you? What happens at h+1? H+2? +3? Has price gone back? DO YOU THINK IT MIGHT. 
 
I think I mentioned this in a post Aaaaaages ago...perhaps a month ago. Put FreeFox's 
indicator on the 1M and watch it. Take a piece of paper and write down what you are 
seeing. I'm not saying the 1M is important, I'm saying it's like life has been sped up so 
you can observe the change really quickly. 
 
Baillie had the right idea I drawing the line (like support/resistance) but it's more like a 
magnet. Or a rock in field. It attracts or it repels... 



 
lLook at the image that this whole post is referring to. I drew it and highlighted the area 
and projected the area out to the right. It's for USDMXN. Both Baillie and I came to the 
same level using different ways. Why? From my side, the above and prev posts is how I 
do it. Concept? TZ. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 3:02am | Post# 8686

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Ephisi, Does a black hole have a strong magnet, that will "eat" all aircraft and 
spacecraft which fly near it? I think we will visit 2865-2879 again on next Monday. 
Thanks 

Honestly i ahev to go back to the begining of the thread and start reading all over 
again. i want to understand all the theoretical aspects. i see how the tools work. Dont 
know about that black hole. lol 
 
1.2855/60 will be possible retracement. for next wave up before down 

 

oyaks Sep 20, 2014 3:11am | Post# 8687

 
I am still thinking how to show mydeep appreciation to EURUSDD for making me start 
thinking very differently and efficiently regarding forex trading with all his insightful 
trading concepts, i have been a quite follower of his wonderful posts, any ways for now 
Thank YOU MY MENTOR EURUSDD for allowing me to know what it takes to see the light 
even at a glance. 
 
Regards 

 

NorthTrader Sep 20, 2014 4:04am | Post# 8688

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wicks! I look for wicks! Not every wick will be a candidate but a wick is a visible 
sign that the price action called "Now" didn't stay at that part of the bar for very long. It's 
the difference between the extreme price level and where time opened or closed. if time 
before that was transient, what are the chances time will be transient in the future? Well 
what if h bars into the future of the bar/time you are looking at already tells you? What 
happens at h+1? H+2? +3? Has price gone back? DO YOU THINK IT MIGHT. I think I 
mentioned this... 
Thanks Vlady. Yeah, I understand about the wicks and how they usually form. How they 
tend to alternate between top wicks and bottom wicks, acting like pivot points. That's how I 
usually trade them. 
 
So, just to make sure we're talking about the same thing, on your USDMXN chart (re-
attached below), are you expecting the area in the blue box to be transient based on the 
price action in the yellow area to the left of it? In other words, you would trade away from 
the area (long) as soon as you saw the bottom wick on the bar just to the left of the blue 
box? 
 
Or are you saying that price will eventually return to the area so you would trade towards 
the area (short) once the blue box has formed? 
 
Whichever one it is, I can't really see how the price action in the yellow area before the blue 



box would lead you to that conclusion. Sure there were recurrent prices, also a few wicks in, 
below and above the area. So what? I must be thick, but I can't see how you can generate a 
reliable signal from that! Oh well, back to the drawing board... 
 
By the way, one thing that got me thinking after writing my last post was this: 
 
1) If a true top has lots of space to the left, then a top which has bars to the left can't be 
the top. The price will eventually go higher. 
2) Wait until price the drops enough to give you good risk/reward, then enter long expecting 
the last false top to be broken. 
 
Is this tradeable? Probably not! Price might drop a hell of a lot after you enter before it 
breaks the top. If lots of bars were hitting the false top then it was obviously an area of 
strong resistance. Also, what about double tops? Is it really true that a top always has space 
to the left? 
 
Just thinking aloud! Thanks again. 

 

 

jackprobe Sep 20, 2014 4:24am | Post# 8689

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} Honestly i ahev to go back to the begining of the thread and start reading 
all over again. i want to understand all the theoretical aspects. i see how the tools work. 
Dont know about that black hole. lol 1.2855/60 will be possible retracement. for next 
wave up before down 

i think you are right, i must read them again, it worth. Every time i read them, i got 
something .... If that black hole has a big magnet power, it will pull any thing to go to it. 

In this case, my "black hole" is around 2865-2879, and yours around 2855-2860 . I 
have checked my chart again, i think you are right. 
I learn a lot from this thread, and Eurusdd's other threads. Now i just need to see the 
price, i do not "guess" it. I will try to be discipline, i may not trade if there is no clear 
signal. As a saying goes, we may not "buy a cat In a sack". 

 



cfdtaleong Sep 20, 2014 5:39am | Post# 8690

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 
those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...) 
In chronological order: - Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / 
European close - Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European 
close - Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close - Long 
Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least... 
Hmm E/U 1.299 by next week indeed probable 

 

pedma Sep 20, 2014 6:54am | Post# 8691

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} careful with your risk management though. Like I stated earlier, it's not really a 
grade A setup in my opinion. They are both strong currencies, so there might be a 
tendency to range and/or whipsaw a bit. I only posted the setup as it was forming in 

order to illustrate how I play the TZs/RZs...trade safe.  
Thanks Litechild. I sent you a PM . 

 

pedma Sep 20, 2014 6:57am | Post# 8692

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Hmm E/U 1.299 by next week indeed probable 
I would like to look at 2920 - 2925, if it goes through 2875. I am agree with Ephisi, on 
next Monday will look at 2855-2860 first. It can be go down first, before goes through 
2875. 

 

handy148 Sep 20, 2014 7:01am | Post# 8693

 
Don't know if I'm doing this right with all the brains we have here (too many to mention) 
but on my convoluted way of looking at it I have 1.29942 as a price that needs re-
visiting. Don't know about the timing - haven't worked out how to do that yet. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:09am | Post# 8694

 
Quoting handy148 
Don't know if I'm doing this right with all the brains we have here (too many to mention) 
but on my convoluted way of looking at it I have 1.29942 as a price that needs re-
visiting. Don't know about the timing - haven't worked out how to do that yet. 
I have that price too. What time frame? 
i have a differing theory about Return Time, but we have the same price for the upper 
range limit. 

 

Ullen Sep 20, 2014 7:19am | Post# 8695

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Let's do some calculation on the probability of closing a trade in green with similarity. This is 
just to confirm the 97%, and has nothing to with probability in my system. 



 
Here i have a series of 23 trades. 
 
Very basic math: 
 
(1/23)*100 = 4,348% 
 
100-4,348 = 95,652 % 

 

 

handy148 Sep 20, 2014 7:32am | Post# 8696

 
vlady - 1.2994 was based on H4. 

 

mario777 Sep 20, 2014 8:56am | Post# 8697

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Great! So we're still applying the TZ rules and of course you mention h, which I 
wont reveal here and haven't shared with anyone - that stays between you and me! 
{quote} 

Thats not fair! how about us who are not so intellectuals and wanted top learn Why is 
this thread so much secret. I thought FF is about sharing and caring. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 20, 2014 9:37am | Post# 8698

 



Quoting pedma 
{quote} I would like to look at 2920 - 2925, if it goes through 2875. I am agree with 
Ephisi, on next Monday will look at 2855-2860 first. It can be go down first, before goes 
through 2875. 
I looking for the levels you mentioned and yes it could of course go down first. The 
1.299ish level is on the H4 and chance of it transient is 3%, on D1 that level looks rather 
recurrent to me so there is added confidence of a 1.299ish revisit. I consider this valid 
for 44 or so hours when market open else we witness a 3% event. I'm usually wrong 

though and if so then its another "what not to do" 

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 10:01am | Post# 8699

 
Let me ask a question, Do you make a positive trade by setting your take profit in the 
transient zone OR by setting your take profit in the areas just above or below the 
transient zone; depending which way the market is moving to. 
 
North trader, think of it this way; the higher your (h) is, the LESS transient zones you 
will have. 
The lower your (h) is, the more transient zones you will have.  
 
So, think about this, transient meaning: (passing through) do you want to find more 
areas that price passes through or less?  
 
It is possible to make very good pips both ways but in my opinion much easier and much 
quicker knowing price likes to pass through more frequently. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:49am | Post# 8700

 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} i think you are right, i must read them again, it worth. Every time i read 
them, i got something .... If that black hole has a big magnet power, it will pull any thing 
to go to it. In this case, my "black hole" is around 2865-2879, and yours around 2855-

2860 . I have checked my chart again, i think you are right. I learn a lot from this 
thread, and Eurusdd's other threads. Now i just need to see the price, i do not "guess" it. 
I will try to be discipline, i may not trade if there is no clear signal. As a saying goes, we 
may not... 
just keep at it, keep reading the thread and watching price action. you will have many 
more eureka moments. i had about 20 within 2 days. you will not have them all at once. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:54am | Post# 8701

 
Quoting handy148 
Don't know if I'm doing this right with all the brains we have here (too many to mention) 
but on my convoluted way of looking at it I have 1.29942 as a price that needs re-
visiting. Don't know about the timing - haven't worked out how to do that yet. 
this stuff is quite complex. 1.2200, 1.22 also needs revisiting. sometime its best to just 
follow the flow rather than predicting price. i will ride her in what ever direction she goes 
. if we hit 1.2999 trust me i would have been in long before we get there. if we hit 1. 
2200 also i will be in also 

 

NorthTrader Sep 20, 2014 11:01am | Post# 8702



 
Quoting Baillie 
Let me ask a question, Do you make a positive trade by setting your take profit in the 
transient zone OR by setting your take profit in the areas just above or below the 
transient zone; depending which way the market is moving to. North trader, think of it 
this way; the higher your (h) is, the LESS transient zones you will have. The lower your 
(h) is, the more transient zones you will have. So, think about this, transient meaning: 
(passing through) do you want to find more areas that price passes through or less? It is 
possible to make very good... 
I prefer a low h value, Baillie. But I can't see how this relates to the questions I asked 
Vlady before. 

 

handy148 Sep 20, 2014 11:15am | Post# 8703

 
Trying to apply my own stupid way of doing this, I have 12838'ish as my next target long 
(based on M5). 

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 11:23am | Post# 8704

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} this stuff is quite complex. 1.2200, 1.22 also needs revisiting. sometime its best 
to just follow the flow rather than predicting price. i will ride her in what ever direction 
she goes . if we hit 1.2999 trust me i would have been in long before we get there. if we 
hit 1. 2200 also i will be in also 

either way there is patience let it come to your side take one pawn at a time  
I never trade within 1 hour of red news  
RegardsOrid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 11:29am | Post# 8705

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Am on a the Orient Express (British Pullman) so can't give out an essay. LOL 
But I drew these. Apologies if cryptic. 



 
 
Tops are tops. Swing tops are different...they are the end of the swing. I prefer not to 
pick tops or bottoms but enter swing tops after a top. Vice versa for bottoms. 
 
you can be aggressive on a TZ if you get in early, or conservative by entering after a TZ 
is confirmed, h +1. Or a retrace swing top. This is just trade entry 101.... However you 
do it is up to you. But the TZ to the left, you are looking for the areas of that price did 
not return to, wicks or bars. Forget pivot points or S/R...don't think like that for TZ. It's 
about looking for where price did not return and where it did. You reduce the height of 
the TZ. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 11:47am | Post# 8706

 
1 Attachment(s) 
in terms of USDMXN the middle bar posted a wick on the 1H? Bar. So to me it was a set 
of prices rejected by the body. It was recurrent (left area filled with bars) but since then 
nothing on the right, price had gone up.... So if in the future price looks like it's returning 
from the top... Then it's got to be a target for return. Transient vs Return. Not S/R. 



 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 20, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 8707

 
Quoting Baillie 
Let me ask a question, Do you make a positive trade by setting your take profit in the 
transient zone OR by setting your take profit in the areas just above or below the 
transient zone; depending which way the market is moving to. North trader, think of it 
this way; the higher your (h) is, the LESS transient zones you will have. The lower your 
(h) is, the more transient zones you will have. So, think about this, transient meaning: 
(passing through) do you want to find more areas that price passes through or less? It is 
possible to make very good... 

MORE!!!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 8708

 
Quoting NorthTrader 



{quote} Several people have acknowledged this post of Vlady's as very meaningful to 
them but unfortunately I can't see it yet (sorry Vlady!). Can anyone please help me out? 
For instance: "But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always has 
space to the left." I really can't see how this is a magic nugget. It's like saying the top of 
Everest has space all around it on a plane parallel to the Earth. Of course the top or 
bottom has space to the left, otherwise it wouldn't be a top or bottom! It will also have 
space to the right. And:... 
You gave yourself the answer. 
of course a top or bottom has space to the left. Yes, precisely.... And hence you'll know 
that a TZ range has been formed. But the right hand side is your unknown. In my 
pictures, you can't know if 1b will form or any of the rest. What you can look for is the 
wicks that serve as the range for the TZ. Trade from it or trade towards it... However 
your biased. From a basic point of view, assuming the market is normal and not too 
volatile, if the top is formed and you get a normal retrace top that DOESNT RETURN to 
the TZ... And it is outside of h, then the TZ is transient and you can short with 
confidence. SL in the TZ. 
 
As for the second question..... Knowing that a range is recurrent..... It doesn't help you? 
You realise this is the entire premise of Eurusdd's TZ? If transient is 3% and recurrent is 
97%.... Then future recurrent is..........97%! 
USDMXN example again... The wick is my way of identifying mid bar TZs that do not 
form tops or bottoms....if you go back to Eurusdd's early examples, there are incidents of 
this, not just tops/bottoms. 
 
So if the Left side suggests that price clustered within previous h bars.... Even of h bars 
after that bar didn't return, why would it not return there? Why couldn't you target it? 
The reason these are ALSO important to look for, not just Tops and Bottoms, is because 
they are recurrent. If you have 2 TZs on 4H... 1.3 and 1.2 and price has formed a top at 
1.28 and there is a midbar TZ on the 1H at 1.24..... Since price has confirmed 1.28 and 
is now moving down, you could set a target for 1.24 as it has high probability of being 
returned to....more so in the lower timeframe than 1.2 
 
hope this makes sense. 

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 8709

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Several people have acknowledged this post of Vlady's as very meaningful to 
them but unfortunately I can't see it yet (sorry Vlady!). Can anyone please help me out? 
For instance: "But here's another magic nugget: both a Top and a Bottom always has 
space to the left." I really can't see how this is a magic nugget. It's like saying the top of 
Everest has space all around it on a plane parallel to the Earth. Of course the top or 
bottom has space to the left, otherwise it wouldn't be a top or bottom! It will also have 
space to the right. And:... 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} I prefer a low h value, Baillie. But I can't see how this relates to the questions I 
asked Vlady before. 
But can anyone please enlighten me? I was answering this question, not all of them. 
 
I can't see how knowing that a price that was recurrent in past can help us in 
the future. There are many prices that are left-side recurrent but right-side transient 
(for a given value of h) . Also prices that are left-side transient and right-side recurrent. 
And of course prices that are fully transient (left and right), and prices that are fully 
recurrent.. I know this is a probability game, and fully transient prices are the 
rarest, but I don't understand what Vlady is saying about the importance of left-
side recurrent prices. 



 
Because of probabilities they will remain recurrent for a time. If you know that they are 
recurrent you can safely place your take profits in these zones and make some $$$$$. 

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 8710

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You gave yourself the answer. of course a top or bottom has space to the left. 
Yes, precisely.... And hence you'll know that a TZ range has been formed. But the right 
hand side is your unknown. In my pictures, you can't know if 1b will form or any of the 
rest. What you can look for is the wicks that serve as the range for the TZ. Trade from it 
or trade towards it... However your biased. From a basic point of view, assuming the 
market is normal and not too volatile, if the top is formed and you get a normal retrace 
top that DOESNT RETURN... 
Way to go BRO! YES, makes very good sense. 
 
Suggestion, If you do not GET this, take some time off from trying to figure it out. 
 
Go play get your mind off this, you need to reset your brain. Then, when you come back, 
READ only those posts that have made some kind of sense to you. 
 
You do not have to get the whole thing at once. Write down what you do get and try to 
visualize it on a chart. 
 
EDIT: Have a jam session with your favorite musician or band before reading or trying to 
understand a concept you want to retain information about, music causes your body to 
release chemicals that calm your nerves and neural pathways to fire on all cylinders. Try 
it. 
 
Creative people spark creativity in others. 

 

Ullen Sep 20, 2014 2:49pm | Post# 8711

 
Hey everyone. 
 
This is mainly for the ones out there struggling. 
 
I thought i would share some of the thoughts i made when i started to open my eyes 
(very important that you do this yourself!) 
 
You need to read the hole thread, but i suppose almost all of you have done this. You 
DON'T need to understand everything, and you definately dont need to use evthing in 
your trading. I see every different concepts being used at the moment, and all of them 
are doing very good! 
 
If there is something that you don't understand. Don't force yourself to understand it. 
Use the things that you understand, and improve them yourself, with some additions or 
filters. The one thing that is very important is that people learn 1 concept fully! I started 
with one concept and made sure i understood it fully before moving on to the other ones. 
It is good to understand every system, as you can use them to confirm one antoher. You 
can't just copy-paste systems. You must understand why and how they work. You can 
get inspiration, and use the aspects of a system, but you must feel familiar with it, and 
trust it. You must know that it wont let you down, and if it does this 3-4% of the times, 
you will have something to make sure it is still okay. I can't say anymore, but i can say 
that hard work will get you there, and it is deffinately worth it! I have no fear when i 



open a trade. I believe that my decisions are good, and i trust my secret weapon. 
 
You can do it! 
 
Ullen  

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 3:01pm | Post# 8712

 
Quoting Ullen 
Hey everyone. This is mainly for the ones out there struggling. I thought i would share 
some of the thoughts i made when i started to open my eyes (very important that you do 
this yourself!) You need to read the hole thread, but i suppose almost all of you have 
done this. You DON'T need to understand everything, and you definately dont need to 
use evthing in your trading. I see every different concepts being used at the moment, 
and all of them are doing very good! If there is something that you don't understand. 
Don't force yourself to understand... 
Love it! This is the attitude that fosters champions and excellence. 
It has nothing to do with intellectualism, intelligence or genetics. It's just plain hard 
work, focus, discipline, direction and methodology. 

 

Robertk Sep 20, 2014 3:42pm | Post# 8713

 
Yes, pretty much the above. Specialization goes a long way.. 

 

Ullen Sep 20, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 8714

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Love it! This is the attitude that fosters champions and excellence. It has 
nothing to do with intellectualism, intelligence or genetics. It's just plain hard work, 
focus, discipline, direction and methodology. 
Thank you, I agree 100% 
 
If people don't understand the forex market, or can't trade without fear they have to 
remember some things. 
 
You can see the forex market as your mood during the day/week/year. If you drop your 
new iphone in the morning we have a very bearish bar. But chances are that there will 
happen something during the day that will make you happy again, this is price moving 
it's way towards the start of the bearish bar. If you have a bad day this is a bearish dayli 
bar, but there are bullish spikes because there will hapen some things that will make 
your mood better. small bullish trends. 
 
This is just me trying to make it clear. I know that it isn't the same, but people must 
understand that price/mood wil almost always return to a previous state. So even if 
everything seems bad, something will happen that makes it better. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 4:03pm | Post# 8715

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you, I agree 100% If people don't understand the forex market, or can't 
trade without fear they have to remember some things. You can see the forex market as 
your mood during the day/week/year. If you drop your new iphone in the morning we 



have a very bearish bar. But chances are that there will happen something during the 
day that will make you happy again, this is price moving it's way towards the start of the 
bearish bar. If you have a bad day this is a bearish dayli bar, but there are bullish spikes 
because there will hapen some... 
I like your analogy. It's real and something we can relate to. 
 
We can always aim to be unemotional machines with complete detachment and iron 
discipline and resolve to follow our rules. But with real money and pressure, it sometimes 
doesn't turn out the way you plan. 
 
Even with these techniques, I suffer from relapses. We are human. 
The thing is persistence and consistency - even if you have the bad days.  
 
Even more so with studying. Many want to see a plan that guarantees 30-60 pips a day. 
Many want to see a plan like: when a + b, enter at c and exit at d with your SL at e. The 
problem most people see is that they read this thread and don't find a plan. They then 
ask for 
 
a) a summary 
b) an example or a lesson or coaching....... FOR FREE as if it is an entitlement. 
 
...and then if they don't get the above, prefer to believe that it is about level of academic 
achievement, intelligence or smarts. But you said it, take one idea and apply it to your 
trading and achieve mastery. Then take another and another. The ZZBB method took me 
4 months (6 days x 16 weeks) just to get the ideas down and consistent.... i didn't 
understand everything and i didn't get the maths to begin with. That was 2013. It's now 
1 year since..... persistence. Even during the dark days when you lose money or you lose 
your mind.  
 
DON'T GIVE UP! BUT DON'T TAKE SHORT CUTS. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 4:04pm | Post# 8716

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you, I agree 100% If people don't understand the forex market, or can't 
trade without fear they have to remember some things. You can see the forex market as 
your mood during the day/week/year. If you drop your new iphone in the morning we 
have a very bearish bar. But chances are that there will happen something during the 
day that will make you happy again, this is price moving it's way towards the start of the 
bearish bar. If you have a bad day this is a bearish dayli bar, but there are bullish spikes 
because there will hapen some... 
Preachit ullen! Now you found and edge 

 

GU-Night Sep 20, 2014 4:05pm | Post# 8717

 
Quoting Baillie 
Let me ask a question, Do you make a positive trade by setting your take profit in the 
transient zone OR by setting your take profit in the areas just above or below the 
transient zone; depending which way the market is moving to. North trader, think of it 
this way; the higher your (h) is, the LESS transient zones you will have. The lower your 
(h) is, the more transient zones you will have. So, think about this, transient meaning: 
(passing through) do you want to find more areas that price passes through or less? It is 
possible to make very good... 
Is it about a low or high (h) or about an optimal (h) ? Maybe about the (h) that give us 
the best probabilities? With an optimal (h) and supposing that the zone is transient if 



only the left side is complete we can make a lot of $$$$$$. Even if the optimal (h) is 
high. Every bar can take out a supposed TZ and revisit the previous bar(s) if only the left 
side is complete. Recurrent or transient, both will win with an optimal (h). 
 
Correct me if I’m wrong. 

 

GU-Night Sep 20, 2014 4:07pm | Post# 8718

 
Quoting Ullen 
Hey everyone. This is mainly for the ones out there struggling. I thought i would share 
some of the thoughts i made when i started to open my eyes (very important that you do 
this yourself!) You need to read the hole thread, but i suppose almost all of you have 
done this. You DON'T need to understand everything, and you definately dont need to 
use evthing in your trading. I see every different concepts being used at the moment, 
and all of them are doing very good! If there is something that you don't understand. 
Don't force yourself to understand... 

Nice post!  

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 4:37pm | Post# 8719

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you, I agree 100% If people don't understand the forex market, or can't 
trade without fear they have to remember some things. You can see the forex market as 
your mood during the day/week/year. If you drop your new iphone in the morning we 
have a very bearish bar. But chances are that there will happen something during the 
day that will make you happy again, this is price moving it's way towards the start of the 
bearish bar. If you have a bad day this is a bearish dayli bar, but there are bullish spikes 
because there will hapen some... 
 

Hurrayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy  ullen, you just gave me my 30 somethingth eureka 
moment. Awesome. God bless you real good. 
Can someone tell fx-jay to unignore me! I must say a big thankyou to fx-jay for my 28th 

eureka moment. Now i will turn 50usd to 5million usd   

 

LITEchild Sep 20, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 8720

 
Quoting hukam 

{quote} good job, you got feeling of market heartbeat rating!   

 

 

LITEchild Sep 20, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 8721

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Thanks Litechild. I sent you a PM . 

replied  

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 8722

 
Quoting Ullen 



{quote} Thank you, I agree 100% If people don't understand the forex market, or can't 
trade without fear they have to remember some things. You can see the forex market as 
your mood during the day/week/year. If you drop your new iphone in the morning we 
have a very bearish bar. But chances are that there will happen something during the 
day that will make you happy again, this is price moving it's way towards the start of the 
bearish bar. If you have a bad day this is a bearish dayli bar, but there are bullish spikes 
because there will hapen some... 
Lol, its becomeing a trend. that everyone that gets it suddenly becomes philosophical 
and uses lifes analogies to explain price action. like master eurusdd. i am equally guilty 
of this. I love the concept of price as an atomic particle 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 5:31pm | Post# 8723

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I like your analogy. It's real and something we can relate to. We can always aim 
to be unemotional machines with complete detachment and iron discipline and resolve to 
follow our rules. But with real money and pressure, it sometimes doesn't turn out the 
way you plan. Even with these techniques, I suffer from relapses. We are human. The 
thing is persistence and consistency - even if you have the bad days. Even more so with 
studying. Many want to see a plan that guarantees 30-60 pips a day. Many want to see a 
plan like: when a + b, enter at... 
i now understand better what you meant when you told me 'DONT FORCE IT, ALLOW 
IT TO SINK IN, GO BACK TO WHAT YOU WERE USING BEFORE' 
 
i must confess i dumped the thread once in the past, but for some reason i couldnt just 
stop coming back. 

 

Ullen Sep 20, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 8724

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DON'T CHASE PRICE: Let price come to you!!!! Price is like people/girls dON'T CHASE A 
GIRL, get money - results, change yourself and SHE WILL COME TO YOU!!! If you chase 
price down/up, she will turn around and leave you HANGING!!! ---- Draw your line in the 
sand and stand your ground: She will get tired and run to you!!! 
This is one of the best posts in the forum in my opinion. You should trade with the 
confidence that price will hit your level, and you shouldn't have thoughts such as ''what if 
it never hits'' or ''come on! Hit my level!'' 
 
PATIENCE is one of the most importent components of my trading style and with 
CONFIDENCE you will place the best rational and proper trades. And you just wait until 

the girl comes to you because you know what you are doing.  
 
Thank you EURUSDD! 

 

josh11 Sep 20, 2014 7:04pm | Post# 8725

 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... 
 
So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, then 
click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume reading! 
 
Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we will find 



most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! 
 
I like to think of an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep 
going it will eventually spring back! 
 
This is very basic but can give you some ideas on creating this to suit you! 
 
Also this volume bars once occurred most of the time show a turn in the market and if 
implemented right we can find tops and bottoms a lot of the time with very small risk.... 
 
I am using this on the 15 min chart! 
 
Now some of you will read this and want to know how you can make this you own but 
just start to look at what I am saying here, do some testing and see what you think, I 

would love people here to share there thoughts too  
 
Remember Price most of the time will return to this point, how can we profit from this do 
you think?  
 

Just sharing so some of you that are struggling can have some Ideas  
 
BTW this is not how I am finding my Zone on my calls but just a theory hope this helps 

some of you  

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:12pm | Post# 8726

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} This is one of the best posts in the forum in my opinion. You should trade with 
the confidence that price will hit your level, and you shouldn't have thoughts such as 
''what if it never hits'' or ''come on! Hit my level!'' PATIENCE is one of the most importent 
components of my trading style and with CONFIDENCE you will place the best rational 
and proper trades. And you just wait until the girl comes to you because you know what 

you are doing.  Thank you EURUSDD! 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 8727

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 
reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think 
of an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it 
will eventually spring back!... 
Hey Josh, good to have you back. 
 
Your statement (highlighted in bold) is right on the money. Many (Gator in Eurusd thread 
as well as a few others besides) uses this concept via prices. Volume is just another. Glad 
to see you've looked at it too. Sometime back, I looked and used VSA. Can't use it now 
cos IGIndex doesn't have volume for FX. But if I had MT4 on screen, I'd definitely have 

volume in there. Well done for pointing out something unique. 
 



Cheers! 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:20pm | Post# 8728

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 
reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of 
an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 

 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 8729

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 
reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of 
an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 

MY GOD, JOSH YOU ARE A GENIUS. HARD WORK PAYS   

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 8730

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} hey josh, good to have you back. Your statement (highlighted in bold) is right 
on the money. Many (gator in eurusd thread as well as a few others besides) uses this 
concept via prices. Volume is just another. Glad to see you've looked at it too. Sometime 
back, i looked and used vsa. Can't use it now cos igindex doesn't have volume for fx. But 

if i had mt4 on screen, i'd definitely have volume in there. Well done for pointing out 
something unique. Cheers! 
the thread is on fire 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:27pm | Post# 8731

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Okay, here's a little sample of one of the things I've been looking at.... to continue the 
discussion of Transient Zones: 
The areas from the chart are randomly selected, but the formation/patterns I am picking 
are quite specific. 
I'll just post the pictures and you can all comment.  
 



 
 

 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 8732

 
I'm calling for a swing bottom that will be formed by at least 2 specific bars of time.  
They don't have to be consecutive, but they would be within h bars. 
The low of one is higher than the first. 
 
The rare case is that the one bar defines the low of the bottom with no retest - but I am 
not calling that. 
 
I am not calling specifically for the bottom of this long-running leg (Wave 3). Some of 
you may be surprised to hear me say, I'm not that good! There are others here who are. 
I just don't have a signal that I consider strong enough. So the best I can call for is a 
Swing Bottom on the 4H and 1H timeframe. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:35pm | Post# 8733

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 



reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of 
an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 
I JUST CONFIRMED this on 1hr chart. it works perfectly. if this is to work it means we are 
heading for a retracement to 1.2930 area. what i see is that it dosnt have to get to 1000. 
0n the 1hr between 1000 and 1500 is it. 
 
heres the key. EURUSDD talked about inflextion. understand inflextion and you can 
predict a turn. eurusdd said at inflextion points price pauses and it may be a continuation 
or a turn. so use other filters to confirm the turn 

 

josh11 Sep 20, 2014 7:38pm | Post# 8734

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} I JUST CONFIRMED this on 1hr chart. it works perfectly. if this is to work it 
means we are heading for a retracement to 1.2930 area. what i see is that it dosnt have 
to get to 1000. 0n the 1hr between 1000 and 1500 is it. heres the key. EURUSDD talked 
about inflextion. understand inflextion and you can predict a turn. eurusdd said at 
inflextion points price pauses and it may be a continuation or a turn. so use other filters 
to confirm the turn 

Study what I shared and you can find some very interesting things  

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:39pm | Post# 8735

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i now understand better what you meant when you told me 'DONT FORCE IT, 
ALLOW IT TO SINK IN, GO BACK TO WHAT YOU WERE USING BEFORE' i must confess i 
dumped the thread once in the past, but for some reason i couldnt just stop coming 
back. 

 
 
It's the nature of knowledge energy I think. Sometimes to be absorbed, the mind needs 
to move away or be away from the data or the problem. The subconscious mind needs 
the peace, quiet and space to absorb and integrate the knowledge. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:40pm | Post# 8736

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I'm calling for a swing bottom that will be formed by at least 2 specific bars of time. They 
don't have to be consecutive, but they would be within h bars. The low of one is higher 
than the first. The rare case is that the one bar defines the low of the bottom with no 
retest - but I am not calling that. I am not calling specifically for the bottom of this long-
running leg (Wave 3). Some of you may be surprised to hear me say, I'm not that good! 
There are others here who are. I just don't have a signal that I consider strong enough. 
So the best I... 
ok im getting this. heres what i think . another leg to 1.2860 before next wave to 
1.2750. 1.2830 is an inflextion point. someone correct me if im wrong 
. remembber eurusdd said at inflection pionts it may be a turn or a continuation 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:41pm | Post# 8737



 
POST EDITED 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:43pm | Post# 8738

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} It's the nature of knowledge energy I think. Sometimes to be absorbed, the 
mind needs to move away or be away from the data or the problem. The subconscious 
mind needs the peace, quiet and space to absorb and integrate the knowledge. 
exactly, awesome stuff. have you noticed how we are learnign and applying life principles 
and analogies to forex? crazy 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:46pm | Post# 8739

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Josh, good to have you back. Your statement (highlighted in bold) is right 
on the money. Many (Gator in Eurusd thread as well as a few others besides) uses this 
concept via prices. Volume is just another. Glad to see you've looked at it too. Sometime 
back, I looked and used VSA. Can't use it now cos IGIndex doesn't have volume for FX. 

But if I had MT4 on screen, I'd definitely have volume in there. Well done for pointing 
out something unique. Cheers! 

matey, you have read so many books, threads and materials to last you 10 lifetimes 
 

its 12.47 am here and im still up since 10.30pm  hard work pays 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:55pm | Post# 8740

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay, here's a little sample of one of the things I've been looking at.... to continue the 
discussion of Transient Zones: The areas from the chart are randomly selected, but the 
formation/patterns I am picking are quite specific. I'll just post the pictures and you can 
all comment. {image} {image} {image} 
 
These show continuation patterns and optimal zones to place your entries using transient 
zones as basis 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 7:58pm | Post# 8741

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} These show continuation patterns and optimal zones to place your entries using 
transient zones as basis 
Hahaha... you need some sleep bro! 

 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 7:59pm | Post# 8742

 
Those boxes you marked i interpret them as spikes. which should be uses to find the 
lines in the sand 

 



ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:01pm | Post# 8743

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Hahaha... you need some sleep bro!  
i took a nap from 8pm. i know i will be up till about 5am. who needs sleep when i got 
sleepilarity 

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 8:02pm | Post# 8744

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Is it about a low or high (h) or about an optimal (h) ? Maybe about the (h) that 
give us the best probabilities? With an optimal (h) and supposing that the zone is 
transient if only the left side is complete we can make a lot of $$$$$$. Even if the 
optimal (h) is high. Every bar can take out a supposed TZ and revisit the previous bar(s) 
if only the left side is complete. Recurrent or transient, both will win with an optimal (h). 
Correct me if I’m wrong. 
Hi Gu-Night, YES you are correct, optimal h is the right answer. I was just showing that 
you need to identify the high probability areas for re currency. 
 
Look at my other posts for ideas how to trade if you like. 

 

Robertk Sep 20, 2014 8:08pm | Post# 8745

 
It would be interesting to get a contest going on between followers of this topic. See how 
1 concept can cause various results ( obv based on personality also ). Lets say over the 
timespan of half a year. I just hope one can hide price levels tho in explorer. 

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 8:09pm | Post# 8746

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay, here's a little sample of one of the things I've been looking at.... to continue the 
discussion of Transient Zones: The areas from the chart are randomly selected, but the 
formation/patterns I am picking are quite specific. I'll just post the pictures and you can 
all comment. {image} {image} {image} 

Hey! those colors look cool, where'd you come up with them?  

 

Baillie Sep 20, 2014 8:11pm | Post# 8747

 
Quoting Robertk 
It would be interesting to get a contest going on between followers of this topic. See how 
1 concept can cause various results ( obv based on personality also ). Lets say over the 
timespan of half a year. I just hope one can hide price levels tho in explorer. 
Me too, or I will never be able to post anything to improve this concept for sharing. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:12pm | Post# 8748

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} ok im getting this. heres what i think . another leg to 1.2860 before next wave 
to 1.2750. 1.2830 is an inflextion point. someone correct me if im wrong . remembber 



eurusdd said at inflection pionts it may be a turn or a continuation 
@vlady here is what i am seeing and hearing. i hear eurusdd saying he has to wait till 
market opens to know if this is an inflection or not. 
what i am seeing is that since 1.2830 is an inflection point we may head 100pipish down 
to 1.2730ish or head up 100pips to 1.2930. which ever plays out first we must return to 
1.2930 either way where volumes will become 1000+ again. 
 
Now i dont see any confirmatory signs of a bottom yet so i will call down to 1.2730ish 
then back up to 1.2830. 
 
I also hear eurusdd say, there is a line in the sand where price may not deviate more 
than a particular number of pips. that number is looking like 80 to 100pips to me. 
 
wow. did i just make such an analysis. i have been seeing imaginary charts and hearing 
imaginary voices of eurusdd,vlady,fxjay, now josh. you guys beta get out of my 

mind   

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 8:13pm | Post# 8749

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1H timeframe. 
 
Because of the current downtrend, there is a near 60% chance that the bottom will have 
a transient zone that looks like the one marked in green bottom centre of the image. 
Ignore the top left one for now, as it's not what I'm talking about. 
 

 
 
I observed this from a period between 31st March 2014 to 21st September.  
There is 33% that it will not look like the above and 7% that it will be neutral. 
 
I have not tallied up the periods before 31st March but my contention is that the higher 



level timeframes, the trend begins to change. 
Basically, the image of the bottom has a TZ formation that is highly likely to attract 
price back to it after a period of time. 
 
When a true bottom is strong enough, the TZ formation is the opposite of the one shown 
and price does not often return to it for a greater period of time. In other words, it's 
more likely to behave like a true bottom and price remains above it and doesn't return 
until a major top has been formed... etc etc. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 8750

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} Hahaha... you need some sleep bro!  

Hahahaha  No i am wide awake. dont forget eurusdd says this is art and we should 
be creative. we look at the same chart but we dont always see the same things. i can see 
my entries on your chart and where i would draw my levels. 
 
i may be mixing upp the theoretical part. thats why i need to go start the thread allover 
again to know what the words and concepts mean exactly 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:26pm | Post# 8751

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} @vlady here is what i am seeing and hearing. i hear eurusdd saying he has to 
wait till market opens to know if this is an inflection or not. what i am seeing is that since 
1.2830 is an inflection point we may head 100pipish down to 1.2730ish or head up 
100pips to 1.2930. which ever plays out first we must return to 1.2930 either way where 
volumes will become 1000+ again. Now i dont see any confirmatory signs of a bottom 
yet so i will call down to 1.2730ish then back up to 1.2830. I also hear eurusdd say, 
there is a line in the sand where... 
 
Quoting vlady1974 
1H timeframe. Because of the current downtrend, there is a near 60% chance that the 
bottom will have a transient zone that looks like the one marked in green bottom centre 
of the image. Ignore the top left one for now, as it's not what I'm talking about. {image} 
I observed this from a period between 31st March 2014 to 21st September. There is 33% 
that it will not look like the above and 7% that it will be neutral. I have not tallied up the 
periods before 31st March but my contention is that the higher level timeframes, the 
trend begins to change.... 
 
we have said the exact same thing in different words. thats y i said this is art. i was wide 

awake. i know what i saw   

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 8752

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} @vlady here is what i am seeing and hearing. i hear eurusdd saying he has to wait 
till market opens to know if this is an inflection or not. what i am seeing is that since 1.2830 
is an inflection point we may head 100pipish down to 1.2730ish or head up 100pips to 
1.2930. which ever plays out first we must return to 1.2930 either way where volumes will 
become 1000+ again. Now i dont see any confirmatory signs of a bottom yet so i will call 
down to 1.2730ish then back up to 1.2830. I also hear eurusdd say, there is a line in the 



sand where... 
Hey Eph, 
 
Despite some differences in bias, I think we're all calling or describing the same old bag. 
Just from different angles and timeframes. 
Timeframe sync between 4H, 1H, 15M, 5M, 1M is important, so I've been trying to sync up 
the 4H to the 1H via Transient Zones. And syncing the 1H to 5M also via Transient Zones 
but with a different h value on the 5M. I now have a table of prices. 
 
How I do this reconciliation or bridging between 1 timeframe to another is to apply the 
concept that Eurusdd mentioned which was to describe the flow of water down a hill or 
mountain when rocks or obstacles appear in its path.... moves it out of the way. Transient 
Zones do this.... but the 4H h wont align with the 5M h... so you have to map the 4H zones 
on the chart. Then switch to 1H and do the h equivalent of the 4H on the same chart and 
mark the TZ, then using a diff colour or else you'll have lines all over the place, you map the 
5M TZ...... next you look for pairs. A top TZ pair and Bottom TZ pair of the higher 
timeframe.... within that you look for a lower timeframe TZ pair.... and you look for the 
most recent TZ boxes. You then delete lines that are not within each other and essentially 
you should have TZs that have been timeframe sync'd. Sorry if this is crude and confusing. 
It's 1:25am but I won't draw it... I just thought I'd share this. 
 
But to return to the TZ bottom.... the reason I described above is that this is how I was able 
to validate a few things but namely that we have a consolidation range between 2995 and 
2745, roughly speaking. One big box. I also have a non-Eurusdd related indicator that was 
triggered just before New York close as pointing to a bottom. This was the one that 
confused me and I started looking for evidence as to why a bullish move could be underway. 
As you may all know, I am still convinced of a Wave 4 countertrend move towards 1.3X... 
this could be capped around 1.2995ish. 
 
But... to return again to the Bottom.... if tomorrow opens with a bottom that is as per 
image... then it's not a true bottom. It could gap down (not reach 2745) and then shoot up 
and form a TZ but if it's shaped like above, but stay below 2844 then it will go down and 
remain down until it forms a TZ Bottom where the right TZ is larger than the Left TZ. 
 
Sorry for the long explanation. Long day of alcohol, champagne, food, desert and walks on 

the coast with the True Boss.  
 
Edit: 
Here you go...This is a 5M chart with 1H/4H transient zones in Blue, 5M in yellow. I won't 
reveal my h values. 



 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:36pm | Post# 8753

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Eph, Despite some differences in bias, I think we're all calling or describing 
the same old bag. Just from different angles and timeframes. Timeframe sync between 
4H, 1H, 15M, 5M, 1M is important, so I've been trying to sync up the 4H to the 1H via 
Transient Zones. And syncing the 1H to 5M also via Transient Zones but with a different 
h value on the 5M. I now have a table of prices. How I do this reconciliation or bridging 
between 1 timeframe to another is to apply the concept that Eurusdd mentioned which 
was to describe the flow of... 
 
Honestly vlady, i dont use h values, i eyeball my lines and draw them. when i read the 
thread all over again i will know what h really means. there are so much of the theory i 

dont know. i just see the practical side of it. thats how i am in real life matters  
 
you can actually define the price path just by lines. my charts are naked with a few 
moving averages and macdrsi for divergence. a few moving averages that serve as major 
support andd resistance. the rest are lines lines lines lines and my eye indicator which is 
most important 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:37pm | Post# 8754

 
i am replying the other part of ur last post. quite a long read 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 8755

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Eph, Despite some differences in bias, I think we're all calling or describing 
the same old bag. Just from different angles and timeframes. Timeframe sync between 
4H, 1H, 15M, 5M, 1M is important, so I've been trying to sync up the 4H to the 1H via 



Transient Zones. And syncing the 1H to 5M also via Transient Zones but with a different 
h value on the 5M. I now have a table of prices. How I do this reconciliation or bridging 
between 1 timeframe to another is to apply the concept that Eurusdd mentioned which 
was to describe the flow of... 
 
i understand what eurusdds language now. they all make sense to me. 
 
i hear him say the secret to your confusion is similarity from the 1month tf to 1min tf. 
Look for similarity. in order to understand this post you have to go back to another post 
of eurusdd where he talked about the water flow effect. Give its some time. it will come. 
 
every post eurusdd left here is a big analogy. that can be expanded into a book 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 8:46pm | Post# 8756

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Honestly vlady, i dont use h values, i eyeball my lines and draw them. when i 
read the thread all over again i will know what h really means. there are so much of the 

theory i dont know. i just see the practical side of it. thats how i am in real life matters  
you can actually define the price path just by lines. my charts are naked with a few 
moving averages and macdrsi for divergence. a few moving averages that serve as major 
support andd resistance. the rest are lines lines lines lines and my eye indicator which is 
most important 
h is time. You can't ignore it. 
Transience relies on it. 
 
We're talking about the same post then, regarding the water analogy. The post has 
points A, B and C.  
B represented tops and bottoms, C was an inflection point and we're trying to find out 
what will happen at A. You're only able to make the calc using at least 3 bars of 
time....h=3 
 
If you spot a TZ zone then you must also count the number of bars from your focal point 
in order to know how long before it became confirmed transient/recurrent. This is h. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:50pm | Post# 8757

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Eph, Despite some differences in bias, I think we're all calling or describing 
the same old bag. Just from different angles and timeframes. Timeframe sync between 
4H, 1H, 15M, 5M, 1M is important, so I've been trying to sync up the 4H to the 1H via 
Transient Zones. And syncing the 1H to 5M also via Transient Zones but with a different 
h value on the 5M. I now have a table of prices. How I do this reconciliation or bridging 
between 1 timeframe to another is to apply the concept that Eurusdd mentioned which 
was to describe the flow of... 
 
i understand what eurusdds language now. they all make sense to me. 
 
i hear him say the secret to your confusion is similarity from the 1month tf to 1min tf. 
Look for similarity. in order to understand this post you have to go back to another post 
of eurusdd where he talked about the water flow effect. Give its some time. it will come. 
 
every post eurusdd left here is a big analogy. that can be expanded into a book 
 



you will not find the keys to sync the timeframes on the lines in the sands you will find it 
when you look for similarity. TRZ is not the key 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 8:52pm | Post# 8758

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} h is time. You can't ignore it. Transience relies on it. 
i am not consios of h in my trading. but i think what is working for me has already taken 
care of h. i will read the thread from begining 

 

NorthTrader Sep 20, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 8759

 
Just a quick shout to Vlady, Baillie and everyone else who has written so much to help 
me understand the idea on the USDMXN chart. Thank you so much! I will read it all 
slowly and I'm sure it will sink in! (despite my stinking hangover this morning) 
 
This thread is great, really superb. Everyone has so many ideas and is so eager to help 
other people. Long live Eurusdd and long live this thread! 
 
Oh, and I echo LiquidGenious' comment on Validy's profile page - those pictures you 
drew on the train are adorable! 
 
Back later. Thanks! 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 9:01pm | Post# 8760

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i understand what eurusdds language now. they all make sense to me. i hear 
him say the secret to your confusion is similarity from the 1month tf to 1min tf. Look for 
similarity. in order to understand this post you have to go back to another post of 
eurusdd where he talked about the water flow effect. Give its some time. it will come. 
every post eurusdd left here is a big analogy. that can be expanded into a book you will 
not find the keys to sync the timeframes on the lines in the sands you will find it when 
you look for similarity. TRZ... 
heres a simple key to add. when you live in a big house with 9rooms, and you dont know 
exactly where your Iphone 6plus is because you may need to use it to check your trades 
on the go. How to you look for it. you have to check all nine rooms. 
 
now you know what to do, but you have to leave the room where youre seacrching and 
search the rest 8room, 
 
lol 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 9:04pm | Post# 8761

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Just a quick shout to Vlady, Baillie and everyone else who has written so much to help 
me understand the idea on the USDMXN chart. Thank you so much! I will read it all 
slowly and I'm sure it will sink in! (despite my stinking hangover this morning) This 
thread is great, really superb. Everyone has so many ideas and is so eager to help other 
people. Long live Eurusdd and long live this thread! Oh, and I echo LiquidGenious' 
comment on Validy's profile page - those pictures you drew on the train are adorable! 



Back later. Thanks! 
Hey NorthTrader! Thanks to both you and LiquidGenius for the shout out! LOL 
Have a great night/morning wherever you are. 
 
Be back later.... good night! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 20, 2014 9:04pm | Post# 8762

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} heres a simple key to add. when you live in a big house with 9rooms, and you 
dont know exactly where your Iphone 6plus is because you may need to use it to check 
your trades on the go. How to you look for it. you have to check all nine rooms. now you 
know what to do, but you have to leave the room where youre seacrching and search the 
rest 8room, lol 

nah man, you pick up the landline and call your number!  
 
Good night!! 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 9:09pm | Post# 8763

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} h is time. You can't ignore it. Transience relies on it. We're talking about the 
same post then, regarding the water analogy. The post has points A, B and C. B 
represented tops and bottoms, C was an inflection point and we're trying to find out what 
will happen at A. You're only able to make the calc using at least 3 bars of time....h=3 If 
you spot a TZ zone then you must also count the number of bars from your focal point in 
order to know how long before it became confirmed transient/recurrent. This is h. 
send me the link, remember i told you i am not using the TZ indicator. i am obviously 
doing things differently. i dont count bars to confirm. before or after the bar confirms i 
am already in my trade on the move to break the TRZone after i get my signal 
 
are you scalping , or swinging. you need to understand that d way you apply these 
principles to scalping is different from how you apply to swinging. and on what timeframe 
are you trading. 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 8764

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} nah man, you pick up the landline and call your number! Good night!! 

im giving you an analogy lol. assume theres no landine 

 

Sciurus Sep 20, 2014 9:12pm | Post# 8765

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
1H timeframe. Because of the current downtrend, there is a near 60% chance that the 
bottom will have a transient zone that looks like the one marked in green bottom centre 
of the image. Ignore the top left one for now, as it's not what I'm talking about. {image} 
I observed this from a period between 31st March 2014 to 21st September. There is 33% 
that it will not look like the above and 7% that it will be neutral. I have not tallied up the 
periods before 31st March but my contention is that the higher level timeframes, the 



trend begins to change.... 
Good Point Vlady. I am very interested in Price action. Here is what I am seeing in the 
images you have posted. (Sorry for the bad Graphics) 

 

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 10:14pm | Post# 8766

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 
reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of 
an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 

Thankyou Josh , something useful l  
Regards Orid peter 

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 10:24pm | Post# 8767

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Honestly vlady, i dont use h values, i eyeball my lines and draw them. when i 
read the thread all over again i will know what h really means. there are so much of the 

theory i dont know. i just see the practical side of it. thats how i am in real life matters  
you can actually define the price path just by lines. my charts are naked with a few 
moving averages and macdrsi for divergence. a few moving averages that serve as major 
support andd resistance. the rest are lines lines lines lines and my eye indicator which is 
most important 
I like this, some are making way to complicated for me , something that is very easy to 
trade , 



as for long term specific times and targets would be nice to know but not needed the way 
I'm trading . doesn't even matter if there is a sudden trend change I wont be caught in a 
big way maybe 10 pips. 
keep it simple if you can . 
Regards Orid peter 

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 10:31pm | Post# 8768

 
Quoting Baillie 
Let me ask a question, Do you make a positive trade by setting your take profit in the 
transient zone OR by setting your take profit in the areas just above or below the 
transient zone; depending which way the market is moving to. North trader, think of it 
this way; the higher your (h) is, the LESS transient zones you will have. The lower your 
(h) is, the more transient zones you will have. So, think about this, transient meaning: 
(passing through) do you want to find more areas that price passes through or less? It is 
possible to make very good... 

carefull here,  

 

orid Sep 20, 2014 10:40pm | Post# 8769

 
Quoting josh11 

As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would 
share with you all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click 
and click on the volume, then click your data window and hover over the 
bars and you will see the volume reading! Now if we see the volume bar 
1000+ and it continues in the same direction we will find most of the time 
it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of an elastic 
band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 

Josh I have to thank you again for this gem ,I just realised it fits perfectly to the way I 

trade big time perfect I owe you  
as to finding how you make your zone calls ,I am no where near . 
Regards Orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:44pm | Post# 8770

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} I like this, some are making way to complicated for me , something that is very 
easy to trade , as for long term specific times and targets would be nice to know but not 
needed the way I'm trading . doesn't even matter if there is a sudden trend change I 
wont be caught in a big way maybe 10 pips. keep it simple if you can . Regards Orid 
peter 
 
Thanks mate, its our little secret, the serious ones will get it soon. i cant reveal that 

aspect   

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 8771

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 



those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...) 
In chronological order: - Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / 
European close - Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European 
close - Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close - Long 
Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least... 
 
You will have to remove me from your ignore list before i can hunt 
you. you ignored me because i challenged your eurusdd call. im so 
pissed with fx-jay right now because he feels his the best around 
here. so immature of you, i sent a message over to fx-jay 
apologizing to him but he still ignoring me. oh well so much for 
maturity. if you ever read this, you need to admit that you made a 
mistake and you long call on eususd expired same day on the 17th 
after close of market. 
 
The best you can do right now on market open is 1.2930 thats if 
you get above 1.2860, i believe 1.2860 is our max retracement but 
if that breaks then 1.2930 but i doubt that.  
i still will not ignore you. you dont know it all  

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:53pm | Post# 8772

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Josh I have to thank you again for this gem ,I just realised it fits perfectly to the 

way I trade big time perfect I owe you  as to finding how you make your zone calls , 
no where near . Regards Orid peter 
i think we trade the same way mate 

 

ephisi Sep 20, 2014 10:56pm | Post# 8773

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} I like this, some are making way to complicated for me , something that is very 
easy to trade , as for long term specific times and targets would be nice to know but not 
needed the way I'm trading . doesn't even matter if there is a sudden trend change I 
wont be caught in a big way maybe 10 pips. keep it simple if you can . Regards Orid 
peter 
we will ride her where ever she goes, time and price projection is cool but not necessary. 
you were the only one who stood firm with me yesterday when we called short. That 
means we are doing something right 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 12:48am | Post# 8774

 
My latest take is simple. I need WHERE, WHEN and HOW answered to place a trade. TZ 
with the left formed and right still forming works best in my model. They tell me WHERE. 
The H I use tells me WHEN. HOW will need some work and observation. 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 1:04am | Post# 8775

 
Now i go back to the beginning of the thread to dig out all those eurusdd golden nuggets. 



its bed time 6am  My sleepless nights finally paid off. 
Bye house 

 

NorthTrader Sep 21, 2014 1:11am | Post# 8776

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} You will have to remove me from your ignore list before i cant hunt you. you 
ignored me because i challenged your eurusdd call. im so pissed with fx-jay right now 
because he feels his the best around here. so immature of you, i sent a message over to 
fx-jay apologizing to him but he still ignoring me. oh well so much for maturity. if you 
ever read this, you need to admit that you made a mistake and you long call on eususd 
expired same day on the 17th after close of market. The best you can do right now on 
market open is 1.2930 thats if you... 
ephisi, I think it's time for you to get some sleep! Those calls of Jay's haven't expired 

yet, he's talking about next week Monday and Tuesday.  

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 8:40am | Post# 8777

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} If you're not using any indicators for your strategy, how do you calculate your 

probabilities?  
I should have been more clear on this point, I have mentioned this to you in our PMs, but 
I think I should point it out for everyone out here to clear this out since I got lots of 
messages asking me about this. 
 
In order to calculate the correct H, and in very few cases the correct K, I use the 
indicators that were generously share on this thread by Kprsa and FreeFox.  
 
Once the H is determined, I don't use any form of indicator to enter my trade, confirm it, 
or set my TP. 
 
I hope this clears out the indicator issue for everyone. 
 
Jay 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 8:45am | Post# 8778

 
Quoting Madmoney 
{quote} This is what I was wondering.... If it's not an indicator, what calculates the 
probabilities?? Is it an estimation or an external program? I know eurusdd has some kind 
of software. MM 
Hey Madmoney, 
 
Glad to see that you've positively mentioned me in earlier posts. 
You're one of the very well respected members in here, I'm still new so I don't know you 
as much as the others here do, but I'm hoping to get to learn more about your ideas. 
 
Concerning the indicators, I hope that the previous post helped clarify. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 



FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 9:48am | Post# 8779

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} ephisi, I think it's time for you to get some sleep! Those calls of Jay's haven't 

expired yet, he's talking about next week Monday and Tuesday.  

I'm so tempted to read what misleading things he's posting now. I'd rather not 
though, people are interested in my methods and calls, not to my replies on irrelevant 
useless bashing.  
 
Just a note to everyone, I don't answer to bashing messages. Don't believe anything 
being said (good or bad) unless you can link it back to a post I made. 
Don't expect me to be replying to useless posts by 'no this is not true' and 'yes this is 
true'.  
 
As for constructive criticism, I more than encourage it. I will even be the 1st one 
criticizing myself here in front of you when the time comes 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 9:53am | Post# 8780

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, Update to the Recurrence statistic indicator, it contains more useful statistical 
quantities. 
Hi all, 
 
a minor update to the Recurrence statistic indicator. I have been using this version in this 
post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-values separately. 
This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 min TF and select 
h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability of reaching within 
the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. 
 
Don't trade against strong trends. Be good. 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV3.mq4 
 
EDIT: compiled version: 
RecurrenceStatisticV3.ex4  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 10:05am | Post# 8781

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi all, a minor update to the Recursive statistic indicator. I have been using this 
version in this post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-values 
separately. This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 min TF 
and select h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability of 
reaching within the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. Don't trade 
against strong trends. Be good. Cheers,... 
Thanks of the indi. I dunno why I can't get it to show up in my indicator list I'm using 
Oanda MT4 Version 4.00 build 670 
 
Edit thanks resolved. Was being stupid 



 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 10:10am | Post# 8782

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thanks of the indi. I dunno why I can't get it to show up in my indicator list I'm 
using Oanda MT4 Version 4.00 build 670 
You presumably need to compile it. I put the source code for everybody to be able to 
play with it, but for your convenience, I include a compiled version in the original post as 
well. 
 
k 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 10:13am | Post# 8783

 
Now for the good stuff: 
 
I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday  
Here's a quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 
 
1- USDCHF  
 
Current price 0.9405 
Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 
91% probability that target will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 
93% probability that target will be hit by the End of Tuesday's London session 
 
2- USDMXN 
 
Current price 13.200 
Target price 13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 
90% probability that target will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 
 
 
I don't think it can get any clearer than that. 
We're talking about 105 pips + 60 pips moves in less than 24 hours. That's crazy right? 
Specially that the Dollar is at unprecedented strength recently. 
Let's wait and see, so far the track record is 86/86 profit trades, will this be the first 

unprofitable call? I'm more excited to know than you are  

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 10:31am | Post# 8784

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of 
Monday's London session I don't... 

What does it cost to take a front row seat in your church, FX-Jay? I am in the queue.  
 
Do I have to run 100m everyday? 
 
I am in love with your approach! Talk to the market, speak to it, move mountains with 



your words. Yes, that is the spirit! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 10:34am | Post# 8785

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End... 
Edit using pure TZ only I can sort of see why 0.9300 just curious why can't it be 0.9432? 
I admit H for H 0.9300 probability is slightly higher 
 
Edit ok I think I have a theory as to why 

 

PBPTaker Sep 21, 2014 10:34am | Post# 8786

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of 
Monday's London session I don't... 
My indicators are showing a big reversal possibility on eur/usd and usd/chf. It seems that 
you are not alown fx-Jay ... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 10:38am | Post# 8787

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi all, a minor update to the Recurrence statistic indicator. I have been using 
this version in this post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-
values separately. This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 
min TF and select h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability 
of reaching within the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. Don't trade 
against strong trends. Be good. Cheers,... 
Thanks. good 
seriously, it would be nice if your explain your terms on the left part of the screen.  
Thank you. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 21, 2014 10:52am | Post# 8788

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You gave yourself the answer. of course a top or bottom has space to the left. 
Yes, precisely.... And hence you'll know that a TZ range has been formed. But the right 
hand side is your unknown. In my pictures, you can't know if 1b will form or any of the 
rest. What you can look for is the wicks that serve as the range for the TZ. Trade from it 
or trade towards it... However your biased. From a basic point of view, assuming the 
market is normal and not too volatile, if the top is formed and you get a normal retrace 
top that DOESNT RETURN... 



Vlady, I've been reading and thinking about all the great posts made his weekend and 
now understand why some people, myself included, get confused. The "problem" is that 
everyone is interpreting and trading TZs in different ways. Which isn't a problem at all, of 
course. It's great! Some people prefer smaller h values, expecting the zone to be broken 
(thanks hepsibah!). Some prefer optimal ones for the 3% probability. Some prefer even 
larger ones for greater security. Some go for variable h values to try to achieve a 
constant k value. 
 
What's more, some trade only end TZs, others mid TZs too. Some trade away from 
them, others towards them. Some anticipate the right-side once the left-side has formed, 
others wait for confirmation. And so on and so on. 
 
Add to this all the other good ideas in this thread which aren't even related to TZs, and 
you soon start to feel confused and overwhelmed. I think it was Ullen who very wisely 
said that you shouldn't try to understand all the principles and concepts in this thread at 
first. Just take one at a time and practice it until you either get it, and make consistent 
money, or you don't. In which case, move on to the next one. The same goes for 
different interpretations of the same concept. Someone else (Baillie?) said that ultimately 
you should be using several of the concepts together, to strengthen your system. But 
that can wait. The important thing is to concentrate on just one of them (such as TZs) 
until you either master it or realise that it's not for you. 
 
So, just for some closure about the USDMXN trade we were discussing, this is what I've 
realised: 
 
You said: "From a basic point of view, assuming the market is normal and not too 
volatile, if the top is formed and you get a normal retrace top that DOESNT RETURN to 
the TZ... And it is outside of h, then the TZ is transient and you can short with 
confidence. SL in the TZ." 
 
Yes, this is what I would do too. You mentioned in a different post that you don't treat 
TZs as pivots or S/R, but actually this is what you are doing. You are treating the Top TZ 
as a pivot (resistance) for a move down. We're on the same page! 
 
You then said: "As for the second question..... Knowing that a range is recurrent..... It 
doesn't help you? You realise this is the entire premise of Eurusdd's TZ? If transient is 
3% and recurrent is 97%.... Then future recurrent is..........97%!" 
 
Yes, of course I understand the basic premise of TZs. I've read every post since Eurusdd 
first introduced them a few weeks ago! But the above statement isn't true. Why? Well, 
assume that you've chosen a h value which gives you a 97% chance of recurrent prices. 
Then assume that the current bar is left-side recurrent (at least one other bar within the 
last h bars had the same prices). So the current bar has fulfilled the 97% promise and is 
recurrent. So what are the chances of at least one of the next h bars having the same 
prices? You say 97%. I say much less. And you only have to look at a chart to see that 
there are many LEFT-SIDE-ONLY recurrent bars. I don't have the stats at hand but no 
way are 97% of the bars recurrent on both sides! 
 
But: "So if the Left side suggests that price clustered within previous h bars.... Even of h 
bars after that bar didn't return, why would it not return there? Why couldn't you target 
it?" 
 
Absolutely. Just because price didn't return there within the next h bars, it doesn't mean 
that it won't return there eventually. In fact, it's highly likely that it will return there at 
some point in the future. But after how many hours, days, weeks, months or years? I 
think that one of the great things about TZs is knowing your time scales. Knowing that 
there's a n% chance of it hitting your target within the next h bars. If it doesn't, then all 



bets are off. 
 
Anyway, you mentioned (and illustrated) that you probably wouldn't wait for your short 
trade from the top to hit the blue box (recurrent range). You wisely pointed out that a 
better target would be somewhere above the box. So yes, we're on the same page. I also 
wouldn't expect it to hit the recurrent range from such a long way up. I'd probably take 
proft halfway, or use a trailing stop. 
 
Thanks again Vlady. It took a while, but I think we've finally cleared this one up! I now 

understand the thinking behind your USDMXD trade perfectly.  

 

orid Sep 21, 2014 10:53am | Post# 8789

 
FX jay pm for you 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 10:54am | Post# 8790

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thanks. good seriously, it would be nice if your explain your terms on the left 
part of the screen. Thank you. 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I separate the stats for potential transient (for example when the candle closes above 
the maximum of previous h_left bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max 
of previous h_left bars, even though the high of this bar was higher than the max of 
previous h_left bars) zones. Both together add up to possible problem bars. Total stats 
are also calculated. 
 
The resolving of the problem bar means that the potential transient/fractal zone was 
historically cleared within the next h_right bars (So this implies the zone width k=0). This 
strong condition is in principle not necessary for trading, one can use your recipe and win 
pips even if the transient zone is not cleared completely in the future (i.e. if k>0). The 
indicator gives the probability of success for this case, as one can take profit for k=<k>, 
k=2<k>, k=3<k> (here <k> is the historical mean value of zone width k, one also needs 
to take into account one's spread/commision here, the indicator does not do this 
automatically). 
 
Also please note that my notation is slightly different than yours, what you call price+/-k 

in the Proposition 1, I call price +/- k/2 (i.e. my zone width is k, not 2k). 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 11:01am | Post# 8791

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, I separate the stats for potential transient (for example when the 
candle closes above the maximum of previous h_left bars) and potential fractal (candle 
closes below the max of previous h_left bars, even though the high of this bar was higher 
than the max of previous h_left bars) zones. Both together add up to possible problem 
bars. Total stats are also calculated. The resolving of the problem bar means that the 
potential transient/fractal zone was historically cleared within the next h_right bars (So... 
Can I interpreted this as for example if the indi shows 85.123% it means it saying there 



is a 85.123% the forming zone will be resolved? By resolved it price going thru it. 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 11:05am | Post# 8792

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Can I interpreted this as for example if the indi shows 85.123% it means it 
saying there is a 85.123% the forming zone will be resolved? By resolved it price going 
thru it. 
Yes. 
k 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 11:05am | Post# 8793

 
Thing about this proposition! 
Consider the lottery, a game of pure chance! For example the 
6/49 lottery. What is the odd of the combination  
A-B-C-D-E-F as winner in the next draw? 

Surely that is 1 out of 49.48.47.46.45.44 = 1 out of 
10,068,347,520. small indeed.  
 

Now take all the 6/49 lotteries in the world, and go through all 
their past draws and if you find the combination 1-2-3-4-5-6, you 
are a very lucky dude.  
 
The combination 1-2-3-4-5-6 is equally likely but there are technical reasons why in real-
life you may never experience it across the world for a millennium. 
 
If I woke up one morning and someone said one of the combinations 
2-43-35-12-32-14 or 1-2-3-4-5-6 played somewhere in the world, I will bet on 2-43-35-
12-32-14. I hope you get the .....? 
 
Randomness is a relative concept and whatever definition you assign to it, there will still 
be hidden structures that only a sharp eye may see. 
 
Some say, eurusd prices are random, I say fairly enough. So, does it mean we shouldn't 
play? 
 
 
The trick is simple: LOOK for rare events. play the probability game the smart way! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 11:10am | Post# 8794

 
Finally, what we call probability here is not really the true probability since we do not 
have access to the entire data. 
We are dealing with relative freqencies or assumming we know the true probability. 
 
However, the law of large numbers assures us that if we gather more information, 
example from more time frames or combine the data of more pairs, we should be close 
to the true probability. 

 



kprsa Sep 21, 2014 11:11am | Post# 8795

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Finally, what we call probability here is not really the true probability since we do not 
have access to the entire data. We are dealing with relative freuqencies or assumming 
we know the true probability. However, the law of large numbers assures us that if we 
gather more information, example from more time frames or combine the data of more 
pairs, we should be close to the true probability. 
Exactly! 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 11:42am | Post# 8796

 
So I think I've come full circle. Its was mentioned by Eurusdd that when a left hand TZ 
forms it does not mean it is a TZ. In fact we don't know cause its not fully formed yet but 
we need to assume it is a TZ why? The potential TZ is a problem that needs to be solved, 

assuming it as a fully formed one tells you where best to solve the problem from . 
That done you need to switch to the notion of the 2 probabilities given, 3% and 97%. 

When you see an "unborn" TZ(deja vu ) consider those probabilities. That unborn 
demon is like the 1-2-3-4-5-6 combination. So the probabilities of a successful exorcism 

with the sword of holy pips thru that unborn demon is much more likely.  The 3% and 
97% is indeed enough to build a castle with, the rest is all icing on the cake 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 11:45am | Post# 8797

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
So I think I've come full circle. Its was mentioned by Eurusdd that when a left hand TZ 
forms it does not mean it is a TZ. In fact we don't know cause its not fully formed yet but 
we need to assume it is a TZ why? The potential TZ is a problem that needs to be solved, 

assuming it as a fully formed one tells you where best to solve the problem from . 
That done you need to switch to the notion of the 2 probabilities given, 3% and 97%. 

When you see an "unborn" TZ(deja vu ) consider those probabilities. That unborn 
demon is like the 1-2-3-4-5-6 combination.... 
HAHAHAHA!!! 
 

Someone is mad I think  Go get them Demon PIPS 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 8798

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} You presumably need to compile it. I put the source code for everybody to be 
able to play with it, but for your convenience, I include a compiled version in the original 
post as well. k 
Thank you for your generosity, but is there any way to make the text a little bigger? I 
need to squint to read it, gives me a headache if I do it too long. 
 
Hint** This Indicator is Fantastic and should be used if you are trading TZ's. Freefox's 
also. enough said. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 8799



 
Quoting Baillie 

{quote} HAHAHAHA!!! Someone is mad I think  Go get them Demon PIPS 

My "method" is still rough on the edges but yes I have my QUEEN finally. Now to 

work on the trading 101 stuff  

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 8800

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, I separate the stats for potential transient (for example when the 
candle closes above the maximum of previous h_left bars) and potential fractal (candle 
closes below the max of previous h_left bars, even though the high of this bar was higher 
than the max of previous h_left bars) zones. Both together add up to possible problem 
bars. Total stats are also calculated. The resolving of the problem bar means that the 
potential transient/fractal zone was historically cleared within the next h_right bars (So 
this implies the zone width... 
The problem with calculating k is that if you include 0's in your calculation, you end up 
with a non-normal distribution of data, and hence any parametric statistics you perform 
using that data will be invalid. One way to circumvent this is to calculate K based on non-
parametric stats, or only use values on the positive real number scale (i.e. non-zeroes), 
and then understand the limitations of your calculation. For example, if I were to 
calculate the average height of the confirmed transient zones, i would be very biased if I 
included all zeroes, but if I chose to calculate for only zones with an actual height, then I 
could conclude that for the 10% or so of zones that became transient, they have an 
average height of X pips. Even then, we still don't know the distribution of the data, and 
any data dependencies. I think it has been alluded to a few times that the probability of 
becoming recurrent may in fact be dependent upon how high the potential zone is, or 
even how far price has moved away from the potential zone. 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 8801

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} My "method" is still rough on the edges but yes I have my QUEEN finally. 

Now to work on the trading 101 stuff  
From reading everything you have been working through, it is apparent to me that you 
have more than you realize. 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 8802

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} The problem with calculating k is that if you include 0's in your calculation, you 
end up with a non-normal distribution of data, and hence any parametric statistics you 
perform using that data will be invalid. One way to circumvent this is to calculate K based 
on non-parametric stats, or only use values on the positive real number scale (i.e. non-
zeroes), and then understand the limitations of your calculation. For example, if I were to 
calculate the average height of the confirmed transient zones, i would be very biased if I 
included all... 
Last Hint from me since you brought it up, Zone height IS important and offers 2 ways to 
trade it dependent upon which way you prefer to trade the Zone. 

 



Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 8803

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Last Hint from me since you brought it up, Zone height IS important and offers 
2 ways to trade it dependent upon which way you prefer to trade the Zone. 
 
I'm not saying zone height is not important. My point is that you need to be aware of the 
limitations of calculating probabilities based upon data with zeroes in it, and not knowing 
the distribution of that data. 

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 8804

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Last Hint from me since you brought it up, Zone height IS important and offers 
2 ways to trade it dependent upon which way you prefer to trade the Zone. 
 
In fact, my indicator calculates the 95% confidence interval for confirmed transient zone 
heights. 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 8805

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} I'm not saying zone height is not important. My point is that you need to be 
aware of the limitations of calculating probabilities based upon data with zeroes in it, and 
not knowing the distribution of that data. 
Yes, I understood you. I was just pointing out for all that h and k do not have to be equal 
and that the height is important. 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 8806

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} In fact, my indicator calculates the 95% confidence interval for confirmed 
transient zone heights. 
What indicator is that? not seen it here. 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 8807

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} The problem with calculating k is that if you include 0's in your calculation, you 
end up with a non-normal distribution of data, and hence any parametric statistics you 
perform using that data will be invalid. One way to circumvent this is to calculate K based 
on non-parametric stats, or only use values on the positive real number scale (i.e. non-
zeroes), and then understand the limitations of your calculation. For example, if I were to 
calculate the average height of the confirmed transient zones, i would be very biased if I 
included all... 
As you could have easily verified in the provided source code, I used only non-zero 
values to calculate the <k>.  
 
k 

 



Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 8808

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Yes, I understood you. I was just pointing out for all that h and k do not have to 
be equal and that the height is important. 
 
Good point, but all of this makes me think I should make an indicator that will spit out a 
bunch of statistics into excel on transient zones for proper statistical analysis. Hmmmm. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 8809

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What does it cost to take a front row seat in your church, FX-Jay? I am in the 

queue. Do I have to run 100m everyday? I am in love with your approach! Talk to the 
market, speak to it, move mountains with your words. Yes, that is the spirit! 

Well what can I say, I have a great teacher  

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 8810

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thing about this proposition! Consider the lottery, a game of pure chance! For example 
the 6/49 lottery. What is the odd of the combination A-B-C-D-E-F as winner in the next 
draw? Surely that is 1 out of 49.48.47.46.45.44 = 1 out of 10,068,347,520. small 
indeed. Now take all the 6/49 lotteries in the world, and go through all their past draws 
and if you find the combination 1-2-3-4-5-6, you are a very lucky dude. The combination 
1-2-3-4-5-6 is equally likely but there are technical reasons why in real-life you may 
never experience it across the... 

Everyone should read this very well, that's where the trick could be found  

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 8811

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Everyone should read this very well, that's where the trick could be found  
Exactly!!! 
 
Probabilities are #1 in my opinion! How many times can it be said before catching on? 

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 8812

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} What indicator is that? not seen it here. 
I haven't posted it. Here it is. I did not upload it because quite frankly there are a couple 
here that do basically the same thing already. 
Sciurus_recurrence_V1.5.ex4  

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 8813

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} As you could have easily verified in the provided source code, I used only non-
zero values to calculate the <k>. k 
 
Sorry, I did not look through your source code. In fact I should download your indicator 

and test it out  

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 8814

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} I haven't posted it. Here it is. I did not upload it because quite frankly there are 
a couple here that do basically the same thing already. {file} 

Very cool, thank you, I like to compare so no problem thank you for your generosity!   

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 8815

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi all, a minor update to the Recurrence statistic indicator. I have been using 
this version in this post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-
values separately. This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 
min TF and select h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability 
of reaching within the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. Don't trade 
against strong trends. Be good. Cheers,... 
Hey Kprsa! 
 
Many thanks for the new version of the indicator. This new feature is actually very useful! 
Can I register one suggestion: Is it possible to place the text to the right of the screen in 
the reserve area to the right of the Chart Shift limit. It is hard to see the text over the 
price chart. 
 
Cheers again! 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 8816

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Thank you for your generosity, but is there any way to make the text a little 
bigger? I need to squint to read it, gives me a headache if I do it too long. Hint** This 
Indicator is Fantastic and should be used if you are trading TZ's. Freefox's also. enough 
said. 
MT4 does not allow the font of the Comment to change, and I use Comment because of 
so much text to show. 
This version is with all the info in an alert box. It might be annoying to use in the live 
trading, but you can see the probabilities and set up a strategy. 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV3_baille.mq4  

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 1:48pm | Post# 8817

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} I haven't posted it. Here it is. I did not upload it because quite frankly there are 
a couple here that do basically the same thing already. {file} 



With all due respect, if you do not post the source, why would anybody believe that the 
probabilities are not generated by a pseudorandom generator? 
This even makes sense if one wants to just draw something on the screen (up until the 
next incompatible version of MT4), but for this purpose it is equivalent to not posting 
anything. 
 
k 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 8818

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} The problem with calculating k is that if you include 0's in your 
calculation, you end up with a non-normal distribution of data, and hence any 
parametric statistics you perform using that data will be invalid. One way to circumvent 
this is to calculate K based on non-parametric stats, or only use values on the positive 
real number scale (i.e. non-zeroes), and then understand the limitations of your 
calculation. For example, if I were to calculate the average height of the confirmed 
transient zones, i would be very biased if... 
Hi Sciurus, 
 
Eurusdd's Proposition 1 states given a price in timeframe T, there exists positive 
integers k, h, such that every price is h-recurrent. 
So the conclusion you've arrived at must be the correct approach. 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 8819

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Kprsa! Many thanks for the new version of the indicator. This new feature is 
actually very useful! Can I register one suggestion: Is it possible to place the text to the 
right of the screen in the reserve area to the right of the Chart Shift limit. It is hard to 
see the text over the price chart. Cheers again! 

Sorry, doesn't work with the Comment function. See the response to Baille. 
k 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 1:53pm | Post# 8820

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} MT4 does not allow the font of the Comment to change, and I use Comment 
because of so much text to show. This version is with all the info in an alert box. It might 
be annoying to use in the live trading, but you can see the probabilities and set up a 
strategy. {file} 
This is great! Will have to just keep the alert box open to be less annoying. Beats the hell 

out of having a headache from squinting to read.  
 
PS: like the defaults. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 2:02pm | Post# 8821

 
Do you see what happens when you don't instruct intelligent people to following an 
inflexible trading algorithm but simply give them a concept? Look at the amount of data 
following into this thread.  



That is the way to go. I am learning a lot ooh!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 8822

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Sorry, doesn't work with the Comment function. See the response to Baille. k 

 
 
No worries. I like the note better. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 8823

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Do you see what happens when you don't instruct intelligent people to following an 
inflexible trading algorithm but simply give them a concept? Look at the amount of data 

following into this thread. That is the way to go. I am learning a lot ooh!  
Hey Boss... are you sure you're not running a social experiment in the background? LOL! 
Hope the research is going well! 

 

Baillie Sep 21, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 8824

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} MT4 does not allow the font of the Comment to change, and I use Comment 
because of so much text to show. This version is with all the info in an alert box. It might 
be annoying to use in the live trading, but you can see the probabilities and set up a 
strategy. {file} 
WOW! I just noticed you named it for me, what an honor!!!! If I could vouch for you a 

thousand times I would.  

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 8825

 
The 1hr chart gave the first hint of a stationary point/zone at 1.28413. The other time-
frames from 1min to 4hr are not in tune yet. so, Be careful selling more into the open. 
Soon, these time-frames will agree and the turning point (max,min or inf) will be 
defined! At the exact price, I will let you know. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 8826

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Boss... are you sure you're not running a social experiment in the 
background? LOL! Hope the research is going well! 

No! I am just enjoying the contribution from you and others. 

 

hoss Sep 21, 2014 2:17pm | Post# 8827

 
Just some language around inflection points... 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflection_point  



 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 8828

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} With all due respect, if you do not post the source, why would anybody believe 
that the probabilities are not generated by a pseudorandom generator? This even makes 
sense if one wants to just draw something on the screen (up until the next incompatible 
version of MT4), but for this purpose it is equivalent to not posting anything. k 
 
I did not post source because I have a lot of commented out stuff in there and the code 
is a bit of a mess. Based upon how the indicator is received here, I may post the source 
for a modified version. I guess you will just have to trust me. My indicator used to use 
two different ways to calculate the probability of recurrence, but I found that although 
they resulted in a different value, they paralleled each other (i.e. when one increased the 
other did too), which I think is very important - the relative probability. Compare apples 
to apples and oranges to oranges. Anyway, I may also create another version based 
upon non-parameteiuc stats - medians, ranges, that sort of thing. 
 
I can tell you that the upper CI is calculated in the following way. 
 
Mean transient zone height + (2 X Standard Error of the mean). In statistics, this is a 
quick and dirty method for determining 95% probability. In plain english, it means 95% 
of values fall below the upper CI. The assumptions are numerous. 

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 8829

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Sciurus, Eurusdd's Proposition 1 states given a price in timeframe T, there 
exists positive integers k, h, such that every price is h-recurrent. So the conclusion 
you've arrived at must be the correct approach. 
I'm not sure that my approach is correct. It is simply my interpretation of EURUSDD's 
original proposition. As for the positive integers, well, I suppose the currency crosses 
really have no positive or negative, since positive pips and negative pips are relative to 
which is the base currency. Perhaps the integer can be in either direction. 

 

burnssss Sep 21, 2014 4:31pm | Post# 8830

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Thing about this proposition! Consider the lottery, a game of pure chance! For example 
the 6/49 lottery. What is the odd of the combination A-B-C-D-E-F as winner in the next 
draw? Surely that is 1 out of 49.48.47.46.45.44 = 1 out of 10,068,347,520. small 
indeed. Now take all the 6/49 lotteries in the world, and go through all their past draws 
and if you find the combination 1-2-3-4-5-6, you are a very lucky dude. The combination 
1-2-3-4-5-6 is equally likely but there are technical reasons why in real-life you may 
never experience it across the... 
For a deeper approach there are two variants:  
1) - Any combination of all timeframes, all pairs.  
2) - linear combinations of all timeframes, all pairs.  
According to the story, for example, there are 10 bars in a row bullish H1.  
If you currently bullish least 9 bars ....  
There are other "forbidden" strings.  

Still, I have a feeling that 11 bars will also be bullish.   

 



ephisi Sep 21, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 8831

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The 1hr chart gave the first hint of a stationary point/zone at 1.28413. The other time-
frames from 1min to 4hr are not in tune yet. so, Be careful selling more into the open. 
Soon, these time-frames will agree and the turning point (max,min or inf) will be 
defined! At the exact price, I will let you know. 
Thanks boss, learning how to spot that turn 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 8832

 
4hr chart confirmed the stationary zone forming on the 1hr. so we are left with 1min-
30min for confirmation. This means that 1.28225-1.2841 is a stationary zone. selling is 
not advised unless after completion. trend change (inflexion or minimum) highly likely! 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 8833

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The 1hr chart gave the first hint of a stationary point/zone at 1.28413. The other time-
frames from 1min to 4hr are not in tune yet. so, Be careful selling more into the open. 
Soon, these time-frames will agree and the turning point (max,min or inf) will be 
defined! At the exact price, I will let you know. 
she is showing signs of the bottom. i can see the zone is becoming impervious to flow 

 

burnssss Sep 21, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 8834

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
4hr chart confirmed the stationary zone forming on the 1hr. so we are left with 1min-
30min for confirmation. This means that 1.28225-1.2841 is a stationary zone. selling is 
not advised unless after completion. trend change (inflexion or minimum) highly likely! 
Hi Eurusdd,  
There are some mathematical related to these turning points ?.  
For now, I can see your signals are successively from "timeframe high" to "low 
timeframe". Whereupon, any indicator usually give the same signals at the same time in 
each timeframe. 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 8835

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, There are some mathematical related to these turning points ?. For 
now, I can see your signals are successively from "timeframe high" to "low timeframe". 
Whereupon, any indicator usually give the same signals at the same time in each 
timeframe. 
i believe so, inflextion is the propery of a wave, max,inflection, minimum. This can be 
described by a mathematical equation, 1st order or 2nd order ordinary differential 
equation. eurusdd, my maths is rusty. am i right? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 8836

 
Quoting burnssss 



{quote} Hi Eurusdd, There are some mathematical related to these turning points ?. For 
now, I can see your signals are successively from "timeframe high" to "low timeframe". 
Whereupon, any indicator usually give the same signals at the same time in each 
timeframe. 
Yes, there is only one path and once all those time-frames lock into a change, it will 
occur. 

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 8837

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi all, a minor update to the Recurrence statistic indicator. I have been using 
this version in this post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-
values separately. This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 
min TF and select h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability 
of reaching within the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. Don't trade 
against strong trends. Be good. Cheers,... 
 
Nice indicator. Did you know that your grey potential transient zone channel is a re-
creation of a Donchian Channel? Pretty cool. Cheers. 

 

kprsa Sep 21, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 8838

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Nice indicator. Did you know that your grey potential transient zone channel is a 
re-creation of a Donchian Channel? Pretty cool. Cheers. 
Yes. 
k 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:11pm | Post# 8839

 
a close above 1.2830/44 would mean a bottom for me. we will go up before down. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 8840

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I am long. 4H timeframe as base. 



 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 8841

 

Quoting vlady1974 

I am long. 4H timeframe as base. {image} 
me too, But will take profit when it weakens cos we will retest 1.2825/30 before 1.2860 

 

mario777 Sep 21, 2014 6:26pm | Post# 8842

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} You will have to remove me from your ignore list before i can hunt you. you 
ignored me because i challenged your eurusdd call. im so pissed with fx-jay right now 
because he feels his the best around here. so immature of you, i sent a message over to 
fx-jay apologizing to him but he still ignoring me. oh well so much for maturity. if you 
ever read this, you need to admit that you made a mistake and you long call on eususd 
expired same day on the 17th after close of market. The best you can do right now on 
market open is 1.2930 thats if you... 
ephisi what happened to your eureka moment trade explorer? I find you posted 90% in 
almost evry page but i havent seen you shared your chart and result as FX-jay and 
Vlady... 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 6:31pm | Post# 8843

 
That zone is forming into a stationary zone but unless all the time-frames 
1min-4hr lock in sync, one should still expect price to do a little up and 
down. Right now 30min is also in sync. so we are left with 1min-15min. 

 



ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 8844

 
its a demo account , i was supposed to use it for daytrading. But i decided to use it to 
practice scalp trading like eurusdd, ellen,fxjay neio. it was at -4% no big deal. then i 
couldnt cope with managing my live account with dukascopy and tradeexplore. 
asforexfactory does tradeexplore for only mt4 brokers. Dukascopy is not an mt4 broker 
 
since i my platform is jforex and not mt4 i tot it unwise to continue using mt4 for demo. i 
opened a demo account on dukascopy, continued practising . anddeleted the TE, this 
method of trading needs quick fingers, so i better practise on jforex so i can manage live 
trades within 10seconds, placing stops, etc 
 
i will post my live account trades if thats your beef. i advice you to focus on learning the 
system rather than looking for holes 
 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 6:39pm | Post# 8845

 
Quoting ephisi 

i advice you to focus on learning the system rather than looking for holes  

 

 

mario777 Sep 21, 2014 6:43pm | Post# 8846

 
Quoting ephisi 
its a demo account , i was supposed to use it for daytrading. But i decided to use it to 
practice scalp trading like eurusdd, ellen,fxjay neio. it was at -4% no big deal. then i 
couldnt cope with managing my live account with dukascopy and tradeexplore. 
asforexfactory does tradeexplore for only mt4 brokers. Dukascopy is not an mt4 broker 
since i my platform is jforex and not mt4 i tot it unwise to continue using mt4 for demo. i 
opened a demo account on dukascopy, continued practising . anddeleted the TE, this 
method of trading needs quick fingers,... 

yes but i cant concentrate because you talk so much  

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:46pm | Post# 8847

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} yes but i cant concentrate because you talk so much  
when you get into a new environment, try to bond with the people in there first, until you 
bond your statements will be invinsible. your first post on the similarity thread was a 

beef post. and you will be torn apart. similarity will tear you apart . similarity rules 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 6:48pm | Post# 8848

 
30min, 1hr and 4hr charts in sync for a stationary zone. waiting to see 1min-15min 
connect too, then trend change or inflexion point confirmed!!! 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:49pm | Post# 8849



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
30min, 1hr and 4hr charts in sync for a stationary zone. waiting to see 1min-15min 
connect too, then trend change or inflexion point confirmed!!! 
ok boss, still trying to figure it out. any anecdotes or analogies? 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 6:52pm | Post# 8850

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} me too, But will take profit when it weakens cos we will retest 1.2825/30 before 
1.2860 
EDITED. will take profit at 1.2860 will wait for reentry on retrace down 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 6:53pm | Post# 8851

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Vlady, I've been reading and thinking about all the great posts made his 
weekend and now understand why some people, myself included, get confused. The 
"problem" is that everyone is interpreting and trading TZs in different ways. Which isn't a 
problem at all, of course. It's great! Some people prefer smaller h values, expecting the 
zone to be broken (thanks hepsibah!). Some prefer optimal ones for the 3% probability. 
Some prefer even larger ones for greater security. Some go for variable h values to try to 
achieve a constant k value. What's... 

We got there in the end!  
Hat's off to you for persisting and thinking it through. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 6:58pm | Post# 8852

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
I think that one of the great things about TZs is knowing your time scales. Knowing that 
there's a n% chance of it hitting your target within the next h bars. If it doesn't, then all 
bets are off. 
. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 6:58pm | Post# 8853

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Decided to check out the 1 hour charts for a change 

I was lucky enough to immediately find a 96% probability signal  
 
I was wondering if I should show it closed in my profit history in 24 hours or I share it from 
now for you guys to check it and possibly trade it. 
 
You already have 4 calls from me, this will make them 5. 
 
I intentionally hid the TP, check the chart & let me know what you think. Lots of people are 
catching on real fast, I'd like to see your opinions on where the target should be and what's 
the time for this trades's expiry. 

 

 



josh11 Sep 21, 2014 7:03pm | Post# 8854

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
30min, 1hr and 4hr charts in sync for a stationary zone. waiting to see 1min-15min 
connect too, then trend change or inflexion point confirmed!!! 
I have all in sync on mine but the 1 min chart... 
 

I am long looking for 12919 lets see  

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 7:04pm | Post# 8855

 
Some people think too many different ideas are presented on this thread. That is not 
true. Everything will eventually lead to a similarity system. In order for you to be able to 
link 1min to 4hr, add probability, add sieve and have a sound similarity system, you need 
to understand everything introduced here! You cannot construct a meaningful similarity 
system connecting 1min-4hr, robust enough and correct without incorporating TZ. 
Because TZ will help you identify key return levels for correction. 
Just flow along. in time the entire picture will be clear!!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 7:07pm | Post# 8856

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} From reading everything you have been working through, it is apparent to me 
that you have more than you realize. 
Thanks for doing that! 

 

josh11 Sep 21, 2014 7:09pm | Post# 8857

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Some people think too many different ideas are presented on this thread. That is not 
true. Everything will eventually lead to a similarity system. In order for you to be able to 
link 1min to 4hr, add probability, add sieve and have a sound similarity system, you need 
to understand everything introduced here! You cannot construct a meaningful similarity 
system connecting 1min-4hr, robust enough and correct without incorporating TZ. 
Because TZ will help you identify key return levels for correction. Just flow along. in time 
the entire picture will... 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 8858

 
15min now in sync. 1min and 5min remaining and then we have a 
trend change till till the next syncc..... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 7:20pm | Post# 8859 

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Decided to check out the 1 hour charts for a change I was lucky enough to immediately 

find a 96% probability signal I was wondering if I should show it closed in my profit 



history in 24 hours or I share it from now for you guys to check it and possibly trade it. 
You already have 4 calls from me, this will make them 5. I intentionally hid the TP, check 
the chart & let me know what you think. Lots of people are catching on real fast, I'd like 
to see your opinions on where the target should be and what's the time for this trades's 
expiry. {image}... 
Hey Jay, I decided to take a look. 
Using purely TZ, I have 3 different TPs based on different tfs : 1.09255, 1.09023, 
1.08856. The 1st was from 1H. The last 2 were from 15M. Interestingly, 1H and 15M both 
had 1.08856 but the 1H was not fully formed. 
 
For purely different reasons that I've decided not to reveal here, to do with TZ, I think the 
target will be 1.08856... but my research isn't 100% yet. I've decided to join your short 
but set TP for 1.09255 to be conservative. 
 
EDIT: 
Attached chart is 1H view with the 3 prices I mentioned plotted.  

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 7:27pm | Post# 8860

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, I decided to take a look. Using purely TZ, I have 3 different TPs based 
on different tfs : 1.09255, 1.09023, 1.08856. The 1st was from 1H. The last 2 were from 
15M. Interestingly, 1H and 15M both had 1.08856 but the 1H was not fully formed. For 
purely different reasons that I've decided not to reveal here, to do with TZ, I think the 
target will be 1.08856... but my research isn't 100% yet. I've decided to join your short 
but set TP for 1.09255 to be conservative. 

For me you are one of the best contributors around! Every post is full of 'honey'.  too 
much. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 7:33pm | Post# 8861

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} For me you are one of the best contributors around! Every post is full of 

'honey'.  too much. 
Really appreciate that Eurusdd!  
But I'm still a learner. Just trying my best! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 7:37pm | Post# 8862

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, I decided to take a look. Using purely TZ, I have 3 different TPs based 
on different tfs : 1.09255, 1.09023, 1.08856. The 1st was from 1H. The last 2 were from 
15M. Interestingly, 1H and 15M both had 1.08856 but the 1H was not fully formed. For 
purely different reasons that I've decided not to reveal here, to do with TZ, I think the 
target will be 1.08856... but my research isn't 100% yet. I've decided to join your short 
but set TP for 1.09255 to be conservative. 
My target is very close to one of the above mentioned numbers. 
1.0925 should provide a decent place to take some profits off the table, but the 
probability on this is too high for me to settle for 1.0925 as a full target, I'm riding it all 
the way down to the main target which is much lower.  
 
Did you put a time constraint for your order? 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 7:38pm | Post# 8863

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Some people think too many different ideas are presented on this thread. That is not 
true. Everything will eventually lead to a similarity system. In order for you to be able to 
link 1min to 4hr, add probability, add sieve and have a sound similarity system, you need 
to understand everything introduced here! You cannot construct a meaningful similarity 
system connecting 1min-4hr, robust enough and correct without incorporating TZ. 
Because TZ will help you identify key return levels for correction. Just flow along. in time 
the entire picture will... 
thanks boss, will give it time. i got my own principle that works for me for now. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 7:42pm | Post# 8864

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Did you put a time constraint for your order? 
I didn't want to say in case it was your H value. But I had it the same as EurDollar value 
on the 4H. 
 
Wait... that just made me realise something. Just a sec... 
 
Found it. 
 
1.06203 in the next 3 months. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 7:44pm | Post# 8865

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I didn't want to say in case it was your H value. But I had it the same as 
EurDollar value on the 4H. Wait... that just made me realise something. Just a sec... 



Found it. 1.06203 in the next 3 months. 
If this is right, I have the makings for a condition on the TZ that can pretty much 
guarantee the WHEN and WHERE of "Voodoo Chile Slight RETURN" 

 

josh11 Sep 21, 2014 7:46pm | Post# 8866

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Jay, I decided to take a look. Using purely TZ, I have 3 different TPs based 
on different tfs : 1.09255, 1.09023, 1.08856. The 1st was from 1H. The last 2 were 
from 15M. Interestingly, 1H and 15M both had 1.08856 but the 1H was not fully formed. 
For purely different reasons that I've decided not to reveal here, to do with TZ, I think 
the target will be 1.08856... but my research isn't 100% yet. I've decided to join your 
short but set TP for 1.09255 to be conservative. EDIT: Attached chart is 1H view with the 
3 prices I mentioned... 

This would be my target  

 

vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 8867

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} This would be my target  
On the 30M that makes complete sense and satisfies the condition I've been observing 
over the weekend. 
 
Unfortunately, I had my wires crossed and I posted a call on Sat which was back-to-
front. 
Once I saw it, this particular condition (bottom) has always had price return to it unless 
another condition (more powerful) invalidated it. 
 
There is a bigger one on another timeframe. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 21, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 8868

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I didn't want to say in case it was your H value. But I had it the same as 
EurDollar value on the 4H. Wait... that just made me realise something. Just a sec... 
Found it. 1.06203 in the next 3 months. 
Wow no no now you're the one that opened my eyes to the 3 month thing :P 
 
As I mentioned earlier, I found this 96% probability opportunity on the 1 H chart, and for 
me its time for expiry is less than 24 hours 

 

GekkoJr92 Sep 21, 2014 7:54pm | Post# 8869

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} On the 30M that makes complete sense and satisfies the condition I've been 
observing over the weekend. Unfortunately, I had my wires crossed and I posted a call 
on Sat which was back-to-front. Once I saw it, this particular condition (bottom) has 
always had price return to it unless another condition (more powerful) invalidated it. 
There is a bigger one on another timeframe. 

Are you referring to H4 because then I might have found the same target  

 



vlady1974 Sep 21, 2014 8:02pm | Post# 8870

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Wow no no now you're the one that opened my eyes to the 3 month thing :P As 
I mentioned earlier, I found this 96% probability opportunity on the 1 H chart, and for 
me its time for expiry is less than 24 hours 
Okay... for the 24 hour one, it's in 6 hours.... but I'm not using 1H. I'm using 30M... cos 
that's where the TZ appears on my platform. 
It's the one that gave Josh and I the same price of 9023. I've amended my TP to this to 
avoid confusion now and because the condition I mentioned earlier. 
 
The tricky thing about that setup is that there is a TZ above and below each other so the 
anchor point to do the h count is within bars of each other. Normally I find there's 
enough gap between to form a sequence of Top/Bottom/Top..etc. Anyway, the h value 
gives an equivalent of 6 hours from now. I'm not married to this time because I've 
noticed price can move at h+x. Anyways, not to worried about time precision for the 
moment. 
 
But about the 3 month thing... well... it's against every fundamental I know that's stating 
Long on UCAD. Perhaps it's the short on Gold that's affecting the Loony. Anyways. It's 
bedtime.  
 
Will re-enter again in the morning for EURUSD. Took 8 pips but biased Long for today. 
Still bear on the monthly - although a non-similarity indicator was triggered Friday that 
says a reversal is imminent, which I can't ignore. Perhaps this will also affect Dollar. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 21, 2014 8:07pm | Post# 8871

 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 

 

ephisi Sep 21, 2014 8:11pm | Post# 8872

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 
Hmmm, Boss i think i get it now. 

 

giovanni4000 Sep 21, 2014 8:18pm | Post# 8873

 
Quoting josh11 
As I promised here before after testing something I have found I would share with you 
all... So we don't need any indicators for this just right click and click on the volume, 
then click your data window and hover over the bars and you will see the volume 
reading! Now if we see the volume bar 1000+ and it continues in the same direction we 
will find most of the time it will pull-back to the close of this volume bar! I like to think of 
an elastic band as a example once price moves with volume and keep going it will 
eventually spring back! This is... 

Hi Josh, thanks. Good result  

 

giovanni4000 Sep 21, 2014 8:22pm | Post# 8874



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
15min now in sync. 1min and 5min remaining and then we have a trend change till till 
the next syncc..... 
Quoting Eurusdd 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 

Thanks Eurusdd  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 8:25pm | Post# 8875

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} If this is right, I have the makings for a condition on the TZ that can pretty 
much guarantee the WHEN and WHERE of "Voodoo Chile Slight RETURN" 
When , Where and How!! Wonder what condition you got but can't figure it out now..day 
job... 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 8876

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 
Sync means TZs everywhere? 

 

giovanni4000 Sep 21, 2014 8:43pm | Post# 8877

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi all, a minor update to the Recurrence statistic indicator. I have been using 
this version in this post. This version enables you to specify the "left" and "right" h-
values separately. This means that, for example, you can select the h_left=3 on the 5 
min TF and select h_right=12 to calculate the clearance probability (and the probability 
of reaching within the calculated <k>, 2<k>, 3<k>) within 12*5 min = 1 h. Don't trade 
against strong trends. Be good. Cheers,... 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} MT4 does not allow the font of the Comment to change, and I use Comment 
because of so much text to show. This version is with all the info in an alert box. It might 
be annoying to use in the live trading, but you can see the probabilities and set up a 
strategy. {file} 
Thank you very much mate. 
Edit: sent you a PM. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 21, 2014 8:52pm | Post# 8878

 
Remember everyone that Draghi is speaking later today. Any comments such as "no QE 
until 2015" could easily send EURUSD up 100+ pips (temporarily at least, long term I 
believe is still bearish). Draghi could be the catalyst for Jay's seemingly unreachable 
targets to be hit! 
 
On the other hand, any negative comments from Draghi could send it to 1.2750 this 
week. 
 



Good luck everyone and trade safe!  

 

tashkent Sep 21, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 8879

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target will 
be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit by the 
End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 13.140 (60 
pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of Monday's 
London session I don't... 
i am with you on usdchf, entry and tp shown. 
will add more soon. 

 

 

giovanni4000 Sep 21, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 8880

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Remember everyone that Draghi is speaking later today. Any comments such as "no QE 
until 2015" could easily send EURUSD up 100+ pips (temporarily at least, long term I 
believe is still bearish). Draghi could be the catalyst for Jay's seemingly unreachable 
targets to be hit! On the other hand, any negative comments from Draghi could send it 

to 1.2750 this week. Good luck everyone and trade safe!  
Thanks mate, i forget to see calendar today. I think you are right, Draghi Speaks is the 
trigger. It could go up, 292x could be reached today (may be more?), before going down 
again end of this week / next week ... 

 

NorthTrader Sep 21, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 8881

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Good point, but all of this makes me think I should make an indicator that will 
spit out a bunch of statistics into excel on transient zones for proper statistical analysis. 
Hmmmm. 



If it's statistical analysis of TZs you're after, you should check out LiquidGenius' blog. 
Excel stats coming out of his ears on that blog! I probably shouldn't post the link here 
but you can easily google it. 
 
LiquidGenius can't post here anymore due to a misunderstanding he had with Eurusdd a 
few weeks ago. Eurusdd, if you're reading this, is there any chance you might be able to 
unignore him? He's the intelligent and generous kind of person you really want to have 
on this thread. Believe me, he's one of the good guys! Thanks. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 21, 2014 11:13pm | Post# 8882

 
My earlier logic was that given h(x) (we use x=5 for example's sake) and a formed left 
hand TZ at level P, the probability of price returning to P with the h(5) is 97%ish and as 
we move along the right side H that probability should increase as with go along h(1), 
h(2), h(3) with maximum probability of 97% return to P at H(5) if the event has not 
occurred in the previous H bars. This logic is apparently flawed. 
 
Edit : Need to "park" this thought somewhere. Uses of TZ a) Turning points ~ "unborn" 

TZs agreeing across TF b)Trend folloing tool to a certain degree  

 

Sciurus Sep 21, 2014 11:31pm | Post# 8883

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} If it's statistical analysis of TZs you're after, you should check out LiquidGenius' 
blog. Excel stats coming out of his ears on that blog! I probably shouldn't post the link 
here but you can easily google it. LiquidGenius can't post here anymore due to a 
misunderstanding he had with Eurusdd a few weeks ago. Eurusdd, if you're reading this, 
is there any chance you might be able to unignore him? He's the intelligent and generous 
kind of person you really want to have on this thread. Believe me, he's one of the good 
guys! Thanks. 
 
I think I remember seeing his blog a couple of weeks ago, but now when I go there there 
are only a few posts. I wonder what happened. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 22, 2014 12:21am | Post# 8884

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} I think I remember seeing his blog a couple of weeks ago, but now when I go 
there there are only a few posts. I wonder what happened. 
No, still loads of posts there (just checked a few seconds ago). If you can't find what you 
want on the home page then go to the archives - August 2014. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 22, 2014 3:09am | Post# 8885

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Remember everyone that Draghi is speaking later today. Any comments such as "no QE 
until 2015" could easily send EURUSD up 100+ pips (temporarily at least, long term I 
believe is still bearish). Draghi could be the catalyst for Jay's seemingly unreachable 
targets to be hit! On the other hand, any negative comments from Draghi could send it 

to 1.2750 this week. Good luck everyone and trade safe!  
tHe outcome of his comment will be encoded in the data before he makes them. so, I 



don't worry about such things. We will know when trend s about to change! 

 

handy148 Sep 22, 2014 5:03am | Post# 8886

 
Anyone looking at 128671 on m15 as next target or am I totally wrong (again). 

 

ephisi Sep 22, 2014 5:10am | Post# 8887

 
This move is done. looking for short entry 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 5:15am | Post# 8888

 
Quoting handy148 
Anyone looking at 128671 on m15 as next target or am I totally wrong (again). 
Hi Handy, 
 
I can see that one. I use the TZ's slightly differently to Jay and Vlady in that I wait until 
they have been taken out and returned to before I place the trade. I had 1.2844 to have 
a LL on the M5 which has now been dealt with and I now have 1.2896 on the M15 that 
needs a HH - may have to wait for Draghi for that one?! 

 

orid Sep 22, 2014 5:24am | Post# 8889

 
I like 2750 and I' m never wrong ! exept when I aint right  

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 5:26am | Post# 8890

 
Quoting handy148 
Anyone looking at 128671 on m15 as next target or am I totally wrong (again). 
Yes, I have it too. 66.1 actually. On the 5M. The next range I am looking at is 2866-2877 
The 5M is moving in blobs of 25-35 pips. The 1H is moving in blobs of 18 pips with a 
small blob of 14 pips (2928-2937). 

 

josh11 Sep 22, 2014 5:26am | Post# 8891

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I have all in sync on mine but the 1 min chart... I am long looking for 12919 

lets see  
Just added to my long! 

 

josh11 Sep 22, 2014 5:31am | Post# 8892

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Hi Josh, thanks. Good result  

Your welcome mate  

 



ephisi Sep 22, 2014 5:37am | Post# 8893

 
Quoting orid 

I like 2750 and I' m never wrong ! exept when I aint right  

We see the same things i guess 

 

orid Sep 22, 2014 5:57am | Post# 8894

 
1 Attachment(s) 

reached my 20 plus today, just watching now. Had a loss Though before on au/  us 
Regards Orid peter 

 

 

ephisi Sep 22, 2014 6:16am | Post# 8895

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} We see the same things i guess 
Sold 1.2851 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 6:17am | Post# 8896

 
Quoting orid 

reached my 20 plus today, just watching now. Had a loss Though before on au/  us 
Regards Orid peter {image} 
That DS zone will probably act like support for a while... or until Mr Dragon speaks. 

 

ephisi Sep 22, 2014 6:29am | Post# 8897

 
Quoting ephisi 



{quote} Sold 1.2851 

quick fingers needed for placing traces  i had no drawdown on that trade 

 

oyaks Sep 22, 2014 6:54am | Post# 8898

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 
 
Sir is this selling minor correction or another synch has occurred? 

 

Eschmo Sep 22, 2014 7:14am | Post# 8899

 
Look at the one hour, this should be aturning point there is also a beautiful hammer on 
m15, we will see. i am waiting for .28766 

 

orid Sep 22, 2014 7:14am | Post# 8900

 
Quoting orid 

reached my 20 plus today, just watching now. Had a loss Though before on au/  us 
Regards Orid peter {image} 
aaaaaaaaaagggghhh just realised had a trade on ,broke my rule of 10 to 20 and out 

,phew went to tp  

 

ephisi Sep 22, 2014 7:29am | Post# 8901

 
Taking my profit and running. we are in the middle of no where . be back sometime 

 

tashkent Sep 22, 2014 8:25am | Post# 8902

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i am with you on usdchf, entry and tp shown. will add more soon. {image} 
as i said, yesterday added one more short (bet the remaining 50% of the account). just 
woke up to see tp missed by a few pips (no probs with that, it happens all the time). so took 
whatever is left - the blue triangle is exit. still about 15 pips combined is not too bad... the 
good part of these trades is that they were almost 0 risk trades (if not count the spread) 



 

 

josh11 Sep 22, 2014 8:58am | Post# 8903

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} as i said, yesterday added one more short (bet the remaining 50% of the 
account). just woke up to see tp missed by a few pips (no probs with that, it happens all 
the time). so took whatever is left - the blue triangle is exit. still about 15 pips combined 
is not too bad... the good part of these trades is that they were almost 0 risk trades (if 
not count the spread) {image} 

Be careful with to much leverage.. but well done on your trades mate  
 

I see from where you entered it went straight with you  
 
I haven't yet traded the 5mins, how do you find it? 

 

mario777 Sep 22, 2014 9:01am | Post# 8904

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
all time-frames in sync!!! trend change confirmed. every down now will just be minor 
retracements. direction is up till next synccc...... 

oh no!! Im still down. My target is 1.2780  



 

 

pedma Sep 22, 2014 9:14am | Post# 8905

 
i have a buy @2841 
Edit: 2865 is my first TP. I think it will not reach 292x now. FOMC in 30 minutes ... 
SL moved to BE. 

 

tashkent Sep 22, 2014 9:14am | Post# 8906

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Be careful with to much leverage.. but well done on your trades mate I see 

from where you entered it went straight with you I haven't yet traded the 5mins, how 
do you find it? 
thank you Josh! 
you are right, high leverage is double edged sword. one must be very careful with it. 
these trades were taken after confirmation of the signal on multi-level tfs. lower tfs gives 
more precision for entries and exits, you can see the whole story of the hourly and daily 
candles and i love to see the every small detail of what i am trading - as above, so below 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 22, 2014 9:50am | Post# 8907

 
I think price turn soon 
 

Edit ok should be about it  
 

Edit one more what not to do  

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 10:07am | Post# 8908

 
Still indecisive, isn't it.  



4H favouring south. 1H in the middle. 
I'm out of longs after a quite a few good pips. Sidelined for the moment. 

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 10:17am | Post# 8909

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Still indecisive, isn't it. 4H favouring south. 1H in the middle. I'm out of longs after a 
quite a few good pips. Sidelined for the moment. 
I think it might go down again 1.28250 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 10:22am | Post# 8910

 
All the talking heads at FRB make me wary of taking any trade at the moment. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 10:22am | Post# 8911

 

Quoting burnssss 

{quote} I think it might go down again 1.28250 
I'm almost preferring it did so that we can get a clear signal on the 1H and 15M. 
If it did go to 2825 and bounce above 32-38, it's bullish again. 

 

pedma Sep 22, 2014 10:25am | Post# 8912

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Still indecisive, isn't it. 4H favouring south. 1H in the middle. I'm out of longs after a 
quite a few good pips. Sidelined for the moment. 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} I think it might go down again 1.28250 
Yes, difficult to take decision, but more likely will go south. My SL is hit at BE. Now 
looking for short opportunity. 

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 10:28am | Post# 8913

 
You must shut down in M30 

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 10:32am | Post# 8914

 
Now I think I should be ready to climb. 1.28550 maybe. 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 10:32am | Post# 8915

 
Probabilities, won. Down 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 10:39am | Post# 8916

 



Looks like 5M is leading the charge for the moment. Bounce off 20 and now above 
29....er again. 
 
Edit: If this has decided that it's definitely down, it would a great setup to see 2845 again 
for the retracement. That's roughly where I would short it. 

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 10:45am | Post# 8917

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looks like 5M is leading the charge for the moment. Bounce off 20 and now above 
29....er again. Edit: If this has decided that it's definitely down, it would a great setup to 
see 2845 again for the retracement. That's roughly where I would short it. 
Back down to 28235 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 10:46am | Post# 8918

 
I am going to open a scalping demo, these last few weeks have convinced me, I have left 

soooo many pips on the table it's ridiculous!!   

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 10:48am | Post# 8919

 
Quoting Baillie 
I am going to open a scalping demo, these last few weeks have convinced me, I have left 

soooo many pips on the table it's ridiculous!!   
It gets harder doesn't it? Can't hold positions in the same way you could back in 
2008/2009 and prior. 

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 10:49am | Post# 8920

 
But knowing that there is a level indicating the change of trend in 28220, perhaps it is 
more appropriate to hold the rebound and go long.  
It's just a comment. 

 

tashkent Sep 22, 2014 10:49am | Post# 8921

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Looks like 5M is leading the charge for the moment. Bounce off 20 and now above 
29....er again. Edit: If this has decided that it's definitely down, it would a great setup to 
see 2845 again for the retracement. That's roughly where I would short it. 
i would say 1 hour candle is giving more clear direction. will hourly candle close above 
1.2837 or below 1.2833? there should be a few easy pips as soon as next candle opens. 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 11:05am | Post# 8922

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It gets harder doesn't it? Can't hold positions in the same way you could back in 
2008/2009 and prior. 
as soon as all brokers switch to "real" STP, volatility will rise like crazy and it will be 
something like before.. 



 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 11:06am | Post# 8923

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It gets harder doesn't it? Can't hold positions in the same way you could back in 
2008/2009 and prior. 
I started trading back in 2009, so I really did not have any good results to compare then 
to now. I can say for sure I am done losing, I will never have a losing week (day) bold, 
again from the discoveries made with this method. 
 
I do know that short to mid term positions seem to be the way to go for now. I will be 
adjusting my main strategy closer to short positions as I have discovered reliable way to 
identify turning points on any TF. 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 11:07am | Post# 8924

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} as soon as all brokers switch to "real" STP, volatility will rise like crazy and it will 
be something like before.. 
What do you mean, switch to STP? 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 22, 2014 11:19am | Post# 8925

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hey guys I'm new here and i was following this thread and reading about how to trade the 
similarities and dissimilarities.. right now my usdjpy chart looks like this... can anyone tell 
me if this is supposed to look like this cause my stoc seems really big with alot of dis? 
 
please tell me how to zoom out of my stoc if possible :x 

 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 11:20am | Post# 8926

 



Quoting Baillie 
{quote} What do you mean, switch to STP? 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 22, 2014 11:30am | Post# 8927

 
I have bottom TZ forming from M1 to H4  

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 11:31am | Post# 8928

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} What do you mean, switch to STP? 
Straight Through Processing. 
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/...processing.asp  

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 11:33am | Post# 8929

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

I have bottom TZ forming from M1 to H4  
2819? 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 22, 2014 11:37am | Post# 8930

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} 2819? 
2819ish. My values are not optimised yet but yeah 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 11:42am | Post# 8931

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} 2819ish. My values are not optimised yet but yeah 
It's okay CFD... I don't have access to TZ at work, so I rely on naked price action. Looks 
like the 19 is the top part of the zone, bottom part is 16. 
If purely on 5M, then h = 10 is a clear Transient of the 19-16 range for the left. There's 5 
bars to the right, so conservative approach is to wait another 5 bars (25 min) and if price 
comes back down but doesn't breach, long. Breach = short. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 22, 2014 11:55am | Post# 8932

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of 
Monday's London session I don't... 
The London session is about to end and we're no where close to the expected targets, so 



time to take responsibility and look into the near future to see where we may be 
heading. 
 
Both the USD/CHF & USD/MXN didn't reach their targets in the time provided. Should we 
close positions now? 
I would say no! for USD/CHF I'm keeping the short position open till Tuesday mid 
American session, and for USD/MXN I'm going to keep the short position open till 
Wednesday mid European session. 
 
I will make sure to explain the timing factor of this strategy in the near future. The 
optimum time was today's London close. However there is in most cases a back up 
period, this period shouldn't exceed 48 hours for 4H TFs, This is the period that allows 
you to get out of your position at the best possible price even if the target is not reached. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

FX-Jay Sep 22, 2014 12:02pm | Post# 8933

 
2 Attachment(s) 
This is to give you an idea on what could have been done while waiting for ultimate targets 
to be hit: 

 
 

 

hoss Sep 22, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 8934

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The London session is about to end and we're no where close to the expected 
targets, so time to take responsibility and look into the near future to see where we may 
be heading. Both the USD/CHF & USD/MXN didn't reach their targets in the time 
provided. Should we close positions now? I would say no! for USD/CHF I'm keeping the 
short position open till Tuesday mid American session, and for USD/MXN I'm going to 
keep the short position open till Wednesday mid European session. I will make sure to 
explain the timing factor of this strategy in... 
Jay, 
 
I still like the looks of the MXN making it to the target, however. 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 8935

 
1 Attachment(s) 
ok, this is a classic bullish signal for me on H1 (as of 7min ago). 
 
A previous TZ was taken out and price retraced to above the previous TZ (doesn't have to 
close above). At some point, a top TZ needs to be created above the red line and, given 
the adjacent bar has a HH, there is plenty of room for even a TZ with h=1 to form. Doesn't 
mean it can't make a LL in the meantime but, unless a lower TZ is taken out, I'm up, up, 
up. 



 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 22, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 8936

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} It's okay CFD... I don't have access to TZ at work, so I rely on naked price 
action. Looks like the 19 is the top part of the zone, bottom part is 16. If purely on 5M, 
then h = 10 is a clear Transient of the 19-16 range for the left. There's 5 bars to the 
right, so conservative approach is to wait another 5 bars (25 min) and if price comes 
back down but doesn't breach, long. Breach = short. 
Thanks for the advice. M1 has a full TZ for that range, M5 has your condition for long 
fulfilled assuming h(10) bit I'm still watching. My h is higher 
 
Edit Wall st is at lunch and London is hitting the bars...charts are quiet 

 

Jim4x Sep 22, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 8937

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
hey guys I'm new here and i was following this thread and reading about how to trade 
the similarities and dissimilarities.. right now my usdjpy chart looks like this... can 
anyone tell me if this is supposed to look like this cause my stoc seems really big with 
alot of dis? please tell me how to zoom out of my stoc if possible :x 
Set stoch to 300,1,1 
 
Please don't trade this live whilst you are so unfamiliar with the ideas flying around here 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 8938

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
This is to give you an idea on what could have been done while waiting for ultimate 
targets to be hit: {image} {image} 

You got your scalping game on!  

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 8939

 
Quoting Strawbale 



{quote}  
Good answer, so informative! 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 8940

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Straight Through Processing. 
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/...processing.asp  
Thanks Vlady, Just not up on that acronym, some are Sm@$$ here. 

 

GekkoJr92 Sep 22, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 8941

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Current trade ideas to consider: Short Eur/Gbp, target 15 pips from current levels Long 
Gbp/Huf targeting 396.00 I am also experimenting with stocks, I am not sure how well 
this will work (I use CFDs on shares provided by my broker) Short Boeing targeting 
September's Low Short UPS targeting last week's Low Short UTX targeting today's Low 
All trades are valid till Friday 
Did you trade the following FX-Jay? Because it seems that UTX did hit its target and UPS 

is on its way. BA is the only one which is trading away from the target atm...  
 
Did you have any given time in which they needed to reach the target? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 8942

 
Loving it guys, Loving it! 
 
FX-Jay, boom-shakalaka! Impressive trades! Was gonna venture some trades with the 
USDCHF but I'm so unfamiliar with it, I decided not to... but I may just have a look at 
your entries tonight. I love it when you / others can apply all this stuff to other pairs.  
 
I actually scored +20 pips this morning on EURAUD, just eyeballing TZ so I know it 
works. 
 
EU's been a biatch today, though. Mr Dragon's fault. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 8943

 
Quoting hepsibah 
ok, this is a classic bullish signal for me on H1 (as of 7min ago). A previous TZ was taken 
out and price retraced to above the previous TZ (doesn't have to close above). At some 
point, a top TZ needs to be created above the red line and, given the adjacent bar has a 
HH, there is plenty of room for even a TZ with h=1 to form. Doesn't mean it can't make a 
LL in the meantime but, unless a lower TZ is taken out, I'm up, up, up. {image} 
Hey Hep!  
Indeed it does have all the markings of bullishness... just not that final nail in the coffin. 
Not sure of the sequencing, but the obvious ones are 2926 and 2866 assuming a higher 
value of h. On h=1, then add 2874. 
Given all that, I still want a Long setup... via some kind of retrace that respects the base 
TZ. 

 



GekkoJr92 Sep 22, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 8944

 
Quoting GekkoJr92 
{quote} Did you trade the following FX-Jay? Because it seems that UTX did hit its target 
and UPS is on its way. BA is the only one which is trading away from the target atm... 

Did you have any given time in which they needed to reach the target? 
Concerning the time in which they needed to reach the target ... did you mean THAT with 
''The trades are valid till Friday'' or just that they should be taken before Friday? 
 
And vlady1974 I can def. agree to the fact that EU's behaving like a biatch today ... 
shame on you Draghi. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 22, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 8945

 
Quoting GekkoJr92 
{quote} Did you trade the following FX-Jay? Because it seems that UTX did hit its target 
and UPS is on its way. BA is the only one which is trading away from the target atm... 

Did you have any given time in which they needed to reach the target? 
Yes I did, I wanted to test stocks. 
My orders on UTX, UPX, and BA are still open, I was scalping along the way as the price 
was going against me. 
 

EDIT: Just realized UTX did reach target so I'm left with UPX & BA 
 
As you mentioned, the prices are currently diving down to their targets. 
The problem with stocks is that they are only open for the American session, and that's 
just two 4H bars every 24 hours, so the timing for those signals is usualy for 2 or 3 
weeks using H4 TF. This is not very practical to be honest, so these were the 1st and last 
stock signals I will trade. 
 
Once I decide to start working with lower TFs, I will consider them again. 
If you decided to trade those signals, I still to see them reaching their targets during the 
week or before next week's end. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 8946

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Hep! Indeed it does have all the markings of bullishness... just not that final 
nail in the coffin. Not sure of the sequencing, but the obvious ones are 2926 and 2866 
assuming a higher value of h. On h=1, then add 2874. Given all that, I still want a Long 
setup... via some kind of retrace that respects the base TZ. 
 

But the given is that it needs to be above 1.28338  

 

Jim4x Sep 22, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 8947

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Was gonna venture some trades with the USDCHF but I'm so unfamiliar with it, I decided 
not to... but I may just have a look at your entries tonight. I love it when you / others 



can apply all this stuff to other pairs. 
USDCHF is mirror image of EURUSD 
 
selling EU is same as buying UC 
 
only diff is that UC spread is usually higher 
 
if you're planning to buy one whilst selling the other, it makes more financial sense to 
double your investment in EU 

 

GekkoJr92 Sep 22, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 8948

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Yes I did, I wanted to test stocks. My orders on UTX, UPX, and BA are still open, 
I was scalping along the way as the price was going against me. EDIT: Just realized UTX 

did reach target so I'm left with UPX & BA As you mentioned, the prices are currently 
diving down to their targets. The problem with stocks is that they are only open for the 
American session, and that's just two 4H bars every 24 hours, so the timing for those 
signals is usualy for 2 or 3 weeks using H4 TF. This is not very practical to be honest, so 
these were the 1st... 

Thanks for the answer FX-Jay  
Exactly. UTX did reach target. And UPS is on its way so we just need BA to make a 
reverse... 
 
Just curious since I've been into the stock market longer than the FX-mkt. But I clearly 
see the disadvantage about the limitations regarding the trading time... Was the scalping 

some kind of an initially intended hedge position? - anyway awesome ... 
 
BA and UTX will have my interest in this week and eventually next week too. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 8949

 
Quoting Jim4x 
{quote} USDCHF is mirror image of EURUSD selling EU is same as buying UC only diff is 
that UC spread is usually higher if you're planning to buy one whilst selling the other, it 
makes more financial sense to double your investment in EU 
Oh, I get that... but then it still has its own idiosyncrasies, in the same way that EJ for 
example has more volatile moves wicks or that EA has larger moves when it gets 
momentum, etc. Comparatively, whilst not the best comparison because of YEN, I've 
traded USDJPY before as a reasonable inverse of EURUSD. I'll take view of it so I can get 
familiar with the pair.... need to ask the lady out on a date first and get to know her, you 
know what I mean? LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 8950

 
Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} But the given is that it needs to be above 1.28338  
Here we go. And now for one more bounce at 30 and I'm gonna be looking. 

 

samaralala Sep 22, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 8951

 



whoo hoo I have a yellow next to my name.  
 
Anyone selling now. I sold at 1.2870 

 

FX-Jay Sep 22, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 8952

 
Quoting GekkoJr92 

{quote} Thanks for the answer FX-Jay Exactly. UTX did reach target. And UPS is on its 
way so we just need BA to make a reverse... Just curious since I've been into the stock 
market longer than the FX-mkt. But I clearly see the disadvantage about the limitations 
regarding the trading time... Was the scalping some kind of an initially intended hedge 

position? - anyway awesome ... BA and UTX will have my interest in this week and 
eventually next week too. 
I was actually scalping to the short side (just as I am doing with USDCHF while waiting 
for it to go down), no hedging whatsoever. 
I believe the problem with BA is the news that came up few days ago and the deal they 
got with NASA, so be cautious with shorting that stock. If you don't see any continued 
weakness into the coming few days, it's better to leave it alone. 
 
Jay 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 8953

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Thanks Vlady, Just not up on that acronym, some are Sm@$$ here. 
you didnt even tried googling it and wanted it fkin ready! ignored pal. learn to work for 
your stuff 

 

leeshindig Sep 22, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 8954

 
I see some are applying this to stocks.. 
 
Gaps on stocks have very similar properties to TZs. Infact, I'd hazard a small guess that 
as the FX market is 24hr.. TZs are most likely gaps in the currency, where a value is 
skipped past.. to be retested for volume at a later date.. ala stocks. 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 8955

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Here we go. And now for one more bounce at 30 and I'm gonna be looking. 
 
window gone and achieved on that one tho I expect we are going higher as it has just 
returned above another previously taken out bottom TZ. The real magic of these is that 
we know: 
 
a) a new TZ needs to be formed above below a previously taken out one 
b) if the bar that returns above/below the taken out TZ is not a HH/LL then price has to 
go higher/lower than that bar (and usually more but can't be guaranteed). 
 
These happen all the time on all timeframes but don't always give sufficient room for a 
profit. 



 
Let me finish with a question, would you rather anticipate returning to a newly formed 
transient top/bottom or to a previously known RZ? I won't pretend they don't incur 
drawdaon but at least you know price has been there before relatively recently. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 8956

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Let me finish with a question, would you rather anticipate returning to a newly formed 
transient top/bottom or to a previously known RZ? I won't pretend they don't incur 
drawdaon but at least you know price has been there before relatively recently. 
That's a really good question. For now I would like to say it depends. However, based on 
my trading style I would prefer to go back to a previously known RZ. I don't have a 
scientific reason for this other than an analogy that I believe moves build their 
momentum from "the fear of missing out". I'll give this further thought.... it's an 
excellent question. 

 

jusiur Sep 22, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 8957

 
in my humble opinion if the EU turns, will do at 2732, if it turns at all, otherwise will 
continue happy to south. . . but who am I to say? 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 8958

 
M5 needs a HH above 1.28283 

 

hepsibah Sep 22, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 8959

 
Quoting hepsibah 
M5 needs a HH above 1.28283 
 

 
 
on holiday in Seville - off to spend the profit on muchos tapas and vino 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 8960

 
Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} on holiday in Seville - off to spend the profit on muchos tapas and vino 
woo hoo!! 

 

samaralala Sep 22, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 8961

 
Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} on holiday in Seville - off to spend the profit on muchos tapas and vino 
 
Good for you. Personally I am more of a Granada Fan! 

 



dotnetfreak Sep 22, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 8962

 
Sorry if this is a stupid question.  
 
Which indicator are you using currently to detect entries? 
 
I read a lot of pages, you started with cycle identifier, some mentiones stochs, and first 
post has ralome. Is this the most recommended currently?  
 
Thanks in advnce 

 

FX-Jay Sep 22, 2014 3:09pm | Post# 8963

 
Just for fun, 
 
Here's a link of a bloomberg news article citing Citi Group Analysts on the 10th of July 
2013  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-0...roup-says.html 
 
Just for reminder, June 10th 2013 was the day at which the Dollar Index was at 
the exact same price as Today (the Euro reached a low of 1.2764 on that day - that 
was the last lowest we have seen the euro since then!) 
 
Ironically, the article was calling for a much stronger Dollar because of the recovering US 
economy. At that day the S&P was 1% lower than its all time high (At that time). Guess 
what, today the S&P is 1% lower than its all time high and almost every 'media' 
economist out there is calling for a much higher dollar because of the recovering 

economy and the expectations for a rate cut  
 
In case you are wondering, the eur/usd jumped 220 pips up on that day followed by 
another 220 pips the following day. 
 
Anyone in for a 220 pip jump in the Euro tomorrow? :P 

 

Robertk Sep 22, 2014 3:09pm | Post# 8964

 
Quoting dotnetfreak 
Sorry if this is a stupid question. Which indicator are you using currently to detect 
entries? I read a lot of pages, you started with cycle identifier, some mentiones stochs, 
and first post has ralome. Is this the most recommended currently? Thanks in advnce 
There is no "most recommended". The beauty of this topic is that alot of concepts are 
presented which each individual may interpret in different ways, and implement/adjust to 
their own trading style. Some are specialized in CCI ( I believe madmoney for example is 
), others ( like Vlady), generated his own BB similarity theory/system. There is no perfect 
one way so to speak. 

 

dotnetfreak Sep 22, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 8965

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} There is no "most recommended". The beauty of this topic is that alot of 
concepts are presented which each individual may interpret in different ways, and 
implement/adjust to their own trading style. Some are specialized in CCI ( I believe 
madmoney for example is ), others ( like Vlady), generated his own BB similarity 



theory/system. There is no perfect one way so to speak. 
Thanks for the reply Robert, I understand the concept of the system, but Im strugling to 
start. Is it ok if I just start with ralome indicator? 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 4:00pm | Post# 8966

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Just for fun, Here's a link of a bloomberg news article citing Citi Group Analysts on the 
10th of July 2013 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-0...roup-says.html Just for 
reminder, June 10th 2013 was the day at which the Dollar Index was at the exact same 
price as Today (the Euro reached a low of 1.2764 on that day - that was the last lowest 
we have seen the euro since then!) Ironically, the article was calling for a much stronger 
Dollar because of the recovering US economy. At that... 
sign me up! 

 

josh11 Sep 22, 2014 4:01pm | Post# 8967

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Just for fun, Here's a link of a bloomberg news article citing Citi Group Analysts on the 
10th of July 2013 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-0...roup-says.html Just for 
reminder, June 10th 2013 was the day at which the Dollar Index was at the exact same 
price as Today (the Euro reached a low of 1.2764 on that day - that was the last lowest 
we have seen the euro since then!) Ironically, the article was calling for a much stronger 
Dollar because of the recovering US economy. At that... 

Great post mate  

 

vlady1974 Sep 22, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 8968

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Anyone in for a 220 pip jump in the Euro tomorrow? :P 

I'm in!  

 

GekkoJr92 Sep 22, 2014 4:41pm | Post# 8969

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Just for fun, Here's a link of a bloomberg news article citing Citi Group Analysts on the 
10th of July 2013 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-0...roup-says.html Just for 
reminder, June 10th 2013 was the day at which the Dollar Index was at the exact same 
price as Today (the Euro reached a low of 1.2764 on that day - that was the last lowest 
we have seen the euro since then!) Ironically, the article was calling for a much stronger 
Dollar because of the recovering US economy. At that... 

Me too  

 

burnssss Sep 22, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 8970

 
Eurusdd,  
I want to ask some questions.  
I was thinking about your equation of transient / recurrent area:  
[x (t) k, x (t) + k] = h-recurrent.  
In probability, "h" is defined as the probability of hit a certain level.  



"k" is defined as mean hitting times.  
Then, in the market there are 2 states (0,1)  
Assuming independent variables are the probabilities obtained (1/2), for each situation 
between these two states.  
We suppose that we currently bearish bar (0)  
What are my chances to hit "1"?  
h (0) = 1/2 k (0) = 1/2  
h (1) = 1/2 * h (0) k (1) = 1 + 1/2 * k (0)  
Thus, by chance one can express the relation among "h" and "k".  
It is true?  
Thank you very much. 

 

Strawbale Sep 22, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 8971

 
Quoting burnssss 
Eurusdd, I want to ask some questions. I was thinking about your equation of transient / 
recurrent area: [x (t) k, x (t) + k] = h-recurrent. In probability, "h" is defined as the 
probability of hit a certain level. "k" is defined as mean hitting times. Then, in the market 
there are 2 states (0,1) Assuming independent variables are the probabilities obtained 
(1/2), for each situation between these two states. We suppose that we currently bearish 
bar (0) What are my chances to hit "1"? h (0) = 1/2 k (0) = 1/2 h (1) = 1/2 * h (0) k (1) 
= 1 + 1/2 *... 
4 variables, high-low-close-open. 2 variables if you referring to red-green candles 

 

mario777 Sep 22, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 8972

 
Quoting dotnetfreak 
{quote} Thanks for the reply Robert, I understand the concept of the system, but Im 
strugling to start. Is it ok if I just start with ralome indicator? 
dot, seems no one is using those 
strategy now. The new strategy is about transient/recurrent candles. You have to 
continue to read to find it. 

 

mario777 Sep 22, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 8973

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
hey guys I'm new here and i was following this thread and reading about how to trade 
the similarities and dissimilarities.. right now my usdjpy chart looks like this... can 
anyone tell me if this is supposed to look like this cause my stoc seems really big with 
alot of dis? please tell me how to zoom out of my stoc if possible :x {image} 

yuxuan, seems no one answered your question. The are all busy and excited . change 
your stoch settings to 300,1,1. Hope that helps. 

 

mario777 Sep 22, 2014 6:28pm | Post# 8974

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
This is to give you an idea on what could have been done while waiting for ultimate 
targets to be hit: {image} {image} 
Fx-Jay, nice trade. These are all scalping right? May i know what TF? Im sure with daily 
or 4h, you cant have those many trades. Thanks! 

 



elen21168 Sep 22, 2014 8:19pm | Post# 8975

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} This is what i got on ZzBB. It will swing today, latest on Monday ... and will 
down next week. For today, my Sell target today is around 1.2838. There is unfinished 
job at zone 2836-2840. It will go up again today/Monday to reach upper BB, then it will 
be a long down next week ... {image} 
Hm... the trend is still up. There is unfinished job around "DS Zone : 2917-2922. 
It will goes down first to around 2831-2834. If this happen, i will buy around 2834. 
Target around 2918. 
If it does not go down, i will buy at > 2870. May be i will put a buy limit (2834) & buy 
stop (2871), TP 2918. 
Just share my though, this is Not a call. 
Edit: AU & NU are still bearish, will wait for the top to do a Sell. 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 8976

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} you didnt even tried googling it and wanted it fkin ready! ignored pal. learn to 
work for your stuff 
STRAWBALE, I have been in this thread from the start, contributing to help others when 
possible, and if you really read the thread you would have seen that I have put in effort 
and I don't expect anyone to give me anything, you fuck! I know what straight through 
processing is, I was just not familiar with the acronym STP, STP can mean anything. I 
don't think I will miss anything you would post anyway, so ignored.... NO BIG DEAL. 
 
What an arrogant ass you are. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 22, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 8977

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Just for fun, Here's a link of a bloomberg news article citing Citi Group Analysts on the 
10th of July 2013 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-0...roup-says.html Just for 
reminder, June 10th 2013 was the day at which the Dollar Index was at the exact same 
price as Today (the Euro reached a low of 1.2764 on that day - that was the last lowest 
we have seen the euro since then!) Ironically, the article was calling for a much stronger 
Dollar because of the recovering US economy. At that... 
Very interesting, Jay! Yep, I'm still long. This bitch is due a serious retrace! Everyone's 
expecting 1.2750 before the retrace but it's rarely as easy as that. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 22, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 8978

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That's a really good question. For now I would like to say it depends. However, 
based on my trading style I would prefer to go back to a previously known RZ. I don't 
have a scientific reason for this other than an analogy that I believe moves build their 
momentum from "the fear of missing out". I'll give this further thought.... it's an 
excellent question. 
I agree, this is a great point made by hepsibah. It's like I was saying yesterday, there 
are so many ways to trade TZs. Some trade away from them, some trade towards 
them. There are drawdown risks both ways. I think everyone should choose a style that 
suits them best. Don't try to copy someone else's method expecting it to work just as 
well for you. Also, the perceived trend (or lack of it) is important in deciding whether to 



trade away from or towards a TZ. Going with the flow (momentum) is easier than trying 
to fight it. 
 
By the way, if any newcomers to this thread want to learn about TZs without reading the 
whole thread from the start, then go to post 5717 on page 286 and start reading from 

there. It will take you a long time, but your effort will be rewarded.  

 

orid Sep 22, 2014 10:04pm | Post# 8979

 
Just thinking (rare event lol) do you think we are all concentrating on the TZs too much , 
(yes I'm guilty) and not the rest of the teachings here ? 
Regards Peter 

 

wireash Sep 22, 2014 10:40pm | Post# 8980

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} STRAWBALE, I have been in this thread from the start, contributing to help 
others when possible, and if you really read the thread you would have seen that I have 
put in effort and I don't expect anyone to give me anything, you fuck! I know what 
straight through processing is, I was just not familiar with the acronym STP, STP can 
mean anything. I don't think I will miss anything you would post anyway, so ignored.... 
NO BIG DEAL. What an arrogant ass you are. 
I'm re reading the thred for the third time i've been trading for 6 years for a living\ 
and i also didn't understand what STP mean't 
if you google STP it WILL give you AN oil company with oil products 
SO BAILLIE don"t worry your input is highly appreciated 
KUDOS! 

 

Baillie Sep 22, 2014 11:52pm | Post# 8981

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I'm re reading the thred for the third time i've been trading for 6 years for a 
living\ and i also didn't understand what STP mean't if you google STP it WILL give you 
AN oil company with oil products SO BAILLIE don"t worry your input is highly appreciated 
KUDOS! 
Thanks, for the back up, appreciate it. 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 23, 2014 12:04am | Post# 8982

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} yuxuan, seems no one answered your question. The are all busy and excited . 
change your stoch settings to 300,1,1. Hope that helps. 
 
 
thanks Mario! Really appreciate Eurusd and madmoney and all the others who made the 
effort to start/contribute to this post, as a newb i find it really heartening to see a good 
community where people share. 
 
that being said, Ive read 20+ pages into the thread which ens around sep 2013. so now 
in 2014 is there any major changes to this system? or is it still a trade when similarity 
appears after a disimilarity? 



 
also, what is the yellow ZZ line for when we have the thik red EMA line? 

 

wireash Sep 23, 2014 12:10am | Post# 8983

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
{quote} thanks Mario! Really appreciate Eurusd and madmoney and all the others who 
made the effort to start/contribute to this post, as a newb i find it really heartening to 
see a good community where people share. that being said, Ive read 20+ pages into the 
thread which ens around sep 2013. so now in 2014 is there any major changes to this 
system? or is it still a trade when similarity appears after a disimilarity? also, what is the 
yellow ZZ line for when we have the thik red EMA line? 
YEAH there is a big change? 
YOUR MINDSET! 

 

wireash Sep 23, 2014 12:19am | Post# 8984

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} YEAH there is a big change? YOUR MINDSET! 
WITH THAT SAID 
i actually enjoy my loosing trade's 
cause they still end up in PROFIT! 

 

wireash Sep 23, 2014 12:38am | Post# 8985

 
JOHN DILLINGER ONCE SAID WHEN ASKED: why do you rob bank's? 
CAUSE THAT'S WHERE THE MONEY IS. 
NOW think of yourself as a truck driver 
your contract states that you have to get to your destination within certain amount of 
time! 
WHAT DO YOU DO? 
you will deviate from your route (if necessary) in order to deliver your GOOD's 
with that said 
the value of H 
the value of K 
is not important! 
you have to get there no matter what! 

 

ephisi Sep 23, 2014 1:58am | Post# 8986

 
Looking like we want to test the lows again. 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 3:02am | Post# 8987

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Hm... the trend is still up. There is unfinished job around "DS Zone : 2917-
2922. It will goes down first to around 2831-2834. If this happen, i will buy around 2834. 
Target around 2918. If it does not go down, i will buy at > 2870. May be i will put a buy 
limit (2834) & buy stop (2871), TP 2918. Just share my though, this is Not a call. Edit: 
AU & NU are still bearish, will wait for the top to do a Sell. 



Here we go ...... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:09am | Post# 8988

 
+18 pips from 45 
Looking for more TZ longs.... Just missed out on 53... Commuting. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:13am | Post# 8989

 
Edited: Due to fat fingers on the phone!  
 
Been struggling to find the most encompassing definition for what I've been looking at. I 
thought I had a condition, but it's not consistent enough but is still testable. 
 
It's been said here before in different ways, so apologies but kudos to those who have 
come before me. 
When a TZ is imbalanced on either side, if coming from above or below the move will 
be a bounce. When the TZ is equal on both sides, even after any bounce the zone will 
be taken out, ie. price will go through it. 
 
My h value for the above has ranged from 6 to 24 dependent on timeframe. 

 

hoss Sep 23, 2014 4:19am | Post# 8990

 
Vlady, 
 
What do you mean by imbalanced and Moe? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:35am | Post# 8991

 
Quoting hoss 
Vlady, What do you mean by imbalanced and Moe? 
hahaha... sorry about that Hoss!  

Re-read the post as I've just edited it (and given the reason why) Damn Moes! LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:36am | Post# 8992

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
+18 pips from 45 Looking for more TZ longs.... Just missed out on 53... Commuting. LOL 
Got in at 61, stops to 70. 
Closed at 82. 
 
Anyone remember this image? I tried to describe what I did.. Some of you may have 
thought it was too complicated. Just saying that just because it seems hard, doesn't mean it 
is. Remember when tying your shoelaces was damn difficult!?! 
 



 
Quoting vlady1974 
Original Post 
 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:46am | Post# 8993

 
1 Attachment(s) 
We're in a higher timeframe zone of 2847 to 2888. 
 
Compare the previous image to the lines I've placed on my IGIndex platform 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:01am | Post# 8994

 
Looks like 2888 is the decider. Currently stalled at 2885.6, close enough. It would be nice 
if it went to 2896 on London. 



This will give further credence that NYC could take it to 2994. Low today 2842 = 152 
pips. I projected 163, also close enought. It's slightly over ADR of 120ish. So hence why 
I would like to see 2896. If not, I don't care... at that height and price I will look for 
shorts. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:06am | Post# 8995

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
By the way, if any newcomers to this thread want to learn about TZs without reading the 
whole thread from the start, then go to post 5717 on page 286 and start reading from 

there. It will take you a long time, but your effort will be rewarded.  
Maybe my memory is fading but it almost appears like Eurusdd has cleaned up the posts 
to make them clearer..... or maybe I'm viewing the explanations with more clarity.... 
dunno. Re-reading it again today just makes me smile in satisfaction. 
 
Thank you Eurusdd and all of you guys! 

 

hoss Sep 23, 2014 5:07am | Post# 8996

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} hahaha... sorry about that Hoss! Re-read the post as I've just edited it (and 

given the reason why) Damn Moes! LOL 
Thanks, Vlady! Just unsure by what you mean by unbalanced on either side of the TZ. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 5:28am | Post# 8997

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Edited: Due to fat fingers on the phone! Been struggling to find the most 
encompassing definition for what I've been looking at. I thought I had a condition, but 
it's not consistent enough but is still testable. It's been said here before in different ways, 
so apologies but kudos to those who have come before me. When a TZ is imbalanced on 
either side, if coming from above or below the move will be a bounce. When the TZ is 
equal on both sides, even after any bounce the zone will be taken out, ie. price will go 
through it. My h value for the... 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:30am | Post# 8998

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Thanks, Vlady! Just unsure by what you mean by unbalanced on either side of 
the TZ. 
No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator, there is a switch in the inputs to make both sides 
equal or not. Set this to false. Sorry I can't recall the exact name of the switch it's at the 
bottom of the page. What this does then is it takes the Current Candle in question and 
applies your H values.... minus for the left and plus for the right. 
 
You should notice then that where price is extreme and then rejected, ie. a wick, it 
generates the TZ. If a bar (other than the central/focus bar) on either side, within h bars, 
pierces this range... the height of the TZ shrinks in order to satisfy the rules: Transient 
means price hasn't touched it again within h bars. 
 



What you'll notice is that if Left TZ approx = Right TZ after h bars.... it's like a neutral 
zone but I noticed that in trending times, it gets taken out. 
However, where there's been a strong move and then a TZ forms.... a bounce usually 
occurs when the LEFT <> RIGHT TZ..... and it's followed by a sustained move. 
 
There are certain conditions where that TZ does get taken out eventually - but after a 
longer period of bars/time... and usually after another TZ on the opposite side and after 
another move. But that's by-the-by.... the first thing to notice or look out for is to see if 
the TZ is uneven. 
 
Bob's your uncle. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:37am | Post# 8999

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator, there is a switch in the inputs to make 
both sides equal or not. Set this to false. Sorry I can't recall the exact name of the switch 
it's at the bottom of the page. What this does then is it takes the Current Candle in 
question and applies your H values.... minus for the left and plus for the right. You 
should notice then that where price is extreme and then rejected, ie. a wick, it generates 
the TZ. If a bar (other than the central/focus bar) on either side, within h bars, pierces 
this range...... 
Look at the image I posted before.... look at the Beeeautiful Baillie Colour Scheme and 
appreciate that! LOL 
Then look at the shape of the boxes. 
 
Then.... look at what the PA does inside to generate those boxes and train your eyes to 
spot those without boxes. It's happening right now to 2886.5 
I think it will go down now. Probably to 2867.... inflection point possibly. Dunno. Doesn't 
matter about predicting current price action.  
 
If 2867 becomes another uneven TZ, then 2900 is possible. 
 
To me, there's a difference between forecasting a target (eg. 2745 and 2994) and then 
trading against real time price action predictions.... as if you know what's gonna happen. 
No one knows. We work on probabilities. So it's better to say, I'm gunning for 2994 but I 
could be wrong if XXXX is taken out as a TZ, so I can long/short at YYYY if ZZZZ.. 

 

hoss Sep 23, 2014 5:40am | Post# 9000

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator, there is a switch in the inputs to make 
both sides equal or not. Set this to false. Sorry I can't recall the exact name of the switch 
it's at the bottom of the page. What this does then is it takes the Current Candle in 
question and applies your H values.... minus for the left and plus for the right. You 
should notice then that where price is extreme and then rejected, ie. a wick, it generates 
the TZ. If a bar (other than the central/focus bar) on either side, within h bars, pierces 
this range...... 
 
Thanks, Vlady! Very helpful. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 5:40am | Post# 9001

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Still long eur/usd, long Crude Oil, short usd/chf, and short usd/mxn 
 
As I mentioned earlier, even if in some rare cases our ultimate target doesn't get hit, the 
market is generous enough to give you the best exit price in the 'back up period'.  
 
So again while waiting for the best price to exit USD/CHF & USD/MXN, this is what I've been 
doing over and over again (all these orders were closed today): 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:47am | Post# 9002

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Still long eur/usd, long Crude Oil, short usd/chf, and short usd/mxn As I mentioned 
earlier, even if in some rare cases our ultimate target doesn't get hit, the market is 
generous enough to give you the best exit price in the 'back up period'. So again while 
waiting for the best price to exit USD/CHF & USD/MXN, this is what I've been doing over 
and over again (all these orders were closed today): {image} 
My stop was too tight on USDCHF and got taken at BE. But I've had a good run of longs 
on EU. Looking to re-enter possible prices are current and 2867 ish but looks like a TZ 
was just taken out. Damn! LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:48am | Post# 9003

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Thanks, Vlady! Very helpful. 
See, that TZ at 2865 was equal against h values... plug in 5,6,7,8 or just count the bars 
where it didn't get breached by a price point. count h on both sides. Eventually it got 
taken out. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 5:49am | Post# 9004

 
The big surprise for me was in the usd/cad, the probability was so extremely high for it 
to go down, yet the price continued higher. 
If you are purely using my system, the usd/cad trade should have been closed around 
now.  
However, since we have 4 other signals on other pairs that project USD weakness 
coming in, it wouldn't be such as big gamble to hold on to the usd/cad shorts till at least 
the other targets are met or invalidated . 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:52am | Post# 9005

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
The big surprise for me was in the usd/cad, the probability was so extremely high for it 
to go down, yet the price continued higher. If you are purely using my system, the 



usd/cad trade should have been closed around now. However, since we have 4 other 
signals on other pairs that project USD weakness coming in, it wouldn't be such as big 
gamble to hold on to the usd/cad shorts till at least the other targets are met or 
invalidated . 
I saw the same jitter on the Swissy. I wondered about that as EU and USDCHF were in 
sync, and then... the EU move occurred but Swiss wasn't moving. So I think that's why 
EU is gunning for it.  
 
I just saw a Butterfly projection on the EU thread... funnily enough price was 2926, 
which is a TZ price. We can aim for that at the very least. If that's taken by London, then 
New York will be spectacular and I reckon we'll get 2994. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 5:54am | Post# 9006

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} My stop was too tight on USDCHF and got taken at BE. But I've had a good run 
of longs on EU. Looking to re-enter possible prices are current and 2867 ish but looks like 
a TZ was just taken out. Damn! LOL 
All my signals on completely different/unrelated pairs are pointing for some more USD 
weakness in the next 8 hours 
If you're holding any pair with a USD short in it I believe you should be in profit for the 
coming 8 hours 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:57am | Post# 9007

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} All my signals on completely different/unrelated pairs are pointing for some 
more USD weakness in the next 8 hours If you're holding any pair with a USD short in it I 
believe you should be in profit for the coming 8 hours 
Awesome. I'm not currently, but was wanting to rejoin Swissy and Yen. 
Thanks for the heads up. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 5:58am | Post# 9008

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I saw the same jitter on the Swissy. I wondered about that as EU and USDCHF 
were in sync, and then... the EU move occurred but Swiss wasn't moving. So I think 
that's why EU is gunning for it. I just saw a Butterfly projection on the EU thread... 
funnily enough price was 2926, which is a TZ price. We can aim for that at the very least. 
If that's taken by London, then New York will be spectacular and I reckon we'll get 2994. 
I'm giving space for 2994 till Thursday's Asian session, but if it decides to reach it sooner 

then I'm definitely not complaining  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 6:02am | Post# 9009

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} I'm giving space for 2994 till Thursday's Asian session, but if it decides to reach 

it sooner then I'm definitely not complaining  
Could it be that the H projection of time needs tweaking? Doesn't change the price 
projection, but once that h is up it has more chance of return but it's not possible to 

exactly say h + x. At least when I've been trying to... albeit, shorter timeframes.  



 

yuxuan89 Sep 23, 2014 6:10am | Post# 9010

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hey guys, 
 
attached is a pic of my eurusd which i shorted, at the time i placed my trade I found the 
dissimilarity and similarity and thus decided to short as the similarity was higher, but eruusd 
seems to be climbing, can anyone explain to me why? 

 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 6:11am | Post# 9011

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Could it be that the H projection of time needs tweaking? Doesn't change the 
price projection, but once that h is up it has more chance of return but it's not possible to 

exactly say h + x. At least when I've been trying to... albeit, shorter timeframes.  
Actually my 1st projection for the target (2999) to be reached was Today's London close, 
but as I mentioned in a previous post, there is almost always a 'back up timing' which is 
usually between 12 & 48 hours if we're using the H4 TF.  
 
In the case of eur/usd, this back up period ends on Thursday's Asian session. 
This new date isn't subject to change at all. So on that date it is confirmed whether the 
signal was successful or it failed. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 6:48am | Post# 9012

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
hey guys, attached is a pic of my eurusd which i shorted, at the time i placed my trade I 
found the dissimilarity and similarity and thus decided to short as the similarity was 
higher, but eruusd seems to be climbing, can anyone explain to me why? {image} 
Hi Yux, I realise you have some catching up to do so hopefully you're on demo. Firstly, it 
looks like you're using ZZBB so that's great. the M5 and M15 are in sync so you are 
looking for a Top. But here's the thing, will need to also look at 4H and 1H because if 



there's a DS price at these levels, they are more powerful that the ones you are looking 
at. 
 
So the good news is you're on the right track. You shorted cos you had a signal and that 
is good. 
Here's the bad news. It's going against you because it seems EU is playing to the 
Transient / Recurrent model or concept and there is a price at 2994-2999 which has been 
discussed in the last 30-40 pages. I won't go into Fundamental reasons for the rise here, 
but hopefully you research this yourself for added depth to your knowledge. 
 
At this stage, longs are in play on a short intra-day basis. Directionally, the long term 
bias hasn't changed (in my opinion we are bear from 1.39) as we are just rangebound 
between 2750 and 3000. That's alot of pips in a range, I know, but that's how it is. We 
are targetting 2929ish at present. To the south side, 2967. 

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 7:42am | Post# 9013

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified the 
strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. 
 
The red and blue arrows show TZ's with H values of anything from 1 upwards. 
I wait for a TZ to be taken out and then returned to but I have modified the condition 

for return. 
The bar that returns to the taken out TZ must open above and close below for a top TZ and 
open below and close above for a bottom TZ. 
So, in the chart, a is taken out by b and returned to at c but c does not close below the TZ 
at a therefore this does not qualify. 
In the case of d, e and f however, the bar at f does open above and close below the TZ at d 
and so this one does qualify. 
I will sell at the close of f in the knowledge that price will go lower. In general, it will tend to 
go close to the next TZ down so I will further check to make sure there is sufficient room for 
a viable trade. 
 
As has been said many times on the thread, there are many different ways to use Eurusdd's 
invaluable hints and tips. This is only one but it seems to be working for me. 

 

 



vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 7:46am | Post# 9014

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. The red 
and blue arrows show TZ's with H values of anything from 1 upwards. I wait for a TZ to 
be taken out and then returned to but I have modified the condition for return. The bar 
that returns to the taken out TZ must open above and close below for a top TZ and open 
below and close... 
Luv your work!  
 
It's different, but I can see how it works. Awesome! 

 

Baillie Sep 23, 2014 7:53am | Post# 9015

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. The red 
and blue arrows show TZ's with H values of anything from 1 upwards. I wait for a TZ to 
be taken out and then returned to but I have modified the condition for return. The bar 
that returns to the taken out TZ must open above and close below for a top TZ and open 
below and close... 
That's a very nice and strategic set up, well worth looking into! Subscribed! 

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 7:55am | Post# 9016

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator, there is a switch in the inputs to make 
both sides equal or not. Set this to false. Sorry I can't recall the exact name of the switch 
it's at the bottom of the page. What this does then is it takes the Current Candle in 
question and applies your H values.... minus for the left and plus for the right. You 
should notice then that where price is extreme and then rejected, ie. a wick, it generates 
the TZ. If a bar (other than the central/focus bar) on either side, within h bars, pierces 
this range...... 
greatstuff Vlady never noticed that more ammo for the trigger Thankyou 

Regards orid peter   

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 7:56am | Post# 9017

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Luv your work! It's different, but I can see how it works. Awesome! 
Thanks, I appreciate it. I find waiting for far off levels to be returned to quite difficult (my 
MM is not the best!) and so this suits me better as most cases get resolved on the next 
bar.  
 
Now, will the H1 bar close above 1.28963, if so then it indicates further to go. 

 

Pigh77 Sep 23, 2014 7:58am | Post# 9018

 



Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. {image} 

don't share too much be more cryptic please  

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 7:58am | Post# 9019

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} That's a very nice and strategic set up, well worth looking into! Subscribed! 

Turing out a very interesting day thank you also Baillie  wish I could be more helpful. 
regards orid Peter 

 

Baillie Sep 23, 2014 8:01am | Post# 9020

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} Turing out a very interesting day thank you also Baillie  wish I could be more 
helpful. regards orid Peter 
Thanks Orid, we do what we can, when we can. Your earlier success has inspired others 

to continue and press on, so, Thank you  

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 8:01am | Post# 9021

 
Quoting Pigh77 

{quote} don't share too much be more cryptic please  

Don't worry, most won't read it  

 

Pigh77 Sep 23, 2014 8:04am | Post# 9022

 
Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} Don't worry, most won't read it  

I am going to create a lot of noise around these posts bla bla bla aaaah h uuuuuh bu 
bu bu bi bi bi 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 8:05am | Post# 9023

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator, there is a switch in the inputs to make 
both sides equal or not. Set this to false. Sorry I can't recall the exact name of the switch 
it's at the bottom of the page. What this does then is it takes the Current Candle in 
question and applies your H values.... minus for the left and plus for the right. You 
should notice then that where price is extreme and then rejected, ie. a wick, it generates 
the TZ. If a bar (other than the central/focus bar) on either side, within h bars, pierces 
this range...... 

Nice posts, thanks Vlad. Btw, what is "Bob's your uncle" mean ?  

 



vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:11am | Post# 9024

 
Quoting elen21168 

{quote} Nice posts, thanks Vlad. Btw, what is "Bob's your uncle" mean ?  
Hahahaha... sorry... it's an Australian term, meaning "there you go!" It's just an 
affirmation that... it is what it is, just like if Bob (or whatever name) is your Uncle... 
then... there you go, he is your uncle.  
 
Sorry... bad sense of humour! 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 8:14am | Post# 9025

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hahahaha... sorry... it's an Australian term, meaning "there you go!" It's just an 
affirmation that... it is what it is, just like if Bob (or whatever name) is your Uncle... 
then... there you go, he is your uncle. Sorry... bad sense of humour! 

it is ok mate, thanks. i know some thing new now .... And your prediction of EU going 

to 2900 is very sharp  
I don't think my TP @2918 will be hit today. It will be going south. I sell NU now for 

more sure  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:15am | Post# 9026

 
Okay, just lost -8 pips on that move and it looks like we're gonna bottom out for New 
York's entry. 2887, 2877, 2866 are levels I'll be looking for. Not to mention new ones 
formed on the 15M which I've not mapped out yet. 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 8:18am | Post# 9027

 
Quoting elen21168 

{quote} it is ok mate, thanks. i know some thing new now .... And your prediction of 

EU going to 2900 is very sharp I don't think my TP @2918 will be hit today. It will be 

going south. I sell NU now for more sure  
Ou je je je .... NU is moving, AU will follow , i think. Looking for sell in EU . 

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 8:23am | Post# 9028

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} greatstuff Vlady never noticed that more ammo for the trigger Thankyou 

Regards orid peter   
I did thank you too Vlady , don't know if you noticed but thanks again anyhow just did a 

bobs your uncle for ten pips lol   

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:28am | Post# 9029

 
It's actually quite interesting observing the EU thread. I don't want to appear to 
disparage as there are some great traders/posters in that thread. 
 



I just want to highlight perhaps as a contracts to the chatter on that thread, how 
valuable this stuff has become... yes, there are people who will always join the discussion 
and need catch-up help... but the fact that we've got similar resonating views now based 
entirely on principles, not hard rules, is very satisfying. 
 
We can disagree on approach or tactics, but we agree on principles and strategy which is 
infinitely more rewarding if it gives you a Eureka Moment. 
As an example, this morning on the EU thread it was all shorts... then longs... then 
shorts... then longs... then shorts just now. But the meandering nature of the discussion 
just goes to show how mashed it is when a discussion is just an auction of thoughts 
without cohesive direction.... with the exception of a few select nuggets from excellent 
contributors. 
 
Here however, everyone is contributing ... eg. Hepsibah's approach just now... like FX-
Jay, Josh, Ephisi, Baillie, NorthTrader..as well as others too numerous to mention... And 
of course, just yesterday Eurusdd has provided more food for thought that I am still 
perculating on. 
 
Just wanted to post my gratitude.  

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 8:30am | Post# 9030

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay, just lost -8 pips on that move and it looks like we're gonna bottom out for New 
York's entry. 2887, 2877, 2866 are levels I'll be looking for. Not to mention new ones 
formed on the 15M which I've not mapped out yet. 

Thanks mate. Will it reach 2829-2835 ?  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:30am | Post# 9031

 
Quoting elen21168 

{quote} it is ok mate, thanks. i know some thing new now .... And your prediction of 

EU going to 2900 is very sharp I don't think my TP @2918 will be hit today. It will be 

going south. I sell NU now for more sure  
Cheers! That call is entirely FX-Jay's so he deserves credit. But the investigation and 

resulting approach.... THAT is the gold. I think you may see 2918... .next target is 
2926 so... keep da eyes peeled! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:31am | Post# 9032

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} I did thank you too Vlady , don't know if you noticed but thanks again anyhow 

just did a bobs your uncle for ten pips lol   
Oh I've not forgotten you sir! You demonstrated to everyone here how to do winning 

trades in succession! Sniper!  
And I've seen your setup, so I'm even more impressed cos it's soooooo simple! It can 
only get better. 
 
Cha Ching! 

 



vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 8:32am | Post# 9033

 
Okay off to lunch. Gonna miss NY open.  
But remember this... if Asia took it up, London took it up.... what will NYC do? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 8:39am | Post# 9034

 
VLADY1974 you are right. similar thoughts/principles. And Fx-jAY is like a alien who 
came to earth, watched our technology, said "hmmm" and then turned what he saw into 
a masterpiece. 

 

handy148 Sep 23, 2014 8:44am | Post# 9035

 
hepsibah - trying to follow your logic have you got 12844 that needs revisiting ? 

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 8:51am | Post# 9036

 
Quoting handy148 
hepsibah - trying to follow your logic have you got 12844 that needs revisiting ? 
At the moment, there was a buy on the previous H1 bar as price closed above 1.28963. 
However, if price closes below 1.29767 at the end of the current hour (10min), then this 
will be invalidated as that would give a sell signal (this would be my first loss today but 
has to happen sometime). 
 
If price closes above 1.28826 in 10min, this would give me a buy on H4. There may be 
something at 1.2844, not looking there at the moment. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9037

 
Return price at 1.28571: so play safe! 

 

willie Sep 23, 2014 9:01am | Post# 9038

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay off to lunch. Gonna miss NY open. But remember this... if Asia took it up, London 
took it up.... what will NYC do? 
In that case normally they retrace it a little and then took it more up . 
w. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 9:04am | Post# 9039

 
Quoting willie 
{quote} In that case normally they retrace it a little and then took it more up . w. 
Yes, the retrace then go. Better not to judge it as little, medium or large. It can take any 
form. Best to react to it, with our projections in mind. 

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 9:18am | Post# 9040



 
This is fascinating. 
 
H1 still looking for a HH above 1.28990. Does not want a H1 close below 1.28766 before 
target. 
 
M30 now looking for a low below 1.28814. Does not want a M30 close above 1.28843 
before target. 
 
And Eurusdd tells us it needs to return to a level at 1.2857. 
 
No wonder price is hesitant. News in 30min so may get some resolution then. Spike up 
then down maybe? Or maybe we don't get the HH. I am currently in long and short. 

 

Exciter135 Sep 23, 2014 9:21am | Post# 9041

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries. If using FreeFox's indicator...... "TZ is uneven"... 
Hi Vlady1974, good day to you. Could you kindly explain a little bit more on "TZ is 
uneven" in your above post? Thank you so much. 
 
Exciter135 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 9:22am | Post# 9042

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hahahaha... sorry... it's an Australian term, meaning "there you go!" It's just an 
affirmation that... it is what it is, just like if Bob (or whatever name) is your Uncle... 
then... there you go, he is your uncle. Sorry... bad sense of humour! 
Just a quick question V. You can't be referencing formed TZs only right? Should be 
applicable to the forming ones too..somewhat at least 

 

leeshindig Sep 23, 2014 9:22am | Post# 9043

 
Zooming out and looking at different H settings.. surely the way to trade this, is in the 
same direction of any newly forming transients, towards a longer term bollinger band? 
 
With the correct H setting, very rarely does a reverse happen with a single possible 
transient. And if it does, its often well out the extreme of a 60 min bollinger (using a 15 
min chart). So (if I'm not mistaken), trading the direction of the first TZ in trend change, 
means high probability there will be another above it. With a low risk entry, and plenty 
room to the next bollinger extreme? Am I seeing correctly? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 9:24am | Post# 9044

 
Quoting hepsibah 
This is fascinating. H1 still looking for a HH above 1.28990. Does not want a H1 close 
below 1.28766 before target. M30 now looking for a low below 1.28814. Does not want a 
M30 close above 1.28843 before target. And Eurusdd tells us it needs to return to a level 
at 1.2857. No wonder price is hesitant. News in 30min so may get some resolution then. 
Spike up then down maybe? Or maybe we don't get the HH. I am currently in long and 
short. 



sure: everything she does right now, will take her back to that number. it does not mean 
that the up is done! 
Just keep your eyes on that number so you don't get lost! 

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 9:27am | Post# 9045

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}sure: everything she does right now, will take her back to that number. it does 
not mean that the up is done! Just keep your eyes on that number so you don't get lost! 
ok, many thx 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 9:28am | Post# 9046

 
Quoting Exciter135 
{quote} Hi Vlady1974, good day to you. Could you kindly explain a little bit more on "TZ 
is uneven" in your above post? Thank you so much. Exciter135 
If you set Freefox's indicator variable "Make both side equal" to false then you will see it. 
Any visible height difference in both sides is an uneven TZ 

 

tashkent Sep 23, 2014 9:30am | Post# 9047

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. The red 
and blue arrows show TZ's with H values of anything from 1 upwards. I wait for a TZ to 
be taken out and then returned to but I have modified the condition for return. The bar 
that returns to the taken out TZ must open above and close below for a top TZ and open 
below and close... 
congratulations! very successful integration of 2 different concepts. this is close to my 

trading method  

 

Exciter135 Sep 23, 2014 9:34am | Post# 9048

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} If you set Freefox's indicator variable "Make both side equal" to false then you 
will see it. Any visible height difference in both sides is an uneven TZ 
Thanks cfd so much. Good pips to you! 
 
Exciter135 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 9:35am | Post# 9049

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Just a quick question V. You can't be referencing formed TZs only right? Should 
be applicable to the forming ones too..somewhat at least 
Hey CFD, 
 
Short answer: Yes, can be done on non-fully formed TZs as well. 
 



At present on my day platform (IGIndex) I don't have a way of distinguishing formed/not 
formed TZ, other than eyeballing it. 
This lends it a somewhat lower h value otherwise if I have 6 or over I will have to count 
bars manually which isn't what I want to be doing. 
 
So roughly 5-6 bars should do it. Today has been a good example day that has shown 
me it is possible to evaluate this in real time against a new TZ that hasn't completed its 
H formation. I'm on a short right now based on that exact formation on the 5M, from 885 
(not the best entry).... but the TZ eyeballed is : 
 
Left: 2887.3 to 2891.3 
Right : 2888.4 to 2891.3 
Literally h=1 satisfied the condition. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 9:36am | Post# 9050

 
Quoting leeshindig 
Zooming out and looking at different H settings.. surely the way to trade this, is in the 
same direction of any newly forming transients, towards a longer term bollinger band? 
With the correct H setting, very rarely does a reverse happen with a single possible 
transient. And if it does, its often well out the extreme of a 60 min bollinger (using a 15 
min chart). So (if I'm not mistaken), trading the direction of the first TZ in trend change, 
means high probability there will be another above it. With a low risk entry, and plenty 
room to the next... 
That's one way of looking at it. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 23, 2014 9:37am | Post# 9051

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more... 
Hey hepsibah, your low-h scalping system just gets better and better! Thank you so 
much for sharing. Can't wait to try it on the Nikkei tomorrow! Just a couple of points: 
 
1. I take it you still ignore the mid-bar TZs? 
2. Good place for a SL would be just above the broken TZ I imagine? (in the case of your 
example) 
 

Thanks and good luck!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 9:38am | Post# 9052

 
Quoting Exciter135 
{quote} Thanks cfd so much. Good pips to you! Exciter135 
Yep, that's it exactly! Thanks CFD! 
 
But you should try and learn to read the price action and what conditions in those bars 
created the zone. 
I've only done it properly in real time (5M and 2M) today... but it's been something I've 
been observed on the higher TFs... 15/30M, 1H, 4H, Daily. 

 



cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 9:43am | Post# 9053

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey CFD, Short answer: Yes, can be done on non-fully formed TZs as well. At 
present on my day platform (IGIndex) I don't have a way of distinguishing formed/not 
formed TZ, other than eyeballing it. This lends it a somewhat lower h value otherwise if I 
have 6 or over I will have to count bars manually which isn't what I want to be doing. So 
roughly 5-6 bars should do it. Today has been a good example day that has shown me it 
is possible to evaluate this in real time against a new TZ that hasn't completed its H 
formation. I'm on a short right... 
Thanks V! Ability to apply this concept against the forming zones doubles the "power" of 
your "system" Its great. Thanks I'm growing daily, almost there. I not looking at pips but 

rather to able to trade with the confidence + precision you guys have  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 9:44am | Post# 9054

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yep, that's it exactly! Thanks CFD! But you should try and learn to read the 
price action and what conditions in those bars created the zone. I've only done it properly 
in real time (5M and 2M) today... but it's been something I've been observed on the 
higher TFs... 15/30M, 1H, 4H, Daily. 

Yeah some candle reading required  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 9:47am | Post# 9055

 
My short was stopped out at BE. Flat. Work to do. Boo. Setting alarms. BBL 
Trade safe guys! 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 10:06am | Post# 9056

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Return price at 1.28571: so play safe! 
Thank you very much Eurusdd, i get so many pips today. All of them using your great 

concept  

I was in a dark tunnel, and now i see the light You are a best trader i have ever found. 

 

Albertdkpllh Sep 23, 2014 10:10am | Post# 9057

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
hey guys, attached is a pic of my eurusd which i shorted, at the time i placed my trade I 
found the dissimilarity and similarity and thus decided to short as the similarity was 
higher, but eruusd seems to be climbing, can anyone explain to me why? {image} 
Hi...when we spot dissimilarity we look at the positions of the Price compared to the 
position of the stock. We follow the position of the price. That is, if you try to trade the 
dissimilarity. 
That is to say if the position of the price is up compared to the stock which is very 
obvious in the 5min chart that we posted we buy expecting stock to follow. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:16am | Post# 9058



 
I was in a meeting and my alarm shot off at the same place I entered a short before. Got 
in before at 2884.9, target is Eurusdd's number at 2857 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 10:19am | Post# 9059

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I was in a meeting and my alarm shot off at the same place I entered a short before. Got 
in before at 2884.9, target is Eurusdd's number at 2857 
target in sight now General! Do I eliminate it or let it breathe. Waiting for your orders. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:23am | Post# 9060

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} target in sight now General! Do I eliminate it or let it breathe. Waiting for your 
orders. 
Let it breathe... it will die a slow death! LOL 
 
.....AND DONE! As Pacino would say, "HOOOWAAAAH!" 
Thanks Chief! That was classy indeed. 
 

NorthTrader, that short was almost the same as the USDMXN move!  

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:26am | Post# 9061

 
I'm getting a few queries about the TZ thing. 
 
I feel obliged to explain how I'm doing it so I'll see if I can whip something up tonight. 
The caveat is still this: it's just an idea. The original concept is still the DNA of 
everything. So if it's used, then great.... just don't forget the concepts! Eg. Hepsibah's 
strategy is pretty effing awesome... not sure if you guys are realising how he is 
minimising risk! 

 

Thoughts Sep 23, 2014 10:29am | Post# 9062

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Money Management thought for those who like to take a pip or two every trade? 
 
 



 

 

burnssss Sep 23, 2014 10:29am | Post# 9063

 
And when 2835? 

 

jackprobe Sep 23, 2014 10:31am | Post# 9064

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} target in sight now General! Do I eliminate it or let it breathe. Waiting for your 
orders. 

Perfect. I know you are the best Grand Master !!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 10:38am | Post# 9065

 
Target eliminated. If symptoms of life persists we will deliver more bullets. 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 10:40am | Post# 9066

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Target eliminated. If symptoms of life persists we will deliver more bullets. 

Really great, unbelievable. You are the best  

Quoting burnssss 
And when 2835? 
I think it will go up again, to complete the pending job. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:44am | Post# 9067

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
Target eliminated. If symptoms of life persists we will deliver more bullets. 

Brilliant Chief, brilliant! 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 10:47am | Post# 9068

 
Chief, Im scouting for next possible targets! 

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 10:49am | Post# 9069

 
Eurusd thankyou for 2857  
regards 
orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:51am | Post# 9070

 
Back at the desk.  
 
I could be a tad too aggressive. Long. 
Uneven TZ. But it's a tad too close for my normal liking - but I'm willing to risk a few pips 
to test this out. 
CFD, here's a non-fully formed one... timeframe 5M. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 10:52am | Post# 9071

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Back at the desk. I could be a tad too aggressive. Long. Uneven TZ. But it's a tad too 
close for my normal liking - but I'm willing to risk a few pips to test this out. CFD, here's 
a non-fully formed one... timeframe 5M. 
Bugger. As I was typing it invalidated it.... there you go folks, it's possibly better to wait 
until the LEFT side forms a valid TZ first. 
 
Edit: 
Hold your horses.... on the 2M, it's valid. Left TZ height (LESS THAN) < Right TZ height. 
On the 5M, they looked the same height. 

 

jackprobe Sep 23, 2014 10:53am | Post# 9072

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Back at the desk. I could be a tad too aggressive. Long. Uneven TZ. But it's a tad too 
close for my normal liking - but I'm willing to risk a few pips to test this out. CFD, here's 
a non-fully formed one... timeframe 5M. 
Hi Vlad, 
Will it reach 2887, or more - may be 2892 ? 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 10:55am | Post# 9073

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Bugger. As I was typing it invalidated it.... there you go folks, it's possibly better 



to wait until the LEFT side forms a valid TZ first. Edit: Hold your horses.... on the 2M, it's 
valid. Left TZ height (LESS THAN) < Right TZ height. On the 5M, they looked the same 
height. 
Left side of M5 is done. I have a buy ... lets see. 

 

jackprobe Sep 23, 2014 10:59am | Post# 9074

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Left side of M5 is done. I have a buy ... lets see. 

Mate, you are so aggressive I am sure you did not forget 10 pips SL ...  

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 11:00am | Post# 9075

 
scalp short 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:01am | Post# 9076

 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} Mate, you are so aggressive I am sure you did not forget 10 pips SL ...  
Stops are now at BE. Risk Free trade. 

 

jackprobe Sep 23, 2014 11:05am | Post# 9077

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Stops are now at BE. Risk Free trade. 
You are right mate. Other pair like Kiwi is still sinking .... EU needs some more time 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:06am | Post# 9078

 
1 Attachment(s) 
2M 
 
This is eyeballing 5 bars. Therefore h = 5  
 
I look for a low in this case cos the trend was down. I spot one forming (highlighted in 
Yellow) 
The moment I have a wick, I know a potential TZ is forming on the left.... especially if 
the next bar close or low does not breach the wick of the previous one (the one I sighted 
as the low).  
 
Looking at 5 bars before the yellow bar (anchor bar), I trace a line of the lowest low of 
these 5 bars and connect it back to the Yellow Bar. This is the height of the Left Transient 
Zone. So price has not gone back into this area, except for our Ancor.  
 
Looking at the next 5 bars, we have an anomaly in that the next bar looks to have 
matched the previous bar. You could almost say it's identical to the previous bar. You 
either treat it like the previous bar or ignore it. I do the latter. I then see that the next 
bars have a higher low than the Lows of the Left Side.... see that? That will form an 
UNEVEN TZ.  
 



That's a signal that this bottom is TRANSIENT. Price should go away from it now into a 
major move on that timeframe. 

 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 11:06am | Post# 9079

 
Quoting Strawbale 
scalp short 
thnx market 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:07am | Post# 9080

 
Previous Long stopped out, but in again. Same conditions. 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 11:08am | Post# 9081

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Left side of M5 is done. I have a buy ... lets see. 
Have closed it, +1. Waiting for other buy, right part is forming ..... 

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 11:09am | Post# 9082

 
Be nice if the transient indi could show the uneven bars when its forming , make it easier 
to spot 
orid peter 



 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 11:09am | Post# 9083

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Back at the desk. I could be a tad too aggressive. Long. Uneven TZ. But it's a tad too 
close for my normal liking - but I'm willing to risk a few pips to test this out. CFD, here's 
a non-fully formed one... timeframe 5M. 

Missing all the action at the office right now...bummer. I will test it hard when I get 
back to my platform. But reading notes and using static chart print outs I would agree 
very much with you to let the left side form 1st. Assuming hx and left is (-) right is (+) I 
will observe h+1 closely to see if there is a bounce within the bar. If there is....I'm 
inclined to consider the condition done and expect price to turn. This is easier with big 
wicks or if the bounce happens from h+2 onwards. I hope I'm making sense. Trying to 

visualise stuff while pretending to work is hard  
 
Edit Assuming I'm making sense then there is a possibility to have tight SLs too 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 11:11am | Post# 9084

 
Quoting orid 
Be nice if the transient indi could show the uneven bars when its forming , make it easier 
to spot orid peter 
Oh yes...a lot less work that way. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 11:12am | Post# 9085

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Previous Long stopped out, but in again. Same conditions. 
General. This thing is not dead yet. We need to add another 10-20 bullets(pips) into the 
soul of the monster. Please advise! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:24am | Post# 9086

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}General. This thing is not dead yet. We need to add another 10-20 bullets(pips) 
into the soul of the monster. Please advise! 
Longs cancelled. Let's put this monster out of its misery. Blast it out of the water! LOL 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 11:24am | Post# 9087

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
Scraping what limited "tools" I have from the office. Had to use FF's chart.... M1 using 
H10 I have a left TZ formed and right is still building. They are equal so lets see if it goes 
thru in the next few minutes. 
 
Edit : Did'nt happen but this is by no means conclusive. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 11:25am | Post# 9088

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Longs cancelled. Let's put this monster out of its misery. Blast it out of the 
water! LOL 

Roger that!!! Order given !!! report in 20 mins!!!   

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 11:27am | Post# 9089

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Have closed it, +1. Waiting for other buy, right part is forming ..... 
I have another long ... 
 
Edit: close. +3 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:31am | Post# 9090

 
I see a short forming on the 5M guys. Let's see if this move becomes the central candle. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 11:35am | Post# 9091

 
General. Shot fired at 1.28642 eurusd time. 

 

Exciter135 Sep 23, 2014 11:36am | Post# 9092

 



Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} If you set Freefox's indicator variable "Make both side equal" to 
false then you will see it. Any visible height difference in both sides is an 
uneven TZ 

Hi cfd, I am sorry to disturb you. There are only two Freefox's indicators on this thread 
(Transient_Zones & Fractal_Zones). Neither of them has "Make both side equal" variable. 
Could you kindly direct me what its name exactly is and where it is located? Great thanks 
for your help. 
 
Exciter135. 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 11:38am | Post# 9093

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
General. Shot fired at 1.28642 eurusd time. 
same 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 11:41am | Post# 9094

 
Quoting Exciter135 
{quote} Hi cfd, I am sorry to disturb you. There are only two Freefox's indicators on this 
thread (Transient_Zones & Fractal_Zones). Neither of them has "Make both side equal" 
variable. Could you kindly direct me what its name exactly is and where it is located? 
Great thanks for your help. Exciter135. 
The Transient zone one. It should be at the bottom few where you can set the value as 
true or false. one of them is if you want to combine the zones I think 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:44am | Post# 9095

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} The Transient zone one. It should be at the bottom few where you can set the 
value as true or false. one of them is if you want to combine the zones I think 
Yep, that's the one. If combine zones is set to TRUE, then the indicator doesn't split 
between left and right zones. Set to FALSE, and you get left/right zones. 

 

Exciter135 Sep 23, 2014 11:45am | Post# 9096

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} The Transient zone one. It should be at the bottom few where you can set the 
value as true or false. one of them is if you want to combine the zones I think 
Got it, thanks mate much. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 11:45am | Post# 9097

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
General. Shot fired at 1.28642 eurusd time. 
Aye aye, Chief. In at 2864.6 
 
Edit: Stops to BE. 

 



cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 11:53am | Post# 9098

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Aye aye, Chief. In at 2864.6 Edit: Stops to BE. 
Gunning for 2845 next? 

 

orid Sep 23, 2014 11:54am | Post# 9099

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Ok, since it seems to be sharing, caring day in the similarity thread and the sun has gone 

awol in Seville , I will elaborate a little on my post yesterday - I have also modified 
the strategy a little so please take note those who looked into it a little more. The red 
and blue arrows show TZ's with H values of anything from 1 upwards. I wait for a TZ to 
be taken out and then returned to but I have modified the condition for return. The bar 
that returns to the taken out TZ must open above and close below for a top TZ and open 
below and close... 
thankyou Hepsibah for sharing that  
Regards Orid peter 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 11:55am | Post# 9100

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
VLADY1974 you are right. similar thoughts/principles. And Fx-jAY is like a alien who 
came to earth, watched our technology, said "hmmm" and then turned what he saw into 
a masterpiece. 

that's very true, just 2 months ago I had no idea at all about this ... I watched, 
learned, tweaked, and implemented 
So far this has been the best learning experience I have had in my last 5 years of 
trading. 
 
I'll wait 1 more week and then throw out a 'motivational' bomb out here that will make 
most people here go wtf! 

Stay tuned  

 

tashkent Sep 23, 2014 11:56am | Post# 9101

 
1 Attachment(s) 
i am noticing everybody is so busy chasing the price and forgetting something very 
important: let the price come TO YOU. you do not have to be in trade 100% of the time and 
trade every single signal you see. if you want your day end in profit, be extremely picky 
with setups and the numbers. 
 
wait for break out of this area for potential profit - look for 5 min candle close above or 
below the zone. do not stay in trade more than 15 minutes. always remember: THE BEST 
PROFIT IS THE QUICKEST PROFIT. 



 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 9102

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
General. Shot fired at 1.28642 eurusd time. 
Scared me away from my short term longs with very small profits, will keep the longer 
term longs on, and hopefully add some more around 1.2840-46 
That area looks ugly 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 9103

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Gunning for 2845 next? 
PSYCHIC!! 
 

 
You've got it bro! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 9104

 
Quoting tashkent 
i am noticing everybody is so busy chasing the price and forgetting something very 
important: let the price come TO YOU. you do not have to be in trade 100% of the time 
and trade every single signal you see. if you want your day end in profit, be extremely 



picky with setups and the numbers. wait for break out of this area for potential profit - 
look for 5 min candle close above or below the zone. do not stay in trade more than 15 
minutes. always remember: THE BEST PROFIT IS THE QUICKEST PROFIT. {image} 
I think that one of the important principles laid down in this thread is  
 
: do not chase price!!! 
 
I do not believe today most people are chasing price. We drew our red line (1.2857) and 
waited for price to run back to us. She did but the funny thing is there is still a little to go 
down there. so we are just finishing the kill! 

 

hepsibah Sep 23, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 9105

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hey hepsibah, your low-h scalping system just gets better and better! Thank 
you so much for sharing. Can't wait to try it on the Nikkei tomorrow! Just a couple of 
points: 1. I take it you still ignore the mid-bar TZs? 2. Good place for a SL would be just 

above the broken TZ I imagine? (in the case of your example) Thanks and good luck!  
Sun came out so have been taking the rays instead of watching the action. 
 
The best that price could do after the buy signal on the H1 was a measly .1 of a pip so 
that's obviously a loss. On the positive side, I was also in a short from the M30 signal for 
much of it and rode that down to 1.2857 (mega thx to Eurusdd for that one - I would 
have come out much sooner). I should also catch some of it on the way back up when I 
get signals to buy from lower tf's. So I'm up for the day and getting quite confident in the 
strategy. 
 
NT - to answer your questions. 
 
I don't use mid bar TZ's for signals. However, when you thing about it, the bars that I 
use as entry triggers are in fact creating mid bar TZ's. I hadn't thought about it until you 
asked the question but it is quite a revelation, I need to ponder that more. 
 
SL's at the moment are a signal in the opposite direction on the same tf as the one that 
triggered the entry. These can be quite large but, as explained above, it is extremely 
likely that a smaller tf will have already got me into a hedge trade and ones that fail will 
almost certainly be returned to at some point so much should be made up when it turns 
back. I recognise I need to spend a bit more time analysing if I can improve on this but 
the number of winning trades is extremely high so I believe it will keep me safe for now. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 9106

 
Quoting tashkent 
i am noticing everybody is so busy chasing the price and forgetting something very 
important: let the price come TO YOU. you do not have to be in trade 100% of the time 
and trade every single signal you see. if you want your day end in profit, be extremely 
picky with setups and the numbers. wait for break out of this area for potential profit - 
look for 5 min candle close above or below the zone. do not stay in trade more than 15 
minutes. always remember: THE BEST PROFIT IS THE QUICKEST PROFIT. {image} 
You know what TashK, that's how I'm treating all my trades now. I remember taking 
huge pips off that 200pip drop and then took another 100+ but left 60 of it on the 
table....cos I thought I was gonna get into a "position trader" mentality. Soooooo regret 
that.  
 



And also, FX-Jay has shown that small consistent profits all round is the best way. 
 
And you're right.... let it come to you. With my discovery today of the Uneven TZ, I've 
virtually eliminated the chart scanning every 15M.... I know what conditions are required 
now. It's a big load off my mind! It comes to me!!! MWAHAHAHAHA! 

 

tashkent Sep 23, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 9107

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You know what TashK, that's how I'm treating all my trades now. I remember 
taking huge pips off that 200pip drop and then took another 100+ but left 60 of it on the 
table....cos I thought I was gonna get into a "position trader" mentality. Soooooo regret 
that. And also, FX-Jay has shown that small consistent profits all round is the best way. 
And you're right.... let it come to you. With my discovery today of the Uneven TZ, I've 
virtually eliminated the chart scanning every 15M.... I know what conditions are required 
now. It's a big load... 
i also have let hundreds of pips profit slip through my hands in past trying to be a 
position trader. now i still do intraday/swing trades but most of the time i wait for quick 
profits where i can get in and out within 5-10 minutes with whatever i can gain. one 
thing i hate in trading is to get stuck with a trade. 

i see you are making valid calls; must be on money  
keep up the good work! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 9108

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i also have let hundreds of pips profit slip through my hands in past trying to be 
a position trader. now i still do intraday/swing trades but most of the time i wait for quick 
profits where i can get in and out within 5-10 minutes with whatever i can gain. one 
thing i hate in trading is to get stuck with a trade. i see you are making valid calls; must 

be on money keep up the good work!  
Know what you mean! 
Appreciate that, TashK. Many thanks 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 9109

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 number!!! 
As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! Once the arrow color 
went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! 
 
The 14 conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY 



WELL!!!  
 

He will be done with final product in 2 months!!!  

 

burnssss Sep 23, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 9110

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 
Every day more impressed.  
Awesome !! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 9111

 
Ok. General: Mission accomplished!!! 10 bullets IN!!! On next flight home! 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 9112

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Ok. General: Mission accomplished!!! 10 bullets IN!!! On next flight home! 



im seeing a switching to bullish bias in the making. whats your opinion? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 9113

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

Ok. General: Mission accomplished!!! 10 bullets IN!!! On next flight home! 
Cashed in! LOL... we are in sync! 
 
Mission accomplished. We have the initiative. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 9114

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} im seeing a switching to bullish bias in the making. whats your opinion? 
I am already on board my ship, heading home far away from this monster! catch me if 

you can!!!  

 

tashkent Sep 23, 2014 12:52pm | Post# 9115

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tashkent 
i am noticing everybody is so busy chasing the price and forgetting something very 
important: let the price come TO YOU. you do not have to be in trade 100% of the time and 
trade every single signal you see. if you want your day end in profit, be extremely picky 
with setups and the numbers. wait for break out of this area for potential profit - look for 5 
min candle close above or below the zone. do not stay in trade more than 15 minutes. 
always remember: THE BEST PROFIT IS THE QUICKEST PROFIT. {image} 
 
let me show you this in practice. the little triangle is my entry. check my previous chart and 
compare with this one. zero risk trade (only spread). profit taken. ready for next setup. 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 9116

 
The Uneven Transient Zone seems to have been a success today with +82 pips which 
wasn't actually optimised since I left 3 trades early in the morning due to work 
constraints. 
 
Before I start wagging the dog, I am cognisant of the fact that the market conditions for 
EURUSD is ranging and not trending. Predicting turns on a set of conditions is one thing, 
but if the prevailing trend conditions are different I suspect that the approach will have to 
be modified. 
 
Let us not forget that a Trend-taking Strategy does not work in Ranging Prices. And 
Range-Taking Strategies don't work in Trending Markets. 
This initial foray, I would suggest is a Ranging strategy until we are able to test it in full 
anger against a higher time-frame trend move. Hopefully this will not be too long into the 
future. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 9117

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 



Wow this is a great result! And presumably, this is working on all timeframes?  
Can you imagine the damage this would cause the monster on 4H, Daily, Weekly! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 9118

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Done for the day! 
 
7 trading days in a row, not one single loss! 110/110 
Account up 49.6% without any trade having a volume > 1 
 
This is closer to magic then it is to reality 
 
I encourage everyone new to this thread to read each and every post. 
Trust me, you won't regret it!! 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 1:29pm | Post# 9119

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow this is a great result! And presumably, this is working on all timeframes? 
Can you imagine the damage this would cause the monster on 4H, Daily, Weekly! 
There is only one line. That is why I believe there is a pre-determined level for eurusd 
and daily transactions around the world do not cause much deviations to this line. The 
line you see on that chart is the same for all time-frames with just +/- 1/2 pips 
deviations. 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 9120

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow this is a great result! And presumably, this is working on all timeframes? 
Can you imagine the damage this would cause the monster on 4H, Daily, Weekly! 
sent you a PM vlady! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 1:31pm | Post# 9121

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Done for the day! 7 trading days in a row, not one single loss! 110/110 Account up 
49.6% without any trade having a volume > 1 This is closer to magic then it is to reality 
I encourage everyone new to this thread to read each and every post. Trust me, you 
won't regret it!! {image} 



The ALIEN! He is not even trying to fool his broker with ONE intentional loss!  

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 9122

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}The ALIEN! He is not even trying to fool his broker with ONE intentional loss!  
and probably draw all of the brokers analysts on this thread and makes the market move 

like a wave again  

 

FX-Jay Sep 23, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 9123

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}The ALIEN! He is not even trying to fool his broker with ONE intentional loss!  

If things continue like this, I'm pretty sure my broker will be kicking me out very soon  

Or maybe switching me to some shitty server  

 

tashkent Sep 23, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 9124

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Done for the day! 7 trading days in a row, not one single loss! 110/110 Account up 
49.6% without any trade having a volume > 1 This is closer to magic then it is to reality 
I encourage everyone new to this thread to read each and every post. Trust me, you 
won't regret it!! {image} 
 

INCREDIBLE!  

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 9125

 
Seriously, I want to thank all faithful contributors. I went through hell on this forum but 
there are some people who encouraged me to continue! Today and maybe someday, we 
will all be ALIENS!!! 
 

Bye for now!   

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 9126

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} sent you a PM vlady! 
Hey Strawbale, your profile has restrictions so I couldn't reply. No worries though, there 
is an EASY answer! 
On the top of the page, next to "Reply To Thread" there is a paper lip with 1400 
attachments. 
You can find it in there, it's called Transient_Zones, Aug 20th. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 9127

 
 



Quoting Eurusdd 
Seriously, I want to thank all faithful contributors. I went through hell on this forum but 
there are some people who encouraged me to continue! Today and maybe someday, we 

will all be ALIENS!!! Bye for now!   
Chief, the ride was worth it! You're changing lives! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 9128

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Done for the day! 7 trading days in a row, not one single loss! 110/110 Account up 
49.6% without any trade having a volume > 1 This is closer to magic then it is to reality 
I encourage everyone new to this thread to read each and every post. Trust me, you 
won't regret it!! {image} 

We salute you!  

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 9129

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Strawbale, your profile has restrictions so I couldn't reply. No worries 
though, there is an EASY answer! On the top of the page, next to "Reply To Thread" 
there is a paper lip with 1400 attachments. You can find it in there, it's called 
Transient_Zones, Aug 20th. 
oh i forgot, i am subscribing to you now and if you subscribe to me too we considered 
"buddies" and we can chat. thanks a lot! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 9130

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There is only one line. That is why I believe there is a pre-determined level for 
eurusd and daily transactions around the world do not cause much deviations to this line. 
The line you see on that chart is the same for all time-frames with just +/- 1/2 pips 
deviations. 
Its these little gems that are mind blowing! 
Another one to dwell on! 
Wow! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 1:53pm | Post# 9131

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} oh i forgot, i am subscribing to you now and if you subscribe to me too we 
considered "buddies" and we can chat. thanks a lot! 
Done! 
 
I'll try and write something up on the TZ tonight for the group. 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 9132

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Done! I'll try and write something up on the TZ tonight for the group. 
cool! 



 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 9133

 
I leave you with this! This down is dying. In fact, the center of gravity for a swing to the 

up side is 1.28511. That means the next major top after this down will be above 
1.28511. Therefore, whenever eurusd goes farther below 1.28511, consider jumping in, 
with projection above 1.28511. 

 

Sciurus Sep 23, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 9134

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 
 
Wow, interesting. I like it. Looking forward to seeing more. 

 

Sciurus Sep 23, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 9135

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow this is a great result! And presumably, this is working on all timeframes? 
Can you imagine the damage this would cause the monster on 4H, Daily, Weekly! 
 
I believe the image shown is a 4H chart, but the price action is a bit different than my 
charts. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 9136

 
The beauty of this is summed up in one powerful statement - Price is 97% recurrent, 3% 
transient. 
 
That said how can you actually trade this statement? Turn it into a series of applicable 
logic. 
 
1)A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order for it to be 

declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The probability of this 

happening is 3% 
 
2)A potential TZ has a 97% probability of not becoming a true TZ, therefore it can be 

said that price is likely to move in such a way that it finds itself back at the level that 

created the potential TZ within the period of H 
 
3)From the end of the first H period it can be hypothesised that the certainty of condition 

2 being fulfilled increases as price moves along the next period H. There is however a 

caveat to this condition 
 
4)Price moves along 2 axis, condition 3 only holds true on 1 axis which is governed by H. 

The other axis is ruled by K which has not be revealed openly. 
 
*The above logics are expandable 



 
From the above we've had about 3-4 strategies developed by really smart people 
presented here. 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 9137

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I leave you with this! This down is dying. In fact, the center of gravity for a swing to the 
up side is 1.28511. That means the next major top after this down will be above 
1.28511. Therefore, whenever eurusd goes farther below 1.28511, consider jumping in, 
with projection above 1.28511. 
yay my prediction for long in the making was correct!! 

 

Sciurus Sep 23, 2014 2:16pm | Post# 9138

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} There is only one line. That is why I believe there is a pre-determined level for 
eurusd and daily transactions around the world do not cause much deviations to this line. 
The line you see on that chart is the same for all time-frames with just +/- 1/2 pips 
deviations. 
Or perhaps it is a matter of 4 banks vs 1. If one bank drives price away from the line to 
fill some orders, it will ultimately return without consensus among the banks. What are 
your thoughts on this EURUSDD? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 2:16pm | Post# 9139

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
The beauty of this is summed up in one power statement - Price is 97% recurrent, 3% 
transient. That said how can you actually trade this statement? Turn it into a series of 
applicable logic. 1)A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order 
for it to be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The 
probability of this happening is 3% 2)A potential TZ has a 97% probability of not 
becoming a true TZ, therefore it be said that price is likely to move in such a way that it 
finds itself back a the level... 

 

 

josh11 Sep 23, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 9140

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
The beauty of this is summed up in one powerful statement - Price is 97% recurrent, 3% 
transient. That said how can you actually trade this statement? Turn it into a series of 
applicable logic. 1)A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order 
for it to be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The 
probability of this happening is 3% 2)A potential TZ has a 97% probability of not 
becoming a true TZ, therefore it can be said that price is likely to move in such a way 
that it finds itself back at the... 

Wow this is a great post thank you  

 

kprsa Sep 23, 2014 2:28pm | Post# 9141

 



Quoting cfdtaleong 
3)From the end of the first H period it can be hypothesised that the certainty of condition 
2 being fulfilled increases as price moves along the next period H. There is however a 
caveat to this condition 
Please note that, while this is true, it is unwise to bet with odds of something happening 
less than 50%. 
It is thus useful to calculate the probability that the zone will be taken within h_right1 
(for example 12 hours after creation of zone) given that it hasn't been taken out during 
current h_right2 (the potential zone has, for example, been created two hours ago and 
not cleared yet). The recurrence statistics indy V3 enables you to estimate this 
probability for your h by subtracting the P(h_right1)-P(h_right2). 
 
k 

 

kprsa Sep 23, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 9142

 
In addition, one can also bet against clearing a zone (i.e. trade in the opposite direction 
and place a stop loss at the zone) for which there is a low probability of clearing. 
 
k 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 9143

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}   

Just a summary I am undeserving  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 3:10pm | Post# 9144

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Please note that, while this is true, it is unwise to bet with odds of something 
happening less than 50%. It is thus useful to calculate the probability that the zone will 
be taken within h_right1 (for example 12 hours after creation of zone) given that it 
hasn't been taken out during current h_right2 (the potential zone has, for example, been 
created two hours ago and not cleared yet). The recurrence statistics indy V3 enables 
you to estimate this probability for your h by subtracting the P(h_right1)-P(h_right2). k 
Yes! This is one very important piece of logic that I had difficulty working out. I've 
noticed that V3 has this capability so I can rest on the math for that bit. I just need to 
come at a proper understanding of how to apply those values. Its staring at me in the 
face I know. Some more chart time with V3 and I should be able to complete the logic. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 9145

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 
There is something very powerful hidden here I think. I should stare at it much 

 



GekkoJr92 Sep 23, 2014 3:18pm | Post# 9146

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, 
 
Just wanted to show a screenshot of some of my success trading the ''concepts'' delivered 
here! And I still just have opened my eyes... 
 

I want to give a special thanks to Eurusdd . It's says a lot about a person when that 
person also thinks about others regarding ones own Eureka inventions. So I just can't thank 
Eurusdd enough. You're the best teacher when it comes to hardcore probability business in 

the FX-market . 
 
- And of course also a great thanks to the rest of the people in this thread. All the 
contributions do open eyes! And those new eyes - when learned the concepts - too help 
evolving the concept to something that can be utilized. 
 

In all I'm very grateful for the ''sharing and caring'' way of thinking in this thread . 
 
Best, 
GekkoJr 

 

 

leeshindig Sep 23, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 9147

 
1 Attachment(s) 
After another ton of reading. I've come to think many have become hung up on predicting 
tops and bottoms rather than trading in the direction until similarity becomes the norm 
again. As the early days of the thread seemed to be about. Yeah, the ideas have evolved 
somewhat. But for me, it seems the beauty in this system is trading in the direction until 
similarity hits again. (or at least in the direction of the greatest current probability).. 
 



 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 9148

 
Quoting leeshindig 
After another ton of reading. I've come to think many have become hung up on 
predicting tops and bottoms rather than trading in the direction until similarity becomes 
the norm again. As the early days of the thread seemed to be about. Yeah, the ideas 
have evolved somewhat. But for me, it seems the beauty in this system is trading in the 
direction until similarity hits again. (or at least in the direction of the greatest current 
probability).. {image} 
Hey. very smart trader. you combined similarity and tTZ. Brilliant. I was going to do this 
but just like I said before "there are intelligent people here"!!! 

 

kprsa Sep 23, 2014 3:36pm | Post# 9149

 
Quoting leeshindig 
After another ton of reading. I've come to think many have become hung up on 
predicting tops and bottoms rather than trading in the direction until similarity becomes 
the norm again. As the early days of the thread seemed to be about. Yeah, the ideas 
have evolved somewhat. But for me, it seems the beauty in this system is trading in the 
direction until similarity hits again. (or at least in the direction of the greatest current 
probability).. {image} 

Great job!  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 3:41pm | Post# 9150

 
Quoting leeshindig 
After another ton of reading. I've come to think many have become hung up on 
predicting tops and bottoms rather than trading in the direction until similarity becomes 
the norm again. As the early days of the thread seemed to be about. Yeah, the ideas 
have evolved somewhat. But for me, it seems the beauty in this system is trading in the 
direction until similarity hits again. (or at least in the direction of the greatest current 
probability).. {image} 



OH! BRILLANT 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 3:42pm | Post# 9151

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Please note that, while this is true, it is unwise to bet with odds of something 
happening less than 50%. It is thus useful to calculate the probability that the zone will 
be taken within h_right1 (for example 12 hours after creation of zone) given that it 
hasn't been taken out during current h_right2 (the potential zone has, for example, been 
created two hours ago and not cleared yet). The recurrence statistics indy V3 enables 
you to estimate this probability for your h by subtracting the P(h_right1)-P(h_right2). k 
Sorry but is this the reason why V3 allows input of different h values for each side? 

 

leeshindig Sep 23, 2014 3:43pm | Post# 9152

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hey. very smart trader. you combined similarity and tTZ. Brilliant. I was going 
to do this but just like I said before "there are intelligent people here"!!! 
I wouldn't call myself intelligent. I keep things as simple as possible because I'm not! 
 
Thanks for the great thread. It's been an interesting weeks reading! 

 

kprsa Sep 23, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 9153

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Sorry but is this the reason why V3 allows input of different h values for each 
side? 
V3 did arise as the answer to this question in particular. 
I guess it is still the second most important reason; the first is to allow the general 
estimate of probabilities vs time. 
 
k 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 9154

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} I wouldn't call myself intelligent. I keep things as simple as possible because I'm 
not! Thanks for the great thread. It's been an interesting weeks reading! 
However there is a little problem because of the way the arrows are calculated in the 
code. so be a LITTLE careful in the way you combine it with similarity before a rare case 
take you out! The problem can be corrected but that will be for another time. 

 

tehO Sep 23, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 9155

 
Greeting guys, 
Im somebody new here. just manage to get to read this discussion . 
True i cant comprehend some if not most of what you guys are saying but I find the topic 
here a very interesting or different way of trading .  
I hope i can catch up with you guys soon and i just want to say thank you to the creator 
and contributors of this topic like Eurusdd , vlady , cfdtaleong , kprsa , josh and many 



more. You guys have my deepest respect. 

 

Neio Sep 23, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 9156

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 
Looks Great Eurusdd, 
 
As there are 14 conditions that need to be met and 2 months of work none of us will get 
anywhere near this type of indicator. Would it be possible to share or even just provide a 
hint at some of the conditions that you are looking for? 
 
You have provided us with so much already so I understand if you do not wish to divulge 
anything further but many of us are keen to learn more and develop further. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 9157

 
1 Attachment(s) 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. 
Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in this thread. 
 
Transient Zones.pdf  

 

Neio Sep 23, 2014 4:49pm | Post# 9158

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Looks Great Eurusdd, As there are 14 conditions that need to be met and 2 
months of work none of us will get anywhere near this type of indicator. Would it be 
possible to share or even just provide a hint at some of the conditions that you are 
looking for? You have provided us with so much already so I understand if you do not 
wish to divulge anything further but many of us are keen to learn more and develop 
further. Regards Neio 
 
My current thinking is that one of the conditions may be tied to the 50 level on the stoch. 
 
Reason for my thinking this is that as you showed stoch can be configured to mirror price 
for a high percentage of the time. With the right setting I noticed that Stoch likes to 
return to 50. So this could be a good attraction point. Obviously this level reflects 
different prices if the market is trending past previous swing points. 
 
Just an observation I have made and continuing to look into to see if it has some merit. 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 9159



 
Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 
excellent very informative thank you! 

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 9160

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My current thinking is that one of the conditions may be tied to the 50 level on 
the stoch. Reason for my thinking this is that as you showed stoch can be configured to 
mirror price for a high percentage of the time. With the right setting I noticed that Stoch 
likes to return to 50. So this could be a good attraction point. Obviously this level reflects 
different prices if the market is trending past previous swing points. Just an observation I 
have made and continuing to look into to see if it has some merit. 

i can confirm that noticed it too  

 

Neio Sep 23, 2014 4:59pm | Post# 9161

 
Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 
Nice work Vlady! Never really looked at uneven zones....might be another weapon to add 
to the trading arsenal! 

 

josh11 Sep 23, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 9162

 
Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 

Thank you mate  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 5:01pm | Post# 9163

 
Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 

Printed out, full colour, high res paper, coffee and quite corner to read it  

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 5:01pm | Post# 9164

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Looks Great Eurusdd, As there are 14 conditions that need to be met and 2 
months of work none of us will get anywhere near this type of indicator. Would it be 
possible to share or even just provide a hint at some of the conditions that you are 
looking for? You have provided us with so much already so I understand if you do not 



wish to divulge anything further but many of us are keen to learn more and develop 
further. Regards Neio 
Most important condition. The arrows SHOULD not repaint!!!!! 
 
That one was stated very very clearly! 

 

Neio Sep 23, 2014 5:02pm | Post# 9165

 

Quoting Strawbale 

{quote} i can confirm that noticed it too  
In fact on one of my time frames the level that Eurusdd called earlier 1.2857 was 
equivalent to the 50 level on my stoch. 

 

burnssss Sep 23, 2014 5:04pm | Post# 9166

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Very good document Vlady. 
It is convenient to continue naming "k", but now we have not considered. 
"k" tells us if "h" is correct. Whereupon, it is a lot of information. 
"k" is an integer, and in probability is called the "mean hitting times". 
I think "k" are the points you get when you have calculated the probability of "h". 
Then, using "h" and "k" are probabilistic measures without using an external sample data? 
If you have a data sample of "x" years, you have the probabilities of each string, then it is 
possible to "h" and calculate "k" and get an approximation of the time it's going to hit a 
certain level. But how to do this with indicators? 

 
That said, it's a way to lock the price. "k" is referred to time and "h" refers to certain levels. 
We have to note that we have no absorbent states. 

 



Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 9167

 
Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 
agree. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 5:15pm | Post# 9168

 
Quoting burnssss 
Very good document Vlady. It is convenient to continue naming "k", but now we have not 
considered. "k" tells us if "h" is correct. Whereupon, it is a lot of information. "k" is an 
integer, and in probability is called the "mean hitting times". I think "k" are the points 
you get when you have calculated the probability of "h". Then, using "h" and "k" are 
probabilistic measures without using an external sample data? If you have a data sample 
of "x" years, you have the probabilities of each string, then it is possible to "h" and 
calculate "k" and get... 
There are ways to get huge profits with TZ burnsss and already a lot of people are 
showing it here. I will not create no losses on a real account though! I will make it look 
human.... 

 

burnssss Sep 23, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 9169

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}There are ways to get huge profits with TZ burnsss and already a lot of people 
are showing it here. I will not create no losses on a real account though! I will make it 
look human.... 
Eurusdd thank you very much for your answer.  
Just trying to understand another concept. I love the chance and I like its proper 
implementation. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 9170

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Eurusdd thank you very much for your answer. Just trying to understand 
another concept. I love the chance and I like its proper implementation. 
All you need to win is this simple statement: 
 
There is a minimum value for h for which >97% of prices are h-recurrent!!! 
 
That is all. Take your 5 min/1min chart and just look!!! How you make money using that 
information is for you to decide! Many people have found their levels and are ok. 
Numbers don't lie!!! If the market wants to beat this law/theorem, they will have to 
make most prices transient which will make the market beatable or less random. So, the 
market is in favor of recurrent prices. The more of these and just a few transient prices 
to get you, the better or more random the market will look. All you have to do is avoid 
those few moments!. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 5:48pm | Post# 9171

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}All you need to win is this simple statement: There is a minimum value for h 
for which >97% of prices are h-recurrent!!! That is all. Take your 5 min/1min chart 
and just look!!! How you make money using that information is for you to decide! Many 
people have found their level and are ok. 
Hey Chief, 
I actually think this is a better statement to focus on than finding the optimum value of 
h. 
I am sure there is a pure mathematical answer for finding the minimum that gives > 
97%... but then just doing the experiment on: 
 
1M: 
1=unusable and unreadable 
2=same 
3=same 
4=better but still cluttered 
5=starts to get clearer 
6=starting to see distinct points of entry/exit.... so, in an unscientific way but practical 
eyeballing way... I'd say 6. because if I can't read it, then I can't trade it. 
 
5M 
1=doesn't appear on chart 
2=not as bad as 1M, shows distinct zones but still too cluttered 
3=still cluttered 
4=starting to be clearer 
5=this is okay, but not for my tastes 
6=this is the best setting as there is a better distinction between tops/bottoms and mids. 
 
So purely on personal taste, readability and comprehension - I would say minimum 
setting of 6 for the 1M and 5M. 
I would imagine that each timeframe will have its own minimum setting aligned to 
personal taste. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 5:51pm | Post# 9172

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Chief, I actually think this is a better statement to focus on than finding the 
optimum value of h. I am sure there is a pure mathematical answer for finding the 
minimum that gives > 97%... but then just doing the experiment on: 1M: 1=unusable 
and unreadable 2=same 3=same 4=better but still cluttered 5=starts to get clearer 
6=starting to see distinct points of entry/exit.... so, in an unscientific way but practical 
eyeballing way... I'd say 6. because if I can't read it, then I can't trade it. 5M 1=doesn't 
appear on chart 2=not as bad... 
You are right VLADY1974. You can set the bar higher for more accuracy and that is the 
power of TZ. Each to his level of tolerance! 

 

burnssss Sep 23, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 9173

 
Thank you for this clarification @Eurusdd and @Vlady. 
The general and therefore most important concept that I get is that the market is 
random therefore, most of the time is recurrent. Get transient areas and avoid them. 
I prefer to get concepts, not systems. The concept provides me information my enemy. 
Knowing the nature of an event produces a range of possibilities. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 6:06pm | Post# 9174

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just looking at the charts for tomorrow, attached is the 15M view.  
Interesting recent price action.... based on observing the uneven transient zones, should go 
up. 

 

 

jusiur Sep 23, 2014 6:15pm | Post# 9175

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I got this. 480 corresponds to one month H1 bars, that's my ignorant interpretation of k, but 

is still greater than 97%. am I completely out of focus?  

 

 



Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 9176

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just looking at the charts for tomorrow, attached is the 15M view. Interesting recent 
price action.... based on observing the uneven transient zones, should go up. {image} 
bit of old school but head and shoulders broken neckline still not retested (lol) 

 

vlady1974 Sep 23, 2014 6:32pm | Post# 9177

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} bit of old school but head and shoulders broken neckline still not retested (lol) 
The funny thing is, I did notice that! LOL 
What would be funnier is if the UTZ theory holds true and the guys at the EU thread will 
still be calling Heads & Shoulders tomorrow. 

 

Pigh77 Sep 23, 2014 6:42pm | Post# 9178

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} If things continue like this, I'm pretty sure my broker will be kicking me out very 

soon Or maybe switching me to some shitty server  

mmm or copying your trades in 1000 accounts  

 

Strawbale Sep 23, 2014 6:42pm | Post# 9179

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The funny thing is, I did notice that! LOL What would be funnier is if the UTZ 
theory holds true and the guys at the EU thread will still be calling Heads & Shoulders 
tomorrow. 
i think it will hold true. bias are starting to change. we are near a minimum 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 23, 2014 6:56pm | Post# 9180

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just looking at the charts for tomorrow, attached is the 15M view. Interesting recent 
price action.... based on observing the uneven transient zones, should go up. {image} 
I agree. If an even tz forms or start forming along the move we can target the top 
uneven tz with more confidence (unverified). I'd also suggest using only formed TZs on 
the lower TFs. The higher ones we begin analysis once the LTZ forms to maximise 
opportunities 

 

giovanni4000 Sep 23, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 9181

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just looking at the charts for tomorrow, attached is the 15M view. Interesting recent 
price action.... based on observing the uneven transient zones, should go up. {image} 
Thank you very much mate. Now the risk becomes smaller ..... 
About the h, is there a rule that for smaller TF, h must be bigger ? 
Edit: 
I mean @smaller TF, h must be bigger, so for bigger TF h is smaller. 



 

Eurusdd Sep 23, 2014 8:50pm | Post# 9182

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Just looking at the charts for tomorrow, attached is the 15M view. Interesting recent 
price action.... based on observing the uneven transient zones, should go up. {image} 
Vlady1974 by definition of transient zones, the one in-between ... will always be even! So 
you will only have uneven at the extremes 

 

ephisi Sep 23, 2014 9:17pm | Post# 9183

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote}The ALIEN! He is not even trying to fool his broker with ONE intentional loss!  
i thought so too. we are supposed to intentionally loose a few trades to show we are still 
human 

 

elen21168 Sep 23, 2014 11:25pm | Post# 9184

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Vlady1974 by definition of transient zones, the one in-between ... will always be 
even! So you will only have uneven at the extremes 
Thanks Eurusdd, good posts. will try it. 

 

elen21168 Sep 24, 2014 12:04am | Post# 9185

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 
number!!! As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! 
Once the arrow color went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!! The 14 
conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!{image} He will be done 
with final product in 2 months!!! 
May we know the 14 conditions, what are they ? If and only if it is no problem for public 

consume ...  
Thanks 
 
Edit: 
Just read some last pages, and found this : 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...64#post7757364 
Hm... i can understand it, i think it is not for public. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 24, 2014 12:42am | Post# 9186

 
I feel like I'm in the wrong timezone. And I'm certainly in the wrong job. Wish I could 

spend as much time as you guys on this stuff.  

 

orid Sep 24, 2014 12:43am | Post# 9187

 
magic happening here thanks to all you clever people we will overtake Eurusd very soon 
at this rate lol. (never happen ) 



its great that people are sharing all this  
Many thanks to you all. 
love that PDF . Vlady 
Regards Orid peter 

 

pedma Sep 24, 2014 12:54am | Post# 9188

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
I feel like I'm in the wrong timezone. And I'm certainly in the wrong job. Wish I could 

spend as much time as you guys on this stuff.  

+1 . i hope can be a full trader some day  

Quoting orid 
magic happening here thanks to all you clever people we will overtake Eurusd very soon 
at this rate lol. (never happen ) its great that people are sharing all this Many thanks to 
you all. love that PDF . Vlady Regards Orid peter 
Yes, i love this thread. There are so many good traders here, and they have good heart. I 
learned much from this thread. 

Thanks a lot Eurusdd and all of members here for your contributions  
 
--- 
I am looking for a short to touch my zone @2828 - 2833. 
Edit: 
2844 will be hit almost surely. Then i will look for next lower target around 2832. 

 

Neio Sep 24, 2014 1:07am | Post# 9189

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} My current thinking is that one of the conditions may be tied to the 50 level on the 
stoch. Reason for my thinking this is that as you showed stoch can be configured to mirror 
price for a high percentage of the time. With the right setting I noticed that Stoch likes to 
return to 50. So this could be a good attraction point. Obviously this level reflects different 
prices if the market is trending past previous swing points. Just an observation I have made 
and continuing to look into to see if it has some merit. 
 
Here is a picture of a chart to show the observation... 
 
...look how with the right stoch setting you can match the 50 levels to the key prices where 
the market will not tend to close more than 40 pips away before returning.... 
 



 

 

ravs_avs Sep 24, 2014 1:08am | Post# 9190

 
Hi to all most valued members of this thread. And a heartfelt thank you to EURUSDD for 
his generosity in sharing the wealth of priceless information all over the thread. 
 
I have been a mute spectator till now, trying to grasp the ideas and adapt them in my 
trading. I have read this thread from the beginning and from what I understand the TZ 
concept is very important concept but the main idea is still to use the principles of 
similarity. The fundamental idea still remains the same that is the price will flow in such a 
direction so that it can restore similarity(at points of dissimilarity). 
 
One thing that I would like to draw everybody's attention is towards using TZ concept in 
MTF. As their has not been much discussion on this topic and I feel this can help us a lot. 
 
So here is a draft of what I think can be of value - EURUSDD always gives the analogy of 
price flowing like water with a determined path in its mind. Consider this: 
- put a Transient indi with your optimal h value on 1m tf 
- put another Transient indi with 5h value on 1m tf. This time h value is the optimal h 
value from 5m tf 
- put another Transient indi with 15h value on 1m tf. This time h value is the optimal h 
value from 15m tf 
- put another Transient indi with 60h value on 1m tf. This time h value is the optimal h 
value from 60m tf 
- put another Transient indi with 240h value on 1m tf. This time h value is the optimal h 
value from 240m tf 
 
Now when all these indi show a potential TZ then the probability of that TZ being a true 
TZ is the highest. Treat that potential TZ as a true TZ. 
I have not done much analysis but I think price should move between these TZs(where 
all TZs coincide). 
This concept also relate to EURUSDD's analogy of price following a determined path and 
flowing like water. Price wants to achieve similarity between all TFs. If it is not in 
harmony with all TFs then it will move in such a direction so that this can be achieved. 



And it will take the easiest route with least friction(you can also think of potential TZs as 
magnets that attract price) 
 
I have not tested this but I think this is an important concept. Please share your views on 
this and if it seems to be completely off-topic and irrelevant just ignore it. 
 
Regards, 
Rav 

 

Neio Sep 24, 2014 1:25am | Post# 9191

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Here is a picture of a chart to show the observation... ...look how with the right 
stoch setting you can match the 50 levels to the key prices where the market will not 
tend to close more than 40 pips away before returning.... {image} 
 
My theory is this.... 
 
 
Eurusdd showed us that STOCH can be configured to mirror price for a high percentage 
of the time. So if we say STOCH = Price, then what level on a STOCH would be a logical 
place where it always has to pass through or has a high chance or returning too? 

 

Neio Sep 24, 2014 2:56am | Post# 9192

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
Hi to all most valued members of this thread. And a heartfelt thank you to EURUSDD for 
his generosity in sharing the wealth of priceless information all over the thread. I have 
been a mute spectator till now, trying to grasp the ideas and adapt them in my trading. I 
have read this thread from the beginning and from what I understand the TZ concept is 
very important concept but the main idea is still to use the principles of similarity. The 
fundamental idea still remains the same that is the price will flow in such a direction so 
that it can restore... 
 
Hi Rav, 
 
I don't want your contribution to go unnoticed or without comment as it takes a lot of 
effort to share ideas. So I appreciate your contribution. I think you make a good 
point....I think it is the complexity of considering all timeframes that can put people off 
and I am not sure that the indicators we currently have are geared to show this at the 
moment. 
 
For me personally I can see enough opportunities by focusing on one timeframe....but I 
do switch between others to try and make a correlation. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 24, 2014 3:11am | Post# 9193

 
Hey guys, 
 



still a little confused. do we still look for a similarity after a DS and long/short towards 
the DS? what if the DS is a few hours away? 

 

ravs_avs Sep 24, 2014 3:34am | Post# 9194

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Rav, I don't want your contribution to go unnoticed or without comment as it 
takes a lot of effort to share ideas. So I appreciate your contribution. I think you make a 
good point....I think it is the complexity of considering all timeframes that can put people 
off and I am not sure that the indicators we currently have are geared to show this at the 
moment. For me personally I can see enough opportunities by focusing on one 
timeframe....but I do switch between others to try and make a correlation. Regards Neio 
Thanks for the comment Neio. Really appreciate it. 

 

ravs_avs Sep 24, 2014 3:46am | Post# 9195

 
Subscribed to FX-Jay 

I really like FX-Jay's trading results.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 4:06am | Post# 9196

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
One thing that I would like to draw everybody's attention is towards using TZ concept in 
MTF. As their has not been much discussion on this topic and I feel this can help us a lot. 
Rav 
This is quite a good post and is an excellent reminder to always check or cross reference 
against all time frames. 
Higher TFs beat smaller TFs. 
 
Dissimilarity / Similarity is both a period of time and a set of Price Levels just like a TZ. 
It's created from a price bar HI/Lo. 
it won't give you an exact "plan" of how to trade it. You could trade away from it or 
towards it depending on timeframe. 
 
TZ is a little more refined because of its focus on price. Combining both is powerful. 
Also, Sim/DS can be expressed on many indicators and styles. Eg. I use ZZBB Method. 
When it gives a signal and TZ gives a signal in same direction, I WILL make money. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 4:35am | Post# 9197

 
Wow I think my eye may have just been opened about this concept!! 
 

Need to test but OMG!!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 4:46am | Post# 9198

 
Long @ 2850.1 
5M, aggressive, with h=6. There is another h @ 12 which has a lower TZ at 2840. 

 



killerno Sep 24, 2014 4:51am | Post# 9199

 
Quoting josh11 

Wow I think my eye may have just been opened about this concept!! Need to test but 
OMG!!! 

Hi josh11, good the hear it  So you have an EUR/EKA moment  would you mind to 

tell us which post opened your eyes? (at least one of the last posts ) 

probably I see something too  
 
Thanks 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 4:58am | Post# 9200

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Long @ 2850.1 5M, aggressive, with h=6. There is another h @ 12 which 
has a lower TZ at 2840. 

I am long for testing at the moment. 
 

Lets see  

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 4:59am | Post# 9201

 
Quoting killerno 

{quote} Hi josh11, good the hear it  So you have an EUR/EKA moment  would you 

mind to tell us which post opened your eyes? (at least one of the last posts ) probably 

I see something too  Thanks 
Its just an Idea but its all the recent post about TZ but looking at it differently I could be 

very wrong so will test first  

 

killerno Sep 24, 2014 5:07am | Post# 9202

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Its just an Idea but its all the recent post about TZ but looking at it differently I 

could be very wrong so will test first  

okay, thanks. hope you get success!!  
 
regards 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 5:13am | Post# 9203

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Long @ 2850.1 5M, aggressive, with h=6. There is another h @ 12 which has a lower TZ 
at 2840. 
Yeah, that move was a tad too aggressive. Probably less to do with technical setup and 
more to do with me being at work. 
I've added at 46. 
 
The higher lows are the 'naked' effects of the uneven transient zones. 



So if the theory holds, 2840 shouldn't be taken out.  
However, the last TZ on the 5M is actually a top... so I was pre-empting (not good). 
 
I'm doing this live so I can map out the entire experience, warts and all.  
Demo is different... I've done it and I tend not to care.... so it's not a true reflection of 
me. LOL 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 5:18am | Post# 9204

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, that move was a tad too aggressive. Probably less to do with technical 
setup and more to do with me being at work. I've added at 46. The higher lows are the 
'naked' effects of the uneven transient zones. So if the theory holds, 2840 shouldn't be 
taken out. However, the last TZ on the 5M is actually a top... so I was pre-empting (not 
good). I'm doing this live so I can map out the entire experience, warts and all. Demo is 
different... I've done it and I tend not to care.... so it's not a true reflection of me. LOL 
NO. EURUSD is going below 1.28385. Now, since you love ZZ bollinger band, Let me help 
you with a perfect system calls. put BB 32, SD = 2 on your 1min chart. and pay attention 
to the calls I will make. 
 
Your ZZ should be 32-1-1 

 

burnssss Sep 24, 2014 5:27am | Post# 9205

 
maybe 2857?  
 
Sorry, i think that i see the movement 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 5:31am | Post# 9206

 
The next leg of the 32-1-1 zz pointing downward will be below 1.28385 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 5:31am | Post# 9207

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah, that move was a tad too aggressive. Probably less to do with technical 
setup and more to do with me being at work. I've added at 46. The higher lows are the 
'naked' effects of the uneven transient zones. So if the theory holds, 2840 shouldn't be 
taken out. However, the last TZ on the 5M is actually a top... so I was pre-empting (not 
good). I'm doing this live so I can map out the entire experience, warts and all. Demo is 
different... I've done it and I tend not to care.... so it's not a true reflection of me. LOL 
Okay that bounce did work off one small TZ... but the cost of that experiment was -6 
pips. 
 
I'm listening now Chief..... emails dealt with, phone on hold. LOL 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 5:32am | Post# 9208

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}NO. EURUSD is going below 1.28385. Now, since you love ZZ bollinger band, Let 



me help you with a perfect system calls. put BB 32, SD = 2 on your 1min chart. and pay 
attention to the calls I will make. Your ZZ should be 32-1-1 
This is a change! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 5:34am | Post# 9209

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The next leg of the 32-1-1 zz pointing downward will be below 1.28385 
On the 1M I can see that clearly! 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 5:35am | Post# 9210

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is a change! 
The change from 24 to 32 seems to have made the band wider in some places? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 5:37am | Post# 9211

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} On the 1M I can see that clearly! {image} 

ok now wait for hit 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 5:38am | Post# 9212

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The change from 24 to 32 seems to have made the band wider in some places? 
don't worry. i just chose a random number for a quick trade. one that can happen quickly 
for all to see. 

 



burnssss Sep 24, 2014 5:46am | Post# 9213

 
Questions:  
If price is an upward path, but the BB stays flat at the bottom, then that point is fixed 
and "no" repaints? 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 6:15am | Post# 9214

 
1.2823 im seeing it 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 6:19am | Post# 9215

 
Quoting Strawbale 
1.2823 im seeing it 
I am suspecting that this will be a huge double bottom. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 6:22am | Post# 9216

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I am suspecting that this will be a huge double bottom. 

I am with U  

 

yuxuan89 Sep 24, 2014 6:26am | Post# 9217

 
anyone on a long for eurusd? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 6:26am | Post# 9218

 
double bottom, triple bottom, many bottoms, all I know is that there will be a new 

bottom!  

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 6:26am | Post# 9219

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
anyone on a long for eurusd? 

not yet waiting for trigger 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 6:28am | Post# 9220

 
My bias is mildly changing. I am still bearish all the way to 1.25 and beyond. 
But the short term weekly, to me, seems to be confirming a Wave 4 retrace with some 
magnitude to it. could be 100-200-300 pips. 
 
I'm not say it needs to be, just that it makes sense for it to be if we are to see sub 2700 
prices. Because those who are short, want that kind of movement to make millions. 
Shorting from 3000,3100 all the way to 1.21 as I've seen forecasts go... that's 1000 



pips. Why would it just drop after consolidation for a mere 800 which was the move from 
May? 
 
So to me, the "bullish" behaviour is a sign for Longs... but not in a Bull way, where the 
target is 1.4. No. It's a Wave 4 Elliot Wave retracement. For those who are not familiar, 
there are 5 waves in Elliot Wave. The 3rd wave is almost always the Longest..... hello!!! 
This long leg since June is that 3rd wave. In order to get to the 5th Wave.... which can 
be just as long as the 3rd.... needs a 4th wave. Some commentators say that it needs to 
be a sharp, steep height..... kind of like pulling that bow and arrow for the final shot.....  
 
Hence why a retrace to 1.29, 1.3, 1.31 is not unrealistic at all. Need to think like a 
gazzillionaire in order to understand that they want 1000+ pips... not peasley 200-300 
pips. It's a different way of thinking. 
 
Just saying. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 6:28am | Post# 9221

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
double bottom, triple bottom, many bottoms, all I know is that there will be a new 

bottom!  
As long as it's a SEXY BOTTOM, I don't care.  
 
Baby got BACK!!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 6:29am | Post# 9222

 
Quoting Strawbale 

{quote} not yet waiting for trigger 
Yeah.... don't do what I did this morning! Pffft! LOL. 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 6:33am | Post# 9223

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yeah.... don't do what I did this morning! Pffft! LOL. 
haha 

 

Bartleby Sep 24, 2014 7:06am | Post# 9224

 
woooo saw that zz above 1.28475 before it happened  
hopefully i will slowly get where so many people in here are already 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 7:19am | Post# 9225

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}NO. EURUSD is going below 1.28385. Now, since you love ZZ bollinger band, 
Let me help you with a perfect system calls. put BB 32, SD = 2 on your 1min chart. and 
pay attention to the calls I will make. Your ZZ should be 32-1-1 
Monster Destroyed! 
 



Thanks Chief! Awesomeness as usual. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:19am | Post# 9226

 
Ok now that important low just formed!!! 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 7:20am | Post# 9227

 
the time has almost come! 

 

jurn_e Sep 24, 2014 7:20am | Post# 9228

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
double bottom, triple bottom, many bottoms, all I know is that there will be a new 

bottom!  
i still cant get the idea of TZ and how to trade them. so i am following u blindly. made 
10pips by shorting EU 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:22am | Post# 9229

 
Quoting jurn_e 
{quote} i still cant get the idea of TZ and how to trade them. so i am following u blindly. 
made 10pips by shorting EU 

In the world of the blind, the one-eye guy is king!!!   

 

Robertk Sep 24, 2014 7:22am | Post# 9230

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok now that important low just formed!!! 

1.28260 in my book first for today/next hour(s) lets see 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 7:23am | Post# 9231

 
12834- 12816 is my zone for long  

 

Bartleby Sep 24, 2014 7:24am | Post# 9232

 
anyone seeing the next 1m zz leg up above 1.28403? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:27am | Post# 9233

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Monster Destroyed! Thanks Chief! Awesomeness as usual. 
You are welcomed, partner!!! Coast is clear!  
 



I can't believe there are monsters alive in the 21st century! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:29am | Post# 9234

 
Quoting Bartleby 
anyone seeing the next 1m zz leg up above 1.28403? 
exactly, i was just going to post that!!! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 7:30am | Post# 9235

 
Quoting Bartleby 
anyone seeing the next 1m zz leg up above 1.28403? 

 
 
On my 1M, the middle Bollinger (still set to 32) is 2839.... so anything above that will be 
bullish towards the next ZZLeg. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:34am | Post# 9236

 
1.28360 cannot be a transient price at 32 so it will .... 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 24, 2014 7:41am | Post# 9237

 
ok really confused, what should i be looking out for? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 7:42am | Post# 9238

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
ok really confused, what should i be looking out for? 
recurrent prices, that is if you choose to go the TZ way! 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 7:46am | Post# 9239

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
ok really confused, what should i be looking out for? 
page 458 on the bottom read vlady's pdf file, should inform you a bit 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 7:49am | Post# 9240

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
ok really confused, what should i be looking out for? 
Yux, I know you've got a bit to catch up on. 
But this really relies on you being able to firstly take a view of the market, of EURUSD 
just on a chart. 
Forget everything you've read as I know you are currently on information overload. 
You need to get back to basics because this stuff isn't for beginner traders.... it enhances 
trader's styles. 
 



Firstly, determine the trend on the naked chart... in whatever method you use. 
 
Second, just pick one strategy and focus on that only. You may need to ignore the thread 
and just focus on this. I know you were looking at Similarity first. Perhaps you should 
look at Transient Prices and then merge with Similarity later. With TZ, it's quick and can 
be done from 1M through to larger tfs. 
 
But whatever you do... focus on one at a time. You asked me before how to relate DS to 
TZ.... the answer could make a whole new thread. So, better to focus on one. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 7:57am | Post# 9241

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
ok really confused, what should i be looking out for? 
I usually have 2 charts open. They are usually a fractal of each other. 
Eg. 15M on the left, 5M chart on the right. 1H on the left, 15M on the right. 
 
This way, if I am looking at TZ then I can see whether a TZ is forming at the same times 
on both timeframes.  
TZs will always form alot quicker on smaller timeframes... so when they're both in sync, 
it's more powerful. 
 
============== 
 
With Similarity... i'm guessing from your questions to me that you are wanting to relate it 
quickly to Long or Short. 
If you want to do this, investigate the CI method. This has been good for Orid Peter. He 
then combined it with TZ... voila... Cha Ching. 
The CI method gives you signals that can be trade triggers. Study up on it. 
 
If you go down the ZZBB method, then there's a whole bunch of things you need to look 
out for - really requires that you know how to trade already. 
If you use Ralome's indicator... that's a whole new ballgame, graduate level if you like. 
 
============== 
 
Apologies: don't want to confuse you... Want to guide you towards simplicity.... before 
dissimilarity. LOL 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 8:13am | Post# 9242

 
1.2830 is the new center of gravity for a swing to the next top! so below that 

number is a chance to buy. it will be recurrent. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 8:16am | Post# 9243

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2830 is the new center of gravity for a swing to the next top! so below that number is 
a chance to buy. it will be recurrent. 

 
 
I think I found something today mate, I need to test properly but think now I can 



understand the timing aspect of it.... 
 

Thank you again for all the hard work, I have learnt so much from you from the begin  
 

 

 

pedma Sep 24, 2014 8:16am | Post# 9244

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1.2830 is the new center of gravity for a swing to the next top! so below that number is 
a chance to buy. it will be recurrent. 
Noted. Thanks boss. 

Quoting pedma 

{quote} +1 . i hope can be a full trader some day {quote} Yes, i love 
this thread. There are so many good traders here, and they have good 
heart. I learned much from this thread. Thanks a lot Eurusdd and all of 

members here for your contributions --- I am looking for a short to 
touch my zone @2828 - 2833. Edit: 2844 will be hit almost surely. Then i 
will look for next lower target around 2832. 

Done. Really great concept Eurusdd, thank you  

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 8:23am | Post# 9245

 
1.2840 shd be first target! 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 8:24am | Post# 9246

 
I believe we are very close to low!  
 
New theory lets see... 

 

Robertk Sep 24, 2014 8:26am | Post# 9247

 
Quoting Robertk 

{quote} 1.28260 in my book first for today/next hour(s) lets see 
Level reached. Long from here and out of office for the remainder. 

 

orid Sep 24, 2014 8:28am | Post# 9248

 
is it possible it will correct that old dis zone on the daily from july 2013 I mentioned 2750 
couple days ago that was what I refered to ? 
RegardsOrid peter 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 8:32am | Post# 9249

 
Quoting orid 



is it possible it will correct that old dis zone on the daily from july 2013 I mentioned 2750 
couple days ago that was what I refered to ? RegardsOrid peter 
cant see a problem there 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9250

 
Quoting josh11 
I believe we are very close to low! New theory lets see... 
I do not know your theory but you have my support! 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 8:42am | Post# 9251

 
like I said 1.2830 is 32-recurrent, so expect it to be hit many times 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 8:44am | Post# 9252

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I do not know your theory but you have my support! 
Does this make any sense to you... 
 
Don't know if these calculation are right might need adjusting but for next 24hrs this low 
should hold? 
 
This is an experiment pls don't follow anyone Thanks 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 8:46am | Post# 9253

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Does this make any sense to you... Don't know if these calculation are right 
might need adjusting but for next 24hrs this low should hold? 
Eh Prof. Josh11, you must be sitting on something. Bold call ooh. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 8:48am | Post# 9254

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Eh Prof. Josh11, you must be sitting on something. Bold call ooh. 
To be honest I could be completely wrong but at less I will be remembered of this if it 

hold true, Time will tell  

 

NorthTrader Sep 24, 2014 8:55am | Post# 9255

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
like I said 1.2830 is 32-recurrent, so expect it to be hit many times 
Errr, what does "32-recurrent" mean !? 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9256

 



it is heading to 1.27 
nothing will make me buy this until then. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 9:01am | Post# 9257

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Errr, what does "32-recurrent" mean !? 
forget the 32. just note, that number will be hit a number of times 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 9:08am | Post# 9258

 
1 Attachment(s) 
you do not need anything. all you have to do is look at the chart for 2 seconds, nothing else. 

 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 9:08am | Post# 9259

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Does this make any sense to you... Don't know if these calculation are right 
might need adjusting but for next 24hrs this low should hold? This is an experiment pls 
don't follow anyone Thanks 

Ok that didn't wrk but I think I am on to something need some time  

 

kprsa Sep 24, 2014 9:10am | Post# 9260



 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Don't know if these calculation are right might need adjusting but for next 24hrs 
this low should hold? 
Hi Josh, I think I roughly know what you're doing. The problem is that it is very tricky 
business to calculate absolute tops and bottoms. For example, this EURUSD bottom is a 
bottom on 1 minute time scale but also on the monthly scale, so the low TF statistics 
data simply do not suffice. I.e., one needs to use all the relevant timescales to predict 
something of this sort. 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 9:10am | Post# 9261

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this is what happened while i was typing my previous post. 
anyway, good luck people with trading.... 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 9:10am | Post# 9262

 
Quoting tashkent 
it is heading to 1.27 nothing will make me buy this until then. 
bold prediction too because there is a center for a swing! 

 

ephisi Sep 24, 2014 9:16am | Post# 9263

 



Trade what you see . you might be right 

 

ephisi Sep 24, 2014 9:18am | Post# 9264

 
Quoting ephisi 

Trade what you see . you might be right 
1.2700 should hold. Based on previous price action 

 

orid Sep 24, 2014 9:19am | Post# 9265

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Eurusd could be headed to clear this old zone no ? 

 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 9:23am | Post# 9266

 
for me nothing has changed. like i said, price below 1.2830 is a change to buy. to more 
down mean more pips cause 1.2830 is a center. Nothing changed! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 9:36am | Post# 9267

 
I have a number 2788 reached. 
The next one is 2762 

 

ephisi Sep 24, 2014 9:37am | Post# 9268

 
she broke, lol. seems like my 1.2750 wants to hit today. though i said 29th latest. 
between fx-jay who ignored me because i disagreed that eurusdd would not do 1.2999. 
We disagrre to agree and agree to disagree as members of a forum 



PRIDE COMES BEFORE A FALL  

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 9:39am | Post# 9269

 
Center of gravity means when this down ends, the next major top will be above 1.2830. 
So just more pips for taking! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 9:41am | Post# 9270

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Center of gravity means when this down ends, the next major top will be above 1.2830. 
So just more pips for taking! 
Question: is the 40 pip deviation still valid from this? ie. 2790 now... so therefore she 
should pause here? 

 

mario777 Sep 24, 2014 9:41am | Post# 9271

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} oh no!! Im still down. My target is 1.2780 {image} 

just a few pip to hit my target! looking for buy from now on  

 



 

burnssss Sep 24, 2014 9:42am | Post# 9272

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Center of gravity means when this down ends, the next major top will be above 1.2830. 
So just more pips for taking! 
I'm agree with you, although I think a stop for me in 2817.  
It is an opinion, I'm not sure. 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 9:45am | Post# 9273

 
the range starts. play zone is from 1.2885 to MAX 1.2930. time for quick scalps. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 9:46am | Post# 9274

 
Quoting tashkent 
the range starts. play zone is from 1.2885 to MAX 1.2930. time for quick scalps. 
This is exactly what I've just started doing. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 9:50am | Post# 9275

 
Thanks Chief  

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 9:51am | Post# 9276

 
Just hit another zone at 1.2785-12750 this is a strong Zone  

 

Bartleby Sep 24, 2014 9:53am | Post# 9277

 
hmm my projection of 1.28403 failed miserably.. if this is going a predetermined way 
there must be something i didn´t saw.. damn ^^ 
..that were nice minutes where i thought i understood something.. back to the desk i 
think 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 9:53am | Post# 9278

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is exactly what I've just started doing. 
eu will have selling pressure for some time so not expecting sharp bounces. 
do you trade other pairs too? i am watching the cable and seeing a few interesting 
things. 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 10:02am | Post# 9279

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Question: is the 40 pip deviation still valid from this? ie. 2790 now... so 
therefore she should pause here? 



50 pips on either side. top will be above 1.2830 in this case. we are still in 1 h4r bar. 

 

mario777 Sep 24, 2014 10:03am | Post# 9280

 
I think it should go down more pips and should hit 1.2698  

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 10:11am | Post# 9281

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} eu will have selling pressure for some time so not expecting sharp bounces. do 
you trade other pairs too? i am watching the cable and seeing a few interesting things. 
I do when I can... but dependent on time. I'll check out Cable! Thx for the heads up! 

 

feline207 Sep 24, 2014 10:16am | Post# 9282

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Could not resist , sorry  

 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 10:18am | Post# 9283

 
still not done? 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 24, 2014 10:19am | Post# 9284

 
Quoting feline207 

Could not resist , sorry {image} 

yup got caught in that still learning 

 

ephisi Sep 24, 2014 10:31am | Post# 9285

 
I just realized i have wasted so much time trading eurusd during no direction days when 
other pairs are making pips easily. in usdcad today. easy pips. whenever eurusd starts its 
20pips range, i will trade other pairs. 



 
 
 
what you loyal eurusd peeps think 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 11:01am | Post# 9286

 
the next top will be above 1.2830. that will take time but happen. this leg down will lead 
to a leg above 1.2830 

 

burnssss Sep 24, 2014 11:06am | Post# 9287

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
the next top will be above 1.2830. that will take time but happen. this leg down will lead 
to a leg above 1.2830 
where it will arrive? 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 11:06am | Post# 9288

 
how long a leg will be cannot be determined PRECISELY but one can give a level from 
which it must happen. more down = more pips but i think we are heading there now. 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 24, 2014 11:10am | Post# 9289

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hey guys, 
 
Hope I'm still catching up to the level where you guys are, trying my best. As of now I've 
circled in the 5 min eurusd chart (left) that shows a DS (?) anyone whos adept in this could 
perhaps hint me in the potential direct and reasons? 
 
I think to go short since the stoch doesnt match price above and is higher? 



 

 

burnssss Sep 24, 2014 11:13am | Post# 9290

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
how long a leg will be cannot be determined PRECISELY but one can give a level from 
which it must happen. more down = more pips but i think we are heading there now. 
It is true, the state of recurrence is the current. 
Sorry!! 

 

rizla101 Sep 24, 2014 11:14am | Post# 9291

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
how long a leg will be cannot be determined PRECISELY but one can give a level from 
which it must happen. more down = more pips but i think we are heading there now. 
I sure as hell hope so, my profits for the week are currently in the belly of the monster. 
 
Awaiting regurgitation.. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 11:14am | Post# 9292

 
I will try again by 6.30am London time tomo we should have a low set! 
 
Just an experiment but want it here for all to see if it wrks or not... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 11:20am | Post# 9293

 
Quoting josh11 

I will try again by 6.30am London time tomo we should have a low set! Just an 
experiment but want it here for all to see if it wrks or not... 
Do you mean a NEW low compared to today? Or do you mean a swing low (at any price)? 



Cheers mate! 

 

vlady1974 Sep 24, 2014 11:30am | Post# 9294

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} eu will have selling pressure for some time so not expecting sharp bounces. do 
you trade other pairs too? i am watching the cable and seeing a few interesting things. 
Finally! (work in the way) 
 
Quick 5 minute review .... not trading as yet, just eyeballing. 
 
GBPUSD: 15M .... that looks long (short term bounce). But short from 6360-6370 
USDJPY: 15M... looks long 
EURJPY: 15M short from 3940 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 11:38am | Post# 9295

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Finally! (work in the way) Quick 5 minute review .... not trading as yet, just 
eyeballing. GBPUSD: 15M .... that looks long (short term bounce). But short from 6360-
6370 USDJPY: 15M... looks long EURJPY: 15M short from 3940 
i took one short and one long with cable. now long gbpcad (scalping) waiting for just one big 
push up and i am out. 
 
here is EU: 
 
long above upper yellow line and sell below the bottom yellow line. in between red line and 
upper yellow line is where all money is (for scalpers). 



 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 11:43am | Post# 9296

 
pulled the long trigger!! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 24, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 9297

 
I would love to see the euro bouncing up from here and continuing up 
1.2785 happens to be the 61.8 Fib Retrace for the whole move from the 2012 lows  
 
What concerns me though is a high probability signal that popped up on my USD/CHF 
giving a high probability for the recent top to be taken out within this week. 
If we take into consideration the high correlation between the two currencies, there 
might be a big chance that the recent low in eur/usd won't be the last for this week.  
 
Personally I'm not going to take the long usd/chf trade yet, I'll wait for the 1.283 target 
set by Eurusdd, and then consider from there. 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 9298

 
1 Attachment(s) 
there are more ways of applying TZ concept to the trading. so far getting precise entry 
signals in both ranging and trending markets. 
 



Thanks EURUSDD  

 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 9299

 
spotted dissimilarity at 1.2795 on 15tf and 1h 

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 9300

 
still waiting. lol 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 3:56pm | Post# 9301

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
still waiting. lol 

just locked for me  

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 4:12pm | Post# 9302

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

still waiting. lol 
Me too and If my theory is right gold just expired and low should be set...  
 



So if gold is to go up then EU should too... 
 

Lets see  

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 9303

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} Me too and If my theory is right gold just expired and low should be set... So if 

gold is to go up then EU should too... Lets see  
new low is going right now.. 

 

josh11 Sep 24, 2014 4:20pm | Post# 9304

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} new low is going right now.. 
EU time of low should be set by 6.45am tomo morning lets see.... 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 4:23pm | Post# 9305

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} EU time of low should be set by 6.45am tomo morning lets see.... 

cool  

 

Eurusdd Sep 24, 2014 4:31pm | Post# 9306

 
this move is still valid for me because the center is still valid and the next top will still 
form as expected. This is the time when you need to show maturity. Most people faint 
here 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 9307

 
wow another eureka moment for me 
thanks eur/usd 
my eureka moment was when i realized that i dont need TZ indicator on my chart to 
understant what is happening with price action 
now i can look at a clean chart and spot those setups which gives me more confidence 
when i pull the trigger 
i actually feel embarassed that ive been trading for 6 year's and never looked at forex 
from that point of view 
if people are interested i will try to explain my point of view in regard's to TZ concept 
KUDOS 
 
P.S. it works on all pair's and all timeframes 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 4:38pm | Post# 9308

 
Quoting wireash 
wow another eureka moment for me thanks eur/usd my eureka moment was when i 



realized that i dont need TZ indicator on my chart to understant what is happening with 
price action now i can look at a clean chart and spot those setups which gives me more 
confidence when i pull the trigger i actually feel embarassed that ive been trading for 6 
year's and never looked at forex from that point of view if people are interested i will try 
to explain my point of view in regard's to TZ concept KUDOS P.S. it works on all pair's 
and all timeframes 

ofc we are interested how can we deny this offer? 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 9309

 
Quoting Strawbale 

{quote} ofc we are interested how can we deny this offer? 
you can deny it! 
if you wanna keep your day job! LOL 

 

tashkent Sep 24, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 9310

 
6 hours to reach 1.2755. the next level is 1.27. 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 9311

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} you can deny it! if you wanna keep your day job! LOL 

this is my day job  

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 5:59pm | Post# 9312

 
Quoting Strawbale 

{quote} this is my day job  
LOL SMART MAN! 

 

FX-Jay Sep 24, 2014 6:04pm | Post# 9313

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I would love to see the euro bouncing up from here and continuing up 1.2785 happens to 
be the 61.8 Fib Retrace for the whole move from the 2012 lows What concerns me 
though is a high probability signal that popped up on my USD/CHF giving a high 
probability for the recent top to be taken out within this week. If we take into 
consideration the high correlation between the two currencies, there might be a big 
chance that the recent low in eur/usd won't be the last for this week. Personally I'm not 
going to take the long usd/chf trade yet, I'll wait... 
Update: 
USD/CHF has taken out the previous high, so the condition was satisfied; meaning that 
I'm no longer worried about that particular signal creating EUR/USD weakness. 
 
This doesn't mean the euro can't go lower, but at least there is no high probability signal 
supporting the weakness. 
 
Btw anyone checked the weekly RSI for eur/usd & the Dollar Index? That sh*t ain't 



normal 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 6:12pm | Post# 9314

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Update: USD/CHF has taken out the previous high, so the condition was 
satisfied; meaning that I'm no longer worried about that particular signal creating 
EUR/USD weakness. This doesn't mean the euro can't go lower, but at least there is no 
high probability signal supporting the weakness. Btw anyone checked the weekly RSI for 
eur/usd & the Dollar Index? That sh*t ain't normal 
everything is normal in currency trading! (economy is not what it used to be hence we 
see lower low's) 
a little bit less conversation a little bit more action 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 9315

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Update: USD/CHF has taken out the previous high, so the condition was 
satisfied; meaning that I'm no longer worried about that particular signal creating 
EUR/USD weakness. This doesn't mean the euro can't go lower, but at least there is no 
high probability signal supporting the weakness. Btw anyone checked the weekly RSI for 
eur/usd & the Dollar Index? That sh*t ain't normal 
june 2010 same rsi! 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 6:28pm | Post# 9316

 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system 
if there are enough people that are interested in it 

 

FX-Jay Sep 24, 2014 6:30pm | Post# 9317

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} everything is normal in currency trading! (economy is not what it used to be hence 
we see lower low's) a little bit less conversation a little bit more action 
Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e smart money 
that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their Euro longs and 
USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in USD shorts and 
close to all time high levels in Euro longs.  
Btw last time was today :P 
 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 



 



 

 

oyaks Sep 24, 2014 6:40pm | Post# 9318

 
Quoting wireash 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system if there are enough people 
that are interested in it 
Thanks for ready to explain, i am in !! 

 

wireash Sep 24, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 9319

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e 
smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their 
Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in 
USD shorts and close to all time high levels in Euro longs. Btw last time was today :P 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 
{image} {image} 
YEAH and the world was supposed to end at 2012 DEC.24 
and Y2K in 2000 
those are all speculation's! 



there trade call's for those that don't undestand what is going on 
fx-jay your tades are golden 
 
but i will share my point of view when it comes to TZ system and nothing else 
it has nothing to do with economy or bernake talking 
it is my understanding of a system that creates repeatable positive trades in the forex 
market 
fx jay please dont get offended 

 

FX-Jay Sep 24, 2014 6:45pm | Post# 9320

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e 
smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their 
Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in 
USD shorts and close to all time high levels in Euro longs. Btw last time was today :P 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 
{image} {image} 
Any ways guys I am here to share the knowledge I have learned from the TZ & not my 
opinions about neither the economy nor my other trading styles/ 
techniques. I've been trading for the last 5 years, and averaging a 15% quarterly return 
for the last 3 years (which I am more that happy with) 
 
My success in the principals presented here is less than 2 weeks old! While my success in 
other methods have been there for quite some time. 
However, a 15% return/quarter is not 'crowd pleasing', a 55% in less than 2 weeks is 
more catchy. 
 
I will throw out some ideas from time to time that are not related to TZ & similarity 
theories, feel free to consider them or just ignore, but trust me that my success in this 
newly found method is nothing compared to other trading methods that are less 
commercial since they require patience and excellent money management. 

 

FX-Jay Sep 24, 2014 6:56pm | Post# 9321

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} YEAH and the world was supposed to end at 2012 DEC.24 and Y2K in 2000 
those are all speculation's! there trade call's for those that don't undestand what is going 
on fx-jay your tades are golden but i will share my point of view when it comes to TZ 
system and nothing else it has nothing to do with economy or bernake talking it is my 
understanding of a system that creates repeatable positive trades in the forex market fx 
jay please dont get offended 
I hope the above post made my point clearer. 
No offense taken 
 
Cheers mate 

 

Strawbale Sep 24, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 9322

 
cmon 1 pip more u lidl bitch 

 



hoss Sep 24, 2014 7:35pm | Post# 9323

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} YEAH and the world was supposed to end at 2012 DEC.24 and Y2K in 2000 
those are all speculation's! there trade call's for those that don't undestand what is going 
on fx-jay your tades are golden but i will share my point of view when it comes to TZ 
system and nothing else it has nothing to do with economy or bernake talking it is my 
understanding of a system that creates repeatable positive trades in the forex market fx 
jay please dont get offended 
Very interested wireash. 

 

Bartleby Sep 24, 2014 7:48pm | Post# 9324

 
Quoting wireash 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system if there are enough people 
that are interested in it 

i`m interested in everyones point of view.  

 

summicron Sep 24, 2014 8:06pm | Post# 9325

 
Quoting wireash 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system if there are enough people 
that are interested in it 
I am interested. Please share your use of TZ. 

 

neltonbenke Sep 24, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 9326

 
wireash 
I am also interested. Speak there! 

 

chjungen Sep 24, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 9327

 
Quoting wireash 
if people are interested i will try to explain my point of view in regard's to TZ concept.. 
I'm interested too. Always wished to be able one day to trade with clean charts only. 

 

hepsibah Sep 24, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 9328

 
Quoting wireash 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system if there are enough people 
that are interested in it 
very interested! 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 12:00am | Post# 9329

 
hello all you (Nice) insomniacs some of you never sleep surely. 
Well sounds like maybe we should all share how we trade the tz s 
You first wireash , you sound exited, I think were all doing much the same any way 



Way I trade is you would have made most of those pips yesterday on eur usd 
, but was tying a different way at the time ,any excuse huh? and had a buy on (demo) 
Regards Orid peter 
 
HOLD YOUR HORSES !!!! 
 
Edit edit should ask Eurusd if he is ok with this sharing business , 
comment Eurusd what do you say please?. 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 25, 2014 12:04am | Post# 9330

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} very interested! 
 
 
Second that! 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 1:30am | Post# 9331

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Feel free to keep a screen shot of this and haunt me with it :P My current projections: 
(P.S. I put my money where my mouth is, so you can bet that I will be losing money if 
those projections didn't work, but yet again, the account is up 40% since Monday so...) 
In chronological order: - Short USD/CHF aiming for at least 0.93 by Monday night / 
European close - Short USD/MXN aiming for at least 13.15 by Monday night / European 
close - Long EUR/USD aiming for at least 1.299 by Tuesday night / European close - Long 
Brent Crude Oil aiming for at least... 
 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Thank you very much eurusdd. as i said earlier today. confidence isnt equal 
to 100percent probability or certainty. There is nothing like 100percent 
certainty. Deception component. i like that. EURUSDD i am begining to see this post and 
how it plays out. just as i was able to predict todays down move. i am now seeing things 
i didnt see before. all the dots in your teachings are connecting. i have learnt how to get 
precise targets and turns. i have also learnt how long it will take to go above or below a 
certain price level. what im trying... 
 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote}. i am predicting that we will see 1.2760ish latest Monday the 29th of 
september THE KEY IS SIMILARITY ON THE 1MIN TO THE 4HR TIMEFRAME 1.2760 
LATEST 29TH SEPT 2014  
Just to prove my point. Im not in a contest with anyone, but i hate to be disrespected 
without cause. fx-Jay. Now who was right? 
I was. you are a great trader and i got some key secrets from your posts but your ego 
got in the way when i disagreed with you. consequently leading you to ignore me. 
 

LORD FX-JAY.  

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 2:23am | Post# 9332

 
I have always said this guys. The market is either trending bullish, trending bearish and 
ranging. TRZ works perfectly in ranging markets, but the moment we have a break out 
you would rather not take trz trades against the trend. Once the similarity pattern is 



violated, Then you should be careful from there on out. 
 
As eurusdd said, a turning point could endup being an inflextion point. and thats a black 
hole to the trz principle. 
Between, i decided to post only after i have placed my trades so as not to be influenced 
by peoples calls 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 2:26am | Post# 9333

 
Quoting ephisi 

Trade what you see . you might be right 
as at the time i made this post, i notice the similarity pattern on my chart has been 
violated. i was trying to warn bulls to be careful, cos i was sure many based on their 
strategies wont try to catch the falling knife. eurusdd called 1.2830 as center of gravity. 
that means we will return there soon. understanding matters alot 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 2:26am | Post# 9334

 
Quoting orid 

I like 2750 and I' m never wrong ! exept when I aint right  
remember this. 
probabilitys we can all be right at some time , doesn't prove a thing without consistency 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 2:30am | Post# 9335

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} remember this. probabilitys we can all be right at some time , doesn't prove a 
thing without consistency 

we made those calls within the same hour i believe. great job mate 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 2:31am | Post# 9336

 
Quoting ephisi 
I have always said this guys. The market is either trending bullish, trending bearish and 
ranging. TRZ works perfectly in ranging markets, but the moment we have a break out 
you would rather not take trz trades against the trend. Once the similarity pattern is 
violated, Then you should be careful from there on out. As eurusdd said, a turning point 
could endup being an inflextion point. and thats a black hole to the trz principle. 
Between, i decided to post only after i have placed my trades so as not to be influenced 
by peoples calls 
sorry to disagree ) Ephisi the Tzs are very easy to trade in a trend in fact much better 
than ranging believe me 
Edit Whoops just noticed you said " against trend" appologies 
Regards Orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 2:37am | Post# 9337

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} sorry to disagree ) Ephisi the Tzs are very easy to trade in a trend in fact much 
better than ranging believe me Regards Orid peter 



understand my post very well, i said i wont trade against trz, meaning i will take trz 
trades only in the direction of the trend. for example once we violated 1.2815 by more 
than 10pips, similarity was violated, that was the first warning. and then we went on to 
break a major trendline. that was confirmation. 
 
what i meant was that i would have been careluf taking longs around 1.2930 suspecting 
a breakout. and then i would only take sell trades. 
if anyone bought this below 1.2830 then it was most likely a loss. 
 
my point is when you suspect a break out sell trzones dont buy 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 2:39am | Post# 9338

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} sorry to disagree ) Ephisi the Tzs are very easy to trade in a trend in fact much 
better than ranging believe me Edit Whoops just noticed you said " against trend" 
appologies Regards Orid peter 
lol, cool/ the breakout has always been the blackhole of these system. so we need to 
have that in mind at all times 

 

josh11 Sep 25, 2014 2:50am | Post# 9339

 
As you can all see the new theory need wrk I will spend more time on this and see if I 

can creak the code lol  
 

best of luck all  

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 2:54am | Post# 9340

 
Quoting orid 
Eurusd could be headed to clear this old zone no ? {image} 
to be honest that 2750 I quoted was based on this image of a zone in 2013 no one 

commented on it so I presumed I was wrong if that's so it was a lucky guess  
 

any one care to say if im a silly ass or a genius ? I can take it  
Regards Orid peter 
 
Ps next zone is @ 2540 from 2012 oooooh 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 3:02am | Post# 9341

 
Quoting josh11 
As you can all see the new theory need wrk I will spend more time on this and see if I 

can creak the code lol best of luck all  

your theory works. In range market that is. Thats your filter   

 

hepsibah Sep 25, 2014 3:04am | Post# 9342

 
Quoting orid 



{quote} to be honest that 2750 I quoted was based on this image of a zone in 2013 no 

one commented on it so I presumed I was wrong if that's so it was a lucky guess  

any one care to say if im a silly ass or a genius ? I can take it Regards Orid peter 
Ps next zone is @ 2540 from 2012 oooooh 
 

Isn't there a touch of madness in every genius? LOL  

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 3:07am | Post# 9343

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} your theory works. In range market that is. Thats your filter   
Morning all! 
 
The question is, how do you know it's starting. This is what I was trying to look for 
yesterday.  
It's possible that you may have to sacrifice the initial moves of a range (ie. miss out on 
initial trades) to confirm sideways move. 
 
A trend is easy.... breakout.... but then, opposite filter applies.... If you took out news for 
the moment, how do you know to take a Range TZ signal as a Breakout Signal... place 2 
orders, one being a breakout order? The breakout almost lends itself to a saddle type 
trade.... or no SL but hedge type pending.  
 
Dunno, lots of ideas there. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 3:11am | Post# 9344

 
To continue the last point, I was looking at how Similarity indicator from Ralome could 
help. 
Visually it doesn't because all the DS Zones are above price. That means it will need a 
significant Countertrend to go that high. 
 
I don't see any Fundamental reason at this stage. So I am keen to see when this will 
occur. I know some Investment Banks had pendings at 1.3000ish. I will wait to see 
reports of them lowering this now.... or not. 
 
Anyway, fundamentals aside, we also have Eurusdd's 2830 centre-line magnet. There is 
a DS Zone around 2845-2856 that could be a target to take out. 
All shorts biased of course. To trade counter-short or not is the trading question. 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 3:15am | Post# 9345

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Morning all! The question is, how do you know it's starting. This is what I was 
trying to look for yesterday. It's possible that you may have to sacrifice the initial moves 
of a range (ie. miss out on initial trades) to confirm sideways move. A trend is easy.... 
breakout.... but then, opposite filter applies.... If you took out news for the moment, how 
do you know to take a Range TZ signal as a Breakout Signal... place 2 orders, one being 
a breakout order? The breakout almost lends itself to a saddle type trade.... or no SL but 
hedge type... 
I don' think I can get caught with a breakout the way im trading now ,or rarely at least , 

 



ephisi Sep 25, 2014 3:16am | Post# 9346

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Morning all! The question is, how do you know it's starting. This is what I was 
trying to look for yesterday. It's possible that you may have to sacrifice the initial moves 
of a range (ie. miss out on initial trades) to confirm sideways move. A trend is easy.... 
breakout.... but then, opposite filter applies.... If you took out news for the moment, how 
do you know to take a Range TZ signal as a Breakout Signal... place 2 orders, one being 
a breakout order? The breakout almost lends itself to a saddle type trade.... or no SL but 
hedge type... 
based on TRZ you should have had a sell from 1.2860. the moment we went below 
1.2815. my long signal would have been at 1.2805. but there was no confirmation. Now 
how do you know? once 1.2815 didnt hold and we had a hard break of the trendline. 
check your charts similarity was violated at these points. so u would be short fro 60 
watch for break of 15 and below. if the move is hard just like it failed on fomc then you 
lnow you should hold your short longer. if you got a long signal at 1.2805 then you would 
be stopped out. you loose 10 or 20 pips but you still have plus 60plus and she will trend 
untill she attains similarity again which is usually after a hundred pip move 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 3:20am | Post# 9347

 
Quoting vlady1974 
To continue the last point, I was looking at how Similarity indicator from Ralome could 
help. Visually it doesn't because all the DS Zones are above price. That means it will 
need a significant Countertrend to go that high. I don't see any Fundamental reason at 
this stage. So I am keen to see when this will occur. I know some Investment Banks had 
pendings at 1.3000ish. I will wait to see reports of them lowering this now.... or not. 
Anyway, fundamentals aside, we also have Eurusdd's 2830 centre-line magnet. There is 
a DS Zone around 2845-2856 that... 
matey, Just like the trz, the trend is a block hole to the dissimilarity signals. you have to 
understand the concept of supply and demand. and also how dealers move price around. 
the arbitrafge process especially. dealers may try to take her back above 1.2800. 
sometimes they succed sometimes they fail. when they fail they hedge their positions 
with other instuments 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 3:21am | Post# 9348

 
Quoting hepsibah 

{quote} Isn't there a touch of madness in every genius? LOL  

Hepsibah , I do resemble that description , well the madness part anyhow hehe 
Regards Orid peter 
any more comments on my mad theory? please 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 3:29am | Post# 9349

 
I have a bit more time now have read some great ideas and posts here and trtied a few 
different ways to trade this, but all the other ways do not seem consistent and 
sometimes risky so I will go back to couple weeks ago ( little different ) when I got that 
long run this time on 5 min chart . 
Regards Orid Peter 

 



ephisi Sep 25, 2014 3:55am | Post# 9350

 
So based onn the concepts i shared , now i would holdshorts or take only sell trz trades, 
until similarity is attained from the 1min to 4hr timeframe. hope this helps 

 

summicron Sep 25, 2014 3:58am | Post# 9351

 
It's been more than a month since my TRZ eureka moment and I've been virtually 
practising it till now. I can confidently say the only thing in this giant thread I truly 
understand is this: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...44#post7678644 
 
There has been a variety of ways TRZ are being traded ever since. A lot of hints and 
clues are being generously shared but due to time constraints, I could barely catch up. 
All I can do now is copy and save those posts for future reading. Hopefully some of them 
hints will sink in and I can test them out. 
 
So anyway, I just trade TRZ with what I know now. Which is the bare basics presented 
by Eurusdd himself. All I added was multiple time frames. I hunt for trades from D1 
down to M15. D1 and H4 TRZ (mostly 2nd left-side-transient bar onwards) determine 
what I trade in H1, M30 and M15. I don't get to trade many times this way, even with 
multiple major pairs. 
 
But results are already much more encouraging than my pre-eureka days. I will continue 
practising and hopefully I'll get to test it out in more difficult market conditions. 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 4:06am | Post# 9352

 
1 Attachment(s) 
just to show how easy this is today so far, I ony usually trades for 10 to 20 pips a day (live ) 
this is on demo last hour or so 34 pips no loss 11 trades. 
regards .were heading for 2540 hehehe 
orid peter  

 



 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 4:33am | Post# 9353

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} based on TRZ you should have had a sell from 1.2860. the moment we went 
below 1.2815. my long signal would have been at 1.2805. but there was no confirmation. 
Now how do you know? once 1.2815 didnt hold and we had a hard break of the trendline. 
check your charts similarity was violated at these points. so u would be short fro 60 
watch for break of 15 and below. if the move is hard just like it failed on fomc then you 
lnow you should hold your short longer. if you got a long signal at 1.2805 then you would 
be stopped out. you loose 10 or... 
You know what mate, I get all this. It's how I am normally when I trade. It's just 
occurred to me that when I get into a period of learning a different or new approach, I 
completely clean slate everything on the chart except the thing I'm studying. 
 
So I've removed my "working" template which had been working beautifully - including 
ZZ counts, Demand/Supply etc etc .... all the visual cues that help me absorb what is 
happening within 5 minutes. With only TZs on the screen... i get..... basically it's just 
tops and bottoms, tops and bottoms.  
 
It's a mental reset. I get TZs now.... I have to bring it back to what already works for 
me. Perhaps my earlier posts was just me venting the fact that I didn't hold 3 great 
shorts from 2900 and 2960 but took them out each for a measly 40 pips. Pffft.  
 
Okay.... over it. I like doing this therapy with you guys. You guys understand. LMAO! 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 4:38am | Post# 9354

 
Quoting ephisi 
So based onn the concepts i shared , now i would holdshorts or take only sell trz trades, 
until similarity is attained from the 1min to 4hr timeframe. hope this helps 
I'll add 2 things about Similarity re Ralome's indicator:  
 
a) The time period is probably the most important. When it ends (Similarity restored) try 
and spot what happens to real price action.... do big moves happen? How often? Do this 
without worrying about the actual DS levels... forget those. Just see what happens to 
price action once DS ends. 
 
b) The Similarity Zones that get created in this down trend will only appear above price. 
It doesn't mean it will be returned to in 5M or even 4H. Treat them as a sign post, "Here 
is where DS occurred". Keep following the trend. And when the trend changes in the 
future.... watch what price levels are targeted. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 4:40am | Post# 9355

 
Quoting orid 
just to show how easy this is today so far, I ony usually trades for 10 to 20 pips a day 
(live ) this is on demo last hour or so 34 pips no loss 11 trades. regards .were heading 

for 2540 hehehe orid peter {image}   
Same. Now that I've had my mental reset, took 15 pips on the train just on TZ in trend 

concept. I call it Trade In Trend TZ... or T.I.T.TZ.  



Apologies for my bad humour this morning. 

 

brekz1 Sep 25, 2014 4:44am | Post# 9356

 
hi, 
anyone have StochDifZones indicator for mt4 build 670? 
 
version StochDifZones_v2_60 cant use because have some error while compile 
 

thank you for helping me  

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 4:45am | Post# 9357

 
Okay peeps. 2696 has been touched. Deeper than one of my numbers 2718-20.... I think 
this is the area for the Wave 4 bounce. The 2010? level has been pierced so this is going 
lower.... 2500 is real. But as I said yesterday, to short into this will require one 
sunnofagun move. And I am eyeing strength to go back to 1.2900+ 
 
The higher this gets, the deeper that short. I didn't want to believe it but some few are 
calling 1.18 and if that is real, I can't see why parity won't be achieved. This projection is 

for the next 12-18 months.  
 
Now I'm not necessarily calling for a bottom now.... but if we breach 2696 again it won't 
go to 2500 in a straight line. Gonna look for potential demand points. I had them on 
another sheet of paper at home (grrr). 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 4:50am | Post# 9358

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Same. Now that I've had my mental reset, took 15 pips on the train just on TZ 

in trend concept. I call it Trade In Trend TZ... or T.I.T.TZ. Apologies for my bad 
humour this morning. 

haha   

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 4:50am | Post# 9359

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'll add 2 things about Similarity re Ralome's indicator: a) The time period is 
probably the most important. When it ends (Similarity restored) try and spot what 
happens to real price action.... do big moves happen? How often? Do this without 
worrying about the actual DS levels... forget those. Just see what happens to price action 
once DS ends. b) The Similarity Zones that get created in this down trend will only 
appear above price. It doesn't mean it will be returned to in 5M or even 4H. Treat them 
as a sign post, "Here... 
this i have been doing long ago. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 4:54am | Post# 9360

 
Quoting ephisi 



{quote} this i have been doing long ago. 
This is what should be communicated to newbies.... when they ask the right questions. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 5:12am | Post# 9361

 
I've shorted USDCHF. 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 5:19am | Post# 9362

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay peeps. 2696 has been touched. Deeper than one of my numbers 2718-20.... I think 
this is the area for the Wave 4 bounce. The 2010? level has been pierced so this is going 
lower.... 2500 is real. But as I said yesterday, to short into this will require one 
sunnofagun move. And I am eyeing strength to go back to 1.2900+ The higher this gets, 
the deeper that short. I didn't want to believe it but some few are calling 1.18 and if that 
is real, I can't see why parity won't be achieved. This projection is for the next 12-18 

months. Now I'm... 
we will have the same kind of price action we have had from 1.3999 down to 1.2700 . 
this will be repeated till we get to 1.200 or lower 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 5:23am | Post# 9363

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} we will have the same kind of price action we have had from 1.3999 down to 
1.2700 . this will be repeated till we get to 1.200 or lower 
Agreed. That's basically Wave 3 = Wave 5. 
Therefore need a Wave 4. Weekly shows Wave 2 as being 13500 to 13700, for 200 pips.  
This could be 200 also: 12700+200= 12900 
This could be 400 pips: 12700+400=13100 
Average=13000 or 1.3 

 

Ralome Sep 25, 2014 5:51am | Post# 9364

 
Quoting brekz1 
hi, anyone have StochDifZones indicator for mt4 build 670? version 
StochDifZones_v2_60 cant use because have some error while compile thank you for 

helping me  
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...99#post7393799  

 

brekz1 Sep 25, 2014 5:55am | Post# 9365

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...99#post7393799  

thank you ralome  

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 6:47am | Post# 9366

 



my eureka moment came when i understood what my TZ indicator was trying to show 
me on my chart 
then i was able to remove it from my chart (i like my charts clean)  
then i started drawing lines manually which gave me more confidence 
i never cared for the golden h value mine was 6  
i personally dont think you have to look for that magic number 
but rather try to understand what the indi is trying to do and what its trying to show you 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 6:55am | Post# 9367

 
so far i took 2 trades that way 
different pairs 
i drew a line and price went a litttle bit below my line 12 pips but the candle did not close 
below it. it actually sat there for5 hours perfectly just sitting there 
i closed that trade next day for 180 pips my sl was 50pips 
on another pair i drew a line and price touched it to a pip then it touched it again and 
skyroceted closed that one for 290 pips with a 50pip stop loss 
now im in another trade where i have my line we will see if price will come down to it or 
it will continue going up 
ill keep you posted 
KUDOS 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 7:00am | Post# 9368

 
let me clarify 
the reason i entered a trade was based on what i learned from TZ system 
the reason i exited trade was based on stoch on higher tf being overbought and i was 
expecting a pullback 
i write that becouse a lot of guys here give calls but dont talk about sl or why they exit a 
trade  
so i hope this helps 

 

junior.eso Sep 25, 2014 7:32am | Post# 9369

 
Quote 
let me clarify 
the reason i entered a trade was based on what i learned from TZ system 
the reason i exited trade was based on stoch on higher tf being overbought and i was 
expecting a pullback 
i write that becouse a lot of guys here give calls but dont talk about sl or why they exit a 
trade 
so i hope this helps 
 

Thanks for your explication  

 

Strawbale Sep 25, 2014 8:01am | Post# 9370

 
Quoting wireash 
let me clarify the reason i entered a trade was based on what i learned from TZ system 
the reason i exited trade was based on stoch on higher tf being overbought and i was 
expecting a pullback i write that becouse a lot of guys here give calls but dont talk about 
sl or why they exit a trade so i hope this helps 



most traders lose money because they put a fixed stop loss which gets hit OVER TIME. 
most traders forget about time being a VERY important aspect of the equation.. after 
some time your stop loss may not be the right one and will probably get hit 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 8:17am | Post# 9371

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} most traders lose money because they put a fixed stop loss which gets hit OVER 
TIME. most traders forget about time being a VERY important aspect of the equation.. 
after some time your stop loss may not be the right one and will probably get hit 
most traders loose money becouse of poor money management 
when i enter a trade i open two lots and i always need 1:2 risk to reward 
two trades both 50sl 
first one is 100 tp second goes with a trail stop around 50 75 pips 
that way i can be right 40% of the time and still be successful 

 

tashkent Sep 25, 2014 8:24am | Post# 9372

 
Quoting tashkent 
6 hours to reach 1.2755. the next level is 1.27. 
we had a discussion yesterday about the levels when price was actually at around 1.2885 
- 1.2900. for me 1.2930 was extremely unlikely but 1.2755 and then 1.27 were more 
logical levels. Price never touched 1.2930 - it was just 30 pips away but it reached 
almost 150 pips away target to downside. This is what we need to concentrate on: 
minimal drawdown, maximum profit. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 8:30am | Post# 9373

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I agree. If an even tz forms or start forming along the move we can target the 
top uneven tz with more confidence (unverified). I'd also suggest using only formed TZs 
on the lower TFs. The higher ones we begin analysis once the LTZ forms to maximise 
opportunities  
There appears to be a flaw in this logic of mine. Conflicts condition 1 & 2 in an earlier 
post of mine 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 8:39am | Post# 9374

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is what should be communicated to newbies.... when they ask the right 

questions.  

 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9375

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Exciter . 
here you go exciter BTW you can find all the indis by clicking on the paper clip at top of 
page. 
settings for the stock diff zones are stoch period = 300 bb period = 24 optimised for 15 



min tf 
I have the Cycle Krofur set to fast ma = 6 slow = 12  
beware the ci repaints a lot awkward till you get used to it 
Will send you a pm later good luck . 
Cycle_KROUFR_version.mq4Symphonie Extreme Indicator v2.ex4 
Regards Orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9376

 
seems we have a new temporary bottom. 1.2700 to 1.2800 should be our play ground 
for the next 1week. expect the usual tricky price action above 1.2700. 
 

I was told i talk too much  seems i am doing much better now.  Not too many posts 
per day. good for my trading 

 

Robertk Sep 25, 2014 8:49am | Post# 9377

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} most traders loose money becouse of poor money management when i enter a 
trade i open two lots and i always need 1:2 risk to reward two trades both 50sl first one 
is 100 tp second goes with a trail stop around 50 75 pips that way i can be right 40% of 
the time and still be successful 
No offense but R:R is a textbook farce 1st-2nd year traders fall for. The more you start 
looking for minimal R:R 1:1+, the less you accept factors at play in the market. 1:3+ 
fluctuations are often random. Small fluctuations is the way to play. My positions often 
have 1.5 : 1 R:R risk-reward. 
 
R:R is a concept believed by traders that claim the market is random 
R:R is taken for granted by traders that know the market has certain structure 
 
Now this is my own believe, but an example here would be EURUSDD's small 'certain 
pips'; risk 10, win about 4-5 on average. TE is offline but it underlines the fact that it is 
all about knowing market structure, not R:R. 

 

mario777 Sep 25, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9378

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 

I think it should go down more pips and should hit 1.2698  
Just entered my buy. Lets see what happen... 



 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9379

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} No offense but R:R is a textbook farce 1st-2nd year traders fall for. The more 
you start looking for minimal R:R 1:1+, the less you accept factors at play in the market. 
1:3+ fluctuations are often random. Small fluctuations is the way to play. My positions 
often have 1.5 : 1 R:R risk-reward. R:R is a concept believed by traders that claim the 
market is random R:R is taken for granted by traders that know the market has certain 
structure Now this is my own believe, but an example here would be EURUSDD's small 
'certain pips'; risk 10, win... 
no offence taken 
ive been trading for years very successfuly 
i have nothing to prove 
if R:R is textbook farce then so be it 
i'm dumb as a bag of nail's and im not ashamed to admit it 
i keep it simple (K.I.S.S) 
no fancy term's or complicated numbers 
KUDOS 

 

tashkent Sep 25, 2014 9:09am | Post# 9380

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} No offense but R:R is a textbook farce 1st-2nd year traders fall for. The more you 



start looking for minimal R:R 1:1+, the less you accept factors at play in the market. 1:3+ 
fluctuations are often random. Small fluctuations is the way to play. My positions often have 
1.5 : 1 R:R risk-reward. R:R is a concept believed by traders that claim the market is 
random R:R is taken for granted by traders that know the market has certain structure Now 
this is my own believe, but an example here would be EURUSDD's small 'certain pips'; risk 
10, win... 
i don't want to talk too much about r:r, tp, sl etc. i have 1 thing to say: knowing when and 
how to exit a losing trade is the absolutely, extremely, unimaginably important part of the 
trading. 
 
back to trading, i closed my shorts and opened fresh long. 

 



 

 

jusiur Sep 25, 2014 9:14am | Post# 9381

 
seems my level here was right, if EU wants test some more south, her next weak train 
station (aka even bar) could be 2645 and then 2460. I`ll be in a bear land next week. 
cross my fingers, I'm still learning. 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 9:18am | Post# 9382

 
diss spotted at 1.2730 on 15tf 

 

Thoughts Sep 25, 2014 9:28am | Post# 9383

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} No offense but R:R is a textbook farce 1st-2nd year traders fall for. The more 
you start looking for minimal R:R 1:1+, the less you accept factors at play in the market. 
1:3+ fluctuations are often random. Small fluctuations is the way to play. My positions 
often have 1.5 : 1 R:R risk-reward. R:R is a concept believed by traders that claim the 
market is random R:R is taken for granted by traders that know the market has certain 
structure Now this is my own believe, but an example here would be EURUSDD's small 
'certain pips'; risk 10, win... 
I see your point. Small profit distances, I think, are a smart way to go about things; 
however that doesnt seem mutually exclusive to a positive reward to risk ratio. 
 
@wireash: Hello. I didnt quite 'get' your method.. 
(http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7761585) Youre working with support 
and resistance lines on Higher Time Frames? 

 



wireash Sep 25, 2014 9:29am | Post# 9384

 
Quoting wireash 
diss spotted at 1.2730 on 15tf 
price came within 3 pips and bounced off it 
just what it was supposed to do 
sweeeet 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 9:30am | Post# 9385

 
Someone refresh me please. Trend changes when similarity is achieved right? 

 

Thoughts Sep 25, 2014 9:32am | Post# 9386

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Someone refresh me please. Trend changes when similarity is achieved right? 
From what I recall, trend 'initiates/resumes'.. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 9:43am | Post# 9387

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote} From what I recall, trend 'initiates/resumes'.. 
Thanks. Testing theories again.I'm thinking price should hit at 1.2706ish before any turn. 

Getting used to embarrassing myself  
 

Edit : Price should head down to 1.271ish now else its another what not to do  

 

hepsibah Sep 25, 2014 9:55am | Post# 9388

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} price came within 3 pips and bounced off it just what it was supposed to do 
sweeeet 
 
Well done for finding your way to trade these. 
 
Do you by any chance have a line around 1.2754? 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 10:04am | Post# 9389

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Well done for finding your way to trade these. Do you by any chance have a line 
around 1.2754? 
next one above price i have 1.2796 

 

hepsibah Sep 25, 2014 10:06am | Post# 9390

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Well done for finding your way to trade these. Do you by any chance have a line 



around 1.2754? 
Just realised that you probably won't have that one. How about 1.2778? 
 
I can't resist trying to solve riddles! 

 

hepsibah Sep 25, 2014 10:07am | Post# 9391

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} next one above price i have 1.2796 

Our posts just crossed. Many thanks for the reply, must put the thinking cap back on  

 

FXTriumph Sep 25, 2014 10:10am | Post# 9392

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} matey, Just like the trz, the trend is a block hole to the dissimilarity signals. you 
have to understand the concept of supply and demand. and also how dealers move price 
around. the arbitrafge process especially. dealers may try to take her back above 
1.2800. sometimes they succed sometimes they fail. when they fail they hedge their 
positions with other instuments 
 
And that hedging process is clearly measurable, especially if you are trading EURUSD. 
There is a reason why EURUSDD gave himself that name. Why EURUSD? HAve you 
thought of that? The concept of similarity works best on EURUSD, this is because almost 
other assets in the world are priced in Euros or in dollars. Not every EURUSD move is a 
true move based on supply and demand. Sometimes it is a price redistribution for a 
move in other instruments. Like I said Ephisi, once you know how to look for that (and it 
is easy to know if you are trading EURUSD). Have you watched the 1986 BBC 
documentary called billion dollar day? See how that last trader offloaded his position with 
the help of his other colleagues trading the same currency against other currency pairs? 
He offloaded it without changing price. Ephisi, like I said, breakouts are the Achilles heel 
of this strategy. Sort that out and you have a winning edge! 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 10:10am | Post# 9393

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Well done for finding your way to trade these. Do you by any chance have a line 
around 1.2754? 

hmmmmm why 2754 ? hepsibah?  

 

hepsibah Sep 25, 2014 10:14am | Post# 9394

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} hmmmmm why 2754 ? hepsibah?  
I have a 'missing' top TZ around there and thought it may be similar to wireash's 
strategy because I also had one around 1.2731 that he was looking at. Obviously a 
different approach but many of the different approaches give the same levels. 

 

Thoughts Sep 25, 2014 10:15am | Post# 9395

 
Volume Divergence with a bias to the downside working up on the M1.. 



 

orid Sep 25, 2014 10:25am | Post# 9396

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} I have a 'missing' top TZ around there and thought it may be similar to 
wireash's strategy because I also had one around 1.2731 that he was looking at. 
Obviously a different approach but many of the different approaches give the same 
levels. 
thanks hepisbah , 
regards orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 10:31am | Post# 9397

 
Quoting FXTriumph 
{quote} And that hedging process is clearly measurable, especially if you are trading 
EURUSD. There is a reason why EURUSDD gave himself that name. Why EURUSD? HAve 
you thought of that? The concept of similarity works best on EURUSD, this is because 
almost other assets in the world are priced in Euros or in dollars. Not every EURUSD 
move is a true move based on supply and demand. Sometimes it is a price 
redistribution for a move in other instruments. Like I said Ephisi, once you know 
how to look for that (and it is easy to know if... 
Hey Triumph, 
I like this post. Are you able to elaborate more on the 2 comments above?  
Appreciate it. 

 

mario777 Sep 25, 2014 10:31am | Post# 9398

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 
{quote} Just entered my buy. Lets see what happen... {image} 

just a few pips to hit my tp  



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 10:32am | Post# 9399

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} hmmmmm why 2754 ? hepsibah?  
I have 2762 but I can't find the original TZ. It may be because it got taken but I noted it. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 10:33am | Post# 9400

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} just a few pips to hit my tp {image} 

Just noticed your TP is my 2762 number 

 

josh11 Sep 25, 2014 10:41am | Post# 9401

 
So maybe I was a couple of hours out  



 

tashkent Sep 25, 2014 10:46am | Post# 9402

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1.28 
not much room for any other levels or numbers 

 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 10:50am | Post# 9403

 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} just a few pips to hit my tp {image} 

My my how TZish the entries and exit look  
 
I'm getting a few PMs asking how to trade this and I'm very humbled that people are 
asking me. I will reply as best as I can but I must say I have nothing workable for myself 
at the moment. Hepsibah, vlady1974 and Bailie just to name some have all shared 
working models openly so you guy may want to check those out. I'm really not the best 
guy to ask actually but one thing for sure if you've read my conditions 1, 2 and 3 with 1 
and 2 essentially the same just rephrased differently the key is there..or at least one of 
the keys is there. My problem is having the damn key but not knowing which hole it fits 

 
 
Edit : Finally similarity on M1 and M5. Been trying to spot this for observation but have 
not spotted one till now due to limited chart time. How exciting! 
 
Edit : Similarity for me means both M1 and M5 close with pointy arrow using Kpsra's 



indicator 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 10:50am | Post# 9404

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I have 2762 but I can't find the original TZ. It may be because it got taken but I 
noted it. 
Bang! 

 

Exciter135 Sep 25, 2014 10:50am | Post# 9405

 
Quoting orid 
Exciter . here you go exciter BTW you can find all the indis by clicking on the paper clip 
at top of page. settings for the stock diff zones are stoch period = 300 bb period = 24 
optimised for 15 min tf I have the Cycle Krofur set to fast ma = 6 slow = 12 beware the 
ci repaints a lot awkward till you get used to it Will send you a pm later good luck . 
{file}{file} Regards Orid peter 

Many many thanks orid. Good pips to you  

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 10:51am | Post# 9406

 
Quoting josh11 

So maybe I was a couple of hours out  
Mate that's pretty good going cos you got the day right!  
Been trying to work it out during work.... LOL.... not sure if I'm doing it right. Haha 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 10:59am | Post# 9407

 
Noob MT4 question. How do I draw lines that don't go across the whole screen? 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 11:00am | Post# 9408

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} next one above price i have 1.2796 
think I see where you get that level wireash but cant see how you can be sure it will go 
that way 
when will we all share do you think ? 
Regards orid peter 
Ps 18 trades no loss woo hoo 

 

LiquidGenius Sep 25, 2014 11:01am | Post# 9409

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Noob MT4 question. How do I draw lines that don't go across the whole screen? 
use trend lines, and right-click change properties to not be a 'ray' 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 11:08am | Post# 9410



 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} use trend lines, and right-click change properties to not be a 'ray' 

Ah many thanks  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 11:14am | Post# 9411

 
1.271ish anyone?  
 

Edit : Window closed base on my conditions but decent pips along the way  
 
Edit : switching long 1.2760 instead 
 
Edit : Exit signal came before target could be hit so exited. +60ish pips over 5 trades so 
far. More tests!!! Going short attempting 1.272ish 
 
Edit : Closed at BE. Too tired to monitor 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 11:30am | Post# 9412

 
here we go 20 trades +50pips this is 90 %trading certainty 
two wrong entries sell instead of buy cost me commission 
all I need now is too work out how you guys determine the long term direction to make it 
a little easier for me ( any offers) 

hope to share soon if we all agree.  
thanks Eurusd and everyone 
RegardsOrid peter 

 

kprsa Sep 25, 2014 11:35am | Post# 9413

 
Quoting FXTriumph 
{quote} And that hedging process is clearly measurable, especially if you are trading 
EURUSD. There is a reason why EURUSDD gave himself that name. Why EURUSD? HAve 
you thought of that? The concept of similarity works best on EURUSD, this is because 
almost other assets in the world are priced in Euros or in dollars. 
Hi, my hypothesis is that the similarity methods of this thread are designed to take 
advantage of the self-similarity (mathematical fractal, NOT related to the Bill Williams 
fractal) symmetry of the financial time series. I think that EURUSD is particularly good 
for these kind of methods because I've read somewhere that the fractal dimension of 

EURUSD is among the lowest.  
 
Cheers, 
k 
(edit: wrong source link, cannot find it at the moment, sorry) 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 11:36am | Post# 9414

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting orid 
here we go 20 trades +50pips this is 90 %trading certainty two wrong entries sell instead of 
buy cost me commission all I need now is too work out how you guys determine the long 



term direction to make it a little easier for me ( any offers) hope to share soon if we all 

agree. thanks Eurusd and everyone RegardsOrid peter 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 11:36am | Post# 9415

 
Quoting orid 
here we go 20 trades +50pips this is 90 %trading certainty two wrong entries sell 
instead of buy cost me commission all I need now is too work out how you guys 
determine the long term direction to make it a little easier for me ( any offers) hope to 

share soon if we all agree. thanks Eurusd and everyone RegardsOrid peter 
Well, there is no doubt that the long term (years) is down. Targets can be anything 
below 1.25 
The speculation is how deep the corrective Wave 4 will be. 1.3? 

 

orid Sep 25, 2014 11:43am | Post# 9416

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well, there is no doubt that the long term (years) is down. Targets can be 
anything below 1.25 The speculation is how deep the corrective Wave 4 will be. 1.3? 
thankyou for that Vlady 
off to get some sleep goodnitey folks see you tomorrow if it aint foggy hehe 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 25, 2014 11:46am | Post# 9417

 
Quoting orid 
{quote}thankyou for that Vlady off to get some sleep goodnitey folks see you tomorrow 

if it aint foggy hehe  
Cheers mate... Have a TZ Free sleep! LOL 
Tzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 



 

ephisi Sep 25, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 9418

 
Quoting FXTriumph 
{quote} And that hedging process is clearly measurable, especially if you are trading 
EURUSD. There is a reason why EURUSDD gave himself that name. Why EURUSD? HAve 
you thought of that? The concept of similarity works best on EURUSD, this is because 
almost other assets in the world are priced in Euros or in dollars. Not every EURUSD 
move is a true move based on supply and demand. Sometimes it is a price redistribution 
for a move in other instruments. Like I said Ephisi, once you know how to look for that 
(and it is easy to know if you are trading... 
Yes boss, you are perfectly right. i wouldnt have known these if we didnt have those 
discussions. thanks alot, now i see eurusd movements from a different perspective. not 
always supply and demand. 
eurusdd once said eurusd is on of the few pairs that is balanced somewhat. thats why his 
techniques work well on eurusd. 
look forward to meeting you again fxtriumph. 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 2:05pm | Post# 9419

 
does anyone here trades away from TZ as soon as it starts to form? 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 25, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 9420

 
Quoting wireash 
does anyone here trades away from TZ as soon as it starts to form? 
Current experiment does something along that line. TZ forms simultaneously on M1 
candle close and M5 candle close I assume short term change in direction and trade away 
from the forming one. 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 2:30pm | Post# 9421

 
for some reason i have to refresh my screen cause TZ keeps dissapearing 

 

pedma Sep 25, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 9422

 
Quoting wireash 
for some reason i have to refresh my screen cause TZ keeps dissapearing 

I got this also some times. May be too many TZ indicators in a MT4 platform ?  

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 9423

 
someone mentioned somethin about that earlier but i cant find it 

 

FXTriumph Sep 25, 2014 7:04pm | Post# 9424

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Triumph, I like this post. Are you able to elaborate more on the 2 



comments above? Appreciate it. 
 
For now, I use intercurrency analysis, i.e 
 
http://www.mql5.com/en/charts/241080...markets-global 
 
And intermarket RORO analysis, i.e 
 
http://www.mql5.com/en/charts/241080...ncial-services  

 

FX-Jay Sep 25, 2014 7:39pm | Post# 9425

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Testing a new variation of the strategy that integrates all TFs together 
 
If the below calls work, I'll be sharing it in public here. 
 
Entries are attached. 
 
Targets: 
1- 1.2764 (before weekend) 
2- 1.2783 (before weekend) 
3- 1.2801 (by Monday's close) 
 
P.S. As the account got bigger, I increased the average lot size/trade from 0.5 to 1 

 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 8:21pm | Post# 9426

 
Quoting wireash 
so far i took 2 trades that way different pairs i drew a line and price went a litttle bit 
below my line 12 pips but the candle did not close below it. it actually sat there for5 
hours perfectly just sitting there i closed that trade next day for 180 pips my sl was 
50pips on another pair i drew a line and price touched it to a pip then it touched it again 
and skyroceted closed that one for 290 pips with a 50pip stop loss now im in another 
trade where i have my line we will see if price will come down to it or it will continue 
going up ill keep you... 
update on my third trade 
my signal got trigered so far 16 pips in profit will let you know how it plays out 

 

Baillie Sep 25, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 9427

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Testing a new variation of the strategy that integrates all TFs together If the below calls 
work, I'll be sharing it in public here. Entries are attached. Targets: 1- 1.2764 (before 
weekend) 2- 1.2783 (before weekend) 3- 1.2801 (by Monday's close) P.S. As the 
account got bigger, I increased the average lot size/trade from 0.5 to 1 {image} 
Ok, that is what I just began to do 2 days ago after getting other things tightened down, 
you are scaring me, I have a twin, but you are not him; or are you??? 
SCARRY! 

 



giovanni4000 Sep 25, 2014 10:07pm | Post# 9428

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} MT4 does not allow the font of the Comment to change, and I use Comment 
because of so much text to show. This version is with all the info in an alert box. It might 
be annoying to use in the live trading, but you can see the probabilities and set up a 
strategy. {file} 
Thank you very much mate. 

 

wireash Sep 25, 2014 10:32pm | Post# 9429

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} update on my third trade my signal got trigered so far 16 pips in profit will let 
you know how it plays out 
and they took off and is 70 pips in profit and also i found another pair which i entered 
and its 40 pip profit so far 
one of them had a 6 pip drowdawn and the other touched my level up to a pip 
KUDOS 

 

ephisi Sep 26, 2014 12:44am | Post# 9430

 
Bulls will attempt to take eurusd as high as they can. 1.2773, 1.2783, 1.1791,1.2845 
should be the highest they can do 

 

wireash Sep 26, 2014 1:06am | Post# 9431

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} and they took off and is 70 pips in profit and also i found another pair which i 
entered and its 40 pip profit so far one of them had a 6 pip drowdawn and the other 
touched my level up to a pip KUDOS 
closed both trades 100 and 120 pips 
reason: one is touching my fib extension the other stoch is overbought im done for the 
week 
i just applied this system to my trading and from what i can see .i would not be able to 
enter my trades with such accuracy (maybe ill change my sl from 50 to 25 in the future) 
was a good week lets hope next will be better 
zzzzzz goodnight 

 

Jim4x Sep 26, 2014 2:25am | Post# 9432

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} we had a discussion yesterday about the levels when price was actually at 
around 1.2885 - 1.2900. for me 1.2930 was extremely unlikely but 1.2755 and then 1.27 
were more logical levels. Price never touched 1.2930 - it was just 30 pips away but it 
reached almost 150 pips away target to downside. This is what we need to concentrate 
on: minimal drawdown, maximum profit. 
Hi tashkent 
 
On what basis had you arrived at the conclusion that 1.2930 was extremely unlikely? 
 
Thanks 



 

brekz1 Sep 26, 2014 3:17am | Post# 9433

 
1 Attachment(s) 
why my TZ look like this? 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 3:48am | Post# 9434

 
You have more than one TZ indicator on your chart 

Quoting brekz1 
why my TZ look like this? {image} 
 

 

kprsa Sep 26, 2014 3:49am | Post# 9435

 
Quoting brekz1 
why my TZ look like this? {image} 
Because people here, with few exceptions, tend not to release the source codes for their 
indicators. If they would, such bugs could in principle be found and fixed by other people. 
Since they do not, you need to rely on the coder alone to fix the problem. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 3:54am | Post# 9436

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Because people here, with few exceptions, tend not to release the source codes 
for their indicators. If they would, such bugs could in principle be found and fixed by 
other people. Since they do not, you need to rely on the coder alone to fix the problem. 
My hunch is that there are overlapping TZ indis with different h values and colours. 

 



brekz1 Sep 26, 2014 4:07am | Post# 9437

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
You have more than one TZ indicator on your chart {quote} 
no, i just have one TZ in my chart 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 4:13am | Post# 9438

 
Quoting brekz1 
{quote} no, i just have one TZ in my chart {image} 
Wow that is weird. And switching timeframes doesn't help? Or the classic, stop/start 
MT4? 

 

brekz1 Sep 26, 2014 4:42am | Post# 9439

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Wow that is weird. And switching timeframes doesn't help? Or the classic, 
stop/start MT4? 
yup, nothing that i can do for fixed that, switch time frame, and also close/open mt4, 
uninstall mt4 
 
pretty weird @.@ 
 
just happen on TF H4 only 

 

orid Sep 26, 2014 4:47am | Post# 9440

 
Quoting brekz1 
{quote} yup, nothing that i can do for fixed that, switch time frame, and also close/open 
mt4, uninstall mt4 pretty weird @.@ just happen on TF H4 only 
might try deleting from indicators and download from a different post 

 



vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 4:52am | Post# 9441

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} might try deleting from indicators and download from a different post 
Yep, I second this. Software behaves this way sometimes. 
I'd download a new indicator and just overwrite the one in the MT4 folder. Hopefully that 
fixes it.  
To have it behave in one timeframe only tells me it's definitely not MT4 but perhaps the 
indicator is not loading up properly within. 

 

Atihun Sep 26, 2014 6:20am | Post# 9442

 
right click on chart and check the objects. maybe the coder forgot to put objectdelete 
into deinit. 

 

mario777 Sep 26, 2014 9:02am | Post# 9443

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 

{quote} just a few pips to hit my tp {image} 
70 pips tp! now on sell ,,, 

 



 

cfdtaleong Sep 26, 2014 9:29am | Post# 9444

 
+30pips worth of scalps in the hour..not too bad. combining sim and tz...needs more test 
but something potentially workable at last 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 9:32am | Post# 9445

 
That's awesome guys! +30pips for me as well today! Keep 'em coming! 

 

habibrk Sep 26, 2014 9:35am | Post# 9446

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is this normal... I am using CI for the first time and have not seen CI posting double bottom 
without having a top in between in this thread before?? Kindly, help ... ! 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 10:13am | Post# 9447

 
Quoting vlady1974 
That's awesome guys! +30pips for me as well today! Keep 'em coming! 
And another +30 
Not bad for a slow day. 

 



ephisi Sep 26, 2014 10:15am | Post# 9448

 
careful with short her. catapault effect may occur 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 10:18am | Post# 9449

 
Quoting ephisi 
careful with short her. catapault effect may occur 
LOL.... I like that... Catapult! Big swing.....CRASH! :-) 

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 10:21am | Post# 9450

 
Quoting Jim4x 
{quote} Hi tashkent On what basis had you arrived at the conclusion that 1.2930 was 
extremely unlikely? Thanks 
by calculating the statistical probability of bars closing around (above or below) TZ(s) 
throughout multiple time frames. 

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 10:32am | Post# 9451

 
cable - party to start! 

 

BlackStack Sep 26, 2014 10:50am | Post# 9452

 
Quoting habibrk 
Is this normal... I am using CI for the first time and have not seen CI posting double 
bottom without having a top in between in this thread before?? Kindly, help ... ! {image} 
Yes, that is normal behaviour. If you change timeframes and come back the repeats will 
disappear. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 10:51am | Post# 9453

 
Quoting tashkent 
cable - party to start! 
Shorting from 6260? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 10:58am | Post# 9454

 
Quoting tashkent 
cable - party to start! 

I'm on the party wagon!  

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 11:00am | Post# 9455

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Shorting from 6260? 



Yes, I am short cable. seems like probability reaching 1.62 is more than 1.6275 

 

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 11:03am | Post# 9456

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Shorting from 6260? 

and yes, 1.6260. that was the number  

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 11:05am | Post# 9457

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} and yes, 1.6260. that was the number  

I timed it at the same time as a few EU shorts. Good for the drinks tonight  
 
Edit: EJ may drag EU up slightly, but the fact that it broke to new lows means that lower 
has lots more probability. 

 

ephisi Sep 26, 2014 11:07am | Post# 9458

 
2 Attachment(s) 
So this is the reason why i have been quiet. I was snipping pips. Using sound money 
management and reasonable compounding. That is from my live account i opened to test 
what i have learned here. Also for those wondering why i deleted trade explorer. If i was 
leveraging like eurusdd i should have doubled the account by now. 



 



 

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 11:11am | Post# 9459

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I timed it at the same time as a few EU shorts. Good for the drinks tonight 
Edit: EJ may drag EU up slightly, but the fact that it broke to new lows means that lower 
has lots more probability. 

great  
i am thinking should i close the shorts and re-enter later (it is trying to bounce at 
1.6238) or keep until 1.62 which right now looks like damn highly possible. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 11:21am | Post# 9460

 
Quoting ephisi 
So this is the reason why i have been quiet. I was snipping pips. Using sound money 
management and reasonable compounding. That is from my live account i opened to test 



what i have learned here. Also for those wondering why i deleted trade explorer. If i was 
leveraging like eurusdd i should have doubled the account by now. {image} {image} 

I think we've all been quiet and getting on with the business of making green pips!  

 

Atihun Sep 26, 2014 11:21am | Post# 9461

 
i still dont know how you guys calc the probability. 

 

ephisi Sep 26, 2014 11:23am | Post# 9462

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think we've all been quiet and getting on with the business of making green 

pips!  

 

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 11:35am | Post# 9463

 
Quoting ephisi 
So this is the reason why i have been quiet. I was snipping pips. Using sound money 
management and reasonable compounding. That is from my live account i opened to test 
what i have learned here. Also for those wondering why i deleted trade explorer. If i was 
leveraging like eurusdd i should have doubled the account by now. {image} {image} 

well done  

 

ephisi Sep 26, 2014 11:53am | Post# 9464

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} well done  

THANKS BUDDY   

 

cfdtaleong Sep 26, 2014 11:56am | Post# 9465

 
Quoting mario777 
{quote} 70 pips tp! now on sell ,,, {image} 
Hey short worked well. I was lucky to close my long before the drop came. Do mind 
explaining why you shorted? Is it just because of the TZ or is there something else? 

 

elen21168 Sep 26, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 9466

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} This is what i got on ZzBB. It will swing today, latest on Monday ... and will down 
next week. For today, my Sell target today is around 1.2838. There is unfinished job at zone 
2836-2840. It will go up again today/Monday to reach upper BB, then it will be a long down 
next week ... {image} 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} My first target is reached. Lets see, if it goes below 2862, i will sell again. If not, 
then i think it will retrace, going up. I will do a sell at the top later .... Edit: if it goes up, i 



think it will reach 2917 - 2925. i will sell from there 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} Hm... the trend is still up. There is unfinished job around "DS Zone : 2917-2922. It 
will goes down first to around 2831-2834. If this happen, i will buy around 2834. Target 
around 2918. If it does not go down, i will buy at > 2870. May be i will put a buy limit 
(2834) & buy stop (2871), TP 2918. Just share my though, this is Not a call. Edit: AU & NU 
are still bearish, will wait for the top to do a Sell. 
This week is a great week. For today, i got +42 pips (+55 & -13pips), based on this great 

thread. Many Thanks to Eurusdd ...  
Trying to look back on my plan this week: 
On last Friday DS/TRZ concept gave me signal, and i predicted it will go like number (1) 
path on image below. 
But on Monday, it gave me another hints. This made my target changed, then i predicted it 
will go like number (2) path. 
But market went through path number (3). The highest of real market price is between my 
number (1) & (2). 
 
What i learned from this great concept is that i must be dynamic. If market tells me 
different, then i must re-calculate it, and change my target or direction if needed. I know 
my path number (2) has a high lower than the real market high. But i am happy, the main 
direction is right ( it was down, up, then down ). 
I know this difference is not caused by the concept, but by my code and limit ability to read 
the price given by market. This still need improving from time to time, and hope it will be 
better in the future. 
 
I have seen so many good results from you all here in this thread, congratulation. This is a 
prove for me, that i am in the right thread !!! 
Thank you to you all, especially to Eurusdd and all members that has contributed and given 
helps and guidance. 
Time for me to take a rest, good night every body .... meet you again next week, always 
have green pips ... 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 9467

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} great i am thinking should i close the shorts and re-enter later (it is trying to 
bounce at 1.6238) or keep until 1.62 which right now looks like damn highly possible. 
I ended up doing that as well. Closed everything as I didn't want to hold over the 
weekend. Will look to reload EU on the break anywhere under 2700/2690.  
Seems weird but today was the easiest 110 pips I've made this month. Need more days 



like this. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 26, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 9468

 
Quoting elen21168 
{quote} {quote} {quote} What i learned from this great concept is that i must be 
dynamic. If market tells me different, then i must re-calculate it, and change my target 
or direction if needed. I have seen so many good results from you all here in this thread, 
congratulation. This is a prove for me, that i am in the right thread !!! Thank you to you 
all, especially to Eurusdd and all members that has contributed and given helps and 
guidance. Time for me to take a rest, good night every body .... meet you again next 
week, always have green pips ...... 
Congratulations on your success! I love your statement about being able to adapt and be 
flexible. You're reacting as well as forecasting.... but you're not demanding from the 
market.  
 
It's being like a surfer.... (or a snowboarder like me)... you know the direction but you 
adjust to the conditions of the water or snow in the moment, whilst keeping steer of 
direction.  
 
Great to see lots of successes now! And everyone's approach is unique.... but hmmmm 

somehow all too familiar! Wonder what that is?!  
Have a great weekend! 

 

elen21168 Sep 26, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 9469

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Congratulations on your success! I love your statement about being able to 
adapt and be flexible. You're reacting as well as forecasting.... but you're not demanding 
from the market. It's being like a surfer.... (or a snowboarder like me)... you know the 
direction but you adjust to the conditions of the water or snow in the moment, whilst 
keeping steer of direction. Great to see lots of successes now! And everyone's approach 

is unique.... but hmmmm somehow all too familiar! Wonder what that is?! Have a 
great weekend! 

Thank you very much mate, i learned a lot from you. You have always valuable posts 
. 

Have a nice weekend too ...  

 

tashkent Sep 26, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 9470

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I ended up doing that as well. Closed everything as I didn't want to hold over 
the weekend. Will look to reload EU on the break anywhere under 2700/2690. Seems 
weird but today was the easiest 110 pips I've made this month. Need more days like 
this. 

i decided to hold to see if 1.6260 was indeed the number, and looks like it was  

congrats with the easiest 110 pips and i believe more to come!  

 

cfdtaleong Sep 26, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 9471

 



After much head banging I still do not think I've fully grasp the concept yet and I know 
how oblivious I can get! I do have something that fits my style and test results have 
been fairly positive so I'll share the general thought process behind and maybe someone 
can find some use out of it. 
 
Indicator is Kpsra's and the tiny arrows it paints are my points of interest. 
 
1)Prices is supposed to be 97%ish recurrent so when a tiny arrow paints I expect 
price(P) to be there again some time in the future. 
 
2)I trade only arrows where price moves away in the opposite direction as that gives me 
space to trade. So if I get a downwards arrow and price starts moving up and away, I 
look for a place to sell back to (P). Essentially I am "selling the bottoms" and "buying the 
tops"  
 
3)You can technically describe (2) as a direction following approach 
 
4)I do this across M1 and M5 for my exit signals so to speak. When M1 and M5 both 
close with a pointy arrow, I assume similarity has occurred and expect a change in price 
direction. This is where I take whatever I have off the table. 
 
5)I then start looking for trades in the other direction and repeat the process till I'm 
happy with the day's taking. 
 
This is by no means perfect and test are still going. I believe there are some still flaws 
still in the logic process so do kindly comment if you spot any flaw in this process. The 
whole idea of this sharing is to echo the point that this is a worthwhile endeavour for 
considerations. 

 

LiquidGenius Sep 26, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 9472

 
Quoting Atihun 
i still dont know how you guys calc the probability. 
Here's a quick tip that might help you get started. 
If you know the probability that a left side transient bar will become recurrent (or that a 
recurrent bar will become transient) then you also know the probability that a specific 
price or set of prices will be touched (or not touched). Thus, you can now associate 
certain price levels with probabilities. These points may or may not be able to function 
like special kinds of transient/recurrent type bars. 

 

orid Sep 26, 2014 8:24pm | Post# 9473

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
After much head banging I still do not think I've fully grasp the concept yet and I know 
how oblivious I can get! I do have something that fits my style and test results have 
been fairly positive so I'll share the general thought process behind and maybe someone 
can find some use out of it. Indicator is Kpsra's and the tiny arrows it paints are my 
points of interest. 1)Prices is supposed to be 97%ish recurrent so when a tiny arrow 
paints I expect price(P) to be there again some time in the future. 2)I trade only arrows 
where price moves away in... 
Hi Cfd I think you maybe concentrating too much on the system some times and you 
cant see the wood for the trees ( im guilty also) What I do, and it really pays for me is 
this , forget the system and just put up a plain chart,clear your head (not much to clear 
in my case lol) and see what is going on , like yester day was pretty easy to trade , what 



im trying to say is this system is great the way I trade but some times you can get 
carried away with looking for signals without seeing what is obviously happening (brain 
overload) hope this makes some sense as this describes me. 
well that's my dribble for today good luck matey, may all your pips be many little ones . 
As you know I have trouble understanding kpsrs indi , he kindly explained with a pm and 
I thank him for that , I dont understand these fractals(yes my novice showing) and the 
small arrows so im going to study bigtime to get my head in order with the fractals 
best regards Orid peter 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 26, 2014 8:55pm | Post# 9474

 
A little late on this, but made a good few pips from yesterday using TZ combined with CI 

 
 
side note noob question- what does kpsra Indy do? 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 26, 2014 10:32pm | Post# 9475

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi Cfd I think you maybe concentrating too much on the system some times and 
you cant see the wood for the trees ( im guilty also) What I do, and it really pays for me 
is this , forget the system and just put up a plain chart,clear your head (not much to 
clear in my case lol) and see what is going on , like yester day was pretty easy to trade , 

what im trying to say is this system is great the way I trade but some times you 
can get carried away with looking for signals without seeing what is obviously happening 
(brain overload) hope... 

What do you mean I can't see wood for the trees? I walk into trees! I need to go 

relax and clear out the junk  

 

orid Sep 26, 2014 10:39pm | Post# 9476

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} What do you mean I can't see wood for the trees? I walk into trees! I 

need to go relax and clear out the junk  
sorry cfd hope you didnt take offence , just that im trying to trade this with clean charts 
myself , just my silly opinion matey , take no notice of me regards orid peter 

 

orid Sep 26, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 9477

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
A little late on this, but made a good few pips from yesterday using TZ combined with CI 

side note noob question- what does kpsra Indy do? 
check kpsra posts please yuxuan 89, it gives you probabilities on certain price zones 
being returned to and lots of other valuable info 
regards orid peter 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 26, 2014 11:09pm | Post# 9478

 



Quoting orid 
{quote}sorry cfd hope you didnt take offence , just that im trying to trade this with clean 
charts myself , just my silly opinion matey , take no notice of me regards orid peter 
No no im not offended in anyway. In fact you are absolutely correct! And for whatever 
progress I have so far, you've been a tremendous help! I was just trying to make some 

humour Trying say that worse than not being able to see the wood for the trees I 

bloody walk into them!  I guess i was not as funny as i think . Which is why I am 

having a nice cold one enjoying the weekend  

 

ephisi Sep 26, 2014 11:20pm | Post# 9479

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi Cfd I think you maybe concentrating too much on the system some times and 
you cant see the wood for the trees ( im guilty also) What I do, and it really pays for me 
is this , forget the system and just put up a plain chart,clear your head (not much to 
clear in my case lol) and see what is going on , like yester day was pretty easy to trade , 

what im trying to say is this system is great the way I trade but some times you 
can get carried away with looking for signals without seeing what is obviously happening 
(brain overload) hope... 
 
people are doing this differently. i guess we are doing same. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 27, 2014 1:48am | Post# 9480

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Please note that, while this is true, it is unwise to bet with odds of something 
happening less than 50%. It is thus useful to calculate the probability that the zone will 
be taken within h_right1 (for example 12 hours after creation of zone) given that it 
hasn't been taken out during current h_right2 (the potential zone has, for example, been 
created two hours ago and not cleared yet). The recurrence statistics indy V3 enables 
you to estimate this probability for your h by subtracting the P(h_right1)-P(h_right2). k 
And this is displayed under the "Probability of fully resolving possible transient bar" field 
right? If so that displayed value changes as the chart moves? I'm sorry I did not observe 
that portion was assuming it to be a static value. Classic case of tunnel vision. Sorry for 
being so thick. 

 

Atihun Sep 27, 2014 2:07am | Post# 9481

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Here's a quick tip that might help you get started. If you know the probability 
that a left side transient bar will become recurrent (or that a recurrent bar will become 
transient) then you also know the probability that a specific price or set of prices will be 
touched (or not touched). Thus, you can now associate certain price levels with 
probabilities. These points may or may not be able to function like special kinds of 
transient/recurrent type bars. 
Thank you for your tip. Will think about it over the weekend. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 3:08am | Post# 9482

 
I was feeling nostalgic and was going through some very old posts from old masters. 
here's one from the great Cloggie on EU thread.... Pertinent for those who are 



experiencing breakthroughs... 

Quoting cloggie 
Trading for a living is not a myth. Treat it as a business. Do your research, stick to a 
plan. Fx is very rewarding both financially and mentally. Do not become fixated on 
indicators, study one currency thoroughly and become familiar with its quirks. Learn 
about Pivot points, Support and Resistance, Trends. Identify tops and bottoms for entry 
and exits. Keep in mind that you are only trading against yourself, the market does not 
give a toss about you. Find a system, a time frame and a currency pair that works for 
you. Practise it over and over again,... 
 

 

kprsa Sep 27, 2014 3:15am | Post# 9483

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} And this is displayed under the "Probability of fully resolving possible transient 
bar" field right? 
Yes, if it is a transient zone that you're looking at. If it's a fractal zone, you check for that 
probability. 
 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote}If so that displayed value changes as the chart moves? 
Yes, it should, but not by much. The statistics is typically done over thousands of bars, so 
several tens of new bars would not make a big difference. 
 
k 

 

ephisi Sep 27, 2014 4:54am | Post# 9484

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I was feeling nostalgic and was going through some very old posts from old masters. 
here's one from the great Cloggie on EU thread.... Pertinent for those who are 
experiencing breakthroughs... {quote} 
Great post mate. Still believe in focusing on one pair till you no her behavior inside out. I 
was wondering if the trz work exactly on other pairs as it does with eurusd. I have a 
contest and i have to trade 5 pairs to increase my odds. 
For my personal account i have decided to continue sticking to eurusd until the contest 
proves otherwise as i app.y trz to other pairs. 

 

ephisi Sep 27, 2014 4:55am | Post# 9485

 
It might interest you to know that i have switched camp from swing trading to scqlping. 
A good entry with be co verted to swings. I think thats a more profitable and effective 
strategy 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 5:36am | Post# 9486

 
Quoting ephisi 
It might interest you to know that i have switched camp from swing trading to scqlping. 
A good entry with be co verted to swings. I think thats a more profitable and effective 
strategy 



I found yesterday quite interesting and it made me think about the nature of Trends vs 
Ranging. 
I believe these periods actually change people's emotions due to the effect on time. 
 
Trends are easier to trade: Time Delta is les than Price Delta 
Range Markets are difficult: Time Delta much larger than Price Delta, over an Oscillating 
Cycle 
 
I was able to make easy pips yesterday than in the last two weeks because the TZ and 
ZZBB was in trend from a breakout. The last two weeks were ranging, but over a wide 
price range. Trends within a Range are so minuscule that you are pretty much scalping 
within 1H blocks, which really means entries and exits within minute blocks. 
 
Trending markets can be left for hours. That leads into days. And this is where I believe 
the fractal nature of price bars starts to fall or become non-fractal but cyclical. A day is 
24 hours. But not every week is made up of 5 days. You have holidays etc. A month is 
not always 4 weeks globally. It's not a universal measure. 
 
So the inherent strategies of swings that lend itself to higher timeframes can only be 
used in Trends that are strong. On EU, I believe we're approaching 1/2 way and since the 
fall has gone 1.26 the retrace to 1.3 or 1.29 looks likely. even a fall to 1.25 calls for a 
retrace to 1.28-29 which can only come from a swing move not a consolidation/ranging 
move. 
 
Having said that, I think you can actually swing scalp or hybrid the trading. Instead of 
short/hold as is the case for EU you could target 30 pip moves on lower timeframes. This 
was actually how I got my 110 pips yesterday. I had 4 of these plus a minus 10 loss on 3 
smaller trades. Ironically, the 3 smaller trades were in small 5 min consolidations. 
 
So i believe, swing trading can be adapted to scalping. I believe a trader in EU Thread did 
this consistently using 12 pip scalps averaging 4-5 signals a day, for a minimum of 60 
pips that were compounded on previous days profits. He was still in trend, but didn't 
deviate from the TP, even if the market moved 120. Easily you could open two accounts 
and trade on this kind of scalp and have another for the entry/hold. 

 

ephisi Sep 27, 2014 8:34am | Post# 9487

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I found yesterday quite interesting and it made me think about the nature of 
Trends vs Ranging. I believe these periods actually change people's emotions due to the 
effect on time. Trends are easier to trade: Time Delta is les than Price Delta Range 
Markets are difficult: Time Delta much larger than Price Delta, over an Oscillating Cycle I 
was able to make easy pips yesterday than in the last two weeks because the TZ and 
ZZBB was in trend from a breakout. The last two weeks were ranging, but over a wide 
price range. Trends within a Range... 
Exactly what i did, i opened a second account for scalping, thats what i posted yesterday 
on the thread. But what i came to realize is that certain scalptrades can be converted to 
swings. That is, if a scalp trade quickly moves 20pios in my favor and continues with 
momentum then i should hold. Thats my plan. I will keep scalping in range market. 
 
From what i have seen in my last 6months on eurusd, and this has been confirmed by 
eurusdd, dont expect to see trends every day on eurusd. They are rare if u have noticed. 
Range range range breakout 100pips then range range range range breakout 100pips. 
A 30-50pips profit trade to me qualifies as a scalp as long as the move happens in a 
short time. 

 



vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 8:47am | Post# 9488

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Exactly what i did, i opened a second account for scalping, thats what i posted 
yesterday on the thread. But what i came to realize is that certain scalptrades can be 
converted to swings. That is, if a scalp trade quickly moves 20pios in my favor and 
continues with momentum then i should hold. Thats my plan. I will keep scalping in 
range market. From what i have seen in my last 6months on eurusd, and this has been 
confirmed by eurusdd, dont expect to see trends every day on eurusd. They are rare if u 
have noticed. Range range range breakout... 
Got you! Now I understand your definition. I agree, I think you've captured the difficulty 
I've noticed with intra day trends. You're spot on about the movement. It was different in 
2009-2010. I was still learning then but guys could pull in 200 pips WEEKLY, that is 
within 2 days. Can't do that now unless you scalp both directions.Anyways, we may call it 
different things but we're on the same wavelength. I'm eyeing EURCAD as well for a 
short next week. As well as Cable and possibly more Dollar longs . I will probably post 
less here as well during the day, but keep an eye on it - know what I mean. We have 
enough so far to reap good consistent green pips. 

 

trdmny Sep 27, 2014 9:24am | Post# 9489

 
Hi All, I have been trying learn what you guys are doing, what I have noticed here 

is no one post there charts for those trying to learn it would be very helpful 
for some of you that have this down to post a chart of the trades you take. 
 
As they say a picture is worth 1000 words..Thanks in advance for your help!! 
 
Happy Trading All! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 27, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 9490

 
Getting close now. Couple more pieces to fit in. Have an explorer up..at least I think its 
up. Propose is for progress tracking that's all. I've nothing to proof...everyone know I'm 
not brightest bulb on the xmas tree already. If you happen to see the thing growing 
however, you should really get to reading this thread. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 6:42pm | Post# 9491

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ideas for Projections 
 
Some calculations and research on timing suggests that a bottoming between now and early 
Oct is due. I've been doing a variety of price projections but one simple one is attached 
below using Fibs. 
 
Based on the 4H, I've simply aligned the 50% with the largest Even Zone, which has a 
higher chance of being recurrent than Uneven Zones. I draw my Fibs using quarters... and 
coincidentally and interestingly, they are lining up with key levels and turning points.  
 
Doing this, sets the final Fib projection is 2523. Were it to bounce from this point, it could 
retrace to 1.31, 1.29, 1.28 



 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 9492

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here's the 15M with Bollinger Band, to show that the TZ concept can be combined with a 
Similarity Technique. 
The Uneven Transient Zones tend to close outside the Bollinger Band which are turning 
points. 
 
This chart however, has a misprice where I've indicated. Misprices are targets of return. 
2755 to 2839 
 
And of course, printed zones can act as Breakout Lines, which in EU's case is a short when 
the last Bottom Forming Uneven TZ is breached to the southside. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 7:31pm | Post# 9493

 
1 Attachment(s) 



And here's a 1M view of the TZ as they would appear base d on h=6, just for illustrative 
purposes. 
I had to do this without the indicator and just eyeball the tops and bottoms for the price 
action bars that could create Uneven TZs. 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 27, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 9494

 
Quoting trdmny 
Hi All, I have been trying learn what you guys are doing, what I have noticed here is no 

one post there charts for those trying to learn it would be very helpful for some of you 
that have this down to post a chart of the trades you take. As they say a picture is worth 
1000 words..Thanks in advance for your help!! Happy Trading All! 
There you go, a few charts posted for you! Enjoy! 

 

trdmny Sep 27, 2014 8:04pm | Post# 9495

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There you go, a few charts posted for you! Enjoy! 

Very nice and very helpful!!  
That's makes it a lot easier to see it in action 

 

NorthTrader Sep 27, 2014 8:22pm | Post# 9496

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Here's the 15M with Bollinger Band, to show that the TZ concept can be combined with a 
Similarity Technique. The Uneven Transient Zones tend to close outside the Bollinger 
Band which are turning points. This chart however, has a misprice where I've indicated. 
Misprices are targets of return. 2755 to 2839 And of course, printed zones can act as 
Breakout Lines, which in EU's case is a short when the last Bottom Forming Uneven TZ is 
breached to the southside. {image} 
Hi Vlady, thanks for posting the nice charts! But I'm failing to see how you spotted the 
misprice from that chart alone. Not just because it happened within the BBs is it? Thanks, 
NT. 



 

cfdtaleong Sep 27, 2014 11:42pm | Post# 9497

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} There you go, a few charts posted for you! Enjoy! 

Very generous V. Hats of to ya Lets get em pips next week! 

 

orid Sep 27, 2014 11:52pm | Post# 9498

 
Quoting vlady1974 
And here's a 1M view of the TZ as they would appear base d on h=6, just for illustrative 
purposes. I had to do this without the indicator and just eyeball the tops and bottoms for 
the price action bars that could create Uneven TZs. {image} 
nice charts Vlady you are a credit to this thread , 
Regards Orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 3:14am | Post# 9499

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hi Vlady, thanks for posting the nice charts! But I'm failing to see how you 
spotted the misprice from that chart alone. Not just because it happened within the BBs 
is it? Thanks, NT. 
Hi North, 
 
You're right, it's purely because it didn't close outside BB. Equally it can be argued as just 
a normal failure within Bollinger Band, although I remember at the time watching the EU 
thread and there were expectations by some of the better traders for prices to break 
2760. Hence why I was watching.... You can see that there was that close outside BB 
momentarily.... That's the valid top sequence, but just barely. The moment that failure 
came about, I believe I shorted soon after but I recall thinking it didn't seem right....like 
the flow was interrupted. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 28, 2014 3:39am | Post# 9500

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi North, You're right, it's purely because it didn't close outside BB. Equally it 
can be argued as just a normal failure within Bollinger Band, although I remember at the 
time watching the EU thread and there were expectations by some of the better traders 
for prices to break 2760. Hence why I was watching.... You can see that there was that 
close outside BB momentarily.... That's the valid top sequence, but just barely. The 
moment that failure came about, I believe I shorted soon after but I recall thinking it 
didn't seem right....like... 
Yeah Vlady, thanks. I was only asking because there were a couple more before that one 
that happened within the BBs too, but they both got revisited. Do you think they were 
misprices too? 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 5:15am | Post# 9501

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Yeah Vlady, thanks. I was only asking because there were a couple more before 
that one that happened within the BBs too, but they both got revisited. Do you think they 



were misprices too? 
I use the term mid price loosely as it was a term originally associated with Dissimilarity. 
However I recall the first time it was discussed heavily by Eurusdd. It was after a news 
night in which Eurusdd called a bottom and it shot up like crazy the following days. When 
it reached the tops, it consolidated and he said there's a problem at so and so. This was 
the first evidence I found where the ZZBB sequence was broken and the swing didn't 
close outside BB. Eurusdd verified that I was on the right track but didn't go into 
specifics. That was over a year ago now, but I had formed the rule and had enough proof 
that MOST times it qualities for a misprice. But for all I know there may be 37 different 
types of misprice caused by another 49 different things, know what I mean? 
 
Certain misprice a will get revisited if the cause is small relative to timeframe. This move 
was 80 pips though, so I think it will be addressed on the coming retrace that I'm 
predicting and a few commentators are suggesting. 
 
I have numbers at 2662, 2642, 2620 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 5:24am | Post# 9502

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Just did a quick scan. Seems to me like dissimilarity always starts and ends 
around the middle of the BB. 
Just going through that time period looking for the post, but found this in the meantime. 
Aaah those were the days! Lol 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 5:27am | Post# 9503

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hmm! Excellent chart. I think both of us need to refine our definitions more 
accurately... but I think there's something here! I said, if stoch is on top BB, price will 
cancel from the top and I showed an example. Your chart shows that if stoch is on top BB 
but is rejected outside the zone to the bottom, then it cancels from the bottom. In both 
cases... the bar when dissim started is in the past. Price can either go above or below. 
But something tells me you're closer to the actual behaviour. Maybe you can backtest a 
few of the zones? Let's... 
Here's another 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 5:42am | Post# 9504

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thank you for your insightful posts again. In the chart below we see the 
previous swing high was 1.3159 (yellow circle). If this was a valid swing high then it 
SHOULD have been outside the BB and the ZZ should have appeared. It did not. So my 
thinking is that this tells us that the price must go higher or at least equal to that 
(>1.3159). Hence why Eurusdd is confident on the price reaching 1.3158 (at least). 
{image} 
Quite a few posts after the one above... 
But I think the gist is that a trend is still to be ridden not fought. If the misprice happens 
but we font return to it.... We should return to it on any journey back. 

 

NorthTrader Sep 28, 2014 7:02am | Post# 9505

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Quite a few posts after the one above... But I think the gist is that a trend is still 
to be ridden not fought. If the misprice happens but we font return to it.... We should 
return to it on any journey back. 
Thank you Vlady. That was a very comprehensive answer to my inconsequential 
question! Green pips to you mate. 

 

yuxuan89 Sep 28, 2014 7:24am | Post# 9506

 
If there is a way for me to like posts there would be a lot of posts I'm liking  
 
side note: is kpsra Indy pretty self explanatory? Gonna give it a shot tonight and try to 
understand it.  
 
Thansk guys for for all the lovely information here, really appreciated 

 

NorthTrader Sep 28, 2014 8:00am | Post# 9507

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thank you Vlady. That was a very comprehensive answer to my inconsequential 
question! Green pips to you mate. 
By the way, I use Keltner Channels on my charts, not Bollinger Bands. In fact, it's the 
only indicator I use (apart from candlesticks). It will be interesting to see if the UTZs that 
are located outside the BBs are located outside the KBs too. 
 
I also have a theory that I'm going to test this week, merging my usual KC system with 
TZs. If it works, I'll let you know. 

 

kprsa Sep 28, 2014 10:14am | Post# 9508

 
Quoting yuxuan89 
If there is a way for me to like posts there would be a lot of posts I'm liking side note: is 
kpsra Indy pretty self explanatory? Gonna give it a shot tonight and try to understand it. 
Thansk guys for for all the lovely information here, really appreciated 
Hi yuxuan89, 
 
it is not necessarily the most self-explanatory indicator out there, but I think it is quite 
powerful in the one thing it does.  
I personally think it is a good basis to formulate a successful probabilistic strategy, by 
itself or coupled with other indicators. 
So, please, give it a try, ask questions here if you don't understand something and, 
importantly, let others know how it went. 
 
k 

 

orid Sep 28, 2014 10:21am | Post# 9509

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi yuxuan89, it is not necessarily the most self-explanatory indicator out there, 
but I think it is quite powerful in the one thing it does. I personally think it is a good 
basis to formulate a successful probabilistic strategy, by itself or coupled with other 
indicators. So, please, give it a try, ask questions here if you don't understand something 



and, importantly, let others know how it went. k 
yes well worth spending time thouroughly checking this great piece of work by kprsa very 
underestimated by myself until recently . 
Regards orid peter 

 

ephisi Sep 28, 2014 10:46am | Post# 9510

 
same question we ask when we make a new low. is this a turning point or a continuation. 
always tricky. ;lets see. 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 28, 2014 10:54am | Post# 9511

 
Here we are looking for TZs. We have an indicator that tells us where one might be. We 
also have an indicator that tells us that the suspected TZs are not TZs. Well if we know 
that they are not transient then they must be recurrent and if they are recurrent what 
can I do............ 

 

Exciter135 Sep 28, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 9512

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't have an exact reason for why it will hit X price. What I do know is that 
ZZ/BB work in a way to predict/project whether a price will form a swing top or bottom. 
Quick recap: Price and BB Stoch and BB (my charts wont have this as it can't do it. MT4 
has it) If Price BB goes outside of BB Bands, it COULD BE a swing top.... need to check: 
Stoch BB... if it is inside whilst PriceBB is outside... then high chance (97%) it is a 
top/bottom. Stoch BB... if it is outside it is a fake. Price will reverse, sure. But it will 
reverse again and... 
Hi Vlady, when you say PriceBB, you are pointing to EMA1 or candles themself. Coz as 
explained by Eurusdd (if I am not misunderstood), Disimi or Simi is comparison EMA1 
(represents for Price) with Stoch line. There are candles that their part penetrates 
outside BB, but EMA1 is not, still inside BB. Thank Vlady so much. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 9513

 
Quoting Exciter135 
{quote} Hi Vlady, when you say PriceBB, you are pointing to EMA1 or candles themself. 
Coz as explained by Eurusdd (if I am not misunderstood), Disimi or Simi is comparison 
EMA1 (represents for Price) with Stoch line. There are candles that their part penetrates 
outside BB, but EMA1 is not, still inside BB. Thank Vlady so much. 
Originally, it was Price (chart price) in BB vs Stochastics in BB. This then compared price 
directly with the stochastic. 
 
There should be no difference, in theory, between an EMA and a Stochastic provided you 
have the correct settings for both in the timeframe you are looking at. As long as these 
settings reflect price consistently then you can attempt to measure their similarity. 
 
Personally, I don't need to compare price to stochastic anymore because it has been 
proved that dis similarities between price and stochastic tends to occur when price closes 
outside BB. In addition, Time Periods of dissimilarity has been found to occur when price 
is near the middle of the Bollinger Band (see re quoted posts above). So I don't need or 
use Stochastic BB on my MT4 charts anymore...just price and BB. 

 



rkhan1 Sep 28, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 9514

 
Hello everyone 
 
 
I just came across this thread ,looks interesting and somewhat promising 
 
Started from the first post and tried to make sense , still a bit confused . 
 
I downloaded the indicators from 1 post but there not loading on my mt4 
 
can someone guide me to what I have to read and understand , and where to download 
the latest TPL and indicators that I can be on the same page with everyone 
 
476 pages quite a bit threads to read and understand 
 
 
Thanks very much 

 

Ullen Sep 28, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 9515

 
Quoting rkhan1 
Hello everyone I just came across this thread ,looks interesting and somewhat promising 
Started from the first post and tried to make sense , still a bit confused . I downloaded 
the indicators from 1 post but there not loading on my mt4 can someone guide me to 
what I have to read and understand , and where to download the latest TPL and 
indicators that I can be on the same page with everyone 476 pages quite a bit threads to 
read and understand Thanks very much 
I'm sorry to let you down. This forum isn't like the others. Here you are learning to 
understand the forex market. You are not given a template & indis and a set of rules to 

follow. You must read the whole thing, and if you understand it, it will blow your mind  

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 2:52pm | Post# 9516

 
Quoting rkhan1 
Hello everyone I just came across this thread ,looks interesting and somewhat promising 
Started from the first post and tried to make sense , still a bit confused . I downloaded 
the indicators from 1 post but there not loading on my mt4 can someone guide me to 
what I have to read and understand , and where to download the latest TPL and 
indicators that I can be on the same page with everyone 476 pages quite a bit threads to 
read and understand Thanks very much 
Hi Rkhan, 
 
MT4 has had a version upgrade. Some of the indicators posted here from years ago may 
not work. If you are not familiar, each FF thread has an attachments page indicated by a 
paperclip at the top right of each Thread. Please browse this area and try them on your 
MT4. Caveat Emptor. If it works it works, if it doesn't then it doesn't - there are no 
guarantees since everything is for free. 
 
Having said that.... it is a forum/discussion. Share and participate. It's not a classroom 
so no one is obliged to anybody here for any help other than by charirtable donations. 
There is no summary except for summaries that have been posted in the past. No one 
will give the information to you just because you ask for it. 
 



Knowledge doesn't work that way. You have to earn it. So if you have 200 pages, 400 
pages or 4000 pages to read - if you really want it......... then you know what to do. 

 

wireash Sep 28, 2014 3:02pm | Post# 9517

 
to be able to sucessfully trade forex day in and day out,month after month,year after 
year, you cannot rely on your gut instinct or your luck. when i began to trade a forex 
demo acccount many years ago, i found i had no instinct for the market and i had the 
worst luck, Zero instinct and zero luck. Every time i shorted i would suddenly see green, 
IT was uncanny. The more obvious the trade looked, the less itseemed to work for me. IT 
even seemed like the market was out to get me.Price always seemed to reverse when i 
entered a tradejust far enough to hit my stop loss-often to the pip. Was there someone 
out o get me?why would someone care about me so much?what did i do to piss them off? 
Its funny how attitude can change thing's.  
i can now see that the market is actually trying to help me. It usually comes back and 
gives me a second chance. This is exactly wherei used to loose momey. Now it's where i 
make money.i owe it all to planning my trades and trading my plans.Usually if im right,i 
profit.If im wrong,i didnt trade anyways,so who cares! 
In my humble opinion, a successful forex trader always takes the time to develop a 
smart plan. 
kudos 

 

wireash Sep 28, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 9518

 
Thats for those that complain about reading all those pages on this thred 

 

wireash Sep 28, 2014 5:10pm | Post# 9519

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

ephisi Sep 28, 2014 5:22pm | Post# 9520

 
crazy but im long from 81   

 

angelofx Sep 28, 2014 5:38pm | Post# 9521

 
Quoting ephisi 

crazy but im long from 81   
Sent you a pm 

 

wireash Sep 28, 2014 5:55pm | Post# 9522

 
Quoting ephisi 

crazy but im long from 81   
CRAZY is right 
im short 

 

Albertdkpllh Sep 28, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 9523

 
I will be testing what I have learnt here. My trade explorer is based purely on TZs.... 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 6:07pm | Post# 9524



 

Quoting ephisi 

crazy but im long from 81   

I will join you if 76 holds.  

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 6:08pm | Post# 9525

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
I will be testing what I have learnt here. My trade explorer is based purely on TZs.... 
Make sure you compare all timeframes to re-enforce a signal. 

 

rkhan1 Sep 28, 2014 6:55pm | Post# 9526

 
Thanks for your input gents 
 
I am not afraid of reading 476 pages , I hope this thread, this trading idea , this trading 
plan is worth it 
 
if any wants to find me, I will be on post 1 
 
"always go with the flow" 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 6:56pm | Post# 9527

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I will join you if 76 holds.  
It didn't. So I've shorted EU @ 2669. Was a bit late as I was managing other pairs. 

 

ephisi Sep 28, 2014 6:58pm | Post# 9528

 
we are trending.im short also and holding. was expecting range market 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 7:04pm | Post# 9529

 
Quoting rkhan1 
Thanks for your input gents I am not afraid of reading 476 pages , I hope this thread, 
this trading idea , this trading plan is worth it if any wants to find me, I will be on post 1 
"always go with the flow" 
Excellent attitude! Get a big notepad and just take notes. Don't try and absorb to 
understand. Just absorb. 
 
This thread is trading IDEAS (plural) not just one over-arching one. It started off as 
Similarity, but Eurusdd is basically saying that EU has an inherent intelligent design and 
is not random. Enjoy! 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 28, 2014 8:41pm | Post# 9530

 



Good start 14pips not sure why my TE says 11 though. First entry wasn't too good so 
closed it early. 
 
Edit 48 so far. Entries need some work but system seems ok 

 

ephisi Sep 28, 2014 9:36pm | Post# 9531

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent attitude! Get a big notepad and just take notes. Don't try and absorb 
to understand. Just absorb. This thread is trading IDEAS (plural) not just one over-
arching one. It started off as Similarity, but Eurusdd is basically saying that EU has an 
inherent intelligent design and is not random. Enjoy! 
hey mate, can you see what i was expecting? similarity is being restored. guess i may be 
right about the range. i concluded too earlier than i should. assumptions 

 

vlady1974 Sep 28, 2014 9:42pm | Post# 9532

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} hey mate, can you see what i was expecting? similarity is being restored. guess 
i may be right about the range. i concluded too earlier than i should. assumptions 
I was stopped out at BE. Expected Asia to take it lower if 76 was broken. Looks like 66 is 
strong. Going to bed. 
I'm expecting a mildly turbulent week in that a bottom could form and sentiment could 
change. 
 
Edit: 
PS. I agree about Similarity being restored. 

 

ephisi Sep 28, 2014 9:56pm | Post# 9533

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I was stopped out at BE. Expected Asia to take it lower if 76 was broken. Looks 
like 66 is strong. Going to bed. I'm expecting a mildly turbulent week in that a bottom 
could form and sentiment could change. Edit: PS. I agree about Similarity being restored. 
see you in london 

 

summicron Sep 29, 2014 12:06am | Post# 9534

 
Going against a steep down trend in AUDUSD/NZDUSD so small lots. 
 
Reading M30 and H1 charts. Bought AUDUSD, TP set to 0.87225. 

 

brekz1 Sep 29, 2014 2:14am | Post# 9535

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hello all, 
 

this is good or bad decision? plase comment, thank you  
 
EURUSD M1 



 

 

Ullen Sep 29, 2014 3:16am | Post# 9536

 
Nice pips out there today! Trade your plan and trust it. 
 
Don't ever fear that your decision is wrong. If you got it right, it won't be! 
 

Patience & Confidence   

 

son7-fx Sep 29, 2014 4:44am | Post# 9537

 
hi  
maybe can i have lost template and indicators for this system 
please 

 

wireash Sep 29, 2014 5:05am | Post# 9538

 
Quoting son7-fx 
hi maybe can i have lost template and indicators for this system please 
? 

 

handy148 Sep 29, 2014 5:05am | Post# 9539

 
Jeez doesn't anyone read threads anymore. 

 



wireash Sep 29, 2014 5:07am | Post# 9540

 
Quoting son7-fx 
hi maybe can i have lost template and indicators for this system please 
sure it's on PAGE 1 

 

wireash Sep 29, 2014 5:08am | Post# 9541

 
Quoting handy148 
Jeez doesn't anyone read threads anymore. 
what a shame 

 

TradeFinder Sep 29, 2014 5:40am | Post# 9542

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi Cfd I think you maybe concentrating too much on the system some times and 
you cant see the wood for the trees ( im guilty also) What I do, and it really pays for me 
is this , forget the system and just put up a plain chart,clear your head (not much to 
clear in my case lol) and see what is going on , like yester day was pretty easy to trade , 

what im trying to say is this system is great the way I trade but some times you 
can get carried away with looking for signals without seeing what is obviously happening 
(brain overload) hope... 
 
Hi 
 
Is it possible to share kprsa's pm explanation of his indi, I am struggling to see the 
relationship of the statistics to the charts. If you want to pm that is fine and I can ask 
kpsra if you feel unsure of passing on his work directly 

 

hannele Sep 29, 2014 5:46am | Post# 9543

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi Is it possible to share kprs's pm explanation of his indi, I am struggling to see 
the relationship of the statistics to the charts. If you want to pm that is fine and I can ask 
kpsr if you feel unsure of passing on his work directly 
hi orid, 
 
I second TradeFinder, I was going to ask same thing from you or kprsa, if it is okay ? 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 6:25am | Post# 9544

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi Is it possible to share kprsa's pm explanation of his indi, I am struggling to see 
the relationship of the statistics to the charts. If you want to pm that is fine and I can ask 
kpsra if you feel unsure of passing on his work directly 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} hi orid, I second TradeFinder, I was going to ask same thing from you or kprsa, if it 



is okay ? cheers hannele 
Maybe this will help you guys. If not just ignore. Put simply, in 'laymans' terms, the 
indicator tends to pick price levels where price does not hang around unecessarily. That 
means price does not 'range' or 'whipsaw' there. 95% of the time anyway. That's the edge. 
It either rejects price, 'bounce', or it collapses, 'breakout'. Once you are certain of the 
reaction, all thats left is to figure out entries. It's even more effective as levels for stop 
placements and trade management. Here's my most recent trade doing just that. Closed 
half positions already for 150pips, and protective stop now at 90pips on remaining positions. 
Stress free. 

 

 

limprobable Sep 29, 2014 6:45am | Post# 9545

 
An interesting post for TradeVector (2005!): 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...1565#post21565 
 
Timing, Direction, Magnitude and Probability. 

 

Ullen Sep 29, 2014 6:47am | Post# 9546

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Nice day of trading so far.  
 
This works on any pair and any TF! 



 

 

handy148 Sep 29, 2014 6:48am | Post# 9547

 
Pretty close to a description/definition of supply and demand levels as well. 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 6:52am | Post# 9548

 

Quoting handy148 

Pretty close to a description/definition of supply and demand levels as well. 

major difference is the 'h' factor.  

 

handy148 Sep 29, 2014 6:55am | Post# 9549

 
Sometimes I wonder if we are all guilty of trying to over-complicate things. Litechild 
chart is a perfect example of good old basic lower highs and lower lows. 

 

TradeFinder Sep 29, 2014 6:57am | Post# 9550

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} {quote} Maybe this will help you guys. If not just ignore. Put simply, in 'laymans' 
terms, the indicator tends to pick price levels where price does not hang around 
unecessarily. That means price does not 'range' or 'whipsaw' there. 95% of the time 
anyway. That's the edge. It either rejects price, 'bounce', or it collapses, 'breakout'. Once 
you are certain of the reaction, all thats left is to figure out entries. It's even more effective 
as levels for stop placements and trade management. Here's my most recent trade doing 
just that. Closed... 
Hi 



 
Yes i can see this part working and having read all the thread pages it is nice to see some of 
the developed simplicity in action, we all know it has not been simple to work through this 
and its still positively head hurting in lots of places. 
 
To ask my question better, I have just quickly copied your chart with the transient zones 
indicator and set h to 48 as you have. i have then set kprsa indi to h=48 and it showed the 
number of bars at 9826, I then updated the the transient zones indi to have the same 
number of bars so they are operating on the same sample size. 
 
Observations show the confirmed transient bars are at 2.03% which is low against the 
quoted 3% and 97% split, how much does this matter - I am not sure currently 
 
BUT I am struggling to see the relationship of the probabilities edge offerred by kprsa indi 
which shows some high %'s which feels really good but what do all the numbers mean and 
how is that tradeable as an edge is the thrust of this question 

 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:07am | Post# 9551

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi Yes i can see this part working and having read all the thread pages it is nice 
to see some of the developed simplicity in action, we all know it has not been simple to 
work through this and its still positively head hurting in lots of places. To ask my 
question better, I have just quickly copied your chart with the transient zones indicator 
and set h to 48 as you have. i have then set kprsa indi to h=48 and it showed the 
number of bars at 9826, I then updated the the transient zones indi to have the same 
number of bars so they are operating... 
apart from the h=48 part, I have absolutely no idea what you're talking about. Don't 
overcomplicate it. The Transient Zones indy with the appropriate 'h' set, is already doing 
most of the headscratching work for you, so why stressing your brain again? Just trade 
what your charts are showing. Don't try to pick tops and buttoms. Ignore TZs that signal 

trades against the trend, and you'll be fine. That's what I do.  

 



hannele Sep 29, 2014 7:15am | Post# 9552

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} apart from the h=48 part, I have absolutely no idea what you're talking about. 
Don't overcomplicate it. The Transient Zones indy with the appropriate 'h' set, is already 
doing most of the headscratching work for you, so why stressing your brain again? Just 
trade what your charts are showing. Don't try to pick tops and buttoms. Ignore TZs that 

signal trades against the trend, and you'll be fine. That's what I do.  

Thank you Litechild  
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:17am | Post# 9553

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi Yes i can see this part working and having read all the thread pages it is nice to 
see some of the developed simplicity in action, we all know it has not been simple to work 
through this and its still positively head hurting in lots of places. To ask my question better, 
I have just quickly copied your chart with the transient zones indicator and set h to 48 as 
you have. i have then set kprsa indi to h=48 and it showed the number of bars at 9826, I 
then updated the the transient zones indi to have the same number of bars so they are 
operating... 
Out of curiosity, let me ask, which amoong TZ1, TZ2 and TZ3 was the determining factor in 
taking that trade. Which candle was the 'gamechanger' or if you like 'confirmation' or 
'trigger'? 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 29, 2014 7:19am | Post# 9554

 
Quoting limprobable 
An interesting post for TradeVector (2005!): 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...1565#post21565 Timing, Direction, Magnitude 
and Probability. 

 



 
Those things sum up my philosophy 

 

vlady1974 Sep 29, 2014 7:21am | Post# 9555

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Out of curiosity, let me ask, which amoong TZ1, TZ2 and TZ3 was the 
determining factor in taking that trade. Which candle was the 'gamechanger' or if you 
like 'confirmation' or 'trigger'? {image} 
TZ3 is the trigger. You had within 30 minutes of the candle breaching TZ3 to decide if 
that range was transient or not. The move also pierced TZ2 so you knew it was down 
directionally. 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:27am | Post# 9556

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} TZ3 is the trigger. You had within 30 minutes of the candle breaching TZ3 to 
decide if that range was transient or not. The move also pierced TZ2 so you knew it was 
down directionally. 
interesting answer my friend. I'll wait for other opinions before sharing my thots further. 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 29, 2014 7:28am | Post# 9557

 
The deal is this. You could treat any old horizontal line as a support or resistance. Trade 
could be via a bounce or breakout. Nice and simple. 
The TZs give you the same behaviour as S/R lines, but it's a quicker judgement call 
because the price will either bounce or go through - with certainty. 
 
Notice in LITEchild's chart, there wasn't a TZ for every top or bottom swing. TZ3 wasn't a 
top. So it's not just Tops and Bottoms. 
These zones can happen within price bars. And if they do... the zone means they are 
transient - they won't hang around for that bar or h bars on that chart. 
 
There's your trade opportunity. If you know price will not go back to X then you can put 
your stop safely behind it. Bingo Boingo... your trade is easier. 

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 7:36am | Post# 9558

 
Quoting TradeFinder 
{quote} Hi Is it possible to share kprsa's pm explanation of his indi, I am struggling to 
see the relationship of the statistics to the charts. If you want to pm that is fine and I can 
ask kpsra if you feel unsure of passing on his work directly 
Hi Tradefinder and hannele please ask kpsra I'm sure he would be only too happy to 
explain. ( my questions to him were very basic) and his answers may not be that helpful 
if you are after a detailed explanation. maybe we could persuade him for a PDF 
My take ::It gives you probability statistics of where price is likely to return to based on 
the settings you put in (h bars left and right) 
same as transient ind but more detailed , still learning it my self . 

Regards Orid  

 



LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:36am | Post# 9559

 
Quoting vlady1974 
The deal is this. You could treat any old horizontal line as a support or resistance. Trade 
could be via a bounce or breakout. Nice and simple. The TZs give you the same 
behaviour as S/R lines, but it's a quicker judgement call because the price will either 
bounce or go through - with certainty. Notice in LITEchild's chart, there wasn't a TZ for 
every top or bottom swing. TZ3 wasn't a top. So it's not just Tops and Bottoms. These 
zones can happen within price bars. And if they do... the zone means they are transient - 
they... 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 29, 2014 7:38am | Post# 9560

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} interesting answer my friend. I'll wait for other opinions before sharing my thots 

further.  

I'm sure there are more ways to skin a cat. It was the obvious one when I looked at it  
On a good day, I might have just shorted that top of that last swing.... on a bad day, I 
may have shorted on the break of TZ2 

 

hannele Sep 29, 2014 7:43am | Post# 9561

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Out of curiosity, let me ask, which amoong TZ1, TZ2 and TZ3 was the 
determining factor in taking that trade. Which candle was the 'gamechanger' or if you 
like 'confirmation' or 'trigger'? {image} 
TZ1 direction TZ3 confirmation or abc if you like since trend might be nearly exhausted 
.... 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:44am | Post# 9562

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I'm sure there are more ways to skin a cat. It was the obvious one when I 

looked at it On a good day, I might have just shorted that top of that last swing.... on a 
bad day, I may have shorted on the break of TZ2 
My thots exactly! depends on what type of trader you are. Aggresive? or Conservative? I'm 
not a scalper. I'm a swing trader. This will ultimately affect how a trade setup and 
management is handled and executed. That being said, here are some more clues I critically 
examine to gauge what the charts are telling me in real time... 



 

 

Robertk Sep 29, 2014 7:44am | Post# 9563

 
How are you guys setting priorities for RZ/TZ? Personally I am trying to find the biggest 
(H) even zones but the problem that I find myself into is that these zones can often be 
100 pips+ away (the higher the H, the further they are away). 
 
Trying to find something balanced in order to keep a steady winrate, while still having a 
decent amount of trades on a weekly base. I tried ATR projections today including a rule 
that RZ/TZ should be 'x' amount nearby the extreme boundaries(TZ within). While this is 
mind easing it is kind of taking the market structure for granted considering price is often 
seeking the higher (H)'s first / higher chance of being resolved. 
 
Hope we can discuss this a bit! 

 

hannele Sep 29, 2014 7:45am | Post# 9564

 
sorry did not see Vladys post until after.... 

 

hannele Sep 29, 2014 7:45am | Post# 9565

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi Tradefinder and hannele please ask kpsra I'm sure he would be only too 
happy to explain. ( my questions to him were very basic) and his answers may not be 
that helpful if you are after a detailed explanation. maybe we could persuade him for a 
PDF My take ::It gives you probability statistics of where price is likely to return to based 
on the settings you put in (h bars left and right) same as transient ind but more detailed 

, still learning it my self . Regards Orid  

thank you Orid, will do  
cheers 
hannele 

 



LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 7:50am | Post# 9566

 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} TZ1 direction TZ3 confirmation or abc if you like since trend might be nearly 
exhausted....  
Insightful hannele. The probability that the trend is not exhausted is one major edge I 

keep on my side! That one I'm not sharing just yet.  

That's why I'm trading AUDUSD now instead of EURUSD! That's another clue for you.  

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 7:50am | Post# 9567

 
Quoting Robertk 
How are you guys setting priorities for RZ/TZ? Personally I am trying to find the biggest 
(H) even zones but the problem that I find myself into is that these zones can often be 
100 pips+ away (the higher the H, the further they are away). Trying to find something 
balanced in order to keep a steady winrate, while still having a decent amount of trades 
on a weekly base. I tried ATR projections today including a rule that RZ/TZ should be 'x' 
amount nearby the extreme boundaries. While this is mind easing it is kind of taking the 
market structure for... 
well lot of us are trading different ways I have large H bars , I trade forming transients . 
with the possibility that they will become full transients , in mind . 
Regards Orid 

 

TradeFinder Sep 29, 2014 7:51am | Post# 9568

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Out of curiosity, let me ask, which amoong TZ1, TZ2 and TZ3 was the 
determining factor in taking that trade. Which candle was the 'gamechanger' or if you 
like 'confirmation' or 'trigger'? {image} 
TZ3 but i would have shorted at the immediate candle following the piercing centre one. 
This one had come back and tested the zone but not invalidated it 
 
Regarding the complicating bit, i am trying to understand kprsa indi numbers as quite a 
few here have said how useful they are. Once i understand them i too may find it more 
complicated and revert to the transient zones only. At the minute still learning by 
aquiring info and trying to work things through into something tradeable 
 
Many thanks for your answers they are each a nugget towards the gold mine we all seek 

 

 

Robertk Sep 29, 2014 7:59am | Post# 9569

 
Quoting orid 
{quote}well lot of us are trading different ways I have large H bars , I trade forming 
transients . with the possibility that they will become full transients , in mind . Regards 
Orid 
Would you say that your results(from a technical perspective) depend much on the 
(H/TF) setting, or on other factors to pinpoint entries? ( for which forming transient zone 
to choose). If other factors, no need to put them here. I am just wondering what kind of 
approach people use in here. 

 



hannele Sep 29, 2014 8:07am | Post# 9570

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Insightful hannele. The probability that the trend is not exhausted is one major 

edge I keep on my side! That one I'm not sharing just yet. That's why I'm trading 

AUDUSD now instead of EURUSD! That's another clue for you.  
What made me think it might be coming to the end is daily view (attached). When is 'just 

yet'... waiting waiting  
but when you are good and ready, thou in the meanwhile please give some clues 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

 

vlady1974 Sep 29, 2014 8:07am | Post# 9571

 



Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Would you say that your results(from a technical perspective) depend much on 
the (H/TF) setting, or on other factors to pinpoint entries? ( for which forming transient 
zone to choose). If other factors, no need to put them here. I am just wondering what 
kind of approach people use in here. 
Hi RobertK, 
 
I think in order to answer this, one needs to get back to the warm/fuzzy questions of 
personal preference. It's unavoidable. 
What if there was an optimum h value for the 1M chart but that required you to be 
fixated to the screen... would you really want that? 
In addition, how do you like to set your risk parameters? Wide or Tight? Scalper or 
Swing? 
 
These affect your perspective when you view or experiment with viewing a variety of h 
values on different timeframes. The direct result is pretty simple really.... 
LOW H = MORE TZ BOXES 
HIGH H = LESS TZ BOXES 
 
At some point, there may not be a difference between 7,8 or 9. But if you were watching 
a chart and the TZ didn't form on a particular cluster.... would you attempt to curve fit 
the settings so the TZ did appear?  
 
To me, there is no ONE optimal value. The concept is like a design for a jacket. But the 
jacket has to be tailored to you. The design doesn't change but the fitting does. So to my 
mind, there may not necessarily be an optimal setting for h. 

 

son7-fx Sep 29, 2014 8:23am | Post# 9572

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} sure it's on PAGE 1 
i download any things on page 1 
but don't open tpm on the my chart. why...? 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9573

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} What made me think it might be coming to the end is daily view (attached). 

When is 'just yet'... waiting waiting but when you are good and ready, thou in the 
meanwhile please give some clues cheers hannele {image} 
If this month's candle(september) closes the way it seems to want to, then it looks like a 
highway to about 800pips. Provided my trailing stop survives of course. If it doesn't, I 
simply look for re-entry setups, provided it remains a pair of interest. 



 

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 8:42am | Post# 9574

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi RobertK, I think in order to answer this, one needs to get back to the 
warm/fuzzy questions of personal preference. It's unavoidable. What if there was an 
optimum h value for the 1M chart but that required you to be fixated to the screen... 
would you really want that? In addition, how do you like to set your risk parameters? 
Wide or Tight? Scalper or Swing? These affect your perspective when you view or 
experiment with viewing a variety of h values on different timeframes. The direct result is 
pretty simple really.... LOW H = MORE TZ... 
good answer Vlady infact I think we need to change h to suit the conditions at the time . 
RegardsOrid 

 

kprsa Sep 29, 2014 8:46am | Post# 9575

 
Hi all, 
just to say, I fully agree with vlady and LITEchild that there are many ways to trade 
transient zones. I was shocked the other day when leeshindig showed one way of using 
the RecurrenceStatistic indicator of which I did not think before, so there is a learning 
curve for most of us here. Transient zones are linked to essential properties of the Forex 
chart, they happen in strong trends and as fractals at the end of the price movements. 
They are cleared in the recurrent zones between the strong trend movements. 
 
As for the numbers, I have tried to explain it several times here and you would be well 
advised to read the thread at least since Eurusdd introduced them and it would be useful 

to read the previous comments when I have tried to explain this . 
 
I call fractal bars those bars which have a transient zone at the end (because they 
correspond to Bill Williams fractals). I call transient bars those that have a transient zone 
in the middle. All together I call them problem bars. Typically (see posts by hepsibah for 
examples of opposite strategies) you will want to specify the h and h_right to have a high 
clearing probability, that means that in the course of the next h_right bars the price will 
pass through the zone. This is called the full resolving of the problem bar, and it is 
calculated for fractal type and transient type of bars separately. 



 
The next thingy is what happens if the bar is not cleared. Typically the transient zone is 
very narrow in price. This price width of the unresolved transient zone is called k. The 
recurrence statistic calculates the mean width <k> for your selected h and h_right and 
as well calculates the probability that the price in the future will come down to <k>, 
2<k> and 3<k> away from clearing your created zone not including your spread. This 
can be used for trading as well, since you can set, for example a 99+% probability goal 
of reaching within, say 3<k>=12 pips away from clearing the zone at H4 timeframe, 
instead of the, say, 85% probability of fully clearing it. These stats are again calculated 
for both end-of-the-candle (fractal) zones and mid-candle (transient) zones. 
 
I hope the calculated quantities are clearer now. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 8:47am | Post# 9576

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Would you say that your results(from a technical perspective) depend much on 
the (H/TF) setting, or on other factors to pinpoint entries? ( for which forming transient 
zone to choose). If other factors, no need to put them here. I am just wondering what 
kind of approach people use in here. 
Im still experimenting Robert but I do try to trade most forming Tzs I check higher tf 
enter on 5 min 
Regards peter 

 

tashkent Sep 29, 2014 8:47am | Post# 9577

 
Quoting Ullen 
Nice pips out there today! Trade your plan and trust it. Don't ever fear that your decision 

is wrong. If you got it right, it won't be! Patience & Confidence   

 

 

Robertk Sep 29, 2014 8:49am | Post# 9578

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi RobertK, I think in order to answer this, one needs to get back to the 
warm/fuzzy questions of personal preference. It's unavoidable. What if there was an 
optimum h value for the 1M chart but that required you to be fixated to the screen... 
would you really want that? In addition, how do you like to set your risk parameters? 
Wide or Tight? Scalper or Swing? These affect your perspective when you view or 
experiment with viewing a variety of h values on different timeframes. The direct result is 
pretty simple really.... LOW H = MORE TZ... 
Thanks for your input here Vlady. I have been curve fitting many H settings in order to 
get some trades going but that does not seem to work so well yet. Not as for the result, 
but rather when it comes to trading in an efficient way. Spamming various (H) settings is 

obviously quite tiresome I indeed think one shouldnt curve-fit / search for an optimal. 
Just go with one setting and instead add some own variables into the mix. 
 

@Orid. Ok Orid  

 



Neio Sep 29, 2014 8:57am | Post# 9579

 
Some really good posts here this morning/afternoon.... 
 
I personally first started trading TZs the way that Litechild is with the trend. Then there 
we some posts from Eurusdd that showed that he felt it was best to trade them the other 
way (assume that an area is transient and that the zone above/below it is recurrent). I 
mentioned in a few of my posts that while this works well in ranging markets on strongly 
trending markets it puts you on the wrong side (i.e catching a failing knife). 
 
I also experimented with high h values but has been highlighted it can take a lot more 
bars (or drawdown) before it returns. I also experimented with lower h values. 
 
I think I have settled on a mix of h values now and a time frame that suits the way I like 
to trade the markets. Scalping. I will also trade TZs both ways depending on whether I 
feel the market is trending or ranging. I may expand on this at a later date. 
 
I think there is no one size fits all...it is up to the individual to find the combination of h 
values, ways to trade TZs and money management to something that suits you. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

handy148 Sep 29, 2014 8:58am | Post# 9580

 
Wow some really insightful stuff from those I consider as "The Brains Trust" in here. 

 

TradeFinder Sep 29, 2014 8:59am | Post# 9581

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, just to say, I fully agree with vlady and LITEchild that there are many ways to 
trade transient zones. I was shocked the other day when leeshindig showed one way of 
using the RecurrenceStatistic indicator of which I did not think before, so there is a 
learning curve for most of us here. Transient zones are linked to essential properties of 
the Forex chart, they happen in strong trends and as fractals at the end of the price 
movements. They are cleared in the recurrent zones between the strong trend 
movements. As for the numbers, I have tried... 
Thank you this helps a lot, i have read the thread but really didn't get all this from it. Will 

reread again with this summary printed out   

 

Ullen Sep 29, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9582

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote}  
Thank you. Before learning anything, people should master Patience & Confidence  

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 9:07am | Post# 9583

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Thank you. Before learning anything, people should master Patience & 



Confidence 
No offence buddy, but sometimes one can be 'Patiently' and 'Confidently' doing the 
wrong thing! 
I think the highest priority for any aspiring trader is to verify the existence and/or eficacy 
of any and all edges to be played in the market. THEN, and only then, can patience and 
confidence be aptly rewarded. I may be wrong though... 

 

hepsibah Sep 29, 2014 9:12am | Post# 9584

 
As LiteChild said, I trade them a little differently and it's probably not what Eurusdd 
intended but it's very safe and certainly profitable. 
 
It's almost like 'reverse breakouts' in that I'll sell if price closes under a previous TZ top 
from above and vice versa from TZ bottoms. As soon as a previous TZ has been taken 
out in this way, you have the short term trend so you're never caught on the wrong side 
of a new massive move. My SL is the immediately higher TZ (or 20 pips if it's further 
away) and price will usually head to the next nearest TZ below. 
 
When price approaches a TZ, it will usually bounce a bit to start with and then streak 
through, creating a new mid bar TZ as it goes - these are in effect what I am trading. If 
you analyse mid bar TZ's, it is very unusual for price to retrace above the mid bar since 
the newly formed TZ in the middle creates a barrier. 
 
This morning for example I've been chomping pips happily. I had three small losses 
where it moved lower but I wasn't worried because I know I can usually get in at a better 
price and more than make them up. It's the least stressful trading I've ever done. 46 
pips so far today. 

 

hannele Sep 29, 2014 9:19am | Post# 9585

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} No offence buddy, but sometimes one can be 'Patiently' and 'Confidently' doing 
the wrong thing! I think the highest priority for any aspiring trader is to verify the 
existence and/or eficacy of any and all edges to be played in the market. THEN, and only 
then, can patience and confidence be aptly rewarded. I may be wrong though... 

Thank you  

 

Ullen Sep 29, 2014 9:26am | Post# 9586

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} No offence buddy, but sometimes one can be 'Patiently' and 'Confidently' doing 
the wrong thing! I think the highest priority for any aspiring trader is to verify the 
existence and/or eficacy of any and all edges to be played in the market. THEN, and only 
then, can patience and confidence be aptly rewarded. I may be wrong though... 

No offence taken. This is what makes the thread awesome  
 
In my opinion one can't understand how to trade similarity before understanding Patience 
& Confidence. One will make wrong entries and exits, and won't benefit from the great 
concept layed out.  
 
Don't follow price, let her come to you! (Thank you EURUSDD) 

 



orid Sep 29, 2014 9:28am | Post# 9587

 
Quoting hepsibah 
As LiteChild said, I trade them a little differently and it's probably not what Eurusdd 
intended but it's very safe and certainly profitable. It's almost like 'reverse breakouts' in 
that I'll sell if price closes under a previous TZ top from above and vice versa from TZ 
bottoms. As soon as a previous TZ has been taken out in this way, you have the short 
term trend so you're never caught on the wrong side of a new massive move. My SL is 
the immediately higher TZ (or 20 pips if it's further away) and price will usually head to 
the next nearest TZ... 
Hi hesibah when you say if price closes under a previous tz from above , I take it you 
mean a previous left side formed (partially formed )? 
Regards Orid peter 

 

hepsibah Sep 29, 2014 9:33am | Post# 9588

 
Quoting orid 
{quote}Hi hesibah when you say if price closes under a previous tz from above , I take it 
you mean a previous left side formed (partially formed )? Regards Orid peter 
No Peter, they need to be completed TZ's. But I use a small h so that they they get taken 
out quite quickly if they are going to be taken out. I prefer to play in a recently known RZ 
than a potentially newly forming TZ. 

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 9:59am | Post# 9589

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} No Peter, they need to be completed TZ's. But I use a small h so that they they 
get taken out quite quickly if they are going to be taken out. I prefer to play in a recently 
known RZ than a potentially newly forming TZ. 
thanks hepsibah I always thought of a tz taken out to mean as resolved as in a forming 
one , its where I got mixed up . 

Thanks for explanation havn't tried that way yet . sounds good  
regards Orid peter 

 

LITEchild Sep 29, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 9590

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} No Peter, they need to be completed TZ's. But I use a small h so that they 
they get taken out quite quickly if they are going to be taken out. I prefer to play in a 
recently known RZ than a potentially newly forming TZ. 

Another great hint.  

 

AKCodingEye Sep 29, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 9591

 
I was silent lurker of this thread on and off. It does confuse you in beginning if you don't 
concentrate the way it works. After meeting Madmoney, i took few trades with one 
mistake today. It really eye opener guys. 
 

Thank you Eurusdd and Madmoney . 

 



Richterzoo Sep 29, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 9592

 
1 Attachment(s) 
High everyone, and thanks for the work you have contributed to the thread. For those who 
are short term traders, here is an example chart from this morning. I know someone asked 
for charts the other day. I prefer swing trading. Still not finding the areas to trade without 
assistance from indicators. Maybe too many on the chart. I will keep trying, until I find that 
eureka moment when indicators are not needed. 

 

 

kprsa Sep 29, 2014 4:47pm | Post# 9593

 
Hi there, 
 
A very simple strategy for your consideration: Recurrence Statistic v3 applied to the H1 
timeframe on EURUSD indicates that the probability of clearing a h=4 fractal zone if it 
has not been cleared within 4 hours after its inception is less than 20% within the next 
12 hours (so, within 16 hours after the zone creation). That means that one can enter 
the trade at some good moment, place SL at the fractal and basically get some pips. 
Given the probabilities, as long as you are getting more than 5:1 RR on average, you 
should be fine. Add one more indicator of your choice (MA, MACD, volume, stoch ...) and 
use common sense to get you out of obviously wrong trades, occasionally check that the 
probabilities haven't changed, and that should be it.  
 
Warning: I have not tested this in demo or live, and if you intend to, play with it in demo 
first. This comment is just an example to show how easy it is to create little reasonable 
strategies when basic probabilities are sorted out. It is really a powerful tool. 
 



Cheers, 
k 

 

orid Sep 29, 2014 11:40pm | Post# 9594

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi there, A very simple strategy for your consideration: Recurrence Statistic v3 applied to 
the H1 timeframe on EURUSD indicates that the probability of clearing a h=4 fractal zone 
if it has not been cleared within 4 hours after its inception is less than 20% within the 
next 12 hours (so, within 16 hours after the zone creation). That means that one can 
enter the trade at some good moment, place SL at the fractal and basically get some 
pips. Given the probabilities, as long as you are getting more than 5:1 RR on average, 
you should be fine. Add... 
yes very close to me 

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 1:44am | Post# 9595

 
2 Attachment(s) 
too you more knowledgable people I mentioned this way back zone at 2750 which it 

reached  

I didn't get any response , im still trying to work out the disim and similarity business 
now turned out I was right on the first one (lucky guess ?) 
I mentioned the second one awhile ago at 2540 now could I possibly be on the right track 
will it go down to 2540 ?? 
Cmon you disim experts what do you think please?  

regards Orid peter 



 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 30, 2014 2:42am | Post# 9596

 
Geeze I missed a classic BBTZ (thanks vlady for sharing) because my cat ran over the 

freaking keyboard Anyway for those trying out this method you should train your 
eyes to spot the unevenness or if you are oblivious like me you can use Freefox's 
indicator and set a small H value so that a TZ get painted faster and you can see it 
sooner. The idea here is to spot unevenness. 

 

hepsibah Sep 30, 2014 3:52am | Post# 9597

 
Here's another little brain teaser. 
 
Look back in history and find the centre bar of a completed TZ top/bottom (i.e. fractal). 
Count h*2 bars to the right and there will almost always be a new TZ at some point that 
is higher/lower than the high/low of that bar. 
 
Sometimes the bar itself can be the centre bar of a new TZ so that isn't too useful BUT, if 
the bar cannot be a centre bar (i.e. there are less than h bars to the left) and price 
continues in the wrong direction, there is a good opportunity for a trade back to it. 
 
The logic stacks up since you would expect some of the bars on the rhs of a TZ to be 
some of the lhs bar on a newly forming TZ in the opp direction. 
 
It seems very reliable on a manual look back but it can fail. For instance there should 
have been a top TZ around 1.2830 (Eurusdd's price) that hasn't been returned to so you 
still need adequate SL's and I would recommend using your normal signals to tell you 
when to trade back - but it gives some useful levels. 
 
Unfortunately, I don't have kprsa's superior brain power to calculate how often it fails. 

 



brekz1 Sep 30, 2014 4:22am | Post# 9598

 
very amazing technic, i still learning, and wondering how to trade with this system, 
Magic Trader is statistic using similarity system 
 
and very impressive with the result, 23 trade, 23 win, 0 loss 
 
amazinggggg!! 
 
thank you for sharing this system, 
GOD bless you forever Mr. Eurusdd 

 

vlady1974 Sep 30, 2014 5:01am | Post# 9599

 
It's gonna be one of those days, so I may just stay out of the market. 
 
I meant to short but hit the bloody wrong button... and I completely wasn't aware of it 
until I was watching and wondering why it was going into the red. 
Shite! Thankfully it was -4 before the drop. I am out for the time being.... 2 cups of 

coffee should do it.  
 
Edit: 
Just goes to show, no amount of principles or TZ indicators can ever account for 
stupidity. Make sure you trade when you're awake and thinking clearly and focused! 

 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 5:18am | Post# 9600

 
Quoting vlady1974 
It's gonna be one of those days, so I may just stay out of the market. I meant to short 
but hit the bloody wrong button... and I completely wasn't aware of it until I was 
watching and wondering why it was going into the red. Shite! Thankfully it was -4 before 

the drop. I am out for the time being.... 2 cups of coffee should do it. Edit: Just goes 
to show, no amount of principles or TZ indicators can ever account for stupidity. Make 

sure you trade when you're awake and thinking clearly and focused!  
sorry mate, this is why i decided to stop trading asia. i sleep off on trades mosttimes. 
asia is my nite time/ 
 
Between can you see the range range range breakout i was talking about? soon she will 
start creating that chanel again upwards 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 5:20am | Post# 9601

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} sorry mate, this is why i decided to stop trading asia. i sleep off on trades 
mosttimes. asia is my nite time/ Between can you see the range range range breakout i 
was talking about? soon she will start creating that chanel again upwards 
i scalped long all through yesterday, then i got a scalp entry short which coincided with 
my swing entry short at 1.2712. i stopped scalping and held the short 

 



vlady1974 Sep 30, 2014 5:23am | Post# 9602

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} sorry mate, this is why i decided to stop trading asia. i sleep off on trades 
mosttimes. asia is my nite time/ Between can you see the range range range breakout i 
was talking about? soon she will start creating that chanel again upwards 
Yeah, and I've got loads to do at work as well, so I missed that breakout. Can't even 
watch the screens now. 
But I wanted to short AUD and short GBP but no chance of looking at that now.  
 
EU I'm still thinking meh.... I'll see what happens in a couple of hours once I'm out of 
this meeting..... talking heads. 

 

vlady1974 Sep 30, 2014 5:25am | Post# 9603

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i scalped long all through yesterday, then i got a scalp entry short which 
coincided with my swing entry short at 1.2712. i stopped scalping and held the short 
I saw the 2700 break upwards briefly this morning but just didn't have time. Bugger. 
This is getting me frustrated. LOL. 
Need a clean calendar! 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 5:33am | Post# 9604

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I saw the 2700 break upwards briefly this morning but just didn't have time. 
Bugger. This is getting me frustrated. LOL. Need a clean calendar! 
dont worry mate, soon you will be free to focus on fx 

 

leeshindig Sep 30, 2014 7:03am | Post# 9605

 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I still 
think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking bottoms and 
tops. 

 

Ullen Sep 30, 2014 7:10am | Post# 9606

 
Quoting leeshindig 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I still 
think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking bottoms and 
tops. 
It's not about picking bottoms and tops. Don't criticize the system if you don't know it. 

 

Robertk Sep 30, 2014 7:20am | Post# 9607

 
Quoting leeshindig 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I still 
think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking bottoms and 
tops. 
There is no reason to be quiet because there are already 100+ interpretations/offsprings 



of this concept. I am sure some in here are able to make a profit in todays market 
environment. 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 7:31am | Post# 9608

 
Quoting leeshindig 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I still 
think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking bottoms and 
tops. 
 
i have always said it, vlady is my witness. the trend or breakout is a blackhole to the trz 
system. though i have a way to avoid the blackhole. i have seen so many goodguys here 
get burnt by the breakout 
 
once i get my swing signal, i stop scalping and hold mytrz trades as swings only in trend 
direction 
 
solve the breakout or trend problem then the trz has no weakness for you 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 30, 2014 7:36am | Post# 9609

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i have always said it, vlady is my witness. the trend or breakout is a blackhole to 
the trz system. though i have a way to avoid the blackhole. i have seen so many 
goodguys here get burnt by the breakout once i get my swing signal, i stop scalping and 
hold mytrz trades as swings only in trend direction solve the breakout or trend problem 
then the trz has no weakness for you 
working on that. demo took a big hit lol 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 7:38am | Post# 9610

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} working on that. demo took a big hit lol 

 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 8:00am | Post# 9611

 
Quoting leeshindig 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I still 
think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking bottoms and 
tops. 
That's what happened to me, I had a 15 pip, went to bed and NO surprise. Only thing is 
the 90 pips I left on the table.  
 
I will have to work something out or maybe become a night owl and trade London live to 
increase pip production. 
 
I would love to post my trades but if I did my strategy would be apparent to all. I am up 
over 500 pips since last Monday. I will say that yes, there are many ways to trade this 
being proposed, but there are HIGHER (h) way strategies to be used that work great. 

 



ephisi Sep 30, 2014 8:12am | Post# 9612

 
Quoting leeshindig 
It's extremely quiet on here since it broke all predictions.. not gloating, just saying. I 
still think the beauty of this system lies in trading the direction, not picking 
bottoms and tops. 
awesome insight. its actually possible to pick a minor top in a downtrend without risk and 
hold of course. eg eurusdd 1.2930 . yesterdays 1.2714 was another example. 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 8:13am | Post# 9613

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} awesome insight. its actually possible to pick a minor top in a downtrend without 
risk and hold of course. eg eurusdd 1.2930 . yesterdays 1.2714 was another example. 
 
next possible swing top will be 1.2752/62 . thats if the bottom holds today 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 8:30am | Post# 9614

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} next possible swing top will be 1.2752/62 . thats if the bottom holds today 
HMM.. 1.2752 ??? Do you mean 1.2652? 1.2752 not going to happen till Thurs at 
earliest, if bottom holds. 
 
BTW, bottom will not hold this week. 

 

Ezzy Sep 30, 2014 8:33am | Post# 9615

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} next possible swing top will be 1.2752/62 . thats if the bottom holds today 

Mine is close ephisi, 1.2756  

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 8:47am | Post# 9616

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} That's what happened to me, I had a 15 pip, went to bed and NO surprise. Only 
thing is the 90 pips I left on the table. I will have to work something out or maybe 
become a night owl and trade London live to increase pip production. I would love to post 
my trades but if I did my strategy would be apparent to all. I am up over 500 pips since 
last Monday. I will say that yes, there are many ways to trade this being proposed, but 
there are HIGHER (h) way strategies to be used that work great. 
this is same as myself lol never miss the break but the small tp ouch 
regardsorid peter 

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 8:49am | Post# 9617

 
Quoting orid 
too you more knowledgable people I mentioned this way back zone at 2750 which it 

reached  I didn't get any response , im still trying to work out the disim and 



similarity business now turned out I was right on the first one (lucky guess ?) I 
mentioned the second one awhile ago at 2540 now could I possibly be on the right track 

will it go down to 2540 ?? Cmon you disim experts what do you think please? regards 
Orid peter {image}{image} 

well still no comments so I give up  

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 8:52am | Post# 9618

 
Quoting orid 
just to show how easy this is today so far, I ony usually trades for 10 to 20 pips a day 
(live ) this is on demo last hour or so 34 pips no loss 11 trades. regards .were heading 

for 2540 hehehe orid peter {image}   
who said all predictions where broke ? 

 

leeshindig Sep 30, 2014 8:55am | Post# 9619

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} It's not about picking bottoms and tops. Don't criticize the system if you don't 
know it. 
 
I know it, or at least what I perceive my version of it. I am entitled to my right of speech. 
lol 
 
But as I said in the original post, it was not a gloat, just saying how quiet it had gone 
since the move down last week. Even fxjay is not posting. 

 

tashkent Sep 30, 2014 8:58am | Post# 9620

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} i have always said it, vlady is my witness. the trend or breakout is a blackhole to 
the trz system. though i have a way to avoid the blackhole. i have seen so many 
goodguys here get burnt by the breakout once i get my swing signal, i stop scalping and 
hold mytrz trades as swings only in trend direction solve the breakout or trend problem 
then the trz has no weakness for you 
i do not want to talk much about how i trade but i trade mostly combination of tz and 
breakouts/trend (not sure if anybody noticed that from my charts). i use different 
method for ranging markets. and the beauty of the concept is that you can trade it in so 
many different ways and still make profit. 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 9:08am | Post# 9621

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} HMM.. 1.2752 ??? Do you mean 1.2652? 1.2752 not going to happen till Thurs 
at earliest, if bottom holds. BTW, bottom will not hold this week. 
sorry. my mistake. quick fingers 

 

mario777 Sep 30, 2014 9:10am | Post# 9622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 



{quote} 70 pips tp! now on sell ,,, {image} 
still on sell! 

 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 9:10am | Post# 9623

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i do not want to talk much about how i trade but i trade mostly combination of 
tz and breakouts/trend (not sure if anybody noticed that from my charts). i use different 
method for ranging markets. and the beauty of the concept is that you can trade it in so 
many different ways and still make profit. 
same here. i got different method for range and swing. but trz is part of both systems 

 

Imbalanced Sep 30, 2014 9:12am | Post# 9624

 
Spot the difference. Whatever next. Im working my way through the posts, are people 
getting much success with this system? 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 9:14am | Post# 9625

 
Quoting orid 
too you more knowledgable people I mentioned this way back zone at 2750 which it 

reached  I didn't get any response , im still trying to work out the disim and 
similarity business now turned out I was right on the first one (lucky guess ?) I 
mentioned the second one awhile ago at 2540 now could I possibly be on the right track 

will it go down to 2540 ?? Cmon you disim experts what do you think please? regards 
Orid peter {image}{image} 

everyone is busy scalping this days. i dont use this dimension of dissim. so i cant 
comment. but great price projection mate 

 



Albertdkpllh Sep 30, 2014 9:16am | Post# 9626

 
Started TZs only for my trades. 

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 9:19am | Post# 9627

 
Quoting ephisi 

{quote} everyone is busy scalping this days. i dont use this dimension of dissim. so i 
cant comment. but great price projection mate 
Thanks ephsi , just would like to know if im on the right track or just lucky as I'm not 
sure , maybe no one else is interested. 
Regards Orid peter 

 

cfdtaleong Sep 30, 2014 11:56am | Post# 9628

 
For the newer guys this theory is good. From it we have a number of systems in play. All 
have been working well but if you think its just because of the system you are dead 
wrong. Its the traders behind that make it work. Right now in trying to recover from 
today's massive drop because of one problem only. I'll blame my cat who right now is 
sleeping on my right hand so I'm typing this with my left only but we all know where the 
true problem lies. 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 11:56am | Post# 9629

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Thanks ephsi , just would like to know if im on the right track or just lucky as 
I'm not sure , maybe no one else is interested. Regards Orid peter 
you cant be lucky all the time. youre probably doing something right. if it works for you 
over time then you can trust your judgements 

 

vlady1974 Sep 30, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 9630

 
Hey Guys, 
 
Great to see the banter on here. CFD, your comment is spot on! 50% of the success 
being achieved here is the principles/implementation... but let's not forget the other side 
of the equation - the actual trader. They are the ones - ie. US! that make it work. We 
nutted out the problems, we nutted out how to make it fit into our trading styles, we 
nutted out how it works/doesn't work.... we did it. The "system" is ours. We can compare 
notes.... hopefully we can find a nugget amongst each others that may just add that little 

difference.... but otherwise, we can take half the credit!  
 
Ephisi, what a day mate... as i said this morning, i should have stepped away. Got into a 
muddle during New York and pressed the wrong button AGAIN!! 40 pips under for 3 
hours until just now. Back in Green. I'm working on a new indicator called FU.TZ!! LOL 
 
Edit: 
Closed (EU and AU). From -40 to +60, use the FU.TZ indicator for a helluva ride while 
you work! Mwahahaha. CFD, your cat isn't called Futz is it? Haha! 

 



cfdtaleong Sep 30, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 9631

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hey Guys, Great to see the banter on here. CFD, your comment is spot on! 50% of the 
success being achieved here is the principles/implementation... but let's not forget the 
other side of the equation - the actual trader. They are the ones - ie. US! that make it 
work. We nutted out the problems, we nutted out how to make it fit into our trading 
styles, we nutted out how it works/doesn't work.... we did it. The "system" is ours. We 
can compare notes.... hopefully we can find a nugget amongst each others that may just 
add that little difference....... 

Never let your cat in your trading room..too much of a recurrent distraction 

 

ephisi Sep 30, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 9632

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Hey Guys, Great to see the banter on here. CFD, your comment is spot on! 50% of the 
success being achieved here is the principles/implementation... but let's not forget the 
other side of the equation - the actual trader. They are the ones - ie. US! that make it 
work. We nutted out the problems, we nutted out how to make it fit into our trading 
styles, we nutted out how it works/doesn't work.... we did it. The "system" is ours. We 
can compare notes.... hopefully we can find a nugget amongst each others that may just 
add that little difference....... 

glad you came out green 

 

tashkent Sep 30, 2014 1:11pm | Post# 9633

 
looks like we have seen the bottom. if not the next stop is 1.24... 

 

GU-Night Sep 30, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 9634

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hepsibah 
As LiteChild said, I trade them a little differently and it's probably not what Eurusdd 
intended but it's very safe and certainly profitable. It's almost like 'reverse breakouts' in 
that I'll sell if price closes under a previous TZ top from above and vice versa from TZ 
bottoms. As soon as a previous TZ has been taken out in this way, you have the short term 
trend so you're never caught on the wrong side of a new massive move. My SL is the 
immediately higher TZ (or 20 pips if it's further away) and price will usually head to the next 
nearest TZ... 
I do this on m5 with a possible TZ on a higher timeframe in my mind. But I use a higher 
“h”. Nice said: 'reverse breakouts'. 



 

 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 9635

 
I believe i just had another eureka moment when it comes to tz. Indicator 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:29pm | Post# 9636

 
At first i was able to see price aknowledge my line 
but i didnt understand when other's said that price has to reach that level within this 
amount of time 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 8:32pm | Post# 9637

 
Quoting orid 
just to show how easy this is today so far, I ony usually trades for 10 to 20 pips a day 
(live ) this is on demo last hour or so 34 pips no loss 11 trades. regards .were heading 

for 2540 hehehe orid peter {image}   

I believe so.... Good job, keep it going   

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 8:35pm | Post# 9638

 
Quoting wireash 
At first i was able to see price aknowledge my line but i didnt understand when other's 



said that price has to reach that level within this amount of time 
There is a way to predict the price level and the time to get there using the correct (h) 
for your TZ's. I have been testing this theory, seems to work very well (not perfect),but 
getting there. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:37pm | Post# 9639

 
WITH THAT SAID: 
WITH STUDYING THIS INDI. AND WHAT IT;S TRYING TO DO (KEEP IN MIND THAT I 
DONT USE THAT INDI. WHILE TRADING) 
I CAN PINPOINT THE LEVEL'S THAT THE PRICE MISSED ,AND I CAN TELL WHEN IT WILL 
COME BACK TO THAT PROBLEM LEVEL BEFORE IT DOES ANYTHING ELSE 
gbp/nzd 4H CHART  
LINE: 2.0697 
TIMELINE NEXT 13 CANDLES 
I SAW THAT ON MONDAY SO FAR 260PIPS IN PROFIT 
I WOULD SAY HAT EARLIER BUT I DONT TRADE $USD 
BUT IT SHOWS YOU THAT THIS STRATEGY WORKS ON ANY PAIR 
THAT'S WHY I FEEL THE NEED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:39pm | Post# 9640

 
Quoting baillie 
{quote} there is a way to predict the price level and the time to get there using the 
correct (h) for your tz's. I have been testing this theory, seems to work very well (not 
perfect),but getting there. 
i think i just exposed it  
11 or 13 on 1h or 4h timeframe 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:41pm | Post# 9641

 
Look at gbp/nzd 
it should at least touch 2.0676 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 8:52pm | Post# 9642

 
Quoting wireash 
WITH THAT SAID: WITH STUDYING THIS INDI. AND WHAT IT;S TRYING TO DO (KEEP IN 
MIND THAT I DONT USE THAT INDI. WHILE TRADING) I CAN PINPOINT THE LEVEL'S 
THAT THE PRICE MISSED ,AND I CAN TELL WHEN IT WILL COME BACK TO THAT 
PROBLEM LEVEL BEFORE IT DOES ANYTHING ELSE gbp/nzd 4H CHART LINE: 2.0697 
TIMELINE NEXT 13 CANDLES I SAW THAT ON MONDAY SO FAR 260PIPS IN PROFIT I 
WOULD SAY HAT EARLIER BUT I DONT TRADE $USD BUT IT SHOWS YOU THAT THIS 
STRATEGY WORKS ON ANY PAIR THAT'S WHY I FEEL THE NEED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU 
Yeah, it does work on all pairs, just different (h) for different pairs. I like USD/MXN but 
gee, the spread is HIGH. Looking for another pair that moves like it with a lower spread. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:53pm | Post# 9643

 
Quoting wireash 



look at gbp/nzd it should at least touch 2.0676 
it will touch it within the next 4 hours 
according to tz. System 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 9644

 
Quoting baillie 
{quote} yeah, it does work on all pairs, just different (h) for different pairs. I like 
usd/mxn but gee, the spread is high. Looking for another pair that moves like it with a 
lower spread. 
try gbp/nzd 5 pip spread daily average 146 pips 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:02pm | Post# 9645

 
I CAN TELL YOU RIGHT NOW EUR/USD IS GOING DONT  
EUR.NZD GOINP UP 
reason: EUR;NZD  
TOUCHED 50% BIF LEVEL 
ELLIOT WAVE SAYS eur/NZD GOING DOWN 
EUR/USD DOWN DOWN DOWN BABY 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 9646

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} it will touch it within the next 4 hours according to tz. System 
I just looked at it with your (h) of 13 and it looks like it may go a little lower, just not in 
4 hrs. According to the (h) it should have been there at least 3 hours ago, so that (h) is 
off a little bit. 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:06pm | Post# 9647

 
Quoting wireash 
I CAN TELL YOU RIGHT NOW EUR/USD IS GOING DONT EUR.NZD GOINP UP reason: 
EUR;NZD TOUCHED 50% BIF LEVEL ELLIOT WAVE SAYS eur/NZD GOING DOWN 
EUR/USD DOWN DOWN DOWN BABY 
YES! I agree, the negative correlation is a great way to confirm TZ direction. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:08pm | Post# 9648

 
I SPOTTED DIISSIMILARITY AT 1.2591 THEN I SPOTTED SIMILARITY AT1.2633 SO FAR 
14 PIPS (GREEN) 
MY POINT IS: 
USE IT FOR YOUR ADVANTAGE THIS IS ANOTHE R TOLL IN YOUR BAG 
BUT KEEP IN MIND THAT YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND FOREX.. BEFORE YOU CAN ADD 
aaddddd I SAY AGAIN AADDDDD THIS TOOL TO YOUR TRADING STRATEGY 

 

summicron Sep 30, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 9649

 
Quoting wireash 



WITH THAT SAID: WITH STUDYING THIS INDI. AND WHAT IT;S TRYING TO DO (KEEP IN 
MIND THAT I DONT USE THAT INDI. WHILE TRADING) I CAN PINPOINT THE LEVEL'S 
THAT THE PRICE MISSED ,AND I CAN TELL WHEN IT WILL COME BACK TO THAT 
PROBLEM LEVEL BEFORE IT DOES ANYTHING ELSE ... 
Are you referring to RecurrenceStatisticV3 indy by kprsa? 

 

orid Sep 30, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 9650

 
Quoting Baillie 

{quote} I believe so.... Good job, keep it going   

thanks baille so jury still out on genius or madman lol  

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 9651

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} YES! I agree, the negative correlation is a great way to confirm TZ direction. 
it IS BECOUSE ITS NOT A LAGGING INDICATOR 
kudos 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:17pm | Post# 9652

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} Are you referring to RecurrenceStatisticV3 indy by kprsa? 
I DONT KNOW WHAT YOURE TALKIN ABOUT 
I DONT USE INDI.S 
SO h VALUE OR k VALUE 
I DONT UNDERSTAND  
LOOK AT YOUR CHART 
EACH CANDLE IS YOUR KING (chess) 
WHAT DOES YOUR KING NEED? 
YOUR KING NEEDS PROTECTION! 
UNPROTECTED CANDLE IS VOLURNABLE TO HIENA'S 
HIENA WILL COME BACK AND BITE YOUR UNPRTECTED ASS 
THATS WHEN YOU ENTER THE MARKET BECOUSE HIENA WIILLL RUNN AWAY FASTWR 
THAT IT CAME TO YOU IN THE FIRST PLACE 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:17pm | Post# 9653

 
Quoting orid 

{quote} thanks baille so jury still out on genius or madman lol  
HAHA, madman, genius; some would say the two are the same. I have met a few in 
person. 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:22pm | Post# 9654

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I DONT KNOW WHAT YOURE TALKIN ABOUT I DONT USE INDI.S SO h VALUE OR 
k VALUE I DONT UNDERSTAND LOOK AT YOUR CHART EACH CANDLE IS YOUR KING 
(chess) WHAT DOES YOUR KING NEED? YOUR KING NEEDS PROTECTION! 
UNPROTECTED CANDLE IS VOLURNABLE TO HIENA'S HIENA WILL COME BACK AND BITE 



YOUR UNPRTECTED ASS THATS WHEN YOU ENTER THE MARKET BECOUSE HIENA WIILLL 
RUNN AWAY FASTWR THAT IT CAME TO YOU IN THE FIRST PLACE 
What are you referring to here then?  
Quoting wireash 
{quote} i think i just exposed it 11 or 13 on 1h or 4h timeframe 
I can use this method without the indicator as well for certain set ups, but if 
incorporating the similarity principle with the TZ's it does come in handy. 
 
Price is King. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:35pm | Post# 9655

 
Quoting baillie 
{quote} what are you referring to here then? {quote} i can use this method without the 
indicator as well for certain set ups, but if incorporating the similarity principle with the 
tz's it does come in handy. Price is king. 
i agree 
highier timeframes i will respect for the sake of keeping my trades in profit 
lower timefraframes price is my biach if i loose its ok if i win it's ok 
what happened to eur/nzd now? 
It took offf cause it was at 50% fib retracement and asia just opened 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:37pm | Post# 9656

 
It does come in handy baiillle 
its a tool not a magic wand its supposed to support your strategy 
if it doesnt ? 
Wait for another signal 
patience 
patience my friend 

 

summicron Sep 30, 2014 9:37pm | Post# 9657

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I DONT KNOW WHAT YOURE TALKIN ABOUT I DONT USE INDI.S SO h VALUE OR 
k VALUE I DONT UNDERSTAND ... 
You said you were using an indi which I presume is the one I mentioned. You talked 
about h values for certain timeframes. All in this very same page. 
 
This to me is the most confusing thread in FF. But certainly not to this extent. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:42pm | Post# 9658

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} You said you were using an indi which I presume is the one I mentioned. You 
talked about h values for certain timeframes. All in this very same page. This to me is the 
most confusing thread in FF. But certainly not to this extent. 
NO BIGGIE BUDDY 
IF YOURE NEW TO FOREX  
you need to unerstand THAT TZ. indi is not a magic bullet 
TZ. is a tool that you can incorporate into your trading system 
one you do that ! 



share your results 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 9659

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I DONT KNOW WHAT YOURE TALKIN ABOUT I DONT USE INDI.S SO h VALUE OR 
k VALUE I DONT UNDERSTAND LOOK AT YOUR CHART EACH CANDLE IS YOUR KING 
(chess) WHAT DOES YOUR KING NEED? YOUR KING NEEDS PROTECTION! 
UNPROTECTED CANDLE IS VOLURNABLE TO HIENA'S HIENA WILL COME BACK AND BITE 
YOUR UNPRTECTED ASS THATS WHEN YOU ENTER THE MARKET BECOUSE HIENA WIILLL 
RUNN AWAY FASTWR THAT IT CAME TO YOU IN THE FIRST PLACE 
Good analogy! 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 9:57pm | Post# 9660

 
Quoting wireash 
It does come in handy baiillle its a tool not a magic wand its supposed to support your 
strategy if it doesnt ? Wait for another signal patience patience my friend 
I would not have found some things that I did without one of the indicators by KPRSA. 
No, nothing magic about it but I do not trade with just one strategy, I have 8 that I use 
in different situations based upon as you put it; price. 
 
The analogy you put forth is just 1 strategy that can be used with high probability but it 
is a base for other high probability scenarios. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 9:58pm | Post# 9661

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Good analogy! 
I think youre the only one here (besides me of course) who is trying to help newbie's 
and that deserve's??? 
KUDOS!!!!!!!! 

 

Baillie Sep 30, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 9662

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I think youre the only one here (besides me of course) who is trying to help 
newbie's and that deserve's??? KUDOS!!!!!!!! 
I like your posts for sure and you seem to be a stand up guy, but there are others here 
who have put forth a lot of their time and effort to help others also. 
 
We are not alone. Reminds me of sci fy, ""we are not aloneeeeeee!" 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 10:08pm | Post# 9663

 
sorry i havent seen television in 12 years i look at a screen 18hours a day 
do you really think i wanna watch t.v. in my spare time? 
i read books! especilally biogrophy's 
history likes to repeat itself (DISSIMILARITY) 

 



Baillie Sep 30, 2014 10:19pm | Post# 9664

 
Quoting wireash 
sorry i havent seen television in 12 years i look at a screen 18hours a day do you really 
think i wanna watch t.v. in my spare time? i read books! especilally biogrophy's history 
likes to repeat itself (DISSIMILARITY) 
I don't know you personally but if you spend 18 hours a day in front of a computer and 
you read biographies in your spare time, when the hell do you sleep? lol. 
It's ok to relax a bit. 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 10:21pm | Post# 9665

 
ignorance is a bliss 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 10:22pm | Post# 9666

 
trading forex is not easy 

 

wireash Sep 30, 2014 10:24pm | Post# 9667

 
EUR is going down down down 

 

Strawbale Sep 30, 2014 10:30pm | Post# 9668

 
this spam is starting to be annoying 

 

tashkent Sep 30, 2014 10:44pm | Post# 9669

 
Quoting Strawbale 
this spam is starting to be annoying 
patience 

patience my friend  

 

VVizlan Sep 30, 2014 11:31pm | Post# 9670

 
I'm curious if people are using a constant value for k, or something else. I am currently 
experimenting with constant values, however, what I am finding is the probability of two 
transient zones occurring back to back is not as low as I was expecting. Based on 
EURUSDD's earlier comments about the probability of two rare events occurring in 
succession being exceedingly rare, I was anticipating something like .03*.03 = .0009. 
However, what I see is .03* a range of 0.25 to 0.6 depending on k. 

 

orid Oct 1, 2014 12:21am | Post# 9671

 
PM s sent 

 



summicron Oct 1, 2014 12:25am | Post# 9672

 
Quoting orid 
PM s sent 

May I have one too?  

 

summicron Oct 1, 2014 12:27am | Post# 9673

 
Quoting VVizlan 
I'm curious if people are using a constant value for k, or something else. I am currently 
experimenting with constant values, however, what I am finding is the probability of two 
transient zones occurring back to back is not as low as I was expecting. Based on 
EURUSDD's earlier comments about the probability of two rare events occurring in 
succession being exceedingly rare, I was anticipating something like .03*.03 = .0009. 
However, what I see is .03* a range of 0.25 to 0.6 depending on k. 
I dun have the numbers but yea I do feel its not as rare as I like. 
 
Still its rare enough to trade for me. I just treat it as a built in fool-the-broker-i'm-human 
feature. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 12:54am | Post# 9674

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Feeling a bit stupid right now reading the new posts that I don't quite get yet but I blame 
TZCAT 
 

 
 

Seriously....   

 



cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 1:05am | Post# 9675

 
Are we looking at 1.2576 for EU? 

 

kprsa Oct 1, 2014 1:45am | Post# 9676

 
Quoting VVizlan 
I'm curious if people are using a constant value for k, or something else. I am currently 
experimenting with constant values, however, what I am finding is the probability of two 
transient zones occurring back to back is not as low as I was expecting. Based on 
EURUSDD's earlier comments about the probability of two rare events occurring in 
succession being exceedingly rare, I was anticipating something like .03*.03 = .0009. 
However, what I see is .03* a range of 0.25 to 0.6 depending on k. 
Hi, you're right. They are not really independent events so the probability is not really a 
product of two individual probabilities. It is quite possible to have two subsequent 
transient zones in cases of strong trend.  
 
k 

 

ephisi Oct 1, 2014 2:02am | Post# 9677

 
Quoting orid 
PM s sent 
Hi orid. i got your PM alert in my email, but for some reason i can access my PMs. the 
link isnt clicking. so i have read mail in email but cant reply on forexfactory trying to sort 
it out 

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 5:07am | Post# 9678

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} I think youre the only one here (besides me of course) who is trying to 
help newbie's and that deserve's??? KUDOS!!!!!!!! 
That statement is quite disrespectful to a lot of kind hearted folks here and I think 

deserves an apology. Be nice!  

 

Robertk Oct 1, 2014 5:27am | Post# 9679

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Hi orid. i got your PM alert in my email, but for some reason i can access my 
PMs. the link isnt clicking. so i have read mail in email but cant reply on forexfactory 
trying to sort it out 
What the hell Ephisi,how did you got into my ignore box. Just for the record! think 
something went wrong because i did not had the intention to do so. 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 5:29am | Post# 9680

 
Hi all, I am back now from holiday  
 

hope we are all doing well and making lots of pips  



 

orid Oct 1, 2014 5:33am | Post# 9681

 
Quoting josh11 

Hi all, I am back now from holiday hope we are all doing well and making lots of pips 

 
welcome back hope you had a nice rest. 
Regards Orid peter 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 5:38am | Post# 9682

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} welcome back hope you had a nice rest. Regards Orid peter 

Thank you mate its been nice and have been able to create some good ideas... 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 5:47am | Post# 9683

 
Quoting josh11 

Hi all, I am back now from holiday hope we are all doing well and making lots of pips 

 
Hey Josh! 
Good to have you back mate! Hope all is well! 

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 6:15am | Post# 9684

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For those of you who like scalping, here's a high probability setup for you. Good for 30 - 

40pips easy. Enjoy.  

 

 

VVizlan Oct 1, 2014 6:16am | Post# 9685

 



Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you're right. They are not really independent events so the probability is not 
really a product of two individual probabilities. It is quite possible to have two subsequent 
transient zones in cases of strong trend. k 
Yeah, after I wrote this I realized having two transient zones in succession would be the 
same thing as simply doubling k. I guess where I'm hung up is EURUSDD's emphasis on 
assuming the incomplete transient zone is transient and targeting the zone above/below 
as recurrent. I'll have to go back and read, but I guess what I assumed he meant, but 
didn't realize until your comment, was that the two events were independent... that's 
why you target the zone above/below the most recent incomplete transient zone. He has 
said that choice of k is what differentiates strategies, so I'm thinking there is another 
way to go about this. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 6:19am | Post# 9686

 
Quoting LITEchild 
For those of you who like scalping, here's a high probability setup for you. Good for 30 - 

40pips easy. Enjoy. {image} 
Hey LITEchild, 
 
Perhaps it would be good for the newcomers if you marked the bar when you entered the 
trade or moved the SL. 
The obvious newbie question would be...."why are you selling into the TZ.... isn't that 
support? So does that mean you always sell into a TZ?" 
Know what I mean? 
 
BTW... that's a great strategy. You and Hepsibah have got that type of "counter" style 

that is actually quite simple.  

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 6:28am | Post# 9687

 
Quoting LITEchild 
For those of you who like scalping, here's a high probability setup for you. Good for 30 - 

40pips easy. Enjoy. {image} 
I am still long from 12588 with SL at BE so no risk, I think we should see some more up 

 
 
Best of luck 

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 6:32am | Post# 9688

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey LITEchild, Perhaps it would be good for the newcomers if you marked the bar 
when you entered the trade or moved the SL. The obvious newbie question would be...."why 
are you selling into the TZ.... isn't that support? So does that mean you always sell into a 
TZ?" Know what I mean? BTW... that's a great strategy. You and Hepsibah have got that 

type of "counter" style that is actually quite simple.  
My open trades are not from scalp setups. I'm swing trading. I do notice the attractive scalp 

opportunities for those so inclined. The scalp is just setting up now. Candle just closed.  



 

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 6:36am | Post# 9689

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} My open trades are not from scalp setups. I'm swing trading. I do notice the 
attractive scalp opportunities for those so inclined. The scalp is just setting up now. 

Candle just closed. {image} 
N.B - for newbies, notice that the LOW of the last TZ has been taken out 17-18 candles 
back. That's why there's confidence to trade into that support. Coupled with the fact we 
are in a strong down trend of course. So respect only PROVEN strong support in a strong 
downtrend. Don't try to catch bottoms. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 1, 2014 6:38am | Post# 9690

 
Hey guys, just wanted to apologize for not being able to answer all the PMs in the last 
few days 
It's been a hectic week, but now I'm back and I bring with me some great news 
 
1- The strategy that you probably know me for is still working as good as it did from day 
1. I am just amazed by the results. 
I'll post a detailed post on this later. 
 
2- I am working on a variation of the above strategy that integrates all time frames in 
order to give more accurate entries and exists in case the signals get invalidated. 
Lots of people have criticized me for not using SL even though I have explained the 
importance of money management and explained my trading technique more than once. 
So I decided to find a solution for those of you who feel safer with a set Stop Loss. 
However, keep in mind that you can make extreme profit with minimum drawdowns 
without the use of any SL, all you need is good money management and some discipline  
 
3- I'm in the process of back-testing a strategy (that is also only purely based on TZ) 
which will allow us to time and catch large moves (100-500 pips). 
Results so far are extremely promising. I managed to go back until 2010 with my testing. 
I want to test some variations to make sure this strategy is as stable as the 1st one + I 
will back-test it with pairs other than EUR/USD too before taking it to live testing. 



 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 6:39am | Post# 9691

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am still long from 12588 with SL at BE so no risk, I think we should see some 

more up Best of luck 
That's EU right? I'm trading AU. That being said, I wouldn't buy EUR right now. But that's 

just me, and I'm not a scalper of course so...  

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 6:43am | Post# 9692

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} That's EU right? I'm trading AU. That being said, I wouldn't buy EUR right now. 

But that's just me, and I'm not a scalper of course so...  
Sorry mate didn't enlarge the chart, yeah just scalping atm with no risk on the table 

hoping for a bigger push up lets see  
 
Best of luck mate 

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 6:43am | Post# 9693

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 6:44am | Post# 9694

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Hey guys, just wanted to apologize for not being able to answer all the PMs in the last 
few days It's been a hectic week, but now I'm back and I bring with me some great news 
1- The strategy that you probably know me for is still working as good as it did from day 
1. I am just amazed by the results. I'll post a detailed post on this later. 2- I am working 
on a variation of the above strategy that integrates all time frames in order to give more 
accurate entries and exists in case the signals get invalidated. Lots of people have 



criticized me for... 

Great work mate, looking forward to it  

 

limprobable Oct 1, 2014 6:54am | Post# 9695

 
Hello, 
 
I am not english and that's probably why ithe deifnitions of transient and recurrent still 
not clear. 
 
- TZ = transient zone : transient means impermanent, ephemeral, transitory... So a 
transient price must be revisited. 
 
- RZ = recurrent zone : recurrent means frequent, repeating... so a recurrent price must 
be revisited. 
 
I dont really understand the difference between transient and recurrent in terms of price. 

 

kprsa Oct 1, 2014 7:02am | Post# 9696

 
Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} Yeah, after I wrote this I realized having two transient zones in succession 
would be the same thing as simply doubling k. 
Not necessarily. You can have two transient zones on two subsequent candles even if 
they have a minor overlap (a minor recurrent region - pullback; edit: see the above 
picture in LITEchild's post for a nice example on EURUSD!). 

Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} I guess what I assumed he meant, but didn't realize until your comment, was 
that the two events were independent... 
They are independent events if one assumes that the Markov property holds, i.e. that the 
system has no memory. This assumption is not true in reality and fails notably in strong 
trends, but it is still a very good starting approximation and makes calculating things 
much simpler. 

Quoting VVizlan 
{quote}He has said that choice of k is what differentiates strategies 
You'd typically choose h, and then you can calculate k, at least that is what the 
RecurrenceStatistic indicator does. You could in principle do the inversion (to have a 
"target" k), but in my opinion the best way even for this would to play with the h value to 
get the mean k right. 
 
There are really many ways of approaching this. Whatever you decide to do, if it works, 

is great.  
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

FX-Jay Oct 1, 2014 7:06am | Post# 9697

 
1 Attachment(s) 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. 



( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older posts ) 
 
190 out of 198 profit trades (96%)  
Largest volume = 1 
Max Consecutive losses = 2 
 
Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) 
 
All current open positions will be closed by next Tuesday 

 

 

Bartleby Oct 1, 2014 7:11am | Post# 9698

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. ( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older 
posts ) 190 out of 198 profit trades (96%) Largest volume = 1 Max Consecutive losses = 
2 Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) All current open 
positions will be closed by next Tuesday {image} 
Congratulations FX-Jay, looks really awesome. 
 

Well done  
 
It seems there are so many different possibilities to make it work. One has just to find 
the one way fitting his/her style i guess. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 7:12am | Post# 9699

 
Quoting limprobable 
Hello, I am not english and that's probably why ithe deifnitions of transient and recurrent 
still not clear. - TZ = transient zone : transient means impermanent, ephemeral, 



transitory... So a transient price must be revisited. - RZ = recurrent zone : recurrent 
means frequent, repeating... so a recurrent price must be revisited. I dont really 
understand the difference between transient and recurrent in terms of price. Secondly, 
do we talk about zone (between two prices) or price? 
I think you have it slightly mixed up. 
 
Transient = in passing = happens infrequently  
Recurrent = re-occurs = happens again 
 
Therefore, 
 
Transient Price = happens once or not often 
Recurrent Price = happens alot or is returned to alot 
 
Zone = Range of Prices. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 7:17am | Post# 9700

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. ( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older 
posts ) 190 out of 198 profit trades (96%) Largest volume = 1 Max Consecutive losses = 
2 Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) All current open 
positions will be closed by next Tuesday {image} 

Excellent results Jay!  

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 7:22am | Post# 9701

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am still long from 12588 with SL at BE so no risk, I think we should see some 

more up Best of luck 
I am out at BE, will wait for another chance for long! I calculated a bottom for today 
could be set soon! 
 

Lets see  

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 7:29am | Post# 9702

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} My open trades are not from scalp setups. I'm swing trading. I do notice the 
attractive scalp opportunities for those so inclined. The scalp is just setting up now. 

Candle just closed. {image} 
scalpers delight... +20pips since trade call. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 7:30am | Post# 9703

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is for the questions I'm getting asked via PM regarding Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) 
 
The chart is 5M. 
My platform is IGIndex so there are no MT4 indicators, just visual. 



 
The anchoring bar that produces the HIGH or LOW is the central bar. Take the HI and LO of 
this bar 
H is any number of bars before and after this central bar. For this example, I'll use 8 (no 
reason, random number) 
Take the lowest LO of any bar within H range of the central bar. Draw a mental red line. 
The highlighted section is the difference between the Red Line and the Low of the Central 
Line. 
The highlighted section represents the range of prices THAT WILL NOT BE RETURNED TO 
WITHIN H BARS. 
 
 
The turns seem to happen when there's more space on side of the full anchor bar than the 
other. 
If you practice enough times, you'll find that you can make a reasonable call even before H 
completes on the right side. 

 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 7:41am | Post# 9704

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} scalpers delight... +20pips since trade call. 

Great call mate  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 7:46am | Post# 9705

 
Fall lines and TZ. Honk if you get it  

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 7:51am | Post# 9706

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

Fall lines and TZ. Honk if you get it  

I understand  



 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 7:56am | Post# 9707

 
Edit : From V's post 9706 
 
The highlighted section is the difference between the Red Line and the Low of the Central 
Line. 
The highlighted section represents the range of prices THAT WILL NOT BE RETURNED TO 
WITHIN H BARS. 
 
I figure some may get confused by this so here is my take. What I've highlighted in 
green is referring to the RIGHT side 
 
Hope it helps 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 7:57am | Post# 9708

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} I understand  

you guys are simply awesome 

 

ephisi Oct 1, 2014 8:11am | Post# 9709

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} What the hell Ephisi,how did you got into my ignore box. Just for the record! 
think something went wrong because i did not had the intention to do so. 

i really wondered what i did wrong. lol. i have gotten used to being ignored.lol 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 8:11am | Post# 9710

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Thanks V! Do correct me if I'm wrong again...., I figure some may get confused 
by this so here is my take. What I've highlighted in green is referring to the RIGHT side 
Hope it helps 
Hey CFD! No, it wasn't for you mate... you're all good! BTW... did you forget to attach a 

graphic to the last post? Couldn't see your green highlight!  

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 8:12am | Post# 9711

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Great call mate  

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 8:17am | Post# 9712

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey CFD! No, it wasn't for you mate... you're all good! BTW... did you forget to 

attach a graphic to the last post? Couldn't see your green highlight!  



Hmm not sure why. Edited my post  

 

tashkent Oct 1, 2014 8:22am | Post# 9713

 
feels like USDX is planning new high... incredible... no clue what will happen soon. just 
waiting... 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 8:23am | Post# 9714

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Hmm not sure why. Edited my post  
Aah... yep, that makes sense. Right Hand Side TZ... yes. 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 8:23am | Post# 9715

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am out at BE, will wait for another chance for long! I calculated a bottom 

for today could be set soon! Lets see  

 

 

hepsibah Oct 1, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9716

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here's nice clean example of how to scalp these quite safely. 
 
H=30 in this example (randomly chosen) and the diamonds show LL for 30 bars. Instead of 
trying to best guess bottom and catch falling knives, wait for potential bottom TZ to start 
forming and for price to pass back up through a LL. This should be confirmation that the 
rhs is forming and SL will be below bottom of the TZ. 
 
There are a further two opportunities to the right as well. 

 

 

tashkent Oct 1, 2014 8:52am | Post# 9717



 
i see more and more people are integrating open/close of bars into their TZ system. i 
think this is more logical way of trading rather than just quoting a number and trading it 
spontaneously when price reaches it. open and close bars have to confirm the direction 
first the way we intend to trade. the important thing is observing how price behaves at 
your pivot point. 

 

kprsa Oct 1, 2014 8:58am | Post# 9718

 
Quoting hepsibah 
Here's another little brain teaser. 
Hi hepsibah, 
 
Just to say, I have seen this post. The evaluation of probabilities is difficult for this case 
since it is difficult to specify the conditions exactly - my (quite crude) tools do not match 
your pattern recognition capabilities. 
 
I would say that in most cases intuition has the advantage over pure calculation, we've 
evolved in this way. Having a good hunch is the start, then one can go on to verify it 
statistically. It is tricky to do it the other way around, there are simply too many dials to 
adjust. 
 
Cheers and thanks for sharing, 
k 

 

hepsibah Oct 1, 2014 9:03am | Post# 9719

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi hepsibah, Just to say, I have seen this post. The evaluation of probabilities is 
difficult for this case since it is difficult to specify the conditions exactly - my (quite 
crude) tools do not match your pattern recognition capabilities. I would say that in most 
cases intuition has the advantage over pure calculation, we've evolved in this way. 
Having a good hunch is the start, then one can go on to verify it statistically. It is tricky 
to do it the other way around, there are simply too many dials to adjust. Cheers and 
thanks for sharing,... 
Thanks for looking kprsa, I suspected it would be a tricky one to evaluate. It is 
something that works very well when the market is quite choppy but needs very 
disciplined SL's when it goes on a streak. 

 

NorthTrader Oct 1, 2014 9:15am | Post# 9720

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hepsibah 
Here's nice clean example of how to scalp these quite safely. H=30 in this example 
(randomly chosen) and the diamonds show LL for 30 bars. Instead of trying to best guess 
bottom and catch falling knives, wait for potential bottom TZ to start forming and for price 
to pass back up through a LL. This should be confirmation that the rhs is forming and SL will 
be below bottom of the TZ. There are a further two opportunities to the right as well. 
{image} 
Thanks for sharing this, hepsibah, but this system seems a bit too much open to 
interpretation. For instance, why wouldn't you take the longs at the points I circled on your 
chart? Both seem to fit the rules you specified, yet both would have incurred drawdowns 
and possible stop losses. Why wait until the crosses you marked? Thanks! 



 

 

orid Oct 1, 2014 9:18am | Post# 9721

 
Quoting vlady1974 
This is for the questions I'm getting asked via PM regarding Uneven Transient Zones 
(UTZ) The chart is 5M. My platform is IGIndex so there are no MT4 indicators, just visual. 
The anchoring bar that produces the HIGH or LOW is the central bar. Take the HI and LO 
of this bar H is any number of bars before and after this central bar. For this example, I'll 
use 8 (no reason, random number) Take the lowest LO of any bar within H range of the 
central bar. Draw a mental red line. The highlighted section is the difference between the 
Red Line and the Low... 
nice we really need this work thanks vlady  

Regards orid peter   

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 9:22am | Post# 9722

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks for sharing this, hepsibah, but this system seems a bit too much open to 
interpretation. For instance, why wouldn't you take the longs at the points I circled on 
your chart? Both seem to fit the rules you specified, yet both would have incurred 
drawdowns and possible stop losses. Why wait until the crosses you marked? Thanks! 
{image} 
My take....He is waiting for a TZ to form as a bottom as before that you really don't know 
how long price is going to keep going. Once we have that TZ we have a time frame 
where we are confident price is not going to go lower than X. Hence your pip window so 
to speak 

 

NorthTrader Oct 1, 2014 9:28am | Post# 9723

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} My take....He is waiting for a TZ to form as a bottom as before that you really 
don't know how long price is going to keep going. Once we have that TZ we have a time 
frame where we are confident price is not going to go lower than X. Hence your pip 
window so to speak 
First cross is 4 bars after potential TZ, second cross is 3 after. First circle is 2 after, 
second circle is 1 after. Not a massive difference, but you could be right. Maybe he waits 
a minimum of 3 bars after potential TZ before taking the trade? 



 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 9:34am | Post# 9724

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks for sharing this, hepsibah, but this system seems a bit too much open to 
interpretation. For instance, why wouldn't you take the longs at the points I circled on 
your chart? Both seem to fit the rules you specified, yet both would have incurred 
drawdowns and possible stop losses. Why wait until the crosses you marked? Thanks! 
{image} 
I wonder if this is where you could take the 2nd Long, if you knew that the very thin TZ 
is actually uneven. 
 
Even on a value of h=30, that 3rd bar creates the lowest minima of the right handside 
"height" and the next bar has a higher low and closes above the previous bar's high. So 
at that point, the uneven TZ is confirmed up to RHS-h=3... you could then risk a long 
and put SL at below that low that created the uneven level since in theory it is now in the 
Transient Zone. 
 

Does that make sense? I feel I'm not being clear enough.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 9:38am | Post# 9725

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I wonder if this is where you could take the 2nd Long, if you knew that the very 
thin TZ is actually uneven. Even on a value of h=30, that 3rd bar creates the lowest minima 
of the right handside "height" and the next bar has a higher low and closes above the 
previous bar's high. So at that point, the uneven TZ is confirmed up to RHS-h=3... you 
could then risk a long and put SL at below that low that created the uneven level since in 
theory it is now in the Transient Zone. Does that make sense? I feel I'm not being clear 
enough. :s 
Chart to make sense of it.... you could enter at any price higher than the bar that created 
the Uneven TZ (which I indicate with light blue ink) 
Or if not, use the previous level as a breakout point (blue line)... that's with the confidence 
that the UTZ confirms the transient zone alot earlier than the full value of h on the right 
side. 

 

 



orid Oct 1, 2014 9:58am | Post# 9726

 
would never take longs there 
What we need is to be sure if the tz will be fully formed for definite then we have the HG 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 10:05am | Post# 9727

 
Quoting josh11 
{quote} I am out at BE, will wait for another chance for long! I calculated a bottom for 

today could be set soon! Lets see  

TP hit 12633  

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 10:15am | Post# 9728

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} TP hit 12633  

sold at 12633 with 10pips SL  
 
Best of luck 

 

josh11 Oct 1, 2014 10:17am | Post# 9729

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} sold at 12633 with 10pips SL Best of luck 
Wow that was fast but anyway My SL is now at BE!!! 

 

burnssss Oct 1, 2014 10:22am | Post# 9730

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I think we all know the direction.  
So I still think 2820 is still valid. 



 

 

NorthTrader Oct 1, 2014 10:30am | Post# 9731

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Chart to make sense of it.... you could enter at any price higher than the bar 
that created the Uneven TZ (which I indicate with light blue ink) Or if not, use the 
previous level as a breakout point (blue line)... that's with the confidence that the UTZ 
confirms the transient zone alot earlier than the full value of h on the right side. {image} 
Yeah, I see. Wait for the UTZ to form before taking it. Thanks for taking the time to 
explain that, vlady. But I agree with orid that taking a trade there would be too aggresive 
(after such a strong move down). 

 

ravs_avs Oct 1, 2014 10:58am | Post# 9732

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. ( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older 
posts ) 190 out of 198 profit trades (96%) Largest volume = 1 Max Consecutive losses = 
2 Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) All current open 
positions will be closed by next Tuesday {image} 
Impressive results Jay, congratulations!! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 1, 2014 11:14am | Post# 9733

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Yeah, I see. Wait for the UTZ to form before taking it. Thanks for taking the 
time to explain that, vlady. But I agree with orid that taking a trade there would be too 
aggresive (after such a strong move down). 
I think I would look for more signals to support an entry, myself.  
It was just an idea to try and explain that blue entry you queried.... it seemed a logical 



explanation based on what we've discovered so far. 

Of course, as always, it's still work-in-progress until further refinement.  

 

LITEchild Oct 1, 2014 11:38am | Post# 9734

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} TP hit 12633  
awesome scalping! definitely not for the faint hearted! 

 

orid Oct 1, 2014 11:47am | Post# 9735

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. ( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older 
posts ) 190 out of 198 profit trades (96%) Largest volume = 1 Max Consecutive losses = 
2 Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) All current open 
positions will be closed by next Tuesday {image} 
FX-jay grats that is impressive ,wanna race yachts next month or shall we take our jets 

 
sent you a pm  
regards orid peter 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 9736

 
Today has been an awesome day for me. Quiet day at work for plenty of FF time Some 
new stuff learnt and fitted more puzzle pieces making my system in development closer 
and closer to my personal specifications and a decent % recovery of the pips I lost 
yesterday due to being silly. So I'll contribute something for the newbies. Now I've 
posted a fair bit, most are jokes now that I realised how wrong some of them are. But 
these are some principles that will never be wrong and you will need them if you want to 
get anywhere in this thread. 
 
1)You need to build for yourself a Trading logic. If A do B if C else D kinda thing. Buy/Sell 
once you get a signal will not cut it in the long run. This is basic so I'll leave it here. 
 
2)Any logic should have WHERE, WHEN and HOW (W.W.H) answered. If you can do WHY 
you don't need to read this post. 
 
The various components in this thread at their most basic levels answer the following 
first 
a)TZ - Where 
b)CI - When 
c)Similarity - A bit of everything at once 
 
Take any component and expand on the understanding of it and you'll see they all 
answer W.W.H to varying but reasonable and tradable degrees. Combine them somehow 
and you'll see the probabilities of you making an accurate call increase. Its back breaking 
work to make it even to my level and I've only just gone thru the door. Others are way 
way ahead. Yet this still is only half the job as mentioned previously. All of these can only 
take you halfway and is the reason why my pip counts on my live only buys me beer till 

date cause quite frankly I'm not a very good trader  
 



BUT if you can hunker down and take your time to learn this hair tearing and tree 
banging stuff, you WILL grow as a trader. 

 

Robertk Oct 1, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 9737

 
Hey freefox, thnx for your earlier creation, the tz indi. I have a small question for you 
regarding a slight modification of the code. Would it be possible to add an option for 'use 
max h per zone'. In other words, to not remove zones when the (h) is too big. Regards, 
robert. 
 
tried sending you this as a pm but somehow it didnt work. 

 

wireash Oct 1, 2014 5:16pm | Post# 9738

 
Quoting wireash 
WITH THAT SAID: WITH STUDYING THIS INDI. AND WHAT IT;S TRYING TO DO (KEEP IN 
MIND THAT I DONT USE THAT INDI. WHILE TRADING) I CAN PINPOINT THE LEVEL'S 
THAT THE PRICE MISSED ,AND I CAN TELL WHEN IT WILL COME BACK TO THAT 
PROBLEM LEVEL BEFORE IT DOES ANYTHING ELSE gbp/nzd 4H CHART LINE: 2.0697 
TIMELINE NEXT 13 CANDLES I SAW THAT ON MONDAY SO FAR 260PIPS IN PROFIT I 
WOULD SAY HAT EARLIER BUT I DONT TRADE $USD BUT IT SHOWS YOU THAT THIS 
STRATEGY WORKS ON ANY PAIR THAT'S WHY I FEEL THE NEED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU 
here's what happened: 
as predicted priced got to 2.0697 and jumped 152pips in less than an hour 
price actually went 30 pips lower than 2.0697 but its ok 50pip sl was never close to being 
in danger 
so you know my entry 
reason for exit :on 1h price touched 50ma 
50pip for 150pip 
risk to reward 
1:3 

 

hepsibah Oct 1, 2014 10:46pm | Post# 9739

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks for sharing this, hepsibah, but this system seems a bit too much open to 
interpretation. For instance, why wouldn't you take the longs at the points I circled on 
your chart? Both seem to fit the rules you specified, yet both would have incurred 
drawdowns and possible stop losses. Why wait until the crosses you marked? Thanks! 
{image} 
 
Yes, NorthTrader, you are absolutely right that both of the examples you pointed out 
would have been legitimate entries, the first one would have been stopped out, the 
second one wouldn't and you should have made a small profit overall. I try to stay within 
Eurusdd's guidelines of 10 pip SL's for scalps so these would have been over the limit for 
me but definitely valid trades all the same. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 1, 2014 11:27pm | Post# 9740

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Yes, NorthTrader, you are absolutely right that both of the examples you 
pointed out would have been legitimate entries, the first one would have been stopped 



out, the second one wouldn't and you should have made a small profit overall. I try to 
stay within Eurusdd's guidelines of 10 pip SL's for scalps so these would have been over 
the limit for me but definitely valid trades all the same. 
Boils down to preference I guess 

 

FX-Jay Oct 1, 2014 11:49pm | Post# 9741

 
A new gem discovered using the TZ and probability theories presented here. 
This one focuses more on longer term trends & requires minimum followup + it has set 
Stop Losses. 
 
I have managed to manually back-test each and every trade on the eur/usd chart for the 
period ranging from Jan 2010 till September 2014. 
 
I will do my best to backtest further into the history, and include other pairs also. 
 
The stats so far: 
 
Total Number of Trades : 137 
Long Trades: 68 of which 28 are profitable 
Short Trades: 69 of which 30 are profitable 
 
As you may have noticed, this system is different from the other one when in comes to 
the % of winning trades. 
However, what is interesting is that despite the fact that the winners are less than the 
losers, the total amount of pips that this system has generated is 3,100 pips for the 
above mentioned period (i.e. the average value of a winning trade is much higher than 
that of a losing one). 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 12:00am | Post# 9742

 
Before I continue explaining further about this method, I will need you to focus on the 
statistics that I'm providing in order to understand the conclusion that I will eventually 
reach. 
 
The latest signal provided by this system was a Sell signal in mid September @ 1.287 
The signal is still in effect with a current SL @ 1.277 
So basically its a free 100 pip ride at the moment 
 
There is no set TP, your exist is when you decide to close your position or when your SL 
gets hit. The best part is that the SL is adjusted with time (in the above case, it will get 
lower than 1.277 eventually as long as 1.277 is not reached). 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 12:27am | Post# 9743

 
So am I bearish on the Euro? Hell No! I am as bullish as it can get. 
 
However, if I knew about this method earlier, you can bet that I would have shorted 
1.287, but unfortunately this was just recently discovered and the back-testing took 
some time. 
 
Should you sell here? I wouldn't advise, but if you do, make sure to get out if we reach 
1.277 



 
Should you buy here? Despite my bullishness (due to many different factors), I 
wouldn't recommend buying before getting above 1.277. 
I currently have one huge buy stop order at 1.277. 
 
Is it worth waiting for 1.277 if you are very bullish? It's better to be safe then 
sorry, the signal is still bearish as long as we are below 1.277. 
I will explain in my next post why it is worth waiting + the projections that you should 
expect for the eur/usd in case the above level is taken out. 
 
Keep in mind that 1.277 will keep on being adjusted lower as time passes. So the more 
time the euro spends lower, the better the long entry will be. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 12:44am | Post# 9744

 
So what to expect if 1.277 gets cleared? 
 
In the past 5 years (the period that I managed to back-test so far), the number of Sell 
signals has been always equal to the number of Buy signals for every given year. 
 
There has always been a very clear pattern that evolves around some numbers which I 
will refer to from now on as 'Inflection Numbers' (1.277 in our example) 
 
The pattern shows that for every given year, the there are 10 main moves (5 on the 
short size and 5 on the long side) that will be created from the inflection points. 
Those moves are proportionally equal in magnitude for both long and short signals. 
 
The magnitude of those moves/waves in no particular order are the following: 
500+ pips 
300+ pips 
200+ pips 
200+ pips 
100+ pips 
 
So based on statistics, each year 5 undisturbed moves will happen (from infliction points) 
on both the short side and the long side no matter what the trend was during that year!  

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 12:55am | Post# 9745

 
So far, what we have for this year is the following: 
 
Short Side 
500+ Pip move - Done  
300+ Pip move - Done  
200+ Pip move - Done  
200+ Pip move - Done  
100+ Pip move - Done  
 
Long Side 
500+ Pip move - Not yet 
300+ Pip move - Not yet 
200+ Pip move - Not yet 
200+ Pip move - Done 
100+ Pip move - Done 
 



Since the year has not much left before ending, each coming Inflection Number will have 
a very high probability of being the one that will trigger one the above large moves. 
 
For now keep an eye on 1.277, I will update it once/if it changes (i.e becomes 
smaller/lower). 

 

Strawbale Oct 2, 2014 12:59am | Post# 9746

 
i expect to see price at 1.3650 during the next 10-12 months 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 1:08am | Post# 9747

 
I hope that you guys will find the above posts useful.  
 
I hope that you'll manage to take advantage of what is presented, and maybe even give 
your ideas to make it better and more accurate.  
 
Good Luck 
Jay 

 

hepsibah Oct 2, 2014 1:11am | Post# 9748

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I hope that you guys will find the above posts useful. I hope that you'll manage to take 
advantage of what is presented, and maybe even give your ideas to make it better and 
more accurate. Good Luck Jay 
Amazing stuff Jay and it looks like price has started turning up. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 1:20am | Post# 9749

 
Quoting Strawbale 
i expect to see price at 1.3650 during the next 10-12 months 
If what I mentioned holds true, then we can expect 1.33 before year end. 
 
I'm sure the 'Euro Parity' guys and QE guys will jump in and ridicule this post just as they 
did the gbp/usd was at 1.71. 
Everyone that was calling for a lower pound was called crazy because there was a rate 
hike coming!!  
Today the UK rate hike talks are still the same yet the Pound is 1,000 pips lower.  
 
All the luck to whoever believes that the USD is sustainable at current levels 

 

Strawbale Oct 2, 2014 1:53am | Post# 9750

 
hahaha 

 

NorthTrader Oct 2, 2014 2:02am | Post# 9751

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



I hope that you guys will find the above posts useful. I hope that you'll manage to take 
advantage of what is presented, and maybe even give your ideas to make it better and 
more accurate. Good Luck Jay 
Yes, thank you Jay for those posts. Like you say, it’s hard to believe that EU can retrace 
so much with the current fundamentals and so many bears around calling sub 1.25, but 
anything can happen in forex. Let’s wait and see. (EU still dropping as I type) 

 

ephisi Oct 2, 2014 4:43am | Post# 9752

 
missed my swings. looking to take a swing short 1.2660/70 ish targeting below 1.2576 

 

wealthpro Oct 2, 2014 4:50am | Post# 9753

 
hi 
i am new to this thread anybody tell where i can get freefoxs transient zone indicator 

 

watsone Oct 2, 2014 4:57am | Post# 9754

 
Quoting wealthpro 
hi i am new to this thread anybody tell where i can get freefoxs transient zone indicator 
 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...19#post7686119  

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 2, 2014 6:24am | Post# 9755

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think you have it slightly mixed up. Transient = in passing = happens 
infrequently Recurrent = re-occurs = happens again Therefore, Transient Price = 
happens once or not often Recurrent Price = happens alot or is returned to alot Zone = 
Range of Prices. 
Hi the Transient zones are found normally at turning points... At what point do you 
identify or qualify a zone recurrent. Example, in a down trend u will find Tzs supporting 
price. May that zone be classified recurring when later price goes below the Tz level. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 6:38am | Post# 9756

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
{quote} Hi the Transient zones are found normally at turning points... At what point do 
you identify or qualify a zone recurrent. Example, in a down trend u will find Tzs 
supporting price. May that zone be classified recurring when later price goes below the Tz 
level. 
The best definition to date is the original one given by Eurusdd. For a given price at time 
P(t) within a timeframe T..... prices can be found to be h-recurrent. 
So in other words: 
 
If you chose h=10 for any of the supplied indicators, then when a TZ has been identified: 
a) Prices within the TZ are transient for 10 bars 
b) Prices outside the TZ are recurrent for 10 bars 
c) But on expiry of h.... ie. any price movement after 10 bars, it is possible that price 



movement can enter the TZ range of prices from the right (which is now no longer valid 
outside the h bars after the TZ central bar, otherwise known as the Right Side h value). 
You could define it as recurrent until another new TZ emerges. It is possible for TZs to 
overlap. 
 
With (c).... once it has expired, some of the folk here have demonstrated that the level 
retains a certain memory - sort of like S/R in that price can eventually return to it and 
then react to it. The return will obviously be made from another point on the chart... so 
that's one trading opportunity. Then there's the reaction when movement arrives at that 
point: either bounce or go through, so that's the next trading opportunity.  
 
None of these post-TZ events have anything to do with the original identification of that 
TZ... we don't have any further info from Eurusdd on this. But many of the guys here 
have observed behaviour around these TZ ranges well after they have expired. 

 

burnssss Oct 2, 2014 7:04am | Post# 9757

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The best definition to date is the original one given by Eurusdd. For a given price 
at time P(t) within a timeframe T..... prices can be found to be h-recurrent. So in other 
words: If you chose h=10 for any of the supplied indicators, then when a TZ has been 
identified: a) Prices within the TZ are transient for 10 bars b) Prices outside the TZ are 
recurrent for 10 bars c) But on expiry of h.... ie. any price movement after 10 bars, it is 
possible that price movement can enter the TZ range of prices from the right (which is 
now no longer... 
There is an additional condition to calculate the recurrent area.  
This condition should be able to evaluate the end zone price in order to increase the 
odds. Without this condition, true recurring area is not calculated. 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 2, 2014 7:16am | Post# 9758

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The best definition to date is the original one given by Eurusdd. For a given price 
at time P(t) within a timeframe T..... prices can be found to be h-recurrent. So in other 
words: If you chose h=10 for any of the supplied indicators, then when a TZ has been 
identified: a) Prices within the TZ are transient for 10 bars b) Prices outside the TZ are 
recurrent for 10 bars c) But on expiry of h.... ie. any price movement after 10 bars, it is 
possible that price movement can enter the TZ range of prices from the right (which is 
now no longer... 
Thanks a lot Vlady. Do you use the condition to calculate the recurrent area burnssss is 
referring to? 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 2, 2014 7:18am | Post# 9759

 
@Vlady...I mean for the calls that u make with precision sometimes... 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 7:30am | Post# 9760

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} There is an additional condition to calculate the recurrent area. This condition 
should be able to evaluate the end zone price in order to increase the odds. Without this 
condition, true recurring area is not calculated. 



Oh cool! I didn't know that you'd progressed on that front. 
Excellent! Well done - I know you'd been working hard on that front for ages! Is that to 

do with Special Agent K? (from Men In Black - sorry bad joke)  

 

burnssss Oct 2, 2014 7:36am | Post# 9761

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh cool! I didn't know that you'd progressed on that front. Excellent! Well done 
- I know you'd been working hard on that front for ages! Is that to do with Special Agent 

K? (from Men In Black - sorry bad joke)  
jajajja  
I keep looking for that lost character.  
But I am getting closer.  
97 & recurrent area, 3% transient area. It is possible at any time, get those odds? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 7:36am | Post# 9762

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
@Vlady...I mean for the calls that u make with precision sometimes... 
Actually, during daylight (ie work day) since I don't have MT4 at work I don't see 
anything but an IGIndex chart. 
So unfortunately, I don't get to see the wonderful toys you guys are playing with. I must 
admit, this puts me in a bind.  
 
At home recently, I traded UJ and AUD during Asia and it was soooooooooooo much 
easier. With IG, I get it wrong sometimes due to the nature of the environment.... I can't 
keep that bloody chart up without people seeing and I then have to put lines all over the 
place to set my TZ. I overlay that with my Bollinger and I have previously placed S/R 
lines. That's it... no calculation. 
 
What I have been doing recently, is I evaluate 4H, 1H, 15M and sometimes 5M 
timeframes with their own respective h values and I plot them out on the MT4 chart. 
I then write them down on an email in sections and they become like a crib sheet of S/R 
prices. It's crude, but that's the only way I can get indicator driven values. I then have to 
make the call real time... and trade it or not depending. Obviously the levels co-mingle 
with newly formed TZ levels... so my charts can get messy and I delete everything and 
start again. This is the way I've been training my eyes to spot the "formations" on a near 
naked chart. 
 
Sorry - this may not be the answer you were expecting. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 7:40am | Post# 9763

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} jajajja I keep looking for that lost character. But I am getting closer. 97 & 
recurrent area, 3% transient area. It is possible at any time, get those odds? 
Kprsa calculates it in his indi but it's a decimal based on the average. I get that - and it's 
truly inspired. What I'm not sure of is Eurusdd's statement where he actually states that 
"for positive integers h and k......" there exists transient and recurring prices. It's his 
Proposition 1 statement. 
 
So if it's positive integers, it can't be 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.... unless of course the formula within 
converts the 1,2,3 into 0.1 etc. 



But again, just speculating. In the beginning I thought it had to do with Pip/Price 
differential that related to your SL sensitivity. ie. Given a TZ, if you want a 5 pip precision 
SL, then k = 5 and it would reduce the height of the TZ by k and the width is already set 
as h. 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 2, 2014 7:45am | Post# 9764

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Oh cool! I didn't know that you'd progressed on that front. Excellent! Well done 
- I know you'd been working hard on that front for ages! Is that to do with Special Agent 

K? (from Men In Black - sorry bad joke)  
Hahaha......well am counting on you to be there 24/7 you and everyone here are doing a 
marvelous job. Kudos to all.. 
Thanks. 

 

burnssss Oct 2, 2014 7:47am | Post# 9765

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Kprsa calculates it in his indi but it's a decimal based on the average. I get that 
- and it's truly inspired. What I'm not sure of is Eurusdd's statement where he actually 
states that "for positive integers h and k......" there exists transient and recurring prices. 
It's his Proposition 1 statement. So if it's positive integers, it can't be 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.... 
unless of course the formula within converts the 1,2,3 into 0.1 etc. But again, just 
speculating. In the beginning I thought it had to do with Pip/Price differential that related 
to... 
"k" depends on demand, thus, has nothing to do with SL. "k" is an integer, which must 
be a number between (0, + inf).  
You can set conditions for "k" with these two qualities? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 7:55am | Post# 9766

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} "k" depends on demand, thus, has nothing to do with SL. "k" is an integer, 
which must be a number between (0, + inf). You can set conditions for "k" with these 
two qualities? 
How so? That's a new thought. I'm presuming that's nothing to do with Demand/Supply 
per se 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 8:01am | Post# 9767

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
{quote} Hahaha......well am counting on you to be there 24/7 you and everyone here 
are doing a marvelous job. Kudos to all.. Thanks. 
Cheers dude. I'm actually not on any trades today. I've got an internal exam tomorrow 
I'm preparing for so I'm watching only.... of course it'll get interesting in about 30-40 
minutes so you'll never know.  
 
Fx-Jay has made some very interesting comments and one part of which is in line with 
my expected Wave 4 bounce. Some other topics I have been working on suggests that a 
cycle is ending Sep-End/Oct-Start.... but I've not been able to calculate this further with 
my feeble maths so I'm just being attentive. 



 

burnssss Oct 2, 2014 8:02am | Post# 9768

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} How so? That's a new thought. I'm presuming that's nothing to do with 
Demand/Supply per se 
jajajj is this what differentiates "eurusdd" of us. A great imagination !!! 
I keep looking for the "k" lost. 

 

adeforex Oct 2, 2014 8:24am | Post# 9769

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
A new gem discovered using the TZ and probability theories presented here. This one 
focuses more on longer term trends & requires minimum followup + it has set Stop 
Losses. I have managed to manually back-test each and every trade on the eur/usd chart 
for the period ranging from Jan 2010 till September 2014. I will do my best to backtest 
further into the history, and include other pairs also. The stats so far: Total Number of 
Trades : 137 Long Trades: 68 of which 28 are profitable Short Trades: 69 of which 30 are 
profitable As you may have noticed,... 
I just saw the powerful way u analyse long term strength of the market. It will really help 
a lot in my trading style. Just a couple of questions. Is that back test only for eurusd, or 
other pairs inclusive.? Were you able to also include some other areas where it failed to 
be a turning point as the trend continues? Also did you use mainly tracient indicator to 
achieve that results? And please what is your h factor number for this, stop loss range 
and time frame you analyse. I chart sample will be better. Know that I fully follow you 
now for it will really help also. Thanks very much for I like to trade this on daily pairs 
because of my job, and also see how to analyse and boost it with sd zones. Kudos to you 
people for making every thing work well and bringing new ideals that are really helpful 
for life. 

 

kprsa Oct 2, 2014 8:40am | Post# 9770

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} So if it's positive integers, it can't be 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.... unless of 
course the formula within converts the 1,2,3 into 0.1 etc. 

Hi, k is usually not an integer. One could in principle set it to be integer in terms of pips 
or pip/10. 
 
k 

 

vlady1974 Oct 2, 2014 8:51am | Post# 9771

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, k is usually not an integer. One could in principle set it to be integer in terms 
of pips or pip/10. k 
Yes, that was my original thinking... Pips. So if it needs to be divided into, then the 
resultant K(k) would then be decimal. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 9:11am | Post# 9772

 



Quoting FX-Jay 
Since the year has not much left before ending, each coming Inflection Number will have 
a very high probability of being the one that will trigger one the above large moves. For 
now keep an eye on 1.2777, I will update it once/if it changes (i.e becomes 
smaller/lower). 
The Inflection Number is now 1.2765  

 

ephisi Oct 2, 2014 9:11am | Post# 9773

 
Quoting ephisi 
missed my swings. looking to take a swing short 1.2660/70 ish targeting below 1.2576 
she got to my mentioned zone. lets see what happens . hope everyone is cool 

 

ephisi Oct 2, 2014 10:12am | Post# 9774

 
Quoting ephisi 
missed my swings. looking to take a swing short 1.2660/70 ish targeting below 1.2576 
Draghi took eurusd a bit higher but exactly what i expected. lets see if eurusd will break 
the lows in next few days 

 

evrynet Oct 2, 2014 10:45am | Post# 9775

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Draghi took eurusd a bit higher but exactly what i expected. lets see if eurusd 
will break the lows in next few days 
1.26 seems to be quite a bottom for 2 years... 

 

Bilstein Oct 2, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 9776

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e 
smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their 
Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in 
USD shorts and close to all time high levels in Euro longs. Btw last time was today :P 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 
{image} {image} 
Commercial trader positioning consists of entities that use the traded instruments for 
hedging and business purposes. As such, their positioning data typically reflects them 
buying during downtrends and selling during uptrends. Commercial traders don't trade 
for speculation on appreciation or depreciation of an instrument. Large "non-commercial" 
traders, on the other hand, do. That's why, if you monitor COT reports, they're typically 
on the right side of the trend and commercial traders are on the "wrong" side of the 
trend. 

 

leeshindig Oct 2, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 9777

 
Quoting Bilstein 
{quote} Commercial trader positioning consists of entities that use the traded 
instruments for hedging and business purposes. As such, their positioning data typically 



reflects them buying during downtrends and selling during uptrends. Commercial traders 
don't trade for speculation on appreciation or depreciation of an instrument. Large "non-
commercial" traders, on the other hand, do. That's why, if you monitor COT reports, 
they're typically on the right side of the trend and commercial traders are on the "wrong" 
side of the trend. 
 
Sensible post! 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 9778

 
Quoting Bilstein 
{quote} Commercial trader positioning consists of entities that use the traded 
instruments for hedging and business purposes. As such, their positioning data typically 
reflects them buying during downtrends and selling during uptrends. Commercial traders 
don't trade for speculation on appreciation or depreciation of an instrument. Large "non-
commercial" traders, on the other hand, do. That's why, if you monitor COT reports, 
they're typically on the right side of the trend and commercial traders are on the "wrong" 
side of the trend. 
That's correct to a certain extent. 
 
However, what I'm looking at now is a trend exhaustion/change & at that phase its the 
speculators that get squeezed. 
I've been analysing COT reports for long enough to know how both Commercials & Large 
Specs position themselves before trend changes. 
 
Feel free to have a look at the following COT reports & relate them to the current 
extreme situations of the Euro and USD 
- Pound in June 2014 
- Gold end of August 2014 
- Crude Oil mid June 2014 
- Euro June 2012 
 
& btw what about small speculators (i.e. retailers)? Aren't they typically on the wrong 
side of the market? 

 

san1111 Oct 2, 2014 2:01pm | Post# 9779

 
Quoting wireash 
i will explain my point of view when it comes to TZ system if there are enough people 
that are interested in it 
Dear wireash, 
 
as I'm very new to TZ system, it should be very usefull to see and understand your point 
of view. 
Thanks in advance 

 

san1111 Oct 2, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 9780

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Any ways guys I am here to share the knowledge I have learned from the TZ & 
not my opinions about neither the economy nor my other trading styles/ techniques. I've 
been trading for the last 5 years, and averaging a 15% quarterly return for the last 3 
years (which I am more that happy with) My success in the principals presented here is 



less than 2 weeks old! While my success in other methods have been there for quite 
some time. However, a 15% return/quarter is not 'crowd pleasing', a 55% in less than 2 
weeks is more catchy. I will throw... 
Dear FX-Jay, 
 
I'm very interested in gather your knowledge what you share with us. 
 
Thanks 

 

tashkent Oct 2, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 9781

 
1 Attachment(s) 
little bit late with entry. anybody NU? 

 

 

wireash Oct 2, 2014 3:58pm | Post# 9782

 
Quoting san1111 
{quote} Dear wireash, as I'm very new to TZ system, it should be very usefull to see and 
understand your point of view. Thanks in advance 
i explained the basics couple posts ago 
basic and simple just try to go with the trend (easier said than done) 

 

MikiMax Oct 2, 2014 4:51pm | Post# 9783

 



Hello Everyone, 
 
Seems like something's going forward... 
did today 78 trades on Eur/Usd and Eur/Jpy 
and only 4 of them were in small loss (a few pips) 
Tried to apply EurUsdd idea and it seems like finally.... 
Made almost 900 pips! All trades were on live account 
just small positions 0.01 or 0.02 lots. 
Would like to thank all the Wise Minds here!  
Thanks a Million ! 
cheers 

 

Bilstein Oct 2, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 9784

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} That's correct to a certain extent. However, what I'm looking at now is a trend 
exhaustion/change & at that phase its the speculators that get squeezed. I've been 
analysing COT reports for long enough to know how both Commercials & Large Specs 
position themselves before trend changes. Feel free to have a look at the following COT 
reports & relate them to the current extreme situations of the Euro and USD - Pound in June 
2014 - Gold end of August 2014 - Crude Oil mid June 2014 - Euro June 2012 & btw what 
about small speculators (i.e. retailers)?... 
 
Oh yeah, comparing historical positioning extremes is one thing - I was referencing your 
comment (which you apparently deleted) about "Maybe we should inform banks and the 
(always right) commercial traders" . But you'll notice commercial entities are consistently on 
the "wrong" side of a dominant trend - even in the charts you posted. Non-commercial (or 
institutional) entities are speculating in the appreciation or depreciation of the instrument 
being traded. Extremes in positioning are typically precursors to a turn in the market. I've 
been analyzing COT reports for a long time as well so I understand what you're saying. A 
commercial entity who's primary business activities involve, say, the price of wheat, isn't 
accumulating wheat contracts at their highest prices. They're selling them because buying 
wheat at an extremely high price isn't conducive to their business models. 
 
I know, with currencies, commercial activity is a little less obvious than it is in contracts in 
other commodities. I took the liberty of providing my EURUSD chart with an overlay of the 
COT futures and options report outputted as a histogram. The green histogram is net non-
commercial positioning, the maroon is net commercial positioning and the yellow line is net 
small traders - or non-reportables - positioning. As pertains to small traders, they're prone 
to be on the wrong side of the trend more so than non-commercial entities but they too are 
speculating in the appreciation and depreciation of the traded instrument. 



 

 

LITEchild Oct 2, 2014 5:08pm | Post# 9785

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Hello Everyone, Seems like something's going forward... did today 78 trades on Eur/Usd 
and Eur/Jpy and only 4 of them were in small loss (a few pips) Tried to apply EurUsdd 
idea and it seems like finally.... Made almost 900 pips! All trades were on live account 
just small positions 0.01 or 0.02 lots. Would like to thank all the Wise Minds here! Thanks 
a Million ! cheers 
Holy Cow! 78 trades in a day? Manually or Automated? Care to post some charts? 

Curious.  

 

wealthpro Oct 2, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 9786

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
{quote} Hi the Transient zones are found normally at turning points... At what point do 
you identify or qualify a zone recurrent. Example, in a down trend u will find Tzs 
supporting price. May that zone be classified recurring when later price goes below the Tz 
level. 
 
thank you watsone 

 

wealthpro Oct 2, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 9787

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Hello Everyone, Seems like something's going forward... did today 78 trades on Eur/Usd 
and Eur/Jpy and only 4 of them were in small loss (a few pips) Tried to apply EurUsdd 
idea and it seems like finally.... Made almost 900 pips! All trades were on live account 
just small positions 0.01 or 0.02 lots. Would like to thank all the Wise Minds here! Thanks 
a Million ! cheers 



 
mikimax what is the time frame you are using can you explain how you done 900 trades 

 

wealthpro Oct 2, 2014 5:17pm | Post# 9788

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
There you go guys, the results for the 3 weeks live testing! Even better results than the 
back-testing. ( If you want to check the day by day results, you can go through my older 
posts ) 190 out of 198 profit trades (96%) Largest volume = 1 Max Consecutive losses = 
2 Return in less than 3 weeks: 69% (57% including floating P&L) All current open 
positions will be closed by next Tuesday {image} 
 
is this manual trades or use EA 

 

wireash Oct 2, 2014 5:19pm | Post# 9789

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} mikimax what is the time frame you are using can you explain how you done 
900 trades 
almost 900 pip's 78 trades 

 

MikiMax Oct 2, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 9790

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} mikimax what is the time frame you are using can you explain how you done 
900 trades 
TF=5 min 
78 trades not 900 
900 pips of all together positions 

 

MikiMax Oct 2, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 9791

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Holy Cow! 78 trades in a day? Manually or Automated? Care to post some 

charts? Curious.  
of course manually... 

 

wireash Oct 2, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 9792

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} TF=5 min 78 trades not 900 900 pips of all together positions 



 

 

Barbaresco Oct 2, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 9793

 
Came in for a 1st post in a very long time and was blinded by Borat! My eyes - now 
they're really closed! 
 
I read the thread over the last few days and am excited to have my eyes opened - what 
great work you have all done - wish I hadn't been run off by the FF police so long ago. 
Anyway, each time I think I have a full understanding of what EURUSDD is 
saying/implying, I go to charts to build my Queen and it doesn't seem to pan out the way 
I had envisioned. 
 



First, confusion re: the 97%, 3%. Using the tester written by K, find approx. 3% 
frequency of a true problem bar using H=28 on M15. The other bars are 97%, but only 
~15% become potential TZ's, i.e. have satisfied H on the left side. Secondly, trying to 
trade against the probability of 3% twice, many of the PTZ bars have negligible range. In 
fact, many of the PTZ bars with sufficient range to trade, that also extend further beyond 
the PTZ end up becoming TZ's themselves. All of this can be visualized in any major price 
move, where often 4 bars in a row can become TZ's. How can 4 bars in a row (3% 4 
times) happen relatively frequently? By definition, it can't, so the probabilities above are 
flawed by some or all of my assumptions. 
 
K I have envisioned as the range of the TZ. I had envisioned keeping that value static, 
but that exacerbates the problem during a uni-directional move. Once these larger 
moves become true TZ's, having satisfied the right-side H, you can see the range of the 
TZ, and getting a 2nd TZ of that size seems to follow the 3% twice rule. But if K is 
dynamic until pinned by the right-side H - it's like solving an equation with a circular 
reference. 
 
All that said, I must be missing something major, as many have been able to give price 
and time targets with 4th decimal place probabilities. The only one able to do all of this 
with a 10 pt SL and 100% accuracy, however, has been the master himself. If I could 
just get a handle on calculating probabilities for price and time... 
 
Anyway, hello again to all - hoping I can add to the thread. 

 

killerno Oct 2, 2014 7:20pm | Post# 9794

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Hello Everyone, Seems like something's going forward... did today 78 trades on Eur/Usd 
and Eur/Jpy and only 4 of them were in small loss (a few pips) Tried to apply EurUsdd 
idea and it seems like finally.... Made almost 900 pips! All trades were on live account 
just small positions 0.01 or 0.02 lots. Would like to thank all the Wise Minds here! Thanks 
a Million ! cheers 
Hi MikiMax, 
 
nice result, well done!! Would you share a bit more about your "technic"? 
It is based on TZ or Similarity too? 
Thanks 
 
Regards 

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 9795

 
Quoting Bilstein 
{quote} Oh yeah, comparing historical positioning extremes is one thing - I was 
referencing your comment (which you apparently deleted) about "Maybe we 
should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders" ... {image} 
Just as I was about to take your posts seriously, you gave yourself away by false 
accusations &/or unchecked assumptions. 
I have never deleted any post nor will I ever do; if this little detail was too hard for you 
to check, then I can just imagine how many details you are missing while analyzing the 
COT reports. 
 
I encourage you to go back to my initial post and check what context it was written in. 
Commercials = Smart money & yes they are almost always right, and betting 
against them is a fool's job.  



However, you would also be a bigger fool to follow them before extreme positioning 
since they have much deeper pockets than you and I. 
 
Using COT is not for day trading or scalping, its for longer term position trading. 
 
If you're interested, I can recommend you few books to read.  

 

FX-Jay Oct 2, 2014 10:32pm | Post# 9796

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} is this manual trades or use EA 
Manual trades 

 

HeartLarz Oct 3, 2014 12:08am | Post# 9797

 
I have been downloading all kind of stoch diff indicator in this thread including tpl with it, 
tried on 12 brokers @@ but still cant get to load the indicator.......so can anyone here gv 

me some help? upload a stoch zone indicator of exe file? Thanks in advance if anyone 
can help. 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 12:17am | Post# 9798

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Came in for a 1st post in a very long time and was blinded by Borat! My eyes - now 
they're really closed! I read the thread over the last few days and am excited to have my 
eyes opened - what great work you have all done - wish I hadn't been run off by the FF 
police so long ago. Anyway, each time I think I have a full understanding of what 
EURUSDD is saying/implying, I go to charts to build my Queen and it doesn't seem to 
pan out the way I had envisioned. First, confusion re: the 97%, 3%. Using the tester 
written by K, find approx. 3% frequency... 
Welcome Barbaresco, 
 
I have come to the same conclusions. I have experimented a lot and tried high and low h 
values on different TFs. You would think that a higher h value might reduce the number 
of successive TZs but when there is a powerful move into an area where price has not 
been for a while it makes no difference. So some of the probabilities presented do not 
always seem to stack up based on our interpretation of what Eurusdd has presented. 
Eurusdd although he makes good calls most of the time but occasionally he has got it 
wrong (so he has not been 100%!!!). As mentioned in some of my previous posts you 
will also see that the way he said to trade TZs often puts you on the wrong side of a 
trend. 
 
So what we have is not perfect (or not what we expected) but many have shown 
(without giving too much away) that there are different ways to trade this successfully. 
But as you should also notice many of the calls that have been made on here have not 
always been right. Personally I have not figured out a way to predict exact price levels 
but the way I trade (scalping) does not really require such. 
 
Although it would be great to reach such levels of perfection in our trading I think you 
have to just find something that will give you an edge in the market. TZs while not 
perfect can give you an edge. Maybe it is that you have to implement a rule to prevent 
you from damaging your account by trading against powerful moves. Or you could decide 
to only trade toward TZs. What about incorporating TZs with other strategies? 



 
There are many ways to trade this successfully and don't believe everything you read 
about other people's success as you will often not hear about when a trader has had a 
bad day or has blown up! That said I am sure that many have found a way to control 
losses and make the most out of what they know about TZs. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 12:28am | Post# 9799

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}All you need to win is this simple statement: There is a minimum value for h for 
which >97% of prices are h-recurrent!!! That is all. Take your 5 min/1min chart and just 
look!!! How you make money using that information is for you to decide! Many people 
have found their levels and are ok. Numbers don't lie!!! If the market wants to beat this 
law/theorem, they will have to make most prices transient which will make the market 
beatable or less random. So, the market is in favor of recurrent prices. The more of 
these and just a few... 
Further to my previous post. While sometimes the numbers don't stack up what we can 
see is that for a high percentage of time the market (EUR/USD) likes to be recurrent. 
 
FYI here is the last call that EURUSDD got wrong.  

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} 50 pips on either side. top will be above 1.2830 in this case. we are still in 1 h4r 
bar. 
 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 12:48am | Post# 9800

 
Thanks Neio, yes it seems rather straightforward to come up with a strategy with an 
edge based on the principles in the thread. 
 
However, I'm still searching for something more exact. When computing the probabilities 
using the premise laid out by EURUSDD and coded into the indi by K, the misleading part 
seems to come from the bars where the movement was too small to be tradeable, i.e. 
<= Spread + a tiny profit, say 1 pt. Essentially all of these bars are recurrent, and 
become a large part of the data set. So, your 97% isn't 97% at all. 
 
What if bars were constructed to be X pts each, regardless of time? And we ran similar 
probabilities on this data set... Then it would be relevant with regard to price movement, 
rather than time and lines in the sand, effectively limiting drawdown to XY pts with Z% 
accuracy. A tick chart could work as well I guess, but the algo would need to be changed 
to only count a "unit" when the local max-min = X pts, instead of counting bars. 
 
Thinking out loud... plz don't bash the new guy. 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 12:59am | Post# 9801

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Thanks Neio, yes it seems rather straightforward to come up with a strategy with an 



edge based on the principles in the thread. However, I'm still searching for something 
more exact. When computing the probabilities using the premise laid out by EURUSDD 
and coded into the indi by K, the misleading part seems to come from the bars where the 
movement was too small to be tradeable, i.e. <= Spread + a tiny profit, say 1 pt. 
Essentially all of these bars are recurrent, and become a large part of the data set. So, 
your 97% isn't 97% at all. What if bars... 
I see what you are saying and I like your thinking...I would be interested to see the 
results of that. A range bar chart with a TZ indicator? 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 1:31am | Post# 9802

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Thanks Neio, yes it seems rather straightforward to come up with a strategy with an 
edge based on the principles in the thread. However, I'm still searching for something 
more exact. When computing the probabilities using the premise laid out by EURUSDD 
and coded into the indi by K, the misleading part seems to come from the bars where the 
movement was too small to be tradeable, i.e. <= Spread + a tiny profit, say 1 pt. 
Essentially all of these bars are recurrent, and become a large part of the data set. So, 
your 97% isn't 97% at all. What if bars... 
 
I would imagine that a large amount of the recurrence happens within 5 bars. What if we 
were just to exclude these from the stats? 
 
So what is the probability of a potential TZ being cleared after the first X bars. 
 
Just thinking out loud... 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 1:57am | Post# 9803

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I would imagine that a large amount of the recurrence happens within 5 bars. 
What if we were just to exclude these from the stats? So what is the probability of a 
potential TZ being cleared after the first X bars. Just thinking out loud... 
With regard to regular candles, wouldn't we want a recurrent candle that was right next 
to the transient, if it were say 10 pts? I thought of removing just the small candles from 
the data set, but working off of Range Bars would be more exact. Will see if I can get 
something going in the morning (CA time here). 
 
Could probably work (differently of course) to provide tradable probabilities on Renkos as 
well... 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 2:48am | Post# 9804

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} Hi MikiMax, nice result, well done!! Would you share a bit more about your 
"technic"? It is based on TZ or Similarity too? Thanks Regards 
will be back in late NY 
let me check myself today... 

 

kprsa Oct 3, 2014 2:56am | Post# 9805

 
Quoting Barbaresco 



First, confusion re: the 97%, 3%. Using the tester written by K, find approx. 3% 
frequency of a true problem bar using H=28 on M15. The other bars are 97%, but only 
~15% become potential TZ's, i.e. have satisfied H on the left side. Secondly, trying to 
trade against the probability of 3% twice, many of the PTZ bars have negligible range. In 
fact, many of the PTZ bars with sufficient range to trade, that also extend further beyond 
the PTZ end up becoming TZ's themselves. All of this can be visualized in any major price 
move, where often 4 bars in... 
Hi there, 
 
what occasionally fails are not the probabilities, it is the Markov property. Market does 
have a memory, and this shows itself in strong trends. This is why you can have several 
transient zones in succession. You would be wise not to trade against strong trends. 
There are ways to either completely avoid doing that or to even use it to your advantage. 
 

It is an interesting idea to try to use range bars.  
 
k 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 3:10am | Post# 9806

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Power is not in special cases - pictures - . Power lies in the general case, 
statement. "At any give time, the current price or price range wants to be 
recurrent(97%) rather than transient(3%)" How I apply this idea exactly, I cannot share. 
I expect everyone to find her/his own level. 
got a spare minute... 
That answer to my earlier post by The Founder and Generous Friend EurUsdd helped me 
a lot 
I've also read a few times the Valdy's pdf. 
I'd also read comments of other Clever Brains. 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 3:10am | Post# 9807

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} 1.26 seems to be quite a bottom for 2 years... 
well, dosnt mean 1.26 cant be violated. time will tell 

 

jmn5611 Oct 3, 2014 3:46am | Post# 9808

 
I've gotten a couple of emails about similarity. Congrats to vlady some of the other 
Originals who have kept this idea going. 
 
My public comment is that similarity is about finding ways to tell when traders are going 
to try to revisit a price. I myself used the RSI(14) and the CII, or the Composite Index. 
 
Simply put, the RSI and the CII will be similar during a good trend, but a some point the 
trend begins to weaken internally. If the trend is up, the higher high but lower 
momentum is your dissimilarity. Price will at some point try to come back and test that.  
 
Another way to see this is with the AO and AC oscillators of Bill Williams.  
 
Similarity is a concept that one can build a trading system around. But you, the trader 
have to decide what you are willing to do at these decision points.  



 
I hope this helps someone. 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 4:16am | Post# 9809

 
let's make some live check calls... 
eur/usd tp at 2665 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 4:17am | Post# 9810

 
eur/jpy 137.66 tp 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 4:18am | Post# 9811

 
gbp/jpy tp 175.60 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 4:19am | Post# 9812

 
gbp/usd 6127 tp 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 4:26am | Post# 9813

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi there, what occasionally fails are not the probabilities, it is the Markov 
property. Market does have a memory, and this shows itself in strong trends. This is why 
you can have several transient zones in succession. You would be wise not to trade 
against strong trends. There are ways to either completely avoid doing that or to even 

use it to your advantage. It is an interesting idea to try to use range bars. k 
 
I think this is a significant point. The original assumption is that the market has no 
memory. 

 

handy148 Oct 3, 2014 5:03am | Post# 9814

 
MikiMax - don't know what time levels your calls are made on but some of them look 
rather brave. Time (how much time) will tell. 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 5:12am | Post# 9815

 
Quoting handy148 
MikiMax - don't know what time levels your calls are made on but some of them look 
rather brave. Time (how much time) will tell. 
sure, that is just a live test as I stated 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 5:55am | Post# 9816

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Welcome Barbaresco, I have come to the same conclusions. I have experimented a 
lot and tried high and low h values on different TFs. You would think that a higher h value 
might reduce the number of successive TZs but when there is a powerful move into an area 
where price has not been for a while it makes no difference. So some of the probabilities 
presented do not always seem to stack up based on our interpretation of what Eurusdd has 
presented. Eurusdd although he makes good calls most of the time but occasionally he has 
got it wrong (so... 
Have a little faith Neio I could post results like this every day ,and only posted this because 

I read your doubtfulness ,  (is that a word ?) but don't see the point , And I think I am 

prob one of the poorer traders here ?lol   
 
Trust me when I say if I can do this every day , anyone can , ( that last trade was a wrong 
entry ) got out as soon as I could no excuse though.  

no offence meant ,old chap 
Regards Peter 

 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 6:02am | Post# 9817

 
Quoting ephisi 
missed my swings. looking to take a swing short 1.2660/70 ish targeting below 1.2576 
Slowly but surely. We should get there? Nfp will decide if it happens today 

 

limprobable Oct 3, 2014 6:05am | Post# 9818

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello, 
 
I think the most interesting TZ are the one in blue/purple in the chart bellow. They seems to 
appear in a nowhere lands of price (during an acceleration of price?) and showing clearly a 
trend market. 



 
The others one are only showing simply High and Low confirmated x H later... they can be 
interesting only in a market with no clearly tendance for scalping. 
 

 
 
Can someone adapt the indi to filter and showing only these blue/purple zone ? And maybe 
like the first indicator schowing these TZ in formation and hen they are confirmed? 
 
PS: i dont really understand why they appears? 
 
Ps2: i discovered something very good with only theses zones. Maybe showing ti all with the 

new indicator  
 
Green pips, 

 

Neio Oct 3, 2014 6:07am | Post# 9819

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Have a little faith Neio I could post results like this every day ,and only posted 

this because I read your doubtfulness ,  (is that a word ?) but don't see the point , 

And I think I am prob one of the poorer traders here ?lol  Trust me when I say if I 
can do this every day , anyone can , ( that last trade was a wrong entry ) got out as soon 

as I could no excuse though. no offence meant ,old chap Regards Peter {image} 
Congratulations mate. No offence taken. I never said that this is not successfully being 
traded. Just that nobody is 100% successful with their calls. Not even Eurusdd. 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 6:19am | Post# 9820

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Congratulations mate. No offence taken. I never said that this is not successfully 
being traded. Just that nobody is 100% successful with their calls. Not even Eurusdd. 
I must admit I 'm pretty sure I know how some people predict where price will prob be in 
so so time , but I wouldn't risk the house on it , the way it is done I don't think its that 



reliable , so I'm in and out quicksmart but I do miss a lot of pips . 

heres a tip for yas be good to your mother hehe  

Back to entertain the visitors ( they go back to the uk next week ) then I 
can get some serious reading the thread again 
regards Orid peter 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 6:32am | Post# 9821

 
anyway I predict 2528 then reverse 
Mad or genius ? 
orid peter 

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 8:30am | Post# 9822

 
you do not need to predict the exact levels where price will reach.  
all you need to know is the direction of the next move within your chosen timeframe. 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:32am | Post# 9823

 
Quoting ephisi 
missed my swings. looking to take a swing short 1.2660/70 ish targeting below 1.2576 
GAMEOVER. TRZ SWINGS. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:33am | Post# 9824

 
(Sigh) 
Well that was an easy set of pips. I shorted from a not-so-attractive price of 12632. 
Had TPs at 12576 through to 12560. Happy Days. 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:35am | Post# 9825

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Slowly but surely. We should get there? Nfp will decide if it happens today 
Slowly but surely. Looking at the complications involved in scalping trzs and the ease of 
swinging trzs. Also comparing risks of blowing accounts. I choose to swings. Over 
150pips and holding 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 8:35am | Post# 9826

 
Quoting tashkent 
you do not need to predict the exact levels where price will reach. all you need to know is 
the direction of the next move within your chosen timeframe. 
Yes tash I know what your saying I'm just having a stab at the zones on the daily , the 

last two I predicted worked,  probably more arse than class definitely not in 

Eurusd s or josh11s class that's for sure  
regards orid peter 

 



vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:38am | Post# 9827

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Slowly but surely. Looking at the complications involved in scalping trzs and the 
ease of swinging trzs. Also comparing risks of blowing accounts. I choose to swings. Over 
150pips and holding 
Nice one mate! Great call on the 2576. 
Just watching the 5M now... not sure if I want to get in again for the 2500 test. Tails 
forming with only 3.5 hours of London.... I'm better off buying shorts to drink thank 
shorts to pip LOL 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 8:40am | Post# 9828

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Slowly but surely. Looking at the complications involved in scalping trzs and the 
ease of swinging trzs. Also comparing risks of blowing accounts. I choose to swings. Over 
150pips and holding 
nice ephisi and vlady wish I had your nerves and skills. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:41am | Post# 9829

 
I'm actually slightly annoyed I didn't long USD as strategically this is my plan for the 

coming months. grrr 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 8:42am | Post# 9830

 
just carefull of red news shortly 

 

mario777 Oct 3, 2014 8:42am | Post# 9831

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mario777 
{quote} still on sell! {image} 

My TP missed just a pip  



 

 

josh11 Oct 3, 2014 8:42am | Post# 9832

 
Quoting orid 
anyway I predict 2528 then reverse Mad or genius ? orid peter 

Genius it seem  
 

Great call  

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:43am | Post# 9833

 
60 pip move on Dollar suggests that 110 is doable but profit taking just had to happen. 
This doesn't bode well for the EUR so, sub 2500 is there.... just timing for entries if 
you're not already in. 
Those holding from 2660ish are in a great place obviously. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:44am | Post# 9834

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Genius it seem Great call  
I concur! Great stuff Peter! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 8:49am | Post# 9835

 
Quoting limprobable 



Hello, I think the most interesting TZ are the one in blue/purple in the chart bellow. They 
seems to appear in a nowhere lands of price (during an acceleration of price?) and 
showing clearly a trend market. The others one are only showing simply High and Low 
confirmated x H later... they can be interesting only in a market with no clearly tendance 
for scalping. {image} Can someone adapt the indi to filter and showing only these 
blue/purple zone ? And maybe like the first indicator schowing these TZ in formation and 
hen they are confirmed? PS: i... 
Hi LimpB, 
 
Those "mid" bar zones effectively still qualify as transient because apart from the bar 
that went through those prices, there are no other bars that went through that price 
within h bars. Hence the indi draws the height (price) and width (+/- h) in that range. 
 
In my research, these zones will eventually be returned to... but not necessarily soon, 
especially if there is a prevailing trend or breakout. If it occurs within a ranging period, 
they can be taken out. 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:53am | Post# 9836

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nice one mate! Great call on the 2576. Just watching the 5M now... not sure if I 
want to get in again for the 2500 test. Tails forming with only 3.5 hours of London.... I'm 
better off buying shorts to drink thank shorts to pip LOL 
Down is done for today. Look at history 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:54am | Post# 9837

 
Remember the formula. Range range range 60 to 100 pips. Breakout 100 to 200pips. 
Range range range 60 to 100pips 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:56am | Post# 9838

 
Quoting orid 
anyway I predict 2528 then reverse Mad or genius ? orid peter 
Genius. Whatever youre doing is working for you. More class than arse 

 

ephisi Oct 3, 2014 8:58am | Post# 9839

 
Quoting orid 
{quote}nice ephisi and vlady wish I had your nerves and skills. 
Lol you do. You just havnt realized it 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 8:59am | Post# 9840

 
Quoting josh11 

{quote} Genius it seem Great call  

aw shucks  

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I concur! Great stuff Peter! 



aw shucks again  

Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Genius. Whatever youre doing is working for you. More class than arse 
triple aw shucks 
sorry for the spam how do you put quotes together in one post? 
 
EDIT found it 
 
Regards Orid peter 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 9:05am | Post# 9841

 
Quoting orid 
anyway I predict 2528 then reverse Mad or genius ? orid peter 
That's the point I'm missing it seems... going to back burner the range bar idea until I 
can figure this out... 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 9:05am | Post# 9842

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} triple aw shucks sorry for the spam how do you put quotes together in one post? 
Regards Orid peter 
I had to learn that and do it the long way.... I start one reply and copy it, paste it into 
notepad. Then I cancel and quote another and copy that into the notepad.... clean up the 
notepad and then paste that into a proper reply. 
 

 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 9:15am | Post# 9843

 
well im done adr s are shot to ribbons ( Do you guys consider them at all ?) il go get a 

shower , if I can get my head through the door  

see you all next week if it aint foggy  
Regards Orid peter 
Ps best of luck with your exams vlady and sincerely hope your girlfriend is feeling better 

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 9:15am | Post# 9844

 
was hoping for 1.2500 this week. let's see. 

 

limprobable Oct 3, 2014 9:29am | Post# 9845

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi LimpB, Those "mid" bar zones effectively still qualify as transient because apart 
from the bar that went through those prices, there are no other bars that went through that 
price within h bars. Hence the indi draws the height (price) and width (+/- h) in that range. 
In my research, these zones will eventually be returned to... but not necessarily soon, 
especially if there is a prevailing trend or breakout. If it occurs within a ranging period, they 



can be taken out. 
Thank you Vlady. 
 
I dont trade these zones to be returned to, or you can have a big DD ... I trade it like the 
end of a congestion zone with the help of an EMA, or like a continous trend (with a little 
value of H). 
 
I dont need the H and L of Transient Zone indicator that's why i asked if someone can 
modified the indicator to make my graph clearer, like this one : 
 

 
 
So here i trade trends for more pips, not a range market. I had 3 or 4 trades this week with 

0 DD. Dont show you all of my works for the moment  

 

Bilstein Oct 3, 2014 9:45am | Post# 9846

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Just as I was about to take your posts seriously, you gave yourself away by false 
accusations &/or unchecked assumptions. I have never deleted any post nor will I ever 
do; if this little detail was too hard for you to check 
Yes you did. You're also right, it is an easy thing to check. If you didn't delete it then, 
how the hell was I able to quote it in my response? Here, here it is again: 
 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e 
smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their 
Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in 
USD shorts and close to all time high levels in Euro longs. Btw last time was today :P 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 
{image} {image} 
 
By the way, I can't find that post in your post history - because you deleted it. 
 

**Edit: He didn't delete his post. I am wrong about this. Sorry jay.  



 

Quoting FX-Jay 
then I can just imagine how many details you are missing while analyzing the COT 
reports. I encourage you to go back to my initial post and check what context it was 
written in. Commercials = Smart money & yes they are almost always right, and betting 
against them is a fool's job. 
Yeah.. According to the CFTC: 
 
When an individual reportable trader is identified to the Commission, the trader is classified either as 
"commercial" or "non-commercial." All of a trader's reported futures positions in a commodity are 
classified as commercial if the trader uses futures contracts in that particular commodity for 
hedging as defined in CFTC Regulation 1.3(z), 17 CFR 1.3(z). A trading entity generally gets 
classified as a "commercial" trader by filing a statement with the Commission, on CFTC Form 40: 
Statement of Reporting Trader, that it is commercially "...engaged in business activities hedged by 
the use of the futures or option markets." To ensure that traders are classified with accuracy and 
consistency, Commission staff may exercise judgment in re-classifying a trader if it has additional 
information about the trader's use of the markets. A trader may be classified as a commercial trader in 
some commodities and as a non-commercial trader in other commodities. A single trading entity 
cannot be classified as both a commercial and non-commercial trader in the same commodity. 
Nonetheless, a multi-functional organization that has more than one trading entity may have each 
trading entity classified separately in a commodity. For example, a financial organization trading in 
financial futures may have a banking entity whose positions are classified as commercial and have a 
separate money-management entity whose positions are classified as non-commercial. 

Quoting FX-Jay 
However, you would also be a bigger fool to follow them before extreme positioning since 
they have much deeper pockets than you and I. 
I never stated that I followed them so I don't know where in your rectum you pulled that 
out of. I was agreeing with you on monitoring extreme positioning as a precursor to a 
trend change. 

Quoting FX-Jay 
Using COT is not for day trading or scalping, its for longer term position trading. 
Who the hell said I used it for day trading or scalping? Don't let your forum reputation go 
to your head there, skipper. 

 

leeshindig Oct 3, 2014 9:48am | Post# 9847

 
Quoting Bilstein 
{quote} Yes you did. You're also right, it is an easy thing to check. If you didn't delete it 
then, how the hell was I able to quote it in my response? Here, here it is again: Quoting 
FX-Jay {quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial 
traders i.e smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting 
go of their Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high 
levels in USD shorts and close to... 
I tip my cap to you sir.. 

 

Bilstein Oct 3, 2014 10:16am | Post# 9848

 
1 Attachment(s) 
To further emphasize my point - as well as the CFTC's point - as pertains to how market 
participants are defined. Here's another weekly chart. I labeled it this time to make it easier 
for you. As you can plainly see, commercial participants are typically net short in rising 
markets - why? Because the CFTC defines "commercial" traders as entities that uses futures 

contracts in that particular commodity for hedging. The reason I say "wrong" side - in 



quotes - is because this doesn't necessitate that commercial traders are "wrong". Just that, 
in accordance with their business practices, they offset risk for their particular business by 
trading against the prevailing trend in a given futures market. I mean, it's right there in 
black and white. You don't need a "high impact" red dot next to your username on a forum 
to see that. 
 
We don't follow commercial trader positioning to the letter not because they have "deeper 
pockets" but because their interests are different from ours. We typically follow non-
commercial positioning as they speculate directly in the appreciation and depreciation of 
an instrument. Don't patronize me by telling me you can recommend books to me. In fact, 
maybe you should go back and re-read them. 

 

 

corvogrigio Oct 3, 2014 10:20am | Post# 9849

 
At BILSTEIN 
 
I can't really get your point....the post is where it was supposed to be Page 466 post 
9320. Here is the quote of it i made right now: 

Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Maybe we should inform banks and the (always right) commercial traders i.e 
smart money that the economy has changed in order for them to start letting go of their 
Euro longs and USD shorts. The last time I checked they were at all time high levels in 
USD shorts and close to all time high levels in Euro longs. Btw last time was today :P 
Poor guys, they probably have been working so hard, and not having time to watch 
Bloomberg or read some internet articles to realize that the economy has changed. 
{image} {image} 
No offense but you'd rather to check with more accuracy before you accuse. 



 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 10:24am | Post# 9850

 
Quoting orid 
well im done adr s are shot to ribbons ( Do you guys consider them at all ?) il go get a 

shower , if I can get my head through the door see you all next week if it aint foggy 

Regards Orid peter Ps best of luck with your exams vlady and sincerely hope your 
girlfriend is feeling better 
Hey! Thanks chap... very nice of you.  
Yeah, fingers crossed on the exam... 40 min to go and I'm cramming at work LOL. 

 

Bilstein Oct 3, 2014 10:25am | Post# 9851

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
At BILSTEIN I can't really get your point....the post is where it was supposed to be Page 
466 post 9320. Here is the quote of it i made right now: {quote} No offense but you'd 
rather to check with more accuracy before you accuse. 
Oh, you're right. Weird. I'm sorry for that, Jay. He didn't delete his post. It just got 

buried quickly. I found it. I'm wrong with that one.   

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 10:30am | Post# 9852

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Down is done for today. Look at history 
She's still got legs. Dollar is pushing the way. 
 
Edit: 
There you go 2502. Double tap on the 5M. I think that's could be it. 
 
Edit Edit: 

I should be studying.... LOL  

 

Bilstein Oct 3, 2014 10:34am | Post# 9853

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} She's still got legs. Dollar is pushing the way. Edit: There you go 2502. Double 

tap on the 5M. I think that's could be it. Edit Edit: I should be studying.... LOL  
Look at you doin' it in real-time! 

 

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 10:37am | Post# 9854

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} She's still got legs. Dollar is pushing the way. Edit: There you go 2502. Double 

tap on the 5M. I think that's could be it. Edit Edit: I should be studying.... LOL  
looking at what is happening 1.2502 is not quite it yet. 

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 10:41am | Post# 9855



 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} looking at what is happening 1.2502 is not quite it yet. 
actually it should kiss 1.24's upper border 

 

vlady1974 Oct 3, 2014 10:42am | Post# 9856

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} looking at what is happening 1.2502 is not quite it yet. 
Indeed! Pity I'm not in a position to join... wanted to jump in at 36 but wasn't gonna be 
able to manage it. 
Anyone got any DS zones on higher timeframe? Weekly or Daily that is around this price 
range? 

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 10:49am | Post# 9857

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Indeed! Pity I'm not in a position to join... wanted to jump in at 36 but wasn't 
gonna be able to manage it. Anyone got any DS zones on higher timeframe? Weekly or 
Daily that is around this price range? 
now little late to join the party, it should be over soon. 
I am keeping my NZDUSD short, which i posted here yesterday right after my entry (the 

small triangle on the chart). still keeping it and so far so good  

 

 



HeartLarz Oct 3, 2014 10:55am | Post# 9858

 
Can anyone upload stoch diff or zone indicator for me? both mql4 and ex4....or maybe 
tell me what to do == LOL! I cant load most of the indicator i downloaded....the platform 
keep showing ''cannot open file c:\program file\metatrader-alpari 
uk\mql4\indicator\stochdifzone''... .........anyone???? 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 3, 2014 11:01am | Post# 9859

 
I think we have similarity now. Anyone has level @ 1.2659ish? 

 

pedma Oct 3, 2014 11:28am | Post# 9860

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I think we have similarity now. Anyone has level @ 1.2659ish? 
I have @2655 - 2658, but i don't think it will be reached on next Monday .... 

 

orid Oct 3, 2014 11:58am | Post# 9861

 
Quoting HeartLarz 
Can anyone upload stoch diff or zone indicator for me? both mql4 and ex4....or maybe 
tell me what to do == LOL! I cant load most of the indicator i downloaded....the platform 
keep showing ''cannot open file c:\program file\metatrader-alpari 

uk\mql4\indicator\stochdifzone''... .........anyone????  
hi heartLarz click on the paperclip up top of page all the indis are in there 
what I do is right click on your platform , 
click open file location  
,click MLQ4,  
click indicators , 

and place your indicators in there . close down and restart your platform .  
regards Orid peter 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 3, 2014 12:14pm | Post# 9862

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} I have @2655 - 2658, but i don't think it will be reached on next Monday .... 

At least I got the levels right Have not got the timing stuff quite worked out so I won't 

comment much on that   

 

Jim4x Oct 3, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 9863

 
Quoting HeartLarz 
Can anyone upload stoch diff or zone indicator for me? both mql4 and ex4....or maybe 
tell me what to do == LOL! I cant load most of the indicator i downloaded....the platform 
keep showing ''cannot open file c:\program file\metatrader-alpari 

uk\mql4\indicator\stochdifzone''... .........anyone????  
They don't go in that folder anymore 
 



It will look more like this 
C:\Users\user\AppData\Roaming\MetaQ uotes\Terminal\C5C4DA28FA6C0C8F002A 
C97EA364A2C7\MQL4\Indicators 
 

Remember that Google is your friend  

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 9864

 
Quoting MikiMax 
eur/jpy 137.66 tp 
achieved 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 9865

 
Quoting MikiMax 
gbp/jpy tp 175.60 
achieved 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 12:35pm | Post# 9866

 
Quoting MikiMax 
let's make some live check calls... eur/usd tp at 2665 
floating... 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 12:35pm | Post# 9867

 
Quoting MikiMax 
gbp/usd 6127 tp 
floating.... 

 

MikiMax Oct 3, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 9868

 
surely, today was a real check day for my newborn strategy... 
seems like need some days/weeks more testing until I prove  
to myself I can produce nice consistent profit... 
All comments, suggestions greatly appreciated ! 
Also hope I contribute some value to the thread... 
at least providing my live calls/stats... 

 

FX-Jay Oct 3, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 9869

 
Seems like the consistent profits that I was making in trading in the last 3 years were 

just pure luck, apparently my understanding for the COT was all wrong  
Maybe one day I'll subscribe to one of the wise masters here to learn about the subject I 
believed I was the best at & making me a decent living. 
 
For those that are going crazy about this red flag I have next to my name, please take it 
and spare me your comments. 
I never asked for this flag. I'm a new member in FF, I've been here for 3 weeks! 



 
I sincerely apologize for having useful things to say that could help out people improve 
their trading and make some extra profit. 
On the behalf of all the people that subscribed to me in the last 3 weeks, I would like to 
ask the moderators or website managers to kindly remove this red flag, maybe that way 
some people around here will chill and focus on writing something useful rather than just 
hating on a guy that came here to give back at least part of what he learned from this 
once perfect thread. 
 
If it intimidates you that a 23 year old (oh yeah did I mention I'm 23) that is on 
this website for less than a month, has much more useful things to share than 
you do, and is much better at helping people than you are, then its your 
problem. Rather than trying to bash people that are dedicating time to help 
others, try finding something useful to help people with and I'll ask FF to put 10 
red flags next to your name so that you feel special.  
 
This will be my last 'time wasting' comment. Back to focusing on TZ. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 3, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 9870

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The Inflection Number is now 1.2765 
Inflection Number is now adjusted to 1.2730 
 
So if you are still short from 1.28-1.29 or higher, consider 1.2730 as your SL  
 
If you are waiting for a trend change or at least a meaningful correction like I do, I would 
recommend waiting for 1.2730 to be cleared before buying 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 9871

 
Quoting MikiMax 
let's make some live check calls... eur/usd tp at 2665 
 
Trying to figure out the levels... 
Your TP's happen to be... 
eur/usd - today's open 
gbp/jpy - mid-point of previous D1 
eur/jpy - today's open 
gbp/usd - today's open 
Working D1 bars as recurrent? 
 
Jay - congrats on being 23! You have time to enjoy success. Re: Probabilities... 
Noticed - Stoch (H,1,1) will give you PTZ's for H every time it hits 0/100. ZZ will also 
paint. 
 
 
In the right direction or spinning wheels? 

 

paivarm Oct 3, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 9872

 
2 Attachment(s) 

This is my first Strategy developing... looks like will be a very good EA  



 
double price_ma_period_fast =21; 
double price_ma_period_slow =89; 
double LotSize; 
double LotFactor = 1; 
double StopLoss=25; 
double TakeProfit=10; 
int MagicNumber=1234; 
double pips = 0.00001; // for 5 digit brokers 
double adxthreshold = 27; 
double adxperiod = 8; 
double rsiperiod = 8; 
double rsiupper = 70; 
double rsilower = 30; 
 
Attachment 1521800 
Daily_EA_EURUSD-report.pdf  

 

tashkent Oct 3, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 9873

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Inflection Number is now adjusted to 1.2730 So if you are still short from 1.28-
1.29 or higher, consider 1.2730 as your SL If you are waiting for a trend change or at 
least a meaningful correction like I do, I would recommend waiting for 1.2730 to be 
cleared before buying 
i see 1.23 is more probable rather than 1.27 and then 1.2250 being the reversal point on 
weekly. 

 

kprsa Oct 3, 2014 1:46pm | Post# 9874

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote}Noticed - Stoch (H,1,1) will give you PTZ's for H every time it hits 0/100. ZZ will 
also paint. In the right direction or spinning wheels? 

A very important observation!  
k 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 9875

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} A very important observation! k 
Sweet - FYI I'm the guy that got always got the hardest Q on the test right and the 
easiest question wrong. Was setting up Markov matrices and Fourier series to go into my 
own black hole until Orid said he uses a naked chart... 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 3, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 9876

 
Quoting paivarm 

This is my first Strategy developing... looks like will be a very good EA double 
price_ma_period_fast =21; double price_ma_period_slow =89; double LotSize; double 
LotFactor = 1; double StopLoss=25; double TakeProfit=10; int MagicNumber=1234; 
double pips = 0.00001; //leave as default for 5 digit brokers double adxthreshold = 27; 



double adxperiod = 8; double rsiperiod = 8; double rsiupper = 70; double rsilower... 
Wooow.......sounds like magic. Woooow. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 9877

 
Quoting paivarm 

This is my first Strategy developing... looks like will be a very good EA  
 
 
Is this using similarity/TZ principles? See other std indis there... 

 

paivarm Oct 3, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 9878

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Is this using similarity/TZ principles? See other std indis there... 
It's using basic L/H MA and RSI 70/30 automated... 
I'll post my results in real accounts next week! 

 

Strawbale Oct 3, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 9879

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Seems like the consistent profits that I was making in trading in the last 3 years were 

just pure luck, apparently my understanding for the COT was all wrong Maybe one day 
I'll subscribe to one of the wise masters here to learn about the subject I believed I was 
the best at & making me a decent living. For those that are going crazy about this red 
flag I have next to my name, please take it and spare me your comments. I never... 
I would advise you to keep everything to your self (at least the important stuff) because 
we learned the hard way alone noone helped us! People are never grateful, never 

satisfied, greedy all the time. And btw, who are you? robin hood?  

 

Bartleby Oct 3, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 9880

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} I would advise you to keep everything to your self (at least the important stuff) 
because we learned the hard way alone noone helped us! People are never grateful, 

never satisfied, greedy all the time. And btw, who are you? robin hood?  
oh really noone? Eurusdd opening up this thread, dropping hints here and there, the 
contributions of great members in this thread. They are all noone? 
Surely nobody should felt forced to share something like an EA, especially not when its 
demanded from someone. 
 
But please what would this forum be without people caring about others and trying to 
help them. It would be just another place where people in anonymity would try to 
showoff. Virtual dick-length-contest .. 
 

I like it the Robin Hood way  

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 5:22pm | Post# 9881

 



Could it be this simple? 
 
 
Open DS zone has X% chance of clearing within Y-time, where X is a function of Y=H, 
given by our friend K (not k the variable). If correct, next would be to assess relative 
strength of zone based on size as well as age, and another variable related to ATR, slope 
of price, or current volatility, since Markov may or may not be at home. 
 
Also if correct, some of the account histories posted, while all green, were much less than 
1:1 R:R. This still means we are missing the key to EURUSDD's trades, 10 Pt SL, never 3 
losses in a row... but we are working with only 60% true DS bars... so seems to jive. Not 
that it is needed, but, like a proper jungle cat, I may as well die if I no longer hunt. 
 
If I have this part correct, I will start working on the range bars idea. Interesting to see 
what happens when time is pulled from the equation. It may purify or destroy the 
analytics, since time is absolutely relevant. But is time relevant simply with regard to 
rate of price change, or is it predictive all by itself - akin to the likelihood of spilling the 
beans after being tortured for time(t0,t1,t2). Will see. Plz someone give me a nudge if 
the above is correct - would like to move onto testing range bars rather than testing to 
see if I got it right. 

 

kprsa Oct 3, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 9882

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Plz someone give me a nudge if the above is correct - would like to move onto testing 
range bars rather than testing to see if I got it right. 
I do not think there is a "correct" way. I believe I do a very similar thing for the 
probabilities/time, I personally don't use the zone width much.  
 
Markov(less)ness is really a conditional probability. I guess any way you want to describe 
it is fine, velocity, short period autocorrelation might work, perhaps measuring things like 
(Close[i]-Open[i+1]), fractal dimension decrease etc. I haven't directly attacked it, but I 
do use indicators which are telling me essentially the same thing, I think most of the 
traders do this in one way or another.  
 
No matter in which way you'll make it all work for you (and I am convinced you will), I 
must say I am really impressed by your learning curve.  
 
Cheers 
k, the variable 

 

hilavoku Oct 3, 2014 6:42pm | Post# 9883

 
Time will tell paivarm. Good luck... 

 

HeartLarz Oct 3, 2014 7:37pm | Post# 9884

 
Jim4x and orid....thanks for reply  

 

Barbaresco Oct 3, 2014 8:00pm | Post# 9885

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} I do not think there is a "correct" way. I believe I do a very similar thing for the 
probabilities/time, I personally don't use the zone width much. Markov(less)ness is really 
a conditional probability. I guess any way you want to describe it is fine, velocity, short 
period autocorrelation might work, perhaps measuring things like (Close-Open[i+1]), 

fractal dimension decrease etc. I haven't directly attacked it, but I do use indicators 

which are telling me essentially the same thing, I think most of the traders do this in one 

way or another.... 
Thanks K - I will start messing with range bars over the weekend. Looks like it might be 
a bit of a challenge in MT4 though. Might need to include the range bar calculation as 
part of your RecurrenceStat indi, as the only range bar indi's I've found after a cursory 
search have not been able to run more indi's on top. 

 

Strawbale Oct 3, 2014 9:01pm | Post# 9886

 
Quoting Bartleby 
{quote} oh really noone? Eurusdd opening up this thread, dropping hints here and there, 
the contributions of great members in this thread. They are all noone? Surely nobody 
should felt forced to share something like an EA, especially not when its demanded from 
someone. But please what would this forum be without people caring about others and 
trying to help them. It would be just another place where people in anonymity would try 

to showoff. Virtual dick-length-contest .. I like it the Robin Hood way  
ofc there is respect for Eurusdd and the others of course!! i meant to say that noone 
gave anything ready we had to work for our stuff and work veeery hard.. hints are hints, 
nothing more nothing less 

 

pedma Oct 3, 2014 9:22pm | Post# 9887

 
Quoting paivarm 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...48#post7779948  
Hi paivarm, 
Congrats. Your EA is based on : L/H MA and RSI 70/30 , and/or MA & ADX right ? Then it 
is ok to make your own EA based on it, and share it. 
If your system based on these great concepts (all ideas that Eurusdd gave us, that we 
can find in all of his threads), think twice to put it in an EA. 
It is not a good idea to do it, even Eurusdd and some masters here will not do it 
(although they all are very good coders) ... 
I remember a friend said: "GOOD SYSTEM MUST BE TRADED MANUALLY ...." 

Just a reminder before it is too late  

 

Strawbale Oct 3, 2014 9:53pm | Post# 9888

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi paivarm, Congrats. Your EA is based on : L/H MA and RSI 70/30 , and/or MA 
& ADX right ? Then it is ok to make your own EA based on it, and share it. If your system 
based on these great concepts (all ideas that Eurusdd gave us, that we can find in all of 
his threads), think twice to put it in an EA. It is not a good idea to do it, even Eurusdd 
and some masters here will not do it (although they all are very good coders) ... I 
remember a friend said: &quot;GOOD SYSTEM MUST BE TRADED MANUALLY ....&quot; 
Just a reminder before it is too... 
and thats because you dont want to leave a system in a code free for anyone to steal.. 
when its in your mind nobody can steal it! 

 



giovanni4000 Oct 3, 2014 10:19pm | Post# 9889

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Inflection Number is now adjusted to 1.2730 So if you are still short from 1.28-
1.29 or higher, consider 1.2730 as your SL If you are waiting for a trend change or at 
least a meaningful correction like I do, I would recommend waiting for 1.2730 to be 
cleared before buying 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
I think we have similarity now. Anyone has level @ 1.2659ish? 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} I have @2655 - 2658, but i don't think it will be reached on next Monday .... 
I love this concept. Every one has its own indicators, or using similar indicator, and have 
different result. But, the result they got are not far each other, this is great. Thanks to 
Eurusdd & some other great traders here ... !!! 
Next week, my first target is around 1.2570 - 1.2582. If this zone is cleared, i will look at 
next target at around 1.2634 - 1.2638. Next step is to targeting the zone around 1.2656-
1.2663. 
EU is still side way with short bias, so it will go down again a little after it reached each 
zone, before going up further .... and up to > 1.27xx . 
This is just what i got in from these great concepts, and i am still in learning process, i 
just make a note of what i will do next week, so ... this is not a call ......... 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 3, 2014 10:21pm | Post# 9890

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi paivarm, Congrats. Your EA is based on : L/H MA and RSI 70/30 , and/or MA 
& ADX right ? Then it is ok to make your own EA based on it, and share it. If your system 
based on these great concepts (all ideas that Eurusdd gave us, that we can find in all of 
his threads), think twice to put it in an EA. It is not a good idea to do it, even Eurusdd 
and some masters here will not do it (although they all are very good coders) ... I 
remember a friend said: "GOOD SYSTEM MUST BE TRADED MANUALLY ...." Just a 

reminder before it is too late  
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} and thats because you dont want to leave a system in a code free for anyone to 
steal.. when its in your mind nobody can steal it! 

Agree with you all ......  

 

wealthpro Oct 4, 2014 12:21am | Post# 9891

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi 
i use this system with TDI indicator (more info about TDI www.compassfx.com it is free). 
TDI green line cross red is a signal for buy/sell 



 

 

wealthpro Oct 4, 2014 12:26am | Post# 9892

 
1 Attachment(s) 
see the yellow vertical line on chart 



 

 

kprsa Oct 4, 2014 2:39am | Post# 9893

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Thanks K - I will start messing with range bars over the weekend. Looks like it 
might be a bit of a challenge in MT4 though. Might need to include the range bar 
calculation as part of your RecurrenceStat indi, as the only range bar indi's I've found 
after a cursory search have not been able to run more indi's on top. 
Check here. EA produces an offline chart that you can put the indicators on.  
k 

 

hilavoku Oct 4, 2014 3:19am | Post# 9894

 
Quoting hannele 

{quote} Hi hila, Gal actually cheers hannele 
 

Hi hannele. :-) Hope to see us making progress SSBO/TZ.  

 

orid Oct 4, 2014 3:26am | Post# 9895

 
Quoting hilavoku 

{quote} Hi hannele. :-) Hope to see us making progress SSBO/TZ.  
I also read that ssbo thread over and over very interesting , couldn't quite make it work I 



do pop in and watch what you guys and girls are up good to see you keeping it afloat 
.Regards orid peter 

 

orid Oct 4, 2014 3:30am | Post# 9896

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Sweet - FYI I'm the guy that got always got the hardest Q on the test right and 
the easiest question wrong. Was setting up Markov matrices and Fourier series to go into 
my own black hole until Orid said he uses a naked chart... 
"trying to use a naked chart "I think that's what I said , 
also nice to put up a naked chart now and again and watch the little bars go up up up 
and down down down clears the head little things please little ........, 
orid 

 

hilavoku Oct 4, 2014 4:54am | Post# 9897

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} I also read that ssbo thread over and over very interesting , couldn't quite make 
it work I do pop in and watch what you guys and girls are up good to see you keeping it 
afloat .Regards orid peter 
Hi orid. This is one of the biggest problems I faced. I never knew on which side the 
breakout will be. 
 
When there is a CZ (consolidation zone) then the price is in a situation which will change 
sooner or later and most of the time it will change massive enough to gain pips. The 
problem for me is always to know which side is the right one to go. Up or down. I 
programmed an EA which I let run over many pairs but it wasn't successfull even I 
programmed every idea I could get. But with similarity and/or transition zones I think 
this could help to decide. So when there is a CZ and I spot DS after this could show us 
the way to go!? 

 

VVizlan Oct 4, 2014 8:00am | Post# 9898

 
Do you think proposition 1 means that a price is recurrent if at least one h bar before or 
after current bar passes through the bounds defined by +/- k, or that a price is recurrent 
only if all prices +/- k are revisited by h bars? At first, i thought it was the first case but 
after re-reading the proposition I'm not so sure 

 

Sciurus Oct 4, 2014 9:00am | Post# 9899

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Could it be this simple? Open DS zone has X% chance of clearing within Y-time, where X 
is a function of Y=H, given by our friend K (not k the variable). If correct, next would be 
to assess relative strength of zone based on size as well as age, and another variable 
related to ATR, slope of price, or current volatility, since Markov may or may not be at 
home. Also if correct, some of the account histories posted, while all green, were much 
less than 1:1 R:R. This still means we are missing the key to EURUSDD's trades, 10 Pt 
SL, never 3 losses in... 
 
Try this range bar expert. Place in experts folder, then place on 1 min chart. Choose your 
settings, for example to produce a 3 pip range chart, I would enter 3, 3. Now you will 



need to wait to receive at least 1 tick of data, and then the EA will generate an offline 
chart. You will need to open the offline chart (in my example I would open the 3 minute 
chart). 
 
You can try this with the recurrence indys. I tried and found one limitation of range bars 
in this regard. They, by their very nature, have many gaps. A 3 pip range bar chart may 
have a 1 pip gap above and 1 pip gap below in a fast moving market. Clearly, price 
moved through these areas but they are not included in the bar. 
 
Anyway, I'm interested to see how you develop your idea. 
Range_Bars.ex4  

 

handy148 Oct 4, 2014 9:06am | Post# 9900

 
Hilavoku - when there is a CZ, generally the market will continue on its previous path. 
Not an exact science but then what is in trading. 

 

hilavoku Oct 4, 2014 9:15am | Post# 9901

 
Hi handy. 
 
Believe me. I also tried that but price isn't going that straight. So its difficult to find the 
right settings for SL. But I think this is the wrong thread for such discussions. Let us 
continue at the SSBO thread. But firstly I'am going to continue reading the PDFs and the 
most important posts here in this thread. :-) 

 

paivarm Oct 4, 2014 10:09am | Post# 9902

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} Hi paivarm, Congrats. Your EA is based on : L/H MA and RSI 70/30 , and/or MA 
& ADX right ? Then it is ok to make your own EA based on it, and share it. If your system 
based on these great concepts (all ideas that Eurusdd gave us, that we can find in all of 
his threads), think twice to put it in an EA. It is not a good idea to do it, even Eurusdd 
and some masters here will not do it (although they all are very good coders) ... I 
remember a friend said: "GOOD SYSTEM MUST BE TRADED MANUALLY ...." Just a 

reminder before it is too late  
 
Thanks pdema. 
Correct. The idea is to work with simple concepts, is precisely what I do in this EA . 
I'm not a master I admit it, I need to learn a lot, but I think I got something very 
interesting and it's working. 
Soon I will post the code open here . 
With respect to the sentence of your friend, tell him that banks like: UBS , Barclays , 
Credit Suisse and Goldman.... are quitting their traders and putting algorithms in their 
places. 
The Swiss bank resigned Gallers David, head of trading CDS and put in its place a 
algorithm using mathematical models to define buy and sell, commanded by the trader 
before. 
 

Regards  

 



kprsa Oct 4, 2014 3:14pm | Post# 9903

 

Quoting VVizlan 

Do you think proposition 1 means that a price is recurrent if at least one h bar before or 
after current bar passes through the bounds defined by +/- k, or that a price is recurrent 
only if all prices +/- k are revisited by h bars? At first, i thought it was the first case but 
after re-reading the proposition I'm not so sure 
Hi, I believe it refers to all prices (it says "every price") in the interval that need to be 
passed through at least once in past/future h bars.  
(Just in case you use the RecurrenceStatistic indicator, there the transient price range is 
denoted by +/- k/2, so the transient zone width is k.) 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

VVizlan Oct 4, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 9904

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, I believe it refers to all prices (it says "every price") in the interval that need 
to be passed through at least once in past/future h bars. (Just in case you use the 
RecurrenceStatistic indicator, there the transient price range is denoted by +/- k/2, so 
the transient zone width is k.) Cheers, k 
I have downloaded it, but at the moment I am just playing around in excel. After I get 
everything sorted out, it will be a good check to compare the two. FYI, my calculations I 
reported on a few days ago were incorrect. 
 
I agree with your assessment b/c of the way EURUSDD words it... every price g 
element/member of price +/- K is h recurrent. To me this means that a price Xt(t) could 
be transient even if that specific price is revisited again (i.e. the entire +/- k region was 
not revisited). This means that the transient prices (zone) of a bar could contain prices 
that have been revisited. Is that your assessment, as well? 

 

VVizlan Oct 4, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 9905

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Not necessarily. You can have two transient zones on two subsequent candles even 
if they have a minor overlap (a minor recurrent region - pullback; edit: see the above 
picture in LITEchild's post for a nice example on EURUSD!). {quote} They are independent 
events if one assumes that the Markov property holds, i.e. that the system has no memory. 
This assumption is not true in reality and fails notably in strong trends, but it is still a very 
good starting approximation and makes calculating things much simpler. {quote} You'd 
typically choose... 
I have been thinking a lot about the minor overlap. EURUSDD has instructed to target the 
area directly above a left side transient bar for a revisit. If there is a minor overlap area, 
would that invalidate the setup since there would now be a recurrent zone above the 
transient zone? This actually occurs in the 2d and 3rd transient zones on one of EURUSDD's 
first posts (see screenshot below). 

Quoting Eurusdd 

{image} The 5-transient prices are represented by the yellow/red zones. Very few of them. 
The 5 means that within the bars where those prices occur, none of the next 5 bars, behind 
or in front of the bar in question, passed through those prices. Now, if you get the h and k 



right, you will find that transient price-zone occur with very LOW -probability. That is prices 
are h-recurrent almost-surely for some positive h. 
Seems to me that the only way you can get two transient zones stacked on top of each 
other is to have the preceding candle close at it's high and lead into a candle that initially 
does not drop below that price... and/or adjust k (assuming the logic in my previous post is 
correct). 
 
I also, don't know that the transient zones necessarily have to be stacked to be a rare, rare 
event or if it's just two bars in a row containing transient zones. However, I'm thinking the 
rare, rare event is stacked transient zones since it would be bad form for the first example 

EURUSDD showed to show a rare, rare event I will need to finish crunching numbers 
before the answer becomes clear. 

 

 

kprsa Oct 4, 2014 4:57pm | Post# 9906

 
Quoting VVizlan 

{quote} I have downloaded it, but at the moment I am just playing around 
in excel. After I get everything sorted out, it will be a good check to 
compare the two. FYI, my calculations I reported on a few days ago were 
incorrect. I agree with your assessment b/c of the way EURUSDD words 
it... every price g element/member of price +/- K is h recurrent. To me this 
means that a price Xt(t) could be transient even if that specific price is 
revisited again (i.e. the entire +/- k region was not revisited). This means 
that the transient prices (zone) of... 

Hi, 
I think that the situation is a little bit confusing here, and probably additionally so 
because of my clumsy notation. Sorry about this. 
The proposition essentially states that the price is "almost surely" recurrent. It does so in 



a way to establish the almost sure existence of an interval price+/-k which is recurrent. 
Recurrent are revisited in the past or future. Transient are not. 
I look for transient ones, because almost everything is recurrent. I define a transient 
interval in a similar way price+/-k/2. This k has little relationship with the k from the 
theorem, this one is telling us about the (small) width of a transient zone. 
 
I really cannot comment on Eurusdd's setups. I would NOT advise trading against strong 
trends, but I also cannot double an account in one day... 
 
I agree that it is in principle possible to have two transient zones directly on top of each 
other if the High of the first candle is exactly equal to Low of the second one. I have not 
seen such a case, but it is possible. 
 
k 
 
(edit: NOT) 

 

stt Oct 4, 2014 7:03pm | Post# 9907

 
someone really wanted to protect 1.2500 on friday. there were huge bids on 1.2501 and 
1.2500 (on ECNs).. perhaps there was a large size barrier option near expiration. 
 
if no new news, then might go through 1.25 on monday. just saying. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 4, 2014 8:14pm | Post# 9908

 
Thinking about this at the gym today - are we not already actually discussing range bars? 
k, the var not the friend? I am convinced I am not seeing something very simple and am 
overthinking - keep coming back to the circular reference. Going to drink some of my 
namesake at dinner - maybe that will get the gears turning... 
 
EDIT: Certainly we can't limit the slope of price, so either h or k must be functions 
themselves. OK, really going to dinner now... 

 

wealthpro Oct 5, 2014 9:44am | Post# 9909

 
DEAR MM or senior members 
through out the post i get to knoe MAD MONEY is a beast in cycle identifier indicator.any 
templete? what is the time frame he is using if these are there .i can short my learning 
curve 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 5, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 9910

 
Quoting wealthpro 
DEAR MM or senior members through out the post i get to knoe MAD MONEY is a beast in 
cycle identifier indicator.any templete? what is the time frame he is using if these are 
there .i can short my learning curve 
Top of page to the right is a Paper clip icon with the number 1479 as of now. Click it. All 
the stuff you need is there. Some templates may no longer work due to new mt4 build 
but you can easily DIY one together 

 



Richterzoo Oct 5, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 9911

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting wireash 
I CAN TELL YOU RIGHT NOW EUR/USD IS GOING DONT EUR.NZD GOINP UP reason: 
EUR;NZD TOUCHED 50% BIF LEVEL ELLIOT WAVE SAYS eur/NZD GOING DOWN EUR/USD 
DOWN DOWN DOWN BABY 

You were right Wireash, and I banked on that  

 

 

LITEchild Oct 5, 2014 6:45pm | Post# 9912

 
1 Attachment(s) 
short NU from 0.775. stop @ 0.780. Two VERY strong TZs overhead and emphatic rejection 

from 0.79. Happy trading week/month everyone.  

 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 5, 2014 11:36pm | Post# 9913

 
Quoting LITEchild 
short NU from 0.775. stop @ 0.780. Two VERY strong TZs overhead and emphatic 

rejection from 0.79. Happy trading week/month everyone. {image} 
I have short NU and AU about 2 hours ago mate. I am sure we will get profit during 
London or New York session today. 

 

jackprobe Oct 6, 2014 12:06am | Post# 9914

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} {quote} {quote} I love this concept. Every one has its own indicators, or using 
similar indicator, and have different result. But, the result they got are not far each 
other, this is great. Thanks to Eurusdd & some other great traders here ... !!! Next week, 



my first target is around 1.2570 - 1.2582. If this zone is cleared, i will look at next target 
at around 1.2634 - 1.2638. Next step is to targeting the zone around 1.2656-1.2663. EU 
is still side way with short bias, so it will go down again a little after it reached each zone, 
before... 
There is a zone that must be finished/cleared 2624 - 2631. Ou yes, similarity must be 
stored. This unfinished job is confirmed by some different indicators. I am not sure this 
can be called as Node or not, but 99% EU will go there today or latest tomorrow. I will go 
long (my second order) near Frankfurt open or London open. I think NU will go north, 
before switch to south during New York session ....Edit : AU will have same behavior like 
NU. Going north, before goes south. 

 

ephisi Oct 6, 2014 2:55am | Post# 9915

 
Goodmorning House 
.Heres my analysis and trade plan for my next trades. the euro is in a strong bear trend, 
but its unattractive for new sells at current prices.so expect a retarace to around 
1.2570/80 or 1.2615 area for a new swing short aiming for new yearly lows.heres the 
path i expect for the eurusd. expect price to get to 1.2530/40ish. followed by a retest of 
Previous low @ 1.2500/1.2510 this should allow bulls reload longs for a weak rally 
towards. 1.2570/1.2580/1.2615. my trades plan. Buy eurusd around 1.2510Sell around 
1.2570/80 or 1.2615 . Where i sell will depend on price action. Have a great day all 

 

wealthpro Oct 6, 2014 3:19am | Post# 9916

 
Quoting ephisi 
Goodmorning House .Heres my analysis and trade plan for my next trades. the euro is in 
a strong bear trend, but its unattractive for new sells at current prices.so expect a 
retarace to around 1.2570/80 or 1.2615 area for a new swing short aiming for new 
yearly lows.heres the path i expect for the eurusd. expect price to get to 1.2530/40ish. 
followed by a retest of Previous low @ 1.2500/1.2510 this should allow bulls reload longs 
for a weak rally towards. 1.2570/1.2580/1.2615. my trades plan. Buy eurusd around 
1.2510Sell around 1.2570/80 or 1.1615... 
ephisi sell around 1.2570/80 or 1.1615 (i think it should be 1.2615 if i wrong sorry) 

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 3:42am | Post# 9917

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this is right? plase, need correction, anybody... 
 
EURUSD M15 
 



 

 

vlady1974 Oct 6, 2014 4:03am | Post# 9918

 
Quoting brekz1 
this is right? plase, need correction, anybody... EURUSD M15 {image} 
Analyse on hourly first. Both 4H and 1H. 

 

san1111 Oct 6, 2014 4:05am | Post# 9919

 
Quoting brekz1 
this is right? plase, need correction, anybody... EURUSD M15 {image} 
Hi brekz, 
 
in my opinion you're correct. My TP is 2608. 

 

ephisi Oct 6, 2014 4:36am | Post# 9920

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} ephisi sell around 1.2570/80 or 1.1615 (i think it should be 1.2615 if i wrong 
sorry) 
Thnx buddy. Youre right 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 6, 2014 4:42am | Post# 9921

 
Quoting ephisi 
Goodmorning House .Heres my analysis and trade plan for my next trades. the euro is in 
a strong bear trend, but its unattractive for new sells at current prices.so expect a 
retarace to around 1.2570/80 or 1.2615 area for a new swing short aiming for new 
yearly lows.heres the path i expect for the eurusd. expect price to get to 1.2530/40ish. 
followed by a retest of Previous low @ 1.2500/1.2510 this should allow bulls reload longs 
for a weak rally towards. 1.2570/1.2580/1.2615. my trades plan. Buy eurusd around 
1.2510Sell around 1.2570/80 or 1.2615... 
Thanks mates. 

 



giovanni4000 Oct 6, 2014 5:21am | Post# 9922

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} I have short NU and AU about 2 hours ago mate. I am sure we will get profit 
during London or New York session today. 
Hm ... NU & AU was up, got minus floating. It is time for me to do sell averaging. 

 

LITEchild Oct 6, 2014 5:23am | Post# 9923

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} I have short NU and AU about 2 hours ago mate. I am sure we will get profit during 
London or New York session today. 
Patience. Week is still young and it's not a scalping setup, so it remains valid for as long as 
price stays within the dotted line channel and/or below the last TZ/RZ. added more positions 
at better prices and adjusted technical stops to fall behind the TZ. Careful to stay within 

preset risk tolerance limits.  

 

 

hilavoku Oct 6, 2014 5:47am | Post# 9924

 
Quoting brekz1 
this is right? plase, need correction, anybody... EURUSD M15 {image} 
 
Sometimes I really feel a little bit dumb. If there was a dissimilarity where you marked it 
I surely would have overlooked it. It is so little. Puuuh. I don't know why (after three 
days and price moved up and down so much) this DS is still valid in terms of that price 
must go to that point again. And why now and not on 1.Oct where price crossed already 
~1.262. Even when taking the TZs into account I can't see how you trade this. 
That makes me really sad and jumping right back to the beginning and start reading all 
over again :-( 
 
See you later guys... 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 6, 2014 5:59am | Post# 9925



 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Patience. Week is still young and it's not a scalping setup, so it remains valid for 
as long as price stays within the dotted line channel and/or below the last TZ/RZ. added 
more positions at better prices and adjusted technical stops to fall behind the TZ. Careful 

to stay within preset risk tolerance limits. {image} 
Good idea mate, thanks. 

 

jackprobe Oct 6, 2014 9:06am | Post# 9926

 
Quoting ephisi 
Goodmorning House .Heres my analysis and trade plan for my next trades. the euro is in 
a strong bear trend, but its unattractive for new sells at current prices.so expect a 
retarace to around 1.2570/80 or 1.2615 area for a new swing short aiming for new 
yearly lows.heres the path i expect for the eurusd. expect price to get to 1.2530/40ish. 
followed by a retest of Previous low @ 1.2500/1.2510 this should allow bulls reload longs 
for a weak rally towards. 1.2570/1.2580/1.2615. my trades plan. Buy eurusd around 
1.2510Sell around 1.2570/80 or 1.2615... 
Hi ephisi, 

You are really great !! Just 1 pip difference from your target 1.2570 , wonderful  

 

leeshindig Oct 6, 2014 9:59am | Post# 9927

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} Hi ephisi, You are really great !! Just 1 pip difference from your target 1.2570 , 

wonderful  
 
Yup, good observations... 
 



 

 

zizo Oct 6, 2014 10:51am | Post# 9928

 
hi all i wanna ask question in 1H frame there is event zone on GBP USD it till me that the 
price will go up 100 pip on other hand weekly frame crate an even zone and and till me 
that price will go down will go down for also 100 pip which frame i can believe  
 
note: value of h is 30 

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 9929

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Analyse on hourly first. Both 4H and 1H. 
thank you for reply me ^_^ 

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 9930

 
Quoting san1111 
{quote} Hi brekz, in my opinion you're correct. My TP is 2608. 

good to know i have same TP point  

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 9931

 
hi, all, eurusd will hit 1.2632? 



this is my opinion from timeframe H1 

 

ephisi Oct 6, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 9932

 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} Hi ephisi, You are really great !! Just 1 pip difference from your target 

1.2570 , wonderful  
Thanks, but there is no price action signaling start of bear move yet. So lets see what 
happens at 1.2615 zone. I didnt get a retrace to go long. Would have been some good 
swing. Its unusual for prife to move in a straight line. No signal to sell yet. 

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 9933

 
1 Attachment(s) 
exactly breach what i see at H1 EURUSD at 1.2632 
here the prove, +1,090 pips!!! at one day!! awsome system!! 

 
 
and still going up, maybe next target will be 1.2689 
 
who have same opinion with me? 

 

wealthpro Oct 6, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 9934

 
Quoting brekz1 
exactly breach what i see at H1 EURUSD at 1.2632 here the prove, +1,090 pips!!! at one 
day!! awsome system!! {image} and still going up, maybe next target will be 1.2689 
who have same opinion with me? 
BRO ,Brekz1 it should be 109 pips not 1090 pips 

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 9935

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} BRO ,Brekz1 it should be 109 pips not 1090 pips 
YES, 1,090 pips at 5 digit, 109 pips at 4 digit 

 

 

wealthpro Oct 6, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 9936

 
Quoting brekz1 
exactly breach what i see at H1 EURUSD at 1.2632 here the prove, +1,090 pips!!! at one 
day!! awsome system!! {image} and still going up, maybe next target will be 1.2689 
who have same opinion with me? 

as you said eurusd inching up   

 

brekz1 Oct 6, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 9937

 
Quoting wealthpro 



{quote} as you said eurusd inching up   

like thread owner said, BLACK HOLEEE  

 

Barbaresco Oct 6, 2014 5:24pm | Post# 9938

 
While delicious, the wine Sat night did not help bring me to eureka. I am convinced there 
is a simple twist to the idea that brings a whole different dimension in focus. Alas, I can 
not see it, so I will develop something based on stats given by K's tester. Most are 
working this way it seems... and while a favorable W:L can be designed, the R:R will be 
variable, and the losses will be much larger than the wins. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 6, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 9939

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Hello Everyone, Seems like something's going forward... did today 78 trades on Eur/Usd 
and Eur/Jpy and only 4 of them were in small loss (a few pips) Tried to apply EurUsdd 
idea and it seems like finally.... Made almost 900 pips! All trades were on live account 
just small positions 0.01 or 0.02 lots. Would like to thank all the Wise Minds here! Thanks 
a Million ! cheers 
Hi, 
 
I assume this was an error like someone else just made and you actually banked 90.0 
pips and not 900? 

 

skenobi Oct 6, 2014 9:16pm | Post# 9940

 
Quoting brekz1 

{quote} YES, 1,090 pips at 5 digit, 109 pips at 4 digit  
Erm... 
 
1090 POINTS (as per how MT4 treats it) = 109 pips. 

 

summicron Oct 6, 2014 10:42pm | Post# 9941

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
... losses will be much larger than the wins. 
That's my biggest worry in the past 3 weeks trading purely TZ. When a strong trend hits, 
we easily get 3 or more consecutive TZ bars in lower timeframes. 
 
And my other concern is I could never get anywhere near 90% vs 10%. Not enough left-
side-transient bars big enough to trade. 

 

jackprobe Oct 6, 2014 11:48pm | Post# 9942

 
It is time for me to sell AUD/USD & AUD/JPY .... 

 

Barbaresco Oct 6, 2014 11:58pm | Post# 9943

 



Quoting summicron 
{quote} That's my biggest worry in the past 3 weeks trading purely TZ. When a strong 
trend hits, we easily get 3 or more consecutive TZ bars in lower timeframes. And my 
other concern is I could never get anywhere near 90% vs 10%. Not enough left-side-
transient bars big enough to trade. 
The only good thing about this is since the true problem bars tend to come in clusters, 
you can look at the periods next to the clusters to better understand when to expect 
those SL's. Trade right afterwards and up to X% of the expected next cluster depending 
on your tolerance. 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 12:31am | Post# 9944

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} That's my biggest worry in the past 3 weeks trading purely TZ. When a strong 
trend hits, we easily get 3 or more consecutive TZ bars in lower timeframes. And my 
other concern is I could never get anywhere near 90% vs 10%. Not enough left-side-
transient bars big enough to trade. 
What i do is trying to change the H value, testing it to every TF, looking for best result. I 
know i am still far from good trader, but i learned a lot from this thread. After i read this 
thread again and again, there are so many hints (i missed it at my 1st-5th times reading 
it). Example: Vlady's posts gave me good idea how to eliminate the risk, how can we 
know price will retrace, or price will continue (trending) just looking at the pattern 
formed by TRZ. For make me sure, i add some other indicators. And I do not forget SL , 
prevent me from bigger loss, if i have wrong analyzed it. I realized that most of the 
problem & loss i got, because of me, inside me, not outside of me. 

 

ephisi Oct 7, 2014 3:21am | Post# 9945

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Thanks, but there is no price action signaling start of bear move yet. So lets see 
what happens at 1.2615 zone. I didnt get a retrace to go long. Would have been some 
good swing. Its unusual for prife to move in a straight line. No signal to sell yet. 
Bulls have taken over for the short term. yesterdays move was suprising 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 3:44am | Post# 9946

 
Quoting MikiMax 
let's make some live check calls... eur/usd tp at 2665 

achieved  

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 3:44am | Post# 9947

 
Quoting MikiMax 
gbp/usd 6127 tp 
achieved 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 4:03am | Post# 9948

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} What i do is trying to change the H value, testing it to every TF, looking for best 



result. I know i am still far from good trader, but i learned a lot from this thread. After i 
read this thread again and again, there are so many hints (i missed it at my 1st-5th 
times reading it). Example: Vlady's posts gave me good idea how to eliminate the risk, 
how can we know price will retrace, or price will continue (trending) just looking at the 
pattern formed by TRZ. For make me sure, i add some other indicators. And I do not 
forget SL , prevent... 
Excellent. 
 
Trading is all about your beliefs of the market. Sometimes it is right, sometimes it is not. 
The edge is to not lose so much when your not right. 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 4:03am | Post# 9949

 
Quoting brekz1 

{quote} YES, 1,090 pips at 5 digit, 109 pips at 4 digit  
hey, pip is a pip , means 4th digit after decimal... 
5th digit after decimal is a 1/10th of a pip... 

 

Occamz Oct 7, 2014 4:16am | Post# 9950

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} That's my biggest worry in the past 3 weeks trading purely TZ. When a strong 
trend hits, we easily get 3 or more consecutive TZ bars in lower timeframes. And my 
other concern is I could never get anywhere near 90% vs 10%. Not enough left-side-
transient bars big enough to trade. 
This is my issue too.It seems that most bars are already left side recurrent, so that only 
leaves a small number of truly potential TZ's, and it seems to be a lottery as to whether 
to trade toward them or away from them. They don't afford a true 97% probability either 
way!Anyone see it differently? 

 

Occamz Oct 7, 2014 4:19am | Post# 9951

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Bulls have taken over for the short term. yesterdays move was suprising 
I've read a lot of your posts ephisi, (you posted a lot at one time! :-) ) but don't see how 
you're using DS or TZ in your approach.....  
Could you illustrate what you see with a chart or two?  
Thanks 

 

Occamz Oct 7, 2014 4:30am | Post# 9952

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} achieved 
 
This is based on DS yes? 
Did you really hold on to a 130 pip drawdown for a 20 pip TP?  
 
Do you use a stoploss at all?  
If not, at what stage would you close a losing trade? 

 



MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 4:34am | Post# 9953

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Hi, I assume this was an error like someone else just made and you actually 
banked 90.0 pips and not 900? 
nope. 
I made about 900 pips in 78 trades. 

 

leeshindig Oct 7, 2014 4:38am | Post# 9954

 
Quoting MikiMax 

{quote} achieved  
 
Yeah, but did you have a stop loss, it went 100 odd pips the other way first ? 
 
and if not, what do you do when the trade is in the small percentage that don't return to 
base? 
 
questions, questions.. 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 4:44am | Post# 9955

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} Yeah, but did you have a stop loss, it went 100 odd pips the other way first ? 
and if not, what do you do when the trade is in the small percentage that don't return to 
base? questions, questions.. 
I'm still in a testing mode. 
I am trading live but just using micro lots. 
Will be able to answer your question/s fully after a few weeks I think. 
Of course all other comments/questions are most welcome as treat 
it seriously and helpful I believe. 

 

leeshindig Oct 7, 2014 4:46am | Post# 9956

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} I'm still in a testing mode. I am trading live but just using micro lots. Will be 
able to answer your question/s fully after a few weeks I think. Of course all other 
comments/questions are most welcome as treat it seriously and helpful I believe. 
No problem, I questioned you, to make you question yourself how you can solve that 
drawdown. 
 

If you find a solution, I'd love to hear it!  

 

josh11 Oct 7, 2014 4:58am | Post# 9957

 
My next target is 1.2700 GL  

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 5:00am | Post# 9958

 



Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} No problem, I questioned you, to make you question yourself how you can solve 

that drawdown. If you find a solution, I'd love to hear it!  
that I can answer right now: 
as far as I know until now, 
it depends, at least partially on TZs , 
on that particular example, on Friday, I traded 4 pairs: 
E/U G/U E/J G/J, of which 2 achieved tp the same day. 
the others two were floating drawdown, so I was basically 
around BE, but on minus side. I'm trying to figure it out, 
how to tweak my strategy with TZ to get most of it, 
in terms of time and reward. Until now I use hedging to protect 
my trades, and as I said, it depends a little on TZ. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 5:28am | Post# 9959

 
Quoting josh11 

My next target is 1.2700 GL  

I've longed off the bounce of 2610.  

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 6:12am | Post# 9960

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I've longed off the bounce of 2610.  
hi vlay1974 in this long taken in which time frame. i am learn this method now 

 

feline207 Oct 7, 2014 6:19am | Post# 9961

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I've longed off the bounce of 2610.  
I would wait for 1.2550-1.2570 before attempting 1.27 GL 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 6:22am | Post# 9962

 
Quoting josh11 

My next target is 1.2700 GL  
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} I've longed off the bounce of 2610.  

I have a buy order @1.2600 , targeting 1.2650  

 

feline207 Oct 7, 2014 6:28am | Post# 9963

 
We need more push to the downside before sustainable up. My guess 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 6:37am | Post# 9964

 
Quoting jackprobe 



{quote} {quote} I have a buy order @1.2600 , targeting 1.2650  

My 10 pips SL is hit . No problem, waiting for other opportunity .... we can find 

opportunity every day, just need to be patient  

Quoting feline207 
We need more push to the downside before sustainable up. My guess 
I think you are right mate, i think it will reach 2570 first, before goes up 

 

handy148 Oct 7, 2014 6:54am | Post# 9965

 
I have a Currency Strength Meter on my chart and when USD is at 6 and EUR at 1 (which 
it has been most of the morning) I'd have needed a lot of convincing to take a long. 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 7:03am | Post# 9966

 
Quoting handy148 
I have a Currency Strength Meter on my chart and when USD is at 6 and EUR at 1 (which 
it has been most of the morning) I'd have needed a lot of convincing to take a long. 
Hi Handy, 
I used it some years ago. But some times i think it is too fast (even it takes the daily 
difference data). Example: at one time USD has 5, EUR has 1. But not more than 30 
minutes after that, it started to changed. In one hour USD has 2 and EUR has 5. I though 
it was the right time to buy, but .... not long after that, USD became 4 and EUR became 
3. So, this is too fast for me to make decision. Do you used it "as it is" or have you 
changed the code to match your needs ? I am still thinking about using 2-3 days (or 
weekly) difference data instead of daily. Do not know it will make sense or not, still have 

not tried it  

 

handy148 Oct 7, 2014 7:14am | Post# 9967

 
Yes a CSM is not an indi as such - just something else to look at in the grand scheme of 
things and it can sure change fast (PA is quicker than the CSM). 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 7:15am | Post# 9968

 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} My 10 pips SL is hit . No problem, waiting for other opportunity .... we can 

find opportunity every day, just need to be patient {quote} I think you are right mate, 
i think it will reach 2570 first, before goes up 
Hm ... it seems 2580 is the lowest ? Will look for a down candle to do a new buy .... Now 
it is another COBB. 

Quoting handy148 
Yes a CSM is not an indi as such - just something else to look at in the grand scheme of 
things and it can sure change fast (PA is quicker than the CSM). 
Thanks mate. 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 8:16am | Post# 9969

 



any one correct me if i am wrong 
as vlady1974 explantion about TRANSIENT ZONE in pdf. let say if a TRANSIENT ZONE 
appear on a uptrend will be a short opportuntity and for long vice versa 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 8:31am | Post# 9970

 
Quoting wealthpro 
any one correct me if i am wrong as vlady1974 explantion about TRANSIENT ZONE in 
pdf. let say if a TRANSIENT ZONE appear on a uptrend will be a short opportuntity and 
for long vice versa 
quote: 
"It has been observed that it is better to wait and confirm that the LEFT SIDE 
ZONE has been formed. So if H is 10, then if there is an chart Top and the 10 bars 
have not breached the Top’s high…. It is potentially a fully formed Left Side Zone. 
At this point, any number of bars between 1-h on the right can indicate whether 
or not the zone will be UNEVEN if the bars have lower highs. This would be a 
Short Trade." 

 

feline207 Oct 7, 2014 8:45am | Post# 9971

 
My guess is 1.2560 before 1.2700. Anyone else analysis that supports it? 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 8:48am | Post# 9972

 
Quoting feline207 
My guess is 1.2560 before 1.2700. Anyone else analysis that supports it? 
I think it will go down now, highest is 1.2626 ...... I have closed my buy order. Will try to 
look the price you gave mate. Other friend here also has around 1.2700 as next high. 

 

feline207 Oct 7, 2014 8:55am | Post# 9973

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} I think it will go down now, highest is 1.2626 ...... I have closed my buy order. 
Will try to look the price you gave mate. Other friend here also has around 1.2700 as 
next high. 
I don't think we will see 1.2700 today good luck during NY 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 9:21am | Post# 9974

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} quote: "It has been observed that it is better to wait and confirm that the LEFT 
SIDE ZONE has been formed. So if H is 10, then if there is an chart Top and the 10 bars 
have not breached the Top’s high…. It is potentially a fully formed Left Side Zone. At this 
point, any number of bars between 1-h on the right can indicate whether or not the zone 
will be UNEVEN if the bars have lower highs. This would be a Short Trade." 
thank you mikimax 

 

hepsibah Oct 7, 2014 9:38am | Post# 9975

 



A close of the current H1 bar above 1.26630 would be bullish but a little caution needed 
as news due at same time and it looks a lot like a cup handle forming. 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 9:38am | Post# 9976

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} I think it will go down now, highest is 1.2626 ...... I have closed my buy order. 
Will try to look the price you gave mate. Other friend here also has around 1.2700 as 
next high. 
Had another buy, target 1.2650 is reached. Now have a sell, target 1.2600. 
 
Edit: 

Quoting feline207 
{quote} I don't think we will see 1.2700 today good luck during NY 
Agree mate. 

Quoting hepsibah 
A close of the current H1 bar above 1.26630 would be bullish but a little caution needed 
as news due at same time and it looks a lot like a cup handle forming. 
Agree too. But i think it will go down first mate, do not sure it will hit my target 1.2600 

or not. I have 10 pips SL for security  

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 9:48am | Post# 9977

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} thank you mikimax 

no problem mate  
we are here to help each other... 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 7, 2014 9:52am | Post# 9978

 
Very much 50-50 to me so sitting on the bench as it is 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 10:54am | Post# 9979

 
Quoting MikiMax 

{quote} no problem mate we are here to help each other... 
mikimax clear for me this one. we have to look the trade opportunties in the developing 
zone is it right? or retrace at the full developed zone 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 11:17am | Post# 9980

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} mikimax clear for me this one. we have to look the trade opportunties in the 
developing zone is it right? or retrace at the full developed zone 
okay, that's my understanding of Vlady's words: 
 
quote: 
"Uneven Transient Zones signify Tops and Bottoms with greater probability than 



Even Transient Zones." 
 
my understanding: 
Uneven Transient Zones happen more often than Even Transient Zones. 
 
quote: 
"Even Transient Zones are more likely to be returned to once the H period of bars 
has expired." 
 
my understanding: 
Even Transient Zones are good target/tp as the price returns there more often 
after a set of H period of bars expired. 
 
quote: 
"It has been observed that it is better to wait and confirm that the LEFT SIDE 
ZONE has been formed. So if H is 10, then if there is an chart Top and the 10 bars 
have not breached the Top’s high…. It is potentially a fully formed Left Side Zone. 
At this point, any number of bars between 1-h on the right can indicate whether 
or not the zone will be UNEVEN if the bars have lower highs. This would be a 
Short Trade." 
 
my understanding: 
we should try to find a developing Uneven Transient Zone, with the left side that has 
been already established; 
we should try to enter a trade on the right side of the zone observing price action there, 
attempting to get the best entry with the SL above the middle bar. 
 

Any comments/corrections of Wise Brains much appreciated  

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 11:23am | Post# 9981

 
Vlady's words: 
 
"There are rare events where a transient zone is actually an EVEN transient zone.  
The observation with EVEN transient zones is  
that price will always return to those price levels AFTER or OUTSIDE the number  
of H bars… " 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 11:45am | Post# 9982

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Vlady's words: "There are rare events where a transient zone is actually an EVEN 
transient zone. The observation with EVEN transient zones is that price will always return 
to those price levels AFTER or OUTSIDE the number of H bars… " 
Hey MikiMax, 
 
I'm hoping that my notes on this are helpful. I would say that on discovering the nature 
of the Uneven TZs, this can be a way of filtering the market. 
There are soooooo many ways to trade or take advantage of the concepts revealed in 
this thread. Which means there is no one correct way... or even just 4 or 6 effective 
ways. I know the guys and gals here have got all sorts of things going on that are unique 
and effective. So the caveat with the Uneven TZ is.... use it as a signal.... use something 
else as a trigger. 
 



Okay... now we're past that. Here's some practical things: 

• Uneven TZ are mostly Tops and Bottoms. 
• This works great in a Ranging Market - therefore your Entry, Exit, Magnitude 

measurements will need to be based on Ranging Strategies. 
• When it is a strong trend... you may not experience as many UTZ that are in 

harmonious sequence. Lots of breakouts etc. When a breakout occurs, you need 
to switch to Trend Following Strategies, not Ranging Strategies. This advice is 
from another leading trader that I refer to and not part of this thread - but the 
advice is relevant and has been discussed recently. 

Some random things I've noticed that are not in the Notes: 

• I use FreeFox's indicator for the Uneven TZ Notes. I would suggest that you 
overlay this with Kprsa's Indicator and see if you notice anything worth taking 
advantage of. 

• Sometimes I see TZs where only the LEFT side is formed..... because the rightside 
price has completely obliterated the price height with subsequent bar or bars. It's 
like a perfect double top or double bottom over 2 bars. On 15M charts, I find that 
moves away from these events tend to be hard and strong with momentum. 

• Monday was a perfect example of 3-4 EVEN bars getting taken out because price 
returned to them on the 1H. 

The entire thread is based on Prices/Values aligning and the PROBABILITY of returning or 
revisiting those Values. This IS the change in your mental thinking or belief of the market 
that will allow you to absorb the principles here into YOUR TRADING STYLE.  
 
Apologies for being random.... been a busy day at work with many looking over my 
shoulder. 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 11:56am | Post# 9983

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey MikiMax, I'm hoping that my notes on this are helpful. I would say that on 
discovering the nature of the Uneven TZs, this can be a way of filtering the market. 
There are soooooo many ways to trade or take advantage of the concepts revealed in 
this thread. Which means there is no one correct way... or even just 4 or 6 effective 
ways. I know the guys and gals here have got all sorts of things going on that are unique 
and effective. So the caveat with the Uneven TZ is.... use it as a signal.... use something 
else as a trigger. Okay... now... 
Thanks a lot Vlady for your kind comments and hints. 
Happy to be in a such creative company! 

 

danhei Oct 7, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 9984

 
Hi,  
 
I cant find any instructions on how to trade the Transient Zones in this thread, nor can I 
find the indicator itself.  
 
Do someone have the indicator and can share it? Many thanks! 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 9985



 
Quoting MikiMax 
Vlady's words: "There are rare events where a transient zone is actually an EVEN 
transient zone. The observation with EVEN transient zones is that price will always return 
to those price levels AFTER or OUTSIDE the number of H bars… " 
thank you bro 
i am clear now.thank you for your prompt response and with your explanation 15 min 
eur/jpy chart i made 10 pips right now .i made my first 100 usd today 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 9986

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} Thanks a lot Vlady for your kind comments and hints. Happy to be in a such 
creative company! 
No worries at all. Just brainstorming whilst I look out at a London sunset --- 
 
a) What if you use UTZs with Close Outside of Bollinger Band concept? 
b) What if you mark a horizontal line all the UTZ where h has expired (mark either the 
top part or bottom) and see if price returns to that level... do this on multiple TFs 
c) Are any of you using the CI Indicator or Ralome's DS indicator?.... do any of the TZ 
match the DS Zones? 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 9987

 
as my understanding eur/usd 15 min chart .may be a short trade soon 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 9988

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries at all. Just brainstorming whilst I look out at a London sunset --- a) 
What if you use UTZs with Close Outside of Bollinger Band concept? b) What if you mark 
a horizontal line all the UTZ where h has expired (mark either the top part or bottom) 
and see if price returns to that level... do this on multiple TFs c) Are any of you using the 
CI Indicator or Ralome's DS indicator?.... do any of the TZ match the DS Zones? 
hi vlady1974 
i am new to this one.can you use TDI indicator with UTZ. I THINK WE CAN ACHIVE HIGH 
WIN TRADE. when you have time test it and let us know the result 
TDI trade check.xls 
TDI-2.mq4 
TDI-MTF.ex4  

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 9989

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} hi vlady1974 i am new to this one.can you use TDI indicator with UTZ. I THINK 
WE CAN ACHIVE HIGH WIN TRADE. when you have time test it and let us know the result 
{file} {file} {file} 
hi 
mikimax this request you to 

 



FX-Jay Oct 7, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 9990

 
I just wanted to share with everyone the results obtained in the last month. 
For those following me from the beginning, they know that I started with this account on 
my 1st day on FF and I was posting my trades here on a daily basis. 
It was an experiment that I wanted to be public. At that point I was confident that I'll be 
making good results, but never in my wildest dreams did I think it will work that well. 
 
I am sharing the final result now because I am going to withdraw my initial deposit and 
trade with the profits that I made (which are a whooping 110% - yes you read that 
right). As you probably know, I never used a volume > 1 per trade. So the huge profits 
generated this month were basically accumulation of small trades. However, now I 
decided to try to take it to the next level. 
 
After withdrawing the initial deposit, I will start increasing the volumes and taking much 
risky trades. 
So for those starting new on this thread, you can achieve the results I achieved till now 
without taking any huge risk. This is a 90% probability system so your risk is only 10% + 
I can't stress enough on money management!!  
 
The experiment I'm about to take is to transform 10K into 100K by the end of the year. 
This will be done by the profits made this month, not with the initial deposit! 
 
I'll keep you updated. 
 
All the credit goes to this thread, Eursdd, and all the generous contributors  
Don't underestimate what you'll be able to learn from this thread 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 9991

 
this is not trade call i took eur/usd short at 1.2652 sl 1.2658 tp 1.2641 on 15 min chart 

 

FX-Jay Oct 7, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 9992

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here you go 
Few things to focus on: 
 
a- Positive Floating 
b- 94.55% profit trades (243/257) 
c- Max consecutive losses = 2 
d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade 
e- Total profit > 100% in less than 1 month 



 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 9993

 
Quoting wealthpro 
this is not trade call i took eur/usd short at 1.2652 sl 1.2658 tp 1.2641 on 15 min chart 
out with _6 pips learning 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 9994

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
thank you 
i understand power of this.you guys inspired lot of lives great job. just say start with 
2500 usd get lets say 50% a month. after 12 month my monthly income 100,000 usd. 
ultimate financial freedom 
2500 starting cap.xls  

 

evrynet Oct 7, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 9995

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} thank you i understand power of this.you guys inspired lot of lives great job. 
just say start with 2500 usd get lets say 50% a month. after 12 month my monthly 
income 100,000 usd. ultimate financial freedom {file} 
thats your account? 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 9996



 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} thank you bro i am clear now.thank you for your prompt response and with your 
explanation 15 min eur/jpy chart i made 10 pips right now .i made my first 100 usd 
today 

 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 9997

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} hi mikimax this request you to 

sure I will  

 

ephisi Oct 7, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 9998

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} I've read a lot of your posts ephisi, (you posted a lot at one time! :-) ) but don't 
see how you're using DS or TZ in your approach..... Could you illustrate what you see 
with a chart or two? Thanks 
Just saw your post. I dont use ds. I only use TZ. Coupled with my own way of trading. As 
you have read there are alot of concepts shared here. You cant put it in a box. We are all 
using ds and tz in different ways. I will post a chart soon 
My trading is not based solely on tz. I only added tz to my method 

 

josh11 Oct 7, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 9999

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 

Well done mate, great wrk  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 7, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 10000

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} No worries at all. Just brainstorming whilst I look out at a London sunset --- a) 
What if you use UTZs with Close Outside of Bollinger Band concept? b) What if you mark 
a horizontal line all the UTZ where h has expired (mark either the top part or bottom) 
and see if price returns to that level... do this on multiple TFs c) Are any of you using the 
CI Indicator or Ralome's DS indicator?.... do any of the TZ match the DS Zones? 

Seriously guys give this post much thought No not this one, the one in the quotes  

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 10001

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} thats your account? 
no thay is fx-jay account 

 



evrynet Oct 7, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 10002

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} no thay is fx-jay account 
and does it work for you? you earn like this? 

 

Barbaresco Oct 7, 2014 1:11pm | Post# 10003

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Try this range bar expert. Place in experts folder, then place on 1 min chart. 
Choose your settings, for example to produce a 3 pip range chart, I would enter 3, 3. 
Now you will need to wait to receive at least 1 tick of data, and then the EA will generate 
an offline chart. You will need to open the offline chart (in my example I would open the 
3 minute chart). You can try this with the recurrence indys. I tried and found one 
limitation of range bars in this regard. They, by their very nature, have many gaps. A 3 
pip range bar chart may... 
Interesting data for range bars - recurrence indi % data for a given H is equivalent over a 
variety of ranges (within the norm). Remember EURUSDD said k may either be a 
constant or be given by the bar... does this mean the data will not change if small, 
untradeable bars are removed? Seems so, but there is still a piece that most of us are 
missing, to solve the outlier problem - one huge middle TZ and the SL eats days worth of 
profits. 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 1:17pm | Post# 10004

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} and does it work for you? you earn like this? 
yes it is work for fx-jay it should work for you also if you take time to understand the 
concept 
 
I just wanted to share with everyone the results obtained in the last month. 
For those following me from the beginning, they know that I started with this account on 
my 1st day on FF and I was posting my trades here on a daily basis. 
It was an experiment that I wanted to be public. At that point I was confident that I'll be 
making good results, but never in my wildest dreams did I think it will work that well. 
 
I am sharing the final result now because I am going to withdraw my initial deposit and 
trade with the profits that I made (which are a whooping 110% - yes you read that 
right). As you probably know, I never used a volume > 1 per trade. So the huge profits 
generated this month were basically accumulation of small trades. However, now I 
decided to try to take it to the next level. 
 
After withdrawing the initial deposit, I will start increasing the volumes and taking much 
risky trades. 
So for those starting new on this thread, you can achieve the results I achieved till now 
without taking any huge risk. This is a 90% probability system so your risk is only 10% + 
I can't stress enough on money management!!  
 
The experiment I'm about to take is to transform 10K into 100K by the end of the year. 
This will be done by the profits made this month, not with the initial deposit! 
 
I'll keep you updated. 
 
All the credit goes to this thread, Eursdd, and all the generous contributors  



Don't underestimate what you'll be able to learn from this thread 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 7, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 10005

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I just wanted to share with everyone the results obtained in the last month. For those 
following me from the beginning, they know that I started with this account on my 1st 
day on FF and I was posting my trades here on a daily basis. It was an experiment that I 
wanted to be public. At that point I was confident that I'll be making good results, but 
never in my wildest dreams did I think it will work that well. I am sharing the final result 
now because I am going to withdraw my initial deposit and trade with the profits that I 
made (which are a whooping... 
Congrats..... Very impressive. Will be going live tomorrow.. 

 

evrynet Oct 7, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 10006

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} yes it is work for fx-jay it should work for you also if you take time to 
understand the concept I just wanted to share with everyone the results obtained in the 
last month. For those following me from the beginning, they know that I started with this 
account on my 1st day on FF and I was posting my trades here on a daily basis. It was 
an experiment that I wanted to be public. At that point I was confident that I'll be making 
good results, but never in my wildest dreams did I think it will work that well. I am 
sharing the final result now... 
I didn't ask about fx-jay but YOU! 

 

Barbaresco Oct 7, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 10007

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
This is great - happy for you. I followed your posts as you seem to have the trick figured 
out - and noticed that many of the trades which were ultimately closed at either 
breakeven or in profit had been in some drawdown - enough to make the R:R much less 
than 1. Also noticed, however, that you weren't doubling down per se - each trade was 
handled individually. So, you had the confidence to let price come to you, as EURUSDD 
advised. Clearly, being able to calculate levels and probabilities in real time helps lend 
more courage to hold on - many would have SL'd during some of the same trades you 
were in, myself included. 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 10008

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 

 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 10009



 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} I didn't ask about fx-jay but YOU! 
no bro just i am start.what i try to say on that excell cheat. if you achive 50% a month 
with 2500 with in twelve month your income like that.just projection 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 10010

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} no bro just i am start.what i try to say on that excell cheat. if you achive 50% a 
month with 2500 with in twelve month your income like that.just projection 
just today i start live trading this is my third trade eur/usd still trade going just i locked 5 
pips already.only i am read all posts last two wekks and take advise from fx-
jay,vlady1974.mikymike i am able to make profitable trade.i am sure i can achive 50% 
income on my capital. and i belive anyone have burning desire to financial freedom .they 
can achive with this thread.you see attached pic for proof.if i can do.you can too 

 

 

evrynet Oct 7, 2014 2:01pm | Post# 10011

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} just today i start live trading this is my third trade eur/usd still trade going just i 
locked 5 pips already.only i am read all posts last two wekks and take advise from fx-
jay,vlady1974.mikymike i am able to make profitable trade.i am sure i can achive 50% 
income on my capital. and i belive anyone have burning desire to financial freedom .they 
can achive with this thread.you see attached pic for proof.if i can do.you can too {image} 



so interms of the trend whats your forecast? falling…1.26 or rising…1.27 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 10012

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} so interms of the trend whats your forecast? falling…1.26 or rising…1.27 
i belive it is heading 1.2700 area.i am a scalper looking 5-15 pips a trade 2 or 3 trades 
per day my daily goal is 20-30 pips 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 2:20pm | Post# 10013

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} i belive it is heading 1.2700 area.i am a scalper looking 5-15 pips a trade 2 or 3 
trades per day my daily goal is 20-30 pips 
my current tp for eur/usd is 2557 with 2645 entry 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 10014

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} my current tp for eur/usd is 2557 with 2645 entry 
i belive you took that short on 4H chart.then your TP is resonable 

 

wealthpro Oct 7, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 10015

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} i belive you took that short on 4H chart.then your TP is resonable 
if there is SL agrresive sl 1.2680 consertive sl 1.2705 

 

brekz1 Oct 7, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 10016

 
anyone trade GBPUSD? target TP is 1.6146 its is correct? 
i using H1 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 10017

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} i belive you took that short on 4H chart.then your TP is resonable 
actually I took it from 5 min chart as I make my day trades on that tf.... 
but on 4hr chart that looks as well good... 
moved my tp to 2528 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 10018

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Don't forget to start your analysis from higher timeframe guys! 



 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 10019

 
Quoting brekz1 
anyone trade GBPUSD? target TP is 1.6146 its is correct? i using H1 
my GU calc make tp at 6040 
entry was at 6118 

 

TheBigTheory Oct 7, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 10020

 
Quoting brekz1 
anyone trade GBPUSD? target TP is 1.6146 its is correct? i using H1 
I Have 1.6131 

 

brekz1 Oct 7, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 10021

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} my GU calc make tp at 6040 entry was at 6118 
i open long at 1.6007 target 1.6146 
 

139 pips  

 

FX-Jay Oct 7, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 10022

 
Quoting brekz1 
anyone trade GBPUSD? target TP is 1.6146 its is correct? i using H1 
I have 2 signals on GBPUSD, both long. 
Targets 1.6125 & 1.6130 

 

MikiMax Oct 7, 2014 2:48pm | Post# 10023

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



{quote} I have 2 signals on GBPUSD, both long. Targets 1.6125 & 1.6130 
that is true my long target for GU is 6128 

 

brekz1 Oct 7, 2014 2:49pm | Post# 10024

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} I have 2 signals on GBPUSD, both long. Targets 1.6125 & 1.6130 

good to know, we have almost same target  

 

SunSaltwater Oct 7, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 10025

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
Shocking results. Congratulations. 

 

adeforex Oct 7, 2014 3:20pm | Post# 10026

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades (243/257) 
c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 100% in less 
than 1 month {image} 
Great great results yo have there. I am envying you. This is exactly what am trying to do. 
Make money, compound it and withdraw the capital, then, do great lot trading. The only 
problem is that i have just like 4-5 hours to trade per day due to work. Which makes me to 
go back to scalping at my available time instead of long term trading i said earlier.So i am 
trying to mix this system with my high probability/scalping profitable system that i have 
which is neutral to this system. The results are very wonderful, after mixing it with it, 
though i am still testing it and i will soon withdraw my capital. Though the results are too 
early but i hope to achieve better results. 
 
Let me ask, do you trade only euusd? and what about time frame? 5 or 15 mins? 



 

 

hoss Oct 7, 2014 4:17pm | Post# 10027

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} Thanks a lot Vlady for your kind comments and hints. Happy to be in a such 
creative company! 
Vlady, 
 
Is there anything in particular you are looking at on the kprsa indicator? Meaning, are 
you looking at the text information on the left? Just curious. 
 
Thank you. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 4:22pm | Post# 10028

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Vlady, Is there anything in particular you are looking at on the kprsa indicator? 
Meaning, are you looking at the text information on the left? Just curious. Thank you. 
Well one of the great things about Kprsa's indicator is his calculation of probability. This 
is gold. 
 
Let's not forget that the whole Transient/Recurrent discussion started with Eurusdd's 
proposition #1 and Definition #1 which ultimately translates to Transient Prices are 3% 
and Recurrent is 97%, within h bars. So we're expecting that at some future timebar >h, 
that TZ level would become recurrent again. 
 
I would suggest finding all of Kprsa's posts on his indicator and studying those carefully - 
he explains what he is calculating and what the components of his indicator are. 

 



SunSaltwater Oct 7, 2014 5:03pm | Post# 10029

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
 

 
 
Not sure if this will help some people or not; however, I am hoping at the very least it 
sparks discussion so that we are clear on what the TZ's actual mean and how to spot them 
etc. My chart could be way off along with my calculations so happy for feedback. 
 
If you look at the image I have drawn either a black line, or if more than one pip movement 
drawn a black box. This line or box is only drawn at areas of price where the prior six bars 
or post six bars are not touched by another bar. This is how I am interpreting H. There is a 
mid-bar so H is 6 price bars to the left and 6 price bars to the right. 
 
I draw these lines and boxes on a chart by first drawing a horizontal line anywhere on the 
chart that is 13 bars wide, I then stick my cursor on the mid-point of this line and move the 
mid-point up and down each price bar noting if the left of the mid-point is touched, or right 
of the mid-point is touched. If it's not touched on either side I draw in the line or box (if the 
distance without being touched on either side is greater than 1 pip). 
 
After these lines and boxes have been drawn one can calculate the following: 
 
- Between the red vertical, dotted line on the left and the vertical, red dotted line on the 
right there are 93, 5 min price bars. 
- There are 13 black lines or boxes drawn between this period, meaning there are 13 / 93 or 
14% of the time where a price bar has a point in it that is not touched by the previous 6 
bars or following 6 bars, which also means 86% of the time they are touched. 
- There are 7 black lines or boxes drawn in the middle of price bars and not at the ends 
(indicated by the green stars). If you take away these middle price bar TZ's and view them 
as price just continuing to move in the existing direction (this is will be fractal of course), 
then there are only 6 bars, so 6 / 93 or 6% of the time where the price bar has a point in it 
that is not touched by the previous 6 bars or following 6 bars, which also means 94% of the 
time they are touched. 
- These statistics are based around 'price bars' not actual price / every pip / tick. Trying to 
measure how much price was hit (thickness of box etc.) in each of these bars, as compared 
to all the prices on every bar would be a monumental task and would require zooming in to 
each and every tick - not practical. 
 



In my opinion, the above is significant in that we know price bounces around from bar to 
bar, within that 13 price bar range (6 price bars left, 1 bar mid-point, 6 bars right) as it 
moves with only 14% of the time not back-filling when taking into consideration mid-bar 
TZ's and ONLY 6% not back-filling when looking at TZ's at the end of bars. VERY interesting 
stuff and worth taking a close look at. 
 
Again, looking for feedback on the above and hopefully all the information I have presented 
is accurate as I would hate to throw someone off with false information. 
 
The main goal was to hopefully bring a little clarity to someone new reading this thread 
because it can be overwhelming at first and until it clicks it will drive you nuts trying to 
figure out all the lingo, TZ's, how they are drawn, what the 94% statistic means, etc. 
 
Cheers. 

 

kprsa Oct 7, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 10030

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well one of the great things about Kprsa's indicator is his calculation of 
probability. 
Hi, this is in my opinion the one thing that differentiates the RS from standard indicators 
- it enables you to choose the parameters according to your quantitative preferences. 
 
hoss: look at the "Probability of full resolving" for the beginning, "transient bars" are 
those with transient zone in the middle of the candle, fractal bars are those with the 
transient zone at the end of the candle. 
 
k 

 

mario777 Oct 7, 2014 6:31pm | Post# 10031

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
congrats Fx-Jay! keep posting. Thanks! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 7, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 10032

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
Hi, {image} Not sure if this will help some people or not; Cheers. 

 

 

kprsa Oct 7, 2014 6:53pm | Post# 10033

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
There are 13 black lines or boxes drawn between this period, meaning there are 13 / 93 
or 14% of the time where a price bar has a point in it that is not touched by the previous 
6 bars or following 6 bars, which also means 86% of the time they are touched. 
This is an excellent post, thanks. 
While this is all true, one minor thing is that we are often interested in the probability 
that the left side is transient and the right side is recurrent (practical requirement: we 



trade with the expectation that retracement will happen in the near future). It is close to 
your 86% with an additional requirement that the previous 6 bars have not been 
touched, so the probability is somewhat different - one needs to count the cases when 
there is at least a 6 bar void at the left and then the price retraces within the 6 following 
bars.  
 
k 

 

hoss Oct 7, 2014 7:11pm | Post# 10034

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, this is in my opinion the one thing that differentiates the RS from standard 
indicators - it enables you to choose the parameters according to your quantitative 
preferences. hoss: look at the "Probability of full resolving" for the beginning, "transient 
bars" are those with transient zone in the middle of the candle, fractal bars are those 
with the transient zone at the end of the candle. k 
Thank you very much kprsa and Vlady. 
 
I'm long on NZD to 7964 and CHF short to 9440. From the longer term charts. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 7, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 10035

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Well one of the great things about Kprsa's indicator is his calculation of 
probability. This is gold. Let's not forget that the whole Transient/Recurrent discussion 
started with Eurusdd's proposition #1 and Definition #1 which ultimately translates to 
Transient Prices are 3% and Recurrent is 97%, within h bars. So we're expecting that at 
some future timebar >h, that TZ level would become recurrent again. I would suggest 
finding all of Kprsa's posts on his indicator and studying those carefully - he explains 
what he is calculating and what... 
Hi Vlady, 
 
I remember that Eurusdd always told us about this 3%. This rare events must be around 
that 3% ? I mean, if i can get a setting of 1-2%, can we use it ? I know our chance is 
smaller (it happened less than 3% in a day), but it think it is more secure. Still trying to 
use this for other pairs too. So, if i this concept can be used on other pairs, we will get 
almost the same chance of trading opportunity, because we are using some pairs. May 
be we can get better result ? 
 
Thanks 

 

jackprobe Oct 7, 2014 10:47pm | Post# 10036

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Don't forget to start your analysis from higher timeframe guys! {image} 
Thank you very much mate. I always forget this ..... Now i know my wrong prediction on 
NU/AU some days ago. I was hypnotized by my Long/Short Position. I had a long and 
some shorts. This trade History made me think to do short with averaging, that was at 
my mind. I forgot to see the big picture, and do hedging (big picture will tell me other 
than what i had in my mind, ). As i believe, forex has History, and this History is right 
actually, but some times not fast. It will happen some days in the future, must not be in 
near time. I think i must write on a piece of paper, hang it on my monitor, to remind my 

self about this bigger TF  



Thanks Vlady  

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 12:04am | Post# 10037

 
I have a long for EU, targeting 2662-2665. 

 

brekz1 Oct 8, 2014 12:57am | Post# 10038

 
i have short eu targetin around 1.2572 

 

NorthTrader Oct 8, 2014 1:48am | Post# 10039

 
I think it's great that some of you guys here are making so much money from scalping 
the potential TZs, as intended by Eurusdd. I lost a fair bit doing that so I'm back to using 
them for swing trading, as many others here are doing. Particularly as areas of 
temporary support and resistance. 
 
Actually I coded an analysis system in C# the other week to scalp potential TZs that are 
forming. I didn't trade it, just wanted to see if it was feasible. Unfortunately it wasn't. No 
matter what I set the parameters to be (profit per trade, maximum stop loss, left-h, 
right-h, min-k before taking the trade, and so on), I couldn't even curve-fit it enough to 
generate consistent profit on the few thousand bars of data I was using. Of course it was 
easy to generate 90% or more winning trades, as the statistics suggest, but the losers 
were so large that they wiped out the small gains of all the others. 
 
Anyway, I'm still working on it. Might try adding some filters next. I just wanted to point 
out that it isn't as easy as it seems, and you need a lot more than TZs to trade 
successfully. So hats off to those on this thread (Eurusdd, FX-Jay and Orid spring to 
mind) who are scalping it so successfully. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 2:39am | Post# 10040

 
Quoting brekz1 

i have short eu targetin around 1.2572 
If my target can not be reached in London session, I hope it will go up first 10-20 pips 

before go down ......  

 

Occamz Oct 8, 2014 2:54am | Post# 10041

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
Amazing results Jay! 
But whatever happened to those 3 big long calls you made, though? 
One was for 1.2990, placed at around 1.2900 and you kept extending the time for it to 
occur..... by last Friday it would have been 400 pips underwater. 

 



MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 3:02am | Post# 10042

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} my GU calc make tp at 6040 entry was at 6118 
closed earlier at 6066 in profit 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 3:03am | Post# 10043

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} my current tp for eur/usd is 2557 with 2645 entry 
closed earlier at 2636 in profit 

 

Occamz Oct 8, 2014 3:10am | Post# 10044

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
I think it's great that some of you guys here are making so much money from scalping 
the potential TZs, as intended by Eurusdd. I lost a fair bit doing that so I'm back to using 
them for swing trading, as many others here are doing. Particularly as areas of 
temporary support and resistance. Actually I coded an analysis system in C# the other 
week to scalp potential TZs that are forming. I didn't trade it, just wanted to see if it was 
feasible. Unfortunately it wasn't. No matter what I set the parameters to be (profit per 
trade, maximum stop loss,... 
 
I've been buried in this thread (and the ones that preceeded it) for the past month or 
more, and I unfortunately have come to the same conclusions. 
This works fine in ranging conditions, (but then so does a simple stochastic, or even coin 
flipping for that matter - if one has the nerve to ride the drawdowns). 
It's the breakouts that are killers, and I can't see how TZ's or DS's can ensure you're on 
the right side of them. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 8, 2014 3:21am | Post# 10045

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} I've been buried in this thread (and the ones that preceeded it) for the past 
month or more, and I unfortunately have come to the same conclusions. This works fine 
in ranging conditions, (but then so does a simple stochastic, or even coin flipping for that 
matter - if one has the nerve to ride the drawdowns). It's the breakouts that are killers, 
and I can't see how TZ's or DS's can ensure you're on the right side of them. 
Higher Timeframes. 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 3:22am | Post# 10046

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} closed earlier at 2636 in profit 

adding up all closed trades together make 430 pips  



 

 

kprsa Oct 8, 2014 4:15am | Post# 10047

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} I've been buried in this thread (and the ones that preceeded it) for the past 
month or more, and I unfortunately have come to the same conclusions. This works fine 
in ranging conditions, (but then so does a simple stochastic, or even coin flipping for that 
matter - if one has the nerve to ride the drawdowns). It's the breakouts that are killers, 
and I can't see how TZ's or DS's can ensure you're on the right side of them. 
Hi Occamz, listen to Vlady's advice and also consider this post. 
 
k 

 

wealthpro Oct 8, 2014 4:23am | Post# 10048

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Can you see my 5 min .in this chart i put support and resistent and spat superderm 
indicator. Transient zones are appear almost at support and resistent 



 

 

summicron Oct 8, 2014 4:24am | Post# 10049

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
... No matter what I set the parameters to be (profit per trade, maximum stop loss, left-
h, right-h, min-k before taking the trade, and so on), I couldn't even curve-fit it enough 
to generate consistent profit on the few thousand bars of data I was using. Of course it 
was easy to generate 90% or more winning trades, as the statistics suggest, but the 
losers were so large that they wiped out the small gains of all the others ... 
I'm practising pure TZ in a micro live account. Multiple pairs. The past 1 month, we seen 
a couple of hundred pip moves. 
 
Whenever one TZ trade gets caught in an uncomfortable drawdown, I go into recovery 
mode. During this time, TZs are not to make profit but to cushion the impact of the 
drawdown trade. 
 
I've been able to recover in the next 2 or 3 TZ trades and come out BE or slighty 
profitable within the next few hours. Movements in other pairs help too. 
 
I'm trying to convince myself to have faith in "at any time price wants to be recurrent 
97%". If it's not in EU, TZs can come from other pairs to help recover or lessen the 
impact of a drawdown trade. In fact I trade more aggresively during recovery mode. If 
there aren't enough TZ opportunities across standard timeframes, I go into M10, M20, 
M25 ... curve fitting timeframes to squeeze more tradeable TZ opportunities. 
 
And of course I say prayers. 

 



wealthpro Oct 8, 2014 4:27am | Post# 10050

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting wealthpro 
Can you see my 5 min .in this chart i put support and resistent and spat superderm 
indicator. Transient zones are appear almost at support and resistent {image} 
spat indi 
SPAT SupDem (2).ex4  

 

killerno Oct 8, 2014 4:27am | Post# 10051

 
I suggest everyone to read all posts from vlady and kprsa 2-3 times! 
Thanks for your help guys!! 

 

blueface Oct 8, 2014 4:35am | Post# 10052

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} I've been buried in this thread (and the ones that preceeded it) for the past 
month or more, and I unfortunately have come to the same conclusions. This works fine 
in ranging conditions, (but then so does a simple stochastic, or even coin flipping for that 
matter - if one has the nerve to ride the drawdowns). It's the breakouts that are killers, 
and I can't see how TZ's or DS's can ensure you're on the right side of them. 
Yes,I also been buried in this thread,thx to you ,tons of great guys. 
English is also not my native language,I still don't know the rules 
anyone can show me the BUY RULES and SELL RULES? 
thank you. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 4:56am | Post# 10053

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
I have a long for EU, targeting 2662-2665. 
Target is reached. Still do not know where it will go, probably going south ..... 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 4:57am | Post# 10054

 
Quoting killerno 
I suggest everyone to read all posts from vlady and kprsa 2-3 times! Thanks for your 
help guys!! 

Agree mate, that is a good idea .... i need more than 5 times, because English is not 

my mother language  

 

vlady1974 Oct 8, 2014 4:57am | Post# 10055

 
Guys, there's positive momentum building here so keep it up. Test, test, test! And if you 
have the resources, test it live so you can "feel" it - wins/losses. 
 
Let's step back for a minute. 
 
The unwritten rule I've come to the conclusion of within this entire thread is that... you 
have to know how to trade first (or have intermediate skills) before you can put these 



principles in place. This thread is not about replacing your trading skills with some new 
signals or "system". There is no system. You are the system. 
 
For those NOT in the know: Trade Entry strategies (Breakouts, Bounces, Fibs, S/R, 
Pivots, Moving Avg Crosses, Trendlines, etc etc etc) and Trade Exit strategies (err.... 
Take Profit Targets, Moving Avg Crosses, Pivots, Fibs, S/R.... etc etc etc). 
 
What Similarity/TZ ultimately focuses on is PROBABILITY. The chances of price 
moving being at A and coming back to A. Notice, I didn't say the chances of A 
moving to B.... that's what the other indicators do for you. This concept/principle is about 
probability of prices doing something or not doing something. Leaving or Returning. 
 
Given the 500+ pages of ideas.... you could use the DS Zones or TZ squares or DS/TZ 
Triangles or TZ/DS/ZZBB Circles and Swirly Lines any way you want with respect to your 
Trade Entry / Exit Strategies. Breakout, Bounce, whatever.... this is up to you. The 
caveat with this is that you start from Higher Timeframes because the lower you go, the 
lower the probabilities go with respect to price movement magnitude and direction.  
 
So those who are experiencing results with Ranging Prices on the 5M or 15M but get 
taken out during a sudden move or spike.... what did the 4H and 1H tell you? Must, 
must, must look at this in order to get into the more sophisticated approaches used by 
the talented traders here. Eg. Fx-Jay started on HIGHER TIMEFRAMES. 
(I don't know how many more times I can say.... Higher Timeframes) before going 
Lower. 
 
So: 

  

• Use your existing trading skills. If they need improving, it has nothing to do with 
this thread. 

• Use this thread to enhance your existing trading style. 
• Go from Higher Timeframes to Lower Timeframes 
• Ranging strategies (entry/exits) are different to Trending strategies (entries/exits) 
• Use TZs or whatever as (entry/exit) points.... as one of the most basic ways to 

start testing 

 
Enjoy! 
Green pips! 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 5:08am | Post# 10056

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, there's positive momentum building here so keep it up. Test, test, test! And if you 
have the resources, test it live so you can "feel" it - wins/losses. Let's step back for a 
minute. The unwritten rule I've come to the conclusion of within this entire thread is 
that... you have to know how to trade first (or have intermediate skills) before you can 
put these principles in place. This thread is not about replacing your trading skills with 
some new signals or "system". There is no system. You are the system. For those NOT in 
the know: Trade... 

Great post. Thanks a lot Vlad .  

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 6:09am | Post# 10057



 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
{quote} Congrats..... Very impressive. Will be going live tomorrow.. 
Best of luck, keep us updated 

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 6:14am | Post# 10058

 
Quoting Barbaresco 

{quote} This is great - happy for you. I followed your posts as you seem to 
have the trick figured out - and noticed that many of the trades which 
were ultimately closed at either breakeven or in profit had been in some 
drawdown - enough to make the R:R much less than 1. Also noticed, 
however, that you weren't doubling down per se - each trade was handled 
individually. So, you had the confidence to let price come to you, as 
EURUSDD advised. Clearly, being able to calculate levels and probabilities 
in real time helps lend more courage to hold on... 

When you have a 90+% profitable trade (based on the system settings), you have the 
advantage of playing with your R:R. I can chose to have an RR of 8:1 and still be 
profitable. However, if you are actively trading and experience enough to know how price 
behaves at certain points, you don't even need a SL. 

So yes let the price come to you (but wisely) 

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 6:17am | Post# 10059

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Shocking results. Congratulations. 

Thanks  
Loved your post about TZ 
 
For whoever didn't check it yet, make sure you do, it has some insightful info that you 
will need 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...02#post7786302  

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 6:20am | Post# 10060

 
Quoting adeforex 
{quote} Great great results yo have there. I am envying you. This is exactly what am 
trying to do. Make money, compound it and withdraw the capital, then, do great lot 
trading. The only problem is that i have just like 4-5 hours to trade per day due to work. 
Which makes me to go back to scalping at my available time instead of long term trading 
i said earlier.So i am trying to mix this system with my high probability/scalping 
profitable system that i have which is neutral to this system. The results are very 
wonderful, after mixing it with it, though... 
Keep up the great work, and keep us posted. 
 

I trade all instruments that my broker offers  
I even experimented with stocks for a while.  
 
I usually use H4 TF, recently I'm going for the H1 and M30 

 



vlady1974 Oct 8, 2014 6:22am | Post# 10061

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Keep up the great work, and keep us posted. I trade all instruments that my 

broker offers I even experimented with stocks for a while. I usually use H4 TF, 
recently I'm going for the H1 and M30  
GUYS! GOLD NUGGETS 
Higher Timeframe (Shhhhhhh) 

 

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 6:34am | Post# 10062

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} Amazing results Jay! But whatever happened to those 3 big long calls you made, 
though? One was for 1.2990, placed at around 1.2900 and you kept extending the time 
for it to occur..... by last Friday it would have been 400 pips underwater. 
Exists are as important (if not more) than entries.  
Each of my signals has a maximum exit day and lately I added an addition exist price in 
the form of a preset SL that can only get tighter. 
 
The 1.299 calls expired a long time ago, probably Sept 23rd if I'm not mistaken, and I 
gave it more time to Sept 26th. 
The good thing is that at that time is that I was still using small volumes and the short 
scalps taken on lower TFs were there to offset the drawdown of the longs and even end 
up with a profit.  
 
Again, will keep on repeating, money management is the key, you don't want 1 low 
probability occurrence erase all your gains. 

 

evrynet Oct 8, 2014 7:08am | Post# 10063

 
so anybody expecting this to go lower around 1.261, 1.26? 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 7:11am | Post# 10064

 
Quoting evrynet 
so anybody expecting this to go lower around 1.261, 1.26? 
my 5 min tf expected tp at 2635 

 

feline207 Oct 8, 2014 7:31am | Post# 10065

 
Quoting evrynet 
so anybody expecting this to go lower around 1.261, 1.26? 
yes i expect 1.2560 

 

evrynet Oct 8, 2014 7:32am | Post# 10066

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} yes i expect 1.2560 
the only hope for that is a good FOMC I guess 



 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 7:50am | Post# 10067

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} the only hope for that is a good FOMC I guess 
a hope in trading=disaster...imho 

 

evrynet Oct 8, 2014 7:58am | Post# 10068

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} a hope in trading=disaster...imho 
so the answer is no 

 

danhei Oct 8, 2014 8:10am | Post# 10069

 
I don't understand how you apply TZ's on entrys. Can someone please explain with a 
chart maybe? Thanks! 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 8:48am | Post# 10070

 
Quoting danhei 
I don't understand how you apply TZ's on entrys. Can someone please explain with a 
chart maybe? Thanks! 

I'd refer to Vlady's pdf and comments of other Wise Minds  

 

FX-Jay Oct 8, 2014 8:53am | Post# 10071

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@GekkorJr92 
 
Your calculation for "uninterrupted" runs should be from 1st red circle to second red circle. 
 
Once an opposite arrow appears, the run is interrupted, that why you should end your 
calculation based on the 2nd red circle's low. 
Also don't start your calculation from the top (colored arrow), start it from the red 1st red 
circle (i.e. when the first arrow in opposing direction appears) 



 

 

GekkoJr92 Oct 8, 2014 9:31am | Post# 10072

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
@GekkorJr92 Your calculation for "uninterrupted" runs should be from 1st red circle to 
second red circle. Once an opposite arrow appears, the run is interrupted, that why you 
should end your calculation based on the 2nd red circle's low. Also don't start your 
calculation from the top (colored arrow), start it from the red 1st red circle (i.e. when the 
first arrow in opposing direction appears) {image} 
Thanks Jay. I just PM'ed you. :-) 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 8, 2014 9:52am | Post# 10073

 
Quick EU , UC combo on M5 netted 21 pips  

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 10:07am | Post# 10074

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

orid Oct 8, 2014 10:33am | Post# 10075

 
just back from a very long tiring drive, wow looks like some great tips and ideas 
happening. 
regards Orid peter 

 

paladim Oct 8, 2014 11:07am | Post# 10076

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{image} 
good result there....possible to share your tpl? thanks.... 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 11:12am | Post# 10077



 
Quoting paladim 
{quote} good result there....possible to share your tpl? thanks.... 
my tpl is just a plain bar chart with TZ indi 

 

paladim Oct 8, 2014 11:20am | Post# 10078

 
Quoting MikiMax 
{quote} my tpl is just a plain bar chart with TZ indi 
the full guideline is based on this post pdf? 

Quoting vlady1974 
As promised, here are my notes on the Uneven Transient Zones (UTZ) technique that I 
used today. Please consider this a work in progress, just like all the other approaches in 
this thread. {image} 
 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 11:29am | Post# 10079

 
Quoting paladim 
{quote} the full guideline is based on this post pdf? {quote} 
I believe the full guideline is based upon the thread since EurUsdd mentioned 
probabilty... 
in addition to his ideas, all comments of Wise Minds along with Vlady's pdf and his 
comments 
(even those just from the latest hours). 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 11:48am | Post# 10080

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} yes i expect 1.2560 

I am waiting for 2594. Will FOMC do the reverse, and going up ???  

 

leeshindig Oct 8, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 10081

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} I am waiting for 2594. Will FOMC do the reverse, and going up ???  
Any talk of interest rates and the dollar will go nuts.. be aware! 

 

brekz1 Oct 8, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 10082

 
1 Attachment(s) 
this is my statement, demo acc start 2 oktober 2014 - 8 oktober 2014 
 
drawdown and loss trade cause is im wrong see chart because sleepy, and make wrong 
order 
 
very amazing system!! 
 



 

 

Barbaresco Oct 8, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 10083

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} When you have a 90+% profitable trade (based on the system settings), you 
have the advantage of playing with your R:R. I can chose to have an RR of 8:1 and still 
be profitable. However, if you are actively trading and experience enough to know how 
price behaves at certain points, you don't even need a SL. So yes let the price come to 

you (but wisely) 
I can see setting up a probability to reverse or continue a known break, i.e. left-side 
formed - by varying the right side as time marches on and/or looking into the future, 
since the probability exhibits logarithmic decay. However, this is essentially using TZ's as 
resistance, and EURUSDD warned against this. The premise, knowing the probability of a 
TZ being cleared in x,y,z time, means one may trade towards or away from the zone. 
How to go from this to calling a specific target that is not itself a TZ, with accurate 
probability based on 1 chart, 1 tf, and only TZ's, I can't yet see. I don't believe that a 
target would be based on the calculated time risk * some RR, since this would make the 
target arbitrary, and therefore impossible to calculate odds of hitting (without other 
data). I'm not used to "not getting it" and this, while motivational and likely character-
building, is excruciating! 

 

MikiMax Oct 8, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 10084

 
Quoting brekz1 
this is my statement, demo acc start 2 oktober 2014 - 8 oktober 2014 drawdown and 
loss trade cause is im wrong see chart because sleepy, and make wrong order very 
amazing system!! {image} 

 

 



Albertdkpllh Oct 8, 2014 3:34pm | Post# 10085

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
Hi, {image} Not sure if this will help some people or not; however, I am hoping at the 
very least it sparks discussion so that we are clear on what the TZ's actual mean and 
how to spot them etc. My chart could be way off along with my calculations so happy for 
feedback. If you look at the image I have drawn either a black line, or if more than one 
pip movement drawn a black box. This line or box is only drawn at areas of price where 
the prior six bars or post six bars are not touched by another bar. This is how I am 
interpreting H. There is a mid-bar... 

Thank you....   

 

SunSaltwater Oct 8, 2014 4:32pm | Post# 10086

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 

{quote} Thank you....   
Happy to help. If you find the 'Keys to the Kingdom' don't forget to post here or PM me 
with your insights. 
 

 

 

diceman555 Oct 8, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 10087

 
Not sure if this helps ,but for those scalping using variations of this methodology,ive 
established that there is a constant that can be used,that constant is that price returns 
within 10 to 30 pips distance is 66 % ,with less than 1% deviation from that. 
 
Dice 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 8, 2014 5:18pm | Post# 10088

 
Quoting diceman555 
Not sure if this helps ,but for those scalping using variations of this methodology,ive 
established that there is a constant that can be used,that constant is that price returns 
within 10 to 30 pips distance is 66 % ,with less than 1% deviation from that. Dice 
Thank you for the information. 
 
For the thick headed, can you show that on a labeled chart? 

 

Barbaresco Oct 8, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 10089

 
Consider the M1 price action +5,-2.5, +5, -2.5... repeat. On M1, this would show as 
having 1 TZ of 2.5 pts at the top. On M15, this would show as a continuous TZ of 22.5 
pts. Seems to say that each tf must be clean independently of the other tf's. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 9:09pm | Post# 10090

 
Quoting diceman555 
Not sure if this helps ,but for those scalping using variations of this methodology,ive 



established that there is a constant that can be used,that constant is that price returns 
within 10 to 30 pips distance is 66 % ,with less than 1% deviation from that. Dice 

Nice to see you dice. If it is possible, a chart can explain all of that  

 

VVizlan Oct 8, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 10091

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I can see setting up a probability to reverse or continue a known break, i.e. left-
side formed - by varying the right side as time marches on and/or looking into the 
future, since the probability exhibits logarithmic decay. However, this is essentially using 
TZ's as resistance, and EURUSDD warned against this. The premise, knowing the 
probability of a TZ being cleared in x,y,z time, means one may trade towards or away 
from the zone. How to go from this to calling a specific target that is not itself a TZ, with 
accurate probability based... 
Lol, this pretty much summarizes my whole experience with trading. But to your point, 
we really have no idea how EURUSDD comes up with his predictions. I imagine it's more 
than 1 chart, 1 tf and only TZ's. For instance, he premised the discussion on TZ's by 
saying it was the first of 7 steps to making price our biatch... or, something like that.  
 
I've been racking my brain to find the magic in one TF and 1 chart and TZ's only, but am 
starting to wonder if more must be incorporated to unlock full potential. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 8, 2014 9:24pm | Post# 10092

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} Any talk of interest rates and the dollar will go nuts.. be aware! 
You are right mate. My SL was hit. some orders were profit, so it is still ok. Order made 

during FOMC are a "gambling" one, not based on TRZ or other indicators  
 
@house, 
Is this the end of USD strength ?? 

 

Barbaresco Oct 8, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 10093

 
Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} Lol, this pretty much summarizes my whole experience with trading. But to your 
point, we really have no idea how EURUSDD comes up with his predictions. I imagine it's 
more than 1 chart, 1 tf and only TZ's. For instance, he premised the discussion on TZ's 
by saying it was the first of 7 steps to making price our biatch... or, something like that. 
I've been racking my brain to find the magic in one TF and 1 chart and TZ's only, but am 
starting to wonder if more must be incorporated to unlock full potential. 
I was referring to FXJay and a few others who are able to do it as I had described. 
Granted, they aren't doing it with the precision of EURUSDD, as they hold much more 
than 10 pts DD on some trades, but it would be nice to see what they see as a starting 
point. 
 
If one were to map a river of price based on TZ probabilities over time, or DS zones over 
time, etc., we run into the same issues. In a trending market, all of the probabilities that 
hadn't decayed to lim~0 would be against price action. There must be something that 
many of us aren't seeing. 

 



jackprobe Oct 9, 2014 2:32am | Post# 10094

 
There is a zone around 2765. At TF H4, it is not yet COBB, but @H1 we can see COBB. 
May be it will go down a little, before reach 2765. 

 

wealthpro Oct 9, 2014 2:41am | Post# 10095

 
Quoting jackprobe 
There is a zone around 2765. At TF H4, it is not yet COBB, but @H1 we can see COBB. 
May be it will go down a little, before reach 2765. 
JACKPROBE what is the meaning of COBB 

 

jackprobe Oct 9, 2014 3:34am | Post# 10096

 
Quoting jackprobe 
There is a zone around 2765. At TF H4, it is not yet COBB, but @H1 we can see COBB. 
May be it will go down a little, before reach 2765. 
Done 

 

jackprobe Oct 9, 2014 3:37am | Post# 10097

 
Quoting wealthpro 
{quote} JACKPROBE what is the meaning of COBB 
COBB is "Closed Outside Bohlinger Band" , i learned this from Vlady. I forget at what 
page it is, try to look at his posts. Vlady gave some images about this. 

 

ephisi Oct 9, 2014 6:01am | Post# 10098

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Bulls have taken over for the short term. yesterdays move was suprising 
No more suprised with current price action. Bulls in control. Buying dips except things 
change 

 

evrynet Oct 9, 2014 6:08am | Post# 10099

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} No more suprised with current price action. Bulls in control. Buying dips expect 
things change 
so you expect EUR going down? 

 

hoss Oct 9, 2014 7:44am | Post# 10100

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} Thank you very much kprsa and Vlady. I'm long on NZD to 7964 and CHF short 
to 9440. From the longer term charts. 
NZD complete, just waiting on the CHF. 

 



vlady1974 Oct 9, 2014 7:52am | Post# 10101

 
Quoting hoss 
{quote} NZD complete, just waiting on the CHF. 
Great stuff on the NZD! Just had a look on the CHF and that's looking good so far 
(igindex view though, no mt4). 

 

hoss Oct 9, 2014 8:05am | Post# 10102

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Great stuff on the NZD! Just had a look on the CHF and that's looking good so 
far (igindex view though, no mt4). 
Thanks, Vlady. Good stuff in here. 

 

limprobable Oct 9, 2014 8:53am | Post# 10103

 
Hello here, 
 
Still reading and learning. 
 

I am playing with Kprsa reccurrent statistics v3 and enjoy it  
 
Can someone one explain all the statistics on the left and mainly the red and blue arrow 
on charts? 
 
Thanks to all for this thread. 
 
Green pips to you 

 

paladim Oct 9, 2014 9:08am | Post# 10104

 
Quoting limprobable 
Hello here, Still reading and learning. I am playing with Kprsa reccurrent statistics v3 and 

enjoy it Can someone one explain all the statistics on the left and mainly the red and 
blue arrow on charts? Thanks to all for this thread. Green pips to you 
 
welcome...linsanity....limposible.. ..lincredible... 

 

kprsa Oct 9, 2014 9:17am | Post# 10105

 
Quoting limprobable 
Hello here, Still reading and learning. I am playing with Kprsa reccurrent statistics v3 and 

enjoy it Can someone one explain all the statistics on the left and mainly the red and 
blue arrow on charts? Thanks to all for this thread. Green pips to you 
Hi limprobable, the arrows are by default white for the cleared/resolved (potentially 
transient zones that become recurrent) zones and red and DodgerBlue for the uncleared 
zones (confirmed transient for your parameters). 
 
The most important piece of stats is the "Probability of full resolving". This tells you with 
which probability will the left-side transient zone become a recurrent zone in the future 
for your selected h_left and h_right (in version 3 it is possible to look at those numbers 



separately). 
 
If you want to look more precisely, at the end-of-the-candle zones (I call those "fractal" 
zones) or the mid-bar (I call those "transient" zones) zone in your data and are 
wondering what is the probability that it would become recurrent, the answer is in the 
"Probability of fully resolving possible fractal/transient zone". 
The probability of full resolving, mentioned previously, is the aggregated statistics for the 
two types of zones together. 
 
k 

 

ephisi Oct 9, 2014 11:03am | Post# 10106

 
Quoting evrynet 
{quote} so you expect EUR going down? 
I was expecting a pull back, retracement 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 9, 2014 11:20am | Post# 10107

 
Quoting diceman555 
Not sure if this helps ,but for those scalping using variations of this methodology,ive 
established that there is a constant that can be used,that constant is that price returns 
within 10 to 30 pips distance is 66 % ,with less than 1% deviation from that. Dice 
This continues to intrigue me. 
 
Are you saying that 66% of the time (with only a 1% standard deviation), that when you 
draw a left side H, that the right H will be hit 66% of the time with price only going 
against you a max of 30 pips before the right H is hit? 

 

diceman555 Oct 9, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 10108

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} This continues to intrigue me. Are you saying that 66% of the time (with only a 
1% standard deviation), that when you draw a left side H, that the right H will be hit 
66% of the time with price only going against you a max of 30 pips before the right H is 
hit? 
YES, 
 
The point being ,you need to think about the implications of that. 
 
theres a very good reason why . 
 
remember that ,which ever ratio of return you choose will result in perfect equilibrium 
.you have two ways to go,trade with skill of understanding the market and its structure 
or look at the maths ,the 66 % remains constant over time .trend and consolidation. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 9, 2014 3:42pm | Post# 10109

 
Well in a nut shell....We do not expect see a lot of TZs unless course you are using small 
H values. So when we see a LTZ form are we expecting to see a TZ later or not? Pretty 
much no right? We then look for stuff to support that return. 

 



zibiblues Oct 9, 2014 4:06pm | Post# 10110

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello Traders. Im new Here and would like develop this system with You. Would You help 
me upolad good template with trading ruls. I will be grateful for helping. Where can i find 

trading ruls? My chart looks like that . Best Trades for Everyone  

 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 9, 2014 4:23pm | Post# 10111

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} YES, The point being ,you need to think about the implications of that. theres a 
very good reason why . remember that ,which ever ratio of return you choose will result 
in perfect equilibrium .you have two ways to go,trade with skill of understanding the 
market and its structure or look at the maths ,the 66 % remains constant over time 
.trend and consolidation. 
Nice filter dice, I need to look into this more (: 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 9, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 10112

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} YES, The point being ,you need to think about the implications of that. theres a 
very good reason why . remember that ,which ever ratio of return you choose will result 
in perfect equilibrium .you have two ways to go,trade with skill of understanding the 
market and its structure or look at the maths ,the 66 % remains constant over time 
.trend and consolidation. 
Thank you Dice. 
 
Let me see if I am looking at this correctly. 
 
Assuming 100 trades when left H is formed. If you enter a position with the knowledge 
that it will hit right H 66% of the time after retracing away from H between 10 - 30 pips, 
then here is a starting point: 
 



100 trades, stop loss at 31 pips, target at 16+ pips, must factor in spread or commission 
when caculating 
 
34 trades hit stop loss x 31 pips = 1,054 
66 trades go to target of 16 pips = 1,056 
 
Problem with the above is the 66% is only getting back to H, meaning that if you don't 
wait for a 16 pip move away from H before entering the statistics are not valid, but if you 
wait for 16 pips there will be times when it only retraces 10 pips and returns to H so you 
miss the trade which will throw off the statistics as well. Hmmmmm. 
 
More pondering to do but it's a starting point I guess. 
 
Cheers 

 

Barbaresco Oct 9, 2014 7:57pm | Post# 10113

 

Quoting SunSaltwater 

{quote} Thank you Dice. Let me see if I am looking at this correctly. Assuming 100 
trades when left H is formed. If you enter a position with the knowledge that it will hit 
right H 66% of the time after retracing away from H between 10 - 30 pips, then here is a 
starting point: 100 trades, stop loss at 31 pips, target at 16+ pips, must factor in spread 
or commission when caculating 34 trades hit stop loss x 31 pips = 1,054 66 trades go to 
target of 16 pips = 1,056 Problem with the above is the 66% is only getting back to H, 
meaning that if you don't... 
If you enter every point from 10-30 (avg 20 minus 1.5 for Spread), with SL 31 + Spread 
(call it 32.5 for a net loss of 14), it yields +12.21 -4.76 = 7.45 pts expected return per 
trade. 45% wins is BE. Diceman if you could share your data it would be huge... 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 9, 2014 9:32pm | Post# 10114

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} If you enter every point from 10-30 (avg 20 minus 1.5 for Spread), with SL 31 
+ Spread (call it 32.5 for a net loss of 14), it yields +12.21 -4.76 = 7.45 pts expected 
return per trade. 45% wins is BE. Diceman if you could share your data it would be 
huge... 
I thought of averaging in like this as well; however, my concern would be almost all of 
your wins would have a partial position on and every single loss would have a full 
position on yielding a losing strategy overall. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 9, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 10115

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} I thought of averaging in like this as well; however, my concern would be almost 
all of your wins would have a partial position on and every single loss would have a full 
position on yielding a losing strategy overall. 
Exactly - need to see Dice's data. Without spread, this and many other probabilities like it 
can be optimized to come out at BE - and with spread, they lose. When you find this 
everywhere you look for probabilities, it really is quite impressive that the market can be 
that efficient - which is the beauty of similarity - identifying when the market is not being 
efficient. 

 



pedma Oct 9, 2014 10:08pm | Post# 10116

 
Quoting paivarm 
{quote} Thanks pdema. Correct. The idea is to work with simple concepts, is precisely 
what I do in this EA . I'm not a master I admit it, I need to learn a lot, but I think I got 
something very interesting and it's working. Soon I will post the code open here . With 
respect to the sentence of your friend, tell him that banks like: UBS , Barclays , Credit 
Suisse and Goldman.... are quitting their traders and putting algorithms in their places. 
The Swiss bank resigned Gallers David, head of trading CDS and put in its place a 
algorithm using mathematical... 

Understood ...  

 

pedma Oct 9, 2014 10:09pm | Post# 10117

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} YES, The point being ,you need to think about the implications of that. theres a 
very good reason why . remember that ,which ever ratio of return you choose will result 
in perfect equilibrium .you have two ways to go,trade with skill of understanding the 
market and its structure or look at the maths ,the 66 % remains constant over time 
.trend and consolidation. 
Thanks a lot Dice. This is a Great information, i remember now, no need to be a 100% 

perfectionist  

 

pedma Oct 9, 2014 10:13pm | Post# 10118

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} I was expecting a pull back, retracement 

Ou, more and more wonderful information i get. Thanks mates  

 

jinakado Oct 10, 2014 1:33am | Post# 10119

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here you go Few things to focus on: a- Positive Floating b- 94.55% profit trades 
(243/257) c- Max consecutive losses = 2 d- Max volume = 1 lot/trade e- Total profit > 
100% in less than 1 month {image} 
Hello.  
Can you please explain the rules again? (when to enter and exit. where to put take profit 
and stop loss? what time frame to trade?) 
because I am not good in English and there are many posts with many system rules, I do 
not know what system do you use.. 
I am trading more than 1 year.. but could not find any working systems... lost more than 
$20K... but can not stop trading.. please help me. 

 

chrissfx Oct 10, 2014 2:22am | Post# 10120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Good morning @ all, 
 
i'm trying to understand how to trade with the Tz's. Could someone, who already use it for 
trading, give an example for a trade opportunity at e/u right now? 
 



Here is the H1 chart: 
 

 
 
So, we have an Even-TZ to the downside and a Uneven-TZ to the upside. A trade towards 
the Even-TZ? What would be the choice? 
 
 
Regards 
 
Chriss 

 

chrissfx Oct 10, 2014 3:11am | Post# 10121

 
Quoting chrissfx 
... A trade towards the Even-TZ? What would be the choice... 
We arrived at the Even-TZ. Would have been this a "classic zone trade"? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 10, 2014 3:27am | Post# 10122

 
Quoting chrissfx 
Good morning @ all, i'm trying to understand how to trade with the Tz's. Could someone, 
who already use it for trading, give an example for a trade opportunity at e/u right now? 
Here is the H1 chart: {image} So, we have an Even-TZ to the downside and a Uneven-
TZ to the upside. A trade towards the Even-TZ? What would be the choice? Regards 
Chriss 
The Even TZ had been cancelled the following day. Any subsequent return to the range 
should noted but the initial "return" has been already achieved so is weaker - but not 
completely irrelevant. 
 
The last UnEven TZ is a bottom, so price is heading up. Look for turbulence when it gets 
to the last Uneven TZ (top) as it will either continue or bounce. 
Using the Even TZ's levels could be good scalping targets. 

 

chrissfx Oct 10, 2014 3:54am | Post# 10123

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} The Even TZ had been cancelled the following day. Any subsequent return to the 
range should noted but the initial "return" has been already achieved so is weaker - but 



not completely irrelevant. The last UnEven TZ is a bottom, so price is heading up. Look 
for turbulence when it gets to the last Uneven TZ (top) as it will either continue or 
bounce. Using the Even TZ's levels could be good scalping targets. 

thanks  

 

vlady1974 Oct 10, 2014 5:07am | Post# 10124

 
Quoting chrissfx 

{quote} thanks  
Just had a look at this now (back in the office).... that last TZ looks really....EVEN.  
And price has come back to clear it. What we should now be looking for is a close outside 
of bollinger which should hopefully coincide with an Uneven TZ bottom. 
 
The 1H is forming a hammer, which is a nice reversal candle... but it's inside my 
bollinger... so the tail could still indicate further downside target. Overall this price action 
is hesitant until FOMC speeches. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 10, 2014 5:14am | Post# 10125

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just had a look at this now (back in the office).... that last TZ looks 
really....EVEN. And price has come back to clear it. What we should now be looking for is 
a close outside of bollinger which should hopefully coincide with an Uneven TZ bottom. 
The 1H is forming a hammer, which is a nice reversal candle... but it's inside my 
bollinger... so the tail could still indicate further downside target. Overall this price action 
is hesitant until FOMC speeches. 
Just watching this now... 
On 5M, a UTZ has formed based on h> 3 
On 1H, a UTZ has formed but h=1!! LOL 

 

Ullen Oct 10, 2014 11:09am | Post# 10126

 
Hey friends! 
 
The price created on most USD pairs is not the real value. Price will return to real value 
soon. 
 
I hope some of you can figure out what this means, and why the price is ''faked'' 
 
Cheers 
 
Ullen 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 10, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 10127

 
Quoting Ullen 
Hey friends! The price created on most USD pairs is not the real value. Price will return to 
real value soon. I hope some of you can figure out what this means, and why the price is 
''faked'' Cheers Ullen 
 
Why be cryptic? Never understood this. 



 
If you want to help, then help and be as clear as possible, use charts, etc. If you are 
worried about too many people trading the same way and this effecting your results then 
don't post anything. 
 
Cheers. 

 

burnssss Oct 10, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 10128

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Why be cryptic? Never understood this. If you want to help, then help and be as 
clear as possible, use charts, etc. If you are worried about too many people trading the 
same way and this effecting your results then don't post anything. Cheers. 
Ullen was very clear. You must study the post and develop your system. This is the 
philosophy of autor of this thread : Eurusdd 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 10, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 10129

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Ullen was very clear. You must study the post and develop your system. This is 
the philosophy of autor of this thread : Eurusdd 
While Ullen is entitled to do whatever he wants, "Ullen was very clear" is obviously a 
false statement. Don't want to get in to a back and forth, just pointing out that he was 
not clear and my opinion is I wish everyone would be clear. 

 

lazyegg Oct 10, 2014 4:12pm | Post# 10130

 
Could someone please guide me what is the "TZ", have a nice weekend everyone 

 

Barbaresco Oct 10, 2014 4:24pm | Post# 10131

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Why be cryptic? Never understood this. If you want to help, then help and be as 
clear as possible, use charts, etc. If you are worried about too many people trading the 
same way and this effecting your results then don't post anything. Cheers. 
Agreed. The point of the site is to share knowledge and pool brainpower. This thread has 
been relatively BS-free and has a number of smart and kind people attempting to further 
it for everyone. Once people begin to exclude either through coded speak / referring to 
PM's, etc., it destroys the spirit of the community. I understand Ullen's point, but the lack 
of specificity makes it void of value... like this post up to now... 
 
TZ observations - the left side H-values have little effect on probabilities - they are 
relatively equivalent, but number of opportunities much larger. However, without some 
other insight, I can't find value in trading TZ's. The bars large enough to trade contain 
almost all of the losses, and multiple TZ's in a row are akin to a repainting indicator. 
Conversely, trading them as breakouts works until a consolidation range, where you also 
get killed. TZ's on range bars and renko bars have the same drawbacks. I also tried 
sequencing left-side TZ's in a row, confirmed TZ's vs potential TZ's forming, either in a 
row or over X time, looked exclusively at non-potential TZ's, etc. etc. 
 
DS/Sim - while EURUSDD said not to look at these as S/R, they do seem to have S/R 
validity, and many here are trading them this way. 



 
CI/Boll/Stoch/ZZ - this seems to have the most potential as an idea. Finding different 
indicators that are supposed to represent the same thing, or represent something 
different but agree 9X% of the time - find enough of them and find different levels or 
dimensions of DS. I can see how you might be able to pinpoint something this way. 
 
Caveats: I write EA's and do not trade manually. While I arrived late, I did actually read 
the thread, and hopefully will be able to contribute. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 10, 2014 4:25pm | Post# 10132

 
Quoting lazyegg 
Could someone please guide me what is the "TZ", have a nice weekend everyone 
Start at post 5717 on pg 286 - or, read the whole thread for better understanding 

 

lazyegg Oct 10, 2014 6:37pm | Post# 10133

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Start at post 5717 on pg 286 - or, read the whole thread for better 
understanding 
Thank you so much 

 

adeforex Oct 11, 2014 8:02am | Post# 10134

 
UPDATE: Someone may find this useful. 
 
For many people asking for templates, signals, i think is better to develop what really 
works for you first. 
I know that we have very different way of trading, for me , i can spear 3-6 hours trading 
time per day,especially asian market close towards london market. After developing my 
scalping system which is still profitable, then i started tweaking with this probability 
analysis, (kudos to great minds that put everything together, The thread starter,eurusdd 
and other great unselfish minds). I have to read, and re-read several times, many pages, 
before i can even understand some terms and behavior ,i dont need to understand all, i 
just grab what really works for me, and improve them. Now, it is paying off better than i 
expected. 
 
Now, how do i use it more profitably now? With my initial way of trading over 
time. 
 
Firstly, i have a fairly ok scalping system that i am previously used -( at least, everyone 
must know know to trade, at least have an understand how price movement works, and 
develop good system for him/herself.With this, you will help your self against, making 
unnecessary loss trades that can be easily avoided). 
 
Secondly, i focus more on 1hr, 15 mins, and entry on 5 mins for quick trades due to my 
limited time. I dont like leaving my trades running for hours, i am not there for hours, 
because i dont have access to monitor trades besides my free time. ( anyone should 
know what time frame is suitable for him/her, so that you are more focused. 
 
Thirdly, on every last few hours ,close to the end of daily charts, i like to see which pairs 
were greatly moved during the day. I take note of the top 4-5, especially if MAJORS are 
part, then, they are my target for the next day. This will give me ability to know and 



monitor what is happening on those pairs, at the beginning on the new day. 
 
Yes: my greatest tool i use is THIS - http://www.myfxbook.com/forex-market/currencies 
. I SELECT THE TIME FRAME TO BE DAILY, THEN I CLICK ON: CHANGE(PIPS), this 
re-arrange all the pips, from most sold, to most bought PAIRS for the day or vice versa. 
Then i quickly note top 4-5 of them ( probably 2 for most bought, and 2 for most sold), 
then mostly go back to the chart, quickly analyse them from my lesser time frame, 5 
minutes, as for me, then to higher time frame of up to 4 hours, especially when the pairs 
started moving speedily during the day, noting if there is room for it to continue the next 
day, because most of the time, there will be a lot of activities on them the following day. 
I cant send more than 10 mins on them for all these summaries and analysis. I just want 
to know which pairs to focus more on. Then also noting any barriers ahead, like SD, 
support and resistance. 
 
Fourthly, i apply my system to trade when i see good signals. It has been working for 
me, now with the use of transient zones, it even makes it easier. 
I dont joke with order flow, SD, and momentum, with good money 
managements, THEY CAN GIVE YOU GOOD MONEY in the long run. This is what 
my strategies are based upon. 
 
The bottom line is, forex is complex to trade, but with good system and probability 
trades, if you know what you are doing, you will have a hedge in the market in the long 
run. My next journey is compounding and big lots trading. 
There are great system here, playing with many of them using probability setups like this 
can really help in the long run. 
I am still learning, learning and learning and i wont stop learning and improving. 
 
NEXT my yesterday trades and its analysis 

 

adeforex Oct 11, 2014 8:08am | Post# 10135

 
3 Attachment(s) 
I normally trade like 4 times, but yesterday was around 16 trades winning over 140 pips in 
3 hours or so. 
and some of my trades, very few counter trend, and i went out as fast as possible. I also 
need to learn now to hold on to some trades to avoid spreads payments, BUT being a 
scalper , i am not that patience for that. I am still learning and see how far i will go with my 
new improvements. 

 



 

 

 

jinakado Oct 11, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 10136

 
Hello guys!! 
I have read from post 5717 on pg 286. 
still can not catch when to enter and exit... 
maybe because my english is bad...  
I saw nice statement from trader like MikiMax, FX-Jay, brekz1, adeforex etc  
I really want to have 98% success trades like you guys. even 70-80% success trades will 
be great for me.  
 
Can you guys help me by Skype showing me how to trade the system with big 
probability? it will be better for me watching and understand it because my english is 
bad.. 
I am ready to pay you $100 for help. 
if someone can help, PM me , I will send skype id. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 11, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 10137

 
Quoting jinakado 
Hello guys!! I have read from post 5717 on pg 286. still can not catch when to enter and 
exit... maybe because my english is bad... I saw nice statement from trader like MikiMax, 
FX-Jay, brekz1, adeforex etc I really want to have 98% success trades like you guys. 
even 70-80% success trades will be great for me. Can you guys help me by Skype 
showing me how to trade the system with big probability? it will be better for me 
watching and understand it because my english is bad.. I am ready to pay you $100 for 
help. if someone can help, PM me , I will... 



Jinkado, I'm sorry to hear about your FX losses and am happy that you are putting in the 
effort to get on track. Please stop live trading until you have tested your intended system 
with 100% objective rules. Also, please understand that anyone who is able to help you 
would not do so for money. Anyone who wants your $100 will be a charlatan. If you are 
developing something and have specific questions, I'm sure many here will help you, but 
we are all also working and trading our own systems, so please understand that broad 
requests are difficult. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 11, 2014 3:52pm | Post# 10138

 
Quoting jinakado 
Hello guys!! I have read from post 5717 on pg 286. still can not catch when to enter and 
exit... maybe because my english is bad... I saw nice statement from trader like MikiMax, 
FX-Jay, brekz1, adeforex etc I really want to have 98% success trades like you guys. 
even 70-80% success trades will be great for me. Can you guys help me by Skype 
showing me how to trade the system with big probability? it will be better for me 
watching and understand it because my english is bad.. I am ready to pay you $100 for 
help. if someone can help, PM me , I will... 
I will tell you now there is no precise entry or exit if that is what you are looking for. I'm 
serious. Not joking or being cryptic. 
 
This TZ thing is a concept you build your system around. There are many ways to trade 
it. Some method you trade away from a forming TZ, some method you trade towards a 
forming TZ. 
 
You cannot treat TZ like indicator. No if it shows A do B that kind of thing. Treat TZ like a 
setup. A setup does not mean a trade. 

 

orid Oct 11, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 10139

 
Quoting jinakado 
Hello guys!! I have read from post 5717 on pg 286. still can not catch when to enter and 
exit... maybe because my english is bad... I saw nice statement from trader like MikiMax, 
FX-Jay, brekz1, adeforex etc I really want to have 98% success trades like you guys. 
even 70-80% success trades will be great for me. Can you guys help me by Skype 
showing me how to trade the system with big probability? it will be better for me 
watching and understand it because my english is bad.. I am ready to pay you $100 for 
help. if someone can help, PM me , I will... 
Hi jinakado 
best not to offer $ for help you probably havea100 pms already lol ,read the thread 
matey its almost as much fun working things out as raking in the $ afterwards. people 

here i nice and helpful but you gotta do the hard yards . so you know what to ask  
Regards orid peter 

 

Gregoryy Oct 12, 2014 1:50am | Post# 10140

 
1 Attachment(s) 
i'm new here, i've read this thread over and over, got a an idea how it works. but i can't 
seems to get the indicator works..especially the indicator and template for r-v1, r-v2, it 
looks very different from the attachment that eurusdd posted..  
 
do i have the right chart? it seems very different as its without CI, bulls (doesn't show 
anything), semafor etc 



 

 

mohsen_hps Oct 12, 2014 2:44am | Post# 10141

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Hi friends.  
I could not I download the indicator and template system. Please put 
me on this indicator and template system. 



 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 12, 2014 5:30am | Post# 10142

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you 
are guaranteed are re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be 
transient and price moves to a region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade 
the re-visits. But don't try to buy when price hits the top of the suspect zone because the 
zone is still forming!!! 
key 

 

jackprobe Oct 12, 2014 5:38am | Post# 10143

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi jinakado best not to offer $ for help you probably havea100 pms already lol 
,read the thread matey its almost as much fun working things out as raking in the $ 
afterwards. people here i nice and helpful but you gotta do the hard yards . so you know 

what to ask  Regards orid peter 

Short and clear Orid  

 

jackprobe Oct 12, 2014 5:41am | Post# 10144

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I will tell you now there is no precise entry or exit if that is what you are looking 
for. I'm serious. Not joking or being cryptic. This TZ thing is a concept you build your 
system around. There are many ways to trade it. Some method you trade away from a 
forming TZ, some method you trade towards a forming TZ. You cannot treat TZ like 
indicator. No if it shows A do B that kind of thing. Treat TZ like a setup. A setup does not 



mean a trade. 
Good conclusion cfdtaleong ...... 

 

jackprobe Oct 12, 2014 5:48am | Post# 10145

 
Quoting mohsen_hps 
Hi friends. I could not I download the indicator and template system. Please put me on 
this indicator and template system. {image} 
There are some indicators (click at clip icon at top right of every page), download and put 
it to your chart. You do not need template, just read the thread, you can build your own 
template or system from that indicators. Apply the concept, for similarity concept you 
can use every indicator you want, although it is repaint. For TRZ concept, you can use 
freefox indicator. Just read this thread over and over again, you will have a good system 
someday .... 

 

mohsen_hps Oct 12, 2014 6:10am | Post# 10146

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} There are some indicators (click at clip icon at top right of every page), 
download and put it to your chart. You do not need template, just read the thread, you 
can build your own template or system from that indicators. Apply the concept, for 
similarity concept you can use every indicator you want, although it is repaint. For TRZ 
concept, you can use freefox indicator. Just read this thread over and over again, you will 
have a good system someday .... 
 
 
Sorry I'm confused. So I asked indicators and templates and share out.  

 

GU-Night Oct 12, 2014 6:48am | Post# 10147

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mohsen_hps 
{quote} Sorry I'm confused. So I asked indicators and templates and share out. 
Here: 



 

 

adeforex Oct 12, 2014 8:53am | Post# 10148

 
Quoting jinakado 
Hello guys!! I have read from post 5717 on pg 286. still can not catch when to enter and 
exit... maybe because my english is bad... I saw nice statement from trader like MikiMax, 
FX-Jay, brekz1, adeforex etc I really want to have 98% success trades like you guys. 
even 70-80% success trades will be great for me. Can you guys help me by Skype 
showing me how to trade the system with big probability? it will be better for me 
watching and understand it because my english is bad.. I am ready to pay you $100 for 
help. if someone can help, PM me , I will... 
Well, i dont think it will be nice to pay anyone that will assist you to get good signals or 
teach you how to trade the similarity system.Everything still centered on you your self 
just like barbaresco said. This is a free thread and anyone requesting fund will not be 
welcomed here. We are here to help ourself. 
Having said that, i dont know how many years you have been trading but i will say that 
just open demo trade and see how these zones form first and the reactions of the price 
around those zones. 
Now to help you more from my previous trading tricks, i will show you some zones i 
would love to trade on my 5 mins chart. 

 

adeforex Oct 12, 2014 8:58am | Post# 10149

 
1 Attachment(s) 
on thursday 9,oct , EURAUD was part of my watchlist on http://www.myfxbook.com/forex-
market/currencies/1440 as i have said on earliar post, assuming i traded it , i will still win 
good pips. 
Now, lets see it, from daily chart (see thursday candle), i would be looking for BUY signals 
all through. 
See why on the chart 



 

 

adeforex Oct 12, 2014 9:07am | Post# 10150

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Assuming i monitor the trade on 5 mins, those places i marked "x" would have been some 
of my targets to buy using my scalping techniques with transient zones analysis. You can 
see other time frames. If you see from the beginning of the charts, count how many zones 
you would have gotten, then lets assume you don't want to counter trend, how many would 
have been profitable? Most important thing is that identify likely direction of the price trend 
for the day, after let your entry signals always align mostly with the direction, do it until you 
build your self well before you start thinking of counter trending options/zones. 
ENOUGH SAID. GO TO DEMO TRADE THIS WEEK AND SEE IF IT MAKES SENSE. 
CHEERS 

 



 

 

jinakado Oct 12, 2014 9:20am | Post# 10151

 
Quoting adeforex 
Assuming i monitor the trade on 5 mins, those places i marked "x" would have been 
some of my targets to buy using my scalping techniques with transient zones analysis. 
You can see other time frames. If you see from the beginning of the charts, count how 
many transient zones you would have gotten, then lets assume you don't want to 
counter trend, how many would have been profitable? ENOUGH SAID. GO TO DEMO 
TRADE THIS WEEK AND SEE IF IT MAKES SENSE. CHEERS {image} {image} 
thanks a lot. I will try to reread everything and open a demo account - start trading. 

 

mohsen_hps Oct 12, 2014 9:59am | Post# 10152

 
1 Attachment(s) 
What is the name of this indicator? 



 

 

Rahimseven Oct 12, 2014 11:26am | Post# 10153

 
Just getting through the full thread in 3 days. Many true gems here. Thanks to all that 
have shared. THIS IS TRULY MIND BLOWING. The TZ section starting at pg. 
286...ATOMIC!!!  
 
EURUSDD, and the rest of the contributors, many blessings to you and yours... 

 

adeforex Oct 12, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 10154

 
Quoting mohsen_hps 
What is the name of this indicator? {image} 
that should be HEIKENASHI SMOOTH, I THINK. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 12, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 10155

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
think of a modification to TZ that will never fail you three times in a row. NOTE: Such a 
technique exists! 
I believe this is what he wanted us to focus on, not using TZ's a S/R. I can't find the 
quote quickly, but he did also specifically say to NOT use the TZ's as S/R. This is 
precisely what I believe a few people have figured out, and what I can't yet see. 

 

Baillie Oct 12, 2014 5:01pm | Post# 10156

 
Quoting adeforex 



Assuming i monitor the trade on 5 mins, those places i marked "x" would have been 
some of my targets to buy using my scalping techniques with transient zones analysis. 
You can see other time frames. If you see from the beginning of the charts, count how 
many zones you would have gotten, then lets assume you don't want to counter trend, 
how many would have been profitable? Most important thing is that identify likely 
direction of the price trend for the day, after let your entry signals always align mostly 
with the direction, do it until you build... 
I like the way you categorize and separate strong and weak currencies, very nice tip for 

everyone.  

 

paladim Oct 12, 2014 7:34pm | Post# 10157

 
Quoting adeforex 
Assuming i monitor the trade on 5 mins, those places i marked "x" would have been 
some of my targets to buy using my scalping techniques with transient zones analysis. 
You can see.... 
Dear adeforex, 
 
If change = +86% meant strong buy? 
if change = - 12% meant strong sell? 
 
Thank you. 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 12, 2014 9:24pm | Post# 10158

 
Good trading week to all.  

 

paladim Oct 12, 2014 10:58pm | Post# 10159

 
Hi Chief and all good friends, 
 
I am trying with freefox transient indi, the fully formed left bar with "h", either transient 
zone or recurrent zone probability, after closed mid bar, and for confirmation, I wait for 2 
right bar closed, then I enter trade long/short, but often the zone will repaint... how do 
you observe to spot a correct entry point? 
 
Thank you. 
Paladim 

 

hepsibah Oct 13, 2014 1:18am | Post# 10160

 
Quoting paladim 
Hi Chief and all good friends, I am trying with freefox transient indi, the fully formed left 
bar with "h", either transient zone or recurrent zone probability, after closed mid bar, and 
for confirmation, I wait for 2 right bar closed, then I enter trade long/short, but often the 
zone will repaint... how do you observe to spot a correct entry point? Thank you. Paladim 
If you mean by repaint that price goes above the mid bar high (if it is a potential top TZ 
forming), this is exactly the situation Eurusdd looks for. Read post #5884 a few times 
until you see what he is saying. Rather than enter beneath the zone assuming it is going 
to be transient (low probability), enter after it has gone above and confirmed it is 
recurrent rather than transient and trade back towards the zone. However, you must use 



a SL as there will be occasions where price takes off and doesn't return. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 13, 2014 1:38am | Post# 10161

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Start at post 5717 on pg 286 - or, read the whole thread for better 
understanding 

Ou je je je, i missed this one, even i have read it so many times .....  Thank you very 

much Barbaresco, i love this post  

 

paladim Oct 13, 2014 1:39am | Post# 10162

 
Hepsibah, 
 
The forming of transient zone or recurrent zone, both repaint....experts like EURUSDD, 
Lady, Jay...easily predict where the price will go next..will have big confident to judge the 
current forming of potential zone will end up as transient or recurrent.... 
 
But, when each time i assume it is recurrent or it will be transient according to guideline 
posted on this thread, i enter trade....repaint happens..and end up with loss...I meant if 
this indi repaint alot, yes i know the PTZ is forming, no one will know nor indi will know 
what future will happens; but so many guys here having long winning stream 100 win 0 
loss.....200 win 0 loss....etc... 
 
I know this indi must not use in such a way like others laggy indi out there.....must be 
something i missing for sure....I know people can use plain chart with TZ...and having 

long winning stream....how they done it ???? I really need help ...  
 
TQVM 

Quoting vlady1974 
Guys, there's positive momentum building here so keep it up. Test, te................ 
TQ vlady.... 

 

blueface Oct 13, 2014 1:48am | Post# 10163

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} If you mean by repaint that price goes above the mid bar high (if it is a potential 
top TZ forming), this is exactly the situation Eurusdd looks for. Read post #5884 a few 
times until you see what he is saying. Rather than enter beneath the zone assuming it is 
going to be transient (low probability), enter after it has gone above and confirmed it is 
recurrent rather than transient and trade back towards the zone. However, you must use 
a SL as there will be occasions where price takes off and doesn't return. 
Hi,hepsibah 
 
Thank you for the information.Im still a little perplexed. 
Can you show that on a labeled chart? 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 2:26am | Post# 10164

 
Quoting paladim 



Hepsibah, The forming of transient zone or recurrent zone, both repaint....experts like 
EURUSDD, Lady, Jay...easily predict where the price will go next..will have big confident 
to judge the current forming of potential zone will end up as transient or recurrent.... 
But, when each time i assume it is recurrent or it will be transient according to guideline 
posted on this thread, i enter trade....repaint happens..and end up with loss...I meant if 
this indi repaint alot, yes i know the PTZ is forming, no one will know nor indi will know 
what future... 
I am agree with you. I set up indicator today and watching them all time. it is repainting. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 2:29am | Post# 10165

 
Quoting jinakado 
{quote} I am agree with you. I set up indicator today and watching them all time. it is 

repainting.  
Hey buddy, repainting isn't such a bad thing if you know how to leverage it. The markets 
greatest strength, is also it's biggest weakness. 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 2:44am | Post# 10166

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
I have 3 questions: 
1) what value of H should I set up for the frame 5M , 15M , 1H , 4H? any? they are all 
different? 
2) 32 of 1000 bars (3.2%) . is it important 3.2 %? 
3) If the price break TZ , we are going to looking for buy somewhere around A, and our 
target will be the TZ ?  
because we are almost guaranteed revisit to TZ if it was broken.  
 
they are all repainting, I do not know how you guys have no loss of 100-200 trades. 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 2:57am | Post# 10167

 
Quoting jinakado 
{image} I have 3 questions: 1) what value of H should I set up for the frame 5M , 15M , 



1H , 4H? any? they are all different? 2) 32 of 1000 bars (3.2%) . is it important 3.2 %? 
3) If the price break TZ , we are going to looking for buy somewhere around A, and our 
target will be the TZ ? because we are almost guaranteed revisit to TZ if it was broken. 
they are all repainting, I do not know how you guys have no loss of 100-200 trades. 
Why don't you simply trade what has been confirmed? They don't repaint forever. Which 
is the last CONFIRMED zone on your chart? what is price doing with respect to that zone? 
Trade the UNCONFIRMED zone with the bias you got from the CONFIRMED one. How 
hard can it be? 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 3:10am | Post# 10168

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Why don't you simply trade what has been confirmed? They don't repaint forever. 
Which is the last CONFIRMED zone on your chart? what is price doing with respect to that 
zone? Trade the UNCONFIRMED zone with the bias you got from the CONFIRMED one. How 
hard can it be? 

 
I think because when it already confirmed, it is too late too get enter as you see on the 
screen. 

 

paladim Oct 13, 2014 3:15am | Post# 10169

 
Quoting jinakado 
{image} I have 3 questions: 1) what value of H should I set up for the frame 5M , 15M , 
1H , 4H? any? they are all different? 2) 32 of 1000 bars (3.2%) . is it important 3.2 %? 
3) If the price break TZ , we are going to looking for buy somewhere around A, and our 
target will be the TZ ? because we are almost guaranteed revisit to TZ if it was broken. 
they are all repainting, I do not know how you guys have no loss of 100-200 
trades.  

+1 jinakado  

 

paladim Oct 13, 2014 3:25am | Post# 10170

 
Quoting jinakado 
{quote} {image} I think because when it already confirmed, it is too late too get enter 



as you see on the screen. 
still digesting....my eye red,watery, itchy, head abit weight, real headache , drink lot of 
lemon since hours back.....and body very tired...cause sleepless just to crack this code.. 
 
 
from my understanding, do you see the nearest recurrent zone on the left side of your 
chart? 
 
once the last recurrent zone occurred/closed/confirmed/......whatsoever to express 
this....my native language non english..soz 
 
 
tat previous recurrent zone is our new target, the take profit level.. 
 
so one we confirmed this is our target, we then let the price to move up to roof and wait 
and look for good entry for short/sell/price move down (reverse direction)....but how and 
when to entry? 
 
if we found our entry on top roof.....we will trade from top to down to hit tat tp level....u 
got wat i meant? 
 
and is wat i meant is right? really hope some expert will help to answer 
directly/plainly...pls dont give blur answer... 
 
TQVM, 
Paladim 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 3:41am | Post# 10171

 
it sounds very rude I know, but IF we are here to help each other and developing, why 
wouldn't you upload your system explanation with pictures or even with video?  
because it is 1000 of time better watch than read something.  
as I understand, there is no exactly 1 entry and exit rules , because you can adopt it as 
your system. 
If you guys already adopted it as yours and having good results, please show us. 
I know that someone is testing it and someone is already having the system. 
no one cares what you do, but We can together make something better. 2 and more 

brains are always better than 1  
Of course no one have to do it. it is your right.  
 
sorry again If you think that I am a slacker. 

 

paladim Oct 13, 2014 3:47am | Post# 10172

 
Quoting jinakado 
it sounds very rude I know, but IF we are here to help e.... 

 

 

leeshindig Oct 13, 2014 3:59am | Post# 10173

 
Quoting jinakado 
{quote} {image} I think because when it already confirmed, it is too late too get enter 
as you see on the screen. 



 
Start from higher time frames first, down to small ones with a large H. Find the true 
transient areas. 
 
A 5 minute chart will just burn holes in your pockets. 

 

hepsibah Oct 13, 2014 4:04am | Post# 10174

 
It has been said by Vlady and many others that there is no 'system'. Eurusdd gave us an 
incredibly valuable concept and some have adapted it to suit their own trading styles. It is 
doubtful than any of them have a template + indicators to hand over to anyone, even if 
they felt so inclined. And why should they since they have put in many, many hours to 
devise something unique to them. 
 
However, ppl have been trying to help you, not least Eurusdd. Here is probably the clearest 
example he used of one way of using the concept profitably. Note that, in this example, 
repainting of a forming TZ that proves not to be a TZ is your friend (as LITEchild pointed 
out). Read it over and over again until you see it. 
 

One way to use this to your benefit. 
 

since transient rectangles have small heights in general, if 
price falls into the region A, we can assume we are in a 
recurrent zone. So prices within the zone A will be hit by at 
least two bars or price will pull back into the rectangle 
above!!! 
 

Attached Image (click to enlarge) 

http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1408155594  

 

leeshindig Oct 13, 2014 4:09am | Post# 10175

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Maybe some of you new guys need to learn to spot transient zones with the naked eye, and 
understand their behaviour. Then you may be able to understand the nature of them. 
 



 

 

leeshindig Oct 13, 2014 4:13am | Post# 10176

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

MikiMax Oct 13, 2014 4:56am | Post# 10177

 
Frankly. The Financial Market, Forex in particular 
is a highly competitive field. Do NOT expect anyone 
will feed you with a silver spoon... 
There are great promises, possibilities of a high reward, 



but at the same time there are great risks, great scammers/marketers 
that offer you ' A Holly Grail'. 
It is much better to be realistic, practical. 
Do not expect miracles at once. 
We are here to help each other. But what does it mean to help? 
How one can help anyone without knowing his/her preferences, personality etc. 
There are thousands of examples that actually it is impossible to directly copy 
anyone's style/system/strategy. Give the same one, to the two different people 
and each of them will achieve distinctive result. 
Be realistic,be practical. Everyone has to do himself the work. 
What is here at FF and also in Life in general that sometimes, when you've got 
an open mind, you have a chance to meet a person, who is really gentle and 
generous, 
to give you a right idea, hint, pointing your nose in the right direction. 
People like Eurusdd, Vlady and many Wise Minds here in this thread are right 
examples. 
One has to hear it, not just listen; has to understand it not just read, has to do the 
work, 
walk the way, not just talk. 
Just my morning thoughts. 

 

hepsibah Oct 13, 2014 5:05am | Post# 10178

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Frankly. The Financial Market, Forex in particular is a highly competitive field. Do NOT 
expect anyone will feed you with a silver spoon... There are great promises, possibilities 
of a high reward, but at the same time there are great risks, great scammers/marketers 
that offer you ' A Holly Grail'. It is much better to be realistic, practical. Do not expect 
miracles at once. We are here to help each other. But what does it mean to help? How 
one can help anyone without knowing his/her preferences, personality etc. There are 
thousands of examples... 

Excellent post  

 

paladim Oct 13, 2014 5:15am | Post# 10179

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Frankly. The Financial Market, Forex in particular is a highly competitive field............... 

da best i think i found the answer alr...thanks Hepsibah, LiTEchild, jinakado, 

leeshindig...and Miki!  
 
ofcourse, full respect to EURUSDD, Madmoney, vLady...all the best! 

 

josh11 Oct 13, 2014 7:07am | Post# 10180

 
Quoting MikiMax 
Frankly. The Financial Market, Forex in particular is a highly competitive field. Do NOT 
expect anyone will feed you with a silver spoon... There are great promises, possibilities 
of a high reward, but at the same time there are great risks, great scammers/marketers 
that offer you ' A Holly Grail'. It is much better to be realistic, practical. Do not expect 
miracles at once. We are here to help each other. But what does it mean to help? How 



one can help anyone without knowing his/her preferences, personality etc. There are 
thousands of examples... 
Great Post mate!! 
 

Anyone still struggling pls re-read this thread there is bits of gold everywhere  

 

Rahimseven Oct 13, 2014 7:15am | Post# 10181

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I'm on my third read from pg 286. Here are just some of the Jewels I had collected 
along the way for personal use... There are many many more!!! Thanks for all that have 
contributed. Take time and absorb a bit here and there. If you find yourself lost and 
confused consider this a part of the process and take a break. Sleep on it and do 
something pleasingly constructive. The first read was a mathematical mind bend for me, 
but the second time through...BOOOM!!! Bombs started dropping and unearthing jewels 
EVERYWHERE! LOL 
 
Like a chemical extraction. The spent material may still has a few alkaloids left. so a few 
more pulls will prove valuable indeed! 
Jewels of the TZ section.pdf  

 

vlady1974 Oct 13, 2014 7:55am | Post# 10182

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
I'm on my third read from pg 286. Here are just some of the Jewels I had collected along 
the way for personal use... There are many many more!!! Thanks for all that have 
contributed. Take time and absorb a bit here and there. If you find yourself lost and 
confused consider this a part of the process and take a break. Sleep on it and do 
something pleasingly constructive. The first read was a mathematical mind bend for me, 
but the second time through...BOOOM!!! Bombs started dropping and unearthing jewels 
EVERYWHERE! LOL Like a chemical extraction.... 
 
Excellent stuff!  
 
Kinda weird scrolling through and then seeing words you've written in someone else's 
notes. Well done for collating this Rahimseven.... hopefully you've put it to good use! 

 

Rahimseven Oct 13, 2014 8:11am | Post# 10183

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent stuff! Kinda weird scrolling through and then seeing words you've 
written in someone else's notes. Well done for collating this Rahimseven.... hopefully 
you've put it to good use! 
 
Many thanks to you Vlady!!! MANY THANKS! 
 
Reading your own words is a special thing isn't it? A valuable recurrence in many 

ways.   

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 8:16am | Post# 10184

 



Quoting leeshindig 
Maybe some of you new guys need to learn to spot transient zones with the naked eye, 
and understand their behaviour. Then you may be able to understand the nature of 
them. {image} 
NICe! 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 8:18am | Post# 10185

 
Quoting jinakado 
{image} I have 3 questions: 1) what value of H should I set up for the frame 5M , 15M , 
1H , 4H? any? they are all different? 2) 32 of 1000 bars (3.2%) . is it important 3.2 %? 
3) If the price break TZ , we are going to looking for buy somewhere around A, and our 
target will be the TZ ? because we are almost guaranteed revisit to TZ if it was broken. 
they are all repainting, I do not know how you guys have no loss of 100-200 trades. 

You are sitting on it   

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 8:34am | Post# 10186

 
Quoting paladim 

{quote} +1 jinakado  
I'm assuming this is free fox's indy? REPAINTING is one of the ideas. You will not have a 
lot of trades if they don't repaint. 

 

Rahimseven Oct 13, 2014 8:42am | Post# 10187

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I'm assuming this is free fox's indy? REPAINTING is one of the ideas. You will 
not have a lot of trades if they don't repaint. 
Exactly! "A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order for it to 
be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The probability of 
this happening is 3%" 
 
Completed TZs do not repaint... 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 8:52am | Post# 10188

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Exactly! "A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order 
for it to be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The 
probability of this happening is 3%" Completed TZs do not repaint... 

Did i write that?  

 

jusiur Oct 13, 2014 8:56am | Post# 10189

 
Quoting jinakado 
{quote} {image} I think because when it already confirmed, it is too late too get enter 
as you see on the screen. 
jianakado, re-read again LITE´s post: "Trade the UNCONFIRMED zone with the bias you 

got from the CONFIRMED one"  



 

Rahimseven Oct 13, 2014 9:11am | Post# 10190

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Did i write that?  
 
LOL, I think that was yours. Hey, it was in quotes...lol 
 
 
Was one of the notes I took that made it crystal clear for me. 
 
Thank you! 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 9:15am | Post# 10191

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
The beauty of this is summed up in one powerful statement - Price is 97% recurrent, 3% 
transient. That said how can you actually trade this statement? Turn it into a series of 
applicable logic. 1)A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order 
for it to be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The 
probability of this happening is 3% 2)A potential TZ has a 97% probability of not 
becoming a true TZ, therefore it can be said that price is likely to move in such a way 
that it finds itself back at the... 
Well quoting myself, it amazes me to no end that I was able to write this and yet not be 
able to trade it at the time of writing!. That said I can understand the frustration some of 
you face. A few have said it before that the confusion arises as some the methods 
presented here trade towards the point of interests while others trade away from it. 
Therein exists the beauty of this TZ business. The last few examples are almost dead 
give aways. 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 9:47am | Post# 10192

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Exactly! "A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order 
for it to be declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The 
probability of this happening is 3%" Completed TZs do not repaint... 

 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 9:52am | Post# 10193

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
I'm on my third read from pg 286. Here are just some of the Jewels I had collected along 
the way for personal use... There are many many more!!! Thanks for all that have 
contributed. Take time and absorb a bit here and there. If you find yourself lost and 
confused consider this a part of the process and take a break. Sleep on it and do 
something pleasingly constructive. The first read was a mathematical mind bend for me, 
but the second time through...BOOOM!!! Bombs started dropping and unearthing jewels 
EVERYWHERE! LOL Like a chemical extraction.... 

I am reading it. thanks a lot!! good job!!!  

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 10:52am | Post# 10194



 
1 Attachment(s) 
...very good time to short AUDJPY... 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 10:55am | Post# 10195

 
Quoting jusiur 
{quote} jianakado, re-read again LITE´s post: "Trade the UNCONFIRMED zone with the 
bias you got from the CONFIRMED one" 

...And they say we talk in riddles! How much clearer can we make it?  

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 11:39am | Post# 10196 

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
you sell there because the price came to the TZ A ? or because TZ B is forming? 

 



jinakado Oct 13, 2014 11:45am | Post# 10197

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
is it good time to buy?? 

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 10198

 
Quoting LITEchild 
...very good time to short AUDJPY... {image} 
HEHEHE, Nice one! the TZ trick is in this picture. 

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 10199

 
Hiho together. 
 
This is something I don't understand. 
When I read this: 
 
"A potential TZ is formed when price has not been there for H. In order for it to be 
declared a true TZ, price must not touch that level for another H. The probability of this 
happening is 3%" 
 
And see this: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1413214654 
 
Then I would go long. The left part of the TZ has formed. The probability that its a 
transient TZ is ~3%. So it is likely that price will go above the TZ. So why should I go 

short here? (Don't counting in that its some kind of resistant area or any MA will 
say that the trend is down.) 
Also this statement: "Trade the UNCONFIRMED zone with the bias you got from the 
CONFIRMED one" 
And when I look at the lower yellow line which will be become the next confirmed TZ 
then the bias would be long!? 
 
 



Thanks in advance 
hila 
 
PS: I'am at page 424 and continuing reading and also watching the actual posts I 

thought I can post a question even when not finished reading the whole thread. .  
I don't grasp it now but also from my side a big thanks to EURUSDD and all the guys 
giving us information and help to understand!!! 

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 10200

 
Quoting hilavoku 
Hiho together. This is something I don't understand. When I read this: "A potential TZ is 
formed when price has not been there for H. In order for it to be declared a true TZ, 
price must not touch that level for another H. The probability of this happening is 3%" 
And see this: {image} Then I would go long. The left part of the TZ has formed. The 
probability that its a transient TZ is ~3%. So it is likely that price will go above the TZ. 

So why should I go short here? (Don't counting in that its some kind of resistant 
area or any MA will... 
You need to pay attention to which potential TZ has been forming first, that is the 1st 
priority. 
 
It is below 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:08pm | Post# 10201

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} HEHEHE, Nice one! the TZ trick is in this picture. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 10202

 
Quoting hilavoku 
And when I look at the lower yellow line which will be become the next confirmed 
TZ then the bias would be long!? 

...you do have a crystal ball then?  

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 10203

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} You need to pay attention to which potential TZ has been forming first, that is 
the 1st priority. It is below 
Ah. Then I looked at the wrong TZ! I need to look at the lowest TZ cause its the first non 
confirmed one. Than I understand why the bias is short. Right? 

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 10204

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} ...you do have a crystal ball then?  

Haha LITE. I have balls but they don't enlighten me. . I can't take the lowest 



unconfirmed TZ into consideration cause (as the name states it) its not confirmed. So the 
bias of the last confirmed TZ is short... 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 10205

 
Quoting hilavoku 

{quote} Haha LITE.I have balls but they don't enlighten me. . I can't take the 
lowest unconfirmed TZ into consideration cause (as the name states it) its not confirmed. 
So the bias of the last confirmed TZ is short... 

(you just made my day) 

 

Barbaresco Oct 13, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 10206

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} HEHEHE, Nice one! the TZ trick is in this picture. 
All I see is standard manual S/R trading - nothing wrong with it, but also nothing to do 
with the TZ trick I'm trying to grasp. 
 
The area being traded in the chart is already confirmed recurrent. The stats no longer 
apply to this range since the conditions have been satisfied. What am I missing? 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:22pm | Post# 10207

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} All I see is standard manual S/R trading - nothing wrong with it, but also 
nothing to do with the TZ trick I'm trying to grasp. The area being traded in the chart is 
already confirmed recurrent. The stats no longer apply to this range since the 
conditions have been satisfied. What am I missing? 
not strictly true. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 13, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 10208

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} not strictly true. 
Statistically significant relationship between some confirmed recurrent H and behavior of 
some smaller H? 

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 1:28pm | Post# 10209

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} (you just made my day) 
Then its something valuable I have done to this thread. Even when it has nothing to do 

with trading.  
 
But what sometimes helps is to re-think the things you get here. Activating the own brain 
and to question things you read. It's not that complex but because the information given 
is somewhat superficial you can't take the info and say YES. That's it. I make the steps 
one,two, three and the pips are mine. I can see that there are many possibility's to 
combine DS and TZ with other strategies to have an edge. Wow! And the best there are 



combinations which won't rely on lagging indicators. 
Now I need to read the last 90 pages of this thread and keep calm. Re-think the stuff. 
Re-read the PDFs and special posts given. And then create a 'simple' and , 'robust' 
strategy. 
 
thanks 
hila 

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:32pm | Post# 10210

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} All I see is standard manual S/R trading - nothing wrong with it, but also 
nothing to do with the TZ trick I'm trying to grasp. The area being traded in the chart is 
already confirmed recurrent. The stats no longer apply to this range since the conditions 
have been satisfied. What am I missing? 
No they have not been satisfied yet. Exactly the TZ trick YOU are trying to grasp is not 
the one I am point to. 

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 10211

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Ah. Then I looked at the wrong TZ! I need to look at the lowest TZ cause its the 
first non confirmed one. Than I understand why the bias is short. Right? 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 10212

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Statistically significant relationship between some confirmed recurrent H and 
behavior of some smaller H? 
simply depends on the 'h' you are using on any particular timeframe. The defintion holds 
true, only in as much as 'h' is satisfied. 



 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 1:36pm | Post# 10213

 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Then its something valuable I have done to this thread. Even when it has 

nothing to do with trading. But what sometimes helps is to re-think the things 
you get here. Activating the own brain and to question things you read. It's not 
that complex but because the information given is somewhat superficial you can't take 
the info and say YES. That's it. I make the steps one,two, three and the pips are mine. I 
can see that there are many possibility's to combine DS and TZ with other strategies to 
have an edge. Wow! And the best there are combinations... 

Your attitude is 97% recurrent and 3% Transient! I predict you will go far my friend. 
Sometimes, the trick is not looking for the right answers, but asking the right 
questions... 

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 10214

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} All I see is standard manual S/R trading - nothing wrong with it, but also 
nothing to do with the TZ trick I'm trying to grasp. The area being traded in the chart is 
already confirmed recurrent. The stats no longer apply to this range since the conditions 
have been satisfied. What am I missing? 
The area being traded in the chart is already confirmed recurrent. RIGHT 
 
 
The stats no longer apply to this range since the conditions have been satisfied. 
WRONG 
 
 
What am I missing? You are not missing it, you are looking at it in the wrong way. 

 

corvogrigio Oct 13, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 10215

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} No they have not been satisfied yet. Exactly the TZ trick YOU are trying to grasp 
is not the one I am point to. 
hello Baillie ..could you please explain and elaborate about the one you are pointing to? 
 
thank you in advance 
 
Franco 
 
oops.... the time I wrote my post you accomplished my request...lol My luck I thanked 

you in advance  

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 10216

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} hello Baillie ..could you please explain and elaborate about the one you are 
pointing to? thank you in advance Franco oops.... the time I wrote my post you 

accomplished my request...lol My luck I thanked you in advance  



 

 

leeshindig Oct 13, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 10217

 
All this to and fro 
 
Not even a good place to short imo. 
 
edit. sorry, it might end up being, but you can maybe get slightly higher first, is all I 
mean! 

 

Barbaresco Oct 13, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 10218

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} simply depends on the 'h' you are using on any particular timeframe. The 
defintion holds true, only in as much as 'h' is satisfied. 
I made the observation a few pages back that each h or tf must be satisfied 
independently, since what would show as recurrent on M1 may show as transient on 
M15. So, taking it a step further, are you suggesting that probability at any given time is 
some weighted avg of h's, satisfied vs. unsatisfied? And, if so, there must be some 
magnitude component, k, such that the probability would be predictive outside of the 
current range, i.e. setting targets for multi-year lows based on current TZ's... Shall I 
venture down this rabbit hole? 

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 1:47pm | Post# 10219

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} {image} 
Thanks Baillie. Then there is still some time for the 1st potential TZ to be a confirmed 
one. Then I think I could understand those 'time based' statements concerning those 
potential TZs... 
I need to get the (potential) TZs into one big picture to make a decision if there is still a 
chance for a potential TZ to become a confirmed one... 
 
I really thank you guys for the help you are giving here. I guess sometimes it is not easy 

to give the same help again and again.  

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 10220

 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Thanks Baillie. Then there is still some time for the 1st potential TZ to be a 
confirmed one. Then I think I could understand those 'time based' statements concerning 
those potential TZs... I need to get the (potential) TZs into one big picture to make a 
decision if there is still a chance for a potential TZ to become a confirmed one... I really 
thank you guys for the help you are giving here. I guess sometimes it is not easy to give 

the same help again and again.  
You have a better chance of trading recurrent zones not TZ's. Probabilities are better that 

potential TZ's will not become confirmed TZ's. I cannot say anything else about this.   

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 10221



 
Quoting leeshindig 
All this to and fro Not even a good place to short imo. edit. sorry, it might end up 
being, but you can maybe get slightly higher first, is all I mean! 
I disagree. That was a perfect place to short. Will it work out? Maybe, maybe not. All the 
technical analysis in the world will not move money in the market for you! Thats 
why risk and trade analysis/management is so important. We have all seen >90% 
probability calls/setup made by EURUSDD fail here a few times before. That's why I said 
the key is to ask the right questions first, not necssarily just looking for right answers to 
the wrong ones. The biggest secret for me, is not having 97% succesful trades. It's 
having an average of 50% wins and still achieving 97% profit targets. It's how you 
ensure your losses don't affect your account to the same degree the winners does. That 
is what gives your edge the air it needs to breathe. I have ZERO tolerance for 
drawdown. If doesn't go my way immediately, I cut the loss at once and wait for 
it to come to me in my intended direction for a re-entry. That is exactly what I've 
just done with the setup I posted. Cut the trade(doesnt mean the setup was wrong). Now 
I have a stop order waiting at 93.85(AUDJPY). I opened this trade explorer late friday, to 
track my new adventure into scalping land. I'm conventionally a swing trader, but 
decided to give scalping a shot. So far I've taken 15 trades. 6 wins. 9 losses. yet I'm up 
about 50% of my account in about 24hrs of trading! a higher win rate simply becomes a 
bonus and has absolutely nothing to do with my success. The earlier people grasp this, 
the earlier the headaches will reduce about trying to overcomplicate TZs! 

 

Bartleby Oct 13, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 10222

 
Im getting more and more confused. I really appreciate the people who are trying to help 
even if they do it not that clearly. 
It´s funny that everyone ( who got a heureka moment) tells people that there are 
different ways , giving hints and can´t understand why people don´t understand them. 
Maybe its just the issue that they can´t remember how lost they were at the beginning. 
 
I got a question LITEchild. If i get it correct , your TP had only a chance of 7.6241 % to 
get hit while h=40 . All talking about its a probability game, then why do you took the 
trade? 

 

leeshindig Oct 13, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 10223

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I disagree. That was a perfect place to short. Will it work out? Maybe, maybe 
not. All the technical analysis in the world will not move money in the market for you! 
Thats why risk and trade analysis/management is so important. We have all seen >90% 
probability calls/setup made by EURUSDD fail here a few times before. That's why I said 
the key is to ask the right questions first, not necssarily just looking for right answers to 
the wrong ones. The biggest secret for me, is not having 97% succesful trades. It's 
having an average of 50% wins... 
 

Chill dude. It's only forex.  

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 10224

 
Quoting leeshindig 

{quote} Chill dude. It's only forex.  



exactly  

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 10225

 
Quoting Bartleby 
Im getting more and more confused. I really appreciate the people who are trying to help 
even if they do it not that clearly. It´s funny that everyone ( who got a heureka moment) 
tells people that there are different ways , giving hints and can´t understand why people 
don´t understand them. Maybe its just the issue that they can´t remember how lost they 
were at the beginning. I got a question LITEchild. If i get it correct , your TP had only a 
chance of 7.6241 % to get hit while h=40 . All talking about its a probability game, 
then why do... 

where did you get those numbers from?  

 

hilavoku Oct 13, 2014 2:40pm | Post# 10226

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} You have a better chance of trading recurrent zones not TZ's. Probabilities are 
better that potential TZ's will not become confirmed TZ's. I cannot say anything else 

about this.   
Sorry Baillie. Sure you are right. I made a mistake. I meant that there is still a chance of 
a potential TZ to be erased by price. Man. Even in a post I make a mistake even when I 

wan't to says the right thing.  

 

Bartleby Oct 13, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 10227

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} where did you get those numbers from?  
Ok rechecked your shared screenshot with h=48 . I used the recurrence_statistic 
indicator for that.  
At the time you entered your short trade the possible h48 transcient zone at the bottom 
(the target of your tp) was already 30 bars transient. 
I took both percentages and subtracted one from the other to get the remaining 
probability of hitting your target in the next 18 candles or 9 hours. 
 
Did that again with correct h=48 , and i got an even smaller percentage 5,4794% 
 
But okay..maybe i just get everythings wrong , even though everythings is talked out so 

openly  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 13, 2014 2:46pm | Post# 10228

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} The area being traded in the chart is already confirmed recurrent. RIGHT The 
stats no longer apply to this range since the conditions have been satisfied. WRONG 
What am I missing? You are not missing it, you are looking at it in the wrong way. 

I was there for some time I admit and still walk into trees, but a lot less so now. So to 
ease the pain and pay it forward here is a tip.  
 
When you see the left side of a TZ form do you know if the next bar that begins the right 



side will be higher or lower? You don't. 
 
It can go higher or lower creating either a PTZ or a FTZ(failed TZ) so depending of how it 
moved, you plan your move to return to it. 
 
FTZs are your friend.  
PTZs are your friend. 
TZs are your friend. 
 

Anymore and I might get shot  

 

Baillie Oct 13, 2014 3:02pm | Post# 10229

 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Sorry Baillie. Sure you are right. I made a mistake. I meant that there is still a 
chance of a potential TZ to be erased by price. Man. Even in a post I make a mistake 

even when I wan't to says the right thing.  
No problem Man, I was just pointing out my #1 rule to keep you in the right direction. 
 
Everyone, I know that this is a difficult concept to grasp at first and there have been a 
LOT of different theories tossed around how to trade this. So, as a reminder, because I 
made this statement before, find the trader that has posted something useful, pull their 
posts and read them. I would look at charts where someone has taken the time to mark 

them and post in this thread.  
 
If you do not get it in a minute, no worries, just re read and look at your charts. 
 
Also, you do not have to be a genius to figure this out! The biggest revelation of this 
theory for me was the 97% - 3% PROBABILITY statement. If you look at my posts you 

will see that is what I harp about the most.  

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 3:04pm | Post# 10230

 
Quoting Bartleby 
{quote} Ok rechecked your shared screenshot with h=48 . I used the 
recurrence_statistic indicator for that. At the time you entered your short trade the 
possible h48 transcient zone at the bottom (the target of your tp) was already 30 bars 
transient. I took both percentages and subtracted one from the other to get the 
remaining probability of hitting your target in the next 18 candles or 9 hours. Did that 
again with correct h=48 , and i got an even smaller percentage 5,4794% But 
okay..maybe i just get everythings wrong , even though everythings... 
I don't think that's how those percentages are supposed to be used with uncompleted 

zones, but hey, what do I know?  

 

kprsa Oct 13, 2014 3:55pm | Post# 10231

 
Quoting Bartleby 
{quote} Ok rechecked your shared screenshot with h=48 . I used the 
recurrence_statistic indicator for that. At the time you entered your short trade the 
possible h48 transcient zone at the bottom (the target of your tp) was already 30 bars 
transient. I took both percentages and subtracted one from the other to get the 
remaining probability of hitting your target in the next 18 candles or 9 hours. Did that 



again with correct h=48 , and i got an even smaller percentage 5,4794% But 
okay..maybe i just get everythings wrong , even though everythings... 
Hi, 
 
For the probabilities it is always good to check the pertinent timescale. For the downtrend 
in AUDJPY it is the D1 (or higher). The probability then turns out to be much higher than 
this. On the lower timeframe (H1) the pullback become a fractal zone and therefore 
price-repulsive (as you can calculate), so this is a very safe trade. 
 
I basically do the same thing, with the numbers in, but to the same effect. To put it 
bluntly this is THE prototypical trade I'd do and recommend with the TZ method. 
 
k 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 4:07pm | Post# 10232

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} If doesn't go my way immediately, I cut the loss at once and wait for it to come to 
me in my intended direction for a re-entry. That is exactly what I've just done with the 
setup I posted. Cut the trade(doesnt mean the setup was wrong). Now I have a stop order 
waiting at 93.85(AUDJPY). 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} so this is a very safe trade. 
Exactly according to plan... 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 4:19pm | Post# 10233

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} {quote} Exactly according to plan... {image} 
...and if it stops going according to plan, cut trade short, rinse. repeat. How hard can it 

be? It's a no brainer.  

 



LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 10234

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} {quote} Exactly according to plan... {image} 
there seems to be enough fuel in the tank too.. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 5:22pm | Post# 10235

 
1 Attachment(s) 
USD just weakened across board. Best way to trade this? USDJPY gets my vote...sell 

rallies  

 

 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 6:39pm | Post# 10236

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} {quote} Exactly according to plan... {image} 
Recurrent zone confirrmed. More positions added at 98.6(stop order) 



 

 

RBlackburn Oct 13, 2014 7:25pm | Post# 10237

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Recurrent zone confirrmed. More positions added at 98.6(stop order) {image} 
Hey mate... just pointing out we're holding above today's daily pivot (0.9661) at the 
moment 
R1 @ 94.37 looks likely imo... which would take out your stop.. just an observation 
Good luck! 

 



 

LITEchild Oct 13, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 10238

 
Quoting RBlackburn 
{quote} Hey mate... just pointing out we're holding above today's daily pivot (0.9661) at 
the moment R1 @ 94.37 looks likely imo... which would take out your stop.. just an 
observation Good luck! {image} 
that's exactly what stops are for. To limit losses. The winrate doesn't even matter, as 
long as the wins stay much bigger than the losses, then no harm done. 
That being said, if 93.6 breaks, then the probability of seeing 94.37 BEFORE 93.00 is 
very slim indeed imo. Tnx. Moreover, JPY is still the strongest currency at the moment 
and AUD the weakest(according to my algos anyway). What are the odds? 

 

Barbaresco Oct 13, 2014 9:16pm | Post# 10239

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} I was there for some time I admit and still walk into trees, but a lot less so 
now. So to ease the pain and pay it forward here is a tip. When you see the left side of a 
TZ form do you know if the next bar that begins the right side will be higher or lower? 
You don't. It can go higher or lower creating either a PTZ or a FTZ(failed TZ) so 
depending of how it moved, you plan your move to return to it. FTZs are your friend. 

PTZs are your friend. TZs are your friend. Anymore and I might get shot  
Well, I don't want the trick spelled out, even if I never get it. So, please don't feel that I 
am looking for a specific answer. I am happy to do the work and find my own stats, just 
want to be looking at it in the same way first. 
 
I see a recurrent zone as being confirmed and therefore satisfied for that H and TF by a 
single retrace through it. The indicators are also written this way. So, either this is 
incorrect, and there are multiple H-values or TF's being used to define whether a range is 
recurrent or satisfied, or there is something else entirely that I am missing. 

 

jinakado Oct 13, 2014 9:55pm | Post# 10240

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a transient zone 
may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act. (This is where the secret 
is) Riskless profit in most cases. you can declare the area immediately above the zone as 
h-recurrent and then look for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns 
out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your 
sell will still win. EITHER way, you will win!! 
Hello guys. Can anybody explain it again with pictures?  
how it can be both win and win? 

 

summicron Oct 13, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 10241

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jinakado 
{quote} Hello guys. Can anybody explain it again with pictures? how it can be both win 
and win? 



 
 
In this example, a second potential transient zone is already forming. But anyway we 
focus on the potential transient zone developing in blue area. 
 
Once prices enter recurrent zone (green) you are gonna buy. TP will be somewhere near 
top of green area. Or near top of blue area. 
 
Bar A hits your recurrent zone TP. You win even if blue area goes on to become full 
transient zone. This is what that paragraph is talking about. 
 
Bar B hits your transient zone TP. A bigger win. Blue area fails to become a full transient 
zone. 

 

brekz1 Oct 13, 2014 10:45pm | Post# 10242

 
hi guys, 
 
anyone here targetin EURUSD around 1.2518 
anyone have same target? 

 



RBlackburn Oct 13, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 10243

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} that's exactly what stops are for. To limit losses. The winrate doesn't even 
matter, as long as the wins stay much bigger than the losses, then no harm done. That 
being said, if 93.6 breaks, then the probability of seeing 94.37 BEFORE 93.00 is very slim 
indeed imo. Tnx. Moreover, JPY is still the strongest currency at the moment and AUD 
the weakest(according to my algos anyway). What are the odds? 
Yeah ok i know about stops. I just noticed that you we're shorting it and to me it looked 
like moving higher..so i thought i'd give you a different perspective.. 

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 3:51am | Post# 10244

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Well, I don't want the trick spelled out, even if I never get it. So, please don't 
feel that I am looking for a specific answer. I am happy to do the work and find my own 
stats, just want to be looking at it in the same way first. I see a recurrent zone as being 
confirmed and therefore satisfied for that H and TF by a single retrace through it. The 
indicators are also written this way. So, either this is incorrect, and there are multiple H-
values or TF's being used to define whether a range is recurrent or satisfied, or there is 
something... 
Hi Barbaresco, 
 
I think it might be neat to calculate the probabilities of the (n+1)-st revisit in the next 
h_right time units, given n revisits have happened in the past (i.e. during the last h_left 

bars). The recurrent zones as we know them are but a special case for n=1. I suspect the 
probability will turn out to be quite high. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 3:58am | Post# 10245

 
Quoting RBlackburn 
{quote} Yeah ok i know about stops. I just noticed that you we're shorting it and to me it 
looked like moving higher..so i thought i'd give you a different perspective.. 
There is a worse thing regarding this trade than the pivot point, and that is that I have 
publicly endorsed it. There is nothing more certain, neither death nor taxes, than the 
unfavourable outcome of my pet trades.  
I should make a thread, with the visitor's rule to trade contrarian (hell, I'd trade 

contrarian myself). It would make many people rich.  
 
k 
 
(I'm only kidding, following this overall approach you'd have made a dozen favorable 
trades on this pair already in the past month or so.) 

 

leeshindig Oct 14, 2014 4:33am | Post# 10246

 
Quoting leeshindig 
All this to and fro Not even a good place to short imo. edit. sorry, it might end up being, 
but you can maybe get slightly higher first, is all I mean! 
 



Reason why I said slightly higher for the short was the problem areas above on the daily. 
Infact, there's still another of around 8 pips from the 9th of October. But maybe that was 
enough for now. Either way, I was sleeping when it happened ha. 

 

corvogrigio Oct 14, 2014 4:54am | Post# 10247

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} There is a worse thing regarding this trade than the pivot point, and that is that 
I have publicly endorsed it. There is nothing more certain, neither death nor taxes, than 
the unfavourable outcome of my pet trades. I should make a thread, with the visitor's 
rule to trade contrarian (hell, I'd trade contrarian myself). It would make many people 

rich. k (I'm only kidding, following this overall approach you'd have made a dozen 
favorable trades on this pair already in the past month or so.) 
Hi KPRSA 
 
My compliments for your indy Transient_zones and TY so much for sharing. 
 
I'm wondering if it wold be difficult for you to make a couple of small changes 
 
1) possibility of different values for left H and right H 
2) possibility of visualize ETZ or UTZ only 
 
Thank you in advance 
 
Franco 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 14, 2014 5:17am | Post# 10248

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} Hi KPRSA My compliments for your indy Transient_zones and TY so much for 
sharing. I'm wondering if it wold be difficult for you to make a couple of small changes 1) 
possibility of different values for left H and right H 2) possibility of visualize ETZ or UTZ 
only Thank you in advance Franco 
1 has already been addressed in V3........ 

 

burnssss Oct 14, 2014 5:37am | Post# 10249

 
Hi all  
Many messages lately. People from the beginning of the thread, has been working hard 
to get any result. By this I mean, anyone trying to get results in just one week, he is 
very confused.  
Regarding TZ are those postulated by Eurusdd. If you change the length of each part 
(H_left, H_right), ye are altering transient_recurrent odds.  
Careful with that.  
A principle of "Eurusdd" H_left is that if the price did not go through that price, then we 
can assume that H_righ increase the odds.  
Think of the simple example:  
B = bullish  
L = bearish  
If H_left = 5, we have B B B B B  
What do you think will be in H_righ?  
If you change the length of H_righ and H_left, the odds will not be real.  
If you want to know where does all this, you have posted to the thread Markov.  



All of this comes from there, applied on the graph.  
Do not change settings if you do not know where they come from. 

 

adeforex Oct 14, 2014 5:59am | Post# 10250

 
2 Attachment(s) 
No need to complicate things: 
Yesterday trades went around break even. I couldn't concentrate much due to some other 
distractions, went for few counter trend, that i couldn't monitor after some winnings, but 
still manage around break even. 
Today, Just 2 hours: 6 trades, 1 loss and am done. No need to complicate things again. Let 
the price serves to you as eurusdd always advice. I am neither mathematician,statistician 
nor an engineering students, i just understand what the market shows me and tells me. 
DEVELOP YOUR SELF AND PRACTICE, PRACTICE AND PRACTICE PROBABILITY TRADES with 
good system is what makes the difference, and am getting more confidence each day. 
I think i will stop giving brokers BIG money. I will start small, be patience, trade carefully, 
win big, compound, compound and compound ,withdraw profits, redistribute to other 

brokers and keep compounding. And see what will be after a year . 
 
STARTING WITH ANOTHER BROKER USING JUST $100-200 at the end of the month, i will 
use account file attached below and see how it goes. Targeting 40% monthly with my trade 

secret. That is, i have to win like 15%-25% weekly, uuummmm . It is possible, yes,it is. 
projection.xls 

 

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 6:39am | Post# 10251

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} Hi KPRSA My compliments for your indy Transient_zones and TY so much for 
sharing. I'm wondering if it wold be difficult for you to make a couple of small changes 1) 
possibility of different values for left H and right H 2) possibility of visualize ETZ or UTZ 
only Thank you in advance Franco 
Ciao Franco, 
 
1) is done in v3, as cfdtaleong mentioned. 
2) what do you mean exactly by ETZ or UTZ? End-of-bar and mid-bar? 
 
k 

 

blueface Oct 14, 2014 7:24am | Post# 10252

 

Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Ciao Franco, 1) is done in v3, as cfdtaleong mentioned. 2) what do you mean 
exactly by ETZ or UTZ? End-of-bar and mid-bar? k 
Hi,kprsa 
V3 has an Alert function? 



 

GU-Night Oct 14, 2014 7:40am | Post# 10253

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Ciao Franco, 1) is done in v3, as cfdtaleong mentioned. 2) what do you mean 
exactly by ETZ or UTZ? End-of-bar and mid-bar? k 
Hey kprsa, first I want to thank you for your contribution to this thread and your recurrence 
indicator. 
 
Secondly, I want to ask you what you find about the idea to add an alert when a possible 
problem bar becomes a true problem bar (I don’t know if that is possible) In the pictures 
below I’ll show why. 
 
Big thanks for your time and effort. Much appreciated. If you don’t like the idea, ignore it! 
 
GU 

 

 

 



vlady1974 Oct 14, 2014 7:52am | Post# 10254

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Hey kprsa, first I want to thank you for your contribution to this thread and your 
recurrence indicator. Secondly, I want to ask you what you find about the idea to add an 
alert when a possible problem bar becomes a true problem bar (I don’t know if that is 
possible) In the pictures below I’ll show why. Big thanks for your time and effort. Much 
appreciated. If you don’t like the idea, ignore it! GU {image} {image} 
Actually K, I second this. It would be good to get an bar indicator for A or h+1 where the 
Arrow is not grey but either Red/Blue. 

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 8:26am | Post# 10255

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} Hi,kprsa V3 has an Alert function? 
Hi all, 
 
it will have it soon.  
 
k 

 

doublePip Oct 14, 2014 8:45am | Post# 10256

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For anyone interested, I have modified kprsa's RecurrenceStatisticV3 indicator for larger 
text. 
None of the coding has been touched apart from displaying the text in customizable 
format, including font size/color, line spacing and indent. If the indicator is removed from 
a chart, all text objects are removed unlike the "Comment". 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV3_Text Mod.mq4  

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 8:55am | Post# 10257

 
Hey doublePip, 
 
thanks, I think many people would find this useful! 
 
This is an important reason for code-sharing, people can first verify the code, play with it 
and do what they want. Essentially, you don't start from scratch then. 
 
Also, if anbody else has a version they found useful for sorting out a specific problem, 
please upload it here, as there may be more people that would find it useful. The code-
sharing is also beneficial for me because I can easily add these modifications into the 
main version given a display of interest. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

feline207 Oct 14, 2014 9:02am | Post# 10258

 
Quoting adeforex 



No need to complicate things: Yesterday trades went around break even. I couldn't 
concentrate much due to some other distractions, went for few counter trend, that i 
couldn't monitor after some winnings, but still manage around break even. Today, Just 2 
hours: 6 trades, 1 loss and am done. No need to complicate things again. Let the price 
serves to you as eurusdd always advice. I am neither mathematician,statistician nor an 
engineering students, i just understand what the market shows me and tells me. 
DEVELOP YOUR SELF AND PRACTICE, PRACTICE AND... 

according to that spreadsheet , i would own the world in couple of months be prepared 

 
but i would have to trade with myself, cause all of the money going to be mine then... 

boring  

 

mattkirby Oct 14, 2014 9:15am | Post# 10259

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys, 
 
Long time ago since I posted here last time..... 
 
At the Moment I try to figure out how I can use the TZ zones in a meaningful way for me. But I 
stumple with my tries till now. In the Chart below I got 2 zones which are not finished yet. One above 
one below. My question is what could be a smart way to Profit from such situations or what would 
you TZ pros do here or wait 

for.........   

 

corvogrigio Oct 14, 2014 9:32am | Post# 10260

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Ciao Franco, 1) is done in v3, as cfdtaleong mentioned. 2) what do you mean 



exactly by ETZ or UTZ? End-of-bar and mid-bar? k 
Oh hello K.....so sorry ...but reading so many pages in a short while made me confused; 
actually, in my previous post, i was referring to Transient-Zones indicator...but now that 
I checked discovered that that indy is from Firefox! Anyway I thank you so much for your 
kindness and contribution to the thread. 
 
Ciao F 
 
PS with ETZ I meant Even Transient Zones , with UTZ the uneven ones 

 

summicron Oct 14, 2014 9:32am | Post# 10261

 
Quoting burnssss 
... If you change the length of each part (H_left, H_right), ye are altering 
transient_recurrent odds. Careful with that. A principle of "Eurusdd" H_left is that if the 
price did not go through that price, then we can assume that H_righ increase the odds. 
Think of the simple example: B = bullish L = bearish If H_left = 5, we have B B B B B 
What do you think will be in H_righ? If you change the length of H_righ and H_left, the 
odds will not be real. If you want to know where does all this, you have posted to the 
thread Markov. All of this comes from... 
So your H-Left and H-Right values are equal? 

 

kprsa Oct 14, 2014 9:36am | Post# 10262

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} Oh hello K.....so sorry ...but reading so many pages in a short while made me 
confused; actually, in my previous post, i was referring to Transient-Zones indicator...but 
now that I checked discovered that that indy is from Firefox! Anyway I thank you so 
much for your kindness and contribution to the thread. Ciao F PS with ETZ I meant Even 
Transient Zones , with UTZ the uneven ones 
No problem, all is clear. 
k 

 

corvogrigio Oct 14, 2014 11:03am | Post# 10263

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hello ....the attached picture shows a synthetic index made of a basket of 4 indexes (CAC40 
dax 30 esx50 aex25) but you can put in whatever is in MT4 
 
My idea was to apply the concept of Transient Zones to a ratio of two correlated indexes 
(gold and silver would be my goal). 
 
Unfortunately the attached indy (t101_indy-pricehistory....) lets only to sum pairs or 
indexes but it doesn't allow to have a difference or, better, a ratio. 
 
I tried to modify it but I'm a bit of a naive programmer in mql4.....so no result. Is there 
anyone interested and able to modify it in the way I said? 
 
If someone wanted to try it anyway...must put the indy in the indicator directory and , after 
the usual shut down and reopen of mt4 , download it on a chart and change all timeframes 
so to create the history needed. After that go (on mt4) to button "FILE" and then to "OPEN 
OFFLINE" and choose, between the various #t101# files now created, the one with the 
desired TF. So you have now a chart of this synthetic pair (or index) where you can apply 



any indicator you want. 
 
Open the indy file with Metaeditor to see which are the pairs settled on default for case 2 
(that is the default case ) and to change eventually the pairs in the various groups.  
 
My guess is that if you have to deal with this synt beast you'll have less opportunity to trade 
but more reliable on. Just my guess until i can prove it. 
 
I hope you won't consider my post off-topic but, if the case, ignore it. 
 
Otherwise thank you in advance for your attention. 
 
Franco 

 
t101_indy_pricehistory_v3-dnk_donfix14_hopfi2k_zero_div_fix tick_fix.mq4  

 

Barbaresco Oct 14, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 10264

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Barbaresco, I think it might be neat to calculate the probabilities of the 
(n+1)-st revisit in the next h_right time units, given n revisits have happened in the past 
(i.e. during the last h_left bars). The recurrent zones as we know them are but a special 
case for n=1. I suspect the probability will turn out to be quite high. Cheers, k 
Thanks K - I'll get on this shortly. Tweaking an EA based on indicator similarity now - 
works great, but if the above pans out, even if only for n{2,3} it would be like trading a 
tick chart with the answer key... 

 

forextarget Oct 14, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 10265

 
Quoting mattkirby 
Hi guys, Long time ago since I posted here last time..... At the Moment I try to figure out 
how I can use the TZ zones in a meaningful way for me. But I stumple with my tries till 
now. In the Chart below I got 2 zones which are not finished yet. One above one below. 
My question is what could be a smart way to Profit from such situations or what would 



you TZ pros do here or wait for.........{image} 
where can i get this indicator ? can you pls upload it thnx 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 14, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 10266

 
Quoting adeforex 
No need to complicate things: Yesterday trades went around break even. I couldn't 
concentrate much due to some other distractions, went for few counter trend, that i 
couldn't monitor after some winnings, but still manage around break even. Today, Just 2 
hours: 6 trades, 1 loss and am done. No need to complicate things again. Let the price 
serves to you as eurusdd always advice. I am neither mathematician,statistician nor an 
engineering students, i just understand what the market shows me and tells me. 
DEVELOP YOUR SELF AND PRACTICE, PRACTICE AND... 
Well done. 
 
Looked at your trades on a chart and have no idea how they relate to TZ's but as long as 
it's working for you that is the most important thing. What time frame(s) are you using, 
5 and 1 min? 

 

wireash Oct 14, 2014 8:43pm | Post# 10267

 
the last few page's of this thread were very interesting! 
more insight. more trader's coming forward trying to help other's 
I SALUTE YOU 
within the last few page's: 
trader's that understand the TZ system, and are profitable 
are still here trying to help other's 
I salute you 
NOW it's my time to shine 
step one: 
WHAT DID WE LEARN FROM eur/usd? forex market is not random 
step two: 
we all have our goal'S 
step three: WE ALL NEED SECURITY! 
and so doe's price 
price need's to be protected...(just like the king) 
it need's backup 
exposed candle (king) is nothing without his army 
when you see price go up! 
and there's a big candle up? 
look at your chart! 
price will come back down to the last wick of candle before it will continue going up 
again! 
that exposed candle need's protection just like a king 
king without army or without follower's is not a king!!! 
and price is KING 

 

wireash Oct 14, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 10268

 
either we come to pick him up 
or he will expire 

 



wireash Oct 14, 2014 8:50pm | Post# 10269

 
that is one way to use TZ strategy 
if i missed something !please let me know 
im not afraid of collapsing 4 trillion dollar daily revenue market 
they deserve it! 

 

wireash Oct 14, 2014 8:51pm | Post# 10270

 
K.I.S.S. 
keep it simple stupid 

 

wireash Oct 14, 2014 9:02pm | Post# 10271

 
if you think that if i expose a system in forex market 
that will collapse the monetary system tomorrow 
???????? 
that system is weak 
and it need's to be changed 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 14, 2014 9:35pm | Post# 10272

 
Quoting wireash 
if you think that if i expose a system in forex market that will collapse the monetary 
system tomorrow ???????? that system is weak and it need's to be changed 
LOL.....wow.....can you explain with a detailed chart this potential discovery that can 
"collapse the monetary system". Thank you. 

 

VVizlan Oct 14, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 10273

 
Quoting Freefox 
Attached is new version of indicator called Transient_Zones (it replaces the prior one I 
loaded called Fractal_Zones). It seems more appropriately named now as it’s been 
improved to identify not just the transient zones (TZs) at fractal highs/lows but those 
that form inter-bar. {file} It now also works real-time and fixes the issue where the 
zones disappeared on open of next bar – so all history is kept on the chart now. 
Identifies Developing/Potential Transient Zones I’ve also added a main new feature that 
highlights the “potential” transient zones... 
Forgive me if this question has already been asked and/or I am MT4 stupid, but is the 
source code for this indicator available? I would love to learn from it. Thanks! 

 

adeforex Oct 15, 2014 2:37am | Post# 10274

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Well done. Looked at your trades on a chart and have no idea how they relate to 
TZ's but as long as it's working for you that is the most important thing. What time 
frame(s) are you using, 5 and 1 min? 
I trade on 5mins. It relates like 40% while Other analysis on 60%. 
I think the problem many people are facing is that, they want to trade it alone. It is a 
leading indicator that has a tendency to repaint. But good leading indi like this always 



open our eyes to where the market are faulty or where we can make little crumbs from 
the market. It is repeated though out the thread that probability trade or transient 
trading is not a system nor strategies but market loopholes, even from page one. IT 
MUST NOT BE TRADED ALONE. Even i dont think euusdd traded them alone because he 
kept talking in parables. If you are familiar with symphonie cycle indicators, you will see 
that they work similar. We are to use it to boost our system or strategies. cheers. 

 

smallcat Oct 15, 2014 3:12am | Post# 10275

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Actually K, I second this. It would be good to get an bar indicator for A or h+1 
where the Arrow is not grey but either Red/Blue. 
Nice, thanks mate. sent you a PM. 

 

mattkirby Oct 15, 2014 3:14am | Post# 10276

 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} where can i get this indicator ? can you pls upload it thnx 
you can find the transient zones indicator in the thread attachments. 

 

mhmdfx Oct 15, 2014 7:26am | Post# 10277

 
hello guys 
i'm reading this thread but i have some questions 
1. i use h=10 for 15 min Is this true ?? 
2. the developing zones appear and disappear how you trade with it?? 

 

burnssss Oct 15, 2014 9:43am | Post# 10278

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
the next top will be above 1.2830. that will take time but happen. this leg down will lead 
to a leg above 1.2830 
Completed recurrent Zone!!! 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 15, 2014 10:06am | Post# 10279

 
Quoting mhmdfx 

hello guys i'm reading this thread but i have some questions 1. i use h=10 
for 15 min Is this true ?? 2. the developing zones appear and disappear 
how you trade with it?? 

Read more h=X has been mentioned many times. Use the indicator provided and 
adjust the values till you get. If you are not sure about this use V2 first. 
 

Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} I was there for some time I admit and still walk into trees, but a lot less so 
now. So to ease the pain and pay it forward here is a tip. When you see the left side of a 
TZ form do you know if the next bar that begins the right side will be higher or lower? 
You don't. It can go higher or lower creating either a PTZ or a FTZ(failed TZ) so 



depending of how it moved, you plan your move to return to it. FTZs are your friend. 

PTZs are your friend. TZs are your friend. Anymore and I might get shot  
A zone the disappeared is a FTZ 

 

mhmdfx Oct 15, 2014 11:05am | Post# 10280

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Read more h=X has been mentioned many times. Use the indicator provided and 
adjust the values till you get. If you are not sure about this use V2 first. {quote} A zone the 
disappeared is a FTZ 
as i understood from reading this thread that i wait for appearance of developing zones then 
i expect that it will be TZ so i sell if prices above it because it is in recurrent zone like picture 
#1 but it disappeared so what i will do ?? 
will i get out of my trade with loss you can see pictures below to under stand what i mean 

 



 

 

vlady1974 Oct 15, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 10281

 
Quoting mhmdfx 
{quote} as i understood from reading this thread that i wait for appearance of developing 
zones then i expect that it will be TZ so i sell if prices above it because it is in recurrent 
zone like picture #1 but it disappeared so what i will do ?? will i get out of my trade with 
loss you can see pictures below to under stand what i mean {image} {image} 
Hi Mhd, 
 
I don't think you've understood the "process" correctly. But regardless of what you've 
understood.... in your charts, if you go back to basics, where have the confirmed zones 
occurred? If so, how were you able to capitalise on the opportunity once they were 
confirmed? Try and develop the logic for your own signal rather than let the indicator do 
the signalling for you. Did you understand the concept of Recurranc? What are those 
zones? What does price do at those zones? Where does it go after those zones? Does it 
go anywhere specifically with respect to previous zones?  
 
Analyse your chart! There is loads of information there. 

 

forextarget Oct 15, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 10282

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Mhd, I don't think you've understood the "process" correctly. But regardless 
of what you've understood.... in your charts, if you go back to basics, where have the 
confirmed zones occurred? If so, how were you able to capitalise on the opportunity once 
they were confirmed? Try and develop the logic for your own signal rather than let the 
indicator do the signalling for you. Did you understand the concept of Recurranc? What 
are those zones? What does price do at those zones? Where does it go after those zones? 
Does it go anywhere specifically... 
HI Vlady thank you for your insight on how to use the TZ indicator will you be so kind to 



upload the indicator pls   

 

handy148 Oct 15, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 10283

 
Jeez - some of the numpty posts you get in here are unbelievable. Pity you can't have an 
automatic message at the end of every post saying 
 

READ THE BLOODY 
THREAD  

 

vlady1974 Oct 15, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 10284

 
Quoting handy148 
Jeez - some of the numpty posts you get in here are unbelievable. Pity you can't have an 
automatic message at the end of every post saying READ THE BLOODY THREAD 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 15, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 10285

 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} HI Vlady thank you for your insight on how to use the TZ indicator will you be so 

kind to upload the indicator pls   
All indicators are in the attachments page. 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 15, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 10286

 
Quoting handy148 
Jeez - some of the numpty posts you get in here are unbelievable. Pity you can't have an 
automatic message at the end of every post saying READ THE BLOODY THREAD 
Lets be patient with everyone. Ignore repeated questions and i'll implore that those 
struggling should take their time, go through EURUSDD's post from the beginning of the 

TZ concept and i can assure you. its as simple as ABCD.....   

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 15, 2014 1:57pm | Post# 10287

 
I prefer to trade with 97% being recurrent. Its all about probabilities and my preferred 
time frame is 5min. 

 

ephisi Oct 15, 2014 4:17pm | Post# 10288

 
Eurusdds words keep ringing in my head. "DECEPTION IS PART OF THIS GAME" 
We need to stop analysing like retail traders and start thinking like smart money. 

 



burnssss Oct 15, 2014 4:40pm | Post# 10289

 
I still think that the thread of "delicate secret", also has relation with "tz" for the way in 
which omega appears. 

Somewhat confused.  
 
Sorry: the thread of "3-plan" is where appear omega. 

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 16, 2014 3:27am | Post# 10290

 
There was a question posed by Eurusdd.....can't remember exactly which post 
number.....but it went like this....... A coin was tossed 6 times and they all turned out to 
be the head. If you were asked to bet on the 7th toss will you go for the head or 

tail....... .  
 
Am not sure i know the answer to that. but i will like to know what you think. 
 
 

Anybody........  one of the golden keys to the TZs..... 

 

summicron Oct 16, 2014 4:06am | Post# 10291

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
... A coin was tossed 6 times and they all turned out to be the head. If you were asked to 
bet on the 7th toss will you go for the head or tail ... 
I thought Eurusdd said ... 
 
What is the probability a tail would occur in the 'next 6 toss'? 

 

samaralala Oct 16, 2014 4:14am | Post# 10292

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
There was a question posed by Eurusdd.....can't remember exactly which post 
number.....but it went like this....... A coin was tossed 6 times and they all turned out to 
be the head. If you were asked to bet on the 7th toss will you go for the head or 

tail....... . Am not sure i know the answer to that. but i will like to know what you 

think. Anybody........  one of the golden keys to the TZs..... 
 

I understood it as following: You are meant to treat each event as if it is a 
beginning and not a continuation of previous events. So, just because 6 of 
them were heeds, 7th must be evaluated independently.  
This principle would help you in a gambling situations i.e. candles are going 
against you 6 times but because there were 6 consecutive red candles you 
still hope that the 7th will be green and your chances of winning are due to 
increase. In fact more red candles you immediately assume that changes of 
green are increasing!.  
 
So, in case you still don't understand i suggest you read up on gambler's fallacy, aka 

Monte Carlo fallacy. http://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/gamblersfallacy.asp 



 
:-) 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 4:26am | Post# 10293

 
Quoting Albertdkpllh 
There was a question posed by Eurusdd.....can't remember exactly which post 
number.....but it went like this....... A coin was tossed 6 times and they all turned out to 
be the head. If you were asked to bet on the 7th toss will you go for the head or 

tail....... . Am not sure i know the answer to that. but i will like to know what you 

think. Anybody........  one of the golden keys to the TZs..... 
I agree, it is in my opinion the golden key. Here it is: (post #5945) 
 
“I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with 
probability and business. 
 
Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for tail is 
50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got 

H-H-H-H-H-H 

 
after this i tossed the coin once and got 

H-X-X-X-X-X 

 
 
The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five positions 
will be H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T? 
That is what you need in this forex business. You need to look for very rare events and then 
when you find one, bet that the next instance which is STILL DEVELOPING will not be that rare 
event that just occurred!! SIMPLE!”  

 

handy148 Oct 16, 2014 5:09am | Post# 10294

 
And as I posted before a Las Vegas Casino reported that RED came up 41 consecutive 
times. 

 

burnssss Oct 16, 2014 5:26am | Post# 10295

 
In that case "Eurusdd" is assuming dependence between candles.  
That is, the current "candle" depends on previous "candles".  
But in the thread "3-plan" builds a system that never fails 3 times in a row.  
This phrase was said in many post. With omega, get good entry and exit points. And 
omega no repaints. It is one of the important conditions imposed "Eurusdd" 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 5:36am | Post# 10296

 
Quoting burnssss 
In that case "Eurusdd" is assuming dependence between candles. That is, the current 



"candle" depends on previous "candles". But in the thread "3-plan" builds a system that 
never fails 3 times in a row. This phrase was said in many post. With omega, get good 
entry and exit points. And omega no repaints. It is one of the important conditions 
imposed "Eurusdd" 

"We can also define the relationship between consecutive bars. It is generally 

believed that there is no relationship. Let us assume this is true, even though 

that is not the truth." (Post #5718) 

 

burnssss Oct 16, 2014 5:49am | Post# 10297

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} "We can also define the relationship between consecutive bars. It is generally 
believed that there is no relationship. Let us assume this is true, even though that is not 
the truth." (Post #5718) 
That's right, I said it wrong.  
If we have 10 years of data, and in those 10 years of data we have at most 10 
consecutive bull bars.  
If you currently have 10 bars bull, you expect to be the next bar?  
That is the unit from which I speak, a 'sample' dependence.  
These probabilities do not have to see the way to get omega. 

 

ephisi Oct 16, 2014 6:09am | Post# 10298

 
Deception is part of this game. I love this game. 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 6:40am | Post# 10299

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} That's right, I said it wrong. If we have 10 years of data, and in those 10 years 
of data we have at most 10 consecutive bull bars. If you currently have 10 bars bull, you 
expect to be the next bar? 
I don’t know. I can’t bet that a possible rare event on the opposite side not will happen 
within a given time in your example. So I have nothing to expect. 

 

Pigh77 Oct 16, 2014 6:41am | Post# 10300

 
Guys this is an initiatic path, take the time that is needed to read all the 500 pages.  
I have done it twice and now I feel myself confident. 
 
You will find a new strategy that fits for yourself, I am sure. 
Only trying to replicate EURUSDD strategy is the wrong way. 

 

burnssss Oct 16, 2014 6:49am | Post# 10301

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I don’t know. I can’t bet that a possible rare event on the opposite side not will 
happen within a given time in your example. So I have nothing to expect. 
Seems little information 10 years of data to assume what will be a rare event? 

 



samaralala Oct 16, 2014 6:49am | Post# 10302

 
Quoting ephisi 
Deception is part of this game. I love this game. 
 
Anyone shorting now? TP 1.2650 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 7:10am | Post# 10303

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Seems little information 10 years of data to assume what will be a rare event? 
Currently 10 consecutive bull bars is already rare in your example isn’t it. In every case, 
it is not my setup so I wouldn’t trade it. 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 7:11am | Post# 10304

 
Quoting Pigh77 
Guys this is an initiatic path, take the time that is needed to read all the 500 pages. I 
have done it twice and now I feel myself confident. You will find a new strategy that fits 
for yourself, I am sure. Only trying to replicate EURUSDD strategy is the wrong way. 
You speak in facts and I see only assumptions and opinions. Dissimilartity. 

 

burnssss Oct 16, 2014 7:19am | Post# 10305

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Currently 10 consecutive bull bars is already rare in your example isn’t it. In 
every case, it is not my setup so I wouldn’t trade it. 
I think you have a bad definition of rare event.  

I recommend the thread "the ultimate truth".   

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 7:31am | Post# 10306

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} I think you have a bad definition of rare event. I recommend the thread "the 

ultimate truth".   
Good or bad is only perception, I think. The only thing that matters is: do the definitions 
work for you, or not. I don’t need another thread, my definition of a rare event works 
fine for me. 
 
If I put up a chart with the recurrence indicator made by K with a nice 'H', I see much 

more grey than red or blue arrows. That says enough, I guess.  

 

burnssss Oct 16, 2014 8:02am | Post# 10307

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Good or bad is only perception, I think. The only thing that matters is: do the 
definitions work for you, or not. I don’t need another thread, my definition of a rare 
event works fine for me. If I put up a chart with the recurrence indicator made by K with 

a nice 'H', I see much more grey than red or blue arrows. That says enough, I guess.  



Only the results are the correct way of aprove the sistem. If you have 100 trades with 97 
operations wins then i believe in your words. Good luck!! 

 

VVizlan Oct 16, 2014 9:00am | Post# 10308

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I agree, it is in my opinion the golden key. Here it is: (post #5945) “I leave you 
with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with probability and 
business. Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for Head is 50% 
and that for tail is 50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got H-H-H-H-H-H 
after this i tossed the coin once and got H-X-X-X-X-X The X positions are for the 
remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five positions will be H or be on the 
safe side and expect... 
Notice the words "STILL DEVELOPING" are capitalized. My interpretation is this.The coin 
toss example does not exactly apply because the previous 6 tosses are known. 
Therefore, the probabily the next 6 will be all heads or tails is the same as is it was for 
rolling the first 6 (assuming independence, see gamblers fallacy). The key in EURUSDDs 
theorem is that a completely transient bar depends on the future and therefore is not 
totally known. In this case you are dealing with almost the probability of two independent 
rare events, i.e. P(rare)×P(rare). 

 

GU-Night Oct 16, 2014 10:04am | Post# 10309

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Only the results are the correct way of aprove the sistem. If you have 100 
trades with 97 operations wins then i believe in your words. Good luck!! 
You don't have to believe me that I found value in that coin flip post by Eurusdd, 
Burnssss. 

 

pedma Oct 16, 2014 10:46am | Post# 10310

 
Quoting ephisi 
Eurusdds words keep ringing in my head. "DECEPTION IS PART OF THIS GAME" We need 
to stop analysing like retail traders and start thinking like smart money. 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} I understood it as following: You are meant to treat each event as if it is a 
beginning and not a continuation of previous events. So, just because 6 of them were 
heeds, 7th must be evaluated independently. This principle would help you in a gambling 
situations i.e. candles are going against you 6 times but because there were 6 
consecutive red candles you still hope that the 7th will be green and your chances of 
winning are due to increase. In fact more red candles you immediately assume that 
changes of green are increasing!. So, in case... 
Thanks a lot mates. All posts here are very helpful. After i looked at my charts, i think i 
must do debugging asap, trying to understand the whole process, look at the price 
behavior to the zone and will concentrate on TRZ first. Other Eurusdd's concepts can be 
applied based on TRZ, this is very nice, will let price come to TZ. Then trying to create 
some (may be 1-3) good PLANs for my daily trading, combining what i understand about 
the concepts, in order to get a Delicious life. Thank you very much for opening my eyes 

mates ....  

 

pedma Oct 16, 2014 10:52am | Post# 10311

 



Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Anyone shorting now? TP 1.2650 
EU has reached 139 pips today, which is bigger than 10 days averages daily range. So, i 
think it can not be reached today, may be tomorrow / next week ? 
But AU & NU must go up to finish its job. Do not sure if it will do it tomorrow .... ?? AU 
must go to 8774, and NU to 7985 
 
Edit: AU just did it ... 

 

jackprobe Oct 16, 2014 11:11am | Post# 10312

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} EU has reached 139 pips today, which is bigger than 10 days averages daily 
range. So, i think it can not be reached today, may be tomorrow / next week ? But AU & 
NU must go up to finish its job. Do not sure if it will do it tomorrow .... ?? AU must go to 
8774, and NU to 7985 Edit: AU just did it ... 
May be i am wrong, but besides having a zone around 7984-7986 , i have another zone 
(very deep) 7844-7840. Not so sure which one will be reached first, or which one will be 
expired after passing its lifetime (will become transient forever .....) 
 
If a new comer wants to learn this great system, just read the threads several times, I 

still do it until today .... You can read Eurusdd's posts , or if you have time, read also 
good posts written by Vlady, Ephisi, and some other helpfully good traders here .... Every 
time i read it, i got something new. 
 
Edit: Sorry, forget to write that the zone 7984-7986 / 7844-7840 above is not for EU, 
but for NU. Looking these 2 days, NU is strong .... (compare to AU) 

 

FX-Jay Oct 16, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 10313

 
Hey guys, it has been a while. Hope everyone is learning well and doing some profits. 
I've been away from this thread for some time, and I still have lots of reading to do in 
order to catch up. 
However, I have noticed an incredible amount of posts/members asking questions that 
are not acceptable!!  
The reasons people like me and many great contributors move away is because alot of 
people around here just don't want to learn.  
If its impossible for you to read and analyse all the information written from page 1 in 
this thread, then this system/idea is not for you.  
 
All the success I got from this theory was because of information presented here. I read 
over & over again until I was able to come up with my own ideas and create my own 
system from the theories presented here. There is no set system with set entries 
and exists! Please understand that and start using your analyzing skills.  
 
If you doubt that the ideas presented here work, and if you are afraid that spending lots 
of time and hard work reading and learning will go for nothing .. I am here to prove you 
wrong.  
 
If you're from the ones that only believe when you see, then I'm here to show you what 
you could achieve when you work hard and stop nagging 

 

FX-Jay Oct 16, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 10314



 
1 Attachment(s) 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I just need you to 
read these posts before: 
(I bet all your questions have been answered there) 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 
 
This is as real & good as it gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back 
and check my posts from day 1 which is almost a month ago. 
If I can do it, I don't see any reason why you can't. Again I repeat, read the above two 
posts to understand why my returns increased that much. 
 
Keep an eye on the % of profitable trades from day one I started till today.  
Probability is more powerful than you thought it was. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

 

forextarget Oct 16, 2014 1:31pm | Post# 10315

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I just need you 
to read these posts before: (I bet all your questions have been answered there) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 This is as real & good as it 
gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back and check my posts from 
day 1 which is almost a month ago. If I can do it, I don't see any reason why you can't. 
Again I repeat, read... 
what indicator are you using to achieve this fx jay? and are you doing scalping 10 to 20 
pips? from there i'll start making my own system 



 

josh11 Oct 16, 2014 1:36pm | Post# 10316

 

Quoting FX-Jay 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I 
just need you to read these posts before: (I bet all your questions have 
been answered there) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 This is as real & 
good as it gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back 
and check my posts from day 1 which is almost a month ago. If I can do it, 
I don't see any reason why you can't. Again I repeat, read... 

Well done jay congrats 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 10317

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I just need you 
to read these posts before: (I bet all your questions have been answered there) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 This is as real & good as it 
gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back and check my posts from 
day 1 which is almost a month ago. If I can do it, I don't see any reason why you can't. 
Again I repeat, read... 

Congratulations Jay! AMAZING RESULTS! 
GENIUS IMPLEMENTATION! 
You're one of a handful that got the gist and grafted hard, and certainly one of the very 
few to stamp their own creativity into making it their own. A shining example. 

 
 
================= 
 
For the rest of you reading this.... I wonder how many of you will respond by: 

• asking for the indicator that he used to achieve this? 
• asking what "specific" techniques he used? 
• asking what concepts out of the 1 million that are on here, he used specifically 
• asking what specific things he did to make it successful 
• asking 
• asking 
• asking 

DO this... take a leaf out his shining example and read the posts. Treat this like starting 
a business. Treat it like you are going to university. Treat it as seriously as you can and 
you will read and disect everything. And don't give up if for one moment you can't 
understand a concept. 
 
There are many here willing to help - but it gets REAL TIRED REAL QUICK when we see 
no effort on people's parts. What is effort? At least learn what the bloody terminology is. 
At least try to be resourceful... there are INSTRUCTIONS on how to use Forex Factory 
Thread... including the Attachments Page. At least try and do something... before you 
ask. 



 
Jay is a tireless worker of his craft. And he's young. When he asked questions, they were 
actually few but precise and researched. He started from ZERO knowledge. So no one 
should be under any illusions that it can't be done.  
 

Get inspired! Get Going! 

 

Baillie Oct 16, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 10318

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Congratulations Jay! AMAZING RESULTS! GENIUS IMPLEMENTATION! You're one 
of a handful that got the gist and grafted hard, and certainly one of the very few to 

stamp their own creativity into making it their own. A shining example. 
================= For the rest of you reading this.... I wonder how many of you 
will respond by: asking for the indicator that he used to achieve this? asking what 
"specific" techniques he used? asking what concepts out of the 1 million that are on here, 
he used specifically asking... 

Hey! I have a couple of repeat questions, can you answer them for me? LOL...   

 

ephisi Oct 16, 2014 2:46pm | Post# 10319

 
Quoting samaralala 
{quote} Anyone shorting now? TP 1.2650 
when you were thiking short. smart money had taken profit and reversed the trend 

 

Barbaresco Oct 16, 2014 3:07pm | Post# 10320

 
Since we're sharing: Indicator Similarity EA I wrote gave 624 pts yesterday and 481 pts 
today running EU, GU, NU, AU, UJ, GJ, AJ, EJ. Today W:L is 683:371 so far. The basis for 
the EA was the idea of the Stoch/BB and CI similarity from the beginning of the thread. 
Started looking at some more indis and combos of indis... and ran my stats. I trade 
anything with >60% expected win using ticks and custom tf bars. Gives lots of losses, 
but it looks better to the brokers than Jay's 97% track record LOL. Still tweaking, but the 
data above is from a live acct trading minimum lots - I don't test on demo. 
 
While I would love to see what Jay and some others see about the TZ's, perhaps my 
brain just isn't wired that way. I did, however, immediately see huge potential with the 
idea of indicator similarity EURUSDD first proposed, and used it to develop something 
profitable. Read the thread, and expand on one of the ideas that clicks for you. Run your 
stats, make your plan, and stick to it - or, write an EA so you can't break your own 
rules... 

 

bradu Oct 16, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 10321

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Mhd, I don't think you've understood the "process" correctly. But regardless 
of what you've understood.... in your charts, if you go back to basics, where have the 
confirmed zones occurred? If so, how were you able to capitalise on the opportunity once 
they were confirmed? Try and develop the logic for your own signal rather than let the 
indicator do the signalling for you. Did you understand the concept of Recurranc? What 
are those zones? What does price do at those zones? Where does it go after those zones? 



Does it go anywhere specifically... 
Valdy, 
 
that guy asked a very good question (i saw that posted many times and no clear answer, 
except classic read the thread..etc), even posted charts to see his toughts and mistakes. 
wouldnt it be better iif you - since you seem to understand the concept, just tell him the 
right interpretation of those zones, on the same chart...maybe with one egsample of a 
good (by the rules) trade on a confirmed zone ? 
 
i mean there are a few of you guys that seem to understand the concept, why not help 
others (not giving secrets, but pointing where they are wrong )? 
the more i read the more it seems that everyone becomes a clone of eurusdd - crytic, 
secretive, fear that others will descover theyr big secret and so on.... 
many here are claiming +100 consecutive winners but nobody cared to give a simple 
answer to a simple question 

 

rizla101 Oct 16, 2014 4:16pm | Post# 10322

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I just wanted to share with everyone the results obtained in the last month. For those 
following me from the beginning, they know that I started with this account on my 1st 
day on FF and I was posting my trades here on a daily basis. It was an experiment that I 
wanted to be public. At that point I was confident that I'll be making good results, but 
never in my wildest dreams did I think it will work that well. I am sharing the final result 
now because I am going to withdraw my initial deposit and trade with the profits that I 
made (which are a whooping... 
 

Congratulations Jay. Amazing results. You made short work of your experiment, I 
thought you were giving yourself till the years end? You'll be finish by days end at this 
rate. Anyway well done. on to the next challange. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 4:24pm | Post# 10323

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} Valdy, that guy asked a very good question (i saw that posted many times and 
no clear answer, except classic read the thread..etc), even posted charts to see his 
toughts and mistakes. wouldnt it be better iif you - since you seem to understand 
the concept, just tell him the right interpretation of those zones, on the same 
chart...maybe with one egsample of a good (by the rules) trade on a confirmed zone ? i 
mean there are a few of you guys that seem to understand the concept, why not help 
others (not giving secrets, but pointing... 
I appreciate where you're coming from. But here's the deal. I answered his question with 
specific questions that point towards the answers if you actually took the time to answer 
them. 
 
Would it be better to tell him the answer? NO! This is not a school. It's a forum to 
discuss. The type of discussion is thought provoking and challenging. Many people will 
not be at the same level. That is natural and fair. 
 
if you want to get better, you need to learn to be resourceful and discover, uncover 
answers independently. I have been helping others on this thread since Aug-Sep 2013.... 
as soon as I had my breakthrough moments.  
 
I don't reward laziness. Being cryptic when delivering worthy knowledge isn't done to 



deceive but to filter out those who are worthy. Those who are worthy will go back again 
and again and again. I can't tell you how many times I've re-read the thread. But when 
you are ready your teacher will appear. 
 
When you are taught steps 123, it is VERY easy to modify and alter and dilute the 
original design. But if we taught principles, it doesn't matter how you alter the design or 
implement the method because the original concepts or blueprints stay constant. That's 
what this thread can do for you and others. 
 
If this isn't satisfactory, then there's nothing more I can do.  
 
Best of luck. 

 

LITEchild Oct 16, 2014 4:26pm | Post# 10324

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I appreciate where you're coming from. But here's the deal. I answered his 
question with specific questions that point towards the answers if you actually took the 
time to answer them. Would it be better to tell him the answer? NO! This is not a school. 
It's a forum to discuss. The type of discussion is thought provoking and challenging. 
Many people will not be at the same level. That is natural and fair. if you want to get 
better, you need to learn to be resourceful and discover, uncover answers independently. 
I have been helping others... 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 16, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 10325

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I appreciate where you're coming from. But here's the deal. I answered his 
question with specific questions that point towards the answers if you actually took the 
time to answer them. Would it be better to tell him the answer? NO! This is not a school. 
It's a forum to discuss. The type of discussion is thought provoking and challenging. 
Many people will not be at the same level. That is natural and fair. if you want to get 
better, you need to learn to be resourceful and discover, uncover answers independently. 
I have been helping others... 
Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a charm. Notice 
that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you managed your 

exits well of course). Cheers!  

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 5:04pm | Post# 10326

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a 
charm. Notice that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you 

managed your exits well of course). Cheers!  
Cheers matey, and quid pro quo your work on the swing counts and your alternative 
entry strategy. I'm still learning to adapt these into my methods! Honoured, humbled 
and grateful to have you and the other contributors here!! I'm sure Eurusdd would feel 
the same! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 10327



 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a 
charm. Notice that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you 

managed your exits well of course). Cheers!  
Just want to show the others here what I would do with this GOLD NUGGET of 
information. 
 
Firstly, I don't trade using M30. Not saying it doesn't. Work...just not my preference. But 
here, we have some cryptic information that something has worked. We don't know 
what, other than be profitable. But we know it's a UTZ.  
 
I would : 
 
Chart a naked 30Minute first and form some opinions. Zoom out and form more opinions 
and write them down. 
What opinions? How about starting with direction. How about duration? How about length 
of moves? How about some price levels? 
 
Then I would search "UTZ" in this thread. Hint...it's UNEVEN. I would then copy and 
paste all the posts into a Word document and print it out. I would read each post and 
draw any concepts out on paper. If there are charts, I would print those and see if I can 
summarise in my own words. I will write sentences based on my understanding, getting 
used to terminology...so if I were to ask a contributor, I have something meaningful to 
ask about something specific. 
 
I would then wonder if the discussion is actually something that is suitable for my 
personality? I would do the back test with this in mind, and see if the trading style could 
be incorporated into my lifestyle? More notes and review. What are the strengths and 
weaknesses? Formulate a basic plan and do some demo testing for 2 weeks with a 
trading diary. 
 
............ This from just 2 sentences!!  
 
 
There's gold in these hills! 

 

DasPips Oct 16, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 10328

 
Hi, I've just spent my entire morning reading this thread. It seems like there is some 
very genuine people here who want to help others. I'll be downloading the indis and 
getting acquainted with them over this weekend.. Many questions will follow! I've been 
trading for about four years using everything from fibs, tls, custom BBs that have worked 
very well for me (in ranging markets), EW, proprietary timing tools and a few other 
things. Will be quite interesting to see what I can get out of the strategy and maybe even 
add my own flavour to it! 
 

Looking forward to posting here more in the future.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 10329

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a 
charm. Notice that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you 



managed your exits well of course). Cheers!  
Mate, just had a look... Seems like another couple of hours away from another. Will 
check out the reaction. 
Been out of commission due to work stuff, but hopefully back in play next week. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 5:29pm | Post# 10330

 
Quoting DasPips 
Hi, I've just spent my entire morning reading this thread. It seems like there is some 
very genuine people here who want to help others. I'll be downloading the indis and 
getting acquainted with them over this weekend.. Many questions will follow! I've been 
trading for about four years using everything from fibs, tls, custom BBs that have worked 
very well for me (in ranging markets), EW, proprietary timing tools and a few other 
things. Will be quite interesting to see what I can get out of the strategy and maybe even 
add my own flavour to it! Looking... 
Welcome Das! 

 

hilavoku Oct 16, 2014 5:31pm | Post# 10331

 
Hi vlady, 
 
I really laughed when I read your last post. "... I would then copy and paste all the posts 
into a Word document and print it out...." 
 
This is just the thing I started two weeks ago. I began copying post I thought are 
valuable for my understanding. Next step will be not only to copy them but also to 
read/understand them. :-) 
 
Lots of work but I'am motivated enough to give it a try. 
 
 
PS: Fine results Jay. That equity curve looks good and the losses are make it looking 

'real'.  

 

LITEchild Oct 16, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 10332

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just want to show the others here what I would do with this GOLD NUGGET of 
information. Firstly, I don't trade using M30. Not saying it doesn't. Work...just not my 
preference. But here, we have some cryptic information that something has worked. We 
don't know what, other than be profitable. But we know it's a UTZ. I would : Chart a 
naked 30Minute first and form some opinions. Zoom out and form more opinions and 
write them down. What opinions? How about starting with direction. How about duration? 
How about length of moves? How about some... 

 



 

 

mhmdfx Oct 16, 2014 7:04pm | Post# 10333

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Mhd, I don't think you've understood the "process" correctly. But regardless of 
what you've understood.... in your charts, if you go back to basics, where have the 
confirmed zones occurred? If so, how were you able to capitalise on the opportunity once 
they were confirmed? Try and develop the logic for your own signal rather than let the 
indicator do the signalling for you. Did you understand the concept of Recurranc? What are 
those zones? What does price do at those zones? Where does it go after those zones? Does 
it go anywhere specifically... 
hi valdes its me again after reading your pdf and i understood even zones and uneven zones 
but i have a question about the central bar . Should it be a price action bar?? 
the charts below demonstrates what i understood . i drew this area manually . Am i right 
??? 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 7:28pm | Post# 10334

 
Quoting mhmdfx 
{quote} hi valdes its me again after reading your pdf and i understood even zones and 
uneven zones but i have a question about the central bar . Should it be a price action 



bar?? the charts below demonstrates what i understood . i drew this area manually . Am i 
right ??? {image} 
The Central Bar is always an extreme point (top/bottom)...or a bar where a range of 
levels don't get returned to (mid). 
It is always price. It's mostly wicks but not always, there are some specific ones I've 
noticed. 
 
When a zone is cleared it's invalidated.But that bar producing the Left Yellow Zone should 
be remembered on the return journey. Ironically, it did on the far right yellow arrow. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 7:31pm | Post# 10335

 
Quoting hilavoku 
Hi vlady, I really laughed when I read your last post. "... I would then copy and paste all 
the posts into a Word document and print it out...." This is just the thing I started two 
weeks ago. I began copying post I thought are valuable for my understanding. Next step 
will be not only to copy them but also to read/understand them. :-) Lots of work but I'am 
motivated enough to give it a try. PS: Fine results Jay. That equity curve looks good and 

the losses are make it looking 'real'.  
Hey Hila, great to have you. Best of luck with your efforts! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 16, 2014 7:45pm | Post# 10336

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hey! I have a couple of repeat questions, can you answer them for me? 

LOL...   

 

 

wireash Oct 16, 2014 8:21pm | Post# 10337

 
QUICK UPDATE for those that are trying to understant TZ levels: 
STEP ONE: most trader's on thi's thread will look at TZ indi. and say it repaint's (fair 
enough) how do i make money with it? 
GOOD QUESTION 
STEP TWO: most trader's will tell you how they implement TZ indi in their own system  
and i have to agree 
in my trading TZ indi is another tool in my shed 
but if you are new and just started collecting tool's!!! everything is here!!! 
STEP THREE: 
to make it easy for your eyes couple charts open at the same time they can all be 5min 
or 15min 
but one chart is TZ indi next is dissimilarity (the one with bollinger band's and stoch) 
now you have two tool's 
in my case diss. and TZ indi. i use them both 
i started reading this thread and learned about spotting diss. on chart 
fast forward two month's and those lines still hold true 
1.27953 and 1.2840 spotted using dissimilarity i also have one at 1.2891 and 1.2795 
and those were from two month's ago 
my point is: 
you all focus on the perfect setting of TZ indi 
but dont forget that you also have another tool which is diss. 
i just want to refresh our memory and not forget the power of dissimilarity 
FOREX market is very forgiving it will wait for you 



it will come back to pick you up 
just be patient 
and dont be scared to pull the trigger when the market repeats itself 
once you understand what just happened 
over and over again ,you will sit back and say to yourself 
THAT's too FUC&*^ easy 
THAT's when you will get into big trouble! 
becouse you will try to over complicate a simple system that baffle's so many 

 

wireash Oct 16, 2014 8:21pm | Post# 10338

 
NEWBIES dont worry 
I WILL GET YOU THRU THIS 

 

wireash Oct 16, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 10339

 
one more thing 
INDICATOR: 
is like a turn signal on your vehicle 
it let's everyone know, youre about to make a turn 
either you have GPS!!! 
or you have to know the neighbourhood 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 16, 2014 11:25pm | Post# 10340

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Just want to show the others here what I would do with this GOLD NUGGET of 
information. Firstly, I don't trade using M30. Not saying it doesn't. Work...just not my 
preference. But here, we have some cryptic information that something has worked. We 
don't know what, other than be profitable. But we know it's a UTZ. I would : Chart a 
naked 30Minute first and form some opinions. Zoom out and form more opinions and 
write them down. What opinions? How about starting with direction. How about duration? 
How about length of moves? How about some... 
Very good posts. Thanks mate,s // 

 

NorthTrader Oct 17, 2014 2:08am | Post# 10341

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a 
charm. Notice that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you 

managed your exits well of course). Cheers!  
Hi LITEchild, 
Are you talking about EU? If so, they look untradable to me (I'm assuming that you trade 
away from them). The problem is that if you wait for them to be fully formed (h=24 in 
your example) then the move away has already happened in most cases. You might be 
able to pick up a few more scraps but at what cost / stop loss? And if you try to 
anticipate them before they're fully formed then you risk getting hit because several look 
like they are going to be full UTZs but they become invalid before middle+24 bar. 
 
Also, you said that the last 10 on M30 were all winners but on my chart the one at 09:30 
GMT on Oct-14 was a loser (price broke below it after middle+24 bar). 
 



Kudos to you if you're managing to trade this method on its own but for me it can only 

be a backup signal.  

 

ravs_avs Oct 17, 2014 3:40am | Post# 10342

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I just need you 
to read these posts before: (I bet all your questions have been answered there) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 This is as real & good as it 
gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back and check my posts from 
day 1 which is almost a month ago. If I can do it, I don't see any reason why you can't. 
Again I repeat, read... 
Hi FX-Jay, 
 
Congratulations mate, you have worked hard for this. It feels nice to be a part of this 
thread(though I haven't contributed much), it feels great just to know that success is 
achievable in forex. Now I know two people(Jay and EURUSDD) who are successful in 
ways which is hard for others to imagine. 
 
Very well done!! 
 
Ravs 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 3:43am | Post# 10343

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Congratulations Jay! AMAZING RESULTS! GENIUS IMPLEMENTATION! You're one 
of a handful that got the gist and grafted hard, and certainly one of the very few to 

stamp their own creativity into making it their own. A shining example. 
================= For the rest of you reading this.... I wonder how many of you 
will respond by: asking for the indicator that he used to achieve this? asking what 
"specific" techniques he used? asking what concepts out of the 1 million that are on here, 
he used specifically asking... 
This is my account story so far. I made a new one for this. 
 

100% - 110% - 120% - 80% - 120% - 130% - 120% - 90% - EDIT - 115%  
 
This is just 3 days, the % not correlated to how many trade I took but roughly how the 
account went. Two big losses on GU one due to poor mm the other poor entry and all had 
to be cut before they turned profit. Yesterday's EU took a huge chunk out. Since 
Wednesday it went ape shit with news I was expecting it to follow yesterday's news and 
held on to a loser but price did'nt give 2 cents about news and I took way way too much 
extra losses which illustrates a few points. 
 
Was there a TZ to trade to for the GU? Yes but I, not price was not capable of getting to 
it. Was there a TZ for the EU? Honestly on my personal settings none. I was just being 
stupid. 
 
The wins/recovery were all sound implementation of the TZs so to speak. 
 

So whats my point? 
 



This subject of TZ has 3 modules. What is a TZ (A), Be a trader (B), How to use a TZ(C) 
 
1) (A) Has been quite extensively explained so if you want your credits for this module 
just read the thread. Get this straight first then go for (B), (C). Don't try both at the 
same time. Already I am telling you how to approach the subject. This is the first step. 
 
2) I only have a 90% account as I type this and I speak like I'm FX-Jay with a 800% 
account. Because I can hah! Look I pass (A) fairly well, after some time and help 
thankfully and I'll out right say that I barely pass as a trader else I'll have a 300% 
account or something by now. You'll have your stupid moments were your mind is not 
working and you lose a chunk because of this that and blah blah, I can't help you. No one 
can help me too. This is the only caveat/demon we must each face on our own. So 
welcome to module (B)! Most people get stuck here contrary to what they think. 
 
3) Finally module (C)! Well the rigorous demands of this thread dictates that you spend 5 
years on a remote mountain practicing module (B) before you can finally complete this 
module! Haha you can skip right here actually at your own risk but really you should 
have some basic proficiency as a trader. Serious. Ok now assuming "trader"mode is on 
always ask : 
 
Where is my TZ? 
How it look on the other Tfs? 
Is this a UTZ/TZ/FTZ/PTZ 
Do it trade away from or towards it? 
When do I make my move? 
 
Eg Oh looky a TZ! Hmm seems in sync on the other TFs...ah its a UTZ..uneven hmm 
Vlady said something bout these. I think I should trade away from this. Ok if PA bounces 
off some support or my magic indy say so I will enter and trade away from it! 
 
And this is how you make pips. Credits in (A), (B) and (C) nothing less. 
 
Tip again..Some TZs you trade away from and some you trade a return to. There is 
already an almost textbook on the away type thanks to V. The master has been talking 
about the return type since day 1. It should be decently obvious what kind of TZ you 
return to.  

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 3:53am | Post# 10344

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hi LITEchild, Are you talking about EU? 
Yes 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} If so, they look untradable to me 
Why? 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} (I'm assuming that you trade away from them). 
Not necessarily. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}The problem is that if you wait for them to be fully formed (h=24 in your example) 
then the move away has already happened in most cases. You might be able to pick up a 
few more scraps but at what cost / stop loss? 



These are scalping setups. Each UTZ yielded a minimum of 1:1 R:R. Remember in 
scalping, entries and exits are extremely vital. UTZs themselve are not the entries. 
Just setups. Whats your entry trigger? Exits should be at least 1:1.  

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}And if you try to anticipate them before they're fully formed then you risk getting hit 
because several look like they are going to be full UTZs but they become invalid before 
middle+24 bar. 
I don't usually anticipate them. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
Also, you said that the last 10 on M30 were all winners but on my chart the one at 09:30 
GMT on Oct-14 was a loser (price broke below it after middle+24 bar). 
You mean UTZ No.4? It wasn't a loser. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Kudos to you if you're managing to trade this method on its own but for me it can 

only be a backup signal.  
It's ok to use as backup signal. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 4:04am | Post# 10345

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} Valdy, that guy asked a very good question (i saw that posted many times and 
no clear answer, except classic read the thread..etc), even posted charts to see his 
toughts and mistakes. wouldnt it be better iif you - since you seem to understand 
the concept, just tell him the right interpretation of those zones, on the same 
chart...maybe with one egsample of a good (by the rules) trade on a confirmed zone ? i 
mean there are a few of you guys that seem to understand the concept,... 
These are the kind of statements that are very disrespectful to the efforts made by 
others to try and help. Simply because you don't understand what is being explained 
doesn't mean the problem is from the person doing the explaining. Have you thought 
maybe the problem is from YOU not understanding? Too lazy maybe? Too thick maybe? 
Too biased maybe? Too tired? Too drunk? I mean, many explanations here have been 
spot on and clear as daylight. Give credit where it is due and stop whining like cry 
babies. And a little gratitude doesn't hurt. 

 



jimsterk Oct 17, 2014 4:06am | Post# 10346

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting burnssss 
I still think that the thread of "delicate secret", also has relation with "tz" for the way in 

which omega appears. Somewhat confused.  Sorry: the thread of "3-plan" is where 
appear omega. 
Hi burnssss, 
Yes, I also thought delicate secret is related to transient/recurrent idea. But cannot 
duplicate his chart exactly. 
(I borrowed transient zone indicator(h=2) from Freefox. Thanks to him.) 
 

 

 
 
I also think 3-plan is related to transient/recurrent. 
(I have to go work now, so cannot attach charts now.) 
 
Thank you, 



 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 4:12am | Post# 10347

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Yes {quote} Why? {quote} Not necessarily. {quote} These are scalping setups. 
Each UTZ yielded a minimum of 1:1 R:R. Remember in scalping, entries and exits are 
extremely vital. UTZs themselve are not the entries. Just setups. Whats your entry 
trigger? Exits should be at least 1:1. {quote} I don't usually anticipate them. {quote} 
You mean UTZ No.4? It wasn't a loser. {quote} It's ok to use as backup signal. {image} 
Yes, the UTZ are set ups. 
 
There is a popular measurement you can use every week that can support the direction 
that is indicated by a UTZ setup. Go with the direction. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 4:14am | Post# 10348

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi burnssss, Yes, I also thought delicate secret is related to transient/recurrent 
idea. But cannot duplicate his chart exactly. (I borrowed transient zone indicator(h=2) 
from Freefox. Thanks to him.) {image} {image} I also think 3-plan is related to 
transient/recurrent. (I have to go work now, so cannot attach charts now.) Thank you, 
Excellent! I haven't read the Delicate Secret in a while, but I do know this is inter-
related. Your charts are spot on... Perhaps we can work out a basic logical extension to 
the TZs. 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 4:27am | Post# 10349

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, the UTZ are set ups. There is a popular measurement you can use 
every week that can support the direction that is indicated by a UTZ setup. Go 
with the direction. 
Yes indeed! But just trying to illustrate that trading TZs alone(scalping) from a probability 
oriented mindest, works just fine too. No extra filters. Just work out sensible entry and 

exit triggers is all. Simple works just fine too.  

 

burnssss Oct 17, 2014 4:28am | Post# 10350

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi burnssss, Yes, I also thought delicate secret is related to transient/recurrent 
idea. But cannot duplicate his chart exactly. (I borrowed transient zone indicator(h=2) 
from Freefox. Thanks to him.) {image} {image} I also think 3-plan is related to 
transient/recurrent. (I have to go work now, so cannot attach charts now.) Thank you, 
Hi jimsterk,  
everything is related !!.  
I was reading "3-plan." Simply "not have 3 losses in a row" made me think. Omega 
means recurrent zone. When the price reaches omega, "eurusdd" trade in the life of the 
candle. omega is the stoploss !!  
Interesting. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 4:36am | Post# 10351

 



Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Yes indeed! But just trying to illustrate that trading TZs alone(scalping) from a 
probability oriented mindest, works just fine too. No extra filters. Just work out sensible 

entry and exit triggers is all. Simple works just fine too.  
Mate, apologies - I wrote that on the train! LOL  
It wasn't directed at you directly but I liked your post so much I thought I'd add a crypic 

clue for the worthy ones.  
 
Speaking of scalps.... what is your size definition of "scalp" is it anything under x pips? 
eg. 40-50? 10-20? 
I figure that PTZ -> UTZ are best in ranging so that would typically be 80-100 ATR? So 
about 2-3 trades on a 40 pip target.... or 5-10 on lower target? 

 

ephisi Oct 17, 2014 4:40am | Post# 10352

 
Hello house, hope you all are pipping. I have totally changed the way i see market. This 
tz thing is really powerful. This is a lifetime study. My mind is blown and i have become 
humbled. I went back to the begining of the thread. And also tz concept from page 286. 
Learning new stuffs. Theres so much work to be done. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 4:42am | Post# 10353

 
Quoting ephisi 
Hello house, hope you all are pipping. I have totally changed the way i see market. This 
tz thing is really powerful. This is a lifetime study. My mind is blown and i have become 
humbled. I went back to the begining of the thread. And also tz concept from page 286. 
Learning new stuffs. Theres so much work to be done.  
Mate you said it. There are sooooo many applications. 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 4:45am | Post# 10354

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate, apologies - I wrote that on the train! LOL It wasn't directed at you directly 

but I liked your post so much I thought I'd add a crypic clue for the worthy ones. 
Speaking of scalps.... what is your size definition of "scalp" is it anything under x pips? 
eg. 40-50? 10-20? I figure that PTZ -> UTZ are best in ranging so that would typically be 
80-100 ATR? So about 2-3 trades on a 40 pip target.... or 5-10 on lower target? 
hahaha. No need to apologise buddy, I understand the angle you're coming from. I only 
mentioned simplicity, so some will not accuse us of hiding some 'secret' filter without 
which TZs don't work! I know you are aware I use the weekly filter you talked about, but 
honestly the TZs work well without it too...and speaking of scalps...I define mine as any 

trade that moves Stops to BE or closes at minimum 1:1 R:R(9<R<51pips).  

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 4:55am | Post# 10355

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} hahaha. No need to apologise buddy, I understand the angle you're coming 
from. I only mentioned simplicity, so some will not accuse us of hiding some 'secret' filter 
without which TZs don't work! I know you are aware I use the weekly filter you talked 
about, but honestly the TZs work well without it too...and speaking of scalps...I define 
mine as any trade that moves Stops to BE or closes at minimum 1:1 



R:R(9<R<51pips).  
 
Cool! Cool! That's great to know and compare! 
 
The 1:1 works well for me on the 15M which is why I wondered what effect going to 30M 
would do or whether I'd have to adjust the h value as effectively I'd have twice as less 
bars on the 15M so hence potentially wider SL or R. I will have to investigate this - so 

thanks for doing the 30M research!  
 
Just recently I've been trying to understand and implement Van Tharp's concept of R 
multiples... so I've been re-analysing my setups/methods and finding some gaping holes 
in my treatment (or lack thereof) of position sizing. 

 

ephisi Oct 17, 2014 5:00am | Post# 10356

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Mate you said it. There are sooooo many applications. 
Yes mate, im speechless 

 

leeshindig Oct 17, 2014 5:10am | Post# 10357

 
An uneven transient is simply a failed retest. Not a new concept, and certainly not a 
winning one without another filter. Too many potential fails between the confirmations. 
There is however, a filter... Lower settings or timeframes combined. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 17, 2014 5:18am | Post# 10358

 
with respect to thread creator 
systems: 
stoch/BB + 1MA/BB: 
you are actually trading the diverenge of 300,1,1 stoch to Price Close 
when stoch cretaes diverenge which it happens way rare then the 5,3,3 setup you 
assume that price will test that level again. nothing magical. just a math underlying stoch 
 
MTF stoch differencies: 
is the cause of bar gaps occuers during the fast price moves. data feed fails to print 
complete bar on 5min TF but at the same time prints the bar at 1 min TF this creates a 
difference between two stoch calculations and again you assume that price will retest 
that fast price move zone again for filling the micro gap. the issue is it really might be a 
micro gap or it might be a data feed mismatch due to connection and/or broker data 
errors. 
 
TZ zones: 
are 5 bar fractals. an improved version B.Williams fractals of 2-3 bars. you can go upto 
10 even 100 what ever fits you. but this migth have an edge 
 
my2cnts 
GL 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 5:18am | Post# 10359

 



Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cool! Cool! That's great to know and compare! The 1:1 works well for me on 
the 15M which is why I wondered what effect going to 30M would do or whether I'd 
have to adjust the h value as effectively I'd have twice as less bars on the 15M so hence 
potentially wider SL or R. I will have to investigate this - so thanks for doing the 30M 

research! Just recently I've been trying to understand and implement Van Tharp's 
concept of R multiples... so I've been re-analysing my setups/methods and finding some 
gaping holes in my treatment (or... 
1:1 works well on most timeframes if you know how to relate the action to the price. 
Price is the same on all timeframes. I know someone who scalps well on the Daily TF! 
That being said, I started getting really interested in scalping as whole after seeing the 
results a good friend of mine started achiving recently(919gilead). He still holds a day job 
and he's managed to make about 150% in 17days. On a live account. So far 44 trades, 2 
losses. Win rate, 95% and very few trades making above 15pips. That makes a strong 
case for scalping. I only use him as an example because he has a trade explorer to verify 
the stats. 
I'm sure it's possible to achive similar using TZs. EURUSDD also demonstrated something 
similar when he traded a demo account with a verifying TE recently. I started too, but 
ran into problems with my position sizing. The lure of high leverage trading. Anyway, I'll 
keep at it and open up another TE to track my progress. For the time being I only swing 

trade on my live account which is doing just fine thank you.  

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 5:23am | Post# 10360

 
Quoting leeshindig 
An uneven transient is simply a failed retest. Not a new concept, and certainly not a 
winning one without another filter. Too many potential fails between the 
confirmations. There is however, a filter... Lower settings or timeframes combined. 
Why? Care to show proof of that statement? It mostly hinges on your h value on a 
particular timeframe. 

 

leeshindig Oct 17, 2014 5:26am | Post# 10361

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Why? Care to show proof of that statement? It mostly hinges on your h value on 
a particular timeframe. 
 
Everything you need is contained in the thread. So people keep saying. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 5:29am | Post# 10362

 
Quoting leeshindig 
An uneven transient is simply a failed retest. Not a new concept, and certainly not a 
winning one without another filter. Too many potential fails between the confirmations. 
There is however, a filter... Lower settings or timeframes combined. 
Yes, but the "gold" here is not that it is uneven... rather that it is uneven within h bars. 
What happens after h bars is the area of the chart where triggers can get fired off. 
 
For example, in LITE's chart, UTZ 10 and 9 happen really close to each other after 24 
bars but on closer inspection, the 25th bar after UTZ 10 is close to the boundaries of the 
zone, which is confirmed transient at the 25th bar therefore SHORT. UTZ9 is a bit trickier 
and I would have passed. UTZ8 is not in sequence (it is the 2nd bottom tz) so I take this 
as a setup for higher prices. Rising trendline could have helped a scalp long. The Mid TZ 



is a future target.... which after UTZ7 is formed but not confirmed, price clears that mid 
TZ.  
 
UTZ6... this is tricky as I would have expected going higher. I personally would have 
gone to a lower timeframe to see if a TZ was formed at 5M or 15M. But regardless... 
AFTER the 24th bar of UTZ, price dropped and broke UTZ6, so shorts were in play. UTZ5 
+24 again, broke previous zone levels upside so Long.  
 
UTZ4 and UTZ3 literally are in sync on the 24 bar count. I would have longed at 25th 
bar. I don't like UTZ2 as again, not in sequence. I wasn't trading that day - so I don't 
know how I would have felt about the pending news etc. Like I said earlier, the 30M tz 
could have been confirmed earlier by a 5M or 15M utz.... but I've not looked. 
 
Your point about lowering h value is spot on - there's a few here who have done this for 
scalping or shorter-term strategy - at least it confirms quicker! LOL.  
I believe we all stack our timeframes over each other. The more, the stronger. 

 

mattkirby Oct 17, 2014 5:31am | Post# 10363

 
Hi guys, 
 
I just wanne share my observation about the TZ zones I made so far. For me the most 
interesting Point is when we have a left side formed. Then I take a look where was the 
highest Point (if it is a top TZ) in my last H and compare it with my new high. Is it just a 
spike through and price Comes back and Closes under the last high or have we a Close 
above last high........ Take a look on how Price reacts with that 2 situations. I bet you can 
find a pattern. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 5:33am | Post# 10364

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} 1:1 works well on most timeframes if you know how to relate the action to the 
price. Price is the same on all timeframes. I know someone who scalps well on the Daily 
TF! That being said, I started getting really interested in scalping as whole after seeing 
the results a good friend of mine started achiving recently(919gilead). He still holds a 
day job and he's managed to make about 150% in 17days. On a live account. So far 44 
trades, 2 losses. Win rate, 95% and very few trades making above 15pips. That makes a 
strong case for scalping. I... 
Thank you for this. It's inspirational. As you and some others know, my dayjob is the big 
hindrance to a smooth run for me. 
So I am now taking serious steps to overcome it. I'd love to know more about your 
friend's parameters - I'll PM you. Eg. was it London only? Specific pairs/correlations? 
K.I.S.S. or did he look at Fundies/Tech combined? etc etc. I'm a strong believer in being 

able to replicate if the right questions are asked  

 

leeshindig Oct 17, 2014 5:34am | Post# 10365

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but the "gold" here is not that it is uneven... rather that it is uneven within 
h bars. What happens after h bars is the area of the chart where triggers can get fired 
off. For example, in LITE's chart, UTZ 10 and 9 happen really close to each other after 24 
bars but on closer inspection, the 25th bar after UTZ 10 is close to the boundaries of the 
zone, which is confirmed transient at the 25th bar therefore SHORT. UTZ9 is a bit trickier 



and I would have passed. UTZ8 is not in sequence (it is the 2nd bottom tz) so I take this 
as a setup... 
 
Agree with some of that analysis. Lowering the setting on a 2nd indicator, and looking for 
the 2nd direction change.. Will help filter a failed retest and reversal continuation. 

 

Pigh77 Oct 17, 2014 5:59am | Post# 10366

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Best, Jay {image} 
When you published first time your trades I was reading around page 250, it was the 
reason why I decided to continue. And it was the best choice. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 6:04am | Post# 10367

 
Hmm lest see AU short, EU short biased and ditto UC long biased. This is out of what I 
normally do but lets see..... 
 
Edit ah kicking myself 

 

Exciter135 Oct 17, 2014 6:12am | Post# 10368

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
with respect to thread creator systems: stoch/BB + 1MA/BB: you are actually trading the 
diverenge of 300,1,1 stoch to Price Close when stoch cretaes diverenge which it happens 
way rare then the 5,3,3 setup you assume that price will test that level again. nothing 
magical. just a math underlying stoch MTF stoch differencies: is the cause of bar gaps 
occuers during the fast price moves. data feed fails to print complete bar on 5min TF but 
at the same time prints the bar at 1 min TF this creates a difference between two stoch 
calculations and again... 

 
 
I am trading fractal in MTF with many sucess. When I see a fractal I can see a zone 
which in this thread called TZ (ones confrimed) I didn't name the same and I do not need 
to name it. A seri of candles without fractals that only exist in a strong direction include 
all FTZs. We have only and only one chart, but this thread is one another window to look 
at from. 
 
Best and good pips to all buddies here. 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 6:14am | Post# 10369

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hmm lest see AU short, EU short biased and ditto UC short biased. This is out of what I 
normally do but lets see..... 

hmmm...personally I would short AU only if 8735 breaks. likewise 1227 on UC. 
Wouldn't short EU right now though. But that's just me... 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 6:22am | Post# 10370

 



Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} hmmm...personally I would short AU only if 8735 breaks. likewise 1227 on 
UC. Wouldn't short EU right now though. But that's just me... 
Typo i meant long UC. These are biases for now. Prolly gonna be a tough day since we 
have yellen speaking 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 6:28am | Post# 10371

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Typo i meant long UC. These are biases for now. Prolly gonna be a tough day 
since we have yellen speaking  

 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 6:28am | Post# 10372

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
TZ zones: are 5 bar fractals. an improved version B.Williams fractals of 2-3 bars. you can 
go upto 10 even 100 what ever fits you. but this migth have an edge my2cnts GL 
Minor correction: this is one type (end-of-bar or "fractal" TZs), those, when completed 
usually imply a movement's end. If they are not completed yet they represent a viable 
target - there is a high probability that the fractal will "repaint". So slightly generalized 
interpretation to the BW fractal one.  
 
You can in addition to those have a mid-bar TZs, those typically indicate a strong 
move/breakout/trend when they are complete. 
 
There's an indicator "Recurrence statistic" here on the thread which can tell you about 
the probabilities of each of these events to take place. 
 
I agree with you, nothing here is magical, but in addition to a reasonably good trading 
setup it helps to find high probability targets and avoid quite a few mistakes. Some 
people are using it quite successfully. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 6:33am | Post# 10373

 
Quoting ephisi 
Hello house, hope you all are pipping. I have totally changed the way i see market. This 
tz thing is really powerful. This is a lifetime study. My mind is blown and i have become 
humbled. I went back to the begining of the thread. And also tz concept from page 286. 
Learning new stuffs. Theres so much work to be done. 
Fully and wholeheartedly agreed. 
k 

 

NorthTrader Oct 17, 2014 6:33am | Post# 10374

 
Quoting LITEchild 
You mean UTZ No.4? It wasn't a loser. 
Thanks LITEchild. I understand where you're coming from now, i.e. from a scalper's point 



of view, not a swing trader. Sorry, no time to reply properly now but just wanted to say 
that UTZ #3 was the loser, not #4 (thanks for going to the trouble of numbering your 
chart, by the way). If you'd entered long after UTZ #3 was confirmed, you'd have lost. 
 
Best wishes, NT 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 6:44am | Post# 10375

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks LITEchild. I understand where you're coming from now, i.e. from a 
scalper's point of view, not a swing trader. Sorry, no time to reply properly now but just 
wanted to say that UTZ #3 was the loser, not #4 (thanks for going to the trouble of 
numbering your chart, by the way). If you'd entered long after UTZ #3 was 
confirmed, you'd have lost. Best wishes, NT 
You're making me repeat myself over and over and over again, it's making me sound like 
a broken record! Why on earth would I enter LONG immediately UTZ #3 was 
confirmed??? Again I repeat, TZs are setups. You still need an entry trigger!!!.  
 
There was no long entry trigger on that setup. Hence no trade. period. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 8:04am | Post# 10376

 
Set your h=24, now is a good time to observe TZ behaviour on the M15 EU & UC 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 8:15am | Post# 10377

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} You're making me repeat myself over and over and over again, it's making me 
sound like a broken record! Why on earth would I enter LONG immediately UTZ #3 was 
confirmed??? Again I repeat, TZs are setups. You still need an entry trigger!!!. There was 
no long entry trigger on that setup. Hence no trade. period. 
True! If someone here decides to be so kind and spill everything all you will still get 
is setups! How you work with them is really beyond the scope of the help anyone here 
can render in this platform. 

 

Exciter135 Oct 17, 2014 8:29am | Post# 10378

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Minor correction: this is one type (end-of-bar or "fractal" TZs), those, when 
completed usually imply a movement's end. If they are not completed yet they represent 
a viable target - there is a high probability that the fractal will "repaint". So slightly 
generalized interpretation to the BW fractal one. You can in addition to those have a mid-
bar TZs, those typically indicate a strong move/breakout/trend when they are complete. 
There's an indicator "Recurrence statistic" here on the thread which can tell you about 
the probabilities of each... 
mid-bar TZs actually are the same WRB (Wide Range Bar), where a change of 
supply/demand or volatility in the cycle Contraction - Volatility - Contraction. (Here are 
stuff existing out there already but in a different background to exploit the market). 

 

NorthTrader Oct 17, 2014 8:32am | Post# 10379



 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} You're making me repeat myself over and over and over again, it's making me 
sound like a broken record! Why on earth would I enter LONG immediately UTZ #3 was 
confirmed??? Again I repeat, TZs are setups. You still need an entry trigger!!!. There was 
no long entry trigger on that setup. Hence no trade. period. 
So what was the point of saying that "the last 10 UTZs were all winners" if sometimes 
you trade towards them, sometimes away from them, sometimes anticipate them before 
they are completed, sometimes don't, and sometimes ignore them completely? For 
someone who likes to "keep it simple" it seems like your system is anything but. Do you 
see what I'm saying? 
 

Honestly, it's no wonder people get frustrated with some of the posts on here.  

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 9:24am | Post# 10380

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi burnssss, Yes, I also thought delicate secret is related to transient/recurrent 
idea. But cannot duplicate his chart exactly. (I borrowed transient zone indicator(h=2) 
from Freefox. Thanks to him.) {image} {image} I also think 3-plan is related to 
transient/recurrent. (I have to go work now, so cannot attach charts now.) Thank you, 
Hi Jim, You are on the right track here, this is what I was talking about a hundred or so 
pages ago. Here is the image I posted to point this out. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1410715676  

 

blueface Oct 17, 2014 9:40am | Post# 10381

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Jim, You are on the right track here, this is what I was talking about a 
hundred or so pages ago. Here is the image I posted to point this out. {image} 
Hi Baillie ,your picture is too small,if you can show us another one. 
thank you. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 9:48am | Post# 10382

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is where the Attachments are located. It is in every thread in Forex Factory. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 17, 2014 10:43am | Post# 10383

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} So what was the point of saying that "the last 10 UTZs were all winners" if 
sometimes you trade towards them, sometimes away from them, sometimes anticipate 
them before they are completed, sometimes don't, and sometimes ignore them 



completely? For someone who likes to "keep it simple" it seems like your system is 
anything but. Do you see what I'm saying? Honestly, it's no wonder people get frustrated 

with some of the posts on here.  
Well you have nothing more to worry about then, cause I'm completely done with posting 
on this thread. Good luck with your trading. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 11:13am | Post# 10384

 
This thread has my attention! 
 
Page 5 has an excellent post on using stochastic dissimilarities as places to mark prices 
to which the market is very likely to return. 
 
Post number 89 to be exact. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...15#post6785115 
 
I returned to this forum site yesterday and today I have an EA running that monitors for 
differences in stochastic values between timeframes and which will mark prices when the 
differences occur. I'm confident this will prove to me what eurusdd has been saying. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 17, 2014 11:23am | Post# 10385

 
why you see sucess with system stoch/BB + 1MA/BB:  
300,1,1 means you are setting your stoch indi even 5 min to > daily number of 
bars means when trading 300,1,1 setup on on 5 min chart you are actually 

trading the DAILY DIVERENGE of indi, each day 5 min chart has 288 bars  
more over 300 bars are in category of %10 longest cycle period ( personally its been 
calculated years ago ) means 300,1,1 takes possbile longest cycle for any TF to create 
dievence. here you dont need to wait for the diverence dissappear to enter trade. 
you can start from where you see divrerenge and average the entry price 
because price most probably will make a correction or reverse. 

so when you trading with Daily chart actually you are trading one YEAR+ diverenge  
simply, this has nothing to do with the smilarity instead it is %100 corrolated with the 
diverenge due to math underlying oscillator. 
GL 

Quoting MAM.Trader 
with respect to thread creator systems: stoch/BB + 1MA/BB: you are actually trading the 
diverenge of 300,1,1 stoch to Price Close when stoch cretaes diverenge which it happens 
way rare then the 5,3,3 setup you assume that price will test that level again. nothing 
magical. just a math underlying stoch MTF stoch differencies: is the cause of bar gaps 
occuers during the fast price moves. data feed fails to print complete bar on 5min TF but 
at the same time prints the bar at 1 min TF this creates a difference between two stoch 
calculations and again... 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 17, 2014 11:28am | Post# 10386

 
sumup system stoch/BB + 1MA/BB: 
trader taking relatively big profit ( if it goes to TP ) with 5min chart while trading Daily 

setup on 5min chart  



trader taking relatively big profit ( if it goes to TP ) with Daily chart while trading Year 

setup on Daily chart  
smart.........! 
GL 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
why you see sucess with system stoch/BB + 1MA/BB: 300,1,1 means you are setting 
your stoch indi even 5 min to > daily number of bars means when trading 300,1,1 setup 
on on 5 min chart you are actually trading the DAILY DIVERENGE of indi, each day 5 min 

chart has 288 bars more over 300 bars are in category of %10 longest cycle period ( 
personally its been calculated years ago ) means 300,1,1 takes possbile longest cycle for 
any TF to create dievence. here you dont need to wait for the diverence dissappear to 
enter trade. you can start from where... 
 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 11:31am | Post# 10387

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Hmm lest see AU short, EU short biased and ditto UC long biased. This is out of what I 
normally do but lets see..... 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} So what was the point of saying that "the last 10 UTZs were all winners" if 
sometimes you trade towards them, sometimes away from them, sometimes anticipate 
them before they are completed, sometimes don't, and sometimes ignore them 
completely? For someone who likes to "keep it simple" it seems like your system is 
anything but. Do you see what I'm saying? Honestly, it's no wonder people get frustrated 

with some of the posts on here.  
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Well you have nothing more to worry about then, cause I'm completely done 
with posting on this thread. Good luck with your trading. 
Well if anyone reads the stuff I write then the reason people get frustrated is because 
they fail module (B) as describe by me a few posts earlier. Forex is a complicated 
subject. KISS means reducing the complexity of the things we have to deal with but it 
does not mean that it becomes as simple as A B C. If one choose to interpret KISS as 
such then one is taking a big risk. 
 
I do think it important to attempt to make this very clear to all who intent on studying 
this business of TZs. I will do it by a simple play by play of my last 3 calls. 
 
The EU came on the radar because there were 2 PTZs on my M15. The first question that 
comes to mind is which PTZ should I play? If you are really good you can play both but I 
obviously can't and you probably shouldn't for a start. Now I have no tools whatsoever 
that tells me which PTZ to play so what to I do? Wait of course. AU was also in a similar 
situation. 
 
Price went on to take out the top PTZ on EU and AU followed later. So our first question 
is answered right? That is our target. So step one is done. Now what did price do when it 
took out the PTZ? If you had Freefox's indicator on the PTZ disappeared and price 
bounced off. So second question should I be trading towards or away from my now 
identified target? 
 
The target PTZ was below and price took out the one above. This means price is already 
moving AWAY from my target PTZ(1). Price is also currently moving away from the now 
FTZ it took out(3). Remember the condition chooses to be 97% recurrent? In other words 
price hate PTZs and will endeavour to take them out(3). Putting (1),(2) and (3) together 
what does it tell me to do? Do I really need to spell this part out? Same for AU which 



happen a bit later. 
 
I now have a setup! I know where to target, how to target it and that's it. The rest is 
seriously up to you. I took UC along and the result was 15+15+10. I had to end the 
trade early because it was moving slowly, I had to leave for work and don't like having 
trades open like this else it would be 30+30+20 if I was able to hang around for another 
hour or so. 
 
If you are proficient enough this play would be really simple to you else you know where 
your weakness is. By this I've said a lot and probably more than I should but still this is 
just one "play. TZs, many people more qualified than me like Vlady, Lite, Baillie just to 
roll off a few names off the tip of my tongue can and have shown you. How to think is 
your own journey. 

 

bradu Oct 17, 2014 11:34am | Post# 10388

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} These are the kind of statements that are very disrespectful to the efforts made 
by others to try and help. Simply because you don't understand what is being explained 
doesn't mean the problem is from the person doing the explaining. Have you thought 
maybe the problem is from YOU not understanding? Too lazy maybe? Too thick maybe? 
Too biased maybe? Too tired? Too drunk? I mean, many explanations here have been 
spot on and clear as daylight. Give credit where it is due and stop whining like cry 
babies. And a little gratitude doesn't hurt.... 
LTE relax and understand ...well maybe not now, but in time you will realise...that you 
cant teach me nothing, because you dont understand nothing. 
just thinking that you descovered a secret about the market that allows you to make only 
winners, it is enough to see the level where you are in trading 
 
that beeing said, read again what i wrote: i didnt ask to answer to me, just asked vlady 
to answer in a precise way to a precise question with charts and everything 
but i guess it is too much to ask....of course it is his choice to answer or not 
kids on internet... 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 17, 2014 11:41am | Post# 10389

 
next I will explain cycle identifier indi - CI 
this has created some traders showing up "I am trading against the trend & I can beat 
markets with reverse trading..!" 
instead those guys are trading the range market, not the counter trend 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 11:42am | Post# 10390

 
Quoting bradu 
{quote} LTE relax and understand ...well maybe not now, but in time you will 
realise...that you cant teach me nothing, because you dont understand nothing. just 
thinking that you descovered a secret about the market that allows you to make only 
winners, it is enough to see the level where you are in trading that beeing said, read 
again what i wrote: i didnt ask to answer to me, just asked vlady to answer in a 
precise way to a precise question with charts and everything but i guess it is too 
much to ask.... kids on internet... 
this is not a court of law or a government service department. 
 



let's put it another way. On/off for 1 year on this thread, I must have spent 4 months full 
time and the rest part time, tested on demo tested on live and traded live all the bits 
relating to ZZBBs. Recent concepts since June to now, maybe more/less 3-4 hours a 
night for 5 nights consistently. 
 
now. When a stranger says.... "can you tell me why a=b?" i first look for a sign of trust. 
trust is given by effort or some sign of it.  
allowing for the fact that english is not some people's first language, you can tell if 
someone actually is understanding something. 
if so, I will lend a hand.  
 
but i will not give for free what I worked my bloody arse off for just because i should 
answer precisely or concisely to any tom/dick/harry who happens to be on a forum. 
this thread started off very friendly and we had some great/fun moments. then there 
were the haters who loved to magnify the exceptions where stuff didn't work. then when 
the average joe succeeded.... in come the skyvers who just want everything given to 
them in precise easy to follow instructions - as if it is expected or deserved. Well... 
correction. It is earned. 

 

mact4 Oct 17, 2014 11:43am | Post# 10391

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
This thread has my attention! Page 5 has an excellent post on using stochastic 
dissimilarities as places to mark prices to which the market is very likely to return. Post 
number 89 to be exact. http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...15#post6785115 I 
returned to this forum site yesterday and today I have an EA running that monitors for 
differences in stochastic values between timeframes and which will mark prices when the 
differences occur. I'm confident this will prove to me what eurusdd has been saying. 
I don't suppose you'd care to share this EA? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 11:44am | Post# 10392

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
This thread has my attention! Page 5 has an excellent post on using stochastic 
dissimilarities as places to mark prices to which the market is very likely to return. Post 
number 89 to be exact. http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...15#post6785115 I 
returned to this forum site yesterday and today I have an EA running that monitors for 
differences in stochastic values between timeframes and which will mark prices when the 
differences occur. I'm confident this will prove to me what eurusdd has been saying. 
Keep going! There are more concepts to be coded from Eurusdd's threads... it's all 
related. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 11:49am | Post# 10393

 
Quoting mact4 
{quote} I don't suppose you'd care to share this EA? 

I will after I've made it do all I want it to do; and then I'll share so much more.   

 

Barbaresco Oct 17, 2014 11:51am | Post# 10394

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Thank you for this. It's inspirational. As you and some others know, my dayjob 



is the big hindrance to a smooth run for me. So I am now taking serious steps to 
overcome it. I'd love to know more about your friend's parameters - I'll PM you. Eg. was 
it London only? Specific pairs/correlations? K.I.S.S. or did he look at Fundies/Tech 
combined? etc etc. I'm a strong believer in being able to replicate if the right questions 

are asked  
You need an EA to build a nice cushion before quitting your day job... especially since 
you are a fan of trading objectively. 

 

bradu Oct 17, 2014 11:53am | Post# 10395

 
vlady, 
 
i have no problem with you, it is your choice to answer ot not. 
moreover, i understant the reasons behind that (work, testing hours and everything) 
 
i admit i didnt read the thread, well i did at first, then i dropped it, and yesterday i saw 
someone bragging about making 100% winning trades, and of course it lead me here. 
then i read some pages and all i saw was " i share with you im 100 positive trade in a 
row...etc on and on....and when a fundamended question with charts and everithing, not 
just a stupid one was asked, all jumped on him. that was the only reason i posted here. 
i mean, what is the point of this tread anymore...just bragging ? 
ok then, just to trust me from now on and to be in this thread spirit...i share with you im 
on 344 consecutive winning trade so far 

 

jackprobe Oct 17, 2014 11:54am | Post# 10396

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} I will after I've gotten what I want out of it; and then I'll share so much 

more.   
Are you sure ? Have you read the whole thread ? What Eurusdd's said about sharing the 
code ? Be careful about what kind of code you want to share ..... good heart must be 

done at the right time and the right place  

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 11:54am | Post# 10397

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} Hi Baillie ,your picture is too small,if you can show us another one. thank you. 
Hey Bluefan! check out posts; 8085 & 8086 that is where I originally posted these 

images along with a great way to use. Hope this helps you!   

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 12:06pm | Post# 10398

 
My EA already saw a stochastic mismatch between hourly and 30-minute EURUSD, at 
price level 1.27557. 
 
The price quickly dropped to 1.27431, and popped back up above the marked level of 
1.27557. Most good trading opportunities would take longer to unfold, both for a good 
entry point and a good exit point. For the shorter-term traders this signal could have 
triggered a nice fast scoop-up of some pippage. 

 



jackprobe Oct 17, 2014 12:09pm | Post# 10399

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Jim, You are on the right track here, this is what I was talking about a 
hundred or so pages ago. Here is the image I posted to point this out. {image} 
Nice images Baillie. As Vlady said, all are related. I must read this thread from page 286 
again this weekend .... so many good hints here. I have read from that page several 
times, but, some time i got some thing to do, so i must Delay reading them. If i have 
time on next day, i try to read it again from that point. Every time i read it, i Get 
something, this make me happy. I know with my low Level knowledge i must do more 
than others, times does not a problem for me. With hard work, slow but sure, i will be 

There someday .... at paradise, enjoy sunset on sea shore .... . Thanks mates. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 10400

 
Quoting bradu 
vlady, i have no problem with you, it is your choice to answer ot not. moreover, i 
understant the reasons behind that (work, testing hours and everything) i admit i didnt 
read the thread, well i did at first, then i dropped it, and yesterday i saw someone 
bragging about making 100% winning trades, and of course it lead me here. then i read 
some pages and all i saw was " i share with you im 100 positive trade in a row...etc on 
and on....and when a fundamended question with charts and everithing, not just a stupid 
one was asked, all jumped on him.... 
I can laugh at this - because I recognize where you come from. And I've been there - 
we've all been there. 
 
The dynamics of a popular thread is like that of any any group that starts off small. 
Those at the start experience and remember how it was at the beginning when the 
pioneering spirit was high. Later comers are then treated with suspicion because the 
natural evolution means they will benefit from all the discoveries and efforts gone before. 
We all get that... it's natural. 
 
I think however, that there is a very subtle difference between bragging and ...... 
"inspiring?"... proving that it can be done? Perhaps you saw FX-Jay's post on the Eurusdd 
thread that lead you here. That's great. His result is real. Privately he has told me and a 
few others exactly how that account was funded and his methods. 
Instantly, someone wants to see proof. Of course! Who wouldn't have that natural 
reaction of skepticism. 
 
But to refocus.... his success is because of THIS thread. Specifically.... he was able to 
use the recent contribution by Eurusdd, the Transient Zones. That's his defining concept. 
For me it was Bollinger ZigZags.... for MadMoney and some others it was CI Indicator... 
etc etc etc. So given that Eurusdd isn't here often, those of us who volunteer our time 
really - and I mean REALLY (eg. CFDtaLeong's last 2 long posts are absolute stunners) 
want to help. We don't want to see people give up. 
 
Perhaps we are sometimes harsh on the way we give that push - noted. I get that from 
your posts. Perhaps I can tone down as well. We're all built differently. We're not trained 
"trainers" or lecturers.  
 
But you have to understand the passion we have when the founder of this thread, 
Eurusdd, initially sounded like another "guru" but really, truly has contributed and shared 
some concepts instead of another indicator or system or PDF or eBook or subscription or 
website or Newsletter or Signal Service.... etc etc. We are VERY grateful for this. And I 

guess we would like to see that level of respect come across from newcomers, in the way 



the ask for help at the very least. 
 
At least this is where I'm coming from. I stay, because I've made enough money to know 
that I should contribute back to this thread. Just as a thank you. 
Know what I mean? 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 10401

 
hi guys i have a question. 
 
in the recurrent statistic indi there is a %value for true transient bar. 
Does it mean after h is completed without going above or below(depending on the bar 
location) it will be a true trans.bar? 
thanks for responding. 

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 10402

 
Alright, quit all the BITCHING! Right from the start of this thread, the originator 
presented concepts to develop, NOT a complete system. That is up to you to use your 
brains and find a way to trade. 
 
EURUSDD, made it clear, he will not share his complete system OR the way to trade it. 
Others have, myself included. So, if you cannot find in the thread where it has been 
SPELLED out PLAINLY how to use a few of the concepts, you are either not following 
instructions; have not read the thread or you are just LAZY AND IGNORANT. 
(this does not apply to those who have English as a second language) 
 
As far as the phenomenal results some are having using the concept(s), that is a result 
of reading and trying to grasp the core concept from the information presented. If you do 
not understand the core concept of whichever style, system, you will have terrible results 
and a lot of frustration. 
 
If you do not understand this then you just need to go somewhere else and be nuisance 
to yourself. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 10403

 
Quoting Atihun 
hi guys i have a question. in the recurrent statistic indi there is a %value for true 
transient bar. Does it mean after h is completed without going above or below(depending 
on the bar location) it will be a true trans.bar? thanks for responding. 
Hi Atihun, 
 
Hopefully Kprsa can confirm, but the "transient bars" are the bars with a grey/white 
arrow. It is completed if price revisits the level - but I can't remember if it is calculated 
within h or not. Even if we assume that it's not dependent on h, the total population will 
be limited by the settings in the indicator. I usually set this to 3000 from a default of 
1000. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 10404

 
Quoting mhmdfx 



{quote} as i understood from reading this thread that i wait for appearance of developing 
zones then i expect that it will be TZ so i sell if prices above it because it is in recurrent 
zone like picture #1 but it disappeared so what i will do ?? will i get out of my trade with 
loss you can see pictures below to under stand what i mean {image} {image} 
Well its seems the last few arguments was my fault. I did not answer this question that 
was directed at me because I didn't notice I was quoted and the kind replies of others 
have become a source of contention of sorts. 
 
These questions and beyond have been answered in my recent posts quite clearly 
already. Yes mhmdfx took the effort to put in some charts which is probably why others 
responded. But he did ask a question which need not have been asked if he had been 
more thorough in his reading. In fact the thread has been very clear that we do not 
expect TZs in the general case. The issue with concerning Lite, V has answer very well. 
None of these people are braggers I can assure you, they are here to inspire and without 
them I personally would not have been able to come this far. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 10405

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Are you sure ? Have you read the whole thread ? What Eurusdd's said about 
sharing the code ? Be careful about what kind of code you want to share ..... good heart 

must be done at the right time and the right place  

OK maybe I won't.   

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:35pm | Post# 10406

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
My EA already saw a stochastic mismatch between hourly and 30-minute EURUSD, at 
price level 1.27557. The price quickly dropped to 1.27431, and popped back up above 
the marked level of 1.27557. Most good trading opportunities would take longer to 
unfold, both for a good entry point and a good exit point. For the shorter-term traders 
this signal could have triggered a nice fast scoop-up of some pippage. 
MetaCoder, are you evaluating on a tick basis or full bar/candle close for each TF? 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 10407

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hi Atihun, Hopefully Kprsa can confirm, but the "transient bars" are the bars 
with a grey/white arrow. It is completed if price revisits the level - but I can't remember 
if it is calculated within h or not. Even if we assume that it's not dependent on h, the 
total population will be limited by the settings in the indicator. I usually set this to 3000 
from a default of 1000. 
cant change the bar amount in v3. checked the code its using bars-h_left. so in my case 
19k bars. 
 
so the red/blue ones are fractal bars also visible with the freefox indi if you use same 
settings. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 12:41pm | Post# 10408

 
Quoting Atihun 



hi guys i have a question. in the recurrent statistic indi there is a %value for true 
transient bar. Does it mean after h is completed without going above or below(depending 
on the bar location) it will be a true trans.bar? thanks for responding. 
There are two type in the indy. fractals and transient. You have described the fractal 
types. My interpretation is the transient ones means totally untouched. Price did not 
return to any of the prices in said bar 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 10409

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Jim, You are on the right track here, this is what I was talking about a 
hundred or so pages ago. Here is the image I posted to point this out. {image} 
Oh shoot NOW I see! Thanks man! 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 10410

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} MetaCoder, are you evaluating on a tick basis or full bar/candle close for each 
TF? 
If we only look at bar closes, I doubt if we'd catch the stochastic mismatches when they 
occur. Has to be tick-by-tick. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 10411

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} cant change the bar amount in v3. checked the code its using bars-h_left. so in 
my case 19k bars. so the red/blue ones are fractal bars also visible with the freefox indi if 
you use same settings. 
You know what, my bad. Just checked on the iPad... got them mixed up with FreeFox's 
indi. FreeFox's you can specify total bars, K's statistics go all bars. 
I do the same, I place both indis with the same settings and have it as a template. I 
create different templates for different h values. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 17, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 10412

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} MetaCoder, are you evaluating on a tick basis or full bar/candle close for each 
TF? 
It's all valid - tick, 43 ticks, 32 secs, low/high, close/close, exponential, simple, etc. 
Across indicators as well... As long as you are trading with the main trend after some 
divergence, the probability will be with you. W:L and R:R, in general, will be proportional 
to the main trend:divergence ratio - expressed in time, price, and/or a more complex 
function. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:52pm | Post# 10413

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} If we only look at bar closes, I doubt if we'd catch the stochastic mismatches 
when they occur. Has to be tick-by-tick. 
Cool, thank you. 



Are you doing this over a set number of bars based on the visible chart or just the 
continuous tick? 
I remember in the early examples, 300 bars was the base for alot of the settings. I'm not 
a coder, just wondered about the mechanics.  
Just brainstorming here, but it would be interesting to get a renewed take on 
Dissimilarity (DS) as it relates to TZs via multitimeframes. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 10414

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} It's all valid - tick, 43 ticks, 32 secs, low/high, close/close, exponential, simple, 
etc. Across indicators as well... As long as you are trading with the main trend after some 
divergence, the probability will be with you. W:L and R:R, in general, will be 
proportional to the main trend:divergence ratio - expressed in time, price, and/or a 
more complex function. 
I think I understand this - but what is the main trend? 
Or how does one (eg. a calculation) know which trend (ie. timeframe) has been chosen 
for the trade? Or is it better to take time out of the equation and use range bars? 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 10415

 
Barbaresco, what you say makes sense. 
 
vlday1984, you're thinking about things I'm not thinking about yet. Right now I'm happy 
to have been shown a way to catch market distortions when they occur. I knew for sure 
the market has distortions pretty often and had put a lot of energy and time into 
methods for detecting them in a way that was tradable. The way eurusdd has shown is 
very easy to understand and implement. 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 10416

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} You know what, my bad. Just checked on the iPad... got them mixed up with 
FreeFox's indi. FreeFox's you can specify total bars, K's statistics go all bars. I do the 
same, I place both indis with the same settings and have it as a template. I create 
different templates for different h values. 
np... 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Oh shoot NOW I see! Thanks man! 
simple as that??! 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 10417

 
Quoting bradu 
just to trust me from now on and to be in this thread spirit...i share with you im on 344 
consecutive winning trade so far 
BTW, I forgot to ask.... what concepts from the thread are attributable to your wins? eg. 
are you using TZ, Similarity/Dissimilarity, Rare Event, etc etc. 
And why? or What resonates with you about it? I'm sure this would be enlightening for 
others. 

 



vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 10418

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
Barbaresco, what you say makes sense. vlday1984, you're thinking about things I'm not 
thinking about yet. Right now I'm happy to have been shown a way to catch market 
distortions when they occur. I knew for sure the market has distortions pretty often and 
had put a lot of energy and time into methods for detecting them in a way that was 
tradable. The way eurusdd has shown is very easy to understand and implement. 

No worries. Apologies if I got excited!  
As a non-coder, I envy your skills. The best I've got is SQL. LOL 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 10419

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think I understand this - but what is the main trend? Or how does one (eg. a 
calculation) know which trend (ie. timeframe) has been chosen for the trade? Or is it 
better to take time out of the equation and use range bars? 
One approach one could take (I think) is to just watch for the first move away from the 
price where the signal mismatch was detected. However if that first move is WITH a 
strong trend and we take a trade against the trend expecting the price to move back 
toward the marked price, we have more risk that if we had traded with the trend in the 
case of a countertrend move away from the marked price. Hope this makes sense. 
 
I have no special insight on trends. I think longer-term trends are more important than 
shorter term trends, but since the market can do just about anything at any time, one 
must work out one's own salvation with regard to direction to trade. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 10420

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} np... {quote} simple as that??! 
Why not? Demo it. But do not understate the brilliance behind it. Let a full TZ form and 
once the left side of the following PTZ in the opposite direction forms plan a return to 
that full TZ. 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 10421

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} No worries. Apologies if I got excited! As a non-coder, I envy your skills. The 
best I've got is SQL. LOL 
do you want to compare stochastic from 2 diff. tf? 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 10422

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote} No worries. Apologies if I got excited! As a non-coder, I envy your skills. The 
best I've got is SQL. LOL 
It has taken me years to learn how to understand what the real traders tell us, and I'm 
still not sure I get a lot of things. But coding is something I can do; trained/educated in it 
formally and have done it professionally for a long time. 



 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 10423

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} One approach one could take (I think) is to just watch for the first move 
away from the price where the signal mismatch was detected. However if that first 
move is WITH a strong trend and we take a trade against the trend expect the price 
to move back toward the marked price, we have more risk that if we had traded with 
the trend in the case of a countertrend move away from the marked price. Hope this 
makes sense. I have no special insight on trends. I think longer-term trends are more 
important than shorter term trends, but... 
You've hit it on the head. This is the perennial discussion here. Move away, Move 
towards. LOL. It always comes up.  
 
I suspect that we (ie. the collective mind that is this thread) should come up with a 
category labeling system so that we can say WT (with trend) or CT (counter trend) to 
nominate which way we are going.  
 
Anyways, excellent work. Hopefully you'll be able to progress it further and if you're so 
inclined post some charts! Cheers! 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 10424

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Why not? Demo it. But do not understate the brilliance behind it. Let a full TZ 
form and once the left side of the following PTZ in the opposite direction forms plan a 
return to that full TZ. 
no offence. im just mad at myself because i didnt realize this earlier.. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 1:08pm | Post# 10425

 
So I think rather than put together a whole trading system right away as I often did in 
the past, I'm going to use my EA to monitor a couple of pairs for a while and discuss 
what I see with ya'll. I'm sure I will receive some education by doing this. 
 
My EA captured another price level where the EURUSD stochastics disagreed and that 
price level was 1.27617. The price popped up to 1.27789 from there. Not sure if I would 
take a short trade but I won't be surprised to see the price action drop back down to that 
marked level. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 10426

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} no offence. im just mad at myself because i didnt realize this earlier.. 

I feel the same way!  

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 10427

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} do you want to compare stochastic from 2 diff. tf? 
I know that you can set the equivalence of stochs for diff 2 frames. But I suspect that the 



limitation of 1 chart on MT4 makes it complicated. 
What has been suggested here before is to find stoch processes for all timeframes... 
which theoretically should all be the same, right? 
Or keep it as an intraday basket: 4H, 1H, 30M, 15M, 5M running in the background. 
When you switch your specific view, your background indi will realign the best resolution 
to display on that tf... so it may disregard the Hourly stochs if you're on the 5M for 
example. 
 
It's hard to state exactly what we want since we've never seen it applied for real. Most of 
us end up doing research on one timeframe and switch between. But then the analysis of 
what to do afterwards, gravitates to one chart again. To see a MTF blob on the screen 
would be really helpful. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 10428

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} It has taken me years to learn how to understand what the real traders tell us, 
and I'm still not sure I get a lot of things. But coding is something I can do; 
trained/educated in it formally and have done it professionally for a long time.  
Fantastic! We have just a few coders here and I think the more the merrier. Glad to have 
you with us! 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 10429

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I know that you can set the equivalence of stochs for diff 2 frames. But I 
suspect that the limitation of 1 chart on MT4 makes it complicated. 
I learned quite some time ago how to use one EA to monitor and trade multiple pairs and 
look at multiple timeframes for any of those pairs; not a problem. 
 
I could never sit and watch stochastic values on the screen visually. Far better to let the 
computer do it. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 10430

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Hi Jim, You are on the right track here, this is what I was talking about a 
hundred or so pages ago. Here is the image I posted to point this out. {image} 
Forgot to thank you for this matey! CFD just reminded me how brilliant the simple things 
are. Hep was also a big fan of this concept. 

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 10431

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Why not? Demo it. But do not understate the brilliance behind it. Let a full TZ 
form and once the left side of the following PTZ in the opposite direction forms plan a 
return to that full TZ. 
Post 8085 & 8086 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 10432



 
Well guys, have a brilliant weekend.  

Hopefully I'll have more time to trade and post next week. I'll see you online!  

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 10433

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Forgot to thank you for this matey! CFD just reminded me how brilliant the 
simple things are. Hep was also a big fan of this concept. 

No problem, lots of posts to read and other nonsense in between. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 10434

 
So anyway you guys, I'm pretty tired of working for "the man" and have said many times 
that I will some day find a way to trade profitably, consistently...or die trying. I have 
tried and tried and did not die, so now I'm back to trying again. If you all help me I will 
most certainly help you. Eurusdd was very generous in sharing his knowledge and maybe 
I can give something ankle-high to that. 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 1:29pm | Post# 10435

 
Quoting Atihun 
hi guys i have a question. in the recurrent statistic indi there is a %value for true 
transient bar. Does it mean after h is completed without going above or below(depending 
on the bar location) it will be a true trans.bar? thanks for responding. 
Hi, the "true" transient bar is the one where the price has not revisited (edit: better to 
say, the price has not pushed through the zone) the mid-bar zone within h_right. The 
true fractal bar is where the price has not returned to clearing the end-bar zone. I'll put 
out a document which should clarify things, together with a new version soon. 
k 

 

Atihun Oct 17, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 10436

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, the "true" transient bar is the one where the price has not revisited the mid-
bar zone within h_right. The true fractal bar is where the price has not returned to 
clearing the end-bar zone. I'll put out a document which should clarify things, together 
with a new version soon. k 
thanks man! 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 10437

 
As for the new version, it looks as if there are people keeping the RecurrenceStatistic 
constantly on their charts. The code was sincerely not optimised for that (it was made to 
evaluate the probabilities and to help with the choice of h) , so I'll improve a bit the code 
to be leaner on the processor and there are also some minor bugs I have spotted in the 
meantime.  
k 

 



Jim4x Oct 17, 2014 1:44pm | Post# 10438

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi there, A very simple strategy for your consideration: Recurrence Statistic v3 applied to 
the H1 timeframe on EURUSD indicates that the probability of clearing a h=4 fractal 
zone if it has not been cleared within 4 hours after its inception is less than 
20% within the next 12 hours (so, within 16 hours after the zone creation). That 
means that one can enter the trade at some good moment, place SL at the fractal and 
basically get some pips. Given the probabilities, as long as you are getting more than 5:1 
RR on average, you should be fine.... 
Hi K 
I don't understand where you get your statistics from to make the assertion (in bold) 
above. 
I have read through all your posts since you kindly shared the Recurrence Indi, but I 
can't quite make sense of it. 
Could you please explain it to me? 
Thanks 
Jim 

 



 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 10439

 
Quoting Jim4x 
{quote} Hi K I don't understand where you get your statistics from to make the assertion 
(in bold) above. I have read through all your posts since you kindly shared the 
Recurrence Indi, but I can't quite make sense of it. Could you please explain it to me? 
Thanks Jim {image} 
Hi Jim,  
Can you please upload also the image for the same case, but with h_right=16? 
It will be easier to explain using your data.  
k 

 

leeshindig Oct 17, 2014 2:03pm | Post# 10440

 
Quoting kprsa 
As for the new version, it looks as if there are people keeping the RecurrenceStatistic 
constantly on their charts. The code was sincerely not optimised for that (it was made to 
evaluate the probabilities and to help with the choice of h) , so I'll improve a bit the code 
to be leaner on the processor and there are also some minor bugs I have spotted in the 
meantime. k 
Could I make a cheeky request to have an alert that plays a sound when a new arrow 

appears.. true or false to switch it on/off  

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 10441

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} Could I make a cheeky request to have an alert that plays a sound when a new 

arrow appears.. true or false to switch it on/off  
Sure, that's no problem once the alert function is in, and that is a common request. It 
will be done.  
k 

 

Jim4x Oct 17, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 10442

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Jim, Can you please upload also the image for the same case, but with 
h_right=16? It will be easier to explain using your data. k 
Here we go, 
thanks 



 

 

vlady1974 Oct 17, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 10443

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
So anyway you guys, I'm pretty tired of working for &quot;the man&quot; and have said 
many times that I will some day find a way to trade profitably, consistently...or die 
trying. I have tried and tried and did not die, so now I'm back to trying again. If you all 
help me I will most certainly help you. Eurusdd was very generous in sharing his 
knowledge and maybe I can give something ankle-high to that. 
Look forward to it MetaC! 

 

Barbaresco Oct 17, 2014 2:11pm | Post# 10444

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I think I understand this - but what is the main trend? Or how does one (eg. a 
calculation) know which trend (ie. timeframe) has been chosen for the trade? Or is it 



better to take time out of the equation and use range bars? 
The main trend is whatever you want it to be - random numbers here... you can test a 
main trend of 7 mins 36 secs and a counter trend of 43 secs. If a 43 sec divergence has 
statistical validity against 00:07:36, you have a basis to begin. You can do the same with 
numbers of ticks. The smaller you go, the more you will be affected by time of day, and 
you will need to adjust parameters for that as well. So, for a given time window, you 
have, say, these 100 different time or tick (or something else) ratios that have proven 
statistically relevant. Now go through each ratio and optimize each for entry and exit. 
This will weed out at least 50% from the original set. Now you have expected return 
numbers. Next find your worst case scenarios, and you have risk. Obviously, none of this 
can be done by hand. You need to write testers first - and writing the tester is 100X 
harder than writing the trading EA, but it's not impossible. 

 

hilavoku Oct 17, 2014 2:13pm | Post# 10445

 
Wow. What a nonsense I had to read within parts of the last three pages. Just go to the 
top of the page and open the link to the attachements made. There are enough PDFs to 
read and to get the info you need to make the next step of understanding some 
principles. 
Also what more on information does anyone need when reading this post. 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...84#post7808484 ...  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 10446

 
Quoting hilavoku 
Wow. What a nonsense I had to read within parts of the last three pages. Just go to the 
top of the page and open the link to the attachements made. There are enough PDFs to 
read and to get the info you need to make the next step of understanding some 
principles. Also what more on information does anyone need when reading this post. 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...84#post7808484 ...  
Hey thanks for reading! Just a reminder that that was just a summary of one way to play 
the TZs. Cheers! 

 

hilavoku Oct 17, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 10447

 
Sure my trading friend. I'am reading every post here. :-) 
At the moment I'am on two fronts. At Page 448 catching up and also reading the current 

posts here. Thanks for all the posts you did cfd! Even when I don't post much I'am 
always here! 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 2:58pm | Post# 10448

 
Quoting Jim4x 
{quote} Here we go, thanks {image} 
Hmmmm, looking at this again after a while, there appears to be an error in my 

calculation and statement. Sorry.  
Let me go step by step and explain both the initial statement and the error I've made. 
 
In your first post the clearance probability of the end-bar (fractal) zone within four bars 
away from it is 60.48%. That means that within fours bars from the zone's inception, 
historically in 60.48% of cases the price went through the zone, i.e. a transient zone has 



become recurrent. 
 
In the situation after 16 hours, the probability has increased to 79.71%, so that means 
that within the 12 hours following the 4-hour period, additionally 79.71%-
60.48%=19.23% of the total number of cases have cleared the zone, and that is the 
number (<20%) I have given in that post. 
 
However, and this is what I did not take into account before, only 100%-
60.48%=39.52% of the total number of cases have remained transient after 4 bars and 
this is supposed to be our starting point for a strategy. So the calculated 19.23% of the 
total number make slightly less than 50% (19.23/39.52=48.66%) of the remaining 
transient zones. Therefore the probability of clearance (within this quite long period of 12 
bars) after one has observed that the h=4 zone wasn't cleared, is slightly less than 50%. 
 
So the fractal zone indeed becomes repulsive (there is <50% of chance of clearing it 
within 12 hours after 4 hours after its inception have passed), but it not as repulsive as I 
stated previously. Also the R:R ratio needed should be better than 1:1. The probabilities 
will be improved by additional filters as described in the original post and I still think this 
is indeed quite tradable. 
 
I hope the calculation is now clearer and I apologize for the error made previously. 
Cheers, 
k 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 10449

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hmmmm, looking at this again after a while, there appears to be an error in my 

calculation and statement. Sorry. Let me go step by step and explain both the initial 
statement and the error I've made. In your first post the clearance probability of the 
end-bar (fractal) zone within four bars away from it is 60.48%. That means that within 
fours bars from the zone's inception, historically in 60.48% of cases the price went 
through the zone, i.e. a transient zone has become recurrent. In the situation after 16 
hours, the probability... 

Stop speaking in math K my brain hurts Just joking. Thanks for your time and 
looking forward to V4! 
 
I'm think that h_right and h_left may be a little confusing? Peeps may thinks h_right is 
referring to the right side of a PTZ or did I confuse myself again?? 

 

GU-Night Oct 17, 2014 4:34pm | Post# 10450

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Tested today a scalper system purely based on m5 TZ’s. So far so good. 10 pairs, 10 trades, 
+/- 75 pips in 50 minutes. 
 
@Hilavoku, answer you this weekend, was this week too busy with thinking about TZ’s, 
because they can be perfectly used to hedge CZ’s, I think. No conclusions yet. 



 

 

hilavoku Oct 17, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 10451

 
No prob GU-N :-) 
 

Also thought about combining those two.  
Time is running fast. Hopefully within the next five days I'am through with reading the 
thread (the first time). Then I'am focusing on open my mind to put the peaces together 
(with your help) ... 

 

stt Oct 17, 2014 5:06pm | Post# 10452

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} The main trend is whatever you want it to be - random numbers here... you can 
test a main trend of 7 mins 36 secs and a counter trend of 43 secs. If a 43 sec 
divergence has statistical validity against 00:07:36, you have a basis to begin. You can 
do the same with numbers of ticks. The smaller you go, the more you will be affected by 
time of day, and you will need to adjust parameters for that as well. So, for a given time 
window, you have, say, these 100 different time or tick (or something else) ratios that 
have proven statistically relevant.... 
how would you avoid data mining issue in this approach? I am a quant trader and this is i 
do but you have to be very careful to avoid data mining issue. Once you tested 100s of 
combinations, then naturally some will come out better than others - just based on 
chances. the more combinations you test, the lower the confidence that the best 
performing combination will have any real edge in the trading. 

 

kprsa Oct 17, 2014 5:10pm | Post# 10453

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Stop speaking in math K my brain hurts Just joking. Thanks for your time 



and looking forward to V4! I'm think that h_right and h_left may be a little confusing? 
Peeps may thinks h_right is referring to the right side of a PTZ or did I confuse myself 
again?? 

Well, it obviously managed to confuse me as well, so no surprise.  
To repeat, h_left is the h value on the left hand side and h_right is the h value on the 
right hand side of the transient zone.  
The idea is to give a more general values of probability vs time. If one keeps h_left = 
h_right, then one is left with the conventional situation for h. 
k 

 

hannele Oct 17, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 10454

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, the "true" transient bar is the one where the price has not revisited (edit: 
better to say, the price has not pushed through the zone) the mid-bar zone within 
h_right. The true fractal bar is where the price has not returned to clearing the end-bar 
zone. I'll put out a document which should clarify things, together with a new 
version soon. k  
 
 

kprsa you are da man thank you 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

limprobable Oct 17, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 10455

 
Quoting Baillie 
you are just LAZY AND IGNORANT. (this does not apply to those who have English as a 
second language). 

omg, why ff. is not in French?  
 
i still have difficulties to understand. I am here from the beginning of the thread, read all 
thread of eurusd, And much more...realy much more. I must read 3 or 4 Times to be 
sûre to understand every word i read. 
 
but i dont give up, i am sometimes frustrated, sometimes disapointed, sometimes i hope, 
but i Will never give up. I Will never give up till i found something. I am sûre i Will found 
something in this thread That unlight my trading. I am an optimist by nature 
 
And i thank you all for sharing all this wonderfull thread (but not thanks to my ancestrals 

cause French is not the international langage ) 

 

san1111 Oct 17, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 10456

 
Quoting GU-Night 
Tested today a scalper system purely based on m5 TZ’s. So far so good. 10 pairs, 10 
trades, +/- 75 pips in 50 minutes. @Hilavoku, answer you this weekend, was this week 
too busy with thinking about TZ’s, because they can be perfectly used to hedge CZ’s, I 
think. No conclusions yet. {image} 
Hi GU-Night, 
 



what h value are you used? 
 
Thanks for answer. 

 

Baillie Oct 17, 2014 6:10pm | Post# 10457

 
Quoting limprobable 

{quote} omg, why ff. is not in French? i still have difficulties to understand. I am here 
from the beginning of the thread, read all thread of eurusd, And much more...realy much 
more. I must read 3 or 4 Times to be sûre to understand every word i read. but i dont 
give up, i am sometimes frustrated, sometimes disapointed, sometimes i hope, but i Will 
never give up. I Will never give up till i found something. I am sûre i Will found 
something in this thread That unlight my trading. I am an optimist by nature And i thank 
you all for sharing all... 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT ATTITUDE  *** TIP**** Go to post 8085 & 8086 and just look 
at the charts posted, this is the best place to get understanding of the core principle. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 17, 2014 6:11pm | Post# 10458

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} how would you avoid data mining issue in this approach? I am a quant trader 
and this is i do but you have to be very careful to avoid data mining issue. Once you 
tested 100s of combinations, then naturally some will come out better than others - just 
based on chances. the more combinations you test, the lower the confidence that the 
best performing combination will have any real edge in the trading. 
I use different sized data sets. The smallest set of data from now back X fits my intended 
trade window, and is filtered for best result - essentially the Markov assumption, courtesy 
of EURUSDD. Results for longest set of data should yield roughly the same validity (or 
lack thereof). So, running the small data set tells what is valid now. That said, this type 
of tweaking should only be necessary on very small time or tick frames. For MT4 and the 
retail environment, parameters can be good for days and sometimes weeks. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 17, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 10459

 
Quoting Darryl 
Cycle identifier attached, this is the first time I've uploaded a file, hope it works. {file} 
{file} 
The cycle-identifer indicator from Page 1 of the Thread looks great. Seems to me that if 
you buy on the MajorCycleBuy signals and sell on the MajorCycleSell signals, further 
confirming that the most recent different-timeframe stochastic mismatch occurred above 
your buys or below your sells, you will have very high probability trades. 
 
For trade closure, you could use the next MajorSellCycle signal to close your buys, and 
vice versa. 
 
IF, of course, the indicator draws these signals in a timely fashion. I mean, it doesn't 
ONLY look good in retrospect, does it? 
 
Does anyone have experience incorporating an indicator like cycle-identifier into their 
EA's code, so that they can programmatically look at the signals it gives? I will eventually 
figure it out myself but would be happy to get help. 

 



jackprobe Oct 17, 2014 8:26pm | Post# 10460

 
Quoting MetaCoder 

{quote} OK maybe I won't.   

understood  

Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} The cycle-identifer indicator from Page 1 of the Thread looks great. Seems to 
me that if you buy on the MajorCycleBuy signals and sell on the MajorCycleSell signals, 
further confirming that the most recent different-timeframe stochastic mismatch occurred 
above your buys or below your sells, you will have very high probability trades. For trade 
closure, you could use the next MajorSellCycle signal to close your buys, and vice versa. 
IF, of course, the indicator draws these signals in a timely fashion. I mean, it doesn't 
ONLY look good in retrospect, does it? Does anyone have experience incorporating an 
indicator like cycle-identifier into their EA's code, so that they can programmatically look 
at the signals it gives? I will eventually figure it out myself but would be happy to get 
help. 
This is nice ... thanks 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 17, 2014 8:28pm | Post# 10461

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Well, it obviously managed to confuse me as well, so no surprise. To repeat, 
h_left is the h value on the left hand side and h_right is the h value on the right hand 
side of the transient zone. The idea is to give a more general values of probability vs 
time. If one keeps h_left = h_right, then one is left with the conventional situation for h. 
k 
duh ok thanks. I managed to confuse again haha silly me 

 

Barbaresco Oct 17, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 10462

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} The cycle-identifer indicator from Page 1 of the Thread looks great. Seems to 
me that if you buy on the MajorCycleBuy signals and sell on the MajorCycleSell signals, 
further confirming that the most recent different-timeframe stochastic mismatch occurred 
above your buys or below your sells, you will have very high probability trades. For trade 
closure, you could use the next MajorSellCycle signal to close your buys, and vice versa. 
IF, of course, the indicator draws these signals in a timely fashion. I mean, it doesn't 
ONLY look good in... 
Use the iCustom function... the CI indicator is essentially a TZ indicator or fractal 
indicator plus a momentum aspect, depending on the settings. I can save you the time 
from coding it straight, though - no settings are profitable on their own - use it for 
similarity though and it can have some teeth, just not as many as stoch/BB, since you 
can see more and isolate more pieces from that platform due to the settings... think 
slope of mid-BB over the stoch, what is happening to price when stoch is at 0/100, when 
you can/can't see the upper or lower BB lines over stoch, or when the mid-BB line is 
above 80/below 20 on the stoch... just to get you started... 

 

jackprobe Oct 17, 2014 9:20pm | Post# 10463

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} Hmmmm, looking at this again after a while, there appears to be an error in my 

calculation and statement. Sorry. Let me go step by step and explain both the initial 
statement and the error I've made. In your first post the clearance probability of the end-
bar (fractal) zone within four bars away from it is 60.48%. That means that within fours 
bars from the zone's inception, historically in 60.48% of cases the price went through the 
zone, i.e. a transient zone has become recurrent. In the situation after 16 hours, the 
probability... 
Thank you very much k. I use your code, it is great - thanks. I try to modify it and i got this 
on image. I do not understand the calculation of problem bars & fully resolved bars. I got 
fully resolved bars (164) > problem bars (103). It is must be like that ? or is there 
something wrong ? 
I use h_right smaller than h_left for getting fast conclusion on developing zone .... i think 
this is important. 
 
Thanks 
=jack 

 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 17, 2014 10:52pm | Post# 10464

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Hey kprsa, first I want to thank you for your contribution to this thread and your 
recurrence indicator. Secondly, I want to ask you what you find about the idea to add an 
alert when a possible problem bar becomes a true problem bar (I don’t know if that is 
possible) In the pictures below I’ll show why. Big thanks for your time and effort. Much 
appreciated. If you don’t like the idea, ignore it! GU {image} {image} 
This is good idea GU-Night, thanks. 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {quote} {quote} Well if anyone reads the stuff I write then the reason people 
get frustrated is because they fail module (B) as describe by me a few posts earlier. 
Forex is a complicated subject. KISS means reducing the complexity of the things we 
have to deal with but it does not mean that it becomes as simple as A B C. If one choose 
to interpret KISS as such then one is taking a big risk. I do think it important to attempt 
to make this very clear to all who intent on studying this business of TZs. I will do it by a 
simple play by play... 

Great stuffs mate ....  

 

NorthTrader Oct 17, 2014 11:53pm | Post# 10465



 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Well you have nothing more to worry about then, cause I'm completely done 
with posting on this thread. Good luck with your trading. 
I hope you aren't leaving because of me. Of course you are entitled to write anything you 
want here (within reason), as am I. Please don't get upset when someone questions your 
statements - it's normal and part of being in a forum community. And please don't think 
people are "too thick" or "too lazy" if you post something about your system that only 
makes sense to you. Without knowing the full details of your system (which I don't 
expect you to divulge of course), I was within my rights to respectfully query your 
assertation that the last 10 UTZs were all winners. Anyway, let's move on from this, and 
I hope we can all try to keep this great thread as supportive and good-spirited as 

possible.  
 
Best wishes, LITEchild, and good luck with your trading. 

 

NorthTrader Oct 18, 2014 12:00am | Post# 10466

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Yes, but the "gold" here is not that it is uneven... rather that it is uneven within 
h bars. What happens after h bars is the area of the chart where triggers can get fired 
off. For example, in LITE's chart, UTZ 10 and 9 happen really close to each other after 24 
bars but on closer inspection, the 25th bar after UTZ 10 is close to the boundaries of the 
zone, which is confirmed transient at the 25th bar therefore SHORT. UTZ9 is a bit trickier 
and I would have passed. UTZ8 is not in sequence (it is the 2nd bottom tz) so I take this 
as a setup... 
This is a damn fine post, Vlady. Thank you so much, as always. I don't know how you 
find the time to work full time, trade, and write so many great posts on here. Presumably 
you don't have young children!? 

 

VVizlan Oct 18, 2014 12:10am | Post# 10467

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} This is a damn fine post, Vlady. Thank you so much, as always. I don't know 
how you find the time to work full time, trade, and write so many great posts on here. 
Presumably you don't have young children!? 
lol, he has commented a few times about people looking over his shoulder at work. 

 

kprsa Oct 18, 2014 12:35am | Post# 10468

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Thank you very much k. I use your code, it is great - thanks. I try to modify it 
and i got this on image. I do not understand the calculation of problem bars & fully 
resolved bars. I got fully resolved bars (164) > problem bars (103). It is must be like 
that ? or is there something wrong ? I use h_right smaller than h_left for getting fast 
conclusion on developing zone .... i think this is important. Thanks =jack {image} 
hi Jack, 
Problem bars denote confirmed transient zones. Fully resolved bars denote potential TZs 
that have become recurrent. 
This appears ok, as far as the calculation is concerned. I'll simplify the language in V4. 
k 

 



Neio Oct 18, 2014 2:19am | Post# 10469

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
If you feel inclined to hate or give bad/useless/nonconstructive thoughts, I just need you 
to read these posts before: (I bet all your questions have been answered there) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...85#post7785885 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7785904 This is as real & good as it 
gets. I started this journey live on this thread. Please go back and check my posts from 
day 1 which is almost a month ago. If I can do it, I don't see any reason why you can't. 
Again I repeat, read... 
 
Great results FX-Jay! 
 
One thing that is puzzling me is that on the 18th September you called a high probability 
sell trade on USD/MXN which was trading towards tzs down below. 

Quoting FX-Jay 
An extremely high probability trade proving itself on USD/MXN Check out the charts with 
TZ, if you can spot a sell worth 70+ pips then you're on the right track. Just the positive 
swaps to be gained on selling that thing should be a reward by itself :P Edit: don't forget 
the time factor, if you are going to take the trade manage your money accordingly 
Did you take a loss on that because since the then price has been going up so a bit 
confused? I know even if it is a loss it is one trade but you hinted that you were 
correlating a lot of your trades so I assume you were mostly selling USD pairs at the 
time. 
 
I am not hating on your or trying to be negative...I am just trying to make sense of how 
you trade and how you identify these "high probability" opportunities. Your statement 
shows a very low level of losses and consecutive losses so just did not understand how 
you avoid a loss or multiple losses with the USD shorts. 
 
Personally I am not trading TZs but it has helped me to take a certain view of the market 
which are worth bearing in mind when I trade other strategies. 
 
Anyway I wish you all the best and please do not take the post in a negative way. I am 
just curious. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

NorthTrader Oct 18, 2014 2:59am | Post# 10470

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} Feeling perplexed? Holy grail ain't easy. More often than not one must dig 

through plenty of dirt to find a gold nugget.  
Actually, the holy grail is impossible. You only have to read about the spectacular rise 
and fall of LTCM (Long-Term Capital Management) to understand that. In fact, I hope the 
people who have just started making double or triple digit returns each month trading 
the systems in this thread acquaint themselves with this story. To summarise, the two 
big lessons you must learn are: 
 
1) Never over-leverage. Even after many years of success. In my personal opinion 
even 5:1 is too much. 
 



2) Always accept that the system can fail. Even after many years of success. And 
especially in times of unprecedented fundamental events. One day towards the end their 
tried-and-tested system gave a probability of failure for a particular trade as one in a 
million. Guess what? It failed. 
 
I repeat, there is no holy grail. 

 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 3:19am | Post# 10471

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, Just want to say Thank You to EURUSDD for the great concept and to FreeFox for the 
TZ indi. 
work perfectly great when combined with my shifted renko.. once again thank you and God 
Bless You All.. 
MTH 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 3:39am | Post# 10472

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} The main trend is whatever you want it to be - random numbers here... you can 
test a main trend of 7 mins 36 secs and a counter trend of 43 secs. If a 43 sec 
divergence has statistical validity against 00:07:36, you have a basis to begin. You can 
do the same with numbers of ticks. The smaller you go, the more you will be affected by 
time of day, and you will need to adjust parameters for that as well. So, for a given time 
window, you have, say, these 100 different time or tick (or something else) ratios that 
have proven statistically relevant.... 
Thank you for this. It's validated an idea in my head. But as I said, I'm not a coder so I 
will need one to write the "tester" you've described. I'm essentially measuring for 
magnitude. There are plenty of timing signals one can generate from countless things but 
magnitude is what brings pips. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 3:46am | Post# 10473

 



 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} This is a damn fine post, Vlady. Thank you so much, as always. I don't know 
how you find the time to work full time, trade, and write so many great posts on here. 
Presumably you don't have young children!? 
 
Hahaha! Hit it on the head.  
I have an understanding girlfriend who supports what I do. And the young child I have is 
me. 
i love this stuff. Even if you have to treat it like a business etc, it's fun. Bloody fun.  
the extra time to write and help....it's just more fun. Dunno if I'm explaining it right. 

It's more fun when it's shared!  

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 3:47am | Post# 10474

 
Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} lol, he has commented a few times about people looking over his shoulder at 
work. 
Ive been caught out a few times. Thankfully none of the, know what FX is.  

 

 

Jim4x Oct 18, 2014 3:50am | Post# 10475

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} The cycle-identifer indicator from Page 1 of the Thread looks great. Seems to 
me that if you buy on the MajorCycleBuy signals and sell on the MajorCycleSell signals, 
further confirming that the most recent different-timeframe stochastic mismatch occurred 
above your buys or below your sells, you will have very high probability trades. For trade 
closure, you could use the next MajorSellCycle signal to close your buys, and vice versa. 
IF, of course, the indicator draws these signals in a timely fashion. I mean, it 
doesn't ONLY look good... 
It repaints, MC 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 3:50am | Post# 10476

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi All, Just want to say Thank You to EURUSDD for the great concept and to FreeFox for 
the TZ indi. work perfectly great when combined with my shifted renko.. once again 
thank you and God Bless You All.. MTH {image} 
That is a thing of beauty. I don't know Renko bars, but the indis just hit the turns so 
well.  
What h value are you using, if that's okay to reveal? 

 

blueface Oct 18, 2014 3:57am | Post# 10477

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cool! Cool! That's great to know and compare! The 1:1 works well for me on the 
15M which is why I wondered what effect going to 30M would do or whether I'd have to 
adjust the h value as effectively I'd have twice as less bars on the 15M so hence 
potentially wider SL or R. I will have to investigate this - so thanks for doing the 30M 



research! Just recently I've been trying to understand and implement Van Tharp's 
concept of R multiples... so I've been re-analysing my setups/methods and finding some 
gaping holes in my treatment (or lack... 
Hi,guys. 
what is 1:1?and R? 
Sorry,but I missed out on something. 
thx.  

 

mex2000 Oct 18, 2014 3:59am | Post# 10478

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi All, Just want to say Thank You to EURUSDD for the great concept and to FreeFox for 
the TZ indi. work perfectly great when combined with my shifted renko.. once again 
thank you and God Bless You All.. MTH {image} 
Kiads can u please post your renko indi and template? Thank you so much! 

 

Jim4x Oct 18, 2014 4:22am | Post# 10479

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hmmmm, looking at this again after a while, there appears to be an error in my 

calculation and statement. Sorry. .......... I hope the calculation is now clearer and I 
apologize for the error made previously. Cheers, k 
That's great, thanks for clearing that up 

 

GU-Night Oct 18, 2014 4:53am | Post# 10480

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Great results FX-Jay! One thing that is puzzling me is that on the 18th 
September you called a high probability sell trade on USD/MXN which was trading 
towards tzs down below. {quote} Did you take a loss on that because since the then 
price has been going up so a bit confused? I know even if it is a loss it is one trade but 
you hinted that you were correlating a lot of your trades so I assume you were mostly 
selling USD pairs at the time. I am not hating on your or trying to be negative...I am just 
trying to make sense of how you trade and... 
I see only a profitable sell trade on USD/MXN 18th of September with a high probability 
profit target, which has been touched on the 19th before it was going up. Notice that 
fxJay said a couple of times that he only takes trades with 90% + probability. Even if he 
was betting on totally clearing of the lowest (P)TZ, he did get the possibility to close the 
trade at breakeven when the trade expired (assuming a certain H). 

 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 5:00am | Post# 10481

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is a thing of beauty. I don't know Renko bars, but the indis just hit the 
turns so well. What h value are you using, if that's okay to reveal? 
Hi my friend Vlady1974, sorry for my bad english. Renko is attempt to create more 
constant data flow and visualization. So, in general more detail renko chart is, more 
smoothed data feed will be represented visually, and also as more constant input for any 
indicators calculation. In that example picture, i use 5 point brick size, and shifted by 
20% that mean there will be new brick in every 1 point price movement in each 
directions. (of course u can also create less than 1 pip/point step). This will cover almost 



any PA formation especially in turning point. But for more simple understanding 'renko' is 
simply 'zigzag with better view'. 
 
So, with 5 point brick size and shifted by 20%, 1 turning point from bullish to bearish will 
need 10 bricks formation and i set Transient Zones Indi H_Value to 20. and since this TZ 
indi will get more smoothed data input from renko chart, then it will show up that 'zones' 
in more reasonable area, and also you notice that 'she' only show the left side, and not 
the right side this is because as you 'see' that almost every 'tip' of turning point consist 
of 2 bricks, and that is most simple formation to recognize.. right.. lol 
 
Best regard. 
MTH 

 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 5:05am | Post# 10482

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} Kiads can u please post your renko indi and template? Thank you so much! 
Hi My Friend, you can download my shifted renko builder indicator and other support 
customs indicators from my ARTS thread.. 
Best Regard 
MTH 

 

mex2000 Oct 18, 2014 5:23am | Post# 10483

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend, you can download my shifted renko builder indicator and other 
support customs indicators from my ARTS thread.. Best Regard MTH 

great thanks my friend   

 

jackprobe Oct 18, 2014 5:58am | Post# 10484

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi my friend Vlady1974, sorry for my bad english. Renko is attempt to create 
more constant data flow and visualization. So, in general more detail renko chart is, 
more smoothed data feed will be represented visually, and also as more constant input 
for any indicators calculation. In that example picture, i use 5 point brick size, and 
shifted by 20% that mean there will be new brick in every 1 point price movement in 
each directions. (of course u can also create less than 1 pip/point step). This will cover 
almost any PA formation especially... 
Thanks mate, interesting. From your experiences, renko is better than rangebars? Does 
renko need fast cpu and big ram? Tq 

 

Occamz Oct 18, 2014 6:17am | Post# 10485

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} That is a thing of beauty. I don't know Renko bars, but the indis just hit the 
turns so well. What h value are you using, if that's okay to reveal? 
 
It hits the turns so well because the Tranzient Zone indicator repaints until h-bars (in 
Kiads case 20 bars) after the fact! 
Perhaps you are over-doing it Vlady! 



 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 6:20am | Post# 10486

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Thanks mate, interesting. From your experiences, renko is better than 
rangebars? Does renko need fast cpu and big ram? Tq 
Yes My Friend, because my shifted renko is a hybrid between standard renko and 
rangebars and yes renko need fast cpu and big ram, because of really intensive 
read/write process. btw please ask about renko in my ARTS thread, and let's focus to 
similarity and transient zones only in our friend EURUSDD thread here.. 
 
best regard 
MTH 

 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 6:27am | Post# 10487

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} It hits the turns so well because the Tranzient Zone indicator repaints until h-
bars (in Kiads case 20 bars) after the fact! Perhaps you are over-doing it Vlady! 
Well my friend, maybe better if you try it by yourself.. and soon if you already 
'mastering' that 'repaint' factor to your advantages then i hope you will be happy to find 
the 'core'. 
best regard 
MTH 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 6:42am | Post# 10488

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. 
 
The ''price'' you see on your chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. 
 
The market is in constant unbalance, but rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync 
again. Use this for your good by identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it 
back to balance. Theese levels are almost 100% probability. It is not the stoch method that 
is in this thread as the stoch doesnt give the right value. Even though it can produce great 
signals. 
 
I've found a way of trading this (and no, i won't share my indicator), but you can easily do 
this as well if you put in some hard work. 
 

Happy trading  



 

 

Atihun Oct 18, 2014 7:01am | Post# 10489

 
Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. The market is in constant unbalance, but 
rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync again. Use this for your good by 
identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it back to balance. Theese levels 
are almost 100% probability. It is not the stoch method that is in this thread as the stoch 
doesnt give the right value. Even though it can produce great signals. I've found a way of 
trading this (and... 

 

 

Occamz Oct 18, 2014 7:20am | Post# 10490

 
Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. The market is in constant unbalance, but 
rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync again. Use this for your good by 
identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it back to balance. Theese levels 
are almost 100% probability. 
Quoting Ullen 
USD/JPY (106.227)This level WILL be cleared. I am not saying that it probably 
will, i am saying that it will. (and soon)Find your entry and make pips.Ullen 
Yesterday you made this call in your Journal thread when the price was at 106.54, it has 
since moved another 30+ pips against you. 
When do you consider a call a failure? 
Why do you think these calls can fail? 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 18, 2014 7:20am | Post# 10491

 
Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. The market is in constant unbalance, but 
rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync again. Use this for your good by 
identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it back to balance. Theese levels 
are almost 100% probability. It is not the stoch method that is in this thread as the stoch 



doesnt give the right value. Even though it can produce great signals. I've found a way of 
trading this (and... 

Nice picture mate . May i know it is based on LiteChild's or on Eurusdd's ? The 
horizontal line is not based on TF M1 ? if not, may i know based on what TF is it ? (edit: 

If it is based on LiteChild's, then i know what TF it is that build the horizontal line ). 
Thanks in advance. 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 7:37am | Post# 10492

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} {quote} Yesterday you made this call in your Journal thread when the price was at 
106.54, it has since moved another 30+ pips against you. When do you consider a call a 
failure? Why do you think these calls can fail? 
It is never a failure, it is just a matter of how much the ''price'' goes out of balance. There 
are many ways i can take advantage of this as well. Level will be cleared. 

Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Nice picture mate . May i know it is based on LiteChild's or on Eurusdd's ? The 
horizontal line is not based on TF M1 ? if not, may i know based on what TF is it ? (edit: If it 

is based on LiteChild's, then i know what TF it is that build the horizontal line ). Thanks in 
advance. 
Neither. I've made it myself with the help from a coder. The lines are made in M1 TF. 
 

Another example with target on AU  

 

 

jackprobe Oct 18, 2014 7:44am | Post# 10493

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Yes My Friend, because my shifted renko is a hybrid between standard renko 
and rangebars and yes renko need fast cpu and big ram, because of really intensive 
read/write process. btw please ask about renko in my ARTS thread, and let's focus to 
similarity and transient zones only in our friend EURUSDD thread here.. best regard MTH 
Thanks mate. You are right, this thread is about Similarity & TRZ. Better not to discuss 

other thing here, SORRY. We must respect Eurusdd, thanks for remind me my friend  

 



limprobable Oct 18, 2014 7:58am | Post# 10494

 
Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake.} 
Hello Ullen. Yes i read you thread with big interest. Seems to have the same goal as this 
one. Price Will come back to certain price with high probability (beacause of similiraty, 
bécause of récurrence, bécause price is fake, no matter why) 
 
thanks for sharing . 
 
Does anyone in his work, work on the number of récurrence of one price. I mean some 
price hits x Times in past And future? If yes does it help? 
 
does anyone works on the speed of price and relativity ? I mean price move in pips, in 
Space And Time in à chart. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 18, 2014 8:06am | Post# 10495

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} It is never a failure, it is just a matter of how much the ''price'' goes out of balance. 
There are many ways i can take advantage of this as well. Level will be cleared. {quote} 
Neither. I've made it myself with the help from a coder. The lines are made in M1 TF. 

Another example with target on AU  {image} 

Good work mate . We have almost same signal mate, temporary bullish (AU M1). My 
zone appears more to the north from yours, but not far. 
I am waiting for sell opportunity on AudJpy too. Will wait for a top, then do a sell ..... if not 
on Monday, may be on Tuesday. 
 
Edit: May i know what is the blue line combining the begin point of the horizontal line ? Does 
it mean it is bullish if price cross it from below, and bearish if price cross it from above ? Any 
clue about your horz line ? If it is not for public, i can understand it ...... 

 

 

Neio Oct 18, 2014 8:06am | Post# 10496

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I see only a profitable sell trade on USD/MXN 18th of September with a high 



probability profit target, which has been touched on the 19th before it was going up. 
Notice that fxJay said a couple of times that he only takes trades with 90% + probability. 
Even if he was betting on totally clearing of the lowest (P)TZ, he did get the possibility to 
close the trade at breakeven when the trade expired (assuming a certain H). 
Thanks GU-Night 
 
I remember the part about him saying he often gets an opportunity to get out when the 
trade is near to being invalidated. But with a heavy bias like that I can't imagine anything 
other than a series of losses. There were similar calls on Euro going up which never 
happened. 
 
Anyway just curious more than anything as at the time I was following the trades to try 
and learn how he was trading. 

 

Atihun Oct 18, 2014 8:40am | Post# 10497

 
Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. The market is in constant unbalance, but 
rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync again. Use this for your good by 
identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it back to balance. Theese levels 
are almost 100% probability. It is not the stoch method that is in this thread as the stoch 
doesnt give the right value. Even though it can produce great signals. I've found a way of 
trading this (and... 
does the blue line show something like fair value? or is it just connecting two dysbalance 
spots?where can i learn more about this? 

 

GU-Night Oct 18, 2014 10:05am | Post# 10498

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} Apparently, that was not the Holy Grail. You may think it is, but then it is 
actually not. As for the folks here, I have no clue what they are doing, especially in 
practical terms. The thread is lovely though. The guru has quite a bit of following and 
those vying to figure out the secret. Some even claim tremendous success, but as the 
guru they do not share how they got there. The whole thing is on par if not more 
intriguing than any masonic conspiracy. 
What do you expect? That everyone who has success, explains in detail how they get 
there? On a public forum, where are people who don’t want that the retail trader succeed 
in this business? You have to do it with the hints they give, and if you can’t differentiate 
valuable from non-valuable information; then your time hasn’t come yet. 
 
There are enough information and tools in this thread to build a massive edge with, but it 
isn’t a step by step guide. But I’m sure that in the end you ask yourself: “How come that 
I didn’t see this before?” 
 
I can imagine that it is frustrating that you don’t get what you want by now. But this are 
the moments who are determinative if you succeed or not. Do you give up, or do you 
fight until you get it. The choice is yours. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 18, 2014 10:16am | Post# 10499

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} What do you expect? That everyone who has success, explains in detail how 



they get there? On a public forum, where are people who don’t want that the retail trader 
succeed in this business? You have to do it with the hints they give, and if you can’t 
differentiate valuable from non-valuable information; then your time hasn’t come yet. 
There are enough information and tools in this thread to build a massive edge with, but it 
isn’t a step by step guide. But I’m sure that in the end you ask yourself: “How come that 
I didn’t see this before?”... 

 

 

Eurusdd Oct 18, 2014 10:30am | Post# 10500

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} Apparently, that was not the Holy Grail. You may think it is, but then it is 
actually not. As for the folks here, I have no clue what they are doing, especially in 
practical terms. The thread is lovely though. The guru has quite a bit of following and 
those vying to figure out the secret. Some even claim tremendous success, but as the 
guru they do not share how they got there. The whole thing is on par if not more 
intriguing than any masonic conspiracy. 
First and foremost, there is no guru on this thread. Furthermore, when I introduced some 
ideas here I did not force a particular finite number of steps for people to follow because 
I know there are a lot of very intelligent traders on this forum. Instead, I introduced a 
concept in its crudest form so that those who can see the truth will develop their own 
systems. So far, so good. I am quietly learning from most of them too. 
That is the way to deal with intelligent people. Give them freedom to explore. So, if you 
do not see any good in what others are discussing, maybe - like someone said - you r 
time has not arrived! CHILL! 

 

burnssss Oct 18, 2014 10:41am | Post# 10501

 
One question I throw randomly:  
There relationship between "open / close" with "high / low" in each bar?  
That is, a number that relates "always" the "open / close" with "high / low". 

I'm not sure.   

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 10:48am | Post# 10502

 
2 Attachment(s) 
The market is not random! 
 
And i highly recommend treating it like it isnt. Once you understand it, you will see thoose 
windows for making money that EURUSDD is talking about. Everything in my system is not 
from this thread. EU put the thought in my head, and i went on and spend alot of hours 
trying to figure out how i could use this. The thing that there are 2 independent ideas 
floating around this forum (TZ and Sim) is just amazing. Figure out what fits you, and build 
your system. Just remember Patience & Confidence! 
 
Ullen 



 

 

 



blueface Oct 18, 2014 11:24am | Post# 10503

 
Quoting Ullen 
The market is not random! And i highly recommend treating it like it isnt. Once you 
understand it, you will see thoose windows for making money that EURUSDD is talking 
about. Everything in my system is not from this thread. EU put the thought in my head, 
and i went on and spend alot of hours trying to figure out how i could use this. The thing 
that there are 2 independent ideas floating around this forum (TZ and Sim) is just 
amazing. Figure out what fits you, and build your system. Just remember Patience & 
Confidence! Ullen {image} {image} 
Hi,Ullen. 
the blue line is the moving average? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 11:33am | Post# 10504

 
Quoting Occamz 
{quote} It hits the turns so well because the Tranzient Zone indicator repaints until h-
bars (in Kiads case 20 bars) after the fact! Perhaps you are over-doing it Vlady! 
It doesn't repaint after h.Perhaps.....what? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 11:40am | Post# 10505

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} which indis? are the zones valid only until they rolled off the screen? 
The Transient Zone indicates by FireFox displays completed zones for a given h value.so 
once h is done, the zone is complete. It also shows incomplete zones which keep 
repainting until h is complete or price invalidates the zone. Perhaps others are over doing 
their understanding of the indi. 

 

Baillie Oct 18, 2014 11:54am | Post# 10506

 
Quoting grin 

{quote} You are a humble one There are many ways of drawing more or less similar 
zones which one may name as points of attraction. The value is not in the zones per se. 
One has to figure out a way of handling the zones which is something you do 
not provide.  

Really?...... Thank you for pointing out the obvious and repeating statements.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 1:32pm | Post# 10507

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} Thanks. I assume by freefox... How do you figure out the value of the length of 
time (h) for zone to complete and become valid? 
This one is trial and error. There was previously a discussion on finding an optimal h. I 
personally believe that "optimal" is a personal preference based on a specific timeframe 
and appropriate market type strategy (ranging vs trending). 
 
what does that mean? How about you try trial and error. The simplest being, start at 
one. Then two, then three. The idea is to look at the screen and see if YOU can actually 
interpret what you see. 
 



assuming you've gone through this exercise, you should now collect so you have h values 
that make sense. Eg. 6, 10, 12, 18, 45, 89, 120.... Just to throw some random numbers 
out there. Next see if you can correlate your views on multiple timeframes. Does your 
interpretation remain consistent from M5 to M30 to H1 to H4 etc etc. 
 
Had you done your homework on the Similarity principle, you'll be able to use some 
Stochastic values that create time equivalence a of higher timeframes onto lower 
timeframes. These values are in posts and even in one of my PDFs. 
 
Having done this work, you can now explore the original proposition and definition, ie. 
test if your h value is creating a visible opportunity for you to spot recurring or transient 
prices. Do you prefer to see a grey arrow or a coloured one? What values of h provide 
this? Do you notice what happens as you increase the value of h? 
 
ask more question. Test. Question. Test. 
be a scientist and make observations....then form opinions/ hypotheses, then test. 

 

ephisi Oct 18, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 10508

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} First and foremost, there is no guru on this thread. Furthermore, when I 
introduced some ideas here I did not force a particular finite number of steps for people 
to follow because I know there are a lot of very intelligent traders on this forum. Instead, 
I introduced a concept in its crudest form so that those who can see the truth will 
develop their own systems. So far, so good. I am quietly learning from most of them too. 
That is the way to deal with intelligent people. Give them freedom to explore. So, if you 
do not see any good in what... 
A group of intelligent traders. My university education paid of afterall. Its not until 3days 
ago i gained full understanding. To get the gist one has to be a researcher. One who 
loves problem solving and will keep at it till the problem is solved. Eurusdd i cant thank 
you enough. 
 
Complicated, yet so simple. Or simple yet complicated. Dunno 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 1:38pm | Post# 10509

 
Quoting Ullen 
The market is not random! And i highly recommend treating it like it isnt. Once you 
understand it, you will see thoose windows for making money that EURUSDD is talking 
about. Everything in my system is not from this thread. EU put the thought in my head, 
and i went on and spend alot of hours trying to figure out how i could use this. The thing 
that there are 2 independent ideas floating around this forum (TZ and Sim) is just 
amazing. Figure out what fits you, and build your system. Just remember Patience & 
Confidence! Ullen {image} {image} 
This is awesome! I can see what you are doing on the green. I don't know what blue 
actually represents, but it seems to be that point in a move that is critical to a change in 
direction....inflection point? Or probably classic Sim. 
in any case. 
 
I love the simplicity of the implementation. Here's my interpretation: when blue crosses 
previous green the new blue swing becomes the future target. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 10510



 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} A group of intelligent traders. My university education paid of afterall. Its not 
until 3days ago i gained full understanding. To get the gist one has to be a researcher. 
One who loves problem solving and will keep at it till the problem is solved. Eurusdd i 
cant thank you enough. Complicated, yet so simple. Or simple yet complicated. Dunno 

 

 

ephisi Oct 18, 2014 1:41pm | Post# 10511

 
Quoting vlady1974 

{quote}  
Trading in the uneven zone. Lol. I like that. 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 10512

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This is awesome! I can see what you are doing on the green. I don't know what 
blue actually represents, but it seems to be that point in a move that is critical to a 
change in direction....inflection point? Or probably classic Sim. in any case. I love the 
simplicity of the implementation. Here's my interpretation: when blue crosses previous 
green the new blue swing becomes the future target. 
I think you get it, but it's really more complex than that. 
 
The blue zz shows where ''price'' should be, the ''real'' price one could say. In my opinion 
price doesnt exist. 
 
The green lines are returning points based on my theory. 

 

ephisi Oct 18, 2014 1:57pm | Post# 10513

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I think you get it, but it's really more complex than that. The blue zz shows 
where ''price'' should be, the ''real'' price one could say. In my opinion price doesnt exist. 
The green lines are returning points based on my theory. 
Awesome. I see it. Do you draw the blue manually or its a zz indi? 

 

Kiads Oct 18, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 10514

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I think you get it, but it's really more complex than that. The blue zz shows 
where ''price'' should be, the ''real'' price one could say. In my opinion price doesnt exist. 
The green lines are returning points based on my theory. 

Yup, price doesn't exist there only space, movement and frequency... 

 

ephisi Oct 18, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 10515

 
Now getting many emails requesting help! I will say here that i equally sent emails to 
vlady, ullen, eurusdd, neio etc trying to learn this stuff. No one revealed the key secrets 
to me. But pointers which are all in the thread. Pls read the threads and if you must send 



mails send ones that show what you have figured out and ask if youre on the right track 
or not. Thats hiw i see it. That can be done on the thread and not through pms 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 10516

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Awesome. I see it. Do you draw the blue manually or its a zz indi? 
I draw nothing. I'ts only 1 indicator 

 

ephisi Oct 18, 2014 2:18pm | Post# 10517

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I draw nothing. I'ts only 1 indicator 
Tnx. I can do it manually. Dont know what indicator. Now people will start asking for the 
indicator 

 

Atihun Oct 18, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 10518

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Tnx. I can do it manually. Dont know what indicator. Now people will start asking 
for the indicator 
blue is copied from a screenshot of ullen. 

Red lines drawn by indi.. close but still not perfect..  

 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 18, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 10519

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hello, thank you very much for introducing this form of trading, the concept is great.  
I am a Spanish girl and do not understand English very well, for more I read the thread 
there are important things I do not understand.  
I need some help.  



 
I know how the signals are produced with the "CI" prompt, the settings are for signs on 5M 
chart, I find the same configuration signals in other periods? I change the settings? 
(attached image) 
 
 
Knowing that my questions may be answered already, but I can not find the answers, do 
not understand.  
Could someone explain with an image as I can identify good signals and objectives?  
I apologize in advance for these questions.  
Thank you very much to all. 

 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 2:57pm | Post# 10520

 



Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I think you get it, but it's really more complex than that. The blue zz shows 
where ''price'' should be, the ''real'' price one could say. In my opinion price doesnt exist. 
The green lines are returning points based on my theory. 
Cool! Oh I totally get that it would be complex. I was commenting essentially on what 
the visual cues presented as far as a trading decision goes. The idea of "price" not 
existing is interesting. I always thought of it as a continuum...like a fabric. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 18, 2014 3:41pm | Post# 10521

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Use the iCustom function... the CI indicator is essentially a TZ indicator or 
fractal indicator plus a momentum aspect, depending on the settings. I can save you the 
time from coding it straight, though - no settings are profitable on their own - use it for 
similarity though and it can have some teeth, just not as many as stoch/BB, since you 
can see more and isolate more pieces from that platform due to the settings... think 
slope of mid-BB over the stoch, what is happening to price when stoch is at 0/100, when 
you can/can't see the upper... 
OK, thanks, I see how to use the iCustom function. How can I tell from the double value 
it returns whether that value represents a MajorCycle buy or sell (analogous to the 
thick/double green/red lines on the indicator's graphical representation)? 

 

MetaCoder Oct 18, 2014 4:01pm | Post# 10522

 
Never mind, I get the repainting "feature" and already figured the indicator was too good 
to be true. 
 
I still think there is something to detecting signal mismatches across timeframes. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 18, 2014 4:02pm | Post# 10523

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} OK, thanks, I see how to use the iCustom function. How can I tell from the 
double value it returns whether that value represents a MajorCycle buy or sell (analogous 
to the thick/double green/red lines on the indicator's graphical representation)? 
 
Different signals will be given by the different buffers (indexed through each call of 
iCustom) in the case of CI. If I remember correctly, each buffer was either -1,0,or 1, 
denoting down, no signal, or up for major or minor. The only double was that of price (I 
think buffer 5, again from memory), but I may have had a different version of the 
indicator that I worked from... best to look at the CI indicator code directly, to decide 
which buffers you need for your EA. When in doubt, spit them all out as msg or alert just 
to see what you're working with... 

 

Rparm Oct 18, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 10524

 
Hey folks! I've been using the RecurrenceStatistics Indi with higher values of h and have 
noticed that the probability that the indicator will continue to paint more signals in the 
most current fractals(TZ) direction is greater than the chance of it painting an opposite 
fractal. In other words, if a fractal(TZ) signifying a potential top is created, it seems more 
tops will appear before a bottom does... but how many hmmmm... Is anyone else 
traveling down this path? I'm currently looking at the probability of repeating 



tops/bottom TZ, throwing in Ralome's Indi to see if there is a relationship between TZ 
and Similarity. 
Entries can be made off the 1st TZ or on a small pullback... but when to exit is the tough 
part for me at the moment. A point in the right direction would be greatly appreciated by 
those of you who have a good grasp on this thread. Thanks everyone for the great 
thread!! 
Also the following values are correct for Ralomes indi? 
300 for 4h 
75 for 1h 
300 for 15m 
900 for 5m 

 

MetaCoder Oct 18, 2014 4:23pm | Post# 10525

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
When in doubt, spit them all out as msg or alert just to see what you're working with... 
Yes! Thanks! 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 18, 2014 4:59pm | Post# 10526

 
lets identify: 
1 - The ''price'' you see on your chart does not exist => ok 
2 - The market is in constant unbalance => ok 

3 - but rarely it goes into balance => ok 
4 - and jumps out of sync again => means it goes unbalanced again ok 
5 - when the market is in unbalance => !! according to #2 it is most of the time 
unbalanced so we should be trade every where according to your statement 
6 - trade it back to balance => according to #3 it goes balance very rare. 
 
conclusion: 
I should open constant trade every where & wait it to go balance very Rare 
 
not sounds logic 
 
EDIT : I believe this is fake. 

Quoting Ullen 
If you are not trading TZ, here are some hints for you guys. The ''price'' you see on your 
chart does not exist. It is nothing. It is fake. The market is in constant unbalance, but 
rarely it goes into balance, and jumps out of sync again. Use this for your good by 
identifying when the market is in unbalance, and trade it back to balance. Theese levels 
are almost 100% probability. It is not the stoch method that is in this thread as the stoch 
doesnt give the right value. Even though it can produce great signals. I've found a way of 
trading this (and... 
 

 

kprsa Oct 18, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 10527

 
Quoting Ullen 
The market is not random! And i highly recommend treating it like it isnt. Once you 
understand it, you will see thoose windows for making money that EURUSDD is talking 
about. Everything in my system is not from this thread. EU put the thought in my head, 



and i went on and spend alot of hours trying to figure out how i could use this. The thing 
that there are 2 independent ideas floating around this forum (TZ and Sim) is just 
amazing. Figure out what fits you, and build your system. Just remember Patience & 
Confidence! Ullen {image} {image} 
I first apologize to the readership to perpetuate this discussion in the similarity thread. 
 
Hi Ullen, if your indicator aspires to describe the true value of Forex pair, as opposed to 
the price, I would expect it to be much more interesting than what is shown in your 
screenshot. Particularly, I would expect the value to grow or decline before significant 
events where the smart money already knows the direction (news events etc) whereas 
the actual price does not move much. Does your indicator do that and could you provide 
an example? As it is, all I see in your screenshot is a moving average (and I have better 
MAs than that one). 
 
k 

 

kore2 Oct 18, 2014 5:13pm | Post# 10528

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area yet. 
We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we declare 
the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, if the 
market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of A as 
recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!!{image} 

 
 
Hey Guys and Eurusdd, 
This is my first post here (actually I tried to post more than a year ago but it was blocked 
somehow), anyway I`ve been following this thread with great interest. Lately I`ve been 
testing the concept that I`m quoting here. 
There are two reasons that I don`t reveal how I applied it. First reason is that nobody 
reveals his exact strategy here. Second reason is that I failed with it so it`s not profitable. 
With my own method I had about 90-95% success rate but that success rate was without 
using a stoploss. And in this case trading without a stoploss means large drawdowns and 
also means margin call because that 5-10% when my strategy fails will kill the account. Btw 
I remember that Eurusdd`s very first trade explorer was really successful but with large 
drawdowns and small profits and that trade explorer would disappear all of a sudden later 
on. So that time Eurusdd maybe used something similar to my present strategy... 
So unfortunately I only have some questions at the moment but I'd rather live with a good 
question than a bad answer. 
How do you guys interpret this concept and this picture? Price would go back from Zone "A" 
to Zone "B". But when would you go short? In the life of the middle transient candle or later 
on when price would go up to Zone "A" from below again? (Of course not like on this picture 
because price never went up again after it had come down below Zone "B") 
That`s all I would like ask. Hopefully it`s not a ridiculous question for you. 
Thank you and good luck! 



 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 5:37pm | Post# 10529

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} all I see in your screenshot is a moving average (and I have better MAs than 
that one). k 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
I should open constant trade every where & wait it to go balance very Rare not sounds 
logic EDIT : I believe this is fake. {quote} 
Kprsa 
 
I can assure you that it is not a moving average. You have to know what it is to use it. 
So you don't see the levels that is cleared with 99% probability on the screenshots. The 
probability that ''price'' moves further than 40 pips away from target is about 11,10%, 
and it moves further than 20 pips away with 66% probability. This gives me a great 
window for money, and a perfect edge. 
 
MAM.Trader: 
 
Yes, of course you should open trades all the time, what? When have i said that this is 
what you should do? I have said that one should open a trade when the market is in 
unbalance and trade towards balance. If this is 1,2 or 20 positions it's up to the single 
trader to decide according to money management. 
 
I won't post more of this content here, as it seems that people don't like it. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 18, 2014 6:10pm | Post# 10530

 
I found the indicator. my guess he added some probability calculations to that indi. "a 
little of TZ"  
its modified. you actually not seing the original code prints.  

Quoting Ullen 
{quote} {quote} Kprsa I can assure you that it is not a moving average. You have to 
know what it is to use it. So you don't see the levels that is cleared with 99% probability 
on the screenshots. The probability that ''price'' moves further than 40 pips away from 
target is about 11,10%, and it moves further than 20 pips away with 66% probability. 
This gives me a great window for money, and a perfect edge. MAM.Trader: Yes, of course 
you should open trades all the time, what? When have i said that this is what you should 
do? I have said that one should... 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 18, 2014 6:12pm | Post# 10531

 
if you are looking for Ullen setup, actually digging the wrong thread.....  

Quoting MAM.Trader 
I found the indicator. my guess he added some probability calculations to that indi. "a 
little of TZ" its modified. you actually not seing the original code prints. {quote} 
 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 10532



 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
I found the indicator. my guess he added some probability calculations to that indi. "a 
little of TZ" its modified. you actually not seing the original code prints. {quote} 
This indicator does only exist in mine and 2 other computers, so you havent found the 
indicator, and it has absolutely nothing to do with TZ 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 18, 2014 6:17pm | Post# 10533

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
Hello, thank you very much for introducing this form of trading, the concept is great. I 
am a Spanish girl and do not understand English very well, for more I read the thread 
there are important things I do not understand. I need some help. I know how the 
signals are produced with the "CI" prompt, the settings are for signs on 5M chart, I find 
the same configuration signals in other periods? I change the settings? (attached image) 
Knowing that my questions may be answered already, but I can not find the answers, do 
not understand. Could someone... 
There is a good PDF on CI in the attachements 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 18, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 10534

 
good friend if the indicator on my chart showing exactly your nosense ziggyzaggy levels 
then >%99 probability they are using same algorithm  
I dont give a heck in how many machines its stored 
 

Quoting Ullen 
{quote} This indicator does only exist in mine and 2 other computers, so you havent 
found the indicator, and it has absolutely nothing to do with TZ 
 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 18, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 10535

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} {image} Hey Guys and Eurusdd, This is my first post here (actually I tried to 
post more than a year ago but it was blocked somehow), anyway I`ve been following 
this thread with great interest. Lately I`ve been testing the concept that I`m quoting 
here. There are two reasons that I don`t reveal how I applied it. First reason is that 
nobody reveals his exact strategy here. Second reason is that I failed with it so it`s not 
profitable. With my own method I had about 90-95% success rate but that success rate 
was without using a stoploss. And... 
When to trade? Why we say its a setup and there is need to build a system around is to 
answer this question you are asking. 
 
B and back up to A. Condition is already done if that happens 

 

Ullen Oct 18, 2014 6:32pm | Post# 10536

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
good friend if the indicator on my chart showing exactly your nosense ziggyzaggy levels 
then >%99 probability they are using same algorithm I dont give a heck in how many 
machines its stored {quote} 



Please share M1 chart for NZDUSD then 

 

kore2 Oct 18, 2014 7:28pm | Post# 10537

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} When to trade? Why we say its a setup and there is need to build a system around 
is to answer this question you are asking. B and back up to A. Condition is already done if 
that happens 
 
I think you are right that`s correct. 
But sometimes setups and systems are mixed up. I`m quoting Eurusdd again (it`s about 
the above mentioned concept or setup): 
 

"You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that 
a transient zone may be forming, you act assuming that will be the 
case and act. (This is where the secret is) Riskless profit in most cases. 
you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent 
and then look for a sell. 
 
The following things will happen. 
 
If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. 
if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. 
EITHER way, you will win!!" 
 
And I cannot decide whether it`s a setup or a hidden system here. We have two postulates 
here: If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win. 
if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. 
EITHER way, you will win!! 
 
And that is fine and true. But a third postulate or logic is missing: How comes that prices 
should come back when we short it above the present transient zone (candle)? Of course if 
it turns back short then transient zone turns to be whether h-recurrent, or h-transient 
depending on how much price would move down. But how comes that price must turn back 
above our forming transient zone? That is the missing third postulate (or hidden system) 
here. 

 



 

cfdtaleong Oct 18, 2014 8:11pm | Post# 10538

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} I think you are right that`s correct. But sometimes setups and systems are 
mixed up. I`m quoting Eurusdd again (it`s about the above mentioned concept or 
setup): "You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a transient zone 
may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act. (This is where the secret 
is) Riskless profit in most cases. you can declare the area immediately above the zone as 
h-recurrent and then look for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns 
out to be h-recurrent, your sell... 
 
My interpretation of You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a 

transient zone may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act is not 
equal to pulling the trigger. 
 
 
you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look for a 

sell is what I believe to be meant by act.  
 
Base on the above, hypothesise how price can possibly move to satisfy the postulations. 
There is in your example no third postulation. You only need a slight shift in how you are 
looking at this conundrum. 
 
#5793 #5799 will answer your queries. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 8:18pm | Post# 10539

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} I think you are right that`s correct. But sometimes setups and systems are 
mixed up. I`m quoting Eurusdd again (it`s about the above mentioned concept or 
setup): "You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a transient zone 
may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act. (This is where the secret 
is) Riskless profit in most cases. you can declare the area immediately above the zone as 
h-recurrent and then look for a sell. The following things will happen. If your zone turns 
out to be h-recurrent, your sell... 
Don't think of the moves in straight lines. 
If price gaps to the red arrow, yes it could go up, but why would it not return to fill the 
void? Gaps often do. 
What if price doesn't go to your red line but start just above the zone.... Well, then it is 
in a recurrent zone so you could scalp long then scalp short later. I can tell you that mid-
TZs tend to get cleared out on return journeys after a major move, the bigger the tf the 
better. 
 
also, you are concentrating on one situation ( mid transients) when the other situations 
can give you more trading opportunities. Effort to reward? 

 

pedma Oct 18, 2014 8:21pm | Post# 10540

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} First and foremost, there is no guru on this thread. Furthermore, when I 
introduced some ideas here I did not force a particular finite number of steps for people 
to follow because I know there are a lot of very intelligent traders on this forum. Instead, 
I introduced a concept in its crudest form so that those who can see the truth will 



develop their own systems. So far, so good. I am quietly learning from most of them too. 
That is the way to deal with intelligent people. Give them freedom to explore. So, if you 
do not see any good in what... 

Nice to see you again Eurusdd, thank you for your great ideas !!  

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} This one is trial and error. There was previously a discussion on finding an 
optimal h. I personally believe that "optimal" is a personal preference based on a specific 
timeframe and appropriate market type strategy (ranging vs trending). what does that 
mean? How about you try trial and error. The simplest being, start at one. Then two, 
then three. The idea is to look at the screen and see if YOU can actually interpret what 
you see. assuming you've gone through this exercise, you should now collect so you have 
h values that make sense. Eg.... 
Great posts Vlady. Thanks mate. h(T,k) is very interesting. The variable Time(T) and 

double value k will lead us to an optimal h. Amazing result .....  

 

vlady1974 Oct 18, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 10541

 
Quoting pedma 

{quote} Nice to see you again Eurusdd, thank you for your great ideas !! {quote} 
Great posts Vlady. Thanks mate. h(T,k) is very interesting. The variable Time(T) and 

double value k will lead us to an optimal h. Amazing result .....  
Cheers mate,  
The mystery of TZ is that we don't know what k is. Kprsa already mentioned that his 
version of k is different - an average of price height. The original proposition says it's a 
positive integer. I think it's price related but not necessarily "price" value. No one knows 

but Eurusdd. Hasn't stopped strategies from being devised to bring in pips, though.  

 

pedma Oct 18, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 10542

 
Quoting ephisi 
Now getting many emails requesting help! I will say here that i equally sent emails to 
vlady, ullen, eurusdd, neio etc trying to learn this stuff. No one revealed the key secrets 
to me. But pointers which are all in the thread. Pls read the threads and if you must send 
mails send ones that show what you have figured out and ask if youre on the right track 
or not. Thats hiw i see it. That can be done on the thread and not through pms 

 

Quoting ephisi 
{quote} A group of intelligent traders. My university education paid of afterall. Its not 
until 3days ago i gained full understanding. To get the gist one has to be a researcher. 
One who loves problem solving and will keep at it till the problem is solved. Eurusdd i 
cant thank you enough. Complicated, yet so simple. Or simple yet complicated. Dunno 
After i found this thread, i feel that what i got at university can be applied (some of 
them) in forex .... it is worth, finally we can earn money. Need some time more for me, 

but i see the light at the end of the dark tunnel ....  
I want to thank very much to Eurusdd, and all of members that have spend time and 
energy to help me and other friends here ... 

May you all have a good health, always be happy & get green pips every day .....  

 

jackprobe Oct 18, 2014 8:48pm | Post# 10543



 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi Jack, Problem bars denote confirmed transient zones. Fully resolved bars 
denote potential TZs that have become recurrent. This appears ok, as far as the 
calculation is concerned. I'll simplify the language in V4. k 

Thanks for your information mate. Wow, can not wait to see V4 Thank you for your 
hard work !! 

edit: i mean, take you time mate i am just so happy to see it later after you have 

finished it ....  

 

pedma Oct 18, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 10544

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Cheers mate, The mystery of TZ is that we don't know what k is. Kprsa already 
mentioned that his version of k is different - an average of price height. The original 
proposition says it's a positive integer. I think it's price related but not necessarily "price" 
value. No one knows but Eurusdd. Hasn't stopped strategies from being devised to bring 

in pips, though.  
Thanks again mate. Will spare time for all of this. Yes you are right, i just read from page 
286up again for the x times, Eurusdd wrote that K is an integer. Will try to code it and 
see the result. If i get something, then i will try to trade using SMALL account/lot first. I 
think using small account / small lot is good for practice, if i get good result, then i may 

try a bigger one .... It is really worth to understand the equation: h(T,k) ......  

 

NorthTrader Oct 18, 2014 10:18pm | Post# 10545

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} {image} Hey Guys and Eurusdd, This is my first post here (actually I tried to 
post more than a year ago but it was blocked somehow), anyway I`ve been following 
this thread with great interest. Lately I`ve been testing the concept that I`m quoting 
here. There are two reasons that I don`t reveal how I applied it. First reason is that 
nobody reveals his exact strategy here. Second reason is that I failed with it so it`s not 
profitable. With my own method I had about 90-95% success rate but that success rate 
was without using a stoploss. And... 
Stunning question, kore2! Welcome to the frustrated club. I too was greatly inspired by 
the exact post you quoted, but it didn't work for me either due to the problems you said. 
I didn't give up though, just thought my stop loss, choice of h, TP, minimum k, etc. were 
off. So I spent a good few hours coding a mechanical system based on this one idea, and 
I couldn't get that to work either (over a few thousand bars). Exactly the problem you 
described! A win rate over 90% was possible if your SL was big enough, but the few 
losers would wipe out your profits with such a large SL. Small SLs didn't work either. I 
made sure to enter and take profit with limit orders, of course, to guarantee getting 
filled. Even reducing the TP to a single pip didn't work. It was very frustrating! I wrote 
about this previously in post #10042. 
 
From this I drew the conclusion that the great scalpers on this thread are using a lot 
more than this technique to make money. How couldn't they be? When has a trading 
system ever worked without a good deal of discretion? If it were a simple case of 
following indicators then everyone would be making money, especially the big institutions 
with so much time and money to invest in research. As such, the only thing that's going 
to make you a great trader is knowing how to read the market. Without that, any edge a 
system or indicator provides might help you break even, but it won't make you rich. 
 



As for Eurusdd's trade explorer, I have similar reservations to you about it. For instance, 
in his current explorer his last trade had a gearing of 200:1 (8 lots = $800,000, account 
= $4000, leverage = 200:1). That's financial suicide! If the trade had gone against him 
by just 10 pips (his SL?), he would have lost 25% of his account. Assuming he wasn't 
margin-called before that. And if he didn't use a SL, as he sometimes suggests, then his 
account would have been wiped out if that particular trade was the low-probability loser. 
Fortunately it's only a demo account, and fortunately the trade was a 6 pip winner. But I 
hope he will clarify what his thinking was behind such a suicidal leverage on that trade. 
 
Sorry if it seems that everything I've posted has been negative the last few days. It's not 
my intention to bring down the mood of this thread. I guess I just want to be realistic, 
and perhaps provide a reality check from time to time. I hope Eurusdd doesn't mind. 
 

Good luck, kore2, and please keep us updated with your progress.  

 

VVizlan Oct 19, 2014 12:35am | Post# 10546

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} {image} Hey Guys and Eurusdd, This is my first post here (actually I tried to 
post more than a year ago but it was blocked somehow), anyway I`ve been following 
this thread with great interest. Lately I`ve been testing the concept that I`m quoting 
here. There are two reasons that I don`t reveal how I applied it. First reason is that 
nobody reveals his exact strategy here. Second reason is that I failed with it so it`s not 
profitable. With my own method I had about 90-95% success rate but that success rate 
was without using a stoploss. And... 
Right now I'm playing around with entering during the bar following a completed left side 
transient bar. My stop loss, if TP not hit, is a automatic close at the end of h bars after 
the bar I entered on. Playing around in excel (not the best), the results are so good that 
I am sure my calculations are wrong. I'm on to the next phase of trying to code an EA... 

 

NorthTrader Oct 19, 2014 12:55am | Post# 10547

 
Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} Right now I'm playing around with entering during the bar following a completed 
left side transient bar. My stop loss, if TP not hit, is a automatic close at the end of h bars 
after the bar I entered on. Playing around in excel (not the best), the results are so good 
that I am sure my calculations are wrong. I'm on to the next phase of trying to code an 
EA... 
Hi VVizlan, sounds interesting. But what's your TP? Is it within the range of the middle 
bar (which is the bar before you enter)? That might work, though be careful about the 
next bar being a mid-bar TZ too. According to my research the probability of two 
consecutive TZ bars is surprisingly high. 

 

fallenleaf Oct 19, 2014 1:59am | Post# 10548

 
hello Eurusdd, i am a new reader to your thread here, and having some challenges here. 
when i am trying to compile the indicators, i.e., r-v1/r-v2 mg4, it won't work, can you 
please advise how, big thanks! 

 

ephisi Oct 19, 2014 2:07am | Post# 10549

 
Give it time. It will come to you. You mind will be blown everyday.Yes. Most things I 



learned in uni are applied here. Engineering maths for example. Fluid dynamics. Rock 
and fluid properties. So many concepts apply to fx. Chess whatever. 
Quoting pedma 

{quote} {quote} After i found this thread, i feel that what i got at university can 
be applied (some of them) in forex .... it is worth, finally we can earn money. Need some 
time more for me, but i see the light at the end of the dark tunnel... 
 

 

NorthTrader Oct 19, 2014 2:33am | Post# 10550

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Have you been reading selectively? 
No, every post since the TZ discussion started. Admittedly not got round to reading the 

DS posts yet.  

 

jackprobe Oct 19, 2014 4:07am | Post# 10551

 
For new comer who are looking for indicators, just look at top right of each page on this 
thread, there is aClip with number 1,559 (attachment amounts). Click it, and you will find 
all indicators of this thread. If what you are looking for is not there, it meanst you must 
create it your self. Learning to code is interesting, you must spare time for it, but it worth 
athe end ...... 

 

FX-Jay Oct 19, 2014 4:47am | Post# 10552

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} A win rate over 90% was possible if your SL was big enough, but the few losers 
would wipe out your profits with such a large SL. Small SLs didn't work either. 
After enough practice you'll be able to determine the correct H & K values for different 
TFs & instruments. Once you reach that stage you'll start on focusing on finding the high 
probability setups. Once you determine those setups, you'll only pick the ones with low 
Risk/Reward ratios. 
For me a high probability setup is the one with 90+% probability (yours could be 80% or 
95%) so for me a suitable R/R would be anything below 9:1 to stay in profit. 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}From this I drew the conclusion that the great scalpers on this thread are using a 
lot more than this technique to make money. How couldn't they be? When has a trading 
system ever worked without a good deal of discretion? If it were a simple case of 
following indicators then everyone would be making money. Without that, any edge a 
system or indicator provides might help you break even, but it won't make you rich. 
I have mentioned many times that no system by itself is perfect, and you definitely need 
some trading skills to make it work. 
There's no way a new amateur trader could make the same results I'm making even if I 
teach him the system step by step, the same way I'm sure a more professional full time 
trader can make much more profits with much lower risks than I do given the same 
system/ideas.  
 
As you have mentioned, the ideas presented here will give you an edge i the market, but 
there's no chance it will give you free money on a silver plate. 

 



NorthTrader Oct 19, 2014 4:59am | Post# 10553

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

Edit I wanted to say more but decided not to bother This thread is a complete waste 
of time and we are all so grateful for your reality checks. Lets move on with life and be 
realistic ! 
I guess I deserved that cfd, but OUCH! Don't worry, this will be my last post for a while. I 
can't help feeling that you misunderstand my message, but that's probably due to my 
poor communication skills. 
 
Good luck everyone! 
 

PS Just saw your post, Jay. I agree 100%! Thanks and gambatte!  

 

FX-Jay Oct 19, 2014 5:49am | Post# 10554

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Great results FX-Jay! One thing that is puzzling me is that on the 18th 
September you called a high probability sell trade on USD/MXN which was trading 
towards tzs down below... Regards Neio 
Hey Neio, 
 
Any smart question or constructive criticism is more than welcome. You're one of the 
good people around here with legit contributions, that's why I took the time to go back in 
my trading history to check what happened at that time. 
 
The answers to your questions were already answered in later posts by me on this thread 
through the statements that I was posting here. 
 
1- http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...25#post7747925 
2- http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...46#post7754346 
3- http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...14#post7757014 
 
In #1 you'll see the call that you are talking about, and how much I stress on the time 
factor + money management 
In #2 you'll see the time I entered and exited the 1st call 
In #3 you'll see when I re-entered & re-exited at a later date 
 
Here's also the answer for the eur/usd long calls: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...70#post7787570 
 
Please everyone excuse me in advance for ignoring msgs pointed towards me 
from now on if the answers are available in my previous posts. 
If you can't find the time to read my previous posts, then I don't have the time 
to search for them & post them for you again. 
(this is not addressed directly to you Neio) 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 19, 2014 5:57am | Post# 10555

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} I guess I deserved that cfd, but OUCH! Don't worry, this will be my last post for 
a while. I can't help feeling that you misunderstand my message, but that's probably due 
to my poor communication skills. Good luck everyone! PS Just saw your post, Jay. I 



agree 100%! Thanks and gambatte!  
Ok North, if you put it this way yes I am harsh. If you had put in the effort to read all the 
posts as you say did, you've noticed there were a few posts my frustrations got the 
better of me too. I was this close to giving up. Your posts have not been very helpful in 
the matter. Question not the validity of the method for now, question instead how the 
method is applied and then come to your conclusions. Try post 8085 and a couple after 
that which Bailie mentioned. That's one way of using the TZs. Demo the applications of it 
and see for yourself then branch out from there. 
 
You've read Jay's reply and that explains why he has an 800% account and I have a 
110% account given that we started this TZ business not too far apart in time. Why I am 
shooting my mouth off here is because I know I've progressed. I already have the TZ 
stuff figured out reasonably but not completely. That said it is enough for me now to be 
working on how to trade it properly. Once you get to where I am...this is where the pips 
will start to come assuming success in the endeavour. Which is why I try to answer the 
questions that I can so that people can get to where I am and start working on the pip 
counts. 

 

summicron Oct 19, 2014 6:05am | Post# 10556

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} I guess I deserved that cfd, but OUCH! Don't worry, this will be my last post for 
a while. I can't help feeling that you misunderstand my message, but that's probably due 
to my poor communication skills. Good luck everyone! PS Just saw your post, Jay. I 

agree 100%! Thanks and gambatte!  
I understand you completely NorthTrader. You are not alone. 
 
I am still trading it in a small live account the way Eurusdd described back in those basic 
TZ introductory posts. Nothing else, no indis whatsoever. No dissimilarity either because 
I have yet to read the first hundred pages of this thread I saved offline. I trade towards 
TZ because I still can't figure out when I should trade away from them. And yes, I am 
still waiting for a big wrong move to wipe out my gains because I dun use stop loss in 
favor of higher probabiliy. 
 
As to why I've hardly made any progress with TZs at all, I can only say I still couldn't 
figure out many of the hints, tips and 'golden nuggets' given out in this thread. 

 

Kiads Oct 19, 2014 8:29am | Post# 10557

 
1 Attachment(s) 
From this picture, is not difficult for me to decide where to place my entry, SL, and my first 
TP target with RRR at least 1:3. With my own interpretation, this Similarity and Transient 
Zones is clear and simple great concept.. are you sure you don't see it ? 
 



 
 
Best Regard 
MTH 

 

FX-Jay Oct 19, 2014 9:11am | Post# 10558

 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian 
session 
 
Current price 0.8742  
Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) 
Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) 
Risk/Reward Ratio: 1:1.33 
Probability of success: 94% 
Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American session  
 
This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & probabilities. 
If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. 
 
Note: 94% is not equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the 

target isn't reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader that takes high probability 

trades. It's up to you to bet with the 94%probability or the 6% probability. 
 
GL, 
Jay 

 

blueface Oct 19, 2014 9:25am | Post# 10559

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} After enough practice you'll be able to determine the correct H & K values for 
different TFs. 
Hi Jay 
I dont know the K values,it mean bar number? 
thx. 

 



san1111 Oct 19, 2014 9:28am | Post# 10560

 
Quoting Kiads 
From this picture, is not difficult for me to decide where to place my entry, SL, and my 
first TP target with RRR at least 1:3. With my own interpretation, this Similarity and 
Transient Zones is clear and simple great concept.. are you sure you don't see it ? 
{image} Best Regard MTH 
Hi Kiads, 
 
it's very nice. I've tried it with your indi (thanks for it). My probleme is to make an 
automatic signal at turning point, because TZ indi gives you signal when finished zone, in 
this case after 32 bars. It's too late I think How do you solve it? 
 
Thanks. 

 

orid Oct 19, 2014 9:30am | Post# 10561

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
From this picture, is not difficult for me to decide where to place my entry, SL, and my first 
TP target with RRR at least 1:3. With my own interpretation, this Similarity and Transient 
Zones is clear and simple great concept.. are you sure you don't see it ? {image} Best 
Regard MTH 
hi kiads nice charts , i did have a dabble a while ago with renko was, quite succesfull but i 
wasnt confident with it being a newbie. 
might have to give it another try, now i know a little more . 
RegardsOrid peter  

 

 

orid Oct 19, 2014 9:45am | Post# 10562

 
Quoting grin 
{quote} How did you arrive at the rating of 94%? 



he tells fibs , he is a magician  

 

Greenland Oct 19, 2014 10:06am | Post# 10563

 
I am in 

 

pedma Oct 19, 2014 10:36am | Post# 10564

 
Quoting ephisi 
Give it time. It will come to you. You mind will be blown everyday.Yes. Most things I 
learned in uni are applied here. Engineering maths for example. Fluid dynamics. Rock 
and fluid properties. So many concepts apply to fx. Chess whatever.{quote} 

Thank you very much for your support mate  

Quoting orid 

{quote} he tells fibs , he is a magician  

 

Quoting fallenleaf 
hello Eurusdd, i am a new reader to your thread here, and having some challenges here. 
when i am trying to compile the indicators, i.e., r-v1/r-v2 mg4, it won't work, can you 
please advise how, big thanks! 
There are 2 kinds of Ralome's code. The first one are R1&R2 for old MT4 (build 5xx). If 
you are using MT4 build 6xx, download another one, that works for MT4 build 6xx , as i 
remember, there is "670" in file name (ex: something like: rv1-670.mq4) 

Quoting FX-Jay 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian session 
Current price 0.8742 Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) Risk/Reward 
Ratio: 1:1.33 Probability of success: 94% Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American 
session This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & 
probabilities. If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. Note: 94% is not 
equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the target isn't 
reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader... 
Thanks Jay. I have a similar zone, but it is around 8831-8834. Anyway it will go up, great 

. I love this concept. 

 

Kiads Oct 19, 2014 10:45am | Post# 10565

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting san1111 
{quote} Hi Kiads, it's very nice. I've tried it with your indi (thanks for it). My probleme is to 
make an automatic signal at turning point, because TZ indi gives you signal when finished 
zone, in this case after 32 bars. It's too late I think How do you solve it? Thanks. 
I use TZ only as supporting references.., my main entry base on my sweetspot and my shift 
renko chart bricks formation. 
 



 
 
best regard 
MTH 

 

Kiads Oct 19, 2014 10:48am | Post# 10566

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} hi kiads nice charts , i did have a dabble a while ago with renko was, quite 
succesfull but i wasnt confident with it being a newbie. might have to give it another try, 
now i know a little more . RegardsOrid peter {image} 
Yup My Friend, Donchian Channel also great tools when combined with renko chart.. 

 

VVizlan Oct 19, 2014 10:54am | Post# 10567

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hi VVizlan, sounds interesting. But what's your TP? Is it within the range of the 
middle bar (which is the bar before you enter)? That might work, though be careful about 
the next bar being a mid-bar TZ too. According to my research the probability of two 
consecutive TZ bars is surprisingly high. 
TP is the close of the first left side TZ. Yes, but what is the probability of two full 
transient mid bars? I think fairly low. If h is relatively small i think potential losses are 
fairly small depeding on TF. I would base position size on the maximum pip loss over the 
last 500 trades, or something like that. 

 

jackprobe Oct 19, 2014 11:12am | Post# 10568

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} May be i am wrong, but besides having a zone around 7984-7986 , i have 
another zone (very deep) 7844-7840. Not so sure which one will be reached first, or 
which one will be expired after passing its lifetime (will become transient forever .....) If 
a new comer wants to learn this great system, just read the threads several times, I still 

do it until today .... You can read Eurusdd's posts , or if you have time, read also good 
posts written by Vlady, Ephisi, and some other helpfully good traders here .... Every time 
i read it, i got something... 



Quoting FX-Jay 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian session 
Current price 0.8742 Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) Risk/Reward 
Ratio: 1:1.33 Probability of success: 94% Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American 
session This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & 
probabilities. If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. Note: 94% is not 
equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the target isn't 
reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader... 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} xxxxxx {quote} Thanks Jay. I have a similar zone, but it is around 8831-8834. 

Anyway it will go up, great . I love this concept. 
Ou je je je ....... then it seems NU will go up to reach 7984 almost surely this week. I will 
wait for a drop tomorrow (monday) , to put a buy order. Good work mates, thanks for 
sharing. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 19, 2014 11:23am | Post# 10569

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian session 
Current price 0.8742 Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) Risk/Reward 
Ratio: 1:1.33 Probability of success: 94% Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American 
session This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & 
probabilities. If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. Note: 94% is not 
equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the target isn't 
reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader... 
Thanks for that - your most specific call yet. I looked at your trades for a while as well, 
and was also puzzled by the USDMXN trade. I did notice that on that trade, and some 
others, your TP happened to be the midpoint between the recent H/L, but I never 
actually made sense of it, especially given the ability to pinpoint probabilities. Thought 
you may have changed the indicator to run probabilities of K pts resolution of bars, but 
haven't got to checking that yet, as I started writing an indicator similarity EA instead. 
 
So, taking a stab at this one... desire to trade against a confirmed TZ and toward a non-
confirmed TZ. This gives direction and an SL, but does not give any probabilities for the 
actual trade. The actual trade will be some other set of h's, based on your desired exit 
point and exit time. Conceivably, you could play with the h's on almost any bar after a 
confirmed TZ in order to get your >90%. Then you simply check the R:R, and if it works, 
hit it. 
 
However, this still leaves the case of predicting into an unforeseen range, which you have 
also done. So, I'm actually hoping I'm wrong with my stab above, since using TZ's as S/R 
is essentially limited to range bound action (relative to your tf, of course). 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 19, 2014 11:29am | Post# 10570

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks for the help, I've downloaded the PDF with information on the "CI".  
I understand it has been easier because all the information is in one place.  
 
Now I only need to understand how search targets in the "TZ" is looking at the indicator 
attached image? or indicator Ralome? "rv-2?  
As I can interpret? Is this correct? 
 
I would appreciate your help!  
 



Natalia. 

 

 

Barbaresco Oct 19, 2014 11:31am | Post# 10571

 
Quoting VVizlan 
{quote} TP is the close of the first left side TZ. Yes, but what is the probability of two full 
transient mid bars? I think fairly low. If h is relatively small i think potential losses are 
fairly small depeding on TF. I would base position size on the maximum pip loss over the 
last 500 trades, or something like that. 
Don't go down the path... nibbling crumbs and then trying to limit losses when the wolf 
steals half your loaf is tough. I'll take R:R over W:L any day. Even if max W:L is done 
right, solving instead for a reasonable R:R is less stress, and same profit (if not more) in 
the end, especially if trading manually. 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 19, 2014 11:48am | Post# 10572

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian session 
Current price 0.8742 Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) Risk/Reward 
Ratio: 1:1.33 Probability of success: 94% Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American 
session This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & 
probabilities. If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. Note: 94% is not 
equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the target isn't 
reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader... 
Thank you Jay, Looking at your result, there is no doubt of your call. Nice post mate, I 
am in . 

 

FX-Jay Oct 19, 2014 11:55am | Post# 10573

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Thanks for that - your most specific call yet. I looked at your trades for a while 
as well, and was also puzzled by the USDMXN trade. I did notice that on that trade, and 
some others, your TP happened to be the midpoint between the recent H/L, but I never 
actually made sense of it, especially given the ability to pinpoint probabilities. Thought 



you may have changed the indicator to run probabilities of K pts resolution of bars, but 
haven't got to checking that yet, as I started writing an indicator similarity EA instead. 
So, taking a stab... 
You're on the right track mate. My strategy is work in progress, and there have been 
updates on it since day one. The basis remains the same, and I have shared it in private 
with a selected few on the hopes of developing it further and making it as perfect as 
possible. I'm continuously looking for better entries, better exists, and more precise 
signal timing.  
 
Your reasoning is completely logical, and I can assure you that you are looking in the 
right direction (At least when it comes to my methods). 
You mentioned a desire to trade against a confirmed TZ, for the TZ to be confirmed, you 
need a specific H or set of Hs. You'll have to combine this with the Hs that will give you a 
non-confirmed TZ. The range of variable Hs won't be as wide as you may think, and yes 
it's true that this is from where you start deriving the probabilities of the trade + the 
validity duration.  
 
As for the "unforeseen range", what's unforseen on 1 TF doesn't have to be the same on 
another one.  
 
Connect all the above together, try adding the K vale into the formula, and then try 
integrating different TFs together, and you'll get yourself an almost complete system. 
Once you have that & you become comfortable with it, there are million ways to use it to 
your advantage, some of which I have already mentioned in previous posts, and others 
that I am yet to discover.  
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

drloyd Oct 19, 2014 11:56am | Post# 10574

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Hey buddy! Never got to thank you for the insight into UTZs! Works like a charm. 
Notice that the last 10 UTZs on M30(h=24) were all winners. No losses.(if you managed 

your exits well of course). Cheers!  
Thank you LITEchild for your comment and chart. On trade number 9 it appears that you 
entered from a potential UTZ as it was forming possibly using the Symphonie indicator or a 
reversal bar or both as the trigger... 



 

 

leeshindig Oct 19, 2014 11:58am | Post# 10575

 
FX-Jay... 
 
AUDUSD also has a 93.93% chance of hitting 0.8650 in 2.5 days. 
 
Could go either way I guess. But with the long term trend being down. If it goes north to 
your number first, there might be a golden opportunity if the H is still viable. 

 

leeshindig Oct 19, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 10576

 
Quoting leeshindig 
FX-Jay... AUDUSD also has a 93.93% chance of hitting 0.8650 in 2.5 days. Could go 
either way I guess. But with the long term trend being down. If it goes north to your 
number first, there might be a golden opportunity if the H is still viable. 
Oh hang on. I take that figure back. When I zoom in on the chart, the sneaky thing did a 
quick candle squeeze down to that number already a couple of candles after, which 
wasn't visible on the zoomed out chart!.. 

 

Neio Oct 19, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 10577

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Neio, Any smart question or constructive criticism is more than welcome. 
You're one of the good people around here with legit contributions, that's why I took the 
time to go back in my trading history to check what happened at that time. The answers 
to your questions were already answered in later posts by me on this thread through the 
statements that I was posting here. 1- 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...25#post7747925 2- 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...46#post7754346 3- 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...14#post7757014... 
 
Hey FX-Jay, 
 
Just wanted to say many thanks for your comprehensive reply. I really appreciate it and 
will look at it in detail. Sorry if I missed something in your previous posting but you are a 
great guy for taking the time out to reply in that way.  
 
It is great the way you have found a way to trade TZs and your results are fantastic. 
Eurusdd is the main man but the way you have taken to the nuggets he provided is truly 
inspirational. I wish you continued success. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

FX-Jay Oct 19, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 10578

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting leeshindig 
FX-Jay... AUDUSD also has a 93.93% chance of hitting 0.8650 in 2.5 days. Could go either 
way I guess. But with the long term trend being down. If it goes north to your number first, 
there might be a golden opportunity if the H is still viable. 
Hey Leeshindig, 
 
Just for fun here's my answer to the 'long term trend' statement: 
 
Attached is a screenshot of one of my recent posts on a private group on NZD/USD which 
also is supposed to be in a long term down trend 
Also attached is my entry & partial exists 
 
Finally there's my post on AUD today 

 

 

 

 

 



san1111 Oct 19, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 10579

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} I use TZ only as supporting references.., my main entry base on my sweetspot 
and my shift renko chart bricks formation. {image} best regard MTH 
Thanks a lot. 

 

leeshindig Oct 19, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 10580

 
John 
 
I think you misunderstood my point. 
 
It was, "if it goes north to your number first there might be a golden opportunity".. 
 
Meaning back to my number afterwards.. 
 

Which is not valid, so none of the above matters anyway  

 

Exciter135 Oct 19, 2014 1:31pm | Post# 10581

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} "... to trade against a confirmed TZ..." ... Best, Jay 
Thanks Jay so much for a so valuable post. One thing hope not to bother you: to trade 
against a confirmed TZ means to trade towards it or away from it. Once again thank you. 
 
Regards, 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 19, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 10582

 
if I am not wrong 
trading your system doesnt need any indicator on chart more over complicated 
probability calculations also not needed. 
the main point is the comparing the zones which can be easly made by eyeballing on 
some majot TFs & using general porbability % 
 

Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Leeshindig, Just for fun here's my answer to the 'long term trend' 
statement: Attached is a screenshot of one of my recent posts on a private group on 
NZD/USD which also is supposed to be in a long term down trend Also attached is my 
entry & partial exists Finally there's my post on AUD today {image} {image} {image} 
{image} 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 19, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 10583

 
size really does matter  
Quoting MAM.Trader 
if I am not wrong trading your system doesnt need any indicator on chart more over 
complicated probability calculations also not needed. the main point is the comparing the 



zones which can be easly made by eyeballing on some majot TFs & using general 
porbability % {quote} 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 19, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 10584

 
"91% probability that target will be hit by the End of Monday's London session  
93% probability that target will be hit by the End of Tuesday's London session" 
 
confimation from 2 different TFs 

Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of 
Monday's London session I don't... 
 

 

vladutz112 Oct 19, 2014 8:42pm | Post# 10585

 
i want to start reading this thread it's there a certain page from where i should start 
reading ? cuz i saw some traders mention some page 200 and something can't remember 
what i wanna say it's the system changed at some point? 

 

Strawbale Oct 19, 2014 9:37pm | Post# 10586

 
Quoting vladutz112 
i want to start reading this thread it's there a certain page from where i should start 
reading ? cuz i saw some traders mention some page 200 and something can't remember 
what i wanna say it's the system changed at some point? 
read the hole thing like the rest of us 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 19, 2014 9:49pm | Post# 10587

 
Quoting Strawbale 
{quote} read the hole thing like the rest of us 

 
 
Anyway someone reminded me of something very important so I will highlight it again as 
others have but with more emphasis. 
 
TZ is an edge. We can tell you every thing there is to know but all you will get is a 
setup. 
 
My definition of a setup is a potential trade if you can tell the difference between that 
and a trade please don't go live. 
 
The results many traders are showing is not to brag but to inspire. You must however 
understand that this is no 100% holy grail and the results are still very dependent on the 



individual trader. These results are to show what can be achieved with effort. 
 
You still must know how to trade. 
 
Fx-Jay just made a great call on the A/U and that is it as it is, a setup. Trading it 
successfully is up to you. 

 

VVizlan Oct 19, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 10588

 
Quoting vladutz112 
i want to start reading this thread it's there a certain page from where i should start 
reading ? cuz i saw some traders mention some page 200 and something can't remember 
what i wanna say it's the system changed at some point? 
Around pg. 286 is where EURUSDD revealed his recurrent/transient idea 

 

haikanoz Oct 19, 2014 10:13pm | Post# 10589

 
Quoting vladutz112 
i want to start reading this thread it's there a certain page from where i should start 
reading ? cuz i saw some traders mention some page 200 and something can't remember 
what i wanna say it's the system changed at some point? 
 
Around pg. 286 is where EURUSDD revealed his recurrent/transient idea 
Agree w VVizlan, read repeatedly from 286 to ~300, to grasp the initial recc/trans 
idea/concept by EURUSDD. 
page 1 to ~ 10 on introductory idea/concept of simmilarity/dissimilarity. 
 
GL 

 

vladutz112 Oct 19, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 10590

 
thank you guys 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 3:44am | Post# 10591

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello. Nobody helps me ...  
It is normal to have so few CI?  
I have the recommended settings, must be put into graphs 5M or 1M?  
 
Natalia. 



 

 

orid Oct 20, 2014 4:03am | Post# 10592

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
Hello. Nobody helps me ... It is normal to have so few CI? I have the recommended 
settings, must be put into graphs 5M or 1M? Natalia. {image} 
Hi ninpojutsu ,you have to change the settings to suit different pairs and time frames , 
best if you look up madmoneys posts etc., 
Regards Orid peter 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 20, 2014 4:07am | Post# 10593

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
Hello. Nobody helps me ... It is normal to have so few CI? I have the recommended 
settings, must be put into graphs 5M or 1M? Natalia. {image} 
Here is the PDF on CI if you haven't found it. 
Similarity CI Method.pdf  

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 4:10am | Post# 10594

 
[Quote = ORID; 7811536] {quote} Hola ninpojutsu, usted tiene que cambiar la 
configuración para adaptarla pares y plazos diferentes, mejor si miras madmoneys 
mensajes, etc, Saludos Orid peter [/ quote] 
 
Thanks for answering.  
I've tried the recommended settings, but I get very few.  
what kind of setup would have to put?  
I already read the PDF, thanks.  
 
Natalia. 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 4:21am | Post# 10595



 
1 Attachment(s) 
I have tested this configuration:  
1-1-4  
1-5-4  
It looks good?  
 
Natalia 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 20, 2014 4:34am | Post# 10596

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
I have tested this configuration: 1-1-4 1-5-4 It looks good? Natalia {image} 
Ok it is quite obvious English is not your 1st language. I hope you find the following 
helpful. 
 
There is no single "good" setting.  
You have to decide what is good for you. 
Check to see how well the "spikes" line up with the actual turns. 
If you must, then yes your charts do look "ok" but monitor the repainting 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 4:37am | Post# 10597

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Ok it is quite obvious English is not your 1st language. I hope you find the 
following helpful. There is no single "good" setting. You have to decide what is good for 
you. Check to see how well the "spikes" line up with the actual turns. If you must, then 
yes your charts do look "ok" but monitor the repainting 
no matter the number you enter?  
Or should always be number x5? 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 20, 2014 4:41am | Post# 10598

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 



{quote} no matter the number you enter? Or should always be number x5? 
you are compare 2 charts. number you decide 
 
if M1 vs M5 then x5. 
if M5 vs M15 then x3. 
if H1 vs H4 then x4. etc etc 
 
see PDF carefully everything is very well explain there. 

 

hepsibah Oct 20, 2014 4:43am | Post# 10599

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} no matter the number you enter? Or should always be number x5? 
Depends which timeframes you are comparing. If you are trying to see DS between M1 
and M5 then you need x5, if you are comparing M5 and M30, you'll need x6 etc. 
 
Have a look at post 5018 for a template and some settings that were working for 
rob1599. I don't think he's posted since so maybe he's lying on his own beach 

somewhere  

 

orid Oct 20, 2014 5:02am | Post# 10600

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} no matter the number you enter? Or should always be number x5? 
i do try to set mine so that the double spikes ( top and bottom ) line up with the TZs . ( 
little tip) but every pair is different and time frames Regards orid peter 

 

vlady1974 Oct 20, 2014 5:11am | Post# 10601

 
Okay beginners, 
 
After some thinking over the weekend I have decided to start limiting my posts here until 
I see a return to the "pioneering" quality that was here over a year ago. 
To that end, I have started a new thread focusing on TZ Basics here. Those who are 
interested, please read Post #1 carefully. 
 
It is for those who are beginners to the concept. However, I don't intend for the thread to 
become a coaching or a school. You are responsible for your own education, but I want to 
stop repeating the same answers on this thread and I know many of the seniors want 
that too. This new thread is NOT promising you any system or method of trading. Just 
basic answers to alot of basic questions. I will endeavour to simplify. 
 
My underlying goal is to see posts in this thread return to the quality it once had. Until 
then, I'll be posting less explanations and rants and focusing on the few new pioneers 
who have interesting or new contributions to make. 
 
Thank you. 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 5:16am | Post# 10602

 
I think we should let it run a while the chart, go to creating new "CI".  
When we refresh the chart disappear.  



proven someone do the same but with semafor indicator?  
 
Natalia. 

 

blueface Oct 20, 2014 5:20am | Post# 10603

 
C1 method is always repainting,there are many fake top and bottom. 
I have try some days,then give up. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 20, 2014 5:29am | Post# 10604

 
Quoting blueface 
C1 method is always repainting,there are many fake top and bottom. I have try some 
days,then give up. 
Why did you give up? 
 
What if you knew that some people have made this work successfully? Does the fact that 
it didn't work for you mean that CI doesn't work? 
Is the reason really about CI repainting? Or is it about the fact that you gave up on your 
ability to look for newer possibilities?  
Did you know there are other CI indicators that can show you the repainted positions? 
Did you explore the possibility of adding filters so that a CI signal can be validated 
further? 
Is it that what you really wanted was for something to tell you when to trade rather than 
you deciding when to trade? 
Do you really think it's possible for you to remove your responsibility for trading and 
delegate this to an indicator? 
 
Van Tharp says that we don't trade the market, but our beliefs about the market. Did you 
give up on CI or just your belief about CI? 

 

orid Oct 20, 2014 5:34am | Post# 10605

 
Quoting blueface 
C1 method is always repainting,there are many fake top and bottom. I have try some 
days,then give up. 
dont giveup repainting is telling you something has changed and to pay attention 

 

hepsibah Oct 20, 2014 5:46am | Post# 10606

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay beginners, After some thinking over the weekend I have decided to start limiting 
my posts here until I see a return to the "pioneering" quality that was here over a year 
ago. To that end, I have started a new thread focusing on TZ Basics here. Those who are 
interested, please read Post #1 carefully. It is for those who are beginners to the 
concept. However, I don't intend for the thread to become a coaching or a school. You 
are responsible for your own education,... 
Sadly, I have to agree that the thread has degenerated into a series of whingeing posts 
by ppl who don't even seem to want to be bothered to read what generous others are 
posting/PM'ing to try to help them. Let alone reading the entire thread where every 
question they ask has already been answered (how many times does it say not to refresh 
the CI indi??). As for plain good old fashioned manners like saying thank you - forget it. 



 
We desperately need to get the pioneering, helping each other spirit back here so much 
cudos to you Vlad for selflessly taking on the other thread. Hopefully this will encourage 
back the seniors with new ideas to offer who have drifted away due to the negativity 
here. 
 

Thank you  

 

blueface Oct 20, 2014 5:53am | Post# 10607

 
thanks for vlady and orid. 
 
I have try 1M and 5M TF,its sometimes always repainting,if I waiting for the top and the 
bottom to become confirm. 
it will be too late to entry..so I give up,I will try the TZ method..I hope it work. 
 
thx..  

 

hilavoku Oct 20, 2014 6:45am | Post# 10608

 
Good idea vlady!! 
 
I have only done four or five posts within this thread. I'm reading the thread since 
~three weeks. Every day for a minimum of an hour. Reading posts copy and paste them 
into a new local document. Getting the PDFs from the attachement page... 
I won't ask one question here before I haven't read my own document and the PDFs! I 
know that I need some hours to read those information and also more hours to 
understand and try my ideas I have. When all of this won't get me far enough then and 
only then I will post some questions. 
 
Please to all beginners: I know this thread is special in the way its giving you 
information. There are many ideas here but no specific system on how to do this and that 
when price does act like this and that. 
I personally read a thread of EURUSDD nearly two years ago. Don't remember what 
thread it was but it was the same kind as this one. Oh man I really was disappointed by 
the way he told us those 'things'. Not that clear as other threads. Where you get some 
indicator and a clear how to react on given indicator signals. So I gave up two hours 

later.  
 
When someone brave soul at the SSBO thread gave me the link to this thread, can you 

imagine how I felt when I read EURUSDDs name as thread initiator?  
But this time I won't give up that easy and all the beginners shouldn't. It is difficult but 
the last twelve month there are many posts and some attachments which relatively 
clearly states some of the principles made by EURUSDD. 
 
Keep on folks and do your homework before asking question you really shouldn't ask. 
Most of them already answered by some good man here! 
Get inspired by some members here which made they way through the thread and 
obviously are successful to combine the information here with their own trading style or 
even trading TZs or DS alone. The pure basics aren't that complex and don't be irritated 
by some probability numbers. There are one of the puzzle pieces but not essential to 
have some success! 
 
see you 



hila 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 8:29am | Post# 10609

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is a good entry?  
I've had a couple of similar signals in other couples, but I have not been successful. 
 
Natalia. 

 

 

haikanoz Oct 20, 2014 8:33am | Post# 10610

 
Quoting hepsibah 
{quote} Sadly, I have to agree that the thread has degenerated into a series of 
whingeing posts by ppl who don't even seem to want to be bothered to read what 
generous others are posting/PM'ing to try to help them. Let alone reading the entire 
thread where every question they ask has already been answered (how many times does 
it say not to refresh the CI indi??). As for plain good old fashioned manners like saying 
thank you - forget it. We desperately need to get the pioneering, helping each other 
spirit back here so much cudos to you Vlad for selflessly... 
100% agree with hepsibah. we can see EURUSDD introduced the concept of 
reccurrent/transient (pg 286), and see how amazing the dedicated members here learn, 
digest, discuss, apply the concept. From pg 286~310, in just about 20pages we can see 
how amazing the progress were (in comparison w recent 100pages, where people keep 
on repeating, asking for indies, complaining abt repainting, rambling, etc...). 
 
since finding this thread 3weeks ago, me myself, in full silent, keep on read x read x read 
(many times), tried to understand the concept, study Recurrent Zones indi, to find the 
secret it can reveal/implicitly despite its repainting behavior (it is hard & time consuming, 
but with effort,it will do). 
 
Dear newbies, if we feel difficult and time consuming to learn and understand the 
knowledge presented, just imagine how difficult and painstaking it was for them who 
discover the knowledge (and present the knowledge) to us. Appreciate! 

 

orid Oct 20, 2014 9:07am | Post# 10611

 
Quoting haikanoz 



{quote} 100% agree with hepsibah. we can see EURUSDD introduced the concept of 
reccurrent/transient (pg 286), and see how amazing the dedicated members here learn, 
digest, discuss, apply the concept. From pg 286~310, in just about 20pages we can see 
how amazing the progress were (in comparison w recent 100pages, where people keep 
on repeating, asking for indies, complaining abt repainting, rambling, etc...). since 
finding this thread 3weeks ago, me myself, in full silent, keep on read x read x read 
(many times), tried to understand the concept,... 
thats the spirit, haikanoz , its hard work but well worth it in the long run , perfect 
example is the CI you just can't put it on your chart and expect to understand it without 
playing around with it for a couple weeks at least , blimey I have been using it about 2 
months and still find it a pain in the butt, Its a good indicator used correctly , but not 
that easy to use , same with transient zones , anyway thats my 2 bobs worth dont give 
up this thread has magic. 
Regards Orid peter 

 

summicron Oct 20, 2014 9:33am | Post# 10612

 
Quoting blueface 
C1 method is always repainting ... 
"Always" u say? 
 
If there's one thing to take away from this thread is ... if you know some things 'always' 
happen ... and some things 'rarely' happen ... you've got something there to work with 
already. 

 

Baillie Oct 20, 2014 9:53am | Post# 10613

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
This is a good entry? I've had a couple of similar signals in other couples, but I have not 
been successful. Natalia. {image} 

That's what to look for, good job. 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 10:16am | Post# 10614

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 

{quote} That's what to look for, good job. 
Thank you. but I went against. I had a loss.  
I'm trying different settings, I think we should have the IC to provide the main trend, as in 
the image of EURUSD, fewer peaks for better filtering of signals.  
I see in the chart 5M.  
This way I do not think you can have 10 winning trades in a row ... 
 
Natalia. 



 

 

ravs_avs Oct 20, 2014 10:17am | Post# 10615

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys, 
 
Just want to share my results. I don't think it is perfect yet but I think what I have found is 
quiet promising. 
 
Thanks to everyone who is a part of this thread. You all have helped with open hearts. I feel 
gratitude towards EURUSDD for sharing this with the world. You are a gem of a person 
EURUSDD. 

 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 10:26am | Post# 10616

 
Quoting ravs_avs 
Hi guys, Just want to share my results. I don't think it is perfect yet but I think what I 
have found is quiet promising. Thanks to everyone who is a part of this thread. You all 
have helped with open hearts. I feel gratitude towards EURUSDD for sharing this with the 
world. You are a gem of a person EURUSDD. {image} 
Hello friend,  
Can you help me?  
I see you have very good results, could you tell me if using CI and how you use it? You 
can give an example of your chart?  
Thank you very much.  
 
Natalia 

 



ephisi Oct 20, 2014 11:03am | Post# 10617

 
For those sending me personall messages, i cant cope with replying to everyone. I wont 
be replying to pms anymore. Ullen has said hes not sharing a system. I already told you 
guys pming me to go to te similarity thread and start digging. 

 

limprobable Oct 20, 2014 11:07am | Post# 10618

 
Guys, 
 
You know what, i have my better eureka moment since 3 years ! 
 
I have a better understanding of the structure of a market 
 
Thanks to all (espacially eurusd and vlady1974). 
 
I am sure i will anothers know... 

 

FX-Jay Oct 20, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 10619

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
94% probability that AUD/USD will reach 0.8838 before Wednesday's Asian session 
Current price 0.8742 Target 0.8838 (+96 pips) Stop Loss 0.8670 (-72 pips) Risk/Reward 
Ratio: 1:1.33 Probability of success: 94% Expiry time: End of Tuesday's American 
session This call has all the components you need for a perfect trade using TZ & 
probabilities. If you could manage a better entry, it would be perfect. Note: 94% is not 
equal to 100%, so try to stay calm if the trade gets stopped out or the target isn't 
reached by expiry. I'm no magician , I'm a trader... 
So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. 
Here's what to do next: 
 
a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips 
b- Move the SL of the next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 
c- Keep the final 30% of the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) 
 
EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in the next 4 hours, close the rest of the 
position at whatever price you have. The probability of reaching 0.8839 in the 
previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% anymore if this conditioned is 
not satisfied.  
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

ephisi Oct 20, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 10620

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.9939 ; SL @ 0.8670) Best, Jay 
Fx-jay. If you can read this. Please remove me from your ignore list. Already apologized . 
Lets put our misunderstandings behind. 

 



ephisi Oct 20, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 10621

 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Nice, thanks mate. sent you a PM. 
You are doing something right small cat. Keep applying every lead you discover 

 

brekz1 Oct 20, 2014 2:21pm | Post# 10622

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Very amazing!! Lucky to be here ^_^ 
 
thank you eurusdd ^_^ 
 
10.000 to 41.000 wowwwwww!!! 
 

just in 5 working day  
 

 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 20, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 10623

 
Quoting brekz1 
Very amazing!! Lucky to be here ^_^ thank you eurusdd ^_^ 10.000 to 41.000 

wowwwwww!!! just in 5 working day {image} 
anyone do to me ....  
An excellent result!  
You do it with the graph of 1M? with CI?  
Thank you.  
 
Natalia. 

 

hilavoku Oct 20, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 10624

 
Very nice results brekz1! 
 



Most of the trades have no SL. Is it hidden or you are trading without and just controlling 
the trades live? 

 

tashkent Oct 20, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 10625

 
Quoting brekz1 
Very amazing!! Lucky to be here ^_^ thank you eurusdd ^_^ 10.000 to 41.000 

wowwwwww!!! just in 5 working day {image} 

way to go!  

 

ephisi Oct 20, 2014 3:21pm | Post# 10626

 
Quoting brekz1 
Very amazing!! Lucky to be here ^_^ thank you eurusdd ^_^ 10.000 to 41.000 

wowwwwww!!! just in 5 working day {image} 
one of the intelligent ones. good job. if only others will listen 

 

mercie Oct 20, 2014 4:01pm | Post# 10627

 
Why has it been so hard for me to understand this similarity system? 'Been following this 
thread for awhile now and despite reading through the posts over and over, I still can't 
figure it. Please can someone help me out? 

 

Eurusdd Oct 20, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 10628

 
I am waiting for the end of the year for everyone to get a hold of the 

basic concepts discussed here. In January, Heaven willing, we will 

introduce another idea which is inherent to random systems 

governed by Human emotions.  

What you will see is that, FOREX is risky but beatable! So, get ready 

for the TZ-WAVES. This is how we will refer to it. Keep trading in the 

Uneven zones for now. Lol.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 20, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 10629

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am waiting for the end of the year for everyone to get a hold of the basic concepts 
discussed here. In January, Heaven willing, we will introduce another idea which is 
inherent to random systems governed by Human emotions. What you will see is that, 
FOREX is risky but beatable! So, get ready for the TZ-WAVES. This is how we will 
refer to it. Keep trading in the Uneven zones for now. Lol. 
Thank you !!! 
 
All the best for your work outside of FF! 

 



Barbaresco Oct 20, 2014 4:47pm | Post# 10630

 
So... let's figure out TZ-Waves on our own so EURUSDD can be proud of us - should keep 
spirit of thread alive! 
 
Time to zoom out and start counting TZ's again- 

 

p19860601 Oct 20, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 10631

 
Good evening everyone, 
I just joined and started reading from the beginning..huhh...to get to my point...about 
the cycle-identifier...which are the best settings for H4 and D1? anybody tested these 
time frames?? 
Thx 
Peter 

 

ravs_avs Oct 20, 2014 6:19pm | Post# 10632

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} Hello friend, Can you help me? I see you have very good results, could you tell 
me if using CI and how you use it? You can give an example of your chart? Thank you 
very much. Natalia 
Hi Natalia, 
I am not sure if what I have found is as efficient as some of the other ways in which 
other members(FX-Jay, Baillie, Hepsibah, Vlady etc) are applying the similarity concept. 
I need to test this before I can pass on the idea to anyone else. 
 
But there are a lot of ways in which this concept can be applied. My advice to you is to 
explore the concept and you will find a way which will make you profitable. 
All three indis(CI, ZZ, TZ) used in this thread have repainting nature. Most of the 
members here have found ways to use this property to their advantage. If you will look 
hard enough you will find your small window of opportunity. When you have become 
comfortable with the choice of indi and its application then it is time for you to throw in 
some probabilities and play with it. And when you will become comfortable with all 

above, EURUSDD will throw another challenge at you to master  
 
Do not give up, keep looking you will find your way. 
 
Regards, 
Ravs 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 20, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 10633

 
 

Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in 
the next 4 hours, close the rest of the position at whatever price you have. The 
probability of reaching 0.8839 in the previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% 



anymore if this conditioned is not satisfied.... 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 20, 2014 6:54pm | Post# 10634

 
 

Quoting FX-Jay 
Now for the good stuff: I have 2 calls that I have made which expire on Monday Here's a 
quick recap on both of them since I may not be here tomorrow: 1- USDCHF Current price 
0.9405 Target price 0.9300 (105 pips from current prices) 91% probability that target 
will be hit by the End of Monday's London session 93% probability that target will be hit 
by the End of Tuesday's London session 2- USDMXN Current price 13.200 Target price 
13.140 (60 pips from current prices) 90% probability that target will be hit by the End of 
Monday's London session I don't... 
 

 

wireash Oct 20, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 10635

 
hello everyone!! 
i wasnt trading for the last week (market's were choppy) i guess you call that 
consolidation. 
but look's like were back on track 
eur/usd look's like it will be range bound 1.28913-1.2604 with bias heading up (i expect 
strong move up this week) 
so let me ramble a little bit: 
i've been trading for a living for the last 4-6 year's without TZ indi. 
and i was OK 
what TZ indi. showed me was: 
BETTER ENTRIE"S.... 
more accurate.. 
i have to agree with the rest! 
YOU HAVE TO STARE AT CHART"S FOR month's or year's (IF youre slow like me)in order 
to understand price action and how it behave's. 
once you have a basic grasp of chart's/and more important grasp of money 
management... 
only then you should implement TZ into your trading 
or you can always start with TZ and ask questions later!!!!! 
What WAS I TALKING ABOUT? 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 20, 2014 7:42pm | Post# 10636

 
 

Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in 
the next 4 hours, close the rest of the position at whatever price you have. The 
probability of reaching 0.8839 in the previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% 
anymore if this conditioned is not satisfied.... 
 

 



giovanni4000 Oct 20, 2014 8:47pm | Post# 10637

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in 
the next 4 hours, close the rest of the position at whatever price you have. The 
probability of reaching 0.8839 in the previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% 
anymore if this conditioned is not satisfied.... 

Thanks for update mate  

Quoting Eurusdd 
I am waiting for the end of the year for everyone to get a hold of the basic concepts 
discussed here. In January, Heaven willing, we will introduce another idea which is 
inherent to random systems governed by Human emotions. What you will see is that, 
FOREX is risky but beatable! So, get ready for the TZ-WAVES. This is how we will refer to 
it. Keep trading in the Uneven zones for now. Lol. 

Nice to see you boz. Thank you very much for all of your great concepts Will 

remember what you have taught ...... see you at the end of year  

 

smallcat Oct 20, 2014 9:12pm | Post# 10638

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} You are doing something right small cat. Keep applying every lead you discover 
Hi, mate. I am still trying to fix some errors in my code. I hope it will not take long time, 
and will try to post soon. Thanks for you support. 

 

brekz1 Oct 20, 2014 9:55pm | Post# 10639

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am waiting for the end of the year for everyone to get a hold of the basic concepts 
discussed here. In January, Heaven willing, we will introduce another idea which is 
inherent to random systems governed by Human emotions. What you will see is that, 
FOREX is risky but beatable! So, get ready for the TZ-WAVES. This is how we will refer to 
it. Keep trading in the Uneven zones for now. Lol. 

GOD BLESS YOU  
 
and thank you again for the similarity system, zzbb method, tz method 

awsome work  

 

giovanni4000 Oct 20, 2014 10:50pm | Post# 10640

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in 
the next 4 hours, close the rest of the position at whatever price you have. The 
probability of reaching 0.8839 in the previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% 
anymore if this conditioned is not satisfied.... 



Very precise Jay. Great prediction  

 

orid Oct 21, 2014 2:39am | Post# 10641

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Dear Del 10s . 
here is the indicator you asked me for, but please note all the indicators can be found ,if 

you click on paperclip at top of the page  
have a nice day regards peterSymphonie Extreme Indicator v2 (refreshfix).ex4  

 

ninpojutsu Oct 21, 2014 3:41am | Post# 10642

 
1 Attachment(s) 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone 
that will be created is a very good target. 
 
 
I think most of you use the method described in posts 1  
Can anyone clarify this doubt? 
 
I see two new areas, which one should I accept it? 
 
Natalia. 

 

 

fmfx1 Oct 21, 2014 4:54am | Post# 10643

 
Quoting Valdy 

#1 

Put another way, we are betting on prices not returning to the 
Transient Zone. If we believe price will not return to the transient 
zone, then we make assumptions about the movement or 
direction of price. If "transient" means "no return" then by 
definition it must be a move away from 
 



#2 

Because Eurusdd's original proposition says that the Transient 
Zone exists for a given value of h.... what we are saying is that 
there is a Time Limit for the transient zone. Kind of like a ticking 
clock where price will not return to this zone. If you define your h 
as 5, then you expect prices not to return to the box for at least 5 
price bars. If your timeframe happens to be Hourly, this would 
mean 5 hours of no return.  
 
How true is the statement above? quoted from Valdy'' post on the basic thread. Looking 
at the charts zones are being taking out/returned to without respect to H. 
 
PS: This is not a criticism of any kind, i just want to know if the tz concept has any FACT 
that we can work with/on. Else???. 
 
Big thanks to you Valdy, eurusd, cdf, baillie and all for the help n support. 
Regards  

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 4:58am | Post# 10644

 
Quoting fmfx1 
{quote} How true is the statement above? quoted from Valdy'' post on the basic thread. 
Looking at the charts zones are being taking out/returned to without respect to H. PS: 
This is not a criticism of any kind, i just want to know if the tz concept has any FACT that 
we can work with/on. Else???. Big thanks to you Valdy, eurusd, cdf, baillie and all for the 
help n support. Regards 
Hey FmFX1, 
 
Great question. Here are some samples: 
Quoting vlady1974 
Samples h=8 Timeframe=4H This means 32 hour timespan for a zone to complete. 
Price doesn't go back to the zone within h. If it does, then the zone is invalid and 
disappears. If it is valid (ie. full h bars on the left and right) then the box stays 
permanently. 
 
What you are probably alluding to is..... will it return back to that price in the future?!! 

That's another topic of conversation  

 

handy148 Oct 21, 2014 5:06am | Post# 10645

 
You mean that old saying - "history repeats itself". 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 5:14am | Post# 10646

 
Quoting handy148 
You mean that old saying - "history repeats itself". 

Yes.  
Kprsa's indicator is a useful way to start quantifying "history repeating itself" 

 



limprobable Oct 21, 2014 6:11am | Post# 10647

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello here, 
 
My entry on gold: 
 

 
 
One of my template. TP can be reajust. 

 

Atihun Oct 21, 2014 6:24am | Post# 10648

 
whats your view on eu guys? 

 

brekz1 Oct 21, 2014 6:28am | Post# 10649

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD start DS - 20 september 2014 
 
Method : Similarity 
 
Take profit : 21 september 2014 (+-40 pips) 
 
for lesson : 
 



 

 

blueface Oct 21, 2014 6:37am | Post# 10650

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} So for those who took the trade, you should be up 40 pips by now. Here's what 
to do next: a- Close 30% of you position & book your 1st 40 pips b- Move the SL of the 
next 40% of your position to BE, and adjust the TP to 0.8810 c- Keep the final 30% of 
the position as it is (i.e. TP @ 0.8839 ; SL @ 0.8670) EDIT: If AU doesn't reach 0.8810 in 
the next 4 hours, close the rest of the position at whatever price you have. The 
probability of reaching 0.8839 in the previously mentioned time limit won't be 94% 
anymore if this conditioned is not satisfied.... 
Hi Jay 
we have hit the 8838,you are the man. 
thank you. 

 

Pigh77 Oct 21, 2014 6:57am | Post# 10651

 
I am starting to think that in a couple of years all these "mispricing" will be closed. The 

reason is that too much people is starting to see this new "field" of application  
 
Probably not only individual investors are reading this thread. EURUSDD initial claim 
about arbitrage opportunities to not disclose has completely gone out of control. 
 
I hope we will have at least the time to make some money before the end. 
 
It happened even in 2005-2006, everything that was working well around 2000-2003 has 
quitted fully, especially arbitrage opportunities (I am talking about models/trading 
systems). 

 



JaredSA Oct 21, 2014 6:59am | Post# 10652

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi please see attached image below. 
Dissimilarity occurred --> Price then come back to this price region. 
Now is this supposed to occur >90% of the time? That price will come back to somewhat 
'rectify' the previous dissimilarity. 
Is my understanding correct? 

 

 

fmfx1 Oct 21, 2014 7:25am | Post# 10653

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey FmFX1, Great question. Here are some samples: {quote} Price doesn't go 
back to the zone within h. If it does, then the zone is invalid and disappears. If it is valid 
(ie. full h bars on the left and right) then the box stays permanently. What you are 
probably alluding to is..... will it return back to that price in the future?!! That's another 

topic of conversation  
Thank you Vlady1974 for the prompt response. Actually what i meant was say we have H 
set to 10 and now we have a complete TZ (made up of 21 bars), now we shouldn't 
expect price to return to the completed TZ in the next 10 bar? or completed TZ dont 
count? 
 
Regards 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 7:39am | Post# 10654

 
Quoting fmfx1 
{quote} Thank you Vlady1974 for the prompt response. Actually what i meant was say 
we have H set to 10 and now we have a complete TZ (made up of 21 bars), now we 
shouldn't expect price to return to the completed TZ in the next 10 bar? or completed TZ 
dont count? Regards 
That is now a different topic of conversation or inquiry. It starts to get interesting 
from here. 
You are basically asking.... what happens after h has expired and we have a fully formed 
TZ (left and right). 
 
I would say, since it looks like you're past the basics.... is to start noting your 



observations on what happens to price after a "fully formed" TZ. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 8:20am | Post# 10655

 
Quoting fmfx1 
{quote} How true is the statement above? quoted from Valdy'' post on the basic thread. 
Looking at the charts zones are being taking out/returned to without respect to H. PS: 
This is not a criticism of any kind, i just want to know if the tz concept has any FACT that 
we can work with/on. Else???. Big thanks to you Valdy, eurusd, cdf, baillie and all for the 
help n support. Regards 

Homework for you I am still doing it myself  
 
1) Define what is a TZ / PTZ / FTZ and observe their charateristics 
 
2) Having identified your type of TZ, select an approach between away from and return 
to. 
 
3) Formulate conditions for entry base on selected approach 
 
*Given a forming zone price can either move away from it or invalidate it. It is not 
advisable to anticipate what price will do. Let price tell you what it is going to do and 
trade expecting she will do it. This should apply to most other conditions 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 8:25am | Post# 10656

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Homework for you I am still doing it myself 1) Define what is a TZ / PTZ / 
FTZ and observe their charateristics 2) Having identified your type of TZ, select an 
approach between away from and return to. 3) Formulate conditions for entry base on 
selected approach *Given a forming zone price can either move away from it or 
invalidate it. It is not advisable to anticipate what price will do. Let price tell you what it 
is going to do and trade expecting she will do it. This should apply to most other 
conditions 
CFD, you should be a writer. 
I'm gonna quote this and put it in the TZ-Basics thread! 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 8:42am | Post# 10657

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} CFD, you should be a writer. I'm gonna quote this and put it in the TZ-Basics 
thread! 

Aww mate  
 



 
 
So here is a picture. 6 basic price movement possibilities. You have 1/6 chance or 16.6% of 
selecting the correct approach in this situation where the indys first tell you a TZ a forming. 
 
This is the reason why people are having different results. Even for myself I 
sometimes nail it as if it was meant to be and sometimes I have to blame my cat 
for distracting me.  

 

tradur Oct 21, 2014 9:16am | Post# 10658

 
An advice for you guys.. you can predict the direction of the day by knowing how the day 
starts 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 9:32am | Post# 10659

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} Aww mate  {image} So here is a picture. 6 basic price movement possibilities. 
You have 1/6 chance or 16.6% of selecting the correct approach in this situation where 
the indys first tell you a TZ a forming. This is the reason why people are having different 
results. Even for myself I sometimes nail it as if it was meant to be and sometimes I 
have to blame my cat for distracting me. 
Excellent!!! 
 
Here's a thought.... are you able to do the same thought experiment but have an Uneven 
TZ as the premise, with 1 bar to the right? 
Just want to see what you come up with and how your mind works. I'm borrowing a leaf 

from Dr Van K Tharp.  

 

Albertdkpllh Oct 21, 2014 9:52am | Post# 10660

 



Quoting tradur 
An advice for you guys.. you can predict the direction of the day by knowing how the day 
starts 
What do you mean you can predict the direction of the day by knowing how it starts. Can 

you explain how...  

 

orid Oct 21, 2014 10:04am | Post# 10661

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent!!! Here's a thought.... are you able to do the same thought experiment 
but have an Uneven TZ as the premise, with 1 bar to the right? Just want to see what 
you come up with and how your mind works. I'm borrowing a leaf from Dr Van K Tharp. 

 
 

 

Porkpie Oct 21, 2014 10:13am | Post# 10662

 
I have read about half this thread and I find it fascinating. But from a scientific 
perspective I am amazed that even halfway through the thread that nobody has tested 
any of these patterns on random data. Every theory must be tested in this scientific 
manner with a control group of data, otherwise..... Not to disprove eurusdd of course, 
but to gain more in depth knowledge. Can someone please point me to the right section 
of the thread. Thanx. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 10:21am | Post# 10663

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Excellent!!! Here's a thought.... are you able to do the same thought experiment 
but have an Uneven TZ as the premise, with 1 bar to the right? Just want to see what 
you come up with and how your mind works. I'm borrowing a leaf from Dr Van K Tharp. 

 
You mean that rust bucket of mine? Check you know where mate  

 

kprsa Oct 21, 2014 10:29am | Post# 10664

 
Quoting Porkpie 
I have read about half this thread and I find it fascinating. But from a scientific 
perspective I am amazed that even halfway through the thread that nobody has tested 
any of these patterns on random data. Not to disprove eurusdd, but to gain more in 
depth knowledge from such hypotheses. Can someone please point me to the right 
section of the thread. Thanx. 
Hi Porkpie, 
 
For the random data the transient zone (TZ) theory would in some cases even work 
better. 
 
Eurusdd introduced the TZ concept on the Markov process. That is the process with no 
memory, i.e. the subsequent candles are independent events (imagine flipping a coin 
every time unit to decide on the market behaviour). 
A simple strategy: The probability of the subsequent transient zones for a Markov 
process will be (given a judicious choice of h resulting in 97% recurrence) 



3%*3%=0.09%, so, when one observes two TZs on subsequent candles, it is almost a 
safe bet for a clearance of at least one of them, because a probability of them remaining 
uncleared is basically vanishing. 
 
One of the problems often encountered here is exactly the opposite: that the market is 

not sufficiently random, it does not behave like a Markov process, it has memory and 
therefore the events on two candles are not independent. Hence the probability of having 
two TZs on subsequent candles is not ignorable, particularly when strong breakouts 
occur. 
 
Here also the answer is hidden (and Eurusdd mentioned it in the thread somewhere) as 
to why the market will not be able to be adapted to prevent the exploitation by the TZ 
approach. If it becomes more noisy: we'll have more recurrence, yay! If it goes the other 

direction: there will be more trends, yay!  
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 10:34am | Post# 10665

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} You mean that rust bucket of mine? Check you know where mate  
LOL 
 
I was just curious as to whether you would half the number of scenarios you had on your 

first pic  
ie. not the top half 

 

Eurusdd Oct 21, 2014 10:52am | Post# 10666

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Porkpie 
I have read about half this thread and I find it fascinating. But from a scientific perspective I am 
amazed that even halfway through the thread that nobody has tested any of these patterns on 
random data. Every theory must be tested in this scientific manner with a control group of data, 
otherwise..... Not to disprove eurusdd of course, but to gain more in depth knowledge. Can 
someone please point me to the right section of the thread. Thanx. 

In fact, TZ says that the market favors recurrent prices rather than 
transient prices. Think about it. Will you have a problem with forex if 
transient prices have 97% weight? Certainly no! Because most of the time 
your chart will look like 



this!!!  

Each bar there is an hourly bar! You will certain trade with your eyes 
closed!!!  
 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 10:57am | Post# 10667

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}In fact, TZ says that the market favors recurrent prices rather than transient 
prices. Think about it. Will you have a problem with forex if transient prices have 97% 
weight? Certainly no! Because most of the time your chart will look like this!!!{image} 
Each bar there is an hourly bar! You will certain trade with your eyes closed!!! 

This is why you say price is King and needs protection  

 

Eurusdd Oct 21, 2014 10:59am | Post# 10668

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Porkpie, For the random data the transient zone (TZ) theory would in some 
cases even work better. Eurusdd introduced the TZ concept on the Markov process. That 
is the process with no memory, i.e. the subsequent candles are independent events 
(imagine flipping a coin every time unit to decide on the market behaviour). A simple 
strategy: The probability of the subsequent transient zones for a Markov process will be 
(given a judicious choice of h resulting in 97% recurrence) 3%*3%=0.09%, so, when 
one observes two TZs on subsequent candles,... 
nice read! Love this comment! 

 

kprsa Oct 21, 2014 11:00am | Post# 10669



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}nice read! Love this comment! 

I had a great teacher.  
k 

 

Atihun Oct 21, 2014 11:02am | Post# 10670

 
if 5,5 of 100 candles are transient and the last tz was 20 candles ago whats the 
probability of the 21th candle to be transient? 5,5/(100-20) ? 

 

Eurusdd Oct 21, 2014 11:10am | Post# 10671

 
Quoting Atihun 
if 5,5 of 100 candles are transient and the last tz was 20 candles ago whats the 
probability of the 21th candle to be transient? 5,5/(100-20) ? 
Please. The probability that an entire candle will contain only transient prices is zero, 
almost surely. A candle with only transient prices is a candle where the high=open/close 
and low=open/close. Very unlikely!!! 
 
So, that is not the precise way to deal with transient prices!!! 

 

Atihun Oct 21, 2014 11:20am | Post# 10672

 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Please. The probability that an entire candle will contain only 
transient prices is zero, almost surely. A candle with only transient prices is 
a candle where the high=open/close and low=open/close. Very unlikely!!! 
So, that is not the precise way to deal with transient prices!!! 

so it doesnt make sense to look at the frequency in which the boxes occure? 

 

Barbaresco Oct 21, 2014 11:25am | Post# 10673

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} so it doesnt make sense to look at the frequency in which the boxes occure? 
See K's post above. The market isn't truly Markovian, so be careful trying to make it so - 
your theory will work most of the time, until it doesn't, in a very big way. 

 

Atihun Oct 21, 2014 11:27am | Post# 10674

 
i was thinking about the following. 
if we get a possible transient zone there is a percentage it will be cleared within h bars of 
90+% depending on your h value. 
lets say we had 7 possible zones which were cleared before h right was completed. at the 
same time we have a frequency of confirmed zones where h right didnt clear the zone. 
 
isnt it likely after 9 cleared zones and a period of time that there will be a zone which will 
not be cleared because of the frequency % ? 

 



xixi Oct 21, 2014 11:33am | Post# 10675

 
Quoting kprsa 
Here also the answer is hidden (and Eurusdd mentioned it in the thread somewhere) as 
to why the market will not be able to be adapted to prevent the exploitation by the TZ 
approach. If it becomes more noisy: we'll have more recurrence, yay! If it goes the other 

direction: there will be more trends, yay! Cheers, k 
Sounds like a paradox... :-) 
IMO, TZ is kind of a principle. There could be million specific ways/strategies to apply 
that principle. 
Market could be able to adapt a specific strategy but could not be able to adapt to every 
strategies because the number of these strategies is unlimited. 

So the principle could not be change unless market destructs itself...  

 

Barbaresco Oct 21, 2014 11:42am | Post# 10676

 
Quoting Atihun 
i was thinking about the following. if we get a possible transient zone there is a 
percentage it will be cleared within h bars of 90+% depending on your h value. lets say 
we had 7 possible zones which were cleared before h right was completed. at the same 
time we have a frequency of confirmed zones where h right didnt clear the zone. isnt it 
likely after 9 cleared zones and a period of time that there will be a zone which will not 
be cleared because of the frequency % ? 
Perhaps, but even if so, what will be the magnitude of the bar, and what part of it will be 
transient? This is why I started looking at range and renko bars when I first saw the 
concept. I was hung up on EURUSDD saying NOT to use the TZ's as S/R - and while it 
may look like that is what many are doing, in fact, their trades are simply probability 
based - they are waiting for Rare, before trading against Rare*Rare. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 11:51am | Post# 10677

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Perhaps, but even if so, what will be the magnitude of the bar, and what part of 
it will be transient? This is why I started looking at range and renko bars when I first saw 
the concept. I was hung up on EURUSDD saying NOT to use the TZ's as S/R - and while it 
may look like that is what many are doing, in fact, their trades are simply probability 
based - they are waiting for Rare, before trading against Rare*Rare.  

 

 

Atihun Oct 21, 2014 11:54am | Post# 10678

 
if rare is trans. whats rare rare? trans. after trans? 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 21, 2014 1:00pm | Post# 10679

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
1: When one indicator shows start of dis-similarity and the other doesn't, the zone that will 
be created is a very good target. I think most of you use the method described in posts 1 
Can anyone clarify this doubt? I see two new areas, which one should I accept it? Natalia. 
{image} 



I see that no one can confirm me, I just want to learn .. have to talk myself answering me 
my own questions! 
 
The signal came in EURUSD, gave good pips, can see how the price went to the green zone.  
Someone is kind enough to confirm whether it is good entry?  
I look for on the green areas?  
 
Thank you.  
Natalia. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 1:26pm | Post# 10680

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} I see that no one can confirm me, I just want to learn .. have to talk myself 
answering me my own questions! The signal came in EURUSD, gave good pips, can see 
how the price went to the green zone. Someone is kind enough to confirm whether it is 
good entry? I look for on the green areas? Thank you. Natalia. {image} 
To answer your question properly..... 
 
1)You have your targets correct. 
 
2)What are you doing? You are trading a return to a level you identified. 
 
3)When do you enter? In your picture, why buy now? What is your trigger? By indicator 
or price action? 
 
4)Your templates only tell you where the targets are. They DO NOT tell you when to 
enter. 
 
5)Just because you identify a target, it does not mean it will be returned to 100% or in 
the near future. The green area can be there for days or weeks. 
 
6)You decide if your entry is good or bad. If you must have an answer then base on PA 
yes the entry is good because it looks like price has bounced of support but this is just 
ONE factor of consideration. There may be other factors that tell you the entry could be 
bad. 
 
7)Learning to identify targets is one thing. How to trade them is another. 
 



8)In your picture you label "good sell" and "now buy"  Should be "sell target", "buy 

target"  
 
Please digest this before asking more questions. 

 

Porkpie Oct 21, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 10681

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}nice read! Love this comment! 
Indeed great info, thank you gents. 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 21, 2014 2:28pm | Post# 10682

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} To answer your question properly..... 1)You have your targets correct. 2)What are 
you doing? You are trading a return to a level you identified. 3)When do you enter? In your 
picture, why buy now? What is your trigger? By indicator or price action? 4)Your templates 
only tell you where the targets are. They DO NOT tell you when to enter. 5)Just because 
you identify a target, it does not mean it will be returned to 100% or in the near future. The 
green area can be there for days or weeks. 6)You decide if your entry is good or bad. If you 
must... 
 
Thanks friend, you have cleared the way for me. I make a mess with google translator! 
 
1.-I understand that you say my chart is just to find the targets. 
 
2. I lack a system for the trigger, which sure as many here use the "CI"? 
 
3. I combine the "CI" with this template targets? it is a good decision?  
 
4.-The "TZ" indicator can replace the indicator Ralome? 
 
Thank you very much for your help! 
 
Natalia. 

 



 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 10683

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi Porkpie, For the random data the transient zone (TZ) theory would in some 
cases even work better. Eurusdd introduced the TZ concept on the Markov process. That 
is the process with no memory, i.e. the subsequent candles are independent events 
(imagine flipping a coin every time unit to decide on the market behaviour). A simple 
strategy: The probability of the subsequent transient zones for a Markov process will be 
(given a judicious choice of h resulting in 97% recurrence) 3%*3%=0.09%, so, when 
one observes two TZs on subsequent candles,... 
You guys are helping me understand financial markets in ways I had not previously 
thought about. Thank you so much!! 

 

juriFX Oct 21, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 10684

 
Just finished reading ALL posts within the 535 pages. Took me about 1 week (almost full 
time). 
And you know what? It was totally worth. 
 
Thank you EURUSDD, you changed my view of the market. Your concepts blew my mind 
several times, and the biggest revelation was the TZ probability principle. 
Why on earth couldn't I see it before? Trying all the time to trade the unexpected event 

(3%) while not seeing the other 97%.  
 
I think I understand many of the key concepts revealed here but of course not everything 
100%, maybe with time and your help I'll get there. 
 
Thanks to the following contributors: 
vlady, 
kprsa, 
josh, 
baillie, 
cfdtaleong, 
adeforex, 
ullen, 
fx-jay, 
hepsibah, 
GU-Night, 
LITEchild, 
rav_avs, 
SunSaltwater, 
Neio, 
and many others, too many to call them all by name... 
 
I hope we continue to help each other while studying and researching as a community. 
We can achieve so much more together. 

Time to play with those new toys, cya around  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 10685

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} Thanks friend, you have cleared the way for me. I make a mess with google 
translator! 1.-I understand that you say my chart is just to find the targets. 2. I lack a 



system for the trigger, which sure as many here use the "CI"? 3. I combine the "CI" with 
this template targets? it is a good decision? 4.-The "TZ" indicator can replace the 
indicator Ralome? Thank you very much for your help! Natalia. {image} 
Very good Natalia! 
 
3) Yes idea is good but "CI" has weakness because of repainting. So you still must be 
careful and manage your trade. Remember just because a target is there it does not 
mean it will be hit 100%. Price may reach only half way for example so money and trade 
management must come in and you will get your pips. And "CI" is just one of the 
methods you can use. 
 
4) You choose one or both. They both give you targets, they just do it differently 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 21, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 10686

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Very good Natalia! 3) Yes idea is good but "CI" has weakness because of 
repainting. So you still must be careful and manage your trade. Remember just because 
a target is there it does not mean it will be hit 100%. Price may reach only half way for 
example so money and trade management must come in and you will get your pips. And 
"CI" is just one of the methods you can use. 4) You choose one or both. They both give 
you targets, they just do it differently 
What other methods are being used? or none are established and everyone who wants to 
use?  
Here I see several users who have good results with CI. This thread is differentiated by 
the idea but it seems no one gets wet in saying that exact methods must be used.  
 
What you recommend me? 

 

burnssss Oct 21, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 10687

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} What other methods are being used? or none are established and everyone who 
wants to use? Here I see several users who have good results with CI. This thread is 
differentiated by the idea but it seems no one gets wet in saying that exact methods 
must be used. What you recommend me? 
ninpojutsu,  
there are people who read the thread several times. I would recommend reading the 
thread will perform and you had your own conclusions. Each person has a different way 

of trading, thus, the instruments used by each are subjective. All is in the thread.   

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 10688

 
I've been devouring the thread within the constraints of time and how much it makes my 
head hurt (in a good way). One thing I don't see discussed much is the following: 

• Transient zones can be large in terms of price ranges they encompass. 
• Price points at which multi-timeframe stochastics disagree are very specific; my 

own monitoring shows they often occur for just one tick before the stochastics 
become identical again. 

Do TZs and stochastic disagreements line up at all? In other words, is a TZ likely to 
contain stochastic disgreements? Seems to me the answer is probably "no, they are quite 



independent." 
 
There are other questions I will ask but I'll put this one out there for now. 
 
Thanks to all who are keeping this thread so compelling! 

 

burnssss Oct 21, 2014 6:08pm | Post# 10689

 
According to the theory, the stochastic process can have a common point with other 
timeframes. Several common points form a node. What changes from one timeframe to 
another is the frequency (the amplitude is different), but at some point in time all 
timeframes must match a node.  
This is the theory. Identify these nodes is difficult task, at least for me. 

 

ninpojutsu Oct 21, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 10690

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} ninpojutsu, there are people who read the thread several times. I would 
recommend reading the thread will perform and you had your own conclusions. Each 
person has a different way of trading, thus, the instruments used by each are subjective. 

All is in the thread.   
 
I know because I've tried to read and read, but my language does not fully understand 
the details, understanding is very important.  
Thank you. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 21, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 10691

 
Quoting juriFX 
Just finished reading ALL posts within the 535 pages. Took me about 1 week (almost full 
time). And you know what? It was totally worth. Thank you EURUSDD, you changed my 
view of the market. Your concepts blew my mind several times, and the biggest 
revelation was the TZ probability principle. Why on earth couldn't I see it before? Trying 

all the time to trade the unexpected event (3%) while not seeing the other 97%. I 
think I understand many of the key concepts revealed here but of course not everything 
100%, maybe with time and your help I'll... 
Congratulations. Someday, you will help others too! All the best! 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 10692

 
Quoting burnssss 
According to the theory, the stochastic process can have a common point with other 
timeframes. Several common points form a node. What changes from one timeframe to 
another is the frequency (the amplitude is different), but at some point in time all 
timeframes must match a node. This is the theory. Identify these nodes is difficult task, 
at least for me. 

I'd like to be prideful and say I understand, but I do not.  
 
One thing I'm wondering is, do the stochastic mismatches reveal market distortions that 
must be corrected by the prices where the distortions occurred being revisited? Or is it 
not 100% necessary that those price levels need to be revisited to correct the 



distortions? 

 

burnssss Oct 21, 2014 6:27pm | Post# 10693

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} I know because I've tried to read and read, but my language does not fully 
understand the details, understanding is very important. Thank you. 
I understand, I only spoke Spanish, "little by little" and thanks to the translator'm 
learning English too. I advise you to read your mind slowly, translating every word you 
do not know. There are many interesting things out there.  
Aim anything you do not understand. Once you've read most of the thread, then I think 
it's time to ask. It takes time, but if something is I am proud to have been with many 
people since the beginning of interesting threads. 
Anything you need can count on me. 
Thank you very much 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 6:27pm | Post# 10694

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} I know because I've tried to read and read, but my language does not fully 
understand the details, understanding is very important. Thank you. 
Unfortunately, there is hard truth you have to learn to accept. 
This thread cannot teach you how to trade. 
You must learn and get techniques of your own. 
 
When you have mastered at least 2 then you will see the benefit of this thread. 
The two strategies you need are: 
 
1. Trend Following 
2. Range Bound 
 
You cannot use both at the same time. 
Best of luck 

 

burnssss Oct 21, 2014 6:32pm | Post# 10695

 
Quoting MetaCoder 

{quote} I'd like to be prideful and say I understand, but I do not.  One thing I'm 
wondering is, do the stochastic mismatches reveal market distortions that must be 
corrected by the prices where the distortions occurred being revisited? Or is it not 100% 
necessary that those price levels need to be revisited to correct the distortions? 
I have no deep knowledge of these distortions, but there are cases in which I assume will 
not correct. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 21, 2014 6:37pm | Post# 10696

 
Quoting MetaCoder 

{quote} I'd like to be prideful and say I understand, but I do not.  One thing I'm 
wondering is, do the stochastic mismatches reveal market distortions that must 

be corrected by the prices where the distortions occurred being revisited? Or is it 
not 100% necessary that those price levels need to be revisited to correct the 



distortions? 
I believe that is the premise of the Similarity Principle. 
 
The trick is to be able to tell how soon. 
Eurusdd had a way of telling that a level would be returned to within the confines of a 
chart, usually set to the 4H. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 7:27pm | Post# 10697

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I have an EA that detects the most recent stochastic mismatch between the 1-hour and 
the 30-minute timeframes for any symbol you attach it to. It draws a horizontal line on 
the chart at the price where the mismatch was detected. It should not matter what 
timeframe you pick to attach the EA to. There are some refinements I might want to 
make but here it is, such as it is. I wrote it as an EA, not an indicator, because it might 
become the framework for an EA that gives alerts and/or places trades in fully-automatic 
mode. 
 
RevealWormhole_01.mq4  

 

Barbaresco Oct 21, 2014 7:36pm | Post# 10698

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
I have an EA that detects the most recent stochastic mismatch between the 1-hour and 
the 30-minute timeframes for any symbol you attach it to. It draws a horizontal line on 
the chart at the price where the mismatch was detected. It should not matter what 
timeframe you pick to attach the EA to. There are some refinements I might want to 
make but here it is, such as it is. I wrote it as an EA, not an indicator, because it might 
become the framework for an EA that gives alerts and/or places trades in fully-automatic 
mode. {file} 
I did the same a few weeks back and didn't find any significance at the time - now I have 
my indicator similarity EA running, and what do you know... but the difficulty with just 
stoch mismatch is that it doesn't give direction or strength. I bet you can think of a few 
other stoch-based indicators you could run with it to triangulate... 

 

LITEchild Oct 21, 2014 7:41pm | Post# 10699

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
I have an EA that detects the most recent stochastic mismatch between the 1-hour and 
the 30-minute timeframes for any symbol you attach it to. It draws a horizontal line on 
the chart at the price where the mismatch was detected. It should not matter what 
timeframe you pick to attach the EA to. There are some refinements I might want to 
make but here it is, such as it is. I wrote it as an EA, not an indicator, because it might 
become the framework for an EA that gives alerts and/or places trades in fully-automatic 
mode. {file} 
Nice work MC and thank you very much for sharing. Is it possible to make an indicator 
version of it too? 

 

hannele Oct 21, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 10700

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
I have an EA that detects the most recent stochastic mismatch between the 1-hour and 



the 30-minute timeframes for any symbol you attach it to. It draws a horizontal line on 
the chart at the price where the mismatch was detected. It should not matter what 
timeframe you pick to attach the EA to. There are some refinements I might want to 
make but here it is, such as it is. I wrote it as an EA, not an indicator, because it might 
become the framework for an EA that gives alerts and/or places trades in fully-automatic 
mode. {file} 
Hi MetaCoder, 
 
I just placed it on clean audusd chart .. but no show.. do you mind to put screen shot 
here, please. 
cheers 
hannele 

 

hannele Oct 21, 2014 7:51pm | Post# 10701

 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} Hi MetaCoder, I just placed it on clean audusd chart .. but no show.. do you 
mind to put screen shot here, please. cheers hannele 
forgive me my bad manners... thank you for making this EA, effort is much appreciated 

 
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 10702

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I did the same a few weeks back and didn't find any significance at the time - 
now I have my indicator similarity EA running, and what do you know... but the difficulty 
with just stoch mismatch is that it doesn't give direction or strength. I bet you can think 
of a few other stoch-based indicators you could run with it to triangulate... 
If I understood eurusdd's explanation on the stoch mismatch, it's only to find price levels 
the market is likely to return to. Direction/strength would be gleaned from other 
indicators. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 8:17pm | Post# 10703

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Nice work MC and thank you very much for sharing. Is it possible to make an 
indicator version of it too? 
I never delved into indicator development (shame on me), though I'm sure I will at some 
point soon. I'm hoping someone else could do it for now. 
 
I'd like to see the bar where the mismatch was caught; I don't know how to show that 
yet. 

 

LITEchild Oct 21, 2014 8:20pm | Post# 10704

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} I never delved into indicator development (shame on me), though I'm sure I will 
at some point soon. I'm hoping someone else could do it for now. I'd like to see the bar 
where the mismatch was caught; I don't know how to show that yet. 



Tnx anyway. It's the thought that counts. You have a good heart.  

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 8:21pm | Post# 10705

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} Hi MetaCoder, I just placed it on clean audusd chart .. but no show.. do you mind 
to put screen shot here, please. cheers hannele 
On my chart at the moment, the current price is close to the price where the stochastic 
mismatch was detected. 
 
The reason nothing shows for you yet is probably that only equal stochastic values across 
the timeframes have been detected so far. 
 
As you can see, the chart also shows the Transient_Zones and the Symphonie Extreme 
Indicator v2 (refreshfix). 
 
As the action progressed after I started my EA and attached the other indicators, I could 
have taken the indicated buy for small pips if I had entered low enough. The market did 
indeed move up to the stochastic mismatch price level of 1.27141. This is small potatoes of 
course. 
 

 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 10706

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Tnx anyway. It's the thought that counts. You have a good heart.  
Thank you for the kind words, you are most welcome. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 21, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 10707

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} If I understood eurusdd's explanation on the stoch mismatch, it's only to find 
price levels the market is likely to return to. Direction/strength would be gleaned from 



other indicators. 
Sorry, I wasn't clear - I didn't find any significance with regard to how long before return, 
how far before return, or whether a return after X points/Y time was sufficient to call the 
condition satisfied. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 8:34pm | Post# 10708

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} On my chart at the moment, the current price is close to the price where the 
stochastic mismatch was detected. The reason nothing shows for you yet is probably that 
only equal stochastic values across the timeframes have been detected so far. As you can 
see, the chart also shows the Transient_Zones and the Symphonie Extreme Indicator v2 
(refreshfix). As the action progressed after I started my EA and attached the other 
indicators, I could have taken the indicated buy for small pips if I had entered low 
enough. The market did indeed move... 
Can I request the SEI v2 (refeshfix)? Many thanks mine is giving some problems 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 8:36pm | Post# 10709

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I did the same a few weeks back and didn't find any significance at the time - 
now I have my indicator similarity EA running, and what do you know... but the difficulty 
with just stoch mismatch is that it doesn't give direction or strength. I bet you can think 
of a few other stoch-based indicators you could run with it to triangulate... 
Another note on this, I have an action to myself to revisit the math of the stochastic and, 
I hope, gain a deep understanding of what it means when there are mismatches across 
timeframes. 
 
Any, I just noticed that a new stochastic mismatch value is appearing. My code has a 
bug. Will fix and upload later. 

 

LITEchild Oct 21, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 10710

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Can I request the SEI v2 (refeshfix)? Many thanks mine is giving some problems 
here ya go bud... 
Symphonie Extreme Indicator v2 (refreshfix)_1.ex4  

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 10:25pm | Post# 10711

 
Bug fix uploaded to post 10,700. 

 

joshuayip Oct 21, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 10712

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} Thank you for the kind words, you are most welcome. 
Hi MC, thanks for the EA. I loaded the SEI indicator , and activated live strading like any 
other EA. I noticed that the wormhole EA does not have a smiley face like others. It does 
print out Distortion exist once a while .  
 



Hi everyone! Noob here  

 

Relativity Oct 21, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 10713

 
1 Attachment(s) 
From http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...08#post7815908 
I hope this isn't out of topic... 
Customized Swings + Transient/Recurrent Zones + MTF/MPF analysis + Market States. 
Anyone interested? 
http://i60.tinypic.com/racgll.jpg 
 
Seems to work for Range Bar charts too; 
http://i60.tinypic.com/2cyk1ex.png 
EURUSD H1.tpl  

 

orid Oct 21, 2014 10:52pm | Post# 10714

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Can I request the SEI v2 (refeshfix)? Many thanks mine is giving some problems 
hi cfd yes i have probs all the time seems to have a mind of its own even with the new 
one , forever adjusting the damn thing if anyone has a better version would be nice 

Btw nice to see you change from almost giving up to now seeing you teaching know
ledge = power 
regards Orid peter 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 11:01pm | Post# 10715

 
About half an hour ago I noticed quite a flurry of stochastic mismatches. 
 
Those who have experience watching the stochastics -- does a long series of mismatches 
every tick have particular significance? 
 
Thanks, 
Bob 

 

MetaCoder Oct 21, 2014 11:03pm | Post# 10716

 
Quoting joshuayip 
{quote} Hi MC, thanks for the EA. I loaded the SEI indicator , and activated live strading 
like any other EA. I noticed that the wormhole EA does not have a smiley face like 

others. It does print out Distortion exist once a while . Hi everyone! Noob here  
No smiley but it's working, hmm, don't know. Quite a few versions of MT4 have passed 
me by since last time I was very active with MT4, so I'm not fresh on that stuff. Happy 
that my old code seems to work, though. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 11:25pm | Post# 10717

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} hi cfd yes i have probs all the time seems to have a mind of its own even with 
the new one , forever adjusting the damn thing if anyone has a better version would be 



nice Btw nice to see you change from almost giving up to now seeing you teaching 

know ledge = power regards Orid peter 

I have your trees and forest to thank for that my friend  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 21, 2014 11:26pm | Post# 10718

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} here ya go bud... {file} 

Thanks mate!  

 

Barbaresco Oct 21, 2014 11:29pm | Post# 10719

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
About half an hour ago I noticed quite a flurry of stochastic mismatches. Those who have 
experience watching the stochastics -- does a long series of mismatches every tick have 
particular significance? Thanks, Bob 
I did watch it for a while and couldn't figure it out by itself. There could be long periods of 
mismatch as well as periods of just a few ticks. One didn't seem to be more significant 
than the other. However, keep in mind I was looking for very small moves to trade very 
often. I might trade 20K trades/day/pair on my main program some days... so I was 
looking for something similar here but with better W:L. I conclude that I didn't fully 
understand it, or my expectations were wrong, since looking at it historically, the 
mismatches seem to jive with other entries/exits I had seen via other DS methods (much 
longer term and bigger moves). 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 12:54am | Post# 10720

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
About half an hour ago I noticed quite a flurry of stochastic mismatches. Those who have 
experience watching the stochastics -- does a long series of mismatches every tick have 
particular significance? Thanks, Bob 
Hi Bob, 
 
I have not really spent much time with comparing stochastics of different timeframes as 
the thread was developing quickly at the time and Eurussd introduced other methods 
that were more efficient such as the STOCH/BB method. This is where price was 
configured as a (1EMA close) to mirror a stochastic with a X,1,1 setting and a Bollinger 
band on both. This effectively meant that the stoch mirrored the price above. This is also 
the same as taught in the thread The 3 plan 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...92#post7095392 
 
What I observed in the above settings is that mismatches often occur as follows (it may 
also apply to the Stoch mismatches across two tfs) 
 
1. Stoch has a limited range so mismatches often occur when Stoch hits the 0/100 levels. 
This often happens during trending moves. 
2. Also noticed that you often get mismatches around the 50 level on some stoch 
configurations: 
3. When there is a high volume of tick moves 
 
The above may also apply to comparing Stochs across different timeframes but as I 
mentioned we moved on quite quickly from that method to others. 



 
Hope you find the above useful. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 
 
PS. Enjoying the renewed enthusiasm you are bringing to the thread. I have a feeling 
you are going to find some very interesting things. 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 1:11am | Post# 10721

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} If I understood eurusdd's explanation on the stoch mismatch, it's only to find 
price levels the market is likely to return to. Direction/strength would be gleaned from 
other indicators. 
 
Stoch at 0/100 levels is really the same as a potential TZ. It is going into areas where 
price has not been in h number of bars. 
 
A stoch configured with 300,1,1 is essentially the same as configuring the TZ indicator 
with a h of 300. 
 
Stoch obviously does not show mid-bar transients 
 
Stoch is showing the highest/lowest close within x number of bars. The TZ indicator 
shows places were price has not been in x number of bars. 
 
 
So when price hits 0/100 levels stoch cannot follow so you can expect at some time price 
will need to come back down/up to mirror price again. As if you have the right stoch 
settings the stoch and price will like to mirror each other most of the time. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 22, 2014 1:53am | Post# 10722

 
The way you choose to display the realization of a stochastic process is 
important. For most of our chart, the time component is what is used to 
display changes in price. That s why we see so much randomness. Now, if 
you replace the time component with a space component, you will get a 
renko chart, which in most cases show less randomness. There are other 
ways to display your data in order to see exactly what price is doing!  
As far as the time component is concerned, recurrent prices rule and I will 
prove that rigorously soon. Little technicality....  

 

Lowphat Oct 22, 2014 2:40am | Post# 10723

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
That s why we see so much randomness.. 
thanks to you I no longer see any randomness what so ever. now i only see the algo 
used by the powers that be 

 



Kiads Oct 22, 2014 2:48am | Post# 10724

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The way you choose to display the realization of a stochastic process is important. For most 
of our chart, the time component is what is used to display changes in price. That s why we 
see so much randomness. Now, if you replace the time component with a space 
component, you will get a renko chart, which in most cases show less randomness. 
There are other ways to display your data in order to see exactly what price is doing! As far 
as the time component is concerned, recurrent prices rule and I will prove that rigorously 
soon. Little technicality.... 

Thank You Sir , I'm struggling to learn in that field for all this years.. , if you don't 
mind would you please check this picture and give me some advice.. 
best regard 
MTH 
 
GBPUSD 8 point brick, shift 1 point increment renko chart with stochastic 300,1,1 as visual 
movement shifting acceleration 
 

 

 

scalper.exp Oct 22, 2014 3:24am | Post# 10725

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Thank You Sir , I'm struggling to learn in that field for all this years.. , if 
you don't mind would you please check this picture and give me some advice.. best 
regard MTH GBPUSD 8 point brick, shift 1 point increment renko chart with stochastic 
300,1,1 as visual movement shifting acceleration {image} 
BIT of OUT of TOPIC 
 
really impressive to see after all the achievements you did via mth renko system, still 

trying to learn new things, thats why you are great........  
 

i am proud to be a friend of you....................   

 

elf_cui Oct 22, 2014 3:28am | Post# 10726

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



The way you choose to display the realization of a stochastic process is important. For 
most of our chart, the time component is what is used to display changes in price. That s 
why we see so much randomness. Now, if you replace the time component with a space 
component, you will get a renko chart, which in most cases show less randomness. There 
are other ways to display your data in order to see exactly what price is doing! As far as 
the time component is concerned, recurrent prices rule and I will prove that rigorously 
soon. Little technicality.... 
Hi,Eurusdd，I can't send you message cos setting restricted me，could you please 
Subscribed me？ 
Just want to show you my somthing understood of your laws 100% surely win rate！  

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 3:37am | Post# 10727

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Stoch at 0/100 levels is really the same as a potential TZ. It is going into areas 
where price has not been in h number of bars. A stoch configured with 300,1,1 is 
essentially the same as configuring the TZ indicator with a h of 300. Stoch obviously does 
not show mid-bar transients Stoch is showing the highest/lowest close within x number 
of bars. The TZ indicator shows places were price has not been in x number of bars. So 
when price hits 0/100 levels stoch cannot follow so you can expect at some time price 
will need to come back down/up... 

 
 
The same thing is with painting the leg of the Zigzag, and that is also why in the 
RecurrenceStatistic indicator you have that ugly Donchian thing.  
 
Check here for the approximate determination of the "correct" settings of the Stochastic 
oscillator. Best to read the whole thread (another nugget by Eurusdd). 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 3:51am | Post# 10728

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} The same thing is with painting the leg of the Zigzag, and that is also why in 
the RecurrenceStatistic indicator you have that ugly Donchian thing. Check here for the 
approximate determination of the "correct" settings of the Stochastic oscillator. Best to 
read the whole thread (another nugget by Eurusdd). Cheers,... 
 
Yes they are all essentially the same thing. I don't think a lot of people realise that. I did 
not at first. 
 
The problem with finding the right MA was that while ranging you can easily find an MA 
that stays flat......the problem where everything fails is in strong trends. Common theme 
there. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Kiads Oct 22, 2014 4:08am | Post# 10729

 



Quoting scalper.exp 
{quote} BIT of OUT of TOPIC really impressive to see after all the achievements you did 

via mth renko system, still trying to learn new things, thats why you are great........  

i am proud to be a friend of you....................   
Thank You for being my friend too... 
I'll keep learning for the rest of my life because my signature 'force to do that' on daily 

basis.. lol  
best regard 
MTH 

 

vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 4:39am | Post# 10730

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} The same thing is with painting the leg of the Zigzag, and that is also 
why in the RecurrenceStatistic indicator you have that ugly Donchian thing. 
Check here for the approximate determination of the "correct" settings of the Stochastic 
oscillator. Best to read the whole thread (another nugget... 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What I observed in the above settings is that mismatches often occur as follows 
(it may also apply to the Stoch mismatches across two tfs) 1. Stoch has a limited range 

so mismatches often occur when Stoch hits the 0/100 levels. This often happens during 

trending moves. 2. Also noticed that you often get mismatches around the 50 level on 
some stoch configurations: 3. When there is a high volume of tick moves The above may 
also apply to comparing Stochs across different timeframes but as I mentioned we 
moved on quite quickly from that... 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Stoch at 0/100 levels is really the same as a potential TZ. It is going into 
areas where price has not been in h number of bars. A stoch configured with 300,1,1 is 
essentially the same as configuring the TZ indicator with a h of 300. Stoch obviously does 
not show mid-bar transients Stoch is showing the highest/lowest close within x number 
of bars. The TZ indicator shows places were price has not been in x number of bars. So 
when price hits 0/100 levels stoch cannot follow so you can expect at some time price 
will need to come back... 
Excellent posts. 
Even I completely missed the significance of the Donchian! 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 5:54am | Post# 10731

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Yes they are all essentially the same thing. I don't think a lot of people realise 
that. 
This observation, among other things (like the Stoch/ZZ similarity strategy where the 
indicators say almost the same thing), gives simplifications through cross-referencing of 
the indicators. 
 
One can, for example, consider using some of the stats that we have on the TZs on the 
ZigZag.  
 
k 

 

burnssss Oct 22, 2014 6:03am | Post# 10732

 



Quoting kprsa 
{quote} This observation, among other things (like the Stoch/ZZ similarity strategy 
where the indicators say almost the same thing), gives simplifications through cross-
referencing of the indicators. One can, for example, consider using some of the stats that 
we have on the TZs on the ZigZag. k 
Difficult is to use stoch and moving average on strong trends. "eurusdd" had said stoch 
should be equal in every way with EMA1, and the period of stoch is calculated by XEMA 
but strong trend .... 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 6:15am | Post# 10733

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} Difficult is to use stoch and moving average on strong trends. "eurusdd" had 
said stoch should be equal in every way with EMA1, and the period of stoch is calculated 
by XEMA but strong trend .... 
No matter what the particular strategy is (and I am not discussing any strategy in these 
posts) it is wise to know what the indicators you have on the chart are actually doing, 
how they are interconnected and how they relate to the price structure. 
 
It may also help people to avoid mistakes (for example the mistake of using the fixed 
default parameters) in the common indicators. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 6:23am | Post# 10734

 
Quoting kprsa 
One of the problems often encountered here is exactly the opposite: that the market is 
not sufficiently random, it does not behave like a Markov process, it has memory and 
therefore the events on two candles are not independent. Hence the probability of 
having two TZs on subsequent candles is not ignorable, particularly when strong 
breakouts occur. 
Nice post, k. Does your indicator give the stats for consecutive TZs? I've never been able 
to use your indicator because my broker doesn't support MetaTrader, but I did code one 
of my own for NinjaTrader. According to my stats (over about 10,000 bars), the 
probability of the next bar having a TZ after a TZ bar is on average 17% for EUR.USD 
(averaged for timeframes M1 to H4, h optimised for 3% TZ bars). Not ignorable, as you 
say. Though they only occur on mid-bar TZs, which are pretty rare anyway (about 1% of 
all bars). Does this agree with your stats? Thanks. 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 6:51am | Post# 10735

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}Does your indicator give the stats for consecutive TZs? 
No, it doesn't. The indicator is slow as molasses in January as it is... 

Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote}I've never been able to use your indicator because my broker doesn't support 
MetaTrader, but I did code one of my own for NinjaTrader. 
If you have invested several hours of your time to code an indicator, you could have also 
invested five minutes of your time to open a demo account at any of the brokers that do 
support Metatrader. I mean, I am sorry that your broker of choice doesn't support MT4, 



but I wouldn't exactly let that stop me (if I were you).  
 
k 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 22, 2014 7:34am | Post# 10736

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Nice post, k. Does your indicator give the stats for consecutive TZs? I've never 
been able to use your indicator because my broker doesn't support MetaTrader, but I did 
code one of my own for NinjaTrader. According to my stats (over about 10,000 bars), the 
probability of the next bar having a TZ after a TZ bar is on average 17% for EUR.USD 
(averaged for timeframes M1 to H4, h optimised for 3% TZ bars). Not ignorable, as you 
say. Though they only occur on mid-bar TZs, which are pretty rare anyway (about 1% of 
all bars). Does this agree with... 
Are you sure you mean TZ bars and not potential TZ bars? In my stats, I found the 
probability for 2 tz bars to occur consecutively to be very rare. I came up with something 
like .260% for h=30 and well over 10000 bars as well, although I only did it on one time 
frame. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
The way you choose to display the realization of a stochastic process is important. For 
most of our chart, the time component is what is used to display changes in price. That s 
why we see so much randomness. Now, if you replace the time component with a space 
component, you will get a renko chart, which in most cases show less randomness. There 
are other ways to display your data in order to see exactly what price is doing! As far as 
the time component is concerned, recurrent prices rule and I will prove that rigorously 
soon. Little technicality.... 
A third type of chart?? I can't wait to hear more about it. 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 7:51am | Post# 10737

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} In my stats, I found the probability for 2 tz bars to occur consecutively to be 
very rare. I came up with something like .260% for h=30 and well over 10000 bars as 
well, although I only did it on one time frame. 
I think in order to compare your numbers with NorthTrader's, you need to divide your 
number (0.0026) by the probability of having a TZ on one bar. For example if that 
probability is 2%=0.02, the probability of having a second TZ after the first one is 
0.0026/0.02=0.13=13%. 
 
k 

 

NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 7:59am | Post# 10738

 
Quoting kprsa 
If you have invested several hours of your time to code an indicator, you could have also 
invested five minutes of your time to open a demo account at any of the brokers that do 
support Metatrader. I mean, I am sorry that your broker of choice doesn't support MT4, 

but I wouldn't exactly let that stop me (if I were you). k 
Yeah, good point. If it only takes 5 mins then maybe I should have! But I'm a software 
engineer by trade so it wasn't too bad. 

 



NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 8:01am | Post# 10739

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} I think in order to compare your numbers with NorthTrader's, you need to divide 
your number (0.0026) by the probability of having a TZ on one bar. For example if that 
probability is 2%=0.02, the probability of having a second TZ after the first one is 
0.0026/0.02=0.13=13%. k 
Another good point! I was wondering why our numbers were so different. Yes, my stats 
are for the next bar after a mid-bar TZ being another mid-bar TZ. A quick visual scan of 
the chart seems to confirm it, but I didn't have time to check the whole data set visually. 

 

hilavoku Oct 22, 2014 8:06am | Post# 10740

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} For example if that probability is 2%=0.02, the probability of having a second 
TZ after the first one is 0.0026/0.02=0.13=13%. k 
Sure? 
When the probability would be even lower like 1% then the probability of having a 
second TZ would be 26% ? 

 

fsm Oct 22, 2014 8:13am | Post# 10741

 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Sure? When the probability would be even lower like 1% then the probability of 
having a second TZ would be 26% ? 
You would have MULTIPLY those numbers. So 0.02*0.02 = 0.0004 (=0.04%) 
 
What I dont quite understand yet: 
In order to have two consecutive TZ they MUST be mid-bar TZs, otherwise the 2nd bar 
would invalidate the first TZ and therefore it wouldnt be 2 consecutive TZs anymore, 
right? 

 

hilavoku Oct 22, 2014 8:14am | Post# 10742

 
Quoting fsm 
{quote} You would have MULTIPLY those numbers. So 0.02*0.02 = 0.0004 (=0.04%) ? 

This is ~what I wanted to say.  
0.0026*0.02=0.0052% ? 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 22, 2014 8:20am | Post# 10743

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Another good point! I was wondering why our numbers were so different. Yes, 
my stats are for the next bar after a mid-bar TZ being another mid-bar TZ. A quick visual 
scan of the chart seems to confirm it, but I didn't have time to check the whole data set 
visually. 
Ah. Then yes your stats are roughly in the same ball park I think +\- 5% given the 2 h 
values I checked. 
 
edit: 
clarification: As I understand it, North Traders number would be correct, or roughly 



correct depending on TF and h value if he's calculating the probability that the next bar is 
also transient GIVEN(or assuming) that the current bar in question is also mid bar 
transient. This is of course because the set of mid bar TZs is already small.  
However, if the question is simply what are the chances that any 2 bars are consecutively 
mid bar transient, then the odds are small and roughly close to what I presented earlier 

Quoting fsm 
{quote} What I dont quite understand yet: In order to have two consecutive TZ they 
MUST be mid-bar TZs, otherwise the 2nd bar would invalidate the first TZ and therefore 
it wouldnt be 2 consecutive TZs anymore, right? 
Not completely but close. You could have the additional possibility of a mid bar TZ 
followed by a regular (top/bottom) TZ 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 8:23am | Post# 10744

 
Quoting hilavoku 
{quote} Sure? When the probability would be even lower like 1% then the probability of 
having a second TZ would be 26% ? 
I think so, given LG's number of 0.0026 holds.  
 
We're talking here about the conditional probability. 
 
P(TZ on the candle i+1 occurs if the TZ occurs at the candle i)=P(TZ on candle i and TZ 
on candle i+1)/P(TZ on the candle i) 
 
To my understanding: 
 
LG measures P(TZ on candle i and TZ on candle i+1), whereas 
NT measures P(TZ on the candle i+1 occurs if the TZ occurs at the candle i). 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 8:26am | Post# 10745

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Head Hurts! 
 

 
 
LOL 

 



Kiads Oct 22, 2014 8:38am | Post# 10746

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
Head Hurts! {image} LOL 

 

 

 

hilavoku Oct 22, 2014 8:44am | Post# 10747

 
Sorry kprsa, 
 
you are right! At first sight I thought they were common unconditional probabilities. Next 
time I will take a closer look before posting. 
 
PS: So the first TZ is like B and the second one is A which is the restricted to the sample 
space B?! 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 8:50am | Post# 10748

 
Quoting hilavoku 
At first sight I thought they were common unconditional probabilities. 
No problem, it is best to ask me to clarify as you did, I try to avoid too many 
explanations when posting. 
 

Vlady and Kiads: Sorry for the nerdspeak.  
 
k 

 

Kiads Oct 22, 2014 9:14am | Post# 10749

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} No problem, it is best to ask me to clarify as you did, I try to avoid too many 

explanations when posting. Vlady and Kiads: Sorry for the nerdspeak. k 
Hi My Friend kprsa, sorry for my bad English, i wanna ask you, is your indicator base on 
standard mt4 zigzag ? 
if it yes, then the latest MT4 build 711 zigzag is not same with the old standard zigzag 
from previous build, and hv some unrecognized error (100 % error free when recompile). 
This is found out by Mladen from TSD. 
 
Thanks in advance 
Best regard 
MTH 

 



vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 9:16am | Post# 10750

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} No problem, it is best to ask me to clarify as you did, I try to avoid too many 

explanations when posting. Vlady and Kiads: Sorry for the nerdspeak. k 
Nah man, just joking around.  
You know what I did after visiting your link.... visited Amazon.co.uk for these babies 
 

 

 

Saturday Oct 22, 2014 9:19am | Post# 10751

 
I took a long trade on EURUSD at 1.2737, expecting it to reach 1.2750. Turns out it took 
a sharp drop. Is the trade still valid? 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 9:22am | Post# 10752

 
1 Attachment(s) 

"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" 
 
 
I have a few suggestions, especially for anyone new. Remove ALL indicators. While I am 
amazed at all the coding, other ideas being sparked etc. the most important thing period in 
this thread is the quote I opened this post with. 
 
 
Open a 15 min chart. Choose an H value of 6. Look at every bar for a few days back. See if 
you can draw a line or box (it becomes a box it price moves more than a pip in 'free' 
untouched space) from the current bar you are looking at back six bars without touching 
another bar. When you have done that, look to the right of the current bar / mid-bar. If 
looking at historical prices see how many times that line or box you drew was penetrated 
and fully cancelled out by price. Now watch as this happens in real time. This is ALL you 
need in my opinion to create a profitable edge. Again, it's so powerful and so simple: 
 
 
"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" 



 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 9:26am | Post# 10753

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend kprsa, sorry for my bad English, i wanna ask you, is your indicator 
base on standard mt4 zigzag ? if it yes, then the latest MT4 build 711 zigzag is not same 
with the old standard zigzag from previous build, and hv some unrecognized error (100 
% error free when recompile). This is found out by Mladen from TSD. Thanks in advance 
Best regard MTH 
No worries, I understand you loud and clear. 
No, my indicator does not use Zigzag directly (but is in principle connected with it). 
Thanks for letting me know. 
Mladen is a superhero.  
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 9:28am | Post# 10754

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Nah man, just joking around. You know what I did after visiting your link.... 

visited Amazon.co.uk for these babies  

 



At university I liked very much the Schaum's series, they were very cheap and I liked the 

approach. Check those as well.  
k 

 

hilavoku Oct 22, 2014 10:04am | Post# 10755

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} At university I liked very much the Schaum's series, they were very cheap 

and I liked the approach. Check those as well. k 
Copy that. Reminds me of many hours with headache and throwing books into corners 

and screaming at them.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 10:09am | Post# 10756

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} At university I liked very much the Schaum's series, they were very cheap 

and I liked the approach. Check those as well. k 
Which one to start with first mate? Probability & Statistics or Probability, Random 
Variables, Random Processes? 
Seems to me that since our topic is not "random" it would be the 1st one. Yes? 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 10:18am | Post# 10757

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Which one to start with first mate? Probability & Statistics or Probability, 
Random Variables, Random Processes? Seems to me that since our topic is not "random" 
it would be the 1st one. Yes? 
Yes, the first one is more than sufficient. The second one repeats a lot but has Markov 

processes etc inside.  
 
k 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 22, 2014 10:22am | Post# 10758

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Head Hurts! {image} LOL 
Head hurts? This is the fun stuff! 
Although I only have a highschool level understanding of statistics heh. 

 

blueface Oct 22, 2014 10:24am | Post# 10759

 
Hi,guys,I have some problem.. 
So we must to find a confirmed top,because we don't know if price will keep going up? 
thx 
Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} I know probability is on your side based on Eurusdd's explanations but what if 
the price DOES NOT go back to transient zone? Therefore I understand that if my zone 
turns out to be h-recurrent, my sell position will win, but I don't understand how my 



sell position wins if my zone turns out to be h-transient and price DOES NOT 
want to make it recurrent this time and price DOES NOT want to make it 
recurrent this time and keep going up? I believe this is where SL plays its part but 
then how about Eurusdd's win-win condition? Anyone? Kins Regards, Blackeagle 
This is Eurusdd say 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area 
yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we 
declare the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, 
if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of 
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!! 
http://i.imgur.com/mDehfGk.png 
 

 

vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 10:27am | Post# 10760

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Head hurts? This is the fun stuff! Although I only have a highschool level 
understanding of statistics heh. 

Mate... the last time I saw this stuff was 1994!  
But I've bought the books recommended by K and I'm gonna sink into it. I'm not one to 

back away from a challenge.  
 
This gives me inspiration: 

Quoting iDoubleStoch 
{quote} Through raw data Research, Development, Engineering, Testing, 
Optimization, careful Implementation and the reliance on empirical findings for 
all trading decisions both strategic and tactical. And, by trading within a Business 
and Revenue Model that sets historically appropriate expectations for revenue growth 
and draw-down such that fear, greed and emotion never impacts business operations, 
functions and protocols. You fear the unknown. Research tells you everything you need 
to know about what is probable. Everything in trading begins... 
 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 10:44am | Post# 10761

 
OK kind people, I haven't been observing this very long but it appears that the stochastic 
mismatches could be used for short-term trades. I haven't yet digested the most recent 
well-informed and thoughtful posts on using stochs, but I'll do my best while at the same 
time making my own observations. Happy trades to all. 

 

Kiads Oct 22, 2014 10:56am | Post# 10762

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} No worries, I understand you loud and clear. No, my indicator does not use Zigzag 
directly (but is in principle connected with it). Thanks for letting me know. Mladen is a 
superhero. Cheers, k 
Hi My Friend Kprsa, I already download your indicator, and thank you for sharing the mql 
file, look at the inside, and at this occasion i ask permission from you to make some 

cosmetic mod.. . 
 



After checking how 'she' work, my early conclusion is that 'as always' great indicator need 
'great data feed' to perform effectively.. 
 
please look at this two example picture.. 
1st picture is GBPUSD M15 candlestick chart, i put your indicator with h+/- 2 (just like 
normal fractal formation) with average 10.4 point candle size for the last 1440 bars. 
 

 
 
and 2nd picture is GBPUSD renko chart accelerated with stochastic calculation formula with 
also 10.4 point brick size 
 

 
 
I believe we can see that our probability 'jump' higher, because of more 'better and 

constant data feed'. Is that 'statistical' books say so..?  
 
Hope it help and best regard 
MTH 

 



fmfx1 Oct 22, 2014 11:02am | Post# 10763

 
Hi fellas 
 
I like to work with facts so here it is. Personally i believe a trading system with no fact to 
work on is BS. We all know a fact about the CI method and that is that it repaints, similar 
to the TZ method we know PTZ repaints more than they hold, 97%/3% it is? (Any other 
TZ facts?) If this is the case then i believe we should focus more on profiting from the the 
repainting nature of the PTZ rather than TZ. 
 
How do we do this? one idea will be using a good reversal indicator to trading towards 
PTZ in the hope that in will repaint. If this is the case then i believe a higher H number 
will be the trick here since smaller H tend to hold lot more than higher H number. Any 
thoughts? 
 
Regards 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 11:05am | Post# 10764

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Bob, I have not really spent much time with comparing stochastics of 
different timeframes as the thread was developing quickly at the time and Eurussd 
introduced other methods that were more efficient such as the STOCH/BB method. This 
is where price was configured as a (1EMA close) to mirror a stochastic with a X,1,1 
setting and a Bollinger band on both. This effectively meant that the stoch mirrored the 
price above. This is also the same as taught in the thread The 3 plan 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...92#post7095392... 
This and your subsequent post are rich with information, Neio! Thank you! 

 

fmfx1 Oct 22, 2014 11:14am | Post# 10765

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend Kprsa, I already download your indicator, and thank you for 
sharing the mql file, look at the inside, and at this occasion i ask permission from you to 

make some cosmetic mod.. . After checking how 'she' work, my early conclusion is 
that 'as always' great indicator need 'great data feed' to perform effectively.. please look 
at this two example picture.. 1st picture is GBPUSD M15 candlestick chart, i put your 
indicator with h+/- 2 (just like normal fractal formation) with average 10.4 point candle 
size for the last 1440... 
Nice Kiads, when i first stumbled upon the TZ concept i knew renko will do alot more 
better and i have been doing all my homework off renko charts. Lets improve on this 
mate, i will post my findings. 
 
Regards 

 

Eurusdd Oct 22, 2014 11:20am | Post# 10766

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" I have a few suggestions, especially for anyone 
new. Remove ALL indicators. While I am amazed at all the coding, other ideas being 
sparked etc. the most important thing period in this thread is the quote I opened this 
post with. Open a 15 min chart. Choose an H value of 6. Look at every bar for a few days 
back. See if you can draw a line or box (it becomes a box it price moves more than a pip 



in 'free' untouched space) from the current bar you are looking at back six bars without 
touching another bar. When... 
Good read.  
I really think it was right to let people understand this simple truth for themselves. You 
made my day. 
Some will never understand what is going on and they will continue to search for 
something extra. 
The statement is so simple and true. It is up to the trader to use it wisely! 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 11:30am | Post# 10767

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Do you see it? 
 
Short based on discretion anywhere in the black arrow area, take profit anywhere in the 
white arrow area as price comes back to fill the transient zone drawn by the different 
coloured boxes. 
 
Long same thing, but purple and light blue arrows. 
 
Study this chart and my previous post. This is all you need. Zero indicators. 

 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 11:34am | Post# 10768

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
Do you see it? Short based on discretion anywhere in the black arrow area, take profit 
anywhere in the white arrow area as price comes back to fill the transient zone drawn by 
the different coloured boxes. Long same thing, but purple and light blue arrows. Study 
this chart and my previous post. This is all you need. Zero indicators. {image} 
 
Hi SunSaltwater, 
 
I like your posts but the reality is when the market trends you will find that some areas 
are not returned too. This is where the danger is. 
 
Regards 
 



Neio 

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 11:36am | Post# 10769

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi SunSaltwater, I like your posts but the reality is when the market trends you 
will find that some areas are not returned too. This is where the danger is. Regards 
Neio 

Exactly! Market state. And what's the trigger again?  

 

Eurusdd Oct 22, 2014 11:43am | Post# 10770

 
The problem is how you deal with transient prices, in a ranging or trending market. There 
are some things that must remain secret. If you can figure it out, good for you!!!! 
 
You have the theory, build your trading model! Bye. 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 11:44am | Post# 10771

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Exactly! Market state. And what's the trigger again?  

Sorry i'm not on your wavelength.  

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 11:48am | Post# 10772

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} This and your subsequent post are rich with information, Neio! Thank you! 
You're welcome. Hope it helps. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 11:48am | Post# 10773

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi SunSaltwater, I like your posts but the reality is when the market trends you 
will find that some areas are not returned too. This is where the danger is. Regards Neio 
Agreed, you must have stops and if you see a strong trend couldn't you use this 
information to get in towards the trend? Yes, yes you can. 

 

limprobable Oct 22, 2014 11:48am | Post# 10774

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" I have a few suggestions, especially for anyone 
new. Remove ALL indicators. While I am amazed at all the coding, other ideas being 
sparked etc. the most important thing period in this thread is the quote I opened this 
post with. Open a 15 min chart. Choose an H value of 6... 
Price is 97% recurrent. 
 

Open a chart. Remove all indicators. Close your chart. Open your Buy/Sell button. Buy 

or sell  



 
Price is 97% recurent. Does it really mean that if i enter anywhere, anyhow, buy or sell, 
pure hasard, price have 97% to come back to my enter? 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 11:53am | Post# 10775

 
Quoting limprobable 
{quote} Price is 97% recurrent. Open a chart. Remove all indicators. Close your chart. 

Open your Buy/Sell button. Buy or sell Price is 97% recurent. Does it really mean 
that if i enter anywhere, anyhow, buy or sell, pure hasard, price have 97% to come back 
to my enter? 
Don't forget the 'H' to help clean things up a little. But, yes, try it, see how many times 
you enter buy or sell randomly without a chart that your trade will go in to profit. 
Obviously you need more than this but it is an interesting little exercise. 

 

tashkent Oct 22, 2014 11:55am | Post# 10776

 
Quoting limprobable 
{quote} Price is 97% recurrent. Open a chart. Remove all indicators. Close your chart. 

Open your Buy/Sell button. Buy or sell Price is 97% recurent. Does it really mean 
that if i enter anywhere, anyhow, buy or sell, pure hasard, price have 97% to come back 
to my enter? 
yes. 
but the question is not complete. you missed the important part "WHEN" (H or time or x 
axis). this is why you use time windows. upon expiration of this window, you take the 
profit or the loss. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 22, 2014 11:57am | Post# 10777

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} yes. but the question is not complete. you missed the important part "WHEN" (H 
or time or x axis). this is why you use time windows. upon expiration of this window, you 
take the profit or the loss. 

 

 

Kiads Oct 22, 2014 11:58am | Post# 10778

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The problem is how you deal with transient prices, in a ranging or trending market. There 
are some things that must remain secret. If you can figure it out, good for you!!!! You 
have the theory, build your trading model! Bye. 
Yes Sir, and once again Thank You So Much...  
best regard 
MTH 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 10779

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi SunSaltwater, I like your posts but the reality is when the market trends you will 



find that some areas are not returned too. This is where the danger is. Regards Neio 
DO YOU SEE IT!!!!! 

 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 12:12pm | Post# 10780

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} DO YOU SEE IT!!!!! {image} 
I have traded it that way. Ultimately for me it did not work when price was trending 
strongly. Also how far would you have the stop? There will be drawdown even on the 
ones that return thus also risk taking out your stop. 
 
Perhaps it was my own money management that let me down but it did not suit the way 
I want to trade. 
 
It looks perfectly traded in hindsight but in practice is another thing. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Eurusdd Oct 22, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 10781

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 10782

 
Haven't looked at that kind of math since grad school, but with some stretching I could 
become re-acquainted. 

 

PipitoGrillo Oct 22, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 10783

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks for sharing this, hepsibah, but this system seems a bit too much open to 
interpretation. For instance, why wouldn't you take the longs at the points I circled on 
your chart? Both seem to fit the rules you specified, yet both would have incurred 
drawdowns and possible stop losses. Why wait until the crosses you marked? Thanks! 
{image} 
 
Maybe a bit late for an answer... 



I look at it from the price action perspective. The first red circle smells like bulltrap and I 
would rather look for a sell scalp beneath a bar into the TZ. Too much selling pressure 
with no prior buying pressure. It also looks like a tiny trading range and buying on top of 
it isn't the best idea. 
 
Same on the second circle, not enough prior buying pressure after that big move down. 
So in that case I would look for trendline break and buy on a pullback into the TZ above. 
 
On the right side PA and TZ fit each other and also you would be buying on the bottom of 
a trading range. 
 
I guess that is what Eurusdd means by that we have to buildt it into our existing 
systems. 
 
 
http://i.imgur.com/khCsArQ.png  

 

mhmdfx Oct 22, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 10784

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi SunSaltwater, I like your posts but the reality is when the market trends you 
will find that some areas are not returned too. This is where the danger is. Regards Neio 
what will we do in trending market?? this is the problem with me because price may not 
return back to price where i entered !!! but Eurusdd said that he can make 1000 trades 
without loss that means that there is a missed part that he didn't tell us about 

 

Barbaresco Oct 22, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 10785

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Yes - this is where we play... 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Log-normal_distribution  

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 10786

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Sorry i'm not on your wavelength.  
I was agreeing with you. 

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 10787

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} It looks perfectly traded in hindsight but in practice is another thing. 
Regards Neio 

 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 10788

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I was agreeing with you. 



Ah ok. It was the question that threw me. 

 

burnssss Oct 22, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 10789

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
I just see in my university jajaja 

 

Sasco_me Oct 22, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 10790

 
Hi to all  
we can put parameter to make h is constant and put filter to TZ  
as we can make condition which the focus candle Rang (from high to low ) equal at least 
half of the previous h range candles  
also if at any candle Range half any number of previous h candle with TZ so we can draw 
TZ and consider the later h equal to the previous and the market will retrace at least the 
same number of h  
I hope i discuss my vision well  
 
Sorry for my Language 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 10791

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend Kprsa, I already download your indicator, and thank you for 
sharing the mql file, look at the inside, and at this occasion i ask permission from you to 

make some cosmetic mod.. . After checking how 'she' work, my early conclusion is 
that 'as always' great indicator need 'great data feed' to perform effectively.. please look 
at this two example picture.. 1st picture is GBPUSD M15 candlestick chart, i put your 
indicator with h+/- 2 (just like normal fractal formation) with average 10.4 point candle 
size for the last 1440... 
Hi, you, as well as everyone else, of course have permission to do with my code what 
you want. That is why I give the code, not the compiled version. 
If you find it useful or just interesting and are willing to share, please post the modified 
version here so that other people can use it as well.  
k 

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 10792

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote}  
Care to elaborate?  

 
What I am saying that what he is pointing out looks easy when you view it that way but 
in practice it is different. 
 
If it was that straightforward why are people trading it differently? 
 
My original post was not to say TZs can't be traded but that he just needs to exercise 
caution if trading that way as a trending market is different. 

 



Almondeyed Oct 22, 2014 2:14pm | Post# 10793

 
1 Attachment(s) 

As a latecomer to this topic just practicing after reading more then thousand posts  
 
Anyone has a comment for the chart below? 
 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 10794

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Care to elaborate? What I am saying that what he is pointing out looks 
easy when you view it that way but in practice it is different. If it was that 
straightforward why are people trading it differently? My original post was not to say TZs 
can't be traded but that he just needs to exercise caution if trading that way as a 
trending market is different. 

Again, I was agreeing with you. . And my first question again was, what was the 

trigger? I see a setup. fine. but what was the trigger for the trade???(i mean the setup 

sunsaltwater was posting. I guess I should have quoted his post instead. sorry.)  

 

Neio Oct 22, 2014 2:46pm | Post# 10795

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Again, I was agreeing with you. . And my first question again was, what was 
the trigger? I see a setup. fine. but what was the trigger for the trade???(i mean the 

setup sunsaltwater was posting. I guess I should have quoted his post instead. sorry.)  

Lol it is not very clear....It looked like you were yawning at my post!!!???  

 

Jim4x Oct 22, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 10796

 
Hi all 
 
When we trade, we are most interested in what is going to happen to the right of this 
moment, not the left. 
 



Is anyone else interested in the recurrence stats and the building of TZ/RZ when we 
ignore the left and only look right? 
 
Could you make your Indi able to ignore the left altogether Kprsa (i.e. able to select 0 for 
left)? 
 
Would freefox and/or Sciurus make their Indi's h-left and h-right independent and 
settable to 0? 
 
Thanks for your consideration 

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 2:49pm | Post# 10797

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} Lol it is not very clear....It looked like you were yawning at my post!!!???  
hahaha. Meaning it was so obvious it's boring. Always easy to spot setups AND TRIGGER 
in hindsight eh? kapish? 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 10798

 
I updated the RevealWormhole EA in this post: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...32#post7815632 
 
It now shows how many points the current action is away from the price level where the 
most recent stochastic disagreement occurred, and whether the action is above or below 
that marked level. 
 
I'd be interested to hear from those of you who have a chance to observe and formulate 
some thoughts on whether this has any usefulness. I'm not as razor-smart as some of 

you guys so please use small words and simple concepts when you reply to me.  
 
Cheers, 
Bob 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 3:02pm | Post# 10799

 
Quoting Jim4x 
Hi all When we trade, we are most interested in what is going to happen to the right of 
this moment, not the left. Is anyone else interested in the recurrence stats and the 
building of TZ/RZ when we ignore the left and only look right? Could you make your Indi 
able to ignore the left altogether Kprsa (i.e. able to select 0 for left)? Would freefox 
and/or Sciurus make their Indi's h-left and h-right independent and settable to 0? Thanks 
for your consideration 
No problem. Interesting idea.  
k 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 3:22pm | Post# 10800

 
The way I was interpreting the action relative to the wormhole markers on EURUSD this 
morning definitely pointed toward short; saw numerous instances of markers being 



drawn, the action drifting up a bit, then dropping back down below the markers. Thus 
sayeth Captain Obvious. Anyone else see that? 
 
I also saw short-term buys that a scalper could have exploited, when the price dropped 
below markers and then later rose above. 
 
Haven't yet seen markers get drawn only to have the action run away from them, not to 
return for a long time. But I suppose this can certainly happen. I suppose if the market 
action is running away from a marker, one might have a trading rule that says to not 
enter until a new marker is drawn and some pullback-for-entry occurs. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 22, 2014 6:09pm | Post# 10801

 
Please indulge me while I blab to myself for a bit. I won't go into math at all here. I'll 
keep it intuitive, for the benefit of myself and others. 
 
When we mark a stochastic mismatch at the price level where it occurred, we obviously 
know thereafter where the market has been. We also know where the market is now. 
 
Question is: will the market return to that marked price from wherever it is now, 
assuming the mismatch we are looking at is the most recent one? 
 
I do not know the answer to that question. 
 
I'll split what could happen into two categories: 
 
1) The market could rapidly return to the marked price from where the market is at the 
moment. This is desirable for those seeking a short-term profit. They would just watch 
for a market move away from the last price mark, deciding whatever distance from the 
price mark that will trigger their entry, and trade in the direction of the price mark. A 
return to the price mark will give some profit. 
 
2) The market could run away from the price mark, maybe far away, and not go back to 
it within an acceptable amount of time, or never in the event of our sun going super-
nova (profit/loss will no longer matter then!). We might have taken a trade assuming the 
market would soon return to the price mark, but instead the market might run away in 
the other direction, giving us a floating loss much bigger than we like unless we cut our 
loss prudently. The market might turn around, lo and behold, eventually return to that 
old price mark. We should have held on! But, a wise trader would not do so without a 
great deal of confidence that "market physics" require the market to return to that price 
mark, which, by now, would probably not be the most recent price mark. 
 
This is about all that is going on in the foreground of my mind at the moment, while in 
the background I try to digest the many other concepts on this thread. There's a lot to 
think about. 

 

LITEchild Oct 22, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 10802

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
Please indulge me while I blab to myself for a bit. I won't go into math at all here. I'll 
keep it intuitive, for the benefit of myself and others. When we mark a stochastic 
mismatch at the price level where it occurred, we obviously know thereafter where the 
market has been. We also know where the market is now. Question is: will the market 
return to that marked price from wherever it is now, assuming the mismatch we are 
looking at is the most recent one? I do not know the answer to that question. I'll split 



what could happen into two categories:... 
sounds good enough. Just one thing left out. The probabilities involved in each scenario? 
Which eventuality has a higher probability of occurence based on statistical evidence? 

 

adeforex Oct 22, 2014 6:29pm | Post# 10803

 
Quoting Jim4x 
Hi all When we trade, we are most interested in what is going to happen to the right of 
this moment, not the left. Is anyone else interested in the recurrence stats and the 
building of TZ/RZ when we ignore the left and only look right? Could you make your Indi 
able to ignore the left altogether Kprsa (i.e. able to select 0 for left)? Would freefox 
and/or Sciurus make their Indi's h-left and h-right independent and settable to 0? Thanks 
for your consideration 

 

 

corrugatedit Oct 22, 2014 6:30pm | Post# 10804

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
as to why the market will not be able to be adapted to prevent the exploitation by the TZ 
approach. If it becomes more noisy: we'll have more recurrence, yay! If it goes the other 

direction: there will be more trends, yay! Cheers, k 
I think we could see a few other scenarios. For example currencies could converge to some 
tentative equlibrium and just stay there flat, and then occasionally skip to another level on 
unexpected fundamental events or central bank policy adjustments. 
lol.. now try to trade THIS 

 

 

juriFX Oct 22, 2014 6:35pm | Post# 10805

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Something I'm thinking about, maybe for a future trading strategy. 
 
For the way I'm trading TZs trending markets give me a string of winners if taking setups 
only in the direction of the trend, meaning in the direction of the latest formed and 
confirmed TZ, until an opposite TZ completes. Ranging markets are different so an 
adjustment or other strategies may apply. 



 
Look at the following EURNZD 4H chart: 
 

 
 
Sometimes it is easy to spot consolidation rectangles/zones in the market where price 
becomes highly recurrent with many touches (re-visits at specific levels). 
The highest density of re-visits happen exactly at the center of the consolidation range. 
Unless a breakout occurs, we can be confident that any deviation from the center presents a 
good opportunity to capitalize on price movements back to the center (mean), where price 
loves to be (balance). This could happen by using limit orders at the boundaries where price 
is not as recurrent (density) as the center, or in a less aggressive way through confirmation 
signals on lower time frames. 
But not only from the boundaries, also closing prices of "big" bars right in the center could 
give good entry points with targets just on the other end of the bar (the opening price or 
high/low). 
 
Of course, a breakout could happen at any time, but hedging that should not be a problem. 
 
Just an idea. 

 

kprsa Oct 22, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 10806

 
Quoting corrugatedit 
{quote} I think we could see a few other scenarios. For example currencies could 
converge to some tentative equlibrium and just stay there flat, and then occasionally skip 
to another level on unexpected fundamental events or central bank policy adjustments. 
lol.. now try to trade THIS {image} 
Buy/sell stops above and below the current price? 

 

adeforex Oct 22, 2014 6:37pm | Post# 10807

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
Hi to all we can put parameter to make h is constant and put filter to TZ as we can make 
condition which the focus candle Rang (from high to low ) equal at least half of the 



previous h range candles also if at any candle Range half any number of previous h 
candle with TZ so we can draw TZ and consider the later h equal to the previous and the 
market will retrace at least the same number of h I hope i discuss my vision well Sorry 
for my Language 
i like to follow you well, please can you expatiate for us with a chart? i am getting 
confused. Thanks 

 

corrugatedit Oct 22, 2014 6:57pm | Post# 10808

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Buy/sell stops above and below the current price? 
They would get slipped to fill at the new equlibirium. 
If this particular example ever realised, there would be a lot bigger pressing fallouts than 
stops though. It's just a somewhat unexpected and remotely plausible scenario - the 

reality will likely playout more mundane. Or surprising.  

 

vladutz112 Oct 22, 2014 7:00pm | Post# 10809

 
just finished reading the whole thread and i wonder do u still use the first concept the 
similiarity or do u use only the second tz zones? 

 

pedma Oct 22, 2014 7:58pm | Post# 10810

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, 
 
I am confused. I got some zones up there since some days ago, but it does not go up ..... 
And EU is COBB since 110 pips ago (2 days ago), but it was still down yesterday ... any one 
has any idea until where it will go, before going up again to around 1.2800 ?? 
 
Thanks in advance 
=pedma 

 

 



NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 8:57pm | Post# 10811

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" 
While it's true that there will be 97% recurrent bars and 3% transient bars for a given 
value of h, please remember that the probability of price returning to price you enter (on 
the current bar) is less than 97%. Why? Because some bars are only recurrent on the 
left (past) of the middle bar, and not on the right (future). 
According to my research, and hopefully k and LG can back me up on this, if you set h to 
a value that gives you a total of 3% TZ bars, then the number of bars which are fully 
recurrent (left and right) and right-only recurrent is 79%. This figure was averaged over 
6 timeframes (M1 to H4) over 10,000 bars. So 21% of bars won't be fully returned to. 
 
Note that I said fully returned to. The chances of at least one pip in the bar being 
returned to are much greater (I'd like to calculate this based on pips rather than bars but 
haven't had the chance yet). 
 
Of course, 78% is still a good probability, but how much drawdown must you endure to 
achieve it? Again, I need to work that out. 

 

NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 9:01pm | Post# 10812

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The problem is how you deal with transient prices, in a ranging or trending market. There 
are some things that must remain secret. If you can figure it out, good for you!!!! You 
have the theory, build your trading model! Bye. 
This sums it up nicely, and is the reason some people are having more success than 
others with transient prices. 

 

NorthTrader Oct 22, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 10813

 
Quoting PipitoGrillo 
{quote} Maybe a bit late for an answer... I look at it from the price action perspective. 
The first red circle smells like bulltrap and I would rather look for a sell scalp beneath a 
bar into the TZ. Too much selling pressure with no prior buying pressure. It also looks 
like a tiny trading range and buying on top of it isn't the best idea. Same on the second 
circle, not enough prior buying pressure after that big move down. So in that case I 
would look for trendline break and buy on a pullback into the TZ above. On the right side 
PA and TZ fit each... 
Thanks for this, PipitoGrillo. Yes, hepsibah already said that those circles are valid signals 
according to the rules of his system. 
 
I think this shows the importance of discretion in any trading system. Even if the rules 
say "go", it's better to pass if the price action or recent news event says otherwise. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 22, 2014 9:26pm | Post# 10814

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} While it's true that there will be 97% recurrent bars and 3% transient bars for a 
given value of h, please remember that the probability of price returning to price you enter 
(on the current bar) is less than 97%. Why? Because some bars are only recurrent on the 
left (past) of the middle bar, and not on the right (future). According to my research, and 



hopefully k and LG can back me up on this, if you set h to a value that gives you a total of 
3% TZ bars, then the number of bars which are fully recurrent (left and right) and right-only 
recurrent... 
Fair enough. Again, as I work through charts I find it very difficult to find true transient 
prices. Perhaps I am looking at it differently. See below. 

 

 

BlackStack Oct 23, 2014 12:17am | Post# 10815

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Fair enough. Again, as I work through charts I find it very difficult to find true 
transient prices. Perhaps I am looking at it differently. See below. {image} 
It is not the control bar that you are looking for the transient prices. It is h bars before 
the control bar and h bars after the control bar. 

 

goldfinger Oct 23, 2014 12:28am | Post# 10816

 
eurusdd made millios with repainting no losing method now enjoying his fortune 
e 

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 3:04am | Post# 10817

 
i believe we are going to clear 1.2500. the trend has resumed. tz is in account blowing 
mode 

 

Bartleby Oct 23, 2014 3:06am | Post# 10818

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Fair enough. Again, as I work through charts I find it very difficult to find true 
transient prices. Perhaps I am looking at it differently. See below. {image} 



Then you could only really trade it and identify transient prices via tick chart. Because in 
the body of the candle price could be visited many times.  
I think we´re looking for a transient price within x candles in the past and the future and 
not inside the candle itself.  
 
Maybe i´m wrong. I´m still learning. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 3:09am | Post# 10819

 
Quoting ephisi 
i believe we are going to clear 1.2500. the trend has resumed. tz is in account blowing 
mode 
There is still "support" we are point of origin or rather around there. She could bounce. 
Its a money management play right now. 

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 3:13am | Post# 10820

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} There is still "support" we are point of origin or rather around there. She could 
bounce. Its a money management play right now. 
most people dont realize that money management is one major key to trading the tzs 
profitably.  
great posts mate 

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 3:15am | Post# 10821

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} There is still "support" we are point of origin or rather around there. She could 
bounce. Its a money management play right now. 
subscribed. sorry i didnt subscribe to you earlier. this tz thing has taken over my mind 

 

fsm Oct 23, 2014 3:32am | Post# 10822

 
Quoting ephisi 
i believe we are going to clear 1.2500. the trend has resumed. tz is in account blowing 
mode 

and BAM there are the Germans, pushing the EUR up  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 3:33am | Post# 10823

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} subscribed. sorry i didnt subscribe to you earlier. this tz thing has taken over my 
mind 
Oh thanks for subscribing. Yes we've been trying to stress the how well TZs work is 
dependent on your how well you trade. I will "show" the workings of my brain here for 
the benefit of people. I don't do it very well I admit but I believe its a valid thought 
model. 
 
1)EU right now is at good entry point for me based to good ole PA chart reading. Price 
seems to be bouncing of significant support. 



 
2)TZs in this case plays only a supporting role because I tells me I have a swath of 
recurrent prices up top. 1.27ish and beyond.Will price go there? Possible, throw in a few 
fundamental numbers and Yellen or Dhraghi farts a little we'll get there easy. 
 
3)TZ also tells me there is a level at 1.24ish and a big one at 1.20ish. 1.24ish yes 
probable 1.20ish is gonna take more than a fart. 
 
4) So 1.27ish and 1.24ish price is right smack in the middle so its a rather 50-50 
situation. 
 

5) So manage  
 

Edit now she bounced real hard. So game might change  

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 3:34am | Post# 10824

 
Quoting fsm 

{quote} and BAM there are the Germans, pushing the EUR up  
Give it some time. Market dosnt move in a straight line 

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 3:42am | Post# 10825

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} There is still "support" we are point of origin or rather around there. She could 
bounce. Its a money management play right now. 
Did you notice the several bounces we had yesterday? Price still went further down! So 
as you said, its a 50 50 thing 

 

blueface Oct 23, 2014 3:50am | Post# 10826

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Oh thanks for subscribing. Yes we've been trying to stress the how well TZs 
work is dependent on your how well you trade. I will "show" the workings of my brain 
here for the benefit of people. I don't do it very well I admit but I believe its a valid 
thought model. 1)EU right now is at good entry point for me based to good ole PA chart 
reading. Price seems to be bouncing of significant support. 2)TZs in this case plays only a 
supporting role because I tells me I have a swath of recurrent prices up top. 1.27ish and 
beyond.Will price go there?... 
bounce?I dont think so. 
 
7:00am EUR French Flash Manufacturing PMI 
EUR French Flash Services PMI 
 
7:30am EUR German Flash Manufacturing PMI 
EUR German Flash Services PMI 
 
these two news happen..and now TZ is repainting. 
we cant use TZ to trade when the news happen..its too danger. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 3:54am | Post# 10827



 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Did you notice the several bounces we had yesterday? Price still went further 
down! So as you said, its a 50 50 thing 
Yes indeed. The only thing we are sure of is the levels that all. Everything we have till 
date the TZs/DS etc etc just helps to cut out the "noise" Now its looking less 50 50 imho 
so managing probabilities as well 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 3:56am | Post# 10828

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} bounce?I dont think so. 7:00am EUR French Flash Manufacturing PMI EUR 
French Flash Services PMI 7:30am EUR German Flash Manufacturing PMI EUR German 
Flash Services PMI these two news happen..and now TZ is repainting. we cant use 
TZ to trade when the news happen..its too danger. 
Trading repainting TZs is one of the possible implementations, so depends which side you 
take. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 4:04am | Post# 10829

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} bounce?I dont think so. 7:00am EUR French Flash Manufacturing PMI EUR 
French Flash Services PMI 7:30am EUR German Flash Manufacturing PMI EUR German 
Flash Services PMI these two news happen..and now TZ is repainting. we cant use TZ to 
trade when the news happen..its too danger. 
Fair argument. It can go south as well. My skill level currently does not allow me to trade 
with a direction bias confidently. I only manage my probabilities. 
 
You have to define what you mean by using TZs to trade. For me they are levels I know 
price will return to at some point. When they return to it I use my TZ h value as an 
arbitrary guide. As to why they return to it, news serves as a good excuse and driving 
factor. 
 
The repainting TZ is a PTZ, they need to and will repaint most of time because price is 
predominately recurrent, else there will be a lot less to trade. The repainting actually 
hold clues as to how price wants to move but I am unable to articulate it properly at this 
point. 
 

A Chess game truly  

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 4:04am | Post# 10830

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD 15min 
 



 
 
Am I getting it right? 
I'm asking because some times price seems not to lead and moves happen in the other 
direction. 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 4:11am | Post# 10831

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting juriFX 
EURUSD 15min {image} Am I getting it right? I'm asking because some times price seems 
not to lead and moves happen in the other direction. 



 
 
Or maybe sometimes stoch leads? 

 

forextarget Oct 23, 2014 4:40am | Post# 10832

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} {image} Or maybe sometimes stoch leads? 
Eurusd is starting move up to finish the unfinish business 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 5:34am | Post# 10833

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} Eurusd is starting move up to finish the unfinish business 
15min EURUSD 



 
I can see zones below 
 
5min EURUSD 

 
And then on this there is a small zone above 
 



Do you mean these problems? 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 6:37am | Post# 10834

 
Get ready for EU to pop (upwards) very soon. 
 
I'm fully loaded from 1.264. 
In case a drop occurs because of the Unemployment claims, I would be buying it. 
 
1st target is 1.2710... much higher targets after that. 

 

Ullen Oct 23, 2014 6:42am | Post# 10835

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Get ready for EU to pop (upwards) very soon. I'm fully loaded from 1.264. In case a drop 
occurs because of the Unemployment claims, I would be buying it. 1st target is 1.2710... 
much higher targets after that. 
Agreed. Think we'll see 1.2647 before going up. 

 

LITEchild Oct 23, 2014 7:02am | Post# 10836

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Get ready for EU to pop (upwards) very soon. I'm fully loaded from 1.264. In case a drop 
occurs because of the Unemployment claims, I would be buying it. 1st target is 1.2710... 
much higher targets after that. 

Interesting call buddy. I'm short@1.2661. stop@1.2685. Target@1.2610.  

 

brekz1 Oct 23, 2014 7:09am | Post# 10837

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Get ready for EU to pop (upwards) very soon. I'm fully loaded from 1.264. In case a drop 
occurs because of the Unemployment claims, I would be buying it. 1st target is 1.2710... 
much higher targets after that. 

Agree  
 
i have same target, and open 1.265x 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 7:18am | Post# 10838

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Interesting call buddy. I'm short@1.2661. stop@1.2685. Target@1.2610.  
Looks like we have 2 opposing trades atm, AUD/CAD & EUR/USD 
 
For EU my SL is at 1.2647 (slightly above my old entry), I do expect 1.2635 before a 
push higher, but I wouldn't want to risk waiting and missing the move up. 
If we go lower, it would be perfect, profits for you & new entries at better prices for me 
:P If not, then I'm more than happy with my current position. Let's wait for the 
Unemployment claims.  
 
I'm getting ready for some USD/CAD shorts also. 



 

LITEchild Oct 23, 2014 7:24am | Post# 10839

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Looks like we have 2 opposing trades atm, AUD/CAD & EUR/USD For EU my SL 
is at 1.2647 (slightly above my old entry), I do expect 1.2635 before a push higher, but I 
wouldn't want to risk waiting and missing the move up. If we go lower, it would be 
perfect, profits for you & new entries at better prices for me :P If not, then I'm 
more than happy with my current position. Let's wait for the Unemployment claims. 
I'm getting ready for some USD/CAD shorts also. 

Top notch trade planning as usual. I like!  
 
P.S. I think our trades are divergent because my algos are showing increasing strength in 
USD(increasing weakness in CAD as well). Of course it could be bottoming out, but then 
what are stops for eh? 

 

hepsibah Oct 23, 2014 7:33am | Post# 10840

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Looks like we have 2 opposing trades atm, AUD/CAD & EUR/USD For EU my SL 
is at 1.2647 (slightly above my old entry), I do expect 1.2635 before a push higher, but I 
wouldn't want to risk waiting and missing the move up. If we go lower, it would be 
perfect, profits for you & new entries at better prices for me :P If not, then I'm more 
than happy with my current position. Let's wait for the Unemployment claims. I'm getting 
ready for some USD/CAD shorts also. 
I have 12725 as my target for EU. Rode it up to 12670, closed it there and starting to 
build again. Let's see. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 23, 2014 7:50am | Post# 10841

 
I've just closed longs on EU and AU. 
I know I should have held on EU but got some things coming up and I don't think I can 
manage it. 
 
Had some absolute balls-up shocker on NZDUSD.... lost a little chunk on that trying to 
co-relate with EURNZD. 
EN worked... not the other one. Anyway, above trade got it all back. 

 

AdelPC Oct 23, 2014 8:09am | Post# 10842

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Get ready for EU to pop (upwards) very soon. I'm fully loaded from 1.264. In case a drop 
occurs because of the Unemployment claims, I would be buying it. 1st target is 1.2710... 
much higher targets after that. 
Hi FX-Jay, 
I notice you make good trade calls. 
I assume this one is not based on fundamental analysis, correct? 
Is the reasoning based on TZ, Similarity or other TA? 

If so, it'd be wonderful to see a picture/chart with explanation.  

 

Ullen Oct 23, 2014 8:28am | Post# 10843



 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is what i i think FX jay is talking about. 
 
Price is gone way below where it should be, correction will occur soon. 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 23, 2014 8:36am | Post# 10844

 
Quoting Ullen 
This is what i i think FX jay is talking about. Price is gone way below where it should be, 
correction will occur soon. {image} 
Hey Ullen, 
Is that EUR below and Dollar above? 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 8:40am | Post# 10845

 
Ullen no offense but pls stop putting price out of equation 
price itself doing everything you cannt just say it went too far should come back. then 

you widen your SL  
so there is only one thing correct which is the price. 
none of the analyses/indicators/etc/etc/etc can be more correct then the price it self 
 

Quoting Ullen 
This is what i i think FX jay is talking about. Price is gone way below where it should be, 
correction will occur soon. {image} 



 

 

kprsa Oct 23, 2014 8:43am | Post# 10846

 
Quoting Ullen 
This is what i i think FX jay is talking about. Price is gone way below where it should be, 
correction will occur soon. {image} 
Now that looks like a more serious setup! 
k 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 8:44am | Post# 10847

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Looks like we have 2 opposing trades atm, AUD/CAD & EUR/USD For EU my SL is 
at 1.2647 (slightly above my old entry), I do expect 1.2635 before a push higher, but I 
wouldn't want to risk waiting and missing the move up. If we go lower, it would be perfect, 
profits for you & new entries at better prices for me :P If not, then I'm more than happy 
with my current position. Let's wait for the Unemployment claims. I'm getting ready for 
some USD/CAD shorts also. 
The market respected my words much faster than expected :P 
 

Out for now, will be loading soon ... Felling like one big FX pimp  

 

 

Ullen Oct 23, 2014 8:55am | Post# 10848

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey Ullen, Is that EUR below and Dollar above? 
No, its price vs value. 
 
It shows where price should be. In my opinion price is constantly correcting these 
differencies. 
 
Short term picture (Blue is price, Red is value) 



 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 9:00am | Post# 10849

 
Quoting AdelPC 
{quote} Hi FX-Jay, I notice you make good trade calls. I assume this one is not based on 
fundamental analysis, correct? Is the reasoning based on TZ, Similarity or other TA? If 

so, it'd be wonderful to see a picture/chart with explanation.  
Hey Adel, 
 
For the purpose of this thread and the account I started here, I only use TZ & probability 
+ similarity to a lesser extent.  
In general I focus on sentiment analysis (EW, COT, BPR...), that have been my trading 
style for the last 3 years & I still follow it on my main accounts.  
 
Concerning the chart, I don't do anything different from what is shared here. For this 
system, I only use the indicators shared here in order to help spot TZ zones and calculate 
probabilities.  
 
I post my statements here from time to time, so if you would like more visual learning, 



you can plot my entries/exists/orders on your chart to help see them better. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

tashkent Oct 23, 2014 9:05am | Post# 10850

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Still playing with the TZ concept, now switched to longer TF. I am applying the concept to 
candle and pattern reading. no math involved. 0 indicators (only candles, which in a way are 
indicators). the triangles are the entries. 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 23, 2014 9:21am | Post# 10851

 
Quoting tashkent 
Still playing with the TZ concept, now switched to longer TF. I am applying the concept to 
candle and pattern reading. no math involved. 0 indicators (only candles, which in a way 
are indicators). the triangles are the entries. {image} 
Awesome entries!! 

 

tashkent Oct 23, 2014 9:35am | Post# 10852

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Awesome entries!! 



thanks Vlady  
 
this is different TF and self explanatory (trying to show the reason i hold my long and added 

when price came back). do not you think this recent bullish move was almost certain?  

 

 

blueface Oct 23, 2014 9:37am | Post# 10853

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Adel, For the purpose of this thread and the account I started here, I only 
use TZ & probability + similarity to a lesser extent. In general I focus on sentiment 
analysis (EW, COT, BPR...), that have been my trading style for the last 3 years & I still 
follow it on my main accounts. Concerning the chart, I don't do anything different from 
what is shared here. For this system, I only use the indicators shared here in order to 
help spot TZ zones and calculate probabilities. I post my statements here from time to 
time, so if you would like... 
which TF do you use?4H? 
thx 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 9:47am | Post# 10854

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} which TF do you use?4H? thx 
Works on all, H4 is my favourite 

 



matkooo2575 Oct 23, 2014 10:00am | Post# 10855

 
has someone upgraded or repaired indicator, templates from first page or 140 page r-v1 
and r-2 and indicator Awesome from templates...has someone it or check it aj upload it? 
thanks for help guys 

 

vlady1974 Oct 23, 2014 10:10am | Post# 10856

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} thanks Vlady this is different TF and self explanatory (trying to show the 
reason i hold my long and added when price came back). do not you think this recent 

bullish move was almost certain? {image} 
From a non-TZ, non-Sim perspective, the "hooks" and parabolic moves down to your 
purple/pink lines were all signs of an upward move post consolidation. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 10:39am | Post# 10857

 
TZ isnt one dimensional  
the probability calculations are not correct 
 
food for thought 

 

Almondeyed Oct 23, 2014 10:44am | Post# 10858

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 

TZ isnt one dimensional the probability calculations are not correct food for thought 
Do you have any mathematical proof for this assumption? 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 10:49am | Post# 10859

 
last tip : 
TZ is not the "bar count" 

think deeper  

Quoting Almondeyed 
{quote} Do you have any mathematical proof for this assumption? 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 10:53am | Post# 10860

 
ok the very last one 
in theory there shouldnt be any TZ zones. in perfect world. 
but there are. 
and those getting confirmed or unconfirmed faster or slower then actual way of 
probability calculation. 
 
the rest is yours. 
put "k" into play 



its a game changer  

Quoting MAM.Trader 

last tip : TZ is not the "bar count" think deeper {quote} 
 

 

Almondeyed Oct 23, 2014 11:01am | Post# 10861

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
ok the very last one in theory there shouldnt be any TZ zones. in perfect world. but there 
are. and those getting confirmed or unconfirmed faster or slower then actual way of 

probability calculation. the rest is yours. put "k" into play its a game changer {quote} 
That's why traders must be careful like the serpent 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...11#post7817711 
 
But fortunately we have other toys to filter some bad trades and we will still have some 
bad trades... 

 

kprsa Oct 23, 2014 11:12am | Post# 10862

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 

TZ isnt one dimensional the probability calculations are not correct food for thought 
You're suggesting that one could look at a "diagonal" TZ where the extent of the zone is 
along time and price, instead of just time? 
Recurrence in a price channel? 
 
k 

 

MetaCoder Oct 23, 2014 11:17am | Post# 10863

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} sounds good enough. Just one thing left out. The probabilities involved in each 
scenario? Which eventuality has a higher probability of occurence based on statistical 
evidence? 
I wasn't going for completeness; most certainly I left more than one thing out! Just as 
certainly, you are right that probability is a large item I did not mention. 

 

MetaCoder Oct 23, 2014 11:22am | Post# 10864

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Adel, For the purpose of this thread and the account I started here, I only 
use TZ & probability + similarity to a lesser extent. In general I focus on sentiment 
analysis (EW, COT, BPR...), that have been my trading style for the last 3 years & I still 
follow it on my main accounts... 
Thank you kindly for all of your sharing! 

 

giovanni4000 Oct 23, 2014 11:26am | Post# 10865

 
Quoting ephisi 



{quote} most people dont realize that money management is one major key to trading 
the tzs profitably. great posts mate 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} There is still "support" we are point of origin or rather around there. She could 
bounce. Its a money management play right now. 
Thanks mates, you are right. Money management is the key 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 11:32am | Post# 10866

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} most people dont realize that money management is one major key to 
trading the tzs profitably. great posts mate 
Can you please expand on that? Has it to do with risk:reward ratio? Position sizing 
depending on stop loss? Or something else? 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 11:43am | Post# 10867

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For all those that PM'd me etc., please see below. Hopefully you can use this to see how I 
traded this morning which will tie in to charts posted last couple of days in regards to areas 
I looked at to enter and exit. Once again you will notice some trades against the 15 min 
trend. As previously discussed, you must have stops and an entry and exit strategy but 
hopefully this shows you areas that can be profited from either in chop or trend. Cheers. 
 
PS: I was blocked from the 'Transient Zones - Basics' thread. This online world is so odd, 
but again, hopefully I am helping some people out there even if only a dozen or so of you. 

 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 11:54am | Post# 10868

 
no channel. after 8 years I canassure you that there are no channels of TLs exists. 
diagonal lines only repsenet the price related with time. those are nothing more. they are 
not support or resistance. 
 
about TZ 
calculate what you see on the left until you hit the wall. 
not only bar count 

what else I can say  

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} You're suggesting that one could look at a "diagonal" TZ where the extent of the 
zone is along time and price, instead of just time? Recurrence in a price channel? k 
 



 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 11:57am | Post# 10869

 
1st no effense 
2nd nice results 
3rd if you acknowledge this kind of trading after meeting TZ you should be new trader 
4th what youhave found will not take you far but its a begining 

GL  

Quoting SunSaltwater 
For all those that PM'd me etc., please see below. Hopefully you can use this to see how I 
traded this morning which will tie in to charts posted last couple of days in regards to 
areas I looked at to enter and exit. Once again you will notice some trades against the 15 
min trend. As previously discussed, you must have stops and an entry and exit strategy 
but hopefully this shows you areas that can be profited from either in chop or trend. 
Cheers. PS: I was blocked from the 'Transient Zones - Basics' thread. This online world is 
so odd, but again,... 
 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 11:58am | Post# 10870

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Can you please expand on that? Has it to do with risk:reward ratio? Position 
sizing depending on stop loss? Or something else? 
Wow you just basically asked how to trade or phrased it like so! Its like trying to divide 
by 0! Are you sure you want to do that of all threads on this one? 
 
Seriously I think this is a question that you have the best answer for yourself? 
 
*The biggest I learnt here is not TZs or DS although they are critical for me. The biggest 
thing I learnt here is how to finally start thinking like a trader. Note the word start. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 23, 2014 11:58am | Post# 10871

 
of coding in last 5 days 

 

forextarget Oct 23, 2014 11:59am | Post# 10872

 
thnx for showing you statement im just wondering how big is your stop loss? 

 

Dobbsie Oct 23, 2014 11:59am | Post# 10873

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
For all those that PM'd me etc., please see below. Hopefully you can use this to see how I 
traded this morning which will tie in to charts posted last couple of days in regards to 
areas I looked at to enter and exit. Once again you will notice some trades against the 15 
min trend. As previously discussed, you must have stops and an entry and exit strategy 
but hopefully this shows you areas that can be profited from either in chop or trend. 
Cheers. PS: I was blocked from the 'Transient Zones - Basics' thread. This online world is 
so odd, but again,... 
Sun...I like your style and your strategy. Been reading and re-reading the thread trying 



to pick up bits and pieces each time. Why did you choose '6' for an 'H' in the 15 min 
timeframe? Thanks. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 10874

 
Quoting Dobbsie 
{quote} Sun...I like your style and your strategy. Been reading and re-reading the 
thread trying to pick up bits and pieces each time. Why did you choose '6' for an 'H' in 
the 15 min timeframe? Thanks. 
Looked through various charts and played with between 5 - 8, settled on 6. In my 
opinion the H doesn't have to be 'perfect' as there is no perfect H or time frame. Do you 
want more trades but less pips per trade then focus on smaller time frames 5 - 30 min. 
Do you want less trades but more pips then trade 4H, daily, etc. and adjust size 
accordingly. 
 
You can back test a million things but the reality is what is happening now. Any time 
frame, any 'reasonable H' (somewhere between 5 - 12 let's say so you aren't waiting too 
long between set-ups) and then just watch price create 'space / TZ's' on the left side, 
only to eventually fill them via the current bar or future bars. You will see areas that 
have profit potential, your skill, experience, etc. will hopefully lead you to find a way to 
extract profit in these areas and at times hit a stop when needed. 
 
Cheers 

 

orid Oct 23, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 10875

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Looked through various charts and played with between 5 - 8, settled on 6. In 
my opinion the H doesn't have to be 'perfect' as there is no perfect H or time frame. Do 
you want more trades but less pips per trade then focus on smaller time frames 5 - 30 
min. Do you want less trades but more pips then trade 4H, daily, etc. and adjust size 
accordingly. You can back test a million things but the reality is what is happening now. 
Any time frame, any 'reasonable H' (somewhere between 5 - 12 let's say so you aren't 
waiting too long between set-ups)... 
I must admit I have traded this way succesfully but it gave me a bloody headache lol 

( Never again) 
Regards Orid peter 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 10876

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Wow you just basically asked how to trade or phrased it like so! Its like trying to 
divide by 0! Are you sure you want to do that of all threads on this one? Seriously I think 
this is a question that you have the best answer for yourself? *The biggest I learnt here 
is not TZs or DS although they are critical for me. The biggest thing I learnt here is how 
to finally start thinking like a trader. Note the word start. 
Sorry, that's not what I meant! 
It's just that money management and trade management are different things. And I keep 
reading on these threads that one of the key "secrets" is money management. How can it 
be? MM helps to calculate right position size in relation to the stop loss distance, in order 
to make sure you risk the same amount of dollar on each setup. Some other properties 
of MM is the risk reward ratio. Here one can tweak it up or down but that's it. 
 



Through my previous question I was trying to understand what you understand under 
MM, no more. I'm not asking you to give me your trading plan. 

Sorry for the confusion, my english is not so good  

 

kprsa Oct 23, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 10877

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
no channel. after 8 years I canassure you that there are no channels of TLs exists. 
diagonal lines only repsenet the price related with time. those are nothing more. they are 
not support or resistance. about TZ calculate what you see on the left until you hit the 

wall. not only bar count what else I can say {quote} 
I am aware of that. But that is still one-dimensional. And it is not 100% recurrent. See 
nice screenshots here.  
k 

 

ephisi Oct 23, 2014 12:57pm | Post# 10878

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Can you please expand on that? Has it to do with risk:reward ratio? Position 
sizing depending on stop loss? Or something else? 
All of the above, especially position sizing. Avoid overleveraging. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 10879

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Sorry, that's not what I meant! It's just that money management and trade 
management are different things. And I keep reading on these threads that one of the 
key "secrets" is money management. How can it be? MM helps to calculate right position 
size in relation to the stop loss distance, in order to make sure you risk the same amount 
of dollar on each setup. Some other properties of MM is the risk reward ratio. Here one 
can tweak it up or down but that's it. Through my previous question I was trying to 
understand what you understand under... 
No no...I was just poking fun at how the question sounded sorry! My personal opinion, 
they are similar. You can't really do one without the other. Yes, what I just said can be 
contentious but read FF enough and you will realise that just about everything in FX is 
contentious, from the existence of S/R to the use of stops. Its all just semantics and 
perspective. 
 
So lets say now you want to trade a return to level X. You know price will go there but do 
you know when and how it is going to get there? It could go 20? 30? 50? pips against 
you first so how much can your account take? 
 
Now lets say your are very sure of your level then all you need to do is hold until it hits 
you target even if it goes in the red right? But for how long do you have to hold? Will you 
have enough margin to take other trades while holding the original one. Can your 
account still be productive and efficient while holding? It is quite possible that you may 
miss out 200 pips worth of trades while holding on to your 100 pip home runner. 
 
What if the second trade turn out to be a holder too? What then is the compounded 
effect on your margin? 
 

I hope this answers  



 

Kiads Oct 23, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 10880

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
no channel. after 8 years I canassure you that there are no channels of TLs exists. diagonal 
lines only repsenet the price related with time. those are nothing more. they are not support 
or resistance. about TZ calculate what you see on the left until you hit the wall. not only bar 

count what else I can say {quote} 
Opss.. in all these years I always work with diagonal..lol and not always related with time, 

only with space and movement but enough for me  
 

 

 

kprsa Oct 23, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 10881

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Opss.. in all these years I always work with diagonal..lol and not always related 

with time, only with space and movement but enough for me {image} 



 
 

 

 

Kiads Oct 23, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 10882

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Opss.. in all these years I always work with diagonal..lol and not always related 

with time, only with space and movement but enough for me {image} 
For My Friend who want to know the renko chart setting to create the example picture at 
that post; 
 



 
 
let the rest setting bellow as default 
hope it help and best regard 
MTH 

 

juriFX Oct 23, 2014 3:16pm | Post# 10883

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks cfdtaleong and ephisi for your answers. 

Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote}So lets say now you want to trade a return to level X. You know price will go 
there but do you know when and how it is going to get there? It could go 20? 30? 50? 
pips against you first so how much can your account take? Now lets say your are very 
sure of your level then all you need to do is hold until it hits you target even if it goes in 
the red right? But for how long do you have to hold? Will you have enough margin to 
take other trades while holding the original one. Can your account still be productive and 
efficient while holding? It... 
Yes important points! 
Let me discuss some thoughts. 



 
Position Sizing (Money Management): 
I think that this is the most important aspect of MM. If a trader gets this wrong, no 
strategy or system will work in the long run. 
There are many ways to do it. For example, some traders like to risk a certain % of their 
account on each trade. Other, like me, prefer a constant dollar risk per trade (called R) 
and rise that amount every delta (for example every 1/3 account increase). 
Constant position sizing also helps to smooth out the equity curve, if you have a winner, 
let's say you win +2R (2 times the risk) and then you have a loser (-1R), now you'll end 
up with 1R, no matter how different the setups were (in terms of pips). 
While using a fixed position size (for example 1 lot on every setup) you would have a 
hard time managing risk. One winner and one loser could be: +50 pips (setup on 1H 
EURUSD) and -250 pips (4H EURAUD), here the outcome depends on the setups (pips) 
and in this case you would have lost money. What happens is that you avoid to trade 
bigger timeframes because of bigger risk and you force yourself to smaller setups. 
 
To sum this point up, the amount risked on each setup should be individually calculated 
and adapted, so that each setup is equally valuable. 
 
Many know how to do this. For those who don't, check out this online tool to calculate 
position sizes for each setup. 
If you are interested on calculating it by yourself, here is a PDF with examples. 
MM.pdf 
 
Stop Loss (Trade Management): 
Some traders here trade without stop loss orders successfully. I think this depends on 
the personality of each trader. 
This could be risky. cfdtaleong described an example above. If the probability of the price 
coming back to your target X within h bars is 95% what happens with the other 5%? 
Maybe 4% are tolerable, but the 1% could continue in the opposite direction causing a 
margin call/cut. 
 
I think an open position with predefined stop loss level is easier to handle 
psychologically. You know, trading is 20% skill and 80% psychology. 
The difficulty with the stop loss is to get it right, ie. giving the setup enough room to 
breathe while controlling risk and the risk:reward ratio. 
 
An alternative to stops is hedging. But not allowed everywhere and difficult if you don't 
know how to do it. Better a stop loss instead of 2 open orders on the same currency pair 
withouth a plan. 
 
TZ: 
We know that price X will be hit with a certain probability within h bars. 
What we don't know is how much price will deviate away from our entry before hitting 
the target. 
A wider SL distance means smaller reward (risk:reward ratio) but eventually bigger win 
rate. 
A smaller SL means bigger reward but more potential valid trades turning into losers. 
This dilemma is hard to solve. 
 
A question to the traders having 95% win rate here. Do you experience those 1% huge 
drawdown trades? 

A big secret lays here I suspect.  
 
Hedging Idea (Trade Management): 
By using a risk reward ratio of minimum 1:1 you know that you will risk only 1R. If the 
market goes against you, while the trade is still valid (ie. no SL hit), it is possible to 



hedge with trades on setups taken from smaller time frames in the oppisite direction of 
the original setup. 
For example, let's say I take a short setup on the 4H TF and the entry point turns out to 
be a fake move and price does not move immediately as expected in my direction. 
As soon as I see smaller TZs forming and invalidated (PTZ) on the 15min TF I can trade 
in that direction. If the original trade turns out as a loser we have made at least another 
1R to balance out the loss, so basically break even, or better we made more trades on 
the smaller TF and we end up with a profit. 
 
This works only with constant position sizing, since all setups have the same weight on 
our equity. 
 
Hope you get the idea. But I could be wrong. 
 

ps. turned out as a huge post, wont happen again  

 

MetaCoder Oct 23, 2014 3:36pm | Post# 10884

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MetaCoder 
I have an EA that detects the most recent stochastic mismatch between the 1-hour and 
the 30-minute timeframes for any symbol you attach it to. It draws a horizontal line on 
the chart at the price where the mismatch was detected. It should not matter what 
timeframe you pick to attach the EA to. There are some refinements I might want to 
make but here it is, such as it is. I wrote it as an EA, not an indicator, because it might 
become the framework for an EA that gives alerts and/or places trades in fully-automatic 
mode. {file} 
I thought I should add an option to zero the stochastic disagreement price mark when 
the EA is restarted, so I did that. If you would like to preserve price marks between EA 
restarts, set ZeroMarkOnStart to false. 
 
RevealWormhole_01.mq4  

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 3:40pm | Post# 10885

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
For all those that PM'd me etc., please see below. Hopefully you can use this to see how I 
traded this morning which will tie in to charts posted last couple of days in regards to areas 
I looked at to enter and exit. Once again you will notice some trades against the 15 min 
trend. As previously discussed, you must have stops and an entry and exit strategy but 
hopefully this shows you areas that can be profited from either in chop or trend. Cheers. PS: 
I was blocked from the 'Transient Zones - Basics' thread. This online world is so odd, but 
again,... 
Afternoon session above green line. 

 



 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 10886

 
Quoting juriFX 

ps. turned out as a huge post, wont happen again  

That was a great post . The reason we avoid going into detail on that here is because 
it very much falls into the "how to trade" category and any decent post on that will have 
to be at least as long as the one you made (and that is just scratching the surface) which 
is going to add more clutter to the thread as it is. "How to trade" is not really the purpose 
of the thread anyway. That said, a post of your nature will be required from time to time 
I suppose to remind people explicitly of the things that should be considered when 

trading, be it TZ or not. Good job!  

 

iamsovereign Oct 23, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 10887

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} Afternoon session above green line. {image} 
 
Thanks for posting sunsaltwater. some of us appreciate your insights. we look forward to 
other insights that you may want to share. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 10888

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Yes important points! Let me discuss some thoughts. Position Sizing (Money 
Management): I think that this is the most important aspect of MM. If a trader gets this 
wrong, no strategy or system will work in the long run. There are many ways to do it. For 
example, some traders like to risk a certain % of their account on each trade. Other, like 
me, prefer a constant dollar risk per trade (called R) and rise that amount every delta 
(for example every 1/3 account increase). ... 
Great post! 
 
I can't stress enough on how important TM & MM are for the continuity of the account. 
When I first started the TZ strategy account I do admit that I was not using any SL, the 
setups that I take have extremely high probabilities of reaching their TP or at least not 
going too far away from entry price. However, I was always ready for each and every 
trade to go extremely bad, so choosing the correct lot size / trade & hedging on lower 
TFs was the trick of those 1-5% bad trades. 
 
As the account grew, I decided to make things a bit more extreme & pump steroids into 
my lot sizes :P At this stage a set SL became a no brainer. I let go of a lot of 
promising/profitable trades just because the R/R wasn't good enough for my lot sizes. At 
the moment I am only tackling extremely high probability trades with a very tempting 
R/R ratio. I am also sacrificing valuable pips for the sake of immediate move confirmation 
on lower TFs. 
What i get back from this sacrifice is that I almost always manage to move SL to BE in a 
matter of minutes, and from there have a free ride. 
 
My advice is to treat each trade differently. Each trade has its risks and potentials. Each 
trade should have its own probability analysis, SL, and volume size, never settle for one 
standard model. 
 
P.S. it took me years to try to perfect my MM techniques & get over the emotions in 



trading. Don't be frustrated if you don't do it well from the start. Frustration will only lead 
you to stop trying, and that's where the real problem is. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 6:28pm | Post# 10889

 
I may have set a bad example by posting my results to prove to others that this concept 
works like magic. 
 
The good results is what catches people's attention to listen to what you have to say, at 
least that's t got me to know EURUSDD and get into this thread. If it wasn't for his great 
calls/results I wouldn't have even been intrigued to dig into his ideas & reach what I have 
reached. 
 
HOWEVER - I have mentioned this before & I will repeat 
 
"We all know that anyone can open a demo account, open opposing trades, close the 
winning ones, keep the losers running .. and so on. This could go on for a long time & 
allow you to accumulate 100s of winning 'closed' trades until the account blows out 
eventually because of the negative floating positions. 
Who/Why would one even bother to do this and post it on a public thread is beyond my 
comprehension level." 
 
SO IF YOU (not pointed to anyone in particular) ARE NOT WILLING TO SHOW YOUR 
FLOATING PROFIT/LOSS, YOUR CLOSED TRADES STATEMENT WILL BE AS 
USELESS AS A VIRTUAL ONLINE TOILET PAPER. AND WHEN/IF YOU DECIDE TO 
START POSTING THE FLOATING & EQUITY, MAKE SURE ITS THE SAME 
CONSISTENT ACCOUNT, NOT A NEW ACCOUNT EVERY TIME.  
 
No one has the right to ask anyone for proof, every one has the freedom to do whatever 
he/she wants without needing to prove anything. After all this is a free forum and no one 
is paying subscription, so no one has the authority or right to demand anything. 
But the posting of just closed orders have spiraled out of control & became more or less 
spam on this thread. 
 
If you have the urge to ignore this post, feel free. There are always going to be naive 
people that will believe you for a while, but unless you backup yourself with live trade 
calls or a complete view of your account, don't expect any real respect. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 6:47pm | Post# 10890

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} Thanks for posting sunsaltwater. some of us appreciate your insights. we look 
forward to other insights that you may want to share. 
You are very welcome, thank you for the positive feedback. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 7:06pm | Post# 10891

 



Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Top notch trade planning as usual. I like! P.S. I think our trades are 
divergent because my algos are showing increasing strength in USD(increasing weakness 
in CAD as well). Of course it could be bottoming out, but then what are stops for eh? 
AUD/CAD: +41 pips - Done 
 
USD/CAD: 1st trade +34 pips - Done 
Re-shorted at almost the same entry as 1st trade, now running profit + 18 pips (looking 
for another 10-15 pips) 
 
EUR/USD: 1st trade stopped at BE 
Re-entered long at 1.2640 
Still planning to add more if we get lower prices 

 

AdelPC Oct 23, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 10892

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} thanks Vlady this is different TF and self explanatory (trying to show the 
reason i hold my long and added when price came back). do not you think this recent 

bullish move was almost certain? {image} 

Awesome...  
No, I really wouldn't have been able to see that. H1,H4 charts would had suggested 
bearishness at time of your first entry. 
Its only with hindsight that D1 chart shows AUDJPY was ranging April to mid-Aug, broke 
upwards, then plunged down in October and seem trying to recovered to previous 
ranging zone in last few days. 
It's a worry I could not see what you could, even if I had tried. A reason why I've never 

been successful.  
I will try a TZ indicator. Hopefully that will put color rectangles that give me an Ahaa... 
moment. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 10893

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I may have set a bad example by posting my results to prove to others that this concept 
works like magic. The good results is what catches people's attention to listen to what 
you have to say, at least that's t got me to know EURUSDD and get into this thread. If it 
wasn't for his great calls/results I wouldn't have even been intrigued to dig into his ideas 
& reach what I have reached. HOWEVER - I have mentioned this before & I will repeat 
"We all know that anyone can open a demo account, open opposing trades, close the 
winning ones, keep the losers... 
It's never enough for you people. Do you want my bank account information as well? 
 
How about I flip this on you, show me pictures of you with stacks of cash adding up to 
your claimed profit just so I know for sure you aren't photo shopping / creating fake 
profit at loss statements. It's ridiculous. I knew I should never have posted my trades in 
here to begin with. No good deed goes unpunished as they say. 
 
I don't want respect from any of you that claim I have an angle with my posts, just leave 
me alone. Ignore me, whatever. 
 
My posts here are simply to help some people; that based on feedback, I appear to be 
doing, while asking for nothing in return. Re-read all my posts, I have kept calm as 



others have bashed me, called me names, made all sorts assumptions of my trading 
experience / history, etc. 
 
Focus on you, forget about me and carry on. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 7:19pm | Post# 10894

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote}I don't want respect from any of you that claim I have an angle with my posts, 
just leave me alone. Ignore me, whatever... Focus on you, forget about me and carry 
on. 
You got it mate, will put you on the front row of the ignore list as an appreciation to 

your contributions  
No wonder why you were banned from the other thread & ignored by senior members 
around here. 
 
The fact that you got irritated by a post not directly pointed towards to you just explains 
a lot. 
 
Anwz here's a part you probably missed: 
 
"No one has the right to ask anyone for proof, every one has the freedom to do whatever 

he/she wants without needing to prove anything. After all this is a free forum and no one 

is paying subscription, so no one has the authority or right to demand anything."  

 

tashkent Oct 23, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 10895

 
Quoting AdelPC 

{quote} Awesome... No, I really wouldn't have been able to see that. H1,H4 charts 
would had suggested bearishness at time of your first entry. Its only with hindsight that 
D1 chart shows AUDJPY was ranging April to mid-Aug, broke upwards, then plunged 
down in October and seem trying to recovered to previous ranging zone in last few days. 
It's a worry I could not see what you could, even if I had tried. A reason why I've never 

been successful. I will try a TZ indicator. Hopefully that will put color rectangles 
that give me an... 
i will tell you something most people ignore and will never understand. So i can post it 

here without any consideration. This actually is a secret teaching  
try to find ONE THING that you think works most of the time for YOU. you do not need 
ANYTHING ELSE. 
that ONE thing can be TZ, dissimilarity, breakout, coin tossing, crystal ball, anything that 
you can imagine. But make sure that one thing works for you most of the time. 
after you find it start perfecting it and you will have your holy grail system one day. the 
most important thing you have to remember is that the Holy Grail is YOU. 
makes sense? 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 23, 2014 7:44pm | Post# 10896

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For all those PM'ing me. I am getting a lot of PM's and I have replied to many of you but the 
reality is I am just repeating myself and everything is in my posts. If you re-read my posts 
and then look at my trades posted from today you will see exactly what I am doing on 
posted charts. Here is another one. I hope this helps and it's easy to post here for everyone 



to see vs. replying to PM's. Hope that's OK with you guys. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 23, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 10897

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Great post! I can't stress enough on how important TM & MM are for the 
continuity of the account. When I first started the TZ strategy account I do admit that I 
was not using any SL, the setups that I take have extremely high probabilities of 
reaching their TP or at least not going too far away from entry price. However, I was 
always ready for each and every trade to go extremely bad, so choosing the correct lot 
size / trade & hedging on lower TFs was the trick of those 1-5% bad trades. As the 
account grew, I decided to make things a bit... 
Oh well since we are on this topic at the moment. If you the reader of this post is not a 
very competent trader like me then please don't try to going for results like FX-Jay above 
as in getting 9.9 out of 10 trades right. He and us are in totally different leagues. Go for 
quality trades first and already this is easier said than done. Of course we all aspire to 
have results like his and he is proof that it can be done but for a start just focus on being 
able to grow the account consistently. 1% growth is growth. Once you can do that 
competently raise the bar and repeat. Its not just 9.9 out of 10 trades, it 9.9 quality 
trades out of 10 quality trades. He is able to do just that because he already has 
the skill set to take TZs for they are worth once he realized what they were. If I try to 
do what he does it will be like trying to beat Serena Williams at Tennis when I can't even 
serve properly. Take your time, the market is always here until Ebola wipes us out which 
is rather unlikely actually. 

 

AdelPC Oct 23, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 10898

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i will tell you something most people ignore and will never understand. So i can 

post it here without any consideration. This actually is a secret teaching try to find 
ONE THING that you think works most of the time for YOU. you do not need ANYTHING 
ELSE. that ONE thing can be TZ, dissimilarity, breakout, coin tossing, crystal ball, 
anything that you can imagine. But make sure that one thing works for you most of the 
time. after you find it start perfecting it and you will have your holy grail system one day. 
the most important thing... 
That's a lot of wisdom. Thank you!! 



 
In previous years, I came across some how-to-trade-forex guides so tedious that I 
thought forex trading was meant for robots. Having no further luck in sourcing open 
material, I robot-traded and self-learn inside a silo. But failures came after failures. 
Only recently Ullen's trend-is-your-enemy got my curiosity. That led me to this thread of 
Eurusdd and I was astonished some useful knowledge are being shared in this forum. 
Getting out of my silo is better late than never and I'm open to all ideas. Thankyou to 
Eurusdd and all that are generous in sharing your knowledge & experience.  

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 10899

 
Here's a trade idea ... 
 
Probability of 0.87181 (AU) being the final low for today is extremely low. 
How you want to trade this it's up to you. 
 
I would be waiting for a retrace up before entering any shorts, shorting at current levels 
(for 12 pips) doesn't suit my RR. 
So I'll either take the opportunity to short higher when my RR becomes acceptable or 
just watch this high probability setup get fulfilled without profiting from it. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

AdelPC Oct 23, 2014 9:16pm | Post# 10900

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's a trade idea ... Probability of 0.7181 being the final low for today is extremely low. 
How you want to trade this it's up to you. I would be waiting for a retrace up before 
entering any shorts, shorting at current levels (for 12 pips) doesn't suit my RR. So I'll 
either take the opportunity to short higher when my RR becomes acceptable or just 
watch this high probability setup get fulfilled without profiting from it. Best, Jay 
Was 0.7181 (AU) a mis-type? 
 
I have seen Eurusdd posting probability values for price levels; probability of current 
price being 1. 
Would you be kind enough to point to where I may learn how to compute probability for 
price levels? 
Thank you. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 23, 2014 9:21pm | Post# 10901

 
Quoting AdelPC 
{quote} What pair? Can't find a pair that is close to 0.7181. I have seen Eurusdd posting 
probability values for price levels; probability of current price being 1. Would you be kind 
enough to point to where I may learn how to compute probability for price levels? Thank 
you. 
My bad, just updated the post 
The pair is AU, low is 0.87181 
 
As for the probability calculations, I would recommend reading Kprsa's posts & some of 
Eurusdd's posts about probability. 
They will give you great insights. 



 

vladutz112 Oct 23, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 10902

 
1 Attachment(s) 
guys i have read everything and i'm still confused sometimes EURUSD says that we should 
sell at point A in anticipation that the right box will be created then in other posts says that 
we should wait untill revisits that area(the right part of box) 
and only after that we should sell , i'm really confused some help please 

 

 

AdelPC Oct 23, 2014 10:10pm | Post# 10903

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This up has cracks.....Therefore the following probabilities have been 
generated!!! 
Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!! 
>1.32700 = 0.01 

>1.32370 = 0.30 

=1.32155 = 1.00 

<1.32000 = 0.85 

<1.31900 = 0.55 

....At the time the numbers were calculated the current price 
always has probability 1....  
Hi Eurusdd, 
Thank you for sharing wonderful knowledge & experience. 



Would you kindly point to where I can learn to compute probabilities at different price 

levels? Cheers.  

 

vladutz112 Oct 23, 2014 10:18pm | Post# 10904

 
help please 

 

Phatori Gal Oct 23, 2014 10:45pm | Post# 10905

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i will tell you something most people ignore and will never understand. So i can 

post it here without any consideration. This actually is a secret teaching try to find 
ONE THING that you think works most of the time for YOU. you do not need ANYTHING 
ELSE. that ONE thing can be TZ, dissimilarity, breakout, coin tossing, crystal ball, 
anything that you can imagine. But make sure that one thing works for you most of the 
time. after you find it start perfecting it and you will have your holy grail system one day. 
the most important thing... 
Yes , completely makes sense here. we must go with the flow what works for us, then 
everything else will become effortless thus no need for pushiness... 

I adore your trading mentality tash, thx for sharing   

 

tashkent Oct 23, 2014 10:56pm | Post# 10906

 
Quoting Phatori Gal 
{quote} Yes , completely makes sense here. we must go with the flow what works for us, 
then everything else will become effortless thus no need for pushiness... I adore your 

trading mentality tash, thx for sharing   
you are welcome. 
i will share with you one little secret. watch closely the last few minutes before 15M and 
1H candle close. there hides an important information. 

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 12:52am | Post# 10907

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} It's never enough for you people. Do you want my bank account information as 
well? How about I flip this on you, show me pictures of you with stacks of cash adding up 
to your claimed profit just so I know for sure you aren't photo shopping / creating fake 
profit at loss statements. It's ridiculous. I knew I should never have posted my trades in 
here to begin with. No good deed goes unpunished as they say. I don't want respect from 
any of you that claim I have an angle with my posts, just leave me alone. Ignore me, 
whatever. My posts here... 
My Friend, Why is more easier for you to create enemy rather than friend ? reduce salt 

maybe help...  

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 1:05am | Post# 10908

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Hopefully, our friend FreeFox allow me to see his TZ mql file  
 



so i can try to learn put dynamic h variable base on previous 'wave length' rather than 
constant left and right h in current TZ version. 
 

 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 24, 2014 1:36am | Post# 10909

 
 

Quoting MAM.Trader 
#0 TZ is not only Bar count think 2 dimensional #1 There is only one condition an Upper 
or Lower TZ confirms #2 The Body TZ calculation is totally wrong on the actual codes. 

name on it, its body TZ  
 

 

vlady1974 Oct 24, 2014 1:47am | Post# 10910

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 

{quote} 
Hi Mam,I realise that English may not be your first language, so taking that into 
consideration you haven't made sense yet with your explanation. Do you want to expand 
in this more? I think I get what you mean, but I can't be certain cos you're not making 

enough sense. LOL. Just trying to understand you.  

 

vlady1974 Oct 24, 2014 1:50am | Post# 10911

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Oh well since we are on this topic at the moment. If you the reader of this post 
is not a very competent trader like me then please don't try to going for results like FX-
Jay above as in getting 9.9 out of 10 trades right. He and us are in totally different 
leagues. Go for quality trades first and already this is easier said than done. Of course we 
all aspire to have results like his and he is proof that it can be done but for a start just 
focus on being able to grow the account consistently. 1% growth is growth. Once you can 
do that competently... 

I love your posts dude.Text book! LOL.... Shit, just got an idea. I'll pm you.  



 

cfdtaleong Oct 24, 2014 2:36am | Post# 10912

 
Quoting vladutz112 
help please 
You must have misread. He said once LTZ formed you assume price above it given its a 
top LTZ to be recurrent. You then look for a sell at that zone. 

 

Myrmica Oct 24, 2014 3:41am | Post# 10913

 
Is anyone in here using the CI method also for 4h or daily timeframes? 
If so, could you please explain what values you use for the two CIs and if it can be 
profitable on such a high timeframe at all. 
Because disimilarities would be huge if the would be on such a high timeframe. 

 

juriFX Oct 24, 2014 4:49am | Post# 10914

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Great post! I can't stress enough on how important TM & MM are for the 
continuity of the account. When I first started the TZ strategy account I do admit that I 
was not using any SL, the setups that I take have extremely high probabilities of 
reaching their TP or at least not going too far away from entry price. However, I was 
always ready for each and every trade to go extremely bad, so choosing the 
correct lot size / trade & hedging on lower TFs was the trick of those 1-5% bad trades. 
As the account grew, I decided to make... 
Very valuable post. Many thanks. 

 

Broke Oct 24, 2014 7:14am | Post# 10915

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I just started reading the thread and I'm trying to get my head around the CI method. Can 
someone please check if I have the right idea and correct me if not? 
 



 
(Settings of CI was 1-25-4 and 1-5-4) 

• At 1 there was a similar down spike on the M1 and M5, which means the general 
direction to trade would be long. 

• The up spike at 2 was missing on M5 after the bar closed... 
• ...which means I can 'trust' the next down spike at 3 and enter long, because... 
• ...for the charts to be similar again, price has to move up to create another up 

spike... 
• ...which finally happened at 4, so the trade is over 

Am I on the right track? 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 24, 2014 9:20am | Post# 10916

 
1 Attachment(s) 
AUD/JPY from this morning. 

 



 

MetaCoder Oct 24, 2014 9:28am | Post# 10917

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Did some quick demo trading this morning, my first in a long time. 
 
I started up MT4 with the RevealWormhole EA running on EURUSD. 
 
I knew I probably wouldn't have to wait very long to see a price mark drawn on the screen. 
Sure enough, it took about 5 minutes to get one and it was identified at 1.26791. 
 
Next step was to see what direction from that marked wormhole the market moved. I 
wanted to see at least 30 points away from the wormhole before entering a trade. 
 
I got a few buy entries at between 30 and 100 points below the wormhole. Then I set my 
take-profits at 1.26800, and was also prepared to use the CloseAll EA to close the trades 
semi-manually if they all came into profit. 
 
It didn't take long. I ended up closing with the CloseAll EA at 1.26763 and 1.26766. The TP 
did get hit by the market a little later so I could have gotten more profit. 
 
Another thing that happened was that another wormhole was identified when my trades 
were open, at 1.26716. At that point I didn't care as I know new wormholes can be found at 
any time. 
 
I don't claim based on one small set of trades that I have discovered anything new 
whatsoever. Just saying and showing what I did this morning. 
 

 



 

 

iamsovereign Oct 24, 2014 9:56am | Post# 10918

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} It's never enough for you people. Do you want my bank account information as 
well? How about I flip this on you, show me pictures of you with stacks of cash adding up 
to your claimed profit just so I know for sure you aren't photo shopping / creating fake 
profit at loss statements. It's ridiculous. I knew I should never have posted my trades in 
here to begin with. No good deed goes unpunished as they say. I don't want respect from 
any of you that claim I have an angle with my posts, just leave me alone. Ignore me, 
whatever. My posts here... 
Sunsaltwater, I like your insights and the clean chart aspect of what you are doing, But 
dude please be more carefull as FX-jay was not even posting anything about you. 
Please be more carefull so that we can share insights and some people will benifit from 

input.  

 

SunSaltwater Oct 24, 2014 10:04am | Post# 10919

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} Sunsaltwater, I like your insights and the clean chart aspect of what you are 
doing, But dude please be more carefull as FX-jay was not even posting anything about 
you. Please be more carefull so that we can share insights and some people will benifit 

from input.  
Hi Sovereign, 
 
I am happy that you like what I am doing. Thank you. 
 
Let's keep it real though, FX-Jay's post was pointed directly at me. He has me on ignore 
now though so all is good. 

 



cfdtaleong Oct 24, 2014 10:13am | Post# 10920

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
Did some quick demo trading this morning, my first in a long time. I started up MT4 with 
the RevealWormhole EA running on EURUSD. I knew I probably wouldn't have to wait 
very long to see a price mark drawn on the screen. Sure enough, it took about 5 minutes 
to get one and it was identified at 1.26791. Next step was to see what direction from that 
marked wormhole the market moved. I wanted to see at least 30 points away from the 
wormhole before entering a trade. I got a few buy entries at between 30 and 100 points 
below the wormhole. Then I set my... 
Very interesting! 

 

drloyd Oct 24, 2014 10:14am | Post# 10921

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Most of the stoch bb mis-pricing examples that Eurusdd posted from pages 6-30 contain 
hidden or regular divergence. Can we say that if we are using an indicator that follows 
price most of the time that divergence indicates mis-pricing? 
Stoch_BB_Divergence.pdf  

 

forextarget Oct 24, 2014 10:21am | Post# 10922

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
AUD/JPY from this morning. {image} 
hi sun first of all thanx for sharing your insight i just have few questions whats the best time 
frame to see the box on the candle? and can you show us where to put the box base on the 

example below pls...

  

 

FX-Jay Oct 24, 2014 10:27am | Post# 10923



 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} AUD/CAD: +41 pips - Done USD/CAD: 1st trade +34 pips - Done Re-shorted at 
almost the same entry as 1st trade, now running profit + 18 pips (looking for another 
10-15 pips) EUR/USD: 1st trade stopped at BE Re-entered long at 1.2640 Still planning 
to add more if we get lower prices 
AUD/CAD +41 
USD/CAD +34 +32 
EUR/USD + 40  
 
Concerning EU, eventhough my main target is at 1.271, I'm out for now @ 1.268  
Expecting down rather than up at the moment, but I'm not comfortable shorting EU at 
those prices, so I'm on the sidelines 

 

FX-Jay Oct 24, 2014 10:30am | Post# 10924

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's a trade idea ... Probability of 0.87181 (AU) being the final low for today is 
extremely low. How you want to trade this it's up to you. I would be waiting for a retrace 
up before entering any shorts, shorting at current levels (for 12 pips) doesn't suit my RR. 
So I'll either take the opportunity to short higher when my RR becomes acceptable or 
just watch this high probability setup get fulfilled without profiting from it. Best, Jay 
Probability of taking out today's low became low (for the day).  
The target however remains valid for another 48 hours. Will be shorting from here. 
 
Have a good weekend. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

jusiur Oct 24, 2014 10:48am | Post# 10925

 
SunSaltwater 
I appreciate your work and enjoy your post, please continue, thanks. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 24, 2014 11:05am | Post# 10926

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} hi sun first of all thanx for sharing your insight i just have few questions whats the 
best time frame to see the box on the candle? and can you show us where to put the box 

base on the example below pls... {image} 
Hi Forex, 
 
Please see below. 
 
Boxes in white. Lots of others could have been drawn obviously but just highlighted these 
two: 
 
Lower one you would buy somewhere in the white box. What were higher time frames 
telling you, sell all at the yellow line or where higher time frames in uptrend so you held 
some or all for the bigger blue arrow move? 
 



Upper white box, some of that white box still hasn't been made recurrent. Is there an 
opportunity for trade here back to yellow line, possibly because this area is still TZ. Do you 
take this short here back to yellow line, this is the discretion part, what is your trading 
experience telling you, what is the higher time frames telling you? The blue box used to be 
white as well but as you can see this area has already become recurrent. 
 
Hope this helps. 

 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 24, 2014 11:06am | Post# 10927

 
Quoting jusiur 
SunSaltwater I appreciate your work and enjoy your post, please continue, thanks. 
You are very welcome and thank you for the positive feedback. 

 

forextarget Oct 24, 2014 11:17am | Post# 10928

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
Did some quick demo trading this morning, my first in a long time. I started up MT4 with 
the RevealWormhole EA running on EURUSD. I knew I probably wouldn't have to wait 
very long to see a price mark drawn on the screen. Sure enough, it took about 5 minutes 
to get one and it was identified at 1.26791. Next step was to see what direction from that 
marked wormhole the market moved. I wanted to see at least 30 points away from the 
wormhole before entering a trade. I got a few buy entries at between 30 and 100 points 
below the wormhole. Then I set my... 
HI metacoder thnx for sharing your insight can you tell us pls why and where you took 
the buy order pls base on your chart thnx 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 11:45am | Post# 10929

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting SunSaltwater 



{quote} Hi Forex, Please see below. Boxes in white. Lots of others could have been drawn 
obviously but just highlighted these two: Lower one you would buy somewhere in the white 
box. What were higher time frames telling you, sell all at the yellow line or where higher 
time frames in uptrend so you held some or all for the bigger blue arrow move? Upper white 
box, some of that white box still hasn't been made recurrent. Is there an opportunity for 
trade here back to yellow line, possibly because this area is still TZ. Do you take this short 
here back... 
You are still posting rubbish as usual I can see. Buisness must be picking up. Posting 
account statements with an average of 3pips per trade??? What a joke! And completely 
contradicting everything about TZs and probabilities. I hope other less discerning traders 
will take the time to analyse your trades entries and exits and see that you obvious don't 
know what you're doing. Your account statement says 18 trades have been closed. 
You showed us 16! What were the losses like on the 2 trades you're hiding??? Look 
at the trading account statement just uploaded by Metacoder a few posts back. It's 
complete. Nothing hidden. Because he has no ulterior motives. It's easy to get 3pip trades 
even by just throwing a stone and no stops obviously. How do you mitigate risk? What were 
the maximum drawdown figures across all trades? These are all stats that were easily 
acessible when EURUSDD (and even FXjAY) showed their TE's and account statements 
respectively. As an example, look at the display of just ONE of the trades on your account 
statement(the first trade EURJPY). The green dashed lines show your entry price and time. 
The yellow and green ones show your exits. There was nothing different in the candle you 
entered and the other two previous breakout candles also marked on the chart(which would 
have been losses obviously). Why didn't you short those candles??? Now look at the other 
chart showing the same setup with TZs. Do your trades now look like high probability 
shorts??? This same analysis can be done for all your trades. Closing for small pips to get a 
high win rate! Bullshit. Show us your equity curve. Display a trade explorer or myfxbook 
account. Make live calls. These are all standards most experienced traders here have 
adhered to at one point or the other. Why should your case be different? We cannot 
demand less of you than we demand of ourselves. If it then means that you are 
trading using a different methodology from that of this thread, then why do you keep 
posting here and insist you are doing exactly what the thread starter and others are trying 
to teach when you obviously aren't? Except if you have other darker ulterior motives of 
course! I write this not because I hate you or anything, but because I simply have very low 
tolerance for bullshit! Many cannot tell the difference but I can! And after seeing my 
warnnings they still go ahead to 'patronise' you, then thats their fault. But at least I spoke 
up!Keep up the nonsense. I'm watching you(and your so called 'trades'). 

 



 

 

Barbaresco Oct 24, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 10930

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} You are still posting rubbish as usual I can see. Buisness must be picking up... 
Maybe it's disinformation... can't see any other reason - not cool 

 

iamsovereign Oct 24, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 10931

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Good read. I really think it was right to let people understand this simple truth 
for themselves. You made my day. Some will never understand what is going on and 
they will continue to search for something extra. The statement is so simple and true. It 
is up to the trader to use it wisely! 
Above was Eurusdd response to Sunsaltwater post below 
 
 
"Price is 97% recurrent, 3% transient" I have a few suggestions, especially for anyone 
new. Remove ALL indicators. While I am amazed at all the coding, other ideas being 
sparked etc. the most important thing period in this thread is the quote I opened this 
post with. Open a 15 min chart. Choose an H value of 6. Look at every bar for a few days 
back. See if you can draw a line or box (it becomes a box it price moves more than a pip 
in 'free' untouched space) from the current bar you are looking at back six bars without 
touching another bar. When... 
Good read. 

 

SunSaltwater Oct 24, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 10932

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} You are still posting rubbish as usual I can see. Buisness must be picking up. 
Posting account statements with an average of 3pips per trade??? What a joke! And 
completely contradicting everything about TZs and probabilities. I hope other less 
discerning traders will take the time to analyse your trades entries and exits and see that 
you obvious don't know what you're doing. Your account statement says 18 trades have 



been closed. You showed us 16! What were the losses like on the 2 trades you're 
hiding??? Look at the trading account statement... 
"Business must be picking up" Is this implying I am making money from people on here? 
Unreal. 
 
This whole post, as well as many others in the same light simply blew my mind. 
 
I honestly don't need this ridiculous, toxic and aggressive communication in my life. I am 
out of here. To anyone that I may be helping or have helped I apologize. 
 
Have no idea what the motives are behind these type posts, seems very strange to me, 
almost like by me being here they have something to lose. No idea what it is though 
unless they are paid to stir up drama or something. Mind boggling. 
 
Good luck everyone. 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 10933

 
Quoting SunSaltwater 
{quote} "Business must be picking up" Is this implying I am making money from people 
on here? Unreal. This whole post, as well as many others in the same light simply blew 
my mind. I honestly don't need this ridiculous, toxic and aggressive communication in my 
life. I am out of here. To anyone that I may be helping or have helped I apologize. Have 
no idea what the motives are behind these type posts, seems very strange to me, almost 
like by me being here they have something to lose. No idea what it is though unless they 
are paid to stir up drama... 
Why don't you address the core issues raised with regards to your trades and so called 
'acount statement'??? Why not show the complete history and equity curve? Even if it's 
just for the past two days? Because thats the obviously when you started trading what 
you'd been preaching! You only started posting those ridiculous excuses of 'account 
statements' when I called you out about it on Vlady's 'Basic' thread. Many don't want to 
do the dirty work of confronting you about it. But I will. If you had previously been 
trading profitably using the theories you are spouting, where's the proof? I have just 
posted charts to show they are not hhigh probability setups as you claim, and have 
nothing to do with TZs and Sim/Disim. You are just picking 1,2,3pips here and there and 
claimimg to be unto something? And you would be very naive to think that deceptive 
posts like yours can be done without ulterior motives! 

 

MetaCoder Oct 24, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 10934

 
A couple of thoughts, not very profound: 
 
When you start your trading platform with RevealWormhole running, the amount of time 
it takes to see a wormhole marked gives you an indication of how active the market is. If 
a wormhole shows up quickly, it means things are bubbling. Also, the amount of time it 
takes for the market to move a good distance away from the wormhole, as long as that 
wormhole remains the most recent one, is another indicator of activity level. My example 
from this morning was probably reflective of pretty average activity, if there is such a 
thing. As I watch it right now, things look quiet. 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 10935

 
Quoting iamsovereign 



{quote} Above was Eurusdd response to Sunsaltwater post below "Price is 97% 
recurrent, 3% transient" I have a few suggestions, especially for anyone new. Remove 
ALL indicators. While I am amazed at all the coding, other ideas being sparked etc. the 
most important thing period in this thread is the quote I opened this post with. Open a 
15 min chart. Choose an H value of 6. Look at every bar for a few days back. See if you 
can draw a line or box (it becomes a box it price moves more than a pip in 'free' 
untouched space) from the current bar you are... 
Eurusdd said it's a good read. And of course it's a good read! How else would you catch 
fish without bait? I have no problems with the theory. I enjoy a good read too. But are 
you making money from the theory you are trying to teach? That's the million dollar 
question isn't it? Why try to teach what is not working for you? I am not in this thread 
because EURUSDD gave me a good read! I am here because he has shown time and time 
again that what he is saying works! Period. He has made public several TEs for analysis 
and review. Fair enough! But claiming to be what you are not? trying to teach others 
when you as a person obviously need to be taught? Bullshit as usual. 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 10936

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
A couple of thoughts, not very profound: When you start your trading platform with 
RevealWormhole running, the amount of time it takes to see a wormhole marked gives 
you an indication of how active the market is. If a wormhole shows up quickly, it means 
things are bubbling. Also, the amount of time it takes for the market to move a good 
distance away from the wormhole, as long as that wormhole remains the most recent 
one, is another indicator of activity level. My example from this morning was probably 
reflective of pretty average activity, if there... 
I like your style. No bullshit. That's what brings quality to forex factory. Pls keep it up. 
I'm following your work closely. Tnx. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 24, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 10937

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I like your style. No bullshit. That's what brings quality to forex factory. Pls keep 
it up. I'm following your work closely. Tnx. 

I second this.  

 

MetaCoder Oct 24, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 10938

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I like your style. No bullshit. That's what brings quality to forex factory. Pls keep 
it up. I'm following your work closely. Tnx. 
Thank you LITEchild and vlady1974. I have no agenda other than to learn more about 
trading. I do not possess the fast analytical abilities of real traders so I want to develop 
simple easy-to-follow tools for myself and will always be happy to share what I've got. 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 1:05pm | Post# 10939

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} Thank you LITEchild and vlady1974. I have no agenda other than to learn more 
about trading. I do not possess the fast analytical abilities of real traders so I want to 
develop simple easy-to-follow tools for myself and will always be happy to share what 
I've got. 



 

 

Porkpie Oct 24, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 10940

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The problem is how you deal with transient prices, in a ranging or trending market. There 
are some things that must remain secret. If you can figure it out, good for you!!!! You 
have the theory, build your trading model! Bye. 
Ranging: Expect greater probability of transient zones occurring at extremes in ranging 
markets (ranging = bounces off previously formed TZs.) 
Trending: Expect greater probability of transient zones occurring above price in a down 
trend / recurrent zones below price (vice versa for up trends) 
Expect larger time frame TZ for trend change on lower time frames. 
 
Something to consider, the more smaller time frame PTZs forming the greater likelihood 
a developing larger time frame TZ will be a PTZ. How do we factor in multiple time frame 
analysis in our probability analysis?? 
 

Just thinking allowed...(perhaps this thinking is too main stream..or is it the wine??).  

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 10941

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} I like your style. No bullshit. That's what brings quality to forex factory. Pls keep 
it up. I'm following your work closely. Tnx. 

I'm Third Next Please.... 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 1:25pm | Post# 10942

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} I'm Third Next Please.... 

lol.  

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 1:26pm | Post# 10943

 
Quoting Porkpie 
{quote} Ranging: Expect greater probability of transient zones occurring at extremes in 
ranging markets (ranging = bounces off previously formed TZs.) Trending: Expect 
greater probability of transient zones occurring above price in a down trend / recurrent 
zones below price (vice versa for up trends) Expect larger time frame TZ for trend 
change on lower time frames. Something to consider, the more smaller time frame PTZs 
forming the greater likelihood a developing larger time frame TZ will be a PTZ. 
How do we factor in multiple time frame... 

wine on! . That should be RECURRENT for RANGING. Not TRANSIENT. 

 

kprsa Oct 24, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 10944

 
Quoting drloyd 
Most of the stoch bb mis-pricing examples that Eurusdd posted from pages 6-30 contain 



hidden or regular divergence. Can we say that if we are using an indicator that follows 
price most of the time that divergence indicates mis-pricing? {image} 
Hi drloyd,  
Thanks for the document you shared, for us deeply consumed by the transient zone 
theory it is useful to step back and look at the thread beginning with the new eyes. 
To my understanding - yes, divergences are a component of the dissimilarity in a way 
you state (the price and the indicator are "out of sync", as Eurusdd puts it) . One 
additional component here is to observe the first and the last divergence, as this will be 
an area to be revisited soon. So the dissimilarity zone, imho, is linked with a divergent 
area. Trend change is linked with a restoration of similarity.  
Cheers,  
k 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 10945

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi drloyd, Thanks for the document you shared, for us deeply consumed by the 
transient zone theory it is useful to step back and look at the thread beginning with the 
new eyes. To my understanding - yes, divergences are a component of the dissimilarity 
in a way you state (the price and the indicator are "out of sync", as Eurusdd puts it) . 
One additional component here is to observe the first and the last divergence, as this will 
be an area to be revisited soon. So the dissimilarity zone, imho, is linked with a divergent 
area. Trend change... 
hey buddy, you're looking very red these days! Congratulations hahaha. You certainly 

deserve it!  

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 10946

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi drloyd, Thanks for the document you shared, for us deeply consumed by the 
transient zone theory it is useful to step back and look at the thread beginning with the 
new eyes. To my understanding - yes, divergences are a component of the dissimilarity 
in a way you state (the price and the indicator are "out of sync", as Eurusdd puts it) . 
One additional component here is to observe the first and the last divergence, as this will 
be an area to be revisited soon. So the dissimilarity zone, imho, is linked with a divergent 
area. Trend change... 
And speaking of divergences, maybe my funny indicator can help a little bit.. or a little 

bad.. lol 
 
MTH 
 

Edit : How to... ??  
 
Attachment 1535418 
 
Enjoy 
!___MTH Standard Divergence Marker Indi B670.ex4  

 

kprsa Oct 24, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 10947

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} hey buddy, you're looking very red these days! Congratulations hahaha. You 



certainly deserve it!  
Meh, I liked the orange one better, it fitted the avatar's color scheme... Now i need to 
find some new picture to fit with this ugly flag. 
(edit: this one should be better)  
k 

 

Atihun Oct 24, 2014 1:46pm | Post# 10948

 
hi kprsa.. im currently exporting all probabilities for hleft1 to x hrigt 1 to x with help of 
your indi to excell. 
i have a question about the way you calculated the prob. for a zone with hleft x , hright 
y1 and hright y2. 
is it correct to say if hright y1 has a resolving prob of 60% and hright y2 70%, that the 
prob of hitting the zone after y1 between y1 and y2 is 10%?? 
so hright y2 - hright y1? 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 1:56pm | Post# 10949

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Meh, I liked the orange one better, it fitted the avatar's color scheme... Now i 
need to find some new picture to fit with this ugly flag. (edit: this one should be better) k 
hahaha. you crack me up. nice pic though. what's not to like? 

 

kprsa Oct 24, 2014 1:57pm | Post# 10950

 
Quoting Atihun 
hi kprsa.. im currently exporting all probabilities for hleft1 to x hrigt 1 to x with help of 
your indi to excell. i have a question about the way you calculated the prob. for a zone 
with hleft x , hright y1 and hright y2. is it correct to say if hright y1 has a resolving prob 
of 60% and hright y2 70%, that the prob of hitting the zone after hright y1 between 
hright y1 and y2 is 10%?? so hright y1 - hright y2? 
No, it should be 25% (= (70-60%) /(100-60%)). See this post.  
Sorry for the confusion with that.  
k 

 

brekz1 Oct 24, 2014 2:04pm | Post# 10951

 
Hello, 
 
i have grow my account real, from 3,500 usd to 50,000 usd ( appx. 2 months using this 
system) 
and now, i have tear down my account to 2,400 usd 
 
amazing result with this system, rich with this system, but im poor now, 
ITS NOT BECAUSE THE SYSTEM, BUT ITS MY FAULT 
 
im become greedy with all this result, and increasing LOT massively, but forget to use 
money management 
 
this night become valuable lesson for me, and also for others 
 
DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! 



 
THIS SYSTEM IS PERFECT!! BUT "us define who we are" 
 
and now im start again with 2,400 usd 
see what happen next, i will use very tight money management 
 
REPEAT : MESSAGE FOR OTHERS! 
DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! 
 
 
i become greedy because this system is sooooo perfectttt!! 
NOTE: using TZ, RZ, DISIMILARITY (ZZBB), TF = 5M, 15M, H1, H4  

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 10952

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} And speaking of divergences, maybe my funny indicator can help a little bit.. or 

a little bad.. lol MTH Edit : How to... ?? {image} Enjoy {file} 
hey, this actually looks pretty cool you know! Settings look like it's going to be b-c-th to 
optimise for different tfs though. Any suggestions before I develope a headache trying. 

lol. Tnx for sharing as always.  

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 10953

 
Quoting brekz1 
Hello, i have grow my account real, from 3,500 usd to 50,000 usd ( appx. 2 months 
using this system) and now, i have tear down my account to 2,400 usd amazing result 
with this system, rich with this system, but im poor now, ITS NOT BECAUSE THE 
SYSTEM, BUT ITS MY FAULT im become greedy with all this result, and increasing LOT 
massively, but forget to use money management this night become valuable lesson for 
me, and also for others DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! THIS 
SYSTEM IS PERFECT!! BUT "us define who we are" and now im start... 
Now this is how you know someone who's not full of shit! Totally transparent with 
regards to his losing experience. And he didn't even post when he was on the crazy 
winning streak!!! Kudos to you brekz. Good thing you were able to catch the slide before 
margin call. I've been there too. Had a 1000% return in 7 days on one particular live 
account, only to lose it all in a day! We've all been there done that. That's why ALL the 
different aspects of a trade are so important to analyse and understand before trying to 
teach others. You have my support and encoragement bro! You can do it again. Only this 
time as you said, watch your money and trade management. Tnx for sharing. Goodluck! 

 

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 2:16pm | Post# 10954

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting brekz1 
Hello, i have grow my account real, from 3,500 usd to 50,000 usd ( appx. 2 months 
using this system) and now, i have tear down my account to 2,400 usd amazing result 
with this system, rich with this system, but im poor now, ITS NOT BECAUSE THE 
SYSTEM, BUT ITS MY FAULT im become greedy with all this result, and increasing LOT 
massively, but forget to use money management this night become valuable lesson for 
me, and also for others DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! THIS 
SYSTEM IS PERFECT!! BUT "us define who we are" and now im start... 



Sorry to hear (read) that My Friend..  
we always hv both of them inside us..  
 

 
 
 
and i believe is not only about Money Management but also about Mentality 
Management..  
ok stand up and start to ride again.. but this time don't forget your helmet.. 
 
best regard 
MTH 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:19pm | Post# 10955

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} And speaking of divergences, maybe my funny indicator can help a little bit.. or 

a little bad.. lol MTH Edit : How to... ?? {image} Enjoy {file} 

Tnx Kiads! Thats exactly what I wanted to know.  

 

Atihun Oct 24, 2014 2:19pm | Post# 10956

 
Quoting brekz1 
Hello, i have grow my account real, from 3,500 usd to 50,000 usd ( appx. 2 months 
using this system) and now, i have tear down my account to 2,400 usd amazing result 
with this system, rich with this system, but im poor now, ITS NOT BECAUSE THE 
SYSTEM, BUT ITS MY FAULT im become greedy with all this result, and increasing LOT 
massively, but forget to use money management this night become valuable lesson for 
me, and also for others DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! THIS 
SYSTEM IS PERFECT!! BUT "us define who we are" and now im start... 
 
dont worry dude.. if you managed to do it once youll be able to do it again... 

 

Atihun Oct 24, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 10957

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} No, it should be 25% (= (70-60%) /(100-60%)). See this post. Sorry for the 
confusion with that. k 
but isnt it cumulative? h2 right includes h1 right 

 



cakrajaya Oct 24, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 10958

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Sorry to hear (read) that My Friend.. we always hv both of them inside us.. 
{image} and i believe is not only about Money Management but also about Mentality 
Management.. ok stand up and start to ride again.. but this time don't forget your 
helmet.. best regard MTH 

100% agree. lets improve our mental. my account always boom because my lust 

my  ill mental 
 
lets meditate 

 

MetaCoder Oct 24, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 10959

 
Lots of approaches discussed on the thread. We all work out what makes sense to us, 
yes? For now, the little wormhole thing to me is just a way to find entry points. I will also 
want the initial market movement away from a most recent wormhole to be opposite the 
tradable direction I determine from other analyses, whether they be news-based, 
technical, or some combination. So if I'm thinking long, I'll want to see the market 
dropping below a recent wormhole before I enter. And the reverse if thinking short of 
course. 
 
More thoughts later as I get more experience with this. 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 10960

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} And speaking of divergences, maybe my funny indicator can help a little bit.. or 

a little bad.. lol MTH Edit : How to... ?? {image} Enjoy {file} 
eh...sorry one more thing. for 'price type' 1=close??? 

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 10961

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} eh...sorry one more thing. for 'price type' 1=close??? 
price type  
0 - close 
1 - open 
2 - High 
3 - Low 
4 - Median (HL/2) 
5 - Typical (HLC/3) 
6 - Linear Weighted (HLCC/4).. 
 
Sorry for not inform you completely My Friend.. 

 

imaxi Oct 24, 2014 2:29pm | Post# 10962

 
Quoting drloyd 
Most of the stoch bb mis-pricing examples that Eurusdd posted from pages 6-30 contain 
hidden or regular divergence. Can we say that if we are using an indicator that follows 



price most of the time that divergence indicates mis-pricing? {image} 
Yes I agree that the mis-pricing is divergence. I was just thinking that two days ago. 

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 10963

 
Quoting cakrajaya 

{quote} 100% agree. lets improve our mental. my account always boom because my 

lust my  ill mental lets meditate 

Om Swastiashtu My Brother..  

 

brekz1 Oct 24, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 10964

 
thanks to : 
 
LITEchild 
Kiads 
Atihun 
cakrajaya 
 
for all that support 
 
dont listen to negatif comment about this system 
 
its perfect system, believe it, and study hard for this system, and you will be enlightened 
 
i dont take short time to understanding all of this 
 
i read from page one to the last page, over and over and over, watching screenshot over 
and over and over again 
until frustated, and try again again again, demo it, and try to real account with 0.01 lot, 
until all of this become GREEN and GREEN and GREEN 
WITHOUT RED (NO LOSS AT ALL) 
 
OUR ENEMY IS OUR SELF, GREEDY!  

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:42pm | Post# 10965

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} price type 0 - close 1 - open 2 - High 3 - Low 4 - Median (HL/2) 5 - Typical 
(HLC/3) 6 - Linear Weighted (HLCC/4).. Sorry for not inform you completely My Friend.. 

 

 

LITEchild Oct 24, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 10966

 
Quoting brekz1 
thanks to : LITEchild Kiads Atihun cakrajaya for all that support dont listen to negatif 
comment about this system its perfect system, believe it, and study hard for this system, 
and you will be enlightened i dont take short time to understanding all of this i read from 
page one to the last page, over and over and over, watching screenshot over and over 
and over again until frustated, and try again again again, demo it, and try to real account 
with 0.01 lot, until all of this become GREEN and GREEN and GREEN WITHOUT RED (NO 



LOSS AT ALL)... 
You're welcome buddy. What you achieved was really phenomenal and commendable. It 
shows it can be done. And you have the right spirit. Our enemy is indeed ourselves! 
That's why I say "The markets greatest strength, is also it biggest weakness! And the 
traders biggest strength, is also his greatest weakness!" 

Keep trying. You can makeit...AND KEEP IT!  

 

vladutz112 Oct 24, 2014 3:33pm | Post# 10967

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
A couple of thoughts, not very profound: When you start your trading platform with 
RevealWormhole running, the amount of time it takes to see a wormhole marked gives 
you an indication of how active the market is. If a wormhole shows up quickly, it means 
things are bubbling. Also, the amount of time it takes for the market to move a good 
distance away from the wormhole, as long as that wormhole remains the most recent 
one, is another indicator of activity level. My example from this morning was probably 
reflective of pretty average activity, if there... 
can you please make it for the 5min and 15 min or lower we could test it more easily 

 

MetaCoder Oct 24, 2014 3:48pm | Post# 10968

 
Quoting vladutz112 
{quote} can you please make it for the 5min and 15 min or lower we could test it more 
easily 
You can do this yourself with the tiniest amount of effort. 
 
Did you open the EA? At the top, it says, "Timeframes H1 and M30 will be compared 
unless the source code is changed." If you think it is a good idea to make the change, 
surely you think it is a good idea to spend a small amount of time figuring out how to 
edit the code and compile it. 
 
What do you mean by test it? Observe it? Backtest it? It's already very easy to observe 
what's happening with the 30-minute and 1-hour timeframes. What would the shorter 
timeframes do for you? 

 

vladutz112 Oct 24, 2014 4:20pm | Post# 10969

 
so i need just to change the parameters at the beginning?i haven't open any indicator or 
ea up to this point and by testing it on lower time frames i mean we have much more 
data and i think we can find more mispricing than on a h1 and m30 

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 4:50pm | Post# 10970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
One of our friend PM me and ask about divergences as a way to spot dissimilarity.. 
 
And I prefer to answer it here,  
 
In My Noob point of view, divergences mostly correct when pointing next movement 
directions, but not all divergences tradeable.., because divergences is relative to type of 
oscillators you use, your oscillator settings, Time Frame, and divergence calculation range, 
but yes in general term divergence = dissimilarity, and convergence = similarity.  



 
Still in my personal noob understanding, is not so difficult to spot dissimilarity, and since I 
already share my divergence marker indicator in my previous post here, lets use it for 
spotting dissimilarity in my naive way. 
 
1. lets use GBPUSD as example and my M15 favorite TF. 
2. load my divergence marker indicator, and make 'her' sub windows in equal size with price 
main chart. 
3. in input setting. Set Main Period = 480 ( 96 x 5 days = 1 week period of M15). Set Price 
type = 4 (median - HL/2). Set Calc Type = 1 (stochastic). Set Dstoch =1, and Slowing = 1. 
Also search bellow for DivergencesRange and set to 3, and ShowMarker =false. and the rest 
is up to you to change color etc. 
 
now, we hv weekly oscillator for our M15 chart. 
4. load standard MA to our main chart with setting; Period = 96 (1 day M15), shift = 0, MA 
method = Simple, Apply to = Median Price (HL/2). 
5. also click and drag from our navigator window to our oscillator sub windows, standard MA 
with same setting as main chart MA, but Apply to = First Indicator data. 
 
If you do the above steps correctly you will see your chart similar look like this picture 
bellow; 
 

 
 
compare and find out the 'different' between main chart window and oscillator sub window 
base on that MA lines as reference. and can you take the advantage of that 'different' for 
your trade entry - exit decisions ? do you 'see' when the trend /wave begin and when they 
end ? 
 
Happy Weekend and best regards 
MTH 

 

PipitoGrillo Oct 24, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 10971

 
Quoting brekz1 
Hello, i have grow my account real, from 3,500 usd to 50,000 usd ( appx. 2 months 
using this system) and now, i have tear down my account to 2,400 usd amazing result 
with this system, rich with this system, but im poor now, ITS NOT BECAUSE THE 



SYSTEM, BUT ITS MY FAULT im become greedy with all this result, and increasing LOT 
massively, but forget to use money management this night become valuable lesson for 
me, and also for others DONT FORGET MONEY MANAGEMENT, AND DONT GREEDY!! THIS 
SYSTEM IS PERFECT!! BUT "us define who we are" and now im start... 
Selamat malam from Austria, 
you migth find the MT4 Order Plugin usefull to stick to your money management plans. 
Just found and tested it today works smooth. It allows you to trade with a fixed % of 
your balance. So no calculating anymore and it makes it easier to follow the mm rules. 
There is as well a version for non USD deposit calculations. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=281772  

 

GU-Night Oct 24, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 10972

 
Quoting Kiads 
One of our friend PM me and ask about divergences as a way to spot dissimilarity.. And I 
prefer to answer it here, In My Noob point of view, divergences mostly correct when 
pointing next movement directions, but not all divergences tradeable.., because 
divergences is relative to type of oscillators you use, your oscillator settings, Time Frame, 
and divergence calculation range, but yes in general term divergence = dissimilarity, and 
convergence = similarity. Still in my personal noob understanding, is not so difficult to 
spot dissimilarity, and... 

 
 
 
You are a great teacher Kiads. 
 
 

Noob  

 

Kiads Oct 24, 2014 5:46pm | Post# 10973

 
Quoting GU-Night 

{quote} You are a great teacher Kiads. Noob  
Thank You My Friend, and Noob is a way of life.. easier way of life actually. when i'm 
doing wrong.. everybody will understand because i'm noob, and when i'm doing right 

everybody relieved ..because i'm not doing wrong..  
 
Happy Weekend My Friend 
MTH 

 

hilavoku Oct 24, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 10974

 
Also from me a big thanks for continuing helping and for sharing your work with us 
Kiads. Now its time for me to cope with my notes and PFDs to be able to make my next 
step. 
 
see you 
hila 

 

Myrmica Oct 24, 2014 7:33pm | Post# 10975



 
Could please someone tell me which settings for the ZZ indicator are best for 4h and 
daily timeframes? 
For 15m its 24,5,3 but for 4h it is probably different. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 24, 2014 8:47pm | Post# 10976

 
Quoting Porkpie 
{quote} Ranging: Expect greater probability of transient zones occurring at extremes in 
ranging markets (ranging = bounces off previously formed TZs.) Trending: Expect 
greater probability of transient zones occurring above price in a down trend / recurrent 
zones below price (vice versa for up trends) Expect larger time frame TZ for trend 
change on lower time frames. Something to consider, the more smaller time frame PTZs 
forming the greater likelihood a developing larger time frame TZ will be a PTZ. How do 
we factor in multiple time frame analysis... 

 

 

kprsa Oct 24, 2014 9:32pm | Post# 10977

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} but isnt it cumulative? h2 right includes h1 right 
It is. The detailed explanation to this seeming paradox hides in the link that adorns the 
comment you cited. 
If you're curious to find out the answer I recommend overcoming the fear of unknown 
and clicking on that link. 

Please ask the questions after taking the time to study it and not before.  
k 

 

Sciurus Oct 24, 2014 11:40pm | Post# 10978

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Someone asked for a version of my recurrence indy having the option to specify left and 
right hand h separately. Here it is. 
Sciurus_recurrence_V1.7.ex4  

 

Kiads Oct 25, 2014 3:58am | Post# 10979

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Sciurus 
Someone asked for a version of my recurrence indy having the option to specify left and 
right hand h separately. Here it is. {file} 

Thank You so much My Friend.....  
 



 
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

Atihun Oct 25, 2014 4:18am | Post# 10980

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} It is. The detailed explanation to this seeming paradox hides in the link that 
adorns the comment you cited. If you're curious to find out the answer I recommend 
overcoming the fear of unknown and clicking on that link. Please ask the questions after 

taking the time to study it and not before. k 
i did read your post when i was goign through the thread twice i also did read again when 
you linked it in your last response.but i wasnt sure if your corrected version was 
ok.anyway think i got it now.thanks 

 

adeforex Oct 25, 2014 6:04am | Post# 10981

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EDITED.......GOT THE SOURCE 
re:i just posted this on other thread, 
I HAD this on my laptop from somewhere i cant remember and am sharing it ,may be it 
will be useful for those that want to analyse transient zones with volume. I wont say 
more than that. 
Pulse and think mostly on eurusdd way of thinking on price behavior. 
 
How the price makes and how the price up and down? I’ll give you example on “How the 
price make?” at a simplified simulation. 
 
Simulation of: “HOW PRICE CHANGE?” in simplified. 
Name of multi-Currency: GBPJPY Present price: 172.354 bid, 172.379 ask (example only) 
Name of Institution that look into this price: MM1, MM2, MM3. 
MM1 already hold their position open in market as long. They have 20 open long already. 
Here is the list of their offer (bid) price: 
172.600 (2 Position) 
172.750 (3 Position) 
173.100 (4 position) 



173.300 (11 position) 
MM2 and the other looking for Short position, so, they look to Short at highest price as 
possible. 
What happened next when some of the MM fill or do a deal in market? 
MM2 Open short by fill order MM1 at 172.600. The price jump up from 172.354 bid into 
172.600 bid 
and 172.620 ask. This order makes the new price now updated into 172.600 (bid) and 
172.620 (ask). 
This is the new price. 
Then MM3 Open short by fill order MM1 at 172.750. The price jump up from 172.600 bid 
into 
172.750 bid and 172.780 ask. This order makes the new price now updated into 172.750 
(bid) and 
172.780 (ask). This is the new price. 
 
The prices itself already SHOW the position that MM look for in the future. As you see 
from example above, price jump up when the MM opening short. Jump up again, when 
another MM opening short again. I ask you to keep this as a secret (Ha ha ha ha….). So, 
no wonder if retail trader 90% suffered loss. The trend that many retail trader follow, 
actually is the result of the opposite position from MM. They know the future, but retail 
trader not. Then, if we are in the same page here, we can 
conclude with: “price trend up, we looking for short; price trend down, we looking for 
long.” 
By understand “price up, we looking for short; price down, we looking for long.”, doesn’t 
mean that 
we should blindly jump in, and open position. 
Exploit the market price by Volume reading.pdf  

 

LITEchild Oct 25, 2014 6:19am | Post# 10982

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Thank You so much My Friend..... {image} best regards MTH 

Beautiful! Your charts are like eye candy! I could stare at them all day ...and forget to 

trade  

 

LITEchild Oct 25, 2014 6:34am | Post# 10983

 
Quoting Sciurus 
Someone asked for a version of my recurrence indy having the option to specify left and 
right hand h separately. Here it is. {file} 

Very kind of you buddy. Thank you. 

 

Rahimseven Oct 25, 2014 7:06am | Post# 10984

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Had a eureka moment as I created this for my notes. Maybe you will have one as well. 
 
Enjoy... 
Eurusdd's TZ RZ Clues and Lessons.pdf  

 

mehtabkk Oct 25, 2014 9:39am | Post# 10985



 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} And speaking of divergences, maybe my funny indicator can help a little bit.. or 

a little bad.. lol MTH Edit : How to... ?? {image} Enjoy {file} 
Dear Kiads 
 
Will you please share these indis and this template in a zip file format? 
 
 
Regards 

 

juriFX Oct 25, 2014 9:51am | Post# 10986

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
Had a eureka moment as I created this for my notes. Maybe you will have one as well. 
Enjoy... {image} 
Good work! Thank you. 
I've read at least 5 times those posts from EURUSDD, yet haven't figured out some 
specific things. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} GOOD liquidgenius. Let me blow your mind now! If a bar has you rectangle then 
the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 0.00005463% (later corrected 

5.463%) on any time frame. NOW think what that means..... ONE THING: $$$$ 
We know that the current bar has a rectangle (transient zone) only after h bars passed, 
so what next bar is EURUSDD referring to? Next bar after h bars completed the TZ? Or 
completely wrong understanding? 

Quoting Eurusdd 
So, if you find one instance on your chart where your choice of h or k did not work or 
price did not behave as you expected immediately, that is a rare event. There next 
instance is most likely to work So, do not raise your hand to the sky cursing the powers 
that be. Have more confidence that you will not be living to see a rare-rare event. 
Probability is on your side. The next instance is good to go... 
Hmm... Has this todo with mid-bar transient zones? Rare-Rare event? 
 
 
Somehow I missed the following post: 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This is important. For example, if your k is constant, i.e. k=5, and there is a pin-
bar with tail = 10 pips, you are supposed to declare only 5 pips of whatever part is left as 
transient in your trading process. Don't extend the transient portion to the whole tail. so 
even though the light-blue part was not really recurrent, your sell still worked!!! {image} 
. 

K variable exposed  
EURUSDD said once that k should be small, less than 10% of "active trading window" 
(something similar). Then he mentioned his sure 5-10 pips trading the 1min and 5min 
TF. Now open your charts and look on the 5min TF, measure pips from top to bottom of 
the chart window, most likely result 10 pips (or 5 pips on 1min tf etc...). 
 
I'll try to study and integrate this k thing now in my TZ trading. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 25, 2014 10:03am | Post# 10987

 



"We know that the current bar has a rectangle (transient zone) only after h bars passed, 
so what next bar is EURUSDD referring to? Next bar after h bars completed the TZ? Or 
completely wrong understanding?" 
 
according to EURUSDD probability calculation only %5 of chance price will not touch that 
level & there will be another rectangle "partial TZ" will be created. 
so what would you do? 
%95 price will go through 
%5 it will stay away 
 
GL 

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Good work! Thank you. I've read at least 5 times those posts from EURUSDD, 
yet haven't figured out some specific things. {quote} We know that the current bar has a 
rectangle (transient zone) only after h bars passed, so what next bar is EURUSDD 
referring to? Next bar after h bars completed the TZ? Or completely wrong 
understanding? {quote} Hmm... Has this todo with mid-bar transient zones? Rare-Rare 
event? Somehow I missed the following post: {quote} K variable... 
 

 

Rahimseven Oct 25, 2014 10:25am | Post# 10988

 
" Somehow I missed the following post: {quote} K variable exposed EURUSDD said 
once that k should be small, less than 10% of "active trading window" (something 
similar). Then he mentioned his sure 5-10 pips trading the 1min and 5min TF. Now open 
your charts and look on the 5min TF, measure pips from top to bottom of the chart 
window, most likely result 10 pips (or 5 pips on 1min tf etc...). I'll try to study and 
integrate this k thing now in my TZ trading." 
 
That is indeed a great post IMO. Remember "How you calculate k is up to you. That 
will differentiate you from another person applying the same principle. Keep that 
secret." Eurusdd...  

 

Rahimseven Oct 25, 2014 10:29am | Post# 10989

 
So just to be clear. K is NOT the width of the TZ... 

 

orid Oct 25, 2014 10:40am | Post# 10990

 
Quoting Sciurus 
Someone asked for a version of my recurrence indy having the option to specify left and 
right hand h separately. Here it is. {file} 
thanks very very nice  
regards orid peter 

 

Rahimseven Oct 25, 2014 10:42am | Post# 10991

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This is important. For example, if your k is constant, i.e. k=5, and there is a pin-
bar with tail = 10 pips, you are supposed to declare only 5 pips of whatever part is left as 



transient in your trading process. Don't extend the transient portion to the whole tail. so 
even though the light-blue part was not really recurrent, your sell still worked!!! {image} . 
 
Major jewels right here. 

 

 

Sciurus Oct 25, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 10992

 
2 Attachment(s) 
OK, since the topic of k is being discussed, I think it timely to give further description of how 
and why I coded my indy the way I did. My original idea was to not only discover the best 
value for h, but also for k. My vision of k is the same as Rahimseven's. Good for him to pick 
that out from EURUSD's comments, when it would be easy to overlook it as a typo. 
Below you will see two screenshots. In the first, I have attached my indicator to a 5 minute 
chart. You will notice that for lookback bars I have entered a very large number, this forces 
the indy to default to all bars in history. You will also notice two numbers in the upper 
portion of the screen. The first is a probability figure (in this case 0.088). I chose to express 
probability as a value from 0 to 1. This is normal in probability theory. It can be translated 
as 8.8%, hence what this means is that 8.8% of potentially transient price historically 
became confirmed transient. notice that I do not say bars - I say price. The calculation is 
based upon the total height of the boxes you see on the screen. Some bars are bigger than 
others, and some potential transient zones are bigger than others. 
 
Next you will see the upper 95% confidence interval being equal to 7.8 pips. This is an 
analysis of the zones that became confirmed transient. So I took the average height in pips 
of all the transient zones, and then I added 1.96 times the standard error of all of those 
zones. This is a quick and dirty way of saying that 95% of all transient zones have a height 
below 7.8 pips. Ok, maybe we are starting to see where this is going... 
** important** the 95% CI calculation does not take into account the zones that were 
cleared! Hence, it is an overestimation! But I prefer to overestimate in this case until i know 
what I am dealing with. Hey, here is an idea, lets use 7.8 as my value for k! cool, but how 
can we visualize k on the chart?? 
 
Now look at my next screenshot. I have entered the value of 8 (I could have used 7.8, but I 
rounded) in the minPipWidthBack parameter. This will exclude all potential transient zones 
less than 8 pips in height. The 95% CI value now becomes a bit meaningless. the probability 



is still a bit interesting. It actually went up a bit. Perhaps the probability of a transient zone 
being cleared is not totally independent from potential zone height to bar size. Only a 
further in depth statistical analysis would reveal this. But notice what happened. now there 
are many fewer zones being displayed. It is only showing the zones greater than our 
assumed k = 95% CI. I have put approximate white lines where price passed this value for 
k within each zone. note that even for the one zone that eventually became transient, price 
passed this value for k and then returned. **Note, within the framework I have just 
divulged, these white lines would be TARGETS, not ENTRIES. 
 
Ok. please do not misunderstand what I have just said. Do your due diligence, and don't 
take what I have just discussed as a means to make instant money. It is meant to facilitate 
a process of discovery. 
 
Another thing, Bonus points to anyone that can figure out what the channel setting is. That 

isn't supposed to be there, sorry.  

 

 

 

Ullen Oct 25, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 10993

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This thread just keeps on giving when reading past posts. 
 
Combining some cool thing at the moment. I'll share the ideas of the concept after testing! 
 
Peace 



 
Ullen 

 

 

kprsa Oct 25, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 10994

 
Quoting Sciurus 
OK, since the topic of k is being discussed, I think it timely to give further description of 
how and why I coded my indy the way I did. My original idea was to not only discover the 
best value for h, but also for k. My vision of k is the same as Rahimseven's. Good for him 
to pick that out from EURUSD's comments, when it would be easy to overlook it as a typo 
Hi, if I understand this, you calculate k based on the width of true transient zones. 
While that is perfectly fine, and also my indicator does that, this is exactly what Rahim 
says that is not correct, and he is right. k from Proposition 1 is linked with the recurrent 
interval (it is half of its width), not the transient one.  
What I (and I believe you do the same) call k in my indicator is a useful quantity, but is 
just bad nomenclature to call it k. I am equally guilty of this.  
 
k 

 

LITEchild Oct 25, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 10995

 
Quoting Sciurus 
OK, since the topic of k is being discussed, I think it timely to give further description of 
how and why I coded my indy the way I did. My original idea was to not only discover the 
best value for h, but also for k. My vision of k is the same as Rahimseven's. Good for him 
to pick that out from EURUSD's comments, when it would be easy to overlook it as a 
typo. Below you will see two screenshots. In the first, I have attached my indicator to a 5 
minute chart. You will notice that for lookback bars I have entered a very large number, 
this forces the... 
Wow! Great post! 

 

juriFX Oct 25, 2014 12:50pm | Post# 10996

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting MAM.Trader 
according to EURUSDD probability calculation only %5 of chance price will not touch 
that level & there will be another rectangle "partial TZ" will be created. so what 
would you do? %95 price will go through %5 it will stay away GL {quote} 
Sorry still don't understand. 
 
Original statement: 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} If a bar has you rectangle then the probability the next one will have a rectangle 
is 5% on any time frame. NOW think what that means..... ONE THING: $$$$ 
So let me break that down so hopefully someone can spot the loophole in my reasoning. 
 
1. "a bar has you rectangle": A bar gets a rectangle if it becomes a TZ, so h bars 
passed. Maybe EURUSDD is referring to a potential TZ forming? And the rectangle bar 
would be the central bar of the PTZ... 
 
2. "the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 5%": If in 1. a confirmed 
TZ is meant, then the next bar would be h_right+1. If in 1. a PTZ bar is meant, then I 
can't see how the next bar has only 5% probability of invalidating the PTZ. 
 
This chart is a good example, my statistics say price has around 33% probability to 
invalidate the PTZ on the very next candle bar. 

 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 25, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 10997

 



if you wanna bring us somewhere by asking pls dont  
say it 
 
you say  
"my statistics say price has around 33% probability to invalidate the PTZ on the very 
next candle bar" 
 
eurusdd say 
"my statistics say price has around 95% probability to invalidate the PTZ on the very 
next candle bar" 
 

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Sorry still don't understand. Original statement: {quote} So let me break that 
down so hopefully someone can spot the loophole in my reasoning. 1. "a bar has you 
rectangle": A bar gets a rectangle if it becomes a TZ, so h bars passed. Maybe EURUSDD 
is referring to a potential TZ forming? And the rectangle bar would be the central bar of 
the PTZ... 2. "the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 5%": If in 1. a 
confirmed TZ is meant, then the next bar would be h_right+1. If in 1. a PTZ bar is 
meant, then I can't see how the next... 
 

 

Exciter135 Oct 25, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 10998

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Sorry still don't understand. Original statement: {quote} So let me break that 
down so hopefully someone can spot the loophole in my reasoning. 1. "a bar has you 
rectangle": A bar gets a rectangle if it becomes a TZ, so h bars passed. Maybe EURUSDD 
is referring to a potential TZ forming? And the rectangle bar would be the central bar of 
the PTZ... 2. "the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 5%": If in 1. a 
confirmed TZ is meant, then the next bar would be h_right+1. If in 1. a PTZ bar is 
meant, then I can't see how the next... 
From my understanding so far: 
 
Eurusdd refered to a PTZ bar where contains current transient prices status. According to 
his stats, 95% chance this transient prices would not hold (to become a confirmed TZ 
(5%), that means this transient status would change to recurrent status (95%) - and this 
is where money is - and we work out a strategy to exploit this. Yours is 33% that is due 
to your h value. 
 
If I am wrong please correct me buddies. 
 
Regards, 
Exciter135. 

 

juriFX Oct 25, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 10999

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
if you wanna bring us somewhere by asking pls dont say it you say "my statistics say 
price has around 33% probability to invalidate the PTZ on the very next candle bar" 
eurusdd say "my statistics say price has around 95% probability to invalidate the PTZ on 
the very next candle bar" {quote} 
Quoting Exciter135 
{quote} From my understanding so far: Eurusdd refered to a PTZ bar where contains 
current transient prices status. According to his stats, 95% chance this transient prices 



would not hold (to become a confirmed TZ (5%), that means this transient status would 
change to recurrent status (95%) - and this is where money is - and we work out a 
strategy to exploit this. Yours is 33% that is due to your h value. If I am wrong please 
correct me buddies. Regards, Exciter135. 
OK now all clear. I thought EURUSDD was saying the opposite hence my lack of 
understanding. Thanks. 

Quoting Sciurus 
OK, since the topic of k is being discussed, I think it timely to give further description of 
how and why I coded my indy the way I did. My original idea was to not only discover the 
best value for h, but also for k. My vision of k is the same as Rahimseven's. Good for him 
to pick that out from EURUSD's comments, when it would be easy to overlook it as a 
typo. Below you will see two screenshots. In the first, I have attached my indicator to a 5 
minute chart. You will notice that for lookback bars I have entered a very large number, 
this forces the... 

Good indicator and good insights! Right on time for new experiments with k  
Thanks for sharing. 

Quoting Ullen 
This thread just keeps on giving when reading past posts. Combining some cool thing at 
the moment. I'll share the ideas of the concept after testing! Peace Ullen {image} 
Looking forward it. 
 

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, if I understand this, you calculate k based on the width of true transient 
zones. While that is perfectly fine, and also my indicator does that, this is exactly what 
Rahim says that is not correct, and he is right. k from Proposition 1 is linked with the 
recurrent interval (it is half of its width), not the transient one. What I (and I believe you 
do the same) call k in my indicator is a useful quantity, but is just bad nomenclature to 
call it k. I am equally guilty of this. k 
Proposition 1 seems in conflict with the example setup EURUSDD showed us, where he 

clearly stated k is the height of the transient zone.  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 25, 2014 1:25pm | Post# 11000

 
[quote=Sciurus;7824077]. please do not misunderstand what I have just said. Do your 
due diligence, and don't take what I have just discussed as a means to make instant 
money. It is meant to facilitate a process of discovery. quote] 
 
Ok assuming I understood you right, then using your indicator and referring to these 
"sample" figures you used. 
 
1)When I see a salmon box that box I'm looking at has less than 10% chance to become 
transient so I'm expecting ~90% probability that the "Painting" blue box is going to 
disappear? Or does the blue box only get painted when a TZ is confirmed? 
 
2)So I could in theory...also target the blue boxes aside from the white lines in the 
salmon box? Sorry the white lines are not showing up on my chart so I can't really tell if 
I'm talking about the same thing 
 
3)The salmon doesn't go away after price has eaten them right? 

 

kprsa Oct 25, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 11001



 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote}Proposition 1 seems in conflict with the example setup EURUSDD showed us, 

where he clearly stated k is the height of the transient zone.  
10-5=5 
 
k 

 

Barbaresco Oct 25, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 11002

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, if I understand this, you calculate k based on the width of true transient 
zones. While that is perfectly fine, and also my indicator does that, this is exactly what 
Rahim says that is not correct, and he is right. k from Proposition 1 is linked with the 
recurrent interval (it is half of its width), not the transient one. What I (and I believe you 
do the same) call k in my indicator is a useful quantity, but is just bad nomenclature to 
call it k. I am equally guilty of this. k 
Range of +/-k should be almost surely recurrent over +/-h. Test this naked as well as 
with +/-k within 1 bar... 
 
Many statements may be made and tested... for +/-h, if slope of close prices > x, price 
will almost surely... 
 
The power is in the idea presented by EURUSDD - no need to limit potential to what has 
been so generously shared here.  
 
Ex. My similarity EA uses the idea, but not the exact methods or indi's that EURUSDD 
suggested. 

 

Kiads Oct 25, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 11003

 
Quoting Sciurus 
Another thing, Bonus points to anyone that can figure out what the channel setting is. 
That isn't supposed to be there, sorry. 

Once again Thank You My Friend.....  
MTH 

 

Ullen Oct 25, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 11004

 
1 Attachment(s) 
[quote=juriFX;7824121]{quote} Looking forward it. {quote} 
 

Cool, Must admit that it's looking great  



 

 

Sciurus Oct 25, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 11005

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Thank You so much My Friend..... {image} best regards MTH 
That is a cool looking chart! Dynamic h, is an interesting idea. Almost a way to test how 
symmetrical price is. Hey, also thanks for your coding as well. I recently discovered your 
breakout indy and have been experimenting with it heavily. Cheers. 

 

Sciurus Oct 25, 2014 3:02pm | Post# 11006

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, if I understand this, you calculate k based on the width of true transient 
zones. While that is perfectly fine, and also my indicator does that, this is exactly what 
Rahim says that is not correct, and he is right. k from Proposition 1 is linked with the 
recurrent interval (it is half of its width), not the transient one. What I (and I believe you 
do the same) call k in my indicator is a useful quantity, but is just bad nomenclature to 
call it k. I am equally guilty of this. k 
Key kprsa, I calculated a value of k based upon the confirmed transient zones (I tried to 
do this as empirically as possible, I could have simply tried different k values to to see 
how it looked visually), but I then applied k to the potential zones (i.e. everything on the 
left). Of course, as price moves through time, it all looks transient at first. Yes, I think 
JuriFX actually was the first to mention the EURUSDD k post. As for your last point, I 
have grappled with the implications of k for a while. I think your indy does a fantastic 
job. As long as you define how you arrive at certain value, then no-one can question your 
values, only your technique, which is the type of constructive criticism that matters to 

me the most . 

 

kprsa Oct 25, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 11007

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} Key kprsa, I calculated a value of k based upon the confirmed transient zones (I 
tried to do this as empirically as possible, I could have simply tried different k values to 
to see how it looked visually), but I then applied k to the potential zones (i.e. everything 



on the left). Of course, as price moves through time, it all looks transient at first. Yes, I 
think JuriFX actually was the first to mention the EURUSDD k post. As for your last point, 
I have grappled with the implications of k for a while. I think your indy does a fantastic... 

Great job! Thanks for the clarification.  
As for the next version of the RS indicator, i will define the width of the true tz in the 
Comment (and write what it is) with a different letter m to avoid further nomenclature 
confusion.  
Cheers,  
k 

 

Sciurus Oct 25, 2014 3:21pm | Post# 11008

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
Quoting Sciurus 
. please do not misunderstand what I have just said. Do your due diligence, and don't 
take what I have just discussed as a means to make instant money. It is meant to 
facilitate a process of discovery. quote] Ok assuming I understood you right, then using 
your indicator and referring to these "sample" figures you used. 1)When I see a salmon 
box that box I'm looking at has less than 10% chance to become transient so I'm 
expecting ~90% probability that the "Painting" blue box is going to disappear? Or does 
the blue box only 
... 
The blue box will disappear as price "eats it up" prior to h bars in the future. If you have 
a solid method for entry and understand the underlying dynamic of the chart you are 
trading, then in theory you could target the blue boxes as well. however, in my opinion 
this is just a form to trend trading. UNLESS, you get a mid bar transient, that is a 
different story. *edit* Actually, apply that to however you trade transients. I believe you 
need a solid understanding of price action, etc. 

 

Kiads Oct 25, 2014 3:55pm | Post# 11009

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote} That is a cool looking chart! Dynamic h, is an interesting idea. Almost a way to test 
how symmetrical price is. Hey, also thanks for your coding as well. I recently discovered 
your breakout indy and have been experimenting with it heavily. Cheers. 
Yes My Friend,  
 
My base noob experiences came from offline chart especially renko chart. and as we know 
that renko chart is 'filtered price chart' or simply zigzag with better view, then we only focus 
on price movement 'length'/wave length and not distract with candles count, formations 
shape, time frames limitation, etc. not like candlestick chart, we only have 2 formations , 
reversal or continuation and the result is always clear. At turning point, we know exactly the 
'length' needed to turn it completely, and we can also calculate our risk 'length' precisely. As 
Programmer, I'm sure you understand how important constant data flow to increase quality 
of your probability calculation formula. 
 
So, in my personal understanding (in the name of price base chart/renko), we don't look at 
dis-similarity or similarity between time base chart and oscillator indicator but we look at 
wave pattern similarity in price movement itself without any involvement of 'framing' by 
time constant. And in price base chart point of view, 'movement' is very symmetrical in 2 
directions only; 'diagonal up' 45º and 'diagonal down' 315º. 
 
I can't apply this similarity and also TZ concept in the usual way as it applied to fixed time 
base charts, but for price movement 'specific' DNA concept from EURUSDD is our renko 



'soul'. 
 
Now about your recurrence indicator, again in my noob opinion must be more 'fit' with price 
base chart rather than time base chart. 
 

Picture tell you more 'clearly' than words  
 

 
 

and btw i 'hide' your channel..  
 
Thank You and wish you all the best 
MTH 

 

kprsa Oct 25, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 11010

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} The power is in the idea presented by EURUSDD - no need to limit potential to 
what has been so generously shared here. 
My mind is so much blown by this already that i really fear the day we get the Proposition 
2. 
 
k 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 25, 2014 4:53pm | Post# 11011

 
Quoting Sciurus 
{quote}{quote} The blue box will disappear as price "eats it up" prior to h bars in the 
future. If you have a solid method for entry and understand the underlying dynamic of 
the chart you are trading, then in theory you could target the blue boxes as well. 
however, in my opinion this is just a form to trend trading. UNLESS, you get a mid bar 
transient, that is a different story. *edit* Actually, apply that to however you trade 
transients. I believe you need a solid understanding of price action, etc. 
Thank you for your reply. Yes you very correct on the entry and understanding chart, PA 
etc. To over simplify it a little what all we are doing here is identifying levels/targets to 
return to. How you return to them is very much your own trading skills so to speak. 



 

mvp77 Oct 25, 2014 5:09pm | Post# 11012

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} My mind is so much blown by this already that i really fear the day we get the 
Proposition 2. k 
Sorry for disturbing this thread. 
I see good ideas but nothing new. 
I think supply and demand indicators do the same as described here. 
 
btw . . . 
 

An interesting thread, one of the betters!  

 

Rahimseven Oct 25, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 11013

 
Quoting Sciurus 
OK, since the topic of k is being discussed, I think it timely to give further description of 
how and why I coded my indy the way I did. My original idea was to not only discover the 
best value for h, but also for k. My vision of k is the same as Rahimseven's. Good for him 
to pick that out from EURUSD's comments, when it would be easy to overlook it as a 
typo. Below you will see two screenshots. In the first, I have attached my indicator to a 5 
minute chart. You will notice that for lookback bars I have entered a very large number, 
this forces the... 
 

Excellent!!!  
Thank you!!!!! Beautiful piece of work!!!! 

 

leeshindig Oct 25, 2014 6:28pm | Post# 11014

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting mvp77 
{quote} Sorry for disturbing this thread. I see good ideas but nothing new. I think supply 
and demand indicators do the same as described here. btw . . . An interesting thread, one 

of the betters!  
You are completely correct. A similar concept as what was discussed by mightyone on 
kreslik forum years ago.. he called them zero lines (where profits or losses are zeroed).. or 
stop pops as on elite forum.. 
 
Zoom out as far as you can go on a 5 min chart and you'll see the same pattern time and 
time again. An area of supply is "popped" and a high percentage of the time is returned to. 
Similar to gaps in stocks, hunting for volume. 
 
The beauty of what EURUSDD has presented here, originally, is the probability of such 
events happening and systems built around them. And then you have the fantastic indicator 
kprsa built.. which takes it a step further. 
 
Example of zero lines/supply demand pops.. 5 min cable chart.. the "pop" from a 
consolidation (supply) area is more often than not spiked back to. When you do get one that 
is left behind, you can be sure it's the start of a trending move, and any consequent ones 
will be tested for sure (similar to TZ theory).. You don't need indicators to see them, but the 
statistics kprsa gave us is a powerful addition. 



 

 

leeshindig Oct 25, 2014 6:33pm | Post# 11015

 
One or two of those above a rough.. it's late here in uk, and I'm sitting typing after a 
couple of wines ha. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 25, 2014 11:01pm | Post# 11016

 
Quoting mvp77 
{quote} Sorry for disturbing this thread. I see good ideas but nothing new. I think supply 
and demand indicators do the same as described here. btw . . . An interesting thread, 

one of the betters!  
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} You are completely correct. A similar concept as what was discussed by 
mightyone on kreslik forum years ago.. he called them zero lines (where profits or losses 
are zeroed).. or stop pops as on elite forum.. Zoom out as far as you can go on a 5 min 
chart and you'll see the same pattern time and time again. An area of supply is "popped" 
and a high percentage of the time is returned to. Similar to gaps in stocks, hunting for 
volume. The beauty of what EURUSDD has presented here, originally, is the probability of 
such events happening and systems... 
Concepts can be similar but not necessarily the same. To be objective, there really isn't 
much in FX that can be really consider new if you are coming from the angle that every 
single aspect of an approach has not been done in one iteration or another before. What 
is often "new" though is the way data is being interpreted and actioned upon. 
 
In essence you are correct if you say we are doing the same endeavour of acting on 
certain price levels of interest. Be it returning or moving away from them. Supply and 
demand, support and resistance, fair value notion etc etc all serve similar purposes but 
provide the information in different ways 
 
In comparision, TZs have the element of time incoporated and another element which 
I've yet to fully understand. As such, proper semantics here is rather crucial. To say 
supply and demand indicators do the same is quite different from saying they serve a 



similar purpose. While you attempted to blunt your remark with some positive 
components your initial premise is still rather dimissive of the work carried out here but it 
does have the merit of getting leeshindig to highlight a PA of particular interest. 
 
I would suggest more in depth study of the topic at hand if your interest has been 
pipqued. Too quick a comparision will diminish the accuracy of said comparison by much. 

 

metta87 Oct 26, 2014 2:22am | Post# 11017

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} You are completely correct. A similar concept as what was discussed by 
mightyone on kreslik forum years ago.. he called them zero lines (where profits or losses 
are zeroed).. or stop pops as on elite forum.. Zoom out as far as you can go on a 5 min 
chart and you'll see the same pattern time and time again. An area of supply is "popped" 
and a high percentage of the time is returned to. Similar to gaps in stocks, hunting for 
volume. The beauty of what EURUSDD has presented here, originally, is the probability of 
such events happening and systems... 
Hello Leeshindig, please what are those dots on your chart ? 

 

Neio Oct 26, 2014 3:11am | Post# 11018

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Rahimseven 
All of this has been shared. This may make it plain for some as to one way to use the gem 

dropped by Eurusdd. I share a gem, you share a gem  {image} 
 
Great posts Rahimseven, 
 
However caution must be exercised with that as sometimes there are these rare events. Yes 
they are rare but could be enough to blow someone's account if their money management is 
not correct and they have certain expectations. 
 
Just a word of caution. Not saying that it cannot be overcome. 
 



 

 

Neio Oct 26, 2014 3:14am | Post# 11019

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Great job! Thanks for the clarification. As for the next version of the RS 
indicator, i will define the width of the true tz in the Comment (and write what it is) 
with a different letter m to avoid further nomenclature confusion. Cheers, k 
 
Hi Kprsa, 
 
Do you not mean height? 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

Rahimseven Oct 26, 2014 3:17am | Post# 11020

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Great posts Rahimseven, However caution must be exercised with that as 
sometimes there are these rare events. Yes they are rare but could be enough to blow 
someone's account if their money management is not correct and they have certain 
expectations. Just a word of caution. Not saying that it cannot be overcome. {image} 
 
Indeed.  
 
Thanks Neio 

 

kprsa Oct 26, 2014 3:19am | Post# 11021

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Kprsa, Do you not mean height? Regards Neio 



Yes, i meant the extension along the price axis, one should more precisely call this 
height.  
Cheers,  
k 

 

Neio Oct 26, 2014 3:33am | Post# 11022

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is the heart of the matter and it works on any time frame. I will prove this to you. 
{image} 
 

 
 
This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some discussion around this to 
finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or anything like that but have 
studied these statements. 
 
Are we really talking about two propositions? 
 
My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying that price is 
almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone could pick that 
would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart could be 
recurrent if we wait long enough. The problem is that we can't. 
 
I believe the second statement (Definition 2) based on my basic understanding again is that 
this is a definition of what it means to be recurrent. So explaining what price has to do to be 
recurrent. 
 
Does any one agree/disagree with this? 
 
It would be interesting to have a discussion around this and with our collective minds come 
to a conclusion. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

kprsa Oct 26, 2014 3:38am | Post# 11023

 
Quoting Neio 



{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
Hi, my understanding is the same as yours.  
k 

 

PiratePip Oct 26, 2014 3:41am | Post# 11024

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
 
Thanking you for making these statements more clear for me. I was never to good at 
math. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 3:52am | Post# 11025

 
metioned that days ago 
in theory there shouldnt be any TZ  

Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 4:30am | Post# 11026

 
hi juri 
how did u find %33 ? 

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} {quote} OK now all clear. I thought EURUSDD was saying the opposite hence 
my lack of understanding. Thanks. {quote} Good indicator and good insights! Right on 

time for new experiments with k Thanks for sharing. {quote} Looking forward it. 
{quote} Proposition 1 seems in conflict with the example setup EURUSDD showed us, 

where he clearly stated k is the height of the transient zone.  
 

 



Ullen Oct 26, 2014 4:31am | Post# 11027

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
metioned that days ago in theory there shouldnt be any TZ {quote} 
That's incorrect. there will always be 2 transient prices on any pair no matter what 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 4:34am | Post# 11028

 
ok I will buy the dip & seel the high  
 
I said in theory, not in real  

yes in real there those zones & we are tying to benefit from those defects  

Quoting Ullen 
{quote} That's incorrect. there will always be 2 transient prices on any pair no matter 
what 
 

 

Rahimseven Oct 26, 2014 4:49am | Post# 11029

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
 
My understanding of Prop 1. is not that every price will be recurrent (yes most are given 
time) but more rather, prices within the certain h,k figures relative to a chosen time 
frame. That's where the magic is.  
 
The definition statement is defining price recurrence relative to h on a chosen time 
frame. 

 

juriFX Oct 26, 2014 4:51am | Post# 11030

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
hi juri how did u find %33 ? {quote} 



 

Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some discussion 
around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or anything like 
that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two propositions? My 
basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying that price is almost 
surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone could pick that would 
make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart could be recurrent if we 
wait long enough.... 
If any price is almost surely recurrent within price+k and price-k for the next h bars then 
theoretically we could enter the market at any given time (except strong trends or near 
confirmed transient zones). But I guess it doesn't really work that way. 

 

Neio Oct 26, 2014 5:03am | Post# 11031

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
 
Thank you for all your comments so far... 
 
It appears we are all in agreement. I just wondered as a couple of times I have heard 
people mention a second proposition but in my mind their is only one proposition with a 
definition. According to Eurusdd we only need that proposition to earn $$$ but we have 



to overcome times when prices are transient which normally happens when price is 
trending strongly. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 5:06am | Post# 11032

 
correct point of view but wrong result 
%33 is related with one on the left one on the right of TZ bar. 
in our case we have 10 bars untouched on the left & now we are counting the ones on 
the right 
here we need the statistics of how TZ s are broken.  
eg 
when we have 10 bars completed on the left & when we start counting on the right when 
TZ is broken  
on the 1st bar or 2nd etc.............. 
when we have that stat then we can talk on probability 
 

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} {image} {quote} If any price is almost surely recurrent within price+k and 
price-k for the next h bars then theoretically we could enter the market at any given time 
(except strong trends or near confirmed transient zones). But I guess it doesn't really 
work that way. 
 

 

juriFX Oct 26, 2014 5:11am | Post# 11033

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
correct point of view but wrong result %33 is related with one on the left one on the right 
of TZ bar. in our case we have 10 bars untouched on the left & now we are counting the 
ones on the right here we need the statistics of how TZ s are broken. eg when we have 
10 bars completed on the left & when we start counting on the right when TZ is broken 
on the 1st bar or 2nd etc.............. when we have that stat then we can talk on 
probability {quote} 
I think you didn't see that my chart has h_left set to 6 so not 1 bar left. It is 6 bars left 
and then the probability of breaking the PTZ on the next bar. 
For other h_left=10 and h_right=1 should be similar, haven't checked, but thanks to the 
indi from kprsa is it easy to find out. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 5:11am | Post# 11034

 
& that is the point 
we need that stats 
after how many bars the TZ is invalidated. 

Quoting MAM.Trader 
correct point of view but wrong result %33 is related with one on the left one on the right 
of TZ bar. in our case we have 10 bars untouched on the left & now we are counting the 
ones on the right here we need the statistics of how TZ s are broken. eg when we have 
10 bars completed on the left & when we start counting on the right when TZ is broken 
on the 1st bar or 2nd etc.............. when we have that stat then we can talk on 
probability {quote} 
 

 



kprsa Oct 26, 2014 5:13am | Post# 11035

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
in our case we have 10 bars untouched on the left & now we are counting the ones on 
the right here we need the statistics of how TZ s are broken. eg when we have 10 bars 
completed on the left & when we start counting on the right when TZ is broken on the 
1st bar or 2nd etc.............. when we have that stat then we can talk on 
probability {quote} 
Hi MAM.Trader, 
 
You are of course very welcome to share your code where you do the procedure you 

think is correct.  
 
k 

 

leeshindig Oct 26, 2014 5:15am | Post# 11036

 
Quoting metta87 
{quote} Hello Leeshindig, please what are those dots on your chart ? 
just hand drawn at each pop away from a supply zone, or consolidation. 
 
just zoom out in any time frame and see them over and over again. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 5:19am | Post# 11037

 
no I didnt  
you are right  
its set 6 to 1 
ok 
fair 
 
kprsa what does it mean "fully resolving possible ransistent bars" ? 
 
my code does no calculate that way. Iit only caculates +-n bar span starting from 1 
means  
when I set n=50 it caculates all probabilites from H=+-1 to H=+-50 
now after post of juri I should fix the code. 
 
unfo my codes are embeaded into my trading code. an EA. so its not possible to share it 
as an indicator. but if you want to see the code I can share it with you as a raw data 

(text document) while your code is open source  

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} I think you didn't see that my chart has h_left set to 6 so not 1 bar left. It is 6 
bars left and then the probability of breaking the PTZ on the next bar. For other 
h_left=10 and h_right=1 should be similar, haven't checked, but thanks to the indi from 
kprsa is it easy to find out. 
 

 

blueface Oct 26, 2014 5:21am | Post# 11038

 
Quoting juriFX 



{quote} I think you didn't see that my chart has h_left set to 6 so not 1 bar left. It is 6 
bars left and then the probability of breaking the PTZ on the next bar. For other 
h_left=10 and h_right=1 should be similar, haven't checked, but thanks to the indi from 
kprsa is it easy to find out. 
Hi,juriFX 
if you can show us more cases how to use the indi from kprsa? 

 

juriFX Oct 26, 2014 5:21am | Post# 11039

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Thank you for all your comments so far... It appears we are all in agreement. I just 
wondered as a couple of times I have heard people mention a second proposition but in my 
mind their is only one proposition with a definition. According to Eurusdd we only need that 
proposition to earn $$$ but we have to overcome times when prices are transient which 
normally happens when price is trending strongly. 
Look at this chart, could be something worth exploring out 

 
 

Thanks Sciurus for the channel  

 

Atihun Oct 26, 2014 5:32am | Post# 11040

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
& that is the point we need that stats after how many bars the TZ is invalidated. {quote} 
you mean like this? 



 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 5:37am | Post# 11041

 
 

Quoting Atihun 
{quote} you mean like this? {image} 
 

 

kprsa Oct 26, 2014 5:40am | Post# 11042

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
kprsa what does it mean "fully resolving possible ransistent bars" ? my code does no 
calculate that way. Iit only caculates +-n bar span starting from 1 means when I set 
n=50 it caculates all probabilites from H=+-1 to H=+-50 now after post of juri I should 
fix the code. unfo my codes are embeaded into my trading code. an EA. so its not 
possible to share it as an indicator. but if you want to see the code I can share it with 

you as a raw data (text document) while your code is open source {quote}... 
 
Hi, 



 
I think you mean "fully resolving possible transient zones"? The "transient zones" are the 
mid-bar transient zones. So they are defined as areas on the candle which has, for 
example, a higher High than the maximum of the previous h_left candles and the Close 
of that candle is higher than that maximum (of the previous h_left candles). The true 
transient ones are those that remain transient after a defined h_right. The resolved ones 
are when that price has retraced in the following h_right. 
 
I am not personally interested in your code, if you are not sharing it with everybody, 
please do not share it with me either. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

juriFX Oct 26, 2014 5:41am | Post# 11043

 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} Hi,juriFX if you can show us more cases how to use the indi from kprsa? 
The following posts from kprsa could be helpful: 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, 
just to say, I fully agree with vlady and LITEchild that there are many ways to trade 
transient zones. I was shocked the other day when leeshindig showed one way of using 
the RecurrenceStatistic indicator of which I did not think before, so there is a learning 
curve for most of us here. Transient zones are linked to essential properties of the Forex 
chart, they happen in strong trends and as fractals at the end of the price movements. 
They are cleared in the recurrent zones between the strong trend movements. 
 
As for the numbers, I have tried to explain it several times here and you would be well 
advised to read the thread at least since Eurusdd introduced them and it would be useful 

to read the previous comments when I have tried to explain this . 
 
I call fractal bars those bars which have a transient zone at the end (because they 
correspond to Bill Williams fractals). I call transient bars those that have a transient zone 
in the middle. All together I call them problem bars. Typically (see posts by hepsibah for 
examples of opposite strategies) you will want to specify the h and h_right to have a high 
clearing probability, that means that in the course of the next h_right bars the price will 
pass through the zone. This is called the full resolving of the problem bar, and it is 
calculated for fractal type and transient type of bars separately. 
 
The next thingy is what happens if the bar is not cleared. Typically the transient zone is 
very narrow in price. This price width of the unresolved transient zone is called k. The 
recurrence statistic calculates the mean width <k> for your selected h and h_right and 
as well calculates the probability that the price in the future will come down to <k>, 
2<k> and 3<k> away from clearing your created zone not including your spread. This 
can be used for trading as well, since you can set, for example a 99+% probability goal 
of reaching within, say 3<k>=12 pips away from clearing the zone at H4 timeframe, 
instead of the, say, 85% probability of fully clearing it. These stats are again calculated 
for both end-of-the-candle (fractal) zones and mid-candle (transient) zones. 
 
I hope the calculated quantities are clearer now. 
 
Cheers, 
k 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi Eurusdd, 



 
I separate the stats for potential transient (for example when the candle closes above 
the maximum of previous h_left bars) and potential fractal (candle closes below the max 
of previous h_left bars, even though the high of this bar was higher than the max of 
previous h_left bars) zones. Both together add up to possible problem bars. Total stats 
are also calculated. 
 
The resolving of the problem bar means that the potential transient/fractal zone was 
historically cleared within the next h_right bars (So this implies the zone width k=0). This 
strong condition is in principle not necessary for trading, one can use your recipe and win 
pips even if the transient zone is not cleared completely in the future (i.e. ifk>0). The 
indicator gives the probability of success for this case, as one can take profit for k=<k>, 
k=2<k>, k=3<k> (here <k> is the historical mean value of zone widthk, one also needs 
to take into account one's spread/commision here, the indicator does not do this 
automatically). 
 
Also please note that my notation is slightly different than yours, what you call price+/-k 

in the Proposition 1, I call price +/- k/2 (i.e. my zone width is k, not 2k). 
 
Cheers, 
kprsa 
Quoting kprsa 
Hmmmm, looking at this again after a while, there appears to be an error in my 

calculation and statement. Sorry.  
Let me go step by step and explain both the initial statement and the error I've made. 
 
In your first post the clearance probability of the end-bar (fractal) zone within four bars 
away from it is 60.48%. That means that within fours bars from the zone's inception, 
historically in 60.48% of cases the price went through the zone, i.e. a transient zone has 
become recurrent. 
 
In the situation after 16 hours, the probability has increased to 79.71%, so that means 
that within the 12 hours following the 4-hour period, additionally 79.71%-
60.48%=19.23% of the total number of cases have cleared the zone, and that is the 
number (<20%) I have given in that post. 
 
However, and this is what I did not take into account before, only 100%-
60.48%=39.52% of the total number of cases have remained transient after 4 bars and 
this is supposed to be our starting point for a strategy. So the calculated 19.23% of the 
total number make slightly less than 50% (19.23/39.52=48.66%) of the remaining 
transient zones. Therefore the probability of clearance (within this quite long period of 12 
bars) after one has observed that the h=4 zone wasn't cleared, is slightly less than 50%. 
 
So the fractal zone indeed becomes repulsive (there is <50% of chance of clearing it 
within 12 hours after 4 hours after its inception have passed), but it not as repulsive as I 
stated previously. Also the R:R ratio needed should be better than 1:1. The probabilities 
will be improved by additional filters as described in the original post and I still think this 
is indeed quite tradable. 
 
I hope the calculation is now clearer and I apologize for the error made previously. 
Cheers, 
k 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 26, 2014 5:43am | Post# 11044

 



thank you 
 
if not interested then simply dont ask 
 
-- last post -- 

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, I think you mean "fully resolving possible transient zones"? The "transient 
zones" are the mid-bar transient zones. So they are defined as areas on the candle which 
has, for example, a higher High than the maximum of the previous h_left candles and the 
Close of that candle is higher than that maximum (of the previous h_left candles). The 
true transient ones are those that remain transient after a defined h_right. The resolved 
ones are when that price are has been retraced in the following h_right. I am not 
personally interested in your... 
 

 

kprsa Oct 26, 2014 5:54am | Post# 11045

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
thank you if not interested then simply dont ask -- last post -- {quote} 
Sometimes some people do things even though they do not benefit directly from them. 

 
 
All the best, 
k 

 

blueface Oct 26, 2014 6:05am | Post# 11046

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Sometimes some people do things even though they do not benefit directly from 

them. All the best, k 
Hi kprsa 
many guys didnot know your indi concepts 
Can you show a example with chart? 
I just get the number,but dont know how to use it.. 

 

blueface Oct 26, 2014 6:07am | Post# 11047

 
Hi 
thx juriFX 
 
But There are still many places puzzled 
 
thx  

 

Sciurus Oct 26, 2014 10:45am | Post# 11048

 
Quoting leeshindig 
{quote} You are completely correct. A similar concept as what was discussed by 
mightyone on kreslik forum years ago.. he called them zero lines (where profits or losses 
are zeroed).. or stop pops as on elite forum.. Zoom out as far as you can go on a 5 min 
chart and you'll see the same pattern time and time again. An area of supply is "popped" 



and a high percentage of the time is returned to. Similar to gaps in stocks, hunting for 
volume. The beauty of what EURUSDD has presented here, originally, is the probability of 
such events happening and systems... 
The concept you are presenting is also a very valuable one. The list goes on with Wide 
range bar analysis and "Point of Origin" (Chris Lori). I think to some extent the "20 pips a 
day" thread and the "Trading with Deadly Accuracy" thread explore the concepts. What I 
think differentiates this thread from the others is the exploration of stochastic processes 
being the driver, not necessarily a breakout from a dealing range or other macro process. 

 

Sciurus Oct 26, 2014 11:24am | Post# 11049

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} {image} This has always intrigued me so maybe we could initiate some 
discussion around this to finally clear this up. I don't have a degree in mathematics or 
anything like that but have studied these statements. Are we really talking about two 
propositions? My basic understanding is that the first statement (Proposition 1) is saying 
that price is almost surely recurrent. So there would be k and h figures that someone 
could pick that would make that statement true. So in theory every price on the chart 
could be recurrent if we wait long enough.... 
Neio, I think you have summed it up well. 

 

Sciurus Oct 26, 2014 11:25am | Post# 11050

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Look at this chart, could be something worth exploring out {image} Thanks 

Sciurus for the channel  
That is an interesting chart. I glad to see people combining things in unique ways! 

 

Kiads Oct 26, 2014 11:33am | Post# 11051

 
2 Attachment(s) 

 
 



 
 
mth 

 

Sciurus Oct 26, 2014 11:50am | Post# 11052

 
Quoting Kiads 
{image} {image} mth 

Also a good concept to explore! All you need is a reaction to make money . 

 

iamsovereign Oct 26, 2014 4:29pm | Post# 11053

 

Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} Eurusdd said it's a good read. And of course it's a good read! How else would 
you catch fish without bait? I have no problems with the theory. I enjoy a good read too. 
But are you making money from the theory you are trying to teach? That's the million 
dollar question isn't it? Why try to teach what is not working for you? I am not in this 
thread because EURUSDD gave me a good read! I am here because he has shown time 
and time again that what he is saying works! Period. He has made public several TEs for 
analysis and review. Fair enough!... 
If you noticed I was not addressing you in my post, seeing as how you felt like you 
wanted to respond to what I said. Well that is the nature of this, any thread. 
And that means ANYONE! got it. 
 
Dont really care aout your motives for being here as well. we all have ower reasons. to 
each his own. Every one here will make there own desions on what works and doesnt 
work. You can make your own decisions and share them if you shose to do so. Are you 
getting the message! 
 
Please dont bother -or take the time to respond. Im not writing this to antaganize you. 

 

LITEchild Oct 26, 2014 4:49pm | Post# 11054

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} If you noticed I was not addressing you in my post, seeing as how you felt like 
you wanted to respond to what I said. Well that is the nature of this, any thread. And 
that means ANYONE! got it. Dont really care aout your motives for being here as well. we 
all have ower reasons. to each his own. Every one here will make there own desions on 
what works and doesnt work. You can make your own decisions and share them if you 
shose to do so. Are you getting the message! Please dont bother -or take the time to 



respond. Im not writing this to... 
And I was neither writing to antagonise anyone, you inclusive. Just saying my free and 
entitled opinion on issues I felt needed to be addressed. That's all. But unlike you, I do 
care about motive. And when it becomes glaringly obvious someone has very dark 
ulterior motives in some postings, I will certainly say something about it. Period. 

 

Kiads Oct 26, 2014 6:21pm | Post# 11055

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} And I was neither writing to antagonise anyone, you inclusive. Just saying my 
free and entitled opinion on issues I felt needed to be addressed. That's all. But unlike 
you, I do care about motive. And when it becomes glaringly obvious someone has very 
dark ulterior motives in some postings, I will certainly say something about it. Period. 

now i'm second yay.....  

 

LITEchild Oct 26, 2014 7:05pm | Post# 11056

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} now i'm second yay.....  

 

 

PiratePip Oct 26, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 11057

 
1 Attachment(s) 
To my under standing tz and rz are used in a markov chain theory based on the fact that 
97% of the market is recurrent and 3% is transient. Would this be the proper way to 
diagram the markov chain using the statement above? Or am I completely lost? 
t=transient zone 
r=recurrent zone 
 
i know that the chance a tz stays a tz is 3% that means the chance of it eventually 
becoming an RZ is 97%, but is it true that the chance of an RZ becoming a TZ is 3% and 
the chance of it staying an RZ is 97%? 
 
also does any one have a link to the study that shows this 97/3? I remember some one 
saying liquidgenius did it but I cant find it any where. 



 

 

hoss Oct 27, 2014 3:25am | Post# 11058

 
http://www.economics.adelaide.edu.au.../wp2000-06.pdf 
 
Some great reading on wavelets for us math heads out there. Could be the next step 
Eurusdd was referring to. Has the "almost surely" language in it as well. Great read. 

 

burnssss Oct 27, 2014 3:41am | Post# 11059

 
Quoting PiratePip 
To my under standing tz and rz are used in a markov chain theory based on the fact that 
97% of the market is recurrent and 3% is transient. Would this be the proper way to 
diagram the markov chain using the statement above? Or am I completely lost? 
t=transient zone r=recurrent zone i know that the chance a tz stays a tz is 3% that 
means the chance of it eventually becoming an RZ is 97%, but is it true that the chance 
of an RZ becoming a TZ is 3% and the chance of it staying an RZ is 97%? also does any 
one have a link to the study that shows this... 
No absorbent states 

 

PiratePip Oct 27, 2014 3:46am | Post# 11060

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} No absorbent states 
 
I get that and there aren't any absorbant states in the diagram. I am just wondering if I 
have the probabilities right for r become transient or staying recurrent(the circled ones). 

 

burnssss Oct 27, 2014 3:48am | Post# 11061



 
Quoting hoss 
http://www.economics.adelaide.edu.au.../wp2000-06.pdf Some great reading on 
wavelets for us math heads out there. Could be the next step Eurusdd was referring to. 
Has the "almost surely" language in it as well. Great read. 
In mathematical language often expressed quite often "almost certainly".  
The article is good. Maybe closer to "delay" 

 

hoss Oct 27, 2014 4:10am | Post# 11062

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} In mathematical language often expressed quite often "almost certainly". The 
article is good. Maybe closer to "delay" 
Agreed. Without trying to become a quant, I'm looking for simpler and more practical 
applications of this literature to what we are doing here now. 

 

Kiads Oct 27, 2014 5:35am | Post# 11063

 
where is everyone?  
everyone learns, everyone counts, everyone predicted, everyone shared, and sooner or 
later everyone is confused and in the end of day everyone arguing with each other..  
 

What a beautiful world...  

 

ephisi Oct 27, 2014 5:49am | Post# 11064

 
Quoting Kiads 

where is everyone? everyone learns, everyone counts, everyone predicted, everyone 
shared, and sooner or later everyone is confused and in the end of day everyone arguing 

with each other.. What a beautiful world...  

hahahahaha  i love your post kiads 

 

hilavoku Oct 27, 2014 5:58am | Post# 11065

 
Quoting Kiads 

where is everyone? everyone learns, everyone counts, everyone predicted, everyone 
shared, and sooner or later everyone is confused and in the end of day everyone arguing 

with each other.. What a beautiful world...  
I think you are right Kiads. Personally I'm in the first three phases you've listed and 
hoping that everything makes sense to me. At the moment I'm a little bit stuck with the 
calculation of the probability's. EURUSDD has given us some room to paraphrase the 
things he told us. So there is a sort of deviation amongst us on how to interpret and 
trade. That makes the thread difficult to read and I need to separate the basics from the 
more deeper/complex statements. I hope that in combining TZs with other strategy's like 

BO's, stochastic divergence, similarity I haven't to dig to deep into the mathematics.  
 
And besides. Its good for me that at the moment there isn't so much steam at the 
thread. Gives me more time for learning... 
 
see you 



hila 

 

Kiads Oct 27, 2014 6:05am | Post# 11066

 
Quoting hilavoku 

{quote} I think you are right Kiads. Personally I'm in the first three phases 
you've listed and hoping that everything makes sense to me. At the 
moment I'm a little bit stuck with the calculation of the probability's. 
EURUSDD has given us some room to paraphrase the things he told us. So 
there is a sort of deviation amongst us on how to interpret and trade. That 
makes the thread difficult to read and I need to separate the basics from 
the more deeper/complex statements. I hope that in combining TZs with 
other strategy's like BO's, stochastic divergence,... 

Yup... only if we can make it more easier with "just enjoy your loss and save your 

profit"...  

 

hilavoku Oct 27, 2014 6:14am | Post# 11067

 
English is my second language so I don't know if I'm understand you right. Think you are 
talking about the problem about when price will reach/revisit a zone after taking a trade. 
Personally I'm sure that I will suffer more losses then fxjay or others but with tight SLs 
and some MM it still will work. Don't want to be some kind of 'grid trader' and holding 

trades for days/weeks/months/forever...  

 

Kiads Oct 27, 2014 6:35am | Post# 11068

 
Quoting hilavoku 
English is my second language so I don't know if I'm understand you right. Think you are 
talking about the problem about when price will reach/revisit a zone after taking a trade. 
Personally I'm sure that I will suffer more losses then fxjay or others but with tight SLs 
and some MM it still will work. Don't want to be some kind of 'grid trader' and holding 

trades for days/weeks/months/forever...  
Don't be so serious My Friend.. take it easy, and take your time 
Never think of forex as a work to be done, but make it as a hobby that can be enjoyed  
 
Happy trading and best regards 
MTH 

 

adeforex Oct 27, 2014 6:36am | Post# 11069

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

where is everyone? everyone learns, everyone counts, everyone predicted, everyone 
shared, and sooner or later everyone is confused and in the end of day everyone arguing 

with each other.. What a beautiful world...  
I think this is what you get when you dont use what you are learning and getting from 
dissimilarities(transient zones) to improve on what you understood in fx before. It got to a 
time that i was getting confused, then i abandon the thread, re-study the way i used to 
understand the concept, add it again to my previous strategy, improved what i thought is 
needed, and putting it to testing either win or loss. Then i still make more money now, 



Though still in a testing state. I just added volume trading(which i posted the concept 2 
days ago) with the transient method now, with a little analysis, then it gets better. I never 
trade with either renko or volume before, but when i read on what i shared, i believe it can 
work for me. I believe renko can work for you because you used it with this method to 
improve on your self and i believe f-jay, that also challenged me also didnt trade totally on 
this method. He said he used it to improve his trading style and he still trade mainly from 
his major analysis. I think this is what a lot of traders supposed to do IMHO. 
THESE ARE THE LATEST RESULTS OF MY ANALYSIS TODAY, TOMMORROW WILL BE BETTER 
AS USUAL.I WILL SURELY GET THEIR. 

 

 

mehtabkk Oct 27, 2014 6:44am | Post# 11070

 
Quoting Kiads 
{image} {image} mth 
Kiads 
 
Will you please share this template and indicators? They look fascinating. :P 
 
Regards 

 

Kiads Oct 27, 2014 6:53am | Post# 11071

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
{quote} Kiads Will you please share this template and indicators? They look fascinating. 
:P Regards 
Hi My Friend, you can read my explanation here  
no need any template you can set your chart by yourself as you like. 
but don't forget that picture can tell you much more than words , and sometime tell you 

too much...  
So, think about what you see and try to see what you think  
 
MTH 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 27, 2014 7:06am | Post# 11072

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} make it as a hobby that can be enjoyed 
I agree with this but I think I'm enjoying it too much 

 

Kiads Oct 27, 2014 7:13am | Post# 11073

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} I agree with this but I think I'm enjoying it too much 
Lol.. yes My Friend, there's a lot of hobbies that can give you great income, and that i 
think 'ideal way of life' if you can reach it without any pressure of course.. 



 

mehtabkk Oct 27, 2014 7:20am | Post# 11074

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend, you can read my explanation here no need any template you can 
set your chart by yourself as you like. but don't forget that picture can tell you much 

more than words , and sometime tell you too much... So, think about what you see 
and try to see what you think MTH 
I understand you bro. I am doing the same 
 
 
Thanks 

 

tomitom Oct 27, 2014 8:34am | Post# 11075

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend, you can read my explanation here no need any template you can 
set your chart by yourself as you like. but don't forget that picture can tell you much 

more than words , and sometime tell you too much... So, think about what you see 
and try to see what you think MTH 
 
Kiads, thank you for your post. Unfortunately i could not understand exactly after reading 
your explaniation. ıf it is not private please can you give some tips to read chart? 
Thanks 

 

Rahimseven Oct 27, 2014 8:55am | Post# 11076

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For pondering and development. MM, trade entries, management and exits are your own 
secret. Decided to leave this nugget of info on the thread for those who may need a 
spark. This is but one understanding. Be careful as this is but a piece of the puzzle. 
 
Thanks for the kind PM's. 
 
7 
eureKa.pdf  

 

lakhan Oct 27, 2014 11:15am | Post# 11077

 
There is a 3% probability a zone is VALID. That means there is a 97% probability of that 
zone being........ 
If someone told you there is a 97% probability of you winning the lotto next week would 
you do? 
 
Lak 

 

kore2 Oct 27, 2014 11:40am | Post# 11078

 
Hey Guys, 
 
 



First of all thank you cfdtaleong, vlady1974, NorthTrader, and VVizlan for answering my 
question I asked about a week ago. 
 
It seems that you are right back to that question now. I didn`t say that time but what I 
had done was exactly the same you are discussing now. I used Sciurus` indicator to 
calculate the expected size of a possible transient zone and trade back to that zone if the 
zone seemed to be larger than average. That was the method I said would kill your 
account without a stoploss and unfortunately I didn`t manage to find a proper sl and tp 
to get a win rate more than 50%. 
The sad truth is that if you trade without sl you won`t survive neither a 93% win rate nor 
a 99% win rate. Without sl you need a 100% win rate. I`m almost a hundred percent 

sure about it  
 

Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Look at this chart, could be something worth exploring out {image} Thanks 

Sciurus for the channel  
 
juriFX, 
 
I`m experimenting with that channel you mentioned. Have you found out anything yet? 

 

kore2 Oct 27, 2014 11:48am | Post# 11079

 
Quoting lakhan 
There is a 3% probability a zone is VALID. That means there is a 97% probability of that 
zone being........ If someone told you there is a 97% probability of you winning the lotto 
next week would you do? Lak 
Hi Lak, 
 
I think it would be a better metaphor to say that you play your numbers on lottery week 
by week because you are 97% sure that those numbers would win. But you don`t know 
when. Maybe a year later. And you buy more than one lottery ticket. And you could go 
bankrupt while waiting for your lucky numbers. 

 

Elhemano1 Oct 27, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 11080

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Ok, I have read the posts, but I have one question. When you got these "Zones" on above 
and below.. What to do and what does i means? 

 



 

xixi Oct 27, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 11081

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
For pondering and development. MM, trade entries, management and exits are your own 
secret. Decided to leave this nugget of info on the thread for those who may need a 
spark. This is but one understanding. Be careful as this is but a piece of the puzzle. 
Thanks for the kind PM's. 7 {image} 
Thanks Rahim! Just read your post and skim through EURUSDD's posts again then 
something blows into my mind. I think I'm close to it... Now just need to work more on 
determining the best (h, k) and MM.  
 
Guys, one of the key is here! Find the RARE EVENT!!! 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} GOOD liquidgenius. Let me blow your mind now! If a bar has you rectangle then 
the probability the next one will have a rectangle is 0.00005463% on any time frame. 
NOW think what that means..... ONE THING: $$$$ 
 

 

Rahimseven Oct 27, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 11082

 
Quoting Elhemano1 
Ok, I have read the posts, but I have one question. When you got these "Zones" on 
above and below.. What to do and what does i means? {image} 
 
Focus on the first zone. IMO 
 
Also depends on how you would trade the zones 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 11083

 
Some of the responses here are misleading! You have to pay a lot of attention to 
Definition. 
The idea of a recurrent price is a global/universal concept with respect to a given 
probability measure. However, h-recurrent or h-transient is a local concept. 
Therefore, please do not mix recurrent with h-recurrent. 
If price is not hit-again with the next h-bars, price becomes h-transient. The story ends 
there. So, there is no need for people to talk about waiting forever or ..... 
 
It all depends on the h you set! 
 
EVEN if price is hit after(not within) the next h-bars, it is STILL h-transient!!!! 

 

vladutz112 Oct 27, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 11084

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Some of the responses here are misleading! You have to pay a lot of attention to 
Definition. The idea of a recurrent price is a global/universal concept with respect to a 
given probability measure. However, h-recurrent or h-transient is a local concept. 
Therefore, please do not mix recurrent with h-recurrent. If price is not hit-again with the 
next h-bar, price becomes h-transient. The story ends there. So, there is no need for 
people to talk about waiting forever or ..... It all depends on the h you set! 



 
 
hy eur/usd what i don't understand how do you know that a certain trade has a 
probability of over 90% to win?how to calculate that probability?and how do you do that 
in some post you say that if eur/usd doesn't reach a certain price in 2hours for example 
the probability is gone? i haven't found the answer anywhere 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 11085

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hi Lak, I think it would be a better metaphor to say that you play your numbers 
on lottery week by week because you are 97% sure that those numbers would win. But 
you don`t know when. Maybe a year later. And you buy more than one lottery 
ticket. And you could go bankrupt while waiting for your lucky numbers.  
Lack of understanding!!!! 

 

burnssss Oct 27, 2014 1:48pm | Post# 11086

 
This is my idea of transient/recurrent. 
I still working in some ideas but i want that the recurrent price solve in "h" bars. I still 
working in this. 
Than you very much 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 11087

 
Quoting vladutz112 
{quote} hy eur/usd what i don't understand how do you know that a certain trade has a 
probability of over 90% to win?how to calculate that probability?and how do you do that 
in some post you say that if eur/usd doesn't reach a certain price in 2hours for example 
the probability is gone? i haven't found the answer anywhere 
Those probabilities are not true probabilities but estimators of the true probabilities, 
however with a large sample size and theorems from probability and Ergodic theories, 
there are way to be sure you are close to the true probabilities. 
For example, recurrent theorems are ergodic theory are helpful. But you have to 
massage the data, something you can't do always. 

 

kore2 Oct 27, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 11088

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
Quoting Rahimseven 
My ramblings. I know much is covered in the thread already but... 97% recurrent is a 
STATISTIC that MUST be qualified and understood for SELF before placing live funds into the 
game. Once understood, you can do the magic of forecasting probability and building equity 
with confidence. Testing this statistic is KEY! Input h,k, a data set and a time-frame using 
Eurusdd's trading revisits, over the past 100 days, hours, minutes ...Whatever Prove the 
recurrent principle for self confidence and responsibility. Take note of the attitude of price in 
and... 
"Did price revisit the proposed recurrent area within h 97% of the time? yes?" 
 
No, it didn`t. We can see 109 bars on this picture. We can see 3 completed transient zones 
(blue ones). So it is more than 97%. But pice did not revisit the proposed recurrent area 
97% of the time. It did revisit it about 84% of the time. 
It is easy to calculate it. We have 19 potential transient zones (salmon) on this picture. And 
3 completed transient zones (blue). So what we have to calculate is 19:3 (instead of 
109:3). 
So it`s not 97% of the time but only about 84% of the time. 
 
Btw thanks a lot for your pdfs. 

 

kore2 Oct 27, 2014 1:54pm | Post# 11089

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Lack of understanding!!!! 
You are right. I am still searching and searching. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 11090

 
Quoting kore2 
{image}{quote} "Did price revisit the proposed recurrent area within h 97% of the time? 
yes?" No, it didn`t. We can see 109 bars on this picture. We can see 3 completed 
transient zones (blue ones). So it is more than 97%. But pice did not revisit the proposed 
recurrent area 97% of the time. It did revisit it about 84% of the time. It is easy to 
calculate it. We have 19 potential transient zones (salmon) on this picture. And 3 
completed transient zones (blue). So what we have to calculate is 19:3 (instead of 
109:3). So it`s not 97% of the time but... 



Your understanding of the whole concept is classically flawed. In fact, put the concept 
aside, your probability skills are bad. How can you use a few sample points of your chart 
to infer any sensible truth? 
 
You need to understand h-recurrent prices. Then you need to understand what almost-
surely means. then you need to understand how to calculate probabilities correctly 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 2:02pm | Post# 11091

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} You are right. I am still searching and searching. 
I tossed a coin and i got -H-H--H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H--T-T--H-H-H-H-H-H-
H-H. 
 
 
Those who said T must appear half of the time, are wrong! Is that a sound statement?. 
 
 
If you have not got this yet, then you cannot follow what will come later. 

 

kore2 Oct 27, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 11092

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Your understanding of the whole concept is classically flawed. In fact, put the 
concept aside, your probability skills are bad. How can you use a few sample points of 
your chart to infer any sensible truth? You need to understand h-recurrent prices. Then 
you need to understand what almost-surely means. then you need to understand how to 
calculate probabilities correctly 
You said: 
"Therefore, please do not mix recurrent with h-recurrent." 
 
That`s what I wanted to differentiate on that picture. 
So did I mess it up? 

 

Rahimseven Oct 27, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 11093

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} You said: "Therefore, please do not mix recurrent with h-recurrent." That`s 
what I wanted to differentiate on that picture. So did I mess it up? 
He was referring to earlier post 

 

metta87 Oct 27, 2014 2:16pm | Post# 11094

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} You are still posting rubbish as usual I can see. Buisness must be picking up. 
Posting account statements with an average of 3pips per trade??? What a joke! And 
completely contradicting everything about TZs and probabilities. I hope other less 
discerning traders will take the time to analyse your trades entries and exits and see that 
you obvious don't know what you're doing. Your account statement says 18 trades have 
been closed. You showed us 16! What were the losses like on the 2 trades you're 
hiding??? Look at the trading account statement... 
hello Lite, i Tried to look but i cant see the TE's you talked about, can someone help 



please ? 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 2:20pm | Post# 11095

 
The proof of proposition 1 is very technical and I do not believe it is important for us, 
unless you want to understand the math. What is important is this: the statement is 
independent of the PAIR you trade. Once the process is governed by human-emotions 
and bounded is a certain sense, the proposition will hold! 
Therefore, as more and more data .... in, we should get closer and closer to the truth! 
 
If you think it is wrong, disprove the proposition! 
Applying a theorem is a different matter all together. 

 

summicron Oct 27, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 11096

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I tossed a coin and i got -H-H--H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H--T-T--H-H-H-
H-H-H-H-H. Those who said T must appear half of the time, are wrong! Is that a sound 
statement? ... 
You tossed 20+ times here. But I guess if you toss 200, 2000 or 20000 times ... the 
chances a coin toss end up head or tail ... should approach 50-50? 

 

tomitom Oct 27, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 11097

 
Maybe k should be fibonacci numbers... 

 

vladutz112 Oct 27, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 11098

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Your understanding of the whole concept is classically flawed. In fact, put the 
concept aside, your probability skills are bad. How can you use a few sample points of 
your chart to infer any sensible truth? You need to understand h-recurrent prices. Then 
you need to understand what almost-surely means. then you need to understand how to 
calculate probabilities correctly 
did sunsaltwater understood correctly your concept? cuz he's the one that gave clear 
indication an the only one that made me understood what it's about the tz zones and you 
also said in one post that his explanations made your day but others seems that see him 
as a fraud 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 11099

 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} You tossed 20+ times here. But I guess if you toss 200, 2000 or 20000 times ... 
the chances a coin toss end up head or tail ... should approach 50-50? 
I used that example, to show the flaw in his argument. He used a few sample points on 
his chart to say 84% is more like it and not 97%+. 
 
That is why I said, you cannot say 50:50 is wrong from that 20 tosses. 

 



Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 2:28pm | Post# 11100

 
Quoting vladutz112 
{quote} did sunsaltwater understood correctly your concept? cuz he's the one that gave 
clear indication an the only one that made me understood what it's about the tz zones 
and you also said in one post that his explanations made your day but others seems that 
see him as a fraud 
I am not following this thread always, so maybe I missed his other posts. The one I read 
though was good! 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 11101

 
If you have a problem with k. 
Use this simple strategy: 
martingale. 
 
Go small first, if your k is wrong, get it right the second time in a recurrent zone! 
 

On most time frames, the actual k is not too large. so if your 
martingale strategy is good, you can recover within a recurrent 
zone!  
 

Almondeyed Oct 27, 2014 3:18pm | Post# 11102

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If you have a problem with k. Use this simple strategy: martingale. Go small first, if your 
k is wrong, get it right the second time in a recurrent zone! On most time frames, the 
actual k is not too large. so if your martingale strategy is good, you can recover within a 
recurrent zone! 
Dear Eurusdd welcome back, 
 
On the long run martingale is deadly. 
 
Can't we focus on historical data of these three variables by playing "h" values to find 
optimal "k"; 
1- Approaching ~3% transient zone percentage 
2- Mean width of transient zone (k) 
3- Probability of transient zone equal or less then k 
 
If transient zone is around 3% where k became smaller on mean with respect to 
alternative other h values and mean k value for this h covers large sum of (~90%) 
already occurred transient zone widths then we should be close to optimal h... 
 

Ooops i hope i could told what i thought... 

 

tashkent Oct 27, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 11103

 
martingale is a logical option to recover loss and make profit if one knows HOW to use it. 
It can be a constant component of an invincible system. if one does not know how to use 
the martingale, he must avoid it at any cost because it will kill the account faster than 
anything. this is all part of a trade management, which is absolutely the most important 
part of the trading. 



 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 11104

 
Quoting Almondeyed 
{quote} Dear Eurusdd welcome back, On the long run martingale is deadly. Can't we 
focus on historical data of these three variables by playing "h" values to find optimal "k"; 
1- Approaching ~3% transient zone percentage 2- Mean width of transient zone (k) 3- 
Probability of transient zone equal or less then k If transient zone is around 3% where k 
became smaller on mean with respect to alternative other h values and mean k value for 
this h covers large sum of (~90%) already occurred transient zone widths then we 

should be close to optimal h... ... 

I believe I said "if your martingale strategy is good....."  

 

vladutz112 Oct 27, 2014 4:16pm | Post# 11105

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I believe I said "if your martingale strategy is good....." 
since you are all on mathematics i wonder it's there a way to cover all the drawdown 
produced by a martingale strategy?sorry for my english 

 

metta87 Oct 27, 2014 4:17pm | Post# 11106

 
yes, if your martingale is good you will never lose, until you blow your account i guess 

 

Eurusdd Oct 27, 2014 4:28pm | Post# 11107

 
well. I will say nothing further. some of you believe that martingale means you don't use 
stop-loss. 
 
suppose you want to risk $100. you can set up a martingale strategy and still risk only 
$100. 
I will not comment on this again. It is like repeating yourself! 

 

Almondeyed Oct 27, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 11108

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
well. I will say nothing further. some of you believe that martingale means you don't use 
stop-loss. suppose you want to risk $100. you can set up a martingale strategy and still 
risk only $100. I will not comment on this again. It is like repeating yourself! 
now clear...sorry 

 

Barbaresco Oct 27, 2014 6:04pm | Post# 11109

 
Another way to see the concept: 
 
For a significant (conditional) # of candles: 
 
ATR in pts 
M1: 1.7 



M5: 4.2... ok, how about per minute: 0.84 
M15: 5.9... ok, how about per minute: 0.39 
 
Hey, that's weird... going up a tf has decreased relative movement per unit of time by 
almost half... what would need to occur for this to be true? And what about M1 - if we 
consider that the base tf, what is the relative incidence of recurrence? Can we use these 
ratios for anything? 

 

kprsa Oct 28, 2014 6:04am | Post# 11110

 
There are layers upon layers of stuff here. Even if you think you understand it all, take a 
break and read once again. 
 
k 

 

hilavoku Oct 28, 2014 6:51am | Post# 11111

 
Yepp. And is so demanding that I need to fight not to give up hope. I must disrupt 
continually reading the thread(s) and start only on understanding the concept so far and 
what has been given till now. 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 8:43am | Post# 11112

 
Really, this thread is very interesting... Usual support and resistance points are named as 
tz,k,h....etc...The more, if we ask someone about the system, answer is: look at 
threads... This answer is true because i only see support,resistance and pivot points, no 
more... 

 

Rahimseven Oct 28, 2014 9:18am | Post# 11113

 
Quoting tomitom 
Really, this thread is very interesting... Usual support and resistance points are named as 
tz,k,h....etc...The more, if we ask someone about the system, answer is: look at 
threads... This answer is true because i only see support,resistance and pivot points, no 
more... 
Seriously dude? 

 

Atihun Oct 28, 2014 9:21am | Post# 11114

 
Quoting tomitom 
Really, this thread is very interesting... Usual support and resistance points are named as 
tz,k,h....etc...The more, if we ask someone about the system, answer is: look at 
threads... This answer is true because i only see support,resistance and pivot points, no 
more... 

 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 9:23am | Post# 11115

 
Quoting Rahimseven 



{quote} Seriously dude? 
Yes DUDE 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 9:29am | Post# 11116

 
Quoting Atihun 

{quote}  

 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 9:39am | Post# 11117

 
The more, people started with cycle bars and later turned to tz-tr and now martingale 
strategy... Please DECIDE ... If you are talking about tz-tr. please tell me difference from 

pivots-support and resistance points. Oh sorry for asking, i have to read thread   

 

Neio Oct 28, 2014 9:44am | Post# 11118

 
Quoting tomitom 
The more, people started with cycle bars and later turned to tz-tr and now martingale 
strategy... Please DECIDE ... If you are talking about tz-tr. please tell me difference from 

pivots-support and resistance points. Oh sorry for asking, i have to read thread   
If you can't be bothered to take the time out to read and understand the thread then it is 
probably best that you just go on believing that we are talking about support/resistance 

and pivot points.  

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 9:48am | Post# 11119

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If you can't be bothered to take the time out to read and understand the thread 
then it is probably best that you just go on believing that we are talking about 

support/resistance and pivot points.  
I am sorry if i bothered someone. I am allways winner, just wanted to help... Please do 

not loose too much Sorry again. 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 9:54am | Post# 11120

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} If you can't be bothered to take the time out to read and understand the thread 
then it is probably best that you just go on believing that we are talking about 

support/resistance and pivot points.  
One more, you are talking about a ZONE... Where to start and where to finish... 
UNKNOWN except God and MM. If you are looking whole Picture, you can start 
martingale strategy in ZONE if you have a GOOD MARGIN. Thats all. If you are thinking 

about seeing future, you should be a good friend with MMs if you can meet.   

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 10:48am | Post# 11121

 



1 Attachment(s) 

I must say, TZs looks really good. I must thank EURUSDD again And thanks to all of 
those who summarized this concept really well. Special thanks to Rahimseven for an 
excellent PDF  
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} --- 

This is the way to trade TZs  

 
 
One thing I would like to point out when you guys calculate TZ probability, make sure you 
are actually comparing it to RZ bars. Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. So you must identify 
TZ and RZ bar separately in order to calculate probabilities properly. 

 

Neio Oct 28, 2014 11:15am | Post# 11122

 
Quoting saver0 

I must say, TZs looks really good. I must thank EURUSDD again And thanks to all of 
those who summarized this concept really well. Special thanks to Rahimseven for an 

excellent PDF {quote} This is the way to trade TZs {image} One thing I would like to 
point out when you guys calculate TZ probability, make sure you are actually comparing 
it to RZ bars. Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. So you must identify TZ and RZ bar 
separately in order to calculate probabilities properly. 
 
Looks great Saver but what is it showing? The level of recurrence in each pair over 
different timeframes? 

 



Rahimseven Oct 28, 2014 11:20am | Post# 11123

 
Quoting saver0 

I must say, TZs looks really good. I must thank EURUSDD again And thanks to all of 
those who summarized this concept really well. Special thanks to Rahimseven for an 

excellent PDF {quote} This is the way to trade TZs {image} One thing I would like to 
point out when you guys calculate TZ probability, make sure you are actually comparing 
it to RZ bars. Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. So you must identify TZ and RZ bar 
separately in order to calculate probabilities properly. 

Awesome!!! 
 
 
Thank you... 

 

kprsa Oct 28, 2014 11:26am | Post# 11124

 
Quoting saver0 
One thing I would like to point out when you guys calculate TZ probability, make sure 
you are actually comparing it to RZ bars. Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. So you must 
identify TZ and RZ bar separately in order to calculate probabilities properly. 
You can define a statistical frequency of whatever you want, and, with a sufficient 
number of samples, call it the empirical probability for the future such event. You do not 
have to compare it with anything to call it the probability. 

Quoting saver0 
Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. 
Please show an example.  
 
k 

 

Barbaresco Oct 28, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 11125

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Another way to see the concept: For a significant (conditional) # of candles: ATR in pts 
M1: 1.7 M5: 4.2... ok, how about per minute: 0.84 M15: 5.9... ok, how about per 
minute: 0.39 Hey, that's weird... going up a tf has decreased relative movement per unit 
of time by almost half... what would need to occur for this to be true? And what about M1 
- if we consider that the base tf, what is the relative incidence of recurrence? Can we use 
these ratios for anything? 
My point was that the indicators are looking at whole candles instead of price ranges 
which adds complexity with regard to individual trades, aka quantifying necessary limits 
for a particular setup. Probability is giving %'s with regard to the average candle, where 
a partially transient candle goes in the transient column, and candles with untradeable 
range go in the recurrent column. Working within those bounds, a quick and dirty way to 
glean more from the stats is by comparing avg candles. Hope that is more clear. 

 

Barbaresco Oct 28, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 11126

 
Quoting saver0 

I must say, TZs looks really good. I must thank EURUSDD again And thanks to all of 
those who summarized this concept really well. Special thanks to Rahimseven for an 



excellent PDF {quote} This is the way to trade TZs {image} One thing I would like to 
point out when you guys calculate TZ probability, make sure you are actually comparing 
it to RZ bars. Not all none TZ bars are RZ bars. So you must identify TZ and RZ bar 
separately in order to calculate probabilities properly. 
Cool chart - would love to know what is being represented... 

 

MetaCoder Oct 28, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 11127

 
I coded RevealWormhole for 4 different timeframe pairs: 

1. 1 minute and 5 minutes 
2. 5 minute and 15 minutes 
3. 15 minutes and 30 minutes 
4. 30 minutes and 1 hour 

You can control the K period values with external settings. The defaults are not 
necessarily the best so you can easily change them per your discretion. I'll post the EA 
source code later. 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 2:46pm | Post# 11128

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Looks great Saver but what is it showing? The level of recurrence in each pair 
over different timeframes? 
So for each currency and time frame, its showing how many pips away the nearest level 
is and the probability of it being hit based on TZ/RZ theory.  
 
As you can see, just like EURUSDD said, there are very high probable multiple levels in 
every timeframe most times going in both directions. 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 2:54pm | Post# 11129

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} You can define a statistical frequency of whatever you want, and, with a sufficient 
number of samples, call it the empirical probability for the future such event. You do not 
have to compare it with anything to call it the probability. {quote} Please show an example. 
k 
Sure, let me show you. 
 
All I'm saying is that people shouldn't take Confirmed Transient Bars: 122 of 10000 (1.22%) 
as if 98.78% of the bars are Recurring bars. Maybe everybody knows this already but it 
wasn't clear to me from the text I read so I just thought I should make the clarification 
before people who use the standard Transient_Zone indicator get mislead by the 
probabilities. 



 

 

Barbaresco Oct 28, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 11130

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} So for each currency and time frame, its showing how many pips away the 
nearest level is and the probability of it being hit based on TZ/RZ theory. As you can see, 
just like EURUSDD said, there are very high probable multiple levels in every timeframe 
most times going in both directions. 
Nice - and have your probabilities proved correct in forward live testing? 

 

PiratePip Oct 28, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 11131

 
hey guys i was wondering when doing mtf analysis do you use the same setting for H left 
& H right on every time frame? 

 

kprsa Oct 28, 2014 3:04pm | Post# 11132

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} My point was that the indicators are looking at whole candles instead of price 
ranges which adds complexity with regard to individual trades, aka quantifying necessary 
limits for a particular setup. Probability is giving %'s with regard to the average candle, 
where a partially transient candle goes in the transient column, and candles with 
untradeable range go in the recurrent column. Working within those bounds, a quick and 
dirty way to glean more from the stats is by comparing avg candles. Hope that is more 
clear. 
is - > can be defined by 
 
i agree with everything else. it is very easy to change the provided code of the RS 
indicator and compare the tz zone height to atr, certain number of pips or whatever 
measure of usefulness you have. you can also easily measure other useful things. if 
somebody finds this useful and performs this modification, one is welcome to share it 
here.  



 

i myself think that it is important to understand the world of the small.  
 
cheers,  
k 

 

Neio Oct 28, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 11133

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} So for each currency and time frame, its showing how many pips away the 
nearest level is and the probability of it being hit based on TZ/RZ theory. As you can see, 
just like EURUSDD said, there are very high probable multiple levels in every timeframe 
most times going in both directions. 
 
Sounds great! Congrats. Would be interested to see any results based on trades taken 
from this. 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 11134

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Nice - and have your probabilities proved correct in forward live testing? 

Just finished it last night. I'm making improvements to it now  
Testing already began. I placed 16 trades last night and today. All hit except for one. 
One I'm still waiting on one. I'm ready to hedge once the time gets close to the 
expiration. They were off of M1 for small pips like 3-10pips per trade.  
I will post here when I have done some extensive forward testing. You guys can make 
this too easily. I coded everything up in less than 12hrs including a new TZ/RZ indicator 
that measures the probabilities correctly.  
 
Good luck everybody! 

 

kprsa Oct 28, 2014 3:21pm | Post# 11135

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Sure, let me show you. All I'm saying is that people shouldn't take Confirmed 
Transient Bars: 122 of 10000 (1.22%) as if 98.78% of the bars are Recurring bars. 
Maybe everybody knows this already but it wasn't clear to me from the text I read so I 
just thought I should make the clarification before people who use the standard 
Transient_Zone indicator get mislead by the probabilities. {image} 
ok, thanks. i think that this particular zone is cleared on the right. however, even if it 
wouldn't be, it would not qualify to be h-transient for your choice of h, according to the 
definition 1. it is "cleared from the left hand side", as it were. so it would be considered a 
h-recurrent zone. the indicator is behaving correctly in this case.  
 
cheers,  
k 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 3:31pm | Post# 11136

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} ok, thanks. i think that this particular zone is cleared on the right. however, 



even if it wouldn't be, it would not qualify to be h-transient for your choice of h, 
according to the definition 1. it is "cleared from the left hand side", as it were. so it would 
be considered a h-recurrent zone. the indicator is behaving correctly in this case. cheers, 
k 
Yea, the indicator is fine in that sense. I just drew that as an example to show you a 
non-recurrent zone and its not a transient zone. Because you asked me to show you how 
non-transient zones may not be recurrent zones. So its the probabilities that people need 
to be careful with. If you just take the TZ indicators probability and subtract 100 from it 
and say thats the probability of recurrent zones, then it would be wrong. 

 

Kiads Oct 28, 2014 3:52pm | Post# 11137

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tomitom 
The more, people started with cycle bars and later turned to tz-tr and now martingale 
strategy... Please DECIDE ... If you are talking about tz-tr. please tell me difference from 

pivots-support and resistance points. Oh sorry for asking, i have to read thread

  
Nah.. you just need this..  
 

 

 

kprsa Oct 28, 2014 3:54pm | Post# 11138

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Yea, the indicator is fine in that sense. I just drew that as an example to show 
you a non-recurrent zone and its not a transient zone. Because you asked me to show 
you how non-transient zones may not be recurrent zones. So its the probabilities that 
people need to be careful with. If you just take the TZ indicators probability and subtract 
100 from it and say thats the probability of recurrent zones, then it would be wrong. 
i am sorry, i think that your understanding of the tz is not correct at this point in time. 
while i am happy that your trading is doing well, i would advise you to more carefully 
ponder the definition 1 and the proposition 1. i think this particular subject is covered in 
vlady's thread very well.  
 
cheers,  
k 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 11139

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} i am sorry, i think that your understanding of the tz is not correct at this point in 



time. while i am happy that your trading is doing well, i would advise you to more 
carefully ponder the definition 1 and the proposition 1. i think this particular subject is 
covered in vlady's thread very well. cheers, k 
I'm not going to argue or have a discussion of what theory is wrong or right. I maybe 
have my own theory that works according to stochastic probability theory. It actually 
seemed its the general populous of this thread that may not have understood the theory 
that was explained by EURUSDD correctly. But I'm actually thinking it's on a purpose that 
it became what it is... Which makes sense. We don't want everybody understanding the 
truth.. now do we? haha 
 
Anyways, if you think I'm wrong, then so be it. Maybe I am, or maybe it is you or maybe 

we are all right  
 
Since I am feeling so generous, I will highlight and point out the part that EURUSDD said 
that speaks of this. My indicator and dashboard is based on it, not what anybody is 
talking about or doing. What he said makes 100% perfect logical mathematical sense to 
me and to those of who I have discussed it with. 
 
EURUSDD: 
"Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the previous 
bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit 
within the next h bars because the probability that p is h-transient is very low. 
If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least 
one of the next h bars should hit p. 
This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that 
govern currency prices!!!" 
 
Good luck everybody! 

 

Barbaresco Oct 28, 2014 4:47pm | Post# 11140

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} I'm not going to argue or have a discussion of what theory is wrong or right. 
No need to break it down to right or wrong. If it gives a statistical edge, it's right! Can 
you divulge your own definition of a TZ/RZ? Are you working with conditional h or just 
looking at it a different way, i.e. perhaps your relevant time period looks to satisfy 3% 
TZ, and you work backward to find the corresponding h-range to make 3% hold? 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 11141

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Nah.. you just need this.. {image} 
Kiads, we see that you have this picture. Please do not share Picture of your equipments. 
Shortly (k)iads+ use it on your (t)ransient+(h)oles ahh sorry (z)ones... YES I found 

formula k+t+h+z  

 

Eurusdd Oct 28, 2014 6:26pm | Post# 11142

 
Quoting tomitom 
{quote} Kiads, we see that you have this picture. Please do not share Picture of your 
equipments. Shortly (k)iads+ use it on your (t)ransient+(h)oles ahh sorry (z)ones... YES 

I found formula k+t+h+z  



What is your problem dude? you are not contributing meaningfully,against or for the 
arguments presented here. 

 

vladutz112 Oct 28, 2014 6:35pm | Post# 11143

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What is your problem dude? you are not contributing meaningfully,against or for 
the arguments presented here. 
hy . can i reach you somehow? i want to show you something and to ask you a question 
that has nothing to do with this thread 

 

tomitom Oct 28, 2014 6:35pm | Post# 11144

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} What is your problem dude? you are not contributing meaningfully,against or for 
the arguments presented here. 
Eurusdd, first of all if i am dude, you are dude too. Second, thank you for your works 
here(i am extremely respectfull and appreciated but i do not care). Third, Look at up, 
what kiads( a kind of noob) sent me... 

 

MetaCoder Oct 28, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 11145

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MetaCoder 
I coded RevealWormhole for 4 different timeframe pairs: 1 minute and 5 minutes, 5 
minute and 15 minutes, 15 minutes and 30 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 hour. You can 
control the K period values with external settings. The defaults are not necessarily the 
best so you can easily change them per your discretion. I'll post the EA source code later. 
Here they are. My observation: 1min_5min generates a lot of noise. Maybe someone will 
figure out how to use that one to their advantage. 
 
RevealWormhole_1min_5min_01.mq4 
RevealWormhole_5min_15min_01.mq4 
RevealWormhole_15min_30min_01.mq4 
RevealWormhole_30min_1hr_01.mq4  

 

LITEchild Oct 28, 2014 7:51pm | Post# 11146

 
Quoting MetaCoder 
{quote} Here they are. My observation: 1min_5min generates a lot of noise. Maybe 
someone will figure out how to use that one to their advantage. {file} {file} {file} {file} 

 

 

Thoughts Oct 28, 2014 9:44pm | Post# 11147

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote}..Since I am feeling so generous, I will highlight and point out the part that 
EURUSDD said that speaks of this. My indicator and dashboard is based on it, not what 
anybody is talking about or doing. What he said makes 100% perfect logical 
mathematical sense to me and to those of who I have discussed it with. EURUSDD: "Now 
if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the previous bars 



never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars because the 
probability that p is h-transient is... 
Hey Saver0, Do you mean youre working with dynamic h values (i.e. different h values 
on the same time frame depending on price action) or its just the way you calculate 
probabilities thats different? Because its not quite clear how the zone you highlighted 
here (http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...15#post7829615) would not be an h-
recurrent one. I think this is what kprsa was trying to say. 
 
Kind Regards. 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 9:55pm | Post# 11148

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote}Hey Saver0, Do you mean youre working with dynamic h values (i.e. different h 
values on the same time frame depending on price action) or its just the way you 
calculate probabilities thats different? Because its not quite clear how the zone you 
highlighted here (http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...15#post7829615) would not 
be an h-recurrent one. I think this is what kprsa was trying to say. Kind Regards. 
Let me try to answer your question with another question. 
 
For the price at current bar at this moment to be recurrent or transient, doesn't matter, 
what conditional shall H bars ago must satisfy? 
When you answer that question correctly, you will understand what I was saying. 
 
In my example, I demonstrated a zone or price level(s) in blue that is not Recurrent or 
Transient with a H setting of 80 (80 is the width of the zone in bars). 
 

Green pips everybody!  

 

Thoughts Oct 28, 2014 10:22pm | Post# 11149

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Let me try to answer your question with another question. For the price at 
current bar at this moment to be recurrent or transient, doesn't matter, what 
conditional shall H bars ago must satisfy?(*1) When you answer that question 
correctly, you will understand what I was saying. In my example, I demonstrated a 
zone or price level(s) in blue that is not Recurrent or Transient with a H setting 

of 80 (*2) (80 is the width of the zone in bars). Green pips everybody!  
Thanks for replying Saver. Pardon me, the question at *1 isnt clear to me. 
 
The statement at *2 might be contentious for this reason: the price at a current moment 
temporarily qualifies as Transient if it has not been printed on the chart within the last H 
bars into the past, and is confirmed as Transient if it is not printed on the chart in the 
next future H bars. Isnt this what you understand by EURUSDD's proposition? I think all 
the prices in the zone you highlighted are printed at least once again on the chart within 
80 bars into the past or 80 bars into the future from each price in that zone? (which, I'd 
suppose, would make them all '80-recurrent') 

 

saver0 Oct 28, 2014 10:29pm | Post# 11150

 
Quoting Thoughts 
{quote}Thanks for replying Saver. Pardon me, the question at *1 isnt clear to me. The 
statement at *2 might be contentious for this reason: the price at a current moment 



temporarily qualifies as Transient if it has not been printed on the chart within the last H 
bars into the past, and is confirmed as Transient if it is not printed on the chart in the 
next future H bars. Isnt this what you understand by EURUSDD's proposition? I think all 
the prices in the zone you highlighted are printed at least once again on the chart within 
80 bars into the past... 
I will just reply with this again: 
EURUSDD: 
"Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the 
previous bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit 
within the next h bars because the probability that p is h-transient is very low. 
If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least 
one of the next h bars should hit p. 
This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that 
govern currency prices!!!" 
 
I can't do better than this other than to just give the answer to everybody out in the 
open. 

 

Thoughts Oct 28, 2014 10:39pm | Post# 11151

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} I will just reply with this again: EURUSDD: "Now if you get the h right for a 
given time frame and at the current price p, the previous bars never hit p, then 
probability is on your side for a hit within the next h bars because the probability that p 
is h-transient is very low. If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 
97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should hit p. This works in theory and in 
practice for any stochastic process similar to the ones that govern currency prices!!!" I 
can't do better than... 
Thanks Saver. Had a long day, I am tired, perhaps I do need some rest. I'll chew on what 
you said. 

 

Kiads Oct 28, 2014 11:13pm | Post# 11152

 
6 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tomitom 
{quote} Eurusdd, first of all if i am dude, you are dude too. Second, thank you for your 
works here(i am extremely respectfull and appreciated but i do not care). Third, Look at 
up, what kiads( a kind of noob) sent me... 
Lol.. it's best tools for you.., you can make up your mouth but more important make up 
your mind 

 
 
and create a nice.. 



 
 
and think for a while what the meaning of that.... 

 
 
until you can understand and see similarity on this.... 

 
 
or if you still don't get it you can ask for... 



 
 
or if you don't like the result you can say.. 

 
 
what a wonderful world.. 
MTH 

 

Sciurus Oct 28, 2014 11:37pm | Post# 11153

 
Anyone attempting to trade into potential transient zones without a solid framework 
should become familiar with the zigzag indicator, because that would basically be what 
you would be doing. Try this, attach the zigzag indicator and let its period = h. Then 
compare where the zigzag draws its legs to where the confirmed zones are. In theory, 
the zigzag will start a new leg whenever a new potential zone appears, and repaint 
whenever it is cleared to a lower low/higher high. 

 

Sciurus Oct 28, 2014 11:39pm | Post# 11154

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Lol.. it's best tools for you.., you can make up your mouth but more important 
make up your mind {image} and create a nice.. {image} and think for a while what the 
meaning of that.... {image} until you can understand and see similarity on this.... 
{image} or if you still don't get it you can ask for... {image} or if you don't like the 
result you can say.. {image} what a wonderful world.. MTH 

. The more I see from you the more I like you.  

 

NorthTrader Oct 29, 2014 12:25am | Post# 11155



 
Hello everyone, 
 
There seems to be a lot of debate and confusion about probabilities at the moment, both 
on this thread and vlady's thread. I admit that I don't have much background in this 
subject, and by the looks of it I'm not the only one. I think it would be really helpful to us 
all if someone who has a deep understanding of probability could explain, as simply as 
possible, which assumption is right and which one isn't. Or are they both right? I know it 
might not really matter, so long as our trades work, and this isn't a classroom and no 
one's obliged to teach us anything. But I think it would benefit the thread a lot. 
 
So here goes. This is my question: 
 
1. Assume we have 1000 bars of data (this is just an example, I know sample size should 
be much larger than this). 
2. Assume that h=5, where h is the number of bars before and after the middle bar. So 
total width of h-zone is 11 (including the middle bar). 
3. Assume that within these 1000 bars, 970 are h-recurrent. That is, the entire price 
range of the middle bar is "touched " by at least one other bar within the h-zone. 
4. Therefore, 30 bars are h-transient. That is, one or more prices within the price range 
of the middle bar are not "touched" by any of the other bars within the h-zone. 
5. Therefore, 97% bars of the sample belong to the h-recurrent group, and 3% of the 
bars belong to the h-transient group. 
6. Therefore, the empirical probability of any bar being h-recurrent is 97%. 
 
So far so good, right? I think most all of us will agree with this up to now. 
 
7. Next, let's split the h-recurrent group unto 3 sub-groups: 
- i) h-left-recurrent (middle bar prices only touched by bar(s) to the left) 
- ii) h-right-recurrent (middle bar prices only touched by bar(s) to the right) 
- iii) h-fully-recurrent (middle bar prices touched by bars to the left AND right) 
 
8. Let's assume that the bar counts of these sub-groups are as follows: 
- i) h-left-recurrent = 180 bars 
- ii) h-right-recurrent = 110 bars 
- iii) h-fully-recurrent = 680 bars 
 
9. Therefore, the empirical probability of any bar belonging to the following groups is: 
- i) h-left-recurrent = 18% 
- ii) h-right-recurrent = 11% 
- iii) h-fully-recurrent = 68% 
- iv) h-transient = 3% 
 
10. This gives us a total of 100%, as expected. 
 
So far so good? I'm assuming it's OK to include the h-transient group with the other 
three, even though it's not a sub-group? 
 
So, all this is leading up to my big question: 
 
11. Assume that you are looking at a middle bar and you can't see what's to the right of 
it (like in real trading). 
12. Assume that the middle bar is h-left-transient (some prices not touched within h bars 
to the left). 
13. Therefore, after h bars to the right, this middle bar will belong to one of two groups: 
- i) h-right-recurrent, OR 
- ii) h-transient 



 
(it's impossible for it to belong to the h-left-recurrent or h-fully-recurrent groups) 
 
Finally, assume that you want to calculate the probability of this middle bar becoming h-
right-recurrent. What do you do? I think there are two options: 
 
A) Since the total number of bars it could turn into is 140 (110 h-right-recurrent + 30 h-
transient), then the probability is 110 / 140 = 78.5%, OR 
 
B) Since it will also turn into either the larger h-recurrent group (970 bars) or the h-
transient group (30 bars), then the probability is 970 / 1000 = 97%. 
 
This is my dilema. Which calculation is correct? They can't both be correct, can they? Or 
do you take an average of the two? 
 
I'm inclined to think that (A) makes more sense logically, but I could be wrong of course. 
 
Thanks for reading this and sorry if it isn't clear. I'm looking forward to the explanation. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 2:06am | Post# 11156

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Hello everyone, There seems to be a lot of debate and confusion about probabilities at 
the moment, both on this thread and vlady's thread. I admit that I don't have much 
background in this subject, and by the looks of it I'm not the only one. I think it would be 
really helpful to us all if someone who has a deep understanding of probability could 
explain, as simply as possible, which assumption is right and which one isn't. Or are they 
both right? I know it might not really matter, so long as our trades work, and this isn't a 
classroom and no one's... 

This is how you ask a question properly! 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 2:21am | Post# 11157

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Sciurus 
Anyone attempting to trade into potential transient zones without a solid framework should 
become familiar with the zigzag indicator, because that would basically be what you would 
be doing. Try this, attach the zigzag indicator and let its period = h. Then compare where 
the zigzag draws its legs to where the confirmed zones are. In theory, the zigzag will start a 
new leg whenever a new potential zone appears, and repaint whenever it is cleared to a 
lower low/higher high. 
Yup, your Recurrence Indi and my Zigzag Marked Indi... 
 



 
 

 

 

tomitom Oct 29, 2014 2:26am | Post# 11158

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Lol.. it's best tools for you.., you can make up your mouth but more important 
make up your mind {image} and create a nice.. {image} and think for a while what the 
meaning of that.... {image} until you can understand and see similarity on this.... 
{image} or if you still don't get it you can ask for... {image} or if you don't like the 
result you can say.. {image} what a wonderful world.. MTH 

Kiad's new toys, equipments and fantasies...  Send more, i will help you! 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 29, 2014 2:49am | Post# 11159

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting NorthTrader 
A) Since the total number of bars it could turn into is 140 (110 h-right-recurrent + 30 h-
transient), then the probability is 110 / 140 = 78.5%, OR 
 
B) Since it will also turn into either the larger h-recurrent group (970 bars) or the h-
transient group (30 bars), then the probability is 970 / 1000 = 97%. 
 
This is my dilema. Which calculation is correct? They can't both be correct, can they? Or do 
you take an average of the two? I'm inclined to think that (A) makes more sense logically, 
but I could be wrong of course. Thanks for reading this and... 
Hi, I believe A is correct. B feels like it's double implementing the premises to a bar that's in 
the past or something.. that's probably not a good way to explain it but I think it's using bad 
logic. 
 
Attached is an example of what I think you're trying to get at, with the yellow arrow 
designating the bar that we're looking at.  
 
Now, if you try to apply possibility B to this, you'll see that it just doesn't make sense. Part 
of the "Larger recurrent group" requires that it be of the following possibilities: 



Quoting NorthTrader 
- i) h-left-recurrent 
- ii) h-right-recurrent 
- iii) h-fully-recurrent 
You'll notice that the bar that we're looking at can't possible be left recurrent OR fully 
recurrent. 
 
Hopefully this answers your question, I've been misreading a lot of things lately X.x 

 

 

kprsa Oct 29, 2014 4:59am | Post# 11160

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Hello everyone 
one should just simply measure in the past the relative frequency of what is now going 
on. to do this, you find the number of same situation N in the past, and measure the 
number of times it was a certain type of outcome, say N1, and calculate the relative 
frequency of this to be f=N1/N. Than you say that if there is a sufficient number of 
situations where this outcome has happened, you have your probability p=h. this is all 
you need to do. 
 
in your case you would be looking at all the "potential" h-transient zones in the past, and 
let us say that there were N such zones/bars in the past, count how many times *in 
those cases* the zone became recurrent within the following h bars, call this number N1, 
and then look at your relative frequency/statistical probability N1/N.  
 
in the recurrence statistic indy this quantity is called the "probability of fully resolving a 
potential transient/fractal zone", dependent on the whether you are looking at the mid-
bar or end-of-bar zone.  
 
k 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 5:18am | Post# 11161

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} one should just simply measure in the past the relative frequency of what is now 
going on. to do this, you find the number of same situation N in the past, and measure 



the number of times it was a certain type of outcome, say N1, and calculate the relative 
frequency of this to be f=N1/N. Than you say that if there is a sufficient number of 
situations where this outcome has happened, you have your probability p=h. this is all 
you need to do. in your case you would be looking at all the "potential" h-transient zones 
in the past, and let us... 
Now to be close to the true probability p, you can add all time frames and even all pairs. 
The mt4 platform can take about 250000 bars for a given time-frame. If you do your 
homework well you should be dealing with approximately 23,000,000 bars. That is very 
close to enough data. 
The truth is real! How you apply it is another matter. 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 5:41am | Post# 11162

 
How "p" is properly calculate unknown. By using relative frequencies gives an 
approximation of a given pattern, but not the actual probability of that pattern. 
A "HHHB {H}" can have a relative frequency of 800 occurrences 
"HHHB {B}" can have a relative frequency of 120 occurrences. 
By frequency you know " HHHB{H}" is most likely due to the occurrences but that's not 
the real likelihood that "HHHB{H}" happen. 
Is that correct? 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 6:36am | Post# 1

2 Attachment(s) 

The sub-sequence theorem: 
When you have constructed a partial DNA for your currency pair; the following
theorem is extremely useful for spotting market trends embedded within the 
DNA. In fact, what it actually reveals to you is the following truth: Trends exis

everywhere.
It will hold and so you can analyse each bar.... 



 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 6:45am | Post# 11164

 
You can choose what your sequence of real numbers will be : value of 
HIGH/LOW.CLOSE/OPEN maybe. I am sure you can see the gold in there. 

 

kprsa Oct 29, 2014 6:51am | Post# 11165

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The sub-sequence theorem 

Whoa. There goes another month...  
Thanks for sharing! 

Quoting Eurusdd 
For example... 

Whoa.  
 
k 

 

Zelo Oct 29, 2014 6:53am | Post# 11166

 
Thank you for your The similarity system thread, Eurusdd. 
 

I learn a lot from you. You are a great teacher.  
 
 

The sub-sequence theorem seen like the hardest thing to digest for now.  



 

Atihun Oct 29, 2014 6:58am | Post# 11167

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. The on the daily chart of 
you set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the 
last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there 
must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be 
above 1.2522 or below 1.2211. Just two options. 

 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 7:02am | Post# 11168

 
Uffff, very powerful.  

I have no words . 

 

Trader7 Oct 29, 2014 7:08am | Post# 11169

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Yup, your Recurrence Indi and my Zigzag Marked Indi... {image}  
 
Kiads, 
 
Your Zigzag chart is very informative as usual. I have been following your writings and 
charts for some time now 
and am really appreciative of your insights and your ability to make things easily 

understood.  
 
I did a search for your "Zigzag Marked Indi" but failed to get any result for the indicator 
for downloading. 
 
Could you please let me know if it is available and where. Thank you and keep up the 
good work. I look forward 

to your next brilliance.   

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 7:11am | Post# 11170

 
The subsequence is the key step to revolution. The subsequence theorem can allow you 
to zero in on the market, if you have the time to look for those sequences. 

 

hilavoku Oct 29, 2014 7:14am | Post# 11171

 
Can't see where the 1.2522 comes from... (typo?) 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 7:19am | Post# 11172

 
Quoting hilavoku 
Can't see where the 1.2522 comes from... (typo?) 
you are right. it is 1.2222. I changed it. TYPO 



 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 7:21am | Post# 11173

 
Quoting burnssss 

Uffff, very powerful. I have no words . 
Yes Burnsss. powerful 

 

Zelo Oct 29, 2014 7:23am | Post# 11174

 
Thank you, Eurusdd. 

I start to understand your sub-sequence theorem and i start to see some light  

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 7:26am | Post# 11175

 
This theorem is not mine. There are about 22 different proofs of the theorem. If it is true 
- I cannot say till I prove it myself - then it is the most powerful tool apart from TZ that I 
have presented here. 
This theorem means MONEY, if true! 
 
The truth of the statement depends on what they mean by subsequence. If they mean a 
sequence defined linearly on n then I will say there are cases where it is not true. If they 
allow any possible sequence on n then, yes it is true. 
 
So, if the latter is the case then there is one more option for the example I gave. Still it 
is a powerful tool. 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 7:36am | Post# 11176

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. The on the daily chart if 
you set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the 
last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there 
must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be 
above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. Just two options. 
And why the high of the next bar can not be between 1.2222 and 1.2211? 
 
Imagine candle with the high at 1.2222 closes at 1.2215. Why the next candle (opening 
at 1.2215) can not have a high at 1.2220? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 29, 2014 7:41am | Post# 11177

 
Thanks Captain!  
 
(Exhales) 
Bloody hell this is INTENSE!!  
LOL 
 
There is so much power in this I can't even begin to start.... 
Glad I was sipping coffee whilst I read that. It is absolutely beyond me at the moment.... 
except for the example. 



 
K, I will definitely need your help!! 

 

hilavoku Oct 29, 2014 7:42am | Post# 11178

 
I asked myself if Xi1 , Xi2 , ... are consecutive prices or just picked at starting point Xi1 
and then jumping from one higher price to the next higher price within the co-domain. ... 
 
PS: I've just read your last post EURUSDD. I think you are asking yourself the same 

thing.  

 

Atihun Oct 29, 2014 7:43am | Post# 11179

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Thanks Captain! (Exhales) Bloody hell this is INTENSE!! LOL There is so much power in 
this I can't even begin to start.... Glad I was sipping coffee whilst I read that. It is 
absolutely beyond me at the moment.... except for the example. K, I will definitely need 
your help!! 
try to put the numbers from the expample into the theorem.. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 7:45am | Post# 11180

 
without any calculation I have already/only 2 options in anytime 
up or down 

Quoting Eurusdd 
For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. The on the daily chart if 
you set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the 
last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there 
must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be 
above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. Just two options. 
 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 7:46am | Post# 11181

 
Quoting vlady1974 

Thanks Captain! (Exhales) Bloody hell this is INTENSE!! LOL There is so much power in 
this I can't even begin to start.... Glad I was sipping coffee whilst I read that. It is 
absolutely beyond me at the moment.... except for the example. K, I will definitely need 
your help!! 
Please refute this 
 
" 
And why the high of the next bar can not be between 1.2222 and 1.2211? 
 
Imagine candle with the high at 1.2222 closes at 1.2215. Why the next candle (opening 
at 1.2215) can not have a high at 1.2220? 
" 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 7:47am | Post# 11182



 
"linearly" 

Quoting Eurusdd 
This theorem is not mine. There are about 22 different proofs of the theorem. If it is true 
- I cannot say till I prove it myself - then it is the most powerful tool apart from TZ that I 
have presented here. This theorem means MONEY, if true! The truth of the statement 
depends on what they mean by subsequence. If they mean a sequence defined linearly 
on n then I will say there are cases where it is not true. If they allow any possible 
sequence on n then, yes it is true. So, if the latter is the case then there is one more... 
 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 7:47am | Post# 11183

 
1 Attachment(s) 

My version applicable to trading::: 

 
 
NOTE: The theorem is most powerful if subsequences - in the definition, is defined linearly 
on n. But in this case I have a problem with a theorem for which there are 22 different 
proofs. 

 

kprsa Oct 29, 2014 7:48am | Post# 11184

 
Quoting vlady1974 
K, I will definitely need your help!! 

If I don't get a heart attack today, I am there for you!  
 
k 

 



Bartleby Oct 29, 2014 7:48am | Post# 11185

 
puh thats deep..i´m sure most people (myself included) havent really figured out 
transient/recurrent to trade profitable.  
 

Looks like i have to rent a mathematician to trade for me...  

 

Atihun Oct 29, 2014 7:49am | Post# 11186

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} Please refute this " And why the high of the next bar can not be between 1.2222 
and 1.2211? Imagine candle with the high at 1.2222 closes at 1.2215. Why the next 
candle (opening at 1.2215) can not have a high at 1.2220? " 
because he choose n=2 and the sub sequnce needs to be n+1 so 3 higher highs or 
contradiction 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 7:52am | Post# 11187

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} because he choose n=2 and the sub sequnce needs to be n+1 so 3 higher highs 
or contradiction 
I meant if that is impossible in market. Is it impossible for price to make a high at 
1.2220? 

 

Sciurus Oct 29, 2014 7:53am | Post# 11188

 
OK, Now I'm awake! 

 

Atihun Oct 29, 2014 7:53am | Post# 11189

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I meant if that is impossible in market. Is it impossible for price to close at 
1.2220? 
i think we are looking at highs only.in the example atleast. but you can do it for 
lows/close/open too. but mixing isnt allowed. 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 7:54am | Post# 11190

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} i think we are looking at highs only.in the example atleast. but you can do it for 
lows/close/open too. but mixing isnt allowed. 
Sorry I meant high 
 
He is misundestanding the theorem. What the theorem assumes, is that you can always 
find a n+1 subsequence and it doesn't need to be sorted 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erd%C5%...ekeres_theorem  

 



Atihun Oct 29, 2014 7:57am | Post# 11191

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} Sorry I meant high 
if we would have a close below maybe n will be extended means if n was 2 it should be 3 
so n²+1 10 and n+1 4 so two new highs within 9 candles or two lows(or lower highs)?? 
just thinking loud. 

 

hilavoku Oct 29, 2014 8:00am | Post# 11192

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
My version applicable to trading::: {image} 
Okay. Then the subset B isn't a series of consecutive prices. But then when I look at the 
example, price could be everywhere to either form a n+1 de- or increasing sequence. 

 
 
PS: Ah. David. This would make sense. So the prices within a sequence are not from 
consecutive bars. But then I can't see the power of the theorem. Puuuhhhh. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 8:06am | Post# 11193

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} Sorry I meant high He is misundestanding the theorem. What the theorem 
assumes, is that you can always find a n+1 subsequence and it doesn't need to be sorted 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erd%C5%...ekeres_theorem  
Well I never said something had to be sorted. In fact, I think I posted a revision, using a 
set for the subsequence so that the problem of sorting out is eliminated. 
 
Even in this case, one can make use of it. So, please read what I said carefully. 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 8:06am | Post# 11194

 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} if we would have a close below maybe n will be extended means if n was 2 it 
should be 3 so n²+1 10 and n+1 4 so two new highs withing 9 candles or two lows(or 
lower highs)?? just thinking loud. 
when you have 0 1 2 3 4 5 , and n=2 you always can find a subsequence of 3 either 
increasing or decreasing but it doesnt have to be 0-1-2 or 2-3-4 or 3-4-5 it can be 0-2-5 
or 1-3-4 or 0-4-5 so you can not predict that high must finish below or above something 
because a different unsorted sequence can be found without the need of the last point 
going below or above something 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 8:06am | Post# 11195

 
Fractal ? 
n =1 An²+1 = 3 
n =2 An²+1 = 5 
n =3 An²+1 = 7 

etc....  
MTH 

 



DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 8:07am | Post# 11196

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Well I never said something had to be sorted. In fact, I think I posted a revision, 
using a set for the subsequence so that the problem of sorting out is eliminated. Even in 
this case, one can make use of it. So, please read what I said carefully. 
ok 
 
But then, your example with 1.2211 is wrong 
 
I read very carefully this and it's WRONG 
 

"For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. 
The on the daily chart if you set n=2 then you need to look in the 
DNA for 5 bars. 
Let us suppose the highs of the last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 
1.2211, 1.2222, ????? 

What will be ????? 
 

Since there must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, 
the high of the next bar must be above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. 
 

Just two options."  

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 8:11am | Post# 11197

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} when you have 0 1 2 3 4 5 , and n=2 you always can find a subsequence of 3 
either increasing or decreasing but it doesnt have to be 0-1-2 or 2-3-4 or 3-4-5 it can be 
0-2-5 or 1-3-4 or 0-4-5 so you can not predict that high must finish below or above 
something because a different unsorted sequence can be found without the need of the 
last point going below or above something 

The power of the theorem lies in this observation. 
For a given n, look in the DNA for a set of n^2 distinct real 
numbers forming some sequence that ends on the current 
number you are interested in. That is, if we include the current 
number, we should have n^2+1 distinct elements. Now, if you set 
does not have an n+1-increasing or n+1-decreasing 
subsequence; find the lowest and the highest value in your set. 
The number you are interested in should be above the highest or 
below the lowest value! 
 

The problem reduces to finding that n^2 set of distinct numbers 
with no n+1-increasing or n+1-decreasing subsequence. The if your current number is 
different from the n^2, it should create the sequence you are after. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 8:14am | Post# 11198



 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting DavidRP 

{quote} ok But then, your example with 1.2211 is wrong I read very carefully 
this and it's WRONG "For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of 
bars. The on the daily chart if you set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA 
for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 
1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there must be a decreasing or 
increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be above 1.2222 or 
below 1.2211. Just two options." 

I really do not get your problem. This example is for a the case where the sequence is listed 
and subsequence defined linearly on n. Lol. What is your stress. the application of the 
theorem or the special case i represented? 
That is why I stated the theorem in the form below so that sorting out is eliminated. 

 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 8:17am | Post# 11199

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The power of the theorem lies in this observation. For a given n, look in the DNA 
for a set of n^2 distinct real numbers forming some sequence that ends on the current 
number you are interested in. That is, if we include the current number, we should have 
n^2+1 elements. Now, if you set does not have an n+1-increasing or n+1-decreasing 
subsequence; find the lowest and the highest value in your set. The number you are 
interested in should be above the highest or below the lowest value! 
Wrong again 
 
with your example above 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, xxxxx 
 
the last number could be 1.2220 and then you have a decreasing subsequence: 
1.2566-1.2222-1.2220. That is was the theorem says. Nothing says that the last 
number has to be above 1.22111 and 1.2222  

 



Atihun Oct 29, 2014 8:18am | Post# 11200

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I really do not get your problem. This example is for a the case where the 
sequence is listed and subsequence defined linearly on n. Lol. What is your stress. the 
application of the theorem or the special case i represented? 
should n be randomly choosen? what if we combine with h. a tz is formed after 15 
candles we have n=4. we have 4 increasing highs. 
what should happen to the tz? 

 

vlady1974 Oct 29, 2014 8:21am | Post# 11201

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} Please refute this " And why the high of the next bar can not be between 1.2222 
and 1.2211? Imagine candle with the high at 1.2222 closes at 1.2215. Why the next 
candle (opening at 1.2215) can not have a high at 1.2220? " 
I don't understand the maths at all. 
 
But this is what I have been able to decipher - and I come to no conclusions, just feeding 
in the numbers: 
 
Data: 
Highs of 4 bars: 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222 
Domain = [n sqred + 1]  
Subsequence = [n + 1] 
 
If we set n = 2 then  
Domain = 2 squared + 1 = 5 
Subsequence = 2 + 1 = 3 
 
Reading this example yields this experiment.... 
Increasing Subsequence:  
1.2344, 1.2566 
1.2211, 1.2222 
that's 2 increasing subsequences, taking the given order 
 
Decreasing Subsequence: 
1.2566, 1.2211 
1.2566, 1.2222 
1.2344, 1.2222 
1,2344, 1.2211 
that's 4 decreasing subsequences, taking the given order 

 

DavidRP Oct 29, 2014 8:23am | Post# 11202

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I don't understand the maths at all. But this is what I have been able to 
decipher - and I come to no conclusions, just feeding in the numbers: Data: Highs of 4 
bars: 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222 Domain = [n sqred + 1] Subsequence = [n + 1] If 
we set n = 2 then Domain = 2 squared + 1 = 5 Subsequence = 2 + 1 = 3 Reading this 
example yields this experiment.... Increasing Subsequence: 1.2344, 1.2566 1.2211, 
1.2222 that's 2 increasing subsequences, taking the given... 
vlad take a look of my last post. it's clear the subsequence has not be sorted, so the last 
high can have many many values between the others values. 



 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 8:24am | Post# 11203

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} If I don't get a heart attack today, I am there for you! k 

I will restart your heart with Orid's tools if I have too Will I be needing more textbooks 

on math  
 
Er what topic of math does this fall under exactly? You know like probabilities, linear 
algebra or something? 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 8:26am | Post# 11204

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I really do not get your problem. This example is for a the case where the sequence 
is listed and subsequence defined linearly on n. Lol. What is your stress. the application of 
the theorem or the special case i represented? That is why I stated the theorem in the 
form below so that sorting out is eliminated. {image} 
Please Sir EURUSDD, for the shake of my signature bellow..  
do you see in my example picture here,any of implementation of your mentioned theorem.. 
? 
 

 
 
Thanks in advance for your plain English explanations 
MTH 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 8:26am | Post# 11205

 
The real reason for submitting this is to find a probabilistic 
statement for a listed sequence where all sub-sequences in the 
statement are also listed. 
If the probability is high enough, game on!!!  



 

vlady1974 Oct 29, 2014 8:31am | Post# 11206

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} I will restart your heart with Orid's tools if I have too Will I be needing more 

textbooks on math Er what topic of math does this fall under exactly? You know like 
probabilities, linear algebra or something? 
CFD from what I'm gathering, it's a branch off the study of real numbers or Real Analysis 
which has a shitload of branches that I can hang myself from. 
It's complex stuff that can be applied to computer science, graphics.... heck even a 
"Happy Ending"! For real! (no pun) 
 

 

 

kprsa Oct 29, 2014 8:33am | Post# 11207

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The real reason for submitting this is to find a probabilistic statement for a listed 
sequence where all sub-sequences in the statement are also listed. If the probability is 
high enough, game on!!! 
Fully agreed and understood! 
Thanks! 
k 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 8:33am | Post# 11208

 
Not all subsequences meet this condition, hence the probability is deduced 

 

kprsa Oct 29, 2014 8:37am | Post# 11209

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} I will restart your heart with Orid's tools if I have too Will I be needing more 

textbooks on math Er what topic of math does this fall under exactly? You know like 
probabilities, linear algebra or something? 

Haha, I can return the "favour" by recommend some mean books!  
Yeah, probabilities! 
 
k 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 8:41am | Post# 11210

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I will come back in the future with my findings. Thank you all. 



 

 

Porkpie Oct 29, 2014 8:41am | Post# 11211

 
Quoting tomitom 
{quote} I am allways winner. 
I am sure you are. Now go back to beating up your wife. Don't you just love the Turks! 

Love em...   

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 8:44am | Post# 11212

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Please Sir EURUSDD, for the shake of my signature bellow.. do you see in my 
example picture here,any of implementation of your mentioned theorem.. ? {image} Thanks 
in advance for your plain English explanations MTH 
 

Pleaseeee.....  
 

 
 
MTH 

 



tashkent Oct 29, 2014 8:52am | Post# 11213

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
without any calculation I have already/only 2 options in anytime up or down {quote} 
absolutely irrelevant statement. it is not about "up or down". EURUSDD is talking about 
the SEQUENCE (and its theory) - the core of any trend. 
do yourself a favor - be recurrent and you have 97% chance of getting what is explained 
to you. 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 8:56am | Post# 11214

 
if its %97 reccurent why dont go & make millions & spending your time here for funny 
applications 
%97 go and dot it 

Quoting tashkent 
{quote} absolutely irrelevant statement. it is not about "up or down". EURUSDD is 
talking about the SEQUENCE (and its theory) - the core of any trend. do yourself a favor 
- be recurrent and you have 97% chance of getting what is explained to you. 
 

 

tashkent Oct 29, 2014 8:58am | Post# 11215

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
if its %97 reccurent why dont go & make millions & spending your time here for funny 
applications %97 go and dot it {quote} 

 
 
peace 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 8:58am | Post# 11216

 
in mt thread I have explained wht is the real probility  
its not even %50 whats in your hand 
 
now before that blow a new one show up 
 
GOD bless you 

Quoting MAM.Trader 
if its %97 reccurent why dont go & make millions & spending your time here for funny 
applications %97 go and dot it {quote} 
 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 8:59am | Post# 11217

 
assume that I am stupid dummy 
can you please explain what is so strong about it 
 
please explain me  
Quoting burnssss 



Uffff, very powerful. I have no words . 
 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 9:00am | Post# 11218

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} absolutely irrelevant statement. it is not about "up or down". EURUSDD is 
talking about the SEQUENCE (and its theory) - the core of any trend. do yourself a favor 
- be recurrent and you have 97% chance of getting what is explained to you. 
Haha, like that. Leave them alone. When we find something substantial later on, they will 
come running back. I will work on that probability and get back to you. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 9:04am | Post# 11219

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
assume that I am stupid dummy can you please explain what is so strong about it please 
explain me {quote} 
Let him be. Full member of the house. consistent! 

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 9:05am | Post# 11220

 
you are missleading people here 
but they are tend to misslead so you do 
no blame on you 
 
nothing will show up fantastic. I guarantee you from today 
its just a sequental theorem then can give you compare with the actual price action to 
give you probability  
fair 
 
quantative traders using hunders of smiliar algorithms to build up a money making one 
 
GL 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Haha, like that. Leave them alone. When we find something substantial later on, 
they will come running back. I will work on that probability and get back to you. 
 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 9:06am | Post# 11221

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} CFD from what I'm gathering, it's a branch off the study of real numbers or Real 
Analysis which has a shitload of branches that I can hang myself from. It's complex stuff 
that can be applied to computer science, graphics.... heck even a "Happy Ending"! For 

real! (no pun)  
Wow no pun indeed. Man I would never have known.... 

Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Haha, I can return the "favour" by recommend some mean books! Yeah, 
probabilities! k 



I hate you K....with lots of love of course  

 

MAM.Trader Oct 29, 2014 9:07am | Post# 11222

 
in this super smart group I sure am a dummy 
 

ı wanted to learn what makes him  
what is so powerfull about it 
 
what he understand from your post 
 
I tell you  
 
NOTHING 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Let him be. Full member of the house. consistent! 
 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 9:08am | Post# 11223

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Trader7 
{quote} Kiads, Your Zigzag chart is very informative as usual. I have been following your 
writings and charts for some time now and am really appreciative of your insights and 

your ability to make things easily understood.  I did a search for your "Zigzag Marked 
Indi" but failed to get any result for the indicator for downloading. Could you please let 
me know if it is available and where. Thank you and keep up the good work. I look 

forward to your next brilliance.   
Gee.. Sorry My Friend I miss your post.. here we go 
btw, by default, the purpose of this marked ZigZag indicator is to reverse 'the classic' ZZ, 
and mostly you will go with the last ZZ leg, if 'she' pointing down then you go south, and 
if 'she' pointing up you go north. This because 'mostly' last leg of ZZ is 'update' (i don't 
want to say 'repaint' because she's not). So, you go with that 'update' direction, and this 
somehow give you good result in higher TF. 
 
Hope it help and best regards. 
MTH 
! MTH b700+ Marked ZigZag Channel Indi.ex4  

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 9:13am | Post# 11224

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
you are missleading people here but they are tend to misslead so you do no blame on 
you nothing will show up fantastic. I guarantee you from today its just a sequental 
theorem then can give you compare with the actual price action to give you probability 
fair quantative traders using hunders of smiliar algorithms to build up a money making 
one GL {quote} 
seriously, what is your problem? I don't see a problem. I presented an idea that we can 
work on and extract something meaningful from it and you here exploding the house... 
Lol. Park yourself. It's been long since I banned someone. In fact, you will be the first 



person i ignore and ban from the thread. 
 

In case you do not know how to use the idea, I will present 
what can be done here soon. Good thing is, u won't be able 
to spoil people's progress.  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 9:15am | Post# 11225

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Gee.. Sorry My Friend I miss your post.. here we go btw, by default, the 
purpose of this marked ZigZag indicator is to reverse 'the classic' ZZ, and mostly you will 
go with the last ZZ leg, if 'she' pointing down then you go south, and if 'she' pointing up 
you go north. This because 'mostly' last leg of ZZ is 'update' (i don't want to say 'repaint' 
because she's not). So, you go with that 'update' direction, and this somehow give you 
good result in higher TF. Hope it help and best regards. MTH {file} 
Would that not mean selling at the lows and buying at the highs? Not saying its right or 
wrong just trying to see if I understood you right 

 

tomitom Oct 29, 2014 9:17am | Post# 11226

 
Quoting Porkpie 
{quote} I am sure you are. Now go back to beating up your wife. Don't you just love the 

Turks! Love em...   
Thats very rude. Here is forum and evrybody here to learn something and earning 
money, why are you doing nationalism???Yes, there are people beating their wifes like 
EVERY culture and EVERY country. But this is not my way... Anyway, go and lick your 
pork's transient zones and later eat your pie... 

 

PiratePip Oct 29, 2014 9:17am | Post# 11227

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The sub-sequence theorem: When you have constructed a partial DNA for your currency 
pair; the following theorem is extremely useful for spotting market trends embedded 
within the DNA. In fact, what it actually reveals to you is the following truth: Trends exist 
everywhere.{image} It will hold and so you can analyse each bar.... {image} 
 

 

 

FX-Jay Oct 29, 2014 9:21am | Post# 11228

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
you are missleading people here but they are tend to misslead so you do no blame on you 
nothing will show up fantastic. I guarantee you from today its just a sequental theorem then 
can give you compare with the actual price action to give you probability fair quantative 
traders using hunders of smiliar algorithms to build up a money making one GL {quote} 
No disrespect to you MAM, I totally appreciate your contributions  
 
However, if being misleaded allowed me to get the below results, I'll be more than happy to 
continue living my life as a misleaded naive young noob that thinks he understands 
something about TZ & probabilities that doesn't exist in reality.  



 
When my account starts going underwater, I will come here and apologize to everyone on 
the behalf of EURUSDD for wasting their time. 
As far as I can see, 2 months of pure consistency.  
 
As for nothing fantastic coming out of this, I believe we have different definitions for the 
meaning of the word 'fantastic'; for a guy like me turning a 10K into 127K using this concept 
is beyond fantastic.  
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 9:29am | Post# 11229

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} No disrespect to you MAM, I totally appreciate your contributions However, if 
being misleaded allowed me to get the below results, I'll be more than happy to continue 
living my life as a misleaded naive young noob that thinks he understands something 
about TZ & probabilities that doesn't exist in reality. When my account starts going 
underwater, I will come here and apologize to everyone on the behalf of EURUSDD for 
wasting their time. As far as I can see, 2 months of pure consistency. As for nothing 
fantastic coming out of this, I believe... 

For once ignore what is right or wrong, proven or not, mathematically or logically. 

Just approach it with an open mind. If it works hey ! If it doesn't just move on nothing 

gain nothing loss.  

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 9:30am | Post# 11230

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} No disrespect to you MAM, I totally appreciate your contributions However, if 
being misleaded allowed me to get the below results, I'll be more than happy to continue 



living my life as a misleaded naive young noob that thinks he understands something 
about TZ & probabilities that doesn't exist in reality. When my account starts going 
underwater, I will come here and apologize to everyone on the behalf of EURUSDD for 
wasting their time. As far as I can see, 2 months of pure consistency. As for nothing 
fantastic coming out of this, I believe... 
 
This is a fantastic result FX-JAY. You are doing well and I must confess, I wish I can just 
finish what I am doing and get to real trading again. You make me miss the action. 
Anyway, I am working on the probability for the listed sequence and it is looking VERY 
VERY good. So, I will give you update soo.  
 
I respect your effort FX-JAY!!! 
 
Good!!! 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 9:31am | Post# 11231

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Would that not mean selling at the lows and buying at the highs? Not saying its 
right or wrong just trying to see if I understood you right 

 
 
MTH 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 9:32am | Post# 11232

 
okei MAM.trader  
What I see is usually an attempt to lock the price. That is the purpose, not follow price 
but to lock price.  
Mathematically I see many things, now I'm on a wealth of information. Information that 
must be treated and manipulated on the philosophy of each of us.  
Knowing our enemy. We are continuously thanks to "Eurusdd" knowing what kind of data 
we have, what kind of response functions such data.  
You have a range of possibilities to implement each of the concepts posted here.  
In this last section, just getting these two functions seems good progress with a range of 
possibilities. At first glance there is a convergence of subsequences in the same 



sequence. That is, the sequence and subsequence converge to the same number Xj.  
I may not have expressed myself well, this requires reading many times to correctly 
interpret the variables.  
"It really is very powerful" .It is general and universal. Any postulated with these 
characteristics should be treated seriously.  
Thanking "Eurusdd" because really bring all these theories Forex requires a lot of work, a 
lot of imagination and a lot of intelligence, of course.  
He made me believe in this game. !!! 

 

jackprobe Oct 29, 2014 9:34am | Post# 11233

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} No disrespect to you MAM, I totally appreciate your contributions However, if 
being misleaded allowed me to get the below results, I'll be more than happy to 
continue living my life as a misleaded naive young noob that thinks he understands 
something about TZ & probabilities that doesn't exist in reality. When my account starts 
going underwater, I will come here and apologize to everyone on the behalf of EURUSDD 
for wasting their time. As far as I can see, 2 months of pure consistency. As for nothing 
fantastic coming... 

+1  

 

metta87 Oct 29, 2014 9:34am | Post# 11234

 
i wish your T.E was up for these 2 months lol, bet that aint gonna happen hey... 

 

Ullen Oct 29, 2014 9:46am | Post# 11235

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} for a guy like me turning a 10K into 127K using this concept is beyond fantastic. 
Best, Jay {image} 
The concept might not fit everyone, but you surely prove that it works.  
 
Cheers buddy. 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 10:01am | Post# 11236

 
Lol.. I don't know, but i respect everyone believe.. 
almost 15 years ago, my mentor tell me that; 
 
Random shapes occurs only on the surface, if you look deeper, further, and wider then 
we will see all that is random shapes before then transform into a highly structured form 
 
and of course I believe him... 
MTH 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 10:11am | Post# 11237

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 10:15am | Post# 11238

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} {image} MTH 
Thank you. I understand your premise base on your "special" ZZ. The logic is that you 
are expecting the current ZZ leg to update. But I'd still think some sound trading model 
will still be required obviously in terms of SL and TP and such. Thank you for explaining 
with a chart. Appreciate it 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 10:22am | Post# 11239

 
So for 10 consecutive highs if the theorem is not true for the first five, then the 
probability it is false for the second five also is 0.3% 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 10:22am | Post# 11240

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
It is B? 
 
Okei, i understand. If conditions are not met then (1-p). 

 

stt Oct 29, 2014 10:26am | Post# 11241

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. The on the daily chart if 
you set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the 
last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there 
must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be 
above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. Just two options. 
hmm.. 
 
not sure how you can conclude that the next bar must be above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. 
The next bar can be any number (thats really what the sub sequence theorem says and 
no matter what the numbers are, there will be sequence of n+1 that is either increasing 
or decreasing). 



 
for e.g. next bar's high can be 1.2220 (between 1.2222 and 1.2211). that will still create 
a sequence of 2+1 bars 
 
1.2344 1.2222 1.2220 
 
 
I think you are thinking sub sequence has to be continuous. there is no such claim in the 
theorem. sub sequence will not always be continuous. 
 
it is easy to create sequence of real numbers where no continuous sub sequence of more 
than 2 length exist no matter what n is  
 
1 2 1.01 2.01 1.001 2.001 1.002 2.002 1.003 2.003 ....... 

 

vlady1974 Oct 29, 2014 10:29am | Post# 11242

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} hmm.. not sure how you can conclude that the next bar must be above 1.2222 
or below 1.2211. The next bar can be any number (thats really what the sub sequence 
theorem says and no matter what the numbers are, there will be sequence of n+1 that is 
either increasing or decreasing). for e.g. next bar's high can be 1.2220 (between 1.2222 
and 1.2211). that will still create a sequence of 2+1 bars 1.2344 1.2222 1.2220 I think 
you are thinking sub sequence has to be continuous. there is no such claim in the 
theorem. sub sequence will not always... 
Assume that it is.... given that assumption...leads to a probability statement? 
 
Edit: 
If you look at the most recent post, he says listed consecutively. So in his original 
example, the subsequence can't take into account 1.2566 to 1.2211 or 1.2566 to 1.2222 
because the 1.2566 is out of sequence. They don't have to be re-ordered or re-sorted.... 
they can be randomly generated but are in order of appearance. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 10:32am | Post# 11243

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} hmm.. not sure how you can conclude that the next bar must be above 1.2222 
or below 1.2211. The next bar can be any number (thats really what the sub sequence 
theorem says and no matter what the numbers are, there will be sequence of n+1 that is 
either increasing or decreasing). for e.g. next bar's high can be 1.2220 (between 1.2222 
and 1.2211). that will still create a sequence of 2+1 bars 1.2344 1.2222 1.2220 I think 
you are thinking sub sequence has to be continuous. there is no such claim in the 
theorem. sub sequence will not always... 
That post was for a consecutive listed sequence. Corrected 

 

stt Oct 29, 2014 10:36am | Post# 11244

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This theorem is not mine. There are about 22 different proofs of the theorem. If it is true 
- I cannot say till I prove it myself - then it is the most powerful tool apart from TZ that I 
have presented here. This theorem means MONEY, if true! The truth of the statement 
depends on what they mean by subsequence. If they mean a sequence defined linearly 
on n then I will say there are cases where it is not true. If they allow any possible 



sequence on n then, yes it is true. So, if the latter is the case then there is one more 
option for the example... 
yes you got it right here. sub sequence does not mean continuous sub sequence. its just 
any sequence and to be honest it will rarely be continuous sub sequence 
 
PS: sorry i replied earlier without reading all the subsequent posts. but i see you are 
discussing it further so will review all and then reply more. Thanks!! 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 10:38am | Post# 11245

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Ok I assigned random number from 0-9 into x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 and see how the theorem 
works. 
 
So replacing the set of numbers 0-9 instead with the last 5 high prices, one of the 
conditions should be valid 93.75% of the time. 
 
If we encounter a failure then we can assume a 0.3% chance of the theorem failing for 
the next 5 high prices. 
 

Which means the high we see in that set is likely indeed the high and we can sell?  

 

drloyd Oct 29, 2014 10:41am | Post# 11246

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Gee.. Sorry My Friend I miss your post.. here we go btw, by default, the 
purpose of this marked ZigZag indicator is to reverse 'the classic' ZZ, and mostly you will 
go with the last ZZ leg, if 'she' pointing down then you go south, and if 'she' pointing up 
you go north. This because 'mostly' last leg of ZZ is 'update' (i don't want to say 'repaint' 
because she's not). So, you go with that 'update' direction, and this somehow give you 
good result in higher TF. Hope it help and best regards. MTH {file} 
Kiads I am glad that you brought this up. It is possible to make a living fading the first zz 
signal, buying the break of the first bearish dot instead of selling. Since the beginning of 
this thread I have been looking at how these zz updates can be used to detect mis-
pricing. 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 10:44am | Post# 11247

 
Quoting drloyd 
{quote} Kiads I am glad that you brought this up. It is possible to make a living fading 
the first zz signal, buying the break of the first red dot instead of selling. Since the 
beginning of this thread I have been looking at how these zz updates can be used to 
detect mis-pricing. 
Explained at this post : http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...56#post7831756 
MTH 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 10:45am | Post# 11248

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Ok I assigned random number from 0-9 into x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 and see how the 
theorem works. So replacing the set of numbers 0-9 instead with the last 5 high 



prices, one of the conditions should be valid 93.75% of the time. If we 
encounter a failure then we can assume a 0.3% chance of the theorem failing 
for the next 5 high prices. Which means the high we see in that set is likely indeed the 

high and we can sell?  
right 

 

xixi Oct 29, 2014 10:47am | Post# 11249

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Let me try to prove this theorem:  
 
From the 5-length sequence above, we could have the following 3-consecutive sub-
sequences: 
1 2 3 (*) 
1 2 4 
1 2 5 
1 3 4 
1 3 5 (*) 
1 4 5 
 
2 3 4 (*) 
2 3 5 
2 4 5 
 
3 4 5 (*) 
 
So, it's 10 ones. And for each one, for ex: 1 2 3, we could have 4 cases: 
1 < 2 < 3 
1 < 2 > 3 
1 > 2 > 3 
1 > 2 < 3 
There're 2 cases the sequence is increasing or decreasing (1 < 2 < 3 and 1 > 2 > 3) . 
 
So, prob. of the event in your theorem is: 4*2 / 10*4 = 2 / 10 = 20% 
 

or I missed something?  
 
Thank you! 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 10:54am | Post# 11250

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Let me try to prove this theorem: From the 5-length sequence above, we could 
have the following 3-consecutive sub-sequences: 1 2 3 (*) 1 2 4 1 2 5 1 3 4 1 3 5 (*) 1 
4 5 2 3 4 (*) 2 3 5 2 4 5 3 4 5 (*) So, it's 10 ones. And for each one, for ex: 1 2 3, we 
could have 4 cases: 1 < 2 < 3 1 < 2 > 3 1 > 2 > 3 1 > 2 < 3 There're 2 cases the 
sequence is increasing or decreasing (1 < 2 < 3 and 1 > 2 > 3) . So, prob. of the event 

in your theorem is: 4*2 / 10*4 = 2 / 10 = 20% or I missed something? Thank you! 
Sure your proof is not correct. 
Start with a given state and then look at all the branches of the tree coming out of your 
state. 1 for up and 0 for down. there should be 32 branches. only two will not have those 
conditions. so probability of 30/32. 



One of those 6.25% cases.   

 

NorthTrader Oct 29, 2014 11:20am | Post# 11251

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Hi, I believe A is correct. B feels like it's double implementing the premises to a bar that's 
in the past or something.. that's probably not a good way to explain it but I think it's 
using bad logic. ... 
Quoting kprsa 
one should just simply measure in the past the relative frequency of what is now going 
on. to do this, you find the number of same situation N in the past, and measure the 
number of times it was a certain type of outcome, say N1, and calculate the relative 
frequency of this to be f=N1/N. Than you say that if there is a sufficient number of 
situations where this outcome has happened, you have your probability p=h. ... 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Now to be close to the true probability p, you can add all time frames and even 
all pairs. The mt4 platform can take about 250000 bars for a given time-frame. If you do 
your homework well you should be dealing with approximately 23,000,000 bars. That is 
very close to enough data. The truth is real! How you apply it is another matter. 

Thank you for your replies about my probability question. Yes, I understand what you 



mean, LiquidGenuis. And k's method is exactly what I was doing to obtain probability A 
(78.5%). You guys seem to be very good with statistics and probability, so unless 
someone else refutes choice A I'll assume that the correct probability in my example is 
78.5%, not 97%. 
 
Eurusdd suggested that I would need to analyse about 23 million bars of data to get 
close to the true probability. I've only analysed about 20,000 so far. And I think 
LiquidGenius (who has produced similar results to me on his blog) analyses about 
100,000 bars. I wonder if Eurusdd is suggesting that the true probability will rise towards 
97% if you analyse a great deal of data? 
 
I'll think about this some more because if A is the correct choice then I can see the 

possibility of an interesting paradox.  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 11:24am | Post# 11252

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}right 
Hah thanks! 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 11:25am | Post# 11253

 
Quoting NorthTrader 

{quote} {quote} {quote} Thank you for your replies about my probability question. 
Yes, I understand what you mean, LiquidGenuis. And k's method is exactly what I was 
doing to obtain probability A (78.5%). You guys seem to be very good with statistics and 
probability, so unless someone else refutes choice A I'll assume that the correct 
probability in my example is 78.5%, not 97%. Eurusdd suggested that I would need to 
analyse about 23 million bars of data to get close to the true probability. I've only 
analysed about 20,000 so far. And... 
The true probability is 1, ALMOST SURELY as stated in the proposition. The 97% is for a 
typical chart platform and the optimal values for k,h 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 11:32am | Post# 11254

 
According to your graph, 5 different high, I do the following:  
(I used integers for hight so):  
state = {4,5,1,3,2}  
-) 4,5,1  
-) 4,5,3  
-) 4,5,2  
-) 5,1,3  
-) 5,3,2 "-------" X1> X2> X3  
-) 1,3,2  
In the creation of n + 1, only a subsequence is found in state. Is a decreasing sequence.  
Now as I build the tree? 

 

Trader7 Oct 29, 2014 11:34am | Post# 11255

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Gee.. Sorry My Friend I miss your post.. here we go btw, by default, the 



purpose of this marked ZigZag indicator is to reverse 'the classic' ZZ, and mostly you will 
go with the last ZZ leg, if 'she' pointing down then you go south, and if 'she' pointing up 
you go north. This because 'mostly' last leg of ZZ is 'update' (i don't want to say 'repaint' 
because she's not). So, you go with that 'update' direction, and this somehow give you 
good result in higher TF. Hope it help and best regards. MTH {file} 
 
Kiads, 
 

Thank you very much My Friend for the indicator.  
 
I have downloaded on to my trading platform and am trying it on different time frames 
with different 
values to see how I can use it in my trading. 
 
May the PIPS be with you. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 11:34am | Post# 11256

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Hah thanks! 
I did not support your last statement though. 

 

vlady1974 Oct 29, 2014 11:40am | Post# 11257

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Ok I assigned random number from 0-9 into x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 and see how the 
theorem works. So replacing the set of numbers 0-9 instead with the last 5 high prices, 
one of the conditions should be valid 93.75% of the time. If we encounter a failure then 
we can assume a 0.3% chance of the theorem failing for the next 5 high prices. Which 

means the high we see in that set is likely indeed the high and we can sell?  
Hey CFD, 
If I have got my thinking right, since it leads to a probability statement against a linear 
sequence, we could say that if the trend was an increasing subsequence which then 
ceases to be true then we can exit. Not necessarily enter. Because the next set of 
probabilities would be either 0 subsequence or -1 (decreasing) subsequence which we 
won't know until the next bar that confirms the condition. 

 

xixi Oct 29, 2014 11:42am | Post# 11258

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Sure your proof is not correct. Start with a given state and then look at all the 
branches of the tree coming out of your state. 1 for up and 0 for down. there should be 
32 branches. only two will not have those conditions. so probability of 30/32. One of 
those 6.25% cases.{image} 
Thanks Eurusdd! 
Just look a bit more details... 
Seems like you're right.  

I'm finding another proof  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 11:45am | Post# 11259

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} I did not support your last statement though. 
Ok will think it through harder 

 

MetaCoder Oct 29, 2014 11:49am | Post# 11260

 
1 Attachment(s) 
RevealWormhole recently gave a buy signal that one could have taken to grab a few pips in 
a small amount of time. 
 
The chart shows the state of the market after the price rose from below the price mark (red 
line). 
 
The distortion level remains in place as the most recent one and I am wondering if the 
market will return to it from above. 
 
[ UPDATE: Yes, market did return back down to the marked price. ] 
 
Leaning toward taking the first move away from the price mark as the trade trigger. 
 

 

 

juriFX Oct 29, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 11261

 
Quoting burnssss 
According to your graph, 5 different high, I do the following: (I used integers for hight 
so): state = {4,5,1,3,2} -) 4,5,1 -) 4,5,3 -) 4,5,2 -) 5,1,3 -) 5,3,2 "-------" X1> X2> X3 
-) 1,3,2 In the creation of n + 1, only a subsequence is found in state. Is a decreasing 
sequence. Now as I build the tree? 
You wrote 
-) 5,3,2 "-------" X1> X2> X3 
 
isn't it 4,5,1? In this case X1>X2>X3 is false... (according to your state = {4,5,1,3,2}) 

 

Dr.Phoenix Oct 29, 2014 12:15pm | Post# 11262

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



{quote}Yes Burnsss. powerful 
Hi, Eurusdd, I have been still following your thoughts of this thread as I am trading 
probability myself, but the different way. 
I have many questions and some contradictions upon these thoughts, BUT I am keeping 
silence though. 
There is a real seed of knowledge in it, I now think. 
 
Anyway, I would like you to give us the original papers of authors, where you take those 
brillliant formulas you publish. 
 
Best, D.P. 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 29, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 11263

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Hm, is the theorem really only including those 4(or 8 depending on how you look at it) 
possibilities? 
Are these 3 not included intentionally? 

 

 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 11264

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} You wrote -) 5,3,2 &quot;-------&quot; X1> X2> X3 isn't it 4,5,1? In this case 
X1>X2>X3 is false... (according to your state = {4,5,1,3,2}) 
I try to have subsequences of sequence "state" and i study if subsequence is increasly or 
no. But i have some doubts, for example the proof study the probability that 
subsequence n+1 is in sequence n2+1. In this example n2+1 can not be "state" or i dont 
understand how i can create n2+1 of state. 

 

FXEZ Oct 29, 2014 12:26pm | Post# 11265

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
I have coded up my interpretation of this "Decreasing-increasing sequence in set 
theorem", problem 1, theorem 1 in R. I am not getting the same results (93.75%). I'm 
getting ~83% depending on how many trials I use. Here is my code. Can anyone see any 
obvious mistake on my part in how this is implemented? As shown, I tried a few different 
random number methods in R. 

Inserted Code 
trials = 100000 
success = 0 
for (i in 1:trials) { 
    x = rnorm(5) #sample(5) #runif(5) #rnorm(5) 
    if (((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3])) || 



    ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) || (x[1]>x[3]&& x[3]>x[5])) || 
    ((x[2]<x[3]&& x[3]<x[4]) || (x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || 
    ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5]))) { 
        success = success + 1     
    } 
} 
success / trials 

[1] 0.83486 
 
Thanks in advance, 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 12:27pm | Post# 11266

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Hi, Eurusdd, I have been still following your thoughts of this thread as I am 
trading probability myself, but the different way. I have many questions and some 
contradictions upon these thoughts, BUT I am keeping silence though. There is a real 
seed of knowledge in it, I now think. Anyway, I would like you to give us the original 
papers of authors, where you take those brillliant formulas you publish. Best, D.P. 

Maybe this Math Lady can help us learn the basic...  
Inserted Video 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 11267

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Hm, is the theorem really only including those 4(or 8 depending on how you 
look at it) possibilities? Are these 3 not included intentionally? {image} 
We are interested in sequences linearly dependent on n. the sequence x(1)>x(2)>x(4) is 
not valid because 1-2 is not equal to 2-4. 
 
Sequences linearly defined on n makes the theorem powerful. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 11268

 

Quoting FXEZ 

{quote} I have coded up my interpretation of this "Decreasing-increasing sequence in set 
theorem", problem 1, theorem 1 in R. I am not getting the same results (93.75%). I'm 
getting ~83% depending on how many trials I use. Here is my code. Can anyone see any 
obvious mistake on my part in how this is implemented? As shown, I tried a few different 
random number methods in R. trials = 100000 success = 0 for (i in 1:trials) { x = 
rnorm(5) #sample(5) #runif(5) #rnorm(5) if (((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] 
&& x[2]>x[3])) || ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5])... 
Thank you for your contribution. Nice to see you here. I will explain the full proof and 
idea of the statement shortly. 
Thanks for your effort though. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 11269

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Hi, Eurusdd, I have been still following your thoughts of this thread as I am 
trading probability myself, but the different way. I have many questions and some 



contradictions upon these thoughts, BUT I am keeping silence though. There is a real 
seed of knowledge in it, I now think. Anyway, I would like you to give us the original 
papers of authors, where you take those brillliant formulas you publish. Best, D.P. 
Hi Dr. 
My areas of interest include probability and Number theory with focus on prime number 
distribution and ergodic theory. Well, anything uncertain or random will get my attention. 
Now, proposition 1 is my own result and I have a 7 pages paper to support it, 
unpublished! 
The sub-sequence theorem is not mine but a simple result in real-analysis. 

 

stt Oct 29, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 11270

 
I think it is futile to use sub sequence theorem for any prediction of next bar as that 
would clearly be violation of the theorem itself. 
 
As the theorem says, no matter what the sequence is, the theorem holds. this implies 
price can be anywhere in the next point and theorem still holds. so clearly the theorem 
can not put any constraints on where price can go. 
 
I think you cant beat the market from pure numbers properties. Any theorem which 
works on random numbers is basically saying market prices can be random and will still 
satisfy the theorem so theorem cannot help predict the price at all. 
 
To trade successfully, you need to find set of conditions that give conditional probability 
of move in one direction higher than the coin toss and then use those conditions to bet 
on that move. This is what transient zone somewhat do. In some sense transient zones 
are playing on the mean reversion property of the price i.e. after moving away from past 
few bars, chances are price will revert back. this is empirically observed in most markets 
but still it doesnt give big edge to trade and usually drawdown will be quite high when 
trading just on mean reversion. 

 

atraderfx Oct 29, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 11271

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Yes My Friend, My base noob experiences came from offline chart especially 
renko chart. and as we know that renko chart is 'filtered price chart' or simply zigzag 
with better view, then we only focus on price movement 'length'/wave length and not 
distract with candles count, formations shape, time frames limitation, etc. not like 
candlestick chart, we only have 2 formations , reversal or continuation and the result is 
always clear. At turning point, we know exactly the 'length' needed to turn it completely, 
and we can also calculate our... 
Hi Mr Kiads - You have some great chart formats and was wondering if you would share 
some of your TPLs with us here 

 

jimsterk Oct 29, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 11272

 
Quoting FXEZ 
{quote} I have coded up my interpretation of this "Decreasing-increasing sequence in set 
theorem", problem 1, theorem 1 in R. I am not getting the same results (93.75%). I'm 
getting ~83% depending on how many trials I use. Here is my code. Can anyone see any 
obvious mistake on my part in how this is implemented? As shown, I tried a few different 
random number methods in R. trials = 100000 success = 0 for (i in 1:trials) { x = 
rnorm(5) #sample(5) #runif(5) #rnorm(5) if (((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] 



&& x[2]>x[3])) || ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5])... 
Hi FXEZ, 
I am also R user and I dont see any mistake. 
I also got about 0.83. 
If we consider all subsequence, then 

Inserted Code 
trials = 100000 
success = 0 
for (i in 1:trials) { 
    x = rnorm(5) #sample(5) #runif(5) #rnorm(5) 
   if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) || (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[4])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[5]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) || (x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5]))   
) { 
        success = success + 1     
    } 
} 
success / trials 

 
We will get about 0.95. still not 0.9375. 
Maybe we need further explanation from eurusdd. 
 
Thank you. 
 
edit: oh, eurusdd just answered to your post when I am writing. 

 

stt Oct 29, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 11273

 
Quoting FXEZ 
{quote} I have coded up my interpretation of this "Decreasing-increasing sequence in set 
theorem", problem 1, theorem 1 in R. I am not getting the same results (93.75%). I'm 
getting ~83% depending on how many trials I use. Here is my code. Can anyone see any 
obvious mistake on my part in how this is implemented? As shown, I tried a few different 
random number methods in R. trials = 100000 success = 0 for (i in 1:trials) { x = 
rnorm(5) #sample(5) #runif(5) #rnorm(5) if (((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] 
&& x[2]>x[3])) || ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5])... 
no errors in this that i can see. this can also be solved analytically though would be quite 
cumbersome. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 11274

 
Quoting stt 
I think it is futile to use sub sequence theorem for any prediction of next bar as that 
would clearly be violation of the theorem itself. As the theorem says, no matter what the 
sequence is, the theorem holds. this implies price can be anywhere in the next point and 
theorem still holds. so clearly the theorem can not put any constraints on where price 
can go. I think you cant beat the market from pure numbers properties. Any theorem 
which works on random numbers is basically saying market prices can be random and 
will still satisfy the theorem so... 



Sure, you are right. The sub-sequence theorem itself does not 
raelly give you an edge against the market, because it includes 
subsequences that are not defined linearly on n. Where you got it 
wrong is the argument I put forward. What happens when we 
restrict ourselves to subsequences defined linearly on n? 

for the case of five points, I gave a result! There will be a 3-
subsequences defined linearly on n 93.75% of the time. 
That allows you to make money! Think deeply about it! 
 
 

Defined linearly on n means what? 

if you have a sequence listed as follows 

x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6),x(7), x(8),x(9),x(10) 

The the following are 4-subsequences of the sequence above 

x(1),x(3),x(5),x(7) 
and  
x(1),x(2),x(7),x(9). 
 
 
x(1),x(2),x(7),x(9) is not defined linearly on n because 1-2=-1, 2-7=-5, 7-9=-2: -1, -5 
and -2 are not equal. 
 
x(1),x(3),x(5),x(7) is defined linearly on n because 1-3=-2, 3-5=-2, 5-7=-2.  

 

cfdtaleong Oct 29, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 11275

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Hey CFD, If I have got my thinking right, since it leads to a probability 
statement against a linear sequence, we could say that if the trend was an increasing 
subsequence which then ceases to be true then we can exit. Not necessarily enter. 
Because the next set of probabilities would be either 0 subsequence or -1 (decreasing) 
subsequence which we won't know until the next bar that confirms the condition. 
Yes I think your logic makes more sense. And thankfully Eurusdd point out where my 
flaw was. 
 
I think to begin understanding the applications of the theorem we need to ask what does 
compliance with it signify and what does non-compliance with it signify. To start I got a 
mate to roll off 5 numbers randomly and got the following which I assigned. 
 
8=x1 5=x2 7=x3 4=x4 1=x5, applying the sequencing, 
 
x1<x2<x3 = 8<5<7 = False 
x1<x3<x5 = 8<7<1 = False 
x2<x3<x4 = 5<7<4 = False 
x3<x4<x5 = 7<4<1 = False 
 
Surprisingly to me I was "lucky" enough to get the above. In trading the 2 questions we 
often ask is if the "trend" will continue or reverse. The above example indicates that no 
sequence of higher highs was set, period. I would be a fallacy to assume continuation or 
reversal which I've already committed. We now factor in the fact that the next set of 
values will likely have one of the sequence returning a "True". 



 
"True" equates to a sequence of higher highs being set out of the possible 4 sequencing. 
Given this I would still not be able to say for sure if continuation or reversal will happen 
but I think I can logically assume the following with relative safety : 
 
If in a set of 5 highs, no sequence of higher highs was set base on the set of 4 possible 
sequencing, then one can expect to see a sequence of higher highs being set in the next 
set of 5 highs. 
 

 
 

Edit : I'm usually wrong  

 

Sasco_me Oct 29, 2014 3:17pm | Post# 11276

 
00000 
00001 
00010 
00011 
00100 1 
00101 2 
00110 3 
00111 
01000 
01001 4 
01010 
01011 5 
01100 6 
01101 7 
01110 
01111 
10000 
10001 
10010 8 
10011 9 
10100 10 
10101 
10110 11 
10111 
11000 
11001 12 
11010 13 
11011 14 
11100 
11101 
11110 
11111 
There is 14 within the 32 doesn't meet the condition 
or May i miss a lot  
I hope i understand it 
Thanks for all here 

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 11277

 



Quoting Sasco_me 
00000 00001 00010 00011 00100 1 00101 2 00110 3 00111 01000 01001 4 01010 
01011 5 01100 6 01101 7 01110 01111 10000 10001 10010 8 10011 9 10100 10 10101 
10110 11 10111 11000 11001 12 11010 13 11011 14 11100 11101 11110 11111 There 
is 14 within the 32 doesn't meet the condition or May i miss a lot I hope i understand it 
Thanks for all here 
Not like that. I will explain the full thing soon. Take care. 

 

Sasco_me Oct 29, 2014 4:38pm | Post# 11278

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Not like that. I will explain the full thing soon. Take care. 
Thanks Eurusdd  

 

Eurusdd Oct 29, 2014 5:30pm | Post# 11279

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down depending on 
whether the next value is higher/lower. 
Apart from the two fails, all branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop 
here, we should have probability 14/16=87.5%. 
But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or 
higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), 
we have to split the remaining probability into two. 
Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%. 
So, we are interested in 87.5%+1/2(12.5%) = 93.75%. 



 

burnssss Oct 29, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 11280

 
I understood now.  
The fact look "X1, X3, X5" is linear subsequence.  
From there look possibilities. I never thought to apply as well. 

 

Sasco_me Oct 29, 2014 6:00pm | Post# 11281

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down 
depending on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all 
branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have 
probability 14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one 
x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the 
branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability into 
two. Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 
Thanks Eurusdd so much 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down 
depending on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all 
branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have 
probability 14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one 
x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the 
branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability into 
two. Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 
Dear  
here we consider there is X0 for which we mark X1 either up or down 

 

NorthTrader Oct 29, 2014 7:53pm | Post# 11282

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The true probability is 1, ALMOST SURELY as stated in the proposition. The 97% 
is for a typical chart platform and the optimal values for k,h 
No, I meant where h is set such that 97% of bars on the chart are recurrent (either left-
only, right-only or fully recurrent), even if the chart contains 23 million bars of data. In 
that siutuation, the probability of a potential TZ bar becoming resolved (i.e. right-only 
recurrent) can't be 97%, can it? It must be less, since "right-only-recurrent" is a sub-
group of the 97%. In fact, I'm speculating that it will be closer to the 79% figure that I 
obtained from my small sample size. 

 

Kiads Oct 29, 2014 9:22pm | Post# 11283

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down depending 
on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all branches give you 
one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have probability 
14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one x(1)<x(3) but x(5) 
can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the branch below. If x(5) is 
higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability into two. Now, 1-
87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 



Lol.. Thanks God and thanks EURUSDD, my 'default' renko shifted step is 12.5% in this last 

4 years.  
 
Learning that in geometrical way several years ago... idk if this is 'match' or just similar 

concept, but is this 'similarity' we are talking about ?...  
 

 
 
 
MTH 

 

forextarget Oct 29, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 11284

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} No, I meant where h is set such that 97% of bars on the chart are recurrent 
(either left-only, right-only or fully recurrent), even if the chart contains 23 million bars 
of data. In that siutuation, the probability of a potential TZ bar becoming resolved (i.e. 
right-only recurrent) can't be 97%, can it? It must be less, since &quot;right-only-
recurrent&quot; is a sub-group of the 97%. In fact, I'm speculating that it will be closer 
to the 79% figure that I obtained from my small sample size. 
hi north do you know wat post here that has recurent zone it seems I always see 
transient zone on every post here� 

 

NorthTrader Oct 29, 2014 11:31pm | Post# 11285

 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} hi north do you know wat post here that has recurent zone it seems I always 
see transient zone on every post here� 
Sorry forextarget, I don't understand your question. 

 

xixi Oct 30, 2014 12:10am | Post# 11286

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down depending 



on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all branches give you 
one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have probability 
14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one x(1)<x(3) but x(5) 
can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the branch below. If x(5) is 
higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability into two. Now, 1-
87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 
I came up with similar proof last night but I got stuck at 14/16 = 87.5%  

 
 
So, for two failed cases 6 and 11: x1, x3, x5 can be larger or lesser than each other so we 
still have 2/4 = 50% probability.  
Therefore, the final prob. is 87.5% + 50%(1-87.5%) = 93.75% 
 



 
 
Thanks Eurusdd 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 12:30am | Post# 11287

 
I just noticed that eurusd fell big. The thing is that fall can be explained using the 
probabilities I discussed. If you look at the daily chart the next two bar were expected to 
be negative in a big way. Well it happened on the first! 

 

forextarget Oct 30, 2014 1:20am | Post# 11288

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} No disrespect to you MAM, I totally appreciate your contributions 
However, if being misleaded allowed me to get the below results, I'll be 
more than happy to continue living my life as a misleaded naive young 
noob that thinks he understands something about TZ & probabilities that 
doesn't exist in reality. When my account starts going underwater, I will 
come here and apologize to everyone on the behalf of EURUSDD for 
wasting their time. As far as I can see, 2 months of pure consistency. As 
for nothing fantastic coming out of this, I believe... 

have you start LIVE yet Fxjay? 

 

chengchen08 Oct 30, 2014 1:42am | Post# 11289



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I just noticed that eurusd fell big. The thing is that fall can be explained using the 
probabilities I discussed. If you look at the daily chart the next two bar were expected to 
be negative in a big way. Well it happened on the first! 
Thanks，as the post#184 discussed “Those interested in the STOCH-bollinger system 
should not wait for a difference to occur in order to trigger a trade. You can trade the 
similarities you see. Note that the 1EMA and the stoch lines should 95% of the time take 
the same shape. So, you can trade expecting that they will end up the same with money-
management of course! 
For example EURUSD just dropped, why???” I think it will fall down，also the 
GBP/USD，I will take more test and thank you again 

 

Kiads Oct 30, 2014 1:58am | Post# 11290

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I just noticed that eurusd fell big. The thing is that fall can be explained using the 
probabilities I discussed. If you look at the daily chart the next two bar were expected to 
be negative in a big way. Well it happened on the first! 

I see it... I see it.. Yay... Thank You Chief....  
 

 
 
MTH 

 

ephisi Oct 30, 2014 3:02am | Post# 11291

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I just noticed that eurusd fell big. The thing is that fall can be explained using the 
probabilities I discussed. If you look at the daily chart the next two bar were expected to 
be negative in a big way. Well it happened on the first! 
i see what you mean in a way 

 

GU-Night Oct 30, 2014 5:31am | Post# 11292

 
1 Attachment(s) 
RecurrenceStatisticV3_text with alert for possible problem bars when ‘ShowChartAlerts’ is 
set to true. I didn’t get the ‘when a possible problem bar becomes a true problem bar 
alert’ to work, because I don’t know how and when the indicator calculates that exactly, 
the things I tried gave me compile errors with that alert. I’m not a coder, just some 
copy/pasting and some trying. 
 



Thus, to be clear; RecurrenceStatisticv3_text with alert when a possible problem bar 
appears (the ones with the grey arrows) when ‘ShowChartAlerts’ is set to true. As far as I 
can see seems it to work fine. And the blue arrows are yellow now, it fits my grey 

background better  
 
Cheers, 
 
GU 
RecurrenceStatisticV3_Text_Alert.mq4  

 

kprsa Oct 30, 2014 5:40am | Post# 11293

 
Quoting GU-Night 
RecurrenceStatisticV3_text with alert for possible problem bars when ‘ShowChartAlerts’ is 
set to true. 

Very nice, thanks for sharing!  
k 

 

adeforex Oct 30, 2014 6:18am | Post# 11294

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} Very nice, thanks for sharing! k 
this one works without dissappearing,  
thanks gu-night 

 

burnssss Oct 30, 2014 7:54am | Post# 11295

 
mmm, Construction of tree understand it, but regarding the current bars do not 
understand why conditions Diagram "eurusdd" are not met. 
Just looking at the first conditions only X1, X2, X3: 
x1> x3> x5 
x1> x3 <x5, 
If the first condition is true, how is it that the second condition is met? 
Insurance is simple and I'm doubting. 
 
Thank you very much 
 
EDIT: 
okey, This is where DNA comes in. In the database all these conditions are met except 2, 
hence it is not accepted that there is a linear subsequence in that sequence. 
I hope to be right 

 

Dr.Phoenix Oct 30, 2014 8:23am | Post# 11296

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Maybe this Math Lady can help us learn the basic... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npboNfgQff8  
Thanks, I have no problems with math (particularly, probability) since I am Ph.D., but I 
would like to find the original papers of those authors who wrote them. 

 



Dr.Phoenix Oct 30, 2014 8:28am | Post# 11297

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Hi Dr. My areas of interest include probability and Number theory with focus on 
prime number distribution and ergodic theory. Well, anything uncertain or random will 
get my attention. Now, proposition 1 is my own result and I have a 7 pages paper to 
support it, unpublished! The sub-sequence theorem is not mine but a simple result in 
real-analysis. 
Understood than. I am operating with Gauss distribution in volumes. 
As to your work unpublished - understood as well. I thought you took somebody else's 
paper. 
 
still watching.... 

 

stt Oct 30, 2014 9:36am | Post# 11298

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down 
depending on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all 
branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have 
probability 14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one 
x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the 
branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability into 
two. Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 
 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
i think you are missing couple of paths in this proof. I see you are trying to model price 
as a binary tree (this is used for COX's option pricing framework widely used 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binomia..._pricing_model) but in your theorem, each 
number is randon so in your tree you should have cases like 
 
from x1 go up to x2 then go down a lot to x3 such that x3 is below x1 
 
if you enumerate all the cases, you will get the probabilities same as what FXEZ got via R 
simulation. 
 
Also i think we cant use properties of random numbers for market predictions as again all 
they will say is market price can be totally random and still satisfy those probabilities. So 
that wont allow us to predict. 
 
it is like probability of betting on T after 10 H in sequence is not any greater that .5 even 
though probability of getting 11 H in 11 tosses is pretty small. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 30, 2014 9:48am | Post# 11299

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} No, I meant where h is set such that 97% of bars on the chart are recurrent 
(either left-only, right-only or fully recurrent), even if the chart contains 23 million bars 
of data. In that siutuation, the probability of a potential TZ bar becoming resolved (i.e. 
right-only recurrent) can't be 97%, can it? It must be less, since "right-only-recurrent" is 
a sub-group of the 97%. In fact, I'm speculating that it will be closer to the 79% figure 
that I obtained from my small sample size. 
The 79% figure you have is quite accurate. 



It's the 79 that is trad-able, not the 97. This is what most folks around here are not 
getting. 
 
79% probability is pretty good, but not good enough to be real profitable. That's why the 
trick here is how to make this 79% increase to 90+ 
There's more than one way to do that, including increasing the H value, or playing with 
the K value. 
There are some other ways to do so that are not scientifically proven/valid, but are 
working more than well for me. 
 
I used to worry to write these out loud, but since no one is reading what is written & 
everyone is worried whether the account is real or demo Or if the statemnet is 
photoshoped or not, then there is no worries of letting the cat have a peak out of the bag 
a little :P 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 9:49am | Post# 11300

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} Hi EURUSDD, i think you are missing couple of paths in this proof. If you trying 
to model it as a binary tree (what is used for COX's option pricing framework widely 
used) but in the theorem, each number was randon so in your tree you should have 
cases like from x1 go up to x2 then go down a lot to x3 such that x3 is below x1 if you 
enumerate all the cases, you will get the probabilities same as what FXEZ got via R 
silumation. Also i think we cant use properties of random numbers for market predictions 
as again all they will say is market... 
MAKES NO difference. I will not go into the details. I rest my case here. 

 

cfdtaleong Oct 30, 2014 9:52am | Post# 11301

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} No, I meant where h is set such that 97% of bars on the chart are recurrent 
(either left-only, right-only or fully recurrent), even if the chart contains 23 million bars 
of data. In that siutuation, the probability of a potential TZ bar becoming resolved (i.e. 
right-only recurrent) can't be 97%, can it? It must be less, since "right-only-recurrent" is 
a sub-group of the 97%. In fact, I'm speculating that it will be closer to the 79% figure 
that I obtained from my small sample size. 
I'm beginning to think you are right. Thankyou for your insistance! 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 9:55am | Post# 11302

 
The idea of similarity that I presented here is simple for a lot of people to understand. 
But that is not real similarity. The real idea is rigorous and beyond the scope of most 
traders here. 
However, if you really get it you will realize that just the way two distinct algebraic 
systems can be isomorphic, two random systems can also be isomorphic, almost surely. 
 
How you construct such systems is the secret of isomorphism applied to trading. 
There will be bars where both systems do not agree but the measure of the set of those 
bars will be ZERO!!!! 
 
fOR EXAMPLE, the following sequence of positive integers is randomly isomorphic to a 
psedu-random sequence which is well-known. The set of dis-similarity is empty, so of 
measure zero. Yet if you meet this sequence for the first time and even after studying it 



for years, you may never be able to predict the next term with certainty. 
 

6-7-9-11-15-17-21-23-33-35-41-45-47-51-57-61-65-71-77-
?????? 
 

For random systems, the set of dis-similarity may not be empty 
or of measure zero: you have to quantify that set to have a 
secured similarity system. Too technical to explain here so people 
should just stick to the basic ideas. 
 

For those interested we can communicate privately.  
 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 10:09am | Post# 11303

 
i return, we will go back to making calls and testing our ideas. bye. 

 

kprsa Oct 30, 2014 10:14am | Post# 11304

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
6-7-9-11-15-17-21-23-33-35-41-45-47-51-57-61-65-71-77-?????? 
83 

Quoting Eurusdd 
For those interested we can communicate privately. 
interested 
 
k 

 

NorthTrader Oct 30, 2014 10:17am | Post# 11305

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The 79% figure you have is quite accurate. It's the 79 that is trad-able, not the 
97. This is what most folks around here are not getting. 79% probability is pretty good, 
but not good enough to be real profitable. That's why the trick here is how to make this 
79% increase to 90+ There's more than one way to do that, including increasing the H 
value, or playing with the K value. There are some other ways to do so that are not 
scientifically proven/valid, but are working more than well for me. I used to worry to 
write these out loud,... 
Thank you Jay. What's more, if that 79% probability is accurate, then it follows that the 
probability of price returning to any bar on the chart (PTZ or not) is always close to 
80%. I can prove that tomorrow, but it's late now in Japan and I need to get to bed. This 
assumes of course that h is set such that 3% of all the bars contain full TZs. 
 
Yes, you can improve the probability by increasing h. For instance, doubling h-right 
increases the probability to about 85%, and quadrupling h-right increases it to about 
90%. I can go into details tomorrow. 
 
I was wondering how you managed to give probabilities of more than 90% in your live 

trade calls, so your hints are very interesting! Thanks again.  

 



FXEZ Oct 30, 2014 10:30am | Post# 11306

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The idea of similarity that I presented here is simple for a lot of people to understand. 
But that is not real similarity. The real idea is rigorous and beyond the scope of most 
traders here. However, if you really get it you will realize that just the way two distinct 
algebraic systems can be isomorphic, two random systems can also be isomorphic, 
almost surely. How you construct such systems is the secret of isomorphism applied to 
trading. There will be bars where both systems do not agree but the measure of the set 
of those bars will be ZERO!!!!... 
I'm very interested in figuring this out, happy to communicate privately (your PM is off). 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 10:42am | Post# 11307

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} 83 {quote} interested k 
You are right!!! The sequence I provided is exactly randomly isomorphic to the sequence 
of prime numbers. I have not defined what "randomly-isomorphic " means precisely but i 
believe most of you can see through this. 
Now, suppose you do not know the sequence of prime numbers, you will never know that 
there is a simple function that can show the relation. 
 
Look at the following example: The sequence of prime numbers is pseudo-random, very 
uncertain in its distribution but do you know that despite this uncertainty, given any 
integer K, there is a prime in the interval [k, 2k]? 
 
So, yes we may not know exactly where the primes are, but we can know how long to 
wait to HIT ONE where the sequence of integers develop. 
 
The same applies to trading. I can defined functions that can link me to eurusd IN A WAY 
THAT ANYTIME my function takes a value, I know how long to wait for eurusd to respond 
in a certain way. More privately later. 
How I construct these functions is secret but I am finalizing my blueprint for after 
december when I am back to trading!!! 

 

stt Oct 30, 2014 10:58am | Post# 11308

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
i return, we will go back to making calls and testing our ideas. bye. 
yay!! looking forward to it. you have unique way to analyzing the markets. interesting in 
discussing privately too - think i can add value but of course you decide :-) 

 

vlady1974 Oct 30, 2014 11:01am | Post# 11309

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}You are right!!! The sequence I provided is exactly randomly isomorphic to the 
sequence of prime numbers. I have not defined what "randomly-isomorphic " means 
precisely but i believe most of you can see through this. Now, suppose you do not know 
the sequence of prime numbers, you will never know that there is a simple function that 
can show the relation. Look at the following example: The sequence of prime numbers is 
pseudo-random, very uncertain in its distribution but do you know that despite this 
uncertainty, given any integer K, there... 
I am blown out of the water again like a duck during duck-hunting-season. 



 

 

summicron Oct 30, 2014 11:12am | Post# 11310

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} 83 {quote} interested k 
Would it be too much to ask how u arrive at 83? 

 

kprsa Oct 30, 2014 11:26am | Post# 11311

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting summicron 
{quote} Would it be too much to ask how u arrive at 83? 
Eurusdd's example was (approximately) the prime number sequence shifted by 4. 
 

 
 
k 

 

vlady1974 Oct 30, 2014 11:34am | Post# 11312

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Eurusdd's example was (approximately) the prime number sequence shifted by 
4. {image} k 

K you are Da Bomb!  

 

MikiMax Oct 30, 2014 11:44am | Post# 11313

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} Eurusdd's example was (approximately) the prime number sequence shifted by 
4. {image} k 
you've got a bright mind! 
however when trying to figure it out, 
that gap between 23 and 33 fooled me a bit... 

 

xixi Oct 30, 2014 11:45am | Post# 11314

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Eurusdd's example was (approximately) the prime number sequence shifted by 
4. {image} k 

He missed 27 in his sequences  
Quote 
6-7-9-11-15-17-21-23-33-35-41-45-47-51-57-61-65-71-77-?????? 

 

Dr.Phoenix Oct 30, 2014 11:55am | Post# 11315

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} one way to do that, including increasing the H value, or playing with the K value 
That is the right way idea. 
 
One thing to think of - what if we let us have the real probabililty to be equal 1 is not for 
ONE timeframe, but for all TFs included. 

 

kprsa Oct 30, 2014 11:56am | Post# 11316

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} He missed 27 in his sequences {quote} 

I am quite happy with 90%+ precision.  
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

xixi Oct 30, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 11317

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} I am quite happy with 90%+ precision. Cheers, k 

 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 12:06pm | Post# 11318

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} I am quite happy with 90%+ precision. Cheers, k 
Yes. But that is part of the set of measure zero. For a certain number of times your 
system and mine may not agree but it is clear you know what sequence i was looking at. 
So, good work done. That is the spirit of the issue. 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 30, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 11319



 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thank you Jay. What's more, if that 79% probability is accurate, then it follows 
that the probability of price returning to any bar on the chart (PTZ or not) is always close 
to 80%. I can prove that tomorrow, but it's late now in Japan and I need to get to bed. 
This assumes of course that h is set such that 3% of all the bars contain full TZs. Yes, 
you can improve the probability by increasing h. For instance, doubling h-right increases 
the probability to about 85%, and quadrupling h-right increases it to about 90%. I can 
go into details... 
NorthTrader is probably well aware of this from reading my blog but this is basically my 
issue as well. Perhaps it depends on how one views the propositions when they are first 
introduced to them, but trading that 80% is what I focused on quite a bit. One of the 
"problems", as illustrated by the time/probability scale by NorthTrader is that your 
probability to hit decreases rapidly as time increases, and you get less "bang for your 
risk" I suppose. So to me it's really the k value that's the important piece here, which 
maybe if I'm lucky jay will let the cat out a little more =p 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
The idea of similarity that I presented here is simple for a lot of people to understand. 
But that is not real similarity. The real idea is rigorous and beyond the scope of most 
traders here. However, if you really get it you will realize that just the way two distinct 
algebraic systems can be isomorphic, two random systems can also be isomorphic, 
almost surely. How you construct such systems is the secret of isomorphism applied to 
trading. There will be bars where both systems do not agree but the measure of the set 
of those bars will be ZERO!!!!... 

Who knew math could be so interesting? I would definitely love to know more  

 

juriFX Oct 30, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 11320

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For those using TradingView (web charting platform) might be interested in this little TZ 
indicator I coded in a few minutes. 
It's really limited but helps to identify TZ and PTZ a lot faster. 
Good enough when MT4 is not available for whatever reason... 
Script on TW 



 

 

handy148 Oct 30, 2014 2:42pm | Post# 11321

 
Looks good - pity it's not mt4 but perhaps some clever coder might be able to do it. 

 

FelixFelix Oct 30, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 11322

 
Hi, I recently started using cycle identifier indicator and it was clear how to spot a 
possible trade but now I am wondering how do you determine to go short or long? 

 

PiratePip Oct 30, 2014 2:59pm | Post# 11323

 
Quoting juriFX 
For those using TradingView (web charting platform) might be interested in this little TZ 
indicator I coded in a few minutes. It's really limited but helps to identify TZ and PTZ a 
lot faster. Good enough when MT4 is not available for whatever reason... Script on TW 
{image} 
 
Thank you very much for coding this. was looking in chat yesterday for some one to help 
me with this on TV 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 11324

 
Hi people: I will be away from this forum and thread till January. When I return I hope to 
onece and for all silence all doubters that we are not joking here. I will be trading real on 
this thread, and making calls that will defy the general .... 



Stay with me. Till then I say "Thank you" to all of you. 
All the key contributors, too many to name but .... 
Burnsss 
vlady1974 
Neio 
LiquidGenius 
fx-jay 
shiva 
Ralome 
ephisi 
 
etc 
 
We will finally see real action on a real account next time around! 
 
Stay blessed all of you and keep trading in the zone!!!  

 

juriFX Oct 30, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 11325

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Thank you very much for coding this. was looking in chat yesterday for some 
one to help me with this on TV 
Glad you like it. Unfortunately pine script is really limited, for example drawing rectangles 
is not yet implemented. 
Also this indicator doesn't detect mid bar transient zones. I may improve it in the future 
once more features are implemented in pine script... 

 

Kiads Oct 30, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 11326

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Hi people: I will be away from this forum and thread till January. When I return I hope to 
onece and for all silence all doubters that we are not joking here. I will be trading real on 
this thread, and making calls that will defy the general .... Stay with me. Till then I say 
"Thank you" to all of you. All the key contributors, too many to name but .... Burnsss 
vlady1974 Neio LiquidGenius fx-jay shiva Ralome... 

Thank You Sir EURUSDD, I will waiting patiently .. with enthusiast  
God Bless You... 
 



 
 
MTH 

 

metta87 Oct 30, 2014 3:29pm | Post# 11327

 
Lol 

 

stt Oct 30, 2014 3:34pm | Post# 11328

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Thank You Sir EURUSDD, I will waiting patiently .. with enthusiast God Bless 
You... {image} MTH 
lol - where do you get all the spot on pics :-) 

 

Ralome Oct 30, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 11329

 
Quoting Eurusdd 



Hi people: I will be away from this forum and thread till January. When I return I hope to 
onece and for all silence all doubters that we are not joking here. I will be trading real on 
this thread, and making calls that will defy the general .... Stay with me. Till then I say 
"Thank you" to all of you. All the key contributors, too many to name but .... Burnsss 
vlady1974 Neio LiquidGenius fx-jay shiva Ralome... 

 

 

burnssss Oct 30, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 11330

 
Here we'll wait!!! 

thank you very much   

 

ephisi Oct 30, 2014 6:19pm | Post# 11331

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Hi people: I will be away from this forum and thread till January. When I return I hope to 
onece and for all silence all doubters that we are not joking here. I will be trading real on 
this thread, and making calls that will defy the general .... Stay with me. Till then I say 
"Thank you" to all of you. All the key contributors, too many to name but .... Burnsss 
vlady1974 Neio LiquidGenius fx-jay shiva Ralome... 
Thank you Eurusdd. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 30, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 11332

 
1 Attachment(s) 

I leave you with the concept that started the thread. The similarity 
principle. 
Technical but I tried to present it in a way that most people can 
understand. This is my creation! 

 



The lambda serves as the waiting time. Therefore, this principle is 
applicable to TZ too. For two lambda-isomorphic systems, there is a 
minimum value for lambda that works almost surely. 
 

You will see this in action next year!  
 

ephisi Oct 30, 2014 6:30pm | Post# 11333

 
I have been away developing TZ swings. My own application of the TZ principle. 
Expecting to see 1.2730ish. if 1.2730ish acts as resistance then a possible return to 
1.2520 ish is imminent. But if 1.2730 failsand the upper trendline on the 4hr channel fails 
we will see 1.2806. will post more levels as the days go by 

 

burnssss Oct 30, 2014 6:43pm | Post# 11334

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I leave you with the concept that started the thread. The similarity principle. Technical 
but I tried to present it in a way that most people can understand. This is my creation! 
{image} The lambda serves as the waiting time. Therefore, this principle is applicable to 
TZ too. For tow lambda-isomorphic systems, there is a minimum value for lambda almost 
surely. You will see this is action next year! 
I think I understand the idea. Should I delve into each of the variables and therefore the 
two conditions.  
What indicates "A"?  
Congratulations for you theorema. Really amazing! 

 

Rahimseven Oct 30, 2014 7:11pm | Post# 11335

 
 

Thanks for breaking open the head Eurusdd 
 
I have learned a great deal. Making consistent gains so far. Best in years!!! 

 

wireash Oct 30, 2014 7:33pm | Post# 11336

 
THE TEMP. IS RISING 
I GUESS TRADER'S ARE TIRED OF GETTING PM'S OR BEING ASKED SILLY QUESTION'S 
SO THEY TRY TO HELP OTHERS AS MUCH AS THEY CAN 
AND TRYING TO EXPLAIN IT IN AS SIMPLE TERM'S AS POSSIBLE. (I SALUTE YOU FOR 
THAT) 
NOW! 
I WANNA THANK NORTHTRADER! 
FOR BEING MATURE ABOUT THIS CONCEPT AND ASKING GOOD QUESTION'S 
HE WILL GIVE AN EXPLANATION WHY HE DOESNT UNDERSTAND CERTAIN CRITERIA 
AND ASK FOR OPINION 
INSTEAD OF ASKING (HOW DO YOU USE TZ INDI) 
IF YOU DONT UNDERSTAND A CERTAIN CONCEPT ABOUT TZ. 
EXPLAIN FIRST WHAT YOU DO UNDERSTAND SO FAR, AND THEN ASK HOW SHOULD 
YOU DEAL WITH THE QUESTION THAT YOU DO HAVE. 
INSTEAD OF ASKING WHAT SETTING TO USE FOR h. 



i still dont know the perfect h value (i dont think it's that much important) 
i understand what the tz indi was trying to show me and nothing will change that, 
even if my neighboor show me his chart and asks what will happen next? i will answer : 
FIRST: I WILL LOOK FOR EXPOSED PRICE (CANDLES) IN A TRENDING MARKET 
REASON: PRICE NEED'S TO FILL THIS GAP  
(KING DOES NOT LIKE TO BE EXPOSED) 
SECOND: RANGING MARKET  
THAT;S WHERE I USE TZ INDI (RANGE BOUND) 
HOW CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRENDING AND RANGING MARKET? 
I WILL LEAVE THAT OPEN FOR DISCUSSION! 
I JUST WANNA SAY: 
BRAVO!!! NORTHTRADER BRAVO!!! 

 

NorthTrader Oct 30, 2014 9:26pm | Post# 11337

 
Quoting wireash 
... I WANNA THANK NORTHTRADER! ... 

Kind words are always appreciated, wireash, but I'm a minor contributor here.  
 
Better to thank Eurusdd and the main contributors for the great ideas and for stimulating 

such interesting discussion.  

 

wireash Oct 30, 2014 10:34pm | Post# 11338

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Kind words are always appreciated, wireash, but I'm a minor contributor here. 

Better to thank Eurusdd and the main contributors for the great ideas and for 

stimulating such interesting discussion.  
FOREX MARKET IS A BEAUTIFUL WORLD IN ITSELF 
WHEATHER I THINK THAT THE MARKET WILL GO UP OR DOWN 
I WILL STILL FIND PEOPLE CONTRADICTING THEMSELFES (THATS WHAT MAKES IT 
BEAUTIFUL) 
WE CAN BOTH BE RIGHT AND AT THE SAME TIME WE CAN BOTH BE WRONG 
IT'S UP TO YOU!! TO CREATE YOUR OWN SYSTEM,,,AROUND THAT PHENOMENON! 
BUT DONT BE AFRAID TO ASK QUESTION;S!!! 
ASK QUESTION'S!!!!! 
WHAT IS YOU QUESTION? 
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO USE TZ. 
SHOULD I GIVE YOU MY MAGIC h value? here it is 6h 
should i trade away from transient zone? hell yeah if that makes you money 
i trade away from transient zone's and that goes against everything i learned in forex. 
but it keeps me on the green side 
forex is a game of propabilitie's 
think of it this way 
i was born 
out of those millions of sperm counts i made it \ 
so how hard can it be? 
P.S. king need's protection 

 

vladutz112 Oct 30, 2014 10:40pm | Post# 11339

 
Quoting wireash 



{quote} FOREX MARKET IS A BEAUTIFUL WORLD IN ITSELF WHEATHER I THINK THAT 
THE MARKET WILL GO UP OR DOWN I WILL STILL FIND PEOPLE CONTRADICTING 
THEMSELFES (THATS WHAT MAKES IT BEAUTIFUL) WE CAN BOTH BE RIGHT AND AT THE 
SAME TIME WE CAN BOTH BE WRONG IT'S UP TO YOU!! TO CREATE YOUR OWN 
SYSTEM,,,AROUND THAT PHENOMENON! BUT DONT BE AFRAID TO ASK QUESTION;S!!! 
ASK QUESTION'S!!!!! WHAT IS YOU QUESTION? DO YOU KNOW HOW TO USE TZ. 
SHOULD I GIVE YOU MY MAGIC h value? here it is 6h should i trade away from transient 
zone? hell yeah if that makes you money... 

)))) crazy man 

 

wireash Oct 30, 2014 10:53pm | Post# 11340

 
Quoting vladutz112 

{quote} )))) crazy man 
it;s not crazy! 
it's the truth!!!! 
i will share everthing i know about TZ. 
BECOUSE I KNOW THAT YOU WILL GIVE ME NEW PERSPECTIVE,ON HOW TO LOOK AT 
FOREX MARKET!! 
THAT'S WHAT EUR/USD SHOWED ME. 
DID THAT CRASH ENGLAND ECONOMY? 
DID THAT MAKE A SPIKE IN GBP/NZD CURRENCY? 
I'M I WILLING TO EXPOSE THE BEAUTY OF FOREX MARKET TO ALL OF YOU? (hell yeah) 
PATIENCE DISCIPLINE PATIENCE DISCIPLINE 
TRUST ME!!! 
FOREX IS BETTER THAN WORKING FOR ANOTHER MAN FOR THE NEXT 40YEARS 
IS IT WORTH IT ? 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 

 

wireash Oct 30, 2014 11:00pm | Post# 11341

 
Whenever you feel that the market failed you!!! 
Look at it from my view!! 
 
 
You failed me 

 

NorthTrader Oct 31, 2014 12:48am | Post# 11342

 
Following on from this post, it seems safe to assume that the probability of returning to 
(aka "resolving") a potential TZ within h bars to the right of the middle bar is almost 
80%, if h is set such that 3% of all the bars contain full TZs. 
 
But what about the probability of returning to a bar that isn't a PTZ (potential TZ bar)? In 
other words, a current bar that is h-left-recurrent, and that might stay that way (only h-
left-recurrent), or might become h-fully-recurrent? Well, using the same example bar 
counts from the last post, we can calculate the empirical probability as 680 / (680 + 180) 
= 79%. 
 
This figure is almost the same as the other one (78.5%) - is this just coincidence or is 
there a reason for that! 
 
Anyway, since the current bar can only be one of two types - PTZ and non-PTZ - we can 



say that the probability of returning to any bar on the chart is always 79%. But this is 
just an example with 1000 bars. What about a much larger sample with real data? 
 
Well, according to my calculations of 20,000 bars per timeframe, over 6 timeframes (M1, 
M5, M15, M30, H1 and H4), the average figures for EURUSD are as follows: 
 
1) Probability of revisiting a PTZ is 77.8% 
2) Probability of revisiting a non-PTZ is 79.7% 
 
Therefore, the probability of fully revisiting any bar on the chart is about 79%. 
 
What an amazing proposition! Why wait for a fairly rare PTZ to form when any bar will 
give you same the edge? 
 
At first glance, this raises some interesting paradoxes, such as: 
 
1) If price is 97% recurrent, as defined by your h value, then why is there only a 79% 
chance of returning to any bar within h bars to the right? Where's the missing 18%? Can 
you see the answer? 
 
2) How do some kind traders who put their neck on the line with live trade calls give the 
probability of returning to a certain price as much greater than 79%? I think I know the 
answer to this, and Jay gave some hints a few posts back, but can you see the answer? 
 
Stuff to do. More later. 

 

Rahimseven Oct 31, 2014 12:52am | Post# 11343

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Following on from this post, it seems safe to assume that the probability of returning to 
(aka "resolving") a potential TZ within h bars to the right of the middle bar is almost 
80%, if h is set such that 3% of all the bars contain full TZs. But what about the 
probability of returning to a bar that isn't a PTZ (potential TZ bar)? In other words, a 
current bar that is h-left-recurrent, and that might stay that way (only h-left-recurrent), 
or might become h-fully-recurrent?... 
Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} Ow, thank you very much mate . Now i know that +/- k must be used in 
different situation (not at same candle), depend on sell/buy opportunity. And we must 
prepare our selved for "failed" signal, may be using stop loss, averaging/martingale can 
solve this. Thanks for nice post mate. 
 
I have a different understanding. Let's look at some statements by 
Eurusdd. 
 
"Now, if you get the h and k right, you will find that transient 
price-zone occur with very LOW -probability. That is PRICES are h-
recurrent almost-surely for some positive h." (PRICES not 
BARS/CANDLES) 
 
 

There is no center bar Only -h and +h (this EureKa literally 
just became aware to me as I write this so thanks for the 
question) 



 
 
 
"If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 
97% of the time, at least one of the next h bars should hit p." 
Eurusdd... 
 
Now how do you avoid a 3% probable transient zone? You treat all 
potential TZs (k) as completed TZs and avoid them by taking revisit 
trades in the "almost sure" recurrent zones above ( +k ) or below ( -K ) 
the assumed completed TZ.  

 

Eurusdd Oct 31, 2014 1:20am | Post# 11344

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} {quote} I have a different understanding. Let's look at some statements by 
Eurusdd. "Now, if you get the h and k right, you will find that transient price-zone occur 
with very LOW -probability. That is PRICES are h-recurrent almost-surely for some 

positive h." (PRICES not BARS/CANDLES) There is no center bar Only -h and +h (this 
EureKa literally just became aware to me as I write this so thanks for the question) "If 
your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time, at least one 
of the next h bars should hit... 

YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON who really got the idea so 
far!!! I see a lot of people disputing facts! 
Prices are 97%+ h-recurrent for the right h. This means that every-time a price is hit, 
there is 97% chance it will be h-recurrent. so if the last time it was not h-recurrent, it 
has 97% chance to be h-recurrent now. it is not the bars, you should count for the 
probability. focus on price!!! 
 
Less than 3% of prices will not be h-recurrent for some minimum h. 
 
For example, go back. if you find a price which is not 5-recurrent, go into the future 
where a bar went through it again, it most likely will be 5-recurrent this time! 
 
Now, if you look at all the times a bar went through that price, the probability will 
approach 1 almost surely that the price will be h-recurrent! 
 

SORRY I JUST HAD TO CLEAR THIS SO I 
LEAVE NO CONFUSION BEHIND!!!!  

 

Rahimseven Oct 31, 2014 1:34am | Post# 11345

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON who really got the idea so far!!! I see a lot of people 
disputing facts! Prices are 97%+ h-recurrent for the right h. This means that every-time 
a price is hit, there is 97% chance it will be h-recurrent. so if the last time it was not h-
recurrent, it has 97% chance to be h-recurrent now. it is not the bars, you should count 
for the probability. focus on price!!! Less than 3% of prices will not be h-recurrent for 
some minimum h. For example, go back. if you find a price which is not 5-recurrent, go 
into the future... 
 



Muchas Gracious!!!!!!   

 

forextarget Oct 31, 2014 1:53am | Post# 11346

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON who really got the idea so far!!! I see a lot of people 
disputing facts! Prices are 97%+ h-recurrent for the right h. This means that every-time 
a price is hit, there is 97% chance it will be h-recurrent. so if the last time it was not h-
recurrent, it has 97% chance to be h-recurrent now. it is not the bars, you should count 
for the probability. focus on price!!! Less than 3% of prices will not be h-recurrent for 
some minimum h. For example, go back. if you find a price which is not 5-recurrent, go 
into the future... 

we need example to understand this  like a chart   

 

cfdtaleong Oct 31, 2014 1:58am | Post# 11347

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON who really got the idea so far!!! I see a lot of people 
disputing facts! Prices are 97%+ h-recurrent for the right h. This means that every-time 
a price is hit, there is 97% chance it will be h-recurrent. so if the last time it was not h-
recurrent, it has 97% chance to be h-recurrent now. it is not the bars, you should count 
for the probability. focus on price!!! Less than 3% of prices will not be h-recurrent for 
some minimum h. For example, go back. if you find a price which is not 5-recurrent,... 

Just one last question This mean more than 1 revisit right?  

 

NorthTrader Oct 31, 2014 2:00am | Post# 11348

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
I have a different understanding. Let's look at some statements by Eurusdd. ... 
Yes, I was talking about bars, not pips (prices). Within the 21% of bars that don't get 
fully revisited, some of the pips within the bars will get revisited. So the probability of 
individual prices getting revisited is higher than the probability of all the prices within the 
bars getting revisited. Next job for me is to work out some probabilities based on pips, 
not bars. Thanks! 

 

Kiads Oct 31, 2014 2:21am | Post# 11349

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Yes, I was talking about bars, not pips (prices). Within the 21% of bars that 
don't get fully revisited, some of the pips within the bars will get revisited. So the 
probability of individual prices getting revisited is higher than the probability of all the 
prices within the bars getting revisited. Next job for me is to work out some 
probabilities based on pips, not bars. Thanks! 

maybe increasing or decreasing percentage of price movement... because probability 
is percentage measurement 

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 3:58am | Post# 11350

 
1 Attachment(s) 



For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver plate, 
here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post.  
Check it out and thank me later ( eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy 
figuring out how I'm faking my real results, no? :P ) 
 
I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but the idea did start from 
here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it and make it work my way. 
If you managed to check my previous contributions, you would have realized by now what 

I'm doing (but I understand that you don't have time on your hands, so no worries )  
 
So here goes:  
 
1- I chose H=39 because on that particular TF & currency, that's the minimum H needed to 
have less than 3% TZ (those are rough figures for the sake of the example, more analysis is 
needed here)  
 
2- You see on the first red arrow to the left that there is a confirmed TZ. There's a 3% 
probability for that to happen, yet it happened. 
 
3- I extended the confirmed TZ area with light blue horizontal lines  
 
4- You see the red circle? Great. Forget the right of the red circle. Given the red circle and 
the left hand side before it, can you realize that this is a new PTZ area? You should! If not 
then move on to the next thread.  
 
5- What is being said & proposed is that the prices inside this circle will be revisited in the 
next 39 Hours (bars) with a 97% probability.  
 
6- Do you feel bad for not being able to grasp this simple concept eventhough you've been 
reading this thread forever (2 hours maybe? :P) . 
Well, don't be to sad, I will give you tons of examples where this didn't work out. After all 
3% of thousands of bars is still a large number, no?  
 
7- Reminder: I don't use this way of trading TZ & probability! Eurusdd is saying to focus on 
price, I tend to focus on bars.  
 
Cheers! Don't party too hard. 
 
Jay 

 

 



Rahimseven Oct 31, 2014 4:20am | Post# 11351

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my 
real results, no? :P ) I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but 
the idea did start from here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it 
and make it work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you 
would have realized... 
 

HUGE THUMBS UP  
 
THANK yOU 

 

Ullen Oct 31, 2014 4:22am | Post# 11352

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. 
You didn't have to do this Jay. 
 
But i hope a lot will benefit from this. 
 

You're a generous soul   

 

Kiads Oct 31, 2014 4:30am | Post# 11353

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my 
real results, no? :P ) 

 
 



 
 

 

 

vlady1974 Oct 31, 2014 4:36am | Post# 11354

 
I really hope all the lurkers appreciate just HOW VALUABLE the information Jay and 
Rahim have just explained....and to Eurusdd for starting us on this quest. 
 
If you can't create a Tradeable plan from that alone, to borrow a term from Sir Alan 
Sugar....you're a "Lost Cause" 

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 4:40am | Post# 11355

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image}  

wanna bet that they will be asking the same questions after 2-3 new thread 

pages?! :P I give that a 99.9% probability  

 

summicron Oct 31, 2014 4:56am | Post# 11356

 
Quoting vlady1974 
I really hope all the lurkers appreciate just HOW VALUABLE the information Jay and 
Rahim have just explained....and to Eurusdd for starting us on this quest. If you can't 
create a Tradeable plan from that alone, to borrow a term from Sir Alan Sugar....you're a 
"Lost Cause" 
I have been stuck with ~80% probability numbers in the past two months since the start 
of TZ discussion. Wow could this finally be the page to clear up my confusion for the past 



two months? 
 
I will print this page out. Then I'm going to sleep, clear my mind and flush my previous 
understanding of TZ as much as possible before reading this. 

 

xixi Oct 31, 2014 4:59am | Post# 11357

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my 
real results, no? :P ) I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but 
the idea did start from here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it 
and make it work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you 
would have realized... 

 

 

LiquidGenius Oct 31, 2014 5:01am | Post# 11358

 
Now the cat is not only out the bag but on our heads! Although eurusdd gave it the 
recent clarification out himself so it's considered general knowledge. GL to all! I have new 
things to try.. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 5:04am | Post# 11359

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. 
 
I hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it doesn't 
work by itself.  
 
For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to take it as it is, you would 
have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and then end up leaving the trade 
with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it?  
 
That's why I don't use this technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P 

 

 



adeforex Oct 31, 2014 5:19am | Post# 11360

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} wanna bet that they will be asking the same questions after 2-3 new 

thread pages?! :P I give that a 99.9% probability  
please what is the buy and sell signal? where should i enter? Give me, man, 

common?   

 

jinakado Oct 31, 2014 5:30am | Post# 11361

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my 
real results, no? :P ) I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but 
the idea did start from here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it 
and make it work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you 
would have realized... 

thank you a lot !!!  

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 5:50am | Post# 11362

 
1 Attachment(s) 
In the below Daily chart, there are 11 trade opportunities using the concept presented. 
ALL of them are winners & H is as small as 10. 
 
Once you are able to identify all 11, you can consider yourself as a graduate. 
 
Edit: In some of the 11 opportunities there could be more than one profitable trade done. 
However, I'm only talking about the main 11 opportunities (don't include sub-opportunities) 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

 

orid Oct 31, 2014 5:56am | Post# 11363

 



Quoting adeforex 
{quote} please what is the buy and sell signal? where should i enter? Give me, man, 

common?   

Its Easy , buy when the price go's up,, sell when the price go's down   

 

Kiads Oct 31, 2014 6:01am | Post# 11364

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
Now the cat is not only out the bag but on our heads! Although eurusdd gave it the 
recent clarification out himself so it's considered general knowledge. GL to all! I have new 
things to try.. 

 

 

juriFX Oct 31, 2014 6:02am | Post# 11365

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Because today is friday and sharing day 



 
 

figuring out R:R ratio and entries is your part  

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 6:04am | Post# 11366

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And I'll finally leave you with this: 
 
In the below chart (different dates than the one in the previous post), there are 11 winners 
& 1 loser. 
If you can spot the loser, then you graduated with distinction :P 
 
You do realize that getting 22 out of 23 winners on a Daily chart is a huge deal right?  
BUT Whenever you get too carried away with optimism, this post is here to give you a slap 
on the face and bring you back to reality: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...57#post7837257 

 



 

juriFX Oct 31, 2014 6:16am | Post# 11367

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
And I'll finally leave you with this: In the below chart (different dates than the one in the 
previous post), there are 11 winners & 1 loser. If you can spot the loser, then you 
graduated with distinction :P You do realize that getting 22 out of 23 winners on a Daily 
chart is a huge deal right? BUT Whenever you get too carried away with optimism, this 
post is here to give you a slap on the face and bring you back to reality: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...57#post7837257 {image} 
Thank you Jay for sharing. 
I'm a bit confused, with such small H (although true TZ < 3%, so h is small but fine). 

Need some time to look at your chart to figure out what you see.  
22 out of 23 that's nice. 

 

Eurusdd Oct 31, 2014 6:21am | Post# 11368

 
I ask just one favor from you guys: Can you people put these ideas together nicely and 
create a Wikipedia page for the similarity and TZ-zones. I will provide the proof of 
important statements . Please do this! Thank you!!! 
 
Just pm me for any comment of clarifications. I will not post here!!! 

 

Porkpie Oct 31, 2014 6:40am | Post# 11369

 
Quoting fx-jay 
for all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver plate, 
here's what eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough i'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how i'm faking my 

real results, no? ) i want to make it clear that this is not how i trade this concept, but 
the idea did start from here. This was the initial proposition, but i decided to to tweak it 
and make it work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you 
would have realized... 
ok people move along, nothing to see here......... 

 

burnssss Oct 31, 2014 6:54am | Post# 11370

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I ask just one favor from you guys: Can you people put these ideas together nicely and 
create a Wikipedia page for the similarity and TZ-zones. I will provide the proof of 
important statements . Please do this! Thank you!!! Just pm me for any comment of 
clarifications. I will not post here!!! 
I will TRY to make a pdf With This concept. Then I will send the pdf you check for 
possible errors. If OK, I'll post in this thread to upload to wikipedia.  

It will take me some time because I have a task in my university, but it is done.   

 

LITEchild Oct 31, 2014 6:58am | Post# 11371

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. 



I hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it 
doesn't work by itself. For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to 
take it as it is, you would have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and 
then end up leaving the trade with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it? That's why I 
don't use this technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P {image} 

. Very insightful and helpful contribution indeed John! Although I think the only thing 
missing in your analysis is the issue of 'K', which I think Rahim and Saver0 covered 
pretty well. So between the three of you, Vlady and Eurusdd, there really is nothing 
much left to say(for now). Welldone my friend. 

 

limprobable Oct 31, 2014 7:02am | Post# 11372

 
Thanks Eurusdd And fx-Jay for your last post. 
 
Fx-Jay, you show us the récurrence of H-bars. But some TZ are more than one Time 
récurrent in your charts (the définition of range market) 
 
some intéressant things Will be to calculate the x-récurrence of a price. 
 
for exemple in you last chart the price of 1.6099 have Been récurrent many Times, so 
some Times you trade the probability That some price Will be récurrent more than 2 
times, which probably décrease the probability. 
 
thats why it CAN be holygrail in range market, not in trend market. 
 
Is is what you explain? 

 

Kiads Oct 31, 2014 7:16am | Post# 11373

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Porkpie 
{quote} ok people move along, nothing to see here......... 



 
 

No wonder...  

 

Eurusdd Oct 31, 2014 7:53am | Post# 11374

 
Quoting limprobable 
thats why it CAN be holygrail in range market, not in trend market. Is is what you 
explain? 
This comment shows you don't get it yet. It works in every market condition. Read it 
again! 

 

limprobable Oct 31, 2014 8:09am | Post# 11375

 
The market is by nature 97% recurrent with all the data. 
 
if we sub-divise the market with H, we try to find a H That Will be the same than the 
nature of the market. With smaller data like the fractal in the nature. 

 



Baillie Oct 31, 2014 8:10am | Post# 11376

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON who really got the idea so far!!! I see a lot of 
people disputing facts! Prices are 97%+ h-recurrent for the right h. This means that 
every-time a price is hit, there is 97% chance it will be h-recurrent. so if the last time it 
was not h-recurrent, it has 97% chance to be h-recurrent now. it is not the bars, you 
should count for the probability. focus on price!!! Less than 3% of prices will not be h-
recurrent for some minimum h. For example, go back. if you find a price which is not 5-
recurrent, go into the future... 
NOT REALLY!!!!! others know how to keep their mouth shut, like we were asked. 
(suggested) how many times did I post this same stuff????? 

 

Robertk Oct 31, 2014 8:58am | Post# 11377

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. 
I hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it 
doesn't work by itself. For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to 
take it as it is, you would have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and 
then end up leaving the trade with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it? That's why I 
don't use this technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P {image} 
Actually Jay, that DD you would have gotten isnt necessary "60". If you can locate 
recurrent zones by using various methods (not just Freefox's setting curve-fitting) you 
can actually hedge yourself out with relatively low DD. If one manages to do this 
correctly its most of the times a win-win. 

 

saver0 Oct 31, 2014 10:07am | Post# 11378

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. 
I hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it 
doesn't work by itself. For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to 
take it as it is, you would have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and 
then end up leaving the trade with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it? That's why I 
don't use this technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P {image} 
Hi Jay, 
 
I know you got you got your own thing, which is great. I have 3 variations of H/K that 
I'm testing now. 
BUT to be clear, clear for other readers. This trade that you marked is not what 
EURUSDD is talking about... 
 
I don't want to give out too much.. haha 

 

Dobbsie Oct 31, 2014 10:11am | Post# 11379

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
And I'll finally leave you with this: In the below chart (different dates than the one in the 
previous post), there are 11 winners & 1 loser. If you can spot the loser, then you 
graduated with distinction :P You do realize that getting 22 out of 23 winners on a Daily 
chart is a huge deal right? BUT Whenever you get too carried away with optimism, this 
post is here to give you a slap on the face and bring you back to reality: 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...57#post7837257 {image} 
Jay...very impressive results! I am certainly not the best math brain and been trying to 
wrap my head around all of the concepts presented. Your returns are very motivating! 
Been reading and re-reading the thread while taking many notes as well. Whenever I 
think I have it somewhat figuted out, doubt creeps in and frustration follows. 
Maybe you could get a leash and take the cat out for a walk?! LOL. Any other hints and 
insights are greatly appreciated more than you could know! 
Thanks for your contributions and have a great weekend! 

 

Eurusdd Oct 31, 2014 10:23am | Post# 11380

 
Let me state this clearly as possible: 
1: choose your time-frame 

2: choose your currency pair 

3: choose any price level, p and a value for h. 
 

The proposition says that the relative frequency of the 
number of times the market reached p and p was h-
recurrent will approach 1 almost surely as time goes to 
infinity. 
Now, since we cannot experience infinity, what about the 
short run. 
 

The theorem predicts that there is a minimum value for h 
such that 97% of price levels - hit in the past - will have h-
recurrent relative frequencies close to 1. 
 

Therefore, focus on price. On rare occasions you will have 
an h-TZ zone at a given price p. That h-TZ zone has 97% 
chance Of been h-recurrent when price gets to p the next 
time. 
 

Therefore, use h-TZ zones to find h-recurrent zones!!!! 
 

Probability will be on your side. 
 

For example, you can look for an h-TZ zone that was h-TZ 
twice in a row. That is a rare-rare event. The next time 
price gets there, you have a high probability h-recurrent 
zone. 
 

This works in every condition of the market, ranging or 
trending!!!!  

 

juriFX Oct 31, 2014 11:01am | Post# 11381

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
Let me state this clearly as possible: 1: choose your time-frame 2: choose your currency 
pair 3: choose any price level, p and a value for h. The proposition says that the relative 
frequency of the number of times the market reached p and p was h-recurrent will 
approach 1 almost surely as time goes to infinity. Now, since we cannot experience 
infinity, what about the short run. The theorem predicts that there is a minimum value 
for h such that 97% of price levels - hit in the past - will have h-recurrent relative 
frequencies close to 1. Therefore,... 
Thank you Eurusdd, now I finally get it what you mean by RARE-RARE event. 

 
 
EDIT: this is essentially what FX-Jay is showing us in those charts 

 

mhmdfx Oct 31, 2014 11:26am | Post# 11382

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver plate, 
here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( eventhough 
I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my real results, 
no? :P ) I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but the idea did 
start from here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it and make it 
work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you would have 
realized... 
This is what you explained .It is now on EURUSD 

 

 

Zelo Oct 31, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 11383

 
i just have my eureka moment, after look at FX-Jay chart.  
 



i thought i understand Eurusdd, but i don't because of "recurrent" words. 
English is not my main language, lol. 
 

Thank you very much, Eurusdd.  

Thank you very much, FX-Jay.  
 
anyway, because of wrong understanding "recurrent" words, 

i am able to increase my win rate with binary option.  
 
http://i.imgur.com/1z1H0hT.png 
 
http://i.imgur.com/QWGoGCr.png  

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 11384

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Actually Jay, that DD you would have gotten isnt necessary "60". If you can 
locate recurrent zones by using various methods (not just Freefox's setting curve-fitting) 
you can actually hedge yourself out with relatively low DD. If one manages to do this 
correctly its most of the times a win-win. 
I totally agree! 
 
Just my point was to show that there are many chances of failure in this method, so it 
shouldn't be taken as it is on face value. 
Everyone should work on improving this to reduce the effect the impact of losing trades 
and eventually eliminate them or turn them into winners. 
 
I'd like to believe that I have reached this stage. However, no one is perfect, and I'm 
constantly looking to try to improve and develop. 
 
I hope that now that this is clearly presented (it was here since day one), more ideas will 
pour into the thread, and the level of discussion will improve after becoming quite 
ridiculous in the last week or two. 

 

FX-Jay Oct 31, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 11385

 
Quoting Zelo 

i just have my eureka moment, after look at FX-Jay chart. i thought i understand 
Eurusdd, but i don't because of "recurrent" words. English is not my main language, lol. 

Thank you very much, Eurusdd. Thank you very much, FX-Jay. anyway, 
because of wrong understanding "recurrent" words, i am able to increase my win rate 

with binary option. {image} {image} 
My next project will be binary options. 
The ideas presented here should create unimaginable results using binary options. 
I have started my research, and will be updating here when ready. 
 
In the last 2 months I had 446 out of 484 trades in profit with a maximum of 3 losing 
trades in a row. 
So if I was trading binary for a $1,000 per bet, I would have turned $10,000 into 
$400,000 with a max draw-down on $3,000. 
 
The numbers need to be tested for sure, and the % of profit per bet that the binary 
brokers gives out should be also taken into consideration. That's why I said a more 



detailed analysis will be done from my side to further understand the binary options 
industry. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

Robertk Oct 31, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 11386

 
Also, what is good knowing is that in fact, every single price is recurrent most of the 
time. While this is mentioned before it is a very important detail because the recurrent 
prices we observe are mostly taking place above/below the tops and bottoms, marked by 
Freefox's indi and corresponding with (H) input. 
 
However, while this is effective, there are many other areas that can act as a very strong 
recurrent area (there does not need to be a marked previous TZ zone or whatsoever but 
with included probabilities from krpa's statistics it is indeed a powerful tool). However, 
sssentially you want a decent sized, almost certain fluctuation that would win both ways 
if played correctly(hint, there are also OVERLAPPING areas). When you eyeball the 
market these levels are everywhere because thats what the market consists of, 
fluctuations. To spot, and trade the certain ones is a different story but they do exist and 
Freefox's indi is a great tool to get one started (in at least triggering the basic concept) . 

 

Dr.Phoenix Oct 31, 2014 3:43pm | Post# 11387

 
Eurusdd and Fx-Jay, 
 
I've just thought of some things. 
 
P.1/ We have probability that is equal 1 at every Time Frame. Shifting the TFs, we have 
the same probability, but at another H and K. 
 
Let us solve the opposite task out. Let us take the appropriate probability (it can be set 
manually or calculated as well) and re-calculate H and K. Since H is responsible for the 
TF's "window of probability", if I am right, we can find it out and take it as a constant for 
the forthcoming calculations. Having switched to another TF, we re-calculate K again... 
and again. We re-calculate new Ks for all timeframes by this method. Calculating H and K 
at the given probability from all TFs give us the most probable resulting price levels (so-
called "clouds of probability"), at which prices might be rejected out. 
 
P.2/ There is a conclusion from P.1. - one can program the multi-TF indicator that, in 
rurn, can picture the most probable price levels taken from the higher TFs in order to 
depict them on the lower TFs' charts. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

mhmdfx Oct 31, 2014 5:25pm | Post# 11388

 
Another result from Fx JAY post  
when price return back to the same price of previously confirmed TZ so i din't expect it 
will be TZ as it is rare event so we expect price will move below or above this zone so 
why don't we open order here with target above or below previous tz area or make 
hedge at this point ??? 



 

mex2000 Oct 31, 2014 5:37pm | Post# 11389

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For all visual learners out there &/or lazy asses that want their pips served on silver 
plate, here's what Eurusdd is saying in his last post. Check it out and thank me later ( 
eventhough I'm pretty sure you won't, you're way to busy figuring out how I'm faking my 
real results, no? :P ) I want to make it clear that this is NOT how I trade this concept, but 
the idea did start from here. This was the initial proposition, but I decided to to tweak it 
and make it work my way. If you managed to check my previous contributions, you 
would have realized... 
Suddenly i see clear, thank you FX Jay for the nice and clear chart. why hasn't anybody 
explained that before? A Picture is worth more than 1000 words...but one more question 
FX Jay, after the red circle, price breaks through into the recurrent Zone (above blue 
lines) and we know price has to come back to the pricelevel where the red circle is. but 
how do we know where to enter short? how can we recognize when the top has reached 
and Price is turning ? thanks mex 

 

GU-Night Oct 31, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 11390

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Hi Jay, I know you got you got your own thing, which is great. I have 3 variations 
of H/K that I'm testing now. BUT to be clear, clear for other readers. This trade that you 
marked is not what EURUSDD is talking about... I don't want to give out too much.. haha 
But it did come back up. 

 

 

Zelo Oct 31, 2014 8:53pm | Post# 11391

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} My next project will be binary options. The ideas presented here should create 
unimaginable results using binary options. I have started my research, and will be 
updating here when ready. In the last 2 months I had 446 out of 484 trades in profit with 
a maximum of 3 losing trades in a row. So if I was trading binary for a $1,000 per bet, I 



would have turned $10,000 into $400,000 with a max draw-down on $3,000. The 
numbers need to be tested for sure, and the % of profit per bet that the binary brokers 
gives out should be also taken into consideration.... 
It is really great to hear that you have awesome results with binary option, Jay. 
 
That motivates me to achieve better results like you. 
 
Although i have ~90% win rate with 60s-120s binary option, but i will switch to 5 
minutes for better payout, 75% profit per bet. 
5 Minutes doesn't need fast action like 60s-120s and have good amount of bets per day. 
 
I would love to reading about your research, Jay. 
 
All the Best, 
Zelo 

 

Baillie Oct 31, 2014 10:12pm | Post# 11392

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} Suddenly i see clear, thank you FX Jay for the nice and clear chart. why 

hasn't anybody explained that before? A Picture is worth more than 1000 

words...but one more question FX Jay, after the red circle, price breaks through into the 
recurrent Zone (above blue lines) and we know price has to come back to the pricelevel 
where the red circle is. but how do we know where to enter short? how can we recognize 
when the top has reached and Price is turning ? thanks mex 
Why didn't anyone show that before? Are you people kidding? I am done here, BYE 

 

dennis4u15 Oct 31, 2014 10:24pm | Post# 11393

 
Hi Guys.. 
 
Just wanted to clarify something...so if a TZ is broken either upwards or downwards then 
we assume that chances are price will come back to test that TZ within the set H of 
candles. 
 
Am seeing it right.. 
 
Regards 

 

Rahimseven Oct 31, 2014 10:36pm | Post# 11394

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Why didn't anyone show that before? Are you people kidding? I am done here, 
BYE 
Baillie 
 
Your information is paramount. I for one wold like to say thank you and all the other 
front-liners. Back a few weeks I just could not get my head around what came to many 
of you guys quickly.  
 
All of you have and continue to teach me amazing concepts that I have never explored. I 
live in this thread currently... 
 



Thanks   

 

vladutz112 Oct 31, 2014 11:16pm | Post# 11395

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Baillie Your information is paramount. I for one wold like to say thank you and 
all the other front-liners. Back a few weeks I just could not get my head around what 
came to many of you guys quickly. All of you have and continue to teach me amazing 

concepts that I have never explored. I live in this thread currently... Thanks   
THANK YOU RAHIMSEVEN for sharing with us because i was one of those that didn't 
clearly understood what where they talking about 

 

vladutz112 Oct 31, 2014 11:20pm | Post# 11396

 
now i wonder how can you still make a profit when the trend it's strong? hedging and the 

unlock the hedge at the next opportunity?   

 

giovanni4000 Nov 1, 2014 12:53am | Post# 11397

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Thank You Sir EURUSDD, I will waiting patiently .. with enthusiast God Bless 
You... {image} MTH 

+1 nice pictures mate. You collect all of them ?  

 

smallcat Nov 1, 2014 1:29am | Post# 11398

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Hi people: I will be away from this forum and thread till January. When I return I hope to 
onece and for all silence all doubters that we are not joking here. I will be trading real on 
this thread, and making calls that will defy the general .... Stay with me. Till then I say 
"Thank you" to all of you. All the key contributors, too many to name but .... Burnsss 
vlady1974 Neio LiquidGenius fx-jay shiva Ralome... 

Thank you for your great ideas and generous heart, Eurusdd Do not worry, we all 

will be here if you come back again next time ....  

Quoting FX-Jay 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. 
I hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it 
doesn't work by itself. For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to 
take it as it is, you would have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and 
then end up leaving the trade with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it? That's why I 
don't use this technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P {image} 
Thank you very much Jay, 
This is really a wonderful picture. I like this picture, especially if we are using Freefox's 
indicator. There are some Even Zone and some uneven zones, that make the price 
become transient. If there is no zone, then it is faster to reach our goal, else then it is 
the Difference, we need time, but surely it will go there some day ....... it will be 
recurrent. 

 



pedma Nov 1, 2014 2:28am | Post# 11399

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ephisi 
I have been away developing TZ swings. My own application of the TZ principle. Expecting 
to see 1.2730ish. if 1.2730ish acts as resistance then a possible return to 1.2520 ish is 
imminent. But if 1.2730 failsand the upper trendline on the 4hr channel fails we will see 
1.2806. will post more levels as the days go by 
I am fully agree mate, i just open my MT4 platform and see that your calls are near my 
zones. I love Eurusdd's concepts, they are really great. You are using TZ swings, and i am 
combining Eurusdd's Ideas. Look the result we have, they are really near each other !!! 

Eurusdd is really a genius trader. Many thanks for his great concepts  
 

And thanks for your call mate, i know what to do next week  
 
Edit: 
Just think again, may be it will go down first to around 1.250xx before going up ?? May be 

..., but still do not have any signal to prove it technically ...  

 

 

Kiads Nov 1, 2014 2:44am | Post# 11400

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} I am fully agree mate, i just open my MT4 platform and see that your calls are near 
my zones. I love Eurusdd's concepts, they are really great. You are using TZ swings, and i 
am combining Eurusdd's Ideas. Look the result we have, they are really near each other !!! 

Eurusdd is really a genius trader. Many thanks for his great concepts And thanks for your 

call mate, i know what to do next week Edit: Just think again, may be it will go down first 
to around 1.250xx before going up ?? May be ..., but still do not have any signal... 
One of the best 'Halloween theme chart' good job my friend... let me add some 

background...  
 



 

 

smallcat Nov 1, 2014 2:51am | Post# 11401

 
Quoting pedma 
{quote} I am fully agree mate, i just open my MT4 platform and see that your calls are 
near my zones. I love Eurusdd's concepts, they are really great. You are using TZ swings, 
and i am combining Eurusdd's Ideas. Look the result we have, they are really near each 

other !!! Eurusdd is really a genius trader. Many thanks for his great concepts And 

thanks for your call mate, i know what to do next week Edit: Just think again, may be 
it will go down first to around 1.250xx before going up ?? May be ..., but still do not have 
any signal... 
Looking at your result and Ephisi's result, make me sure that i am near. Still do not know 
how you get that zones, but i am using FreeFox's indicator to get something. 
If you try to look at M30, and if your H is right, then you will know that it will go to 
1.2501 again. Do not forget to read Fx-Jay 's great pictures and explanation mate, 
transient will become recurrent !! May be Monday is the right time for down, and NFP is 
the trigger .... 
Good Luck. 
 
Edit: Will it go to 1.2475 as the lowest ? 

Quoting Kiads 
{quote} One of the best 'Halloween theme chart' good job my friend... let me add some 

background... {image} 

ha..ha...ha... you have so many nice pictures mate , i love it. 

 

Rparm Nov 1, 2014 2:57am | Post# 11402

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} One of the best 'Halloween theme chart' good job my friend... let me add some 

background... {image} 
Long at the Pumpkin, Short at the witches broomstick! Got it! thanks!  

Ps does this work for other pairs?  



 

jimsterk Nov 1, 2014 3:08am | Post# 11403

 
It is pretty amazing if we use real data. 

Inserted Code 
trials = 250030 
res <- numeric(4) 
for (j in 3:6){      # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close 
  success = 0 
for (i in 1:trials){ 
    x = data5[(i:(i+4)),j]    
   if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) || (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5]))   
  ) { 
        success = success + 1     
      } 
   } 
    res[j-2] <- success / trials 
} 
res 

 
 
result is: 
 
5-min eurusd (sample data =250030) 
[1] 0.9106187 0.9312443 0.9326561 0.9097228 
 
 
15-min eurusd (sample data =84330) 
[1] 0.9161983 0.9391913 0.9403889 0.9163406 
 
 
30-min eurusd (sample data =41800) 
[1] 0.9177512 0.9426077 0.9426316 0.9165311 
 
 
60-min eurusd (sample data =21080) 
[1] 0.9210152 0.9460152 0.9525142 0.9197818 
 
 
 
240-min eurusd (sample data =6140) 
[1] 0.9270358 0.9478827 0.9436482 0.9278502 
 
 
1440-min eurusd (sample data =4430) 
[1] 0.9158014 0.9440181 0.9530474 0.9196388 
 
 
Thank you, 

 

Kiads Nov 1, 2014 3:28am | Post# 11404

 
Quoting jimsterk 



It is pretty amazing if we use real data. trials = 250030 res <- numeric(4) for (j in 3:6){ 

# 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close success = 0 for (i in 1:trials){ x = data5[(i i+4)),j] if 
( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3])) || ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) 
|| (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5])) || ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[2]>x[3] && 
x[3]>x[4])) || ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5])) ) { success = 
success + 1 } } res[j-2] <- success / trials } res result is: 5-min eurusd (sample data 
=250030) [1] 0.9106187 0.9312443 0.9326561... 
Hi My Friend, can we create that in mql4 version ? could you give us the indicator coding 
example for that ? 
maybe we can create some visual probability areas in our MT4 chart with that input.. 
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

Zelo Nov 1, 2014 4:41am | Post# 11405

 
woo hoo! 
i just had another eureka moment again.  

thank you for remind me Eurusdd's sub-sequence theorem, jimsterk.  
 
With TZ, Sub-Sequence Theorem, some price action reading skill, (maybe trading time, 
also) 
i gonna beat any-minute binary option. 

yeah!  
 
 
Thank you again, Eurusd 
Thank you again, FX-Jay 
Thank you again, jimsterk 
 
I will update results next saturday! 
 
Target: > 90% winrate, no 3 losses in a row. 
 

Hope you guys green pips next week  
 
zelo 

 

NorthTrader Nov 1, 2014 4:46am | Post# 11406

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let me state this clearly as possible: 1: choose your time-frame 2: choose your currency 
pair 3: choose any price level, p and a value for h. The proposition says that the relative 
frequency of the number of times the market reached p and p was h-recurrent will 
approach 1 almost surely as time goes to infinity. Now, since we cannot experience 
infinity, what about the short run. The theorem predicts that there is a minimum value 
for h such that 97% of price levels - hit in the past - will have h-recurrent relative 
frequencies close to 1. Therefore,... 
Thanks for the clarification, Eurusdd. I'm trying to code something which will hopefully 
give a more accurate value of minimum h. Just one question - does the 97% figure 
include overlapping h-recurrent zones for a price level p? In other words, if 10 bars in a 
row all hit the same price, does that count as 10 successes for that price? Thanks. 

 



mehtabkk Nov 1, 2014 6:40am | Post# 11407

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello Friends 
 
I am new to forex and learning a lot from seniors. I am presenting my trading chart. 
Time Frame= 30 M 
TZ= 48 (to cover the tops and bottoms of 1 day) 
BB= 24-0-2-Close 
smallcatzzfractals= default settings 
 
None of these indicators are mine. (LOLs) 
Just asking you guys if there is more room for improvement. Any suggestions Seniors? 
 
 
Regards 

 

 

davinci15 Nov 1, 2014 7:41am | Post# 11408

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Before getting too excited, I think it's only fair to show you the other side of the picture. I 
hope the below example shows you why this is far from being a Holy Grail & that it doesn't 
work by itself. For those who don't see it clearly, in this example if you wanted to take it as 
it is, you would have risked a DD of 60 pips for the sake of a 5 pip scalp, and then end up 
leaving the trade with a confirmed -50 pip. It sucks doesn't it? That's why I don't use this 
technique, and I warned you not to party too hard :P {image} 
what about this? 



 

 

 

limprobable Nov 1, 2014 8:27am | Post# 11409

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Hello Friends 
Hello, 
 
can an you share the 2 indicators please? 
 
green pips to you 

 

mehtabkk Nov 1, 2014 8:57am | Post# 11410

 
Quoting limprobable 
{quote} Hello, can an you share the 2 indicators please? green pips to you 



Which ones bro? 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 1, 2014 10:26am | Post# 11411

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks for saying things clearer. we no longer try to be soothsayers or have a prodigious 
mind to guess they be talking about in this thread.  
 
This is a good target price?  
The EURUSD has to return to the 1.2612 area? 

 

 

juriFX Nov 1, 2014 11:52am | Post# 11412

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
Thanks for saying things clearer. we no longer try to be soothsayers or have a prodigious 
mind to guess they be talking about in this thread. This is a good target price? The 
EURUSD has to return to the 1.2612 area? {image} 
I don't see any (potential) transient zones there. Price already retraced up to clear the 
two PTZs, so work is done. 

 

Baillie Nov 1, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 11413

 
Quoting Baillie 
Here is another 3 pics of the 5, 15 and 30 min charts. As per my last post, Similarity 
occurs when you have a 3 level ZZ Semaphore on all 3 TF's. Keep that in mind. So 
according to the similarity principle we trade from dis-similarity to similarity. On the 5 
min chart we now have a 2nd level ZZ Semaphore but nothing on 15 and 30 min so I am 
staying short. Do not take this as a trade signal, you must see the principle for yourself. 
Think about why I sold last night, should have been sooner though, but I do not keep 
trades open over weekend. Also,... 
Here, this is from a post when this thread was dead and just being revived after quite a 
long time. 
 
Many people have been getting credit for the work of others and I am tired of seeing it. 
 
ZZ, BB, Stoch, CI method , who suggested combining these together ? It was NOT the 
person who got credit for it, it was the guy who posted a chart first. 



Then come all the Ooooh's and Ahhhh's from the crowd praising this guy for his 
discovery. Laughable at the least, but the same shit is happening a year later in the 
same thread. Laughable again. 
 
People have given pictures and basic instruction on how to approach this or these 
principles for trading, not a set of rules for trading. And if they did, they were NOT 
following the instructions of EURUSDD. 
 
He specifically said, NOT, I repeat, NOT to share your specific trade strategy. So all you 
thanking everyone who spelled it out for you and provided an entry, did you a DIS 
SERVICE. Along with teaching you how to not follow instructions, which is a big reason 
people are unsuccessful at trading. Failure to follow instructions. 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 1, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 11414

 
1 Attachment(s) 
[Quote = juriFX; 7839840] {quote} no veo ninguna (potenciales) zonas transitorias allí. 
Precio ya retrocedió hasta borrar las dos cámaras PTZ, así que el trabajo está hecho. [/ 
Quote] 
 
you mean this retrace?  
that two PTZ's concerns?  
 
Thank you for your help 

 

 

juriFX Nov 1, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 11415

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
[Quote = juriFX; 7839840] {quote} no veo ninguna (potenciales) zonas transitorias allí. 
Precio ya retrocedió hasta borrar las dos cámaras PTZ, así que el trabajo está hecho. [/ 
Quote] you mean this retrace? that two PTZ's concerns? Thank you for your help {image} 



 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 1, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 11416

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} {image} 
Thank you.  
But have to go retrace a target price should not go into the area of TZ?  
This system is in the air, nothing is clear. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 1, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 11417

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} Thank you. But have to go retrace a target price should not go into the area of 

TZ? This system is in the air, nothing is clear.  
Seriously, some of you make my retirement from the thread for 
the rest of the year difficult! 
First, some of you have a bad notion of probability. 
second, some of you just don't want to open your eyes properly. 
Combine these two and we have disaster. 
 

Ok. Now, in the short-run we are assured(97%) that a previous 
h-TZ price will be h-recurrent the next time price gets there. 
Easy. But you must be careful because the value you choose for 
your h matters and 3% is still a huge value. Therefore, there is 
still a chance that p may not be h-recurrent on the second 
attempt! 
 

WELL: my friend you have a problem. Because looking at your 
picture, I can see that the 97% worked perfectly this time. The 
zone that was h-TZ formerly, became h-recurrent on the next hit. 
 

I leave you to figure that out or move to another thread. do not 



post any silly statements.  

 

Kiads Nov 1, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 11418

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, some of you make my retirement from the thread for the rest of the 
year difficult! First, some of you have a bad notion of probability. second, some of you 
just don't want to open your eyes properly. Combine these two and we have disaster. 
Ok. Now, in the short we are assured(97%) that a previous h-TZ price will be h-recurrent 
the next time price gets there. Easy. But you must be careful because the value you 
choose for your h matters and 3% is still a huge value. Therefore, there is still a chance 
that p may not be h-recurrent... 
Clear as Crystal Sir.. 

 

Kiads Nov 1, 2014 1:47pm | Post# 11419

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} Thank you. But have to go retrace a target price should not go into the area of 
TZ? This system is in the air, nothing is clear.  



 
 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 1, 2014 3:37pm | Post# 11420

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image}  

 

 

adeforex Nov 1, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 11421

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} I don't see any (potential) transient zones there. Price already retraced up to 
clear the two PTZs, so work is done. 

 

 

GU-Night Nov 1, 2014 5:50pm | Post# 11422



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, some of you make my retirement from the thread for the rest of the 
year difficult! First, some of you have a bad notion of probability. second, some of you 
just don't want to open your eyes properly. Combine these two and we have disaster. 
Ok. Now, in the short-run we are assured(97%) that a previous h-TZ price will be h-
recurrent the next time price gets there. Easy. But you must be careful because the 
value you choose for your h matters and 3% is still a huge value. Therefore, there is still 
a chance that p may not be h-recurrent... 
I have deep respect for the patience you have with people. Many people forget how 

difficult it is to live in a world full with noobs like Kiads.  

 

forextarget Nov 1, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 11423

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
{quote} Thank you. But have to go retrace a target price should not go into the area of 
TZ? This system is in the air, nothing is clear. 
you should start reading from post 252 to better understand this hint try reading fxjay 
post you will learn something 

 

forextarget Nov 1, 2014 6:26pm | Post# 11424

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, some of you make my retirement from the thread for the rest of the 
year difficult! First, some of you have a bad notion of probability. second, some of you 
just don't want to open your eyes properly. Combine these two and we have disaster. 
Ok. Now, in the short-run we are assured(97%) that a previous h-TZ price will be h-
recurrent the next time price gets there. Easy. But you must be careful because the 
value you choose for your h matters and 3% is still a huge value. Therefore, there is still 
a chance that p may not be h-recurrent... 
 
thnx for sharing your idea eurusd you got a good heart GOD BLESS YOU..!!! 

 

jackprobe Nov 1, 2014 6:51pm | Post# 11425

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Why didn't anyone show that before? Are you people kidding? I am done here, 
BYE 
Hi Baillie, i was looking your gray image from long time, and know that it acts like DS 
zone. Thanks for that. I am sure about revisit, but what i saw from Jay's post is 
Recurrent. So after revisit, it will be touched again (more than once touching the price 

p).  

 

jackprobe Nov 1, 2014 6:57pm | Post# 11426

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks for the clarification, Eurusdd. I'm trying to code something which will 
hopefully give a more accurate value of minimum h. Just one question - does the 97% 
figure include overlapping h-recurrent zones for a price level p? In other words, if 10 bars 
in a row all hit the same price, does that count as 10 successes for that price? Thanks. 
Looking for minimum H, does it mean H can be different for each TF? 



 

jackprobe Nov 1, 2014 7:00pm | Post# 11427

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Hello Friends I am new to forex and learning a lot from seniors. I am presenting my 
trading chart. Time Frame= 30 M TZ= 48 (to cover the tops and bottoms of 1 day) BB= 
24-0-2-Close smallcatzzfractals= default settings None of these indicators are mine. 
(LOLs) Just asking you guys if there is more room for improvement. Any suggestions 
Seniors? Regards {image} 
Nice picture mates, but i think zzfractal indi is lagging, 2 or 3 bars late. Using it at big TF 
is too late in my opinion. 

 

Baillie Nov 1, 2014 7:55pm | Post# 11428

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Baillie, i was looking your gray image from long time, and know that it acts 
like DS zone. Thanks for that. I am sure about revisit, but what i saw from Jay's post is 
Recurrent. So after revisit, it will be touched again (more than once touching the price 

p).  
Look at post 8085 or 8086 
 
Recurrent 

 

jmn5611 Nov 1, 2014 8:09pm | Post# 11429

 
Well I had to log in and reply. I think a lot has been discovered using the tireless 
research of some people here. The most important to me is that price (any price) will be 
revisited with a > 90 percent probability given that the h is right. Tools have been 
provided to help a trader get near the ideal h. That is probably one of the greatest 
contributions to the factory. For me, as a position trader, this gives me the opportunity to 
have an idea of how long to hold a trade before I liquidate it at a loss. After a certain h, 
price coming back to take that position becomes very low, and I should clip that position.  
 
It is very comforting have a statistical idea of how long to hold when you position trade. 

 

Kiads Nov 1, 2014 8:59pm | Post# 11430

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I have deep respect for the patience you have with people. Many people forget 

how difficult it is to live in a world full with noobs like Kiads.  

 
 



 
 

My future dream... from h- to h+  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 1, 2014 9:11pm | Post# 11431

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image} My future dream... from h- to h+  

haha hell yeah  

 

giovanni4000 Nov 1, 2014 9:34pm | Post# 11432

 
Hi, if we know a price p is transient, we are sure it will be recurrent some day in the 
future. After price goes far enough, at a time it retraces back and touch p. We can say 
that p is now recurrent. This mean, because of recurrent state, price will touch p again 
some time in the future. This second or may be third touch is interesting. Is there a rule 
that we will find the second touch in +h bars after p becomes recurrent? Edit: or we don't 
care about it? The most important is the revisit, the time p becomes recurrent, so once p 
is recurrent, then it is finish (we just need to look for other opportunity) ? 

 

Zelo Nov 1, 2014 11:46pm | Post# 11433

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys, 
 
I want to share with you my indicator to test Eurusdd's Sub-sequence Theorem. 
Just add indicator to chart, and hit OK. 
Open expert tab of terminal panel and you will see somethings like below. 



http://i.imgur.com/4pB3R9O.png 
 

You may notice Low of Bar have high % than others.  
 
Although i check the code several times, 
as coding while learning, maybe there are bugs. Let me know if you find any. 
 
And this is my first version of Eurusdd's Sub-sequence Theorem indicator. 

There is alot of work to do like add some price action filter...  
 
http://i.imgur.com/ZCHlrNY.png 
 
If you understand Eurusdd's works, know how to code and interest in Binary option, 

we can team up and discuss to beat BO.  
 

Have a great weekend!  
 
zelo 
TestSS.mq4  

 

Kiads Nov 2, 2014 1:10am | Post# 11434

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 
Hi guys, I want to share with you my indicator to test Eurusdd's Sub-sequence Theorem. 
Just add indicator to chart, and hit OK. Open expert tab of terminal panel and you will 
see somethings like below. {image} You may notice Low of Bar have high % than others. 

Although i check the code several times, as coding while learning, maybe there are 
bugs. Let me know if you find any. And this is my first version of Eurusdd's Sub-
sequence Theorem indicator. There is alot of work to do like add some price action 

filter... {image} If you... 

Let me Hug you for a while...  
 
Attachment 1540639 
 
and... 
 
Attachment 1540640 
 

check this out..  
 
MTH 
! MTH TestSS mod.mq4  

 

NorthTrader Nov 2, 2014 1:44am | Post# 11435

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello everyone, 
 
Someone asked me offlist for a copy of my NinjaTrader TZ indicator, so I thought I'd post 
it here in case anyone else might need it. I haven't done this previously because it seems 

that all members are almost surely using MT4!  



 
Well, here it is. It plots the historical TZs on the chart and shows stats at the top of the 
chart for the various bar types (TipTZ bars, MidTZ bars, LeftOnlyRecurrent bars, and so 
on). Note that was it built purely for analysis and doesn't show potentially forming TZs in 
real time. Please feel free to amend the code as you wish, and post it back here if you 
make a better version. Comments are in the indicator description (label) and within the 
code. Any questions about it, please let me know. 
 
I'm working on a different version now, that focuses more on price levels than bars. Will 
post when it's ready. 
 

Good luck  
TZBarAnalysis_V1.zip  

 

jimsterk Nov 2, 2014 1:57am | Post# 11436

 
Hi Kiads and Zelo, 
 
You two go too fast, I have a lot of stuff to catch up. 
One thing I am worried is that the sample data(=n^2) is large and we need to work with 
(n+1) increasing or decreasing sequences. 
I think n=2 is not large enough. (I am not sure though) 
If we use n=3, we have 

Inserted Code 
cal <- function(tri, da){ 
trials = tri 
res <- numeric(4) 
for (j in 3:6){      # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close 
  success = 0 
for (i in 1:trials){ 
    data <- da 
    x = data[(i:(i+9)),j]   
   if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3] 
&& x[3]>x[4])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4] 
&& x[4]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5] && x[5]<x[6]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[6])) || 
        ((x[4]<x[5] && x[5]<x[6] && x[6]<x[7]) || (x[4]>x[5] && x[5]>x[6] 
&& x[6]>x[7])) || 
        ((x[5]<x[6] && x[6]<x[7] && x[7]<x[8]) || (x[5]>x[6] && x[6]>x[7] 
&& x[7]>x[8])) || 
        ((x[6]<x[7] && x[7]<x[8] && x[8]<x[9]) || (x[6]>x[7] && x[7]>x[8] 
&& x[8]>x[9])) || 
        ((x[7]<x[8] && x[8]<x[9] && x[9]<x[10])|| (x[7]>x[8] && x[8]>x[9] 
&& x[9]>x[10]))|| 
        ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5] && x[5]<x[7]) || (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[7])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[4] && x[4]<x[6] && x[6]<x[8]) || (x[2]>x[4] && x[4]>x[6] 
&& x[6]>x[8])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[5] && x[5]<x[7] && x[7]<x[9]) || (x[3]>x[5] && x[5]>x[7] 
&& x[7]>x[9])) || 
        ((x[4]<x[6] && x[6]<x[8] && x[8]<x[10])|| (x[4]>x[6] && x[6]>x[8] 
&& x[8]>x[10]))|| 
        ((x[1]<x[4] && x[4]<x[7] && x[7]<x[10])|| (x[1]>x[4] && x[4]>x[7] 
&& x[7]>x[10])) 
   



  ) { 
        success = success + 1     
      } 
   } 
    res[j-2] <- success / trials 
} 
return(res) 
} 
  
cal(250025, data5) 
cal(84325, data15) 
cal(41790, data30) 
cal(21075, data60) 
cal(6139, data240) 
cal(4425, data1440) 

 
the result is: 
> cal(250025, data5) 
[1] 0.8675772 0.8978662 0.8982582 0.8658854 
> cal(84325, data15) 
[1] 0.8752446 0.9060421 0.9088171 0.8721376 
> cal(41790, data30) 
[1] 0.8809524 0.9120124 0.9128260 0.8784159 
> cal(21075, data60) 
[1] 0.8871649 0.9199051 0.9209490 0.8882562 
> cal(6139, data240) 
[1] 0.8978661 0.9275126 0.9364717 0.8983548 
> cal(4425, data1440) 
[1] 0.8894915 0.9215819 0.9322034 0.8876836 
 
 
 
and if n=4, 

Inserted Code 
cal <- function(tri, da){ 
trials = tri 
res <- numeric(4) 
for (j in 3:6){      # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close 
  success = 0 
for (i in 1:trials){ 
    data <- da 
    x = data[(i:(i+16)),j]   
   if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[1]>x[2] 
&& x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5] && x[5]<x[6]) || (x[2]>x[3] 
&& x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5] && x[5]>x[6])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5] && x[5]<x[6] && x[6]<x[7]) || (x[3]>x[4] 
&& x[4]>x[5] && x[5]>x[6] && x[6]>x[7])) || 
        ((x[4]<x[5] && x[5]<x[6] && x[6]<x[7] && x[7]<x[8]) || (x[4]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[6] && x[6]>x[7] && x[7]>x[8])) || 
        ((x[5]<x[6] && x[6]<x[7] && x[7]<x[8] && x[8]<x[9]) || (x[5]>x[6] 
&& x[6]>x[7] && x[7]>x[8] && x[8]>x[9])) || 
        ((x[6]<x[7] && x[7]<x[8] && x[8]<x[9] && x[9]<x[10])|| (x[6]>x[7] 
&& x[7]>x[8] && x[8]>x[9] && x[9]>x[10]))|| 
        ((x[7]<x[8] && x[8]<x[9] && x[9]<x[10] && x[10]<x[11])|| (x[7]>x[8] 
&& x[8]>x[9] && x[9]>x[10] && x[10]>x[11]))|| 
        ((x[8]<x[9] && x[9]<x[10] && x[10]<x[11] && x[11]<x[12])|| 
(x[8]>x[9] && x[9]>x[10] && x[10]>x[11] && x[11]>x[12]))|| 
        ((x[9]<x[10] && x[10]<x[11] && x[11]<x[12] && x[12]<x[13])|| 



(x[9]>x[10] && x[10]>x[11] && x[11]>x[12] && x[12]>x[13]))|| 
        ((x[10]<x[11] && x[11]<x[12] && x[12]<x[13] && x[13]<x[14])|| 
(x[10]>x[11] && x[11]>x[12] && x[12]>x[13] && x[13]>x[14]))|| 
        ((x[11]<x[12] && x[12]<x[13] && x[13]<x[14] && x[14]<x[15])|| 
(x[11]>x[12] && x[12]>x[13] && x[13]>x[14] && x[14]>x[15]))|| 
        ((x[12]<x[13] && x[13]<x[14] && x[14]<x[15] && x[15]<x[16])|| 
(x[12]>x[13] && x[13]>x[14] && x[14]>x[15] && x[15]>x[16]))|| 
        ((x[13]<x[14] && x[14]<x[15] && x[15]<x[16] && x[16]<x[17])|| 
(x[13]>x[14] && x[14]>x[15] && x[15]>x[16] && x[16]>x[17]))|| 
        ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5] && x[5]<x[7] && x[7]<x[9]) || (x[1]>x[3] 
&& x[3]>x[5] && x[5]>x[7] && x[7]>x[9])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[4] && x[4]<x[6] && x[6]<x[8] && x[8]<x[10]) || (x[2]>x[4] 
&& x[4]>x[6] && x[6]>x[8] && x[8]>x[10])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[5] && x[5]<x[7] && x[7]<x[9] && x[9]<x[11]) || (x[3]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[7] && x[7]>x[9] && x[9]>x[11])) || 
        ((x[4]<x[6] && x[6]<x[8] && x[8]<x[10] && x[10]<x[12])|| (x[4]>x[6] 
&& x[6]>x[8] && x[8]>x[10] && x[10]>x[12]))|| 
        ((x[5]<x[7] && x[7]<x[9] && x[9]<x[11] && x[11]<x[13])|| (x[5]>x[7] 
&& x[7]>x[9] && x[9]>x[11] && x[11]>x[13]))|| 
        ((x[6]<x[8] && x[8]<x[10] && x[10]<x[12] && x[12]<x[14])|| 
(x[6]>x[8] && x[8]>x[10] && x[10]>x[12] && x[12]>x[14]))|| 
        ((x[7]<x[9] && x[9]<x[11] && x[11]<x[13] && x[13]<x[15])|| 
(x[7]>x[9] && x[9]>x[11] && x[11]>x[13] && x[13]>x[15]))|| 
        ((x[8]<x[10] && x[10]<x[12] && x[12]<x[14] && x[14]<x[16])|| 
(x[8]>x[10] && x[10]>x[12] && x[12]>x[14] && x[14]>x[16]))|| 
        ((x[9]<x[11] && x[11]<x[13] && x[13]<x[15] && x[15]<x[17])|| 
(x[9]>x[11] && x[11]>x[13] && x[13]>x[15] && x[15]>x[17]))|| 
        ((x[1]<x[4] && x[4]<x[7] && x[7]<x[10] && x[10]<x[13])|| (x[1]>x[4] 
&& x[4]>x[7] && x[7]>x[10] && x[10]>x[13])) || 
        ((x[2]<x[5] && x[5]<x[8] && x[8]<x[11] && x[11]<x[14])|| (x[2]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[8] && x[8]>x[11] && x[11]>x[14])) || 
        ((x[3]<x[6] && x[6]<x[9] && x[9]<x[12] && x[12]<x[15])|| (x[3]>x[6] 
&& x[6]>x[9] && x[9]>x[12] && x[12]>x[15])) || 
        ((x[4]<x[7] && x[7]<x[10] && x[10]<x[13] && x[13]<x[16])|| 
(x[4]>x[7] && x[7]>x[10] && x[10]>x[13] && x[13]>x[16])) || 
        ((x[5]<x[8] && x[8]<x[11] && x[11]<x[14] && x[14]<x[17])|| 
(x[5]>x[8] && x[8]>x[11] && x[11]>x[14] && x[14]>x[17])) || 
        ((x[1]<x[5] && x[5]<x[9] && x[9]<x[13] && x[13]<x[17])|| (x[1]>x[5] 
&& x[5]>x[9] && x[9]>x[13] && x[13]>x[17])) 
   
  ) { 
        success = success + 1     
      } 
   } 
    res[j-2] <- success / trials 
} 
return(res) 
} 

 
the result is 
> cal(250020, data5) 
[1] 0.7859251 0.8327134 0.8382889 0.7823894 
> cal(84300, data15) 
[1] 0.7886951 0.8400593 0.8468683 0.7860024 
> cal(41750, data30) 
[1] 0.7912814 0.8552096 0.8537006 0.7970539 
> cal(21050, data60) 
[1] 0.8051306 0.8643705 0.8584798 0.8073159 
> cal(6100, data240) 
[1] 0.8163934 0.8568852 0.8468852 0.8188525 
> cal(4400, data1440) 



[1] 0.8304545 0.8895455 0.9036364 0.8406818 
 
 
Obviously as n gets large, probability decreases. not 93.75%. 
(Please correct me if my code is wrong.) 
 
If our data size is 10000, that is n^2=10000 and n=100, then the number of 
combinations of (n+1) increasing or decreasing sequence is 495100. 
That is very large. 
My coding skill is very limited and I have no idea how to handle this. 
 
Thank you and have a nice sunday, 
 
edit: I smell something about sub-sequence theorem, but not eureka yet. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 2, 2014 2:19am | Post# 11437

 
The most important and potent in this TZ indicator and idea is the small h include in it 
the bigger one at the same price and more TZ price  
all other oscillator can't include constant reading when we change the parameter of it  
This TZ is a magic thinking  
Thanks to Eurusdd and all other contribute here  
sorry i can't express well what i thinking because my English is not as good as i can do 
that  
Happy Halloween for all my friend here 

 

Zelo Nov 2, 2014 2:21am | Post# 11438

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Let me Hug you for a while... {image} and... {image} check this out.. MTH 
{file} 

Thank you for your emotional hug, Kiads  
 
Thank you for your code, too. 
 

OHLC stats looks so promising.  
 
2014.11.02 14:08:30.900 ! MTH TestSS mod USDJPY,M5: OHLC: 6120 count: 
97.99839871897518 % 
2014.11.02 14:08:41.746 ! MTH TestSS mod USDJPY,M15: OHLC: 2834 count: 
98.02836388792805 % 
 
 
Can you help me with the code, Kiads. 
It looks back 5 bar to find rare events that is 6.25% and show arrow on current candle. 
 
It would be great if we can choose: Open, High, Low, Close or OHLC. 
 

 
SSv2.mq4  

 



Zelo Nov 2, 2014 2:24am | Post# 11439

 
great code, jimsterk  
 
if probability decreases, maybe we just keep n small. 
 
or maybe we need Eurusdd's help. 

 

Thx Nov 2, 2014 4:30am | Post# 11440

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Hello everyone, Someone asked me offlist for a copy of my NinjaTrader TZ indicator, so I 
thought I'd post it here in case anyone else might need it ... {file} 

Hi, Thanks a lot ...   

 

Eurusdd Nov 2, 2014 4:55am | Post# 11441

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Obviously as n gets large, probability decreases. not 93.75%. (Please correct me 
if my code is wrong.) If our data size is 10000, that is n^2=10000 and n=100, then the 
number of combinations of (n+1) increasing or decreasing sequence is 495100. That is 
very large. My coding skill is very limited and I have no idea how to handle this. Thank 
you and have a nice sunday, edit: I smell something about sub-sequence theorem, but 
not eureka yet. 
The probability of 93.75% is for n=2!!! 
The theorem stated that clearly!!! Good work though 

 

emonts Nov 2, 2014 5:34am | Post# 11442

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Hi Kiads and Zelo, You two go too fast, I have a lot of stuff to catch up. One thing I am 
worried is that the sample data(=n^2) is large and we need to work with (n+1) 
increasing or decreasing sequences. I think n=2 is not large enough. (I am not sure 
though) If we use n=3, we have cal <- function(tri, da){ trials = tri res <- numeric(4) for 
(j in 3:6){ # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close success = 0 for (i in 1:trials){ data <- da x 

= data[(i i+9)),j] if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[2] && 
x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || ((x[2]<x[3]... 
 
In a way it strongly reminds me to the early begin of the ultimate truth. 
 
BR 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 2, 2014 5:38am | Post# 11443

 
Quoting emonts 
{quote} In a way it strongly reminds me to the early begin of the ultimate truth. BR 
I have the same thought, but instead of comparing Open/Close price, do we compare 
High/High and Low/Low of bars? 

 



emonts Nov 2, 2014 5:51am | Post# 11444

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} I have the same thought, but instead of comparing Open/Close price, do we 
compare High/High and Low/Low of bars? 
My first thought was limiting the value of n. In this thread we limited to substrings of 
length 13. If I look to jim's results there is not that much difference for open, high, low 
or close 
 
Br 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 2, 2014 6:01am | Post# 11445

 
Quoting emonts 
{quote} My first thought was limiting the value of n. In this thread we limited to 
substrings of length 13. If I look to jim's results there is not that much difference for 
open, high, low or close Br 

Hm....., 2-13 instead of n=4-13 ?  

 

ninpojutsu Nov 2, 2014 9:34am | Post# 11446

 
costs both people put graphics with examples?  
There is something hidden?  
 
I just want to give me an example of areas where money can come back, my language is 
not English and I can hardly understand conceoto in other threads is easier because they 
use graphics to give examples.  
 
But in this thread it seems that people say that nobody understands but gives examples.  
Someone be kind enough to put a graphic example of how to understand the concept?  
 
Thank you very much! 

 

Bartleby Nov 2, 2014 10:27am | Post# 11447

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
costs both people put graphics with examples? There is something hidden? I just want to 
give me an example of areas where money can come back, my language is not English 
and I can hardly understand conceoto in other threads is easier because they use 
graphics to give examples. But in this thread it seems that people say that nobody 
understands but gives examples. Someone be kind enough to put a graphic example of 
how to understand the concept? Thank you very much! 
English isn´t the native language of many , many people in here. Today , in my point of 
view , this can´t be an excuse. 
 
Try to learn something while learning: https://translate.google.de/ 
 
Maybe its better for you to visit Vladys Transient-Basic thread here: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=509195 
 
hope that helps 

 



giovanni4000 Nov 2, 2014 10:32am | Post# 11448

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
costs both people put graphics with examples? There is something hidden? I just want to 
give me an example of areas where money can come back, my language is not English 
and I can hardly understand conceoto in other threads is easier because they use 
graphics to give examples. But in this thread it seems that people say that nobody 
understands but gives examples. Someone be kind enough to put a graphic example of 
how to understand the concept? Thank you very much! 
Hi mate, sorry i can not draw, i got bad grade in arts as i was at high school. Why people 
always say that it is hidden ? I do not understand it. English is not my mother language, 
and i think i must read more and more, again and again. I must do much more than 
other people that has English as his mother language, simple. I am really sure, it is not 
hidden, it is there ...... all of them. We just need only a will, time and hard work. I 
understand just a little, not as much as other friends here, but it works. I am very glad 
that i always get a new thing every time i read this thread, yes .... i find some thing new. 
If we read post #1, at the top of the page we can see this good clue from Eurusdd : 
 

This thread is set up in such a way that you have to read it 
to get the GOLD within. No single post contains all the 
jewels. All those who spent time reading it are happy 
today!  

 

haikanoz Nov 2, 2014 11:19am | Post# 11449

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
costs both people put graphics with examples? There is something hidden? I just want to 
give me an example of areas where money can come back, my language is not English 
and I can hardly understand conceoto in other threads is easier because they use 
graphics to give examples. But in this thread it seems that people say that nobody 
understands but gives examples. Someone be kind enough to put a graphic example of 
how to understand the concept? Thank you very much! 
Since EURUSDD introduced the concept of recurrent/transient (pg 286), we can see how 
amazing the dedicated members here learn, digest and then able to apply that single 
concept/principle in different ways/variation, profitably. Put an effort to understand the 
core concept, then apply it to suit your trading style. 
 
Dear friends, if you feel it's too difficult/time consuming to learn and understand the 
knowledge presented to us, just imagine how challenging/difficult and painstaking for 
them who discover the knowledge (and present the knowledge) to us. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 2, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 11450

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Here, this is from a post when this thread was dead and just being revived after 
quite a long time. Many people have been getting credit for the work of others and I am 
tired of seeing it. ZZ, BB, Stoch, CI method , who suggested combining these together ? 
It was NOT the person who got credit for it, it was the guy who posted a chart first. Then 
come all the Ooooh's and Ahhhh's from the crowd praising this guy for his discovery. 
Laughable at the least, but the same shit is happening a year later in the same thread. 
Laughable again. People... 
Ultimately, it was EURUSDD's decision to allow the secrets to be shared. He didn't start 
the thread thinking only those "worthy" would benefit. It was only a matter of time... 



With everyone trading different tf's and different h,k values, it shouldn't be disruptive, 
and I'm sure EURUSDD went a bit deeper here before deciding to disclose. 
 
I do hope, however, that people do not share their h,k values publicly. It's one thing for 
some more people to be beating their brokers - but it is another to start rubbing their 
noses in it. Stay small, silent, and modest. Life is short. 

 

Kiads Nov 2, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 11451

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} Thank you for your emotional hug, Kiads Thank you for your code, too. OHLC 

stats looks so promising. 2014.11.02 14:08:30.900 ! MTH TestSS mod USDJPY,M5: 
OHLC: 6120 count: 97.99839871897518 % 2014.11.02 14:08:41.746 ! MTH TestSS mod 
USDJPY,M15: OHLC: 2834 count: 98.02836388792805 % Can you help me with the code, 
Kiads. It looks back 5 bar to find rare events that is 6.25% and show arrow on current 

candle. It would be great if we can choose: Open, High, Low, Close or OHLC. {file} 
My Friend Zelooo... da bomb... !!! 
 
I suggest you to continue your research in 'price base chart' environment... (like renko or 
CRB).. 
and let's stick to n=2 as per our chief EURUSDD suggestion 
your winning probability in BO will surely increasing... 
 
I develop something base on your code, and will testing for next week, and if i found good 
result I'll PM you of course. 
 

 
 
God Bless You 
MTH 

 

LvCa Nov 2, 2014 3:12pm | Post# 11452

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi all , I am Luca , i come from Italy and This is my first post. 



I read all 570 pages many times , but i am afraid i do not understand all so i prefer post my 
chart that speck english best of me . 
 

 
 
 
This entry were taken to 10 pips (it is an expamle) out of '' brack out'' of ''transiest zone'' 
verso new ''recurrent zone''. 

Now... if i understood this concept , there will be at least 2 bars that touch TP with good 
probability . 
If everything is 'wrong I apologize to everyone I'm just trying to figure out if it' just what I 
understand and begin to study my technique of entry (etc ..) 

PS : Sorry for my english ; thanks EURUSDD and thanks all  

 

tomitom Nov 2, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 11453

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Best tool for the ranging bars to state YOUR TZ and RZ... 
A WolfWave finder based on ZIGZAG.mq4  

 

tomitom Nov 2, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 11454

 
One more thing, a question, i will answer soon what you will get... Question : Multiply 
your zones( h and k), find mm2 or cm2 and divide bar count... How will this affect your 
probabilty for next (future h)??? Ps: English is my second language 

 

tomitom Nov 2, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 11455

 
Dear Lvca, you are not alone who says did not understand anything and people looking 
them like a stupid... I red one time and I understood very well what they tell. In this 
thread, you can find wealth answers between sentences, NOT from replies... 
PREPOSITION : If MANY PEOPLE do not understnd what you say, that does not mean 



they are stupid, MAYBE you are not a good teacher... Okay i accept that many people 
understood and their native language is not english but there are lower levels... So, in 
my opinion please read http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=509195 If you 
can not find your answers, you can send me message, i can explain you , do not make 
angry kings here... 

 

LvCa Nov 2, 2014 5:06pm | Post# 11456

 
Quoting tomitom 
Dear Lvca, you are not alone who says did not understand anything and people looking 
them like a stupid... I red one time and I understood very well what they tell. In this 
thread, you can find wealth answers between sentences, NOT from replies... 
PREPOSITION : If MANY PEOPLE do not understnd what you say, that does not mean 
they are stupid, MAYBE you are not a good teacher... Okay i accept that many people 
understood and their native language is not english but there are lower levels... So, in 
my opinion please read http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=509195... 
Hi , thank you very much and sorry but maybe I expressed myself badly ;maybe I did 

not write well what I wanted to ask . 

Now i will read the link  

 

PiratePip Nov 2, 2014 5:10pm | Post# 11457

 
thank you every one who is constantly contributing to this thread and teaching us new 
guys what is really going on. I can not explain how thank I am to eurusdd and all the 
other people in here. This thread is truly amazing and information contained here is 
priceless.... I still have a lot to learn in regards to TZ's and probabilities but I am finally 
starting to see the light, and boy does it look bright.... 
 
Pip 

 

dtlase Nov 2, 2014 6:09pm | Post# 11458

 
1 Attachment(s) 

My first post..  
 
First i want to thank Eurusdd for this wonderful and brilliant work. 
Vlady, FX-Jay, Kaid, saver0, Rahimseven and others who has contributed to this thread are 
doing a great job.... 
 
i want to use FX-jay's example.... I think we Can call this h-TZ zone our K? Alot of people 
have been talking about calculating k. 
Am i wrong or right? 
 
Thank you all...... 
 



 

 

tomitom Nov 2, 2014 6:21pm | Post# 11459

 
Quoting dtlase 

My first post.. First i want to thank Eurusdd for this wonderful and brilliant work. 
Vlady, FX-Jay, Kaid, saver0, Rahimseven and others who has contributed to this thread 
are doing a great job.... i want to use FX-jay's example.... I think we Can call this h-TZ 
zone our K? Alot of people have been talking about calculating k. Am i wrong or right? 
Thank you all...... {image} 
Dear Dtlase, the circle is not K.... K is height of a bar... H is width of bar. for example 
h=8 means, there are 4 bars in the past and we are waiting 4 reccurrent or trainsient 
bars in the future...(4+4=8 bars=H) 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 2, 2014 7:11pm | Post# 11460

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting smallcat 
{quote} Looking at your result and Ephisi's result, make me sure that i am near. Still do 
not know how you get that zones, but i am using FreeFox's indicator to get something. If 
you try to look at M30, and if your H is right, then you will know that it will go to 1.2501 
again...... 
Ou Je je je ... so powerful this TRZ, 1.2501 is reached, i will concentrate to learn this 
TRZ. Many thanks Eurusdd, and other contributors here ... this thread is a Rare one. My 

eyes are opened now, and it looks like this  

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Now in the picture above, on any branch of the tree you move up/down 
depending on whether the next value is higher/lower. Apart from the two fails, all 
branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here, we should have 
probability 14/16=87.5%. But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one 



x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or higher than x(3). The reverse is the case for the 
branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), we have to split the remaining probability 
into two. Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%. So, we are interested... 
Thanks chief, this (1/2*12,5%) is new for me, but very very interesting ...... will 
contemplate on it. 

 

 

jackprobe Nov 2, 2014 8:38pm | Post# 11461

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Hi Kiads and Zelo, You two go too fast, I have a lot of stuff to catch up. One thing I am 
worried is that the sample data(=n^2) is large and we need to work with (n+1) 
increasing or decreasing sequences. I think n=2 is not large enough. (I am not sure 
though) If we use n=3, we have cal <- function(tri, da){ trials = tri res <- numeric(4) for 
(j in 3:6){ # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close success = 0 for (i in 1:trials){ data <- da x 

= data[(i i+9)),j] if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[2] && 
x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || ((x[2]<x[3]... 
Thank you Jimsterk, Zelo, Kiads, NorthTrader and all of you that contribute in this 
probability calculation, and of course to Eurusdd for his generosity in sharing this great 
concepts. I am trying to understand what you all wrote at the moment, will try to 
contribute later if i find it ...  
 
I am realize that TrZ concept given by Eurusdd is very powerful. If i look at big enough 
TF, it seems EU will go lower, there is interesting tz/ In this case around 2425. May be i 
am wrong, but looking at Historical data at my MT4 platform, some pairs are still weak, 
including AU, NU and EU. They will go down before swing up, but it seems EU will swing 
higher. May be i am wrong mates, want to say that this is not a call mate ..... just 
sharing my thought. 

 

jackprobe Nov 2, 2014 11:40pm | Post# 11462

 
Quoting jimsterk 
It is pretty amazing if we use real data. trials = 250030 res <- numeric(4) for (j in 3:6){ 

# 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close success = 0 for (i in 1:trials){ x = data5[(i i+4)),j] if 



( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3]) || (x[1]>x[2] && x[2]>x[3])) || ((x[1]<x[3] && x[3]<x[5]) 
|| (x[1]>x[3] && x[3]>x[5])) || ((x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[2]>x[3] && 
x[3]>x[4])) || ((x[3]<x[4] && x[4]<x[5]) || (x[3]>x[4] && x[4]>x[5])) ) { success = 
success + 1 } } res[j-2] <- success / trials } res result is: 5-min eurusd (sample data 
=250030) [1] 0.9106187 0.9312443 0.9326561... 
Hi Jimsterk, 
Thanks for the code, but as i tried it, i got err message: "Error: object 'data5' not 
found". How can i put the bars data from MT4 / NT to buffer "data5" ? 
If i do it manually, i think it will time consume .... 

Quote 
data5<-c (o,h,l,c) ....... 
 
Thanks in advance. 
 
Edit: 
Does any one have used this (MT4 - R connection) ? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=260422 

Or any othersimple example of using NT-R connection is also ok, thanks  

 

Dabestone Nov 3, 2014 12:05am | Post# 11463

 
I a only on the 10th page. Checking on the latest posts... It seems that the system has 
evolved very much. Are we still on the similarity system? 

 

Rparm Nov 3, 2014 12:40am | Post# 11464

 
Folks I've read this thread 2 times and am going in over key points as I try and evolve 
my trading methods to the ideas presented here so I hope I don't come across as 
someone trying to be spoon fed. Just to double check the following: there is no indi that 
shows the statistics of Mid bar TZ? I know about the TZ indi with the yellow/red default 
display of tz developing, but is there one that would show the probability of a hit within h 
bars for Mid bar zones? Thanks all and I apologize if this has been asked but I don't 
believe it has, I'm currently going through the attachments looking for what I described. 
Thanks everyone this thread is a real diamond 

 

jackprobe Nov 3, 2014 12:44am | Post# 11465

 
Quoting Dabestone 
I a only on the 10th page. Checking on the latest posts... It seems that the system has 
evolved very much. Are we still on the similarity system? 
There are 2 concepts that are related each other: Similarity & TRZ (Transient Recurrent 
Zone). If we read the first post (#1) at the first page, we will find this : 
 

For the theory of transient zones, go to 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...34603&page=286 => (page 286). 
 
That is for transient recurrent zone concept. 
If you are looking for Similarity concept, just read from page #1. 
 
Hope this helps. 

 



jackprobe Nov 3, 2014 12:48am | Post# 11466

 
Quoting Rparm 
Folks I've read this thread 2 times and am going in over key points as I try and evolve 
my trading methods to the ideas presented here so I hope I don't come across as 
someone trying to be spoon fed. Just to double check the following: there is no indi that 
shows the statistics of Mid bar TZ? I know about the TZ indi with the yellow/red default 
display of tz developing, but is there one that would show the probability of a hit within h 
bars for Mid bar zones? Thanks all and I apologize if this has been asked but I don't 
believe it has, I'm currently... 
If you have coding experiences, just look for Kprsa's Recurrent Statistic code (you can 
find it at attachment top right area of each page). I think it will help you to get what you 
want. 

 

dtlase Nov 3, 2014 12:52am | Post# 11467

 
Quoting tomitom 
{quote} Dear Dtlase, the circle is not K.... K is height of a bar... H is width of bar. for 
example h=8 means, there are 4 bars in the past and we are waiting 4 reccurrent or 
trainsient bars in the future...(4+4=8 bars=H) 
 
Thank you tomitom, 
 
This might be my first post but i have been following this thread as a guest from the 
beginning. I know my h. I just want to know if we can make the height of the fully 
formed h-TZ as our K, since the upper zone is the recurrent zone in the example. 
 
Thank you all.. 

 

Exciter135 Nov 3, 2014 12:54am | Post# 11468

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote}  

I want to share your icon  

 

Rparm Nov 3, 2014 1:03am | Post# 11469

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} If you have coding experiences, just look for Kprsa's Recurrent Statistic code 
(you can find it at attachment top right area of each page). I think it will help you to get 
what you want. 
Thanks for the help I completely forgot about that indi! 

 

jmn5611 Nov 3, 2014 2:27am | Post# 11470

 
For those that have subscribed to me, let me please apologize for some posts I have 
made. There is a thread here that is a number one widow maker between newbies and 
their money. Every time someone figures this out, I have to reply. Again, sorry. 
 
Now back the topic. I would like to discuss "k". 
 



To me, k is an array of prices just above and just below what the trader has defined as a 
PTZ. In other words, when a trader defines a PTZ on the left hand side, the right hand 
side continues to develop. If a trader has chosen a good h, then they can make pips 
every time they see that price has dipped below k. Because with the right h, the PTZ is 
going to be retested 9 out of 10 tries. Moreover, the retest will penetrate k. 
 
The 64,000 dollar question is, what is k? How do we define k?  
 
My theorem is that k is the array of prices that have been recurrent on the left hand side 
of h.  
 
Another way to say this is that on the left hand side of h, price tried to penetrate the 
price point that we must have to define h, but failed to do so. But it did try. 
 
That array of prices we can call k. I won't bother with a chart because I think what 
eurusdd is trying to do is move this group away from visual patterns per se, and onto 
statistical patterns. A price chart is a very crude way to express statistical patterns. 
 
But if we have to use a price chart, we can look at wicks to define k. Everybody's k will 
be different because we are a global society.  
 
I hope that someone got what I am trying to say, if not, it's gibberish, but I will still try 
to contribute. 

 

hilavoku Nov 3, 2014 4:21am | Post# 11471

 
Quoting tomitom 
{quote} for example h=8 means, there are 4 bars in the past and we are waiting 4 
reccurrent or trainsient bars in the future...(4+4=8 bars=H) 
Hi tomitom, 
 

are you sure with h?  
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...05#post7678605  

 

tomitom Nov 3, 2014 5:07am | Post# 11472

 
Quoting hilavoku 

{quote} Hi tomitom, are you sure with h? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...05#post7678605  
Hi Hilavoku, this is the reason why some of people do not understand subject. Math 
Prepositions+Low english levels(for example me) = People WHO do not understand... 
About h, yes i am sure !!! Let me explain with a SIMPLE LANGUAGE: 
1) You are stating your h from your indicator. 
2) That means, you had a bar past (h/2) and you are waiting a future (h/2) (h/2+h/2 
=your h). For example, there is an increasing trend and your h is 8. Assume that you 
lived 4 increased bar until touching up zone line and you saw a new bar(your everything, 
your main bar) where you saw a resistance and closed before line. Under this condition, 
you should assume that, you will live a reccurent zone(decrease) until completing your 
next 4 bars IF one of your 4 bars will not breach your zone. if it breaches, you will live 
transient zone. 

 

pedma Nov 3, 2014 5:21am | Post# 11473



 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} One of the best 'Halloween theme chart' good job my friend... let me add some 

background... {image} 

I like this theme mate very nice. Happy Halloween ....  

Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Jimsterk, Thanks for the code, but as i tried it, i got err message: "Error: 
object 'data5' not found". How can i put the bars data from MT4 / NT to buffer "data5" ? 
If i do it manually, i think it will time consume .... {quote} Thanks in advance. Edit: Does 
any one have used this (MT4 - R connection) ? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=260422 Or any othersimple example of 

using NT-R connection is also ok, thanks  
I think you need to know how to import csv file to R and do calculation with R. From MT4 
or NT, there is a way to save bars data as csv. Just an idea mate. 

 

hilavoku Nov 3, 2014 5:36am | Post# 11474

 
Thanks for the answer tomitom. 
 
But EUSUSDD cleary states that when you choose a h you take the last h bars into 
consideration for your PTZ and also the next h bars into the future for possible 
confirmation. 
 
EURUSDD: 
The 5-transient prices are represented by the yellow/red zones. Very few of 
them. 
 
The 5 means that within the bars where those prices occur, none of the next 5 
bars, behind or in front of the bar in question, passed through those prices. 
 
 
So I'm sure that we are looking h bars into the past and h bars into the future.... 
 
see you 
hila 
 
 

PS: now back into my dark corner learning stoch/BB similarity.  

 

tomitom Nov 3, 2014 6:33am | Post# 11475

 
Quoting hilavoku 
Thanks for the answer tomitom. But EUSUSDD cleary states that when you choose a h 
you take the last h bars into consideration for your PTZ and also the next h bars into the 
future for possible confirmation. EURUSDD: The 5-transient prices are represented by the 
yellow/red zones. Very few of them. The 5 means that within the bars where those prices 
occur, none of the next 5 bars, behind or in front of the bar in question, passed through 
those prices. So I'm sure that we are looking h bars into the past and h bars into the 
future.... see you hila... 
Hila, under this condition, i wonder that, how will you find perfect h? Maybe you found 
and it fits 1 time,2 times... what about others? Many people telling it is secret, okay, but 
it is impossible to find perfect also correct h under this condition... If someone is thinking 
he/she found h, look at your charts, are you sure won't you change it when you got a 



loss on your account??? 
Thanks 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 3, 2014 8:17am | Post# 11476

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello.  
 
Wanting to know if I'm right.  
 
We can enter trades at the point marked? this in theory is "k"?  
We should expect to see 24 candles if not cross up the TZ zone if the sail number 24 
crossed the TZ area up and closed, it would be a clear signal to buy?  
 
I await your reply, thanks!  
Natalia. 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 8:19am | Post# 11477

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 
 
1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I don't think the 
value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here thousands of times for 
tens of different systems.  
My H value for this example is 30 because on this particular chart (currency + TF) 
you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy the condition of 97% RZ vs. 3% TZ. 
 
2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue Horizontal lines.  
 
3- Wait for this area to be broken  
 
4- Expect a revisit in the next H after the initial break  
 

5- Go buy yourself a drink with the money you have made with this simple trade There 
are 10s of those trades everyday, please don't buy yourself a drink after each one & later 



accuse me of making you an alcoholic. 
 
6- This is a powerful tool that can make you lots of profits, but the goal is to develop it. We 
are sharing so that u will share and test your ideas too to make this system better.  
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

 

orid Nov 3, 2014 8:25am | Post# 11478

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I 
don't think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here 
thousands of times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 
because on this particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy 
the condition of 97% RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue 
Horizontal lines. 3- Wait for this area... 
Jeeez I award the Victoria Cross to FX Jay for his patience and strength in the face of 

great, ahem lets say stubboness. Regards Orid peter 

 

Sciurus Nov 3, 2014 8:28am | Post# 11479

 

Quoting FX-Jay 

For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I 
don't think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here 
thousands of times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 
because on this particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy 
the condition of 97% RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue 
Horizontal lines. 3- Wait for this area... 
Man, I really like your charts FX-Jay. 

 

tashkent Nov 3, 2014 8:29am | Post# 11480

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I 
don't think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here 
thousands of times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 
because on this particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy 
the condition of 97% RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue 
Horizontal lines. 3- Wait for this area... 
recently PhatoriGal brought this quote of Einstein to my attention, and it is applicable 
here 
 
"If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough." 

 

jimsterk Nov 3, 2014 8:32am | Post# 11481

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} The probability of 93.75% is for n=2!!! The theorem stated that clearly!!! Good 
work though 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
Thank you for your answer. 
Do you use only n=2 ? 
When I read the ultimate truth thread, I thought that we need to work with long sub-
sequences. 
But if we need only n=2, that makes calculation easier. Thats good. 
 
Thank you, 
 

Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Hi Jimsterk, Thanks for the code, but as i tried it, i got err message: "Error: 
object 'data5' not found". How can i put the bars data from MT4 / NT to buffer "data5" ? 
If i do it manually, i think it will time consume .... {quote} Thanks in advance. Edit: Does 
any one have used this (MT4 - R connection) ? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=260422 Or any othersimple example of 

using NT-R connection is also ok, thanks  
Hi jackprobe, 
 
I have exported the histrocal data from my mt4 into csv file. 
Then the csv data is read like "data5 <- read.csv(-------)". 
I use "R for mt4" made by 7bit to connect mt4 and R. 
I do not know other interface... 
my knowledge about programming is very poor... 
 
One thing I want to note is that R is good to calculate vectors, but very bad to iterate. 
For example, I have posted this picture few months ago: 
 



 
 
The data is 1-hour eurusd and sample size is about 20000. 
It took about 24 hours for iteration. very slow. 
C++ or matlab or other softwares are faster than R. 
So if you are not already familiar to R, I do not recommend to use R. 
(I am R user because I am a time series analyst and R already has packages like arma, 
garch, copula, etc.) 
 
Thank you, 

 

mario777 Nov 3, 2014 8:55am | Post# 11482

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
please don't buy yourself a drink after each one & later accuse me of making you an 
alcoholic. Best, Jay {image} 

 

 

jackprobe Nov 3, 2014 8:58am | Post# 11483

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi Eurusdd, Thank you for your answer. Do you use only n=2 ? When I read the 
ultimate truth thread, I thought that we need to work with long sub-sequences. But if we 
need only n=2, that makes calculation easier. Thats good. Thank you, {quote} Hi 
jackprobe, I have exported the histrocal data from my mt4 into csv file. Then the csv 
data is read like "data5 <- read.csv(-------)". I use "R for mt4" made by 7bit to connect 
mt4 and R. I do not know other interface... my knowledge about programming is very 
poor... One thing I want to note is that... 

Wow wow wow, thank you very much mate. I think i really got it now . I will re-think 
again about using R, may be we can use it for simple calculation without complex 
drawing? About C++, could you please give me a link or a clue, where can i get similar 



solution using it, instead of R ? ( i mean, for statistical calculation in which we usually use 
matlab or R ). 
 
Thanks a lot mate.s 

 

jlee425 Nov 3, 2014 9:07am | Post# 11484

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I don't 
think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here thousands of 
times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 because on this 
particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy the condition of 97% 
RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue Horizontal lines. 3- Wait 
for this area... 
Thanks for the really clear explanation. That was very clear that now anyone could 
understand. 
 
Just wondering how you are handling the strong up trends like below? 
 
After the blue circle is broken, whereabouts do you look for an entry? Is there any specific 
patterns you look for? 
 
Regards 
J 

 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 3, 2014 9:17am | Post# 11485

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I don't 
think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here thousands of 
times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 because on this 



particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy the condition of 97% 
RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue Horizontal lines. 3- Wait 
for this area... 
 
Dear FX-JAY  
 
I see you to set a good example, because I saw it on other occasions.  
Look at my chart EURJPY: 
 
→ When you have a sell signal (with my own system) I can go find the marked zone?  
→ Is my interpretation correct?  
 
Thank you. 
Natalia. 

 

 

Kiads Nov 3, 2014 9:58am | Post# 11486

 
Quoting jlee425 
{quote} Thanks for the really clear explanation. That was very clear that now anyone 
could understand. Just wondering how you are handling the strong up trends like below? 
After the blue circle is broken, whereabouts do you look for an entry? Is there any 
specific patterns you look for? Regards J {image} 
Hi My Friend, if you 'learn' carefully your chart history. that 'mid candle zones' is the 
strongest point of Transient Zone Indicator from our friend 'Free Fox'. because that 'mid 
zones' is very strong confirmation for 'trend continuation' in all levels of TF. especially if 
that 'mid zones' appear more than one in a row.. 
 
So if you found it in higher TF and lower TF support it, then go head ..  
 
hope it help and best regards. 
MTH 

 

mex2000 Nov 3, 2014 10:01am | Post# 11487

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those that still didn't get it for some reason, here's a live example from today on 
EURUSD: 1- Whoever thinks H is a secret is delusional and is living in fantasy land. I 



don't think the value of a correct H could be any clearer. It has been discussed here 
thousands of times for tens of different systems. My H value for this example is 30 
because on this particular chart (currency + TF) you need a minimum H=30 to satisfy 
the condition of 97% RZ vs. 3% TZ. 2- Extend the previously formed TZ with light blue 
Horizontal lines. 3- Wait for this area... 
Jay thanks for the clear Chart, the only thing still not clear for me is the value of 
"H"...whats the right H-value for 1Min TF / USD/EUR? and why is that so clear? i do not 
understand you guys always have to speak in secret's..?! if the value of H is that clear 
why you don't just tell us the value for it? sorry don't want to argue, i'm thankful for your 
Posts (the only clear to me) but just my thoughts..cheers mex 

 

juriFX Nov 3, 2014 10:32am | Post# 11488

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} Jay thanks for the clear Chart, the only thing still not clear for me is the value of 
"H"...whats the right H-value for 1Min TF / USD/EUR? and why is that so clear? i do not 
understand you guys always have to speak in secret's..?! if the value of H is that clear 
why you don't just tell us the value for it? sorry don't want to argue, i'm thankful for your 
Posts (the only clear to me) but just my thoughts..cheers mex 
How to find the right value for h has been posted many times in this thread and in the TZ 
basics thread from vlady... And today FX-Jay just posted it again. 
When h is correct you should have 97% recurrent prices (or bars) and only 3% true 
transient prices (bars). 
How to do that? Look for the indicators from kprsa and freefox. 
 
Nothing cryptic or secret just read again... 

 

vlady1974 Nov 3, 2014 10:38am | Post# 11489

 
Quoting mex2000 
{quote} Jay thanks for the clear Chart, the only thing still not clear for me is the value of 
"H"...whats the right H-value for 1Min TF / USD/EUR? and why is that so clear? i do not 
understand you guys always have to speak in secret's..?! if the value of H is that 
clear why you don't just tell us the value for it? sorry don't want to argue, i'm thankful 
for your Posts (the only clear to me) but just my thoughts..cheers mex 
There is no secret if you exert effort and read. 
 
Sometimes things are deliberately made secret. Because we don't want to spoon feed 
you. 
Some people worked hard to discover how to make this system work. And it's not to be 
given away as if it is free or that everyone has a "right" to obtain it. 
The secrets are given to people who demonstrate that they deserve it. 
 
"If you have to ask, you'll never know" - Red Hot Chili Peppers 

 

haikanoz Nov 3, 2014 10:40am | Post# 11490

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} How to find the right value for h has been posted many times in this thread and 
in the TZ basics thread from vlady... And today FX-Jay just posted it again. When h is 
correct you should have 97% recurrent prices (or bars) and only 3% true transient prices 
(bars). How to do that? Look for the indicators from kprsa and freefox. Nothing cryptic or 
secret just read again... 



No wonder 95% of retail traders are on loosing side  
 
most of us (recurrent 97%) unable to read and understand things that repeatedly 
presented. Let alone the ability to tweak/apply to their trading strategy (me 
included...haha) 

 

FXEZ Nov 3, 2014 11:15am | Post# 11491

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Hi Kiads and Zelo, You two go too fast, I have a lot of stuff to catch up. One thing I am 
worried is that the sample data(=n^2) is large and we need to work with (n+1) 
increasing or decreasing sequences. I think n=2 is not large enough. (I am not sure 
though) If we use n=3, we have cal <- function(tri, da){ trials = tri res <- numeric(4) for 
(j in 3:6){ # 3-open, 4-high, 5-low, 6-close success = 0 for (i in 1:trials){ data <- da x 

= data[(i i+9)),j] if ( ((x[1]<x[2] && x[2]<x[3] && x[3]<x[4]) || (x[1]>x[2] && 
x[2]>x[3] && x[3]>x[4])) || ((x[2]<x[3]... 
Hi jimsterk, thanks for posting your code. It has helped me debug my code. I have 
worked via a slightly different algorithm a comparison with your numbers. My data isn't 
the same as your data so there will be differences. Here is what I got for EU M5 (this 
compares to your post quoted above, the top example). 
 
seqlen 10 
subseq 3 
minstep 1 
maxstep 3 
O, H, L C 
1] 0.8162633 0.8345391 0.8383046 0.8162633 
 
And for comparison this is with rnorm data: 
[1] 0.6395818 0.6408301 0.6371818 0.6374646 
 
So you can see that there is an approximate ~19% edge in the OHLC data vs rnorm 
data. In other words, OHLC isn't very close to rnorm when it comes to this particular 
sequencing method. Now, is it possible to extract this advantage, and if so, how? These 
are questions I would like to pursue with you guys who are already contributing / 
showing interest in this area with either R or MT4 or something else: jimsterk, stt, Zelo, 
Kiads, jackprobe and maybe some others. I would be willing to share my R code with you 
guys who want to pursue this. Just pm me and we can discuss how to implement this so 
as to capture the advantage. The code is in R and has been generalized to handle 
(presumably) any type of sequence. 
 
Also by comparison, this matches my interpretation of Eurusdd's proposition with my EU 
M5 data and then compared with rnorm: 
seqlen 5 
subseq 2 
minstep 1 
maxstep 2 
O, H, L C 
[1] 0.8674744 0.8725777 0.8767430 0.8674744 
 
rnorm: 
[1] 0.8340689 0.8347517 0.8326345 0.8338138 
 
So as you can see, the implied advantage is much larger with the first example, vs this 
example when compared with normal data. And in all cases the Low price had the highest 



probability. This is testing 145K EU M5 bars. 

 

killerno Nov 3, 2014 11:19am | Post# 11492

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} LOL... I believe this is look like you... {image} and while you still trying hard to 
make sure yourself about that 'k' .. and stubborn enough with h=8 equal to 4 left and 4 
right bars...lol. I'm testing the great theorem of chief EURUSDD.. and yes indeed make 
real money from that.. and real chartist should understand when look at this picture here 

where the money came from.. when probability higher then 97% and where that 
recurrent and transient zones actually are... {image} keep learning dude.. you deserved 
it to compensate your... 
Hi Kiads, 
 
regarding to your chart, you get these signals at the bar open? Thank you! 
 
Regards 

 

Kiads Nov 3, 2014 11:24am | Post# 11493

 
Quoting killerno 
{quote} Hi Kiads, regarding to your chart, you get these signals at the bar open? Thank 
you! Regards 
it's according to sub sequences theorem base on Zelo indicator with n=2 and i develop 
further for 'testing' purpose. That 'bomb' sign show up when conditions met and when 
current price higher from previous candle low, or lower than previous candle high. and 
will create continues horizontal line until 'touch' by future price movement. 
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

killerno Nov 3, 2014 11:27am | Post# 11494

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} it's according to sub sequences theorem base on Zelo indicator with n=2 and i 
develop further for 'testing' purpose. That 'bomb' sign show up when conditions met and 
when current price higher from previous candle low, or lower than previous candle high. 
and will create continues horizontal line until 'touch' by future price movement. best 
regards MTH 
Thanks a lot for the clarification Kiads!! 
 
Regards 

 

Kiads Nov 3, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 11495

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FXEZ 
{quote} Hi jimsterk, thanks for posting your code. It has helped me debug my code. I have 
worked via a slightly different algorithm a comparison with your numbers. My data isn't the 
same as your data so there will be differences. Here is what I got for EU M5 (this compares 
to your post quoted above, the top example). seqlen 10 subseq 3 minstep 1 maxstep 3 O, 
H, L C 1] 0.8162633 0.8345391 0.8383046 0.8162633 And for comparison this is with 



rnorm data: [1] 0.6395818 0.6408301 0.6371818 0.6374646 So you can see that there is 
an approximate ~19% edge... 

 
 
OHLC cross is the real 'median' of zones.. OHLC cross of 1 daily candle, actually are 'median' 
of 1440 1 M candles series.. that represent zone/area of price movement... 
 

 
 
all this years 'they' hide this, and not make it as the 7th option of MA price field.. lol. 
 
MTH 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 11496

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
In the below Daily chart, there are 11 trade opportunities using the concept presented. 
ALL of them are winners & H is as small as 10. Once you are able to identify all 11, you 



can consider yourself as a graduate. Edit: In some of the 11 opportunities there could be 
more than one profitable trade done. However, I'm only talking about the main 11 
opportunities (don't include sub-opportunities) Best, Jay {image} 
Hi FX-Jay, 
 
Do you have stats for the hit rate when K=0 for the above? 
 
I'm getting about 85% for K=0 and H=10 in GU Daily. About 15% of the time, the price 
didn't come back to the zone. 

 

humlux Nov 3, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 11497

 
May I ask that the indicator, Transient Zones, be recoded with a buffer value for k=0. In 
return I will provide an iCustom() indicator that will give optimal k entry. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 11498

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Hi FX-Jay, Do you have stats for the hit rate when K=0 for the above? I'm 
getting about 85% for K=0 and H=10 in GU Daily. About 15% of the time, the price 
didn't come back to the zone. 
In theory for H=10 on GU Daily Chart the probability of having a TZ is only 9% (so a 
91% chance of RZ). 
The above %'s are from K's Indicator, using a sample of 4,400 bars (i.e for the period 
ranging from Dec 1997 till today) 
 
In order to get the hit rate you are asking for, we need an indi/expert that can calculate 
the number of 2 consecutive TZ. When we have this info we can derive the % we are 
looking for. 
 
In theory, the % hit rate with K=0 should be >91%.  
There's one probabilistic theory that could give you a value of 99%. 
99.19% = 100% - (9%*9%) 
However, I personally believe that is flawed, check the below link to understand better 
what I am talking about: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gambler%27s_fallacy 
 
85% doesn't look bad at all, but I believe the % should be >91%. 
 
Whoever manages to create/code the above mentioned indi, please do share it with the 
rest. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 11499

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} In theory for H=10 on GU Daily Chart the probability of having a TZ is only 9% 
(so a 91% chance of RZ). 
The 9% chance of TZ is when it was being compared to all the number of bars which it 
looked at. It wasn't comparing it to the number of Recurrent zones. I think this is what 
most may not have gotten (or what I don't get). 



 
For a zone to be recurrent, it has to be H-Transient on the previous number of H bars 
(left side), correct? 
Then the number of RZ bars won't be equal to Number_Of_Bars_In_Chart - TZ_Bars. 
We would have to actually find RZs that showed up exactly at the previous TZ levels and 
this number is very small. 
 
Thats why there is 85% probability. It is however possible to get > 90% by tweaking K 
as EURUSDD mentioned, but then the number of trades per day drops as K & H 
increases. 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 2:36pm | Post# 11500

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} In theory for H=10 on GU Daily Chart the probability of having a TZ is only 9% 
(so a 91% chance of RZ). The above %'s are from K's Indicator, using a sample of 4,400 
bars (i.e for the period ranging from Dec 1997 till today) In order to get the hit rate you 
are asking for, we need an indi/expert that can calculate the number of 2 consecutive TZ. 
When we have this info we can derive the % we are looking for. In theory, the % hit rate 
with K=0 should be >91%. There's one probabilistic theory that could give you a value of 
99%. 99.19% = 100%... 
I have those numbers and they will surprise you, double tops and triple tops have a role 
here, it's not so rare to have another tz (for the same price) after having the first one. 
(Double tops i.e) 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 2:43pm | Post# 11501

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} The 9% chance of TZ is when it was being compared to all the number of bars 
which it looked at. It wasn't comparing it to the number of Recurrent zones. I think this 
is what most may not have gotten (or what I don't get). For a zone to be recurrent, it 
has to be H-Transient on the previous number of H bars, correct? Then the number of RZ 
bars won't be equal to Number_Of_Bars_In_Chart - TZ_Bars. We would have to actually 
have to find RZs that showed up exactly at the previous TZ levels and this number is 
very small. Thats why there is 85%... 
I understand what's the reason behind the confusion, there are 2 theories being 
presented and thus the mix-up in terms & numbers. 
 
For now let's focus on the idea behind the Daily GU chart that you first quoted. 
I'll use your terms to try to clarify: 
"all the number of bars which it looked at" = "the number of Recurrent zones" 
Think of it, a price can be either recurrent or transient, if it is not Transient (9%) then it 
is Recurrent.  
This is different than the idea of Potential Transient Zones!  
 
"We would have to actually have to find RZs that showed up exactly at the previous TZ 
levels and this number is very small" 
That's true, but the number isn't as small as you think. However, the aim is to get high 
probability trades no matter if it's 1 per hour or 1 per week! 
 
Personally if I want to back-test, I would rather keep K on the side and focus on 
increasing H 

 



FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 2:46pm | Post# 11502

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I have those numbers and they will surprise you, double tops and triple tops 
have a role here, it's not so rare to have another tz (for the same price) after having the 
first one. (Double tops i.e) 
Is it possible to share actual numbers and percentages? (for different Hs, pairs, and TFs) 
 
Clarification: When we're talking about 2 or 3 TZs for the same price, we're talking about 
consecutive TZs, so price shouldn't be recurrent at that exact price before it gets 
transient again. 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 11503

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I have those numbers and they will surprise you, double tops and triple tops 
have a role here, it's not so rare to have another tz (for the same price) after having the 
first one. (Double tops i.e) 
Surprise in terms of good or bad? 
 
What kind of numbers are you getting? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 11504

 
I will advise people to be careful with the notions of transient/recurrent vs the notions of 
h-transient/h-recurrent. 
transient/recurrent applies to the entire space under consideration. It is a global idea like 
global minimum/maximum. This global truth is the reason most traders lose money. 
Why? They know that certain prices will be re-visited but they just do not know how to 
quantify the waiting-time. 
h-transient/h-recurrent is the localization of the global principle.  
That is we can restrict ourselves to an open set within our domain of interest and localize 
the idea of a recurrent states, with a high degree of certainty, close to 1, depending on 
the value of h we choose. 
 
So before you go around shouting recurrent/transient, please be careful and add the 
appropriate h-. If you ignore this, you will create confusion! 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 11505

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I'll use your terms to try to clarify: "all the number of bars which it looked at" = "the 
number of Recurrent zones" Think of it, a price can be either recurrent or transient, if it 
is not Transient (9%) then it is Recurrent. 
Yea, recurrent but it wouldn't be H-Recurrent. We are only interested in H-Recurrent 
states, correct? 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 3:11pm | Post# 11506

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Surprise in terms of good or bad? What kind of numbers are you getting? 



He's implying that it is not rare to have 2 or 3 consecutive TZs. (bad surprise) 
In my opinion, he is mistaken unless he is able to prove it with facts. 
 
I can show you many combinations of pairs/H values/TFs where the frequency of 2 
consecutive TZs is 0 or 1. ( good surprise :P ) 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 3:14pm | Post# 11507

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I have those numbers and they will surprise you, double tops and triple tops 
have a role here, it's not so rare to have another tz (for the same price) after having the 
first one. (Double tops i.e) 
DavidRP: I think you are missing an important point or the idea of the theorem. 
 
That double-tops or triple top do not invalidate the theorem. Let me show you why. 
 
Mark the set of prices where the double-top or triple tops occurred. Now, go back into 
the history and check every time the market got to those prices. calculate the relative 
frequency of h-recurrent. 
Now this relative frequency should go to 1, almost surely, as time goes to infinity. 
 
So, just because that zone was h-transient 3 times in a row is not enough reason to form 
a firing squad! 
This theory is independent of the underlying forces and you cannot disprove it with a few 
sample points! 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 11508

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Is it possible to share actual numbers and percentages? (for different Hs, pairs, 
and TFs) Clarification: When we're talking about 2 or 3 TZs for the same price, we're 
talking about consecutive TZs, so price shouldn't be recurrent at that exact price before it 
gets transient again. 
of course I'm speaking about consecutive prices TZs Look any chart, and take a look of 
double tops you can find there consecutive Tzs 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 3:21pm | Post# 11509

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} DavidRP: I think you are missing an important point or the idea of the theorem. 
That double-tops or triple top do not invalidate the theorem. Let me show you why. Mark 
the set of prices where the double-top or triple tops occurred. Now, go back into the 
history and check every time the market got to those prices. calculate the relative 
frequency of h-recurrent. Now this relative frequency should go to 1, almost surely, as 
time goes to infinity. So, just because that zone was h-transient 3 times in a row is not 
enough reason to form a firing... 
I'm not disproving nothing, it was a surprise for me, and when taking a look close I 
discovered that it was because double and triple tops 
 
I will run the test later and post the results from 2003 with 5 min bars 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 3:28pm | Post# 11510



 
2 Attachment(s) 

 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 3:30pm | Post# 11511

 

Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} of course I'm speaking about consecutive prices TZs Look any 
chart, and take a look of double tops you can find there consecutive Tzs 

Of course they exist, you can even find 4 and 5 TZs in a row for certain H values. 
 
I was hoping that you would surprise me with concrete statistics. 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 11512

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Of course they exist, you can even find 4 and 5 TZs in a row for certain H 
values. I was hoping that you would surprise me with concrete statistics. 



 
 
results were something like 15% or so (after one TZ) I will post them later 

 

Almondeyed Nov 3, 2014 3:35pm | Post# 11513

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I will advise people to be careful with the notions of transient/recurrent vs the notions of 
h-transient/h-recurrent. transient/recurrent applies to the entire space under 
consideration. It is a global idea like global minimum/maximum. This global truth is the 
reason most traders lose money. Why? They know that certain prices will be re-visited 
but they just do not know how to quantify the waiting-time. h-transient/h-recurrent is 
the localization of the global principle. That is we can restrict ourselves to an open set 
within our domain of interest... 
It means we should only consider a trade set up if only price visit a previously TZ zone 
and made that zone PTZ. If our h and k values are right we will have a high probability 
trade for that zone. But it is our best interest if we let "k" part of that zone to remain 
transient and take only the remaining part as our trade target. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 3:40pm | Post# 11514

 
Here's something for the average Joe that doesn't have enough statistical/mathematical 
knowledge. 
 
Word of cation: This is for demonstration purposes only, and isn't scientifically proven! + 
It doesn't express my opinion towards the probability and TZ concept. 
 

Let's assume you have a bag of 1,000 underwear. 970 are women red thongs & 30 are 
white men's briefs. 
If you randomly pick 3 underwear from the bag and they turned out to be all for men, 
would you bet that the 4th pick will be a thong or a brief?? 
 
I would bet for a red thong, not because I like them, but because I believe that the 
probability is higher for a thong to show up. 
Does that mean that I can't pick 4 briefs in a row? NO - I can pick 30 in a row and that's 
just sad! But it could happen. 
 
Betting on high probability doesn't mean you will win 100% of the times like everyone 
dreams. 
 
It's your choice to be a stupid gambler, a smart gambler, or a casino. Btw guess what 
the casino doesn't win 100% of the times, there are always 3% of the gamblers that 

manage to make money  
 
P.S. Kiads please feel free to provide visual support to the above example :P 

 

hannele Nov 3, 2014 3:43pm | Post# 11515

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's something for the average Joe that doesn't have enough statistical/mathematical 
knowledge. Word of cation: This is for demonstration purposes only, and isn't 
scientifically proven! + It doesn't express my opinion towards the probability and TZ 
concept. Let's assume you have a bag of 1,000 underwear. 970 are women red thongs 



& 30 are white men's briefs. If you randomly pick 3 underwear from the bag and they 
turned out to be all for men, would you bet that the 4th pick will be a thong or a brief?? I 
would bet for a red thong, not because... 

you funny 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 3:44pm | Post# 11516

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I would bet for a red thong, not because I like them, but because I believe that 
the probability is higher for a thong to show up. Betting on high probability 

doesn't mean you will win 100% of the times like everyone dreams. It's your 
choice to be a stupid gambler, a smart gambler, or a 
casino. Btw guess what the casino doesn't win 100% of the times, there are always 

3% of the gamblers that manage to make money P.S. Kiads please feel free to provide 
visual... 
One smart Homo-Sapien! 

You belong to the Real-Trader's CLUB!   

 

Robertk Nov 3, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 11517

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I'm not disproving nothing, it was a surprise for me, and when taking a look 
close I discovered that it was because double and triple tops I will run the test later and 
post the results from 2003 with 5 min bars 
Yes double, triple tops and bottoms are easily eyeballed when curve-fitting (H) on your 
chart; a "post/after-approach". Therefore that should not be your goal. Instead, analyze 
behaviour and calculate probabilities on a possible (2), (3), or even (4) in a row. While 
this looks simple the recurrent area size(K) actually also has its OWN behaviour, 
corresponding to the rareness of the event. What i personally found was that the higher 
the number gets (especially 3-4 (havent seen 5 yet), the smaller your (K) will be in 
general(there are also other factors at play here, such as similarity that influence (K). 
Now I ran this sample over only one year, and one pair(eurusd), so the results are still 
insufficient but so far it looks promising. If its set-up correctly it should work for every 
pair/market, unless pair DNA also plays a part. 
 
Whether there is a correlation between pair DNA and (K), is a piece of the puzzle i would 
still like to verify myself. Statements are made here but one needs to see it him/herself. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 3:45pm | Post# 11518

 
Quoting DavidRP 

{quote} results were something like 15% or so (after one TZ) I will post them later 
This goes in hand with savor0's calculations. 
 
Again, 85% is not 90% or 99%, but it is still something worth betting on, no? 
 
My account says yes :P eventhough I had in my head a number higher than 85% 
 
While doing your testing, please include the statistics for EU H4 H=36 
 
Thanks in advance. 



 
Best, 
Jay 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 11519

 
This is another way to understand the theorem.. 
For any price p, there is a minimum value for h such that the relative frequency of h-
recurrent states associated with p goes to 1, almost surely, as time goes to infinity. 
Therefore, even if the relative frequency is around 85% currently or even 50%, it does 
not change the ultimate probability. 
Now, if in the long run, the relative frequency does not go to zero, then the theorem 
says, that price should belong to a set of prices with that same feature and that set 
should be of measure zero!!! 
 
Now, notice that a price is a real number, NOT A ZONE! 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 11520

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} This goes in hand with savor0's calculations. Again, 85% is not 90% or 99%, 
but it is still something worth betting on, no? My account says yes :P eventhough I had in 
my head a number higher than 85% While doing your testing, please include the 
statistics for EU H4 H=36 Thanks in advance. Best, Jay 
 
Here the stats (5min from 2003 data from Dukascopy) with colums: h, 
totalPrices,totalTransientPrices(%) , total2consecutiveTprices, % of a price being T after 
being T,total3consecutives, % of begin T after being TT,total4consecutives, % of begin T 
after being TTT. 
 
For the case of h=6 we have 2.88% of transient prices, then 41392 prices TT with a 
probability of 20.93% of being T if it was T the last time. Indeed the chance of 
getting a T if it was T seeral times in a row is higher-> Support and resistence. Makes 
sense to me. 
 
 
I double checked the results and seem ok 
 
h,totalPrices,totalTransients,,Tp(% ) ,2 consecutive, 3 consecutive, 4 consecutive 
1 6863714 529414 7.71 164399 31.05 54161 32.94 19245 35.53 
2 6863708 388061 5.65 106297 27.39 31240 29.39 10083 32.28 
3 6863701 308973 4.5 77107 24.96 20763 26.93 6088 29.32 
4 6863694 258801 3.77 60352 23.32 15240 25.25 4250 27.89 
5 6863690 224146 3.27 49547 22.1 11892 24 3167 26.63 
6 6863686 197755 2.88 41392 20.93 9384 22.67 2338 24.91 
7 6863678 176614 2.57 35052 19.85 7464 21.29 1720 23.04 
8 6863670 160498 2.34 30620 19.08 6257 20.43 1390 22.22 
9 6863662 147537 2.15 27402 18.57 5463 19.94 1185 21.69 
10 6863654 136753 1.99 24786 18.12 4856 19.59 1013 20.86 
11 6863648 127106 1.85 22430 17.65 4240 18.9 891 21.01 
12 6863639 119254 1.74 20585 17.26 3835 18.63 800 20.86 
13 6863633 112672 1.64 19105 16.96 3522 18.43 726 20.61 
14 6863627 106731 1.56 17718 16.6 3198 18.05 650 20.33 
15 6863622 101322 1.48 16518 16.3 2918 17.67 586 20.08 
16 6863613 96474 1.41 15493 16.06 2685 17.33 531 19.78 



17 6863607 92018 1.34 14462 15.72 2443 16.89 478 19.57 
18 6863601 88076 1.28 13562 15.4 2239 16.51 432 19.29 
19 6863595 84725 1.23 12895 15.22 2102 16.3 401 19.08 
20 6863590 81784 1.19 12312 15.05 1993 16.19 383 19.22 
21 6863584 78795 1.15 11719 14.87 1886 16.09 356 18.88 
22 6863580 76131 1.11 11190 14.7 1767 15.79 328 18.56 
23 6863572 73774 1.07 10708 14.51 1661 15.51 297 17.88 
24 6863561 71636 1.04 10315 14.4 1598 15.49 287 17.96 
25 6863554 69715 1.02 9961 14.29 1522 15.28 274 18 
26 6863540 68068 0.99 9624 14.14 1465 15.22 260 17.75 
27 6863534 66425 0.97 9318 14.03 1424 15.28 254 17.84 
28 6863528 64908 0.95 9032 13.92 1365 15.11 244 17.88 
29 6863522 63283 0.92 8693 13.74 1297 14.92 237 18.27 
30 6863515 61729 0.9 8339 13.51 1209 14.5 205 16.96 
31 6863508 60361 0.88 8096 13.41 1168 14.43 199 17.04 
32 6863496 58986 0.86 7868 13.34 1120 14.23 188 16.79 
33 6863488 57696 0.84 7644 13.25 1072 14.02 179 16.7 
34 6863481 56559 0.82 7449 13.17 1044 14.02 178 17.05 
35 6863473 55476 0.81 7294 13.15 1021 14 169 16.55 
36 6863462 54445 0.79 7149 13.13 1007 14.09 168 16.68 
37 6863454 53416 0.78 6961 13.03 972 13.96 164 16.87 
38 6863439 52577 0.77 6844 13.02 944 13.79 160 16.95 
39 6863433 51584 0.75 6655 12.9 909 13.66 151 16.61 
40 6863427 50596 0.74 6485 12.82 878 13.54 146 16.63 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 11521

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For those wondering if it pays to be a probability trader: 
 

You didn't think I blew my account did you?  

Sorry to disappoint  
 
I made sure to keep a recent opened trade within the screenshot, consider it a free signal.  
Chose your own TP & SL (RR very high) 



 

 

Robertk Nov 3, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 11522

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} This goes in hand with savor0's calculations. Again, 85% is not 90% or 99%, 
but it is still something worth betting on, no? My account says yes :P eventhough I had in 
my head a number higher than 85% While doing your testing, please include the 
statistics for EU H4 H=36 Thanks in advance. Best, Jay 
I admire all posts that are aimed at getting the right probabilities, but it makes me 
wondering why this is so important to people. Last post of EURUSDD is also regarding 
probabilities and trust me, i understand this is important, but isnt the actual size of the 
recurrent zone more important in the end? 
 
I hope most understand in here that knowing the maximum deviation in a RZ is blowing 
away that few extra % in succeeding anytime. 
If one knows the min-max and average of zone height you can create a win-win 
situation. Nothing concrete to be found in this post but i am sure some people are able to 
figure this one out easily. 

 

vladutz112 Nov 3, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 11523

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those wondering if it pays to be a probability trader: You didn't think I blew my 

account did you? Sorry to disappoint I made sure to keep a recent opened trade 



within the screenshot, consider it a free signal. Chose your own TP & SL (RR very high) 
{image} 
omg !!! hope one day i will trade the same keep posting u give me hopes 

 

FX-Jay Nov 3, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 11524

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} I admire all posts that are aimed at getting the right probabilities, but it makes 
me wondering why this is so important to people. Last post of EURUSDD is also regarding 
probabilities and trust me, i understand this is important, but isnt the actual size of the 
recurrent zone more important in the end? I hope most understand in here that knowing 
the maximum deviation in a RZ is blowing away that few extra % in succeeding anytime. 
If one knows the min-max and average of zone height you can create a win-win 
situation. Nothing concrete to... 
The idea that I'm trying to convey is that if even with K=0 the probability is so high, so 

what if what you mentioned is used correctly?  

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 4:19pm | Post# 11525

 

• http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar187236_8.gif Robertk : Most people do 
not understand what the theorem really says. hat is why I want them to 
understand that they need to understand probability very well before they try to 
apply the theorem. 

• This is because if one of them expect a given zone to be recurrent and it turn it 
otherwise, he/she will think the whole idea is wrong! 

• I know traders!!!!Most are not consistent!!! 
• | 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 4:20pm | Post# 11526

 

• http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar187236_8.gif Robertk : Most people do 
not understand what the theorem really says. hat is why I want them to 
understand probability very well before they try to apply the theorem. 

• This is because if one of them expects a zone to be recurrent and it turns out 
otherwise, he/she will think the whole idea is wrong! 

• I know traders!!!!Most are not consistent!!! 
• | 

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 4:25pm | Post# 11527

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} This goes in hand with savor0's calculations. Again, 85% is not 90% or 99%, 
but it is still something worth betting on, no? My account says yes :P eventhough I had in 
my head a number higher than 85% While doing your testing, please include the 
statistics for EU H4 H=36 Thanks in advance. Best, Jay 
EU H=4 FROM 2003 DUKASCOPY DATA 
h,totalCandles,transient candles,% transient candles,prices,% transient prices,2 



consecutive,%,3 consecutive, %,4 consecutive,% 
1 17853 6156 34.48 863640 103902 12.03 36680 35.3 13084 35.67 4650 35.54 
2 17851 4934 27.64 863579 82831 9.59 26558 32.06 8717 32.82 2898 33.25 
3 17849 3925 21.99 863511 65779 7.62 19329 29.38 5942 30.74 1833 30.85 
4 17847 3098 17.36 863395 51532 5.97 13483 26.16 3427 25.42 903 26.35 
5 17845 2544 14.26 863354 40644 4.71 9192 22.62 1993 21.68 436 21.88 
6 17843 2220 12.44 863311 35185 4.08 7586 21.56 1562 20.59 334 21.38 
7 17841 1970 11.04 863277 31695 3.67 6463 20.39 1276 19.74 272 21.32 
8 17839 1818 10.19 863144 29579 3.43 5812 19.65 1123 19.32 234 20.84 
9 17837 1632 9.15 863065 26913 3.12 5148 19.13 949 18.43 192 20.23 
10 17835 1465 8.21 862982 24516 2.84 4529 18.47 868 19.17 180 20.74 
11 17833 1289 7.23 862847 21853 2.53 3838 17.56 718 18.71 139 19.36 
12 17831 1207 6.77 862787 20589 2.39 3553 17.26 675 19 134 19.85 
13 17829 1139 6.39 862729 19384 2.25 3242 16.73 615 18.97 106 17.24 
14 17827 1085 6.09 862629 18777 2.18 3087 16.44 561 18.17 103 18.36 
15 17825 1032 5.79 862536 17929 2.08 2902 16.19 522 17.99 94 18.01 
16 17823 964 5.41 862395 16440 1.91 2541 15.46 439 17.28 81 18.45 
17 17821 905 5.08 862333 15313 1.78 2314 15.11 396 17.11 55 13.89 
18 17819 851 4.78 862297 14306 1.66 2178 15.22 381 17.49 55 14.44 
19 17817 812 4.56 862226 13644 1.58 2048 15.01 349 17.04 55 15.76 
20 17815 779 4.37 862113 13124 1.52 1963 14.96 344 17.52 52 15.12 
21 17813 755 4.24 861938 12610 1.46 1811 14.36 312 17.23 51 16.35 
22 17811 710 3.99 861840 11766 1.37 1707 14.51 305 17.87 51 16.72 
23 17809 663 3.72 861780 11028 1.28 1540 13.96 286 18.57 51 17.83 
24 17807 629 3.53 861694 10446 1.21 1405 13.45 256 18.22 49 19.14 
25 17805 603 3.39 861633 9934 1.15 1302 13.11 228 17.51 41 17.98 
26 17803 581 3.26 861530 9680 1.12 1271 13.13 222 17.47 41 18.47 
27 17801 561 3.15 861419 9398 1.09 1218 12.96 202 16.58 25 12.38 
28 17799 540 3.03 861318 8966 1.04 1135 12.66 175 15.42 25 14.29 
29 17797 513 2.88 861282 8556 0.99 1036 12.11 170 16.41 25 14.71 
30 17795 494 2.78 861193 8303 0.96 1005 12.1 167 16.62 25 14.97 
31 17793 486 2.73 861129 8216 0.95 1003 12.21 166 16.55 25 15.06 
32 17791 474 2.66 861018 8041 0.93 977 12.15 166 16.99 25 15.06 
33 17789 461 2.59 860959 7821 0.91 946 12.1 166 17.55 25 15.06 
34 17787 444 2.5 860871 7291 0.85 858 11.77 166 19.35 25 15.06 
35 17785 425 2.39 860792 6895 0.8 785 11.39 146 18.6 25 17.12 
36 17783 414 2.33 860659 6670 0.77 748 11.21 135 18.05 17 12.59 
37 17781 401 2.26 860564 6534 0.76 712 10.9 124 17.42 11 8.87 
38 17779 393 2.21 860438 6394 0.74 622 9.73 84 13.5 11 13.1 
39 17777 383 2.15 860331 6135 0.71 608 9.91 83 13.65 11 13.25 
40 17775 371 2.09 860225 5859 0.68 589 10.05 83 14.09 11 13.25 

 

Robertk Nov 3, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 11528

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} Robertk : Most people do not understand what the theorem really says. hat is 
why I want them to understand that they need to understand probability very well before 
they try to apply the theorem. This is because if one of them expect a given zone to be 
recurrent and it turn it otherwise, he/she will think the whole idea is wrong! I know 
traders!!!!Most are not consistent!!! | 
Interesting! I would probably be the same for that matter because i do not have a math 
background. Its interesting how skeptical i was regarding any presented concepts by you 
a year ago. That changed quite a bit last half year.. Despite me not having a math 
background i was still able to figure out and expriment several things that look pretty 
decent for now(especially when combining it with a system i was already trading from). 
Not quite yet able to have a statement like Jay but the way it looks like now i sure have 



my hopes for the future.  

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 11529

 
DavidRP, I do not know if you see the results you gave yelling truth at you! For example, 
according to your data, if time = 5mins and h=30, then 0.9% of prices are 30-transient! 
Furthermore, the chance that a price is 30-transient twice in the row is 
8339/6863515=0.001215.(0.12%) 
Now, that is just the truth. 
 
In fact, all those probabilities will go to ZERO, almost surely as more data 
comes in!!!!  
 
That is what the theorem says!  

 

DavidRP Nov 3, 2014 4:38pm | Post# 11530

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
DavidRP, I do not know if you see the results you gave yelling truth at you! For example, 
according to your data, if time = 5mins and h=30, then 0.9% of prices are 30-transient! 
Furthermore, the chance that a price is 30-transient twice in the row is 
8339/6863515=0.001215.(0.12%) Now, that is just the truth. In fact, all those 
probabilities will go to ZERO, almost surely as more data comes in!!!! That is what the 
theorem says! 
I have added a missed column, 6863515 were the total tested prices.The total T prices 
were 61729 (0.9% of 6863515). Probability of getting a T after one of those 61729 is 
13.51%(8339) (CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY->same prices ar not independent). Big boys 
hold orders at the same price -> support and resistence. This is not the result we were 
expecting but has value indeed. 
 
 
30 6863515 61729 0.9 8339 13.51 1209 14.5 205 16.96 

 

Eurusdd Nov 3, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 11531

 
It does not matter what sample size you guys use or whichpair you use. One thing will be 
true. The relative frequency of any price been h-transient will go to zero as time goes to 
infinity, almost surely. 
The rate at which this relative frequency goes to zero will depend on the h you chose!!! 
 
So, do not let sample data fool you. In the long run, all h-transient probabilities will go to 
ZERO, almost surely. 

 

Saturday Nov 3, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 11532

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I made sure to keep a recent opened trade within the screenshot, consider it a free 
signal. Chose your own TP & SL (RR very high) {image} 
You don't have to answer this, but is your target on that trade +-0.7860? Very 
impressive trading results on that account, man! Keep it up! 

 



saver0 Nov 3, 2014 6:20pm | Post# 11533

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
For those wondering if it pays to be a probability trader: You didn't think I blew my 

account did you? Sorry to disappoint I made sure to keep a recent opened trade 
within the screenshot, consider it a free signal. Chose your own TP & SL (RR very high) 
{image} 
Excellent results FX-Jay! Really impressive! 

Quoting Saturday 
{quote} You don't have to answer this, but is your target on that trade +-0.7860? Very 
impressive trading results on that account, man! Keep it up! 

I'm actually thinking his TP might be around 0.78480  
 
I wonder who is closer.. hehe 
 

Thanks FX-Jay  

 

Kiads Nov 3, 2014 6:21pm | Post# 11534

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now, if in the long run, the relative frequency does not go to zero, then the theorem says, 
that price should belong to a set of prices with that same feature and that set should be of 
measure zero!!! Now, notice that a price is a real number, NOT A ZONE!  
GBPJPY W1 

 
 
GBPJPY D1 



 
 
GBPJPY H4 

 
 
Is my indicator on testing, goes to right direction or just another wrong understanding sir 
EURUSDD ? 
MTH 

 

tai9127 Nov 3, 2014 8:44pm | Post# 11535

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 
Hi guys, I want to share with you my indicator to test Eurusdd's Sub-sequence Theorem. 
Just add indicator to chart, and hit OK. Open expert tab of terminal panel and you will see 

somethings like below. {image} You may notice Low of Bar have high % than others. 
Although i check the code several times, as coding while learning, maybe there are bugs. 
Let me know if you find any. And this is my first version of Eurusdd's Sub-sequence... 
Here's all I got in terminal ... 



 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 9:41pm | Post# 11536

 
Quoting dennis4u15 
Hi Saver0, Any clues on how u and FXjay came to that entryon EUR/GBP...I was trying all 
sorts of H value on the transient indicator to get a it printed on my chart but failed..any 
tips will be much appreciated. Regards 
Try a H of around 36-40. You should be able to see a zone being developed at the top in 
H4. 
 
I'm not using the Transient_Zone indicator. I am using something that I made. 

 

dennis4u15 Nov 3, 2014 9:46pm | Post# 11537

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks brother @ Saver0...I was looking at 15 min time frame...I have understood a bit 
what FxJay explained with picture some posts ago...about how to draw horizontal lines after 
a completed transient zone and wait for price to break it...that's where we can expect the 
price to come back with good probability...I do know that its not that simple though as 
FxJay had stated that that's not how he trades... 
 
 
is this the zone???? 
 
Regards 



 

 

saver0 Nov 3, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 11538

 
Quoting dennis4u15 
Thanks brother @ Saver0...I was looking at 15 min time frame...I have understood a bit 
what FxJay explained with picture some posts ago...about how to draw horizontal lines 
after a completed transient zone and wait for price to break it...that's where we can 
expect the price to come back with good probability...I do know that its not that simple 
though as FxJay had stated that that's not how he trades... is this the zone???? Regards 
{image} 
Yes, that looks about correct. You have to look at the past to see if there is a TZ around 
that level. Then you have a high probability for the price to come back to that level so 
that it would be a recurrent zone. But I'm not sure how FX-Jay is exiting or making his 
entries exactly. He did state that he does it differently from how EURUSDD stated. 
 
You have to apply the concept to find something that works for you. Everyone seems to 
be doing their own thing with this. 

 

dennis4u15 Nov 3, 2014 10:48pm | Post# 11539

 
Yes Saver0...we just have to find a good entry..maybe price action and candle formation 
can help...FxJays has got his his own system and it seems his loading up with 
pips...congrats to him as he has helped a lot. 
 
Regards 

 

Kiads Nov 3, 2014 10:57pm | Post# 11540

 
2 Attachment(s) 
So far so goooood.... lol 
 



 
 
 
but.... 
 

 
 

 
MTH 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 4, 2014 12:27am | Post# 11541

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} EU H=4 FROM 2003 DUKASCOPY DATA h,totalCandles,transient candles,% 
transient candles,prices,% transient prices,2 consecutive,%,3 consecutive, %,4 
consecutive,% 1 17853 6156 34.48 863640 103902 12.03 36680 35.3 13084 35.67 
4650 35.54 2 17851 4934 27.64 863579 82831 9.59 26558 32.06 8717 32.82 2898 



33.25 3 17849 3925 21.99 863511 65779 7.62 19329 29.38 5942 30.74 1833 30.85 4 
17847 3098 17.36 863395 51532 5.97 13483 26.16 3427 25.42 903 26.35 5 17845 
2544 14.26 863354 40644 4.71 9192 22.62 1993 21.68 436 21.88 6 17843 2220 12.44 
863311 35185... 
Nice calculation David. There are prices, which are different from candles (total candles). 
May i know what do you mean with price and %price, and how do you calculate it? 
Thanks 

 

NorthTrader Nov 4, 2014 12:28am | Post# 11542

 
This recent discussion about the probability of two consecutive TZs is very timely! I've 
almost finished my new NinjaTrader indicator that focuses on price levels rather than 
bars. Will post it here when it's ready. 
 
I was also a little surprised by the stats. For instance, for 20000 H1 (hourly) bars where 
h=30, there are 98.3% h-recurrent zones (out of 369834) among all prices in the range 
(1.1701 to 1.4548). This of course assumes that zones can overlap. However, the 
probability of a h-recurrent zone immediately following a h-transient zone is only 82.7% 
(4249 occurences out of 5137 zones that follow h-transient zones). 
 
This figure doesn't tell the whole story though. If you look at the chart (I highlight the 
consecutive TZs in a different colour), you'll see that you wouldn't even try to trade some 
of them because they didn't break the previous TZ sufficiently. And others almost 
returned to the zone, but not quite. Also, the sample size is relatively small. 
 

Very interesting though!  

 

rawos Nov 4, 2014 1:05am | Post# 11543

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, another rookie amongst you. I wish to thank you all for let it grasping the principle of 
TZ even for people like me. Though, understanding the time of enter/exit is another 
different story. -.- 
 
i have a doubt about transient_zones indicator. When in real time, orange bar don't turn 
itself in a TZ zone even if the designating number of bars it's passed, if i refresh the indi or 
open a brand new windows then passed zone are showed correctly but not the future ones: 
either the zone remain orange or disappear not showing the formation of TZ. It's normal? 



 

 

handy148 Nov 4, 2014 2:18am | Post# 11544

 
I like what FX-Jay is doing extending the zones. I remember there was a thread on here 
years ago about CZ's (consolidation zones) that did exactly the same thing. 

 

Rahimseven Nov 4, 2014 2:30am | Post# 11545

 
Quoting handy148 
I like what FX-Jay is doing extending the zones. I remember there was a thread on here 
years ago about CZ's (consolidation zones) that did exactly the same thing. 

As they say in Thailand, "same same, but different"  
 
From the SSBO thread. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...95#post7785195  

 

Sasco_me Nov 4, 2014 3:01am | Post# 11546

 
Transient zone is the zone for loser and the market need them all the time as fuel for 
gainer which need the RZ 
thinking about this deeply in two way 



1- if an area the % of TZ decrease for the same h at specific time so there is a must TZ 
will be formed and you need to avoid trading at any price which will be TZ in the near 
future (+h) (Trading meaning entering and exiting i.e order and its TP ) 
2- if there is an area which exceed the number of TZ at specific time (100 bar from a big 
sample like 1000 bars) and at this area there is two PTZ you can predict one them will be 
cleared soon which one will the market cleared first if it is not cleared both thinking 
deeply you will find the answer 
EURUSDD with others (Thanks for all ) gives us keys to open a treasure you must choose 
the appropriate key for your treasure 
Sorry for my Language 

 

ninpojutsu Nov 4, 2014 3:14am | Post# 11547

 
Quoting ninpojutsu 
Hello. Wanting to know if I'm right. We can enter trades at the point marked? this in 
theory is &quot;k&quot;? We should expect to see 24 candles if not cross up the TZ zone 
if the sail number 24 crossed the TZ area up and closed, it would be a clear signal to 
buy? I await your reply, thanks! Natalia. {image} 
Please, any help me with this chart? This trade is a good setup?Thanks. 

 

DavidRP Nov 4, 2014 3:34am | Post# 11548

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} Nice calculation David. There are prices, which are different from candles (total 
candles). May i know what do you mean with price and %price, and how do you calculate 
it? Thanks 
 
total candes is what it say: candles, if there is a transient price inside it, I label the 
candle as transient. 
 
prices are all the prices visited, i.ex candle with high 1.3505 and low 1.3450. Prices are 
all the values between 1.3505 and 1.3450-> 55 different values: 
1.3450,1.3451,1.3452... for each one I test i-h and i+h to label it transient or not. 

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 5:12am | Post# 11549

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hey guys,  
 
I've just done rewriting TZ indicator.  
It's basically same as FreeFox's indicator but only draw even TZ and draw PTZ correctly.  
I used new MQL4 to write it, so you might need to have mt4 build > 600.  
Feel free to improve/change.  
 
xixi_tz_1_1.ex4 
xixi_tz_1_1.mq4 
 



 

 

Atihun Nov 4, 2014 5:21am | Post# 11550

 
Quoting xixi 
Hey guys, I've just done rewriting TZ indicator. It's basically same as FreeFox's indicator 
but only draw even TZ and draw PTZ correctly. I used new MQL4 to write it, so you might 
need to have mt4 build > 600. Feel free to improve/change. {file} {file} {image} 
thanks for the indi .. is it possible to draw left and right seperatly? 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 4, 2014 5:33am | Post# 11551

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} total candes is what it say: candles, if there is a transient price inside it, I label 
the candle as transient. prices are all the prices visited, i.ex candle with high 1.3505 and 
low 1.3450. Prices are all the values between 1.3505 and 1.3450-> 55 different values: 
1.3450,1.3451,1.3452... for each one I test i-h and i+h to label it transient or not. 
Quoting xixi 
Hey guys, I've just done rewriting TZ indicator. It's basically same as FreeFox's indicator 
but only draw even TZ and draw PTZ correctly. I used new MQL4 to write it, so you might 
need to have mt4 build > 600. Feel free to improve/change. {file} {file} {image} 
Thanks mates. 

Quoting jackprobe 

{quote} Wow wow wow, thank you very much mate. I think i really got it now . I will 
re-think again about using R, may be we can use it for simple calculation without 
complex drawing? About C++, could you please give me a link or a clue, where can i get 
similar solution using it, instead of R ? ( i mean, for statistical calculation in which we 
usually use matlab or R ). Thanks a lot mate.s 
Don't ask too much, try first before asking ..... just a joke mate, i know you have tried it. 

Difficult stuff need times mate, but with hard work, you will see the light  
Regarding my post some time ago, I do not mean to discredit you. It is a kind of 
communication, hope you understand it mate. 

 

hannele Nov 4, 2014 5:34am | Post# 11552

 



xixi 
 

Very much appreciated, thank you  
 
cheers 
hannele 

 

pedma Nov 4, 2014 5:53am | Post# 11553

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Is it possible to share actual numbers and percentages? (for different Hs, pairs, and 
TFs) Clarification: When we're talking about 2 or 3 TZs for the same price, we're talking 
about consecutive TZs, so price shouldn't be recurrent at that exact price before it gets 
transient again. 
Thank you very much mate, i can shout out loud eureka ...... 

Quoting pedma 
{quote} I am fully agree mate, i just open my MT4 platform and see that your calls are near 
my zones. I love Eurusdd's concepts, they are really great. You are using TZ swings, and i 
am combining Eurusdd's Ideas. Look the result we have, they are really near each other !!! 

Eurusdd is really a genius trader. Many thanks for his great concepts And thanks for your 

call mate, i know what to do next week Edit: Just think again, may be it will go down first 
to around 1.250xx before going up ?? May be ..., but still do not have any signal... 
Some thing is changed. It seems the third target from previous image is expired .... (but 

actually i hope it is still valid ). Today i have another target, hope it will be touched 
before NFP ... 

 

 

jackprobe Nov 4, 2014 6:02am | Post# 11554

 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} {quote} Thanks mates. {quote} Don't ask too much, try first before asking ..... 
just a joke mate, i know you have tried it. Difficult stuff need times mate, but with hard 

work, you will see the light Regarding my post some time ago, I do not mean to 
discredit you. It is a kind of communication, hope you understand it mate. 

Understood, no problem mates. In some situation, we must be so flexible ..... And 



thank you for your posts, i like some of them, very valuable. 

Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} total candes is what it say: candles, if there is a transient price inside it, I label 
the candle as transient. prices are all the prices visited, i.ex candle with high 1.3505 and 
low 1.3450. Prices are all the values between 1.3505 and 1.3450-> 55 different values: 
1.3450,1.3451,1.3452... for each one I test i-h and i+h to label it transient or not. 
Your idea for price calculation is interesting mate. It seems you take every pip of the bar 
for your calculation (it is not depend on each tick). This make sense, every price p, and 
not every zone. Thanks. 

Quoting xixi 
Hey guys, I've just done rewriting TZ indicator. It's basically same as FreeFox's indicator 
but only draw even TZ and draw PTZ correctly. I used new MQL4 to write it, so you might 
need to have mt4 build > 600. Feel free to improve/change. {file} {file} {image} 

Thanks for the code mate  

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 6:19am | Post# 11555

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Atihun 
{quote} thanks for the indi .. is it possible to draw left and right seperatly? 

Here it is mate  
 
xixi_tz_1_2.mq4 

 

 

san1111 Nov 4, 2014 6:43am | Post# 11556

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} Here it is mate {file} {image} 
Nice! Many thanks mate! 

 

jimsterk Nov 4, 2014 6:54am | Post# 11557

 
Quoting jackprobe 



{quote} Wow wow wow, thank you very much mate. I think i really got it now . I will 
re-think again about using R, may be we can use it for simple calculation without 
complex drawing? About C++, could you please give me a link or a clue, where can i get 
similar solution using it, instead of R ? ( i mean, for statistical calculation in which we 
usually use matlab or R ). Thanks a lot mate.s 
Hi jackprobe, 
 
I have a bit of knowledge about matlab and octave, but not other software. 
I think my bodies are familiar to other software since gg53's fractal-zz way, so may be 
they can help you. 
The picture is just for illustration purpose, it has some bugs and so not precise 
probability. But r is very slow and I do not want to try again. 
Hope you can find good solution. 
 
thank you, 
 

Quoting FXEZ 
{quote} Hi jimsterk, thanks for posting your code. It has helped me debug my code. I 
have worked via a slightly different algorithm a comparison with your numbers. My data 
isn't the same as your data so there will be differences. Here is what I got for EU M5 (this 
compares to your post quoted above, the top example). seqlen 10 subseq 3 minstep 1 
maxstep 3 O, H, L C 1] 0.8162633 0.8345391 0.8383046 0.8162633 And for comparison 
this is with rnorm data: [1] 0.6395818 0.6408301 0.6371818 0.6374646 So you can see 
that there is an approximate ~19% edge... 
Hi FXEZ, 
 
Actually, I thank you for posting your code, because without your code, I would not do 
empirical research. 
I am interested in your second result, so I will send you PM. 
 
Thank you, 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 4, 2014 7:12am | Post# 11558

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} Here it is mate {file} {image} 

 

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 7:54am | Post# 11559

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Update: separate left zone and right zone for both even and uneven TZ.  
 
xixi_tz_1_3.mq4 



 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 4, 2014 8:35am | Post# 11560

 
Quoting xixi 
Update: separate left zone and right zone for both even and uneven TZ. {file} {image} 

Thanks a lot mate  

 

hukam Nov 4, 2014 9:15am | Post# 11561

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
three targets, 

 

leeshindig Nov 4, 2014 9:58am | Post# 11562

 
Nice chart Hukam. Euro looks like its ready to fall off a cliff to me. 
 
But I'm often wrong. 

 

leeshindig Nov 4, 2014 10:23am | Post# 11563

 
Quoting leeshindig 
Nice chart Hukam. Euro looks like its ready to fall off a cliff to me. But I'm often wrong. 
LOL.. and that is what happens when you "think".. 

 

jackprobe Nov 4, 2014 10:27am | Post# 11564

 
Quoting jimsterk 
{quote} Hi jackprobe, I have a bit of knowledge about matlab and octave, but not other 
software. I think my bodies are familiar to other software since gg53's fractal-zz way, so 
may be they can help you. The picture is just for illustration purpose, it has some bugs 
and so not precise probability. But r is very slow and I do not want to try again. Hope 
you can find good solution. thank you.... 
Ou yes, thank you very much mate. I remember now, i will look at all his great gold 

examples.  

Quoting hukam 
{image} three targets, 



Thanks mate. For lower zone (lower than current price), i have around 2483-2478. But i 
also have some zones above current price .... and one of them was just touched 1 
minute ago. 

 

kangeron Nov 4, 2014 11:32am | Post# 11565

 
Quoting xixi 
Update: separate left zone and right zone for both even and uneven TZ. {file} {image} 
Hey Guys i am new here and i was wandering xixi if you can tell me how to use or trade 
with this indicator please. 

 

vlady1974 Nov 4, 2014 11:38am | Post# 11566

 
Quoting kangeron 
{quote} Hey Guys i am new here and i was wandering xixi if you can tell me how to use 
or trade with this indicator please. 
Read First 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=509195 
 
... then come back here. You have the choice of reading through the entire thread, or 
looking for Transient Zones. 
It is highly suggested you read the entire thread, note what interests you, then explore 
in detail and curate the information that relates to your area of interest.  
 
Good Luck! 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 11:52am | Post# 11567

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSD great time to short if my analysis is correct. Would love if seniors on thread could 
tell me if this is a proper set up. 
 
I am expecting price to return to the 1st H line before price reaches the V Line(within 30 
bars of break out) h=30 

 

 



saver0 Nov 4, 2014 11:59am | Post# 11568

 
Quoting PiratePip 
EURUSD great time to short if my analysis is correct. Would love if seniors on thread 
could tell me if this is a proper set up. I am expecting price to return to the 1st H line 
before price reaches the V Line(within 30 bars of break out) h=30 {image} 
Yup, looks good. BUT always wait for the proper price action and the setup. Most of the 
levels that doesn't return are high spread bars (Wide Range Bars) with high activity 
mainly due to news etc. Those we need to avoid. 

 

saver0 Nov 4, 2014 12:07pm | Post# 11569

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} when are you going to leave this thread already? if you are not 
contributing,helping or attempting to learn then move along. as long as you are spewing 
this trash no one will help you and you are only confusing others who want to learn. Its 
totally fine if you don't like the system or you dont understand it. but to sit and say it isnt 
a system is BS and you need to hush up and take your business else where. and if you 
really want to learn the system then go through and read everything like all of us have. I 
believe you spend more time responding... 
And its only a level because at the level where price broke, it was H-Left-hand-Transient. 
If not we wouldn't consider it as a potential zone. 

 

corvogrigio Nov 4, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 11570

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
Update: separate left zone and right zone for both even and uneven TZ. 
Hi Xixi...nice job and thank you very much for sharing your indy.... 
 
I'm wondering if you can exclude the zones that I called "pierced zones", in the attached 
picture, and add stats (like in Firefox indy) or at least to have stats counting the only "not 
pierced zones" 
 

 



 
It s a bit hard to explain my idea (english s not my 1st language) but I'll try: 
 
0) The not pierced transient zones usually work like Support and Resistance (this is why I 
want to focus on them and to exclude the "pierced ones") 
1) let s set the TZ indicator to a large amount of bars back (10000-20000) and with an H 
such that we get 3% of TZ in the past 
2) It means that - as average - I had a TZ every 33 bars 
3) Let assume that now I'm observing a new forming TZ ( H complete on left side) were the 
presumed central bar would happen after 60 bars (just to say a number much larger than 
the average) from the previous central bar of the former and completed TZ. 
 
Under these conditions I hope I'll be entitled to think that this potential TZ will become 
effective (though I'm not able to calculate probability) and that price will be rejected from 
this forming TZ. 
 
Well that's it...I hope you and/or the others brilliant coders in here will find that the idea 
deserves the effort of more coding....so thank you in advance and ,moreover, many thanks 
to EURUSDD and to the other senior members of this thread. 
 
Franco 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 11571

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} And its only a level because at the level where price broke, it was H-Left-hand-
Transient. If not we wouldn't consider it as a potential zone. 
 
okay so am I correct in saying it has the highest probability of returning to the H line 
within the next 30 bars after the break out since the level was h=30 transient left and 
right before it was broken? 

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 11572

 
Quoting kangeron 
{quote} Hey Guys i am new here and i was wandering xixi if you can tell me how to use 
or trade with this indicator please. 
Hi kangeron,  
 
This indicator is just one way to depict transient/recurrent concepts which Eurusdd 
represented.  
How to use it to trade depends on your understanding of the concepts. Many people have 
applied their own way and get good results, ex: Eurusdd, FxJay,... 
You can learn from them or create your own new way base on this.  
Anyway you must study and it could take a lot of time and efforts... 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Read First http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=509195 ... then 
come back here. You have the choice of reading through the entire thread, or looking for 
Transient Zones. It is highly suggested you read the entire thread, note what interests 
you, then explore in detail and curate the information that relates to your area of 
interest. Good Luck! 

 

 



saver0 Nov 4, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 11573

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} okay so am I correct in saying it has the highest probability of returning to the H 
line within the next 30 bars after the break out since the level was h=30 transient left 
and right before it was broken? 

Thats correct. Looks like its coming down already  

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 11574

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting saver0 

{quote} Thats correct. Looks like its coming down already  
 

now time to see if we can get a follow through  
 
Quick question about a previous TZ zone 
 
as seen below in the pic we have a zone marked out. X marks where a candles tail pierced 
the zone and quickly retraced. Would this x beconsidered the trading area to take the 
recurrent trade? or would it be the o where price closed below the zone and didn't just 
pierce it. 
 
and if x is the valid trading oppurtunity would that make O invalidated meaning the 
statistics wouldnt apply to that break because price had already visited below the TZ) 
 
 
Or if x is the window of opportunity since it closed Above and not below the TZ do the same 
rules still apply just we are looking to trade short since price closed above TZ after piercing 
it? 
 
sorry if this wording is confusing... 
 
Thanks in advance! 

 

 

saver0 Nov 4, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 11575

 
Quoting PiratePip 

{quote} now time to see if we can get a follow through Quick question about a 
previous TZ zone as seen below in the pic we have a zone marked out. X marks where a 
candles tail pierced the zone and quickly retraced. Would this x beconsidered the trading 
area to take the recurrent trade? or would it be the o where price closed below the zone 
and didn't just pierce it. and if x is the valid trading oppurtunity would that make O 



invalidated meaning the statistics wouldnt apply to that break because price had already 
visited below the TZ) Or if x... 
This is where you have to add in your own interpretation and bias. 
 
Me personally, I would take the trade at X for a short from the top since its down trend. 
Going long at O could be riskier but according to TZ theory and my own interpretation 
(well one of 3 interpretations.. haha) I would take the trade. It all depends on the stats 
that you get based on which method/interpretation that you wish to trade. With all 3 of 
them, i was able to get greater than 90% probability with the correct settings. You seems 
to get the concept, if you don't know how to code, learn it or team up with someone who 
does to test different things out. Make sure its error free as well, its very easy to come 
up with 100% with errors/bugs in code.. haha I have done it a few times. 
Without proper stats, I wouldn't touch this thing. It is not always what it seems unless 
you have the proper interpretation and stats to back it up. 

 

vlady1974 Nov 4, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 11576

 
Quoting PiratePip 

{quote} now time to see if we can get a follow through Quick question about a 
previous TZ zone as seen below in the pic we have a zone marked out. X marks where a 
candles tail pierced the zone and quickly retraced. Would this x beconsidered the trading 
area to take the recurrent trade? or would it be the o where price closed below the zone 
and didn't just pierce it. and if x is the valid trading oppurtunity would that make O 
invalidated meaning the statistics wouldnt apply to that break because price had already 
visited below the TZ) Or if x... 
Perhaps instead of viewing it as an entry you can view it as a target or an exit. 
If viewed as an exit, you have some options. 
 
#1 Short from Swing High 
You could have taken the first failed retest swing high after the TZ was formed... even 
though h has not completed. You can treat it as if it was completed with the confidence 
that the TZ should hold with high probability. The target? The X 
 
#2 Short on next swing high after X 
Same idea but more conservative and with trend and after h completes. This makes 
sense... and you can have two targets, the first one at X or O or the bottom zone. 
Having said this, if a stop was taken on this trade targeting the second zone it may have 
been stopped out depending on tightness... but again, if you were to mechanise it, you 
could filter some more. 
 
#3 Long on O 
And the target would be any area above the zone given this is now an established 
recurrent area. 
 
#4 Short After O 
This can be done on any break of trendline or pin bar with target back past Zone 1 or 
start of Zone 2. 
 
The above suggestions isn't done with an entry in mind, but an exit given that an h 
period has just expired.  
The last two swing bottoms are interesting... maybe refresh the chart and see what the 
Indi is saying.... if a PTZ forms, I would be looking for longs and exit of the TZ up top as 
exit. It won't matter what the Long set up is but the target is the one that hasn't been 
taken out yet. 

 



PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 11577

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} This is where you have to add in your own interpretation and bias. Me 
personally, I would take the trade at X for a short from the top since its down trend. 
Going long at O could be riskier but according to TZ theory and my own interpretation 
(well one of 3 interpretations.. haha) I would take the trade. It all depends on the stats 
that you get based on which method/interpretation that you wish to trade. With all 3 of 
them, i was able to get greater than 90% probability with the correct settings. You seems 
to get the concept, if you don't... 
 
do you have any recommendations on any books or threads here on FF could help me 
learn mt4 coding? I have absouluetly no experience in this field except that I have coded 
very basic HTML websites and 1 or 2 simple java scripts. 

Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Perhaps instead of viewing it as an entry you can view it as a target or an exit. 
If viewed as an exit, you have some options. #1 Short from Swing High You could have 
taken the first failed retest swing high after the TZ was formed... even though h has not 
completed. You can treat it as if it was completed with the confidence that the TZ should 
hold with high probability. The target? The X #2 Short on next swing high after X Same 
idea but more conservative and with trend and after h completes. This makes sense... 
and you can have two targets,... 
 
thank you very much vlady I see what are you saying by looking at them as targets 
instead of entries. Thank you for your input and all your contributions to thread! i think I 
am finally wrapping my brain around this stuff... 

 

ssoftware Nov 4, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 11578

 
@Kiads  
 
can you please post your chart for h1 or less , to compare with my testing ? 
 

Also with an image that suitable  

 

saver0 Nov 4, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 11579

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} do you have any recommendations on any books or threads here on FF could 
help me learn mt4 coding? I have absouluetly no experience in this field except that I 
have coded very basic HTML websites and 1 or 2 simple java scripts. {quote} thank you 
very much vlady I see what are you saying by looking at them as targets instead of 
entries. Thank you for your input and all your contributions to thread! i think I am finally 
wrapping my brain around this stuff... 
MQL4 community site is the best for this. There are tons of articles/tutorials for 
beginners. 
 
I would start here. Go through all of these first: 
http://book.mql4.com/basics/index 
 
Then do some examples from here as you read through: 
http://articles.mql4.com/404 
 



Then use this as the guide/reference to look up all the functions built into MT4: 
http://docs.mql4.com/ 
I visit this often since I forget sometimes the name of functions that I need to use. 
 
Then I would start to look into indicators made by users. To start off, you can begin by 
editing an indicator that does something a bit similar to what you may need/use and then 

extend it. Start it small and add complexity as you get comfortable. Have fun!  

 

Saturday Nov 4, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 11580

 
1 Attachment(s) 
saver0, seems like you were right in your estimation(for now)! It hit 0,7853. That's seven 

pips away from my guess, - four away from yours! I accept defeat.

  

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 11581

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} MQL4 community site is the best for this. There are tons of articles/tutorials for 
beginners. I would start here. Go through all of these first: 
http://book.mql4.com/basics/index Then do some examples from here as you read 
through: http://articles.mql4.com/404 Then use this as the guide/reference to look up all 
the functions built into MT4: http://docs.mql4.com/ I visit this often since I forget 
sometimes the name of functions that I need to use. Then I would start to look into 
indicators made by users. To... 
 
thank you very much for the references, im going to dive into these once I get back 
home tonight. 



 

LvCa Nov 4, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 11582

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiratePip 
EURUSD great time to short if my analysis is correct. Would love if seniors on thread could 
tell me if this is a proper set up. I am expecting price to return to the 1st H line before price 
reaches the V Line(within 30 bars of break out) h=30 {image} 

me too . I tried to sell on top of Fractal , Tp the beforTZ. (Demo account ) 
 

 
 
I have so many question , tonight i continue to study it. 

 

saver0 Nov 4, 2014 1:36pm | Post# 11583

 
Quoting Saturday 
saver0, seems like you were right in your estimation(for now)! It hit 0,7853. That's 

seven pips away from my guess, - four away from yours! I accept defeat. {image} 
Ahh.. very cool! hehe 

 

Kiads Nov 4, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 11584

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ssoftware 
@Kiads can you please post your chart for h1 or less , to compare with my testing ? Also 

with an image that suitable  
Here we go my friend, 
 
and also look to your left wing.. 
 



 
 
hope it help and best regards 
MTH 

 

ssoftware Nov 4, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 11585

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Here we go my friend, and also look to your left wing.. {image} hope it help and 
best regards MTH 
Thanks a lot  
 

 

 

leeshindig Nov 4, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 11586

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just throwing this into the mix, as its something I am studying a lot of late.. 
 
Held profit being taken. If you can see the loss, then you "should" be able to see the 
profit!.. At least thats the theory. (Anyone interested have a read over on Kreslik, posts by 
Mighty One).. 
 
Anyway.. EURUSD (or any pair).. and TZs.. Each time a rise is being capped at the top of a 
short move, exactly where profit is being zeroed out. 
 
Going to try and combine targeting them, and TZs.. as this is the reason why we get failed 
retested of levels etc.. and.. as we know, a fully formed TZ often gets left behind as a failed 
retouch, if its not in the middle of a move. 



 

 

kangeron Nov 4, 2014 3:49pm | Post# 11587

 
Thanks for the responses, Is anybody still trading the similarity system? If so can you 
post your indicators and templates used please. 

 

Saturday Nov 4, 2014 4:44pm | Post# 11588

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Trying to keep this thread "clean" is the least we can do. I wonder if I'm in for some losses 
though. I'm trying to profit on the pretty significant drop/increase in value that happened 
the 30th. I think such a huge price difference may invalidate my trading strategy, so I'll just 
post my trades here. I also wonder if the low momentum in price at this time of the day 
helps or hurts. 

 
Thoughts on the trades? I'm a novice trader, so if you see anything significantly stupid, I'd 
be happy to take advice from you. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 4, 2014 5:40pm | Post# 11589

 
TZ EA running... 
 
Also, remember you can also use a smaller h and trade the 3rd or 4th occurrence instead 
of the 2nd... 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 5:51pm | Post# 11590

 
1 Attachment(s) 
unfortunately price did not make it to my H line within 30 bars of the break out. Guess it 
was one of 3% tz bars. 



 

 

hoss Nov 4, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 11591

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

leeshindig Nov 4, 2014 6:00pm | Post# 11592

 
1 Attachment(s) 
nice spot Hoss.. just where will it turn from is the question? Weekly is hitting an old zone 
now.. 



 

 

hoss Nov 4, 2014 6:03pm | Post# 11593

 
Not looking for the turn, just waiting for it to come back to this zone between the 2 green 
lines. Will price be transient here 4 times in a row? 

Quoting leeshindig 
nice spot Hoss.. just where will it turn from is the question? Weekly is hitting an old zone 
now.. {image} 
 

 

leeshindig Nov 4, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 11594

 
I guess what I meant was.. it could be a long time before it returns if current strength 
keeps up. 

 

hoss Nov 4, 2014 6:07pm | Post# 11595

 
True, just need to put an alert on and look for others in the meantime. 

Quoting leeshindig 
I guess what I meant was.. it could be a long time before it returns if current strength 
keeps up. 
 

 

humlux Nov 4, 2014 7:51pm | Post# 11596

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} OMG, please forgive me if my posts make you angry. I just want to make my 
learning process more fun. bcoz as far as i know, that more easier to memorize 
something 'fun' rather than 'brain damaging' complex math formulas, and 'visual' 
explanation is always more 'clearly' to see rather than reading long written explanations 
especially when English is not your native language just like myself... {image} Ok then, 
let's get back to topic. My Friend XiXi, thank's for your TZ indicator and also the mq4 file, 
i check your code (v.1.3) and i don't... 



Would it be possible to add buffer value marking center bar. It's ok if it repaints. Need to 
capture that value for another indicator I'm working on. Thanks! 

 

Zelo Nov 4, 2014 7:56pm | Post# 11597

 
Hi Kiads, 
 

You can share to me  
 
 
Anyway, I think if Sub Sequence (SS) appear near TZ, price will have more chance to go 
back TZ or at least SS. 

TZ is Rare, and SS is Rare, so we had 2X chance price will return to that zone  
 
http://i.imgur.com/itzPo9J.png 
 
http://i.imgur.com/xqliLvh.png 
 
http://i.imgur.com/dzZUCBk.png 
 
I will fix bug and share here later. 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 8:03pm | Post# 11598

 
Quoting Zelo 

Hi Kiads, You can share to me Anyway, I think if Sub Sequence (SS) appear near TZ, 
price will have more chance to go back TZ or at least SS. TZ is Rare, and SS is Rare, so 

we had 2X chance price will return to that zone {image} {image} {image} I will fix 
bug and share here later. 
 
which SS indi are you using? I noticed there are a couple of them floating on the thread. 

 

Zelo Nov 4, 2014 8:09pm | Post# 11599

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} which SS indi are you using? I noticed there are a couple of them floating on the 
thread. 
hi PiratePip, it is my new version of SSv2 i shared here before. 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 8:25pm | Post# 11600

 
Quoting Zelo 
{quote} hi PiratePip, it is my new version of SSv2 i shared here before. 
 
thank you sir. Just to clarify what I am seeing here. Whenever the Indi prints a blue 
candle, based on the sub sequence theorem presented by Eurusd there is a 93.75% 
chance the trend is changing(in theory, and the arrows are drawn off of the last 5 candle 
correct?), meaning blue arrow the trend is likely changing to a long trend? is this correct 
or do I have it wrong? 
 
thanks in advance and thank you for coding indi! 



 
Pip 

 

Kiads Nov 4, 2014 8:35pm | Post# 11601

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi My Friend PiratePip, 
 
this is example on how to read my sequencer.. 
 
First, this sequencer indicator is my own interpretation of sub-sequence theorem from our 
Chief EURUSDD, so it might be so wrong because i'm just noob in this similarity field. 
 
Not like other indicators, this sequencer don't have any period / averaging bars to calculate 
and purely use the theorem to sorting out all given datas, so what our Chief EURUSDD said 
is absolutely right 100%, the theorem will work in any time frames, any instruments/pairs 
and in any market conditions sideways, ranging, or trending. 
 
I manage to find out how to make the theorem to pointing out 'where' the beginning of the 
curve of movement. As we know that 'candle' only 'visual illusion' of price movement. Its 
'framing' the real movement into funny candle shape and 'slashing' it according to 'selected' 
time range and your broker server GMT time. 
 
So, the real movement is always like parabolic curve of wave cycles with their own size in 
every point of price, meaning every price has it's own curve that in the future will be 
fulfilled. (it's just a matter of time that Arnie will be back.. lol). 
 
Here we go the example picture from my current AUDUSD M30 long entry that still active 
when i make this post. to explain how this sequencer work. 
 

 
 
1. for this down signal from the sequencer, this 'bomb' sign will show up if calculation 
condition met, and if current price pass high/low of previous candle. in this case current 
price bellow the previous bullish candle high. then the 'curve' of that 'marking' price start. 
Of course in any time after that 'down' sign, you can go short as long as you don't see 'up' 
sign. and you can put your risk (SL) just slightly above that 'bomb' sign because i already 
shift that sign to include spread. 



 
2. I already close my previous short entry at this area, because we can 'see' it clearly that 
down movement already 'rejected' and can't go through that 2 horizontal lines (magenta dot 
color) that represents 2 'starting curves' from price history. So, that 2 previous 'starting 
curves' still active and AUDUSD will visiting there again some day in the future. 
 
3. Regarding condition at point 2, when that 'up' bomb signal show up at point 3. I entry 
Long at that 1st M30 bullish candle, and add 1 more long entry at 2nd bullish candle when i 
see 'her' bottom wick can't 'touch' the horizontal magenta line that came from current 'up' 
signal 
 
4. When this 'down' signal show up, i'm not close my current long entry (for this i also check 
higher TF, I'll explained later), so, i just open short entry to 'hedge' my long positions. 
 
5.6.7 this 'hedge' and 'valve release' repeated according to latest signals. You can also 'see' 
that at point 4, 5, and 6, the 'curve' for that price already 'closed' and done. But for point 7 
and all signal after that still active until now. 
 
Finally just now, (around hour ago), price curve from point 1 also 'closed' and done. and 
that is my 'actual' target, but i keep my long positions for a while, because higher TF tell me 
where the price movement might go.. 
 
let we 'see' AUDUSD H4, remember that this sequencer don't need any setting at all, so just 
switch it to any TF, and 'she' will show 'her' boob.. ops sorry i meant bomb.. lol. 
 

 
 
now you 'see' that yellow horiz and vertic line is the cross from TF M30 pointing that 
'starting curve' of signaling price that i explaining at point 1 above. 
In H4 point of view, we see that the next bearish candle also has 'down' bomb signal.. and 
her curve signal still active right now. 
 
At Point A and B, there are 2 active lines from previous history 'up' signal, and at point C 
and D you can see 2 active horiz lines from previous history 'down' signal. 
so logically AUDUSD will move inside that limit areas..  
 
I hope with my bad English explanation like this, you can still understand what i meant.. 
keep learning my friend, because this is the best thread to learn the 'real' one. 
 
Happy trading and best regards 



MTH 

 

PiratePip Nov 4, 2014 9:06pm | Post# 11602

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi My Friend PiratePip, this is example on how to read my sequencer.. First, this 
sequencer indicator is my own interpretation of sub-sequence theorem from our Chief 
EURUSDD, so it might be so wrong because i'm just noob in this similarity field. Not like 
other indicators, this sequencer don't have any period / averaging bars to calculate and 
purely use the theorem to sorting out all given datas, so what our Chief EURUSDD said is 
absolutely right 100%, the theorem will work in any time frames, any instruments/pairs 
and in any market conditions sideways,... 
 
thank you for your explanation Kiads, I think i am getting to understand it but I am going 
to need to re read it a few times with out a doubt haha 

 

wireash Nov 4, 2014 9:06pm | Post# 11603

 
According to my chart! 
Eur/usd should start climbing up 

 

forextarget Nov 4, 2014 9:29pm | Post# 11604

 
Quoting xixi 
Update: separate left zone and right zone for both even and uneven TZ. {file} {image} 
hi xixi thnx for the indicator u shared im just wondering is it possible to put an option on 
the indicator not to delete a failed transient and can you also put different color on a 
failed transient to avoid confusion. this will help us to determine how many times 
transient failed to form 

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 9:32pm | Post# 11605

 
Quoting Kiads 
Ok then, let's get back to topic. My Friend XiXi, thank's for your TZ indicator and also the 
mq4 file, i check your code (v.1.3) and i don't know if you created on purpose or this is 
'small' bug, but your 'h' calculation not always show exactly as chosen h size. sometimes 
it's 'truncated'. I know how to fixed it, but i must ask you first.. {image} once again 
thank you for your great share, i think i found the 'key' ... lol MTH 
Thanks mate! It's likely a bug. Any help to fix and improve it are appreciated mate! 

 

lifeboat Nov 4, 2014 10:30pm | Post# 11606

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ralome 

{quote}  
Hi Ralome first i would like to thamk u for making this great indicator. I have tried to use 
this indicator but when i compile this file in my mt4 it is showing the error which is in screen 
shot.Can you please help me with it. 
StochDifZones_v1_80.mq4 



 

 

Rahimseven Nov 4, 2014 10:39pm | Post# 11607

 
Quoting PiratePip 
unfortunately price did not make it to my H line within 30 bars of the break out. Guess it 
was one of 3% tz bars. {image} 
 
"Prices does not have to return back into the zone. Since you will assume it is h-
transient you are not selling with the intention of price returning into the zone. You are 
selling with the expectation that price will re-visit the almost surely recurrent area above 
the Assumed h-Transient zone" ...Eurusdd (modified) 
 
here. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...32#post7680532  

 

Kiads Nov 4, 2014 10:50pm | Post# 11608

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting lifeboat 
{quote} Hi Ralome first i would like to thamk u for making this great indicator. I have 
tried to use this indicator but when i compile this file in my mt4 it is showing the error 
which is in screen shot.Can you please help me with it. {file} {image} 
Hi My Friend here we go, you can try to recompile it again, hopefully there's no error 
anymore.. , just help my friend Ralome.. 
 
hope it help and best regards 
MTH 
StochDifZones_v1_80.mq4  

 

Rahimseven Nov 4, 2014 11:05pm | Post# 11609

 



Quoting hoss 
{image} 
 
Addressed here. 
 
"I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with 
probability and business. 
 
Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for 
tail is 50%. Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got 

H-H-H-H-H-H 

after this i tossed the coin once and got 

H-X-X-X-X-X 

The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five 
positions will be H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T? 
That is what you need in this forex business. You need to look for very rare events and 
then when you find one, bet that the next instance which is STILL DEVELOPING will not 
be that rare event that just occurred!! SIMPLE!"...Eurusdd 
 
Here. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...81#post7681181  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 4, 2014 11:35pm | Post# 11610

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi My Friend PiratePip, this is example on how to read my sequencer.. First, this 
sequencer indicator is my own interpretation of sub-sequence theorem from our Chief 
EURUSDD, so it might be so wrong because i'm just noob in this similarity field. Not like 
other indicators, this sequencer don't have any period / averaging bars to calculate and 
purely use the theorem to sorting out all given datas, so what our Chief EURUSDD said is 
absolutely right 100%, the theorem will work in any time frames, any instruments/pairs 
and in any market conditions sideways,... 
Hoping you will share it good Sir! 

 

dennis4u15 Nov 4, 2014 11:50pm | Post# 11611

 
Well said Rahim...the hard part is how we interpret this on our charts...Nothing is easy 
cos if it was then we all would have millionaires....Good to see that some traders have 
understood what EurUsdd started..i for one am still an amateur and struggling to get 
hold of it. 
 
 
Regards 

 

xixi Nov 4, 2014 11:59pm | Post# 11612

 



2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Thanks mate! It's likely a bug. Any help to fix and improve it are appreciated mate! 
Ok, I've fixed that bug.  
 
xixi_tz_1_4.mq4 

 

 

NorthTrader Nov 5, 2014 12:08am | Post# 11613

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Hello everyone, 
 
Here's my price level analysis indicator I was talking about. It's for NinjaTrader (C#), 
not MetaTrader sorry. 
 
You set the low and high prices of the range you want to analyze (it will skip empty price 
levels), and the value of left and right h. The summary of stats is shown on the chart 
(top right), but the Output window contains the stats for every price level. The chart also 
shows the TZs (h-transient price zones) on the bars. Most are blue, but the ones that 
occur immediately after another TZ on the same price level are red. You can change 
these colors in the parameters. 
 
Note that the "RZs after TZs" stats are for information only and aren't trying to prove nor 
disprove the tradability of any TZ system. If you look at the chart and examine where the 
TZs and consecutive TZs appear, you should be able to form your own trading plan based 
on TZs. 
 
By the way, I've noticed that my other indicator (TZBarAnalysis) has a few minor bugs, 
such as color parameters not persisting between NinjaTrader startups. I'll fix these bugs 
and release V2 when I can. The statistical calculations in V1 are fine though. 
 

Thanks  
Attachment 1542745 
Attachment 1542743 
Attachment 1542744 
TZPriceAnalysis_V1.zip  



 

xixi Nov 5, 2014 12:13am | Post# 11614

 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} Hi Xixi...nice job and thank you very much for sharing your indy.... I'm 
wondering if you can exclude the zones that I called "pierced zones", in the attached 
picture, and add stats (like in Firefox indy) or at least to have stats counting the only 
"not pierced zones" {image} It s a bit hard to explain my idea (english s not my 1st 
language) but I'll try: 0) The not pierced transient zones usually work like Support and 
Resistance (this is why I want to focus on them and to exclude the "pierced ones") 1) let 
s set the TZ indicator to a large... 
Intend to add some stats when I have time again mate. 

Quoting forextarget 
{quote} hi xixi thnx for the indicator u shared im just wondering is it possible to put an 
option on the indicator not to delete a failed transient and can you also put different color 
on a failed transient to avoid confusion. this will help us to determine how many times 
transient failed to form 
I remember Scurius or someone had created such an indicator mate. Anyway, I 
published the code, anyone can change it. 

 

Zelo Nov 5, 2014 1:26am | Post# 11615

 
 

 

GBPUSD touch that level i drew. Eurusdd, you are amazing!!!  
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...43#post7846643 
 
 
http://i.imgur.com/0MSVgQd.png 
 
 

i think i will sell it for $1M  
 

just kidding, i will share soon  

 

Ralome Nov 5, 2014 1:39am | Post# 11616

 
Quoting lifeboat 
{quote} Hi Ralome first i would like to thamk u for making this great indicator. I have 
tried to use this indicator but when i compile this file in my mt4 it is showing the error 
which is in screen shot.Can you please help me with it. {file} {image} 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...99#post7393799 - this post has v2.60, and it 
has no errors either. 

 

Kiads Nov 5, 2014 1:46am | Post# 11617

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 

GBPUSD touch that level i drew. Eurusdd, you are amazing!!! 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...43#post7846643 {image} i think i will sell it for 



$1M just kidding, i will share soon  

 
 
You found 'the key' my friend 
 
Congratulations.... 
 

 
 
Wish you all the best 
MTH 

 

Kiads Nov 5, 2014 2:01am | Post# 11618

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} You found 'the key' my friend Congratulations.... {image} Wish you 
all the best MTH 
and it happen simultaneously at higher TF 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
once again thank you Chief EURUSDD.... May God Bless You Forever... 
MTH 

 

mehtabkk Nov 5, 2014 2:23am | Post# 11619

 
Quoting jackprobe 
{quote} Nice picture mates, but i think zzfractal indi is lagging, 2 or 3 bars late. Using it 
at big TF is too late in my opinion. 
Thanks my friend. Hope that smallcat creates a nonlag zz indi soon. LOLs 

 

san1111 Nov 5, 2014 2:26am | Post# 11620

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi My Friend PiratePip, this is example on how to read my sequencer.. First, this 
sequencer indicator is my own interpretation of sub-sequence theorem from our Chief 



EURUSDD, so it might be so wrong because i'm just noob in this similarity field. Not like 
other indicators, this sequencer don't have any period / averaging bars to calculate and 
purely use the theorem to sorting out all given datas, so what our Chief EURUSDD said is 
absolutely right 100%, the theorem will work in any time frames, any instruments/pairs 
and in any market conditions sideways,... 
Hi Kiads, 
 
your sequencer is more than beautiful. May we have it sometimes? 
Thanks. 

 

LvCa Nov 5, 2014 2:45am | Post# 11621

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Addressed here. "I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the 
basis of your success with probability and business. Suppose I have a fair coin, we all 
know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for tail is 50%. Now supposed I 
tossed the coin 6 times and I got H-H-H-H-H-H after this i tossed the coin once and got 
H-X-X-X-X-X The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the 
remaining five positions will be H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T? That 
is what you need in this forex business.... 
Hello , in this example ... Can i say that H is a Reccurrent bar , and T is a Transient bar ? 
If it is correct ... is correct to say that there are more chances that the price goes in the 
TZ in the next 6 bars? 

 
 

EDIT : Sorry , i am ... 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 5, 2014 2:55am | Post# 11622

 
Quoting Zelo 

GBPUSD touch that level i drew. Eurusdd, you are amazing!!! 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...43#post7846643 {image} i think i will sell it for 

$1M just kidding, i will share soon  
This not using your SSv2 is it? 

 

Zelo Nov 5, 2014 3:35am | Post# 11623

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} You found 'the key' my friend Congratulations.... {image} Wish 
you all the best MTH 

Thank you, Kiads  
 
but now i have to learn how to unlock. 
how to combine TZ and SS, calculate probability and MM to make a good trading 

strategy.  
because i blow some mini account before.  
 

i think i will stop BO project to focus more on this...  

 

Zelo Nov 5, 2014 3:37am | Post# 11624



 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} This not using your SSv2 is it? 
no, i rewrite a new one, it show a rectangle like in pictures. 
 

it still has a small bug  

 

dennis4u15 Nov 5, 2014 3:54am | Post# 11625

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi kiads, zelo, 
 
could u please take a look at the chart and comment if the I am on the right track??? 
 
 
regards 

 

 

Kiads Nov 5, 2014 3:56am | Post# 11626

 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} Thank you, Kiads but now i have to learn how to unlock. how to combine TZ 

and SS, calculate probability and MM to make a good trading strategy. because i 

blow some mini account before. i think i will stop BO project to focus more on this...  
Hi My Friend, try combination of 3 TF, this is just usual practice for multi time frame 
technical analysis. and the best combination is M15, H1, and H4, because they hv same 
ratio of 4. so 4 is also your h using Xixi TZ that 'split' left and right, and check your 
top/bottom zone, and compare to your SS signal, and i also suggest you try it with 
negative correlation pairs EURUSD and USDCHF.. i believe soon you will see the light.. 
 
best regards. 
MTH 
 
PS. for all of you that PM me.. please i can't share anything b4 i get permission from our 



chief EURUSDD. I hope all of you understand about this. There's one of us here that i 
admirer most for his effort and contribution that doing the 'test' together with me. So, far 
my personal test for this SS theorem entering 'too good to be true' mode.. lol, so i must 
make sure several time, that what i'm doing is right and not just another 'looking great 
at chart history only'... 

 

Kiads Nov 5, 2014 3:59am | Post# 11627

 
Quoting dennis4u15 
hi kiads, zelo, could u please take a look at the chart and comment if the I am on the 
right track??? regards {image} 
Please just read my previous post about MTF that TZ.. with M15, H1, and H4 with same 
h=4 minimum and/or multiplication of it. 
 
MTH 

 

burnssss Nov 5, 2014 4:04am | Post# 11628

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend, try combination of 3 TF, this is just usual practice for multi time 
frame technical analysis. and the best combination is M15, H1, and H4, because they hv 
same ratio of 4. so 4 is also your h using Xixi TZ that 'split' left and right, and check your 
top/bottom zone, and compare to your SS signal, and i also suggest you try it with 
negative correlation pairs EURUSD and USDCHF.. i believe soon you will see the light.. 
best regards. MTH PS. for all of you that PM me.. please i can't share anything b4 i get 
permission from our... 
Congratulations Kiads !!  
That's the spirit. And one more example of people find here a tool to make stronger your 
trading. 

 

Zelo Nov 5, 2014 4:10am | Post# 11629

 
Thank you very much for your advice Kiads.  
 
It is really helpful for me. 
 
Could you look at my code when you have free time, as i pm you. 
 

I think i have problem with prev_calculated things.  

 

Jb38 Nov 5, 2014 4:11am | Post# 11630

 
Ok guys, 
 
I am a french Trader, and not a beginner. I've a good experience with fundamental and 
technical analysis since around 7 years. 
I don't speak so much in the thread i read BUT i have to do now... 
 
Since i am on FF, i read a couple of very very good System, thread and ideas but this 
thread just amazed me. It blow my mine. Just so fresh ideas, new concept ...it remind 
me when the humanity thought that the earth was flat before to discover it was circular 



!!! Eurusdd, that's what you produce for me in my mind ! Just amazing new vision of 
market. 
I learn and i learn so much. To better understand the concept i print ALL of the post since 
the beginning and i read, i read and again i read and...BIG THANK !!! 
 
 
I want to tell my big thank to the following people: 
 
EURUSDD - You're a master. 

Kiads - For your sense of humour , your help, your charts and your great (i'm sure 
future ) indicator 
xixi - For your great indicator and your help 
Zelo - For your great help and great SS indicator 
kprsa - For your great indicator 
vlady1974 - For your help, your charts and your patience 
Freebox - For your great indicator 
 
 
And sorry because i can't cite all of the people who help me to improve my trader skill's. 
 
 
 
Just i last word (or two :P): all of you guys i cite are genius but don't forget that sharing 
is caring. It's always benefit to a thread to share your indicator, even if there are not 
perfect, but it's help us and you to be better trader. So if you think your indicator is 

great...please, share it with love  
 
 
 
Many many thanks to all of you ! 
Wish you the best and keep up the good work !!! 

 

corvogrigio Nov 5, 2014 4:34am | Post# 11631

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Intend to add some stats when I have time again mate. {quote} I remember 
Scurius or someone had created such an indicator mate. Anyway, I published the code, 
anyone can change it. 
Thanx XIXI I look forward for your implementation of stats . I hope we shall see in the 
stats separately : 1) how many top/down TZs in the history 2) how many pierced TZs in 
the history. 
 
Thank you in advance 

 

Atihun Nov 5, 2014 4:50am | Post# 11632

 
Quoting Zelo 

Thank you very much for your advice Kiads. It is really helpful for me. Could you 
look at my code when you have free time, as i pm you. I think i have problem with 

prev_calculated things.  
can i have a look at your code? 

 



xixi Nov 5, 2014 5:28am | Post# 11633

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting corvogrigio 
{quote} Thanx XIXI I look forward for your implementation of stats . I hope we shall see in 
the stats separately : 1) how many top/down TZs in the history 2) how many pierced TZs in 
the history. Thank you in advance 

Just noticed some minor bugs. Will add stats as soon as finished fixing these bugs mate  
 

 

 

 

Pigh77 Nov 5, 2014 5:57am | Post# 11634

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
Hello everyone, Here's my price level analysis indicator I was talking about. It's for 
NinjaTrader (C#) 

thank you very much for this version, I usually use the NT and this is usefull!  

 

Rahimseven Nov 5, 2014 6:12am | Post# 11635

 



Quoting LvCa 
{quote} Hello , in this example ... Can i say that H is a Reccurrent bar , and T is a 
Transient bar ? If it is correct ... is correct to say that there are more chances that the 

price goes in the TZ in the next 6 bars? EDIT : Sorry , i am ... 
 
NO! 
 
The multiple Hs are your rare event so that = TZ 3% 
 
T would be your recurrent zone =97% 
 
The better bet would be for at least one T in the sequence. 
 
Use the rare event (TZ) to set your future trade around but trade towards high 
percentage likely Recurrent prices. 
 
Treat all PTZ forming at a previous TZ as completed TZs. Target the recurrent 
area above or below them.  

 

corvogrigio Nov 5, 2014 6:15am | Post# 11636

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Just noticed some minor bugs. Will add stats as soon as finished fixing these 

bugs mate {image} {image} 

GREAT!  

 

LvCa Nov 5, 2014 6:24am | Post# 11637

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} NO! The multiple Hs are your rare event so that = TZ 3% T would be your 
recurrent zone =97% The better bet would be for at least one T in the sequence. Use the 
rare event (TZ) to set your future trade around but trade towards high percentage likely 
Recurrent prices. Treat all PTZ forming at a previous TZ as completed TZs. Target the 
recurrent area above or below them. 
Ok thanks , before I was referring to a hypothetical 50/50 chance . 

Now I have to practice on charts to understand when there are rare situations  
TY very mutch 

 

Rahimseven Nov 5, 2014 6:49am | Post# 11638

 
Quoting LvCa 
{quote} Ok thanks , before I was referring to a hypothetical 50/50 chance . Now I have 

to practice on charts to understand when there are rare situations TY very mutch 
 
Every completed TZ is rare. Your h setting tells you how rare. 3% or less is where you 
want to be. 
 
build from there... 

 

hukam Nov 5, 2014 7:16am | Post# 11639



 
3 Attachment(s) 
updates, 
monthly view 

 

 



 

 

Ezzy Nov 5, 2014 7:21am | Post# 11640

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Every completed TZ is rare. Your h setting tells you how rare. 3% or less is were 
you want to be. build from there... 
 
Thanks Rahimseven. 
 
Its amazing how many times one has to read the same statement, in a number of 
different ways, and the message doesn't sink in......then all of a sudden, you casually 
read it once again, from someone different, and all of a sudden it clicks, human 

nature..... its amazing! I am glad I haven't given up. 
 
Cheers 
Ezzy 

 

LvCa Nov 5, 2014 8:12am | Post# 11641

 
Quoting Ezzy 
{quote} Thanks Rahimseven. Its amazing how many times one has to read the same 
statement, in a number of different ways, and the message doesn't sink in......then all of 
a sudden, you casually read it once again, from someone different, and all of a sudden it 

clicks, human nature..... its amazing! I am glad I haven't given up. Cheers Ezzy 
hello Ezzy , I totally agree with what you say because I too am reading, reading and 
going crazy, and one just arrived and is not so simple . There are many different and 

conflicting interpretations ( i think it ) 
I still have many things to understand (though always understand', but I'm a poker-man 



there the light '). 

Stop, my English words are gone . 
Good luck far all . 

 

juriFX Nov 5, 2014 8:38am | Post# 11642

 
2 Attachment(s) 

Hope someone else caught this TZ revisit setup  

 



 

 

mhmdfx Nov 5, 2014 9:09am | Post# 11643

 
Quoting juriFX 

Hope someone else caught this TZ revisit setup {image} {image} 
And what would you do if it didn't revisit this TZ in h bars ???!!! this may occur 

 

stt Nov 5, 2014 9:18am | Post# 11644

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Addressed here. "I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the 
basis of your success with probability and business. Suppose I have a fair coin, we all 
know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for tail is 50%. Now supposed I 
tossed the coin 6 times and I got H-H-H-H-H-H after this i tossed the coin once and got 
H-X-X-X-X-X The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the 
remaining five positions will be H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T? That 
is what you need in this forex business.... 
Hi Rahim, 
 
probability wise, the probability of at least one T in the next 5 will be same in your 
sequence here as probability of one T in 5 tosses with any other prior sequence. 
 
i.e. 
 
probability of at least one T in next 5 after 7 H (H H H H H H H) is same as 
 
probability of at least one T in next 5 after 7 T (T T T T T T T). 
 
it doesn't matter what past tosses have been when looking for probability of T in next 5. 
The past tosses can be 20 Ts in a row and probability of one T in next 5 still the same as 



if last 20 tosses are heads. 
 
I think some people think otherwise. they think after 7 H, probability of T somehow 
increases but thats not true. T and H are independent events. 

 

kprsa Nov 5, 2014 9:29am | Post# 11645

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} ... T and H are independent events ... 
... for a fair coin. 
 
It should be carefully checked if this is the case for Forex timeseries. 
I'd say that Eurusdd has by now at least deserved that we take his words seriously and 
not dismiss them without a strong argument.  
 
k 

 

leeshindig Nov 5, 2014 9:41am | Post# 11646

 
Quoting hukam 
updates, monthly view {image} {image} {image} 
 
Hukam, what are the red lines on the last chart signaling/indentifying? 

 

juriFX Nov 5, 2014 9:44am | Post# 11647

 
Quoting mhmdfx 
{quote} And what would you do if it didn't revisit this TZ in h bars ???!!! this may occur 
Take a loss? nothing is 100%. 
That's what good money management is for. 

 

mhmdfx Nov 5, 2014 9:53am | Post# 11648

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Take a loss? nothing is 100%. That's what good money management is for. 
Ok what about placing pending order sell in price of previous TZ in your picture because i 
twill be rare that this price will be transient with small stop loss  
i think it will be more profitable than trading revisits 

 

FranklinHood Nov 5, 2014 9:58am | Post# 11649

 
Hi Everybody, 
 
I started reading some pages of this thread yesterday and here's what I've inderstood 
from it: 
We choose a h so only 3% of the bars are central bars of a TZ. In order to have a sure 
TZ, we need to wait to have h bars at the right. A Potential TZ is when the h bars at the 
right hasn't been formed yet. 
So 2 possibilites of trading this: 
*Trade the potential TZ: I can't understand how could you trade these since you have no 



idea what the next bars will do. 
*Trade the TZ: You can trade the breakout of a TZ 
 
The thing is that potential TZ are not that "rare" than real TZ and they "repaint".  
 
And to me it's just like trading breakouts of swings S/R. What's the difference ? 

 

Rahimseven Nov 5, 2014 10:01am | Post# 11650

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} Hi Rahim, probability wise, the probability of at least one T in the next 5 will be 
same in your sequence here as probability of one T in 5 tosses with any other prior 
sequence. i.e. probability of at least one T in next 5 after 7 H (H H H H H H H) is same as 
probability of at least one T in next 5 after 7 T (T T T T T T T). it doesn't matter what 
past tosses have been when looking for probability of T in next 5. The past tosses can be 
20 Ts in a row and probability of one T in next 5 still the same as if last 20 tosses are 
heads. I think... 
The T and H are indeed independent, yes. The point was to understand the sequence of 
Hs was a rare event. Which it clearly is. As more H are tossed the rarity increases. Fear 
sets in, you bet the next will be H and that elusive T jumps up and slaps you in the 
pocket. LOL  
 
 
 
Given the dynamic of a rare event that has statistically occurred only 3% of the time, 
once you see it how would you bet going forward? 

 

Barbaresco Nov 5, 2014 10:05am | Post# 11651

 
Some M1 results for the last 10 hrs: 
 
Entry: Confirmed TZ at price X, new visit to price X makes a PTZ and either continues or 
reverses Y pts. before a re-touch. Trading price+/-Y back to X. 
 
Pairs: 18 - each pair has an h to satisfy <=3% 
Total Trades: 68 
Total Wins: 28 
 
Wins are defined as whether the charted price (bid) comes back to X within h bars. 
 
If price does not pullback by Y, the trade is not taken. There are many confirmed TZ's 
followed by PTZ's that become recurrent, but the pullbacks before becoming recurrent 
were simply not large enough to trigger a trade. So, the probabilities may be correct, but 
by not trading each instance, the trades are effectively being filtered for the few rare rare 
occurrences. 
 
This may be a way to isolate trades to be taken away from the PTZ rather than towards 
it. 

 

kprsa Nov 5, 2014 10:17am | Post# 11652

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Some M1 results for the last 10 hrs: 



Nice! I am trying to put together a simple version myself. 
I'm not much of an ea programmer, but slowly getting there. 
k 

 

lifeboat Nov 5, 2014 10:46am | Post# 11653

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...99#post7393799 - this post has v2.60, 
and it has no errors either. 
 
Thanks a lot Ralome 

 

lifeboat Nov 5, 2014 10:47am | Post# 11654

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Hi My Friend here we go, you can try to recompile it again, hopefully there's no 
error anymore.. , just help my friend Ralome.. hope it help and best regards MTH {file} 
thanks a lot sir 

 

Barbaresco Nov 5, 2014 10:55am | Post# 11655

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Nice! I am trying to put together a simple version myself. I'm not much of an ea 
programmer, but slowly getting there. k 
Let me know if you need help with code. 
 
I am trying M1 in reverse, and moving up to M15 for the regular version. Another 
thought regarding the reverse version is removing the confirmed TZ as a condition and 
simply working from all PTZ's that have broken out by Y. Will report stats here as I have 
them. 

 

stt Nov 5, 2014 10:57am | Post# 11656

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} ... for a fair coin. It should be carefully checked if this is the case for Forex 
timeseries. I'd say that Eurusdd has by now at least deserved that we take his words 
seriously and not dismiss them without a strong argument. k 
 
totally agree with you. i am not saying fx time series events are independant. in fact they 
are not BUT their correlation is not static and so sometimes correlation is + (trend) and 
sometimes it is negative (reversion). 
 
i was just commenting on the H and T example in my post to clarify for people who 
sometimes get confused about the right way to look at probabilities. 
 
As for EURUSDD, yes he certainly has unique way of looking at market even though i 
have to say sometimes his math might be little off. but i have lot of regard for his 
methods of analyzing markets and his predictions in particular. 

 

stt Nov 5, 2014 11:08am | Post# 11657



 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Some M1 results for the last 10 hrs: Entry: Confirmed TZ at price X, new visit to price X 
makes a PTZ and either continues or reverses Y pts. before a re-touch. Trading price+/-Y 
back to X. Pairs: 18 - each pair has an h to satisfy <=3% Total Trades: 68 Total Wins: 
28 Wins are defined as whether the charted price (bid) comes back to X within h bars. If 
price does not pullback by Y, the trade is not taken. There are many confirmed TZ's 
followed by PTZ's that become recurrent, but the pullbacks before becoming recurrent 
were simply not large enough... 
good analysis. this shows the stats that is important - how would the trading strategy 
based on this hypothesis perform. it shows on its own you cant trade based on this 
"secret" only 

 

forextarget Nov 5, 2014 11:19am | Post# 11658

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} The T and H are indeed independent, yes. The point was to understand the 
sequence of Hs was a rare event. Which it clearly is. As more H are tossed the rarity 
increases. Fear sets in, you bet the next will be H and that elusive T jumps up and slaps you 
in the pocket. LOL Given the dynamic of a rare event that has statistically occurred only 3% 
of the time, once you see it how would you bet going forward? 
Whats T do you mean tail? and H means head ? how do we apply in forex Tail is the 

complete transient right? how about head ? would it be peirce transient or fail transient? 
to Transient indicator ? 

 

 

Exciter135 Nov 5, 2014 11:53am | Post# 11659

 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} Whats T do you mean tail? and H means head ? how do we apply in forex Tail is 
the complete transient right? how about head ? would it be peirce transient or fail 
transient? to Transient indicator ? {image} 

My understanding is: H is T-yes, next time, high prob. T-yes is T-h . If wrong, pls 
correct me Rahim7, I am admiring u. 

 

forextarget Nov 5, 2014 11:58am | Post# 11660

 
Quoting Exciter135 



{quote} My understanding is: H is T-yes, next time, high prob. T-yes is T-h . If wrong, 
pls correct me Rahim7, I am admiring u. 

can you show a graph that indicates this is T and this is T-h pls thnx   

 

Exciter135 Nov 5, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 11661

 
Quoting forextarget 

{quote} can you show a graph that indicates this is T and this is T-h pls thnx   

T-h is RZ of T-yes, look back for FX-Jay charts  

 

xixi Nov 5, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 11662

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Just noticed some minor bugs. Will add stats as soon as finished fixing these bugs 

mate {image} {image} 
Turns out it's actually not bugs but just old zones haven't been deleted completely or some 
zones overlapped with others.  
Added some statistics to the indicator.  
On the frequency, I simply divide (num of zones) / (total bars).  

Such calculation could be wrong...  
xixi_tz_1_5.mq4 

 

 

Barbaresco Nov 5, 2014 12:23pm | Post# 11663

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} good analysis. this shows the stats that is important - how would the trading 
strategy based on this hypothesis perform. it shows on its own you cant trade based on 
this "secret" only 
I don't think that's necessarily true. 
 
Firstly, the criteria for entry was incomplete. K's recurrence indi gives a general 



conditional probability. We are trying to trade one price at a time. When the setup for 
that price occurs, we may need more specific data regarding that price, beyond what 
happened the last time it was touched. I may see about having the EA look back at the 
last 100 touches for the specific price in question... to get a better conditional probability 
before simply entering. As well, it would be nice to know what the max pullback values 
were on the occurrences that turned out to be recurrent. 
 
Secondly, this may be a product of the M1 environment that makes it less tradable - ATR 
for M1 is only marginally higher than the spread, and when trying to extract twice that 
range or more in TP per trade, it is clearly an inadvertent filter. On a higher tf, looking for 
the same pts is less significant - but if using the same ratio of TP:ATR for the tf, the 
results should be similar. 

 

kprsa Nov 5, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 11664

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} On the frequency, I simply divide (num of zones) / (total bars). Such calculation 

could be wrong... {file} {image} 
It is the correct procedure.  
Thanks for sharing.  
k 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 5, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 11665

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Turns out it's actually not bugs but just old zones haven't been deleted 
completely or some zones overlapped with others. Added some statistics to the indicator. 
On the frequency, I simply divide (num of zones) / (total bars). Such calculation could be 

wrong... {file} {image} 
Xixi, thank you for your endeavors in enhancing the fundamental thing - the indicator. 
 
But you are doing things that should be customized at least. 
 
1/ Vertial lines of the focus bar should be switched off/on, if someone needs. 
2/ Statistics pad is needful for everyone to see, but there is no need in it all the time. So, 
could you please enhance it as well by an additional trigger that would allow us to switch 
it off, if needed. 
3/ I think, there would be much more interesting to switch off/on the possibilty of not 
seeing those TZs, which were completely worked out. 
 
Thanks. D.P. 

 

GU-Night Nov 5, 2014 3:14pm | Post# 11666

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
Hi Everybody, I started reading some pages of this thread yesterday and here's what I've 
inderstood from it: We choose a h so only 3% of the bars are central bars of a TZ. In 
order to have a sure TZ, we need to wait to have h bars at the right. A Potential TZ is 
when the h bars at the right hasn't been formed yet. So 2 possibilites of trading this: 
*Trade the potential TZ: I can't understand how could you trade these since you have no 
idea what the next bars will do. *Trade the TZ: You can trade the breakout of a TZ The 
thing is that potential TZ... 
You say that we have no idea what the next bars will do. But you noticed that the 



potential TZ’s repaint. Now, what have to happen for repainting? 

 

kore2 Nov 5, 2014 4:12pm | Post# 11667

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
Hi Everybody, I started reading some pages of this thread yesterday and here's what I've 
inderstood from it: We choose a h so only 3% of the bars are central bars of a TZ. In 
order to have a sure TZ, we need to wait to have h bars at the right. A Potential TZ is 
when the h bars at the right hasn't been formed yet. So 2 possibilites of trading this: 
*Trade the potential TZ: I can't understand how could you trade these since you have no 
idea what the next bars will do. *Trade the TZ: You can trade the breakout of a TZ The 
thing is that potential TZ... 
Hi Franklin, 
 
"The thing is that potential TZ are not that "rare" than real TZ and they "repaint". " 
 
It is not a problem for me at all. On the contrary! I can`t get enough of those potential 
TZs. I`m on a different path than those guys here claiming they can trade this transient - 
recurrent idea profitably. It`s easy to choose a h that we will get 3% real TZs of all the 
bars. But it`s impossible to fine tune h (and K whatever it is) to have 97% potential h-
TZs and only 3% real h-TZs.  
We are supposed to trade potential and real TZ`s. So it makes no sense to me to quote 
(not by you Franklin) consistently that 3% of all bars must be set h-transient. It`s not 
tradeable for me, I gave up on that concept. 
H-potential TZs: the more the better. 
H-real TZs: the less the better. 

 

Rahimseven Nov 5, 2014 4:57pm | Post# 11668

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
Hi Everybody, I started reading some pages of this thread yesterday and here's what I've 
inderstood from it: We choose a h so only 3% of the bars are central bars of a TZ. In 
order to have a sure TZ, we need to wait to have h bars at the right. A Potential TZ is 
when the h bars at the right hasn't been formed yet. So 2 possibilites of trading this: 
*Trade the potential TZ: I can't understand how could you trade these since you have no 
idea what the next bars will do. *Trade the TZ: You can trade the breakout of a TZ The 
thing is that potential TZ... 
 
 
Read more of the thread bro. This is why you can't understand at the moment... Also 
stop by the Transient zone basics thread. Very valuable information there.  
 
Focus on understanding the presented concept first. You will understand the "repainting" 
PTZ .  
 
Truly brilliant people in here so take the time and DIG up the Jewels!!! 
 
Best thread on FF IMO! Many master teachers showing their skill. 

 

corvogrigio Nov 5, 2014 4:59pm | Post# 11669

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Turns out it's actually not bugs but just old zones haven't been deleted 



completely or some zones overlapped with others. Added some statistics to the indicator. 
On the frequency, I simply divide (num of zones) / (total bars). Such calculation could be 

wrong... {file} {image} 

Hey Xixi really great thank you very much! you really rock  

 

kangeron Nov 5, 2014 8:55pm | Post# 11670

 
Hi,  
 
I am new to forex and I have read through the thread and i am not understanding what 
is being done. I have downloaded xixi tz v5 indicator and i am not sure how to use it. 
My strategy is scalping. Can you be so kind to assist me with how to use the indicator 
and the settings and a step by step guide on how to spot a trade. 
Thank you very much 

 

PiratePip Nov 5, 2014 9:12pm | Post# 11671

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Look to get short around Brown lines targeting Blue Lines. 
 
Lines are drawn on unfilled Sub-sequence indi arrows. Not sure if I completely understand 
the theorem correctly but I have noticed that nearly every one of these lines will get filled 
eventually(not sure if thats the 93.75% probability mentioned by chief)... 
 
I have also noticed that the SS arrows often turn out to be where TZ's form in the future. 

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 5, 2014 9:14pm | Post# 11672

 
Quoting kangeron 
Hi, I am new to forex and I have read through the thread and i am not understanding 
what is being done. I have downloaded xixi tz v5 indicator and i am not sure how to use 
it. My strategy is scalping. Can you be so kind to assist me with how to use the indicator 
and the settings and a step by step guide on how to spot a trade. Thank you very much 
Sorry to hurt your expectations but that will not happen because you must go through 



the drill like everyone else. You may discover something no else.....\ 
To say you read through the thread but did not understand what is ..... is a reflection of 
your position in the game. So, I think you should take your time. Maybe this thread is 
not for you. Find another! 
 
This thread is for those ready to dig for gold not those who scan through hoping to find a 
ready made and polished diamond!!! 

 

iexam Nov 5, 2014 9:51pm | Post# 11673

 
First of all i would like thank 
 
EURUSDD 
Kiads 
Zelo 
 
Thanks for your contribution here 
 
The Sub Sequence theorem worked in all state , based on the above members 
contribution + my own idea in the TZ+fractals , it can be predict exact swing turning 
point (probability 100% i never seen single failure ), I'm not mql4 coder , i tried with R 
and C++ +excel, looks awesome  
 
I'll post some screens shots soon 

 

kangeron Nov 5, 2014 10:00pm | Post# 11674

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Sorry to hurt your expectations but that will not happen because you must go 
through the drill like everyone else. You may discover something no else.....\ To say you 
read through the thread but did not understand what is ..... is a reflection of your 
position in the game. So, I think you should take your time. Maybe this thread is not for 
you. Find another! This thread is for those ready to dig for gold not those who scan 
through hoping to find a ready made and polished diamond!!! 
Eurusdd i am sure there are other persons like me who are still trying to grasp the 
concept and not looking for any handouts. All i asked for is help how to use the indicator 
that was provided by xixi so that i can start trying to test it. I am pretty sure you were at 
my level sometime in your life and you needed help as well. I am not looking for any 
diamond. If someone is willing to try to learn it, who are you to determine if it is for them 
or even the tread. If i were in your position and i can help, i would help someone who 
asked for it. 

 

PiratePip Nov 5, 2014 10:31pm | Post# 11675

 
Quoting kangeron 
{quote} Eurusdd i am sure there are other persons like me who are still trying to grasp 
the concept and not looking for any handouts. All i asked for is help how to use the 
indicator that was provided by xixi so that i can start trying to test it. I am pretty sure 
you were at my level sometime in your life and you needed help as well. I am not looking 
for any diamond. If someone is willing to try to learn it, who are you to determine if it is 
for them or even the tread. If i were in your position and i can help, i would help 
someone who asked for... 
 



from what i have understood from the thread the beauty of the system is not necessarily 
in the indicator, its in the reasoning and the theories behind it. So understand how to 
find an entry on the indicator will do you no good unless you understand what 
mathematically is happening. And if you truly understand what is going on I dont think 
you need any indicators at all(from my understanding, I like you am noob but am trying 
to learn). My advice would be to download all the TZ PDF on the forum in the 
attachments and study the process mentioned(stochastic theory, Markov Process & 
Markov Chains) then i would study FX-Jay Picture about 10 pages back showing visually 
what we are looking for. 
Links to PDF's 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...80#post7826380 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...44#post7823844 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...92#post7796892 
(All Thanks To Rahimseven) 
 
Again like EURUSDD said everything required to understand is in the thread, you just 
need to find it. 
 
Nothing great comes easy... 

 

xixi Nov 5, 2014 10:33pm | Post# 11676

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} It is the correct procedure. Thanks for sharing. k 
Thanks your confirmation mate! 

Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Xixi, thank you for your endeavors in enhancing the fundamental thing - the 
indicator. But you are doing things that should be customized at least. 1/ Vertial lines of 
the focus bar should be switched off/on, if someone needs. 2/ Statistics pad is needful for 
everyone to see, but there is no need in it all the time. So, could you please enhance it 
as well by an additional trigger that would allow us to switch it off, if needed. 3/ I think, 
there would be much more interesting to switch off/on the possibilty of not seeing those 
TZs, which... 
Noted your suggestions but I think only 2) is really necessary. 
 
Also, I noticed a minor bug on PTZ stats. That number is not updated correctly.  
I will fix bugs and add more features when I have time. Now I must come back to my 

daily job, much more busy again  

 

Eurusdd Nov 5, 2014 11:28pm | Post# 11677

 
Quoting PiratePip 

So understand how to find an entry on the indicator will do you no good unless you 
understand what mathematically is happening. And if you truly 
understand what is going on I dont think you need any indicators at all(from my 
understanding, I like you am noob but am trying to learn). 

 

 

spyderman Nov 5, 2014 11:38pm | Post# 11678

 
1 Attachment(s) 



Quoting xixi 
{quote} Added some statistics to the indicator. 
xixi... 
Thanks for the great indicator. I'm getting a freaked out display on the AudUsd cross. 
Vertical lines going back into history. 

Any ideas?  
 

 

 

xixi Nov 6, 2014 12:00am | Post# 11679

 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} xixi... Thanks for the great indicator. I'm getting a freaked out display on the 

AudUsd cross. Vertical lines going back into history. Any ideas? {image} 
Ohh, just noticed these weird vertical lines on my AU chart as well. Other pairs are ok 
but only AU has this issue.  
Will try to fix soon... 

 

BlackStack Nov 6, 2014 12:07am | Post# 11680

 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} xixi... Thanks for the great indicator. I'm getting a freaked out display on the 

AudUsd cross. Vertical lines going back into history. Any ideas? {image} 
I don't have those vertical lines with mine. Right click on chart and check the Objects List 
and delete all the vertical lines. Then see if they come back or not. 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 12:11am | Post# 11681

 
2 Attachment(s) 



 
 
ok time to rest.... 

 
 
MTH 

ps. there's sub-sequence of sub-sequence...  

 

giovanni4000 Nov 6, 2014 12:31am | Post# 11682

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} Turns out it's actually not bugs but just old zones haven't been deleted 
completely or some zones overlapped with others. Added some statistics to the indicator. 
On the frequency, I simply divide (num of zones) / (total bars). Such calculation could be 

wrong... {file} {image} 
Thank you Xixi. May i know how to limit bars for calculation in MT4 build 6xx ? 
Normally i use like this using old build of MT4 : 

Quote 
int Lookbackbars = 1000; 
.... 



start() { 
if (Bars() > Lookbackbars) { 
int limit = Lookbackbars; 
} 
else { 
limit = Bars(); 
} 
...... 
} 
 
Edit: the "rates_total" is similar to Bars() & prev_calculated similar to IndicatorCounted() 
?? 
 
Thanks 

 

Zelo Nov 6, 2014 12:44am | Post# 11683

 
Quoting Kiads 

{image} ok time to rest.... {image} MTH ps. there's sub-sequence of sub-sequence...  

100% . 
 
Congratulation Kiads! You reach God state! 
 
 

You said there's sub-sequence of sub-sequence  
So my SSv2 shared here is not good? 

I think i should delete it to refresh my mind and start from 0.  

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 1:30am | Post# 11684

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hey guys quick question about the Recurrent Statistics about the frequency of resolving 
possible transient bar. 
 
in the picture below it says 79% 
is this saying there is a 79% the possible transient bar wont actually become transient by 
the time H amount of bars pass? 
 
sorry if this is a noob question. 

 

 

xixi Nov 6, 2014 1:31am | Post# 11685

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} xixi... Thanks for the great indicator. I'm getting a freaked out display on the 



AudUsd cross. Vertical lines going back into history. Any ideas? {image} 
Quoting giovanni4000 
{quote} Thank you Xixi. May i know how to limit bars for calculation in MT4 build 6xx ? 
Normally i use like this using old build of MT4 : {quote} Thanks 
- Fixed "vertical lines" bug 
- Add options: bars limit, on/off stats 
xixi_tz_1_6.mq4 

 

 

Rparm Nov 6, 2014 1:34am | Post# 11686

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Hey guys quick question about the Recurrent Statistics about the frequency of resolving 
possible transient bar. in the picture below it says 79% is this saying there is a 79% the 
possible transient bar wont actually become transient by the time H amount of bars 
pass? sorry if this is a noob question. {image} 
I believe you are correct! 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 6, 2014 2:02am | Post# 11687

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} - Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats {file} 
{image} 

Thank you very much mate  

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 2:34am | Post# 11688

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} - Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats {file} 
{image} 



 
 

 
MTH 

 

xixi Nov 6, 2014 2:51am | Post# 11689

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image} MTH 

crazy idea man  
how about your 'bombs' and God formula, never seen 100% probability before, would 

love to hear more about that  

 

ellenbrook Nov 6, 2014 2:52am | Post# 11690

 
woww his getting better and better thanks guy for your hard work 

 

jmn5611 Nov 6, 2014 2:55am | Post# 11691

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} - Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats {file} 
{image} 
xixi, thanks for the indies! The zones look good, and now give the traders some very nice 
weaponry. The stats window was invaluable. Just get the TZ's down to 3% and the rest 
of theory comes into play.  
 
Now, as a positional trader who scales in, I know exactly when to cut losers. This is 
great! 

 

jmn5611 Nov 6, 2014 3:01am | Post# 11692



 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image} MTH 
That is starting to show 3 dimensional trading structures. There are some theorists out 
there that believe that the market moves within certain geometric structures, and that 

these structures rotate. Good pic, Kiads   

 

Dennis189 Nov 6, 2014 3:05am | Post# 11693

 
@ Kiads, 
 
I think i'm close to replicate your "bomb" indicator. 
 
I want to know 2 things about it. 
 
Do the bombs appear at the open of the candle or do they appear at the close? 
And they won't repaint ever? Also not after re-opening your chart/template? 
 
Kind regards, 
Dennis 

 

adeforex Nov 6, 2014 3:18am | Post# 11694

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} - Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats {file} 
{image} 
no display on higher time frame, i am trying it on gbpjpy 4hr, daily, nothing showing. 
Any witness or only me ? 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 3:20am | Post# 11695

 
Quoting Dennis189 
@ Kiads, I think i'm close to replicate your "bomb" indicator. I want to know 2 things 
about it. Do the bombs appear at the open of the candle or do they appear at the close? 
And they won't repaint ever? Also not after re-opening your chart/template? Kind 
regards, Dennis 

 
 
Hi My Friend, here is the 'rule' 
 
1. after all sub-sequences formula calculation give 'her' result, 
2. look at the previous candle form, if bullish, then the result is for bearish direction, if 
bearish then the result is for bullish direction. 
3. then the 'bomb' mark will appear if in bearish direction, current candle price should 
bellow previous candle high, and if in bullish direction, current price should above 
previous candle low. Meaning 'she' not always show up at candle open, but only if 
conditions met, because this calculation don't need any 'averaging' period to do 'her' job. 
 
As you can see in my latest post about that 'arrow' and 'bomb', event if that marked 
candles goes in opposite direction that 'marks' stay and not change their direction 
pointing. so, in candle final 'form' they look like pointing wrong direction.. lol and that is 
exactly opposite with all that 'nice view' kind of history charts from trading system seller 
at eBay..  



 
MTH 

 

kprsa Nov 6, 2014 3:27am | Post# 11696

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Hey guys quick question about the Recurrent Statistics about the frequency of resolving 
possible transient bar. in the picture below it says 79% is this saying there is a 79% the 
possible transient bar wont actually become transient by the time H amount of bars 
pass? sorry if this is a noob question. {image} 
Hi, yes you are correct, in this case 79% of the zones will become recurrent within your 
specified h_right. 
k 

 

xixi Nov 6, 2014 3:33am | Post# 11697

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting adeforex 
{quote} no display on higher time frame, i am trying it on gbpjpy 4hr, daily, nothing 
showing. Any witness or only me ? 
It works well on me my friend. Try to remove the indicator and load it again.  

 

 

summicron Nov 6, 2014 4:13am | Post# 11698

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} {image} MTH 
Wooo you're fast. I'm still trying to figure out your 'radar screen' idea. 

 

Dennis189 Nov 6, 2014 6:05am | Post# 11699

 
@ Kiads, 



 
How many bars do you look back for sub-sequence calculation? 
 
Kind regards, 
Dennis 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 6, 2014 6:44am | Post# 11700

 
Hi, fellows, EURUSDD 
 
I am about to give you some thoughts that can significally enhance the EURUSDD's 
concept. I will try to explain. 
 
The matter is that the EURUSDD concept answers the questions what T-zones are 
formed, where one should enter the market and where one should be out of it, but the 
concept does not answer the question - WHEN? 
 
Idea consists of the following: 
 
1/ We all know that most TZs are closed, moreover PTZs are closed in 1-10 bars after 
their forming. we have statistics up on these facts. 
2/ The theory of Gaussian function can be applied to the concept (first, read this page - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_function). 
3/ We can count the quantity of bars, at which the zone is closed - it can be done for 
each TZs and possibly PTZs. Having known the quantity, we find out the time of closing 
the zone. 
4/ Now we can build the Gaussian function and find out standart-deviations-in-bars. The 
matter is that these standart deviations give us percentage and hence the quantity of 
bars included. So we can answer the question WHEN (the quantity of bars) the zone can 
be closed and what percentage of this event. 
5/ The indicator can be then enhanced at any way - it can picture these SDs zones by 
color, for example. 
 
Best, D.P. 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 6:45am | Post# 11701

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} That is starting to show 3 dimensional trading structures. There are some theorists 
out there that believe that the market moves within certain geometric structures, and that 

these structures rotate. Good pic, Kiads   
Yes, You know about that My Friend, that still 'rarely' discuss in forum. 
 
I'm member of this 3d chartist..lol. and I learn this similarity concept including sub-

sequences, zones etc in relation with my 'space' learning..  
 
that 'angle' in my previous post is just basic, but when you select correct 'h' you can find 
the 'center value' of every wave movements in 3 dimensional point of view 
just like this example bellow, the 'center value' is that 'Yellow Trend Lines'. 
 



 
 
best regards 
MTH 
 
PS. even i'm that kind of noob, my posts is not only about funny thing... like that tomitoon 

guy said.. hahaha  

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 6:47am | Post# 11702

 
Quoting Dennis189 
@ Kiads, How many bars do you look back for sub-sequence calculation? Kind regards, 
Dennis 
Hi My Friend, sequencing calculate all bars in current chart 
 
MTH 

 

Dennis189 Nov 6, 2014 7:05am | Post# 11703

 
@ Kiads, 
 
Can you be a little more specific about the number of bars? 
 
Kind regards, 
Dennis 

 

hukam Nov 6, 2014 7:14am | Post# 11704

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

kprsa Nov 6, 2014 7:18am | Post# 11705

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
Hi, fellows, EURUSDD I am about to give you some thoughts that can significally enhance 
the EURUSDD's concept... 
Hi, 
you can use the RecurrenceStatistic indicator to build a probability density and calculate 
the statistical quantities you may be interested in for your pair/TF. 
You can do this by varying the h_right parameter for your chosen h. Let me give you an 
example 
 
Example: h=10 
h_right P(that it was cleared within this number of bars) 
1 20% 
2 30% 
3 35% 
4 37% 
 
Then you create your probability density function: 
h_right P(first clearance) 
1 20 % 
2 30-20%=10% 
3 35-30%=5%  
4 37%-35%=2% 
 
And then you can calculate all the properties you may need. 
<cleared bar>=sum_{h_right} (h_right*P(first_ clearance,h_right)), where h_right is 
varied from one to some very large number. 
 
So in this example the sum goes  
<cleared_bar>=1*0.2+2*0.1+3*0.05+ 4* 0.02... 
 
So you don't need to fit a Gaussian curve to the data for this. 
 
Cheers, 



k  

 

spyderman Nov 6, 2014 7:25am | Post# 11706

 
Quoting xixi 
{quote} {quote} - Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats {file} 
{image} 
 

Thks again xixi...   

 

spyderman Nov 6, 2014 7:33am | Post# 11707

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Yes, You know about that My Friend, that still 'rarely' discuss in forum. I'm 
member of this 3d chartist..lol. and I learn this similarity concept including sub-

sequences, zones etc in relation with my 'space' learning.. that 'angle' in my previous 
post is just basic, but when you select correct 'h' you can find the 'center value' of every 
wave movements in 3 dimensional point of view just like this example bellow, the 'center 
value' is that 'Yellow Trend Lines'. {image} best regards MTH PS. even i'm that kind of 
noob, my posts... 
 

Oh Crap!...I think I just wet myself...   

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 6, 2014 8:33am | Post# 11708

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you can use the RecurrenceStatistic indicator to build a probability density 
and calculate the statistical quantities you may be interested in for your pair/TF. You can 
do this by varying the h_right parameter for your chosen h. Let me give you an example 
Example: h=10 h_right P(that it was cleared within this number of bars) 1 20% 2 30% 3 
35% 4 37% Then you create your probability density function: h_right P(first clearance) 
1 20 % 2 30-20%=10% 3 35-30%=5% 4 37%-35%=2% And then you can calculate all 
the properties you may need. <cleared... 
you nailed it. 
of course you are right I do not need the Gaussian curve - I need to see the probability 

, each of the forthcoming bars (coming with data feed) will show us its probability to 

hit the TZ.  
 
edited. but I will look at your suggestion. 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 8:58am | Post# 11709

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, yes you are correct, in this case 79% of the zones will become recurrent within 
your specified h_right. k 
 
Awesome thank you very much sir! 

Quoting PiratePip 
Look to get short around Brown lines targeting Blue Lines. Lines are drawn on unfilled Sub-



sequence indi arrows. Not sure if I completely understand the theorem correctly but I have 
noticed that nearly every one of these lines will get filled eventually(not sure if thats the 
93.75% probability mentioned by chief)... I have also noticed that the SS arrows often turn 
out to be where TZ's form in the future. {image} 
 
nailed it. finally bagged a sizable trade using these theories presented here. This stuff works 
like magic! 
 
Thanks again for EurUsdd and every one else iv been pming the past few days to help me 
understand these concepts. you guys are all amazing! 
 
Pip 

 

 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 9:20am | Post# 11710

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Awesome thank you very much sir! {quote} nailed it. finally bagged a sizable 
trade using these theories presented here. This stuff works like magic! Thanks again for 
EurUsdd and every one else iv been pming the past few days to help me understand 
these concepts. you guys are all amazing! Pip {image} {image} 

Congratulation My Friend  
MTH 

 

Zelo Nov 6, 2014 9:25am | Post# 11711

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Awesome thank you very much sir! {quote} nailed it. finally bagged a sizable 
trade using these theories presented here. This stuff works like magic! Thanks again for 
EurUsdd and every one else iv been pming the past few days to help me understand 
these concepts. you guys are all amazing! Pip {image} {image} 

It is awesome, PiratePip  



 

Keep winning pips !!!  

 

saver0 Nov 6, 2014 9:33am | Post# 11712

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
Hi, fellows, EURUSDD I am about to give you some thoughts that can significally enhance 
the EURUSDD's concept. I will try to explain. The matter is that the EURUSDD concept 
answers the questions what T-zones are formed, where one should enter the market and 
where one should be out of it, but the concept does not answer the question - WHEN? 
Idea consists of the following: 1/ We all know that most TZs are closed, moreover PTZs 
are closed in 1-10 bars after their forming. we have statistics up on these facts. 2/ The 
theory of Gaussian function can... 
Hi Dr. Phoenix, 
 
I did exactly this and I was able to say that 90% of the zones became TZ within about 
20-30% of the H-Bars depending on the currency and TFs. So if your H is 30 and the 
possible developing TZ is still looking like a TZ after 6-9bars has passed, then I think its 
safe to assume it will end up being a TZ especially if PA is supporting this argument.  
 
At this point (after 6-9 bars has passed), how much does the potential for a TZ increase 
by? Is it 90% or is it P(TZ) + 90% or (P(TZ)+90%)/2 or P(TZ)*90%? 
P(TZ) is the original probability of a TZ. What I have found is an exponential relationship. 
Most of the RZs became RZs within even 1-3bars and the chance of it returning dropped 
exponentially as bars came in. 
 
How would you use this for your trading? Thats where the real power comes form. 
 
I think FX-Jay is trading in a bit of a similar way, he is trading away form levels to 
towards them based on PA/Sentiment etc. 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 9:42am | Post# 11713

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Took some USDCAD short target blue line based on SS & TZ theory. trading with 1/4 size in 
case last big win is clogging my judgement. 

 

 



Dennis189 Nov 6, 2014 9:51am | Post# 11714

 
@ Kiads, 
 
Can you please show a 1 min chart including the bombs and arrows? 
 
Kind regards, 
Dennis 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 9:55am | Post# 11715

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Dennis189 
@ Kiads, Can you please show a 1 min chart including the bombs and arrows? Kind regards, 
Dennis 

 
 
MTH 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 9:57am | Post# 11716

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiratePip 
Took some USDCAD short target blue line based on SS & TZ theory. trading with 1/4 size in 
case last big win is clogging my judgement. {image} 
 
welp that was easy... 



 

 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 6, 2014 10:15am | Post# 11717

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Hi Dr. Phoenix, I did exactly this and I was able to say that 90% of the zones 
became TZ within about 20-30% of the H-Bars depending on the currency and TFs. So if 
your H is 30 and the possible developing TZ is still looking like a TZ after 6-9bars has 
passed, then I think its safe to assume it will end up being a TZ especially if PA is 
supporting this argument. 
I am trading at 5 min and now use h=48 bars (the same as I use at 1H chart). So I 
thought the right way and you confirmed that the first 10 bars "do all the job". So the "H 

window" should be reduced a little.  

Quoting saver0 
{quote}At this point (after 6-9 bars has passed), how much does the potential for a TZ 
increase by? Is it 90% or is it P(TZ) + 90% or (P(TZ)+90%)/2 or P(TZ)*90%? P(TZ) is 
the original probability of a TZ. What I have found is an exponential relationship. Most of 
the RZs became RZs within even 1-3bars and the chance of it returning dropped 
exponentially as bars came in. 
understood 

Quoting saver0 
{quote}How would you use this for your trading? Thats where the real power comes 
form. I think FX-Jay is trading in a bit of a similar way, he is trading away form levels to 
towards them based on PA/Sentiment etc. 
 

 

hoss Nov 6, 2014 10:21am | Post# 11718

 
Pirate, 
 
What SS indicator are you using? It does not look like mine. Thanks... 

Quoting PiratePip 
Took some USDCAD short target blue line based on SS & TZ theory. trading with 1/4 size 



in case last big win is clogging my judgement. {image} 
 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 10:32am | Post# 11719

 
Quoting hoss 
Pirate, What SS indicator are you using? It does not look like mine. Thanks... {quote} 
 
I am using Zelo's indicator that was modified by xux99 
 
all credit goes to those two 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7850304  

 

hoss Nov 6, 2014 11:05am | Post# 11720

 
Thank you! 

Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} I am using Zelo's indicator that was modified by xux99 all credit goes to those 
two http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...04#post7850304  
 

 

Zelo Nov 6, 2014 11:26am | Post# 11721

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Hi My Friend, here is the 'rule' 1. after all sub-sequences formula calculation 
give 'her' result, 2. look at the previous candle form, if bullish, then the result is for 
bearish direction, if bearish then the result is for bullish direction. 3. then the 'bomb' 
mark will appear if in bearish direction, current candle price should bellow previous 
candle high, and if in bullish direction, current price should above previous candle low. 
Meaning 'she' not always show up at candle open, but only if conditions met, because 
this calculation... 

Thank you again, Kiads !  
 

I think my indicator is close to yours  

Need add some filter  
 
http://i.imgur.com/vYkWYkX.png 
 
I think i will learn how to draw a line so it will look like your indicator. 
 
Good night everyone ! 
 
zelo 

 

iexam Nov 6, 2014 11:40am | Post# 11722

 
The concept can be applied in almost in any sequence , i did applied with fractals and zz 
legs , after some days of testing good numbers came  
 



There are plenty of trade can be done in any time frame, 
 
i'll post some algo soon to predict next fractals and next zz leg 
 
 
Regards 
James 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 11723

 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} Thank you again, Kiads ! I think my indicator is close to yours Need add 

some filter {image} I think i will learn how to draw a line so it will look like your 
indicator. Good night everyone ! zelo 

 
Once again Congratulation My Friend, I know you can do it since the beginning you share 

it here, because you have that strong spirit to make it done...  
 
You can learn how to create that continue updating horizontal lines (that actually using 
trend line) from supdem (supply demand) indicator that use continue updating 
rectangles... 
 
hope it help and best regards 
MTH 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 12:39pm | Post# 11724

 
Quoting iexam 
The concept can be applied in almost in any sequence , i did applied with fractals and zz 
legs , after some days of testing good numbers came There are plenty of trade can be 
done in any time frame, i'll post some algo soon to predict next fractals and next zz leg 
Regards James 

Yes My Friend this SubSeq can be applied to anything related to time series data feed. 
MTH 

 

saver0 Nov 6, 2014 12:56pm | Post# 11725

 
Quoting Kiads 

{image} ok time to rest.... {image} MTH ps. there's sub-sequence of sub-sequence...  
Hi Kiads, 
 
Impressive results. For EURUSD D1, I'm getting probability of the sequence of 98.16%  
 
Are you using something thats entire different for your sequence calculations now? 

 

jmn5611 Nov 6, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 11726

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Yes, You know about that My Friend, that still 'rarely' discuss in forum. I'm 
member of this 3d chartist..lol. and I learn this similarity concept including sub-



sequences, zones etc in relation with my 'space' learning.. that 'angle' in my previous 
post is just basic, but when you select correct 'h' you can find the 'center value' of every 
wave movements in 3 dimensional point of view just like this example bellow, the 'center 
value' is that 'Yellow Trend Lines'. {image} best regards MTH PS. even i'm that kind of 
noob, my posts... 

 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 11727

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} Thank you again, Kiads ! I think my indicator is close to yours Need add 

some filter {image} I think i will learn how to draw a line so it will look like your 
indicator. Good night everyone ! zelo 
Zelo my guy, killing the indi production! Keep up the good work brother! If possible please 
upload to thread once done, I and many others would be forever grateful! 
 
Getting ready to try and short UJ when price is right. targeting blueline/lower TZ zone... 
 

 
 
USDCHF also looks good for a drop.. 3 zones need to be cleared some day just dont know 
when 0.0 
 



 
 
I like to think as the price moves up further away from these zones retail thinks price is 
rising and breaking out so they are buying but really market is positioning themselves short 
so the run up is the MM going short but price is rising because some one has to buy their 
sells(sonic PVA Analysis concept/exploit the market using volume PDF on sonic thread and 
this one). 
 
Update: Nice Engulf on UJ near potential TZ. entered short with stops above PTZ 

 
 
 
Quick question about an idea that I believe eurusdd mentioned but I cant remember. Wasnt 
it said that the closer h gets to being filled creating the zone the less likely the potential tz 
zone will be fulfilled correct? or is this wrong? 
 
Pip 

 

juriFX Nov 6, 2014 2:17pm | Post# 11728

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Trying to understand how the subsequence theorem can be applied. Congrats to those who 
got it! 



 
If I understand it correctly the sub-sequence theorem cannot give any clues about the next 
expected value (low or high or something else...) will be. 
It only shows that in a sequence with n=2 (n^2 + 1 = 5 values) there will be a sequence 
n+1=3 of either increasing or decreasing values with 93.75% probability of fullfilling at least 
one of the conditions exposed by EURUSDD. 
The 4 conditions can be found here. 
 
Then there exist only 2 situations where the condition is not met. 
This is shown in this example provided by EURUSDD. 
Therefore the 2 situations, in the example of using highs, are: 
1. Higher high (HH), lower high(LH), HH, LH 
2. LH, HH, LH, HH 
 
These 2 situations can also be found by using the tree example by EURUSDD posted here. 
 
Since we cannot predict values we use the probability, as said by EURUSDD 
Quoting Eurusdd 
So for 10 consecutive highs if the theorem is not true for the first five, then the probability it 
is false for the second five also is 0.3% 
The question is what does this mean, why could this give me an edge? 
This means that after 5 bars that failed to meet the conditions, the next 5 bars are likely to 
meet at least 1 of the 4 conditions. But since there are 4 conditions, how can this give an 
edge about the next value? 
 
I tested the idea that if for example we have a potential rare event (potential to become one 
of those 6.25%) HH, LH, HH, ? 
we can expect that rare event not to happen, a bit like the PTZ and TZ game. But here I 
defined as potential where the last condition is still unclear, 
meaning if the example sequence in formation HH, LH, HH, ? turns out as HH, LH, HH, LH 
we have the rare event, but HH, LH, HH, HH would meet one of the conditions and so 
becomes invalid. 
 
Results have shown that on a sample of 5000 bars on 1H TF EURUSD with value being the 
highs: 
- 9.74% of all bars don't meet the conditions of the theorem (rare event) (HH, LH, HH, LH 
or LH, HH, LH, HH) 
- 21.3% of all bars are potential candidates for the rare event (HH, LH, HH, ? or LH, HH, LH, 
?) 
- 54% of potential candidates get invalidated, ie. meet one of the conditions (HH, LH, HH, 
HH or LH, HH, LH, LH) 
 



 
A triangle above the bar means that the last 5 bars (including the candle with the triangle 
painted above) didn't meet the conditions of the theorem. 
An X below the bar means a potential rare event. 
If X and a triangle are painted on the same bar, means potential rare event confirmed. 
Only X means potential rare event invalidated by next bar's high (the bar with the X). 
 
Of course, this is not that good edge. Just one of my ideas how one could use this theorem. 
 
Now to the real question. 
The indicators some of you created. 
I see that the indicators draw arrows or bombs when specific conditions are met. 
Are those conditions these rare events (6.25%)? Or something else? 
By looking at the charts you posted, I can't recognize those. 
I thought there were only 2 conditions that invalidate the theorem. 
 
Then, why do you expect the price coming back to those prices that did not meet the 
conditions of the theorem? 
Just from observation or is there some logical connection? 
 

Sorry, I still don't understand. Hope someone can help  

 

Barbaresco Nov 6, 2014 2:19pm | Post# 11729

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Quick question about an idea that I believe eurusdd mentioned but I cant remember. 
Wasnt it said that the closer h gets to being filled creating the zone the less likely the 
potential tz zone will be fulfilled correct? or is this wrong? Pip 
EURUSDD has said that the further price moves away from a DS zone, the more violent 
the return to it will be. 
 



I'm not sure this applies to TZ directly, as the data I have collected seems to indicate 
that the attractive/repellent forces of TZ's/PTZ's degrade logarithmically with time as well 
as with price movement away from the TZ/PTZ. You can see this by comparing 
probabilities of different h-values in K's tester. I have also confirmed this with live 
testing. 

 

Kiads Nov 6, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 11730

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Hi Kiads, Impressive results. For EURUSD D1, I'm getting probability of the 
sequence of 98.16% Are you using something thats entire different for your sequence 
calculations now? 
My Friend, I learn this sub-sequence theorem from our chief EURUSDD in this thread in 
relation with my price base chart own thread (shifted renko) so, try to create it to match my 
price base environment, and of course there is some 'adjustment' needed from the sub-
sequence equation. And once again EURUSDD was 100% right this theorem work on 
anything and i believe it's work at best with price base chart..lol. 
 
All the concepts, similarity, DNA, TZ and SubSeq, deeply related with price base chart. 
 
This is example how to visualize probability in price base chart like my shifted renko. If you 
remember that EURUSDD mention about 16 branch with 2 failed that meant 14/16 = 87.5% 
and that 2 failed = 12.5% and 50/50 = 6.25% so 87.5 % + 6.25% = 93.75% and thanks 
God that my shifted renko default shift is 12.5% or half of it is 6.25% of 1/16 step. 
 
So, with 16 point renko brick size, with default 6.25 shift every step will be 1 pip/point.  
 
With constant OHLC input data flow per 1 point, the sub-sequence calculation will become 
ideal because 'she' receiving pre-filtered data feed. so, gaining 100% probability is not 
impossible.  
 
Also every shift step in my shifted renko with same size brick can represent series of binary 
like if bullish form is 1 then bearish from is 0, and because there is no 'doji' in price base 
chart, then there is no noise for that dna series and the result will be more reliable. 
 
For TZ, in price base chart will only consist of Top and Bottom TZ with very 'equal' form. You 
can see it when i apply Xixi TZ with statistic data, there will be almost always 50:50 ratios 
between Top and Bottom TZ, and that mean represent 'coin toss' in probability theorem. So, 
when there is 2 or more Top or Bottom TZ in a row, then the probability of next TZ become 
the opposite of previous TZ will be nearly 100%. 
 
(Btw, Xixi my friend, i think your stat is in 'infinity loop' mode so it keep counting bigger and 
bigger percentage for the same TZ numbers) 
 
My example here is shifted renko chart use ADX as momentum acceleration tools..  
 



 
 
hope it help and best regards 
MTH 

 

spyderman Nov 6, 2014 2:52pm | Post# 11731

 
Xixi... 
 
Is there any way to show the currently forming TZ on your indi (left h). 
 
Thanks in advance. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 6, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 11732

 
Quoting juriFX 
Trying to understand how the subsequence theorem can be applied. Congrats to those 
who got it! If I understand it correctly the sub-sequence theorem cannot give any clues 
about the next expected value (low or high or something else...) will be. It only shows 
that in a sequence with n=2 (n^2 + 1 = 5 values) there will be a sequence n+1=3 of 
either increasing or decreasing values with 93.75% probability of fullfilling at least one of 
the conditions exposed by EURUSDD. The 4 conditions can be found here.... 

wow. this post is deep ooh. nice!!! i have never posted something this cute::::   

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 3:38pm | Post# 11733

 
1 Attachment(s) 
USDJPY got stopped on UJ. will be looking to short again as price pops over top TZ back 
down to blue line. 



 

 

PiratePip Nov 6, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 11734

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote}You can see it when i apply Xixi TZ with statistic data, there will be almost 
always 50:50 ratios between Top and Bottom TZ, and that mean represent 'coin toss' in 
probability theorem. So, when there is 2 or more Top or Bottom TZ in a row, then the 
probability of next TZ become the opposite of previous TZ will be nearly 100%. 

Brilliant! always opening my mind kiads. again thank you!   

 

Barbaresco Nov 6, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 11735

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I am trying M1 in reverse, and moving up to M15 for the regular version. 
Another thought regarding the reverse version is removing the confirmed TZ as a 
condition and simply working from all PTZ's that have broken out by Y. Will report stats 
here as I have them. 
 
Updating M1 data: 
 
M1 in reverse (data from M1 running regular was given on pg 583): 
Betting on 2 confirmed TZ's in a row based on a move Y pts away from the PTZ - also 
does not work - worse than trading it forward - didn't even compile the stats. 
 
Conclusion is that in M1, after a confirmed TZ and a new PTZ at the same level, a 5 pt 
move away from that 2nd order PTZ can't be traded back to the PTZ profitably, nor can it 
be traded away from the PTZ profitably. Win ratio running forward (trade back to the PTZ 
so as not to have 2 TZ in a row) was approx. 42%. 
 
Observations: Without a stop loss (time or point based), most trades (in either direction) 
do end up winning, but the risk so far outweighs the return that it would not be profitable 
for very long. It seems that once price moves far enough away from an M1 PTZ to be 
traded back to the PTZ, the probabilities are no longer in our favor such that it is similar 
to trading a random price the same way, instead of starting with a PTZ. It also seems 
that a 2nd order TZ is no less likely than a 1st order TZ, or, at least not enough to give a 



profitable setup. 
 
Hypothesis: After any PTZ, there is a relatively small window in time and price where 
probabilities will support a trade back to that PTZ. Ex. if price moves less than X, within Y 
time, a trade may be taken back to the PTZ. The SL would be PTZ+/-X depending on 
direction, and the timed SL would be the full rest of h. This will not be possible to test in 
M1. 
 
Next Results: 
M1, h=32, enter in direction of price on any PTZ, SL if PTZ in opposite direction, TP of 5. 
This gave approx. 60% W:L, but the SL's were 2-4 times the TP's. Next would be to try 
an SL based on a confirmed zone, to try to trade the approx. 15% PTZ's against the 
approx. 3% TZ's for 80% W:L. 
 
Discouraged. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 6, 2014 8:43pm | Post# 11736

 
I can't believe how the level of discussion in this thread advanced in the last couple of 
weeks. Amazing! 
 
Keep up the great work guys. I see some really interesting ideas that are worth 
developing out there. I hope I'll be able to go through all of it during the weekend. 
 
For those looking for some trade recommendations, keep your eyes on EURNZD & 
NZDCHF, those are going to be my next 2 big trades. 
I think by now I don't really need to give much more details right? You should be able to 
spot the direction I'm going to trade towards. 
 
I'll be open for discussion. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

vladutz112 Nov 6, 2014 8:52pm | Post# 11737

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I can't believe how the level of discussion in this thread advanced in the last couple of 
weeks. Amazing! Keep up the great work guys. I see some really interesting ideas that 
are worth developing out there. I hope I'll be able to go through all of it during the 
weekend. For those looking for some trade recommendations, keep your eyes on 
EURNZD & NZDCHF, those are going to be my next 2 big trades. I think by now I don't 
really need to give much more details right? You should be able to spot the direction I'm 
going to trade towards. I'll be open... 
 
hy, in the post that i have read of eurusd and yours eurusd said that you win no matter 
where price goes i really don't understand how you will win if the price doesn't return a 
little bit to your target http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...20#post7680220 post 
5884 

 

Rparm Nov 6, 2014 8:57pm | Post# 11738

 
Quoting Barbaresco 



{quote} Updating M1 data: M1 in reverse (data from M1 running regular was given on pg 
583): Betting on 2 confirmed TZ's in a row based on a move Y pts away from the PTZ - 
also does not work - worse than trading it forward - didn't even compile the stats. 
Conclusion is that in M1, after a confirmed TZ and a new PTZ at the same level, a 5 pt 
move away from that 2nd order PTZ can't be traded back to the PTZ profitably, nor can it 
be traded away from the PTZ profitably. Win ratio running forward (trade back to the PTZ 
so as not to have 2 TZ in a row)... 
I've been trying to trade back as you described with various stoploss and "K" estimations 
for about 3 days now on demo... with no luck, glad to know atleast I'm not alone on this 
boat 

 

jusiur Nov 6, 2014 9:41pm | Post# 11739

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I can't believe how the level of discussion in this thread advanced in the last couple of 
weeks. Amazing! Keep up the great work guys. I see some really interesting ideas that 
are worth developing out there. I hope I'll be able to go through all of it during the 
weekend. For those looking for some trade recommendations, keep your eyes on 
EURNZD & NZDCHF, those are going to be my next 2 big trades. I think by now I don't 
really need to give much more details right? You should be able to spot the direction I'm 
going to trade towards. I'll be open... 
jay, your post gives some hints? 

 

Kenergy Nov 6, 2014 10:22pm | Post# 11740

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} I've been trying to trade back as you described with various stoploss and "K" 
estimations for about 3 days now on demo... with no luck, glad to know atleast I'm not 
alone on this boat 
You have to have a system that can trade maybe break even and apply TZ as a filter or 
direction indicator. I have a momentum trading EA that I was never able to get working 
well but is now at 50% a year on a daily chart. Hope to adapt it to hourly / 15 minute 
entries and improve the entries (maybe with COBB) to improve on these modest but still 
possibly life changing results. Remember, Warren Buffet'a career is based on 20% annual 
returns. 
For example if you try to take advantage of the example that FX-Jay posted with 97% 
chance to return to TZ, you still an EA that can pick a good entry and not get stopped out 
if you want to backtest that automatically. That is my next project. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 6, 2014 10:23pm | Post# 11741

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I can't believe how the level of discussion in this thread advanced in the last couple of 
weeks. Amazing! Keep up the great work guys. I see some really interesting ideas that 
are worth developing out there. I hope I'll be able to go through all of it during the 
weekend. For those looking for some trade recommendations, keep your eyes on 
EURNZD & NZDCHF, those are going to be my next 2 big trades. I think by now I don't 
really need to give much more details right? You should be able to spot the direction I'm 
going to trade towards. I'll be open... 
Long for EURNZD and for some reason my broker is not showing NZDCHF so I can't see 
why but then again ditto if its already long EURNZD 

 



FX-Jay Nov 6, 2014 11:00pm | Post# 11742

 
Quoting jusiur 
{quote} jay, your post gives some hints? 
The post you are mentioning gives hints for EURNZD in this case. 
The NZDCHF is taken from a different (by related) perspective. After all those 2 pairs are 
highly correlated. 
 

Seems we are ready for takeoff  

 

Barbaresco Nov 6, 2014 11:04pm | Post# 11743

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} The post you are mentioning gives hints for EURNZD in this case. The NZDCHF 
is taken from a different (by related) perspective. After all those 2 pairs are highly 

correlated. Seems we are ready for takeoff  
 
I put both in, 1 long and 1 short, both floating profit already, plus an EU, UChf, and EChf 
to round it out! 
 
Edited: Seems we are trading towards across-pair DS... 

 

Barbaresco Nov 7, 2014 12:16am | Post# 11744

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} I've been trying to trade back as you described with various stoploss and "K" 
estimations for about 3 days now on demo... with no luck, glad to know atleast I'm not 
alone on this boat 
Normally I focus on only the numbers and stats - tonight I've been looking at charts with 
the data in mind...  
 
1. TZ's generally oscillate Top/Bottom 
2. Mid TZ's should not be traded against 
3. The first PTZ of a direction is very unlikely to become a TZ 
 
So - if we know (or at least suspect) the likelihood of a PTZ becoming a TZ increases 
exponentially with time, then, once 50% of the time has elapsed, it might be reasonable 
to expect a PTZ to be a TZ. If it is a TZ, given observations 1-3 above, I think we can 
develop some rules for high probability trades. 
 
Looking through the charts, the rules I came up with seem to work on all tf's. I will code 
for M1 and try it out. 

 

Kenergy Nov 7, 2014 12:31am | Post# 11745

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Looking through the charts, the rules I came up with seem to work on all tf's. I 
will code for M1 and try it out. 
Don't you get killed by the spreads on the M1? I did something with daily and used H1 
with momentum indicators for my entry, but when I scaled down to M15 with M1 for 
entry the spread ate all the profits. Or are you just collecting statistics at this point? 

 



Barbaresco Nov 7, 2014 12:49am | Post# 11746

 
Quoting Kenergy 
{quote} Don't you get killed by the spreads on the M1? I did something with daily and 
used H1 with momentum indicators for my entry, but when I scaled down to M15 with 
M1 for entry the spread ate all the profits. Or are you just collecting statistics at this 
point? 
My bread and butter is a high frequency EA so I am comfy on tick charts. However, all of 
this Sim and TZ testing I am doing is with a retail broker, so I am looking at much larger 
spreads - avg 0.65 pts for EU with the pricing I have. I am also testing live so I can 
compute real costs. Will see how it works out in terms of which tf maximizes profit, and 
which tf has the flattest equity curve. If markets are truly fractal, M1 should give me 
prospective results faster than any other tf, just with different cost %'s. If the strategy 
works but the costs are too high, I can move up a tf before ramping into any size. Need 
the strategy to be working first though! 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 1:49am | Post# 11747

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Seems we are ready for takeoff  
Aye, aye, capitan! 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 1:55am | Post# 11748

 
easy 16pips. Buy UJ TP 115.508. 

 

basch312 Nov 7, 2014 1:57am | Post# 11749

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I can't believe how the level of discussion in this thread advanced in the last couple of 
weeks. Amazing! Keep up the great work guys. I see some really interesting ideas that are 
worth developing out there. I hope I'll be able to go through all of it during the weekend. 



For those looking for some trade recommendations, keep your eyes on EURNZD & NZDCHF, 
those are going to be my next 2 big trades. I think by now I don't really need to give much 
more details right? You should be able to spot the direction I'm going to trade towards. I'll 
be open... 
 
Hi Jay, 
 

what do you think about the image below? Is something right?  
 
Thank you. 

 

 

jmn5611 Nov 7, 2014 2:18am | Post# 11750

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A sample chart analysis to share with the group. G/N has a potential zone up top there. Now 
according to theory, there is a 97% chance that PTZ is going to get revisited. The trend is 
clearly up. There has been some pullback. Looks like a potential opportunity to me. What do 
you guys think? 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 2:32am | Post# 11751



 
Quoting LITEchild 
easy 16pips. Buy UJ TP 115.508. 
stop out. Error = London not yet open. Daylight Time shift adjustments. Pre-london stop 
hunt in progress?...fingers crossed... 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 2:53am | Post# 11752

 
Stophunt usually hints at much stronger move ahead. rescaling in entries. Revised 
target, 115.900, Stop 114.900(USDJPY). 

 

PiratePip Nov 7, 2014 2:53am | Post# 11753

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Still holding USDCHF short. Short from about the top blue line(filled) targeting the 2nd blue 
line(unfilled) for about 40 pips. Well see what happens. plan on closing trade or atleast 
protecting it aggressively before NFP comes out. 

 

 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 3:12am | Post# 11754

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} stop out. Error = London not yet open. Daylight Time shift adjustments. Pre-london 
stop hunt in progress?...fingers crossed... 
UJ is coming down. 
 
We have something to correct. Will be corrected with 99% probability today. 



 

 

PiratePip Nov 7, 2014 3:18am | Post# 11755

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} UJ is coming down. We have something to correct. Will be corrected with 99% 
probability today. {image} 
 
I agree UJ & UCHF both have a couple big zones they need to revisit before heading north. 

 

 

Albertdkpllh Nov 7, 2014 3:22am | Post# 11756

 
I thought i had found my EUREKA moment until now. infact I had to blow a few accounts 
till this moment. I will post a demo explorer for myself and I will share what i have 

learnt. All thanks go to the boss EURUSDD . If you want to know how true TZs form 
read his thread on How to use indicators properly. When you have understood the 
concept he laid there, open your chart and apply your TZ indicator. I will share more 
soon.  
Regards. 

 



LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 3:52am | Post# 11757

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} UJ is coming down. We have something to correct. Will be corrected with 99% 
probability today. {image} 
you mean 114.6? hmmm...well today is freaky friday, so really anything is possible. My 
liquidity zone extends as far as 115. 

 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 4:32am | Post# 11758

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} you mean 114.6? hmmm...well today is freaky friday, so really anything is 
possible. My liquidity zone extends as far as 115. 
114.511 
 
I don't believe in the randomness, and i have stats to back that statement. But my 
current trading style isn't similar to what's discussed her at the moment (nice progress 

btw), so i'll pull out again   

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 4:58am | Post# 11759

 
[quote=Ullen;7853936]{quote} 114.511 
 

 

 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 5:06am | Post# 11760

 
[quote=LITEchild;7853987] 
Quoting Ullen 

{quote} 114.511  
Nice error at that price. 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 5:25am | Post# 11761

 
[quote=Ullen;7854003] 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Nice error at that price. 

...   

 

juriFX Nov 7, 2014 5:48am | Post# 11762

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Normally I focus on only the numbers and stats - tonight I've been looking at 
charts with the data in mind... 1. TZ's generally oscillate Top/Bottom 2. Mid TZ's should not 
be traded against 3. The first PTZ of a direction is very unlikely to become a TZ So - if 
we know (or at least suspect) the likelihood of a PTZ becoming a TZ increases exponentially 
with time, then, once 50% of the time has elapsed, it might be reasonable to expect a PTZ 
to be a TZ. If it is a TZ, given observations 1-3 above, I think we can develop some rules 



for... 

Very good observation,  

 

 

juriFX Nov 7, 2014 6:47am | Post# 11763

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} {image} MTH 
Wow Kiads I was able to decipher your indicator (bombs and arrows). 
I can predict where bombs will show up (once price crosses a specific level as you 
described) and the arrows, which you said show up at candle open. 
 

 
 
How is this related to the subsequence theorem? 
From my understanding, it's only price related, no sequence? 
I'm surely missing something... 

 

Dobbsie Nov 7, 2014 6:57am | Post# 11764

 
Quoting juriFX 

{quote} Very good observation, {image} 
I think I have a pretty good strategy for trading the PTZ's but it seems like it would be 
"musical chairs" when the true TZ formed and I was trying to trade back to it. Is this just 
the 3% and good MM is key or are there other strategies I should be digging up on this 
awesome thread? 
 
Thanks.... 

 



Kiads Nov 7, 2014 7:32am | Post# 11765

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Wow Kiads I was able do decipher your indicator (bombs and arrows). I can 
predict where bombs will show up (once price crosses a specific level as you described) 

and the arrows, which you said show up at candle open. How is this related to the 
subsequence theorem? From my understanding, it's only price related, no sequence? I'm 
surely missing something... 

When result of sub-sequences supported by current candles formation then go head, 
but when it's not supported then hold.. just as simple as that. 
just like TZ, mostly top/bottom PTZ become TZ when there is pinbar at the end of 
wave/trend, so when sub-sequences result show up at that kind formation.. what should 

you do ?  
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

Geros Nov 7, 2014 7:39am | Post# 11766

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I put both in, 1 long and 1 short, both floating profit already, plus an EU, UChf, 
and EChf to round it out! Edited: Seems we are trading towards across-pair DS... 
Greting to all the "friend" (I read that there is a Month!!!) This 3d. I'm not nome all. I.m 
learning a lot. Taken study English and mathematics. Do no Parrot!!! 
I can not open the file. ptl. Beginning whit first of Eurusdd. I would like to know the 
parameters dialog on why really like stochastic and bollinger bands. If you can post them 
here, thanks. 
 
Geros 

 

forextarget Nov 7, 2014 8:45am | Post# 11767

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area 
yet. We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we 
declare the area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B. Now, 
if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of 
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit. Both ways, we will win!!!{image} 
what happen if the price keeps going up ? IF you dont put stop loss you will hit a margin 
call big time 

 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 9:45am | Post# 11768

 
[quote=LITEchild;7853987] 
Quoting Ullen 

{quote} 114.511  

 

 

global3 Nov 7, 2014 9:57am | Post# 11769

 



Hi Kiads, 
 
Can you point me to the indicator or indicators and template that produced the chart 
below. You attached that chart to the post you made at? Thanks. Also where can I find 
an explanation to the indicators you used there. I only just found this thread and while 
browsing through it this chart jumped out at me. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...43#post7850443 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...1&d=1415250444  

 

jlee425 Nov 7, 2014 9:59am | Post# 11770

 
[quote=Ullen;7854992] 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote}  
Wow.. you are amazing.. Was that prediction based on SS? 

 

drloyd Nov 7, 2014 10:03am | Post# 11771

 
This is why Litechild is able to successfully trade away from a PTZ as soon as it is formed 
if there is a trigger such as the symphonie indicator or a reversal bar. 

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you can use the RecurrenceStatistic indicator to build a probability density 
and calculate the statistical quantities you may be interested in for your pair/TF. You can 
do this by varying the h_right parameter for your chosen h. Let me give you an example 
Example: h=10 h_right P(that it was cleared within this number of bars) 1 20% 2 30% 3 
35% 4 37% Then you create your probability density function: h_right P(first clearance) 
1 20 % 2 30-20%=10% 3 35-30%=5% 4 37%-35%=2% And then you can calculate all 
the properties you may need. <cleared... 
 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 10:12am | Post# 11772

 
[quote=Ullen;7854992] 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote}  

 

 

PiratePip Nov 7, 2014 10:12am | Post# 11773

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiratePip 
Still holding USDCHF short. Short from about the top blue line(filled) targeting the 2nd blue 
line(unfilled) for about 40 pips. Well see what happens. plan on closing trade or atleast 
protecting it aggressively before NFP comes out. {image} 
 
Straight to TP as NFP hit. Think I am done for the week. 



 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 7, 2014 10:15am | Post# 11774

 
Quoting Ullen 

{quote} 114.511   

In the end we were both right it seems...   

 

Kiads Nov 7, 2014 10:33am | Post# 11775

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
forget about 'bombs' and 'arrows'. I don't have any permission until now.. lol so no need to 
wait.. let's carry on and walk with normal life.. 
 



 
 
But.. Sharing is caring.. 
 

 
 
so, here we go my dumbest way to trade with TZ.. without any 'bombs' or 'fancy 
arrows'..lol. 
 



 
 
there's many TZ-BB relation patterns to watch, mark, and memorize the 'after' effect 
 

 
 
if you can mastered that.. then i believe you will rarely came to this FF community..lol. 
 
Best regards.. have a nice weekend with your family and friends. 
God Bless You.. 
MTH 

 

pip.monkey Nov 7, 2014 11:09am | Post# 11776

 
[quote=Kiads;7855237]Hi All, forget about 'bombs' and 'arrows'. I don't have any 
permission until now.. lol so no need to wait.. 
 

wow how many systems do you have up your sleeve ? 
 
many thankx -------------You're The MAN !------------------ 

 

kprsa Nov 7, 2014 11:19am | Post# 11777

 
Quoting Kiads 
if you can mastered that.. then i believe you will rarely came to this FF community 

 
 
k 



 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 11:27am | Post# 11778

 
[quote=jlee425;7855063] 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} Wow.. you are amazing.. Was that prediction based on SS? 
No, it was based on errors in the market. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 7, 2014 11:35am | Post# 11779

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi All, forget about 'bombs' and 'arrows'. I don't have any permission until now.. lol so no 
need to wait.. let's carry on and walk with normal life.. {image} But.. Sharing is caring.. 
{image} so, here we go my dumbest way to trade with TZ.. without any 'bombs' or 
'fancy arrows'..lol. {image} if you can mastered that.. then i believe you will rarely came 
to this FF community..lol. Best regards.. have a nice weekend with your family and 
friends. God Bless You.. MTH 

I will subscribe to you twice if I could!  

 

dtlase Nov 7, 2014 11:41am | Post# 11780

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} and it happen simultaneously at higher TF {image} {image} {image} {image} 
once again thank you Chief EURUSDD.... May God Bless You Forever... MTH 
Thank you Eurusdd for the concepts. Thank you Zelo and the man that always help with 

visual chat... Kiad...  

I think i have been able to do something similar to your indicator.  What i am still 

working on is the stat.(Probability).  I need to go through the post again and study.

 
 
The TZ appears on or close to Sub Sequence (SS) levels . This concepts is making me see 
price in a different way. I will demo with this next week. 
 
Thank you all. 
 



 

 

Kiads Nov 7, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 11781

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting dtlase 
{quote} Thank you Eurusdd for the concepts. Thank you Zelo and the man that always help 

with visual chat... Kiad...  I think i have been able to do something similar to your 

indicator.  What i am still working on is the stat.(Probability).  I need to go through 

the post again and study.  The TZ appears on or close to Sub Sequence (SS) levels . 
This concepts is making me see price in a different way. I will demo with this next week. 
Thank you all. {image} 
 

 
 

Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done..  
 

 
 
Best Regards 
MTH 



 

Ullen Nov 7, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 11782

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 

I love correlation  

 

 

jlee425 Nov 7, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 11783

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 
Hi Kiads. Many thanks for your guides. Is blue arrow = bullish bar, red arrow = bearish 
bar? If not, where can i find the indicator? 
 
Regards 
J 

 

Kiads Nov 7, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 11784

 
Quoting jlee425 
{quote} Hi Kiads. Many thanks for your guides. Is blue arrow = bullish bar, red arrow = 
bearish bar? If not, where can i find the indicator? Regards J 
Hi My Friend, is not mine, is dtlase work, so i just give little suggestion how to deal with 
'his/her' SubSeq Indicator. 
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

Eurusdd Nov 7, 2014 12:48pm | Post# 11785

 
I am happy to see the way contributors here have taken the thread to another level. New 
ideas, methods etc. Nice! 



New contributors too. 

 

Kiads Nov 7, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 11786

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am happy to see the way contributors here have taken the thread to another level. New 
ideas, methods etc. Nice! New contributors too. 

Once again Thank You Sir.. and will always learning all of your 'great' concept.. 

 
 
MTH 

 

iexam Nov 7, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 11787

 
Thank you Eurusdd for all, 
 
i'll post some interesting results in fractals and zz end point with next bar prediction 
soon. 
 

Back Tested 7 yrs ... in any point its proved by itself  

 

Rcubic Nov 7, 2014 2:05pm | Post# 11788

 
Hello everyone, very interesting thread you have here. 
 
I have been reading and following some of your ideas, and I found that some of these 
analysis have a big similitude to order flow concepts and market structure, are any of 
you applying your trading this way?  
 
Would like to to share some views if any one is interested and seeing this way. 
 
Great stuff what you doing here. 
 
All the best 

 

Saturday Nov 7, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 11789

 
Quoting Rcubic 
Hello everyone, very interesting thread you have here. I have been reading and following 
some of your ideas, and I found that some of these analysis have a big similitude to 
order flow concepts and market structure, are any of you applying your trading this way? 
Would like to to share some views if any one is interested and seeing this way. Great 
stuff what you doing here. All the best 
That's basically what this is essentially. I'd be happy to hear your views! 

 

kprsa Nov 7, 2014 2:18pm | Post# 11790

 
Quoting Rcubic 
Hello everyone, very interesting thread you have here. I have been reading and following 
some of your ideas, and I found that some of these analysis have a big similitude to 



order flow concepts and market structure, are any of you applying your trading this way? 
Would like to to share some views if any one is interested and seeing this way. Great 
stuff what you doing here. All the best 
Sure, just go ahead. I was thinking for example about how turning points/tz would look 
like in the market profile type indicator and what the revisit probability means there. I 
guess all strategies aiming to be successful need to arrive at similar decision-making 
processes. The language may differ, but the connections may be illuminating. Also any 
additional knowledge about market mechanics is useful. 
 
k 

 

Rcubic Nov 7, 2014 2:30pm | Post# 11791

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Saturday 
{quote} That's basically what this is essentially. I'd be happy to hear your views! 
Ok, I don't use any of your indicators, and I am not totally sure if there is any similitude 
to your theories here presented. 
 
But this is a example of what I saw on GBPUSD on the starting week of 27th October, 
what I call levels to take out is what you call TZ? 
 
Not sure, still I have lots to read, but this is my share about what is order flow and 
market structure, there is 3 pictures, the set up and the corresponding developed of the 
analysis, you can se the market went to this zones, would like to hear your views also. 
 
Regards. 
 
First pic 



 

 

Rcubic Nov 7, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 11792

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Second pic 
 
first level taken out 



 

 

Rcubic Nov 7, 2014 2:32pm | Post# 11793

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Third pic 
 
second level taken out 



 

 

dtlase Nov 7, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 11794

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 
 

Thank you for the pointers.  I will take that as a guide (Manual). Have a great 
weekend. 

 

kprsa Nov 7, 2014 3:07pm | Post# 11795

 
Quoting Rcubic 
Third pic second level taken out {image} 
ok, imo the second level would qualify as a good target, as it is a higher tf transient end-
of-bar zone so it allows a longer trade validity time. the pullback could be viewed as a 



lower tf tz which would be less likely to be hit after a certain time has passed. perhaps an 
additional input from tz to your style could be the success probabilities for different 
targets. so this would also be a valid trade to take from the tz point of view, or at least it 
would be a trade i would happily take. 
 
k 

 

global3 Nov 7, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 11796

 
Kiads, how do you know what value of H to use with the xixi_tz_1_6.mq4 indicator? 

 

Kiads Nov 7, 2014 3:15pm | Post# 11797

 
Quoting global3 
Kiads, how do you know what value of H to use with the xixi_tz_1_6.mq4 indicator? 
Hi My Friend, 
 
I set h = 16, for M15,H1, and H4, just for simple adaptation of 4 times ratio. 
at M15 16 left and 16 right meaning 4 hours left and 4 hours right or close to 1 session 
market..lol 
at H1 just like 1 and half day (32 hours) or half of that famous 3 days candles.. lol 
at H4 it's close to 1 week i meant 30 H4 candles for 1 week range plus 2 bonus 
candles....hahahaha 
 
don't be so serious my friend.. have a nice weekend.. and enjoy your life.. 
best regards 
MTH 

 

forextarget Nov 7, 2014 4:41pm | Post# 11798

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 
HI just one quick question do you enter after red or blue arrow appear or i have to wait 
for the candle to closed before i enter? 

 

juriFX Nov 7, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 11799

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} When result of sub-sequences supported by current candles formation then go 
head, but when it's not supported then hold.. just as simple as that. just like TZ, mostly 
top/bottom PTZ become TZ when there is pinbar at the end of wave/trend, so when sub-

sequences result show up at that kind formation.. what should you do ? best regards 
MTH 
I think I got it. 
My version of the OHLC sequencer. 
X = subsequence condition not met (rare event) 
circle = kiad's bombs (not so fancy I know :P) 



 
 
OHLC/4 gives 97.43% probability of valid sub-sequences, better than using highs or lows. 
thanks kiads for posting your charts 

 

 

Ezzy Nov 7, 2014 6:59pm | Post# 11800

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi All, forget about 'bombs' and 'arrows'. I don't have any permission until now.. lol so no 
need to wait. 
 
Totally understandable my friend. 
 
But.. Sharing is caring.. 
 
You are very kind! 
 
if you can mastered that.. then i believe you will rarely came to this FF community..lol. 
Best regards.. have a nice weekend with your family and friends. God Bless You.. MTH 

These are worth gold Kiads!  
 
Many thanks 
Ezzy 
 
 

Now back to my ongoing study!  

 

Pigh77 Nov 7, 2014 7:54pm | Post# 11801

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi 
I would like to share my idea that comes from EURUSDD and from autocorrelation:  



 
As you can see time frames are in a 3:1 ratio and also the parameters for the trading 
system 
that was applied to both graphs 
 
in the lower graph there are 2 more signals than the upper, because of the 
Similarity/Dissimilarity 
concept shared by EURUSDD. 
 
EURUSDD has teached to use these situation in order to "close the error"... it means that 
there 
I can buy at the first Red sell arrow and then flattening the position at the Blue arrow. 
 
It seems perfect, because the successfull trades could be in high %, but I would like to have 
more 
user trying it and discuss it. 
 
Thank you 

 

 

PiratePip Nov 7, 2014 9:18pm | Post# 11802

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A message to every one still struggling to learn theories... dont give up! 



 
time to study study study over the weekend.... 

 

hannele Nov 7, 2014 9:30pm | Post# 11803

 
Quoting Pigh77 
Hi I would like to share my idea that comes from EURUSDD and from autocorrelation: As 
you can see time frames are in a 3:1 ratio and also the parameters for the trading 
system that was applied to both graphs in the lower graph there are 2 more signals than 
the upper, because of the Similarity/Dissimilarity concept shared by EURUSDD. 
EURUSDD has teached to use these situation in order to "close the error"... it means that 
there I can buy at the first Red sell arrow and then flattening the position at the Blue 
arrow. It seems perfect, because the... 
Hi Pigh77 
 
Can you attach the indi for trying and testing this please ? 
cheers 
hannele 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 7, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 11804

 
Quoting Kiads 
Hi All, forget about 'bombs' and 'arrows'. I don't have any permission until now.. lol so no 
need to wait.. let's carry on and walk with normal life.. {image} But.. Sharing is caring.. 



{image} so, here we go my dumbest way to trade with TZ.. without any 'bombs' or 
'fancy arrows'..lol. {image} there's many TZ-BB relation patterns to watch, mark, and 
memorize the 'after' effect {image} if you can mastered that.. then i believe you will 
rarely came to this FF community..lol. Best regards.. have a nice weekend with your 
family and friends. God Bless... 
Kiads, I know you posted great charts and usually it can't get clearer than that. But my 
brain has been on strike lately so I'm sorry I have to ask to be very clear. 
 
When you say "cut the middle" it means one of the outer BB lines cut the TZ/PTZ right in 
the middle or at least very close to it.  
(mostly hard turns) 
 
"full outside" means totally no BB touch 
(mostly soft turns) 

 

LvCa Nov 7, 2014 10:16pm | Post# 11805

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 
Hello dear Kiads , 
your mind is so powerfull , i love your chart becouse these are simple for me to 
undrstand it ( i have difficult with english) . 
Now i have a question for you : I'll try to put the stop-loss below the previous tz 
completed, do you think it's a good thing? Or stop at the and of H bar/ time ? 
Thank you very mutch ser. 
 
To do (me) : 

Learn the SS  
Open new Demo account (Luckily I do not have money, so I feel no real money ) 
Good life ser. 

Ty so mutch mr Eurusdd  

 

Rparm Nov 7, 2014 11:43pm | Post# 11806

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Using Sciurus Indicator v1.7 (1minute EURUSD), I used the value of minpipwidthforward 1 
as a filter (to allow profit to be greater than spread).... I've experimented with low values of 
H Left such 0 and no K Value, The H Right is set to 60, and 8000 bar lookback 
 
I hope the chart explains what I've been working with for a few days, Its a "similar" idea 
(difference: take profit is inside the box, and there is no "K" value and no H left) presented 
clearly by FX Jay and Eurusdd (earlier this week) and discussed by others 
Having no H Left allows for more entries with same logic: 
Price did not return to X within H Right which has a 5.4% chance of being Transient(based 
off of 8000 bar lookback), The Next time Price is at X it has a good potential for being H 
Recurrent.... Also I used 60 H right as an example, but A higher value can obviously be used 
for better accuracy. 
 
GREEN THICK LINE IS LONG BUY...... LIME IS EXIT 
RED THICK LINE IS SHORT SELL...... PINK IS EXIT 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
PS. The problems I currently face is dealing with large drawdown periods (when to reenter 
towards the "X" or when to call the trade a loss), the chart Presented was todays and 
most trades today look like winners and it looks beautiful, BUT yesterday there 
were numerous losses!!! 
 
What I'm hoping to figure out is Stop loss values based on Time or Pips and maybe even a 
consistent K value, EURUSDD mentioned there is a way to find the optimum K Value which 
I'm guessing would reduce drawdown significantly... hopefully others in here have an 

opinion on what I've shown, critisisim or positive Feedback is appreciated!!! perhaps 
an idea you have or maybe a link to a post I should re-read... 
I'm throwing in similarity and SS indis to see if they help at all. 

 

Kiads Nov 8, 2014 2:09am | Post# 11807

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Kiads, I know you posted great charts and usually it can't get clearer than that. But 
my brain has been on strike lately so I'm sorry I have to ask to be very clear. When you say 
"cut the middle" it means one of the outer BB lines cut the TZ/PTZ right in the middle or at 
least very close to it. (mostly hard turns) "full outside" means totally no BB touch (mostly 
soft turns) 

Hi My Friend, here we go.. go.. go..  
 



 
 
and if you can combined it with Sub-Sequence... you will be in brokers 'red list' soon... lol 

 
 
Best Regards 
MTH 

 

handy148 Nov 8, 2014 2:55am | Post# 11808

 
Kiads - I've been trading for more than 20 years and it's true you never stop learning cos 
I just learned something from you about Bollinger Bands which I didn't know. Are you 
using the recognised standard settings for BB's ? 

 

Rparm Nov 8, 2014 2:58am | Post# 11809

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Hi My Friend, here we go.. go.. go.. {image} and if you can combined it with 

Sub-Sequence... you will be in brokers 'red list' soon... lol Best Regards MTH 
Hey Kiads! Thank you again for showing your methods, I have a Question for you... 
Something that doesn't make sense to me is how can we trade using the Transient Zone 
when it doesn't have a a fully formed Right side? for example everything listed points 1 to 2 
if I understand what you are saying correctly you mean that 
#1 After A Transient Zone price will cross Mid BB 
#2 to upper/lower BB 
 
The Sciurus Indi Show Past Forming Transient Zones In Pink, how come at the spots pointed 
out on my chart with "X" were not considered to crossover to Top/bottom BB? It looks easy 
to do after the Transient has fully formed but how would someone make the conclusion that 
Price will move from the Potential Transient Zone and cross before a confirmed Right side, 
and by the time the Right side has finished forming entry is too late? I hope I'm making 
sense and Interpreting what you've shown correctly forgive me if I'm being stupid, I need to 

sleep lol  
 
Also Thank you for showing the "Yellow Star" Ive never noticed that before I will try and use 



it in the future! 
 
 

 

 

Kiads Nov 8, 2014 3:30am | Post# 11810

 
Quoting handy148 
Kiads - I've been trading for more than 20 years and it's true you never stop learning cos 
I just learned something from you about Bollinger Bands which I didn't know. Are you 
using the recognised standard settings for BB's ? 
Hi My friend, as i already explained, I use standard BB period 16 to match with h=16, 
and deviation =2 apply to close or median (HL/2) price.. 
 
best regards 
MTH 

 

Kiads Nov 8, 2014 3:39am | Post# 11811

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} Hey Kiads! Thank you again for showing your methods, I have a Question for you... 
Something that doesn't make sense to me is how can we trade using the Transient Zone 
when it doesn't have a a fully formed Right side? for example everything listed points 1 to 2 
if I understand what you are saying correctly you mean that #1 After A Transient Zone price 
will cross Mid BB #2 to upper/lower BB The Sciurus Indi Show Past Forming Transient Zones 
In Pink, how come at the spots pointed out on my chart with "X" were not considered to 
crossover to... 
My Friend, with the help of BB principles we can make sure that PTZ will become TZ, so no 
need to wait until PTZ become TZ, just look at the position where PTZ appear in relation 
with BB. 
 
As I mentioned it several time in this thread, that all Chief EURUSDD 'wonderful concept' are 
related each other, BB, ZZ, DNA, stoch similarity, TZ and Sub-Sequences.. all of them are 
strongly related and confluence so our job is to combined that 'diamond' building block to 
create our trust-able trading system with our own 'personalization' and mastering it. 
 



 
 

lol i'm not a math guy the only math i know is this one...  
 

 
 
Best regards 
MTH 

 

Rparm Nov 8, 2014 3:50am | Post# 11812

 



Quoting Kiads 
{quote} My Friend, with the help of BB principles we can make sure that PTZ will become 
TZ, so no need to wait until PTZ become TZ, just look at the position where PTZ appear 
in relation with BB. As I mentioned it several time in this thread, that all Chief EURUSDD 
'wonderful concept' are related each other, BB, ZZ, DNA, stoch similarity, TZ and Sub-
Sequences.. all of them are strongly related and confluence so our job is to combined 
that 'diamond' building block to create our trust-able trading system with our own 
'personalization' and mastering... 
Thank you for the reply! I won't give up trying!!! 

 

orid Nov 8, 2014 4:39am | Post# 11813

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} My Friend, with the help of BB principles we can make sure that PTZ will become 
TZ, so no need to wait until PTZ become TZ, just look at the position where PTZ appear 
in relation with BB. As I mentioned it several time in this thread, that all Chief EURUSDD 
'wonderful concept' are related each other, BB, ZZ, DNA, stoch similarity, TZ and Sub-
Sequences.. all of them are strongly related and confluence so our job is to combined 
that 'diamond' building block to create our trust-able trading system with our own 
'personalization' and mastering... 

Muat admire you Kiads , you really are brilliant  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 8, 2014 5:24am | Post# 11814

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Hi My Friend, here we go.. go.. go.. {image} and if you can combined it with 

Sub-Sequence... you will be in brokers 'red list' soon... lol Best Regards MTH 
How could I have been so blind! I thought I got TZs but whoah it just keeps wowing!  
 
Bollinger himself probably didn't know the extent of his creations power! 
 
To the people who are struggling, there are many many ways to use TZ theory and Kiads 
has just shown yet another brilliant way of using it! Study the charts in #11779 and 
#11811. 
 
I'd suggest also you stop live trading if you are and go back to demo or use 0.01 lots, 
spend a week or two, practice and master this and you will thank yourself! 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 6:08am | Post# 11815

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys 
 
Every one has his own experiences. Every trader has to create his own trading system which 
suits his personality and understanding. I have observed that this Similarity/TZ/RZ idea is 
working very well if 
1- One keeps an eye on the trading sessions 
2- On news events 
3- Currency overall fluctuation with respect to other currencies. 
4- Money Management 
 

My 500$ demo account reached to 1400 in 2 days. 



 
Wanted to share with you guys (except kiads, whos is so miser. LOLs..luv u bro) 
 
Drain the banks guys 
 
Best Regards 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 8, 2014 6:51am | Post# 11816

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
3- Currency overall fluctuation with respect to other currencies.  
 

 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 7:47am | Post# 11817

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote}  
 

 
 
 
This is what I was talking about. (Currency Fluctuation) 



 

 

Kiads Nov 8, 2014 7:48am | Post# 11818

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Wanted to share with you guys (except kiads, whos is so miser. LOLs..luv u bro) Drain 
the banks guys Best Regards {image} 

I miss You too..... LOL...  

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 8:01am | Post# 11819

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} I miss You too..... LOL...  
 

 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 8, 2014 8:50am | Post# 11820

 
Quoting mehtabkk 

{quote} This is what I was talking about. (Currency Fluctuation) {image} 
If you show us the new tool that is possibly helpful for someone, why do not you show us 
the link, where we can find the tool itself and read about it? 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

Pigh77 Nov 8, 2014 8:51am | Post# 11821

 
Quoting hannele 
{quote} Hi Pigh77 Can you attach the indi for trying and testing this please ? cheers 
hannele 
Hi  
every model / indicator is fine, you have only to set parameters related to the time frame 
ratio (5-15 min is a 1:3 ratio) 



 
In theory the same model/indicator applied following these criterias has to agree at 
100% between the 2 time frames.. but it does not 

 

swamper Nov 8, 2014 9:16am | Post# 11822

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} If you show us the new tool that is possibly helpful for someone, why do not you 
show us the link, where we can find the tool itself and read about it? Best, D.P. 
http://www.stevehopwoodforex.com/php...php?f=45&t=629  

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 9:21am | Post# 11823

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Guys 
 
Since I received some pms from traders to share this system, I am attaching the system 
I use. It is the combination of Similarity thread on FF and 
Baluda, Tommaso, Nanning Bob's indicators on stevehopewoodforex.com . All these guys 
are great coders and traders. Interested friends can visit that site as well. 
 
I use M30 for trading the pairs. 
CSS M5-M15 for short trades of 20-100 pips. 
CSS H4 for big trades of 250-1000 pips. We use CSS just to know the change of trend 
(forming of a Potential TZ) 
 
When 2 currencies cross each other, it means the trend has changed. Now wait for the 
Potential TZ formation above the B Bands. Sell when stochastic+ symphony spike signals 
and the weakening currency crosses 0 level and goes past -0.2 level. Only sell trades for 
a weakening currency till the currencies have crossed again and an opposite PTZ is 
forming. 
 
Buy for the vice versa. 
 
I hope it helps. 
 
Regards 
Mehtab CSS+TZ final.zip  

 

orid Nov 8, 2014 9:56am | Post# 11824

 
Kiads ,would you mind posting your latest settings for Renko please ? or pm if you prefer 
 
Regards Orid peter 

 

tradur Nov 8, 2014 10:35am | Post# 11825

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Guys Since I received some pms from traders to share this system, I am attaching the 
system I use. It is the combination of Similarity thread on FF and Baluda, Tommaso, 
Nanning Bob's indicators on stevehopewoodforex.com . All these guys are great coders 
and traders. Interested friends can visit that site as well. I use M30 for trading the pairs. 



CSS M5-M15 for short trades of 20-100 pips. CSS H4 for big trades of 250-1000 pips. We 
use CSS just to know the change of trend (forming of a Potential TZ) When 2 currencies 
cross each other, it means the... 
What is the purpose of your fractal lines? same like ss lines? 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 10:59am | Post# 11826

 
Quoting tradur 
{quote} What is the purpose of your fractal lines? same like ss lines? 
The Bigger RED LINE shows us the general trend and when trend is broken. The fractal 
dots go with stochastic indicators Over Bought and Oversold positions showing a 
potential reversal point. 

 

Sciurus Nov 8, 2014 11:52am | Post# 11827

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Hi My Friend, here we go.. go.. go.. {image} and if you can combined it with 

Sub-Sequence... you will be in brokers 'red list' soon... lol Best Regards MTH 

Kiads, you never cease to amaze me .  
 
Now this may be the last time I do this, but you have inspired me... 
 
Cheers, Sci. 



 

 



 

 

humlux Nov 8, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 11828

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Seriously, some of you make my retirement from the thread for the rest of the 
year difficult! First, some of you have a bad notion of probability. second, some of you 
just don't want to open your eyes properly. Combine these two and we have disaster. 
Ok. Now, in the short-run we are assured(97%) that a previous h-TZ price will be h-
recurrent the next time price gets there. Easy. But you must be careful because the 
value you choose for your h matters and 3% is still a huge value. Therefore, there is still 
a chance that p may not be h-recurrent... 
Fabulous powers were revealed to me the day I held aloft this mighty thread and said, 
"By the power of Eurusdd, I have the POWER! I am now the master of my universe. I 
now control the Horizontal and the Vertical! 
 
Though I have lost some hair scratching my head these past several weeks, I am grateful 
for having read most of the posts. (Albeit over and over!) 



 
My EA is on FUEGO! 

 

anna3003 Nov 8, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 11829

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Guys Since I received some pms from traders to share this system, I am attaching the 
system I use. It is the combination of Similarity thread on FF and Baluda, Tommaso, 
Nanning Bob's indicators on stevehopewoodforex.com . All these guys are great coders 
and traders. Interested friends can visit that site as well. I use M30 for trading the pairs. 
CSS M5-M15 for short trades of 20-100 pips. CSS H4 for big trades of 250-1000 pips. We 
use CSS just to know the change of trend (forming of a Potential TZ) When 2 currencies 
cross each other, it means the... 

 
Thank you for sharing 

 

Ullen Nov 8, 2014 1:37pm | Post# 11830

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Know the levels. Price will try to tease you a little, run away from you; but when she 
finds out that you are not moving - chasing her - she will stop and start to run back to 
you!!! That is my trading-philosophy... 
The sentence that changed my life. 
 
I honestly can't thank you enough... 

 

Saturday Nov 8, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 11831

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} The sentence that changed my life. I honestly can't thank you enough... 

Ready to change your signature to "I just want a jet"?  

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 4:26pm | Post# 11832

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} My Friend, with the help of BB principles we can make sure that PTZ will become 
TZ, so no need to wait until PTZ become TZ, just look at the position where PTZ appear in 
relation with BB. As I mentioned it several time in this thread, that all Chief EURUSDD 
'wonderful concept' are related each other, BB, ZZ, DNA, stoch similarity, TZ and Sub-
Sequences.. all of them are strongly related and confluence so our job is to combined that 
'diamond' building block to create our trust-able trading system with our own 
'personalization' and mastering... 
 
Dear Kiads, 
 
Rparm and cfdtaleong have already asked you about it but I ask you once again just to 
make it sure this is the way to interpret your theory and picture. Because unfortunately I 
see no edge on the picture (and backtest). 
 
All The Best 
Kore 



 

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 4:35pm | Post# 11833

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Guys Since I received some pms from traders to share this system, I am attaching the 
system I use. It is the combination of Similarity thread on FF and Baluda, Tommaso, 
Nanning Bob's indicators on stevehopewoodforex.com . All these guys are great coders 
and traders. Interested friends can visit that site as well. I use M30 for trading the pairs. 
CSS M5-M15 for short trades of 20-100 pips. CSS H4 for big trades of 250-1000 pips. We 
use CSS just to know the change of trend (forming of a Potential TZ) When 2 currencies 
cross each other, it means the... 
Hi mehtabkk, 
 
Please don`t get mad at me I ask this question the very first time and just because I 
cannot wait market open hours: Does CSS indi repaint? I suppose it does because it`s 
based on TMA Slope which is a repainter itself. 
 
Cheers 
Kore 

 



GU-Night Nov 8, 2014 4:46pm | Post# 11834

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hi mehtabkk, Please don`t get mad at me I ask this question the very first time 
and just because I cannot wait market open hours: Does CSS indi repaint? I suppose it 
does because it`s based on TMA Slope which is a repainter itself. Cheers Kore 
It doesn't repaint if you set 'ignorefuture' to true. But opinions are different if we can call 
it 'true TMA' then. 

 

Ullen Nov 8, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 11835

 
Quoting Saturday 

{quote} Ready to change your signature to "I just want a jet"?  

Haha, soon my friend   

 

Kiads Nov 8, 2014 5:04pm | Post# 11836

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Dear Kiads, Rparm and cfdtaleong have already asked you about it but I ask you 
once again just to make it sure this is the way to interpret your theory and picture. 
Because unfortunately I see no edge on the picture (and backtest). All The Best Kore 
{image} 
My Friend, your 4 red arrows pointing to mid zone PTZ, and mid zone PTZ mostly 
represent continuation, also please, if you understand how to read BB, you should 
understand 'at that moment' price push upper BB line and create 'divergence' with lower 
BB line and that also represent continuation. 
 
So, in that 4 red arrows, there's no top PTZ, and if you entry short at that points, yes 
you will lose.. 
 
Sciurus TZ indicator is a good one, if you know how to use it.. and if you can read history 
to your benefit. The Channel function is great.. lol, but better you ask Sciurus for that. 
 
Happy Weekend and best regards 
MTH 

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 5:32pm | Post# 11837

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} My Friend, your 4 red arrows pointing to mid zone PTZ, and mid zone PTZ 
mostly represent continuation, also please, if you understand how to read BB, you should 
understand 'at that moment' price push upper BB line and create 'divergence' with lower 
BB line and that also represent continuation. So, in that 4 red arrows, there's no top PTZ, 
and if you entry short at that points, yes you will lose.. Sciurus TZ indicator is a good 
one, if you know how to use it.. and if you can read history to your benefit. The Channel 
function is great.. lol,... 
Sure, those red arrows are pointing to mid PTZs because they failed as true TZs. But how 
would you have recognized that they would be mid PTZs and not top TZs beforehand? 
Anyway if you traded this live you would have taken those trades beacuse BB cut 
through middle PTZ, wouldn`t you? 
What do you mean by " price push upper BB line and create 'divergence' with lower BB 
line " ? BB had the same characteristics at those 4 arrows like at the final top true TZ 



where you took the trade. At least I can see no difference at all... 
 
Have a Nice Weekend too! 

 

GU-Night Nov 8, 2014 6:55pm | Post# 11838

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Sure, those red arrows are pointing to mid PTZs because they failed as true TZs. 
But how would you have recognized that they would be mid PTZs and not top TZs 
beforehand? Anyway if you traded this live you would have taken those trades beacuse BB 
cut through middle PTZ, wouldn`t you? What do you mean by " price push upper BB line 
and create 'divergence' with lower BB line " ? BB had the same characteristics at those 4 
arrows like at the final top true TZ where you took the trade. At least I can see no difference 
at all... Have a Nice Weekend... 
Yellow, dissimilarity. White, similarity. 

 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 8, 2014 7:09pm | Post# 11839

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Keep up the good work my friend.. you're almost done.. {image} Best 
Regards MTH 

Thank you mate, great posts. Simple, clear, powerful  

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 11840

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Yellow, dissimilarity. White, similarity. {image} 
Thank you, 
 

Interesting idea. I have to get a protractor to see for myself  

 



Saturday Nov 8, 2014 7:25pm | Post# 11841

 
2 Attachment(s) 

 
Strong selling signal on GPBUSD, at the same time as a dissimiliarity zone is about to 
start. I wonder what will happen first. 

 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 7:29pm | Post# 11842

 



Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hi mehtabkk, Please don`t get mad at me I ask this question the very first time 
and just because I cannot wait market open hours: Does CSS indi repaint? I suppose it 
does because it`s based on TMA Slope which is a repainter itself. Cheers Kore 
NO, it does not. CSS is the statistical calculations of a currency against all others. The 

value is taken from 28 pairs and weighed.  
 
Enjoy 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 7:40pm | Post# 11843

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Kiads 
 
Since I am not a coder, here is the food for your thought and come up with your trading 
system "Atom Bomb". 
 
LOLsss 

 

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 7:46pm | Post# 11844

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
{quote} NO, it does not. CSS is the statistical calculations of a currency against all 

others. The value is taken from 28 pairs and weighed. Enjoy 
 

I hope you are right because it would be a really good news  
 
GU-Night answered my question a bit differently: "It doesn't repaint if you set 
'ignorefuture' to true. But opinions are different if we can call it 'true TMA' then." 
 
In that case nor can I myself call it true TMA because I know what that above mentioned 
difference means. 
 
mehtabkk have you used it with ignorefuture set false, and no repainting yet? 
 
Thanks 



 

giovanni4000 Nov 8, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 11845

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting juriFX 
......The 4 conditions can be found here. Then there exist only 2 situations where the 
condition is not met. This is shown in this example provided by EURUSDD. Therefore the 
2 situations, in the example of using highs, are: 1. Higher high (HH), lower high(LH), HH, 
LH 2. LH, HH, LH, HH These 2 situations can also be found by using the tree example by 
EURUSDD posted here.... 
Hi Juri, 

I think this very powerful concept is not easy (especially for me ). I saw at the code 
provided by some mates here, and the rule is some thing like this : 

Quote 
if((high[t1+1]>high[t1+3] && high[t1+3]>high[t1+5]) || 
(high[t1+3]>high[t1+4] && high[t1+4]>high[t1+5]) || 
(high[t1+1]>high[t1+2] && high[t1+2]>high[t1+3]) || 
(high[t1+2]>high[t1+3] && high[t1+3]>high[t1+4]) || 
(low[t1+1]<low[t1+3] && low[t1+3]<low[t1+5]) || 
(low[t1+3]<low[t1+4] && low[t1+4]<low[t1+5]) || 
(low[t1+1]<low[t1+2] && low[t1+2]<low[t1+3]) || 
(low[t1+2]<low[t1+3] && low[t1+3]<low[t1+4])) 
{ 
 
So, we are looking for the high (if up trend) and low (if down trend). 
 
1) How can we know that it is in up trend or down trend at the moment (in coding, 
without looking at the chart) ? Do we use EMA ? 
2) In the picture below, there are LH,HH,LH,HH and HL,LL,HL,LL .... which one should we 
use ? 
 
Hm .... still need time to understand this...... 
 
Thanks 

 

 



giovanni4000 Nov 8, 2014 7:52pm | Post# 11846

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
Kiads Since I am not a coder, here is the food for your thought and come up with your 
trading system "Atom Bomb". LOLsss {image} 

Good idea, thanks mate for sharing the idea of using CSS  
Edit: may i know where can we get the Single pair CSS like yours on the chart ? 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 8:03pm | Post# 11847

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kore2 

{quote} I hope you are right because it would be a really good news GU-Night answered 
my question a bit differently: "It doesn't repaint if you set 'ignorefuture' to true. But 
opinions are different if we can call it 'true TMA' then." In that case nor can I myself call it 
true TMA because I know what that above mentioned difference means. mehtabkk have you 
used it with ignorefuture set false, and no repainting yet? Thanks 
Bro 
 
He is right, repaint with Ignore Future set to false and does not repaint if set to true. We 
can also use (CSS, one pair) for the pair we trade and CSS 24 pairs for overall performance. 
I had set both CSS on my CSS template. It helps and confirms currency trend change. A 
currency in the upper CSS will go above zero level when it changes direction from selling to 
buying against all others and the lower CSS will show the point where a currency changes 
its direction. But the best trade will be against the currency which is falling below the 0 
level. 
When two currencies cross each other, it also hints that the trend has changed. 
 
Hope it helps 
 

 

 

 

GU-Night Nov 8, 2014 8:10pm | Post# 11848

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kore2 

{quote} Thank you, Interesting idea. I have to get a protractor to see for myself  



Get that! One needs nothing more than TZ’s and Bollinger bands.  

 

 

mehtabkk Nov 8, 2014 8:10pm | Post# 11849

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Good idea, thanks mate for sharing the idea of using CSS Edit: may i know 
where can we get the Single pair CSS like yours on the chart ? 
Bro 
 
All the indicators are included in my shared zip file. Post#11827 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 8, 2014 8:19pm | Post# 11850

 
Quoting mehtabkk 
{quote} Bro All the indicators are included in my shared zip file. Post#11827 
Thanks a lot bro. will look at it. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 8, 2014 8:36pm | Post# 11851

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Dear Kiads, Rparm and cfdtaleong have already asked you about it but I ask you 
once again just to make it sure this is the way to interpret your theory and picture. Because 
unfortunately I see no edge on the picture (and backtest). All The Best Kore {image} 



 
 
Hi, not sure I understand you right or I misunderstood Kiads, but you mention "cut the 
middle TZ bars"? My interpretation is in the picture. The reference is between the BB and 
PTZ rectangle itself, not the bars. "Back charting" was rather impressive for me on a 

number of pairs. You'll see that GU will likely want to come down a bit next week and 

dollar strength for that matter  

 

arelbilger Nov 8, 2014 9:17pm | Post# 11852

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi All, 
I still couldn't find a way to trade with it this idea. I hope i can also find a way. 
 
According to RecurrenceStatisticV3 probability increases with high h_right value 
 
 
h_left – h_right ................................... .............................16 – 2................. 16 – 16 
...................16 – 32 
 
Frequency of true transient bars:.............................. .........7,1 %.................. 2,8 
%......................... 2 % 
Frequency of possible transient bars: ..............................12,7 %................. 12,7 % 
....................12,7 % 
Probability of fully resolving possible transient bars: ..........43 %.................. 77 
%........................ 83 % 
 
 
for h_left=16 / h_right=32 
Probability of a break of PTZ is 83 % 
Probability of a break of PTZ within the next 2 candles is 43 % (which is almost impossible 
for me to trade) 
than probability of a test of PTZ within the remaining 31 candles is 40 % (Tradable Area) 
 
As far as I know when a PTZ is invalidated within the next X candles the indicator dosn't 



calculate anymore a retest of that PTZ. 
Is it possible to make a few changes at this indicator? Lets say it doesn't calculate the 
percentage of the first X Candles but at the first touch of the remaining (h_right - X) 
candles. 
 
i hope i could have explained it with my poor english. 
 
http://g74i.imgup.net/tze6f9.png 
there was a problem uploading the pic to FF 

 

 

Ezzy Nov 8, 2014 11:06pm | Post# 11853

 
Just an observation, and what I will practice this week. When cut in the middle PTZ has 
been fully formed, I won't be taken it :-) iI'll wait for the next PTZ to form, which will 
likely be a continuation signal ;-) 
 
Thanks again Kiads and others. 
 
I will also be looking for those PTZ rectangles forming completely outside the bbs, you 
don't need to wait for those to be fully formed before being able to enter into a trade. 

 

jackprobe Nov 8, 2014 11:12pm | Post# 11854

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

......  So, we are looking for the high (if up trend) and low (if down trend). 1) How can 
we know that it is in up trend or down trend ..... 
Hi bro, i do not think we need to look for the trend, the important thing is the 5 in a row 
bars, are they match that 4 conditions or not. 
Please correct me if i am wrong mates. 

 

kore2 Nov 8, 2014 11:35pm | Post# 11855

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {image} Hi, not sure I understand you right or I misunderstood Kiads, but you 
mention "cut the middle TZ bars"? My interpretation is in the picture. The reference is 
between the BB and PTZ rectangle itself, not the bars. "Back charting" was rather 
impressive for me on a number of pairs. You'll see that GU will likely want to come down 

a bit next week and dollar strength for that matter  
Hey cfdtaleong 
 
If BB will cut the PTZ it would also cut the middle bar. Except for that one thing we 
interpret it the same way. But you will never have such a vertical BB cut like on the left 
side on your picture (I have tested it with backtester). And right side of PTZ isn`t 
supposed to be formed yet (not like on your picture). I really would like to see (and 

trade) that impressive edge you see, but I can`t see it no matter how hard I try...  
 
But now let`s have some fun: Bernard Hopkins vs Sergei Kovalev boxing match starting 
in a few minutes. 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 9, 2014 12:20am | Post# 11856

 
Here's your money maker for next week: 
 
Pair: EURNZD 
Order: Buy 
TP: 1.6250 (+197 pips) 
SL: 1.5900 (-153 pips) 
*Notice that your risk is less than the reward  
 



Expected time to reach Target: <72 Hours 
Probability of success: 95% 
 
This call has all the components needed for a good trade: 
1- Favorable RR 
2- Very High Probability 
3- Predetermined Fixed SL 
4- Timing 
 
Good Luck, 
Jay 

 

ellenbrook Nov 9, 2014 12:30am | Post# 11857

 
thanks master when are you going to sell your winning system please ??????? 
take care 

 

Blackeagle Nov 9, 2014 1:06am | Post# 11858

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
... Pair: EURNZD Order: Buy TP: 1.6250 ...... as a bonus, positive swaps Good Luck, Jay 
If you are buying EURNZD, that means you are shorting NZD which has higher interest 
rate. This will give you negative swap, not a positive one, so you'll be charged swap fee. 
 
Regards, 
Blackeagle 

 

LvCa Nov 9, 2014 1:13am | Post# 11859

 
uhmm .. last night I thought of one thing: if we know a point of attraction then it might 
be useful to know a totally abandons the point where power ends. 
This, to me it might be useful, for example, to find a good place to stop loss. 
Around I found the indicator COG (Centre of graity) but I do not like it very much 

because I want the center to remain fixed on one point ...  
Excuse me guys, and 'just a thought ... but what do you think about this? 

 

Rparm Nov 9, 2014 1:27am | Post# 11860

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} {image} Hi, not sure I understand you right or I misunderstood Kiads, but you 
mention "cut the middle TZ bars"? My interpretation is in the picture. The reference is 
between the BB and PTZ rectangle itself, not the bars... 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's your money maker for next week... 
Hello Cfdtaleong, if you could show a chart with sciurus indicator and BB indi and show 
where you would enter your trade it would clarify much for me and for others that are 
struggling. The reason I ask that you use Sciurus Indi is because it shows all past 
repainted PTZ 
 
Hey again FX-Jay, thanks for sharing your call! If you wouldn't mind could you tell us 
what in this thread has improved your trading the most, TZ, similarity or perhaps a post 
that gave you new perspective? And lastly do you do Multitime frame analysis or prefer 



sticking to 1 timeframe. 
 
It seems as if this thread has been focused on TZ lately but trading them with a 
"reversal" type method. There is one problem that I see and I hope someone can change 
my perspective and allow me to see how to use these reversals the way the do... but 
here's why I believe trying to Reverse a PTZ doesn't work for me: 
 
It has been presented many times before, when using a decent H value price is rarely H 
transient..... page 6 of the PDF: "TZ RZ Clues and Lessons" not to mention numerous 
posts by others including the man himself, Eurusdd. 
 
a Potential TZ... is just that, it has the potential to become Transient but based off of the 
H value being used: odds are that it will repaint 
There are two basic trading options that I can see with TZs: 
1. Trade the reversal of a PTZ, the odds of it being a non repainting, true H-TZ are very 
slim but stop loss can be tight 
2. Trade in the direction of PTZ example if its Top PTZ go long because chances are it will 
repaint... DD is a major issue with this method 
There is however the "secret method": 
The method that was shown clearly by FX-Jay and Eurusdd not too long ago on... page 
575, that was discussed by many before but not so obviously shown (giving credit to the 
guys who are no longer active on this thread). 
 
my point being: 
Why don't we try and elaborate on this "secret" some more instead of falling back into 
Reversals and Continuations??? True HTZ Reversals rarely happen... and to get a good 
entry with minimal DD expecting a continuation is a long shot 
 
this is the last time I post a question regarding TZ reversals with BB, I hope someone 
can clarify with Sciurus indi chart and their entries clearly shown and explained on a 
chart. Thanks all, I hope I don't come across as negative and I envy those of you who 

are capable of consistently trading the methods I described above!  

 

FX-Jay Nov 9, 2014 1:28am | Post# 11861

 
Quoting Blackeagle 
{quote} If you are buying EURNZD, that means you are shorting NZD which has higher 
interest rate. This will give you negative swap, not a positive one, so you'll be charged 
swap fee. Regards, Blackeagle 
woops my bad, will edit post & fix that. 
Tnx for pointing it out 

 

Rparm Nov 9, 2014 1:39am | Post# 11862

 
Quoting LvCa 
uhmm .. last night I thought of one thing: if we know a point of attraction then it might 
be useful to know a totally abandons the point where power ends. This, to me it might be 
useful, for example, to find a good place to stop loss. Around I found the indicator COG 
(Centre of graity) but I do not like it very much because I want the center to remain 

fixed on one point ...  Excuse me guys, and 'just a thought ... but what do you think 
about this? 
It is a great idea! I too have been trying to find a "time factor" type stoploss when it 
comes to similarity if that's what you mean, no luck yet but it is something that would be 
a game changer 



 

FX-Jay Nov 9, 2014 1:50am | Post# 11863

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} {quote} Hey again FX-Jay, thanks for sharing your call! If you wouldn't mind 
could you tell us what in this thread has improved your trading the most, TZ, similarity or 
perhaps a post that gave you new perspective? And lastly do you do Multitime frame 
analysis or prefer sticking to 1 timeframe. 
Hey Rparm, 
 
I am exclusively using the TZ/Probability concept.  
I recently regained my interest in Similarity after Metacoder shared his Wormhole EA. 
However, my calls & results have nothing to do with it.  
 
Rahimseven made a great job by compiling all the important statements mentioned by 
EURUSD into 1 or 2 PDFs. I don't think you need anything more than those statements to 
guide you the same way I was guided. The thread has so many ideas that are thrown left 
and right. Some are right, some are wrong, and some are just misleading. My advice is 
to do your own testing on every idea presented here before trading it live. If you don't 
have time for doing some extensive testings like I did (could take endless 
hours/days/weeks to get it right), then stick with ideas that are back by previous live 
calls or account statements.  
 
Concerning Multi TFs, I have tried taking that path, but ended up sticking to 1 TF since it 
proved to be very profitable for me. I'm not saying that Multi TF analysis is not good, it 
could actually make me even more profitable, but since I'm more than happy with my 
results, I'll stick to mastering and improving what I am doing with single TF. I am 
currently using H4 TFs exclusively for signals, and lower TFs just for an accurate entry 
after getting the signal.  
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

Kiads Nov 9, 2014 2:04am | Post# 11864

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hey cfdtaleong If BB will cut the PTZ it would also cut the middle bar. Except for 
that one thing we interpret it the same way. But you will never have such a vertical BB cut 
like on the left side on your picture (I have tested it with backtester). And right side of PTZ 
isn`t supposed to be formed yet (not like on your picture). I really would like to see (and 

trade) that impressive edge you see, but I can`t see it no matter how hard I try... But 
now let`s have some fun: Bernard Hopkins... 
 
Attachment 1545797 
 
ok, and this is same picture with Sciurus v.1.7 h left and right =16, the rest is default and 
channel = 4 
i combined with my Xixi TZ v.1.6 mod h = 16, and BB =16 
 
and all of this is not 'counter trade' but 'following trade' if you can see what i see.. and yes 
my best indicators is my brain and my old eye.. 
and of course my more than 15 years hard experiences.. in this financial market that can 
support solely my standard of living with my family in my country.. lol 
 



MTH 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 9, 2014 2:10am | Post# 11865

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote}The thread has so many ideas that are thrown left and right. Some are right, 
some are wrong, and some are just misleading. My advice is to do your own testing on 
every idea presented here before trading it live. If you don't have time for doing some 
extensive testings like I did (could take endless hours/days/weeks to get it right), then 
stick with ideas that are back by previous live calls or account statements. 
Two more things to add to the above: 
 
1- There are 3 main concepts being discussed in this thread which are Similarity, TZ, and 
Sub-sequence Theorem 
Each of those concepts have many "sub-levels". 
Lots of people are mixing between the three and their sub-levels. Others are trying to 
integrate all 3 together. 
My advice is to focus on one at a time, master it, and then move onto the other & try 
integrating them together to have an extremely powerful tool. 
 
2- There are many 'unproven' ideas that are being shared about how to use the above 
theories. In my opinion the more ideas the better. However, a word of caution to the 
newbies, you can't trust those ideas until you test them extensively either manually or 
through an EA/backtester. The problem is that no one is patient enough to test & almost 
everyone is jumping onto the next new thing and forgetting about the basics.  
Read the thread from beginning to end not vice versa. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

LvCa Nov 9, 2014 2:13am | Post# 11866

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} It is a great idea! I too have been trying to find a "time factor" type stoploss when 
it comes to similarity if that's what you mean, no luck yet but it is something that would be 



a game changer 

I do not know if I understand what you mean, because it 's based on the concept of TZ 
(not similarity ). 
If I understand TZ correctly , there is 'a stop-loss period (H limit), but the concept of 

gravity' could also give a stop on the space . 
 
This perhaps can 'help me to understand what I mean 
 

 
 
Sorry for my english 

 

Kiads Nov 9, 2014 2:31am | Post# 11867

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} However, a word of caution to the newbies, you can't trust those ideas until you 
test them extensively either manually or through an EA/backtester. The problem is 
that no one is patient enough to test & almost everyone is jumping onto the 
next new thing and forgetting about the basics. Read the thread from beginning to 
end not vice versa. Best, Jay 

 

 

NorthTrader Nov 9, 2014 2:33am | Post# 11868

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Two more things to add to the above: 1- There are 3 main concepts being 
discussed in this thread which are Similarity, TZ, and Sub-sequence Theorem Each of 
those concepts have many "sub-levels". Lots of people are mixing between the three and 
their sub-levels. Others are trying to integrate all 3 together. My advice is to focus on 
one at a time, master it, and then move onto the other & try integrating them together 
to have an extremely powerful tool. 2- There are many 'unproven' ideas that are being 
shared about how to use the above theories.... 
Read Jay’s posts from beginning to end too. There aren’t that many and every one’s a 
winner. It’s the least you can do if you want to master TZs. And don’t forget the golden 
rule that Jay stresses over and over again: money management is the key 

 

 



PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 2:40am | Post# 11869

 
For any one interested I made this last weekend. Its every post by FX-Jay(minus his 
most recent ones). 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1...it?usp=sharing 
 
I tried to upload to forum but was too big. 

 

NorthTrader Nov 9, 2014 2:46am | Post# 11870

 
Quoting PiratePip 
For any one interested I made this last weekend. Its every post by FX-Jay(minus his 
most recent ones). https://docs.google.com/document/d/1...it?usp=sharing I tried to 
upload to forum but was too big. 

Ha ha, you've just saved a lot of people a lot of work! (but you were too late for me ) 

 

IenDzi Nov 9, 2014 2:46am | Post# 11871

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Awesome thank you very much sir! {quote} nailed it. finally bagged a sizable 
trade using these theories presented here. This stuff works like magic! Thanks again for 
EurUsdd and every one else iv been pming the past few days to help me understand 
these concepts. you guys are all amazing! Pip {image} {image} 
At the begining of sub-sequence theorem EURUSDD gave this example: 

"For example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. 
The on the daily chart if you set n=2 then you need to look in the 
DNA for 5 bars. 
Let us suppose the highs of the last 4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 
1.2211, 1.2222, ????? 

What will be ????? 
 

Since there must be a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, 
the high of the next bar must be above 1.2222 or below 1.2211. 
 

Just two options." 
So I understood, that when we have 4 bars, which don't meet 4 conditions of sub-
sequence, then we can predict if the next candle will be below or above some previous 
price with 93.75 % probability. 
But I don't understand, why those 'rare' sub-sequence numbers will be targets in the 

future.  
Regards, IenDzi. 

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 2:50am | Post# 11872

 
Quoting IenDzi 
{quote} At the begining of sub-sequence theorem EURUSDD gave this example: "For 
example, suppose you chose your reals to be high of bars. The on the daily chart if you 
set n=2 then you need to look in the DNA for 5 bars. Let us suppose the highs of the last 



4 bars are 1.2344, 1.2566, 1.2211, 1.2222, ????? What will be ????? Since there must be 
a decreasing or increasing 3-subsequence, the high of the next bar must be above 
1.2222 or below 1.2211. Just two options." So I understood, that when we have 4 bars, 
which don't meet 4 conditions of sub-sequence,... 
 
I believe it is because the price is unbounded meaning no matter how it sequences it will 
never just move up or down. it will always be back and forth, which parallels TZ theory. 
 
This may be very wrong just my understanding so far. I am still trying to really figure out 
the SS theory still. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 9, 2014 3:02am | Post# 11873

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks to PiratePip and to Fx-Jay and of course for EURUSDD and Kiads 
I save the file for FX-Jay posts as Pdf i downloade it from the link of PiratePip (Thanks for 
him) 
EverySimilarityPostbyFX-Jay.pdf  

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 3:03am | Post# 11874

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
Thanks to PiratePip and to Fx-Jay and of course for EURUSDD and Kiads I save the file 
for FX-Jay posts as Pdf i downloade it from the link of PiratePip (Thanks for him) {image} 

thank you for compiling so can be saved on forum.  
 
also beast trade explorer return... 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 3:25am | Post# 11875

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} {quote} Hello Cfdtaleong, if you could show a chart with sciurus indicator and 
BB indi and show where you would enter your trade it would clarify much for me and for 
others that are struggling. 
Sorry no chart I post can be better than Kiads. If you see his chart at #11867 the top TZ, 
I would have entered at the close of the mid bar or the close of bar the after if my eyes 
can see the BB cut the forming TZ at that time. 
 
Edit : I think there might be some logic conflict here where 1)We expect PTZs to end up 
not being TZs based on rules but 2)We are proposing to trade a PTZ expecting it to 

become a TZ. So this is where the PTZ position in relation to BB come in I guess  
 
Will try to show examples next week if I trade. 

 

LvCa Nov 9, 2014 3:30am | Post# 11876

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Two more things to add to the above: 1- There are 3 main concepts being 
discussed in this thread which are Similarity, TZ, and Sub-sequence Theorem Each of 
those concepts have many "sub-levels". Lots of people are mixing between the three and 
their sub-levels. Others are trying to integrate all 3 together. My advice is to focus on 



one at a time, master it, and then move onto the other & try integrating them together 
to have an extremely powerful tool. 2- There are many 'unproven' ideas that are being 
shared about how to use the above theories.... 
I think you are right, I will post no more my idea until I try it yourself (for a good time). I 
just wanted to be helpful, but I understand that I may be wrong and annoying (I'm sorry 

) 

So I will continue to read in silence, as before, hoping to post the facts . 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 3:33am | Post# 11877

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hey cfdtaleong If BB will cut the PTZ it would also cut the middle bar. Except for 
that one thing we interpret it the same way. But you will never have such a vertical BB 
cut like on the left side on your picture (I have tested it with backtester). And right side 
of PTZ isn`t supposed to be formed yet (not like on your picture). I really would like to 
see (and trade) that impressive edge you see, but I can`t see it no matter how hard I 

try... But now let`s have some fun: Bernard Hopkins... 
Well best way to test is for market to open and see how it works I guess. My pictures are 
sketches at best so don't take them well....too literally lol. The whole idea is to illustrate 
my interpretation of a PTZ BB cut. As long as it cuts close I'm happy and I don't really 
need a right side to "see" at this point but if using Xixi or Freefox's indy the PTZ will do 
well too. 

 

juriFX Nov 9, 2014 3:52am | Post# 11878

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Hi Juri, I think this very powerful concept is not easy (especially for me ). I 
saw at the code provided by some mates here, and the rule is some thing like this : 
{quote} So, we are looking for the high (if up trend) and low (if down trend). 1) How can 
we know that it is in up trend or down trend at the moment (in coding, without looking at 
the chart) ? Do we use EMA ? 2) In the picture below, there are LH,HH,LH,HH and 
HL,LL,HL,LL .... which one should we use ? Hm .... still need time to understand this...... 
Thanks {image} 
Yes the code verifies the theorem applied to the high and low. 
But you should separate those. Sub-sequence theorem for highs or lows, better not to 
mix those together, hence it doesn't matter if we are in a downtrend or uptrend. 
And it is not possible to predict the next bar's high or low. The only thing we now for 
sure, the after 5 bars invalidated the theorem, we know the next 5 bars have high 
probability to validate the theorem. What to do with this information? Still don't know. 

 

IenDzi Nov 9, 2014 4:41am | Post# 11879

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Yes the code verifies the theorem applied to the high and low. But you should 
separate those. Sub-sequence theorem for highs or lows, better not to mix those 
together, hence it doesn't matter if we are in a downtrend or uptrend. And it is not 
possible to predict the next bar's high or low. The only thing we now for sure, the after 5 
bars invalidated the theorem, we know the next 5 bars have high probability to validate 
the theorem. What to do with this information? Still don't know. 
I understand this: if 5 bars invalidated theorem, the 6th bar has high probability to 
validate the theorem(I don't think, that needed next 5 bars, you can take last 4 bars 
from previous invalidated 5 bars and current 6th bar and it will be new 5 bar sequence). 



 

orid Nov 9, 2014 4:51am | Post# 11880

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Sorry no chart I post can be better than Kiads. If you see his chart at #11867 
the top TZ, I would have entered at the close of the mid bar or the close of bar the after 
if my eyes can see the BB cut the forming TZ at that time. Edit : I think there might be 
some logic conflict here where 1)We expect PTZs to end up not being TZs based on rules 
but 2)We are proposing to trade a PTZ expecting it to become a TZ. So this is where the 

PTZ position in relation to BB come in I guess Will try to show examples next week if I 
trade. 
Hi Cfd ,that sort of trade might be risky as I think you are trading the low probability part 
my 2 cents 
RegardsOrid peter 
Oh sorry just saw your edit 

 

juriFX Nov 9, 2014 5:14am | Post# 11881

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's your money maker for next week: Pair: EURNZD Order: Buy TP: 1.6250 (+197 
pips) SL: 1.5900 (-153 pips) *Notice that your risk is less than the reward Expected time 
to reach Target: <72 Hours Probability of success: 95% This call has all the components 
needed for a good trade: 1- Favorable RR 2- Very High Probability 3- Predetermined 
Fixed SL 4- Timing Good Luck, Jay 
Thank you very much Jay. 
With all those details now I'm clearly seeing a pattern. Works very well on ranging 
markets (my usual TZ strategy works good enough on trends). 
 

 

 

juriFX Nov 9, 2014 5:18am | Post# 11882

 
Quoting IenDzi 
{quote} I understand this: if 5 bars invalidated theorem, the 6th bar has high probability 
to validate the theorem(I don't think, that needed next 5 bars, you can take last 4 bars 
from previous invalidated 5 bars and current 6th bar and it will be new 5 bar sequence). 
If you tossed a coin 5 times and you got 5 heads in a row, the probability of next toss to 
be a head is still 50%. 

Another thing is to bet that next 5 tosses will be again 5 heads  

 

Ghizzo Nov 9, 2014 7:53am | Post# 11883

 
Hi! 
 

I'm new to this system ... i just need a quick help about the RecurrenceStatisticV3 
indicator... it's vey usefull for finding the best H value.. anyway it gives out a tons of 

informations exactly what are the right voices to look at in order to understand the 
percentage of recurrence/transient obtained?? i would like to be always near the famous 

97% / 3%...  
 
Thanks! 



 

tnavi Nov 9, 2014 8:35am | Post# 11884

 
U are making a very great job, really...but, in what TF u made more than 500 entries?15 
min chart?sorry for this stupid question, but i dont see this.thanks in advance! 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Hey Rparm, I am exclusively using the TZ/Probability concept. I recently 
regained my interest in Similarity after Metacoder shared his Wormhole EA. However, my 
calls & results have nothing to do with it. Rahimseven made a great job by compiling all 
the important statements mentioned by EURUSD into 1 or 2 PDFs. I don't think you need 
anything more than those statements to guide you the same way I was guided. The 
thread has so many ideas that are thrown left and right. Some are right, some are 
wrong, and some are just misleading. My advice... 
 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 8:46am | Post# 11885

 
Quoting orid 
{quote} Hi Cfd ,that sort of trade might be risky as I think you are trading the low 
probability part my 2 cents RegardsOrid peter Oh sorry just saw your edit 

I can always count on you to have my back  
 
Well a way to reduce risk in the case of trading a return to those out of BB PTZs is to 
 
1)Treat it as a FUTURE level/target 
2)Wait for a PTZ in the opposite direction to appear 
3)Wait until the probability of that opposite PTZ becoming a TZ is in your favour 
4)If you have other indicators that favor a direction change 
5)Work you way to (1)  
 
**)Do not expect price to return to (1) quickly, not saying it can't but it usually takes a 
little bit of time 
***)For the new guys, the bulk of the ideas of this thread is about identifying and 
returning to certain levels. This has to the fifth time I mentioned this. How you return is 
your problem. 

 

kangeron Nov 9, 2014 8:57am | Post# 11886

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} {image} ok, and this is same picture with Sciurus v.1.7 h left and right =16, the 
rest is default and channel = 4 i combined with my Xixi TZ v.1.6 mod h = 16, and BB 
=16 and all of this is not 'counter trade' but 'following trade' if you can see what i see.. 
and yes my best indicators is my brain and my old eye.. and of course my more than 15 
years hard experiences.. in this financial market that can support solely my standard of 
living with my family in my country.. lol MTH {image} 
Hey Kiads, can you post that TZ indicator that you using in the post please if possible. Or 
if you can post the link where you downloaded it? 

 

Kiads Nov 9, 2014 9:13am | Post# 11887

 
Quoting kangeron 
{quote} Hey Kiads, can you post that TZ indicator that you using in the post please if 



possible. Or if you can post the link where you downloaded it? 
Hi My Friend, open the paperclip at top right corner of this thread, search for Sciurus 
indicator and Xixi TZ.. 
 
MTH 

 

davinci15 Nov 9, 2014 9:18am | Post# 11888

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} {image} ok, and this is same picture with Sciurus v.1.7 h left and right =16, the 
rest is default and channel = 4 i combined with my Xixi TZ v.1.6 mod h = 16, and BB =16 
and all of this is not 'counter trade' but 'following trade' if you can see what i see.. and yes 
my best indicators is my brain and my old eye.. and of course my more than 15 years hard 
experiences.. in this financial market that can support solely my standard of living with my 
family in my country.. lol MTH {image} 
Hi Kiads, can you help me integrate those squere around first half of TZ - marked with red. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 9:46am | Post# 11889

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting cfdtaleong 

{quote} I can always count on you to have my back Well a way to reduce risk in the 
case of trading a return to those out of BB PTZs is to 1)Treat it as a FUTURE level/target 
2)Wait for a PTZ in the opposite direction to appear 3)Wait until the probability of that 
opposite PTZ becoming a TZ is in your favour 4)If you have other indicators that favor a 
direction change 5)Work you way to (1) **)Do not expect price to return to (1) quickly, not 
saying it can't but it usually takes a little bit of time ***)For the new guys, the bulk of the... 
To better explain in Kiad's style but please note : 
 
*) Its easy for me to say stuff in hindsight so your own discretion counts 
**)No disrespect to Kiads, I'm not saying his "theory"failed, he never said it was 100% 
anyway, its how you trade it that matters. 
 



 
 
 

Edit : For 5), a better description is price not likely to hit (1) yet, so 
I exit.  
 

Saturday Nov 9, 2014 10:19am | Post# 11890

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} To better explain in Kiad's style but please note : *) Its easy for me to say stuff 
in hindsight so your own discretion counts **)No disrespect to Kiads, I'm not saying his 
"theory"failed, he never said it was 100% anyway, its how you trade it that matters. 
{image} 
I wouldn't say that particular tz outside of bb has failed yet. It has been two days since 
the high, - there is still a high probability for success. Looking back in history tells us that 
this is a very accurate way of telling lows/highs. Some pairs at specific time frames has a 
100% success rate with this. I'd hedge I guess, but I'm pretty sure price will come back. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 10:31am | Post# 11891

 
Quoting Saturday 
{quote} I wouldn't say that particular tz outside of bb has failed yet. It has been two 
days since the high, - there is still a high probability for success. Looking back in history 
tells us that this is a very accurate way of telling lows/highs. Some pairs at specific time 
frames has a 100% success rate with this. I'd hedge I guess, but I'm pretty sure price 
will come back. 
Oh yes you are right totally, of course it hasn't "failed" hence the "" 
 
The purpose of the post was actually to highlight the definition of a failure and suggest a 
trading logic to apply to trading of such returns pretty much because there are people 
who will actually dismiss the framework base on this price history and start complaining 
about DDs and such. 
 
Still I have to maintain that this is hindsight and I've yet to put the rubber to the road. 

 



Saturday Nov 9, 2014 10:50am | Post# 11892

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{quote} Oh yes you are right totally, of course it hasn't "failed" hence the "" The purpose 
of the post was actually to highlight the definition of a failure and suggest a trading logic 
to apply to trading of such returns pretty much because there are people who will 
actually dismiss the framework base on this price history and start complaining about 
DDs and such. Still I have to maintain that this is hindsight and I've yet to put the rubber 
to the road. 

I understand  The fact that there is a reccurent zone there may also be worth 
mentioning, as it signals that price is moving up. That is valid and valuable information 
around 14:00, the 6th, after the drop in price. 

 

Kiads Nov 9, 2014 11:09am | Post# 11893

 
4 Attachment(s) 
LOL..... 
 
I'm not 'New Kid on the block' if talking about BB and price base chart 
as I already mention several times, i learn all the EURUSDD 'great concept' to help me get 
confirmation about my own very trusted trading system.. 
i don't care about the way 'others' try to implement all this concept, and i believe that the 
truth or the right one is not supposed to be only one.. 
 

 
 
Now, I will back to my own corner to continue my warm life...lol 
 



 
 
and 
 

 
 
as long as i can trade my own chart successfully, i don't need to prove anything to anyone.. 
just to my own family.. 



 

 
 
It's really nice to met you all, God Bless You.. and Bye.. 
MTH 

 

centuripe Nov 9, 2014 11:35am | Post# 11894

 
Quoting Kiads 
LOL..... I'm not 'New Kid on the block' if talking about BB and price base chart as I 
already mention several times, i learn all the EURUSDD 'great concept' to help me get 
confirmation about my own very trusted trading system.. i don't care about the way 
'others' try to implement all this concept, and i believe that the truth or the right one is 
not supposed to be only one.. {image} Now, I will back to my own corner to continue my 
warm life...lol {image} and {image} as long as i can trade my own chart successfully, i 
don't need to prove anything... 
Hope that you came back on your decison and forgot about guys who think they have to 
teach you how to deal with something that you already mastered... 
 
You are the guy who keep me on the way to succeed on the FX market when I wanted to 
give up. Your contributions, explications and your time help me to understand far far 
more faster and deeply the market. 
 
Hope that the other guys here agree with me. One of the most active trader on this 
thread (with a lot of others traders of course). 
 
Hope to see you soon my friend 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 12:01pm | Post# 11895

 
Quoting Kiads 
LOL..... I'm not 'New Kid on the block' if talking about BB and price base chart as I 
already mention several times, i learn all the EURUSDD 'great concept' to help me get 
confirmation about my own very trusted trading system.. i don't care about the way 
'others' try to implement all this concept, and i believe that the truth or the right one is 
not supposed to be only one.. {image} Now, I will back to my own corner to continue my 
warm life...lol {image} and {image} as long as i can trade my own chart successfully, i 



don't need to prove anything... 
I really hope this is not because of me and I apologise if it is. 
 
In case there is any misunderstanding, I'm just trying to show how powerful it is the 
thing you've shared with us. And how a "newbie" can try trading it for a start. You are 
definitely a master when it comes to "visual" trading. It honestly never occurred to me 
that you can look at charts from a 3D perspective. Very amazing! And the BB thing you 
shared was awesome! I won't say what it is because people should take the effort to 
study the charts you spent time making and posting. 
 
People will hate me for saying this but you really given a lot so people really can't ask for 
more than what you already have given. So totally respect your decision if you indeed 
choose not to come back. We are after all traders and a trader's job is to well....trade, 
there is on obligation for any other stuff. 
 
Many many many thanks to you!! 
 
Edit : Wow and thanks for showing the completed Shifted Renko, BB, TZ and Bomb 

chart! You have blended everything into one seamless beautiful system!  

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 11896

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Kiads 
LOL..... I'm not 'New Kid on the block' if talking about BB and price base chart as I 
already mention several times, i learn all the EURUSDD 'great concept' to help me get 
confirmation about my own very trusted trading system.. i don't care about the way 
'others' try to implement all this concept, and i believe that the truth or the right one is 
not supposed to be only one.. {image} Now, I will back to my own corner to continue my 
warm life...lol {image} and {image} as long as i can trade my own chart successfully, i 
don't need to prove anything... 
 
Kiads.. I am so close to finding rome but I feel so far away! 
 
My Sequencer oh HL is a decent percentage but not at that godly level like you sir. 
 
but then when I use OHLC/4 my % is 96-98% but my lines are no where near as 
frequent, I believe it is a problem with a loopin? 
 
Soon I will be in rome... very soon. 

 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 11897

 
Quoting Saturday 

{quote} I understand  The fact that there is a reccurent zone there may also be worth 
mentioning, as it signals that price is moving up. That is valid and valuable information 
around 14:00, the 6th, after the drop in price. 

Glad you understood  
 



I guess I should mention clearly in case I confuse others, that the "failed" target in my 
example remains valid as you say. 
 
Hedging is a good way to deal with this situation and likely what Kiad's would have done 
too, he mentioned it a number of times in his chart example. 
 
My "style" would be for those whose broker's don't allow hedging like mine. It should 
save you some of the psychological issues that come with DDs which may result in you 
doing something you regret later. 
 
Now my earlier example was an EJ chart but lets pretend its EU instead. Then a rough 
work around for hedging restriction would be to take a position on UC in the meantime if 
price is not ready to return yet. 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 11898

 
Here is a quick and dirty way to use h-recurrent ideas. Candles themselves are 
indicators. When a candle closes up or down, that is price headed towards some other 
price that is about to be recurrent. Look at past wicks for your target. Your stop (if you 
just have to use one) can be the top of your signal candle. Just an idea Im throwing out 
there. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 9, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 11899

 
Quoting tnavi 
U are making a very great job, really...but, in what TF u made more than 500 entries?15 
min chart?sorry for this stupid question, but i dont see this.thanks in advance!{quote} 
The main TF I use is H4.  
Keep in mind that its been 2 months since I started with this account +I trade all 
instruments: Majors, Minors, Exotics, Commodities, and had even some stocks trades in 
the beginning + I have traded the 1H chart in addition to the H4 charts for good amount 
of time + I traded correlations between signals + I enter and exit more than once 
between signals when possible.  
 
If you add all of the above together, 550 trades isn't a really big number. 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 3:14pm | Post# 11900

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A new week is about to start, so I thought I would post a zone that I will be working with. 
G/N is a nice pair to trade if you are not a scalper. At any rate, I started a thread when I 
was locked out of this thread because I was too new. I let that thread die because I did not 
want to take away from vlady's work. Vlady is one of the reasons why we are still talking 
about this. Then EURUSDD put out this all important data, so I am revisiting this. 
 
We have dissimilarity the way I define it. The RSI ticked up, the composite index did not 
follow. Problem bar. When price moves out of that zone, based on other indies developed 
here I know that price will need to come back here within a week. My theory is that when 
price moves away after one bar, we will target the zone for a return. Let's see what 
happens. 



 

 

zizo Nov 9, 2014 3:22pm | Post# 11901

 
Big like to fx jay. And eurusdd 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 4:47pm | Post# 11902

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Hi all, 
 
here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the big 
calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels the 
same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. 
I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best not to 
complicate the basic version too much. 
I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of the indicator. 
 
Happy trading, 
k 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV4.mq4 
RecurrenceStatisticV4.ex4 
Recurrence Statistic Indicator_2.pdf 
 
Edit: error in text corrected, thanks LITEChild! 
Edit: three typos spotted by NorthTrader corrected, thanks NT! 

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 4:51pm | Post# 11903

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 



not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} 

Love this indi... Thank you for new version and PDF, cant wait to read it! 

 

vladutz112 Nov 9, 2014 4:51pm | Post# 11904

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} 1546051 
thanks a lot esspecialy for the manual 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 11905

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} 

. Wow wish I could subscribe to you twice!!! 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:02pm | Post# 11906

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the big 
calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels the 
same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have been 
fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best not to 
complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of the 
indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} 
Typo?... 



 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 5:04pm | Post# 11907

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} 
Good stuff Linus! 
 
Surely next year The Great Pumpkin will visit you! 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 5:09pm | Post# 11908

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Typo?... {image} 
Yes, now corrected and I uploaded the new version. 
Thanks, buddy! 
k 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 11909

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Good stuff Linus! Surely next year The Great Pumpkin will visit you! 

The Great Pumpkin is here since a while, and it is likely to stay.  
 
Cheers, 
k 

 



LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 11910

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Yes, now corrected and I uploaded the new version. Thanks, buddy! k 

 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 5:21pm | Post# 11911

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Well that was quick. Opening gap down went right back into the zone. 20 pips in 20 
minutes. I did not trade this. 

 

 

hannele Nov 9, 2014 5:25pm | Post# 11912

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} . Wow wish I could subscribe to you twice!!! {image} 

I second that  

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 11913

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} The Great Pumpkin is here since a while, and it is likely to stay. Cheers, k 
Tell him Joe said Hi! 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 11914

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jmn5611 

Well that was quick. Opening gap down went right back into the zone. 20 
pips in 20 minutes. I did not trade this. {image} 

my oracles concur...hehehe  



 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 11915

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} my oracles concur...hehehe {image} 
looking like an easy 35pips to 2.04 on GBPNZD. fingerscrossed... 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 5:48pm | Post# 11916

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} looking like an easy 35pips to 2.04 on GBPNZD. fingerscrossed... 
Good work. For me what I am debating is whether or not to keep trading off this zone 
until another zone appears, or do nothing until another zone appears. Thoughts? 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 11917

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} my oracles concur...hehehe {image} 
Is Machete your home brew or is it something you have shared? 

 

kore2 Nov 9, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 11918

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 



thanks... 
Hi kprsa, 
 
I thank you very much and I`m really grateful for your detailed explanation and pdf! 
 
" Additionally, it 
gives the probability that the price will retrace within 1*<k>, 2*<k>, 3*<k>." 
 
Does this k probability mean H-recurrence? 
 
Cheers 
Kore 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:55pm | Post# 11919

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Good work. For me what I am debating is whether or not to keep trading off this 
zone until another zone appears, or do nothing until another zone appears. Thoughts? 
Well...we all have different rules on how we trade these zones and setups, so i think it 
really boils down to what our rules tells us to do once a price level as identified as a high 

probability target.  

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 11920

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Is Machete your home brew or is it something you have shared? 

'home brewed'  

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 11921

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Hi kprsa, I thank you very much and I`m really grateful for your detailed 
explanation and pdf! " Additionally, it gives the probability that the price will retrace 
within 1*<k>, 2*<k>, 3*<k>." Does this k probability mean H-recurrence? Cheers Kore 
No, the k statistics is done exclusively for fully transient zones (bars). There is a remark 
in the text about that. 
 
k 

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 6:05pm | Post# 11922

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} Well...we all have different rules on how we trade these zones and setups, so i 
think it really boils down to what our rules tells us to do once a price level as identified as 

a high probability target.  

You would be a great politician here in the States!   

 

kore2 Nov 9, 2014 6:08pm | Post# 11923

 



Quoting kprsa 
{quote} No, the k statistics is done exclusively for fully transient zones (bars). There is a 
remark in the text about that. k 
 
Sorry, it seems that my question (English) is equivocal. My bad. 
 
What I wanted to ask that k statistics obviously stand for H -fully transients zones, not 
for all bars transient zones, does it? 
 

Thanks again and sorry to be too narrow(k)minded  

 

juriFX Nov 9, 2014 6:09pm | Post# 11924

 
kprsa great PDF! Now I finally understand the meaning of 2*k, 3*k thing in your 
indicator... Very powerful. 
With right h settings, fractal bars that have 79% resolving probability go up to 96% 
(1*k) and >99% (2*k). 
Mind blown, I can see something... 

 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 11925

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Sorry, it seems that my question (English) is equivocal. My bad. What I wanted 
to ask that k statistics obviously stand for H -fully transients zones, not for all bars 

transient zones, does it? Thanks again and sorry to be too narrow(k)minded  
The indicator looks at the past data. 
 
a) If the zone was cleared in the future (it became recurrent within specified h_right) the 
statistics is done in the probability to fully resolve ___ zone. 
b) if it was NOT cleared within the following h_right (so for fully transient bars/zones, i.e. 
those that did not become recurrent), its statistics is added to the statistics for k. 
 
k 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 9, 2014 6:17pm | Post# 11926

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 

Thank you for your efforts! Going to read the pdf tomorrow morning  
 
https://i.imgur.com/sxByhbA.gif  

 

jmn5611 Nov 9, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 11927

 



Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} 'home brewed'  
Machete is a cool name for your alert system, looking forward to further collaboration. 

 

LITEchild Nov 9, 2014 6:29pm | Post# 11928

 
Quoting jmn5611 

{quote} You would be a great politician here in the States!   

 

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 11929

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
 
Hey Kprsa is there any way to have the stats be displayed on the top left of chart instead 
of top right? 
 
or does any one know how I can make xixi TZ indi stats display on top left or bottom left 
of chart? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 9, 2014 6:39pm | Post# 11930

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
Beautiful work! I sent your pdf around Kprsa, friends must read it. Nice! 

 

vladutz112 Nov 9, 2014 6:43pm | Post# 11931

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} The indicator looks at the past data. a) If the zone was cleared in the future (it 
became recurrent within specified h_right) the statistics is done in the probability to fully 
resolve ___ zone. b) if it was NOT cleared within the following h_right (so for fully 
transient bars/zones, i.e. those that did not become recurrent), its statistics is added to 
the statistics for k. k 
why there it's h left 6 and h right 24?what it's the logic behind this? 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 11932



 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Hey Kprsa is there any way to have the stats be displayed on the top left of 
chart instead of top right? or does any one know how I can make xixi TZ indi stats 
display on top left or bottom left of chart? 
It is already on the top left side. The corner is fixed because of restrictions of the mt4 
comment function. again, people are invited to make modifications. that is why the code 
is there.  
cheers,  
k 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 6:45pm | Post# 11933

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Beautiful work! I sent your pdf around Kprsa, friends must read it. Nice! 

Thanks!  
k 

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 6:49pm | Post# 11934

 
Quoting vladutz112 
{quote} why there it's h left 6 and h right 24?what it's the logic behind this? 
the logic is that the two numbers can be different. you can and should play with the 
default values.  
 
k 

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 6:51pm | Post# 11935

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} It is already on the top left side. The corner is fixed because of restrictions of 
the mt4 comment function. again, people are invited to make modifications. that is why 
the code is there. cheers, k 
whoops meant top right sorry! 
 
Ahh I see thanks again K! 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 9, 2014 7:09pm | Post# 11936

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} Yes the code verifies the theorem applied to the high and low. But you should 
separate those. Sub-sequence theorem for highs or lows, better not to mix those 
together, hence it doesn't matter if we are in a downtrend or uptrend. And it is not 
possible to predict the next bar's high or low. The only thing we now for sure, the after 5 
bars invalidated the theorem, we know the next 5 bars have high probability to validate 
the theorem. What to do with this information? Still don't know. 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 



the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 

Thank you very much mates ... Nice posts, these help me a lot. . Hm, there are so 
many diamonds here, i need to read this thread from post #1 again (and other thread 

too), will come back again later ....  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 7:56pm | Post# 11937

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} the logic is that the two numbers can be different. you can and should play with 
the default values. k 
Yay v4!! 

 

Eurusdd Nov 9, 2014 8:18pm | Post# 11938

 
Closing price probabilities to resume, with a twist! A document to explain 
the predictions will be posted soon! 

 

PiratePip Nov 9, 2014 8:24pm | Post# 11939

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Closing price probabilities to resume, with a twist! A document to explain the predictions 
will be posted soon! 
Looks like Christmas is coming early this year boys!! 

 

Ezzy Nov 9, 2014 8:31pm | Post# 11940

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} {quote} Thank you very much mates ... Nice posts, these help me a lot. . 
Hm, there are so many diamonds here, i need to read this thread from post #1 again 

(and other thread too), will come back again later ....  
I second your sentiments Giovanni. Whenever I learn something new, I go back to the 
beginning and re-read, with the hope that my new understanding will lead to learning 
something I missed at the beginning. 

 

Ezzy Nov 9, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 11941

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
Thank you kprsa 

 

Eurusdd Nov 9, 2014 8:55pm | Post# 11942



 
2 Attachment(s) 

This is just the FORMAT!!! Not a signal!! 
 
 

 



 

 

NorthTrader Nov 9, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 11943

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
Hi k, 
 
Thank you very much for making your PDF. I suppose I should make one at some point 
for my NT7 indicators too! 
 
I have some questions about the section "The k business". Maybe it's just my fuzzy 
Monday morning head so apologies for my misunderstanding: 
 
1) The numbers in this paragraph... 
 
"For example, in Fig 1 we see that the <k> for the end-of-the bar with specified input 
parameters is 0.0002 = 2 pips. While the probability that the zone will be cleared within 



specified h_right is 85%, the probability that the price will reach within 6 pips if it is not 
cleared (3*<k>=3*2 pips) to clearing it is 99.3197% !" 
 
... don't seem to match the numbers in Figure 1 on page 3. Is this a mistake? 
 
2) "Additionally, it gives the probability that the price will retrace within 1*<k>, 2*<k>, 
3*<k>." 
 
Presumably 1*<k> means it reaches the edge of the average k zone? And 2*<k> means 
it reaches the edge of double the average k zone? 
 
3) "Note that this statistics happens in addition to the one of fully cleared zones, so you 
can have a, say, probability of 80% to clear the zone and, say, 90% probability to come 
very close to clearing the zone from the cases that did not clear the zone, so the 
probability of this trade is close to 98% (80%+90%*20%=98%)." 
 
Sorry, I don't understand this calculation. Where does the 20% come from? And what is 
that 98% the probability of? 
 
Thanks, 
NT 

 

Kenergy Nov 9, 2014 9:00pm | Post# 11944

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} the logic is that the two numbers can be different. you can and should play with 
the default values. k 
And dont be misled by a post that you may see that said "if markets are fractal then the 
H should remain the same across time frames".  
 
Fractals are exponential/logarithmic and constrained by the resources in the environment 
needed to create them. You may expect a storm once a year to come along and double 
the size of a 6 foot deep 10 foot wide ravine in a few days rain. But you cant multiply by 
1000 and expect that every 1000 years a storm will come along and double the size of 
the Grand canyon (6000 ft deep and 10000 ft wide) by raining a few thousand days. Not 
enough energy or water on the planet to support that storm. So the H value of grand 
canyon doubling doesnt scale with size. 
In the same manner, General Electric may bring a few billion home to the US and cause a 
market move that creates TZ. But on a monthly chart who is going to do something that 
causes 45 bar H transient zones? 

 

vladutz112 Nov 9, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 11945

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hi k, Thank you very much for making your PDF. I suppose I should make one 
at some point for my NT7 indicators too! I have some questions about the section "The k 
business". Maybe it's just my fuzzy Monday morning head so apologies for my 
misunderstanding: 1) The numbers in this paragraph... "For example, in Fig 1 we see 
that the <k> for the end-of-the bar with specified input parameters is 0.0002 = 2 pips. 
While the probability that the zone will be cleared within specified h_right is 85%, the 
probability that the price will reach within... 

i think i'm the only stupid around here who can't put all toghether to trade )) but no 
worrys keep drayning the banks boys 

 



pip.monkey Nov 9, 2014 9:59pm | Post# 11946

 
1 Attachment(s) 
went short aud/usd 
using Kiads BB TZ system @ 8668 tp lower bb 8636 sl 8701 RR 1:2 
 
the big white line is 360 SMA so trend is down for me 

 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 9, 2014 10:17pm | Post# 11947

 
Quoting pip.monkey 
went short aud/usd using Kiads BB TZ system @ 8668 tp lower bb 8636 {image} 
Careful the mid bar ptz 

 

Zelo Nov 9, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 11948

 
1 Attachment(s) 
hi guys, 
 
i finished mod xixi's tz indicator last weekend. 
i added k-filter value and stats for it. it should look like this. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/pGl9f1O.png 
 
if you want solid rectangle, set back = true, fill = true and line style = solid. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/6UVpvEx.png 
 

i dont know what to explain  
you just play around with it to find your h and k to increase your probability. 
 
if it has bug, let me know. 



 
hope you guy find it useful. 
 

have a green pips week  
 
zelo 
 
added: % recurrent is when price return and touch k-zone > 1 time. 
 
edit: fix bugs 
xixi_tz_1.8.mq4  

 

orid Nov 9, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 11949

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
To Kprsa many thanks K great work ,really appreciated . 

Regards orid peter  

 

mehtabkk Nov 9, 2014 10:52pm | Post# 11950

 
1 Attachment(s) 
USD is rising above Zero Level. Gaining strength. 
 
Time to sell Gold? 
 
Lets see. 

 

 

mehtabkk Nov 9, 2014 10:57pm | Post# 11951

 



Quoting Zelo 
hi guys, i finished mod xixi's tz indicator last weekend. i added k-filter value and stats for 
it. it should look like this. {image} if you want solid rectangle, set back = true, fill = true 

and line style = solid. {image} i dont know what to explain you just play around with 
it to find your h and k to increase your probability. if it has bug, let me know. hope you 

guy find it useful. have a green pips week zelo {file} 
 

Here comes another Gem. Luv u Bro   

 

ellenbrook Nov 9, 2014 11:02pm | Post# 11952

 
congratulations thanks for your hard work  

 

kprsa Nov 9, 2014 11:09pm | Post# 11953

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hi k, Thank you very much for making your PDF. I suppose I should make one 
at some point for my NT7 indicators too! I have some questions about the section "The k 
business". Maybe it's just my fuzzy Monday morning head so apologies for my 
misunderstanding: 1) The numbers in this paragraph... "For example, in Fig 1 we see 
that the <k> for the end-of-the bar with specified input parameters is 0.0002 = 2 pips. 
While the probability that the zone will be cleared within specified h_right is 85%, the 
probability that the price will reach within... 
1) you are correct, it should be 99.4197. it is an (obvious) typo. 
2) within <k> means that the price has retraced to less than <k> from clearing the 
zone. 
3) 20=100-80. 98% is the probability of the trade expecting a very narrow transient 
zone. there are two sets of stats shown by the indicator, one is for the cleared problem 
bar, another for the uncleared. if one wants to apply this to a trade, one should take into 
acount both possibilities. 
 
k 

 

Zelo Nov 9, 2014 11:13pm | Post# 11954

 
me again  
 
when Eursdd's Sub Sequence, TZ and Similarity come into play on EURUSD recently. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/tgsi67v.png 
 
http://i.imgur.com/pvhjEVp.png 
 

 

 

paladim Nov 9, 2014 11:23pm | Post# 11955

 
Quoting Zelo 
if you want solid rectangle, set back = true, fill = true and line style = solid. 
dude, this setting is not working, lol, build mt4 745, thanks.... 



 

Zelo Nov 9, 2014 11:34pm | Post# 11956

 
Quoting paladim 
{quote} dude, this setting is not working, lol, build mt4 745, thanks.... 
i have edited the code. 

it should work now  
 
thank you for your report. 
 

you may want to combine it with kprsa's indicator to find your h and k.  

 

paladim Nov 9, 2014 11:39pm | Post# 11957

 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} i have edited the code. it should work now thank you for your report. you 

may want to combine it with kprsa's indicator to find your h and k.  

Awesome! It's working now...  
 
and 10s for the combination tips! hehe. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 9, 2014 11:47pm | Post# 11958

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Normally I focus on only the numbers and stats - tonight I've been looking at 
charts with the data in mind... 1. TZ's generally oscillate Top/Bottom 2. Mid TZ's should 
not be traded against 3. The first PTZ of a direction is very unlikely to become a TZ So - 
if we know (or at least suspect) the likelihood of a PTZ becoming a TZ increases 
exponentially with time, then, once 50% of the time has elapsed, it might be reasonable 
to expect a PTZ to be a TZ. If it is a TZ, given observations 1-3 above, I think we can 
develop some rules for high... 
Some more M1 data: 
 
1. Assuming any PTZ that is older than 50% of your h (chosen for 3%) will become a TZ, 
and trading away from this "TZ", with a TP of a PTZ in the opposite direction, and an SL 
at the assumed TZ, yielded approx. 61% W:L, with less than favorable R:R. Net loser, 
but getting closer. 
 
2. Trading away from a confirmed TZ ( put SL here) if and only if a PTZ has not yet been 
made in the opposite direction (TP when it makes the PTZ) yielded approx. 72% W:L, 
also with less than favorable R:R. Net it comes out a little better than breakeven. I have 
not yet tested how forcing a better R:R changes the W:L. 
 
I was hoping to not have to filter TZ's to make them work, but it seems to be heading 
that way. 
To test next: 
2a) 2 from above but with better R:R - can filter the entry based on computed R:R at 
entry (decreases number of trades), or can simply increase the TP and/or decrease the 
SL to fit desired R:R at entry 
3. Confirmed Top or Bottom TZ followed by a PTZ in the same direction - trade against 
this - thinking of scaling in and TP'ing all orders when an opposite PTZ is made - have yet 
to code, but EU looked like only 14 trades last week - once coded will look back to find 
worst case scenarios to figure risk and SL 



 
**note - some tests have shown profitable in higher timeframes, but I am focusing only 
on M1 for now 

 

xixi Nov 9, 2014 11:54pm | Post# 11959

 
Quoting Zelo 
hi guys, i finished mod xixi's tz indicator last weekend. i added k-filter value and stats for 
it. it should look like this. {image} if you want solid rectangle, set back = true, fill = true 

and line style = solid. {image} i dont know what to explain you just play around with 
it to find your h and k to increase your probability. if it has bug, let me know. hope you 

guy find it useful. have a green pips week zelo added: % recurrent is when price 
return and touch k-zone > 1 time. edit: fix bugs {file} 

good work pro  

 

NorthTrader Nov 10, 2014 12:40am | Post# 11960

 
Quoting kprsa 
1) you are correct, it should be 99.4197. it is an (obvious) typo. 
Actually I meant all the numbers in that paragraph (0.0002, 2, 85%, 6, 99.3197%). 
None of them match the fractal stats in Figure 1. All typos? 

Quoting kprsa 
2) within <k> means that the price has retraced to less than <k> from clearing the 
zone. 
Got it. Thanks. 

Quoting kprsa 
3) 20=100-80. 98% is the probability of the trade expecting a very narrow transient 
zone. there are two sets of stats shown by the indicator, one is for the cleared problem 
bar, another for the uncleared. if one wants to apply this to a trade, one should take into 
acount both possibilities. 

I suppose it depends on what you mean by "very narrow". I can't see how this 
probability can be higher than the 90% one for "very close to clearing the zone". I 
wonder if this is how some traders are quoting such high trade probabilities when in 
reality the frequency calculations yield lower ones? 

 

LITEchild Nov 10, 2014 2:08am | Post# 11961

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} looking like an easy 35pips to 2.04 on GBPNZD. fingerscrossed... 

bullseye  

 

LITEchild Nov 10, 2014 2:48am | Post# 11962

 
easy 16 on CADJPY. Target 100.47. 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 3:44am | Post# 11963

 



Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Actually I meant all the numbers in that paragraph (0.0002, 2, 85%, 6, 
99.3197%). None of them match the fractal stats in Figure 1. All typos? 
Yes, must have been looking at my screen while looking an old picture. Now it is 
corrected, thanks. 
 

Quoting NorthTrader 
I wonder if this is how some traders are quoting such high trade probabilities when in 
reality the frequency calculations yield lower ones? 
Well, this is based on reality, the only difference is that the TP level is shifted by a couple 
of pips from the full clearance. 
 
k 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 10, 2014 5:09am | Post# 11964

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Zelo 
hi guys, i finished mod xixi's tz indicator last weekend. i added k-filter value and stats for it. 
it should look like this. {image} if you want solid rectangle, set back = true, fill = true and 

line style = solid. {image} i dont know what to explain you just play around with it to 
find your h and k to increase your probability. if it has bug, let me know. hope you guy find 

it useful. have a green pips week zelo added: % recurrent is when price return and 
touch k-zone > 1 time. edit: fix bugs {file} 
Thank you xixi an Zelo for you work! 
 
A question about the 1.8 mod, I don't understand when the box ist painted in indigo/green 
and when in red/yellow (like in the attached picture I don't get why the box is 
indigo/green). I also noticed that the PTZ is in yellow/red and not in tan. 
MT4 745 
 
I like your mod :] 



 

 

Zelo Nov 10, 2014 5:53am | Post# 11965

 
Quoting PipitoGrillo 
{quote} Thank you xixi an Zelo for you work! A question about the 1.8 mod, I don't 
understand when the box ist painted in indigo/green and when in red/yellow (like in the 
attached picture I don't get why the box is indigo/green). I also noticed that the PTZ is in 
yellow/red and not in tan. MT4 745 I like your mod :] {image} 
it is used to filter height your transient zone. 
 
when height of transient zone / 2 < your k, it will be yellow/red, otherwise, it will be 
indigo/green. 
you should read agian Eurusdd's TZ definition about k and h. 

 

arelbilger Nov 10, 2014 6:04am | Post# 11966

 
Thanks all for your efforts. Xixi, Zelo, Kprsa is it possible to add a feature to the 
indicator? the possibility of first touch to the fractal zone at the remaining [h_right - X] 
candles. 
 
Pdf was very helpful Kprsa. now i know that i should be looking to fractals not TZs for my 
trading style. 

Quoting arelbilger 
Hi All, I still couldn't find a way to trade with it this idea. I hope i can also find a way. 
According to RecurrenceStatisticV3 probability increases with high h_right value h_left – 
h_right ................................... .............................16 – 2................. 16 – 16 



...................16 – 32 Frequency of true transient bars:.............................. .........7,1 
%.................. 2,8 %......................... 2 % Frequency of possible transient bars: 
..............................12,7 %................. 12,7 % ....................12,7... 
 

 

josh11 Nov 10, 2014 6:11am | Post# 11967

 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 

Great work as always!!  
 
Thank you!! 

 

Ullen Nov 10, 2014 6:17am | Post# 11968

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is for all the people that likes to experiment a lot. 
 
I've tried using the renko (from the champ Kiads) combined with TZ concept, and tested it 
with 10 SL & 10 TP. 89% win rate. 

 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 6:17am | Post# 11969

 



Quoting arelbilger 
Thanks all for your efforts. Xixi, Zelo, Kprsa is it possible to add a feature to the 
indicator? the possibility of first touch to the fractal zone at the remaining [h_right - X] 
candles. Pdf was very helpful Kprsa. now i know that i should be looking to fractals not 
TZs for my trading style. {quote} 
Hi, 
 
this probability is (P(h_right)-P(X))/(100%-P(X)) for all the quantities calculated by the 
RecurrenceStatistic, including the clearance probability of fractal/end-of-bar zones. 
 
k 

 

ssoftware Nov 10, 2014 7:18am | Post# 11970

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Thanks EURUSDD and Kiads 
 
I cant believe my eyes !!!!! 
 

OMG  

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 10, 2014 8:54am | Post# 11971

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

burnssss Nov 10, 2014 9:14am | Post# 11972

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{image} 

assume that the price will be between [1.25105; 1.24400] ?? 

 

LITEchild Nov 10, 2014 9:21am | Post# 11973

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Machete is a cool name for your alert system, looking forward to further 
collaboration. 
GBP and NZD are obviously the currencies of interest this week with respect to volatility. 

Scheduled central bank activities on Tue and Wed should see to that.  

 

hilavoku Nov 10, 2014 9:22am | Post# 11974

 
Quoting Ullen 
This is for all the people that likes to experiment a lot. I've tried using the renko (from 
the champ Kiads) combined with TZ concept, and tested it with 10 SL & 10 TP. 89% win 
rate. 



So you keep getting nearer to your own speedboat.  
There is so much to learn here. I only wanted to focus on BB Stoch DS but I think I will 
also take a quick look at renko.  
Ullen, could you point me to the appropriate post where I can see the renko explained? 
Haven't found it at first (and second) glance... 
 
Thanks 
hila 

 

Ullen Nov 10, 2014 9:32am | Post# 11975

 
Quoting hilavoku 

{quote} So you keep getting nearer to your own speedboat. There is so much to learn 
here. I only wanted to focus on BB Stoch DS but I think I will also take a quick look at 
renko. Ullen, could you point me to the appropriate post where I can see the renko 
explained? Haven't found it at first (and second) glance... Thanks hila 
You should look up Kiads, and find his thread. 

 

saver0 Nov 10, 2014 9:39am | Post# 11976

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Hi EURUSDD!! 
 
As always, thanks for all that you have shared so generously! 
 
Just an idea, you should make an indicator for this with 8 buffers showing different price 
levels' probability for each bar. That might show something really interesting, perhaps a 
high probability channel for which the price drives through. Would love to see some 
screenshots of it. I have done similar things. Feel free to reach out to me if you need any 
indicator templates/examples of how I would do it. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 10, 2014 10:22am | Post# 11977

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Hi EURUSDD!! As always, thanks for all that you have shared so generously! 
Just an idea, you should make an indicator for this with 8 buffers showing different price 
levels' probability for each bar. That might show something really interesting, perhaps a 
high probability channel for which the price drives through. Would love to see some 
screenshots of it. I have done similar things. Feel free to reach out to me if you need any 
indicator templates/examples of how I would do it. 
I tried this with DS/Sim, aka the river of price, but since the targets' probability has time 
decay, it only really worked in ranging markets. How would you predict that price would 
move to a level that hadn't been seen for a very long time? 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 10, 2014 10:24am | Post# 11978

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 



interesting.... 
 
How are the probability calculated then? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 10, 2014 11:04am | Post# 11979

 
160 mins remaining on the signal. But we have an update. After 
this time, the next 240 mins will force eurusd to close below 
1.24730! 
so in all, eurusd has 95% chance of closing below 1.24730 at the 
end of the next 400 mins!!! 
 

so sell close to that number!  
 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 11:20am | Post# 11980

 
Quoting ssoftware 

Thanks EURUSDD and Kiads I cant believe my eyes !!!!! OMG {image} 
This chart doesn't really require any indicators. It might be nice to have a ZigZag 
mimicking the behaviour of the renko chart... Hmmm. 

 

Trillion2015 Nov 10, 2014 11:22am | Post# 11981

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
160 mins remaining on the signal. But we have an update. After this time, the next 240 
mins will force eurusd to close below 1.24730! so in all, eurusd has 95% chance of 
closing below 1.24730 at the end of the next 400 mins!!! so sell close to that number! 

wowwwww... after a long time we got your call.....   

 

ssoftware Nov 10, 2014 11:30am | Post# 11982

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} This chart doesn't really require any indicators. It might be nice to have a ZigZag 
mimicking the behaviour of the renko chart... Hmmm. 
Yes might be  
 
but i shared here is my one step in Sub sequence theorem and replicating kiads indicator 
 
here is Time chart (it can also draw manually by hand but level is important 



, lol) 

 

ssoftware Nov 10, 2014 11:34am | Post# 11983

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Lower Tf Charts 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

jmn5611 Nov 10, 2014 11:49am | Post# 11984

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Update on my zone. Over the last 16 hours, price has left and come back to the zone 
several times. How it gets traded is up to you. 



 

 

saver0 Nov 10, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 11985

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
160 mins remaining on the signal. But we have an update. After this time, the next 240 
mins will force eurusd to close below 1.24730! so in all, eurusd has 95% chance of 
closing below 1.24730 at the end of the next 400 mins!!! so sell close to that number! 
The price is already about 30-40pips below this level. I guess this means, if within the 
next 400mins, price gets to be above 1.24730, then we can short back to this level, 
correct?  
 
Are you arriving at these levels with TZs as well or something entirely different this time? 

 

ktoTam Nov 10, 2014 12:33pm | Post# 11986

 
hedged with long because i think it will bounce till 1.246xx and then load more shorts 
but its only my guess 

 

eibell Nov 10, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 11987

 
hi, first of all i want to thank to all the people that it is working on this post, on this 
system and if i can make my inputs here. i am trying to understand all of the concept 
and reading what writed eursdd i think it is the point: 
 
http://www.mql5.com/en/charts/261126...alpari-limited 
 
so, we have a transient important zone, marked with a big big candle. we have then a 
re-enter on this zone and price will rise above it. then we expect a re-enter and price will 
go down. so when price gets the upper line of the transient zone again we enter SHORT. 
That is it?  
 
thanx to all of you. this post have opened my eyes and my mind.  
 
have a nice day. 

 



pip.monkey Nov 10, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 11988

 
Quoting pip.monkey 
went short aud/usd using Kiads BB TZ system @ 8668 tp lower bb 8636 sl 8701 RR 1:2 
the big white line is 360 SMA so trend is down for me {image} 
closed trade @ 8610 + 58 pips 
 
Aus/usd break with currency slope strength indicator cross on 15 min chart 
 

Thanks all contributors  

 

kore2 Nov 10, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 11989

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} The indicator looks at the past data. a) If the zone was cleared in the future (it 
became recurrent within specified h_right) the statistics is done in the probability to fully 
resolve ___ zone. b) if it was NOT cleared within the following h_right (so for fully transient 
bars/zones, i.e. those that did not become recurrent), its statistics is added to the statistics 
for k. k 
Thanks for clarifying that. 
 
There is something wrong with k statistics. ( Max. width of trans. problem zone: ) 
If I use smaller H value (h-8 max width of transient problem zone: 118 pips) it seems fine, 
but using (relatively) higher H (h-32 max width of transient problem zone: 7 pips). 

 



 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 3:50pm | Post# 11990

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Thanks for clarifying that. There is something wrong with k statistics. ( Max. 
width of trans. problem zone: ) If I use smaller H value (h-8 max width of transient 
problem zone: 118 pips) it seems fine, but using (relatively) higher H (h-32 max width of 
transient problem zone: 7 pips). {image} {image} 
hi, 
isn't that number 70 pips and not 7?  
k 

 

kore2 Nov 10, 2014 4:34pm | Post# 11991

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi, isn't that number 70 pips and not 7? k 
 
Sorry, I messed up the digits missing a "0". 
So EURUSD 0.0118 stands for 118 pips and 0.007 stands for 70 pips, doesn`t it? 
But then how should I interpret other currency pairs? 
e.g. GBPJPY m15 h-8 Max. width of trans. problem zone: 0.85 

I suppose it doesn`t stand for 8500 pips, does it?  
Has it to be interpreted by how many digits are after the decimal mark with that specific 
currency? e.g. GBPY 181.800 - three digits after decimal mark, or EURUSD 1.24240 - five 
digits after decimal mark. 



 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 4:49pm | Post# 11992

 
Quoting kore2 
Has it to be interpreted by how many digits are after the decimal mark with that specific 
currency? e.g. GBPY 181.800 - three digits after decimal mark, or EURUSD 1.24240 - five 
digits after decimal mark. {image} 
hi, yes you are correct, the values for k are in whatever units your price is.  
k 

 

kore2 Nov 10, 2014 4:58pm | Post# 11993

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi, yes you are correct, the values for k are in whatever units your price is. k 
Thanks a lot. 
 
It`s really useful to have maximum width zone statistic so no need to scan charts 
visually searching for that. 
At the same time it`s a bit disappointing to realize that such a huge transient zone like 
118 pips on EURUSD m15 h-8 could happen... 
 
Cheers 
Kore 

 

PiratePip Nov 10, 2014 5:01pm | Post# 11994

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} Thanks a lot. It`s really useful to have maximum width zone statistic so no need 
to scan charts visually searching for that. At the same time it`s a bit disappointing to 
realize that such a huge transient zone like 118 pips on EURUSD m15 h-8 could 
happen... Cheers Kore 
 
those are usually triggered by news or an event like this so its best to avoid those TZ's in 
general. 
 



like Eurusdd said true TZ's should be small so i wouldnt pay to much attention to the 
chunky ones. 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 5:08pm | Post# 11995

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} At the same time it`s a bit disappointing to realize that such a huge transient 
zone like 118 pips on EURUSD m15 h-8 could happen... 
one little piece of advice: for every event happening, try to deduce the relevant 
timeframe. while this 118 pip event manifested itself on the m15, probably the more 
correct timeframe to look at this event is daily or weekly.  
for example, inspect the boundaries of the price area where you are working in. ask 
yourself what the relevant timeframe is if the price breaks out upwards or downwards. 
check the appropriate statistics for this case and see what you can expect.  
 
happy trading,  
k 

 

jlee425 Nov 10, 2014 5:33pm | Post# 11996

 
kprsa, Shouldn't "width" be worded as "height"? because its measuring the zone from top 
to bottom? 
Please correct me if I'm wrong. 
 
J 

 

PiratePip Nov 10, 2014 5:51pm | Post# 11997

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jlee425 
kprsa, Shouldn't "width" be worded as "height"? because its measuring the zone from top 
to bottom? Please correct me if I'm wrong. 
J 
 
height would be if the square were 3D so width is correct 

 



 

jlee425 Nov 10, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 11998

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} height would be if the square were 3D so width is correct {image} 
Oh right.. sorry for my bad english 
 
J 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 6:16pm | Post# 11999

 
Seriously, no need to be so strict with the nomenclature. Also the usage of k in the 
Recurrence statistic is very clumsy (as compared to the Definition 1 and Proposition 1). 
The most important thing is that k denotes price, whether you want to call it width or 
height makes no difference to me. 
k 

 

kore2 Nov 10, 2014 6:18pm | Post# 12000

 
2 Attachment(s) 
If it were 3D... 
 
Then two of my countrymates would have stood in the other one`s shoes... 
 

 

 



 

 

jlee425 Nov 10, 2014 6:32pm | Post# 12001

 
1 Attachment(s) 
In the note it says 
 
For example, in Fig 1 we see that the <k> for the end-of-the bar with specified input 
parameters is 0.0002 = 2 pips. While the probability that the zone will be cleared within 
specified h_right is 85%, the probability that the price will reach within 6 pips if it is not 
cleared (3*<k>=3*2 pips) to clearing it is 99.3197% ! 
 
Where can I find specified parameter 0.0002 in Fig 1? (I'm only trying to understand this, 
no offense) 
 
Thanks 
J 



 

 

Barbaresco Nov 10, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 12002

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
3. Confirmed Top or Bottom TZ followed by a PTZ in the same direction - trade against 
this - thinking of scaling in and TP'ing all orders when an opposite PTZ is made - have yet 
to code, but EU looked like only 14 trades last week - once coded will look back to find 
worst case scenarios to figure risk and SL 
M1 results for above on EU h-30: 
 
Not filtering for mid-zones, the strategy is breakeven with one entry and an SL of 40 pts. 
Using an offset entry (X points better than the indicated entry), the average results are: 
Offset -7, +22 pts/wk; Offset -15, +18 pts/wk; Offset -25, +45 pts/wk. Numbers are net 
of spread/commissions and losses, which avg 1 per week. Of course the more you offset, 
the fewer trades there are. 
 
Still not happy. Really wanted TZ's to be working on their own, but might be time to add 
sub-sequences. 

 

ravs_avs Nov 10, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 12003

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} Some more M1 data: 1. Assuming any PTZ that is older than 50% of your h 
(chosen for 3%) will become a TZ, and trading away from this "TZ", with a TP of a PTZ in 
the opposite direction, and an SL at the assumed TZ, yielded approx. 61% W:L, with less 



than favorable R:R. Net loser, but getting closer. 2. Trading away from a confirmed TZ ( 
put SL here) if and only if a PTZ has not yet been made in the opposite direction (TP 
when it makes the PTZ) yielded approx. 72% W:L, also with less than favorable R:R. Net 
it comes out a little better than... 
Hi Barbaresco, 
 
I will be really interested in your results for the third scenario. I do not have the coding 
capabilities as you so I will just wait for you to put your analysis forward. Thanks heaps 
for your constructive contribution. 
 
Ravs 

 

kprsa Nov 10, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 12004

 
Quoting jlee425 
In the note it says For example, in Fig 1 we see that the <k> for the end-of-the bar with 
specified input parameters is 0.0002 = 2 pips. While the probability that the zone will be 
cleared within specified h_right is 85%, the probability that the price will reach within 6 
pips if it is not cleared (3*<k>=3*2 pips) to clearing it is 99.3197% ! Where can I find 
specified parameter 0.0002 in Fig 1? (I'm only trying to understand this, no offense) 
Thanks J {image} 
Hi, that was an error in the text (already reported by NorthTrader this morning). 
Please download the text again. 
k 

 

NorthTrader Nov 10, 2014 9:48pm | Post# 12005

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} M1 results for above on EU h-30: Not filtering for mid-zones, the strategy is 
breakeven with one entry and an SL of 40 pts. Using an offset entry (X points better than 
the indicated entry), the average results are: Offset -7, +22 pts/wk; Offset -15, +18 
pts/wk; Offset -25, +45 pts/wk. Numbers are net of spread/commissions and losses, 
which avg 1 per week. Of course the more you offset, the fewer trades there are. Still not 
happy. Really wanted TZ's to be working on their own, but might be time to add sub-
sequences. 
Well done, Barbaresco. I'd love to be able to code these test systems myself but simply 
don't have time at the moment. Keep up the good work and please keep us updated with 

your progress  

 

NorthTrader Nov 11, 2014 12:19am | Post# 12006

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Here is version 2 of my TZPriceAnalysis indicator for NT7 (NinjaTrader). 
 
TZPriceAnalysis_V2.zip 
 
It includes the option to show on the chart h-recurrent zones that occur immediately after 
h-transient zones at the same price (as well as all h-transient zones). This allows you to see 
more clearly what price does when it returns to a h-transient price level. This new option is 
disabled by default. You can enable it from the Parameters section of the indicator: 
 



 
 
I've also added more stats to the last line of the Output window and the chart. 
 

 
 
I'll post V2 of my other indicator (TZBarAnalysis) later this week hopefully. 

 

samaralala Nov 11, 2014 6:29am | Post# 12007

 
Long from 1.2404 to 1.247x 

 

Eurusdd Nov 11, 2014 8:36am | Post# 12008

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

samaralala Nov 11, 2014 9:15am | Post# 12009

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
 
LOL this diagram might be too complicated for some :-) 
 
Nonetheless, love the fancy colors so easy for the sore Forex eyes how long did this take 
you - you were like using Adobe Photoshop all morning..must be exhausting. 

 

mhmdfx Nov 11, 2014 9:33am | Post# 12010

 
Quoting Ullen 
This is for all the people that likes to experiment a lot. I've tried using the renko (from 
the champ Kiads) combined with TZ concept, and tested it with 10 SL & 10 TP. 89% win 
rate. {image} 
can you upload indicators please??? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 11, 2014 11:14am | Post# 12011

 
158 mins remaining for the signal validity!!! 



 

ephisi Nov 11, 2014 11:27am | Post# 12012

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Hey eurusdd, i see you have started dropping new gems. Dont even have time to reply 
on the thread anymore. I have been preoccupied with TZ studies and testing. Building 
my system. So far so good as can be seen from my trade explorer. I still have a lot to 
learn though. 
God enrich you more and more 

 

LITEchild Nov 11, 2014 11:31am | Post# 12013

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
280 mins remaining for the signal validity!!! 

nice call!!!  

 

 

blueface Nov 11, 2014 11:55am | Post# 12014

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} nice call!!! {image} 
Hi LITEchild 
Nice chart,I see some orange candle,which Indicator do you use? 
thx 

 

Eurusdd Nov 11, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 12015

 
38 mins remaining for the signal. full range covered! 

 

spyderman Nov 11, 2014 1:16pm | Post# 12016

 



Quoting Eurusdd 
80 mins remaining for the signal. full range covered! 

 

 

jmn5611 Nov 11, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 12017

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
38 mins remaining for the signal. full range covered! 
I had my zone cleared today too. There is very little doubt remaining that the principle of 
similarity and of transient zones is valid. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 11, 2014 1:48pm | Post# 12018

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} I see it... I see it.. Yay... Thank You Chief.... {image} MTH 
 
Started looking at SS. Stuck at the D1 example EURUSDD gave. I see in that example, 
the 3 candles 10/26,10/27,10/28: 
O: 1<2<3 
H: 1<2<3 
L: 1>2<3 - this is the only sequence that hasn't already satisfied 
C: 1<2<3 
OHLC: 1<2<3 
 
L: 1>2<3 - if candle 4 goes down, then I can see that candle 5 would want to be red in 
order to not fail. However, if candle 4 goes up, candle 5 can be either green or red and 
not fail. I also did not see that the previous 5 candle set had failed. So, I don't see why 
one of the next 2 candles needed to be red, as EURUSDD stated. 

 

Patron Nov 11, 2014 3:08pm | Post# 12019

 
1 Attachment(s) 
GBPJPY M5-M1 
 
Hello. I've only read the first post, but I wanted to try. I wonder if I made good use of this 
strategy, which has provided me about +60 pips. 
Or if it was beginner's luck, 
Thank you. 



 

 

Barbaresco Nov 11, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 12020

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} M1 results for above on EU h-30: Not filtering for mid-zones, the strategy is 
breakeven with one entry and an SL of 40 pts. Using an offset entry (X points better than 
the indicated entry), the average results are: Offset -7, +22 pts/wk; Offset -15, +18 
pts/wk; Offset -25, +45 pts/wk. Numbers are net of spread/commissions and losses, 
which avg 1 per week. Of course the more you offset, the fewer trades there are. Still not 
happy. Really wanted TZ's to be working on their own, but might be time to add sub-
sequences. 
M1 Update: 
 
All of the TZ strategies I have tested seem to have the same problem - W:L is good or 
great, but R:R is bad or terrible. Increasing R:R kills W:L. So, why not try to use this to 
our advantage. If small wins can't keep us ahead of the large losses, why not take small 
losses and get propelled by the large wins. 
 
So, with the quoted example from above, instead of running a single trade with the offset 
of 25 pts for avg +45 pts/wk, I checked running the strategy in reverse with multi-entry 
up to the 25-pt threshold. With 1 trade every point, for a max of 25 trades, and each 
trade sized 1/25 of the single-trade stategy, this method increased avg wkly revenue to 
+380 lot-equivalent pts. Worst run of losses totaled approx. 2 days of avg revenue. I will 
make some code tweaks and start running this to see if forward testing confirms. 

 

LITEchild Nov 11, 2014 4:02pm | Post# 12021

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Can any of our wonderful coders here help me code an indicator that ALERTS and draws 
a horizontal line to mark whenever a fractal is engulfed by a candle close BEFORE another 

fractal prints in the same direction?. Hope it's clear.  
Thanks guys. 



 

 

spyderman Nov 11, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 12022

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} M1 Update: All of the TZ strategies I have tested seem to have the same 
problem - W:L is good or great, but R:R is bad or terrible. Increasing R:R kills W:L. So, 
why not try to use this to our advantage. If small wins can't keep us ahead of the large 
losses, why not take small losses and get propelled by the large wins. So, with the 
quoted example from above, instead of running a single trade with the offset of 25 pts 
for avg +45 pts/wk, I checked running the strategy in reverse with multi-entry up to the 
25-pt threshold. With 1 trade every... 
 
Been trying to follow your posts on the strategy. Little difficult without charts as I'm very 
visual. But definitely looks interesting. Will be watching for further updates. 

 

Robertk Nov 11, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 12023

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} M1 Update: All of the TZ strategies I have tested seem to have the same 
problem - W:L is good or great, but R:R is bad or terrible. Increasing R:R kills W:L. So, 
why not try to use this to our advantage. If small wins can't keep us ahead of the large 
losses, why not take small losses and get propelled by the large wins. So, with the 
quoted example from above, instead of running a single trade with the offset of 25 pts 
for avg +45 pts/wk, I checked running the strategy in reverse with multi-entry up to the 
25-pt threshold. With 1 trade every... 
R:R is not bad when you consider TZ as zones with a calculated maximum deviation 
under "x" circumstances. Each level above or below has a corresponding % probability 
chance. Knowing these % should be the solution in avoiding "bad" R:R's. It is a simple 
concept, the higher the % gets(the more price reaches max deviation), the more (small 
sized) long or short positions will be added into play. Adding smaller chunks, one by one, 
instead of having the whole thing at one level, is more efficient in this case. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 11, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 12024

 



Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} I had my zone cleared today too. There is very little doubt remaining that the 
principle of similarity and of transient zones is valid. 
Nice observation friend Our next focus will be to add the foundation for delay! That will 
get us into trends, short or long , very early!!! 

 

Eurusdd Nov 11, 2014 5:43pm | Post# 12025

 
Quoting ephisi 
{quote} Hey eurusdd, i see you have started dropping new gems. Dont even have time 
to reply on the thread anymore. I have been preoccupied with TZ studies and testing. 
Building my system. So far so good as can be seen from my trade explorer. I still have a 
lot to learn though. God enrich you more and more 

Nice! I am not really back. Just dropping a few signals here and there!   

 

Barbaresco Nov 11, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 12026

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} R:R is not bad when you consider TZ as zones with a calculated maximum 
deviation under "x" circumstances. Each level above or below has a corresponding % 
probability chance. Knowing these % should be the solution in avoiding "bad" R:R's. It is 
a simple concept, the higher the % gets(the more price reaches max deviation), the 
more (small sized) long or short positions will be added into play. Adding smaller chunks, 
one by one, instead of having the whole thing at one level, is more efficient in this case. 
 
I haven't found the probabilities to hold when looking at scenarios with tradable ranges. 
The probabilities look great because the non-tradable bars are treated as wins in the 
stats. Larger tf's look better because the avg occurrence of a setup offers a tradable 
range, albeit most of the time with poor R:R. Ex. trading the 2nd occurrence of a price in 
a PTZ after the first occurrence became a confirmed TZ. This is supposed to yield 0.9% 
loss, given an h that yields 3%. In my tests, it won only 42% of the time using a 
minimum TP of 5 in M1, i.e. I only entered the trade if the PTZ was min 5 pts away from 
the price. That 5 pts brought 99% down to 42%... 
 
I think that the probability for a price to become h-transient or h-recurrent can be 
thought of as a vector of time and price, and the attractive or repulsive force of the 
transient or recurrent price is subject to logarithmic decay with both elapsed time and 
the net change in price. If the vector pierces a particular arc of a circle with center 
[time(PTZ) ,price(TZ)], the probability for that trade falls below 50%. Perhaps the sum of 
all of the potential arcs is price (efficient market), and I wish I was still 20 yrs old so I 
could attempt the calculation lol... 
 
It has been a couple of decades since linear algebra for me, and I may also focus too 
hard on a tree and never see the forest, so perhaps I'm still missing something. If that is 
the case, please let me know. 

 

ephisi Nov 11, 2014 6:11pm | Post# 12027

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Nice! I am not really back. Just dropping a few signals here and there!   
Bless you all the same sir. This really needs to be on wikipedia. youre a legend in the 
making. i have not started applying probabilities and subsequence theorem. i havnt had 
the time to learn them. My TE results is strictly based on TZ without probability and 



subsequence theorem. Imagine what i can do when i fanally learn probabilities and 
subsequence theored. This is too good to be true. I never traded any pair other than 
eurusd. but at first attempt at trading other pairs i cant believe my eyes. awesome 

 

ephisi Nov 11, 2014 6:13pm | Post# 12028

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Nice observation friend Our next focus will be to add the foundation for delay! 
That will get us into trends, short or long , very early!!! 
waiting patiently. my system is based on short term and long term swings as can see om 
my explorer. cant wait to see what delay is all about 

 

PiratePip Nov 11, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 12029

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Alas! We have made it to Rome..... 99.33% of levels drawn are cleared... 

 

 

xux99 Nov 11, 2014 6:43pm | Post# 12030

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 

Can any of our wonderful coders here help me code an indicator that ALERTS and 
draws a horizontal line to mark whenever a fractal is engulfed by a candle close BEFORE 

another fractal prints in the same direction?. Hope it's clear. Thanks guys. {image} 
I have attached the indicator. 

Attachment 1548003 

LineFractal.mq4  

 



jusiur Nov 11, 2014 6:48pm | Post# 12031

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Alas! We have made it to Rome..... 99.33% of levels drawn are cleared... {image} 
how do you get those stats in the upper left corner? 

 

saver0 Nov 11, 2014 6:59pm | Post# 12032

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Alas! We have made it to Rome..... 99.33% of levels drawn are cleared... {image} 

Awesome job!  
 
How are the stats when you increase the number of bars to lets say around 100,000 in 
M5? Could you post some stats for large number of bars in different timeframes and 
currencies. I'm really curious how good the subsequences are. Maybe it might be useful 
to also see the drawdown. What I would do is save all the trades to a CSV file and then 
check the distribution in excel so I can get an understanding of the drawdown.  
 
Did you do it similar to the way Kiads did it? 
 
Thank you! 

 

PiratePip Nov 11, 2014 7:01pm | Post# 12033

 
Quoting saver0 

{quote} Awesome job! How are the stats when you increase the number of bars to 
lets say around 100,000 in M5? Could you post some stats for large number of bars in 
different timeframes and currencies. I'm really curious how good the subsequences are. 
Maybe it might be useful to also see the drawdown. What I would do is save all the 
trades to a CSV file and then check the distribution in excel so I can get an 
understanding of the drawdown. Did you do it similar to the way Kiads did it? Thank you! 
 
I will try and see what I can do to upload some more data. 
 
According to eurusdd the as the sample pool goes onto infinity the number will surely 
just get closer to 1(100%). 
 
Time to figure out how we can prove this now. 
 
Pip 

 

saver0 Nov 11, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 12034

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} I will try and see what I can do to upload some more data. According to eurusdd 
the as the sample pool goes onto infinity the number will surely just get closer to 
1(100%). Time to figure out how we can prove this now. Pip 
Thank you! Can't wait to see the results. 
 
Also, this looks very different from SSxux99v2 from your thread. Do you have a modified 
version or is it completely different? 

 



LITEchild Nov 11, 2014 7:11pm | Post# 12035

 
Quoting xux99 
{quote} I have attached the indicator. {image} {file} 

Ooh lala! You have a kind heart Xu! Really appreciate this. Tnx man!  

 

PiratePip Nov 11, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 12036

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Thank you! Can't wait to see the results. Also, this looks very different from 
SSxux99v2 from your thread. Do you have a modified version or is it completely 
different? 
 
This is a completely different version(currently private until further notice). 
 
The probability for the ssxux99v2 is about 85-89% on most pairs so it is still extremely 
powerful. 
 
Pip 

 

T4xr Nov 11, 2014 8:18pm | Post# 12037

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

{quote} Nice! I am not really back. Just dropping a few signals here and there!   
Hello EURUSDD.... 
 
Great thread...great insights...great teachings...I could finish only 44 
pages....of....602,,,in 2 days.... 
 
Can you point me to a faster way to go through your great work ...is any summary 
important posts / pages that i may learn first.... 
 
My respects to all contributors here... 
 
regards.. 
 
T4xr 

 

Baillie Nov 11, 2014 8:25pm | Post# 12038

 
Quoting T4xr 
{quote} Hello EURUSDD.... Great thread...great insights...great teachings...I could finish 
only 44 pages....of....602,,,in 2 days.... Can you point me to a faster way to go through 
your great work ...is any summary important posts / pages that i may learn first.... My 
respects to all contributors here... regards.. T4xr 
Click on EURUSDD's name and it will take you to his profile page, from there you can 
click on posts or threads started. 

 

Exciter135 Nov 11, 2014 9:21pm | Post# 12039

 
Quoting PiratePip 



Alas! We have made it to Rome..... 99.33% of levels drawn are cleared... {image} 

Please give us here your bombs  

 

PiratePip Nov 11, 2014 9:24pm | Post# 12040

 
Quoting Exciter135 

{quote} Please give us here your bombs  
 
Need to clear this up, They are not mine and unfortunately I can not sure them for the 
time being until we hear from cheif. 

 

T4xr Nov 11, 2014 10:17pm | Post# 12041

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Click on EURUSDD's name and it will take you to his profile page, from there you 
can click on posts or threads started. 
Thank you for instant response...from one contributor.... 
This shows your helping attitude towards others.... 
 
Yes..that would be the right path into the spagetti of forex roads... 
 
Thanks once again.. 
 
regards... 
 
T 

 

xixi Nov 11, 2014 10:40pm | Post# 12042

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Someone pm me if I can add feature to change position of statistics info of xixi_TZ 
indicator. 
It's very easy. 
So here it is. 
You can put it at any place you want by changing 2 options: stats_pos_x, stats_pos_y. 
 
xixi_tz_1_8.mq4 
 
Too busy with my day job. Hope I have time to catch up with amazing stuff being shared 

so far...  

 

PiratePip Nov 11, 2014 10:44pm | Post# 12043

 
Quoting xixi 
Someone pm me if I can add feature to change position of statistics info of xixi_TZ 
indicator. It's very easy. So here it is. You can put it at any place you want by changing 2 
options: stats_pos_x, stats_pos_y. {file} Too busy with my day job. Hope I have time to 

catch up with amazing stuff being shared so far...  

Thank you sir! you rock! 

 



Kenergy Nov 11, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 12044

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I haven't found the probabilities to hold when looking at scenarios with tradable 
ranges. The probabilities look great because the non-tradable bars are treated as wins in the 
stats. Larger tf's look better because the avg occurrence of a setup offers a tradable range, 
albeit most of the time with poor R:R. Ex. trading the 2nd occurrence of a price in a PTZ 
after the first occurrence became a confirmed TZ. This is supposed to yield 0.9% loss, given 
an h that yields 3%. In my tests, it won only 42% of the time using a minimum TP of 5 in 
M1,... 
I am basically trying to find the arc of price once the left side starts the clock. 
I got an EA to triple the account in 3 months then lose it back again when the size of the 
waves changes. I use time delays, Bollinger bands ( COBB) and my own momentum based 
entries so far. Now I am looking to dynamically vary the Bollinger time frame and time 
delays depending on market conditions and add trailing stops and possibly multiple 
entries/exits. And of course I am here looking for new ideas too, like the TZ outside of the 
BB idea.  
To paraphrase FX-Jay: TZ is something that can be added to your trading knowledge to give 
you the edge, not a silver platter with gold bars already piled upon it. An EA is a way to 
record your experience/thoughts into a computer. 
Here is my latest experiment using close stops. Hopefully you can make out the trades. 
And yeah, I wish I was still 20 years old too. 
 

 

 

Kenergy Nov 11, 2014 11:04pm | Post# 12045

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Per my above post here is a "perfect trade". I am trying to filter out the other trades. 
Edit: Guess I shouldnt use such a dark blue for the buy signal lines. It shows up when you 
open it though. 
And it is just coincidence that it opened right as it came back into the BB but that gives me 



an idea! 
 

 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 12:42am | Post# 12046

 
Quoting Kenergy 
{quote} I am basically trying to find the arc of price once the left side starts the clock. I 
got an EA to triple the account in 3 months then lose it back again when the size of the 
waves changes. I use time delays, Bollinger bands ( COBB) and my own momentum 
based entries so far. Now I am looking to dynamically vary the Bollinger time frame and 
time delays depending on market conditions and add trailing stops and possibly multiple 
entries/exits. And of course I am here looking for new ideas too, like the TZ outside of 
the BB idea. To paraphrase... 
I feel your pain - everything changes... The question is whether to try to change with it 
or develop a more rigid framework that has a positive expected return. My main program 
is based on doing the exact opposite of what we are trying to do here - I have never tried 
to predict price or direction before now. Attacking the problem from that perspective is 
very different, and this foray into predictive analytics has been frustrating so far - but will 
hopefully bear fruit soon. 
 
Regarding your results, I have seen the same in my data. You can run with or against 
TZ's or PTZ's, confirmed or unconfirmed, and have great runs. However, over the longer-
term, without changing parameters, there will also be periods of concentrated losses. The 
high probability trades have the worst R:R, and the high R:R trades have lower 
probability. As well, my results say that it is better to take small losses and large wins 
than vice-versa. These rules are probably old hat for predictive traders, but they were 
opposite for me as a high-frequency guy. 
 
Good luck and please keep us apprised of your parameters/results. Sometimes all it 
takes is one person to see something differently... 

 



monomonono Nov 12, 2014 12:55am | Post# 12047

 
Hello everyone, 
 
This is my first post in this thread and I have readen all post since page 285 or 
something. Thanks for sharing those nice concepts and working around them. Right now 
I'm in the side of the loosing traders but I think that this ideas can give me the edge to 

be in the green side. Always think positive! . Now I need some time to apply and 
backtest those concepts. 
 
I would like to share some ideas that came into my mind while reading and digesting all 
the information (nothing tested yet). 
 
About TZ: 
 
1) Conditional probabilities: If you thinka bout TZ and the H value, it can be seen that 
looking to the left yo have a maximum Ho barts where a TZ appears, so you can use any 
h_left<Ho to calculate the probabilities of the price reaching the price levent in h_right 
periods. SO I think we can calculate the conditional probabilites of the price being 
reached in different h_right periods given that we have a maximum Ho to the left. So 
maybe we could se when price will be rejected from a zone (very low prob) and attracted 
to another (very high prob). And this can be dome to any TF. 
 
2) TZ in MTF: Given that, we can calculate the probabilities of price reaching a zone in 
some determine ammount of time, we can easyly calculate those zones for higher TF 
using a small TF. It's as easy as combining block of bars, and applying the concept. If we 
are in M1, it could be tried M2, M4, M8.. M1024 or just the normal higher TF's used. But 
we can combine the probabilities for all these zones and from a small TF see the big 
picture. 
 
3) We can calculate the probabilities of price in any moment reaching certain zones, that 
way we can know if the price goes too far from a TZ, it won't come back soon so that 
zone won't have high prob. of price reaching it soon. 
 
4) It can also be added the K and the alrease used 1*<k>, 2*<k> etc to have better 
probabilities in the future zones. 
 
5) Now that we have a future space of high/low prob reaching zones that can be 
measured to certain time in the future. Maybe we can consider them like magnets, so if 
we are in the actual price, we can consider it like being a particle so some force it's being 
applyed to it. It will have an angle and a magnitude. So we can wait to the angle being 
higher/lower enoght and the magnitude to be big enought to press the trigger. Just some 

crazy idea that could or could not work, who knows . 
 
About SS: 
 
I was thinking about the >90% prob. of the SS with n, so we take a sample size of 
n^2+1 and we are looking that the serie met certain conditions wihin those values, so 
with n=2, the sample size is of 5 values and we are looking of 3 linear values that me the 
conditions. I was thinking if the first 4 didn't met the condition, so we are expecting the 
5th one to do it, if this series is composed of HIGH values, then what if the ONLY possible 
condition that could be possible is that the serie is increasing, so we can expect with 
some high probability, the next candle HIGH will be higher than the HIGHs in the bars 
that could me the condition. The same applies to LOW. One question: What would you do 
if you are really certain that tomorrow's high will be higher than the previous days? Just 

one answer...  



 
 
I have lot to stuff to do now but I would like to work about those ideas. I exposed them 
here because I think that sharing is caring and discussing concepts with smart people can 

lead to good results to everyone.  
 
I usually program in Matlab so I'll try to implement and backtest in the next weeks. 
 
PS: English it's not my native language so there could be a lot of typos jeje 
 
Luis 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 1:28am | Post# 12048

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} Been trying to follow your posts on the strategy. Little difficult without charts as 
I'm very visual. But definitely looks interesting. Will be watching for further updates. 
Here's a good example of what I'm testing now. Most trades are losers, but small losers, 
and then you have big winners like this. The power is in the multi-entries. Most trades, while 
losers, will have gone into profit by an avg of 6 pts. In this case, that would mean 6 trades 
to lose. The winners, while few, will generally have more trades than the losers, up to 25, 
and thus be worth more per point won. 
 
The profitable opposite of this strategy is what I shared yesterday, where the single entry 
would be taken at 25 points above (1.2700 in this case), and in the opposite direction. This 
example is a loss in that strategy, but on average, that method was also profitable. 

 

 

Zelo Nov 12, 2014 1:43am | Post# 12049

 
Welcome to the thread, Luis. 
 

Your English is a lot better than me  
 
 
My update on Eurusdd's Similarity, TZ, and SS. 



I just started trading BO 5 Mins real to day. 
8/11. It is ok but not great. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/rr3vdDb.png 
(I show here to encourage you guys to read and learn more from master Eurusdd) 
 
About trading forex, i lost 2-3 demo account because no stop loss, bad take profit. 
 
And this is my new SS indicator. It can help me find mispricing or Disimilarity between 
brokers.  
And Find start, continue or stop of trend. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/4dR3Seg.png 
Disimilarity between brokers.  
 
http://i.imgur.com/peUGj6N.png 
GJ and UJ confirmed start of new strend. 
 
http://i.imgur.com/cKNNJB6.png 
It show strong strend of AudJpy yesterday. 
 
I still need to learn more about my own indicator, lol. 
And how to calculate probability to give me good trade. 
 
 
Have a green day, guys! 
 
Zelo 

 

diceman555 Nov 12, 2014 2:40am | Post# 12050

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} I feel your pain - everything changes... The question is whether to try to change 
with it or develop a more rigid framework that has a positive expected return. My main 
program is based on doing the exact opposite of what we are trying to do here - I have 
never tried to predict price or direction before now. Attacking the problem from that 
perspective is very different, and this foray into predictive analytics has been frustrating 
so far - but will hopefully bear fruit soon. Regarding your results, I have seen the same in 
my data. You can... 
UMM that bloody market efficiency, 
 
it can be used to your advantage,as a particular set you trade deviates way from 
efficiency ,once you have established what the efficient return is,there will be an 
increased positive number of trades in your favor for your particular set.each set is 
perfectly efficient. 
 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 12, 2014 2:46am | Post# 12051

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's your money maker for next week: Pair: EURNZD Order: Buy TP: 1.6250 (+197 
pips) SL: 1.5900 (-153 pips) *Notice that your risk is less than the reward Expected time 
to reach Target: <72 Hours Probability of success: 95% This call has all the components 
needed for a good trade: 1- Favorable RR 2- Very High Probability 3- Predetermined 



Fixed SL 4- Timing Good Luck, Jay 
That's not exactly the best way to start the day! The money maker turned out to be a 
money taker :s  
 
Lots of people are still searching for some secret in the thread. The only secret you 
should know is how to stay motivated after losing a trade that you had lots of hopes on. 
What you should do is 1 of the following: 
a- Take this a learning experience, and try to fix what you did wrong  
b- If you actually did everything correct & there is nothing to fix (like it was in the case of 
this trade), just close the chart of the trade you lost, and move on to the next trade with 
the same motivation you had when you took that previous trade.  
 
That's the beauty of mastering probabilities, a loss of 95% probability trade means that a 
couple of consecutive winners are right behind the door waiting for you. 
 
The reason I post my statement from time to time is to put some pressure on myself in 
order to maintain my strict money management rules. I know that 100s of people are 
following & if I mess up, they will be there to point fingers. No matter how experienced 
you get, there are times were you emotions take over & you tend to stupidly mess up. 
Having people judge you & wait for you next update dramatically reduces the chances of 
you letting your emotions take over your common sense & mess up your winning system.  
 
Will EURNZD bounce back up from here? will it continue lower? I don't know, I don't 
care.. I got stopped out & the loss was pretty heavy, but the beauty of this system is 

that there are lots of high probability trades waiting for you ... so onto the next trade  

 

FX-Jay Nov 12, 2014 2:52am | Post# 12052

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here's the statement: 
 
You can clearly see that this was my biggest drawdown so far.  
 
Will this be a minor correction before the continuation or will it be the signal of a trend 
reversal?  
I'd like to believe that I know the answer, but anyways I'll let time tell. 
 
Best, 
Jay 



 

 

IenDzi Nov 12, 2014 2:52am | Post# 12053

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting monomonono 
About SS: I was thinking about the >90% prob. of the SS with n, so we take a sample 
size of n^2+1 and we are looking that the serie met certain conditions wihin those 
values, so with n=2, the sample size is of 5 values and we are looking of 3 linear values 
that me the conditions. I was thinking if the first 4 didn't met the condition, so we are 
expecting the 5th one to do it, if this series is composed of HIGH values, then what if the 
ONLY possible condition that could be possible is that the serie is increasing, so we can 
expect with some high... 
There are two possible conditions: 5th candle can have lower or higher high from 



previous candles.   

 

Zelo Nov 12, 2014 2:59am | Post# 12054

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's the statement: You can clearly see that this was my biggest drawdown so far. Will 
this be a minor correction before the continuation or will it be the signal of a trend 
reversal? I'd like to believe that I know the answer, but anyways I'll let time tell. Best, 
Jay {image} 
Thank you for your advice, Jay. 
 
Even though i trade demo, i dont want to take loss.  
But today i will learn to do it. 
 

Hope i will have results better than you in the near future  
 

Good luck to you on the next trade.  
 
Have a great day, Jay! 
 



Zelo 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 3:00am | Post# 12055

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} GBP and NZD are obviously the currencies of interest this week with respect to 

volatility. Scheduled central bank activities on Tue and Wed should see to that.  

 

 

 

kprsa Nov 12, 2014 3:03am | Post# 12056

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Will this be a minor correction before the continuation or will it be the signal of a trend 
reversal? I'd like to believe that I know the answer, but anyways I'll let time tell. 
TZ theory teaches us that, in the higher TF, (TF of 30 trades or so) that maximum in 
Balance can be seen as a fractal/end-of-bar transient zone with a high probability of 

being taken out!  
 
All the best, 
k 

 

orid Nov 12, 2014 3:14am | Post# 12057

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's the statement: You can clearly see that this was my biggest drawdown so far. Will 
this be a minor correction before the continuation or will it be the signal of a trend 
reversal? I'd like to believe that I know the answer, but anyways I'll let time tell. Best, 
Jay {image} 
Thats Dissapointing for you Jay one of very few losses for you ,I'm sure you will bounce 
back stronger than ever . I did actually make some pips on that trade , I entered @6019 
and escaped at 6046 I do rely heavily on the stoch only 27 pips .I'm certainly no where 
near your trading capabilities , and actually down overall on my live account , too trigger 
happy myself. 



Regards Orid 

 

arelbilger Nov 12, 2014 3:26am | Post# 12058

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
can we define this X candles ourselves? if we take h_right=12 and define X=4... we are not 
interested in invalidation within the first 4 candles but the probability of invalidation from 4. 
to 12. candles. 
 

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, this probability is (P(h_right)-P(X))/(100%-P(X)) for all the quantities calculated 
by the RecurrenceStatistic, including the clearance probability of fractal/end-of-bar zones. k 

 

 

kprsa Nov 12, 2014 4:24am | Post# 12059

 
Quoting arelbilger 
Hi, can we define this X candles ourselves? if we take h_right=12 and define X=4... we 
are not interested in invalidation within the first 4 candles but the probability of 
invalidation from 4. to 12. candles. {quote} {image} 
Yes, but for valid PTZ only! The RS doesn't calculate the multiple recurrences. 
 
In that case just put the h_right (which is your X) to 4, note down the P(X), set it to 
h_right=12, note down the probability you are interested in P(12). Calculate the 
expression (P(12)-P(4))/(100-P(4)). 
 
k 

 

zz_zhang Nov 12, 2014 4:49am | Post# 12060

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



Here's your money maker for next week: Pair: EURNZD Order: Buy TP: 1.6250 (+197 
pips) SL: 1.5900 (-153 pips) *Notice that your risk is less than the reward Expected time 
to reach Target: <72 Hours Probability of success: 95% This call has all the components 
needed for a good trade: 1- Favorable RR 2- Very High Probability 3- Predetermined 
Fixed SL 4- Timing Good Luck, Jay 
 

i followed, but nevertheless still thank you for your contribution sir 

 

adeforex Nov 12, 2014 5:14am | Post# 12061

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} {image} 
hello litechild, why did you take taht last sell trades? was it because of those breakout 
downwards? 
I know we have different analysis , but why cant you leave it to run since midbar tz 

confirm further strong trend?  or was it still open as at the time of taking the picture 
because i can see you have adjusted your sl? just curious though. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 12, 2014 5:30am | Post# 12062

 
Quoting zz_zhang 

{quote} i followed, but nevertheless still thank you for your contribution sir 
Well sorry to hear that, 95% is still not 100% so shit like this do happen...but rarely! 
Keep going! 

 

Atihun Nov 12, 2014 5:41am | Post# 12063

 
1 Attachment(s) 
after testing with small live acc (i dont do demo) had my first loss today after 34 winners. 
it would have ended up as a winner but anyway better quit and start again. 

 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 6:22am | Post# 12064

 
Quoting adeforex 
{quote} hello litechild, why did you take taht last sell trades? was it because of those 
breakout downwards? I know we have different analysis , but why cant you leave it to 

run since midbar tz confirm further strong trend?  or was it still open as at the time of 
taking the picture because i can see you have adjusted your sl? just curious though. 
What are you talking about??? There were still two open trades running. Never hurts to 
bank some pips now and then! And...just added to the positions again an hour ago. Up 
50% for the week... 



 

handy148 Nov 12, 2014 6:26am | Post# 12065

 
LITEchild - seems to be another similarity to me in that your fractals with lines are akin 
to 1,2,3. 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 6:34am | Post# 12066

 
Quoting handy148 
LITEchild - seems to be another similarity to me in that your fractals with lines are akin 
to 1,2,3. 

 

 

spyderman Nov 12, 2014 6:46am | Post# 12067

 
Quoting xixi 
Someone pm me if I can add feature to change position of statistics info of xixi_TZ 
indicator. It's very easy. So here it is. You can put it at any place you want by changing 2 
options: stats_pos_x, stats_pos_y. {file} Too busy with my day job. Hope I have time to 

catch up with amazing stuff being shared so far...  
 

That's awesome xixi...I had just been wondering about that...   

 

blueface Nov 12, 2014 7:48am | Post# 12068

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} TZ theory teaches us that, in the higher TF, (TF of 30 trades or so) that 
maximum in Balance can be seen as a fractal/end-of-bar transient zone with a 

high probability of being taken out! All the best, k 
Hi,kprsa 
 
what do you mean?sorry,I dont understand,I cant read very well,if you can show us a 
case. 
 
best wish 
 
thx. 

 

Pigh77 Nov 12, 2014 7:55am | Post# 12069

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Here's the statement: You can clearly see that this was my biggest drawdown so far. Will 
this be a minor correction before the continuation or will it be the signal of a trend 
reversal? I'd like to believe that I know the answer, but anyways I'll let time tell. Best, 
Jay {image} 
 

with a +2000% and a drawdown of 8% are you calling it "a big drawdown" ?  

 

Ullen Nov 12, 2014 8:26am | Post# 12070



 
EURGBP will solve a problem soon. 
 
Target level: 0.78500 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 12, 2014 8:35am | Post# 12071

 
Just One Thought found from my empirical observations 
 
The wider TZ (PTZ) is, the stronger the momentum is.  
 
So, the width of the zone depends on the momentum of a pair, 
 
and the thinner the zone is, the faster the retracement is about to be. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

forextarget Nov 12, 2014 9:01am | Post# 12072

 
Quoting Atihun 
after testing with small live acc (i dont do demo) had my first loss today after 34 
winners. it would have ended up as a winner but anyway better quit and start again. 
{image} 
how much drawdown and sl each trade you have i bet its bigger than your tp 

 

Atihun Nov 12, 2014 9:16am | Post# 12073

 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} how much drawdown and sl each trade you have i bet its bigger than your tp 
yes it is 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 9:29am | Post# 12074

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

vladutz112 Nov 12, 2014 9:32am | Post# 12075

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

will you show us one day how you calculate them?   

 

iamsovereign Nov 12, 2014 9:41am | Post# 12076

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} That's not exactly the best way to start the day! The money maker turned out to 
be a money taker :s Lots of people are still searching for some secret in the thread. The 
only secret you should know is how to stay motivated after losing a trade that you had 
lots of hopes on. What you should do is 1 of the following: a- Take this a learning 
experience, and try to fix what you did wrong b- If you actually did everything correct & 
there is nothing to fix (like it was in the case of this trade), just close the chart of the 
trade you lost, and... 

You are the man! words of wisdom! following with great interest.  

 

adeforex Nov 12, 2014 9:45am | Post# 12077

 
Quoting LITEchild 
{quote} What are you talking about??? There were still two open trades running. Never 



hurts to bank some pips now and then! And...just added to the positions again an hour 
ago. Up 50% for the week... 
Never mind me. I am trying to decode why you took each trade on the same pair one 
after the other both closed and opened, may be based on similarity system or other 
personal analysis. 

 

Rparm Nov 12, 2014 10:04am | Post# 12078

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
I was able to pick the price 1.24700 based off TZ and similarity! It makes me very happy 

to see for the first time my price is close to yours! THANK YOU !!!  

 

Almondeyed Nov 12, 2014 10:04am | Post# 12079

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Is "upward bias" a subjective expectation? 
Or input from an indicator? (e.g. if X days moving average has a positive slope) 
Or something more complex? 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 10:06am | Post# 12080

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:18am | Post# 12081

 
Quoting Almondeyed 
{quote} Is "upward bias" a subjective expectation? Or input from an indicator? (e.g. if X 
days moving average has a positive slope) Or something more complex? 
Nothing on this thread is subjective. Complex? yh there is a lot of complex stuffs. 
The call says, at the end of the 270mins, eurusd should close above 1.24400. probability 
= 98% 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 12, 2014 10:27am | Post# 12082

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Nothing on this thread is subjective. Complex? yh there is a lot of complex 
stuffs. The call says, at the end of the 270mins, eurusd should close above 1.24400. 
probability = 98% 
Thanks! A nice 10 pips for me! Should have held on and it would be 20 by now but hey 

green is green  

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:31am | Post# 12083

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 



{quote} Thanks! A nice 10 pips for me! Should have held on and it would be 20 by now 

but hey green is green  
My pleasure! 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 10:37am | Post# 12084

 
1 Attachment(s) 

done for the week. good luck y'all.  

 

 

spyderman Nov 12, 2014 10:38am | Post# 12085

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
 

 
Thnks loads Eurusdd. Picked up a position at 1.24588 and another on a buy limit at 
1.24496. Closed both at 1.2481 for 23 & 32 pips. 
Would have held on but had to leave my office. 
 
I hope one day I can even approach your understanding of these principles. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:40am | Post# 12086

 
Quoting LITEchild 

done for the week. good luck y'all. {image} 
LITEchild: which indicator are u using to mark the h-transient zones? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:42am | Post# 12087

 
Quoting spyderman 

{quote} Thnks loads Eurusdd. Picked up a position at 1.24588 and another on 
a buy limit at 1.24496. Closed both at 1.2481 for 23 & 32 pips. Would have held on but 



had to leave my office. I hope one day I can even approach your understanding of these 
principles. 
Good to hear that! Dpn't leave your job though! Make money and then PAY 
YOUR BOSS!!!  

 

Almondeyed Nov 12, 2014 10:45am | Post# 12088

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Nothing on this thread is subjective. Complex? yh there is a lot of complex 
stuffs. The call says, at the end of the 270mins, eurusd should close above 1.24400. 
probability = 98% 
Understand thank you.. 
So, does it become awesome probability if price drops 1.2440 before that 270 minutes 
completed? Or we should update probabilities for example after 60 minutes price drops 
20 pips? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:48am | Post# 12089

 
Quoting Almondeyed 
{quote} Understand thank you.. So, does it become awesome probability if price drops 
1.2440 before that 270 minutes completed? Or we should update probabilities for 
example after 60 minutes price drops 20 pips? 
Wherever price is within the time-period, there is 98% probability, objective, that it will 

end above 1.24400 when the period ends! This is no joke!  
 
There is 15% chance it will end above 1.25120. 
 
EDIT: The probabilities do not change for the entire period!!!!  

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 10:49am | Post# 12090

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}LITEchild: which indicator are u using to mark the h-transient zones? 

this one?  
Sciurus_recurrence_V1.7.ex4  

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 10:49am | Post# 12091

 
Edit - Lite answered. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 10:51am | Post# 12092

 
^^Thank you 

 

Almondeyed Nov 12, 2014 10:52am | Post# 12093

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Wherever price is within the time-period, there is 98% probability, objective, that 



it will end above 1.24400 when the period ends! This is not joke!   

No doubt for it...  Hoping to get some clues about delay principle one day from 

you   

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 10:55am | Post# 12094

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
^^Thank you 

 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 11:01am | Post# 12095

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} UMM that bloody market efficiency, it can be used to your advantage,as a 
particular set you trade deviates way from efficiency ,once you have established what the 
efficient return is,there will be an increased positive number of trades in your favor for 

your particular set.each set is perfectly efficient.  
Thanks Dice - fair value? autocorrelation? I'm trying not to deviate from my M1 TZ quest, 
but would like to explore your micro definition of efficiency and efficient return... 

 

blueface Nov 12, 2014 11:31am | Post# 12096

 
Quoting xixi 
Someone pm me if I can add feature to change position of statistics info of xixi_TZ 
indicator. It's very easy. So here it is. You can put it at any place you want by changing 2 
options: stats_pos_x, stats_pos_y. {file} Too busy with my day job. Hope I have time to 

catch up with amazing stuff being shared so far...  
Hi xixi 
if we can change the text color,I want to change to black.. 
I mean the text.. 

 

saver0 Nov 12, 2014 11:56am | Post# 12097

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the probability 
of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital information that helps 
me decide on trades without even looking at the chart.  
 



 
 
Some of you might see 100% levels and think that those are sure trades. Well, based on 
history they are, but the future is uncertain. I have seen couple of times where the 100% 
levels doesn't get hit (and then obviously the probability drops for that level moving 
forward). I'm still making adjustments and tweaking it but its looking better each day. 
 
I must thank EURUSDD and everyone who contributed to this TZ topic.  
 
Please not that I'm showing this as a demonstration of what's possible to inspire you. I will 
not be sharing this indicator at this time (please don't message me asking for it). 

 

tashkent Nov 12, 2014 12:04pm | Post# 12098

 
Quoting saver0 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the 
probability of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital 
information that helps me decide on trades without even looking at the chart. {image} 
Some of you might see 100% levels and think that those are sure trades. Well, based on 
history they are, but the future is uncertain. I have seen couple of times where the 100% 
levels doesn't get hit (and then obviously the probability drops for that level moving 
forward). I'm still making adjustments... 
 

hey, this is AWESOME! great job  

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 12099



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
upward bias... not 
 
ranging bias 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 12100

 
Quoting saver0 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the 
probability of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital 
information that helps me decide on trades without even looking at the chart. {image} 
Some of you might see 100% levels and think that those are sure trades. Well, based on 
history they are, but the future is uncertain. I have seen couple of times where the 100% 
levels doesn't get hit (and then obviously the probability drops for that level moving 
forward). I'm still making adjustments... 

nice toy  

 

Zelo Nov 12, 2014 12:54pm | Post# 12101

 
Quoting saver0 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the 
probability of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital 
information that helps me decide on trades without even looking at the chart. Please not 
that I'm showing this as a demonstration of what's possible to inspire you. I will not be 
sharing this indicator at this time (please don't message me asking for it). 

It looks really cool.  
 
Could you explain the mean of each line? 
For example: M1 of AUDJPY. 
 

I think about make something this for my own  

 

Ralome Nov 12, 2014 1:07pm | Post# 12102

 
Quoting saver0 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the 
probability of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital 
information that helps me decide on trades without even looking at the chart. {image} 
Some of you might see 100% levels and think that those are sure trades. Well, based on 
history they are, but the future is uncertain. I have seen couple of times where the 100% 
levels doesn't get hit (and then obviously the probability drops for that level moving 
forward). I'm still making adjustments... 

Looks dashing  

 

canados Nov 12, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 12103

 
I can see the light after reading the posts from 286 and following for about five days. I 
suggest to read and reread and demoing to understand the concept. Honestly it's hard to 
explain, you have to understand by yourself. 



 
Today I traded eurusd 1m with 100% success with 1-3 pips targets, combining the 
concept with my style, support, resistances, and price action. Now I would like to apply 
the idea to higher time frames for more pips 
 
thanks Eurusdd 

 

monty505 Nov 12, 2014 1:30pm | Post# 12104

 
well as far as I know the call eurusdd made was wrong... as in the price as of now is 
below the 98% certainty level - so maybe I'm missing something here or he aint that 
good a trader 

 

Almondeyed Nov 12, 2014 1:32pm | Post# 12105

 
Quoting monty505 
well as far as I know the call eurusdd made was wrong... as in the price as of now is 
below the 98% certainty level - so maybe I'm missing something here or he aint that 
good a trader 

I think you are missing something 98% confidence is for the price over 1.2440 for the 
given period 

 

monty505 Nov 12, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 12106

 
four hours ago he said "270 mins from now"... i guess half an hour remains, if you really 
want to count every min 

 

PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 12107

 
Quoting monty505 
four hours ago he said "270 mins from now"... i guess half an hour remains, if you really 
want to count every min 
 
if you are using a time frame in which probabilities can occur, your gunna want to count 
every minute. To not count every minute would not make any sense at all. 
 
 
people need to remember 98% is not a 100% nor is 99%, even with 99% chance it could 
theoretically miss 100 times in a row out of a sample of 10,000. 

 

monty505 Nov 12, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 12108

 
Mortal after all 

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 1:52pm | Post# 12109

 
Quoting monty505 
Mortal after all 
The call was a complete fail. 



 

SputnikX Nov 12, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 12110

 
Quoting LITEchild 

done for the week. good luck y'all. {image} 
Could you please explain about the circled numbers in your chart, LITEchild? Thanks a 
lot! 

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 12111

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} if you are using a time frame in which probabilities can occur, your gunna want 
to count every minute. To not count every minute would not make any sense at all. 
people need to remember 98% is not a 100% nor is 99%, even with 99% chance it could 
theoretically miss 100 times in a row out of a sample of 10,000. 
 
so if he fails 100 in a row you continue believing those probabilities? 
 
The probs where really wrong. 85% of the days the last low/high is made after 15h, it's 
very very rare to have the low (last low/high point of the day) at 11:40. So There were 
much more than 2% probabilites for prices lower than 1.2440. I know that because I'm a 
probability trader. I dont know how he calculates the probs but in this case they were not 
good at all. 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 2:05pm | Post# 12112

 
Quoting SputnikX 
{quote} Could you please explain about the circled numbers in your chart, LITEchild? 
Thanks a lot! 

just another one of my favorite toys is all. lol  

 

PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 12113

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} so if he fails 100 in a row you continue believing those probabilities? The probs 
where really wrong. 85% of the days the last low/high is made after 15h, it's very very 
rare to have the low (last low/high point of the day) at 11:40. So There were much more 
than 2% probabilites for prices lower than 1.2440. I know that because I'm a probability 
trader. I dont know how he calculates the probs but in this case they were not good at 
all. 
 
I never said anything about me trading those probabilities. I do believe probabilities 
generated from my own samples of data though. 
 
I just wanted to remind people how odds and longevity work. even with your example 
above I could likely find 5 examples in a row where this wasnt the case(regarding h/l 
being after 15h) and claim your odds are completely Bs and not calculated right just 
because of the data I am using to pull. 
 
You guys are claiming he is BS off of 3 predictions.... using a method he is obviously still 
testing since he hasnt shared it... 
 



That comment above was for every one on here wanted spoon fed trades/knwoledge(not 
knowing any reasoning behind it). Then they get a free trade idea that no one owes them 
and doesnt work and they all start to claiming Eurusdd is BS? Lol have you guys not read 
the other 605 pages of gold/predictions & theories?? 
 
 
All you hand out traders have a better chance just going down to your welfare office and 
beg for hand outs. 
 
Also if you do not like the info being presented here, then LEAVE! espeically if you are 
making a judgement off of one page of the thread and disregarding the other 605. 
 
Sorry for the rant but just sick of noobs who want to be spoon fed getting one trade 
wrong and then claiming the whole thread and the man behind it is a bust. These people 
likely switch systems day to day and wonder why their accounts keep blowing. 
 
Again i say IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE IDEAS PRESENTED IN THE THREAD, THEN LEAVE!!! 
NO ONE CARES ABOUT YOUR OPINION ON WHY YOU DOUBT THE THREAD!!!!! 
 
 
Pip 

 

FX Compass Nov 12, 2014 2:07pm | Post# 12114

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} so if he fails 100 in a row you continue believing those probabilities? The probs 
where really wrong. 85% of the days the last low/high is made after 15h, it's very 
very rare to have the low (last low/high point of the day) at 11:40. So There were much 
more than 2% probabilites for prices lower than 1.2440. I know that because I'm a 
probability trader. I dont know how he calculates the probs but in this case they were not 
good at all. 
Interesting observations... thank you. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 2:12pm | Post# 12115

 
1 Attachment(s) 
M1 Update: 
 
Just took profit on EU, UChf, and currently in AU based on the rules shared yesterday. 
Trading 18 pairs and there were many other trades overnight. Small losers, and then big 
winners like this. Overall, profitable day. Working on money mgt now, i.e. how many small 
losses in a row - can start ramping up in anticipation of a win? Also testing other filters, 
though I really hate filters - just means the construct isn't correct. 



 

 

Kiads Nov 12, 2014 2:18pm | Post# 12116

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} so if he fails 100 in a row you continue believing those probabilities? The probs 
where really wrong. 85% of the days the last low/high is made after 15h, it's very very 
rare to have the low (last low/high point of the day) at 11:40. So There were much more 
than 2% probabilites for prices lower than 1.2440. I know that because I'm a 
probability trader. I dont know how he calculates the probs but in this case they were 
not good at all. 
Sorry, but you can't count properly 
270 mins is 4 hours and 30 minutes.. lol 
 
I'm stacking my Long from 1.2420 and my target just slightly above 1.2440, as a 
probability trader you really don't know how to read EURUSDD call.. 95% probability 
price will close > 1.2440, if you need 100% sure probability then you must set your long 
target bellow that 1.2440... lol and of course your entry must be far down bellow from 
that too... 
 

 
MTH 

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 2:20pm | Post# 12117

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} I never said anything about me trading those probabilities. I do believe 
probabilities generated from my own samples of data though. I just wanted to remind 
people how odds and longevity work. even with your example above I could likely find 5 
examples in a row where this wasnt the case(regarding h/l being after 15h) and claim 
your odds are completely Bs and not calculated right just because of the data I am using 
to pull. You guys are claiming he is BS off of 3 predictions.... using a method he is 
obviously still testing since he hasnt... 
 
I'm not claiming he's BS, I think TZ has value, just said that those probs were wrong. I'm 
not a noob if u're claiming that. My probs are correct. Around 80% of the days the last 
high/low of the day (daiy range settled ) is made >=15h(Pepperstone server).These is 
based on a large database with thousands of days. 

 



DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 12118

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Sorry, but you can't count properly 270 mins is 4 hours and 30 minutes.. lol I'm 
stacking my Long from 1.2420 and my target just slightly above 1.2440, as a probability 
trader you really don't know how to read EURUSDD call.. 95% probability price will close 
> 1.2440, if you need 100% sure probability then you must set your long target bellow 

that 1.2440... lol and of course your entry must be far down bellow from that too... 
MTH 
mmm so the call was correct? 98% the price was supposed to close above 1.2440, after 
270 min since his post. It closed below when that time elapsed. It was wrong, no 
problem, everybody can fail. 

 

PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 12119

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} I'm not claiming he's BS, I think TZ has value, just said that those probs were 
wrong. I'm not a noob if u're claiming that. My probs are correct. Around 80% of the 
days the last high/low of the day (daiy range settled ) is made >=15h.These is based on 
a large database with thousands of days. 

I wasnt directing that at you(your poke just got me frustrated ). Mostly Monty, 
claiming "he is not that good of a trader?" also saying "am i missing something?" its like 
uh yeah your missing 605 pages of information! Next time read all the information given 
about some ones trading before making an opinion on it. 
 
Eurusdd has put up multiple trade explorers in the past showing ridiculous gains with the 
information provided. The idea's in this thread work, most of the people who visit the 
thread dont. 
 
Pip 

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 12120

 
Quoting PiratePip 

{quote} I wasnt directing that at you(your poke just got me frustrated ). Mostly 
Monty, claiming "he is not that good of a trader?" also saying "am i missing something?" 
its like uh yeah your missing 605 pages of information! Next time read all the information 
given about some ones trading before making an opinion on it. Eurusdd has put up 
multiple trade explorers in the past showing ridiculous gains with the information 
provided. The idea's in this thread work, most of the people who visit the thread dont. 
Pip 
I dont want to attack Eurusd, just debating the probs, I can help people and him to test 
and calculate accurate probabilities. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 12121

 
eurusd closed at 1.34378 on my chart: 2.3 pips below the 98% level. 
Rare event. 

 

olvus Nov 12, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 12122

 



Quoting saver0 
Here is a screenshot of my latest dash showing me all the possible levels and the 
probability of it being hit (based on historical data) and also couple of other vital 
information that helps me decide on trades without even looking at the chart. {image} 
Some of you might see 100% levels and think that those are sure trades. Well, based on 
history they are, but the future is uncertain. I have seen couple of times where the 100% 
levels doesn't get hit (and then obviously the probability drops for that level moving 
forward). I'm still making adjustments... 

you must be a robot to watch this all  

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 12123

 
I am opened to to anything! Those probabilities are correct and there was a success 
sequence of 34 before this 2 pips failure! 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 2:52pm | Post# 12124

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
eurusd closed at 1.34378 on my chart: 2.3 pips below the 98% level. Rare event. 

1.24378 (typo)  

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 12125

 
The numbers given are correct. price closed below 1.24400 by just 2 .7 pips. If you put a 
SL of 10 pips below 1.24400 you should not worry. This is how to trade this!Where price 
closes is what matters. 
But once again this is probability stuff. Some of you may not understand that 2% event 
can still occur but is a rare event! 

 

LITEchild Nov 12, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 12126

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am opened to to anything! Those probabilities are correct and there was a success 
sequence of 34 before this 2 pips failure! 
ignore the naysayers. Making money is more important than being right. Some made 

money from that call. No worries.  

 

Ullen Nov 12, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 12127

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The numbers given are correct. price closed below 1.24400 by just 2 .7 pips. If you put a 
SL of 10 pips below 1.24400 you should not worry. This is how to trade this!Where price 
closes is what matters. But once again this is probability stuff. Some of you may not 
understand that 2% event can still occur but is a rare event! 
People will take 98% as 100%. Most people doesn't understand the importance of 
probability. One could have a system with 99%, and still manage to loose money on the 
long run. I bet the ones understanding how to trade probability (including myself) are 
very happy about this new probability concept, and just ignore the ones complaining. 
 



Nice job my friend!   

 

IenDzi Nov 12, 2014 3:05pm | Post# 12128

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Alas! We have made it to Rome..... 99.33% of levels drawn are cleared... {image} 

Nice, I think needs to add time: how much time need to clear the zone(max, avg)  

 

PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 12129

 
Quoting IenDzi 
{quote} Nice, I think needs to add time: how much time need to clear the zone(max, 

avg)  
 
Avg time would be very good. Think to remember there is no max time it needs to be 
cleared in since price in unbounded. Thats why SS is not an end all and more of an 
accurate target predictor . 

 

lappies Nov 12, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 12130

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The numbers given are correct. price closed below 1.24400 by just 2 .7 pips. If you put a 
SL of 10 pips below 1.24400 you should not worry. This is how to trade this!Where price 
closes is what matters. But once again this is probability stuff. Some of you may not 
understand that 2% event can still occur but is a rare event! 
270 min after your post, the price closed at 1.24243 on Pepperstone(9pm). Which broker 
do you use? 

 

DavidRP Nov 12, 2014 3:33pm | Post# 12131

 
Quoting lappies 
{quote} 270 min after your post, the price closed at 1.24243 on Pepperstone(9pm). 
Which broker do you use? 
Same here I use Pepperstone. If we take the time of the post, the price was at 1.2424 
yep 

 

Sasco_me Nov 12, 2014 3:43pm | Post# 12132

 
1 Attachment(s) 
EURUSDD don't worry 
you made difference thinking in forex for all reader of this thread  
and i make money from this call (22 pips ) 
any one read all this pages knew that there is another way of thinking in this market 
Sorry for my Language 

 

 

Sasco_me Nov 12, 2014 3:53pm | Post# 12133

 



EURUSDD , Kiads . Fox-jay ,Ullen , saver0 and many intelligent in this thread  
I and most other reader wait their post  
Thanks for all 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 3:59pm | Post# 12134

 
1 Attachment(s) 
My 3rd iteration of trades on EURUSDD's call just came into profit. Ran some "retail high-
freq" LOL - the brokers get mad when message counts get too high and their servers begin 
to puff smoke, so I have to be careful... My SL was at 1.2390, and I doubled the frequency 
below 1.2440. I ran the short side as well, but took profit and shut that side down at 
1.2460. 3 iterations TP (2 long and 1 short) + 1 at BE = 620 pts on the volley. Not bad for a 
"rare event". 

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:04pm | Post# 12135

 
some of you are quite funny: But i learned one thing. Keep your calls to yourself! I have 
given enough! 
The problem lies in Probability:: 
 
John: "The probability a prime number, chosen randomly, is odd is 100%, almost surely" 
Peter: "This John guy is WRONG, silly" 
Samuel: "Peter, why?" 
Peter: "2 is a prime number and it is even. So his probability is wrong. I just got 2 as an 
outcome. It is not supposed to happen" 
 
GOD: "Some humans are silly. Why did I make them?" 
 

Moral of the story: even a 0% event can occur. It depends on 
what set has measure zero.  
 

vladutz112 Nov 12, 2014 4:08pm | Post# 12136

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
some of you are quite funny: But i learned one thing. Keep your calls to yourself! I have 
given enough! The problem lies in Probability:: John: "The probability a rime number is 
odd is 100%" Peter: "This John guy is WRONG, silly" Samuel: "Peter, why?" Peter: "2 is a 
prime number and it is even. So his probability is wrong" GOD: "Some humans are silly. 
Why did I make them?" 



all the time will be people like this 

 

Barbaresco Nov 12, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 12137

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
some of you are quite funny: But i learned one thing. Keep your calls to yourself! I have 
given enough! The problem lies in Probability:: John: "The probability a prime number, 
chosen randomly, is odd is 100%, almost surely" Peter: "This John guy is WRONG, silly" 
Samuel: "Peter, why?" Peter: "2 is a prime number and it is even. So his probability is 
wrong. I just got 2 as an outcome. It is not supposed to happen" GOD: "Some humans 
are silly. Why did I make them?" Moral of the story: even a 0% event can occur. It 
depends on what set has measure zero.... 
Just kick Peter out and keep the calls coming. Most of us are learning, creating and 
sharing. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 12138

 
A 2% event just occured and so we may have a sequence of about 34+ successes after 
this! That is probability. 

 

Almondeyed Nov 12, 2014 4:28pm | Post# 12139

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A 2% event just occur and so we may have a sequence of about 34+ successes after 
this! That is probability. 
98% of the people in this thread are trying to get something from your wisdom you but 
sometimes 2% criticize with or without valid reasons.. It is normal and sometimes even 
can expand the discussions.... 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 12140

 
Quoting Almondeyed 
{quote} 98% of the people in this thread are trying to get something from your wisdom 
you but sometimes 2% criticize with or without valid reasons.. It is normal and 
sometimes even can expand the discussions.... 
I agree with you. That is why I am pointing out that the game is probabilistic and traders 
must think that way! A lot of traders here have deeper understanding of probabilistic 
problems and understand the weight a 2% event carries. 
But a lot of readers do not! They are the ones I am concerned about! Because if I post 10 
more signal, I am sure they will all be right. because a 2% event just occurred. However, 
let me not disturb the waters. 

 

lappies Nov 12, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 12141

 
The problem is not with the probabilities. Just trying to figure out if you made a typo with 
the 270min or the closing price of 1.2437, because after 270min when you made your 
call, price was at 1.2424, and having a stop 10pips below 1.24400 would not work, got 
nothing to do with a failed trade, failed trades are normal. 
 
Regards 



 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:41pm | Post# 12142

 
Quoting lappies 
The problem is not with the probabilities. Just trying to figure out if you made a typo with 
the 270min or the closing price of 1.2437, because after 270min when you made your 
call, price was at 1.2424, and having a stop 10pips below 1.24400 would not work, got 
nothing to do with a failed trade, failed trades are normal. Regards 
You people should not see this call as a failed call. The probability was not 100% that 
price should end up above 1.24400. It was 98%. 
So, rather see it as a 2% percent event occurred. 
I just demonstrated that even 0% events can occur. Therefore, unless someone says, 
event A can never occur, expect rare events to occur! 
 
We went over this thing many times 

 

saver0 Nov 12, 2014 4:43pm | Post# 12143

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
A 2% event just occured and so we may have a sequence of about 34+ successes after 
this! That is probability. 
Keep doing your thing EURUSDD. Those of who understands it, we will get it. Others, 
well.. they will be them. Anything new or different will definitely get criticized heavily, 
you know this more than anybody! haha 
 
Can't wait to hear more about how you calculate probability on your new calls. Is that 
based on TZs as well or is that your full system with all the components? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:45pm | Post# 12144

 
The problem now is that I may not post the other long sequence of successes. 
Well enough for the day: There is a lot on the thread to digest already! 
I am not mad when a rare event occurs because the chance that a 
long sequence of successes may follow after that is high!  

 

burnssss Nov 12, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 12145

 
NOTHING IS 100% SECURE. 
This should be posted on a sign above the computer! 
RARE EVENTS are those that almost certainly will not happen, but there is a small chance 
that can happen. 
The probability is the key !! 

excellent Eurusdd!!!   

 

lappies Nov 12, 2014 4:48pm | Post# 12146

 
Once again, I'm not talking about the probabilies, there is something wrong in the 
POSTS. There must be a mistake with the 270min or the closing price being talked 
about, because 270min after the call price was at 1.2424 not 1.24400 and a 10pip stop 
loss would not work according to the POSTS. Just trying to figure out what the typo is. 

 



Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 4:53pm | Post# 12147

 
Quoting lappies 
Once again, I'm not talking about the probabilies, there is something wrong in the 
POSTS. There must be a mistake with the 270min or the closing price being talked about, 
because 270min after the call price was at 1.2424 not 1.24400 and a 10pip stop loss 
would not work according to the POSTS. Just trying to figure out what the typo is. 
Let us focus on the next opportunity! Forget the past! A rare event occurred. done 
with.... 

 

lappies Nov 12, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 12148

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The numbers given are correct. price closed below 1.24400 by just 2 .7 pips. If you put a 
SL of 10 pips below 1.24400 you should not worry. This is how to trade this!Where price 
closes is what matters. But once again this is probability stuff. Some of you may not 
understand that 2% event can still occur but is a rare event! 
There is at no stage where you could put a 10pip sl below 1.24400 for the call to be safe 
after the 270min, that is why I want this to be cleared up, it is confusing, except if the 
270min was 390min??? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 12149

 
I just want to make it clear that those probabilities(or relative frequencies) given are 
objective. BASED on all data for eurusd. As usual the distribution of 2% events will not 
change! 
There is no subjective analysis. I just stated the numbers objectively. 

 

jlee425 Nov 12, 2014 5:27pm | Post# 12150

 
If MMs are watching this thread then 98% call won't be 98% anymore. Think about how 
95% and 98% calls failed recently. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 12151

 
Quoting jlee425 
If MMs are watching this thread then 98% call won't be 98% anymore. Think about how 
95% and 98% calls failed recently. 
This thread is not about calls. There is real stuff in for you to develop your own system. 
So, it is not about calls! 

 

jlee425 Nov 12, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 12152

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This thread is not about calls. There is real stuff in for you to develop your own 
system. So, it is not about calls! 
I meant market manipulators. There is a probability that they watch your calls and 
manipulate the market. Although its unlikely. 

 



PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 12153

 
Quoting jlee425 
{quote} I meant market manipulators. There is a probability that they watch your calls 
and manipulate the market. Although its unlikely. 
i believe that kind of manipulation only happens in penny stocks. Forex market is WAY to 
big for anything like that. 

 

Beachie41 Nov 12, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 12154

 
Quoting jlee425 
{quote} I meant market manipulators. There is a probability that they watch your calls 
and manipulate the market. Although its unlikely. 
I think you overrate retails traders in the big scheme of things. We're just gnat's on an 
elephants bum. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 12155

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} This thread is not about calls. There is real stuff in for you to develop your own 
system. So, it is not about calls! 
which 95% are you talking about? I never gave a 95% which fail recently. 

 

PiratePip Nov 12, 2014 6:02pm | Post# 12156

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hey guys just thought id share this. Been studying charts like crazy and I have noticed a 
pattern in the way TZ's move in relation to each other much like an ABCD except it is more 
of a counter trend pattern(shout out to ullen who has shown how counter trend trading can 
be useful, especially in random markets). 
 
Happened 5 times in the past on AUDUSD and looks like it may be happening for a sixth. 
 
EDIT: forgot to draw 4th pattern, it has now been added. 
 
 
 
Any ways always good to be looking for new ways to use these theories in the thread to our 
benefit. 
 
Pip 



 

 

jlee425 Nov 12, 2014 6:16pm | Post# 12157

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} which 95% are you talking about? I never gave a 95% which fail recently. 
It was Fx-jays call. But I'm not disrespecting any of the calls made here. In fact I'm 
learning a lot from this thread. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 12, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 12158

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Kiads Nov 12, 2014 7:00pm | Post# 12159

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 

 

 

Beachie41 Nov 12, 2014 7:21pm | Post# 12160

 
and then you have to contend with this... 
http://www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/hsbcmisconduct111114.pdf  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 12, 2014 11:19pm | Post# 12161

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
I don't know about some of the others but for me I found the call pretty easy to take. 
The picture says that for that 270min price will close above 1.2440 with 98%. In other 
words, for that period price will stay above 1.2440 mostly (1). Now it also says price has 
only 15% of reaching 1.2520...so putting a TP there would be rather silly since there is 
only a 15% of that happening (2). So.....pick a target from the other values that have a 
good probability duh ! 1.2470 looks good with 87% (3). That's like what 30 pips no? I 
only got 10 though cause I had to leave but hey you could have easily gotten it during 
that 270min window. 
 
EDIT : THE PIC IS NOT VALID ANYMORE. IT WAS FOR LAST NIGHT. THIS POST 
IS TO ILLUSTARTE ONE WAY OF READING IT  

 

orid Nov 12, 2014 11:26pm | Post# 12162

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 

this is I believe the truth of the situation. Regards Orid peter 

 

humlux Nov 12, 2014 11:26pm | Post# 12163

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} i believe that kind of manipulation only happens in penny stocks. Forex market 
is WAY to big for anything like that. 



Perhaps...but then again even a paranoid can be followed. 

 

spyderman Nov 13, 2014 12:02am | Post# 12164

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{image} I don't know about some of the others but for me I found the call pretty easy to 
take. The picture says that for that 270min price will close above 1.2440 with 98%. In 
other words, for that period price will stay above 1.2440 mostly (1). Now it also says 
price has only 15% of reaching 1.2520...so putting a TP there would be rather silly since 
there is only a 15% of that happening (2). So.....pick a target from the other values that 
have a good probability duh ! 1.2470 looks good with 87% (3). That's like what 30 pips 
no? I only got 10 though... 
 
I'm with you cfd...I entered twice at different numbers and made 50+ pips. Obviously 

didn't hold to the end. Take your profits while you can.  

 

cfdtaleong Nov 13, 2014 12:26am | Post# 12165

 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} I'm with you cfd...I entered twice at different numbers and made 50+ pips. 

Obviously didn't hold to the end. Take your profits while you can.  

 

 

NorthTrader Nov 13, 2014 12:35am | Post# 12166

 
1 Attachment(s) 
To all NinjaTrader users, 
 
I've noticed that V2 of my TZPriceAnalysis indicator (posted earlier this week) has a 
small problem. The problem is that the "NinjaScript generated code" section at the 
bottom is missing. This doesn't prevent you from using the indicator on a chart, but if 
you are a coder it would prevent you from accessing it from another indicator or 
strategy. Therefore, I've fixed the problem and created V3 which is posted below. It's the 
same as V2 apart from that problem. 
TZPriceAnalysis_V3.zip 
Because of this setback, V2 of my other indicator (TZBarAnalysis) won't be available until 

next week sorry.  
 
For NinjaScript coders: 
It took me some time to pinpoint the cause of the problem so I'll mention here just in 
case it's useful to someone. The problem was that the Decsription attribute of the 
namespace contained concatenated strings and escaped characters such as \" (double 
quote). I did this to make the Description (indicator label) easier to read in the GUI and 
in the code. However, it seems that there is a long-standing bug in NT that prevents the 
"NinjaScript generated code" from being regenerated if the Description is not continuous 
text. Maybe they'll fix this problem in NT8? I don't know. Strangely, it seems that the 
newline escape sequence (\n) is allowed, so I've left those in to help readability in the 
GUI at least. 

 

Kenergy Nov 13, 2014 12:47am | Post# 12167

 



“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and 

vibration.” – Nikola Tesla 
 
Saw this about 3 hours before EURUSDD told us we would be seeing TZ waves in 

January. Just saw it again and had to share it.  

 

LvCa Nov 13, 2014 1:07am | Post# 12168

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} i believe that kind of manipulation only happens in penny stocks. Forex market 
is WAY to big for anything like that. 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/102169791#. 

 

BlackStack Nov 13, 2014 1:15am | Post# 12169

 
Quoting LvCa 

{quote} http://www.cnbc.com/id/102169791#. 
Yes, that is why the markets are not random. They are controlled. That fine is peanuts 
for them. The market is trillions of dollars traded every day. 

 

jmn5611 Nov 13, 2014 1:46am | Post# 12170

 
Quoting DavidRP 
{quote} mmm so the call was correct? 98% the price was supposed to close above 
1.2440, after 270 min since his post. It closed below when that time elapsed. It was 
wrong, no problem, everybody can fail. 
Hi David, not going to pile on here, but there are several theorems in this thread. 
Transient zones can probably be promoted to axiom. If price fails to clear a zone, that is 
a statistical rare event. That is what we are working off of, so if the zone did not clear 
when you traded towards the zone, then it becomes clear to trade away from the zone. 
How a trader does this is up to them. As a multi level trader I use this idea to tell me 
when to cut losers. 98% is still a guarantee, but if the zone does not clear, it is strong 
indication of what to do next.  
 
This is a conceptual thread, and it is a damned good one. Take it from a true skeptic of 

everything.  
 
Since you're a stats guy, maybe you can contribute? 

 

jmn5611 Nov 13, 2014 2:05am | Post# 12171

 
1 Attachment(s) 
As one of the many ways to show the principle of similarity, we have a dissimilar bar here. 
Prices have an 81% probability of clearing this zone within a week once it moves away, one 
way or the other. If it doesn't clear, that's important. That all depends on where price is 
where time runs out. Some of this will sound very familiar to some of you. 



 

 

monty505 Nov 13, 2014 2:16am | Post# 12172

 
It seems to me that I have been misunderstood, when I said 'not that good of a trader' I 
meant that there was this perception that every call put forward by EURUSDD was going 
to be a winner - was just pointing out that wasn't true, that he was a mortal after all. 
Anyways, you guys are doing an awesome job and making the most of your 
mathematical knowledge - your system is bit advanced for me and I'm just gonna stick 
with my own simple understanding of trading. Wish you all the best of luck. 

 

crashout Nov 13, 2014 2:52am | Post# 12173

 
Xixi, can i ask you to make a little modification on your indicator. 
 
Can we keep all boxes that he draws instead of deleting some of them. I know it will 
probably clutter my screen, but for me this modification is essential. 
 
Thanks ! 

 

DavidRP Nov 13, 2014 3:02am | Post# 12174

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Hi David, not going to pile on here, but there are several theorems in this 
thread. Transient zones can probably be promoted to axiom. If price fails to clear a zone, 
that is a statistical rare event. That is what we are working off of, so if the zone did not 
clear when you traded towards the zone, then it becomes clear to trade away from the 
zone. How a trader does this is up to them. As a multi level trader I use this idea to tell 
me when to cut losers. 98% is still a guarantee, but if the zone does not clear, it is 
strong indication of... 
 
Yep I can contribute, I have posted some results, but what I dont know is where the 98% 
come from, but I can't test that if EurUsdd doesn't explain it. 
 
I use my own stats and as I said yesterday is very very rare to have the EURUSD daily 
range settled before US open. US market makers like making new daily lows/highs. 



 

xixi Nov 13, 2014 3:04am | Post# 12175

 
Quoting crashout 
Xixi, can i ask you to make a little modification on your indicator. Can we keep all boxes 
that he draws instead of deleting some of them. I know it will probably clutter my screen, 
but for me this modification is essential. Thanks ! 
Hi crashout,  
I remember Sciurus has already developed such indicator. 
Look at thread's attachments, you will see it. 

 

xixi Nov 13, 2014 3:12am | Post# 12176

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting blueface 
{quote} Hi xixi if we can change the text color,I want to change to black.. I mean the 
text.. 

here you are  
added option: stats_color 
xixi_tz_1_9.mq4  

 

borsatyfx Nov 13, 2014 3:39am | Post# 12177

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} here you are added option: stats_color {file} 
XiXi thanks for your effort can you make the indicator to draw rectangle (dotted line ) 
including the high or the low of the previous h as appear in Kiads and draw center line  
I appreciate your effort in helping other 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 4:03am | Post# 12178

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
{image} I don't know about some of the others but for me I found the call pretty easy to 
take. The picture says that for that 270min price will close above 1.2440 with 98%. In 
other words, for that period price will stay above 1.2440 mostly (1). Now it also says 
price has only 15% of reaching 1.2520...so putting a TP there would be rather silly since 
there is only a 15% of that happening (2). So.....pick a target from the other values that 
have a good probability duh ! 1.2470 looks good with 87% (3). That's like what 30 pips 
no? I only got 10 though... 
That is another way to see it too. The think is for "closing prices". so for the period of 
270 mins, eurusd was expected to close above 1.24400 98% of the time. At the end of 
the period, the probability is still 98% but then that means that there is still a 2% chance 
it may end lower at the end! 

 

Geros Nov 13, 2014 4:07am | Post# 12179

 
See Chart. I seekers. I look stochastic difference. 
 
I would first Templar Eurusdd parameters. I can not open the file. 3d exceptional. I study 
but it is difficult. 
 



Geros 
Annulla modifiche 
See Chart. I seekers. I look stochastic difference. 
 
I would first Templar Eurusdd parameters. I can not open the file. 3d exceptional. I study 
but it is difficult. 
Annulla modifiche 

 

blueface Nov 13, 2014 4:10am | Post# 12180

 
Quoting xixi 

{quote} here you are added option: stats_color {file} 
awesome,my friend 
thx again. 

 

Geros Nov 13, 2014 4:13am | Post# 12181

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

Sasco_me Nov 13, 2014 4:40am | Post# 12182

 
Another thinking for the call  
The AUC (area under the curve ) is 98% above 1.2440 and roughly 2% of the area under 
1.2440  
we can measure the AUC by connecting between candles high above the Quotes (1.2440 
) and the lows of the candles under the quotes )  
i'm not a programmer but i use my eyes to predict the balance between buyer and seller 
and we can use any indicator specially MACD 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 13, 2014 4:43am | Post# 12183

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} That is another way to see it too. The think is for "closing prices". so for the 
period of 270 mins, eurusd was expected to close above 1.24400 98% of the time. At the 
end of the period, the probability is still 98% but then that means that there is still a 2% 
chance it may end lower at the end! 

 

 

Geros Nov 13, 2014 6:07am | Post# 12184

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For me, perhaps this approach is better! 
 
Rsi Cii DS. Wait price above or below BB sell or buy in the day. It 'so good? 
thanks 
 
Geros 
Annulla modifiche 



 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 13, 2014 7:43am | Post# 12185

 
Quoting Eurusdd 

some of you are quite funny: But i learned one thing. Keep your calls to 
yourself! I have given enough! The problem lies in Probability:: John: "The 
probability a prime number, chosen randomly, is odd is 100%, almost 
surely" Peter: "This John guy is WRONG, silly" Samuel: "Peter, why?" 
Peter: "2 is a prime number and it is even. So his probability is wrong. I 
just got 2 as an outcome. It is not supposed to happen" GOD: "Some 
humans are silly. Why did I make them?" Moral of the story: even a 0% 
event can occur. It depends on what set has measure zero.... 

 
 
Edited. 
 
Did you estimate the Measure of inexctness for your calculations presented in the last 
picture of probability distribution? 
 
What if you have the Measure of inexctness > 2%, did you think of it? 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 13, 2014 8:15am | Post# 12186

 
I'm bearish E/U..lets see..  
 
Edit well meh, lousy news 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 8:30am | Post# 12187

 



1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

FranklinHood Nov 13, 2014 8:41am | Post# 12188

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I don't understand why we excpect the zone above A to be recurrent. Let's assume next bar 
clears transient zone and closes above, then the zone above A will be transient not 
recurrent (zone between new bar's high and previous bar's high). 
 
Explanation of why EURUSD says we expect the zone eabove to be recurrent ? 



 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 8:41am | Post# 12189

 
THE CAME IN LATE. I think the servers at FF was overloaded! bye 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 13, 2014 9:03am | Post# 12190

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
I don't understand why we excpect the zone above A to be recurrent. Let's assume next 
bar clears transient zone and closes above, then the zone above A will be transient not 
recurrent (zone between new bar's high and previous bar's high). Explanation of why 
EURUSD says we expect the zone eabove to be recurrent ? {image} 
When the next bar closes above A then A would be recurrent and you could paint a new 
potential TZ on the new bar and you could assume it to be a TZ. If price stays below then 
you could declare it as a potential TZ. 
If the bar in the image has not closed yet and the price had gone through, you could 
declare it as potential mid TZ. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 9:43am | Post# 12191

 
when the period ends, the up is not sustainable! it is building up a return momentum! 
see u at the end! 

 

brekz1 Nov 13, 2014 9:57am | Post# 12192

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
when the period ends, the up is not sustainable! it is building up a return momentum! 
see u at the end! 

hello master  
 
maybeto correct DS at 1.2468-1.2455? 
its right? 

 



Barbaresco Nov 13, 2014 10:38am | Post# 12193

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
when the period ends, the up is not sustainable! it is building up a return momentum! 
see u at the end! 
These calls are gold. Another "high frequency" setup today for me. Bias for either 
direction begins at 1.2470, and frequency increases linearly with any move away from 
1.2470, with 2X frequency being reached at 1.2490 for shorts and 1.2440 for longs. 
 
Still working on M1 TZ programs - update for the last 24 hrs: Same strategy as last 
update. Net for 24hrs was 742 pts, but 25 potential entries, so equivalent to +30 pts if 
trading single entry. Best trade overnight was GA sell from 1.8075 (1st entry) to 1.8023 
(all exit). Optimizing this now as it seems a candidate to ramp up a bit. 
 
New possibilities: Goal: More trades for a flatter equity curve. Will update with trade 
parameters and results, good or bad. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 10:41am | Post# 12194

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} These calls are gold. Another "high frequency" setup today for me. Bias for 
either direction begins at 1.2470, and frequency increases linearly with any move away 
from 1.2470, with 2X frequency being reached at 1.2490 for shorts and 1.2440 for longs. 
Still working on M1 TZ programs - update for the last 24 hrs: Same strategy as last 
update. Net for 24hrs was 742 pts, but 25 potential entries, so equivalent to +30 pts if 
trading single entry. Best trade overnight was GA sell from 1.8075 (1st entry) to 1.8023 
(all exit). Optimizing this now... 
Barbaresco: a 2% event occurred yesterday and so, this call is expected to be a high-
probability trade! 
Well that is my last one this week! 

 

Barbaresco Nov 13, 2014 11:42am | Post# 12195

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Barbaresco: a 2% event occurred yesterday and so, this call is expected to be a 
high-probability trade! Well that is my last one this week! 
Did fine even with the rare occurrence yesterday. A typical day will be bliss! 
 
For those watching, I just moved my Bias line to 1.2450 for the remainder of EURUSDD's 
call. Not sure if anyone cares so I won't update if other changes are made. Point was to 
demonstrate a different, profitable, and low-risk way to trade a call structured like 
EURUSDD's. 

 

Forexaccount Nov 13, 2014 11:47am | Post# 12196

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}Barbaresco: a 2% event occurred yesterday and so, this call is expected to be a 
high-probability trade! Well that is my last one this week! 
 
 
Damn, I wish I knew how you pull those probabilities. I trade binary options. I just place 
a put OTM binary position EUR/USD> 1.2480 for 3:00PM. How do you do that? Good 
probabilities. Thanks. 



 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 12197

 
1 Attachment(s) 

For those of you who do not understand probability and therefore 
post silly comments always, let me help you understand what this 
picture means. 

 
 

the period is 480 mins for closing prices. Therefore, if your time 
frame is 1min say, then you are looking at 480 bars. 97% of the 
time, a bar will close above 1.24322. 
It does not mean that a bar can never close below 1.24322 within 
the time period. The statement says that 97% of the time, a bar 
on your 1min chart will close above 1.24322. 
Now, if the last bar on your chart, for the time given, closes below 
1.24322 it does not make the call wrong! That event has 3% 
chance of occurring! On average 3% means that out of 480 bars, 
14 of them are expected to close below 1.24322. If you are lucky, 
none of them will. 
 

The same idea applies if you choose timeframe 1hr say. In this 



case you are looking at 8 bars.......  
 

FranklinHood Nov 13, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 12198

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PipitoGrillo 
{quote} When the next bar closes above A then A would be recurrent and you could paint a 
new potential TZ on the new bar and you could assume it to be a TZ. If price stays below 
then you could declare it as a potential TZ. If the bar in the image has not closed yet and 
the price had gone through, you could declare it as potential mid TZ. 
What about that ? 

 

 

Barbaresco Nov 13, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 12199

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For those of you who do not understand probability and therefore post silly comments 
always, let me help you understand what this picture means. {image} the period is 480 
mins for closing prices. Therefore, if your time frame is 1min say, then you are looking at 
480 bars. 97% of the time, a bar will close above 1.24322. It does not mean that a bar 
can never close below 1.24322 within the time period. The statement says that 97% of 
the time, a bar on your 1min chart will close above 1.24322. Now, if the last bar on your 
chart, for the time given,... 
And currently, price has spent "enough" time in the upper half of the probabilities... 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 12200

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
{quote} And currently, price has spent "enough" time in the upper half of the 
probabilities... 



You are right Barbaresco. Take the bias into consideration too! 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 13, 2014 2:05pm | Post# 12201

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
{quote} What about that ? {image} 
The calculated probability for mid TZs to be truely transient was 1.549 (for your choosen 
h and timeframe) so it was 98.451 to be recurrent (not paying attention to the factal -
top/bottom TZ). If it would not have been cleared the probability that price would near to 
7 pips would have been 92.5926. You can find more info see kprsas latest pdf. 

 

spyderman Nov 13, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 12202

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
For those of you who do not understand probability and therefore post silly comments 
always, let me help you understand what this picture means. {image} the period is 480 
mins for closing prices. Therefore, if your time frame is 1min say, then you are looking at 
480 bars. 97% of the time, a bar will close above 1.24322. It does not mean that a bar 
can never close below 1.24322 within the time period. The statement says that 97% of 
the time, a bar on your 1min chart will close above 1.24322. Now, if the last bar on your 
chart, for the time given,... 
 

Once again, you present another view that gives me a new perspective. So much to 
assimilate...so little time. 

 

FranklinHood Nov 13, 2014 3:04pm | Post# 12203

 
Quoting PipitoGrillo 
{quote} The calculated probability for mid TZs to be truely transient was 1.549 (for your 
choosen h and timeframe) so it was 98.451 to be recurrent (not paying attention to the 
factal -top/bottom TZ). If it would not have been cleared the probability that price would 
near to 7 pips would have been 92.5926. You can find more info see kprsas latest pdf. 
ThankYouVeryMuchIAppreciate 

 

Eurusdd Nov 13, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 12204

 
period ends! 

 

Barbaresco Nov 13, 2014 5:52pm | Post# 12205

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
period ends! 
Thanks for the fish EURUSDD - net +320 on the period using the method I shared. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 1:39am | Post# 12206

 
As you can see the up was not sustainable when the period ended. eurusd went right 
back down!!! 

 



ginger Nov 14, 2014 1:44am | Post# 12207

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
As you can see the up was not sustainable when the period ended. eurusd went right 
back down!!! 

for the last call 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 2:25am | Post# 12208

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
I promised you the last call from me! I am not posting these calls again! 

 

Atihun Nov 14, 2014 2:42am | Post# 12209

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} I promised you the last call from me! I am not posting these calls again! 
do we have all info in this thread to create this table by ourselves? 

 

jmn5611 Nov 14, 2014 2:43am | Post# 12210

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} I promised you the last call from me! I am not posting these calls again! 



Good. 
 
To me, your best posts are when you get into theory. You have reached a point here now 
where you need to let the students build systems, and you point out the flaws based on 
what was taught here. For example, here is a statement I want you to critique. Transient 
Zones and Similarity are two components of a united theory of overall price action. Is 
that right? 

 

Zelo Nov 14, 2014 3:25am | Post# 12211

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} Good. To me, your best posts are when you get into theory. You have reached a 
point here now where you need to let the students build systems, and you point out the 
flaws based on what was taught here. For example, here is a statement I want you to 
critique. Transient Zones and Similarity are two components of a united theory of overall 
price action. Is that right? 

jmn5611, you omit Sub Sequence theorem.  
 
http://i.imgur.com/YOVXc8L.png 
(2 brokers, same Indicator, those red arrow near 2 Mid TZs) 
 
Those arrows is based on Eurusdd's Sub Sequence theorem. 
 
Those price level like magnets, price usally come back to them. 
 

Eurusdd rocks!  

 

ninpojutsu Nov 14, 2014 3:36am | Post# 12212

 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} jmn5611, you omit Sub Sequence theorem. {image} (2 brokers, same 
Indicator, those red arrow near 2 Mid TZs) Those arrows is based on Eurusdd's Sub 
Sequence theorem. Those price level like magnets, price usally come back to them. 

Eurusdd rocks!  
 
Hello Zelo, 
 
As we know to what extent he will go first? 
Is there any way? 
 
Natalia. 

 

jmn5611 Nov 14, 2014 3:38am | Post# 12213

 

Quoting Zelo 

{quote} jmn5611, you omit Sub Sequence theorem. {image} (2 brokers, same 
Indicator, those red arrow near 2 Mid TZs) Those arrows is based on Eurusdd's Sub 
Sequence theorem. Those price level like magnets, price usally come back to them. 

Eurusdd rocks!  
Thank you for that post. And yes, eurusdd does rock, but it is because he shared some 
verrry powerful research. He did not have to do that. 



 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 4:23am | Post# 12214

 
Quoting Zelo 

{quote} jmn5611, you omit Sub Sequence theorem. {image} (2 brokers, same 
Indicator, those red arrow near 2 Mid TZs) Those arrows is based on Eurusdd's Sub 
Sequence theorem. Those price level like magnets, price usally come back to them. 

Eurusdd rocks!  
IT is very nice , is this sim/dis whit SS ? 
 
I'm playing with the odds ', I saw that the first bar after the focus bar does not eliminate 
the PZ 70% of the time (I did not find odds' best for the moment ...) and therefore use 
LH1 and rH1. 

Instead, for the odds' to 90% i use much more long rH than lH ...  
 
Always thank EurUsdd , Thanks all for all 

 

trung407923 Nov 14, 2014 4:27am | Post# 12215

 
I just finished reading 611 pages of this thread. First sincerely thank EURUSDD, Vlady .... 
and all posts here. 
To replace thanks, forex trading experience for 8 years I want to share my own opinions 
on this subject as follows: 
 
This strategy is only suitable for the volatile market times, not suitable for those at 
market fluctuations or other currency pairs such as GU, EJ, GJ, GA ... 
So I hope the reader has the choice carefully when applied to live accounts. Comments 
from my personal desire people to be more careful to not take a long time for a strategy 
is not sustainable and not a lot of hidden risks. 
On a final note I would like to wish everyone good luck. 
 
Sincerely. Trung407923 

 

Ullen Nov 14, 2014 4:42am | Post# 12216

 
Quoting trung407923 
I just finished reading 611 pages of this thread. First sincerely thank EURUSDD, Vlady .... 
and all posts here. To replace thanks, forex trading experience for 8 years I want to 
share my own opinions on this subject as follows: This strategy is only suitable for the 
volatile market times, not suitable for those at market fluctuations or other currency 
pairs such as GU, EJ, GJ, GA ... So I hope the reader has the choice carefully when 
applied to live accounts. Comments from my personal desire people to be more careful to 
not take a long time for... 
In my opinion and experience the concept works on every market, as it's all about 
probability. 
 
You can test it on every pair, and results should be equal. (at least my tests were) 

 

oyaks Nov 14, 2014 4:54am | Post# 12217

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} I promised you the last call from me! I am not posting these calls again! 



Nine Minutes to end this period interesting concept !! 

 

Kiads Nov 14, 2014 4:59am | Post# 12218

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Quoting trung407923 
I just finished reading 611 pages of this thread. First sincerely thank EURUSDD, Vlady .... 
and all posts here. To replace thanks, forex trading experience for 8 years I want to share 
my own opinions on this subject as follows: This strategy is only suitable for the volatile 
market times, not suitable for those at market fluctuations or other currency pairs 
such as GU, EJ, GJ, GA ... So I hope the reader has the choice carefully when applied to 
live accounts. Comments from my personal desire people to be more careful to not take a 
long time... 
For all the pairs you mentioned in your post; 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

Someday, when you reach 100% probability stage... you will understand why that 'star' 
could pointing probability direction for the 'next' day candle.. 
So, yes it work in any pairs and any time frames because probability is universal theory and 
not for currencies only. 
 
MTH 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 5:00am | Post# 12219

 
>1.246008 to on average 3% of the data. lol 

 

Ullen Nov 14, 2014 5:01am | Post# 12220

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} For all the pairs you mentioned in your post; {image} {image} {image} 

{image} Someday, when you reach 100% probability stage... you will understand why 
that 'star' could pointing probability direction for the 'next' day candle.. So, yes it work in 



any pairs and any time frames because probability is universal theory and not for 
currencies only. MTH 

Amazing mate   

 

hilavoku Nov 14, 2014 6:05am | Post# 12221

 
Hi EURUSDD, 
 
after reading the whole thread and parts of the first 286 pages more then once I have a 

question regarding similarity/delay.  
 
I'm thinking of 'comparing' price data from different brokers and evaluating it if I can see 
some kind of logic/pattern behind the scene.  
Do you think its enough to get some M1 history files from different brokers or should I 
only compare live data feeds? I'm not sure that the historical data is still untouched like 
the 'raw' data I get from live data. 
 
Can you give me a hint that watching at those (live) data sources would bring me closer 

to similarity/delay?  
 
And at a last point. Thank you also from my side for all the info the hints you 

left on the threads I've read.  
 
thanks in advance, see you and happy weekend 
hila 

 

FX-Jay Nov 14, 2014 6:06am | Post# 12222

 
I officially suspend my participation on this thread until I get a clear explanation of the 
scam going around in Private Messages and outside FF  
 
I have opened an FF account because of this Similarity thread and the amazing ideas 
presented here. Everything shared is invaluable, and if you applied correctly works like a 
charm.  
 
However, I will not accept being part of a scam whether directly or indirectly! 
Lots of people are already aware of this and know what I am talking about.  
 
For whoever is responsible for this disgrace, you better fix it as soon as possible.  
 
I am unsubscribing from this thread & will limit my participation to Vladyz Transient 
Zones - Basics Thread. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

orid Nov 14, 2014 6:21am | Post# 12223

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I officially suspend my participation on this thread until I get a clear explanation of the 
scam going around in Private Messages and outside FF I have opened an FF account 
because of this Similarity thread and the amazing ideas presented here. Everything 



shared is invaluable, and if you applied correctly works like a charm. However, I will not 
accept being part of a scam whether directly or indirectly! Lots of people are already 
aware of this and know what I am talking about. For whoever is responsible for this 
disgrace, you better fix it as soon... 
I understand your concerns FX-Jay, I am also aware of certain scams you talk of and feel 
that to unsubscribe is the right thing to do. 
Regards Orid peter 

 

ellenbrook Nov 14, 2014 6:40am | Post# 12224

 
huhuhuhu what going on here ???????????????????// 

 

josh11 Nov 14, 2014 7:24am | Post# 12225

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I officially suspend my participation on this thread until I get a clear explanation of the 
scam going around in Private Messages and outside FF I have opened an FF account 
because of this Similarity thread and the amazing ideas presented here. Everything 
shared is invaluable, and if you applied correctly works like a charm. However, I will not 
accept being part of a scam whether directly or indirectly! Lots of people are already 
aware of this and know what I am talking about. For whoever is responsible for this 
disgrace, you better fix it as soon... 
Unbelievable... I am with you Jay! 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 7:25am | Post# 12226

 
Scam Alert! I'm officially unsubscribing from here! Piece of advice for everyone reading 
this thread. Head on over to Vlady's Tansient Basics thread to continue learning more 
about the concept of quantifying the probabilities attached to fractal behaviour. 

 

kore2 Nov 14, 2014 7:38am | Post# 12227

 
Private messages and outside FF as well? 
What can be that scam of such a great consequences to make you sign off or and 
unsubscribe from here? False information and selling some signals or something like that 
I suppose? 
Please stay guys and clarify what that scam is! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 7:39am | Post# 12228

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I officially suspend my participation on this thread until I get a clear explanation of the 
scam going around in Private Messages and outside FF I have opened an FF account 
because of this Similarity thread and the amazing ideas presented here. Everything 
shared is invaluable, and if you applied correctly works like a charm. However, I will not 
accept being part of a scam whether directly or indirectly! Lots of people are already 
aware of this and know what I am talking about. For whoever is responsible for this 
disgrace, you better fix it as soon... 
 
I really hope that some Good Samaritan would send me the copies of those PMs! I just 



love scams!  
 
P.S. I was waiting for a post like this one from the very beginning of the thread... 

 

toddanderson Nov 14, 2014 7:42am | Post# 12229

 
Someone post what scam, details of what is going on to help others , 
I have not seen anything or been privet messaged 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 7:44am | Post# 12230

 
Quoting LITEchild 
Scam Alert! I'm officially unsubscribing from here! Piece of advice for everyone reading 
this thread. Head on over to Vlady's Tansient Basics thread to continue learning more 
about the concept of quantifying the probabilities attached to fractal behaviour. 
Have you contacted Twee? I understand your concern and you're doing the right thing 
here, but you should also contact the officials, the moderators. 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 7:53am | Post# 12231

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Have you contacted Twee? I understand your concern and you're doing the right 
thing here, but you should also contact the officials, the moderators. 
We are in the process of doing just that. Meanwhile for all those who are sending me PMs 
wondering if everything being taught here is also untrue, here are my thoughts on the 
matter... 
 
Well...honestly for me, the jury's still out on the efficacy of the Similarity/Disimilarity 
concept. Those who have really shown tangible CONSISTENT success trading here have 
done so mostly because they applied experience, trading common sense and sensible 
money management to the idea of statistical probability applied to fractal 
behaviours(TZs/RZs), which is NOT EURUSDDs original idea in the sense that EVERYONE 
HAS ALWAYS KNOWN FRACTALS 'REPAINT'(so to speak) before finding a true top and/or 
bottom). Talented coders like Varia, Sciurus, Freefox, Xixi, and others just breathed life 
into the whole idea and made it tradable for everybody when they created those 
awesome indicators! Would you believe I was the one who had to direct and give 
EURUSDD himself Sciurus TZ indicator(a few pages back) when he saw me using it with 
great results? How whacked is that? Teacher learning tools from student? The guy 
doesn't have a clue! Just throwing theories left, right and center, and hoping 
one sticks! And one finally did!  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 8:03am | Post# 12232

 
Quoting LITEchild 
We are in the process of doing just that. 
Good for you! Too bad it's Friday, almost the weekend, but in cases like this Twee usually 
acts pretty fast, so hopefully we'll see the appropriate measures on Monday. 

Quoting LITEchild 
Would you believe I was the one who had to direct and give EURUSDD himself Sciurus TZ 
indicator(a few pages back) when he saw me using it with great results? How whacked is 
that? Teacher learning tools from student? The guy doesn't have a clue! Just throwing 



theories left, right and center, and hoping one sticks! And one finally did! 

I don't even know: should I laugh or should I cry?  

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 8:05am | Post# 12233

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} should I laugh or should I cry?  

erm...both?  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 8:09am | Post# 12234

 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote} erm...both?  

Lucky guess - I'm really crying of laughter!  

 

Kiads Nov 14, 2014 8:18am | Post# 12235

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 



OMG..OMG..OMG... LOL....  

 

Black Fox Nov 14, 2014 8:26am | Post# 12236

 
LOL guys, you have finally figured it out. I was reading this thread from time to time just 
for some laughs. 
Look at this Eurusdd guy previous threads here at Forex Factory... What a waste of time! 

 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 8:34am | Post# 12237

 
I do not enjoy guys .. I have an empty stomach, not funny! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 8:35am | Post# 12238

 
Quoting Kiads 

{image} OMG..OMG..OMG... LOL....  
 
 
The thread has been started on June 26, 2013. So it's almost 17 months. So, some 

people are 17 times more stupid than those stupid penguins! Suckers!!!  
 

"There's a sucker born every minute..." (c)  

 

juriFX Nov 14, 2014 8:37am | Post# 12239

 
What's going on? What scam? Could someone explain? Did not see any messages or 
something suspect here. 
 
And the TZ concept is working great for me, so is this thread a scam or what? 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 8:37am | Post# 12240

 
Quoting Black Fox 
I was reading this thread from time to time just for some laughs. 

Me too!  

 

Kiads Nov 14, 2014 8:44am | Post# 12241

 
Quoting Black Fox 
LOL guys, you have finally figured it out. I was reading this thread from time to time just 
for some laughs. Look at this Eurusdd guy previous threads here at Forex Factory... 
What a waste of time!  
Noooo... honestly this is not waste of time at all I'm very sure some of us 'learn' 
something here, we learn from everyone as usual.. and as a noob I'm very happy and 
never regret to read and learn anything from all of you.. whatever your background. 
Thank You. 
MTH 

 



mario777 Nov 14, 2014 8:49am | Post# 12242

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} The thread has been started on June 26, 2013. So it's almost 17 months. So, 

some people are 17 times more stupid than those stupid penguins! Suckers!!! 

"There's a sucker born every minute..." (c)  

Maybe its the reason why i cant figure it out no matter how i tried  

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 8:49am | Post# 12243

 
Quoting Black Fox 
LOL guys, you have finally figured it out. I was reading this thread from time to time just 
for some laughs. Look at this Eurusdd guy previous threads here at Forex Factory... What 
a waste of time! 
I can not agree，although Eurusdd was banned from other forum, But who knows he is 
not a genius. 
His point of view is very interesting.I prefer to believe him！Let's continue to see! 

 

mario777 Nov 14, 2014 8:55am | Post# 12244

 
Quoting elf_cui 
{quote} I can not agree，although Eurusdd was banned from other forum, But who 
knows he is not a genius. His point of view is very interesting.I prefer to believe 
him！Let's continue to see! 
Someone said he is asking for money. Do you still believe in him? Why does he ask for 
money if he has trading strategy that is a winner which he said he promised to keep for 

heaven  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 8:56am | Post# 12245

 
Quoting mario777 

Maybe its the reason why i cant figure it out no matter how i tried  

Mario, don't worry about that: I think the topic-starter himself couldn't figure it out!  

 

Ullen Nov 14, 2014 8:58am | Post# 12246

 
Just to clear some things! 
 
The concepts shared here are no scam! 
 
Most of them are very very brilliant, and made a lot of people better traders 
(including me). Understanding probability is essential when trading, and this 
has been stated very clear. The disim concept is also very helpful, and 
personally i've benefited a lot from this concept. Those things are not a scam. 
 
But recently there have been some weird private activity, in which i can go 
deeper into.  

 



haikanoz Nov 14, 2014 9:01am | Post# 12247

 
Quoting Ullen 
Just to clear some things! The concepts shared here are no scam! Most of them are very 
very brilliant, and made a lot of people better traders (including me). Understanding 
probability is essential when trading, and this has been stated very clear. The disim 
concept is also very helpful, and personally i've benefited a lot from this concept. Those 
things are not a scam. But recently there have been some weird private activity, in which 
i can go deeper into. 
I second that, Ullen.... 

 

toddanderson Nov 14, 2014 9:01am | Post# 12248

 
could someone post the privet message they received, what is the scam 

 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 9:04am | Post# 12249

 
Quoting Ullen 
Just to clear some things! The concepts shared here are no scam! Most of them are very 
very brilliant, and made a lot of people better traders (including me). Understanding 
probability is essential when trading, and this has been stated very clear. The disim 
concept is also very helpful, and personally i've benefited a lot from this concept. Those 
things are not a scam. But recently there have been some weird private activity, in which 
i can go deeper into. 

ok, I 'got a little smile on my face  

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 14, 2014 9:04am | Post# 12250

 
somehow suddenly this song came into my mind... 

Inserted Video 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 14, 2014 9:06am | Post# 12251

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} Noooo... honestly this is not waste of time at all I'm very sure some of us 'learn' 
something here, we learn from everyone as usual.. and as a noob I'm very happy and 
never regret to read and learn anything from all of you.. whatever your background. 
Thank You. MTH 
Agree mate. I get so many new things, and all of them are very interesting. I did not find 
any similar concept out there, this thread is really helpful. Currently i am reading it for 
soooo many times, and i will read it again in the future, if i do not understand what is 
written. Why i do that? To get the diamond, i must dig, because they are not on the 
surface. Thanks to Eurusdd and all of contributors in this thread. 

 

Barbaresco Nov 14, 2014 9:07am | Post# 12252

 
Yes, someone please spell it out before speculation takes over... Scam, to me, implies 
fraud and mal-intent. 

 



vladutz112 Nov 14, 2014 9:11am | Post# 12253

 
i wonder if ullen and those that seem to grasp the concept and kept "the big secret" 
contributed to eurusd plan??? 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:12am | Post# 12254

 

Quoting Barbaresco 

Yes, someone please spell it out before speculation takes over... Scam, to me, implies 
fraud and mal-intent. 
As far as I understand, the guys don't want to post the details because they already 
contacted Twee and send all the evidences to him, and now they're waiting for his 
decision. Probably it is the right thing to do. 

 

NorthTrader Nov 14, 2014 9:14am | Post# 12255

 
Not sure what to make of these recent developments. I've no idea what happened, but is 
it really so bad that everyone's suddenly sticking the boot into Eurusdd and the ideas in 
this thread? I've always taken the probabilities mentioned here with a pinch of salt, but 
to say that this thread is a waste of time is ridiculous. So many good discussions with so 

many fine traders. You can learn a lot here if you do your homework. Confused  

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 9:15am | Post# 12256

 
Well. i AM not aware of what you people are talking about! But if trading for someone is a 
scam then that is silly! If you ask me to trade for you and I agree. Is that is scam? Well it 
is is! Then I will not continue that! If I am bad, I will not post my picture here!!!! 

 

Ullen Nov 14, 2014 9:16am | Post# 12257

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vladutz112 
i wonder if ullen and those that seem to grasp the concept and kept "the big secret" 
contributed to eurusd plan??? 
I must admit you made me laugh for a while... 
 
I have plenty of references that can confirm that your statement isn't true.. 
 
I would never scam anyone, and i don't need to. 

 

 

vladutz112 Nov 14, 2014 9:22am | Post# 12258

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I must admit you made me laugh for a while... I have plenty of references that 
can confirm that your statement isn't true.. I would never scam anyone, and i don't need 
to. {image} 
that doesn't prove anything if u really want i can upload that with 1000%!!!!!! if u want 



to share something share!!!!! people like u make me sick all secrets and most possible u 
wait for people to contact u to teach them in private ur "secret"method for a big 
$$$$$just another scam 

 

Ullen Nov 14, 2014 9:25am | Post# 12259

 
Quoting vladutz112 
{quote} that doesn't prove anything if u really want i can upload that with 1000%!!!!!! if 
u want to share something share!!!!! people like u make me sick all secrets and most 
possible u wait for people to contact u to teach them in private ur "secret"method for a 
big $$$$$just another scam 
I just love FF. 
 
I don't really care what you think.. Call me a scammer.. 
 
I'll be leaving this thread as well. 
 
Good luck everyone! 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 9:25am | Post# 12260

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Well. i AM not aware of what you people are talking about! But if trading for someone is a 
scam then that is silly! If you ask me to trade for you and I agree. Is that is scam? Well it 
is is! Then I will not continue that! If I am bad, I will not post my picture here!!!! 
You have a MORAL obligation to let your subscribers know you are trading 
for others on the side you idiot! Register as a COMMERCIAL member if you 
want to do that! I have PMs from a number of people saying that you 
trade for them, make some profit and then blow it all away again. Is that 
what your teaching has been all about? You are a fraud you idiot! And you 
need to apologise to all those you have morally dissapointed on this 
thread.  

 

vladutz112 Nov 14, 2014 9:27am | Post# 12261

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} I just love FF. I don't really care what you think.. Call me a scammer.. I'll be 
leaving this thread as well. Good luck everyone! 
don't worry you are almost inexistent just saing there and there how good you are 
PATHETIC just like your idol 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:30am | Post# 12262

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Well. i AM not aware of what you people are talking about! But if trading for someone is a 
scam then that is silly! If you ask me to trade for you and I agree. Is that is scam? Well it 
is is! Then I will not continue that! If I am bad, I will not post my picture here!!!! 
Is the guy a dyslexic person or a wacky cuckoo or what? 

 



Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:38am | Post# 12263

 
Quoting LITEchild 
I have PMs from a number of people saying that you trade for them, make some profit 
and then blow it all away again. Is that what your teaching has been all about? 

That's priceless!  

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 9:43am | Post# 12264

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Well. i AM not aware of what you people are talking about! But if trading for someone is a 
scam then that is silly! If you ask me to trade for you and I agree. Is that is scam? Well it 
is is! Then I will not continue that! If I am bad, I will not post my picture here!!!! 

Look at the slogan in your profile. It is written there "a good 
name is better than money" 
 

Does this give you a good name????  

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 9:44am | Post# 12265

 
Ok. Yes, I agreed to trade for someone. Maybe that is my mistake. I guess I should have 
introduced myself commercially, something i will not have time for. 
I apologized to all my followers and though you may crucify me now, there are very good 
ideas in this thread. I will quit FF this moment. Trying to share ideas with people only 
brought me pain!! Nothing more! 
 
Thank you. 

 

favoured111 Nov 14, 2014 9:45am | Post# 12266

 
Why are people killers of good dream. Why do men not appreciate anything good. Why 
are some peoples mind so corrupted. Look at a concept that is making waves, changing 
lives everywhere. 
 
Now the Thank you Eurusdd got is calling him names.  
 
If this thread is not for you, why do you border coming here. Men are haters of good 
things 
 
 
@ BLACK FOX, Look at the name you chose to answer, that has revealed your person... a 
fox. Please get your evil mind off this thread. You have nothing to offer here. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:48am | Post# 12267

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I will quit FF this moment. Trying to share ideas with people only brought me pain!! 
Nothing more! 

You will be missed! Good scammers are so rare here!  

 



cyd09 Nov 14, 2014 9:48am | Post# 12268

 
what happened? im just about 3/4 of the thread!! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:52am | Post# 12269

 
Quoting cyd09 
what happened? im just about 3/4 of the thread!! 
 
Scam happened! Start reading from this post: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...08#post7871208  

 

Eamonn Nov 14, 2014 9:55am | Post# 12270

 
I was so looking forward to the Wikipeadia edition 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 9:58am | Post# 12271

 
1) 
The ideas and concepts posted in this thread and others (from my perspective) have 
worked for me and others. Some better than others, but nonetheless they are real 
results. The best example is clearly Forex-Jay. Personally, my trading has come up in 
leaps and bounds which I have to attribute to the ideas from this thread. They are real 
and can continue to be real. 
 
2)  
Financial responsibility - given the current times - is paramount. If you are representing 
yourself in any form as being an expert in the management of money you are under law 
of many many countries in the world, to be regulated under a financial body or 
ombudsman. This protects all investors who give their money agency to another person 
or body or company to handle. Not doing so can be considered any number of things: 
from a scam, theft, collusion to more criminal activities that bring about very negative 
attention for anyone involved. 
 
===== 
 
1 and 2 are very different things. Where it becomes blurred is when people rely on #1 
and are convinced to go into an arrangement into #2. That needs to be completely 
transparent, above the table and clear for all to see. That is my stance from my 
experience in similar matters.  
 
I consider #1 to be the content of this thread and I shall continue to give it the respect 
and gravitas that it deserves. Mainly because it has evolved into the product of many 
many many hard working individuals, who I have also come to know and respect. Long 
may that continue. 
 
I cannot in good conscience, support any activity that violates #2 - "financial 
responsibility". This can be clarified by going into the commercial section and having all 
your ducks in a row.... documents, identity, offices, contact numbers etc, all within public 
view and verifiable by any member of the public. It is your fiduciary responsibility to do 
that.  
 
We do not pay a fee to interact on this glorious site that is Forex Factory so it is up to all 



individuals to remain vigilant and uphold TWO important things not only in this thread 
but this site: 
 
A) The right to freedom of speech (but not the promotion of hate) 
B) Financial Responsibility, Integrity and Honesty in all dealings. 
 
If this is supported, then there is no reason why continued discussion on all topics related 
to #1 can't go on. I hope it will. 
But there is now a dampened mood here and I am disappointed that it has had to come 
to this. Let those who want to rebuild, do that. 

 

kore2 Nov 14, 2014 9:58am | Post# 12272

 
As long as I`m concerned... 
I stick to this thread because I have been seeing really promising ideas here. And not 
because the thread starter managed to multiply a demo account (without a stoploss 
btw). 
Some of you built up a belief system that the thread starter knows the ultimate truth and 
whatever he says is the gospel. 
And now the thing is that above mentioned scamming. That doesn`t mean a thing to me 
just like multiplied demo accounts or some gospels. I`m not frustrated at all because of 
all these things. 
I don`t really care about demo accounts, trade calls, my money traded by anyone else. 
And I`m really grateful for the ideas shared here by EURUSDD. 
I vouch for you EURUSDD! 
Keep up the good work! 

 

hilavoku Nov 14, 2014 9:59am | Post# 12273

 
At least I'm a little bit irritated. It can't be that we have 612 pages of junk. We have 
good ideas at this thread and I will read it again to take my advantages out of it. 
 
+1 vlady 

 

burnssss Nov 14, 2014 9:59am | Post# 12274

 
Sorry, we will maintain the order in the thread. Everything in this thread is very valuable, 
and we do not know the intentions of Eurusdd. I think we should keep a respect. 
 
Thank you very much. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 9:59am | Post# 12275

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
If I am bad, I will not post my picture here!!!! 
And he really changed his picture! Now I know: he is not dyslexic, he is a wacky cuckoo! 

 

 

Sasco_me Nov 14, 2014 10:01am | Post# 12276

 



EURUSDD  
I trust you are genius but if you loss money this is because you like me 
soooooooooooooooooooooo risky 
I convert 3 dollars to 800 dollars in one week then loss all ( rebate is my gain only ) 
and 47 dollars to 2000 in one week 
10000 to 68000 in one month  
1000 to 22000 
3000 to 18000 
and more and more which your brain can't imagine 
I made more than 200 order in a raw with profit  
every thing in this market i do it  
...................and more  
I'm in the second rank in competition ( but the prize only for the first which was from 
China ) the reason because i transfer money from account to the account during the 
competition " decreasing % of gain )  
i opened at least 1000 accounts in 8 years of trading ( starting from 100 dollars to 80000 
$) all of them at least reach 500 % before stopped out  
" any small account is rebate from another one " 
I trust that you are genius( this is what i need to follow some one in FF) even each word 
written here is true  
Sorry for my language 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 10:02am | Post# 12277

 
Ok. people you guys can go ahead and crucify eurusdd for all you want. But i gave you 
the chance because i agreed to trade for someone. 
That is only wrong because i did not make it public in the commercial forum. But I want 
you to be objective and ask yourself if I have not given you something valuable! I did my 
best to help traders. 
 
But it is all good. One mistake can take you down. Whatever, the case I will not take 
your insults personally. I have really moved beyond that stage!!!! 
 
Learn from the thread though. You will gain a lot! Thank you and once again, I am sorry 
for the mistake I made. Apology: to all those who followed me! 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 10:04am | Post# 12278

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. Yes, I agreed to trade for someone. Maybe that is my mistake. I guess I should have 
introduced myself commercially, something i will not have time for. I apologized to all my 
followers and though you may crucify me now, there are very good ideas in this thread. I 
will quit FF this moment. Trying to share ideas with people only brought me pain!! 
Nothing more! Thank you. 

Let's get one thing straight, so there is no 
misunderstanding. Trading for someone is NOT the 
problem. NON FULL DISCLOSURE IS!!! Taking advantage of 
newbies gullibilty is! IF you want to trade for people, COME 
OUT CLEAN AND SAY IT. FULL DISCLOSURE. Better still, 
REGISTER AS A COMMERCIAL MEMBER. Lastly, SHOW 
PROOF OF PROFITABLE RETURNS! If you do all that, hell 
I'll even recommend some people to invest with you! 



(quite a number have been asking me to). 
At least you still had the decency to apologise to your 
followers. For that I commend you. Live what you preach. 
A good name IS better than money!(eh..how much money 
are we talking about here though... ) 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 10:04am | Post# 12279

 
Guys, even though there is tons of fishy stuff going on here I would not discount the info 
provided hear, especially the indicators(like Kprsa's) that provides hard probabilities 
based on 4 thousand candles of data. 
 
that being said I will be steering clear of the thread though and will just take what I 
learned here with me. 
 
Wish everyone well and hope they avoid the scams. 
 
 
Good Luck 
 
Pip 

 

burnssss Nov 14, 2014 10:07am | Post# 12280

 
At least it gave her face. I'm sure if I were a scammer, would have disappeared. We all 
make mistakes. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:08am | Post# 12281

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Ok. people you guys can go ahead and crucify eurusdd for all you want. But i gave you 
the chance because i agreed to trade for someone. That is only wrong because i did not 
make it public in the commercial forum. But I want you to be objective and ask yourself 
if I have not given you something valuable! I did my best to help traders. But it is all 
good. One mistake can take you down. Whatever, the case I will not take your insults 
personally. I have really moved beyond that stage!!!! Learn from the thread though. You 
will gain a lot! Thank you and... 
He said he was leaving FF. But here we go again... With such a personality he could 

become a very successful politician!  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:11am | Post# 12282

 
Quoting burnssss 

At least it gave her face. 

What exactly are you talking about? 

 

NorthTrader Nov 14, 2014 10:14am | Post# 12283

 



Quoting Favorite 
{quote} He said he was leaving FF. But here we go again... With such a personality he 

could become a very successful politician!  
I think you've made your point. Who are you anyway, the FF thug? Talk about kicking a 

man when he's down...  

 

tradeforlife Nov 14, 2014 10:17am | Post# 12284

 
Quoting vlady1974 
1) The ideas and concepts posted in this thread and others (from my perspective) have 
worked for me and others. Some better than others, but nonetheless they are real 
results. The best example is clearly Forex-Jay. Personally, my trading has come up in 
leaps and bounds which I have to attribute to the ideas from this thread. They are real 
and can continue to be real. 2) Financial responsibility - given the current times - is 
paramount. If you are representing yourself in any form as being an expert in the 
management of money you are under law of... 
 

Well said Vlady.. I like it.. and support it...   

 

Sasco_me Nov 14, 2014 10:17am | Post# 12285

 
I'm a Muslim and always put in my mind the The Holy Bible words " and said unto them, He 
that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her. "  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:19am | Post# 12286

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
I think you've made your point. Who are you anwyay, the FF thug? Talk about kicking a 

man when he's down...  

Well, being a gentleman , I'm much more polite than you are and I'm not asking 
you: Who are you anyway? A scammer's advocate or a sucker who doesn't want to see 

the obvious?  
 
And by the way, he is not down. He is alive and kicking, but you can't see it neither. 

 

spyderman Nov 14, 2014 10:20am | Post# 12287

 
Wow!!! 
 
I go to bed and wake up to this maelstrom. 
 
Very unfortunate activities. Like many experienced traders have mentioned, I think 
there's value here in the thread and concepts. 
Perhaps the positives can be preserved going forward. I guess we'll all see. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 14, 2014 10:21am | Post# 12288

 
All of us " even who can't understand the concept well " benefit from EURUSDD and 
others Thanks to all of you  



and i'll not stop follow any genus guy here or there 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 10:22am | Post# 12289

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Well, being a gentleman , I'm much more polite than you are and I'm not 
asking you: Who are you anyway? A scammer's advocate or a sucker who doesn't want 

to see obvious?  
Again you can not say his work is a scam especially when people separate from him have 
made indicators based on his ideas that show probabilities of the events he mentions 
happening. 
 
TZ theory=gold 
Sim/Disim=gold 
SS=gold 
 
and indicators have been coded for all 3 theory that have probabilities to back them up in 
the current market place. 
 
Pip 

 

Barbaresco Nov 14, 2014 10:22am | Post# 12290

 
The first time I came to FF, I concluded that the entire site was a scam, preying on the 
ignorant. I didn't visit for a long while, more than a year, but was bored one day and saw 
this thread... 
 
I am happy to say that there are many smart people here with truly good intentions, and 
I look forward to continue developing with these folks. 
 
I have a couple of new EA's developed while on this thread that are profitable, and am 
looking forward to getting further into SS. 
 
So, this thread, new thread, basics thread? 

 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 10:25am | Post# 12291

 
I do not understand, I thought it was something more serious happened ... If there was 
an agreement between two people, what 's the matter? 
Where I come from, what would be crucified would be naive that he was wrong (he 
knows he was wrong) ... I think this . 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:28am | Post# 12292

 
Quoting PiratePip 
Again you can not say his work is a scam especially when people separate from him have 
made indicators based on his ideas that show probabilities of the events he mentions 
happening. TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold and indicators have been coded for 
all 3 theory that have probabilities to back them up in the current market place. Pip 
Pip, now I will be serious. 
 



Does any of the thread participants have a trade explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold 
Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? 
 
It is not a rhetorical question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can 
you show me 17 or even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? 
 
P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers trading (like topic-starter) without stop-
losses. 
 
P.P.S. I went to your own Trade Explorer and it is all red: 
 
Today (Fri) -2.8%  
This Week -23.1% 
This Month -6.1% 
This Year -6.1%  
All Time -6.1%  
 
I don't want to insult you and I'm not attacking you personally, but it doesn't look like 
gold. 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 10:34am | Post# 12293

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Pip, now I will be serious. Does any of the thread participants have a trade 
explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? It is not a rhetorical 
question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can you show me 17 or 
even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers 
trading (like topic-starter) without stop-losses. 
FX-Jay the guy who brought about these allegations, the guy who brought it to light, has 
shown his return based on TZ since he started posting. and he has made a return of 
around 2000% 
 
 
but it doesn't matter what I say or what we bring to back it because people will always 
have their own opinion so its up to them to make of their mind how they feel about. 

 

vladutz112 Nov 14, 2014 10:35am | Post# 12294

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Pip, now I will be serious. Does any of the thread participants have a trade 
explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? It is not a rhetorical 
question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can you show me 17 or 
even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers 
trading (like topic-starter) without stop-losses. 
or at least to stop with all these dumb secrets the forex world won't stop if they describe 
the strategies JESUS 
!!!! 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 10:36am | Post# 12295

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Pip, now I will be serious. Does any of the thread participants have a trade 
explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? It is not a rhetorical 



question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can you show me 17 or 
even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers 
trading (like topic-starter) without stop-losses. 
 
Also if you read the thread youd understand SS and dis/sim and TZ are not trading 
systems in themselves. They are used to predict where price has a high probability of 
going based on historical data. How you choose to trade this is up to you. 
 
Also i have SS indi that will draw 1000+ lines(not 1000 bars of data, 1000 lines, so 
probably about 4-5k bars) based on the sub-sequence theorem and 98.84% of the lines 
get closed. 
 
is that a trading system? no, but that is gold being able to find levels that have a 98%+ 
chance of being hit eventually. the next step is to find out when the line will be hit. 
 
He has never claimed one of these to be a complete system no have they ever been 
presented like that. it has always be presented as using probabilites to predict where 
price will be, how you trade it is up to you.. 

 

almo Nov 14, 2014 10:38am | Post# 12296

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Pip, now I will be serious. Does any of the thread participants have a trade 
explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? It is not a rhetorical 
question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can you show me 17 or 
even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers 
trading (like topic-starter) without stop-losses. 
 
I don't claim to understand what the recent events are with the accusations....but to 
address your question Favorite....why do you want to see profitable Trade Exploerers 
that have SL's? Why are you against seeing profitable ones that do not have them? 

 

burnssss Nov 14, 2014 10:38am | Post# 12297

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Pip, now I will be serious. Does any of the thread participants have a trade 
explorer showing that "TZ theory=gold Sim/Disim=gold SS=gold "? It is not a rhetorical 
question! This thread is 17 months old (and 600+ pages long). Can you show me 17 or 
even 7 successful Trade Explorers here? P.S. Please don't show me the Trade Explorers 
trading (like topic-starter) without stop-losses. P.P.S. I went to your own Trade Explorer 
and it is all red: Today (Fri) -2.8% This Week -23.1% This Month -6.1% This Year -6.1% 
All Time -6.1% I don't want to... 
You should read the thread, if your mind does not believe in what is posted here, maybe 
you should go to another thread. 
thank you very much 

 

FX-Jay Nov 14, 2014 10:40am | Post# 12298

 
Let's make it clear: 
Account Management is NOT a Scam 
Providing Signals for money is NOT a Scam 
 
However, people that are planning to do the above should disclose it or move to the 



commercial section. 
 
BUT & A BIG KIM KARDASHIAN BUT ... THIS IS NOT ONE OF THE ABOVE CASES ... 
WHAT IS GOING ON IS A SCAM! 
 
I DIDN'T GIVE DETAILS BECAUSE I HAD DOUBTS THAT SOME ACCOUNTS WERE 
HACKED, BUT APPARENTLY THEY ARE NOT! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:41am | Post# 12299

 
Quoting PiratePip 
FX-Jay the guy who brought about these allegations, the guy who brought it to light, has 
shown his return based on TZ since he started posting. and he has made a return of 
around 2000% . 
 
And that's it? One guy in 17 months and 615 pages? Don't you think that he made those 
2000% not because TZ is good, but because he is good? And if TZ iz so good, where are 
all the other successful TZ-traders? 
 
Besides, when I went to FX-Jay's profile, there is no Trade Explorer any more...  

 

rmndschmidt Nov 14, 2014 10:43am | Post# 12300

 
Quoting Madmoney 
I like the style of this thread! My trading style was kinda along lines of "LOOPHOLES". As 
you can see below have a MTF cycle identifier I'm currently working on, should work well 
with this method. {image} 
Hello Madmoney, I´m searching for a CycleIdentifier MTF with alert but I can´t find it. 
Can you help me? 

 

summicron Nov 14, 2014 10:43am | Post# 12301

 
I have planned a few experiments on how to modify TZ, which wlll take me well into next 
year. I was looking forward to see what Transient Wave is all about, should Eurusdd 
actually share it next year. But I guess that won't happen now :| 
 
Anyway ... scam or no scam ... I'm certain the stuff I got from this thread is no scam. 
Really good stuff I can say. To some of you who are still reading halfway, I will advise 
you to continue reading. 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 10:44am | Post# 12302

 
More people are sending me proofs of financial dealings with this 
dubious character called EURUSDD. Pls if you have had such 
dealings with him in the past and you were shortchanged, contact 
me and send any details or documents you may have to my email. 
We'll take it from there. Trade safe and be careful with 'gurus' on 
forex factory! 

 



Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:44am | Post# 12303

 
Quoting almo 
I don't claim to understand what the recent events are with the accusations....but to 
address your question Favorite....why do you want to see profitable Trade Exploerers 
that have SL's? Why are you against seeing profitable ones that do not have them? 
OK, that's cool! Please show me 17 or even 7 successful Trade Explorer with or without 
SL! 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 10:45am | Post# 12304

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} And that's it? One guy in 17 months and 615 pages? Don't you think that he 
made those 2000% not because TZ is good, but because he is good? And if TZ iz so 
good, where are all the other successful TZ-traders? 
 
You are such a classic troll.... coming out of the woodworks and now you are all over this 
thread? 
 
please take your business else where. Why don't you go to Udines thread or the 
daytrading/scalping thread and complain about the lack of 17 trade explorer's there 
please.... 
 
 
I mean you want to see 17 trde explorers and unless you do you think its a scam? you 
are literally delusional bud.... 
 
Im done feeding the troll. 

 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 10:46am | Post# 12305

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} And that's it? One guy in 17 months and 615 pages? Don't you think that he 
made those 2000% not because TZ is good, but because he is good? And if TZ iz so 
good, where are all the other successful TZ-traders? 
Dude, what is your point? 
 
You're making a blanket statement that the man and the thread are all a scam. 
From what I've seen, I agree 50%. The content in the thread is not. 
 
It doesn't matter to me whether you agree or not... but asking for proof that it isn't is 
like asking if God does/doesn't exist. You will always produce evidence to support your 
side of the argument. Futile. 



 
I've seen Jay and other individuals produce calls and profitable trades both in this group 
and out. They/I/We don't need to prove anything to anybody because we are not 
soliciting any service for a fee. That's it. End of story.  
 
There are many here with independent stories of how they used the ideas to improve. 
Myself included. That's what's real. I've not been scammed or handed money to a 3rd 
party here. But I have seen my trading account grow because of what I've learned here. 
Enough said.  
 
Don't gloat over something that is not pleasant! 

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 10:47am | Post# 12306

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Let's make it clear: Account Management is NOT a Scam Providing Signals for money is 
NOT a Scam However, people that are planning to do the above should disclose it or 
move to the commercial section. BUT & A BIG KIM KARDASHIAN BUT ... THIS IS NOT A 
ONE OF THE ABOVE CASES ... WHAT IS GOING ON IS A SCAM! I DIDN'T GIVE DETAILS 
BECAUSE I HAD DOUBTS THAT SOME ACCOUNTS WERE HACKED, BUT APPARENTLY 
THEY ARE NOT! 
EXACTLY!!! If you want to be a commercial member, let there be 
FULL DISCLOSURE! No harm in that! Unless you don't want to be 
held accountable of course...  

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 10:47am | Post# 12307

 
In fact, the biggest problem is that Eurusd never share his real trading system,and told 
people who  
made succeed keep secret！ 
When some guys multiplicity they account and "show off"(FX-jay) to us with nothing,then 
some peope will doubt it! 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 10:48am | Post# 12308

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
Let's make it clear: Account Management is NOT a Scam Providing Signals for money is 
NOT a Scam However, people that are planning to do the above should disclose it 
or move to the commercial section. 
 
BUT & A BIG KIM KARDASHIAN BUT ... THIS IS NOT A ONE OF THE ABOVE CASES ... 
WHAT IS GOING ON IS A SCAM! I DIDN'T GIVE DETAILS BECAUSE I HAD DOUBTS THAT 
SOME ACCOUNTS WERE HACKED, BUT APPARENTLY THEY ARE NOT! 
Read this post again if you are not CLEAR! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:48am | Post# 12309

 
Quoting vladutz112 
or at least to stop with all these dumb secrets the forex world won't stop if they describe 
the strategies JESUS !!!! 
Very good point! 



 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 10:49am | Post# 12310

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} OK, that's cool! Please show me 17 or even 7 successful Trade Explorer with or 
without SL! 
Hello , this is my Myfxbook but i started only last week 
https://www.myfxbook.com/portfolio/test/1071938  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:53am | Post# 12311

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Dude, what is your point?  
...... 
They/I/We don't need to prove anything to anybody 
Dude, then stop claiming that TZ=Gold! Either you can prove this claim or you can't! And 
you can't! 

Quoting vlady1974 
I've seen Jay and other individuals produce calls and profitable trades both in this group 
and out. 
Several "calls" and several dozen "trades" prove nothing! You have to be consistent! And 
Trade Explorer for a long period of time is the only proof of consistency! 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:55am | Post# 12312

 
Quoting LvCa 
{quote} Hello , this is my Myfxbook but i started only last week 
https://www.myfxbook.com/portfolio/test/1071938  
First of all, it says "You can't access somebody else's portfolio". 
 
Second: STARTED LAST WEEK??? Give me a break, will you? 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 10:58am | Post# 12313

 
Quoting elf_cui 
When some guys multiplicity they account and "show off"(FX-jay) to us with nothing,then 
some peope will doubt it! 
They say FX-Jay really showed 2000%... If you watch the thread all the time, how come 
you haven't seen those 2000%? 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:00am | Post# 12314

 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} You should read the thread, if your mind does not believe in what is posted 
here, maybe you should go to another thread. thank you very much 
I don't believe in God, and you expect me to believe in somebody else's words? If there 
are successful Trade Explorers - show me! If you can't - then there is no such Trade 
Explorers here! 

 



LvCa Nov 14, 2014 11:00am | Post# 12315

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} First of all, it says "You can't access somebody else's portfolio". Second: 
STARTED LAST WEEK??? Give me a break, will you? 
Ah ok , sorry for the access of portafolio .. yes i started last week , but there are 215 
trades , Profit +48% . Are too low days but i think that is a very good start , no ? 

 

kore2 Nov 14, 2014 11:01am | Post# 12316

 
Quoting elf_cui 
In fact, the biggest problem is that Eurusd never share his real trading system,and told 
people who made succeed keep secret！ When some guys multiplicity they account and 
"show off"(FX-jay) to us with nothing,then some peope will doubt it! 
That is like the theory of evolution. Secrets or missing links that neither EURUSDD have 
no idea of? No matter which one is the case here, the ideas shared here are gold. Why? 
Because they make you think different! 

 

Barbaresco Nov 14, 2014 11:03am | Post# 12317

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Dude, then stop claiming that TZ=Gold! Either you can prove this claim or you 
can't! And you can't! {quote} Several "calls" and several dozen "trades" prove nothing! 
You have to be consistent! And Trade Explorer for a long period of time is the only proof 
of consistency! 
Or perhaps the house I live in is better proof than a trade explorer, but, then again, I 
don't have a Facebook account either, so perhaps I don't exist. C'mon man. 
 
The point is not to defend a particular setup, but to defend the process here and get back 
to developing. I don't care what others have, nor do I want to gloat about what I may or 
may not have... I want to learn, create, and share. Many here feel the same way - pretty 
sure FX-Jay included. 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 11:05am | Post# 12318

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Dude, then (a)stop claiming that TZ=Gold! (b)Either you can prove this 
claim or you can't! And you can't! {quote} Several "calls" and several dozen "trades" 
prove nothing! (c) You have to be consistent! (d)And Trade Explorer for a long 
period of time is the only proof of consistency!  
(a) 
No. 
 
(b) 
I can. 
But not to you. I want nothing from you.  
 
(c) 
Agreed 
 
(d) 
Agreed, if the purpose is for Person A to show others how they have traded and 
independently verify the method - in order to? Increase their fame? Prove their worth? 



Prove their statements? By far the most often cited reason is TO REPLICATE. And that's 
not what the underlying theme of this thread was. It was to provide an idea and see 
what practical application can be evolved. Ralome's indicator wasn't invented by 
EURUSDD. Kprsa's indicator or Freefox's indicator wasn't invented by EURUSDD but 
these authors/developers took the idea and turned it into something real that others 
could indpendently test and use.  
 
If you don't see value, then fine. Be on your way. Why are you still here? 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 11:06am | Post# 12319

 
all you people begging for trade explorer's and step by step systems remember some 
things..... NO ONE OWES YOU ANYTHING!!!!! 
 
and eurusdd never ever said once he was giving us a step by step trading system. There 
is a reason it is the transient zone theory, and not system, or trading plan. 
 
 
This whole thread(in my eyes) is to get you to view the market in a different way then 
most people are taught to look at it. 
 
instead of looking at pretty indicators, eurusdd has showed how thinking of the market in 
terms of probabilities and how this can present great trading opportunities. 
 
Pip 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:08am | Post# 12320

 
Quoting LvCa 
Ah ok , sorry for the access of portafolio .. yes i started last week , but there are 215 
trades , Profit +48% . Are too low days but i think that is a very good start , no ? 
No, Luca, that just means that you're over-trading and probably over-leveraging too, and 
both things are very bad. 
 
May I ask how long have you been trading FOREX? 

 

summicron Nov 14, 2014 11:09am | Post# 12321

 
Why even bother replying to Favorite, guys? 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 11:10am | Post# 12322

 
Quoting summicron 
Why even bother replying to Favorite, guys? 
Agreed. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:10am | Post# 12323

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} (a) No. (b) I can. But not to you. I want nothing from you. (c) Agreed (d) 



Agreed, if the purpose is for Person A to show others how they have traded and 
independently verify the method - in order to? Increase their fame? Prove their worth? 
Prove their statements? By far the most often cited reason is TO REPLICATE. And that's 
not what the underlying theme of this thread was. It was to provide an idea and see 
what practical application can be evolved. Ralome's indicator wasn't invented by 
EURUSDD. Kprsa's indicator or Freefox's indicator... 
Why so many words? Just say: I can't prove anything because I don't make any money 
with this famous TZ... 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 11:11am | Post# 12324

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Why so many words? Just say: I can't prove anything because I don't make 
any money with this famous TZ... 
Okay.... Go feck yourself. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:13am | Post# 12325

 
Quoting PiratePip 
all you people begging for trade explorer's and step by step systems remember some 
things..... NO ONE OWES YOU ANYTHING!!!!! and eurusdd never ever said once he was 
giving us a step by step trading system. There is a reason it is the transient zone theory, 
and not system, or trading plan. This whole thread(in my eyes) is to get you to view the 
market in a different way then most people are taught to look at it. instead of looking at 
pretty indicators, eurusdd has showed how thinking of the market in terms of 
probabilities and how this can present... 
Nobody is begging here! Usually when the guy claims something, other people want him 
to prove it. You can't prove what you claimed, you can't provide even a couple of the 
Trade Explorers, and that's it. 

 

Neio Nov 14, 2014 11:13am | Post# 12326

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} No, Luca, that just means that you're over-trading and probably over-leveraging 
too, and both things are very bad. May I ask how long have you been trading FOREX? 
 
Favourite I have a lot of respect for you....but you have had nothing to do with this 
thread and just jumped in as soon as you heard the word scam as if it makes you feel 
better that someone who was respected has been found out. 
 
As for over-leveraging you were in a thread promoting that you were using 1 pip = 1%. 
If his system allows him to do that then fair game. I am sure he knows the risks just as 
you do. 

 

almo Nov 14, 2014 11:13am | Post# 12327

 
Quoting summicron 
Why even bother replying to Favorite, guys? 
Because Favorite is bringing up valid points.  
 
And keep in mind, while Favorite may be the most vocal, its FX-Jay that brought out the 
allegation that there may be something nefarious occurring. 



 
Note : None of this , has anything to do with what the thread was intended. But for all of 
you around when Jacko's House of Pain was going.....you remember how it started and 
how it ended. This is starting to sound quite a lot like that. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:14am | Post# 12328

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Okay.... Go feck yourself. 

Do you think that's a good argument?  

 

tradeforlife Nov 14, 2014 11:15am | Post# 12329

 
What ever is happening now here, I just want to say only one thing.... I'm new to trading 
but I think I have learnt a lot by now only because of threads like these. There are so 
many good people here in this thread from whom we can learn good concepts, ideas, 
technical analysis, technical details, etc and implement in our trading strategy... this had 
given me a new path in my life which I was searching for a long time...... 
 
I am not going to stop learning the knowledge from here and I will continue completing 
reading the entire 600+ pages here and also the TZ Basics thread by Vlady... 
I hope those who were sharing their ideas here before will continue to do the same 

please....   

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 11:16am | Post# 12330

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Because Favorite is bringing up valid points. And keep in mind, while Favorite 
may be the most vocal, its FX-Jay that brought out the allegation that there may be 
something nefarious occurring. Note : None of this , has anything to do with what the 
thread was intended. But for all of you around when Jacko's House of Pain was 
going.....you remember how it started and how it ended. This is starting to sound quite a 
lot like that. 
 
 
please put on a bigger tin hat.... Not only is eurusdd a scam, but they guy saying he is a 
scam is a scam to, and let me guess the guy who calls fxjay a scam is probably a scam 
too? wait thats you!! 
 
Please get yalls heads out of the sand. 



 

 

Atihun Nov 14, 2014 11:17am | Post# 12331

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} Okay.... Go feck yourself. 
lol 

 

almo Nov 14, 2014 11:18am | Post# 12332

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} please put on a bigger tin hat.... Not only is eurusdd a scam, but they guy 
saying he is a scam is a scam to, and let me guess the guy who calls fxjay a scam is 
probably a scam too? wait thats you!! Please get yalls heads out of the sand. {image} 
Pirate, 
 
 
Look up the Jacko thread. Just read the first....say 10 pages, then jump to the last 20 . 
 
Then come back and tell me I am wrong on my thinking. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=27286 - Jacko's thread 

 

vlady1974 Nov 14, 2014 11:19am | Post# 12333

 
1 Attachment(s) 
It's not about proof but application of "one's beliefs of the market" (Van Tharp) 
How does one ever prove that? You can't. Edit: IT'S YOUR OWN BELIEF. 
Consistency is the only thing. 
 
Here's a demo testing yet another idea/application on TZ (which is not gold cos gold has 
dropped, haha). 
BTW I will not explain what is going on here. Nothing to prove other than TZ works for me. 



 

 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 11:19am | Post# 12334

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} No, Luca, that just means that you're over-trading and probably over-leveraging 
too, and both things are very bad. May I ask how long have you been trading FOREX? 
Yes, I am in forex trading since 2006 about .. in my testing I have done many trades TZ, 
'cause I'm using 10 cross and different TF ... (i cant speack more becosue i know few 
word in english ) 
Ps : DD is 16% (hight becouse i wrong to keep some crosses with hight spreads) 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:24am | Post# 12335

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Favourite I have a lot of respect for you....but you have had nothing to do with 
this thread and just jumped in as soon as you heard the word scam as if it makes you 
feel better that someone who was respected has been found out. As for over-leveraging 
you were in a thread promoting that you were using 1 pip = 1%. If his system allows him 
to do that then fair game. I am sure he knows the risks just as you do. 
 
No, you're wrong about my MM, and I (unlike my opponents here) can prove it! 
 
Please go to this post and read, that in my normal trading I use 15 pips = 3% 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...81#post6623081 
 
As you can see, when I claim something, I prove it! And I expect the same from my 



opponents! But they CAN'T! 
 
And you're also wrong about me "jumping in"! I not only started reading this thread a 
long time ago, I also read the Russian thread that one guy started on the Russian forum 

using this thread's info. (I can prove it too. Do you want me to provide the link? ) 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 11:26am | Post# 12336

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Pirate, Look up the Jacko thread. Just read the first....say 10 pages, then jump 
to the last 20 . Then come back and tell me I am wrong on my thinking. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=27286 - Jacko's thread 
 
very interesting read, thank you for sharing this with me. I totally agree that wanting to 
take peoples money and invest with out being public about it is complete BS and is not 
right at all and its sad to see what happened there and what is happening here. 
 
On the other hand I think to discredit his ideas because of this is also complete BS. 

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 11:26am | Post# 12337

 
Quoting kore2 
{quote} That is like the theory of evolution. Secrets or missing links that neither 
EURUSDD have no idea of? No matter which one is the case here, the ideas shared here 
are gold. Why? Because they make you think different! 
Yep！I read every Eurusdd‘post since 2013，very attracttive. 
I work on DSP,so I check every Eurusdd' theory: 
1,Simil---group isomorphism 
2,TZ---stochastic process 
But actual the things i proof is not good as Eurusdd said,maby something wrong by 
myself. 
I just curious why people didn't understand programing and even do must regression 
testing 
can make that successful? 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:29am | Post# 12338

 
Quoting LvCa 
DD is 16% (hight becouse i wrong to keep some crosses with hight spreads) 
In the first week you've got 16% DD. Do I have to say more? 

 

saver0 Nov 14, 2014 11:29am | Post# 12339

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello everybody! 
 
I first of all, I want to say that it sure is a shame that things went the way it did with 
EURUSDD and this thread. 
And I'm hearing evidence of how he might be or is a scammer. I haven't seen evidence of 
that as of yet so I will not flat out jump in the scammer name calling bandwagon just yet. 
BUT, I do agree that he should have disclosed of his intentions so that smells a bit scammy. 
Let the evidence show that. I'm hoping that those of who do have evidence share it publicly 



so that FF admins can take action to either suspend or terminate EURUSDD and also I would 
advice those of who lost money, if you did, to get together and ask for the money back and 
if he refuses, take legal action. 
 
Anyways, as for this thread. I must still thank EURUSDD for coming up with these ideas and 
for sharing it in his own cryptic ways. A special thanks goes to all of those who understood it 
and solved the problems that he presented. It made many of us think very differently and 
some of us became successful trading it in their own unique styles. I can say that it certainly 
made me think of the market in a very different way. If you understand TZs and RZs 
properly, you will get that it's a simple way of quantifying retracements and trends. It's 
actually quite genius! There are MANY applications of this understanding. 
 
One thing that I will say is that, this by itself is not a trading system and a new starting out 
trader will lose money and bust his account if he just uses this, guranteed. But in the hands 
of an experienced and already successful trader, s/he can put good use to it. I used this 
example before, think of it as flying a plane. Can we expect someone who never flew a 
plane to successfully fly a super awesome fighter jet? No, only a pilot has the highest 
probability of becoming a successful flyer. It's the same thing here. 
 

Quoting Favorite 
{quote} And that's it? One guy in 17 months and 615 pages? Don't you think that he made 
those 2000% not because TZ is good, but because he is good? And if TZ iz so good, where 
are all the other successful TZ-traders? Besides, when I went to FX-Jay's profile, there is no 
Trade Explorer any more... 
I'm testing this fully now. Just started last week. So far so good. I will test it out for a few 
more weeks/months/years and then make my trade explorer public. If I fail to make money 
with this, I will come to this thread and also let everybody know as well. You will see some 
results very soon. 
 
And I will leave you with my "rocket ship".. haha She is a little too fast even for me. Getting 

used to it alone will take some training and time  
 

 

 

almo Nov 14, 2014 11:30am | Post# 12340

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} very interesting read, thank you for sharing this with me. I totally agree that 
wanting to take peoples money and invest with out being public about it is complete BS 



and is not right at all and its sad to see what happened there and what is happening 
here. On the other hand I think to discredit his ideas because of this is also complete BS. 
 
I agree on your 2nd point - I was not attempting to discredit Eurusdd's work. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:31am | Post# 12341

 
Quoting Barbaresco 
Or perhaps the house I live in is better proof than a trade explorer 

Are you trying to say that you bought the house with your TZ-profits? Come on!  

 

FX-Jay Nov 14, 2014 11:33am | Post# 12342

 
Sometimes I wish I never grow older, some people around here are living proof that 
brain cells get damaged & you become hell lot stupider as you age. 
 
I kindly request from supporters before haters, please don't answer anything that has to 
do with me whether it was good or bad. 
 
My profit/success is my business. I have never posted a TE and never will. 
The reasons I opened an FF account & shared calls + my account statement was to prove 
to others that the ideas presented here are worth digging in. This worked perfectly and 
brought in some genius minds that I am currently working with in developing amazing 
projects. 
 
As my account grew, I kept posting for my own sake not for others. I want to put 
pressure on myself by having people point fingers at me when I do a mistake. Every time 
I did a mistake or a bad call, I was the first one to point it out and explain to myself 
before others what went wrong. 
I am egoistic and egocentric and all this shit & I don't care if you have a problem with it. 
I will do whatever I want whenever I want.. you'll start having a right to tell me what to 
do once I start charging you. So if you see me as a showoff, a hero, a good trader, a 
bade trader ... it means to me as much as the hair in my grandpa's ear mean to me. 
 
No one but me will gain or lose anything from the money I make trading. 
The day the account goes bust I will announce it & explain the reason. 
 
Oh and before I forget, before bashing or even praising, make sure to read my freakin 
previous posts! If you are too lazy or unwilling to do that then keep any comment about 
me to yourself no matter if it was good or bad. 
 
Thanks 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:36am | Post# 12343

 
Quoting saver0 
I'm testing this fully now. Just started last week. So far so good. I will test it out for a 
few more weeks/months/years and then make my trade explorer public. If I fail to make 
money with this, I will come to this thread and also let everybody know as well. You will 
see some results very soon. And I will leave you with my "rocket ship".. haha She is a 

little too fast even for me. Getting used to it alone will take some training and time  
Guys, one of you showed me his results for one (!!!!) day, another started Facebook 
LAST week, now you say the same "Just started last week. So far so good."  



 
Come on! You can't be serious! 
 
Do you understand that a year ago different guys said the same things, and where are 
they now? 

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 11:36am | Post# 12344

 
Quoting saver0 
Hello everybody! I first of all, I want to say that it sure is a shame that things went the 
way it did with EURUSDD and this thread. And I'm hearing evidence of how he might be 
or is a scammer. I haven't seen evidence of that as of yet so I will not flat out jump in 
the scammer name calling bandwagon just yet. BUT, I do agree that he should have 
disclosed of his intentions so that smells a bit scammy. Let the evidence show that. I'm 
hoping that those of who do have evidence share it publicly so that FF admins can take 
action to either suspend or... 
saver0，Good job！You are the first man who deeds rather than words！ 

 

LvCa Nov 14, 2014 11:38am | Post# 12345

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} In the first week you've got 16% DD. Do I have to say more? 
DD : 16% 
Profit 48% 
good relationship 
 
It only a test , so there are errors that increase the DD (it is normally) . 
 
Anyway, I appreciate what you said about EurUsdd, but my thought is that it all seems a 
bit exaggerated 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:40am | Post# 12346

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
I have never posted a TE and never will. 
That's what I wanted to hear, so please, guys, don't tell me that FX-Jay showed his Trade 
Explorer. 
 
And it is a very smart post anyway. 

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 11:41am | Post# 12347

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Guys, one of you showed me his results for one (!!!!) day, another started 
Facebook LAST week, now you say the same "Just started last week. So far so good." 
Come on! You can't be serious! Do you understand that a year ago different guys said 
the same things, and where are they now? 
Easy,could you wait for the result outcome? 

 

iamsovereign Nov 14, 2014 11:46am | Post# 12348



 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} That's what I wanted to hear, so please, guys, don't tell me that FX-Jay showed 
his Trade Explorer. And it is a very smart post anyway. 
 
DUDE you just dont get it.... Nobody has to prove anything to you.... If I had to guess -- 
you are disgruntled because you cant understand the theory of probabilities. So you have 
to bad mouth it because of your own short comings. we dont want to hear what you have 
to say. Many on here are understanding probabilities and our accounts prove this. we 
dont have to prove anything to you or any one else. 

 

PiratePip Nov 14, 2014 11:50am | Post# 12349

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting saver0 
Hello everybody! I first of all, I want to say that it sure is a shame that things went the 
way it did with EURUSDD and this thread. And I'm hearing evidence of how he might be 
or is a scammer. I haven't seen evidence of that as of yet so I will not flat out jump in 
the scammer name calling bandwagon just yet. BUT, I do agree that he should have 
disclosed of his intentions so that smells a bit scammy. Let the evidence show that. I'm 
hoping that those of who do have evidence share it publicly so that FF admins can take 
action to either suspend or... 
I will always be grateful for the ideas Eurusdd has shared with us as I believe in them. 
That being said I do not like what has taken place. Here is my experience with him the 
past few days. He Pm'd saying to email him so we could chat privately. So i did and then 
he begins to ask about my trading and talks to me about this group. I thought he was 
talking about just a innner circle type deal because of how he was wording it. then once i 
agreed to be apart he asked me to send money via netteller. after realizing there was a 
misunderstanding I just said no thanks. 
 
It smelled fishy so Later got in contact with another senior here who had similar 
experience and then I wake up to all this lol 
 
Just wanted to share my account 
 
Pip 
 
 
and to every one who keeps feeding Favorite with response... Stop feeding the troll, he 
will go find food somewhere else... 
ExpierencewithEurusdd.pdf  

 

Barbaresco Nov 14, 2014 11:51am | Post# 12350

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Are you trying to say that you bought the house with your TZ-profits? Come 

on!  
 
Please read my post(s) instead of trying to start fights on the internet. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:52am | Post# 12351

 
Quoting elf_cui 



Easy,could you wait for the result outcome? 

I can wait for the result outcome only if you, guys, stop saying that TZ=gold!  
 
Now seriously. The problem is that the guys who just started testing won't be here in 6 
months or even in 3 months, because by that time they would see that TZ=failure and 
they naturally move on. 
 
And please don't bring FX-Jay as an example. As I already said, if TZ was that good, we 
would see dozens of FX-Jays, but so far he is the one and only, and that means that he is 
very good and that he successfully modified TZs for his own needs and according to his 
own trading style and his personality. 

 

summicron Nov 14, 2014 11:53am | Post# 12352

 
Well, I'll take this opportunity to give myself a break from this thread. A thread I've been 
reading every night for the past 3 months. Hopefully in a few days or a week ... things 
would settle down. Let the admins sort things out. Tempers cooled. "Favorite" get bored 
from gloating. 
 
Whether or not this thread gets binned, I hope to see you guys - 
 
vlady, cftdleong, fx-jay, northtrader, rahimseven, kiads, burnsss, savero, ephisi, 
hepsibah, liquidgenius, sciurus, ullen, barbaresco, josh, kprsa, xixi, freefox, baillie, orid, 
jurifx ... many more, you know who you are 
 
- in this thread, or any other thread that continues to develop the ideas here. Its a 
pleasure reading posts from you guys, thanks so much. 
 
See y'all in a few days. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 11:54am | Post# 12353

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
Many on here are understanding probabilities and our accounts prove this. 
What accounts? Which accounts? Can't see anything! 

 

Neio Nov 14, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 12354

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} I can wait for the result outcome only if you, guys, stop saying that TZ=gold! 

Now seriously. The problem is that the guys who just started testing won't be here in 
6 months or even in 3 months, because by that time they would see that TZ=failure and 
they naturally move on. And please don't bring FX-Jay as an example. As I already said, 
if TZ was that good, we would see dozens of FX-Jays, but so far he is the one and only, 
and that means that he is very good and that he successfully modified TZs for his own 
needs and according to... 
 
Look Favourite you are a hypocrite. If you are going to judge this thread based on TE's 
then it is only fair that your own work is judged on the same basis. 
The Babon system. I am yet to see any successful TE's based on the system that you 
introduced. Does that mean it is worthless? I myself was not able to trade it consistently 
and took a decision to move on. Does it mean that Babon is not a good system? Do I 
care? No I took what I learned from that and have moved on. 



 
You made your point that you do not like this thread and that everything in it is therefore 
worthless...so why don't you just move on now and let others make up their own minds 
instead of acting like a troll. Bottom line is nobody can be 100% certain about anything 
in this forum you just have to make your own judgements and find what works for you. 
Nobody should be trusting anyone with their money based on what they see in this place. 
 
My perception of you is that you are a successful trader. It will make no difference to my 
trading if you are or not so I could not care less if you prove it. 

 

saver0 Nov 14, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 12355

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} Guys, one of you showed me his results for one (!!!!) day, another started 
Facebook LAST week, now you say the same "Just started last week. So far so good." 
Come on! You can't be serious! Do you understand that a year ago different guys said 
the same things, and where are they now? 
Wish I had the results for you as well.. haha 
 

But if I had the results.. would I want to share it? Hmm... Maybe it would be more 
beneficial for me to keep it to myself.. haha (I'm just saying what some of the successful 
traders who might no longer be caring or visiting FF at all anymore might be thinking). 
When one is successful, s/he doesn't have to prove it to others, only need to do that 
when intended to sell or make money from it. So I have no idea why you are screaming 
on this thread asking everyone for proof. You know that anyone who is reading this 
thread (99.9% of them) most likely are not successful traders and 99% of them lack the 
capacity to fully analyze this method even. The successful traders are out there making 
money and enjoying their life, they wouldn't waste their time on some pointless 
arguments. Think about it.. so I doubt that you will get what you are in search of here. 
Infact, you make me not want to share my results when I am successful with TZ 
implementation haha! And even when I am successful, it will not be because of TZs 
alone, TZs will get only about 10% of the credit maybe. Do you get my point? 
 
TZs is no holy grail, the trader is, its the years of hard work and training that he put into 
it and its how he uses it.  
TZs isn't anything much different from simple MA crosses in my humble opinion. It's the 
application of it that can be powerful. It's just an indicator with similar failure rates. It's 
what you do to increase the odds of the win and decrease the failure rates that will make 
you a winner at the end.  
 
I will end this reply with this: 
It was clear from this thread many haven't done proper homework on TZs. When the 
stats are analyzed, it reveals its strengths and weaknesses. You can do the same with 
any indicator. Each one for its own. The final trading results you get will have a direct 
correlation to the amount of analysis you have done. I'm not talking about looking at TZs 
with the eyes or looking at it for a couple of years. I am talking about doing statistical 
analysis going back at least 10yrs for each timeframe. And get an understanding of the 
trades that are possible and the failure rates and get an idea of the distribution and 
locations and all kinds of things. I have done a bit of it. I still have more to do. During 
each step of optimization, I improve my results. It's knowing what you trade, its 
strengths and weaknesses that will give you the edge that you seek.  
 
I for one sure don't like to waste my time. I have seen many threads here at FF. I can 
honestly say that this thread is on my top 5 list for sure. I wouldn't say its gold, it has A 
LOT of dirt and a lot of misleading information, but with enough time, you might be able 
to find enough gold to make something for yourself. 



 

Good luck everybody! As always green pips  

 

hilavoku Nov 14, 2014 12:05pm | Post# 12356

 
So much energy from your side Faforite. What is your point? What is your point? 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 14, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 12357

 
This topic starts getting better then e-news  

 

LITEchild Nov 14, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 12358

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} TZs is no holy grail, the trader is, its the years of hard work and training 
that he put into it and its how he uses it. TZs isn't anything much different from 
simple MA crosses in my humble opinion. It's the application of it that can be 
powerful. It's just an indicator with similar failure rates. It's what you do to increase 
the odds of the win and decrease the failure rates that will make you a winner 
at the end. It's knowing what you trade, its strengths and weaknesses that will... 

Hear, hear.  

 

Kenergy Nov 14, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 12359

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} I can wait for the result outcome only if you, guys, stop saying that TZ=gold! 

Now seriously. The problem is that the guys who just started testing won't be here in 
6 months or even in 3 months, because by that time they would see that TZ=failure and 
they naturally move on. And please don't bring FX-Jay as an example. As I already said, 
if TZ was that good, we would see dozens of FX-Jays, but so far he is the one and only, 
and that means that he is very good and that he successfully modified TZs for his own 
needs and according to... 
That is what makes TZ perfect. If everyone could do it and break the banks they would 
have to outlaw retail Forex. They are already talking about that you know. 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 12:11pm | Post# 12360

 
Quoting Neio 
Look Favourite you are a hypocrite. If you are going to judge this thread based on TE's 
then it is only fair that your own work is judged on the same basis. The Babon system. I 
am yet to see any successful TE's based on the system that you introduced. Does that 
mean it is worthless? 
You do understand that I expected that? Can you please show me where I said that 
"Babon=Gold"? But the guys here, unlike me, say exactly that: "TZ=Gold", and when I 
asked for at least a couple of successful Trade Explorers, they couldn't produce even one! 
Can you see the difference? And now I'm a hypocrite? 
 
I said that Babon is a good system and people who follow all the rules would get good 
results, and guess what? People still trade Babon, one and a half years later, and I still 



receive many thanks from them! Which means that Babon is exactly what I said: a good 
system that provides good results for people who follow all the rules. But it is NOT Gold! 

 

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 12361

 
Quoting hilavoku 
So much energy from your side Faforite. What is your point? What is your point? 

If you haven't got my pojnt by now, you're hopeless!  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 12:14pm | Post# 12362

 
Quoting LvCa 
DD : 16% Profit 48% good relationship  
Oh, come on! 

 

saver0 Nov 14, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 12363

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} I will always be grateful for the ideas Eurusdd has shared with us as I believe in 
them. That being said I do not like what has taken place. Here is my experience with him 
the past few days. He Pm'd saying to email him so we could chat privately. So i did and 
then he begins to ask about my trading and talks to me about this group. I thought he 
was talking about just a innner circle type deal because of how he was wording it. then 
once i agreed to be apart he asked me to send money via netteller. after realizing there 
was a misunderstanding... 
Thanks for that PiratePip! 
 
Anybody got their accounts blown by EURUSDD? Or did he run away with your money? 
As of now what I see as the only "crime" he has done is not labeling himself as a 
commercial member. And I'm sure this is not something recent and he has done this 
before (I was made aware of this fact by another member). Anybody reported him to FF 
admins yet to take a look at this? At least he should be labeled as a commercial member 
from today onwards. 
 
Anyways, I am done with this thread. I have said what I have to say. Good luck 
everybody! 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 12364

 
I am blocking almost everyone from this thread since I can see most of you are just 
posting irrelevant stuff. I know who did this: It is because i refused to give certain info 
out or join a group outside FF. 
I contributed to FF only and I am not joining any group outside FF. 
Please I am sorry if you cannot post to this thread again. 

 

Frizza Nov 14, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 12365

 
since Eurusdd learned the mathematical side of life he represents price in all kinds of 
formula but with small tp and large DD accounts get lot of winning %. However this RR is 



dangerous for long term consistency if you cant manage it. 
 
Maybe Eurusdd started this thread to improve his system. People have made profit from 
TZs but I see TZ is where the price make a wave and bounce, a S/R area and trade 
with the trend. It dosent matter whatever we call it! 
 
Thats why probability on its own will not make you win. If it improves our own strategies 
then take it. 
 
If the accusation against Eurusdd is true, maybe his system was/is not perfect, but i 
hope he and everyone who make the effort succeed eventually. 

 

cfdtaleong Nov 14, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 12366

 
A trader is a lone wolf. Nothing to prove or show to anyone. Hunt alone, die alone, live 

alone. This is the trader's story. Anything else is just an illusion. The interactions, the 

fame that platforms like FF give are transient. At the end of the day the wolf hunts alone, 

die alone, lives alone. He owes none and none owes him. 
 
 
 
A golden nugget is a golden nugget. Be it in the eagle's claw, the hawk's talon or beneath 

the dark crow's feet, a golden nugget is still a golden nugget.  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 12:17pm | Post# 12367

 
Quoting Kenergy 
{quote} That is what makes TZ perfect. If everyone could do it and break the banks they 
would have to outlaw retail Forex. They are already talking about that you know. 
If TZ really was "GOLD", even one guy would be able to break the banks, but I'm sure we 

don't have to be worried about that!  

 

Favorite Nov 14, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 12368

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am blocking almost everyone from this thread since I can see most of you are just 
posting irrelevant stuff. 

See? I told you he would make a great politician!  

Quoting Neio 
Which proves to you that Babon is a good system and strokes your ego. Meaningless to 
me. 

Who cares what YOU, sucker, think?  

Quoting elf_cui 
I belive Eurusdd,At least he gave us a myth and hope! 

Do I have to say more?  
 
 
 
Anyway, as one of you said, I already got bored. 
 



almo, LITEchild, Black Fox, FX-Jay, Kiads, mario777, vladutz112 - good-bye! 
 
(By the way, the topic-starter started ignoring: FX-Jay, LITEchild, Kiads, Favorite, 
PiratePip, dennis4u15, kprsa, josh11, jusiur, sriniff, vlady1974, DavidRP, MAM.Trader. 

That's some list! ) 
 
 

And for all the others: so long, suckers!  

 

Neio Nov 14, 2014 12:18pm | Post# 12369

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} You do understand that I expected that? Can you please show me where I said 
that "Babon=Gold"? But the guys here, unlike me, say exactly that: "TZ=Gold", and 
when I asked for at least a couple of successful Trade Explorers, they couldn't produce 
even one! Can you see the difference? And now I'm a hypocrite? I said that Babon is a 
good system and people who follow all the rules would get a good results, and guess 
what? People still trade Babon, one and a half years later, and I still receive many thanks 
from them! Which means that Babon is... 
Which proves to you that Babon is a good system and strokes your ego. Meaningless to 
me. 

 

elf_cui Nov 14, 2014 12:20pm | Post# 12370

 
What a holiday night. 
Any way,I belive Eurusdd,At least he gave us a myth and hope! 
Anybody has his own judgement,do not attempt change a person always! 
Sincerely hope Eurusdd don't just go away! 
~Go sleep,hope all the best and peace！ 

 

brekz1 Nov 14, 2014 12:43pm | Post# 12371

 
PLEASE NOTE!! 
 
READ TITLE THIS THREAD!! The similarity system!! 
 
AS SIMPLE AS THAT, AND TRADE WITH SIMILARITY AND DISIMILARITY!! 
 
SINCE I READ THIS SYSTEM, I ONLY USE The similarity system!! 
 
AND ITS GOLD!! THANK YOU EURUSDD 
 
ITS SIMPLE SYSTEM, BIG RESULT!! 
 
 
KEEP GOING EURUSDD!!!  

 

tashkent Nov 14, 2014 12:46pm | Post# 12372

 
long time i have not posted here and i do not think i will in the future for some reasons. 
just read the drama. 



thanks to PiratePip for letting others know of what happened. 
on the other hand, I DON'T think what EURUSDD did is ILLEGAL, one may question only 
if that was MORAL. 
Not judging anyone here. 
I think he at least deserves respect for his original approaches to trading and fresh ideas. 
good luck. 
 
PS. Ignore the trolls who were waiting for an opportunity to trash this thread (there will 
be lots of them) 

 

Eurusdd Nov 14, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 12373

 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time.  
I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in case of a loss! 
Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds of people who 
follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop me from 
sharing relevant ideas. 
 
I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. Nice weekend! Next week the 
forex game continues! 

 

forextarget Nov 14, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 12374

 

Quoting Eurusdd 

This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time. I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in 
case of a loss! Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds 
of people who follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop 
me from sharing relevant ideas. I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. 
Nice weekend!... 
we support you eurusd thnx for staying 

 

Sasco_me Nov 14, 2014 3:33pm | Post# 12375

 
EURUSDD go on  
I appreciate your effort and your Idea 

 

dtlase Nov 14, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 12376

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time. I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in 
case of a loss! Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds 
of people who follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop 
me from sharing relevant ideas. I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. 
Nice weekend!... 
 



 
 
 
Thank you Eurusdd...... I have gained a lot from your thread than any other in FF. Good 

to know that you will continue.   

 

hilavoku Nov 14, 2014 3:47pm | Post# 12377

 
Good to see you continuing. I hope that we can shed some light into the DELAY thingy. 
Give us some bread crumbs to keep us thinking and developing our own way to trade 
successfully. 

 

ellenbrook Nov 14, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 12378

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am blocking almost everyone from this thread since I can see most of you are just 
posting irrelevant stuff. I know who did this: It is because i refused to give certain info 
out or join a group outside FF. I contributed to FF only and I am not joining any group 
outside FF. Please I am sorry if you cannot post to this thread again. 
 
 
oh pl cool down do not taking personally all be more clear in the morning 

 

Baillie Nov 14, 2014 4:26pm | Post# 12379

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} I can wait for the result outcome only if you, guys, stop saying that TZ=gold! 

Now seriously. The problem is that the guys who just started testing won't be here in 
6 months or even in 3 months, because by that time they would see that TZ=failure and 
they naturally move on. And please don't bring FX-Jay as an example. As I already said, 
if TZ was that good, we would see dozens of FX-Jays, but so far he is the one and only, 
and that means that he is very good and that he successfully modified TZs for his own 
needs and according to... 
He's not the only one, and none of us owe you or anyone else the time of day. I find it 
funny you only post when scam is mentioned. 

 

acetrader Nov 14, 2014 4:35pm | Post# 12380

 
EURUSDD, 
 
I really don't know what is going on & really don't care, but some Your Disciples Will Be 
The Very Ones 
To Try & Crucify You. I have read all of the threads you have produced & I must say 
there are nuggets 
of wisdom hidden in each, but I am almost sure you have kept some even bigger nuggets 
to yourself & 
that is certainly your prerogative as the thread author. Trying to help other does come 
with at price at times especially if there is a hidden agenda with trying to help. Now I am 
not saying you sir have a hidden 
agenda, but it seems some think you do. Anyway I want say to thank you for sharing 
what you have & may 



good trades be with you in the future.  
 
____________________________ 

 

Albertdkpllh Nov 14, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 12381

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I am blocking almost everyone from this thread since I can see most of you are just 
posting irrelevant stuff. I know who did this: It is because i refused to give certain info 
out or join a group outside FF. I contributed to FF only and I am not joining any group 
outside FF. Please I am sorry if you cannot post to this thread again. 

Thanks for staying. You are the man. Lets move with the this game.  In fact you are 

the . 

 

dtlase Nov 14, 2014 4:39pm | Post# 12382

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} He's not the only one, and none of us owe you or anyone else the time of day. I 
find it funny you only post when scam is mentioned. 
 

I call them enemies of progress . Please guys with good intentions let us move this 
work forward. 

 

mhmdfx Nov 14, 2014 4:54pm | Post# 12383

 
Waiting your ideas Eurusdd 

 

rizla101 Nov 14, 2014 5:17pm | Post# 12384

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. ! 
What a bizarre turn of events. 
So those you have banned from the thread accuse you of trying to engage with them in 
some group outside of FF for $ and you accuse them of starting these rumours because 
you would not join them in some group outside of FF. 
Which is it I wonder??? 
Obviously PipPirates PDF is pretty compelling, so why would you continue to infer that 
certain people have caused todays fiasco because you wouldn’t join their group? 
 
It’s a shame, I did enjoy reading this thread and now many of those who contributed the 
most have left/been banned. Can it be the same, Unlikely! 

 

hilavoku Nov 14, 2014 5:24pm | Post# 12385

 
Surprisingly I still see Kiads,KPRSA, vlady,PiratePip and jay ignored by you. I don't know 

why you did this EURUSDD. They made so many positive contributions ...  
Any explanation by you? 
I really would like to see us back into the mood we were 24 hours ago... 



 

kore2 Nov 14, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 12386

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time. I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in 
case of a loss! Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds 
of people who follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop 
me from sharing relevant ideas. I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. 
Nice weekend!... 
I welcome your decision and really happy that you stay! I hope I could contribute to your 
thread in the future not only by questions asked or naysaying. Hopefuly I would share 
some of my ideas. Actually it's the very first time that I had seen the light at the end of 
the tunnel just before these unfortunate things happened to be revealed today. Actually I 
have only one fundamental research method that I have the ability to apply properly. But 
I can tell you that I'm a master of that method. It's called trial and error. So I shall 
double my efforts to find out what kind of light I saw. Maybe it's just a train coming. But 
if you are sure (97% as usual) that your light is not a train then please stay and share. 
All the Best 
Kore 

 

adeforex Nov 14, 2014 6:47pm | Post# 12387

 
Let me add this, many people that is criticizing this guy are the same set of idiots( 
scammers) that just , likely have coding experience, will still repackage this information 
on this thread and resell it to others that are not aware of this forrum either on clickbank 
, ebay and the likes at a very high price. The ideas that eurusdd presented here make 
senses and the top coders that worked on the indis did a great job. I know what he did 
might offend many people, but i know how people try and pester others through PMs. 
The way they beg and try to entice you with money in case you can trade for them may 
lead someone to go against FF policies at times. Even with little good results i posted 
earlier, i know how i was being disturbed by few traders to show them how i did achieve 
my results. Many are offering high fee because they are desperate to learn how it is done 
despite that it is all written here. At least someone will bear me a witness. 
So, i think that is where eurusdd missed it, and since has apologise. 
And for all the trolls, they are just working for money makers and probably brokers that 
always like to cheat 95% of unsuccessful traders. And once you get a good system to win 
most of the time on their platform, they try to block it in every way they can. But anyone 
that says the idea is not good or working should check his brain well and havent been 
following the thread. I have my system that i developed and i used the ideas i have here 
to improve it, so no big deal. Thanks to eurusdd to stay and show more ideas. 
 
BUT YOU DONT NEED TO BAN ALL THOSE GREAT TRADERS THAT HAS MADE 
THIS THREAD AND YOUR IDEAS GREAT , UNLESS SOMETHING IS FISHY MORE 
THAN THIS.THEY HAVE THE RIGHT TO SAY THEIR DISSAPOINTMENTS OVER 
YOU AND SINCE YOU HAVE APOLOGIZE, LET IT GO UNLESS, I REPEAT, 
SOMETHING IS HIDING SOMEWHERE.......  

 

favoured111 Nov 14, 2014 7:17pm | Post# 12388

 
Thats the real man talking. We appreciate you giving freely here what took you years to 
discover. 
Thanks for staying. We love you. More are your lovers than your haters. 



 
Ride on in Victory King. We support you.  
 
Haters of goodness should piss off this thread. Well done for staying for those that love 
you.... 
 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time.  
I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in case of a loss! 
Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds of people who 
follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop me from 
sharing relevant ideas. 
 
I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. Nice weekend! Next week the 
forex game continues! 

 

Rparm Nov 14, 2014 8:12pm | Post# 12389

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My policy on a forum and for that matter FF, since it is the only one I am on is 
simple: If I subscribed to you, I do not unsubscribe - no matter what unless you 
unsubscribe first! If you do so, I return the favor and ignore you!!! 
Eurusdd, please reconsider unbanning a few people I understand the bans were due to 
this thread blowing up with "off topic" discussion not related directly to trading theories... 
which I believe should be forgivable there was lots of emotion and "fishy" business going 
on, such a reaction was expected. 
 
There are many that have contributed so much it would be a real shame to not have 
them =( an example of one: 
 
Good Ol' Piratepip, he clearly values what was discussed on this thread. Look at what 
he's discussing now. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...&reply=1#reply 
 
Your consideration would be greatly appreciated, 
I won't post again as it is off topic I did so because I cannot PM you 

 

Stinky Nov 14, 2014 8:39pm | Post# 12390

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} My policy on a forum and for that matter FF, since it is the only one I am on is 
simple: If I subscribed to you, I do not unsubscribe - no matter what unless you 
unsubscribe first! If you do so, I return the favor and ignore you!!! 
Lots of people are just going to take that as a sign of childishness. 

 

tradeforlife Nov 14, 2014 9:17pm | Post# 12391

 
EURUSDD@ Please unban the people with whom you were sharing this thread and keep 

this ship sailing again.... my humble request.....   

 

brekz1 Nov 14, 2014 9:43pm | Post# 12392



 
im happy for you EURUSDD 
 

LAWAMENA HAULALA!!!  

 

Chicky Nov 14, 2014 9:48pm | Post# 12393

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This thread is set up in such a way that you have to read it to get the GOLD within. No 
single post contains all the jewels. All those who spent time reading it are happy today! 
For the theory of transient zones, go to 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...34603&page=286 {image}{image}{image} 
Hello People: I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-mathematical 
support for what you are about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot of things you 
already know and initially I opened a demo-account for the EXPLORER... 
I thought trading wasn't a rocket science ................... was wrong. 

 

Bomi Nov 14, 2014 11:42pm | Post# 12394

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is happening because i refused to give out additional ideas to some people or join 
certain groups outside FF. Well, it is true I agreed to trade for someone but naturally, 
people do that all the time. I never took $ from anyone and I even agree to pay back in 
case of a loss! Now, I will continue to post here in the future for the sake of the hundreds 
of people who follow my ideas. As for haters, they can continue hating. That will not stop 
me from sharing relevant ideas. I will not be disturbed by what some of you want to do. 
Nice weekend!... 
Hi Eurusdd, 
 
I appreciate your decision and guiding all of us. Thank you. 
 
Bomi 

 

ellenbrook Nov 15, 2014 12:02am | Post# 12395

 
EURUSDD@ Please unban the people with whom you were sharing this thread and keep 

this ship sailing again.... my humble request.....  do not forget some did work they butt 
out countless hours all for free . 
 

 

 

canados Nov 15, 2014 2:19am | Post# 12396

 
I don't care what happened since I'm applying the TZ idea with success, and I will work 
on the weekend to improve the strategies. Anyway, everyone makes mistakes. 
 
Those who say that this stuff don't work it's beacause they didn'it understand it. 
 
I've been visiting forexfactory for years every few weeks to check if someone created 
some gold threads, and honestly this is one of theme. I can count the amazing threads 
on the fingers of one hand. 



 
Maybe at the end I'll this dicover the TZones don't work like I thought, who knows, we'll 
see. 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 15, 2014 3:46am | Post# 12397

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Look Favourite you are a hypocrite. If you are going to judge this thread based 
on TE's then it is only fair that your own work is judged on the same basis. The Babon 
system. I am yet to see any successful TE's based on the system that you introduced. 
Does that mean it is worthless? I myself was not able to trade it consistently and took a 
decision to move on. Does it mean that Babon is not a good system? Do I care? No I took 
what I learned from that and have moved on. You made your point that you do not like 
this thread and that everything... 

 
 
I am reading threads I am interested in since I am looking for new ideas that use 
probability methodologies and volumes as these are the only two things matter. 
 
The more I am picking up, the more I am finding proofs for my system regulations. 
EURUSDD's concept is one of those that PROVES as well, but his concept is not a trading 
system, it is just one of edges of somebody's system, of course, to whom it may concern 
(as it is said). 
 
Do I need proving something somebody? No, I do not, I suppose. Why? 
 
If you are about to deal with one kind of information business, selling your knowledge, 
for example, you have to show others the proofs your system is profitable. If you are 
about to manage a PAMM account, you have to do the same. However if you intend to 
share your knowledge with no fees, you should do it altruistically from beginning till the 
end. 
 
In this manner, does anybody need proving something somebody? No, he/she does not. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 15, 2014 3:55am | Post# 12398

 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Wish I had the results for you as well.. haha But if I had the results.. would I 

want to share it? Hmm... Maybe it would be more beneficial for me to keep it to 
myself.. haha (I'm just saying what some of the successful traders who might no longer 
be caring or visiting FF at all anymore might be thinking). When one is successful, s/he 
doesn't have to prove it to others, only need to do that when intended to sell or make 
money from it. So I have no idea why you are screaming on this thread asking everyone 
for proof. You know that... 
completely so as well 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 4:54am | Post# 12399

 
4 Attachment(s) 
Thanks for Eurusdd and all other contribute their work here 



and i'm very sad about guys who benefit from here and go away at the first obstacle face 
the thread although the thread change their mind in thinking 

◌ِAny way i'm not a programmer ( just learning how can i put a touch)but this file i 
modify the SSv2 by Zelo "Thanks to him " who used only higher highs and lower lows in 
referring to the error in the sequence 
i use higher highs and lower highs (both) 
also for lower i use lower lows and higher lows as theory of the sub sequence by 
EURUSDD say 
x1> x2>x3 or x1<x2<x3 
x2>x3>x4 or x2<x3<x4 
............. ................. and so on 
 
also i separate each price data in one file 
one for open 
one for high 
one for low 
one for close 
" Arrow ( no matter its color or position) means there an error in the previous series (5 
candles ) didn't meet any one of the 4 sub-sequences 
Later i'll modify it to something promising 
all credit goes to @Zelo 
SSv2 for Close.mq4 
SSv2 for H.mq4 
SSv2 for L.mq4 
SSv2 for Open.mq4  

 

NorthTrader Nov 15, 2014 7:22am | Post# 12400

 
Eurusdd, if the contents of the emails that PiratePip posted are true then I too must 
unsubscribe. Thank you for the stimulating ideas and I'm sorry it has come to this. I'll 
gladly re-subscribe if this fiasco turns out to be a huge misunderstanding. 
 
If I'm blocked from the thread because of this then please watch Vlady's thread for any 
future versions of my Ninjatrader indicators. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 7:59am | Post# 12401

 
Does each price (open,high,low and close ) are independent in calculating sub-sequences 
? if yes then my modification in the last post is the true one using sub-sequences theory 
of EURUSDD for each price 

 

burnssss Nov 15, 2014 8:10am | Post# 12402

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
Does each price (open,high,low and close ) are independent in calculating sub-sequences 
? if yes then my modification in the last post is the true one using sub-sequences theory 
of EURUSDD for each price 
I think yes. If you want to know the closing prices, then we studied closing prices. If we 
want high prices, then a high prices we study. Therefore, Open, high, low and close are 

independent.   

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 8:24am | Post# 12403



 
Quoting burnssss 
{quote} I think yes. If you want to know the closing prices, then we studied closing 
prices. If we want high prices, then a high prices we study. Therefore, Open, high, low 

and close are independent.   
Thanks my friend burnssss  

 

sam30 Nov 15, 2014 10:26am | Post# 12404

 
Quoting cfdtaleong 
A trader is a lone wolf. Nothing to prove or show to anyone. Hunt alone, die alone, live 
alone. This is the trader's story. Anything else is just an illusion. The interactions, the 
fame that platforms like FF give are transient. At the end of the day the wolf hunts 
alone, die alone, lives alone. He owes none and none owes him. A golden nugget is a 
golden nugget. Be it in the eagle's... 

 
what the meaning...depend on "is" or "are".... 
 
regards 

 

GU-Night Nov 15, 2014 11:28am | Post# 12405

 
Bye bye Eurusdd. 

 

cenetti Nov 15, 2014 11:49am | Post# 12406

 
So he was a scammer, eh ? Money corrupts, lotsa money corrupts absolutely ...  

 

Robertk Nov 15, 2014 11:57am | Post# 12407

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
Ghanaian Peter Acquaah of the University of Ghana AKA Bonzion, Justin white (Kwame), 
Certainty, Eurusdd ... Been watching you Corruption seems to have entered your spirit 
long ago. You are indeed an amazing mathematician, but this mess is very sloppy. I truly 
give thanks for what you have opened many eyes and wallets to, but you are a snake in 

the grass. The spirits are not happy with you... It been quite the journey. {image} 
My first intuition of EURUSDD was scam. After a bunch of months i began doubting 
myself. His way of appearing in public the way he did was a goodjob. Should have 
followed my initial intuition. The ironic thing is this once again PROVES it is all about 
ones own interpretation and experience. Just look at several indicators made by 
people's assumptions on what the guy was saying. What they added in their indicators 
wasnt necessary thanks to eurusdd's experience, but their own. 

 

cenetti Nov 15, 2014 12:08pm | Post# 12408

 
Parts of this system, combined with other entry/exit strategies could make money. But 
making money day in, day out constantly is hard work. With every trade you take a 
certain risk, doesn't matter how good your strategy is, taking that risk is part of the job. 
So, if you can convince people to put their money in and take that risk for you, well I 
guess that was his main goal. Can't blame him for that. But telling people it's 0% 



drawdown, triple account in 2 days... It's all bullcht. That'd be the holy grail. And with 
holy grail you don't need anybody else's money because of no risk. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 12409

 
Quoting cenetti 
Parts of this system, combined with other entry/exit strategies could make money. But 
making money day in, day out constantly is hard work. With every trade you take a 
certain risk, doesn't matter how good your strategy is, taking that risk is part of the job. 
So, if you can convince people to put their money in and take that risk for you, well I 
guess that was his main goal. Can't blame him for that. But telling people it's 0% 
drawdown, triple account in 2 days... It's all bullcht. That'd be the holy grail. And with 
holy grail you don't need anybody... 
Nice 
But i triple account(s) in 2 days and more than triple sometimes i gain 1000% in 2 days 
but finally i stopped out (hedged) it is a matter of the power of your vision to the market 
and how can you deal with this instantly 
but the disadvantage is your brain go inside the market and sinking in it and you can't 
save your self because the account go and go and go bigger until you become the crowd 
itself with highly exhausted brain at this moment the error happened and you sink inside 
the market ... 
after a lot of this events you become addicted to go inside the market behavior due to 
deficiency of dopamine which must reach to specific level to become in rest case ( 
addicted to risk ) 
that was happened to me all time with every trade level of dopamine increase and i 'll 
become in rest when the dopamine arrive to maximum level (maximum risk ) 
so most of my account I reach to 3000% and even more but i lose it in one trade or two 
or little more .... 
all time professional , trader , investor speak about risk management although the 
maximum management come if u stop trading 
the only order without a risk is the order you are not take it (Zero order ) 

Forex market for retailers is a big scam but we addicted 
to it not because we like it but our body need it to live 
(addiction) 

.... 

 

Albertdkpllh Nov 15, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 12410

 
What can I say, I hope no one was scammed. However, it does not add up. The 
proficiency and command with which he managed the thread was great. The 
mathematical experience and the fluency of the English language is so so so so different 
from the way he wrote his conversations with Fx jay. I see two different people at work 
here. Anyway thanks for all the thought provoking ideas. I hope the authorities deal with 
you. I believe the true owner of this thread may not be in control. I don't think he has 
anything new to tell us or share. In fact I doubt Peter Acquaah of the University of 
Ghana AKA Bonzion, Justin white (Kwame), Certainty, Eurusdd ...  
may be his true identity. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 12411

 
TZ and SS theory in this thread give me only chance to trade with less effort (due to 



interruption) so increase the shelf life of my brain inside the market before sinking again 
( matter of time!)  
This is because it is something like my vision without the word THEORY 
and I still believe that there is a mathematics equations can kill this ghost (forex) 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 12412

 
Well, I just saw a pdf on my thread and I laughed hard because this is not the first time 
people try to bring others down when they are not up to the same standards!! 
I correctly expected the people I blocked to be behind this because These guys have 
chased me for a very long time to get me into external groups which are not opened 
enough! 
Well: NOTE the following facts: 
1: A scammer does not reveal his true identity. I have been consistent here. The people I 
deal with know my real emails: eurusdd@gmail.com and bonzion@gmail.com. I do not 
use fake emails! I even posted my real picture here for everyone to know who is behind 
this thread!!! Therefore, I do not believe that I have any negeative intentions 
2: Apart from the snapshots that fx-jay took from FF, the other conversations were 
probably generated by himself. Why? I do not have a Skype account with name Eur 
usdd. My forex name is always eurusdd!!! Furthermore, the so called Eur Usdd used 
terms like DD, Drawdowns etc. 
Has anyone seen me use those terms here? 
I believe these guys created that themselves or someone created it to spoil my name! 
Well, 
I have ideas that I intend to develop after my phd and no one will stop me from getting 
to where I want to get to. IF someone decides to work with me, nothing stops me from 
showing what I got. What I do not understand is this: These guys waitied to get 
something good from me and then created a fake accusation. 
Who is fake here? Me or Fx-jay! He used a different name john forex! Lol. The whole 
world has seen my picture because I am sincere in what I want to do. Who know fx-jay? 

 

Eamonn Nov 15, 2014 1:10pm | Post# 12413

 
This just gets better. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 1:12pm | Post# 12414

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I made clear my real identity here. I hid nothing. How many of you use real pictures 
here? 
 
Note here that the same people who are trying so hard to spoil my name tRIEd VERY 
HARD TO GET ME INTO THEIR CLOSED FOREX THINK TANK GROUP! I JUST want you all 
to decide who has bad intentions:: notice that the email was recent!!! 
 
I have been opened, showed my face and true identity. they are using fake ids! 
 



 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 1:13pm | Post# 12415

 
Eurusdd !!! 

welcome to your world science of 
mathematics  

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 1:17pm | Post# 12416

 
I will continue my work here in the future whether these guys continue their assault or 
not! Even Jesus, was called a fraud, Lol. 
I am not going to be disturbed! 

 

cenetti Nov 15, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 12417

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
{quote} Nice But i triple account(s) in 2 days and more than triple sometimes i gain 
1000% in 2 days but finally i stopped out (hedged) it is a matter of the power of your 
vision to the market and how can you deal with this instantly but the disadvantage is 
your brain go inside the market and sinking in it and you can't save your self because the 
account go and go and go bigger until you become the crowd itself with highly exhausted 
brain at this moment the error happened and you sink inside the market ... after a lot of 
this events you become addicted... 
 
You're a gambler, not a trader. I've been trading forex/stocks/bonds/options for a living 
last 10yrs. Small profits and smaller losses, end up in profit at the end of the month. 
That's how you win in this game. I've never met anyone doubling, tripling accounts stay 



in this business for a long time. Financial markets are not casinos. If you're looking to 
double accounts I suggest you to hit the casinos, at least you get free drinks. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 1:25pm | Post# 12418

 
1 Attachment(s) 
I do not know what fx-jay is trying to achieve but is it clear he has bad intentions for 
what I do. Why invite someone you consider a scam, into your advanced trading group? 
 
I considered that group only because of valdy1974 who I respect a lot. However, I am 
not sure who is evil now! 
For your information, fxjay revealed nothing about me because i revealed all my 
information myself!!! 

 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 12419

 
Quoting cenetti 
{quote} You're a gambler, not a trader. I've been trading forex/stocks/bonds/options for 
a living last 10yrs. Small profits and smaller losses, end up in profit at the end of the 
month. That's how you win in this game. I've never met anyone doubling, tripling 
accounts stay in this business for a long time. Financial markets are not casinos. If you're 
looking to double accounts I suggest you to hit the casinos, at least you get free drinks. 
hehe 
first of all i didn't drink ( because i'm MUSLIM) 
you trade one order per day with profit and loss if you loss you go to the other day and 
trade may be you loss or win 
and then until your strategy win with you even this happened with you it didn't happened 
with many 

for me i can trade more than 50 orders per a day ( 70 days for you !) also with strategy 
with TP and sometimes Sl but due to high effor I fall from the top of mountain 
(something like athletes which climb mountain "high risk ") 

also my friend this is for me I loss my money also there is something hidden inside 
my post 
also if you trade 10 years with consistent profit i didn't think you will be here you will be 
with Buffet 
also you say this game , it is not a game for me the gamble only is the game 
Thanks my friend for your advice but i have a lot of advice if i write it here it will take 
your time from profiting trade ! 



sorry for my language as it is not my native 

 

Sasco_me Nov 15, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 12420

 
I feeling down now only for you Eurusdd and i need a lot of time to calm about what 
happened to your theories and what is your feeling now , I think you will pass this 
distress and I'm sure you will done  
and return more strong than before  
God help you 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 12421

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
I feeling down now only for you Eurusdd and i need a lot of time to calm about what 
happened to your theories and what is your feeling now , I think you will pass this 
distress and I'm sure you will done and return more strong than before God help you 
Thank you. But do not worry about me much. I am used to problem solving and the "pull 
him down" stuff will not get to me at all. I am just surprised that Fx-Jay, someone I 
respected so much and someone who I was even looking up to at a point could turn 
around and be such! That is life! 
 
Nothing good finds it easy on this planet! I am dedicated to FF and if they ban me, I will 
still love Ff for giving me the platform to express my ideas! Thanks! 

 

Robertk Nov 15, 2014 3:31pm | Post# 12422

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Thank you. But do not worry about me much. I am used to problem solving and 
the "pull him down" stuff will not get to me at all. I am just surprised that Fx-Jay, 
someone I respected so much and someone who I was even looking up to at a point 
could turn around an be such! That is life! Nothing good finds it easy on this planet! I am 
dedicated to FF and if they banned me, I will still love Ff for giving me the platform to 
express my ideas! Thanks! 
A solution would be pretty simple. Administrators from this website can obviously trace 
your IP to see where you exactly have been when you posted in this topic. Now honestly, 
dont get me wrong, i am not a racist, neither i do not like to generalize, but if indeed you 
have been posting from within Ghana the whole time, while you claimed(and this is 
proven already) that you do not live there, its clear a 100%. 
 
Obviously admins may not include privacy information in this topic but it will simply 
result in a ban. When it comes to a potential scam these will be the first things analyzed. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 3:40pm | Post# 12423

 
^^ Lol. Is it about my status. That was when I first signed unto the website. You are 
wrong because I stated clearly that I am working on a phd in Gh. I do not change my 
info a lot and so i left it like that! 
 
 
You know what: I am not discussing this issue again! I am onto the market. You can 
choose to remain in the past! I think you should visit scam-free threads. Thank you! 

 



Eamonn Nov 15, 2014 3:56pm | Post# 12424

 
You couldn't make this up. 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 15, 2014 3:57pm | Post# 12425

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
^^ Lol. Is it about my status. That was when I first signed unto the website. You are 
wrong because I stated clearly that I am working on a phd in Gh. I do not change my 
info a lot and so i left it like that! You know what: I am not discussing this issue again! I 
am onto the market. You can choose to remain in the past! I think you should visit scam-
free threads. Thank you! 
Do whatever you need and whatever! 

 

Patron Nov 15, 2014 4:01pm | Post# 12426

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Patron 
GBPJPY M5-M1 Hello. I've only read the first post, but I wanted to try. I wonder if I made 
good use of this strategy, which has provided me about +60 pips. Or if it was beginner's 
luck, Thank you. {image} 
I am grateful to all the "high rank" for the help they provide. It is also enviable willingness 
to share these gentlemen. Not to mention the respect they have for each other. And all this 
from the greatest of modesty and humility, where they compete relentlessly. Also copy (of 
course, are higher ranks) the clarity with which develop the topics presented better than in 
a textbook. 
I learned a lot. Thank you very much. Now, I have very clear, what not to do in a forum, 
and how not to behave. 
Keep you measuring it, to see who has longer. 
I'm not interested in the result. Good luck. 
 
(just kidding) 



 

 

cenetti Nov 15, 2014 4:02pm | Post# 12427

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
if you trade 10 years with consistent profit i didn't think you will be here you will be with 
Buffet 
And that's exactly what I was trying to explain to you. If you hold a job for 10 yrs, does 
that mean you'll be rich at the end of 10 yrs ? I make a living trading. I am not trying to 
get rich. And that's the only reason I could manage to stay in this business for 10 yrs. 
Not taking risks, going after small profits and smaller losses. In my early days I had 60+ 
consecutive winning trades but then followed by 60 + consecutive losing trades. There is 
no short cut to riches, my friend. You can have couple months of 1000+% gains and lose 
it all the following months, I rather shoot for 2% a month but turn profitable at the end 
of the year, year after year. That's how i put food on the table. And that's the difference 
between a trader and a gambler. 

Quoting Eurusdd 
^^ Lol. Is it about my status. That was when I first signed unto the website. You are 
wrong because I stated clearly that I am working on a phd in Gh. I do not change my 
info a lot and so i left it like that! You know what: I am not discussing this issue again! I 
am onto the market. You can choose to remain in the past! I think you should visit scam-
free threads. Thank you! 
You can't blame people raise an eyebrow when you are from GH (scam capital of the 
world), claiming you'll double/triple people's accounts in a few days and request money 
and then not even give the name of your broker. Now if you're claiming what's posted 
(copy-paste parts) in the pdf were all fake, not real conversations then we could ask FX 
to prove them by posting the screenshots. Otherwise as I said you can't blame people. 



 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 4:14pm | Post# 12428

 
Quoting cenetti 
{quote} And that's exactly what I was trying to explain to you. If you hold a job for 10 
yrs, does that mean you'll be rich at the end of 10 yrs ? I make a living trading. I am not 
trying to get rich. And that's the only reason I could manage to stay in this business for 
10 yrs. Not taking risks, going after small profits and smaller losses. In my early days I 
had 60+ consecutive winning trades but then followed by 60 + consecutive losing trades. 
There is no short cut to riches, my friend. You can have couple months of 1000+% gains 
and lose it all... 
cenetti: I can create an account with your name, create a conversation and then claim 
you did it. Easy. I agreed about the posts form FF but I do not have a skype account with 
name eur usdd, as a separate word. I do not hide my identity and i have posted my 
pictures here for all to see. So, anyone anywhere can do this to create trouble. If you will 
not discuss forex, I may have to block you! 

 

Gvc Nov 15, 2014 4:29pm | Post# 12429

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} cenetti: I can create an account with your name, create a conversation and then 
claim you did it. Easy. I agreed about the posts form FF but I do not have a skype 
account with name eur usdd, as a separate word. I do not hide my identity and i have 
posted my pictures here for all to see. So, anyone anywhere can do this to create 
trouble. If you will not discuss forex, I may have to block you! 
One cannot create a duplicate account with the same user name at FF..... 
 
Please stop contradicting yourself..... 
 
There are numerous members with your avatar and user name that have received PM's 
from you..... 
 
Not to worry it will soon come to light once the Mods have finished with their 
investigation... 

 

Gvc Nov 15, 2014 4:45pm | Post# 12430

 
Then how would you explain the password that you posted in a PM with your user name 
that was in the skype conversation? 

 

Eurusdd Nov 15, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 12431

 
Quoting Gvc 
Then how would you explain the password that you posted in a PM with your user name 
that was in the skype conversation? 
I am done with this issue. It is leading no where! If you believe this is a scam thread, 
don't come here! 

 

burnssss Nov 15, 2014 5:14pm | Post# 12432

 
We must continue with these concepts, let the controversy aside and continue working to 



extract good things. 
My eyes focused on the subsequence theorem !! It is a concept that can be added to a 

trading system, with the intention to increase the odds.   

 

ellenbrook Nov 15, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 12433

 
let be honest here what ever happen or care??????? EUR/US please please please start to 
give us more clue about the system how to traded the proper way seem to me from my 
observation you are pulling the string ,no more guessing i do not ask to give it in a silver 
platter, but please show us trade you are taking entry point stop lost then profit ,please 
open a demo account then show us the $$$$$$$$$ maybe we all misunderstood you 
what you want to achieved or what you want to proved here, sure you are smart but i 
am not?that why we need more clue many of us do not have a degree in maths?or did 
spend years in the university ,even i do read it 100 times still a big puzzle ,but do not tell 
me if i do not understand i should not be here cause then will be discrimination we all 
human been and want to learn so hope you getting my point sorry about my English that 
not my first language  
have a nice day 
god bless. 

 

Robertk Nov 15, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 12434

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
^^ Lol. Is it about my status. That was when I first signed unto the website. You are 
wrong because I stated clearly that I am working on a phd in Gh. I do not change my 
info a lot and so i left it like that! You know what: I am not discussing this issue again! I 
am onto the market. You can choose to remain in the past! I think you should visit scam-
free threads. Thank you! 
yes, you are working on a phd in Gh then, but you are not living in Ghana, according to 
the chat conversations that is. So you are hereby claiming that all of these conversations 
are false? One should not underestimate sources eurusdd... How much i would like for 
you to keep spreading your ideas, these rumors should be dealt with first; they are not 
small accusations. 

 

kore2 Nov 15, 2014 6:47pm | Post# 12435

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
let be honest here what ever happen or care??????? EUR/US please please please start to 
give us more clue about the system how to traded the proper way seem to me from my 
observation you are pulling the string ,no more guessing i do not ask to give it in a silver 
platter, but please show us trade you are taking entry point stop lost then profit ,please 
open a demo account then show us the $$$$$$$$$ maybe we all misunderstood you 
what you want to achieved or what you want to proved here, sure you are smart but i 
am not?that why we need more clue... 
No more demo accounts for god`s sake! If I had time I would open a demo account for 
you and trade it for a week. And if I`m lucky I could multiply the balance for you 20 
times or whatever. Without a stoploss of course. Have you ever tried it for yourself? It`s 
fifty-fifty that you can make it. Demo is demo. 
Let`s appreciate those ideas shared here that are gold! Not demo (or live) accounts or 
trade calls. Do we need proof? Let`s prove it for ourselves! There is no other proof. 
 
If that scamming proves to be true (I mean it proves to be done by EURUSDD) it 
couldn`t be negligible. But does that invalidate theories and ideas shared here? In my 



opinion: No, it does not. 

 

dtlase Nov 15, 2014 7:05pm | Post# 12436

 
Quoting ephisi 
8{quote} Vlad matey! The secret is not out. I repeat the secret is not out. He has only 
uncovered the principle. He cerainly cant make profit trading that way. Im sure of thathe 
has violated the principle of letting others work.if you noticed eurusdd was waiting for 
members of the similarity thread to grasp the basic principle before he can teach us 
more. So i think eurusdd is happy that this guy, saltwater or what is he called has 
exposed the principe. Once again the principle is out but the secret will never be 
revealed. He has only oncoverver... 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
guys/gals (secret holders) when you have secrets in your hand who do you think will add 
more here your secrets are yours but when the case the others, information should be 

public not very smart  -- last post -- {quote} 
 
That is what having buddies and secret group do......(If you don't have one mind it will 
not work) A secret was let out in the Transient Basic thread, that was when i know that 
some people are helping each other. I know there is nothing bad with that and I respect 
everybody here most especially the great contributors to this thread. I hope this will not 
continue in the new thread that PiratePip has created. 
 
 

Quoting Gvc 
{quote} One cannot create a duplicate account with the same user name at FF..... Please 
stop contradicting yourself..... There are numerous members with your avatar and user 
name that have received PM's from you..... Not to worry it will soon come to light once 
the Mods have finished with their investigation... 
Back to the Issue on ground. What Gvc said is true. You can't have duplicate account in 
FF. We have seen evidence how you have invited some of your buddies to share their 
knowledge and to create another group that will bring their FUND for you to 
trade.Secret...Secret... Secret...(Let it be PRIVATE) Unless you are telling us (everyone 
here) that someone hacked your account and gave your buddies an email address 
eurusddlive@gmail.com . 
 
I really like you and respect your work. BUT............. 

 

acetrader Nov 15, 2014 8:11pm | Post# 12437

 
EURUSDD, 
 
I told you in a previous post.......SOME OF YOUR DISCIPLES WILL BE THE VERY ONES TO 
CRUCIFY YOU.  
Why are you surprised? Even though you shared many golden nuggets, you kept the 
GOLDEN GOOSE 
for yourself & that my friend has no doubt upset some of your flock. I admire you for 
sharing what  
you did, but for some that is never enough. From your Similarity thread, I put together 
something that 
works very well for me on two pairs & along with what I already do is more than enough 
to keep me 
in the pips. Oh there are losers along the way, but the winners are more.  



 
Keep your chin up & keep on keeping on. Some how I know you will. Thanks again my 
friend & may 

the pips rain down on you.  
_____________________________ 

 

simpleguy Nov 15, 2014 8:42pm | Post# 12438

 
Oh no 
 
 
Eurusdd  

• Status: 
• Temporarily Suspended by Senior Member 

• Last Online: 
• Invisible 

• Using Local Time: 
• Invisible 

• Joined Forex Factory: 
• Oct 2012 

Posts (2,193) 

• Total: 
• 2,193 PostsSearch  

• Forum Posts: 
• 6 Threads Started 2,187 Thread Replies  

• Forum Attachments: 
• 8 Files 413 Images  

Input by Eurusdd 
About 

• Trading From: 
• United States (map)  

• Trading Involvement: 
• Part-Time Trader 

• Trading Forex Since: 
• January 2006 

• Trading Style(s): 
• Technical Analyst 

 



Geros Nov 15, 2014 9:07pm | Post# 12439

 
Is 'forbidden to be too clever! To think and try to give and do something new, it's the 
most dangerous thing! 
 
Geros 

 

Baillie Nov 15, 2014 11:12pm | Post# 12440

 
Quoting acetrader 
EURUSDD, I told you in a previous post.......SOME OF YOUR DISCIPLES WILL BE THE 
VERY ONES TO CRUCIFY YOU. Why are you surprised? Even though you shared many 
golden nuggets, you kept the GOLDEN GOOSE for yourself & that my friend has no doubt 
upset some of your flock. I admire you for sharing what you did, but for some that is 
never enough. From your Similarity thread, I put together something that works very 
well for me on two pairs & along with what I already do is more than enough to keep me 
in the pips. Oh there are losers along the way, but... 
You don't know what the hell your talking about! EURUSDD presented many concepts 
here and a few of us have managed to do VERY well with any number of those concepts, 
without being in any private group. It was when we began to share a little here and a 
little there that we came to recognize who "got" it and who didn't. 
We began to PM each other to collectively enhance what we were already doing; 
WINNING! 
 
So, we considered asking the man EURUSDD (not a God) who turned us on to these 
concepts, if he would consider participating in a private group. If he said NO, that would 
have been fine, as he already said, he would NOT share his whole trading system since 
the beginning when he created this thread! He agreed; great! 
We welcomed him and very soon were asked if we would like to fund an account. END of 
STORY! 
 
Was this the real EURUSDD? Was his account hacked? I do not know, but I do know this, 
we were seriously excited about him joining the group, not about him or anyone else 
hitting us up for money. Hell, to be truthful I considered taking his offer, until I read 
what was in the PM's. It smelled fishy. 
 
I am sick of you ASSHOLES just popping in and spouting your bullshit like you know 
something! You know nothing concerning these matters, so just keep your stupid 
comments to yourself, unless you have some concrete, verifiable facts to share. As for 
your comment, SOME OF YOUR DISCIPLES WILL BE THE VERY ONES TO CRUCIFY 
YOU.  
Who the hell is crucifying anyone? We just want to know the truth, is this really the 
person that we admired or is this a scam artist trying to part us from our hard earned 
money? If it really is not EURUSDD, why in the world would I ever give this person my 
money? IS that so fucking hard to understand????????? 
 
Why are you surprised? Even though you shared many golden nuggets, you kept 
the GOLDEN GOOSE for yourself & that my friend has no doubt upset some of 
your flock.  
As you said there are MANY golden nuggets that have been shared, no one asked him / 
her/ it/ whoever to give us a golden goose. We simple wanted to share our discoveries 
with the person who helped us achieve success. 
 
And as a side note many here have gotten angry at "us" for not spelling out exactly how 
we trade, well all I can say is we had a good teacher in that department, so who are you 
really mad at? 



 

shiva Nov 16, 2014 2:34am | Post# 12441

 
Personally I think sim-dissim concept is a very good strategy, it pays off well if one is 
consistent and practices safe mm. Rest of the stuff such as TZ and DNA went way above 
my head and I stopped trying. Very happy with the similarity though. 
 
EURUSDD did present many interesting ideas here, we all know this. But this on going 
scam/not-a-scam scandal, I guess it is possible for FF it-staff to trace IPs of users and 
verify where they logged in from. Intention to defraud is going to be much harder to 

prove As for now, one thing where he went wrong is in not declaring his commercial 
intent. That is a forum infraction. 
 
Just my 20 pips (On a 5 digit broker). 

 

hepsibah Nov 16, 2014 2:50am | Post# 12442

 
1 Attachment(s) 
The last few days have been sad indeed and things have got understandably heated. In 
an attempt to remove some of the emotion here are some facts: 
 
1. Eurusdd presented us all with a different way of looking at trading. For those of us 
who followed the similarity thread from the beginning, he made it clear that he would 
never divulge all but also that he was looking for ways to implement his ideas from 

others 
 
2. Following Forex Jay's shock announcement, it came to light via several PM's to various 
senior members that over the course of at least a year, Eurusdd had actively solicited 
money from ppl, promising to turn it into extraordinary amounts in a very short 
timescale. None of the ppl sending the PMs have seen a penny since. I imagine they are 
reluctant to come forward in case it jeopardises their chances of getting anything back. 
 
3. A few days ago Eurusdd requested to join the small 'think tank' that a few us 
contribute to on Facebook. At the time the think tank was set up, the frequency and 
quality of posts on the sim thread was woeful so it was merely a tool for some ppl who 
had contributed positively previously to continue to do so and move forward. Anyone can 
do this and invite others, there is nothing sinister in it. 
 
4. The first thing Eurusdd asked for when joining the think tank was for Forex Jay to 
explain in detail exactly how he traded TZs and Jay obliged. Eurusdd then announced 
that he was looking for 'investors' to lodge money with him so that he could turn it into 
fantastic sums of money in a very short timescale. Jay immediately saw that something 
was fishy and barred Eurusdd from the group. He then continued to communicate with 
him via skype in order to collect some evidence to present to FF admin to try to stop him 
extracting funds from other unsuspecting ppl. 
 
5. The transcript of the conversation between Jay and Eurusdd is attached. It has been 
posted here twice before but in both cases was removed. 
 
6. there is evidence on Facebook that Eurusdd has tried to run a 'trading business' from 
Ghana in the past http://en.zulutrade.com/trader/65750. The photograph is exactly the 
same as one of the ones he used here in case of doubt. 
 
Ok, they are hard facts. Now for a bit of emotion from me. I am bitterly disappointed in 
him. I think this is someone who has a remarkably able brain but an almost childish 



mentality with regard to people. If you follow his threads back (and he was on babypips 
under a different name years ago), he displays the same behaviours over and over i.e. 
puts up TE's and takes them down as they get blown, just leaves threads he started with 
no notice and bans all but a few members at a moments notice (this isn't the first time 
he's done that in the similarity thread). Although he has come up with great ideas, he 
has no discipline to trade them and always blows his accounts - as evidenced by some of 
the poor souls who 'invested' with him. But he seems to have no compunction about 
keeping on extracting and losing more of other people's money. He has no conscience 
and lied consistently over the last few days which is what has finally made me draw the 
line. 
 
I thought I was too old to be disillusioned again. That appears not to be the case. 
SCAM ALERT - EURUSDD.pdf  

 

shiva Nov 16, 2014 3:11am | Post# 12443

 
Quoting hepsibah 
The last few days have been sad indeed and things have got understandably heated. In 
an attempt to remove some of the emotion here are some facts: 1. Eurusdd presented us 
all with a different way of looking at trading. For those of us who followed the similarity 
thread from the beginning, he made it clear that he would never divulge all but also that 
he was looking for ways to implement his ideas from others 2. Following Forex Jay's 
shock announcement, it came to light via several PM's to various senior members that 
over the course of at least a... 
Wow, this does blow the mind! If he wanted to commercialize he should have gone the 
signal-provider route. But.... 

 

Neio Nov 16, 2014 3:37am | Post# 12444

 
Quoting hepsibah 
The last few days have been sad indeed and things have got understandably heated. In 
an attempt to remove some of the emotion here are some facts: 1. Eurusdd presented us 
all with a different way of looking at trading. For those of us who followed the similarity 
thread from the beginning, he made it clear that he would never divulge all but also that 
he was looking for ways to implement his ideas from others 2. Following Forex Jay's 
shock announcement, it came to light via several PM's to various senior members that 
over the course of at least a... 
If he made a genuine misjudgment then fair enough you could forgive that and move on 
but it is clear to me that he is continuing to lie about his involvement. That is the reason 
why I have unsubscribed from him despite the knowledge and different way of looking at 
markets he has imparted on this thread.  
 
Clearly a very clever guy but he does not know how to trade using his methods's 
consistently over longer periods of time.  
 
It is one thing to give the appearance of being a super trader to gain credibility to 
present your ideas and help you to develop them further....it is another to use it to get 
money from people. 
 

PS... Where was my invite?  

 

Mingary Nov 16, 2014 3:55am | Post# 12445

 



This is priceless. I am so not surprised.... 

 

handy148 Nov 16, 2014 4:14am | Post# 12446

 
Hepsibah - thank you. 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 16, 2014 4:45am | Post# 12447

 
Quoting simpleguy 
Oh no Eurusdd Status: Temporarily Suspended by Senior Member Last Online: Invisible 
Using Local Time: Invisible Joined Forex Factory: Oct 2012 Posts (2,193) Total: 2,193 
Posts Search Forum Posts: 6 Threads Started 2,187... 

from now on he lives in a confirmed transient zone.. (sorry for the bad pun ) 

 

21vs7 Nov 16, 2014 4:54am | Post# 12448

 
 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 5:17am | Post# 12449

 
MESSAGES "EURUSDD" 
 
"I repeat this thing is fake!! Let the management check my inbox if I did those 
conversation? I do not have those in my inbox!!! I will post my entire inbox messages for 
all to see. This is not true! I have never created an email call eurusddlive@gmail.com and 
converse with anyone as reported! Let the management just remove the suspension me 
so I can post my inbox conversations!!!! 
 
Those conversations in the PDF was created by someone to spoil my name. I do not 
know how they did it and I am shocked myself. Maybe my account was HACKED!!! there 
is no history of this in my inbox!! Management please check this!!!! 
Before heaven and Earth, I declared I did not make those conversations as reported. This 
is a massive creation to destroy my name. This must have been done by someone to 
eliminate my from FF and spoil my name! 
 
Management please show the whole world the people I privately converse with here! I 
am not worried. Someone does not like the ideas I was sharing!!!" 
 
There may be scope to hack your account 

 

DavidRP Nov 16, 2014 5:26am | Post# 12450

 
Of course I was one the first banned from this thread when I started challenging him. 
 
He provides me his email and told me not to publish his email direction here. When I 
challenged him to explain me why he didnt admit his errors and explain his silly/kid 
probability skill he banned me from this thread. Then I was alerted by several members 
than he was asking money to send it to Africa... 
 
And now we see the results.. 



 
Sure his email is eurusddlive@gmail.com, I have several mails from him 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 5:36am | Post# 12451

 
I think it is very rare. 
Should allow input material. Just in general, we are trying to find out if other people can 
actually have access to our account in FF. 
I think it's important. 

 

Ezzy Nov 16, 2014 5:39am | Post# 12452

 
Hmmmmm......hacking a FF account.....it could be a rare event  

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 5:43am | Post# 12453

 
A rare event on one of the most influential people ... 
Should just let publish material to see if He can show what happened. I do not have 
much to hide in my FF account, but I'm not comfortable if someone can come to my FF 
account. 

 

acetrader Nov 16, 2014 5:43am | Post# 12454

 
Baillie, 
 
Good post & point well taken. Thank you for enlightening me on what is going on. Yes 
EURUSDD disciples will be the first to crucify him if his is found to be miss leading them 
in any way. 
I guess I should have spelled it out in a more clearer fashion. Sorry for the vagueness. 
I don't blame you & or anyone else for wanting to know who you are really dealing with. 
From what EURUSDD shared in the Similarity thread I was able to put together 
something that 
works for me. I hope whatever is going on you get to the truth of it. 
 

Now as for me being an ASSHOLE, shame on you as you know even less about me 
than 
it would appear you know about EURUSDD. Now a little advise for you......take what you 
have 
learned from all that EURUSDD was willing to share & make your own way. You seem to 
be a 
smart guy, so trade for yourself. 
 
I have wasted enough of my time & your time on this matter & I am sorry I wasted your 
time. 
Please accept by apology for doing so. I wish you the best in the future in you quest for 
the truth. 
 
_____________________________ 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 5:47am | Post# 12455



 

Message of "Eurusdd" 

 
 

"The proof that I am innocent is simple: FF management should 
check my inbox, including trash, sent whatever since i joined FF 
and see if those conversations are there" 

I know they will see I am innocent! 
 
 
burnssss: My case will explain later, but clearly something happens. 

 

acetrader Nov 16, 2014 5:54am | Post# 12456

 
EURUSDD, 
 

Let me be clear with you. I appreciate what you shared in the Similarity thread. I took 
what you 
shared & put it with what I already do & it is all working just fine. Now I have no clue 
what is 
going on with you & some of the members of this thread & I really don't want to know.  
 
Thank you for all the information you shared in each of your threads. I wish the best for 

you in the future.  
 
___________________________ 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 6:05am | Post# 12457

 

Message of Eurusdd: 

 
"When an account is opened with Gmail, they normally send a code to a phone 
number or call the person. Anyone with links to gmail and contact them and find 
out who opened the account eurusddlive@gmail.com"  
 
These are my two real emails : bonzion@gmail.com and eurusdd@gmail.com. 
The eurusdd@gmail.com is for this forum. I am not hiding myself. I operate no 
other account"  

 

shiva Nov 16, 2014 6:17am | Post# 12458

 
Quoting burnssss 
Message of Eurusdd: "When an account is opened with Gmail, they normally send a code 
to a phone number or call the person. Anyone with links to gmail and contact them and 
find out who opened the account eurusddlive@gmail.com ("eurusddlive@gmail.com")" 
These are my two real emails : bonzion@gmail.com ("bonzion@gmail.com") and 
eurusdd@gmail.com ("eurusdd@gmail.com"). The eurusdd@gmail.com 
("eurusdd@gmail.com") is for this forum. I am not hiding myself. I operate no other 



account" 
This is logical. But who has the kind of contacts to convince Google to reveal this info? 

Not gonna happen unless law-enforcement is involved   

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 6:24am | Post# 12459

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} This is logical. But who has the kind of contacts to convince Google to reveal this 

info? Not gonna happen unless law-enforcement is involved   
That is a thing of FF. 
But I think when it comes to this type of charge, it is important to check every detail 

 

Robertk Nov 16, 2014 6:27am | Post# 12460

 
To even think EURUSDD might be right, despite of his 5-10 previous honest 
followers/disciples proving different is just wrong. They all claim the same. EURUSDD 
joined the channel and quickly tried to have members investing in him. Honestly, the 
people that were in this group are well respected people and have no secret agenda or 
anything. Conspiracy thinking is just hilarious in this case. Dont make it any more 
complex than it really is. This happens all the time on FF and other forums. It just 
happens to be a very influential member this time. 

 

MarsjeNL Nov 16, 2014 6:32am | Post# 12461

 
Just google his Bonzion email to get more details... 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 6:34am | Post# 12462

 
Quoting burnssss 
A rare event on one of the most influential people ... Should just let publish material to 
see if He can show what happened. I do not have much to hide in my FF account, but I'm 
not comfortable if someone can come to my FF account. 
On every forum, the administrators have inside in your private messages. That doesn't 
say that they read everything, but if they will, they can do that. So "private messages" is 
a nice name, but not more than that. I'm not amazed if they can control your account 
either. 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 6:38am | Post# 12463

 
I do not think "eurusdd" has disciples. There are people here that lead from the start 
with him and not part of any group. 
He had not published until January that he would return, although it is likely that from 
time to time, he was in FF. 
Share concepts that are not in any place. Therefore, it can be targeted by specific 
individuals. 
There daily Internet fraud to me a year ago stole my hotmail account, that they will not 
steal the account of a person who has this knowledge ?. 
From the beginning I felt very strange all this, and I hope this is fixed, because really the 
knowledge of "eurusdd" is gold. 

 



burnssss Nov 16, 2014 6:41am | Post# 12464

 

Message of "Eurusdd" 

 

"Finally: I want you all to know: I did not join any group and I am 
currently in Ghana preparing to defend my thesis this is where I 
have been posting for the past two months! 
Now all google has to do is trace where the person using 
eurusddlive@gmail.com is located. In ghana if you operate a 
phone number, the government has your information. My 
information and phone number is the same for my emails." 
 
 

I believe someone is using my popularity on the forum to 
do his/her own thing. If it is possible to trace where those 
mails came from, this case will be closed! According to the 
pdf, the person contacted some members of FF even in 
November. I think this is a deliberate act. 
 

I do not hate fx-jay, valdy1974 etc. I only suspected them 
because I could not join their group!  

 

shiva Nov 16, 2014 6:46am | Post# 12465

 
Quoting burnssss 
Message of "Eurusdd" "Finally: I want you all to know: I did not join any group and I am 
currently in Ghana preparing to defend my thesis this is where I have been posting for 
the past two months! Now all google has to do is trace where the person using 
eurusddlive@gmail.com ("eurusddlive@gmail.com") is located. In ghana if you operate a 
phone number, the government has your information. My information and phone number 
is the same for my emails." I believe someone is using my popularity on the forum to do 
his/her own thing. If it is possible to... 
If someone is falsely accused he has all rights to get it cleared. But will FF do it? I am not 
sure how important this particular issue is to them. 

 

Robertk Nov 16, 2014 6:50am | Post# 12466

 
Quoting burnssss 
Message of "Eurusdd" "Finally: I want you all to know: I did not join any group and I am 
currently in Ghana preparing to defend my thesis this is where I have been posting for 
the past two months! Now all google has to do is trace where the person using 
eurusddlive@gmail.com ("eurusddlive@gmail.com") is located. In ghana if you operate a 
phone number, the government has your information. My information and phone number 
is the same for my emails." I believe someone is using my popularity on the forum to do 
his/her own thing. If it is possible to... 
Its not that simple as he states it. Scams like these are often very refined and groups are 
formed with each individual quality used in a different way. Who says that 
eurusddlive@gmail.com wasnt created by another member of this group, living nearby, 



on another adres? But! Lets not jump into assumptions. I will wait and see what 
happens. 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 6:51am | Post# 12467

 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} If someone is falsely accused he has all rights to get it cleared. But will FF do it? 
I am not sure how important this particular issue is to them. 
Should be. It's a safety issue. 
I think it is important to solve the problem. 

 

NoCoolNick Nov 16, 2014 6:56am | Post# 12468

 
I still remember you guys was warned when EURUSDD had his magical indicator that he 
would not share and as he had made for him. When busted with it, again.. excuses..  
 
EURUSDD is a mathguy and he has probably thrown formulas at you looking cool and 
smart, but i doubt that he has a "system" and there was probably not more to come. He 
wanted you guys to do his work, and find the holy grail. I don't doubt EURUSDD has 
something to him, but he didn't have "IT"... he did not have a "system".. he was not 
making long term profits. 
 
Him trading and the fund is the final piece in the puzzel, clearly showing that EURUSDD 
do not have a system or at least the 3% kills his accounts. You can defend him all you 
want but he is pretty much busted. 
 
Then we have the other aspect of this mess! Forget about the scamming.. EURUSDD 
came here and wanted share something, he put in a lot of hours and posts, he help 
people with answers and ideas. THen what happens? a group of members, those who 
seems to have gotten something out of this circus, goes outside the forum and starts a 
private group to work more on their "concept". In my eyes that is just as low as the stuff 
EURUSDD is doing. They get something for free (no matter if it works or not) from one 
who give much time here, and they suck it up and run away with their findings and goes 
secretly private... instead of helping others in their turn so all could benefit from 
findings.. Or all could help build it to a better system.. if even a system.. So those guys 
was not living as they learned... They are just as bad all of them. 
 
So scammers scamming the scammer?? Or the scammer trying to scam the scammers?  
 
Open your eyes guys! 

 

Ken A Nov 16, 2014 7:16am | Post# 12469

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Oh my  
 

 
 



 

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 7:21am | Post# 12470

 
Quoting NoCoolNick 
a group of members, those who seems to have gotten something out of this circus, goes 
outside the forum and starts a private group to work more on their "concept". In my eyes 
that is just as low as the stuff EURUSDD is doing. 
with all due respect, what i do in my free time is none of your business.  

Quoting NoCoolNick 
instead of helping others in their turn so all could benefit from findings.. Or all could 
help build it to a better system.. if even a system.. So those guys was not living as they 
learned... They are just as bad all of them. So scammers scamming the scammer?? Or 
the scammer trying to scam the scammers? Open your eyes guys! 
uh, these are serious accusations. are you sure you have any idea what you are talking 
about?  
 
example: from my side, the group has helped debug the RecurrenceStatistic indicator 
and has helped with making the pdf, which i never considered important and would not 
have written it for myself. i have numerous pms and thread comments saying how useful 
they found the indicator and the pdf. my act of providing those here is not for my own 
benefit.  
 
with all this being said, i would love to believe eurusdd is innocent. he has provided an 
immense depth of ideas here. i would say it is remotely possible, but highly unlikely that 
his ff account was hacked or something. there is a dr jekyll/mr hyde scenario here. i 
would love to believe that those two do not share a common body. unfortunately, every 
piece of evidence says otherwise. sorry.  
 
k 

 

candero Nov 16, 2014 7:23am | Post# 12471



 
Everyone who got emails, look up the IP addresses of those. Not particularly hard, google 
how to do it. Post the addresses and compare. 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 7:26am | Post# 12472

 
Quoting NoCoolNick 
I still remember you guys was warned when EURUSDD had his magical indicator that he 
would not share and as he had made for him. When busted with it, again.. excuses.. 
EURUSDD is a mathguy and he has probably thrown formulas at you looking cool and 
smart, but i doubt that he has a "system" and there was probably not more to come. He 
wanted you guys to do his work, and find the holy grail. I don't doubt EURUSDD has 
something to him, but he didn't have "IT"... he did not have a "system".. he was not 
making long term profits. Him trading and the fund... 
"Eurusudd" put trade explorer. He made very precise operations. It does not fit. 
Everyone is free, therefore, the facebook group is a project that anyone can make. 
Normally, when you can not see a solution, you seek help elsewhere to resolve the issue. 

I think it is a free system, that each of us has a choice to make.  
 
Or refine indicators, which I agree with Kprsa regarding this paragraph 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 8:04am | Post# 12473

 
1 Attachment(s) 

MESSAGE OF EURUSDD 

 

"This is a snapshot of one of the conversations: Now: have I 
ever communicated with fx_jay privately before? NO! Do I 
ask people on this forum to explain their system or trading 
style to me? NO. I think i even advise everyone to keep their 
individual systems secret. 
Why will I contact fx_jay on 12th Nov, when I did not join his 
group? Why will I ask fx_jay to send something to my email 
and include a chart example? What am I going to learn from 
fx_jay that I already do not know? 
 

Have I ever used the term "sim thread" before? Whay will I 
tell him to not share anything with the "sim thread" when I 
have already share a lot myself and promised to share even 
more in January? If I was concerned about brokers 
watching, why will I promise to share DELAY AND 
REVOLUTION on my thread next year? 
 

Finally, what is the meaning of "Rg" at th end of the 
message? I have never used that before to anyone in my 
messages!!! 



I have shared a lot of free information on my thread and 
promised to help you guys put all the pieces together when I 
am done with my thesis. So, why will I ask Fx_jay, who 
knows nothing I know to teach my his methods???" 
 

 

 

Ken A Nov 16, 2014 8:12am | Post# 12474

 
1 Attachment(s) 

And this ...........  
 

 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1416075965  

 



burnssss Nov 16, 2014 8:23am | Post# 12475

 
1 Attachment(s) 

MESSAGE OF "EURUSDD" 

 

Finally: I only removed my picture on friday. But the 
message to fx_jay had this picture 
 

 
 

All those who visited this thread can confirm that my real 
picture was used every time till friday when this so called 
thing stared. So, whoever is using that address, and 
communicated with fx_way is possibly 
 

"using a platform similar to the one FF is using" 

This means a lot, if you think about it! Why? FF can check my 
chart history in my private messages during the whole of last 
week. They will not find any message to fx_jay in my inbox, 
trash or sent folders!!!! 
 

So, fx_jay could only have got that mail from a platform he is 
connected to!!!  

 

Ken A Nov 16, 2014 8:26am | Post# 12476

 
The admins of this site will have final say ........... 



 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 8:48am | Post# 12477

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE OF "EURUSDD" Finally: I only removed my picture on friday. But the message 
to fx_jay had this picture {image} All those who visited this thread can confirm that my 
real picture was used every time till friday when this so called thing stared. So, whoever 
is using that address, and communicated with fx_way is possibly "using a platform 
similar to the one FF is using" This means a lot, if you think about it! Why? FF can check 
my chart history in my private messages during the whole of last week. They will not find 
any message to fx_jay in... 
That is true, when I got the message at the 12th of november it was this black, yellow, 
green picture not the picture that he removed friday, even before he removed his picture 
on friday, it was this black, yellow, green picture in my inbox. There is something very 
weird going on here, I think. 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 8:50am | Post# 12478

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just to make it clear for the non-thech people here: Its possible (and easy) to edit the 
content of any page/site and take a screenshot. 
 
So, one should not consider screenshots of sites as proof. Skype screenshots are more 
reliable (but can be fake too). 
 
The admins from FF can have access to anyone's private message (I'm not sure about this, 
because there're some criptography techniquies that dont allow the access without knowing 
the password) and they can check if the screenshot posted really exist. 
 
Eurusdd CANNOT proof that he didnt sent the messages (any proof he gives can be fake). 
FX-jay and the others CAN proof they received the messages (a video of he accessing his FF 
account, going to messages tab and opening the eurusdd's message will be more reliable 
than a screenshot). 
 
As of a hacked FF account, this is possible too. People hack Apple, why not FF? 
 

To explain what I'm saying, here is a screenshot of a "message" Eurusdd sent me  
 
PS: I'm not taking any side. I dont care if Eurusdd or Fxjay are scammers. 



 

 

Sasco_me Nov 16, 2014 8:59am | Post# 12479

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE OF "EURUSDD" Finally: I only removed my picture on friday. But the message 
to fx_jay had this picture {image} All those who visited this thread can confirm that my 
real picture was used every time till friday when this so called thing stared. So, whoever 
is using that address, and communicated with fx_way is possibly "using a platform 
similar to the one FF is using" This means a lot, if you think about it! Why? FF can check 
my chart history in my private messages during the whole of last week. They will not find 
any message to fx_jay in... 
The puzzle will completed soooooooooooooon 

but the incomplete Idea will evaporate by two ways 
one of them the time .... 

the second , it will be enclosed within a 
closed flask !!! 

............. 

Eurusdd God with you ...  

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 9:04am | Post# 12480

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} That is true, when I got the message at the 12th of november it was this black, 
yellow, green picture not the picture that he removed friday, even before he removed his 
picture on friday, it was this black, yellow, green picture in my inbox. There is something 
very weird going on here, I think. 
hi, i did not receive this message. when you click on the message sender in the inbox, 
does it lead you to the eurusdd's profile or some alternative profile? please try this 



asap. 
i know that two profiles with the same name are not possible, but if ff, for example 
accepts utf characters as login, it is easy to make the username appear the same as their 
latin counterpart. 
k 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 9:09am | Post# 12481

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi, i did not receive this message. when you click on the message sender in the 
inbox, does it lead you to the eurusdd's profile or some alternative profile? please try this 
asap. i know that two profiles with the same name are not possible, but if ff, for example 
accepts utf characters as login, it is easy to make the username appear the same as their 
latin counterpart. k 
Hi, it sends me to his normal profile page http://www.forexfactory.com/eurusdd 
Can't see anything abnormal. 

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 9:13am | Post# 12482

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Hi, it sends me to his normal profile page http://www.forexfactory.com/eurusdd 
Can't see anything abnormal. 
ok, thanks. so this means that the pm in question was really sent from his ff account. 
k 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 9:20am | Post# 12483

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} ok, thanks. so this means that the pm in question was really sent from his ff 
account. k 
Yes, but the picture in my inbox was the whole week the black, yellow, green picture. Not 
the one he removed on Friday. That is weird, I think. 
 
GU 

 

Zelo Nov 16, 2014 9:24am | Post# 12484

 
It's weird!!! 
 
I remember when clicked on Eurusdd (the sender in Inbox) at that time, when i received 
"the message", it was black, yellow and green picture too. 

So maybe he got hacked  

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 9:25am | Post# 12485

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Yes, but the picture in my inbox was the whole week the black, yellow, green 
picture. Not the one he removed on Friday. That is weird, I think. GU 
Are you sure, GU-Night? That the picture when you received the message was the 
black-yellow-green? 



 
This is totally weird. 
 
I was reading the thread this week, and Eurusdd's picture was his face while I was 
reading. So its "impossible" that at 12th Nov you saw his picture as the black-yellow-
green. 
 
If you're right, the only explanation I can think is that your account is hacked too (or the 
whole FF is "hacked") 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 9:27am | Post# 12486

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} ok, thanks. so this means that the pm in question was really sent from his ff 
account. k 
If I send you a PM and I change my avatar after that, does the avatar then change in 
your inbox too? 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 9:28am | Post# 12487

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} If I send you a PM and I change my avatar after that, does the avatar then 
change in your inbox too? 
Differently from Facebook, the avatars on FF are all "connected". So, yes, the avatar in 
the message will change if you change your avatar. 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 9:29am | Post# 12488

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} Are you sure, GU-Night? That the picture when you received the message was 
the black-yellow-green? This is totally weird. I was reading the thread this week, and 
Eurusdd's picture was his face while I was reading. So its "impossible" that at 12th Nov 
you saw his picture as the black-yellow-green. If you're right, the only explanation I can 
think is that your account is hacked too (or the whole FF is "hacked") 
Yes, I'm totally sure about that. 

 

Kiads Nov 16, 2014 9:33am | Post# 12489

 
I Just whatever I am. So it's up to all of you to trust me or not. 
I received EURUSDD PM in my profile with EURUSDD Photograph at 12 Nov 2014 (that 
now change to that flag color) with his e-mail as mentioned and if i click his name of 
course it send me to his normal profile page as usual. 
 
And if you think that I'm in that what so called 'secret group' outside FF , that definitely 
not me. I just unsubscribe from EURUSDD because some guys accuse me as one of 
EURUSDD 'cheer' team because I say thanks to him several times in this thread, and that 
was honestly 'thank' from my heart. Also force me to 'share' what i know because they 
'think' that EURUSDD already 'give' me his secret recipe.. lol. BTW, I'm a good chef by 

myself..  
 
MTH 



 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 9:33am | Post# 12490

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Yes, but the picture in my inbox was the whole week the black, yellow, green 
picture. Not the one he removed on Friday. That is weird, I think. GU 

i agree that it is weird, but i don't have a working hypothesis that could explain it...  
the admins should be aware of these things much better.  
 
k 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 9:39am | Post# 12491

 
Quoting Kiads 
I received EURUSDD PM in my profile with EURUSDD Photograph at 12 Nov 2014 
GU-Night and kprsa are saying contradictory things. Gu-night, I'm almost sure that 
when you received the message, the avatar was "his face". This is the only possible way. 
 
If when you received the message, the was the black-yellow-green, then at that 
time the message was sent from someone else (not from eurusdd) and now you 
say the inbox message redirects to eursdd's profile. 
 
This isn't weird. This is impossible. UNLESS your account is hacked too (I dont want to 
accuse FF admins, but other possible explanation is that they are involved in this). 
 
I'm a professional web developer. I know how sites and servers work. 

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 9:40am | Post# 12492

 
Quoting Kiads 
I Just whatever I am. So it's up to all of you to trust me or not. I received EURUSDD PM 
in my profile with EURUSDD Photograph at 12 Nov 2014 (that now change to that flag 
color) with his e-mail as mentioned and if i click his name of course it send me to his 
normal profile page as usual. 
ok, thanks, this is an important statement.  
 
i can confirm that Kiads (unfortunately) isn't a member of the ff group. 
 
cheers,  
k 

 

Kiads Nov 16, 2014 9:41am | Post# 12493

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} GU-Night and kprsa are saying contradictory things. Gu-night, I'm almost sure 
that when you received the message, the avatar was "his face". This is the only possible 
way. If when you received the message, the was the black-yellow-green, then at that 
time the message was sent from someone else (not from eurusdd) and now you say the 
inbox message redirects to eursdd's profile. This isn't weird. This is impossible. UNLESS 
your account is hacked too (I dont want to accuse FF admins, but other possible 
explanation is that they are involved in... 

 



 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 9:42am | Post# 12494

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} GU-Night and kprsa are saying contradictory things. I know how sites and 
servers work. 
just to be clear, i am not saying anything. i have not received this pm. i am just trying to 
give eurusdd last benefits of the doubt.  
k 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 9:43am | Post# 12495

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} just to be clear, i am not saying anything. i have not received this pm. i am just 
trying to give eurusdd last benefits of the doubt. k 

Sorry, I meant GU-night and Kiads (your names are similar ) 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 9:47am | Post# 12496

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} GU-Night and kprsa are saying contradictory things. Gu-night, I'm almost sure 
that when you received the message, the avatar was "his face". This is the only possible 
way. If when you received the message, the was the black-yellow-green, then at that 
time the message was sent from someone else (not from eurusdd) and now you say the 
inbox message redirects to eursdd's profile. This isn't weird. This is impossible. UNLESS 
your account is hacked too (I dont want to accuse FF admins, but other possible 
explanation is that they are involved in... 
 
I can only say that I'm totally sure that the picture in my inbox was the whole week the 
black, yellow, green one. I have no single doubt about that, even not if that is impossible 

 

 

Ken A Nov 16, 2014 9:50am | Post# 12497

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So as the story goes .......... 
 
Being a scammer and is now playing being a victim ............. FF account being hacked 
.......... the diversion .... 
 
And the gullible people are falling for it .......... 
 
Hope no one from FF sent the money out ....... 
 

 
 
 
gul·li·ble 
 
ˈɡələb(ə)l/ 
 
adjective 



1. easily persuaded to believe something; credulous. 
"an attempt to persuade a gullible public to spend their money" 
synonyms:credulous, naive, overtrusting, overtrustful, easily deceived, easily taken 
in, exploitable, dupable, impressionable, unsuspecting, unsuspicious,unwary, 
ingenuous, innocent, inexperienced, unworldly, green; More  

 
 
Edit: 
 

You have to ban me from telling on you  
 

 

 

Sasco_me Nov 16, 2014 9:51am | Post# 12498

 
Honestly I can solve the problem of the avatar 
Fx-jay may take the screen shot after the avatar already changed and sure it is 
changed at the inbox at the same time and he is not take the screen shot at the time of 
the message sent to him 
This is not the case it is more bigger than this i think 

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 10:04am | Post# 12499

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} GU-Night and kprsa are saying contradictory things. Gu-night, I'm almost sure 
that when you received the message, the avatar was "his face". This is the only possible 
way. If when you received the message, the was the black-yellow-green, then at that 
time the message was sent from someone else (not from eurusdd) and now you say the 
inbox message redirects to eursdd's profile. This isn't weird. This is impossible. UNLESS 
your account is hacked too (I dont want to accuse FF admins, but other possible 



explanation is that they are involved in... 
Kiads and my message are received at different times, can that something have to do 
with it? 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 10:05am | Post# 12500

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Kiads and my message are received at different times, can that something have 
to do with it? 
Oh, didnt pay attention to this. 
 
Yes, if he received the message at Friday. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 10:11am | Post# 12501

 
2 Attachment(s) 
No wonder he was able to scam some people so easily. 
 
This guy is continuously lying to you in the face and you are still defending him? Seriously?  
 
How about you go to his post #12,416 and read what he said 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...59#post7874059 
 
Is it just me or did he mention that the snapshots from FF were true? 
 
Only to change his mind few posts after that (post #12,477) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...95#post7874695 
 
Glad he was suspended so that he wouldn't be able to delete previous posts like he did with 
the posts that included the PDF. 

 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 10:14am | Post# 12502

 



Concerning the lame Profile Picture argument.  
 
I created the PDF and took the screenshots AFTER he changed his Profile Pic!  
So when I received his PMs it was his face, but now its the Yellow thing.  
 
The history of the messages in your inbox doesn't store the pic at the time the PM was 
sent. It shows the current Pic. 

 

Saturday Nov 16, 2014 10:26am | Post# 12503

 
I don't know what to believe right now, but i know for a fact that the things eurusdd 
shared in this thread works. I'm not stupid enough to pay for anything I don't know well 
on the internet, so I don't care about scamming attempts or what you want to call the 
stuff going on here. I just hope that if he gets banned from forexfactory, he'll continue on 
another site, - his ideas are invaluable. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 10:26am | Post# 12504

 
2 Attachment(s) 
You want more proof? I don't know why would any sane person need any more proof, but 
what the heck I'll give you more proof:  
 
Attached is a snapshot form the skype conversation when I refused to send him money.  
Our beloved scammer want to show me his prediction skills, so he sent me a link with a 
screenshot from his desktop showing the he "predicted" that I was not serious about 
sending him money.  
 

I'd like you to notice the background behind his message  
Call me crazy, but I believe that is EURUSDD's private page. No? Maybe not, but its up to 
Ginger & Burnss to confirm if they sent messages from EURUSDD during the dates that 
show in the screenshot.  
 

Did I also hack into that and take the screenshot? Some smart asses will say maybe 
Good for you, I believe you are the ones that have already sent their money & will never get 
it back.  
 
Here's the link: http://gyazo.com/b5f43d44418897f86cc79dee9a37d0b0 



 

 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 10:27am | Post# 12505

 
Right, Eurusdd confirmed the authenticity of FF messages. 
 
Actually my point was just about using screenshots to proof things (when screenshots 



aren't reliable, as I showed here). 
Then Gunight raised the question about the avatar. Based in FXjay and Kiads posts, I'm 
almost sure GUnight was confused about the pics. 

 

LvCa Nov 16, 2014 10:32am | Post# 12506

 
No , sorry this is more of a crazy movie , who is ketcuppato and who is not , ehy why 

why what ?  

This thing is no clear!  

 

GU-Night Nov 16, 2014 10:40am | Post# 12507

 
Quoting feanor 
Right, Eurusdd confirmed the authenticity of FF messages. Actually my point was just 
about using screenshots to proof things (when screenshots aren't reliable, as I showed 
here). Then Gunight raised the question about the avatar. Based in FXjay and Kiads 
posts, I'm almost sure GUnight was confused about the pics. 
Maybe was Zelo then confused too? Think what you want my friend, but knowing that I 
was confused or knowing what I saw is a little weird don't you think? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...70#post7874770  

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 10:42am | Post# 12508

 
1 Attachment(s) 
And this piece of information he provided us with is one hell of a powerful argument (check 
attachment) 
 
 
This guy may be a genius mathematician, but one hell of a loser when it comes to 
scamming or even trading 
I feel sad for whoever sent him money. I hope y'all would let go of your ego & have the 
balls to go public and say that you have been robbed from your money, and all of this 
drama will be over. 
 
Just to make it clear, I was the #1 fan of EURUSDD, I'm pretty sure that some of 
you guys are here after you saw my results using the methods presented here on 
this thread, or after reading my good reviews about EURUSDD on other threads. 
However, even if Jesus (since he likes to compare himself to Jesus) wanted to 
steal my hard earned money I would warn everyone about him. 
 
If the scam was to uncover later, and people know that I knew about it without letting it 
out, I would definitely be viewed as an accomplice. Who knows, maybe this guy could have 
even used my results to promote his scam. This was & won't ever be tolerated. 
 
Best, 
Jay 



 

 

priceaction1 Nov 16, 2014 11:08am | Post# 12509

 
@ FX-Jay I have clear cut 100% proof that you are correct by just see his first post. 
he show a Detailed Statement just look it. all we know that these statement are shown 
date wise i.e trade on 14/11/14 than 15/11/14 than 16/11/14. than 17/11/14 and so on. 
what he did is just cut past the different profit able trades from different accounts may 
be from same broker and post it. look first 2 trades are from 14/8/14 than next 3 from 

13/8/14 than next 14/8/14 than 12 than 15 again 12/8 and so on.  
 
 
poor guy can't do home work. 
 
 
 
 
a truth about Forex trading. NO HG is exist 
 
extract from 'trading price action trends' BY AL BROOKS. 
 
 
If you think about it, trading is a zero-sum game and it is impossible to have a zero-sum 
game where rules 
consistently work. If they worked, everyone would use them and then there would be no 
one on the other side of 
the trade. Therefore, the trade could not exist. Guidelines are very helpful but reliable 
rules cannot exist, and this 
usually very troubling to a trader starting out who wants to believe that trading is a 
game that can be very 
profitable if only you can come up with just the right set of rules. All rules work some of 
the time, and usually just 
enough to fool you into believing that you just need to tweak them a little to get them to 
work all of the 
thme. You are trying to create a trading god who will protect you, but you are fooling 
yourself and looking for an 
easy solution to a game where only hard solutions work. You are competing against the 
smartest people in the 
world, and if you are smart enough to come up with a foolproof rule set, so are they, and 
then everyone is faced 
the zero-sum game dilemma. You cannot make money trading unless you are flexible, 
because you need to go 
where the market is going, and the market is extremely flexible. It can bend in every 
direction and for much longer 
than most would ever imagine. It can also reverse repeatedly every few bars for a long, 
long time. Finally, it can 



and will do everything in between. Never get upset by this, and just accept it as reality 
and admire it as part of the 
beauty of the game. 

 

Atihun Nov 16, 2014 11:20am | Post# 12510

 
im not a fanboy or trying to protect him but no, its sorted by opening price. if you look 
carefully youll see its ascending. 

Quoting priceaction1 

@ FX-Jay I have clear cut 100% proof that you are correct by just see his first post. 
he show a Detailed Statement just look it. all we know that these statement are shown 
date wise i.e trade on 14/11/14 than 15/11/14 than 16/11/14. than 17/11/14 and so on. 
what he did is just cut past the different profit able trades from different accounts may 
be from same broker and post it. look first 2 trades are from 14/8/14 than next 3 from 

13/8/14 than next 14/8/14 than 12 than 15 again 12/8 and so on. poor guy 
can't do home work.... 
 

 

tashkent Nov 16, 2014 11:23am | Post# 12511

 
I think EURUSDD is not a person. 
It is a group. 
Some take care of the theory in FF (the brain), others the "public relations and funding" 
(the deputy) 
The brain presents the ideas, the deputy sends emails, answers them and collects 
money. 
the members of the group have full access to the main account in FF. 
 
this may sound weird, but clarifies lots of confusion especially with EURUSDD not 
knowing people who he is chatting with, claiming his account hacked or "someone else" 
acting as him, changing profile info etc. 
 

just one crazy assumption  

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 11:25am | Post# 12512

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@ EURUSDD  
 
I just checked your shouts on your profile. (I'll attach them here for everyone to see)  
 
My answer to you is the following: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...47#post7873947  
 
" It saddens that when EURUSDD was confronted and asked to clarify what was going on, 
his reaction was to act stupid, add more lies, and ban most of the members that made 
his thread what it is now. 
 
I had my doubts that his account may be hacked or someone is taking advantage of it, 
that's why I didn't want to clarify the scam before giving him a chance to explain. Notice 
that in yesterday's posts on his thread I didn't even mention him personally or 
say that HE is the SCAM. I just said that there was something fishy going on & I 



don't accept to be part of its success whether directly or indirectly. 
 
Now that he was given the chance to clarify, he has confirmed all doubts that he 
is the one behind the scam through the way he acted. 
 

So now I won't feel bad for letting out the truth  
You can check the documented scam on the attached PDF 
 
Feel free to share it on his thread or anywhere else so that the rest of the poor people 
out there won't be fooled & ripped off their money. 
 
Best, 
Jay " 

 

 

priceaction1 Nov 16, 2014 11:28am | Post# 12513

 
he use Cycle identifier it repaint it self. one can make a very good screen shot 

after the candle close. but not at the NOW time. useless.  
I did use 100 of 100 indi's and at last I have hardly any indi on my charts. and still 
making good money. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 11:31am | Post# 12514

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Just to prove to you some more that we were almost sure that your account was hacked, 
here's a snapshot from the FF group that you are accusing of ruining your reputation: 
 
 
We did our best to give you a chance to explain yourself and the fishy things happening 
from your account, but unfortunately you were stupid enough to give yourself in in front 
of the whole world with your lame arguments and contradictory statements right here in 
the thread. 
 
I'm sorry buddy, we were convinced that this was not you & your account was hacked. 
However, you managed to convince us by yourself that it was really you. 
 
Such a shame and disappointment! 



 

 

Lacunoide Nov 16, 2014 11:33am | Post# 12515

 
Quoting priceaction1 

he use Cycle identifier it repaint if self. one can make a very good screen shot 

after the candle close. but not at the NOW time. useless. I did use 100 of 100 indi's 
and at last I have hardly any indi on my charts. and still making good money. 
same here, no indicator at all... 99.99% of them are worthless.. 

 

priceaction1 Nov 16, 2014 11:33am | Post# 12516

 
Quoting Atihun 
im not a fanboy or trying to protect him but no, its sorted by opening price. if you look 
carefully youll see its ascending. {quote} 

is it, ok if some one post same looking thing of any MT4 account I will removed my 
post. 

 

swamper Nov 16, 2014 11:38am | Post# 12517

 
Jay, 
Without question, you did the correct thing. Absolutely. By remaining silent you would 
have been part of the problem rather than part of the solution. Evidently, separating the 
man from the concepts is just too difficult for some, especially those who love 
conspiracies. But you should know that you can't convince everyone, even with the 
extensive evidence provided. Remember the reaction here by some when you posted 
your trading results? 
Swamper 



 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 11:53am | Post# 12518

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Maybe was Zelo then confused too? Think what you want my friend, but 
knowing that I was confused or knowing what I saw is a little weird don't you think? 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...70#post7874770  
This is going way so weird that I'm starting to think that Eurusdd and Fxjay are the same 

person  

 

BlackStack Nov 16, 2014 11:59am | Post# 12519

 
Way back Eurusdd said that he was working with a group of people (not the FF people) to 
develop his system and that they compared results to improve the system. It is quite 
possible that members of this group shared the Eurusdd account. So, even if the FF 
account was accessed by different IP addresses, even from different countries, it does 
not mean that they were not working together on whatever occurred. 
 
Personally I never thought that Eurusdd had any system that worked before presenting 
them here. I think that he would throw out his thoughts here and hope that someone 
would develop a system or indicator that would do something that would work. 

 

4xPIPAHOLIC Nov 16, 2014 12:00pm | Post# 12520

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} This is going way so weird that I'm starting to think that Eurusdd and Fxjay are 

the same person  
I have not been commenting all this time been watching the table tennis game from far 
away...but now that you said it I have this feeling also...as a matter a fact I think 3 of 

them are the same person(not talking about fxjay)....but I could be wrong   

 

ginger Nov 16, 2014 12:03pm | Post# 12521

 
"Everyone, this should show you that fx-jay is probably the 
one who hacked my account. Look at this picture carefully. 
The background is my account and he has access to my 
private mails. I do not think burnsss or ginger every sent 
him a private mail. Compare this picture from FXJAY with 
my real background. 
 

Notice the US FX22 RAPTOR on the left. This proves that 
fxjay hacked my account!!!! 
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui...cc27&zw&atsh=1 
 

Now this is my real profile page::: 
 
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui...cc27&zw&atsh=1  

 



bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 12522

 
I have two questions: 

1. Why are certain individuals writing responses in huge fonts? 
2. Where is a copy of the PDF so I can read it? 

Thanks for anyone that can assist me. 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 12:13pm | Post# 12523

 
Quoting ginger 
"Everyone, this should show you that fx-jay is probably the one who hacked my account. 
Look at this picture carefully. The background is my account and he has access to my 
private mails. I do not think burnsss or ginger every sent him a private mail. Compare 
this picture from FXJAY with my real background. Notice the US FX22 RAPTOR on the 
left. This proves that fxjay hacked my account!!!! {image} Now this is my real profile 
page::: {image} 
The images aren't loading (you should download them and upload them) (copy & paste 
from gmail doesn't work) 

 

ginger Nov 16, 2014 12:16pm | Post# 12524

 
I see all the picture......how is possible that you don't see the picture in the thread? 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 12:19pm | Post# 12525

 
Quoting ginger 
I see all the picture......how is possible that you don't see the picture in the thread? 
Probably because you're logged in your gmail account. Then you have credentials to see 
the image. All the other people cant see. 
(this is due browser cookies) 

 

ginger Nov 16, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 12526

 
2 Attachment(s) 





 

 

Ullen Nov 16, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 12527

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} This is going way so weird that I'm starting to think that Eurusdd and Fxjay are 

the same person  
I can assure you that this is not the case.  
 
Fx-Jay is as legit as they get in here.  

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 12:22pm | Post# 12528

 
Quoting ginger 
{image}{image} 
Now the images work. 
 
But Eurusdd is crazy. FXjay said that this screenshot was sent to him by eurusdd ... 
(eurusdd took the screenshot, not fxjay) 

 

favoured111 Nov 16, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 12529

 



Quoting ginger 
"Everyone, this should show you that fx-jay is probably the one who hacked my account. 
Look at this picture carefully. The background is my account and he has access to my 
private mails. I do not think burnsss or ginger every sent him a private mail. Compare 
this picture from FXJAY with my real background. Notice the US FX22 RAPTOR on the 
left. This proves that fxjay hacked my account!!!! {image} Now this is my real profile 
page::: {image} 
 
Hmmm, I just hope the truth will come out soon. It really seems Eurusdd's account 
hacked by those pointing fingers at him... namely fxjay. 
 
Fxjay, Will be shameful if you are just trying to ruin him. 
 
I still believe Eurusdd is selfless enough to share all he shared in this forum which has 
greatly increased your profit. Hoping you dont pay him evil for good.  
 
Management should look into this and justify Eurusdd... 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 12:25pm | Post# 12530

 
2 Attachment(s) 

MESSAGE OF EURUSDD 

 
"Everyone, this should show you that fx-jay is probably the one who 
hacked my account. Look at this picture carefully. The background is my 
account and he has access to my private mails. I do not think burnsss or 
ginger every sent him a private mail. Compare this picture from FXJAY 
with my real background. 
 

 



 
 
Notice the US FX22 RAPTOR on the left. This proves that fxjay hacked 
my account!!!! 
Now this is my real profile page::: 
 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:30pm | Post# 12531

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} Now the images work. But Eurusdd is crazy. FXjay said that this screenshot was 
sent to him by eurusdd ... (eurusdd took the screenshot, not fxjay) 

I don't know i this argument should be supporting my case or his :P  
 
Mathematician gone mad 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 12532

 
Never argue with stupid people, they will drag you down to their level and then beat you 

with experience.' - Mark Twain  
 
You know what people, I apologize for wasting your time & trying to warn you.  
Feel free to send this guy your money, remember that he doesn't accept payments other than Bitcoins 
& Netteller transfers.  
 
The people that have an IQ that surpassed the one of a chicken have already made mind on this 
subject. 
For the rest, good luck I hope the eggs that you sent to Ghana will come back to you as golden eggs.  



 
Remember how stupid you will look defending a scammer that will be banned from FF 

just as he was banned from BabyPips not so long ago  

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 12533

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting bluepanther 
I have two questions: Why are certain individuals writing responses in huge fonts? Where 
is a copy of the PDF so I can read it? Thanks for anyone that can assist me. 
When you can't prove a point by logic, you try making the font bigger to make it sound 
smart :P 
 
Here you go 
SCAM ALERT - EURUSDD.pdf  

 

favoured111 Nov 16, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 12534

 
How come we see fxjay typing on skype as john forex ...... 
 
Much to look into. 
 

Also, burnsss and ginger did you ever send fxjay a private 
message?  

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 12535

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} I don't know i this argument should be supporting my case or his :P 
Mathematician gone mad 

Lol this one was supporting you  
 
If you hacked eurusd account, then you are sending the messages in his name today, 

right?  

 

swamper Nov 16, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 12536

 
How is it that someone trading from the US has his primary account, one which I assume 
would be a live account, with FXPRO, a broker that doesn't accept US customers due to 
CFTC regulations? Could it be that someone in Ghana wanted to hide this from his marks 
but forgot to consider CFTC issues when he listed a broker who doesn't do business in 
the US? 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:36pm | Post# 12537

 
Quoting favoured111 
{quote} Hmmm, I just hope the truth will come out soon. It really seems Eurusdd's 
account hacked by those pointing fingers at him... namely fxjay. Fxjay, Will be shameful 
if you are just trying to ruin him. I still believe Eurusdd is selfless enough to share all he 



shared in this forum which has greatly increased your profit. Hoping you dont pay him 
evil for good. Management should look into this and justify Eurusdd... 
Yep my flight just landed from Ghana, I was actually on his PC taking those screenshots 
while he was in the toilet.  
 
Sorry for misleading. 

 

adeforex Nov 16, 2014 12:37pm | Post# 12538

 
SECRETS, SECRETS, SECRETS, INSIDERS, SMALL GROUPS OUTSIDE FF........THEN 
IT GETS MESSIER ...... 
IF ACTUALLY ALL THE ALLEGATIONS LATER COME TRUE (from what am seeing now, 
everything is pointing to that direction, unless otherwise proven), 
 
MY CONSPIRACY THEORIES: ( ONLY WHAT MY OPINION REPRESENTS) 
1. If eurusdd contacted fx-jay for him to invest in order for him to trade for him, 
according to what i have read and seen,then EURUSDD is a worst scammer i have ever 
seen. Someone that has HUGE success like that, and claimed he used what he thought 
him to achieve better results , you are still turning to him for him to part ways with his 
huge investment to an unnamed broker..............ummmmmmm . 
2. Will it be possible that eurusdd is good in statistics and probabilities and yet, poor in 
forex applications, BUT wait...... Many of his calls were damn great and accurate? 
WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING HERE, I DONT REALLY KNOW, TRUELLY? 
3. What about if heavy forces are BEHIND this, in order to distort and work AGAINST all 
the ideas presented here JUST to stop FOREX from getting easier than we used to 
understand. REMEMBER THIS IS A PUBLIC FORUM, brokers, traders ,sellers, affiliates, 
signal providers and bankers are all here. ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN. ANY SITE CAN BE 
HACKED, TRUST ME. 
 
i want to make it clear: ONLY THE ADMIN HAVE ACCESS TO WHAT REALLY HAPPENED IN 
RELATED TO HACKING OF ACCOUNT, EXCHANGE OF MAILS AND TRUTH BEHIND THIS. 
WE DONT WANT HAVE BAKED reports, we dont want membership revoked until we see 
step by step of what really happened so that others can be thought a lesson and learn 
from it. 
 
THE IDEAS HERE ARE GREAT AND NUGGETS, It CANT BE EASY FOR ME MORE 
THAN THIS AS AT NOW. THIS IS MY FIRST TIME I AM SHOWING THE WAY I 
TRADE WITH FULL CHART...... 
You can see the kprsa fractals ( with my own settings), you can see tz indicator (with my 
own settings) , you can see my own momentum arrows that shows me if large orders are 
taken as at that time, to confirm possible reversal (my best indi), and follow big money, 
you can see my HA to confirm my entry. You can see many good opportunities. And it is 
applicable to all pairs, AT DIFFERENT intervals. WHAT DO I WANT AGAIN? Only that no 
brokers i used will ever know the trade i will take, or how i finalize my pairs even they 
know what i use..common, i am pissed. 
Everything on this thread is great BUT here we are ...........................NOW EVERYONE 
IS DISTRACTED...ENEMY OF PROGRESS WILL NOT RULE. 
 
THANK GOD IT HAS GOTTEN THIS FAR, BEFORE WE ARE HERE, IF EVENTUALLY 
WE CANT MOVE ON MORE THAN THIS, GET WHAT YOU HAVE GOTTEN FROM 
THIS GREAT THREAD, AND IMPROVE YOUR SELF.... THEN YOU DON'T NEED ANY 
SECRET AGAIN.  

 

NoCoolNick Nov 16, 2014 12:38pm | Post# 12539

 



Quoting kprsa 
with all due respect, what i do in my free time is none of your business. 
Yes, will never argue against that as you are quite right, but there is moral aspects here 
also.. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 12540

 
Quoting feanor 

{quote} Lol this one was supporting you If you hacked eurusd account, then you 

are sending the messages in his name today, right?  

 

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 12:40pm | Post# 12541

 
3 Attachment(s) 
I have a third question: 
 
3. Will FF introduce mandatory ID checks on everyone, to prevent duplicate accounts, fraud, 
etc. etc.? 
 
Umm FX-Jay, that is not the PDF I am requesting. I was after the PDF with mathematical 
formulae in it (let me get a screenshot... one sec) 
 

 



 

 

 

burnssss Nov 16, 2014 12:42pm | Post# 12542

 

MESSAGE "EURUSDD" 

 

"Only FF management can settle this case. Let them allow me to 



take a snapshot of my inbox, sent and inbox folders for all to see. 
They alone have the power to know where those mails came 
from"  

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 12:44pm | Post# 12543

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE "EURUSDD" "Only FF management can settle this case. Let them allow me to 
take a snapshot of my inbox, sent and inbox folders for all to see. They alone have the 
power to know where those mails came from" 
As I already said, Eurusdd cant prove that he didnt send the messages. He can just 
delete them and take the snapshot... 

 

saver0 Nov 16, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 12544

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ginger 
{image}{image} 

 
 
Take a look at the dates! That's what important. 
Anybody else remember seeing a F-22 on his profile around Nov 8th 10th? I remember 
seeing one. This is not the first time that I have seen this F-22 For Sure. 



 
------------------------------------ -------- 
 
@EURUSDD and others 
The screenshot is from back then. EURUSDD is just lying openly and fully.. this guy is 
bending the truth like no other. I know his crap from way back then, the babypip days, 
and I have read through all of his threads at FF. This is just insanity. I have never seen 
such a bigger liar in my whole life online.. Reminds me of the rats running around in our 
governments around the world just waiting to get caught with mousetraps that we have 
yet to lay down. Usually when people get caught, they disappear and go into hiding 
because they are ashamed.. but this is just sad! He is continuing to feed lies and making 
up insane theories that makes ZERO sense whats so ever. I'm a 12yr IT consultant and I 
know a few things about technology. This is just sad. I'm even thinking, is this guy a 
mentally handicapped person? I don't mean no disrespect, but this is just insanity. 
 
He is saying how screenshots with his Green/Yellow profile picture he changed just 
recently and that FX-Jay's posts contain it.. Well OF COURSE, FX-Jay took the 
screenshots AFTER he changed it. It's like imagine him taking a screenshot of his inbox 
right now, it will show the Green/Yellow profile picture of EURUSDD.  
And then he is using the example that feanor made with "bla bla bla" text to show how 
screenshot can be easily faked as proof that someone created a fake identity.. I mean, 
seriously? Are you retarded man or just really really slow? I always had my suspicions 
about you but I never thought you were this retarded. Sorry man, don't get offended. I 
have to lay it down the way I see it. I know its a strong word to use, retarded, especially 
since you came out looking like a genius, but that doesn't mean you are mentally 
handicapped. I'm sorry if you really are. Maybe math is your only strong side..  
 
Anyways, please end the lies and come out clean and be on your way. There is no way 
you will regain the trust as long as this thread is public. Your name is on it and its a hot 
thread so anybody who searches for your name, this will come up. So my only advice is 
to be a man, grow up, and say the truth and move on. At least then, it will show that you 
are willing to grow from this and to put this side behind you. Best of luck to you! And I'm 
sorry that this happened to you, it is such a shame. 

 

cenetti Nov 16, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 12545

 
Doesn't matter who is who at this point. Chances are EURUSDD guy is a smart math guy 
but he can't trade, he doesn't have the capital nor the skill to trade and sustain 
profitability. If every smart person knew how to make money then all the professors, 
phds would be making millions in their fields. People who can, do; those who can't 
,teach!  
 
He shared his incomplete ideas with you (real traders) so that you can come up with 
trading strategies. Get whatever you can from all this and move on. And if you in any 
way fund his or someone else's account thinking he'll be making money for you.. well.. 
you deserve to lose it all.  
 
And don't forget! People share not because they're nice people, they share because their 
strategy is still a 'work in progress' and they're still looking for "input" themselves.  
 
Anyone who can double/triple accounts in a couple of days with 0% drawdown in a 
constant basis with a proven strategy can walk into a bank/investment firm/hedge fund 
and prove their strategy and get all the 'funding' in the world.  

 

Rahimseven Nov 16, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 12546



 

WEIRD THINGS!!! 

 
Email forensics 101 (Will the real Eurusdd please stand up???) 
 
He writes FX-Jay, fxjay, FX_Jay... Who does that? 
 
Written language patterns are recurrent given a long enough time and data set. 

Keyword search and Eurusdd has never used these words / phrases in his 2 YEAR/ 

2232 posts he has here on FF: 
 
Stunning 
Drawdown- only once 
Sim Thread 
Eurusdd - written all lower or UPPER case. 
Promise 
e-mail - he writes as email 
Private - used only once 
 
 
I really want to believe this guy. I really do!!!  
 
Yet, Eurusdd may indeed be a group as mentioned... Or Hacked... 
 
Hope no one took a loss. 
 
 
 

OK. Time to focus on the week ahead.   

 

Ullen Nov 16, 2014 12:47pm | Post# 12547

 
I'm literally facepalming myself at the moment.. 

 

tradeforlife Nov 16, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 12548

 
Quoting priceaction1 

@ FX-Jay I have clear cut 100% proof that you are correct by just see his first post. 
he show a Detailed Statement just look it. all we know that these statement are shown 
date wise i.e trade on 14/11/14 than 15/11/14 than 16/11/14. than 17/11/14 and so on. 
what he did is just cut past the different profit able trades from different accounts may 
be from same broker and post it. look first 2 trades are from 14/8/14 than next 3 from 

13/8/14 than next 14/8/14 than 12 than 15 again 12/8 and so on. poor guy 
can't do home work.... 
 
You are right priceaction but only thing is, it is not cut paste but it is filtered based on 
'profit' column in the terminal window so that you get all the lose and win trades 

grouped.  

 



FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 12:51pm | Post# 12549

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE "EURUSDD" "Only FF management can settle this case. Let them allow me to 
take a snapshot of my inbox, sent and inbox folders for all to see. They alone have the 
power to know where those mails came from" 
 
No worries, they will... and that's most probably when he'll get banned not just 

suspended  

 

NoCoolNick Nov 16, 2014 12:53pm | Post# 12550

 
Quoting favoured111 
{quote} Hmmm, I just hope the truth will come out soon. It really seems Eurusdd's 
account hacked by those pointing fingers at him... namely fxjay. Fxjay, Will be shameful 
if you are just trying to ruin him. I still believe Eurusdd is selfless enough to share all he 
shared in this forum which has greatly increased your profit. Hoping you dont pay him 
evil for good. Management should look into this and justify Eurusdd... 
You are really smart... Why don't you contact EURUSDD and tell him you want to invest 
and let him trade your money? But please don't come crying here when you suddenly 
cant get in contact with him and your money are forever gone. 
 
1 If he was serious in helping then a PAM or any other solution would have been fine. 
THere is software that make is possible for one to trade all accounts at the same time 
and get those real juicy lotssizes..  
2 No answers on broker or where, and only neteller? Guess that broker is tha shit.. Bye 
bye money.. 
3 Secret secret.... don't tell anyone... they are all watching..  
4 Looking back at all EURUSDDs calls... hmm.. he claimed something of 97% accuracy. 
But most of his calls looks like they have been a "Rare event" as they did not work to 
often. 
 
You can look at it any way you want, but he was going to take as much money of ppl 
here as he could and then, no more EURUSDD. 

 

maflip Nov 16, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 12551

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 



 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 1:02pm | Post# 12552

 
I would like to have $100k to lost  

 

elf_cui Nov 16, 2014 1:03pm | Post# 12553

 
I must say ‘sorry’ to Eurusdd，before couple days the crazy things happy，I asked him 
about the banned thread at babypips. 
haha,just what i think what is going on 

 

NoCoolNick Nov 16, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 12554

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
WEIRD THINGS!!! Email forensics 101 (Will the real Eurusdd please stand up???) He 
writes FX-Jay, fxjay, FX_Jay... Who does that? Written language patterns are recurrent 
given a long enough time and data set. Keyword search and Eurusdd has never used 
these words / phrases in his 2 YEAR/ 2232 posts he has here on FF: Stunning Drawdown- 
only once Sim Thread Eurusdd - written all lower or UPPER case. Promise e-mail - he 
writes as email Private - used only once I really want to believe this guy. I really do!!! 
Yet, Eurusdd may indeed be a group as mentioned...... 
Well his accounts probably always have looked like this... 
 
http://en.zulutrade.com/trader/65750  
(scroll down) 
 
.. as i said before, his "system" is killing his accounts.. 

 



bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 1:14pm | Post# 12555

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting bluepanther 
I have a third question: 3. Will FF introduce mandatory ID checks on everyone, to prevent 
duplicate accounts, fraud, etc. etc.? Umm FX-Jay, that is not the PDF I am requesting. I was 
after the PDF with mathematical formulae in it (let me get a screenshot... one sec) {image} 
{image} {image} 
Does this PDF even exist? I searched EURUSDD's posts and didn't come up with anything... 
 
Anyone? 
 

 

 

shiva Nov 16, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 12556

 
I sort of see both sides of the story. 
 
Side 1: If I am a scam artist and have successfully scammed people out of their hard 
earned money, I wouldn't bother justifying things I did and would certainly not bother to 
re-visit the scene of the crime. 
 
Side 2: Who in God's name goes to Ghana to do a P.H.D.? 
 
I am confused. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 1:15pm | Post# 12557

 

Quoting NoCoolNick 

{quote} Well his accounts probably always have looked like this... 
http://en.zulutrade.com/trader/65750 .. as i said before, his "system" is killing his 
accounts.. 



I'll be waiting for him to accuse me of hacking that account too back in 2011 
 
Going to clean my time machine, i'll be back in a while to see if he's gonna humiliate 
himself further ... 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 12558

 
Quoting bluepanther 
{quote} Does this PDF even exist? I searched EURUSDD's posts and didn't come up with 
anything... Anyone? {image} 
If I remember these were just images, no PDF. 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:25pm | Post# 12559

 
Quoting Neio 
he does not know how to trade using his methods's consistently over longer periods of 
time. 

Finally you got it!  

Quoting Neio 

Where was my invite?  
Probably he thought you're too smart to become a sucker/a victim. But judging by your 

replies to me - he was wrong!  

 

DavidRP Nov 16, 2014 1:28pm | Post# 12560

 
Quoting cenetti 
Doesn't matter who is who at this point. Chances are EURUSDD guy is a smart math 
guy but he can't trade, he doesn't have the capital nor the skill to trade and sustain 
profitability. If every smart person knew how to make money then all the professors, 
phds would be making millions in their fields. People who can, do; those who can't 
,teach! He shared his incomplete ideas with you (real traders) so that you can come up 
with trading strategies. Get whatever you can from all this and move on. And if you in 
any way fund his or someone else's... 
He's not. He has little knowledge of conditional probability, for saying something.. He just 
copy theorems in the hope of catching newbies who send him money in Ghana. 
 
TZ has worked because many good traders and coders have worked in that on this 
thread. But he doesn't know anything about real probability in trading. In some of my 
posts I wrote a lot of statistics about TZ using years of data , and he even was 
surprised... he was just launching theories to catch newbies ... 

 

LvCa Nov 16, 2014 1:32pm | Post# 12561

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Finally you got it! {quote} Probably he thought you're too smart to become 

a sucker/a victim. But judging by your replies to me - he was wrong!  

lol, expecting your intervention. please let do the good that there is' a big mess here  

 



priceaction1 Nov 16, 2014 1:33pm | Post# 12562

 
HG is only simple candlestick charts and price action at NOW time. 600% to 1000% 

in a week or two. look at this thread 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=484850 
 

No I don't manage any one accounts!!!!!!! it is hard to manage my own account at a 

time.   

 

Kiads Nov 16, 2014 1:34pm | Post# 12563

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 
 
 

 

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 1:37pm | Post# 12564

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} If I remember these were just images, no PDF. 

Such a shame. Looked like a good read too.  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:37pm | Post# 12565

 
Quoting Ken A 



So as the story goes .......... Being a scammer and is now playing being a victim 
............. FF account being hacked .......... the diversion .... And the gullible people are 

falling for it .......... Hope no one from FF sent the money out ....... gul·li·ble 
ˈɡələb(ə)l/ adjective easily persuaded to believe something; credulous. "an attempt to 
persuade a gullible public to spend their money" synonyms:credulous,... 

Yes, of course FF account has being hacked...  
 
Ken A, unlike you I don't want to be politically correct and I always call a spade a spade. 

Let me put it this way: those people are idiots!  

 

Ullen Nov 16, 2014 1:39pm | Post# 12566

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Finally you got it! {quote} Probably he thought you're too smart to become 

a sucker/a victim. But judging by your replies to me - he was wrong!  
Judging by your replies you have a need to piss off people with succes (maybe because 
you can't achieve it yourself) 

 

DavidRP Nov 16, 2014 1:40pm | Post# 12567

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Interesting ginger is suspended. 
 
When I was challenging EurUsdd about his calls, this guy started to send me silly PM's.. 

 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 12568

 
Quoting DavidRP 
He's not. He has little knowledge of conditional probability, for saying something.. He just 
copy theorems in the hope of catching newbies who send him money in Ghana. TZ has 
worked because many good traders and coders have worked in that on this thread. But 
he doesn't know anything about real probability in trading. In some of my posts I wrote a 
lot of statistics about TZ using years of data , and he even was surprised... he was just 
launching theories to catch newbies ... 
Thank you, DavidRP! That's a very good post. Unfortunately those "gullible" people (the 
idiots) don't want to understand it. 

 

Rahimseven Nov 16, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 12569



 
Quoting DavidRP 
Interesting ginger is suspended. When I was challenging EurUsdd about his calls, this 
guy started to send me silly PM's.. {image} 
 
I noticed that as well 

 

Neio Nov 16, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 12570

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Finally you got it! {quote} Probably he thought you're too smart to become 

a sucker/a victim. But judging by your replies to me - he was wrong!  
Are you like 10? What grown-up uses that word? 
 
I was not defending Eurusdd in my posts....I was defending the contents of the thread.  
 
I had respect for you but you have just shown yourself to be nothing more than a 
irritating troll. Someone that clearly likes a bit of a scam in order to boost your own ego. 
 
Welcome to my ignore list. 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:43pm | Post# 12571

 
Quoting Ullen 
Judging by your replies you have a need to piss off people with succes (maybe because 
you can't achieve it yourself) 

May I ask what "succes" means?  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:45pm | Post# 12572

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Are you like 10? What grown-up uses that word? I was not defending Eurusdd in 
my posts....I was defending the contents of the thread. I had respect for you but you 
have just shown yourself to be nothing more than a irritating troll. Someone that clearly 
likes a bit of a scam in order to boost your own ego. Welcome to my ignore list. 
About "the contents of the thread" - please read DavidRP's post. Another "gullible" idiot! 

 
 

Never heard "a sucker" from grown-ups? Really? Do you know that the 
expression "There is a sucker born every minute" is one of the most popular American 

expressions? What is your IQ anyway?  

 

Rahimseven Nov 16, 2014 1:46pm | Post# 12573

 
Quoting NoCoolNick 
{quote} Well his accounts probably always have looked like this... 
http://en.zulutrade.com/trader/65750 .. as i said before, his "system" is killing his 
accounts.. 
 
Just...Damn!!! 



 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 1:46pm | Post# 12574

 
I have officially replaced my daily dose of Reddit & 9GAG with this thread  
 
The serious stuff has been dealt with, whoever believed or disbelieved the EURUSDD scam has 
already done it based on his/her IQ since yesterday.  
 

The rest is just entertainment & I can't say I'm not enjoying, so bring it on  

 

NoCoolNick Nov 16, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 12575

 
Quoting shiva 
I sort of see both sides of the story. Side 1: If I am a scam artist and have 
successfully scammed people out of their hard earned money, I wouldn't bother 
justifying things I did and would certainly not bother to re-visit the scene of the 
crime. Side 2: Who in God's name goes to Ghana to do a P.H.D.? I am confused. 
Well, he got caught before he got money.. so, need to stay and rebuild everything so he 
can start over and lure in a new bunch of ppl.. just look, he has followers defending him 
and will not belive facts.. they are next. They will get his "special" attention, secret tips 
and the "next" parts of his "system"... and the story continues.. 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 12576

 
Quoting LvCa 

lol, expecting your intervention. please let do the good that there is' a big mess here  

Luca, you're a good guy who got into the bad company!  

 

priceaction1 Nov 16, 2014 1:54pm | Post# 12577

 
ok to clear the things , how many of you actually gained consistence profit over 2-3 
month using his method. any one plz come on and save him if his system is proven other 

wise  

 

maflip Nov 16, 2014 1:58pm | Post# 12578

 
2 Attachment(s) 

 



 

 

 



FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 2:00pm | Post# 12579

 
Quoting priceaction1 
ok to clear the things , how many of you actually gained consistence profit over 2-3 
month using his method. any one plz come on and save him if his system is proven other 

wise  
This is going to sound weird,but I'm actually one of the people that made unimaginable 
profits using his 'ideas' since September. 
I made them work for me. So is the whole thread a scam? No it isn't even though 
everyone has the right to doubt the ideas after this. 
 
The fact that he asked me to send him my system in details + pictures made me wonder 
why is the teacher asking his student for his system? 
 
Verdict: The Thread isn't a scam, its owner is! - As for the 'system', there is no 
system, its just a bunch of ideas that if implemented correctly could be very 
profitable.  

 

LvCa Nov 16, 2014 2:06pm | Post# 12580

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} Luca, you're a good guy who got into the bad company!  

hehe I always wonder why I put in some trouble, always  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:08pm | Post# 12581

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE "EURUSDD" "Only FF management can settle this case. Let them allow me to 
take a snapshot of my inbox, sent and inbox folders for all to see. They alone have the 
power to know where those mails came from" 
 

JUST SHUT UP!!!  

 

metta87 Nov 16, 2014 2:09pm | Post# 12582

 
This thread is heading to the bin. Thank you Mr Justin White. 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 12583

 
Quoting LvCa 

hehe I always wonder why I put in some trouble, always  

Now you got it!  

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 2:15pm | Post# 12584

 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} JUST SHUT UP!!!  
Yes, THANK YOU! They say "don't shoot the messenger", but this time is an exception. 



 
 

@MAFLIP: hahahaha!! v. funny!!  
 
@Priceaction1: I haven't been following. Just came now and thought it better to watch 
from the sidelines. As they say, “Never argue with a fool, onlookers may not be able to 

tell the difference.”― Mark Twain  
 

@FX-Jay: hilarious! The teacher asking the students for their "secrets to success"!!!  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:18pm | Post# 12585

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
This is going to sound weird,but I'm actually one of the people that made unimaginable 
profits using his 'ideas' since September. I made them work for me. So is the whole 
thread a scam? No it isn't even though everyone has the right to doubt the ideas after 
this. The fact that he asked me to send him my system in details + pictures made me 
wonder why is the teacher asking his student for his system? Verdict: The Thread isn't a 
scam, its owner is! - As for the 'system', there is no system, its just a bunch of ideas that 
if implemented correctly could... 
 
As I said before, FX-Jay succeeded because he is very good and because he modified TZs 
for his own needs according to his own trading style and his personality. I know some 
people who trade two MAs' cross successfully, but that doesn't mean that two MAs' cross 

is such a great system or concept...  

 

cenetti Nov 16, 2014 2:21pm | Post# 12586

 
Quoting priceaction1 
ok to clear the things , how many of you actually gained consistence profit over 2-3 
month using his method. any one plz come on and save him if his system is proven other 

wise  
System ? what system ? There is no system!  
 
He just had the basic idea and people created their own 'indicators' and 'systems'. He 
didn't create any systems, he didnt make any money. It was rest of the traders here who 
put it all together. That's why at the end he was trying to learn/steal other people's 
systems.  
 
bah! 

 

Kiads Nov 16, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 12587

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} JUST SHUT UP!!!  



 
 

 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 12588

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
The fact that he asked me to send him my system in details + pictures made me wonder 
why is the teacher asking his student for his system? 

That's priceless!  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:27pm | Post# 12589

 
Quoting saver0 
I know his crap from way back then, the babypip days 
What was his babypips' nickname? 

 

Rahimseven Nov 16, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 12590

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} What was his babypips' nickname? 
Certainty 

 



Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 12591

 
Quoting shiva 
Who in God's name goes to Ghana to do a P.H.D.? 

"Gullible" people (the idiots) don't care! Ghana's P.H.D.? Of course, why not! 

 

 

ktoTam Nov 16, 2014 2:33pm | Post# 12592

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Atihun Nov 16, 2014 2:34pm | Post# 12593

 
so funny in here. im dying  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 12594

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
Certainty 
Thanks! 

 

maflip Nov 16, 2014 2:40pm | Post# 12595

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ktoTam 
{image} 

 



 

 

cenetti Nov 16, 2014 3:12pm | Post# 12596

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
{quote} Certainty 
There is only one certainty, and that is A fool and his money are soon parted....  
 
I am a rocket scientist from ghana. I can quadruple your money in 2 days with zero risk. 
Quick send $$ through netteller, so I can make you rich. But don't tell anyone because 
it's a secret. Now all the 'smart' people go ahead and calculate the 'probability' of you 
getting your money back....  
 

 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 12597

 
Quoting Atihun 

so funny in here. im dying  
 
They say laughing at the mentally challenged people ("gullible" people, the idiots) is very 

wrong and God will punish you for this!  

 

Atihun Nov 16, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 12598

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} They say laughing at the mentally challenged people ("gullible" people, the 

idiots) is very wrong and God will punish you for this!  



 

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 3:28pm | Post# 12599

 
Quoting Atihun 

 
But I don't believe in God's punishment, so don't worry about that!  

 

Favorite Nov 16, 2014 3:34pm | Post# 12600

 
Yes, it was a lot of fun! But now on the subject matter: 
 
Guys, do you really think that Twee needs your advices? Do you really think Twee 
doesn't know how to investigate? I don't like the guy, but he is a professional and he is 
good at it! EURUSDD is not the first scammer here, for God's sake! And he will be 
banned like all the others! Twee is very good at it, and he knows the difference between 

Ghana and US!  

 

Robertk Nov 16, 2014 3:44pm | Post# 12601

 
Quoting maflip 

{image} {image} 

 

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 4:10pm | Post# 12602

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Tehehe! What a circus!  
 

 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 4:15pm | Post# 12603

 
EURUSDD: "This is the work of someone advanced in computer hacking or someone 
against my contribution here. Notice that in the picture that was sent to fxjay, the person 
seemed to be typing his/her statements into notepad before posting them. That means 
he/she is using some external software to impersonate me. You should not jump into 
conclusions until the truth comes out. I do not need notepad to send messages from my 
own profile page! Think people, think!!!" 
 
eurusd, you're losing, man! Think in better replies. this one makes no sense.  

 



Robertk Nov 16, 2014 4:20pm | Post# 12604

 
The more nonsense like the quote from above is posted, the more it illustrates his 
desperateness because of all the effort he has put in this project. Long duration -/+ 2 
years of posting and obtaining subscribers. Putting together some quite interesting 
material for us to see(got to give him that). It is clear to me his true goal is not reached. 
Just look at how desperate and contradicting some of his latest sayings are. Noone would 
be this desperate unless this person is either obsessed with his own ego, or had a hidden 
agenda aka the scam. He doesnt seem to realize that his defensive posts are working 
counter-productive from this point onwards. 

 

hanover Nov 16, 2014 4:49pm | Post# 12605

 
Indeed, what a circus. One that was eventually inevitable, I’m afraid. 
 
It was clear to me from the outset that, however good at math Eurusdd might be, there 
were obvious gaps in his knowledge of TA. For example, several months ago I banged 
heads with him and his mate Crodzilla when he claimed that stochastic was a repainting 
indicator, and zigzag wasn’t, even after I’d posted the mathematical formula behind both 
indicators. 
 
Look folks, please take a minute to understand how markets operate, and then your 
common sense will tell you why at least some of Eurusdd's claims have been false all 
along. Markets are driven by orderflow. To oversimplify for the sake of brevity, market 
orders drive price, and limit orders absorb price, i.e. effectively create barriers at certain 
levels. If the volume of buy orders exceeds the number of sell orders at a given level, 
price will rise to the next level, and vice versa. Moreover, these volumes are constantly 
changing as new orders are placed by millions of participants whose agendas are 
completely unknown. Now, all technical analysis does is to look at past data. To be able 
to say something like “there is exactly 73% probability of EURUSD reaching 1.2615 

within the next 60 minutes” would require a knowledge of all current orders in the 
market, plus a knowledge of all orders that will be placed within the next 60 minutes. 
Experienced institutional traders would laugh at anybody who claimed that they could 
make this kind of statement based solely on an analysis of past data. 
 
Economic factors are a primary driver of price movement. To make categorical probability 
statements, you would need to know the outcomes of all news events, both scheduled 
and unexpected, within that 60 minutes, and the precise effect that they would have on 
price. Other markets also impact forex. You’d need to have an omniscient view on the 
orderflow occurring in these markets, along with the effect that they will have. Closer to 
home, all currency pairs affect each other, e.g. EURJPY = EURUSD x USDJPY. Hence to 
make a probability statement about EURJPY, one would need to know the current and 
future orderflow in both EURUSD and USDJPY. And so on. 
 
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying that technical/statistical/math-based systems can’t 
provide some kind of edge. Past prices can tell you where higher volumes of orders are 
more likely to be clustered, and also potentially provide some kind of indication as to 
directional or behavioral bias. But that is very different to making categorical 
probability statements about future price movement. 
 
Secondly, even supposing we did know that price will reach a certain level with X% 
probability, and hence we can set our profit target there, that's not nearly enough 
information to trade profitably. Just for starters, a trader needs to know how far price is 
likely to move against him before the target is reached. That is one of the basic principles 
of risk management, e.g. if there’s a 73% probability of EU reaching a certain price, then 
there’s a 27% probability that it won’t, and how much will I lose if that 27% outcome 



occurs? And if price doesn’t reach that level in the next 60 minutes, how much longer 
should I wait, and risk incurring increasing losses in the process? These are questions 
that Eurusdd has never attempted to address, and yet they are fundamental questions 
that any aspiring trader should be prioritizing. 
 
Thirdly, anybody who claims to have a “secret” or “revolutionary” method, or “ultimate 
truth” that’s known by nobody else, is most likely trying to draw attention to himself, and 
you should ask yourself why. Banks and institutions can afford to hire the world’s most 
proficient traders, market analysts, mathematicians, IT experts, etc etc, and they still 
trade far from perfectly. What is the likelihood that amateurs who post in trading forums 
know more than their experts do? And given that the heavyweights have access to vastly 
greater expertise, interchange of information, and capital, what is the likelihood that the 
average ‘forum trader’ will outperform them consistently? 
 
People come to forums like this driven by a sense of hope: the lure that it’s possible to 
make some easy money. I’m not saying that there aren’t folk who make a handsome 
living from trading, but if you ask them they'll tell you that it’s certainly NOT easy. Hope 
is no substitute for common sense thinking, and nor does it have any bearing on reality. 
 
Finally, for me to invest money with a fund manger, especially someone I’d never met 
personally, I’d want to: 

• be satisfied that he was thoroughly conversant with the entire process of trading, 
• see evidence that he is both officially accredited AND regulated by the relevant 

governing body in his country, 
• be supplied with the physical address of his operation, 
• see a third party audited performance dating back at least a few years (and 

preferably more), and 
• ensure that any funds were held in my name, and that the manager had nothing 

more than a POA to trade the funds on my behalf. 

But each to their own: their money, their choice. 
 
David 

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 4:56pm | Post# 12606

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor 
hi all, 
one bug was found with fractal/end-of-bar stats. here is the fixed version with the 
updated pdf (some corrections regarding the k section). 
cheers, 
k 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV4_2.mq4 
Recurrence Statistic Indicator_4_2.pdf  

 

ciptard Nov 16, 2014 5:11pm | Post# 12607

 
1 Attachment(s) 
So, something is going on here. I didn't follow the thread, but I've read several posts, I've 
read the PDF too and made my own conclusion. 
 



As a web designer, I DONT trust any screenshots taken from any webpages. I've made a 
little experiment here with my inbox. Click to see fullsize view. 

 
 
How did I do that experiment??? It's really simple. I'm using Chrome web browser : right 
click on any part of webpages, choose Inspect Element, then start editing any parts you 
want. 
 
I don't know which one is on the right side, nor the one on the wrong side. I hope my little 
experiment here can be use useful for someone, or hopefully can clear things a bit. 
 

btw, this is monday, have a nice trading!  

 

mario777 Nov 16, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 12608

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} "Gullible" people (the idiots) don't care! Ghana's P.H.D.? Of course, why not! 

 
Favorite, how did you came in back here?  

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 12609

 
6 Attachment(s) 
Quoting ciptard 
So, something is going on here. I didn't follow the thread, but I've read several posts, I've 
read the PDF too and made my own conclusion. As a web designer, I DONT trust any 
screenshots taken from any webpages. I've made a little experiment here with my inbox. 
Click to see fullsize view. {image} How did I do that experiment??? It's really simple. I'm 
using Chrome web browser : right click on any part of webpages, choose Inspect Element, 
then start editing any parts you want. I don't know which one is on the right side, nor the 
one on the wrong... 
You don't even need to understand HTML or CSS (I don't) to modify screenshots - just be 



good at Paint! (or Photoshop if you are more advanced).  

 

 

 



 
 
Or perhaps this takes your fancy? 
 

 

 

 



saver0 Nov 16, 2014 5:37pm | Post# 12610

 
Quoting ginger 
{image}{image} 

Anybody know why Ginger got suspended today after posting this image? hmm... oh 
the drama! This is better than watching football! haha 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 12611

 
Quoting ciptard 
So, something is going on here. I didn't follow the thread, but I've read several posts, 
I've read the PDF too and made my own conclusion. As a web designer, I DONT trust any 
screenshots taken from any webpages. I've made a little experiment here with my inbox. 
Click to see fullsize view. {image} How did I do that experiment??? It's really simple. I'm 
using Chrome web browser : right click on any part of webpages, choose Inspect 
Element, then start editing any parts you want. I don't know which one is on the right 
side, nor the one on the wrong... 
This could totally help support EURUSDD's case only if I was the only one claiming to 
have received messages from him & post screenshots of those messages. 
 
Too bad he did the mistake of sending those message to God knows how many people. 
So unless the same guy is operating FX-Jay + PiratePip + DavidRP + Ullen + GU-Night + 
Kiads & others ... then either all of us are liars and faking screenshots or EURUSDD is 
lying. 
 
Which sounds more logical to you? 
 
Maybe a video proof could help you decide: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...51#post7875351 
 
Thanks for your contribution anyways. 

 

feanor Nov 16, 2014 5:44pm | Post# 12612

 
Quoting bluepanther 
{quote} You don't even need to understand HTML or CSS (I don't) to modify screenshots 

- just be good at Paint! (or Photoshop if you are more advanced). {image} {image} 
{image} {image} Or perhaps this takes your fancy? {image} 
Hey bro, can you add some funds to my paypal account too? 

 

Ullen Nov 16, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 12613

 
We now have video proof from piratepip. 
 
Case closed... 

Inserted Video 

 

ciptard Nov 16, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 12614

 
Quoting bluepanther 



{quote} You don't even need to understand HTML or CSS (I don't) to modify screenshots 

- just be good at Paint! (or Photoshop if you are more advanced). {image} {image} 
{image} {image} Or perhaps this takes your fancy? {image} {image} 
I think that's more than enough, lol 

Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} This could totally help support EURUSDD's case only if I was the only one 
claiming to have received messages from him & post screenshots of those messages. Too 
bad he did the mistake of sending those message to God knows how many people. So 
unless the same guy is operating FX-Jay + PiratePip + DavidRP + Ullen + GU-Night + 
Kiads & others ... then either all of us are liars and faking screenshots or EURUSDD is 
lying. Which sounds more logical to you? 
Yeah, you're right, it's kind of hard to doubt that many people. But I think the only one 
who really really knows what's happening here is the FF management themself. It's their 

decision to make. Hope everything will be clear soon.  

Quoting feanor 
{quote} Hey bro, can you add some funds to my paypal account too? 

 

 

Kenergy Nov 16, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 12615

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi all, one bug was found with fractal/end-of-bar stats. here is the fixed version 
with the updated pdf (some corrections regarding the k section). cheers, k {file} 
{image} 
Thanks for bringing the subject back to trading. Thanks for the wonderful indi !!! 
I am wondering why, in your MAX and MIN functions, you wrote a loop instead of using 
iHighest and iLowest? 

 

Omidak Nov 16, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 12616

 
Are you crazy guys? 
 
It took me 3 weeks to read all the amazing things Eursdd send here and he never asked 
anything from anyone... 
 
He even live traded over and over to proof he was right... and he was always right... 
 
Why you guys cant use your brain and thank him for what he did freely ? 
 
I think we have some jealous people here and that's all. It's a shame and i really mean it 
to lose someone like Eursdd.... 
 
This is just so disgusting.... 

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 12617

 
Quoting feanor 
{quote} Hey bro, can you add some funds to my paypal account too? 
Sure! Just pay me the cost to transfer the funds to you - about $20 (for now). I will ask 
more from you later, and then more again, and finally you will click and realise that I am 



just taking you for a ride. Scammed again!  

 

ciptard Nov 16, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 12618

 
Quoting Ullen 
We now have video proof from piratepip. Case closed... 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVbkkTKQGug  

now that's a real proof we all can trust. Thanks  

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 12619

 
Quoting Kenergy 
{quote} Thanks for bringing the subject back to trading. Thanks for the wonderful indi !!! 
I am wondering why, in your MAX and MIN functions, you wrote a loop instead of using 
iHighest and iLowest? 
haha, not sure how successful i was.  
anyway, not using ihighest and ilowest is an atavism from the time i did not know they 
existed.  
i believe the calculations would be faster by using those functions.  
k 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 6:04pm | Post# 12620

 
Quoting Omidak 
Are you crazy guys? It took me 3 weeks to read all the amazing things Eursdd send here 
and he never asked anything to anyone... He even live traded over and over to proof he 
was right... and he was always right... Why you guys cant use your brain and thank him 
for what he did freely ? I think we have some jealous people here and that's all. It's a 
shame and i really mean it to lose someone like Eursdd.... This is just so disgusting.... 

Shame on those jealous people ... crazy idiots faking messages and conversations, 

what a shame  
Instead of praising a guy that is stealing their money, they went ahead and exposed him 
on FF. 
 
I can't understand people these days man, they are just crazy jealous disgusting freaks!  
 
Please don't forget to send some bitcoins over to Ghana to show your gratitude to 
EURUSDD even more 

 

bluepanther Nov 16, 2014 6:10pm | Post# 12621

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting saver0 
{quote} Anybody know why Ginger got suspended today after posting this image? 

hmm... oh the drama! This is better than watching football! haha 

Ginger knew too much. He had to be silenced.  
 
I couldn't find a picture of Ginger being taken out, only Radish... 
 



 

 

ellenbrook Nov 16, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 12622

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Shame on those jealous people ... crazy idiots faking messages and 

conversations, what a shame Instead of praising a guy that is stealing their money, 
they went ahead and exposed him on FF. I can't understand people these days man, they 
are just crazy jealous disgusting freaks! Please don't forget to send some bitcoins over to 
Ghana to show your gratitude to EURUSDD even more 

 

 

infinitus Nov 16, 2014 6:15pm | Post# 12623

 
Quoting hanover 
Indeed, what a circus. One that was eventually inevitable, I’m afraid. It was clear to me 
from the outset that, however good at math Eurusdd might be, there were obvious gaps 
in his knowledge of TA. For example, several months ago I banged heads with him and 
his mate Crodzilla when he claimed that stochastic was a repainting indicator, and zigzag 
wasn’t, even after I’d posted the mathematical formula behind both indicators. Look 
folks, please take a minute to understand how markets operate, and then your common 
sense will tell you why at least some... 
 
see this: 

Quoting infinitus 
{quote}..... After a while, you will notice, that even core questions, like the one I cited 
from Hanover, or questions Magix asked, were not answered. He simply refuses to 
answer. I for one would feel kind of honoured, when my thread would attract Hanover 
and he would take the time to question things. I would gladly answer or discuss with 
him. Annoying are some other facts, too. In one of his postings he claims to be 27. In 
others he claims to be in trading financial markets or Forex for a vast amount of time. 



Then he claims... 
 
even read this whole extracted thread 

 

Nihilist Nov 16, 2014 6:17pm | Post# 12624

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Shame on those jealous people ... crazy idiots faking messages and 

conversations, what a shame Instead of praising a guy that is stealing their money, 
they went ahead and exposed him on FF. I can't understand people these days man, they 
are just crazy jealous disgusting freaks! Please don't forget to send some bitcoins over to 
Ghana to show your gratitude to EURUSDD even more 

 

 

Omidak Nov 16, 2014 6:22pm | Post# 12625

 

Quote 

Please don't forget to send some bitcoins over to Ghana to show your gratitude to 
EURUSDD even more 
 
He never asked anything from me or others... so you are lying!!!! 
He has my gratitude for doing what you can not do, sharing his knowledge and making 
those like me profitable traders. 
 
Now, if you hate it, then leave this thread... it's not for you anyway.... 

 

Baillie Nov 16, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 12626

 
Listen ASSHOLES, you know who you are and if you don't, I will point you out. Half you 
mother fuckers never even posted in this thread before and now here you are with your 
slick as shit comments. 
 
I hate a scammer just like the next guy, but what I hate worse are the egoTESTICLE 
ASSHOLES coming out of the woodwork with all your nonsense and how you warned 
everyone. 
 
You guys remind me of the PUSSY who comes and kicks someone, who just got their ass 
kicked by someone else, while he's passed out. 
 
Was there a system to trade here? NO! unless, you could take a theory and make one. 
Which was done, numerous times and in numerous ways. 
 
So, for all you here to slam the thread content; your a fucking idiot and I am glad you 
can't see past your stupidity. 
 
As for the scam, did you get scammed? did you give money? Good if you didn't, so sorry 
if you did! 
 
So, If you never tried to apply any of these concepts and you just showed up for the 
show and you decided to post your stupidity here, I am talking to you! 
 
So, go back to fucking your sister like your father fucked his. 



 

infinitus Nov 16, 2014 6:25pm | Post# 12627

 
Quoting Omidak 
Are you crazy guys? It took me 3 weeks to read all the amazing things Eursdd send here 
and he never asked anything to anyone... He even live traded over and over to proof he 
was right... and he was always right... Why you guys cant use your brain and thank him 
for what he did freely ? I think we have some jealous people here and that's all. It's a 
shame and i really mean it to lose someone like Eursdd.... This is just so disgusting.... 
 
 
until he busted his account; and in the time between he hide enormous drawdown by 
switching off the trade explorer regularly 

 

infinitus Nov 16, 2014 6:31pm | Post# 12628

 
google "boiler room operations" - then you get impression what might going on here 

 

Ullen Nov 16, 2014 6:33pm | Post# 12629

 
Quoting Baillie 
Listen ASSHOLES, you know who you are and if you don't, I will point you out. Half you 
mother fuckers never even posted in this thread before and now here you are with your 
slick as shit comments. I hate a scammer just like the next guy, but what I hate worse 
are the egoTESTICLE ASSHOLES coming out of the woodwork with all your nonsense and 
how you warned everyone. You guys remind me of the PUSSY who comes and kicks 
someone, who just got their ass kicked by someone else, while he's passed out. Was 
there a system to trade here? NO! unless, you could... 
This is so f*cking right! 
 
People (and they who they are) have been waiting to have a say in this thread because 
their intelligence level isn't high enough to understand the concepts being explained, but 
now suddenly they can join the debate, and celebrate that this has happened. What has 
happened had nothing to do with the trading concept of the thread, but actions 
taken by individual(s). I do still believe that this is the best thread i've ever 
been in since joining FF, and i have only benefited from it.  
 
And no, i'm not defending anyone, i'm just telling people that the content discussed here 
have been worth the time, and not a single minute in the thread has been a waste of 
time (only the ones today) 

 

Omidak Nov 16, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 12630

 
Quote 
until he busted his account; and in the time between he hide enormous drawdown by 
switching off the trade explorer regularly 
 
First of all i don't believe it... Claiming without any proof is not enough... 
 
Then, i don't care, it was not my account. Mine is growing because he was kind enough 
to share his knowledges.... 
 
Now get lost and let us trade in peace! 



 

cenetti Nov 16, 2014 6:38pm | Post# 12631

 
Quoting Baillie 
You guys remind me of the PUSSY who comes and kicks someone, who just got their ass 
kicked by someone else, while he's passed out. 

Now we know who gave his money to the scammer... Be smarter next time. 

 

kprsa Nov 16, 2014 6:40pm | Post# 12632

 
Quoting hanover 
Indeed, what a circus. 
A wonderful post, hopefully not burried in useless garbage over the last ten pages or so. 
Thank you.  
To a large extent I agree with your sentiment. Technical analysis is very limited in what it 
can do.  
Trading systems based on, say, Stoch(14,3,3) are in my view just magical thinking and 
are doomed to fail.  
Also, I agree with you that some of the things claimed by Eurusdd were just plain wrong. 
One of them is in my opinion the stochastic mismatch/wormhole idea.  
 
With all this out of the way, credit needs to be given where it's due. Eurusdd has had an 
original insight to look at statistically rare events and to bet on their resolution. First, I 
think this is a very powerful idea that can be used in a variety of situations. Second, it 
can be related with the common behaviour on the markets. For example, a stop hunt 
pattern can be viewed as a large anomaly from the prevailing trend, and one can bet 
with a high degree of certainty (R:R) that the price will not suddenly change direction, 
but that the trend will proceed after the surge. This is what some orderflow traders do as 
well.  
 
One of the chapers here, the transient zone theory, is a complete view of the market 
from the technical analysis point of view. There are many ways one can incorporate it 
with one's own system. Such abstractions are useful, because they condition the flow of 
thinking. When one views the market through different glasses and just plays with new 
concepts, new ideas may be born, some of which can be fantastic.  
 
"Great minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss events, small minds discuss people." 
 
All the best,  
k 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 6:43pm | Post# 12633

 
Quoting Omidak 
{quote} He never asked anything from me or others... so you are lying!!!! He has my 
gratitude for doing what you can not do, sharing his knowledge and making those like me 
profitable traders. Now, if you hate it, then leave this thread... it's not for you anyway.... 
Drink some tea, it will make you feel better. 
I've been told yogurt is good for diarrhea too, not really sure though. 
 
Just spreading a little knowledge. I hope you'll allow me to stay on the thread for a little 
longer now. 

 



infinitus Nov 16, 2014 6:44pm | Post# 12634

 
Quoting hanover 
Indeed, what a circus. One that was eventually inevitable, I’m afraid. It was clear to me 
from the outset that, however good at math Eurusdd might be, there were obvious gaps 
in his knowledge of TA. For example, several months ago I banged heads with him and 
his mate Crodzilla when he claimed that stochastic was a repainting indicator, and zigzag 
wasn’t, even after I’d posted the mathematical formula behind both indicators. Look 
folks, please take a minute to understand how markets operate, and then your common 
sense will tell you why at least some... 
 
Hi David, 
 
 
btw: iconic posting - this one should everyone read, before able to join FF 
 

 

 

Robertk Nov 16, 2014 6:58pm | Post# 12635

 
Quoting Ullen 
{quote} This is so f*cking right! People (and they who they are) have been waiting to 
have a say in this thread because their intelligence level isn't high enough to understand 
the concepts being explained, but now suddenly they can join the debate, and celebrate 
that this has happened. What has happened had nothing to do with the trading concept 
of the thread, but actions taken by individual(s). I do still believe that this is the best 
thread i've ever been in since joining FF, and i have only benefited from it. And no, i'm 
not defending anyone,... 
Oh my, even good 'ol Ullen got suspended it seems. Where is the world going to... 

 

infinitus Nov 16, 2014 7:00pm | Post# 12636

 
Quoting burnssss 
MESSAGE "EURUSDD" "Only FF management can settle this case. Let them allow me to 
take a snapshot of my inbox, sent and inbox folders for all to see. They alone have the 
power to know where those mails came from" 
 
When you sent out one more message from EURUSDD, I will suspend you. Do you know 
the reason why there is the possibility to suspend someone and let FF admin decide? 
Where is the sense of this, when the suspended subject is able to communicate further? 

 

4xPIPAHOLIC Nov 16, 2014 7:02pm | Post# 12637

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Oh my, even good 'ol Ullen got suspended it seems. Where is the world going 
to... 
I think that when I mentioned that 3 of them might be the same person they 

investigated and might have found something  

 

Robertk Nov 16, 2014 7:12pm | Post# 12638

 



Quoting 4xPIPAHOLIC 
{quote} I think that when I mentioned that 3 of them might be the same person they 

investigated and might have found something  
Nah Ullen is a separate account im quite sure. I have been following him around a bit 
inbetween my trades when youtube had nothing more to show so i got to know him a bit 

. 
 
Ontopic, no TZ trade triggers for me tonight/AS session. All pairs are at least 80 pips 
away from the effective ones so going to call it a day. 

 

wireash Nov 16, 2014 7:27pm | Post# 12639

 
wow! 
i wont bother reading the last 20 pages 
here's what i have to say: 
fx-jay 
you're last call on eur/nzd was garbage 
i didnt say anything becouse my analysis was not based on TZ indi or DISS. 
you were the one that tried to convince us that eur/usd was magical 
not you bash him? 
i learned from eur/usd this: 
look at your charts in a different way (i thank you eur/usd for that) 
wheather hes a scam or not? 
i learned something new. 
from U? i didnt learn shit! 
THE FACT ALONE THAT YOU TRIED TO CREATE A TRADING GROUP OUTSIDE OF 
FOREFFACTORY USING OUR KNOWLEDGE IS A SCAM FROM THE BEGGINING 
NOW VLADY1978 WHATEVER YOUR NAME IS! 
YOUVE BEEN TRADING SINCE 1996? OR YOU WERE ATTENDING SEMINARS SINCE 1996? 
AND YOU STILL HAVE A DAY JOB? 
DO I WANT TO LISTEN TO A FAILURE LIKE YOU BY TROWING THEORIES LEFT AND 
RIGHT? 
NOW ASK YOURSELF:  
DID YOU LEARN SOMETING NEW FROM VLADY OR FXJAY? 
NO YOU DID NOT 
YOU LEARNED FROM EUR/USD !! 
WHEATHER HE.S A SCAM OR NOT 
I LEARNED SOMETHING NEW FROM HIM WHICH IS TO TREAT THE MARKET AS AN ????? 
CONCLUSION: 
VLADY AND FXJAY GO FUNK YOUSELVES 
FAVORITE: 
I RESPECT YOUR ATTITUDE FOR STANDING UP AGAINT'S BULLIES 
I;M ON YOUR SIDE! 
BUT IM ALSO ON EUR/USD SIDE 
IF YOU ASK ME NOW WHAT I THINK OF EUR/USD 
I WILL SAY THANK YOU! 
if you ask me what i think about the accousating towards eur/usd? i will say i dont know 
i learned more from eur/usd than i learned from fx-jay and vlady 
kudos! 

 

FX-Jay Nov 16, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 12640

 
For those with short memories, here's a sample of what I had to say about EURUSDD 
while others used to bash him: 



 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...97#post7750797 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...19#post7821019 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...63#post7806263  
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...13#post7831713 
 
I was his biggest fan. 
 
However, if you expect me to sit and applaud for him for planning a fraud, then you are 
delusional. 
 
Reminds me of a story of a priest that was busted sexually molesting a little kid. He was 
caught red handed and the evidence were in-debatable. 
However the people that presented the proofs were the ones that were blamed by media 
for destroying the reputations of priests.  
Priests are the servants of God and there's no way they would do something like that! 
Never! That's what the sheep kept on repeating eventhough the evidence was right there 
under there nose, but they just couldn't accept to lose hope that priests are humans & 
some of them are twisted.  
 
Apparently EURUSDD is is the priest of the Forex Gods, and the sheep don't want to 
accept that he could be smart but twisted.  
They just want to applaud him while he's molesting their hard earned cash (or bitcoins in 
this case) :P  
 
Makes me wonder how the human race survived for that long. 
 
Goodnight People 

 

wireash Nov 16, 2014 7:44pm | Post# 12641

 
lol 
eur/usd shared with us a concept! 
you on the other hand didnt share shit 
you paraded with your (look at me attitude0 
I DID NOT LEARN FROM YOU JACK 
FROM EUR/USD I LEARNED THAT MARKETS HAVE BOSS 
AND THEY HAVE TO ANSWER TO HIM SOONER OR LATER! 
FROM YOU? 
WHAT DID I LEARN? 
TELL ME? 
SHIT YOURE AS MUCH OF A SCAMMER AS OBAMA 
TO ME YOURE A LOOSER FEDDING OF OHER PEOLPES MISERY 

 

wireash Nov 16, 2014 7:50pm | Post# 12642

 
YOURE CALL ON EUR/NZD LONG WAS INCORRECT! THAT HAPENS. 
I WAS SHORT BASED ON MY ANALYSIS 
THATS WHY I DIDNT SAY THAT IT WILL GO DOWN ON THIS FORUM BECOUSE IT HAD 
NOTHING TO DO WITH tZ INDI. 
I ASSUME YOUR CALL WAS MADE USING TZ. INDI  
I DONT TRADE USING TZ. INDI BUT IM FOLLOWING IT CLOSELY 
186 PIPS IN PROFIT SO FAR 
THE REASON FOR NOT USING TZ INDI IS BECOUSE I DONT UNDERSTAND IT. 
BUT IM WILLING TO LEARN 



I THINK IS VERY USEFUL TOOL IN MY TOOLBOX 

 

hanover Nov 16, 2014 7:52pm | Post# 12643

 
@kprsa: many thanks for your kind words. As for any posts being buried, well, for better 
or worse, it seems likely that this whole thread will be binned. 
 
I’m not attempting to take sides. I’m not doubting that there’s some excellent info in this 
thread, and I appreciate that Eurusdd never intended to present a complete trading 
methodology. But I already have my own strategies that work well enough (even if I’m 
not as consistently profitable as I’d like to be!!). 
 
Having said that, I’m fortunate to have 4 friends who are successful traders, and whose 
combined experience is something like 30 years. I’ve learned a huge amount from them, 
and perhaps I tend to dismiss too quickly any new ideas that conflict with their trading 
philosophies, especially those presented on forums. 
 
“Great minds discuss ideas …. small minds discuss people”. So true. One of my favorite 
quotes. Credited to Eleanor Roosevelt, I believe. 
_________________ 
 
@infinitus: many thanks for your kind words. It seems that you sensed that something 
was amiss here earlier than I did. I didn’t post anything earlier in the thread, because 
nobody would have believed me, and I would have inevitably been accused of trolling. 
I’m immediately suspicious of any moniker or thread title that is obviously designed to be 
eye-catching. I also formed my own opinion, whether rightly or wrongly, when Eurusdd 
avoided answering the questions that I asked. 

 

jlee425 Nov 16, 2014 9:07pm | Post# 12644

 
Please reconsider about binning this thread. Instead binning the thread, why don't you 
freeze the thread for a while for people to cool-down. There are plenty of people who's 
still learning in this thread. 

 

nobodygsm Nov 16, 2014 9:08pm | Post# 12645

 
It's sad to see useful ideas in this thread become buried under individual 
opinions/agenda, all trying to prove some sort of point. Whether for or against the issue 
being discussed, these arguments remain completely irrelevant to the idea of the forum 
and why most people visit this place. I personally hope the garbage will be cleaned out 
so the gold buried underneath can still remain for the people that wish to learn, like 
myself, to absorb and make a judgment of their own. 
 
@Hanover: Just a shoutout from a newbie - Your wise words always cut to the center of 
the issue, and provoke thought for people that read your posts. Your excellent 
contributions to this forum are always highly enjoyable to read! I hope I can learn more 
from you! 

 

ellenbrook Nov 16, 2014 10:46pm | Post# 12646

 
Quoting wireash 
wow! i wont bother reading the last 20 pages here's what i have to say: fx-jay you're last 



call on eur/nzd was garbage i didnt say anything becouse my analysis was not based on 
TZ indi or DISS. you were the one that tried to convince us that eur/usd was magical not 
you bash him? i learned from eur/usd this: look at your charts in a different way (i thank 
you eur/usd for that) wheather hes a scam or not? i learned something new. from U? i 
didnt learn shit! THE FACT ALONE THAT YOU TRIED TO CREATE A TRADING GROUP 
OUTSIDE OF FOREFFACTORY USING OUR KNOWLEDGE... 
 
Please are you gentlemen or what????????????? okay you have different of opinion but in 
this trade no need to call name or swear he doesn't solved the problem we have 
encounter , please just try to contribute at the system to found the missing puzzle ?? 
that all , but i understand if someone been taking for a ride well his time to stand up and 
spill the beans. 

 

orid Nov 16, 2014 10:51pm | Post# 12647

 
Quoting wireash 

wow! i wont bother reading the last 20 pages here's what i have to say: fx-
jay you're last call on eur/nzd was garbage i didnt say anything becouse 
my analysis was not based on TZ indi or DISS. you were the one that tried 
to convince us that eur/usd was magical not you bash him? i learned from 
eur/usd this: look at your charts in a different way (i thank you eur/usd for 
that) wheather hes a scam or not? i learned something new. from U? i 
didnt learn shit! THE FACT ALONE THAT YOU TRIED TO CREATE A 
TRADING GROUP OUTSIDE OF FOREFFACTORY USING OUR KNOWLEDGE... 

Wireash you are way off target with this , for one it was not Jay that formed this group 
,infact Jay was the last one to join of the original 8. it was originally my idea to get a few 
people together to share ideas with no commitment on what they actually shared, as the 
similarity thread was getting bogged down with a lot of useless posts ,some of the ideas 
were actually shared here , not by me i must admit (I'm the quite one ) But I can assure 
you and everyone of Jay s integrity in this matter he really is an honest person , and so 
are the rest of the group, we honestly had nothing to gain to discredit Eurusdd . Believe 
it or not . 
Best regards everyone Orid Peter 

 

Neio Nov 17, 2014 12:19am | Post# 12648

 
Quoting wireash 
wow! i wont bother reading the last 20 pages here's what i have to say: fx-jay you're last 
call on eur/nzd was garbage i didnt say anything becouse my analysis was not based on 
TZ indi or DISS. you were the one that tried to convince us that eur/usd was magical not 
you bash him? i learned from eur/usd this: look at your charts in a different way (i thank 
you eur/usd for that) wheather hes a scam or not? i learned something new. from U? i 
didnt learn shit! THE FACT ALONE THAT YOU TRIED TO CREATE A TRADING GROUP 
OUTSIDE OF FOREFFACTORY USING OUR KNOWLEDGE... 
ha ha...Priceless....A post full of contradictions and capital letters. 

Quoting kprsa 
{quote} "Great minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss events, small minds 
discuss people." All the best, k 
Wireash, I put you and Favourite in that bracket....so also on ignore. 

 

Favorite Nov 17, 2014 12:41am | Post# 12649



 
Quoting mario777 

Favorite, how did you came in back here?  

Mario, let it be MY "big secret"!  

 

Favorite Nov 17, 2014 1:07am | Post# 12650

 
Quoting wireash 
FAVORITE: I RESPECT YOUR ATTITUDE FOR STANDING UP AGAINT'S BULLIES I;M ON 
YOUR SIDE! BUT IM ALSO ON EUR/USD SIDE IF YOU ASK ME NOW WHAT I THINK OF 
EUR/USD I WILL SAY THANK YOU! if you ask me what i think about the accousating 
towards eur/usd? i will say i dont know i learned more from eur/usd than i learned from 
fx-jay and vlady 
wireash, I'm a strong man and I respect other strong men. I respect you and I respect 
your position. If I were in your shoes, I would say exactly what you said, I would say: "I 
don't know, I learned a lot from him and I'm grateful!" 
 
But I would never said that somebody hacked his account and all this BS. That's why I 
say that I respect you and your position: you're loyal to your teacher, but you're not 
blind. And that's why I said that most of the EURUSDD's supporters were "gullible" idiots. 
But you are not one of them. 

 

Favorite Nov 17, 2014 1:11am | Post# 12651

 
Quoting Favorite 
wireash, I'm a strong man and I respect other strong men. 
Quoting Neio 
Wireash, I put you and Favourite in that bracket....so also on ignore. 

wireash, see what I mean?  

 

sram Nov 17, 2014 1:20am | Post# 12652

 
Very sad! Not defending, but it is hard to believe eurusdd didn't have any trading 

strategy of his own -  
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...18#post7676918  

 

Omidak Nov 17, 2014 1:28am | Post# 12653

 
You are banning everyone who supports Eurusdd why ? 
You are killing one of the most important thread of Forexfactory why ? 
 
Your hate toward him has nothing to do with those Gems Eurussdd shared here.... 
 
There are even losers who learned from him, used his knowledge and made big profit 
and want to trash him... Why? 

 

Neio Nov 17, 2014 1:37am | Post# 12654

 



FF admins...please can you suspend this thread until the conclusion of your investigations 
because at the moment it is serving no purpose other than a playground for children like 
Favorite who are posting (and probably trading) in hindsight and have nothing of any 
value to contribute. 

 

PayTheLimit Nov 17, 2014 1:57am | Post# 12655

 
is this the guy that would say...in 46 mins, we will trade at 1.2803...and that will be the 
high of the move, and so on and so forth.. 

 

LvCa Nov 17, 2014 2:16am | Post# 12656

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi all, one bug was found with fractal/end-of-bar stats. here is the fixed version 
with the updated pdf (some corrections regarding the k section). cheers, k {file} 
{image} 

Thank you Kprsa .. you are a goodman  

 

Favorite Nov 17, 2014 2:17am | Post# 12657

 
Quoting Neio 
FF admins...please can you suspend this thread until the conclusion of your investigations 
because at the moment it is serving no purpose other than a playground for children like 
Favorite who are posting (and probably trading) in hindsight and have nothing of any 
value to contribute. 
Neio, if you "ignore" me, you can't see my posts. So how come you know that I'm 

posting again?  
 
FF admins, please send this thread to the Bin, where those "gullible" idiots belong to! 

 

 

Mingary Nov 17, 2014 2:20am | Post# 12658

 
The internet business model is well known and has been refined over the years. 
 
in a nut shell: 
 
1) Acquire by any means possible a large follower base 
2) provide a paid service for a small minority of your followers 
 
The key is to provide a free service / product and then sell "enhancements" 
 
Google "freemium" for more info. 

 

handy148 Nov 17, 2014 2:24am | Post# 12659

 
Hmm Ghana - this is a new one. In years gone by all the scam emails (non forex) 
seemed to come from Nigeria. I've lost count of the number of emails I forwarded to the 
Police Fraud Squad over the years. 

 



Favorite Nov 17, 2014 2:25am | Post# 12660

 
Quoting PayTheLimit 
is this the guy that would say...in 46 mins, we will trade at 1.2803...and that will be the 
high of the move, and so on and so forth.. 
 
PayTheLimit, it is the guy that actually said (see the thread's first post): "The demo-

account that I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days"!  

 

PayTheLimit Nov 17, 2014 2:29am | Post# 12661

 
Quoting Favorite 
{quote} PayTheLimit, it is the guy that actually said (see the thread's first post): "The 

demo-account that I opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days"!  
yea, I took the time to read of few of his older posts..and well all I can say is...good 
grief..... 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 2:43am | Post# 12662

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} ha ha...Priceless....A post full of contradictions and capital letters. {quote} 
Wireash, I put you and Favourite in that bracket....so also on ignore. 
WOW 
DO YOU REALLY THINK THAT I CARE WHAT AN WALMART EMPLOYEE THINKS? 
YOU THOUGHT THAT YOU FOUND THE HOLY GRAIL? AND NOW YOURE PISSED BECOUSE 
YOUR INNER CIRLCE DIDNT GAIN JACK! 
WELL WAKE UP CALL FOR YOU CAME TOO LATE 
IVE BEEN IN THIS GAME WAY TO LONG TO GET PISSED AT PEOPLE THAT TRY TO SELL 
ME BS. 
I SIMPLY MOVE ON  
BUT WHAT I LEARNED FROM EUR/USD WAS NOT GARBAGE 
HOW HE USES TZ I DONT KNOW 
BUT THAT SHOWED ME A NEW MODEL FOR MY TRADING 
AND FOR THAT IM VERY GRATEFUL 
UNLIKE YOU THAT NEVER SHOWED SH%t AND NOW IS CRYING CAUSE YOUR 
KNOWLEDGE THAT YOU COLLECTED FROM THIS THREAD DIDNT WORK OUT IN YOUR 
CIRLCE BEHIND OUR BACKS 
WHAT A LOOSER 

 

Kiads Nov 17, 2014 2:59am | Post# 12663

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Mingary 
The internet business model is well known and has been refined over the years. in a nut 
shell: 1) Acquire by any means possible a large follower base 2) provide a paid service 
for a small minority of your followers The key is to provide a free service / product and 
then sell "enhancements" Google "freemium" for more info. 



 
 

 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 3:07am | Post# 12664

 
IT'S FUNNY HOW THE BIGGEST SUPPORTER'S OF EUR/USD 
the ones that understood his system better than anyone else 
are the ones laughing today saying they knew from the beggining it was a scam 
they should be investigated as well 
kudos 

 

summicron Nov 17, 2014 3:25am | Post# 12665

 
Quoting wireash 
{quote} ... PEOPLE THAT TRY TO SELL ME BS. I SIMPLY MOVE ON BUT WHAT I LEARNED 
FROM EUR/USD WAS NOT GARBAGE HOW HE USES TZ I DONT KNOW BUT THAT 
SHOWED ME A NEW MODEL FOR MY TRADING AND FOR THAT IM VERY GRATEFUL ... 
The last few months spent in this thread, gave me very good lessons in trading. In fact, 
it totally changed the way I trade from now on. 
 
I suggest newcomers download attachments ... especially PDF files of trading tips and 
lessons compiled by guys who contributed to this thread. I expect the inevitable having 
read the last ten pages or so. Even those who claim Eurusdd tried to scam them ... gave 
praise to what the man contributed. That says a lot. 



 
I will hate to see this thread go away. Seeing what unfold the past few days already 

brings me sadness.  

 

Rahimseven Nov 17, 2014 3:42am | Post# 12666

 
Quoting handy148 
Hmm Ghana - this is a new one. In years gone by all the scam emails (non forex) 
seemed to come from Nigeria. I've lost count of the number of emails I forwarded to the 
Police Fraud Squad over the years. 
Indeed! 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 3:47am | Post# 12667

 
CRY ME A RIVER! 

 

Sasco_me Nov 17, 2014 4:07am | Post# 12668

 
CI identify that there is another cycle in the higher time frame !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Many try to benefit from this concept and they can't  
Many already benefit from it (Thanks EURUSDD) 
Many try to enter the GAME and they are already inside it but they want to play in 
another playground (i don't mean the other sub-thread ) 
Many try to scam others using this concept !!!!! and i think they will succeed  
Many try to scam others using Eurusdd case !! 
This Thread and the other SUB-Threads from this concept still at highest rank in FF 
(Thanks EURUSDD) 
 
for all the big advice is if you read this thread and your vision not changed about the 
market it is important to you to go another thread having many indicator  
and if you are not read it try to read each word here it will change your mind thinking 
about Market but it is not guarentee you will win in this market  
profiting from this market need many character in your personality  
FOREX market is the biggest scam and we trade with it as we are almost greed  
Finally don't look to my explorer as i'm one of the biggest risky and loser (MY Money ) in 
forex 
Thanks Eurusdd and all who contribute (honstly) with this thread 

 

hanover Nov 17, 2014 4:09am | Post# 12669

 
@nobodygsm: thanks.  
_____________ 
 
@jlee425, @summicron: I assume you realize that binned threads are not deleted 
altogether; the forum administrators merely move them to the Recycle Bin? If you 
bookmark (for example) page 1 of a thread in your web browser, you can always recall it 
instantly, regardless of its location. Hence the info in the thread is not lost, and anybody 
can continue the discussion by adding posts in the usual manner. Forexhard's SSBO 
thread is a good example of a thread that continues to remain active, despite being 
binned several months ago. 

 



Thx Nov 17, 2014 4:10am | Post# 12670

 
Whoa ... this is so shocking , just like a good suspense thriller movies it contains all 

the necessary plot. from SCAM incident to the Secret Facebook Group (Advanced 

Trading Ideas) , and then both side attacking each other (which is weird ... ), 
armed with all conspiracy theory behind it ... 
 
Viewers, A good story will give you an unexpected ending ... so dont draw your 
conclusion yet ...  
 
Everybody just love screwing Everybody else (here?) ... 
 

 

 

openyoureyes Nov 17, 2014 4:58am | Post# 12671

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
Thanks for Eurusdd and all other contribute their work here and i'm very sad about guys 
who benefit from here and go away at the first obstacle face the thread although the 
thread change their mind in thinking ◌ِAny way i'm not a programmer ( just learning how 
can i put a touch)but this file i modify the SSv2 by Zelo "Thanks to him " who used only 
higher highs and lower lows in referring to the error in the sequence i use higher highs 
and lower highs (both) also for lower i use lower lows and higher lows as theory of the 
sub sequence by EURUSDD... 
thanks for sharing. 

I'll test and share what I think  

 

priceaction1 Nov 17, 2014 6:15am | Post# 12672

 
move forward, let trade.   

 

brekz1 Nov 17, 2014 9:29am | Post# 12673

 
Correction 1.2424? 

anyone has same call?   

 

jsf Nov 17, 2014 10:13am | Post# 12674

 
Favorite 
 
I always thought you are a conceited 'so and so' but a good and helpful trader and 
showing a good system in the babon thread. 
 
Your posts of the previous days have shown new lows even for you, I am saddened. 
 
For the life of me I can not understand the fuss with Eurusdd, if one is asked to place 
your money into anothers' bank account and you loose the money due to your greed, 
then that is what you deserve for your stupidity and his reward for setting a clever trap. 
If they made thousands would they still have blown the whistle? 
 



I thought that is what Forex Trading is all about, trapping traders so that their loss can 
be someone else's gain, sounds good and simple to me. I don't see forum entries from 
posters complaining that they just collected $0000 from a trade when another has lost 
the same + spread. People weren't robbed they voluntarily handed over the money as 
the saying goes ' a fool and his money....  
 
Thanks Eurusdd  

 

tashkent Nov 17, 2014 10:24am | Post# 12675

 
i feel sorry for your wasted time 

 

aje6767 Nov 17, 2014 11:59am | Post# 12676

 
I think somebody, somewhere on this forum has a personal grouse to settle with 

EURUSDD .Lots of bad people here.Big example is this Favorite .I have never seen 
anything good about the comments he makes about people on this forum.Remember the 
pen is mightier than the sword.Favorite beware of the odd comments you make about 
people. Comments made look judgmental and conclusive. Allowance should be given to 
the ff management to make thorough investigation before conclusions are drawn by 
individual. Just my little cent. 

 

IenDzi Nov 17, 2014 12:10pm | Post# 12677

 
I find max consecutive rare events based on Sub-sequence: it's 10 on EURUSD H1 from 
60000 bars. 

So that is the latest rarest event.  

 

jmn5611 Nov 17, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 12678

 
Quoting hanover 

@nobodygsm: thanks. _____________ @jlee425, @summicron: I assume you realize 
that binned threads are not deleted altogether; the forum administrators merely move 
them to the Recycle Bin? If you bookmark (for example) page 1 of the thread in your 
web browser, you can always recall it instantly, regardless of its location. Hence the info 
in the thread is not lost, and anybody can continue the discussion by adding posts in the 
usual manner. Forexhard's SSBO... 
I happen to like Twee. He has the job of running this chaotic mess that is the Factory. 
Everyone gripes about the one in charge until they get to do that job. It's sucks. You get 
no credit, and all the blame. All of that said, the day is halfway over and I'm starting to 
think that eurusdd is going to get the commercial tag and be allowed to stay. Either that, 
or the mods are at a conference or something. They are usually faster than this. 

 

stt Nov 17, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 12679

 
Quoting jmn5611 
{quote} I happen to like Twee. He has the job of running this chaotic mess that is the 
Factory. Everyone gripes about the one in charge until they get to do that job. It's sucks. 
You get no credit, and all the blame. All of that said, the day is halfway over and I'm 
starting to think that eurusdd is going to get the commercial tag and be allowed to stay. 



Either that, or the mods are at a conference or something. They are usually faster than 
this. 
while i agree the job is painful but i would think getting 1million+ yearly income stream 
from ads/promoters etc is good credit for the work :-) (i read in one of the thread that 
this is a lower estimate of how much twee makes from this site). 

 

jmn5611 Nov 17, 2014 5:12pm | Post# 12680

 
Congratulations eurusdd, you survived. In case the mods did not inform you. You are 
now commercial. When you are temporarily suspended by a senior member, that means 
someone older than you silenced you, not the ff admin. You will do three days in the 
clink, then you get to post again. Now that you are commercial, you can promote your 
business in the light of day, so that is a good thing. You can only post here in the 
commercial section, and you can no longer PM anyone. Now that you know the rules, 
looking forward with interest how you proceed. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 17, 2014 5:33pm | Post# 12681

 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those 
messages and I am not comfortable with the commercial status. 
 
I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is nothing i am going to 
sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading 
school. The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people 
who praise you the most! 
 
You all should do one thing: 
Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the term 
"SIM THREAD"! NO!!! 
 
 
Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research into 
forex will continue away from here! 
 
Thank you all those who stood by me! To those who crucified me 
without proof and those who framed Me, I say - STAY BLESSED 
and continue! 
 
BYE!  

 

jmn5611 Nov 17, 2014 5:38pm | Post# 12682

 
Quoting Rparm 
I'm glad he became a commercial member, he can continue sharing his knowledge, while 
people especially newbies are aware that there is a chance of him trying to sell services. 
Thanks admins, to whoever lost money through Eurusdd regardless if it was the "fake" 
Eurusdd or real one I do feel sorry for you. Goodluck everyone lets get discussion back 
on track. PS guys, Piratepip has a great thread called Buried Treasure do yourself a favor 
and search it up. 
There are some pretty good folks down here. Claudia, strat, and Philip Nel just to name a 



few. He will do well here and the commercial section will see a lot more traffic. 

 

Robertk Nov 17, 2014 5:41pm | Post# 12683

 

Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages 
and I am not comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in 
auto-trading, so there is nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not 
code indicators or manage a trading school. The only thing I may do in the 
future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! You all should do 
one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the term 
"SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my 
research into forex will continue away from... 

Goodluck Eurusdd. You sure have a couple of talents you can put to good use, im quite 
sure of... As for trading, some people are putting concepts to good use so dont consider 
it a lost cause. From now on preserving is important. Take care. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 17, 2014 6:16pm | Post# 12684

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages and I am not 
comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is 
nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading school. 
The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! 
You all should do one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the 
term "SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research 
into forex will continue away from... 
Eurusdd  
Nice  
Good luck and Take care my friend 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 7:24pm | Post# 12685

 
MY GMAIL ACCOUNT WAS HACKED LAST WEEK BECOUSE I LOGGEN IN WITH A 
DIFFERENT COMP. 
THEN I SAY THAT MY ACCOUNT WAS SENDING OUT MESSIAGES AND I WAS GETTILNG 
mail delivery failure 
I TRIED TO LOG IN TO MY ACCOUNT AND THE PASSWORD WAS INCORRECT(PASSWORD 
THAT I HAD FOR 10 YEARS) 
I HAD TO RETRIEVE MY GMAIL ACCOUNT BY GIVING THEM MY PHONE NUMBER AND 
RESETTING MY PASSWORD 
AND I GOT AN EMAIL FROM GOOGLE THAT SAID SOMETHING ABOUT AN ABNORMAL 
ACTIVITY ON MY ACCOUNT 
I CORRECTED IT! 
I GUESS CRAP LIKE THIS HAPPENS 
WHEATHER IS RELATED TO FF ACCOUNT? I DONT KNOW 
BUT IT HAPPENED TO ME SAME TIME AS ALEGATIONS STARTING POPPING UP 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 7:24pm | Post# 12686

 
I know that eur/usd showed a different view on forex market for me 



i thank you for that!!! 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 7:25pm | Post# 12687

 
+1 

 

jackprobe Nov 17, 2014 7:35pm | Post# 12688

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages and I am not 
comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is 
nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading school. 
The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! 
You all should do one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the 
term "SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research 
into forex will continue away from... 
Good luck Eurusdd, and thank you very much for all your ideas. I have proved it, and 
many people have seen my calls some time ago at this thread and at EurUsd thread. 
Some of them were doubt about that calls at the beginning, but at the end they know the 
truth. All calls i made based on your concepts, and all of them are hit 100% !!!! 
i can see the results i get using your concept. They are very great, and that is the most 
important for me ! I never see amazing concept like yours out there. Thanks again for 
your generosity !!! 
 
I don't care what people say something bad about you and i am very sure that they are 
wrong. Have a nice day my friend ..... 

 

wireash Nov 17, 2014 7:38pm | Post# 12689

 
It is very easy to decipher wheather eur/usd is a scam or not! 
Can one of you post parameters and explain how you use eur/usd strategy's in your own 
trading? 
If it's a scam? Then it doesnt hurt to spill the bean's! 
That way we can all see on our own screen wheather it's a scam or not 
i personally do not understand enough to share more than i did before 
but if someone is making profit's with this strategy please share it with us so that we can 
judge by ourselves 
kudos 

 

jackprobe Nov 17, 2014 7:39pm | Post# 12690

 
Quoting wireash 
MY GMAIL ACCOUNT WAS HACKED LAST WEEK BECOUSE I LOGGEN IN WITH A 
DIFFERENT COMP. THEN I SAY THAT MY ACCOUNT WAS SENDING OUT MESSIAGES AND 
I WAS GETTILNG mail delivery failure I TRIED TO LOG IN TO MY ACCOUNT AND THE 
PASSWORD WAS INCORRECT(PASSWORD THAT I HAD FOR 10 YEARS) I HAD TO 
RETRIEVE MY GMAIL ACCOUNT BY GIVING THEM MY PHONE NUMBER AND RESETTING 
MY PASSWORD AND I GOT AN EMAIL FROM GOOGLE THAT SAID SOMETHING ABOUT AN 
ABNORMAL ACTIVITY ON MY ACCOUNT I CORRECTED IT! I GUESS CRAP LIKE THIS 
HAPPENS WHEATHER IS RELATED TO FF ACCOUNT? I DONT KNOW BUT... 
This was happened too some times ago, as i tried to login to read emails at Gmail at 
internet cafe. I do not know what software they used to catch my password, i am sure i 



was using secure connection at that time (httpS) . I will never use public computer to 
login to Gmail anymore ...... 

 

realjumper Nov 17, 2014 8:58pm | Post# 12691

 
Although I didn't follow the Similarity System....I take my hat off to EURUSDD for 
thinking outside the square and doing his best to present something very different to 
what has gone before. 
 
It may have been and oversight (and probably was) to not declare himself as 
'Commercial' , but who among us has not made a mistake at some stage? 
 
It certainly does not (imo) warrant the thrashing he has been given, especially via the 
thread of 4xPIPAHOLIC who likes to have his say, and then put people on Ignore without 
allowing them the right of reply when they say something he doesn't like. Now THERE is 
a potential scammer in the making!!! 
 
Best wishes to you EURUSDD 

 

jmn5611 Nov 17, 2014 9:13pm | Post# 12692

 
Quoting realjumper 
Although I didn't follow the Similarity System....I take my hat off to EURUSDD for 
thinking outside the square and doing his best to present something very different to 
what has gone before. It may have been and oversight (and probably was) to not declare 
himself as 'Commercial' , but who among us has not made a mistake at some stage? It 
certainly does not (imo) warrant the thrashing he has been given, especially via the 
thread of 4xPIPAHOLIC who likes to have his say, and then put people on Ignore... 

 

 

brekz1 Nov 17, 2014 9:14pm | Post# 12693

 
correction to 1.2548 
it will correction to 1.2424 first before to 1.2548? 

anyone has same call?  

 

subbu Nov 17, 2014 10:59pm | Post# 12694

 
Thank You EURUSDD. Have learned a lot from u! 

 

saver0 Nov 17, 2014 11:13pm | Post# 12695

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages and I am not 
comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is 
nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading school. 
The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! 
You all should do one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the 
term "SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research 
into forex will continue away from... 



Sorry to see that you are leaving the forum altogether. But I guess it's for the best. 
 
It's also really bizarre that you are claiming your account got hacked. I'm sure you would 
have seen all the replies that everyone sent to your message with you (or hacker) telling 
them to communicate via email (solid evidence we have seen from FX-Jay and PiratePip). 
If you didn't send those messages, then you would have known that your account was 
hacked and you would have warned everyone that your account was hacked and that 
they should ignore the message sent by you. And this did not happen. 
Also, most importantly, all of this did not happen on one day. Messages to FX-Jay and 
others were sent on or before November 12th according to what they reported. And you 
have posts in this thread dated Nov 13th, 14th with you talking about your levels which 
clearly sounded like you. So it's pretty impossible to think that your account was hacked 
without you noticing the messages that arrived in your inbox at FF as responses to the 
messages that you (or your hacker) sent. 
 
The only other explanation is that there is a huge conspiracy going on to shut you down 
and this thread and to bury all progress. Which is really impossible to believe as well 
when there has been no reports of any solid evidence of this working out for everyone or 
even a few. We only have FX-Jay that seems to be successful but thats mainly because 
he has something that already worked. Even that, we don't have solid proof of. I'm 
testing TZs currently and its working out pretty well, but that's because I'm using other 
things besides TZ. TZs end up being similar to that of supdem indicator but with 
probability which I like. 
 
As for would I trust you? Sorry but my personal opinion is no. There are just too many 
evidence stacked up against you and what you say just doesn't add up. There is massive 
dissimilarity. 
 
After all said and done, I must thank you for opening our eyes to different ways of 
analyzing the charts and to theorize probability! Also you have spent years sharing at 
babypips and forexfactory. So, its difficult to think that you spent the past 4yrs scheming 
up a huge scam. But it's not impossible.. even 99.99% isn't a sure thing.. haha 
 
Wish you all the best EURUSDD! And keep on making progress in your trading! 
 

Green pips!  

 

Favorite Nov 18, 2014 12:01am | Post# 12696

 
My dear critics!  
 

Since for obvious reasons I don't read the "Commercial Content" threads please don't 
bother to say anything to me here - I stopped reading the thread right after Twee kicked 

it out from the "Trading Systems"!  

 

Baillie Nov 18, 2014 12:24am | Post# 12697

 
Quoting Favorite 

My dear critics! Since for obvious reasons I don't read the "Commercial Content" 

threads please don't bother to say anything to me here - I stopped reading the thread 

right after Twee kicked it out from the "Trading Systems"!  
Who really cares what u do with your time; here, there, no where. Your a Troll looking 
for trouble wherever you go on FF. Seen you posting whenever there is trouble, so good 



riddance. BYE 

 

genghistar Nov 18, 2014 12:25am | Post# 12698

 
The onus is on those whom has been scammed of any money by this bloke to stand up 
and reveal how and when it happens but until that happens, he remains innocent. 
Showing intent by itself is not an act of scam yet...... 

 

maximinus Nov 18, 2014 12:28am | Post# 12699

 
Quoting genghistar 
The onus is on those whom has been scammed of any money by this bloke to stand up 
and reveal how and when it happens but until that happens, he remains innocent. 
Showing intent by itself is not an act of scam yet...... 
 
So, intent of rape is not rape and intent of murder is not murder etc... and they are not 

eligible for the criminal court, just let them run free.  

 

adeforex Nov 18, 2014 1:15am | Post# 12700

 
I wish eurusdd good luck. Not really happy it ended this way. I wanted to really know the 
outcome of these allegations . It is serious and it should be made public. I am sure a 
saddened senior member suspended him due to personal interest and likely hatred for 
this revelations and may not be really twee.  
Though i wish investigation is concluded and made open to us, but i will never rule out 
that account can be hacked.  
There is one file extension and software from this site that want to automatically install 
on my laptop and my antivirus always block it as high risk virus that is meant to steal 
personal information from me. This always happen every time i browse through this site. 
So who knows the intention of this? I am still investigating this, but not concluded. It 
started few months ago, stopped, and restarted again few weeks back. THAT IS WHY I 
REFUSED TO PUT ON MY TRADE EXPLORER, AND I WILL NEVER DO THAT. WHO KNOWS 
WHAT IS PROBABLY GOING ON . I JUST WANT EVERYONE TO BE CAREFUL. I AM NOT 
SUPPORTING EURUSDD, BUT I AM SAYING THINGS AS I UNDERSTAND. 
Though his theories provide me an improved system and i really thank everyone that was 
able to make important conclusions from them, both programmers and contributors. I 
WISH EVERYONE GOOD LUCK AND PLEASE ALWAYS WATCH YOUR BACK. 

 

bluepanther Nov 18, 2014 1:25am | Post# 12701

 
Quoting brekz1 
correction to 1.2548 it will correction to 1.2424 first before to 1.2548? anyone has same 

call?  
*bump 

 

orid Nov 18, 2014 1:27am | Post# 12702

 
THE BLACK KNIGHT 
 
 



I see some are angry like Wireash, 
Maybe you sent a lot of cash 
Now you support the guy we bash 
In the hope you will recover that cash 
But really you know you will never see that money 
You might as well flushed it down the Dunny 
Now is the time to put things right 
Instead of acting not so bright 
Come out and slay this Dark Knight 
This prince of darkness laughs all night 
He doesn't care about your plight! 
His King and Queen and bishops too 
Have left him in this pile of poo 
Only some silly pawns remain 
In what is left of his dark domain 
He ventured to the WRONG side of the board 
Now he will reap his just! reward 
Our king and Queen, Bishops too 
Still stand strong in spite of you 
Our castles, Knights and Pawns a plenty 
Take on his fight which is oh so empty 
CHECKMATE!!! 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 1:38am | Post# 12703

 
Quoting orid 
THE BLACK KNIGHT I see some are angry like Wireash, Maybe you sent a lot of cash Now 
you support the guy we bash In the hope you will recover that cash But really you know 
you will never see that money You might as well flushed it down the Dunny Now is the 
time to put things right Instead of acting not so bright Come out and slay this Dark 
Knight This prince of darkness laughs all night He doesn't care about your plight! His King 
and Queen and bishops too Have left him in this pile of poo Only some silly pawns remain 
In what is left of his dark... 

Very nice poesy sir! Loved it!  

 

ellenbrook Nov 18, 2014 1:52am | Post# 12704

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages and I am not 
comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is 
nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading school. 
The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! 
You all should do one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the 
term "SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research 
into forex will continue away from... 
 
well well if you have nothing to hide well come clean if you did nothing wrong men well 
stand up for it not to quit that not the answer maybe you lost the war but not the battle 
common men show us you not wrong????????????????????why hide now????????seem to 
me very very suspicious . 

 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 2:02am | Post# 12705

 



I want to make this clear. FF can be hacked!!! I am in Ghana and logged into my account 
8 hrs ago. posted and went to bed. I just woke up -early mornig but found out that my 
home page says I was online 2 hrs ago!!!! I want to make it clear, your accounts are not 
safe!!!! 
 
Someone normally signs into my account around 5am GMT. please 
I am not contribution to forex on FF anymore so, anyone who 
contacts you in my name is NOT ME!!!  

 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 2:07am | Post# 12706

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is the correct 

picture   

 

moodybot Nov 18, 2014 2:40am | Post# 12707

 
This thread reminds me of another one that got closed down (binned) under dubious 
circumstances. 
 
If EURUSDD claim's that his account is being hacked, then I can assume that FF will 
immediately investigate because that means all of our accounts can be messed with. 
 
I am not supporting EURUSDD in anyway, but when a thread gets to close, they seem to 
get binned or end up here in the commercial section. 
 
In my inbox I have a message from another current thread operator asking for help to 



build funds, in case it gets removed, I have copied it for future reference. 
 
Has anybody else been asked for 'pocket money'?? 
 
M. 

 

YSmani Nov 18, 2014 2:43am | Post# 12708

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Hi, 
 
I started reading this thread from post # 1 and now i am almost in 26th page.  
Actually, i am facing problem with the Min15 template. 
 
First when i choose the template, in the bottom, with in the Bolligar Band, i can't see 
the Stoch (refer 1.png) & when i try to set Stoch with in the Bolligar Band, most of the  
time it's out of the band (refer 2.png) & it's seems, something wrong in my side. 
 
I am using FX Pro Demo account. 
Indicators List: Main Window: a) EMA-1 (close) 
b) ZigZag (24-5-3) 
c) BB (24) 
Sub Window:  
d) BB (24) 
e) Stoch (300,1,1) 
 

 
 



 
 
Could you please help me to figure out the mistake? 
 
Thanks, 
YSmani. 

 

Mingary Nov 18, 2014 3:19am | Post# 12709

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is where my contribution to FF ends. I did not send those messages and I am not 
comfortable with the commercial status. I do not believe in auto-trading, so there is 
nothing i am going to sell to anyone. I do not code indicators or manage a trading school. 
The only thing I may do in the future is stay clear of people who praise you the most! 
You all should do one thing: Search through my 2000+ posts and see if I ever used the 
term "SIM THREAD"! NO!!! Some one succeeded is shutting me up on FF but my research 
into forex will continue away from... 
 
You got caught dude. Just learn from the experience and start over. Forex Factory is not 
the only Forex blog on the internet. Just be more careful the next time 

 

ephisi Nov 18, 2014 3:57am | Post# 12710

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I want to make this clear. FF can be hacked!!! I am in Ghana and logged into my account 
8 hrs ago. posted and went to bed. I just woke up -early mornig but found out that my 
home page says I was online 2 hrs ago!!!! I want to make it clear, your accounts are not 



safe!!!! Someone normally signs into my account around 5am GMT. please I am not 
contribution to forex on FF anymore so, anyone who contacts you in my name is NOT 
ME!!! 
Its so unfortunate this happened to you chief. i am speechless. looks like a beautiful set 
up to me. for whatever reasons i dunno. Will miss you 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 4:22am | Post# 12711

 
In a boiler room operation, some "actors" share one account, it is like working in shifts. If 
that is the case one can sometimes see differences in communication habits. Also it may 
look like the account was hacked, because people of the boiler room operation who share 
the same account do sometimes not use the same computer or IP-address. 
 
Now that EURUSDD is in the Commercials section, he tries to convince people, that his 
account was hacked. With what he presents, he is not able to proof anything. 
 
May his account being hacked? Maybe........ 
 
If yes, FF may eventually be able to track that down a bit (if they are interested). 
 
But remember: EURUSDD has never answered critical questions. Moreover, he was quick 
to set challenging people on ignore. He was not trustworthy with his tradeexplorer, 
because he not only busted that account, but also was oftentimes in very heavy 
drawdown. In drawdown times he simply switched the trade explorer off. 
 
Go back in the threat and search for the very valid questions Hanover questioned him. 
EURUSDD never answered. And there were a few more questions from other people, too, 
like me. 
 
He claimed to be a Ph.D. of mathematics. I busted that, then he paddled back and told 
the world, that he would be soon one. 
 
The math he presented was sometimes not correct / flawed, formulas were wrongly 
written, theorems were wrongly used. Some very few noticed it, most not (it is clear, 
most are not mathematicans, let alone with basic knowledge about the theme). Great 
mathematician I thought. 
 
He was also brought in connection with other suspects in other Forex outlets like 
Babypips etc., where a same scheme was running. 
 
Everyone of the participants of FF is entitled to his/her own fate. If you choose to be 
fleeced by some people it is your decision. 
 
If you think you have gained some advantage by reading EURUSDD's postings or the 
thread: good, run with it. 
 
But does this make a wrong right? Does the good justify outright robbery? Does this give 
the right to some people here to badmouth the ones who were affected by EURUSDD 
(asking for money etc.) or the ones trying to prevent further damage? 
 
Are some people suffering from Stockholm syndrom or are some so desperate to obtain 
an imaginary holy grail? 
 
People!!! Think....... 

 



Kiads Nov 18, 2014 4:34am | Post# 12712

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
In a boiler room operation, some "actors" share one account, it is like working in 
shifts. If that is the case one can sometimes see differences in communication habits. Are 
some people suffering from Stockholm syndrom or are some so desperate to obtain an 
imaginary holy grail? People!!! Think....... 

 
 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 4:56am | Post# 12713

 
Quoting infinitus 
People!!! Think....... 
I'm pretty sure they are, but there are some that have maxed out their thinking 
capabilities, and that's the best they can do. 



They'll be happy here in he commercial section with same level people.  
 
Was his account hacked? That was my gut feeling in the beginning, but his replies to the 
accusations was what has brought him down. It saddens me to see a perosn that I 
believe to be very smart & logical turn out to as stupid & illogical as it could get while 
trying to defend his so called innocence.  
 
He blames us for judging before waiting for the FF decision. Well, there you go, 
your last hope is gone. Were the FF admins hacked as well? Or will you come up 
with another logical explanation like FX-Jay & Vlady paid them to make me a 
commercial member ?  
 
My friend, if by any chance your FF account was really hacked, then it's by some fellow 
friend of yours in Ghana. Since the FB & Skype accounts you are claiming to be 'made-
up' have IP addresses from Ghana. As far as I know, you never disclosed being in Ghana, 
so was it a coincidence that the skype IPs turn out to be from Ghana?  
 
So what about this, which on of those messages did you write, and which one is the 
hacker? They sound completely contradictory to me & to anyone with a little IQ: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...25#post7874825 
 
"How about you go to his post #12,416 and read what he said 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...59#post7874059 
 
Is it just me or did he mention that the snapshots from FF were true? 
 
Only to change his mind few posts after that (post #12,477) 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...95#post7874695 
 
Glad he was suspended so that he wouldn't be able to delete previous posts like he did 
with the posts that included the PDF" 

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 5:04am | Post# 12714

 
This is my goodbye, I'd like to stay away from the commercial section for many reasons. 
 
However, please don't leave EURUSDD (that's you we're talking with now right? or is it 
still the hacker?)  
Seriously this is a golden opportunity for you to catch a new client base that don't need 
any kind of logical proof for anything you claim.  
 
So don't be sad to be a commercial member, just be happy you didn't get banned for 
good.  
However, I'm pretty sure you'll be once the people that sent you money that never came 

back will come out and speak. It seems though they are just 'little cats'  
They Just share it in private and are afraid to share it in public in order no to be viewed 
as fools.  
 
Apart from everything, thanks for the knowledge you shared & for letting me aware in a 
way or another how much probabilities could enhance my trading. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 



Ralome Nov 18, 2014 5:09am | Post# 12715

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For the record. 

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 5:15am | Post# 12716

 
1 Attachment(s) 
This is what I think about this whole thing: Piratepip, Fx-jay, vlady1974 etc seem to be the 
same person or operating as a team to eliminate any good person who will not join them. 
Vlady1974 addressed me as CHIEF is a private mail and used the term "sim thread" I have 
never used that before till this incident. 
 
The term chief is normally used in Nigeria to address people: 
Now, look at this 

 
 
When i woke up this morning someone was signed into my account watching the transient 
zone basics thread: Vlady1974 has opened many threads about ideas related to similarity 
and tz ideas. 
He seems to always want to establish something new. 
Now, they changed my status recently. 
 
There is someone or a group with advanced computer skills that has access to accounts on 
FF and they are working together to use people in the schemes. They probably got angry 
with me when I did not join the advanced trading group! Who knows what would have 



happened? 
 
I will not challenge them because it will be a waste of time. Let them write whatever and do 
whatever they want. 
 
GODSPEED!!! 

 

Kiads Nov 18, 2014 5:23am | Post# 12717

 
1 Attachment(s) 

Lol.. OMG I called you Chief too... but hell no... I'm not Nigerian..  
 

 
 

 

 

ephisi Nov 18, 2014 5:37am | Post# 12718



 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is what I think about this whole thing: Piratepip, Fx-jay, vlady1974 etc seem to be 
the same person or operating as a team to eliminate any good person who will not join 
them. Vlady1974 addressed me as CHIEF is a private mail and used the term "sim 
thread" I have never used that before till this incident. The term chief is normally used in 
Nigeria to address people: Now, look at this {image} When i woke up this morning 
someone was signed into my account watching the transient zone basics thread: 
Vlady1974 has opened many threads about ideas... 

i use the terms chief, boss, master  because thats what we call you.just as kiads has 
pointed out. i hope you dont think i am vlady or part of the team working against you. 
 
i respect you alot and just because i have gained so much from you i decided not to join 
in the bashing. the whole scam thing is still a mystery and we may never know the truth. 
i refuse to take sides but i respect you for the impactation of knowledge 

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 5:46am | Post# 12719

 
Quoting Kiads 

Lol.. OMG I called you Chief too... but hell no... I'm not Nigerian.. {image}  

Arguments keep on getting more & more logical  
 

The only one ruining your reputation is yourself CHIEF  

 

vlady1974 Nov 18, 2014 5:56am | Post# 12720

 
3 Attachment(s) 
I have been relatively quiet while I watch all this unfold. 
 
It breaks my heart when someone I followed and respected gets involved in this drama 
but rather than act appropriately (if innocent) proceeds to attack and then create false 
information. 
 

 



 
I have watched whilst my name begins to be used in some kind of coverup or conspiracy to 
bring Eurusdd down. 
Why the fuck would I want to do that? I've not received anything but a positive contribution 
to my trading... why would incentivise me to do that? 
 
But the above screenshot where again, my name is used : Vlady1974 has opened many 
threads about ideas related to similarity and tz ideas. 
Well here's my screenshot of my profile because I've opened up SO MAAANY THREADS it 
numbers in the hundreds. Yep, I'm really creating alot of waves. 
 

 
 
Bullshit. It's more lies. And this breaks my heart. As you can see, I have only started 2... 
that's TWO threads. So many threads right? 
Oh and I am in London. Always have been for 13 years. You're in Ghana. But your profile 
says United States - WHY? WHAT REASON? 
I don't know where FX-Jay is but for the record - we are not the same person. I work in St 
Paul's. Here's a shot from my desk. 
 



 
 
I can show POSTS where I shared banter with EURUSDD where he calls me Prof and I 
respond with Captain or Chief. 
To go on and on about using or not using the words "Sim Thread" is NOT EVEN THE ISSUE. 
 
The fact of the matter is that: 

1. When I invited Eurusdd to join the FB group in late October - I never got a response 
back. Nothing. 

2. EURUSDD ASKED TO JOIN THE FB GROUP last week. Week starting 10th November. 
Jay introduced him. I was surprised after no contact (see #1) 

3. He is in the group 12th November. His first words were "Please do not talk about my 
presence in FF even in Private Msg". 

4. He posts a message on the 13th November - THUR and this is what kicked the whole 
thing off. "I'm currently looking serious traders (investors who want huge money) for 
high impact action, its revolution. skype:eurusdd". 

5. The rest is in the public domain. 

The proof is out there. It was solicitation. 
Now I can entertain the possibility of an account being hacked. 
But it is the RESPONSE to this that convinces me otherwise. The first response is not for the 
care of the subscribers of the thread. There was no "everyone, it appears my email has 
been hacked, please be careful. I am cooperating with FF admin".... it wasn't this at all. It 
was ATTACK!! ATTACK!!! ATTACK!! 
 
Attack who? The people who supported you and used your ideas to improve and progress 
trading potential? For what? No pay, no reward other than the gains in our own trading. I 
have spent countless hours testing the ideas here. I have spent a fucking huge amount of 
time responding and helping others and coaching some on PM. There's nothing in it for me 
to see Eurusdd go away. 
 
But this. This Financial Irresponsibility without proper checks and balances is not right. 
All investments, all transactions with money are to be done in the open light without hidden 
agendas. 
 



Discuss ideas freely or in private groups. It's intellectual property whether closed or open. 
But money is money and when you ask for money (or rather demand it without proof or 
recours.... just "trust") in the way that you did - I just can't and won't support no matter 
how much I've supported your ideas. 
 
So I thank you for your contribution, Eurusdd. I wish I could pay it back. In fact, I will 
continue my MANY THREADS (ie. 1 Basics thread) to support any who are interested. I am 
who I am. 
 
Are you? 

 

shiva Nov 18, 2014 6:02am | Post# 12721

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is what I think about this whole thing: Piratepip, Fx-jay, vlady1974 etc seem to be 
the same person or operating as a team to eliminate any good person who will not join 
them. Vlady1974 addressed me as CHIEF is a private mail and used the term "sim 
thread" I have never used that before till this incident. The term chief is normally used in 
Nigeria to address people: Now, look at this {image} When i woke up this morning 
someone was signed into my account watching the transient zone basics thread: 
Vlady1974 has opened many threads about ideas... 
Hi EurUsdd, I hope you're right and will have your name cleared in this mess. Having 
said that, I strongly disagree with your thoughts on Vlady. He is above board. Not to say 
I concur with you on other people you mentioned. I just don't know them, so will abstain 

from taking a stand. But Vlady? No Vay   

 

jmn5611 Nov 18, 2014 6:28am | Post# 12722

 
Gotta speak up about vlady too. He's clean. 

 

Kiads Nov 18, 2014 6:30am | Post# 12723

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting shiva 
{quote} Hi EurUsdd, I hope you're right and will have your name cleared in this mess. 
Having said that, I strongly disagree with your thoughts on Vlady. He is above board. Not 
to say I concur with you on other people you mentioned. I just don't know them, so will 

abstain from taking a stand. But Vlady? No Vay   
I Second that 100%... 
 
speaking recipe of success .. here we go; 
 



 
 

 

 

Freefox Nov 18, 2014 6:44am | Post# 12724

 
Quoting vlady1974 
Now I can entertain the possibility of an account being hacked. But it is the RESPONSE to 
this that convinces me otherwise. The first response is not for the care of the subscribers 
of the thread. There was no "everyone, it appears my email has been hacked, please be 
careful. I am cooperating with FF admin".... it wasn't this at all. It was ATTACK!! 
ATTACK!!! ATTACK!! Attack who? The people who supported you and used your ideas to 
improve and progress trading potential? For what? 
 
Excellent summation post Vlady, The above highlighted text I think sums up my thinking. 
It has been impossible to keep up with all the developments and exactly what happened 
when. And there's been so much non-relevant stuff put up to somehow justify things, but 
the most revealing thing for many situations is how people react ... that revealed a lot to 
me and to you also. It's a real shame some people reacted the way they did when a 
better way would have been more fruitful... 

 

realjumper Nov 18, 2014 7:10am | Post# 12725

 



Quoting jmn5611 
Gotta speak up about vlady too. He's clean. 

I got to agree with you there...100%  

 

vlady1974 Nov 18, 2014 7:23am | Post# 12726

 
Quoting Freefox 
{quote} Excellent summation post Vlady, The above highlighted text I think sums up my 
thinking. It has been impossible to keep up with all the developments and exactly what 
happened when. And there's been so much non-relevant stuff put up to somehow justify 
things, but the most revealing thing for many situations is how people react ... that 
revealed a lot to me and to you also. It's a real shame some people reacted the way they 
did when a better way would have been more fruitful... 
Thank you FreeFox!  
 
And thank you everyone else who has reached out to me privately for your support. 
I'll do my best to honour it. 

 

feline207 Nov 18, 2014 9:45am | Post# 12727

 
I absolutely stand behind vlady1974 as he has helped me before, took time to explain 
things to me and hasnt took anything for that, he is doing it all on good will ! I am sure 
he is not invloved in any scam and most of you too!  
 
On the topic:Why does nobody suggest that eurusdd could have some mental issues? I 
mean, he obviously knows a lot about forex, even if he's not always right on calls, i dont 
think anyone can challenge that fact. But form all that research and trading, he could 
have gotten insane, what do you think? Sometimes I also feel dizzy after hours of dealing 
with trading matters. 
Dont know about others, but I have spotted something in eurusdd character, sometimes 
he is not entirely logical and he always had that kind of sociopathict behavior, blocking 
and unblocking people, getting easily offended, constantly updating his profile and 
stating he wont be back for 6 months and then continues posting different stuff and 
observing what is hapenning. 
My personal opinion is that he has issues, could have some cyclophrenia or dual 
personality disorder or whatever. I am not his doctor, but it just doesnt make sense - the 
whole scam story. 
He has been active member for 2-3 years, created 3-4-5 threads, full of information that 
hundreds of people confirmed useful in some ways. He explained many things, posted 
trade explorers with astonishing results, doesnt matter if he busted them after gaining 
10k%. It is a ridiculously grand and long-term setup for such an amateur attempt to 
scam people. 
But it seems that almst nobody havent even slightly suspected a serious pyschological 
problem. All of you prefer the cliche - typical scam scenario. But do you ask yourself, 
how could someone spend YEARS doing that and gain a lot of information about trading , 
only to scam 10 or 20 people to give him 500 bucks each.. A person with such capacity 
as eurusd, and he is obviously very smart, wouldn't aim that low, even if he was a true 
thief! All that setup for a few grand is just nonsense. Fx-JAY claims he has a lot of 
capital, but he is probably one of the very few. Most people on FF dont have enough 
money to invest and that is why they are here at the first place. Those who have money 
are surely not that dumb to give it to somebody from the forum, someone who they 
never talked too, never saw, know almost nothing about his identity, without any legal 
frame and obligations. All of that is true, but EURUSDD is surely not that dumb to miss 
those logical assumptions. 



I am not defending him, but I really dont understand how you can accept a proposed 
scenario as the real truth. My proposal : he knows a lot and was helping us in a great 
way, but sometimes he just cant get through his own head. 
Strange life. Some people had been grateful and supporting him for YEARS, swearing 
that they took the best from his methods, by now they all must have made couple of 
mils, and now in 3 days they all started throwing stones at him because of 20 messages 
in his mailbox and some proposition for a pooled investmend or whatever he called it ! 

 

feline207 Nov 18, 2014 12:28pm | Post# 12728

 
conclusion: People change their mind quickly, they are easily manipulated. So are the 
markets. I see no obstacle for the contributors to continue their mission, here in 
commercial section, in the beginner thread of vlady1974, anywhere where they want. So 
many people here challenged their minds and started thinking out of the box. What 
recently happened is not enough to throw a shade over the benefits many of us got from 
the thread. Out of about five years of trying to trade, I must say large portions of my 
knowledge were gained after I started thinking differently and reading some of eurusdds 
stuff. Thi sthread is certainly a CATALYST TOWARDS SUCCESS. So what do you do form 
now on people - do you continue the learning,on the long path of knowledge, or you 
prefer to close the thread as it is some crime scene ? 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 12729

 
Quoting feline207 
conclusion: People change their mind quickly, they are easily manipulated. So are the 
markets. I see no obstacle for the contributors to continue their mission, here in 
commercial section, in the beginner thread of vlady1974, anywhere where they want. So 
many people here challenged their minds and started thinking out of the box. What 
recently happened is not enough to throw a shade over the benefits many of us got from 
the thread. Out of about five years of trying to trade, I must say large portions of my 
knowledge were gained after I started thinking... 
 
For those looking to continue the discussion of the ideas presented in this thread, drop us 
a line here: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=513396 
 
Or Here 
Similarity Trading - The ZZBB Method 
Transient Zones - Basics 
MTH Accel Shift- Advance Renko Trading System (ARTS) MT4 b600  

 

fxdaytrader_ Nov 18, 2014 12:45pm | Post# 12730

 
I do not want to disturb, but 
Quoting feline207 
On the topic:Why does nobody suggest that eurusdd could have some mental issues? 
I do not want to come in to somebody's side, but I do not understand why it should make 
sense to impute eurusdd with something like that (regardless of what eurusdd had done 
or not done). 
 
just my 2 cents ... 
and yes, if it is true what is written here, wow, then I wonder why eurusdd did not get a 
permanent ban http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...47#post7873947  

 



Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 12731

 
I involved securities experts in this issue and they all seem to be 
saying the same things. 
 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 1:21pm | Post# 12732

 
1: My systems has been hacked and this is an identity theft case. 
 
But how was it possible? They are still working on it. However there is 
something they found out which can help us secure ourselves later.  
"When you sign into FF on two different devices and sign out on one, you 
are still signed into FF. Therefore, if you lose one device anyone who finds 
it or stole it can take over your account. Signing out on ONE DEVICE 
DOES Not sign you out completely. Please check this yourselves." 

They asked me if I lost a phone, laptop or ... recently and I said yes. I lost 
an Iphone and i was signed into FF at the time. So it is possible that 
whoever has it can still enter into my account. 
 
They are still carrying out the investigations and anyone who is deep into 
these matter should please take it up too. I am innocent and it must be 
possible to prove this. 
 
iN the mean-time I want to render unqualified apology to all those that I 
suspected of setting me up! 
I was shocked myself because you guys were accusing me of sending you 
messages when in fact I never received any replies from you. 
The FXJAY, I say "I do not know you and I will never ask you for money 
simply because you were the one person who really had results to show in 
support of my ideas. I suspected you of setting me up because when I 
looked back, I could see who wanted to deal with me on this site.  
I did not join your group simply because I do not like social network site 
and had no facebook account. I am only on whatsapp. The same apology 
goes to all others that I suspected, especially VLADY1974. "I suspected 
you because in your mail to me, you used the term "sim thread". I have 
never used that before. 
 
Therefore,this is what I am advised to do: 
 
If anyone here believes that he/she had deals with me -the real EURUSDD- in the past 
through some address different from -bonzion@gmail.com(my real address for the past 8 
yrs) or eurusdd@gmail.com please come forward and prove your case. If you believe I 
took money from you and ran away please provide details and sources so that we can 
investigate further. 
 
I can assure you that I always use bonzion@gmail.com in every thing I do and if i deal 
with anyone, it is done through the addresses above. 
 
I am ready for any investigations into this matter because I want to prove that someone 
has stolen my identity for his/her own purpose! 



 
Take this to any level and I will be willing to co-operate!!! 
 
 
Apology to all!!!!! 

 

fxdaytrader_ Nov 18, 2014 1:27pm | Post# 12733

 
I have read http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...47#post7873947 
 
But I wonder: How could somebody who is not totally-dimwitted (see eurusdd's threads) 

be so stupid and try others to scam in a way which is so easy to see through???  
 

That all does not fit imho. But you never know, anything can happen, very strange ...  
 
but, regarding ghana, if you google bonzion@gmail.com you'll find 
 
nntdm.net/papers/nntdm-18/NNTDM-18-1-63-71.pdf 
quote:  
Quote 
A short note on the Inclusion-Exclusion principle: 
A modification with applications 
Acquaah Peter 
Department of Mathematics, University of Ghana 
Legon, Accra, Ghana 
e-mail: bonzion@gmail.com  
 
or for example: wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/57/573809_re-get-unbiased-
information-make-up-your-own-mind.html 
quote:  
Quote 
Date 2009-04-14 20:30:04 
From bonzion@gmail.com 
To service@stratfor.com 
I said before, I am in Ghana and can only pay by wire transfer. 

 

fxdaytrader_ Nov 18, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 12734

 
arg, sorry guys, I have edited the post 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...08#post7880808 and added more information. 
Does not make things clearer, imho it is a big CON for eurusdd (alternative: someone 
(maybe from ghana) has stolen his acc-information and tries to scam in his name?), ... 
 
I am off because I do not dare to judge ... 

 

samaralala Nov 18, 2014 1:42pm | Post# 12735

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is what I think about this whole thing: Piratepip, Fx-jay, vlady1974 etc seem to be 
the same person or operating as a team to eliminate any good person who will not join 
them. Vlady1974 addressed me as CHIEF is a private mail and used the term "sim 
thread" I have never used that before till this incident. The term chief is normally used in 
Nigeria to address people: Now, look at this {image} When i woke up this morning 



someone was signed into my account watching the transient zone basics thread: 
Vlady1974 has opened many threads about ideas... 

1. So are you Nigerian or American? 
2. Do people just give you money? If so- awesome, good for you :-) 
3. VladyXX sounds 99.9% sincere so I am not convinced he is what you think he is. I 

really think you are mistaken..  

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 1:50pm | Post# 12736

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
1: They asked me if I lost a phone, laptop or ... recently and I said yes. I lost an 
Iphone and i was signed into FF at the time. So it is possible that whoever has it can 
still enter into my account. They are still carrying out the investigations and anyone who 
is deep into these matter should please take it up too. I am innocent and it must be 
possible to prove this. 
This is what all of us wanted to hear! Everyone was almost sure that it wasn't 
the same Eurusdd. 
However, the way that you decided to retaliate and accuse the people that supported & 
respected you the most was way too much & I had to show everyone the PDF after that. 
Please re-read my posts and check how many times I mentioned that I wouldn't have 
done any of this or bothered to create a PDF if you just said from the beginning that "yes 
my account may be hacked since I lost a phone that I used to login to FF from". 
 
I also mentioned to you and others that the person operating the Skype + FB is from 
Ghana (the Ghanian flag won't show by default on skype by itself). So if you lost your 
Iphone in Ghana, then yes your current suspicions are correct. For once an argument 
that makes sense! 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
: iN the mean-time I want to render unqualified apology to all those that I suspected of 
setting me up! I was shocked myself because you guys were accusing me of sending you 
messages when in fact I never received any replies from you. The FXJAY, I say "I do not 
know you and I will never ask you for money simply because you were the one person 
who really had results to show in support of my ideas. I suspected you of setting me up 
because when I looked back, I could see who wanted to deal with me on this site. I did 
not join your group simply because... 
From my side, your apology is totally accepted as long as you go through the 
'investigation' and prove with concrete evidence what happened. 
 

Quoting Eurusdd 
I am ready for any investigations into this matter because I want to prove that someone 
has stolen my identity for his/her own purpose! Take this to any level and I will be willing 
to co-operate!!! Apology to all!!!!! 
If my help is needed in the investigations you and your team are doing, I will be more 
than glad to cooperate in providing whatever details I may have. 
However, if I sense any dishonesty I am disclosing from now that I will let it out to 
public. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 



samaralala Nov 18, 2014 1:54pm | Post# 12737

 
[quote=FX-Jay;7880847]{quote} This is what all of us wanted to hear! Everyone was 
almost sure that it wasn't the same Eurusdd. However, the way that you decided to 
retaliate and accuse the people that supported & respected you the most was way too 
much & I had to show everyone the PDF after that. Please re-read my posts and check 
how many times I mentioned that I wouldn't have done any of this or bothered to create 
a PDF if you just said from the beginning that "yes my account may be hacked since I 
lost a phone that I used to login to FF from". I also mentioned to you and others that the 
person operating the Skype + FB is from Ghana (the Ghanian flag won't show by default 
on skype by itself). So if you lost your Iphone in Ghana, then yes your current suspicions 
are correct. For once an argument that makes sense! {quote} From my side, your 
apology is totally accepted as long as you go through the 'investigation' and prove with 
concrete evidence what happened. {quote} If my help is needed in the investigations 
you and your team are doing, I will be more than glad to cooperate in providing whatever 
details I may have. However, if I sense any dishonesty I am disclosing from now that I 
will let it out to public. Best, Jay[/qu 

 

brekz1 Nov 18, 2014 2:10pm | Post# 12738

 
1 Attachment(s) 

will going up for this week or next week? target 1.2755 have same call?  
 

 

 

Trillion2015 Nov 18, 2014 2:22pm | Post# 12739

 
There are so many new comer and others forex member who liked your concept and 
want to learn more from you . So please do contribute . 

 

feline207 Nov 18, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 12740

 
Quoting brekz1 

will going up for this week or next week? target 1.2755 have same call? {image} 
Man , you are making up your mind constantly. You had 1.2424 , it still isnt hit, now you 

call for 1.2755. Have more fait in that girl  

 



brekz1 Nov 18, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 12741

 
Quoting feline207 
{quote} Man , you are making up your mind constantly. You had 1.2424 , it still isnt hit, 

now you call for 1.2755. Have more fait in that girl  

just newbie call  

 

burnssss Nov 18, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 12742

 
He has rewritten the eurusddlive email ... asking for money. I think someone is laughing 
at me too 

 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 3:10pm | Post# 12743

 
2 Attachment(s) 

look at these pictures. Because of the kinds of posting that were on the 
thread I limited posting by restricting to high-impact members. but look at 
this picture: 

 
 
and then look at this one too: the page is still loading and i was just about signing in, but 
someone is already viewing the thread! 
 



 

 

burnssss Nov 18, 2014 3:19pm | Post# 12744

 
I honestly believe that. 
 
It is not likely that after all, "someone" write me again: 
 
"i'll trade for others sure 
make profit and how much from That 
to prove FF 
Also i dont have time to argue With Them 
my trades 72 pips today " 
 
It makes no sense. 

 

ryder950 Nov 18, 2014 3:23pm | Post# 12745

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
look at these pictures. Because of the kinds of posting that were on the thread I limited 
posting by restricting to high-impact members. but look at this picture: {image} and 
then look at this one too: the page is still loading and i was just about signing in, but 
someone is already viewing the thread! {image} 
 
So whats the deal man FF doesn't want you around anymore? Why? What does it matter? 
Change your name and email and start over. Make money and move on right? I loved 



your posts. You really helped me learn. Right now, I dont even know if this is you..... I 
wish you would get back in the game and be done with all this mess. 

 

Ralome Nov 18, 2014 3:26pm | Post# 12746

 
Now I don't see the impact limit either... 

 

almo Nov 18, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 12747

 
Quoting Ralome 
{quote} Now I don't see the impact limit in the thread itself either... 
It was on earlier today....not that I had any intention of posting.  
 
Pass the popcorn.... 

 

stt Nov 18, 2014 3:28pm | Post# 12748

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
look at these pictures. Because of the kinds of posting that were on the thread I limited 
posting by restricting to high-impact members. but look at this picture: {image} and 
then look at this one too: the page is still loading and i was just about signing in, but 
someone is already viewing the thread! {image} 
I can solve this mystery about feline, berkz and burnssss able to post while the thread 
was restricted to "high impact" members. They are your buddies so they will be able to 
post even though they are not "high impact" right now. 
 
I tried to post in this thread earlier but could not (as i am not in your buddy list). 
 
I think best way to move forward is for everyone to ignore what happened and you 
change your password (that will force your iphone to logout). Also just declare that you 
will never ask anyone for money for management so if someone is approached by 
anyone claiming to be eurusdd that means he is not *real* you. 
 
In future if you loose your device on which you are logged in, the best way is to 
immediately change your password (this applies to not only forexfactory but to other 
services like gmail, yahoo etc too). 
 
BTW for iphones you can remotely wipe them so you should do it now if you have not 
done so already. That way thieves cant get to your other accounts (such as email etc). 
 
Also if you think "fake" eurusdd posted any messages to this thread then you should also 
highlight those. so far it seems he only did PM and skype etc. 
 
Since you say you didnt join the FB group while fx-jay and vlady1972 say you did, it is 
possible that "fake" person joined that group impersonating you. This also jives with why 
you didnt initially join end of Oct but then joined on nov12th. 
 
PS: I supported people who exposed this based on the conversation with "fake" Eurusdd 
even though that meant they have to disclose their secret trading group. I do think they 
did the right thing before the many other people got duped. 
 
PS2: the communication style/english usage in conversation with fx-jay and others 
posted is somewhat different than yours so it is possible someone else was 



impersonating you. but there will be no way to prove conclusively. Also since you are 
from Ghana, i think you should update the profile to say Ghana instead of united states. 
 
Also I think it was not right for you to attack fx-jay and vlady without any proof. They 
were your supporters to begin with. Imho, the best way to resolve issue is to have 
thoughtful communication instead of finger pointing. I know you must have been angry 
but still keeping cool is one of the important trait for a trader. 
 
 
One final question: is this http://en.zulutrade.com/trader/65750 profile yours or not? 
Please tell us honestly. 

 

Ralome Nov 18, 2014 3:29pm | Post# 12749

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} It was on earlier today....not that I had any intention of posting. Pass the 
popcorn.... 
It was there a few minutes ago. 

 

burnssss Nov 18, 2014 3:37pm | Post# 12750

 
Eurusdd, 
can you tell me the antivirus you are using on your computer? 

 

c19 Nov 18, 2014 3:37pm | Post# 12751

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
I involved securities experts in this issue and they all seem to be saying the same things. 
This is the most sensible thing done so far. GOOD MOVE. 
 
First thing I would do if I suspect my account is being used by someone else is to change 
the password. And use another computer If I can. 

 

jpch89 Nov 18, 2014 3:46pm | Post# 12752

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
"When you sign into FF on two different devices and sign out on one, you are still signed 
into FF. Therefore, if you lose one device anyone who finds it or stole it can take over 
your account. Signing out on ONE DEVICE DOES Not sign you out completely. Please 
check this yourselves." 
That is true. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 18, 2014 4:02pm | Post# 12753

 
The way things are going, I cannot manage this account anymore. 
Someone has taken over the account. I will support FF if they 
delete the account and thread. I cannot contribute here anymore 
because it seems the person is interested in destroying my name. 
Well, this all started after I posted my picture and the quote "Good 



name is better than money" 
 
I cannot support this thread anymore:  

 

ryder950 Nov 18, 2014 4:21pm | Post# 12754

 
This thread is like a bad movie I'm out.....   

 

almo Nov 18, 2014 4:29pm | Post# 12755

 
....and then there is the question - why were so many members either banned or 
suspended following the initial accusation? 

 

humlux Nov 18, 2014 4:42pm | Post# 12756

 
Quoting ryder950 

This thread is like a bad movie I'm out.....   
Why can't we just get in the running car? 

 

handy148 Nov 18, 2014 4:59pm | Post# 12757

 
Ghana seems popular all of a sudden. Received this on skype today :- 
 
Hello My 
Dear Friend. 
I am Mrs. Karoline Lewis a citizen of Germany, married to a Ghanaian. My dear, God has 
touched me to donate what I have to a charity home through you. I got your e-mail ID 
from the International website directory, and I prayed over it, and it was reviewed to me 
divinely that you are a trustworthy person who can donate my money to a charity home 
outside my country. Dear I married to Late Mr. Felix Lewis from Ghana in West Africa, 
who was a Manager in shell development company in Ghana and since his death, I have 
been battling with Cancer and fibroid problems. When my late husband was alive, he 
deposited a substantial amount of money worth (USD $3.500.000.00) in a safe security 
Company in Ghana which I inherited after his death as the beneficiary. 
My dear, my problem now is that my health condition is getting more desperately and I 
have no child my husband relatives are not honest with my husband when he was alive, 
they are enemies of progress and don't have fear of God in them and also they have sold 
all my late husband properties since I was on sick bed without my notice, because of this 
I have to avoid them having any idea about this money, and I have been touched now by 
God almighty to donate from what I have to charity homes for the good work of God 
almighty, I have donated some of this money to charity homes and Churches in Ghana. 
Dear, you may be wondering why I chose you. I chose you because God wants you to do 
this work, God reviewed to me divinely to donate this money through you. God reviews 
your E-mail to me. rather than to allow my late husband relatives to useless this money 
after I die, So I decided to follow Gods instruction to invest this money to charity homes, 
and to help the motherless, less privileged and also for the assistance of the widows and 
widowers. My dear, I hope you are a devoted (God) fearing person, who can act 
sincerely, and use this money accordingly as I Stated here. 
I contacted you personally as God instructed me to do, so that the money 
(USD$3.500.000.00, ) will be handed over to you once my church Reverend Father 
present you to the safe keeping company in Ghana where the money was deposited as 



family treasure/Personal belonging because I have submitted all the relevant document 
such as Deposit Certificate, including the key of the trunk box effectively to Reverend 
Father Patrick Ofori because I am now too weak and fragile to do things myself because 
of my desperate condition now, and these are the mean reason why I handed everything 
over to My Church Priest Rev.Fr.Patrick Ofori who always visit me in the hospital and 
pray for me for quicker recovery. 
Dear, please feel free to contact my Priest Rev.Fr.Patrick Ofori with his detail 
information's as follows, to enable him understand that you are the one choosing to do 
this work by God Almighty. You are advised to contact Rev Patrick immediately through 
the below information to enable him direct you properly on how to receive the money 
without any further delay, also explain in full details all you need to know about this 
matter. 
Please I want you and your family to always pray for me because my health condition 
right now is not good enough, and always be prayerful to God almighty in all the days of 
your life for he is the re warder of all good things. 
Contact Person: Rev Fr.Patrick Ofori. 
Email: ( revfather.patrickofori@aol.com) 
Direct Tel: +233266860969 Or +233554314503 
Thanks and God bless you and your entire family at large. 
Yours faithfully, 
Mrs. Karoline Lewis 

 

handy148 Nov 18, 2014 5:00pm | Post# 12758

 
The above is the sort of thing I used to get from Nigeria all the time. The above will also 
be winging its way to the Police Fraud Squad. 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 5:13pm | Post# 12759

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} This is what all of us wanted to hear! Everyone was almost sure that it wasn't 
the same Eurusdd. However, the way that you decided to retaliate and accuse the people 
that supported & respected you the most was way too much & I had to show everyone 
the PDF after that. Please re-read my posts and check how many times I mentioned that 
I wouldn't have done any of this or bothered to create a PDF if you just said from the 
beginning that "yes my account may be hacked since I lost a phone that I used to login 
to FF from". I also mentioned to you... 
No, no and no!!! 
 
Why do you make it all so easy for scam-artists? Stockholm syndrome, I ask again? 
 
When I would be in the shoes of a caught red-handed scam-artist, I would do exactly 
what EURUSDD is doing now: 
 
 
firstly accuse other people, then accuse the people I was or am buddy with, confusing 
the people, playing the victim, talking about identity theft, saying to investigate the stuff 
professionally (the sheeple will fall for that, ain't they?), talking about lost phone which 
was logged in, and as icing on the cake, simply sending out again letters asking for 
money, because anybody would think that one can not be so stupid. Great, isn't t? 
 

 

 



Magix Nov 18, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 12760

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} No, no and no!!! Why do you make it all so easy for scam-artists? 
Stockholm syndrome, I ask again? When I would be in the shoes of a 
caught red-handed scam-artist, I would do exactly what EURUSDD is doing 
now: firstly accuse other people, then accuse the people I was or am 
buddy with, confusing the people, playing the victim, talking about identity 
theft, saying to investigate the stuff professionally (the sheeple will fall for 
that, ain't they?), talking about lost phone which was logged in, and as 
icing on the cake, simply sending out... 

Markus, as the only true voice of reason... 
 
Well done, sir. 
 
The phone thing is amusing, to be sure...because rather than somebody just formatting 
it and hocking it for a quick $50...they: 
1. Cracked the password to get into the phone. 
2. Learned about Forex Factory the thread and all of its members. 
3. Gained access to private messages which lead to the Email/Facebook Fiasco. 
 
All of which went completely unnoticed by anybody, including EURUSDD!! 
 
To which now, we are expected to believe, that he hasn't bothered to change his 
password, nor can he actually name any party that he refers to as Security Experts... 
 
Security Experts?? 

 
 
I've really been fighting back the tears reading through this Lames Bond Mystery Novel 
and have struggled with not chiming in...but this latest chapter?? 
 

 

 

wireash Nov 18, 2014 5:59pm | Post# 12761

 
I dont believe the phone thing either 
sorry 

 

tickoedo Nov 18, 2014 6:01pm | Post# 12762

 
very sad what happen here.... thanks for eurusdd for the great ideas... good luck 

 

Robertk Nov 18, 2014 6:16pm | Post# 12763

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 6:39pm | Post# 12764

 
Quoting Magix 
{quote} Markus, as the only true voice of reason... Well done, sir. The phone thing is 
amusing, to be sure...because rather than somebody just formatting it and hocking it for 
a quick $50...they: 1. Cracked the password to get into the phone. 2. Learned about 
Forex Factory the thread and all of its members. 3. Gained access to private messages 
which lead to the Email/Facebook Fiasco. All of which went completely unnoticed by 
anybody, including EURUSDD!! To which now, we are expected to believe, that he hasn't 
bothered to change his password, nor... 
Hi Magix, 
 
nice to see you around. Missed you already somewhat. Sorry that our last contact went a 

"bit" out of control  
 
The really amusing part is also, that the iphone cracker also got a clue out of the mix of 
advanced mathematics, mystique and esoteric LOL And since EURUSDD told, that he lost 
his iphone "recently", the cracker set all this up within a few days (getting mathematical 
background, getting basic knowledge in Forex, even knowing when to use the right email 
address, skype etc., and that all by accidentally getting the ominous iphone 
 
If I was the cracker, I would have been convinced, after a while, that for example Vlady 
or FX-ray would be the better targets for impersonation. But on the other hand, we all 
can see how easy it is to "influence" the people here, because EURUSDD has still 316 



subscribers and 42 buddies. Seems that when hope, dreams and money is involved, 
people are losing their ability for proper judgment. 
 

Maybe I shall tell him the difference between security experts and forensic experts?  
 

Lames Bond  
 
 
Best to you 

 

spyderman Nov 18, 2014 6:56pm | Post# 12765

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote}But on the other hand, we all can see how easy it is to "influence" the people 
here, because EURUSDD has still 316 subscribers 
 
So you equate subscribing to someone as being influenced by them. Perhaps some feel 
that while much or most of what has been said about his nefarious conduct may prove 
true, they have and can still benefit if Eurusdd continues his trading views.  
 
It seems that many experienced traders, even those whom Eurusdd allegedly tried to 
"scam", still consider much of what he said to have been of great value. Perhaps others 
do as well... 
 

Just a thought.  

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 7:02pm | Post# 12766

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} No, no and no!!! Why do you make it all so easy for scam-artists? Stockholm 

syndrome, I ask again?  
Quoting Magix 
{quote} Markus, as the only true voice of reason... Well done, sir. The phone thing is 
amusing, to be sure...because rather than somebody just formatting it and hocking it for 
a quick $50...they: 1. Cracked the password to get into the phone. 2. Learned about 
Forex Factory the thread and all of its members. 3. Gained access to private messages 
which lead to the Email/Facebook Fiasco. All of which went completely unnoticed by 
anybody, including EURUSDD!! To which now, we are expected to believe, that he hasn't 
bothered to change his password, nor... 

Oh guys Oh guys it's so disappointing to see you underestimate me like this I thought 

I gave a 'smarter' impression than the one you have about me  
 
Never mind I'll live with it. I'll leave this thread and go back to my good old reddit & 
9gag. Anwz it's not fun here anymore ... was planning to continue with this further, but 
forget it, it became boring. 
 
Good thing I got an 'apology' from EURUSDD (btw i took a screenshot in case it 
somehow disappear wene changes his mind) before leaving. 
For those dumb ***** that were accusing me of creating this up, what do you 

have to say now that your big daddy/chief apologized?  
 
If you really think that I believed this lame iPhone excuse then you've got lots to learn 



about me my friends.. a whole lot ... will leave you with the below screenshots.. would 
have loved to stick around here to see how this play will end up, but unfortunately it got 
too boring for my taste 

 



 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 7:16pm | Post# 12767

 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} So you equate subscribing to someone as being influenced by them. Perhaps 
some feel that while much or most of what has been said about his nefarious conduct 
may prove true, they have and can still benefit if Eurusdd continues his trading views. It 
seems that many experienced traders, even those whom Eurusdd allegedly tried to 
"scam", still consider much of what he said to have been of great value. Perhaps others 

do as well... Just a thought.  
so tell me: 
 
why is it, that EURUSDD still does not know, at which times his "system" or "idea" will be 
profitable, and at which times not? 
 
There is a difference between citing some mathematical theorems and applying them 
properly. 
 
 
Since I see not many of his followers to have mathematical background, it seems to be 
easy to impress them. 



 
Was EURUSDD able to trade his own ideas? Is someone else able to trade his ideas 
successfully, without applying some additional methods? 
 
Who of the 316 subscribers is able to explain me the similarity thing in 10 sentences? 
 
Who of the 316 subscribers can make, over the course of the next days, convincing life-
trading calls here, with proper money management, based on the "similarity" idea? 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 7:25pm | Post# 12768

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} {quote} Oh guys Oh guys it's so disappointing to see you underestimate me like 

this I thought I gave a 'smarter' impression than the one you have about me Never 
mind I'll live with it. I'll leave this thread and go back to my good old reddit & 9gag. 
Anwz it's not fun here anymore ... was planning to continue with this further, but forget 
it, it became boring. Good thing I got an 'apology' from EURUSDD (btw i took a 
screenshot in case it somehow disappear wene changes his mind) before leaving. For 
those dumb ***** that were accusing... 
 
 
Trapping someone is a clever thought, but when you do it this way, you risk, that he 
gains credibility. The sheeple will read only, that you accept his apologize. They will 
think, that when you trust him, it is OK for them to follow him still. 
 
What is going on here is in no way entertaining or funny. So I do not understand your 
remarks. 

 

spyderman Nov 18, 2014 7:26pm | Post# 12769

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} so tell me: 
Can't tell ya anything. Haven't been here long enough. 
 
Just didn't seem quite fair to insult that many people with a few keystrokes. 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 7:42pm | Post# 12770

 
Quoting spyderman 
{quote} Can't tell ya anything. Haven't been here long enough. Just didn't seem quite 
fair to insult that many people with a few keystrokes. 
What exactly was the insult? 

 

danc Nov 18, 2014 7:44pm | Post# 12771

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} No, no and no!!! Why do you make it all so easy for scam-artists? Stockholm 
syndrome, I ask again? When I would be in the shoes of a caught red-handed scam-
artist, I would do exactly what EURUSDD is doing now: firstly accuse other people, then 
accuse the people I was or am buddy with, confusing the people, playing the victim, 
talking about identity theft, saying to investigate the stuff professionally (the sheeple will 
fall for that, ain't they?), talking about lost phone which was logged in, and as icing on 



the cake, simply sending out... 
I am totally with you Infinitus.. what a lot of absolute B...sh ..Dribble is coming out of 
their mouths.. 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 7:44pm | Post# 12772

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} so tell me: why is it, that EURUSDD still does not know, at which times his 
"system" or "idea" will be profitable, and at which times not? There is a difference between 
citing some mathematical theorems and applying them properly. Since I see not many of his 
followers to have mathematical background, it seems to be easy to impress them. Was 
EURUSDD able to trade his own ideas? Is someone else able to trade his ideas successfully, 
without applying some additional methods? Who of the 316 subscribers is able to explain me 
the similarity thing... 
 
Ill do it in 4 and a picture. 
 
"The basic principle is simple: PRICE has to move in such a way that it corrects as many dis- 
similarities as possible and also create VERY FEW NEW ONES. That is why some-times price 
can just move in way, that no one expected." 
 
Notice how the levels where price was disimilar on Ci indi get cleared once price becomes 
similar again. 
 
Red V lines = Similiarity, Green V Lines= Dissimilarity, Red H=Dissimilarity Levels, Circled H 
Lines= Levels of Dissim that need to be cleared now that Similarity has been restored. 

 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 7:47pm | Post# 12773

 
1 Attachment(s) 
price cleared every level of dissimilarity in the pic except for the one that doesnt have 
green H line on it out of 5 waves of sim/dissim movement. 



 
also notice 2 of the level of the last wave of dissimiliarity have already been cleared and 
2 of them line up with SS level that has nearly 100% chance of being hit. 
 
 
$$$$$$ 
 
Shout out to Kiads for the great template and color scheme. 
 

Sorry I had to jack your Swag! Its just so easy on the eyes  

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 7:59pm | Post# 12774

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Trapping someone is a clever thought, but when you do it this way, you risk, 
that he gains credibility. The sheeple will read only, that you accept his apologize. They 
will think, that when you trust him, it is OK for them to follow him still. What is going on 
here is in no way entertaining or funny. So I do not understand your remarks. 
Honestly the last thing I care about is the sheep that are being guided to the slaughter. 
I exposed the scam because I was sure my results & contributions were going to be 
used to lure in some people. I didn't want my name or account dragged into this s*** 
hole just because a guy from Ghana decided to go mad. 
 
Whoever thinks I did this because I really care to warn others about a scam is mistaken. 



People who are naive enough to fall for it deserve to fall for it, and I'm pretty sure they 
will do it once & twice & three times without learning because they are born with few 
missing cells in their brains & none of us could fix that. 
 
I have mentioned many times that I'm an egoistic self centered person, whoever likes it 
good, whoever doesn't, there are billions of walls in the world, let them chose one & hit 
their heads. 
 
I would have left this subject in peace a long time ago if our friend EURUSDD didn't drag 
me into his conspiracy theories. 
Now that he apologized & every one knows that I'm not involved in this scam I can only 
wish him the best whether he's a scammer or not. Even if he's a thief I don't really care 
as long as he doesn't use my name in his theft or try to convince others that I'm leading 
a global campaign against him. 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 8:00pm | Post# 12775

 
To every one saying these principles are BS you guys are experiencing what is known as 
cognitive dissonance. 
 
"In psychology, cognitive dissonance is the mental stress or discomfort experienced by 
an individual who holds two or more contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values at the same 
time, or is confronted by new information that conflicts with existing beliefs, 
ideas, or values." 
 
You believed your old analysis/method worked so well that when confronted with these 
very logical ideas that show why this method works aswell(or could be disproving your 
old belief about the market), you reject idea's that would normally sound rational if you 
were not tied to your original belief so tightly. 
 
This is why many religious people will belief things that are just plain irrational, and why 
some traders wont believe the things in this thread even though they are just plain 
rational. 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 8:01pm | Post# 12776

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Ill do it in 3 and a picture. "The basic principle is simple: PRICE has to move in 
such a way that it corrects as many dis- similarities as possible and also create VERY 
FEW NEW ONES. That is why some-times price can just move in way, that no one 
expected." Notice how the levels where price was disimilar on Ci indi get cleared once 
price becomes similar again. Red V lines = Similiarity, Green V Lines= Dissimilarity, Red 
H=Dissimilarity Levels, Circled H Lines= Levels of Dissim that need to be cleared now 
that Similarity has been restored.... 
 
 
 
Any other explanation? 
 
Can that also be explained by some basic stuff of supply and demand? 
 
Can you imagine some circumstances, where price/market gives a shi! about 
similarities/dissimilarities left behind? 
 
Can you describe the circumstances when to hold such a trade, when to fold such a 



trade? 
 
 

The answers can be given by another one than PiratePip  

 

FX-Jay Nov 18, 2014 8:03pm | Post# 12777

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Trapping someone is a clever thought, but when you do it this way, you risk, 
that he gains credibility. The sheeple will read only, that you accept his apologize. They 
will think, that when you trust him, it is OK for them to follow him still. What is going on 
here is in no way entertaining or funny. So I do not understand your remarks. 
The entertaining part was everything that EURUSDD and his loyal sheep posted after I 
made the PDF public.  
I don't know about you, but the level of logic & arguments/accusations presented from 
both sides made me laugh and kept me entertained for a while 

 

Kiads Nov 18, 2014 8:04pm | Post# 12778

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Ok let's learn basic theorem of Similarity.. 
 



 
 
So.. 
 



 
 

 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 8:05pm | Post# 12779

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Any other explanation? Can that also be explained by some basic stuff of supply 
and demand? Can you imagine some circumstances, where price/market gives a shi! 
about similarities/dissimilarities left behind? Can you describe the circumstances 
when to hold such a trade, when to fold such a trade? The answers can be given by 

another one than PiratePip  
Lol what are you talking about? 
 
you asked if any one could explain the sim/dissim concept in 10 sentences or less, not 
S&D or anything else so why would I explain anything else besides what you asked?? and 
again you must not understand the picture or the first sentence containing the basic 
principle. 
 
You don't even understand what you asked... and I know this because of what you were 
expecting as an answer. you asked to explain the similarity thing in 10 sentences. an 
explanation(which is forced into a summary since its 10 sentences or less) and a step by 
step how to guide are completely different things. You asked for a summary and 
expected a step by step how to trade guide? 
 
 
ONCE SIMILIARITY RETURNS YOU HOLD UNTIL DISSIM LEVELS FROM THE LAST 
WAVE ARE CLEARED AS SHOWN IN THE PICTURE & DESCRIBED IN THE BASIC 
PRINCIPLE! 



 
Sorry I can not hold you hand and wipe your butt through every trade. 
 

ALSO IF YOU READ THE FREAKING THREAD 
YOU WOULD UNDERSTAND THESE ARE NOT 
TRADING SYSTEMS! THEY ARE IDEAS YOU 
CAN BUILD SYSTEMS UPON!!!  

 

spyderman Nov 18, 2014 8:06pm | Post# 12780

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} What exactly was the insult? 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} we all can see how easy it is to "influence" the people here, because 
EURUSDD has still 316 subscribers and 42 buddies. Seems that when hope, dreams and 
money is involved, people are losing their ability for proper judgment.  

 

 

Kiads Nov 18, 2014 8:16pm | Post# 12781

 
1 Attachment(s) 
and basic stuff of supply and demand.. 
 

 

 



PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 8:20pm | Post# 12782

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} any other explanation? Can that also be explained by some basic stuff of supply 
and demand? can you imagine some circumstances, where price/market gives a shi! 
About similarities/dissimilarities left behind? can you describe the circumstances when 
to hold such a trade, when to fold such a trade? The answers can be given by another one 

than piratepip  
again if you read the thread you would understand that when price does not give a poo 
about sim/dissim it is in a transient state in which stochastic cross will make you money. 
 
 
Show me a chart where price ignores dissim levels by just continuing up or down(never 
returning) where you wouldnt make money buying every stochastic cross below 35/ short 
every cross above 65(15,3,3). 

if you read the thread you would have the 
answer to all the questions you are asking!! 
 
 
 
Here is a recent chart where price ignored sim/dissim theory... Look how 
easy it was to make money buying the stochastic crosses since price was in 
a very transient state & wasnt recurrent or acknowledging sim/dissim 
theory. This is because built in indicators are designed for transient prices. 
This is why they only work in trending(non recurrent or transient) markets 
and blow your account up and recurrent markets(which is the most common 
state of the market, especially in smaller time frames). 
 

 
AN IDEA IS NOT INVALIDATED JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN'T WRAP YOUR 
BRAIN AROUND IT! AND IF YOU DISAGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT, WHICH 
APPARENTLY A LOT PEOPLE ON THIS THREAD DO, YOU ARE EXPERIENCING 
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE!  



 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 12783

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Lol what are you talking about? you asked if any one could explain the 
sim/dissim concept in 10 sentences or less, not S&D or anything else so why would I 
explain anything else besides what you asked?? and again you must not understand the 
picture or the first sentence containing the basic principle. You don't even understand 
what you asked... and I know this because of what you were expecting as an answer. 
you asked to explain the similarity thing in 10 sentences. an explanation(which is forced 
into a summary since its 10 sentences or less)... 
See, it has only taken me a few questions and you are losing the countenance. Accusing 
me of not understanding what I asked. Accusing me of not have read the thread or 
understanding the concept. 
 
Re-read my question: I asked about explaining the similarity/dis-similarity thing, and 
your answer answered not my question. Simply as that....... 
I was expecting some mathematical explanation, not something an indicator shows. 
 
As I said many times: EURUSDD does not know, at which time/circumstances the 
similarity thing can be traded, and at which time it certainly will result in huge 
drawdown. I have asked the question often enough and got no answer. Another nice 
question would be, why the "ideas"/"system"/"whatever" does not account it. That was 
my question regarding "know when to hold them, and when to fold them". 
 
So you tell me, that you hold a trade until similarity is restored. Great! And at what 
circumstances can we expect, that similarity will not be restored for a long time? May be 
an interesting topic, when you play Forex leveraged. Isn't it? 
 
And btw.: I fully understand that that is not a trading system. So it is beyond of my 
imagination, why so many see value in that what EURUSDD told, since I do not see many 
here who were able to make it work........... 

 

PiratePip Nov 18, 2014 8:37pm | Post# 12784

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} See, it has only taken me a few questions and you are losing the countenance. 
Accusing me of not understanding what I asked. Accusing me of not have read the thread 
or understanding the concept. Re-read my question: I asked about explaining the 
similarity/dis-similarity thing, and your answer answered not my question. Simply as 
that....... I was expecting some mathematical explanation, not something an indicator 
shows. As I said many times: EURUSDD does not know, at which time/circumstances the 
similarity thing can be traded, and at which... 
 
You are so foolish and irrational I must ignore you. it was nice talking to you. If you still 
do not get it after everything explained have fun believing the earth is flat and that the 
moon is made of cheese. 



 
 
Cheers! 
 
Pip 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 8:42pm | Post# 12785

 
Quoting spyderman 

{quote} {quote}  
 
 
OK, let it explain with this: 
 
 
Given, that I will explain you my "secret" setup for trading with Elliott Wave. You then 
are able to trade it successfully. At the next time, I turn around and kick your balls and 
butt. 
 
Would you still defending me? Would you still call me a "buddy"? Would you still not 
questioning me, why I did do that? Would you beg for more? 
 
Looking at most of the replies here showing defense and ovation for the scammer, one 
could imply, that all above questions will be answered with a resounding YES 
 
Do you see now the dis-similarity between insult and observation? 

 

ellenbrook Nov 18, 2014 8:42pm | Post# 12786

 
Quoting PiratePip 



{quote} again if you read the thread you would understand that when price does not 
give a poo about sim/dissim it is in a transient state in which stochastic cross will make 
you money. Show me a chart where price ignores dissim levels by just continuing up or 
down(never returning) where you wouldnt make money buying every stochastic cross 
below 35/ short every cross above 65(15,3,3). if you read the thread you would have the 
answer to all the questions you are asking!! Here is a recent chart where price ignored 
sim/dissim theory... Look how easy... 
 
 
 

:appl ause: guess what that what i am doing since Monday? then? $$$$$$$$$ 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 8:43pm | Post# 12787

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Lol what are you talking about? you asked if any one could explain the 
sim/dissim concept in 10 sentences or less, not S&D or anything else so why would I 
explain anything else besides what you asked?? and again you must not understand the 
picture or the first sentence containing the basic principle. You don't even understand 
what you asked... and I know this because of what you were expecting as an answer. 
you asked to explain the similarity thing in 10 sentences. an explanation(which is forced 
into a summary since its 10 sentences or less)... 
BTW, why are you shouting at me??? 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 12788

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} You are so foolish and irrational I must ignore you. it was nice talking to you. If 
you still do not get it after everything explained have fun believing the earth is flat and 
that the moon is made of cheese. {image} Cheers! Pip 
 
 
OK 
 

 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 12789

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Honestly the last thing I care about is the sheep that are being guided to the 
slaughter. I exposed the scam because I was sure my results & contributions were going 
to be used to lure in some people. I didn't want my name or account dragged into this 
s*** hole just because a guy from Ghana decided to go mad. Whoever thinks I did this 
because I really care to warn others about a scam is mistaken. People who are naive 
enough to fall for it deserve to fall for it, and I'm pretty sure they will do it once 
& twice & three times without learning... 

 
 
fair enough 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 9:06pm | Post# 12790



 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} You are so foolish and irrational I must ignore you. it was nice talking to you. If 
you still do not get it after everything explained have fun believing the earth is flat and 
that the moon is made of cheese. {image} Cheers! Pip 
BTW: I couldn't care less 

 

Magix Nov 18, 2014 9:58pm | Post# 12791

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} Sorry that our last contact went a "bit" out of control  
Bygones? 
 

 
 
Personally, I think EURUSDD is a Moron and has done no more for trading than a piece of 
toast with the face of Jesus has done for religion...but I think we are both on the same 
page with that... 
 
What I do appreciate is that his little trail of bread crumbs has lead some to a different 
perspective of market. The odds are still the same, but if somebody lasts a single day 
longer by reassessing their trade before pushing a button, he has done a good thing. 
 
Thing is, and I think FX-Jay has proven this, is that there still has to be some personal 
application inside the compilation in order for one to find anything that does resemble 
success. Seriously speaking, if nobody here can actually describe what this fucking 
thread is about, it really is only Pulp Fiction, isn't it? 
 
Okay...Vlady and Jay are kickin it...and good on them. From here they open the doors to 
others exploring some of the same avenues and it is through their successes and 
encouragement that others too may find this path and continue on...but let's be real 
here...lending any more credence to that Moron EURUSDD is completely unfounded and 
baseless. 
 
IF that schmuck could do what he talked about, he wouldn't have been trying to wheel 
others into his shitty little pool of what would be sure losses. 
 
Really, all I did to get my first managed account and associations through FF was post 
some live trades and technical analysis... 
 
Yeah... 
 
Get that through some of the heads in this house. 
 
YOU CAN BE AN ACCOUNT MANAGER AND STILL MAINTAIN A REGULAR MEMBERSHIP AT 
FF!!! 
 
You just can't advertise, I've got and posted a screen shot of the Email from Twee that 
says this exact thing. 
 
Take a look around at a lot of the names you see cross the pages here at FF...the ones 
that seem the most stable and consistent are probably doing much the same. Hanging 
out in their jammies, working with some of their own funds and funds from others. 
 
Now...People can continue to defend this wanker until their fingers fall off in protest... 
 



That lunatic can continue to make shit up because at this point, that crazy bastard is 
barely looking at plausibility in the rear view mirror...there really is no escaping cold hard 
reality. 
 
Only real question that needs to be asked for a lot of these folk is, where are you gunna 
go now? 
 
Move along with your lives, people... 
 
There's nothing left to see here. 

 

infinitus Nov 18, 2014 10:15pm | Post# 12792

 
Quoting Magix 

{quote} Bygones? Personally, I think EURUSDD is a Moron and has done no more for 
trading than a piece of toast with the face of Jesus has done for religion...but I think we 
are both on the same page with that... What I do appreciate is that his little trail of bread 
crumbs has lead some to a different perspective of market. The odds are still the same, 
but if somebody lasts a single day longer by reassessing their trade before pushing a 
button, he has done a good thing. Thing is, and I think FX-Jay has proven this, is that 
there still has to... 

Couldn't have said it better  
 
And resounding yes: Bygones 
 
BTW: had to google that word up LOL 
 
Shall no-one say, in FF one could not learn anything 
 
And yes: Vlad and Fx-Jay are different league 

 

Baillie Nov 18, 2014 10:48pm | Post# 12793

 
HMMM, dropping F bombs and insulting other members and not suspended? Seems really 

fair ???? I feel another rant coming on... better leave now   

 

saver0 Nov 18, 2014 11:12pm | Post# 12794

 
Lot of the grown ups still got a lot of growing up to do. 
 
See any similarity in this people? 
Inserted Video 
 
 
Let's drop the childish behaviors and move on to better and bigger big boy things.. yea? 
haha 

 

brekz1 Nov 19, 2014 12:53am | Post# 12795

 
EU will up to 1.2990 on weekly chart  



1.2889 on monthly chart  

anyone have same call?  

 

Acroix70 Nov 19, 2014 1:59am | Post# 12796

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Magix 

{quote} Bygones? Personally, I think EURUSDD is a Moron and has done no more for 
trading than a piece of toast with the face of Jesus has done for religion...but I think we are 
both on the same page with that... What I do appreciate is that his little trail of bread 
crumbs has lead some to a different perspective of market. The odds are still the same, but 
if somebody lasts a single day longer by reassessing their trade before pushing a button, he 
has done a good thing. Thing is, and I think FX-Jay has proven this, is that there still has 
to... 
 

 

 

 

shiva Nov 19, 2014 2:39am | Post# 12797

 
Finally this thread has begun to offer fun-quotient to a non-math-brained person like 

me  Having said that I have further 2 pips (5 digit price) to add. I see a lot of 
difference in the language and grammar used by the "two different Eurusdd's" Sort of 
suggests that MAY BE there are two individuals involved. 

 

smallcat Nov 19, 2014 3:22am | Post# 12798

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The way things are going, I cannot manage this account anymore. Someone has taken 
over the account. I will support FF if they delete the account and thread. I cannot 
contribute here anymore because it seems the person is interested in destroying my 
name. Well, this all started after I posted my picture and the quote "Good name is better 
than money" I cannot support this thread anymore: 
I have long been absent from the forex factory, including this thread. Today after my 
login, i am shocked. I tried to read about last thirty pages, there seems to be strange. 
With your ability, and the results you get before, I am very sure that money is not a 
problem for you. If you trade for the sake of others, it is simply to help them, 
nothing wrong with that. It means you care for helping others. Unfortunately 



unexpected happened, and you got blasphemy from some peoples, it is very regrettable. 
I hope you can persevere in facing this ordeal my friend. If you decide not to support this 
thread again, it is a big losses for the people here ... most of us, but I can understand 
the decision you make. Maybe it is the best for you at the moment. May every thing bad 
happened disappeared, and you gain your good name soon. Thank you very much for 
your generosity in sharing your great concepts and helping all of us, my friend .... May 
God always bless you .... 

 

adeforex Nov 19, 2014 3:54am | Post# 12799

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Drama every time, a thread bubbling with great contributors few weeks back now turned 
out to be fighting field. 
 
I dont know, because i have to do this because of the late drama happening here. if 
someone can assist me, everytime i tried to browse through forexfactory pages, this 
malware always try to force itself to install. This is my second antivirus tracking it down. 
First one was disable to allow this one to work , and still the same thing i get. Two antivirus 
cant be wrong. I am not comfortable with all these high risk malwares? what is the likely the 
implications? that is why i said people should watch their back the kind of information they 
shared here and privately. As long as facebook was hacked, what will make ff to be a 
difficult one? 
May be not only me.... 
This is what xaphod is suggesting  
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=513917 

 

 

shiva Nov 19, 2014 3:58am | Post# 12800

 
This is a problem with a browser extension or plugin you have. 

 

Sasco_me Nov 19, 2014 3:59am | Post# 12801

 
Revolution : when price stay in an area which is not supposed to stay in it for a long time 
than usual wait the revolution of the price and and stop order is the order of choice 



*** what is the area which price supposed to not stay in it is the previous transient zone 
(previous wick of of a candle) 
coming soon weighted and exponential probability by amazing guys  
..................... 
(Close+0=Open and Close*1 =Open so what is the close and what is the 0 and 1 " the 
ANSWER is HOLLY Grail") 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 19, 2014 4:02am | Post# 12802

 
Quoting Magix 
{quote}There's nothing left to see here. 
I am affraid you are right, Magix. There is nothing to add more, unfortunately. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 19, 2014 4:09am | Post# 12803

 
This is my last activity: I used to think those who always post negative things without 
proof are just against me. Now I see, I should just add all of them to the party and leave 
FF. I guess they will keep the thread alive: I know how those people got into my 
computer and just a little while, we will see  
 
So the two people I ignored, I will free so they can add to the party here! 
 
And those those posting in big red, I have been doing one this on the thread, providing 
the basis for a system. The theory behind the system. Stupidly enough you did not wait 
to see it all put together. 
 
Now boys and girls can play!!!! Immature bunch! 

 

Neio Nov 19, 2014 4:10am | Post# 12804

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} See, it has only taken me a few questions and you are losing the countenance. 
Accusing me of not understanding what I asked. Accusing me of not have read the thread 
or understanding the concept. Re-read my question: I asked about explaining the 
similarity/dis-similarity thing, and your answer answered not my question. Simply as 
that....... I was expecting some mathematical explanation, not something an indicator 
shows. As I said many times: EURUSDD does not know, at which time/circumstances the 
similarity thing can be traded, and at which... 
What I don't get is why people feel the need to come here and repeatedly tell us that we 
are all weak-minded followers and that we are easily influenced? 
 
Being a subscriber does not = Blind follower. 
 
I like to think the majority are better than that and like me are constantly evaluating 
things and making up their own minds as to what to believe. 
You made up your mind that you do not see any value in the things presented in this 
thread. Fair enough make your point and move on. Why the need to continually goad 
other people? Do you not think the majority here are clever enough to make up their own 
minds? Yes there will be always a minority that will follow despite everything and 
continue to follow and have trust in someone. That is up to them and they will face any 
consequences if wrong and hopefully learn from their experience. 
 
Like I said I am constantly evaluating people and threads that I am involved with. I am 



evaluating you. You are obviously a very respected poster judging by the number of 
subscribers you have. You appear to be a successful. So I am wondering why you need 
to get involved in arguments here and why you need people to prove to you what value 
they found? Other respected posters have made their point and left. Does it make you 
feel better than everyone else to show how superior you are? 
 
From my experience in life those that feel the need to boast or laud their "superiority" in 
some areas over others are almost always lacking in other departments in life. So what 
are you compensating for? 
 
If you are wondering why I am getting involved here. The reason is simple. I have spent 
a lot of time here and have personally found value in the things here despite the scam 
that may/or not be true. I take exception to the fact that people feel the need to come 
here repetitively and tell us that we are all blind mindless followers that have wasted our 
time. 

 

infinitus Nov 19, 2014 4:28am | Post# 12805

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} What I don't get is why people feel the need to come here and repeated tell us 
that we are all weak-minded followers and that we are easily influenced? Being a 
subscriber does not = Blind follower. I like to think the majority are better than that and 
like me are constantly evaluating things and making up their own minds as to what to 
believe. You made up your mind that you do not see any value in the things presented in 
this thread. Fair enough make your point and move on. Why the need to continually goad 
other people? Do you not think... 
 
No, the problem is, that despite all the evidence presented, most of the people here still 
praise EURUSDD for the oh so useful things he shared, and forgive him the scheming and 
constantly lying he is doing. 
 
 
Nearly no-one in here, despite a few I had contact with, noticed any flaws in his 
theorems, use of theorems, mathematics, formulas and fantasies. Speaks for itself. 
 
 
Is someone able to explain, why EURUSDD today has more subscribers than a few days 
ago? Makes me not wonder why the Nigerian scheme is so successful over the course of 
many years. Seems to be easier to fleece people than to trade Forex. 
 
 
And still, although so many people here were able to find value in the theorems etc., 
making tons of money, are not able to answer one of my valid questions. Or if you do not 
like me or my questions, simply answer the question Hanover asked months ago. People 
here, like you, constantly claiming to be open minded, show a great ignorance and 
aversion towards answering rightful questions? Strange........ 
 
 
But keep it up, the praising of the false GOD. Have to change business. I am off to 
Nigeria. Have to learn something. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Choose your fate 

 

LITEchild Nov 19, 2014 4:30am | Post# 12806

 
Quoting Magix 
{quote} What I do appreciate is that his little trail of bread crumbs has lead some to a 
different perspective of market. The odds are still the same, but if somebody lasts a 
single day longer by reassessing their trade before pushing a button, he has done a good 
thing....Really, all I did to get my first managed account and associations through FF was 
post some live trades and technical analysis... Yeah... Get that through some of the 
heads in this house. YOU CAN BE AN ACCOUNT MANAGER AND STILL MAINTAIN A 
REGULAR MEMBERSHIP AT FF!!!... 

 

 

adeforex Nov 19, 2014 5:07am | Post# 12807

 

Quoting shiva 

This is a problem with a browser extension or plugin you have. 
thanks, i will see to that 

 

zxcv101700 Nov 19, 2014 5:28am | Post# 12808

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This is my last activity: I used to think those who always post negative things without 
proof are just against me. Now I see, I should just add all of them to the party and leave 
FF. I guess they will keep the thread alive: I know how those people got into my 
computer and just a little while, we will see So the two people I ignored, I will free so 
they can add to the party here! And those those posting in big red, I have been doing 
one this on the thread, providing the basis for a system. The theory behind the system. 
Stupidly enough you did not... 
sorry to hear that,it will be my lost 

 

GKarl Nov 19, 2014 6:32am | Post# 12809

 
I am not an active participant in this thread as well as others, but all I can tell you guys, 
its all about greed. I see that FX-Jay is very upset what has happened with Eurusdd,. But 
wait, as far as I remember most of the participants in this thread were happy with some 
ideas, as well as Fx-Jay, he has shown promising results. Thus, those who want the 
formula "get rich fast" try to find someone else with special skills "make money fast" in 
the end opposite side wins. My advice to all of you, don't be greedy in forex or in your 

life. Respect each other, if you cannot respect ignore  
 
Regards, 
Karl 

 

Robertk Nov 19, 2014 7:10am | Post# 12810

 
Quoting zxcv101700 
{quote} sorry to hear that,it will be my lost 



Its not his last activity, no worries. 

 

Neio Nov 19, 2014 9:14am | Post# 12811

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} No, the problem is, that despite all the evidence presented, most of the people 
here still praise EURUSDD for the oh so useful things he shared, and forgive him the 
scheming and constantly lying he is doing. 
You sure the majority feel that way? Even so, if people found something of value in his 
"inaccurate" ramblings then surely that is up to them? I have worked with some very 
clever people but sometimes very basic things are beyond them. Things that you cannot 
necessarily learn from a book. Like common sense. 

Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Nearly no-one in here, despite a few I had contact with, noticed any flaws in his 
theorems, use of theorems, mathematics, formulas and fantasies. Speaks for itself. 
I don't have the required mathematical knowledge myself so unless someone can point it 
out I have no idea. I just go by what I do know and what I have been able to research 
for myself. 

Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Is someone able to explain, why EURUSDD today has more subscribers than a 
few days ago? Makes me not wonder why the Nigerian scheme is so successful over the 
course of many years. Seems to be easier to fleece people than to trade Forex. And still, 
although so many people here were able to find value in the theorems etc., making tons 
of money, are not able to answer one of my valid questions. Or if you do not like me or 
my questions, simply answer the question Hanover asked months ago. People here, like 
you, constantly claiming to be open... 
Yes there are some very gullible people out there but to brand all Eurusdd's subscribers 
and thread participants like that? It is insulting and disrespectful. Those that found 
value? Was it a complete profitable trading system? Maybe not. Why does it have to be? 
People find value in different ways. Maybe it is just something that they can take forward 
to develop their own systems. Not something they feel the need to share. 

 

acetrader Nov 19, 2014 10:45am | Post# 12812

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} You sure the majority feel that way? Even so, if people found something of value 
in his "inaccurate" ramblings then surely that is up to them? I have worked with some 
very clever people but sometimes very basic things are beyond them. Things that you 
cannot necessarily learn from a book. Like common sense. {quote} I don't have the 
required mathematical knowledge myself so unless someone can point it out I have no 
idea. I just go by what I do know and what I have been able to research for myself. 
{quote} Yes there are some very gullible people... 
 

 

 

giovanni4000 Nov 19, 2014 11:31am | Post# 12813

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting LITEchild 

{quote}  

Yeah, I missed the chance to see them in this thread again ...  



 

 

jsf Nov 19, 2014 12:32pm | Post# 12814

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Lol what are you talking about? you asked if any one could explain the 
sim/dissim concept in 10 sentences or less, not S&D or anything else so why would I 
explain anything else besides what you asked?? and again you must not understand the 
picture or the first sentence containing the basic principle. You don't even understand 
what you asked... and I know this because of what you were expecting as an answer. 
you asked to explain the similarity thing in 10 sentences. an explanation(which is forced 
into a summary since its 10 sentences or less)... 

Save your your typing fingers PP the man is obviously not plagued by new ideas  

 

Eurusdd Nov 19, 2014 12:58pm | Post# 12815

 
Who am i ? 
 
EURUSDD !! or ? 
 

How is my trading ? 
 
http://gyazo.com/0384e3f03c325d88f2c30a1251c07edc 
 
or 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1409159982 



 
 
 

btw i forget to mention how i dealt with my girl friend  
 
 
http://gyazo.com/a74b6e2231eb2a7f0423ffcc7b7a3e73 
 
 

So who hacked me or am i still lie ? 
 

May be Someone spent her (or his) 2 yrs life for 
my edited screenshot  
 

Or am i mad ? 
 

Oh i replied nearly all but never for this "where i 
am living ?" 
 

not in USA ah i knew its ghana  
 

Why this happened ? 
 

May be for without knowing anything and acted 
as guru !!! 
 

or am i scammer @! 
 
 

Who knows  
 

LOl forget to mention this , "i did not post this " 
 

And Fx-jay you thought all truth relieved by you 
!!!!! 
 

HAHAHAHA  

 

Favorite Nov 19, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 12816

 
Quoting giovanni4000 

{quote} Yeah, I missed the chance to see them in this thread again ... {image} 
 



I'm here! Do you want to talk about that, sucker?  

 

Favorite Nov 19, 2014 1:04pm | Post# 12817

 
Quoting Robertk 
Its not his last activity, no worries. 
 
Of course he's not gonna leave! As I said before, he would make a wonderful politician 

(or a lawer, or a used cars salesman)!  

 

FX-Jay Nov 19, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 12818

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Who am i ? EURUSDD !! or ? How is my trading ? 
http://gyazo.com/0384e3f03c325d88f2c30a1251c07edc or 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1409159982 btw i forget to mention how i 
dealt with my girl friend http://gyazo.com/a74b6e2231eb2a7f0423ffcc7b7a3e73 So who 
hacked me or am i still lie ? May be Someone spent her (or his) 2 yrs life for my edited 
screenshot Or am i mad ? Oh i replied nearly all but never for this "where i am living ?" 
not in USA ah i knew its ghana Why this happened... 

 
 

He totally lost it! Time to check in to mental hospital chief  

 

jpch89 Nov 19, 2014 1:51pm | Post# 12819

 
Err....are you Mad sir 

 

shiva Nov 19, 2014 2:19pm | Post# 12820

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Who am i ? EURUSDD !! or ? How is my trading ? 
http://gyazo.com/0384e3f03c325d88f2c30a1251c07edc or 
http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...2&d=1409159982 btw i forget to mention how i 
dealt with my girl friend http://gyazo.com/a74b6e2231eb2a7f0423ffcc7b7a3e73 So who 
hacked me or am i still lie ? May be Someone spent her (or his) 2 yrs life for my edited 
screenshot Or am i mad ? Oh i replied nearly all but never for this "where i am living ?" 
not in USA ah i knew its ghana Why this happened... 
This, now, is getting beyond weird. Anything more, I will disprove the Big Bang Theory 
(Not the tv serial) and black holes. 

 

infinitus Nov 19, 2014 2:47pm | Post# 12821

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} You sure the majority feel that way? Even so, if people found something of value 
in his "inaccurate" ramblings then surely that is up to them? I have worked with some 
very clever people but sometimes very basic things are beyond them. Things that you 
cannot necessarily learn from a book. Like common sense. {quote} I don't have the 
required mathematical knowledge myself so unless someone can point it out I have no 
idea. I just go by what I do know and what I have been able to research for myself. 



{quote} Yes there are some very gullible people... 
 
Hi Neio, 
 
just to be clear to not let the theme slip to far away: 
 
Well done, when someone found something valuable in this thread or in that what 
EURUSDD said. Out of my mathematical knowledge and with all what he, EURUSDD 
presented with all the errors and flaws in it, for me it is a wonder. So I look at the people 
who gained something here with another view, namely, that they more or less developed 
something, which they believed is the similarity thing etc. and made that work for them. 
If it works: great job done 
 
The simply fact, that nowhere in the thread is an mathematical correct explanation of this 
all leads to some answers. 
 
But that was not much of my theme here, when I started to questioning the people, why 
they still support a scammer and defend him, as would he be the victim. 
 
Another question: 
 
has someone noticed, that many of the postings EURUSDD wrote, got deleted later? Why 
is that? 
 
There came his thesis to my mind, that the similarity thing is a Markovian process. He 
wrote many many postings about it to explain it. I only scratched my head at the time 
being. Later, when someone asked him about that, he paddled back with a bullshit 
answer. 
 
After a while, all his Markovian postings were deleted without further notice that he 
dropped the theme. Did someone notice that? 
 
 
How can one develop something, when one thinks that the thesis is Markovian, when in 
fact it is not? 
 
 
Hands up! Who thinks the similarity thing is Markovian? Who thinks it is not? 

 

Ken A Nov 19, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 12822

 
To pretend to have mental issue is part of the scam ........... 
 
Insanity law is a defence to criminal charges based on the idea that the defendant was 
unable to understand what he was doing, or, that he was unable to understand that what 
he was doing was wrong. 
 
He is playing you all ......... 

 

Eurusdd Nov 19, 2014 3:18pm | Post# 12823

 
2 Attachment(s) 
SOMEone has taken over my account completely. changed my email address and removed 
the unsubscribe button. please be careful I am not behind messages you read apart from 
this one to prove to you the account is taken over 



 

 

 

PiratePip Nov 19, 2014 3:20pm | Post# 12824

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
SOMEone has taken over my account completely. changed my email address and 
removed the unsubscribe button. please be careful I am not behind messages you read 
apart from this one to prove to you the account is taken over {image} {image} 
Commercial members can not subscribe to people... Eurusdd you acting crazy man. I 
think you should log off the forum for a week or two and let your head clear while your 
away from all this drama. 

 



mister me Nov 19, 2014 3:40pm | Post# 12825

 
WOW, 
 
WHAT A THREAD. 
 
THERES ENOUGH LOOSE MINDS IN HERE TO REVITALIZE MY THREAD. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=369983  

 

kore2 Nov 19, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 12826

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 

 

Robertk Nov 19, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 12827

 



Did anyone click the url's provided in EURUSDD's post one page ago? I dont trust this.. 
the links look suspicious and might contain a virus. Pls, doublecheck. 

 

kore2 Nov 19, 2014 4:30pm | Post# 12828

 
Quoting Robertk 
Did anyone click the url's provided in EURUSDD's post one page ago? I dont trust this.. 
the links look suspicious and might contain a virus. Pls, doublecheck. 
I did. Eset Smart Security: no alert. 

 

Eurusdd Nov 19, 2014 4:44pm | Post# 12829

 
during the last few hours,14 intelligence officiers, and other persons watched someone 
else post on my thread, acting as eurusdd. Now, whoever is doing this, I say "you have 
won,you have great computer skils, you can do whatever you want" but now,you are 
proving to more and more people that I am not the onw behind the mails. 
Furthermore, you are indirectly destroying the reputation of FF. There are people reading 
this thread and watching events who will speak against FF in the future. Certainly, the 
more you continue what you are doing the more FF will have to pay in the future. So, 
you are not just attacking me but you are attacking FF too. For now, I have many 
witnesses that can be called upon to defend my case. Please accept that fact that you 
have done enough to make your point. Now is the time to get back to normal life unless 
you really have something against FF. 
 
i WILL CONTINUE TO LET people watch and record what is going on from this moment!!!! 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 19, 2014 4:56pm | Post# 12830

 
I can hear myself. I think I'm a bit afraid. 

 

stt Nov 19, 2014 5:05pm | Post# 12831

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
during the last few hours,14 intelligence officiers, and other persons watched someone 
else post on my thread, acting as eurusdd. Now, whoever is doing this, I say "you have 
won,you have great computer skils, you can do whatever you want" but now,you are 
proving to more and more people that I am not the onw behind the mails. Furthermore, 
you are indirectly destroying the reputation of FF. There are people reading this thread 
and watching events who will speak against FF in the future. Certainly, the more you 
continue what you are doing the more... 
 
did you change your password? Can you change it now (chances are its too late for you 
now - that means you are going to loose your account to the ha cker.)? 
 
BTW you can send FF admin your official govt papers (like driver license, tax returns, 
salary slip etc) to prove your identity and they can recover your account (i remember 
nv_trader did this to prove his identity) 
 
 
 
PS: i am not gullible (some people think everyone replying here is believing everything 
they are reading). Also I am pretty good in computer skills. 



 

infinitus Nov 19, 2014 5:24pm | Post# 12832

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} did you change your password? Can you change it now (chances are its too late 
for you now - that means you are going to loose your account to the ha cker.)? BTW you 
can send FF admin your official govt papers (like driver license, tax returns, salary slip 
etc) to prove your identity and they can recover your account (i remember nv_trader 
did this to prove his identity) PS: i am not gullible for people who thinks everyone 
replying here is believing everything they are reading. Also I am pretty good in computer 
skills.... 
 
another convicted scammer 
 
 

ahhhhhhhhhhhh, where am I here.......??????  

 

infinitus Nov 19, 2014 5:26pm | Post# 12833

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
during the last few hours,14 intelligence officiers, and other persons watched 
someone else post on my thread, acting as eurusdd. Now, whoever is doing this, I say 
"you have won,you have great computer skils, you can do whatever you want" but 
now,you are proving to more and more people that I am not the onw behind the mails. 
Furthermore, you are indirectly destroying the reputation of FF. There are people reading 
this thread and watching events who will speak against FF in the future. Certainly, the 
more you continue what... 
 
do they wear white gown? 
 

that are the people who are assessing YOUR intelligence, my dear  

 

PiratePip Nov 19, 2014 5:28pm | Post# 12834

 
This thread name needs to be changed to "The Rabbit Hole" because my lord have we 
gone extremely deep into this one. I wonder how long they will let this crazy off topic 
discussion go on for before binning the thread. I believe the last 45 pages have had 
nothing relevant in them haha 

 

4xPIPAHOLIC Nov 19, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 12835

 
This is the funniest thread by far......I am jealous....  
 
4x 

 

rizla101 Nov 19, 2014 5:37pm | Post# 12836

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
during the last few hours,14 intelligence officiers, and other persons watched someone 
else post on my thread, acting as eurusdd. Now, whoever is doing this, I say "you have 



won,you have great computer skils, you can do whatever you want" but now,you are 
proving to more and more people that I am not the onw behind the mails. Furthermore, 
you are indirectly destroying the reputation of FF. There are people reading this thread 
and watching events who will speak against FF in the future. Certainly, the more you 
continue what you are doing the more... 
This really is too much now. 
Now you’ve conceded that these mysterious hackers have won, will this be your last 
post? You did promise it would be several postings ago. That would be great as this 
thread and your recent claims have gone beyond absurd now unfortunately. 
 
You mentioned that the hackers have taken over your account blocked your ignore 
button, and changed your email address?? Why would they not change the password also 
and prevent you from continuing to post? Did your 14 intelligence officers shed any light 

on the possible reasoning for this?  
 
Since you feel that people are starting to come around to believing you’re not the one 
posting this garbage. Why don’t you just start over new name, fresh account, new 
thread, same ideas. Then anyone who actually does still trust in you can continue under 
you stewardship. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 19, 2014 5:45pm | Post# 12837

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} do they wear white gown? that are the people who are assessing YOUR 

intelligence, my dear  

You sir just made my day  
 
Anwz the guy's real identity has been let into this fiasco, so I do expect him to do 
anything (including faking insanity) to prove that his account was/is hacked. 
Some people have mentioned his real name & occupation, so it would be for his best 
interest that this thread gets removed from all records. 
 
I expect to see this 'play' continue further & more 'insane' posts to show up from the so 

called hacker  
 
Poor guy, he's be abstaining from any sexual contact with his gf, now wonder why his 

brain started going bad  

 

PiratePip Nov 19, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 12838

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} You sir just made my day Anwz the guy's real identity has been 
let into this fiasco, so I do expect him to do anything (including faking insanity) to prove 
that his account was/is hacked. Some people have mentioned his real name & 
occupation, so it would be for his best interest that this thread gets removed from all 
records. I expect to see this 'play' continue further & more 'insane' posts to show up from 

the so called hacker Poor guy, he's be abstaining from any sexual contact with his gf, 
now wonder why... 

 

 

Ullen Nov 19, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 12839



 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Poor guy, he's be abstaining from any sexual contact with his gf, now wonder 
why his brain started going bad 

You just made me spill my coffee mate..   

 

kore2 Nov 19, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 12840

 
2 Attachment(s) 
I`m still going slightly mad... 

 

 

 



FX-Jay Nov 19, 2014 5:53pm | Post# 12841

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Name: = eurusdd password: = godspeed2012 

Very smart move, very smart  
 
Now all kind of long nosed people will login in to you account, and you'll have proof that 
IPs from all over the world are accessing your account. 
 
Too bad for you this will not erase the dates/times/IPs of the first time you started with 
this whole scam. 
 

The 14 doctors need to try harder  

 

infinitus Nov 19, 2014 5:55pm | Post# 12842

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} You sir just made my day Anwz the guy's real identity has been 
let into this fiasco, so I do expect him to do anything (including faking insanity) to prove 
that his account was/is hacked. Some people have mentioned his real name & 
occupation, so it would be for his best interest that this thread gets removed from all 
records. I expect to see this 'play' continue further & more 'insane' posts to show up from 

the so called hacker Poor guy, he's be abstaining from any sexual contact with his gf, 
now wonder why... 
 
no,no,no 
 
You just made my day 
 

my belly hurts already from laughing  
 
 
Yesterday I said somewhere, that this whole thing is not funny - I was sooooooo wrong 

 

 

kore2 Nov 19, 2014 6:08pm | Post# 12843

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Name: = eurusdd password: = godspeed2012 
I would like to say farewell Eurusdd. Now that you have revealed your login details I 
suppose this comment was your last words. 
Never give up, you have bright ideas and if we lots of people trusted you so much, you 
would have to trust yourself much more! 
You made these last days really funny, extra thanks for that! 

 

PiratePip Nov 19, 2014 6:12pm | Post# 12844

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Very smart move, very smart Now all kind of long nosed people will login in 
to you account, and you'll have proof that IPs from all over the world are accessing your 
account. Too bad for you this will not erase the dates/times/IPs of the first time you 



started with this whole scam. The 14 doctors need to try harder  
So true. this move revealing the password and username is the self destruct bottom on 
the thread i think. Now that eurusdd can be accessed by any one on the internet I feel 
like mods will have to close thread since there is no way to determine who actually uses 
the account any more 

 

maximinus Nov 19, 2014 6:21pm | Post# 12845

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
during the last few hours,14 intelligence officiers, and other persons watched 
someone else post on my thread, acting as eurusdd. Now, whoever is doing this, I 
say "you have won,you have great computer skils, you can do whatever you want" but 
now,you are proving to more and more people that I am not the onw behind the mails. 
Furthermore, you are indirectly destroying the reputation of FF. There are people reading 
this thread and watching events who will speak against FF in the future. Certainly, the 
more you continue what you are doing the... 
Good. You finaly admit that you need help and that you are not god who can predict the 
next market movement with 99.999999% probability. That's the first essentiel step 
toward healing. 
Tomorrow morning, don't take your breakfast, not even a coffee. 
Take a shower, wear a white shirt and pant and then go meet an exorcist priest and tell 
him everything. He will put an end for all your sufferings. Psychiatryy doesn't fit to your 
case. You have to get out of denial in which you trapped yourself, if not, you will only 
worsen your situation. 
 
Be courageous and good luck. 

 

kore2 Nov 19, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 12846

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} So true. this move revealing the password and username is the self destruct 
bottom on the thread i think. Now that eurusdd can be accessed by any one on the internet 
I feel like mods will have to close thread since there is no way to determine who actually 
uses the account any more 
Maybe The Magnificent Fourteen could help. 
 
 
P.S.: ooops... 
They are only eleven. So it`s only 78.57% that they can help in this matter. 



 

 

realjumper Nov 19, 2014 6:53pm | Post# 12847

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting 4xPIPAHOLIC 

This is the funniest thread by far......I am jealous....  4x 
You're a few other things too.....you ban me from your vigilante thread because I go 
against you and speak up against your mob rule. 

 

 

Eurusdd Nov 19, 2014 6:53pm | Post# 12848

 
The information you guys are presenting on this thread has given me a clue as to who is 
proosibly behind this attack. Yes is it true that I have avoided sexual intercourse with my 
girlfriend. But I am not gay or not in love with her. What is important is HOW DID 



anyone else know this? 
It means who ever is behind this attack is aware of something I considered a personal 
issue. When I met my girlfriend, I promised to preserve her unto marriage and that I am 
not in to play and run. I have been there for her whenever she needed me. Abstaining 
for sexual intercourse was a way of proving to her that I was the right person for her. For 
me, unless I put a ring on her, sex was out of the question. This year was the right time 
for me to propose to her. 
Now, how this information got out can be explained in only one way. 
Furthermore, recently, I did a seminar at the math department about financial markets 
and I put my picture on this site in order to let people now the true identity of the thread 
starter. This whole problem started immediately after that. So, I conclude that someone 
who knows me in Ghana and is not happy with my work here started this. 
 
The clues you guys have provided are helping me zero in on who is behind this. I will get 
to the bottom of this! 

 

FX-Jay Nov 19, 2014 7:08pm | Post# 12849

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The information you guys are presenting on this thread has given me a clue as to who is 
proosibly behind this attack. Yes is it true that I have avoided sexual intercourse with my 
girlfriend. But I am not gay or not in love with her. What is important is HOW DID 
anyone else know this? It means who ever is behind this attack is aware of something I 
considered a personal issue. When I met my girlfriend, I promised to preserve her unto 
marriage and that I am not in to play and run. I have been there for her whenever she 
needed me. Abstaining for sexual... 

 
If this thread can be turned into a movie, it would destroy the box-office! 

The Wolf of ForexFactory! in Cinemas this winter .. (credit for the movie 
name goes to my buddies in the FB group) 
 
Now on a more serious note, please Eurusdd never forget to use protection, you can 
never trust anyone. There are all type of diseases that could ruin your body if you don't 
be careful! We already have 14 experts treating the mental state, we can't afford another 
14 to fix any physical conditions! 

 

feanor Nov 19, 2014 7:11pm | Post# 12850

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Now, how this information got out can be explained in only one way. 

The hacker is your girlfriend ??  

 

Robertk Nov 19, 2014 7:38pm | Post# 12851

 
Eurusdd, with all respect, but you honestly show signs of certain mental disorders. I sure 
as hell do not want to jump into assumptions but to me it looks like you have the urge to 
control your environment, including us, the posters. You are blinded by a thick fog if you 
really think you can actually change people with your "manipulation" tactics. Feel free to 
try controlling the market but dont make a fool of yourself in here. You still believe deep 
within you are god dont you? 

 



danc Nov 19, 2014 8:04pm | Post# 12852

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
The information you guys are presenting on this thread has given me a clue as to who is 
proosibly behind this attack. Yes is it true that I have avoided sexual intercourse with my 
girlfriend. But I am not gay or not in love with her. What is important is HOW DID 
anyone else know this? It means who ever is behind this attack is aware of something I 
considered a personal issue. When I met my girlfriend, I promised to preserve her unto 
marriage and that I am not in to play and run. I have been there for her whenever she 
needed me. Abstaining for sexual... 
Ha Ha Ha... am sitting here PISSING my self laughing..this is so funny 

 

vlady1974 Nov 19, 2014 8:24pm | Post# 12853

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
Robertk and fxjay i reacted the way i did because this has never happened to me before. 
but now that i know where it is coming from it does not bother me anymore!!!!! 
I've seen your apology. 
 
I have reservations. I can accept that you regret this incident. I can accept that you put 
forward reasons to explain yourself. 
But you're in the red because of this: you attacked the very people who have been 
your strongest supporters. And not ONCE did you EVER use the 2 magic words that 
could even begin to make any form of serious reconciliation possible IF YOU ARE 
GENUINE. There are so many ways you could act to make even the appearance of 
putting this right - but you dance around irrelevant and sometimes disturbing reasons 
but don't face the accusations or provide any means of independent verification.... IF 
YOU ARE GENUINELY NOT the accused. 
 
Shit... you've even got my email address and if you really expressed any forms of regret 
for the way you acted, I would have heard from you already. 
 
So just because you make a public apology, doesn't mean you're back in the black. 
You've got alot of red on your ledger. This drama that you seem to attract to yourself is 
just a reflection of the way you handle your self be it personally or professionally.... 
regardless of your intellect, expertise or achievements. 

 

stt Nov 19, 2014 8:37pm | Post# 12854

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} another convicted scammer ahhhhhhhhhhhh, where am I here.......?????? 

 
haha.. i am not saying if he was convicted scammer or not. Perhaps he was. But he 
supposedly sent his ID papers to FF admin and then they unlocked his account. I would 
think since his account was unlocked, he probably did send the IDs. 

 

Kiads Nov 19, 2014 8:45pm | Post# 12855

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} You sir just made my day Anwz the guy's real identity has been 
let into this fiasco, so I do expect him to do anything (including faking insanity) to prove 
that his account was/is hacked. Some people have mentioned his real name & 



occupation, so it would be for his best interest that this thread gets removed from all 
records. I expect to see this 'play' continue further & more 'insane' posts to show up from 

the so called hacker Poor guy, he's be abstaining from any sexual contact with 
his gf, now wonder why... 

 
 

 

 

stt Nov 19, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 12856

 
btw, does anyone think there is some relation between gg53 and eurusdd (gg53 ended 
up getting blocked suddenly and that mystery isnt solved yet). his zigzag thread was 
based on eurusdd's similarity thread. 

 

almo Nov 19, 2014 9:04pm | Post# 12857

 
Quoting stt 



btw, does anyone think there is some relation between gg53 and eurusdd (gg53 ended 
up getting blocked suddenly and that mystery isnt solved yet). his zigzag thread was 
based on eurusdd's similarity thread. 
 
Cant say for sure....one thing is clear. Favorite just got revoked 

 

Baillie Nov 19, 2014 9:47pm | Post# 12858

 
Quoting almo 
{quote} Cant say for sure....one thing is clear. Favorite just got revoked 
This made my day!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! He is one of the guys I was referring to in my 
vulgar rant. What a ______, you fill in the blank. 

ar ty:   

 

iamsovereign Nov 19, 2014 9:49pm | Post# 12859

 
 

Quoting almo 
{quote} Cant say for sure....one thing is clear. Favorite just got revoked 
 

 

forextarget Nov 19, 2014 9:50pm | Post# 12860

 
Quoting rizla101 
{quote} This really is too much now. Now you’ve conceded that these mysterious 
hackers have won, will this be your last post? You did promise it would be several 
postings ago. That would be great as this thread and your recent claims have gone 
beyond absurd now unfortunately. You mentioned that the hackers have taken over your 
account blocked your ignore button, and changed your email address?? Why would they 
not change the password also and prevent you from continuing to post? Did your 14 
intelligence officers shed any light on the possible reasoning... 
correction his ideas are not garbage do not generalize everything his action may d� 

 

RockRobb Nov 19, 2014 10:53pm | Post# 12861

 
JEALOUSY ... that's all 
 
After few years in FF, i can see a pattern 
Most of you have seen it, don't know if you can take conclusion or not 
 
TS can trade well/ has a deep knowledge 
TS created a custom indicator and only share .ex files 
...and the public goes very curious, no matter how many things he shared 
Public still think the TS kept some highly guarded secret away from them 
Some goes further... 
 

Can you see where the stinks came from?  

 

NorthTrader Nov 19, 2014 11:44pm | Post# 12862

 



I think the only logical course of action now for FF Admin and Eurusdd is to revoke 
Eurusdd's account. 
 
If he really has been hacked then the hacker will be removed and the real Eurusdd can 
start afresh with a new identity and password, and rebuild his reputation. 
 
If he hasn't been hacked then he will be prevented from playing these silly games. 
 

And thanks for revoking Favorite, FF Admin. His only intention was to cause trouble.  

 

wowzers Nov 20, 2014 2:51am | Post# 12863

 
3 Attachment(s) 
Usually I just lurk on this thread but since it is getting out of hand I would like to point out 
the obvious which is not so obvious. 
 
 
 
1) The majority are a bunch of followers, someone accuses someone of something and you 
are all ready to burn him at the stake without really looking at things more closely. 
 
2)The most vocal Eurussdd supporters (only because they were gaining something) turned 
into little sniveling babies who are possibly as foolish as they accuse him to be. 
 
Fx-Jay: I was really holding my words because it was sooooooooooo obvioussss i figured 
someone so full of himself would be able to figure it out but apparently you just couldn't do 
it. You were unknowingly posting proof that it most likely WASN'T him every time you were 
trying to prove it was. 
 
What IRONY! 
 
Its sad how you roast the guy and then when someone mentions how you gained so much 
from him you put up a line or two to thank him and continue to roast him. 
 
What an absolute fraud you are. 
 
Vlady: Very likeable guy, very helpful. Sure Eurusdd thought it could have been you, you 
could have taken the higher road and understand that he was in a bit of a situation. You 
could have excused him and let things settle and see how they played out....but you smelled 
blood and went on the attack. 
 
Despicable. 
 
Kiads: What happened? you seem like a good guy....it just took a man to go down for you 
to join in in the kicking? 
 
So many more.....the last few pages are riddled with followers. A bunch of Hyenas. learn 
from the guy and don't even give him the benefit of the doubt and let the forum try to figure 
things out, instead you call him crazy, scammer, yada yada yada??!! 
 
Wow. 
 
 
3)Now, the not-so-obvious. Pay attention to the rectangles on the pics. 
 
Eurusdd may be in Ghana, but on a scale of 1-10 how good is his English ??? 



Many of you have read his statements many times over and over and still didnt realize its 
pretty good. Not perfect, but very good English,. He can put words together decently. 
 
You should of picked up that his English is waaaaaaaaaaay better than this. This is NOT his 
english or the way he speaks. 
 

 
 
 
By this time you should be aware that someone is messing with him (instead of gathering 
the mob, pitchforks and hungering for his blood). 
 
 
and then this is called a CONFIRMATION that its not him. Its the same guy who is 
DEFINITELY is not eurusdd. This guy's English is definitely not at the same level as Eurusdd 
and its definitely the same guy from the previous convo posted so many times by jay . You 
should have paid attention before rounding up the folks to burn the witch. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Those are some English mistakes that aren't the type that Eurusdd makes. Its very obvious, 
and no I am not an English teacher. But if you guys had actually stopped and taken a look, 
it was plain as day! 
 
Now the question is "who is it"? 
 
Well judging by what this person said: "spent two years life" & "may be for without knowing 
anything and acted as guru" 
 
I would say a disgruntled client (most likely asian because of the specific grammatical 
errors) who either let Eurusdd trade for him or traded his own funds until the MARGIN CALL! 
 
 
Be honest hacker: Tell us who you are!!! 

 

rizla101 Nov 20, 2014 3:01am | Post# 12864



 
Quoting forextarget 
{quote} correction his ideas are not garbage do not generalize everything his action may 
d� 
Correction! If I did not have any interest in the threads main content I would not have 
even bothered posting. Read again. It should be fairly obvious that my reference to 
garbage pertains to the absurd postings that have come as an attempt to defend himself. 

 

maximinus Nov 20, 2014 3:08am | Post# 12865

 
Quoting vlady1974 
{quote} I've seen your apology. I have reservations. I can accept that you regret this 
incident. I can accept that you put forward reasons to explain yourself. This drama that 
you seem to attract to yourself is just a reflection of the way you handle your self be it 
personally or professionally.... regardless of your intellect, expertise or achievements. 
Sir Vlad, 
You are well above the commons. The Queen mum should nominate you to the upper 

house, the House of Lords, because you are a genuine one  
 
You don't confuse mercy and exonoration. 
 
True gentleman always give an honorable exit door to the opponents. Shall the commons 
follow your exemple and help him to face reality with dignity and not push him deeper in 
his irrationality ? 
 
Max. 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 3:13am | Post# 12866

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting wowzers 
Usually I just lurk on this thread but since it is getting out of hand I would like to point 
out the obvious which is not so obvious. 1) The majority are a bunch of followers, 
someone accuses someone of something and you are all ready to burn him at the stake 
without really looking at things more closely. 2)The most vocal Eurussdd supporters (only 
because they were gaining something) turned into little sniveling babies who are possibly 
as foolish as they accuse him to be. Fx-Jay: I was really holding my words because it was 
sooooooooooo obvioussss... 

what a great read ... not  
 
Now go back to sleep/rest Mr. detective.  
 
It just amazes me how you caught the 'obvious' while all the stupid people around here 
(me on top of the list) didn't realize that the English is different. Thanks for pointing that 
out!!  
 
Just a thought that your outstandingly advanced brain missed, the English in the other 
messages that EURUSDD also declined sending was beyond perfect. (I'll attach for you a 
screenshot so that I would not bother you from your rest, after all you deserve it because 
I'm sure it must be exhausting to maintain a superior intelligence).  
 

So my dear loyal friend, how does your obvious argument look now  
Don't worry with time you'll manage to get better with these things, maybe reading few 
of the previous posts would be a good start.  



 
Lots of Love  
Jay 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 3:16am | Post# 12867

 
Quoting wowzers 
most likely asian because of the specific grammatical errors) who either let Eurusdd trade 
for him or traded his own funds until the MARGIN CALL! Be honest hacker: Tell us who 
you are!!! 
Oh & don't blame the asians, the IPs are from Ghana ... did you miss that little detail too 
? 
 
As I said no worries, just next time think before making a fool out of yourself on a public 
forum 

 

Ralome Nov 20, 2014 3:27am | Post# 12868

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For the record. 



 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 3:32am | Post# 12869

 
throughout life, and i have been here for a long time, i have observed patterns brought 
by life. i have one major observation that i would like to share here. 
karma is a real thing. we create a "bubble" around us, with our thoughts, emotions and 
acts, that influences us. bad people cannot be happy. 
when you kick a man who is on the ground and you laugh at him, remember that 
moment when your face will be in the dirt, because you have caused it to happen. 
be good. 
k 

 

trade price Nov 20, 2014 3:34am | Post# 12870

 
Quoting wowzers 
Usually I just lurk on this thread but since it is getting out of hand I would like to point 
out the obvious which is not so obvious. 1) The majority are a bunch of followers, 
someone accuses someone of something and you are all ready to burn him at the stake 
without really looking at things more closely. 2)The most vocal Eurussdd supporters (only 
because they were gaining something) turned into little sniveling babies who are possibly 
as foolish as they accuse him to be. Fx-Jay: I was really holding my words because it was 
sooooooooooo obvioussss... 
I second that. i don't post in the forums for a while but couldn't stop myself.. 
if you people really learn a single thing from EURUSDD.i think you should give him a 
chance to prove him he is the real one. 
 
i don't know if he is a scammer or not. we all want to see the truth. 
 
as far as i know Twee, he will act as soon as he smells something wrong.because i have 
deal with him before. there must be something wrong. 
if EURUSDD has done something, he will get revoked soon. 



 
think of the content in the thread.it is real deal. i think his writing is different than the 
one we seen in the PDF. 
 
its not for defending him but i think everybody wants the truth. 
 
vlady and fx-jay you guys are solid.i like your inputs. 
 
please guys give him a chance to prove him if he is real,you got nothing to lose.i could 
be wrong. 
 
best wishes 
sho 

 

trade price Nov 20, 2014 3:38am | Post# 12871

 
Quoting kprsa 
throughout life, and i have been here for a long time, i have observed patterns brought 
by life. i have one major observation that i would like to share here. karma is a real 
thing. we create a "bubble" around us, with our thoughts, emotions and acts, that 
influences us. bad people cannot be happy. when you kick a man who is on the ground 
and you laugh at him, remember that moment when your face will be in the dirt, because 
you have caused it to happen. be good. k 
loved your post.you made my day!! 
 
Regards 
sho 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 4:02am | Post# 12872

 
Quoting kprsa 
throughout life, and i have been here for a long time, i have observed patterns brought 
by life. i have one major observation that i would like to share here. karma is a real 
thing. we create a "bubble" around us, with our thoughts, emotions and acts, that 
influences us. bad people cannot be happy. when you kick a man who is on the ground 
and you laugh at him, remember that moment when your face will be in the dirt, because 
you have caused it to happen. be good. k 
When you catch a thief in the act, you give him a chance to explain himself. If he can't, 
then you call the police to take care of him. 
But if when the police comes, he claims that you are the thief, then you would beat the 
hell out of him despite risking being locked up too. 
 
If the thief later apologizes, then good for him, this is a good initiative, but it doesn't 
erase the fact that he's a thief. 
What makes it worse is that after everything, he keeps on looking you in the eye and 
lying straight to your face as if your just a gullible ignorant person. 
He tells you don't judge me before the court give out there ruling. Despite the whole 
crystal clear evidence you have in hand, you say okay let's wait for the ruling, and as 
expected he's ruled to be a thief. 
 
If even after the ruling he keeps on lying to you in the face, then I have no problem 
beating the hell out of him again. 
 
Let's not get too oversensitive over this issue, the mocking & laughing is on lies that 
can't pass on a 10 year old. 14 experts? stolen iphone with screenshots from a PC? Angry 



girlfriend? (just to name very few) .. Seriously? Mocking these ridiculous arguments is a 
crime? 
 
Kicking a helpless man on the floor will bring bad karma, but kicking a man that 
slipped on the floor while trying to kick you in the balls will bring nothing but a 
big fat smile to my face.  

 

wowzers Nov 20, 2014 4:05am | Post# 12873

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} what a great read ... not Now go back to sleep/rest Mr. detective. It just 
amazes me how you caught the 'obvious' while all the stupid people around here (me on 
top of the list) didn't realize that the English is different. Thanks for pointing that out!! 
Just a thought that your outstandingly advanced brain missed, the English in the other 
messages that EURUSDD also declined sending was beyond perfect. (I'll attach for you a 
screenshot so that I would not bother you from your rest, after all you deserve it because 
I'm... 
More Irony, the guy accussing me of being full of myself and having a superior 
intelligence. Hahaha 
 
 
This is truely funny.......in a sad kind of way. Where in that email does Eurusdd 
(definately him - see the difference in the english!) ask you for money or funds or 
whatever? 
 
You still havent figured out that language is not a black and white matter is it. In your 
primitive way of thinking, if his english isnt perfect its all the same. There are DIFFERENT 
DEGREES of not perfect English. Its gonna be a long night if I gotta repeat myself over 
and over. 
 
You equate the fact that he was interested with your strategy (which is no surprise as he 
complimented you on it many times prior) as equivalent to being interested in your 
money! 
 
You are so smart. Maybe you should read and THINK about what you read about first. 
 
Btw you should have closely read what I said ("most likely asian because of the specific 
grammatical mistakes" and not because of any other reason. 
 
But of course, you see it as an opportunity to stoke peoples anger. What an evil way of 
going about things. Its very hard to pay attention when you've got a little voice in your 
head screaming that you are smarter than everyone else here because you LEARNED 
SOMETHING FROM EURUSDD and made it work for you. 
 
Now, I remember you saying you were gonna go back to your Reddit and 9gag or 
whatever, and yet you're still here. 
 

 

 

Machinator Nov 20, 2014 4:08am | Post# 12874

 
Quoting kprsa 
throughout life, and i have been here for a long time, i have observed patterns brought 
by life. i have one major observation that i would like to share here. karma is a real 



thing. we create a "bubble" around us, with our thoughts, emotions and acts, that 
influences us. bad people cannot be happy. when you kick a man who is on the ground 
and you laugh at him, remember that moment when your face will be in the dirt, because 
you have caused it to happen. be good. k 
Inserted Video 
 

Inserted Video 
 

Inserted Video 
 

Inserted Video 

 

Ken A Nov 20, 2014 4:18am | Post# 12875

 
This is not the first time he alternate the writing style ....... for the obvious reason 
(creating circumstances of alibi) to later claim it wasn't him, account being hacked, 
faking insanity for denial purposes. 
 
Here's some of his posts (notice the writing style back then) when he was suspended and 
chased out of EURUSD thread around July - Aug 2014. He was chased out of that public 
thread in 2013 for the same motive; baiting and peddling confidence/secrets and nothing 
more but raising red flag everywhere. 
 
Later he brought all his followers to this thread and the craft started ..... 
 
Extracted Posts 
Extracted Posts 
 
Also check the writing style back in 2011 here A forex miracle: Follow me! ($3,200--
>$200,000) 
 
Under these usernames: 
 
1. Certainty 
2. Lilycertain 
3. 2morror2day 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 4:21am | Post# 12876

 
Quoting wowzers 
{quote} More Irony, the guy accussing me of being full of myself and having a superior 
intelligence. Hahaha This is truely funny.......in a sad kind of way. 

Don't be sad, here check this, it should make you smile:  

Quoting wowzers 
{quote} Where in that email does Eurusdd (definitely him - see the difference in the 
english!) ask you for money or funds or whatever? You still havent figured out that 
language is not a black and white matter is it. In your primitive way of thinking, if his 
english isnt perfect its all the same. There are DIFFERENT DEGREES of not perfect 
English 
He claimed on this thread (again with good English - just so that you don't tell me that 



its the hacker that claimed) that he didn't send any of these messages neither to me, 
neither to anyone else on FF. 
 
I'm guessing there are 2 hackers, one with good English , one with bad English, and 
finally there is EURUSDD with ok English. 
Damn that was easy, case solved! thanks mate . I wish you came earlier, you would have 
helped us avoid all this drama. 

Quoting wowzers 
{quote} Its gonna be a long night if I gotta repeat myself over and over. 
Not really, I just finished warming up your seat in my ignore corner. You'll have lots of 
fun there with Wireash, he's one hell of a funny guy .. mm yeah funny is the right word 
(wouldn't want to get suspended now? would I?) 

Quoting wowzers 
{quote} You are so smart. Maybe you should read and THINK about what you read about 
first. 
Thanks for the advice, from now on I will 

Quoting wowzers 
{quote} What an evil way of going about things. Its very hard to pay attention when 
you've got a little voice in your head screaming that you are smarter than everyone else 
here because you LEARNED SOMETHING FROM EURUSDD and made it work for you. 

Evil that's me  
 

Quoting wowzers 
{quote} Now, I remember you saying you were gonna go back to your Reddit and 9gag 

or whatever, and yet you're still here.  
I swear I was on my way until EURUSDD's 14 doctors & sexually frustrated gf showed up. 

Nothing on 9gag or Reddit could beat that  
 
 
It was nice talking to you. Glad you were a lurker before, because if you weren't then 
you probably would have ended on my igonre list a long time ago & we wouldn't have 
had the chance to have this lovely conversation. 
 
P.S. If any of the above annoyed you, please excuse me I'm still just a little kid, I have a 
lot of room to grow up in the future 
 
P.S.S. Now that I put you in my ignore list, I won't be reading or replying to 
your messages. So the floor is all yours, bash me as hard as you can & make 
everyone believe I ignored you because I am too afraid from confrontation & 

stuff .. lots of people buy these things Good luck mate, please don't be too 
hard on me.. remember, Karma! 
Or go with the 'I'm bigger than to reply' quote & just don't post anything, that 
should give you some nice points too  
 
Bets Gerards, (look a hacker!! that's not how I usualy write Best Regards!!! People 

there's a hacker in my account!! Helppp!!) 
Jay 

 

Atihun Nov 20, 2014 4:26am | Post# 12877

 
Quoting FX-Jay 



I swear I was on my way until EURUSDD's 14 doctors & sexually frustrated gf showed up. 

Nothing on 9gag or Reddit could beat that  

so true  

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 4:47am | Post# 12878

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Hi Neio, just to be clear to not let the theme slip to far away: Well done, when 
someone found something valuable in this thread or in that what EURUSDD said. Out of 
my mathematical knowledge and with all what he, EURUSDD presented with all the 
errors and flaws in it, for me it is a wonder. So I look at the people who gained 
something here with another view, namely, that they more or less developed something, 
which they believed is the similarity thing etc. and made that work for them. If it works: 
great job done The simply fact, that nowhere... 
 
Hi Infinitus, 
 
So you made your own evaluation of him based on your knowledge fair enough. As I 
mentioned I do not have the mathematical knowledge to fully validate his mathematical 
claims. I based my judgement on my own experience of using the ideas he presented 
and the impact he had on my thought processes. Getting me to look at things in a 
different way. 
 
I honestly don't know if it was him that tried to scam people or not but I really feel that if 
someone is so high profile on a site like this they need to be more careful in guarding 
their account and the impact any compromise can have. He should have been more 
aware that someone was misusing his account and taken the necessary action to get it 
disabled until he can prove that he is the owner and take back control. 
 
I personally have not noticed disappearing posts. I did notice disappearing TE's and some 
big calls that failed but again I added that to my own evaluation of him. 
 
My basic (probably incorrect) understanding of what Eurusdd was presenting on the 
Markov process was that he made the assumption that the market is random and has no 
memory. Therefore it could be defined by the Markov process which he used to show that 
the market is highly recurrent within a small time frame and that almost surely all prices 
are recurrent if we could wait till infinity. That is what I took from it and it sparked my 
interested to see if there was a way of using this presented information to come up with 
something that was tradeable. Maybe it is wrong but the point is it got me thinking, like 
all good threads should. 
 
I am sure the forum would love to hear your thoughts why the whole Markovian thing as 
presented by Eurusdd is wrong. Maybe we can learn something. 
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

maximinus Nov 20, 2014 5:44am | Post# 12879

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Is it the first time that we see a split in a scamm/bandit group ? It happens everytime in 
the real world, why not in the fx virtual world ? 
So we have two students who have overperformed the teacher, they can prove it with 



their demo account . No one can suspect them, after all they are the one who gave the 
evidence to the authorities. 
You want to join the new private and secret elite trader group with 99.9999% success. 
You should prove that you deserves to join them by providing a lot of handworks, 
statistics, abscon indis in their public thread here at FF and attract new clients for future 
scamms. Scam schem should continue at any cost : this business is so profitable. 

 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 5:56am | Post# 12880

 
Quoting maximinus 
Is it the first time that we see a split in a scamm/bandit group ? It happens everytime in 
the real world, why not in the fx virtual world ? So we have two students who have 

overperformed the teacher, they can prove it with their demo account . No one can 
suspect them, after all they are the one who gave the evidence to the authorities. You 
want to join the new private and secret elite trader group with 99.9999% success. You 
should prove that you deserves to join them by providing a lot of handworks, statistics, 
abscon indis in their public thread... 

Damn we're busted  
 
I thought we were doing this so professionally that no one would catch up. 
 
Hats off to you sir. A real genius in the making... 
 
The only thing you got wrong was the demo part, its not even a demo, it's a set of 

continuously updated photoshopped screenshots, done with absolute precision Well 
think of it, it would really be hard a sustain a demo for such a period of time & make 
such profits with that drawdown. It has to be photoshop! 
 
& the live trade calls are all wrong, but a little hack to the FF servers allow us to go back 
and change them without showing that the post was edited. I would have told you that 
we have our own time machine, but you wouldn't believe me. 
 
Sorry guys in the private group for letting out our complete secret, I just couldn't hold it 
on any longer, and there's alot of smart people that are up to us 

 



maximinus Nov 20, 2014 6:02am | Post# 12881

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Damn we're busted I thought we were doing this so professionally that no 
one would catch up. Hats off to you sir. A real genius in the making... The only thing 
you got wrong was the demo part, its not even a demo, it's a set of continuously updated 

photoshopped screenshots, done with absolute precision Well think of it, it would really 
be hard a sustain a demo for such a period of time & make such profits with that 
drawdown. It has to be photoshop! & the live trade calls are all wrong, but a little hack to 
the FF servers... 
No sir, you are the real one genius. Continue, with this kind of returns the whole Fx 
market will be you propriety. 
 

FYI, I'vnt awaited your evidence to smell eurusdd BS and warn people and I smell one 

bigger BS in making  

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 6:10am | Post# 12882

 
Quoting maximinus 

{quote} I smell one bigger BS in making  
In the making? I already confessed to you .. I even told you about my secret time 
machine. 
 
What more do you want? The BS is already made and apparently it stinks so bad you are 

smelling it  
 
Btw does this make you an even bigger scammer than me and the 'hidden' group for 

exposing us? What is you hidden agenda for exposing this new BS?  
 
I am asking because one genius guy once pointed out the following: 
" Is it the first time that we see a split in a scamm/bandit group ? It happens everytime 
in the real world, why not in the fx virtual world ? No one can suspect them, after all they 
are the one who gave the evidence to the authorities." 
 
Btw do you want me to ignore you or would you like to ignore me first so that we end 
this? If you prefer having more fun then cool with me, I'll let you know when I get bored. 
So far so good 

 

maximinus Nov 20, 2014 6:20am | Post# 12883

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} In the making? I already confessed to you .. I even told you about my secret 
time machine. What more do you want? The BS is already made and apparently it stinks 

so bad you are smelling it Btw does this make you an even bigger scammer than me 
and the 'hidden' group for exposing us? What is you hidden agenda for exposing this new 

BS? I am asking because one genius guy once pointed out the following: " Is it the 
first time that we see a split in a scamm/bandit group ? It happens everytime in the real 
world, why not in the fx virtual... 
Everything I discuss is public and sorry I don't have extraordinary returns with a 
99.9999% win rate, nothing to hide or success to claim. 
 
What don't you understand in the extracted quote ? 



 
Why would I ignore a white knight and a Fx genius ? But you, of course you can ignore 

me it will not hurt me. 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 6:20am | Post# 12884

 
for the record, i am out of the often mentioned secret fb group as of this morning. 
i feel that while it is/was a great and productive initiative with a lot of sharing with the 
community, and it has helped shine a light on eurusdd's probable bad activities, fx-jay 
has crossed the line a couple of times yesterday evening and this morning that puts this 
group in a bad light. 
 
k 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 6:20am | Post# 12885

 
also please note that there is a parallel discussion in the making regarding the 
Recurrence Statistic indicator on the Steve Hopwood forum which may bear some fruit. 
cheers 
k 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 6:22am | Post# 12886

 
Quoting kprsa 
also please note that there is a parallel discussion in the making regarding the 
Recurrence Statistic indicator on the Steve Hopwood forum which may bear some fruit. 
cheers k 
Hi K, 
 
Thanks for the heads-up.  
 
Regards 
 
Neio 

 

maximinus Nov 20, 2014 6:24am | Post# 12887

 
Quoting FX-Jay 

{quote} Damn we're busted I thought we were doing this so professionally that no 
one would catch up. Hats off to you sir. A real genius in the making... The only thing you 
got wrong was the demo part, its not even a demo, it's a set of continuously updated 

photoshopped screenshots, done with absolute precision Well think of it, it would really 
be hard a sustain a demo for such a period of time & make such profits with that 
drawdown. It has to be photoshop! & the live trade calls are all wrong, but a little hack to 
the FF servers allow... 

Why do you think that my initial post was adressed to you ?  

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:33am | Post# 12888

 



Quoting Neio 
{quote} Hi Infinitus, So you made your own evaluation of him based on your knowledge 
fair enough. As I mentioned I do not have the mathematical knowledge to fully validate 
his mathematical claims. I based my judgement on my own experience of using the ideas 
he presented and the impact he had on my thought processes. Getting me to look at 
things in a different way. I honestly don't know if it was him that tried to scam people or 
not but I really feel that if someone is so high profile on a site like this they need to be 
more careful in guarding their... 
 
 
Hi Neio, 
 

now we are talking  
 
 
There were many examples in the past, when EURUSDD made some flaws in statistics or 
mathematics. If this flaws are too big to make the similarity thing work I do not know. 
But it shades a bad light on a proclaimed soon to be Ph.D. of mathematics. 
 
For example, in the earlier parts of this and another thread of him he was constantly 
prone to traders fallacy, when he discussed the coin toss thing. 
 
Since he has deleted all of the post with Markovian content, I can not come up with his 
posting anymore. All I know, was, that he suddenly started to argument the Markovian-
thesis, and how it would apply to his similarity concept. 
 
Only when Freefox asked him, why he would use the Markovian model, when in fact he 
would advocate to look in the past to judge the next move of price, he paddled back with 
the lame excuse, that he only used the Markovian model in the discussion as a model 
view or so. 
 
Later, when he deleted all that Markovian content, he wrote, that we do need to see how 
price reached a zone in order to judge or approximate the future moves. 
 
 
 
Markovian means: 
 
to make an approximation of the next move, you do only need the present. Knowing the 
past will not alter the future move (it only depends on the present). 
 
But since similarity thing uses the data of the past, we simply can not apply a Markovian 
model, makes no sense. 
 
In my view one of the proper ways to go is to use the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-Process, which 
is Markovian, Gaussian and stationary. This process inherits the three conditions at the 
same time, and tends to mean reverting over the longer time. Additionally there are 
papers out, that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process also can be used in non-stationery 
processes (time series). 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 6:51am | Post# 12889

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} Hi Neio, now we are talking There were many examples in the past, 
when EURUSDD made some flaws in statistics or mathematics. If this flaws are too big to 



make the similarity thing work I do not know. But it shades a bad light on a proclaimed 
soon to be Ph.D. of mathematics. For example, in the earlier parts of this and another 
thread of him he was constantly prone to traders fallacy, when he discussed the coin toss 
thing. Since he has deleted all of the post with Markovian content, I can not come up 
with his posting anymore.... 

I agree this is positive.  
 
I must admit I have not fully understood everything you said on first read it will probably 
take time to digest....but I think you may have mixed up the different things presented 
here. Similarity concepts were taught at the start of the thread. From page 286 is when 
Eurusdd introduced the Markovian process and decided to work on the assumption that 
the market is random. My understanding is that he made this assumption based on what 
he feels people really believe. That the market is random. I don't think that is what he 
believes deep down. Hence he attempted to use Markov to show that even in random 
markets there is a certain predictability. 
 
Maybe that is where there is a misunderstanding perhaps? 
 
Here is the post I refer to... 

Quoting Eurusdd 
1 Forex traders are basically dealing with stochastic processes. Therefore, your success 
in this game depends on your understanding of stochastic processes, especially discrete 
ones. It is not necessary that you know these ideas in order to be successful but, if you 
want to see what people like me see, then you must understand what you are fighting 
against. Know thy enemy. Now, since almost everyone on the planet believes, the path 
of currency prices are random, we shall follow them and use stochastic processes to 
model our probabilities. In fact, we shall assume that any two bars on your chart are 
independent, that is the process has no memory. Even in this case, you can still beat the 
process. {image} In the case of forex trading the random variable are the bars on your 
charts. The feature of the bar you are interested in gives the value of that random 
variable. So, if you are interested in the close values of the bars, then the process is 
defined by the closing prices of the bars. 
 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:03am | Post# 12890

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} I agree this is positive. I must admit I have not fully understood 
everything you said on first read it will probably take time to digest....but I think you 
may have mixed up the different things presented here. Similarity concepts were taught 
at the start of the thread. From page 286 is when Eurusdd introduced the Markovian 
process and decided to work on the assumption that the market is random. My 
understanding is that he made this assumption based on what he feels people really 
believe. That the market is random. I don't think that... 
 
Please, do me a favor and google Markovian in this thread. Is there anything left from 
EURUSDD? 
 
And then: when we discuss e.g. the similarity thesis, introduce a Brownian model like 
Markovian process, which is only dependant of the present, not past (edited: wrote 
mistakenly future), it does not make sense to introduce such a concept, when you want 
to make the people understand and accept the whole thesis. 
 
Why should he worked out on a random market theory, when in fact he does not believe 



it? Makes not much sense. And since when do the majority of traders believe that 
markets are random? Most mathematicians I know think that most of the time markets 
are random, many mathematical solutions to this question do show that. And traders 
deny that. At least this is my view...... 

 

FX-Jay Nov 20, 2014 7:19am | Post# 12891

 
Quoting maximinus 

{quote} Why do you think that my initial post was adressed to you ?  
Sorry my fault, I thought you were talking about the same group EURUSDD & almost 
everyone on this thread was mentioning in the couple of days. 
 
Doesn't matter anwz + from now on whenever I talk I talk about myself and don't 
represent anyone. 
Once any micro fishy thing comes out from me, feel free (not particularly you) to go out 
in public & shame me. 
I actually do this to myself whenever I make a bad call/trade. 
 
I'm not trying to build a legacy around here or ask anyone to follow me. Hell I even 
asked if I could have this red flag removed from me because some people kept on 
claiming that I'm showing off & think I'm smart because I have it. I'm here for less than 
3 months & unlike some highly respected seniors around, I don't think I will stay for 
years & years on FF, this isn't for me, I eventually get bored and the troll in me comes 
out (and that's not really good). 
I know what ur thinking.. he'll blow his account & dissappear .. will I really care about 
what people around here will think?, Nop.. I won't be here anwz nd there's nothing my 
real life identity will gain or lose from FX Jay's reputation. 
 
One thing I learned around here is that you can never please everyone, and the best way 
to go around that is not to care about what anyone things. That's why I repeatedly 
mentioned that I'm self centered & only care about myself. 
 
On all cases I promise that I'll be away from this thread for good since both I & it (the 
thread) stopped providing anything useful. I will keep my sarcasm for different 
websites & stick to trading around FF on other threads. Unlike others, my 
promises are kept & even if someone will mention me around here with 
anything non related to trading, I won't answer no matter how good or bad it is. 
I'll be most probably around Pirate's or Vlady's threads. 
 
Sorry for the long rant, but once more I encourage whoever has any dirt on me or 
anyone who will have any dirt on me at anytime to come forward and say it out loud. 
 
Best, 
Jay 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 7:23am | Post# 12892

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Please, do me a favor and google Markovian in this thread. Is there 
anything left from EURUSDD? And then: when we discuss e.g. the similarity thesis, 
introduce a Brownian model like Markovian process, which is only dependant of the 
present, not past (edited: wrote mistakenly future), it does not make sense to introduce 
such a concept, when you want to make the people understand and accept the whole 
thesis. Why should he worked out on a random market theory, when in fact he does not 



believe it? Makes not much sense. And since when... 
Markov property is an approximation, Eurusdd was very clear on this point, and I have 
discussed it in some detail (notably when the approximation fails). 
Google "Markov" instead of "Markovian" in this thread and you will see that you are 
wrong on this claim. 
 
k 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:27am | Post# 12893

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Markov property is an approximation, Eurusdd was very clear on this point, and 
I have discussed it in some detail (notably when the approximation fails). Google 
"Markov" instead of "Markovian" in this thread and you will see that you are wrong on 
this claim. k 
 
thanks for the find, will dig through it later 
 
 
 
BTW: makes no sense to discuss the topics further in the asylum here 
 
Should open a new thread...... 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 7:29am | Post# 12894

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote}BTW: makes no sense to discuss the topics further in the asylum here Should 
open a new thread...... 
Agreed. 
 
k 

 

vlady1974 Nov 20, 2014 7:29am | Post# 12895

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} thanks for the find, will dig through it later BTW: makes no sense to discuss the 
topics further in the asylum here Should open a new thread......  
I agree with this. Let's start anew. 
 
(BTW... I am not volunteering) 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 7:33am | Post# 12896

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Please, do me a favor and google Markovian in this thread. Is there anything left 
from EURUSDD? And then: when we discuss e.g. the similarity thesis, introduce a 
Brownian model like Markovian process, which is only dependant of the present, not past 
(edited: wrote mistakenly future), it does not make sense to introduce such a concept, 
when you want to make the people understand and accept the whole thesis. Why should 
he worked out on a random market theory, when in fact he does not believe it? Makes 
not much sense. And since when do the... 



Here are some...searched for Markov 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{image} 
Quoting Eurusdd 
We do not need to understand everything about markov chain: What we need for forex 
trading are the following.{image} 1: It is clear that NO state(price) is absorbing!!! 2: 
But, and this is important, At any given time, there is a set of states that are transient!!!, 
we can find them. 3: NOT all forex prices are recurrent. So, those problem bars are the 
ones that contain the KEY transient states(price). Once we calculate the the time-
interval, we can make a call that the process will return to those prices within the time 
period!!! 
 

 

maximinus Nov 20, 2014 7:57am | Post# 12897

 
Quoting FX-Jay 
{quote} Sorry my fault, I thought you were talking about the same group EURUSDD & 
almost everyone on this thread was mentioning in the couple of days. Doesn't matter 
anwz + from now on whenever I talk I talk about myself and don't represent anyone. 
Once any micro fishy thing comes out from me, feel free (not particularly you) to go out 
in public & shame me. I actually do this to myself whenever I make a bad call/trade. I'm 
not trying to build a legacy around here or ask anyone to follow me. Hell I even asked if I 
could have this red flag removed... 
You were right, my initial post was adressed to you and pirate. My scam radar screen is 
on high level alert when I see anyone posting fantastic equity curve and refuses to 
discuss methodology or want to discuss the methodology in secret or has a twitter 
account, blog etc...That's how most scam starts, teasing with sexy EC and results. After 
all that's how Eurusdd started his business. So I think that's my duty to preserve the 
newcomers in the community and prevent them from this kind of trap. You see, my goal 
is very basic. 
Take note that I have not accused you being a scammer, and I'll never be able to do so 
because I'll never enter in any private communication with you. So that will be hard for 
me to collecting anything against you or anyone else. But I feel the urge to share my 
concern when I see anyone posting extraordinary result but refuses to discuss publicly. 
 
You see, nothing personal against you. 
 
Max. 

 

spyderman Nov 20, 2014 8:52am | Post# 12898

 
Man, this thread has become like a train wreck...you just can't turn away.  

 

tashkent Nov 20, 2014 8:52am | Post# 12899

 
guys, i have always had that question in my mind: WHY do you think the (dis)similarity 
concept works? WHAT is it that you firmly believe the REAL reason behind it? is not 
market a sum of all intentions and acts of its participants? do not you think there is a 
serious flaw with eurusdd's understanding of "the market"? and what kind of creature the 
market is personally for you? 
 
and a question about the TZ. the heart and soul of this concept is the Probability theory. 



however, it is not enough to become successful even you are best at probability. so what 
other concepts one has incorporate to probability in order to become successful. 
 
i am sorry if this post sounds like trolling and i understand most guys here love to talk 
about the numbers and the indicators rather than the philosophy of trading. 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 9:02am | Post# 12900

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, i have always that question in my mind: WHY do you think the (dis)similarity 
concept works? WHAT is it that you firmly believe the REAL reason? is not market a sum 
of all intentions and acts of its participants? do not you think there is a serious flaw with 
eurusdd's understanding of "the market"? 
Because of the self-similarity property of the price signal. For example, in order to have a 
change of trend, all the sub-cycles must complete (similarity). If they are not complete 
(dissimilarity) the trend is expected to still go on. In my opinion this is a sound technical 
view of the market. 
 
k 

 

GU-Night Nov 20, 2014 10:32am | Post# 12901

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, i have always had that question in my mind: WHY do you think the (dis)similarity 
concept works? WHAT is it that you firmly believe the REAL reason behind it? is not market 
a sum of all intentions and acts of its participants? do not you think there is a serious flaw 
with eurusdd's understanding of "the market"? and what kind of creature the market is 
personally for you? and a question about the TZ. the heart and soul of this concept is the 
Probability theory. however, it is not enough to become successful even you are best at 
probability.... 
Let me ask you a couple of questions, do you think that this Indicator made by kprsa is lying 
if it says that +/- 84% of the possible problem bars is cleared or resolved within H = 30? 
And if you think it is not lying, do you think we can do something useful with that 
percentage? Is that percentage maybe a reflection of how the market reacts under certain 
conditions? 
 
I think we can take that percentage with us in our trading decisions and in timing of the 
market which is in my opinion especially useful for new traders who have that intuition not 
yet. 
 
I don’t believe the indicator is lying to me. And so I can only come to the conclusion that 
Eurusdd’s understanding of the market is at least not completely flawed, because the 
indicator is probably made with the TZ concept presented here by Eurusdd in mind. 



 

 

Luther Nov 20, 2014 11:10am | Post# 12902

 
1 Attachment(s) 
If you look at the 100% win ratio MT4 DEMO statement on the first post, the Closed 
Trade P/L is 10,627.29, but the Account Balance is 179.61, and Free Margin is 148.68. 
 
Why is that? 
 
I remember when the OP ran this DEMO Trade Explorer. He had the TE set up so Account 
Balance and Open Trades were locked, so the only information that was available were 
Closed Trades. 
 
When a Trade Explorer is set up this way, someone can hide losses on open positions 
while publicly showing a 100% win ratio on closed trades. 
 
An account Balance of 179.61 with a Closed Trade P/L of 10,627.29 would put the 
floating loss on open trades at 13,447.68 or almost 100%. 



 

 

tashkent Nov 20, 2014 11:40am | Post# 12903

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Let me ask you a couple of questions, do you think that this Indicator made by 
kprsa is lying if it says that +/- 84% of the possible problem bars is cleared or resolved 
within H = 30? And if you think it is not lying, do you think we can do something useful 
with that percentage? Is that percentage maybe a reflection of how the market reacts 
under certain conditions? I think we can take that percentage with us in our trading 
decisions and in timing of the market which is in my opinion especially useful for new 
traders who have that intuition... 
 
i think there is a misunderstanding. 
i am not denying the possibility that one may make a long string of excellent trades using 
the similarity concept. i am questioning the REASON some people think behind that "high 
probable" events. that reason was explained by the TS (thread starter) as "arbitrary 
error" (sorry can't remember the exact wording). the question is WHY price must go back 



to that level? just market looked back and saw there was a "problem" in the past and 
went back to fix it? and we have seen some of those "problems" not fixed for pretty long 
time and anyone without a tight money management would receive a margin call. 
 
the more reasonable explanation of your 84% is that from TS's own words "price is 
recurrent 97% of the time". most of the time price comes back to the point of reference. 
because the market as anything in the observable and unobservable universe seeks a 
BALANCE or ORDER. once sellers or buyers drive the market out of balance the opposite 
side will and must attempt to preserve that balance and once it is reached, the game 
starts all over again. this is just an example to clarify my point. 

 

stt Nov 20, 2014 12:59pm | Post# 12904

 
Quoting Neio 

{quote} I agree this is positive. I must admit I have not fully understood 
everything you said on first read it will probably take time to digest....but I think you 
may have mixed up the different things presented here. Similarity concepts were taught 
at the start of the thread. From page 286 is when Eurusdd introduced the Markovian 
process and decided to work on the assumption that the market is random. My 
understanding is that he made this assumption based on what he feels people really 
believe. That the market is random. I don't think that... 
just to correct this (as i many times corrected in EURUSDD's posts as well), in random 
market there is no predictability. you dont need to be math whiz to see this. His 
argument seems right when you have gamblers fallacy (i.e. if you think probability of Tail 
is higher after 10 Heads or as EURUSDD said, prob of one T in 7 toss higher after seeing 
14 toss with all heads). In random market there can be no predictability - just think 
clearly and you will see why (hint: because random market means each price is 
independent of past moves). 

 

Sasco_me Nov 20, 2014 1:20pm | Post# 12905

 
In my opinion the market is less random than flipping coin  
as any price still present as supply or demand ,any price will govern by buyer and seller 
if the market is random you can see 1.2570 and after one tick you can see 1.48 and the 
other tick is 1.09 so it is not a random number the buyer or the seller choose it from 
hidden box and throw it again inside the box ... 
at any price there is a lot of trader wait it to close or reopen so influence the market to 
move toward it  
Sorry for my Language  
************** 
" Close+0 =Open , Close*1 =Open what is the close and what is the 1 and 0 ? Holly Grail 
" 

 

FXMasterSK Nov 20, 2014 1:35pm | Post# 12906

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting stt 
{quote} just to correct this (as i many times corrected in EURUSDD's posts as well), in 
random market there is no predictability. you dont need to be math whiz to see this. His 
argument seems right when you have gamblers fallacy (i.e. if you think probability of Tail is 
higher after 10 Heads or as EURUSDD said, prob of one T in 7 toss higher after seeing 14 
toss with all heads). In random market there can be no predictability - just think clearly and 
you will see why (hint: because random market means each price is independent of past 



moves). 
Your assumption is flawed. 
 
Markets are fairly unpredictable, yes. But, to a certain extent, they are predictable as well. 
So it's a little bit of both. Markets are moved by humans and humans are predictable, so it's 
only logical that markets can be both predictable at times and unpredictable at times. There 
is an underlying structure behind each price move, and studying/understanding the 
structure is much above the average retailers head. However, if you do learn it, it can lead 
to great trades. 
 
I'll give you an example from the US trading session today which is relevant to this. I posted 
this in another thread called "Technical Analysis Fallacy". Original post here: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...97#post7887497 
 
I traded for only an hour and a half and made almost 50 pips. The last trade was only closed 
out at a tiny loss because I stop trading at 11AM EST most of the time, but even that would 
of made money looking at the charts. Look at how I caught most of those tops and bottoms 
so perfectly on the 1M TF. If markets were unpredictable, how could I do that? Most people 
probably think it's noisy trading 1M, however most people are also losers. What I see is 
opportunities. Granted, my spread is much more tighter than the average retailer. But even 
with higher spreads I could come out with good profits. 
 
I don't know anything about your trading style or profitability and nor am I trying to call you 
out, however I have to disagree that markets are just random and unpredictable. If they 
were, there would be no room for profits. 
 
Good luck 

 

 

Thoughts Nov 20, 2014 2:21pm | Post# 12907

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, i have always had that question in my mind: WHY do you think the (dis)similarity 
concept works? WHAT is it that you firmly believe the REAL reason behind it? is not 
market a sum of all intentions and acts of its participants? do not you think there is a 
serious flaw with eurusdd's understanding of "the market"? and what kind of creature the 
market is personally for you? and a question about the TZ. the heart and soul of this 
concept is the Probability theory. however, it is not enough to become successful even 



you are best at probability.... 
I see Similarity Theory from an order flow perspective. If you've got 2 price related 
functions that are almost always similar, when they are dis-similar it means there's a big 
FIGHT between bulls and bears going on behind the scenes causing the mis-readings at 
those contentious price levels; once a consensus is reached as regards future price 
direction (i.e. one side loses) then your functions should go back to being 'well 
behaved'/Similar. A beautiful description of S&R. 
 
Thanks for opening my eyes to this EURUSDD. 

 

stt Nov 20, 2014 2:31pm | Post# 12908

 
Quoting FXMasterSK 
{quote} Your assumption is flawed. Markets are fairly unpredictable, yes. But, to a 
certain extent, they are predictable as well. So it's a little bit of both. Markets are moved 
by humans and humans are predictable, so it's only logical that markets can be both 
predictable at times and unpredictable at times. There is an underlying structure behind 
each price move, and studying/understanding the structure is much above the average 
retailers head. However, if you do learn it, it can lead to great trades. I'll give you an 
example from the US trading... 
 
I agree that under certain conditions, current real markets can be predictable (otherwise 
all working in professional trading world are just wasting their time including myself). my 
trading style is totally quantitative (heavily based on stats and math, zero on GUI 
indicators - this is my job btw). And I understand many ways quant funds trades and 
make money. 
 
But I was answering Neio's post where he says even in random market (not real mkt), 
there can be predictability. In true random market where next price move is independent 
of all past moves, there can be no predictability. (bit offtopic, This is the model used in 
option pricing theory for price process (cox binomial option pricing model, BSM etc). 
Practitioners add vol skew to correct the flaws of this assumption in the theoretical 
options prices). 

 

Ralome Nov 20, 2014 2:41pm | Post# 12909

 
Quoting FXMasterSK 
Most people probably think it's noisy trading 1M, however most people are also losers. 

 

 

GU-Night Nov 20, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 12910

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i think there is a misunderstanding. i am not denying the possibility that one 
may make a long string of excellent trades using the similarity concept. i am questioning 
the REASON some people think behind that "high probable" events. that reason was 
explained by the TS (thread starter) as "arbitrary error" (sorry can't remember the exact 
wording). the question is WHY price must go back to that level? just market looked back 
and saw there was a "problem" in the past and went back to fix it? and we have seen 
some of those "problems" not fixed... 
Clear and agreed. 
 
I was actually reacting on this: “do not you think there is a serious flaw with eurusdd's 



understanding of "the market"? 
 
I don’t think there is a flaw with Eurusdd’s understanding with HOW the market moves. 
But opinions can be different why the market has to go to a certain level, or what the 
market moves. 
 
Your explanation is a plausible one in my opinion. 

 

mhmdfx Nov 20, 2014 4:36pm | Post# 12911

 
Quoting Sasco_me 
In my opinion the market is less random than flipping coin as any price still present as 
supply or demand ,any price will govern by buyer and seller if the market is random you 
can see 1.2570 and after one tick you can see 1.48 and the other tick is 1.09 so it is not 
a random number the buyer or the seller choose it from hidden box and throw it again 
inside the box ... at any price there is a lot of trader wait it to close or reopen so 
influence the market to move toward it Sorry for my Language ************** " 
Close+0[/highlight]... 
What do you mean in this statement ??? 

 

lappies Nov 20, 2014 5:02pm | Post# 12912

 
There is a big obvious flaw in similarity/dissimilarity for charts with the same broker. You 
can not get more information out of identical information (ticks). So you cannot get 
dissimilarity from charts plotting the same information, it looks dissimilar because for 
instance a EMA plots 5 times on a 1min chart and once on a 5min chart, so if the charts 
are set up to look the same with the same indicator, it only looks different because of the 
plotting difference. There is no extra information if they do not look the same - it comes 
from identical data. 
 
Regards 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 5:03pm | Post# 12913

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Markov property is an approximation, Eurusdd was very clear on this point, and 
I have discussed it in some detail (notably when the approximation fails). Google 
"Markov" instead of "Markovian" in this thread and you will see that you are wrong on 
this claim. k 
 
Hi Kprsa, hi Neio, 
 
 
thank you for pointing me to the postings. 
 
Strangely, there are no mentions of Markov prior to that dates. When I came along the 
various threads EURUSDD created, I put some notices down. In one of those early 
notices I wrote down, that he thinks that the similarity thing is a Markovian process, and 
I wondered why he would think this. Later, this year in August, the Markov chain was 
again there, as we can see in the links you presented. 
 
I do not know now, what he may have wrote earlier to this theme. Maybe he said 
something which made me believe, that he thought about it to be a Markovian process. 



 
I am digging further....... 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 5:20pm | Post# 12914

 
Quoting tashkent 
guys, i have always had that question in my mind: WHY do you think the (dis)similarity 
concept works? WHAT is it that you firmly believe the REAL reason behind it? is not 
market a sum of all intentions and acts of its participants? do not you think there is a 
serious flaw with eurusdd's understanding of "the market"? and what kind of creature the 
market is personally for you? and a question about the TZ. the heart and soul of this 
concept is the Probability theory. however, it is not enough to become successful even 
you are best at probability.... 
 
Hi Tashkent, 
 
very valid question. When we dig through the literature of finance-mathematics, we will 
find so many different views and thesis, and we find, that people can hardly agree on 
anything. 
 
 
It is mainly because, out of my view, that one tries to frame market, which is basically 
driven by social mood, greed, fear, emotions, into a mathemathical formula. 
 
Every one who follows quant trader will notice, that their models work for some time and 
then stop producing the desired gains. What is the reason? 
 
 
 
We can go back only a few pages to find a posting from our valued member Hanover, 
who questioned basically the same question and gave the answer. 
 
It can be found here: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...99#post7875299  

 

FranklinHood Nov 20, 2014 5:34pm | Post# 12915

 
1 Attachment(s) 
@Kprsa 
 
How could this happen ?! There's a 10 pips TZ and your indicator says that 100% of TZ are 
< 2*k = 6 pips ! 



 

 

PiratePip Nov 20, 2014 5:36pm | Post# 12916

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
@Kprsa How could this happen ?! There's a 10 pips TZ and your indicator says that 
100% of TZ are < 2*k = 6 pips ! {image} 
 
those stats apply to the Potential TZ forming. not ones in the past if i am not mistaken. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 5:40pm | Post# 12917

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi there, what occasionally fails are not the probabilities, it is the Markov 
property. Market does have a memory, and this shows itself in strong trends. This is why 
you can have several transient zones in succession. You would be wise not to trade 
against strong trends. There are ways to either completely avoid doing that or to even 

use it to your advantage. It is an interesting idea to try to use range bars. k 
 
Haha, nice!!! 
 
I have questioned several times here, what the limitations of the system are. I 
questioned several times, why EURUSDD was not able to trade his findings successfully. I 
asked, in which situations we can gain money easily, and in which not. 
 
No one answered. That spoke for itself, I thought. 
 
Well, at least Kprsa noticed the problem in the past........ 
 
 
 
But I do not fully agree: 
 
it is not only the Markov property that fails (e.g. there seems to be market memory), it is 
also the probability rate which is way to high (regardless of underlying process - have 
never seen such high probability rates, never. When they occur, mostly was the sample 
size way too small). 



 
When you do not define/describe the process you are looking for, how will you be able to 
calculate the right probabilities? 
 
 
Question: 
 
 
Will you bet a good part of the farm, when the probability is 97%? 
 
Will you bet the same, when the probability is "only" 80%? 

 

FXMasterSK Nov 20, 2014 5:43pm | Post# 12918

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} I agree that under certain conditions, current real markets can be predictable 
(otherwise all working in professional trading world are just wasting their time including 
myself). my trading style is totally quantitative (heavily based on stats and math, zero 
on GUI indicators - this is my job btw). And I understand many ways quant funds trades 
and make money. But I was answering Neio's post where he says even in random market 
(not real mkt), there can be predictability. In true random market where next price move 
is independent of all past... 
I'll admit I must of taken what you said out of context as I only replied to what you said 
and didn't look at what you were replying to. That is my mistake. 
 
I do understand the basis you are coming from as I myself have been deeply studying 
quantitative analysis and statistical methods in FX so I know a thing or two. :P I have 
pretty much mastered the structure of markets and it's participants, especially the 
foreign exchange market. Even though this is all I need money, my learning never 
ceases to stop and HFT/algorithmic trading is definitely the future of where the money 
will be so it's something I am really into learning. That and if I gain the coding skills of 

Ralome, I'll definitely become a market wizard.  
 
Does your team handle the math stuff for the traders at your fund? Or do engage in 
trading as well? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 5:46pm | Post# 12919

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I think this is a significant point. The original assumption is that the market has 
no memory. 
 
Here you can see the result of EURUSDD's approximation with the Markov chain model. 
 
At this point, I think, even Neio thought, that EURUSDD's similarity thing uses a 
Markovian process, without market memory. 
 
 
But at this time it should have been clear, that he thought otherwise. 
 
 
As I said earlier, it was stupid and needless to come up with Markovian, when in fact you 
are thinking that Market is not random and inherits market memory. 
 



 
 
What a mess, isn't it? 

 

FranklinHood Nov 20, 2014 5:55pm | Post# 12920

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} those stats apply to the Potential TZ forming. not ones in the past if i am not 
mistaken. 
If so then in this case, the 3 probabilities should be 100% because the width of the PTZ 
forming is 0.7 pips. 

 

 

tashkent Nov 20, 2014 5:55pm | Post# 12921

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Hi Tashkent, very valid question. When we dig through the literature of finance-
mathematics, we will find so many different views and thesis, and we find, that people 
can hardly agree on anything. It is mainly because, out of my view, that one tries to 
frame market, which is basically driven by social mood, greed, fear, emotions, into a 
mathemathical formula. Every one who follows quant trader will notice, that their models 
work for some time and then stop producing the desired gains. What is the reason? We 
can go back only a few pages to... 
i have read Hanover's post and i do share the same thoughts with him. 
we all know that TS's ideas are really interesting and useful to some extend, no question. 
but i want to talk about his negative legacy. 
his view of the market helped some people here to shape not so healthy mindset like 
"beating the market" - to be one step ahead of the market. they all think that there are 
levels, specific numbers which price must reach. if price does not go the way they 
projected, they call it a "fake move". they developed a habit of challenging the market in 
a disrespectful way, trying to make it to obey their calculations and obsession with 
closing every single trade for profit etc. such mindset never has led to a good ending. 
 
that is why, i asked a few questions about their understanding of the market and their 
thought about the REAL REASONS behind the success of similarity or T/R zones. and the 



answer i was expecting was not just the statistical results. my question is much deeper 
than that. 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 5:57pm | Post# 12922

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} just to correct this (as i many times corrected in EURUSDD's posts as well), in 
random market there is no predictability. you dont need to be math whiz to see this. His 
argument seems right when you have gamblers fallacy (i.e. if you think probability of Tail 
is higher after 10 Heads or as EURUSDD said, prob of one T in 7 toss higher after seeing 
14 toss with all heads). In random market there can be no predictability - just think 
clearly and you will see why (hint: because random market means each price is 
independent of past moves). 
Just to say that I was pointing out my understanding of what Eurusdd was suggesting 
when he introduced Markov to the thread. 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 6:02pm | Post# 12923

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} Freefox, what I am presenting here is not related to the similarity system. I am 
trying to open your eyes to the fact that even if you assume the market is 
random and bars are independent, you can beat the market and there are ways 
to calculate probabilities for hitting times. So, this addition is to help you calculate 
which prices are likely to be re-visited within a specific period! I said we should 
assume the systems is Markovian just so I can show you that assumption 
cannot prevent us from beating the market!!! Let... 
Here is the post you all are tripping over. 
 
Might I add; what a waste of time to keep on squabbling without reading the thread. 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 6:09pm | Post# 12924

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Haha, nice!!! I have questioned several times here, what the limitations of the 
system are. I questioned several times, why EURUSDD was not able to trade his findings 
successfully. I asked, in which situations we can gain money easily, and in which not. No 
one answered. That spoke for itself, I thought. Well, at least Kprsa noticed the problem 
in the past........ But I do not fully agree: it is not only the Markov property that fails 
(e.g. there seems to be market memory), it is also the probability rate which is way to 
high (regardless... 
It was not a system as such but a way of looking at the market. Eurusdd did make a 
suggestion as to how it could be traded. 
 
The thing is you say that the Markov process fails. Maybe it does but the indicators that 
have been produced based on the theorem as presented show that you can configure h 
so that 97% of prices are h-recurrent and only 3% are transient. The problem I see is 
that it is not a tradeable 97%...i.e most of the recurrence happens on the next bar or 
two and there is not enough gap between entry and the PTZ being cleared. I think 
someone produced some stats to back this up. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:14pm | Post# 12925

 



Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Because of the self-similarity property of the price signal. For example, in order 
to have a change of trend, all the sub-cycles must complete (similarity). If they are not 
complete (dissimilarity) the trend is expected to still go on. In my opinion this is a sound 
technical view of the market. k 
 
how do you define sub-cycle? 
 
Is it simply cycle on lower TF? 
 
 
Now we have to think for a while: 
 
 
When we believe, that the lower TF do follow the higher TF (a typical trader meme: lower 
TF must follow higher TF, because higher TF rule etc., you know this stuff all, I think) we 
have a problem: 
 
when we imply this, we would be living in a deterministic world. All events in the world 
would be needed to be designed in a way, that they would fit the cycle on the higher TF. 
Wouldn't they? 
 
When we would have a deterministic universe, which would be based on Newtonian 
concepts, there clearly would be no probability, if we would know all conditions (Laplace's 
demon). But, as Hanover already explained a few postings ago, we are facing 
conditions/situations, which sensitivity to initial conditions exceeds our ability to measure 
them (or to know them). 
 
So what now? 

 

Kiads Nov 20, 2014 6:24pm | Post# 12926

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} So what now? 

Simply let's trade as usual..  

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:30pm | Post# 12927

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} It was not a system as such but a way of looking at the market. Eurusdd did 
make a suggestion as to how it could be traded. The thing is you say that the Markov 
process fails. Maybe it does but the indicators that have been produced based on the 
theorem as presented show that you can configure h so that 97% of prices are h-
recurrent and only 3% are transient. The problem I see that it is not a tradeable 
97%...i.e most of the recurrence happens on the next bar or two and there is not enough 
gap between entry and the PTZ being cleared. I think... 
 
 
Regarding the similarity thing: 
 
As you may have noticed, I try to avoid to say system most of the time. Instead I say 
"thing". 
 
 



Back to history: 
 
EURUSDD gave you this similarity thing, or theorem, or whatever. 
 
But since he never got tired to say, that he has far more knowledge, and only revealing 
part of it to us, AND claiming, that he would trade it, at least he must have a system 
(well, when we look at his busted trade explorer, well.....) 
 
 
Fast forward: 
 
the indicator produces a value, that shows 97% probability 
 
 
OK, what does that mean? 
 
Was it back-tested? 
 
Which currency? 
 
How big was the sample size? 
How long was the tested period? 
When was the testing period? 
 
What was the average duration (or period) for price to reach similarity again? 
 
What kind of draw-down do we have to expect? 
 
Is the indicator kind of back-painting? 
 
What has the indicator produced under pre-determinded conditions, like a stronger 
impulsive trend on higher TF, but the indicator placed on lower TF, or like an extended 
sidways correction on higher TF? 
 
 
When the 97% are not tradeable, theindicator has failed. 97% should be tradeable, 
otherwise you should stop trading. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:31pm | Post# 12928

 
Quoting Luther 
If you look at the 100% win ratio MT4 DEMO statement on the first post, the Closed 
Trade P/L is 10,627.29, but the Account Balance is 179.61, and Free Margin is 148.68. 
Why is that? I remember when the OP ran this DEMO Trade Explorer. He had the TE set 
up so Account Balance and Open Trades were locked, so the only information 
that was available were Closed Trades. When a Trade Explorer is set up this 
way, someone can hide losses on open positions while publicly showing a 100% 
win ratio on closed trades. An account Balance... 
 
Exactly!!!! 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 6:36pm | Post# 12929

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Regarding the similarity thing: As you may have noticed, I try to avoid to say 



system most of the time. Instead I say "thing". Back to history: EURUSDD gave you this 
similarity thing, or theorem, or whatever. But since he never got tired to say, that he has 
far more knowledge, and only revealing part of it to us, AND claiming, that he would 
trade it, at least he must have a system (well, when we look at his busted trade explorer, 
well.....) Fast forward: the indicator produces a value, that shows 97% probability OK, 
what does that mean?... 
The indicators where built to show the percentage of price (or bars) that is recurrent or 
transient for the configured h not to show what percentage is tradeable. 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 6:41pm | Post# 12930

 
Quoting FranklinHood 
@Kprsa How could this happen ?! There's a 10 pips TZ and your indicator says that 
100% of TZ are < 2*k = 6 pips ! {image} 
hi, well spotted, i need to check if it is a rounding issue or a bug. please note the value 
for the maximal zone size.  
is this the latest version (4.2)? 
k 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 6:47pm | Post# 12931

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Regarding the similarity thing: As you may have noticed, I try to avoid to say 
system most of the time. Instead I say "thing". Back to history: EURUSDD gave you this 
similarity thing, or theorem, or whatever. But since he never got tired to say, that he has 
far more knowledge, and only revealing part of it to us, AND claiming, that he would 
trade it, at least he must have a system (well, when we look at his busted trade explorer, 
well.....) Fast forward: the indicator produces a value, that shows 97% probability OK, 
what does that mean?... 
No disrespect but I think you need to read the thread and explore for yourself if you are 
so inclined. 
 
The indicators have a h that is configurable. So to achieve 97% you have to find the h for 
the given timeframe and currency pair. 
 
Also it would be possible to find a h value so that almost surely every price is recurrent. 
Although probably useless as you would need to have a very high h value. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:49pm | Post# 12932

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i think there is a misunderstanding. i am not denying the possibility that one 
may make a long string of excellent trades using the similarity concept. i am questioning 
the REASON some people think behind that "high probable" events. that reason was 
explained by the TS (thread starter) as "arbitrary error" (sorry can't remember the exact 
wording). the question is WHY price must go back to that level? just market looked back 
and saw there was a "problem" in the past and went back to fix it? and we have seen 
some of those "problems" not fixed... 
 
 
Great!!! 
 
When we look at Volume at Price distributions, we can nicely see the areas, where 



market is trying to find balance. Often enough it then builds Gaussian or Gaussian like 
distributions. 
 
When market decides suddenly to move, the balance is lost and price establish a new 
balance at a lower or higher level. 
 
The room between the new balance and the old balance is most of the time only traded 
with small volume. 
 
Often enough the low-traded area is retested again, or even the former balance zone. 
 
But often enough, those zones are not re-challenged again for a very long time. Good 
luck in such a situation, when you bet on recurrence (or mean reverting) 
 
 
 
Sigma 2 or sigma 3 events in Forex are not seldom. Even sigma 6 events we do see fairly 
often. 
 
When you trade the similarity thing EURUSDD like, without SL, you will soon enough 
burn your account. 
 
 
What made me wonder was the fact, that EURUSDD said, that he would use a 10 pip SL. 
But in all the trades I saw, he had not placed one. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 6:52pm | Post# 12933

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} No disrespect but I think you need to read the thread and explore for yourself if 
you are so inclined. The indicators have a h that is configurable. So to achieve 97% you 
have to find the h for the given timeframe and currency pair. Also it would be possible to 
find a h value so that almost surely every price is recurrent. Although probably useless as 
you would need to have a very high h value. 
 
I know that the indicator has an "h" 
 
 
 
so what was the "h" on the given TF's, which currency pair, which sample size and so 
on........ 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 6:58pm | Post# 12934

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} When you do not define/describe the process you are looking for, how will you 
be able to calculate the right probabilities? Question: Will you bet a good part of the 
farm, when the probability is 97%? Will you bet the same, when the probability is "only" 
80%? 
Hi infinitus,  
 
the probabilities are based on data alone, with no assumptions about the underlying 
process.  
The code for the RecurrenceStatistic is free and open, and you are free to look inside.  
 



The 97% probability is that a certain well defined event happens. The statistics do not 
calculate what happens in the 3% of cases or even the drawdown in the event of 
success. This indicator is not a complete strategy. The strategy and money management 
are up to the trader.  
 
I trade pullbacks to strong trends, which is a common sense strategy. The indicator 
enables me to estimate the probability of trend proceeding (a higher timeframe fractal 
zone clearance) and to minimize the probability of hitting a stop loss (a lower timeframe 
fractal zone). It also allows me to estimate the reasonable trade lengths (time validity of 
trade).  
 
k 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:00pm | Post# 12935

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} i have read Hanover's post and i do share the same thoughts with him. we all 
know that TS's ideas are really interesting and useful to some extend, no question. but i 
want to talk about his negative legacy. his view of the market helped some people here 
to shape not so healthy mindset like "beating the market" - to be one step ahead of the 
market. they all think that there are levels, specific numbers which price must reach. if 
price does not go the way they projected, they call it a "fake move". they developed a 
habit of challenging the... 
 
 

fully agree  
 
Maybe you know: I am an Elliott Wave trader (although combinig it with other methods). 
We Elliotticans think, that price is nearly exclusively driven by social mood. A change in 
social mood does not need an extrinsic factor. Moreover, it is also self-sustaining. 
 
I find it pretty funny, when people say, price has to go to xxx in order to reach yyyy and 
so on 

 

Neio Nov 20, 2014 7:02pm | Post# 12936

 

Quoting infinitus 

{quote} I know that the indicator has an "h" so what was the "h" on the given TF's, 
which currency pair, which sample size and so on........ 
Well your questions are not showing that you are understanding the purpose of the 
indicators.  
 
Like I said before the indicators are showing the level of recurrency based on the user 
configured h. Most of the indicators allow you to specify the number of bars that you can 
include in the stats. It is all in the thread or obvious if you load the indicators and explore 
for yourself if you desire. It not I don't have the inclination to explain everything. 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:03pm | Post# 12937

 

Quoting stt 

{quote} just to correct this (as i many times corrected in EURUSDD's posts as well), in 



random market there is no predictability. you dont need to be math whiz to see this. His 
argument seems right when you have gamblers fallacy (i.e. if you think probability of Tail 
is higher after 10 Heads or as EURUSDD said, prob of one T in 7 toss higher after seeing 
14 toss with all heads). In random market there can be no predictability - just think 
clearly and you will see why (hint: because random market means each price is 
independent of past moves). 
 
do not know if one can say so: 
 
 
m,aybe read about Wiener process, which is a Markovian process, or read about the 
success rate of Markov switching multifractal  

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:13pm | Post# 12938

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} Here is the post you all are tripping over. Might I add; what a waste of time to 
keep on squabbling without reading the thread. 
 
Nice, we have covered this point already. 
 
 
I said a few postings ago, that I had notices about what EURUSDD said from earlier. The 
notices said, that EURUSDD thinks that similarity is Markovian. I made the notices before 
August, but can not find the postings anymore. Either deleted, or I only made an 
interpretation of what he said. 
 
 
But all in all: 
 
It is not really about what EURUSDD has said or not. Now he is eventually in the Asylum, 
has always only given part of information, has even used the indicator others have 
developed here, his logic was often enough flawed as well as his statistics. 
 
It is about, if you like to know the reason, why most (maybe all) here will fail in the long 
run, when you believe in the 97% probability. 
 
And the answer involves discussion about the right stochastic process. 
 
 
Can you see that? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:14pm | Post# 12939

 
Quoting Kiads 

{quote} Simply let's trade as usual..  
 
 

That is a good answer  

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 7:17pm | Post# 12940

 
Quoting infinitus 



{quote} how do you define sub-cycle? Is it simply cycle on lower TF? 
Yes.  

Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Now we have to think for a while: When we believe, that the lower TF do follow 
the higher TF (a typical trader meme: lower TF must follow higher TF, because higher TF 
rule etc., you know this stuff all, I think) we have a problem: when we imply this, we 
would be living in a deterministic world. All events in the world would be needed to be 
designed in a way, that they would fit the cycle on the higher TF. Wouldn't they? When 
we would have a deterministic universe, which would be based on Newtonian concepts, 
there clearly would be no probability,... 
I am personally not ruling out the possibility of somebody really clever knowing what the 
price signal will look like for eurusd in the next 24 hours. I do not possess this knowlege, 
but it is possible that somebody does.  
Why do you perhaps use Eliott waves or statistical arbitrage? In order to be able to say 
with a degree of precision what is going to happen next, or what is not going to happen 
next. This is also just a method of technical analysis, and it is cleverly aiming at self-
similarity.  
 
I also happened to answer Hanover's post.  
 
Now, I would appreciate if we would shorten this discussion.  
 
k 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:18pm | Post# 12941

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} The indicators where built to show the percentage of price (or bars) that is 
recurrent or transient for the configured h not to show what percentage is tradeable. 
 
yeah, nice information 
 
 
why did anyone and his dog believe in a winning chance of 97% 
 
 
or 
 
 
what value for trading has this 97% exactly? 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 7:19pm | Post# 12942

 
What is the point of all the posts over nothing, if you want to understand what the thread 
is all about; just read it. 
 
If you want to debunk the principles, pick one and show us YOUR terrible results. If not 
why don't you quit making circular postings, saying the same thing over and over again. 
 
It's bad enough all the people who EURUSDD pissed off in other threads have come by to 
get their pound of flesh, now we have to put up with the so called "geniuses" who 
haven't even loaded one single indicator and done any testing. I know, you've just 
reached such a high IQ level you can tell it can't possibly work. 
 



The arrogance in this place is amazing! 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 7:21pm | Post# 12943

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Yes. {quote} I am personally not ruling out the possibility of somebody really 
clever knowing what the price signal will look like for eurusd in the next 24 hours. I do 
not possess this knowlege, but it is possible that somebody does. Why do you perhaps 
use Eliott waves or statistical arbitrage? In order to be able to say with a degree of 
precision what is going to happen next, or what is not going to happen next. This is also 
just a method of technical analysis, and it is cleverly aiming at self-similarity. I also 
happened to answer Hanover's... 

:thumbs up: 

 

PiratePip Nov 20, 2014 7:22pm | Post# 12944

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Baillie 
What is the point of all the posts over nothing, if you want to understand what the thread 
is all about; just read it. If you want to debunk the principles, pick one and show us 
YOUR terrible results. If not why don't you quit making circular postings, saying the same 
thing over and over again. It's bad enough all the people who EURUSDD pissed off in 
other threads have come by to get their pound of flesh, now we have to put up with the 
so called "geniuses" who haven't even loaded one single indicator and done any testing. I 
know, you've just reached... 
Preach it brother! this thread has just become a breeding ground for trolls! 

 



 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:24pm | Post# 12945

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi infinitus, the probabilities are based on data alone, with no assumptions 
about the underlying process. The code for the RecurrenceStatistic is free and open, and 
you are free to look inside. The 97% probability is that a certain well defined event 
happens. The statistics do not calculate what happens in the 3% of cases or even the 
drawdown in the event of success. This indicator is not a complete strategy. The strategy 
and money management are up to the trader. I trade pullbacks to strong trends, which is 
a common sense strategy. The... 
 
 
OK, understand your use of it now (at least the big picture)  
 
From your experience: 
 
when the indicator says 3% - do you think it happens more often? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:29pm | Post# 12946

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Well your questions are not showing that you are understanding the purpose of 
the indicators. Like I said before the indicators are showing the level of recurrency based 
on the user configured h. Most of the indicators allow you to specify the number of bars 
that you can include in the stats. It is all in the thread or obvious if you load the 
indicators and explore for yourself if you desire. It not I don't have the inclination to 
explain everything. 
 
I understand very well. 
 
 
When you set the indicator to show you the "h" for a given probability of 97%: 
 
 
how much data was being used out of the past? 
which currency at what time? 
was the currency in the measured period trending or sideways (or good mix of both) and 
so on 
 
 
Have you never done backtesting before, or why is it so hard to answer my questions? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:30pm | Post# 12947

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Preach it brother! this thread has just become a breeding ground for trolls! 
{image} 
 
Piss off when grown ups are discussing and sharing knowledge 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 7:30pm | Post# 12948

 



Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Nice, we have covered this point already. I said a few postings ago, that I had 
notices about what EURUSDD said from earlier. The notices said, that EURUSDD thinks 
that similarity is Markovian. I made the notices before August, but can not find the 
postings anymore. Either deleted, or I only made an interpretation of what he said. But 
all in all: It is not really about what EURUSDD has said or not. Now he is eventually in 
the Asylum, has always only given part of information, has even used the indicator 
others have developed here,... 
No, he did not say he thinks similarity is markovian. you need to find it before posting 
mis information,It is there where I quoted, keep following the quotes.  
I am glad you have come to the conclusion that all or most of us will fail in the long run, 
why?  
I am winning most of my trades with even lees so 97% no difference to me. 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 7:32pm | Post# 12949

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Preach it brother! this thread has just become a breeding ground for trolls! 
{image} 

 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 7:33pm | Post# 12950

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} OK, understand your use of it now (at least the big picture) From your 
experience: when the indicator says 3% - do you think it happens more often? 
it is possible to tune the paramaters such that this percentage is well defined. one of the 
main problems to solve to formulate the strategy is what to do in the case of a low 
probability event. but this is not limited to this method of analysis, it is a general 
problem.  
 
k 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:40pm | Post# 12951

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} No, he did not say he thinks similarity is markovian. you need to find it before 
posting mis information,It is there where I quoted, keep following the quotes. I am glad 
you have come to the conclusion that all or most of us will fail in the long run, why? I am 
winning most of my trades with even lees so 97% no difference to me. 
 
Are you able to read? Obviously not...... 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:41pm | Post# 12952

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Yes. {quote} I am personally not ruling out the possibility of somebody really 
clever knowing what the price signal will look like for eurusd in the next 24 hours. I do 
not possess this knowlege, but it is possible that somebody does. Why do you perhaps 
use Eliott waves or statistical arbitrage? In order to be able to say with a degree of 
precision what is going to happen next, or what is not going to happen next. This is also 
just a method of technical analysis, and it is cleverly aiming at self-similarity. I also 



happened to answer Hanover's... 
 
Just curious now: 
 
have I ever stated, that I think there might be no value in trying to get probabilities? As 
you can see in my work here in FF over the course of the last years I have done exactly 
that. But you will nowhere see, that I have ever stated that I am able to predict with 
97% probability or more (and now I do not mean your indicator but EURUSDD). 
 
 
So after I asked about the value of the indicator, asked for backtesting results, tried to 
engage in a discussion about the right stochastic process, you feel suddenly disturbed 
and want to shorten the discussion? 
 
 
Are you serious? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:43pm | Post# 12953

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} No, he did not say he thinks similarity is markovian. you need to find it before 
posting mis information,It is there where I quoted, keep following the quotes. I am glad 
you have come to the conclusion that all or most of us will fail in the long run, why? I am 
winning most of my trades with even lees so 97% no difference to me. 
so you must be filthy rich by now, aren't you? 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 7:46pm | Post# 12954

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} it is possible to tune the paramaters such that this percentage is well defined. 
one of the main problems to solve to formulate the strategy is what to do in the case of a 
low probability event. but this is not limited to this method of analysis, it is a general 
problem. k 
yep, that is it - proper money management should account for 
 
Every method/system has limitations...... 

 

kprsa Nov 20, 2014 7:52pm | Post# 12955

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Just curious now: have I ever stated, that I think there might be no value in 
trying to get probabilities? As you can see in my work here in FF over the course of the 
last years I have done exactly that. But you will nowhere see, that I have ever stated 
that I am able to predict with 97% probability or more (and now I do not mean your 
indicator but EURUSDD). So after I asked about the value of the indicator, asked for 
backtesting results, tried to engage in a discussion about the right stochastic process, 
you feel suddenly disturbed and... 
please read your comment again and then read mine. 
i have no idea what you have been doing for the last years. 
also look at the clock.  
 
k 

 



infinitus Nov 20, 2014 8:07pm | Post# 12956

 
Quoting Baillie 
What is the point of all the posts over nothing, if you want to understand what the thread 
is all about; just read it. If you want to debunk the principles, pick one and show us 
YOUR terrible results. If not why don't you quit making circular postings, saying the same 
thing over and over again. It's bad enough all the people who EURUSDD pissed off in 
other threads have come by to get their pound of flesh, now we have to put up with the 
so called "geniuses" who haven't even loaded one single indicator and done any testing. I 
know, you've just reached... 
 
what a prick you are 
 
when this whole thread started, I questioned EURUSDD some serious questions and he 
set me on ignore. 
 
Is ignorance contagious? 
 
Why should I load an indicator? Why should I even develop one? Based on what? Flawed 
mathematics, random information, a thesis no one can agree on. 
 
So what, genious. Maybe we can discuss again, when you have done approximately as 
many productive postings here in FF than I have done over the course of the last years. 
400 postings, 4 files (where is your indicator, if I may ask) and some charts. Great work 

you have done  

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 8:08pm | Post# 12957

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} please read your comment again and then read mine. i have no idea what you 
have been doing for the last years. also look at the clock. k 
 
OK, sorry, misunderstanding here 
 
 

Good night  

 

MAM.Trader Nov 20, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 12958

 
Hi infinitus 
 
I will explain every detail about TZ ( n bars fractal ) at my thread soon. 
including the way of trading and other details 
 
you can find answers to your questions 
 
GL 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} OK, sorry, misunderstanding here Good night  
 

 

MAM.Trader Nov 20, 2014 8:33pm | Post# 12959



 
member eurusdd 
 
I will give you some advises. the rest is up to you 
 
- weeks ago I warned you about misleading traders and got banned from posting here 
immediately, I was damn right 
- what you did is not scamming, scamming is collecting money into legal account and 
then losing it at one night 
- what you are doing is much more serious then that, what you attemped to do is a crime 
 
advises; 
get dissappear ASAP 
if any complaint carried to your universtiy by some members here your career may end. 
smart up and save your career if you are are really phd 

 

infinitus Nov 20, 2014 9:19pm | Post# 12960

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
Hi infinitus I will explain every detail about TZ ( n bars fractal ) at my thread soon. 
including the way of trading and other details you can find answers to your questions GL 
{quote} 
 

great  

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 10:33pm | Post# 12961

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Are you able to read? Obviously not...... 
I've heard some good things about you, apparently they are not true 

 

Rparm Nov 20, 2014 10:43pm | Post# 12962

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I'e heard some good things about you, apparently they are not true 

LOL   

 

MAM.Trader Nov 20, 2014 10:52pm | Post# 12963

 
infinitus is the one of the most respected trader here at FF witrh his 
- experience 
- knowledge 
- correct judgements 
- helping others 
- sharing info  
 
you are becoming really funny 
 

Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I'e heard some good things about you, apparently they are not true 



 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 10:59pm | Post# 12964

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} what a prick you are when this whole thread started, I questioned EURUSDD 
some serious questions and he set me on ignore. Is ignorance contagious? Why should I 
load an indicator? Why should I even develop one? Based on what? Flawed mathematics, 
random information, a thesis no one can agree on. So what, genious. Maybe we can 
discuss again, when you have done approximately as many productive postings here in 
FF than I have done over the course of the last years. 400 postings, 4 files (where is your 
indicator, if I may ask) and some charts.... 
So your line of thinking is that if you don't develop an indicator you can't possibly trade, 
well you have me beat then. Hey guys we can all go home and sip our margaritas, 
Infinitus has helped us all with his thousands of postings that we all can stop now. Seems 
he has it all figured out. All we have to do is read his posts and use his indicators, that is 
if you are smart enough to be able to load one on your chart. Let alone read. 
But WAIT!!! if you didn't develop an indicator guess what??? That's right your just too 

stupid to join his Arrogant ASS trading club, SO SORRY for us all.  
 
So, I am a prick because, you may have asked a question and he ignored you? Show me 
the post where he advertised that you were ignored. Oh, you can't.  
 
It's not my job to keep up with who he ignores, you can if you like. 
 
So, I am still waiting for you to show me where he said, that, "similarity is a Markovian 
process". Asshole. 

 

Baillie Nov 20, 2014 11:06pm | Post# 12965

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 
infinitus is the one of the most respected trader here at FF witrh his - experience - 
knowledge - correct judgements - helping others - sharing info you are becoming really 
funny {quote} 
I know, I know. You post a few thousand times and that somehow gives you the right to 
be a jerk to everyone, just because he was helpful to you does not mean he is still being 
helpful. 
 
As a matter of fact he is, and has been a nuisance, disrupting the peace, if you will. I 
believe he is violating the code of standards on FF, maybe I should report him like all you 
good citizens have (have you?), by coming in this thread protecting us from the bad 
people. Whatever could we do without all you do gooders. 

 

NorthTrader Nov 20, 2014 11:08pm | Post# 12966

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
Why should I load an indicator? Why should I even develop one? Based on what? Flawed 
mathematics, random information, a thesis no one can agree on. 
Don't forget, infinitus, that the indicators here produce empirical probabilities and are 
designed to suggest what might happen in the future based on what actually happened in 
the past. They are based on the ideas presented by Eurusdd, but the argument of 
whether or not these ideas are flawed bears no relevance to the indisputable statistical 



information provided by the indicators. 
 
I suggest that you download one or two this weekend and play around with them. There 
are several to choose from and they are available for both MetaTrader and NinjaTrader. 
You may find some information in the stats or on the chart that will jump out at you and 
provide a useful enhancement to your current method. Or you might just find them a 
waste of time. But please don't be biased from the start. Please approach them with an 
open mind. Personally I think it's futile to dismiss or debate something you haven't even 
tried. 
 
Good luck, and if you have any questions about the indicators please ask. I for one would 
be happy to clarify the information that my indicators are showing. 
 
Edit: just realised that the latest version of my NT7 bar analysis indicator isn't on this 
thread yet. So here it is: 
TZBarAnalysis_V2.zip  

 

hanover Nov 20, 2014 11:11pm | Post# 12967

 
Quoting Luther 
If you look at the 100% win ratio MT4 DEMO statement on the first post, the Closed 
Trade P/L is 10,627.29, but the Account Balance is 179.61, and Free Margin is 148.68. 
Why is that? I remember when the OP ran this DEMO Trade Explorer. He had the TE set 
up so Account Balance and Open Trades were locked, so the only information that was 
available were Closed Trades. When a Trade Explorer is set up this way, someone can 
hide losses on open positions while publicly showing a 100% win ratio on closed trades. 
An account Balance of 179.61 with a Closed... 
Luther, and everybody, 
 
I also recall Eurusdd's TE, and I took a screenshot when he had 58 wins and no losses. 
He reached something like 70/0 and then the TE suddenly disappeared, which made me 
suspicious. I guess that was the point where the floating losses blew the account. 
 
To state what is obvious to most of us, newbies are impressed by win rate; and that 
refusing to exit every trade until it returns to profit will always guarantee a 100% win 
rate. A lack of risk management can make ANY strategy, good or bad, appear 
like a holy grail — for a while. 
 
As I said in my earlier post, I'm not doubting that Eurusdd's analysis provides some kind 
of edge. But it's still necessary to exit (or somehow offset) losses before they spiral out 
of hand — otherwise the market will eventually find you out. 
 
David 

 

NorthTrader Nov 20, 2014 11:17pm | Post# 12968

 
Quoting hanover 
{quote} Luther, and everybody, I also recall Eurusdd's TE, and I took a screenshot when 
he had 58 wins and no losses. He reached something like 70/0 and then the TE suddenly 
disappeared, which made me suspicious. I guess that was the point where the floating 
losses blew the account. To state what is obvious to most of us, newbies are impressed 
by win rate; and that refusing to exit every trade until it returns to profit will always 
guarantee a 100% win rate. That's true for ANY system, good or bad. As I said in my 
earlier... 
David, some of us here have expressed over and over the importance of risk 



management, sensible leverage, and so on. I agree that these weren't Eurusdd's strong 
points, and potentially dangerous to inexperienced traders who were focusing on the 
wrong things. But, as someone wisely pointed out to me offlist when I privately 
questioned his erratic TEs with them, it's not how he trades the ideas that should concern 
us. It's the ideas themselves. 

 

MAM.Trader Nov 20, 2014 11:48pm | Post# 12969

 
 

 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...33#post7826533 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...56#post7826556 
 
for probabilty calculation I said forget the left side. its over done fact 
it has nothing to do with probabilty 
to reach >%90 you should go 55 bars on the right which is too long to wait. my2cent 
 
eurusdd used people here. he has secret agenda. some people worked behind the 
curtains 
 
the probabilty works if you combine it with %drawdown. without that even if its %100 it 
means NULL 
people ignored this fact and jumpin like a rabbit 
I did the same on first 2-3 days until hit my head to wall. tried to explain it but Igot 
attacked. 
 
%DD is the key. 
 
this thing has nothing special rather then being n bar fractal 
 
 

Quoting NorthTrader 
Following on from this post, it seems safe to assume that the probability of returning to 
(aka "resolving") a potential TZ within h bars to the right of the middle bar is almost 
80%, if h is set such that 3% of all the bars contain full TZs. But what about the 
probability of returning to a bar that isn't a PTZ (potential TZ bar)? In other words, a 
current bar that is h-left-recurrent, and that might stay that way (only h-left-recurrent), 
or might become h-fully-recurrent?... 
 

 

VVizlan Nov 20, 2014 11:50pm | Post# 12970

 
What the hell happened? 

 

elf_cui Nov 21, 2014 12:21am | Post# 12971

 
Quoting MAM.Trader 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...33#post7826533 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...56#post7826556 for probabilty calculation I 
said forget the left side. its over done fact it has nothing to do with probabilty to reach 
>%90 you should go 55 bars on the right which is too long to wait. my2cent eurusdd 
used people here. he has secret agenda. some people worked behind the curtains the 



probabilty works if you combine it with %drawdown. without that even if its %100 it 
means NULL people... 
Er，thinkless and simple conclusion. keep it going. 

 

Neio Nov 21, 2014 12:48am | Post# 12972

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} yeah, nice information why did anyone and his dog believe in a winning chance 
of 97% or what value for trading has this 97% exactly? 
Infinitus, 
 
I stopped replying as I do not wish to get drawn into a debate with you about the rights 
and wrongs of indicators or posts especially as it is clear that you have not taken the 
time to read the posts or understand or even load the indicators. 
 
Like I said in an earlier post. What is your purpose here? If you see flaws in what is 
presented here and that puts you off investigating or explorer the ideas presented here 
then simply just leave.  
 
Just for the record people have come up with different ways to use the indicators to 
develop their own trading ideas based on patterns or stats that they saw. Like I also said 
earlier people find value in different ways even if it just to give a different way of 
thinking. Are you here to tell everyone that we wasted our time just because you can't 
see anything of value? 

 

Neio Nov 21, 2014 12:52am | Post# 12973

 
Quoting Baillie 
What is the point of all the posts over nothing, if you want to understand what the thread 
is all about; just read it. If you want to debunk the principles, pick one and show us 
YOUR terrible results. If not why don't you quit making circular postings, saying the same 
thing over and over again. It's bad enough all the people who EURUSDD pissed off in 
other threads have come by to get their pound of flesh, now we have to put up with the 
so called "geniuses" who haven't even loaded one single indicator and done any testing. I 
know, you've just reached... 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Don't forget, infinitus, that the indicators here produce empirical probabilities 
and are designed to suggest what might happen in the future based on what actually 
happened in the past. They are based on the ideas presented by Eurusdd, but the 
argument of whether or not these ideas are flawed bears no relevance to the indisputable 
statistical information provided by the indicators....: {file} 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} David, some of us here have expressed over and over the importance of risk 
management, sensible leverage, and so on. I agree that these weren't Eurusdd's strong 
points, and potentially dangerous to inexperienced traders who were focusing on the 
wrong things. But, as someone wisely pointed out to me offlist when I privately 
questioned his erratic TEs with them, it's not how he trades the ideas that should concern 
us. It's the ideas themselves. 

 

 

jmn5611 Nov 21, 2014 1:43am | Post# 12974

 
Peter may have been a nutbird. Most very smart people are. His true mistake was a 



procedural one. We have a hall of fame baseball player here in the states named Pete 
Rose. Pete got caught gambling FOR his team on the side. Instead of just coming clean 
and admitting fault, he went crazy. Sometimes it is better to just take a mea culpa and 
move on. 
 
There were some amazing coders who took some of these concepts and built some 
monster indicators. Tell me, if you knew price was coming back to your entry 80% of the 
time within a week because someone built that kind of indicator, how would that affect 
your money management? Gotta say this thread was far far from a waste, no matter how 
it ended. Maybe you need to be a certain kind of trader to appreciate it, but my 
goodness, some good people did some GREAT work here. I for one, give thanks a week 
early for that. 

 

stt Nov 21, 2014 2:45am | Post# 12975

 
Quoting FXMasterSK 
{quote} I'll admit I must of taken what you said out of context as I only replied to what 
you said and didn't look at what you were replying to. That is my mistake. I do 
understand the basis you are coming from as I myself have been deeply studying 
quantitative analysis and statistical methods in FX so I know a thing or two. :P I have 
pretty much mastered the structure of markets and it's participants, especially the 
foreign exchange market. Even though this is all I need money, my learning never 
ceases to stop and HFT/algorithmic trading is definitely... 
 
thats good to know. anyone serious in trading should equip himself with stats knowledge 
and some programming (lot of libraries in R/python now so you dont need C++/java 
knowledge). My background was in computer science and math before moving into 
finance. so quant trading was an easy fit for me. My team (just like any other team) 
research strategies and their implementation - but note our objective is to come up with 
strategies that have capacity (and our expectations for returns are very modest - 4% 
unlevered is good, 6% is great and 9% means you are a God). Trading at a quant fund is 
largely done by algos under supervision of traders and strats (different firms use 
different terms) but trader here is not expected to make trading decision but to oversee 
the operation of the system and only interfere in case of serious exception (like nasdaq 
down etc, major intraday news for a company). Management decide capital allocation to 
PMs based on performance and some qualitative feelings about the strategies. 
 
If you are interested, read up ernie chan's blog and his 2nd book. he is a practitioner as 
well. 
 
BTW HFT's hay days are gone. easy money is made and now the returns for HFTs are 
backk to normal level (and HFTs dont have capacity) 

 

GU-Night Nov 21, 2014 3:14am | Post# 12976

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting jmn5611 
Peter may have been a nutbird. Most very smart people are. His true mistake was a 
procedural one. We have a hall of fame baseball player here in the states named Pete Rose. 
Pete got caught gambling FOR his team on the side. Instead of just coming clean and 
admitting fault, he went crazy. Sometimes it is better to just take a mea culpa and move 
on. There were some amazing coders who took some of these concepts and built some 
monster indicators. Tell me, if you knew price was coming back to your entry 80% of the 
time within a week because someone... 
For me, it wasn’t a waste of time either. The TZ concept has especially helped me to time 



the market better. With entries and exits. In other words; less drawdown, quite the opposite 
from what people say who don’t have tried the ideas themselves, or didn’t make them their 
own. 
 
30 pips in 30 minutes, have a nice weekend. 

 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 4:07am | Post# 12977

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} So your line of thinking is that if you don't develop an indicator you can't 
possibly trade, well you have me beat then. Hey guys we can all go home and sip our 
margaritas, Infinitus has helped us all with his thousands of postings that we all can stop 
now. Seems he has it all figured out. All we have to do is read his posts and use his 
indicators, that is if you are smart enough to be able to load one on your chart. Let alone 
read. But WAIT!!! if you didn't develop an indicator guess what??? That's right your just 
too stupid to join his... 
 
 
would you mind to re-read your posting? 
 
does not make any sense 
 
 
is it you, EURUSDD? Or are you his sister? 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 4:12am | Post# 12978

 
Quoting Baillie 
{quote} I know, I know. You post a few thousand times and that somehow gives you the 
right to be a jerk to everyone, just because he was helpful to you does not mean he is 
still being helpful. As a matter of fact he is, and has been a nuisance, disrupting the 
peace, if you will. I believe he is violating the code of standards on FF, maybe I should 
report him like all you good citizens have (have you?), by coming in this thread 
protecting us from the bad people. Whatever could we do without all you do gooders. 
 
 



I tell you what I think what is wrong with you: 
 
 
you are pissed about yourself for falling for the false GOD EURUSDD and are now trying 
to find a gaugein other persons 
 
some people here gave you (pl.) ample warning or hints in the past, that not all was right 
with EURUSDD 

 

Neio Nov 21, 2014 4:41am | Post# 12979

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} I tell you what I think what is wrong with you: you are pissed about yourself for 
falling for the false GOD EURUSDD and are now trying to find a gaugein other persons 
some people here gave you (pl.) ample warning or hints in the past, that not all was right 
with EURUSDD 
I will tell you what is wrong with you. Your super intelligent brain cannot accept the fact 
that other people have taken Eurusdd's ideas as flawed as they made be and developed 
them to create something that works for them. That is the value that they found. 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 5:10am | Post# 12980

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Don't forget, infinitus, that the indicators here produce empirical probabilities 
and are designed to suggest what might happen in the future based on what actually 
happened in the past. They are based on the ideas presented by Eurusdd, but the 
argument of whether or not these ideas are flawed bears no relevance to the indisputable 
statistical information provided by the indicators. I suggest that you download one or two 
this weekend and play around with them. There are several to choose from and they are 
available for both MetaTrader and... 
 
 
Hi Northtrader, 
 
I know that. I can remember your posting very well, and I said this last night to 
MAM.Trader in a private message, that you have let run the indicator back over 20000 
periods, and that your result was around 80% probability. 
 
That is quite a bit away from the 97% most of the time discussed about. Nevertheless, it 
would be an outstanding result. To my annoyance, there was then no follow through on 
the discussion, since some people thought that you made some fault. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...on#post7836672 
 
 
Some Traders here as well as EURUSDD have shown to have a casual way with dealing 
with probability. It was EURUSDD and his proposition who constantly claimed the 97% 
thing 
 
You developed the indicator here, which is a good think, which can calculate those zones, 
where the chance has been 97%. Notice the words "has been" 
 
But the icing on the cake are the most reacent candles. Since such a process is 
developing, you only can say after the fact for sure, that was a zone with 97% 
probability. What is the probability when you do the judgement on the most recent 



developing zone? 
 
Yes, the indicatorall in all shows, when setting the values, that the probability is 97% for 
the zones. 
 
But most of the time, at least what I can remember to have read, people interchanged 
the probability value of the indicator with the expectancy they had when taking trades 
based on the most recent candle and developing zone. For me it is a great difference. 
 
Yesterday our friend Neio just mentioned, that he thinks, that most of the zones are not 
life tradeable 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...74#post7888274 
 
He said: 
 
configure h so that 97% of prices are h-recurrent and only 3% are transient. The 

problem I see is that it is not a tradeable 97%...i.e most of the recurrence happens on 

the next bar or two and there is not enough gap between entry and the PTZ being 

cleared. I think someone produced some stats to back this up.  
 
 
Northtrader, I have said nowhere, that the indicator is a bad or flawed work. 
 
 
I have only asked for backtesting results. Nota bene: to let the indicator assess the last 
20000 bars is a good thing, but it is not a backtest. 
 
I thought when one has developed an indicator, one would have defined a set of rules on 
how to apply it and to trade it. Based on that one would be able to have done a backtest. 
 
 
 
 
I thing that the whole discussion got carried away. Maybe this was also a fault of mine. 
 
 
To make a few things clear: 
 
 
Basically, I questioned the integrity of EURUSDD from the beginning on. That was 
because of the boastfully promises, and his failed attempt to show his ability to trade, 
which ended with a busted account and a trade explorer that was put down every time 
he was in very heavy drawdown. But most people only saw the equity curve but did not 
back-calculate the trades to see the drawdown many/most of them had. So the cheer-
leading was on. 
 
It was especially annoying for me to see, that he never answered critical questions. 
Never. Most of the time people asked critical questions they ended up on his ignore list. 
 
 
I criticized him recently for having introduced Markov-chain. I have notices to this theme, 
I took when I waded to his threads earlier in the year, where I noted, that the similarity 
thing is based on a stochastic process and that it is Markovian. I can not say anymore, as 
I said yesterday, if that was something he wrote or I interpreted. When I search all his 
threads for Markov or Markovian I can not come up with this. Maybe deleted, or I had a 
mind-fuck. 



 
But even when he made it later clear, that the Markov-chain discussion was only to show 
you something, it was a bad example at all out of my view. 
 
But I think this theme does not need to have further discussion. 
 
 
I think when you are really interested in calculating the probability for the most recent 
candle in a developing zone, you have to do some work around stochastic models such as 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
 
I think that the whole thread is very interesting, but would wish for more critical 
questions. 
 
Interesting was, when EURUSDD introduced his 2 propositions. When you work in 
scientific field, and you do introduce propositions, it is up to you to prove them. 
 
But EURUSDD was far from proofing anything. Au contraire he shifted the burden on you 
to disproof it. 
 
He wrote: 
 
The proof of proposition 1 is very technical and I do not believe it is important for us, 

unless you want to understand the math. What is important is this: the statement is 

independent of the PAIR you trade. Once the process is governed by human-emotions 

and bounded is a certain sense, the proposition will hold! 
Therefore, as more and more data .... in, we should get closer and closer to the truth! 
 
If you think it is wrong, disprove the proposition! 
Applying a theorem is a different matter all together. 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...69#post7827069  

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 5:17am | Post# 12981

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} Infinitus, I stopped replying as I do not wish to get drawn into a debate with you 
about the rights and wrongs of indicators or posts especially as it is clear that you have 
not taken the time to read the posts or understand or even load the indicators. Like I 
said in an earlier post. What is your purpose here? If you see flaws in what is presented 
here and that puts you off investigating or explorer the ideas presented here then simply 
just leave. Just for the record people have come up with different ways to use the 
indicators to develop... 
 
Sadly, you are quick in drawing the wrong conclusions....... 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 5:29am | Post# 12982

 

Quoting MAM.Trader 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...33#post7826533 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...56#post7826556 for probabilty calculation I 
said forget the left side. its over done fact it has nothing to do with probabilty to reach 
>%90 you should go 55 bars on the right which is too long to wait. my2cent eurusdd 
used people here. he has secret agenda. some people worked behind the curtains the 



probabilty works if you combine it with %drawdown. without that even if its... 
 
that boils it basically down 
 
 
compare to what I wrote in my prior posting 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 5:30am | Post# 12983

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I will tell you what is wrong with you. Your super intelligent brain cannot accept 
the fact that other people have taken Eurusdd's ideas as flawed as they made be and 
developed them to create something that works for them. That is the value that they 
found. 
 
when the kids do not understand anything it may time to leave......... 
 
Thanks for discussion, especially Kprsa, Nothtrader, Tashkent, Hanover, 
 
and MAM.Trader for the heads up 

 

maximinus Nov 21, 2014 5:31am | Post# 12984

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Don't forget, infinitus, that the indicators here produce empirical probabilities 
and are designed to suggest what might happen in the future based on what actually 
happened in the past. They are based on the ideas presented by Eurusdd, but the 
argument of whether or not these ideas are flawed bears no relevance to the indisputable 
statistical information provided by the indicators. I suggest that you download one or two 
this weekend and play around with them. There are several to choose from and they are 
available for both MetaTrader and... 
Hi NorthTrader, 
Is NT7 language similar to EL ? 

 

NorthTrader Nov 21, 2014 5:46am | Post# 12985

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi NorthTrader, Is NT7 language similar to EL ? 
Sorry, maximinus, I really don't know. NinjaScript is heavily based on C#, but I've never 
seen EL (Easy Language?). In my experience most programming languages are similar to 
each other and a proficient coder can usually switch to a new language with minimum 
learning curve. 

 

maximinus Nov 21, 2014 5:57am | Post# 12986

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Sorry, maximinus, I really don't know. NinjaScript is heavily based on C#, but 
I've never seen EL (Easy Language?). In my experience most programming languages 
are similar to each other and a proficient coder can usually switch to a new language with 
minimum learning curve. 
Don't be sorry, you are one of the few here who takes the whole thing with rationality 
and produces useful tools while others produce wonderful trade explorers. 



 
Yes easylanguage it is. I've some basic knowledge in EL and I code every indicators that 
I use, never used indicators made by others unless the code is also provided in .txt 
format. 
 
When you have time, there is really no emergency, throw a simple code with few lines 
here, so that I can check if that's similar to EL and if I've the level. 
 
Yes everyone tells me that once you code in one language you can switch to others, but 

I'm not that smart  
 
Thanks, 
 
Max. 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 6:42am | Post# 12987

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} that boils it basically down compare to what I wrote in my prior posting 
 
I meant this one 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...14#post7889814  

 

Baillie Nov 21, 2014 7:30am | Post# 12988

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} I tell you what I think what is wrong with you: you are pissed about yourself for 
falling for the false GOD EURUSDD and are now trying to find a gaugein other persons 
some people here gave you (pl.) ample warning or hints in the past, that not all was right 
with EURUSDD 
Yeah GOD Infinitus, You can't answer anyone else's questions because it is beneath you 
to do so. Classic "God " complex, ask but don't answer, puts you in the place of 
"authority" over the "subject".  
 
Gee, I think someone was complaining about asking some questions and those questions 
being skirted and the person placed on the ignore list, sounds familiar. 

 

Baillie Nov 21, 2014 7:34am | Post# 12989

 
Quoting Neio 
{quote} I will tell you what is wrong with you. Your super intelligent brain cannot accept 
the fact that other people have taken Eurusdd's ideas as flawed as they made be and 
developed them to create something that works for them. That is the value that they 
found. 

 

 

Kiads Nov 21, 2014 7:57am | Post# 12990

 
Because I'm noob, 
 



For all of you the great gentlemen who really smart in math and really know about 
market structure and always in profit.. bla..bla..bla.. 
 
Please.. please never download and use my stupid probabilities indicators that only base 
on 'coin toss' formula..lol. 
 
I can't imagine, if someday you blame me if something wrong happen..to your account. 
But if that actually happen i can only suggest you to read my signature.. 
 

 
MTH 

 

priceaction1 Nov 21, 2014 8:01am | Post# 12991

 
@Baillie. so you think eurusd is so called god!!!!! if you are a trader you may know that 
there is no animal in trading called 'similarity' and more over in different time frame 
similarity, my f***!!!! go and set 15M, 30m, and 1H time frame. and see first 15M of 
every hour.  
every tick is different did water under bridge is same every time, did every day 1 PM is 
the same time as last one and will be same for coming days. 
price is like time or water. don't look similarity. if it is than why big one have human 
trader, just buy a supper computer put all math ball ball ball in it and set thousand of lot 

sell of at so called your similarity point's  
though I found similarity in every mail coming from your god country may be you are 
one of them. 

 

 

Baillie Nov 21, 2014 8:17am | Post# 12992

 
Quoting priceaction1 
@Baillie. so you think eurusd is so called god!!!!! if you are a trader you may know 
that there is no animal in trading called 'similarity' and more over in different time frame 
similarity, my f***!!!! go and set 15M, 30m, and 1H time frame. and see first 15M of 
every hour. every tick is different did water under bridge is same every time, did every 
day 1 PM is the same time as last one and will be same for coming days. price is like time 
or water. don't look similarity. if it is than why big one have human trader, just buy a 
supper computer... 
Learn how to read before posting your stupidity! many people here have referred to him 
as God, I am just being sarcastic!!!!  

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 8:25am | Post# 12993

 
Quoting priceaction1 
@Baillie. so you think eurusd is so called god!!!!! if you are a trader you may know that 
there is no animal in trading called 'similarity' and more over in different time frame 
similarity, my f***!!!! go and set 15M, 30m, and 1H time frame. and see first 15M of 
every hour. every tick is different did water under bridge is same every time, did every 
day 1 PM is the same time as last one and will be same for coming days. price is like time 
or water. don't look similarity. if it is than why big one have human trader, just buy a 
supper computer put... 
 
Hi PA, 
 



there are some here one can have a conversation with or discuss things nicely. Had a 
nice exchange yesterday evening. Baillie is no one of this group, shall I say fortunately? 
 
What happens when one asks some serious questions in a group, who thinks it is open 
minded? Most of them seem to feel pissed, it seems.......... 
 
But I thing they are not the best performers. 
 
When one goes back a few postings one can see whom I value here. 
 
 
EURUSDD has done a good job. The collective here reacts now like a cult......... 
 
 
The curious thing is, that some are not even able to read............. 

 

priceaction1 Nov 21, 2014 8:34am | Post# 12994

 
point clear I was not go through all the thread . 
@ Baillie I am sorry, 

 

NorthTrader Nov 21, 2014 9:29am | Post# 12995

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Don't be sorry, you are one of the few here who takes the whole thing with 
rationality and produces useful tools while others produce wonderful trade explorers. Yes 
easylanguage it is. I've some basic knowledge in EL and I code every indicators that I 
use, never used indicators made by others unless the code is also provided in .txt format. 
When you have time, there is really no emergency, throw a simple code with few lines 
here, so that I can check if that's similar to EL and if I've the level. Yes everyone tells me 
that once you code in... 
Hi Max, 
 
Not sure why I'm Mr Popular at the moment. First infinitus, now you! Honestly, my 
contributions to this thread have been minor compared to the seniors, who are too many 
to mention and I won't even try because I'll surely forget someone (but Baillie and Neio 
were two of them). And Eurusdd too of course, back in the day. He wasn't perfect - 
ignoring criticism, trading unrealistically in TEs, and so on - but then again, who is? I 
think the trick is to recognise and respect the good points about someone and try not to 
let the bad points get you down. Especially on the internet, where body language, tone 
and other face-to-face communication cues are lacking. 
 
About the code, please download one of my indicators, extract the zip file, and open the 
.cs file with Notepad or any other text editor (I recommend Notepad++). You'll see that 
it's plain text uncompiled source code and you'll be able to judge how close it is to EL. 
There are a few comments in the code too to help people. 
 

Good luck  
NT 

 

maximinus Nov 21, 2014 9:51am | Post# 12996

 
Quoting NorthTrader 



{quote} Hi Max, Not sure why I'm Mr Popular at the moment. Good luck NT 

Thank you , will download this week end and see if i can convert it. 
 

You are popular because you are not bragging. It's as simple as that  
 
Have a nice week end. 
 
Max 

 

xixi Nov 21, 2014 10:45am | Post# 12997

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hi guys,  
 

I haven't had time to join the war  
Just want to update the indicator to add some features as someone pm me.  
 
- alert when new potential TZ appears  
- show remaining number of bars for a potential TZ to expire  
 

Hope that helps  
xixi_tz_1_10.mq4  

 

anna3003 Nov 21, 2014 10:59am | Post# 12998

 
Quoting xixi 

Hi guys, I haven't had time to join the war Just want to update the indicator to add 
some features as someone pm me. - alert when new potential TZ appears - show 

remaining number of bars for a potential TZ to expire Hope that helps {file} 
 

many thanks   

 

Greenspanke Nov 21, 2014 11:03am | Post# 12999

 
Quoting xixi 

Hi guys, I haven't had time to join the war Just want to update the indicator to add 
some features as someone pm me. - alert when new potential TZ appears - show 

remaining number of bars for a potential TZ to expire Hope that helps {file} 
Wow you even answer private request. 
Thank you so much Xixi I will be testing 
and give you feedback. 
 
Thanks again mate. 
 
G 

 

LiquidGenius Nov 21, 2014 2:39pm | Post# 13000

 
4 Attachment(s) 



Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Fast forward: the indicator produces a value, that shows 97% probability OK, what 
does that mean? Was it back-tested? Which currency? How big was the sample size? How 
long was the tested period? When was the testing period? What was the average duration 
(or period) for price to reach similarity again? What kind of draw-down do we have to 
expect? Is the indicator kind of back-painting? What has the indicator produced under pre-
determinded conditions, like a stronger impulsive trend on higher TF, but the indicator 
placed on lower TF, or like... 
Hi infinitus,  
 
Thanks for the discussion. I think regardless of the notion of "good or bad", there is a good 
deal of things to learn from this thread. I'm not quite sure what you're arguing (sorry for 
not studying your posts much) but I think we can come to some sort of compromise on 
what's "true" and "false" as far as the propositions go and the numbers to back it.  
 
 
First, regarding the actual probability 

 
This is what eurusdd has actually said.  
 
Here's a quote from a post I made in the past concerning it: 
"The auto assumption that came from this is that if the h value is correct, 3% of bars should 
be transient or contain a transient zone. Is this correct? I assumed so for a VERY long time, 
and many others did as well. However, after thinking about it for a long time, what I'm 
beginning to think is that the indication is here is that not that the percentage of bars that 
are transient is 3%, but that the percentage of potentially transient bars that become 
recurrent is 3% Very different! " 
 
Further, I ran a test (not up to your standards but I would hope that this is not a point of 
contention. I don't save all the data I run but if you'd like a larger sample size to prove the 
point I can because I'm VERY confident these results are true as the data size increases to 
100,000 or more. Additionally, NorthTraders results are similar.) 
 
13000 bars of data 
h=100 
1.00% of bars were fully transient 
6.07% of bars were left side transient 
83.70% of left side transient bars were recurrent 
 
Clearly, from the “traditional” view point, the h value is more than high enough to satisfy 
the requirement for 97% recurrent bars total. But, it is quite a ways off from meeting the 
requirement that 97% of left side transient bars become recurrent. 
 
So, when you face a scenario like this: 



 
The probability that the current low (which is entering a price range where no bar in the 
past 99 bars has entered) the probability that the low is taken out is somewhere between 
80 and 86% (80 being a low estimate according to NorthTrader, 86% being the rounded 
number of "probability of resolving" according to the indicator). This is NOT 97% and I don't 
think anyone can argue with good statistics that it is. There is no error here. 
 
However, if we look to prove eurusdd's claim and aim to find a price zone that IS 97% 
recurrent (the proposition I quoted), there IS a way to do this, which is different from the 
method that NorthTrader, myself, and others have tried.  
 
The approach does meet eurusdd's propositions: that if we are currently at price P, and 
none of the previous h bars has been through P, the probability that one of the next h bars 
will make P recurrent is 97%. 
 
Your first question I would expect is, "is it tradeable?" (and if yes, then questions concerning 
data size, significance, accuracy of test, etc). I won't engage in those latter questions 
because I believe the answer to the first one is an additional no. 
 
Here is an ss of the drawdown: 



 
You can see that the 'more column' makes up 3% of the data size. For a strategy that has 
been displayed to be in the mid-range of holding period (scalp/daytrade/swing trade) I think 
we can agree that 200+ pip drawdown is not acceptable and that it's fair to consider those 
failed trades. In fact I consider more than 100 pips to be a failed trade, although I'm not 
one to argue with the numbers. If, for example, 97% of the DD was contained between 1 
and 100 pips, I would trade that all day (maybe).  
The h value used in this data is h=120 on the 1 hour, or a one week holding period.  
 
So, there is indeed a way to use the idea of transient/recurrent bars to create a scenario in 
which 97% of the time, price will return to it (for a sake of all the 'haters' saying you should 
read the thread, I will say that the method is mentioned/explained/strongly hinted here and 
not 'give it away'). But again, I do not think that it's tradeable. Is there a possibility that it 
is though? This point I think is unknown, as (AFAIK) not a lot of people have put in 
resources to discover it. combined with some sort of MTF or other information I wouldn't be 
surprised if it is.  
 
 
 
Second, I can't find the posts that you mentioned it, but I believe you said you were an 
elliot/wave trader. Transient bars are no more than n bar fractals. Fractals are simply swing 
points. Connection of swing points=waves?  



 
I've editted out a lot of stuff here (on screen statistics that I use. Note: currently not 
profitable) but when viewed this way, are the ideas that far off base to be worth something? 
I know there are various problems with using this fractal/wave idea, but I think that is best 
left up to the trader to find out for him/herself. Personally, I thank eurusdd for presenting 
the idea in the manner that he did. I have been trying to trade waves for a long time now 
(unsuccessfully) and this thread was my "light bulb moment" and basis point that allowed 
me to create MTF waves in a way that made sense to me. 

 

Kenergy Nov 21, 2014 3:39pm | Post# 13001

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Don't be sorry, you are one of the few here who takes the whole thing with 
rationality and produces useful tools while others produce wonderful trade explorers. Yes 
easylanguage it is. I've some basic knowledge in EL and I code every indicators that I 
use, never used indicators made by others unless the code is also provided in .txt format. 
When you have time, there is really no emergency, throw a simple code with few lines 
here, so that I can check if that's similar to EL and if I've the level. Yes everyone tells me 
that once you code in... 
Used EL between 1988 and 1995, just took up MT4 and it was an easy transition. Not too 
many different ways to describe high low or close after all. Any decent developer 
environment allows you to see examples of what you are trying to code as you code it. 
Just take the time to figure out the reference "book" that can be open in a side window. 

 

Baillie Nov 21, 2014 5:49pm | Post# 13002

 
Quoting priceaction1 

point clear I was not go through all the thread . @ Baillie I am sorry, 

Hey no problem man!  
 
If more people here would admit their mistakes instead of skirting them, this would be a 

better place. Subscribing to you.   

 

giovanni4000 Nov 21, 2014 6:45pm | Post# 13003

 



1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Favorite 

{quote} I'm here! Do you want to talk about that, sucker?  

You are a blind man  

 

 

Greenspanke Nov 21, 2014 7:03pm | Post# 13004

 
Wow! What the heck happened here? 
I havent' got time to read all posts so I'm usually just 
dropping by to see if there's something interesting I can use 
for scalping. 
 
From what I understand and pls. Correct me if I'm wrong, Infinitus is 
well Infinitus looks like and sounds like he is bashing the guy 
and then there's Jay who claimed to have made around 200K from Eurusdd's ideas 
and yet also bashing Eurusdd. Am I missing something here? 
 
I can understand Infinitus' reasons but comeon Jay, lets just say Eurusdd just 
gave you 200k reasons to at least give it a rest now. Everything is on this thread now 
and let everyone see Eurusdd for what they think he is. 
It's really good to see how well you've done but it won't hurt to remember who helped 
you. 
 
Wishing you the best. 
G 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 7:39pm | Post# 13005

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Hi infinitus, Thanks for the discussion. I think regardless of the notion of "good 
or bad", there is a good deal of things to learn from this thread. I'm not quite sure what 



you're arguing (sorry for not studying your posts much) but I think we can come to some 
sort of compromise on what's "true" and "false" as far as the propositions go and the 
numbers to back it. First, regarding the actual probability {image} This is what eurusdd 
has actually said. Here's a quote from a post I made in the past concerning it: "The auto 
assumption that... 
 
Hi LiquidGenius, 
 
great work, great response. Thank you very much for that. Will dig through that and 
answer on that way. So do not be disappointed, when I can not address all in the next 
hours LOL But the weekend is long, so stay tuned. 
 
Let me say something first: 
 
it was never about good or bad. It is about the right application of math and statistics. 

 

NorthTrader Nov 21, 2014 9:03pm | Post# 13006

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Hi infinitus, Thanks for the discussion. I think regardless of the notion of "good 
or bad", there is a good deal of things to learn from this thread. I'm not quite sure what 
you're arguing (sorry for not studying your posts much) but I think we can come to some 
sort of compromise on what's "true" and "false" as far as the propositions go and the 
numbers to back it. First, regarding the actual probability {image} This is what eurusdd 
has actually said. Here's a quote from a post I made in the past concerning it: "The auto 
assumption that... 
Nice post LiquidGenuius! Thanks very much. It was your blog and stats that inspired me 
to make my own indicators and play around with the probababilities. Can't thank you 

enough for that.  

 

FXMasterSK Nov 21, 2014 9:07pm | Post# 13007

 
Quoting stt 
{quote} thats good to know. anyone serious in trading should equip himself with stats 
knowledge and some programming (lot of libraries in R/python now so you dont need 
C++/java knowledge). My background was in computer science and math before moving 
into finance. so quant trading was an easy fit for me. My team (just like any other team) 
research strategies and their implementation - but note our objective is to come up with 
strategies that have capacity (and our expectations for returns are very modest - 4% 
unlevered is good, 6% is great and 9%... 
Yeah I'm sure little returns when working with big capital is huge. And risk must be very 
small as well. I actually am reading Chan's book and it is really a good read, however 
looks like I need to learn some coding basics. I have heard that Python is a fairly easy 
language to get started with so I am definitely looking into that. In the future I will most 
likely be learning C and C++ as well. The future will definitely be technology based so 
learning programming could definitely help a lot. It's just stuff I do in my free time when 
I'm not scalping the crap out of these markets haha. Is your fund diversified in different 
markets or just trading equities? And what got you into trading FX? 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:15pm | Post# 13008

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} First, regarding the actual probability {image} This is what eurusdd has actually 



said. Here's a quote from a post I made in the past concerning it: "The auto assumption 
that came from this is that if the h value is correct, 3% of bars should be transient or 
contain a transient zone. Is this correct? I assumed so for a VERY long time, and many 
others did as well. However, after thinking about it for a long time, what I'm beginning to 
think is that the indication is here is that not that the percentage of bars that are 
transient is 3%, but... 
a) 97% recurrent - 3% transient (or 80% - 20% like NorthTrader found) 
 
what does this mean in the bigger context? It simply means, that there are only very few 
price levels in the market, that did not became recurrent, yet. 
 
So when one has enough time, low leverage or deep pockets, we have a very high 
probability, that we will see the specified price level again in the future. 
 
What we do not know is, when the specified levels will be revisited again. Money 
Management has to account for that. 
 
 
But keep in mind: some price levels have not been revisited in years 
 
 
The 3% number out of my view is the number for the transient bars. Transient bars are 
rare. And when they happened, there is a great probability that one of the next bars will 
be recurrent 
 
 
One has to simply look at how EURUSDD advised to trade: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...05#post7679105 
 
He states: 
 
You do not know if that region is transient or recurrent yet because it is still forming. 

What you do though is wait. The moment price goes above that region, you can assume 

it is transient and then prices very close above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones 

you will expect a re-visit within at least one of the remaining h bars 
 
 
One posting later: 
 
if price goes above the region before it is done forming, you can assume it is transient 

and the prices above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones you will expect to be re-

visited, not the prices in the region. 
 
 
 
I do not know if that is a wise approach to trade, because it is very fragile, and optimally 
we should look for solutions that are not fragile. 
 
This method is fragile, because when price gets transient, we can assume that there was 
a reason or shift in social mood which made the price moving/transient. When we are not 
able to determine the force behind the move, we may end up betting on recurrence but 
waiting for a very long time to occur. 
 
Neio once nicely laid the problem down, that a series of transient bars can occur in 
trending markets. 
 



http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...31#post7689031 
 
Transiency is like "a trend starts". Non-fragile methods go with the trend. Betting on 
recurrence hence is fragile. You may end up betting on a e.g. 10 pip move in front of a 
100 pip move against you 
 
The question is: when bar got transient, where is the best place to bet on recurrence, so 
that the fragile component may be very low. Or is it much wiser to bet in direction of new 
trend when transiency occurs? 
 
As I see it, no agreement on a best way to trade a transient bar is reached in the 
threads. That is a bit strange, when most think that betting on recurrence of transient 
bars has such a high probability. 
 
 
 
to be continued...... 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:22pm | Post# 13009

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} So, when you face a scenario like this: {image} The probability that the current 
low (which is entering a price range where no bar in the past 99 bars has entered) the 
probability that the low is taken out is somewhere between 80 and 86% (80 being a low 
estimate according to NorthTrader, 86% being the rounded number of "probability of 
resolving" according to the indicator). This is NOT 97% and I don't think anyone can 
argue with good statistics that it is. There is no error here.. 
 
Exactly, I argued this earlier, asking: 
 
would you bet a big part of the farm on a 97% probability? 
 
would you bet the same on an 80% probability? 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:27pm | Post# 13010

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} There is no error here. However, if we look to prove eurusdd's claim and aim to 
find a price zone that IS 97% recurrent (the proposition I quoted), there IS a way to do 
this, which is different from the method that NorthTrader, myself, and others have tried. 
The approach does meet eurusdd's propositions: that if we are currently at price P, and 
none of the previous h bars has been through P, the probability that one of the next h 
bars will make P recurrent is 97%. Your first question I would expect is, "is it tradeable?" 
(and if yes, then... 
 
 
Great work, man. I expected such a result. Hence my constantly questioning of the 
indicators. 
 

Extremely thankful for that........  

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:39pm | Post# 13011

 



Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} So, there is indeed a way to use the idea of transient/recurrent bars to create a 
scenario in which 97% of the time, price will return to it (for a sake of all the 'haters' 
saying you should read the thread, I will say that the method is 
mentioned/explained/strongly hinted here and not 'give it away'). But again, I do not 
think that it's tradeable. Is there a possibility that it is though? This point I think is 
unknown, as (AFAIK) not a lot of people have put in resources to discover it. combined 
with some sort of MTF or other information... 
 
 
When we look at the charts with the indicator on it, it looks very much like supply and 
demand zones. I think one may trade it accordingly. 
 
This was my first impression, when I saw the first pictures of those charts. Someone 
even argued somewhere in the thread, that the indicator is derivate of the SupDem 
indicator. 
 
 
If the method of similarity via the way of the indicator would generate really strong 
tradeable signals, trader would easily find and agree on trading method JMHO 
 
I can not state enough: when someone produces gains with this method/indicator, 
chance is high, that it is not mainly because of the method/indicator but their individual 
trading skills. 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:46pm | Post# 13012

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} Second, I can't find the posts that you mentioned it, but I believe you said you 
were an elliot/wave trader. Transient bars are no more than n bar fractals. Fractals are 
simply swing points. Connection of swing points=waves? {image} 
 

 
 
we Elliotticans try to judge the next move by applying probability. The wave count with 
highest probability is the main count. 
 
Often enough it gets invalidated 
 
 
probability is not certainty 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:49pm | Post# 13013

 
Quoting LiquidGenius 
{quote} I've editted out a lot of stuff here (on screen statistics that I use. Note: currently 
not profitable) but when viewed this way, are the ideas that far off base to be worth 
something? I know there are various problems with using this fractal/wave idea, but I 
think that is best left up to the trader to find out for him/herself. Personally, I thank 
eurusdd for presenting the idea in the manner that he did. I have been trying to trade 
waves for a long time now (unsuccessfully) and this thread was my "light bulb moment" 
and basis point that... 
 
 



fair enough  
 
 
My impression is, that many here in the thread, who think to have profited, have 
learned something about supply and demand without noticing it. 

 

infinitus Nov 21, 2014 9:54pm | Post# 13014

 
Thanks again LiquidGenious for this fine posting  

 

corvogrigio Nov 22, 2014 2:31am | Post# 13015

 
Quoting infinitus 

Thanks again LiquidGenious for this fine posting  

Definetly I agree on what above!  

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 3:54am | Post# 13016

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} fair enough My impression is, that many here in the thread, who think to 
have profited, have learned something about supply and demand without noticing it. 
I don’t know if you are saying this exactly, but I agree that the way it can be traded as 
suggested by Eurusdd is difficult to trade profitable. Because that way only works imo in 
ranging markets (without too much drawdown). Or/and as Neio said it is not a tradable 
97% most of the time. 
 
But there are indicators made by kprsa and Northtrader, who give statistics that I can’t 
deny, they say that fractals under certain conditions (H) were taken out > 80% of the 
time within H. And that is in my opinion important ‘within H’, as you highly probable 
know; ‘within a certain time’. 
 
If one starts thinking with this statistics in mind, they can come up with strategies that 
work in all market conditions, and it is different from demand and supply at least 
because the trades have a expiration time, if the fractal is not cleared within H one can 
close the trade. Interesting thing here is in my opinion that if the zone is not cleared 
within H, often the market has tried to do so against the expiration time. 
 
I don’t have statistical proof to back the next sentence up; but I believe that the possible 
TZ’s with the current trend have a higher probability to be taken out within H than the 
ones against the current trend, but that is just common sense. 
 
As you said in a earlier post, most traders here have shown a casual way to deal with 
probabilities. I agree with that, I’m one of them too. As far as I understand you have to 
trade probabilities all of the time and I don’t do that, because these 
percentages/probabilities are only a part of my setup. I implemented it in the way I 
traded before I read about TZ zones, and it has nothing to do with the way it can be 
traded as shown by Eurusdd. 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 5:41am | Post# 13017

 



Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I don’t know if you are saying this exactly, but I agree that the way it can be 
traded as suggested by Eurusdd is difficult to trade profitable. Because that way only 
works imo in ranging markets (without too much drawdown). Or/and as Neio said 
it is not a tradable 97% most of the time. But there are indicators made by kprsa and 
Northtrader, who give statistics that I can’t deny, they say that fractals under certain 
conditions (H) were taken out > 80% of the time within H. And that is in my opinion 
important ‘within... 
 
 
Hi GU-Night, 
 
thanks for response. 
 
Yes, that was my first impression ever, that this concept can work out in ranging 
markets, but may kill one in suddenly trending or strong trending markets. 
 
If such a trend or longer impulse occurs, one has to have good money management, and 
trading method has to be changed accordingly. 
 
 
but I believe that the possible TZ’s with the current trend have a higher 

probability to be taken out within H than the ones against the current trend 
 
I would second that sentence. Have to think about it for a while to come up with 
explanation. It may have something to do with the fact,that in order for price to make 
progress, you simply have to leave zones behind. Maybe it is then, that when 
countertrend TZ's would all be worked off too, there would be no progress possible, 
because price would maybe form a stable state. But I am not sure about that at the 
moment. 
 
 
I have tried to improve my trading with calculating probabilities since the last 4 years in 
one way or another. E.g., I have a way of approximating the chance for reversal of price 
in a system of Murrey Math within a MTF setup. It works great in sideways correction, but 
in especially strong trending moves it can kill you with ease. 
 
Another example is my way on looking at trading volume. In consolidation phases price 
builds Gaussian- or Gaussian like distributions of price/volume. So you can bet on mean 
reverting, when price is at the outer boarders of the Gaussian curve. Works pretty well in 
sideways phases, but can be a pain in trending moves. 
 
When EURUSD started moving down back in May, both my statistical systems gave me 
very strong buying signals in the 1.34 region. After a bit of consolidation, price just 
decided to go more south. On most of the distribution-curves I had price simply left the 
proverbial building, building long routes of so to say transient zones, which were often 
enough not even slightly tested. At some point price had run out of nearly all the 
distributions on the different TF's. In my "world" of thinking "mean reverting" one could 
have made a big bet on price to mean revert to the upper side, but price visited the 1.25 
area before the first significant mean reverting process happened. Price did this, although 
the calculated chances were stuck against it over weeks. 
 
It was all of my experience over the course of the last 4 years that made me super 
suspicious about the claimed very high probability rates here in the EURUSDD threads. 
 
 
One last word to the indicators: 



 
guys, you have really done a lot of very good work here. That is for sure. And when this 
indicators only help a few to improve decision making the goal is reached. 
 
I think with the indicator is somewhat similar to the use of Elliott Wave. In the back-
mirror view the turning points, transient zones, wave countings etc. are crystal clear and 
one asks oneself, why it was not so clear when life trading. 
 
Simply said, it is the ongoing, building zones or waves. When they develop, I think, we 
have to reduce our expectancy rate very much, because only in hindsight we can see 
that it developed one way or another 
 
 
 
One word regarding "to deal with probabilities in a casual way": 
 
as long as we are aware, that we are dealing with it in a sloppy way, it may be OK. 
 
E.g.: I think it is pretty meaningless at the end for trading, if you think you have a 
probability for XY of 80% or of 97%. I would take both trades anyway. What one should 
wish more when one gets handed a probability of over 80% 
 
Another critical question is, how we handle probability or how we look at it: 
 
when the indicator postulates a probability of over 97% in the past, it does not 
necessarily mean that we can have the same expectancy in an ongoing process. 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 7:38am | Post# 13018

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote}I think it is pretty meaningless at the end for trading, if you think you have a 
probability for XY of 80% or of 97%. I would take both trades anyway. What one should 
wish more when one gets handed a probability of over 80% Another critical question is, 
how we handle probability or how we look at it: when the indicator postulates a 
probability of over 97% in the past, it does not necessarily mean that we can have the 
same expectancy in an ongoing process. 
May I give you my 2 cents? 
 
The probalility of what the ZT zone is closed in H bars is even lower !!! 
 
May I explain? 
 
1/ The indicator give us the ratio of 97/3 (or 98/2, or 99/1, if you like). What does it 
mean? IT meas that the probability of what the TZ is closed is 97%. WHEN? it should be 
in H bars, should not it? NOT! (I will explain a little bit later) So, WHEN? - in 5 mins, 5 
hours, 5 months and so on. Moreover, you should NOTE, you can see that the indicator 
gives you "a window of probability taking" that is from 1000 to 2500 bars. So if we 
spread our vision to the rest of the market, let us say, we take 250000 bars, for 
example, we will be limiting by another ratio. I will not exactly say what the ratio is, but I 
personally think it will be estimated as 80%-to-20% (this is the Pareto rule 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle). 
 
2/ So, is this the ratio of 80-to-20? NO, for sure, it is not. WHY? Look at this table 
(http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...34603&page=651), for example. It is just one 
of many similar tables that could be found out, if you use the statistics calculated with 
indicators published in here. I have found that such tables (I took another one) bring us 



to the Negative Exponential Distribution of probabilities 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_distribution) that means that the real 
functional bar range is up to 30-50% of H bars only. In other words, no more than 50% 
of the H range choosen will be effective for price coming back to the PTZ levels - the 
probability of this event is exponentially decaying very fast then, and the price will not 
come to test the PTZ zone, it will go in the opposite direction more precisely. 
 
I hope it is helpful for trading 
 
Edited. So, the real probability of what the price comes back to the PTZ and closes it 
after the key bar has been formed is no more than 0,5*0,97=0,485 that is 48,5% as a 
limit. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 8:58am | Post# 13019

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} I hope it is helpful for trading Edited. So, the real probability of what the price 
comes back to the PTZ and closes it after the key bar has been formed is no more than 
0,5*0,97=0,485 that is 48,5% as a limit. Best, D.P. 
 
 
 

Great work, D.P.  
 
 
That was my impression from the beginning, that the real probability is very much lower 
than most people thought. But that it would be so low even I was not aware. 
 
Have to think a bit longer about what you wrote. 
 
 
That would not be tradeable at all - coin toss........ 
 
So what is it, that made some traders here believe that one can trade the similarity thing 
and the indicator successfully? 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 9:01am | Post# 13020

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} Great work, D.P. That was my impression from the beginning, that the real 
probability is very much lower than most people thought. But that it would be so low 
even I was not aware. Have to think a bit longer about what you wrote. That would not 
be tradeable at all - coin toss........ So what is it, that made some traders here believe 
that one can trade the similarity thing and the indicator successfully? 
YES, basing only on the suggestions proposed in the thread, it comlpetely is. 
 
The indicator and the similarity thing themselves do not give us superior advantages in 
trading (how many think), if they are used "as is", without additional knowledge about 
markets and proper money management. However they could be used as an additional 
element in somebody's trading system. 
 



Best, 
D.P. 

 

Kiads Nov 22, 2014 9:02am | Post# 13021

 
Lol.. I just learn this for 2 weeks from this thread, from my friend Vlady and from 
wikipedia with my limited knowledge and my bad English, then create my indicators.. 

base on Rossler and Quadric ... , 
 
no wonder I really confuse when read this latest discussion.. something simple but wrap 
it with hi tech conversations..lol. 
100 % probability is still probability.. that's it. 
but in forex with only simple 2 options up or down, it should be more easier than poker... 

 
MTH 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 9:12am | Post# 13022

 
Quoting Kiads 
Lol.. I just learn this for 2 weeks from this thread, from my friend Vlady and from 
wikipedia with my limited knowledge and my bad English, then create my indicators.. 

base on Rossler and Quadric ... , no wonder I really confuse when read this latest 
discussion.. something simple but wrap it with hi tech conversations..lol. 100 % 
probability is still probability.. that's it. but in forex with only simple 2 options up or 

down, it should be more easier than poker... MTH 
 
so the guys name is actually Roessler 
 
and what was your point, when I may ask? 

 

Kiads Nov 22, 2014 9:25am | Post# 13023

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} so the guys name is actually Roessler and what was your point, when I may ask? 
No Point.. 
but when you see this chart don't you think you stil can't trade it successfully ? 
even with all 'visual' help there ? 
Why make it so difficult when we can do it with simple way.. ? 
 



 
 
Transient or Recurrent is just surface things.. 
No one will reveal completely full in public.. lol 
MTH 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 9:32am | Post# 13024

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} May I give you my 2 cents? The probalility of what the ZT zone is closed in H bars 
is even lower !!! May I explain? 1/ The indicator give us the ratio of 97/3 (or 98/2, or 99/1, 
if you like). What does it mean? IT meas that the probability of what the TZ is closed is 
97%. WHEN? it should be in H bars, should not it? NOT! (I will explain a little bit later) So, 
WHEN? - in 5 mins, 5 hours, 5 months and so on. Moreover, you should NOTE, you can see 
that the indicator gives you "a window of probability taking" that is from 1000 to 2500 
bars.... 
We must be talking about different things here. I’m pretty sure about that if I read your 
signature. 
 
The white arrows on the chart below mean that the possible TZ is taken out within H bars. 
The red and yellow arrows mean that the possible TZ is not taken out within H bars, so it 
became a real TZ. 
 
H=30 on this chart and there are 8 colored arrows, 44 arrows are white. Whichever random 
chosen chart I put up this difference between the colored and white arrows are 
approximately the same. And that is not 48,5%. 
 
For the record, I’m only talking about end bar TZ’s here, because I think that mid bar TZ’s 
have a low probability to be taken out in strong trends, in other words I think one can better 
trade against them and hunting the created high or low. 



 

 

priceaction1 Nov 22, 2014 9:39am | Post# 13025

 
good luck 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 10:03am | Post# 13026

 
Quoting Kiads 
{quote} No Point.. but when you see this chart don't you think you stil can't trade it 
successfully ? even with all 'visual' help there ? Why make it so difficult when we can do 
it with simple way.. ? {image} Transient or Recurrent is just surface things.. No one will 
reveal completely full in public.. lol MTH 
 
Yeah, that is the point: nothing to reveal. There is simply no hidden germ to be found. 
 
 
Presenting me now, after all what was said, such a chart, I have to say, you have not 
understand what was laid out earlier. 
 
 
If you really prefer the simple way, a few hand drawn supply/demand lines would have 
done the trick also 

 

iamsovereign Nov 22, 2014 10:21am | Post# 13027

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Yeah, that is the point: nothing to reveal. There is simply no hidden germ to be 
found. Presenting me now, after all what was said, such a chart, I have to say, you have 
not understand what was laid out earlier. If you really prefer the simple way, a few hand 
drawn supply/demand lines would have done the trick also 
with all due respect, it seems you have a personal problem with the concepts that have 
been developed on this thread. Its obviouse to anyone that has read the concepts 
presented here- that you have no clue! 
 
Like I said its obviouse!! so you can keep posting and regergitating that we all have 
fooled our selfs and that only you can see the truth and we are just looking at S and D or 
R & S or somthing else. So keep regurgitating for your own sake for most of use are tired 
of hearing how brillant and insightfull you are. 
 



Regards 

 

Kiads Nov 22, 2014 10:27am | Post# 13028

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Yeah, that is the point: nothing to reveal. There is simply no hidden germ to be 
found. Presenting me now, after all what was said, such a chart, I have to say, you have 
not understand what was laid out earlier. If you really prefer the simple way, a few 
hand drawn supply/demand lines would have done the trick also 

Thank You, and please read my signature..  

 

Kiads Nov 22, 2014 10:27am | Post# 13029

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} with all due respect, it seems you have a personal problem with the concepts 
that have been developed on this thread. Its obviouse to anyone that has read the 
concepts presented here- that you have no clue! Like I said its obviouse!! so you can 
keep posting and regergitating that we all have fooled our selfs and that only you can see 
the truth and we are just looking at S and D or R & S or somthing else. So keep 
regurgitating for your own sake for most of use are tired of hearing how brillant and 
insightfull you are. Regards 

 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 10:33am | Post# 13030

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} We must be talking about different things here. I’m pretty sure about that if I 
read your signature. The white arrows on the chart below mean that the possible TZ is 
taken out within H bars. The red and yellow arrows mean that the possible TZ is not 
taken out within H bars, so it became a real TZ. H=30 on this chart and there are 8 
colored arrows, 44 arrows are white. Whichever random chosen chart I put up this 
difference between the colored and white arrows are approximately the same. And that is 
not 48,5%. For the record, I’m only talking... 
Of course we are talking about different things. 
 
Your all white arrows (each of them in order of appearance) are reccurent already since 
the price was going up and doing its job. Each time the white extremum was formed was 
at the ratio of 50/50 (in terms of probabilities) to be trancient what in the end happened 
to your red arrows. 
 
If you can see your white arrow for the first time, you should know two things - the price 
has momentum that means the price goes on further in the given direction and the price 
should take its volume at all these levels. For these reasons I do not personally need any 
indicators to buy in this case, when I see the first extremum after an impulse has arrived 
(your first white arrow). But the volumes at these price levels dissapear while the price 
goes upper. That is why your red arrow comes to view eventually. 
 
In turn, I am speaking about the case when your red arrow is already formed, let us say, 
"virtually in mind", but the PTZ is still being formed. The problem is that each bar coming 
in to our view alienates us from the TZ being formed. I emperically found that the first 
10-12 bars (those 30% mentioned) give me almost surely a reason not to enter the 
market in the direction the price goes to the PTZ. I'd rather find an opportunity to sell in 
these conditions. 



 
The only significance of the indicator is that it gives us the zones where the price goes in 
for the first time, as these zones are the subject for the price to be in there once again. 
But the reason of this IS NOT a probability value, BUT the volume that should be worked 
out by the price. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 10:33am | Post# 13031

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} with all due respect, it seems you have a personal problem with the concepts 
that have been developed on this thread. Its obviouse to anyone that has read the 
concepts presented here- that you have no clue! Like I said its obviouse!! so you can 
keep posting and regergitating that we all have fooled our selfs and that only you can see 
the truth and we are just looking at S and D or R & S or somthing else. So keep 
regurgitating for your own sake for most of use are tired of hearing how brillant and 
insightfull you are. Regards 

That is exactly what is going on in this thread. infinitus is not the only one by the 
way. I'm not meaning Dr. Phoenix here. 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 10:43am | Post# 13032

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Of course we are talking about different things. Your all white arrows (each of 
them in order of appearance) are reccurent already since the price was going up and 
doing its job. Each time the white extremum was formed was at the ratio of 50/50 (in 
terms of probabilities) to be trancient what in the end happened to your red arrows. If 
you can see your white arrow for the first time, you should know two things - the price 
has momentum that means the price goes on further in the given direction and the price 
should take its volume at all these... 

Okay, thanks for the clear response, Dr Phoenix  

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 10:50am | Post# 13033

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} In turn, I am speaking about the case when your red arrow is already formed, 
let us say, "virtually in mind", but the PTZ is still being formed. The problem is that each 
bar coming in to our view alienates us from the TZ being formed. I emperically found 
that the first 10-12 bars (those 30% mentioned) give me almost surely a reason not to 
enter the market in the direction the price goes to the PTZ. I'd rather find an opportunity 
to sell in these conditions. The only significance of the indicator is that it gives us the 
zones where the price... 
What you are talking about (fractal zone becoming repulsive to price, ie. a valid s/r level) 
is still perfectly quantifiable with the RecurrenceStatistic indicator, I have written about it 
several times, given a formula to estimate the probability of zone clearance if it hasn't 
been cleared in x bars, and have even proposed a simple strategy based on it here in the 
thread. Such low probability zones one can use as stop loss levels.  
 
Consider a simple strategy based on the two opposite fractal zones, for simplicity let us 
look at the same h and the same tf. I use a variant of this basic idea with different tfs. 
You typically want to have the 'expired' one as the stop loss and the still valid one as the 



target. Even though the target has not been reached on the next bar, still the expired 
zone acts as a repulsor and makes this a probable trade.  
 
k 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 10:54am | Post# 13034

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} with all due respect, it seems you have a personal problem with the concepts 
that have been developed on this thread. Its obviouse to anyone that has read the 
concepts presented here- that you have no clue! Like I said its obviouse!! so you can 
keep posting and regergitating that we all have fooled our selfs and that only you can see 
the truth and we are just looking at S and D or R & S or somthing else. So keep 
regurgitating for your own sake for most of use are tired of hearing how brillant and 
insightfull you are. Regards 
 
another sensitive post of a know-nothing but keep the mouth wide open 
 
 
if you do not like to read what others and I have to say, either piss off, set us on ignore 
or go elsewhere. The host of this thread has decided to open up the thread....... 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 10:57am | Post# 13035

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Of course we are talking about different things. Your all white arrows (each of 
them in order of appearance) are reccurent already since the price was going up and 
doing its job. Each time the white extremum was formed was at the ratio of 50/50 (in 
terms of probabilities) to be trancient what in the end happened to your red arrows. If 
you can see your white arrow for the first time, you should know two things - the price 
has momentum that means the price goes on further in the given direction and the price 
should take its volume at all these... 
 

very good explanation  

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 10:58am | Post# 13036

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Yeah, that is the point: nothing to reveal. There is simply no hidden germ to be 
found. Presenting me now, after all what was said, such a chart, I have to say, you have 
not understand what was laid out earlier. If you really prefer the simple way, a few hand 
drawn supply/demand lines would have done the trick also 
infinitus, i think at the pirate pip's thread there are compiled pdfs where you can read 
about the ideas from the thread. this would save your time and energy. i will be happy to 
talk about my viewpoint on specific criticisms. i cannot answer statements like 'the entire 
thread is garbage'.  
 
k 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 11:01am | Post# 13037

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} What you are talking about (fractal zone becoming repulsive to price, ie. a valid 
s/r level) is still perfectly quantifiable with the RecurrenceStatistic indicator, I have 
written about it several times, given a formula to estimate the probability of zone 
clearance if it hasn't been cleared in x bars, and have even proposed a simple strategy 
based on it here in the thread. Such low probability zones one can use as stop loss 
levels. Consider a simple strategy based on the two opposite fractal zones, for simplicity 
let us look at the same... 
 
Of course we are talking about fractals. 
 
Set H to 96 and can see almost surely the high and low of a day. 
 
But why do I need additional statistics upon this subject? 
Please, would you like explaining this? 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 11:11am | Post# 13038

 
Quoting GU-Night 

{quote} That is exactly what is going on in this thread. infinitus is not the only one by 
the way. I'm not meaning Dr. Phoenix here. 
 
Just curious here: 
 
first we had a nice exchange, where we agreed on pretty much, and now I got the knife 
in my back? 
 
 
Help, where I am here? 

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 11:13am | Post# 13039

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} But why do I need additional statistics upon this subject? Best, D.P. 
even if you don't, that still doesn't mean the indicator is useless or wrong.  
 
k 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 11:16am | Post# 13040

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} even if you don't, that still doesn't mean the indicator is useless or wrong. k 
Agreed. 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 11:30am | Post# 13041

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} infinitus, i think at the pirate pip's thread there are compiled pdfs where you can 
read about the ideas from the thread. this would save your time and energy. i will be 
happy to talk about my viewpoint on specific criticisms. i cannot answer statements like 



'the entire thread is garbage'. k 
 
see, the annoying part is that people are constantly claiming I should read the thread to 
understand. I think that I have shown in all of my postings enough of material and 
reference to all kind of statements made here, to make clear what I am talking about. 
 
 
Since some of the ideas here are basically flawed, appliance of statistics or probabilities 
simply wrong, I do not even need to read all the content to rebut this stuff. 
 
Why do you choose now the low way to imply, that I have said, that the whole thread is 
garbage. That is a meme some here (maybe with hidden agenda) try to establish on me. 
 
How many time shall I repeat, that I value the work on the indicator, but argue that the 
high probability for the trade it advocates is plainly wrong. 
 
 
 
The simple reason I read the thread from the beginning of the Ultimate truth thread or 
the Delicate secret thread is simply because I love mathematics and statistics. I came 
not here because I felt the need to improve my trading basically. 
 
 
In my very own view this constant advise to me or others, too, in this thread, to start 
reading the thread from the very beginning is very annoying and does not serve the 
purpose a message board has. Maybe it is easier to block people with that than to show 
flag and explain and discuss what one thinks to have. 
 
I have not counted how often I have explained e.g. the use of Murrey Math or Elliott 
Wave in my threads and in private. Either you like to share and to help or you don't. If 
you don't, what is the purpose of being here in FF? 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 11:32am | Post# 13042

 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote} Just curious here: first we had a nice exchange, where we agreed 
on pretty much, and now I got the knife in my back? Help, where I am 
here? 

It seems to me that you try to catch every change to burn this thread. That doesn’t 
matter to me, but I don’t think it is fair to newcomers in the future, because I think there 
is valuable information in this thread. So don't take it personal. Also Kiads did some 
great work in this thread. 
 
I was referring to this sentence: “If you really prefer the simple way, a few hand drawn 
supply/demand lines would have done the trick also”. 

 

Mr. Scott Nov 22, 2014 11:36am | Post# 13043

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Just curious here: first we had a nice exchange, where we agreed on pretty 
much, and now I got the knife in my back? Help, where I am here? 

No idea.  
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infinitus Nov 22, 2014 11:38am | Post# 13044

 
I just decided to not longer engage in any discussion here 
 
 
My time is as valuable as yours and I am not in desperate need of improving my trading 
skills. 



 
Anyone who is interested in discussing things with me can meet me in one of my own 
threads or in Schickerias thread. 
 
 
Wish you good time and success with what every floats your boat 

 

Dr.Phoenix Nov 22, 2014 11:54am | Post# 13045

 
Quoting infinitus 
who is interested in discussing things with me can meet me in one of my own threads or 
in Schickerias thread. Wish you good time and success with what every floats your boat 

Amen! See you there.  

 

tashkent Nov 22, 2014 11:55am | Post# 13046

 
secrets. inner circles. private groups. holy grails. 

"don't tell anybody, keep it secret" - yes, we have read that somewhere  
infinitus, i do not think you will go anywhere with these "keepers of the secrets". 
the truth is these concepts do not work/can not be profitable UNLESS you add some 
more important ingredients to them. to prove this I have to just mention all trading 
explorers opened by TS's followers with high expectations, and disappearing after Mr. 
Margincall advised them this place is not a "get rich overnight". (Including EURUSDD's 
TE) 
and last, another truth - if to apply the right ingredients, one can trade successfully 
any system. 

 

LiquidGenius Nov 22, 2014 12:49pm | Post# 13047

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Hi LiquidGenius, great work, great response. Thank you very much for that. Will 
dig through that and answer on that way. So do not be disappointed, when I can not 
address all in the next hours LOL But the weekend is long, so stay tuned. Let me say 
something first: it was never about good or bad. It is about the right application of math 
and statistics. 

The pleasure is mine. Thanks for stopping by  
 
 
for everyone else,  
I believe that unless someone wants to make a case and argue/compare statistics, 
arguing the other points dwindles in efficiency. As I showed in the previous post, one can 
take the concept of "pure tzs" and create wave theory out of them. This I think is 
something very people have done. Had I been successful in this approach, stating that I 
trade "nothing but tzs" seems a bit misleading. Yet it true isn't it? This route is the one 
that Kiads, Fx-Jay, and other successful traders have done. Kiads using 
renko/range/non-time based bars, and Jay using who knows what. I wasn't picked to be 
in the club (darn). As stated by Vlad and many many other people, the actual TZ concept 
will only take you so far if you don't have a trading strategy already. It offers great odds 
for specific price points to be hit, however you need your own method to prevent you 
from sticking to the failed trades to become successful with it. 
 
"All models are wrong, some models are useful" 



 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 12:52pm | Post# 13048

 
Quoting tashkent 
secrets. inner circles. private groups. holy grails. "don't tell anybody, keep it secret" - 

yes, we have read that somewhere infinitus, i do not think you will go anywhere with 
these "keepers of the secrets". the truth is these concepts do not work/can not be 
profitable UNLESS you add some more important ingredients to them. to prove this I 
have to just mention all trading explorers opened by TS's followers with high 
expectations, and disappearing after Mr. Margincall advised them this place is not a "get 
rich overnight". (Including EURUSDD's... 
There are no secrets or holy grails here, maybe private groups. These posts are pretty 
good posts on the TZ concept and how it can be traded. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...57#post7883357 
 
This is a good example from a trade that could have been taken with the TZ concept in 
mind. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...02#post7890902 
 
Trade explorers with mr Margin call are no proof that the concepts in here don't work. It 
is only proof for bad moneymanagement. Or believing that a level must be cleared with 
certainty. 

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 1:37pm | Post# 13049

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Why do you choose now the low way to imply, that I have said, that the whole 
thread is garbage. That is a meme some here (maybe with hidden agenda) try to 
establish on me. 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} In my very own view this constant advise to me or others, too, in this thread, to 
start reading the thread from the very beginning is very annoying and does not serve the 
purpose a message board has. Maybe it is easier to block people with that than to 
show flag and explain and discuss what one thinks to have. (...) Either you like to share 
and to help or you don't. If you don't, what is the purpose of being here in FF?  
The thing I don't like about you personally, infinite, is that you provoke people with your 
careless words and then either block them as a senior member or threaten to block 
them. 
 
You also seem to be quite convinced that you know more mathematics/statistics than the 
people you are talking to, which is not necessarily correct. 
 
k 

 

maximinus Nov 22, 2014 1:49pm | Post# 13050

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} {quote} The thing I don't like about you personally, infinite, is that you provoke 
people with your careless words and then either block them as a senior member or 
threaten to block them. You also seem to be quite convinced that you know more 
mathematics/statistics than the people you are talking to, which is not necessarily 
correct. k 
Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, 
I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, Infinitus has not insulted kiad or 



anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing about the correctness/exactitude 
of the probabilities claimed by the pro recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infinitus is 
wrong, what one should do is to show him where he is mistaken, not insulting him as 
being sexually frustrated. The FF code of conduct is pretty clear on this. I'm sure that 
you understand that the arguments should not go personal if we want this place to be 
open to the debate. 

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 1:55pm | Post# 13051

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, 
Infinitus has not insulted kiad or anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing 
about the correctness/exactitude of the probabilities claimed by the pro 
recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infi is wrong, what one should do is to show him 
where he is mistaken, not insulting him as being sexually frustrated. The FF code of 
conduct is pretty clear on this. 
I am not referring to Kiads. I am referring to the explicit threat that infinitus will block 
people who tell him that he should read the thread that he is attempting to discuss. Also, 
yes, he is unfortunately insulting people he is discussing with.  
 
k 

 

tashkent Nov 22, 2014 2:00pm | Post# 13052

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} There are no secrets or holy grails here, maybe private groups. These posts are 
pretty good posts on the TZ concept and how it can be traded. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...57#post7883357 This is a good example from a 
trade that could have been taken with the TZ concept in mind. 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...02#post7890902 Trade explorers with mr 
Margin call are no proof that the concepts in here don't work. It is only proof for bad 
moneymanagement. Or believing that a level must... 

i feel that there is "a point somewhere out there" we all can agree upon  

wish you guys a happy weekend  

 

maximinus Nov 22, 2014 2:02pm | Post# 13053

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} I am not referring to Kiads. I am referring to the explicit threat that infinitus will 
block people who tell him that he should read the thread that he is attempting to discuss. 
Also, yes, he is unfortunately insulting people he is discussing with. k 
I take the responsibility of Kiads suspension. I assume that openly and publicly, I'm not 
hiding myself, and I state the reason for suspending him. 
I am for open debates, we can debate with force and passion, but always respect the 
persons in the others side of the fence. If you find that at same point Infinitus insulted 
someone, then you should report the post to Twee. To my knowledge he has not done 
that. The code of conduct apply to everyone. 

 

maximinus Nov 22, 2014 2:13pm | Post# 13054

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote} I am not referring to Kiads. I am referring to the explicit threat that 
infinitus will block people who tell him that he should read the thread that he is 
attempting to discuss. Also, yes, he is unfortunately insulting people he is discussing 
with. k 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Maybe it is easier to block people with that than to show flag and 
explain and discuss what one thinks to have. I have not counted how often I have 
explained e.g. the use of Murrey Math or Elliott Wave in my threads and in private. Either 
you like to share and to help or you don't. If you don't, what is the purpose of being here 
in FF? 
He is not threatening to abuse his power by suspending people. Please read it again. 

 

PipitoGrillo Nov 22, 2014 2:25pm | Post# 13055

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Yeah, that is the point: nothing to reveal. There is simply no hidden germ to be 
found. Presenting me now, after all what was said, such a chart, I have to say, you have 
not understand what was laid out earlier. If you really prefer the simple way, a few hand 
drawn supply/demand lines would have done the trick also 
I don't see much of a gem either but the thread helped me reflecting. IMO transient and 
reccurent is just some fancy tag on common knowledge. 
 
Breakouts normaly fail and if they don't they often got tested, so succsessfull Breakouts 
and reversals = rare events. If you got a BO/rev it's unlikely that soon there will be 
another one because they normaly just fail. 
The market cycle is spike, channel, trading range, etc. If a trend ends price normaly pulls 
back to the channel begin. supply and demand meet again (price is 'cheap' enough again 
to sell/buy). The trading range goes down/up again to test the trends extreme and 
reverses again (price is not 'cheap' anymore) to test the other sides trading range 
extrem (that's what trading ranges do). broad channels = biased trading ranges. 
 
gaps late in the trend are just climaxes, nobody is willing to take an expensive price if he 
can soon get a better price (supply and demand) 
 
betting a mid TZ will be recurrent = betting the breakout will fail. if it is not failing it 
often will get tested (see kprsa pdf porbability if k=1, 2 etc.). 
betting a fractal TZ will be recurrent = a) a trend will continue and you bet on this by 
buying a pullback (the tend is your friend) or b) the trend ended and probably we are 
now in a trading range and thereby the price will come down to the extreme (just two 
sided trading). 

 

iamsovereign Nov 22, 2014 2:26pm | Post# 13056

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, 
Infinitus has not insulted kiad or anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing 
about the correctness/exactitude of the probabilities claimed by the pro 
recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infinitus is wrong, what one should do is to show 
him where he is mistaken, not insulting him as being sexually frustrated. The FF code of 
conduct is pretty clear on this. I'm sure that you understand that the arguments should 
not go personal if we want this place to... 
 
blind men cant seeee I did not insult, but he sure did.... get the facts straight 

 



maximinus Nov 22, 2014 2:35pm | Post# 13057

 
Quoting iamsovereign 
{quote} blind men cant seeee I did not insult, but he sure did.... get the facts straight 
Sometime I'm blind and sometime I've selective blindness, that's not the case this time. 
Kiad's last post in this thread is a violation of the code of conduct. 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 2:50pm | Post# 13058

 
Quoting tashkent 

{quote} i feel that there is "a point somewhere out there" we all can agree upon wish 

you guys a happy weekend  

So, can you now talk about your secret ‘ingredients’?  
 
Have a nice weekend. 

 

tashkent Nov 22, 2014 3:07pm | Post# 13059

 
Quoting GU-Night 

{quote} So, can you now talk about your secret ‘ingredients’? Have a nice weekend. 
it is not secret my friend. there is no "secret" ingredient either. things i talk about are a 
lot deeper than most people can comprehend here. 

Inserted Video 

 

GU-Night Nov 22, 2014 3:25pm | Post# 13060

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} it is not secret my friend. there is no "secret" ingredient either. things i talk 
about are a lot deeper than most people can comprehend here. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4vbPfLd6c0  
That was what I meant, actually. And I thought you was referring to moneymanagement, 
common sense etc with your "ingredients". 
 

"Nothing" is difficult to comprehend for most people.  

 

stt Nov 22, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 13061

 
Quoting FXMasterSK 
{quote} Yeah I'm sure little returns when working with big capital is huge. And risk must 
be very small as well. I actually am reading Chan's book and it is really a good read, 
however looks like I need to learn some coding basics. I have heard that Python is a 
fairly easy language to get started with so I am definitely looking into that. In the future 
I will most likely be learning C and C++ as well. The future will definitely be technology 
based so learning programming could definitely help a lot. It's just stuff I do in my free 
time when I'm... 
agree. programming knowledge is never unused even when you are not doing 
programming. it helps one to think analytically and logically. 
 
i work at big financial company so it is well diversified. of the groups doing systematic 



trading, they are also in pretty much all asset classes. my team is in FX and futures. as a 
trader you are always learning new way to make money - and FX trading on personal 
level is a good diversifier as well though i cant do short term trading in personal account 
as per policies. 
 
Good luck in your education. if you get good in that and want to move into professional 
side then you can eiither go to masters (financial engineering) and try for big places or 
start with smaller prop shops which are tough places but successful traders can do well 
there as well. 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 4:06pm | Post# 13062

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} {quote} The thing I don't like about you personally, infinite, is that you provoke 
people with your careless words and then either block them as a senior member or 
threaten to block them. You also seem to be quite convinced that you know more 
mathematics/statistics than the people you are talking to, which is not necessarily 
correct. k 
 
Do not know what to say other to re-read my statement carefully 
 
I said, with other words, that some people here in the thread try to stop (I said 
block)........... 
 
 
I was not me who took the words (wrong words) of EURUSDD as god-given.This fault 
have done others. 
 
I think I have presented enough evidence and arguments here, that people with more 
knowledge about mathematics and statistics should be able to discuss or refute. 
 
I was all ear the last days I spent here......... 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 4:07pm | Post# 13063

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, 
Infinitus has not insulted kiad or anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing 
about the correctness/exactitude of the probabilities claimed by the pro 
recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infinitus is wrong, what one should do is to show 
him where he is mistaken, not insulting him as being sexually frustrated. The FF code of 
conduct is pretty clear on this. I'm sure that you understand that the arguments should 
not go personal if we want this place to... 
 
 

 

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 4:09pm | Post# 13064

 
Quoting PipitoGrillo 
{quote} I don't see much of a gem either but the thread helped me reflecting. IMO 
transient and reccurent is just some fancy tag on common knowledge. Breakouts 
normaly fail and if they don't they often got tested, so succsessfull Breakouts and 



reversals = rare events. If you got a BO/rev it's unlikely that soon there will be another 
one because they normaly just fail. The market cycle is spike, channel, trading range, 
etc. If a trend ends price normaly pulls back to the channel begin. supply and demand 
meet again (price is 'cheap' enough again to... 
 

can fully agree on that  

 

infinitus Nov 22, 2014 4:13pm | Post# 13065

 
Quoting tashkent 
{quote} it is not secret my friend. there is no "secret" ingredient either. things i talk 
about are a lot deeper than most people can comprehend here. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4vbPfLd6c0  
 

 

 

Lowphat Nov 22, 2014 4:24pm | Post# 13066

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. 
Quoting infinitus 

{quote}  
when i seen that i said to myself there is a 97% probability you were on his buddy list 

 

 

kprsa Nov 22, 2014 4:32pm | Post# 13067

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Do not know what to say other to re-read my statement carefully I said, with 
other words, that some people here in the thread try to stop (I said block)........... 
OK, I must have misunderstood you then, I am sorry. But, please, be more careful with 
your words in the future.  
 
k 

 

Baillie Nov 22, 2014 5:47pm | Post# 13068

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, 
Infinitus has not insulted kiad or anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing 
about the correctness/exactitude of the probabilities claimed by the pro 
recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infinitus is wrong, what one should do is to 
show him where he is mistaken, not insulting him as being sexually frustrated. The 
FF code of conduct is pretty clear on this. I'm sure that you understand that the 
arguments should not go personal if we want this place to... 
 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} what a prick you are when this whole thread started, I questioned EURUSDD 
some serious questions and he set me on ignore. Is ignorance contagious? Why should I 
load an indicator? Why should I even develop one? Based on what? Flawed mathematics, 
random information, a thesis no one can agree on. So what, genious. Maybe we can 



discuss again, when you have done approximately as many productive postings here in 
FF than I have done over the course of the last years. 400 postings, 4 files (where is your 
indicator, if I may ask) and some... 

So he hasn't insulted anyone?? You need your eyes checked  
 
I tried to be polite and show him where he was wrong but he kept on regurgitating the 
same nonsense. 

 

Ezzy Nov 22, 2014 6:57pm | Post# 13069

 
You need your eyes checked  
 
Baillie, these days, I am unsure what can, and cant be said in the forum despite the FF 
code.  
 

I'll be careful here .......... it could be suggested that there are inconsistencies 
amongst seniors, and possibly even double standards. 
 

I hope I don't get suspended for that  

 

wireash Nov 22, 2014 11:21pm | Post# 13070

 
where's the ignore BUTTON? 
jeez last 20 or so pages were boring as hell 
i guess i just added more to it 
sorry 

 

infinitus Nov 23, 2014 12:41am | Post# 13071

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} OK, I must have misunderstood you then, I am sorry. But, please, be more 
careful with your words in the future. k 
 
Maybe the following words do qualify to your all standard 
 
 
A Dream Within a Dream 
By Edgar Allan Poe 
 
 
Take this kiss upon the brow! 
And, in parting from you now, 
Thus much let me avow — 
You are not wrong, who deem 
That my days have been a dream; 
Yet if hope has flown away 
In a night, or in a day, 
In a vision, or in none, 
Is it therefore the less gone?  
All that we see or seem 
Is but a dream within a dream. 
 



I stand amid the roar 
Of a surf-tormented shore, 
And I hold within my hand 
Grains of the golden sand — 
How few! yet how they creep 
Through my fingers to the deep, 
While I weep — while I weep! 
O God! Can I not grasp 
Them with a tighter clasp? 
O God! can I not save 
One from the pitiless wave? 
Is all that we see or seem 
But a dream within a dream? 
 
 
Bye....... 

 

NorthTrader Nov 23, 2014 2:32am | Post# 13072

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} Hi kprsa, Hi kiads, I'm the one who suspended kiads. The reason is simple, 
Infinitus has not insulted kiad or anyone who defends the eurusdd ideas. He's discussing 
about the correctness/exactitude of the probabilities claimed by the pro 
recurrent/transient zone followers. If Infinitus is wrong, what one should do is to show 
him where he is mistaken, not insulting him as being sexually frustrated. The FF code of 
conduct is pretty clear on this. I'm sure that you understand that the arguments should 
not go personal if we want this place to... 
Hmmm, I'm not happy about Kiad's suspension, he's usually a pleasant, helpful, humble 
guy and is well-known for his funny pictures. 
 
BUT... it takes balls to admit that you suspended someone and I also understand how 
you saw his post as a direct insult. Most times people get suspended on here they can 
only suspect who did it and don't know for sure because the senior member hides behind 
their anonymity. This happened last week with Baillie and Ullen, and it happens quite 
often on the eurusd thread. It creates bad feelings and I wish FF admin would so 
something about it, such as forcing the identity of the suspending member and the 
reason to be made public. 
 
So, respect for admitting it, but sorry it happened to Kiads. Just my 2 cents. 

 

jmn5611 Nov 23, 2014 2:40am | Post# 13073

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hmmm, I'm not happy about kiad's suspension, he's usually a pleasant, helpful, 
humble guy and is well-known for his funny pictures. BUT... it takes balls to admit that 
you suspended someone and I also understand how you saw his post as a direct insult. 
Most times people get suspended on here they can only suspect who did it and don't 
know for sure because the senior member hides behind their anonymity. This happened 
last week with Baillie and Ullen, and it happens quite often on the eurusd thread. It 
creates bad feelings and I wish FF admin... 
I agree with this. If you suspend someone, have the courage to say who you are, and the 
reason. I should add that it should confirmed by FF admin. 
 
Twee, I do hope you see this post. 

 



maximinus Nov 23, 2014 5:33am | Post# 13074

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Hmmm, I'm not happy about Kiad's suspension, he's usually a pleasant, helpful, 
humble guy and is well-known for his funny pictures. BUT... it takes balls to admit that 
you suspended someone and I also understand how you saw his post as a direct insult. 
Most times people get suspended on here they can only suspect who did it and don't 
know for sure because the senior member hides behind their anonymity. This happened 
last week with Baillie and Ullen, and it happens quite often on the eurusd thread. It 
creates bad feelings and I wish FF admin... 
Morning North,  
I understand and share your concerns. I can only speak about my conduct. If I have any 
prerogative it should go hand in hand with responsibility. I think that I have exerced this 
prerogative with responsibility: 
Suspending someone is equal to restricting someone's freedom of expression, so it 
should be done with caution. 
Freedom of expression is not freedom to insult others and deviate the debate from the 
topic in discussion. 
So I had to put in balance those two elements and I came to the conclusion that Kiad 
insulted another member who was discussing probabilities with a third member without 
giving any argument related to probabilities.  
 
If you read the last pages you'll see that Infinitus was discussing probabilities with others 
and Kiad was not part of the discussion team. He entered the discussion with a first post 
full of sarcasm but without any argument related to the topic and a second post clearly 
insulting infinitus. 
In which side the balance go for you ? 

 

kprsa Nov 23, 2014 5:39am | Post# 13075

 
Ok, now we have gone almost the full circle here. Lately there was a lot of trolling, bad 
humour, then various accusations and suspensions and discussions who did what. 
I think it is high time to start discussing the similarity concept and its application to 
trading again here. Vlady's thread is more educational, and PiratePip's is imo unrealistic 
with its expectations towards participants, even though both contain many useful things. 
 
k 

 

NorthTrader Nov 23, 2014 6:12am | Post# 13076

 
1 Attachment(s) 
For anyone using Ninjatrader, I've just made a small enhancement to my TZBarAnalysis 
indicator, particularly useful for those using small h values. Details and V3 file are here. 
 
Edit: Better upload the file to this thread too in case someone downloads the old version 
from the attachments page: 
TZBarAnalysis_V3.zip  

 

maximinus Nov 23, 2014 6:14am | Post# 13077

 
Quoting Baillie 

{quote} {quote} So he hasn't insulted anyone?? You need your eyes checked I tried 
to be polite and show him where he was wrong but he kept on regurgitating the same 



nonsense. 
Hi Baillie, 
 
I checked my eyes, so I read your post and infi's post, I'm sorry he has not violated any 
substantial rule of conduct, only formal rule of conduct by calling you what a prick as part 
of heated debate with you. 
 
I'm sorry, I agree with infinitus. It is up to the one who advances a new proposition tho 
demonstrate the validity and not his critics to prove that it is false. 
I'm not saying that eurusdd is wrong but it is up to him and his follower to prove that 
they are right. A trade explorer does not prove anything. Tell us which indicator should 
be download and give the code of that indicator in. txt format. I refuse to download any 
indicator if I can't study it and for this I need it in .txt format. 

 

NorthTrader Nov 23, 2014 6:51am | Post# 13078

 
Quoting maximinus 
If you read the last pages you'll see that Infinitus was discussing probabilities with others 
and Kiad was not part of the discussion team. He entered the discussion with a first post 
full of sarcasm but without any argument related to the topic and a second post clearly 
insulting infinitus. In which side the balance go for you ? 
Thanks Max, but I'd rather not be drawn into this type of judgement. I'm probably biased 
because I've known Kiads and his writing style for much longer than Infinitus. My first 
impression was that Infinitus' initial response to him was rude and aggressive. Kiads 
could be forgiven for spelling Roessler as Rossler because his actual name is Rössler 
(with an umlaut). Infinitus could have worded his response in a more friendly way if he'd 
tried. So I got the impression that Infinitus' response was more aggressive than Kiad's 
post, and this provoked Kiads to be more aggressive in turn. But what's done is done, so 
let's put it behind us and move on. 
 
This thread had a great and positive atmosphere a few weeks ago and I really miss those 
days. If we're bothering to continue posting in it then we should, all of us, try to recreate 

that atmosphere and try to be nice to each other!  

 

maximinus Nov 23, 2014 6:59am | Post# 13079

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} If we're bothering to continue posting in it then we should, all of us, try to 

recreate that atmosphere and try to be nice to each other!  
I agree with you, 
 
The important point is that no one should suspect that infinitus has suspended kiad. I'm 
the one responsible or guilty whatever Twee's decision. 
 

 

 

infinitus Nov 23, 2014 7:20am | Post# 13080

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Thanks Max, but I'd rather not be drawn into this type of judgement. I'm 
probably biased because I've known Kiads and his writing style for much longer than 
Infinitus. My first impression was that Infinitus' initial response to him was rude and 
aggressive. Kiads could be forgiven for spelling Roessler as Rossler because his actual 



name is Rössler (with an umlaut). Infinitus could have worded his response in a more 
friendly way if he'd tried. So I got the impression... 

• http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar259616_5.gif Kiads  
• | Temporarily Suspended by Senior Member | Joined May 2012 | 1,121 Posts  

Lol.. I just learn this for 2 weeks from this thread, from my friend Vlady and from 
wikipedia with my limited knowledge and my bad English, then create my indicators.. 

base on Rossler and Quadric ... , 
 
no wonder I really confuse when read this latest discussion.. something simple but wrap 
it with hi tech conversations..lol. 
100 % probability is still probability.. that's it. 
but in forex with only simple 2 options up or down, it should be more easier than poker... 

 
MTH 

• Post 13,026 
• Cleanup 
• Quote 
• Edit 
• Nov 22, 2014 15:12 (21 hr ago) 

• http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar146048_3.gif infinitus  
• Joined Jun 2010 | Status: S = k log W | 15,901 Posts | Invisible 

Quoting Kiads 
Ignored 
 
so the guys name is actually Roessler 
 
and what was your point, when I may ask? 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx 
 
 
That was friendly enough in light how he behaved above and in a response he 
did earlier 
 
 
Did not know that I was surrounded by such sensitive creatures......... 
 
 
Double swear: that are my last words here 
 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
 
btw.: here it is 

  



• http://assets.forexfactory.net/nfs/c...ar259616_5.gif Kiads  
• | Temporarily Suspended by Senior Member | Joined May 2012 | 1,121 Posts  

Because I'm noob, 
 
For all of you the great gentlemen who really smart in math and really know about 
market structure and always in profit.. bla..bla..bla.. 
 
Please.. please never download and use my stupid probabilities indicators that only base 
on 'coin toss' formula..lol. 
 
I can't imagine, if someday you blame me if something wrong happen..to your account. 
But if that actually happen i can only suggest you to read my signature.. 
 

 
MTH 

 

kprsa Nov 23, 2014 10:54am | Post# 13081

 
OK, I think it is easier to ignore people who do not know when to stop talking about 
trivia. 
 
Over the last several pages of the thread, there has been a fair share of criticism of the 
thread, some focused on the mathematical definition of the similarity principle as placed 
recently on the first page of the thread by the thread starter, claiming that it is complete 
gibberish. So I think it might be nice to have a discussion of the meaning of the definition 
of similarity. 
 
In the next post I will attempt to give my understanding of this definition, with examples 
from the thread. I invite people to join the discussion. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

Rahimseven Nov 23, 2014 3:18pm | Post# 13082

 
1 Attachment(s) 
A good read... 
Bozdog_Rare_Events_Analysis_of_High-Frequency_Equity_Data.pdf  

 

kprsa Nov 23, 2014 3:27pm | Post# 13083

 
Quoting Rahimseven 
A good read... {image} 
Very interesting, thanks! 
 
I was considering doing something similar for the news trading on forex. The idea being 
(similar as in the Vigovski's thread) that minutes before the news the informed 
participants pump the money into the currency and this can be detected. Since the 
volumes they place are huge, but, of course, they don't use my poor man's broker giving 
me the information about volumes, a good measure to see what is going could be to look 
at the large price movement with small volume i.e. changes in price divided by volume 
before the news.  



 
k 

 

kprsa Nov 23, 2014 4:26pm | Post# 13084

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Anyway, back on topic, what does this mean? 
 

 
 
First some background information: I am not a mathematician, I hope that I don't offend 
any matematicians by my loose language. 
 
The main idea of the definition is to establish a link (mathematically, this is done by a 
function or a mapping) between two stochastic processes. 
 
The processes live inside measurable metric spaces (X,mu,d), here X is a vector space, 
which means an abstract set of elements with various properties satisfied. On top of this 
structure there is a metric defined by a measure of distance d. This means that for every 
two elements of the metric space, say x and y, there is a function d(x,y) that satisfies all the 
properties postulated for a distance function. And on top of this in these structures there is a 
concept of measure mu. 
 
Note that here it can be that both the metric spaces are the same, or that one is the 
subspace of another one etc. 
 
For the case of price signal, we have a one-dimensional vector space of real numbers, where 
the "distance" between two elements is given by the absolute value of their difference. 
 
On these structures the stochastic processes are defined. For this definition one also needs a 
concept of time T, and a specific time t. One would typically have a stochastic process of a 
price signal, or a stochastic process of an indicator readout. One example: While there is 
nothing really "stochastic" about the Stochastic oscillator (it is a well defined function of the 
price and the period), it can still be seen as a stochastic process in itself. So, indicator 



values can also be thought of as stochastic processes in this abstract manner. 
 
Then, most importantly, one says that the two stochastic processes are "similar" or 
"lambda"-isomorphic (isomorphism I loosely perceive as formal equivalence, since there is a 
function mapping every element from the first set to the second set and vice versa) by 
introducing a function g. g acts on the vector space X1 (for example the price signal in our 
case, more precisely the domain is a partition of the first set) and assumes values in the 
space X2, for example the values of the indicator. 
 
Now the properties of this function/mapping g are interesting: 
1) The measure of the co-domain X2 not mapped into is zero. So it means that almost 
surely every element of the set X2 is a result of the function g acting on an element from 
X1. 
2) Probabilistic property of the function g: For every element from the co-domain g(a) it is 
possible to associate the value of the stochastic process X2, and that implies that the value 
of the stochastic process X1 at this moment t is within a surrounding (open-ball) of the 
element a with a probability equal to 1. Here one establishes the link between the 
isomorphism and the two stochastic processes. Essentially, this means that the two 
stochastic processes are equivalent in a probabilistic way, such that when one knows the 
value on the second process X2(t), one can approximately deduce where the first process 
value X1(t) is. 
 
So in my opinion there is nothing really strange or superfluous or wrong in this... It looks to 
me, having read a bit of mathematics books in my time, a mathematically sound definition 
of a link/isomorphism between two stochastic processes. We need the metric spaces to 
define the distance (surrounding/proximity of element), we need the measure to define the 
probability, etc. etc. The main problem of this is to establish the isomorphism and to check 
the properties 1) and 2). 
 
I am happy to hear other constructive or critical opinions, 
Cheers, 
k 

 

PiratePip Nov 23, 2014 10:47pm | Post# 13085

 
Quoting kprsa 
Anyway, back on topic, what does this mean? {image} First some background 
information: I am not a mathematician, I hope that I don't offend any matematicians by 
my loose language. The main idea of the definition is to establish a link (mathematically, 
this is done by a function or a mapping) between two stochastic processes. The 
processes live inside measurable metric spaces (X,mu,d), here X is a vector space, which 
means an abstract set of elements with various properties satisfied. On top... 
Man looks like a missed a lot this weekend... But after reading it all its the same stuff 
thats been going on since page 598. A bunch of balogne. 
 
Glad to see some good posts are coming through all the mud, by Kprsa and others, keep 
up the good work brothers! thanks for trying to steer this ship back on course!! 

Quoting NorthTrader 

{quote}but the argument of whether or not these ideas are 
flawed bears no relevance to the indisputable statistical 
information provided by the indicators.  

 
 
My advice to all the haters, need to go read what NT said and if they do not understand 



that 2+2=4 please take your business else where. 
 

Any my advice to all the good men and women(if any) on this thread, stop feeding 
the trolls. They will find food somewhere else! 
 
Pip 

 

pipscollect Nov 24, 2014 5:52am | Post# 13086

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
For anyone using Ninjatrader, I've just made a small enhancement to my TZBarAnalysis 
indicator, particularly useful for those using small h values. Details and V3 file are here. 
Edit: Better upload the file to this thread too in case someone downloads the old version 
from the attachments page: {file} 
Good work, thank you mate. 

 

genghistar Nov 24, 2014 6:44am | Post# 13087

 
IMHO this whole probability trading method can only be use profitably if you have 
another definitive intraday trend indicator in order to be able to quantify the pip value of 
a particular pairs in that particular trend. Different pairs have different dynamics and 
values which add to the complexity of this method thereby generating a lot of 
controversial ideas and trading innuendoes and terminology which I believe the OP 
himself is unable to really profit from it. Things can be easily be done with just an 
appropriate and suitable momentum tool for each individual pairs. No unnecessary 
hassles to further complicate this already very tough and challenging trading business. 
Simply have a method which can tell you exactly whether you are right or you are 
wrong. But I suspect that 99% of the traders is somewhere in between not knowing if 
one is exactly right or really wrong. Just sharing my thought and idea with no malaise 
intended. Agreeable and unagreeable ideas will be appreciated. Scalpers and their 
scalping methods which are currently guided and benefited by this method got to stay 
alert and nimble to avoid imminent drawdowns coupled with a punctured confidence. 
Traders who is highly leveraged and trading with limited resources and funds are advised 
to stay clear of this method before doing a irreversible damage to their and their family 
life saving accounts. 
 
Happy for any constructive comments. 
 
Good luck and happy trading. 
 
GS. 

 

andrern2000 Nov 24, 2014 6:53am | Post# 13088

 
I've just read from somewhere, but, does the cycleidentifier repaints? 

 

kprsa Nov 24, 2014 1:19pm | Post# 13089

 
Quoting genghistar 
IMHO this whole ... 
While I would agree with most of this (apart about the existence of the indicator which 



tells you exactly what to do), I really don't see anything specific about the similarity 
system here. You can make exactly the same comment on any other trading system 
thread. (Almost?) everybody has to deal with probabilistic trading. The difference here is 

that we typically know what the probabilities are.  
 
k 

 

kprsa Nov 24, 2014 1:24pm | Post# 13090

 
Quoting andrern2000 
I've just read from somewhere, but, does the cycleidentifier repaints? 
Yes, very much so. Read this comment if you want to verify for yourself. 
It is possible to combine the CIs (which more-less denote specific fractals on the price 
chart) with confirmed end-of-bar transient (fractal) zones to increase the probability of 
non-repainting, and it is possible to quantify the probability of this occurring.  
 
k 

 

Innate Nov 24, 2014 6:23pm | Post# 13091

 
Quoting kprsa 
Anyway, back on topic, what does this mean? 
Cheers, k 
Thank you K for steering this thread back to whats important. For a non-mathematician 
you sure can fake it pretty good! I have not really bought into the dissimilarity concept 
so much, not saying it doesnt have merit. 
If anything it seems to me that a 'wormhole' opening will only be for a short period, so 
the time to profit is when the wormhole first opens. As for wormholes being a future 
target (price returning) I merely think that is the phenomenon of price being recurrent 
majority of the time. 
 
I would like to ask a bit more about TZ's stats tomorrow when I get the chance.  
 
Again thank you K. 

 

kprsa Nov 24, 2014 6:31pm | Post# 13092

 
Quoting Innate 
{quote} If anything it seems to me that a 'wormhole' opening will only be for a short 
period, so the time to profit is when the wormhole first opens. As for wormholes being a 
future target (price returning) I merely think that is the phenomenon of price being 
recurrent majority of the time. 
(edit, to make the statement more precise): I agree with your sentiment about the 
wormholes as a price to return to, but I think they are useless even at their time of 
inception. 
 
k 

 

genghistar Nov 24, 2014 8:32pm | Post# 13093

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} While I would agree with most of this (apart about the existence of the indicator 



which tells you exactly what to do), I really don't see anything specific about the 
similarity system here. You can make exactly the same comment on any other trading 
system thread. (Almost?) everybody has to deal with probabilistic trading. The difference 

here is that we typically know what the probabilities are. k 
Of course I understand this is the best method you have seen and tried and I fully 
appreciate it. And I know very few can have a method better than this as i have 
anticipated and mentioned in my earlier post. 
 
Anyway and anyhow Good luck and wish you the wildest success, it is a dream worth 
chasing for....... 
 
This will be my last post in this thread. 
 
GS. 

 

yaed Nov 25, 2014 3:09am | Post# 13094

 
Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} Man looks like a missed a lot this weekend... But after reading it all its the same 
stuff thats been going on since page 598. A bunch of balogne. Glad to see some good 
posts are coming through all the mud, by Kprsa and others, keep up the good work 

brothers! thanks for trying to steer this ship back on course!! {quote} My 
advice to all the haters, need to go read what NT said and if they do not understand that 
2+2=4 please take your business else where. Any my advice to all the good men and 
women(if... 
I meditated on what you said here for about a day. Finally i came up with something: 
 
People who are very insecure and dont know themselves cant even admit to themselves 
much less other people when they dont understand something. They try to hide the fact 
that they dont understand by spewing garbage. People like that are not ready to learn. 
 
People who sort of have a grip on themselves can admit to themselves and even other 
people that they DONT understand. To me this is where learning begins. I think there is 
little point in reading a book you already understand, what would be the point? Same 
thing here. 
 

I dont have to tell you where you fit into this picture  
And there is little point in telling someone else where they fit into this, what would be the 
point? They are not ready to learn anyway. 
 
Happy pirateing! 

 

kprsa Nov 25, 2014 5:36am | Post# 13095

 
Quoting genghistar 
{quote} Of course I understand this is the best method you have seen and tried and I 
fully appreciate it. And I know very few can have a method better than this as i have 
anticipated and mentioned in my earlier post. 
Haha, you did make the same comment on all the other threads! 
OK, I am intrigued, so I will study your previous comments and see what I come up with. 
 
k 

 



kprsa Nov 25, 2014 5:38am | Post# 13096

 
Quoting yaed 
{quote} People who are very insecure and dont know themselves cant even admit to 
themselves much less other people when they dont understand something. They try to 
hide the fact that they dont understand by spewing garbage. People like that are not 
ready to learn. 

 
And that is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.  
k 

 

yaed Nov 25, 2014 7:18am | Post# 13097

 
Quoting kprsa 

{quote} And that is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. k 
I call it as i see it! 

 

 

AlexoBrawler Nov 26, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 13098

 
Does anyone have the .ex4 of CycleIdentifierwHistory? 

 

Samsamall Nov 27, 2014 12:43am | Post# 13099

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Could anyone tell me should I buy or sell at these green arrows? 
 
Regards, 
 

 

 



Rparm Nov 27, 2014 12:54am | Post# 13100

 
Quoting Samsamall 
Could anyone tell me should I buy or sell at these green arrows? Regards, {image} 
I suggest you find and follow a member here by the name of "Ullen" (I'm not suggesting 
you bother him with PM's mind you, he may or may not have his handsfull for all I 
know). But I do suggest you read his previous posts he has made.... numerous posts on 
Similarity trading and I believe he has his own thread too, goodluck! 

 

Samsamall Nov 27, 2014 4:09am | Post# 13101

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} I suggest you find and follow a member here by the name of "Ullen" (I'm not 
suggesting you bother him with PM's mind you, he may or may not have his handsfull for 
all I know). But I do suggest you read his previous posts he has made.... numerous posts 
on Similarity trading and I believe he has his own thread too, goodluck! 
Thank you, I will find him/her. 
With regards, 

 

brekz1 Nov 27, 2014 5:43am | Post# 13102

 
Quoting Samsamall 
Could anyone tell me should I buy or sell at these green arrows? Regards, {image} 
you should sell 
 
TP 1.2456 

 

Samsamall Nov 27, 2014 12:55pm | Post# 13103

 
Quoting brekz1 
{quote} you should sell TP 1.2456 
Thank you. But could you tell me why? 

 

brekz1 Nov 27, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 13104

 
Quoting Samsamall 
{quote} Thank you. But could you tell me why? 
because its going to corret disimilarity 

 

Samsamall Nov 27, 2014 10:03pm | Post# 13105

 
Quoting brekz1 
{quote} because its going to corret disimilarity 
Thanks and wish you green pips 

 

brekz1 Nov 27, 2014 10:21pm | Post# 13106

 
Quoting Samsamall 
{quote} Thanks and wish you green pips 



ur welcome 

 

markhenry77 Nov 28, 2014 7:57am | Post# 13107

 
Please, i keep searching for the ex.4 Bollinger band stochastic indicator which is at the 
bottom window as explained in the similarity strategy 
Can somebody help me with that 

 

Bartleby Nov 28, 2014 8:32am | Post# 13108

 
Quoting markhenry77 
Please, i keep searching for the ex.4 Bollinger band stochastic indicator which is at the 
bottom window as explained in the similarity strategy Can somebody help me with that 
Apply your stochastic to your chart with your desired values.  
THen drag & drop the Bollinger Band into the bottom window and change "apply to:" to 
"previous indicator data" 

 

duplex Nov 30, 2014 8:46am | Post# 13109

 
Quoting xixi 
- Fixed "vertical lines" bug - Add options: bars limit, on/off stats 
Well done, xixi, 
 

Great code: Thanks a lot!  
 
duplex 

 

duplex Nov 30, 2014 8:59am | Post# 13110

 
Quoting Eurusdd 
This thread is set up in such a way that you have to read it to get the GOLD within. 
Eurusdd, 

Thanks a lot for starting this. Three days ago a guy at German FF pointed me here. 
Now I believe that SLOWLY I get an idea of what you mean by getting the GOLD within 
... 
 
This is a complete breath of fresh air to me. 
 
This morning I woke up with ideas of possible strategies whirling around in my head. 
Now starting to think further, starting to sort everything, eventually starting to code, ... 
 

Once again:  
 
duplex 

 

acetrader Nov 30, 2014 3:32pm | Post# 13111

 
To those joining this thread at this time.........I would suggest you use the Bollinger 
Bands, 
Zig Zag method that is posted in a p d f format on this thread. For me it is working on 



several pairs at this time. I will not give any advice on how to trade it, but load the 
indicators on your favorite pairs & observe what you see. Trade accordingly. Now you 
should know that nothing is 100% accurate in trading & this IS NO exception. Pay 
attention 
& trade with caution. 
 
No matter what EURUSDD has or has not done...................he has shared some golden 
nuggets if one is willing to find them. 
 
" It IS BETTER TO LIGHT A CANDLE THAN TO CURSE THE DARKNESS" Chinese Proverb 
 
EURUSDD has lit one candle for you. 
________________________________ 

 

Fx_Pipin Nov 30, 2014 3:54pm | Post# 13112

 
Hello All, 
 
 
Excuse my incompetence. I'm a long time member of FF,I have tried to proactively 
understand what I've been reading for several hours and reached a point where I have to 
ask for clarification. 
 
TZ's are magnets of price? I think this because I understand it's considered 97% 
recurrent 
 
UTZ's are more of a price repellent (tops/bottoms)? So if history shows price heading 
south and is bouncing off UTZ then Buy? 
 
Any response is much appreciated. 

 

duplex Nov 30, 2014 7:36pm | Post# 13113

 
Quoting xixi 
Hi guys, I haven't had time to join the war 

A wise decision not to have time for that! 

Quoting xixi 
Just want to update the indicator to add some features as someone pm me. - alert when 
new potential TZ appears - show remaining number of bars for a potential TZ to expire 
Hope that helps 
Earlier version of your indicator was fabulous - and I am looking forward to trying out 

this one! Thanks a lot!  
 
duplex 

 

duplex Nov 30, 2014 8:06pm | Post# 13114

 
Quoting kprsa 
Anyway, back on topic 

Yes, please! 

 



duplex Nov 30, 2014 8:27pm | Post# 13115

 
Quoting acetrader 
To those joining this thread at this time..... 
Thanks for your advice! Judging from the latest 'development' of this thread I already 
came to the opinion not to expect too much. My basic idea is to use PTZ to find low risk 
entries in pullbacks during an already identified trend / swing - i.e. as a supporting 
element of a strategy. 

Quoting acetrader 
I would suggest you use the Bollinger Bands, Zig Zag method that is posted in a p d f 
format on this thread. 
Would it be too much to ask whether somebody could point me to that post? This whole 
thread is huge ... 
 
I still believe that there's some gold to find here if applied in a good way! 
 

Many thanks to all the contributors who spent their efforts to move this thread in the 
'right' direction! 
 
Cheers, duplex 

 

acetrader Nov 30, 2014 9:09pm | Post# 13116

 
duplex, 
 

It is before your eyes in the very beginning.....seek & ye shall find.  

 

duplex Dec 1, 2014 10:44am | Post# 13117

 
Quoting acetrader 

duplex, It is before your eyes in the very beginning.....seek & ye shall find.  

Thanks a lot!  
 
Think I found it - guess you meant this one: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...87#post7674687 

Quoting acetrader 
in the very beginning... 

... at post no. 5,553 of the thread.  
 
Anyhow: thanks for your kind advice - will give it a closer look. 

 

Rparm Dec 1, 2014 10:59am | Post# 13118

 
Quoting duplex 

{quote} Thanks a lot! Think I found it - guess you meant this one: 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...87#post7674687 {quote} ... at post no. 5,553 

of the thread. Anyhow: thanks for your kind advice - will give it a closer look. 
LOL, it took me 2.5 months to get through this thread while taking notes... and that was 

when it was only ~400 pages long!!!  



 

acetrader Dec 1, 2014 12:29pm | Post# 13119

 
duplex, 
 
That is it my friend. I did not mean to sound like a smartass. I hope what you read 

provides many benefits to your trading.  
 
 
Rparm, 
 
I feel your pain. It took me equally as long. I take great notes, but tend to reread to 
much. 

Best of luck in your research & future trading.  

 

Samsamall Dec 2, 2014 5:02am | Post# 13120

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Hello, there is a difference on gold daily time frame. Now the chart is synched with Stoch 
indicator. Should we buy or sell now? 
 

 

 

brekz1 Dec 2, 2014 9:54am | Post# 13121

 
there are any chance to trade with similarity with other pair currency/spot/etc 
 
but similarity system its design for EURUSD 
 
please becarefull 

 



duplex Dec 2, 2014 10:14am | Post# 13122

 
Quoting acetrader 
I did not mean to sound like a smartass. 
No harm done! Really - I'm grateful for any advice while trying to get a grip to this 
thread! 
duplex 

 

duplex Dec 2, 2014 10:21am | Post# 13123

 
Quoting Rparm 
{quote} LOL, it took me 2.5 months to get through this thread while taking notes... and 

that was when it was only ~400 pages long!!!  
I'm trying for less than a week by now. But since I studied physics in the 1980's, I'm sort 
of trained in working through piles of literature in a short time. I don't have to know 
every detail to pass the exam - just identify the items I must not miss and act 
accordingly. 
 
This is what I'm trying at the moment. 
 
Cheers, duplex 

 

acetrader Dec 2, 2014 12:21pm | Post# 13124

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} No harm done! Really - I'm grateful for any advice while trying to get a grip to 
this thread! duplex 

 

 

acetrader Dec 2, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 13125

 
duplex & Rparm, 
 

In post #13125 brekz1 has raised a valid point & it would be wise to heed his point.  

 

drloyd Dec 3, 2014 9:53am | Post# 13126

 

Quoting Samsamall 

Hello, there is a difference on gold daily time frame. Now the chart is synched with Stoch 
indicator. Should we buy or sell now? 
Most of Eurusdd's BB/stoch examples involved divergence. In this case, price made a 
much lower low while the stoch was almost level. This could be considered regular 
divergence. In either regular or hidden divergence based on lows, look to buy. On any 
divergence based on highs, look to sell. 

 

acetrader Dec 3, 2014 11:13am | Post# 13127

 
Quoting drloyd 
{quote} Most of Eurusdd's BB/stoch examples involved divergence. In this case, price 



made a much lower low while the stoch was almost level. This could be considered 
regular divergence. In either regular or hidden divergence based on lows, look to buy. On 
any divergence based on highs, look to sell. 

Right on, right on.  

 

perfectgrim Dec 4, 2014 7:05am | Post# 13128

 
....................last 50 pages of this thread caused me to go through so many emotions. 
Got to see a member i respected and tried to learn from in the past go straight up 
bonkers, got to watch the herds separate and do battle, watched peoples personal 
attachments blind them from laughably obvious truths, complete junk for 50+ pages 
minus a good breakdown on page 639 and the links i quoted. 
 
anybody remember strats old price action thread....nostalgia, kinda made me feel 
old...(im 24, been learning this game from a early age)  
 
 

Quoting PiratePip 
{quote} For those looking to continue the discussion of the ideas presented in this 
thread, drop us a line here: http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=513396 Or 
Here Similarity Trading - The ZZBB Method Transient Zones - Basics MTH Accel Shift- 
Advance Renko Trading System (ARTS) MT4 b600  
 

 

pipscollect Dec 4, 2014 7:21am | Post# 13129

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} hi all, one bug was found with fractal/end-of-bar stats. here is the fixed version 
with the updated pdf (some corrections regarding the k section). cheers, k {file} 
{image} 
 

Thanks mate, great work  
About the prob calc ... using this indicator (RecurrentStatistic_V4.2) , if i get the value 
like this below for h_left=30, h_right=30 & 20 : 

Quote 
30/20 | 30/30 => h_left/h_right 
------------------------------------ ---------------------- 
73,259 | 77,615 => Prob of Trans bar resolved 
82,1688 | 85,376 => Prob of Frac bar resolved 
 
At current situation, we have a blue fractal arrow, and we are on the 3rd bars to the right 
of that blue arrow. 
 
a) If i want to know the probability of that arrow will be totally resolved in 20 bars after 
its position, must i calculate it like this ? 
 
(85,376 - 82,1688) / (100 - 82,1688) 
 
b) Does it mean that we don't care at which position we are now (after that blue arrow), 
we just need to know that h_right > current bar position after blue arrow to do the 
calculation (in this example 20 > 3). 
 



Thanks a lot mate. 

 

kprsa Dec 4, 2014 7:40am | Post# 13130

 
Quoting pipscollect 

{quote} Thanks mate, great work About the prob calc ... using this indicator 
(RecurrentStatistic_V4.2) , if i get the value like this below for h_left=30, h_right=30 & 
20 : {quote} At current situation, we have a blue fractal arrow, and we are on the 3rd 
bars to the right of that blue arrow. a) If i want to know the probability of that arrow will 
be totally resolved in 20 bars after its position, must i calculate it like this ? (85,376 - 
82,1688) / (100 - 82,1688) b) Does it mean that we don't care at which position we are 
now (after... 
Hi, 
In your example the calculation would be 
(P(h_right=20)-P(h_right=3))/(100%-P(h_right=3)) 
 
P(h_right) is any of the probabilities to read off the RS indicator for your h_right, for 
example the clearance probability of a fractal (end of bar) zone. So you need to calculate 
these values for two timescales, one is your elapsed time after the zone was created 
(h_right=3), the second is your max trade length (h_right=20). In both cases you should 
use the same h_left. 
 
The reason for this formula is that you divide the number of successful occurrences 
(success probability in your trade window 3<x<20, ~number of times when the first 
recurrence occurred between bars 3 and 20) by the total number of trials (3<x, ~number 
of times when the recurrence did not occur within the first three bars) to get the 
probability. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

pipscollect Dec 4, 2014 8:36am | Post# 13131

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, In your example the calculation would be (P(h_right=20)-
P(h_right=3))/(100%-P(h_right=3)) P(h_right) is any of the probabilities to read off the 
RS indicator for your h_right, for example the clearance probability of a fractal (end of 
bar) zone. So you need to calculate these values for two timescales, one is your elapsed 
time after the zone was created (h_right=3), the second is your max trade length 
(h_right=20). In both cases you should use the same h_left. The reason for this formula 
is that you divide the number of successful occurrences... 
Thank you mate, it is clear now. 

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 6:42am | Post# 13132

 
1 Attachment(s) 

 



 

 

maximinus Dec 5, 2014 6:49am | Post# 13133

 
2 Attachment(s) 

Champagne for every one still remain another one  

 



 

 

maximinus Dec 5, 2014 6:51am | Post# 13134

 
Markus, I'll be pleased if you accept to be the guest star of the Fest that I offer  

 

juriFX Dec 5, 2014 7:25am | Post# 13135

 
Quoting maximinus 

Champagne for every one still remain another one {image} {image} 
“And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who could not 
hear the music.” 
 
― Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

pedma Dec 5, 2014 9:42am | Post# 13136

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} “And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who 
could not hear the music.” ― Friedrich Nietzsche 

Very nice ... I hope more people here will love music and can hear the harmonious 

melody ...  

 

forextarget Dec 5, 2014 10:02am | Post# 13137

 
Quoting GU-Night 

{image} 

what happen ? whats your point?   

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 10:36am | Post# 13138

 
Quoting forextarget 

{quote} what happen ? whats your point?   
 
If people share too much their membership becomes revoked by the forexfactory, and 
their threads go in the recycle bin . 
 



Best is to be silent  

 

kprsa Dec 5, 2014 10:39am | Post# 13139

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} If people share too much their membership becomes revoked by the 

forexfactory, and their threads go in the recycle bin . Best is to be silent  

In order to take advantage of this scenario, I have just subscribed to the Recycle bin.  
k 

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 11:00am | Post# 13140

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} In order to take advantage of this scenario, I have just subscribed to the 

Recycle bin. k 
 

 
 
Good idea, but I think it doesn’t take long or whole forexfactory is in the recycle bin. 

 

Sasco_me Dec 5, 2014 11:13am | Post# 13141

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} In order to take advantage of this scenario, I have just subscribed to the 

Recycle bin. k 

 

 

skyline Dec 5, 2014 11:15am | Post# 13142

 
Bad thing is that from time to time Recycle bin is deleted so all posts/thread are 
completely gone away from FF :| 

 

tickoedo Dec 5, 2014 11:52am | Post# 13143

 
what happen here? some very good helpfull people just get banned? and the buried 
thread in recyle bin too... 
why? 

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 4:03pm | Post# 13144

 
Quoting maximinus 

Markus, I'll be pleased if you accept to be the guest star of the Fest that I offer  
Silly boy, silly boy. 
 
Do you know that song? 

 



GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 4:11pm | Post# 13145

 
The people who revoke all these members could learn from them. But no, what they do is 

this for the brokers. For money, because they can’t trade. 
 
 
 
I’m a real speculator. 

 

kprsa Dec 5, 2014 4:33pm | Post# 13146

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Here is a nice example of one application of the similarity principle from this week. The 
similarity/link is between different timeframes.  

(I was lucky to spot the sub-cycle and the main cycle while it was happening. ) 
 
k 
 
 

 

 

vladutz112 Dec 5, 2014 4:50pm | Post# 13147

 
Quoting kprsa 
Here is a nice example of one application of the similarity principle from this week. The 
similarity/link is between different timeframes. (I was lucky to spot the sub-cycle and the 

main cycle while it was happening. ) k {image} 
did u used the stoch indicator to spot the dissimilarity in a smaller tf...? sorry but i don't 
understand what u tried to show 

 

infinitus Dec 5, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 13148



 
Quoting maximinus 

Markus, I'll be pleased if you accept to be the guest star of the Fest that I offer  
 
Hi Maximinus, 
 
 
funny thing is, that exactly the suspects get revoked we were talking about. But it 
seems, with all the other people also revoked, the plot was maybe bigger than we 
thought. 
 
The funniest thing is, that I stopped investigating, because, as I told you, thought, that 
the boiler room operation was too stupidly executed as to be a really one. 
 
Would like to know what FF-admin found out. With all the "additional usernames" 
suddenly exposed, I would think, that they have found more than interesting server data 
as well as "cookie" data. 

 

kprsa Dec 5, 2014 5:07pm | Post# 13149

 
I defend the similarity principle because I encounter the self-similarity of the price signal 
very often. I think it has something to do with the herd behaviour, because what is seen 
on the small scale can be used to extrapolate what is going to happen on the large scale 
as well. 
The similarity principle is a formal way of establishing the link, for example between the 
stochastic processes/cycles at different timeframes.  

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 5:23pm | Post# 13150

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Hi Maximinus, funny thing is, that exactly the suspects get revoked we were 
talking about. But it seems, with all the other people also revoked, the plot was maybe 
bigger than we thought. The funniest thing is, that I stopped investigating, because, as I 
told you, thought, that the boiler room operation was too stupidly executed as to be a 
really one. Would like to know what FF-admin found out. With all the "additional 
usernames" suddenly exposed, I would think, that they have found more than interesting 
server data as well as "cookie" data.... 
Indeed, Infinitus. They found people who showed success here and there. You was the 
one who asked: who in here can make good calls? Pirate Pip did it last week on many 
pairs and they were nearly perfect. A couple days later he is revoked, and guys like you 
want to call guys like Pirate Pip scammers? 

 

 

Lowphat Dec 5, 2014 5:33pm | Post# 13151

 
calling Pirate Pip a scammer is ludicrous. that is some crazy slander 

 

infinitus Dec 5, 2014 5:39pm | Post# 13152

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Indeed, Infinitus. They found people who showed success here and there. You 



was the one who asked: who in here can make good calls? Pirate Pip did it last week on 
many pairs and they were nearly perfect. A couple days later he is revoked, and guys like 

you want to call guys like Pirate Pip scammers?  
 
why are you pissing against my leg - go complain to FF-admin who have revoked the 
membership 
 
 
 

Please, God, make the blind see (or at least less stupid)  

 

GU-Night Dec 5, 2014 5:52pm | Post# 13153

 
 

 
You can join Maximinus. 
 
Silly boy, silly boy. 
 

 

 

Robertk Dec 5, 2014 5:58pm | Post# 13154

 
Its getting a bit ridiculous now to think that some of them "cracked the markets". 
Honestly, if it were that easy there wouldnt be billion dollar investing going on in HF 
algo's and whatnot by hedge funds. Quants would be out of jobs in no time the day retail 
is able to "crack the markets" that easy. 
 
Also, think about it for just a moment. If FF was to ban them because they knew 
something, the one thing that would make it far WORSE is to ban them all at once. It 
goes without saying that they would team-up on other forums with an even bigger 
teamspirit. No, people should not make it any more complex than it really is. What i hope 
for tho is that FF shows prove of multiple accounts used under one IP. I do agree that 
these people need at least a fair reason why they got banned (altho some might already 
know). 

 

Bartleby Dec 5, 2014 6:51pm | Post# 13155

 
hmm RobertK , FF will never show any proof of whatever... Today you can see clearly the 
policy of this forum.  
They do what they want...Point. Questions? Not answered... Informations not given... 
A place where i don´t want to participate any further.  
 
A letter from Saver0 to ForexFactory.com : 
 
If you are someone that works for FF and reading this now, go stare at yourself in the 
mirror long and hard. What do you see? In a few years you will be old and with wrinkles, 
gray hair and maybe no hair. Stare deep into your eyes. Who do you see? Who you see 
will no longer be there in 100yrs. What you have done is what you see around you 
everyday in the world. It’s easy to do what you have done, thats the sad part. Be 
stronger and do the right thing, I know you can do it. If you want the world to be better, 
to raise your children in a good world and to die one day in peace knowing that you have 



done good for the humanity, make sure that you do what is right. We all know whats 
wrong and right, its imbedded in us. Money isn’t everything. It’s not about getting the 
next big thing or making the next million or two, it’s much much more. It’s what you do 
and who you are that you cannot buy, and most importantly, its the people! It’s all about 
people. It’s the things that you cannot buy that is of true value. I believe that you will 
make better decisions in the future. Because do you know why? There is only up that you 
can go when you are at the bottom of morality and ethics. Good luck to you 
ForexFactory. I hope you will someday be a community for traders and not for bankers 
and brokers. You have disappointed me much today but I gained even more hope for the 
humanity. So I thank you! 

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 6, 2014 2:54am | Post# 13156

 
Quoting Robertk 
FF shows prove of multiple accounts used under one IP. I do agree that these people 
need at least a fair reason why they got banned (altho some might already know). 
Agreed. that is the most common reason in IT. But the question is that why are multiple 
accounts found at the same IP? 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

Robertk Dec 6, 2014 6:43am | Post# 13157

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote} Agreed. that is the most common reason in IT. But the question is that why are 
multiple accounts found at the same IP? Best, D.P. 
Yes true. On a sidenote i have checked some of the posts of a few membership revoked 
users. I am beginning to think this is the work of a mad admin. The one thing some of 
them had in common was the defensive language @ one of the admins, just refer to 
Baillie's posts for example. No offense to Baillie but 90% of his content consisted of being 
defensive towards an admin by use of explicit violent language. Just check for yourself 
and see if you can find any golden nugget for that matter. I know that Baillie and Ullen 
got a temp ban earlier because of the exact same reason. I believe Ullen only used the 
word "f*ck" once and got banned straight away(refer to his profile shouts). Whatever 
admin did this must have been pissed off, not only by the few cursing him, but also 
everyone else following that person included. 
 
If the above is true, FF's admin system is seriously, seriously flawed. 

 

maximinus Dec 6, 2014 7:12am | Post# 13158

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} “And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who 
could not hear the music.” ― Friedrich Nietzsche 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Silly boy, silly boy. Do you know that song? 
 
Sorry guys, the party is over and it ended badly for your friends. I understand your 
sadness, anger and bitterness. However I wish to end my contribution to this issue by 

wishing you good luck.  

 



maximinus Dec 6, 2014 7:15am | Post# 13159

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Hi Maximinus, funny thing is, that exactly the suspects get revoked we were 
talking about. But it seems, with all the other people also revoked, the plot was 
maybe bigger than we thought. The funniest thing is, that I stopped investigating, 
because, as I told you, thought, that the boiler room operation was too stupidly executed 
as to be a really one. Would like to know what FF-admin found out. With all the 
"additional usernames" suddenly exposed, I would think, that they have found more than 
interesting server data as well as "cookie"... 

The least one can say is that we have a grand finale  

 

GU-Night Dec 6, 2014 7:43am | Post# 13160

 
I think the question is: why are all the memberships from the thread starters with a link 
to TZ or sub-sequence revoked? 

Eurusdd – Similarity thread 

 

Pirate Pip - Buried treasure 

 

Kiads - MTH thread 

 

Saver0 - Adventure in TZ trading 

 

MAM trader - My best trade is next trade! 

 
It would be very naïve from me to think that this is just coincidence. Every blind man can 
see that this is destroying from places where these concepts are discussed. 
 
Many people know that there is good information in these threads, so if forexfactory was 
fair, they don’t placed them in the recycle bin after revoking the membership from the 
thread starters(for whatever reason). 
 
Thanks to all the contributors in these threads. 
 
Bye bye, FF. 

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 6, 2014 8:44am | Post# 13161

 
Quoting Robertk 
{quote} Yes true. On a sidenote i have checked some of the posts of a few membership 
revoked users. I am beginning to think this is the work of a mad admin. The one thing 



some of them had in common was the defensive language @ one of the admins, just 
refer to Baillie's posts for example. No offense to Baillie but 90% of his content consisted 
of being defensive towards an admin by use of explicit violent language. Just check for 
yourself and see if you can find any golden nugget for that matter. I know that Baillie 
and Ullen got a temp ban earlier... 
such things (or similar things) of some friends of mine in FF were said more than a year 
ago. that is why I (and my dearest persons) have a critical view on publishing anything 
at FF. 
 
as to you conclusions upon a mad admin, we need a linguistic expertise to be performed 
out. 
 
Best, 
D.P.  

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 9:38am | Post# 13162

 
2 Attachment(s) 
Quoting kprsa 
Hi all, here is the version of the Recurrence Statistic that is lighter on the processor (the 
big calculation is done once every bar now, even this is an overkill). I have left the labels 
the same for continuity, even though the label of k is imprecise. Several minor bugs have 
been fixed. I guess it is best if somebody else gives a version with alerts if required, best 
not to complicate the basic version too much. I add a pdf that covers the basic usage of 
the indicator. Happy trading, k {file} {file} {image} Edit: error in text corrected, 
thanks... 
Hi kprsa, 
First of all I would like to thank you for sharing your indicator here! 
http://www.stevehopwoodforex.com/php...ilies/good.gif 
 
For a few days, I worked a lot with your RecurrenceStatistic V4.2 indicator I found on 
SHF forum (http://www.stevehopwoodforex.com/php...104307#p104307). Now trying to 
understand your algorithm I applied a minor modification and got some weird results. I 
simply added two new buffers to display the upper and lower border of a transient or 
fractal zone your algorithm identified on a certain center bar. I did not touch your core 
logic at all, just try to display what according to my interpretation are the upper and 
lower border of the zones in focus. 
 
My modifications in short: 
- removed unused buffer Mean[] 
- added buffers upperBorder[], lowerBorder[] 
- added variable tzDisplay 
 
Upper and lower fractal zones seem to be allright. 
When display mode is switched to one of the transient zones' borders things become a bit 
more complicated. Some seem allright, some do not. See attached pic to show two 
examples: 
Attachment 1566628 
 
This behaviour may have one of two reasons, IMO: I misinterpreted your use of the 
variables, or there's something wrong in the part of your algorithm that identifies the TZ 
bars. To be honest: I did not understand this part of your algorithm fully. 
 
I attach my modified code to this post, so you might have a look at it if you like to. When 
looking for my modifications inside the code just search for comments containing simplex 
(my username at SHF forum). 



 
Cheers, duplex 
 
EDIT: hmmm - it shows my uploaded pic inline in the preview, but obviously not in the 
final post. Weird behaviour again! 
RecurrenceStatisticV4_2_sx.mq4  

 

kprsa Dec 6, 2014 11:48am | Post# 13163

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} Hi kprsa, First of all I would like to thank you for sharing your indicator here! 
{image} For a few days, I worked a lot with your RecurrenceStatistic V4.2 indicator I 
found on SHF forum (http://www.stevehopwoodforex.com/php...104307#p104307). Now 
trying to understand your algorithm I applied a minor modification and got some weird 
results. I simply added two new buffers to display the upper and lower border of a 
transient or fractal zone your algorithm identified on a certain center bar. I did not touch 
your... 
hi, i think you have an option of several indicators (freefox, sciurus, xixi) to graphically 
display the tzs. 
in my opinion the one by xixi is probably the best, simply because you get the source 
code for it.  
the main goal of the rs indicator is the statistics of the tzs, not the graphical display so i 
will not help you with this.  
 
k 

 

pedma Dec 6, 2014 12:34pm | Post# 13164

 
Quoting GU-Night 
I think the question is: why are all the memberships from the thread starters with a link 
to TZ or sub-sequence revoked? Eurusdd – Similarity thread Pirate Pip - Buried treasure 
Kiads - MTH thread Saver0 - Adventure in TZ trading MAM trader - My best trade is next 
trade! It would be very naïve from me to think that this is just coincidence. Every blind 
man can see that this is destroying from places where these concepts are discussed. 
Many people know that there is good information in these threads, so if forexfactory was 
fair, they don’t placed... 

Afraid of TRZ ? Hm ... FF is not objective but subjective  

 

GU-Night Dec 6, 2014 1:01pm | Post# 13165

 
Quoting pedma 

{quote} Afraid of TRZ ? Hm ... FF is not objective but subjective  
 
I think there is a misunderstanding. I’m totally done with forexfactory. They are not only 
subjective, their purpose seems to be to keep people stupid. 
At the moment threads become interesting they go in the recycle bin, and their thread 
starter got banned. 

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 1:06pm | Post# 13166

 
Quoting kprsa 



{quote}the main goal of the rs indicator is the statistics of the tzs, not the graphical 
display so i will not help you with this. k 
Hi kprsa, 
Thank you for your fast reply! My point was not to ask you for help in coding a new 
indicator that displays TZ - I already have that. 
 
But I'm afraid - if I did not misinterpret your algorithm - that the statistics displayed 
just depend on some transient zones that are not being identified correctly. IMO, the 
fractal zones are all correct. The only reason I added my two buffers to your code was to 
visualize that without having to deal with those graphical objects. 
 
Regards, duplex 

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 1:18pm | Post# 13167

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 
{quote}But the question is that why are multiple accounts found at the same IP? 
Sharing the same internet access point in a company? Using the same proxy server for 
whatever reason? Maybe not very probable, but nonetheless possible. 
 
Regards, duplex 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 2:11pm | Post# 13168

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} Sharing the same internet access point in a company? Using the same proxy 
server for whatever reason? Maybe not very probable, but nonetheless possible. Regards, 
duplex 
 
 
the accusation, that somebody is using multiple usernames, is not only based on the 
same IP address 
 
 
there are practises available to identify someone due to more information our computers 
give away without that most of us will notice it ever......... 
 
For example, Google is very good at it..... 
 
 
Our computers are most of the time as good as a fingerprint 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 2:23pm | Post# 13169

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} Sharing the same internet access point in a company? Using the same proxy 
server for whatever reason? Maybe not very probable, but nonetheless possible. Regards, 
duplex 
 
read this 
 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/adamtann...at-comes-next/  

 



kprsa Dec 6, 2014 2:44pm | Post# 13170

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting duplex 
{quote}But I'm afraid - if I did not misinterpret your algorithm - that the statistics 
displayed just depend on some transient zones that are not being identified correctly. 
Hi, you are right, thank you. There was indeed a bug in the stats of the mid-bar zones. 
 
What was (quite stupidly) incorrect in my code was the condition for the cleared mid-bar 
TZ being resolved involving High[i]/Low[i] instead of Close[i]. There are still minor issues 
left that I am aware of and will perhaps get back to them once in an appropriate mood. 
 
Anyway, since this changes the stats for the mid-bar TZs to an extent, I will call this 
update Version 4_3. The pdf from the 4.2 version is still valid. 
 
Voila, 
k 
 
RecurrenceStatisticV4_3.mq4  

 

kprsa Dec 6, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 13171

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} The only reason I added my two buffers to your code was to visualize that 
without having to deal with those graphical objects. Regards, duplex 
I am not sure but I think your buffers will still fail in the (rare) case when there is, say an 
upwards transient bar i with a Close[i] above the previous maximum, but the maximum 
of the next candles is lower than the Close[i]. I guess these pathological cases are to an 
extent arbitrary to deal with. 
 
Cheers, 
k 

 

candero Dec 6, 2014 3:29pm | Post# 13172

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} the accusation, that somebody is using multiple usernames, is not only based on 
the same IP address there are practises available to identify someone due to more 
information our computers give away without that most of us will notice it ever......... For 
example, Google is very good at it..... Our computers are most of the time as good as a 
fingerprint 
Tell me why reasons for banning are not disclosed, except for rumours and conspiracy 
theories. There's membership revoked, but for what? Same people appear in other 
forums, carrying on their work, but how can one determine objectively what it's all 
about? Whose interest it serves to keep waters muddy as fuck? 

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 5:40pm | Post# 13173

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} read this http://www.forbes.com/sites/adamtann...at-comes-next/  
Interesting - thanks a lot! 

 



infinitus Dec 6, 2014 5:54pm | Post# 13174

 
Quoting candero 
{quote} Tell me why reasons for banning are not disclosed, except for rumours and 
conspiracy theories. There's membership revoked, but for what? Same people appear in 
other forums, carrying on their work, but how can one determine objectively what it's all 
about? Whose interest it serves to keep waters muddy as fuck? 
 
 
maybe FF-admin is investigating a whole ring of suspects and keeps the mouth shut for 
now, which would be very wise for them 
 
you do not wantto disturb investigations by publishing some info 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 5:56pm | Post# 13175

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} Interesting - thanks a lot! 
 

you are welcome  

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 6:03pm | Post# 13176

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} Hi, you are right, thank you. There was indeed a bug in the stats of the mid-bar 
zones. Anyway, since this changes the stats for the mid-bar TZs to an extent, I will call 
this update Version 4_3. 
Great - thanks for correcting it. Looks much better now. Number of transient bars 
decreased, and their individual width now displays correctly. 
 
Regards, duplex 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 6:03pm | Post# 13177

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} Interesting - thanks a lot! 
 
I also told some people here weeks ago, that the TOR may not as safe as most believe. 
At the time being, I was ridiculed for that as not knowing what I am talking about 
 
 
to get a first idea of the matter, read this: 
 
http://www.cnet.com/news/nsa-tracks-...ind-tor-users/  

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 6:09pm | Post# 13178

 
Quoting kprsa 
{quote} I am not sure but I think your buffers will still fail in the (rare) case when there 
is, say an upwards transient bar i with a Close[i] above the previous maximum, but the 
maximum of the next candles is lower than the Close[i]. I guess these pathological cases 



are to an extent arbitrary to deal with. Cheers, k 
Well - I don't plan to use those buffers other than to visualize the basis of your statistics. 
IMO if my buffers fail in 'pathological cases' so will the stats in those cases - right? 
 
Still I am sure your stats is the best currently available for TZ / FZ analysis. 
 
Regards, duplex 

 

duplex Dec 6, 2014 6:12pm | Post# 13179

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} I also told some people here weeks ago, that the TOR may not as safe as most 
believe. 
I'm absolutely sure you're right! 

Quoting infinitus 
{quote}read this: http://www.cnet.com/news/nsa-tracks-...ind-tor-users/  
I never doubted the NSA is tracking privacy networks and tools. 

 

GU-Night Dec 6, 2014 6:27pm | Post# 13180

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} maybe FF-admin is investigating a whole ring of suspects and keeps the mouth 
shut for now, which would be very wise for them you do not wantto disturb investigations 
by publishing some info 
The only suspects are: you, Maximinus and FF-admin. 
 
 
Where the waters are muddy is something to hide. ~ Einstein 
 

 

 

kprsa Dec 6, 2014 6:27pm | Post# 13181

 
Quoting duplex 
{quote} IMO if my buffers fail in 'pathological cases' so will the stats in those cases - 
right? 
No, the RS indicator should work correctly in this particular case. 
However, these are all minor issues (and would result in an error of the order of 0.1%-
1% in stats). 
 
A bigger problem that the RS indicator deals with bars, instead of ticks, the error 
obtained is certainly quite large, but this is the limitation inherent to MT4.  
 
k 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 7:51pm | Post# 13182

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} The only suspects are: you, Maximinus and FF-admin. Where the waters are 

muddy is something to hide. ~ Einstein  



 
What a nincompoop you are....... 
 
It surly was also Maximinus, FF-admin and me who were behind the EURUSDD scam, 
aren't we? 

 

NorthTrader Dec 6, 2014 8:08pm | Post# 13183

 
Quoting GU-Night 
The only suspects are: you, Maximinus and FF-admin... 
Why do some people think that Infinitus and Maximus are responsible for this? To me 
that makes no sense at all. And why do some people think that this is a conspiracy to 
prevent traders from being successful with TZ systems? To me that's not just 
improbable, it's laughable. You only have to see who hasn't been revoked to understand 
that. 
 
The only thing I know with 100% certainty is that I am innocent. So if I suddenly become 
revoked then I'll know that all is not well here. And now you'll know too. 
 
I hope FF Admin will publish their findings at some point but I understand if they can't do 
this yet due to ongoing investigations. Until then, I'm going to be more careful than usual 
about who I trust. 
 
Best wishes, 
NT 

 

GU-Night Dec 6, 2014 8:26pm | Post# 13184

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Why do some people think that Infinitus and Maximus are responsible for this? 
To me that makes no sense at all. And why do some people think that this is a conspiracy 
to prevent traders from being successful with TZ systems? To me that's not just 
improbable, it's laughable. You only have to see who hasn't been revoked to understand 
that. The only thing I know with 100% certainty is that I am innocent. So if I suddenly 
become revoked then I'll know that all is not well here. And now you'll know too. I hope 
FF Admin will publish their findings... 
 
Why do people think that all of the TZ related thread starters are scammers? I know 
that’s not the case, because I have benefitted from it. And I'm not the only one. 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 8:54pm | Post# 13185

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Why do people think that all of the TZ related thread starters are scammers? I 
know that’s not the case, because I have benefitted from it. And I'm not the only one. 
 
Maybe you are too part of the problem...... 
 
Who knows, will find out soon enough 

 

diceman555 Dec 6, 2014 9:00pm | Post# 13186

 



This all gets more bizarre ! 
 
7 users have been removed from my buddie list,i guess they have all been banned,im left 
wondering what the heck is going on here,i have had pm,s from many of these banned 
members and the only topic mentioned in those pm,s were related to my thoughts and 
trading ideas,i was never asked for money or some private club. 
 
It does not matter if you think this trading style has any merit or not ,things seem 
extremely odd, 
 
ive been talking for months to some of these and i have seen nothing odd 
 
umm scratching my head. 
 
I would welcome that a notice of reason be posted 
 
regards 
dice 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 9:05pm | Post# 13187

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Why do people think that all of the TZ related thread starters are scammers? I 
know that’s not the case, because I have benefitted from it. And I'm not the only one. 
 
Let me ask you a question: 
 
 
with all the money the big corporations/banks have, with all the money they spent for 
HFT, quants, research etc., with all the very intelligent people they "bought", physicians, 
mathematicians, etc., people who, unlike most of the revoked members here, get their 
mathematics/statistics right: what do you think, how long it takes, until the newly 
developed algo fails again? Why are all of this brilliant people not able, to find something 
for which they can claim 99.999% probability (and which is tradeable)? What do you 
think is the chance, that a highly skilled mathematician will share his holy grail here 
publicly? Why do you think is it important, that new developed algos are kept as secret 
when you like to be as long profitable with them as it lasts? 
 
My god, one has to protect some people for themselves........ 

 

wireash Dec 6, 2014 9:33pm | Post# 13188

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Let me ask you a question: with all the money the big corporations/banks have, 
with all the money they spent for HFT, quants, research etc., with all the very intelligent 
people they "bought", physicians, mathematicians, etc., people who, unlike most of the 
revoked members here, get their mathematics/statistics right: what do you think, how 
long it takes, until the newly developed algo fails again? Why are all of this brilliant 
people not able, to find something for which they can claim 99.999% probability (and 
which is tradeable)? What... 
SWEET!!! 

 

diceman555 Dec 6, 2014 9:52pm | Post# 13189



 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Let me ask you a question: with all the money the big corporations/banks have, 
with all the money they spent for HFT, quants, research etc., with all the very intelligent 
people they "bought", physicians, mathematicians, etc., people who, unlike most of the 
revoked members here, get their mathematics/statistics right: what do you think, how 
long it takes, until the newly developed algo fails again? Why are all of this brilliant 
people not able, to find something for which they can claim 99.999% probability (and 
which is tradeable)? What... 
I dont think anybody could disagree with this, 
 
but this is a forum based on ideas and developing ideas and method . 
 
virtually every thread and topic of idea should be deleted following the premise you put 
forward. 
 
im more interested in why so many members have been banned .if foul play is at hand 
then fine,but if the ideas of descussion have been banned then every thread should be 
deleted,after all ive yet to find a thread started by a NASA rocket scientist 
 
im not having a pop at you ,just cant make sense of any of this. 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 10:02pm | Post# 13190

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} I dont think anybody could disagree with this, but this is a forum based on ideas 
and developing ideas and method . virtually every thread and topic of idea should be 
deleted following the premise you put forward. im more interested in why so many 
members have been banned .if foul play is at hand then fine,but if the ideas of 
descussion have been banned then every thread should be deleted,after all ive yet to find 
a thread started by a NASA rocket scientist im not having a pop at you ,just cant make 
sense of any of this. 
 
for example: 
 
FF forbids promotion of "get rich quick" schemes 
 
maybe, when you promote the 99.999% probability thing, it may fall into this category. 
Ain't it? 

 

infinitus Dec 6, 2014 10:04pm | Post# 13191

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} I dont think anybody could disagree with this, but this is a forum based on ideas 
and developing ideas and method . virtually every thread and topic of idea should be 
deleted following the premise you put forward. im more interested in why so many 
members have been banned .if foul play is at hand then fine,but if the ideas of 
descussion have been banned then every thread should be deleted,after all ive yet to find 
a thread started by a NASA rocket scientist im not having a pop at you ,just cant make 
sense of any of this. 
 
 
also my statement/questions were towards the theory, that FF-admin bans all the 
"successful" members/methods........ 

 



infinitus Dec 6, 2014 10:06pm | Post# 13192

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} I dont think anybody could disagree with this, but this is a forum based on ideas 
and developing ideas and method . virtually every thread and topic of idea should be 
deleted following the premise you put forward. im more interested in why so many 
members have been banned .if foul play is at hand then fine,but if the ideas of 
descussion have been banned then every thread should be deleted,after all ive yet to find 
a thread started by a NASA rocket scientist im not having a pop at you ,just cant make 
sense of any of this. 
 
and again: 
 
 
think about it for a while: 
 
 
why have been so many people with "additional usernames" been banned, who were 
found in the vicinity of the suspects? 
 
Why have all of this "additional usernames" been supporting the suspects? 
 
 
Any idea? 

 

Greenspanke Dec 6, 2014 11:54pm | Post# 13193

 
I was baptized with 4 names. I hope admin and the beastie boys don't find out or I might 
be next to get banned :P 
 
G 

 

diceman555 Dec 7, 2014 12:32am | Post# 13194

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} and again: think about it for a while: why have been so many people with 
"additional usernames" been banned, who were found in the vicinity of the suspects? 
Why have all of this "additional usernames" been supporting the suspects? Any idea? 
I do not disagree with your points,if foul play is at hand. 
 
The thing that im not understanding is two of the banned guys who i had lots of 
correspondence with only ever asked and discussed related ideas ,in fact trying to find a 
missing link or establish better understanding.quite opposite to promoting for gain. 
 
i personally do not trade tz,s or what ever else are being discussed here,and for most its 
a lost cause.having said that ,some of the principles of market structure within these 
threads can be extremely useful to traders who are fairly developed. 
 
there are similarities in these threads which are similar to things ive been working on for 
some years now. 
 
What i can say is the banned members i had pm,s from have not been banned because 
they have un earthed some golden shrouded holy grail . 
 



Anyways 

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 7, 2014 1:54am | Post# 13195

 
Quoting NorthTrader 
{quote} Why do some people think that Infinitus and Maximus are responsible for this? 
To me that makes no sense at all. And why do some people think that this is a conspiracy 
to prevent traders from being successful with TZ systems? To me that's not just 
improbable, it's laughable. You only have to see who hasn't been revoked to understand 
that. The only thing I know with 100% certainty is that I am innocent. So if I suddenly 
become revoked then I'll know that all is not well here. And now you'll know too. I hope 
FF Admin will publish their findings... 
NorthTrader, such people are not thinking at all, they are just speaking. 
 
D.P. 

 

NorthTrader Dec 7, 2014 2:01am | Post# 13196

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} Why do people think that all of the TZ related thread starters are scammers? I 
know that’s not the case, because I have benefitted from it. And I'm not the only one. 
Personally I'd be very surprised if all the people who got revoked were scammers. There 
may be other reasons involved, such as the abuse of other members using graphic 
expletives, or continual criticism of FF Admin. But it's puzzling that they were all revoked 
at the same time, rather than case by case. 
 
I don't know what the reasons are, which is why I hope FF Admin will tell us in due 
course. I was just saying what I think the reasons are not (i.e. two people, not even 
Admin, bringing down many others purely because they dislike them; and a conspiracy to 
prevent people from discovering secret 99% probability systems). Such accusations are 
absurd in my opinion. 
 
Hopefully this will be my last post on the subject. Emotions are running high and I don't 
want to offend anyone any more than I already have. 

 

kprsa Dec 7, 2014 2:38am | Post# 13197

 
ok, 
i admit defeat. i have tried to make content here despite all the trolling, but even the 
people seeing some level of content here cannot contain themselves from posting trivia 
and feeding the trolls instead of adding value. so i have failed. i guess it is important to 
try... 
all the best to everybody. 
bye. 
k 

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 7, 2014 3:36am | Post# 13198

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Let me ask you a question: with all the money the big corporations/banks have, 
with all the money they spent for HFT, quants, research etc., with all the very intelligent 
people they "bought", physicians, mathematicians, etc., people who, unlike most of the 



revoked members here, get their mathematics/statistics right: what do you think, how 
long it takes, until the newly developed algo fails again? Why are all of this brilliant 
people not able, to find something for which they can claim 99.999% probability (and 
which is tradeable)? What... 
it is nothing to add more. 

 
 
There is the only thing you must get . If some people here gain with their algos, even all 
of them (on FF) that are trading with their 100 - 100000 USD accounts begin trading it 
with profit eventually, they will not exert a strong influence on Forex market. 
 
EDITED. Just for reminder, Average daily turnover on Forex is between 4 and 10 
trillion dollars. 
 
Best, 
D.P. 

 

Innate Dec 7, 2014 3:45am | Post# 13199

 
Quoting kprsa 
ok, i admit defeat. i have tried to make content here despite all the trolling, but even the 
people seeing some level of content here cannot contain themselves from posting trivia 
and feeding the trolls instead of adding value. so i have failed. i guess it is important to 
try... all the best to everybody. bye. k 

Thank you for your efforts, I have learnt a lot form you.  
I understand your decision. All the best.  

Such a shame this has all happened.  

 

infinitus Dec 7, 2014 4:19am | Post# 13200

 
Quoting diceman555 
{quote} I do not disagree with your points,if foul play is at hand. The thing that im not 
understanding is two of the banned guys who i had lots of correspondence with only ever 
asked and discussed related ideas ,in fact trying to find a missing link or establish better 
understanding.quite opposite to promoting for gain. i personally do not trade tz,s or what 
ever else are being discussed here,and for most its a lost cause.having said that ,some of 
the principles of market structure within these threads can be extremely useful to traders 
who are... 
 
from FF: 
 
Commercial Code of Conduct 
Any Member who makes money by providing a product or service to forex traders should 
be designated a Commercial Member. Commercial Members are allowed to promote 
products and services in the Commercial Content forum, as long as they abide by the 
following code of conduct. Generally, Commercial Members should be upfront, 
professional, and not be sneaky. 
 
Please note that Forex Factory's Commercial Membership rules and functionality will be 
revamped in 2015. Your patience with the current system is appreciated. 
 
I. Be transparent 
 
Members who are associated with a product or service should make that fact obvious. 



There's zero tolerance for cloaking a company association with the intent of promoting a 
product or service (e.g., pretending to be a happy customer, etc.). 
 
II. No Spam 
 
Commercial members should not spam Forex Factory by posting duplicate content, 
bumping their threads, or flooding the website with worthless posts. 
 
III. No Scams 
 
Products and services that are built upon bad intent (i.e., the seller knows the service is 
not worth the price) are not allowed to be promoted on Forex Factory. This generally 
includes signal services, multi-level-marketing, and get-rich-quick schemes. 
 
While Forex Factory does not evaluate every product or service 
promoted by Commercial Members, if one comes to the staff's 
attention, it may be disallowed if discretionarily deemed to be a 
scam.  

 

infinitus Dec 7, 2014 5:46am | Post# 13201

 
let us look at what we have: 
 
A) EURUSDD proven scam 
 
B) some people who imply, that they have a 97-99.999% edge 
 
C) many additional usernames 
 
 
 
OK, say, Baillie, PiratePip and others simply thought to have found a golden Nugget with 
that what EURUSDD "taught". Say, the individuums could not agree, on how exactly the 
similarity thing worked, or maybe better, on how it would be optimally traded. So the 
logic would imply, that the group, in the end splits up, and created the various threads, 
in order to seperate the thinking-streams, and to show which method could work in the 
end. 
 
Let us also say, that the now divided group had no animosity between the single 
suspects and kept on supporting each other. 
 
In this case, FF-admin would have made a fault. 
 
 
Now we have to deal with the "multiple-usernames". If this multiple usernames were 
loosely created only to attract more discussion in the beginning of the threads or theory, 
it would be a minor issue and would be negligible.It would be kind of "marketing trick". 
 
But they kept on creating ever more multiple usernames. 
 
The suspects of the initial group were supporting each other, also the multiple usernames 
were supporting each other and also the suspects. 
 
Additional to that, many of the additional usernames were created long ago. 
 



Even when the EURUSDD scam got busted, there were new additional usernames 
created, supporting the machinery, defending it, and smearing the people who voiced 
critique towards the whole 99% probability scheme. 
 
Here are some of the additional usernames: 
 
keep in mind, that FF-admin surly has very good ability to track them down! 
 
giovanni4000 
pipscollect 
Rahimseven 
smallcat 
andrern2000 
Burnsss 
jackpro 
SirJack 
forextarget 
MAM.Trader 
pip.monkey? 
RickyCash 
 
 
only to name a few 
 
 
Also note, that some of the Adittional Usernames supported revoked people like 
Eitan1010 or Vigovski 
 
Also note, that some of the additional usernames subscribed to FF long ago. Some even 
here since 2012 like jackpro, and only got active when the similarity thread started. Or 
take Rahimseven - membership since 2011. What was the reason for that, other than 
being part of a long running scheme? 
 
Also notice, that many of the suspects and the additional usernames are coders. 
 
look here, how one additional username "expert-talked" to another one: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...61#post7836561 
 
 
 
Be the judge....... 

 

infinitus Dec 7, 2014 5:47am | Post# 13202

 
Quoting Dr.Phoenix 

{quote} it is nothing to add more. There is the only thing you must get . If some 
people here gain with their algos, even all of them (on FF) that are trading with their 100 
- 100000 USD accounts begin trading it with profit eventually, they will not exert a 
strong influence on Forex market. EDITED. Just for reminder, Average daily turnover on 
Forex is between 4 and 10 trillion dollars. Best, D.P. 
 
but, but, but........ 
 
 



with a 99.999% probability you can have world domination within weeks. Can we not?  

 

infinitus Dec 7, 2014 7:19am | Post# 13203

 
Quoting infinitus 
let us look at what we have: A) EURUSDD proven scam B) some people who imply, that 
they have a 97-99.999% edge C) many additional usernames OK, say, Baillie, PiratePip 
and others simply thought to have found a golden Nugget with that what EURUSDD 
"taught". Say, the individuums could not agree, on how exactly the similarity thing 
worked, or maybe better, on how it would be optimally traded. So the logic would imply, 
that the group, in the end splits up, and created the various threads, in order to seperate 
the thinking-streams, and to show which... 
 
for the record: 
 
I do not know, if all of the revoked ones are scammers. I think there might be a chance 
of some collateral damage. 
 
Another league are the people with multiple usernames. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 8:40am | Post# 13204

 

Quoting Greenspanke 
I was baptized with 4 names. I hope admin and the beastie boys don't find 
out or I might be next to get banned :P G 

Baptized with 4 names doesn't give you the right to have 4 ID cards, 4 passports, 4 

security social number etc. If so, then you are a fraud  

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 8:45am | Post# 13205

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} The only suspects are: you, Maximinus and FF-admin. Where the waters are 

muddy is something to hide. ~ Einstein  

If waters are muddy here, why don't you follow your gurus in their new rats hole ? 

 

Lowphat Dec 7, 2014 11:57am | Post# 13206

 
Quoting infinitus 
some people who imply, that they have a 97-99.999% edge 
i think your misunderstanding at least IMHO what >90 is. its not the win percentage of 
your trades. at the most basic level its the realization of price having a high probability of 
hitting the same price in the future. for example take all prices now while the market is 
closed. how many of these prices do you think will get hit again in the next min/hour/day 
after the market opens when price moves away a few ticks. if you disagree with this i 
welcome an open dialog. 

Quoting maximinus 

{quote}why don't you follow your gurus in their new rats hole ? 
although the name calling suggests you two may not be looking for an open dialog but 
just here for pure trolling fun 



if your here because you think the concepts are unfounded you did a bad job of 

understanding them. if your here for pure trolling fun you did an outstanding job  

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 12:24pm | Post# 13207

 
Quoting Lowphat 
{quote} i think your misunderstanding at least IMHO what >90 is. its not the win 
percentage of your trades. at the most basic level its the realization of price having a 
high probability of hitting the same price in the future. for example take all prices now 
while the market is closed. how many of these prices do you think will get hit again in the 
next min/hour/day after the market opens when price moves away a few ticks. if you 
disagree with this i welcome an open dialog. {quote} although the name calling suggests 
you two may not be looking for... 
For the open dialog, I tried to establish a fair dialog with the thread opener when he 
presented his fabulous discovery in the interactive thread. He is the one who refused to 
answer questions. Now that the concept is in the recycle bin, I'll certainly not open it 
anew. 

My mission in this thread was to flush the crooks and mission accomplished.  

Quoting Lowphat 
calling Pirate Pip a scammer is ludicrous. that is some crazy slander 
Are you here for rehabilitating your friend piratepip? If so, then the Game is over for him. 
Accept it. FF-Admin decision shows that my suspicions were justified. GAME OVER dude 

 

 

infinitus Dec 7, 2014 12:31pm | Post# 13208

 
Quoting Lowphat 
{quote} i think your misunderstanding at least IMHO what >90 is. its not the win 
percentage of your trades. at the most basic level its the realization of price having a 
high probability of hitting the same price in the future. for example take all prices now 
while the market is closed. how many of these prices do you think will get hit again in the 
next min/hour/day after the market opens when price moves away a few ticks. if you 
disagree with this i welcome an open dialog. {quote} although the name calling suggests 
you two may not be looking for... 
 
There is really no need anymore to discuss probabilities here, since it was done over and 
over 
 
And trust me: I do understand very well 
 
 
It was said often enough, that when you chose the H-value high enough, nearly every 
level gets recurrent sometime in the future 
 
 
I can only warn you to call the ones "troll" who are shedding some lights on the issues 
here.It is simply a violation of the "respect the fellow trader" etc. 
 
 
Why is it, that there is a never ending stream of very new members who try to piss 
against my leg? 
 
How can it be, that someone with a handful of postings has already reached low impact 



status? 
 
Are you part of the gang? Will elaborate on that later.... 

 

priceaction1 Dec 7, 2014 1:09pm | Post# 13209

 
forex is killing filed like a hunger game, killed or to be killed. Every player use his tact's. 
It is one's own responsibility to do what is good for him. nothing 100% nothing HG is 
exist, and never ever it will. If there is any than all funds, banks and other big players 
have enough power to acquire it. simply if any player have a edge other player soon 
make counter action and market become neutral, did you notice why EA loss there 
profitability with passage of time? simply market take counter action against there code. 
The MM and reading the behavior of price is the only HG. Think why still human are there 
for trading not supper computer. 

 

Lowphat Dec 7, 2014 1:23pm | Post# 13210

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} There is really no need anymore to discuss probabilities here, since it was done 
over and over And trust me: I do understand very well It was said often enough, that 
when you chose the H-value high enough, nearly every level gets recurrent sometime in 
the future I can only warn you to call the ones "troll" who are shedding some lights on 
the issues here.It is simply a violation of the "respect the fellow trader" etc. Why is it, 
that there is a never ending stream of very new members who try to piss against my leg? 
How can it be, that someone... 
ah this isn't about probabilitys or validity of the concepts. i just got the leg reference. you 
will have to forgive me sometimes I'm a bit slow. i think i understand now. oh well back 
to my home @ SH. i wish everyone green pips 
 
edit: 
Quoting priceaction1 
did you notice why EA loss there profitability with passage of time? simply market take 
counter action against there code. The MM and reading the behavior of price is the only 
HG. Think why still human are there for trading not supper computer. 
also market conditions and characteristics change over time. for example the volitility 
and daily ranges now compared to 2005 
re:The MM and reading the behavior of price is the only HG <---nothing more true than 
that statement 

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 7, 2014 1:31pm | Post# 13211

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} but, but, but........ with a 99.999% probability you can have world domination 

within weeks. Can we not?  

Believers must believe. 
 
D.P. 

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 2:24pm | Post# 13212

 
Quoting maximinus 



{quote} Baptized with 4 names doesn't give you the right to have 4 ID cards, 4 

passports, 4 security social number etc. If so, then you are a fraud  
Blah, blah, blah Its just my way of saying stop trolling. You can never see humor when 
you make things personal. 
So you've succeeded getting everyone else kicked out. So what now? You think you can 
deliver content? 
Yeah right. 

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 2:30pm | Post# 13213

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} For the open dialog, I tried to establish a fair dialog with the thread opener 
when he presented his fabulous discovery in the interactive thread. He is the one who 
refused to answer questions. Now that the concept is in the recycle bin, I'll certainly not 
open it anew. My mission in this thread was to flush the crooks and mission 

accomplished. {quote} Are you here for rehabilitating your friend piratepip? If so, 
then the Game is over for him. Accept it. FF-Admin decision shows that my suspicions 

were justified. GAME OVER dude ... 
All everyone need to do is read your post and they can see what you are all about. 
Not everything here is all about you. A lot of us could not care less what you suspect or 
even think. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 2:37pm | Post# 13214

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} Blah, blah, blah Its just my way of saying stop trolling. You can never see 
humor when you make things personal. So you've succeeded getting everyone else 
kicked out. So what now? You think you can deliver content? Yeah right. 
You are the one trolling by defending those revoked with multiple username. 
As for the content, no need to reinvent the wheel i.e support/resistance or 
supply/demand. Go to baby pips everything is explained clearly. BTW, your master 
started his scam career there and was kicked out also . The world is so unfair with your 
GANG = thrown out as plague from every place. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 2:40pm | Post# 13215

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} All everyone need to do is read your post and they can see what you are all 
about. Not everything here is all about you. A lot of us could not care less what you 
suspect or even think. 
But Twee and FF-admin care. The gang is mad. Take some pills. 

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 13216

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} You are the one trolling by defending those revoked with multiple username. As 
for the content, no need to reinvent the wheel i.e support/resistance or supply/demand. 
Go to baby pips everything is explained clearly. BTW, your master started his scam 
career there and was kicked out also . The world is so unfair with your GANG = thrown 
out as plague from every place. 
lmao. There you go again with your suspicions. My gang ? My master? Who? I don't even 



know anyone in this forum. 
you are so laughable. Go get a life and stop your trolling. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 2:53pm | Post# 13217

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} lmao. There you go again with your suspicions. My gang ? My master? Who? I 
don't even know anyone in this forum. you are so laughable. Go get a life and stop your 
trolling. 

Why are you trying to excuse the multiple user name  

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 2:56pm | Post# 13218

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} But Twee and FF-admin care. The gang is mad. Take some pills. 
Twee and Admin? As well they should it's their every right but why must it come from 
you? What gang? 
Only gang I see is you and other trolls. Maybe a thread should be started in your honor 
where 
the likes of you can congregate and leave the rest in peace. 
 
Anyway my last post to you. Nothing but waste of time. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 2:59pm | Post# 13219

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} Twee and Admin? As well they should it's their every right but why must it come 
from you? What gang? Only gang I see is you and other trolls. Maybe a thread should be 
started in your honor where the likes of you can congregate and leave the rest in peace. 
Anyway my last post to you. Nothing but waste of time. 
Good. 
 

Edit/ no, not Good.  

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 3:00pm | Post# 13220

 
Quoting maximinus 

{quote} Why are you trying to excuse the multiple user name  
Ok I said last post but this is what you are famous for. Get the last word in that is 
meaningless and do nothing but to excuse your behavior. 
I do not excuse multiple user names I reacted only to Kprsa's last post because of your 
incessant trolling. Why couldn't you just move on and leave the thread to those who 
care? what harm are they doing to you? 

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 3:03pm | Post# 13221

 
Quoting maximinus 

{quote} Good. Edit/ no, not Good.  
How old are you? Time to grow up or give the keyboard back to your mom kid. lol 



 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 3:06pm | Post# 13222

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} Ok I said last post but this is what you are famous for. Get the last word in that 
is meaningless and do nothing but to excuse your behavior. I do not excuse multiple user 
names I reacted only to Kprsa's last post because of your incessant trolling. Why couldn't 
you just move on and leave the thread to those who care? what harm are they doing to 
you? 
So are you the one who want to take over the thread after eurusdd/Piratepip etc… The 
thread is in the recycle bin and will stay. Do you understand what it means, no more 
99.99999999% success trade calls. BS. 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 3:09pm | Post# 13223

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} How old are you? Time to grow up or give the keyboard back to your mom kid. 
lol 
Sorry can't answer. Privacy. 

 

Greenspanke Dec 7, 2014 3:10pm | Post# 13224

 
Quoting maximinus 
{quote} So are you the one who want to take over the thread after eurusdd/Piratepip 
etc… The thread is in the recycle bin and will stay. Do you understand what it means, no 
more 99.99999999% success trade calls. BS. 
LMAO you think everyone who comes here look for trade calls like you do? 

 

maximinus Dec 7, 2014 3:13pm | Post# 13225

 
Quoting Greenspanke 
{quote} LMAO you think everyone who comes here look for trade calls like you do? 
No they came for buried tresor, holy grail and snake oil and they finish enraged in the 
recycle bin and kicked out by admin. 

 

wireash Dec 7, 2014 5:35pm | Post# 13226

 
this thread went down the shitter faster than obamas admin. 

 

duplex Dec 7, 2014 6:04pm | Post# 13227

 
I'm really grateful to those members who contributed to the original topic of this thread 
by their valuable input, indicators, papers etc. Studying their posts and to a very small 
extent also contributing myself brought me insight in a simple, straightforward statistical 
methodology that can really give an edge if applied correctly. For me, this took place 
during the last ten days or so. 
 
Again: thank you! 
 
But now this thread has moved away so far and so fast from its original topic that I feel 



it's about time to leave, even before the garbage collectors' big car comes around the 
block to empty FF's recycle bin. 
 
Maybe I'll have a look in the recycle bin from time to time to see whether this thread is 
still there. If there should be any serious, topic specific discussion be started in a new 
thread or a different forum, I'd be happy to receive a PM about it and start contributing. 
 
Good luck to you all! 
 
duplex 

 

ellenbrook Dec 7, 2014 8:56pm | Post# 13228

 
we will never know the real story behind all bla bla bla now my question his or are they 
FOREX FACTORY are they the one control our FOREX trading then if become near the 
HOLY GRAIL they ban you or put all in the bin ???????? are we living in a democracy free 
of speech or what, been controlled scrutiny on every move? 
anywhere the one has been ban or deleted or they been working timeless day and night 
to give us a edge but been denied to do so, anywhere they will take they business 
somewhere else then make them more ego the fight FOREX FACTORY guess or will gain 
from been ban????? 

 

acetrader Dec 8, 2014 4:45am | Post# 13229

 
Quoting duplex 
I'm really grateful to those members who contributed to the original topic of this thread 
by their valuable input, indicators, papers etc. Studying their posts and to a very small 
extent also contributing myself brought me insight in a simple, straightforward statistical 
methodology that can really give an edge if applied correctly. For me, this took place 
during the last ten days or so. Again: thank you! But now this thread has moved away so 
far and so fast from its original topic that I feel it's about time to leave, even before the 
garbage collectors'... 

 
 
 

I agree & May This Thread Rest In Peace.  

 

drloyd Dec 8, 2014 11:05am | Post# 13230

 
1 Attachment(s) 



 
 
Here are some examples of dissimilarity and divergence. 
 
I hope this thread does not die - murdered by admin and senior trolls.... 

 

feuerTrader Dec 10, 2014 2:51pm | Post# 13231

 
1 Attachment(s) 
Quoting vspatrick 
{image} Do I get it right ? 
*see picture in attatchment* 

Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote} You are wrong. You do not know if that region is transient or recurrent yet 
because it is still forming. What you do though is wait. The moment price goes above 
that region, you can assume it is transient and then prices very close above it recurrent. 
Those prices are the ones you will expect a re-visit within at least one of the remaining h 
bars. 
Hi guys, 
I don't understand the answer of Eurusdd. Does anyone understand? 
Quoting Eurusdd 
{quote}The moment price goes above that region, you can assume it is transient 
Shouldn't it be recurrent? If price now rises and goes above that red region, the red 
region is recurrent? 
Thank you very much! 



 

 

jimsterk Dec 10, 2014 11:05pm | Post# 13232

 
Quoting feuerTrader 
{quote} *see picture in attatchment* {quote} Hi guys, I don't understand the answer of 
Eurusdd. Does anyone understand? {quote} Shouldn't it be recurrent? If price now rises 
and goes above that red region, the red region is recurrent? Thank you very much! 
{image} 
Hi feuerTrader, 
 
If I understand correctly, this post (#11481) from FX-Jay may be useful: 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...44#post7842544 
 
First we wait the yellow/red zone becomes transient zone, then If price goes above this 
transient zone, above the transient zone is high probability to be recurrent zone. 
 
So we ready to sell above the transient zone. 
 
Thank you, 

 

sram Dec 10, 2014 11:08pm | Post# 13233

 
Quoting feuerTrader 

{quote} *see picture in attatchment* {quote} Hi guys, I don't understand 
the answer of Eurusdd. Does anyone understand? {quote} Shouldn't it be 
recurrent? If price now rises and goes above that red region, the red 
region is recurrent? Thank you very much! {image} 



YES that red zone is recurrent prices if price goes above that region in(your pic) theory-
But its all about h we choose and probability etc..GOOD LUCk 

 

GU-Night Dec 12, 2014 4:18pm | Post# 13234

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} Let me ask you a question: with all the money the big corporations/banks have, 
with all the money they spent for HFT, quants, research etc., with all the very intelligent 
people they "bought", physicians, mathematicians, etc., people who, unlike most of the 
revoked members here, get their mathematics/statistics right: what do you think, how 
long it takes, until the newly developed algo fails again? Why are all of this brilliant 
people not able, to find something for which they can claim 99.999% probability (and 
which is tradeable)? What... 
 
I don’t defend the “99,999% probability”. I know how they come up with these 
“probabilities” but there is a serious flaw with the calculations. 
 
I defend the ideas presented here, because it can give people an edge. The only thing 
you can hear me say is this: ‘At certain times there is a good change that one thing will 
happen over another”. Many traders think like this, otherwise they don’t trade. 
 
I don’t say that you say this but saying that the ideas presented here are BS is the same 
as saying that the ZigZag indicator does not repaint. 

 

GU-Night Dec 12, 2014 4:21pm | Post# 13235

 
Quoting Lowphat 
{quote} i think your misunderstanding at least IMHO what >90 is. its not the win 
percentage of your trades. at the most basic level its the realization of price having a 
high probability of hitting the same price in the future. for example take all prices now 
while the market is closed. how many of these prices do you think will get hit again in the 
next min/hour/day after the market opens when price moves away a few ticks. if you 
disagree with this i welcome an open dialog. {quote} although the name calling suggests 
you two may not be looking for... 
 
Best post in the last 300 pages in my opinion. And it is that simple! Most prices are ‘H-
recurrent’. So if we can find ‘H-transient’ prices, then we can assume that the possible 
‘transient zone’ on the opposite side (which is not confirmed transient yet) is ‘H-
recurrent’ because H-transient prices happen less often than H-recurrent prices. Nobody 
can deny that, if we look at the Freefox, Xixi, kprsa or Sciurius indicators. We can’t argue 
about that! The indicators make that fact visual. Even so, nobody can deny that the 
ZigZag indicator repaints. We can simply take advantage of that fact. 

 

candero Dec 12, 2014 4:55pm | Post# 13236

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I don’t defend the “99,999% probability”. I know how they come up with these 
“probabilities” but there is a serious flaw with the calculations. 

Wanna elaborate that with examples? Would be an interesting read, I think   

 

GU-Night Dec 12, 2014 6:52pm | Post# 13237

 



Quoting candero 

{quote} Wanna elaborate that with examples? Would be an interesting read, I think   
It is not that interesting, actually. It is calculating the probability that different 
independent events all fail. Let us say; 80% of the possible problem bars are resolved 
within 20 bars. We have three independent (possible) 80% events. What is the change 
that they fail all three? 
 
0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.8% 
 
The flaw in my opinion is that for example 70% of the possible problem bars are already 
resolved in 10 bars. So from my perspective it is better to speak about improbabilities. 
One thing is more improbable than another thing. Nevertheless, I don’t think it is wrong 
to look at it this way but it is not 99% change of fully resolving from one of the three 

events within H-bars. But I do think it is above 50%, and that is enough  

 

candero Dec 12, 2014 8:30pm | Post# 13238

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} It is not that interesting, actually. It is calculating the probability that different 
independent events all fail. Let us say; 80% of the possible problem bars are resolved 
within 20 bars. We have three independent (possible) 80% events. What is the change 
that they fail all three? 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.8% The flaw in my opinion is that for example 
70% of the possible problem bars are already resolved in 10 bars. So from my 
perspective it is better to speak about improbabilities. One thing is more improbable than 
another thing. Nevertheless,... 
Thank you for your reply! I see your point, Savero said in these lines as well. But why 
"think" if data can answer it, that's my current objective at the moment - to get 
probabilities at every bar and see how they stack together. 

 

infinitus Dec 13, 2014 3:43am | Post# 13239

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} It is not that interesting, actually. It is calculating the probability that different 
independent events all fail. Let us say; 80% of the possible problem bars are resolved 
within 20 bars. We have three independent (possible) 80% events. What is the change 
that they fail all three? 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.8% The flaw in my opinion is that for example 
70% of the possible problem bars are already resolved in 10 bars. So from my 
perspective it is better to speak about improbabilities. One thing is more improbable than 
another thing. Nevertheless,... 
 
 
But when we do not calculate the chance of failure, but the chance of that it happens, it 
is: 
 
0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 = 51.2% 
 
 
which may provide a tiny edge, but is not impressive at all 
 
 
Is there a reason why people continue to calculate the probability of failure instead the 
probability of success, other the one that it looks much more better? 

 



GU-Night Dec 13, 2014 4:48am | Post# 13240

 
Quoting infinitus 
{quote} But when we do not calculate the chance of failure, but the chance of that it 
happens, it is: 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 = 51.2% which may provide a tiny edge, but is not 
impressive at all Is there a reason why people continue to calculate the probability of 
failure instead the probability of success, other the one that it looks much more better? 
It is already said that there is a serious flaw with this kind of calculations with this 
statistics. The same is true for the calculation for probability of success imo. Besides, not 
fully resolving within h-bars does not necessarily mean losing. 
 
 
I don’t know why people do that, you can ask them. 

 

infinitus Dec 13, 2014 5:57am | Post# 13241

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} It is already said that there is a serious flaw with this kind of calculations with 
this statistics. The same is true for the calculation for probability of success imo. Besides, 
not fully resolving within h-bars does not necessarily mean losing. I don’t know why 
people do that, you can ask them. 
 

 
 
 
Exactly that was the whole time one of my points of critique here. 
 
But rather to enlighten me, coming up with explanation, or engaging in discussion, I was 
called a troll etc. from some of the suspects here. 
 
 
A good starting point would have been, if the single probabilities of the different TF's are 
really independent, or if there is "something" which makes them dependent. 
 
OK, since a lot of the former members are not here anymore, for which they also fully 

blame me , as it seems, I will direct the question to all the many members here, 
who were so thankful to EURUSDD etc. for enlightening them and have claimed to fully 
understand it (and of course to trade "it" successfully). 
 
Anyone? 

 

infinitus Dec 13, 2014 6:06am | Post# 13242

 
Quoting GU-Night 
{quote} I don’t defend the “99,999% probability”. I know how they come up with these 
“probabilities” but there is a serious flaw with the calculations. I defend the ideas 
presented here, because it can give people an edge. The only thing you can hear me say 
is this: ‘At certain times there is a good change that one thing will happen over another”. 
Many traders think like this, otherwise they don’t trade. I don’t say that you say this but 
saying that the ideas presented here are BS is the same as saying that the ZigZag 
indicator does not repaint.... 
I fully agree on every sentence here. Every sentence........ 
 
Ask our member Dr.Phoenix what he found out regarding the "similarity" thing, which 



gave connection to some of my volume analysis. Hint: volume "gaps" 

 

wireash Dec 20, 2014 4:35am | Post# 13243

 
whats new? 

 

juriFX Dec 20, 2014 9:45am | Post# 13244

 
Quoting wireash 
whats new? 
serious discussion about some topics is not wanted here... 
now taking place somewhere else... 
 
Good luck and open minded are always welcome at our new place. 

 

wireash Dec 21, 2014 7:51am | Post# 13245

 
Quoting juriFX 
{quote} serious discussion about some topics is not wanted here... now taking place 
somewhere else... Good luck and open minded are always welcome at our new place. 
where is that? 

 

jimsterk Dec 22, 2014 8:39am | Post# 13246

 
6 Attachment(s) 
Some empirical analysis... 
 
Strategy:Transient Zone only 
Data:EURUSD240min 
Sample size:6150 
 
First, I try risk=reward (1:1). 
Pictures below are the cumulative return and return. ( 0.1= 1000pips ) 
 



 
 
Next, with constant risk, I changed reward from 0.1 to 10. 
The picture below is the 3D plot of cumulative return, risk:reward, and winning ratio. (not 
very clear, as always) 
 

 
 
The best risk:reward is 1:2, and the cumulative return is 0.441850(4418pips). 



Pictures below are the cumulative return and return with R:R=1:2. 
 

 
 
R:R=1:0.1 gives 91.86% of winning ratio, but its cumulative return is 0.1186. 
Pictures below are the cumulative return and return with R:R=1:0.1. 
Yes, we can achieve >90%, but ... 
 

 
 
What if transient zone is separated into top/bottom TZ and mid bar TZ. (R:R=1:2) 
First picture is about top/bottom TZ, and second picture is about mid bar TZ. 
 



 

 
 
Very different result. 
 
 
Happy holidays! 

 

Innate Dec 22, 2014 6:11pm | Post# 13247

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Some empirical analysis... Strategy:Transient Zone only Data:EURUSD240min Sample 
size:6150 First, I try risk=reward (1:1). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return. ( 0.1= 1000pips ) {image} Next, with constant risk, I changed reward from 0.1 
to 10. The picture below is the 3D plot of cumulative return, risk:reward, and winning 
ratio. (not very clear, as always) {image} The best risk:reward is 1:2, and the 
cumulative return is 0.441850(4418pips). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return with R:R=1:2. {image} R:R=1:0.1 gives... 



Jimsterk, Can you turn your PM on please? Your work is interesting and there are better 
places to discuss it than this old thread... 

 

infinitus Dec 25, 2014 6:20pm | Post# 13248

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Some empirical analysis... Strategy:Transient Zone only Data:EURUSD240min Sample 
size:6150 First, I try risk=reward (1:1). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return. ( 0.1= 1000pips ) {image} Next, with constant risk, I changed reward from 0.1 
to 10. The picture below is the 3D plot of cumulative return, risk:reward, and winning 
ratio. (not very clear, as always) {image} The best risk:reward is 1:2, and the 
cumulative return is 0.441850(4418pips). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return with R:R=1:2. {image} R:R=1:0.1 gives... 
 

 

 

infinitus Dec 25, 2014 6:32pm | Post# 13249

 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...48#post7962148 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...50#post7962150 
 
 
and my reply 
 
 
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthre...71#post7962271  

 

Dr.Phoenix Dec 26, 2014 2:34am | Post# 13250

 
Quoting jimsterk 
Some empirical analysis... Strategy:Transient Zone only Data:EURUSD240min Sample 
size:6150 First, I try risk=reward (1:1). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return. ( 0.1= 1000pips ) {image} Next, with constant risk, I changed reward from 0.1 
to 10. The picture below is the 3D plot of cumulative return, risk:reward, and winning 
ratio. (not very clear, as always) {image} The best risk:reward is 1:2, and the 
cumulative return is 0.441850(4418pips). Pictures below are the cumulative return and 
return with R:R=1:2. {image} R:R=1:0.1 gives... 
quod erat demonstrandum 
 

 
 
D.P. 

 

SAMKing Dec 27, 2014 8:55am | Post# 13251

 
Hi, 
 
Can somebody upload this StochDiffzones indicator for me? I am using MT4 build 765. So 
ex4 file is preferred. 
 
Also, Finally I could not understand how this system works although there is 663 pages 



of discussion here.   

 

Filipson Dec 28, 2014 5:06am | Post# 13252

 
why does the divergence of stochastic and price happen. If we look at the formula the 
divergence should happen only due to the moving of the ''window'' of bars we are looking 
to. But I don't see how this should matter, so I guess there is something else. What else 
could cause the divergence to happen? 

 

SAMKing Dec 31, 2014 6:53am | Post# 13253

 
it seems to me this thread and similar just has made to attract visitors and increase the 
Google rank and popularity, the methods that actually will not work in practice. 

 

ginger Jan 5, 2015 1:27am | Post# 13254

 
Samking you are right about similarity...all was a scam by EURUSDD and I can prove 
anything...great FF admin that banned more than one member that was involve in this 
case.......who have start this thread have no idea how to trade.....believe me..... 

 

chjungen Jan 5, 2015 2:05am | Post# 13255

 
Quoting ginger 
I can prove anything...great FF admin that banned more than one member that was 
involve in this case.......who have start this thread have no idea how to trade.....believe 
me..... 
Sorry, it's hard to believe you. I believe that over 97% of the recently revoked members 
in the last witchhunting act are not scamming artists. Au contrary the very valueable 
contributers. I think FF got a big hit of losing reputation with that what happened. It's 
just a shame. 

 

ginger Jan 5, 2015 4:42am | Post# 13256

 
I can tell you that most of that guy have no idea how to trade... 

 

infinitus Jan 5, 2015 5:05am | Post# 13257

 
Quoting ginger 
I can tell you that most of that guy have no idea how to trade... 
 

and you still feel that the revocation of Vigovski was not OK?  

 

ginger Jan 5, 2015 5:12am | Post# 13258

 
I try to trust to people because I thing that in FF forum we have guys that can help each 
other but was my mistake...my conclusion is that who know trading will not help others.. 

 



ellenbrook Jan 5, 2015 5:26am | Post# 13259

 
let me say the system work the one did start the trade had an idea but was stuck so to 
have this forum did help others to see the big picture they did only give a clue to it was 
to the individual to work out his own system and take advantage of it a hand full smart 
traders did but never share they secret actually was almost the holy grail so FOREX 
FACTORY did step in to ban some of the best adviser also was another twist or did put a 
nail in the coffin. 

 

infinitus Jan 5, 2015 5:28am | Post# 13260

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
let me say the system work the one did start the trade had an idea but was stuck so to 
have this forum did help others to see the big picture they did only give a clue to it was 
to the individual to work out his own system and take advantage of it a hand full smart 
traders did but never share they secret actually was almost the holy grail so FOREX 
FACTORY did step in to ban some of the best adviser also was another twist or did put a 
nail in the coffin. 
 

 

 

ginger Jan 5, 2015 5:31am | Post# 13261

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
let me say the system work the one did start the trade had an idea but was stuck so to 
have this forum did help others to see the big picture they did only give a clue to it was 
to the individual to work out his own system and take advantage of it a hand full smart 
traders did but never share they secret actually was almost the holy grail so FOREX 
FACTORY did step in to ban some of the best adviser also was another twist or did put a 
nail in the coffin. 
you are totally wrong man.....you can also fire an idea and than nothing.... 

 

wireash Jan 8, 2015 6:48am | Post# 13262

 
i hope everyone is short on euro 

 

ellenbrook Jan 8, 2015 8:11am | Post# 13263

 
Quoting ginger 
{quote} you are totally wrong man.....you can also fire an idea and than nothing.... 
 
eheh back your pardon men are you in the same mafia ??? the system did very well i did 
anywhere only a hand full of trader did get the system working before you judge me 
please have a good look at your self 
have a nice day sir? 

 

ginger Jan 8, 2015 8:21am | Post# 13264

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
{quote} eheh back your pardon men are you in the same mafia ??? the system did very 



well i did anywhere only a hand full of trader did get the system working before you 
judge me please have a good look at your self have a nice day sir? 
If I read your comments I think you are one of that group scammer here.....don't try to 
convince other traders in something that even you don't know about it..... 

 

SAMKing Jan 21, 2015 7:35am | Post# 13265

 
Quoting ginger 
{quote} If I read your comments I think you are one of that group scammer 
here.....don't try to convince other traders in something that even you don't know about 
it..... 
You don't need to convince anybody since it seems from tons of people here there are 
just 2-3 were so intelligent to understand this non sense strategy or idea. 
 
What is the result? Don't waste your time, life and money in the situations that you can't 
control. Is there anybody who could succeed from this market except the owners?!! Go 
and run a real business or do a real job, at least you can learn a craft to be able to 
support your life. 
 
All people will lose money and it is just the matter of time. 

 

ellenbrook Jan 22, 2015 1:59am | Post# 13266

 
Quoting SAMKing 
{quote} You don't need to convince anybody since it seems from tons of people here 
there are just 2-3 were so intelligent to understand this non sense strategy or idea. What 
is the result? Don't waste your time, life and money in the situations that you can't 
control. Is there anybody who could succeed from this market except the owners?!! Go 
and run a real business or do a real job, at least you can learn a craft to be able to 
support your life. All people will lose money and it is just the matter of time. 
 
so FUNNY now do you know a long he take to become a successful trader?at last 5 years 
of hard work some say i was a scammed also , if i heard again that word i make sure you 
are ban fro FOREX FACTORY i did work day and night to become successful so many are 
very jealous not to succeed thinking we will give them in silver platter work hard then 
you will become successful. 

 

SAMKing Jan 22, 2015 6:07am | Post# 13267

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
{quote} so FUNNY now do you know a long he take to become a successful trader?at last 
5 years of hard work some say i was a scammed also , if i heard again that word i make 
sure you are ban fro FOREX FACTORY i did work day and night to become successful so 
many are very jealous not to succeed thinking we will give them in silver platter work 
hard then you will become successful. 
I am personally not jealous, but I make observations in real life. if anybody looks at 
around he will see who are successful. The people are successful who run real 
companies, have real jobs and have real proficiencies. Go and look at Forbes and so on 
... . 
 
Do you think you are very intelligent and no body no where can do this like you? if this 
market was like this, all government were more intelligent than you to come and invest 
and payback all their debts. 



 

ellenbrook Jan 22, 2015 7:43am | Post# 13268

 
Quoting SAMKing 
{quote} I am personally not jealous, but I make observations in real life. if anybody 
looks at around he will see who are successful. The people are successful who run real 
companies, have real jobs and have real proficiencies. Go and look at Forbes and so on 
... . Do you think you are very intelligent and no body no where can do this like you? if 
this market was like this, all government were more intelligent than you to come and 
invest and payback all their debts. 
 
oh you misunderstood me have a nice day i waist my time to reply 

 

SAMKing Jan 22, 2015 8:08am | Post# 13269

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
{quote} oh you misunderstood me have a nice day i waist my time to reply 
first go and learn some English then come and mention about your success story with 
this super intelligent similarity system with its weird unrelated mathematics or Forex 
market! 

 

ellenbrook Jan 22, 2015 8:26am | Post# 13270

 
Quoting SAMKing 
{quote} first go and learn some English then come and mention about your success story 
with this super intelligent similarity system with its weird unrelated mathematics or Forex 
market! 
you are an abusing person you not discriminated peoples about they English you have no 
manner so get lost byeeee for ever rude person 

 

ellenbrook Jan 22, 2015 8:27am | Post# 13271

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
{quote} you are an abusing person you not discriminated peoples about they English you 
have no manner so get lost byeeee for ever rude person 
 
i had the impression of SWEDEN peoples had more manners 

 

SAMKing Jan 22, 2015 8:43am | Post# 13272

 
Quoting ellenbrook 
{quote} i had the impression of SWEDEN peoples had more manners 
it is not related to manner, it is related to living in a real world and run a real business 
not by claiming a success story in the market like Forex which itself is fishy. 

 

demolationz Jan 28, 2015 4:16am | Post# 13273

 
Anyone still using cycle identifier? 

 



XPort37 Apr 13, 2015 5:35pm | Post# 13274

 
Quoting demolationz 
Anyone still using cycle identifier? 
Madmoney has a forum for it. Guy is the man when it comes to it 

 

pedma May 9, 2015 7:46pm | Post# 13275

 
Hi, 
any body know, what is the indicator used to create the "aqua / lime arrow" on this 
image ? http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...mentid=1488314 
Does it use the same one like the small blue/magenta arrow too ? 
Thanks 

 

Rparm May 9, 2015 8:40pm | Post# 13276

 
Quoting pedma 
Hi, any body know, what is the indicator used to create the "aqua / lime arrow" on this 
image ? http://www.forexfactory.com/attachme...mentid=1488314 Does it use the same 
one like the small blue/magenta arrow too ? Thanks 
Hey Pedma what post is that picture from exactly I might be able to help 

 

AntiCre Aug 13, 2015 4:45am | Post# 13277

 
Here we discussed the use of the CycleIdentifier in detail. But could someone please 
explain how exactly this indicator works? Would be great - thanks a lot! 

 

imran.78p Sep 5, 2015 1:08am | Post# 13278

 
SAYINGS OF EURUSDD 
 
-The curves/lines must be similar >90% of the time. so when you see differences there is 
a chance to analyze the chart and LOOK forward to where the next similarity will occur. 

 

imran.78p Sep 6, 2015 5:50pm | Post# 13279

 
Quoting imran.78p 
SAYINGS OF EURUSDD -The curves/lines must be similar >90% of the time. so when you 
see differences there is a chance to analyze the chart and LOOK forward to where the 
next similarity will occur. 
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to 
appear when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the 
outer-band and there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the 
ZZ does not appear - get ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade 
against it with a tight stop. In other words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid! 
Every leg of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on 
the outer band (top/bottom). 

 

RBlackburn Sep 7, 2015 4:41am | Post# 13280



 
Can somebody tell me why OP's membership has been revoked? 
How was he scamming people..? I can't seem to find a post, 
Thanks. 

 

kwonkicker Sep 14, 2015 4:02am | Post# 13281

 
Quoting RBlackburn 
Can somebody tell me why OP's membership has been revoked? How was he scamming 
people..? I can't seem to find a post, Thanks. 
turns out the op was a stupid person with a smart idea he got from his econometric class 
and that idea gave some smart people even better ideas and the thread grew like a 
wildfire. eventually tho he got caught with the murder weapon while standing beside a 
dead body. So he is in jail now. Forexfactory jail. 

 

RBlackburn Sep 14, 2015 10:05pm | Post# 13282

 
Quoting kwonkicker 
{quote} turns out the op was a stupid person with a smart idea he got from his 
econometric class and that idea gave some smart people even better ideas and the 
thread grew like a wildfire. eventually tho he got caught with the murder weapon while 
standing beside a dead body. So he is in jail now. Forexfactory jail. 

Hahaha ok  
Thanks mate. 

 

BillYon Feb 4, 2016 6:49pm | Post# 13283

 
Still some of the best reading material on FF 
 
Many great Ideas in here!!!! 

 

acetrader Feb 5, 2016 8:27am | Post# 13284

 
Quoting BillYon 
Still some of the best reading material on FF Many great Ideas in here!!!! 

Right on, right on. [   

 

Börsenkater Mar 11, 2016 9:00am | Post# 13285

 
Quoting Madmoney 
I like the style of this thread! My trading style was kinda along lines of "LOOPHOLES". As 
you can see below have a MTF cycle identifier I'm currently working on, should work well 
with this method. {image} 
Hi Madmoney, 
 
can your share the MTF cycle identifier from the Picture please? 

 


